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THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we scote more

LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MGAT

800-2-REVIEW

Small classes of 15 or fewer

Four proctored and computer-

analyzed practice tests

Computer reports dissecting test

performance I

Highly trained, dynamic instructors

Guaranteed satisfaction

Personal, interactive instruction

(no generic audio or video tapes)

Effective test-taking strategies

Classes arranged by the strengths

and weaknesses of each student

^ Flexible payment plans

• Classes near UCLA

Test r"

LSAT

GMAT
GRE
MCAT

Range

120-180 7.5 points

200-800

600-2400

3-45

Improvement

72 points

214 4Doints

6 pdints

Score improvements are

Indpendentty verified by a
Big Six accounting firm.

If you complete the course and arb not satisfied\ withypur scores on the test,

we'll work with yoL\ again up to c\ne year, free. -

The Princeton Review is not affliliated with Pnnceton University or the' Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)
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How much I I wer do students have?
Campus community debates

who or what really pulls

the policy strings at UCLA

w^

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Bong Vei^ara and other student

members in tiie committee for

Filipino studies are working to

ensure the continuation of Tagalog

language classes at the end of next

year, when it is due to be can-

celed. Others may not mind the

cancellation, but Vergara sees it as

his obligation as a student-

We know they are going to

cancel the Tagalog class at the end
of the year and other people don't.

It's our responsibility to do some-
thing about it and save the class,"

said Vergara, the group's student

coordinator. "Call it a burden of
knowledge.'

They are challenging the uni-

versity's curriculum to protect all

language and culture classes.

"We are trying to shift from a

policy dictated by the administra-

tion and faculty to a policy dictat-

ed by everyone affected, including

students. We want to change the

relation of power," he explained.

"Students have the power to

protest but no power to go into the

decisionmaking circles."

Such tasks have often been
labeled as futile, especially when
student-led. Many doubt that

UCLA students can win any bat-

tles against the administration or

"the system," while others feel

that ifone person can move moun-
tains, 32,000 students united
would be unsto[^able.

Throughout UCLA, students,

faculty and adminisuators hypoth-

esize about the tremendous poten-

tial of student povyer to bring
about change. Their words pro-

vide contrast to the attitudes of

stereotypically apathetic
Generation-Xers that supposedly

roam the campus.

Within the boundaries of
UCLA and beyond, campus com-
munity members discussed
whether students can make an
impact on school administration,

state politics and social change.

"In truth, we don't have much
power," said sophomore Rachel

Novak, a history major. "We have

access to power and potential to

have power, but most of the power
on campus lies in the administra-

tion. Everything is so bureaucrat-

ic."

Not everyone agrees that stu-

dents are powerless on campus.
Some UCLA faculty members
said students often underestimate

the power they have.

If students have problems or

concerns, they can bring it to the

attention of faculty, especially

during office hours, said Judith

Smith, acting Academic Senate

See INTRODUCTION, page 36

in
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More secret settlements

The university did it again. After a jiKige ruled tfiat

secret settlements in sexual harassment cases am ille-

gal, UCLA made another confidential agreement *

regarding the allege harassment of an Anderson
Graduate School of Management employee.

Seep$^3

USAC pie

Undergraduate council works with a little over a

million dollars a year. Have you ever wondered

where those funds go? Here's a quick, easy-to-read

pie chart to k^p you on top of how undergraduate

student government spends your money.

See pa0|^

Class consciousness
The campus community breeds its own classifica-

tions and stereotypes, experts say. There's the one of

the bright-eyed freshman, the South Campus nerd, the

North Campus freak ... Recognize any? Sonw students

say they can tell just by looking.

See page 33
• *\
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... and the

WINNER=
COULD BE YOU!...

— Each month dijring the school year. CRESCENT JEWELERS will give away a

MOVADO MUSEUM WATCH, valued at $395, in a random drawifiglrom the ballots cast

for that month's Crescent Jewelers/UCl-A Athletes of the Month. You can enter the

drawing for October by completing the Official Ballot/Entry below and delivering it to

CRESCENT JEWELERS in the Village. New ballots will be avaliable each month in the

Daily Bruin, at CRESCENT JEWELERS, the UCLA Athletic Hall of Fame, and at

selected UCLA athletic events. Good luck!

WINaMOVADQWATCH
The Museum.Watch.

VOTE FOR THE

JteHe^
il euuelers

'^slnce^

1946

ATHLETES of the MONTH
HOW TO ENTER

Mail or bring a compiated Official Ballot/Entry (or photocopy) to Crascant Jawalars, or drop In an on-
campus ballot box. A naw drawing,a9ch month. You may antar only onca aach month.

As always, Westwood's oldest and most respected jeweler offers a

Discount to UCLA Students, Faculty, and Staff

Official Ballot/ Entry

Here are my choices for the October Crescent Jewelers / UCLA Athletes of the Month.

Please enter me in this month's drawing for a free MOVADO watch.

Name . • Address .

Daytime Phone
^

Male Athlete (Vote For One)

Q" Jim Toring (WP)

Q J.J. Stokes (FB)

Q Robbie UBelle (SOC)

or write In .

Female Athlete (Vote For One)

Sue Skenderian (SOC)
Annett Buckner (VB)

Q Karen Hecox (CO)

or write in

CfMCOTt Jewelers, 1055 Westwood Blvd., Westwood Village 90024 • (310) 208-3131

From the Editor in Chief

Weaving together

the community fabric
Our community is an inUi-

cately-woven fabric of
many colors and textures,

a cloth marked by a unique pat-

tern. Each individual contriibu<^

tion to society adds another ele-

ment, shade and color on the

fabric. It is the blanket that

holds us together, that weaves us

into each oth- ^^___«^^
ers' lives.

But this

fabric is l>eing

pulled tightly,

sometimes
threatening to

unravel.

Historical
oppressions,
violent expe-
riences and
community
decay fray the

edges of this

tapestry.
Sometimes it seems as if we no
longer know each other.

But by presenting a diversity

of perspectives, keeping the
community informed and find-

ing the common ground we all

sfme, a community paper brings

individuals back together in

conversation.

That's what we hope to do
this year at the Daily Bruin.

The challenges facing this

university are enormous.
Continuing budget cuts and a

scarcity of resources, an ongo-
ing fight for curricular reform, a

need for an administrative
vision and the lack of communi-

Matea

Gold

ty dialogue could split the seam
of the community unless it is

bound together by a common
thread.

^i_.The newspaper can thread us

together again.

Jan. 18, 1994. Despite an
earth-shaking temblor and a

still-rocking Kerckhoff Hall,

copies of The Bruin were on the

stands with comprehensive cov-

erage of the Northridge earth-

quake. They didn't last long.

The campus was starved for

information about the safety of

campus buildings, the status of

classes and the quake's impact
on their community. The news-
room was bombarded with con-

cerns about how much damage
Dykstra Hall suffered, if the

water was safe to drink and
when Royce Hall performances
would resume. The Bruin was
the only source for this news.

For the nex^ four days, the

paper maximized its role as

information-provider, storyteller

and source for community dia-

logue. Copies disappeared with-

in a few hours of distribution,

and the main phone line rang
with questions and concerns.
Students, faculty and staff want-

ed news al>out their community,
and we were their lifeline. In

many ways, production of The
Bruin was the only stable ele-

ment in people's lives in the

hectic days following the quake.

During those days last

See OOLD, page 38

From the Editor

Learning 'the system,'
escaping UCIlA 's maze
What hit me first and

hardest when I got
back to campus this

fall were the chainlink fences
girding so many buildings.
Mazes of green tarp and wooden
walls separating and covering
up different areas from each
other.

But what struck me even
more was how accurately this

scene mirrors ^bbmmbm^i^
our experi-
ence at the
university.

We've all

felt lost and
small as

freshmen and
new students

here.. And
then we And a

niche, and
we're okay.
But how
many of us
feel - no mat-
ter how long we've been here -

that we've got the place unrav-

eled? That we know how it

works and how to make it work
for us? That we hav« power as

students?

Or how many more of us are

just scurrying around in the uni-

versity maze? So wrapped up in

our books and lives that we
swallow bullshit, oblivious to

what's being done with our
mQney or to our education.

Much of it has to do with not
having enough information to

know what to do or how to go
about it. That's the theme of this

reg issue's News section. It's a

Ikfam

Nguyen

first step to what will be an
ongoing effort at The Bruin this

year to explain the way "the sys-

tem" works.

Inside you'll fmd stories that

answer some basic questions.
Hopefully, they'll open the door
to more questions l)eing asked -

and more answers demanded.
Some examples:
You're paying more reg fees

but can't see any return in ser-

vices. Just longer lines and
fewer, more crowded classes.

But even as you scribble off the

checks, maybe you have only a

vague idea of who the UC
Regents are and what happens to

all the n|oney they're sucking
out of you.

Perhaps you don't give a

damn about student government.
And most students don't, as
shown by last year's 19 percent
and 1 percent voter turnouts for

undergraduate and graduate
elections, respectively. But the

$18 they collect from every-
body's reg fees add up to a little

over a million dollars. What do
they do with all this money, and
what could they l>e doing? A pie

chart inside shows you how
much goes to which committee,
for what and controlled by
whom.
And if you're wondering just

how much empowerment we're
capable of, after all, there's also

a stirring history inside of cam-
pus activism through the years.

Students taking over buildings,

helping to establish ethnic stud-

See NQUYEN, page 40
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Students unhappy with UCLA's face-lift

Damage from

Jan. 17's jolt

speeds repairs

Seismic renovations

receive reviews.

Construction fences surrounding Kerckhoff Hall dismay
Students. ^

UCLA violates state law
with secret settlement
By Jessie Wang

INvo months after a Los Angeles

Superior Court judge ruled that

UCLA had violated state law by
making secret settlements in sexu-

al harassment cases, the university

has made yet another confidential

agreement.

The settlement resolved a pend-

ing lawsuit that Judith Rucker, for-

m6r Anderson Graduate Schoolbf
Management principal placement

interviewer, filed against her

supervisor Dennis Grindle and the

university in July 1992:

Earlier last week, the Daily
Bruin requested the settlement

files from campus counsel and has

not received an answer yet.

Rucker declined to comment on
the terms of the settlement, saying

that she is legally bound to secre-

cy. "The matter has been
resolved," she told The Bruin.

"That's all 1 can say."

Her attorney Michael Calof also

declined to discuss the matter
without approval from Jeff Blair, a

counsel for the UC Regents. Blair

declined to comment on the terms

of the settlement and said only that

the case was settled either the last

week of July or early August "The
case was resolved to the mutual
satisfaction of the parties," Blair

said. Grindle could not be reached

for comment on the settlement

In May, The Bruin won an 18-

month battle with the university to

obtain files for four sexual assault

cases that the university had set-

tled for a total of about $1 million.

Costs to the univ^sity in terms of

investigation and l^al fees were at

least double that amount, the

released documents indicated.

In the two-year-old lawsuit
Rucker, a female employee.

claimed that her male supervisor

had sexually harassed her on the

job. Gn'ndle allegedly subjected

her to lewd and crude conmients,

including extremely pornographic

letters. Fondling started two
months after she began to woiic for

him and lasted for six nK)nths, she

also alleged in the lawsuit

Documents attached to the law-

suit include three sexually explicit

letters - one 1 5 pages long - that

Rucker alleges Grindle wrote.

Rucker also charged that the uni-

"The case has been

solved to the mutual

satisfaction of the

parties."

Jeff Blair

Counsel for UC Regents

versity mishandled her complaints
- charges the university denied.

Grindle also denied Rucker's
allegations in the court documents.

He asserted that he and Rucker
were close friends and that they

had an intimate and "mutual" rela-

tionship. According to an inves-

tigative report which the university

spent a year preparing, Grindle
admitted exposing himself to

Rucker. But he claimed that

Rucker had misinterpreted the cir-

cumstances and that he merely
wanted to show his vulnerability to

her because she wanted a "com-
mitment"
The lawsuit detailed an acquain-

tance that predated the working
relationship. Rucker and Gr^pdle's

I'll .
"* »

See SCTfUnMENT, page 38

By Vivian L^Tran

Daily Bruin Staff

The staccato sounds of jack
hammers and drills echo through-

out the campus. The labyrinth of

yellow caution tape and silver

fences with green tarp beckon
everyone to be safe and patient

amidst the construction that has

increasingly occupied chunks of
the campus scene for the past

eight years. ^ 1 _.

Despite inconveniences associ-

ated with all the construction on
campus such as room changes,

noise, dust and twisty detour
routes, the advantages may be as

simple as saving lives in the event

of another major earthquake,
adminisu^tive officials stressed.

,"People have to realize we're

doing -it for th^ safety of the occu--

pants," said Allen Solomon; assis-

tant vice chancellor, for facilities

management, which oversees
environmental health and safety

on campus.

"It's not so much an immediate

gratification, but to benefit future

generations," Solomon said. "At
some point, (the construction)

must be done. It has to ipppen. In

a choice between retrofitting or

See LANDSCAPING, page 40

--r

K.C . RncMson

An intimidating labyrinthine view of a fenced pathway leading into

Kerckhoff Haii seems to t>e the only way in, or out, of the building.

By Jennifer Tayior

When the earth shook and
buildings cracked Jan. 17, no one

anticipated the destruction would
be the impetus, to -end years of

waiting for sonie campus build-

ings to l)ecome earthquake safe.

After the Northridge earth-

quake^ the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)
and the state counterpart, the

Office of Emergency Services
(OES) gave funds to repair dam-
aged buildings on campus.^
Congress allocated $8.6 billion in

c^ief, coupled with additional

money, to allow $11.2 committed

to the recovery of the Southland.

The portion of relief funds^that

UCLA will obtain depends on the

amount of damage sustained.

"Basically, the money is set aside,

but all costs must be eligible,"

said Russ Edmonston, FEMA
spokesman.

For Royce Hall, at least, the

earthquake means faster seismic

renovation and repair, 90 percent

of which will be pa^id for by
FEMA.
"The result is that Royce Hall

will end up better than it was

See CONSTRUCTION, page 42

UCLA student demographics

Estimated ethnic makeup of UCLA student body.

Fall 1990 Fail 1991 Fail 1992 Fail 1993

« % i % « % # ^ %

American Indian 305 .9 330 1.0 340 1.1 330 1.1

African American 2,130 6.5 2,015 6.1 2.000 6.2 1.905 6.1

Asian American 7,090 21.5 7.915 24.1 8,200 25.6 8.765 28.1

Pacific Islander 80 .3 120 .4 130 .4 125 .4

Chicano 2,960 9.0 3,065 9.3 3,145 9.8 3,125 10.0

Latino 1,695 5.2 1,680 5.1 1.575 4.9 .1,470 4.7

Filipino 1.025 3.1 1.065 3.2 1,050 3.3 1.050 J.4
WhHB/Caucaslan 17.420 52.9 16.570 50.3 15.435 48.1 14.160 • 45.5

ottier 210 .6 170 .5 185 -.6 210 .7

Total 32,915 32,930 32,060 31,140

Source: Office of Acadeniic Planning and Budget
'

PXULWILC2VW5k

UCLA experiences increase in

number of fresiiman tliis year
By Alisa Ulferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Economic stagnation and reduced educational

funding have not drastically affected enrollment at

UCLA, say' school adminisu-ators, as record num-
bers of first year students prepare to flood the

Bruin gates.

Overall enrollment has dropped only slightly,

and incoming student enrollment for fall 1994 has

jumped, despite the numerous slashes in higher-

education funding by the state that have led to

increased registration fees during the past four

years.

The number of first year students for fall quar-

ter reached 4,125, up from 3,391 last year, said

Alan Fetterson, an administrator from the Oflfice

of Academic Planning and Budget.

"We were shooting for some 3,600 freshmen
the last few years but didn't reach that," Fetterson

said. 'This year we exceeded that."

Although administrators had no figures for fall

1994^ total enrollment at UCLA for fall 1993 was

31,140, down slightly from the previous two
years, which peaked at over 32,000. School offi-

cials deny that the mild reduction in enrollment,

especially among some minority students, is a

result of the fee hikes.

'There is no proof that the (increased reg fees )

have caused minority students to drop out,"

Chancellor Young said at a press conference last

May. "There was a greater number of minority

students at UCLA last year than any other year,"

he added.

Some university watchdogs disagree. They
have criticized the Ui\jversity of California .

claiming increased reg fees affect the ability of

many lower income students, particularly mem-
bers of historically underrepresented groups, to

pursue higher education.

"Our conclusion is that the combination of

higher fees and difficulty in getting classes

(because of budget cuts) have kept some stu-

dents from going to school that otherwise

See ENROUJIEin; page 36
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Gender tables turned in harassment suit
By Shani Pines
Daily Bruin Staff

Close your eyes and imagine a

victim of sexual harassment.
What gender springs to mindV
ho is the harasser?

Although the vast majority of
sexual harassment cases involve

women who report being
harassed by men, exceptions do
exist.

Five months ago, Scott
Matthews, a UCLA student, filed

a lawsuit against the UC Regents

claiming that for more than a

year, his homosexual male co-

workers sexuajly harassed him.

His case is a rare one in the arena

of sexual harassment, but the

issue of male-to-male harassment

is a serious one that exemplifies a

topic easily overlooked.

MaU-to-male harassment
springs from the same dynamics
as the more common male-to^
female harassment, said Howard
Gadlin, an ombudsperson who
serves on the university's sexual

harassment policy committee.
Both typically occur in a rela-

tionship with a power discrepan-

cy, such as a boss and an employ-
ee, he said.

Robert Krazney, a private
attorney who handles sexuai.
harassment cases, noted that

while anyone may have difficulty

coming forward with a claim of
sexual harassment, men may
have particular hesitations.

"The men who call my office

are very embarrassed when they

call - they're supposed'to be
macho, and don't know how to

deal with being a vrctim of

Case pinpoints alleged

male-to-male harassment
harassment," Krazney said.

Matthews' lawsuit addresses

the humiliation and emotional
anguish he said he experienced

because of the harassment; in

fact, emotional distress is one of

the seven causes of action in his

... the issue of male' tO'

male harassment

is a serious one

that exemplifies a

topic easily

overlooked.

suit.

According to Matthews' law-

suit, he worked in the Emergency
Medical Center for over a year,

during which time up to 10 male
co-workers constantly harassed

him. In a pre-filing brief he sub-

mitted to The Bruin, Matthews
detailed the harassment he said

began the moment he started

working at the center.

Matthews claimed in the brief

that of the 15 principal adminis-

trating workers under supervisors

Jorge Benitez and A.J. Gonzalez ,

eight of whom were male, he was
the only heterosexual male.

The alleged vprbal abuse
included alleged comments such

as "I like it when Scott writes on
the status board so that I can see

his ass," and "While you're down
there, do you mind sucking my
dick?" Alleged physical abuse
included brushing up against
Matthews and touching his arms,

back and neck.

Matthews s^id his claims of
gender harassment were substan-

tiated after he asked Maurie
Gardner, labor relations manager,

to conduct an investigation.

Aaron Lohr, deputy director of

the emergency room, looked at

the results of Gardner's investi-

gation and, in a letter to Gardner
dated Jan. 12, 1994, said, "I con-

cur with the finding that there

was gender harassment in the

workplace."

This was a key point,
Matthews said, because it proved

that the harassment was not just

in his eyes, but could be objec-

tively documented.

But Lohr's letter did not rule

out disagreements with
Matthews' claims from the direc-

tor of emergency medicine,
Marshall Morgan, who is named
in the March 31 lawsuit.

"I'm speaking for myself, but I

don't think anybody touched this

guy or bothered him," Morgan
said. "He's obviously too thin-

skinned to tolerate the kind of
bantering and joking that emer-
gency room staff use to let off

77—.

steam."

"In my opinion, sexual harass-

ment laws are appropriately
about protecting women from
men who try to abuse them.
T|iat's something real," Morgan
added.

"This was a non-problem that

"... but social stigmas

against males as victims

may be what's holding

them back."

Robert Krazney
Attorney

Matthews made into a problem. I

have to say I disagree with the

conclusion that sexual harass-

ment did occur," he concluded.

Morgan's attitude contrasted

with Krazney's description of
male-to-male harassment "Male-

to-male harassment is completely

legitimate, but social stigmas
against males as victims may be

what's holding thQm back," he
said.

Morgan and Krazney's differ-

ing perspectives are just one
aspect of the disagreements
involved in Matthews' case.

Matthews started working in

the Emergency Medical Center in

June 1992. He first took formal

action in August 1993 when he
met with Morgan, to discuss
inappropriate comments and
actions in his workplace.

Over a month later, Matthews,

having allegedly been directed

from one department to another.

(each of which allegedly declined

to pursue his requests for help)

met with the manager of labor

relations who later substantiated

his claims of gender harassment.

In October 1993, Matthews
received a 30-day leave of
absence that was later extended
indefinitely. He was offered an
alternative job in November, but

declined; he now works in a den-

tist's office.

In late January 1994,
Matthews sent the UC Regents a

claim for $305,000 in damages;
the claim was turned down a

month later.

Two months later, Matthews
filed his lawsuit against the

regents, Morgan, his supervisors

Benitez and Gonzalez and 10 co-

workers who remained unnamed.
The seven causes of action in

the suit included sexual harass-

ment due to a hostile working
environinent, intentional inflic-

tion of emotional distress and
defamation of character based on
assumptions of Matthews' homo-
sexuality. The suit has yet to go
to trial.

Beth defense attorney
Christopher Patti and Morgan
had sharp disagreements with
Matthews' claims. They based
their disagreements on what they

said were changes in Matthews'
story, his rejection of alternative

job offerings, illegitimate claims

in the suit and the fact that

UCLA's sexual harassment poli-

cy was followed completely.

Matthews' allegations evolved

over time from what he told

See HARASSMENT, page 46
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1081 GayleyAve.
Westwood CA,

90024
Open 7 days a week
10 am to 10 pm

Catering

Specialists
Meetings

Office Parties

Birthdays

Weddings

Fundraisers

We Deliver ($8 minimum)

3 PIECE MEAL
Choice of Two side orders

w/ Tortillas and Salsa

+ Free drink!

GcxxJ through

10-26-94

UCLA Students
1 0% OFF ALL PURCHASES

after 3 PM 1 5% OFF!

All faculty and staff

10% OFF
AAust show valid I^D.
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Feminist tliemes come of age in researcli

Ctutetine Utttoton

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The first feminist studies

focused their attention on women
gaining equality with men,
attacking men as the roots of

their oppression.

But after years of metamor-
phosis, feminist scholarship
emerges from its former shell, no
longer viewing women as the

victims but as the controlling

agents of their own destiny.

''It's more assessing women
not in relation to men," said

Sondra Hale, political anthropol-

ogy professor and women's stud-

ies lecturer. "In gender research

Studies addressing gender concerns

go Jbeyond male-female comparisons

we're just much broader in what
we consider feminist research.

We*re interested in the wav mas-
culinity and feminist concepts
oppress each sex."

This month, as UCLA's Center

for the Study of Women cele-

brates it's 10th anniversary, both

male and female researchers on
campus were recognized for

their work on women and gender.

"There had been an explosion

of feminist research over the last

20 years," said Christine
Littleton, director of the UCLA
women's studies program. "What
used to be a unitary focus on a

single subject has yielded a more
complex and interrelated set of

social relationships, even more
significant in explaining the

changed situation of women."
Historically, many issues con-

cerning the female half of the

world's population were missing

from mainstream text books,

research, history and art. But as

increasing numbers of women
became renowned as political

and social leaders, people sat up

and paid attention.

For the last 20 years, women
have been fcOnstdered a legili^

mate field of research by schol-

ars.

Moving away from the white,'

heterosexual and Western bias

from which this research genre

began, the roots of avant garde

feminist research lie in women of

color. Hale explained.

"There's fairly good evidence

that these issues vary tremen-

See WOMEN, page 46
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SfudentSy profs question
president's performance

Observers say Clinton'sj)opularity not
strong enough to help Uemocrats win

By Phillip Carter student Danielle Jackson. "When
he pulled NAFTA through, he did

As midterm elections approach, really well - now it's like he's not

UCLA students and professors pushing hard anymore," she added,

question President Clinton's ability UCLA experts in political com-
to deliver on his campaign promis- munication cited the media as the

es and help other Democrats get culprit in the president's electoral

elected to local offices. problems, saying that altered pub-

Health care reform has been lie perceptions can sometimes lead

held up in Congress indefmitely. to a skewed view of politics in

The presidential crime package Washington,

first stalled in Congress, and then

passed by a slim margin. In the last

two weeks, Clinton's approval rat-

ing has dropped four points, while

his disapproval rating has gone up

five.

Some students said that the pres-

ident made too many campaign
promises, and his decline in popu-"

larity is due nK)stly to voters who
are angered because of his retreats

on a number of issues.

"I don't think he's done that bad leaders based in terms of what they

of a job," said fourth year psychol- read about or watch in the news,"

ogy student Andy Ikeda, adding said political science Professor
that Clinton bit off more than he Shanto Iyengar. "When the news
could chew during the campaign, refers to problems and unsolved
"When he got elected, there were a issues, that tends to be a drag on
lot of big expectations - it was the president's popularity," he said,

almost like he was God," he said. Iyengar added that voters' high

Other students were more skep- expectations, when Clinton was
tical of Clinton's performance in elected, are in part to blame for his

office, saying that a lack of presi- lower ratings now.

dential leadership has led to "People expected him to come
Clinton's declining approval rat- in as a E)emobrat and get together

'People think about political

"When he got elected,

there was a lot of big

expectations - almost

_ like he was God."

Power Balance

An overview of the current politicar leanings.

Clinton's approval rating

Aug. 17 Sept. 1

Approve^ 44% 40%

Dfesaprove 47% 52%

if the election for

Congress were held

today, who would you
vote for?

Aug. 17 Sept. 1

DerrKJcrat 42% 38%

Republican 34% 40%

Source: Tlme/CNN poll,
^ Cook Political Report

Seats for grabs
How the races are leaning.

Democrat

Leaning toward
other party

I Toss-up

l.eaning toward
same party

I Ukely same party

Republican

House

Andy Ikeda
Fourth-^ear psychology major

ing.

"He's not a very strong leader,"

said fourth-year political science

with the Dennocratic Congress and

create all those goodies," Iyengar

said. "In general, he's violated peo-

ple's expectations."

Up unUl now, local politicians

viewed Clinton's approval rating

as a distant problem and something

that wouldn't come to bear on the

election. However, Republican

strategists see the decline in

approval ratings as a boon for local

elections.

"We love it," said California

Republican Party Executive
Director John Peschong. "People

are running away from (Clinton),

and as they run away, it's our
opportunity to pour it on strong."

Other Republican officials dis-

cussed the case more moderately,

saying that Clinton's approval rat-

ings may have an effect on local

races, but that party strategy would

ultimately not be too affected by

this decline.

"It's not a goal or strategy of the

campaign to capitalize on
Clinton," said Beth Miller, spolces-

woman for Gov. Pete Wilson's re-

election campaign. "I don't know
tliat there's a direct correlation, but

I'm sure that Clinton affects (State

Treasurer Kathleen Brown) some-

what," she added.

Democratic strategists refuted

the.Republicans' claims, saying

that Clinton's help to this point has

had a positive effect, particularly

for Brown's gubernatorial cam-
paign.

*The first lady and president are

still very, popular in California,

particularly Northern California,"

said John Whitehurst, spokesman

for the Brown campaign. "We'll

PAUL WILCZYNSKI

continue to campaign with the

president," he added.

More important than the

approval ratings, Whitehurst said,

is Clinton's ability to raise money.

Other campaign officials said that

money will be the crucial factor in

the multimillion dollar campaign
for governor, especially in buying

advertising space on television.

These advertisements, coveted

by both sides in the election, are

used to influence the media and

alter public perceptions of the

Democrats and Republicans run-

ning for office. UCLA students and

professors agreed that these per-

ceptions are an extremely impor-

tant campaign issue for all side^.

See CUNTON, page 48
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Center for American Politics ard Public Policy

O Live, wDrk, and attend UC classes in Washington DC
O Part-time fidd placements

O Earn academic and lx)nors credit

o Design and conduct your own research project

o Bnancial aid available

The UCLA Center for American Politics and Pubiic Poiicy ^CAPPP) is now selecting undergraduates to participate

in ite Quarter in Wasliington D.C. program. CAPPP sends approximately 25 to 30 students to Wasiiington

eacli Fall and Spring quarter. Course work is combined witii field research and work experience

in areas directly related to the policy making process of the federal government

: . INFORMATION MEETINGS
WHEN: Every Tuesday and Wednesday, 10/4-11/1

WHERE: 303 GSUS Building

TIME: 5:00 to 6:00 PM

APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING 1995 DUE NOVEMBER 2nd

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

310 GSUS Building, UCLA ~

- (310)206-3109
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cassette
NINE INCH NAILS/

The Downward Spiral

SAM PHILLIPS/Martinis & Bikinis

$6.88 CA/$1 0.88 CD

eoiii|iact disc

JACKOPIERCE/
Bringing On The Weather

$5.88 CA/$9.88 CD

ALLEN GINSBERG
Holy Soul Jelly Roll:

Poems de Soxxgs (1949-1993)

EDIE BRICKELL/
Picture Perfect Morning

COUNTING CROWS/
August And Everything After

$6.88 CA/$10.88 CD

ALLEN GINSBERG/Holy Soul Jelly Roll:

Poems & Songs (1949 - 1993)

$28.88 CA/$38.88 CD

weezer
Featuring Undone- the Sweater song

Buddy Holly • My Name Is Jonas

JULES SHEAR/Healing Bones

BARENAKED LADIES/

Maybe You Should Drive

$6.88 Cassette

- L-

WEEZER/Weezer

i;:

W/
DROWN/Hold On To The Hollow

Sale Ends 10/5

u s /

HOLLYWdOlJ
7nf.4SuMsn! Blvri ?^?v^b^'i^A?

LOS ANfiELES

??,?', Hrenshaw Blvri ?VA7AVA]Qb
SANTA IVIONirA

?t•./^ Wilsliifp Blvl 3in-R,'"l- M7'i
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n;nRC SouihSi ;iiu');^47')/'7

NOHTtlHIDQt

101-11 f^n<;cda Hlvd . rlB 88*1-0707

WESTSIfjE PAVILION
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iJSr UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

rENTIiRY CITY
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SIIVII VALLEY
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CANYON CnilNTRY
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NEWMALL VALENCIA
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ISLA VISTA
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GOLETA
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SANTA BARBARA
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TAs busier as profs spend less time witli students
Budget cuts and pressure to research

push professors out of the classroom

^x

«rt,j*^ \

By Phillip Carter

Angry over an unfair grade,
you visit your professor during
office hours to challenge his or
her academic wisdom. After hear-

ing your case, the professor pleads

not guilty, telling you that the

teaching assistant who taught
your discussion section and grad-

ed your paper was the culprit.

Scenes like this are not such a

rare phenomenon anymore at.

UCLA. With budget cuts and the

pressure to research forcing fac-

ulty to spend less time in the

classroom, graduate student
teaching assistants perform
more daily undergraduate
instruction than their faculty
supervisors.

In the fall quarter, the average-
lower division undergraduate lec-

ture will have 300 students and 25
discussion sections. Teaching
assistants say they perceive them-
selves as bridging the gap
between students and faculty.

. "(We exist) to act as an inter-

mediary between the professors

and the students, and to give the

students someone they can have
physical and verbal contact with,"

political science graduate student

Sharmaine Vidanage said. "More
importantly, we're someone for

students to feel more comfortable

interacting with."

Sometimes, the student-faculty

relationship can be an adversarial

one, and some graduate students

said they can serve as advocates

for students, giving feedback to

faculty about the pace and diffi-

culty of their classes. -

"Since we're seeing (students)

in smaller groups, we can get a

sense of which lectures or reading

haven't clicked (in students
minds)," said geography graduate

student Dan Klooster, who added

"Since we're seeing

{students) in smaller

groups, we can get a

sense of which lectures

or reading haven't

—clicked (in students'

minds)."

Dan Klooster
Geography graduate student

that student feedback rarely gets

to faculty at a large university like

UCLA.
In addition to serving as interr

mediaries, teaching assistants do a

large part of the instruction for

undergraduate-level courses.
Most graduate students say that

the teaching is the part of the job
which they enjoy the most.

"I get a lot of pleasure being in

class and talking with students -

especially watching them go
through a learning process,"

Vidanage said.

Other graduate students agreed,

saying that sometimes they per-

form a role in instruction that pro-

fessors can'f^o.

"I think most undergraduates
are scared of coming up to a pro-

fessor," anthropology doctoral

student Ari Nave said. "I've had
undergraduates come to me with

issues I doubt they would have
ever talked tolhe professor
about," he added.

Each department has a different

way of selecting teaching assis-

tants from its graduate students.

Most use a combination of stu-

dents' academic records and
extracurricular activities to select

who the teaching assistants will

be. Competition is fierce for the

paid positions, because of their

prestige and academic impor-
tance.

The anthropology department
uses a committee to select which
graduate students are selected as

teaching assistants, according to

Nave. Other departments use sim-

ilar formal selection processes.

Students gave mixed reactions

to teaching assistants' perfor-

mance, citing a wide variety of
academic experiences with them
at UCLA.

"Most of the time, they're very

good," said fourth year communi-
cations student Rob Ossorio. *The
five to 10 percent of the time that

they're not, I think it's due to a

lack of experience."

Other students said they agreed

that teaching assistants perform
well, but added that they varied

widely in^eir classroom abilities.

"In soflie classes, I've had

teaching assistants who were
much better than the professor,"

said history sophomore Elizabeth

Frank. "In others, I've had teach-

ing assistants who were so stupid

that they shouldn't be graduate

"In some classes, I've

had teaching assistants

who were much better

than the professor ... In

others, I've had teach'

ing assistants who were

so stupid that they

shouldn't be graduate

students."

Elizabeth Frank
History sophomor^

students," she added.

Other students said that the

variance in teaching assistants'

abilities was usually reflected in

the value of the class discussions

which they led.

"If (discussion sections) are

conducted properly, they're a

good forum for debate," said

fourth-year history major Jason

Busby, who added that teaching

assistants played a limited role in

students' learning and class
instruction.

"If I can't figure it out from the

lecture and the book, I'm lost and

the teaching assistant isn't going

to help me," Busby added.

More than SLuything else, bud-

getary constraints are forcing

UCLA departments to use gradu-

ate students not only to lead dis-

cussions, but to lead the lectures

as well.

"It's a way for the university to

limit the resources it needs to

spend to educate lots of under-

graduates," Nave said.

UCLA officials agreed, saying

that teaching assistants fill a gap
left open by faculty members who
are required by the university to

constantly produce research. For

example, some teaching assistants

lecture in place of professors who
are attending academic confer-

ences.

A side effect of graduate stu-

dents* role as teaching assistants

is their exposure to classroom
instruction. Some campus offi-

cials said that teaching is often

left behind at a research university

Uke UCLA.
"The expressed goals of our

training are research and teaching,

with the emphasis on research,"

Vidanage said, adding that many
graduate students who want to

teach, and who would be out-

standing teaching assistants, are

not selected.

Adniinistrators who work with

students agreed, saying that the

benefits of teaching deserved
equal merit along with research.

"(Leading discussions) is

what gives the graduate students

the practice to develop their

teaching skills," said Janel
Manguia, undergraduate student

affairs officer for the English
department. "Teaching is some-
thing that's not fostered at

UCLA because it's a research
institution."

THE CPR/SFA TRAINING PROJECT IS OFFERING
ADULT, INFANT & CHILD CPR AS WELL AS STAND. FIRST

AID CLASSES STARTING ON OCT. 1 1 . COME BY TO
KERCKHOFF 404A TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT * "LEARN

HOW TO SAVE A UFE!"

i-~ ^'-

5<»4;
K. ATTN: ALL INSTRUCTORS. THERE IS A MANDATORY MEETING
MONDAY. OCT. 3"S5:30PM IN KERCKHOFF 404A. NEWAND
OLD INSTRU(rrORS MUST ATTEND. «*«* * f *

<*ii«ii. <

*THERE IS A REFUNDABLE $3.00 CHARGE TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT IN A CLASS. MORE DETAILS AT
KERCKHOFF 404A WHEN YOU SIGN UR
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Big Savings For

The Office Supersto STUDENTS!
5/PACK EWRL

Highlighters

FREE!
(No. 412783)

fGZS

Stock Up At Staples

And Save On:
Calculators & Diskettes

Typewriter & Printer

Ribbons

Presentation Supplies

Pens, Pencils & Markers

Huge Student Furniture
Selection

Complete Copy Center
Services
as low as O^ each

BURBANK- 1060 W. Alameda Ave.

CULVER CITY- 10822 Jefferson Blvd.. (next to Target)

LA-FIGUEROA- 1701 Soutti Figueroa, (1-10 & Figueroa)

HOLLYWOOD- 6450 Sunset Blvd.

LA- 1 30 W. 1 St Street, (at Spring St.)
'

LA-WILSHIRE- 5425 Wllshire Blvd.

N LA/GLENDALE- 3360 San Fernando Rd.

STUDIO CITY- 12605 Ventura Blvd.. (1 block east

of Jerry's Famous Deli)

VENICE- 1 501 -1 523 Lincoln Blvd.

W LA/BUNDY- 1801 S. Bundy Drive

W LA/LA CIENEGA- 1 830 La Cienega Blvd.

OPEN 7 DAYS: Mon-Fri 7am-9pm.
Sat 9am-6pm. Sun 1 1am-5pm.

Open To The Public!

Membership Is Free!

With Anjt $20 Purchase

To receive $4.74 worth of supplies just bring your i

purchase of $20 or more, your STAPLES Member .

Card and the items pictured above (BIC Round Sties: [

Assorted, Notebool<s: 201350, Entre Highlighters:

412783) to the register. |

Coupon Value I

4.74Limits: Not valid with phone-in orders. Not valid with

any other offer Good at all Catifomia stores

Coupon value does not include tax Expires 10/8/94 928-82

STAPLES* and STAPLES" THE OFFICE SUPERSTORE are registered trademarks of Staples. The Office Superstore.

d
Not responsible for typographical errors.
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UCLA prof takes historic journey to S. Africa_
By Ben Qllmore

Not all professors bury their

heads in books and lock them-
selves in their offices after class.

Some get out into the real world
and try to impact the fields they

study. UCLA history Professor
Edward Alpers, who recently took

a groundbreaking trip to South
Africa, is a perfect example.

"I wanted to be optimistic. I

went in wanting^o-take a positive

attitude." That is how Alpers, who
is also Dean of Undergraduate
Programs for the College of
Letters and Science, described his

state of mind before his Uip.

Alpers remains optimistic hav-

ing returned to UCLA. His trip

seemed to achieve all its goals.

Alpers presented a paper at a his-

tory conference in Johannesburg.

He also represented UCLA at

other South African institutions,

forging the first links between the

university and the newly democra-
tized state. Also, Alpers took a

close-up look at how conditions

and attitudes have changed since

Nelson Mandela was elected to

the South African presidency.

Although this was his first trip

to South Africa, Alpers was any-
thing but ignorant about the coun-
try. Alpers heads the United States

African Studies Society and has

taught an Honors Collegium
course on South Africa for five

years.

Nonetheless, he felt that to truly

understand a country one has to go
there. "I liked to think I knew a

fair amount about South Africa,

but I had never seen it before. I

had nothing to judge it agaihst,"

Conference marks the end
of lengthy academic boycott
said Alpers.

Alpers never went to South
Africa because he jojned in the

academic boycott against the

country during the apartheid
regime. "South Africa was a pari-

ah state because of the apartheid

system," he said, "There's an
opening up now that wasn't possi-

ble before. Everybody is looking

to make connections to the new
South Africa."

This "opening up" showed
itself at the History Workshop, an

academic conference Alpers
attended at Johannesburg's
Witwatersrand University and
attended by scholars from North
America and Europe. This would

a stronghold of research on
African current affairs.

At Durban's University of
Natal, Alpers collaborated with
former UCLA African studies

Professor Masizi Kunene, now a

professor of languages and litera-

ture at Natal.

Alpers and Kunene arranged for

a possible faculty exchange pro-

gram with the University of Natal,

which could include African fac-

ulty teaching Zulu at UCLA. They
also discussed an Education
Abroad Program becoming avail-

able for South Africa, he said.

Alpers' trip may have been his-

tory in the making, starting the

first exchange between UCLA and

"There's an opening up now that wasn't possible

before. Everybody is looking to make connections

to the new South Africa."

Edward Alpers

have bji^n unthinkable five years

ago, Alpers said.

Riding the new wave of acade-

mia reaching out to South Africa,

Alpers began forging links
between UCLA and South African

academic institutions.

At Pretoria, Alpers helped draft

a preliminary proposal allowing
for future exchange of researchers

between UCLA and Pretoria's
African Institute of South Africa,

a country that until recently has

been outcast by most of the worid.

Dave Russell, a UCLA student

and advisor with. the African
Studies Program, said he was
enthused about the possible
exchange programs. "Africa is

often invisible in standard curricu-

lum. That's why programs like

these would benefit not just the

African Studies Program but the

whole campus," Russell said.

ipers

Another goal, in addition to

reaching out to South Africa, of
Alpers' trip was to observe and try

to understand the societal changes

in South Africa brought on by the

repeal of apartheid and Mandela's

rise to power.

Ironically, Alpers saw that the

repeal of apartheid has not
changed its most important fea-

ture: separation of races. "By and
large, residential patterns of segre-

gation break down very slowly,

which anybody who lives around
Los Angeles can see as well," said

Alpers.

During a shopping trip in

Durban, South Africa's unofficial

yet definite racial segregation
struck Alpers, "I was shopping in

the downtown part, which was
very mixed up, very integrated. I

was going to a bookshop which
was just beyond that, and I found
that, after I crossed ^ne street, I

was the only European person
there. That was one of those
unmarked boundaries. The sense

of segregation was definitely

there," Alpers said.

There was also a sense of the

huge gap between rich and poor in

South Africa, and how difficult it

will be to break down apartheid's

legacy.

The plight of South Africa's

poor hit Alpers when he took a

tour of a worker's hostel in a black

township. A room half the size of
his office accommodated three

entire families.

The townships caused Alpers to

feel how all-encompassing
apartheid had been. He noticed

that the townships were designed

so that each racial group's town-

ship had its own characteristic

architecture. "That, more than
anything else, made a point about

h^w difficult it's going to be to

break everything down. What do
you do - just plow the townships

under?" he asked.
"

Although Alpers said the visit

left him feeling that progress will

be difficult, it also left him opti-

mistic about the spirit of the South
African people.

"The thing that impressed me
was the good will people had.

Everybody seemed to look upon
the elections (which elected
Mandela) as a liberating experi-

ence," he said.

Alpers said he also sensed a

willingness by all to work things

out "Even though there was a cer-

tain amount of impatience on the

right and on the left, the feeling I

got was that nobody was leaving,"

he said.

With or Without Glasses
- a/*'t/iStf*-u, for your eyes only
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ALL DISPOSABLE CONTACTS
COMPLETE PACKAGE $200.00

located for your convenience:

10955 Weyburn Ave.

(310) 208-4748 OR 208-8841
Next to the Fox Movie Theatre
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Student alumni association lieips newcomei^connect to UCLA
By Susanne Frenz

Being a newcomer to UCLA
can be frightening if you don't
know your way around.

One of thebest ways to meet
people and make friends is to get

involved in the Student Alumni
Association (SAA), say those who
have gone through their first

UCLA year. That's how Brett
Levisohn, now in his second year
at UCLA, avoided getting lost in

the crowd.

The Student Alumni
Association is a subdivision of the

UCLA Alumni Association and
tries to establish a bond between
the university and its students
before they leave.

"It's a great way to meet people
from all backgrounds. And you
can help build the tradition at

UCLA, learn leadership skills and
team work along the way," said

Levisohn, now a member of the

SAA board of directors.

"I was a commuter as a fresh-

man, "recalls Dennis "Buzz"
Chatman, now president of the
SAA. VI didn't know anyone on
campus. There are a lot of student

groups formed for one purpose.
The SAA was an all-inclusive
group. That's what attracted me
most."

"I met most of my best friends

through the SAA," adds board
member Darren Futa. "In addi-

^lioii, the practical knowledge you
learn, like marketing and program
organization, is a great r6sum6
builder.

"Students have the chance to

get involved with some of the
greatest programs on campus," he
said. "There is a niche for every-
one, depending on how mucli of

SAA has a niche for everyone and
provides a great social atmosphere

your time you want to commit.
You gain hands-on experience on
things like stress management or

time management." He adds that

the SAA hopes to establish a link

with students that will still hold
true after they graduate.
"Hopefully they'll make them-
selves available as alumni " in the

programs that brings together stu-

dents and alumni, Futa said.

One of the high profile events

the SAA organizes is the Beat *SC
Week before the football game
between UCLA and USC. Rival
activities are held on campus the

"The UCLA Alumni

Association is not

responsible for raising

funds for the university

... we are solely dedicat-

ed to the future success

ofUCLA students."

John Kobara
Executive Director, Alumni Assoc.

week before the match. "My par-

ents went to USC, and I used to

wear USC T-shirts," Futa recalls.

"In the Beat '%C Week, I burnt my
T-shirt at a huge bonfire."

Another well-known event is

Homecoming, with class reunions

and parties. This year.
Homecoming will be in the week
before the UCLA vs. Stanford
football game on Oct. 29. "We

will have one of the biggest
parades," Chatman explains.
"We'll parade all through
Westwood, with schoolbands,
fioats and many student groups."

The SAA holds an orientation

and recruitment meeting on the

first Wednesday of school at 7

p.m. at the James West Center. At
that meeting the SAA introduces

students to the various projects it

offers. There are social events like

Spring Sing, a talent competition,

and Dinners for 12 Strangers, an
opportunity for students to net-

work with alumni from a wide
field of professions and faculty

members. Also, one of the biggest

draws of the Alumni & Student
programs is Career Network.
"Around 4,000 alumni from

every conceivable field volunteer

each year to meet students for

informational interviews. It is the

students' chance to gather facts

from people who have been suc-

cessful in their field of interest,"

explained John Kobara, executive

director of the UCLA Alumni
Asspciation. "It is their chance to

link education to the practical

models that exist in the work
field."

Students can inquire about job
responsibilities, necessary person-

ality traits and places to find enU7
positions. By visiting the alum at

his/her work place, they get a
first-hand glimpse of the business.

"Using our career services
gives students a definite competi-
tive edge," says Cindy Chemow,
director of the Alumni Career

Services. She recommends the

workshops held every Wednesday
at 7. p.m. at the West Center on
topics such as "Schmooze or lose

- 'effective networking,"
"Interview techniques that work,"
"Effective r^sum6 writing" or
"Work quakes and aftershocks -

where the jobs are in Southern
California."

"It is the students'

chance to gather facts

from people who have

been successful in their

field of interest ... (and)

to link education to the

practical models ... in

the work field."

John Kobara
Executive Director, AJumni Assoc.

Junior and senior students also

can attend the Career Day/Career
Week project in February, with
tips on how to prepare for the
business world, how to market
themselves and how to apply for

graduate school.

To make students aware of the

different involvement opportuni-

ties, the Alumni Association
advertises in the Daily Bruin,
hangs info sheets on the signposts

along walkways and welcomes
each new student with a greeting

call and a letter. Graduates can
attend a farewell party held for

them at the West Center.

"Most students will at some
point become alumni. Faculty and
students come and go. Being an

alum is a relationship that lasts a

lifeUme." said Kobara. "We know
that those students who have sur-

vived UCLA have achieved a

level of excellence. We would like

to see that excellence maintait^ed

throughout their lives and
careers."

Right from the start, the UCLA
Alumni Association helps by
granting students a number of
scholarships. There are awards for

freshmen, need and merit based
aid for students from underrepre-

sented backgrounds, out-of-state

-and community college transfer

scholarships.

"We have given out 400 awards
worth $480,000 in the '93-'94

school year," said Peter
Hayashida, assistant director of
the Advisory and Scholarship
Program of the Association.
Ninety of those awards worth
$130,000 went to current stu-

dents, he said.

Continuing students can apply
for the Distinguished Scholar
Awards and Fellowship this^
September. The scholarships are

available for undergraduates (rec-

ommendation must come from a
faculty member from their depart-

ment), for graduates outside
Letters & Science (nomination
through chair of department) and
for graduates in Letters & Science
working on their doctor's degree.

Application for the first two starts

at the end of September, forms are

available at the James West
Center. The third award is given
out in spring, Hayashida said.

Once students have graduated,

joining the alumni association
helps keep their links to UCLA

. See ALUMNI, page 49
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The writing on tlie

wail explains it aii

Graffiti in restrooms succeeds

at sparking anonymous debate

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

"Abortion is fatal 100 percent
to the unborn baby. There are
alternatives to killing human
life. Yes, they are human - you
were, weren't you ...**

"Do you know what it is like

to be raped? If I didn't abort, I

would have died."

At a debate held in one of the

women's restrooms of Kerckhoff
Hall, faceless competitors met
by chance, and corresponded
only through pen marks on a
wail.

For these people a newspaper,
e-mail and open forums do not
satisfy their need to express
ideas.

Instead, ramps, bathroom
walls and Bruin Walk turn into

giant informal bulletin boards
displaying politically charged
messageSr^nd sexually graphic
drawings.' -

To some« the graffiti says
something profound, but others
may find the same messages
offensive. Jack Powazek, UCLA
director of operations and facili-

ties management, said.

Although there are many types

of graffiti - from gang graffiti to

the kind that says "I love Tom"
on a tree - many people may like

graffiti because of the anonymity

involved.

"A lot of (the restroom graffi-

ti) are things that (people) are
too embarrassed to express
openly,"^Michael Suman, mem-
ber of the UCLA
Conmiunication's Policy Center
said. "It gives them freedom to

For these people

a newspaper, e-mail

and open forums

do not satisfy

their need to express

ideas.

say whatever is on their mind," .

And although a correlation
between graffiti and cave paint-

ings may exist, this association

might not be a very close com-
parison since much of cave art is

related to territory marking,
hunting and religion, Suman
explained.

Despite the differences in

graffiti, this genre of expression
still litters the campus with
many different themes.

Moving away from reg fees

See QRAFnn, page 49

Bruins from abroad cope
with unfamiiiarity of UCLA
By Naokl Naruse

Aside from the academic tran-

sition that must be made. Bruins

from abroad are faced with social

difficulties because of the differ-

ent local culture and customs.

Language difficulties - under-

standing lectures and readings -

can be a big obstacle for many
foreign students.

"We're afraid of expressing
(ideas) because of our poor
English," said I-Fen Tsai, a sec-

ond year atmospheric sciences
graduate student from Taiwan.
"Maybe professors or TAs are not

patient"

Business economics senior
Junko Mogaki, who transferred

from a community college to

UCLA a year ago, said at her pre-

vious college a professor extend-

ed the allowed exam time for her

because she was a foreign stu-

dent.

"Professors gave foreign stu-

dents extra time and let us use
dictionaries during exams,"
Mogaki explained. "Here at

UCLA, foreign students don't
have any privileges like that."

Some foreign students have to

become accustomed to differ-

ences in academic systems and
lecture structures.

Public health graduate student

Isabelle Poupeau, who is an
Education Abroad Program par-

ticipant from France, said she
preferred the lectures at UCLA
because of the student-professor

interaction.

"In France nobody asks ques-

tions because you just need to

take notes, every single word pro-

fessors say," Poupeau said. "Here
you have to ask questions. You
are very motivated."

"(The) quarter starts right away
with the constant pace until the

end," said Carlos Rosado-Sosa,

"In Taiwan, you are

taught what to think ...

here we are taught how
to think."

SIripart Sosothikul
Senior Communications Major

an electrical engineering graduate

student from Mexico. "You have
to be prepared (for) the fast start."

General characteristics of edu-
cation might also be different. "In

Taiwan you are taught what to

think," communication studies

senior Siripart Sosothikul said.

"Here we are taught how to think.

All UCLA professors encourage
you to voice what you think."

. Sosothikul added that some-
times students from abroad come
to the United States to study, but

get caught up in social activities.

Foreign students, she concluded,
should get their priorities straight.

"(Foreign students should be
aware oO why they came here to

UCLA," Sosothikul said. "Did
they come here to see America or

to get something out of t^eir col-

lege degree?"

But foreign students' problems

are not limited only to academics.

Differences in daily life can be
just as problematic.

"Sometimes it's difficult to

identify (myselO with other peo-

ple," said Rosado-Sosa, who
works at the International Student

Center (ISC). "Sometimes it's

difficult to communicate. For
example, the way things are said,

or the body language (is differ-

ent)."

"You never say *hi' to strangers

in Taiwan. People here are more
open," Sosothikul said. "When
they bring their boyfriends or
girlfriends to the dorms to stay

over, first I.was a little unconi-

fortable, but now I'm used to it."

Newly arrived foreign students

tend to ask for counseling regard-

ing such problems as loneliness,

disorientation, safety and
finances, said Maria-Christina
Georgalli, a counselor at the

Office of International Students

and Scholars (DISS).

Anxiety is also a common
problem, "Most of the foreign

students have been excellent stu-

denfs in their
countries,"Georgalli said. "So,

they have very high expectations.

It's like rebuilding a life from
zero in a foreign environment."

Foreign students have prob-
lems sitnilar to that of native stu-

dents as well as unique ones.

See FOREIGN, page 50
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Orientation adjusts to student needs
By Brian Lawrence Rodgort

It may be hard to imagine a

UCLA without freshmen who
believe that someone is buried
under Janss Steps or that Bunche
Hall needed to be rotated on its

legs to stop the glare of its waffle-

like facade from causing accidents

on the 405.

Freshman orientation used to

propagate such myths (including

the one of the proliferation of
"potato trees on campus"). But
today's piore serious approach is

changing this experience and a lot

more.

"People used to get embar-
rassed because we never debriefed

them," said Chris Spreitzer, a full-

time orientation staffer. "But now
the last couple of years, at the end
of the tbiirs we make sure that

people know it was all in fun and
that they really are myths."

A greater emphasis on academ-
ic achievement, budget cuts
requiring undergraduates to play
tlie role of academic counselors,

and more time spent in workshops
addressing the "more personal
needs" of the freshman class are

all part of the new approaches
being used at orientation.

The changes have not resulted

solely from the students however.

Although their written evaluations

are taken seriously, input from the

faculty and administrators is con-
sidered to be equally important.

"Probably the biggest change in

orientation has been the greater
role with academic faculty on
campus," said Roxanne Neal,
director of orientation. 'The facul-

ty presentation used to be a sam-
ple lecture to demonstrate a typi-

cal UCLA lecture.

"We found that didn't really

end up being very good, because
if we showed them a sample
English lecture and they weren't

UCLA's orientation program takes suggestions from students

and faculty ii;i its recent effort to revamp for the new school year

an English major, they didn't see

how it related to them," Neal said.

The greater acadenyc emphasis
is reinforced by faculty involve-

ment in the workshops and by this

year's addition of tlw dean's wel-

come-to-UCLA presentation.

"In the past it was just orienta-

tion counselors doing presenta-

tions, now itf's a tandem set up
where the professors and the stu-

dents share in the workshop,"
Neal said.

The greater academic

emphasis is reinforced

by faculty involvement

in the workshops and

by this year's addition

of the dean's welcome^

tO'UCLA presentation.

But the new emphasis on acade-

mics is not a case of simply dictat-

ing to the students.

"One of the slides we show in

the opening meeting has to do
with study habits in high school
and what has to change now that

you're in.college," Neal said.

"The students laugh at that slide

because they realize that they had
no study habits in high school and
they didn't really have to study
that much to do well. They realize

that has got to change. They've
got to have better study habits —
or study habits period — now that

they're in college."

This year has seen a substantial

increase in attendance.

"All of our sessions have been

fllling and are over-enrolled long

before the summer got underway,"

Neal said. The demand was so
great that some students had to be

turned away.

The students also have
changed. Many freshmen arrive

with a lot of transfer work, includ-

ing advanced placement or com-
munity college work. Some have
so many credits that they are
already considered to be in sopho-

more standing.

Transfer students also have
influenced the program's content.

Family and work obligation have
led to increased interest in one-
day sessions - to Such a degree
that the previous two-day sessions

are no longer offered.

The transfer student tours are

several hours shorter and there is

less presentation of rape aware-
ness, sexual health, alcohol and
substance abuse material, since

many of the transfer students have
already been exposed to the mate-
rial.

Exposure to the orthodox
notions of academics is not the

only offering. Orientation also

includes "the different ways to be

academically challenged at UCLA
without necessarily just studying

books," said Spreitzer.

Steve Callaghan, who ^ives the

lecture-style presentation on acad-

emic challenge, said his aim is to

open the eyes of the freshman to

such opportunities as the social

science collegium, professional

and first year seminars, honors
courses, internslyps and the
opportunity of studying abroad.
This is the difference between
"getting a diploma" and "getting

ail education" by "immersing

yourself in the experience."

The increase in students has
prompted a hike in the number of
counselors: 41 this year, up from
the 31 in 1987. Each year 10 to

15 return for a second year, some
for a third or fourth. They range
from sophomores to graduated
seniors.

The increased use of undergrad-

uates as academic counselors
resulted from the budget crunch,

Neal said. "I think it's been a posi-

tive thing because it's using a

resource that knows the under-
graduate curriculum really well."

Computer technology also
enables undergraduates to act as

academic counselors by automati-

cally calculating the requirements

"A lot of people assume

this is the program that

gives a tour or a barbeque

or a party. It's so far

removed from that..."

Roxanne Meal
Director of Orientation

I

for graduation.

More problematic is addressing

what Neal called the "more per-

sonal needs of the students," such
as sexual health, multi-cultural-

ism, rape awareness and substance

abuse. Most of these areas have
changed significantly over the
years.

Although the state mandates
these wuikshops, student input
and their increased sophistication

have changed the content.

The video on sexual assault

stressed stranger rape, which is

less of an issue on campus now
than acquaintance rape. Multi-
cultural life at UCLA was
addressed in lectures. **We've
changed that because that format

didn't tend to lend itself very well

to making an impact on the stu-

dents," Neal said.

"(We created) a student panel

from our staff that would talk

about their experiences based on
their backgrouiKl and how they as

individuals wished they could
have been treated or what they

liked about how they were treated

as a UCLA student".

The panel's message: "It's fine

to think what you want but realize

the things you say or do can have

a negative affect on others," Neal
said.

The panel addresses gender
issues and sexual orientation, and
includes a Caucasian inale who
expresses what it is like to be "one

of the majority."

Orientation provides such
essential information that Neal
would like to see a fee reduction

to ensure every new student the

opportunity to attend. The current

fee is $255 for freshmen and $80
for transfer stuc^nts.

The myths about the program
also need to be dispelled, she said.

"I don't know if it's because
there, is an old notion about what
orientation is or what people
remember of the way it used to be.

"A lot of people assume this is

the program that gives a tour or a

barbecue or a party. It's so far

removed from that concept."

The campus myths are another

matter, Spreitzer said. They
relieve the tedium of the tour and
the stress of a new challenge.

And then there's the one about
how an on-campus nuclear reactor

is supposed to have "whacked
out." causing potatoes to grow

LAUNCH YOUR CAREER WITH A $60,000 SCHOLARSHIP
Scholarships are one way to ease the financial burden
of higher education. The Navy offers a three-year

ROTC scholarship program which pays tuition, costs

of textbooks, college fees and a monthly cash

allowance^ As part of the Naval ROTC program at

UCLA, a student will enroll in Naval Science courses
and participate in weekly military training as well as

summer training programs. Active participation in

the ROTC unit combined with freshman grades will be
the basis for the scholarship application. During the

past year, six UCLA freshman were submitted for

NROIC scholarships and six scholarships were
awarded This remarkable record speaks for itself

The UCLA NROTC unit is a highly professional group
held in high esteem by our nation's military and
corporate leaders, many of whom began their careers

at UCLA NROTC. Most students upon graduation

find it difficult to land that first job or to get started

with a fulfilling career. The main reason of course is

"LACK OF EXPERIENCE!" Via NROTC aiid a

commission in the Navy or Marine Corps, you can
gain the experience necessary to build a career in the

military or in civilian life. /

For more information call (3 10) 825-9075.
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Deconstructing the UCLA campus
--—• .^-;,':«t5.

Activism rocics UCUV's
campus over tiie years

«c.

By Julie Ann Sllva

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

History tells us thai college

campuses embrace political

activism, and throughout the

years, UCLA has proven no
exception. For 75 years, our cam-

pus has mirrored the world during

times of peace and turbulence.

From the communist Red Scare

that seared the campus in the

1930s to the 1993 Chicana/o stud-

ies demonstrations, UCLA stu-

dents have protested, barricaded

and rallied to make their voices

heard and effect social change.

Evidence of this past can be

found among dusty boxes covered

in plastic, files of yellowed news

clippings and photos of days long

ago. The University Archives
located in Powell Library serve as

home to hundreds of relic posters

and flyers curled frorp decades of

storage, forming the legacy of stu-

dent activism.

Yearbooks stashed on dusty

shelves, along with memories of

UCLA faculty, testify to the 75-

year history of political activism

that has shaped the student body

and, more than once, rocked the

UCLA campus.

In 1934, national headlines

screamed scandal when Provost

Ernest Moore declared that UCLA
had become "one of the worst

hotbeds of communism in the

U.S."

.On Oct. 29 of the same year,

Moore suspended five UCLA stu-

dents, including the undergraduate

student president, for alleged

communist sympathies. The disci-

plinary action, made without the

consultation of proper university

authorities, ignited student out-

rage.

The next day: 3,0§0 students

flooded into Royce Quad to

"Everyone was extremely

supportive of WWII.

We thought it was the

world's greatest cause."

Norah Jones
UCLA Alumna

protest the suspensions. When
police tried to prevent student

leaders from speaking, several

crowd members tackled one uni-

versity police officer and threw

him into some bushes.

Police reserves arrived and the

rioters dispersed. No arrests were

made. In the ensuing months, all

five suspensions were revoked by

university President Robert Sproul

after an investigation had been

conducted.

The late 1930s and early 1940s

saw a strong UCLA student move-

ment for peace. But with the

See ACTIVISM, page 18

Where your money goes
The Undergraduate Student Assodation Council Is made up of 1 3 student officers elected each spring and acts

as the student legislative body. The Council has a $1 .231 ,622 total budget for the 1 994-95 school year. Offices

receive operating budgets for the summer and year, as well as monthly stipends. Those offices and committees
Mhich have had referendums in the past receive earmarked funds. About $252,000 will pay for administrative

overtiead this year. .^__««»_____^_«—__________ .

INTERNAL VICE-PRESIDENT h I PRESIDENT
'

k I EXTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT
I iRobGrecnhalgli IAmy Goodman
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to link ttudents to CKulty,

adminisintion and fellow ttudenti

m n
Rob Grffnhaigh
Chain USAC meetings, tits on Board of Directors and
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D reps.. Campus Programs comm.. Budget Review
dir. and two USAC menSiers to Programming Fund.

Nominates appointees, board confinns appointments. n

YorkChmg
Lobbies ft organizes on local stale and

ntiooal level Worics with U.S. Student
|

Association and UC Student Assoc.,

nus various siudem projects.

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
COMMISSIONER
Alice Bae
Allocates $33,660 in mini-gnitts.

Serves on Camptu Retention

Comm. and appoints students to

Academic Senate (funded by May
"93 50r Academic SucceM
Referendum).

Jti:'^''i

'i:

FINANCE COMMITTEE
CHAIR
Matt Bianco
Allocates $49,333 to student

CAMPUS EVENTS
COMMISSIONER
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Allocates $67320 for
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I
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1
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From who
hikes the fees to what gets

done with them, here's a breakdown ol

the university— a guide to how UCLA worl

Students question USAC role on campua

By Greg Cooper
Dally Bruin Staff

UCLA's undergraduate student

govemmenu leaders for one of the

nation's largest and most presti-

gious colleges, suffers from an
identity problem.

As the official representative of

21,000 undergraduates and with a

budget of $1,231,622, its power
and influence surpasses any high

school government's role to rciwe-

sent students. But critics say lack

of enough student support keeps it

from realizing its capacity lo rep-

resent all students.

Elected officials said student

government influences and
impacts the lives of most Bruins,

whether they attend an AIDS
awareness program or listen to a

concert at Westwood Plaza.

But student government has its

share of detractors. Critics claim

student government is irrelevant.

Some students point to last

spring's low voter turnout of 19

percent and ^id the issues it deals

with only impact a few student

groups centered in Kerckhoff
Hall.

USAC members said they are

aware of the apathy many students

share about student government,

but said they struggle to let stu-

dents know the benefits of student

leadership.

**Students on such a large cam-

pus are caught up in trying to get

See IMC, page 20

ASUCLA Juggles Independence, profit motive

By PliMp Carter

For over 20 years, UCLA's stu-

dent association has existed as a

financially and legally separate

organization from the university -

creating its own policies, hiring its

own employees ami making its own
rules.

This independence, some say, has

» led to pniblems - most recently an

image problem. Some UCLA stu-

dents arMi former a.ss<x:iation board

members level criticism at tfie asso-

ciation, especially at the conflict

between its drive for profits and its

slogan: "Students helping stu-

dents."

*The only way tficy can claim to

help students is by helping students

to spend money," taid E^vid Cast,

former association board member.

Critkrs of the association main-

tain that it's too much of a business,

and that the association should con-

centrate moje oB student program-

ming and lobbying of state officials.

**Thcy need to fund program-

ming, but they (also) need to use

their influence to influence the

regents to cut reg fees and lower

administrative salaries," said third

year sociology student Michelle

Oberman. **(TT)e undei^graduate and

graduate student associations)

should have the primary focus oif

reducing reg fees."

Advocates for the association say

that its business focus is okay, as

long as it doesn't conflkt with their

See ASUCLA, page 21

Regent

selection:

yea or nay?
By Greg Cooper
Dally Bruin Staff

By the time most students grad-

uate from UCLA, they will have
written more checks than they can
remember to the UC Board of
Regents.

Even though they pay more
than $4,000 a year to the regents,

many students don't understand
who they are and what they do.

Regents set all policy and guide

the future of the university.
Formed in 1 868, they are the most
powerful higher education board
in the state. Political analysts con-

sider a position on the prestigious

board as one of the most prized

appointments the governor can
make.

To become a regent, the gover-

'

See REGENTS, page 22

Comparison of rising executive salaries
and Student fees

student fees have risen rapidly at UC and CSU for the
past three years since the governor's office drastically

reduced state funding in 1990-91.
UC CSU

xu'Utivi

160%

135^0

Executive
salaries 90=^.

Student
lees

From 1991 to 1994, as already large executive salaries for
top UC and CSU officials have Increased, students have
faced skyrocketing fees.

Annual student fee
1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 Percent Increase

UC $2,274 $2,824 $3,454 51.9%
CSU $936 $1,308 $1,440 53.8%
Source: Assemblwwman Bettv Kflmetta "

PAUL WH-CZYNSKI

Fees to rise throughout '90s
because of drastic budget cuts
By Qreg Cooper
Daily Bruin Staff

The 1990s, in addition to sig-

naling the end of the 20th century,

also marked the beginning of one
of the most financially disastrous

periods for the University of
California.

Drastic reductions in state

fuiKling that year forced UC offi-

cials to rethink how they could
adequately serve 150,000 stu-

dents on a significantly smaller

budget. The reductions occurred
after tax revenues for the state

proved lower than expected.

"In 1990, we saw the first fndi-

cation of reductions in tax
receipts. A huge budget shortfall

occurred b^^ause of the recession

ti^nd because fewer people had
jobs," said Kevin Eckery,
spokesman for the state

Department of Finance.

Since the cost of a typical UC
student's education is equal to the

taxes generated by eight jobs,
fewer jobs mean less funding for

higher education, Eckery added.

The university's current budget
is about $1.8 billion. By next
year, the total amount of cuts

since 1990 must equal $433 mil-

See FEE HIKE, page 22
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arrival of World War II, the cam-
pus community united in support

of the war effort Soldier uniforms

colored the campus, and fraternity

houses were converted into bar-

racks for naval cadets.

**It was a quiet and industrious

kind of time," said Norah lones, a

UCLA alumna and former college

librarian. "Everyone was extreme-

ly supportive of World War H"
"We thought it was the world's

great cause," she added.

UCLA student activism halted

in the decades following World
War II, said professors who lec-

tured during the era. The archive

files are thin for the years 1949 to

1967, attesting to the student hia-

tus from political pamphlet and
poster production.

When war veterans returned to

the States, many made use of their

GI bills to attend UCLA and the

campus settled into normalcy, pro-

fessors said. *

"Students in the '50s weren't

very political." said former history

Professor Robert Burr. But in the

late '608 and early '70s, UCLA
saw a resurgence of political

activity, he said.

In the era of U.S. involvement

in Vietnam, college campuses
erupted in protest

"(UCLA) was quieter than what

we heard was going on at other

campuses," Burr said. Students at

the WestWOod campus were mod-
erate activists, and various groups

worked to preserve peace on cam-
pus, he added.

But newspaper clippings chron-

icle many campus protests during

that time.

In 1967. more than 500 students

protested Dow Chemical's recruit-

ment of UCLA graduates. Dow
was a major napalm producer, a

chemical used in the Vietnam Wju*.

Graduate students appeared for

their job interviews draped in

black robes and masquerading as

grim reapers.

In December 1968, silent vigjls

were held at noon every

Wednesday to "express our sor-

row and our protest," according to

student pamphlets. The vigils

were to be held "until Americans

stop killing and being killed in

Vietnam."

Letters protesting the war
poured onto the Daily Bruin office

and students took to Royce Quad
to send their anti-war message to

the government
As the war dnigged on and stu-

dent outrage peaked, the campus
experienced civil unrest that made

See ACTIVISM, page 19
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the 1934 riot pale in comparison.

When Chancellor Charles
Young assumed his position in

1969, he took charge of a campus
marked by great student unrest.

"I have decided to make my
inauguration an act of solemn ded-

ication to the deep issues which
confront u). The program will

consist of a single investiture.

There will be no other speeches,

no music, no honorary degrees,"

said Young in a statement the day
before his 1969 inauguration.

On May 16, 1969. 1.500 stu-

dents demonstrated at the Faculty

Center where the Board of
Regents were meeting. More than

100 L.A. police officers and 30
highway patrol officers rushed to

campus to quell the chaos.

Rve days later, 1, 200 students

occupied and staged an effective

sit-in at Murphy Hall, effectively

barricading the building until

police arrived and waged a day-

long struggle to disband the pro-

testers.

During thetormoil of the anti-

war denK>nstrations, another scan-

dal shook UCLA. On Sept. 29,

1969, the regents voted to fire

controversial philosophy profes-

sor and avowed communist
Angela Davis for her political

afniiations. Chancellor Young and
the University's Academic
Council supported Davis' right to

remain on the UCLA faculty.

When the UCLA community

condemned the decision to fire

Davis, the regents said they would
allow her to offer lectures without

academic credit.

African-American UCLA faculty

members threatened to withhold

grades if Davis' classes did not

receive full course credit. On Oct.

22. Yoiing complied with their

demands.

In a recent interview with The
Bruin commemorating his 25
years at UCLA, Young said the

Davis controversy was one of the

biggest crises in his career.

*There was hardly a day I was

free from the Angela Davis issue

from July 1969 to June 1970,"

Young said. "It was very stressful,

personally and institutionally."

The Davis controversy raged on
until June of 1970 when the
regents dismissed her from the

UCLA faculty. Two months later,

Davis was charged with murder-^

and kidnapping in connection with

the slaying of a Superior Court
Judge. On June 4, 1972, she was
found not guilty on all charges.

Meanwhile, anti-war protests

"
See ACTIVISM, page 20
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continued to plague UCLA.
A student protest on May S.

1970 resulted in 81 an'ests and
several student beatings by Lx)s

Angeles police officers.

Cpmrnunity outrage sparked a

special investigation of police

misconduct on campus.
In 1972, massive student

demonstrations and marches
marked the month of May. More
than 2,000 protesters voiced
anger over the U.S.'s continuing

involvement in Southeast Asia.

They stormed Westwood Village,

rallied and eventually barricaded

Murphy Hall. It took 200 L.A.

"Students in the *50s

weren't very political."

Robert Burr
Former History Professor

police officers to disband the

protesters, resulting in 54 arrests.

When Richard Nixon, who was
then president, visited the Century

Plaza Hotel on Sept. 25, 1972, stu-

dents marched to the building and

protested again.

At the close of the 1970s, politi-

cal activism lessened on campus.
But UCLA continued to witness a

steady stream of protests and
demonstrations throughout the

1980s. Affirmative action pro-

grams, U.S. Central American
policy and the South African
,apartheid government filled the

issue void left by the Vietnam
War.

In April of 1981, students

protesting U.S. involvement in El

Salvador staged a sit-in at the

ROTC offices. Led by wheel-chair

bound veteran Ron Kovic, 80 stu-

dents remained in the building for

10 minutes.

But anti-apartheid protests

were the most enduring in the

1980s. Students who demanded
the removal of university invest-

ments in South Africa trans-

formed the Schoenberg Quad
into "Mandela City." Shacks
erected into a tent community
were modeled after the living

standards of poverty-stricken
black South Africans.

On April 23, 1985, approxi-
mately 2. 000 students staged an

anti-apartheid protest. Following

the rally, 250 students occupied
Murphy Hall overnight

Exactly one year later, UCLA
witnessed the largest anti-

apartheid demonstration ever
held on campus. More than 2,000

students marched on and occu-
pied' the Placement and Career
Planning Center. By the end of
the day, 25 students had been
arrested.

Recent years have seen a resur-

gence of political activity - but

local university issues have taken

the spotlight.

The strapped University of
California budget and Chicana/o

studies protests brought an explo-

sion of activity to the UCLA cam-
pus last year. On Oct. 16, 1992,

students with white crosses gath-

ered in Royce Quad to criticize the

first round of registration fee

hikes.

Many current Bruins can relate,

when more than 150 students
staged a five-hour sit-in at the

Faculty Center. Protesters

demanded the creation of a
Chicana/o studies department and

a freeze on ethnic center budget

cuts. Campus police arrested 85

students on counts of felony van-

dalism.

Weeks of peaceful protests

Recent years have seen

a resurgence of political

activity - but local uni<

versity issues have taken

the spotlight.

supporting the Chicana/o studies

department followed the arrests.

On June 7, nine protesters ended

a 13-day hunger strike, which
culminated in administrative
promising to create an interdisci-

plinary center for Chicana/o
studies.

Today, Young and UCLA cele-

brate joint anniversaries with
President Bill Clinton in atten-

dance. The yearlong festivities

planned to commemorate UCLA's
75-year history and Young's 25
years as chancellor provided sharp

contrast to his solenm 1969 inau-

guration.

Although activism this year has

not captured much national atten-

tion, Thursday's demonstration of

150 students, faculty and staff at

the regents' meeting at the UCLA
Alumni Center garnered local

media coverage.

UCLA archive folders labeled

1994 and beyond are still waiting

to be filled.

With reports compiled by Gil

Hopenstand.

USAC
From page 16
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out of here and graduate. It's hard

for them to see how (USAC)
impacts their life," said Rob
Greenhalgh, student body presi-

dent.

Greenhalgh said the large num-
ber of programs student govern-

ment sponsors prevents student

media from covering each event,

causing students to be unaware of

all that the council does. When
students question the value of stu-

dent government, Greenhalgh's
answer centers on the nnany func-

tions it provides. ';

"Many students who use stu-

dent government's services don't

realize (the services) are spon-
sored by USAC. We put on speak-

er programs, bands, health fairs

and cultural programs," he said.

"Student government really does

do a lot of substantive projects."

Student apathy arises in part

from not seeing the voices or faces

of student leaders except for one
time a year during elections, inter-

nal vice president Amy Goodman
hypothesizes.

"If you took student govern-
ment away, you'd notice a loss.

We offer an incredible number of

services and appointments to

enhance a student's experiences,"

she said.

The president and academic
affairs commissioner make 100
appointments to administrative

committees to insure student input

for diverse topics from curricular

reform to campus safety.

"If student government did not

exist, there would be no student

input in administrative and faculty

decisions when policies are dis-

cussed and implemented on cam-
pus," Greenhalgh said. "For
example, six out of 10 members
on the Student Association's board

of directors are students."

Although students constitute a

majority of the board, they only

have one spot on many campus-
wide committees, causing some
critics to argue student representa-

tives equal only a token represen-

tation and that administrators do
not seriously consider their opin-

ions.

Alice Bae, the academic affairs

commissioner who appoints stu-

dents to campus-wide conmiittees,

said administrators and faculty

want to work with student govern-

ment on issues affecting students.

"Administrators go to student

government to find a student
voice," she said. "They care a

"If you took Student

government away, you'd

notice a loss. We offer

an incredible number of

services ...
»»

Amy Goodman
Internal Vice President

great deal because it affects them
in the long run. Student input is

relevant, valued and informative."

"I think for the most part

administrators want to work with

students. There are administrators

and faculty who don't take us seri-

ously, but they're not a majority,"

Greenhalgh said.

Critics of student government
range from actual government
staff members to fifth-year stu-

dents who said they do not see
how USAC has affected them.
Some argue student government
does not impact the average stu-

dent, but only affects the student

advocacy groups such as
Samahang Filipino nnd the
Armenian Students Association
which USAC sponsors.

"I think it's irrelevant to a large^

part of average students who don't

belong in an organized group.

USAC doesn't do a whole lot for

them," said Quynh Nguyen, an

Asian Pacific Coalition staff

member. "People who go into

USAC should have the larger stu-

dent body's interest at heart. SAG
survives through USAC, but other

than that, it's out of touch with

students."

In response to the criticism that

USAC only serves a few
^erckhoff-centered groups,
Goodman said student govern-
ment serves all students.

"I beg to differ," Goodman pas-

sionately said. "Of course we're

catering to all students. I run a big

brother/ big sister program that

matches freshmen with upper-

classman. I run academic work-

shops. Those are not only for

SAGs. I had a lot of transfer stu-

dents and commuters come to

those events."

"But different programs will

attract certain students. Where one

office misses a student, the other

catches one," she added.

Nguyen said student govern-
ment dbbs not adequately promote

student's needs to the university's

decisionmaking bodies.

"I don't see USAC advocating

for students to administration and

regents about issues of retention

and financial problems," she said.

Student government's focus
now concentrates on political and

academic issues over entertain-

ment. Other student groups con-

trol some of UCLA's most popular

events such as Homecoming and

Spring Sing, events that USAC
used to sponsor.

"UCLA is so huge, student
activities are probably not the

focus of student government?
Student government pays more

See USAC, page 21
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attention to other things like class-

es," said Annette Yu, associate
director of alumni and student
programs. "There are too many
areas to cover for student govern-
ment to have influence in all of
them."

,
ySAC's ability to influence all

areas of campus does not extend
to the residence halls. On Campus
Housing Council, consisting
mainly of external vice presidents
from all the residence halls, broke
off from USAC two years ago to

become an independent governing
body.

Some students said OCHC, the

'

main governing body in charge
of programming and policy for
on- campus residents, contains
more power to impact the lives
of 6,000 dorm residents than
USAC.
**OCHC didn't care what USAC

has to say because it didn't affect

them," agreed former resident
assistant John Kochavatr. "USAC
has no influence over the On
Campus Housing Commission."

Student government's arm can-

not reach into residence hall activ-

ities without the permission of the

housing council, limiting its

access to about 38 percent of the

undergraduate population.

"We've got a lot of power and
pull on what goes on the hill," said

Adam Symson, a Reiber hall resi-

dent assistant and a former mem-
ber of the housing commission.
"If USAC wants to get anything

"People who go into

USAC should have the

larger student body's -

interest at heart."

Quynh Nguyen
Asian Pacific Coalition Member

done on the hill, they have to go
through us."

An example of USAC's lack of
power in the residence halls
became evident in last year's stu-

dent elections.

The On Campus Housing
Commission put a flyer of the can.^

didates it endorsed in each dorm
resident's mailbox, but non-
endorsed candidates did not
receive the same privilege.

"(On Campus Housing
Commission was) separate from
USAC's rules. They didn't have to

abide by USAC's rules," Nguyen
said. .—

^

University administration acts
as the highest power over all dorm
residents, making decisions after

itconsiders advice from the hous-
ing council.

"ORL makes the final deci-
sions," said former housing
commissioner Peter Rudunskis.
"(On Campus Housing
Commission) really are explicit-

ly accountable to ORL staff.

That's who's supervising them."
. Despite any criticism from
students or a decreased amount
of influence over dorm resi-
dents, defenders of student gov-
ernment said it's a viable orga-
nization that effectively repre-
sents students to campus admin-
istrators.

"Aside^rom student govern-
ment, no organized student
voice exists. If students have
problems, we are a resource
they can come to," Goodman
said. "Students would lose a
voice without student govern-
ment. We would have absolutely
no say whatsoever."

ASUCLA
From page 16

goals df student inogramming.
**One goal of the (association) is

to reach out to students and see what
their needs are," said Undergraduate

Student President Rob Greenhalgh.
"It's a good thing that it's a busi-

ness, as long as it's in touch with
students."

Some students agreed with
Greenhalgh, saying that students'

association businesses serve a legiti-

mate purpose, by serving student
needs and providing services that

the administration doesn't want to

provide.

"(The students' association) does
a better job here than at any school
I've been to," third-year political

science student Jennifer Soltero
said. "At other colleges, the student

officers just bickered and played
political games - here they provide

restaurants, stores and UCLA spir-

it," she added.

Students' association officials

_ agreed, saying that the organization

here on campus is the only one of its

kind anywhere in the country. Its

unusual independence and autono-
my from the UCLA administration

goes back twenty years, to a docu-
ment called the Statement of
Understanding.

The actual document is not a con-
tract - no representative of the stu-

dents' association signed the state-

ment. Chancellor Charles Young
and then UC President, Charles
Hitch, are the only signers. "Worded
like a peace treaty, it defines the

roles of the university and students'

associatk)n in relatk>n to each other.

Coming after a legal battle waged
between the UC Regents and the

students' associations of UC
Berkeley and UCLA, the Statement
of Understanding is a compromise
negotiated by Young, which deflnes

the separate aixl autonomous nature
of student government at UCLA

Students' association officials

said at the annual board of directors

retreat that the legal battle started

when the UC Regents called the UC
students' associations an "official

unit" of the university. Hiring their

own attorneys, the associations at

UC Berkeley and UCLA challenged

this edict, but before it went to

court. Young negotiated a settle-

ment for UCLA.
UC Berkeley ended up with what

some say, is a better bargain.
Though the students' association of

that can^)is doesn't have the stated

legal autonomy of UCLA's stu-

dents, some say their relationship

with the university has been equally

beneficial. Some UC Berkeley stu-

dents say even more so, because
they have been able to bring a bar to

campus and avoid tfie unsuccessful

legal batUes of UCLA's students'

association.

'The UCLA agreement sounds
like a good tfiing, but we've done a
pretty good job without such a doc-
ument," said Kara Kuchem, a sec-

ond-year political economy student

at UC Berkeley, who is an appoint-

ed member of their undergraduate
student government
She added that many of their

goals, such as student programming
and low-cost textbooks, were the

same as the UCLA students' associ-

ation. "I don't get the point of com-
plete legal autonomy if you're still

going to share the same campus,"
Kuchem added.

Private universities' student gov-
ernments often are official parts of
their universities, and some students

active in student government there

say that this is nxjre effective for

fostering soident responsiveness.

"If UCLA's student government
can be that business oriented, and be
student-run - I think that's great,"

said Jennifer Savary, sophomore-
class president at Cornell
University. "But having profession-

al staff run everything - because it

doesn't seem responsible for stu-

dents to run operations - I think
that's unreasonable," she added.

UCLA students' association offi-

cials said that this autonomy, and
separation from the university, cre-

ates a better atmosphere for con-
ducting the organization's business.

"We have a community-based
board of directors," said Reed. 'The
administration at any campus can
make good decisions, but they're

not community decision makers."

Some students questioned the

real motives behind association
operations, saying that in spite of
the uf^r management's goals, the

association's operations still exist

mosdy for profit

'Textbooks are definitely a busi-

ness, it's a conspiracy to make peo-
ple buy books," fifth-year biology
student Nir Hoffman sakl. "They do
stuff to make people buy books,"
like changing editions so that books
can't be sold back and students will

have to buy new books, Hdffman
added.

Other students said this drive for

profit was not necessarily a bad

"I don't think it's bad to have a
profit motive, because the profits

are supposed to go back to the stu-

dents through programming," said

Oberman.

At their May meeting, the associ-

ation's board of directors reinstated

student programming as a manda-
tory part of their annlial budget -

with a minimum contribution of
$100,000 each year, called the
Student Interaction Fund.

Their recent nwves to counteract

a negative image, such as the initia-

tion of student surveys and reinstat-

ing of the interaction fund, one for-

mer board of directors member
says, are merely a front to hide their

paralysis and lack of autonomy
from the university.

"The reality is that ASUCLA is

not independent enough," Gast
said. "It's so deathly afraid of
what the university is going to do,

that it's unwilling to really look
out for the interests of students
when they conflict with what
upper-administration people say
are the interests of the university,"

he added.

Students' association officials

defended the organization against

this claim, saying that the associa-

tion's job is not to challenge the uni-

versity, but to support it and its stu-

dents.

"Our mission very closely tracks

that of the university: research,
teaching and public service," Reed
said. "I cannot even think of the

time when there's been a major dis-

agreement"

At their March board meeting,
Chancellor Young addressed the

board of directors on the current

state of association-university rela-

tions, and the effects of the earth-

quake. According to some atten-

dees' reports, he called the associa-

tion's independence a "fiction,"

saying that the students' association

has no true autonomy from UCLA
for.

"It wouldn't surprise me if

(Young said that)," said Reed, who
was at the meeting. 'The chancellor

accurately speaks from the univer-

sity's perspective."

"That perspective is that the stu-

dents' association is an official unit

of the university, and that its inde-

pendence never has been real,"

Reed added.

"I can read between the lines
-"

the fiction is that (the students'
association) is (indq)endent). It's

not really independent," Gast sak).
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FURNITURE
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WE DELIVER
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authentic Chinese dishes?
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traditional way - from freshly
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then stir-fried to perfection in

our woks.
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will put you in the mood for our

Panda Express Chinese food.

Located at:
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Ackerman Student Union
Level 1
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Clinical Radiation
Oncology Physicist

Mayo Clinic Scottsdale • Scottsdale, AZ
A fxjsition is immediately available for a clinical radiation oncology
physicist at the Mayo Clinic Scottsdale Department of Radiation

Oncology. The clinical physicist's responsibilities will include

external beam, brachytherapy, data acquisition, tixsitmcnt plan-

ning, and all aspects of quality assurance testing.

Mayo Clinic Scottsdale has recently installed multi-leaf collimators

on it's two accclciators which offers a multitude of opportunity

for research and clinical applications. As stated earlier the fiicility is

equipped with two Varian Clinac 2 lOOC accelerators, a Vartan

Xima^n CX simulator, and an AECL Theraplan treatment plan-

ning system.

Applications for this prcrfcssional position arc invited from individ-

uals who possess an MS degree in nKxIical physics/radiological

physics. It is ptrfiTablc that the applicant has had experience as a

resident in a medical physics program or the equivalent. Good oral

and written skills arc required.

The successful candidate can also expect to interact widi the staff

and physics sections at Mayo Clinic Rochester and Mayo Clinic

Jacksonville.

Interested appUcants should submit a resume outlining their train-

ing and experience and/or request an application. Mail inquires to:

A Traditkm ofExcellence

'Sin.. . li .
>' <

A-

Mayo Clinic Scottsdale

Attn: S. Racker, Human Resources Department

IMOO E Shea Blvd. • Scottsdale, AZ 85259

(602) 301-8200

It Is an cj.picased prlnctple of Mayo ainic Scottadalc to promote cultural

dhTTiity and equalliy ofopportunity. Caodktecs of dhnersc oAinl txKk-

grounds aic enoouoved to apply.
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nor must nominate a candidate to

a committee composed of legisla-

tive members. If approved by the

committee, candidates must hur-

dle a majority vote by both state

houses to receive the position.

Tbe'^ovemor appoints 1 8 of the

26 board members fors42 year
terms. The other members consist

of elected officials and alumni
reprfSentalives.

Regents control an annual bud-

get of a little under $2 billion and
impact the lives of a few hundred
thousand*students and staff
statewide, said officials from the

Office of the President.

As a governing board, the
regents have always had detrac-

tors, but criticism grew after they

substantially raised student fees in

1990, in response to California's

budget crisis.

"My main criticism is they're

completely unaccountable to stu-

dents. The (state) legislature only
has control over the money they

get," said York Chang, external

vice president of UCLA's student

government. In other words, the

state's elected officials can't influ-

ence how the regents spend the

money.

In the past, students have tried

to give their input to regents.

Chang and other students have

As a governing board,

the regents have

always had detractors,

but criticism grew

,
after they substantially

raised student fees in

1990, in response to

California's budget

crisis.

traveled to regent meetings with
proposals for reducing university

costs. However, they said regents

do not consider their ideas when
making important university deci-

sions.

"There is no reason for them to

listen to us. There has to be a real

mechanism to provide account-
ability so they would listen to us

seriously," Chang added.

Student groups also character-

ize regents as wealthy and out of
touch with students' needs.

"Regents are from a financially

comfortable background and don't

have an educational background,"
York said. "There's no reason for

them to try to understand or
remember what's it like to be a
struggling student."

But in response to the critics,

board chairman Howard Leach
said regents are more diverse than

many people think.

"We do have a pretty broad
range. Ev.eryone on the board is

certainly not wealthy. Many peo-
ple can do it if they work for
someone else," he said.

However, many regents possess

FEE HIKE

high level political connections.

Tirso Del Junco is chairman of the

California Republican Party, sev-

eral are partners in prestigious law

firms and Glenn Campbell is

director of Stanford University's

Hoover Institution.

Still, regents dispute the charge

that they are an elite group of
powerful individuals, arguing that

this is an image enhanced by their

economic backgrounds.

"The regents are not elitist. I

think sometimes we're out of
touch because of our station in

life," Regent Ward Connerly said

in a May interview.

Despite their lack of profession-

al connections to the academic
world, regents said they under-

stand the problems students face.

They bristle when students criti-

cize them for failing to empathize
with student concerns, said
Regent S. Steven Nakashima.

"Everyone of us was a student

at one time and we understand the

problems of students, especially

financially," he said. "Don't ever

think regents don't care about stu-

dents."

Notwithstanding, campus
groups, including the UC Student

Association, a group of represen-

tatives from all UC campuses,
favor democratically electing

regents and reducing the length of
their terms.

"I do favor term limits, granted

that more expertise results for the

years they're there," said Andre
Quintero, vice president of UCSA.
"I do favor limitations from 12 to

eight years to increase diversity."

However, while regents
acknowlede that the board and its

appointment system are not per-

fect, say they do not favor drastic

regent reform.

"Term limits of less than six

years are not realistic," Regent-
designate Judy Levin said. "It's

such a long learning curve. I had
no idea how far the board's tenta-

cles extended from the regents to

involvement in the university."

"The university is a large and
complex institution. The length of

' terms does allow time to build on
the unique skills regents bring to

the board," UC spokesman Mike
Alva agreed. "That type of knowl-

edge to make decisions takes
some time to gather."

Critics of the regents said 12-

year terms cause regents to be
stagnant and do not allow new
ideas to circulate on the board.

Quintero said he wants to see
more regents from different socio-

economic backgrounds to broaden
the scope of views from board
members.
"New regents would bring new

thinking and new interests so the

board doesn't become stale.

Students will get better opportuni-

ties for change as new regents will

be willing to listen and be open,"

Quintero said.

Advocates of 12-year terms
said they prevent any governor
from dominating the board with
his or her appointees, thereby
reducing the role of politics within

the university. •

**The purpose of 12-year terms

is so no governor can ever stack

the Board of Regents," Leach

said. "It serves a good purpose -

to protect the independence of the

university."
• ~~

'

'

Reformers also want to elect

regents to prevent the governor
appointing political allies.

"All of them gave a major con-

tribution or worked on a key com-
mittee foir the governor who
appoints them," said Don
Nikademus, a UC Berkeley staff

member. "It's a political patronage

system. The governor pays off the

"Everyone of us was a

student at one time and

we understand the

problems of students,

especially financially.

Don't ever think

regents don't care about

students."

S. Steven Nakashima
UC Regent

people who supported him."

Responding to calls for mixing

politics with academia, regents

said elections for their positions

would damage the university
because candidates would put
their own goals above the UC's.

Since the university does not

pay the regents, who spend an
average of 20 hours per week on
university business, board mem-
bers said they would view those

who seek compensation for a spot

on the board with suspicion^

"It would be a serious mistake.

I can't imagine the motivation for

someone to run," LeaclTstated.

"The experience in other states is

it is a mistake to politicize the uni-

versity. It becomes a means to fur-

ther someone's personal career. I

think regents should be totally

dedicated to the university."

Perhaps the most controversial

criticism - even one some regents
,

agree with - centers on the pre-

dominantly white and male board.

Currently, two African Americans,

;
two Latinos and three women sit

on it, but critics point out that they

are mostly upper class and
Republican.

"Regents are mostly
Republican, white and male. Most
of them are millionaires,**^
Nikademus said.

"Since^ur whole population is

of different ethnic groups, it's_

important to have diversity in-

every situation," Nakashima
agreed. "The board suffers
because they don't get different

views. You don't know the prob-

lem of a minority if you're not a

minority yourself."

Despite the plethora'of criti-

cism, university officials said that

the accomplishments made by the

regents do outshine any problems
that may be associated with the

board.

"The university feels the
process has worked well," Alva
said. "When looking at its

accomplishments and what it

has meant to the people of
California, the process has
worked well."

«^

From page 17

lion.

After the state first cut the uni-

versity's funding, students, staff

and faculty all experienced
painful cuts.

Student fees rapidly rose in a

short period of time, preventing
some students from paying their

fees. From 1990-91 to this year,

student fees rose from an average
$1 .820 to $4,072 a year.

To make up the last fee hike of

$620, it would take a student
working a part time-job at $6 an
hour an extra twenty hours a
week for five weeks to pay for the

fee hike.

But UC officials claim finan-

cial aid has increased at tl^ same
pace as student fee hikes.
"Whenever the university is

forced to raise fees, a significant

amount of revenue is set aside for

financial aid," said Mike Alva,
the university's public informa-

tion officer.

But student groups criticize the

university's plan to link increased

fees and financial aid.

"Their policy is higher fees and"
higher aid. But tl^ real problem is
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aid. What they mean is students

working longer hours and taking

more loans," said York Chang.
UCLA's external vice-president.

"Students are mortgaging their

future and limiting their options
after graduation. Most pay back
incredibly large fees."

Quan Tran, a March graduate
who faces a $12,000 debt, is

becoming many students' version

of the typical UC graduate of the

future

Student groups said they worry
about declining enrollment fig-

ures that may be linked to higher

fees.

"I think (dropout rates) have
been substantial. There's been a
real drop in demand,"said Sara
Swan, a staff member of the UC
Student Association, an organiza-

tion consisting of student govern-

ment representatives from UC
campuses.

"Aid dollars are not enough.
Aid just covers fees. Students are

having problems covering room
and board," she added.

Students,who have been hard-

est hit and have actively protested

against skyrocketing fees now
work more hours and study less to

pay for the higher cost of educa-
tion - limiting access to the uni-

versity for poorer students, critics

said.

'The middle-class students are

being hurt by fees ... and under-

represented students are also"
said Andre Quintero, vice presi-

dent of the UC SA. "(University

officials) say fees are a secondary

reason to leave. Our argument is

that more fees mean its more like-

ly that students will work, limit-

. ing access to the UC."
A recent study conducted by

the Office of the UC President

reported 58 percent of students

work a median oC 18 hours per
week to defray the costs of their

education.

"Due to fee increases, under-
represented students aren't look-

ing to the university," said Naomi
Falk, a sophomore at \JC San
Diego. "Education is not a privi-

lege of the elite. It's a priority, a

right."

Officials insist staff and faculty

have also "shared in the pain."

The university laid off 4,766 uni-

versity employees in response to

budget cuts. A freeze of cost-of-

living raises for faculty and staff

counted for one-fourth of budget
cuts, while one-half of the cuts

came from program and person-

nel cuts. All faculty and staff took

a one year 3 1/2 percent budget
cut for one year.

'There's been no pay increase

in the last four years. We're not

even keeping up with inflation,"

said Claudia Homing, vice presi-

dent of a clerical union that repre-

sents UC students. "People used
to say the university's a good
place to work. People don't say
that anymore."

Faculty, in addition to a salary

cut, must pay for si^:h essential

tasks as photocopying and letters

of recommendations.

"We've had some cutbacks in

supplies and long distance phone
calls," said anthropology
Professor Rob Boyd. "The high-

est effect is retirements. Our
department has shrunken consid-

erably. That's bound to effect our
stature, graduate education and
teaching."

"The salary cut did more to

affect morale than retirements.

We were a very highly ranked
department, but prominent and
well known professors retired. If

another round of budget cuts
occurred, there's no one left to

retire. I don't know what the heck

UC officials fear the

high amount of funding

the university received

in the 1980s will never

return.

they would do," Boyd added.

To paint an even more dismal
financial picture, university offi-

cials estimated that the UC lost

$900 million dollars because the

state had not maintained its nor-

mal level of funding since 1990.

UC officials fear the high
amount of funding the university

received in the 1980s will never
return.

"We don't believe the shortfall

will be made up,"Alva said. "The
university will have to see what
kind of funding it will receive
from the state."

Some students said they fear

(hat "privatization" of the univer-

sity will occur as student fees rise

and approach the cost of a private

institution.

"I see a privatization of the uni-

versity. Until they change their

priorities so education of
California's youth is first, we're
going on a dangerous path,"
Quintero said.
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Despite rising fee hikes, York
said he hopes students will
remain optimistic and unite to

maintain the quality of their edu-

cation.

"I'm optimistic about being

^

able to organize students and get-

ting them behind us," Chang said.

"By applying pressure on the
regents through letters and phone
calls, we can still do something
about (tee hikes)."

John needed help. Out of nowhere a flash of li^ht

appeared. "Want to^ your wori( done 5 times faster"

said the Wizard? "OH YESr said John "Let me show

you how with XperCASE.." said the Wizard.

\Mli 1 nHhn coupon upon

puroUM a your bookslon

Student Media Orientation

If you're interested in working for the Daily Bruin, then stop by the

Student Media Orientation on October 3 in the Adcerman Grand Ballroom

at 6:30 pm.

-I

John turned a 5 hour assignment Into a 1 hour assignment with

~r Xp«rCASE by Siemens. He put himself at the top of his dass by learning

to use Xp«rCASE case tools now and not waiting until after graduation.

P«C«r CoffM of ComputcnwoHd Ma^nt, gave XpsrCASE a 3.7 GPA
Peter's overall summary "XpcrCASE turns raw source code Into dear,

easy to edit structure diagrams using several high-level languages. For

programmers faced with polyglot re-engineering tasks, these Windows-
hosted tools are cost effective and easy to learn".

Associata Profassor, Pl-Sh«ng Dang, PhD. , of California Stat*Univ«r-

sJty summary ofXparCASE, "XperCASE provides an unparalleled user

interface. I would like to rank It as a very powerful and the most user

, friendly I-Case tool In the market".

So, if you 're taking...

C, C-M-, Cobof, Clipper, FdHran, D-Base, Fox-Base or any other
programming language - get a big advantage by discovering what
professors and students across the country have to say about the power
of XperCASE: * It Is excellent ior analyzing code * Encourages language

Independent design before new coding begins. * Its drag-and-drop

interaction and linkage with other tools makes it easy to learn and use.

GO TO YOUR BOOKSTORE TODAYAND BUYXperCASE AS
THE WIZARD SAID "THB^E IS AN EASIB^ WAY TO GETAN A-i-".

Hordwort RtqiiirMiMts: At Ims! o 80286 computer wtffi a hard ditk drive supporting DOS., 1.5

Megabjrte (MB) mm mtnoiy, A hard disk drivt with I MB irtt memory, A grophlG display supported by

Windows (ticepl C6A. Seffvert rHMreaeiits DOS 10 or iigliir., Miaosoh Windows 3 or higliir.
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ROTC learn to be all they can be, on and off campus
Camp Adventure offers discipline, hard work and fun

By Greg Cooper
Daily Bruin Staff

"Are you ready to negotiate the

recondo?" Sgt. Maj. Robert
Cuerda asked 200 eager but
apprehensive cadets before they

began a 300-foot journey to a lake

from the top of an 80-foot tower.

"I am worthy. Sergeant Major, I

am worthy!" the cadets shouted in

unison.

The recondo, a challenging
obstacle course that also includes

a walk on a 20-foot suspended log

and a 40-foot drop into the water,

is one of a series of obstacles
2,300 Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) cadets face in their

six-week-long stay at Camp
Adventure. The camp, held at Fort

Lewis, Wash., is reputed to be the

most stressful and rewarding com-
ponent of the Reserve Officer
Training Corps' program.

Seniors from universities west
of the Mississippi River get to

prove their leadership skills and
arniy knowledge in a stressful

atmosphere before they become
U.S. Army officers. Their perfor-

mance will determine whether
they go on active duty and what
future career training they may
receive.

Ten seniors arrived at the cainp

from UCLA ROTC on June 23,
hoping to prove their mettle by
building a one-rope bridge across

a river, leading a platoon in simu-

lated combat and mastering

"It's a challenge and an

adventure."

Master Sgt. Ismael Bonilla

UCLA ROTC

nuclear and chemical warfare
training.

Evaluators tesl cadets on abili-

ties such as thinking on their feet,

sound judgment and willingness

to follow — skills that U.S. Army
officials say are required of an
effective leader.

"It's a challenge and an adven-
ture. It takes dedication, motiva-

tion and will-power," said Master
Sgt. Ismael Bonilla, who is from
the UCLA ROTC. "They have to

come over here both physically

and mentally fit."

The ROTC program at UCLA
won second place in the overall

competition at Camp Adventure
last summer, and UCLA cadets

are confident their training in

Westwood will make them shine

again. "Our training we got at

UCLA is squared away," said

John Cochran, a senior from
Occidental College. "We're one of

the best-prepared battalions up
here."

Under stressful conditions, get-

ting an average of five to six hours

of sleep per night, the cadets must
pass a series of tests and physical

challenges to improve their confi-

dence and to advance within the

military.

"In order to be successful, we
are constantly placed in stressful

situations. The purpose is to bring

out leadership attributes in a

stressful situation," said Victor

Suarez, a UCLA senior studying

anthropology.

While the trainers act tough and
speak in a stern manner during
the training, they constantly use

Two ROTC cadets prepare for patrol during their stay at Camp
Adventure, where for six-weeks showed what they have learned,

humor and tell stories to ease the dence. Cadets agree,

tension cadets may experience. "It's a confidence and advanced
"I point out when it's serious, training camp. A lot of construe-

but I also have a little levity," tive criticism is given, and train-

Cuerda said. 'They have a lot of ing always ends on a positive
tension. We waiit to show them note," said UCLA's Suarez.
thousands of kids have already 'They're pretty fair, a lot nicer

gone through here, have them see than I thought."

it as a good tinie, overcome their To determine cadets' leadership

apprehensions and become better potential, evaluators give them
leaders."

,
different levels of responsibility at

Instructors say they want to ere- a moment's notice to determine
ate a positive experience for the how they react under stress.

cadets to increase their confi-

ONCE A YEAR

SANTA MONICA

500 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA
MON-SAT 10-7 SUN 12-6

'On the first day of evaluation,

I was a company commander, and
man, that was stressful," said

Josh Pickell, a UCLA senior
majoring in history. "My 150
dusty cadets were streaming back
as far as the eye could see, and I

loved that."

Army officials say Camp
Adventure enables the cadets to

learn their limits and show how
much they have learned during
their three years in the ROTC.
Despite the high level of

knowledge these cadets bring to

Camp Adventure, the U.S. Army
estimates one-third of ROTC units

may close in the near future as a

result of military downsizing.

Some university officials want
to keep their ROTC units, consid-

ering them as valuable education

for their participants.

"It gives another educational

opportunity to students with a

potential for a productive career,"

said President Clifford Trump of

Black Hills State University in

South Dakota. "It attracts better

students with leadership responsi-

bilities."

From the time students join the

ROTC as undergraduates, they
learn skills to prepare them for

both military and civilian careers.

Army officials said.

"For me, it helps me overcome
some things I've been fearful of,

like speaking in front of a crowd,"

said John Burr, a Cal State
Northridge junior majoring in

health science. "I've learned to

make quick decisions and to

assess things quickly."

Although cadets compete
against each other for high nvirks,,

the Army stresses cooperation and

teamwork at Camp Adventure.

"Everybody's competing for a

grade, but if you don't work
together, nobody gets a good
grade," Cochran said.

As cadets progress in their

training, both they and their train-

ers say they notice a difference in

the students' attitudes and person-

alities.

"I've matured a hell of a lot.

I've learned how to deal with dif-

ferent people," Cochran said.

Despite the hardships endured
at camp, the cadets say they will

leave the ROTC with a sense of
dwlication to the army.

"These guys are being trained

to make extreme sacrifices for one
"

another, and there's a close bond
that doesn't exist for a campus
group," Pickell said.

Gov. Wilson accusod

By Steven Cappt
San Francisco Examiner

Democratic gubernatorial can-
didate Kathleen Brown accused
California Gov. Pete Wilson of
practicing the 'politics of cyni-
cism' by endorsing Proposition
187, an initiative she said was
reminiscent of the internment of
Japanese Americans during World
Warn.
Brown's remarks came during

an important fundraising dinner
here Sunday night for which her
campaign sold $1.5 million in

tickets, the most ever since she
started running for governor. She
accepted another $100,000 contri-

bution from the National
Democratic Governors'
Conference.

In the final seven weeks of the

campaign it is critical that Brown
raise as much money as possible

to keep pace with the better-
financed Wilson if she is to com-
bat his television onslaught, and
follow through with her own get-

out-the-vote effort.

President Clinton had been
scheduled to address the dinner
but canceled his trip because of

"I follow the lessons

"learned from my father

and from my brother as

well - I go for every

vote"

Kathleen Bro%vn
Democratic gubernatorial candidate

cynicism

by Brown
instituted during harsh times in

the state.

"It happened in the 1870s when
they would not let the Chinese
hold jobs after they were finished

building the railroad," she said.

"It happened again in the 1940s
when we began an orderly process

in this state to take Japanese
Americans and move them to

internment camps. I'm here to say

it ought not happen again."

Brown also accused Wilson of
continuing to duck the debates
she has challenged him to.

Wilson has rejected a debate
sponsored by the California
Broadcasters Association
because he said he does not like

the format, which calls for ques-

tions from the public via tele-

phone or fax. Wilson has said he

wants to limit questions to a

panel of reporters.

"What's he afraid of?" Brown
asked.

Networic plugs youtli into politics

the Haiti crisis. He sent First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton in his

place.

Hillary echoed the Brown cam-
paign theme of hope and revital-

ization and said Californians
should look back over the last

four years when deciding who to

vote for Nov. 8.

"It is not Kathleen Brown who
presided over a government giv-

ing out lOUs," she said, referring

to the budget stalemate when
Wilson held out for cuts in educa-
tion, and the state was forced to

pay its bills with lOUs. Clinton
said Wilson was a late comer to

the issue of immigration, and had
atte'mpted to use Californians'
fear of crime simply to get re-

elected.

In her own remarks. Brown
made reference to a recent Los
Angeles Times poll that shows her

trailing Wilson by nine percentage

points. Her private polls show the

deficit at about half that.

Brown said she had spoken to

her father, former Gov. Edmund
'Pat' Brown earlier in the week,
and he told her he was behind in

the polls both times he was elect-

ed governor, in 1958 and 1962.

"I follow the lessons learned
from my father and from my
brother as well - I go for every
vote," she said.

Her characterization of Prop.
187 was her harshest to date of the

November initiative that would
cut off state services - including

medical treatment and schooling -

to illegal immigrants.

Wilson endorsed the measure
over the weekend during the

Republican convention in San
Diego.

Brown said Prop. 187 was
merely the Urtesl^in a long line of

immigrant-bashing measures

By Scott Huddleston
San Antonio Express

SAN ANTONIO - An effort to

encourage young voters to write

newspaper editorials and read
about candidates on computer
networks while staying "plugged
in" with state leaders began
Tuesday with a party in San
Antonio.

Coordinators of New Texas
Connect - a social and political

network aimed at mobilii^ing the

estimated 3 million Texans age
18 to 32 - used a portable com-
puter to demonstrate their "com-
puterized block-walking" tech-

nique.

The network, the brainchild of
three young Austin residents,

including a campaign worker for

Gov. Ann Richards, plans to hold

similar events in other Texas
cities.

The network, supported by
Richards' re-election campaign,
hopes to "keep the state's youth
plugged in with the governor
and keep her plugged in with
them," said Chris Fuller, youth
coordinator of the Richards
campaign.

Fuller, 26, joined forces last

month with Tim Weltin, 28-year-

old executive director of the

Travis County Democratic Party,

and Larissa Killough, a 23-year-

old Austin advertising agency
employee, to present their idea

to Richards' campaign organiz-

ers.

"It's an interesting experi-
ment," Fuller said. "It basically

started with the three of us talk-

ing over beers.

"We're trying to connect with

young people on their terms. If

everyone here tonight goes out

and registers 10 people to vote,

that's more political activism
than most of them have done in

five years.

"What we want is for people

to participate in politics in an
interactive way."

Party displays gave voter-reg-

istration information and instruc-

tions on responding to media
misinformation by writing a

newspaper editorial or calling a

radio talk show.

Partygoers aired their views
on videotape for Richards to

view and expressed them visual-

ly on a painted "political can-

vas."

With a portable computer tied

into Internet, a global informa-

tion network, coordinators
showed how members of
"Generation X" can find a

"political exit ramp" and access

candidate profiles.

Although information on
Richards is not in the system, it

probably will be in a few weeks,
Weltin said.

"Richards rides a Harley
(Harley-Davidson motorcycle)
and has been on 'David
Letterman,' so she's generally

considered to be hip and cool,"

Weltin said.

When the network holds its

next party her^, it'll probably
have a statewide candidate - per-

haps Richards or Land
Commissioner Garry Mauro - in

tow, Weltin said.

It also will focus less on voter
^

registration and more on getting

people to the polls, since the Oct.

9 registration deadline will have
passed.

"We'll probably have a no-
speech rule for whoever we
bring," he .said. "We want people

to meet the candidate in an infor-

mal way, maybe ask them
whether they wear boxers or
briefs.

UCLA EMERGENCYINFQRmTION 4»^

No one knows when an emergency will occur, so everyone should understand basic safety practices. Read
the safety signs posted in classrooms and offices, and printed in campus phone books. Be prepared to

respond safely to a fire, earthquake, an accident or other emergency.

At UCLA, 911 is the "all-purpose" emergency number. You do not need coins to call 911 from a payphone.
The Emergency Reporting System phones (blue outdoor stations) also call UCPD directly. When you make
an emergency call, do not hang up until you answer all of the operator's questions.

Here are some guideHnes for specific situations:

FIRE.. If you see a fire, close the door where the fire is located, activate the nearest fire alarm an^ call 911.

Use an extinguisher only if you have had training and feel that it is safe. Leave the building

quickly but calmly. Take your belongings. Do not use elevators. Do not re-enter^ the building until

* an all-clear signal is given.

EARTHQUAKE. Take cover immediately. Get under a desk or a table, brace yourself in a doorway, or

take cover in a corridor. DO NOT RUN OUTSIDE. If you are outdoors when a quake starts, move
to an open area and drop. If you are in a car, stop and stay in the vehicle until the shaking ends.

After a severe earthquake, follow evacuation directions. Do not use elevators. Do not go into

buildings or parking structures until emergency personnel authorize re-entry.

HAZARDOUS SPILL, students and employees should not clean up potentially hazardous spills unless

they are specifically trained to do so. Report these incidents to the instructor, supervisor, or lab

manager. If the spill is in an unsupervised area or outdoors, call 911. .-

ACCIDENTS. Call 911 for help. Give first aid to victims only if you are qualified. Do not attempt to

move a seriously injured person.

INANYEMERGENCY SITUATION:
•Remain calm and help others. Cooperate with emergency personnel.

•Do not use campus telephones for personal calls.

•Do not spread rumors, do not go sightseeing.

TO GET CAMPUS INFORMATIONAFTER A MAJOR EMERGENCY, call the UCLA
Safety Hotline at 206-7994. (At other times, you can use the Hotline to report possible safety

hazards that EH&S should investigate).

Forman InformaUon, caii the Office of Environment, Heaith St Safety at 825-5689 !
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States crack down on prison amenities
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Officials Strive to make prison terms

harsher, inmates lose some privileges

By Adam Nosslter
The New York Times

.

JACKSON, Miss. — As
politicians around the country
try to keep pace with the public's

fury at criminals, and crime
shows few signs of abating, state

and county officials are cracking

down on a new target: lawbreak-

ers already behind bars.

From California to Florida,

elected officials have proposed
to make prison life harsher than

it has been in years, and in some
cases, they have succeeded. On
the table or already on the books
are edicts taking away televi-

sions, tennis and basketball
courts, weight rooms, pornogra-

phy and more.

Prison experts warn, however,

that the wave of get-tough-on-

prisoner actions is less likely to

deter crime than to make the

inmates angry and, therefore.

^- .^

harder to handle.

"If inmates aren't Tcept busy
when you take away all those
activities, they will find some-
thing to do with their time, and it

probably will not be in the best

interest of staff trying to monitor

their activities," said Mike
Quinlan, director of the federal

Bureau of Prisons from 1987 to

1992.

No state has gone further than

Mississippi in enacting new
restraints on its prisoners. Last
month, the Mississippi
Legislature held a special ses-

sion to deal with prison over-
crowding, but it quickly became
embroiled in a visceral debate
over the passage of a law taking

away prisoners' amenities.

There was talk of restoring
fear to prisons, of caning, of
making prisoners "smell like a

prisoner," of burning and frying,

of returning executions to the

county seat and of making
Mississippi "the capital of capi-

tal punishment," as Gov. Kirk
Fordice, a Republican, put it.

By the time the Legislature

adjourned, reality had come
close to the rhetoric. There will

be no more private televisions

for inmates and no radios, record

players, tape or compact disc
players, computers or stereos.

Weight-lifting equipment, too,

will be eliminated.

For the first time in more than

a quarter-century, prisoners are

to be dressed in striped uniforms,

as in the days of the chain gangs,

and the word "convict" will be
emblazoned on the back. "When
you see one of these boogers
aloose, you'll say, *I didn't know
we had zebras in Mississippi,'"

Rep. Mack Mclnnis, a Democrat,
told his colleagues on the floor

of the State House.

The language of the new law

is vague and may permit some
television viewing, perhaps in

prison common areas by inmates

enrolled in work programs.
Mississippi corrections officials

have asked the state attorney

general to advise them on this

and other aspects of the legisla-

tion, including how many
inmates would be affected. Until

the attorney general gives his

opinion, 4he law will not go into

effect.

But several top legislators said

in interviews that their intent

was clear: no more private tele-

visions or other electronic equip-

ment in prison.

Some prison experts saw in

the new law an echo of the grim
era before 1972. That was when
a federal judge ordered sweeping
changes at Mississippi's State

Penitentiary at Parchman, where'

the Black Annie whip, the Dark
Hole punishment cell and
"trusty shooters," armed
inmates assigned to guard other

inmates, had ruled for much of
the prison's seven decades, mak-
ing the institution a national
byword for prison brutality.

But while this state has taken

r

ARMY MEDICINE'S
^CHALLENGE
TO HEALTH CARE
PROFESSIONALS.

The Army Medical Department is the largest

comprehensive system of health care in the United
States. It has a tradition of medical breakthroughs,

advances in health care techniques and leadership

respected throughout the world of medicine. It is

this team we invite—we challenge —health care

professionals to join.

You could be involved in a wide variety of vital,

interesting and rewarding assignments. They'll

range from administrative management to direct

patient care. We offer unique advantages to:

Psychiatric Residents.

As an Army Officer you'll receive substantial compensation, annual paid

vacations and participate in a noncontributory retirement plan.

The challenge is yours. Look it over. Then call:
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the biggest steps in making life

harsher for inmates, officials in

at least eight other states also

took, or proposed, me^ures cut-

ting back on convicts' privileges

this year.

Wisconsin's governor ordered

an end to free weights and tennis

in prison by Oct. 1. Seven
Florida counties eliminated or

cut down on television watching

in their jails.

California narrowed its 1975
"inmate bill of rights," now
allowing the prison authorities to

bar inmates from receiving
"obscene" publications, among
other things. And eight jails in

Los Angeles County did away
with weight-lifting equipment.

In Louisiana, legislators
passed a law banning martial arts

in state prisons and considered a

ban on television before state

corrections officials lobbied
against it.

In New York, North Carolina,

South Carolina and Ohio, legis-

lators have proposed bans on,

variously: cable television, all

television, basketball courts,-

weight rooms, boxing and
wrestling.

Even the recent federal crime
bill, in the version that passed
the House of Representatives,

contained an amendment pro-

hibiting weightrlifting equip-
ment in federal prisons. The
amendment, however, was not

included in the final version of
the bill.

""

Elsewhere, overcrowded con-
ditions threaten to impinge even
further on prison life.

In Delaware, inmates have
been sleeping on floors in book-
ing and receiving areas, and
plans are afoot to move them
into a refurbished weight-lifting

room.

In Philadelphia, city officials

moved Wednesday to overturn
an eight-year-old decision by a

federal judge that limited the

number of prisoners allowed in

city jails, provoking concern
from one prison advocate that

bad conditions would only get

worse.

Many of the legislative pro-
posals restricting prisoners'
amenities appear to be merely
symbolic. Louisiana's state pris-

ons, for example, .do not even
have any martial arts programs,
according to the state corrections

department. And the new
Mississippi law bars 'individual

air conditioners" for inmates,
even though no inmate apparent-

ly now has an air conditioner, a
state corrections spokesman
said.

Indeed, the majority of the
legislative proposals failed in

committee. Only Mississippi,
California and Louisiana actual-

ly passed legislation.

Still, politically, the idea of
getting tough on prisoners seems
to have caught on. Several legis-

lators in Mississippi, and offi-

cials elsewhere, spoke of a popu-
lar clamor for such measures and
outpourings of support once they

were passed.

"It's just a cry from the people

out here," said state Rep.
Charles Smith, a Democrat of
Mississippi, who works in his

family's lumber and sawmill
business when not at the State

Capitol here.

"I don't know if we did right,

but we want to make prisons a

place you don't want to go to,"

Smith said. "It used to be you'd

pick'eottoti, tfnd people weren't

too crazy about going to prison.

United Nations examines its roie in a changing worid
End of Cold War, lack of super power competi-
tion changes focus to humanitarian issues

By Barbara Crossette
The New York Times

Tahir-Kheli, who has been
director of political-military
affairs and head of Near East
and South Asian affairs on the

chief delegate. "They want an
agenda for development."
Small nations also fear the

UNITED NATIONS — The precedent of military interven- „..„.. „..„... „.. ,..,
United Nations, which opened tion by bigger powers acting National Security Council, said
Its 49th General Assembly ses- under United Nations sanction. Only that the United States has
sion on Tuesday, is heading into There seems to be broad "the clout, the stakes and'the
a year of unusual scrutiny as agreement that the support of relationships" to force this issue
diplomats, bureaucrats, scholars the United States is critical if in places like India and
and a throng of increasingly the United Nations is to become Pakistan, where local concilia-
powerful non-governmental more than an international tion has always failed and the
pressure groups are prodding the police agency carrying out puni- fear of nuclear war is always
vast organization to reinvent tive expeditions against rogue present.

governments. "From the 1950s, the United
"Peacekeeping, which has all States has been vibrantly active

the financing - and all the in the International Atomic

\

ft

I

itself for a world very different
than the one it has known in its

first half-century of life.

The task lurks behind the cel-

ebratory hoopla planned for the
coming months, when sympho-
ny orchestras and rock groups
will play, thinkers will think
aloud at countless seminars,
dancers will dance and children
all over the world will collec-
tively write and illustrate a book
about how the United Nations
looks to them. A roster of spe-
cial events that have already
begun and will continue into
1996 is already nine pages long.
By contrast, the coming

General Assembly session is

expected to be subdued, with
few explosive issues on the
agenda.

Secretary General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali calls this "a time
to rekindle the ideals of the
charter." The aim of the United
Nations Charter - to be com-
memorated in San Francisco in

June, 50 years after the docu-
ment's signing - was to cement
a lasting peace and international

well-being after the devastation
of World Warn.
Now, after the-Cold War has

ended, and with it the superpow-
er standoff that often paralyzed
U.N. 'debate, there are more
calls for the world body to turn
its attenXion to safeguarding the

ptetiet's resources, starting with
its environment and its poorest
people, who are the majority
and are the source of its migrant
populations.

Others suggest that the orga-
nization could move more
aggressively into controlling the
spread of nuclear weapons or
intervening in human rights dis-

putes before they become new
ethnic wars.

The secretary general has said
he would like to see the organi-
zation become more active in
building democratic institutions,

from parliaments to a free press
- as it tried to do in Cambodia -
though this would certainly lead
to a dispute over national sover-
eignty and the limitations of the
United Nations rights to inter-

fere in domestic politics.

There are also renewed pro-
posals for reform and reduction
in the huge international civil

service the United Nations has
spawned in New York,
Washington, Geneva, Rome,
Vienna, Bangkok. Nairobi and
other cities.

But these demands come at a
time when regional conflicts
preoccupy the United Nations -
causing even more appointments
to be made and staffs created -
and when peacekeeping opera-
tions tax the organization's
finances.

"The developing countries
say that the agenda for peace is

consuming too much time," said

Stanley Kalpage, Sri Lanka's

As the new General Assembly released about $1.2 billion to
approaches, a variety of diplo- pay some of Washington's
mats at the United Nations say peacekeeping bills,

they like what they have seen of American officials, led by
the Clinton administration. Timothy Wirth, under secretary
**We are not always sure of state for global affairs, have

whether Clinton will move this made a point of listening to the
way or that way, or whether he concerns of developing nations
will move at all, but the feeling and working to build consensus^^^^^^^^i^ on issues of importance to them

and to the Islamic world. This
was demonstrated at the recent

conference on population in

Cairo, where American dele.-

gates won praise from former
critics on many issues.

Steven Dimoff, editor of
Washington Weekly Report,
which monitors congressional
action affecting international

organizations, said there were
indications that Clinton might
formally announce that the
United States would return to to

American officials ...

have made a point of

listening to the con-

cerns oTdeveloping

nations and working to

build consensus on

issues of importance ...

— — p — ^ ^.. ...^ ... »,.^ »i.i.wM ii«iiv/n«i .r-kiuiiiiv IS that the Clinton administra- <..iiiiicu ouiica> wuuiu rcium lu lo
heartaches - will take up all the Energy Agency in Vienna, and tion is much better than its pre- UNESCO, the United Nations
attention," said Shirin Tahir- at least in part the success of the decessors at the U.N.," an Asian cultural agency from which it

Kheli, a fellow with the IAEA is very'much a testament delegate said. He added that this withdrew under President
Woodrow Wilson School of to our staying the course," she change in the U.S. attitude could Reagan.
International Affairs at said in an interview from not have come at a more propi- The agency, which was wide-
Princeton University. "But I do Islamabad, Pakistan, during a tious time. |y accused of mismanagement,
think that the nuclear issue, for visit to South Asia. "But that's a President Clinton, who is to corruption and undermining the
example, should be taken up by technical agency. We have been address the General Assembly
the United Nations, and with a very reluctant to become on Sept. 26, can point to a series
fraction of the cost." involved politically." of policy changes. Congress has See UN ANALYSIS, page 28
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Technology and the art of getting lost
Advancements are rapidly ending solitude

By John Markoff
The New York Times
Not long ago in the

Adirondacks on the summit of
Mount Marcy, New York's highest

mountain, a wilderness ranger was
taken aback when a hiker whipped
out a cellular phone to call his

office more than 300 miles away
in Manhattan and report: "I'm not

feeling well. I can't make i|. tn to

woric today."
^

On the summit of Mount
r^McKinley in Alaska, several years

ago, Maiic Fincher, a back-country

ranger at Yoseniite, saw a climber

use a hand-held radio to place a

phone call to Los Angeles. "It was
the strangest thing I've ever con-

fronted," Fincher said.

Less than a century ago, the nat-

uralist John Muir wrote of riding

an avalanche for miles into
Yosemite Valley and later surviv-

ing on Mount Shasta one blizzardy

November night by huddling next

to one of the volcano's scalding

steam fissures. Setting out with a

blanket, some bags of food and a

burro, he would wander the moun-
tains for months on end, knowing
that if he fell off a cliff or was
eaten by a bear, well, that was part

df the quest.

Muir was an important force in

getting the government to preserve

bits and pieces of untamed land by
establishing official wilderness

areas. But high technology is

rapidly ending the possibility of
real solitude. Moreover, in the face

of advanced mobile technologies,

the very idea of wilderness, once
one of the themes s^id to define

the American spirit, is vanishing.

^^^lldemess is supposed to be a

place where, compasses notwith-

standing, there is always the possi-

bility of getting lost, where one
must pit one's wits against the ele-

ments to survive. Now the ele-

ments barely have a chance.

A dazzling array of new tech-

nologies, including hand-held
global positioning satellite
receivers and computerized
altimeters, make it possible to

know where you are within 300

feet. In many otherwise remote
places, one can pick up a cellular

telephone and call for directions.

Soon fleets of cornmunications
satellites such as Motorola Corp.'s

Iridium system will permit one to

make a telephone call - or be
beeped - from anywhere on earth.

"A key reason the wilderness

areas were set up was to provide

solitude and an escape from tech-

nology," said Jay Watson, regional

director for the Wilderness Society

in California and Nevada. "It

diminishes the value of wilderness

to the human spirit if you're forev-

er safe."

In the 1950s the sociologist

David Riesman wrote in his book
**The Lonely Crowd" that the

death of community meant that

one could be surrounded by peo-

ple yet still be profoundly alone

and isolated. Wireless commiini-
cations technologies are turning

his original vision inside out. With
cellular phones and wireless E-
mail. One can be physically alone

yet still in the midst of a clamoring

invisible crowd.

"The community has triumphed

over the individual," said Michael

Schrage, a research associate at

the Sloan School of Management
at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and a technology
columnist for The Los Angeles
Times. "The idea of the frontier

used to be a compelling American
metaphor Now it is irrelevant"

Some weekend mountaineers
now seem to consider it an inalien-

able right to be rescued when they

find themselves trapped in some
remote place. Search and rescue

teams around the country say they

are receiving calls for help on
increasingly ubiquitous cellular

telephones and walkie-talkies,

even from hikers who have
momentarily lost their way in the

fog.

In Yosemite National Park there

have already been a number of

cellular telephone rescues. A
woman hiking above the rim of

the Yosemite Valley lost the trail

near dark this summer and called

the park search and rescue service.

She seemed to be in a panic, and
after failing to get her to describe

her location, John Dill, a search
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CHEAP
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and rescue officer, sent a heli-

copter to look for her. He said he
was worried that she might walk
the wrong direction and fall off a

cliff. By listening for the heli-

copter and telling Dill in which
direction it seemed to be flying,

the woman was able to lead the

rescuers to her.

Some rangers are afraid that

people are increasingly substitut-

ing the latest mobile technology

for training and experience, rely-

ing on high-tech gadgets to get

them out of tight spots.

"Going into the back country,

you are supposed to have to

engage your mind as well as your

body," said Ann Melious, a ranger

for the Adirondack Park Agency.

If wilderness plays an impor-

tant part in kindling the human
spirit, perhaps as it vanishes peo-

ple are reinventing it in different

ways.

In the future, with the earth

encircled by satellites and every-

one wired together by digital links,

the new back country may become
the world of artificial computer
networks known as cyberspace.

UN ANALYSIS
From page 27

free flow of news and informa-

tidli, has since been reformed
under a new director general,

Federico Mayor of Spain. But
returning to UNESCO, which is

based in Paris, could cost
Washington more than $50 mil-

lion a year.

"Everybody in the adminis-

tration loves UNESCO, but
nobody can find the money to

get us back in," said Dimoff,
whose newsletter is published
by the U.N. Association.

Points of friction remain',

among them concerns among

Points of friction

remain, among them

concerns ... that

Secretary General

BoutroS'Ghali has

thrust himself to the

forefront of too much
U.N. activity.

U.S. diplomats that Secretary
General Boutros-Ghali has
thrust himself to the forefront of
too much U.N. activity, not
always consulting the Security

Council, which has assumed a

major role in world affairs since

the collapse of the Soviet Union.

. Some U.S. officials argue that

it is harder to sell the idea of
more U.S. participation in the

United Nations if a single figure

is perceived to be towering over
the president. Boutros-Ghali has

announced that he will seek
another five-year term in office

after 1996.

Dimoff agrees that if the
Clinton administration is friend-

lier to the United Nations, the

same still cannot be said of
many members of Congress and
the U.S. public.

"The legacy of the 19708 still

haunts the policymakers*
views,*' he said. "They define

the U.N. by the experiences of
the '70s, when contentious*
debates led to polarization."

He said teaching about th&>-

United Nations appears to have

UN ANALYSIS
From page 28

fallen off in American schools;
he recently found only one refer-

ence to the organization in an
1 1 th-grade history textbook. The
U.N. Association is directing its

special publicity efforts toward
• children in the anniversary year.

As the United Nations moves
into its next half-century, old

As the United Nations

moves into its next

half-century, old

alliances are in flux and

new ones are forming

within the organization.

alliances are in flux and new
ones are forming within the
organization.

"I think the emergence of the
European Union is very impor-
tant to this process," said Jeane
Kirkpatrick, U.S. delegate to the
United Nations in the Reagan
administration, who now teaches

Jjrench politics at Georgetown
"tjniversity. "It is more impor-
tant than I think Americans have
generally understood it to be,
and I think it has big conse-
quences for us in multilateral
institutions like the U.N.
"The European Union has

developed institutions for reach-
ing agreed consensus positions
on issues before they come to a
discussion of those issues with
the United States, or before they
come to discussion in U.N. are-

nas," she said in a recent inter-

view.
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MAC 911 INC.

Mac 91 1 Inc. hasiraiDed Macintosh Certi-

fied Technicians which provide serviceon

all Macintosh computers and Apple-brand

peripherals such as printers, keyboards,

mice, monitors and video caids.

QUALITY AND PRICE
All repairs carry a full warranty (Hi parts

and labor. Our service technicians are

fiilly trained to handle problems of any

nature. An extensive inventory of i)arts

allow us to offer fast turnaround times,
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availability of parts. Mac 91 1 Inc. will

install harddisk drives,memory upgrades
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ponents.
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Jury clears

police chief

of paying
fines for

violations
By Jane Ganahl
San Francisco Examiner

. SAN FRANCISCO - It took a

jury only eight minutes to decide

that former Police Chief Richard

Hongisto should not have to pay
punitive damages for his role in

the removal of some 2,000 gay
newspapers from their stands in

May 1992.

The verdict came Tuesday after

a two-hour hearing on Hongisto's

financial status, which portrayed

him as all but ruined - both fman-

cially and professionally.
Hongisto was fired two years ago
after the heist of the Bay Times
newspapers, but has denied that he

acted with malice. Apparently, the

jury agreed.

"It's particularly gratifying, to

know they believed me on that,"

sadd Hongisto after the trial. "It'$

a small consolation; this incident

has ruined my life."

Then-Chief Hongisto was por-

trayed on the cover of the news-
paper in an unflattering carica-

ture. He then allegedly asked two
officers to remove copies from
racks in the Castro District.

The jury on Friday found that

Hongisto violated the civil rights

of publisher Kim Corsaro, and
assessed $35,600 in damages - to

be paid by the city. Also to be
paid by the city are all attorney's

fees, which could reach hundreds
of thousands of dollars.

Tuesday, the jury considered
whether to impose punitive dam-
ages on Hongisto himself, after

hearing testimony from the for-

mer chief and accountants about
his financial status. According to

witnesses, Hongisto's monthly
income is $3,500, based on
rentals of property he owns and
his security company, but his

debts are $4,200 a month. When
asked how he was surviving,
Hongisto replied: "I've been
borrowing money from friends."

Although Hongisto owiis sev-

eral buildings in the city, to sell

them and pay capital gains taxes

would put him "$17,000 in the

hole," he says.

But ultimately, it was not his

lack of solvency that swung the

jury, says attorney Robert
Moore. After ijistructions from
U.S. District Court Judge Lx)well

Jensen that they could only
assign punitive damages if

Hongisto "was driven by evil

motive or intent," the jury quick-

ly determined he had not.

Moore said after speaking with
several jurors, "it was clear we
had proven what we had intended

to prove - that Dick never
intended to harm anyone."
Corsaro said the judge's

instructions to the jury killed the

chance for punitive damages.
"He would not allow them to

consider if (Hongisto) acted with

reckless disregard for civil

rights," she said. "I knew then it

was hopeless."

In the May 1 992 cover story,

Hongisto was portrayed holding

a nightstick between his legs
alongside a headline reading,
"Dick's Cool New Tool: Martial

Law." The accompanying article ,

criticized mass arrests of demon-
strators in San Francisco after the

acquittal of Los Angeles police

in the Rodney King beating case.
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Campus stereotypes shape perceptions
Class standings, majors

color students' identities

ByVMmLbJmn
Daily Bruin Staff

With a diverse community like

UCLA, divisions among groups
often seem inevitable.

Dominating every aspect of stu-

dent life are distinctions between
different class standings, and
between north and south campus,-

that often determine how people

initially perceive and define oth-

ers.

For many students, it's not diffi-

cult to walk on campus and distin-

guish a new face from a continu-

ing student who appears to have
seen-it-all and done-it-all.

"I can tell juniors and seniors

apart," said Mike Minock, a third-

year graduate student majoring in

computer science. 'They seem to

be much more career-oriented and
prpfessional. For the first three

months you can tell who are the

freshmen. They're kind of wide-

eyed, bewildered. And they're

either overly anxious or overly

Bruins defy
starving

student
stereotype
By Alisa UHerts
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Penny pinching, baigain hunting

and scrounging under the sofa

cushions for parking meter
change.

Sound familiar? Maybe not to

most UCLA students, whose
monthly disposable income is dou-

ble the naticmal avoage and whose
collective lifestyle contradicts the

proverbial poor student, according

to a study conducted by California

Research Survey in June 1992.

On average, UCLA Bruins have

$317 in discretionary funds each
month, and 4 percent of the stu-

dent body has over a thousand dol-

lars to bum. The national average

is just $150.

Does that exempt Bruins from
the poor student status suffered by
their collegiate colleagues across

the nation? Maybe so. say some
students.

"I don't feel that I have to save

that much money," said Minh Do,
applied math and biochemistry
senior. "I always work." Do is not

alone. Over one half of all Bruins

hold down part time jobs and 9
percent work full time. Bruins
spend what they earn, too. Each
month, all UCLA students com-

enthusiastic," Minock obseived.

But for others, the class distinc-

tions are not so distinct

**I have no clue," said Adam
King, a fifth-year graduate student

in computer science. "They all

look like high school students.

There's also the pimple factor -

the first years have a higher pim-

ple factor coefficient than the later

year graduates," he noticed.

Class consciousness may be a

result of traditional definitions

that carry meaning into our soci-

ety today. For example, the term
freshman doesn't only mean a

newcomer, a student in his first

year of college or university, but it

also refers to a person who knows
only the basic knowledge in a par-

ticular field or occupation, accord'

ing to Webster's Third
International Unabridged
Dictionary.

Perhaps the most notorious
term comes from the Greek root

See CLASS, page 34

Cheap dates

Ackerman movies
Melnitz movies - free witli ticket

Sunset Rec - free with ID and reg^i^
Midnight picnic in Sculpture Garden
Romantic stroll in Will Rogers pa^k

Poetry readings at the Midnight Special bookstore in

Santa Monica

Star gazing - Math Sciences Building, every

Wednesday at dusk ^f ^
Jazz at the Wadsworth - free first Sunday every month
Tunneling

Third Street Promenade
Watching planes land at LAX

Souif: Dafly Bnjjn Wtes -.

Stress strilces students
in college environment

bined spend $12.3 million, totaling

$148 million each year.

The image of the poor student

hitching a ride is something most
Bruins have only seen in the

... Bruins have $317 ...

each month .7,

movies. With more than 85 percent

of all UCLA students having
access to a car, mobility is not a

problem - which is good, because

more than 80 percent of all Bruins

live in off-campus housing.

Despite the overwhelmingly
affluent atmosphere of UCLA, the

poverty-stricken student is not

entirely myth. While most UCLA
students have never been forced to

fish coins out of a wishing well to

do laundry or eat Top Ramen for

PAUL WILCZVNSKi

weeks on end, the hard-core poor

do exist

"I never hive any money," said

Adam Sinrm|Sj.fn^dtideclared
sophomore.^^ to take advan-

tage of sales and stuff." lb ease the

pain of poverty, Simms said he

goes to the free movies shown at

Ackerman Union each quarter and

has a job to cover expenses.

Chuck Liu, a mechanical engi-

neering senior, said he found a

way to shave costs from his enter-

taining tHidget.

'To save money, I'll take a girl

to see a sports game or a movie,"

Liu said.

Eruins can also save money and

have fun by taking advantage of

free campus events such as con-

certs at Westwood Plaza, movie^at

Ackerman and Melnitz and jazzat

the Wadsworth, free thi; first

Sunday of every mcml^ .

By Shani Pines
Daily Bruin Staff

Amy Lewis' eyes widened
when she recalled the last time she

was "really stressed."

"It was the night before my last

final. I had to pack everything in

my room to move out the next day,

my best friend wanted to go party

and I had to study for the hardest

final I ever took," said Lewis, a

junior theater major.

"By the end of the night I made
a million lists of things to do. I'd

had so much coffee - I was fraz-

zled, cranky, short with people,"

Lewis remembered. "I could bare-

ly complete a sentence."

Stress hits many students, but

incoming freshmen have a unique

kind of anxiety to deal with, due
to changes such as leaving home
and taking on a college load,

experts said.

An unrealistic expectation of

how much you can do, and the

resulting feeling that you have no
control over what's happening in

your life are the most common
stress-inducers, said Anthony
Reading, a UCLA professor of
psychiatry and biobehavioral sci-

ence.

"I stress out when I take too

much onto my shoulders," agreed

Van Anna Duong, a senior psy-

chology major and listener on the

Peer Helpline, a volunteer student

service.

Recognizing stress

These are the most common
signs of intense stress.

/Headaches
X Distractability
X Irritability

/ Difficulty relating

Where to turn
1

.

student Psychological Services
(825-0768)

2. Student Health Services (825*
2463)

3. Peer Helpline (825-HELP)

Source: Anthony Reading,
Wn Anna Duong

JINO OtODaily Baim

The Helpline receives a lot of

stress-related calls a month, said

Duong. More than 1 percent of

June's calls were related to school

issues such as test anxiety, she

said.

Sleep deprivation and stimu-

lants like caffeine can also dra-

matically increase a student's

stress load, Reading said. A cup of

coffee can make you more alert,

but after the fourth or fifth cup,

you can be so awake that your
over-alertness can actually
decrease your performance level,

he said.

Too many stimulants and too

See STRESS, page 34

Eating liabits tend to decay when
incoming students arrive at UCLA
By
Dally Bruin Staff

College - new friends, stimulat-

ing classes, parties and ... weight

gain?

Trends among incoming college

students show that introductory

English composition and begin-

ning biology aren't the only things

students are picking up at school.

It seems that pounds are anoth-

er. A general decline in nutrition

and eating habits for new students

is a nationwide phenomenon not

uncommon at UCLA.
"Eating habits tend to change

for the worse when students arrive

at UCLA," said David Heber, pro-

fessor of medicine and chief of

clinical nutrition. "At night, stu-

dents start eating Oreos, sweets,

fatty foods and they exercise less."

The infamous "freshmen 15,"

the IS pounds gained by many
first-year college students, is prob-

ably the result of late-night study-

ing and snacking, agreed Joanne

McGill, food coordinator for the

residence halls.

Although the residence halls

have a large variety of foods, they,

too, can have their pitfalls, McGill

added. The key is in choosing the

healthier items and eating in mod-
eration, she said.

"You can find v4ry healthy food

in the residence hall cafeterias, but

you can also find fried and cheesy

food," McGill said. "Our most
popular items are la'^agna and
fried chicken, the higher-fat items.

Students obviously enjoy those

T SeeUKnNS, page 34^
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$1.00 Less.
dip and save

Save $1.00 On
Your Next Haircut

> Simply bring this coupon to Supercuts. As usual, no appointments are ^8 necessary. But come in soon. This offer ends 12/31/94. "^

I ^ ^ — :-"-
1

^̂ 1650 Westwood Blvd.

(between Santa Monica and Wilshire)

^ __ J^IO) 470-1558^
*^Open 9-9 daily

Massachusetts

1
®

Wilshjre

Good at particlpoting shops. Not valid wiffi any omer offer. One coupon per customer.

SUPERCUTS®

SUPERCUT REGULARLY PRICED AT $10.00

From page 33

"sophos" for wise vid "moros" for

foolish. A sophomore is a student

in his second year standing of a

college or university. Historically,

to be sophomoric means to display

a firm and often aggressive con-

viction of knowledge and wisdom
while lacking maturity and typi-

cally inclined to oversimplify, the

dictionary defmes.

But class differences are not the

only arbitrary differences the cam-
pus community shares.

"The north campus vs. south
campus polarization is a bad one,"

King said. "I've always noticed

iL"

"People are smiling up north,

thinking about art while we're
here bogged down with equa-
tions," King said.""Also, the archi-

tecture is really different. In north

campus, the architecture is more
interesting and varied, like the

Sculpture Garden. South campus
has nothing. It's got boring archi-

tecture and it's a construction
adventure," King added in

response to many of the construc-

tion detours in south campus.

"In north campus, they wear
colorful clothes. In south campus,

no one wears colorful clothes,"

King commented. "Put it this way,

(north campus) has a sculpture

garden; we (south campus) have
the Bombshelter. That says it all."

One of the reasons for the clear

distinctions, explained King, is

that the trek between north and
south campus is long and people

really don't have the time to go
from place to place and mingle
together.

'"^ut many of the stereotypical

differences between the various

groups on campus have a psycho-

logical basis known as "in-group

and out-group bias."

"People feel very fervently
attached to the arbitrary groups

they're a part of," said Brett

Pelham, assistant professor of

psychology.

Typically, in-group/out-group

tendencies arbitrarily exist when
individuals feel strong loyalties to

their groups and animosity toward

other groups, Pelham explained.

The inclination for such divi-

sions is especially stronger among
groups who feel they share com-
mon interests, Pelham pointed out

Studies have also suggested that

group loyalties may develop into

segregation tendencies such as

bias, prejudice, discrimination and

ethnic rivalry,^ he added.

"It's a fundamental, and in

some cases, an unfortunate aspect

of human nature," Pelham said.

"If you go around campus and say,

*Go Trojans,' you'd get nasty

looks even though they're from
California and are college students

like you are. But for historical and

arbitrary reasons, they are the out-

group and they don't feel so good
about us and we don't feel so good

about them."

"But if you met someone from

use in Europe, you'd be like best

friends because you're both from

California and you're both college

students," Pelham illustrated.

"This shows that group status is

arbitrary. The group you associate

with and how you identify your-

self depends on the social situa-

tion and context you're in," he

added.

But despite divisions on cam-
pus - whether it is age, class or

north vs. south campus - Minock
recognized the importance of

crossing lines of distinction.

"People should be open to see

the other side, to see other points

of views," Minock said.

To minimize aspects of bias,

Pelham added, we should re-train

ourselves to think in broader
terms, not either north campus or

south campus, being of this class

or of that class, but as a collective

UCLA community.

From page 33

much stress cause distraction and
edginess - and a long night with

no sleep and five cups of coffee is

a sure-fire stress inducer, Reading
said.

One problem with being
stressed in college is that students

often turn to artificial ways of
relaxing such as alcohol or drugs,

Reading said. Alcohol can become
a way to "wind down" after a hard

day, but depending on it as a way
of de-stressing can signal a more
serious problem, he said.

Another common way to cope
with stress is by procrastinating

until the very last minute to avoid

the stress that doing the work
would cause, Reading said. But
this can easily become a vicmus
cycle of procrastinating and then

experiencing intense anxiety over

and over, he added.

When stress hits, it helps to take

a step back and look over what
you've asked of yourself, Duong
said.

"Don't take on the attitude that

it would be copping out to re-eval-

uate what you've taken on,"
Duong suggested. "Don't spread

yourself too thin. Try to change
your perspective and re-prioritize

what's going on in your life."

EATING
From page 33

fried chicken, the higher-fat items.

Students obviously enjoy those
foods."

There is a great variety of food
in the dormitories, said junior
chemistry student Vince Beltran.

"But it gets tiring and bland eating

the same re-hashed food every
day," he said. "I'm Filipino, and at

home we'd eat what I'd call 'cul-

tural' food. I lost that when I came
to UCLA," he said.

First-year students should
watch out for a few partic^Iarly

fattening foods, especially ones
that are easy to snack on, Heber
said. Foods that students tend to

over-indulge in include nuts,
cheeses, salad dressings and red

meat. Instead, try substituting
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UCLA Summer keeps spinning
By Brett Jam
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

F6r the many Bruins who leave

campus every summer, it would
seem logical that the Westside cam-
pus would go into hibernation once
they're gone. But despite their

absence, the world does keep on
spinning at UCLA. From major
administrative shuffling to Tyus
Edney getting pununeled by Dream
Team II's Larry Johnson, here's a

round-up of what you missed.

•Sophomore pleads no contest to

attempted rape

UCLA undeclared sophomore
Felipe Gabriel Gonzalez pleaded no
contest on June 21 to attempted
rape, burglary, possession of a dan-

gerous weapon and possessipn of a
' dangerous weapon on campus. As
part of a plea bargain arrangement,

Gonzalez must serve a maximum of

one year of a six-year term in coun-

ty jail. Gonzalez allegedly attempt-

ed to rape a fellow student at Sunset

Canyon Point June 7.

•Police department gets shuffled

In an attempt to increase efficien-

cy and campus security despite an

1 1 percent budget cut,' the university

shuffled its police department June

22, eliminating eight positions and

laying oflFfive lieutenants. The reor-

ganization is expected to save
$499,000 in salaries and benefits

annually.

•New school opens

On July 1 , UCLA opened its new
School of Public Policy and Social

Research, which houses graduate

programs once located in the School

of Social Welfare and the urban
planning division of the School of

Architecture and Urban Planning. A
result of Chancellor Young's gradu-

ate school restructuring plan, the

school also plans to create a policy

studies department as well.

•No footers for Bruins

Contrary to initial reports.

Hooters Restaurant - infamous for

its tightly clothed waitresses - will

not be opening in Westwood.
Hooters officials said in early July

that the person who had been plan-

ning to open the Westside franchise

backed out due to financial diflficul-

ty-

•Fresh off the farm
In an attempt to revitalize the vil-

lage early this sunmier, Westwood
welcomed to its sueets a farmers'

market, which opens for business

every Thursday afternoon between

3 p.m. and 7 p.m on Weybum Ave.

between Tiverton Ave. and
Westwood Blvd.

•Young told he spent too much
for bash

Chancellor Charles Young was^

forced to fend off a wave of criti-

cism early July when some
University of California Regents

criticized his decision to spend
$560,000 on UCLA's 75th convoca-

tion bash, which featured President

Bill Clinton as the keynote speaker

Dr. Gerald Levey

Critics of the event said the amount
spent was inappropriate at a time of

budget cuts and student fee hikes.

•Lowering the hike

The University of California

Board of Regents unanimously
voted July 15 to reduce 1994-95's

fee hike from 18 to 10 percent, but

students may not feel the effects of

the decrease until winter quarter

The regents lowered the fee hike

from $620 to $345, bringing this

academic year's reg fees to $4,072.

The decrease was a response to the

first increase of state funding to UC
in four years.

•UCLA settles defomation case

with shot putter out ofcourt

Three-time NCAA shot put
champion Brent Noon of the

University of Georgia reached a set-

tlement in July to dismiss a part of

his $10 million defamation case

involving UCLA, among others.

Noon, 20, filed the March 1993
lawsuit, in which he claimed his

athletic career had been adversely

affected by rumors that he had used

anabolic steroids to enhance his per-

formance. According to Noon,
UCLA was named in the suit

because it was UCLA assistant track

and field coach Art Venegas who
had started the rumor. UCLA offi-

cials said in a released statement the

UC Regents,UCLA and Venegas
agreed to an out of court settlement

to avoid further litigation costs.

UCLA officials maintained they had

done nottiing wrong.

•New medical sciences provost

and med school dean named
UCLA named Gerald Levey the

new provost of medical sciences

and (fean of the School of Medicine

in July. The medical school dean
traditionally takes on the provost

position, which oversees all UCLA
school pertaining to the health sci-

ences. Levey will oversee the 1,500

faculty members of the medical

school and 3,000 employees at the

university hospital.

•Korean Studies Center receives

$700,000 grant

South Korea awarded UCLA's
Korean Studies Center a $700,000

grant on July 25. The center'sxlirec-

tors plan to use the money to hire

more faculty, create an undergradu-

ate major and increase and strength-

en research.

•Hail to the Bruin chief

Los Angeles Mayor Richard
Riordan named management
Professor William Ouchi his new
chief of staff in mid-July. Ouchi said

he hopes to be.able to use his acade-

mic experience in the so-called

"real worid" of politics.

•Number of stolen parking per-

mits quadruples

Paiicing permit theft continues to

plague the campus as the number of

stolen permits quadrupled during

July and August. During one five-

week period, 25 thefts occurred -

most of which took place in parking

structures six, eight, nine and 14.

Police believe the thieves may be

part of an piganized gangs.

•New language classes to be

offered

In response to increasing pres-

sure by student groups and some
faculty members, the College of

Letters & Science added intermedi-

ate Vietnamese and introductory

Thai and Hindi language classes to

the university's undei^raduate cur-

riculum for the 1994-95 academic

year.

Daity Bnjtn file photo

Tyus Edney goes up against Dream Team II in an exhibition game
at Oakland Coliseum - and gets bowled over.

•Out ofmy way!

Within 30 seconds of Tyus
Edney's debut at the July 31 exhibi-

tion game between the Goodwill
Games basketball team and Dream
Team II, the 5-foot- 10-inch UCLA
point guard was lying on the fioor

of the Oakland Coliseum after being

bowled over by Larry Johnson.

Edney had stolen a pass intended

for the 6-7, 250-pound member of

l|)ream Team II. Edney went off to

score 13 points for the Goodwill
Games team, which lost 1 13-75.

•New humanities assistant dean

named
David Wilson became the new

humanities assistant dean earlv

August. He replaced Robert Martin,

who left the office Aug. 1

.

•Becker wins LA. Open
^ris Becker won the L.A. Open

after crushing Mark Woodforde of

Australia in a match that lasted only

55 minutes - the shortest final this

year on the Association of Tennis

Professionals Tour. He beat

Woodforde 6-2, 6-2 August 7 at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center

•Clinton wants UCLA vice chan-

cellor on National Science Board
President Bill Clinton announced

his intention to nominate Claudia

Milchell-Keman, vice chancellor of

See REVIEW, page 48

Chancellor Charles Young
WON WOO/D«ily Bojin

Farmers market opens in an attempt to revitalize Westwood.

ANDREW a;HOteR/Di*y Bruin / ' j . , ,4 „.:,..../ . STEVEN iaM^)««y Bwin

Boris Becker smashes a shot in his winning match to claim the VIdootheque. one of Westwood Village's few video rehlaT stores, reopened after closing down form
L.A. Open title. alleged loan defauttir -

'
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chair and physiological science

professor.

"When they are given the
opportunity, many don't take it,"

Smith said.

Several student groups are tak-

ing the opportunity to bring about

change in various areas such as

lowering student fees, getting
more financial aid and increasing

retention.

"We are the most successful
example of student empower-
ment," said David Maldonado,
director of MEChA Calmeca, a

student-run retention program.
Maldonado explained that the

group worked with administra-
tors to reform the financial aid

system.

"The language of (rejection)

letters was not sensitive. The let-

ters did not encourage people to

reapply for aid or include options

and resources to help students
appeal," he said, adding that a

couple hundred students have
sought letter-writing help from the

organization.

Now a student representative

sits on the committee reviewing
appeals, adding a fresh outlook,
Maldonado said.

"Student-run programs made a

difference," Maldonado said.

"That was a victory for students -

bringing a broad perspective to

the committee."

Other students have effected
change on campus through their

roles in student government, tack-

ling a wide array of issues.
Graduate student government
officers are now working on get-

ting voluntary dental insurance for

the 10,000 grads across campus.
Grads will vote on specifics of the

plan during their April elections.

Other elected officials are
working on improving student
programming, increasing commu-
nication with administrators and
lobbying regents.

Some say the real power of stu-

dent government lies in their rep-

resentation on various academic
and administrative committees.
Though students may have a voice

on some important committees,
some UC officials say the student

voice is not loud enough.

"It's extremely important that

the student voice be a forceful

one, not a token," Regent Ward
Connerly said. "Students are not

as effective pn individual campus-
es as they could be."

Connerly explained that when

"It's extremely impor-

tant that the student

voice be a forceful one,

not a token."

Ward Connerly
UC Regent

"new" students are appointed to

committees for just a year, they
are unaware of how the system
works.

"Fundamentally, you need to

know the structure, who to see
when you have a problem. You
really need to understand the
players - who are the real players

and who is just warming the
seat," he said. "People who serve

one year are at an extreme disad-

vantage."

The same problem poses a chal-

lenge to undergraduate student

government, said Jim Rowe, for-

mer Graduate Student Association

president. Undergraduate student

leaders are usually in power only

one year, as opposed to graduate
students who are commonly

"We want to change the

relation of power.

Students have the

power to protest but no

power to go into the

decisionmaking circles."

Bong Vergara
Committee for Pilipino studies

active in student government sev-

eral years, he said. This makes
undergraduates less efficient at

bringing about change in the sys-

tem, he added.

"If you're trying to institute

programs one year, you're not
sure if it will be implemented the

following year," acknowledged
Dan Ryu, chief of staff for the

undergraduate external vice presi-

dent.

"I think that if you want to see

your programs stay, you have to

work to make sure that someone
next year will be crazy not to con-
tinue the program," Ryu said.

"Yeah, that is a problem but as far

as we're concerned, it's not the

end of the world."

While student government is

the most obvious target of student

change, many have looked
statewide for what students can
do.

"If we can concentrate 175,000
students UC-wide to vote, that

will send a message to the gover-

nor's office and the legislature as

to what students want," Ryu said.

"It doesn't take large amounts of
money or people to bring about
change -just a lot of dedication to

an issue."

One hindrance to statewide stu-

dent power is their lack of repre-

sentation on the Board of Regents.

Connerly said.

To effectively have an "institu-

tional" voice on campus issues,

there should be two student regent

positions instead of just one, he
added.

Many students opt to spend
their college years making a social

change rather than a political

change on campus. For those stu-

dents, the university provides
numerous avenues such as com-
munity service programs.

"I can see the change brought
about by students every day," said

Judy Lo, food salvage director at

the student-run Hunger Project.

The volunteer group delivers food
to the homeless and helps them
find jobs.

"Students who say they can't

bring about change are wrong,"
Lo asserted. "You can't just sit

there and do nothing and say, *I

can't change anything anyway.'
You have to get out and try."

Getting involved in an extracur-

ricular activity is also a learning

experience, explained J. Joy
Jacob, student welfare commis-
sioner.

"Getting involved in organiza-

tions - even little organizations -

makes it easier to gain leadership

experience," Jacob said. "(Getting

involved) made me realize the

leadership abilities in me."
Jacob added that giving people

the opportunity to find their tal-

ents also gives them confidence
that they can make a difference.

With reports from Julie Silva,

Alisa Vlferts and Donna Wong

ENROLLIWENT
From page 33

might have gone," said Bill

Trombly, senior editor of the

California Higher Education
Policy Center at a May rally on
the steps of the state capitol.

Although it is impossible to

link enrollment changes directly

to reg fee hikes, figures released

by the Office of Academic

Not all historically

underrepresented groups

suffered losses in enroll'

ment.

Planning and Budget indicate

slight decreases in some minori-

ty student enrollment. African
American enrollment has
dropped from 6.5 percent in fall

1990 to 6.1 percent in fall 1993.

Latino students lost .5 percent

of their population during those

three years and white enroll-

ment dropped from 52.9 percent

to 45.5 percent over the same
period.

Not all historically underrep-

resented groups suffered losses

in enrollment. Asian American
student population increased
from 21.5 percent in 1990 to

28.1 percent in 1993, and
Chicano students increased by 1

percent in 1993.

Virtually all minority student

groups experienced a decrease
in population in fall 1993, after

having witnessed modest gains

during the previous two years.

Despite this, UCLA is still

scheduled for record gains in

overall student population at the

beginning of this year.

AIDS Awareness Blood Drive Campus Retention

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION
Health, Awareness, Well-Being

SWC is your undergraduate student government's official commission on
student health and wellness. The Commission works with both on-campus

and community organizations to provide programs, workshops, and
awareness faires thoughout each quarter addressing such issues as AIDS,

^ campus retention, campus safety, nutritional healtih, sexual assault and
substance abuse. Additionally, SWC directs a quarterly blood drive with
the American Red Cross and instructs CPR and Standard First Aid classes.

Watch for SWC's Awareness Weeks each quarter
or come stop by the officefor more information . .

.

404 A Kerckhoff Hall

(310) 825-7586
J. Joy Jacob, Commissioner

STUDENT

COUNCIL.

Eat, Drink, and Be Merry in Moderation
paid for by USAC, your student government

Campus Safety CPR'Standard First Aid Health Awareness/On-Campus Testing

BACK TOSQIHQQt §iypENJ AMD FACULTY DISCOUNTS

ATfClUTICirrTOYOTA OWNERS
SUPER-SERVICE cocmai ei

Only 7 miles from northeast corner of campus

TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Replace spark plugs

• Replace points

(as applicable)

• Replace condenser

(as applicable)

• Set point dwell

• Adjust engine idle

• Set timing

• Road test

• Analysis of all other

tune related needs

$39^9^ plus tax

Cart wtttwut electronic ignition

siigMiy higher. Platinum plugs

exfra, 6 cylinder higher.

t WfMM ooupon trtitn ordw ti wiOMi.
Tq»att»Orty. E«pirw 10-31-84.

BRAKE REPAIR

SUPER

SPECIAL

20 % discount

on all brake lining

replacements.

Includes machining

or replacing drums

or rotors and

overhauling wheel

cylinders.;

20% OFF
BRAKE LINING

REPLACEMENT

•Plus $20.00 OFF atter

mail-ln-rebate^

IMMM coupon wtwn ordw tt wrHtMi

ToyotttOntyExplfW 10-31 -94

FRONT END

ALIGNMENT OR

WHEEL BALANCE

SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Set caster

(when applicable)

• Set camberAoe in

• Center steering wheel

OR

• Balance all four wheels

• Inspect Brakes

- • Rotate all tires FREE

$2999^ plus tax

Cars with mag & wire

wheels slightly higher.

MuM pmtM coupon wtan ord«r ii

ToyotM (Ml EKpifw 10-31-»4

15% OFF
on all factory mnfflers, shocks

and struts and receive a

FREE LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Receive a FREE LIFETIME

GUARANTEE on any muffler,

Shock Absorber, Strut or Inserts

purchased from and Installed by

Hollywood Toyota's service

department, plus

15% OFF on parts and labor on

this introductory offer.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Mufliffi'ExImsiPiixs'Shfx^'SMs

Toyota mufflers, exhaust pipes,

shocks, struts and strut cartriclges are

guaranteed to the original purchaser

for the life of the vehicle when

installed by an authorized Toyota

dealer. See us for details.

15% OFF
REGULAR PRICE

MuM pmM coupon w<Mn ori>« is wtilttn

TO|foatOnt)iE«pww 10-31 -9«

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

SERVICE
SPECIAL

Most extended warranties require this

service from every 15.000 miles or 18

months to keep warranty valid.

INCLUDES:

• Drain fluid

• Remove transmission pan

• Clean transmission pan &
'Screen

• Inspect exposed areas of

transmission for wear

• Replace transmission

pan gasket & reinstall pan

• Refill with quality

transmission fluid

• Advise on condition

of transmisston

$4950^ plus tax

and hazardous

waste disposal lee

Musi pmanl coupon wtian order a writttn

Toyom Only E»ptni 10-31 •«<

CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

REPLACEMENT
SPECIAL

INCLUDES REPLACEMENT OF:

• Clutch pressure plate

• Clutch disc

• Throwout bearing

• Pilot Bearing

(when applicable)

We Will discount parts

& labor 20% on both

new and

remanufactured clutch

assembly components
off our regular price.

20% OFF
REGULAR PRICE

Him iK«Mn< OMipail •DM ord« IS ormgn
ToyotttOntrEi^tfW 10-31-94

FUEL INJECTION

SERVICE

Keep your vehicle at peak

performance. Let us

schedule you for a Fuel

Injection Service today.

Can improve performance

and mileage.

INCLUDES:

• Pressure cleaning

of fuel injectors

• Visual inspection of

EFI system

$5995
/^ plus tax

Mutt prmnl coupon wtion ordtr a wriatn

Toyotti Only £««« 10-31-W

TIMING

BELT

REPUCEMENT

Factory recommends

replacement every

60,000 miles

INCLUDES:

• Replace timing belt

• Inspect and adjust

drive belts

• Inspect engine crank seal

• Inspect and advise on

condition of idler bearings

$13986^ '^^^
plus tax

Twin CAM/FWO/V-6
additional when applicable

' Musi prMent coupon «twn oiiti it wrXttn

loyomOniy inyxn 10-31-94

The Best Toyota Service in L.A,
f?44ij4/*i .*<, 1<.4< ,- 'I/n44 (?a4* '7'Ut44l

MIlinfflTOfSElPlCi
RECOMMLNOLU LVL., . „ ™vy„ ,HS OH 3,/50 MlUS-WMICHfcVtH COMfcS HHST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL.

• Change Oil • Adjust Tire Pressure
• Change Oil Filter • Inspect Tire Condition
• Lubricate Chassis • Inspect Front & Rear Brakes
• Inspect belts & hoses

INSPECT AND BRING TO SPECIFICATION THE
FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:

• Battery • Transmission
• Dilferential • Coolant
• Power steering • Brake^lutch/Master Cylinder

^D I plustax

and haordous waste

disposal he

'LandCrusers
additional

'SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
Whad iMlance a ilgnniant.itiouU be done pirlodicely. but K is not part ol tMi larvtce

land Crutiets wtfi Mutt pieeent coupon ttm order ii iwitlen Toyotae Only tupiret 10-31-94

IMOftSER
RECOMMENDED EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 7,500 MILL

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL..

.'ER COMES FIRST

$4986
• Change Oil • Rotate Fires

• Change Oil Filter • Lubricate Chassis
• Clean & Adjust Brakes (when applicable)

INS«CT«IO BRING TO SPECIflCAnOKTHtFaLOWING FLUID LEVELS: '
JIl^iS?'*

"**"

•Battery • Transmlsston • Power Steering "^"mIki cruwrs
•Differential •Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder additional

INSPECT /WO ASSESS CONOITION Of THE FaiOWING CRITICAL SAFETy COMPONENTS Of YOUR VEHICU

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

ADJUST AND/OR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING: • TIres & Tire Pressure
• Emergency Brake

'SERVICE WHILE YOU WAir
Wheel bilence t Hignineni mould be done perlodicaly. but M Is not pert of Me service

Land Cftiisen extre Must present coupon nitien order 8 wntlen Toyoos Only Expwet 10^31-44

^

flECO.v;.V...;„._ LVLHV \l MUNIH5 OH. 15.000 MILlij WHIC.HLVLF, COMES f l.HSl,

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL PERFORM...

$119
• Tune Motor
• Rotate Tires
• Lubricate Chassis

• Scope & Adjust Engine
• Irepect Emission Controls
• Adjust Carburetor Idle* non-EFI
• Replace Fuel Filter* non-EFI
• Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mixture*

95
plus tax

and haordous waste

disposal tee

'Lend Cruisers

additional

• Change Oil

• Change Oil Filter

• Clean & Adjust Brakes

(when applKable)

• Replace Air Filter

• Inspect Belts & Hoses
• Replace Sparit Plugs*
• S«rvk:e Battery
• Set Timing

MPCCT AND amM TO trCOFIUTiai TNI F0U.0WM6 FUND LEVat:

• Battery • Transmission • Power Steering
• Differential • Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

OPOT AM) ASSat COW)m(M OF TME FOUOWIM CMTKAl SARTY CONrainn Of riHJR VBKU
• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

ADJUST AMVOR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
• Emergency Brake • Tires 4 Tire Pressure

6 Cytmders. EFI. ptatnwn plugs, non-electronc igmton and diesel holier Vilve ediustment eddtOonal*

'Wlien appkcaMe

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE
& alignmeni should be done perndiceeY Ixil it is not part ol tliis service

Meet preeeni coupon i»tien order is wreten Toyotas Only Enpeee 10-31-94

,;4MINDID LVLHl : rlAHi; OH 30.000 MILLS WHiCHLVlH OOMES FIRST

• Change Oil

•Change Oil Fitter

• Clean & Adjust Brakes

(when applicable)

• Replace Air Filter

• Inspect Belts & Hoses

•Replace Spark Plugs'
• Servtee Battery
• Set Timing
• Replace Transmisston Fluid

t

standard only)

Replace Oiflerential Fluid

• Pressure test Cooling System

& Assess System (Operation
• Replace Coolant
• Inspect Hoses

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL F>ERFORM.

• Tune Motor
• Rotate Tires
• Lubrk:ate Chassis

•Scope & Adjust Engine - and hazardous waste
• Inspect Emission Controls dsposn )ee

• Adjust Cart)uretOf Idle* non-EFI "Lend Cruisers

• Replace Fuel Filter* non-EFI
• Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mixture*

$15995
eddilionji

• Adjust V-drlve Setts

• Inspect S Assess Emission

Control System Operation

' Cf>eck & Reset Oxygen Sensor*
> Road Test & Personally

Advise you of ttie Results

of tills Most Vital ServKe

MPKT AHO miM TO tKOFKATIOH THC FOUOWMS FIMO LEVELS

• Battery • Transmisswn • Power Steering
• Differential • Coolant • Brake/Clutcti/Master Cylinder

MKCT AND AtSOt COMOmOM OF TNf FOUOWINO ClUTICAL tAFFTT COMPOmn OF TOUR VEMCU
• Exhaust System * Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

ADJUST AWVOR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
• Emergency Brake • Tires & Tire Pressure

6 Cytmders EFI platnum plugs, iwn-eiectronic ignition and diesel titghcr Vilve ediustment edditionel'.

-WhenipptcetMe

AutomeiicTrensmission. Wtieel Bearing Repeck. end 4i4TrvclisAdd«ionel' 'When ippliceHe

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE
Wlieet bMnce t alVMnent sIkwU be done penodcat^. but * is not pan ol iim eervtce

Must preeent coupon w«»en order IS wrwen Toyotas Onty E»ptrest0-31-9«

These services in most cases meet or exceed factory

recommendations and may not in total be required to meet
your manufacturer warranty.

"(^

\

HOLLYWiIII TOYOTA
6000 HOLLYWOOD BLVO. 2 1 3^67-6 1 6 1 x27

1

AT GOWER
PARTS HOURS

Mon - Fn: 8 am - 7 pm
Sat: 8 am - 5 pm Sat:

SERVICE HOURS
Men - Fn; 7 am 7 pm

7;30 am - 5 pm (By Appointment]

PARTS &
SERVICE
"I love whatyou do for me"

®TOYOTA
^"^S?^5H^^^

r'
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January, the newspaper was a

vital part of"everyone's life. This
year, the paper must be that
essential every day. Whether
you've been rocked by an earth-

quake, campus issue Of commu-
nity conflict, you'll read about it

on these pages.

This year, The Bruin will take
leadership in the UCLA commu-
nity by tackling head-on the
challenges facing all of us, and
we're starting with this registra-

tion issue. Our cover depicts
UCLA in the distant (or not-so-

distant) future, and our coverage
reflects that. Inside, you'll find

the stories and viewpoints are
focused on solutions and inroads
to university activism. We're
looking ahead, and we hope to

focus the community on these
solutions.

Together, we can push

for solutions, and '.. with

a greater understanding

of each other's perspec'

tives and increased com^

munity dialogue, we can

stop the unraveling.

This year. The Bruin will be
your link to the rest of society.

Not only are we continuing
comprehensive coverage of
campus issues, but we're plac-
ing a special emphasis on the
impact of local, state, national
and world events in our commu-
nity. Issues like national health
care, Bosnia in turmoil and

U.S.-Cuban relations weave into

our daily lives in both^ubtle and
obvious manners. We want to

show you that what's going on
out there shadows our lives in

here.

Your challenge is to step back
and look at the tapestry once in a

while. Gaze at the pattern.

Your challenge is to step

back and look at the

tapestry once in a while.

Gaze at the pattern,

understand the connec-

tions ... Speak up, act

up, get involved, care.

understand the connections.
How can you do this?
Participate in your community.
Speak up, act up. get involved,
care.

We want to hear from you.
Tell us what issues matter to

you, what stories you want to

see. Write, call, fax or e-mail us.

Giving voice to community
issues is about perspectives, and
we want yours.

The community fabric will

not disappear. But it may fray,

split or rip if we are not careful.

On the pages of The Bruin we
can weave a stronger tapestry,

more vibrant and more passion-

ate. This will only happen if you
participate. Together, we can
push for solutions, and hopeful-

ly with a greater understanding
of each other's perspectives and
increased community dialogue,
we can stop the unraveling.

Together, we'll be making
those connections, identifying
the thread that binds us all

SETTLEMENT
From page 38

wife Paulette Grindle had been
good friends since 1988, the docu-
ments showed. Grindle hired
Rucker as a principal placement
interviewer at the Anderson
Graduate School of Management
in May 1991.

But beginning in July, Rucker's

lawsuit claimed, the harassment
began. In earlyT\ugust, the alleged

harassment escalated. Grindle
entered her office and completely

exposed himself to her, forcing her

to touch him and "stare at his

naked body against her will," the

lawsuit stated. Moreover, the law-

suit alleged he sent her a letter the

next day saying, "I was trained in

the shock therapy method of coun-
seling - maybe I should use it with

you more often."

Despite Rucker's repeated
rejection to his sexual advances
Grindle persisted in his advances,

the lawsuit alleged.

The following November,
Rucker took her grievance to

Grindle's supervisor Fran Spears,

associate dean of external affairs.

Spears acknowledged that Grindle

"obviously had a management
problem" and she would send him
to training classes, according to

the lawsuit. She and two other
upper management personnel all

failed, however, to advise Rucker
of university policies and proce-

dures in filing sexual harassment
complaints, the lawsuit claimed.

By the following year, the situa-

tion in the workplace had become
"intolerable," and Rucker took
leave from her job and eventually

sought psychiatric help, the law-
suit stated.

Rucker's attorney filed a written

complaint in April 1992 with the

university requesting relief from
Grindle's alleged harassment. A
few days later Rucker also filed a
complaint with the state
Department of Fair Employment
and Housing. At that point, the

university assigned, complaint res-

olution officer Tina Watman to

investigate the case.

Wh^n Rucker and her attorney

met with Watman on June 4, 1992,
the investigator said she would file

her report and contact Rucker's
attorney within 30 days, according

to the lawsuit. Although Watman
interviewed four additional wit-

nesses that month, she never con-

tacted the attorney, the lawsuit
claimed. The following month
Rucke/ filed the lawsuit at the Los
Angeles Superior Court in Santa
Monica.

At that time. The Outlook, a

Santa Monica newspaper, quoted
Rucker's attorney as saying (hat

the university had been slow to

respond to the harassment claim
and that the matter should have
been dealt with immediately.

During the course of the univer-

sity investigation, the lawsuit
claimed, Grindle refused to meet
with Watman. In November 1992
he filed a written response to the

charges in which he claimed that

Rucker had been sexually aggres-

sive, never complained to him
about harassment and never sent

him letters of complaint, asshe
had claimed.

Grindle and his wife also filed a

counter-complaint that month
accusing Rucker of "slander,
intentional infliction of emotional

distress and nonpayment of note."

Grindle claimed that he lost his job
because of Rucker's false state-

ments. The Grindles also claimed
that Rucker owed them $2,500 -

part of a loan from Grindle's wife

she had not Completely repaid.

AlnK)st a year later in April 14,

1993, the university completed its

fact-finding report, which con-
cluded that sexual contact
occurred but that "it is not yet clear

if (Grindle's) behavior was wel-

comed or not**

Watman declined to commenton
the matter and hung up when a Bruin

reporter attempted to question her.

The court documents revealed

that, although Rucker faulted the

university for allegedly failing to

take steps to stop the harassment,

imiversity counsel claimed Rucker
failed to follow correct proce-
dures, as detailed in the adminis-

trative and professional staif per-

sonnel policy, to exhaust adminis-

trative rem^ies before filing her

lawsuit

But such information never was
made available to her, either at the

time of her employment or during

the complaint process, Rucker
claimed in a court document.
Moreover, Rucker's attcmiey Calof
argued in his court statement that

two months before filing the law-

suit, he had consulted with the
regents' counsel Mel Beal, who
told him that no procedural or
administrative requirements need-

ed to be followed prior to taking

court .iction.

Beal told a Bruin reporter Aug.
29 tliat he did not recall that spe-

cific conversation. He said he nor-

mally would have advised that a

fonncl claim need not be filed with

the University of California,
unlike other state agencies, before

initiatirg a lawsuit against it

The personnel policy, in fact,

does not appear to require com-
plainants to exhaust all administra-

tive remedies prior to initiating a
civil suit.

Rucker left UCLA on June 30,

1992, and Grindle July 31, 1992,
according to UCLA Employment

TUTORING POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

-^- $13^0 PER HOUR
We are hiring tutors in the following subjects:

Lj
FRENCH
CHINESE
SPANISH
LATIN
ALGEBRA
GEOMETRY
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
ECONOMICS
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

GERMAN
KOREAN
RUSSL\N
HEBREW
TRIGONOMETRY
CALCULUS
BIOLOGY
HISTORY
GRAMMAR
SAT
ELEMENTARY—;
MATHEMATICS

\' ; PICK UPAN APPLICATION AT THE
PLACEMENTAND CAREER PLANNING CENTER

21 1 KERCKHOFF HALL
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD ON CAMPUS MONDAYTHRU THURSDAY

THE PRINCETON EDGE
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THINGS HAVE CHANGED<FOR THE BEHER!!

IMPORTANT NOTICE

/ 99A- 1 995 REGISTRATION OF ALL UCLA
ORGANIZATIONS

The Center for Student Programming v/ill begin to

conduct the registration of ALL new and previously

registered organizations on September 26th, the first

day of Fall Quarter, through Friday November 4th, the

end of FIFTH WEEK.

MAKE NOTE: Registration this yecpr will be BY APPOINTMENT
with your advisor at the Center for Student Programming.

Three UCLA Students, Faculty or Staff or any combination of such,

must be present to register. Each person must have the following:

^ A VALID UCLA ID

A CURRENT REGISTRATION CARD (STUDENTS ONLY)
AND

ALL THREE REGISTRANTS MUST STAY FOR THE ENTIRE

REGISTRATION PROCESS (ABOUT 1 /2 HOUR)

Current 1993-1994 registrations with the Center for Student Programming will expire

at the end of the Registration Period, which is Friday, November 4th, After that time,

registrations will be conducted by appointment only for the first two weeks of

each quarter (Winter and Spring). .. .. ,

STOP BY THE OFFICE AT 337 PLAZA BUILDING^

OR CALL YOUR ADVISOR DIRECTIY FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT .

Ellen Archibald, x6 1521 Joan Brown, x55941, Scott Carter, x61549, Mike Cohn, x68821, Celia Cudiamat,

x57046, Pom Cysner, x 65523, Tony Garcia, x57045, Dee Dee Musial, x57044, Tim Ngubeni, x50049,

Isidro Rodriguez, x52420, Christine Sufrin, x688 1 8.

k^^ i^,..m^

MAIN NUMBER, 825-7041

.- ^1
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ies centers, starving and getting

arrested to shape their educa-
tion. To me, these stories remind
us of the struggles of the past

and challenge us to find new
ways to keep struggling for bet-

ter.

The paper wants to challenge

you to overcome apathy and the

lazy temptation to give into the

bullshitting of university admin-
istrators or student leaders who
play at being administrators.

It's a challenge to take a hard

look at real problems our differ-

ent communities face. Problems
of keeping our peers in school

despite more financial hardship

than ever before. Problems of
fighting for a relevant curricu-

lum representative of our diver-

sity.

Here, in these pages, is where
we can find a way out of the

maze by learning about each
other and our different issues.

And ultimately, it's about
responsibility. Each of our indi-

vidual responsibilities to our
communities. And the newspa-

abc

Student Media Orientation

If you're interested in working (or the Daily Bruin, then stop by the

Student Media Orientation on October 3 in the Adcerman Grand Ballroom

at 6:30 pm.

I he oricnution voll provide more infbrmatidn on the journalism curriculum

in reporting, writing, exfiting, design, phott^raphy and radio.

'

r '

' Daily Bruin
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not, I think most people would
choose the responsible choice of
r^y^fitting," he emphasized.

The majority of construction

projects are for seismic upgrading.

UCLA began its seismic renova-

tion program eight years ago, but

buildings that were damaged in

the Jan. 17 Northridge quake
required immediate repairs, and
construction levels around campus
skyrocketed. Other construction

projects address health and safety

concerns, officials said.

In hopes of securing its future

by improving its physical infra-

structure, the university also has

been actively upgrading its facili-

ties to meet the demands of new
research and technology, said
Sarah Jensen, master planning and
programming associate director

for Capital Programs, which over-

sees most of the large construction

sites. Of the nine construction
sites on campus, four are expected

to be completed by Uje end of the

1994-95 academic year. Most
construction on campus is expect-

ed to end by mid- 1996.
"The construction will benefit

UCLA both in the immediate and
long term future by improving and
correcting the safety of the cam-
pus environment and by providing

needed teaching and research
space and facilities that is current

with the increasing demands of
today," Jensen said.

Many of the complaints stem
from the opinion that all the con-

struction is a hassle.

"In a school as large as this,

some of the construction is

expected," English junior Rico
Sablan said. "I've been numbed to

all the construction because it's

always been a part of my time
here. Construction is a part of
UCLA." He added, "It would be
nice to walk from point A to point

B without doing circles."

Sablan said when he first came
to UCLA he noticed a few con-
struction sites and figured all of it

would end and the campus would
be prettier, at least by the time he
graduated. But now, he said he's

beginning to wonder if there is

ever going to be an end to the

"It*s not SO much an

immediate gratification,

but to benefit future

generations.... At some

point, it must be done.

It has to happen."

Allen Solomon
Facilities Management

fences and green tarp while he is

still at UCLA.
"In Ackerman Union, the sign

boasts 'the Ackerman of tomor-
row.' But in truth, I have to deal

with the Ackerman of today,"
Sablan said. "The construction

just seems never ending. And for

the people who like to sit on the

lawns, like at Meyerhoff, yeah, it's

a pain in the ass."

Whenever possible, to avoid
problems of greater noise and
crowd levels, the campus attempts

to schedule construction opera-
tions so that they do not disrupt

normal academic programming.
For example, extremely noisy
construction may be scheduled
evenings or weekends when class-

es are not in session. But reactions

from the campus community
remain skeptical.

"My first year, when I was in

the dorms, I would be woken up
every morning at about 7 or 8

from all the noise of heavy
machinery," Sablan said.

"Sometimes, when I'm woiidng at

night, I hear some construction

work going on. I guess they are

trying not to disrupt the campus
too much, but the long or shcHt of

it - it's a hassle," he added.

But noise does not seem to be

the only complaint.

"It very much makes the cam-
pus look ugly," said Jessy Luk, an

economics senior who transferred

to UCLA in spring 1994 from
Hong Kong. "Royce now looks

ugly. We use to take pictures there

but now we can't. I want to show
my school to my mom, she's in

Hong Kong. I had to buy the post-

card," she added.

However, administrative offi-

cials insist that complaints about
the noise pollution and the campus
scenery have been very few. The
campus community in general is

being patient with the inconve-
niences, Jensen said.

"We've got 411 acres of land

and the construction is just a

minor paQrt of the space," Solomon
said. "It may have eliminated
someone's favorite spot to read,

but there are still little areas, like

the botanical gardens or the sculp-

ture garden, all over campus that

provide some degree of seclusion.

There's sti|l^ room to lay a blanket

outside," he added.

"But still that goes to show the

myopic philosophy that stemmed
from the 1980s in that everyone
addresses the need for the con-
struction just as long as its 'not on

See LANDSCAPINCI, page 42

Rape Services Consultants

Rape Services Consultants (RSC's)
provide confidential in-take

counseling and support to any UCLA
Student, regardless of where or

when the assault occurred. We can
answer questions and serve as an
ndvocolc to connect you with the
many services available (rT\cdical

treatment, legal advice, formal
channels for complaint resolution,

counseling, and academic
assistance). Services are also
offered to friends, partners, and
family of sexual assault survivors.

To set up an appointment, slop by
the WRC or call 206^240.

ESOURCE CENTER

2D0DDHALL • 8 2 5-394 5

Rape

Prevention

—and
Education

Services
Co-sponsond with th« Department of

Community Safety

Rape Prevention Workshops

WRC Staff members facilitate a
variety of educational workshops for

the campus commujuty designed to

promote awareness of rape-related

issues. Through video and interactive

exercises, these workshops cover a
range of topics including: dating
attitudes and expectations, sexual
aggression, consent, sexism in the
media, and personal safety.

From Victim to Survivor

Thisi support group provides a safe
environment for women who have
been raped or sexually abused as an
adult to explore issues of trust,

intimacy, and power. For information
call Jeanne Stanford. Student
Psychological Services, at 825-0768
or Kathy Rose-Mockry. Women's
Resource Center, at 825-3945.

In-Service Trainrng

WRC staff members offer in-service

training on rape and sexual assault to

various carrnHiS organizations and
student groups. Trainers cover the
following topics: common rape
myths, victim sensitivity, how to help
a survivor, and campus/community
resources. -

Peer Education Program

This exciting program trains UCLA
students to be peer educators with

the RPES program. Male and female
peer educators are available to

facilitate a variety of basic rape
prevention workshops for your
student organization or living group.
For more information about the peer
program or to schedule a workshop,
call the Wonien's Resource Center.

Self-Defense Workshops
for Women

Women can fight back successfully!

Empower yourself with realistic,

hands-on. self^efcnse training that

will prepare you to respond quickly
and effectively to n variety of
situations. The WRC offers

workshops four times a quarter that

are desigried to prepare women
psychologically and physically to deal
with assaults. The workshops
provide knowledge of simple,
effective techniques that may help a
potential vtctim to dissuade, escape
from, or fend off an attacker. FPEE
to UCLA students, staff and faculty.

For information about options in

advanced self-defense training call

the Women's Resource Center.

Rape and Sexual Assault
Awareness Week

Every year the Women's Resource
Center and the Student Welfare
Commission co-sponsor a week of

activities and educational projects

to increase campus-wide awareness
of issues related to rape and sexual
assault. Programs emphasize
prevention and are geared towards
creating positive change within the
campus community.

Resource Library

The WRC resource library irKludes a

variety of materials dealir^ with

issues related to sexual violerx:e.

The library can be helpful if you are
writing a paper, doing research,
and/or wanting information on
personal development and recovery.
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(310)652-4154

8733 B«vw1y Blvd. #400, W. Holywood. CA 90048
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WRC facilities are accessible io Students with disabilities. Special services are available
upon request within 14 working days. Call 825-3945 or TDD (800) 73&^2929

For information, contact

Helen or Ken at 825*2640 or

leave a message.
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LANDSCAPING OONSmUCIION
From page 40

my time, not in my space, not in

my backyard,'" Solomon said.

Efforts are made to isolate the

construction sites from the impact
on people such as roadways and
special access routes to keep from

Efforts are made to

isolate the construction

sites from the impact on
people ...

bicycle or pedestrian traffic and
minimize the effect as much as
possible, Solomon said.

"People should try to recognize
that the barriers are put up for their

safety and not mainly to inconve-
nience them," Solomon said.
"Sometimes the shortest distance
between two points is not neces-
sarily a straight line.

— "I would advise anyone not to

take the shortest route from A to B
because it may be their final.

Rather than cutting under, over or
through the barriers, people should
use the major pathways set for
safety purposes, especially at night

because they are well lit," he cau-
tioned.

Reactions from the campus
community have been patient ones,
but many students leaving within
the next few years expressed regret

that they may never be able to see
the grandness of UCLA.

"Ever since I stepped onto this

campus, I've seen construction all

over the place," biochemistry
senior Jane Liang said. "And I'm
sorry to say that by the time I leave

this campus, I still won't be able to

see a complete university."

From page 42

before the earthquake," said
Margaret Goglia, project manage-
ment associate director for Capital

Programs' Design and
Construction division. "It looks as

if FEMA now will pay for the
majority of the seismic retrofit of
Royce Hall."

Funding for the seismic upgrad-
ing and other renovations came
primarily from the state prior to

the Jan. 17 earthquake.

Before the quake, Bunche,
Math Sciences, Moore, Powell
and the residence halls had seis-

mic upgrading completed or
underway. As a result, these build-

ings sustained little damage.
Other buildings such as Royce
Hall, which was in the planning
stages for renovation during the

time before the earthquake, were
not so fortunate.

"Powell had enough structural

work completed so that the build-

ing did not suffer major structural

damage like Royce," Goglia
explained.

The campus has been due for a
facelift for a long time. With the

majority of buildings designed
before the 1960s, campus facili-

ties have been lagging behind in

current seismic, fire and other
safety codes.

The privately funded $13 mil-
lion renovation of Royce Hall
more than 10 years ago, served as

a catalyst in 1983 for the creation

of the Ad Hoc Joint Senate-
Administration Earthquake Safety

Committee, which in 1985 found
about two dozen campus buildings

that were in seismically poor con-
dition.

However, the upgrade included
no seismic work.

"Had they done the seismic ren-

ovation then, we would have
saved millions of dollars doing it

now," said Professor Samuel
Aroni of the UCLA Graduate
School of Architecture and Urban
Planning and chairman of the for-

mer committee.

When the state bond issue for

construction funding died with
this year's adjournment of the
state legislature, the availability of
funding for future renovation pro-

jects became questionable.
However, Capital Programs main-
tains that the failed bond issue
probably would not hamper fur-

The campus was due for

a facelift for a long

time.

ther renovation projects that
FEMA will not cover.

"The bond issue is important to

us, but in the overall sense of a 10-

year plan, the process continues to

move forward," Vice Chancellor
Peter Blackman of Capital
Programs said.

Many of the seismic retrofitting

projects had fund sources other
than the state, "State funding pro-

vides only a piece of the overall

resource structure," Blackman
explained. For instance, the resi-

dence halls paid for their own
retrofitting costs through dorm
user fees. The current construction

of Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman
Union will follow a similar policy,

and as of yet, has received no state

funding.

The amount of money from the

$11 .2 billion available to UCLA is

not yet known.
"I fully expect that we will do a

number of buildings with FEMA,"
Goglia said. "But right now, we
are working on the engineer's
reports and it would be premature
to say."

Fortunately for UCLA and
California, the ailing state bud-

get will benefit from the earth-

quake.

'The earthquake has a silver-

lining because FEMA now
becomes a fund source for those

damaged buildings that we might
not otherwise have been able to

seismically strengthen," Goglia
said.
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Major construction sites on campus
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UCLA began upgrading its buildings for earthquake safety
and more state-of-the-art research eight years ago.
Construction efforts magnified immediately after the Jan. 17
Northridge earthquake which damaged many UCLA facilities.
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Coming in november.
Every Thursday.
Instead of A&E.

After Hours, the Thursday lifestyles section of the Daily
Bruin, is looldng for writers to take us away from that mindless
routine. You'll write about trends - the job market and what
you're planning to do once you really get out there in "the real
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HARASSMENT
From page 4

Morgan was discomfort that peo-
ple assumed he was gay, to a law-
suit detailing physical and verbal

""sexual harassment, Patti said.

_ "At this point, we're not argu-
ing for a complete dismissal of
the case. But we're making sure
to argue the claims that clearly
aren't legitimate," he said.

Matthews can legitimately say
that there was at times an inap-
propriate atmosphere of sexual
jokes and comments, Patti said.

"But the university did every-
thing itcould, with counseling,
workshops and sexual harass-

- menl training - we reacted in a
decisive way, and did everything
we were supposed to do once we
were alerted to the situation," he
said.

Matthews' treatment simply
followed procedure, agreed
Morgan.

"I took the appropriate actions

when Matthews came to see me,
and directed him to the appropri-

ate sources," he said.

One challenge sexual harass-
ment cases like this one face may
be the ambiguity of curren>^ws'
definition of a hostile wcfi^ envi-

ronment, which allows for a sub-
jective viewpoint, Morgan said.

Gadlin noted that UCLA's pol-

icy has been changing to meet
claimants' needs better.

^"Every campus taking the sex-
ual harassment policy seriously -
and UCLA is one of those cam-
puses - needs to monitor the pol-

icy to make sure it works in reali-

ty the way people hope it- will

work," Gadlin said.

Changes in university policy in

the last one to two years include

clearer writing and an attempt to

ease the process of claiming sex-
ual harassment, he said.

But the process can still be a
frustrating one, Matthews said in

an interview with The Bruin.

^ "To me. UCLA's sexual
harassment policy is a joke,"
Matthews said. "I feel like I was
thrown from department to
department."

"I'd like to see this case go to

trial, because it seems like that's

what UCLA doesn't want. But at

the same time, this has been a
very frustrating experience," he

WOMEN

((My message to people

being harassed is to

pursue it."

Scott Matthews
UCU student

said.

"My message to people being
harassed is to pursue it, and not
to be discouraged by UCLA's
bureaucracy," Matthews added.
Sometimes the university's

sexual harassment policy can be
hard to follow, agreed Christine
Littleton, professor of women's
studies and law.

"A sexual harassment policy
should be easy to follow. Instead
of focusing on trying to get com-
plainants to come forward,
maybe we should focus on speed-
ing up the process of com-
plainants who do come forward,"
Littleton said.

The lawsuit's second demurrer
will be heard in court within two
weeks.

With reports from Josh Romonek
and Phillip Carter.

From page 5

dousiy on race and gender, and if

you don't pay attention to these
issues, then you don't really
understand the specifics of the

experience," Vilma Ortiz, associ-

ate professor of sociology, said.

jQliange has affected the sci-

ences, humanities and social sci-

ences differently. As increased
attention is paid to women's
health issues such as breast can-
cer, other researchers are explor-
'ing the different ways in which
women are represented in litera-

ture, history and art.

Recently, English Professor
Henry Kelly crossed areas of
study \o investigate an anony-
mously written 1632 law book
titled "The Lawes'
Rsolutions(sic) of Women's
Rights," which is said to champi-
on wife beating and the sexist
laws of the age.

But Kelly later discovered the^
anonymous writer compiled the

biased laws, to show women the

different ways they could "get
out from under" the system, he
said.

"One can recognize the cham-
pions of women where they
haven't been seen before," Kelly
said.

Dispelling myths such as
these, researchers also eradicate
culturally-based myths by show-
ing the different ways women
serve as the political, religious
and social leaders of their com-
munities and challenging the idea
that a religion or culture alone
sculpts a woman's identity.

In many Native American
tribes, women are not only basket
weavers and caretakers, but polit-

ical and spiritual leaders of the
people, said Greg Sarris, associ-

ate English professor and a mem-
ber of the Kashaya Porno and
Coast Miwok tribes.

Hale's research, focusing on
gender issues in the predominate-
ly Muslim Sudan region, found a
people's liberation front with an
active 30 to 40 percent female
combat force.

"I've found some of the
strongest women I've ever
known in my life to be Moslem
women," Hale said.

With the goal of understanding

"... we're just much
broader in what we con-

sider feminist research

... the way masculinity

and feminist concepts

oppress each sex."

Sondra Hale
Political Anthropology Professor

a woman's total life experience,
research also takes place in the
legal sector where major case-
books and whole courses on fem-
inist law presently exist.

But now faculty are using fem-
inist critiques to look at various
topics from current feminist law
theory to activism, law Professor
Frances Olson said.

Aiming at undoing the con-
straints of gender and society,

feminist scholarship has shown a
marked increase in popularity.

Some say it is partially due to

the increasing number of female
researchers involved in the field,

and that women have a larger
stake in this type of research.

Olson said.—-But the increase may really

just be caused by people finding

feminist and gender studies an
intrinsically interesting field,

said Jean Merrill, associate pro-

fessor in residence neurology.

Despite the rise in positive
interest, researchers, were also

quick to note that l£(lely there
also ha^been critical anti-femi-

nist senmnent, such as Susan
Faludi's book "Backlash," which
some say documents the ways
feminism has not solved society's

problems,

"You (Can) get much more
approval and money and success
when you research a topic that

goes against women/' Olson
said. "Like students can get a

tremendous amount of money if

they make an ai^gument that rape
really isn't a problem in our soci-

ety."
J

But Littleton said this may
actually be a good sign, because
if you are challenging a power
system effectively, they will want
to push back, she explained.

Despite thriving feminist
scholarship, issues of equal rep-

resentation and acknowledgment
of female researchers in tradi-

tionally male dominated fields

still plague the research arena,
Merrill said.

But this may not be for long,
because science and technology
may be the next area impacted by
the burgeoning amount of cross-

disciplinary feminist research,
Littleton said.

In addition, issues of gender
*^''

and sexual orientation, post-colo-

nial theory and multiculturalism
will grow.

When asked where feminist
scholarship will be in the future,

Littleton said, "Feminist research
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REVIEW CUNTON
From page 35

academic affairs and dean of the

UCLA graduate division, to the

National Science Board early

August. The board sets direction

and policies for the National
Science Foundation, an independent

federal agency that promotes scien-

tific progress and funds research

and education in science, engineer-

ing and mathematics. Mitchell-

Keman awaits official nomination

and confirmation by the U.S.
Senate. Mitchell-Kernan is an
anthropology professor and holds

joint appointments in psychiatry

and biobehavioral sciences.

•And the regent nominees are ...

Gov. Pete Wilson nominated
three UC Regent candidates August

1 1 to occupy seats on the influential

governing body. Nominees David
Lee, UCLA alumna Vejma
Montoya, and Tom Sayles - all of

whom are ethnic minorities and
Republicans - have to be ai^roved
by legislature first in order to join

the predominantly white.
Republican board. The nominations

come after Wilson's appointee,
Saratoga businessman Lester Lee,

was rejected by the state Senate last

March.

•Videotheque's ups and downs.
Videotheque on Gayley Avenue

closed its doors late July when
Union B^nk officials obtained a

court order requesting the West Los
Angeles Sheriff Station to confis-

cate the store's merchandise
because owner Yuda Hed allegedly

defaulted on a loan payment,
according to the sheriff department

The video store reopened and the

merchandise was returned Aug. 1

9

after Hed reached an agreement
with creditors.

From page 6

"The media has contributed

significantly to negative percep-

tions that people have of Clinton

and his administration," said

Iyengar, who teaches a course

titled "Mass Media and
Elections." However, there is no

media conspiracy to negatively

report on the president and other

politicians, he added.

Some students said that the

media almost completely was to

blame for creating a negative

image of politicians in

Washington, in particular the

DentKKrats.

"I think the media likes to scru-

tinize presidents in general, much
more than congress," said fourth

year political science student

Heba Matta, adding that many of

the political failures of late were

not Clinton's fault.

Other students acknowledged
the media's power, and also said

that negative perceptions of politi-

cians such as the president have
deeper roots than what appears on
the news.

"Ultimately, how we perceive

any politicians has to be due to

media coverage," said psychology

graduate student Terence Mark,
adding that much of Clinton's

negative image is due to issues

raised during the campaign, and
since then, a(bout his character and

leadership.

This year's midterm election

will be a big one. with 35 Senate

seats and all 435 House seats up
for grabs. Strategists and political

analysts disagree over Clinton's

effect on these elections, which

one Democratic party official

characterized as 470 "mayoral
elections."

"It'd be generally foolhardy to

assume Clinton's low ratings in

the polls (will result in)

Republican gains in the Senate

and House," said Iyengar. "These

congressional elections are notori-

ously local."

Students agreed, saying that

Clinton's performance shouldn't

affect the Democratic candidates

running lower down on the ticket.

"I think you have to look at

each election individually," sai

'

recent UCLA graduate Denise
Gill. "I don't think it's fair to

assume that just because a candi-

date aligns with a party, they share

all the views of that party."

"It might help them or hurt

them," Matta said. "It depends on
how well they're already doing as

a candidate."

Some students said they felt

Americans were not taking the

can^aign issues seriously enough
by simply lumping candidates

together based on their party affil-

iation.

"It's a show of ignorance, that

people think that all Democrats
are the same," Dceda said.

Officials in the Brown cam-
paign voiced concern about this

public trend towards labeling can-

didates, saying that each individ-

ual election has its own issues.

"People evaluate who they're

going to vote for for governor by

a candidate's record, not who's
endorsed them," Brown
spokesman Whitehurst said. "We
welcome (Clinton's) support, and

we welcome his helping us raise

money." But that support won't be

a campaign issue, he added.
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308 Westwood Plaza
Los AngeiM. CA 90024
310-825-9898

Westwood Hills Christian Church
welcomes all new and returning UCLA students!

Join us for worship, Christian education,

and fellowship.

Sunday Service 1 0:00 am

10808 Le Conte Ave., Westwood Village

(310)208-8576

Westwood Hills Christian Church

Is located just off campus at the

comer of Hllgard and Le Conte,

and there's plenty of free

parkins.

Modical
Center

/[
Le Conte

St^wt t^ ^^M ^uanteft o^ nl^/iti
nrw

f /fil WHCC]

"S
CO

HANMt SCOOTERS
Japanese Motorcycle and Scooter Specialists

Used Scooters for Sale

Quality Service and Repair

%- ^
We keep

you in gear!
L

Free Pick-up

Free Wash
& Clean

w/Service

Only Scooter Shop
in Westwood

m
W^:-^M

31 0.473. 5644 MF 9 30nm-6pm 1 785 Westwood Bh/d [NW rnrnar West-
SciC 9:30cini 4fjm wood S Santa Monica Bhd Behind Chevron)
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JUSTABOUT
EVERYWHERE!

WITH THE
UNIVERSITYOF CALIFORNIA

EDUCATIONABROAD PROGRAM!

t/UNITS & GRADES TRANSFER (GUARANTEED!)
•FULL FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE!

•^GRADUATE ON TIMEAND STILL GO ABROAD!
PROGRAM 28 HAINES HALL

Daily Bruin S«plMnber2&29,1994 A3

JOIN THE UCLA EAP STUDENT ORGANIZATION

}^

WE ARE THE WORLD
UCLA

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAM

>>.-.-

BECOME INVOLVED WITH ASEAP TODAY!
COME TO THE EAP OFFICE: 28 HAINES HALL OR CALL X54995

ASEAP ia a UCLA organization for students who are or would like to Ic involved with the Education Abroad Program.

ASEAP is dedicated to prepanng students for an abroad experience, supporting them when they go abroad and also upon their return

ASEAP welcomes all UCLA students (Undergrad and Grad).

For more information, call x54995 or drop by the EAP office: 28 Haines Hall.

COME TO AN INFORMATION MEETING
SEE IF THE PROGRAM IS RIGHT FOR YOU

ENGLAND, SCOTLAND & IRELAND:

JAPAN:

SWEDEN& DENMARK:

GHANA WESTAFRICA-

GERMANY& AUSTRIA:

CHINA HONG KONG & TAIWAN:

KOREA:

HUNGARY:

ITALY:

FRANCE:

ISRAEL:

SPAIN:

LATINAMERICA & BRAZIL:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28

MONDAY, OCTOBER 31

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:005:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:005:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 113^2 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (llthFtbor)

3:00-5:00 BUNCHE 11382 (11th Floor)

MARK YOUR CALENDAR TODAY!
FOR XTULL LIST OF COUNTRIES & UNIVERSITIES... TURNTHEPAGE
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
EDUCATIONABROAD PROGRAM
t^NITS & GRADES TRANSFER (GUARANTEED!)

$^FULL FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE!
•^GRADUATE ON TIMEAND STILL GO ABROAD!

COME SEE US: EDUCATIONABROAD PROGRAM 28 HAINES HALL X54995

Australia'
Pte Univemly a/New
SlhjI/) Wiles

fhf University ol Quet-nsUnd
The Vnivemly iifSydney
The Umyemty 11/ Western
Ausmlu (petiding Hmlapprmal} ^

The Urn versity of Wolkmgong

Ij Intte University
V/orufA Univrnity
The Australun NatHml Uruvenuty
Flinders Urn t ersity

The UniversitY iiTAdeUtde
The University iiiMeUwume
The University iV l\lew EngUnJ

Academic Year UC" stuJmts in AusIhIu mroll in m^Jiat univeraily
aium-. in Iheir mdjiw iw an allied fietd. sJudmts i.( ireisl atademic
daoplinc!, can br acmmnnxlalrd The academK y.ar rure, Mm)
rad Fi'tnidry lhri)u({h ^4uvemblr

Austria
• University u/ Vieimj

I H-nnj I nn ersity ,tl ttimimics* Busines.-. AdministrjlHm
Scnc*«er or Academic Year Studenb with stnmft Unguage skilh. and a
wril-dofined academic purp<«f may »»udy (or the year at the
UniviTvty at Vienna and /or the Vienna UniviTwIv o( tawKnn » and .

Business Administralmo (WU); Kraduali' buwness snjdents may
participate in .1 fall Mme^ler iipti.in at WU The pni^ram begins with a
SIX wii-k inleiiMvi' lanKU.i);t' pni^ram in Vi.'nn.i 1 jrKiicd (M'ld;. tiir IX
studi-ntMrhluili' art hi»l>ir\, Au^Jrun and^ATman langua^aixl
lik-ralun'. businrv, and manaKi-mi-nt studk-s Lmtral Eunipean studK-i
•m many dis,ipliries, iTimiimics, hulory. inlematiimal lelalHina. and
pohlHal v-HiVf InMriM him » in r«rnTtan

• ( >nrli>lhnv it\usi^ univer>it\ levelixTnun. dif<tsidinfniiipnf;rjm

Brazil
I'tiititkjICjIhtilh Unnersil\ m Kui Je lMiein>

^^^^—.^^^^^ Seme«ler or Academic Year The prii(;ram in

^^^^^^^^^H Bra/il he>;inN in lanuarv with a six- wtvk

^^r ^^ ^^B intfnsi\i'LinKiMKi-pni);raminFiir1ale/a

^t ^^^ ^M pr«ed«"d by an ofXkinal heWI Inp 1^) the

^^^^^ ^^^H Ama/^m AHit ihr language pni^ram. UC
H^^riM^IB sltKl<'nl> in»vt' III tht' l>imlihi,ilCalhi>lK

L niversKy in Km de Jantini liic thi' scnx'^b-r
I ir yea r In K >o stud«Tits lake ri-j-ular univi'rsitv i nurses taught in
I'ortUKiK-H- in a wide range i>( hi-lds TarKcti'd iK'Ids tor I C students
iniludr Brazilian lileratuiv. cnmmunicatMins ancftnvdu study
iitmpuliT an.1 inlonnatHin «ic'n.i'. >k'M'lii(<nM'nt •.tud«•^, inmimH >.

iHiikiKv. ediK.iliiin. histiiry Ijtin AnxTKan studies, physics,
I'liftuRuAe language and literature, psycholiigy, and teliKious studies
• Iwi) vi^imil linn cYNiri h-n-l l'i>rtiinii,>t; itnne \ean>l ftirtuffliese— antYtini- ttur«/.*ywnts/i, iirr>ei>riv/r><ir.Y^in(.>/i

*

Canada'
Unn imly iit Ontisfi i ii/unihu

bcmesleruf Aiademic Year Mint UC students stiuK .n Ihe Uni\i-r>ily irf

Bnlnh OWumbij m Vamouver lor a lull atademu vear, allhiiuKh a tail
semeiter optitm m selected heids is also available In mi«t academic
dnciplincs EAI' students take regular univervty courses, targeted helds
include Auan studies, agnculture. anthropokigy, the- biokijpcal
scietKes, C anadiaii studH's, foivstry, mn.-hanical engineenng, mining
and mincTal prucrsoing. Pacific kegion studies, and women s st\idies
inslructiim is in tnglish

Chile'
Vni, ,rv/i «i^< hih' Pimtifu.il i .hHiiIh- Unix irsitt W ( hile

PM "
j

Se<nc*ier or Academic Year. EAP offers a
^^S / Southern Cone program which is pnmanly

^^^^^ ^^J centered m Chile T>ie program begins m late

^^H|^H^|i|M lanuary with a fourwreV intensive language

I^I^I^^^H program in Mendo/a. Argenlma UC students^^^^^^^^^^ then spend a semester or ye»r in ^ntiago at
either the Univervty ,.l Chile or the Pontifical Catholic University o(
Chile, taking n'gular university ccnjrses Targeted helds include the
hKilogkal soenii's. eionomii-s. i-ngineenng. envinmm.'nul and
erologual studies, intemalHmal relations, Lahn Amencan studies, and
p<i<ilKalstierke Instruction is m Spanish
• TMiyivn,>tuniversitv-leyel.^t*rw.h

'

Cljina"
r.imf-lnnmitt

, \jnkji Umvrsitv
Academic Year UC Mucknts study at Peking Univrrsitv in Beifing hir the
v.-ar. taking ipisTai 4 ou»v»<i»CTMne>»- language and area shjdws. ami
regular universilv courses in a wide range o< h.-lds. weU qualified students
maV add dimliit sftidies 00 umtempurarv China to their academic

.f>nrigr,.m A m« w.s-k ink-iaiv.- langiug,. program M Nankai UnivrrMty in
I i.in|m pn\isk~, ihi- vi-.ir Instructmii is in slandani I hinne
• 'ho i>urs<i/u/i/>>n/ft ilestyvMnttin/C Tiincsi-

Vmester ur Academic Year, I Al^s s.m.-sl.i program h.'ginsin mid
summ.-r at Njnkai UnniTsilv in I ian|in and > i>n<-entrates on standard
Cliin.-,. language and .in-a sludK-s bfudenis may extend partKipahon
lor the 5.Tond >em.-,ter at nther Peking or Nankai University Once
linguislirally iiualihixi shidents may late regular univeraity courses in
selected hekls InslructHd is in standard C hinese
• (^•tr.tnituniMrsin k-wlstsndtrd Chinese

Costa 'Rica'
irm,r>ii,„ICi»ljhn,i Mtmli-x i-ide Institute

Semester or Academic Year The program
lakes pl,Ke at University of C osta Rica in San
kis* The pnigram begirui in fanuary with a
SIX WIS k intenslvi' language pnigram
Ihtnattir students take regular univerwty
courses taught in Spanish in the humanities,
social sciences, and natural sciences Ot
partKular interest are courses in agnrullural

mnomics. anlhni|i<ilngy. economics. i-nviriinmenUl and niilogical
IinIk-v g„igr.i))tiy. history, political scKTVf. regional biol<K.y. Spanish
language and lileraturr, siNiology. and <ix>kigy

• rivi>>Mrs<i/i/nn'>'nun'*nWVwin/i

Trepical Biology Program: Students who m.s1 ci-rtam biokigy pnnsiui
sites may stiKly in Ihe cknid fonra o( M<intevenl<' dunng Ih.- fall or spnng
h-rm ll» pnigiam in. ludis nxirvs m Ijiglish i«i tnipiral divenity aid
amimuniry eo*igy. independent reseanh, and Spani^ >angu^p study
• rxeyiHis !iptnal%study preterrrd

Denmark -^

University 0/CapenhsKen
Aridimic Year The pmBram begin* wMi 1 (umiwr k«ig inteivsiveHin^ (migram at the Univervty of Ca|Ml4l^ai, Thereafter U
•Mom take regular univenity courses in aelmH) fWds and cmtmue
""gu'gertudy ( H partK-ular iniemi are cnunes m Airlic itudiea; alnl
ptiywo. biotechnology, computer Klmon, cnmlnology, enmomics;
"wmwiiTiBiUl studies, fcuriipm i itudlri, health snencn, hlMory,
pciWaltdBW phywcs, pjydiologji, iHigious studies, Scandmavum
aiRuags, HtrraiuiT, and InlUnrp: (ndal medmne, and wciiilaKy
Inrtfwtion w in I >jnnh <.«ne supporting texts an- in English, and run*nd papers m m«ii fields may be aimpMid n b^iMi.
• PHiwshidyoH]iniahrKximrt)a»lHl ~^ "^

''«ifa«Jt^)iJy?,igi,„T1wiuin^ertaH,ii,pro|jr«mnrtlrf
"

*** Univerwly of C opentuon iiwybc taken wdtcandwmy Statom
~WBWI««alimi<iuiiiii ilawii^t altiCi

-J-^

EAP Academic OproRTUMTiis Abroad

Egypt
Amentjn Uruvmtty in Cum

^fi^il *•"^ s«udenl» enroll at the American Umversity m Cairo
(AUC) The (acuity and students at AUG aiv multinatiooal, although
the matunty are Egyptian Moat students enroll in liberal arts dajaa
which have an emphaiis on the Middle EaU and are Uught in Engliih
ArabM languatce study IS rec|uind throi^houl the year
• l'ni>rsiudyofAnbicnxvmmm^d

France
Eatles Mtmruln Supeneuns (BNS)
Bntle /\il}tnhnMMje
fjns Center kir CrihalStudies
Uru versity ofBordeaux

Uniwrsily ofCimoble
Universityof Lyon
diversity of Toulouse

Israel
TheHebrew IMivenily ofJerusalem

AcattaBk Year At TV Hcfctcw Univenity of Jerusalem, EAP students

ti^hah Of panKular mierot are coutw in Middle Eastern and Judaic
sludie* Students proficient in Hebrew may enroU in regular iMiivenity
di»es in mcrt diaciplino. A summer language program at Haifa
Umversity precedes the academic year, and Hditrw study duhnt the
year a ivquifcd. ' *
• friarstudy ofHttirwirmmmtndtd

Academic Year UC shidents of moot academic disciplines can be
aciommixlatml in regular univeiMty couraes in French jt the Univer-
sibei of BcHxIeaux. (irmoWe. Lyon, and Toulouse Four to five weeks of
intensiv e language study in France precede the academK year

Specialized Programs: Oppiwtunities for a Umiled number of advanced
undergraduate and gradual.- students are available in insblutwns in and
annind Pans Oaduate students may study at the Fxc*. Polytechnique «i
biology, chemistry, computer sdencr, mathematics, and physics, at
ENS-Pans m many dsoplines in the humanities, soaal soems vid the
snenres.-snd at ENS-Rmtenay/Sl Cloud in French Uterature, geogmphv
linguislks and phikwophy A pnigram for advanced undcTgraduates or
gra.luaU's inten-4.sl in Fnsich film theory, mbcal thought, and culture b
oftiiisl Ihniugh thi-t cnUT tor t nhcal S«u.Ik-s m Paas InslnxHon c in
Fivmh at all kicabtvis: hiur to five w*vk» of intervave language study
prwed*' th»' academic year

• /m'ltursiJ/unifr'rvri ikifV/wii/l

Language and Society Semester EAP offirs a fall s.-mesl.-r pn^ram in
Lyon which nimbinrs language study with couim- work on
coolempiirary France The program will provide Ihe etjuivalent of one
year of Fnnxli language instruction Students with at lent sophnmoie
standing at UC may parlHipate

• /'in«'*»/Si*<;uar»»s^ftwAirt»ft-i«»Ti«»*»jtti/ijrirms»f)'*n'rf
h'lvrtch

Germany
^(JeorgAuKUst Unncrsitv o/lkttingen Uniivrsitv ofBjiymjth

I

Academic Year At C leorg August Uruversity in
Gcittingen EAP participants study in moat
academic disciplines in regular uruversity
courses Instruction is m Orman TargetnMields
for UC students include business and
management studies, economics. European
'f^'**. trfTTnan language and literature, history

intematiorul relabons, polibcal science, and the natural sciences Sperial
shjdies are available m contemporary Orman polibcs and Euroimn
integrafion A six week intensive language program piendes the year
• Two years ofuntyersitylewlllerman

German Studies Semester Beginning in the spring of PWS, EAP wiU
cifhr a new one-semester Gemrwui language and culture program at the
Univensty of Bayreuth m northern Bavana The prtigram will be
offered in the (all and spnng and %vUI concentrate on Orman language
providing the equivalent o< one year of Carman in one semester
Students with at least sophomore sUnding at UC may participate
• Three to the ijuaners (twom tturesaiKstas) ofuniversity leeef

Getnun
'

Ghana
Uruversity ofChdiu

Academic Year UC students at the University of I .hana m Accra
(Legoo) enroll in regular univentty courses in a wide range ot fields. 01
particular interest are courses in the natural sciences, and African
studies aiurses in the arts, humanihes, and social snertrts University
education in Ghana (ijlows the British model of higher education and
instruction is in English Placement of selected students at the
UnivenUy of Kumasi is expected by I WS-^h

\

Hong Konf-"
( hiiH'se University of Himf- Konf;

.

Academic Year Sludy 111 a wide rang. , if (HHds.in. lulling sjuvial
studies .orHenlrating on Hong Kong's unique n-gional and
Wemational posibon, at the Chinese Unlversl^ of Hong Kong L>unnR
the year students take classes in English which K» us on C hineie
language and A.s.an studies, plus reguUr onuses at the university
which may be taught in English, sUndard Chinese, or( antoneae The
academic year is prrcesJed by four weeks of survival Cantonese study
• l'**irstii<lyot(7anp\ervnmmer)did

Hungary
^(>ri-of Lortnd University

Semester or Academic Year FAPoffm both a fall s.-m.-»tHr and an
academu year program at Eotviis l>or*nd University Ihe cumculum
cmisists of special courses m English on C entral European studies
including polibcal economy, political science, s<KT.*igy art history
ethnK shidies, economic, socul, and pnlitKal hiatory literature film
and 1 lunganan Unguage study Students fnim ( i-nlral lunioean
coontrx's, including I lungary. also participate

• CompktMin ofit least arte European htstorvitHinfanrrvui
CentnlBunipe

India
Univtrsitv of IM-lhi UwiKirLiI l\hhrii Umiersily

Semester or Academic Year Mixkt EAP
partKipants shidy fix thi- (all m-mesier .»
academic year at the University of DHhi,
graduate students and advanced under-
gra.luates may he able to study at Jawaharlal
Nehru University in UHhi The program
begins with a month of Hindi language study
inMusaniine Students ennill in regular

imiversily ownes m a wide range of fields, and Like iXMirs.'S designed
(cwtAP 0» particular inteiest are couises in anthrxipology fcnumio,
Hindi lingmy and literature, and history bwtructinn is in EnglWi
• CampkHan aftllmitonecauneinlndianordevtk^mentintditm

Inddhesia*
Gadfafi Mada Unlvmfty tndanetttn Arts Institule

Stncam or Academic VaaR EAP aludanto in Indonnu begin with a
loursetk ot<gilat>uii and langtiay program, followed by a fall

III1III.I atG*d)ah Mada Univenity in Yogyakarta The curricuium
indudn language i^udy and cnunn taught m Fjiglish in
amhcopotDgy, dcvdapnHM anidtai, CDonumto, htatory, the arts, and
Asian stu(«es Ourtng »tMwnd wuimHi studtta lafce legidar
iB*i«nNy emuMtM|^« feiilonaaian h a wide iMMifllMte«MHr
at GadiahMada or the Indonesian Arts Institufc

Bonxiru UruversHy
ScuolaNormakSuperioiv
Univtrtiiy ofBologna
Univttsily ofPadua

Italy

II
Uruversity of Venkv
Veruce Academy ofFirv Arts
Veruce tnatituleofArdultctuie
Siena University for Foreigners

Academic Year Most UC shjdenis in Italy take
courses at the Universities of Bologna. Padua,
or Venice in most acaderruc diadplines
Courses specially designed (or EAP in the
humanibes and social sciences completiwit

, , .^ .
"Tjular university offerings The academk year

begins with a su-week intensive language progiwn InstructKKi at all
kxabons is in Italian

Specialized Piugiania: Urmtrd opportunibes exist for aivtuiccture
students at Ihe Venice Institute of Architecture, and (or studio art
students at the Venice Academy of fine- Arts OaduaU- students m.iy
apply to study at the Scuo^a^4ormaleSupenore in l-isa A fall and spnng
semester program (or students at the senior hon.)is ind graduate level in
lnternah.inal busines., ecx»i.im«>, ™nagem.-nl. an.) ,»,lilK^al .-owximy is
available at Bocxoni Univervty in Milan InstructKni at all kicabons is in
lUlian Six weeks ,rf intensive Unguage study precede the academic y««r
in all kicatians except (^sa

* ^J^J^"'^^^''''*'''^'^'^"'''^""*»y^rplusenmllmpntm
EAf-s pre-aVeraive Unguage pmgrjm in Sienj (midJuly Umiugh
August) AUstudentsarrencouragedtDJttmdttussuinmerpfamni.
rrgardleaa ofbi^u^e level.

^^

Quartci/Semestei Language Pragiam: In the spnng of 1995 EAP will
offer a new language and society quarter/semester program at the
University (or Foreigners in Siena The program wUl provMe the
equivalent of i»ie year of lulian language instruction and coune work cai
Italian culture Students with at least stnhomore standing at UC mav
participate

f> 7

• Oneycit ofuruversity level Italian

Oaslusha University

Inter-Univenity Center for

Upaneae LanguageS^ies
ImanaHonal Cfuitlian

University

Mei/i Gakuin Uruversity

japan''

Nagoya Uruversity
Ouka Uruversity
Sophia Uruversity
The University of Tokyo
Talioku University
Toiyo Irtstilute of Tetimok^y

Year EAP offers unrotiicted
Pwy— and specialized programs in Japan in
economics, engineering, and advanced
Japaneae language UC studenii study at one
of nine boat unrvcnilies ivilh pteonwii tMaed

, ,,;_ on academic need, langiisffibiB^, and dMi
ievci. Some universities ofier coune work in En^ah, and dhen Inch
ewluaively in Japanese Six weeks of intensive Japanese laMman shjdv
precede the academic year '^ '

• Orm ttureyears ofunivetsity-knvllapaneae.dependii^mprt^ftam

Global Secuitty and Development StydieaScmaatak A spenahzad '

program in gk4>al sec-unty and devekifiinenl Mudlea. tai^ltai EngUsh i»
offered in the spnng at Met|i Ciikuin Uni^ersty In Yokohama Sludeil^ "

wi* at least sophomore standing at UC and who have a sertoi»
academK interest m these fiekls may participate

• PHorfapaneae study rrojnuiwnded

Korea (ROK)'
Yonaei Uruversity

Semaslcr or Academic Year EAP partKipanb m.iy study f.w thi' fall
aanwler or academic year at Yonsei University in Seoul The program
begns with a severv-week sumiiwr language jwogiwn Moat students
tMyKoenn languan and lake oouriei laudit ai EngWi in Ihe
humanities and sociaradenres; students proAcient in Korean may enrollm reguUr university courses in a variety of academic fieWs
• »ursfi«/>'a^A;c«nanrm«nniCTioM

Mexico*
National Autonomous University ofMexico. MexKX, City and Taxm

San NkxtUs Je HUalgo University ofMichoactn
?**'"*" " ^****«"'* *«« UC students study (or either the (all
•cmcater or the hill academK year at Ihe National Autonomous
University ,rf MexKO (UNAM) in MexKoCity, takmg regubr imiversity
oounea in a wide range of disoplines Five weeks of intensive study irf
Spanish Unguage and Mexican culture precede the fall semester
Inatructian is in Spanish

• Tveoyears ofuniversity-levelff>anish

^^.J^"^^ Se«»ester EAP .rffen (aU and spnng ,..m«ter prognma
whKhinclude inlenaive study of Spaniah Unguage. MexKan cvJt^. andMd methods, (oUowcd by two monlhs of Aek) research In various parts
of Mexico Students with at least sophomoee standing at UCmay
participale ' '

• C>»ey»trofuniv\'rsitylevt^>^wU!il

QttartstfSstialai Language PragramK tAP oft.-rs an intensive Unguage
and society quarter durmg the summer, taught at the second-year level
at San NiooUsde Hidalgo University .if MichoaclnaiMoreha Anew

'

intensive Unguage and culhire program will be offered in 1995 during

first year The program pnovUe the equivalent of one year of Spanish
Uitguagr inabuclini Student* with at k-.w! sophumorv standnw at Ut
may participate in Ihcw ptognma
•• <><^nvirymnt^ml<itnitylivlSf>ani^depenitKman

pragiam

Nelherlar^ds
Untimmy atAamadam
SmaatR OT Acariaric Yaan EAP oAen a faU
•m^er and acafamic yaar prapim with a
a.»..^L. t~.- 1- ---'I

[
i n M

j nmaif 1

Mudies and Eusopawi iMqjnlion al Ac
Univenity of AmatafdMi. bMnirilan U InEn|^ but DMdi Unpiage study U reaulred.

ooureas taught taiDMdi,

twoHilitSunftmtmi

New Zealand*
LinoAt Univtitity
Maaaey Itruveiaky

UnivetsilyofAuddand
UruvtnHy ofCanterbury

Univenity ofObuo
UmvertitY ofWMalo
k'ilrkaru University

Academic Yaar UC students in Ni-w Zealand
study in reguUr university niurses in digir
maior or an allied fieU Moat academic
disoplines can be accommodated The
academK year runs from mid-K'bruary
through hknavbet

Russia
Financial Academy ofthe KussLin Htlerjinm (% ,i,m-I

IT EAP offcra a fall semester priigram m Rusaian Unguage.
hBlory polllk3.taerature,ands.io.4ogyinMoacow The curricuium is
Uught by faculty from various insdluliona in Moscow Instrucbon is in
Russian A four week intensive Unguage program precedes the semoter

•• Two ormoreyrws ofuniversity-levelKussian

Singapt>re*
Vatiunal Uruversity ofSmgapun-

Scmc8*er« Academic Yean Beginning m 1995-96 EAP will otter a
faU semeslei and academkr year program at the Nabooal University o(
SmgapOR. UC students will take reguUr university cxMjrses taught in
English in biokigy, busmesa, ecoramici. socukigy, and Southeast
Asian Studies

Spain
Aut>mim,m-' UiMxiTMiy ,>i

liinx-knj //tnluig tut.1ljppnnji)
AukJnomous Uruversity ofMadnd
Compluttnae Univerti'ty ofMadrid

UiuM-mly xtAk.Uiik-lhtuifs
Uiuvtrsity ol liin\'km
University of Granada

Academic Vear M.isl UC sludenLs study at Uie
University of Ban^kma, the University of
Granada, or the Complulerae Univenity of
Madrid Advanced studoils may also study at
the Uraversitv of Ak-aU de I lenares or the
Autunnmous Univrrsibes of Banana and
Madrid EAP partiapanis at all kicatkit« seiecl

reguUrunivenityeounesbased on individual acaderruc intereMSMd at
the Univcreibes of BaioHona, Granada, and Madrid, specUlcoufWi
<*«M^>«dfar the Program The Unguage of instrucbtwi is Spanish at all
univeraibcs; however, in BMrekma, Catalan may be used in addition to
Spaniah. Four weeks of intensive Spanish Unguage study pr\'cvde the
acadenuc year.

• Twoyears ofunlveraity-levelSpanish Students must he nearly Huenl
kifludy at the University ofAkaUorat the AutonotnousUniversitka
ofBanvhnaandMadnd

Sweden
University of LuihI y.
Academic Yean The program in Sweden
begms with a summer king miensive Ungui^
program at the University of Lund Dunr^ Ihe
year EAI' pamcipanls concentrate m one fieU
of study in the humaniUes. sciences, aid socUl
sciences, or devetop a program canibiiaiig

coufses m a variety of areas Targeted AeUs for UC students include^
architecture, the biokigKal scienocai; chemistry, economic, engmcering,
enyuomnntal and ecological studies, mtemahonal relabons, psychololty
polrtKal science. Scandinavian Unguages. Lteialure. folkkxe and ».«^
studia; and aociokigyOie coune fbnning on Stveden required The
Unguage of mab^Kbon B primarily Swedish alttwugh ii»ny counes are
avaiUbie m English with advance nobficatkm of interest; some
supportive texts kre in Enghsh. and exams and papen in most field* may
be wnttm in English The university offers many courses in EngUi biwhKh EAP student! may enroU, however, eariy notificabon of iMemt
IS required

• Priorstudy iifSwedish rvcximmended

Lund Scmaater in EnglUh: Study in selecled disoplines dunng the faU
lemestCTal the Univeiitty nf Lund Cunicuium induiks a Swedish
Ungu^Mudy component a coune expkiring aapect* of Swedish
cuNimand society, and courses in English in biolcigy, busifWM
adminiilratiiwi. chemistry, ecokigy. economics, physics and political

Taiwan"
NatHnjI Taiwan University

Semester OT Academic Year UC students may spend the fall semester or
year at the Nattonal Taiwan University (IsfFU) in Taipei The cumculum
Inchide* coune* designed h» EAP in Chinese Unguage. histcwy and
Asian ar«* studie* biatrucbon is in English and »b»idaidChineae

J'iSI';'"^
ibKlents who are highly profnent In CNnoe lake reguUr

NfTU courses in selected fiekls "

• riw>«w/ja^un/v.Trf/>-/r»W*ttnoIartyC7lBiar

Thailand'
Chiang Mai Unix eruly Chulahngkom Uniunity

Semester Most UC students in Thailand begin
Iheir studies with a (our-week intensive

'•'V'P" pnigram at Chiang Mai Univenity,
Mknved by a (all semester of language study
and courses m English on Thai history, culture,
and South F.mI Asian shadiet Those proficient
in Thai may enroll chrectly in reguUr

unfverrty oounes in a wkle range of fieWs af Chiang Mai or
ChuUkmgkom UniverNity in Bangkok Advawx^l undergra.lu.iH- and

£*if?*'
•f»»dentB with appnwed academic coune or research giiab may

be able krexMid parti. ipalMm through tfn- sisiwid semrsti-r
*• nk*study of Thai pntiTn\J

United Kingdttm & Republic of In-I.uui
Uruversity ( oUege. t 'ork

University C oU^, Gahvay
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University ofOtt*
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University of(Tsyr
University ofHuB
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO:

FROM:

AU STUDENTS

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

OFFICIAL NOTICES such as those printed in ttiis edition appear in ttte UCI^ Daily Bruin at various times during the academic year. They are also printed in the schedule of

classes each quarter. Such OFFICIAL HOTWES are important ahd all students are held responsible for the information in them.

For copies of policies and regulations contact the Dean of Students in 1206 Murphy Hall.

TO: ALLSTUDENTS ^
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS

RE: 1. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICIES APPLYING TO CAMPUS ACTIVITIES. ORGANIZATIONS. AND STUDENTS.

2. OTHER UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA POUCIES APPLYING TO CAMPUS ACTIVITIES. ORGANIZATIONS. AND STUDENTS.

3. CAMPUS REGULATIONS IMPLEMENTING THOSE POUCIES.

Copies of the University of California Policies Applying to Campus Activities. Organizations, and Students, the UCLA Regulations on Activities. Registered Organizations and

Use of Properties (UCLA Activity Guidelines); and the UCLA Student Conduct Code of Procedures are available free of charge at the following locations:

• Office of the Dean of Students. 1206 Murphy Hall

• Center for Student Programming. 337 Plaza Building

• Student Psychological Services. A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences

AUSTUDENTS ^ *

DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: RELEASE AND DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION FROM STUDENT RECORDS

Pursuant to the Federal Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act. the California Education Code, and the "University of California Policies Applying to the Disclosure of

Information from Student Records." students at UCLA have the right

1. To inspect and review records pertaining to themselves in their capacity as students, except as the right may be waived or qualified under the Federal and

State laws and the University Policies;

2. To have withheld from disclosure, absent their prior consent for release, personally identifiable information from their student records, except as provided

by the Federal and State laws and the University Policies;

3. To inspect records maintained by UCLA for disclosures of personally identifiable information from their student records;

4. To seek correction of their student records through a request to amend the records or. if such request is denied, through a hearing; and

5. To file complaints with the United States Department of Education regarding alleged violations of the rights accorded them by the Federal Act.

For More information regarding this notice, or any OFFICIAL NOTICE or policy, you may contact the Dean of Students' Office in 1206 Murphy Hall.

f»»

CAMPUS COMMUNITY
DEAN OF STUDENTS

RE: ACCOMMODATION OF RELIGIOUS PRACTICES OF STUDENTS IN THE SCHEDULING OF EXAMINATIONS

In compliance with Section 926450(a) of the Califomia Education Code, the University must accommodate requests for alternate examination dates at a time when that

activity would not violate a student's religious creed.

At UCLA, accommodation for alternate examination dates should be worked out directly between the student and the faculty member invoh/ed.

General Guidelines: - ^

• . Students should make such requests of the instructor during the first two weeks of the quarter, or as soon as possible after an examination date is

announced^by the instructor. . vr.

• Students unable to reach a satisfactory arrangement with their instructor should contact the Campus Ombuds' Office or the Office of the Dean of

Students.

• Instructors who have questions, or who wish to verify the nature of the religious event or practice involved. shouM contact the Campus Ombuds Office or

the Office of the Dean of Students.

ALLSTUDENTS

DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: NONDISCRIMINATION

> .

- ^ •

The University of Califomia. in accordance with applicable Federal and State Laws and University Policies, does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, nattonal origin,

religion, sex. disability, age. medk:al condition (cancer related), ancestry, marital status, citizenship, sexual orientation, or status as a Vietnam-era veteran or special dis-

abled veteran.

The Unhrarsity also prohibits sexual harassment This nondiscrimination policy covers admission, access, and treatment in University programs and activities.

a •

Inquiries regarding the University's equal opportunity polteies may be directed to the Campus Counsel, 3149 Murphy Hall.

InquiriM reoirdino Americans with DisabUitlts Act (ADA) or 504 Compliance may be directed to Dr. Douglas Martin. Special Assistant to the ChanceltorA^oordinator of ADA
and 504 Compliance. A239 Murphy Hal.

Students who believe they have been discriminated against on the abow discussed grounds may contact the OfUce of the Dean of Students, 1206 Murphy HaH, for further

information and procedures.
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OFFICIAL
TO:

FROM:

RE:

\:.-

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS
REVISED POLICY ON STUDENT CONDUCT AND
DISCIPLINE

OFFICIAL NOTICES s\}c}n as those printed in this edition appear in the UCLA
Daily Bruin at various times during the academic year. They are also printed

in the schedule of classes each quarter. Such OFFICIAL NOTICES are

Important and all students are held responsible for the information in them.

For copies of policies and regulations contact the Dean of Students in 1206

Murphy Hall.

On August 15, 1994 the University adopted revised Policies Applying

to Campus Activities, Organizations, and Students. Excerpted below

are the sections dealing with student conduct and discipline:

101.00 Student Conduct

Students are members of both society and the academic com-
—^ munity with attendant rights and responsibifities. Students are

expected to comply with the general law. University policies, and

campus regulations.

The standards of conduct below apply to students while on
University property or in connection with official University func-^'

tions. If specified in implementing campus regulations, these

standards of conduct may apply to conduct which occurs off-

campus and which would violate student conduct and discipline

policies or regulations if the conduct occurred on campus.

102.00 Grounds for Discipline

Chancellors may impose discipline for violation of, or an attempt

to violate, any University policies or campus regulations.

Violations or attempted violations include, but are not limited to,

the following types of misconduct:

102.01 All forms of academic misconduct, including but not limited

to, cheating, fabrication, plagiarism, or facilitating academic

dishonesty as may be further specified in campus regula-

tions.

102.02 Other forms of dishonesty, including but not limited to, fabri-

cating information or knowingly furnishing false information

or reporting a false emergency to the University or to

University officials acting in the performance of their duties.

102.03 Forgery, alteration, or misuse of any University document,
" "^

record, key, electronic device, or identification..

102.04 Theft of, conversion of, or damage to or destruction of, any
property of the University or property of others while on
University premises, or possession of any property of the

University or others stolen while on University premises.

102.05 Theft or other abuse of computing facilities or computer
time, including but not limited to: unauthorized entry into a

file to use, read, or change the contents or any other pur-

pose; unauthorized transfer of a file; unauthorized use of

another individual's identification or password; use of com-
puting facilities to interfere with the work of another student,

faculty member, or University official; use of computing facili-

ties to interfere with a University computing system.

102.06 Unauthorized entry to, possession of, receipt of, duplication

of, or use of the University's name, insignia, or seal.

Unauthorized entry to, possession of, receipt of, or use of

any University properties, equipment, resources, or services.

102.07 Violation of policies, regulations, or rules governing
University-owned or operated housing facilities or leased

housing facilities located on University property.

102.08 Physical abuse, including but not limited to, rape, sexual

assault, sex offenses, and other physical assault; threats of

violence; or conduct that threatens the health or safety of any

person.

102.09 Sexual harassment, as defined in University policy (see

Section 160.00): Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for

sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexu-

al nature constitute sexual harassment when:

a) Submission to such conduct is made either

explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of instruc-

tion, employment, or participation in other University

activity;

b) Submission to or rejection of such conduct by

an individual is used as a basis for evaluation in mak-

ing academic or personnel decisions affecting an indi-

vidual; or

c) Such conduct has the purpose or effect of

unreasonably interfering with an individual's perfor-

,

mance or creating an Intimidating, hostile, or offensive

University environment

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual

harassment, consideration shall be given to the record of the

incident as a whole and to the totality of the circumstances,

including the context in which the alleged incidents occurred.

102.10 Stalking behavior in which an individual willfully, maliciously,

and repeatedly engages in a knowing course of conduct

directed at a specific person which reasonably and seriously

alarms, torments, or terrorizes the person, and which serves

no legitimate purpose.

t02.11 The use of "fighting words" by students to harass any per-

son(s) on University property, on other property to which

these policies apply as defined in campus implementing reg-

ulations, or ^n connection with official University functions or

University-sponsored programs.

"Fighting words" are those personally abusive epithets which,

when directly addressed to any ordinary person are, in the con-

text used and as a matter of common knowledge, inherently like-

ly to provoke a violent reaction whether or not they actually do

so. Such words include, but are not limited to, those terms

widely recognized to be derogatory references to race, ethnicity,

religion, sex, sexual orientation, disability, and other personal

characteristics. "Fighting words" constitute "harassment" when

the circumstances of their utterance create a hostile and intimi-

dating environment which the student uttering them should rea-

sonably know will interfere with the victim's ability to pursue

,

effectively his or her education or otherwise to participate fully

in University programs and activities.

102.12 Hazing or any method of initiation or pre-initiation into a

campus organization or any activity engaged in by the organi-

zation or members of the organization which causes, or is

likely to cause, bodily danger, physical harm, or personal

degradation or disgrace resulting in physical or mental harm

to any student or other person.

102.13 Obstruction or disruption of teaching, research, administra-

tion, disciplinary procedures, or other University activities.

102.14 Disorderly or lewd conduct.

102.15 Participation in a disturbance of the peace or unlawful

assembly.

102.16 Failure to identify oneself to, or comply with directions of, a

University official or other public official acting in the perfor-

mance of their duties while on University property or at offi-

cial University functions, or resisting or obstructing such

University or other public officials in the performance of or

the attempt to perform their duties.

102.17 Unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession,

use, or sale of, or the attempted manufacture, distribution,

dispensing, or sale of controlled substances, identified in

Federal and State law or regulations.
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102.18 Manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession, use, or

sale of. or the attempted manufacture, distribution, dispens-

ing, or sale of alcohol which is unlawful or otherwise prohib-

ited by. or not in compliance with. University poHcy or cam-

pus regulations.

102.19 Possession, use, storage, or manufacture of explosives, fire-

bombs, or other destructive devices.

102.20 Except as expressly permitted by law, possession, use, or

manufacture of a firearm or other weapon specified m cam-

pus regulations.

102.21 Violation of the conditions contained in the terms of a disci-

plinary action imposed under these Policies or campus regu-

lations.

102.22 Violation of the conditions contained in a written Notice of

Emergency Suspension issued pursuant to Section 53.00 of

these Policies or violation of orders issued pursuant to

Section 52.00, during a declared state of emergency.

103.00 Student Discipline Procedures

103.10 Procedural Due Process
~^

Procedural due process is basic to the proper enforcement of

University policies and campus regulations. Chancellors shall

establish and publish campus regulations providing for the han-

dling of student conduct cases in accordance with basic stan-

dards of procedural due process. Consistent with this require-

ment, procedures specified in such regulations shall be appro-

priate to the nature of the case and the severity of the potential

discipline.

103.11 When a formal hearing is required, campus implementing

regulations shall provide the fallowing minimum procedural

standards to assure a fair hearing:

a) Written notice, including a brief statement of

^ the factual basis of the charges, the University policies

or campus regulations allegedly violated, and the time

and place of the hearing, within a reasonable time

before the hearing;

b) The opportunity for a prompt and fair hearing,

upon the request of the student, at which the

University shall bear the burden of proof, and at which

the student shall have the opportunity to present doc-

uments and witnesses and to confront and cross-

examine witnesses presented by the University—no

inference shall be drawn from the silence of the

accused;

c) A record of the hearing; an expeditious written

I
decision based upon the preponderance of evidence,

' which shall be accompanied by a written summary of

the findings of fact; and
'^^'

d) An appeal.

105.00 Types ot Student Disciplinary Action

When a student is found in violation of University policies or

campus regulations, any of the following types of student disci-

plinary action may be imposed. Any sanction imposed should

be appropriate to the violation, taking into consideration the con-

text and seriousness of the violation.

105.01 Warning:

105.02 Censure:

105.03 Disciplinary Probation:

105.04 Loss of Privileges and Exclusion from Activities:

105.05 Suspension:

105.06 Dismissal:

105.07 Exclusion from Areas of the Campus or from Official

University Functions:

105.08 Interim Suspension:

105.09 Restitution:

105.10 Other:

Other disciplinary actions, such as monetary fines, community

service, or holds on request for transcripts, diplomas, or other

student records to be sent to third parties, as set forth in cam-

pus regulations.

106.00 Posting Suspension or Dismissal on Academic Transcripts

When, as a result of violations of the student conduct code, a

student is suspended or dismissed, the fact that the discipline

was imposed must be posted on the academic transcript for the

duration of the suspension or dismissal. k_

TO:

FROM:

ALL STUDENTS

DEAN OF STUDENTS

REVISED POLICY ON STUDENT GRIEVANCE PROCE-

DURES

On August 15, 1994 the University adopted revised Policies Applying

to Campus Activities. Organizations, and Students. Excerpted below

are the sections dealing with student grievance procedures:

110.00 POLICY ON STUDENT GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

111.00 Chancellors shall develop and submit to the President for

approval, procedures to resolve grievances claiming to have

been the subject of any of the following types of University

action:

111.10 Violation of the privacy rights accorded them by the Federal

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, portions

of the State of California Education Code, and the Policies

Applying to the Disclosure of Information from Student

Records (see Section 1 30.00);

111.20 Discriminatory practices based upon sex, under Title IX of

the Education Amendments of 1972 or applicable Federal or

State laws, or under the Student-Related Policy Applying to

Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Sex and the Policy on

Sexual Harassment and Complaint Resolution Procedures

(see Sections 150.00 and 160.00);

111.30 Discriminatory practices based upon disability, under Section

504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 or the Americans with

Disabilities Act of 1990 or under the Guidelines Applying to

Nondiscrimination on the Basis of Disability (see Section

140.00);

Discriminatory practices based upon race, color, or national

origin, under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; and

Other types of actions that may be grieved, such as discrimi-

nation on the basis of sexual orientation, age, or marital sta-

• tus, as specified in campus regulations.

112.00 Such campus procedures shall be developed with student

consultation, and shall, at a minimum, meet the requirements

of applicable Federal anti-discrimination and privacy laws.

Once adopted, they shall serve as the sole remedy within the

University for nonacademic student grievances brought pur-

suant to any such law.

113.00 As provided in State law, civil law remedies, including injunc-

tions, restraining or other court orders, and monetary dam-

ages also may be available to complainants.

114.00 Grade-related and other academic grievances are covered

under separate policies established in consultation with the

Academic Senate.
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO:

FROM:

ALL STUDENTS

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

OFFICIAL NOTICES such as those printed in this edition appear in the UCLA Daily Bruin at various times durino the academic year. They are also printed in the schedule of

classes each quarter. Such OFFICIAL NOTICES are important and ail students are held responsible for the information in them.

For copies of policies and regulations contact the Dean of Students in 1206 Murphy Hall.

1

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY

FROM: THE DEAN OF STUDENTS

RE: RAPE AND OTHER FORMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT

uCla will not tolerate sexual assault In any form, including rape, acquaintance rage, or date rape. Where there is probable cause to believe a student has committed a sexu-

al assault, disciplinary action will be pursued. Sanctions may include Dismissal from the University. '

IF YOU HAVE BEEN RAPED OR SEXUALLY ASSAULTED:

Take care of your safety and health rieeds.

• Immediately call the Police Department. If possible, call the UC Police Department at (310) 825-1491 or 91 1.

• Get medical attention. Campus police will provide transportation to the Santa Monica Hospital Emergency Room for emergency medical treatment and evi-

dence collection. A counselor from the Santa Monica Rape Treatment Center will be available at the time, free of charge.

Utilize Campus and Community Support services.

_. I

• Contact a Rape Services Consultant. Rape Services Consultants (RSC) are available through the Women's Resource Center. RSCs have expertise in woridng

with people who have been raped or sexually assaulted. They can discuss options and alternatives, help identify the most appropriate support services, and

provide inform^on about medical care, psychological counseling, academic assistance, legal options, how to file a police report, and how to file a complaint

_ through the Dean of Students* Office. RSCs are available to assist any UCLA student regardless of where or when the assault occurred. For assistance, con-

'

tact the Women's Resource Center at (310) 206-8240 or come to Room 2 Dodd Hall and ask to speak to an RSC.

r^ • Contact the Rape Treatment Center at Santa Monica Hospital at (31 0) 31 9-4000 for free emergency medical treatnwnt and counseling services.

_^^ CARING ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE IF YOU HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO RAPE OR SEXUAL ASSAULT.

YOU ARE ENCOURAGED IN THE STRONGEST TERMS TO MAKE A REPORT.

TO: ALL MEMBERS OF THE UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY

FROM* THE CHANCELLOR

RE: UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNU POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASAlENT AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES

Every member of the University community should be aware that the University will not tolerate sexual harassment and that such behavior is prohibited both by law and by

Unh/ersity policy. The University will take whatever action is necessary to prevent and correct such behavior and, if appropriate, discipline persons whose behavior violates

this policy.

UNIVERSITY OEFINITtON OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT:

Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other vert)al or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when:

1 . Submission to such conduct Is made either explicitly or Implicitly a term or condition of Instruction, employment, or participation in other University activities.

2^. Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as a basis for evaluation in making academic or personnel decisions affecting an Indlvid-

- ual; or - —-
. 3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual's performance or creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive University

environment '~
-

-

In determining whether the alleged conduct constitutes sexual harassment, consideration shall be given to the record of the lncldent(s) as a whole and to the totality of the

circumstances, including the context in which the alleged incidents occurred.

COMPLAINT RESOLUTION ^^
Experience has demonstrated that many complaints of sexiial harassment can be effectively resolved through informal intervention. Individuals who experience what they

consider to be sexual harassment are advised to confront the alleged offender immediately and firmly.

Additionally, an individual who believes that she or he has been sexually harassed may contact the alleged offender's supervisor and/or a Sexual Harassment Information

Center counselor for help and information regarding sexual harassment complaint resolution or grievance procedures. Listed below are the locations of the Centers and to

which Center(s)4he complainant should go as determined by the complainant's employment or student status at the time of the alkiged Incident

Campus Ombuds Office, 1 1 72 Placement and Career Planning Center (31 0) 825-7627 (for faculty, staff, students);

i Women's Resource Center, 2 Dodd Hall, (310) 825-3945 or (310) 206-8240 (for students);

Student Psychological Services, 4223 Mathematical Sciences Building, (310) 825-0768, or A3-062 Center for the Health Sciences. (310) 825-7985 (for stu-

dents);

Offtee of Intemational Students and SchQiars, 105 Men's Gym, (310) 825-1681 (for International students);

Office of Residential Life. Residential Life Building, (310) 825-3401 (for students);

Offk:e of Vice Chancellor-Academic Personnel, 2147 Murphy Hall, (310) 206-9345 (for faculty. Including non-Senate academic appointees and student acad-

emic appointees when acting in the capacity of their non-Senate appointments);

Campus Human Resources/Employee and Labor Relations Division, 2126 PVUB. (310) 825-0661 (for campus staff employees and students when acting in

the capacity of their staff appointments);

Medk:al Center Human Resources Office. 200 Bank of America, (310) 794-0500 (for Medical Center staff employees and students when acting in the capaci-

ty of their staff appointments);

University Extension, 770 UNEX. (310) 825-2674 (for University Extension faculty, staff employees, and students).
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ALUMNI GRAFFITI
From page 12

alive. The association sponsors
around 140 clubs formed around
professional and academic inter-

ests, ethnic backgrounds or
regional locations.

Apart from lectures, career
conferences and volunteer com-
munity services, those groups also

meet for social occasions, such as

football tailgate parties, wine tast-

ing, picnics or weekend trips.

Their activities are listed in the

"We (the UCLA
Alumni Association)

are solely dedicated to

the future success of

UCLA students."

JohnKobara

AlumNews, a bimonthly newslet-

ter published by the association.

The perks coming along with
being an Alumni Association
member are listed below.
Membership is not limited to

graduates. Extension students and
all friends of UCLA can join.

'*The UCLA Alumni Association
is not responsible for raising
funds for the university. That
makes it rather unique among the

3,200 alumni associations in the

United States," said Kobara. "We
are solely dedicated to the future

success ofUCLA students."

The Student Alumni
Association can be reached at

(310) 206-0524; general informa-

tion on the alumni association can
be obtained at (310) 825-ALUM
or (800) 825-ALUM.

From page 13

and anti-UCLA messages during
beat-SC week, some of the more
lengthy messages can be found
in the restrooms, where anti-eth-

nic and anti-homosexual com-
ments frequently appear.

"I found some of them pretty

repulsive," Aysha Haq, a pre-
medical fourth-year student said.

"Some of the things about homo-
sexuals and lesbians put me off

quite a bit."

Graffiti has even been a paper
topic in an introductory commu-
nications course, in which stu-

dents were asked to go into the

restrooms and analyze the types

of graffiti they found.

What students discovered was
a public forum in which graffi-

tists knew their ideas would be
seen and other peopte wpuld
eventually join them, but at the

same time their identities would
be protected, Suman said.

When communicating an
opinion, writing on the wall may
be easier than writing a letter to

the editor, but cleaning it up
costs UCLA money, Powazek
said.

V.

And although the UCLA facil-

ities maintenance staff tries to
•remove all graffiti as soon as it

is found, messages like the fol-

lowing continue to reap-

pear:

"I am white, but I think Latino
men are the only ones I consider
being with. 1 think mixed babies
are beautiful."

"You judge babies by their

appearances? All babies are
beautiful!"

I

Mis \

STUDENT
MEDIAUCU

de Aztlan
I iFe Las Americas

you
Conieto

IbeStudeDt

Media

Orientation

Monday OcL 3, 6:30

Ackennan Grand Ballroom

to explore (be oppoitunities.

abc

student IVIedia

Orientation

If you're interested in working for thelDaily

Bruin, then stop by the Student Media Orientation
on October 3 in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom at

6:30 pm.

I he orientation will provide more information
on the journalism curriculum in reporting, writing,

editing, design, photography and radio.

Daily Bruin

CATCH THE BIG BLUE BUS..

TO SCHOOL...
Enjoy that book you've been wanting

to read, or enjoy the scenery. Study

for the big exam, or just daydream.

The Big Blue Bus is the hassle-free

way to get to Santa Monica College

and UCLA.

TO WORK...
Relax, read the paper. Or finish up

that work you took home last night.

Imagine - a no-stress rush hour!
^

Your commute to Downtown Santa

Monica, Westwood or even

Downtown LA can be pleasant

and productive.

. j>r'

TO THE BEACH...
Nothing's worse than looking for a

parking space at the beach, except

having to pay for it. The Big Blue Bus costs

50c and it takes you to the sand in

minutes. Spend the money you save on ice

cream, and spend time you save on

people-watching.

OR TO ANYPLACE...
On the Westside. From Santa Monica

to Pacific Palisades, Westchester,

Westwood or Venice, catch a

Big Blue Bus.

So put those car keys

away and...

Bic;

IMS

BECOME PART OF THE SOLUTION
TO AIR POLLUTION

For information about routes and schedules, (310) 451-5444. (T.D.D. 395-6024)
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FOREIGN
From page 13

according to kal Pruett, director

of Student Psychological
Services. Like other students,

they experience loneliness and
have problems with parents and
friends. However, adapting to a

new culture and coping with lan-

guage differences are unique to

foreign students.

Different customs, different

religious practices, and language
and financial problems alj^ause
stress, said Jay Nagdimon, direc-

tor of the Suicide Prevention
Center in downtown Lx)s Angeles.

"We try to help callers to find the

best next step to help themselves

because they can always find a

solution," he explained.

In some of the more serious

cases, students can be suicidal.

Suicidal tendencies depend on
two factors: a person's stress

level and psychological make up,

according to Nagdimon, -

About two weeks after a for-

eign student has settled down in a

new environment, he or she goes

through a "down period," in

which the student feels fed up
with the different lifestyJe, ISC
Programming Director Elaine

Marchant said.

"No one hits (the down peri-

od) at the same time," Marchant

said. "They can always come to

us and meet other students who
,

have the same problems or feel-

ings. That way, they don't feel

isolated."

Some students suggested com-
munal living as a Way to meet
people.

"Living in a school dorm may
prevent foreign students from
being isolated and lonely because

there are simply many students,"

Mogaki said. "You can ask an RA
for help, and lots of information

is available."

But the key to success at

UCLA varies from student to stu-

dent. D.P Prakash, an electrical

engineering graduate student,

said participating in international

student organizations' events can

be very helpful.

"I went to almost all OISS ori-

entation programs," said Prakash,

who is from India. "I made a lot

of friends in the first year. These

friends are still with me."

JU-TaHb

jHhiinLife
^m Ha'Am

Nomtiio

Pj9KaficTk»

MEDUUCIA
?$&< i^^Sic&i:

The Bniln is looking for a design
design and electronically layout die paper.

If you have an eye for good publication design

stop by the Bruin office at 225 Kerckhoff Hall.

The application is due by
before 5 p.m. in Matea Gold's

If you have any questions, please

Gold at 206-0938 for more information

Knowledge of QiiarkXpress and Macintosh

earn
Dally Bniln

WESTWOOD DRIVING
AND

TRAFFIC SCHOOL

UCLA + ALL STUDENT DISCOUNT

TRAFFIC SCHOOL ON WEEKDAYS & SATURDAYS

AIR CONDITIONED

1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310) 208-3333

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse
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Fire chiefs cail for fire-safe cigarettes
Authorities cite smoking in bed as

No, 1 cause of household fires, deaths

By Dennis Hevesi
New York Times

Thirteen chiefs and commis-
sioners of fire departments around
the country, most representing
major cities, have called on the

tobacco industry to manufacture
fire-safe cigarettes, making use of
a simple technology that, they say,

could save hundreds of lives each
year.

The coalition, forged by New
York's City Fire Commissioner
Howard Safir, includes the chiefs

of the Chicago, Boston, Detroit,

Atlanta, Houston and Miami
departments. Also joining the call

is the International Association of
Fire Chiefs, representing 32,000
departments.

"The No. 1 cause of deaths from
fire is smoking, and most of these

deaths occur when somebody falls

asleep and drops a cigarette on a

piece of furniture or a mattress,"

Safir said last week. "The fire-

safe cigarette would not ignite

those materials. The tobacco
industry has that capability now,
and what it requires is a change in

the manufacturing process, not the

development o( new technology."

But the tobacco industry said

there were several obstacles in the

way of manufacturing fire-safe

cigarettes.

The federal tests that concluded
that the cigarettes were technically

feasible, the industry says, did not

determine whether modified ciga-

rettes would cause health prob-
lems, whether people would buy
them or whether factors other than

cigarettes were the real causes of
smoking-related fires. Cigarette
companies have also said the fire-

safe cigarettes taste bad and are

difficult to draw smoke through.

Safir said 53 of the 164 civilian

fire deaths in New York City last

year were caused by cigarettes.

Detroit Fire Chief Archie Warde
said, "As high as 30 percent or

better of our fires occur because of

careless^igarette smokers."

In 1991, according to the most
recent nationwide statistics avail-

able, there were 187,100 tobacco-

related fires in the nation. Of the

4,465 fire-related deaths that year,

951, or 21 percent, were attributed

to tobacco.

And of the 29,375 fire-related

injuries, 3,381 were caused by
smoking. These statistics were
compiled by the U.S. Fire
Administration, a government
agency, and the National Fire
Protection Association, a private

organization.

Fire deaths caused by smoking,
said John Hall, the Fire Protection

Association's assistant vice presi-

dent for fire analysis, "is the

largest single category, followed
by arson."

Richard Gann, chief of the fire

science division of the Commerce
Department's National Institute of
Standards and Technology, said

the technology for making fire-

safe cigarettes is simple: "Less
porous paper, less dense tobacco,

thinner cigarettes and a filter."

Gann directed a three-year
Commerce Department study,

which ended in 1987, that deter-

mined that it was technically fea-

sible to develop such cigarettes,

although the commercial
prospects were less clear.

Andrew Maguire, director of
the Trauma Foundation at San
Francisco General Hospital, an
advocacy organization involved in

injury prevention, said, "The
technology is so simple that it

doesn't even qualify as technolo-

gy"
The idea behind the fire-safe

cigarette is that if a smoker
stopped puffing and, say, fell

asleep, the cigarette would be less

prone to ignite. The less porous,

thicker paper would reduce the

supply of the oxygen that keeps a
cigarette lit, as would a thinner

cigarette and a filter, Maguire
explained. In addition, less dense
tobacco, he sAid, would reduce
heat, making the cigarette less

likely to ignite furniture.

The 1987 study, mandated by
legislation sponsored by Rep. Joe

Moakley, D-Mass., called for the

establishment of standard tests to

determine how likely a cigarette is

to ignite furniture or mattresses, a

property called cigarette-ignition

propensity.

Those test methods were devel-

oped by Gann's study group and
delivered to Congress last year. A
new bill, introduced by Moakley
in February, would give the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission the authority to regu-

late cigarettes.

Moakley, whose interest in a

fire-safe cigarette was spurred by
the deaths of seven members of
one family in his district in 1979,

said time was running out on pas-

sage of the legislation this year,

"because the criftie bill and the

health bill took so much time."
The bill has not made it out of the

Commerce and Energy

See CIGARETTES, page 59

Asian Language Speaking Students

jkL -•

Advertise.

Daily Bruin

Interested in working in

Tokyo or Hong Kong with

Merrill Lynch
Please send or fax a copy of yoorresume with the

following marked on the back:

ML/Asia'94

Language spoken - Japanese, Chinese

(Cantonese and/or Mandarin), Bahasa Malay,

Bahasa Indonesian, Thai, Hindi

Level of fluency

City of preference - Tokyo or Hong Kong

Area of interest - Investment Banking,

Sales, Trading

To:

Crimson & Brown Associates, Inc.

1770 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 332

Cambridge, MA 02140

TeL (617) 868-0181 Fax (617) 868-0187

Students may opt to submit a letter stating their interest

if resume is not completed by October 7.

Resume deadline: October 7, 1 994
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iatinas appreciate culture through mentor program
By Susan Ferriss

San Franctsco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — Irma
Orantes was bom in El Salvador,

but when she was a kid growing
up in San Francisco there was a

confusing time when she thought

she was Mexican.

">yhen I was kid, nobody
knew where El Salvador was.
They thought it was an island

somewhere," said Orantes.
"Everybody just assumed every-

body was Mexican. Even I did at

one point."

Orantes, a counselor at Everett

Middle School, has made it a mis-

sion not to let other people's igno-

rance confuse Latino children.

The mother of five grown chil-

dren, Orantes now volunteers her

time running a mentoring pro-

gram that pairs Latina girls with

professional Latina women.
Orantes founded the program,
which is a core part of the work

done by the Ba/Area Netwoilc of

Latinas, known as BANELA.
The women help the girls learn

details of Latino history - in Latin

America and the United States -

that are frequently missing from
school curriculum. And they
expose them to new ideas and
new people - taking them, for

example, to the opera, the ballet, a

Latino art exhibit or to meet the

nation's first Latina astronaut.

"When I started working here;

with the kids, I found that the

girls' mentality was only to think

about having babies and taking

care of families," said Orantes.

"There's nothing wrong with'that,

but they were unaware of other

things."

For her effort to introduce
career options to Latina girls in

San Francisco, Orantes is being

honored by KQED and the San
Francisco Examiner as a Hispanic

Heritage Month community hero.

"I've known her since sixth

grade," said Aracelis Fernandez,

an 11 th grader at School of the

Arts. "If I have problems, I can
trust her. She won't tell anyone

"One of the things I

always hold dear to me
is th^it every child is an

individual."

Irma Orantes
Counselor

else. She respects me, and I

respect her ... I just love
BANELA. It's my home away
from home."

Orantes said BANELA's phi-

losophy is to work closely with

the girls' parents and demonstrate

great respect for them.

The girls are chaperoned on
outings at all times; the mentors
pick up the girls and drive them
home again, frequently going

inside to converse with the par-

ents.

"We know what the cultural

practices are," said Orantes. "We
went through them."

"Once the parents get to know
us, they are very relaxed," she

added.

Orantes grew up in a mixed
neighborhood on Mtrero Hill in

San Francisco, and has wonderful

memories of friendships with
girls from different backgrounds
whose parents were also new
arrivals from Europe or Latin
America.

She married young, and
worked in interior design and
advertising until entering the field

of child development, working as

state coordinator for parent
involvement in the Head Start

program.

Inspired, she went back to the

University of California at

Berkeley and got a master's
degree in psychology.

"One of the things I always
hold dear to me is that every child

is an individual," said Orantes. "I

know each one has her history,

her family."

She said BANELA encourages

children to feel good about their

culture and to overcome feelings

of insecurity that might develop

because of discrimination or sex-

ism.

For example, the women of
BANELA have encouraged a girl

of Maya Indian heritage to feel

proud of her roots; the girl now
speaks three languages - a Maya
tongue, Spanish and English -

and is doing well in school.

"Even within the Spanish-
speaking culture the Indian is

looked down upon. (Some
Latinos) don't know the history,

and that other people appreciate

the history," Orantes said. "We
try to help the girls learn that. And
we learn from thefn. They become
our teachers."

Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you can have the most recognized
credit card in the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lliRNEDXXWH BEFOREI

MasteiCard* the credit card you
deaenc and need for- ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMErn*

STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TCKETS—RESTAURANTS-
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NOTHING held back, our entire adult inventory
Full length Adult xxx hardcore movies from $5.99
Thousands of brand new & fully guaranteed videosHURRY for best selection, sale ends 10/31/94

•i*:%??x:-::::::::::; ALL ADUL T TAPES

Free tape must be equal to or less than the purchased tapes

ODYSSEY VIDEO
Open B&m

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
4810 VINELAND AV

(818) 769-2001

Laserdiscs & Videos to Bu\ & Rent

Midlnight
WEST LOS ANGELES
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MARINA DEL REY
4240 LINCOLN BL
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Republicans urge
Gen. Powell for '96

presidential race

Td1<

By Stewart Powell
and David Elsenstadt
Hearst Newspapers

WASHINGTON - The fledg-
ling effort to draft retired Gen.
Colin Powell to run for president
as a Republican in 1996 may get a
boost in the wake of his diplomat-
ic efforts in Haiti.

"It gives us another feather in

our cap," said W. Ronald Evans,
the spokesman for the three-
month-old exploratory committee
to draft Powell. "It gives us huge
exposure we did not anticipate.

It's clear that Powell brings the
persona that this country needs."

The draft campaign is led by
Arthur Fletcher, a former chair-

man of the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission and a domestic
affairs adviser to Presidents
Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford,
and Maurice Dawkins, a
Republican candidate for Senate
in Virginia in 1988. The move-
ment has coordinators in 21
states, including California,
Evans ^aid.

"Colin Powell is what you call

an impact player," says Fletcher.

"I want him to have the biggest
in^Nict on this country he can and
now we are getting the machinery
in place to do it"

The movement hopes to elicit

support from some of the same
independently-minded voters who
gave Perot, the Texas billionaire,

19 percent of the popular vote in

1992.

. Powell joined former President

Jinrniy Carter and Sen. Sam Nunn,
D-Ga., for a weekend of frenzied

diplomacy in Haiti where they
talked Haitian strongman Raoul
Cedras into surrendering power.

Ironically, leaders of the draft-

Powell movement aren't sure
whether Powell, 57, is a
Democrat, a Republican or an
independent.

Back in 1964, Powell attached a

bumper sticker "All the way with

L.B.J." but he has carefully
masked his party leanings ever
since.

Powell, who resides in subur-
ban McLean, Va., did not vote in

Virginia's most recent statewide
primary. Nor do his political con-

tributions give him away. He
made equal $1 ,000 campaign con-

tributions to a Republican and a
Democrat running for the Senate
from Virginia as independents,
former Democratic Gov. I>ouglas

Wilder and Republican Marshall
Coleman.

Republicans would clearly love

to recruit Powell, whose military

career beneflted from mentors in

the last four GOP administrations.

Democrats would like to see
him join the Clinton administra-

tion to help the president's wobbly
foreign policy and national securi-

ty team. Such an appointment,
they reason, might also discourage

him from challenging Clinton in

1996.

The latest nationwide poll by
the Times Mirror Center for the

People and the Press released
Tuesday shows Americans rating

Powell, the son of Jamaican immi-
grants, more favorably than any of

the other 21 public officials listed,

including President Clinton and
former Presidents Jimmy Carter

and Ronald Reagan.

The results were based on in-

depth surveys completed in late

~u|y before Powell's prominent
Te last weekend as a member of

the three-man negotiating team
sent to Port-aurPrince by Clinton.

William Smullen, a retired
Army colonel who served with
Powell at the Pentagon and
accompanied him into private life,

says that Powell remains on the

sidelines for now.
"He indicates, when asked, that

he has not ruled anything in or
out," Smullen said. "At this point
in time he is concentrating on his

autobiography and until the book
is completed, he will not make
any decisions."

Powell is scheduled to complete
the manuscript for his autobiogra-
phy next spring for publication in

the fall - perfect timing for the

1996-presidential primary season.

Powell augments his annual
military pension of $81,144 with
an average of one speech a week
to corporate groups and other pay-
ing audiences.

Powell nnodestly acknowledges
the success of his officer-to-offi-

cer appeal to Haitian leaders'
"sense of honor" and "sense of
what is right and what is wrong at

this particular point in their histo-

ry" during what he described as

"long and painful conversations"
with **a lot of emotion in the
room."

But a close associate said
Tuesday that Powell did not join
Clinton's team of emissaries to

Haiti "for any political motives."

"He was hoping the delegation

could avert any kind of military

confrontation, which has been
done," the associate said. "He is

certainly aware of the politics of it

all but he has not been motivated
by that. He puts other priorities far

higher than politics, particularly

when it comes to the lives of
American men and women in uni-

form."

Powell rose quickly through the

ranks thanks to Republican sup-
port. Selected as one of 1 8 White
House fellows out of 3,000 appli-

cants during the Nixon adminis-
tration, the Army officer cam6 to

the attention of Caspar
Weinberger, Frank Cariucci and
Fred Malek during his assignment
at the Office of Management and
Budget.

Weinberger, shortly after being
named defense secretary in the

Reagan administration, recalled

Powell from the field to serve as

his top military assistant, a posi-

tion that traditionally leads to the

highest ranks of the armed forces.

Powell later worked as Carlucci's

deputy at Reagan's national secu-

rity council and succeeded
Cariucci as national security
adviser for the final 13 months of
Reagan's presidency. In that posi-

tion, Powell came into daily con-
tact with Vice President George
Bush, who quickly turned to

Powell to head the Joint Chiefs of
Staff when the post opened in

1989.

Powell helped mastermind the

U.S. invasion of Panama in 1989
and the U.S. -led campaign to

drive Iraqi forces from Kuwait in

1991.

His admirers would like to see

Powell, a 1958 ROTC graduate of
the City University of New York,
follow in the footsteps of
Columbia University president
Dwight Eisenhower, the victori-

ous commaiKler of European oper-

ations in World War n.

Eisenhower, who was courted
by Democrats and Republicans to

run for president, won the White
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The American Psychological Society

offers special membership rates for

Students & First-Year PhDs/Postdocs:
1

did you know??
• APS has a student membership category

. 1/3 of the cost for the full range of benefits
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category for First Year PhDs/Post docs to

meet financial needs of young psychologists

The full range of membership benefits include:

• Subscription to APS publications including

electronic publications

• Seventh Annual Convention—NYC in '95

• APS Student Caucus (APSSC)
• Special APS Student Grants and Awards

ftf |(ilOV^7? ^^ more information:

American Psychological Society
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1010 Vermont Avenue
Suite 1100

Washington, DC 2000S-4907 "^
(202) 783-2077 \l

FAX (202) 783-2083
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Internet: APS«BITNIC.E0UCOM.EDU
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W^ant real experience

working in the media?
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.
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In Hunter College
corner, two unlikely

debaters for religion

By David Gonzalez
The New York Times

NEWYORK — Asachild.
Noreen Collins was not content

to accept anything unquestion-
ingly, so she flummoxed her
Sunday school teacher by asking,

if God was everywhere, why did

she have to go to church on
Sunday?
During Daniel Mallon

Durante' s teen-age years, he was
kicked out of a prep school for

the priesthood when he spent
more time leaning over the felt

with a pool cue than kneeling in

prayer in a church pew.

Given that, it seems unlikely

that these two New Yorkers
would choose as adults to defend
the thought that the world is bet-

ter off with religion.

Yet even more unlikely is the

venue: a match against two cham-
pion debaters from England who
are touring the United States
debating religion, politics and a
few other topics that might start a

small-scale war in certain parts of
the world.

The debate, scheduled for Nov.
6 at Hunter College, where
Durante and Collins are students

and members of the debating
society, will be done in the
English style, a technique whose
name is perhaps _the only genteel

thing about it.

With equal doses of biting
humor and quick thinking they
can dazzle and distract their

opponents before zeroing in for

the kill.

With opponents like the
Britons as well as the memory of
a previous debating loss by
Hunter to the British in 1969, the

New Yorkers are seriously
preparing by auditing religion

courses, talking with theologians

and visiting with assorted clergy.

While they, like the Britons,

take zestfully to debate the way
many people do to sport, the topic

is one that is close to them. In

their own lives they have each
found their own niche of faith

defined as much by what has hap-

pened in their lives as by what
happens in a church on Sunday.
That, they hope, will give them
the edge.

*'The Brits can be eloquent
and have these nifty accents, but I

hope we can get them on funda-
mental points that the audience
will listen to and respond,"
Collins said.

If not, the Bronx-bom debater
plans to retort with history and
humor. ' 'The reason we got on a

boat and we're in this country is

because there was only one reli-

gion in England," she insisted.

"Now they want none. What's
wrong with you? Make up your
mind!"

It wasn't that long ago that

Collins, 30, thought she had
made up her own mind about
organized religion. A Roman
Catholic, she and her family went
to a church that celebrated Latin

Mass at a time when most chil-

dren her age were singing
"Kumbaya" and strumming gui-

tars during folk Masses.

The God of her youth was a
joyless, angry one, and the
church of her adulthood was
remote and removed from her
world. With many gay friends,

she bristled at church condemna-
tions of homosexuality and as a

woman she was stumped by the

impossibility of female ordina-

tion.

But a few years ago she got her

first taste of joy and religion
when she attended a service at a

Baptist church in Harlem, and it

made her wonder if something
beyond this world did exist after

all. Since then, she said, she has

made peace with herself and her

God.
**You've got to find a place

that your heart and mind tell you
is the right thing," she said. '*For

me, I developed logical values of
. being good, honest and compas-
sionate. These are things that any
religion, regardless of who's
leading it, would want you to

have."

For Durante. 28, the path that

led him to the debate was guided
by his friendship with the Rev.
James Zona, a priest he grew
close to two decades ago in his

Brooklyn parish.

Durante was a self-styled
rebel, who went from school to

pool hall and on to jobs as a lock-

smith, plumber and printer before

enrolling in college.

Talking and praying with him.
Zona helped him develop a^deep
and personal faith, as well as
exposing him to other strains of
contemporary Catholic thought.

When he heard he had a chance
to debate religion as a force for

good, he jumped at it, unable to

think of taking any other position.

**\^thout religion, this whole
life would be like a bad joke," he
said. **Through Father Zona I got

a sense of what Jesus was all

about. You don't always do the

right thing, but you ask what
would Jesus do?"

Collins sat next to him and
smiled slyly.

"Would Jesus cut people off in

traffic?" she asked.

Who knows, but He would
make short work of the opposing
debaters. Durante said.

"The British are big on analo-

gies," he said. "But nobody's
better at parables than Jesus.
He'd blow them out of the
water."

As they prepare for the debate,

they are reluctant to say much
about what their plan of attack
will be, only tb say that their def-

inition of religion will be impor-
tant:

They intend to stay away from
institutional religion and focus
instead on faith and individuals.

They will not, Collins insisted,

indulge in a "two-hour infomer-
cial on your religion." »•

Until then, the two of them will

continue their studying, as well
as some practical, if intense, ver-

bal sparring with each other.
Often, Collins peppers her argu-

ments with a feisty blend of femi-

nism and faith.

Collins, who said she's been
praying every day, said she would
not invoke a last minute prayer
before the debate.

"If God exists," she said. "He
would be so insulted that at the

last second I would go, 'Hey,
God.' God'll know."
"But He wouldn't mind the

acknowledgement," Durante
offered.

"You say 'He!' " she replied,

before launching on a mini dis- ^
course on feminism and religion.

The British have their work cut
out for them. —

—

—

—

New fossils

take science
ciose to dawn
of liumans

By John Wilfbrd
The New York Times

Fossils of the oldest human
ancestors have been discovered
in Ethiopia, where these apelike
creatures lived 4.4 million years
ago on a forested flood plain.

Not only do they represent an
entirely new species, scientists
said, but they also may well be
the long-sought relatives who
lived close to the fateful time
when the lineages leading to
modem apes and Homo sapiens
went their separate ways.
"The discovery of these

ancient fossils and their context
signals a major step in out
understanding of human ori-
gins," Dr. Tim White, a paleon-
tologist at the University of
California at Berkeley, said
Wednesday in an announcement
of the findings.

Other scientists greeted the
announcement with ringing
endorsements. They said the
evidence for identifying the new
species was compelling. The
species represented an enor-
mous leap back of 800,000
years in reconstructing the pre-
human fossil record.

If genetic research by molec-
ular biologists is correct, the
find has taken scientists into
that intriguing evolutionary
time, estimated to be four mil-
lion to six million years ago,
when the apes and humans
diverged.

The name assigned to the new
species, Australopithecus
ramidus, is a reflection of its

presumed primal importance on
the human family tree. In the
Afar language of the region
where the fossils were found,
ramid is the word for root, and it

applies to plants or people -
thus humanity's root species.

Details about the fossils,
excavated in the last two years
at a site in the Ethiopian bad-
lands called Aramis, are being
reported in Thursday's issue of
the journal Nature in an article
by White and his two principal
colleagues. Dr. Gen Suwa, a
paleontologist and expert in
ancient teeth at the University of
Tokyo, and Dr. Berhane Asfaw,
an Ethiopian paleontologist.

They described the fossils as
*'the most apelike hominid
ancestor known," something
scientists have been seeking for
two decades, a closer "link in
the evolutionary chain of
species between humans and
their African ape ancestors."

In a commentary accompany-
ing the report. Dr. Bernard
Wood, a paleontologist at the
University of Liverpool in
England, wrote, "The metaphor
of a missing link has often been
misused, but it is a suitable epi-
thet for the hominid from
Aramis."
The fact that the fossils were

found in sediments of a previ-
ously wooded environment
could also be of profound sig-

nificance in reinterpreting the
early stages of human evolution.

It may even be the most impor-
tant immediate consequence of
the research.

"The most exciting thing
about this discovery is the eco-
logical context," Dr. Owen
Lovejoy, a paleontologist at
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alifomia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

for young male students (19-34

years of age) to donate sperm. You will

participate in a program designed to .

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

infertility. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors.
•

You are guaranteed complete
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financial compensation and free

medical/genetic testing. For more

detaib call C310)443-5244 EXT 24
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maryuana
draws
protests in

California
-—---

I I. r I I

-'

The New York Times

GARBERVILLE, Calif. —
There is a bumper crop of mari-

juana this year, and that means
war in Northern California's

coastal mountains.

With the shiny green plants

near harvesting. National Guard
helicopters are scouting out
remote gardens, unmarked police

cars are cruising dirt roads and
officers in camouflage are creep-

ing through brush.

But for some residents, the

authorities are not the good guys.

Homeowners in Humboldt,
Trinity and Mendocino Counties
— an area known as the Emerald

Triangle because of the quality

and quantity of marijuana pro-

duced there— said the forces try-

ing to eradicate marijuana were
more zealous than ever.

People have complained to

police about troops trampling

gardens and low-flying heli-

copters startling sunbathers and
frightening livestock.

*'They are certainly not here in

the numbers they used to be, but

they are getting more reckless,"

said Ed Denson of Alderpoint,

who runs an organization called

the Citizens Observation Group,

which gathers residents* com-
plaints about the law-enforce-

ment officers' behavior.

Although the group does not

take a public stand on marijuana,

it works'with the National
Organization For the Reform of

Marijuana Laws, called NORML,
which advocates the legalization

of the drug.

At Crossroads, a bar in

Laytonville, people complained
that the last way of making a liv-

ing in the area, growing marijua-

na, had been taken away from
them.

"This is a depressed area,"

said Bill Blum, a retired carpen-

ter from Laytonville. "A lot of

people out of desperation for

funds are growing marijuana, and

I wish CAMP would just go
away." ;

'

CAMP, or the Campaign
Against Marijuana Planting, is a

coordinated effort among county

sheriffs, the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency and the

National Guard.

The authorities say their efforts

mean they have the upper hand in

the war against marijuana, a cam-
paign in its 12th year and a flx-

ture of late sunmier here.

But not only marijuana grow-

ers are upset about the increased

law enforcement activity. General

interest in the agents' movements
is so intense that a local, main-
stream radio station gives law-

enforcement sightings among
reports of traffic accidents and
fire hazards.

"The Campaign Against
Marijuana Planting is in the

wilderness ridge area of
Branscomb," said an announcer
on KMUD in Garberville on
Friday afternoon.

* 'There are

approximately 20 ground troop-

ers and very low copter over-
flight. Campaign Against
Marijuana Planting has also used^

Branscomb road as a landing
zone."

See MARUUANA, page 58
^ »•

Actress' death stirs concern
over ovarian cancer
By Aim Hardle
Cox News Service

Actress Jessica Tandy's
recent death once again has
stirred talk of the disease most
often associated with comedian
Gilda Radner.
But every year thousands of

women quietly succumb to the
largely silent killer - ovarian
cancer.

It produces no early warning
signs - three quarters oif the
cases won't be diagnosed until

the cancer has spread to the
abdomen and other parts of the
body.

As a result, half of the 23,000
women who v^^i4l-t^e diagnosed
with ovarian cancer this year
will die from it, according to the

American Cancer Society.

"Of all the gynecological
cancers, it is the one that com-
mands the most interest and
also the most fear," said
Benedict Benigno, a gynecolog-
ical oncologist in Atlanta.

FOSSILS
i.v- From page 55

u* -

Kent State University in Ohio,
said in an interview.

The assumption had been that

when the climate changed and
forests gave way to grasslands,
the forces of natural selection
favored those apes that could
walk upright and adapt to the
open country. These adaptations
led to the first hominids.

If the new species did indeed
evolve in a forest, scientists will

. have to re-think these assump-
tions and, as White said, consid-
er that it "was not the savannah

"This is the most excit-

ing thing to happen

since Lucy."

Dr. Owen Lovejoy
Paleontologist

that forced us along the evolu-
tionary road."

As yet, there is only indirect

evidence that these creatures,
which were about the size of
Chimpanzees, were able to walk
upright. Most of the fossils are
of teeth, jaws, a cranial base and
some arm bones.

One of objectives of the next
excavations, to begin next
month, is to search for pelvic,
knee and foot bones that should
be more revealing of the
species' walking abilities.

By shaking up conventional
wisdom and extending the
chronology of human ancestry,

Lovejoy said, "this is the most
exciting thing to happen since
Lucy."

Until the new discoveries, the

earliest known direct human
ancestor was Australopithecus
afarensis, the first and most
famous specimen of which was
found in 1974 and nicknamed
Lucy.

This partial skeleton was
dated at 3.2 million years, and
other finds showed that the same
species lived between 3 and 3.6

million years ago, and perhaps
even earlier, though the evi-

dence is sparse and not well
established. The fossil footprints

that Mary Leakey, the noted
Kenyan paleontologist, uncov-
ered in Tanzania presumably
were made by A. afarensis.

The ovaries are a pair of
female reproductive glands.,
During the menstrual cycle, one
of the ovaries releases an egg.
The ovaries also produce the
female hormones estrogen and
progesterone.

Ovarian cancer strikes older
women primarily - most often
between the ages of 40 and 70 -

but has been known to occur in

teenagers. Tandy was 85 when
she lost her four-year battle
with the disease.

Radner was 42 when her
death in 1989 prompted an out-

pouring of concern about the
disease. Radner's aunt, a first

cousin and possibly her grand-
mother also had the disease.

Heredity is a risk factor. Only
one in 70 women gets ovarian
cancer. But if two first-degree

blood relatives (mother, sister

or daughter) have had the dis-

ease, the risk of getting ovarian
cancer increases to 50 percent.

Women who have not had
children by age 35 also appear

to be at a greater risk. By con-
trast, women who take oral con-
traceptives apparently decrease
their chances of getting ovarian
cancer.

If the disease is detected
early, an estimated 90 percent of
those treated survive.
Unfortunately, such occurrences
are rare. A tumor can grow for a

long time before it cause»>dis-
comfort or pain.

Women who experience early

symptoms often complain of
subtle problems, such as a feel-

ing of fullness, indigestion or
annoying pain.

Peggie Smeltzer's primary
complaint was aching thighs
when she was diagnosed in

1988 with ovarian cancer, a dis-

ease she knew little about. "I
wasn't even really sick," said
Smeltzer, 65,.of Alpharetta, Ga.
She endured two surgeries,

including a hysterectomy, and
the nausea and vomiting from
chemotherapy. For the past five

years, Smeltzer's tests have

come back negative.

**I feel just great now," she
said. Her advice to new victims
of ovarian cancer is "to pray a
lot, have faith, and be brave.
They should be given a medal
for bravery for the chemothera-
py."

Because the disease hits
many women during
menopause, symptoms often are

dismissed as a natqral part of
aging.

Many women end up seeing
physicians other than gynecolo-
gists, who are the best equipped
to detect the cancer through a
pelvic exam, a pelvic ultra-

sound and blood test. But even
the most experienced gynecolo-
gists acknowledge failure.

Only the pelvic exam is part

of the annual gynecological
checkup, but small tumors often

go undetected. The blood test

also has limitations.

The test measures a protein
produced by the cancer and
shed into the blood stream.
Unfortunately, an estimated 20
percent of all women with ovar-

ian cancer have a normal blood
test.

On the flip side, the blood
test can show positive because
of many other benign condi-
tions, such as menstruation.

cysts and endometriosis.

Both the blood and ultra-
sound tests are under clinical

trials to measure their accuracy.

A Pap smear does not detect

ovarian cancer.

Wijh no foolproof method of
screening, early-stage ovarian
cancer continues to elude physi-

cians and victims. "It is very
unusual for me to diagnose
ovarian cancer when it is in an
early stage, and then it is almost
always a serendipitous event,"
Benigno said.

Surgery almost always is the

result of a diagnosis of ovarian
cancer. Newer drugs such as
taxol are making the chemother-
apy portion of the treatment
more tolerable.

But doctors and ovarian-can-

cer victims attribute survival to

something modern medicine
can't provide - a determination
to lick the disease.

"Patients determined to beat

an illness approach the problem
with an equanimity that is truly

astounding," Benigno said.

"They seem to do better. Every
oncologist knows this."

Smeltzer knows this, too.

"Your attitude is very impor-
tant," she said. "You think
more of the quality of your life

than the quantity of it."
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Scarce farmland being swallowed by developers

t\

By Philip Shenon
The New York Times

- GINCUN, China ^ Near the

boomtowns of southern China,
superhfghways and smoke-
belching factories sprout from
the ground almost as quickly as

the stalks of sweet corn raised by
the barefoot farmers of this tiny

village.

"My two sons cannot sleep at

night because of this terrible

noise," said Qin Liang Kai, 30, a

farmer, nodding toward the
unending rush of cars and trucks

along the new six-lane express-

way that borders his cornfields.

The $1 billion highway, which
opened only this summer, links

the thriving coastal province of
Guangdong to Hong Kong. And
it has ended Gincun's pastoral

quiet.

As he broke up thick clumps
of rust-colored dirt by pounding
them with a bamboo-handled
hoe, Qin said he figured that all

of his neighbors would be gone
within a few years - some forced

from their farms into migrant
labor, others pleased to go to

better-paying jobs in the facto-

ries.

*'But I do not understand," he

said. "If we all leave the land,

who will feed the people?"
The government is asking the

same question. After years of
encouraging industrial growth at

almost any cost to the nation's

farmland, the Chinese govern-
ment is discovering, to its dis-

may, what that cost really is.

China has 20 percent of the

world's population, but only 7

percent of the world's arable
land. And farmland is disappear-

ing so rapidly, sacrificed to make
way for industry and develop-

ment, that the government is

worried that China could once
again face the nightmare of food

shortages - a threat with conse-

quences far beyond China's bor-

ders.

The total farmland in the
country, about 370,000 square
miles, has declined by nearly 20
percent since the late 1950s.

"Our first priority in the gov-
ernment is to make sure all the

people are fed," said Zhan
Giuigi, an engineer with the

State Land Administration.
"China is so big that it's impos-
sible for other countries to pro-

vide us with food. We must be

self-sufficient. We must not
allow the destruction of any
more farmland.'

'

The problem is most severe in

booming coastal provinces like

Guangdong, which has recorded

double-digit economic growth
for years because of its proximi-

ty to Hong Kong.
In the provincial capital,

Guangzhou, the city known in

colonial times as Canton, down-
town land prices equal those of
some Western European capitals.

The city has been turned into

one vast construction site, with
building cranes rising every few
hundred feet along the gray
waters of the Pearl River.

The land of Guangdong
Province is prized by farmers for

its fertility, but real-estate devel-

opers say that its value to farm-

ers cannot compare to its value

as the site of clothing factories,

soft-drink bottling plants or lux-

ury hotels, all of which have
recently risen on what used to be
agricultural land.

Last year the State Council,
the body that runs the country
day to day, issued a tough-word-
ed order to the leaders of
Guangdong Province to preserve

the little farmland that remains.

Qut in Gincun, as elsewhere in

southern China, the huge profits

from land sales tend to over-
whelm any fear of the central

government. With the prospect

of millions of dollars in profits

on even a small plot of land,

developers and corrupt officials

are often willing^to take the risk

of ignoring instructions from
Beijing.

Several miles east of the city

limit; ofGuangzhou, the farmers

of Gincun toiled in their fields

on a recent summer afternoon,

doing their best to ignore the

drippy heat and the ceaseless
nimble of the traffic on the new
superhighway.

These farmers are being sur-

rounded by the explosion in the

Chinese economy, and it is diffi-

cult to imagine how they can
survive - the land is ju^t t.oo

valuable to permit it to be used
for farming much longer.

Her white blouse stained with

sweat and her lavender pants
rolled up to the ankle to keep
them clean from the red earth,

Xiao Wei stepped to the banks of
the fetid creek that separates her

small plot of land from the

expressway.

"Sometimes I think that the

highway is good because it helps

us take our produce to the city to

sell," said Xiao, who rents her

land from a local agricultural

commune. "But at the same
time I am worried, like every-

body else. The land developers
have already been around here

asking questions. They could
take away all of this land."

On the other side of the creek,

Qin, the corn farmer, leaned
against his hoe as he tried to fig-

ure out how much longer he
could earn a living from this

land. He said that he would pay
about $470 this year to rent his

three-acre farm from a local
agricultural college. His total

income for the year, he said, will

be about $2,500, enough to feed

his wife and two sons.

But as the value of the land
explodes, Qin said, so will his

rent, and it is next year that he is

worried about.

"Next year, I think that the

rent will go up about 20 percent,

maybe more," he said. "Then
how can I afford to stay? I do not

know how anybody can afford to

stay."

MARIJUANA
From page 56

Jack MaGuire, president of the

board of KMUD, said the station

gave raid reports not necessarily

to warn marijuana growers, but to

warn citizens for their own safe-

ty.

"It's like a Boy Scout outing
for law enforcement," MaGuire
said. "It's a kick. They get free

meals and board. They get up
here, and everyone in the coun-

.

tryside is a criminal."

County sheriff departments
spend all summer looking for

marijuana gardens and conduct-
ing raids. But the big push hap-
pens from mid-August to mid-
October by CAMP.

Dale A. Ferranto, special agent
in charge of CAMP, said that his

'

troops tried not to disturb the
locals, hut that it was difficult not
to do so. And the local animosity

could prove dangerous to the
troops, he. said. Last week, a
CAMP helicopter was shot at in

Santa Cruz County.

"If you don't like us, then quit

growing the dope up there or tell

your neighbors to stop, and we'll

stop coming," Ferranto said.

Locals say helicopters fly too
'

low in their search for marijuana,

even lower than the heights per-

mitted by CAMP. In one case,
Denson said, a helicopter fright-

ened a stallion, which then had a

heart attack and died. In another,

a homeowner complained that a
CAMP helicopter swooped onto
his property and, without permis-
sion, took water from his pond,
Denson said.

The authorities said the heli-

copters were not flying too low.

But three weeks ago, in response
to the complaints, the Sheriff's

Department of Humboldt County
held a demonstration to show
exactly how high the helicopters

were permitted to fly.

A crowd of 200 people, the
department said, turned out,
many with video cameras and
sound-measuring devices to cre-

ate a record to bolster future
complaints.

Another threat to CAMP is

budget cuts. Ferranto has seen his

operating budget reduced to

$400,000 this year from $2 miU
lion in 1988. His staff dropped to

less than 50 from 100 in 1988.

"Marijuana is not on the top of
the list anymore," Ferranto said.
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say
By Janet Weeks
Los Angeles Dally News

LOS ANGELES — At first
glance^ it appears that Andrew
Herman is cheating.

The 23-year-old California
State University, Northridge, stu-
dent is peering over the shoulder
of the woman seated in front of
him, undisguisedly reading her
notes as they appear on a small
lap-top computer with a pop-up
screen.

Of course, he is not cheating.
In fact, Herman says, without the
help of Sandy Eisenberg and her
computer, he would be cheated
out of the education he seeks.

Herman has been deaf since
birth. In the past, he would have
been forced to rely on a sign-lan-
guage interpreter to convey the
professor's words and a note-
taker to provide a text to the lec-
ture.

Both systems have faults:
Herman, like many other hearing-
impaired men and women, cannot
read sign language well. And
note-takers, no matter how adept,

,cannot catch every word uttered
in class. Also, students who wish

CIGARETTES

to take their own notes miss
much of the lecture when they
look away from the interpreter.

Now, Herman can read along
with practically every word spo-
ken as it is being said, through a.

controversial system calitd
'*real-time captioning."

Critics fear that the technology,
touted by fans as a tool that gives

"The great advantage is

that I can keep up with

the lecture. It gives me
time to relax, so it's not

so tense,"

Andrew Herman
CSUN student

the deaf an edge in the world,
eventually will erode deaf cul-
ture, which is centered around
American Sign Language.

For Herman, who was main-
streamed into public school at an
eariy age and only learned sign
language five years ago, caption-
ing means the difference between
getting only 50 percent of the lec-

ture and "hearing" it all.

"The great advantage is that I

can keep up with the lecture,"
said Herman. "It gives me time
to relax, so it's not so tense."

CSUN is the only state college

. so^far to offer real-time caption-
ing, a program officials hope to
expand in coming years. It woilcs
like this:

Eisenberg "steno-writes" the
professor's words into a steno-
graph machine, a device used by
court reporters to record testimo-
ny during trials. At 200 words per
minute, she can catch everything
said in the classroom through a
kind of mechanical shorthand.
The stenograph is connected to

a lap-top computer, which trans-

lates the shorthand into words. As
she works, the words appear on
the screen. At the end of class,
the verbatim text of the session
can be printed out and distributed

^ notes.

Before real-time captioning,
deaf student Igor Bilis, 23, said
he continually was frustrated in

school.

'IWiCh note-takers, I can't
understand what's going on in
class and I'm bored," said the

Russian-born marketing major.
"(Captioning) has opened up a
new world to me.'

'

He no longer feels isolated by

"The greatest stumbling

block this program faces

is acceptance of the

technology. People are

afraid this is going to

change and affect deaf

culture. It*s a very deli-

cate subject."

Glory Johnson
RAPIDTEXT Vice President

From page 51

fire-safe cigarette was spurred by
the deaths of seven members of
one family in his district in 1979,
said time was running out on pas-
sage of the legislation this year,
"because the crime bill and the
health bill took so much time."
The bill has not made it out of the

Commerce and Energy
Committee.

"Just last week, a 2-week-old
baby was burned to death in
Kittery, Maine, because a cigarette

ignited a chair," Moakley said.
The boy's mother and 2-year-old
brother also died.

"There was no thought

that these products

would be smokable, that

they should be §^loked

from a health perspec^

tive, that they had com-
mercial viability of any

sort."

JohnRupp

Officials of the Tobacco
Institute, the industry's lobbying
arm, could not be reached for
comment. But John Rupp, of the
law firm Covington & Burling in

Washington, who represents
tobacco manufacturers, said the
prototype fire-safe cigarettes used
in the federal study took the fac-
tors of paper porosity, expanded
tobacco and cigarette circumfer-
ence * *to the extreme."

"There was no thought that
these products would be smok-
able, that they should be smoked
from a health perspective, that
they had conmiercial viability of
any sort," Rupp said.

He also said that variations in

air flow, humidity, furniture fabric

and the way the cigarette drops •

onto the furniture are "much more
potent than the characteristics of
the cigarette" in determining,-
whether a fire will start

Gann countered, "The upshot
of that is that we should require
relative humidity to always be the

same, that cigarettes all fall the

same way and air flow over the

dfdpped cigarette be constam.**

discussions, excluded by debates.
"I can laugh along with the

rest of the class. I'm not left out
anymore."

Bilis lost his hearing at the age
of 9 months, when he suffered a
high fever. Although he under-
stands sign language, he said it is

difficult to watch an interpreter
and take notes at the same time.
"I think this captioning technolo-

gy i^great for the deaf."

Butnot everyone is sold on
real-time captioning. ,

'

"The greatest stumbling block
this program faces is acceptance
of the technology," said Glory
Johnson, vice president of
RAPIDTEXT, the Newport
Beach company that produces
real-time captioning computer
software.

"People are afraid this is going
to change and affect deaf culture.

It's a very delicate subject.'

*

Deaf-culture purists worry that

captioning will replace human
interpreters and destroy that emo-
tional bond between students and
translators.

They also believe that deaf
men and women shpuldn't have
to read lips or learn to speak to

survive in a hearing worid.

The tensions between deaf cul-

turists and those who advocate
mainstreaming the hearing
impaired into society came to the

fore with the crowning of
Heather Whitestone as Miss
America. The 2 1 -year-old from
Birmingham, Ala., lost her hear-

See DEAF, page 61
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Despite role as negotiator, Carter feels
By Maureen Dowd
The New York Times

ATLANTA - Even now that he
is helping make U.S. foreign pol-

icy, even now that he is stopping
war on the wing, Jimmy Carter
still gets that jilted feeling from
the Clinton administration.

And ihe worst of it is, he sig-

nals that he is being treated shab-

bily by someone he brought into

the State Department, Warren
Christopher, a man he once called

'*the finest public servant I ever
have known.'

'

"Rosalynn and I have dis-
cussed this a lot, it means a lot to

us,' ' he said today, sitting in his

office at the Carter Center with
one worn loafer up on the glass

coffee table, next to a walrus
tusk, a cribbage game and a glass

dove.

"We haven't come up with a
solution to it," he said in a

sprawling interview that touched
on his changing relationship with
President Clinton, his war poetry
and his secret efforts to stop the

Persian Gulf war.

He circled around but rarely
used Christopher's name. It was

probably inevitable that there
would be tension between the

former president, who is running
around the globe acting like a

secretary of state, and the secre-

tary of state, who is back in

Washington acting frustrated.

It was a telling sign Saturday
afternoon in Washington when
Christopher and his deputy.
Strobe Talbott, shewed up in a
limousine to take a break at the

late afternoon showing of the
Robert Redford movie, **Quiz
Show," while Carter was scram-
bling around in Haiti trying to

negotiate a last-minute deal that

would stop the planned invasion

of the Caribbean country.

Carter should be basking in his

moment of glory. (A CNN poll

showed Carter getting 70 percent

of the credit for the peaceful res-

olution, and Clinton only IS per-

cent.) But the former president,

as one friend puts it, is a man
with "a Mission, capital M, and
Moral force, capital M."
And with a will of steel, he has

forced a reluctant Clinton admin-
istration to accept his help as a

global facilitator and peacemak-
er, possibly with an eye toward

winning the Nobel Peace Prize he
missed out on for the Camp
David accords, and certainly to

turn the Carter Center in Atlanta

into a diplomatic powerhouse in

resolving intractable disputes.

So, ever since Carter got back
to Atlanta on Monday night, car-

rying his own little blue suitcase,

he has veered between happiness

the White House jand President
Clinton personally who has said

go ahead, but obviously, it's been
reported, over the planning and
vehement opposition of many of
his top advisers."

"Opposition, by the way, that I

do not comprehend," he said.

"It's totally illogical to me.
We've just had to accept the fact

"Gore has been a great help, Tony Lake to a little

bit lesser degree. I know that after President

Clinton announced that we were going, there was

even more consternation ..."

Jimmy Carter

and wonder at the agreement he
forged, and unhappiness and
wonder at the cautions that some
Clinton advisers had leveled
about the risks of freelancing by
a former president.

"I don*t know if you've talked

to anybody at the State
Department,' ' Carter said, refer-

ring to his policy-on-the-hoof
adventures in North Korea and
Haiti. "In both cases, it's been

that there is this great reluctance,

primarily concentrated in the
Sute Department. The ones that

are closest to the president are the

ones that finally approved our
intercession.

"Gore has been a great help,

Tony Lake to a little bit lesser

degree. I know that after
President Clinton announced that

we were going, there was even
more consternation in the State
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*i*^J»4^'^'*'*^^-"^*'^
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)re€iated
Department than there was when
we dealt with North Korea. But I

don't know why. I honestly don't.

I'm not being coy about it.

"Warren Christopher's back-
ground is superb," he said.
"When I gave him the
Congressional Medal of Freedom
in the presence of all my Cabinet
members - he was a subcabinet
member - I said, 'This is the
finest public servant I've ever
known.' So, I don't know what
there is there."

The State Department tried
hard Tiiesday to dispel any notion

that Christopher was plotting
against his old mentor. "There
have been some erroneous
reports that Secretary
Christopher was ^against
President Carter's participation,"

said Michael McCurry, the
Department spokesman.
He said:

*
'President Carter

probably remembers the speech
that Secretary Christopher gave
at the dedication of the Carter
Center in Atlanta, which was
about the underutilized role of
the ex-presidents."

But while expressing admira-
tion for Carter, some officials

said he must be enjoyed in mod-
eration. When he wanted to jump
into the Middle East peace talks

earlier this year, for example, the

administration declined, to
Carter's dismay.

Even in moments of triumph
there are nagging questions:
When an envoy like Carter moves
the goalposts is the outcome
worth what was given up? That
question seemed particularly
acute Tuesday as Haitian police
beat demonstrators, killing one,
in plain sight of the U.S. Army in

Port-au-Prince.

The interview was cut short
before Carter could discuss how
he felt about those developments.
"You want to make sure when

Carter goes somewhere that he -

knows that he's an emissary, not
a free agent," said one adminis-
tration official.

"Carter is very independent,"
said another with a sigh.

He added, "This kind of frus-

tration is endemic with prominent
Americans who are trying to help
the government. You have a gov-
ernment in place that's working
on policies and you have to think

hard about how to use national

assets like President Carter."
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DEAF
From page 59

ing during an illness at age 1 1/2.

Whitestone reads lips and is an
**oralist," meaning that she
speaks. That puts her at odds with
purists among the deaf culture
who argue that deaf children
should use American Sign
Language, which is distinct from
spoken or signed English.

After winning the pageant
Saturday, Whitestone, 21, told
reporters that the exclusive use of
sign language by people who are
hearing impairpd limits what they
can achieve. Her comments
touched off a minor mae|sUrom.
The same arguments are used

in the debate over captioning. But
proponents of the new technology
say it does not exclude anyone
from using sign language. It sim-
ply gives them options.

"People have a choice now,"
said Evelyn Cederbaum, associ-
ate director of the National
Center on Deafness at CSUN.
With 250 students, the university
has the largest population of
mainstreamed deaf men and
women in the nation.

Tony Ivankovic, a deaf man
who maintains the library at the
National Ce-nter on Deafness,
said he isn't worried that deaf
culture will be defeated by cap-
tioning.

"Interpreters will always be
there because you can't caption
everything said in every room on
campus. It's impossible."

Indeed, there is a very real
limit to CSUN's program: Only
one woman - Eisenberg - has the

special training needed to per-
form real-time captioning, which
is a different skill from court
reporting.

Court reporters have the luxury
of editing to clean up any mis-
takes. Captionists do not.

"Interpreters will always

be there because you

can't caption every-

thing said in every room
on campus.**

Tony Ivankovic
National Center on Deafness

- Also, she must spell out large
words that are not part of her
computer's vocabulary. A recent
Biology 100 discussion of cell
division, for example, was lit-

tered with words such as
"cytokinesis" and "phracmo-
plast."

To increase the pool of cap-
tionists on campus, CSUN hopes
to begin an internship program
for students enrolled in court-
reporting schools.

Also, the university is looking
for money to expand the pro-
gram. Currently, it operates on
some state money and an $1 1,000
federal grant.

•'The potential for this is

greaC said Eisenberg. "Imagine
how it could help students who
speak a foreign language, or dis-

abled students who physically
can't take notes. It could be phe-
nomenal."
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Thanks to Mike J., Laurie W., and Eric Y.

for all ofyour hard work on Reg!

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES?

RATES!

In April 1994. the Los Angeles Times published the results of an auto insurance rate
comparison done by the California Department of Insurance. Thirteen of the largest
carriers in the state were compared using six different age/rating categories. The
comparison qlearly showed that one company was consistently a low rate leaderr
often eclipsing the opposition in BOTH the "Good Driver" and "NOT Good Driver"
categories.

1

We have represented this company and other fine companies for the last 22 years.
While they are VERY COMPETITIVE for all rating groups, in our opinion the most
SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS occur if you are in one of these groups:

• A single young person licensed at least three years

• A young married couple

• A married couple with young drivers

I

• Currently paying high premiums because you have 2-3 points, i.e., not
a "Good Driver" as defined by Proposition 103

If you are in one of these categories, it Is very likely that you are paying more than
you need to for auto Insurance. Please CALL US for a noK)bligation quote. It takes
just a few minutes to quote you and you will be glad you called. You will receive a
written quotation In the mail.

INSURAIDE INSURANCE AGENCYJNC.
AUTO INSURANCE PROFESSIONAL SINCE 1970

1081 WestwocKl Blvd. Suite 221, Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)208-3548
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Clinton

corners
himself
along witli

Ills quarry

By Michael Wines
The New York Times

WASHINGTON - Wherever he
is, the late Lyndon Johnson surely

is shaking jiis head in wonder-
ment at the current plight of his

onetime critic. Bill Clinton, who
is now president.

No, Haiti is hardly Vietnam,
not as a foe; not as a moral dilem-
ma; probably not as a military
quagmire. Yet 26 years lifter

Clinton took to the streets to

assail Johnson's war, he now--
finds himself, eerily, starring in

its revival on the small stage: the

principled president, drawn ever
deeper into an unpopular battle by
his own policies and a fear that

retreat equals humiliation.

So it was that a superpower
threat to invade one of the world's
weakest nations ballooned into a
do-or-die test two weeks ago of
the president's political manhood
and diplomatic respect.

It is not that Clinton lacks for

intelligent arguments that his
course, morally and historically,

is right. But even many of those
Democrats who believe Clinton is

right to threaten military action
suspect that he has arrived at that

choice not by design, but by
default.

After repeated bluster in
Bosnia, Somalia and Haiti - fol-

lowed by repeated retreat in each
instance - Clinton simply cannot
afford to rattle another empty
scabbard if he is to maintain the

status of a world leader, they say.

*'Now they're faced with the
stark reality that they have got to

invade," a Democrat on the
Senate's Foreign Relations
Committee said last week in an
interview. "They'll never be able
to make a bluff anywhere in the

world if they threaten to invade
Haiti and back down."
Few in Washington disagree

with the president's broad goals:

to end the dictatorship of Lt. Gen.
Raoul Cedras, to halt the political

torture and murder, to restore to

office Haiti's first democratically
elected president, the Rev. Jean-
Bertrand Aristide.

No one disputes his ultimate
aim, to sweep back the tide of
refugees fleeing Haiti for eco-
nomic or political salvation in the
United States. And Clinton could
credibly argue that his ultimatum
to Haiti's dictators effectively

continued a policy wielded
against dictatorships in Grenada
and Panama by Presidents Ronald
Reagan and George Bush.
Clinton's quagmire is not

strategic, however, but acutely
political. In Port-au-Prince, the

See HAITI, page 63
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military appears to have conclud-
ed it could step over Clinton's lat-

est line in the sand because it had
crosscxLothers in the last 18
months with such impunity.

The White House appears to
have miscalculated Cedras' sta-

mina - and, as a result, to have
drawn furious new demands for
tougher steps from hunger strik-

ers, from blocs in Congress, from
Florida politicians, from Aristide.

And on Capitol Hill, Clinton is

seen as having placed U.S. credi-
bility on the line without bother-
ing to bring voters or lawmakers
along - a key to making any
threat convincing.

Clinton seemed to make a bow
to that argument Friday, sending
former President Jimmy Carter,
Sen. Sam Nunn of Georgia and
retired Gen. Colin Powell to make
a final pitch for Cedras' peaceful
departure. They were sent after
Clinton's backers in the Capitol
warned he was rushing into battle

without having rallied political
support or exhausted all options.

Yet even his supporters allowed
that Clinton had moved the crisis

to such a pitch that, should that
last plea fail, he had no choice but
to invade or lose all credibility.

"What we're trying to prove,"
said Rep. Lee Hamilton, of
Indiana, "is that we mean what
we say." I

That has not always been so
clear.

When Cedras ousted Aristide
in September 1991, Bush called it

a threat to U.S. security and
vowed that the coup would not
stand, but did little else. When
Bush ordered the military to
intercept Haitian refugees at sea
and return them home, presiden-
tial candidate Clinton vowed to
reverse it and return Aristide to
power.

President Clinton quickly
broke that pledge. For one thing,

he realized - as had Bush - that
accepting the boat people would
encourage a greater exodus.
For another, he adopted the

early view of his aides that Haiti
would never be stable unless its

ruling military and business elite

were part of any political settle-

ment. So he began to bargain with
Cedras not for the restoration of
Aristide, but for a power-sharing
accord.

But for this to work, the gener-
als had to be persuaded that they
had no other choice. They had
already shown they could with-
stand sanctions almost indefinite-

ly. Without a convincing threat to
oust them, they proved extraordi-
narily difficult to persuade.

For a while, Aristide lashed out
at his erstwhile White House
allies. Then he proved sufficiently

pliant about the need to reassure
the wealthy that the White House
succeeded in brokering a United
Nations accord in mid-1993
under which Cedras agreed to
cede power. But there was a criti-

cal flaw: the general faced no
punishment if he reneged.

And he did. Then, when the
White House sent the USS Harlan
County that October to enforce
the deal, a gang of Cedras thugs
met it at the Port-au-Prince dock.

It was a crucial moment, per-
haps the last opportunity to per-

suade Cedras that he, like
Aristide, had no choice but to

compromise. Instead, the ship
steamed away, and Clinton's
credibility sank in its wake.
So negotiation had produced

only a humiliation, and this

strengthened the belief that
Washington, whatever its threats,

would not move beyond econom-
ic punishment to the use of force.
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10889 Weyburn Ave.
near the corner of Westwood

If$ a WONDERFUL UFE

With a GREAT SMIlf!

SPECIAL: (50-
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETICAND
GENERALDENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•NitToos Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Houn. Free Parking/Validated Paridng
•Checks, Credii Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman.' D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Weitwood Blvd. #460 (between Wlthire & Snu Monica Bl.)

ForAppoiBtmcBtCaU: (310)474-3765

Hot Hair Salon
Speciolizing in

BLACK HAIR CARE

$45 Retouch & Relaxer

$25 Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special

I007BROXrONAVE.

WESTWOOD VIIMGE

(310)208-3698

CONTAQANA

LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY

^

LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL OPEN HOUSE

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1994

Meet Loyola's distinguished Faculty, Students, and StafTand attend a
mock class and reception.

Choose from One of the following classes:

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
CONTRACTS
CORPORATIONS
ENTERTAINMENT LAW
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

FAMILY LAW
INTERNATIONAL LAW
LANDLORD/TENANT LAW
SEX DISCRIMINA TION
TRUSTS d WILLS

CALL NOW TO RESERVE YOUR CHOICE OF CLASS

SEATING IS LIMITED

R-S.V.P. - Loyola Law School Admissions Office

(213) 736-1180
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20% off T-shirts. 20% off T-shirts.
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Neon phone. $29.95
Regularly $59.95 Black light.

msssixsjaj"
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pocket.

Putyour books inside.

Putyour Aahs! stuffinside.

Put your WialUt inside

s. (Hii.im/ci Leather cover. Daily planner. Monthly planner.

Telephone directory. Credit card holder. Caih holder.

Tough, durable canvas (rip proof).

$7.99
Regularly $39.99

Freeplush toy with anypurchase over $5.
One coupon per customer per purchase. Expires 10-21-94.

$19.95
Rcgulariy $59.95

1083 BROXTON AVE.
310-824-1688
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The special love between a mother and baby comes straight from the heart.

This supplement has been prepared and copyrighted by Human Life Alliance of Minnesota.
Inc.. 3570 Lexington Avenue North, Suite 302 • Sl Paul, Minnesota 55126 • (612) 484-1040.

Dear Reader:

If you're in a crisis pregnancy, or
knowsomeone who is, please be assured
thatwe understandtheemotionaltrauma
you are going through— the doubts, the

fears, the sense ofshame andfrustration.
We know the agonizing decisions you
face and the pressures youfeel.

Atfirst blush, opting for an abortion
probably sounds like the "quick-fix" so-

lution to your problem. You need to be
advised, as this supplement does in

numerous articles, that abortion is not in
your best interest. Those who have been
telling you that it's a "women's rights"

issue have been withholding critical in-

formationfrom you.

Actually . ifyou are subjecting your-

selfto the possible (rfter-effects ofabor-
tion, as outlined on page eleven: orput-
ting yourselfin the position ofbeing the

anguishedmother pouring out her heart
from personal experience (also page
eleven): or making yourself two to four
timesmoreprone to breastcancer(docu-
mented by recent research), shouldn't

people who claim to be for wompn be
warning you of these consequences?

Perhaps abortion isn*tabout women's
rights ifter all! What then, or whom, is

it about? The answer j:an be found
within these pages.

on page four that the miniaturized lan-

guage mapping out the new baby at the

time offertilization containsmore irtfor-

mation about him/her than can bestored
infive sets (not volumes) ofEncyclope-
dia Britanruca?

It is our hope that in reading this sup-

plementandrelating to thepreborn child
you will be convinced that abortion,

besides not being inyour best interest, is

indeed an unjust, inhumane and irre-

versible destructionofaninnocenthuman
Itfe. There are alternatives to such a
drastic measure!

Is carrying your baby to term a man-
ageable decision? Yes it is! Please refer
to page five to realize the number of
people and organizations ready and
eager to help you. Don' t hesitate to call

on them, whateveryour needs. The sup-

port is there to see you through your
crisis pregnancy -and beyond'

Remember the decisionyou make will

qfjfectyouforthe restofyour life. Don't
let anyone pressure you into a quick
decision! We don't pretend to have an
easy solution - but a just, manageable,
rewarding one, one which you will not
regret: continued lifefor your baby!

For instance, isn't it exciting to dis- Marlene Reid, President
cover, as Dr. Jerome Lejeune points out Human Life Alliance cfMinnesota

The War of Words
Claim: Abortion is legal, therefore, U must be right
Answer: Ifchild abuse were suddenly declared legal by theU.S. Supreme Court, would that
make it right? Would we ignore such an injustice and do nothing to protect the children?

Claim: / have the right to "choose" to abort my baby, a woman's "right to choose!"
Answer: Abraham Lincoln once said "Noone has the right to choose to do what is wrong."
Furthermore, the advocates who defend this "choice" are not consistent Why is it only in

the case of abortion they argue that "choice" should be legal and absolute? Using the same
rationale, shouldn't people have the right to "choose" to use drugs {"It's my body") or the
right to "choose" to practice prostiuition? Should our society allow a person to"choose'' to
kill another person (or have that person killed) to solve the first person's problem?

Claim: The government should not interfere with a woman's "right" to abortion.
Answer: Our Declaration of Independence declares that we have an " inalienable right to
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness." Thomas Jefferson defined government's role,

"The care of human life and happiness, and not their destruction, is the first and only object
ofgood government." Pres. Reagan, adefenderofthehunumandcivil rights ofthepreborn,
called it "the transcendent right to life of all human beings, the right without which no
other rights have any meaning." (Without life, taxation, health-care etc. are immaterial).

Claim: Ifpublic money (tax money) is notavailable topayforabortions *'poor" women
will be denied access to abortion. They will be discriminated against.

Answer: Are we obligated to provide cigarettes and alcohol to poor people if they cannot
afford them? On the contrary, government is very explicit about which items may be
purchased with food stamps. Is this considered discrimination? The same people who argue
for "public" subsidies for abortions are the same ones who argue that it is a "private"
decision. To quote Congressman Henry Hyde, " We have a " right" of free speech. Does this

mean the government has to buy us a personal computer? A typewriter? A megaphone?"

Claim: Iampersonallyopposedto abortion, butI wouldnotinterfere with another's right
to have an abortion nor impose my morality on others. ^
Answer: Analogy - if President Lincoln and the abolitionists had bought this line of
reasoning regarding the slavery issue, we could still be saddled with slavery today. Every
law ever passed sets standards which refiect someone's (or a body of law-makers') morality.

Claim: You want to ban women's '^constitutional right" to abortion.

Answer: This is a "spurious" or false "right" - having no basis in the constitution. The U.S.
Supreme Court claims to have discovered a "privacy" right in the "penumbra" of the

Constitution ("penumbra" definition: a partly lighted area around an area of full shadow).
Court decisions (Roe v. Wade andDoe v. Bolton) are aberrations (deviations from truth) and
do nothing more than grant temporary license to kill children in the womb, the most
dangerous place of residence. This license is tenuous and could be over-ridden by reversal
or an amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Indeed, to guarantee the permanent freedom of
thes]avesandestablishrightsforallU.S."persons" the 14th Amendment to the Constiuition
was passed. It stales, "..Mo state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States: nor shall any state deprive any
perSQlL oflife, liberty, orproperty without dueprocess oflaw: nor deny to anv person within
itsjurisdiction the equalprotection ofthe law." (emphasis added). In Roe v. Wade the Court
determined that unborn children are noi "persons" even though they have the right to inherit

property and many other rights. Some states have entire sections of law outlining Crimes
Against Unborn Children in which they, from conception on, areprotected from negligent
or willful harm or death.

Claim: If legal abortions are banned, women will resort to back alley abortions.
Answer: In 1972, the year before the Supreme Court legalized abortion, a total of39 won^en
died from illegal abortions, according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. Former
abortion provider Carol EvereU slates, "In the last 1 8 months I was in the business, we were
completing 5(X) abortions monthly and killing or maiming one woman out of 5(X)" (p. 10).
If the numbers are this astounding for her four Texas clinics, it doesn't take an expert
mathematician to figure out that the number of casualties happening nationwide at the over
3(XX) supposedly "safe" abortuaries would be in the high hundreds.

Claim: Abortion should be legal to end a pregnancy resultingfrom rape or incest.

Answer: It is important to remember that the child conceived in rape, or incest, is no less
human than any other child. David Reardon's article, (page 8) points out that the very wcM^t
solution that can be offwed to the pregnant woman at this crisis time in her life is an abortion.
Abortion compounds the problem! If a small child were killed in the street by a negligent
driverand it was laterdetermined that the child had been conceived in rape, would the driver
be held less responsible? Is that child's death less tragic?
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Test YourAbortion I.Q.

1. On January 22, 1973 the U.S. Supreme
Court legalized abortion through which
month of pregnancy? A) 3rd month; B)
4th month; C) 6th month; D) 9lh month

2. Since abortion was legalized in 1973
the number of prebom babies' lives

extinguished by abortion is: A) 6 million;

B) 12 mUUon C) 30 million; D) 32 million

3. Abortion is the^leading cause of death
in the U.S., causing what percent of total

deaths? A) 21%; B) 35%;C) 46%; D) 52%

4. What age group of women have the

-greatest number of abortions? A) 15 - 19;
B) 20 -24; C) 25 -29; D) 30 -34

5. In the Black community, 65% of the

babies are bom to single mothers. About
10 million Black children have been
aborted since abortion was legalized. This
is what fraction of the present Black
population in the U.S.? A) one-eighth; B)
one-fifth; C) one-third; D) one-half

6. Since 1960 the number of babies bom
out-of-wedlock has risen by what percent?

A)60%; B) 105%; Q 250%; D) 419%

7. Women who abort their fiorst child stand
how much greater risk of developing
breast cancer? A) 3 x; B)2x; C)4x

8. With the advances in medical science
the number of surgical procedures which
are now performed on babies in the womb
is: A) over 50; B) 80; C) 90; D) over 100

9. One out of every how many prebom
babies is killed by abortion? A) two;
B) three; C) four; D) six

10. What percent of abortions performed
in the U.S. are repeat abortions? A)30%;
B) nearly 40%; C) nearly 50%; D) 60%

1 1

.

What percent of women who have had
abortions experience suicidal tendencies?
A) 45%; B) 60%; C) 70%; D) 75%

12. A developing baby's heart begins to

beat at: A) 21 days; B) 30 days;

C) 45 days; D) 60 days

13) How many Americans now have an
incurable sexually transmitted disease?
A)20 million; B) 36 million; C) 56 million

14) Every year up to what number of U.S.
women become infertile because of STDs?
A)66,000; B)75,000; C)98,000; D) 150,000
The answers tolhese questions can be found on p. 9.

Abortion is Legal During

7th, 8th and 9th Months

In Roe V. Wade the Court allowed states to

restrict abortions in the 3rd trimester "except
where it is necessary... for the preservation

of life or health of the mother." However, in

Doe V. Bolton, the companion case to Roe,
the Court defined "health" to include "all

factors - physical, emotional, psychological,
familial, and the woman's age - relevant to

the well-being of the patient." Because of
this broad definition of "health" the Court, in

effect, permitted abortion-on-demand in all

fifty states right up until birth forany reason!

Chronology of a New Life

Fertilization: The sperm joins with the ovum to fomi one cell. This

one cell contains the complex genetic blueprint for every detail of human
development—the child's sex, hair and eye color, height, skin tone etc.

Month One: The first cell divides within several hours and then cell

division continues in an orderly fashion every few hours as the small group
of cells travels down the Fallopian tube to the uterus, where the uterine

lining has been prepared for implantation. There are over 100 cells present

when this tiny embryo reaches the uterus 7 to 10 days after fertilization.

Day 20—foundations of the brain, spinal cord and nervous system are

already established; day 21—the heart begins to beat in a regular fashion;

"^day 28—the backbone, the rest of the skeleton, and muscles are formings-
arms, legs, eyes and ears have begun to show. At one month old, the

embryo is 10,000 times larger than the original fertilized egg— and
developing rapidly. The heart is pumping increased quantities of blood
through the system. The placenta forms a unique barrier that keeps the

mother's blood separate, but allows food and oxygen to pass to the baby.

Month Two: At 35 days the pre-bom baby has allher fingers. Brainwaves
can be detected at day 40; the brain is controlling 40 sets of muscles as

well as the (x-gans. The jaw forms including teeth buds in the gums. The
eyelids seal during this time to protect the baby's developing light-sensitive

eyes which will reopen in the seventh month. The stomach produces diges-

tive juices and the kidneys have begun to function. The tiny human being
responds to touch. By 8 weeks, the developing baby is now referred to as

the fetus, a Latin word meaning "young one" or "offspring."

Month Three: Day 63 (9 weeks): Unique fingerprints are evident and
never change. The baby now sleeps, awakens and exercises her muscles by
turning her head, curling her toes, and opening and closing her mouth -

often sucking her thumb. Her palm, when stroked, will make a tigh^fist.

—She breathes amniotic fluid to help develop her respiratory system. By 12
wks. all the organs and systems of her body are functioning. The only
major activity from now until birth is growth - the increase in her size.

Month Four: By the end of this month (16 weeks) the baby is 8 to 10

^
inches in length and weighs a half pound or more. Her ears are functioning,

and there is evidence that the baby hears her mother's voice and heartbeat,

as well as external noises. The umbilical cord has become an engineering
marvel, transporting 300 quarts of fluids per day and completing a round-
trip of fluids every 30 seconds. Because the prebom child is now larger, the

mother usually begins to feel her baby's movements during this month.

Month Five: Half the pregnancy has now pa^ed. The baby is about 12 .

inches long. If a sound is especially loud or startling, she may jump in re-

action to it Babies bom at this stage of development (19 - 20 weeks) are

surviving at an increasing rate thanks to advances in medical technology.

Month Six: (24 weeks): Oil and sweat glands are functioning. The baby's

delicate skin is protected in the amniotic sac by a special ointment "vemix."

Month Seven: The baby's brain has as many cells as it will have at birth.

The prebom child uses the four senses of vision, hearing, taste and touch.

Research has documented that she can now recognize her mother's voice.

Month Eight: The skin begins to thicken, with a layer of fat stored

undemeath for insulation and nourishment Antibodies increasingly build

up. The baby swallows a gallon of amniotic fluid per day, more if it is

sweetened. She often hiccups. She has been urinating for several months.

Month Nine: Toward the end of this month, the baby is ready for birth.

The average duration of pregnancy is 280 days from the first day of tlie

mother's last menstrual period, but this varies. By this time the infant's

heart is pumping 300 gallons of blood per day. In response to signals from
the brain the child triggers labor and birth occurs. Of the 45 generations of
cell divisions before adulthood, 4 1 have taken place in the womb. Only
four more will come - during the rest of childhood and before adolescence.

In developmental terms we spend 90% of our lives in the womb.

Rioto couiteiy of JoMph R. Suuiton. M.D.

6 Weeks

Photo by SJ. Allcti/Iml Stock Photo Lid.

16 Weeks

Photo oouilMy of Ongui l')im». Lid.

20 Weeks
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Life begins at conception

"Each of us has a very precise starting

moment which is the time at which the

whole necessary and sufficient genetic

information is gathered inside one cell,

the fertilized egg, and this is the

moment of fertilization. There is not the

slightest doubt about that and we know
that this information is written on a kind

of ribbon which we call the DNA.

"

Legalized Abortion Based on Lies and Fraud

Nonna McCorvey was the "Jane Roe" tit Roe v. Wade.
Early in 1970 Norma Mccorvey claimed that she had been gang-raped and became

pregnant. Attorneys Sarah Weddington and Linda Coffee, newly graduated from the
University ofTexasLaw School, needed a "client" in order to challenge Texas' 100-year old
law that banned abortions. They convinced Norma that she should be seeking an abortion
instead of arranging an adoption for her child.

Thexase was subsequently argued all the way to the Supreme Court which resulted in
legalizing abortion in all 50 stales in 1973. In the meantime, the baby was bom and released
for adoption. In 1987, McCorvey admitted that she hadn't been gang-raped at all but the
father was someone she knew and thought she loved. The story of the gang-rape was a lie.

Jerome Lejeune, M.D.,

Ph.D., tells us much about the

intricacies of the beginning of

human life. Contrary to the

popular view that the tiny baby

becomes more and more "de-

veloped" as the weeks ofpreg-

nancy go on, Dr. Lejeune

says that the very first cell, the

fertilized egg, is " the most

specialized cell under the sun."

No other cell will ever again

have the same instructions in

the life ofthe individual being

created.

In the words of Dr. Lejeune,

"Each of us has a very precise

starting moment which is the

time at which the whole nec-

essary and sufficient genetic

information is gathered inside

one cell, the fertilized egg,

and this is the moment of fer-

tilization. There is not the

slightest doubt about that and

we know that this information

is written on a kind^f ribbon

which we call the DNA."
He explains that the ferti-

lized egg contains more infor-

mation about the new indi-

vidual than can be stored in

five sets (not volumes) of the

Encyclopedia Britannica (if

enlarged to normal print). To
furtheremphasize the minute-

ness of this language. Dr.

Lejeune states that if all the

one-metre-long DNA of the

sperms and all the one-metre-

long DNA of the ova which

contain the instructions for

the 5 billion human beings

who will replace us on this

planet were brought together

in one place the^total amount

of matter would be roughly

the size of two aspirin tablets.

When Dr. Lejeune testified

in the Louisiana Legislature

( House Committee on the Ad-

niinistration of Criminal Jus-

tice. June 7. 1990) he stated,

"Recent discoveries by Dr.

Alec Jeffreys ofEngland dem-

onstrate that this information

(on the DNA molecule) is

stored by a system ofbarcodes

not unlike those found on

products at the stipermarket ...

it's not any loriger a theory

that each of us is unique."

Dr. Lejeune states that be-

cau.se of studie^s published

within the last year we can

now determine within three to

seven days after fertilization

if the new human being is a

boy or a girl.

"f see no
differonce

'

between the
early person that

you were at
conception and
the late person
which you are
now. You were,
and are, a human
being.

^

n

"At no time," Dr. Lejeune

.says, "is the human being a

blob of protoplasm. As far as

your nature is concerned, 1 see

no difference between the

early person that you were at

conception and the late per-

son which you are now. You
were, and are, a human be-

ing.'.'

In the testimony Dr. Lejeune

gave on The Seven Human
Embryos (Circuit Court for

Blount County, Tennes.see at

Maryville, Equity Division,

Augu.st 8-10, 1989) he com-
pared the chromosome to a

mini-cassette, in which a sym-

phony is written, the sym-

phony of life. He explained

that if you buy a cartridge on

which a Mozart symphony
has been recorded and insert it

Dr. J|6rpmf Lejeune

in a player, what is being re-

produced is the movement of

the air that transmits to you

the genius of Mozart. In mak-
ing the analogy he said, "It's

exactly the same way that life

is played. On the tiny mini-

cassettes which are our chro-

mosomes are written various

parts of the opus which is for

human symphony , and as soon

as all the information neces-

sary and sufficient to spell the

whole symphony (is brought

together), this symphony
plays it.self, that is, a new man
is beginning his career ... as

soon as he has been conceived,

a man is a man."

Dr. Jerome Lejeunediedon April

3, 1994. Dr. Lejeune of Paris.

France was a medical doctor, a

Doctor ofScience and a profes-

sor ofFundamental Geneticsfor

over 20 years. Dr. Lejeune dis-

covered the genetic cause of

Down Syndrome, receiving the

Kennedy Prizefor the discovery

and, in addition, received theMe-

morial Allen Award Medal , the

world's highest awardfor work

in thefield ofGenetics. He prac-

tisedhisprofession at the Hopilal

des Enfants Malades (Sick Chil-

dren's Hospital) in Paris.

Dr. Lejeune was a member ofthe

American Academy of Arts and

Science, a member of the Royal

Society of Medicine in London.

The Royal Society ofScienc^n

Stockholm, the Science Acad-

emy in Italy and Argentina. The

Pontifical Academy of Science

and The Academy ofMedicine in

France.

White Roe v. Wade tegalized abortioJi, on the same date, Doe v. Bolton provided for
abortion-oo-demand for the entire nine months ofpregnancy and was the legal vehicle
which provided Court sanction for the over 4000 abortion mills across the country.

Sandra Cano was "Mary Doe" ofDoe v. BoUon
Sandra Cano now says she was an unwitting participant in fraud on the highest court in the
land. Sandra was a young expectant mother with three children facing a divorce from a
husband who was in jail for child molestation. Cano's three children had been taken from
her by family service workers. They were being shunted from one bad environment to
another. Cano loved her children dearly. She was almost insane with griefwhen she turned
to Legal Aid Services for help. The offer ofN.O.W. lawyers to take the whole mess off her
hands, obtain a divorce and regain custody of her children sounded too.good to be true.

\

When the attorneys hinted that they would like to strike a deal which would include aborting
the child Sandra was carrying she made it very clear that she could never do that Yet, her
attorneys ignored her objections and ran roughshod over her. When she realized her case
had been used to obtain abortion-on-demand she said, "...why would I stretch my imagina-
tion to include a plan so bizarre that it would give people in a civilized society permission
to kill their own babies? ... I surely never thought they would tie my personal anxieties about
retrievingmy children toa scheme tomake abortion-on-demand legal." Ironically, theCano
baby, like the McCorvey baby, was carried to term and relinquished for adoption. Yet.
30,000,000 other babies have lost their lives to abortion because of these two cases.

»

Sarah Weddington was the Attorney
Sarah Weddington, the auomey who argued J?oe v. Wade before the U.S. Supreme Court,

gave a speech at the Education Ethics Institute in Oklahoma. She explained why she
defended the sketchy story and false rape charge ofa Texas waitress "Jane Roe" all the way
to the Supreme Court "My behavior may not have been totally ethical. But I did it for what
I thought were the right reasons." Tulsa World 5124193.

Playboy Provided the Funding
Hugh Heffner, founder of Playboy claims to have done one great thing for women:

"Playboy probably had more to do than any othercompany with Roe v. Wade. We supplied
the money for those early cases and actually wrote the amicus curiae for Roe."

If you would like to obtain
a copy of Dr. Lejeune's
testimony on The Seven
Human Embryos send $4.00
to Human Life Alliance of
MN. Inc., 3570 Lexington
Ave.N., Suite 301. St. Paul.

MN 55126-8087.

Do You Hear What I Hear?
*1/Vith no hype at all, the fetus can rightly be called a marvel of cognition,

consciousness and sentience."

"She slides into the world with

eyes alert, the liny ridges of her
ears livingantennae scanning thecon-
versation frequencies in the room.
She finds her mother's voice with her ears,
and her eyes."

The baby's alertness and awareness be-
gins with early development in the womb.
The prcbom baby can hear and respond to

sound. Car horns can make the baby
jump. Her heartbeat quickens.

When Peter Hepper of Queens Univer-
sity in Belfast repeatedly played to 30-

week-old fetuses the theme song from a

popular soap opera, they relaxed. After

birth, the babies became "quite

alert" when they heard the tune.

'...When a loudspeaker directs

speech syllables at a mother-to-be's
abdomen, the fetus's heart slows, a sign

of attentiveness. The heartbeat speeds
upas the fetus gets bored with the sounds,
then slows again if new ones flow into

the womb."
A fetus remembers some experiences
and may alter her behavior as a result.

The title, the direct quotes and other pertinent
information in this article are taken from:
Newsweek Special Issue. "How Kidis Grow."
Summer 1991 (Bcglcy).
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Help for PregnantWomen
IfYou Are Pregnant And Need Help, The Following

Individuals And Organizations Will Assist You

PREGNANCYAID CENTERS^^.—^_
Right To Life League of Southern California: Provides pregnancy aid

and counseling for women in crisis pregnancies. Offers pregnancy test,

housing aid, adoption alternatives, post-abortion counseling and more.
Offers 17 local help centers and 26 maternity homes throughout
Southern California: 1 (800) 743-7348

South Bay Pregnancy & Counseling Center: Provides pregnancy test

and first prenatal visit; referrals for physicians, housing and childcare;

post-abortion counseling. 1311 Crenshaw Blvd., Suite A (at Torrance
Blvd.) Torrance, CA 90501 (310) 320-8976 Open: M-Sat.10-2 p.m.,

24 hr. hotline (310) 787-HELP.

Alpha Alternatives I: Offers crisis pregnancy counseling, referrals, free

pregnancy test, and housing referrals. Please call first. 5701 Orange
Ave., Long Beach, CA 90805 (310) 422-3001.

Alpha Alternatives II: Offers crisis pregnancy counseling, referrals and
resources, free pregnancy test, and housing referrals. Please call first.

411 E. 10th St., Suite 104, Long Beach, CA 90801 (310) 432-5100.

La Cuna Pregnancy Services: Bilingual Staff (Spanish). A non-profit

organization serving women in a pro-life setting. Pregnancy resources
and referral for free pregnancy test, child birth education, confidential

counseling, medical care and Natural Family Planning. Provides baby
clothes and furniture. 312 W. Pacific Coast Highway, Wilmington,
CA 90744 (310)518-4135.

Westside Crisis Pregnancy Center: Provides excellent counseling for

women in crisis pregnancy and other services, on a person-to-person
basis. Offers free pregnancy test, emergency housing referrals, post-
abortion syndrome referrals (Project Rachel), and Medi-Cal mformation.
12247 Santa Monica Blvd., West L.A. 90025 (310) 571-4433 or
24 hr. hotline (310) 395-1111

Living Help: Provides free pregnancy test with physician verification of
pregnancy, crisis j^^regnancy counseling and referrals. 10642 Downey
Ave., Suite #107. Downey, CA 90241 (310) 923-HELP

Bethany Christian Services: Offers pregnancy counseling. Specializes

in adoption services. 9928 Flower, #202, Bellflower, CA 90706
(310)804-3448.

Whittier Pregnancy & Counseling Center: 7743 S. Painter Avenue,
Whittier, CA 90602 (310) 69J-8803, Hotline: (3 10) 696-8401

.

The Nurturing Network: Provide practical resources for women
experiencing an unplanned pregnancy. 1 (8(X)) 866-4666.

For Referrals to Medi-Cal doctors call: (310)320-8976.

HOUSING AID '

New Life Beginnings: Located in lx)ng Beach, a residence for pregnant
women 18 yrs. and older. 1092 E. 17th St., Long Beach, CA 90813
(310)591-8119.

His Nesting Place: A maternity home that accomodates 17 pregnant
women, ages 18 and older, in a loving, caring, family environment.
Offers Lamaze classes and parenting classes. Mandatory work training

or school. 350 E. Market St., Long Beach, CA 90805 (310)422-2137.

St Anne^s Maternity Home: This 95-bed residence provides housing,
prenatal care for unmarried pregnant teens up to age 18. Also, provides
social services and counseling. Girls are able to attend jr. & sr. high
school or vocational training on the premises. Mother and baby program
until baby is 2 years old. 155 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles,
CA 90026(213)381-2931.

Queen of Peace: Run by the Missionaries of Charity (founded by Mother
Teresa), this facility provides housing for homeless pregnant women and
their children, if any. It is run on a first-come, first-serve basis.

(310)635-3264.

Casa de los Angelitos: Located in a beautiful neighborhood in Harbor City.

This two-story home for pregnant women, 18 yrs. and older, provides

tender, loving care in a family-style atmosphere. Also, offers baby
clothes, furniture, and items to women in the community who may be
in need. Harbor City, CA (310) 325-8208.

Precious Life Shelter: Emergency shelter for homeless pregnant women
18 years and over. Los Alamitos, (310) 431-5025.

Lydia House: 1335 Pacific, Long Beach, CA 90813 (310) 591-1292.

Harvest Home: Maternity home with room for 8-10 women over 18 years

old. Mandatory school or work. West Los Angeles area. (310) 452-1223.

Angels Way: Small maternity home for single pregnant women over 18

years old. Nurturing environment, counseling and parenting skills.

Canoga Park, (818)346-2229.

PARENTING OPTIONS
Offers counseling regarding placement for adoption. (There is no pressure to

place for adoption). Some offer open OR closed adoption. Some offer only

closed adoption.

Holy Family Services: Provides counseling and adoption services to

clients regardless of race, religion or income level in Los Angeles,

Orange, Riverside, Ventura and San Bernardino Counties. Offering open
adoption (when birth parents and adoptive parents have chosen to meet),

approved adoptive couples, direct hospital placement, post delivery

counseling, financial assistance and doctor's fees for parents who are

without medical or hospital insurance. 155 N. Occidental Blvd.,

Los Angeles, CA 90026 (213) 387-1600.

Bethany Christian Services: 9928 Flower St., Suite 202, Bellflower, CA
90706(310)804-3448.

,
.

House of Ruth: Specializes in adoption coimseling. Housing referrals.

12808 Woodruff Ave., Downey, CA 90242 (310) 803-1477.

Christian Adoptive Services: 145 S. State College Blvd., Suite 605, Brea,

CA 92621, 1 (800)678-6811.

POST-ABORTION COUNSELING
Help with emotional healing for women and men who have been involved in

a past abortion.

Project Rachel: A post-abortion reconciliation program co-sponsored by
the Catholic Archdiocesan Office of Respect Life and Catholic Clinical

Services. Offering emotional support and personal ministry to those

suffering the effects of post-abortion trauma in women, men, families

and friends. (213)251-2621.

Right To Life League of Southern California: Provides referral list of 200
post-abortion counselors. AskforTeri. (818)398-6100,

NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
An educational program giving couples knowledge of their natural body
signs for purpose of planning or postponing a pregnancy (this is not the old

rhythm method). It is 99% proven effective when used right and is totally

natural and safe with no harmful side effects. It has a side benefit of

supporting the total marriage by requiring an ongoing communication
and creative means of showing affection in its successful practice. English

(213) 251-3228 or Spanish (213) 251-3214.
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Birthmother

Opts for

Adoption...

The Loving

Alteroative

It was the beginning of my junior year in

high school. I was excited, looking forward
to another year of diving, gymnastics and
track. But this excitement quickly came to

an end when I realized I was pregnant.

When the pregnancy was confirmed, my
mind went racing. It wasn't enough to just

say that I was scared - 1 was terrified! The
idea of having an abortion was never a
consideration for me. I could not live

with the realization that I was responsible
for taking the life of my child - a death
because of my actions.

My first instincts told me that I needed to

raise my child on my own. I knew I could
love and care for a child, but when I slopped
thinking about myself, and thought about
what was best formy child, I knew adoption
was the right decision. \ was sixteen at the

time. I wanted to go back to school for my
senior year and wanted to panicipate fully,

in sports etc. I wanted to go on to college.

I knew I could not do all of this and raise a
child at the same time. I did not want to have
to hve with my parents indefinitely and
depend on them for everything. I did not
want them to be thrust into the role ofprime
care-givers formy child. Itjust would not be
fair for any of us, for them, myself or the

baby. I knew that placing my child for

adoption would be the right thing to do, the
loving alternative!

The adoption procedure I opted for is not
your ordinary plan. I chose to do an inde-

pendent open adoption. Through this proc-

ess I was able to select from among the pro-

spective adoptive parents. I had the oppor-
tunity to establish a personal relationship

with them as well as to develop a lasting

friendship. The more I got to know them the

more excited I was about placing my baby
with this couple. They had somuch love and

LisaO.

security to offer my child. They were there

with me in the hospital when my son was
bom. Th^ir video camcorder ran non-stop.

I will always treasure the three days I spent
in the hospital with my son. Handing him
over to his new parents was by no means
easy, but I knew in my heart that this was the

right decision for both of us.

Many tears were shed throughout the nine

months and during the hospital stay. But,
they were not all tears of sadness. I miss my
son very much. I think about him every day
and a smile comes to my face. I thank the
Lord that He led me to two such special

people to be adoptive parents for my child.

It has been several years since my son was
bom. He now has an adoptive sister. I keep
in contactwith the family through letters and
pictures. I can't begin to explain the feelings

of pride and contentment that I experience
when I see the smile on his face.

I am now a junior in college majoring in

paralegal studies. Relinquishing my son
was the hardest decsion I will ever have to

make but I'm more confident than ever that

it was the right one. While in the hospital I

received a card which read, "Some people
come into our lives, teave footprints on our
hearts, and we are qever the same." This is

so true!

Testimony by Lisa O. of Minnesota.
(Printed with permission )

Every year over two million requests for

adoption go unsatisfied.

U we«k-old baby developing In the womb.

Ifhe is not alive,

why is he growing?

Ifhe is not a human being,

what kind ofbeing is he?

Ifhe is not a child,

why is he sucking his thumb?

Ifhe is a living,

human child,

why is it legal to kiU him?

The abortion experience
for victims of rape and incest

by David C. Reardon

Rqw and incest are very emo-
tional topics. They often elicit

in the general populace feelings

of revulsion; people draw back
from the issue of rif)e and in-

cest, even from the victims of
rape and incest Peoj^e don't
know how to handle a person
who is in that much pain. There
is no quick fix....

Some people who are other-

wise veryprO'ltfe will condone
abortion in rape and incest

cases because Oiey don'tknow
whatelseto offer. Andthey wiU
accept it as a rare case. This
pro'l^e difficultyin defending
the unborn even in rapeandin-

cesteases islargelydue to igno-
rance because the facts, as I
havefoundtitem, show thatthe

victim's needs are not being
served by abortion. In fact,

rapeandincest victimsactually
suffer considerably from the
abortion.

The facts suggest that only a

minority of rqie and incest vic-

tims actually choose abortion'

—

so right there, one should pause
and reflect. Abortion is not
usually chosen as the immediate
solution by rape and incest vic-

tims but that is the prevailing

beliefof the general population.

A woman has been raped and
made pregnant: "Qi, she's got

to have an abortion." No one
has studied the rape and incest

victims' needs; abortion is pre-

sumed to fill their needs.

Kathleen DeZeeuw states,

"Having lived through rape,

and also having raised a child

'conceived in rape,' I feel per-

sonally insulted and assaulted

every time I hear that abortion

should be legal because of rape
and incest I feel that we're

being used by pro-abordonisU

to further the abortion issue,

even though we've not been
asked to Ull our side."

The children conceived

through sexual assault also have
a voice which deserves to he
heard. Julie Makimaa, con-
ceived by an act of rape, works
diligently against abortion. She
believes every life has a value

beyond measure, a purpose
which only time can reveal. Not
ashamed of her origin, Julie

proudly proclaims: "It doesn't

matter how I began. What mat-
ters is who I will become."

Abortk>n Adds to
the Pain of Rape

Various studies and my own
research indicate that npc and
incest victims fall into the high

risk cmtegory of aborters, and the

existence of rape or incest is

actually a contraindication for

abortion. JaddeBakker, whose
testimony is in my book,' says,

"I soon discovered that the af-

termath of my abortion contin-

ued a long time after the mem-
ory ofmy rape had faded. I felt

empty and horrible. Nobody
toldme about the emptiness and
pain I woukl feel deq} wiUiin

causingnightmares andde^Me-
pressions. They had all told me
that after the abortion I could
continue withmy life as ifnoth-

ing had happened." This is the

same story we hear from a tot of
aborted women. But for ti)p

rape and incest victim it is an es-

pecially keen story, because they
have been told, "In your situ-

ation that is the only thing you
can do." And they have been
betrayed by that advice.

"/ felt empty and
horrible... They had all

told me that after the

abortion I could con-

tinue with my life as if

nothing had

happened."

Vk:tlms Gave Reasons to
Forego Abortk>n

Perhaps the best study was
done by Dr. Sandra Mahkom,
published in Psychological
Aspects of Abortion* Dr.

Mahkom was an experienced

rape counselor who, in 1979,
identified 37 pregrunt rqje vic-

tims who were treated by a so-

cial welfare agency. Of these

37, only five chose to have an
abortion. Of the 28 who gave
birth, 17 chose adoption and 3
kept die child themselves; for

the remaining eight, research

was unable to determine where
the child was placed.

7 was being sexually

attacked, threatened

by him and betrayed

by Mom's silence. ..the

abortion which was to

be in 'my best interest'

has not been...it only

'saved their reputa-

tions,' solved their

problems and allowed

their lives to go

merrily on."

SevemI roasons war*ghtm
fornotabortimg. First, saver^
women fek Oiat abortion was
another net ofviolence— that

it was immoralormurdar. One
seddshe wouldonlysifffermore
mentulanguishfrom takingthe
Ufe of a baby. Second, soma
saw an intrinsie meaning or
purpose to the child. Somehow
Ais child wasfoisted into their

lives but, on the other hand,
theysensedsomesortofhidden
purpose behind it. And at-

Oiough not responsible for
having brought the child into

being, ithadhappened,andthe
consequences could be lived

with. Third, laa subconscious
level, the rape victimfeels that

Ifshe can getthrough thepreg-
nancy she wiU have conquered
therape. Outlastingpregnancy
shows she is better than Ike
rapist who brutalized her. Giv-
ing birth, then, is tiie way rape
victims seek to reclaim Aeir
self-esteem. It is a totally sex-
less act, a generous act, espe-
cially in lightofthepressure to

abort It is a wayfor them to

display their courage and
strength to survive even a rape.

In her study. Mahkom found
that feelings or issues relating to

the n^ experience were the

primary concern for most of the
pregnant rape victims — not
pregnancy. While 19% — a
significant number — placed
primary emphasis on their need
to confront their feelings about
the pregnancy, including feel-

ings ofresentment and hostility

towards die unborn child, the

primary difficulty they experi-

enced with the rape pregnancy
was pressure from other people
who saw the pregnancy as aMot
to be eliminated. Family and
friends just weren't supportive

of the woman's choice to bear
the child.

Dr. Mahkom also found that,

in the grot^ who carried their

inegnancies to term, none, at the

end of pregnancy, wished she
had decided en an abortion.

Abortion therefore inhibits the

healing to the rape victim and
reinforces negative attitudes.

Abortion Reinforces
Women's Powerlessness
Another example from my

book is Vanessa Landry, another
rape victim who said, "I didn't

really want to have the abortion.

I have always been against abor-

tion all my life. People think that

whenever anyone is raped, they

have to have an abortion. My
social workerjust kept telling me
all kinds of things to encourage
me to have the abortion. They
didn't give mc any other option
except to abort.

(Continaed or page 10)
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WHICH IS MORE
VALUABLE?

AN UNBORN
EAGLE

AN UNBORN
CHILD

If you chose the unborn child, sorry you're wrong -- at least according to die law
of die land, U.S. Code. Title 16. Section 668, the eagle lakes precedence. A person
who kills, damages, transports abald eagle, its egg, or nest is subject to a fine of up
to $5,000.00 or imprisonment for up to one year or bodi (first offense). Whereas,
not only is Oiere napenalty for aborting an unborn chil^^, doctors get paid exorbitant
fees for destroying die child in die womb.

Does sometfiing seem wrong to you? It is! Ifyou are troubled by Uiis injustice help
us save the unborn babies and educate die public to die harsh realities of abortion.
Ifyou or someorie you know is facing a crisis piegnancy, we'd like to help. We can
refer you for 5'pecific needs. All human life is sacred! There are many alternatives
to abortion!

See page 5 for Individuals and organizations who will assist you.

Answers to Abortion I.Q. Quiz
1)D; 2)C; 3) C; 4) B; 5) C; 6) D; 7) B; 8) D; 9) B; 10) C; 11)
B; 12) A; 13) C (one in five); 14) D

The Declaration of Independence begins with:
"We hold these truths to be self evident, that all men an created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable Rights, among these an Life,
Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness..

'"
It

Human Life Alliance ofMinnesota, Inc. (612) 484-1040

Human Ufe Alliance of Minnesota, Inc. is a non-profit, npn-denominational volunteer organiza-
tion committed to die intrinsic value of human life. HLA is dedicated to advancing true justice
by protection of ALLHumwi Lifg. whatever the age. race. sex. physical condition or economic
sums. The purpose of HLA is to provide incentives to action Oirough education, political
awareness and promotion of alternatives to violence in order to create a society in which all

Human Life is held sacred.

HLA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT A^fD ENCOURAGES YOUR PARTICIPATION!

Human Life Alliance oFMiNNEaoT/MNc

Nmc: —
: ^- !•

Addres:

3570 I^cxI^tM Atcmw N«r«k

Sake MI
SLPaai,MlM«Mto S512«-a»49

(6I2)4a4-l(M0

City/Sute/Zip:.

I wtnt 10 make contribution to help ftirther HLA'i pro-life effona.
$25.00 Gcncnl Fund
SS0.00 Educauon Fund (Education Fund ia ux deductible)
S100.00 . fl

.

Others

Vm new to the Pro-life Movemen — I want more infonnation!

1 have time and takna to ihve. I can help with

Abortion Techniques Described

Suction-Aspiration: The mediod of abortion most commonly used for early pregnancies.
The abortionist inserts a hollow plastic tube into die dilated uterus. The tube is connected
to a powerful suction apparatus. The suction tears die baby's body into pieces.

Dilitation and curettage (D and C): Similar to die suction procedure except die abortion-

ist inserts a tiny hoe-like instrument into die uterus. Widi diis, die abortionist cuts die baby
into pieces and scrapes him^e^ out into a basin. Bleeding is usually profuse.

Dilitation and evacuation (D and E): Used after 12 weeks. A pliers-like instrument is

needed because die baby's bones are calcified, as is die skull. The abortionist inserts die

instrument into die uterus, seizes a leg or odier part of the body and, widi a twisting motion,
tears it from die baby's body. The spine must be snapped and die skull crushed |n order
to remove them from the womb.

Salt poisoning (saline injection): This is used after 16 weeks. A long needle is inserted

dirough die modier's abdomen into die baby's sac. Some fluid is removed and a strong salt

solution is injected. The solution is swallowed and "brcadied" and slowly poisons die baby.
He/she kicks and jerks violendy as he/she is literally being burned alive.

Hysterotomy or Caesarean Section: Used mainly in the last three mondis of pregnancy^
die womb is entered by surgery dirough die wall of die abdomen. The tiny baby is lemoved
and allowed to die by neglect or direct act.

Prostaglandin chemical abortion: This form ofabortion uses chemicals, developed by die

Upjohn Pharmaceutical Co., which cause die uterus to contract intensely, pushing out die

developing baby. In one article, one of die complications listed widi diis mediod was "live

birth." In fact, the two most "dreaded" complicauons for an abortionist are a dead modier
or a live baby.

Dilatation and E^ftraction (D and X) Late Term Abortions
(The audienticity of ihe following information has been confirmed in an article in the American

Medical Association's Newsletter, American Medical News, in the July 5, 1993 edition).

At a Sepiemberl3-14, 1992 meeting of die National Abortion Federation, a trade
association of abortion providers, an Ohio abortionist. Dr. Martin Haskell, described diis

new technique he has perfected. Unlike die D & E procedure whereby die prcbom child is

dismembered inside die modier's womb, widi die D & X mediod die prebom baby is alive
until die end of die procedure when die chUd is killed by suctioning die brain tissue dirough
a hole at die base of die skull while die baby's head is still inside die uterus. Then die intact

aborted child, minus brain content, is removed from die womb.
According to die paper presented by Dr. Haskell die procedure takes diree days and begins

widi "dUaUon (and) MORE DILATION." The cervix is initially dilated to 9-1 1 mm. widi
mechanical dilators, in order to accommodate die placement of five to seven- syndietic
laminaria, Dilapan hydroscopic dilators, which remain in place overnight.

The following morning the Dilapan are removed and replaced widi a second insertion of
15 to 25 dilators, again left overnight The Dilapan process may cause severe cramping.
On die diird day, after removing die dilators, die abortionist ruptures die membranes, if

diis has not abeady happened, and drains die amniotic fluid. The abortionist places an
ultrasound transducer on die modier's abdomen and locates die child's legs and feet.

The abortionist dien uses a large forceps to grasp one of die baby's legs. He pulls fiimly,

forcing die child intoa feet-down position. Hecontinues pulling until die baby's leg isdrawn
into the birth canal.

Next, using his hands instead of forceps, die abortionist delivers die baby's body in a
manner simUar to a breech birth. First^e child's odier leg is delivered, followed by die

torso, shoulders, and arms. The baby's head "usually" remains inside die uterus.

The abortionist dien performs die last step which Dr. Haskell calls "fetal skull decompres-
sion." Using blunt-tipped surgical scissors in a closed position, he pierces die child's head
at die base of die skull. He dien forces die scissors open to enlarge die skull opening.

Removing die scissors, die abortionist inserts a suction catheter into die wound and
vacuums out die child's brain tissue (in Dr. Haskell's words, "evacuates die skull contents")

causing i^e. baby's deadi. Widi die skull emptied ofbrains, it collapsed and he dien "applies
traction to die (dead) fetus removing it completely from die patient."

Dr. H^kell has performed over 7(X) of diese abortions on prebom babies as old as 26
weeks. Dr. Haskell refers to anodier abortionist. Dr. James McMahon of McMahon Med.
Center and Eve Surgical Centers in Los Angeles and Tarzama. CA, who not only also uses
diis technique but sometimes uses it to abort prebom children up to 32 weeks "or more!"

Barbara Radford, Executive Director of die National Abortion Federation said of diis

late-term abortion technique, in a 6/18/93 letter to NAF members, "Don't apologize: diis is

a legal abortion procedure."'
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Rape and Incest'
(Continued from page 8)

They said I wasjust another mi-

nority bringing a child into the

world and there were too many
already."' Here is a woman
who is being victimized not only

because she is arape victim, but

also becaus§ she is black and a

minority and she. has a low
income. That is one of the

stories thatupsets me the most.

Childbirth can be a victory.

For the majority ofpregnant
rape victims who wiselychoose
to forego abortion, childbirth

is the choice of triumph over

rape. It is a choice that says,

"Rape willnot dictate my life."

It allows them to show their

own courage and generosity.

When the need of pregnant
rape victims is carefully exam-
ined, itcan be shown the abor-

tion is not necessary and in-

deed is very likely to hinder

reco veryby increasingfeelings

of guilt, shame and low self-

esteem.

Like Incest, Abortion
Promotes Silenc*

Incest victims face similar

problems. Incest is a very

complex issue and it is hard to

say much in a very short period

of time, but the vast majority of

incest victims want to carry their

fjregnancy to term. These are

young girls for whom preg-

nancy is a way to break out of

an inceshious relationship with

their father, whom they may
love despite their confusion and
resentment about the way they

have been used as sexual ob-

jects. Since they still love the

father, having the child can not

.

only help expose the incestu-

ous relatioD^hip^t also give

hope of beginning a truly lov-

ing relationship.

In studies of incest victims,

the vastmajority choose to carry

the pregnancy to term.' Those
in the minority who have an
abortion do so only under pres-

sure from their parents to con-

ceal the incestuous relationship.

Because incest is a family pa-

thology that involves father^

mother and daughter, all are in-

volved in a conspiracy of si-

lence.'

I interviewed Edith Yoimg,
now 38 years old, who was a'

rape and incest victim at 12

years of age. To cover up the

incident, her parents procured

an abortion for her wiUiout tell-

ing her what was to happen.

The emotional and physical

scars of incest and abortion still

last 10 this day. She said, "I was
being sexually attacked, threat-

ened by him and betrayed by
Mom's silence.. .the abortion

which was to be in 'my best

interest' has not been. ..it only

'saved their reputations,' solved

theirproblems and allowed their

lives to go merrily on.'"

Pro-life persons don't have
any reason to be ashamed to

defend a pro-life view in the

case of rape or incesL The
ones who need to be ashamed
are the pro-abortionists who
have been exploiting theprob-
lems of rape and incest vic-

tims, confusing the public and
promoting abortion for their

own social engineering goals.

To my knowledge, pro-abor-

tionists have never yet brought

together a group of rape and
incest victims who carried thpir

pregnancies to term who said,

"Oh, that was the worst thing I

ever did. Why didn't some-
body give me an abortion when
I needed it?"

We, on the other hand, can
jjroduce women who took the

advice of the pro-abortionists,

had the abortion and now say,

"This abortion ruined my life.
,

What were you telling me?"
We need to join rape and incest

victims in demanding that pro-

abortionists Stop exploiting the

pain ofinnocent women ' s prob-

lems for theirownpolitical ends.

'Preenancy and Sexual Assault,
Sandra Mahkom, in The Psy-
chologicalAspectsofA borlion,
ed. Mall and Watts (1979), pp.
53-72.

"^Aborted Women: Silent No
more. David C. Reardon
(1987), pp. 206-210.

' &^Text omitted.

^Outcome Following Thera-
peutic Abortion. Payne et al..

Arch. Gen. Psychiatry 33:725-
733 (June 1976).
'Supra, note 1

.

'Supra, note 2, pp. 276-278.
•The Consequences of Incest:
Giving and Taking Life,
Maloof, in The Psychological
A.spects of Abortion, ed. Mall
and Watts (1979), pp. 73-110.

'Father-Daughter Incest —
Treatment of the Family.
Kennedy, Laval Medical
40:946-950(1969).
'"Supra, note 2, pp. 212-218.

David C. Reardon is Director

of the Elliot Institute for Social

Sciences Research and author

of the book "Aborted Women:
Silent No More" (1987). For a

copy of Post-abortion Review

Newsletter, write to: P.O. Box
9079, Springfield, IL 62791.

The majority of this article

appeared in Association for

Interdisciplinary Researcli

Newsletter, Vol 2, Fall 1988

~ - Pl3nned Parenthood Ignores Own Advice

.

'

^"

In 1963, a Planned Parenthood publication. Plan Your Children For Health and Happiness

u'^^f^'" 6"
abortion kilKs the life of a baby after it has begun. It i.s dangerous to your life and

health. Yet Planned Parenthood now operates the nation's largest number of abortion mills
Consider this quote taken from New Dimensions magazine (Sept/Oct 1991, p. 22)- "Planned

Parenthood recently acknowledged what the anti-abortion camp has been saying for years'
9 out of 10 women who have 'safe and legal' abortions suffer from abortion-induced trauma

"

Carol EverBtt was involvedm the aborliort
industry in the Dallas/Ft Worth. Texas, area
horn 1977 until 1963. As director of lour
clinics, owner of two, Ms. Everett was respon-
sible for the clinics' daily operation. Everett,
who had 3" abortion soon after it became legal
in 1973. now speaks out on...

"Wliat I Saw in the

Abortion Industry"

QWhat is the governing force
behind the abortion industry?
A. Money. It is a very lucrative

business. It is the largest unregulated indus-
try in our nation. Most of the clinics are run
in chains because it is so profitable.

QHow much money:were you
making in the abortion
industry before you quit?

A. I was getting a commission of $25.(X) on
every abortion I "sold". In 1983, the year I

got out, 1 would have pocketed approxi-
mately $250,(X)0. But, in 1984 we expected
to be (grating five clinics, terminatingabout
40,(XX) pregnancies, and with that projection
I planned to net $ 1 million. Money, Money,
Money— that's where my heart was.

QWhy do you refer to «*selling»»

abortions?

A. The product, abortion, is skill-

fully marketed and sold to the woman at the
crisis lime in her life. She buys the product,
finds it defective and wants to return it for a
refund. But, it's too late. Her baby is dead.

Qln what ^y is the woman
deceived?

A. In two ways— the clinic per-
sonnel and the marketers must deny the per-
sonhood of the child and the pain caused by
the procedure. Every woman has two ques-
tions, "Is it a baby?" and "Does it hurt?" The
abortionist must answer "NO!* He/she must
lie to secure the consent of the woman and
the collection of the clinic's fee. The women
were told that we were dealing with a "prod-
uct of conception" or a "glob of tissue."

They were told that there would be only
slight cramping, whereas, in reality, an
abortion is excruciatingly painful.

QWhat type of counseling was
offered at the clinics?

A. In the clinics in which I was
involved we didn't do any real counseling.
We answered only the questions the woman
asked and tried not to "rock the boat." We
did not discuss alternatives to abortion un-
less the woman forced us to. We sold abor-
tions .

h

QWhat method of abortion
did your clinics use?
A. For the most part, the abortion

industry slopped using saline and
prostaglandin procedures because of the
number of live births. A live birth means
you have to let the baby die, or dispose of it

in some distasteful way. Most second and
third trimester abortionists use the D & E
(dilation and evacuation) method. The
abortionist uses large forceps to crush the
baby inside the mother's uterus and remove
it in pieces. The side effects of live births
and the mother going through labor are
avoided. But it is a horrible procedure in
which the baby must be re-constnicted out-
side the uterus to be certain all the parts have
been removed.

CarorCverett

QHow did you dispose of an
aborted baby?
A, In our clinics, we put them

down the garbage disposal. We used the
heavy duly model. Some second and third

trimesterbabies' muscle structure is so strong
that the baby will not come apart, so they
must be disposed of through trash recep-
tacles.

Q Abortion is supposed to be a
**safe" experience. What
complications did you witness?

A. We were doing a one-day traumatic
dilation, which has a higher rale of compli-
cation. In the last 18 months I was in the
business, we werecompleting over 5(X) abor-
tions monthly and killing or maiming one
woman out of 500. Common complications
that take place are perforations or tears in the
uterus. Many of those result in hysterecto-
mies. The doctor might cut or harm the
urinary tract, which then requires surgical

repair. A complication that is rarely publi-

cized is the one in which the doctor perfo-

rates the uterus and pulls the bowels through
the vagina, resulting in colostomy. Some of
those can be reversed, some must live with
the colostomy for the remainder of their

lives.

QHow did you keep these

complications and deaths from
the public?

A. The woman would be loaded into my car
(an ambulance outside an abortion clinic is

terrible advertising) and transported to a
hospital that would protect the doctor and
the abortion clinic's reputation. The con-
cern is not with the patient only in keeping an
unblemished reputation. You have a built-in

cover-up with the patients' family. They are
dealing with their guilt and emotions over
the situation and do not want to deal with the

added pressure ofexposing the truth through
the media.

QWhy did you get out of the
abortion business?

A. Two things came into play at

about the same time. I experienced a pro-
foundly religious transformation-a conver-
sion. At about the time I was having second
thoughts a Dallas television station did an
expose disclosing the abortions performed
at my clinic on non-pregnant women— all

for money! I finally realized, "We weren't
helping women— we were destroying them— and their children." By then my transfor-

maUon was complete and I knew that I not
only had to stop being involved with abor-
tions but I had to help promote the truth.
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ABORTION

Possible Effectson YourBody

Immediate
•Intense pain "Punctured uterus 'Excessive bleedihg

•Infection 'Parts of baby left inside •Shock/Coma

•Damage to other organs 'Death

Later
•Inability to become pregnant again •Miscarriage/Stillbirths 'Tubal Preganancies

•PiemaUire births •Pelvic inflammatory disease

'Hysterectomy 'Two to Four times Higher Risk of Developing Breast Cancer

"People do not understand that there are thousands ofserious physical complications

from abortion every year in this country." Dt. Bernard Nathanson. OB-GYN,

"The inherent risk cfabortion is notfully appreciated, both by many in the profession

and certainly not by the public.

"

The American Colleges of Obstetrics and Gynecology.

^ Possible Effects on Your Emotions

The Most Common
•Guilt 'Desire to become pregnant again

'DepressionAI^ing 'Inability to forgive yourself 'Intense grief/sadness

•Anger/Rage •Emotional mmibness

•Sexual problems •Lowered self-esteem

•Nightmares 'Anorexia or other eating disorders

'Drug or alcohol abuse 'Suicidal lu'ges

"Abortion hasapairtfid aftermath, regardless of the woman's religious beliefs, or how
positive she may havefelt beforehand about her decision to abort. " Vincent Rue. Ph.D.

Psychologist.

Post Abortion Syndrome
(Women suffering mental and emotional anguish foltowing an abortion)

Dr. Anne Speckhard, Ph.D. in her study on Post Abortion Syndrome, found

the following effects on women.

Events Related to Abortion

' 23% had hallucinations related to the abortion

' 35% perceived visitation from the aborted child

' 54% had nightmares related to the abortion

' 69% experienced feelings of "craziness"

'73% had fiashbacks of abortion experience

• 81% had a preoccupation with the aborted child

Most Common Behavioral Problems After Abortion

• 6 1% increased their use of alcohol

• 65% had thoughts of suicide

• 69% were sexually inhibited

• 73% had flashbacks of the abortion

• 77% experienced an inability to communicate
• 81% experienced frequent crying

Problems ... after an abortion?

MEDICAL • LEGAL • EMOTIONAL HELP

CALL 1-800-634-2224 AMERICAN RIGHTS COALITION
' or 1.800-5H$2.2319 LEGAL ACTION FOR WOMEN

Additional Resources listed on Page 5

A Mother's Anguished Letter to Her Aborted Child
Even afteryears have intervened, a woman cannotforget the life that her decision took

Ten years ago yesterday, I carried you
beneath my heart. Ten years ago today, I

stopped the beating of your heart. I, your

mother, the onewho gave you life, alsogave

you death.

It's been a decade and still my blood runs

cold and I catch my breath whenever I hear

the word "abortion." There's an emptiness

inside of me that can never be filled, a chill

that has never quite been warmed, a grief

that will never end. To me you will forevo-

remain an unfinished song, a flower that

never bloomed, a sunrise clouded by rain.

Even during your last fragile moments of

life, I wondCTed, "Is my baby a boy or a

girl?" The question ran through my mind
again and again as I tried to block out the

sickening soimds of you being suctioned

from my womb and from my life. I seemed

to have a burning need to know whether I

would have had a son or a daughter, yet

somehow I couldn't bear to ask such an

indelicate question of the doctor who stood

smiling above me. Instead, I simply nodded

in defeat and sadness as this man in white

pattedmy trembling hand and said,"Now

—

aren't you glad it's all over?"

As I lay there drowning in my own blood,

tears and sweat, I could hear the nurses

chattering about co-workers, new cars and

clothes.

To these people, the extermination of your

life was simply a job— "making a living by

destroying the living." To those gathered in

that sunny room in Philadelphia 10 years

ago, it was just another day. To me, it was

the darkest day I had twct known.

"The Abortion"— thejnost heart-wrench-

ing, terribleexperience I had suffered through

in my 18 years; certainly the most painful

experience suffered by you in your three

short months. It has taken me all these years

to get over it.

Now— as my eyes fill with tears, I realize

that this is something I will never"get over."

That fateful April day has replayed itself

.

overand over inmy mind like a horrormovie

one forces oneself to watch, then can never

forget . .

.

Even in my distraught state ofmind, I knew

that there were other choices. I was simply

too scared to consider the alternatives. Still

a child myself, I "wasn't ready" to be a

mother.

What I didn't realize then was that I ab-eady

was a mother. You became my child at the

moment of conception; my love for you

began when your life began, and although

your life ended, that love has never died.

Your silent screams have aweened me
from sleep many times over the years, and I

have lain in the dark and mourned the loss of

the baby I killed. There have even been

times when I've contemplated ending my
own life as I ended yours.

It's been 10 years and still I haven't for-

given myself. Have you forgiven me? Has

God forgiven me for destroying a being

created by Him?
I've had many nightmares through the years.

Scenes ofa titiy fetus in a trash bag hauntmy
subconscious. I'veawakened in acold sweat,

again feeling the excruciating pain of that

long-ago day. I recall the intense physical

pain of the abortion— but those 10 min-

utes of hurt were nothing compared to the 10

years of pain I'^re lived with since.

For years my heart has ached to write you
this letter, but whenever I attempted to put

my feelings into words, I found the blank

pages covered with tears rather than with

ink. For some reason, though, tonight was
different . .

.

Perhaps this letter was meant to be written

in order to help others to avoid the agony I

experienced, to help other young girls "in

trouble," as I was 1 years ago, to realize that

there are alternatives to abortion. . .

.

If this letter prevents even one abortion, it

will have served a purpose. But Baby^ my
purpose in sending this letter to y(?u is to let

you know that I love you — whoever you
are. And I'm sorry.

Love, Mommy

Printed with permission fromOurSunday Visitor

and Linda Oatman.
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How Developed Is Your Baby?

Baby at Approximately
Six Weel(s

This remarkable photograph of a tiny pre-

bom baby in his unruptured amniotic sac

was taken after surgery (for a tubal preg-

nancy) at the University of Minnesota by
medical photographer, Robert Wolfe, in

1972. This picture demonstrates the re-

markable early development of a prebom
baby at only six weeks after conception.

Consider This Testimony

"Eleven years ago while giving an anes-

thetic for a ruptured ectopic pregnancy (at 8

weeks gestation). I was handed what I

believe was the smallest living human ever

seen. The embryonic sac was intact and

transparent Within the sac was a tiny human
male swimming extremely vigorously in the

amniotic fluid, while attached to the wall by
the umbilical cord. This tiny human was
perfectly devel(H)ed, with long, tapering

fmgers, feet and toes. It was almost trans-

parent, as regards the skin, and the delicate

arteries and veins were prominent to the

ends of the fingers.

'The baby was extremely alive and swam
about the sac approximately one time per

second, with a natural swimmer's stroke.

This tiny human did not look at all like the

photos and drawings and models of 'em-

bryos' which 1 had seen, nor did it look like

a few embryos I have been able to observe

since then, obviously because this one was
alive!

"When the sac was opened, the tiny human
immediately lost his life and took on the

.

appesTBiKC of what is accepted as the £^
pearance of an embryo at this stage of life

(with blunt extremities etc.)."

Suitemenl by Paul E. Rockwell, M.D.,

anesthesiologist, as quoted by Dr. and Mrs.

J.C. Willke in Handbook on Abortion.

Feet of Baby at

Ten Weeks

Dr. Russell Sacco ofOregon

took this picture of the per-

fectly formed feet of a 10-

week-old aborted baby wait-

ing for disposal in a

pathologist's laboratory. The
feet in the picture are held

between the doctor's thumb

and forefinger. '

.

Human Lite AlKanoe Advertising Supplement

Don't Make My Mistakes
Some people say

that abortion is

**an informed decision

between a woman and
her physician.*'

You hear that a lot.

But thefact is that

most women never meet
the abortionist

until they are on the

table, as happened in

my case.

Michelto C.

/ was 18 years old when I got pregnant. I wasn't serious about my
boyfriend. It was a casual relationship. Since I had already enlisted in
the Air Force, I thought I had to have an abortion in order to make
something out ofmy life.

My bestfriend drove me to the abortion clinic. I was therefor about
four hours. It was like an assembly line. When the ultrasound was being
done I asked to see it. But this wasn't allowed (so muchfor "an informed
decision"). Then I asked howfar along I was. I was told I was nine-
and-a-half weeks pregnant. That hit me hard. I knew then that my baby
wasfurther developed than I had thought. I started doubting, and wanted
to talk to myfriend. But I wasn't allowed to do that either.

When it was my turn the nurse told me that I was going tofeel some
discomfort, like strong menstrual cramps. The truth is that the abortion
was more pain than I've everfelt in my life. Itfelt like my insides were,
literally being sucked out ofmy body. Afterwards I went into shock!

After the abortion, I tried to make upfor the abortion by trying to get
pregnant again. I wanted my baby back. I never got pregnant again. I
don't know if! can ever have another baby. I named my baby, /found
out later that this is part ofthe grieving process'

I ended up in the hospital with bulimia two-and-one-halfyears later. I
felt that no one hadpunished mefor what I had done so I was punishing
myself. I became obsessed with women who were pregnant, with women
who would talk about theirpregnancy. My life was in shambles! I was
sufferingfrom post-abortion trauma.

When I was 21 years old God brought me help through a woman who.
was involved in pro-life activism. She helped me a lot. I went through a
post-abortion counseling program called "Conquerors." God not only
forgave me, He challenged me to help others . / answered the challenge!

I started picketing and sidewalk counseling. There is a healing process
that comesfrom getting involved in the pro-life movement. 1 talk to youth
groups and students about abstinence and I share my testimony. To them,
and to you, I plead, "Please don't make the same mistakes I did."

-H4A
See pages 5 & 8 for alternatives to abortion!

Human Life Alliance of Minnesota, Inc.
3570 Lexington Avenue North, Suite 301 • St. Paul, MN ^55126 • (612) 484-1040
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It's naw or never
By Mlchele Ketter and R^xane Itorquu

Talk about being at (tut npit 'gfyK» at the rigt^t tfms.

Two years ago, UCLA rdCked wjth^ ac%ism. Prot^ters

staged sit-ins outside the chanceilof's office. Mass demonstra-

tions took Over JRoyce QtiacL corr^jlete with cross-hearing

funeral marchers prodaiming the ^death of the university."

Almost overnight, a tent city emerged in Schoenberg Quad.

And twenty of reasons existed for protesting. R^g fises idcy-

rocketed hundreds of dollars in one year. Sexually explicit and
violent lyrics surfaced in fraternity songbooks - for the second

e. The lamentattoufi of eduic ajnd g^Kler studies ad\^)cates

on (teafears.Die state c(Hikln*t pay its bills, but the regents

teda golden p&radiute to outgoing UC President David

ardner. And the country had a {M)eadent tQ elect

We w^e sophomores, and then there was a different feeling

on campus. People were thinking and acting, putting them- ~

selves on the line fcMr what they believed, h was a far cry from
the mindless days of high school when people read about

problems but did nothing to solve them. /.'•

Student, staff and faculty activism waged throughout the

y^u*, culminating spring quarter with a hunger strike for a

Oacaoa/o studies department which drew national attention.

Then the siKmaier cvne and went. And with it went that burst

of intense activism and awaretfess.

Why did it stop? Because people achieved their

goals and didn't think about the long term? Because peqple [
?'

Km* their idealism, or simply burned out? <
4,

It may be none of these reasons, or it may be a combinatiiM} %
of all of them. ladtsputably, people became disillusioned.

Coalitions that had thrived the previous year dwindled to a

few members. And over the^^rse of this past school year, ^

Qii^y pecspiejust became frtrftrated and gave up.

So fere we are - stuck with a lot of loose ends.

But in a way, we are again in the right place at the right

tirrte. People have had time to acquire a new perspective on
campus issues, to deci(te how be^ to achieve their goals.

Whatever happened to the Regent Reform Initiative? To the

hundreds who were once involveid widi the Network for Public

Education and Social Justice? To the efforts to implement eth-

nic aid gender studies as a required part of the curriculum?

Now is t);^ Un)e to re-focus oarattention on these fronts -

and on new ones. Now is (he time to start thinking and acting '

again about what policies and {^pc»dure& wecan effectively

<;hange for the bettei^ *s

Vm Viewpoint section of the Pilly Bruin can be an integral

part of thh quest (or change and tn^p*Qvement - generating

pro-active solutions for the people who make decisions to

rfcttd. it's up to you as Viewpoint readers to submit your ideas.

We heed to start thinking of solutions to the problems we
tued tojust complain about.

If weAmX who will ?

Keller is this year's Viewpoim editor; Marquez is this year's

assistant Viewpoim editor r^-.

^»v

Summer '94

If you went home, wcMlced, interned, trav-

elled or otherwise just weren't in Westwood
over the summer, you missed ten issues of

the Summer Bruin Viewpoint. Here are

some excerpts from eariier stories to get

you updated on what was dropped off, c-

mailedandfaxedcT. ^ .^

*/< Seepages .^^

Problems » solutions

From reg fees to curricular reform, everyone

seems to complain - especially in Viewpoint -

about what's wrong with UCLA. We found

some brave souls who were willing to think of

solutions to the university's problems instead of

complaining.

See pages 24, 2S

tz:
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There is no
comparison

We are the
LSAT specialists.

Call today for more information.

From the Editor

Viewpoint alms to touch

reality, increase awareness

Micheie

Keller

^-

When Roxane Marquez

and I sat down to plan^

the registration issue's

Viewpoint section, we had 36

empty pages and a lot of decisions

to make.
How should

we introduce

our section to

the campus?
What theme

should we use?

How could we
emphasize the

importance of

the individual

opinion on
large-scare

issues? How
could we fill

Viewpoint with

possible courses of action rather

than con^)laints? Enhance reader

loyalty?

In previous years. Viewpoint

has been the focus of a wide spec-

trum of criticisms— all depend-

ing on the politics of that year's

particular editor, the political cli-

mate on campus - on any number
of reasons. Over the years, deroga-

tory attempts to charactmse the

section have ranged from 'frat

boy newsletter" to "liberal rag" ...

and I'm sure there are others I've

never heard. Somewhat ironically,

readers ccHnplain that Viewpoint is

filled with whiners and complain-

ers.

At the same time, people say

Viewpoint is The Bruin's most-

read section. (I'm proud of that.)

Columnists are recognized in ele-

vators. Cartoonists gain loyal fol-

lowings. Letters pour in.

So there's no way you can

please everyone. Or is there?

We uied to find ways to hold

people accountable, to encourage

people to come up with solutions

and to start thinking of their lives

at UCLA in ways that would
assume responsibility rather than

helplessness. We especially want-

ed elected leaders and influential

decisionmakers to tell the commu-
nity their specific ideas on how
UCLA's pr(d>lems could be
solved. Sounds simple, right? Not
really.

By ... providing

a forum for individuals

to explain their

feelings, ... Viewpoint

can make UCLA seem

a smaller, more tangible

comiifunity.

You can ask people the ques-

tion, "What are some solutions to

the problems UCLA faces today?"

for what seems like forever, as we
did, but the paradox is that people

will only think of solutions if they

really believe there's a problem.

So the real solution is to

increase awareness, and this is

where Viewpoint comes in. It's

about the personal and the politi-

cal, the personal as political. It's

about sharing experiences, telling

stories, educating and arguing a

point. It's about communication.

And there is a need for this kind

of communication everywhere,

not just at UCLA or in Los

, Angeles. Lack of communication

cuts people off from every reality

excq^ their own. And when com-

munication breaks down, you've

got nowhere to go. At UCLA,
that's a problem. In life, that's a

profaJ^m.

I'm a strong believer in the fact

that each individual has the cre-

ative power of logic to come up

with solutions to the problems

they face, if they put their mind to

it Here are some of ray ideas for

ways Viewpoint can improve the

role it plays in the community and

Xhe role it plays in working to

solve UCLA's problems:

Lack of communica'

tion cuts people off

from every reality

except thieir own. And
when communication

breaks down, youVe

got nowhere to go.

L Reach out to communities,

both on and off campus.
Viewpoint, as with the rest ofThe
Bruin, is continuing a constant

effort to represent UCLA's diver-

sity within its pages. Not just eth-

nic, cultural and gender div^^ity,

but political and ideological diver-

sity, a divCTsity of experience.

ASUCLA Publications is work-

ing on sponscHing Daily Bruin

town hall nKetings, which, though

still in the planning stages, would
allow community members to par-

ticipate in a mediated forum on
any number of issues.

We're also expanding the ways
you can reach us at Viewpoint and

send in submissions: send email

(viewpoint@asucla.ucla.eduX

send a fax (206-0906), write let-

ters (Viewpoint c/o the Daily

Bruin. 227 Kerckhoff Hall, 308
Westwood Plaza Blvd. LA.,
Calif., 90024), call us (825-2216)

or just drop your letter or view-

point by the office.

2. Improve the overall quality

ofwriting and page design with-

in the section. My two-and-a-half

years' experience reporting and
editing for tl^ Daily Bruin has

taught me that not only do people

have different opinions about cer-

tain issues, they have different

perceptions about which issues are

important enough to be included.

This is the basis from which I plan

ouu page 12

Got a lot on your mind?
Viewpoint columnist applications are available

NOW in the entianoe nail of the Daily Bruin.

All UCLA students, staff and hcuixy ait

encouraged to apply.

Applications are due in the Viewpoint ofBce,

at the Daily Bruin, 227 Kerckhoff Hall, c/o

Micheie Keller, by Monday Oct. 3 at 5 p.m.

Daily Bruin
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>king back on summer
Over the course of the Summer

Bniin's 10 issues. Viewpoint writ-

ers debated the Simpson case,

domestic violence, campus con-

struction, the 7Sth anniversary

convocation ceremony and many
other topics. Likewise, the

Summer Bruin editorial board
took a position each week on
issues ranging from U.S. aid to

Rwandan refugees to registration

fee Ifikes to holding UC adminis-

trators accountable for their deci-

sions. For those of you who
missed it the first time around,

here are some excerpts from
Sunmier Bruin Viewpoint '94:

Monday, June 27
'The truth is that the image I

accepted of O.J. was exactly the

one I wanted to accept. I wanted
an all-American idol, a hero to

worship as heroes should be wor-

shiped. And I wanted a world -

safe and clean and pure - even if it

was all an illusion. I wanted the

same world, and the same O.J. we
all wanted, no matter what the

truth was. Like a big iron hammer
on a slender sheet of ice, it has all

been shattered." - Donald
Carpenter-Rios, Near Eastern
languages arui cultures graduate

student

"It took almost two years and a

lawsuit to get the university to

release public records about these

claims, records which allege

actions ranging from inappropri-

ate touching to rape. The Bruin

repeatedly requested this material

and fmally took UCLA to court.

Obtaining these settlements was
the only way to find out how the

university handled the cases using

public funds to settle with the

complainants. But now UCLA
wants The Bruin's information." -

Summer Brian editorial

Monday, July 8
"The real challenge of the AIDS

pandemic is to change behavior in

its social, economic and political

contexts. In the face of HIV, it

must be remembered that a

woman's position in society limits

her options for AIDS prevention.

Women must strengthen their col-

lective power in all societies

around the world." - Kaymaria
Daskarolis, June graduate with a
bachelor's degree in English

"Why did my grandfather phys-

ically and meptally abuse my
grandmother? Among other rea-

sons, because he could ... Until

women are seen as equal with men
and deserving of the same respect,

the fates of the Nicole Simpsons
of this world shouldn't surprise

anyone. Her fate certainly doesn't

surprise me.'^- Roxane Marquez,

fourth-year, history,

English/American studies

"The real question at hand for

women seeking liberation today is

not 'When will we be respected?'

but rather 'How should we be
respected?' ... a woman who
knows how to tease, flirt and even

shapeshift her character will be

more respected for her intellect

and accomplishments than one
who chooses to suffer in asexual

silence." - Heather Hoffman

"Indeed, summer school is

one of the worst curses ever vis-

ited upon those nongraduates
who anLa few units short of offi-

cial degreedom. The class meet-

ings are longer, papers are due
sooner and ditching class can
actually set you behind (^eroxed
notes notwithstanding)." -

Heather Hoffman, senior
English major

"To many victims, Simpson
represents the power structure

that, thanks to money, power and
political connections, can contin-

ue a cycle of violence. Because of

this, we need to analyze how the

media's attention on this case
affects our views of its overall

issues. More importantly, we must
refuse to keep domestic violence

an 'unspeakable' crime any
longer. When the media attention

surrounding the Simpson case dies

down, we must work to ensure

that those who bear the brunt of

domestic violence are not silenced

once again." - Summer Bruin edi-

torial

"Since UCLA began operating

like a corporation, the voice of its

faculty, staff and students has been

ignored. Chancellor Young does

not make even the feeblest attempts

to hide his contempt for the democ-

ratic process. He has declared, pub-

licly in fact, that UCLA does not

operate as a denKx:racy." - Donald
Carpenter-Rios

Monday, July 18
"Whether or not the expenditure

was 'worth it' is debatable. The
real issue here is accountability.

How much cash is in that discre-

tionary fund, and why isn't it used

for maintaining academic stan-

dards, or for keeping university

staff and faculty positions? What
it comes down to is that Young
was not held accountable for his

extravagant use of discretionary

funds, and this unchecked move is

all toa representative of the uni-

versity administration's treatment

of its community members." -

Summer Bruin editorial, on the

75th anniversary convocation.

"Hoffman believes that women
should feel superior (to men)
because they can seduce, 'while a

man screams and pounds his fists

on the table.' In reality, men pound

their fists not on tables, but on the

bodies of women, to force them to

submit. Women ultimately need to

liberate themselves from within,

because if they look to men for

power, they remain subservient." -

Kathy Chin (Pacific Ties editor in

chief), Janet Guggemos (together

editor in chief), Raziya Shaikh (al

Talib staffmember)

"Prior to the Professional
Schools Restructuring Initiative

announcement last June, no one

could have discerned- that I had

any potential for activism. But
after that announcement, I shook

off the shackles of complacency ...

joining every pro-staff activist

group I could ... For if any dedi-

cated, hardworking staff person

can be let go, is anyone really

secure?" - Sharon Riezenman,
UCLA alumna, 13-year School of
Public Health employee, founder

ofPreserve StaffNow!

Monday, July 28
"Corporations know that in order

to survive, they must cover the

costs of operation. UCLA should

follow this corporate ideology if it

wants to continually succeed ...

Realistically speaking, money
makes the world turn. Without it,

the university could not exist." -

Tuong Le, fourth-yea, history

Monday, Aug. 1
"While the United States gov-

ernment announced a definitive

policy Friday on providing human-
itarian aid to to Rwanda, as human
beings, we the people of the U.S.

also have a moral responsibility to

help. In essence, this is a human
issue." - Summer Bruin editorial

"A step in the right direction

would be Chancellor Young's
retirement. UCLA can no longer

afford him." - Joe Nevins, gradu-

ate student of Geography, on the

75th anniversary convocation

"You know, if you look at any-

thing hard enough you'll find

something non-PC about it ... Stop

trying to find fault in everything.

Half the problems of this mad lit-

tle world will end when people

stop screaming bloody mary and

start looking out for the real

thing." - Linus Enriquez, third-

year uruleclared

Monday, Aug. 8
"The reafity may also be that

L.A. is probably the car capital of

the world, but a great many people

use public transportation. I see

them, I talk to them. They are my
neighbors, my community. So
when the bus fares get hiked once

again, that's our reality. When
MTA mechanics and drivers go on

strike, that's our reality." -

Roxane Marquez

Monday, Aug. 18
"Sure, I know marijuana is sup-

posed to heighten your senses. It

makes the music sound groovier,

the ice cream taste more choco-

latey, the slip of the tongue seem
funnier. But did you ever try carry-

ing on a meaningful conversation

with someone who was stoned off

their gourd? It seems to me that

some committed potheads are dri-

ven to accept less. Some pot smok-

ers wear their underachievement

as if it were a badge of honor ..." -

Leslie Damski, student health edu-

cator at UCLA Health Services

Monday, Aug. 22
"While Wilson's attempt to rep-

resent the state's diversity on the

Board of Regents by nominating

ethnic minorities is relatively

noble, in many ways, it's a case of

too little, too late ... we must
democratize the regents through

direct elections. It's the only way
to begin making the university's

small governing board more
accountable to the vast, diverse

population it is supposed to repre-

sent." - Summer Bruin editorial

"What kind of message are we
trying to send out to the visitors of

UCLA? Park here, but only at

your own risk?" - Todd Sargent,

senior political science major,

Financial supports commissioner

"Due to my inability to identify

with my culture, whether it be my
Australian heritage or my
upbringing in white, upper-class

surroundings, I feel that I really

have no culture I can truly call my
own." - Jennifer Zerfas,
Bethesda, MD. high school senior,

UCLA Summer Sessions student

Monday, Aug. 29
"As we all know, UC fees have

increased 52 percent in the past

three years. But as many of us

don't know, UC executive salaries

rose an average of 160 percent

(and UC sTuSent fees rose 135 per-

cent) in the years between 1982

and 1992. We need legislation that

will hold university executives

accountable for the decisions they

make that affect students." -

Summer Bruin editorial

Childhood memories empower Chlcana to continue activism
Throughout my childhood,

my younger sister Raquel

and I were constant com-
panions. We'd chase each other

home on our bicycles during the

school year and through the sprin-

klers during the summer. But raid-

ing my mother's closet and make-
up drawer was a year-round - and

favorite - activity.

Because my mother grew up
poor, she seldom had money for

luxuries. What she lacked in her

youth she made up for during her

adulthood, devoting much of her

teacher's salary to her always
bulging closet. She even kept lots

of her out-of-date clothing, stuff-

ing her bell-bottoms and,tube tops

from the 1970s imp thf JijUIwa^

elf

mid-calf boots

and pastel col-

ored blouses
with big bows
drooping from
the collar when
the '80s rolled

around.

Invading
mom's closets

was easy. But
getting into her

jewelry box
proved nearly

impossible.
She i^ejpt it locked thinking (cor-

rectly) that Raquel and I would
misplace her i^ditrables foHowing
an afternoon ofjdress-up. .

So it was muph to our surprise

Is

Roxane

Marquez

with sparkly purple eyeshadow,

pink rouge and shiny burgundy
lipstick, we discovered her jewel-

ry box wide open.

"Look! Rings and things," my
sister said to me.

She was right on the money. In

addition to the usual earrings and

necklaces one would expect in a

jewelry box, we found other types

of valuables - a photo of my par-

ents in their early 20s dated
"1971," a couple of old postcards

fnxn my mother's friend living in

I^nUco and some campaign but-

tons. «>^

But we also noticed a trright,

fo\jnd,' fist-sized patch with a

^jcoWn thum^and the words
icwKJ Powef^ embroide^^w

Brown and proud.

Even though I was

10 years old, the

words sounded magical

tome.

I was in the fourth grade at the

time, and my sister was a year

younger. Both of us could read.

I'd heard my father use the word

"Chicano" when he talked about

the golfer Lee ThBv4no,.buVjBpjdier •

of uft-rcally knew what it meant
• "Let's ask mom." I suggested.

So we troum^crt tnto the kiichen

w^rrc my mother stood ^Ver the

into a large pot of boiling water.

"Mom," I asked. "What does this

word mean?"
She turned around, and upon

seeing our glittery faces, rolled

her eyes. "What are you talking

aboutT' she asked.

I handed her the "Chicano
Power." patch, silently recalling

that we weren't supposed to be

scavenging through her jewelry

box. Instead of reprimanding us,

however, she smiled.

"Chicano," she began. "That's

„what we are. We're Mexicans
born and raised in the United
SJates, and we're proud of gyur

heritage"

She explained that she acq/aircd

*, 'j^
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Ad displays commitmeiit to the First
For the second year, the Daily Bruin has accepted an

advertising insert from the Human Life Alliance of

Minnesota, Inc., an anti-abortion group bent on convincing

women to reUnquish their reproductive choices. By running

it again for a second year, we are reaffirming our commit-
ment to the freedom of speech guaranteed by the First

Amendment.
As members of the media, it is doubly important for us to

protect the speech we may not want to hear— because this

speech is often the most in need of protection. In the battle

The Bruin waged against the university for access to docu-

ments detailing secret settlements in the last academic year,

we took a strong stance on the vital need for the freedom of

information. We would be hypocrites if we did not support

this philosophy when other groups— including those

whose ideologies are different from ours— wanted a

chance to speak.

But while we strongly advocate the need for protected

speech, this freedom is tempered by a need for responsible

and ethical reporting. The statistics and arguments used by
the Human Life Alliance can be cleverly manipulated to

support its ideology, but that does not mean you should

accept them at face value. Although we support their right

to speech, this freedom will not be maximized unless other

equally passionate arguments are made and presented.

This is where you come in. By printing this advertise-

ment, we hope to revive the campus debate on freedom of

choice— an issue our society hasn't come close to resolv-

ing. The propaganda used by this group is extreme, but

sometimes it takes the loudest voices to turn this debate

into more than a battle of bumper stickers or writing on
bathroom walls. Hopefully, the scare tactics used in this

piece will spurn a productive dialogue in the conmiunity—
in the Viewpoint section, in classes and in conversations.

Our pubUcation of this advertising supplement is all

about freedom of speech and choices. Just as the debate

surrounding reproductive rights is also about freedoms and

choices— even though the Human Life Alliance may not

think so. This debate is about your choice to read, listen

and act. It's about your choice to care. And if you do care,

make the choice to speak up.

New to UCLA?
Remember to

watch out for

'numerouno'

At times, signs of hos- .

pitable life can be found

here at UCLA. I uncov-

ered some, but that wais after

nearly a year of intense search-

ing. What was most common,
impressive •^^i
and equally

disconcerting

was the preva-

lence of apa-

thy as a

response to

the maze that

can be our

campus.
This was by

no means sim-

plistic apathy,

but rather an

articulate

dilettantism

with an eager

philosophy of justification and
indoctrination. Though it was
cleverly masked, it was also the

brilliant norm. Instead of capitu-

lating to the pressure to accept

certain unpleasantries, I have

Pi?fJ

m-

Donald

Carpenteh

Rios
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Life, liberty and UCLA: wise words for new Bruins

Peter

Hamilton

Welcome back. If you're a

veteran Bruin, you
know the fall quarter

routine: where to go, wtuit to do.

But if you're a brand spanking

new Bruin, you're going to need
to know the lowdown on the hoe-

down we call UCLA.
Let me start

by saying the

accolades of

this top-notch

university are

impressive and
well-deserved.

But such topics

are boring to

write about and
that's why I'll

leave the pro-

paganda to .

Chancellor

Young's spin-

doctors. Instead of giving you the

blah, blah, blah on how great

UCLA is, I'm going to give you
the skinny on your new universi-

ty, namely: how it works, who
your rival school is, what the

greek system is about, and the

fact that you have your very own
ghost town, I mean college town:

Westwood.
UCLA is a university of higher

learning, but the first lesson you
need to learn is that UCLA is a

money machine. It takes a heap of

cash to start UCLA's engine every

morning. Where does it get the

money? From you.

Every quarter you will be

expected to pay increasing

amounts of cash for your educa-

tion. What now costs about

$1 ,300 used to cost $399 a quarter

whenl started in 1986. Now
that's an impressive profit. I think

I'll open my own university when
I graduate (once I pay off the

$20,000 1 owe in college loans). I

was planning on going into the

film industry, but UCLA has

shown me it's not as profitable as

the university business.

During that same time period

movie ticket prices in Westwood
should have increased from $6 in

1986 to $20 in 1994 (using

UCLA's price increase index).

But they didn't. Tickets cost

$7.50, and that's only if you don't

show your valid fall reg card -

then they're $5.

But I can hear you saying

... there isn't an actual

rivalry between UCLA
and use ... it's more

like a little brother try-

ing to arm wrestle wifti

his big brother.

"Pete, UCLA's tuition may be
more expensive than it used to be,

but compared to going to *SC, it's

a deal." And I say, "Compared to

going to *SC, sucking on wood-
grain alcohol is a deal."

That brings us to the topic of

our rivalry. If you are confused

why use is our rival, realize that

the people who go to USC wanted
to go to UCLA but couldn't get

in, not for lack of money, but for

lack of brain cells. But what's

more important to understand is

that there isn't an actual rivalry

between UCLA and USC
(because that suggests parity), it's

more like a little ^ther trying to

arm wrestle with his big brott^.

The reality of the rivalry is that

we school 'SC on and off the

playing field. In fact, we beat

them in every arena except one:

number of famous alumni charged
with double murders.

If you are still confused, just

remember the story of the high

school student who applied to

UCLA with a 1.9 GPA. Once
UCLA graciously denied the stu-

dent enrollment, the student tried

USC. USC said, "Of course we'll

take you, but we're going to have
to put you on academic probation,

and that will cost you $5,000 in

addition to the regular $14,000
tuition. But don't feel bad, every-

one at USC is on academic proba-

tion. That's what makes a Trojan

a Trojan!"

Now that you are basking in

your admission to UCLA and are

wondering what types of activities

to engage in, let me give you
some pointers. UCLA has every-

thing firom a top-notch gymnastics

club to a superior men's water

polo club (I won't get into why
they are clubs and not teams,

answers like that can only be sup-

plied by the chancellor). But
instead offing to join either of

them (as both were multiple

NCAA champions in the *80s and
'90s), I would encourage you to

watch them compete.

Speaking of watching, ladies, if

you want to see some guys'

rumps in tight pants, check out

the Bruin baseball team at

Veteran's field. And guys, if you
want to see some ladies glistening

in hot pants, check out the

women's volleyball team at

Pauley Pavilion. But if you want
to compete and not just root on a

team, there's always the chess

club or the snow ski club.

I hear you saying, "But what

about fraternities and sororities?"

Well, if you must know, sit down,
my child, and I'll give you some
background. Seeing that I have
been at UCLA for seven years

(five as an undergrad and two as a

grad) and that I am a founding

father of Pi Kappa Alpha at

UCLA, and that my mother was a

member of Chi Omega at UCLA
in the '50' s and that my sister was
a member of Chi Omega at

UCLA in the '80' s, I feel capable

of giving you the rundown on the

greek system.

What I have learned is that the

greek system is pathetic. I have

See HAMILTON, page 22
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J^lne cleaner, streaking, biffies and pranks gone awry

; . b'- ..

The Hershey's chocolate

syrup has turned into a dark

brown moldy gunk so that it

is easily confused with the excre-

ment next to it. The pink lemon-

ade drink mix is now clumped
into a hard, tough mound of sug-

ary substance. The flour refuses to

blend in with the dirt and human
wastes which share its cement

block floor space.

And there I ————
was, trying to

clean this stuff

off the toilet

seats on Labor

Day weekend.

People were

probably out

partying with

their friends at

vacation spots

like Lake
Tahoe and Las

Vegas. My
only friends

were a bucketful of some industri-

al pine cleaning mixture and a

long-handled plastic brush. M^
vacation spots were two outhous-

es in some campsite off the 1-5

Frazier Park exit: biffies, as these

crapping holes are termed in

camp lingo.

^'

I forced myself to think hapipy

thoughts: colorful images of open

grassy fields under a clear blue

sky and a light, cool breeze. This

way, I will hopefully forget the

stench in these fly-infested stalls.

Before long, however, my nose

overpowered my imagination, and

I was gradually overwhelmed by

the odor of reality. As I dipped the

brush in the concentrated disin-

fectant solution, I began to won-

George

der exactly what I was thinking to

get myself into this mess. Just a

few nights ago, my friends and I

had been up here, armed with

everything from toilet paper and

soap to a cordless Makita drill.

There we were at 4 in the morn-

ing, doing as much as we could to

the camp and its sleeping coun-

selors who would wake up the

next day to the messy surprise.

Now, here I was, scraping what I

could from these biffies victim-

ized by our mischievous actions.

The left side of my brain start-

ed nagging me as I got another

whiff of the place: Why the hell

did you do it, George? You are

such a stupid idiot. What pos-

sessed yoaOp drive two hours to

play a practical joke in the middle

of the weeknight? Stupid, stupid,

stu- ...

Before it could fini^ the irri-

tating lecture, anoth^rphcl of my
brain luckily cut in. It filled my

I forced myself to

think happy thoughts:

colorful images of open

grassy fields ... 1 began

to wonder exactly what

1 was thinking to get

myself into this mess.

head with memories of past expe-

riences that I've had or witnessed.

It reminded me of the brave

soul who streaked across the Rose

Bowl on a second down of the

UCLA-Tennessee game Sept. 3.

1

remembered him leading the

eight-clap, the student and alumni

sections cheering enthusiastically,

and him being carried sfM^ad-

eagle off the field. I chuckled as I

exerted another ounce of energy

at the tough pink and brown stains

on the toilet seat.

I soon recalled the time my
friends and I streaked through a

fast-food restaurant. The sight of

us running in single file scream-

ing our heads off must have

shocked quite a few customers

and caused them to lose their

appetites. Since we had T-shirts

covering our heads, one partici-

pant got lost in the two-story

building while another ran into a

poor old lady waiting in line to

place her order. The next day,

managers had their employees

reviewing the security camera

footage in hopes of identifying us.

My smile widened as I was finally

able to scrape off a portion of the

pink lemonade clump.
"^

Other scenes of previous spe-

cial events emerged. My close

friends usually dreaded the arrival

of their birthdays. We had once

kidnapped two from their homes
only to leave them handcuffed to

a football goal post. Another year,

we duct-taped a friend's arms and

legs and pantsed him ^ different

locations throughout Westwood
and UCLA. Even my friend

couldn't have his wedding cere-

mony take place joke-free. He and

the nervous bride were petrified

when we groomsmen failed to

provide the ring when the minis-

ter called for it. The Imish flicked

a little of the dirty brown liquid

onto my shoes, and I curled my
lip in disgust.

Why was I prone to do such

cruel things? Were my parents

actually in the CIA, secretly train-

ing me to become some callous

terrorist? Could this be considered

the hazing which the greek sys-

tem has "officially" done away
with? Was I in need of serious

psychiatric counseling? Questions

continued to flow from my head

while answers to them are a little

The flour ... the dirt ...

human wastes ...

And there 1 was,

trying to clean this

stuff off the toilet seats

on Labor Day ^

weekend.

less abundant. I couldn't esc£^
the feeling of guilt as my mind
interprets my past as some mali-

cious doing of the devil's influ-

ence. The thoughts kept spinning

as my arms continued the scrub-

bing motion ...

TTiere were the lawns. They
were never safe from our evil

plots. Anything we could get our

hands on soon became decorative

ornaments in our friends' front

yards. A toilet bowl'we found was
planted in the middle of a yard

for the whole neighborhood to

see the next morning. Trash days

would give us the chance to make
unique heaps and designs on
stretches of green grass. Bags of

flour plus automatic sprinklers

would produce a nice, white

gooey mess by nine the next

morning. One thousand, 500 plas-

tic forks could easily transform

any lawn into a cemetery, with

rows of white handles sticking up

strategically throughout each

square yard. TP would take the

place of tinsel and ribbons ^s

la'wn trimmings during the winter

holidays. The memories become

so vivid that I almost forget about

the dark, dingy stall I am in.

Almost. Keep thinking good

thoughts, George ...

Other recollections popped up

in my head: putting flour in blow

dryers, Saran-wrapping cars, fin-

ishing off rolls of somebody

else's film with naked pictures of

us in the sculpture garden ... these

all provided great results. But we
were admittedly not 100 percent

successful. Once, we had attempt-

ed to etch a design on to the foot-

bail field using bags of salt. We
were heartbroken the next day

when we discovered that iodized

salt does nothing to kill grass. Our
prank success rate was finally

blemished. t

And now, this hq>pens.

Somehow, ih& practical joke vic-

tims automatically knew I was

one of the culprits and had me
return to camp to clean it all up. I

was doing time for some act any

society on earth would tell me
was stupid, immature, deranged,

uncivilized, twisted, impractical, a

waste of time and money. Yet,

there was something inside me
that possessed me to do it. What
was it? Was it for shock value?

How about the oK)ortunity to

rebel against social norms? It

See TSAI, page 20
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Welcome Bruins

!

We would like to invite you to be a part of our worship community. Beginning

October 2nd, our Sunday Mass schedule will be as follows:

10:30am and 9:30pm at the UCC
4:30pm and 7:30pm at the

University Lutheran Chapel

We will be having weekday masses on campus at Ackerman Union 3517 at 12:00pm

noon on Mondays and Wednesdays throughout the quarter.

So come on by! Join us at our Welcome Picnic next Wednesday, October 5th at

6:00pm at the UCC and learn more about worship at the UCC as well as the

Newman House, our diverse community of people that plays, prays, and lives

together. If you have any questions, please fell free to contact us at (310) 208-5015.

We hope to see you soon!

^^^Jewman
rlouse

832 Hilgard Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(210) 208-6963

Elena Cardena, Newman House Director

University Catholic Center

840 Hilgard Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 208-5015
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Telephone directory. Credit card holder. Cash holder.
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$19.95
R^ularly $59.95
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Hundreds

greeting cards.

V«WM» At hbart
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Many to choosefrom.

Sendyour greetings^ ydUr wishes, your thoughts...
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Masks. Tons ofmasks.

:%..

Candlestick holders.

Halloween is 30 days away!

What areyou wearing.

'~\

I

Freeplush toy with anypurchase over $5.
. One coupon per customer per purchase. Expires 10-21-94.
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1083 BROXTON AVE.
310-824-1688

BcAnmo ttw WherBhouM and ^ratton's

FM 9114 ait tor addedFUm
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Covemge of college substance abuse
report leaves much to be desired
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Just after school let out this

summer, the Commission on
Substance Abuse at Colleges

and Universities released an 83-

page report titled Rethinking

Rites of Passage: Substance

Abuse on America's Campuses.
The information they released

held no sur- imh^
pnses for any-

one remotely

aware of stu-

dents' lives,

Leslie

Damsid

but the press grabbed onto the

most sensational parts and tracked

me down for comment. They
shQwed particular inferest in col-

lege "girls" who were reported to

be out there hinging with the

"boys."

My phone started ringing at 10

a.m. with press people wanting

comments. Now, much to the cha-

grin of five reporters, I am not

one to talk in sound bites and I try

not to be pinned down to oversim-

plifying such a complex and sen-

sational public health issue. Over
the past few years, most media
contacts - interviews and such -

have left me frustrated and angry.

This, I believed, was a newswor-
thy issue, so I tried. I even put on
makeup.

These interviews were an eerie

exercise in groupthink - all of the

reporters asked the same ques-

tions both off and on camera. It

was as if some omnipotent pro-

ducer had a direct line to their

note pads so that even their warm-
up questions were identical. For
those of you who missed the teas-

er "College Drinking Out of

Control! - Film at 11" let me
share a typical interview experi-

ence with you.

The pre-interview: They enter

my office. "Hi, I'm Chris

Creamcheese from K— , you
must be ... um ... Leslie Damski?
big smile, no handshake. I think,

great, this person is a genius, I am
wearing a name tag, my name is

on my door and my secretary has

just introduced us. Oh well. "Yes,

I am." I flash my big smile and I

pass them business cards.

"Let's just get comfortable here

while Bubba, my cameraman, sets

up." Bubba is rolling his eyes

because my office, the size of a

walk-in closet, is already crowded
without him, Creamcheese and
the equipment.

"Well, isn't this shocking

news?" Creamcheese asks, eye-

brows arched dramatically.

"No," I respond. 'The .

Califano report is pretty much in

line with what we have been see-

ing at UCLA for the last six

years -that is, when we started to

survey students' attitudes and
behaviors about alcohol and
other drugs."

"Well, confidentially, I did my
share of drinking in college and

well ... um ... you know ... we had
a lot of fun, but never like this! It

seems an impossible job to get

students to stop drinking! How do
you do it?"

I stifle a sigh. "Well, we do
not try to get all students to stop

drinking. I guess you could

describe us as 'pragmatic altru-

ists' in that we hope to impact

the behavior of students who
would prefer not to drink or who
would like to drink in modera-
tion - almost 40 percent of them,

as a matter of fact. Many stu-

dents find that the campus envi-

ronment and their peers do not

support abstinence or modera-
tion. We want students to avoid

underage drinking and heavy
drinking that lead to negative sit-

uations - accidents, unwanted
sex, rape, DUI, failing grades

and so on. We also do prevention

programming and treatment for

students with problems."

Bubba was set up by now and
we were ready to begin the real

interview: "This is Chris

Now, much to the

chagrin of five

reporters, I am nqit one

to talk in sound bites ...

Creamcheese and we are here at

UCLA with Leslie Damski of

Student Health to discuss the

shocking news released by former

Health Secretary Califano regard-

ing college drinking. So, E>r.

Damski, how are you going to •

deal with these disturbing revela-

tions?" big smile.

"It's Ms. Damski. Well, it isn't

so shocking - we have known for

several years that students have
been binge drinking and we have
developed a number of strategies

to work with students who drink a

lot and those who are more mod-
erate. We have ...

"

"There has been a dramatic

increase in coeds drinking heavily

- binge drinking?" Inquisitive

smile.

"Well, yes, women are

approaching men in the amount
they drink and the number and

kinds of negative consequences

experienced as a result. Binge

drinking is defined as five or

more drinks in one sitting and ...
"

"Aren't women on campus
raped and beaten more when they

are drunk?" Bigger smile.

"Alcohol is a significant factcn*

in most rape and dating violence

as well as other less dramatic but

nonetheless damaging neg - ...
"*

**Stopping students from drink-

ing at UCLA seems like an

impossible job - how do you do

it?" A piercing look at the camera.

"We use a number of strategies.

We have programs that support

students who in^fio' not to drink ^
in social situations - about 39 per-

cent of our campus. And we have

educational and alternative pro-

grams for students who want to

make mcwe informed and reason-

able decisions about alcohol and

other drug use. And of course we
have programs and assistance for

students who get into trouble with

alco - ...

"

"By trouble, you mean of

course, date rape, drunk driving

accidents and AIDS" She is still

smiling.

See DAMSiCI, page 26

Dazed and confused? Overwhelmed by your
options? Lookingfor a way to enjoy UCLA
without losing yourfocus? Lookfor your
FREE copy of the UCLA Natural High
Social Guide - now available in the

Residence Halls and atASUCLA stores.

It's your BEST social alternative resource.

UCLA
NATURAL

HIGH

Call 825-7164 for more information.

Ibe BestEducation

Money Can't Buy

You'll find it working in the student media,
<

where you'll gain some of your most valuable

experiences. It's a real-life education that you

can't find anywhere else.

IteMent

MediaOrieDMon
Monday October 3 6:30 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

MriMIX

ome check out what the

student media has offered

for 70 years: Real experi-

ence as writers, editors, photographers,

designers and broadcasters—something you

just can't get in the schedule of classes.

Learn more about the free workshops we're offer-

ing this quarter on reporting, design and broadcasting

taught by industry professionals. Meet representatives

from the Daily Bruin, Al-Talib, Ha'Am, La Gente,

Nommo, Pac Ties, Ten Percent, Together, Bruin Life

yearbook and KLA radio. CflllUinr K«TcW»fHaii225

825-2787

—
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Got a lot on your mind?
Speak out.

/

Viewpoint columnist applications are available NOW
in the entrance hall of the Daily Bruin.

All UCLA students, staffand faculty are encouraged to apply.

Applications are due in the Viewpoint office, at the Daily Bruin,

227 Kerckhoff Hall, c/o Michele Keller, by Monday Oct. 3 at 5 p.m.

Daily Bruin

iii.e.ch.a. calmecac
the ucia chicana/o and laUna/o student retention program

Welcomes all RAZA and interested students to our

OPEN HOUSE AND

ACAOEIVliC SUCCESS WORKSHOP

Tuesday, October lOtii

6:00 - 7:30 PM at tiie Men's Gym Room 203
•Come meet yov

Rnd out alMut otiier Cabnecac Retention Services

counselor OP sign-up for one if you doni Have oie yet

Exam Htes, Study Groups, Women's

• Refreslmiems wm iw served

and Mentorsidp Program.

FAli qUARTB STUDY HiUl AIH WORKSHOP SGHBNIii

Free Van Transportation Is provided from Study flag to Residgncg flags and A4acam f^omnm^^
*IVorl(slMps wi tain piacg at Tuesday liglrt Study flag from 6:00 to 7:00 PIM.

Vans leave at 8:00, 10:00, 11:00 and Mhbrigtt.

Study Hag starts Taesday of wrnek 2 after tiM Open Hem ami Acadagic SKces Worinimp.

Tuesday lights*

Room #1112

Wednesday liglits

#1201

6:00 PM to

Weel(3 Centre Coatgcue: "Our

week 4 Test-Tskbig Tedndques

hi La FamRia" Wieic 8 Course Ssloctlen pgght

Weel(7 Centre Coaticue: "Be Strong, Mgigr:

WMIO StMlyBreait and Preparing For FtaalsWoHniNp

's Gym Room 203 (310)206-5547
JJ
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STUDENT PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
FALL 1994

Student Psycfiologlcal Services provides individual and group counseling ttirough offices in two campus locations. Ttie service is staffed by psyctiologists. clinical social workers and psyctiiatrists

wtu) are familiar witfi ttie needs and interests of university students.

SPS/Mid-Campus is located at 4223 Math Sciences Building, 825-0768. SPS/Soutfi Campus is located at A3-062 Center for tfie Health Sciences, 825-7985. For infonnation or appointments call

either of the atx)ve numt)ers.

AC4(Adilt Cliildraa of Alcoholics): This therapy group is for students who grew up in families where parents abused alcohol and/or other drugs. Various feelings and concerns will be
explored Including: intimacy In relationships, the need to control, difficulty trusting others, fear of abandonment, depression, arifl the appropriate expression of anger. How these issues from the

past are affecting current life functioning will be emphasized. Three sections will be offered. I^ondays, 5-7 p.m. Wednesdays, 5-7 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment. Thursdays, 10-12

noon. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment

(Adalts Molestod as Cliiidroo): A support group for women who have been molested as children. We will explore feelings of shame, isolation, stigmatization, depression and conflicts

around intimacy. Fridays, 1 -3 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

COPWS Wim ADDICTIVE REHAVIORS: A group for students experiencing any addictive or compulsive behavior including: alcohol and other drug abuse, co-dependency, eating disorders,

shoplifting, compulsive sexual behavior, etc. The group will address issues common to all addictive behavior such as perfectionism, poor self- image, difficulties identifying and expressing

feelings, working through dysfunctional aspects of your family of origin, etc. Tuesdays, 1 -3 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

TMESIS SUPPOUT 6R0UP: This group is for graduate students who feel stymied or overwhelmed by the Thesis/Dissertation process. The group will assist in exploring

feelings of isolation, ambivalence and confusion about the process. Strategies for overcoming inertia and other difficulties will be suggested. Four sections will be offered. Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m.;

Wednesdays, 3-4:30 p.m.; Thursdays, 3-5 p.m.; Fridays 1 0-1 2 noon. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

DISORDERS 6R0UP: A group to assist persons in dealing with such eating disorders as compulsive overeating, compulsive hinging and purging, excessive use of cathartics, etc. The
group approach is used to counteract the sense of isolation and to share experiences with others whose concerns are similar. The format will explore underlying issues and a behavioral approach to

chanjje. Tuesdays. 10-1 1 :30 a.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

gUNADEMEIIT/BODY IMAGE ISSOES: A group to assist women struggling with body image and compulsive overeating. Members will set weekly goals and be encouraged to explore

motives underlying their behaviors. Tuesdays, 12:30-2 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

VICTIM TO SURVIVOR: This group provides a safe and supportive environment for women to explore issues of trust, intimacy and power while recovering from sexual abuse or rape

experienced as an adult. Tuesdays, 1 -2:30 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

STRESS CLINIC GROUPS
The Stress Clinic offers a variety of short-term groups ttiroughout the quarter, each focused on different coping skills and strategies for reducing excessive stress and increasing

performance effectiveness. This quarter's groups include:
*

COPING WITH EXAM ANXIETY: A four-session group focusing exclusively on ways to reduce intense anxiety which can interfere with one's effectiveness in taking exams. The

development of positive test-taking attitudes and skills will be emphasized. ^

igVROVING TIME MANAGEMQIT AND STUDY SKILLS: A group for students who would like to cope more effectively with academic pressures. Becoming more organized,

managing time more effectively and increasing concentration will be among the focal points of this group.

STRESS MANAGEMENT THROUGH REAXATION TRAINWG AND SIOFEEDSACK: A basic introduction to relaxation training is offered through this group. Biofeedback will be

used to enable participants to refine an ability to relax themselves and to remain relaxed when dealing with sources of stress.

COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO STRESS MANAGEMENT; The amount of stress a person experiences is often related to how he or she interprets events, not just the events

themselves. This group will focus on identifying beliefs and self-talk that may intensify stress responses and on replacing them with more realistic and constructive ways of thinking.

The schedule of when the Stress Clinic groups are being offered and other sign-up information can be obtained by calling 825-0768 or by coming by the office located in 4223 Math

Science Building.

GAY MENS COMING OUT GROUP: A one-quarter structured group for men who are gay or bisexual (or think they might be) and who are in the very early stages of exploring their sexual

orientation. Information will be presented, and members will be encouraged to share their feelings and experiences with other group members, but no one will be pressured to "come out" in any

public way. Group is strictly confidential, and an intake interview with the group leader is required. Fridays, 3-4:30 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

GAY MBtt PSYCHOTmAPY GROUP: A group for gay and bisexual men. Issues to be dealt with include those specific to gay men, e.g. internalized homophobia, as well as more general

personal and interpersonal concerns, e.g. depression, isolation. Mondays, 5-6:30 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

GETTING DEYOND GiUEF: A one-quarter support group for those who are dealing with the aftermath of death. Whether the death was recent or long ago, was of someone close to you or was an

observed event, was due to natural causes or suicide, the effects on survivors are often similar. Issues that will be dealt with include feelings of anger and guilt, effective/non-effective ways of

cdping, phases of bereavement, etc. Mondays, 2-4 p.m. Call 825-7985 for intake appointment.

^: A support group for Lesbians who wish to explore their identity and coming out issues, self-esteem, and personal and interpersonal concems. Wednesdays, 1-3 p.m.

Call 825-0768 or 825-7985 for intake appointment.

MUUI-CUulNIAL EXPLORATION GROUP: This group will explore how your cultural and racial identity affects all aspects of your life, school, family, relationships and work. Please join others

who are also interested in self-exploration and personal growth. Tuesdays, 1 1 :30-1 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

OVERCOMING SHYMfSS: A group for those wishing to overcome the discomfort and social restrictions caused by shyness. Particular attention will be given to developing the skills necessary for

effective social interaction. Mondays, 1 -2:30 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.

*: An opportunity to share concerns in a group setting which emphasizes understanding yourself and others and exploring important issues in personal

relationships. Members will be encouraged to examine their interactions with each other as well as those outside the group. Thursdays, 10-11:30 a.m. or Thursdays, t-3 p.m. Call 825-7985 for

intake appointment.

\ A group for those interested in self- exploration, personal growth and change. This group will explore a range of personal and interpersonal concerns including self-

esteem, assertiveness, intimacy and emotional expressiveness with an intent to help you enhance your own sense of personal competence. Fridays, 1-3 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake

appointment '

V'

SUPPORT 6RINIP FOR STUDENTS WITH PSYCNm.OGICAL OR EMOTHINAL OISADHJTIES: The Office for Students with Disabilities and Student Psychological Services will be offering a

group for students wtiose primary disability ts of a psychological or emotional nature. The group will serve as a supportive place for students to discuss experiences that affect your academic

performance. Wednesdays, 2:30-4 p.m. Call 825-0768 for intake appointment.
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Wishing to write opinions to KELLER

Viewpoint? Here's liow ...
With an estimated readership

between 22,000 and 56,000, the

Daily Bruin isn't your standard

college newspaper. Likewise, nei-

ther is Viewpoint your ordinary

opinion section.

When the academic year really

gets going - and it will, complete
with demonstrations, protests,

controversies^ etc. - only about
one in every eight Viewpoint sub-

missions will actually make it into

the paper. Because of this, the way
you format your articles and sub-

rait them to the Viewpoint editors

can have a large effect on how
often your submissions will get

published. Here are a few simple

tips to help your letters or articles

get published in the daily section.

1. Write short. Since
Viewpoint aims to publish as

many diverse individual perspec-

tives as possible, your odds for

publication are much better if you
write a few paragraphs versus a
few pages. Viewpoint is frequent-

ly in need of short letters.

2. Respond quickly. If you
write while an issue is hot, your
article will be, too. Time your arti-

cle to run right before or during
major news events, and follow
what people are saying and writ-

ing about them in the Viewpoint
section. Writing after the fact is

almost always old news.

3. Use personal experiences in

your writing, if they're relevant.

When you write about what you

know best, the quality of your
work will reflect it. Viewpoint
submissions do not have to mimic
college term papers in their style,

and personal anecdotes are often

the most interesting and effective

ways to begin articles and express

opinions.

If you write while an

issue is hot, your article

will be, too. Time your

article to run right

before or during major

news events ... writing

after the fact is almost

always old news.

4. Recominended viewing is

"Revising Prose," by Richard
Lanham, a video on reserve in the

Powell Media Lab. In 30 minutes,

this UCLA professor will revolu-

tionize your writing.

5. Submit your article before

noon at least two days before you
want it to run, if not sooner.
Except in the case of breaking
news, last-minute submissions
have a smaller qhance at running
in the next day's paper.

6. Format your article. If you
handwrite, make sure your sub-

mission is legible. If you type.

double-space. If you email, plan

out your thoughts beforehand and
avoid rambling. Feel free to bring

in your submission on a Mac-
compatible disk (clearly labeled

with your name and phone num-
ber), and be sure to also include a

printed copy of your submission.

Whatever you do, don't forget to

proofread.

7. You don't need a reg card!

Viewpoint is always short on staff,

faculty and administration input.

Always include your full name,
phone number and affiliation with

UCLA (if you're a staff or faculty

member, list your department or

office; if you're a student, include

your reg card number).

8. Write colorfully. Write witl?

wit and detail. And don't forget

humor - it will make your submis-

sion stand out in the crowd.

9. Research your topic. Use
facts to back up your opinions,

and cite them. Make sure your
information is up-to-date.

10. Stop by the Viewpoint
office at 227 Kerckhoff Hall,

across from the Kerckhoff
Coffeehouse. (As you walk in the

front door of the Daily Bruin
office, turn left and go all the way
to the back of editorial section.

The Viewpoint cubicle is on your
right, in the corner). If you have
questions or constructive criti-

cism, don't hesitate to call, stop by
and ask the Viewpoint editors.

From page 2

to in^»x>ve the writing within the

section— from issue coverage to

writing style.

Also, The Bruin's new design

editor, Brian Ng, is working to

improve the paper's appearance, -

making it more appealing and eas-

ier to read. We have an extremely

talented art staff that will work
daily to add a visual dimension to

submissions (check out our cover

art and Peter Zaslav's illustration

in the middle of this section).

3. Preserve readability by
including timdy, personal issues

and humor. On Mondays, we'll

run Public Space, a section devot-

ed to including issues that concern

everyone, but may not usually get

covered in the pages of Viewpoint.

On alternate Tuesdays, columnists

George T^ai and Peter Hamilton

will make you laugh. On alternate

Thursdays, Donald Carpenter-Rios

and Roxane Marquez will make
you think. On Wednesdays and
Fridays, well ... that's up to you.

With the knowledge that many
of our readers are just entering

UCLA this quarter, we've kept the

columnist ^plication process

open rather than choosing all

columnists during the summer ...

so apply. (They're available at the

entrance of the Daily Bruin office,

and they're due Oct. 3).

4. Take stronger positions on
weekly staff editorials. Our edito-

rial board will publish weekly, if

not bi-weekly staff editorial

stances— campus issues as well

as political, national, international

issues, etc. (For an example, turn

the page and read our editorial on
the advertising supplement con-

tained in this paper).

5. Coordinate regular theme
pages and special projects. As I

stated above. Public Space will

continue ttiis year on Mondays as a

way for Viewpoint to cover issues

in-depth that might not otho^ise

get covered in a campus newspa-

per. Some of the topics you ' 11 see

in Public Space this quarter are

sexual harsussment, ccMnmunity

policing and the fiincticHi of the

arts in the community. We're also

planning sections to commemorate
special occasions and events,

including National Coming Out
Week early this quarter.

So, those are just a few of our

plans for Viewpoint this year. And
while I'd rather you read the

Viewpoint section instead of my
editor's column, just a few last

things before I go.

Columns, viewpoints and letters

are notCHiously difficult to write.

In order to be successful at them,

addition to having the ability to

write and argue a point clearly,

you need reasonably high self-

esteem (if not serious guts) to

write something for which 56,000

other peq)le will hold you
accountable.

But this is precisely the reason

it's important to read and write to

Viewpoint. By airing personal dif-

ferences and similarities and pro-

viding a forum for individuals to

explain their feelings about any
number of issues. Viewpoint can

make UCLA seem a sniialler, more
tangible conununity.

I'd also like to acknowledge the

team of dedicated, supportive peo-

ple who worked non-stop over the

past few weeks to help Roxane
and me put out this Viewpoint sec-

tion: too many to name, but espe-

cially Matea, Jen, Brian, Jino and

See , page 32
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JluERBACH Internships
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Interested in becoming a part of the UCLA community?
Jluerbach /nternships are. • .

> held in UCLA administrative and departmental offices

> valuable work and educational experiences
> personalized to your needs
> paid/nonpaid

Pick up an application at the front desk of any residence hall or in
the Internal Vice President's Office 312D Kerckhoff Hall.

For more info CALL
Craig Luntz, Director, 208-2232
Amy E. Goodman, IVP, 825-7306

Paid for by USAC

I
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PIIIPINO AMERKAN HlfTORy MONTH
''Thepurpose ofHUpin^Amermm^^slmy Month is to celebrate the contnbutiom that

Hlipim Anmieanfor^^^^afulfmmu^hers have made to American culture, as
well as substammte^mmj to ^S% Tagahg" in the UCLA curriculum. "

I's Filipino co
'S^ I

Event

tf iNM cdme Bgether to bring to you the following...

"^

Ctiihire

rkifnno American

Ttisiory in ^tures

10/29/94 ^ .^

m FUm

^

Locatifm Time

AUGB itam-2pm

So|urce Nightclub 9pin-2ain

AGSM2214
-

6pm-8pn[i

1 Franz 1260
-

6pm-830pm

" KerckhoflfArt Gallery

'<m^^^-

AtFGB 7pm-10pm

Pastprihe Future

•«,«

*ft« ^^^

ltng4

1kru0e€fthemmVe

mdB^slStance

KieHTckhoff Art Gallery 7pm-930pm

6pm-8pm

llam-130pm

ACSM22I4

MeyerhoiffPark

TACikLOO/Ali-atihaitiiii^^^Qrouiid camp^

The p«$h to

^foriialin

r
from the mi

fcoB.^ the mast preslB^esin theUaA community today. In its third and final year

, tte pr^^ij^ is fil danger ofb^ removed from lUe^tademic currkulum due to a "lack of funding"

ty. ^^A^ W*fer?est AiHn Pacific Ijl^der population in die |D^tter Los Angeles area, die second largest

Aslaiip(|^laM|lfi the UiAl^Stotes, andttieseventh langesc"ethnic minoiky" popuiadon In die country, Pilipino Americans

Conifiilse^sMbgJttttt^pefft^tageof theAMira^ CHirivedecess his havecontributed to every aspect ofmodem

Am^can ciitMiie, ^d^ruggfed to da/^€alifiD^^$trofii^ngoirftural Industry. As one of die top ten langu^es spoken

^^\Mte6 S^es, we af» askingthatT^^^lmplemfdS^ftitotheUCLA cunioiium on a pemianent basis, and welcome

dieendrecaitiBlandcoi#igi«tytofolrt«bt^^ Our hfe^)fy deems us tW$i|gfit, our existence stresses Its necessity,

our people c^i for it now. The need for relev^ edu^^don for nff peoples is today,. .yes, it affects you too.
^<

$mruthang IHUpmo, Smmhmtg^l^^ Educi^ibmmd RetmdimtPh^^ mipinosfor Community Health,
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@ (510) 447-9212
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PamNOf IN PILMAICIN6
AND T/BTER

variety in the arts,

support from your peers
love of the conununity

must muU eat mutt?

filmsy ptays, theatre

Pleajie contact Frances A^as or
Celine Salazar Parrenas
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CARPENTER-RIOS
From page 4

* devised a small informational

guide for your first day at

. UCLA. My first day was horren-

dous. Nothing the orientation

counselor had said prepared me
fortius.

Unknown to fhe UCLA
administration, and their many
minions disguised as students, I

have been workirig away at this,

my most vicious manifesto of
dissent. Hopefully it can help

• you, too, to survive the trauma
of life without mama. In the real

world it's a jungle out there, and
you've got to look out for

numero uno.

I came to UCLA, like many of
~iis, with starry-eyed expecta-

tions, the idealized and largely

culturally constructed promise
that college would surround me
in a heavenly intellectual cradle

filled with philosophers, irtists,

scientists and social activists of
every kind.

Ah, but think of reality. What
has become of my imagined
world, where we were all striv-

ing together for the betterment
of humanity, each in his or her
own way, in a world of com-
plete equality? After all, high
school had let us down. Wasn't
this supposed to be higher edu-
cation - the fountainhead of
innovation, creativity, wisdom
and truth?

Wouldn't I find the hidden

treasure of my life's dreams, my
holy grail, my golden fleece, (a

job paying more than $5.50 an
hour), the vision of my vision

quest?

My first day at UCLA should
have been omen enough, but that

would have burst my bright and
happy bubble. There I was up at

the crack of dawn, singing in the

shower at the top of my voice.

No leftover pizza for breakfast

on this day. No way! I'm going
to college, leaving my cares

behind, feasting on knowledge
and dorm food.

My first day was hor-

rendous. Nothing the

,

orientation counselor

had said prepared me
for this.

It was 7 a.m., and I was inch-

ing along in L.A.'s most famous
social gathering - the freeway.

When a break in the traffic final-

ly forced me to concentrate on
driving (I thought I was parking).

I changed lanes. I was singing,

"Yessiree, I'm going to college,

I'm gonna get smart, I'm gonna
graduate four majors later and
get a job, I'm gonna ..."

KABLAM!
We all pulled to the center

divider of the Pomona freeway.

Well, not exactly all of us. The
guy behind me who fell asle$ at

the wheel of a one ton pick-up
truck licensed in Nevada, who
had no insurance, who had an
expired Utah driver's license

(and only scratched his bumper),
and the woman (a UCLA) alum-
nae who only cracked an indica-*

tor lens), who jumped from her
car screaming, "What will my
father say!?" - both of them

drove away. I got out of my
steaming, smoking crushed front

and rear, totally totalled wreck
and pushed. "Please don't let this

be an omen," I begged, "rmtjn
my way to UCLA."
SITUATION: DRIVING TO

UCLA.
RECOMMENDATION:

DON'T DOIT!
REASON: Traffic does not

actually move in Los Angeles,

sometimes for hours, or four

hours, take your pick. If you're

not one of the lucky super-park-

ing-LOTTO winners, at the price

of $5.00 a day, it would be
cheaper to run, ride a bike or

walk. Besides, you'd be leaner,

fitter and could afford more
WestwoQd stuff.

"Can you drop me off at this

bus stop?" I asked the tow truck

driver. Two busses and two hours
later, I was here. UCLA. Finally.

And what to my wondering eyes

should appear? Absolutely noth-

ing familiar. It was as if I'd left

the planet for locale strange, but
it felt like being dropped off,

hog-tied and blindfolded in the

middle of a parking lot some-
where in the Mojave Desert. For
the first time in my life I was all

alone, no mommy, no daddy, no
little brother to kick around.^

I figured I needed a guide and
instantly they appeared. The first

to help me doff my blindfold was
a woman who led me to the

source and soTution of my dilem-
ma. "Are you new here?" she

asked.

"Yes, how 'bout you?" I

replied.

No I'm a sixth year double
major."

"Double major. Wow. Sounds
tough. In what?"

"Well, I started as a bio major.

but I thought I'd like film

instead. So now I'm doing anthro

and cellular musicology."

"Wow." -iVf^--^'

Then she moved in for Sw kill.

"So ... are you busy this week-
end?"

'This weekend?" I stanmiered.

"Well uh ... well uh ..."

Obviously I'd misjudged, this

was a friendlier place than I

thought. I smiled and said, "Well
what exactly do you mean by
busy?" in my most impressive,

pompous, academic posture.

"Well, she hesitated, smiling a

broad smile neatly punctuated by
dimples on either side of her lips.

"Well, she continued, "my
church group is having a picnic-

sing-a-long-prayer-vigil on
Sunday and I was wondering ..."

Five steps into my full-on

sprint and I noticed two things;

what my orientation counselor

For the first time in my
life I was all alone, no
mommy» no daddy, no

little brother to kick

around.

had called "Bruin Walk" was
now the campus religion swap-
meet, and the woman with the

dimples was in hot pursuit. There
were hawkers of every hue, but

none more daunting than

Reverend Jed - the guy at the top

of the hill, pounding his use-

worn Bible, and screaming that I

was going to hell, that capitalism

was God's economic plan and
that education (for which he

seemed to have little use) was a

silly waste of time.

When I finally made it to the

top of Janss Steps and onto

Dickson Pl«za where Old Glory
< waved in the L.A. smog, I

thought I was home free. On the

plaza, nearer to what resembled

the educational institution I'd

come for, I found a tattered

brochure entitled "Responding
To High Pressure Groups At
UCLA." It taught me what my
conunon sense had ignored.

Namely that there were religious,

political and social groups that

wanted my time, money and life.

The pamphlet said "Learn to say

'NO'." I ran back to the edge of
the hill, surveyed the masses
below and yelled

"Noooooooooooooooo!" Man
that felt good.

SITUATION: fflGH PRES-
SURE GROUPS ON CAMPUS
RECOMMENDATION: GET

A COPY OF "RESPONDING
TO PRESSURE GROUPS AT
UCLA" AND DON'T JOIN
THEM (EVEN IF THEY
PROMISE YOU HEAVEN)
REASON: UCLA is a state

institution in a state that still

believes in the essential separa-

tion of religion and government.
And while even the most ardent

atheist has been reduced to

invoking some form of the tran-

scendental, especially during

finals (see "Corinna Corinna" for

a good example of this), most of
us do well with conventional

social organizations. If you real-

ly need help, quick-fix, pie-in-

the-sky still doesn't work.

There I was gazing up at Old
Glory when I noticed that every-

thing seemed oddly linear. Up
here on the upper level of
UCLA, here in the DMZ between

See page 18

Department of Dance and World Arts & Cultures Program

Round out your schedule ofclasses this Fall Quarter with an enriching and engaging experience - an opportunity to learn more
about yourselfand other cultures through the medium ofdance! For those classes restricted to majors (marked by an *), obtain

instructor's permission. Here are just a sampling ofthe possibilities:

Dancing from Selected Cultures (Dance 70) Tu/Th 9-10:30 AM
Dance of Java (Dance 71 B)

of India (Manipuri) (Dance 71D)
of West Africa (Dance 72B)
of Brazil (Dance 79C)
of American Jazz (Dance 79J>

MAV 12:30-2 PM
Tu/Th 1-2:30 PM
MAV 5:30-7 PM
MAV 4-5:30 PM
Tunrh 2:30-4 PM

Fundamentals of Modern Dance (Dance lA or IB) Note: severafsections

Intermediate Modem Dance Technique (Dance 101A)* Tu/Th 9-11 AM
Advanced Modem Dance Technique (Dance C102A)* sec. 1 M/W/F 9-10:30 AM

sec. 2 M/W 4-6 PM
Improvisation in Dance (Dance 103) Tu/Th 11-12:30 PM
intermediate Ballet (Dance 106A) Tu/Th 12:30-2 PM
Advanced Ballet (Dance C107A)* M/W/F 12:30-2 PM
Principles of Movement Analysis: Labananalysis (Dance 125)* M/W 4-6 PM
Philosophical Bases and Trends in Dance (Dance 132A) M/W 12-2PM

History of Dance in Culture and Performance (Dance 134A) Tu/Th U-IPM
Satisfies G.E. requirementsfor non-dance majors

Dance in Latino-American Cultures (Dance 183) M/W 11-1 PM
Selected Topics in Dance: Knowing Through Ritual & Healing (Dance C197) W/F 10-12 noon

Improvisational Workshop (WAC 130> Tu/Th 3-6 PM
Seminar in Interdisciplinary and Intercultural Performance (WAC HOC) M/W 2-5 PM

For more information, call the department (310) 825-3952

--A
-^V^fW^T^
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StudentJobs available

at the Library

Many locations

on campus

-w

»«»>» ^-

v-«-

Drop by and apply:

/_-£
r>^-ji

:J

Where: 23462 University Research Library

Second Floor

When: September 26th - October 14th

Monday - Friday ^ ~
10:00 am -3:00 pm

E ,^,^ Please bring your UCLA Registration card and Student I.D.

dl
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MARQUEZ
From page 3

the patch durihg the Chicano
Power Movement in the 70s, and
that it was very special to her. She
noted how the thumb was embroi-
dered with dark brown thread
because her generation wasn't
ashamed to be, as she put it,

"brown and proud."

Brown and proud. Even though
I was 10 years old, the words
sounded magical to me. My par-
ents raised us in a predominantly
white neighborhood, and being
darker hadn't always been easy
for us, especially Raquel. Side by
side, my sister and I call to mind
gold and dark honey, and though
I'd suffered for my sallow com-
plexion, the emotional price

Raquel paid for being even darker
had been far higher.

To their crecfit, my parents went
out of their way to give us equal
love and attention, and they never
discouraged us from enjoying the

sun for fear of tanning when we
took trips to the beach or played
outside.

But they couldn't control the
opinions and actions of others -

particularly when we were at

school. Whether discrimination
manifested itself in the form of
favoritism from teachers or racist

slurs from fellow classmates, the
truth was that more than a handful
of people let us known that, if

anything, being brown warranted

shame, not pride.

So it seemed extraordinary that

my parents - and, as I later dis-

covered, numerous other relatives

and family friends - had publicly

expressed not only acceptance of
their coloring, but pride in it.

More impo];iantly, they
declared pride in tfleir heritage. As
my mother told me, the concept of
Chicano Power embodies more
than just being unashamed of
darker skin. It proclaims legitima-

cy to Chicano culture.

This belief propelled my par-
ents activism in the '60s and 70s,
and it has fueled my activism
throughout my youngPadulthood.
This was especially true in my
second year of college during the

struggle at UCLA for a CWcana/o
Studies Department.

Omt activism reiterated many of

the same ideas that previous gen-
erations stood behind. Namely,
that although we have undoubted-
ly adopted much of white culture,

our ancestors flourished well
before Europeans stumbled upon
the "New World" and possessed
an influential - and relevant - his-

tory long before white America
settled across North America.
And personally, my activism

reaffirmed my loyalty to both the

activism of previous generations
and the idea of Chicano Power in

general. Much like my mother's
explanation to her children of the

significance behind her "Chicano
Power" patch, the activism that

took place here symbolized the
passing of Chicano awareness and
pride from one generation to the

next.

True, the ^yorld has changed

significantly since my mother
went to college 25 years ago.
Indisputably, opportunities for

people of color and women
abound more than ever. But any-

one who thinks that prejudice and
discrimination is a thing of the

past is either ignorant or in denial.

Regardless, Chicano Pride is

about more than combatting
hatred. Even if racism vanished
tomorrow, Chicanos - and all

other ethnic groups - still have a
heritage unique to their communi-
ty that never just disappears. It

lives in our language, our lifestyle,

our values and our souls. And it

lives in my heart

Assistant Viewpoint Editor
Roxane Marqiiez is a fourth-year
double majoring in history and
English/American studies.

Approved GE courses:
Fall 94 Italian 46

Italian Department

Winter 95

Spring 95

Italian 42A

Italian 42B

Italian 50A

Italian Cinema and Culture (taught In English). See course schedule for times and CRS numbers.
films to be shown:
Mediterraneo Pals^
The Conformist LaStrada
Rome Open City Divorce Italian Style
Bicycle Thief Johnny Stecchino
Icicle Thief

Italian Civilization from the Origins to the Renaissance (taught in English)

Italian Civilization from the Enlightenment to Modem Italy (taught In English)

Masterpieces of Italian Uterature from Its Origins to the Renaissance (taught in English)

Newly added course to the Fall 94 schedule, and courses In Engllsh:

Italian HOB

Italian 150

Dante's Divine comedy (taught in English by Prbf. Cecil Grayson from Oxford University)
Meets T/R 9:30-1 0:45 In Geology 3656. CRS# 237-363-200.

Italian Uterature in Translation, taught by Prof. Tom Harrison. Meets M/W 1 1 :00- 12-20 In
Bunche 3 1 50. CRS# 237-59 1 -200

For further information, please contact Prof. Tom Harrison. Italian Department Undergraduate /Sdvisor, at 825-1940

NEWMINORm FRENCH
Required: a total ofnine courses from within the Department:

lower division-French 4, 5, and 6 or equivalent; and one course from French 12, 14, or 15
upper division-French 100 and four odier courses from the Department's offerings in language, culture or literature

Minimum overall GPA of 2.00 is required. All courses must be taken for a letter grade.
For further information, please consult the Department advisors:

Nicholas CoUaros - Phone (310)794-8921 or E-mail coUaros@humnet.ucla.edu
Patrick Coleman - Phone (310)794-8920 or E-mail coleman@humnet.ucla.edu

Change of time, location, & instructor:

HAITI: History, Politics, Literature (French 156 - Taught m English)
New time: Monday, 2-4:15 pm, New location: Dodd 178

New instructor
: Marie-Denise Shekon, Chair, Department ofModem Languages, aaremonrMcKeilna College

—
CRS#: 205^672-200

- Readings from Jean-Bertrand Aristide, Aim^ Cesaire, Victor Hugo, and Edouard Glissand.

/

-I
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GET A LIFE!
a SCANDINAVIAN Course this Fall Quarter. They e

and Fulfillins to Both Your Desree and Your Soul.

LANGUAGES
Elementary Swedish (218-003-200): MTWR @ 10 Haines 144

Intermediate Swedish (218-012-200): MTWR @ 10 Boelter 5514
Elementary Norwesian (218-033-200): MTWR @ 2 Bunche 3165

UTERATURES
Backsrounds in Scandinavian Uterature (218-549-200) TR @ 1 1 Kinsey 230

Gettins Married: Strlndbers and the Battle of the Sexes (218-571-200) MWF @ 1 1 Rolfe 3131
Scandinavian Folk Nan-ative: Ut. & Scand. Society (21 8-780-200) TR @ 2 Boelter 5422

For further infomwtion please call the Scandinavian Section at 825-3955
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UCLA COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE
PRESENTS:

CONVOCATION WEEK 1994

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

Counseling Assistants (CA) Presentations

Office of Residential Life (ORL) Resource Fair

9:00 - 10:00 or 10:30 - 1 1:30 Sunset Village Lounges
10:00 - 1 :00 Sunset Village Plaza

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27

Academic Advancement Program (AAP) Open House
Afro-American Studies Open House
Astronomy & Physics Open House
Atmospheric Sciences Open House
Biology/Neuroscience/Physiological Science
Chemistry & Biochemistry Open House & BBQ
Classics Open House
Earth & Space Sciences Open House
Economics Open House
English Open House
Geography Open House
History Open House
Honors Program Open House
Latin American Studies Orientation

Microbiology & Molecular Genetics Open House
ORL's "On Your Mark" Conference
Political Science Open House
Psychology Open House
Slavic Languages Computer Lab Hypertext Demo
Sociology Open House
Student Scholars Program (SSP) Orientation

10:00 -3:00

12:00 -3:30

2:00 -5:00

2:00 5:00
2:00 -5:00

2:00 •5:00

2:00-•5:00

2:00-•5:00

2:00-•5:00

2:00-•5:00

2:00- 5:00

2:00- 5:00

10:00 -3:00

10:00 -2:00

2:00- 5:00

9:30- 12:30

2:00- 5:00

2:00- 5:00

2:00- 5:00

2:00- 5:00

9:00- 12:00 /

.

Campbell Hall

158 Haines Hall

2-222 Knudsen Hall

7101 Math Sciences BIdg

2121/2312 Life Sciences BIdg

Court of Sciences 50
7373 Bunche Hall

3680 Geology

2249 Bunche Hall

1301 Rolfe Hall

Bunche HalJ Palm Court

6265 Bunche Hall (Dept Lounge)

A311 Murphy Hall

9383 Bunche Hall

Molecular Science BIdg

Griffin Commons, 3rd Floor

4269 Bunche Hall

Franz Hall Tower BIdg Lobby
88 Kinsey Hall

265 Haines Hall

Griffin Commons Salon A

r

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

Griffin Commons Academic Support Open House
Mathematics Open House
Pre-Professional Advising Office (PAO) Open House

1:00-3:00

11:00-4:00

1:00-3:00

Griffin Commons, 2nd Floor
^ 5200 Math Science BIdg
A316 Murphy Hall

/

Fall Academic Convocation
Los Angeles Tennis Center

Wednesday, September 28, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

^
i
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CARPENTER-RIOS
From page 14

North and South campuses, here

where the old architecture resem-

bles even older architecture, there

are lines a plenty.

Once the smog cleared (it took

a few months), the linearity took

two basic forms - one human, the

other chain link. The human line

was not exactly linear however,

though referred to as such. It was
more like a giant coil. It wngpped
itself around the outside of

Murphy Hall like a hominoid ana-

conda, and inside like a million

miles of small intestine.

1 was wary though, "Was this

just another high pressure group
at UCLA?" I wondered.

Instead of immediately suc-

cumbing to peer pressure and get-

ting my reg card validated in the

belly of the beast, I basked out-

side in the verdant garden of

green fencing. Green fences,

green fences, green fences. Like

the standing props of a giant

Barbie playhouse, the once beau-

tiful campus, where countless TV
conunercials were shown, where
Jodie Foster was photographed,

Matthew Brodedck filmed and
the movie "Threesome" was
made, has been transformed into

a maniacal Christo landscape,

where even Barbie is forbidden to

tread.

The earthquake did it. Or was
it the cost cutting and untimely

delays in retrofitting the older,

historic, symbolic building of the

university's master plan?

SITUATION:THE
ACRONYM UCLA ACTUALLY
STANDS FOR "USUALLY
CROWDED LINES AGAIN"
RECOMMENDATION: DO

EVERYTHING EARLY. GET
UPAT 5:30 A.M., CAMP IN
FRONT OF THE DOOR. AND
GET USED TO WAITING. GET
USED TO THE FENCES. GET
USED TO AFTERSHOCKS,
TOO. AND GET USED TO THE
STRANGE WAY MONEY IS

SPENT BY THE ADMINISTRA-
TORS.
REASON: UCLA has a billion

students jammed into its build-

ings at all hours of the day.

Particularly difficult is Murphy
Hall which air-conditions only

The earthquake did it.

Or was it the cost cut-

ting and uiitimely

delays in retrofitting

the ... historic, symbol'

ic building of the uni-

versity*s master plan?

the halls of the upper floor,

where administrators work,

while the rest of us tuition pay-

ing students roast in interminable

lines again.

Note - if you are considering

figuring out how the administra-

tors spend public funds, forget it.

The most helpful hint is that

Chancellor Chuck has a discre-

tionary fund worth millions that

he freely doles out to anyone

promising to give UCLA millicHis

in the future.

So if you're short on cash, need

tuition money, want a pizza, would

like to ride a limousine to school

or n^rely visit Indonesia with the

guys/gals for the weekend, just ask

Chuclc. I understand the promises

don't have to be in writing eitt^r.

Hopefully this small guide to

our little microcosm of the world

will help you avoid the hell that

your first day at UCLA can be.

And remember, if anyone asks,

you didn't hear it from me. Eyes
are everywhere.

Donald Francis Carpenter-Rios

is a graduate student in Near
Eastern Languages and Cultures.

Homecoming • Career Network • Dinners for 1 2 Strangers • Spring Sing

Senior Class Gift • Beat '$C Week • Parents' Weekend • Bruin Survival Paks
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Your StudelTt Health Service

welcomes you back to campus.
Though you may not need us YET. . . when you do, remember we're here
especially for students. Our services are totally geared to your needs. You paid
for many of our services with your Reg. fees-plan on taking advantage of them.
Besides caring for your medical needs, we also offer you "tried and true"
information for a healthy, collegiate lifestyle.

There are some "new" things going on in Student Health

» To ma'ke getting information about Student Health easier, and to help you" "avoid the call transfer abyss, we have instituted arPauto^ttendant" phone
system for several of our services. Beginning this Fall, by dialing ONE
number (825-4073) you may:

Make, reschedule or cancel an appointment in any SHS area

Speak to or leave a message for an SHS clinician

Arrange to get your lab results from your clinician

Speak to a pharmacist or leave a message for a prescription refill

Listen to basic, recorded information about Student Health,

including additional phone numbers

Speak to real, live Community Relations staff person

»

Many sfudentslTave requested a dental insurance plan. We are pleased
to announce that Delta Dental has agreed to make its preferred provider
affiliate, PMI available to UCLA students. Brochures/applications are
available in the Student Health Insurance office.

SHS has not escaped budget reductions. . . however, we have minimized
their impact on you. Beginning this Fall, there will be a $12 fee for visits

with our consulting physicians in Specialty Clinics and Women's Clinic.

(Visits with our regular SHS clinical staff are still available pre-paid.) The
news is not all bad. If you have purchased the Medical Insurance Plan
(MIP), THEN this fee will be PRE-PAID by MIP.

Welcome Back! Remember. . . we're ONLY here for YOU.
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TSAI
From page 6

could possibly be for the thrill in

attempting to escape getting

caught. Maybe it was just because

I had a poor, pathetic, sheltered

childhood. Or was it just pure

evil? Whatever the raiiason, it did-

n'tjnatter at the moment. I would
leave that analysis up to the

experts at Franz Hall.

All I was concerned about now
was getting the crap off the toilet

and the cement floor. The brush

began to wear down, and the imi-

tation Pine-Sol lost its deodoriz-

ing effectiveness. My arms ached,

iiiiii"""iiii"iiiiiiPP"i"i"iP""

Just a few nights ago,

my friends and I had

been up here, armed

^
with everything from

toilet paper and soap to

a cordless Makita drill.

and my body was drained of its

energy from the limited nutrients

in the bag of chips I had for

Iwii^dcfast. The colored stains ^

slowly yielded to the off-white

glow of the decade-old plastic toi-

let seats. The lemonade, ckpcolate

and flcNir diluted well^ith the

cleaning solution to form one uni-

form brown liquid on the ground.

The first phase of my punishment
was complete, and I could soon
begin washing the counselors'

backoacks which had been cov-

ered with similar ingredients that

we had poured in the outhouses.

I felt a sense of accomplish-

ment, and my attitude became less

negative and self-deprecating. I

knew the consequences of this

prank would not change my devi-

ous ways, and I can accept this

fact. Even if I atten^H to bectHne

mellow and reserved, the with-

drawal from doing reckless, child-

ish things would transform me
into an ex-postal woricing maniac.

So, Bruins, be warned. I am some
demented loony who escaped

from the mental ward, looking for

stupid things to do, in order to kill

time and have stories I can tell my
grandkids SO years from now.

George Tsai is afifth-year senior

majoring in armpit excretions.

The Ainefican Heart

Association Memodai Propjam.

An Investment in life.

We're Making a Difference.

AmeriCGHi Heart
A^»socicifk>n

om*budS'man\'am-,biids-man noun

1 : one who investigates reported complaints (as from students or

consumers), reports findings, and helps to achieve equitable settlements

The UCLA Ombuds Office is a neutral informal and confidential fomm for

students, staff, faculty and administrators to address and resolve conflicts.

SERVICES

Handling Complaints

Providing Information

Serving as consultants

Also affiliated with the Ombuds Office is the Conflict Prevention and Mediation

Program . CPMP is designed specifically to facilitate open dialogue and interaction

in racial, ethnic and other diversity-related disputes.

UCLA Ombuds Office

CPMP
1 1 72 PCPC
11 72 PCPC

(310) 825-7627

(310) 825-9840

We can be a last resort, offering help when the regular channels have failed to

bring resolution to your difficulty, or we can be your first resort, when you don't

know where to begin.

M Qive us a call to make an appointment

POLITICAL SCIENCE UPDATE
TO THE SCHEDin.K OF CLASSRS

FALL 1994

UCLA-USC JOINT CENTER FOR INT'L STUDIES

PoUtical Science 139A

ECOLOGICAL SECURITY&
GLmiLPOUTICS

Offered by Professor Robert Friedheim
Seminar Meets at use Tuesdays 3:30 - 6;%

VON KLEINSMID CENTER, ROOM 329
Presentation meetings -TBD
Enrollment ID#324.500-200

Political Science C239.DIS. 4

ECONOMIC SECURITYIN THE POST
COLD WARERA

Offered by Professor Jonathan Aronson
SEMINAR-Ist MeeUng Tues. 3-4:30 BUNCHE 4269

PRESENTATIONS-Tliursdays 4:30-6:20

GSM3343B
Enrollment ID#724-256-204

FAMILIARITY WITH E-MAIL HELPFUL
For the Most Updated Course Informatipn PMt^^ Check the Bnllptin

Board Qiitsldg the Poiitiriil Science Main Office at 4289 Bunche Hall

Is your Business sCozu?

Advertising
is your answer....

Call 825-2±6±
:

Ethndmusicology &
Systematic Muslcology

Additions to the Schedule of Classes:

Music of the North American Indians

ESM106A (Fall Quarter)

Prof. Richard Keeling

Men. & Wed.. 11-1.1 344 Schoenberg Hall

African American Musical Heritage (two courses)

ESM 1 IDA (Fall Quarter):

Prof. Jacqueline Dje Dje

TUes. & Thurs.. 1-3 p.m.. 1344 Schoenberg Hall

ESM 1 lOB (Winter Quarter):

Prof. Cheryl Keyes

Tues. & Thurs.. 1-3 p.m.. 1 344 Schoenberg Hall

'yn
j

Worid Music Performance Ensembles
UCLA's Department of Ethnomusicology has one of

the finest facilities for instruction and performance of

world music in which students may i;>artidpate. NO
EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED. (2 units of aedit available.)

\'

(91 A) American Indian Musk
Si)fa - --

(91 D)MaslcofChhui
Hsian^

(91 E) Music of Ghana

(91 F) Musk of India

Munili

(91 G) Musk of lapan

yuge (indiv.)

Yu^ (ensem.)

(91 H) Musk of lava

WoiHfO

(91 I) Music of Korea

Vm

(91K)MtiskofMexko
Ohio

(91 DMuskofPeisia
Sade^i

(91 N) Mask of the Near East

(9 1 P) Afro-American Mask

I (91 Z)(l) Old time America

I (91 Z) (2) Musk of Uganda

M 3-9pm. 1699 SH

ladv. lessons, 1822 SH

Th 4-7pm, 1659 SH

MW 5:30-7pm. 1659 SH

MTh l-9pm. 1842 SH
"nib-lOpm, 1842 SH

TB7-10pm, 1659 SH

Tu 10-1 lam. 1842 SH
Wed 10-2pm. 1842 SH

MonT-lOpm, 1345 SH

"nieT-lOpm, 1846SH

11i7-10pm, I846SH

Th3-5pm, 1344 SH

Wed 7-lOpai. 1659 SH

7-IOpm, 1822SH

TheAcackmicjf^airsCbrmmsskm is

RECRUITING APPOINTEES
totiie

MffyNowU
Applications must be leodved by Octidber 5thl

* StaflFpositions also available
1

Committee on Academic Fneedom

Committee on Campus Community

Committee on Computing

Qxindl on Educational I>evelopment

* Committee en-Eckjcation Abroad

Committee on Educational Policy and I^iDgram Review

Committee on Equal Opportunity

Committee on Faculty Welfare

Committee on IntercoUe^te Athletics

library Committee

Council on Planning and Budget

Committee on I*reparatory Education —

-

Committee on Research

Committee on Teadiing

Comminee on Undei^graduate Admissions and Relatioas

witti Schools

Committee on Undeigraduate Courses and Curricula

Committee on Undeiigraduate Student Support, Honors

andPrizes

Committee on Undeigraduate Education

Committee on Univei^ Extension

STODENT

COUNCIL

Your Student

Government

Empowercw student vokx!
—>
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HAMILTON
From page 5

also learned is that t^ greek sys-

tem is the greatest evat l^yiag to

tmap alt components of the greek

system together as a singular unit

•mHcrtlCtermine whether it is

good or bad is as shortsighted as

lumping the American political

system together and doing the

same. All houses are not the sanne.

Some are worthless and some are

inspiring. Use the same logic for

deciding if you want to join the

greek system that you do when
you are voting: choose wisely.

And if you want to join a group

that has a GPA that beats the

UCLA average ... go greek. And if

you want to join a group that

objectifies women ... go greek.

You would think that since you
made it into a top-20 University

you would be enjoying a top-20

college town as well. Sorry to dis-

appoint you, but Westwood isn't

it It was once, and may be in the

future, but if you want good
times, go to Third Street

Promenade in Santa JSdociica

(drive west on Wilshire for 10
minutes and park when you get to

Third Street) or Old Town
Pasadena (take the 10 freeway to

the 1 10 freeway, turn left at the

Fair Oaks exit and drive IS

blocks).

But if you like walking desert-

ed streets at night, and counting

vacant store signs while being

accosted by the homeless, and

then you'll feel right at home in

POLITICAL SCIENCE UPDATE
TO THE SCHEDULE OF CLASSKS

Political Science M 141I>

Mass Media and Elections

Offered by Professor Jeremy Wood
Mondays and Wednesdays

4:00P to 5:50P
BUNCBDE 1209B

EnroUment II># 324-541-200

Political Science 160
Japanese Government and Politics

Offered by Professor Michael Thies

Tuesdays and Thursdays
3:00Pto4:50P

WGYOUNG CS24
Enrollment ID# 324-^628-200

For the Most Undated Course YnformatJon Please Chprk thp

Bulletin Board Outside the Political Science Main Office

at 4289 Bunche Hall

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGUSH
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE TWO NEW COURSES THIS FALL

TAUGHT BY DISTINGUISHED VISITING AUTHORS

MAXDENAVIDEZ
THIS WELUWOWN LOS ANGELES WRITER AND CRITIC WILL OFFER

THE CHICANO EXPEMENCE IN UIERATURE (ENGLISH Ml 05)
COURSE ID« 196-346-200

SCHEDULED TO MEET ON TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS, 3.4:50PM

AND

NIKOLAI D. POPOV
PROMINENT BULGARIAN CRITIC AND TRANSLATOR

AND HUSBAND OF THE AMERICAN POET HEATHER MCHUGH
WILL LEAD AN UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR ON

JAMES JOYCE'S UUOSES (ENGLISH 186, SEQION 2)
COURSE 10* 196-760-201

SCHEDULED TO MEET MONDAYS AND WEDNESDAYS, 1 -2:50PM

FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION. CONSULT THE
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES ON ORION OR THE ENGUSH UNOERfiAADUATE COUNSELORS

^

-''' ' ^ • IN ROLFE 2222 (825-1389) :

' '

Westwood.
Of course, sinc^ you won't be

spending thai miN^h time in

Westwood, you will be ^[xpding i

krt of time hanging out at the

dorms and apartments. That trans-

lates into parties. And that trans-

lates into alcohol. Alcohol does
funny things to your bmn, and
even though ycHi probably have a
good one since you got into

UCLA, you may not umlerstand

all the terms that will be coming
your way. And like anything,

being forewarned means being ^

fore-am^.

Firsu th»c is the "pre^rcssive

party." The pipgrqasive is a party

that involves a series of adjoining

iDoras or apMtmeuU that will

each ofter a different drink to

sarnple in a different atmosphoe

(e.g., Hawaiian). These parties are

sloppy and usually get Inoken up.

They are often thrown by fresh-

men and sophomofes who have a

joie de vivre (i.e., a lust for life),

but little if any sense. Be careful,

because Evercleiff is frequently

employed as a mixer because it is

See HAMIUON, page 23

ICC ^^

M-H

Vt '*-

m
ircv"

.( viii

ri-vi

c i-'-^

.- Vi'^

IT'CV^'^'

Daily Bruin
„ irt

!. ic'fv

r
Full Qm^'St'^'S

Italian HOB Dante
'

TR 12:30 - 1:45

Taught in English!!

Professor Grayson

A CooTK about the College Experience

A

Education \m
Enrdhnent Sectkxi nmnbera «e:

183-780-200

dvoo^
183-780-224

The Social Psychology of

Higher Education

FaOUM
Monday nd WedneKky 9^)0-10.50AM

Rolfel200

Wb« IbOmdom pMpto to to IB eoOaidt
Whit Infliiwiw!! IB fmem.mAa>i aat?

Mt aOkdively a^jMt tB eg

. werpeni«miiifliBrfraatei^ortkaoaB-]»niMn7
WiMi mitefmnw ofMihMia to pnfatr

nowcBine

Wby do AepMMiw oTdun^ diflfiar KMHigft

StodenU wiU have the oppoftunity to condoct 'lundfr^'* raMtfcli in order to
inveatifale <pe«tk)iu like diow aboiw and other vttal iiniag ooBcemiM die experkncea
afhighweducnion. Underfradoate aectioa levkn wiO lead wMkly diacoifiaiM alone
with aariiting ftodemi in deagning their research propoiali. coHecdnsmd nalyzins
data, and repotliDi reaolu (ikillt which will be called upon i^
die Social Sdencei).

Imtructon: Edward "Chip" Anderson, Bruce Barbee. and Jmet TWrt.
For more inforomion. call (310) 825-9315"

SATISFIES UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENT FOR THE COLLEGE OF
LETTERS AND SCIENCE. OPEN TOALLSTUDENTS.

HAMILTON
From page 22

powerful, odorless and has no
appreciable taste like other hard

alcohols. It is so powerful, in fact,

that its bottle has a label that

advises you to keep it away from
open flames. My advice is that it

is best kept away from freshmen
and sophomores. I have seen too

many people vomit all night long

from not understanding the power
of hard alcohol. If you must drink,

do be». It tastes like binge-water.

but it takes five gallons to kill

you, whereas a sports bottle of

Everclear will do the same.

Speaking of Everclear, fratemi-

ti^ (Although strictly supervised

during rush) love it as well as 151

and uiple sec (alcohols that are

twice to three times as strong as

vodka or gin). If you are a Bruin

woman at a fraternity house party

and are invited to see a fraternity

member's "fish tank" in his room,

be fwewamed. Fish-tank-viewing

translates into "Let's go into my
room, drink some punch
(Everclear) and wiggle in my bed

like fishes."

Other words to be wary of:

Jaegermeister (legal in only three

states because it's brewed in

opium), Uzo (alcohol that tastes

like licorice) and Schnapps (a

high school favorite that nec^ds no
introduction). With this knowl-

edge, you should be able to live

through any party and not have to

spend the night on the bathroom

floor, or have to do the "walk of

shame:" (leaving a frat at 8 a.m.

and walking back to your home
with your tail between your legs).

But enough advice. It's time for
It

-

you to go into the world of UCLA
and find out for yourself. And just

as Rome wasn't built in a day;

your UCLA career won't be,

either. Go slow, enjoy, eat, drink,

laugh, study, pray, burp, fart and

gooooo Bruins.

Oh, one last thing. Every morn-

ing, a new issue of the Daily

Bruin is printed for your perusal.

Those 3()-6dd pages of newsprint

can be impressive to an impres-

sionable first-year student, but

after the novel wears off, you will

realize that the Daily Bruin sucks.

Strong words for a columnist?

Yes, but only because not enough.^

people submit their ideas to be

published. So, write down your

thoughts and suggestions and

drop them by the Daily Bruin.

Hey, they may publish you, and
remember, it helps to be funny;

but they will print people who just

want to bitch and moan.

Author's note: Views expressed

by Peter Hamilton are not neces-

sarily ofTheBruin or its adver-

tisers ... but sometimes they are.

Peter Hamilton is a graduate art

student.

The ASOCLA Student

Media Orientation

STUDENT
MEDIAUC^

.,'/ '<: <ii I'M. /;,'

:. ( ii.i',/J l\jllnii,;;t

ant real

^perience

working in

the media?

Come and

get info on the

student magazines. Daily Bruin, Bruin Life

yearbook, KLA radio and our free workshops.

May lue -performfor you?

The Best Edtication That .Monev Can't Biiv

8

In tfie past 3 monifis, the VCLA marf^t made over 7$,000 trips to a

concert, pCay or danu performance.

d V e r t i s

2 5 2 16 1

NEED TO TALK?
WE'RE HERE TO LISTEN

_:^

^^^ ^eMr.
*^!^SHlp

F-HOB

RAPE
^LKts

O

\SSVJES

.v5*
PPje-

D^^^
S^

UCLA PEER HELPLINE

825-HELP
Monday-Friday 5pm-Midnight
Saturday & Sunday 8pm-Midnight

DO YOU LIKE TO LISTEN?

DO YOUR FRIENDS COME TO YOU
WITH THEIR PROBLEMS?
THEN TRAIN TO BECOME A

HELPLINE COUNSELOR

* GAIN VALUABLE
COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

* LEARN ABOUT
IMPORTANT
ISSUES

TRAINING BEGINS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1 1

6:00 pm in CHS 23-104

Look for the Helpline table on Bruin

Walk for more information —
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Solution
We're a university community comprised of creative, logical and

educated thinkers. We can devise ways no one has thought of to solve

UCLA's problems - can't we?

So, what are some solutions to the problems UCLA faces today?

^Easy question, right? Wrong.

Identifying the problems is easy. The hard part is coming up with

realistic solutions.

We asked people around campus - students, faculty, staff and admin-

istrators - to find some constructive, pro-active solutions to some of the

problems inherent to today's UCLA.
And we got some answers - to the problems of increasing education-

al costs, fewer classes with higher enrollments, student apathy, campus
crime, construction and so on.

-^

But the solutions we received were by no means comprehensive.

Hopefully, however, they can serve as a starting point for us, to begin

thinking about the problems we face in terms of solutions instead of as

barriers to success.

Students must face

l!^i*^.
*rO-

V

challenges of today

By Rob Qreenhal^

••Challenging the Future." While UCLA's goals
of preparing for the 21st century and "challenging

the future" are ones that have sustained the univer-

sity until now, and have made our university one of
the finest in the world, we cannot forget the chal-

lenges we presently face.

As your president, my goal is to work with your
Undergraduate Student Association Council
(USAC) to voice the concerns of students to the

administration and faculty on campus, as well as to

the UC Regents off campus. Many serious issues

affect our experiences here, but students are not as
helpless in addressing these issues as it may some-
times seem. Resources such as student government
work hard to improve the quality of student life at

UCLA. Often the improvements take time to

occur, or happen after many setbacks, but they do
happen. My philosophy is that we cannot truly

"challenge the future" unless we overcome the
challenges we presently face and set a strong foun-
dation for moving toward the future.

Perhaps one of the most frustrating things I hear
from both administrators and students alike is the

idea that students are somehow apathetic about the

issues facing them. It's hard for me to believe that

Changes sho

at the grassr

See SREENIULail, page 26

End disillusionment,

rtJSAC resources
• <•

1
I

By Amy Goodman

More than ever before, students are feeling disil-

lusioned with theirHindergraduate career at UCLA.
One step onto Bruin Walk and you've entered a
maze of construction. One call to URSA and you
realize the high number of impacted classes. One
registration fee payment and you feel the pinch in

your pocket. In the four years that I have been at

this university, the changes have been dramatic,
and while change can be a positive thing, I can't
help but feel that we are receiving the bad end of
the bargain. It is easy to turn our heads the other
way when we are paying more and getting less. In
talking with many students around campus, the
feeling is mutual. '

-

There is never a simple solution as to how we
can adapt or change this frustrating environment;
yet, we can have a say and facilitate the process of
finding solutions. I see student-initiated support
through student government as a solution and the
source of strength to keep us going.

The minute I throw the words "student govern-
ment" into any sentence I immediately cast doubc
in the minds of some individuals. Many afgue that

aside from elections each spring, student govern-
ment is invisible. They ask, how undergraduates

Yvf

By York Chang

Problems, problems, problems! E'v**'

open the Viewpoint section, all you
to finish is one student after another ceo

waving their lonely fist in the empty ailr

ting their frustrations off their respectiv

and into your mind. While there certainly isn't

anything wrong with a liMe bit of consciousness
raising, it's not enough. Prol^iem^ need ... solu-
tions.

,

We all know about UCLA*s j^roblems
,we don't know what we can do both
and collectively to solvd them. By tb^

article, you will.

So you're probably saying to yo^r collectively

U'oubled selves, "Who the hell are you to solve niy
problems??T' Well, in the external vice president^
office, what we do and who we are about is pre-
cisely that: helping you help yourselves. "And ju«—how will you do that?" you ask. Check this o^.
. As part of the Undergraduate Stiident
Association Council, our primary job is to repre-
sent and organize students on local, state and
national levels so that students can ensure their

rights by taking an active part in the decision-mak-
ing that affects us all. What sort of decisions are

Student voices can

change curriculum
By Judith Smith

'

What can students do to affect changes in their
academic programs?

All aspects of academic programs at UCLA are
under the direct authority of the Los Angeles
Division of the Academic Senate. For example,
proposals for adding new courses and deleting
existing ones fall within its purview. The
Academic Senate is also responsible for establish-

ing the curriculum and graduation requirements
for each major. Faculty members within individual
units such as departments (e.g., History, English,
Psychology, Art or Physics) are the most essential

players in the process of planning and evaluating
courses and curricula.

Student opinions are valued by faculty Most, if

not all, departments have standing committees that

are responsible for evaluating and revising courses
and curricula. Students should be represented on
these committees and participate actively.

How do students become involved on these
important departmental committees?

This topic was one of those discussed at a
retreat held last spring, when 60 members (stu-
dents, faculty and administrators) of the UCLA
campus met at Lake Arrowhead for a two-day con-

See SMITH, page 30

SeeteODMAN, page 29

tDgethfer to keep

our community safe

Community policing is a philosophy used by the

UCLA police department to preserve public safety

and solve the problem of campus crime. To explain

the new |>olicies and procedures involved with
community policing, the following memo was
recently distributed to all UCPD employees.

By Capt. Terence Baker

The mission of Community-Oriented Policing is

to develop and maintain a police and community
partnership; a partnership implemented by innova-

tive programs that promote shared responsibility to

insure public safety and crime prevention.

Crime prevention is the most important function

of polidng, and law enforcement is one method of
performing that function. Educating the public
about how to protect itself is another method of
performing that function. The most successful

police departments employ both methods, simulta-

neously.

The basic mission of the police is crime ineven-
tion, and community-oriented policing fulfills this

mission by maintaining a visible police presence in

the community, undertaking activities to solve,

problems, arresting law violators, maintaining

Fiscal uncertainties

require economizing
"

By Jack Powazek

Naturally, I had no inkling when I boarded the
RTD bus on a gray Monday morning in October
1968 on my way to my first freshman class at

UCLA that 26 years later, the Daily Bruin would
ask me to write an article for the Viewpoint sec-
tion.

My 26-year association with UCLA encompass-
es six years as an undergraduate/graduate student
and 20 years as a university administrator. The
duration of my experience helps me to express the

current challenge that my department. Facilities

Management, and I, the Director of Facilities

Operations, face during these very austere bud-
getary times.

Several times over the last 20 years during
recessions, the university has had to tighten its

budget; the last time occurred in the eariy 1980s.
What distinguishes this era's retrenchment from .

others is not only its depth but its length.
Previously, budgetary reductions would last a year
or two and be followed by recoveries and some-
times even budgetary increases.

Not this lime around! The current budjget crisis

has lasted four years, and is particularly disturbing

in the sense that we may have not reached the boi-

Democratization key

against budget crisis

By Peter Shnlthka

Can a group of student activists, staff unionists
and concerned faculty provide a solution to the
budget crisis of a multi-billion dollar university
system "serving" an ethnically diverse state of tens
of millions of people? The only honest answer is,

"No!"
Can a group of ethnically homogenous, mostly

male administrators earning upwards of $120,000
a year provide a solution to the budget crisis of a
multi-billion dollar university system "serving" an
ethnically diverse state of tens of millions of peo-
ple? The only evident answer, based on our recent
experience, is "No!"

It is this pair of "No!"s that informs the Network
for Public Education and Social Justice's approach
to solving the university's budget crisis. Over the.

last two years we have come to realize that there

are two dimensions to this crisis: (i) continuing
administrative arrogance and resulting misman-
agement; (ii) a declining state commitment to
funding public education. The immediate solution

to problem (i) is to pressure the administration to

open up the decision-making process of the uni-

versity. It seems clear that our $200,000-a year
chancellor cannot make realistic decisions about

See NETWORK, page 30

Reducing overhead

cuts university costs

6y Sharon Rlezenman

See powazek; page 3r

J

J.

Ubiquitous banners brightly proclaim UCLA's
75th anniversary theme, "Challenging the Future."

In truth, serious issues challenge UCLA's future.

The past year and a half has been precarious for

support staff. A variety of factors, some fiscal and
others political, have contributed to staff-cutting

mania. We endured reduced working hours and
later a 4.16 percent pay cut, despite no cost of liv-

ing adjustments in three years! Unprecedented lay-

offs occurred, as the remaining staff struggled with
inordinately heavy workloads. Chancellor Young
threatened to disestablish five professional schools
and lay off all their staff. He succeeded in part by
dismantling three out of five. My school was
spared but at the price of considerable staff layoffs

as we "transition down." Other problems beset
staff, including a dearth of career opportunities,

especially since the transfer system is in a virtual

state of gridlock.

Since staff welfare clearly must be promoted.
Preserve Staff Now! proposes the following
restructuring initiative:

1. Eliminate unnecessary layers of supervisory
management. When subordinates possess greater

knowledge and expertise than their superiors.

Caa page 31

^^

See lAKill, page 32

i
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What Is^ -

n'HE Easiest Way

To Reach 56,800

I Readers?

ADVERTISE. 825-2161 Daily Bruin

^-.-.^

,nhc^

Ccix^

-B;*

^LuValle
Commons

OO^ksf

I

.

'M
i.:!'i

Bombshelter

Campus Coriter/7a(0 Bell

Jimmy s Coffee House

RX Condy Coated Cures

THE

MELROSE

50% OFF
8100 MELROSE AVE

CAMPUS

QUESTION:

What campus job oflPers

the following benefits:

• Competitive Salaries

• Flexible Work Hours

• Work Location Near Classes

• Meal Allowances

• Students' Store Discount

ANSWER:

A job with ASUCLA
Food Service!

At the ASUCLA FOOD SERVICE
INTERVIEW FAIRE you will have the

opportuity to learn about and interview

for positions at the various ASUCLA
Food Service venues on Campus.

This event will feature:

• FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISORS and
MANAGERS

• On-the-spot INTERVIEWING

• On-the-spot HIRING!

vux luuiti iiiiuxjiiUUDji liiiii iu imtixvyz^y/j 'j.uuit lui

.^tD j« jjJDJiDJjJ [\\JAU
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DAMSKI
From page 8 '

"Well, those are the most seri-

ous consequences but there are

others like hangovers and missed

classes and doing things they

later regret that add up ...
"

.

"So UCLA is tackling its seri-

ous drinking problem with strict

measures to combat the epidem-
ic of coed heavy drinking."

"Actually, I ...
"

"This is Chris Creamcfheese,

reporting from Westwood for

K— news." Biggest smile of
all. They hurried off to file the

story, congratulating me on all

the good work we do stopping

students from drinking. By now
I either scream or bite my
tongue. It really hurts.

All of these urgent interviews

took up so much of my day that

I got home just in time to catch

Letterman's monologue. The
next day a few people com-
mented as I passed them in

Student Health, "I saw you last

night.!' Big smile.

"Yeah, what did I say?" I

smiled wearily.

"You mean, you didn't see

GREENHALGH

it?" they asked, astonished.

"I wasn't home and I don't

have that many TVs, anyway.
They took up most of n^y day." I

realize how tired I am.
"I don't remember exactly

what it was about - you were

only on for a few seconds -

something about rape. I think."

"Good," is all I can manage. I

hope the rest of L.A. cannot

remember what it is about

either. As it turned out, I was
not seen for more than five sec-

onds on three of the four inter-

views - and the fifth was an

interview show which was also

a sound-bite fest. So much of

the media are pushed at us in

flashy bursts, and we are condi-

tioned to tune out from anything

longer than a commercial. All of

my answers of more than 20
words were cut off. It seems
that there is a mini-epidemic of

Attention Deflcit Disorder in

the hyper-stimulated media gen-

eration and now I think I know
why.

Leslie Damski works in Student

Health Services as a health edu-

cator specializing in alcohol,

tobacco and other drugs.
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students do not care that their reg-

istration fees are skyrocketing,

class sizes are increasing dramati-

cally, classes are being cut and
student resources and services are

diminishing. I think that when
people say students are apathetic

about these issues, they really

mean students feel helpless in

addressing these challenges and
don't know where to turn. Let's be
honest: How many of you really

feel as if you can bring down reg

fees, increase the size of the
Schedule of Classes, or enroll in a

Biology 40 class with just 40 stu-

dents? That's unlikely anytime
soon at UCLA.
Now, I'm not going to make any

guarantees that reg fees won't con-

tinue to rise or classes won't be cut

next year, but I do believe that stu-

dents can play a more active and
vocal role in working to improve
the quality of their lives at UCLA.
When I was asked to write this

article, I was told to identify some
major problems affecting UCLA
and to provide solutions to them.

But in addition to describing my
ideas about how to solve some of

our financial and academic woes,

I'd like to suggest some ways the

everyday student, not involved in

student government, can play a

significant role in shaping the

policies handed down to us by the

administration and faculty. A
philosopher once said, "Many
times, a hundred voices make
more noise than one large voice."

Since I entered UCLA three

years ago, registration fees have
shot up 125 percent. I, like many
other students, am forced to take

out student loans and stand in

lengthy flnancial aid lines. Many
students are having to take a quar-

ter or two off to work just to raise

enough money to complete their

undergraduate degree. Even
worse, some students are dissuad-

ed from even attending UCLA, a

public institution, for fear of not

being able to afford it. UCLA, and
the UC system, were established

so that any student who qualified

for and desired a higher education

could afforded the opportunity.

These rising registration fees have
limited the number of students
that have access to this education

and have altered the original intent

of the UC founders. The responsi-

bility for this lies with both the

state legislature and the UC
Regents. Unfortunately, a court

case. Smith v. Regents, has fbr the

moment limited student govern-
ment's ability to lobby the state

legislature. While USAC is cur-

rently working to address this

issue, we must continue develop-

ing new methods of lobbying the

regents. The regents request
money from the legislature and
must be sensitive to the needs of

the changing student. If not, they

will continue their practice of ask-

ing for too little money from the

state and forcing us to shoulder

the financial burden by raising our

reg fees.

Not every student can have a

meeting with the state legislature

or a regent, but collectively stu-

dents can voice their dissatisfac-

tion about the amount of money
higher education receives from the

state. This year, being an election

year, provides a unique opportuni-

ty for students to tell the state leg-

islature to put up or shut up. Not
recently has a UC-wide rally to

protest the reg fee increases been

attempted or even discussed. Can
you imagine the nine UC campus-

es coming together with the help

of the UC Student Association to

voice their discontent about the

way money is allocated in the

state budget? This rally would
only take an hour of your time, but

with the help of thousands of stu-

dents like yourself, we could send

a strong message to the legislature

reminding them that students from

across the state are not going
away. And that unless legislators

re-prioritize funding for universi^

ties, they'll be collecting theiic

pension checks from the state in

two years. Then maybe they'll

understand what it's like to

receive financial aid from the

state. While this may seem a big

idealistic, it is not inqx)ssible. But

it would take a small time com-
mitment on the part of each stu-

dent to send a vocal message that

students are tired of the status quo.

Closer to home, most of us have

been affected by the continual cut-

ting of classes and the increase in

the sizes of many of the classes we
take. Last year, more than 500
classes were cut and it's still not

over. For those of you who have
been here for several years, I am
sure you've noticed the diminish*^

ing size of the Schedule of
Classes. And many students must

See CMEENHALQH, Page 27
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stay at UCLA longer and pay
higher reg fees simply because the

classes they need aren't being
taught. Have you ever wondered
why popular lectures are constant-

ly cut while smaller lectures such
as Old Norse are being preserved?

The root of these cuts in class

offerings and increases in class

sizes stems from the cuts the uni-

versity is receiving from the state.

UCLA has far less money to work
with and therefore must make
decisions about how to distribute

what it does have to the various
departments. But how are these

decisions made? How often has
someone from the faculty or the

administration asked you your
opinion about which classes you
find valuable and which ones
you'd cut? In my experience, I'd

say not too often. It seems to me
that the pec^le making these deci-

sions should turn to students to
solicit their ideas and opinions
about which classes they value.

I'm not arguing that students
should make the final decisions

governing the classes offered, but

that students should play an inte-

gral role in advising such people as

the Provost of the College of
Letters & Science as to which
classes they are most likely to take.

We can begin this process by
sponsoring a one-day symposium
in which students, you and I, can
sit down with faculty and adminis-

trators and discuss the problems
that we currently find with the

curriculum. This would include

students from all over, from north

and south campus, from English
to engineering majors, who would
convene to share both what they

enjoy and what their frustrations

are. If any significant changes are

going to occur to the Schedule of

Classes, I believe the administra-

tion must look to students first. I

mean, aren't we the ones taking

these classes in the first place?

Secondly, this process can con-
tinue by developing a Student
Departmental Assembly in which
students from different depart-

ments meet regularly with
Academic Senate members to

express their ideas and concerns
about their individual curricu-
lums. This would be a more con-
centrated and specialized effort to

address the individual concerns of

the various acadenuc d^>aftments.

It would also provide an c^jportu-

nity for any student to help stu^>e

the direction of their individual

department. It would just require

the efforts of a few concerned stu-

dents to help get this project off

the ground. But, these students

could make a world of difference

as to what your next Schedule of

Classes may look like.

These are just a few of the
many challenges facing us in our
UCLA experience. While it is easy

to feel helpless or lost in address-

ing many of these serious issues, it

is not impossible to play even a
small role in helping to provide
solutions. For the most part, you
don't even have to be involved in

student government to contribute

sending a strong message to the

regents, the administration, the

state legislature or the Academic
Senate about how you feel about
particular issues. In fact, I believe

that you elect a student govern-
ment so you don't have to spend
much of your time representing

yourself to various campus enti-

ties. But, student government is

only as legitimate as the support it

receives from its constituents. We
need your voices if we are to sig-

nificantly impact the decision-
making both at UCLA and on the

state level. This would only take a

few minutes of your time, maybe
an hour, but its impact could be
tremendous with the help of stu-

dents like yourself

I believe that we are far from
apathetic, and I think we have
every reason to care. Students do
have an outlet where their voices

can be heard, and therefore have
no reason to feel helpless or lost

when faced with increasing reg

fees, diminishing classes or any
other issue they may have. If one
of these issues interests you,
please call my office in Kerckhoff
304 at 825-7068. I'd love to hear

your ideas about how USAC can
make a difference in your experi-

ence. While the UCLA communi-
ty focuses on "challenging the

future" this year, I believe we
have plenty of challenges right

here in the present. By working
together, undergraduates can
make a significant difference on
this campus, but it just takes a

small commitment on each of our
parts.

Rob Greenhalgh is the USAC
president.
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being made? What kind of prob-^

lems are we as students facing?

Academic difficulty is a prob-
lem for more than 76 percent of all

UCLA students. We were accept-

ed into this university because we
all have the potential to succeed
here. So we have to ask ourselves,

why is success so difficult to

attain?

Part of the reason success is dif-

ficult to attain is due to problems
with overwhelmingly large,
impersonal classes. Last year,

1,000 students enrolled in Bio 40.

(There are less crowded movie
theaters and county fairs!) Other
problems include getting a rele-

vant education so tfiat underrepre-

sented students can be educated
on the part their cultures have
played in the advancement of our

country. And the need for a rele-

vant education is not just rhetoric

- out of the 91 languages taught

here, only four are Asian/Pacific

(while students of Asian/Pacific

heritage make up more than 30
percent of the UCLA population !)

The beginning of the solution is

Jo take care ofyour own situation:

If you are interested in smaller

classes and (heaven forbid) more

_teacher/student interaction, use
resources available to you, includ-

ing the Letters & Science counsel-

ing in Murphy Hall and counsel-

ing by the Campus Retention
Committee. Meet with a counselor

to discuss how to get into smaller

classes, or create your own class

(called a 199 course). Support ser-

vices are also available to help
you adjust and deal with the alien-

ating environment created at a

huge bureaucratic school like

UCLA.
On a more pro-active, progres-

sive note, get involved with
groups that work on curricular

reform like the Asian Pacific
Language and Cultures
Committee (APLCC), Sjsmahang
Filipino (Save Tagalog) and
MEChA (Chicano studies). All of
these groups have held the admin-
istration accountable to its promis-

es of providing a diverse UCLA
education, but all continue to need
support to make sure these
promises of a relevant education
are kept.

With a rise in hate crimes, scxu-

al harassment and personal

See FOCOS, page 28

LATIN AMERICAN

CENTER

The interdepartmental program in Latin American Studies announces the

following courses for the 1 994-1 995 academic year:

LAS 99 Interdisciplinary Topics in Latin American Studies:

Development Issues In Latin America (W '95) —^—

—

LAS M200 Latin American Research Resources

LAS 205

(Same as History M265 and L&l Sci M225) (F '94)

Latin Americanist Scholarship.

(Latin American Studies Core Course) (F '94)

LAS 250B Development Issues in Ecuador (W '95)

LAS 2500 Seminar on Brazil (W '95)

LAS
M268A

LAS
M268B

Seminar in Recent Latin American History

(Same as History M268A) (T1 -W '95)

Seminar in Recent Latin American History

(Same as History M268B) (T2-Sp '95)

QUECHUA 18-A-B-C. (Quechua and Spanish are the national

languages of Peru. Quechua is also spoken in Bolivia and parts of

Ecuador.) (F '94. W'95, Sp '95)

Students interested in learning at>out the B.A. and M.A. degree
programs in Latin American Studies should stop by Bunche 10347 or

call (310) 206-6571.

Women's Resource Celiter
Fall Programs 1994 2 Dodd Hall 825-3945
ill!it>M>li!ii>(iIiliNiiiiI:!i!il:i I il'l' • iibi Uili il
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The Leadership Alliance Prosram is desicned to reach out to student leaders so that together we can
effectively address gender-related issues. The program includes a meeting with WRC staff, a personalized
tour of our Center, and infonnation about the services we offer. If you are involved on campus as a student
leader and would like to find out about great resources, please call the WRC to participate tn this program.

Tuesd^ - Thursday, October 11-13 * 1:00 - 5:00 p.m. * Call

825-3945 to sign up.

fk Model of Esccelleuce: Women of Coloi* iii higher Edlmtation

Ailistinguished group of panelists will discuss the roles for women of color in higher education, including their

peraonal experiences and the obstacles and opportunities facing women of color. Other topics that will be
presented are issues of social responsibility, obtaining tenure, and the airrent status of women in academia.

For those of you in graduate school or planning to attend this program will give you an excellent chance to ask

,
questions and to share your insights. Panelists include tlma Gonzalez, Ph.D., Professor, Biology and Shirkry

Hune, Ph.D., Associate Dean, Graduaje Programs and ft-ofeisor, Urban Planning.^

12:00Tuesday, October 18 1:30 p.m. 2408 Ackerman Union

m
B .Yoursetfl An Assertivcne^s cilirtic for Women

Learn to assert yourself and state your ideas with confidence! This assertiveness clinic will address the issues

that affect women's communication styles and will offer specific techniques for building assertiveness skills.

Facilitated by Nan Senzaki. LC.SW., UCLA Student Psychoiogkal Services.

Tuesdays, October 25 & November 1 * 12:00 • 1:30 p.m.
825-3945 for location and to sign up.

Call

Are you feeling pressure that there is too much to do in too linle time? Plan to attend this valuable workshop to

gain practical solutions for handling stress and managing your time. Learn techniques that can apply to a

variety of situations involving school, work and personal relationships. Facilitator Lisa Frankel. Ph.D.,

gain practical solutions for handling stress and managing your time. Learn techniques that can ap

ofsituationsinvolvingschool, work and personal relationships. Facilitator Lisa Frankel,

M.F.C.C. Dr. Frankel has a private practice in West LA. specializing in women's issues.

Wednesday, November 9 * 12:00 - 2:00 p.m. 2 Dodd Hall

*'U Wan a Wonderful life: Hidden Homeless Women"

"It Was A Wonderful Life" is a video which follows the stories of six homeless women who were left in financial

straits following a divorce, a loss of a job, or a king illness and who were forced to Dve in their cars or (ind

temporary shelter with friends. Narrated by Jodie Foster, tjie video shows these educated and well-groomed
women who rely on strength, humor and pride in order to survWe, and they challenge our notion of who can

feel secure in our society.

Wednesday, November 16 * 12:00 - 1:30 p.m. * 2 Dodd Hall

M4i|ilil:l!ltlilittliiihtililililitfltfi|4iMit>|i(iM>!iliMi| MiMi;i!iWitiUU>«ttMaMMMMlMI!lMfMMMMMlt«liWWi;ih(i)!>:>:'':|i!mh>:Mift;:^

WRC fsdUtitS art sccissibit to students with disihilllkrs. Speclul Mr%kf« arc avaibhlc upon request within 14 working days. Call
S25-M4S o^TDD (SM) 735-2929. The \Vnmrn'« Reaiurrc Center b service of the division ofSludenl Development and Health.
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MAKE CONFLICT WORK
FOR YOU

fExpress your differences!

CallCPMP
Mediators specializing in diversity-related disputes

concerning:

gender ethnicity race disability sexual orientation religion

The Conflict Prevention and Mediation Program is a diverse group of student, faculty

and staff volunteers who offer a variety of effective confQct management services such as:

# mediation of individual orgroup disputes

# design/facilitation of discussion forums

# educational and skills-'Oriented workshops

Our services are neutral, confidential, free, and available to all members of the

UCLA community.

For more information or if you are interested in being trained as a diversity

L
mediator, call (310) 825-9840 or visit the Ombuds Office at 11 71 PCPC. ^

MEmNSS

~7^effInr€ali€litTALL$CP
SRP Information meetings will t>e held at 12:00 and 1 :00 pm on the
following days and locations:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Monday
Tuesday

>

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Oct. 3

Oct. 4
Oct. 5
Oct. 6

Oct. 7
Oct. 10

Oct. 11

Oct. 12

Oct. 13

Oct. 14

2408 Aclcerman

3508 Ackerman
3516 Acicerman

3530 Acicerman

3508 Ackerman
3508 Ackerman
53-1 05 Center for

Health Sciences (CHS)
203 Griffin Commons
13-105 CHS
203 Griffin Commons

.. For additionai information phone the
SRP Office at 825-6443

It is mandatory that vou attend one of these meetings in ofriar to partjdpatft in

the SRP Program ^ .--•
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attacks, our on-campus safety is

also in question. What this means
is when you are by yourself, or

alone with someone you "trust"

(like an administrator, professor,

T.A. or fellow student), you
should remember that you are not

necessarily safe. Why are these

kind of issues treated like public

relations problems rather than
investigated, exposed and dealt

with as threats to student safety?

Students, by law, have the right to

know information on all of the

above safety issues, yet the Daily

Bruin had to sue the university for

access to backroom sexual harass-

ment settlements which consisted

of, among other things, rape and
sexual assault. These were com-
mitted by people you trust who
still work here; people whose
identity the administration contin-

ues to hide from their potential

victims, the students.

The beginning of the solution is

to take care ofyour own situation:

take definite measures to inform
yourself on the issue. Find out
what exactly went on last year
with the administration and their

"sexual harassment secret files."

Know your rights, especially your
legal right to laiow which areas on
campus are high-risk and the his-

tory of assault on this campus.
Learn how to use the evening van
service. Attend upcoming student

government forums on how to

protect yourself.

Through it all, we have to hold

the university responsible for our
safety. As one solution, the exter-

nal vice president's office is cur-

rently working with the University

of California Student Association

(UCSA) to develop a more
responsible UC-systemwide poli-

cy on sexual harassment, assault

and hate crimes in accordance
with the Right to Know Act. The
office is also organizing students

to work to ensure that what was
previously hidden from students

will now empower them to do
something about it.

In another area, fees are
increasing every year - 1 36 per-

cent in the last five years - and at

the same time, financial aid is

being cut dramatically. The
regents think that the solution to

student financial problems is to

ask students to work longer hours

and take out bigger loans. But 'as

the UC continues to lose state

funds and use budget fee hikes as

an easy solution to their problems,

there is absolutely no incentive to

contain costs. You may think that

the $4,000 you just borrowed
4"rom-Gtltbank is the answer to

depend on us not voting in elec-

tions, and they depend on us not

finding time to \p&Tn the facts

behind the public ralations. And to

suppress the anger and frustration

we feel, they also depend on the

media's image of an apathetic

generation so they can tell us

we're apathetic students.

Apadiy is a word, a myth, a lie

used against us, to say that stu-

dents don't mind fee hikes or the

state of the university. It's not that

we don't care. I don't think there

are but a few smart/dumb asses

who would say "Yes! Higher fees!

Cool deal! Thank you, regents,

you have made my year!"

Now, it's that students are over-

burdened. We have enough prob-

lem« just worrying how to deal

with getting financial aid, getting

a job, getting into classes and get-

ting through the day. We aren't

left with a lot of time to worry
about what the regents are doing.

That's why we don't make eye
contact with people passing out

flyers on Bruin Walk, and that's

why we turn the other way when
fellow students try to register us to

vote. We just deal with too many
immediate problems, and at the

same time, support services are

being cut more and more.

Raising our collective

consciousness, and

becoming aware ... must

happen before we will

know what to do about

the real issues. -^

your financial problems, but you
have to face the cold, hard fact

that you have Just mortgaged your

future and limited your options

upon graduation.

The root of all these seemingly

impossible problems can be traced

back to one basic problem: stu-

dents have little real say in the

governance of the university.

Basic solution: Students must get

organized and use their power in

numbers.

Here's the scenario:

1.) The 16 UC Regents are all

rich, and many are worth more
than a million dollars. All are

appointed by the governor, and
they decide whether or not to hike

your student fees, as well as how
your financial aid is doled out.

2.) People who make the deci-

sions for us, in the name of stu-

dents, are able to take advantage
of the U'ansitory nature of students

who are in and out of the universi-

ty in four years. They take advan-

tage of the students who must
work 46-hour weeks while taking

16 units to make ends meet. They

The EVP office recognizes this

truth, and that is why we have
instituted, as promised during
elections, an effort to make an
immediate solution on campus:
an intensive peer counseling pro-

gram in student government called

FoCoS (Fostering Communication
and Support) where student lead-

ers are trained as peer counselors

to help students deal with every-

day problems and to fight against

the problems developing into

trends. By providing a direct peer

counseling service which holds

student leaders accountable to

their constituents, FoCos makes
us better student advocates by
keeping us directly in touch with

the students and campus prob-
lems.

Unless we set aside some time

to find out what's going on, or

unless we know what to do, we
can't be organized. Being orga-

nized means that we first must be
aware of the problems and how to

address them. It means reading
about the issues that affect us and
it means talking to people who are

involved (five minutes of youi^
time). It means being critical of
what you read and hear, including

^this article. Over these next two
; weeks, it means registering to vote

<three minutes) so students will

become a more visible voting
group that can make education a

larg^ issue in this year's election.

(The EVP office is organizing on a

statewide level to get 20,000 UC
students registered to vote). Being
organized means that we have to

be strategic, we have to get
together on common ground as

students, and we can't let those in

power use the nature of the work-
ing student to their advantage.

Being oiganized means we use

our power ... the power of num-
bers. Many of the regents will

respond to the pressure and power
of numbers. I'm not just talking

about rallies, I'm also talking

about phone calls (five minutes),

postcards (two minutes) and let-
"-

ters (five minutes).

, page 29
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In the past year, students have
united to make significant strides,

like the successful passage of the

Violence Against Women Act
(VAWA) and the successful ayjoti-

Prop. 174 campaign. This proves
that no matter what the regents or

members of the administration do,

or no matter how evil or good
their intentions are, when it comes
^own to it« we as s&idents have the

power iu numbers to enact
change. Ahd if we don't use this

power to ensure our right to edu-
cation, it will be our fault.

Raising our collective con-
sciousness, and becoming aware -

these things must happen before
we will know what to do about the

real issues. Education includes
more than books, classrooms and
courses. Much more of our educa-
tion happens outside the class-

room. College is where we really

begin to take agency in our lives

and establish our identities. It's a

time when we should break away
from the "spoon-fed education" of

high school and start thinking crit-

ically fcH" ourselves.

But, there are problems with the

university and there are problems
with the current decision-making
system that has suppressed stu-

dents' voices to a low whisper.

This system conditions us into

suppressing our feelings of frus-

tration and anger and discourages

us from fighting for a relevant,

affordable education. Frustration

and anger aren't bad emotions to

feel at all, as long as we channel

them constructively to be part of
the solution. We must be part of a
student body that takes agency in

a deteriorating education, that

chooses to surge and refine, rage

and define ourselves as students

who have found their voice.

'

Chang is the USAC external vice-

president.
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can benefit from something which
they do not see in action, cannot
hear in voice and do not feel pas-

sionate in supporting? This is the

perpetual feeling of many students

and it is a sentiment which I chal-

lenge.

Frem my experience, student

government has numerous pro-

grams and tangible benefits for

every student at UCLA, iand that it

. is a matter of making students
aware of these actions and efforts.

Contrary to popular belief, a con-
siderable amount of activity keeps
the halls of student government
humming throughout the year.

Greater awareness of the
Undergraduate Student
Association (Council (USAC) will

only strengthen student interest

and participation in student gov-
ernment. In turn, student advocacy
becomes more legitimate and stu-

dent voice is better heard by peo-

ple such as faculty and administra-

tion. Spreading a better under-
standing of USAC is crucial so
that whether or not you choose to

be actively involved, you will at

least be informed of the issues the

council is addressing.

It is a myth that you have to

search for information regarding

USAC or that elections are the

only time you will hear about its

programs. The Student Welfare
Commission, for example, pro-
vides health awareness fairs, stu-

dent blood drives and hyperten-

sion screenings. The Community
Service Commission supervises

"2"4~projects throughout Los
Angeles from tutoring to hunger
projects. The Financial Supports
Commission will provide a new
scholarship center with central-

ized information regarding fund-

ing resources. The many offices of
USAC directly jnovide outlets for

participation and educating one-
self of opportunities in the UCLA
community.

In addition. The Chronicle,
USAC's quarteriy newsletter, pro-

vides accounts of past projects and
future endeavors of student lead-

ers and related student groups.
The Mini-Chronicle, a cost-effec-

tive version ofThe Chronicle, pro-

vides a calendar section outlining

programs for the entire quarter.

One never knows when a develop-

ment facing students will become
a personal concern. By continual-

ly communicating these issues

through such outreach, students

can choose the issues most rele-

vant to their concerns and advo-

cate alongside student government

with a unified student voice.

-The use of cost-effective pro-

grams whenever possible is of

considerable importance to USAC
members this year. There is little

money to waste let alone spend
during this budget crisis; we are

all confronting financial difficul-

ties in one way or another as stu-

dents, and student government is

not. an exception. This past sum-
mer in organizing thje USAC
retreat, a concerted effort was
made to reduce costs and limit

excess spending. Continually,
USAC needs to account for its

expenditures and pro-actively sup-

port low cost, quality programs. In

tracking expenditures and mini-

mizing costs in every venue, we
can together legitimize and hold
all of student government
accountable for the spending of
student fees.

Accountability also begins by
offering students the type of sup-

port programs they need. I am
talking about students supporting

each other through beneficial and
substantive programs, programs
from which one can receive and
maintain support from their peers.

Last year tluDugh the IVP office, I

began BigBroBigSis, a mentor
program for freshmen. This pro-

gram thrives upon peers investing

time and energy to interchange-

ably foster growth within one
another This is one example of the

ability we have as students in cre-

ating for ourselves positive change
in outcollege environment.

In order to enhance the univer-

sity experience, I see student-initi-

ated sovices as providing exactlj^

the type of foundation students

need to legitimize student govern-

ment. Whereas university support

is decreasing, student support
through USAC is increasing.

In making information concern-

ing student government readily

available, by identifying account-

ability in USAC, and creating
quality student-initiated support

services, I hope that students see

what a valuable resource student

government really is. We can only

tackle the problems surrounding
undergraduates when we approach

administration and faculty with an

organized agenda, and this agenda
can only he constructed when stu-

dents turn to student government
as a viable resource for student
advocacy. As a student body, it is a
matter of challenging each issue

one at a time and supporting our
fellow students. Our time at

UCLA is everything we make of
it, and our efforts through student

government will give us every
reason to once again be proud.

Goodman is the USAC internal
vice president.
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Reach Out and Touch the Campus
^^^ f«p«nmm^nii
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Internal 206-7562
Daily Bruin

Advertise.
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Tutor a child or an adult

Volunteer for 4 hours,

1 day each week

• TWo quarter commitment
required

• Transportation and training

provided

Come to e^n Orientation / Trainins Session

Friday; Sept 14
Saturday, Sept 1

5

Sunday, Sept 16
Monday Sept 1

7

12-2pm
1-3pm
1-3pm
6-8pm

Ack 3508
Ack 2408
Ack 3508
Kerckhoff 41

1

For more information, call Project Literacy at (310) 825-2417

Interested in the World ofWork?
Specialize in Labor and Workplace Studies!

This special interdisciplinary program offers
"

you an opportunity to learn about the

workplace and the social, political and

economic forces that influence it The

progra?? emphasizes the labor market, public

policy, employment relations, unions and

working class movements. You will also

explore issues of race, class and gender in the

woiicplace. The interdisciplinary approach of

the program exposes you to several disciplines

in addition to your own major. When you

graduate, the specialization will appear both

on your diploma and transcripts, enhancing

your degree for graduate school as well as for

the job market.

Once enrolled in the

specialization, you will:
\^

> Receive individual guidance in selecting

courses, arranging independent study courses, •

field studies, internship placement as well as

quarterly updates on upcoming classes.

> Participate in activities both on and

off campus ranging from lectures and teach-ins

to union actions and summer job programs.

> Develop contacts within the labor

community while gaining a practical

understanding of workplace issues. "

SPECIM.IZATION CLASSES

Required:

• Management 150

• Political Science 174 fiC

Histoiyi551fc,
— ^

Choose 3
• Chicano Studies 120

•Economics ISO, 151, 152, 181B,

183, 103C
• Geography 155

•History 155A, 155B
• Management 98A, 98B, 98D
• Political Science 169A» 142C

•Psychology Ml 37E
• Sociology M 163*, 171,173^

• Women's Studies 170, Ml 63*,

M164*
•Field Study

Required:

Specialization seminar with an

Affiliated faculty member

* M denotes a crosslisted course

f
For more information call

*

Elizabeth Panetta 310-794-0585

at the
-^

UCLA Labor Center for

Research and Education
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TRANSFER STODENTS
UCLA'S

IVansfer Student Association

\y^*4A\
I .»•

invites you to attend ita

Annual Fall Reception

and Information Fair.

Wednesday, October 12

4:00-6:00

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

(Ackerman Union 2nd Floor)

All 1994 Fan Transfer Students Invited.

This is an excellent opportunity to meet new friends

and learn how to get involved at UCLA.

Refreshments will be served.

Transfer Student AssociaUon • 31 1 Kerclchoff Hail • (310) 206-7865
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Choose from a full selection of

brand name merchandise

including: \

LCVP k

®

® iii.

6UK$® I

BPRir I

RAMPAGE

RUSSCLL

NIKE '[

- MIME-WESr !

^ MOSSIMO® !^*

CLUB SPORTSWEAR® f

kEEBOK®

i^n>

imm»'
lESi We welcoma Bruin Gold

ki Ihl lli's mi Wmmi'i SfWftnw WlH. Uotd ot i^vd AdunMi IMm.* Exdudes Roquet Service/Accessories, present

(KU nioiD ii. Codb dtouM. Oixounrap^ to regub priGid «d deorm^
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ference to explore ways to
enhance student participation in

campus governance.

One recommendation coming
from the conference was that stu-

dents be involved in curriculum

planning in all departments.
Currently many departments have
student representatives on curricu-

lum committees. In some Of these

, committees, student members are

effective in representing the stu-

dents' points of view, particularly

in departments in which there is an

active student group associated

with the major. In other depart-

ments, however, student represen-

tation is less focused, and students

often serve as independent agents,

not responsible for representing

group opinion.

Faculty who participate on
dq>artmental committees are often

frustrated by the inability of stu-

dents to represent themselves and
to participate as full members.
Conversely, students are often
frustrated by the faculty's unwill-

ingness to take their views seri-

ously or schedule meetings during

times at which they can attend.

What can be done to solve these

problems?

Ideally, a departmental student

association should be organized
for each major. Each association

should elect representatives will-

ing to serve for at least two years

(presumably as juniors and
seniors). Students participating in

a departmental committee for

courses and curricula should be
voting members and should be
responsible for reporting back to

other students in the major.
Students might also help the
department organize periodic stu-

dent questionnaires, an annual
"senior survey," or other instru-

ments in which student opinions

are canvassed regularly.

Once curricular revisions have
been approved by departmental
faculty, a proposal is sent to the

Faculty Executive Committee
(FEC) of the unit (College or
School), and it is also sent to

standing committees of the
Academic Senate. Proposals for

undergraduate education are
reviewed by the Committee on
Undergraduate Courses and
Curriculum (CUCC), and propos-

als for graduate education are
reviewed by the Graduate Council.

There are student representatives

on CUCC and the Graduate
Council, and most FECs. These
students are appointed by the
Academic Commissioners of the

Undergraduate and Graduate
^Tudem AssDirlaTlxynx. Although
input at this stage of the process is

useful, it does not substitute for

student involvement at the depart-

ment level - the most critical stage

fen* curricular development.

The Academic Senate agencies

review course and curricular pro-

posals, and revisions may be sug-

gested. But the major planning and

development are accomplished in

the department, and it is at this

level that student input is needed.

The Academic Senate also has

responsibility for reviewing each
department every eight years. The
eight-year review includes the par-,

ticipation of external reviewers,

and a comprehensive **Self

Review" is written by faculty in

the department. Students should

participate in the self review, par-

ticularly in the evaluation of the

curriculum and student services

offered by the department.
Students should also have an
opportunity to meet with the exter-

nal reviewers during their site

visit

Undergraduate participation in

eight-year reviews has often been
minimal in the past, and the
Academic Senate is seeking ways
to increase student input Graduate

students now have the opportunity

to respond to a comprehensive
questionnaire (sponsored by the

Graduate Council) about their per-

cq>tions of their [vograms.

At the conclusion of the
Academic Senate's eight-year
review of a department the com-
mittee on undergraduate courses

and curriculum and the Graduate
Council make speciftc reconmien-

dations to the administration (about

budget) and to the chair (about aca-

demic programs).
Recommendations may focus on
minor aspects of the department
that need iiT4>roveinent or on major

problems. Although rare, reviews

of degree programs judged to be of

poor quality may result in a **condi-

tional approval" or even in suspen-

sion of the (Kogram.

Students are consumers of our
academic offerings and have the

right, indeed a responsibility, to

participate in devel(^ing and eval-

uating UCLA's academic pro-

grams. If you are interested in

effective participation, you should

contact the department chair, a

counselor in the department, or
discuss the issue with an instruc-

tor. Ask about the departmental
committee responsible for plan-

ning courses and curricula, and
about the status of the departmen-

tal eight-year review. Your voice

as a student can be heard if you
take the time to contribute and
participate.

Judith Smith is a professor of
physiological science and chair-

womanbfthe Los Angeles division

ofthe Academic Senate.

NETWORK
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the academic career of a sopho-
more who works 20 hours a week
for $160 to pay $120,000/quarter

in fees. Nor is he capable of mak-
ing decisions about offices -

which provide students with need-

ed services - staffed by people
earning $24,000 a year. Those
who know how to run the office

best and most efficiently are the

staff people themselves.

In the face of a budget crisis

one would expect that those are

the people who would be consult-

ed to make the best decisions for

eliminating waste. But the univer-

sity administration seems to have
taken the opposite path. It has
chosen to cut certain budgets and
positions wildly, to demoralize the

staff people and encourage sabo-

tage by decreasing wages and job
security. To add insult to injury it

has continued with its extravagant

building construction (well
beyond the justifiable seismic ren-

ovations) and acquisition pro-
gram. All of this has hurt the uni-

versity's credibility.

opening up the decision-mak-
ing process is therefore a priority.

Unfortunately the university
administration continues to

exclude unions which have the

confidence of the staff people.
Most recently, the Chancellor has

refused to recognize the Student
Association of Graduate
Employees which organizes TAs,
RAs, readers and tutors. Only by
dealing honestly and openly with

the refn^esentatives of the staff can

true economizing begin. A demor-
alized staff will have no incentive

to economize or provide efficient

service, it is more likely that such

See NETWORK, pi^U
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a work force will engage in the

passive or active sabotage of the

pseudo-streamlining process.

For students, staff and faculty

then the immediate solution is to

engage in whatever protest and
pressure politics are necessary to

open up the budget process on
campus. A bigger battle is to

respond to the declining commit-
ment to public education by the

California Stdte Legislature and the

governor. Ironically, the legislators

and taxpayers who early in their

lives depended on free public edu-

cation to "get ahead," now balk at

paying for this and future genera-

tions' education. There is only one
solution to this long-term problem:

coalition building. The administra-

tion has its own approach to coali-

tion-building, and we have ours.

Theirs is to get their well-heeled

friends to donate money to this or

that building project. Theirs is to

isolate the university from poten-

tial allies by suggesting that the

state cut feeding programs to

homeless children. Theirs is to rent

out faculty and graduate students to

do research for corporations (while

POWAZEK
From page 25

tom. It is rather like being on an

elevator heading downward and
not knowing how many floors to

go before reaching the ground.

Students, along with adminis-

trative and academic departments

on this "descending elevator"

have experienced their share of
budget reductions. Students have
had their budget cut by the signif-

icant increase in fees which,
unfortunately, has occurred
before.

Facilities Management's bud-

get reductions have been severe.

Since fiscal year 1988-89, state

funding for the maintenance of
campus facilities has decreased
by 31 percent per building per

square foot. This sizeable budget

decrease, unfortunately, resulted

in a concomitant elimination or

reduction of services.

Working together with build-

ing coordinators throughout cam-
pus. Facilities Management has

established new custodial stan-

dards. We have reduced preven-

tive maintenance; we have elimi-

nated free, annual carpet clean-

ing, floor waxing and biannual

window washing. We perform
weeding and shrub hedging less

frequently and tree trimming only

jwhen significant safety reiisons^

require it

Despite the times, budgetary
adversity does provide a certain

amount of opportunity for
improvement. A thorough analy-

RIEZENMAN

Jieglecting your education).

Ours is to demand an expansion

in the revenue base of the state.

The near victory, two years ago, of

Proposition 167 which promised to

close tax loopholes for the rich

suggests what our coalition will

look like. It will be a rainbow
coalition of working people who
demand health care and social ser-

vices. It will be a coalition of
unionists and people of color. The
network believes that it is not only

possible to build that coalition, but

that life will be impossible if that

coalition is not built. The altemaT

tive - the victory of the chancel-

lor's coalition of the rich and pow-
erful - is foretold by works like

"Blade Runner," or, in reality, by
the 1992 rebellion.

Active student staff and faculty

participation in, for example, fight-

ing the racist Proposition 187 will

help build the coalition needed to

restore funding to education and
other crucial social services. The
network meets every Wednesday,
at 5:05 p.m. If you're interested in

getting involved, be there.

Peter Simithka is a junior history

major and a member of the
Networkfor Public Education and
SocialJustice.

sis and assessment of Facilities

Management functions and orga-

nizational units was conducted.
Based on that assessment, we
"out-sourced" a number of func-

tions, consolidated organizational

units and streamlined operational

processes.

Nonetheless, the campus
grounds continue to providi|^n

aesthetically pleasing environ-

ment. The buildings are basically

clean and free of graffiti; trouble

calls are addressed, building sys-

tems continue to operate and,
with the assistance of the Chiller-

Cogeneration Plant, electricity,

steam and chilled water are pro-

vided with more reliability.

Facilities Management is now
a leaner but a stronger and more
resilient organization. The people

in our organization have respond-

ed with energy and creativity to

the twin calamities of budget
reductions and an earthquake dis-

aster. Our goal continues to be
providing campus departments
with the best possible and cost-

effective services.

On a final, more personal note

and at the risk of being sentimen-

tal, I ask myself, what do I think

of UCLA 26 years after my initial

bus ride to campus? Well, there is

life outside of UCLA. Today I'm
a husband and a father and I pur-

sue a number of external inter-

ests. Bui UCLA perseveifi5;_il^

remains and will always remain a

very special place for me.

Powazek is the Director of
Facilities Operations at UCLA.
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"over-supervision" may occur,

resulting in productivity loss; a

veritable waste of time and
resources.

2. Democratize the university.

Support staff need to be involved

in the shared governance of this

university and to actively partic-

ipate in decision-making process-

es affecting our jobs.

3. Ensure fiscal responsibility.

Pay raises for faculty members and

administrators should be frozen in

units contemplating staff layoffs.

This symbolic gesture of "sharing

the pain" would discourage unnec-

essary layoffs as well as promote an

atmosphere of team spirit

4. Encourage stqffcareer dhfel-

opment. Job security is clearly no

longer a benefit In order to gener-

ate a positive morale in the work-

place, UCLA needs to actively

encourage staff career develop-

ment by permitting easier access

for staff to this institution's boun-

tiful educational opportunities.

5. Limit the number ofyears one

may hold the office ofchancellor. It

is unjustifiable to have one perspec-

tive, whether far-sighted or myopic,

dominate this institution for more
than 25 years. An eight-year term

should suffice, ensuring that UCLA
could benefit from a diversity of

vision for the next quarter of a cen-

tury.

Kiezenman, aVCLA atummi, ts a
member ofPreserve StqffNow!

JOBS N CAMPUS!
ASUCLA is the single largest employer of UCLA students and we
currently have an e)(tensive variety of positions available. Why wcrk

for ASUCLA you ask? Well

• We're right on campus, with iocations nearliy

your ciasses,

• You can have a flexibie woric scheduie arranged

around your classes

• Employees are given a 20% discount on selected

merchandise.

• ASUCLA has prjmotional opportunities.

• Food Service employees get a meal allowance.

• We can operate as your Work Study employer.

• ASUCLA pays better than most student jobs in

the UCLA area.

Positions are posted regularly near the entrance of ASUCLA
Personnel (2nd floor, Kerckhoff Hall, Rm 205). Come check out

the possibilities today and tomorrow you could be receiving all

the benefits ASUCLA has to offer!

ASUCLA IS HIRING NOW!
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THE OFFICE FOR STUDENTS
WITH DISABILITIES
Located In A-255 Murphy Hall

Phone Number (310) 825-1501 (Voice) or (310) 206-6083 (TDD)

WHO DO WE SERVE?

WHY ARE WE HERE?

WHAT DO WE DO?

We serve all regularly enrolled students who have a
verifiable permanent or temporary disability. This

includes students witli learning disabilities, hearing

impairments, visual impairments, chronic illnesses,

wheelchair users, and students with broken limbs,

recent surgery, etc.

We are mandated by tiie State and Federal

Govemment to provide "Reasonable Accommodations"

to students with disabilities to ensure equal physical and
programmatic access to all University programs.

We provide academic support services- to students with

verifiable disabilities that include:

NOTETAKER SERVICES READER SERVICES
PRIGRrrY ENROLLMENT INTERPRETER SERVICES
CAMPUS ORIENTATION ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT

PROCTORING/TEST-TAKING ARRANGEMENTS
ON-CAMPUS TRANSPORTATION

A LEARNING DISABIUTIES PROGRAM
and Much More...

We also work with departments to help facilitate these services and acoess

Issues with instructors and TAs Wc pro»kid Disability Awareness training

to interested departments.

PLEASE DROP BY THE OFFICE OR GIVE US A CALL ANYTIME
YOU HAVE A OUESTIOPT
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THAU HINDU VIETNAMESE THAI* HINDU VIETNAMESE

THAI4 HINDU VIETNAMESE
T^LANGUAGE CLASSES

THE COURSES: Starting FaU '94, Beginning Thai, Beginning Hindi, and Intermediate

Vietnamese will be taught as regular, year-long courses at UCLA. Satisfaaoiy

completion of any of these courses will fulfill the University's Foreign Language
Requirement. Interested students should act immediately to enioll in the Fail quarter

sections. • . '

ENROLLMENT: Enrollment is by PTE only, and involves a two-step process: [1] All

those interested in enrolling must fill out a Placement Questionnaire. This can be
picked up in front of the Language Resource Program Office (Kinsey 236B), and
rctumed to the drop-off box placed there, anytime after Monday, September 12. [2]

Students will then be informed (by mail or telephone) of exact times & locations of

Placement Exams, tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, September 27.
-•nW

BEGINNING THAI:
l\ies., Thurs., 4:30-6:00 & Fri. 4:00-6K)0; Rolfe 2112

BEGINNING HINDI:
Ta^^ Thurs. 4:30-6:00 & Fri. 4:00-6:00; Rolfe 2118

INTERMEDIATEVIETNAMESE:
Men., Wed. 4:30-6:00 & Fri. 2:00-4H)0; Rolfe 2118

(Prerequisite: completion of first-year Vietnamese, or equivalent)

995 Barry M. Goldwater S<

^ $7,000 per

^^L academic year

Outstanding UCLA sophomores and juniors who
intend to pursue careers in mathematics, the natural
sciences, and engineering are invited to apply for a
1995 Goldwater Scholarship^

The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation will awaitl
up to 250 merit-based educational scholarships to college sophomores and juniors
throughout the United States. Each scholarship will cover eligible expenses for tuiHon,
fees, books, and room & board up to $7,000 annually. Junior-level recipients will be eligible
for two years o^ support and senior-level recipients for one year of support.

In order to be considered for nomination you must

•Be a sophomore or junior pursuing a bachelor's degree on a full-time basis
("sophontKjre" here means a student who plans two or more years of full time
undergraduate study after the 1994-95 academic year and who expects to receive a
bachelor's degree between December, 1996 and August, 1997. -lunior" is defined as a
student who plans one more year of fuU-tinne undeigraduate study after the 1994-95
academic year and who expects to receive a bachelors degree between December 1995
and August 1996.)

•Be enrolled in an undei^graduate field of study that will lead to a career in mathematics
the natural sciences, or engineering (except applied engineering).

'

•Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.0 and rank in the upper forth of
your class.

'^'^

•Be a U.S. citizen, a resident alien, or a U.S. national.

Applications and further

infonnation are now available at:

HONORS PROGRAM
A-311 MURPHY HALL

DEADUNE FOR APPLICATION: Friday, November 4, 1994
-

.

••
' 4pm ^
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problems, arresting law violators,

maintaining order and resolving

disputes.

It is tlie responsibility of every

police department employee to

contribute to the organization's

efforts to achieve its mission. Each
employee is involved in crime pre-

vention by providing direct crime
prevention services to the commu-
nity or by supporting the delivery

of those services, and each officer

will become a crime prevention

officer.

Contacts with the community
should result in an exchange of
information between the law
enforcement employee and the cit-

izen. Moving the officer from the

anonymity of the patrol car to

direct engagement with the com-
munity gives the officer more
immediate information about
problems unique to a specific area

and insights into their solutions.

The result of the vast majority of
these contacts should be the deliv-

ery of a crime prevention service

to the conmiunity.

Every employee will receive
training in community-oriented
policing. Sworn personnel will

receive training on how to identify

a problem, analyze it and, with the

assistance of the community,
design a solution. Police supervi-

sors will expect and encourage
officers to initiate and follow
through with problem-solving
activities. Moving decisionmaking

and discretion downward to the

patrol officer places more authori-

ty in the hands of the person who
best knows the conuounity's prob-

lems and expectations.

The department will support
and provide resources to employ-
ees performing this service, and
employees will be rewarded for

demonstrating problem-solving
abilities. The department will

develop performance standards,

evaluation processes and measur-
ing systems that are consistent
with the philosophy of communi-
ty-oriented policing.

If community-oriented policing

is to succeed at UCLA, the philos-

ophy must be integrated into each
employees' daily operations.
Community-oriented policing con-

cepts do not conflict with tradi-

tional centralized policing, nor do
they conflict with the deployment
of specialized units or the "tough
on crime" attitude - they can coex-
ist with traditional policing tactics.

Community-oriented policing is

not a goal, tactic or strategy, it is a

philosophy used to determine the

tactics and strategies a department

will employ to achieve its goal.

The goal of any police department

is crime prevention, and the phi-

losophy is the mindset of the orga-

nization. Community-oriented
policing is the fundamental princi-

ple upon which all policing deci-

sions related to policies, proce-
dures and practices should be
based.

Community-oriented policing is

a pro-active, decentralized
24)proach to the way police service

is delivered that can be sh{^)ed to

meet the specific needs of the
community it is designed to serve.

COP provides for more positive

and pro-active community con-
tacts by the field level police offi-

cer, and also provides ways for the

community to positively effect

policing policies, procedures and
practices.

Problem-solving is done at the

field level, and in community-ori-

ented policing, the field level

employee becomes a more effec-

tive resource to the department as

well as a better resource to the

community. The police officer

becomes a familiar safety educa-
' tor, community leader and
resource po^on. The result will be
the development of a more effec-

tive crime fighting force that is

responsive to the needs of the
c(Hnmunity.

The department administra-
tion's commitment to community-
oriented policing has resulted in

changes of our organizational
mindset. Many long ignored issues

are currently being addressed by
the department's managers, offi-

cers and support staff personnel. A
cross section of police department
enq>loyees have voluntarily come
together as teams to woric on spe-

cific areas. The programs and pro-

posals that come from the efforts

of these recently established com-
mittees will better serve the inter-

est of the department and the com-
munity.

We are beginning to solve a
multitude of problems by more
effectively utilizing the energy and
skills of every dedicated employ-
ee. We have many capable and
enthusiastic employees. This has
been demonstrated by the positive

responses to the recently imple-
mented community-oriented polic-

ing-related programs. The leader-

ship r nd team building efforts on
the part of our employees have
been noted and appreciated. The
evaluation and morale committees
are tasked with establishing
department policies, procedures,
practices and other formal mecha-
nisms in order that these efforts are

publicly noted and duly rewarded.

In its infant stages at UCLA,
community-oriented policing is

the future of law enforcement, but

success will not come overnight.

The measure of our success is

predicated on our ability to work
together as an interdependent
team, a true professional organiza-

tion. Our primary and most imme-
diate objective is to effectively

integrate all department functions

toward the acquisition of one goal.

The goal of our police depart-

ment is crime prevention. The inte-

gration of the new community-ori-
ented policing philosophy with tra-

-

ditional law enforcement practices

is the strategy we have chosen to

reach our goal. Continued input
will help detomine how communi-
ty-oriented policing will be imple-

mented at UCLA, and participation

in this process is essential, expect-

ed and greatly appreciated.

Baker heads the university police

department's support services
division, which oversees
Community-Oriented Policing.

KELLER
From page 12

all the artists and copy editors.

Great thanks also go out to my
family and to my good friend

Marc, who preserved my post-

deadline emotional sanity by shar-

ing a short yet much deserved

vacation with me in New York.

Lastly, I want to thank the

columnists, regular contributors,

letter writers and everyone else

whose CMily OMnpengatiCTi for

writing 10 NTiewpoint is intellectual

and emotional (read: non-mone- "*•

tary). And to the readers who turn

to Viewpoint first ... thanks again.

So, keep reading Viewpoint.
And keqp voting to Viewpoint
And stop t>y and pick up a colum-
nist appUcirtioa. We're here, and ...

we're waiting to hear fipom you. ^

Viewpoint Editor Michele Keller is

a senior Ei^sh mtyor speciaiiz-

ing in women's studies

Viewpoint

For Pilipinos, it's

a year of struggle

Dawn
Mabalon

If
you're Pilipino and it's your

first year at UCLA, get ready.

You'll get your first taste of
political activism, you'll struggle

with identity issues, you'll attend

marches and rallies, workshops
and sign petitions and yell

"Makibaka!" (Struggle!) and do
the Pilipino Cultural Night and
start hanging out with more
Pilipinos than

you ever knew
in your life.

You might just

find out who ___«____^^_
you are as a
Pilipino, a Filipino, a Pilipino

American, a FUipina, a Pinay or
Pinoy.

It will be a year of confusing
bureaucracy, a year of challenges

and changes, and a year which
you will struggle with identity

issues, asking yourself. What does
this Pilipino thing mean? What is

my role in the community? Who
ami?

Fbr the thousand or so Pilipinos

and Pilipino Americans at UCLA,
our time is now. This year promis-
es to be one of the most active,

loud, aggressive and visible for

the Pilipino community. Our num-
t)ers have grown, our voices are

louder, and we have more planned
for this year than any other in the

history of Pilipino student

activism at UCLA.
But who are we as a communi-

ty? When I phone-outreach to

new students as part of my job as

director of SPEAR, the Samahang
Pilipino Education and Retention

Project, I'm often asked exactly

what the Pilipino community at

UCLA does and who we arc.

We are immigrant and
American-bom, coconut and
down, neo-indigenous with our
bamboo necklaces and Downright
Pinoy t-shirts and wannabe bour-

geois. We arc pre-med and sociolo-

gy, history and Asian American
studies, engineers and undeclared,

poor and poorer, middle-class and
marginalized. Half and full-blood-

ed, mestizo and brown. Some of us

speak T^galog, or Docano, or

Visayan, some speak English long,

like me.

Wc are first and second genera-

tion with a few third and fourth,

some of us brought up on pancakes
and pizza and others on rice and
adobo, some of us on all of it We
are straight and bakia, queer and bi.

Some of us make our politics our
life; others choose to concentrate

on studies first, activism second.

But we suffer from a double
oppression, and that is we are a
minority within an already misun-
derstood minority of Asian Pacific

Americans. Not only do we not

know who we are as a people, but

we get lumped together with

dozens of other Asian groups or
we arc left out altogetiier. While
we have watehed our numbers
grow in the Los Angeles area and
nationwide, our political power
has remained barely noticeable,

our representation in die media
nonexistent. The university claims
we don't need affirmative action

anymore, and took us off early

outreach and affirmative action
five years ago. -

Ten years ago, our dropout rate

at die university neared 40 per-

cent. Samahang Pilipino

Education and Retention Project

was created to try to remedy our
abysmal attrition rate through
peer counseling, mentorships,

woiicshops and consciousness
raising. More recent statistics

This year promises to be

one of the most active,

loud, aggressive and

visible for the Pilipino

community.

show our retention rate rising, but
we are still far from graduating at

the same rates as white students.

Our history and our experience is

taught only through a handful of
classes, and we have only one
Pilipina professor and a few guest
lecturers in the social sciences.

What does this all mean? Some
of us lucky Pilipinos escaped
from suburbia with at least some
sense of Pilipino identity, and oth-

ers find they may undei;go a

process of self-discovery at

UCLA. But once we find our
identity, our Pilipino-ness, if you
will, what do we do with it? **Our

identity leads us to action," wrote
East Coast Pinoy activist Steven
de Castro. We as Pilipinos have
an obligation, a responsibility, to

our community. We cannot be eth-

nocentric and proclaim to the

world we are proud to be Pinoy -
unless we put action behind our
words.

Our community's primary issue

this year is our Save Tagalog!
campaign. Student organizers

with the Asian Pacific Languages
and Cultures Committee drafted a
proposal, found funding and an
instructor, and we had Tagalog
language classes for three years.

Our funding runs out this year,

and the Committee for Pilipino

Studies, a curriculum reform
activist group, is spearheading a
yearlong campaign to ensure that

See MABALON, page 38

Hear no evil.

Speak no eviL
Viewpoint columnist applications
arc available NOW in the entrance
hall of the Daily Bruin.

All UCLA students, scafFand faculty

are encouraged to apply.

implications arc due in the

viewpoint office, at the Daily Bruin,

227 KcrckhofFHall, c/o Michdc
KcUcr, by Monday Oct. 3 at 5 p.m.
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1994 British Marshall

Scholarships

Study at a British University

Outstanding UCLA students who have already graduated or will be seniors in the 1994-95
academic year and will receive their Bachelor's Degrees by the end of summer 1995 are invited to

apply for a British Marshall Scholarship. Founded by an Act of Parliament in 1953, Marshall
Scholarships commemorate die humane Ideals of the European Recovery Program (Marshall
Plan). Marshall Scholarships finance young Americaru of high ability to study for a degree in die
United Kingdom. Up to forty scholarships will be awarded in 1995, tenable at any British

univenity, and intend to cover the cost of two years of study in any discipline, leading to die
award of a British University degree j(usually at die Master's Degree level).

ELIGIBILITY
Applicants must:

1. be citizens of the United States

2. not have reached dieir 26di birthday by Oct. 1, 1995

3. by die time dicy have taken up dieir scholarship, hold a Bachelor's Degree from an
accredited four-year college or university in die U.S.

4. have obtained after freshman year an overall grade point average of not less dian 3.7

APPLICATION & INFORMATION AVAILABLE NOW:
HONORS PROGRAMS
A^3 11J4URPHY HALL,

CAMPUS DEADLINE: MONDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1994

CHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION

$30,000
Outstanding UCLA juniors

interested in a career in

government or public service

are invited to apply fbr a
1995 Truman Scholarship.

The Many S. Truman Scholarship Foundation will award up to 84 merit-based
educational scholarships to college juniors throughout the United States. A Truman
Scholarship provides up to $30,000 ($3,000 for the senior year of undergraduate
education and up to $27,000 for graduate studies). The award covers eligible expenses
including tuition, fees, books, and room & board.

In order to be contidered for nomination you must:
Be a junior pursuing a Bachelor's Degree during the 1 994-95 year (junior here means

a student %vho plans to continue full-time undergraduate study and who expects to
receive a Bachelor's between December, 1 995 and August, 1 996.

Have outstanding leadership potential, be committed to a career in government or
elsewhere In public service and plan to attend graduate school to prepare for a public
service career.

Rank in the upper quarter of your class with approximately a 3.5 CPA or better.

Be a U.S. citizen or a U.S. national.

Applications and further information are now available at:

HONORS PROGRAMS
A-311 MURPHY HALL

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION:
Jr^Oct. 21^ 1994 „

'
' noon
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Division of Intetiutkmal Prognnu Abroad
1 19 Euclid AveniM ' .

Syracuse, New Yoric 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

SYRACUSE ABROAD
Something to write home about!

• Programs in Australia, Belgium, England, France,

Germany, Israel, Italy, Spain, and Zimbabwe

• Prior foreign language not always necessary

•SU credit

• Field trips/traveling seminars

• Internships

• Study for a semester, a year, or a summer

• Home stays or limited apartment placements

Viewpoint

f,^
Wordftrfect

. *

Big Deal
QiiaOrDftDS

II

•n^
t'ltt^srvrvi*^^

SPECIAL LIMITED-TIME
OFFER: WordPerfect 6.0 for

Windows, Quattro Pro 5.0 for

Windows, and Random House

Webster's Electronic Dictionary

and Thesaurus, College Edition.

" /

% %

ZJIvMMmmvw
The ultimate toolfor graph

its and presentations!

u\

m WPMai3.0.

electnmic dictionary,

golfgame, and more!

Ww"^-^*'

The nu)M powerful DOS
application ever!

See your local campus resellerfor

more irtformation.

^WordPerfect
Novell Applications Group

mwi^Vrttefg i mt0im&inamn»ik o* Wowt inc M oOwi ktml or product namti art Uadanarto al IfMir rMptctM compiiMn O i9MNo«iN Inc

1995 Rhodes Scholarships

n

Outstanding UCLA students who have already graduated or will be seniors in

the 1994-95 academic year and will receive their Bachelor's Degrees before

October 1995 are invited to apply for a 1995 Rhodes Scholarship. Rhodes
Scholarships finance young Americans of eartraordinary ability to study at the

^nivers^ty of Oxford in England for a degree (usually M. Phil.) in any discipline.

Thirty-two scholarships will be awarded to American students in 1994-95 to

cover the cost of a maximum of three years of study to begin in Fall 1995.

• eligibility: Applicants must:

(1) be citizens of the United States and be unmarried

(2) by October 1, 1994 have passed the eighteenth and not have passed
twenty-fourth birthday

(3) have achieved academic standing sufficiently advanced to assure

completion of a Bachelor's Degree before October 1995

I
(4) have intellectual and academic achievement of high standard

(no specified minimum GPA)

•applications & information: Applications and further

information are now available at Honors Programs, A311 Murphy Hall.

ir

•deadline: October 7, 1994 for UCLA endorsement; October 17, 1994

without a UCLA endorsement. Because an academic plan, essay, and between
five and eight letters of recommendation will be required, it is importatit that

r you pickup ioi application a&soon as possible.

——

—

-
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Immigration proposition

discriminates, violates
Those damn immigrants! My

god, every time I turn

around it seems like more
foreigners come into this country

illegally and take jobs away from
taxpaying Americans. And they're

in the school system, too. How
can my kids receive the quality

education they need when there's

overcrowding in the school sys-

tem? And have m^^^^t^i^^
you watched ||-|-, p-_,
the channel "<" "#"
four news late-

ly? We're not safe on the streets

anymore with those illegals run-

ning around committing crimes

and attacking people. And what
atiout my health services? Last

time I went down to the clinic to

receive a flu immunization, I had
to wait in line for two hours. Two
hours! And let me tell you, me
and three other people in that line

were the only ones that spoke
English. You can't convince me
that all those people in line ahead
of me were Americans. Even the

doctor was speaking another lan-

guage ..."

Dlegal inmiigration has become
one of the hot topics of this year's

gubernatorial race, with both the

DenKx:ratic and Republican party

shouting that something must be
done. And at the center of all this

shouting is Proposition 187, the

Save Our State initiative con-

ceived by Ron Prince, an Orange
County accountant who had lost a
half-million dollars in a bad busi-

ness deal. Frustrated, Prince

blamed his Canadian partner,

whom he thought was an illegal

immigrant, for the loss and then

drafted Prop. 187. The controver-

sial initiative, backed by
Governor Pete Wilson and
opposed by State Treasurer

Kathleen Brown, would deny
health care services, except in

emergency situations, to all illegal

immigrants. It would deny a K-12
education to illegal immigrant
children. It would also require all

law enforcement agencies, educa-
tors and doctors and nurses to

report any persons suspected of
being illegal to the INS and to

deny these individual services

until residency status can be
proven.

Proponents of 187 state that

their reasoning behind the pro-

posed law includes the economic
hardship caused by undocument-
ed immigrants, personal injury

and damage caused by criminal

conduct of undocumented immi-
grants and the right/need to

receive protection from undocu-
mented immigrants.

Of course, while not every

Prop. 1 87 proponent would agree

with the sentiment expressed in

the opening dialogue, I think the

dialogue addresses many of the

issues that Prop. 187 supporters

want answered. So with that, let's

step away from the personal prej-

udices that have fueled the writ-

ing of Prop. 1 87 and deal with the

issues.

First, putting the question of
immigration aside, it is clear that

Prop. 187 is a poorly written

piece of ... legislation, to say the

least

Prop. 187 is unconstitutional. If

passed, three different federal

laws would be blatantly violated:

Prop. 187 violates the Federal

Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) which pro-

tects against disclosure of infor-

mation concerning students and
their families. It would require

educators to compile and divulge

residency status on all students

attending public K-Grad institu-

tions. Also, if Prop. 1 87 passes,

the U.S. Secretary of Education
has stated that California would
lose $2.3 billion for elementary

and secondary education and $1.1

billion for postsecondary institu-

tions (including UCLA) in federal

funding. Do we really need finan-

cial aid to be cut further?

Prop. 1 87 violates the Supreme
Court in Plyler v. Doe. The
Supreme Court ruled that denying
public school education to ele-

mentary school children violates

the equal protection clause. The
initiative also violates the right to

education protected by the

California Constitution. Prop. 1 87
would kick an estimated 400,000
children out of school. Are we
reducing crime and bettering soci-

ety by creating a permanent
underclass of illiterate residents?

Prop. 187 violates federal law
that directs funds to health care

and research facilities in

California. If Prop. 187 passes,'

we as Califomians stand to lose

more than $7 billion in federal

health care fiinds for seniors and
low-income American citizens

(the National Health Law
Program).

In all, Califomians stand to lose

an estimated $15 billion dollars

due to increased administrative

costs and federal monies denied >

to the state. All this, as estimated

by an independent analyst quoted
in the San Francisco Chronicle, in

order to save around $200 million

by denying benefits and services—
to people without documentation.

If you look at a purely cost/bene-

fit analysis. Prop. 187 does not

make any sense.

Secondly, the wording and
nature of the proposal is both dis-

criminatory and racist. By deny-

See RYU, page 39

Al-Talib
TiM MmIh N«r«M0idM at UCU

Wants You
Come to the

student media orientation

•cMM,hi

Find out how you can work for Al'Talib, and
learn more about our workihofM in journalism,

graphic design, photography and

broadcasting. .

ij.

Viev^point

Haitian crisis indicates
U.S. need for a cogent
foreign policy objective

I
was once told that the

United States would come
to long for the days of a

Soviet Union which made ques-
tions of foreign policy simple. At
the time I dismissed the notion as
the rantings of an eccentric.

Unfortunately, I've begun to

understand his ^mi^^^mmmam
P^^"^ Jasmi

Although ••«
the Haitian CIUBIOD
crisis has -—-
seemingly passed, a greater prob-
lem remains to be addressed: the
lack of a clear doctrine to guide
American foreign policy. Since
the end of the Cold War,
America's (and indeed much of
the worid's) foreign policy has
been without an overall direction,

a theme if you will. During the

Cold War, our policies were clear

to the point of neurosis - defend
ourselves by stopping commu-
nism.

But today, the world is strug-

gling to cope with the absence of
a unifying design. It's one of the

bizarre ironies of a world that is

generally safer and without great

enemies that we are actually in

need of an enemy to show us
where we should stand. Since
1989, we have fought engage-
ments to either stop "drug deal-

ers" in Panama, check "naked
aggression" in Iraq, prevent "eth-

nic cleansing" in Bosnia, or for

humanitarian reasons in Somalia
and (at least officially) in Haiti.

But none of these engagements
or their rationales truly represent-

ed a principle we were willing

and able to translate into a wider
doctrine. Let's face it, Iraq was
over oil and Panama was to get

rid of an embarrassment to then-

President Bush. The problem with
this piece meal, day-by-day
approach is that it fails to clearly

identify where our national inter-

ests lie and what we are willing to

It*s one of the bizarre

ironies of a world that is

... actually in need of an

enemy to show us where

we should stand.

fight for. We are without a pur-

pose, so to speak.

This lack of vision not only
makes it difficult to preempt prob-
lems before they arise, but it can
lead to fiascos such as Somalia.
There we realized, a little late,

that we were unwilling to expend
the price in casualties that would
have been necessary to complete
an admittedly vague mission. Our
quick retreat was seen by much of
the world as a sign of our unwill-

ingness to fight and it therefore

seriously undermined our credi-

bility.

See CURELOP, page 40

Clinton's foreign policy
reputation questionable
in Haiti's aftermath
As I write this, the Jimmy

Carter delegation had

just narrowly averted a
United States, invasion of Haiti.

From a Republican standpoint,

and based solely on political

motives, this is a most dishearten-
ing development. Sure, I am glad
Carter, Colin Powell and Sam
Nunn may wmammmmmmmmm

^Zti^^ ^MC*^* Sung
American soldiers and innocent

Haitians, but I am disappointed

-^hat it prevented any further expo-
sure of Clinton's biggest weak-
ness: his lack of sound judgement

Clinton's initial decision to

invade Haiti was clearly unautho-
rized. The framers never intended
for a president to have sole

authority in declaring war. The
sentiment among the founders

throughout the Constitutional

Convention was that a president

with war-making powers would
very much resemble an elective

monarchy. As Charles Pinckney
stated during the Convention, "the

Executive powers of the [existing]

Congress might extend to peace
and war which would render the

Executive a Monarchy ... to wit

an elective one." Furthermore,

Rufus King also stated during the

Convention that granting the pres-

ident war-making power would be
"[importing] the Evils of elective

Monarchies."

Moreover, Article I, section

Vni of the Constitution explicitly

states that 'Congress shall have
the Power ... To declare war." As
"One can surely see. ^ won!
**prestdent" or "execihive" is nei-

ther stated nor imp! ieov^ Even

though Article II, section n states,

'The President shall be

Commander in Chief of the Army
and Navy of the United States,"

the commander-in-chief is, as

David Adler Gray eloquently puts
out, "purely a military post,

always under the command of a
political superior."

Having shown that the presi-

dent does not and was never
intended to have sole discretion in

altering the U.S. from a state of
peace to a slate of war, it is obvi-

ous that Clinton acted above the

Among the 20,000'plus

troops which would

have invaded Haiti,

only 4,000 hailed .

from foreign countries.

law. Although Clinton's actions

were authorized by the U.N.
council, a president should in no
way be able to augment the pow-
ers conferred to him by the

Constitution. Moreover, had it

occurred, the Haiti invasion

would have been predominantly a
U.S. mission. Among the 20,000-
plus troops which would have
invaded Haiti, only 4,000 hailed

from foreign countries. Simple
arithmetic tells us that more than

80 percent of the military force

would have been American.
Certainly with these figures,

Clinton should have obtained for-

mal congressional approval.

See SUNO, page 41
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UCLA fAMAHANQ
**For over twenty years, Samahang PUipiffo has been a vehU^

appreciate the immense value and tim$i0$S^
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Calendar
bate Event

09/26/94 (M)

09/30/94 (F)

10/07/94 (F)

10/12/94 (W)

10/14/94 (F)

10/19/94 (W)

10/21/94 (F)

10/22/94 CSa)

10/26/94 (W)

10/28/94 (F)

10/29/94 (Sa)

11/02/94 (W)

11/04/94 (F)

11/09/94 (W)

11/11/94 (F)

11/14/94 (M)

11/16/94 (W)

11/18/94 (F)

11/19/94 (Sa)

11/23/94 (W)

11/28/94 (M)

11/30/94 (W)

12/02/94 (F)

12/03/94 (Sa)

12/07/94 (W)

Filipino Welcome Recfsptaon

Welcome Back Bonfirt^

Samahang First General Meeting

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Samahang General Meeting m Smfe Tagalog

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Samahang General Meeting # Pma^s
Cal State Fullerton FriemJbihIp Q^tn^s

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Samahang General Me^tiif)(g# H^V Wnng m^f'ro^lXtiitiQn 1871
UCLA Homecoming Parade

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Samahang General Meeting m KaboM^^
' "Let's Speak Tagalog"

Samahang General Mi^ietm^^TribuUttoManosg^^Sli^ Vent (Mtz

Road trip to Agbayani VSO»gt
Holiday Clothes Drive £6r the Fhiitj^^t

"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Samahang General Meeting # M^owt,
Trip to UCLA/USC Om^
Holiday Clothes Drive end&

"Let's Speak Tagalog''

Kris Kringle Gift Exchange B^^ns
"Let's Speak Tagalog"

Samahang General Meeting* BoardlBUt^msi, Wmer/^jffHng 1995
Kris Kringle Gift Exch^tnge Revelalgbtij?s^

"Let*s Sp>eak Tagalog**

COME VISIT US IN KERCKHOFTliS! (^flCLmW^
fAMAHAN6 PILIMNO EDUCATION All»

SPEAR, thenation'sfirstIHUpiw>studerUreteraionpmject,umcni^^

academic advising and consciousness raising. We 0di^toin^fHui$h*^iii ^p^ftfsU dfOpout rate ofJ^iUpii

workshops, and resource referral. Because we're a student-run, studm^^»iiate4pm^ecty wetmderstaivitiie

to help you. Our new holisticpn^nam offers a wdUvundedtakeonl^retenti^^fttei^tuhiih wetOUmpt
being and academic success.

*"'

PEER COUNSELING
One-on-one peer counseling is at the heart ofSPEAR's »«rvice$^^ Otir co

academic advising and peer counseling on personal, cultural, :6nancial;

to make an initial counseling appointment Contaict Senior Cow^^lof

PROGRAMMING
Our programming component will

hold 3 workshops per quarter to

address academic, personal, career,

and cultural issues. Contactjennifer

Co, Programming Coordinator.

SPEAR INTERNSHIP
Up to eight students per quarter will be

selected to intern at the SPEAR project.

These interns will work in the various

components and learn the SPEAR phi-

losophy and holistic plan.

To apply, please contact Rachel
Redondiez, Assistant Director.

MENTORSmP
Our One-$tep-Alieat«i.

"big brother/bigsi*A"^^gram»

pairs up a new, im^i^lng Piti-

pino st^ent With *l5^kler stttt

dent to help case th<s $!0i«W!times

rocky tra«$ition bd^^b^^hi^*
school atk!<!olkgc^iid^^psand
mentee^ will d^vcl^^lBB t«la*

«6tita&^"
'

itatt m^%^^inge
expos<xl to aspert!^ ^^ijjl^jpiiio

cuhurc thxcmgh scric||^^i^t)es

Alfiler» Mestttorshi} * Ck»<i^nator.

*>>*<*•<*** 1 1^1 I WMMtfciMjtMi

r
^Bkimtx>ce^m26$Men's Gym ĵust cffBrum
Mk,^G3w«(? m Anytime and make a counseling

appomcmem and meet our new mi4 returning

«ft^ Our mmhmib (Sid) 206^90!

PnVINOf IN

fOCIBTy
support group for engi-

neering students

"piUpino"

"imagtnatum"

"education"

"social"

Please contact
Robert Caspar

@ (310) 824-2646

LOOKIN6 INTO
PUPINO ev»iTi

annual publicatilan

documenting otir live$

photoffraphs

literature

histoty

the trials of '%pe'

Please conbuet
Wendell Pascual

@ (310) 479-306S

MMMMHMMMMMIMtMMMMM*

TMiNT ANO
OOIIAM
d)ruugh

^
^^^^, i

Please conta<^ Attfliatlf Alburo
#<S10) $244)37$

.^m¥>J."*:;

-itJf.^Xf jnii» Lnii>|\H4nicl vii st^viitii lil • ( n!ij.>.»viil nt

.

Vnv Ml 't^ft ! |V!."'Uf\j M.f\i.' '\!\? j\f . Htf jJVl,^
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Feeling powerless over
your life? Register to vote!

In
the fast-paced society in

which we live, there's always
this wonder of what exactly

we have control over. This dilem-
ma prevails in varying degrees
depending on the person and the

situation. If given the opportuni-
ty, shouldn't every individual

exercise their

given rights \^J^Z!^^
and make Emily 00611
decisions that

yield tangible results?

Politics is not just a game of
power versus power, it is an ide-

ology that touches every single

aspect of our lives. The most
effective way to take charge of
lives-,~then, is through voting to

affect today's and the future's

definition of the political arena.

Voting is every U.S. citizen's

right. And even if, for some, such
a phrase paints too pretty a pic-

ture of this place called America,
it holds true nonetheless. And to

be deterred from voting because
of any doubts of the system is to

give away your power to change
the same system.

No matter what your defini-

tion is of life and what you
believe is important, voting in our
elections gives you the option to

make life the way you want it.

This is an immense power that

the public has sadly put at the

bottom of its priorities.

UCLA is more than a diverse

campus that allows for the

utmost expression in ideologies.

To preserve this aspect of our
school, we need to play out this

right to expression to its fullest

potential.

Election day is Tuesday, Nov.
8, and voting booths will be
located on campus and in the res-

idence halls for your conve-
nience. This is a statewide elec-

tion for governor and various

positions and propositions, so if

you're not registered, get regis-

tered. People «11 over campus will

be holding little pens and clip-

boards and would love to register

you to vote. And if you don't

know the issues, watch for a

newsletter that will originate

from the Campus Coordinating

Unit of the External Vice

President's office of your student

government, the Undergraduate
Students Association Council.

And if that's not enough, a

voter registration rally in the resi-

dence halls at Sunset Village will

Politics is not just a

gaitie of power versus

power, it is an ideology

that touches every sin^

gle aspect of our lives.

be held Oct. 5 at 5 p.m. that will

include entertainment with educa-
tion plus voter registration for

your convenience.
- There are no more excuses,

then, for those of you who are

skeptical about voting. It takes

only minutes to get familiar with
the issues, and it takes seconds to

register. Ask yourself, have you
ever complained that you don't
have control over your life? Then
why give up a chance to control

your life and your society? If you
are 18 or over and a U.S. citizen,

take charge of your right! And if

you aren't eligible to vote yet,

come to your student government
in Kerckhoff Hall and lend us

your hand in making this voter

registration campaign a success!

UCLA student Emily Chen is the

campus coordinating unit assis-

tant director in the External Vice

President's office.

abc

student Media
Orientation

If you're interested in working for the Daily
Bruin, then stop by the Student Media Orientation
on October 3 in the Ackcrman Grand Ballroom at

6:30 pm.

I he orientation will provide more information
on the journalism curriculum in reporting, writing,

editing, design, photography and radio.

Daily Bruin
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The Office for Students with Disabilities provides on-campus
transportation for students with verifiable temporary or

permanent disabilities.
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The OSD VSri islift-equipped and features trained drivers,

3 Choices €>f SeT\nca

)

Reg^ular vireekday
7:20 to 5:20
Monday

thru Friday

Area of Wilshire,

Veteran, Sunset,
and Hilgard

Evening
6 to 10 Monday

thru

Thursday

Same as Regular

\ireekend
12 to 2 and
3 to 5 - Sat
12 to 4 and
5 to 9 - Sun

Residence Halls to

Specific Campus
Sites Only

825-2263
between 8 and 5

825-2263 to set up
eUgibiUty; 206-

2737 on weekends
- for info, and

%
^

updates
g

825-2263 during
service hours only

I

Hillel View
September

30 Welcome Home Shabbat for students at Rabbi Ctiaim Seidler-

Feller's house. Share a meal and discussion in the wamrith of the

Rabbi's home. RSVP 208-3081

.

Free! 6:30 PM

October
JSU parties with AEPI Fraternity at Hillel. Music ;n' grub. 9PM Fee
Call 825-8533 for more info

Sweeten Our Core

Your chance to find out all about Jewish life on campus. Free food

& music. 11-2PMWestwood Plaza.

SHIMON PERES - Israel's Foreign Minister receives an award
from Chancellor Young. Tlx available at CTO. 3:30PM, Ackerman
Grand Ballroom.

University Religious Conference hosts chats with clergy from

many religious backgrounds Wednesday evenings. 7 PM. Hedrick

Hall

Shabbat at the Westwood Marquis

Share a Shabbat evening at one of LA.'s most luxurious hotels

with Laurie Levenson, CBS Media Consultant, as she discusses

the O.J. Simpson trial. 6:30PM. Fee: $5 If paid by Wed, Oct. 5, 4
PM; $7 if paid after. _^ -_ -

I Im- < mill- lor .|<*>\ i^li I ,i(«- on
*>UU llili:.,!.! \n« .

<< oriM-i ol llilii;i|-il ;iM(l I < <
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Tour business needs a boost?

1^

OMW^

^^^YERTISE
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Calk825-2161

•Harmony Place
tutor and mentor

children ofhomeless

families .

•JoodSalyaqe
deliverfood to

homeless assistance

agencies

&ment
assist the homeless

in finding jobs

FIGHT

POVERH!

• ^

• Souio Kitchen

serve meals to the

homeless

• Do/iatioms

distribute clothes,

furniture and tOLjs to

homeless families

• Advocaa^lEdiAcation

help organize

Hunger Awareness
Week

MAKE A

DIFFERENCE!

\mi
Tuesday Oct. 11 th at 6-7pm in Ackerman 2408
Wednesday Oct. 12th 5-6pm Ackerman 3508
Thursday Oct. 13th 5-6pm Kerckhoff 408B
Friday Oct. 14th 2-3pm Kerckhoff 408B

I _. £M forty th* Campus Adiyitws ComrnWa* of 0w.Progr|m AetjyWm Bowf

.

MABALON
From page 33

TEigalog is included in the univer-

sity curriculunL UCLA claims

they don't have any money; we
say their priorities aren't straight

Filipinos are the laigest Asian

ffoap in California and the second
lai^est in the nation. TVigalog is the

seventh most commonly spoken
language in the U.S. To not offer

"Higalog classes at this uniyrasity

(which claims to be on the cutting

edge in diversity issues and cunic-

ular refcHm) is inexcusable.

A month-long celelxation/com-

memoration of the arrival of the

first Filipinos to the U.S. 407
years ^o will be held in October.

Filipino American History Month
aims to spodight the Filipino com-
munity aiid our history of struggle,

our culture and our identity in the

U.S. In April, we take over Fauley
Favilion for a day-long Filipino

Culture festival. Two new Filipino

groups were formed this year
Finays, a feminist cnganization for

Filipino women's issues, and
Kabalikat (Ikgalog for "standing

together in the struggle"), a group
for queer Filipinos. Wendell

Fascual, a second-year Samahang
member, just started his own
Filipino-themed clothing line,

called Downright Finoy. We are

silent no more, especially on this

campus.

Our conununity here has

become more than just a group of
students who get together for ral-

lies and study groiqis; we are a

family. I wekx>me the more than

200 incoming Filipino students

into our UCLA Filipino family.

Mag-ingat kayo (take care),

remember to call your lola, and
don't foiget to wear your slippers

in die dorm showers.

Dawn Mabalon graduated from
UCLA in June with a bachelor's in

history, specializing in Asian-
American studies. She directs

SPEAR, Samahang Filipino
Education and Retention, a UCLA
Filipino student retention project.

RrTE TO
lEWPOINT

• Drop your letters, articles,

columns by 227 Kerckhoff
Hall

• Fax, c/o Viewpoint
310/206O906

• e-mail to
viewpoInt#asucia.ucta.edu.

)itiestf0i)9?

;a» 8^1^216.
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RYU
From page 34

being illegal, it automatically

points a finger at anyone who
looks or sounds foreign. This
means that if you are a person of
color, you are at risk of being
denied services or having services

delayed at school or when you
need medical attention. This
would especially affect the Asian
Facific Islander community, as

^jnore than 75 percent of Asian
Facific Islanders speak a primary
language other than English, and
44 percent do not speak English
well.

Thirdly, the underiying
premise of the initiative is that

immigrants are coming to the

U.S. to receive public benefits

and services. This seems far

from true. According to the

California Senate research

office, "despite the fact that

poverty rates among immigrants
are higher than the average, they
use fewer public benefits and are

less likely than the native-bom
population to become dependent
of welfare." Only 3.8 percent of
California's long-term immi-
grants receive welfare, social

security or other types of assis-

tance, compared with 4. 1 percent
of native households. And
according to Julian Simon,
author of 'The Economic
Consequences of Inmiigration,"

over their life times, inmiigrants

contribute $15,000 to $20,000
more in taxes than they receive

in benefits.

But, if there is so much evi-

dence against Frop. 187, why do
some people support it? I think

it boils down to two reasons: 1

)

the lack of understanding of the

bill and its consequences and 2)

the fact that this is an election

year.

I think the first reason has
been covered pretty well, and
hopefully, now the readers of
this article have a better under-

standing of some of the ramifica-

tions of Frop. 187.

Secondly, this bill is being used
as a political tool. Many people

are concerned with the immigra-
tion issue and politicians are tak-

ing advantage of it They want to

jump on the issue and wage a

campaign of fear and scare tactics

that they hope will translate into

(re)election instead of voter edu-
cation. Prop. 187 is nferely a tool

to show voters that politicians arc

on the "right" side when it comes
to immigration.

As the son of an immigrant.

Prop. 187 affects me personally. It

angers^nie to read pro-Prop. 187

literature which explains that the

initiative's suf^rt crosses all

political parties and ethnic bound-
aries, united as Americans.

Americans, eh? Meaning their sup-

porters were either bom here or

have a white piece of official-look-

ing paper. In my opinion. Prop.

187 looks no further than deter-

mining who is and is not a produc-
tive member of society, who
deserves to live in this country and
who doesn't Prop. 1 87 does not

seek to reform the welfare system,

it does not seek to educate and bet-

ter society, it does not encourage a

more productive citizenry through

job education and training. All it

does is continue the cycle of inuni-

granl discrimination and scape-

goating that has existed, especially

in times of economic hardship, for

many years.

On Nov. 8, vote NO on Prop.

187. Please contact the external

vice president's office for further

information about Frop. 1 87.

UCLA student Dan Ryu works in

, the external vice preHdeai's \-

LOWEST ART SUPPLIES PRICES - GUARANTEED
AUGUST 15TH THRU OCTOBER 15TH
ALL COLORS: Liquetex. Winsor & Newton. Grumbacher, etc.

ALL BRUSHES: Winsor & Newton. Grumbacher. Simmons, etc.

ALL: Newsprint Pads, Portfolios. Art Bins, Clipboards, Rapidograph Pens.

• WE ALSO MATCH EVERYONE'S ADVERTISED PRICES, whether:

PRINT, INSERTS, FLYERS, STUDENT DISCOUNT, IN STORE, ETC.

40% OFF etc.

SHOP MICHAEL'S FOR YOUR LOWEST PRICES

1518 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) (213) 466-5295
MON-FRI 8:30-6:30, SAT 10-6, SUN 11-5

FREE PARKING - - CASH CHECK, VISA, M.C.. & AM. EX., ONLY

.jieoi

UCLA's African Peoples Newsmagazine
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MINI-GRANT PROGRAM
SPONSORED BY

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSION
CAN HELP!

The Student Mini-Grant Program encourages
undergraduate students to develop projects which
enrich undergraduate education. Grants of up to $500
will be available to any currently enrolled and
regTstered undergraduate or groups of
undergraduates.

i

There are three deadlines per quarter for applications:

3rd Week (Oct. 19)

6th Week (Nov. 9)

- 9th Week (Dec. 30)

Information/Applications are available at

Academic Affairs Commission,
309 Kerckhoff

(310)825-2815

gruDgrrs

COUNCIL

CURELOP
From page 35

Foreign policy must be given a

direction. There must be some
underlying purpose or objective to

realpolitik. Even Bismarck, hard-

ly the high-minded idealist, had
an underlying base of principles

and therefore an objective: to

make the German Empire pre-

dominant in continenUil Europe.

A nation must, if it is to be suc-

cessful, establish some sort of
general policy and stand behind it

Doctrines are necessary not only

to definitively decide what we
will flght for and thereby prepare

A nation must, if it

is to be successful,

establish some sort of

general policy and stand

behind it.

the voters for it They also help

preempt crises. Without clear

|k)licies a grey area is famed.
This can feed the ambitions of
those willing to gamble that the

U.S. will not act (i.e. Raoul
Cedras).

Unfortunately, none of these

reasons for our involvement in

Haiti are for any general Cause
that can realistically be taken to

guide U.S. policy. In fact, Haiti is

demonstrative of the fact that we
have no foreign policy doctrine at

all.

The actual reason for our
involvement in Haiti is to restore

U.S. credibility. This wouldn't be
necessary if it were not for the

lack of vision that existed in our
post-Cold War policies. After the

fall of the Berlin Wall. Geoi^e
Bush gave us little, if any, direc-

tion. He did not establish an orga-
nizational framework for the "

future or redefine our security

parameters. All he managed was a
few words about the "New World
Order" - a catchy phrase that

never translated into anything.

This lack of direction opened
the door to a series of half steps in

Bosnia and Somalia which made
us seem impotent By the time of
the '92 election, the U.S. had
already conunitted itself to the

restoration of Aristide to power
and Bill Clinton was left holding
the bag. Right or wrong, Clintoq
now has to sack Cedras just to

prove for legitimate national secu-
riQr reasons that America is still

willing to use its big stick.

For, as long as the Cedras junta
"TefHatns Ihere7ll stands asUvmg
proof that one can flaunt the will

of the United Stales without seri-

ous repercussions. This message
is very dangerous. Indeed, we
might ask whether Raoul Cedras
would still be in Haiti today if

American credibility had not been
weakened to the point where our
threats seemed trivial. The Haitian
crisis as it now stands, therefore,

is not an example of new policies

but the last vestiges of a lack of
overall direction.

What is worse, the other justifi-

cations for our involvement in

Haiti are similarly unsuitable as

the basis of a long term global

policy. Of the four justifications

enumerated by President Clinton,

the restoration of denxxracy and
the preservation of human rights

tend to illicit the most sympathy
from the American public. Yet
neither of them can form the

focus of our greater f(»ieign policy
strategy.

The United States is not the
'^

police officw to the world.

DSsq ,i»mSUS^U>P, page 42
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From page 35

However, his Democratic col-

leagues House leader Thomas
Foley and Senate leader Geoige
Nfitchell refused to allow a vote to

be taken, in my opinion because
they realized the political setback
it would have caused Clinton.

With so many American lives at

stake, it seems incredible that pol-

itics would take priority to

Clinton and the IDenmcrats.

What is even more reproach-
able is that Clinton intended to

put so many American and
Haitian lives in danger when the

majority of Americans - 57 per-

cent, according to an ABC news
poll - disapproved of a Haitian

invasion. Other polls showed
even more disapproval by the

American people. In contrast.

President Bush, in 1991, had the

overwhelming support of the

American people before he chose
to engage U.S. troops in the

Persian Gulf
In my opinion, the reason for

the contrast is because there is no
vital national interest at stake in

Haiti. As a result of this, Clinton
attempted, on national television,

to justify a Haitian invasion with
these three reasonsf'l.) to pn-
serve human rights, 2.) to restore

denwcracy, and 3.) to stem the

flow of Haitian refugees.

First off, the violation of
human rights are a major prob-

... he (Clinton) should

put forth a legitimate

effort to combat

the crimes in his own
country first.

lem in his own country. Perhaps
unbeknownst to him, rape, mur-
der and thievery occur on a daily

basis in such places as Lx)s

Angeles and New York. Does
Clinton not realize why crime
has become an extremely popular
political topic? Does he not know
why he just recently signed a

pseudo-crime bill into law? If

civil rights abuses are of such
paramount importance to him,
then he should put forth a legiti-

mate effort to combat the crimes
in his own country first

Additionally, human rights

violations are occurring all over
the globe. China still has one of
the weakest human rights poli-

cies in the world. Thousands of
innocents have been brutally __
murdered in Bosnia. A civil war
in Sri Lanka, which has been rag-

ing for over 10 years, has also

led to deaths of innocent women
and children. If Clinton feels the

U.S. should be the human rights

enforcer of the world, then he
cannot ignore the actions of the

countries mentioned above and
of others that have similarly atro-

cious human rights records.

Secondly, Jean-Bertnuid

Aristide* s democratic policies

leave much to be desired.

According to the Senate

Republican Policy conmiittee,

"Aristide was hardly a role

moctel for (temocratk leader-

ship." Tte conclusions of the

Senate Republican Policy com-
mittee were echoed by Democrat
Congressman Lee HamUton, who
was quoted as sayii^,

"[Aristide's] record in office

leaves much to he dMired," and
"[Aristide displays] a very stroog

strain of anti-Americanism."

SiiKC Clinton feels communism
in souttieast Asia is not worth

S* Qgeq ,*«0^tt^ •«•«, page 4»
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fitness nutrition stress management sexual

primary care s.o.u.r.c.e women's health

s o m o o f f h services offer

Blood Pressure(|creening^

Massage Workshops

Fitness/Body Composition Assessment

( Nutritionoj) Anai/sis

Contraceptive Options G>urses.

Cold Clinic

One-On-One(Counseling)

For more information drop by or call our offices:

Kerckhoff Office Healthy Body 5hop
401 KerckhofF NorlKwM) com«r of Pauley Pavilion

825-8462 825-5704
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Get your point across!!!

w.^

^fle InternaHonaCStudents
Association

ISA invites you to take advantage of the cultural diversity found on
the UCLA campus and in the greater Los Angeles area. Join us in
learning more about other People, cultures, and Places and
exchanging ideas, friendships, and knowledge.

Our programs and events open up intercultural communication and
bring lasting bonds between international students and
American-born students. Whether you Participate in one event or
actively run a Program. ISA will bring a new Perspective uPon your
world.

I* * *
•**LUNCHHOUR

' PRONOUNCIATION
Help new international students explore

strange and interesting American
slanss.Jmpro\;e their skills in English

pronounciation and conversation by using
interactive discussions. Poems, articles,

etc. Croups meet twice a week.

* * *iINTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS
SERIES***

This Quarterly event will feature guest
speakers in either a panel, forum, or debate
form. Speakers will discuss current social or

political issues and also hold a
Question-and-answer session afterwards.

***LANGUAGE EXCHANGE
PROGRAM***

ifyou are interested in learning a
specific language or culture. LEP

matches you up with a person from that
country who is interested in your

culture. Meetings arranged are up to
your discretion.

l:

***SPECIAL EVENTS***
This is a category where iS^ does events like

the International Food Fair or hold a
Halloween Movie Night. Events are decided

.
by members of ISA.

•**CROSS CULTURAL
CONTACTS***

Develop a networking base with people
from other countries. Groups of

American-born students and international
students meet weekly to explore and
enjoy different activities...eating at a
Jamaican restaurant or going to see a

musical.

* * *MULTICULTURAL EVENING* * *

A Quarterly program,..combines an
international potluck, cultural talent show,
music, and dancing all into one evening.

General tneetinBS are held every Monday at 5pm. in Ackerman 24 12..Join us
ifyou want to Participate in or help Plan Programs. COORDINATORS are
stilt needed for some Programs!!! Call Cristina Hwang at 8252726 or Pager

f3 1 J932-0656 for more information.

'•^, ~ m,~ -ff-'-xt Soonsorcd bvJSAand USAC li

CURELOP
From page 40

Although high-minded and idealis-

tic, universal democracy and
human rights are goals too lofty

and distant from true American
inteiests to fcxtn the cornerstone of
policy. The U.S. has already shown
it isn't willing to pay the price to

bring democracy or human rights

to countries such as Bosnia or

Somalia. What is more, even if we
were, it is doubtful that we could

reproduce this around the worid.

The message of the Haitian cri-

sis is clear: the U.S. needs to ratio-

nalize a coherent foreign policy

doctrine. By the same token, how-
ever, we have to be weary of estab-

lishing lofty goals for ourselves

that can't be fulfilled. Without

basic self-interest justifying our

actions, the sacrifice will become
too heavy for the voting public to

bear. It will ask itself why men and

women are dying for a cause so far

removed from its own, no matter

how much they may philosophical-

ly agree with the objective.

The lesson, then, is that policy

can never be removed from nation-

al self-intoests, just as ideals can
never be removed from policy.

That is another danger in what
Clinton outlined in his speech.

Although perhaps admiraUe, altru-

istic goals can never be the end
doctrines ofAmerican policy.

President Clinton must find

some other ideal around which to

base the future policies of the

United States. He must articulate a
rational clear objective. In this

ever more complicated woiid, it is

necessary to bring some order

from the chaos. If he manages this

herculean task, he will not only be

the first of the worid' s leaders to

do so, but will have far exceeded

the accomplishments of his prede-

cessor.

Jean Curelop is a senior history

major.

WRITE TO
VIEWPOINT

• Drop your letters, articles,

columns by 227 Kerckhoff
Hall

• Fax, c/o Viewpoint
310/206-0906

• EHTiallto

view^in^asuctertjcla.edu.

Questions?
Gan 826-2216.

D
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SUNQ
From page 41

fighting, then the Haiti situation

demands even less attention.

Finally, the number of Haitian

refugees that immigrate to the

U.S. each year is minute com-
pared to the estimated nimiber of

illegal immigrants who enter the

U.S. annually. Clearly, illegal

inunigrants from all over the

globe pose more of a problem for

the U.S. than Haitian refugees.

Perhaps someone should also tell

Clearly, illegal inunp

grants from all over the

globe p)ose more of a

problem for the U.S.

than Haitian refugees.

Clinton why Proposition 187 is on
the November ballot in California.

As anyone can see, Clinton had
no legitimate justification to

invade Haiti. It is unfortunate for

the American people that they

will not be bombarded with

reminders of his lack ofjudgment
Instead, Clinton may now be por-

trayed as a competent president

who took a stand that most
Americans disagreed upon.

Furthermore, Cedras' stepping

down can only enhance Clinton's

foreign policy reputation.

However, the truth is that Clinton

felt American blood was worth
sacrificing in exchange for per-

centage points in the polls, and he
also felt it was worth giving up
in return for potential political

gains in November.

Yuchi Sung is a second-year stu-

dent who intends to major in polit-

ical science and economics.

WRITE TO
VIEWPOINT

• C^pp ycftir tettersj arUetes,

columns by ^27 Kerckhoff
Hail

• Fsw, c/o ^f»$x5lnt
31Qy^06OS06

• E-mail to

vl^^fnt#asucla.ucla.edu.

jQues^W»^
"Call 825.2216.
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IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION, ESL, AND

SEVERAL BIOLOGY. CHEMISTRY,

MATH, & PHYSICS >^^^-C> ^
V MON-THURS <>

By

Aim

ANNOUNCEMENT
UCLADrueAbuse !!•—rcih Cotter
Bf. Dou^aa Ani^ln, PliJ>^ Director

Predoctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships

Ntiifaal ImMtntm— Dn^Alw
Award IVbIbIbk Oraat

9AM - 9PM ^COURSES ^

\A FRI 9AM - 6PM

228CiiflinComn!Qii$'2IIM491

EUfibflltjr

AppUeailan
Procedure

8ti|M*db

Undv Um HMrviiioii of CcnUr reMucfa tufl; thi> two vmt tnlnlnt
MlowaUp will provide MleetMi pwtidiMuiU with firm gnundinK *» <fr«f•buM knoMiadfo and Imum, in Muad rMMreh tMhniouM, and in
nmctical rwMrdi axperionoe. The procnun it dnigned to provide
tr^neei both with eipomira to a vuiety oTdrug ebuM Mttinn, penonnd,
topia, and methods, and with the opportunity to aaleet a apedfic ane of
roou for independent raaeardi at one of the partidpetins na«ard) dte^
Inlning curricula of formal oounework anaauperviiea reiearch. The
program will provide reeearch opportunitiea in epidemiology, etiolog);
treatment proceeees and outeomea, pharmaootharapy, and aodal peu^
iHuei.

'^

Pr»^PC<oT«l candidates - UCLA only, with completion of required formal
counework in a lodal idence (poydiology, sodology, anLhropolon
education, eodal work, public health, or nunung). a GPA of 3.0 or better
Univeraity tuition and (eei are paid.

Poatdoetoral eendidateo - Compledon of the Ph.D. degree in a aodal
•a«>«« (•«• »»» lilted abaveX education, aodal work, or health-related
udi aa pubbc health or nuning from an accredited univeraity.

UJB. eitiaena and peraaaeat reeideBte omty. ^..-.—i_—_=^
Submit a letter of application to indude an outline of reeeardi experience,
interest, dedre for a career in drug abuse research, spedflc area of
reaear^ and a focused rsseerdi problem within that area; current
curriculum vitae induding a list of pertinent publications; univeraity
tranaedpta; and letters of recommendation from the application's imior
adviaor or aupervisor and two others familiar with the appbcant's
acholaatic and rsaeaich background and potential. Afler review ofwritten
materia], the meat qualified applieanU will interviewed.

PrMfecteral feUowa raeaivo an annual stipend of (S^OO. Postdoctoral
fellowB leodva an annual " ...
aKparienee. Health insurance i

fellowB leodva an annual stinead baaed on years of postdoctoral
I ana predoctoral tuition provi'ieiL

ApptteatleMi lb
Cearter

OwsaaLAdaaiatatrater
UCLAOnwAbuae Reaaaick
1100 CapadMiAvmue, Sutta Ttt
Lea Aavriea, CaUfwaia MM04

VCXAUamBOIAABmftcytr

The EXPO Center has
1

- J'

a program for YOU!
We are looking for students who seek internships,

study-abroad programs, etc. for the Winter, Spring, or

Summer quarters of 1995.

We offer National Intern-

ships, Local Internships,

and many international

opportunities including

'

internships and volunteer

positioTTs; short-term

work abroad, and other

abroad opportunities.

UCLAEXPO CENTE
Room 311, Plaza Biii|ding

(310)825-0831
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The Game
Wink™ Is a captivating eye contact
ganne for party's of 4 to 24 players of
ail ages.

Players try to catch the Winking player
before they are removed from the
qame with the Wink™ of an eye.

Experience it!

Wink™ is not yet available in stores.
To order send your name, address
along with a check or money order
for $10.00 (shipping and handling
includ'ad)to:

^—,»^ Lunar Ink
P.O. 80x1193

St. LcTuls. MO 63026
or

(800)-839-7307
Visa and Mastercard accepted.

Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

J,

M. lirrez

MTA

THE

Fred Sisga
MELROSE

50% OFF
8100 MELROSE AVE

i-^iiiiiisaBiXiijeSif^Siii^A :

Th«se days, lewyime is (oolang fw

woys fo stretch o ddjor. Hwfs why

the MTA discount token is such o

ariort buy.

ttei con pufdwse » ^scwiftt ftAefts

for [B^ $9 (SEE COUPON 8E10W

FOR VOUR FREE T0KEN4I0U)ERI!!).

Wfth MIA discount tokens, you okiwys

hove ejEocf change for your fore.

fokens are convenient, eosy to handle,

Qwl offer you o 4S<Mt Mvings over

the uswjf $U5 oneway cosh fare.

Thot's sflvings of $4.50 p&i fng

of 10 tokens.'

It reolly odds op.

look for MTA discount tokens ot MTA

Customer Centers, token soles outlets,

or ask your neighborhood retoiler to

carry them for your convenwnce.

Generol route ond fore informatkw is

ovoiloble by colling I-800-COMMUTE

(T.800-266^883).

*Sa»ifip «ff«Klif8 ^epteniber t ^^

"ki.mdmm FREE MTA tokethhc^r

(hoMs 10 MTA tokens for easy use)!!!

f ride Mtt «wf» , nwst dfm.

Mtt Ttifcan UtAAm,MM iHNhMM
M. te m

liiiiiiiiiiiiij

I

I

r

I

I

iij

PEAK

RITE TO
1EWP0IN1

• Drop your letters,
articles, columns 1^
227 Kerddioff IMi

• Faic, c/o VIewpoM
310/206-0906

• Small to
vlewpoliit@asu€iaai
cla.ecfci.

Questioiis?
CiriUr#26^2210.

Balh Brrth

WRITE TO
VIEWPOINT

1*

• Drop yoiur iettets,

artides,jcolumns by
227 Keloidioff Hall

• Fax, e/o ViewrpoM
310/2064)906

• i-iiuyito

vlewpolnt9asucla.u
ota-edu.

CM 6»»2216.

Daily Bruin

THE

lEga
MEI.ROSH

50% OFF
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PSkiepted at

more Sohools

thanyouwere
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.'UĴ
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U C 1. A
UNPCRCRAOUATC

STUDENT

COUNCIL

Be a Part of the 1994-95
Financial Supports Commission!!

\<m aecepfing applications for all piojocts:

C 4>i porale Sponsorship foi- campus proirraiiiiiiiiitr

I'iiiaiiiial Aid Task Force
Iiic<Miic tax and student aid Tornis

C:ainpiis FinpKnnicnt Resource C.iiide

Scliolarsliip Hesoiirce Cieiiter

Lesbian. C-a\, Hisexiial Hesoiiice Center
C)n-C:aiiipiis Iloiisiiit>;

I CLA Pai kinir
I

and Onice StafH!!! '

DsaC
|U C U A
UNOEKRADUATE
STUDENT
ASSOCiATTON
COUNCIL

<.il iiiw>ho<l ill llusf and (illui aii-av. Vpplu alioiis an- a%ailal>li' in .{12 \

kcit kholT Hall. l»U>as«' (all lodd Sarooiil at (.{ l())S2.">-7(i(»S lor am ({iK-slioiis

|>al(l loi Im I SV< . |«Mir SIikK-iiI (>o\c>i-iiiii(-iil

*^^**^*^ ^''"^ '^Aif^if *'^-*
-1

Free Library Tours
ORION/MELVYL® Demonstrations

Arts
Oct. 3 4pm
Oct. 6 4pm

Biomedical
ORION
Oct. 13 nam
Oct. 17 2pm
Oct. 25 ., 3pm

MELVYL* MEDLINE® Plus

Oct. 11 4pm
Oct. 13 10am
Oct. 17 ;. ipm
Oct. 19 3pm
Oct. 25 2pm
Oct. 27 „ 11am
Nov. 2 „ ^ 3pm

PsyclNFO
I

^ —
Oct. 11 ; 3pn)
Oct. 27 lOar/i

Nov. 2 2pm

UCLA Gopher:
Navigating the Internet

—

O

ct . n ...J. . 4pm
Nov. 10 3pm
Nov. 28 4pm

College

Tours/Electronic

Resources Demonstrations

'^'-"^» ^o •••••'••••••••••••••M••••••••••••••• •••••• iidfTi

Sept. 27 1pm
Sept. 28 10am
Sept. 29 ^,..^». 4pm
Oct. 4 1pm
Oct. 5 /. 1pm
Oct. 10 „ TOam

ORION Demonstrations

Oct. 3 «. 11am
Oct. 6 — 11am
Oct. 12 2pm

MELVYL* Demonstrations
By Appointment

College continued

MELVYL« Article

Indexes Demonstrations

Oct. 11 2pm
Oct. 26 11am
Oct. 31 3pm
Nov. 16 2ixn

East Asian Library
ORION & MELVYL Overviews
Oct. 12 2:30pm
Oct. 27 2:30pm
Nov. 22 „ 10:30am

ly^anagement

Tours

Oct. 3 12noon
Oct. 4 „ 10am, 2pm
Oct. 5 ^ 12noon
Oct. 6 :. 10am, 2pm
Oct. K) lOam, 2pm
Oct. 11 12noon
Oct. 12 10am, 2pm
Oct. 13 12noon

__Meet at Reference Desk

Maps & Government
information
By Appointment 825-2146

Science &
Engineering Library
SEL/Chemistry

,

By Appointment „— 825-3342 internet/Gophir Classes

URL
Tours

^ept. 29 .............MM>........».................„.,..„ 11am
Sept. 30 1pm
Oct. 4 3pm
Oct. 5 10am

Meet In the center of the URL lobby

ORION Demonstrations

Oct. 3 1pm
Oct. 5 — 2pm
Oct. 7 11am
Oct. 11 2pm
Oct. 13 ..,. 10am
Oct. 18 „ 3pm
Meet in the URL Media Classroom,

2nd floor. Room 23167

MELVYL* Demonstrations:
Oct. 4 „ „ 2pm
Oct. 6 3pm
Oct. K) 1pm
^^^^« "^ »*"«——»»—••»»•«—*•«—•«•—»—»»»»#«»«— Imbm
^^*»* '" •••••••%••»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ^U|||

^ct* ly ••^••MM**«M..*.«*««*.*...««•••••«•• 3pfTi

Oct. 20 „ 10am

_ Meet in the URL Media Classroota.

2nd floor. Room 23167

New Faculty &
Graduate Student Orientation

Sept. 27 2pm
^pt. 28 ....~......................... 1pm, 3pm
Sept. 29 ; 2pm, 3pm
Sept. 30 11am

Meet In the center of the URL lobby

SEL/EMS

Tours/ORION Demonstrations

Sept. 28 2pm
Sept. 30 1pm
Oct. 3 2pm
Oct. 4 ., 3pm

Oct. 6 „ 10am

Oct. K) 2pm
Oct. 11 iprti

Oct. 13 2pm
kJ\, v> i^ ..^->^.—...

—

--- --. ^ 'iTn«iij a^cDITI

Towell K
Oct. 20
Nov. 18.

Find out about the itudent media,

and learn more about our woric'

•hops in joumaliam, graphic design,

photography and broadcasting.

SEL/Geology fir Geophysics
By Appointment 825-1055

ti»i,f .. > ,

jSPEAKl

OUT
WRITE TO
VIEWPOINT

• Drop your letters, articles,

columns by 227 Kerckhoff
Hail

• Fax, c/o Viewpoint
310/206-0906

• E-maJI to

vlewpoint@asucla.ucla.eclu.

Questions?
Call 825-2216,

Daily Bruin

Find out

about

Business

Opportunities

Intiie

student

magazines.

•TmNicmI
•Tl

Come CD the

scudenc media oriencarion

6:90 PM, hi

Daily Bruin Viewpoint

'

,

.»>ii»'i»-'ln H< m>%'. ;' <> ! ii' C'JL '.i!,
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WRITE TO
VIEWPOINT

A place to have fun...a place to chill... ^
A place Mliere the Shabbats are always happenin'

A place where it doesn't maUer if you went to Hebrew school
or not

A placelo ask questions and learn about your heritage

THE WARMEST PLACE AWAJfFROM HOME

Shabbat at Chabad
Shabbat services and Free Shabbat dinner every Friday

Qiabad also offers Classes, Socials and Philanthropies

CHABAD HOUSE at U.C.LA.
741 Gayley Ave. @ Westwood Milage

310-208-7511/1880

Wliy Not?

441

• Dro|i yiNv l«tl«rsp
«r1M«ey eolMRHM liy

227 MorcMMM HaU

• Faxy«/o mewvpofcit
UO/aM4IM0

• i4ii|4lto

R^ittuf IhiiiiiWmff Di HHI
m '.^k^ %.Ai i'p4 I IfiA Lj-

.

Pain reliever/Few
jwmqw.fonheii
^joraches and pains asa
«^nion cold, headache, HWH
7/,,

«hes. backache, for th«!
ii^'hritis for the pain of
"^Ps. and for reduction of

*-

\
y

'^^

SUMMEirS OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil* Advanced medicine for pain"

Pick up your free sample at ASUCLA Studeuv ^luie.

Wii««l«BWHmytioc* ruah AtMconWnsfcupofco UKortyeOwcted OI9MVIINM! JUbink>ta.Ma(laon.Nj

-««Mn(«MMaM»«vv>i •nr 1^- .,*».
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University of California, Los Angeles

Arts & Entertainment

Let's face it, getting into med school Is really competitive.

" And that's why I teach at Kaplan. They know what It takes

to compete. Kaplan has prepared more students for the

MCAT than any other test prep company—over 250,000 in

the last 15 years alone. And, with Kaplan, my students get

more ways to prepare with thousands of practice questions,

great home study notes, videos, tutoring and an extensive

training library. No wonder Kaplan's the MCAT prep leader."

^ADAMENGLE MCAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods

mCAt
Kaplan offers the most
complete arsenal of MCAT
preparation materials

available including computer
analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and

a training library. Nobody
prepares you better than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1^800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

l-"..»k.
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BEf.i\MV(, October 12 m u .„ westvvood playhouse

STEPPENVVOLF THEATRE COMPANY,..,.,

Amw COMEDYBY

STEVE MARTIN

From the Editor

"A fantasy encounter between Picasso

and Einstein in a fleabag Paris bar...

THE MO^T ENJOYABLE PUY OF THE SEASON."
- .

• Jack Kroll, Newswtek

"WONDERFUL; SMART AND FUNNY.
y A TERRIFIC PUY!"
^

GeneSiskel

"Comic/actor

and now
playwright

STEVE MARTIN
captures the

dizzying spirit

of his own brand

of clowning...

A DELIGHT FROM
START TO FINISH...

DON'T MISS IT!"

Chkaff) Sun-Thnes

"DOWNRIGHT HILAMOUS!"
Boston Qldbe

Directed by

'

RANDALL ARNEY

STUDENT DISCOUNTS!
Tickets starting at HO

SI i; 1 1 ( I 1 (' w \ 1 1 \ i; 1 1 I I \

eWEEKSOyLYl

310/208-5454
TELECHARGE:
1-800/233-3123

GROUP SALES:

310/209-0560

WESTWOOD PLAYHOUSE . lOm U Conte Avenue

Top 5 reasons to

hate A&E (or not)

Victor

Chen

The numbers don't He. After

an independent, summer-
long study with our readers,

the problems found with this sec-

.

tion are too glaring to ignore.

Indeed, we are, hands down, the

bestxoUege entertainment section

around. But while others may
spend their ^^^^^^^^^
columns out-

lining goals

and visions for

the new year,

here at A&E,
it's hardly the

time for gloat-

ing, hardly the

time for

reflection and
optimism.

Maybe our

spindoctors

could've

tweaked the

results in our favor, but however
you fix 'em, the numbers don't

lie.

Judge for yourself- here are

the results, and a composite of the

criticisms levelled against us:

TOP 5 COMPLAINTS
ABOUTA&E

5. Critical reviews are too accu-

rate. "I remember the glory days
when I could take a date to the

movies and have them walk out

because my choices were so bad.

When I started reading Bruin

reviews, my social life improved
so much I'm now on academic
probation. Good reviews = bad
grades. And I like John Grisham!"

4. Too many big names. "I'm
sick of all those Bruin interviews

with the likes of Harrison Ford,

Schwarzenegger or R.E.M. I like

my stars two-dimensional - when
your interviews delve into their

minds and views, it complicates

things and confuses me. Like,

how can I watch another movie
knowing these people are actors?"

3. Too many small names.

"Does anyone really care about

up-and-coming UCLA students,

independent filmmakers, breaking

bands and other nobodies? Like I

want to read about me."
2. Not enough bikini-clad

babes. (I'm sorry - that's the Top
5 Complaints about the A&E clas-

sic movie cable channel.)

1. One word: Diversity. "Your
coverage of events simply inun-

dates me with too many views;

too many different entertainment

options ranging from campus
groups to off campus venues. If I

wanted to learn, if I wanted ^y
eyes opened to new ideas and
trends, I can pay attention in class

instead."

Well, there you have it

True, the data is still raw, and
extending our survey to include

use students may have skewed
the figures a little. Maybe one
day, we can do surveys as well as

we do arts and entertainment Or
better yet, maybe we can turn our
critics our way, or further away,
depending on how you feel about
idiots. Either way, these results

have us scratching our heads.

These complaints have put us in a

precarious position.

Do we cater to the faceless

masses of an impersonal study?

Or run with our instincts, fueled

by the energy and ideas of our

staff writers?

Our instincts tell us this: We
hope to build a re)ationship with

our readers, have our readers rely

upon us as their definitive enter-^~

tainment source. It's a lofty goal,

considering our competition, like

the L.A. Times Calendar section
-^

(not college-student oriented

enough), the L.A. Weekly (so

bulky, it single-handedly supports

the recycling industry) and televi-

sion (they have us beat on round-

the-clock O.J. coverage, but we're

easier to read in class).

As the editor of the section, I

can guarantee this: for the price

you're paying, we're probably the

best bet in town, by default any-

way.

The way I see it, everything we
do around here boils down to a

simple mission: we want to enter-

tain and educate. But more impor-

tantly, we want to challenge

Woody Allen's take on L.A. in

"Annie Hall": "Why would I want
to live in a city where the only

cultiuBl advantage is that you can

turn right on a red light?"

The burden's on us to answer
why, but its a responsibility we're

up to task for, and an important

role we're willing to play.

For the skeptics out there, it's

not like we have our hands tied

behind our backs.

Look around you.

We live on a campus that pro-

vides a never-ending source of

entertainment and experience (see

centerfold on page 18), cradled in

a city of more endless opportuni-

ties. This year, you're going to

see our picks for the best and
worst in the arts, you're going to

see a diversity of issues, trends

and stories behind the events cov-

ered - all woven together by the

spin of fellow college students.

And all under the gifted direction

of my assistant editors, my mon-
keys run amuck: Michael
Horowitz (natural-bom writer and
Summer Bruin editor extraordi-

naire), Denise Cruz (contagious

spirit of smarts, energy and
enthusiasm trapped in a 5-foot-2-

-inch frame) and Robert Stevens
(rookie with an innate kniK:k for

A&E and a lot of dedication to

boot - when not on vacation, of
course). We took over the helm
from Eric Olson (a.k.a. Arty) last

June, and plan to build upon his

goals and accomplishments this

year.

If we're not covering what you
like, drop by our office (227
Kerckhoff Hall) - we're always
open to new ideas.

So where does that leave us?

Will we sacrifice experience and
instinct in order to cater to the

results of that nagging study?

Read us today, tonK)rrow and
all this year and judge for your-

self.

Student Media Orientation
If you're imetcRcd in woddog far die Oniijr Bniia, dM»

nop by the Snidciu Media Ofkaadon on October 3 ia die
Adcernun Gnad Ballraom at 6:30 pm.

he orientation will provide mon infennatiMi on die
journalism curriculum in reponiag, writii^, editing detign.
photography and radio.
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By Michael Horowitz, Lael Loewonsteln^
and Colbum Tseng

THE TOP 12
1. "Pulp Fiction." Quentin ("Reservoir

Dogs") Tarantino's surprise Palme d'Or
(Best Film) victory at the Cannes Film
Festival in May has made this story of
drugs and hit men the most discussed film

of the fall. With a stellar cast (Uma
Thurman, Samuel Jackson, Bruce Willis

and, yes, John Travolta) and Tarantino's

typically racy direction, "Pulp Fiction" is

the film to watch this season. (October)

2. "Ed Wood." Tim Burton plays homage
to B-movie director Ed Wood in this black-

and-white comedy starring Johnny Etepp as

the cross-dressing director. If Burton and
Depp's collaboration works as well as it did

jn "Edward Scissorhands," "Ed Wood"
(also starring Sarah Jessica Parker and
Patricia Arquette) should be one of fall's

top contenders. (October)

3. "Frankenstein." With the dreaded
"Interview with the Vampire" presumably
D.O.A. (see bottom 12), "Frankenstein" is

set to be the classy horror film of the sea-

son. With Robert De Niro as the monster,

director Kenneth Branagh as Dr.
Frankenstein and Merchant-Ivory waif
Helena Bonham Carter as his fiancde
Elizabeth, "Frankenstein" ought to make a

box office killing. (November)

4. "Junior." Amie's pregnant!? It sounds

bizarre, but the last time Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Danny De Vito and Ivan

Reitman teamed for an off-beat premise,

they came up with the smash "Twins."

a

Basinger. Lauren Bacall, Julia Roberts,

Danny Aiello, Tim Robbins and Stephen

Rea. A pseudo-documentary about the fash-

ion industry, "Pret-^-Porter" weaves togeth-

er a dozen separate storylines. Loaded with

cameos and chock full of Altman's sophisti-

cated satirical humor, "Pret-i-Porler"

should make a definite fashion statement.

(December)

9. "Immortal Beloved." The ubiquitous

and multitalented Gary Oldman ("Romeo is

Bleeding," "JFK") uies on a different role -

that of Ludwig Van Beethoven - in this bio-

pic which also features Isabella Rossellini,

Valeria Golino and Jeroen Krabbe. The title

refers to the unnamed recipient of
Beethoven's estate after his death, and the

film unfolds in a series of flashbacks in the

search for Beethoven's beloved.
(December)

,
.- , .

10. "Lifesavers." Nora Ephron, whose
Sleepless in Seattle" was last summer's -^

sleeper, directs this offbeat comedy set in a

suicide prevention hotline center on
Christmas Eve. Improbable, maybe, but

Ephron, who also scripted "When Harry

Met Sally," has a terrific track record. The
cast includes Steve Martin, Madeline Kahn
and Juliette Lewis. (December)

As anyone in Hollywood will tellyou, the summer was big

on winners, and bigger on losers. Thefall will be more ofthe

same - with one important catch — the Oscar race is on^

Here are ourpicksfor the top 12 ofthe season and another

dozen that will be a complete and total waste oftime.

"The Professionar

Arnold plays a genetic engineer who volun-

teers for an experiment in male pregnancy
conducted by gynecologist De Vito. Add
the always charming Emma Thompson as

Arnold's love interest and you've got a

recipe for success. (November)

5. "The Professional." Director Luc

Besson, who scoreOig with "La Femme
Nikita," makes his American feature debut

with this thriller. French actor Jean Reno
plays a hit man whose only soft spot is a lit-

tle girl whose family was murdered by cor-

rupt cop Gary Oldman. Now Oldman's
after them and bullets and bodies will be

sure to fly. If Besson turns in a dynamic
thriller as he did with "Nikita," "The
Professional" will be one of fall's hottest

numbers. (October)

6. "Bullets Over Broadway." Woody
Allen's 1920s-era farce about gangsters and

the theater stars John Cusack as a struggling

playwright and Dianne Wiest as the diva he

tries to woo. After the disappointing (even

for Allen) box office returns of "Manhattan

Murder Mystery" and "Husbands and
Wives," Woody needs a hit. This broad
comedy is his lightest since "Broadway

Danny Rose" a decade ago. (October)

7. "Nell." Jodie Foster plays a back-

woods Tennessee woman who has lived her

whole life apart from society and speaks her

own language. Treated by a compassionate

doctor (Liam Neeson) and an aggressive

psychologist (Natasha Richardson), Nell

struggles with her impulse to remain in an

uncivilized state after her mother dies. The
much-respected Foster produced this pic-

ture, and there's a good chance the two-

lime Oscar winner could bring home a third

trophy for "Nell." Watch for "Spanking the

Monkey" star Jeremy Davies as the young

motorcyclist who finds Nell. (December)

8. "Pret-^-Porter." No one brings togeth-

er an ensemble cast like Robert Altman
('The Player," "Short Cuts") and this latest

film is no exception. The cast includes Kim

"Nell"

1 1

.

"IQ." Meg Ryan and Tim Robbins are

an unlikely pair of lovers brought together

by Walter Malthau, playing Meg's uncle

Albert Einstein. Director Fred Schepisi is

expected to bring back the same tight direc-

tion and witty repartee he showcased in last

fall's "Six Degrees of Separation."
(December)

12. "The Road to Wellville." Set around

the turn of the century, "Wellville" satirizes

America's obsession with health. A stellar

cast (Anthony Hopkins, John Cusack,
Bridget Fonda, Matthew Broderick and Dana

Carvey) and Alan Parker's direction should

make this quirky comedy a winner. (October)

THE DIRTY DOZEN
1. "Interview with a Vampire." Forget

the controversy over Tom Cruise playing

Lestat. Anne Rice's much-hyped gothic

novel was highly overrated in the first

place, and the screen version promises to

be over-acted schlock. We've suffered

Grisham, Crichton and now Rice? This is

one trilogy that deserves a stake in the

heart. (November)

"Interview With the VamfMre"

2. "Disclosure." Wow, controversy. Do
we get to see Michael Douglas' flabby

ass? If so, we might have to move this to

our "Must See" list. As it stands, this is

just author Michael Crichton's latest

political manifesto where sense and story

are abandoned to hammer home a ridicu-

lous single-minded point of view. Oh, but

it's got Demi Moore, and she was
NAKED on the cover of Vanity Fair
TWICE and she's married to Bruce
Willis, and he was naked in "Color of
Night," and ... (December)

3. "The Specialist" Sure, it'll probably

have a lot of steamy sex scenes involving

Sharon Stone, but a naked Sharon Stone is

already cliche. And judging from the trail-

ers, it will be impossible to understand a

word Stallone mutters as he runs around

blowing things up and gets angry at James
Woods, (October)

4. "StarGate." Tons of money was
poured into this "epic space fantasy" star-

ring (don't laugh) Kurt Russell and James
Spader. The duo warp to another planet to

battle Jaye Davidson of the "Crying
Game." As cheesey as this sounds, it will

also suck. (October)

5. "Miracle on 34th Street." The origi-

nal is watched every year by millions and

starred Natalie Wood. Why remake a clas-

sic? John (I've lost it!) Hughes throws
away some nK)re studio money in another

attempt at Xmas smiles. (November)

6. "Highlander III." Bad news:
Christopher Lambert. More bad news:
Mario Van Peebles. They've decided to

bury the second of the series and start

anew, but they'd have to recast to avoid

the same mistal^s. It will fool a few
Europeans, but the only people foolish

enough to see it in the States will be busy

cheering Steven Seagal on video.

(December)

7. "Exit to Eden." Anne Rice wrote this

under a pseudonym and after this unscin-

tillating drivel from Gerry Marshall hits

Miracle on 34th Street'

"Disclosure"

the screen, everyone involved will want to

change their names. Who would want to

watch Rosie O'Donnell and Dan Aykroyd

in a sex flick? Exit the theater. (October)

8. "Drop Zone." Wesley Snipes in

another half-baked action pic with every-

one's favorite "Hard Target" love interest,

Yancy Butler, wooden TV actress of little

merit. Sky-driving action scenes sound

right out of "Terminal Velocity" and
"Point Break," but these were all filmed

with blue screens. Seagal turned this

down and that says everything.
(December)

9. "The Pagemaster." More proof that

Macaulay Culkin can't read scripts. This

animated, live-action drivel will make
your younger siblings cry. No one's been

successful with animation in recent years

but Disney and "Th(^ Lion King" this

aia-t Expect matinee double features with

the about-to-be-hideous "Richie Rich" -

also from the Culkster - this winter.

(November)

10. "Street Fighter." If 'TimeCop" isn't

enough reason to condemn Van Damme,
"Street Fighter" will prove things have

gone downhill since the ingenious, well-

crafted Oscar candidate "Bloodsport."

When you're playing video game charac-

ters it's over. See: Alyssa Milano and

Mark Decascus^n "Double Dragotr,"-

coming this November. (December)

1 1

.

"The Jerky Boys." Humorous on

third-generation audio tape, annoying on

commercial CD, "Jerky Boys: The
Movie" ought to wear out the joke really

fast. What's next? "Knock-knock, who's

there? The Movie?" (December)

'On Deadly Qround"

12. "On Deadly Ground" (video). No,

it's not being released again big screen,

but it's still one of the most relentlessly

awful pictures made in the last century.

Don't rent it and never forget the evil that

lies within Seagal's directorial mine

dKk
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Staff works with heart,
Blachly unlocks the arts

Center for the Performing Arts head
prepares for outreach, opportunity for all

By Robert Stevens
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

— As director of one of the most
prestigious art centers in the

nation, Michael Blachly deals
with a lot of important people.

But for the man who runs the

UCLA Center for the Performing
^Arts (CFPA). it's not only the peo-
ple who bring in the big money
that he's catering to, but the stu-

dents,- the underprivileged, and
those who have never seen a per-

formance - but aim to.

"It's real important to me that

the arts are not perceived as elitist,

that the arts are not something we
do in our spare time or at night or
on the weekend. The cultural ram-
ifications of the arts exist in our
daily lives all around us, all the

time."

And while the words of those in

the hierarchy of UCLA's adminis-
tration are often listened to scorn-

fully with the ears of learned cyni-

cism, Blachly's heartfelt nature
comes ofT genuine and concerned.
"We have to keep the perfum-

ing arts accessible. Dance can pro-
vide that Music can provide that

Theater can provide that" Blachly
says. "We have to keep people
feeling optimistic in what can
sometimes be a rather pessimistic

world around us. The arts give us
a chance for reflection. The arts

give a chance for sharing. The arts

Midiael Blachly

give a chance to renwve yourself

even if it is for a couple of hours,

to be lifted to another level, to sort

of expand your horizons a little

bit"

Fans of the center can remove
themselves from their present sur-

roundings, both mentally and cul-

turally, by delving into new per-

spectives unlocked by artists. This
year's artists vary in both style

and background: the unique
British dance troop STOMP (Sept
30 to Oct 23), the festival of the

Nile (April 7), the Ikhitian Choir
(March 18) and even the tradition-

al violinist Itzhak Periman (March
4) all add to a talented cultural

collage.

But at a school with an arts pro-
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UCLA CFPA presents STOMP at the Veterans WWsworth Theater Sept 30 to Oct 23.

gram as extensive as UCLA's, it's

the students whose horizons are

being expanded under Blachly's

direction. Every group is made a
tangible reality.

"I'm not aware of any universi-

ty cultural oiganization that has

the level of programming that

UCLA does that has the same sort

of offering," Blachly says. "We
make every ticket available at a

reduced rate for students on every-

thing that we do, frius we involve

the artist and the attractions that

come through UCLA in master
classes, in residencies, in conver-

sations with the students, in noon-
time presentations - whenever we
can have a residency whereby
artists can spend time here we'll

inovide receptions where students

are invited, we'll do open

rehearsals to include the stu-

dents."

Through the Student
Committee for the Arts, tickets

that usually sell from $20-45 are

offered for $8-15 and through the

CFPA student tickets can be found
for $9. Citing that 95% of tickets

See BLACHLY, page 24

TAN
UCLA STUDENTS
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8 minutes from UCLA
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Campus museums enter season of change
UCLA's Wight Art Gallery merges
with Armand Hammer Museum

De Juste's Nude Man is currently at the Armand Hammer.

By Nicole Cavazos

Despite its reputation for out-

standing academics, UCLA is still

often perceived as a "sports" uni-

versity. However, with the recent

merger between the UCLA Wight
Art Gallery and the Ar^nd
Hammer Museum of Art, that

image may finally be changing.

With its glamorous new loca-

tion and the combined resources

of both institutions, UCLA at the

Armand Hammer Museum of Art

and Cultural Center now has the

potential to rival even the most
distinguished university museums,
including the Yale University Art

Gallery and the Harvard
University Art Museums. .

When UCLA's Wight Art

Gallery merged with the Armand
Hammer, it gained not only its

notable permanent collection con-

sisting primarily of 19th century

European paintings as well as an
extensive Daumier collection, but

also an incredible space.

You couldn't have asked for a

more ideal situation, says Cynthia

Cooper, UCLA director of Public

Arts Programs, referring to the

opportunity to acquire the space,

free of charge, in exchange for

UCLA's management of it

The move from the less accessi-

ble, campus-based Wight Art

Gallery to the high profile, easily

accessible Armand Hammer
Museum in Westwood makes the

new UCLA-managed museum "a

more serious player," says Cooper.

"'Sometimes the venue (itselO

can influence the public's percep-

tion of (an institution)," says

Cooper, who believes the new
space, with his expansive galleries

and idyllic outdoor courtyard, will

attract more people.

"It's like the difference between
hearing a concert in Royce Hall as

opposed to hearing it in Drake
Stadium," she says.

However, the move to a more
public venue poses another ques-

tion. How do you serve the needs

of the students while at the same
time trying to attract a more public

audience? UCLA at the Armand
Hammer Museum still is, after all,

a university museum whose
responsibility is, for the most part,

to its students.

The university art museum
should do more than display

objects for their aesthetic and

By appealing

to a more diverse,

public audience, the

Hammer is also

appealing to the

culturally diverse

university community.

mass appeal, according to James
Cuno, director of the Harvard
University Art Museums. "The
role of a uttiversity art museum
should be to explore questions (of

art) at greater depth than the pub-

lic institution," Cuno says. "It

should explore questions that are

of consequence to the academy. It

should hold not only objects of art,

but also art history and the whole
enterprise of the museum profes-

sion to close scrutiny."

One of the advantages of a uni-

versity-managed museum is its

independence. A controversial

show such as Judy Chicago's

"Dinner Party," which the

Hammer hopes to mount in fall

'95, would never have been possi-

ble when the museum was man-
aged by its former board of direc-

tors. However, the Hammer does

not conceal the fact that with a

more central location as well as a

more "professional" space, it

hopes to attain a higher, more pub-

lic profile.

"The Hammer is equidistant

between (the objectives) of a uni-

versity museum and a public >

museum," says David Rodes,

director of UCLA's Grunwald
Center for the Graphic Arts, now
located at the Hammer Museum.
"UCLA is' much bigger, more~

diverse and more public than a

university like Harvard," Rodes
says. *The Hammer Museum
reflects this diversity."

By appealing to a more
diverse, public audience, the"^

Hammer is also appealing to the

culturally diverse university

^community. Henry Hopkins, the"-

Museum's director, has

expressed his desire for the

Hanmier Museum to be regarded

as a cultural center as much as an

art museum, to be recognized for

its excellence in cultural pro-

gramming as much as for its out-

standing exhibitions.

In this sense, the

UCLA/Hammer Museum is

unique from most other university

museums whose objective is to

"explore questions that are of con-

sequence to the academy." These""

"questions" are not the same for a

public, urban multiversity like

UCLA as they are for a more pri-

vate, traditional and elite enclave

like Harvard.

It is unlikely that an exhibition

like the Museum's recent "Mexico
Through Foreign Eyes," would be

shown at the Harvard Museums,
and even more unlikely that the

immigration debates that were
programmed in conjunction with

it, says Rodes. Yet questions such

as immigration, multi-culturalism,

fusion and disparity are all issues

that are central to the economical-

ly, culturally and ideologically

diverse UCLA community, as well

as Los Angeles in general.

This is why the museum is

planning such an extensive cal-

endar of cultural programs begin-

ning in October, including live

music in the courtyard on week-

See NAMMCR, page 27

Diverse Fowler exhibits transcend

cultural myths, provide new insight
By NIsha Gopalan

In the episode of "The Brady
-Bunch" where the family visits

Hawaii, Peter discovers a "tiki"

figure that brings the family bad
luck. A tarantula ventures into

Jan's beach bag, Greg nearly dies

while surfing and Alice injures

her back while taking hula

lessons.

But just as "The Brady Bunch"
exists only in reruns, stigmas
about tiki dolls and their signifi-

cance have become outdated. The
Fowler Museum of Cultural

History demystifies these and
other American generalizations

about wdlld cultures through

sculptures, textiles, photographs
and paper-mdch6.

The exhibits passing through
the Fowler Museum this year

reflect as much about ourselves as

they do about the artists and their

cultures. The significance of the

Fowler exhibitions lies in their

transcending qualities, "ideas that

many people share around the

world including, most certainly,

our own experiences," says Betsy

Quick, the museum's director of
education who helps to develop
rexhibitions at Fowler.

~

Although the exhibits may
have distant and exotic origins,

each deals with familiar subjects.

"Spirits as People: Figurative

Sculpture of the Baule Peoples"

(Oct. 2 to March 5) presents over

40 19th and 20th century wooden
sculptures used by the West

The Fowler Museum
demystifies ... American

generalizations about

world cultures through

sculptures, textiles,

photographs and

paper-mach6.

African Baule people to alleviate

domestic problems.

The Baule, inhabiting the area

once known as the Ivory Coast,

have traditionally possessed an
'other-world' lover (a spirit mate
of the opposite sex) carved in

wood. "It is often said that (when)
a married couple may be having

problems in their nuuriage ... dif-

ficulty having a child or money
problems, they might consult a

sort of therapist, a diviner who
would, through the process of
divination, determine 4hat there

was a lover in the 'other world'

who was causing the problems,
who was jealous," says Quick.

At the diviner's suggestion, the

couple would then have a figure

carved that represented the spirit

of the 'other-world' lover. The
'earth' lover would sleep with the

carved figure one night a week.

"Pretty often, from what we've
understood from the reading, the

problem is solved," Quick adds.

Philip Ravenhtll, chief curator at

the National Museum of African

Art at the Smithsonian Institute,

brings added insight to the Baule

traditions in his supplemental lec-

ture "Sexuality and Desire: Baule

Images of Other-Worid Males,"

(Oct.9).

Fowler moves from the spiritu-

al to the practical in "Gift of the

Cotton Maiden: Textiles of Flores

and the Solor Islands" (through

April 9). "I would hope that peo-

ple will be able to look at the larg-

er issue (the cultural significance

of clothing) but also really revel

in the beauty of these traditions of

j_^

See FOWtm, page 27 Miguel Linares' "Aztec Warrior en Calavera/ at Fowler Museum.
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Turning the camera
on UCLA School of TFT

nmenk

Dean Gates, thespians, film students

fast-forward into new academic year
By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior StafL

The dean of the School of Theatre, Film
and Television is playing with a miniature
toy film projector, the type you'd get with a

Happy Med\ at McDonald's.

^ He holds it up to his eye and turns the

reel. Although tfiere are no pictures inside

the camera, the images outside click past.

It's the principle that cinema relies on, the

^mind's ability to remember images for a
split second. Wheji blurred together, one
sees motion.

These days, the activity at the School of
TFT is anything but an illusion of the mind.
One of the foremost schools of its type'^in

the nation, UCLA's northernmost academic
program is in perpetual motion.

In the center of the whirlwind is Dean
Gilbert Gates, who presides over an eclectic

empire of theatre, film, and television. On
this day Gates sits down to talk to The Bruin
about upcoming school events, opportuni-

Jies for School of TFT students, and oppor-
tunities for the campus at large. He is gen-
uinely excited about the frills of the year,

but not at the expense of the core of the pro-

gram.

"I went into Beverly Robinson's class

and it was fantastic." says Gates, about one
of the school's theater classes. "I'd planned
on going in for just 15-20 minutes to see
what was going on, see the students, and
watch Beverly, who I admire a lot, and I

ended up spending almost two hours. I

couldn't leave. Every time I got up to leave.

Gilbert Gates

it would be another five minutes and I'd

learn something new."

Of course, one would have to live in a
glass bubble to prevent themselves from
learning something new at the school. But
the assumption that one has to be a School
of Theatre, Film and Television student in

order to benefit needs to be challenged.
Granted, most of the classes are for majors
only, but there are plenty of other opportu-
nities for UGLA students. A school of this

caliber brings many marvelous resources to

the campus.
First, as in years past, the school puts on

an intriguing line-up of theatre productions.

This season brings 'Two Gentleman of
Verona " adapted by John Guare and Mel
Shapiro to the Little Theatre as well as col-

"ftmy^A^inner Ron Leibman directs TFT's^season opener "Story Theatre.^

laborations with the J. Paul Getty museum
entitled "The Woman from Samos" and
"Gasina." The mostly student audiences
always get their money's worth.

Yet Gates says the link between the cam-
pus and TFT isn't as strong as he'd like.

"What I find disappointing is - not to put it

too negatively - the fact that more students

don't attend the plays that we put on," he
says. "They're wonderful. It's great theatre,

very inexpensive, a lot of fun, and every-

body who comes really loves it**

Students should heed the dean's endorse-
ment They will also be able to enjoy pro-
ductions at the Westwood Playhouse, anoth-
er theatre-friendly venue recently acquired
by the program. Gates points out that attain-

ing resources like these strengthens the

school indirectly as well as directly.

'Teachers normally divide their work into

See GATES, page 28

SPECIAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS

Guarantee your seats for the 1994-95 season!

Performance dates listed are available for

advance student series purchase at only $ 1

2

per performance. Minimum 3 operas. Only

full-lime currently enrolled students under 30

qualify Indicate number of tickets for each date

you choose and mail order, payment, and

copy of student ID. and driver's license to:

Music Center Box GflTice, P.O. Box 2237,

Los Angeles, California 90051.

Student tickets $ 1 2 per performance.

One series per student l.Q .

.

UHOPERA
Sept. 9*, 11, 16, 21, 28, 1994-,

FAUST Gounod
Evenings at 8:00 *cxccp« Sept 9 ;ii 7:00

September 13. 20r23, 1994

ELEKTRA Strauss

Evenings at 8:00 •

Sept. 27, 30, Oct. 2, 5, 11, 14, 1994

DON GIOVANNI Mozart
Eventngt at 7 r >0 '

—

February 7, 10, 12, 1995

PELLEAS ET MELISANDE
Debussy Evenings at 800

March 21, 23, 26, 29, 1995

DON PASQUALE Donizetti

Evenings at 8:00

May 23, 1995

OTELLO Verdi

^tvCTrmgrsnryotr

Costume sketch for hausi

by Lewis Brown.

November 2, 8, 1994

XERXES Handel

Evenings m T:}!!,

June 7, 8, 9. 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 1995

PORGY & BESS Gershwin
Evenings nt 8:00

SPECIAL STUDENT SUBSCRIPTIONS

OPERAS Date
Alternate

Date
#of

tickets X $12 TOTAL

Faust

Elcktra

Don Giovanni

Xerxes

Pellias ct Milisande

Don Pasquale M

Otello tf'l 1
*

Porgy and Bess f
r

;-'

LI Check enclosed, payable to LA. Opera, or charge my >J American Express J Visa J Mastercard

Card Number

Exp. Date Signature

Cardholder's Name

Card Billing Address

NAME

Address

City State Zip

Phone Day: Eve:

t Please indicate E evening for Porgy & Bess dates,

MUSIC CENTER
ODomrrHv cmandi^r

PAVILION

TOTAL

Handling Fee $5.00

GRAND TOTAL

Q^ke a cHancc! Student rush tickets are just $10. The LA Opera offers rush tickets, subject to

availability, to students with valid ID. showing current enrollment, from one hour before cunain lor most

performances. For information, a complete list ofperformance dates for the 1 994-95 season and to check

rush availability on day of performance call 2 1 3/972-72 1

1

. Only one rush ticket per student I.D.

Cash only. AH student seating at the discretion of the Qox Office.
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Arts and Architecture: UCLA starts anew

SOAA will bring groups like Lar Lubovitch Dance Co. to UCLA.

By Denise Cruz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Robert Blocker's fingers first

touched the keys of a piano when
he was five years old. Several

piano lessons and a college schol-

arship later, he began playing the

piano professionally.

Today Blocker juggles the

practice time and performance
dates of a concert pianist with
another job.

He is dean of the newly merged
School of Arts and Architecture.

Chancellor Charles Young's
highly publicized "Professional

School Restructuring Initiative"

disestablished the Graduate
School of Architecture and Urban
Planning and created the School of

Arts and Architecture. The PSRI
forced the school to bear a large

portion of UCLA's $34 million

dollar budget decrease for the

1994-95 school year.

The new school brought with it

changes to individual depart-

ments, such as the merging of the

Department of Dance with the

World Arts and Cultures Program,
the restructuring of the

Department of Design, as well as

the addition of the Department of

Architecture and Urban Design.
Now with negotiations over and
the merger complete> Blocker and
the SOAA face the challenge of
the inevitable psychological
impact of change.

Blocker does not deny the feel-

ings of the many people involved

with the SOAA. "People have to

grieve ... because there is a sense

of loss ... (but) out of that grief and
anger...can be bom something that

is not only new but something that

is visionary because of the past,"

he says.

Just as the rest of UCLA under-

goes construction to repair

January's earthquake damage, the

School of the Arts and
Architecture will have its own
rebuilding to do, resulting in a

unique opportunity for SOAA stu-

dents and faculty: ~~
The addition of the new

Department of Architecture and
Urban Design allows the school to

develop a promising program in

computation and how it applies to

design. In the School of the Arts

and Architecture's other five

departments - Art, Dance and
Worid Arts and Cultures, Music,
Ethnomusicology and Systematic

Musicology, and Design - an opti-

mistic faculty works together to

reconstruct their programs despite

budget cuts.

"We'll be tearing down walls

and fences and working together

in ways that cause us to rethink

our own positions, to rethink cur-

riculum, to rethink how we train

students, to rethink the balance of

intellectual and practical informa-

tion, to rethink technology and
also also what our responsibility is

to society," Blocker says.

As this reconstruction takes

place in the heart of one of the

most prolific art communities in

the world, Blocker fully realizes

the potential position the SOAA
can have in the community.

"I think our place is still being

defined," he muses. "The two pro-

fessional schools were only creat-

ed a few years ago, and also the

arts community is changing radi-

cally. I think that many of the new
faculty that will be coming in will

help us define that place.

"We ... have a very gifted facul-

ty. And when you put those people

together and their creative genius

has a chance to blossom and
flower then some very special

things can occur."

The "creative genius" of the

Robert Blocker

SOAA faculty comes from all

aspects of the arts, from Daniel
Libeskind, designer of tt^ Berlin

Museum, to Alexander Traeger,

concert master of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. Students at the

SOAA have the advantage of
working one-on-one with their

professors, to see these professors

not only as resources but also as

mentors.

Yet the opportunities the SOAA
offers affect more than its stu-

dents. The school has a dual

See BLOCKER, page 28

How To FulfiU Your Basic
College Requirements.

Dcmish Twin B«d.

Design your room on a bud-

gel. This bed is the perfect

combination of style and

price. Available in white or

black, just $79*.

* Sealy and Sert« mallrMae* additional

Made with a

durable melamine surface for

scratch-resistance and .easy

cleaning. Available in white or

black.

High Chest $79.
Low Chest $S9.
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These quality Danish bookcases are great for

storing everything. Low bookcase: 27"w x
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size for an apartment. 47.6"w x 27"

X 28"h. In all-white, black or white

with beech trim only $79.

PLUMMERS
iURNITURICOiLICTIONS

WtST LA 8876 V,„« Wvrf .^10-837 0138 SANTA ANA 1540 E W.n,er 7H.5S7-0SI 1 HO. HOLLYWOOD 12240 S»i.mMn W« 8l».7«.O40l PASADENA 180 S LUt Av, 818-449^741 GLENDALE 209 N Br»d Btvd (Bm Ulifomu A WJ«„> MILWl ouu
GAJU>ENA IMI W 190ASr^Hm7(».I!9l (405 F*y,Non««rf« Brit 1/2 Hock W«) 0|»n7V«w«k.M«.J-. 10^ S«^
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UCLA Department of Music

Do you
Do you^

MUSIC?
/

If the answer is

for ihe

•CHORALE
M&W, 3-5; F 1-9 (9 Units)

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
T&Th, 3:20-5:00 (2 Units)

FEW THINGS ARE AS INVIGORATING TO THE

HUMAN SPIRIT AS GREAT SINGING!

YOU'VE GOT THE TIME-YOU DESERVE THE INVIGORATION

SitR worn at Choral iUitic Offka, Room t41f Scho«nb«rf Noll, lor o britf f-miiilitt

Ouditloii, Thursday, Soptemlicr i9| Mond^/Tucsdfy October 3 A 4,

l§tM-ltt39 and It30-4s30« lafonmrtioR (S10) ttS-MSi

Dai^NHnms,
Xkonitt hmm won nm9m to ify

MICHAIL CNM4DLEM,
"fNIk it wMl veMfi
fTAIMIt,

WKn9 H SH

"I
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Reg Week Issue -

Fall 1994
iWhat's Art This Week?

Is a weekly calendar featured everyThursday by the
UCLA Student Committee for the Arts (SCA), This is

your guide to most arts-related and cultural events
on campus such as: films, art exhibits, concerts, —

—

theater, music, and performance-lectures.

The ArtsPage editor tracks down arts-related events
produced by the various departments on campus and
consolidates them into this weekly calendar... so take
advantage of the information, save yourself the
footwork, and be the first to know about discount
student tickets, sneak previews, and special events.

To have your arts-related event listed, contact the
ArtsPage editor with at least 1 days prior to your
program in order to secure coverage of your event
(it's free!). For more information contact Jessica at
794-8960 or fax to 794-8959. See you next week.

SPIRITS AS PEOPLE

Sculpture of the Baule Peoples,

C6te d'lvoire. West Africa

October 2, 1994 - March 5, 1995

Special Eventf

Sunday, October 9

2:00pm to 5:00 pm

Slide-illustrated lecture & openning
reception for the exhibition:

^'Sexuality and Desire:

Baule Images of Other-World Mates"

Information: 825-4361

At the UCLA Fowler Museum of Cultural History

Everyone is crazed about...

STOMP, the tntemational Brittsh hit theater production

which is now^^ng to sold-out audiences in New York
City. Springinffrom the underground music clubs of

Britain and influenced by fts Urban streets, these eight

performerVctoim theywi"maie a rhythm out of

anything they can gettf^^nds on that makes a

sound," we'n let you be tlie^i^^ of that. Tickets are now
available for the 22 performances. Info: 825-2101

A Word On...

CenterStage Prt-Performaiice Lectures
One hour prior to the scheduled curtain times,

ticket holders to events in the SCA box (below) may
attend the pre-concert forums featuring faculty

members, the artists and critics. These pre-lectures

are highly recommended as they provide interesting

background information^ historical and cultural

perspectives and commentary on the artist or

performance that you are about to see.

-1 — -*

Watch This Box!

The Student Committee
~~for the Arts subsidizes

tickets for many events,

making performances

available to all UCLA
students, for less than the

cost of a regular student

ticket.

i>on't let the price throw
you off, SCA tickets are
among the b^t seats

in the house!

Ask for your SCA ticketo

at the Central Helm
Office: 82S-1I01

iiMy for U€3^ ^d^^

9^0-10/23

9/30

lQ/8

1(V9

10^7-10/9

10-15-16

i(v:k)

Tlie Mozaitean Players

TheHDLOS

Cuait^Q Latiuoamericano

LynnRed^r^^
"Shakeicafe PotMy Fatter^

Miriamhtegoly^

Stevra Betloctf *'QMKtei"

OackMNcs

SCA
Price

Reg.
Price

On
Sale ^

$13.00 $35.00 now

$8.00 $25.00 now

$8.00 £^5.00 now

$8.00 03.00 now

$8.00

•

$25.00 now

$&00 $25.00 now

$aoo $16.00 iK>w :

^00 $25.00 W)W

4.

MAmTs All 1M«WMk IB ^HW^^r*y-W©wGl« For#w Af^ W§

L^
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Summer Chiimher .Miisit Festival • Alternative Music Festival • Billv Joel • Henrv Rollins

Learn tfiefine art ofproducing arts andentertainment

0)

Ju •l3nt ommittee

FOSITIONS NIOW A¥AILABLE*

The Student Committee for the Arts:
• Produces free and ticketed arts and entertainment events on campus-
exploring a diversisty of art forms.

• Provides programming input to the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts.

• Subsidizes tickets Xo the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts events,

allowing students to purchase tickets at a reduced price.

• Strives to stimulate and support student participation and awareness of
UCLA's arts programs, and a greater sense of an artistic community at UCLA.

We are coinmilted to

nuiiiitainin^ (li\ersit\

in our stall and our
proj»raninied events.

As a member of SCA, you will:
• Share responsibility for managing an annual
budget of over a quarter of a million dollars.

• Take part in producing arts events on campus.
• Gain an insider's perspective on the world of

arts and entertainment.

•Gain valuable experience in arts production.

SCA is lookingfor undergraduate andgraduate students,

from any discipliney who are interested in producing and
promoting a wide variety ofarts programs at UCLA.

Applications are being accepted for

SCA positions for the 1994-95 school

yean Positions include the following:

Program Coordinator

Advertising Coordinator
Advertising Editor

Brochure Editor

^i^zz alfihe Wadsworth Director

Special Program Liaison

On-Campus Publicity Coordinator
Off-Campus Publicity Coordinator
Ticket Manager
Budget Manager
Tundraising Manager
Campus Organization Liaison

APPLICATION DF:ADLINE IS:

OCTOBER 7 @ 5:00 PM
1

Come by to pick up an api^ication and description of the positions. Applications are available at:

SCA Office-lOSSO Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1606 KerckhofTHaU Rm 506

If you just want to fmd out more about SCA, drop by the office, or call (3 10) 825-2352.

iHH|.>!pp\ s .ninl' • s.i,n||(u^| o||i\,i\ ,ii| | . sunuM|.>ii|
|
looj . soijns; }.m.iiio ) \\{h)\ |nu<>!itnij.iui|
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Curtains rise around LA. for new tlieater season
The Bruin offers a stage-by-stage preview for fall

cirque du Solell's new show "Alegria" looks at ever-changing life

An Equal
Opportunity
To Become An
Assistant Director
in IViotion Pictures
Applications for the motion picture and
television industry's Assistant Directors

Training Program are available nov^ and
will be accepted until the filing deadline
of December 16, 1994.

Applicants will be considered without
regard to race, sex, color, religion, age

,

^xual orientation, marital status, veteran

status, national origin, or disability.

For program information, eligibility

requirements, and application form write

to The Directors Guild - Producer
Training Plan.

Directors Guild - Produccf Training Plan

Depl. I

15503 Ventura Blvtl., Encino, California 91436-3140

Please send inforni«Hion and applicalioti form
for the Assistant Diieclors Training Program.

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

School 's back in session. That
means money for tuition. And
money for textbooks. And money
for rent. And more money for

food. But instead of spending that

hardearned summer cash on the

necessities of life, why not splurge

on one of the more important (and
entertaining) things in life - the

theater.

But what is tl^re to see? Heie^s
a list of some of the nwre enter-

taining (but not necessarily the

more expensive) productions
around Los Angeles.

Marl( Taper Forum
The Taper opens up its new sea-

son with "Floating Islands,** a
"Kentucky Cycle"-type drama; it

takes two shows to see the produc-
tion in its entirety. "Islands" spans

50 years of a Cuban family, fol-

lowing it through the political

hardships ofCuba through the Bay
of Pigs and finally to immigration
and the wonders ofAmerican cap-

italism.

(213)365-3500. Oct. 5 -Dec. 11.

$10 tickets 10 minutes before

curtain every night except

Saturday.

The Dooiittle

The Dooiittle has decided to

have a special preview produc-
tion before its offlcial season
begins. David Hare's "Racing
Demon" tells the tale of four
English clergymen in south
London. It's already won four
"best play" awards and will be
performed by the Royal National
Theatre. Unfortunately, the pro-

jduction will only be here for only

See THEATER, page 29

aif a Bold Course
ive st^^^ ^rd an^tE^^ we think
'ft: ^m jam' ^ ,^

shoulil toki some time i>ff arui go to w:«rl|^^^pi«*|
iiiiMimtitimmmi

i n te rnVlPHp^ o rt u n iti

part o i_lt/W you are
sophoMH^e or abov

mat
'ou can ihjf[ ^
Fnd-semest

nd a blllngu

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

• STATE ZIP

accoun»g nnajor, get out your passport and
apply fwr this exciting program

For an application and furthej details, please
contact:

Jose de la Torre, John E. Anderson Graduate School of
Management, 206-5317.

But hurry! The application due date is

September 30, 1994.

Peat Marwick
THE GLOBAL LEADER sm

Campus
Gioiq)s
Ifyou need people to join "

your group, dub,
feUcwship, or organization,

look Into using the Daily

Bnjln as your recruitment

tool. Tiy the Bruin's free

listing, "VVhafs Brewin'."

Announce your nneetings,

events, aixl otiier activities

each day. Visit the front

desk for forms. Ifyou want
to place an ad, call

206-7562.

YOU'RE BACK AT SCHOOL!
NOW YOU ONLY HAVE THREE OPTIONS IN YOUR LIFE:

35

1. STUDY HARD EVERY DAY,
HAVE NO FRIENDS,

DK A BORING PERSON.

2. CUT CLASS,
WATCH THE O^l. SIMPSON TRIAL,

DIE A STUPID PERSON.

S. CALL THE PARTY TRACKER,
DANCE ALL NIGHT,
DIE WITH RHYTHM.

HO\A/ IT \A/ORKS:
It's a Tuesday night, and you feel like dancing However yoLi iive^ m the Wf-st S,\n Fernando Valltvy yoLi

-. only like 70's Retro, and prefer to dance with niaturf? [profession, ils Who cifj you cail'^

WHAT YOU DO:
Pick up the damn phone and dial 1-900-844-7248 Th.in pick i PERSONALIZED
SEARCH"'^ Witli this option, you can tell us wh.it Night uf ihtsWeek you want lo rjo

/—

(jul, VVherr; in L A
Covet you're vViHin

want Lo oi. JjiM' of N

\A/HAT WE DO:
After the quick PERSONALIZED SEARCH^'' ()liase w. • lis! i

address, hours, cost, and type of crowd You then have Un? opt

concisely'

IMO OOO-OOO:
Unlike newspapers and inaijazincif,. i)u[' fMitire focus is r.; .(fkitiij t*

and we DO NOT r^eceivt; [iiuof^y from ANY !,;iiti ri!li)Win') is '
i , i

.•!!

do that'

BUT \A/AIT! THAT'S NOT ALL:
In a cont.inuu mj cf fijrf, f o sief f r.hf est!! Is -!

i iS' 'h. i, ] „ic ; , ; ii - ,^

FEAST N FROLIC PICKS

' HOT PICKS, YEAH!

AFTER HOURS/RAVES

t.ij cay ,^n'\ tJie Tyjif! of Cress! you s if

WCLUB 111 LA IhHt,

sc.v^inii

t () d.iose to how uiiich

)c ,i( uund

ttiis iticJUdes plu HI" r .ijfTiben

ALL ijiven Lo yrju cjum kly and

iSaat e jie day

COFFEE/ART BARS
-r-r

YOUR
ULTIMATE CLUB GUIDE

A900J THIS-B-tr
the RIGHT INFO on the RtGHT CLVR, RIGHT NOW!

^ .
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UCLA School of the Arts and Architecture

Auditions for

Performing Ensembles
(2 units each):

Choral Ensembles (CICLA Chorale,

Chamber Singers, and Gniversity

Chorus): Auditions Sept. 29, Oct. 3 &
4, 10:00 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. & 1:30-4:30

p.m., 1325 Schoenberg Hall. Sign up
outside 2419 Schoenberg Hall.

Chamber Ensembles: Check schedule

of classes for various ensembles.

Jazz Ensemble: Brass and Saxes by
appt. Sept. 29, Oct. 3 & 4; rhythm
section auditions on Oct. 4, 7:00-9:30

p.m. Sign up on the band office

bulletin board outside 2421
Schoenberg HaH, or call (310) 825-

. 3835 for an appointment.

Musical Theater Workshop: Auditions

Wed., Sept. 28, 3:00-6:00 p.m.

Prepare two songs: one ballad and
one up tempo. Call (310) 206-5002
to schedule an audition.

Opera Workshop: Auditions, Thurs.,

Sept. 29, 3:00-6:00 p.m. Prepare two
operatic arias. Call (310) 206-5002
to schedule an audition.

Philharmonla Orchestra and
Symphony Orchestra: Auditions

during registration week. Call

(310) 825-4761 for information.

Wind Ensemble: Auditions Sept., 29,

30, Oct. 3 & 4, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Sign up on the band office bulletin

board outside 2421 Schoenberg Hall,

or call (3 1 0) 825-3835 for an
appointment.

New Faculty

-6CLA welcomes Dr. David Lefkowitzr

who will be teaching couiTses in music
theory and composition. Lefkowitz

received his Ph.D. from the Eastman
School of Music, and has won
numerous' awards for his

compositions. Look for his latest CD,
Calder's Closet, winner of the Fukui

Prize in Japan.

Music Theory

Placement Exam

Mandatory for all new students who
want to enroll in music theory courses:

Tues., Sept. 27, 9:00 a.m.- 12:00 p.m.,

Room 1200 Schoenberg Hall.

MUSIC
DEPARTMENT
Have you ever wanted to sing a

"choir, play in an orchestra, find ouT
all about opera, try out for a

musical, or just learn more about
music? The music department has
courses to fit every interest and
schedule. Don't put it off any

longer! This is the year to AAAKE IT

HAPPEN!!

Music Department Concerts

Free admission (except as noted)

Information: (310)825-4761
(Programs are subject to change.)

• CICLA Symphony Orchestra

Jon Robertson, Conductor
Judy Huang, Piano Soloist - winner of UCLA Concerto Competition
Wednesday, November 2, 8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

Debussy - Afternoon ofa Faun
Strauss • Don Juan
Tchaikovsky - Piano Concerto No. 1

• GCLA Jazz Ensembles
Gordon Henderson, Director

Gerald Wilson, composer/arranger

Wednesday, November 9, 8:00 p.m. > ^

Schoenberg Hall

UCLA's Jazz Ensembles are honored to present legendaryjazz compose and
arranger Gerald Wilson as their first guest artist of the 1994-95 season.

*

• GCLA Wind Ensemble
Thomas Lee, Conductor
Larry Curtis and Gordon Henderson, Guest Conductors ^

Wednesday, November 16, 8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall "

. Music by Maslanka, Arnold, and Schoenberg.

• aCLA Opera Workshop
John Hall, Producer & Stage Director

Friday & Saturday, December 2 8 3, 8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall
«

Carl Maria oon Weber's "Abu Hassan, " conducted by theater arts graduate
student John Lawler, and Douglas Moore's "Gallantry, " conducted by
music graduate student Greg Magie.

General Admission: $7.50
m

• UCLA Chorale, Chamber Singers, and University Chorus
Wednesday, December 7,-8:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

"The UCLA choirs will present a variety of major choral works,
ranging from Renaissance to contemporary.
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R.E.M. endures,
tackles 'Monster'

R.E.M. just "jammed and recorded" to make "Monster," and feels happier with It than other albums.

By Mike Horowitz
Dally Bruin Senior Staff .

"I don't think we've ever had a
top-five single," Peter Buck
muses. R.E.M. 's guitarist stares

out at the Los Angeles skyline and
ponders the ramifications of this

statement.

"Whitney Houston's had 15 in

three years and we've had zero."

Actually, Buck is forgetting

"Losing my Religion." The 1991

song from two albums ago - hit

No. 4 , but Buck's point stands.

R.E.M.'s vast album sales and
massive popularity can't be attrib-

uted to radio airplay alone. The
success of the band's last three

albums is a testament to their abil-

ity to deliver ever-evolving quality

rock 'n' roll, not necessarily its

ability to top the pop charts with a

single or two every LP.

Buck laughs when he explains

his take on the band's relationship

to radio. "I think it's great that we
can make radio play something

See REM, page 22

m^mtitVtSlUiJi^ilJi^^^jrirMV^ri^ir^^^Mw '••-•,.*v.v^l••^.•.vvw^rt( VrfW«*.*.'.'wV.V

Welcome Back from
LOGOS BOOKSTORE

Your source for

n!!^!^^
•CHRISTIAN MUSICBOOKS . VIDEOS • CARDS

Dailv Briin

20884Weyburn Ave

I ^ STUDENT NIGHT,
I

September 29th 6pm-9p
, 10% OFF °W purchase
(~ — — — — — L _W!m coupon

VIDEO RENTAL

n *ijn f

m

Rent one video
(2 day rental)

_gef second rental FREE with coupon

•r«W.V^%-.-^,S-^VW»W>VVVWVrfVaNWVa-a •"••v''i^rt(Vll^rtrlrtrt*v^%v.v^.*.%v.%•.v.%^-rt•.-^.^.vw^VAv^rt/w^vv.v^.v. ••VwwwvwMW.w.vi.vw.vy*

^
FUND-RAISING OPPORTUNITIES!

Audiences Unlimited, Inc.
Invites your club, group, fraternity or sorority to be part of

-the studio audience at the taping of one of pur network television shows!
It's a fun and easy way to make $$$$$ for your group of 25 or more!

__S/iowsavaUableJoryeuf^feupmayMudet^
ALL-AMERICAN GIRL - Margaret Cho * BLUE SKIES - Corey Parker & Matt Roth
' DADDY'S GIRLS -Dudley Moore • DOUBLE RUSH -Robert Pastorelli

FRIENDS -Courteney Cox & Matthew Perry * GRACE UNDER FIRE -Brett Butler & Dave Thomas
HANGIN' WITH MR. COOPER -Mark Curry * EMPTY NEST Richard Mulligan

,
HARDBALL - Mike Starr & Rose Marie * LIVING SINGLE - Queen Latifah & Kim Coles

MADMAN OF THE PEOPLE - Dabney Coleman * THE NANNY- Fran Drescher

THE FIVE MRS. BUCHANANS -Judith lvey& Eileen Heckart

THE GEORGE CARLIN SHOW- George CarlinS Alex Rocco * THE OFFICE - Valerie Harper-~- THE JOHN LARROQUETTE SHOW John Larroquette & Liz Torres

SOMETHING WILDER Gene Wilder * WILD OATS New Fox comedy!

THE TIES THAT BIND -Ralph Macchioi Andrew Clay andmore!

For more information caHour Group Department (81 8)753-3470
mention this UCLA DAILY BRUIN ad when you call! Group bookings and lund-rajsers" are limited for all ^om\
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Iffit

UGLA Copy Services

Come and see our State oftheArt

TROJMIC Publisher (600 dpi image quality) at our Docu-

ment Center location. Additionally, we are equipped with a X^ER^^JC
DiGiTAi- Color Gorier.

Document Ci
200CSBII

Information x60378

Color Copies
Oversized Copying Available

Color, Specialty & Recycled Papers

Carbonless Forms
Documents on Demand Available

Complete Finishing Services

Binding, Folding, Shrink Wrapping & More

Document Priating-

DOCUMENTS ON DEMAND Available

in Offset Printing ^
it

Self-Service Coin-Operated Copiers
available at Griffin Commons and Rieber Hall

per copy*

*So(ne restrictions apply

Pick-up
& Delivery
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i..A. Opera prepares for pafade of classics
By John Mangum

One of the most wonderful
things about opera is its infinite

variety. The 1994-95 Lx)s Angeles

Music Center Opera season brings

this variety to life with operas
ranging from wildly popular to

almost completely fSirgotten.

"The season continues the tradi-

tion of a recipe which covers the

whole gamut of periods, styles,

dates and countries," says L.A.

Opera's General Director Peter

Hemmings. His recipe includes

"internationally recognized

singers and productions of large

scale pieces with a big orchestra

and a full chorus."

L.A. Opera, characterized by
Hemmings as "d large-scale,

international enterprise," is rela-

tively young for an opera compa-
ny of its magnitude and ambition.

The company engages major
sihgers recognized throughout the

world for their talent as well as

features younger performers.

This season witnesses the return

to the Music Center of many
favorite voices and the introduc-

tion of new ones to the L.A: audi-

ence. With this comes a mix of
operas, some renowned for their

great scenes, others containing

moments waiting to be rediscov-

...HOW!

AUDITIONS
for ihcucla

CAMPUS CHOm
;" (1994-95 season)

are now being scheduled. All Faculty, Staff, and
Alumni who can attend Tuesday evening rehearsals are
welcome. Sing Vivaldi's Gloria, Holiday Favorites,

International Folk Music; Join us and other USA
choirs for a Carnegie Hall performance ofBrahms'
German Requiem, Eric Ericson, Conductorl

Rehearsals begin October 4th.

To schedule an audition, please call
- Fred Eberhart, Mgr. (310) 670-3465.

ered.
*

With a cursory glance at the

season, many opera lovers may be

tempted to dismiss it as catering to

popular taste. True, most of the

pieces selected could be miscon-
suued as a sort of opera hit parade,

but L.A. Opera seems to be trying

to keep the mix interesting with
new productions and major artists.

Eight operas will appear at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion this

season.

Charles Gounod's "Faust"

(Sept. 28) opens the season in a

new production by Frank Corsaro,

promising to meet any size

requirement Hemmings can come
up with.

Corsaro sees the opera as "a
horror show about the loss of God
and morality." His dark-hued.

See OPERA, page 29

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

shampoo &
blowdry

with

COLOR S20

HIGHLIGHTS S29-S49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-S45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

} HAIRCUT
ilong h.vt ,^ tl.lt (ops

s 1 1 q h ! I y h I r] h e r

)

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-545

SUPER PERM S66

Next to Penny Lane

o^

Homo of i\w Blues

LIVE BLUES MUSIC & ^
)ancinq Niqiitly • Open at 8:00 p.m.

' Jam Night on Mondays j
LCL \ Ntiident> >k >tiitf receive SI oft cover Tiie>, - Tluir\

Featurinci Blues band showcase on Tuesdays

NO COVER - Mondays

1432 4th St. •Sanfa Monica •395-1676

m.

SNMK
Restaurant And Bar

2518 UJilshire Blvd.

UJllshIre and 26th St., Sonto Monica
(310)449-1171 ____

* Voted Top Ten

Burgers in LH.
* Sotellite Sports-

Mi Haider Games

FOn I ON FOOD IT€MS

DRINK SPCCiniS WITH UCin I.D.

1

/
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p '

J.
CREW

f\

Costa Mesa, Calif.

South Coast Plaza

714. 979. 2739

Pasadena

3 Colorado Blvd.

818.568.2739

Woodland Hills, Calif.

The Promenade

818. 888. 2739
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-'H

campus

j» by btingiog cuiicei f pvetry* art aat!

^lAst yeer*s liigliiigltt»; d\jv i./uaglas' works ai jxovivjiuu on vjoui«^»^,

75th convocation performances, Asian Pacific-American Film Festival,

Jazz/Regfae Festival, Showcase and World Fest

Ujpeoming: continuing exhibits at Kerckhoff Art .Gallery, annual

Jazz/Reggae festival. World Fest, Jazz and Folk at Kwckhcrff Coffeehouse

and Comedy at the Coop.

Info: 825-6564

iM^Hi

^ Ulf'

ucau

s&En
SCH

and

work ot sUKlettts, faculty and leading jwo: in.

Last year's highlights: Worldlc^^i und the

Ethnomusicology Spring Festival, noon concerts and

recitals, professionals like Yo-Yo Ma, the Kronos Quartet

and Alvin Alley Dance Comply.
Upcomhig: "Upstairs Down" at the Wight Art Gallery

(Oct. 6 -

KUTUiK

id dance t

UCLA Ci iibcr Singersi and Univer^iiy Chorus

concert (Lh^v, /;, iJaocc MFA concerts (throughout the

year); Noon Music Concerts (Mon., Wed., Fri.),

Info: Architecture and Urban Design 825-3791; Dance
and World Arts and Cultures 825-3951; Ethnojpiusicology

and Systematic Musicology 206-3033, Music 825-4761.

See related article^ page 8.

upii. J}, jcaiunng umii oy jean

Vigo, Jean-Luc Goddard and
others. "Acaderay/Contempo-
rary Documentary Series"
(October - March) showcases
recent outstanding documentary
films, primarily drawn from
Academy Award nominees."
Also: "L.A. Asian Pacific Film
Festival," "7th Annual Festival

of Preservation," "Frederico
Fellini Retrospective."

Info: 206-FILM. Tix: $3 for stu-

dents.

IV' latht.ilriru'

(Dec. 2 - W). Film - "UCLA .

week-long celebration of student films (June ).

Info: Central Ticket Office 825-2101 or School

of TFT 825-5761 for event schedules or applica-

tions to the school.

See related article, page 10.

PiRFOkmi^«s ARTS
o-

Last yearns bigy%tato: Oi!i

State Svmphony of Russia. A
ol K

Upcoming: STOMP, a unique, international

inotfern dance group (Sept. 30 - Oct 23), (Cronos

Quartet, an eclectic chamber music putfit (Nov, 17 -

18, May 12 - 13), opera star Samuel Ramey (Jan.

14), contemporary dance company the Alvin Ailey

American Dance Theater (Feb 17 - 26), acclaimed

violinist Itdiak Perlman (March 4), jazz legend Met
Tonnd (Maix:h 23).

Info: 825-4401. For 1994 Sea^son Brochure call

CTO at 825-2101. Discount tix available through

Student Committee for the Arts : 825-3253.

See related article, page 4.

cultu I cr where stu-

dents cun relax, study and

meet with friends. .

Last year's hii^ittgbts: The two-day Campus/
Community Open House where over 1,000 peo-

ple were presented music, dance, film and docent

tours.

Upcoming: "The French Renaissance in

Prints" (Nov. 1 - Dec. 31), "Dialogues on Art"

(ongoing discussion/seminars with local artists)

and poetry readings.

Info: 443-7099. Admission $1 for students.

See related article, page 5.

1.

lal Spencer

vdiiilcen Kennedy luu

'«iker< for "Women in

^^ theDNAd
Uproraun^ iviimit-cn ^Manha. Maisha, lyuuiuui; ivicConnick from

"The Bfa# Bunch." hit fibns for $2 ("It Could Happen to You." 'THe

Hart." "Speed").

Info: 825-1958

:^e!^ m B3

..S-

iMsi years mgnugjots: »^ «*"*'

Set* '"'"""' <^f "T^f* Plnho

••Ri a

My Concubme," ^'Thc Paper."

Fratured guest speakers: Sydney
Pollack, Midiad Apted, Sarah

PiUsbury.

Upcoming: For fait: Sundance
faves "Hoop Dreams" (Oct. 7)

and "Clerks" (Oct 14), David
Mamet's "Oleanna" (Oct 19),

Wes Craven*s "New Nightmare"

(Oct 12). Tentatively scheduled:

"Pulp Fiction," "Frankenstein." Guest speakers

inciiide: John Dahl ("Last Seduction" director, Oct.

24), Michael Wcrb (*The Mask" screenwriter, Oct.

26).

Info: Events line 825-2345. To receive Melnitz e-

mail, address message to: listscrver@ASUCLA.
UCLA.EDU.

m m
fuT

:v ^'i

^ f

STUDENT COMMITTEE
FOR THE ARTS (SCA)

,,., ....! affordable student rickets

t^-pfrforuirmrc^. SCA ntsoii>eTgtiteTi?; mtrr-

cst in tht' rid through free i and art'

awareness aays«

Last yearns liightights: Jazz at die Wadswordi,

free jazz concerts on the first Sunday of every

month; Day Without Art, draping all art work on

campus to pay tribute to artists who have died of

AIDS.
Upcoming: Jazz at the Wadsworth series, more

cheap student tickets. Center Stage Lecture series.

Info: 825-3253

- « . . ^ ruuve See r^rted arlide, page 5.

Sculpture of the Baule Peoples, Cflte
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Coming in riovember.
Every Tliursday.
Instead of A&^E.

After Hours, the Thursday lifestyles section of the Daily
Bruin, is looking for writers to take us away from that mindless
routine. You'll write about trends - the job market and what
you're planning to do once you really get out there in ''the real

world." You'll write about lifestyles - relationships, stress and
day to day problems. You'll write about diversions - after hours
in LA, weekend excursions and road trips.

Requirements? Creativity, imagination and good writing
skills. Stop by 225 Kerkchoff to pick up an application, or call

206-0938 if you have more questions.

YoM live from term paper

to paycliefck (o Jr rego

spagneititi Aaj aiier day.

jLear fo year ainJ qiiarifcer

to qmarter - it s easy to

get cauignt up in a

mindless romtineo it s

good to Ibe organized, to

nave every mimute

mapped omt on your

calendar, to know tnev?

' wno, wnat wnere and

when .,. sometimes.

VV nat about ^wnen you

need a Lreak? Wnat s

going on in your lire alter

nours? After ine daily

grind, tnere s a wnole

world out tnere ~ a

world After JrloTurs will

explore witn

B P
Ti

v^

V
II

{

K

£

NATURALLYYODKS
LEATHER BAGS

)

GREATASSORTMENT OF LEATHER BOOKBAGS, BACKPACKS,
MINI BACKPACKS, WALLETS, ORGANIZERS, & MORE.

WESTSIDE PAVIUON
10800 West Pico Blvd. #284

2nd Floor between 9-West & Nordstrom
(310)474-7996

MENTION THIS AD FOR A 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT!
discount i^ood tfaroui^ October 31, 1994
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We're not in Kansas anymore!
Great venues make for

beautiful music in L*A.

By Mike Gillette

Daily Bruin Staff

You made it.

You're in the city now. You no
longer have to look on in envy at

concert reports on MTV think-

ing, "Oh, that band would never
tour in my pathetic small town.

Will I always be passed by?"
Not no more, baby. You're in

the city, and everyone stops

here. Low funds and sloth are

the only excuses for missing
your favorite bands in action

during your stay here, and this is

a little guide to help you find

your way from show to show.
Los Angeles is rich in stadi-

ums where rock's giants come to

play before crowds the size of
some midwestern states. The
biggest of these are the Rose
Bowl and the Coliseum.

After refusing all shows for

years, the local government in

Pasadena has opened up the

Rose Bowl to rock once again.

Pink Floyd played there last

spring and the Stones and Eagles
will be there soon. To get there

you just take the 405 freeway

north to the 134 east, drive for

about 3S miles, get off on
Arroyo and follow the signs.

The Rose Bowl, housed in

scenic Pasadena, boasts clean,

modern facilities, a rich. heritage

and nice acoustics. You can
research by watching Depeche
Mode's concert documentary
"101," or by attending any of
UCLA's home football games.

Located perilously close to

use in downtown L.A., the

Coliseum could be considered
enemy territory. Home to both
Trojans and Raiders games, the

Coliseum serves as a concert
venue for only the biggest
names in rock. In the past few
years the Grateful Dead played
there, as did Guns *N' Roses,

Metallica and the Rolling
Stones. Potential concertgoers
should be warned that depend-
ing on their seating location,

they may feel as though they're

watching an event taking place

in another couniy. One could
fmd himself so far back that the

image on the video screen and

""
See VENUES, page 32
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that's confusing to them,'* he says,

before stating the understatement

of understatements: ***Losing my
Religion' was not a top-40 type of
record. A mandolin as the lead

instrument, when did that happen
lastr

He smiles like a proud father. "I

was kind of glad to have it up
there next to the other stuff."

Actually he is a proud father.

Buck juggles his new baby girls

band's method of naming their

albums is simple - the members
write a long list and scnuch names

Zelda and Zoe as he and bandmate
drunmier Bill Berry sit down to

talk with The Bruin. It is late July

and vocalist Michael Stipe and
bassist Mike Mills are busy mix-
ing the upcoming album, but these

two are escaping studio work and
running up the room service tab

for this interview at the Four
Seasons in Beveriy Hills.

The title of the soon to be
released LP is "Monster." The

off it as the days pass.

"It generally takes a loqg list,**

exfrfains Berry, "and sometimes
three or four weeks, because
there's always somebody.**

He's smirking now because as

he's revealed before, his hoki-out

choice for the last few albums has

been "lYolling for Olives.**A walk
down the aisles of Penny Lane
will lell you diat Barry hasn't been
successful convincing his friends.

So the title's going to be

The new territory

explored on "Monster"

is getting closer

to their nights playing

in bars.

"Monster.*-

"'Monsto-' is a good, non-asso-

ciadve title," says Buck, obviously
more excited about the name than

his bandmate. "It could be any-

Ihii^ it could be Godzilla, it could

be Adolf Hidet:"

It could also make for some
cool lour T-shirts, adds Buck,
which brings the band to its most
iaterestiag revelation of all: a
R.E.M. worid tour.

As everyone in the music indus-

try knows, the band hasn't put on
too many concerts lately. R.EM.*s
decision not to tour al^ its recent

albums, "Out of Time" and
"Automatic for the People," has
been noticed simfriy because per-

Caawww page 31

DR. MICHAEL KHOURY
OPTOMETRIST

^^r'^

With

Student

I.D. Co
"""Sn,

$Ssf ^^m

Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for

glaucoma, cataracts, and other eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes
dilated, if necessary, carrieis no additional fee!

FREE!
1929 Westwood Blvd.

2 blocks south o(

Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 474-5889

We Release Our

Prescriptions

FREE!

One pair of disposable lenses

?f>:-^
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Bis Savings «ii

THE ARTSTORE BRAND!
High Quality for

Lower Prices

Newsprint Pad
I8"x24" Rough

1 00 sheets

Tracing Pad
9"xl2" 50 sheets

Paints
Acrylics & Oils 37 ml

tubes

Acrylics 4 oz.

69 to

• !•

Brushes
Bristle, Sable &

Synthetics for all uses.

Canvas
Rolls, Stretched & Panels

52" unprimed roll

99/yard

Gesso
Pints - Quarts

$2"- $4"
99 Gallon

YOU CAN STOP
LOOKING FOR
LOWER PRICES!

THE BACK TO

PRICES ARE MARKED AT

• • L SALE!
TOTE-BOARD

MANUFACTURERS LIST

Pad not included.

mm ta "<* ^Blcac*^ ooin» ^P|

"^in.SSiS't

Ail Qnimbacher and
Winsor & Newton Brushes

40%0lf mfr.list

All LiquitexAcrylics
and All

Winsor & Newton Paints

loi.Tubes or smaller

10% Off mfr. list

ARCHES Watercoior Paper
140 lb. HP CP Rough

^306 52^^ $2'^
Also Available In 90lbs. and 140 lbs.

RAPIDOORAPH
IPEN

STRATHHORE 400 Series
Drawing I8"X24"

too Sheets $7'^
Sketch 9"X 1

2"

100 Sheets $4^^
Recycled Sketch

5-l/2")C8-l/2" 9"XI2"

100 Sheets $2"*^ $4^^

I Piece Studio Set

X-ACTO

#1 NiiifeSI^'^

#11 ilades$l'^
S pack

S K E H H
(•fen

Fold-A-way 30"x 40" reversible

table. Adjustable padded seat

stool and swing arm lamp.

|99

Bi98i€ Jumbo Sketch

1 8"X 24" 1 00 Sheets $9^^
OforMeM Recycled Sketch

^'XS'^ ^9'^X42^' ff'^44^

com CRAYONS $ I
^

2 pack - black, white, sanguine & bistre

3 pack Hard, Medium & soft $ I 1

ANRLERS "HAIR STREET
PORTFOUOS

^0"X26" $27*^
23"X3I" $3 i"

99^ $3" $S"«
Bond Layout I9"X25"

50 Sheets $8®*
Recycled Newsprint

I8"X24" 100 Sheets $3^^
Hi-feintes Brawlui Papers

1 9"X 25" Acid-free.

For pastel or crayons. Buy 4 fOt
one Sheet Of Mack or wMie

lb #8199 I tray $7"*'

#8209 2 tray $ I 0'®
$13*^

OTIS PARSONS
ill Carondekt

213-384-1227

Workable Fixative $3
Crystal Clear $3'^^^ ^ #8309 3 tray

LOS ANGELES WEST LA STUDIO CITY PASADENA
7301 W. Beverly Blvd. 1 1660 Santa Honia Blvd. I i4S0 \tentura Blvd. 44 South Raymond Ave.

8 1 8-505- 1 383 81 8-795-49852 1 3-933-9284 3 1 0-477-045

1

COME IN TODAY FOR YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD (Not good at the Otis Student Store)

mk MASTERCARD DISCOVER AMEX ACCEPTED Ad Expim 10-17-94
•

ii j

r~
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BLACHLY
From page 4

seil-out, it seems that a comfort-

able formula to success has been

found. But to Blachly, this is no
excuse to stop.

"(Student involvement pro-

gramming) has been very success-

ful in the past and that doesn't

mean that we can't do more ... Fm
constantly looking at ways that we
can make that nwre available and

get more student interest and stu-

dent involvement and that will

continue to be a priority as long as

Fm here/' he says.

While these priorities may
remain firm, the ground beneath

them stays shaky.

The loss of earthquake-dam-

aged Royce Hall until 1996 made
it essential for the center to And
other venues. How difficult was it

recuperate after the Jan. 17 earth-

qual^?

"Very difficult," Blachly admits

with a sigh. "We have incredible

support from the artists with

whom we have a history and a

reputation. UCLA is perceived as

a very positive performance

veniw. Artists like performing at

UCLA, they like peiforming with

UCLA, they like being sponsored

by UCLA.
"They were very compassionate

to the problem and the flight that

we faced in losing Royce Hall

and in having to reschedule all the

artists between the 17th of January

and the completion of this season

in early ^une," Blachly says.

m
"The arts give us a

K^. OFFER EXPIRES SUNDAY, OCT. 16, 1994

REC0RD
SURPLUS
"the last record store"

MUSIC BLOWOUT!

1000s of CDs
$1.85 & up

?\

Over 60,000 LP's

& cassettes

Rock, Jazz, Classical,

Soul, etc. $1.35 & up

The Attic

All LP's & Cassettes

92$
(Pico only)

SUPER STORE
West Los Angeles

310-478-4217
1 1 609 W. Pico Blvd.

(btwn Barrington & 405 Fwy)

SUNSET STRIP
West Hollywood
310-659-9994
8911 Sunset Blvd.

(2 doors W. of the Whisky)

10% OFF AT ALL STORES except top 24 CD's

\^
a\o $CASH$ PAID FOR CD's, LP's, TAPES, VIDEOS & LASER DISCS

TRADE IN YOUR LPs FOR CDs Oa/t

chance for reflection ...

for sharing."

Michael Blachly

UCLA Center for Performing Arts

Additionally, the entire 1994-95

season had been set as well, so

Blachly and his staff frantically

rescheduled the season that's just

now beginning.

"The proudest moment was
when in one week's period of time

we shifted the entire remainder of

the 1993-94 season as a result of

the earthquake." says Blachly.

**(People) cannot believe that

we pulled off what we pulled off

after the earthquake. We had the

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra

and the King singers performing

the Friday and Saturday night

aftm* the Monday earthquake.**

Fortunately, the unyielding

community support for the Center

is not forgotten, but reciprocated.

Celebrating its 25th anniversary.

See BLACHLY, pageii
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WITH YOUR CHOICE OF SAUCE.
CHOOSE FROM: MEAT, MARINARA, SICILIAN,

TOMATO, ALFREDO.
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Attention UCLA students and staff members. ..

have we got a deal for you. Just st^ow us your ID
and ttils terrific meal is yours for just $6.95.

(B>

ITALIAN RESTAURANT

WBsfwood, 936 Westwood Blvd.

1 block south of UCLA Campus, 824-7588

s
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BLACHLY
From page 24

"Design for Sharing," a communi-
ty outrpach [xt)gram, acts as a liai-

son between elementary school-

age students and the arts.

Artists are signed on for extra

morning shows, specifically held

for students. Schools receive edu-

cational materials in advance,

teacher's guides are sent out and
programs are available when they

arrive. After performances, artists

discuss their work - giving chil-

dren a feel for the performing arts.

Most importantly, according ta

Blachly, it gets them on campus so

they begin to see the options a uni-

versity environment can offer.

Tickets are also distributed to

under-served organizations within

the L.A. community: senior cen-

ters, teenage homes, homes for

unwed mothers and rehabilitation

homes.

'The arts are a real important

vehicle to health, hope, under-

standing, reflection, expansion -

it's got to be accessible to every-

one," says Blachly.

^ abc "^

Student Media Orientation

If you'rt interested in working (or the Daily Bruin, then
stop by the Student Media Orienution on October 3 in the

Ackerman Grand Ballroom at 6:30 pm.

I he orientation will provide more information on the

journalism curriculum in rcponing, writing, editing, design,

photography and radio.

Daily Bruin
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lake part in the
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Paramount Stuaios Guest RelationB is actively seeking groups of 30 or

more tor live audience participation snows such as...

825-2640

LEEZA
Starring Leeza Gnl>bonfi

MARnXJ
Staitingf Mariki Henner

PmStke«.JJitinnJglT-mMS.

"THE MOMMIES" • "SISTER SISTER"

"PIATYPUS MAN" (Starring RicUJ Jeni)

"PIGSTT (From tke ftoduoeis ofCHEERS)

-imc MONElf!!!i_

mmm
FUND RAISING

BUS TRANSPORTATION-
to and nrom tne studio

For more iniormation ana reservations call:

Fkramount Guest Relations - Group Services (213) 956-4552
I

PLEASE MENTION THIS AD WHEN CAUJNG I
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STYLE'
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Haircut

Highlights with

cut & style

Perm with cut &
style on hair to

shoulder-length - $39
Perm with cut &
style on hair

below shoulders $49
Your bonus with a perm or

highlights - an 8 oz. bottle of PauJ
Mitchell Awaputti Shampoo.
(May not be used in conjunction with ortier

discounts.) *With selected stylists.

WESTWOOD 208-4211 ext. 306.

THE SALON

BULLDCK5

\!
©.

'.^

\ ^

^ /

1I7S

17a lANn MONien

111.117.1177

Oauntlet
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| European Natural Leather Bag Store |-

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE 20-50% OFF*

The engraviog 'Portrait of Francis I" will be on view at the
Arnrwnd Hammer Nov. 1 to Dec. 31.

HAMMER
From page 5

ends, Saturday morning story-
telling and performing arts

groups, and Thursday evening
Hammer Readings (formerly
known as the Sunset Canyon poet-

ry series).

The purpose of many of these

programs is to make people aware
of the diversity and rich cultural

traditions that are flourish in L.A.,
as well as explore the ways that

the arts influence one another,
says Cindi Dale, the museum's
director of education.

"We want the museum to be a
rheeting place or living room for

UCLA," says Rodes, who believes

that strong cultural programming
will be the key to this goal.

Yet it's not so much the subject

matter of the programs or exhibi-

"We want the museum
to be a meeting place

or living room for

UCLA."
DavM Rodes

Grunwald Center

tions that is important, but how
relevant the questions and issues

are to a diverse, modem audience,
says Rodes. The upcoming exhibi-
tion of French Renaissance prints,

for example, will explore ques-
tions that are as relevant today as

they were over 300 years ago.

"Ultimately, human beings are

not that disparate from each
other," says Rodes. Finding that

which makes us human among so
much diversity will prove to be
the Hammer's ultimate test.

MANY ITEMS
HALT PRICE
Direct Iniport

250 Different Bags &
Backpacks

Shoulder Bags
Purses

'

Briefcases
Bookbags

Travel Bags
Accessories
Canvas Bagsi

Organizers
'not good <rith other diacounto

FOWLER
From page 5

people who are still living and
thriving in an area that is remote
from us," points out Quick. The
beauty of the textiles reveals the

scope and traditions of weaving
and sheds light upon the source of
certain Western textile deriva-
tives.

Traveling the shores of the
Flores and Solor Islands to the not
so distant Mexico, Fowler's "En
Calavera: The Paper-MSchd Art
of the Linares Family" (Nov. 6 to

July 16) presents grinning life-

size skeletons that exemplify a
lighter attitude towards death. Yet
while the exhibition focuses upon
one family's interpretation of
death, their sentiments shed light

upon the Mexican culture.

The Linares fanuTy wHT atteiid

the exhibit opening to demon-
strate paper-mdch6 techniques.
The family has created paper-
mSch^ art for more than a century
and uses imagery similar to the

symbols pervading the present
"Dia de Los Muertos" (Day of the

Dead) holiday. "This is some-
thing you see throughout many
years of Mexican history and ...

long traditions in Aztec times and
pre-Hispanic art," notes Quick.
Though the exhibit demon-

strates traditional themes, it also

addresses present concerns.
There's an earthquake scene that

is in remembrance of the people
who died in the Mexico City
earthquake, and I think (the

piece) certainly has reverbera-
tions in our own community,"
Quick says.

Fowler addresses the diversity

of the Los Angeles community
with photo exhibit "Irangeles:

Iranians in Los Angeles" (through
Nov. 13). Photographer Ron
Kelley captured 120 black and
white images over the course of
five years to explore the Iranian

community's cultural identity

that may stem from immigration
and assimilation, class, gender
and religion.

"People may think that a pho-
tography show on a community in

From the coast of West
Africa to downtown Los

Angeles, the fall

exhibits at Fowler

embrace diversity -

among cultures as well

as methods of

:pres&ion,--

Los Angeles is not terribly titillat-

ing," Quick says. Yet the Iranian

community "is a very substantial

community in Los Angeles., and
their experience has been much
like other exile communities in

Los Angeles ... need(ing) to build

a sense of community with their

own constituency and yet assimi-

late into a larger city. Those are

not foreign concepts at all."

From the coast of West Africa
to downtown Los Angeles., the

fall exhibits at Fowler embrace
diversity - among cultures as well
as methods of expression. Once
students discover Fowler, Quick
believes that they will "find a
place that they're going to meet
some provocative issues. They're
going to be looking at works and
ideas that they might not have
thought about before.

"I think it's important for us to

understand that there is so much
of a shared experience by so
many people. There's a kind of
solitude and a beauty that
emerges out of itesc works."

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
That's wtiy all of my contact
lens packages are complete.
You won't be surprised by

PR, ROSS J. SOMERS. OPTOMETRIST; (UCLA Alumni) SZ/^S^Jl^^Sr
^**"

you

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens tilting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPUnrE CAR
m 319-9999 m

1531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(corner of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

BRAM STOKER'S

A FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA FILM

<:::ojvi:ivi::EJvtoiovrix^:E i^iivxiTiEi^

FROM

coLLECi OR ximkpikc:ks
©1 992 COLUMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. EDITION 10.000

1-800-432-2235 ^7'a¥2«^
I wish to reserve a Dracula limited edition collector's watch.

DRACULAICON Quimitv Price #45 00

LOVE NKVER DI^:S Quintiiy Price §45 00

Applicable sales tax ___^____
Shipping and handling 53.75 per watch

Total

VISA aMASTHRCARJ^ QMONHY ()R1)HR/<:HK(;K

Credit Card Number • Exp. Date
Signature

Name
Addrcss-___

City.
: State Zip

Telephone Number
( )

,

y

Basfcini^ Robbing
Ice Cream

WELCOME BAi

50^ OF

$1 OF
TWOSC

WE DELIVElf
10% OFF TO UCLA
DISCOUNT NOT GO<

Exp. 10/14/94

H A BEAST

O BLAST
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DAE,
ARGER

'-4:30 p.nri.

WA'ALID I.D.
NY OTHER OFFER

208-8048 10916 Kinross Ave, Westwood Village
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SELF-DEFENSE
O R

>

-7^

W O M E
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Women can fight back successfully!
Empower yourself with realistic, hands-on, self-defense training
that will prepare you to respond quickly and effectively to a
variety of situations. Arm yourself with choices!

This comprehensive program could make a big difference in your life.

Self-Defense Workshops

A four-hour workshop designed to prepare women psychologically and
physically to deal with assaults. Tlie workshop offers knowledge of
simple, effective techniques that may help a potential victim to"
dissuade, escape from, or fend off an attacker. Free for UCLA
students, staff and faculty. For infonnation about options in advanced
self-defense training call the Women's Resource Center.

Saturdays • Callfor Fall Quarter times and dates

Workshops are taught by certified instructors from the nationally
recognized Los Angeles Commission on Assaults Against Women.

Your own body may be your best weapon. 1./

Sponsored by the WomenL's Resource Center and the
Department of Community Safety. To sign up for a
workshop call the WRC at206-8240 or stop by 2 Dodd Hall.

WRC racililics arc acccsNible lo xtudciiM wiih kiiMhiliiicx. Special <<crvicti<< are uvailaNc upoii requcM
wiihin 14 wofkmp ttayi. CaH 20M(240 or TDD <IW0» W.S'29»,

For m«n imcrtxied in ukin; tfll-dcfen*;. tall 206 K 240.

BLOCKER
From p€^e 8

responsibility to both its students

and to the general public. With its

affiliation with the Armand
Hanmier. the Wight Art Gallery,

the Grunwald Center for Gn^)hic

Arts, Fowler and the Center for the

Performing Arts, the school brings

such international artists like

Itzhak Perlman or STOMP! and
exhibits like "The French
Renaissance in Prints" to L.A. He
notes that "the community has
come not only to respect that but

to rely on that.**

Blocker hopes that just as the

students and faculty reconstruct

their ideas about art, the entire

UCLA and outside conmiunity
will use the arts to their full poten-

tial as well.

"Arts and architecture create a

window to the public that is

incredibly broad, many, many
times understated, sometimes
spotlighted, but permeating every-

thing," be says.

With the new School of Art
and Architecture ready to face a

new year, this window can only

become larger.

GATES
From page 6

three areas," says Gates. 'They
teach, they do service for the uni-

versity, and they pursue their own
research. So when you want to

encourage a faculty member to

come to UCLA, it's wonderful to

have your own theatre here, and
your own archive."

The archive. The world-
renowned, highly-utilized film

and television archive of 20,000
titles and 27 million feet of news-
reel. When TFT members utter

"the archive" they make it sound
like UCLA's secret weapon.

"Did you see 'Forrest Gump?'"
asks Gates. 'Those clips of
[Lyndon] Johnson, many are from
UCLA. The archive."

In this world of mass-duplica-

tion, there are still many film clips

that are one of a kind. Many of
these exist in the UCLA Film
archive, a resource that gives the

School of TFT a shot in the arm
and the Bruin population at large

another possibility for research.

Also, as part of the TFT, the

UCLA Film and Television

Archives hosts several theme film

series during the year, many of
which are drawn from UCLA's
own collection.

As for the School of TFT itself,

fall 1994 brings more progress as

the program moves towards the

future. This is the first year the

school is instating "new media"
classes to stay on the cutting edge
of filmmaking. Gates hesitates to

call these classes "multimedia,"

the catchword of the technological

'90s. "I prefer to call it the new
media," he says. "There are new
media that people will not even
consider multimedia, new ways of

communicating pictures, sound,
and story."

The school has been waiting for

these new classes for almost three

years, says Gates, but under the

advisement of the Dean's
Advisory Board they held off until

this year. "Last spring they said

'there's enough (new media) out

there now to warrant five, six,

seven classes," Gates says.

It is the same huge advisory

board that will make possible

another exciting program for grad-

uate film students, a mentorship
system. The new program pairs

The new program pairs

interested and qualified

students with high-level

entertainment industry

personnel.

interested and qualified students

with high-level entertainment

industry personnel. With names on
the Board like Jeffrey Katzenbeig,

Denzel Washington, and Mike
Ovitz - to name a few - this is the

opportunity of opportunities.

Other additions to the school

include the acquisition of Dunya
Ramicova, a talented designer.

Although cuts and last year's

earthquake provide temporary set-

backs, UCLA's School of Theater,
Film and Television is actively

preparing for the future. Gates
feels as optimistic now as he has

ever felt about the program and its

upcoming, newly scheduled
events.

"The principle job of the dean is

really quality control," he says.

"It's really to make sure that you
have in the system the highest

quality student, staff, and faculty

that you can get. To the degree
that good people come here, I feel

like I'm doing my job." /

abc

student Media Orientation
Ifyou're interested in working for the Daily Bruin, then stop by the

Student Media Orienution on October 3 in the Ackernun Grand Ballroom
at 6:30 pm. ''

I he orientation will provide more information on the journalism curriculum

in reponing, writing, editing, design, photography and radio.

DalyBralii
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Santa Monica Pier hosts Cirque du Solell's "Alegria" this fall.

THEATER
Frorp page 12

three weeks, so put this one at the

top of your list

(213) 365-3500) Oct. 2 -23. The
Westwood Playhouse

The long awaited play by
Steve Martin comes to Los
Angeles on Oct. 22 after a suc-
cessful run in Chicago. The play,

set in a Paris cafe in 1904, focuses

on an argument between Picasso

and Albert Einstein over topics

ranging from paintings to proba-
bility to lust.

(310) 208-5454. Oct. 22 - Dec. 4.

$1 9 student tickets.

Cirque du Soleil

Yes, it's back in town. But the

French circus has a new theme and
title this year - "Alegria." Along
with its new title comes new
actors, costumes, and sequences.
This time the production focuses

on how and when children replace

elders in the ever changing cycle
known as life.

(310) 458-7773. Opens Oct. 6 at

the Santa Monica Pier.

South Coast Repertory
Blanche DuBois and Stanley

Kowalski open the new season at

SCR in Tennessee William's
steamy controversy "A Streetcar

Named Desire." The classic deal-

ing with insanity, sexuality and
primal desires follows Blanche's
visit to her sisters and what occurs

during her stay.

(714) 957-4033. Sept. 9 - Oct. 9.

$10 discount with a valid IP or
$8for students a halfhour before

the show.

Los Angeles Repertory
Company, Inc.

What do Shakespeare and *To
be, or not to be"Jiave in common?
They're both closely related to the

LA Rep's newest production -

-"Hamlet." But unlike Tirost othCT

productions, this one will use nei-

ther set nor costumes, and only six

actors. The reason behind the

show's plainness: Robert
Ellenstein, the same man who
directed it in 1987 when it first

debuted.

(213) 464-8542. Oct. 7 - Nov. 13.

On Thursdays and Sundays $13
with a valid ID or $40for the

entire season.

Odessa Theatre
Along those Shakespearean

lines, the Odessa is doing its own
unique version of "Macbeth."
What makes this production
unique is the director's decision to

make the play only one hour and
40 minutes and have many of the

male parts portrayed by women.
These and a few other twists

should make this production
unlike any other.

(818) 752-0059. Sept. 27- Oct. 27.

The TifCany Theaters

Location of several touring

shows, the newest production to

hit the North Stage of the Tiffany

stars Mary Steenburgen and Jean

Smart and comes to you directly

from New York along with several

of the actors. Winner of the New
York Dram^ Desk Award and
Outer Circle Critics Award for best

play, Scott McPherson's
"Marvin's Room," is a definite

must see.

(310) 289-2999. Sept. 23 -

November
The MET Theatre
Most of us know America was

"discovered" in 1492 by
Christopher Columbus. But
Michael Dorn Moody saw the

story in a slightly different light.

He writes of how two pirates stole

"the new worid" from right under
his nose. Nominated for a Pulitzer,

'The Fool" is another prize pro-

duction worth noting.

(213) 957-1152. Sept. 16 - Oct.

30. $12.50 with a valid student

ID.

The Attic Theatre
Another classic that most stu-

dents have studied opens at the

Attic on Sept. 22. Arthur Miller's

"The Crucible" follows the histor-

ical witch hunt and trials that

plagued Salem during the 17th
century.

(213) 469-3786: Sept. 22 - Oct.

'

—
29.

Even though these productions
have yet to be seen by the Bruin,

the synopses sound interesting

enough that the it is dying to see

them. So, put aside some of that

extra cash and go spend a night on
the town with some great theater

for a decent price.

OPERA
From page 16

stailc production attempts to recre-

ate this. ,,,„ ^
Tenor Jorma Silvasti makes his

debut in the title role. Appearing
as Marguerite, the woman
destroyed by Faust who becomes
his savior, soprano Ver6nica
\nilaroel returns to Los Angeles
for her third season.

Conductor Lawrence Foster

steers the Los Angeles Chamber
Orchestra through GoutK)d's mas-
terpiece, a score laden with traps

for less sympathetic maestros
because of rn6mentary incon-

gruities between the music arKl the

drama. "You have a story that's

tough and austere, but the music ^,

goes from the hardest music to

stuff that could be in operetta,"

says Foster.

A Mozart opera is a basi^ingre-

dient for any opera season, alNvays

included in Hemmings' recipe.

This year brings a revival of
Jonathan Miller's successful pro-

duction of "Don Giovanni" (Sept.

27.30;Oct. 2,5,8, 11.14).

See CMM^A^p^i^ao

UCLA Graduate School of Theater, Film & Television

UCLA Independent Film & Television Producers Program
102D East Melnitz Building

405 Hilgand Avenue

Los Angeles, California 90024

310-206-3761

Fall 1994 Courses
Monday 11a.m.-2p.m.

FTV 431 Introduction t^Screenwriting - 4 units (Instructor: Hal Ackerman)
MACGOWAN 2310 B.

(Course #606-662-200)

Monday 7-1 Qp.m.
FTV 291 A' The Role of Management in the Entertainment Industry (Navigating through the

Studio Maze) - 4 units (Instructor: Peter Gul)er. Chairman & CEO -- Sony Pictures
Entertainment).

KNUDSON 1220B (Course #606-546-200)

Tuesday 7-1 Op.m,

FTV 29882 Feature Film Development - 4 units (Instructor: Cathy Rabin. Screenwriter).

MELNITZ 241 (Course #606-589-201

)

Thuraday7-lQp.m.
FTV 2898 CuH'ent Business Practices in Entertainment (The Art of Persuasion) - 4 units

(Instmctor: Arnold RIfkin, WorWwide Head, Motton Future Division).

MELNITZ 2534 (Course #606-534-200)

Thurrttiy7-1Qp.m.
FTV29883* Financing & Distributing Low-Budget FeaturdS - 4 units (Instructor: John Cones,

Securities Attorney)

AGSM 2284 (Course #606-589-203)

Friday 10a.m.-1 p.m.

FTV 247 Productwn Planning - 4 units (Instructor: Meryl Schreibman)
MELNITZ 2534. (Course #606-282-200)

rl.^UL^^:^^..f^A.iL^UUPP^^^^^
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THANKS
THE
FOLLOWING
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Em Young and Loara sOrRy tHNgS
diGirt wOrK out

Jon and Bo: wHeRe did yOu go?
yOu qUyS wErE oEttlnG gOod &
meeltoNd & pHoibshGp.

Monica: tOo bAd yOu cOuLdNT sTaY wItH uS.
yOurE a dEsZgN gUrU. —

—

Norman: tOo bAd yOu cOuldN't sTaY fUll tlnr€. go 9ersfl

Jenn: I sPeLLeD IT rIgHt tHiS tlnr£! yOu aRe a iNvAluAblE aSsEt
to tMS deParTmEMt

Shue-Ping: pHoToShOp eXpErT. thEre Is aDvErTisiNG IN yOuR
hOrlZoN W Not dEsIgN.

Danny: tHe nExT pIcAssO yOuRe gEtTINg tHe hAnC oF It kEeP IT
uP.

Sharon: cRaShI sAvE yOuR wOrK oPtEn gReAt JOb sO fAr.

Doris: tHe oNe vORks IN tHe bAdCgRounD aNd gEts tHe pb
Undsay: gReAt IDeAs nEeD tO sPeEd uP tHaT exEcuTlon a little

JInO (mR. bLeNd-o rAma mCmlUAn). hAns K LIZ M
pEtEr Z. jaihOtO-PdRsOns: aNDrEw & wOn jErRy aNd
his AEs tllaNks fOr aUL tHat wOrH peRRy (hOvS tHaT
lOb?). sUsAn 6. tErenCe H JUILe 6 & INtEmaL aNd
iVarYboDy else who oOntRlbUtEd tO this dePaAtMent

I .

- ^

hAsNT iT bEeN fUn?
-cLeMeNt

r^\
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Shoeless Joe says:
r

and they will come«

Call Display: (310) 825-2161

True Math.

i2S0

fzoo-

your ^

annual

Savings
f\oof

t^o

$1S $30 iHO $S0 $60 $70 l80 i90 ^100

your mor\tKiy fhone bill

You don't have to be a calc professor to see you could
save more with Aisar 7h^ ^^^ Savings.

M.

It's true— if you live off campus, AIXTThte r/M^'Savings

really could save you more. Just look up your average

monthly long dlstancx; bill on the chart, and see for yourself

Now here's why ATXTs and MCTs basic rates start c^ about

the same Then, with Friends and Family MCI advertises 20%

off your long'distance calls, but— here's the catch—only if

they're to MQ users who are also (xi your calling circle UsL Thith

Ls two-thirds of most Friends and Family members' calls arent

to thase selected people. So the average discount you end

up seeing on your bill is only 6%.* Not the 20% you expected

ATXT THie USA^ Savings is a whole lot simpler Spend

$25 a month, and we'll subtract 20% off your bill The lull

20%—rx)t some conditional percentage. Spend $75 a month,

and we'll take 30% off. You can save on calls to anyone,

anytime, anywhere in the good okl U& crf^A** No restrictions.

No calling circles. No disappointments.

So take a good look at the chart (you can ask a math

major for help) and check out who's saving you what. We
think you'll find you could be saving a lot more with AT&T

Call 1 800-TRUE-USAr And get all the savings you expect.

Ana: Your True Vmcer

r
I.

T"

J_*Di»cx)unt off MQ ha.sk rah^ Rrrndd A Family prwides

an extra dLvxiurH on qtMlifying (-alls

"•TJwcoOnt (iff ^rranr ha.* n-sklenOal rates. Av-jUahir in rtiOSt

area»L (Certain oeLiuskxis apply

ART
C 1994 AT&T

OPERA
From page 29

Composed in 1787, "Don
Giovanni" remains unchallenged

as one of the greatest of all

operas. Enjoying uninterrupted

success for the past 200 years,

the opera tells the story of the

libertine Don Giovanni, who
goes too far in his exploits when
he kills the angry father of a
woman he has spent the night

with. The spirit of the father

returns to drag the reprobate

Don screaming to hell in one of

the most famous of all scenes in

opera.

The title role will be split

between renowned baritone

Thomas Allen and Rodney
Gilfry, who also assumes the

roles of Valentin in "Faust" and
Dr. Malatesta in "Don
Pasquale," which will be staged

later this season. Paula
Rasmussen portrays Zerlina, one
of the Don's many love inter-

ests, and stage veteran Paul

Plishka assumes the role of
Leporello, Don Giovanni's hap-

less servant.

In November, the L.A. Opera
will mount a production of
Handel's masterly "Xerxes"
(Oct. 29, Nov. 2, 5, 8, 12).

Barring his "Messiah." the

"Music for the Royal Fireworks"
and his "Water Music," most lis-

teners are unaware of many
aspects of Handel's career,

including his success as an opera
composer. The decision to

mount a work so rarely per-

formed should prove to be
rewarding to an audience that

will otherwise enjoy more main-
stream operas.

Famous for its opening largo,

"Xerxes" depicts the romantic
entanglements of the young King
Xerxes, sung here by Lorraine
Hunt, and his entourage.

Later in the season, director

Peter Sellars gives L.A. Opera
his take on Claude Debussy's
impressionist masterpiece
"Pell6as et M^lisande" (Feb. 4, 7.

10, 12) by setting it in contempo-
rary Southern California. The
Los Angeles Philharmonic per-

forms Debussy's hushed and
intense score under the baton of
their music director Esa-Pekka
Salonen.

Verdi's famous "Otello" (May
6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 20, 23), based on
Shakespeare, features soprano
June Anderson as Desdemona
and incomparable tenor Placido
Domingo in the title role.

Following "Otello," the season
will close with a touring produc-
tion from Ihe Houston Grand

~

Opera of George Gershwin's
"Porgy and Bess" (June 7-18),
one of the great American operas.

This popular work features many
well-known songs and tunes and
is filled with ravishing moments
not known to those who have not

heard the work complete.

It makes a fitting conclusion to

a season devoted to exploring the

familiar and the unknown.

For more information about LA.
Opera, call (213) 972-7211,
Student rush tickets are available

for $10 one hour prior to each
performance.

THE

MBLROBB

50% OFF
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From page 22

formers of their stature are expect-
ed to tour to promote their prod-
uct. But the band was happy to

challenge that assumption.
After the "Green" tour of 1989

the band was incredibly worn out
They couldn't foresee playing
concerts again and their future as a
band was jeopardized. As the tour

wrapped up they made a fateful

decision.

"I was thinking Mf (touring) is

going to burn us out, make us
alcoholics, make us hate doing
what We love doing, then let's not
do it.'" says Buck. Once they
eliminated die concerts they were
dreading, the road ahead looked a
lot better. "Knowing that we
weren't going to tour and we did-
n't have to deal with that stress,"

says Berry, "the idea of making a
record became kind of attractive."

"It was just kind of wild that

after touring our asses off for 10
years, radio won't touch us, and
we d^ide to put out two records

*"Monster* is a good,

non-associative title.

It could be anything,

it could be Godzilla,

it could be Adolf

Hitler."

Peter Buck
R.E.M.

Hewhere we're not going to tour,

grins.

"Everyone in the industry was
like Mt's the kiss of death.'"

Five years later the band is still

waiting to die. Worldwide sales
for the past two albums have been
staggering and the anticipation for
the band's next tour will put it in

the league of the Eagles reunion.
Not bad for a band that spent the

'80s feverishly touring to gain any
recognition at all.

"When we started out," says
Buck, "we were four guys who
played in bars, we played two or
three sets a night, and you were
successful if people danced
through the whole sets and bought
lots of beer."

"We did our own songs too, it

was a really weird thing," he
laughs. "We weren't doing Van
Halen covers, we were going out
and playing things that we wrote
that people hadn't heard." .

A^Tiile this ambition resulted in

some interesting rock numbers,
conditions weren't exactly

conducive to musical diversity.

"One of the ^ays to keep their

interest was to play really loud and
really fast," says Buck. "We never
wrote a quiet song until 'Murmur'
came out. You'd play something
quiet and everyone would go to

the bathroom, meeting members
of the opposite sex, and smoking
cigarettes."

Many cigarettes must have been
smoked while listening to the last

R.E.M. effort, "Automatic for the
People," which despite its huge

page 32
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Andy and Tony

invite you to join them
in Light-Hearted

—
Roman Style Dining

010) 474-0102

Do

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

"Heh! UCLA has a yeagbopk!

Let's check ft out. It iSeiitbe
the bm:

helpiiiiMi^WpS the

ik for.
gisgSigigiS;

For infarthation, contact

Helen or Ken at 825-2640 or

leave a message.

'Friends, Romans, Countrymen, Lend Me Your Ears • II

leare s is

,d^
^^

Mark Antony,

UCLA '94

CO'
ttots^

d^

^v^,0c^

Serving Lunch, Dinner and Fun Daily!

Featuring Westwood's Largest Outdoor Patio & Java Bar

^vw/ *w?^

KESPEARE'S

BAR & GRiir

aH
1043 Westwood Boulevard, OlO) 208-3171
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The CSO Program
has a service for YOU!

Evening Escort Service
A walking security escort service is offered every day of Ae year from dusk until 1 am.
Our escorts carry two-way radios for contact with the UC Police Department.
Call (310) 825-1493 about 15 minutes before you would like to be escorted.

'_ -^ Evening Van Service

The Evening^Van Service provides a safe and convenient means of

transportation around campus at night. The service is free of

chai^ and available to all members of the UCLA community. The
Evening Van Service is available 6 pm to midnight, Monday
through Thursday during Fall, Winter, and Spring Quarters. Stops

on the van route include: Ackerman Union, Residence Halls,

campus Ubraries, CHS, Lot 32, and the.Westside apartn^ent areas.

For more specific information about routes and times, please call

the CSO Programs at (310) 825-9800.

Employment opportunities
The CSO Program is always taking applications for motivated students ready to work for a safer UCLA. Applications are

available on the north side of the campus Police Sution (601 Westwood Plaza), or call us directly at (310) 825-6760.

The CSO Programs - "Your safest way home.

"

954 & 956 Gayley Ave. Westwood, CA 90024
(310)824-0710 (310)824-7697

matrix*
ESSENTIALS

WHAT'S NEW FOR BACK 10 SCHOOL? THE NIGIIilGMT OF YDUR LIFE

Whof'i in? Whot'i out? Oor itoH ii troinwd in the loteit Your hair con look win kitMd and Mniotional in minutef

trends. Our full-»ervice Motrix EM«nfio»» lolon offer* you •*** dozding SigMiahti blended in. Oor A^lrix Ettentioli

contempororv, up-Kole coti end »tyiej, permi and hoir [•'^'**j°fW'r °'^'^y^ '•o*« »<>«» »»oir rtrong.

color. Be the lint to moke o stotemenl ond be tftc envy of oU
j^ohhy ond lui of »lun«. Ca« todoy. look unforgeBoWe

your friertds. Before you go bock to school, firtd out whot't
morrow

reolty new.

HAIRCUT..... $10
FULL LEG & BIKINI WAX $25
MANICURE & PEDICURE $15

also available Acrylics & Porcelain

From page 31

sonic range and beautiful

melodies, was slower than any-

thing the band had ever done.

*The last record was really

good." says Buck. **We could do it

again, but I don't know if we
could do it again better. I think it's

best for the band to try out some
new territory."

The new territory explored on
**Monster" is getting closer to their

nights playing in bars. Faster,

more spontaneous, and to use a
clich6d word, grungier, than the

orchestrated delit)eration of the

last albums, it's going to be a fiin

group of songs to introduce in

concert The band certainly took

some innovative chances creating

their "Monster."

See REM, page 35

VENUES
From page 21

the sound from the speakers will

be two or three seconds off (I kid

you not). Still, the spectacle of an
event that large is often enough to

compensate for such problems,
and a band has to put on a pretty

good show to get there in the first

place. To get to the Coliseum,
take the 405 south to the 10 east,

get off on Vermont and head
south.

About a notch down in venue
size is L.A.'s famed Dodger sta-

dium. A great place for a show.
Dodger Stadium hosted
Madonna's Blonde Ambition tour

and U2's "Zoo TV" outdoor
broadcast shows. To reach the sta-

dium, you take the 405 south to

L.A. is rich in stadiums

where rcx:k's giants

come to play before

crowds the size ofsome

midwestem states.

the 10 east to the 110 north and
get off on Stadium Way.

While "Arena Rock" may not

sound as enticing as it did back
when Journey and Boston ruled

the airwaves, arena shows can
still be exciting. Inglewood's
Great Western Forum, home of
the Lakers and Kings offers an
impressive sound system and up
to date facilities, adding up to a

premium viewing experience.

Moreover, the arena's closed roof
-enhances-44ghting effects and-
makes for more intense viewing.

To reach the Forum, just take the

405 south to the Manchester exit

and follow the signs.

The L.A. Sports Arena, home
of the Clippers, is the Forum's
poor relation. The substandard

facilities and a generally foul-

tempered, uninformed staff can
have a negative effect on a show.

Fortunately, few shows take place

there, although Neil Young and
Bruce Springsteen have both

See VENUES, page 33
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VENUE&
From page 32

Bruce Springsteen have t)oth

made it their L.A. location on
their most recent tours.

As we move down the venue
scale, we begin to reach facili-

ties built specifically for music
performances. The Irvine
Meadows amphitheater, home of
Lollapalooza 2 and this year's
Weenie Roast, hosts many head-

As we move down
the Venues scale, we

begin to reach facilities

built specifically for

music performances.

liners each year. The open air

setting is split into a lower sec-
tion with seats and an upper
lawn portion, creating the per-
fect place for a summer show. To
reach it, just take the 405 south
until the end of time where
you'll hit the Irvine Center Drive
offramp and turn right

Similarly designed and not
much nearer is the Pacific
Amphitheater, located in Cosu
Mesa. To reach the Pacific
Amphitheater, take the 405
south to FaiiVjew and go sooth
for about three miles.

Specializing in mellow, adult
contemporary fare, the Greek
Theater has l)ecorae a ^reat date
venue. Don't be fooled by this

summer's Stone Temple PiloU
show; Michael Bolton, Tina
Turner and UB40 are the norm
here. Watch out for the stack
parking, which presents quick,
early exits before the encore. If

you've got the legs for it, park
below on the street and hoof it

up the hill - you'll save a quick
five bucks and shave an hour off
your departure time. To reach
the Greek, take Santa Monica
Boulevard to Western Avenue,
where you'll hang a right and
follow it to Fern Dell Road.
The Universal Amphitheater

can stifle a show. Located right

on the Universal Studios lot, the

Amphitheater, with its carpeted
floors and plush leather, feels
too anesthetized. When Ministry
and Helmet appeared there a
couple of years back, the indus-
trial sounds and cheesey lights

just didn't gel. It seems better
suited to host musicals, as it did
this past summer with "The
Who's 'Tommy.'" To get there,

take the 405 north and the 101 to

L.A . and get off on Lankershim.
"y^The new Blockbuster Pavilion
is a truly impressive venue.
Most shows playing in the San
Bernardino location have a com-
panion date in L.A., but if they
don't and you simply have to sec
the band, you'll be in for a long
drive and a pleasurable concert
experience. The Pavilion boasts
a great sound system, a perfect
layout and an attractive look. To
reach it, fill up your tank with
gas, take the 10 east for about an
hour to the 15 north to Las Vegas

.?>'4,

See VENUES, pa^ 34
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/\cne-r\ I pegfable
• Deqhpore deniiig • Ghemical ped
• Non-flogical fmx lift • Rqovemian
• Wb cny the nMMt effecdye pRMkict for protdem iba

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

'% OIF Tiwl visit!
^r\(

i<tii»A»wb>idUUJi>«Jlioulclo(|(nJpaF«!

"What a difTerence it has made**
Thii letter u a leitiinoay of my benefiu from Beveriy Hflli Acne-Skin Care

Chnk, I had never had previoui severe acne profalemi until my 1st year in college.
It was a very depressing situatioa and teemed to be getting progressively worse. 1
can still remember how painful the akin condition was - both physically and
eroooonally.

Tliere was hope I realized when I came to BH Acne-Skin Care Clinic. Mary had
much experuie and she knew bow I was feeling. Even better, the knew how lo
relieve me of my pixiUem. After, my skin began to dear up. What a wonderful
feeling a was to know that my conditkn could be solved! I highly recommend
anyone who has acne problems to this chnic. It really woiksl

Qan Benson

UCLA Stiuleru, Senior

^CLA Center for the Performing Arts Presents

* *i

AS FEATUI

GOOD MORNING AMERICA AND TARGET COMMERCIALS!

^
SEE WHAT ALL THE NOISE IS ABOUT

1994 national tour sponsored by ©lARGET

STOMP is the biggest hit of the year. This show is a winner!
""*"

'^^

"^
The London Evening Standard

//

A sure-fire crowd pleaser with a rock-and-roll heart!
The New York Times

ft

IISTOMP does for rhythm what Freud did for sex."
T\me Out, London

• ••TtV«t f«

'A syncopated cacophony of joyful noise.
Variety

Glorious pandemonium. I call it heaven!
Village Voice

UMrm ENQAGEMENT! THREE WEEKS ONLY!
Sept. 30 thrown Oct. 23

Wto -te 8 Mi, Siu 2 PM, Sun 7 pm
VkniMNt Wadswortn Imuam-^— —^ TteNETS $3S, 2S; 13*

*StlHlMltS Wfftll M>.

Charcue-By-Pnome

(310)825-2101

//

sc^ oc^^
Or^W
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Science Fiction - Fantasy - Horror

Role-Playing Qames - Posters - Notecards

Art Books

Small Presses:
Necronomicon Press

Underwood-Miller
Arkham House
MarkZiesing

Games:
Wizards of the Coast

(Magic. Jyhadl
TSR (AD&D)

Games Workshop
(Warhammer. WH40K)

Palladium (Rifts)

West End Games
(Star Wars RPG)

Steve Jackson Games
(GURPS)

523 Santa Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica. CA 90401
Phone (310)917-9112 - Fax (310)395-8238

Hours: Mon - Sat 11:00am - 8:00pm • Sun 12:00pm -6:00pm

10% discount for students w/I.D.

ADVERTISE.
GET THE POINT? Daily Bruiii

K ^ 'The

m.lX.^.,,lMIII | I

J
I.Uj .|I I M|

|

iMJJM|MM

H&SE H0RR0R-C0MEDY1 \^

;-\* " <Qll|c PMPP«*«» imaginative video, \ . \ ^.^
;

- r -^^g^^l/ons of spurting btio&dt

. I had nightmares after seeing this playt "^ -

' . . . CHICAGO READER ^ •>, ^

COMESPIN

Ji'f GIANT A

Thurs, FrI 8:00

Sat 7:30, 10:30

Sun 7:00

VENUES

Zephyr Theatre
7456 Melrose Ave.
Tickets: 213-660-8587

From page 33

for about 20 minutes and look

for the sign.

The Hollywood Bowl was
designed for orchestra music but

hosts an occasional rock act, like

Morrissey or the Beatles. It's a

beautiful venue, nestled perfect-

ly in the Hollywood Hills, right

next to the Greek Theater, but

the sound can get muddled and
thin if you're sitting too far

back. The RTD offers shuttle

buses from the Veteran Building

to the Bowl. Tickets can be pur-

chased at the Central Ticket

Office on campus, and given the

Bowl's hellish parking set up,

it's well worth looking into.

L.A. is also the home of many
clubs providihg a great chance to

spend an intimate evening with a

favorite band of yours for a rea-

sonable price. The Hollywood
Palladium, the largest, hosted a

number of cool shows last year,

from Smashing Pumpkins to

Nine Inch Nails. It normally Alls

with mosh-crazy bruisers, and
the entire floor can become a

swirling mass, which can be

good or bad depending on your

mosh stance. But be warned, if

you just came to watch, your

odds are slim. To find the venue

take Sunset to just past Vine and

look on your left.

The Palace is perfect: just

small enough to be cozy, but big

enough so you don't feel sorry

for the band. It's also the club of

choice for many up-and-coming

alternative bands. A sweet sound

system, a nice bar with a view of

the stage and an overhead bal-

cony with about 20 rows of seats

highlight the plus column for

this venue. To get there ti

Sunset to Vine, turn left and go
up past Hollywood to the

Capitol Records building and
it'll be on your right.

The Whisky and Roxy, both

small-sized rock clubs and both

located just east of Bel Air on
Sunset Boulevard, thrived in the

mid-' 80s when heavy metal hair

bands ruled. They're no^ hav-

ing a bit of an identity crisis, but

each still manages to attract

some cool bands and offer rea-

sonably priced shows. You never

know when you might see the

next Guns *N' Roses or Jane's

Addiction there, although your

odds are probably slim. Just take

Sunset east until you hit neon.

The Troubador, on Santa

Monica Boulevard, still hasn't

accepted the fact that the '80s

have ended, and it's walls still

sport giant portraits of Jon Bon
Jovi.. Vince Neil and Steven
Tyler. Occasionally it will host a

great show, like last year's

Breeders and Beck gigs, but

these days are few and far

between.

This fair city's newest club is

the Viper Room, located just

down the block from the Whisky
and Roxy on Sunset. It gained

publicity first because of its

owner, Johnny Depp and next

after the tragic death of River

Phoenix on its front steps. The
Room's title is no misnomer. The
club is tiny and its stage is tinier.

It's normally used for industry

showcases for up and coming
bands, and if you want to see

them you ought to come early

given its small capacity. Of
course its coolest shows are unan-

nounced, such as last year's Mick
Jagger and Johnny Cash gigs, but

if you know about those you
shouldn't have any trouble get-

ting in.

There you have it. Armed with

this listing, the L.A. Weekly con-

cert guide, a credit card and a

phone, the world is in your grasp.

A

From page 32

***Let me in* is just a hugely dis-

torted, massive guitar with all this

echo and reverb and nothing else

and a vocal," says Buck of one of
the album's new tracks. "It's a
nwving song but you could easily

have done it on acoustic guitar and
sound like James IViylor. Instead it

sounds like a steamroller rolling

over James Taylor."

In "Automatic" the band went
from studio to studio and enlisted

guest musicians to fine-tune each
song. This time they just janmied
and recorded." It forced us to treat

"I was thinking *if

(touring) is going to

bum us out, ... make us

hate doing what we
love doing, then let*s

not do it.'
>»»

Peter Buck

each track as it was," says Berry,

"and not to start throwing shit on
lop of it"

So the band is back on the road
after "Monster" comes out, giving

themselves a little over five years of
existence as R.EM. That is, if you
believe what they said in the mid-
oUS.

For a couple of years the band
hekl to a grandiose plan to quit pre-

cisely on the year 2000. One intense

show, the ball drops, and the ex-
membos of R.E.M. leave the stage.

Perhaps the hottest ticket of the mil-

lennium.

But recently, band members have
been less romantic. Stipejoked with
Th^ Bruin at the 1994 MTV Movie
Awards that the band would sell out I

post-2000 and keep going. Here at

the Four Seasons, Buck and Berry
are also abandoning the idea. Has
Mike Mills been filled in that

R.EM will still need a bass player?

"People ask us when we're
going to break up," says Buck. "It's

like asking when you're going to

die," finishes Berry. But they still

smile at the idea of a year-2000

si^t
"It's as good an answer as any,"

smiles Buck. "I'd love to do the set,

say goodbye, comeback and do one
song for the next century, maybe
write a song for the year 2000 that

will chart the course of history for a
hundred years and then break up."

It could happen. But it would
certainly be hard to give R.EM. the

kiss of death again.

Student

Media
Orientation

If you're interested in woricing for

the Dauv Bruin, then nop bjr the Student

Media Orientaiion on October 3 in the

Ackerman Grand BaUroom at 6:30 pm.

he orienution will provide more
information on the joumabsm cuniculum
in reporting, writing, editing, design,

photography and radio.
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r" (AND MAKE SOME MONEY)

advertise daily bruin 310-825-2161
tfi

(Xr-s*

Simplify, simplify"

Henry David Thoreau

"Hey that's not a bad idea!'

AVkT

ma Unip^^raai

AE^ Universal MasterCaixL
The credit,cash and calling caid. All in one

The A1<&T Universal MasterCard. No annual fee—ever. Access to cash arover 350,000 locations.

Plus an AT&T calling card. Because life should be contemplated. Not complicated.

Call 1800 438-8627 to request an c^ication

ei994/aaar

ATBI
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Kaplan.

jirepares more students for stan-

daj((P^ed graduate amissions tests (liki

GRE, GMAT, MCAT and LSAT) tliaK any-

one in the bu^ess. We help students
>

focus their studies, overcome their wealc-

nesses, and get higher scores. Kapian etu^

dents get the most complete test prei

on materials available Including comput-

aiyzed pr|K:tlce tests, home-study

rials, a training library and the latest

tive technologies.

f a higher score

801-K.ftP-TEST
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Sports o^

^-

In Good Form...

After losing early to University of San E)iego two
years running in the NCAA tournament, Eddie
Lewis (Itjft) and the UCLA men's soccer team are

ready to challenge for the national crown again. The
Bruins have talent and depth all over the field,

including defender Frankie Hejduk and newcomer
Julio Umana.

See page 3

Sideout, UCLA...

For the UCLA women's volleyball team, there is

no such thing as a rebuilding year, even after losing

All-American setter Julie Bremner and middle
blocker Irene Renteria to graduation. Led by Annett

Buckner (left), the Bruins have once again defied the

pundits and vaulted to No. 4 in the polls on strength

of a 7- 1 early season record.

_—— '- See page 4
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From the chief:
hail to the crew
We are only as good as

the sum of our parts,

and that adage cer-

tainly applies to the Daily Bruin
Sports section.

Sure, it is nice to be The Bniin's

sports editor. I read all the stories

and decide where they'll run, but

what makes this sports section

woric is its dedicated group of writ-

ers and editors. Alone, each is a

byline, but together, they comprise

a powerhouse in collegiate sports

joumalisni.

Proof? California

Intercollegiate Press Association

named this section the best of its

kind three out of the last four

years. ^^^^^^^^™
Writing

awards: game
reporting,

sports news
writing and
column writ-

ing. And, a

Sports

Illustrated

writer in our

midst.

Like a vet-

eran ball club

with lots of

returning

starters, the

Lawrence

Ma

1994-95 Sports staff has experi-

ence on its side, beginning with

football and men's basketball beat

writer Randy Satterbui^g and
assistant editor Scott Yamaguchi.
Salterburg brings a fun~ye&r of
experience with him to the two
beats, while Yamaguchi has

proven to be more than capable

on the track and field beat and
coverage of the final seasons of

men's swimming and men's gym-
nastics with senior staff writer

&ther Hui last year.

After interning at The Bruin for

a year and becoming a staffer in

the summer, Melissa Anderson
has vaulted to the rank of assistant

editor as she begins her sopho-

more year at UCLA. While her

friends thought she'd become a

teacher, Anderson has the press

box in her sights.

"I can't think of a better way to

combine the two things I enjoy
most - writing and sports," she

says. "It's definitely the best of

both worlds."

Each of the beat writers «t The
Bruin seems to develop a love for

the sport they cover. For me, it's

volleyball. R>r senior staff writer

Tim Costner, it's soccer. Futbol, in

fact, has become an obsession for

Costner. He'd stay up into the wee
houre of the morning to watch the

Premier League on Prime Ticket

World Cup *94 was actually his

wildest dream. ^
As for my beloved volleyball

beats, well, they will be in the

good hands of staffer Eric Branch.

Last year, the two UCLA volley-

ball teams went 57-4 with me on
the beat. We'll see if Branch's

teams can top that.

In the summer of 1993, Alan
Shipnuck landed an internship

with Sports Illustrated, with a

New York address to boot. He
went to Augusta National to cover

The Masters, and then went one-

on-one with Ken Griffey Jr. Quite

simply,, it was a dream come true.

Shipnuck will be a contributing

writer for The Bruin on the major
happenings in UCLA sports. Other

contributors include Mark
Singerton (cross country), Ross
Allan (women's soccer) and Hye
-Kwon (golf).

And finally, there are the

columnists, Eric Billigmeier and
Chris Schreiber. As last year's

Sports editor, Billigmeier covered
basketball and football. This year,

he will provide his unique per-

spective from the stands.

Schreiber also covered those

beats and was an assistant editor

last year. In addition to his col- •

umn, Schreiber will also write a

couple of special series each quar-

ter. In his view of the sporting

life, Schreiber doesn't see much
in the stat sheets. He'd rather have

a drink with the guy or gal who
poured it on.

"I think numbers are overrat-

ed," he says. "I think the person-

alities that put up the numbers are

what sports is really all about"
I hope all of our parts will add

up to a pretty good year. Just

remember to turn to us each morn-
ing on the back page. And thanks

for reading.

Freebies return for
Olympic sports fans
Athletic department

eliminates stu(dent

admission charges

for selected events

By Mark Singerton

In an effort to increase atten-

dance at athletic events for the

1994-95 school year, the UCLA
Athletic Department ^has
returned to its policy of free
admissions for all contests,
excluding football and men's
basketball games.

Last year, ticket prices for the

Olympic sports were $1 per stu-

dent, but the recent move was
not made for financial reasons,
UCLA marketing director Scott
Mitchell said.

"We need to increase the
excitement level for UCLA
sports," Mitchell explained.
"Frankly, we were very disap-
pointed last year with the turnout
at some of the other events."

The move was brought about
by a change in the general pric-

ing structure of UCLA sports.

Football and basketball tickets

were offered at a 30 percent dis-

count through a combined sports

package and were not available
separately. Students who bought
the package have access to all

UCLA sporting events at a set

rate, with free admission to
events in the Olympic sport cate-

gory.

The 1,500 sports packages that

were available have sold out« but
a limited number of individual

game tickets are still available.

However, priority numbers to the

use football and basketball
games will only be granted to

sports package holders.

"(The athletic department) is

going to evaluate attendance
again after this season and see
what the price change and the
package does," Mitchell said.
"Right now, there are teams that

are playing in virtual anonymity.
We need to show some support
for these teams."

~
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UCLA feels ready to make title run
Fifth-ranked men's soccer

has talent and depth at all

positions, including bench

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The youths are getting restless.

After losing in the first round of the
NCAA playoffs for the last two years, the
UCLA men's soccer team - which features

just one senior in the starting line-up - is

poised to make a run at a national title this

year.

_ The Bruins (5-0 at press time) are current-

ly ranked fifth nationally, and feature an
offense so aggressive that even the UCLA
defenders are scoring goals this season.

Defender
on the
attack

So far,.the Bruins have outscored their

opponents 15-3 and have displayed a strong

ability-to find ways to win. They won three

of those five in overtime.

"Every team that I've ever had at UCLA
I've expected to make a run at the Final
Four,'* UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid said.

"But we've been a little like a Jekyl-and-
Hyde team because we've played a good
game followed by a bad game. But by the
same token, we've won those bad games."
•The forwards: Like last season, UCLA

usually runs a 4-4-2 offense with fellow
juniors Ante Razov and Robbie LaBelle up
at the front as the strikers.

Razov led the Bruins in scoring in 1993
with 1 1 goals and 1 1 assists, while LaBelle
contributed seven goals and eight assists. AF
this point, RazoV has two goals and three

assists and LaBelle has three goals with no

assists.

•The midfleld: The Bruin midfield fea-

tures senior newcomer Julio Umana this sea-

son at the right wing position. Umana is a
transfer from East Los Angeles College who
scored 11 goals and 17 assists during his last

season with his former team:

Umana will replace Eric Chaisongkram,
who tore his anterior cruciate ligament in the

off-season. Last year, Chaisongkram con-
tributed six goals and 10 assists.

Junior Eddie Lewis will play opposite
Umana at the left wing and should prove to

be one of the Bruins' greatest offensive
threats this season. Lewis currently leads the

team with five goals and one assist.

"Eddie's a very good forward and we play
Tum wide left," Schmid said. "He doubled

See UCLA SIDE, page 19

Soccer lineup

Below are thd starting 11 for the
UCLA men's soccer team.

A. Razov R. LaBelle
(F) (F)

G. Vanney
(MF)

E* Lewis J. Umana
(MF) (MF)

C.Meyer
(MFO

A.Frye F. Hejduk
(D) (d)

K. Wright K.Coy0

i ^

(Sweeper) (0)

C. Snitko
(QK) i

->

Frankie Hejduk

has emerged from

the Bruin backfield

as one of UCLA*s

offensive threats

By Tim Costner
r

Coming to America:
UCLA's Julio Umana

UCLA Sports Information

Frankie Hejduk has scored two goals this season.

Never mind the fact that UCLA's
Frankie Hejduk is considered one of the
nation's top collegiate defenders.

After touring five countries and three conti-
nents this summer, the 5-foot-6-inch junior has
much more to offer than the ability to diffuse a
potential shot on goal.

In fact, Hejduk has developed into an offensive
weapon for the Bruins this season, overlapping
deep from the backfield to score two goals in his
first five games.

It's all the result of his experience playing with
and against some of the best new soccer talent in
the world.

*I feel twice as confident this season as com-
pared to last season," said Hejduk, who spent the
UCLA off-season with the Under-23 National
Team. "Last year I might have been a little tenta-
tive to go forward, whereas this year I feel much

more confident with the ball and knowing who I

want to give it to."

Since the end of last spring, the Under-23 Team
Ms taken Hejduk to Chile, France, Italy and
Holland, while the U.S. Olympic Festival brought
him to St. Louis as a member of the West team.

In each tournament, Hejduk impressed the
coaches enough to earn the starting slot at right

fullback.

"The best tournament was in France," Hejduk
said. 'There were scouts there from nearly every
European club team. Everyone was playing at a
high level of intensity, and since it was a full-

blown tournament, I got to see where I stood.**

As one might guess, the European players had a
better grasp of soccer as a team game, but accord-
ing to Hejduk, the American players matched the

See HEJDUK, p^ 18

El Salvador native

transfers from JC,

brings talent to

UCLA midfield

By Tim Costner
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

For Julio Umana, playing soccer

for the UCLA men's team has been

a dream eight years in the making.

And since the 23-year-old
joined the Bruins with just one
year of NCAA eligibility remain-

ing, he has just one short year to

help lead UCLA to its third
national championship.

"I wanted to come here since I

came to the United States in

1986," said Umana, a native of El

Salvador. "It was my dream to

come here, and now after the four

years that I've been out of high
school, I've made it."

Umana gained attention from
the UCLA coaches as a member
of the Under-23 state and nation-

al championship team, as well as

a member of the East Los
Angeles College team, which
won the 1990 state champi-
onship. That season, Umana
scored 21 goals and tallied 14
assists, earning an All-South
Coast Conference selection.

"Most UCLA players play for

the state team, and they started

talking to (UCLA head coach)
Sigi (Schmid) about me," Umana
said. "But I didn't have enough
-tfftnsfefaWe units te come to

UCLA until this year."

So now Umana is playing soc-

cer at the highest collegiate level,

an adjustment that hasn't exactly

come easily, but one that has
come along steadily.

On the rise

Julia^nana

Senior ^
Poelt^: Midfielder

Hel^t 5-6

Hometown: Hollywood

Keep an
can

use he
nities

MEUkNIE OKAMURA/Daily Brum

"It's a physical game here," the

5-foot-6-inch, 145-pound Umana
admitted. "I was used to more of

a touch-type game, but here
there's more running and it's

more physical. I've just got to get

used to it."

Umana, who plays right half-

back for the Bruins, is an adept
dribbler with the ability to get by
three or four defenders and create

scoring opportunities.

"It's hanj to score goals (at this

level),** Umana said. "Defenders
don't give you a lot of time to

think when you get the ball, so

before you even get the ball you
have to think about what you're

going to do. But I'm doing all

right, and know that I'm only
going to get better. The coaches
demand a lot from me, and that's

what I expect from them."

Men's soccer buzzes through early season undefeated
By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Just three minutes into the sea-

son, the UCLA men's soccer team
had to answer a question that was
on many people's minds after last

season's first round upset to the
University of San Diego:

Can this year's squad find ways
to win?
And as Stanford took a 1 -0 lead

in the third minute of UCLA's sea-

son opener on Sept. 3, even
UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid
had to ask himself how the team
would respond.

**It was good," Schmid said of
the game. "It was one of the tests

that I think this team has to have.

Lewis, LaBelle each score hat tricks,

UCLA opens year with 5-0 start
Do they have the character to win
a game when things aren't going
wcUr
The Bruins (5-0) responded

with a 2-1 win in overtime.

UCLA found the equalizer in

the 15th minute when midfielder
Caleb Meyer hit a half-volley near
the 18-yard line for a goal.

Left winger Eddie Lewis hit the

game-winner in the 107th minute
on a header that midfielder Joe
Christie set up on a free kick.

•Against Sacramento State on
Sept. 5, the Bruins dominated the

Hornets, 5-0, thanks in part to a

hat trick by forward Robbie
LaBelle.

LaBelle began the onslaught in

the 12th minute, scoring on an
assist by fellow forward Ante
Razov.

Nine minutes later, LaBelle
added a second goal on a break-
away chip shot
UCLA went up, 3-0, in the 38th

minute when Razov hammered
the ball into the net from the goal

box, and defender Frankie
Hejduk tacked on the Bruins
fourth goal in the 44th minute,
knocking in a loose ball from

close range.

LaBelle capped the scoring in

the 53rd minute on a through ball

from Razov that put him in a one-

on-one with the goalie.

•On Sept. 9, the Bruins got
their third victory of the season,

topping Westmont College 1 -0 in

overtime as defender Adam Frye

finished on an assist by midfield-

er Josh Keller in the 1 13th
minute.

•UCLA traveled to Davidson
College in North Carolina for its

next two games, the first of which
was a 5-1 rout of Davidson on
Sept. 14, fueled by Lewis' hat

trick.

See M. SOCCER pi^ IB

The story so far...

UCLA's top point scorers

through Sept. 15.

Eddie
Lewis

5 1 11

Ante
Razov

2 3 7

Robbie
LaBelle

3 6

Frankie
Hejduk

Caleb
Meyer

2

1

- 1

2

5

4

^"^^^^^

JMOOK/DaNyBniin
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Volleyball defies its critics with victdrie^
By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

The fourth-ranked UCLA women's vol-

leyball team faced two options in the sec-

ond game of their match against No. 6
Pacific on Sept. 1 8 - fold or fight.

After dropping the first game 13-15 and
trailing S-10 in the second, the Bruins
made their decision - prepare for battle.

The result was a gutty, 13-15, 15-11, 15-

U, 15-11, victory which gave the Bruins
the Mizuno USA Cup in La Grange, 111.

The victory ran the women's record to 7-1

in the pre-season.

"Lwas extremely impressed with the

showing of our competitive spirit,"

UCLA triumphs at Wahine Classic, Mizuno Cup,
vaults to No. 4 ranking with 7-1 preseason record

UCLA head coach Andy Banachowski
said. "We came back and turned the match
around. We easily could have given up
and played it out, but the girls fought."

Senior outside hitter Annett Buckner
and freshman setter Kim Coleman trig-

gered the comeback. Buckner, who took
home tournament MVP honors (48 kills,

six blocks, 23 digs) smashed down a sea-

son-high 29 kills. Meanwhile,
Banachowski' s second-game substitution

of Coleman for sophomore setter Kelly
Flannigan rallied the Bruins.

"Kim came off the bench and sparked
us," Banachowski said. "She had a couple
blocks that really dispirited UOP."
The Bruins arrived in the finals after

systematically dismantling No. 25
Wisconsin, 15-7, 15-8, 15-12. The
defense set the tone, led by six blocks
apiece by middle blockers sophomore
Kim Krull and senior Alyson Randick.
Junior Jenny Johnson chipped in with 12
digs.

•••

TbePlorida State Invitational in

Tallahassee, Sept 9-10, provided the

women with the only blemish on their

preseason record. In the opener against

No. 2 Penn State, the women's first-game

.306 hitting percentage translated into a

quick 15-10 advantage.

However, a flurry of hitting errors,

including a season-high 13 in the third

game, gave the spikers from Happy Valley

the 10-15, 15-12, 15-12, 15-13 victory.

All-Tournament selection Annett
Buckner's 21 kills and Jenny Johnson's

15 digs led the attack in the 2 hour and 10

minute match, the season's longest

"I was frustrated we didn't compete

See VOLLEYBALL, pc«0 28

An upsetting dilemma for UCIA

Andrew Scholer/DAILY BRUIN

Kim Coleman

Flannigan takes on
frosh Coleman
in a setter's duel

By Eric Branch ^

Daily Bruin Staff

It is a familiar story; a team
loaded with offensive weapons,
looking for the right person to

give the biggest guns to the ball.

Two very qualified players with
very similar styles of play com-
peting for one spot. Coach rotates

both, hoping to find the right

combination. Competition seems
never-ending.

Yes, it is college volleyball's

version of Steve Young vs. Joe
Montana: Kim Coleman vs. Kelly

Flannigan, the setter controversy.

Sophomore setter Flannigan
and freshman blue-chipper
Coleman have spent the summer

and preseason battling to take
over All-American setter Julie

Bremner's old throne. At stake:

who gets the honor of teeing it up
for UCLA's flock of fearsome
hitters which includes Player of
the Year candidate Annett

... it is college

volleyball's version of

Young vs. Montana . .

.

Buckner.

"Kelly Flannigan is more expe-

rienced running this team,"
UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. 'The team is a

little more comfortable with her

right now. Kelly is excellent at

running the quick attack and she

is stronger in her overall leader-

ship right now."

Advantage Flannigan.

"As foi'Kim Coleman, she puts

up a better ball to the outside,"

Banachowski said. "She is also a

little better blocker at this point."

Advantage Coleman.
"It seems like they are pretty

much equal," sophomore middle-

blocker Kim Krull said. "It's not

really fair to have just one of
them out there. I don't know
what Andy is going to do."

Push. Flip a coin?

During the Bruins first two
three-game tournaments,
-flannigan had started the first

and last games with Coleman
starting the middle match. After

the early season matches the set-

ters had similar views of the situ-

ation.

"I think it would be easier on
the team to have just one setter,"

See SETTERS, page 29 Kelly

Andrew Schoter/DAILY BRUIN
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Poloists impress in eariy tests
No^SUCLA
opens season
in good form

By Scott YamaguchI
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When the final wave had rolled

into the gutter of the Sunset
Canyon Recreation Center pool
Sept. 21, the UCLA men's water
polo team had handed Long Beach
State a 19-5 drubbing, and its win-
loss record stood at a healthy 7-2.

However, despite his team's
early season success, UCLA head
coach Guy Baker was reluctant to

make any end-of-the-season pre-

Water

dictions.

"We're taking it one game at a

time," Baker said. "The early sea-

son schedule has been a little bit

kinder this year than it was last -

we've only had three games
against top-eight teams - so we're

still untested."

Untested, perhaps, but the
Bruins have already improved on
last year's early season 4-5 record.

UCLA opened the season Sept.

3-7 with a second place finish in

the Hawaiian Tourney, posting a

12-10 win over UC San Diego and
a 14-8 victory over Chaminade
before falling to Stanford in the

championship game, which was
played unofficially so as not to

affect the records of the two
teams.

"We play each other so many

times, and in the past, one or two
games have made the difference,"

Baker said. "We didn't want our
fate to be decided in Hawaii, and
we were both missing a player."

The missing players were
Stanford's Jeremy Laster and
UCLA's Jim Toring, both of
whom were in Rome, Italy, with

the U.S. National Team for the

World Championships. Toring is

the Bruins' leading returning scor-

er in 1994, and his absence has no
doubt adversely affected UCLA.
The success of the team, however,

has been no accident.

At the Southern California
Tournament in Irvine Sept. 10-11,

the Bruins were fourth-place firF

ishers, defeating No. 10 Long

See WATERPOLO, p^e 30

I I covets lefty Covec

Jenfrnm^lDMLfBnm

Southpaw freshman

avoids redshirting,

earns starting spot

on the Bruin team

By Scott YamaguchI
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Consult the roster listed in the

UCLA Athletic Department's
men's water polo media guide,
and the asterisk beside Steve
Covec's name would have you
believe that the true freshman is

redshirting this season.

Since the time of publication,

however, things have changed,
and the Palo Alto High School
product will not only be playing

this season, he will likely be a

starter.

"Before the season, a lot of peo-
ple assumed that I would be red-

shirting, but I was hoping I would-
n't have to," Covec said. "I would
come in and contribute, and then

Guy (Baker) approached me after

about-two weeks of practice, and
told me that he didn't want to red-

shirt me. I guess it was just the

hard work, but I did have some
lucky breaks."

The most important of those
lucky breaks was the fact that

Covec is a left-handed shooter -

something that the Bruins desper-

ately needed. However, according

to head coach Guy Baker, playing

the 5-foot- 1
1 -inch southpaw over

more experienced right-handers is

no sacrifice to UCLA where talent

is concerned.

"Covec has been a nice
bonus," Baker said. "I expected
him, coming in, to redshirt, but
because we needed left banders, I

thought that he might play. After

seeing him in scrimmages, I

thought that maybe we could
have him ready to play by
November, and he just keeps on
going and going to the point
where he started the SoCal tour-

nament, and he played well.** '^

The Southern California
Tournament, hosted by UC Irvine

at Corona Del Mar High School,

is considered by many to be one
of the most prestigious water
polo tournaments at the collegiate

level and consistently attracts

See COVEC, page 30

Jim Toring returns aTter playing in Rome with the natk>nal team.

Toring finally home
Sophomore star finishes stint with

U.S. National Team on high note

By Scott YamaguchI
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Surely, if any doubt existed

as to the impact that sopho-
more Jim Toring has on the

UCLA men's water polo team,

it was laid to rest Sept. 20 at

the Sunset Canyon Recreation

Center Pool. Toring, playing
with UCLA for the first time in

1994, turned in a three-goal

performance in the Bruin's 19-

5 shellacking of No. 10 Long
Beach.

"He adds so much to our
team," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "He's a very cre-

ative offensive player - he can

make goals out of nothing, and
in man-up situations, he's a

threat wherever he is, so teams

have to defend us differently.

"He's an excellent defensive

player, and he's a great fast-

break player. Basically, he fills

the role that we've been miss-

ing because he's been gone."

The reason for the absence
was a three-week tour of duty
in Rome with the national
team, where the United States

finished sixth in the World
Championships. At 20, Toring

is the youngest player on the

National A Team, and joins

See TORING, pegfi 30
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Thank yau, we're holding our own

Won Woo/DAILY BRUIN

UCLA'S Mariaol MeMiart (left) has assisted on one goal this season.

Women's soccer
off and running
in second season

By Melissa Anderson
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA women's soccer
team had more to worry about this

summer than adding players to a

roster that returns just nine play-

ers. In fact, new talent was more
than plentiful at the Bruins' open
try-outs held in late August. What
UCLA did have to fear was the

lineup it faced in the early weeks
of the season.

The Bruins faced off against
No. 13 Santa Clara as well as No.
14 Washington State and learned

quite a bit about the young team's

potential in just its second year as

a Division I program. Most impor-

tantly, they know now that they

can hold their own against any-

one.

Sept 3: UCLA 4, Loyola

Marymount 1

Freshman Traci Arkenberg led

the Bruins to victory in the first

non-conference game of the sea-

son at LMU. Arkenberg* s three

goals and one assist tied UCLA
records for goals and points
scored in a game.

Arkenberg put the Bruins up
eariy, scoring her first goal in the

14th minute of the game, but the

Lions quickly tied with a shot by
Heather Farr in the 21st minute.

Less than four minutes later, how-
ever, Arkenberg found the net

again and put the Bruins ahead for

good. Midfielder Shannon
Thomas added a goal and an assist

in her first game for UCLA.
Sept 5: UCLA 2, University of

San Diego 1

UCLA won its home opener for

the first time as Arkenbei^g scored

both Bruin goals against the

Toreros. Her first came on a free

kick 19 minutes into the match.

San Diego was kept relatively

quiet until late in the first half

when Kristen Campbell scored off

a pass from Dawn Birdsall with

five minutes to go.

After receiving a yellow card

for roughing a defender,
Arkenberg scored the winning
goal for UCLA with 25 minutes
left to play. Sophomore Marjsol

Meinhsut had her first assist of the

season.

Sept 10: No. 13 Santa Clara 2,

UCLAO
lUe Bruins fint loss of the sea-

son came at the hands of the

Broncos (ranked No. 5 at game-
time), who were able to do what
no other team could - keep

See W. SOCCER, pegi6 32

Arkenberg sets lofty goals for first year
By Melissa Anderson
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

As one of 22 freshmen on the

UCLA women's soccer roster, it

would be simple for Traci
Arkenberg to blend in. She could
easily he seen as just another new
face in the locker room.

On the field, however, you
can't help but notice her.

The 5-foot-8-inch forward was
virtually unstoppable in high
school, earning CIF Player of the

Year honors in 1994 after leading

Palos Verdes Peninsula High
School to the CIF Championship

Freshman blue-chip recruit is busy kicking
,

her way into the UCLA soccer record books

game. Her 182 career goals places

her fourth among all-time prep
scoring leaders, and she is also the

all-time career scoring leader at

Peninsula.

"We had a very good high
school team last year," Arkenberg
said. "We had good players at

every position and it really helped

me to prepare for playing in col-

lege."

And if her first game as a Bruin,

'

against Loyola Marymount, was
at all indicative of the future,

Arkenberg plans to have similar

success in Westwood.
She was a nightmare for the

Lions' defense, scoring three
goals and adding an assist. The hat

trick tied Sonja Munevar's school

record for goals in a game, and her

point total (two points for a goal,

one point for an assist) tied

Meredith Bean's single-game

record. Six games into the season,

Arkenberg has accounted for six

of UCLA's nine goals and leads

the team in total points.

"It felt good to be able to come
out and play so well this early,"

she said. "Specially since I was
playing against a lot of old (high

school) teanmiates. It was kind of

exciting."

However, success this early in

the season does not come without

drawbacks.

"I have felt some pressure. A lot

of my teammates, before games,

See ARKENBERG, p^e 33 PAULWILCZYhJSKI
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A COMPREHENSIVE
CROSS-TRAINING
CENTER:
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' cutting edge cardio eauipment
' trend setting workout floor
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Shakeys

• SateliteT.V.

• Games

•JukeBox

2 slices of pizza & ail you can

drinic, plus your ciioice of:

• garden salad or
• 1/2 order of Mojos or

• pizza breadsticks
'

$Q.40
only O

Double Special

2 medium

one topping pizza

$-1-4.49
only I I

Large Pizza

Any large pizza

up to 3 toppings of

your choice

only 9
k> i n ^ t i o n

•UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL •

Only $149 i Qatiitrl

Any medium one
topping pizza, 5
pieces of chicken or
1/2lb. of shrimp, plus

r,',°.o«. $ H H .99potatoes^
I I

—

-

Any medium one
topping pizza, order of
spaghetti with garlic
bread and garden
salad. $^^gg

only11

Shakey's Pizza offer 3 kinds of delicious
crusts at no extra cfiarge: ligfit thin crust,
tiand tossed classic crust, or new Pan Pizza!

Sun-Thurs11-1am

Fri&Sat11-2am

1114 Gay ley
Westwood

CALL TO RESERVE SHAKEY'S UPSTAIRS FOR

YOUR PRIVATE MEETING, PARTIES, ETC
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Cross country improves in '94

KaranHecox' UCLA Sport* IfformMon

Hecox racing toward
new lieiglits in 1994
By Mark SIngerton

Karen Hecox has taken cross

country to a new level.
Statistically, she's become a
measuring bar for success,
earning All-American honors
last season after finishing at the

top of nearly every long dis-

tance race in which she com-
peted. Nevertheless, the senior

team captain continues to chal-

lenge herself.

"She's a tremendous runner
and a proven leader for our
team," sophomore Erica Sumi
said. "For her, the sky's the
limit"

Hecox, however, remains
low-key about her success.

"None of us is a step above

See HECOX, p^e 21

Immediate results

from newcomers
provide optimism

By Mark SIngerton

Both UCLA cross country
teams are loaded with talent and
experience in 1994, and coaches
are hoping that the addition of
several stellar runners will aid in

the effort to improve upon last

season's conference finishes.

On the women's side, senior
Karen Hecox, junior Jeanene
Harlick and junior transfer
Siielley Taylor will pave the way
for the Bruins. Beyond these
front-runners, though, the level of
talent is questionable, and
women's cross country head
coach Eric Peterson is concerned.
"We know we're very strong

up front, but then we have a

whole host of people that have to

battle it out for the remaining
four spots on the team," Peterson

said. "It's tough to say how we'll

do. I'm really hoping that this

team is more competitive than
last year's. In terms of goals,

that's all we can hope for."

The Bruins lost All-American
Beth Bartholomew to graduation

See
related story.

Page 34.

last year and have but one incom-
ing freshman to fill the depth
chart, so the pressure will be on
the Bruin upperclassmen to carry

the load.

That, however, does not seem
to bother the All-American
Hecox, who led the team last sea-

son and remains optimistic that

the Bruins will pull through.

"I'm sure we'll be focused,"

Hecox said. "We all have the

same goal, to get a shot at the

NCAAs."
Peterson, formerly an assistant

to men's cross country coach
Bob Larsen, is very familiar with

his 1994 squad and Was instru-

mental in Hecox' s success last

season. His squad will no doubt
benefit from his coaching skills,

as well
. as help from

Bartholomew, who will serve as

a student-manager.

Larsen, meanwhile, will begin

his 16th year at the helm of the

men's cross country program.
The outlook for the team is

promising, despite the achilles

tendonitis of Creighton Harris,

which could prevent the senior

from competing for several
\

See X-COUNTRV, p£«0 20

Bruins off to a running start
Taylor, Keflezighi

finish well in early

season Bruin meets

By Mark SIngerton

It was a battle against the mer-
cury when the UCLA cross country

team hosted Tennessee, Sept 3, in

its first meet of the year at the Rose
Bowl's Brookside Golf Course.
Running on what turned out to be
one of the hottest days of the sum-
mer, the Bruins still looked as if

they needed a little warming up.

The men's team, competing
without senior Creighton Harris,

who is still nursing an achilles

strain, finished third with 64
points. Tennessee was first with

29 points, and the UCLA alumni
team was second with 47.

The heat, however, did not seem
to bother freshman Mebrahtom
Keflezighi, who won his first five-

mile race as a Bruin with a maik of

19:28. Keflezighi pulled away
from the pack on the second loop

of the five-mile course and kicked

in the fastest lap of the race at 4:38.

Keflezighi's closest competi-
tors, Stewart Ellington and Tony

Cosey of Tennessee, finished in

20:00 and 20:09, respectively.

Senior Brian Gastelum was the

second UCLA finisher (12th over-

all) at 20:49.

The event was a practice meet
for the women, who outdistanced

their competition with IS points.

Cal Poly Pomona finished second
with 50 points.

Junior Shelley Taylor won her

first five-kilometer race as a Bruin
in 17:40 and Jeanene Harlick was
second in 19:06 as the Bruins
swept the top seven spots.

See MEET, page 20
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To this sports fanatic,
tlie score means iittie
If

you'll allow roe a moment of indul-
gence, there's a brief story that I think is

valuable to share with anyone who con-
siders themselves a sports fan.

Once upon a time, about 10 days ago, a
blossoming moron decided to call attention
to himself in a stadium full of people. He
represented but a single voice, but it was a
voice that rang out in a dull echo over the
heads of d hot and tired student section dur-
ing the UCLA football team's narrow victo-
ry over Southern Methodist University. It

was a voice that I thought certainly couldn't
be real because it ^

Chris

Schreiber

authored among the

more inane phrases I

have ever heard at the

Rose Bowl: "You suck,

Wayne!"
It is a phrase I was-

n't apt to disregard

because it represented

so much of what was
wrong with the expec-
tations placed on
today's athletes.

Wayne Cook does
not suck. Last year, he
helped his team to the

Rose Bowl, and in that

particular game, he threw only nine incom-
plete passes and completed 20. If Wayne
Cook makes a bad throw, has a bad game,
has a disappointing season, he still does not
suck. He may be an ineffective quarterback,
and you may not want him to play, but at no
point that I can see does Wayne Cook suck.
Neither does a lineman burned for a sack, a
comerback toasted by a wideout, or a run-
ning back blind to huge holes.

Being a fan, and that's what nearly all of
the media are, doesn't make it okay to for-

get about the personalities underneath the
uniforms. Being a member of the media

makes it no more okay. I have no more
authority to rip into someone. And interest-

ingly, few of the insults traded anonynious-
ly in the bleachers of a football stadium are
reiterated in the presence of the subject of
their criticism. I wonder why?
And that, in a nutshell, is what tempers

my attitude of reporting, and of sports. It is

the humans that put up the niunbers, not the
uniform or the athlete. The personalities

and not the statistics. Which is not to say
that I will be soft, that I won't lake people
to task, won't look to find the responsible
parties. I wilU^b^I wilt

Dadgum It, kiddies!
Looli wiio's bacii ...

As UCLA athletics enters its 75th year,
the rules of the game have changed. So
have the people playing them. And so have
the expectations. Playing well now means
nothing next to winning by as much as pos-
sible. Football players used to wear smiles

Being a fan, and that*s whaT"
nearly all of the media are,

doesn't make it okay to forget

about the personalities

underneath the uniforms.

with their letterman jackets. Now they wear
white T-shirts with triple-digit numbers
bisecting their collarbones. And scowls.
The lessons, though, are the same. Sports

is still and will always be about competi-
tion, fair and honest effort, champion per-
formances and character. Recent times have
made it okay to lose sight of many of those
things in favor of pettier things, but it is

now the duty of fans, players and the media
to wrest it away from materialism and
greed.

And please, please, make a mental note
of the guy with the loose tongue.

Ah, fifth grade. Wasn't it the grandest?

No worries except finding someone
to ask Cindy out for you. No prob-

lems besides bribing Mom to sew your
Pilgrim outfit for the Thanksgiving fXDgram.

Sinqdy put, how can you not be happy
when your toughest assignment of the year is

the first one: **50 words or less - What did
you do over summer vacation?'

You have no idea what I would give to be
starting fifth grade - not last grade - today.

For some reason, I just don't feel like dealing

all o\et again with all of the crap. You know,
Uie bureaucracj^lhe z^^=|^^^^~

and atxoad, focusing mostly iqx>n Sirlbny
Donahue, Sir James Harripk and their

beloved troops.

In the meantime, I may stq> on some toes.

It has been known to hai:^n, even when I

didn't even know I was walldng (read: 1993,
Shonl^er). If that happens, so be iL And if

it does happen, and they're your toes, make
sure I know about it (Preceding request does
not apfdy to athletes weighing mcne than 2(X)

pounds ot possessing biceps larger than my
thighs.)

£know not what this year will bring.

Eric

Billigmeier

losers, the imbecilic

dorks - and that's just in

the Athletic Department
(Hardy har har. They
haven't done anything

tremendously idiotic.

Yet)

For those of you who
know/remember me,
wekome back - and
keep reading. For those

new readers out there -
or for those who are

reading to find out who
this deliciously goigeous
writer is (sit down.
Mom) - the name's Eric. "CJenius" to some.
"Dumb ass" to many.

Hopefiilly, by the end of our final dance at

this institution of higher construction, each
and every one of you will have an opinion
about me. Or at least hopeftilly you'll all still

be reading. Such is the ultimate compliment
(Except, of course, "Wow. look at that

hunk," which is another one I get all the

time.)

Along the way, I'll be offering up count-
less words on the state of things down at the

Morgan Center (that's where they keep the

inmates, er. Athletic Department employees)

wfieli^t will be watctdng anot&er Rose
Bowl and, finally, a Final Four in person, or
just another year of "Yeah, but we'd kick
your butts in volleyball" Ivagging to my non-
Bruin buddies. Eitlier way, what I can assure

you is that this writer will be around the

whole time - infcmning, annoying, inqjress-

ing and nauseating you, not to mention pro-

viding excellent liner ior the bird cage.

I miet warn you, this year will be a tad

different Most ofmy time will be spent in

the stands with the normal folk, rather than

with the bigwigs in the press box. So my out-

look and attitude, I imagine, will be maited-
ly difierent My true wish is that this weekly
bit o' wisdom will reflect what's really going
on in the student section. Or, if what's going
on in the student section is just i^n stupid, I

hope ril be able to convince you that my
opink)n is right and that you all should act as

my humUe foltowers.

Anyway, it should be interesting. I hope
you'll enjoy reading as much as I know I'll

' despise writing.

Oh, and in case you were wondering, Fve
got the perfect response to that fifth grade
assignment now.

"How I spent my summo* vacation, by
Eric Billigmeier. 'It sucked.' Thank you."

That being said, here's to the best senior

year ever.
i

Come visityour. . .

Student Health Advocates
SHA's are cool neighbors who care about your health. ^1^

We live m -Residence Halls/Suites • Co-ops/University Apts • Fraternities and Sororities^"
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SHA's are excellent resources of information onr-

•Alcohol & Other Drugs
•Cold Care

•Sexual Health

•Nutrition

^v

•Body Image
•Fitness

•Stress & Time Management

We can also assess your iieaitli tlirough
Temperature Measurement •Blood Pressure Measurement

_ ^

So, keep an eye out for our office hours and come hang out

with your friendly neighborhood SHA's

Sponsored by USAC and Student Health Services/Health Education
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75 years of success, but at what cost?
1 nrOUgn the BS^S, ^fllB^^

' ^ ^^^-, "^^^^^^^
'

Laureate. Arthur Ashe, a man who

mR^^^3B j^^BBfefgL- mBSBk^ '^^S^^b9^ ^^^W^^^^\ defies classification, was a tennis

have the ideals of B^;^^aF^^mWSr^ ^^^^^r"^ ^1 pjayer on UCLA-s courts. Ofr of

wCJSlKkSSSS^W' ^^^B^^' 2k /XHP^^^^^S^——^''~ ^^SC them, he was an author, a humani-

;^«.U1^*j2^<, ^1 J7 ob^^Br^BKjl^ ^^SBsst-^ >^^^ /iliP^ a*?'ffpr; '^^^/^^^w tarian, an academic, an aclivisL To
athletics evolvedr ^ Bl^^lfWlK ^.---i^aai^a ^^I ^«^.. _ ^^lirSriar"^̂ ifti single out three is but a sught to

the scores just like them. These are

the fruits of a pioud athletic histo-

The tree that bore the good has

also borne the bad. UCXA has

been sanctioned by the NCAA and
put on probation, feats that left no
onie proud. It has slowly embraced
change: gender equity is being

enactedover 20 years after its

mandate. Statistics can mean more
than personalities. It has fallen vic-

tim to financial hard times, as it

now operates in the red. As recent-

ly as last year, entire program can-

cellations created battles that raged

on in courts of law, not courts of

play. Still,UCLA has created its

squeaky-clean image in part

because of the disparity between

the good and bad.

Three-quarters of a century after

it all began, UCLA's athletic future

is at a crossroads. It is a critical

moment in the lifetime of all col-

lege athletic programs, a time that

will help shape the next 75 years of
collegiate-level spcnts. Will it be

dictated by money and material-

ism? Or will the gdmes of the

young rage onaskssonsofhigher
learning?

Ultimately, a single question

will be raisai: Will continued

progress toward athletic success

make the original ideal of a 74-0

blowout seem an unseen speck on
the horizon?

For the hopeful and proud stu-

dent-human-athletes that have

made UCLA what it is, the ideal

will soon be back in sight

Ihere is something sadly iron-

ic about success that few
people think about in their

qh^t to achieve it: The more you
prepress in the journey to find suc-

cess, the more difficult it is to see

the original ideals that set you on
your way.

And so it is for i now-proud "

UCLA athletic tradition. Exactly

75 years ago next Monday, UCLA
will celebrate

its humblest

beginnings,

the anniver-

sary of its first

football game,

and an other-

wise forget-

table moment,
a 74-0 loss to

Manual Arts

High School. (Even the cutest

babies are bom green and slimy.)

On the date of that game, UCLA
was a two-year teacher's college

on a dirt road outside of

Hollywood. In 1919, there were no
proud traditions to uphold, no
expectations to meet, no legends

yet created. There were only the

ideals of a student-athlete, compe-
tition and comraderie. And of

course, a handful of thrashings at

the hands of Southern Califomian
12th graders.

In the 75 years that have passed

since then, UCLA has placed itself

UCLA legends: (I. to r.) Jackie Robinson, J.D. Morgan, Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Ann Meyers and John Wooden.

UCIA
more fumly on athletic ground-

than perhaps any other school in

the counuy. What that means,

however, is less clear. There are

(hose who will point to the national

titles, some 59 at this point Others
will draw attention to the long list

of names that litter All-American
lists, Olympic teams, record books.

Hall of Fames and Ail-Time teams.

Still others will point to graduation

rates and good citizens. All will be
correct

Numbers are the cornerstone of
athletic success. And it is a hard

thing to find value in numbers that

seemingly do not make the cut.

Harder still to find value in the

people who make such numbers.

Yet it is beyond the statistics

created by those people that UCLA
has made the benchmark for its

success; instead the standard lies in

the men and women that have pro-

duced those numbers. The faceless

tackling dummies, the unseen
practice players, the redshirts and
the blue shirts, the overachievers

and the underappreciated student-

athletes that have - quite literally -

made UCLA the nation's preemi-

nent athletic institution. They have
made the journey successful.

What have the last 75 years

brought?

• An unparalleled success in

nearly every athletic arena. When
the afternoon sun shines through

the open doors of Pauley Pavilion,

it shines on 29 national champi-

onship banners for gymnastics,

basketball and volleyball.

Championship ghosts haunt the

Men's Gym Pool, North Athletic

Field, the Los Angeles Tennis

Center and Drake Stadium.
• A pioneering willingness in

sport. From Jackie Robinson to

Mike Nguyen, UCLA has borne

oi^x)rtunity for firsts.
~

• An honor roll of human
resiliency and achievement outside

of athletics. Robinson's statue

gracefully stands outside the stadi-

um that bears his name, a testa-

ment to the lasting effect he has

h^ on all those who have fol-

lowed. Ralph Bunche is perhaps

best known not for his feats as a

UCLA adilete, but as a Nobel

FREDDY& LIANAS
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STOKES: UCLA's Helsman Trophy hopeful taking hype and stardom In stride
From page 1

The avalanche of media attention that

oftentimes has the calamitous affect of turn-

ing our humble superstars into greedy pub-
licity-mongers has had nary an affect on
Stokes, discounting the slight discrepancy
in stature.

If anything, the media circus has made
Stokes more withdrawn.

"I don't go out," Stokes says. "I've never
liked to go out much to tell you the truth,

that's just the way I am."
Stokes, a self-proclaimed couch potato,

is more apt to be found lounging about his

off-campus apartment watching reruns of
Fox sitcoms, "Martin" and "Married With
Children," than out roaming the big city.

^ "I sit in front of the television all night. I

just lay-up in my bed, watch TV and eat,"

says Stokes

.

Now that the Fox network televises NFL
football, it is even more surprising that

Stokes resisted the chance to play footb^l
on the very channel that Martin Lawrence
calls home.

But Stokes decided he could wait a year
to make his much-anticipated Fox debut
and returned to Westwood for his senior
se£^n and a run at the Heisman Trophy.
The UCLA community couldn't be hap-

pier with Stokes' decision to stay, and
UCLA head coach Terry Donahue knows
what a valuable conunodity Stokes repre-

sents.

"J.J. Stokes is one of the premier players
in the nation and is certainly a legitimate

Heisman Trophy candidate," Donahue said.

"He is as fine a receiver as I have seen in a
long time. J.J. has the ability to dominate a
football game because of his unique ability

to turn a 10-yard play into a long touch-
down. The number of yards he gains after

his catches because of his speed, size and
strength is what sets him apart from other
receivers."

But the media blitz that has ensued since
he capped off a unanimous Ail-American

junior season has Stokes' head spinning.

For starters, there was the trip to Arizona
for the Playboy All-America team shoot,

where Stokes and his millionaire-to-be bud-
dies hit the links for a round of golf,

crammed their oversized bodies into rubber

rafts fpr a voyage down the river and
topped it al4 by riding a mechanical bull just

for kicks.

Donahue is probably glad he knew noth-

ing about this debacle in the desert, bqt
Stokes had a blast

"Football has given me a lot of opportu-

nities," Stokes says. "I had never gone river

rafting, been on a bull or anything like that

before.
_

"It was hard. You have to let your body
move with the bull. I tried it a few times but

I fell off right away."

Then there was the Bob Hope All-
America show, where Stokes learned the

hardships of life in front of the camera.

'The Bob Hope thing was fun, but the

only thing that wasn't so fun was that we
had to get up at five in the morning to do
the shoot," Stokes says. "And Bob is a little

over the hill. He had a hard time remember-
ing his lines, so we were there all day."

Ah, the perils of fame and fortune.

But stardom has its dark side as well for

Stokes.

Now when he goes out in Westwood,
everyone knows who he is, and with his

Heisman Trophy campaign being aired
nation-wide, soon he will be recognized
across the country. For a man such as
Stokes, who cherishes his privacy, and is

more comfortable on a Lazy-Boy than a
television studio, this takes some getting

used to.

"People catch me by suprise because I

hear someone calling my name and I'll be
looking around, and they just want to shake
my hand. It's weird that people will think

they know me from seeing me play football

on television, but I won't know them,"

Stokes says.

"That's why I don't like to go too many
places. I realize that whatever I do some-
body is watching my moves. That sounds
paranoid, but it's true. Somebody is always
watching over my shoulder, and I don't like

that, to tell you the truth. It seems like

everybody is always looking for something
to say about you."

Stokes is finally used to seeing his face

on posters, magazine covers and even bill-

boairds, but it did take some time. In fact, he
was caught off guard when ESPN aired a

lengthy profile of him on its "College
Football Gameday" show, on which NFL
Pro-Bowlers Jeny Rice, Michael Irvin and
others raved about Stokes' ability.

'That was pretty fun to see," Stokes says.

"It surprised me a lot because I didn't know
ESPN had talked to them (about me) until I

saw it."

But despite the spotlight that seems to

follow him wherever he goes, he manages
to keep his distance from the whole celebri-

ty scene. To see Stokes on campus is to wit-

ness a young man in the prime of his life,

enjoying his college years.

"When I'm on campus I try to get to

class and back so I can chit-chat with the

fellas," Stokes says. "We just have a good
time talking, shooting the bull. It's fun. We
just sit and talk, crack jokes and have a

good time hanging out with the fellas."

In fact, the appeal of the college life was
one of the main factors Stokes credits for

his surprising decision to return to UCLA
for his senior season.

"I just wanted to finish out with all the

guys that I came in with - Shane (Jasper),

Bryan (Adams), Mike (Ngyuen), Carl
(Greenwood) and all the others," he says.

"We came in together, so we're going to

have fun this last year before moving on to

bigger and better things."

Stokes admits to coming down with a

premature case of senioritis in summer

school, but when the pressures of school get

too big, he'll just sneak off to the video
arcade and try his hand at "Galaga."

Galaga? Wasn't that the game that came
out in about 1981 just after Asteroids and
just before Ms. Pac Man?

"Yeah, see I don't know anything about

these new games," Stokes says. "Galaga's

my game. That's the only game that they

still have that I can play, because I played it

when I was younger."

And if he is having a bad day shooting up
alien invaders, Stokes will head over to the

Wooden Center, lace up the high tops and
really go to work.

**Actually, when I first got here I had
wanted to play two sports, but things didn't

work out that way so I just left it alone,"

But despite the spotlight ...

(Stokes) manages to keep his

distance from the whole

celebrity thing.

Stokes explains. "But I still have fun play-

ing basketball."

It is upon hearing the usually modest
receiver trash-talk about his skills on the

hard court, where the inner-team rivalries

are fierce, that you begin to get a sense for

the extreme confidence Stokes carries with

him.

"Everybody talks a good game, but there

is no question in my mind that I'll beat any-

body on the team in basketball— bring *em
all on. They sort of know it too, but they

don't want to say it," Stokes says, with a

glimmer in his eye.

And there will be plenty of defensive
backs around the Pac- 10 this year that know
deep down they cannot hang with Jerel

Jamal Stokes on the gridiron either.

fl HINNING CONBINHTION

Cook & Stokes
1
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HEJDUK; Soceer defender goes iiiteniatioiial One to watch .SOCCER
From page 3

Ir-

Europeans in terms of fitness

and skill level.

"Skill-wise they weren't any
better," he said. "But they knew
what they wanted to do with the

ball before they got it, and knew
where they're players were
going to be. We were kind of
scrambled, and they just knew
the game better."

At the NCAA level, however,
Hejduk is being touted as an
AU-American candidate, while
the Bruins are ranked among the

top 10 teams nationally.

Even so, Hejduk doesn't feel

any pressure as one of the team
leaders.

^
"I don't feel as though there's

just one team leader," Hejduk
admitted. "We all know what to

expect from each other, so we're
all leaders in that respect. We all

know how the others play, and
we're all confident in each
other."

This kind of confidence - and
the confidence gained from
playing abroad - has carried
into Hejduk's individual game.
And although he tends to ven-
ture forth into the offensive
realm, he still plays the back-
field with as great an intensity

as any defender at the NCAA
level. Even if this intensity
sometimes translates into yellow
cards - a problem that Hejduk

feels is behind him.

"As far as getting yellow
cards goes, I'm not even wor-
ried about that this year," said

Hejduk, who was suspended for

one game last year after garner-

ing five bookings. "I've learned

to stay on my feet more (as
opposed to tackling) by playing

with the national team."

But opponents shouldn't
assume that dribbling into
UCLA territory is going to be
easier this season - or less
painful.

"You'll still see some rough
tackles this year." Hejduk
added. "Maybe just not as
many." ImCLANIE OKAMURA/D«ly Bruin

From page 3

The junior got his first goal
unassisted in the sixth minute, but

Davidson responded a minute
later with an equalizer.

The Bruins opened the game
in the second half as Frye flicked

the ball past the Wildcat keeper
on an assist by Julio Umana.

Lewis tallied his second goal
in the 53rd minute on an assist

by midfielder Tahj Jakins, and
completed the hat trick just 20
seconds later on a steal.

Hejduk finished the scoring
for the Bruins in the 61st minute
on a penalty kick.

•The Bruins won their fifth

consecutive game, 2-1, against

Furman on Sept. 16.
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UCLA SIDE: Poised to make a ran at national title this year
From page 3

his goal output last year from his

freshman year and he's on pace to

maybe do that again."

Junior Greg Vanney and sopho-
more Caleb Meyer roam center
midfield, and each has the poten-

tial to knock in a lose ball from
25 yards out. In only 677 minutes
last year, Vanney knocked in two
goals and notched five assists,

while Meyer will get his first real

ch£(nce at playing time after log-

ging just 175 minutes in 1993.

The Bruins should draw from a
deep bench, especially with the

absence of Chaisongkram.

"With Chaisongkram out, dif-

ferent people have had opportu-
nities and have stepped up,"
Schmid said. "Joe Christie has
stepped up and played well and
Justin Selander is getting better

game-to-game. Josh Keller is one
of our biggest surprises - where
ever we put him he's been able to

execute well."

Phillip Martin, who tallied 703
minutes last year coming off the

bench, will miss the season this

year with an ACL tear.

•The defenders: Juniors Adam
Frye and Frankie Hejduk have

already come from the backfield

to combine for four goals and
two assists this season, giving
opponents two more players to

worry about on offense.

Hejduk comes into the season
as an All-American candidate
and shows great improvement on
the attack this season.

"Frankie has been solid on the

right," Schmid said. "And when
Adam (who plays the left) jsets

his mind to defending, he's
awfully tough to get around."

Junior transfer Kenny Wright
has converted to sweeper this

season after scoring 20 goals at

Yuvapai College last season,
while Kevin Coye and Tahj
Jakins are likely to spHt time at

stopper this year.

•The goalkeeper: After setting

a record for consecutive shutouts

last year, junior Chris Snitko
enters this season as a better
team leader and a solid shot-stop-

per.

"He's now dealing with his

peer group instead of dealing
with older guys," Schmid said.

"He's a little more comfortable
giving instructions to them."

Sigi Schmid
UCLASpons Infomiation

J really don't care that your stinking Dally Bruin
Is read by 85% of the 56,800 whining students,
overpeUd faculty and staff. And No, I don't care
^that It's the most effective way to maJke a name
[for my business. Besides, the guy we hired to

^
dress up in the down suit and stand on the street
.outside the shop Is doing Just fine.
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When you need to see a doctor now -

The UCLA
Urgent Care Center

Our UCLA Family Physicians are experts in caring for most common urgent health

problenfis in people of all ages. You don't need a physician referral or memebership in a
specific health plan - although we are a preferred provider for BruinCare, Health Net and
several other plans. And if you need more specialized care, your Urgent Care physician
will refer you to one of UCLA's highly qualified specialists.

The UCLA Urgent Care Center is located in the Family ttoatth Cantor at 200 UCLA
Madlcal Haza, one block north of the corner of Le Corite Avenue and Westwood
Boulevard.

No appointment needed.
Open noon to 9 p.m. weekdays

9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday

^10) 825-8941
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X-COUNTWY
From page 10

weeks.

Still, the Bruin men have
plenty of experience, and when
combined with a plethora of
freshman talent, the product is a

UCLA team that is a legitimate

contender for the conference
title.

Mebrahtom Keflezighi,
arguably the top prep distance
runner in the nation last year,

will lead UCLA's strong fresh-

man class. Keflezighi won the

1994 National Scholastic Mile
in 4:05.58, the fastest time in

seven years, and will contend
with Harris for the Bruins* top

position.

"Mebrahtom is in great
shape," Larsen said. "It's a little

early to tell, but he and a few
others look very good this year."

UCLA will be fully loaded,
and expectations are high
among the runners this season,

including the newcomers.
"We've got a lot of talent,"

freshman Brandon Del Campo
said. "I just hope we can take
advantage of it."

LXDLA Sports Information

Mebrahtom Keflezighi

From page 10

In their first official meet, the

Aztec Invitational, Sept 17 in San
Diego, the UCLA women rode the

strong legs of Taylor for a first-

place team finish. Taylor finished

the five-kilometer race in 17:49,

yards behind individual winner
Marisa Avendano of Cal State Los
Angeles, who finished in 17:45.

Ten runners competed for the

Bruins, five of whom finished in

the top-20.

On the men's side, the injured

Harris was again unable to com-
pete. However, while Harris is.

questionable for the Stanford meet
Oct. 1, tt^ Bruins have a budding

new star in Keflezighi, who wal-

l(q)ed the competition with a time

of 25:05. His closest conipetitor

was Robert Nelson of TVack West,

who finished in 25:56.

"I'm real happy with the win,"

Keflezighi said. "But it's impor-

tant that our team does well. They
come first"

Nine teams and 71 runners par-

ticipated in the five-mile open
event, but the Bruins coasted to

victory with 48 points.

,- /.:-
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HECOX: All American X-oountry senior prepares for new season
From page 3

anyone else." sbe said. *^t's hard to

draw a line lilce diat."

ButUCLA women's cross coun-

try head coach Eric Peterson sees

definite potential in his star athlete.

**She will definitely be one of die

top five cross country runners in

the nation barring injury," Peterson

said. "You will see across the

nation that there will be a top ath-

lete, a top miler, or a top 800-nrieter

runner. But they don't have the

^range or the ability to go up and

run 3,000 or 5,000 meters. Karen
has that ability. She runs all of the

distance races at a high level."

Much of the reason Hecox is so

versatile is because she runs nearly

everywhere she goes.

"I hardly ever run on the track,"

Hecox said. "I'm usually out on the

open road running alone. It clears

my thinking."

Still, relaxation is hard to come
by for the busy Hecox, who is

plagued by bouts of anxiety before

cross country meets.

"I have to calm myself down
before I compete," she said. "One
time I was so nervous I got sick

before my race. I feel like anxiety

is a waste of time and energy, so I

try to stay focused and confident"

Hecox has also had difficulty

remaining focused due to a number
of injuries throughout her tenure in

Westwood.
"She's had a history of develop-

ing injuries that have been season

ending," Peterson said. 'Tast year,

we were lucky."

And if Hecox remains injury

free, chances are she will be cross-

ing the finish line for many years

to come.

"She has a very bright future in

track and field even beyond her

college eligibility, as long as she's

willing to put the work in and
focus on running as her career

when she graduates," Peterson

said.

One to watch

Karen Hecox
Ymt: Senior
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BRUINS

1993 Record: (8-4 overall, 6-2 Pac-10)

1994 Prediction: (8-3 overall. 6-2 Pac-lO)

Bowl? Yes

At first glance, it would appear the UCLA Bruins have nothing left

to prove after last year, when many "experts" labeled them a sec-

ond-division finisher before the season began, only to have
UCLA prove everybody wrong by making an unexpected trip to the

Rose Bowl game.
But the defending Pac-10 Champions have been overshadowed again

this season, despite the return of a Heisman Trophy candidate in J.J.

Stokes, a proven winner in senior quarterback Wayne Cook and a talent-

ed backfield that produced five rushers who topped the century mark at

See UCLA, page 35

1993 Record: (10-2 overall, 6-2 Pac-10)

1994 Prediction: ( 1 0-2 overall, 6-2 Pac- 1 0)
Bowl? Yes

The Desert Swarm is back. Arizona and its frantic style of pressure

defense have Tucson natives boldly predicting a trip out to

Pasadena on New Year's Day - for reasons other than to be spec-

tators at the Rose Parade.

It seems like everyone is talking Wildcat football tl^ese days, marking
a sharp contrast to the days when football was merely looked upon as

something to pass the time before basketball started up again.

Arizona is the media darling of 1994. Sports Illustrated picked the

Cats as the No. 1 team in the nation and featured them on the cover of its

1-i ^•l!^f

See ARIZONA, page 36

1993 Record: (7-4 overall, 5-3 Pac-10)

1994 Prediction: (8-3 overall, 6-2 Pac-10)

Bowl? Probation

The Washington Huskies could be the Auburn Tigers of the Pac-10
in 1994.

With probation hanging over the Husky football program like the

Seattle cloud cover, Washington is the best Pac- 1 team nobody knows
about. And just because they are not eligible for the Rose Bowl does not

mean the Huskies won't challenge for top honors in the conference race.

There are two factors that make Washington deadly in 1994.

First is a schedule that practically hands the title to UW. The Huskies

See WASHINGTON, page 36

1993 Record: (8-5 overall. 6-2 Pac-10)

1994 Prediction: (7-4 overall, 6-2 Pac-10)

Bowl? Yes

In
the first year of head coach John Robinson's return to USC, the

Trojans came within a mere two yards of a Jan. 1 appearance in the

Rose Bowl. But, as every Bruin likes to point out, Trojan quarterback.

Rob Johnson's potential game-winning pass was intercepted on that

"faleTuTdnveT aridTOrAwenlon to the Rose Bowl whiTe^USC was~Ban^
ished to the Freedom Bowl.

Now a senior, Johnson returns for his third year at the helm, hoping to

erase the memory of last year by leading USC to the Rose Bowl for the

first time since 1990.

See USC, page 37

TROJANS

WBWW-i**!?*'*?^

'

•*#-^

AII-Pac-10 picks

r ^ —

1993 Record: (4-7 overall, 2-6 Pac-10)
1994 Prediction: (6-4-1 overall, 5-3 Pac-10)
Bowl? Yes

After a dismal 1 993 season in which Stanford tied for last place in

the Pac-10, the Cardinal figure to be much, improved this year.

Optimism abounds on "The Farm" in 1994, mainly because of
the return of two key figures: third-year head coach Bill Walsh and
senior quarterback Steve Stenstrom.

Conventional wisdom says that you can't keep a Walsh-guided team
down long, and judging by the young talent Walsh has assembled in Palo

Alto, that logic appears to be correct.

Last year the Cardinal's sin was inexperience, as 16 of 20 members

See STANFORD, page 38
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Arizona
UCLA
V\^Nngton
Stanford
Wiasltington

Oregon St.

S^iiford

tMtBnse
Oimd Easton (Sr.)

Tedy Bruschi (Jr.)

DeWayne Ps^er^jn (Sr.

Jason Fisk (Sr.)

Jerrott Wlllard (Sr.)

Sean Harris (Sr^
Brian Wiilianrm (Sr.)

Cliad Cc^a (Sr.)

Craig Newsonne (Sr.)

Carl Greerwood (Sr.)

Tony Bouie (Sr.)

Dark horse Rose Bowl contender:

school position

Washington St. DL
Arizona DL

)Washington St. DL
Stanford DL
Callfomia LB
Aiteona LB
USC LB
Of^)n DB
ArtzanaSt. DB
UCLA DB
Arizona DB

1993 Record: (9-4 overall, 4-4 Pac- 1 0)
1994 Prediction: (5-6 overall, 4-4 Pac- 1 0)

Bowl? Maybe

The California Golden Bears ended the 1993 season as the hottest

team in the Pac-10, closing out with four victories, including a 37-

3 thrashing of Iowa in the Alamo Bowl.

Third-year head coach Keith Gilbertson hopes to build on that success

in 1994 by riding the golden arm of senior quarterback Dave Barr, the

Pac- 1 0's most efficient passer last season.

But with less than 10 full-time starters returning, the bears have some
holes to fill on both sides of the ball. Cal developed its depth last year

though, and the Bears do return nine players on offense and 16 on

,

~ ~ See CAUFORNIA, page 38

1993 Record: (5-6 overall, 3-5 Pac- 1 0)

1994 Prediction: (5-6 overall, 3-5 Pac-10)

Bowl? Probably not

t

While Arizona's "Desert Swarm" grabs all the headlines with its

stifling defense and catchy nickname, the Pac-lO's best

defense may reside in Pullman, Wash.

And now that it has a name to match, the "Palouse Posse" will finally

get some of the attention it deserves in 1 994.

Consider this:

- The Cougars return seven starters from last year's defensive unit

that finished the year ranked eighth nationally in overall defense and

second against the run, where they allowed only 86.3 yards per game on

See WSU, page 39

1993 Record: (6-5 overall, 4-4 Pac-10) ;

1994 Prediction: (2-9 overall, 2-6 Pac-10)

Bowl? No ' .*—

The Arizona State Sun Devils ended the 1993 season with a bang

after winning four of their last five games against Stanford,

Washington, Cal and UCLA in successive weeks and just missing

out on a bowl bid.

But the Devils will struggle to capitalize on their momentum from last

season with the loss of their top offensive (Mario Bates) and defensive

(Shante Carver) players to the NFL.
Arizona State's leading returning rusher, Chris Hopkins, carried just

38 times for 231 yards as a sophomore.

See ASU, page 40

J
—

1993 Record: (5-6 overall, 2-6 Pac-10) —=- —^-

1994 Prediction: (2-10 overall, 1 -7 Pac-10)

Bowl? No

Several other Pac- 1 schools receive more acclaim as the top quar-

terback factories in the nation, but in Eugene, Ore., the Oregon

Ducks have quietly churned out another top-notch gunner.

— In senior Danny O'Neil, Oregon4ws its most recent in a *

ented quarterbacks to come through the program. Dan Fouts. Chris

Miller and Bill Musgrave are all former Oregon quarterbacks who went

on to be drafted by the NFL after distinguished careers with the Ducks.

O' Neil's talents have been largely overshadowed by the multitude of

higher profile signal-callers in the Pac-10, such as Stanford's Steve

See OREGON, page 40

1993 Record: (4-7 overall, 2-6 Pac-10)

1994 Prediction: (3-8 overall, 1-7 Pac-10)

Bowl? No

It
is unknown whether the Oregon State Beavers will see the light at

the end of the tunnel in 1994, but at least they feel confident they are

actually in the tunnel for a change.

At first glance, the Beavers'.2-6 conference record in 1993 offers little

encouragement that OSU is ready to play with the big boys of the Pac-10
- and they probably aren't. But look closer and you see that Oregon

State was a team nobody wanted to face late in the season. The Beavers

lost by just three points, four points and seven points^ in consecutive

weeks to UCLA, Stanford and Washington, respectively.

See OSU, page 41

. r
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Bruins' football luck runs out in Nebraska

Andrew ScholerA>AH.Y BRUIN

UCLA tailback Sharmon Shah (right) rushed for 158 yards against SMU.

UCLA trampled in

Lincoln, squeaks by

SMU, Tennessee

By Eric Branch
and Scott YamaguchI
Daily Bruin Staff

LINCOLN, Neb. - The more Nebraska
ran their vaunted option offense, Sept. 17 in

Lincoln, the fewer places the UCLA defense

found to hide.

When the 49-21 Cornhusker clinic was
over; the option had rolled up 484 yards on
the ground, the most by a UCLA opponent
in the "modem era."

"Our defense just didn't hold up on the

perimeter at all," UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue said. "No offense is as difficult to

defend when it has players as good as this

one does."

The surgery was orchestrated by Husker
junior quarterback Tommy Frazier.
Although Frazier rushed for a mere 29
yards and had 59 yards through the air, he
strung out the UCLA defense, leaving
sophomore I-back Lawrence Phillips (178

yards on 19 carries) with plenty of room to

roam.

"He's a Michael Jordan-type player,"

Donahue said. "He just makes a difference."

^ Frazier threw a 23-yard touchdown pass

to ti^t end Eric Alford and ran 12-yards for

another score as Nebraska built a 28-7 half-

time lead.

The Bruins' lone first-half score was a 20-

yard touchdown strike ftom senior quarter-

back Wayne Cook to junior wideout Kevin
Jordan, which cut the Husker lead to 12-7.

The score was set up by Jordan's 50-yard
catch and run from Cook. Playing without

fellow wideout J.J. Stokes for the second
straight game, Jordan finished with seven
c^tc4)es for 129 yards.

After the intermission, the Bruins
marched 80-yards on 8 plays, capped by
sophomore tailback Sharmon Shah's 3-

yard touchdown burst. After an exchange
of punts, junior linebacker Donnie
Edwards recovered a Frazier fumble at the

Husker 37. The Bruins, however, were
unable to capitalize on the lone Husker
turnover, and the drive ended when sopho-
more Bjorn Merten's 42-yard kick sailed

right.

See FOOTBALLt page 25

Ford: I block, therefore I am
Walk-on fullback

hits and blocks his

way to scholarship

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Greg Ford, UCLA's freshman
walk-on fullback stands 5 feet,

10 inches and weighs 260-
pounds. Opposing linebackers
can testify that it is a dense 260-
pounds.

Ford's compact frame con-
sists of a massive upper body
and thighs the size of small chil-

dren. He looks capable of lifting

350 pounds rolling out of bed in

the morning.
With his unusual shape. Ford

caught the eyes of the UCLA
coaches by running over every-
one in sight during summer

On the rise

Ho

QfipfFord

Position: Fullback

Vrtal«r-^11, 23Q lbs

wn: Whittle r, C;

MELANIE OKAMURA/Daly Bruin

practice. This led to significant-

ly more playing time as a block-
ing fullback during the early
season.

All of this from a senior at

Whittier High School who
received zero scholarship offers.

Even after displaying his agility

as the state heavyweight
wrestling champion, would-be
recruiters were scared away by
jiis height, or lack of it. They did

not want to be laughed at for

recruiting a kid who resembled a

fire hydrant in pads.

It is now UCLA football head
coach Terry Donahue's turn to

chuckle.

"If he was 6-3 or 6-4, he'd
have - how many Division I

schools are there - 106? -

offers," Donahue said. "All I

know is that he's getting taller

around here."

After being offered a position

as a walk-on at the University of

See FORD, page 26
AiXlie* Sd'ioiei.'UAii.
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UCLA fullback Greg R)rd (right) clears the path for his team.
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• Come try the full Rollerblade® line of in-line skates, including the new ABP** (Active

- Brake Technology^) ,

• Rentals and sales on the beach, next to the bike path

10% Off 1
I

Any Rollerblade® protective gear !

- purchase 1

Offer expires 10/31/94

Try Before You Buy!
I

$5.00 rental fee applied towards any !

Rollerblade® skate purchase
|

I

Offer expires 10/31/94
|

N

si

Pacific Coast Hwy

1200

Bike Path

1200 P.C.H. • Santa Monica

(310)458-397&

^Rollerblade. Bmsim.

GET THE POINT?

ADVERTISE.
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From page 24

"That was very deflating,"
Cook said. "It was a great chance
to get back in the game."
The Comhuskers responded by

driving 75 yards on 4 plays for a
touchdown. Phillips' 60-yard
weave through the Bruin sec-
ondary set up I-back Clinton
Childs 8-yard scamper, and the
rout was on.

"We just ^Ot our butts kicked,"
Cook said. "We're embarrassed
we lost by so much."

Just one week earlier, UCLA
narrowly escaped an even larger

embarrassment, squeaking by lit-

tle respected Southern Methodist,
17-10 at the Rose Bowl. The 13th-

ranked Bruins entered the game as

24-point favorites, but fell behind
3-0 when Mustang placekicker
Ben Crosland made a 44-yard
field goal 3:49 into the second
quarter.

With Stokes watching from the

sideline, UCLA was forced to

punt on its ensuing possession,
and after Crosland was wide left

on a 39-yard attempt. Cook led

UCLA on an 11 -play, 4:38 drive
that culminated with a 10-yard
scoring pass to Jordan.

The UCLA defense held on the

first series of SMU's next pos-
session. After the Mustangs punt-
ed. Cook led the offense from the

UCLA 15 to the SMU 23. Merten
then hit a 41 -yard field to give
UCLAa 10-3 half Ume lead.

"We did not underestimate
SMU, but we definitely did not
think it would be this close,"
said Shah, who carried the ball

24 times for 158 yards and the
touchdown that put UCLA up for

good 2:43 into the fourth quar-

ter. "We really stopped our-
selves, we struggled a little in

the red zone, so we just need to

get focused."

SMU had tied the score at 10-

10 with 1:09 remaining in the
third quarter, and was at UCLA's
3-yard line with 1:22 left in the

game, but the Mustangs turned
the ball over on downs after
Edwards and Rod Smalley
sacked Ramon Flanigan for an
11 -yard loss on third down.
Cook completed 20 of 29

passes on the day for 204 yards
and had one touchdown and two
interceptions. To add to the loss

of Stokes, UCLA suffered two
season-ending injuries when
Carl Greenwood broke his ankle
and Paul Kennedy tore up his

knee.
•••

In their season opener Sept. 3,

UCLA notched a 25-23 victory
over highly regarded Tennessee
at the Rose Bowl. After
Volunteer^tarting quarterback
Jerry Colquitt tore his anterior
cruciate ligament three plays into

the game, the Bruins raced out to

an 18-0 lead, only to let
Tennessee back into the contest
with a 23-point fourth quarter.

This could have been your ad,

Daily Bruin Advertising
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PAY FOR
MEDICAL
SCHOOL.

Today's Air Force offers a
scholarship program that can

help pay the cost of medical
school. If selected, you can contin-

ue your present studies— and
stop worrying about how to pay
for them. Participation is based on
competitive selection. For informa-

tion v^th no obligation, talk to an
Air Force representative. Call
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TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF
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FORD: Walloon fullback takes pride in blocking
From page 24

Nebraska. Ford was bound for "Coach Sherman explained havoc and bowling over peo-

Lincoln until UCLA assistant that they needed a blocking full- pie."

coach Mike Sherman stumbled back," Ford said. "A guy to mix As a walk-on Ford still wasn't

upon him while watching game it up and isolate on a linebacker, sure he could compete with the

films of one of Ford's high That's what I like, I like hitting blue-chippers until the first

school teammates. people. Just going in, causing summer practice in pads.

"Once we got the pads and
started hitting. I felt like I

belonged," Ford said. "Once I

hit a few guys, I felt more com-
fortable."

Ford's emergence has allowed

converted tailback Daron
Washington to see more time at

his old position as Ford splits

time with junior James Milliner

at fullback. While Ford is large-

ly an extension of the offensive

line, this is a role that he relish-

es.

"I don't care if I get the ball,"

Ford explained. "I take pride in

my blocking. When I take on a

linebacker, see the tailback run

past and know my guy didn't get

him, it's a great feeling."

[A.K.At4^HE BJ-200e]

I had just polished off a crumbcake

doughnut and a steamin' cup of

Joe when the phone rang.

A woman's voice

spoke, "Is this Nick

Canon, Print Detective?" I

answered in the affirmative.

She told me she had a

lot on her mind and even

more on her desktop. A

phone, a computer, a key-

board, a monitor, a mouse pad,

a scanner, and a personal printer

that in her words, "was as big and

slow as a dinosaur."^"'^

"Not good" I said. Then she got

real serious, "I run a fast-paced small

business. I'm looking for a printer that

matches that description and I don't

•««!

3Wro3T.3a

friend of mine, Little Swifty." Her eyes

lit up as we walked over to the BJ-200e.

"It's so sleek, so compact", she

whispered. I hit the print sample but-

ton. Her eyes Irt up again, and she

continued to whisper, "It's so fast,

and the output so crisp and

clean." I didn't want to name

drop, but I told her a couple of

pros

over at

PC Digest

found the BJ-200e to be "20% fester

than its closest

This ink-jet printer

offers 360-dpi laser quaUity text

and 4ppm speed... QQ

.^:

8'

"You know 'Little Swifty' (A.K.A The

Canon*BJ-200e)?" She lauded, and said,

"Maybe ifyou hum a few bars."

I like a lady with a sense

of humor, so I told her I'd meet

her at her favorite computer

The BJ-200e

delivers

clean, readable

output at speeds

comparable to

those of a

4ppm laser.,

RTWOFAD

'f competitor, and otter-

ing the best quality."* The only thing left

store in 20 minutes. I arrived,

and immediately spotted her

in the printer section. She

looked the part. Successful.

Business-like. Except her eyes

were a little glazed.

/ "There are hundreds of

have time to deal with a lot of hype. printers in the naked city," I

From the tone of her voice, I could said. She turned around,

tell she was running out of room and "Nick?" I nodded and said,

running out of patience. So I asked, "Let me introduce you to a

CHARACTER PROFILE: NAME: Canon BJ-200e HEIGHT: 6.8'

WIDTH: 13. 7'DEPTH 7.6' (Or akout the ^Ue ofa common lo<uUr.)

THE BJ-200e PERSONAL PRINTER.

• 560 dpi For La.ier-Qualily Graphic<t And Text

• Printing Speed RivaL 4ppm Lament

• LkUfer-Quiet Performance: 42dJS(AJ

• EPA Energy Star Compliant, So ft Saf&f

On Energy Co^Uf

• Backed By A 2-Year Limited Warranty

..WUb 'IrutiuUExclmnge'' Program

was the price, and before she could even

ask I told her, "It's a steal."

\fep. She was happy all right. Come

to think of it, so was I. As we parted I

wrote down a number she could call if

she had more questions, 1-800-848-4 123.

And then, I looked in her big beautiful

eyes and told her what I tell everyone,

"Before you buy a printer, investigate."

Canon

*NSTL/PCn/ulRalmf.,f(ep»»lVM.It.*iMan^l994. BYTE Ma^ 1994. PCttVKLnAfani. 1994. l994C.anmOinputfrSyim- /n,. Oin.'n ,mJ lUan r^err^ tniJfmaH(.<

4

Cmooi Ik. CCSI 299'iMUI Avf.,C4VlaMe.'aCA92«2t.lnOtnaJki,taU(a0O)2U-ll2l.

UCLA Sports IntoiTnation

Donnle Edwards' saved the game for UCLA against Tennessee.

Sacks, hits and tackles:

average day for Edwards

Junior linebacker

proves essential

in early matchups

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

His little sister calls it a Bruce
Lee stance, but the way Donnie
Edwards poses after a big sack
looks more like a preying mantis
preparing to strike.

Edwards does not even know he
does it, but the igame film doesn't

lie. Whatever it's called, you bet-

ter get used to seeing it because
Edwards figures to slam more
than a few quarterbacks to the turf

in 1994.

And if the early season returns

are indicators of things to come,
Pac-10 quarterbacks had better

beware.

Edwards, a junior linebacker
from San Diego, has already
played significant roles in two
UCLA victories by dennonsu^ting

a penchant for the big play.

First there was the game-saving
interception in the season-opener

against Tennessee^ After the
TIruins built a 18-0 lead, the
Volunteers came storming back to

trail, 18-16. The Vols then
marched steadily toward the
potential game-winning score, but

with just 1:55 left in the fourth

quarter, Edwards stepped in front

of Ibdd Helton's pass to preserve

the UCLA lead.

"I just happened to be in the

right place at the right time,"
Edwards said. "If he had thrown
the ball on the other side I would-
n't have been there."

But the important thing is that

he was there. UCLA's defensive
coordinator Bob Field says it is no
small coincidence.

"With any player that is consis-

tently making big plays, there are

probably two qualities that player

has, and Edwards certainly has
them," Field said. "Number one,

he's instinctive. He has a feel for

the game and can just sense what
to anticipate, and how to react to a

play. And the other thing he has is

acceleration. That speed enables

him to make plays that other play-

ers would maybe come up a half-

step short on."

MELANIE OKAMURA/Daity Bruin

In week two Edwards topped
his game-saving interception by
harassing the SMU run-and-shoot

offense all game long - to the tune

of a school-record 4.5 sacks,, with

5.5 tackles for losses and 12 tack-

les overall. He came up huge on
both of UCLA's goal line stands

against the Mustangs, making two
stops on the final drive of the
game.

"He's certainly one of the nwst
productive players that we have
had, and he was very productive

for us a year ago," Field said.

*This year he has picked up right

where he left off."

After the UCLA defense lost

the services of its big-play makers
Jamir Miller and Marvin Goodwin
to the NFL, there were questions

about who would fill the void for

the Bruins. Now the media has
cast Edwards in that role, but he
bristles at such talk.

"You know what? I'm just
doing the same thing I've been
doing the last two years,"
Edwards said. "Now that Jamir
and Marvin aren't here, people are

starting to notice me. But if you
look at last year and the year
before, I had a lot of sacks, and I

made a lot of intercc^ons and big

plays. I led the team two years in a
row in causing fumbles, but
nobody seemed to notice that. All

of a sudden (Miller and Goodwin)
are gone and people are starting to

notice."

It's business as usual though for

opposing players around the con-
ference who have been noticing

Edwards up close and personal for

some time now. •
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That's right, just bring in this coupon anytime this week and get a whopping 20

oz. fountain Coke, or your chok» of any of our other fountain sodas - for only a

nk:keir Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Dr. Pepper or Minute Makl Orange - for 5c*

We're open 24 hours and stocked with all the essentials (and the goodies) you

might needl So, if it's 3 p.m. or 3 a.m. come on in the Village's fast and friendly

market - you'll find whatever you need, whenever you need it - and 5e Cokes!*-
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Dark y^t versatile comic artist
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industry publication.
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National Music Marketing
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CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
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thr»«-y«ar scholanddp. FromArmy ROTC.
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BanChuat82S-7381.
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Andrew Scholer/DAILY BRUIN
Annett Buckner (center) hopes her team will win the Pac-10.

Stanford is team
to beat in Pac-10
Talent abounds for

No. 1 Cardinal, but

can Bmins surprise?

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

In a Pac-10 conference which
currently includes seven of the top

22 teams in the country, the No. 1-

ranked Stanford Cardinal clearly

occupies the penthouse.

A year after losing to UCLA in

the second round of the NCAA
tournament, Stanford head coach
Don Shaw welcomes back all but

one returning starter and one of
the finest recruiting classes in the

nation. And if the volleyball pun-
dits are correct, the Cardinal can
mail in the 1994 Pac-10 women's
volleyball title.

Leading the Cardinal is junior

setter/outside hitter Cary Wendell,

who teamed with incoming fresh-

man phenom outside iiitter Kristin

Folkl on the U.S. Goodwill Games
team. Fellow junior hitter Wendy
Hromadka and All-Freshman mid-
dle blocker Nikki Otto combine to

seek Stanford's third conference
championship and second national

championship in 1994.

UCLA enters the season ranked

No. 4, so the Bruins will have to

step up a level to have a chance at

the conference crown. UCLA has

earned a trip to all 13 NCAA tour-

naments and this year should be
no exception.

The Bruins will look to outside

hitters junior Jenny Johnson and
senior Player of the Year candi-

date Annett Buckner to provide
the force and leadership.
Freshman of the Year middle
blocker Kim Krull and 6-3 senior

hitter Alyson Randick provide

VOLLEYBALL .

blocking and quick hitting in the

middle. Freshman Kara Milling
fills in with hitting from the right

side as sophomore setter Kelly
Flannigan and highly touted fresh-

man Kim Coleman battle for the

spot vacated by All-American set-

ter Julie Bremner.

Five teams comprise the next
level of the Pac-10. No. 14
Arizona State is led by 1993 two
All-Pac-10 selections: junior out-

side hitter Christine Gamer and
senior setter Leanne Schuster.

With five returning starters they

are not lacking in leadership.

ASU's statehood neighbor
Arizona will follow the Sun
Devils. The 17th-ranked Wildcats

also return five starters, most
notably senior middle blocker
Charita Johnson and All-
Freshman outside hitter Barb Bell.

No. 16 use Trojans will battle

with the Arizona schools for mid-

dle-of-the-conference supremacy.

The Women of Troy return four

starters with senior middle-block-

ers Meika Wagner and Lauri Yust
leading the group.

With just three returning
slarters, No. 22 Washington State

is looking for a fourth consecutive

postseason appearance. The young
team will be guided by the experi-

ence of senior setter Krista
Beightol.

No. 20 Oregon State returns
five starters, led by senior All-

Conference hitter Shelly Smith.
Smith led the Pac-10 in kills last

season with a whopping 564, a

school record.

Unranked Oregon and
California will serve as little more_
than punching bags and midsea-
son breathers for the top seven
teams in an overwhelming confer-

ence. Washington, which suffered

a plethora of injuries last year, will

suffer the same fate.

From page 4

better," Banachowski said. "It*s

what we have to learn to do bet-

ter, just plain flat out compete."
Perhaps angered by the

Nittany Lion loss, the Bruins
took their frustrations out by
pummeling Louisiana State and
Florida State the following day
to take second. In the 15-12, 15-

7, 15-10 victory over LSU, mid-
dle blocker Kim Krull posted a

solid all-around game with eight

kills, six digs and five blocks.

UCLA disposed of FSU, 15-4,

15r6,
J5-4,

posting a .370 hitting

percentage.

The women began the year
impressively, sweeping three
ranked teams in the Hawaii

Classic in Honolulu, Sept 1-4.

After an 8-15, 15-11, 15-12, 15-4

victory over No. 23 Georgia and
a 15-5, 15-7, 17-15 defeat of
then-No. 19 Illinois, the Bruins
faced their sternest test in No. 10
Hawaii.

In the subsequent 7-15, 15-8,

15-10, 15-13 conquest, sopho-
more setter Kelly Flannigan
dished out a season-high 65
assists to go along with seven
kills and nine digs.

Freshman outside hitter Kara
Milling posted career-highs with
11 kills and 10 digs. Annetr
Buckner was named tournament
MVP, while Alyson Randick col-

lected all-tournament honors^
with a .580 hitting percentage.

Fearless iViiliing

makes entrance
Freshman opposite

learns quickly from

ample playing time

On the rise

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

It did not take long for UCLA
freshman outside hitter Kara
Milling to receive a rude intro-

duction to college volleyball.

Midway into her third-ever
collegiate match against
University of Hawaii, Milling's
passing briefly went south on
her. The Wahine, sensing a
weakness, quickly targeted
Milling and began peppering the
Volleyball Monthly Top 25
recruit with every shot.

"It was awful," Milling said.

**When you are a freshman and
you break down, the other team
will always start picking on
you.**

Other 17-year-olds might have
virtually needed therapy after
such abuse. However, Milling
handled it in her own distinctive

way, going on to post career-
bests with 11 kills and 10 digs.

"I just stopped myself, took a
deep breath and told myself to

relax," Milling said. "But I was
real happy when the game was
over."

Milling, a three-time Most
Valuable Player of the Palomar
League in San Diego, has over-
come numerous obstacles since
arriving in Westwood. She
immediately established herself
as a starter during preseason
practices with the team.

"She simply stepped in and
took advantage of an opportuni-
ty," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski noted. **She gives
us a lot of things we need. She
can block, hit, step in and set

and she's a good ball-handler.

Kara fMWng
Vwn Freshrnan

Position: Outskie Hitter

Hoii«^l»«i§arigiego^
-< ^^
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She has experience beyond the
time she's been with us."

As versatile and skilled as
Milling is on the court, it is her
tough psyche that impresses her
teammates most.

"Usually when freshmen
come in they are scared to play,"

s"0phomore setter Kelly
Flannigan said. "She hasn't been
like that at all. I'm not afraid to

go to her."

As Milling takes in the praise,

she laughs, almost as if trying to

conceal one of her trade secrets.

"Yeah, you can't go out there

and be really scared," Milling
said. "Actually, a lot of times I

am, but I just try to hide it.'*

The promise of Milling's early

hitting and blocking perfor-
mances could be related to the
fact that she is still walking on
sunshine.

"I really never thought this

could happen," Milling
explained. "Sometimes during a
match I think about it and I can't

believe I'm playing for UCLA. I

feel like I'm at camp and I'm
going to be home in a couple
weeks. Like it's all going to

end."

SETTERS: Talent vs. talent
From page 4

Ones to watch

Kelly Flannigan (Soph.)

Position:
Heigl
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leadership, better

I ^ quicksets.
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Kim Coleman (Fr.)

I'^osftion: Setter
Height: 6-1

Hometown: N«A^p<^Bea<
S^ts:

Strengths: Bsit^Ji^layiJhe

Flannigan said. "It's a little frus-

trating, sometimes in the middle
of the match I'm thinking that if I

mess iq), I'm coming out You try to

overcome that, but the reality is it

can affect you."

Coleman, less than a year
removed from leading Corona Del
Mar High School to a No. 1 national

ranking, admits the competition can

bemxing.

"I do fed pressure, but I try not to

look at it that way," Coleman said.

>AULWItCZVNSKI

"The con^tition is fun, but coming
in and out of a match is diffident for

me, it's tough to get a rhythm"
So it is finally left up to

Banachowski to distinguish between
two excellent setters. Not an easy
problem to have.

"It wouW be good to pick one rel-

atively soon," Banachowski said.

"But I feel that they will both see a
lot of action this ytai. It's not going
to be a situation where one of them
is going to sit on the bench the
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needed for weekly music
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National Music Marketing
Fx# 213.658.7414
Ph#213.951.1610

' Attention: Adrienne
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DOUBLE SAVINGS
DOUBLE SAVINGS
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canoot b« used
for the purchase
of Textbooks or

Saiertems
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September 29 - October 1

4

Campus Photo Studio, 2iid Floor Ackerman

Ackermon Students^ Store B-Level

Lu Voile Commons Store'*'
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Six Flags^ UCLA
A Tkia Wamar Emmtainmanl Conpany

STUDENT FUN DAYS

Dally From October i thru 30
Nouemhor 5, e. n, 12. 13. ie. 20. 24 thru 27
Park Opens at 10:00 A.M. Located minutes north of Hollywood off 1-5

HALF PRICE TICKETSI

$14.50
GEN. USE TICKET (REG. $29.00)

CHILDREN AGE 2 AND UNDER FREE.

SAW
$14.50!

PER GEN. USE TICKET
Tickets must be purchased in advance

and are valid any one of the above dates.
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WATER POLO: Starting season
From page 6

Beach State 13-5 and No. 6
Pepperdine 10-9 before falling 7-3

to No. 1 Stanford and 9-6 to No. 3

California.

And at Claremont Sept. 17,
UCLA rolled to easy victories

over Claremont, 18-5, and UC San
Diego, 17-4.

Much of the early success can
be attributed to senior captain
Scott Turner, sophomore goalie

Matt Swanson and freshman dri-

ver Steve Covec. Turner, the
Bruins' leading returner in the

assists category, was instrumental

in the come-from-behind victory

over Pepperdine, scoring five

goals in the second half. In the

most recent game against Long

"Tlie early

season schedule has

been a little bit kinder

this year than it was

last - weVe only had

three games against

top eight teams -

so we*re still

untested."

Quy Baker
Head Coach

UCLA Men's Water Polo

^^^^^^^^B^^^^HpH^^^^k

r

^ieach, he further outdid himself,

scoring six points on five goals.

Swanson, meanwhile, has been
a virtual wall in the cage, notch-
ing 1 1 saves against Pepperdine
and stopping 12 shots against
Cal.

Head coach Quy Baker

"Swanson has improved
tremendously," said Toring, who
returned to action in the latter

Long Beach State game. "He went
from being a mediocre goalie
when he got here to being one of
the three best goalies in the
NCAA. I would rank him that

high - he's a gamer. He gets fired

up for games, he has great games,
he blocks four meters, he blocks

one-op-nobodies, he does it all."

Covec, a left-handed freshman
out of Palo Alto High School who
was expecting to redshirt, has
vaulted himself into a starting

position, turning in his flrst hat

trick in the match against
Pepperdine.

The Bruins were at USC's
McDonald's Swim Stadium Sept
24 for a contest with the No. 2
Trojans, results of which were not

available at press time. UCLA
will travel north to Bericeley Oct
1-2 for the Northern California

Tournament, in which they will

face a field similar to that of the

Southern California Ibumament

TORING: Polo star rotaims
From page 6

Stanford's Jeremy Laster as the

only two collegians representing

the U.S.

'There were seven games, and
for the first five, I didn't get much
playing time," Toring said. "Bui
for the sixth game, the substitution

rotation changed drastically in

order to get the younger players
more time, and I got about three

quarters worth in the sixth and
seventh games."

The 6-foot-4-inch driver made
the most of the opportunity, notch-

ing five goals in the sixth game
against Hungary and two in the

last game, against Gisece,^ bring-

ing his scpring total for the tourna-

ment to eight goals.

"Five in one game is a ton of
goals," Baker said. "The
Hungarians are probably the third

best team, so that was big for
Jim."

Tqring enters the season as the

Bruins' leading returner in goals
and .steals, and is second in the

assists category. While he hopes to

improve his individual numbers,
Toring is more concerned with a

One to watch

Jim Torin

^ Positioh:M
Height:

Cast Vlarr 4G gc

as
JINO OK/Daily Bruin

bid to the NCAA Championships,
which has eluded the Bruins since

their second place finish inl991.

"I'm looking for a good NCAA
Tournament," Toring said. "I'm
not overlooking the games that

will get us there, but my focus is

on that last tournament - definite-

ly being in the championship

COVEC: Southpaw starter
From page 6

several of the Top Ten teams in

the nation.

This year, the Bruins finished

fourth behind tournament cham-
pion Stanford, USC and
California. It was in the Bruins'
second-round game, against No.
6 Pepperdine, that Covec was at

his best. He scored three goals -

including one two-pointer - in

helping UCLA overcome a 7-1

halftime deficit for a 10-9 victo-

ry-

"I'm just out there to do the

best I can," Covec said. "Seeing
how competitive this season is,

that any team could win it all, it

would be a dream come true if,

in my freshman year, I end up
playing in the NCAA
Championship Game at Belmont
Plaza.

"That was not even in my
mind when I thought about com>
ing here. But now, I guess that
would have to be tti^ goal."
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Golf teams combine
youth with veterans
Women's team is set

to challenge for title,

while the men strive

to regain form of old

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

During the preseason, every
coach in the country is bursting
with unbridled optimism.
UCLA women's golf coach

Jackie Tobian-Steinmann and
men's golf coach Dave Atchison
are no exception as the 1994-95
season tees off

Tobian-Steinmann has numer-
ous reasons to be excited. The
roster boasts all five starters
from last year's sixth-ranked
team as well as blue chip fresh-

man Betty Chen.
After the women captured the

BYU Invitational, Sept 12-13,
in Provo, Utah, by a whopping'
28 strokes, Tobian-Steinmann is

bordering on giddy.

"We have an excellent team,
with a lot of depth," Tobian-
Steinmann said. "We hope to fin-

ish at the top, of course."

One need look no further than
the Stat sheet from Provo to
understand the women's depth -
they are loaded. Three Bruins
placed in the top-five and all five

competitors finished in the top
12 at the 15-team, 75-women
field.

Sophomore Jeong Min Park
took home top honors by shoot-
ing a one-over-par 217. Playing
in her first collegiate tourna-
ment, Chen displayed steady
nerves. She finished in fourth-
place with 222. Junior Kathy
Choi followed behind Chen at

225.

Also starting ^r the Bruins
was junior Jenny Park (229) and
sophomore Elise Kimm (232).
Despite the team's initial suc-
cess, Tobian-Steinmann has not
settled on a starting lineup.

"We have plenty of excellent
players competing for the top-
five spots," Tobian-Steinmann
said. "It should keep the girls on

Fall Golf Sctiedule
Alen'8 scliodule

Oct a^ Wolfpack Classic,
EdgewQOd CO.,
Stateline, Nev.

Oct 10-11 Nike Classic.
TiysthgTreeCC,
CorvaHls, Ore.

Nov. 28-30 Rebel Classic,
Las Vegas, Nev.

Woiii8ii!« Schedule

Mexico
onal,
rque, N.M.

Jnvitational,

,Ore.

orid
ttionat,

Head, S.C.
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their toes.

Last season, the men suffered
from inconsistency and failed to

make the NCAA tournament.
This year, however, Atchison has
other ideas.

."We're definitely hoping to be
considered one of the top pro-
grams in the country," Atchison
said. "We haven't lived up to that

the last couple of years, but it's

where we belong."

Atchison's optimism is not
unfounded as the men return all

but one starter from last year's
talented but inexperienced team.
Senior Brian Bock returns for a
fourth starting season after a red-

shirt year. In addition, freshman
Fredrik Henge arrives from the
Swedish National team to fill

another starting role.

Along with Bock and Henge,
junior US Amateur qualifier Eric

Lohman and sophomore Trevor
Arts are expected to retain their

starting positions.

"We are not lacking quality
golfers," Atchison said. "What
we need now is for someone to

step up ,and play to an Ail-
American level. If anyone can do
that, we will have an excellent
team."

Juniors Michael Miller and
Lance Graville are expected to

fight for the final starting posi-

tion.

The men begin their quest at

the Wolfpack Classic in
Stateline, Nevada Oct 3-4,

Choi malces sweet
music on the^liiilcs

Senior golfer trades

piano for golf clubs,

aims for pro circuit

By Melltsa Anderson
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When Jennifer Choi traded in

her piano lessons for a set of golf

clubs at the age of 13, she was
looking to escape the pressure of
training to be a concert pianist

Nearly 10 years later, many
people wonder what she does to

get away from the pressure of
being at the top of the UCLA
women's golf team.

But for Choi, golf is a way of
life now - one that she hopes will

stay with her for many years to

come.
"In the back of your head, there

One to watch

Jom^irClioi

See CHOI, page 42
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Simply the Best Pizza at the Lowest Price

209-1422

$2.00 OFF
Any Med. or Large

Pizza w/Frec

2-Liter Bottle of Soda

Large Lasagna

& Garden Salad

$ 3.95
Take Out or

Eat In Only

1136 WESTWOOD BLVD.

3 Medium Pizzas

with ONE Topping

$12.99
Delivery Only

FREE 2-Liter Soda
w/Any Purchase

Over$7.00.

Not Good with Any
Other Offer.

All coupons Exp. 10/31/94
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Women's soccer aiming liiglier

Xliby Moik(MMz^>AiLY BRUM
Gbia Dartt is UCLA's only veteran on a team inundated by freshmen.

Young Bruin squad

gets younger, looks

to improve in 1994

By Melissa Anderson
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Last summer, the members of

the UCLA women's soccer team
were content simply with their sta-

tus as a Division I program. After

posting a winning record in their

inaugural season, however, sights

for this year have been set quite a

bit higher.

They want to win them all.' Or
at least most of them.

In her second year as head
coach, Joy Fawcett has put togeth-

er a team that returns just nine

players and is inundated by fresh-

men. But the coaching staff feels

the young Bruins will be ready to

play together and provide compe-
tition for any team they face.

"I feel like we have a team with

depth and knowledge out on the

field," UCLA assistant coach
Merry Eyman said. 'They'll just

get stronger as they play more."

Ranked No. 10 in the Far West

Region to start the season, the"

Bruins have some stiff competi-

tion ahead against No. 4 Stanford

as well as USC and California.

A tough 2-0 loss to No. 13
Santa Clara and a scoreless tie

against No. 14 Washington State

earlier this nK)nth left UCLA feel-

ing confid.ent that they have a

chance to upset a team or two.

"We'll be really tested," Eyman
predicted. "Every game will take a

focused effort, but they will all be

close. We know we can play with

anyone."

Sophomore Sue Skenderian
will be a key player for the UCLA
offeiise as well as a leader for the

22 new players.

"I think we'll do much better

than last year," Skenderian said.

"We got a great group of young
players, many of whom have
played together (on club teams)

for a long time. -^

"It is a different game from
high school though, so it will be
interesting to see how they react."

With Skenderian in the back-
field and freshman Traci
Arkenberg leading the offense, the

Bruins will look for freshman
Shannon Thomas to provide mid-

field depth, Shanelle Eng returns
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as a keeper for UCLA this season,

but she faces competition for her

starting spot in the goal from
freshman Gretchen Overgaard.

The coaching staff is quick to

state, however, that the starting 1

1

is never set in stone.

'*Our bench is very consistent,"

Eyman said. "It really is a cohe-

sive team effort"

"If we continue to grow over
the next four years, I think we
should do really well," Arkenberg
s^id. "We may have a chance at a

national championship. That
would be wonderful."

A national title for such a young
team is quite an ambitious predic-

tion, but it is one that is shared by
Aii^enberg's teammates.

"Everyone wants to come here

because they know they can play,"

Skenderian said. 'These girls are

good. In four years, they will be

wonderful."

For now, the Bruins will con-

centrate on the competition at

hand.

UCLA will face Arizona on^
Sept. 30 (10 a.m.) in the first Pac-

10 home game of the season. The
Bruins then hit the road to face

UC Irvine Oct. 3 and Pepperdine

Oct 6.

W.S r»^Hn:

From page 8

Arkenberg scoreless.

Forward Erin Martinez put
Santa Clara ^~n the board with a

break-a-way pass from ^ikko
Mansen in the 16th ni^inute.

Mansen later scored the Bronco's

second goal with less than 10
minutes to play following a save

by UCLA goalkeeper Shanelle
Eng.

Defensively, Santa Clara held

UCLA to just three shots on goal,

all of which came from
Arkenberg.

"We played really well in

spurts (against Santa Clara),"

UCLA assistant coach Merry
Eyman said. "After that game, we
knew that we can hang in there

with anyone."

Sept 15-18, New Mexico
Tournament: UCLA 0, Np. 14
Washington State (overtime)

On the way to their first-ever

tournament victory, the Bruins
gained the upper-hand after bat-

tling through three straight over-

time matches.

UCLA hung on for 130 minutes

to tie the nationally-ranked
Cougars, who were unable to

score o ff freshman keeper
Gretchen Overgaard.

Overgaard more than proved
that she was capable of starting in

goal. She saved seven shots on
goal during regulation play and
then shut out the Cougar offense

through two overtime periods to

keep UCLA in the game.

UCLA 1, Hawaii (OT)
For the second time in as many

days, the Bruins were forced into

overtime, this time by the
Rainbow Wahine, who outshot
UCLA 17-11. In the 102nd minute
of the game, freshman Melanie
Horn, in her first start, scored the

only goal of the game to lead the

Bruins to victory.

UCLA 2, New Mexico 1 (OT)
The Bruins had no trouble get-

ting past the Lobos again, thanks

to the offensive work of the young
talent.

Michelle Lieberman scored the

first UCLA goal after 17 minutes
of play, but New Mexico came -

back to tie just prior to the half. ^
After 75 minutes of scoreless play,

Chrissy Whalen finally found Hoe .

net to give the Bruins the gamj
and the championship.
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Mum's the word for Skenderian
Bruin defencier

acts humbly about

her athletic skills

One to watch

By MeilMa Anderton
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Sue Skenderian never thought
she could play soccer at the col-
lege level.

And after leading the UCLA
women's soccer team to a win-
ning record in its inaugural sea-
son, she still doesn't think she is

"that good."
Whether she believes it or

not, though, the sophomore has
emerged as a leader on the
young Bruin squad.

"It's a given that (the older
players) will be looked to for
advice," Skenderian said. "This
year I have a lot more responsi-
bility. I have to really step up
and be more a part of the game.
That's what I'm here for."

She is also here to win.
"My goal is to help get this

team into the playoffs and have
a chance to face-off with North
Carolina," Skenderian said. "I

ARKENBERG
From page 8

will say to me 'How many goals
are you going to score this
game?'" Arkenberg said. "I just
want to go out and do my best,
but I can tell they're starting to

expect me to score. When I

don't, I kind of feel like I've let

them and myself down."
The team's expectations are

not unwarranted. The Bruins,
only loss of the season thus far

"Pd like to have a

chance to become a

candidate for

AH'American and to

hopefully help the

team win most of its

games so we can

make it into the

playoffs."

Thwl Arkenberg

"•PAULWlLfiJVNSKf

want to make a name for UCLA
soccer. I want people to say 'Oh
my God, we're playing
UCLA.'"
Skenderian led last year's

defensive unit, which held
opposing teams to just 1.35
goals per game.
"She has great knowledge of

the game and she has so much
talent," UCLA assistant coach
Merry Eyman said. "Sue is in
total control out there and she

makes it look easy."

According to Skenderian
though, it doesn't take much to

be as good as she is.

"I don't consider myself the
star out there," Skenderian said.

"I don't think (the sweeper posi-

tion) is very difficult. I just
stand there."

In high school, Skenderian
led Santa Barbara High School
to three consecutive league
titles. Yet the four-year all-
league selection never thought
she was college soccer material.

"I didn't really plan to play
soccer in college. I didn't really

try to sell myself," she said.

"I've always wanted to come to

UCLA for the school itself With
the soccer program being so
new, I knew there was a better

chance for me to play. I was just

concerned about being on the
team."

And still, even after starting

all 17 games last season,
Skenderian feels the heat of an
influx of talented freshman.
"Of course I feel pressure,"

Skenderian admitted. "I've
never had anyone contending
for my spot. Now there is

always someone there."
Andrew Sohotor/DAILY BRUM

Bruin team leader Sue Skenderian is a key player for UCLA this year.

came against Santa Clara. It was
also one of two games in which
Arkenberg has failed to score in.

-Tlieolb*r w«« ^ O-^je witl^
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Washington State.

Yet there is more to
Arkenberg's style of play than
putting the ball in the net.

Traci is a great finisher and
she's unselfish on defense as
well," UCLA assistant coach
Merry Eyman said. "She works
hard to support the whole team
on defense, which can sacrifice
her chance to score. She's a
great worker."

Deciding to join head coach
Joy Fawcett's team was an easy
one for Arkenberg, whose par-
ents are both former Bruins.

"I wanted to stay close to
home and I knew that Joy was a
great coach," Arkenberg said.

"Knowing that Joy was a U.S.
National Team member, I knew
that she could help me get to

where I want to be, which is part

of the National Team.

"I'd like to have a chance to

become a candidate for Ail-
American and to hopefully help

the team win most of its games
so we can make it into the play-

offs."

\ A.B.C. J)
^ GUM C^

*(i^e€4UH^^U4fK(iu44jUcaiUK^ collect

i^ <t4- ^CCCCC 04^ cUalcHf- f^tO-l' Please use

the spoce provided obove to store gum for after conversotion

enjoyment. And always dial 1-800-COLlECT when colling collect.

Tou'll save the people you call up to 44X.

1-800-C0LLECT
'7UPtUae7(M^€<t>e<UieolUct'
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SHORELINE
SCOOTERS

a KM> U(k

QUALITY SERVICE • CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

• SAME DAY SERVICE •

Free Pick Up & Free Delivery

HONDA & YAMAHA
Specialist (310) 874 - 6746

Student Discounts & accepted

Ask For
"Scott"

9 - 6 MON - SAT
SUN by
Appointment

WELCOME BACK BRUINS!

Summer may be over...

But our deats are

here to stay!

Call 824-5000 for Free Delivery

ANY PIZZA,
ANY SIZE,
ANY TOPPINGS

For Only

$8.99
Plus Tax

(310) 824-5000 Offer expires October 6, 1994
Coupon required. Not valid with any other offer. Coupon not valid on

The Dominator. Cash discount includes rebate with applicable sales tax
L ..-..--«..i.w.»;..\»~

Veteran
Harris is

laid bacic

en trails

One to watch

JINO OK/Daily Bruin

By Mark SIngerton ^
The pressure is on for

Creighton Harris. Now in his third

and final year at UCLA, the senior

seeks All-American honors and
hopes to lead the men's cross
country team to the NCAA
Championships.

Indeed, a bid to the champi-
onship is a lofty goal for Harris,

but certainly one that's not out of
reach.

In 1993, Harris led the Bruin
men through a campaign of medi-
ocrity. While he did not qualify for

nationals, he placed sixth at the

Pac-10 meet and finished in the

top-10 at four of five meets. Good
results, but Harris hopes for vast

improvement in 1994.

**I think I have a better chance
than ever just because this year the

team is so strong," Harris said. **!

know that even if I don't do par-

ticularly well during the season,

that my teammates can lead us to

the NCAAs."
Whether or not Harris can

improve on last year's form
remains to be seen. He is currently

nursing a minor injury to his

achilles heel, but a fiill recovery is

expected by next month.

"I really don't know how I'm
going to do yet," Harris said.

"This is an injury that you just

can't expect to race well with until

it's better."

tiarm' injurymay have raised a

few doubts for UCLA men's cross

country coach Bob Larsen, who is

unsure whether or not Harris will

be back on top.

"He has the potemial to be the

leader of this team but it depends
on how much work he's put in

over the summer," Larsen said.

"There are a lot of other good run-

ners on this team, so he's got to be
in top shape to be the leader."

Harris maintains that he is up to

the task, but it might take him sev-

eral races to hit his stride.

In the past, Harris has pulled

through despite his unorthodox
preparation for races. Whether it

be by his meditation and Yoga
exercises before the meets, or the

Public Enemy shirts he displays

before he runs, Harris always
seems to make himself the center

of attention. But he doesn't mind
the spotlight.

"I just like to do my thing,"

Harris said. "Some people can't

^

handle the attention but I thrive on
'^

it. It gives me pressure to win, and
for me, the more pressure the bet-

ler."
—
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nJCLA
From page 22

least once in 1993.

What have you done for me
lately?

That seems to be the prevailing

theme of the preseason prognosti-

cators who have jumped aboard
the Arizona bandwagon after the

Wildcats convincingly disman-
tled Miami in the Fiesta Bowl,
while UCLA stumbled in the

Rose Bowl.

Have the experts forgotten the

thumping UCLA handed the Cats
on their visit to the Arroyo Seco
in '93?

The Bruins may not be the chic

pick to represent the Pac-10 at

the Rose Bowl this season, but
don't count them out either.

UCLA's strength is obviously
its passing game. The Bruins
return ttieir starting quartert)ack

(Wayne Cook) for the first time
since 1991.

And lest you forget the Bruins
have other receivers besides
Stokes, junior Kevin Jordan
threatens to keep pace with
Stokes ball for ball this year,

while Mike Nguyen, Bryan
Adams, Avery Anderson and Josh
Eby make this one of the deepest
receiving corps in the Pac-10.

Junior behemoth tackle

Jonathan Ogden anchors an
offensive line - alongside James
Christensen. Mike Flanagan,
Matt Soensken and Chad
Overhauser - that will try to cre-

ate some holes for UCLA's run-

ning backs.

Sophomore tailback Shannon
Shah will be a 1,000-yaid rusher

soon, if not this year, assuming
he stays healthy. When Skip
Hicks and Derek Ayers get
healthy enough to join James
Milliner, Daron Washington and
company, the Bruins will have a
surplus of talented running backs.

UCLA's biggest losses came
on the defensive side of the ball,

where three underclassmen
(juniors Jamir Miller, Marvin
Goodwin and Bruce Walker) left

school early for the NFL.
The secondary will be tested

by some of the best quarterbacks
in the country this year, and
junior cornerback Teddy
Lawrence will need to step up his

leadership in the absence of
senior Carl Greenwood, who is

out for the 7ear with a broken
foot. A trio of talented but
unproven sophomores, Andy
Colbert, Abdul McCullough and
Paul Guidry join Lawrence in the

secondary.

, The defensive line returns vir-

tually intact, with junior George
Kase spearheading the attack
alongside Sale Isaia, Grady
Stretz, Travis Kirschke, London
Woodfin and Gary Walton.

Sophomore Phillip Ward will

try to fill the shoes of Miller at

UCLA's "stud" linebacker posi-

tion. Donnie Edwards, Shane
Jasper and Rod Smalley give the

Bruin first-team strength at line-

backer, but any injuries could
create depth problems. Notre
Dame transfer Anthony Jones
will help out tremendously in this

regard.

Special teams will win a game
or two for the Bruins again this

year. All-American place-kicker

Bjorn Merten could eclipse last

year's field goal total (21), while
Darren Schager will finally get

acclaim as one of the top punters

in the nation.

If UCLA can make it through a

brutal schedule that has them
playing road games at Cal,

Arizona and Washington, the

Bruins could be home for the hol-

idays again - this time with the

hopes of doing it right.

-flandy Satterburg

C^te'^ ) "^C^-^ Student SpeciaC
•One hour service fbr glasses

& contacts

•Custom contacts: color,

disposabk, astigmatic, and

gas permeable

•Open 7 days a week,

weeknights dl 9pm
•GbsM* starting at $79 complete

* eye exam extra

•Clear Spare Pair* $39/pair

•Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair

•Gentle Touch disposable year supply $199

Dr. Elliott Moscot, O.D.
Beverty Center Santa Monica Place

855-0666 394-7775

Natural Touch
Colored Soft Contacts
PILKINQTON BARNES HIND

Fastttt 6mriiia ColorwlLmn
based in independent study -^

data on file

*'"

Westside Pavilion

475-0666

BREAKFAST IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY!

OPEN & DELIVERY UNTIL 2:30 AM!
935 Broxton
Hours:

Mon-Wed 7am- lorn

Thurs-Fri 7am-2:30am
Sot 8om-2:30am
Sun 9am- lorn

03

WE
DELIVER!

208-4992
H^Mift. Purchase)
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Advertise. It Works.
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

OFnCIAL
WORLD CUP

APPAREL a SOUVENIRS

SPORTS APPAREL

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

WHERE FRESH IS THE TASTE

FEED A FRIEND
FOR FREE!
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
I Westwood Blvd. & Lindbrook Ave.

(310) 208-7774 - Open 24 Hours

1
I

INTRODUCE ONE OFYOUR FRIENDS
TO SUBWAY AND YOUR FRIEND EATS FREE!
Buy a 6" or footlong sandwich and med. drink and your
friend gets a FREE sandwich of equal or lesser value.

Remember, your friend must accompany you.. .only one friend per coupon. |
(Friendship can only go so far...) Not valid with any other offers. Exp. 10/3 1/94

I

I any I

THIS OFFE* GOOD ONUT AT

^UBUJRV^
Valid only at the following locations

SANTA MONICA
Pico Blvd. & 1 8th St.

(310) 396-555 1 - Open Ram - 1 1 pm

I

I

I

I

I

J
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ARIZONA
From page 22

annual college preview issue. In a
poll of the Pac-10 football coach-
es, it was none other than 'Zlona

that was billed as the team to beat
Add it all up and it amounts to

Arizona's best chance ever at a
Rose Bowl berth - something that

has long eluded the Wildcats. In

fact, Arizona is the only Pac-10
team never to have appeared in the

Rose Bowl.

If any doubts remained about
Arizona at the end of the 1993
Pac-10 season, they were emphati-
cally laid to rest after the

Wildcats' 29-0 shellacking of
Miami in the Fiesta Bowl. And
with six key members of that

vaunted defense back, Arizona has

reason to be encouraged.

The heart and soul of that "D" is

junior defensive end Tedy
Bruschi, a 6-foot- 1 -inch, 255-
pound fireball who rampaged
through offensive fronts to record

a league-high 27.5 tackles for loss

and 18 sacks. Defensive backs
Tony Bouie and Brandon Sanders
are undersized but ferocious hit-

ters, while in linebacker Sean
Harris, the Wildcats have yet
another honors candidate on
defense.

But while Arizona's defense
goes unquestioned, legitimate

questions remain about the
.

offense. Quarterback Dan White
returns after an up-and-down sea-

son last year, and will need to

improve his woeful passing per-

centage (.498) if the Wildcats are

to go to the Rose Bowl. In the

backfield. Chuck Levy dashed for

dollars with the Arizona Cardinals

of the NFL, but senior tailback

Ontiwan Carter has 2,294 career

rushing yards under his belt and
could become the Wildcats all-

time leading rusher.

Carter will benefit from running
behind a veteran offensive line

that returns five starters who have
14 combined seasons of experi-

ence.
——

~

The receiving corps is solid, but

not spectacular. It also lacks speed
on the outside. Sophomore Richard

Dfce and junior Cary Tkylor are the

top returning wkleouts.

Arizona will be able to lay the

hurt on defense, but its less-than-

awe-inspiring offense could keep
the Cats from making a trip to

Pasadena on New Year's Day.
Look for the Wildcats to continue

to hold teams to absurdly low
amounts of rushing yards, but to

be outclassed in the end by the

abundance of excellent quarter-

backs the Pac-10 has to offer.—

^

-Randy SatteitMitg

WASHINGTON
From page 22
get UCLA and Cal at home, have a

relatively easy road schedule at

Oregon, Stanford and Washington
State, and miss Arizona altogether.

Second, tailback Napoleon
Kaufman passed up the NFL draft

to return for his senior season, and
will run roughshod all over the

Pac-10 this year. With J.J. Stokes'

early injuries, Rob Johnson's early

struggles and Steve Stenstrom's
lousy team, Kaufman is the Pac-
10* s best shot at a Heisman
Tirophy winner.

Traditionally, a player from a
probation team struggles to gamer
the media attention necessary to

win the Heisman. Bij^ then, the

Washington athletic department is

not running a Uaditional canqudgn
for "America's Most Exciting All-

Purpc»e Player."

With intersectional games
against Ohio State and Miami to

See WASHINQTON, page 37

WASHINGTON
From page 36

showcase Kaufman, along with a
weekly barrage of Kaufman
posters. Washington appears to be
on a crusade to bring die trophy to

Seattle.

Kaufman is a sure bet to become
Washington's all-time leading rusher

sometime this year and if he can top

the LOOO-yard mark again in 1994.

he woukl be the first Husky back to

achieve this in three consecutive
years.

Junior Damon Huard finally won
the starting quaiterfaack position out-

right after an up-and-down 1993 sea-

son in which he was at times both
awful and spectacular in the same
game. Against Cal last year, Huaid
threw four interceptions, but rallied

for the win with two fourth quarter

scoring strikes.

Witti Huard securing the starter's

role, back-up quarterback Eric

Bj(»iison has been returned to wide
receiver, where he will join Dave
Janoski and Mark Bruener as

Huaid's primary targets.

The "Purple Reign" defense is

strong year after year, and this sea-

son is IK) exception. Captsdns David
KillpaUick and Donovan Schmidt
lead a quick linebacker corps, while

free safety Lawyer Milloy makes tfie

Husky secondary underrated.

Head coach Jim Lambright will

have the Huskies ready to play

de^te piobatk>n.

"If you never quit, it's amazing
what can h£^)pen in diis game, where
the ball can take so many stupid

bounces," he said. "You have to

challenge kids to make plays. The
' Washington Huskies will never stop

believing."

-Randy Satterburg

use
From page 22

,

"We've taken a few major steps

forward to put us back among the

nation's elite teams," Robinson said

of his Trojan team.

But with Johnson's favorite tar-

get, Johnnie Morton, gone to the

NFL, there may be tough times

ahead in Troy.

use hopes that seniors Ken
Grace (36 catches, 2 TDs) and Ed
Hervey (22 catches. 2 TDs) can
combine to fill the void left by
Morton's departure. Junior college

transfer Keyshawn Johnson will be

counted on to make an immediate
impact as well.

Robinson shows that he would
like to feature more balance than last

year, when an abysmal running

game forced hiiii to ride Johnson's

arm 449 times through the air.

_^ Sophomore Shawn Wallers is

Troy's leading returning rusher and
should be imjMoved with a year of
experience under his belt, but he will

be challenged by several other

promising young backs.

At the forefront of that group is

freshman Delon Washington, who
could steal the starting position from
Walters.

The use defense struggled

against powerful running teams last

year, and losing Willie McGinest to

the NFL won't help.

But during the offseason,

Globinson hit the recruiting trails and
landed what most experts conskler to

be the second best recruiting class in

the nation, including an influx of
junior college u^nsfers who will

play right away. In all, Robinson
signed 30 incoming players.

The strength of the Tirojan defense

is at linebacker, where USC returns

both of its leading tacklers from the

past two seasons, Jeff Kopp and

Brian Williams.

"We must become a more fAysi-

ical team," Robinson said.

See USC. page 38
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UCLA WOMEN'S ATHUTICS

OPEN TEAM TRYOUTS
All of UCLA's 11 women's teams has non-scholarship undergraduate

student athletes on its roster. One of them could be you!

Please make sure you have doctor's medical clearance before trying out

and bring appropriate clothing.

Basketball-October 17, 11:30 am. Floor of Pauley Pavilion

(high school varsity experience is a must)

Cross Country-October 5, 2:30 pm, Intramural Field

(college courses are 3 miles in length)

GoltiOctober 12, 12 noon. Intramural Field

(prefer players that can break 85)

Gymnastics-September 26-30, 2 pm, Wooden Center /ki^J
(must have competed at Level 1 or higher) ^^^/

Soccer-September 29, 1 pm, Soccer Field ~

(must be in shape, good technical skills)

Softball-October 20, 2 pm, Easton Stadium

(need a minimum of one-year ASA experience)

Swimming-October 3, 1 :45 pm. Men's Gym Pool

(should swim year-round with previous club experience)

Tennis-October 3, 4 pm. Sunset Courts

(USTA & top HS playing experience^needed)

Track & Field-November 1 , 3 pm, Drake Stadium

(previous HS competition experience necessary)
v-y

f

Volleyball--September 29, 2:30 pm, Wooden Center
[...&P

(High School and club experience needed) IMfe'

Water Polo--October 10-14, 4-6 pm, Men's Gym Pool

(strong swimming background necessary)

Call 310-825-8699 for more information

*«
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llie TI-68 solves up to five

simultaneous equations,

performs complex number

functions and offers formula

programming.
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ENTER

There's A Prerequisite For Every Class

Get the year off to a great start with a TI Scientific or Business Calculator. They're

designed for students and professionals. Recommended by professors. And perfectly

matched to your major and coursework.

No matter which classes you're taking, TI Scientific and Business Calculators are

what you need to succeed. Try one at your local TI retailer today, or for more information,

call 1-800-TI-CARES.
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The TI-36X SOLAR, a general

purpose workhorse, is powerecL

by ANYLITE" solar cells so

you never need batteries.
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The BA II PLUS" has unique

display prompts that guide you

through problems. It offers

basic business functions like

time-value-of-money, plus

cash flow analysis for inter-

nal rate of return (IRR) and

net present value (NPV).
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Instruments
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use
From page 37

^^Offensively we must become an
effective ninning team and defen-

sively we have to su^ the run."

The arm of Rob Johnson alone
should be enoiigh to piopel USC to

the first tier of the Pac-10. If the

Trojans can get inqxov^nent out of
their running game from either

Walters or Washington, and if the

junior college recruits can bolster the

defensive line, USC will threaten ftw

the Pac-lO title.

-4landy SatteitNirg

STANFORD
From page 22

from the 1993 freshman class

were counted on to play right

away.

The one area Stanford was par-

ticularly hurt by its youth was the

defense. The Cardinal relied pri-

marily on underclassmen and
yield^ over 465 yards per game
last season, but those players now
have a year of experience under
their belts.

"The defense must improve
dramatically," Walsh says. 'That
is one of our major concerns."

Even if the Stanford defense
does not improve a lick, which is

highly unlikely, the Stenstrom-
lead offense boasts enough fire-

power to outscore anybody. Last
year, Stenstrom led the Pac-10 in

passing yards (3,627), comple-
tions (300 of 455) and touch-
downs (27) in the process of set-

ting four school passing records
and three Pac-10 marics.

With the option of declaring for

the NFL draft in his mind, Stenstrom

instead decided to return for his

fourth and final season as the

Stanford signal caller. He is in a
good position to assume the role as

the Cardinal's most proficient pass-

er, quite aa.honor considering the

talent that has (xeceded him in

names such as John Elway, Jim
Plunkett and Jim Brodie.

~
'There is no question that in 1994,

Steve Stenstrom has to be consid-

oed one of the top quarterbacks in

college football," Walsh says. "He is

an outstanding candidate for the

Heisman Trophy and All-America
honors."

Stanford returns nine offensive

starters to make it that much easier

for Stenstrom to shine. Justin

Armour, Stenstrom's favorite taiget,

is back for his senior season after an
injuiy-plagued 1993 season in whk:h
he caught 51 passes for 764 yards

and six touchdowns.

Other weapons include senior

tight end Tony Cline (42 receptions

for 465 yards) and sophomore Brian

Manning, who demonstrated big-

play capabilities as a true freshman
last year.

Ethan Allen is listed as the No. 1

halfback, but it is sophonK)re Mike
Mitchell who will be the most
improved player in the Pac-10 this

season.

Put it all together and the

Cardinal fieure to turn things
around in 1994. The schedule
plays into Stanford's favor as

well, with home games against

Arizona, Washington and USC.
-Randy Satterburg

CALIFORNIA
From page 23

that started at one tinM or another.

"We built good, solid dqMh last

year by playing a lot of players and
using a lot of different formations

on both sides of the ball,"

Gilbertson said. "When I look at

our roster, I see more than two

See CAUFORNIA, page 39

CALIFORNIA
-—^AFrojn page 38

dozen players that could be consid-
ered returning starters, guys who
have been tested in conference
games and proved they can win at

this level. That's why I'm opti-

mistic about the coming season."

Gilbertson can rest easier know-
ing that Barr, whose 164.5 pass
efficiency rating led the Pac-10
and was the 10th best in NCAA
history, will hold the reins of his

offense. In his two seasons as the
Cal signal-caller, Barr has thrown
for over 5,200 yards and 43 touch-
downs.

Barr's importance to the success
of the Cal football team goes
unquestioned. The Bears were a
perfect 9-0 in games which Ban-
played at full strength, but were 0-

4 when he sat out or was hampered
by a midseason shoulder injury. It

comes as no coincidence then, that

the roller-coaster season Cal expe-
rienced mirrored the i^ysical well-

being of its quarterback. The Bears
started the season with five straight

wins, ended the season with four
consecutive wins aiui sandwiched
four losses in between while Ban-
was not at full strength.

In the backfield with Ban will

be a deep group of ball carriers:

tailbacks Reynard Rutherford
(junior), Tarik Smith (sophomore)
and Tyrone Edwards (sophomore),
and fullback Johnny Tavake
(sophomore). If the Bears can pro-
duce a 1,000-yard rusher from this

group they would be the first Pac-
10 team ever to have five consecu-
tive years with a running back over
1,000 yards.

Another first the Bears could
achieve this year is to be the only
team to ever defeat UCLA in five

consecutive meetings. After Cal
dropped 18 straight to the Bruins
from 1972 to 1989, the Bears have
rolled off four straight The Bruins
will seek revenge Oct. 8 iif

Strawberry Canyon.
As for California's 1994

prospects, do not be fooled by the

numbers. The Bears will finish in

the top half of the conference
standings, and could be a long shot
for the Pac-10 title.

-Randy Satteiturg

WSU
From page 23

ger 2.2 yards per carry.

- Washington State has an all-

senior secondary that has played
together for three years.

__ - The Cougars return four,

defensive players that received
first or second team honors last

year: defensive end DeWayne
Patterson, defensive tackle Chad
Eaton, linebacker Ron Childs and
comerback Torey Hunter.

- Patterson recorded 17 sacks
last season, and Eaton made 62
tackles.

"I'm not sure if statistically

we'll be the same as we were a
year ago, even though we could be
as good or a little better than we
were a year ago," WSU head coach
Mike Ftice said. "If you play good
defense, you can play with any-
body and compete."

Ptice better hope that is the case,

because compared to the other
offenses around the Pac-10, the

Cougars do not measure up as
well.

Sophomore quarterback Chad
Davis is the unknown commodity
in this conference of explosive

passers. After the Cougars experi-

mented with three different starters

last season. Price will look to

Davis - a U^nsfer from OklalK)ma

who sat out last season with a faso-

See WSU, page 40
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STUPEIIf Any Sandwich, Chips, Drink (free

mj^^mm ji I
''®^'"^)' °"d Cookie for $4.49 plus

SPECIAIi tax after 3 p.m. with Student I.D.

Weslwood Village

1 134 Weslwood Boulevard

2 Blocb North of Wibhire Blvd.

Phone Orders (310) 208-1 133
Open A^n - Sat d 10 a.m.

Free Dehvery 1 1 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Limited area - $10.00 minimum order

Agenius figured it out

HP built it in.

HEWtETT -^_
PACKARD 4d(ir
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FORCES AND ENERGY:

Centripetal Force
Hooke's Law
nass-EnerQy Re 1 at i on
ID Elastic Collisions
Drag Force
Law of Gravitation

• The HP 48G has built-in
equations, functions,
and menus to guide you
through complex
calculations.

• Access over 300 built-in equations.

• Push a button, choose from a pull-

down menu, and fill in the blanks.

Entering data is that easy.

• View 3-D gi^hs

• Perform algebra and calculus

operations on equations before

entering values.
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EOtAT',>( MAIRiX f-Or CMO f-i,"!-, iOf, 'V-SD

TNTEr

Mf^ fs'py sOL/E

+/- f^x un

SrMPOi.lC

uur-i (

'*'Enter and see equs^ons like they
appear on paper.

• Work with different units of measure.
The HP 48G will convert them for you.

So, enter inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation — it'll

convert them.

•You'll quickly learn to
operate it!

Pull-down menus guide you through
problem-solving smoothly and quickly'

Push a button, select an entry from the
pull-down menu, and fill in the blanks.

• Check it out at your
college bookstore.

The HP 48G graphic cjflculator gives

you a whole lot more for a whole lot

less than you think. Compare— the
HP 48G fits your budget

m HEWLETT*
PACKARD
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LONG BEACH COIN & COLLECTIBLE EXPO
PRESENTS

CoachJohn Wooden Bill Walton

Sat, October 8th

12:30 to 3:00 pm

Autographs: $15
Balls, Jerseys: $25

Sat, October 8th

12:30 to 2:30 pm

Autographs: $10
Balls, Jerseys: $20

ALSO APPEARING SATURDAY: LJV. Dodgers Rookie of the Year Raul Mondesi, Henry Rodriquez and
Rafael Boumlgal, all 10am till Noon; Angel Greats Bo Bellnsky, Dean Chance and Leon Wagner all

4pm till 6pm; Darrell Evans, Only man to hit 40 home runs for season in both leagues, 1pm till 3pm.
Appearing Sunday: Brooklyn Dodger Bobby Bragan, 10am to Noon, Dolph CamilU, 10am to 12:30 pm
and UA, Dodger Stan Williams, 11am to 1pm. Tickets for all signers available at Expo starting Thursday.

Information

(310) 437-0819

LONG BEACH CONVENHON CENTER
October 6 - 9 Admission $3.00

$1.00 OFF ADMISSION
With this Ad

Jl

^kocc See

I

;^Bruin's Dozen**
I |1S for the price off 12|

M©iiliS3irf#i^

I

I

I

I

1
i

-r

I& Joy (5^
"mmm

J 1636 Westwood Blvd. (3 1 0) 474-900

1

Beverly Hills 246 N. BeveHy Dr. (310)274-5522
Sanki Monica 715 Pico Blvd. (310)399-9631

_Hollywood 7361 1 /2 Sunset Blvd. (213)850-9044
JK

wsu
From page 39

icen collarbone - as the starter.

Davis is better known for break-

ing many of Todd Marinovich's

prep passing marks, including a

national prep career passing

record, with his total of 9,332

yards.

"Chad Davi^ is a real accurate

passer, very accurate," Price says.

"He throws a catchable ball. He
also knows the defenses and is one

of the RKtst dedicated quarterbacks

I've coached. Davis hasn't got a

gun or a cannon, but he's a good
student of the game. He's the type

of quarterback who's going to take

what the defense gives him and not

force the ball."

The Cougars could be a poten-

tial sleeper in the Pac-10 if they

play like they did in their upset of

Illinois. Their defense will give

them a chance to win, but a ques-

tionable offense will make them a

second division finisl^r.

-Randy Sattertwrg

OREGON
From page 23

of higher profile signal-callers in

the Pac-10, such as Stanford's

Steve Stenstrom and USC's Rob
Johnson. But, O'Neil was a more
efficient passer than Stenstrom in

1993 and accounted for more
total offense than Johnson.

The Newport Beach native is a

four-year starter, having set six

school records and totaled 6,089

career passing yards coming into

1994. At 6-feet-2-inches and 178
pounds, O'Neil does not have
NFL scouts drooling over his pro

potential, but he does have plenty

of defensive coordinators slob-

bering in fear about facing his

accurate passing touch.

"I think in almost any other

year in Pac-10 history, Danny
would have been heralded as one
of the premier quarterbacks ever

.

to play," Oregon head coach Rich
Brooks said. "But because his

numbers were matched by at least

two other quarterbacks in our
league, he didn't get the recogni-

tion I think he deserves."

O'Neil may have to shoulder

much of the load on offense

where only three starters return

from last season. Junior Ricky
Whittle is the leading returning

rusher (284 yards), having rushed

for a season-best 113 yards in a

one-point loss at Cal.

O'Neil will tflso benefit from
the services of receiver Cristin

McLemore for another _year_
McLemore caught 50 passes last

season and tied Ahmad Rashad's

school record for touchdowns
with 10.

**We did lose a lot of our offen-

sive unit that was so productive,

but we still have the most impor-
tant ingredient in Danny O'Neil,"
Brooks said.

O'Neil is talented, but may
encounter difficulty carrying the

team by himself. Oregon needs to

get production from Whittle in

order to improve upon last sea-

son. In reality, it may be open
season on the Ducks in 1994.

-RwKly SatterlMirg

ASU
From page 23,

years. We just have not quite man-
aged to get over that hump yet,"

third-year head coach Bruce Snyder
said. "W; have some holes to fill, but

I think the attitude on our team rigttt

now is vCTy, very positive."

Snyder's optimism results pri-

marily from his quarterback situa-

Daily Bruin Sports

See A8U, page 41
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From page 40

tion, where Jake Plummer complet-
ed 51 .3 percent of his passes (102 of

199) for 1 ,650 yards and nine touch-

downs in only six games as a true

freshman starter.

Plummer earned freshman All-

America honors in leading the Sun
Devils to a 4-2 record after being
named the starter in the sixth game
of the season.

"(Plununer) showed maturity
beyond his age (last year)," Snyder
said. "I know Dave Barr, and he's a
terrific player. (Steve) Stenstroni I

know, Danny O'Neil, Rob Johnson
- those guys are terrific quarter-

backs, but I say this with due
respect, that I don't believe I would
trade Jake Plummer Ux anybody in

our conference."

In senior wide receiver Clyde
McCoy, the Sun Devils have an out-

side burner who possesses good,
deep potential and ability to return

punts. McCoy was second best in

the Pac-10, and 15th in the nation

with his 11.3 yards per return aver-

age.

On defense, Arizona State

returns seven senior starters, includ-

ing Jim Thorpe Award candidate,

Craig Newsome. The senior comer-
back was named first team All Pac-

10 last year, and is an All-American
candidate in 1994.

Still, Arizona State has a chal-

lenge ahead with games against

Cal, Washington, Oregon and
Arizona, and unless Plummer turns

out to be as good as Snyder says he
is, the Devils could be in for a long

year.

-Randy Satteiturg

OSU
From page 23

What makes Oregon State par-

ticulariy dangerous is the wishbone
offense that fourth-year head coach
Jerry Pettibone has installed in

Corvallis.

_ After stints at Oklahoma.^
Nebraska and Texas A&M,
Pettibone is trying to sell the

Pacific Northwest on smash-mouth
football - and it appears to be
working. Last year, the Beavers'

average of 295.8 rmhing yards per

game was second highest in

Division L
"This is the fourth year that this

staff has been at OSU and we feel

that we've worked hard and we've
bHDUght our team to the point now
where we can go out week in and
week out and be competitive in the

Pac-10," Pettibone said.

Spearheading the Beavers' for-

midable running attack is senior

halfback J.T. Tfbuiig, who is' oVer^
shadowed by another talented J.J.

(Stokes of UCLA), but is a talent in

his own right

In 1993, Young's 1,216 all-pur-

pose running yards and 955 rushing

yards earned him Second-Team
All-Pac-10 Honors, while his aver-

age of 7.0 yards per carry was
third-highest in the nation. Among
returning Pac-10 players, only

Napoleon Kaufman of Washington
mshed for more yards last year

than Young.

"Now we're going in with the

confidence that we had at the end
of last season," Young said. 'There

aren't so many question marks in

our head - we kniow what we need

to do to get it (k>ne, and we're just

trying to ride off the confidence

that we finished with last year."

Oregon State presents a defen-

sive coach's wOTSt nightmare. The
Beavers figure to capitalize on
other teams' inabilities, but don't

expect any miracles either. An
upset win or two isn't out of the

question, but then again, every win

is an upset for Oregon State.

-R»idy Satterburg

Prime Ticket Network has for several years been L.A.'s most
VIEWED cable service AND WITH GOOD REASON, PRIME TICKET
BRINGS YOU SPORTS THAT FEATURES THE KINGS, THE LAKERS, USC
AND UCLA, THE Angels, the Mighty Ducks and delivers an
AWARD-WINNING NIGHTLY SPORTS NEWSCAST "PRESS BOX" CALL
YOUR LOCAL CABLE SYSTEM AND ASK FOR PRIME TICKET NETWORK...

YOUR BIGGEST AND BEST SOURCE FOR SPORTS PROGRAMMING!

Call Your local Cable System Today And Ask For Prime Ticket Network!
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Arts: UCLA's ace in the hole?

V

Sophomore golfer

sets sights"hlgh

for fall season

One to watch

By Melissa Anderson
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It comes as no surprise that the

UCLA men's golf team could not
sell out the Rose Bowl. In fact,

very few Bruin sports fans could
even tell you the names of the
courses where UCLA golfers
often spend their mornings, after-

noons and evenings.

For sophomore golfer Trevor
Arts, however, the lack of Can sup-
port takes vefy little away from
his love of the game, or his dedi-
cation to it

"I think (golO will come into its

own," Arts said. "I've met lots of
people that think it's boring or it's

dumb, but the only people who
think that are the people that either

haven't tried it or aren't gotlff*

enough to play it."

As a redshirt freshman last year.

Arts* game was not quite up to

championship form. But he

PAULWILCgWarf

returns to the Bruins this season
with a summer of practice under
his belt and a chance to make a big

name for himself in collegiate

competition - and he has every
intention of making the most of
the opportunity.

"I never played golf until I was
13, but once I got to high school I

quit everything else to concentrate

on it," Arts said. "I broke 80 after

a year of playing and I was deter-

mined that I was going to play
professionally. That's my main
goal."

As for stepping into a leader-

ship position for the Bruins, Arts

is not quite sure if that is where he
belongs.

"I don't think the younger play-

ers will look to me as a leader of
this team because I still consider
myself one of the younger play-

ers," he said. "But because of my

"... my individual goal is

to make some sort of

All'American team."

Trevor Arts

age level, I guess I could be
looked to that way."

To achieve the level of success

he wants to reach, the Texas native

knows he must continue to
improve and grow over his next
three years at UCLA.
Unfortunately, though, taking the

time to improve as a golfer does
not always leave time to improve
as a student.

UCLA Sporto Info
seeking students
The UCLA Sports Information

office is seeking sophomore and
freshmen students who are
interested in volunteer wcnic in the

office for the 1994-95 school year.

Duties include both office work
and assisting at athletic events.

The office is also looking for

one student interested in becoming
a student sports information
director for the sport of baseball.

Knowledge of ba^ball and how to

score is required.

Interested students should
contact Sports Info at 206-6831.

Miscellaneous
The UCLA Athletic Departmoit

and Crescent Jewelers have
renewed their Bruin Athlete of the

month program.

Each month, fans will be able

to cast their ballots (to be printed

in The Bruin the last week of each
month) for a male and female
athlete, as well as enter to win a
Movado Museum watch.

The athletes widi the most votes

will be honored at a UCLA athletic

event with a commemorative
plaque.

Promotions
Six UCLA students will be

given the chance to win $2,000
through Wells Faigo Bank at every
home UCLA women's volleyball

match this season. The serving
contest begins this Friday and
Saturday night with the
Washington and Washington State

home matches.

The six UCLA students will

have one serve to hit the Wells
Fargo sign on the other side of the

net. Other prizes available.

"Anyone who thinks it's easy
being a student-athlete should try

playing golf all day and then com-
ing home after dark to try and
study all night," he said. "It just

doesn't happen. But if it's going to

be my life, I guess I better get
used to it."

Indeed, sleepless nights come

with the territory when one sets

goals the way Arts does.

"This year, my individual goal

is to make some sort of All-
American team," Arts said. "First,

second, it doesn't really matter. I

could make 22nd and be happy,
but I really want to make one of
those teams."

CHOI; Senior goifw trades piano for golf clubs, becomes virtuoso on Ihe aeens
From page 31

is always something that you
know you really want," Choi said.

"And if you want something bad
enough, you'll get it"

As a sophomore in high school,

Choi decided that what she want-
ed was to play golf at UCLA. In
fact, she never even looked at

another school. Now that her col-

lege career is almost over, she has
set new goals for her future.

"What I want, for my final year
at UCLA, is to finish in the top

five at NCAA'sr I want to go out
with a bang."

And somewhere in the back of
her head, Choi has dreams of
making it to the big show - the
LPGA Tour.

"At first, golf was an alternate

route for me to take when I got
tired of playing piano," Choi
remembered. "But once I got
started I got really excited about
it. After college, I want to play at

the amateur level and then go pro-

fessional."

A top-20 finish at last year's
NCAA tournament gave Choi the

opportunity to travel to Japan over
the summer as a member of the
US national team. As one of four

women on the team, she was able

to get a taste of what international

competition is like. And, as a
Japanese major, it was a chance
for her to learn first-hand about
the culture she has read so much
about.

"Playing against Japan was
totally different than college,"
Choi said. 'Tou're representing the

United States. It sort of gives you a
chance to see how it feels to be an
Olympic athlete. I felt more pres-

sure than I've ever felt in my life."

Pressure is something Choi will

have to get used to as a senior on
the Bruin team.

"Since I'm the most experi-
enced out there, I feel not only do
I have to, but I should play well,"

she said. "It's my responsibility to

play like a senior. It's not so much
pressure but responsibility.
Whenever they need me, I'll be
there."

According to UCLA head coach
Jackie Tobian-Steinmann, Choi
should have no problem handling
the responsibility.

"She is determined and ener-
getic. She will definitely be one of
our leaders." Tobian-Steinmann
said.

From For more information, pick up a
Recreation Quarterly at the John Wooden Center,

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, or call (310)825-3701

AcHng & Improvisation

Aerobics

Africon Dance —-

—

Ailcido

Amqt»M: RcKJJQ

Drake Track Stadium

Drop-In Htness

Fendng - -

Figure Drawing

Rtnes s Classes
Archery

Backpocking ,

Badminton

Ballet

Basketball

Bowling

Bruin Kids ^ "i^
''

""

Bridge
• ;

Camping

Catamaran Sailing

Canoeing

Chess < |j

Classes

Ckibs

Concept ir^ Rowing Ergometers

Contemporary Sodal Dance

Crew-

Cycling
"^

Dance Building

-V

Flamenco Donee

Flexibility & Conditioning

SKRun
Gotf

Guitar

Gymnastics

Handball

Hip Hop Funk

Horseback Riding

Hwarang Do

Ice Hockey

Informal Recreation

In-Une Skating

Intramural Field

Intramurd Sports

Jazz Dance

John Wooden Center

Joshua Tree

Judo

Jujitsu

Karate

Kayaking

Kenpo

Rocquelball

Rockdimbing

Rolterbloding

RoMfing

Sycamore Imnis Courts

IbblelennJs

IbtKwonDo
IblChi

-Kong

Lacrosse

learn k> Swim

Uagues & Tournaments

Locker Rentals

Lifecyde®

Lifeguard Training

Lifeslep® Stair Climbere

Locker Rentals

Lot Angeles iMinis Center

Morina Aquatic Center

Men's Gym
Music & Dance on the Grass

Officiai's dinics

Okinowan Karate

Pauley Pavilion

Photography

Poetry Rtodings

PoweHifting Tournaments

Private Instruction

-Rugby

Ryukyu Kempo
ScHk'ng

Sa Defense Workshops

Stwollng

Sldn CoKper lesting

Slide Aerobici

Snow Siding

Softball

Sports Clinics

Squosh

Slairmaster^ Personal Trainers

Stalionory Bikes

Slip Aerobics

Sftvlcnjng Mats

Sunset Conyon Recreation Center

Sunset Conyon lemu's Courts

Surf liMm

Swim for Rtness

wwimneng

"tangSooDo

Top Donee

liinnis

Iburnomenli

Ibun

Trips

Ultimate Frisbee®

Water Exerdse Training

•fiiwr roio

Water SUrng

Weight Training

Wmnioss Wolics .

Whole WukJiing

Windsurfing

World Fest

WraslHng

Wushu

Yoga

Zed for Fun
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Molson Ice

Girls

$10FF
Molson

4
Tuesday

PINT
NITE

•

DANCING
':<"^

30

Samuel
Adams

OCTOBER
FEST

(keep the glass)

Wednesday
Watch

Models Inc.

&
90210

Malibu drinks

1/2 price

OCT. 1

2 FORI
Burgers

during tne game
•

Goldschlagger

Girls

10 pm - 2 am

6
Thursday
Rumple
Mint
Girls

10pm-12am

DANCING
10 pm- close

NFL
ACTION

ALL DAY
&

NIGHT

7
Friday

Smirnoff

Twist

Girls
(FREE shot-

glasses)

ALL
DRINKS

$2

Miller Girls
(during the game)

Saturday

2 FOR 1

Burgers
during the game

* €,

m. N^
//^ i I .

DANCING
10 pm -close

Top Ten Reasons
o Drink at Stratton 's

1/

y -M^:

10. Dave would drink 5. Your friends will
9. Beer goggles

always available
8. JELL-O STICKS TO
THE WALL

7. DANCING
6. Justin Duine

BE here by 1 1 PM
4. LAPS WORKS OFF
THE BEER

3. PINT NIGHT
2. THE Fire Marshal
WON'T KICK YOU OUT

* J- . .

1. We've been here the longest- Damn itI

ThankYou - UCLA!
m^^^

> ^r

-
i'

> ^fje N^ i^frayy^Jto^
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minds
Kaplan helps students focus their studies and overcome

their weaknesses. My students get the most complete LSAT

materials available and plenty of extra help so they can do

their best. Whether it's logic games or critical reading, my

students are ready to conquer the LSAT on test day. Nobody

gives you more ways to get a higher LSAT score.''

— JASON FRIER LSAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods
i

I

I

«,

I

I
I

I

U.

Kaplan offers the most

complete arsenal of LSAT

preparation materials avail-

able Including computer-

analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and

a training library. Nobody

prepares you better than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
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Classified Ad Information

Dally Bniin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hail, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Lhit: (310) 825-2221 Clast Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified adveitisenient not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

OnrBfflcels open Nloii4ay-Frlday, 9-4.

Classified rates

(My. 20 wonts or less $7.00

Oiiy. each jKlditional word .45

WeeUy. 20 words or less KJBO
VIMdy. each additional word 1JQ

Disptayads— studeirirata/td.lnch 8.00

Displayads— local rate/col. indi 11.25

Deadlines

ClassMM liaa a<r

1 worMng day before printing, by noon.

Clm«iod display ate

2 worldng days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Icol. X 1 « 2lnches x 1 inch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA Conimunications Board tuOy supports the University of Caitomia't policy on nondit-

crMnation: No medium shil accept advertisenMnts wtiich present persons of any origin, race.

mgion, sex. or sexual orientalkxt m a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to posidom,
capabities, roles or status in society. Neither the Dally Bruin nor theASUCLACommunkaboftt Board
has investigated any of the servkxs advertised or the advertisers represented in ttiit issue Any person
believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Boards policy on nondiscrimintfon stated

herein shouM communicale comptainis m writina to the Business Marager, Daily Brum, 225
Kercliholf Hall. 306 Westwood Plaza. LofAngeles, CA 90024 For assistance wUh housing discrimi-

natwn problems. caH the UCLA Housing (Met at (310) 62S-4271 or can the Weslside Fair Housing
OffKe at (310) 475-9671

1. Start your ad witti the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly

scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Ahways include the price of the Item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

How to write a good ad

Campus Happenings

NEVER MISS A CALL/

Campus Happenings

V MONTH FREE!
* FREE! IMMEDlArt HOOK UP
PAGIR & 800 SERVICE AVAIIABIE

1-800-309-8888

RENT A CAR
YES, We Rent cars to UCU^

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

(310)673-9899

Campus Services ^ I Campus Services

rr
OcicikOVr^AlP^

GT2UCLA
Cdl UCLA Commuter /Vsslstcnce - RIdesharIng

at (3 1 0) 794-RIDE or stop by our office at 555 VVfestwood Plaza
Room 200 CStnjdLire 8, level 2) for Info on capods, vonpools

^l^ and pubHc transit optlorts. jj

Campus Recruitment Campus Recruitment

Did you do it~

in iiigii scliodi?

Tlien do il oil

over ogoin!

/

\

WE
PAY
V y

We're looking for PHOTOGRAPHERS, PRODUCTION
ASSISTANTS, AND SALES AND ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVES who are interested in promoting
the proud and prestigious traditions of UCLA in a book
that is meant to be read over and over again. For infonna-

tion, call Helen or Ken at 825-2640 or leave a message.

Good Deals

NEEDMONEY FOR COLLEGE TUmONr Call

Al Pearson Collie Crartt. (909)698-1651.

Miscellaneous

CXT A LIFEI Global acad«nic advifementi/

itrategi«s. HX AABAMSMAPHO. UCAcum
laude, GRE/V 68%. Phone contultf,

IIAnlnute. (310)477-9147.

MONEY 4 COLLEGE
DtooQver thotoandi of i*r»daim«sl jcNMar-

Mpt. Every fiuder^ it ell|^bie. ResulU ^aratv
teed. Act now. (21^600-2224.

Personal

Attn: Oeedra and ftartouchen potnt. Loved
the New York gala. Good luck In your future

intergalactic endeavors. From: Renty Star.

WANTED: 100 people. Lose 10-29 lbs. Irt 30
days and earn $$$ doinf tt. 100% Cuarviteed.
Phone: (310)281-6828.

tK*ann. beyond California, beyond earth,

twwnflw^ r^'Mr iviiiy SUr*

3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

and include that in the ad. Include Information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

descriptions.

Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 H Good Deals

Pacific University offers an innovative twelve-month

FIFTH-YEAR

MASTER OFARTS
IN TEACHING

PROGRAM

Classes and internships are offered in both the Portland and
Eugene areas. Join our growing programs leading to Oregon
licensure in Elementary and Secondary Education. Graduates

also qualify for initial licensure in Washington and California.

Campus program begins June 1995

Application deadline: October 1, 1994

Lane County program begins January 1995
Amplication define: October 1, 1994

Pacific
UNIVERSITY
OREGON

2043 College Way, Forest Grove, Oregon 97116

Office of Admissions: (503) 359-2218 or 1-800-677-6712

College of Law
Dedicated to Providing Quality Legal Education

• Low/JO Program ocaedited by ihe Colilomia Committee of Bar Examiners.

• Progrom designed to prepare shxJenh for lite demanding dwllenges of the

legal profession.

• Smdl classes.

L\W/JD DEGREE

l-uH Time

Part Time

-Day/Lvcniug

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/BS Degrees

fStttUTaoy OiU5C%

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
lA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

IAVERNE,CA9)750

(909) 596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BAiBOA BlVD

,

ENCINOCA 91316

(818)981-4529

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thf LfnivmMy of La Vcnw » Accirdild h> ihr Wntrm Auoculion of Sihooh and Colleges

Research Subjects

INHRRACIAL relationships: I need AciarV
Paclftc blander and Caucasian participants to

interview for thesis project. Contact |enny:

825-3401 or 478-3669.

Normal, healthy volunteers. 1 8-3S. naadid for

pocftron Imafir^ofthe brain or heart, injection

of radkMCthre teolope. Bloodi taken. S2Mv.
(3tO »s-nt«.

f?esearch Subjects

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR CARDIAC
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING RE-

SEARCH. $3S/4hni Page Dl 0)734-0030 or

call (31(0824-6714 afternoons.

Maketi

itcalk't ut-jlii i-mvioam

Anyone for:

• FREE PHONE CARDS
Long Distance Calls for

as little as:

• KOREA $.29/MIN
• JAPAN $.37/MIN
• NY $.07/MIN

Savings up to 60%+

SWITCH TO NTC

also great earning

opportunities

(213)850-5128

CONFIDENCE?
IfI not wrhat jou say, but HOW you uy it!

Save youoelf time and anxiety by using the 1994

s EditkHvoftheNAIlONALUrRBOOCMZED,

•1994 TOWERLINES: THE BESTTHINGS TO
SAyTOPBOPLET Use this lOOp^educatxmal

tDol to become a power oooununicator*

Send $19.95 ck/mo plus S3.00 S/H to:

PowerCommiRicationB Corp,

505 S. Beverly Dt, Suite 478,

BercriyHilfa^CA 90212

For additional infonnatkm,

pletaecall (310) 3900603

-

Putyour r^xitadon
on the line

classified Line
825-2221

Daily Bruin

THIS WEEK ONL K'

ALL books in stock:

General Law, Math,

and Political Science

Reseorcti Subjects

FEMALES NEEDED for SEX DIFFERENCES IN

THE BRAIN STUDY,PAID PARTICIPATIONII!
Must 1 ) be 20-35, 2) Right handed with no Left

Harxied immediate family members, 3) Native

Engliih Speaking 4) nai currerHly on Oral

contraceptives nor a history of use in the lait 6
months, S) have Regplar menstrual cycles and
6) know the dates of your last three menses.

Please call NICOLE at 206-8280 to find out

more about the study.

Wanted

SANDRA BERNHARD WANTS YOU TO LIS-

TEN IN...hear her .btcutm For Bad Behavior.:M dial 1-aOO- 727-2551.

Sperm/Egg Donors
\

'

FCC DONORS ls€EDED Healthy females

between 21-34 years oW with medical Irwur

arKe PayrT>ent of S2200 for medical proctti

Mima Navas (310)829-6782, Monday-Frkiay.
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Good Deals Good Deals Good Deals Good Deals Good Deals

J .A Ulml

BRINGING you THE NEli;S FROM olROUND THE WORLD

SI) e 5felu JJork Sinter

HOME DELIVERY
NOW AVAILABLE AT U.C.L.A.

CAMPUS SUBSCRIPTIONS TO THE NEV YORK TINES

Take adrantage of special low caapus rates for subscriptions
to THE NEW TORI TIMES . The rate is ,;j43 cents daily and $3.78
for the Sunday paper. California sales tax is included.

FALL QUARTER ( ) MONDAT-FRIDAY 10/10-12/16 $ 21.50
( ) MONDAT-SATURDAT 10/10-12/16 $ 25.37
( ) MONDAT-SUNDAT 10/10-12/16 $ 59.39

FALL & WINTER ( ) MONDAT-FRIDAT 10/10- 3/17 $ 49.45
QUARTERS ( ) MONDAT-SATURDAT 10/10- 3/17 $ 58.91

X ) MONDAT-SUNDAT 10/10- 3/17 $142.07

Paper will be delirered to the address you enter belov proTided
address is within deliverable zip code. Please check list of
zip codes on reverse side of flyer. Caapus delivery is not
possible for office buildings not open before 5:O0aB. Please
specify dora naae in address section. For further information
please call (310) 787-9666.

To ensure scheduled first day of delivery, payaent must be
received by OCTOBER 4th, 1994.
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Good Deals Good Deals

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

CITY_ STATE ZIP CODE

PLEASE MAKE YOUR CHECK PAYABLE TO THE NEW YORK TIMES AND MAIL
TO: COLLEGE DEPARTMENT P.O. BOX 520 PALOS PARK. IL 60464- 9910.

LOWEST PRICES
P.O. Boxes from $6

• Voice Mail from $8

• Notary only $5

• Fingerprinting only $6

Village Business Center

1093 Broxton Avenue Suite 210
(above Wherehouse Records)

(310)208-7947

Open House October 25th 6:30

Pre-School

Pre-School Program

& Kindergarten
Ages 18 inoiiths-6 yrs.

CHARGE and CIRCLE tout ; VISA

ACCOUNT #

MASTERCARD AMERICAN EXPRESS

EXPIRATION DATE

X

SOURCE CODE: LO '

.

90004 90026 90067 90291 90803 91105 91311 91501
. 90005 90027 90068 90292 90804* 91106 91316 91502
90006 90028 90069* 90293 90805* 91107 91324 91503
90007 90029 90071 90401 90806 91108 91325 91504
90008 90034 90077 90402 90807 91201 91326 91505~ 90010 90035 90210 90403 90808 91202 91334 91506
90012 90036 90211 90404 90814 91203 91335 91601
90013 90038 90212 90405 90815 91204 91344 91602
90014 90039 90230 90503 91001 91205 91356 91604
90015 90041 90245 90505 91006 91206 91364 91605
90016 90045 90254 90710* 91011 91207 91367 91606
90017 90046 90264*--^90717 91016 91208 91401 91607
90018* 90048 90265"^ 90720 91020 91210 91403 91068
90019 90049 90266 90721 91024 91214 91405 91754*
90020 90057 90272 90731 91030 91302* 91406 91775
90021 90064 90274 90732 91101 91303 91411 91776
90024 90065 90277 90740 91103 91306 91423 91780
90025 90066 90278 90802 91104 91307 91436 91801*

Lialted Delivery Area

l̂WSe«tt

Run by Students Fw Students

Excellent Prices on Used
Laptops

Madntosh and PC specialists

Gail us for your computer

(310)208-1634

T-SHIRTS
Blank T's at wholesale prtcei

We do siUcscreen tool
For best price,

caU TAG 31(MS27-4313 •

• Developmental Program

• Half Day or Whole Day;

Openings in the Morning

Program

• Not Toilet-Trained is

Welcome

• Spacious Classrooms and

Outdoor Play Area

• Diversity

• Dance & Gym
• Computer For Kids

^^ Please make an appoitUment to see the school <t<t

3111 Olympic BLvd., Santa Monica, CA 90404

(310) 315-1057 • (310) 315-0058

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
- Compiioientary Consultation

- 0% Financing and no down payment plans available

Maurice firouz. d.d.s. orthodontist
- member American Association of Orthodontists
- Alumni, UCLA School of Dentistry

11701 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 13A
Comer of Barrington S Wilshire
Free Parking

You Iflecm

It's

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

Miscellaneous Miscellaneous;

,^..

^r«Q. SIM)

«»• ako aooonHnBdala p«lliri>i «Hlh

(Up to 4 x-rays)

(310)475-5598
J4-H(»iii KnnM;4fm \

Sfl \ill'

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

athonie

S. Soteimanian, D.D.S. ^
1620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angdn
Open Cvewingi & Saturday*

Win THOUSANDS of Dollars

on ESPN's Sports Trivia Game Show

I

AS MUCH AS
HOW HIGH IS YOUR IQ?

EXCEL AT&T MCI SPRINT

S .35MIN .71

Long Distance service at 1/2 the cost!

Excel Telecommunications

(818)594-7136

Don t Call Home Without Us"

(NIGHT DAY RATE BASED ON 5 MINUTE CALL AND ALL DISCOUNTS)

BEAN BAG BONANZA
SOFAS, LOVESEATS, RECLINERS. JUMBOS

18838 VENTURA BLVD, TARZANA

SATURDAYAND SUNDAY ONLY
10:00AM TO 7:00PM

10%0'FF (818)594-7136 10% OFF
WITH AD VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED WITH AD

Health Services

Penit-Nipple Eniarg«T»ent. Profestional vacr
uum pumpt with inctruction. Cain 1:.3:.

Pcnnancnt-ufe. Enhance erection. O. Joel

Kaplan. 1 -HOO-Say-PUMP

* STUDENT RATES •
PSYCHOTHERAPY^OUNSELINC. Couple,
Individual. Ovcroimc itrcM, deprestion, tt\r&-

ety. Special ttudent rate, sliding jcale. Liz
Gould. IMFt17«69. Arlen Ring
Ph.D.-»upervl»or, Ph.D. PSY:fe070.
(310)57S-5957.

for contestant information call

(310) 278-1732
M - F 10am - 4pm

Personal Research Subjects Research Subjects

BBS ^0\

^^^ 4^^ 5a^H4.

24^1^ ^^, E- Mail

OC(7 14)449-9373

LA(2 13)962-3634
1 200-1 4.4K BPS. 8bit No Partly

(714) 449-9408(Voice)

KOREA AMERICA ONUNE

DO YOl HAV K AS IHMA?
Then Step right upl

Dr. Meth at Century City Medical Plaza is currently

conducting a study with a new asthma drug.

QntttMputklfaati amsL

RolMrt R. Math, M.D.
CwituryCltyltodlcai

Plaza

2080 Cantury Park Eaat

SuHaOlO
Loa Angalaa, CA
90087

In aaaociatlon with

pharmalach, Inc.

Tha Raaaarch Unk
455Shannan
Sulta450
Danvar, CO 80203

^ Be 12 years of age or older. FMiates may nor
be pregnant or breastfeeding, and must be using an

acceptable method of birth control

^ Have asthma, and

• have been using an inhaled steroid

(Beclovarit, Vanceril , Aerobid , or

Azmacort) for at least the last 6 weeks.

• also use a bronchodilator (Ventolin or

Proventil) most days.

^ Be a non-smoker, and not have used any

tobacco products (cigarettes, chewing tobacco,

snuff) for the past year

^ Be in generally good health

Qualified participants will receive free testing,

study medication, and study visits, and

financial compensation for participation.

For mor<:- intormntion contact Dr

at 55b 1377

Attorney

Brigirt Honest Lawyer
• Auto & Woi1( Accidents* Fals • Probate

• MedkalMalpractk» • Businoss Uti^on
•Job Discrimination* 'FamiyLaw

Call Susan Baliatocky
(818> 382-7055 or (310) 284-5890

Researcti Subjects

ADVERSE
REACTIONS TO
FOOD ADDITIVES
If you have adverse reactions
to food additives such as

colorlns asents,

monosldlum siutarnate or
preservatives, and you rrtght

wish to participate In

an on-<:afnpus research study,

please call 1-S00-433-2497

UCLA ORAL
HERPES STUDY

Subjects with liistory of

sunburn induced oral herpes

(fever blisters) needed to

participate in study of new

antiviral aeam. $150 for 7 day

study. Call Pat at 310-825-6636

for nx)re information.

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
feArful? worried?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 6 months and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL trials!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Are you hctwcen the aj^es of 18 and 55 and
suffer from mij»raines.'

^ mM0m S K^ ^^ Vou may qualify to

M CI ll%r participate in a medical
^ research study on

mmM^^^^^0 migraines. Qualified

Idlll79 • \olunteers receive a free

hasic physical exam, lab

tests, and compensation

up to approximately S580
for your participation.

migraine

headaches?

CALIFORNIA

EASE CA 1-800-854-3902

IT
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Research Subjects Research Subjects i^l Help Wanlcd

4 Join a frndmroHy
*>'^ fundmd sHidy comparing a

now spaem ago condom with a
classic lafmx condom^

r^rmm mmdical carm/suppllms to coitplms

using condoms as birth control

for 6 months^

rOI^ INrO'RMATION CALL: ai3)36i-*Hm

EARN $20
Volunteefs needed for back

muscle test with no history of

back ln|uiy or pain.

Calvcf Oty, cafl (310)5S^5500.

Health Services

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

(^ NEEDED FOR PATIENTS

EXPERIENCING HAY FEVER/
- AMFRGICRHINmS

J

REQUIRES 4 VISITS

(6 HOURS TOTAL)
OVER 7 - 10 DAYS. RESEARCH
INVOLVES ALLERGY SKIN

TESTING. BLOOD DRAWING.
AND NASAL CHALLENGE

& LAVAGE
NO TREATMENT FOR ALLERGIES.

'

WILL PAY $100

AT CONCLUSION OF STUDY

CONTACT DR. TSEEN OR
DR. DIAZ-SANCHEZ
AT (310) 825-3718.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

1081 W—twml VkwA.
(1 BUl South ofSBnta Moalad Bhrd)

CHINESE AMERICANS
needed to complete questionnaire
for doctoral research on language

use and attitudes. Participants muse

• be 1 8 or older
• be American-born
• have 2 Asian-bonr parents, both

of Chinese descent

Participants will be eligible for cash

prize drawing.

Call Jennifer at (3 1 0) 478- 1 726 or
(310)206-4138.

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars
Noir-Surcjical I aser Therapy lor

painless facial ^kin reiiivenation

and removal ot acne, tattoos.

siinspots & scars. Low cost

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

Wanted

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
For faster, more efficient

permanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and £ree

consultation. Call

Westwood (310) 312-1212

Help Wanted

1ft grader ncwk trvwportatlon from Warner-
Avenue School to home In Beverly Hills, daffy.

(310)271-4651 or (213)252-9437.

$6.63/HOUR
Hcdrick Hall Dining Services is hiring student
employeef NOW! Fun environment, flexible

houfi, convenient location, GREAT SALARY,
10-20 hours^««k. No experience required.

Call ASAP (J10I825-3O1S.

ACTORVMOOELS NEEDED. AudHionc by
appolr«ment orJy. For conynerclal*, fllrm, and
print ads. All types + ages nwded. No
cxpcficnoe nacatMry. No ragteatlon fMt.
CaU Todif lma|>. (Bm2224091 .

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. $1 lAv. Part-

time 20 hr^vk In Biology. Call Heather
(310)825-3270.

LIE FOR SSSt FOX TV wants you ncm kx a

new show. Call VKXI at (21 3)856-3403.

ARTIST WANTED for program and other print

material for upcoming day production. Call

Cenga, Productions. (310) 285- 1531

Are you: personable? energeticf firjerKilyf Do
you have previous restaurant experience (at

least 6 months)? Then call (310) 476-61 1 2 and
ask for Mitchell about current available

positions.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT - MARKETING RE-

SEARCH FIRM. FulUime or Fart-time. Detail

oriented, good telephone skills, exposure to

many industries, flexible hours. Call

9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost (310)391-7232.

BEVERLY HIUS AUCTION GALLERY seeks a

full-time receptionist to handle busy switch-

board, receive visitors and perform light typing

and some clerical duties. (Hours Monday to

Friday, 8:30am-5:30pm. Good salary and
benefits. Fax resume to (310)203-0496. Atten-

tion: S. Shaw.

Brentwood. Telemarketing. ?n. Must have
own transportation. Telephone skills a must.

$7/hr >• bonuses. Call (310) 471-2425.

CAMPUS POSTmONS AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^MXir. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Villagie Dining Services. Contact
David at (310)206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATaY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, vnA music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experierKe

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today
(21 3)851 -6102.

amURY CITY LAW OFFICE seeks bright,

detail-oriented student for clerical work and
some word processing, 3-5 altemooruAveek.

FAX resume to (310)286-7821.

CITY BEAN COFFEE is looking for coffee

lovers. Full-time, part-time. Apply in person at

10911 Lindbrook Drive, Westwood.
H310)208-0108.

CLERICAL, full-time, lone term, self-

motivated, good telephone skills, small ofRoe
in Santa Monica, \7-i»ht. (310)453-6422.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSOs) arc

hiring UCLA students nowt 56. 1 6 to start, up
to $9.10. 15-i-hour^veek, flexible schedule.

Call 825-6760.

COPY EDITOR wanted for UCLA's Bruin Life

Yearbook. Opportunity to meet people plus

monthly stipend. Call 825-2640 for more
information.

Counsefor/Coach. Sportf^ymnastics Program
for developmenUlly disabled. PT. Afternoon
hours. Mon-Thurs. Female needed. Profes-

sional experience req. Ose (310) 450.0012.

DATA ENTRY/OFFICE ASSISTANT. 30-40 hrV
wk. Progressive R&D company needs bright,

moUvated, hip person. Type wpm 40-t-. Great

opportunity. S7.5(yhr to sUrt. (310)820-3651

.

Daycare Asst. needed. Part time. Morning
hours. Must like kkis & be hard worker. ECE
units & experier>ce necessary. Call Leslie,

(310) 573-1811.

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3 days/
week. 9 to 5. MWF or TuAh/Sat. $7/hr.

Children's Book World. 010)559-2665.

DRIVER for an 11 -year old giri to afternoon

auditions. Must have reliab^ car and good
driving record. Sl^hour. Will be reimbursed

for mileage. Call Linda at (310)470-4220.

DRIVERS NEEDED for growing schoolbus
company. Immediate openings, we will train.

Great hourVpayAwnefits. Send resume to

P.O.BOX 49291, LA,CA 90049, attn. Eric, or
call (310)472-7474.

DRIVERS WANTED
DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED for Sandbag
Gourmet Sandwich Shop in Westwood.
SS^our +tips. Flexible daytime hours. Must
have own car. Apply in person after 2pm at

-

1134 Westwood Bh^d.

Driver wanted. P.U. 1 1-yrold Wed. andThurs.
2:45 pm Mulholland to Los Feliz. Stay until

7:30 pm. Valid drivers licens^rmirance.
SSCVwk. (213) 465-8932.

Earn x-tra income on a part-time basis in health
and nutrition industry. Call (310) 61 7-9208 or

(213) 653-1679. Leave message and when
convenient to call

FIGURE MODELS. Writer/jghotographcr nawk
girls 18^ years old to pose fw magazines,
calendars, etc. Good Pay. No experience
required. (213)25^8700.

FRIENDLY STUDENT WANTED M-F, 3-6PM
to pick up from school and watch good-
natured 10 year old boy; sonf>e light house-
keeping and errands to be done as well. Must
have own car and speak excellent English.

Salary: $7^our. Location: Near Pico and
Robertson. For more information call

(310)204-5337 evening only.

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fiirviraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn S$S for

your pwjp plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.

GENERAL OFFO ASSISTANT for small law
office in Century City. Call Helen at Lebovitz
and David, (310)277-0200. Must have car and
insurance.

GOURMET PASTA SHOP/RETAIL. SanU Mo-
nica or Bcv Hills. Enthuilartic dapmddbi*
people knowfodga of food tw^iM. Ftodbit
hours. $6/hr. Shawm or Jwwlfif. (310)
3f4-7f30 " "~ '

Help Wanted 3u Help Wanted

BEN&JERinr'S
VERMONrS FINEST ALL NATURAL ICE CREAMn

Ice Cream Parlor is seel

energetic; respohsible^ and £rien<

le for our Westside locations.

Scoopers to Asst. Managers. PT&

FT available. For a fiin environment

and great work ethic;

call Jokn (310)788-9682,

Vi^^Vtl

Make A Difference
In A Child's Lifel

Foster Parants
training, support services,
financial assistance and

medical coverage for children.

— For Anore Information Call
Aspira Foster Family Services

1 -800-439-1905
Several ORIENTATIONS are scheduled in August^

>^
part time

flexible hours
please

apply in

person

J^OSSO Olympic Boulevard

comer of Westvvood BlvdT

CAMPAIGN JOBS
for the

EINTVIRONMENT
SIERRA CLUB*

'''Save our last Wetlands'*'

Full and part-time'*'

Call Mikc-WLA (SIO) 397-5551
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Help Wanted Help V^^anted Help Wanted

iS\

WORK!!
Ttie UCLA Annual

Fund is currently

hiring student callers

to fielp raise money
for UCLA's programs.

*$7/hr

•Flexible schiedule
"^

*

*Walk from campus

*Talk to alumni

*Great resume
builder

1 083 Gayley 4th Floor 1 0ann-9pm

ANNUAL FUND
1083 GAYLEY • 4TH FLOOR

310 794 0277

GYMh4ASTIC COACHES all ages and levels,

varied hours, experience required. Profes-

sional gymnastics school now hiring. Call

Mary Cates for interview. (310)450-0012.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST for Beverly Hills

Dermatology office. Full-time. Experience pre-

ferred, references required. Call

(310)273-0467. Ask for Diane.

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT wanti^J for up-

coming stage production. No pay, great exper-

ience Call Cenga Productions. (310)
285-1531.

Gymnastics Instructor
Monday & Wednesday 2:4Spm-6pm.
$12.50^r: Starts October 3rd. Experience

required. Call Steve Vollmef (310) 396-5982.

* CASHIERS NEEDED •
Friendly, energetic, artd capable. Up to

%7.50fnour. Please apply in person between
2-4pm at one of ourKOOKOOROO locitions:

Beverly Hills: 262 S. Beverly Dr.; Brentwood:

1 1650 San Vincente Blvd.; WLA: 1 1066 SanU
Monica Bh>d.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know Word Perfect, have office experi-

ence, good typing skills. Flexible hours.

Wilshire and Clendon. (310)475-0481.

LEGAL CRAD STUDENT, clerk with
excdatabase management and spreadsheet

skills needed for single proj. litigation support.

Schedule and hourly rate open. FAX resume to

(310)577-8143.

Library Research Aaislant, 35-40 hours. Prog-

ressive R&D company needs bright, moti-

vated, hip person for research assistant. Library

experience preferred. Can be physically de-

mvKiing. Great opportunity. $a/hr to start

(31a 820-3651.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin, or surfer types.

No height requiremertt. Hot head, cards,

potters, mags. Good money. Funi

(213)664-2999, 24 hours.

MAR VISTA. Pvt-tinw home office attiitant;

filing, light typing, organizing. Organizing

skills, reliable, cofHcientious: allnecessary. 10

Ynt^ cvcoiivs, weekends. Sll^r. Send qud-
ifleaHom to CS, 4027 tMkmii^\n Ave »7,

LA,CA 90066.

MESSENGER. Beverly Hills Accounting firm

has opening for part-time messenger/light

office. MUST be deper>dable and have own
insured car. Hours M-F 1-6pm. $6^our. 25

cents per mile. (310)274-9922.

Medical billing/office assistant. 20-40 hrs/wk.

Excellent data entry, typing, phone skills.

Knowledge of medical terminology, billing

proceduras preferred. Seeking senior, recent

grad or ^ad ftudent, pleasant environment,

flexible hrs, Santa Monica. Call Naomi Heller

at (310)393-1503

Monday and Wednesday from 3:1 5 to 6:1 5.

Mother's helper needed for driving and help-

ing wAKxncwork for 6 and 9 y/o. $6/hr. (310)

395-0623.

Morning counter person for coffeehouse/

bakery. Serving custonr>ers, general clean-up.

Experience helpful, will train. $5.7SiAw. Linda

or Mitch, (310) 626-5282. 1 1 740 San Vicente.

OFFICE GOPHER^LERK. F/T or P/T. Hours

flexible. Non-smoker, driving and car re-

quired. Must be reliable. No experience re-

quired. Please call Adrian at (310)820-6700.

PART-TIME, FULL-TIME UCLA RESEARCH
RECRUITOR. Involves HIV prevention in inner

city, ethnic minority health clinics. Need
mature, highly responsible, detail-oriented

people. Call TrisU (310)794-6276.

PROBLEM SOLVER NEEOCDI SHOW ROOM
OWISKR WITH DESIGNER CLIENTELE NEEDS
TO SHARE DUTIES WITH FLEXIBLE PROB-
LEM SOLVER MICROSOFJ, WORD/
qUKXEN/LOTUS EXPERIENCE HaPFUL.
FAX RESl^ME TO: D1 01659-8855 • PHONEf
01(9659-8822.

Help Wanted

P/T position for MWF 9-1 . Needs a highly

energetic person for a rapidly exparwiing

altemative health care center in Beverly Hills.

Must have 1 lee, 5 amis, ar>d 2 heads. Expect

kiw pay, poor benefits, and long hours. Air

traffic control exp. helpful. Call Dwight (21 3)

655-1421.

P/T receptionist w/medical interest for busy
Beverly Hills ob^gyn office. Must have pleasant

phone voice. Computer experience preferred.

Tues, Wed, Thur, 4pm- 10pm. Every other

Sunday 9am-6pm. Call (310) 274-8353 be-

twcen 9am-12pm and 2pm-5pm.

P/T SALES. 1 5-20 hoursAveek in AM. Good
telephone skills. Self-motivated. $7/hour «-

commission. Sales experience required. Santa

Monica. (310)453-6422.

REPORTER/RESEARCH/ryPINC. Part-time

10-15 hrV«vk. TedVlegal background pre-

ferred for computer magazine. $8/hr.

(310)917-1120.

RESERVATIONS CLERK FOR TENNIS CLUB.
Responsible, bright, energetic, and personable

person(s) to work front office. P/T or F/T

positions. Strong phone skills a plus. $6^>our

to start. Call (213)931-1715, ask for Tim or

Steve.

SALES ASSOCIATES needed for UCLA's Bruin

Life Yearbook. Opportunity to meet people
plus tales commitsiom. Call 825-2640 for

more information.

Sales position w/children's specialty store.

Salary and concession. 3-4 days/week
10«n-6pm. Call Howard or Margot. (310)
447-5407.

,

SECRETARY. RUN ERRANDS. Car neccMry.
20 hnAwk. Send resume to P.O.Box 49421
La,CA 90049.

Help Wanted

WANTED ACTORVACTRESSES - Casting roles

immediately. Must be at least 21 years old,

acting experieiKe a must, able to wear make-

up. If interested, please call lulie at

1-600-352-1017.

WANTED. Energetic Personally Motivated stu-

dent wanted to publish INsider magazine on
campus. Great experierx:e for marketing or

advertising major. Earning potential ranges

from $5-$30 per hr Mt^exible hours. We
finance start up costs. Please call

706-673-3456, ask for Patrick.

WESWTWOOD VILLAGE. P/T assistant

needed to office manager in dental office.

S7Av. We will train. Call (310)208-3560.

WLA. DRIVER WANTED. Female prefened.

Must have transportation and insurarK:e and

good driving record. $10^r. 3-4 days/week,

after 4:30 pm. (310)838-5911.

WRTTERS. Make us laugh out loudl Greeting

card humor writing wanted. $250 per ac-

cepted jokes. All occasions, with emphasis on
birthday. Send submission and SASE to: CWFA
HUMOR, P.O. Box 1 7394, Portland, Oregon
97217.

/f

SINGLE PARENT NEEDS HELP picking up
children from schools and babysitting. Need
car. M-F, 4pm-8pm (hours somewhat flexible).

Call Terri (213)956-8859 or (310)581-1591.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS, $10-15/hour

guaranteed weekly working 20-30 flexible

houn^Ark. Casual student atmosphere. Not an

agertcy, rw> phoncsaj^s. Training provided.

Call for info & interview (310)312-6838.
'^

STAFF & LAYOUT POSITIONS available on
UCLA's Bruin Life Yearbook. Opportunity to

meet people plus stipend. Call 825-2640 for

information.

Teacher/Entertainer rteeded to teach young
children education computer games. P/T,

$10/hr. Call Computer Academy. (310)

450-7535

Telephone sales security firm seeking students

to work as assistants. Excellent houHy rate.

Sponsors for securities license. Call

800-374-6666 for appointn>ent.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work arourxi your classes, starting rate

$6.63^r. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall Food
Service. (310)825-7686.

UCLA Surgeons
Office seeks bilingual, full time UCLA student.

With office experience. $7 per hour (310)

470-4265, after 6pm.

VET TECH at California Animal Hospital.

Experience r>ecessary. PT^. Apply at 1 736S.

Sepulveda Blvd. #B, Los Angeles.
(310)479-3336.

VOLUNTEER NEEDED for Grand Proposal

writing for new norvprofit school. Teaching a
rtewicierKe: How to think effectively. ComtU
Institute. (213)663-2533.

^
DfllLV BRUIN

CLflSSIFieD

(310)825-2221

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE RLMS
IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

Temporary Agencies

TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
• GENERAL CLERKS

Leam new softwira or sharpen your

PC skills absolutBly free! Don't wait.

Join the FIRST CALL team o(

professionals today.

Call Michel*

RRSTCAU.
TEMPORARY SERVICES
264-9914

1811 Witehira Blvd. Suite A
Santa Monica, CAg

Career Opportunities 32

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
PA Requires knowledge of DOS, Windows for

Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel etc;

experience w/modems ar>d remote communi-

cation; capacity to install, train, support and

troubleshoot software problems;ability to

solve hardware problems. Must be comfort-

able wAx>th people and machines. Fax resume

to )osh, (310) 337-1074.

EARN CASH! Sell T-shirts and promotional

items to fraternities, sororities, clubs, and

businesses on and around campus. Call David

(310) 397-5656.

Make
,

"

i MONEY
Full -- Part Time

opportunity of
o lifetime

Bg a part ot the $ 100 billion

fclecoinmunications industry

no oxpcnoiKC ncccsscny

(310)843-4511

1 ,i
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Job Opportunities

MOLECULAR HEMATOLOGY LABORAT-
ORY SUPERVISOR. Cedare-Sinai Medical
Ccntar, a «M>Hd leading lOOOf bed medical
teaching and research facility, is currently

seelcing a dedicated professional to join our
effort in providing quality care. Must possess a

85, MS or PhD in Biological Sciences or
Medical Techrtology with a minimum of 6
years experience in ONA technology and
molecular biology. Supervisory experience is

also required. As the West Coasfs health care
leader, we can offer you an outstarviing

compensation packagie. For consideration,

please fonward resume to: )obi1 940570,
CedarvSinai Medical Center, 8723 Alden
Drive. Spielberg Building, Los Angeles, Ca
90048. (AA/EOE) CEOARS-SINAi MEDICAL
aNTER

SO. CAL LICENSED PHYSICIANS WANTED:
Neurologist. Psychiatrist, Internist to do disa-

bility exams, 4-6 hours per week flexible

scheduling. Ideal for senior residents or spe-

cialists beginning practice. $1 SOCVmonth. Call

Roger (310)208-7716.

Job Opportunities

$BIG MONEYS
'ltl^i \A/. lilted tcit
\/itlt:c3 fiiict II III lit
ti iitottii I iiiiitjiit .

SIllOO Si;>nn wnokly
(R1R) hfin 5130

^ AGGRESSIVE ^
3E ENTOEPRENEURS
^j^ • Interested kiMaikeUQi^

y^ -inique and lucrative

3jf opportunity

U; -part-time

TJJf -SALESMANSHIP A MUST

JL CmdactLawreKeAatoilo
'^ it(Slf) 217-2266

jpl^JHL™ IS
^ . mlal^ht About thi

OiT»f thJd^^gst growing comi
environ?^^ntal^fctealth company wmi¥|

and a positk^ttitAe
ixperience Tmu',: Arc

#
1 (310) 337-©

rica IS an

itions
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Internships

1 02.7 KliS-FM is looking for intemsf Start your
career in broadcasting by calling Kevin or

Sandy at (81 8)S4S-1 027 to set up an Interview.

Beverly Hills motion picture public relatiortt

firm looking for interns for fal^inter semester.

Send resume to Chasen ard Company c/o

Stein, Lipkin & Co. 10350 SanU Monica Blvd,.

»350, Los Angeles, CA 90025. No calls.

CASTING INTERN NEEDED (or busy indepen-

dent film company. Flexible schedule, no pay,

college credit. For inquiries, call DAYNA
(818)504-6332.

CHM.D STUDY INTERNSHIPS UNIVERSITY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. Available Fall quar-

ter. 8-10 hoursAweek; Course credit avail.

Orientation Mon., 9/26, 4 pm, at UES. Min.
Junior or Senior starviing and 3.0 CPA. Info:

(310) 825-2623.

DEVELOPMENT INTERNS NEEDED W>rk
closely with VP of Development at Roger
Corman's production company. Unpaid. Call

Rob Kerchner (310)820-6733.

* INTERNS! •
Exceptional opportunity. Harwls-on experi-

erKe. Fast-growing entrepreneurial, televi-

sion arxJ video production, distribution com-
pany seeks sharp, young people. College

credit available. Fax resume to 21 3-848-2704.

Voice Mail 213-228-9282.

Internships

INTERESTED IN A UCLA INTERNSHIP WITH
THE MUPPETS? 2 script reading internships
are open at Jim Henson Productions. For more
Information contact Halle at (21 3)960>4096.

NONPROFIT, Free arts for abused children
seeks unpaid admlnistraUve interns. MailAax
resume: FAAC 1 1 605 W. Pico, LA, CA, 90064
Fax:(310)479-1764.

SHARP STUDENT. STEADY INTERNSHIP
AVAILABLE. CALL CEO FILWBEVERLY HILLS
31(V246.1090. MUST HAVE CAR; INTEREST
NONFKmON FRAVTV PRODLXmON.

Child Care Wanted

Nice studerH needed to help busy mom with
kkls and honrtework flic. Cornputer literate and
hopefully can helpwith French homework, but
not required. Saturday nights required. 2/3 late

weekday aftemoorw an^or evenings. Refer-

ences and car required. Mrs.Al, (310)
446-0072.

P/r BABYSITTER fOR TODDLER. 2-3 partial

days per week. Hours very flexible.

(213)661-4365.

Responsible, ooiTMnitted person needed to

drive 2 chlUren to afternoon acUvities Monday
thru Thursday. Approximate hrs. 3:30-6. Your
car, excellent pay, great khfc. (31 0) 390-1 761

.

SEEKING UCLA STUDENT to care for 4-yev.
oki. Mon,Wed 1 2pnrw8pm. Must have good
drug record and reliabfe safe car. Weekend
%»ork also possible. (310)475-4940.

Sitter needed (or 2 chikiren Mon-Thurs, 3 to 6
pm. Near UCLA. Must have car. D10)
472-9329.

UCLA professor seeks responsibfe, exper-

ier>ced energetic babysitter for twin 10-yr-old

boys. Thursdays 3-10pm & possibly Tuesdays
3-1 0pm. Must have reliabfe car w^at belts.

(310) 825-3240 or evenings (818) 984-1606.

Apartments for Rent

11675 DARLINGTON, BRENTWOOD. Ba-

chelor, $500. (310)410-1499, (310)671-8570.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, 1 -bedroom $700 and
up, 824-2140. Single $625, 208-2820.
Bachelor $525, 824-3000. f^ool. Laundry, no
pets, fumishe<Vunfumlshed.

1 MO FREE RENT
Great graduate apartment-only $650^no. New
paint/carpet, garage. 1 st month-fsecurity depo-
sit. 8th avenue at 102 Street. (213) 750-3535,
Michelle.

21 28 N. Beverly Glen. $650. Studfo. 7 minutes

to UCLA. Newer Carpet. Shower over tub, wet
bar, patio, laundry, private entrance, utilities

paid. Lease. (818) 708-1493 day. (818)
706-7231 evenings.

2BD/1 'A BATH. Spacious, new carpet, conve-
nient WLA location. $875/mo.
(310)828-5236.

$625-5675 Cheviot Hills adjacent. 1 -bed-
room, carpet, drapes, built-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, carport Excellent shopping and trans-

portation. (310)838-9052.

$900 CULVER Cmr. Large, quiet, modem
2bdrm/3bth townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patfo, gated paridng. 010)837-0761.

Apartments for Rent

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
monthly + 4 hounwldy gardening, house
maintenance. Ocear0pountaln view, nearby.
Foreign and grad studenU wekome. Car.
(310)472-5726.

BEVERLYWCXX) ADJACENT, $375. Clean,
single, separate kitchen, stove, refrigerator, no
pets. Close to buses.(31 0)559-3458.

BRENTWOOD, North of San Vicente.
2b<yibth with den $750. (310)471-5388.

Brentwood apartment 1 bc^ ba. Modem built-

in appliances. A^, new carpet, sikling glas
doors, bakxMiy, view, secruity parking. $850
plus 1 -month free. Chrts 010) 207-1909

Apartments for Rent

Culver City. Large spackius single, fully

equipped, furnished, utilities paki, $475. Call

evenings (310)453-8739 or call collect

0115266133264.

Cuhrer City. $765 and up. CMuxe 1 bd in small

Job opportunities Job Opportunities Job Opportunities Job Opportunities Job Opportunities

oulct bulMir^ Air, dishwasher, naw carpel^
drape>, pofot. 010) 839-8800.

FREE RENTAL SERVICE. Westslde and SJFV.
apartments. Singles, 1&2 bedrooms,
fomishec^mfumished. As low as $475. The
Roberts Company (310)312-9090.

Our top salesperson
earns $ i 0,000+ a year.

Special UCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

The Daily

Bruin

Advertising

deparnrcrr

tias the

highest

potential

pay on

campus.

Come pick

up an

application

at the Daily

Bruin front

counter.

225

Kerckhoff

Hall.
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Daily Bruin
Classified

TELBVISION
INTERNSHir

International TV
company seeks bright

self starter for
• research
• reporting
• other production duties
college credit only
great experience

caU (310) 275-5644

Child Care Wanted

2-3 daysAvk. 7an>-6pm. Chlldcare, house-
keeping. (31 Q) 474-9i&79

BABYSITTER WANTED. 1 or 2 evenings a
week. Occasional afternoon In Santa Monica
Canyon, need own car. References. Call
(310)454-3034.

CHILOCARE/DRIVER. MondayAVednesday
3-7pm, occasional Tues/Thurs. $7.S0flv.
010) 440-1045

Excellent tutoring/drMng skills & good role
model for chiWren. Live-in+S$ in exchwige for

drivingAutofingA)abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 A 9.
Great room, pool, tennis court 3.0+, hrs

6:45-8«)am, after 3pm. F/T, P/T, student,
okay. (310) 552-5391.

FEMALE NON-SMOKER, must have car to
babysit. Hours 3:30 T6 5:30. Monday thru
Thursday. Resides in WLA. (310)553-5042.

Live-in nanny. 6-year-old girl. Work
weekends, on-call wecknighls. Room and
board plus $22SAveek salary. Travel opportun-
ities. Beverly Hills. (310) 276-2130.

T-OOklng tor fiin4ovIng, adTvcihretrc, crea-
tive people that drive and have car for various
P/r or F/T jobs. All ages of children. Baby
Buddies Agency. D1 0)273-2330.

Needed student child care for 7 y/o boy. Pick
up from UESAJQA campus to home in WLA.
3-7PM M-F. (310)471-8253.

^
^^^^^^P^Cfs

^So
<>.

BARTENDING
•As seen on TV
•Two week training

•Nation wide job placement

fSNational Bartenders School

f (213)380-3200
(310)558-0608
(818)994-8100
(805)522-0278

PLANETARY OVERVIEW for ttf W—k: Mare and Pluto trine (very

favorable) should help many rid themselves of outdated people and
methods that may have been holding them back. Favorable Venus and

Jupitercxmjunction should allow many to experience greater romantic

and social happiness than they've had in a veiy long time.

Daily Bruin
Classifieds
825-2221

Classified
Display

206-3060

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES MMeli21-Aprii20
Favor^leperiod forbmring property for
investmem purpoees. horntnate aspects
give you the green light for putting your
initiative to good use in home fix-upe.

TAURUS Aprl2l-ltay2l

Week isfavonMe for entrepreneure re a
business enterprise with a partner. By

^^r re-ertablishing old ties you may bring in
^C new social oontMto.

IE GEMINI llay22JuM21
m^ Creative endeavors, speojlabon andnew

ronuBKc for eligibles is favored. Oppor-
timiticB cmutected wittt your hobby
should be more abundant now.

CANCER JuM22-Juiy2S
Moon in your sign means renewal. Time

M* to take stock m yourself. Know your
i^ aims and desires. Good times ahead for
'*"

romantic eligibles & long time marrieds.

LEO July24-AuBi«t23
Local interests can turn into home
money-makers. Home entertaining
efforts may produce possible finaiKi;u
or romantic advantages.

VIRGO Aiiginia4-8«fil 21

One's never too fM to learn something
newf Where bunness interests are con-
cerned, expectprofitablechanges. Bright^ idawmay have practical application&

S LIBRA s«^M<M2S

THE DIVIDING POINTS
BETWEEN THE SIGNS
ARE CALLED "CUSPS".
IFYOUWERESORN"ON
THE CUSr YOU MAY
EXPRESS AN INTER-
ESTING BLEND OF
BOTH SIGNS.

Sun in your mgn signifies oppoitunitics
to step into the limelight New ent
prises can be succcsahu. An inqxirtant

enter-

contactmay have tttebaddi^ you need.

SCORPIO Oel2«4lov22
A time for new begirmings. Long ranee
ventures should work out wol. WlK
lupiter in your agn you're nmning on a
luckvstrMikl

SAylTTARIUS Nov2M)ae2l
Think aboutyourfuture Sodalizii^ with
new MKiple canbeadvantMcoui toyour
wealth.. For romantic digvMcs rdalion-
ships could turn exciting.

YOUR TIME OF BIRTH
WILL REVEAL YOUR
ACCURATE SUNSIGN.

CAPRICORN D«»2Mnio
Reoocnition you deserve may bring a lift

that Uwtsl A partncrriup or "signSiamt
odtcr" rdationship oontuniea to be in ttie

qpotli|ht with harmony the dicme.

AQUARIUS Jm2i-fMiif
Activities concerning, distant interest or
peopleare the focus. Eduoationd imdates
briM benefito. IfyouVe done your nome-
worKajpramotion may be forthcooung.

Keep all lines of cotniMunication c»en
that could improve your personal and
'~'^t resources. A lady friend may be the

' of good news!

imnmimimimm:iM,^mimimiM£imi/mik
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Apartments for Rent Apartments for Rent

Discover the Difference at.

c ;A\ 1 . 1 :Y row I :Rs

Are you tired of walking all over town in search of

one nice, clean reasonably priced apartment?

Come to Gayley Towers and discover the .

difference a professional staff can make.

ROOMMATE REFERRAL SERVICE AVAILABLE
GATED PARKING • OPEN GARDEN COURTYARD
JUST STEPS TO UCLA • RECYCLING CENTER
PLANNED SOCIAL ACTIVITIES • AND, MORBt

Furnished singles starting at $750

Furnished singles w/loft starting at $950

565 Gayley Ave.
(310) 824-0836

i ELEGANT 1 & 2-BDRMS i
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj.,/iev^y remod-
eled, many unique features, ceiling fans, air,

great location, near shopping, busses, arvJ

freeways. (818)399-9610 or (816)501-0022.

WESTWOOD, newly decorated. $675-$69S.

Large 1 bedroom, security building. Beverly

Glen, 3 blocks . South of Wilshire.
(310)475-0019.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliances, parking, laundry, 1 5-min. UCLA.
(310)397-8058.

* PALMS - $615 *
1 bedroom upper. 1 minutes to LXXA. Gated
entry. Small, quiet building, refrigerator, stove,

dishwasher, miniblirvJs. Cat OK. Rent conces-

sion. (310)203-8814.

* WLA*
$965 Ig. 2-t-2, fireplace, parking, balcony, air,

walk-in closet, refrigerator. 1845 Corinth

#206. (310) 268-1109.

1-1 Access. $475 1 -Bdrm Garden Apt. Stove,

Refrigerator, Carpet, Oapes, Parking Avail-

able. Small pet OK. Would furnish. (213)

737-3256. ^^
1-1 Access $250 & $1 75 Rooms. 1 Double, 1

Single, Victorian Era, Furnished, All utilities,

share kitchen, LR, parking available. (213)

737-3256

LUXURY. 2-BEDROONV2-BATH, den, full

kitchen, close to UCLA in best part of Palms.

$935 fortwo, $1035 for three. (310)266-2865.

MAR VISTA. 2bdrm/2ba. Custom townhome,
fireplace, gated garage alarm in unit. $845.
11748 Courtleigh Dr. Open 7 days. (310)

391-1076

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-BD/2-BA, 2-story custom
lownhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm, central

air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.
(310)391-1076.

N/S, M/f to share 2-bedroorn/l 'A -bath apart-

ment. Large, close to UCLA and buses.

$475/month + $475 security deposit. Call

(310)475-8967.

ONE-BEDROOM, upper, close to UCLA. Best

part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet building

and neighborhood, laundry. No pels. $625.
(310)286-2885.

BRENTWOOD
ADJACENT

-^^>leck8 sooth of Wttelw

- spacious 1 bedroom for $750

- small quiet building

-A/Cpvt. patio parking

(310)820-5726
(213)747-5200

Bamngton
Townhouse
*Fine Brentwood location

*3 bedroom units $1500

*aose to UCLA
*Roonunates accepted

•Swimming pool

Gated Parking

Laundry facilities

Central air conditioning

Mgn 010)471-2498
' 330 S. Bafrington Ave.

Brentwood, CA 90049

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom -»- loft/3-bath,

newer 3-itory townhouse, fireplace, gated

garage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. (310)391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS. 2 bed/1 bath. 10 min. from UCLA.
$70(Vnf>o. Low move-in. (310)836-9270 or

(310)271-2191.

PALMS. 3545 Keystone. 2 bedroom, upper,

convenient location. From $750. Evenings

(310)275-1427.

PALMS. 3642 Hughes Ave. 2-be<V2-bath up-

per. Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, gas fire-

place, heat air unit. Balcony. Gated parking for

tvw. (310)473-2326.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking nrKKt utilities included.

(310)397-8058.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. ^C, Laundry

(310)837-7061.

PALMS. $895, upper, 2-bedroonV2-bath.

Built-ins, balcony, A/C, gated building, laun-

dry room, parking. 3626 Empire Drive. Call

(310)559-3875.

PALMS, $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage, alarm

irv unit. One month free. 3614 Paris Dr.

(310)391-1076. Open 7 days.

PALMS, unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $525, single

$425. appliances, no pets. Call 9am-8pm, ask

for mgr. (310)837-4196.

SHERMAN OAKS. Newer 2-h2, $750 and up,

gated, intercom, central air, dishwasher, fire-

place, new carpet. 13406 Moorpark St.

(818)222-6298.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 2 BDRM/1 BATH.
Hardwood floors, very quiet bidg, 3 biks to

campus, laundry, $1150. (310) 821-1653.

* *WESTWOOD* *
2 bedroom and bachelor apartments. Near

campus. (213)932-1857 or (310)998-9190.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. Bachelor apart-

ment. Hardwood floor. Full bath and shower,

refrigerator, utilities and parking included.

$475. (310)208-6265.

WESTWOOD. 1390 Veteran. Convenient lo-

cation. Facing park. 1 -bedroom, upper. From

$750. Evenings (310)275-1427 or

(310)541-1186.

WESTWOOD. 1 -BEDROOM. Balcony, laun-

dry facilities, parking available, refrigerator,

stove, pool, quiet building. $77S/month in-

cludes water. Michelle, (310)824-2774.

WESTWOOD. 2-bedroom/2-balh, $1350;

Top floor. Park view, South of Wilthirc.

Rooftop pool. Security building. Two parking

spaces, all arT>enities. (310)477-5108.

WESTWOOO/CtNTURV CITY^ Bachelor, ^

1-bedroom, 1-bedroom and den,
2-bedroonVl -bath, numerous locations, spe-

cials. (310)474-7565.

WLA. r/i -miles from UCL\ carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(Vmo. Month-month lease. Isk> pets.

(310)473-2161.

WLA. 1 -bedroom/1 -bath, $595. Laundry

facilities, 2-blocks south of Wilshire. 1411

Federal Ave. (310)395-0149.

Westwood Towers
10717 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 20024

Prime Location: On the

Prestigious Wilshire Corridor

• All Utilities Paid!

• Singles, 1 bedFOom, 2 bedrooms

• 24-hour Valet Parking

• Walking distance to UCLA,
Westwood Village

• Cable Ready

• 6 convenient laundry facilities

• No Pets

• Large balconies

• Spacious Units

For Information, please

call (310) 474-3575

ApoftfTients for Rent Apartments for Rent Apartments for Rent

CI

Luxury Living
at Student Prices

Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms!.,

Never more than two students per room!

New laundry and vending tnachinesi

Double or Single Rooms availaldel

Basketball/Volleyball Court 8c Weight Rooml

• Private Bathroom and Showerl

• Safe, quiet environment!

• Separate study and TV lounges!

• Cable TVl

• nenty of free paridngi

U

Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It*s all waiting for you in beaudfiil Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCIA!
The University ofJudaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310) 476-9777, ext 259

U
LANDFAIR APARTMENTS

516 LANDFAIR AVE
LOS ANGELES. CA 90024

Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles.

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking.

laundry facilities in each building.

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

WLA. $96(ymonth, 3bed/2bath, near Wilihire

and Federal, bright, new paint, laundry, park-

ing, and cable. (310) 476-2317.

WLA/Century Oty. 1 bedroom $750. Charm-

ing redecorated, appliances, carpets, Vene-

tians, laundry facilities, large, bright, dining,

enclosed private garage. Quiet building. (31 0)

474-1 1 72.

WLA. Newer, well-maintained, security build-

ing, subterranean parking, laurviry. UCLA
Special. 1 bdrm+loft. (310)479-6856.

WLA. Singly -bath, new modem building.

Security parking. Close to campus.
S60(ymonth. Day (310)474-0414. Night

(310)826-5902.

GENUINE UCLA
u HAcHt I oh;

$ 495
t I.JMNr.>H» i)

$ 595
SHOrU ft MM AVAII Am F

IJIMl Cll Y AC;HC)SS I HCiM
r.iin cAf.iiHj'. ui-i A
VVAI K I ( ) f I A'.'il •;

VVt ', I VVOOIJ PI A/A
A PA Ml Ml N T'J

,()\ jO'j OAYl I Y AVi:.
( J10) ?OU 0500

Diamond Head
Apartments
Short Term Available
2 bdrms $1045. 1bdrm
$896. & singles $675.

Fireplace. balcx>ny with a
view, contemporary kitchen

Grvat Bulldlna

rs

^

Now KMfvifif fof FaH

660 Veteran

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

CORPORATE DlSCOUm^S AVAILABIE

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and 1-bedroom,
furnishec^nfumished. $575 and up. Heated
pool, fireplace, patio, gated)>arking, key entry.

Call (310)479-2120.

WLA $560, targe single, full kitchen, air,

parking. 2814 Sawtelie. (310)390-6530 after

7pm.

WLA $675. Large, qi/iet, nnxlem 1 bedroom.
Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, air. 1426 Bar-

rington Ave (310)037-0761.

WLA S72S and up. Large 1 -bedrooms, pool,

balcony, built-in stove ar>d oven, quiet, pri-

vate, large closeU, near UCLA. (310) 478-71 50

Apartments Furnistied

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmo. Ask about free rent.

Atlracthw, furnished, 1 -bedroom. Large Pod,
patio, & barbeque area. Quiet building.

374.Hnglewood Blvd . (310)398-8579.

WLA $S75/rno. Ask about firee rent. Attractive,

furn. singles. Near UCLA & VA. kieal for

studenU. Suitable for two. Quiet building

152S-Sawtelle BM. O10t477-4«32.
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TheMEduciitiim

Money Can't Buy

You'll find it working in the stu(dent media,

where you'll gain some ofyour most valuable

experiences. It's a real-life education that you

can't find anywhere else.

.# . .J#

ADVEMSINQ INTERNSHIK
The Daily Bruin Classified Display

Advertising Department
is lool^ing for ambitious interns eager

to get experience for life.

Hiring and earning potential at
^ termination of 10 weel( internstiip.

Pick up applications at The Daily Bruin

Front Counter at 225 Kerckhoff Hall.

Application Deadline is 2:00 p.m.

Friday October 7th.

Can 206-3060 for information or with quest!

llieMent

Media Orientalion
Monday October 3, 6:30 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

ome check out what the

student media has offered

for 70 years: Real experi-

ence as writers, editors, photographers,

designers and broadcasters—something you
just can't get in the schedule of classes.

Learn more about the free workshops we're offer-

ing thi3 quarter on reporting, design and broadcasting

taught by industry professionals. Meet representatives

from the Daily Bruin, Al-Talib, Ha'Am, La Gente,

Nommo, Pac Ties, Ten Percent, Together, Bruin Life

yearbook and KLA radio. CHIIWIIT ^^^f^ff^iauzis

825-2787

Q
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Apartments (or Rer^t Apartments for Rent

WilLK TO QiHras
SpKt-level singles / 1 bedrooms

• refreshing pool

•spa

•sauna

•balconies

Singles and
'

1 Bdi m starting

at $750 ^

cable-ready

.• fitness center

• furnished

units available

• across from UCLA

Utilities paid for select units
Assigned gated parking included

535 Gayley (31 0) 208-381

8

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Mechanical
person

6 Lingerie item

10 Big pond
14 Dress style

15 Zeus" wife

16 Dutch cheese
17 Enclose
18 Bring up
19 Hindu garment
20 In a group
22 Bleak
24 "Hee —

"

25 Actor Chaney
26 Animal's home
27 Surveyed
31 Political

alliance

33 Full steam —

!

34 Stone from
outer space

38 Pick up
39 Annoyed
40 Stare
41 Closet items
43 Stray calf

44 Sea eagles
45 Majorettes'

sticks

46 Fuel

49 Curve
50 or — River

51 Capital of

Canada
53 Medieval

entertainers

58 Horse color

59 Ducklike bird

61 Scary
.62 Oklahoma town
63 Elbows

counterpart
64 Pay boost
65 Refuse
66 Marketed
67 Luster

DOWN
1 Muck Finn's

boat
2 Margarine
3 Crooner
Crosby

4 "— upon a
time"

5 Grew incisors,

e.g.

6 Small rodent
7 Sly look '

,

8 Lyricist

Gershwin
9 Excused
10 Minus
1

1

— apple
12 Gold weight
13 Poet

Dickinson
21 Owned
23 Involved with

25 Stringed
instruments

27 Part of a
hand

26 Buckeye State

29 Departed
30 Machine for

shaping
31 Sets ,

•-

32 Jargon : ;

34 Distance
measures

35 Shakespearean
villain

36 Double

• PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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A M E N C H E E R N N
N E S T H A S T Y S P A T

C y99* UnneC Ft«tuf« Syn<Jic«t«

37 Stretches

39 Looks high

and low in

42 Make (beer,

e.g.)

43 Perils .

45 Purse;
46 Injured in

the bullring

-47 Make up <for)

48 Discolor

50 Muffled

52 Artist Warhol

53 Singer Billy

54 Jacob's wife

55 One of five

56 — and shine!

57 Noticed

60 Lennon's wife

1 2 3 4 5

1

6 7 8 9 1C •1 2 13

•,4 15 1€

17 18 15

20 r r 23

^HHHH24 r W
27 28 29 30 r 32 ^^^^^^H

33 _W' 35 36 37

38

42

39 40
•

^1

P
45

43 '

|H|^^^^^H44

^6 47 48 ^d ^^^^H
51 52

60

53

1

54 55 56 57

58 59 61

€2 t^ ^

is 66 ^f

Apts. Unfurnished

MAR VISTA near 405 freeway. $675. Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpeting, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. (310)4544)605.

Mar Vista, de»i 2bd/2ba. Carpel, fireplace,

dishwasher, stove, celling fans, bliryis, deck.

Ne» bus, shop*. Gated building. 12765 Ven-
ice Blvd. (310)313-2824

* —

Apts. Unfurnished

$650, lower 2-bedioonyi-balh, unfurnished,

carpets, rtove, refrigerator, twJAy decorated,
near Picola Qenega. (310)279-2002

$495 BACHaOR. Quirt, upper, laundryr
micro-fridge. 1 326 Amnacost. Open, near bus
and close to UCLA. (310)459-4088 or
(310)459-2673.

^^(•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w

$mi^
1 994 Fall
Rush

on Fraternity and

m
Life at

located

ip tpjday's issue of

Rush Dates:
Fraternity Tuesday 9/27-

LMjnday 1 0/2

Sorority Sunday 9/25-

Frlday 9/30

Ute ApplicantsWeW
For further information call:

IFC/Panhellenic Office

Ar (3 1 0) 825-6322 'iZ

Apts. Unfurnished

"•MAR VISTA
•"'

2BD,2BA,2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES,

GATED OARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE, UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $870
* 12741 MITCHELLAVE. $870

* PALMS •
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAQE.ALRMINUNIT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614 FARIS

CALL (310) 391-1076

TOSEETHE
2, LOVELYAPARIMEKTS j

Apartments to Share

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. Female to share
2bdrtTV2bath, WIA. Security, parking, A^,
laundry, etc. $42Vmonth. h4o deposit. Call

Sarah (310)820-1067.

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS tO¥vnhouse by San
Vicente. Private be<^ath, security garage,
washer/dryer, female, $523^% utilities, non-
smoking, no drugs, no pets. (310)820-1120.

FEMALE TO SHARE 2 BD 1 BA APARTMENT
IN SANTA MONICA W/ONE FEMALE & CAT.
STYLE-Y OLDER SPANISH BLDG. W/PATIO,
GARDEN & LAUNDRY. RESPONSIBLE, INDE-
PENDENT, CREATIVE TYPES WELCOMEI
$472.00+ UTIL. ANGELA (213)469-7303
DAY, (310K53-4a31 EVE.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2-bedroom
apartment. North SanU Monica. Female. Call

451-4173. $2S0Anonth.

Worxierfu!, huge, upstairs Melrose Area Apt.

for quiet non-smolcer with large furnished

room. Across mnning truck. $43Vmo. Call

Philippe (213) 653-6224.

West Hollywood Duplex
- Room (or Rent In 3 Bedroom Place
- Pool * Paridng
- t475/monlh
S mlnule* from campus

(213)85«-<133

Roommates

Coolest apartment In Westwood. Interior de-
corated designer condo. Pool, jacuni, athletic

room. Females/males. $595/one room.
$700(or $35(Vca) other. Like class? Call (31 0)
479-3094.

FEMALE, non-smoking/drugs. Quiet and re-

sponsible for large, WLA 2-bedroonVI-bath.
Own room. 3 miles from campus. $350.
(310)639-2612 or (310)825-8725.

IN WLA, need a female roommate non-
smoking. $365.00. 8-10 minute drive to cam-
pus. Call Nadia at (310)837-5028.

PROFESSIONAL FEMALE IN luxury, beauti-

fully furnished, quiet, north Wilshire condo
seeks one graduate student or professional to

share 2bedroom. Doorman and all ameniliei.
5-min. walk to campus. $650 negotiable. Call

(310)393-0737.

ROOMMATES NEEDEDl! UCLA student
needs female N/S roommate to share spacious,

fully-furnished 2-bedroom/1 'A -bath studio

apartment in Santa Monica. 'A -block from
blue bus, under 10 minutes by car.

$35Q/iTK>nth, two to a room. $425, single

room. Please call 805-484-3306.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. Beautiful,

quiet. Furnished private room and bath,

kitchen and laundry to share. Security parking.

SSSC/ffwnth. Call (31 0)828-9710.

SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM'2-BATH condo in

Westwood. Security building, gated garaye,

laundry facilities, parkin|^ own lelephof>e line.

Responsible female N/S. $500 + 'A -utilities.

Elaine 474-7394.

Room for Rent

5 MINUTE DRIVE TO UCLA. Utilities paid,
furnished, all amenities, refrigerator, kitchen,
mterowave, \N/D, televisk>n. Separate en-
trance. $40(ymonth. (31(»475-3328.

BEL-AIR. Spackxjs, furnished room and bath.
KHdieiVlaundcy prhwiedges. $SOO/n>onth in-

cluding UiliUes. 8-minule to campus. UCLA
rtudem preferred. (310M76-1927.

Bedroom, den, private b^ available in North
or Wlbhln APT in SanU Monica. QukM.
private, female preferred. $450. (310)451.-"'

Room for Rent

Brentwood $550^t)o. Private bed and bath in

large home of single mother of two small

children. Female, non-smoker. (310)
395-0623.

CULVER Cmr. 1 S-mln to UCLA. Gated com-
munity. Pool, lake, garden. Non-smoker.
$395. Call (310)559-6158.

• 5 MIN UCLA •
WLA. Own bedroomAuth, kitchen, laundry,
•ecurity building, sunny, quiet, residential.
Betow market rent. N/S grad preferred. UCLA
grad, professional. Arts interests. $470^bio+'A
utilities. (310)479-8286.

LARGE, prh^ate, quiet, great (or studyir^ big
dosets, share bath w/grad student Near
Natkmal/Sawtelle and #8 bus. $475Anonth.
(310) 397-8002

MONTANA/NEAR BEACH. Ovwi room/bath,
unfurnished, large ckwct, security parking.
Share common areas. $550/nf>onth, 1/3 utili-

ties. N/S female. (310) 285-8395.

PRIVATE FURNISHED BEDROOM AND
BATH w/separate kitchen for non-smoking
female student in largeWLA home w/pool and
spa, just south of SanU Monica. $425,
includes utilities and driveway parking. Call
Susan (310)397-7429.

PRIVATE FURNISHED ROOM -i- BATH in a
large 2 bedroom luxury apartn^ent. Security

building. NorvsnfK)king, clean, and quiet per-

son. Corner of Ocltwny & Burton Way.
$60(yWK)nth. (310)859-7860.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH FOR RENT.
Venice home, furnished. Female non-smoker.
$40(ymonlh + 1/4 utilities. Walking distance

to beach, off-street parking. Mini-refrigerator,

kitchen priveleges, laundry priveleges. Large

ckxet. Santa Monica busline at your door.

(213)307-3710.

ROOM AND BATH IN PRIVATE HOME near
UCLA. Quiet, safe neigj^borhood. Kitchen
privileges. $435. Mature male prefered. No
smoking. (310)271-1658.

ROOM FOR RENT, house in Venice, close to

beach, garden, pets OK. Easy bus to UCLA,
$450 including utilities. (310)396-1671.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Room For Rent

$475/month
kitchen

parking space

male

For info call Tom @
208-4293

54 Room for Rent

ROOM FOR RENT /or 1 or 2 months only.

Shared bath, close to UCLA, no smoking,
femafe only, utilities included. $45(Vmonth.
(310)475-1264.

ROOMS FROM $325/month in clean,
spacious owner-managed 1930's Spanish
student house. Pool, cable TV. 9-morrth
minimum. First and last •« deposit. 626 Ladfair

Ave. See owner ^6-^30 10-1 pm and 3-7pm.

Room behind garage with bath. No kitchen. 1

block from l^CLA. Parking. Quite male grad
student preferred. $30(Vmonth, (utilities in-

duded), feave message. (310)474-3986

Roono-private entrance, 8HPO, kitchen facil-

ity, $450, mature mafe preferred. N^. (31 (»

276-6490. 5-8 pm.
;

SANTAMONICA. North ofMontana (1 4th and
Ceorgina). Private entry. No kitchen
privefeges. $45<Vh¥)nth. (31(^451-8775.

VISITING SCHOLAR/FELLOW, MQ/PHD,
MALE N/S, AND SCIENCE RESEARCHER
WORKING AT UCLA WANTED. Security

parkint workspace, window wall, TV. Quiet,
beautiful grourids, large lap pool, gym. Bus 8
minutes to UCLA. Free phon^utAitllKies/
maid servkx. International phone/Tax dis-

counts. $425. (310)477-9147.

WESTSIDE furnished room. Separate bath In

attracth^e townhouse. W/D, NC, conventent
West Hollywood shopping. $395 + utilities.

Student or faculty to share. (21 3)846-8045 or

(213)740-7355.

Sublet

WILSHIRE DISTRICT. Urge single, ouiet area,

separate kitchen, bathroom. Unhjrnished/
furnished. Trustworthy person preferred.

$393/mo. Call Dante at City News,
(714)773-4902.

House to Share

MARINA DEL REY. Fumished townhouse,
private roon\A>ath, security, pool, jacuai,
W/D, mature N/S. (31(9301-1883.

House for Sale

VIEW VIEW VIEW
SECLUDED AND PRIVATE 4 bedroom home
on BeveHy Glen Blvd. Just minutes to West-

side. Foundation expertise needed to take

advantage of this value. Reduced Price:

$335,000. Call Irene, aitent at (81 8)789-71 1 7.

Housing Needed

Room needed. Will pay up to $50G^TK)nth.

Prefer SanU Monica. Call Ken (310) 289-4382

Room/Board for Help 6?

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hour^Mwek. Light

cooking, housekeeping, drh^ing, between
3-6pm weekdays. Must own car and insur-

ance. (310)278-9307 or (310)472-7269.

Excellent tutoring/driving skills & good role

model for children. Live-in-f'$$ in exchange for

drivingAutorin^abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 & 9.

Great room, pool, tennis court. 3.0+, hrs

6:45-8.-00am, after 3pm. F/T, ?n, student,

okay. 010) 552-5391.

• FREE RENT! •
GARAGE APARTMENT IN BEL /UR IN
EXCHANGE FOR DUTIES. MUST DRIVE.
CALL (310)472-4888, FEMALE GRADUATE
STUDENT ONLY.
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GRADUATESTUDENTOR SENIOR needed to
do occasional child care in exchange for room
and board. MDR. Prefer experience with
chiklren and drwer's Ikxnsc. O. Kupper
(310)306-6855.

LIVE-IN NEEDED (or active boys, 8'A and
1 1'A . Must have car. Private entrance and
bath. Room and Board plus small salary for

after-school-care evenings artd weekends.
(310)841-6667 or (213)935-1298, Uuren.

Live-in nanny. 6-year-old girl. Work
weekends, onfall weeknIgNs. Room and
board plus $22SAveek salary. Travel opportun-
ities. Beverly Hills. (310) 276-2130.

M/F-prhfate roon^XMid In Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for after school and some
evenings help and chikkare. Yew-round
situation. MUST HAVE depmdabfe car and
insurance. Call (21 3)650-31 00 evenings best,

leave message.

PLUMBING OR RENTAL SERVICES In ex-

diange for Westwoo<iCentury City apartment.

(310M74.7565.

ROOMAND BOARD FOR HaP. One minute
to campus, RoonVBath in efegant honrw, small
chores, male. D1 0)475-1 928.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance-light housekeeping, some cook-
ing, some driving. Female student.
(818)906-1399.

ROOM, PRIVATE ENTRANCE, kitchen and
bathroom, French doors to pool and spa. Near
Fairfax and Wilshire. Exchange 15-20 hrsAwk
chlldcare, 9-veaf-old nirl. (213)931-2221.

Brentwood, Room/Board
in exchange for yard care

- 1 bed/ 1 bath

(310)471-2924

Health Club Center

1 -BDRM GUESTHOUSE ACROSS UCLA, ten-
nis court and pool. Female, N/5. Utilities

included, $1100. No pets. Between 6-9pm
(310)472-8336.

WLA $349 includes utilities. (GARDEN
GUEST HOUSE) Microwave, refrigerator, fur-

niture, large windows, light, airy, trees and
flowers. (213) 930-1461

Health Club'Center

Free Parking
Underground

.nomMnbanh^
• Acupressure | «m»

$15 off
I

• Shiatsu & Swedish i mmmm
Lomi Lomi Therapy

• Chiropractic

0p«i7day*

1Q00AM
to '

10:00 PM

RENAISSANCE
HEALTH CENTER

S?'*! SANTA MONICA BLCD
WEST HOLLVWOOO 2nJ Floor

310-289-9219

(Counseling
(Family. OW. Marriage)

• Martial Arts (prwacel

Sauna / Showers

• Private rooms for men
& women

'SPECIAL RATES ON 5 OR 10 MASSAGES • GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Housing Service Housing Service Insurance

>llistate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

f\/lovers/Storage

HONKT MAN. W/14ft. truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

(310)285-8688. CAL AZ NV. Co Bruins.

SMALL MOVERS. Lowest rates-fast, Veliable--

call anytime. (310)837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED REASONABLE. LAST MINUTE
JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
(310)452-2887.

MOVING?

TICKLE OUR TASTEBUDS
ANP THE DAIUf BRUIN
WILL TICKLE yOURS*

Something's Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal favorite recipe and if it's

chosen we'll feature your name and
recipe in the paper's classified section.

Also get $1 0,00 FffEg op your Bruin Gold Card.

BONi APPETITE!
-drop recipe submissions at the Dally Bruin front desk^

225 Kerckhofff Hall

Towntiouse for Sole 65

WLA/PALMS. 1+1 deluxe townhouse. Newer
building, light and bright, i/p, A/C, security,

high ceilings, quiet street. 10 minutes from
UCLA. $US,OO0. No down. Sigma.
010)451-8775.

Condos for Sale

CULVER cmr condo - 3bdntV1% bath.

1 5-minutes to IXIA. -$1 24,900. Diane Fisher,

Agent (310)838-1600, extension 6423 or at

home (310)474-1168.

Walk UaA. Large, luxury 2+2.5, great for

sharing. A/C, pool, spa, security. 540ICelton,
bargain. $188,000. Assumable loan. Owner/
Agt. (310) 541-4163.

WESTWOOD 2-bedroonV2-bath. Elegant

condo. Large Ihfing room. Fireplace, AAI, 32
ft. balcony. Private parking. $180,000.
(310)473-6782.

C \l.l. M \.\ I nU i:\|'i;iM

v\o ti"i;>,^i< >.\ \i.

.^i;K\k i:> \i

rM;i:\T\i;i.i':

i<\ii'.^. >>i< 'KM, I-;.

r\kKI.\(, \M) n!IIIM'I.\(,

i:<,>rii'ri;i).

(MO) 17(S-cS9;]()

Personal Service

Concdos for Stiare

Brentwood Condo $1000, 2+2 Security Gate
and Parking. New carpet. Air, Patio. Grad
students preferred. (818) 333-8458. ludv.

Condos for Rent

rA -miles to UCLA. W.Hollywood. Single,

unfurnished, courtyard view, patio, kitchen,
refrigerator, gated parking, pool/Jacuzzi/

sauna. Laundry, sundeck, cable. Convenient.
$55(yhionth. (3f0)377-7330.

Westwood Spacious 2 bdrm, 2 1/2 bath, wet
bar, plenty of closet space. Female only, 540
KeKon. $)420/mo. Discount. (800)479-3229
or (310)824-7973.

WlA-PAlMS. 2+2, deluxe condo. Newer
building, light and bright, (^, fsK. security,
high ceilii^ quiet atrMt lO^wlnutoa to
UCLA, $995. (310H51^775.

AUTO
INSURANCE

"HO BULL"
^ Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK
CAU AA*U NOMf

^ Km fRK QUQg
j TOLL PREE
i|eooi3as-9ooo
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Personal Service Personal Service

WESTWOOD COIN LAUNDRY
ANDALTERATIONS

I

\

4

FLUFF& FOLD SERVICEAVAILABLE

'l874 Westwood Blvd.

(1/2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.)

FREE PARKING IN REAR /-*•

(310)474-5233

Laundry

Mon-Frl 7:00AM - 9:00PM
SAT - SUN 6:00AM - 9:00PM

Help dealing with stress,

college - adjustment, or

relationship issues.

Student rates. Pschologist

on Westwood Blvd.

Karen SchlaffPhD (310) 472-6430

OHI U PRETTY THING! Photographers' are

available. Acting, modeling, anything. $75 per

roll. U Productions. (310)718-5393.

Services Offered

Services Offered

EAGLE-EYED
PROOFREADER

Edits theses/publications; tutors EnglislVrtudy

skills; trains time management/itrest reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. (310)393-1951.

MACINTOSH CONSULTING. Set-up, Mbu-
bleshooting and training. Beginners a spe-

cialty. Reasonable rates. Call Scott (310)

276-4601

$35 PERSONAL STATEMENT
Professional quick edit (1 hour max). Writing

and rewrites also available. (213)933-3797.

AU^PnipMe Etttiag / Ttattriai

Courses, personal statements, resumes,

theses, dissertations, exam ivq) by

experienced PhD En^ish professor.

L«s Enfants Inc. Preschool
Pre-Sdiool Program & Kindeiguten

Ages 18 mos.-6 yrs.

3111 Olympic Blvd.,

SanU Monica, CA S0404

(310) 315-1057

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & editing!

Alsubiects. Theses/DissertatkxB.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Intematnnil students welcome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Stwon B— r, Ph.D. (310) 4704062

iwamTioim ananiTa aan mantm^

DV - 1 Graancard ProgrBcn. by U.S. Immlgntkin.

GrBencsitls provide US permingnl reMsnt status.

Ctttmw of aknool il countriH are alowad
For Info 4 forms:

NawEtsLagilSanfoss

20231 Stagg St.. Cuvgi Psffc, CA 91306
Tal: (SIS) 772-7168: (S18) 9e»4«S

$ CORPORATE $
SCHOLARSHIP
NO GPA or Financial

Requirements

Call Now for full deadlines

COLLEGE SERVICES
800-530-2321

(24 HR. Voice Mall)

Now YOU CAN AFFORD TO BUY
VOWELS FOR YOUR CLASSIRED AD.

S NTA M N CA, rtra I i| 1

SSSa I <tn(Ni«f d.f«m tien

d nli w k fiw. f I, la ndry, r.

« wc.
U 20% OFF— for UCLA Students

Come to the Daily Bruin Classified Line Dept. at 225 Kerckhoff

&. receive 20% off the cost of your ad with your UCLA ID.

OUTRAGEOUS FUN! Exotic limo rental.

Radar Limousine Service. 1-600-LIMO-771.

825-2221

line

Tutoring Offered

BKDLOCY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (PhD
microbiology). (310)652-6652.

MACINTOSH CONSULTING. Set-up, trou-

bleshooting and training. Beginners a spe-

cialty. Reasonalble rates. Call Scott (310)

276-4601

* MY TUTOR *
MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring ser-

vice. F^ee cormjltation. Reasonable rates,

call My Tutor anytime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

Typing

ACE TYPIST, ETC.
Great looking WP. Special rate for school

papers and applications. Laser printing, gram-
mar, spdicheck. Fax. Wk also do resunr>es,

letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.

(310) 820-M30.

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders WeJconie. (310»e27.a023.

LASER PRINTING. Word Processing specializ-

ing in theses, dissertations, trarvcription, marv
uscripts & resumes. Santa Monica.
(310)828-6939. Hollywood. (21 3)466.2868.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resunr>es, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser, reasonable
rates, near campus. (310)470-0287.

Music Lessons

FrefKh horn teacher needed for Sth grade
female. My house. WLA area. (31 0)390-1 761

.

Travel

cijVr/rAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. All

levels + styles. Patient + organized. Beginner

KUitars (or sale, $60. Sam 310826-9117.

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyleswithdedicaled professional. At
your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free. No
drum set necessary. Neil (213)882-8509.

Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast-professional-

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumes/Cover Letters/Reference Sheets.

Computer typesetting & laser printing.

(310)470-4999.

WINNING RESUMES; 1-hrservioe.Ourclients

get results..Open 7 days. D1(»287-2785.

HITCMHE
SKIES

Hawaii
*"

Xhlcago

Boston

Dallas ($78)

EUROPE SZ49

310*S84*05S0
Call For Free Program Description

Travel

UHKJon $260*
Frankfiiit $260*
Amsterdam $315*
Washington, DC $139*
•fares are cacti ww/ from los Anaetes based on a
romdtrip purchase. Restrictions appty and tmesrxjt
included. Cad for other wartcKvideclestinatians.

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council l^avel
"

1093 Broxton Ave., #220, Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-208-3551
Eurailpasscs
,sued on-the-spot!

Tutoring Needed

English tutor for Sth and Tlh grade new
immigrants from Taiwan. Also asist hon>e-

work in other subjects. LaBrea unA Beverly

Blvd. Servl personal data and hourly charge to

Frank 172 South Orange Dr. Los Angeles

90036, or FAX (213) 936-9094

English tutor for 1 1 th grade. Recent innmipant.

English is mother language. Experience pre-

fefTied. LaBrea and Beverly Blvd. SeryJ personal

data aiKi hourly char^ to Frank. 1 72 South

Orange Dr. Los Angeles 90036, or FAX (21 3)

936-9094

Math tutor needed for high-sdwol algebra.

Flexible hours. My houMC. WLA area.

(310)390-1 761. .

PLEASE help me Icam Wordperfect, Microsoft

publishing, WordPerfect w/windowB.
$e-$10^. Stot, (3101 47O-4036

UNDCRCRAOMATHAND COMPUTER STU-
DENT needed for tutoring a bri^ 9th yader.

(3tO)395.SSO»^ PleiM leave mess^e. 1

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

CallFor LowestRate

310.441-4388

Resumes

Ford Escort \Miite GL 1988, 2 owners, autb,

air, power steering, extra clean, excellent

condition. $3550 obo. Ian (310)937-4773.

Autos for Sate

1990 Honda Civic EX. 5-spced, 4-door, bur-

gMndy. 70,000 mi. Like new, loaded. $7750.
(310) 352-3260, (310) 207-1653.

'77 T-BIRD. Low mileage; excellent condition;

blueAvhite interior; AK; electric sunroof, win-
dows, doors, seats, locks. Mom's car. Robert
UCLA 206-4242, home (310)28ftO063.

'81 TOYOTA TERCEL; 65,000 miles; needs
trim, body work; $a00A)bo. (818)878-0312.

'82 BMW 320i, 5-speed, 2 door, pull-out

AW^M cassette, minor bodywork, runs yeat.

$200(yobo. (310)826-4996.
^

'84 BMW. Excel lent condition, white, 5-speed,

sunroof, high mileage, discounted to $5280,
low price, warranty available. Call Tom
(310)573-1124, pager (310)527-8556.

'88 MERCURY TRACER, 5-speed, 4-door,

hatchback, burgundy/gray. A/C, cruise, stereo/

cassette. One owner, excellent condition. 85k,
$320(yobo. (310)395-0030.

'88 VOLVO, Turbo C\0. 4-door, red, black
leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104K miles,

iaeOOldoo. Call Sam-Spm. 825-0731.

New Rabbit Convertible,'85, white-on-white,
with proof of $3500 spent on car since August
20. $680(yobo. (213)656-2294

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 MUSTANG CT, 5.0, V8, Grey, very f»t,

very fun. New brakes, clutch cable and spark
plugs. $3500. (310)777-9761/pager.

TOYOTA COROU.\ 1980, 3-door hatch-

back. 64,000 original miles. 1 owner.. Fully

serviced. Excellent transportation car.

$1450/obo. Call (310)472-1680,
(310)472-3228. Early airVpm.

Scooters for Sale

'87 Honda Elite 80. )ust tuned. Great shape.
Blue. With helmet. $600 obo. Mike. (310)
471-6931

'89 HONDA arrE 50. Excellent Condition.
Only 1000 miles. Includes helmet, \ock, and
basket. Call Linda (714)854-8596. $60(yobo.

'89 YAMAHA RIVA SCOOTER. 3900 miles.

$500 obo. (616)679-5003.

Honda Elite. Runs excellent. Recently tuned.
New brakes. New tires. $600 obo. (310)
474-6420 or (618)365-1728. Ask for Mark.

Furniture for Sale

Convertible Couch; queensize bed. Excellent

condition. $100. Call (310) 475-2552 after 5

P^-

LARGE SOFA BED. Excellent condition. Seats
3-4. Pretty blue. $250. Call (310)637-6392.

MATCHING SOFA AND LOVESEAT. Good
condition. $150 total. Nancy 207-9697.

MATTRESS SETS, twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliverics,phonc
orders accepted |310^372-2337i

!NEW FURNITURE!
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
Full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining & sofa sets also. 010)821-0729.

Misc. for Sale

SANYO CORDLESS TELEPHONE and answer-
ing machine. Voice tinWday stamp. Used
1 -month, have receipt. Paid $185, sell $95.
(310)474-8798.

MOLUCCAN COCKATOO (HANaRAISED),
5-yean^old, beautlM, sweet and cuddly.
$1500 Includes Macaw sized %vhite cage «id
travel cage. Tassia (310)825-4099,
(213)953-2745.

Typewriter/Connputer KM
COMPUTER SALEI Power book duo 230,
Global fax modem, all populv software.
Travel case and misc., brand new $21 00. Neg.
)eff (213)653-2240. /_
IBM COMPATIBLE With lots of memory.
Broken laser printer. $40(Vobo. Chris,
208-7499.

IBM PENTIUM 60 (BY DaU, 528 MBHO, 8
MB RAM, SVGA MONITOR. SUPER DEALI!
$1500. FIRM. (310I2S1.9784.

MAC SE. Dot Matrix printer «K/imiaosoft word
5.1. HyperCard. %7S0hho. O10|35»4)722.
Leave message

^
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Letters

Rush chairmen
usher In fall,

*fresh faces
Welcome back!

We hope everyone has had a

great summer and is ready to start

the new school year. As UCLA stu-

dents, we're sure everyone is moti-

vated and ready to get involved.

One great way to get involved is

through the fr^emity system. With

24 different fraternities on campus,

the system is diverse enough for

everyone to find a place where they

feel comfortable. The fraternity

system has a lot to offer, including:

*academic sup^rt
*lifelong brotherhood

community service

athletics

affordable housing

leadership

alumni networking

If these items are of interest to

you, come check out any of the fra-

ternities during the week. No invi-

tation is necessary, and there is no
obligation. There will also be free

food, special entertainment and fiin

events. As rush chairmen, we
encourage you to get out and see as

many different fraternities as possi-

ble. Each has its unique qualities.

Joining a fraternity can be the

best decision one can make in his

life. Come by this week and give it

a chance. You've got nothing to

lose!

Rob Early

Mark Lemons
IPC Rush Chairmen

Scrorltles cpen
dccrs to future,

new members
Hie Panhellenic Council would

like to take this opportunity to

invite you to join us in a very

unique and rewarding experience-

sorority membership. Our 1994-

95 rush theme, "Seize Today,
Create Tomorrow" hopefully con-

veys what involvement in the

greek system has to offer.

Tbday's sorority serves as a net-

work as well as a sisterhood. Each

chapter has extensive resources

available in scholastics, campus
involvement and career support.

These aspects have attracted

enough women to the Panhellenic

system to make it the largest

female student group on campus.

We would like you to add to our

growing numbers!

We hope you will be interested

in gaining for yourself the chance

to "Create Tomorrow" with
UCLA Panhellenic.

Shelby Fulmer
Panhellenic Rush Chairwoman

Defining tlie

Paniieiiic Councii
Panhellenic Council ("All

greek") is the administrative body
that unites all our 1 1 sororities. It

is a policy-making group com-
prised of elected officers and dele-

gates from each of the chapters. It

coordinates inter-sorority events

such as career workshops, leader-

ship conferences, GAR (Greeks

Against Rape) and of course,

RUSH!

Greek philanthropies

Heal the Bay
March of Dimes
Children Help USA
Los Angeles Mission

Make A Wish Foundation

Highway Qean Up
American Heart Association

Special Olympics
Pediatric AIDS Foundation

Wallace Village

UniCamp
Para los Ninos Orphanage

Haven House
Children of the Night

Big Brothers of L.A.

Project Angel Fbod
Venice Boys and Girls Club

American Cancer Society

Watts Tutori^

Environmental Coalition

Sorority rush schedule

Sunday Sept. 25

12 noon - Check in on Bruin Walk

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. - Orientation

(Ackerman Grand Ballroom)

2:30 p.m.- 6:40 p.m. - Six open house parties

Monday Sept.f^^

1:15 p.m. - 4:42 p.m. - Five open house parties

Tuesday Sept. 27

11:30 p.m. - 5:41p.m. - Eight rush parties

Wednesday Sept. 28

1 1 p.m. - 5 p.m. - Five rush parties

Thursday Sept. 29

7:30 p.m. - 10: 10 p.m. - Two rush parties

Friday Sept. 30

5 p.m. Bid pick-up and pledging

Interfraternity Council
1994 FALL RUSH SCHEDULE

Monday
6:30pm

Tuesday

September 26
IPC Rush Orientation meeting at Northwest

Campus Auditorium

September 27
11:00am

1 :30pm
5:00pm

Friday
12:00pm

Sunday
5:00pm

Annual Pre-RUSH BBQ at Sunset Canyon

Recreation Center

Tours of Fraternity Row
Rush Begins

September 30
Rush Information on Bruin Wall<

October 2
Rush Ends

Invitations to join may be extended by fraternities during IFC Rush beginning at 5:00pm on

Wednesday, September 28, 1 994. All rush events are dry.
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UCLA
Panhell£nic Sorority Rush
''Seize Tpdai^...Creiite

• Panhellenic Sororities

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi

Chi Omega
Kappa Alpha Theta

Kappa Delta

Alpha Epsilon Phi

Alpha Phi

Delta Gamma
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pi Beta Phi

^?. z.:^'

^SkQlarshl dM
ii'

Job Opportunities

'^.
i&i

M

RUSH WEEK SCHEDULE
September 25/Sunday

September 26/Monday
September 27/Tuesday

September 28A/\/ednesday

September 29/Thursday

September 30/Friday

:*¥K*-4s:v^

12pm
12:30-1:30

2:30-6:40
1 -15-4:42

11:30-5:41

14i00-5:00

7:30-10:10

^5m

Check in on Bruin Walk
Orientation at Ackerman Grand
Ballroom

Six open house parties

Five open house parties

Eight Rush parties

Five Rush parties

Tvyo Rush parties __
BiH15ick-up + pledging

Fall 1 994 • Rush Registration Form • Print or Type

Name:
last

Home Address:

first middle nickname

OPTIONAL:

Current GPA (on 4.0 scale)

.

Major or anticipated major at UCLA

Activities and Honors: Include college and high school. Please outline your

involvement in:

city state zip
( )

phone

Academics -

Leadership

High School:.

High School Grad. Date

name, dty and state

Previous College

county:.

Age

Community Service

Arts, Athletics, other.,

Check One: New to UCLA O Continuing UCLA Student; Current Units O
Freshman (0-44.5) O Sophomore(44.5-89.5)0 Junior(90-134.5)0 Senk)r(over 135)0

Please sign: "I authorize Fraternity and Sorority Relations to verify my academic eligibility to

Rush, that I am a regularly enrolled full-time student in good standing with 2.0 or t)etter GPA and
am not on Academic Prot>ation or Subject to Dismissal"

Signature Date UCLA Reg. #

Confidential: Are you a legacy to a sorority chapter? If so. indicate the relative and her

sorority affiliation.below. Ruch rules apply equally to all rushees, legacy or not

(i.e., Mother, Grandmother, Sister, Aunt, etc.)

Attach check payable to : UCLA PRC • Rush Fee: $50 non-refundable • Registration deadline: Septemljer 16th • Print on one side only and no atttachments. Cut and put this form with

check In an envelope and send to: UCLA Panhellenic Council • Fraternity and Sorority Relations • 405 Hilgard/118 MG • Los Angeles, CA 90024-1376

Questions? We try to answer all questions you may have concerning Panhellenic sorority system here at UCLA, and in case we've missed
—,——- any, feel free to contact our Rush Line at (310)285-6711 or Fraternity ^ Sorority Relations at (310) 206-1521 .

^ .-
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AWilTISMG MTilH^(Heiip^(H
The Dafly Bruin Classified Display Advertising Department
- is looking for ambitious interns eager to get experience for life.

Hiring and earning potential at termination of 10 week internship.

Rck up applications at TTie Daily Bruin Front Counter at 225 Kerckhoff HaO.

Application Deadline is 2:00 p.m Friday October 7th.

Call 206-3060 for information or with questions.

WISTWOltM

TACOS NUMBMOUNO

\
(ruaa

^7^

Alpha Gamma Omega
1994 FaU Rush

THE CHRIST - CE ED FRATERNITY

NQiKhiy-26

Dinner by
Pizza Hut.

then
Doctor
Metldrs
Save the

Earth

Adventure
TM

Night

after Dinnel

by Shakey's &
Olive Garden

pKJdy laese

Mercy
Ministry

then
BROOMBALU

Initiation

(Invite Only)

Ministry to the Homeless supported bv Taco Tacos and The Green Burrito

HeAll events start at AGO, 5:30 PM. Hoops, foosebcdl. and lunch
everyday at 12:30 PM. Meet at the house at 515 Landfcrir Ave.
Questions? CaU Jed at (310) 824-2969 ^

..Smi I will pralsQ yoa as long as I liv«« and in

yoar name I will lift ap my liands.

O -Psalm 63:4—— Mpoi

The Christ-Centered Sorority

We emphasize the social, spUitual and scholastic areas ofyour
. Iffe, Please call 824-4005Jpr more Information.

Sundau
TheMad Hatter's Tea Party

Mondau
Ice Cream Social and Devotional

Tuesday
GlrVs night out@ CITY WALK

Wednesday
B-B'Q and Bible Study @ATQ

Friday
Preference Dlnner-Invitatlon only

2:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

--\

FallRush'94:
Greeks offer -^

more than fun

AN pholM ooudasy o< IFC

Children clown with fraternity and sorority volunteers.

Scholarship, service, friendships

found on UCLA fraternity row

Brotlierhood is the foundation

of the fraternity experience. Every

man in a fraternity contributes to

this aspect. Together brothers

combine the concept of individu-

alism and a framework of mutual

cooperation. They form friend-

ships unlike any they experience

in other campus organization.

Brotherhood is not conformity.

No fraternity at UCLA is made up

of members who are exactly alike.

The fraternity system benefits

from the rich diversity of the

UCLA campus. This is what
makes the fraternity experience so

valuable. By interacting with peo-

ple from various cultural and
racial backgrounds, you are better

prepared to face challenges of life

after college.

Joining a fraternity will enable

you to have a richer and more

rewarding UCLA experience. The
fraternity will become a home
away from home and you will fmd
ttvit brotherhood extends well

beyond your undergraduate years.

The fraternity ^tem offers you

many opportunities to gain valu-

able leadership experience. Each

chapter governs itself with its owp
elected officers. Fraternities also

encourage you to become
involved in other campus activi-

ties such as USAC (undergraduate

student government), the Daily

Bruin and UniCamp (UCLA's
official charity). Many fraternities

have larger memberships than the

majority of alternative student

organizations, enabling members
to develop leadership skills by
being involved in a large, multi-

See FRATERNITIES, page 16

Sororities meet needs of
taday:*&-Cotlegiate woinan_

Although it is too late to partic-

ipate in sorority fall rush this year,

rd like to let everyone know a lit-

tle bit about what the sorority sys-

tem is about. And I mean the

sorority system now. It has
evolved tremendously as the

needs of women in college have

changed. The theme for rush
1994-'95 is "Seize Today, Create

Tomorrow." The idea behind our

theme is that joining a sorority is a

way to make connections, to

broaden your possibilities; it is a

way to meet career-minded
women who are also scholastical-

ly and philanthropically oriented.

Tdday when you join a sorority

you are not only joining a sister-

hood, but a network as well. There

are thousands of successful and

interested alumni who offer career

support in all fields. Many chap-

ters hold career nights at which
local alumni come to speak about

their fields. Most also have exten-

sive information about available

internships, majors, study groups

and scholarships. These aspects of

sorority life have helped to keep

the^w GPA considerably higher

than the all-women's GPA for

UCLA every quarter.

Each of the chapters also puts

many hours into working for vari-

ous philanthropies. Every house

chooses a cause to which they

donate money as well as many vol-

unte»- hours. Philanthropies on the

row range from shelters for women
to children's oncology research.

With "Seize Today, Create
Tomorrow" we would like to

encourage women to take a look

at exactly what it is sororities

have to offer. Before you decide

whether a sorority is what you
want, take some time to find out

what this system can do for you.

Being a greek isn't something
that only helps in college, it is a

network that will help you
throughout life.

Cory Southwell, 1993 Panhellenic^

Rush Chairwoman

\*
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CourtNy o< IFC

Fraternity members spend UCLA MardI Gras with children from
the inner city.

New roles outdate
greek stereotypes

Sororities were founded more
than a century ago when women
were just beginning to seek higher

education and represented a

minority on college campuses. In

order to achieve their mutual goals

of academic success and personal

development, and to make new
friends, founding members cam^
together to form support groups
with these goals in mind.

As the needs of women in col-

lege have changed, sororities have
changed as well. No longer do tra-

ditional roles for women hold true,

and the same goes for old sorority

stereotypes. The greek system is

embarking on an exciting new era

of change, a time in which any-

thing is possible. Because we are

changing, we'd like to illustrate

that change for you.

Many traditional values carried

on by sororities in the past no
longer have a place in today's soci-

ety, and we've been steadily mak-
ing strides of progress in acknowl-

edgement of that fact. But because

of many lingering generalizations

that are no longer accurate, we've

also been misrepresented. As
social clubs, sororities are an easy

target for criticism, but criticism

from outside the system is largely

uninformed. Sorority women of

See SOR-HI8TORY, page 16
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September & ocfotar CVEMTS ^ denotes lAA'BDA cjeni 0^ denotes O.V, EGA e.c

mrefs v^ Sunset Tjrncrcund or cell -
' meets ct the Brum :

125 9
BBQ & Hoops

7:00 pm

OmeooNhe

26 ^
Rush Meeting

7:00 pm

30 a^
ThetaSodd/Dann

Chi Social/ Donee
7:00 pm

1

Pttst RUSH party

28 S
BeochDoy
12:00 pm

2
Findl Meeting

all events are drywhat is ASIAN GREEK RUSH?
Rush is designed to provide indtviduols with o better undeRtonding of whot it's like to be in on Asion

American fraternity. There's no obligation to join, all that's required is that you come out and enjoy yourself

while meeting the brottiers of IMBDA PHI EPSILON and 0ME6A SIGMA TAU. Bring your friends and toke

the opportunity to see if this if for you. There is no of obligation or pressure to join. Remember Asian

Greek Rush is offered only once a year, so don't miss out!

W^

ite

ASIAN GREEK SORORITY RUSH '94

For rides &
more info

Presented by the Asian Greek Council

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Sunday XAA 6pm
Pajama Jam at Buenos Aires Room at Sunset Rec

Monday 0KO 6pm - 9pm
Under the Boardwalk in Vista Room at Sunset Rec

Tuesday XAA 6pm Puttin on the Ritz

Dinner at Mrs. Kitagawa, Dance at the Continental

Plaza Hotel (LAX)
Wednesday 0KO 6pm - lO^m
Fantasy Island at Nora's Hpuse

Thursday XAA 6pm
Back to the Beach at Sunset Rec.

Friday 0KO 6pm - 9pm Dinner, 9-1 Dance,

Moonlight Masquerade at the Continental Plaza

Hotel (LAX)
Saturday XAA 11am

The Secret Garden, Tea at Pamela's

Sunday GKO 10:30am - 1pm
Tea in Wonderland at Daphne's House

callTatia

475-4349

Events are scheduled on alternating days.

We encourage you to rush both sororities.

All rides will be provided.

O For rides &
more info

call Edna

479-8984
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Understanding process helps make for successful fall rush

To join a fraternity, you go
through rush as a rushee. Rush
Ts the formal membership
recruitment period for fraterni-

ties. Why is it called rush?
Simply put, it is because you
meet so many new people in

such a short period of time.
Traditionally, rush occurs during

the first weeks of fall and spring

quarters. A more informal rush
takes place at most fraternities

during the beginning of winter
quarter. Still other chapters pro-

mote a year-round rush and hold

events throughout the year.

1. REGISTER WITH IFC. In

order to participate fully in frater-

nity rush, you must register with

IFC. You iiegister by filling out the

registration form in the center of
this booklet and returning it to

IFC. You only need to register

once each academic year. If you
do not register you will not be
informed of important rush infor-

mation and schedules necessary

for a successful rush.

2. ATTEND THE RUSH
INFORMATION FAIRS. You
meet representatives from each
fraternity at rush information
fairs. These fairs are really help-

ful to you because you get to

meet men from all of the chapters

on campus before rush begins.

During traditional rush week,
you may not have the opportunity

to visit all of the fraternities.

Therefore, this is a good opportu-

nity to find out which fraternities

you want to focus on during rush.

Ask questions and enjoy the free

food!

3. ATTEND FRATERNITY
RUSH EVENTS. Individual fra-

Fraternity rushees ask questions during a breal< while on a tour of UCI-A fraternity houses.

ternity rush begins with dinner

following IFC Orientation pro-

grams at the start of rush week.

IPC distributes the schedules of all

the different fraternity rush events

at the start of the quarter. Each fra-

ternity features entertainment and

food to create a casual atmosphere

in which to meet you.

As for advice, follow these rush

tips:

1. Be yourself. There is nothing

more important than being your-

self during rush. You'll end up
with the right fraternity for you,

and you'll be happy with your
decision.

2. Evaluate each fraternity

carefully. It is important to make

an individual decision about
which fraternities you will focus

on during rush. Go to the IFC
Rush Information Fair so that you

can get an opportunity to meet
members from every fraternity on

campus.

3. Take your time. Joining a

fraternity is a momentous deci-

sion. Be sure that the fraternity

that has given you a bid is one you
will be happy with. You do not

have to accept a bid right way;
even though it is called rush, this

is the one decision you will not

want to rush into.

4. Beware. Look out for fraterni-

ties who belittle or make derogato-

ry remarks about other fraternities.

5. Dry kush. Alcohol is not

allowed at rush activities.

National, university and IFC poli-

cies stipulate that all activities

associated with fraternity rush*

remain alcohol free. Violation of

this rule is a serious infraction and

the guilty chapter is subject to dis-

ciplinary measures.

6. Ask questions. Make sure all

your questions are sufficiently

answered. Some useful questions

you might want to ask during rush

are:

a. "Are your brothers active on

campus?"

b. "What is your membership
education period like? What is its

purpose?"

c. "What are the time and finan-

cial commitments involved in

joining your fraternity?"

d. "What are your grade
requirements?" _

e. "How does your fraternity

perform academically?"

f. "Are there regularly sched-

uled study hours for pledges/new

members?"

g. "In what types of community

service does your fraternity lake

part?"

h. "What are some of your
social activities?"

i. "What makes your fraternity

unique?"

Courtesy ofIFC

The brotherhood of

miK
invites you to attend

Fall Rush 1994

5:30

S:()0

9:30

liiesday, Sept. 27th

Steak & Lohstcr Dinner

iio'M and Tie)

Brotherhood Slide Show

Social Hour

Thursday, Sept. 29th

PALM SPRINGS Wlf WNOI R I"*;**

Saturday, Oct. 1st

Wednesday, Sept. 2Sth

11:30 Lunch hv iaco ihll

2:30 Foothall practice ( Meet

at (he House)

5:30 Dinner l)\ /////' O///

Hurler

8:00 /H 13 on 3 Baskethall

Iburnex lolloped h>

la/> man's pool f dart

tournament

11:30 Lunch hv Sliakev s

Pizza

2:30 Football practice

5:30 Dinner by To^o^

8:00 Comedy Nijiht

9:30 Social Hour

12:00 HBQ& I CL.\ football

on bi^ screen

3:00 Come by and han^ out

after the j»ame

Sunday, Oct. 2nd

5:30

8:t)0

1 1 :30 Last Chance Lunch

Friday, Sept. 30th
5:00 Rush Knds

2:30 Football practice

5:30 Dinner b\ Olive (iardin

8:00 Live Band lor ?'s call ^
9:30 Social Hoin* Crai<i or Mark ^

@ 20<S-2232 ^
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Common questionsabout UCLA rusii

1. Am I the fraternity type?

There is no fraternity type. Most
of the stereotypes about fraternity

noembership are myths. One of tt^

strengths of UCLA's fraternity

system is the diversity of the indi-

viduals who are associated with it

Each fraternity, no matter how
large or small in number, consists

of members who have varied

interests, backgrounds and ethnic-

ities.

2. Do I have to go to IFC Rush
Orientation? Yes. You get to meet
the rush chairmen from each fra-

ternity, which will give you a head

start in determining the fraternity

that is right for you. You also get

free food and house tours. You can

see why this is an event you will

not want to miss.

3. Do I have to register to

rush? Yes. Fill out the pullout reg-

istration form in this booklet com-
pletely. Then fold it into thirds,

staple it, affix postage and mail it

to Center for Student

Programming/Fraternity and
Sorority Relations. It's that easy.

4. How do I get a bid? When
do I accept the bid? Bids are usu-

ally extended toward the end of

rush week to those who have visit-

ed the fraternity, met most of the

members and expressed an interest

in the fraternity. Do not feel oblig-

ated to accept a bid until you are

sure that you have made the best

decision.

5. How much time does a fhi-

temity take? In addition to the

fraternity's social and recreational

functions, meetings and other

activities usually require about

four to eight hours per week.
While firatemity membership does

require a certain amount of time,

most fraternity men find little

problem blending their fraternity

activities with their scholastic

schedules, work and other obliga-

tions. Some fraternities require

more time than others, so be sure

to ask questions regarding time

commitments during rush.

6. Can I live in a fraternity

house as a pledge? Due to limited

house space, there is no guarantee

that the fraternity youjoin will have

any vacancies for new members in

its house. Rushees should make
prior arrangements for housing.

7. What effect will joining a

fttitemity have on my grades? In

a fraternity, members assist each

other by giving general recom-
mendations and evaluations of

classes to each other, and you can

always find a fraternity brother to

help you with your studies.

Fraternities offer study sessions,

tutoring programs, grade point

requirements and other programs

to help meet the academic needs

of their members.

8. If I'm new to UCLA,
wouldn't it be better to "get my
feet on the ground" before I join

a fraternity? On the contrary, a

large institution can often be con-

fusing and impersonal. By joining

a fraternity your first quarter, you

can have an immediate family of

friends, all willing to help you
cope with the hassles of college

lifp anH PYppriffnrPL<: ynii'll fari*

Courtesy oflFC

Sorority women continue to dispei mytiis

Greeks and students talk at JVC's Infonnation Rush Barbecue.

"Sorority girls are stupid." On
average, the all-sorority GPA of

UCLA is consistently higher than

the all-campus GPA. Many
women are in the Honors Program
and the Order of Omega, a greek

honor society.

"Sorority girls are rich." Many
sorority women hold jobs, receive

financial aid or earn in-house

scholarships. There are also pro-

grams and opportunities for those

who can't afford membership.

At UCLA, every sorori-

ty is involved with a

philanthropy ...

"Sorority girls are self-

absorbed." At UCLA, every soror-

ity is involved with a philanthropy

for which they donate their time

and raise money. Sorority women
are involved in UniCamp,

Alternative Spring Break pro-

grams and help at homeless shel-

ters just to name a few.

"Sorority girls are prissy."

Virtually every chapter has

women on the various UCLA
sports teams, including swim-
ming, diving, soccer, lacrosse,

volleyball and gymnastics. Most
have intramural sports teams as

well.

page 16

^IGA\A ALPHA MU
WEPHE5PAY

I UNCH BY
IllNESCi

FATIRUCER

ROSCOPE
KYARP

5:00 SOCIAL
HOUR

6:00 ITALIAN
PINNER BY DON
ANTONIO$

7:30 SAMMY
SUMO

WRESTLIN6

DIDDY RIESE
COOKIES

QUESTIONS? CALL SCOTT FRISELLA AT 824-7413 OR
EDCAR MENDEZ AT 824-2539

Hemnmr etn&tein *5

ALL EVENTS ARE PRY

^
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Asian fraternity focuses
on diversity, community

%.. ^

iorority women celeorate new memDers (in wnile).̂

Asian sorority women woric

iiard, find friends in liouse
Theta Kappa Phi was estab-

lished in 19S9 with the hopes of

forming "a true sorority in the

greek sense" and to serve the

growing Asian community at

UCLA. Theta Kappa Phi has
become one of the largest Asian-

American sororities in Southern

California and yet remains small

enough to promote true sister-

hood. Every member of Theta
Kappa Phi is different; there is no
"one type" of "sorority girl," and
this is what makes Thetas spe-

cial.

The purpose of the sorority is

to "promote friendship and ser-

vice to the university and com-
munity, and to further the

scholastic achievement of its

members." Throughout the year,

we participate in many service

projects and social events includ-

ing Mardi Gras, the L.A.
Marathon, the Junior Blind, as

well as aiding senior citizens and

the homeless. We aim to help the

Asian community and we are a

service oriented sorority. Some
of our social events include a ski

trip, date nights, dances, sports

tournaments, in addition to

exchanges with Asian greek fra-

ternities from UCLA as well as

all over California. Theta Kappa
Phi realizes the main purpose of

attending UCLA and we stress a

high academic standard.

Rush gives the opportunity to

meet the sisters of Theta Kappa
Phi and to see wh^t we are all

about. It is also a great way to

make new friends at UCLA.

Courtesy of Theta Kappa Phi

Omega Sigma Tau has been
serving both UCLA and the com-
munity for over a quarter century.

Founded in 1966, the Omegas
established the first Asian-
American fraternity at UCLA and

one of the first in the nation.

Omegas Joined the two existing

Asian-American sororities: Chi
Alpha Delta and Theta Kappa Phi.

Collectively these three groups
comprise the Asian Greek Council

(AGC) of UCLA, a member group

of the parent AGC of Southern

California.

Since then. Omegas has
become one of the largest and
most active Asian-American fra-

ternities in the country. Currently

the fraternity has over 80 active

members adding to the ranks of

hundreds of alumni. Brotherhood,

class, excellence and diversity are

the values on which the fraternity

stands. Diversity is a quality that

is valued, unlike other "fit-in-lhe-

mold" organizations. There is not

a specific type of person that is

looked for in a pledge. Excellence

in all areas is held in high esteem

whether it be in athletics or acade-

mics. Class is perhaps the ideal

Omegas reach for the most.
Brotherhood rs the ultimate goal

for which Omegas strive.

One of the major beliefs on
which Omegas was founded was
its commitment to serving the

Asian-American community.
Every year Omegas are involved

in projects ranging from Keiro

convalescent home to Castlar

Elementary School in Chinatown.

This dedication to the community

is one of the key things that sets

Omegas apart from other fraterni-

ties.

A full social calendar is also a

part of the fraternity. Over the year

are numerous exchanges, dances

and formals to attend. There is an

exchange or other social activity

with just about every sorority in

AGC. Also there are numerous fra-

ternity activities to strengthen the

ties of friendship and brotherhood.

Brotherhood is the ulti-

mate goal for which

Omegas strive.

All our activities are not at the

expense of academics. We know
the main reason we are at UCLA
is to get an education. Omegas is a

large part of the UCLA experi-

ence, but it is not meant to over-

shadow it. There is a grade point

requirement to participate in any

of the activities. Excelling in

school is just as encouraged asr

excelling in the fraternity. Yearly

scholarships are awarded by both

the fraternity and AGC.
There is a long tradition of

sporting excellence in Omegas.
For more than 10 years. Omegas
have won the AGC basketball

championship, every time they

have entered. Omegas also enter

various tournaments throughout

the year. And the fraternity partici-

pates in every intramural sport.

Courtesy ofOmega Sigma Tau

SIGMA PI
TUESDAY
6:30 Formal Dinner Steak and

Lobster -

7:30 Uncensored Rush Slide

Show
:n presents: Tto^lA

Laker Girls

WEDNESDAY
12:00 Lunch by Taco Bell

2:00 Football Practice

6:30 Dinner by OliVfe Garden

7:30 Sn Alumni Speaker

9:00 Xn presents: Eric Karros,

LA Dodgers / '92 NL
Rookie of the year

THURSDAY
12:00 Lunch by own Chef Ruben

2:00 Basketball Tournament on

our full court

6:30 Dinner by Acapulco*s

8:30 in presents: The Miller
~"

Ghrls
f..

FRATERNITY
FRIDAY
12:00 Lunch by Chef Ruben

2:00 Football Practice

6:30 Dinner by IN-N-OUT
8:30 Club Night ^,~

SATURDAY
Morning: Surf/Beach Trip

1:00 BBQ: Everybody

Welcomed. UCLA vs.

Washington Football

Gave on our Big Screen

6:30 Dinner by TOGO'S
8:30 Band Night

SUNDAY
12:00 Lunch by Shakey's

FALL RUSH '94

September 27-October 2

612 Landfair Ave.
Questions: Shane (310) 208-5824

__:^ Sean (310) 208-9 13 1

RUSH KNPS
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A member of a fraternity softball team takes the plate.

IFC sports competition resuits
IFC Football:

Champs -FKY
Runner-up - SN

IFC Soccer:

Champs - QX
Runner-up - ZBT

IFCVoUeyban:

Champs - PKA
Runner-up - ZBT

IFC Basketball:

Champs -SN
Runner-up - ZBT

IFC Softball:

Champs - SN
Runner-up - QC

Swimming:

ZBT
FKY
SN

TVack:

SN
FKY

OveraU: 1) SN 2) ZBT 3 ) FKY

IFC president offers

invitation to go greeic
Congratulations on your acceptance to

UCLA. You have accomplished a feat that a

majority of high school students cannot -

enrollment into a top research university.

Just three short years ago I was in your
shoes. As I soon learned, your college years

will fly by and getting involved is essential.

The campus is large so be careful not to get

caught up in its size. There are over 500
organizations all of which provide specific

benefits. Joining any one of them will aid in

making your "college experience."
However, I believe one of them successfully

provides a broad and unique group of
advantages.

The greek system, with its

sororities and fraternities, is

crucial to gaining a foothold

in campus. While the size of

the undergraduate class is

22,000 the greek population is

a small close knit 3,000.

THe greek system, with its sororities and

fraternities, is crucial to gaining a foothold

in campus. While the size of the undergrad-

uate class is 22,000 the greek population is

a small close knit 3,000. Of course, it still

maintains the most diverse community of

all organizations on campus. Furthermore,

many of your friends will be in the same
fraternity or sorority, each house made up of

of50 to 100 students.

Obviously, making the school smaller is a

big advantage to learning valuable informa-

tion. For instance, as a sophomore my
guesswork in taking classes was quickly

eliminated. Running through the schedule

of claisses, I tried to find interesting and
challenging classes with very little luck.

However, in my fraternity there was always

someone who had taken the class and could

offer their advice. Since then, with few
exceptions, the classes Tve taken have met
my requirements. But this is only a minor
example in comparison to the otl^r advan-

tages.

Unlike many of the other organizations,

the greek system maintains high levels of
alumni relations. As a result, fmding a part-

time job during college and gaining career

advantages are easier. I was hired by a real

estate firm simply by following up on a

member's tip. May other students are hired

by law firms, accounting firms and advertis-

ing agencies. Other members choose to

intern in the entertainment industry. Of
course, these advantages can only be real-

ized when you accept membership into a

greek organization.

Ultimately, the greer'system fosters per-

sonal leadership that enables campus lead-

ership positions. By becoming a member of
the greek system you are given the ability to

perform in other important roles. As a mem-
^

ber of the ASUCLA Board of Directors, I

can attest that without my fraternity

involvement, I would have never acquired

the position. On a broader level you will

find that many campus leaders are greek.

As President of the Interfraternity

Council, I would like to extend to you a per-

sonal invitation to investigate all that the

greek system has to offer. I am positive you
won't be disappointed! The greek system
opens doors to your inner self and an active

four years of campus life.

Chris Chaudoir is president of the
Interfraternity Council.

It's all greek to mef
A glossary of common greek words

Active: A fully initiated mem-
ber of a fraternity or sorority with
full chapter privileges and respon-

sibilities.

Alum: A graduated member of a
sorority or fraternity.

Asian Greek Council (AGC):
The representative governing

<^body of traditionally Asian frater-

nities and sororities.

Bid: An official invitation to a

nishee to join a fraternity.

Big Bro(ther): An active mem-
ber assigned to assist and advise a

pledge.

Brother A term used by initiat-

ed members of a fraternity when
referring to one another.

Chapter: The local campus
group of a national fraternity or
sorority.

Exchange: A closed party for

members of a specified fraternity

or sorority.

Fraternity: A greek letter social

or honorary organization (infor-

mally applied to men's groups).

Greeks: Informal term for fra-

- temity or sorority numbers.
Greeks Advocating the Mature

Management of Alcohol
(GAMMA): A group of greeks
using education and policy to pre-

vent the abuse of alcohol.

Greeks Against Rape (GAR): A
group devoted to educating mem-

' bers of the greek system on issues

of rape and sexual abuse.

Hasher: A kitchen helper at a
fraternity or sorority.

House Director: A mature
woman who manages and lives in

the sorority's chapter house.

Independent: A non-greek.

Initiation: A formal ceremony
during which a pledge takes his or

her final vows of membership in

his or her fraternity or sorority.

Interfraternity Council (IFC):

The representative governing
body of fraternities comprised of
elected and appointed officers.

Legacy: A fraternity rushee who
is the son, grandson or brother of a

member of a fraternity. A sorority

rushee who is the daughter, grand-

daughter or sister of a member of
a sorority.

Live-ins/-outs: Those chapter

members who do or do not live in

the chapter house. (Priority to

move in is based on academic sta-

tus and level of chapter involve-

ment.)

National Pan-Hellenic Council

(NPHC): The representative gov-

erning body of traditionally
African-American fraternities or
sororities.

Order of Omega: A national
honorary society that recognizes

academic excellence of greeks.

Panhellenic Council: The repre-

sentative governing body of soror-

ities.

Pledge: A sHident who has
accepted the bid of a fraternity.

After a period of education of the

fraternity's history, ideals and tra-

ditions, he may be initiated. This

period is referred to as pledging,

associate or new membership edu-

cation, depending on the fraterni-

ty. A collegiate woman.who has

accepted a bid to join a sorority

chapter but has not yet been initi-

Fratarnity and sorority members pose victoriously after an Interfratemfty/sorority competition.

ated.

Pin: The active pin, or badge, is

worn on the chest designating an

active member of a fraternity or

sorority. A pledge pin is simpler

and is used to show pledgeship to

a fraternity or sorority.

Presents: A reception in honor

of the sorority pledges; families ship in a sorority or fraternity.

and friends are invited to meet the

new pledge class.

Rush: The period during which

fraternities/sororities meet rushees

and acquire new members. Some
fraternities and sororities have

year-round rush. To seek member-

Rushee: One who participates

in rush.

Sorority: A women's social fra-

ternity.

Courtesy of IFC/Panhellenic
Council

Fall Rush 1994

Tuesday
6:00 Feast courtesy of Chasin

-Hang with the Bros until..-

ll:30©^©©BJfl©/^[LL
, -Meet at the house for this

"7 barbaric Kappa Slg

Wednesday
2:00 Hoops at the House
5:30 Dinner by Niunero
7:00 Hypnotist

-Come see the hypnotl
hilarity of the famed

Thursday
6:30 Steak Dinner (Coat
8:00K£SUdeSliow

"Amazing! Two thumUs
8:30 Social Hour(Foosball

Mm(^fiJiSb^G^^ Shahcy's

P'"* GRBBM
Reslaurani

riday
Dinner by Green Burrito

8:00 Comedian Extravaganza
-Share a laugh with two of

LA's up and coming
comedians

air
atch UCLA crush

Washington on a big screen
Shakey*s Pizza at Half-time
Shoot hoops with the Bros

da3[
eet at the house for

tball practice on the
eld
pa Sig barbecue
SH ENDS

UCLA

uimiTo
824-M91

All Events Are Dcj

UNO)

Plisi ^tta k ykoitt
lioa^strathmofs Dr.

. . . ask David leneiman,Woody Harrolson,

or any othor of our 250,000Mhon!o
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

SEPT.27TH SEPT28TH SEPT 29TH SEPT 30TH OCT 1ST

6 PM • Steak & Shnrrp
i ? noon • togo s

Dinner 1 pm . Basketball

12 NOO'J • Jose Befnste^ns '2 \Qj\ • '.te: | B'J''^ Pta 1 PLl • JoiO US for 3 SliCe o'

KiPerBumlos' IFCSFe-aEve-l Vdillwhil

7 PM '
ntrcauctior to hrm-innout 6 PM • El Polio Loco 6 PM • Spaghetti Feast r./n.cjDDn -'?^
Sigma Chi ., b . Chicken OntheDeck" D PM • End Ot KUSH fibU 310-208-28^1

^ NO gimmicks. Come see for yourself wliy SIGIVIA CHI stands alone.
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194
TUESDAY, September 27
5:30PM Dinner - (Coat and Tie)

7:00PM Alumni Speakers \
8:00PM Sigma Nu Slide SUo\^t

URSDAY, September 29
OOPM Lunch - Barbeque

:30PM Annual 3-on-3 Basketball

Tournament

6:00PM Dinner - Lamonica's

FRIDAY, September 30
12:00PM Lunch - Scholtzsky's

1 :30PM Hartgtime on Sundeck w/Bros.

6:00PM Dinner - Olive Garden ,

8:00P Miniature Golf

SUNDAY, October 2
12:00PM Lunch - Barbeque
5:00PM Rush Ends

601 Gayley Avenue
Los Angeles 90024

Scott Hall • Danualton
(310)824-0068

^^

;

^PHI KAPPA PSl

fALL HaSHi^^EPTEMBER27 - OCTOBERrl
t \ 'T%

TUESDAY, SEPT. 27

6p.m. Steak and Lobster Dinner (Coat and Tie Optional)

8p.m. Phi Psl's Notorious Slide Show
9p.ni. Social Hour

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28
1 2p.m. Lunch Catered by Shakey's*

1 p.m.-Sp.m. Hoops Tourney In Backyard

6p.m. Dinner by Jose Bernstdn's

7p.m.- 1 1 p.m. Sumo Wrestiing

mmAY, SEPT. 30
1 2p.m. Rush Info. Fair in Bruin Plaza

6p.m. Olive Garder Dinner

8p.m.-t 0p.m. Full Contact Street Hockey

Tournament
SATURDAY, OCT. 1

7a.m. Dawn Patrol (Sarf Session)- Meet at House
12p.m. Lunch byTaco Bell

1 p.m.-3p.m, Hoops and Volleyball

6p.m. Dfnner by Sak's

8p.m.-llp.m. Donkey Show
THURSDAY, SEPT. 29
12p.m. Lunch by Togo's

1p.m.-3p.m. I.M. Foott>all Practice

5p.m. Dinner by In n' Out ^ _

8p.m.-i0p.m. HvpnQtist- Mare Padirach f l< ifl f^
613 Gaytey Ave. (House w/ Viking on it)

For Infonnatlon Call: Alex 824-1926, Dan 208-9919. or Erik 208 4513

SUNDAY, OCT. 2

12p.m. Backyard Bart>eque (Rush Finale)
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Calling
friends,
brothers

1. Alpha Tau Omega "ATO"
515 Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9664

2. Beta Thefa Pi "Beta" 581
Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9602

3. Chi Phi "Chi Phi" c/o 405
Hilgard Ave. 118 MG (310) 825-
6322

4. Delta Chi "Delta Chi" c/o
405 Hilgard Ave. 118 MG (310)
825-6322

5. Delta Sigma Phi "Delta Sig"
620 Landfair Ave. (310) 208-9247

6. Delta Tau Delta "Delt" 649
Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9098

7. Kappa Sigma "Kappa Sig"
11024 Strathmore Dr. (310) 208-
9091

8. Lambda Chi Alpha "Lamda
Chi" 10918 Strathmore Dr. (310)
208-9474

9. Phi Kappa Sigma "Phi Kapp"
10938 Strathmore Dr. (310) 208-
9885

10. Pi Kappa Alpha "Pike"
10919 Strathmore Dr. (310) 824-
5471

11. Pi Kappa Phi "Pi Phi" c/o
405 Hilgard Ave. 118 MG (310)
825-6322

12. Sigma Alpha Mu "Sammy"-
522 Landfair Ave. (310) 824-8912

13. Sigma Chi "Sigma Chi" 459
Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9703

14. Sigma Nu "Sigma Nu" 601
Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9358

15. Sigma Phi Epsilon "Sig Ep"
555 Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9702

16. Sigma Pi "Sigma Pi" 612
Landfair Ave. (310) 208-9134

Competitive sports are popular In fraternity life.

17. Tau Kappa Epsilon "Teke"
626 Landfair Ave. (310) 208-9299

18. Theta Chi "Theta Chi" 663
Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9165

19. Theta Delta Chi "Theta

Delt" 547 Gayley Ave. (310) 208-

9180 r"'
20. Theta Xi "Theta Xi" 629

Gayley Ave. (310) 208-9999
21. Triangle "Triangle" 519

Landfair Ave. (310) 208-9657
22. Zeta Beta Tau "ZBT" 10924

Strathmore Dr. (310) 208-9041

23. Zeta Psi "Zete" 611 Gayley
Ave. (310) 208-9420

Sororities

embrace
diversity

Panhellenic Council ( all-greek)

, is the administrative body that

unites all 1 1 sororities. It is a poli-

cymaking body comprised of
elected officers and delegates
from each of the chapters. It coor-

dinates intersorority events such
as career workshops, leadership

conferences, GAR (Greeks
Against Rape) and, of course,
RUSH!
The UCLA Panhellenic sorori-

ties are diverse in their member-
ship and activities; each individ-

ual enjoys the warmth of sister-

hood, while maintaining and
developing her personal talents

and interests. Within each sorori-

ty, each member is different in

background, race, religion, val-

ues and beliefs, as well as talents,

interests and major. Much of the

value of participating in the greek
system lies in working with so
many different people in a secure

environment while preparing
members for the realities of life

after college.

We, the undergraduate mem-
bers of sororities, are for good
scholarship, the guarding of good
health, the maintenance of fine

standards and for serving, to the

best of our abilities, our college

community. Cooperation for fur-

thering sorority life, in harmony
with its best possibilities, is the

ideal that shall guide our sorority

See PLEDGE, pege 16

ALPHA
1994

TUESDAY, SEPT 27th ^

5:30 COAT AND TIE DINNER W/OGR SpBfclAL
LADY GUESTS ^^-^'^-^

^:00-1HTROD(JCTION OF LAMBDA ^fAtPHAS
BEACTIFGL CRESCENT COURT FOLLOWED
BY OUR MASTERPIECE SUE* SHOWP'a "^^

"^^^

WEDNESDAY, SEPT 28th
n:30 LUNCH CATERED BY TOGO'S - BACKYARD

^ ^ HOOPS + BILUARDS TO FOLLOW

:^^^:y'\

10:15 MEET MORE BROTHERS AT THE HOUSE

THURSDAY, SEPT 29th
1 1:30 BBQ W/THE BROTHERS
5:30 REFRESHMENTS + UVELY CONVERSATION
6:00 DINNER - RNE DINING W/THE BROS

(CATERED BY THE OUVE GARDEN)
8:00 SURPRISE ENTERTAINMENT
10:15 MORE MINGUNG W/BRdS AT THE HOUSE

5:00 REFRESHMENTST^OCIAL hour:
6:00 DINNER - CASUAL ATTIRE AND EXCELLENT

FOOD
8:00 LAMBDA CHI ALPHA'S EXCLUSIVE RUSH VIDEO

YEARBOOK...DON'T MISS IT!

10: 1 5 HANG OUT W/BROS AT THE HOUSE

w^aERlDAY, SEPT 30th
11:30 LUNCH - CRABLEGS + LOBSTERTAILS

(VOID IN CAUFORNIA AND NEW MEXICO)

5:30 CASUAL DINNER W/THE BROS

14.2

E BEACH^/BRaS.
NDlTlONSYt * **^

SATURDAY/SUND
AM WEEKEND FUN
PM BASEBALL GAM

PERMITTING) W/BROS
SUN 5PM - RUSH ENDS

QUESTIONS? RUSH CHAIRMEN: BRIAN WELLS 824- 1 145/ OUVER WRIGHT 824-0047
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1:30-3:30 II C" 1 louse Jour^

3 P\l

6 PM
Kiish I^L"j

PM Sicjk c^ Shriini

:30 PM Slide Slnnv

\VI DM Sl)\^

N(-)t )\ Siih\\;i\ Saiuiw ichcs

2:30 PM JDcnhall Practice

5:30 PM ( )li\e (iarden Dinner

7:30 PM ( oniedian

nil KSDAN
NOON jaeo Hell

2:30 l^M 1 iu)ihall Praeiiee

5:30 PM Shakex's Pi//a

7:30 PM Animal RclI l^ While

C'hallenLic

< )\N

2-> ^M \us 1 Inlo. air

(l-iruin ^ a/a)

5 P.\ -Aeapi! e(VN Dmne
S PM l\ Tnolisl

SAK RD\^'

.B.A. Wa.shinLilon \ s,

NOON loLio's Lnneh
~ PM Sninri.se lAeni

rOPA V

SI ND\^
10:30 AM Hruneh w Alpha Phi

663 Gayley Ave

C\ill Marc Lemons \\)v

info, at 824-3663.

-Vv-'

ti«

ftPhi Kappa Sigma £ OKZ £ Phi Kappa Sigma

Tuesday
5:30 Steak and Lobster Dinner

(Coat & Tie Please)

6:30 Phi Kap's ''Politically Carreer Slide Show
7:30 Guest Speaker: Phi Kap Alumnus and UCLA

Head Baseball Coach - Gary Adams

Wednesday
11:30 Shakey's Pizza

5:30 Dinner from Olive Garden

6:30 Phi Kap's "Viva Las Vegas'' Slide Show
7:00-11:00 Casino Night: Black Jack, Craps and

Roulette.

9:00 Elvis Presley Live in Concert.

r-^'-^.

Thursday
1 1 :30 Sandwiches from Togo's

5:30 Dinner from Acapulca's

6:30 Phi Kap's "School Sucks "

Slide Show
7:30 American Gladiator Night

Friday

1 1 :30 Taco Eating Contest by Taco Bell

5:00 Poolside Barbeque and Social Hour
6:00 Phi Kap's "School Still Sucks

"

Slide Show

Phi Kappa Sigma is the big brick house located atop the hill at Strathmore and Landfair

For more information call Eddie at 824- 1026 or the house phone 208-9885.

If

7^
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Greek honor society

provides schoiarsliips
In 1992 Panhellenic and

Interfralernity Council (IFC)
launched a chapter of a nation-
wide greek leadership honor soci-

ety called Order of Omega. The
objective of the organization is to

recognize those greek men and
women with outstanding achieve-
ment in academics and who have
attained a high standard of leader-

ship and involvement in the greek
community. The National 6rder of
Omega has over 250 chapters in

the United States.

To be eligible for membership,
students must have one full year
of academic residence at UCLA,
be of junior or senior standing,
have a minimum cumulative GPA
of 3.2 and be in good standing
with their respective chapter.

SOR-HISTORY
From page 6

is largely uninformed. Sorority
women of today are intelligent,

conscientious, active members of
the UCLA college community.
The sorority system is now using
its power as a lai^ge group of edu-
cated women to speak in many
arenas, especially on women's
issues.

We also provide support for each
other in academic and career
endeavors and offer endless oppor-
tunities to get.involved in leader-
ship, campus activities and com-
munity service, not to mention
friendship. Although sorority

According to the bylaws, qualifica-

tions for membership include char-

acter, scholarship, intelligence and
service and leadership in the inner-

greek affairs of their institution.

This year's membership, direct-

ed by presidents Natasha Shaw
and Andy Gilmour, will partici-

pate in fund-raisers and philan-
thropic events. Those currently
being planned are Greek Service
Week and Adopt a School. The
proceeds from the fund-raisers
will go toward scholarships.
Ultimately the Order of Omega
allows for greek men and women
to work together for a common
goal outside of house loyalty.

FRATERNITIES
From page 5

Angela Di Lucchio,
Panhellenic Chairwoman

1993

women can be characterized as
independent, confident and outgo-
ing, it is still easy, at such a large

university, to feel like just a num-
ber. Sororities can change that by
giving their members a place where
tbe)^ are-wel4-known and well-
liked. A place to be accepted on
one's own terms gives a student
stability at a campus as busy and
immense as UCLA, and in a city

as diversified as Los Angeles. I

hope you will take the time to

investigate the inside view of soror-

ities and to explore all that they
have to offer.

faceted organization.

Today's employers and gradu-

ate schools seek the type of indi-

vidual who not only excelled in

academics, but also became
well-rounded through active
involvement on campus. The fra-

ternity system offers you an
excellent opportunity to meet
and exceed these standards set

by employers and graduate
schools.

UCLA is a top-20 ranked uni-

versity. The fraternity system
reflects that high level of
achievement. At UCLA, you will

find that academic achievement
is a primary objective of our fra-

ternities.

Opportunities such as the fol-

lowing di^ maximize our academ-
ic potential: time-management
proposals, tutoring programs,
enforced quiet hours, grade point

requirement, upperclassmen
assistance to younger members
and national and local scholar-

ships.

The all-fraternity GPA consis-

tently matches or surpasses the

all-men's GPA at UCLA. Our

PLEDGE
From page 13

activities.

We, the sorority women of
America, stand for service
through the development of char-

acter. The opportunity for wide
and wise human service, through
mutual respect and helpfulness, is

the tenet by which we strive to

live.

emphasis on academics also
reflects in the collegiate matricii-

lation rate. Fraternity men are

more likely to graduate than
non-members.
The fraiernity system is also

heavily involved in a number of
philanthropies, including Heal
the Bay, March of Dimes,
Children Help USA, the Los
Angeles Mission. Make a Wish
Foundation, Highway Clean Up,
American Heart Association and
the Special Olympics.

The fraternity system has a
long tradition of being actively

involved in aiding both local

and national charities. Last
year, the entire greek system
adopted Beyond Shelter as a
row-wide service effort. In this

community service project, fra-

ternities and sororities adopted
homeless families.

Fraternity participation helped
raise money for dozens of phil-

anthropies. Working together on
projects not only benefits worthy
causes, but also fosters personal

growth and unity among frater-

nity member^,

FRATERNITY
FALL RUSH

1994

Tuesday, Sept. 27
through

Sunday. Oct. 2

STEREOTYPES
From page 8

"Sorority giris are unaware and
uninformed." The greek system
heads GAR (Greeks Against
Rape), the Greek Connection (a

weekly newspaper) and many in-

house lectures on issues such as

environmental awareness, alcohol

abuse and eating disorders.

"Sorority life induces the con-

sumption of alcohol." Alcohol use

is not only discouraged but is pro-

hibited in all chapters and at any
sorority function. Alcohol is not

allowed on sorority property, nor

brought for any event. Underage
drinking is curbed significantly

by the Panhellenic/Interfratemity

Council Risk Management
Policy.

"Sorority means social." True ...

partly! Many sororities are
involved in various activities such

as inu-amural sports. Spring Sing.

Mardi Gras. Professor Night and
Homecoming. Sorority life

enhances the ability to meet and
communicate with people, pro-
vides a network for job opportuni-

ties, forms lifelong friendships
and creates many wonderful,
amazing memories.
Famous sorority women: Dr.

Joyce Brothers, psychologist;
Candice Bergen, actress; Maurine
Neuberger, senator; Diane Fossey,

naturalist; Pearl Buck, novelist;

Cathy Grisede, cartoonist;
Georgia O'Keefe, artist.

Questions? We have tried to

answer all questions you may
have concerning the Panhellenic

sorority system here at UCLA, but

in case we've missed any, please

feel free to contact the Office of
Fraternity and Sorority Relations

at (310) 825-6322.

Some take a lifetime to achieve greatness..

.

-Gome see
1994 Over the Line Champions
1994 IM Softball Champions
1994 Co-ed VoUeybaU FinaUst
1994 National Scholarship Awaid
1994 National Chapter Excellence
1993 National Most Outstanding Chapter
1993 National Scholarship Award
1993 Regional Chapter Excellence
1993 Regional Community Service Awaid
1993 Regional Scholarship Award
1993 Spring Sing Sweepstakes Award
1993 Spring Sing Best (Jroup Program

ig Sing Best Use ofTheme
ins at Bat C^hampions

C Volleyball Charnpions
IM Volleyball Semi-Finalist

1992 National Chapter Excellence
1992 National Scholarship Award
1992 Regional Most Improved Chapter
1992 Frats at Bat Champions
1992 IFC Scholarship Cup Award
1991 IFC Scholarship Cup Award
1991 Regional Community Service Award
1991 IMAJ VoUeybaU Champions

PI KAPPA ALPHA FALL RUSH 1994
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TUE9
5:00p.m. Social

Hour

6:00p.m. Steak

Dinner (Coat

&Tie
Requested)

_ Rush Video

to follow

10:00p.m. Social

- Hour

629 Gayley

)

WED
11 :30a.m. L

by In-

3:00p.m.

Volley]2ali

Football

practi

5:00p.m

Hour ^

6:00p.m. Dinner

by Olive

Garden
10:00p.m. Social

Hour

F • SUN
iOa.m.Meiba's 11:30a.m.

k>izza UCLA - Leftover's

Washington lupch

Football on 5:00p.m. Rush
C| big screen ends

Poolside
-

parbeque

Fo
Kirtaff

or Brian
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DID THEY SAY

NO DUES?

We tend to believe that

we can tiave a great time

! without spending a lot of

i money After all, our

strong friendship doesnt

, need to be sustained by

^ lavish expenditures.

Here s how our Screw

I L^DN ^^^^ system works:

•We pay once. This is

the required one-time

(but very modest)

pledging fee

Things to think about
during sorority rush
Ask yourself:

Before Rush: What do I wish
to gain from sorority life? What
do I wish to gain from my educa-
tion at UCLA? How are the rwo
connected? What can I offer a
group? What can a group offer
me?

In Rush: Are the members peo-
ple I believe will grow to feel are

my sisters? Are the goals of the

organization similar to my own?
This is your rush and your right to

choose which group you'll be with
over the rest of college years.

Make your own decision !! ! r

Get to know and talk to yoj

r

rush counselors-they are a great

help in understanding rush as well

as helping you to make your deci-

sions.

Greeks speak out on their

fraternal experiences

^et the closest gnwip of Wends on campus.

TUESDAY Dazed and Confused

Philosophical discussion to ensue afterwards.

WEDNESDAY The Anti-Theme Night

We couldn't think of a more suitable theme for DKE.

THURSDAY Alumni Oceanside BBQ
Meet us at the DKE House to go to Yale alumnus Jim Isaacs' private beach club.

i FRIDAY Karaol(8 Night ^
I A good excuse to act like a complete fool and get a standing ovation for it.

s

at Yale

in 1844

Re-founded

at UCLA
in 1992

After thai, we

voluntarily contribute to

attend a certain event

(such as a dinner party).

De(<e IS about real

friendship, not big

cash and big events.

Its that simple.

"There is so much more to the

fraternity system than people real-

ize. Check it out for yourself!"

Mike Chao
Fraternity President

"The friendships you make
within your fraternity and the
Greek system last a lifetime.
Brotherhood is what a fraternity is

all about."

Tim Elliot

^ IFC Director of

Public Relations

"Fraternities offer practical
experience in decision-making
and organizational development,
which builds character and
responsibility that helps you com-
municate and work with others."

Phil Ferrari

Fraternity Alumnus
Second-year law student
Hastings College of Law

"Fraternities force you to use
time wisely. I actually got better

grades after joining my fraterni-

ty."

Chris Schraga
Second-year fraternity member"

Dean's List for five quarters

"Fraternities graduate members
who become UCLA's most sup-
portive alumni and the best lead-

ers in the business world. The fra-

ternity system brings you personal

rewards for the rest of your life."

David Holmes
President, Westwood
Interfraternlty Alumni

Association

"Getting involved in a'thletics

either for your fraternity or recre-

ation is a great way to keep active

at UCLA."
Greg Gratteau

Fourth-year fraternity member
UCLA Volleyball Team

ATQ .--.<

FALL RUSH 1994
Tuesday
5:30 Steak and Lobster

(coat and tie optional)

8:00 ATO World Famous Slide

Show & Alumnus Speaker

Wednesday Thursday
'4

Friday
12:00 Shakey's Pizza

2:00 Football Scrimmage

5:30 Dinner by Chasin' Chicken

7:00 The Grateful Dead Hour

Lunch^ JOSE BERNSTEIN'S-
2:00 Football scrimmage

5:30 Dinner by In 'n 'Out

7:00 Live Band "THE FURLIES"

Saturday
12:00 Meet at the House to play

Paintball Wars
6:00 Recover and eat Pizza Hut

42KX) Special Lunch with Spaghetti OV
5:30 Pizza and Pasta by Numero Uno

Sunday
12:00-6:00 Catch all the NFL games on a

Big Screen T.V.

Shahcy's

p^d.
^ffCt ^^nf/4 /-tf

935 BrosiOQ Ave.

CA 90024

e,%a6tein6

Tei 310.208-4992

ftesiaunuii

77?7?7777??Call Bobby or John at 20fr4736

NUMERO UNO
3iS^

Pizza Pasta k Mor^

ALL EVENTS ARE DRY
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;J Sigin^ g/7cWpsilon
_ TuescJav
5 :00 Coat ancI Tie D'inner.

SiEAk, Shniivip ancJ LobsTER

6:50 SiqEpVidEOANd

SlidE Show

I 1:45 LuNch-Toqo's

2:15 FooibAll PRAaicE

Mect at t^e housE

5:45 DINNER - In'n'out

BuRqER TrucIc

6:50 SpEc'iAl BoxInq Event

1 1:50' LuNch - Green Burriio

2:00 BAskebAll, Pool, &
FoosbAll Tournament

5:50 Dinner- OlivEGARdEN

8:50 Siq Ep Casino Niqk

BlAckJAck, Craps, ANd more

FmdAv
5:50 Dinner - Ribs by

RJ's of BEVERly Hills

8:00 UkER GiRls ANd WorU
Famous HypNOTisT

RUSH
^gijH:*3ta?:

SATURdAV
12:00LuNch.TACoBEll

2:50 FooThAll ANd

VollEybAll PRAaicE

5:50 DiNNER -

DONANTONio's

8:50 SiqEpARCAdE

SuNdAV
12:50LuNch-

LAMONiCA's PizZA

All events dry.

OuEsrioNs:

Ron- 208 88 58
Brian- 824-1 256

DELTA SIGMA PHI
FALL RUSH 1994

Up
.&

.ô

&^

\

JO'
p\f^

^e1%.

THKOM.V rill\(. MISSINC, IS. YOU!!!

'^^
4^ ^>

TRADITION

QUESTIONS? CALL
GARRETT OR ALEX
@ 208-4451

<^
^^"^ o

Schedule of Events
TUFSDAV

irAH) Delta S'lir Dinner

7::>0 Dessert cSj 1oosball

Tourne)

WLDMSDAV
3:^>() Dinner h\

Olii'c (•(irdi'u

7:00 Pool rournanieni

rni RSDAV
H:00 "Burriio (;halleni;e"

7:00 Hoops with the hros

FRIDAY
(kOO Shahn s rh'M

7:00 Boulino

sa^O:rda\
12:00 Hrnin Football

.V- BB(2

srXDAN
2:00 Whidle Ball (.anu

BMB!
<)20 I \\l)l \lk A\ I .
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923 Broxton Ave. ^^

(Across from Diddy Riese)
^

824-2277

v»

^̂
^msm

CHECK US OUT
• Fabulous Non-Fat Frozen Yogurts

• 8 sumptuous Flavors

• Sinful Toppings -- -^

• Fresh Fruit Daily

• Yogurt Shakes /

' Gourmet Coffees

• Fat-Free Cookies

e
'4^

WEIIEMADEA
FEWCHANGES
• We've Added 50 Parjdng

Spaces Directly Across

The Street

• NewRavOrs

• New Fat & Sugar Free

Muffins & Cookies

Treat Yoursetf To The Bigg One
L.A.'s Ultimate Yogurt Experience

I2r)5n\ciiluia Bouknard. Sliidii* ("ii\. C "A MUi()4

818*508*7811
l()S.->()()i\nipic Hi>ulc\arU. I ns Anodes. ('A<)()()M

310*475*1070
'/ i 'itll\i>l! ( .n U I \!\\ , h hi

University of Califbrnia. Los Angeles
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September 30, 1994

Lead contamination found in Men's Gym
By Phillip Carter

Male Bruins who used the
basement locker room of the
Men's Gym may have been
exposed to potentially toxic lev-

els of lead dust.

Lead residue found during an
environmental study of the area
has prompted administration offi-

cials to close the building on Oct.
10 and relocate most facilities in

the Men's Gym basement to

other areas in the building.

The culprit is an old Reserve
Officers Training Corps rifle

range, built into the building in

the 1930s, and used until 1979.
Residue from fragmented bullets

leaked into the surrounding areas
of the building and into the north
side of the gym's ventilation sys-
tem. Lead dust from this residue
settled onto various surfaces
throughout the building, causing
a potential health hazard.

UCLA health officials said that

the hazard was minimal, as long
as the lead dust was not stirred up
into the building's air. The harm-
ful dust lies on the hard-to-reach
surfaces in the building, such as
the tops of lockers, said universi-

ty oTficials.

"It is suspected that individu-
als who have worked in or fre-

quented ' the Men's Gym
basement were not exposed to

significant amounts of lead dust,"

reported UCLA's office of
Environmental Health and
Safety, in a handout to university

staff. "The highest concentra-
tions of l^ead were detected in

room 11 D ... the highest levels
were detected in areas which are
•normally unreachable, such as on
the tops of ceiling ducts and
pipes," the report added.

Staff members who use the
basement facilities said that they
would not be affected too severe-

ly by the closures, if at all.

"We used to use the (base-
ment) showers after going out in

the morning to run, but now we'll

have to move our showers to the

first floor of the gym," said Lt.

Col. Michael Graves, chairman
of the military science depart-
ment. "It's not going to have an
impact or affect on anything we
do."

See LEAD, page 8

STOMP!
You've seen their signs

all over the roads of
Westwood. No, we're not

talking about L.A. transit -
we're talking about

STOMP! The highly

unique, noisy and incredibly

different British dance
troupe invades America and
its first L.A. stop is the

Wadsworth Theater tonight

See page 24

Sleepless In

Seattle?
The UCLA football team

will take on Napoleon
Kaufman and No. 12

Washington Saturday at

UW's Husky Stadium. With
J.J. Stokes sitting at home,
can the Bruins pull off the

upset?

See Page 49

Campus warp!

ANDREW SCHOLEfVDaOyBrutn
Students pass under a corner mirror on A-level Ackerman Union.

Public eager to
buy UCLA homes
By Oil Hopenstand
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

University Real Estate officials have learned thai

there is more to selling homes than location, location,

location - occupation.

The Westchester Bluffs, a new 86-home faculty
housing project located south of Santa Monica, has
been on the market to UCLA faculty and staff" since
February 1993. But to date, they have only bought 1

1

homes and leased three with an option to buy.

Enthusiasm for the project seems to come from peo-
ple outside academia - the general public - who have
purchased 42 BluflFs homes in less than six months
"Demand within the faculty wasn't strong enough to

sell all the homes," said Rick Doremus, president of a
real estate corporation hired by the university to market
and sell the homes to the public. "To be sure they
(UCLA) wouldn't lose money, they opened up the sale

to the public."

UCLA English Professor Max Novak said the houses
are out of the price range of most potential UCLA buy-
ers.

"Certainly no assistant professor can afford to pay
$3,000 a month in mortgage. It's priced for the higl^r
faculty," he sakl. (•

Novak added that the location is unfavorable - too
close to Los Angeles International Airport
The three-to-five bedroom houses range in price

from $409,000 to $609,000 and range in size from
2,300 to 3,000 square feet. Some also have views of
West Los Angeles and the ocean.

UCLA raised the prices of the homes sold to the pub-
lic by up to 3 percent, said Brad Erickson, associate
director of University Real Estate.

"Where we could, we increased the prices," he said.

"Sales proceeds should be sufficient to cover consunc-
tion costs."

UCLA spent $42.5 million to build the 57-acre site

and is estimated to pay $ 1 .6 millbn a year on its $ 1 5.3

million loan for the project. The Bluffs, originally

planned in the hrtc 1980s when the economy and real

estate prices were more secure, was intended to house.i,

higher-paid faculty recruits new to Los Angeles.
But the university now recruits mostly junior faculty,

See BLUFFS, page 8

ASUCLA debates how
to regain '92-'93 losses

How ASUCLA spends its money

By Phillip Carter

Leading the agenda of the stu-

dents' association board of direc-

tors' first meeting is a proposal to

initiate a series of business sur-

veys, aimed at making students'
stores more efficient - and more
profitable for the association.

The association suffered a $1.7
million loss during the 1992-93
year. Board policy states that this

debt must be repaid within four
years. The surveys are supposed to

help the association better under-
stand its customers and help its

operations make enough money to

meet this goal.

Students' association officials

spoke in favor of the proposal,
saying that it would help to
increase the organization's profits.

Some board members objected
to the survey at the previous board
meeting, saying that such an
important business move required

more board input.

"I'd like to get a better idea of
what you're trying to do with this,

*and what the board should do with
(the survey)," faculty representa-

tive George Brown said at the
board's August meeting. "Why
not develop an ongoing informa-
tion system ... like a suggestion
box or e-mail system?" he asked.

Breakdown of total sales for
students' association. ^
-.,..,., ConcMsiont/

Breakdown of profit for each area
of the association. conc.,^w

Total: 80.3 miltkyi

Source: ASUCLA documenta

Total: 8.a million
J

The two student representatives

who brought up the item, Peary
Brug and Mark Reyerson. dis-

agreed with Brown, saying that

this survey was necessary for the

board to be able to effectively
make decisions.

"We got to the point of where
we had times when we sat around
this table, asking (ourselves) what

JtNO OK/D»ly Brum

the students wanted," said gradu-
ate student representative Peary
Brug at the August meeting.
"There are a lot of students who
don't come through our doorways,
who are not represented on the
board, and who need to be heard."

If ^:^provesd, the survey would be

See BOD, page 10
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The Bruin is looking for a design
design and electroniodly layout the paper.

If you have an eye for good publication design
stop by the Bniin office at 225 Kerckhoff Hall.

The application is due by .

before 5 p.m. in Matea Gold's

If you have any questions, please ,

Gold at 206-0938 for more information

Knowledge of Quark)Q)ress and Macintosh

earn
DaHy Bniin

What's Brewin'
Today
6:30 p.m. Hillel Student Association

Shabbat at Rabbi Chaim Seidler Feller's

Share a homestyle Shabbat with old and
new friends. 10750 Wellworth (comer of
Wellworth and Selby) 208-3081

7;30 p.m. Mandarin Christian

Fellowship Ackerman Union 3517
UCLA Hunger Project Volunteer to

tutor homeless children, assist homeless
adults in finding jobs, deliver donations
of food, clothing and furniture, or pro-

vide healUi education for the homeless.

Call for time and location

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Advancing the Frontiers of Knowledge
exhibit Learn about tiie institute and its

role as a leading research organization.

BioMed Library at CHS
,

* • * L
Saturday '-—

9 a.m. - 1 pm Project Literacy UCLA
Volunteer organization which provides

one-on-one tutoring in the areas of read-

ing, writing, matfi and science to both
adults and children in die Watts and Miir

Vista communities. Mar Vista Housing
Project Watts Public Library 825-2417

9 p.m. JSU parties with AEPi A mon-
umental party - don't miss it! Hillel, 900
Hilgarde Avenue Free admission 825-

8533

UCLA Hunger Project Volunteer to

tutor homeless children, assist homeless
adults in finding jobs, deliver donations

of food, clotiiing and furniture, or pi

vide healUi education for the homeless.

Call for time and location

Sunday
UCLA Hunger Project Volunteer to

tutor homeless children, assist homeless
adults in finding jobs, deliver donations

of food, clothing and furniture, or pro-

vide healtii education for die homeless.

Call for time and location.

Sexual harassment
invades cyberspace
By Tamar Lewin
The New York Times

One of the trickiest questions
about the strange, new medium
called cyberspace is how much
responsibility a computer net-
work should take for the words
posted on its virtual bulletin
boards.

The problem arose in a partic-

ularly complicated context
recently when two women at a
California college were insulted
on a computer conference for
which only men were given pass-
words.

The controversy began when
Dylan Humphrey, a member of
the conference, told his friend
Jennifer Branham about graphic,

sexually derogatory comments
posted by her former boyfriend.

"It was like it was on the
bathroom wall, and I thought she
had a right to know," said
Humphrey, who like Ms.
Branham is a student at Santa
Rosa Junior College in
California. "If I'd heard it in a
dorm room, I wouldn't have
reacted that way. But having it

out there, written on a computer,
makes it different."

This month, the school agreed
to pay $15,000 each to
Humphrey, Branham and Lois
Arata, the other woman
maligned, to settle their legal
complaint that the men's confer-
ence was a form of sex discrimi-
nation, and the messages were
sexual harassment.

With the proliferation of com-
puter conferences - on-line
round-table discussions - on net-

works across the country, the
rules on acceptable communica-
tion are still evolving.

Most conferences assign a

moderator to keep the discussion

on topic, and within bounds. But
how much control should a mod-
erator have?

On CompuServe, a large com-
mercial on-line service, members
agree not to publish anything
that would "be abusive, profane
or offensive to an average per-
son." A moderator can first warn,
and then lock out, anyone who
posts abusive messages.

... cyberspace . . . how
much responsibility

a computer network

should take for

the words posted on its

virtual bulletin board.

On The Well, a San Francisco-
based service, conferences are
intentionally permissive,

"Our idea was to make as few
rules as possible," said Gail
Williams, the conferencing man-
ager. "We say you own your own
words. That means you own up
to them, too, so if your words
offend someone, it's your
responsibility to deal with the
reply, or the lawsuit. Actually,
we've had people say they were
going to call their lawyer, but
they haven't. Generally, if some-
one posts something offensive,
the remedy is for others to tell

them to stop. Very occasionally,

a host removes a message, but
that always leads to three months
of heated, interesting argument."

In the Santa Rosa case, the
first of its kind, different legal

See HARAtSMEm; pageli
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Play area puts smiles on kids' faces
By Leo Treyzon

Inside the UCLA Medical
Center - among the nurse sta-

tions, medical suites and long
sterile hallways - is a room full

of smiling kids.

They play football, ride tricy-

cles, paint on easels and build

Lego block skyscrapers.

First-time visitors sometimes
forget they are inside a hospital,

by the happy looks on the

patients' faces.

The room - known as the

Children's Play Area - is located

on the second floor of the 200
Medical Plaza building.

It's a two-part play area, which
includes a breezy courtyard often

full of young wards painting "get

well" cards for their sick siblings

or designing crafts with their fel-

low patients.

Indoors, two square, low tables

painted a pretty blue offer all

kinds of activities, including col-

oring books, water games and
toys.

Ther^ is even a mock doctor's

table, stocked with band-aids,
stethoscopes and play syringes,

where kids can address their fears

about health care.

An average of 50 to 60 chil-

dren enjoy the play area daily.

The room is a service for pedi-

atric outpatients, ranging from
infants to adolescents. It's meant
to eliminate the stigma associated

with doctor's visits.

The play area is staffed by
supervisors, interns and volun-

teers who hope to ease childhood

tensions often produced by med-
ical procedures such as spinal

taps or chemotherapy.

"The play area is a tremen-
dously important resource," said

Dr. Tim Korb, a pediatrician at the

Children's Health Center. "No
kid likes to go to the doctor, but if

you let the children play at the

doctor's office, it makes the visit

something the child can look for-

ward to. It also makes my job a

lot easier."

In addition to turning unhappy

kids into smiling ones, the play

area allows parents to take a

break from the constant entertain-

ment they must provide for their

child, said Linda Preston, one of

the two supervisors who monitor

the children at all times.

It is also easier on the physi-

cians because the children are

less distraught, and the service

entertains siblings while the par-

ents are in the examining room
with the sick child.

The play area is just one part of

the Children's Health Center,

which offers its medical services

to patients from all over the coun-

try. The clinics cover a compre-
hensive medical spectrum
ranging from genetics to hema-
tology to the primary care clinic.

Denise Matsuyama, along with

Preston, is responsible for orga-

nizing the play area. When they

acquired the program from the

previous supervisor, there were
only two or three individuals try-

ing to attend to a room of anxious

children.

Matsuyama and Preston orga-

nized the program and recruited

help in order to ^tter serve the

children and their families,

Preston said.

Today the room has two super-

visors, two program assistants, a

WON woo/Daily Bruin

Unda Preston colors with two-year-old Kasey Allen at the Medical Center Children's Play Area.

few interns, and nearly 40 volun-

teers.

After each morning and after-

noon session, the entire staff

meets to discuss what happened
during that session. The setting is

similar to what doctors do in

"rounds."

They discuss the nature of the

illnesses, things the child might

have said or done in light of that

illness, the way siblings feel as a

result of having a sick brother or

sister or simply how they inter-

acted with the child.

"The backbone of the program

is the dedication and enthusiasm

of its volunteers, the majority of

which are UCLA pre-mcds,"
Matsuyama^said.

"Working with these children

has been the highlight of my
summer," volunteer Steve Park

said. "It is incredibly gratifying

to know you helped a frightened

or just anxious child have fun ...

as opposed to just doing some
sort of office or gopher work. 1

really learned from working
here."

Regents plan university's growtii

By Greg Cooper
Dally Bruin Staff

SAN FRANCISCO - Despite a

painfully shrinking budget in

recent years, the UC Board of
Regents expressed an optimistic

but cautious attitude toward the

university's future at their month-

ly meeting last week.

The positive talks marked a

change from the pessimism that

set the atmosphere for past
regents' meetings when officials

raised student fees and talked

about consolidating academic pro-

grams.

The board continued discus-

sions on a 10th UC campus site in

the San Joaquin Valley that were
stalled in the summer of 1993
when the budget crisis worsened.

The regents set a deadline of May
199S to fmalize the site.

"Growth is optimistic. I feel

good about all those things," said

Regent Sue Johnson.

Although officials are planning

an extra campus, they recently

scrapped plans for two nnore cam-

Regents select site for 10th UC campus

Reaents will choose a 10th UC campus in the San Joaquin
Vaney by this May. ^

puses.

A 1988 enrollment plan esti-

mated three new campuses would

be needed beginning in 1998.

However, current studies show
that the original predictions were

inflated. Changing fiscal and stu-

dent attendance trends may cause

the regents to alter their original

plans, said Provost Walter
Massey.

"Both the University and the

Department of Finance are begin-

ning to conclude that undergradu-

ate demand for the University of

California will be large, but is

likely to be less than previously

estimated," he said. ——

^

The board also discussed
ctrairges In enrollnfiem plans that

will add 45,000 undergraduate
students by the year 2005 if its

budget permits growth.

But university officials cau-

tioned that the UC may still not be

able to accept all eligible students

who want to attend one of the nine

campuses.

"The constraints of state fund-

ing and space are causing ques-

tions about the university's ability

to accommodate enrollment, even

if demand is less than anticipat-

ed," Massey said.

The problems of accommodat-
ing students would not remain iso-

lated within the UC, however.

They would also add to the

number of students who want to

attend state and community col-

leges for lack of space at the UC.
"Our inability to accommodate

undergraduate den^and will put

additional pressure on CSU, the

community colleges and the

state's independent institutions,

and if they, too, are short of funds,

some :>tudents who want to attend

^
JMOOMMIyBniln See REGENTS, page 16

Prop. 188 brings bacic

questions of smoicing

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The smoke lifted at the

beginning of 1994, as UCLA's
last buildings to permit ciga-

rette smoking became com-
pletely smoke-free.

Although many local gov-

erning bodies have created sim-

ilarly stringent non-smoking
laws, soon the choice may no

longer be theirs to make.

In contrast to current laws.

Proposition 188 will repeal

:es-aiid.

"It's a Philip Morris initiative

for Philip Morris. They're
going to lose a tremendous
amount of money if

(Proposition) 188 doesn't
pass."

Philip Morris representative

Tara Carraro declined to com-
ment on the issue, stating that it

"I think owners

should have a right to

offer smoking
no longer allow local govern-

ments to pass smoking bans

more severe than the state.

Instead, it will generally

restrict smoking statewide and

allow business and restaurant

owners, not local governments,

to decide whether or not smok-

ing will be allowed in their

establishments.

The measure, sponsored in

part by the Philip Morris tobac-

co company, will allow cafete-

rias and restaurants to establish

up to a 25 percent smoking
area, and business owners to

permit smoking in VIP room
functions, private offices and
conference rooms with the

occupants' consent.

But Proposition 188 will still

ban smoking in enclosed work-

spaces.

"They're basically protect-

ing their own profits. It's a

fraud as an anti-smoking initia-

tive," said Judy Tyler, Los
Angeles regional coordinator

for the No-on-188 campaign.

»>

sections.

Bonnie Tom

Second-vear Student

is not the company's policy to

discuss issues with student

publications or persons under

the age of 21.

But some believe that busi-

nesses should have autonomy
over smoking regulations

because of economics.

"I think owners should have

the right to offer smoking sec-

tions," Bonnie Tom, an unde-

clared second-year student

said. "It's possible that owners

could lose business if (their

customers) can't smoke."

If the measure does not pass

this November, the state will

put its new smoking ban into

effect January 1995. The initia-

tive will completely eliminate

smoking from all workplaces -

exempting hotels - regulated

See T08AC€0, page 14
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Clinton reneges on
Bosnian support
UNITED NATIONS — The Clinton

administration has decided not to press
for a binding Security Council resolution
to lift the three-year-old arms embargo on
the Bosnian government, senior adminis-
tration officials said Thursday.
As a practical matter, the decision

means that President Clinton has backed
off from a pledge made in a letter to

Congress last month to find a way to arm
the Bosnian Muslims so that they are no
longer at a military disadvantage.

The issue is extremely sensitive
because once again the United States
finds itself caught between the Bosnian
government, which wants a guarantee
that the arms embargo will eventually be
lifted, and Washington's allies on the
Security Council.

Mexican political

leader assassinated
MEXICO CITY — A powerful politi-

cal leader who was expected to play a
central role in Mexico's new government
was assassinated Wednesday morning as
he left a meeting in the heart of Mexico
City, throwing into doubt some of the
planned reforms of the ruling party and
the peaceful transition of power to the
winner of the recent presidential election,

Ernesto Zedillo Ponce de Leon, who
lakes officially office December 1.

A gunman fired a single shot and hit

Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu in the neck
at around 9:30 a.m. Massieu was driving
his own car as he left a meeting with suc-
cessful legislative candidates of the
Institutional Revolutionary Party, the
r RJ.

U.N. proposes lift

on Haiti sanctions
V

The United Nations Security Council
voted Thursday night to lift all interna-

tional sanctions on Haiti as soon as the
exiled president, the Rev. Jean-Berlrand
Aristide, is restored to power.

President Clinton lifted most American
sanctions on Haiti on Monday, except for

those measures specifically intended to

punish leaders of the 1991 coup that
overthrew Ajistide less than a year after

he was elected president by a two-thirds
majority.

Administration officials say Aristide is

expected to return by Oct. 15. ^
In other events, at least five people

were killed and more than a score wound-
ed here Thursday when an explosive
device was tossed into the middle of a
crowd of several thousand Haitians cele-

brating the return to office of the capital's

democratically elected mayor.

Yeltsin encourages
Russian Investment
SEATTLE — President Boris Yeltsin

of Russia stopped off in Seattle on
Thursday at the end of his U.S. visit,

playing up the one part of the country
where trade between the United States
and Russia has moved well beyond the
talk-and-dream phase.

Washington, the state most dependent
on trade and home of Boeing Co., a lead-
ing exporter, has the largest concentration
of companies doing business with Russia
of any state, according to its trade offi-

cials.

Yeltsin, 4n a passionate speech before
800 West Coast business leaders here
Thursday, called for a free-trade zone
between his country and the United
States.

J^tion

Strike threatens
GM manufecturers
DETROIT— As a United Automobile

Workers strike entered a third day
Thursday, plant closings spread to two
critical General Motors Corp. factories

that produce automatic transmissions,
threatening to shut most of GM's final

assembly operations in North America
within days.

The strike at the Buick City manufac-
turing complex in Flint began Tuesday
nK>ming and almost immediately brought
the production of compact cars in
Lansing, Mich., to a halt.

Nearly 12,000 workers at the Buick
City plant went on strike^ complaining
that production is too fast and arguing
that GM needs to hire more permanent
workers.

Reform difficult for

103rd Congress
WASHINGTON — The House on

Thursday barely passed a procedural vote
on changing rules for lobbying, continu-
ing the contentious politics that has near-

ly paralyzed the 103rd Congress just as
its members prepare to head home and
ask voters for a return ticket to
Washington next year.

Reform is coming hard for the so-
called "reform" Congress of 1992, when
124 newcomers, 1 10 in the House and 14
in the Senate, were elected.

Basic partisan politics has produced
most of the inaction. Republicans,
smelling blood in this year's congression-
al elections, clearly want to deny the
Democrats and the Clinton administra-
tion any accomplishments on which to

run.
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A COMPREHENSIVE
CROSS-TRAINING
CENTER:
• sfafe of the art sound systems
• cutting edge cardio eauipment

medicorp nutrition center
• convenient tanning
• quality pro shop
• gourmet snack boi

home of

Local

O.J. prosecution
approve sequester
The pool of potential jurors for the

double murder trial of O.J. Simpson was
completed Thursday, even as the former

—football star's defense team told Judge
Lance Ito why the jurors ultimately
selected should not be sequestered for the

duration of the trial.

The jurors' views were likely to

become more hostile as they were cooped
up together for several months and
blamed the defense for their predicament.
The isolation would be all-encompass-

v^ing, including censorship of mail, moni-
toring of phone calls, limited family visits

with no conjugal relations and court
approval in advance for all recreational

and social activities.

Without it, prosecutors have warned,
jurors will inevitably be smothered by the

avalanche of publicity in the case.

Metrolink fatality

fourth In five days
A Metrolink commuter train hit and

killed a pedestrian in suburban
Montebello Wednesday, the fourth fatali-

ty in five days and the 30th death since
the rail began operating 23 months ago.
The identity of the man, believed to be

in his 80s, was not immediately available.

He was hit about 1 :30 p.m. Wednesday
near Olympic and Montebello boulevards
after he disregarded a lowered gate and
flashing lights.

The train was traveling 70 mph when it

hit the man, throwing his body 100 feet

and killing him instantly.

Wednesday's fatality was the fourth in

five days.
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Students rally around Clinton's Amerlcorps
President's program to put college

students to work in America's

communities and neighborhoods
By Alisa Ulforts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

President Clinton raised an
army of collegiate philan-
thropists as he swore in the first

battalion of Americorps Service
Program members earlier this

month.

Standing before the nearly
20,000 participants in the domes-
tic service program's first year,

Clinton challenged the students

to strengthen America's commu-
nities and help its people become
safer, smarter and healthier.

"You will be saving babies in

South Texas, walking the police

beat in Brooklyn," Clinton told

the group. "You will work on
boats to reclaim the Chesapeake
Bay and work on new housing to

rebuild parts of Roxbury. You
will take seniors safely to the

doctor in St. Louis and teach
children in Sacramento to read."

Americorps members can
work for one or two years in

communities across the nation
and earn $5,000 each year for

college costs or to pay back stu-

dent loans, said Wendy Grassi, a
spokeswoman for Americorps.

Grassi said by the year 2000,
the program expects to have
-tOO.OOO members in 350 pro-
grams in 700 communities
around the country.

Clinton created the

Americorps National Service
Corporation last September when
he signed into law the National
Community Service Trust Act.

Its programs are concentrated

in four areas - education, public

safety, human needs and the
environment Members work
with families to provide optimal
learning environments for chil-

dren, establish prime prevention

"Already, in its first

year, Americorps is

bigger than the Peace

Corps ever was."

Wendi Grassi

Americorps Spokeswoman

programs in city neighborhoods,
offer preventive health care to

low- income areas and introduce

green areas and recycling to

urban regions.

"Members are concentrated
equally in all areas," Grassi said.

"No one divi&ion has a greater
number of students than any
other."

"Already, in its first year,
Americorps is bigger than the

Peace Corps ever was," Grassi
told the Daily Bruin in a tele-

phone interview Thursday.
Grassi added that the program

<
z
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President Clinton launches the Americorps program at a swear-in at the White House Sept 12.

was still too young to have
received any reliable feedback,

but that program staff and mem-
bers were very optimistic about
its success.

"We think it will make a great

contribution toward solving
problems in society," she said.

Pausing from their books and
schedules, some UCLA students

offered their views on Clinton's

program.

"The concept sounds good,"
said Vaishali Dandekar, a fourth-

,year microbiology senior. "But
some things sound good and don't

work out. It would have to be a

workable program."

Fourth-year chemical engineer-

ing major Samir Garg said he
might consider teaching in the

program if he had a lot of debt.

"But you can't really make a liv-

ing on ($5,000 a year)" he added.

R)ronce,acutin
edotioml spending that

actuallyh^ students.
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HOW TO KEEP PEOPLE'S

HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY,

V Carry only enough cash to last the day.

Anyone who tries to borrow your last five "spot

isn't a friend, anyway

O Label your spare-change jar ''beetle farm.'

Then, put your beetle farnn in a jar labeled
* <

"spare change."

O Mark up every space on checks.

Don't leave room for someone to fill in their

name and extra zeros.

O Keep your wallet in your front pocket.

It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing

really tight pants.

Put your picture on your credit card.

A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else

to use, unless they look just like you.

|lfe<tf!l#i<||.

\AN<»\

WERE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU;
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.

Apply for the Citibank Classic card by completing the application in this issue or by calling I- 800 - CITIBANK

/
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BLUFFS
From page 1

leaving fewer people able to afford

the Bluffs. As a result. Chancellor

Charles Young authorized the sale of

houses to the public in April 1994.

"(Current) sales have been steady,

about three to four per month,"
Doremus said. *Therc arc a lot more
people in the general public than in

the faculty that want tq buy a home
there."

Ericksori speculated that faculty

interest is low because interested

'

people would not want to sell their

current house at the low market
prices. He also hypothesized that

faculty members would prefer to

buy houses closer to the university at

recently reduced prices than move to

Westchester.

XEAD
From page 1

The basement is primarily
occupied by the men's locker

room, which encompasses the

floor's entire north side. The
Naval ROTC program also uses

the basement for storage.

"The critical area was the

Naval Science disbursement area

for textbooks and uniforms," said

Don Simpson, facilities' planner

for the College of Letters &
Science. "The EHS group was
trying to work through a plan that

would create a corridor that

would lead through to these (non-

contaminated) areas."

Previously split between two
levels, the entire men's locker

room will now be located on the

"It*s not going to have an impact or affect on

anything we do."

Lt^CoL Michael Graves

Chairman of the Military Science Department

first floor, directly above the old

one. People who have basement
lockers are also being reassigned

to the first floor.

Assistant Vice Chancellor for

Administration Allen Solomon
said that the issue was brought to

the university's attention when a

construction office was moved
into the previously unoccupied
basement space. To ensure their

safety, the university did a pre-

liminary study, which indicated a

moderate lead presence.

To test the area, environmental

teams sampled the lead-based
paint of the building and the dust

on interior surfaces. By weighing

-the samples, the teams were able

to determine the presence of lead,

which is an unusually heavy -

and dangerous - substance.

Even though it is a naturally

occurring material, lead can
cause serious harm to the human
body when ingested or inhaled.

Damage to the neryous system,

reproductive system and circula-

tory system can occur after high

doses, according to a university

statement on lead poisoning.

Because of the health risks

involved, UCLA officials said

that their main concern was kee[V

ing the building's occupants safe.

"When we can discern a poten-

tial risk or harm to the health of

individuals in a space, the utility

of that space is clearly secondary

to the health and safety of indi-

viauals " Solomon said.

UCLA administrators said that

funding for the project has not

been acquired yet, but that the

Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) might pay for

t|}^ basement's cleaning as part

of an architectural review linked

to the earthquake.

"The funding has not been yet

totally resolved ... there is no
funding source for the cleanup as

yet identified," Solomon said.

^SONTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works,
PageMaker, and more

• Ic€in tetich where YOU {ire on YOUR computer •

Low rates • callJIm 310/472-3770

Global Internship

and Language
Programs

ASUCLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

September Meeting

BOSTON
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12:00 Noon Friday, September 30, 1994

2408 Ackerman Union ^
EdjlALmlh

At theAugust 26, 1994 Regular

meeting, the Board of Directors

took the following actions in

addition to receiving reports on

a number of matters:

Approved 1994-1995

ComP'unlcations Board Budget

Approved 1994-1995 USA Budget

Appro /ed the creation of an Ad-

Hoc Committee to discuss the

develo,)ment of a G)mmunications

surver . • . ;^

On the A(jen()a

The September agenda includes

the following action and

information items and reports:

Review of 1 994- 1 995 GSA Budget

and 1993-1994 Budget Actuals

_ __!_ _;>_.

Review of 1994-1995 USA Budget

and 1993-1994 Budget Actuals

Acceptance of Independent Audit

Report for Fiscal Year ending May

31, 1994.

Tropix/Hip Pockets Sales Update

Universal Citywalk Store Update

ASUCLA Disaster Cost Recovery

Update

Key Priority Goals

Report on Communications Survey

By-Law Change: Name Change of

the Budget Committee and

Expansion of its Role and Purpose

hrtemational Prodis
Forprogram dtiaib cornet* Ik* coupon b*low mudm*U it to:

Bostoa Usivcnit; lateraatioDal Prograau
232 Bay State RoMl, Bos Q,B<wtoii»MA 02215 • 617/3S3-MW

Ak tqual eppemmUf, ^firmtthtt mctitm uutilnticm

FRANCE AUSTRALIA RUjSSIA ,, ENCLAI^
Pteasemkas 1.2,and3 the programs in which you are most inierested.

You will receive infocmatian on all of our intemaliooal programs.

Internship Programs
O London, England D Pahs, France

O Madrid. Spain O Sydney, Australia

D Moioow, Russia O Washington, D.C.

O Beijing, China

O Belize

D Grenoble. Frwcc

D Haifa. Israel

Q Madrid. Spain

Dresden. Gennany

Other programslcouturies in which I am iMerttted:^_^_^^__^_^^

Language and Liberal Arts Programs
Niamey. Niger

D Oxford, England

a PMlova. Italy

D Quito, Ecuador

Venice, Italy

I w<mld IOlc io receive iaforvatiiM aboMi jtmr ttmttattr/m

Name

iMcr prograau (circic oac).

Street.

State

-

City.

Zip PhoneJ i_

Home Institution _
Current SumHu: 0» DSo Dfr DSr lfl^artfcr.ca<17/353-9««. *

Howard Hughes Medical Institute

PredoctoraJ Fellowships in

Biological Sciences
1995 Competition

80 fellowships will be awarded for ftill-time study toward the

Ph.D or Sc.D. degree in cell biology and regulation, genetics,

immunology, neuroscience, structural biology, biostatistics,

epidemiology, or mathematical biology.

Fellowship Tenns
Three-year initial awards,

with two-year extension

possible

$14,500 annual stipend

$14,000 annual cost-of-

education allowance

Eligibility

Less than one year of post-

baccalaureate graduate

study in biology:

college seniors;

first year graduate students;

M.S., D.O., D.D.S., D.V.M.,

students or professionals

Schedule

Application deadline:

November 4, 1994

Awards announced:

early April 1995

IfanM.Dyph.D. student:

not in a funded program

No citizenship requirements:

U.S. citizens may study

abroad;

others must study in the

United SUtes

Fellowships start:

June 1995-^anuary 1996

For Program AniKniiioeiiientB, Eligibility

Goidelines, and ^q[>Ucations

Hughes Predoctoral Fellowships

National Research Council Fellowship Office

2101 Constitution Avenue

Washington, DC 20418

Telephone (202)334-2872

Fax (202)334-3419

E-mail <infofeU@na8.edu>

The Howard HMhai Medical ta<rtitute welooRM aiipljcations from all quaUOed
CMKifcUtow and tw^wniffMi women andmemm of minority grmqia to ippfl^
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75% OFF
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Special!
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Get Out
of the

Kitchen

and into

the Fire.

Join the 3,000 women and
men wlio are already doing
the Executive Boxing '

' and
Kickboxing program offered
exclusively at Bodies in
Motion.
Forget the Lipo, you'll burn

700 to 900 calories per class
Naturally.

And while you're losing
inches, you'll firm and tone
your muscles faster than
with weights alone.

To help you start, just
bring this ad and we'll give
you 75^V() off the knockout
work-out you've seen*^
featured on CNN, MTV,
Good Morning America,
The Today Show, Best of
Los Angeles, Entertainment
Tonight, as well as in Self,

Shape, Fitness, Newsweek,
City Sports and Harper's
Bazaar magazines.

V-

Reviewed as the best iiistrnctiondljitness studio in America.

/its Aiif-cU's • l()5^2 V\. Pico Blvd.
( I HI<H Ks I .is( (»| ( )\i rJ.HicI A\c-.

)

(310) 836-8000

Pasadena •117 E. Colorado Blvd.
lower I.fxtl (at Arroyo Pk\\\.)

(818) 577-2211
i:\ecntiic lioxitn^

. Kkkboxiti}>, and Personal rraiiihig are also available
7'i^i off rvifular initiatiou price-Offer expires IO/l'y/94
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BOD
From page 1

distributed to students, faculty and
staff. The questionnaire covers
broad topics like the association's

image, and wok specific areas such
as the service provided by individ-

ual food venues.

"It gets down to, when we have to

make tough decisions between x
and y, can we truly say that our
main priority on the board is stu-

dents?" Brug said.

In addition to readdressing its

image, financiaffesults for the fiscal

year's first quarter will be presented

to the board at Friday's meeting.

Students' association officials

gave mixed reviews to the prelimi-

nary financial statement

"For the first three months of the

(fiscal) year, sales are exceeding
budget," Executive Director Jason

Reed said. "The (net) income is

below budget, (and) it's due to cost

of sales - I don't have any com-
ments on that yet " he said.

The association's revenues are so

critical because the organization

begins repaying the $1.7 million

loss this year. The 1^4-95 budget

allocjates nearly $360,(XX) for this

purpose.

The association's budget is

almost completely driven by its

Services and Enterprises division,

including the students' stores and
food service. '" ''' ^ '

'

'

'

'

'

At last month's meeting, several

board members questioned the wis-

dom of proceeding with the associa-

tion's budget, in light of negative

preliminary figures, which hinted at

another financial crisis for the stu-

dents' association.

"Now that we've missed the

mark on June, should we go careen-

ing down several montjis without

adjusting the budget to not be so

aggressive," said administration rep-

resentative Dorothy Webster, adding

that maybe the association's finan-

cial department should being com-
piling new budget estimates in light

of recent losses.

Some board members attributed

the recent losses to Southern
California's continuing recession,

and also recessionary conditions

abroad that hurt tourism.

"The economy is still not as
strong as it could be, tourism is

down - people are turned off to L.A.

in general because of the riots and
the floods and everything going on,"

Undergraduate President Rob
Greenhalgh said.

abc

student Media Orientation
If you're interested in wofkTng for the Daily Bntih. then stop by the

Student Media Orienution on Oaober 3 in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom
at 6:30 pm.

I he orientation will provide more information on the journalism curriculum
in reporting, writing, editing, design, photography and radio.

Daily Bruin

NEARSIGHTED?
Learn how to reduce or eliminate nearsightedness and astigniatistii without

surgery - GUARANTEED!
A mulv developed rii;id i^.is po.irme.ihle lens is now .n.iil.ible th.it (.in resh.ipe your

corne.i, thereby reduc ini^ or eliniin.itini» ne.irsit»hte(lness .ind .istignLitism. We i»u.ir.intee to
improve xour ne.irsii^htedness or you p.iy nothini' for the cont.ul lenses

For .1 f KfE (onsult.ition, c.ill (ilO) 2()«- $011

•Member of Los Angeles
County, California &
Aifierlcan Optometric
Associations

•Graduated UCLA 1967
•Graduated So. Cal. College
of Optometry 1971 with

Honors
•Specializing in contact

X* Member UCLA DR-JON D. VOGEL
Alumni Association OPTOMETRIST

I a professional corpor^ation
1 082 Glendon Avenue • LA Calif.
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^HEALTH
CARE ADMINIS-

TRATORS.

Get off the ground
faster in today's Air

Force. Enjoy Imme-
diate responsibility

in a worldwide
health care environ-
ment with:

• excellent starting

salary

• complete medical
and dental care

• opportunities to

advance
• 30 days vacation
with pay per year

Find out how to

qualify as an Air

Force Health Care
Administrator Call

I'SAFHMMlPrilMfiMt
T«a Fra* l-IM^U-UaAF

University

Elementary School
Child Study
Internships

• Earn course credit

• Work with children

• Have fun

GI'^. of 3.0 or higher and Junior

or Senior standing required

Orientation Meeting
Monday, Oct 3

4pjn.
UES Conference Room

Bring resume and one-page
statenvent of purpose

. Info: (310) 825-2623

u^ RISTORANTE
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iVIy students are usually pretty apprehensive about going

to grad school and the whole admissions process. And why

shouldn't they be? At Kaplan, we know how important

the GRE is to admissions and scholarship eligibility. So, I

work to prepare my students, no matter how long it's been

since they've taken a standardized test. I give my students

the ability and the confidence they need to get a higher

GRE score." *

~ JENNIFER BELK GRE INSTRUCTOR

great methods

^oujrmei S7/czficin d
i*.

Live Entertainment Nightly

Satellite TV • Monday Night Football

> I
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(818)831-0010

1 1 1 3 1 Tampa Ave. Norlhrid
(Between 1 1 8 Fwy. and Rinaldi)
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IF
OFF I

TWO DINNERS
|

Expires 12/4/94
'
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Kaplan offers the most

complete arsenal of GRE
preparation materials

available including computer

analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and

a training library. Nobody

prepares you better than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
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HARASSMENT
From page 2

standards apply, because a feder-

al law known as Title IX pro-
hibits sex discrimination in

schools receiving federal funds.

The U.S. Department of
Education's Office of Civil
Rights, which enforces Title IX,

agreed with the students that a
ihen-only conference violated
the law, and the messages consti-

tuted sexual harassment.

Federal law prohibits sex dis-

crimination in employment, too,

so employers are equally liable

for cybersexism or sexual harass-

ment.

In the wake of the Santa Rosa
case, lawyers say, both schools
and workplaces will probably

become more aggressive about
policing computer networks -

and more sensitive to the perils

of single-sex programs, be they

computer conferences or rape
counseling.

But outside of schools or
workplaces, there is no law
against sex discrimination. And
many coniputer networks have
run popular single-sex confer-
ences for years.

Echo, a New-York based com-
puter network that has men's and
women's conferences, recently

weathered a problem similar to

Santa Rosa's - but without any
legal fallout.

"Two women were being dis-

cussed, by name, in very unflat-

tering terms on the men's confer-

ence, and someone downloaded
the comments and distributed

them to everyone," said Stacy
Horn, the founder of Echo. "A
lot of people complained that

individuals shouldn't be dis-

cussed by name, and that a rela-

tively private conversation
shouldn't be made so public. We
talked about it, and agreed that

we don't want things like this

happening."

Insulting computer messages
could lead to defamation
charges. But the Manhattan U.S.

District Court has ruled that

computer networks are not
responsible for the content of
everything they carry, and are
legally to be treated more like a

bookstore or newsstand than like

a publisher.

"There's no way computer nct-

woiics could survive if they were
responsible for every word they
carry, any more than a newsstand
could," said Michael Godwin of
the Electronic Frontier Foundation
in Washington.

Godwin believes computer con-

ferences make every user a pub-
lisher: "It is the ultimate
free-speech medium, where every-

body potentially has the right of
reply. In defamation law, public

figures who can hold a press con-

ference and get attention for their

response can't sue for libel very
easily. On a computer network, it's

as though everybody is a public

figure, and can answer what's said

about them."

In the Santa Rosa case, Arata,

who was singled out because of

her protests over what she saw as a

sexist ad in the campus newspaper,

said she had wanted to go on the

men's conference to tcfAy.

"What I wanted was to find out

who was saying these things, and
respond," she said. "It never
occurred to me to sue until the

school wouldn't tell me who wrote

those messages. If anyonie's free-

speech rights were cut off, it was
mine."

Arata did post a system-wide
message asking those who dis-

agreed with her to talk to her
directly. What she got was a bar-

rage of hate mail.

"If people don't understand how
sexist this was," Ms. Branham
said, "I tell them to imagine a

whites-only conference where
people used words like nigger and
lynch."

^:^4^<
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Inquiries (310) 206-2787
toniplimentan- tickets a\:iilablc at the Paiiltj Pa\ili()ii Ticket Office beginning Monday.

October 3 at 9:00 a.m. Valid K L\ student, faculn, or suift II) required - one ticket per ID.'Due
to securit). please refrain from bringing backpacks, briefcases and cellular phones inside the

venue. Seating is limited, doors open at 2:30. and evenone must be seated h\ 3:15.
Lecture hosted by: Chancenor Charles E. Young. ICLV (enter for lnternationarRelati(.ns.

and .\ssociated Students ICLA.
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For freshness, quality, selection, variety and
superior customer service, come shop

Pavilions...A World of Difference.

Fresh Frying
Boneless/Skinless
Chicken Breasts

Rortdall Farms
USDA Grade 'A'-Vdue Pack

999
^m Lb. U.S.DA Choice CStiQ

Top Sirloin Steak^^

J

DriscoH's

Raspberries
6 Our»ce package

:99
Boneless beef loin

1/4" thin trlrrvmed
Granny Smithon00
Apples O^ I
Crisp and crunchy

Fancy Farms
Mild Cheddar
or Monterey Jack
Value Pack

Kellogg 's

Frosted^

Flakes
25 Ounce box

259
IO/J/94

Village Pan

Breads
Honey 'N Grain, Village 7-Grain,

Village Rye, Country Nut, Bavarian
Farmer, Raisin Pumpemtekle

1 Pound loaf

199
I Ea.

Surf Ultra

Detergent
Regular 42 use 98 oz.

w/bleach 33 kxxj 103 oz.

or double power Ikquld 64

Jerseymaid
Low Fat

Ij

Ice CreamJ
Cholesterol free fl|

Assorted flavors Hi
64 ounce carton

Tree Top
Apple Juice

Regular, elder or
country style-64 oz. bottle

.99

Look For More Great Specials In Our Weekly Mailer.

Plus:

•Service Meat •Seafood
•Hot Bakery •Service Deli
•Pharmacy • Floral

—

-

•Sushi •Panda Express

•Spec. Produce •And much more!

^ OFF $'

PAVlLlOJNJ^i Coupon No. 35426 ^|

urchase of i

50 or More

!

Limit One Coupon Per Family.

Excludes Liquor, tobacco & fresh fluid milk products.

Coupon Effective Thru 1(V3 1/94.
'

»

Redeemable Only at II 750 Wilshire Blvd. Pavilions.

Ad Effective Only at Pavilions

I1750WilshireBlvd. LA
' (310)479-5294

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Some items not available in all stores.

For your shopping convenience,

Pavilions accepts

^^y

AWORLD OF DIFFERENCE

PAmiONS
PRICES EFFECTIVE SEPT. 29 - OCT 5, 1994

^^*
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TOBACCO
From page 3

by the California Occupational
Safety and Health Administration

(Cal/OSHA). This ban would also

restrict bars, private VIP room
functions and meetings when
food or beverages are served.

But the 1995 sinnoking ban will

still allow stand-alone bars and
bingo or gaming clubs to permit
smoking until 1997 - when they

must meet Cal/OSHA ventilation

standards or be integrated into

the total smoking ban.

As smokers and non-smokers
do battle at the polls, UCLA may
still remain smoke-free, regard-

less of Proposition 188, officials

said.

And even if PropositioA 1 88 is

passed, businesses outside UCLA
may be the same as always if it

^akes effect July of next year.

Many hotels, restaurants and bars

already allocate a section of their

business space to their smoking
clientele, Yvelle Samano, first-

year biology major said.

Others anticipate medical and

health repercussions if
Proposition 188 passes.

**It would be devastating to the

health of California," lyier said.

"It would be rolling back
California's successful efforts to

create a smoke-free environment,
and allow us to be exposed to

dangerous second-hand smoke."
But regardless of smoking

restrictions, UCLA students and
California business patrons said

they will still continue standing
outside on rainy afternoons and
blistering days to get their hit of
nicotine.

4
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Decide which bank is

best for you at the

FINANCIA
SERVICES
EXPO SEPT. 27

OCT. 6
(:i(»r«l Sept. '2l\,

On. L and Ocl. 2

Court of Sciences
Here's your chance to compare their

services and pick up information on
transportation and other special services

right here on campus.

Participating companies and groups:

Bank of America

Great Western Bank

Union Bank

Sparklett's Water

Westwood Federal Credit Union

Wells Fargo Bank (AUo at HiU Top shop 9/24 - 10/6, 8:00 to 3:30)

SS^ STUDENTS' Store

SUNYO ACUPUNCTURE

Dc Sbangyou 23»oiig,

OMD.LAC
over 15 jm. C9q>cricace

MDIfeOMDinaiiaa
OpCtt MUML * SsL

Herbs • Massage • Dltpotoble Needles

Pain Control Speciau$t
Neck Shoulder Altergies

Knee vJI^MIjU' Cough & Flu

Stress Headaches Menstrual

StopSmokh^ Sports Ii^uries Lose Weight

Iniuranc*:

Woffc«n Cofnp • AmIO k^ury • Forsion SludMtt

hMurcnc* (IntvinoMonal Group Swvlc*) Acc«pt*CI

(310)652-4154 \
8733B«v<Mly Blvd. #400. W. Holywobd. CA 90048

(ActoniMm CMto Sktai Mtdteol CwiM)

ANWOUNCIIMC

Scholar

ij^wards
ELIGIBILITY

Undergraduate Students
• minimum 3.5 GPA
• minimum sophomore status

• minimum 36 UCLA units

Graduate Students

• must be from

non-Letters & Science

department

HOW TO APPLY
tmtfSTgFaduates may nominate themselves, but must obtain a
faculty sponsor rn the department of their major. A faculty
sponsor may nominate no more than two students.

Graduate students must be nominated by their department chair.
A department chair may nominate only one student for the award.
Department office staff will have the application materials
beginning September 26. --—

^

DEADLINE
All materials must be received by Wednesday, October 26, 1994

AWARDS
Undergraduates $500 . $2,500
Graduates 51 qoo - $3,000

Applications are available at the James West Alumni Center. For
more information, please contact the UCLA Alumni Association

Advisory and Scholarship Office at 206-0622 or 825-9190.
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-le Best Education

Money Can t Buy
Youll find it working in the student media,

where you'll gain some of your most valuable

experiences. It's a reaHife education that you

can't find anywhere else.

.# .,:.M^

If you'd like to get involved, come to the

MentMedia

OiienMon
Next Monday evening

October 3 at 6:30 pm
Ackeraian Grand Ballroom

-.Call 825-2787 for more information.

ome check out what the

student media has offered

for 70 years: Real experi-

— ence as writers, editors, photographers,

designers and broadcasters—something you

just can't get in the schedule of classes.

Learn more about the free workshops we're offer-

ing this quarter on reporting, design and broadcasting

taught by industry professionals. Meet representatives

from the Daily Bruin, Al-Talib, Ha'Am, La Gente,

Nommo, Pac Ties, Ten Percent, Together, Bruin Life

yearbook and KLA radio. CHIIIilfff ^^<^^^^o^'^^^

825-2787
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TONS OP Bims lH
ALL AT ROCK BOTTOM I^IIICiS

TMIOOO TITMiUM witli S^maio XT mti mmifw m ONIY $ Itt^O
IIH04 FuB Shimm XT wtth Jm Temper OXH & AVR iu\m^ • Reg $99f ilkti $^1111

Wh204 True T^nj»er OXti & AVJ? tubmg, ^('n<^ aiumlmBn ofoy fork wHh

Siimrano's iX Hyper Drtve C « i{eg $7^ SAU SJMfO
M*304 Sh^mtm $TX SpedolMon gr(Kip withUm smpmam • Reg $629 Slttl ISIBO
M-404 Sh^oRo STX wHh Zoom bar on True Terr^ior AVR tuttfng • Reg $479SAU MLAO

II-504 True Twnper AVR tubing, SWmfflw Alhrk) ond Giryin Ftex ^m,
our most jnexponsive bikes wtfb suspension • Reg $419IMI S^IO

M-6a4 True Ten^r AVR tubmg with Shimono ASvio • Reg $3SSMU I4CIO
M<'704ferfoct for town ond compus With Shimano components •Reg $295 $AU $OftlC
X-204 True Temper AVR iufamg ond dependoble Shimono Ato « Reg. $339 SAU S^QO

X'd04 Oitimote comfort! Proven Shimono components, high rise

stem ond boniiproof wheels • Reg. $269 SAIE l^30
R-104 Fuft Shimono 105 group with STI Reg $879 SAU $ "Mill

R-204 Great tounng bike with Shimono RX 1 00

ond bar end shifters • Reg. $639

s«u$599

ML RHODE GEAR LOCKS ON SALE!

Cateye HL 500

Halogen Headlighf

37-6580 Reg $1 5.99 0Mi 0(^ (|W

lidl shident or |

coiitit bii Jour •••"•"-""^

nceiwchasv; i

«Mbr tMrf Miy at iM Wli^il^ •i^ I0/I4/M >

#/fPERFORMANCE BIhe
11726 Santa Monica Blvd, 820-8002

REGENTS
From page 3

higtier education may not tiave the

opportunity to do so," Massey
added.

The first regents' nieeting of the

year also touched on preserving
the quality of \JC education.

lb improve efficiency and con-
tinue offering a quality education

to the largest possible number of
students, regents discussed some
proposals to further those ends.

"Aggressive development of
opportunities for students to

accelerate degree progress by
using mechanisms such as
Advanced Placement credit, or
taking courses in summer session,

could provide the university with
room to accommodate some addi-

tional students, but not enough to

solve our long-range problems,"
Massey told the regents.

University officials dismissed
any plans to implement previous-

ly discussed proposals such as
shortening college to three years
or returning to the semester sys-
tem because no worthwhile eco-
nomic or academic results would
occur.

"It doesn't look as if employing
(the previous proposals) would
increase our capacity appreciably,

and there are likely to be negative

academic trade-offs that will off-

set any increase," said Linda
Guerra, director of policy analysis

for the university.

A three-year dcj^e^, while
potentially increasing the number
of students the UC serves, could
diminish quality, she said.

"A three-year degree could
have negative effects for students

who are not prepared, it allows for

less flexibility; students could not

change majors or take classes out-

side their major to allow for

breadth," Guerra added.

Regent Judy Levin, president of
the UCLA Alumni Association,

reminded her fellow regents that

students need time to develop and
said rushing them through school

would diminish that chance.

"We may take away opportuni-

ties for intellectual and social

growth that is so important," she
said. "You haven't really had a

positive interaction with faculty if

"You haven't really had

a positive interaction

with faculty if you

graduated at 19."

Judy Levin

UC Regent

you graduated at 19. We're forget-

ting the human element"
Altjiough many regents

expressed a general sentiment to

maintain the UC's reputation by
cutting back on student enrollment

if necessary, some regents said

limiting access to the university

on the pretext of maintaining qual-

ity would have disastrous effects.

Well-known critic Professor
Charles Schwartz, a professor
emeritus of physics at UC
Berkeley, said cutting enrollment

would create a mostly white and
upper-class student population.

"Limiting access will deter
quality," student Regent Terence
Wooten said. "Quality comes from
both faculty and also from the stu-

dent body."

Sen. Feinstein seen
as activist for state
By Lisa M. Krieger
San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO - U.S. Sen.
Dianne Feinstein's first act in

office was to offer tax breaks to

victims of the Oakland fire. Since
then, she's gone to bat for seem-
ingly everyone, ranging from sur-

vivors of the Northridge
earthquake to San Francisco's Old
Mint.

She's fought, and won, some of
the toughest legislative battles in

this Senate session. She's also
voted for bills containing amend-
ments authorizing $34 million for

screwworm research, $2.4 million
for a recreational fishery monitor-
ing program in South Carolina,

and $500,000 for a Population
Marketing Analysis Center in

Pennsylvania.

Her job, she says, is to help. A

"My life has been public

service.**

Dianne Feinstein

U.S. Senator

20-year veteran of politics,
Feinstein believes she can offer a
firm, steady hand on the tiller of
government
"My life has been public ser-

vice," she said.

See FEINS1EIN, page 20

Huffington ciaims
gov't too intrusive
By Usa M. Krieger
San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO - In 20
months Rep. Michael Huffington
has inuioduced only three bills and
one resolution in the House of
Representatives. He has pursued
no legislative agenda and won no
special favors for his district

And that's just the way he
wants it.

A self-described anti-politi-
cian's politician, the 47-year-old
Santa Barbara Republican went to

Washington to shrink government
He believes he can further that
cause in the Senate, and so is chal-

lenging incumbent Sen. Dianne
Feinstein.

"More government is not the
answer," he said. "The problems
keep getting worse and cities keep

deteriorating."

A San Francisco Examiner
analysis of Huffington's voting
record on virtually every major
issue - whether welfare, health

i<More government is

not the answer."

Michael Huffington

care or the economy - shows a
man governed by his conviction
that the federal government is too
large, too intrusive and too expen-
sive.

It also portrays a man who has
stayed out of the legislative lime-
light, casting a vote on virtuallxr
every bill but offering little in the

See NUmiMTOII, page ir
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Beveply Hills Arne-Skin Care Clinir

r\cn€-/\ I peafabic
• Deq>-pore cleaning • Chemical peel

• Non-suigical face lift • Rejuvenation

• Wb cany the most effective product for problem slda

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% off fiPsf visit!

IidIm rl>itti I!! .', |n,j;;M.<):.',

Lei me skin bvatie ffveiij vMtKout doqqed po)>es!

"What a difference it has made**

This letter is a testimony of my benefiu from Beveriy Hills Acne-Sldn Care
Clinic. I had never had previous severe acne problems until my 1st year in c(^ege.
It was a very depressing siuution aid seemed to be getting progressively worse. I

can still remember bow painful the skin condition was - both physically and
emotionally.

There was hope I realized when I came to BH Acne-Skin Care Clinic. Mary had
much expeitise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, she knew how to
relieve me of my problem. After, my skin began to clear up. What a wonderful
feeling it was to know that my condition could be solved! I highly recommend
anyone who has acne problems to this clinic. It really works I

OanBenMB
UCLA Student, Senior

D

L

D

E

dial

v-»

ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT.

m-fiirf. .-g^-T. -* ,fHello? \rfant the lowest price for a collect call?
Lower than that qther number? Then dial this one.
Because THE CODE a I ways costs less than 1-800-COLLECT.

\burThje\t)ioe:

Ol994A1Sr FOR ALL INTERSTATE CALLS. ATbT

^t

HUITINGTON
From page 16

way of amending, debate or dis-

cussion.

He has an impressive 98 per-
cent voting record on himdreds of
bills, and religiously attended
meetings of his Small Business
and Banking conunittees.

Yet, as a freshman member of
the minority party, he contributed
only eight minutes worth of floor

speech during the first 200 days
the House was in session. Of more
than 6,000 "dear colleague" let-

ters circulated by members of
Congress to gather one another's
support for pet projects,
Huffington contributed a total of
five.

He frequently criticizes the
spending habits of senior col-
leagues. He was one of three
members to resist naming post
offices in Beaver, Utah, and
Pulaski. Tenn., after two former
senators, saying he didn't want to

spend taxpayers' dollars "chisel-

"I hate abortion,

personally, but believe

in the right of a woman
to make the decision."

Michael Huffington

House of Representatives

ing our names in limestone."

He even proposed eliminating
one of the two committees he sits

on - the House Small Business
Committee - criticizing its "inef-
ficiency," "redundancy" and "lim-
ited results."

This Mr. Smith-Saves-Your-
Tkx-Dollars zealotry has won him
the accolades of watchdog groups
like Citizens Against Government
Waste, which praise him as "hero-
ic."

Yet, to the chagrin of many
Republicans, he is anything but
predictable. His obsession with
fiscal conservatism has landed
him to the left of his GOP col-
leagues on some votes, and to the

right on others. Indeed, he was out
of step with his party on one out of
every three votes.

For instance, he opposed his
party's budget proposal to reduce
the deficit by $3.52 billion because
he believed it didn't cut far
enough.

He joined Republicans to
oppose federal funding of abortion ,

- he's in favor of abortion rights,

explaining, "I hate abortion, per-
sonally, but believe in the right of
a woman to make the decision" -
simply because it cost too much.

Huffington's supporters on the
Hill, such as former President
George Bush, Republican Sens.
Phil Gramm and Bob Dole, for-
mer Education Secretary William
Bennett and former Housing and
Urban Development Secretary
Jack Kemp, say they respect his

independence. And they admire
his silence.

Much of his work, they add, has
been conducted behind the scenes
- and eclipsed by bigger ^os. For
instance, they say Rep. George
Miller, D-Calif., added an amend-
ment to the California Desert bill

that closely resembled - but
replaced - a previous amendment
introduced by Huffington.

"As a freshman Republican (in
a Democratically controlled
House), it is very difficult to get
legislation through," said Rep.
Dick Cunningham, R-San Diego.
"'Huffer' tends to be a very con-
servative guy. in his votes, his
feelings and his principles. At the
same time, in a few issues he
believes in, he's not afraid to step
out of a 'total conservative*
mold," Cunningham said.

lASY DAYS!

CLINIQUE 6-PIECE BONUS
YOURS WITH ANY 13.50 CLINIQUE PURCHASE, ONLY AT BULLOCK'S

Offer ends Octot>«r 1 , or while supplies last. For more information or the store nearest you, call 1 -800-622-9748.

Your new Clinique

bonus is ready^~ ^

and waiting!

All you have to do is

come In, purchase
anything Clinique for

13.50 or more, and
you'll get a plump
little striped travel

pouch, filled with

Clinique favorites.

YOUR BONUS INCLUDES:
1. Dramatically Different

Moisturizing Lotion

2. Pair of Shades
Eye Shadow Duo
in Pink Chocolates

3. Naturally Glossy

Mascara in Jet Black

4. Semi-Lipstick in

Guava Stain

5. Daily Wash Shampoo
6. A* handy travel case

For your purchase,

rftay we suggest
Facial Soap, Mild or

Extra Strength, 8.50 ea.

Clarifying Lotion,

6 oz., 9.50, 12 oz., 15.50
Dramatically Different

Moisturizing Lotion,

2 oz., 10.50, 4 oz., 19.50
Turnaround Cream,
original or dry skin

formula, 2 oz., 27.50 ea.

Got a minute?

Have your skin analyzed"

by the Clinique computer.

All Clinique products are

allergy-tested and 100%
fragrance free.
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r
Discover and become

a part ofthe ...

(Bruin ^^BeOes

r;
Indian Food

... the official representatives of UCIA who
contribute time and energy to campus and
commimity activities, phiEnthropic events,

fine arts functions, men*s and women's
athletics, alumni relations, and morel

1994-1995 Mandatory Open House
T«e.,Oet4

—

Ackerman 2408
Wed., Oct 5 Ackerman 2408
Thnr., Oct 6 Morgan Center Press Room

Thirty minute presentations will begin every
hour on the hour beginning at 10 a.m. with the
last session beginning at 3 p.m. The last session

on Thursday will begin at 2 p.m.

BRUIN BELLES...
a tradltlofi f^exceUence cotttlnues

Falafael

Gyros
Sanciwiches

*

Falafael Sandwich $2.7&

Gyros Sandwich $3.75

'All You Can Eat Buffet $4.99
*

successful?

Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes^^

'% Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

^ Personalized Attention

^ Up-to-Date Materials

Guaranteed Satisfaction

^ Flexible Payment Plans

Classes near UCLA

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

The Princeton Review

(800) 2-REVIEW
Tb« Pftwrtofl IWvJew k rwt aWhIri with Prlncrton UnKwslty Of theH^

«

FEINSTEIN
From page 16

Convinced the government can
help solve problems, the 58-year-'

old freshman senator has been a
quick study of the legislative
process, using her clout - through
letters, phone calls, op^ articles,

press conferences, appointments
at the White House, hometown
visits, strategy sessions and quick
chats with colleagues - to get-
things (tone.

Like her Republican opponent,
U.S. Rep. Michael HufHngton, she

"YouVe got to get to

know the body and be

sure you can get the

votes."

Dianne Feinstein

U.S. Senator

is a neophyte to Washington's cor-

ridors of power. But she's skillful-

ly exploited the opportunities a
Senate seat offers newcomers.
She's been further aided by the
willingness of the White House
and fellow Democrats to draw
attention to her accomplishments.

In 20 months in office,
Feinstein has authored a formida-
ble 22 bills and six resolutions.

She has a 98 percent voting
record.

She is the first woman to sit on
the Judiciary Committee, appoint-

ed after the Senate was harshly
criticized for the all-male panel
that conducted the Supreme Court
confirmation hearings on Clarence
Thomas. She is also the first

Californian in 25 years to sit on
the powerful Senate
AKjropriations Committee, which
oversees allocation of government
funds.

Her Washington office receives

about 5,000 individual letters a
week. On one single Friday during
the Crime Bill debate, it received

616 phone calls - about one a
minute.

Her reputation is that of clever

dealmaker who can get things
done quickly - a skill she says was
acquired in San Francisco, where
as mayor she demanded, and usu-
ally got, support from appointed
city commissioners.

"You've got to get to know the

body and be sure you can get the

votes. Otherwise, it's a useless
exercise," she said. "That's what
I learned here as mayor."
A San Francisco Examiner

analysis reveals Feinstein to be a
true-blue Democrat, marching
with her party on 15 out of 16
maj^ voteft;

She believes it is the govern-
ment's job to create jobs and
retraining programs, mandate
workfare, and rebuild urban infra-

structures. She strongly opposes
letting the market take its natural
cotirse.

'SheiKtvocates de^pl^lifise"'
cuts, environmental protection and
abortion rights. She wants to boost
spending on education, national
debt payments, AIDS, research and
drugs. She believes that the
nation's debt can be reduced by
reducing waste and inefficiencies

through spending caps. line-item
votes, and a balanced-budget reso-
lution. '

Critics portray Feinstein as a
classic tax-and'Spend liberal. The
National Taxpayers Union ranks
Feinstein the eighth-biggest
spender, ahead of even senators
Ted Kennedy and Barbara Boxer.
They point to President Clinton's
1993 tax bill, saying it would have
failed if Feinstein had voted no, "-

because she was among 50
Dempfratic senators voting yes.
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NO annual PEE,

nationwide ACCEPTANCE

and LOW rates.

Because this is a ONCE in a lifetime trip.

Ifw ww'tm IT,
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Viewpoint
Commentary

reunite
By Gene Marine
The San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO - It's Oct.

1, 1964: A graduate student in

mathematics, then taking a
year's leave, set up a table in UC

"Berkeley's Sproul Plaza, seeking

support for the Congress of
Racial Equality, a civil rights

group.

As one more step in a continu-

ing dispute between some stu-

dent groups and the university

administration, the young man
was arrested for trespassing and
placed in a police car.

Which never went anywhere.
In protest, the car was sur-

rounded by people, mostly stu-

dents. By nightfall, at least 1/10,

probably 1/9, of all the universi-

ty's students (undergraduate and
graduate) were sitting around the

police car. People were standing

on top of it making speeches.
And the world was being made
aware of something called the

Free Speech Movement.
From that episode came a

memorable remark by the gradu-
ate student in the police car. Jack
Weinberg: "We don't trust any-
body over 30."

J

Despite being beyond the
deadline set by this whimsical
imperative of neanic gerontol-
ogy, and despite the conviction
of Eastern editors that the Free
Speech Movement was a local

California story of no national

interest, I managed to write a

couple of pieces about the Free

Speech Movement. One of them
appeared in The Nation.

Hence my current bemusement
Free Speech Movenaent veter-

ans and veteran Free Speech
Movement observers w ill

remember - many with a throat-

caiching thrill - the anguished
voice of philosophy student
Mario Savio, insisting that a time
comes at which "you've got to

put your bodies upon the gears,

upon the levers, upon the wheels
»»

It's a stirring memory, which
adds to my bemusement. The
Nation, in its Sept. 19 edition,

publishes an advertisement for a
"Free Speech Movement 30th
Anniversary Reunion."

There is an address. There is a
phone number.

Once they cheered the Luddite
metaphor about putting their

bodies upon the gears and levers

and wheels. Today, they include

a fax number and an e-mail
address.

I like reunions. We geezers are

good at this stuff. Far be it for

me to deny such reminiscent
pleasure to the onetime vanguard
of student protest.

But I hope that in their 50s
they can smile, as I do, at the
whole idea of a 30th anniversary

reunion of people who didn't
trust anyone over 30.

Gene Marine is a writer in San
Francisco's East Bay.
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Viewpoint

Rock the Vote
fall's election

By Bill Press

It's fall, time once again for the

annual financial aid ritual at col-

lege campuses across California.

You know: where you stand in

long lines that wrap around the

school's administrative offices

like a lethai^ic snake. Where you
wait for work study assignments
and student aid checks and the

lines never seem to end.

But, with fees and tuition up
once again, and class offerings

pitifully thin, that grueling wait
seems more painful this year than

ever. Skyrocketing costs have dri-

ven a hundred thousand students

out of the California state univer-

sity system since 1992. Hundreds
of the best faculty have departed.

Whole programs have shut down.
Meanwhile, you who have stayed
know that it is likely to take you
five or six. years to get througl

what used to be four years of col-

lege as you try to find the needed
classes and the money to pay for

them.

All totalled. Gov. Wilson has
slashed nearly $340 million from
the UC budget and $195 million
frnm the hnrioAi nf tV\a ctatA iinl_

versities. In 1992 and 1993 he
vetoed legislation that would
have made up to $200 million

available for low-cost student

loans. Under Wilson, tuition at

community colleges is up 225
percent, UC fees are up 52 per-

cent and CSU fees have jumped
54 percent.

Wouldn't you think that

Wilson - who is up for re-elec-

tion this year - would intervene

in this crisis? He jumped like a

scalded cat to fix the freeways

damaged in the Northridge quake
and he's been building prisons

like a madman.

Do what you can in this

fall's election for candi^

dates like Kathleen

Brown who have a real

understanding of ... edu-

cation, not just a record

ofempty promises.

After all, Wilson touts himself
as the "education governor." With
lis approval ratings at a reeoRt
low, and knowing every vote

must count, why has Pete Wilson
been sticking it to education?

Because, as voters, Wilson sees

you in college as insignificant.

Sure, you are educated and
infomiied; sure you register and
TuiC ai iwivc uic suite average.

Still, the 18-24 age group
makes up only 10 percent of
those who voted in the last presi-

dential election. Your election

turnout is lost among the masses
of baby boomer and older voters.

The election-year hot buttons

Wilson pushes to make them vote

his way are crime, immigration

and welfare.

Those issues hit home for you,

too. But in the process, Wilson
has kicked aside the issues that

most directly affect you: How will

you pay for your education? What
will you get for your nwney?
What sort ofjob will your educa-
tion get you? Education just isn't

on his "A" list.

In truth, you can make a differ-

ence, as you did in 1992. TVvo
years ago you were part of the

"Rock the Vote" effort that

swelled the student-age voter

rolls by SEVEN full percentage
points over 1988. In absolute

numbers that meant that 2.2 mil-

lion more 19 to 24-year-olds

voted in 1992 than in 1988.

You can do it again this year.

Rock the Vote was predicated on
the idea that young voters have an
enormous potential to create

^Aange.^^ ungry! Bo what

—

you can in this fall's election for

candidates like Kathleen Brown
who have a real understanding of
and commitment to education, not

just a record of empty promises.

You have too much at stake -
your future and the future of
everyone you know and care

about. Help ensure that Rock the

Vote wasn't an aberration. Help
ensure that the issues closest to

you get real consideration from
those we elect. Register, work for

your candidate, vote!

Bill Press is the chair ofthe
California Democratic Party.

abc
student Media Orientation

If you're intctcKcd in working for the Daily Bruin, then
itop by (he Student Media Orientation on October 3 in the
Ackerman Grand Ballroom at 6:30 pm.

I he orientation will provide more information on the
journalism curriculum in reponing, writing, editing, design,
photography and radio.
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Do you remember 'The Big Chill"?

You know, the movie about a small

clique of 60's student-activists whose
social consciousnesses were seduced by the

money-grubbing of the '80s that was
spawned by massive deregulation and
voodoo Reaganomics?

They sold out They surrendered the age of
Aquarius and a value system that fought for

equality, justice and peace. They changed
their names from hippies to yuppies and ush-

ered in the age of greed, corporate raiding

and the S & L bailout. They succumbed to

the one powerful and per-

vasive defining attribute

of American culture -

Consumerism.
^ What would life be

without a Winnebago and
aTV in every room? The
very issues that com-
pelled an endless trail of

mass marches on
Washington, the issues

that compelled bright-

eyed and optimistic col-

lege students to face the

bullets of the National
Guard at Kent State and
fight the hostilities of
Southern racism though

voter registration drives for African
Americans were tossed aside for the brief-

case, the "power" tie and the BMW. Efut that

transformation should not have been unex-
pected. After all, most of these hippies-

tumed-yui^ies were themselves raised in the

America of the '50s where corporate suc-

cesses ruled the day, and when teenagers

began to be measured by their disposable
incomes.

The pervasiveness of consumerism as an
inherent right, as a national past-time is no
less noticeable at UCLA, as well. After all,

and for some time now, the sons and daugh-
ters of hippies-tumed-yuppies have streamed

through the golden arches of American
expectation toward bigger and brighter
futures through acquisition of "higher educa-

tion." The reason you don't see a greater,

more involved activism at UCLA is because
it's moved indoors. No, not into the class-

room, silly, into the temple of the American
Way - the mall. Here at UCLA the highest

form of student activism has moved through

the streets of Westwood Village and into the

Gap. So how many choices do you really

necil your blue jeans to offer baggy, saggy,

regular, slim, extra- chunky, overeasy, or lite?

Remember the L.A. "uprisings" of 1992?
Were the courts ransacked, the police
attacked or institutions of education and
access overturned? No. The institutions of

, mall rats: the consumer generations

consumerism, the sacred temples of the next-

thing-to-buy were the foci of massive looting

and burning. It was as if the whole world was
focused on a different kind of justice: the

kind ofjustice you can only get at Pep Boys
or Toys R Us. When the National Guard was
deployed throughout our city, did they sur-

round City Hall, the Federal Building or the

Superior Court? No, they surrounded the

local strip mall and the shopping disuicts of
Beverly Hills.

So it comes as no surprise that a protest-

kind of student activism is at an- all time low
at UCLA. The babies of the baby boomers
are finally here on campus, and they know

'

the essential values of life. After all, their par-

ents changed their own system of values,

from a system that sought a better world for

all, to the world that sold out for the platinum

card, the mutual fund and the vacation home
in Baja. Like they say, nothing breeds suc-

cess like success. Man it's getting cold in

here. Very, very chilly.

Donald Francis Carpenter-Rios is a
graduate student in Near Eastern Languages
and Cultures.

Clean
atmosphere
Editor:

—llove the smeU ^UCLA^nihfr
morning. It smells like ... leaf

blower exhaust

Russell Johnson
Cataio^ng Department

University Research Library

Letters

UC Folsom y

Editor:

Welcome to UC Folsom - nice

fences. All we need now is razor

Proud to see Grad. Etc. trans-

formed into a health food empori-

um. Silly me, I dreamt that it

might be something constructive

(sponsored by a local dentists'

group?).

wire ami guard towers (that would Enthralled-to see "A'-SUC-fe^
please the UCPD, CSOs and
ROTC). The first week of classes

ought to be a treat in Jerkhoff-

Hackerman. Perhaps this is a stu-

dent maze study perpetrated by
the academic elite.

UH...
continue to trudge through the

slime.

DJ. Schulte
Member, the Net%vork for

Public Education and Social

Got a lot on your mind?

Viewpoint columnist applications are available

NOW in the entrance nail of the Daily Bruin.

All UCLA students, staff and faculty arc

encouraged to apply.

Applications are due in the Viewpoint office,

at the Daily Bruin, 227 KerckhoffHall, c/o

Michele Keller, by Monday Ocx. 3 at 5 p.m.

Daily Bruin

hello?
Is anyone out there?

We're asking nicely ... no, we're

'begging, we're pleading! Please, write

letters to \^ewpoint! Now is the time!

Drop your submissions by the office,

email them to:

viewpoint@asucla.ucla.edu

or fax them to 310.206.0906. You'd"
make our day. Honest, you would.

1 —
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STOMP BRINGS THE NOISEI
Not many performers have favorite trash. Not
many replenish their instruments at Builders

Emporiums around the globe. And even fewer

make a living by cracking their knuckles to a

cadence. Stomp's perfomers do.

By Tzili Mor

"As soon as we get off the plane to

Los Angeles, we're going straight to the

junk yard," says Steve McNicholas, co-

director of "Stomp." "We would partic-

ularly like to get a hold of a front grill of

a truck. We know the kind of trash we
like - wheel rims and fire extinguish-

ers."

For the Yes/No People who created
the dazzling, percussive international

sensation "Stomp," to enter a junkyard
is just as inspirational as walking into

HMV (famed music store) in London.
The eight-member British group instru-

mentalizes on anything from stiff-bristle

brooms, metal pails, cigarette lighters

and ratty radiators to plastic bags, bring-

ing a sonic alternative to the garbage
over-explosion around the world.
Opening their first Los Angeles perfor-

mance tonight (through Oct. 23) at the

Wadsworth Theater, Stomp' s beats will

be built around local garbage bargains.

"One of the first things we did was
the trash can routine ... We played trash

can lids from the standard British trash

can," says McNicholas. "But since,

we've explored many other trash recep-

tacles." For the L.A. "Stomp" perfor-

mance, they are still "frantically trying

to gather instruments, (mainly) from
hardware stores around the world,"
which they consider a home away from
home.
They smash garbage pail lids togeth-

er, they turn brooms upside down and
tap dance the sticks, they sweep, they

Luke Cresswell (left) and Theseus Gerard perform in Stomp," to open the

UCLA Center for the Performing Arts season at the Wadsworth tonight.

drum away on radiators - they create

percussive sequences with the most
unlikely instruments.

A custodial Utopia, Stomp does to

garbage what Andy Warhol did to

Campbell soup cans and Brillo boxes.

The functionalism of their sound is

more orderly and tapered than abstract

expressionism, yet Just as drenching
and deluging. Their show of recycled

syncopations can only be explained by
referring to visual art concepts of
shapeless meaning and pop culture

reuse. Or as cu-direclor Luke

Cresswell calls it, a "visual audio."

"Junk-percussionism" for Yes/No
'people grew out of both necessity and
random inspiration. "Luke and I

played in a street band ... using regu-

lar percussion instruments which were
a nuisance to carry around, so we
grabbed whatever we could," says
McNicholas. Their true inspiration

came from watching a fellow street act

of Burundi drummers who hoist their

African drums in a "fashion reminis-

cent of British garbage collectors

picking up trash cans." It became sim-

ply logical to expand on to other
favored rubbish items.

Relying upon their ingenuity. Stomp
avoids "musical sequences that can be

really pinned down," says
McNicholas. Instead, the sequences
are "instinctive rather than intellectu-

al," McNicholas says.

Shades of influence, however, mir-

ror African, German and Bfazilian
rhythms. Performances of straight-up

thundering percussions derive from
African traditions and Kodo, Japanese

drummers.
Stomp simply "contemporizes"

these traditions. "(Whereas) Britain

doesn't really have a percussive tradi-

tion," says McNicholas, "Britain has a

tradition of eccentricity."

Stomp signifies a perverse initial-

ization of a British tradition of percus-

sion where noise becomes sound
becomes music. They are similar to a

production of modern composer John

Cage, in which unsuspecting tuxedoed

audiences end up listening to their

own sounds: the rustling and chafing

of sleeves, of bodies, of outside noise.

Stomp is theater, comedy and beat,

which reflects the mixed-bag makeup
of its members.

Their show mixes the spontaneity

and innocence of air guitars and fin-

ger-drumming with visionary re-enact-

ments of garbage collectors, creating a

simplistic, bare aesthetic of layered

beats and urban jungle sounds. Adding
to this simplicity are their stage

See STOMP, page 30

Mozartean players arrive with liistory at tlieir fingertips
By John Mangum

"I have a passion for history. I always
wondered what it would be like to be in

Plato's Academy."
Steven Lubin, fortepianist and promi-

nent member of America's historical per-

formance movement, is not alone. Many
have fantasized about visiting a favorite

historical era or chatting with some
admired luminary of the past

This visit through history, in musical
terms, is what Lubin and his chamber
ensemble The Mozartean Players try to

take - they will perform works of
Beethoven, Mozart and Haydn tonight at

the Westwood United Methodist Church.
By performing works from the 18th

and early 19th centuries on instruments
from the time, Lubin, violinist Stanley
Ritchie and cellist Myron Lutzke attempt

to resurrect the sort of sound that a com-
poser like Mozart might have expected.

"The advantage of an historical piano."

argues Lubin, "is that the sound dies
away quickly. There is a lot of air and
empty space left in the texture."

For him, the fortepiano (the precedent

io^Jlic current piano) is very much a child

Renowned musicians bring classic

history, musical beauty to L.A.
of the era which spawned it. The instru-

ment's texture conjures the spirit of the

age.

"The 1 8th century was about space. It

was about picking and choosing certain

details."

Mozart's music is full of these details,

and the fortepiano allows him to bring
them to the forefront. "I can show inner

voices, slurrings and other articulations

that would otherwise get drowned out."

In spite of his enthusiasm for historical

pianos, Lubin plays on modern key-
boards as well. He identifies the advan-
tages of the contemporary concert grand
just as easily as he does those of the
fortepiano.

"TTie advantage of the modem concert

grand is that it fills a large space with
sound. You can rely on everything work-
ing because of the sound the instrument
makes. It allows for a great range of
expression and nuance."

Whether he performs on a modem or

an historical instrument, Lubin claims
that the most important aspect of perfor-

mance is craftsmanship. "I'm trying to

play the right notes. My playing needs to

be fluent. I'm trying to get all of the

details in. It's the lower level of the hier-

archy that makes the overall performance
convincing."

"The 1 8th century was dominated by
this sense of hierarchy. Music represents

this better than anything," argues Lubin.

"You don't play Mozart and Beethoven
because they were individuals with tal-

ent. You play them because they best rep-

resent a view of the world that was
common coin then."

Part of historical performance involves

detailed research both into the world in

which composers lived and the perfor-

mance practices which dictated how
players executed their music. Lubin
investigates both aspects, and it is proba-

bly his "passion for history" which led

him to the fortepiano in the first place.

"I had an opportunity in the late *60s to

try the first really good fortepiano repli-

ca," muses the pianist nostalgically. "It

sounded dry, soft, incisive and precise
with a very marked attack. It was kind of

spunky sounding."

It was this very different sound that

first attracted Lubin to the instrument of
which he is now one of the foremost
advocates. "I really wanted to get one, so
I eventually built a kit. I struggled with it

for three years."

In 1977, Lubin felt comfortable enough
with the fruits of his labor to play the

ihstrument in public. Since then, it seems
as though he has never looked back.

Lubin has a series of well received record-

ings to his name, including the Piano
Concertos of Beethoven with Christopher
Hogwood and the Academy of Ancient
Musk. A recent record sported a selection of
Schubert Lieder with tenor John Mark
Ainslcy.

Now Lubin brings his artistry to Los
Angeles. "-

By performing a variety of festivals and
venues. The Mozartean Players have ris«i to

itematid^intematJQhal renown for the quality of their

historical instrument performances. These
performances have been preserved through a
series of recordings including the music of
Schubert and Mozart
The importance of his work both with the

trio and as a solo artist is not k)st on Lulnn.

"The early music movement has come to a
turning point. We're banging on the rear

door of the modem era."

"The people involved have to come to

terms with this," he continues. "This is not a
rcenactment of the past It is a short cut to the

past"

This past, he concludes, is something
which everyone readily identifies with. "If a
person loves Mozart, there's something in

that person of that era. We are all hybrids of
the 1 8th century and all later eras."

Perhaps this is why, even in the often fran-

tically hectk; world of today, Mozart's roco-

(X) grace still rii^gs true.

CONCERT: The Mozartean Players.
Presented by the UCLA Center for the
Performing Arts. Friday. Sept. 30, 8 p.m.
at Westwood United Methodist Church.
Tickets $25, $9. For more Info, call 825- The Mozartean Players are scheduled to perform tonight at 8
2101. p.m. at the Westwood United Methodist Church. Tickets $25, $9.

"Ed Wood"

"Ed Wood"
Written by Scott Alexander &

Larry Karaszewski
Directed by Tim Burton

Starring Johnny Depp, Martin
Landau and Sarah Jessica

Parker

Ed Wood was the "worst direc-

tor of all time" and had the movies
to prove it. "Glen or Glenda,"
"Plan 9 from Outer Space" and
"Bride of the Monster," three of
his earliest disasters, are all unde-
niably dreadful.

But while some people would
automatically assume the horren-

dous quality of the films he con-
" sislently churned out makes him a

failure, director Tim Burton has

filmed "Ed Wood" as a success
story. Sure, Wood couldn't make a

critically acclaimed picture to

save his life, but his accomplish-

ment was his dedication to film-

making against all odds. He made
jbad pictures, but he made them
well.

As to be expected in a picture

put together by influential Burton,

the "Ed Wood" story is done with

the best available talent. Johnny
Depp, who has transcended "Jump
Street" posterboy fame to become
a brilliant actor, throws himself
into the part of Wood. Maftin
Landau buries himself even d^p-
er into the role of Bela Lugosi,
delivering a fine performance of
pride and pathos. Bill Murray,
Sarah Jessica Parker, Jeffrey Jones

and even George "The Animal"
Steele all recreate peripheral char-

acter in Wood's Ijfejwith a weird

dignity and sensibility that can
only be supplied by factual
account.

Burton has always been big on
aesthetics and emotion and light

on story and plot; "Ed Wood" is

really no different. The relation-

ship between Lugosi and Wood is

handled beautifully, as are the

recreations of Wood's work, but

the aspect of the film that main-
stream audiences will have a

4ough time getting into is Wood's
lack of outward emotion. Wood,
and Depp as Wood, runs around
with an almost ridiculously forced

grin, optimistic to the end. Things
are seldom good for him, but
you'd never know it by looking at

his face.

"Ed Wood" provides some big

laughs, a touching friendship, and
an ode to a director's indefatiga-

ble desire to translate his bent
vision to the big screen. It's a

great film, that no tax-paying mid-

westerner will ever see.

Mlchaef Horowitz

"The River Wild"

''The River Wild"
Written by Denis O'Neill

Directed by Curtis Hanson
Starring Meryl Streep,

Kevin Bacon and David
Strathairn

In Curtis Hanson's "The Hand
That Rocks the Cradle," a B-
movie thriller performed with
relish, Rebecca De Mornay
screws over her opposition's
family and laughs. It's not a bril-

liant film, but it's fun to watch
her succeed in evil and even
more fun to watch her die a

painful death.

Hanson's newest - much-
hyped because of lead Meryl
Streep - is "The River Wild," a

Whitewater trip with psycho
Kevin Bacon in charge. Yeah, he

emasculates dad, ties up and
threatens mom and slaps around
the kid, but ya know, it just isn't

fun. "The River Wild" is unen-
joyable, uncomfortable and ulti-

mately unsatisfying.

That's not to say the acting
isn't stellar.

The always-phenomenal
Streep plays Gail, who's mar-
riage to her white-collar husband
Tom (David Strathairn) is ^st
deteriorating. Her son Roarke
("Jurassic Park" vet Joseph
Mazzello) is beginning to resent

his father and things look bad for

the family when Tom has to can-

cel again on family plans: a trip

down the Snake river.

Luckily for the plot, wacko
Wade (Bacon) and his undevel-

opedjJaLTerry iJobn Reilly) are

.

also taking the rapids with thou-

sands of stolen dollars and a

.357 magnum. When Wade
decides he needs Gail to guide
him through the worst of the
Whitewater, countless terrible

escape attempts and miserable
beatings ensue.

For the Whitewater enthusiast,

"The River WiJd" is fairiy realis-

tic and the camera work is at

times amazing. But the limita-

tions of the movie make sure this

will never be the "Endless
Summer" of rafting.

Surprisingly, it's the on land

scenes the filmmakers have the

most problems with. Tom starts

out a sniveling wimp, ends up a

cross between McGyver and
Forrest Gump and Gail's mom
slanders the deaf.

"The River Wild" is violating

enough to make you feel like

your own family has been
fucked over. But it's still not
entertainment.

Michael Horowitz

•V
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R • I Reiner roasted, toasted at tribute
' Prodigious filmmaker receives

lifetime achievement award

By Laei Loewanstein

It was almost enough to make
him forget about "North."

At the star-studded Moving
Picture Ball held Sept. 9 at the

Beverly Hilton, Rob Reiner
received the Ninth Annual
American Cinematheque Award
and an abundance of praise from
Hollywood's elite,

I

For Reiner, director of a string

of critical and popular hits -

"Stand By Me," "The Princess
Bride," "When Harry Met Sally,"

"Misery" and "A Few Good
Men" - it was a night to remem-
ber. The award, given to an artist

currently making a significant

contribution to motion pictures,

capped Reiner's career as his

most prestigious achievement to

date. And the outpouring of
accompanying sentiment from
friends, family and colleagues
buffed Reiner's career record -

spotless until "North." that last

inexplicable turkey - back to its

original glory. But along with the ^

effusive praise, there were some
sardonic jabs.

Most of these came from the

evening's host and the director's

good friend Billy Crystal, who, it

turned out, was returning a favor.

At a Friar's Club roast for
Crystal last year, Reiner made
mince meat out of his pal.

Likewise, Crystal decided noth-

ing was off limits when it came
time to toast - and roast - Reiner.

Crystal-decided

nothing was off limits

when it came time to

toast - and roast -

Reiner.

^n "North": "O.J. Simpson's
original alibi was that he was in a

theater watching "North" when
the murders were committed. But
no one was there to corroborate

it."

On his considerable girth:

"The car wash called, Rob. Your
bath is ready."

And: "Rob's mom is just like

Forrest Gump's mom. She
always said, 'Life is like a box of
chocolates.' And Rob had eaten

RUBEN R.ORES

Billy Crystal, Rob Reiner and Carl Reiner at the American Cinematheque Moving Picture Bail.

every one of them."

Consequently, Reiner's moth-
er did put in an appearance. Best

known for her memorable deli-

catessen cameo in "When Harry
Met Sally" ("I'll have what she's

having," she instructs the waiter,

after Meg Ryan's infamous faked

orgasm), Estelle Reiner was once
a professional singer. In a loving

tribute to her son she performed
"It Had to Be You" and nearly
brought down the house.

The evening's other musical
performance came from Spinal

Tap, the group in Reiner's deliri-

ously inspired first feature and
"rockumentary" titled "This is

Spinal Tap" (19,84). Christopher

Guest, Harry Shearer and
Michael McKean steamrolled the

audience with their loud rendi-

See REINER, page 30
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Mix of tnane, insane, mundane stirs up Emmys
Press room charged with boredom,
self-absorption, redundant questions

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Well, it's another year and
another Emmy award show went
by chock full of predictable jokes,

enthusiastic winners and accep-
tance speeches. But instead of
boring you with who won, what
they said and what occurred
_sJtfilch by not-sa-predictable
sketch. The Bruin brings you: the

insanity running the press rooms.
I watched the entire ceremony

on television in a little room with
the rest of the press - another
nameless face in the world of
groundbreaking news.
Most of the reporters used the

complimentary phones to check
facts and deadlines, but the best

call made was by a reporter who
said what was probably on every-

one's mind: "So, I'm down here
and it's terribly boring."

One reporter even chose to con-
tinue his private call while
Director John Frankenheimer
spoke about his award for direct-

ing HBO's "Against the Wall."
The reporter was so enthralled
with his own conversation that

Frankenheimer finally stopped in

mid-sentence and asked him if he

should wait until the reporter was
finished. The guilty party ended
his conversation quietly.

As the show ensued and actors,

writers and directors made their

way through the press room, ques-

tions became redundant and the

The favorites were

drowned with tons of

questions and others

either got silence or

"How do you feel. .

."

press made it very clear who they

wanted to talk to. The favorites

were drowned with tons of ques-

tions and others either got silence

or "How do you feel about the

award?" But while plenty were
this classic, there were a few that

were of some interest.

-James Burrows commented on
upcoming ideas and plans for
"Frasier," Michael Richards
("Seinfeld's" Kramer) made a

humble, quiet thank you for his

See EMMYS, page 30

PAM 8ASSFORD
Actor Kelsey Grammer, better known as Dr. Frasler Crane, and the rest of the cast walked off with
an Emmy at the award show.
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MTV backstage antics served up with styie
By Michael Horowitz
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

MTV is at its best when it's at

its crudest.

Nothing demonstrates this law
of cable better than the flagship of

MTV style, the Video Music
Awards, held this year at Radio
j:ity Music Hall, New York City.

Unfortunately, a majority of the

evening's hilarity ended up cen-

sored en route to the West Coast,

but the raunchy jokes came fast

and furious to those present.

The biggest rivalry was obvi-

ously between on-again, off-again

host Roseanne and MTV/KROQ
personality Kennedy. The fun
started at the top of the show when
Roseanne accused the avid
Republican veejayof "blowing
Rush Limbaugh" in a barb-filled

opening monologue.

Kennedy, despite a disadvan-

tage in airtime and a usually
annoying demeanor, held her own
in the war of words, but insisted

backstage the quarrel was for fun

only. "She's the best host MTV's
had for a long time," asserted

Kennedy of the ABC star. "It's not

going to kill anyone, I know how
to box." —
And box she did, attacking

Roseanne for her reliance on

Prozac, spurring the debate into

the next hour. But besides crude

humor, the awards were also a

showcase for many top musical
acts, sporting a far better slate

than this summer's Woodstock or

any year's Grammies. MTV got

the Stones, Aerosmith, Snoop
Doggy Dogg and Boyz II Men to

perform as well as three of the

successful Lollapolooza bands:

Smashing Pumpkins, Green Day

and the Beasties. It was a stylish

conclusion for the tour's perform-

ers only three days after

Lollapolooza's final show of the

summer in Los Angeles a few
days earlier.

Billy Corgan, ugly yet tremen-

dously talented Smashing
Pumpkins frontman, ended the

festival well in L.A. Yet many

See MTV, page 31
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WESTWOQD VILLAGE
CELEBRATION '94

October 8 & 9
Displays of fine art, sculpture, A Taste of Weslwood Village

photography and select crafts Three stages of entertainment

Concourse d'ltalia Children's entertainment area

Exotic Auto Show American hieart Walk

For more information call 310/208-5430
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TO BENEFIT

rQ,-\ THE AMERICAN

KJy HEART ASSOCIATION

WVIRKCS

jol
WertwoodPtoaHaW

Nonnwcn-
! • I. I « • (

rp ,, , You
^ ^^ are cordially

yy^^ invited to our annual

Welcoming Dinner

Oct. 7 (FRI), 6:00 p.m.

L. A. Tennis Center

Club House
(NEXTTO PAULEY PAVIUON)

For More Information,

Please caU Sam@ (310) 824-0848

Brendan Ftaser (left) plays ball.

"The Scout"
WHtten liy Andrew Ber^nan,
Albert Brooks and Monica

Johnson
Directed by Michael Ritchie

Starring /Ubert Brooks, Brertdan

Fraser and ENarme WIest ~

A doNVn-on-his-luck scout for the

New York Yankees, Al Percolo
(Albert Brooks) heads to Mexico in

search of new talent. He finds just

that in pitching and batting sensation

Steve Nebraska (Brendan Fraser). A
lucrative contract awaits them in

New York, but there's a hitch -

Steve must be proven mentally com-
petent first It doesn't take a psychia-

trist to see that Steve would rather

eat smiley faces out of tortillas ttan

talk about his background. ^

Therapist Dr. Aaron (Dianne
Wiest) begins treatment, determin-

ing that Steve harbors repressed

memories of an abusive fadier. But
the therapy unlocks painfiil thoughts

which interfere with Steve's b£^-
ball, much to the displeasure of
Geoige Steinbrenner (paying him-

self). Unable to pitch the Hrst game
of the World Series, Steve climbs

the roof of Yankee Stadium where,

in a pathetic homage to "King
Kong." Al tries to talk him down.
Ugh. "The Scout;' wastes thie

an^e talents of Albeit Brooks (who
actually co-wrote this drivel) and
Dianne Wiest Brendan Fraser, who
brought sensitivity and convKtion to

the role of a young athlete in

"School Ties," is vapid here. That
this is a comedy is no excuse for

poor acting, but Fraser's perfor-

mance lacks all subtlety. When his

face should show some sign of trau-

ma, it is more often simply blank.

Aside from Fraser's acting, the

movie's biggest shortcoming is that

it attempts to use a credible psychi-

atric explanation for Steve's prol>>_

iems. but abandons that in favor of a
schmaltzy, predictable, "Rocky"-
style ending, complete with Bill

Cbnti score. It's as if the writers lost

faith in theirown movie.

Even in a season marred by a

players' walkout no baseball is bet-

ter than a bad baseball movie.
Sloppily written and unevenly acted,

'The Scour strikes out

Lael Loe%venstein

^f^

TUTORING POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

$13.00 PER HOUR
We are hiring tutors in the following subjects:

FRENCH
CHINESE
SPANISH
LATIN
ALGEBRA
GEOMETRY
PHYSICS
CHEMISTRY
ENGLISH
ECONOMICS
ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

GERMAN
KOREAN
RUSSIAN
HEBREW
TRIGONOMETRY
CALCULUS
BIOLOGY
HISTORY
GRAMMAR
SAT
ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

PICK UP AN APPLICATION AT THE
PLACEMENT AND CAREER PJANNEVG CENTER

HE PRINCETON EDGE
f

m<sMi u^^,
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SPlCrAL
iTUPCMT
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rhere's still

Unietoget
money for (hi>

Hiiester from
Citibank.

Whether you're an undergraduate

or^duate student, Gtibank has a

student loan to meet your needs.

If you're short on funds this semester, youVe

not alone. During the 30 years we've been

in the student loan business, students have

often told us that they need extra money

during the course of the semester to pay for

tuition, books, and other expenses. If this

sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

the nation's Number One student loan

lender, to provkle you with the best fmancial

aid products and services v^th these

Important benefits:

No payments while you are in school

Low interest rates

Loans for students of all incomes

Monthly payments as low as $50

No penalty for early repayment

You don't have to be a current Citibank

customer to qualify!

The faster you respond, the faster we can

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

1-800492-8200, ext 594. Call today,

and we'M get an application out to you the-

next business day!

Call l-8(K)-692-82()() cxt. 594

Yes! I need a student toan now!

Send n^e more information and an applkation for the following Citibank student loans:

O All Federal Stafford Loans o Federal PLUS Loan
(for underp^uate and graduate students) (for parents of dependent students only)

G Citibank Graduate Loans

Field pf interest
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Albert Brooks

Brendan Fraser

He was praying

for a miracle.

What he got was

Steve Nebraska.
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From page 26

tions of **Big Bottom** and
"Gimme Some Money."
Earplugs were provided.

Along with the musical
guests, the evening included
video cl4>s from Reiner's early

acting jobs, ranging from the

well-remembered (Michael
"Meathead" Stivic on "All in

the Family") to the best-forgot-

ten (guest stints on "The
Partridge Family" and "Gomer
Pyle"). Finally, stars gave trib-

utes from around the room,
among them Peter Falk, Mel
Brooks, Tom Cruise, Rob's
father Carl Reiner,~7ason
Alexander and Jon Lx>vitz.

After more than three hours,

Reiner strode up to the podium
to accept his award. Grateful,

touched and perhaps a bit weary

from all of the affection, he
thanked the crowd. "What is

this, anyway?" he joked of the

award. *^t*s not a really big one.

like the American Film Institute

gives you when you're almost

dead.** No, Reiner was kidding,

but in fact many people are

unfamiliar with the work of the

American Cinematheque. The
annual award and Moving
Picture Ball are only the most
high-profile activities of the

institution. A non-profit organi-

zation dedicated to the celebra-

tion of motion pictures, the

Cinematheque presents film and
video programs for the public

throughout the year in the L.A.

area. The cinematheque fre-

quently sponsors fihn series'

and showcases the return to the

big screen of long-neglected
movie gems.
Who knows, some day one of

them may even be "North."

EMMYS
From page 27

award and felt bad that he beat out

Jason Alexander for two years in a

row, and Ann Biderman ended up
sitting on the stage's edge because

Faye Dunaway stole the spotlight.

Kirstie Alley told reporters she

wouldn't appear as Rebecca on
"Frasier" anytime soon because

she felt there's a time when actors

"need to move on." And when
asked if Niles and Daphne of
"Frasier" would progress with
their relationship in the new sea-

son, David Hyde Pierce leaned

over Kelsey Grammar's shoulder

and said "We hope so."

Candice Bergen was totally

flustered about receiving her
award for Best Actress in a

Comedy because she expected
Helen Hunt to win. But Fyvish
Fynkel (best supporting actor in

"Picket Fences") knew exactly

what he wanted to say because he

"waited 51 years to get up here"

and wasn't going to "limit (his)

speech to 30 seconds."

With all these questions flying

about, there were a few that, while

phrased differently, began to

sound exactly the same. I soon
discovered why. The questions
ran: "What suggestions would you
give to aspiring directors?" or
"What would you suggest to stu-

dents trying to write teleplays?"

The source of these redundant,

boring questions? The USC Daily

Trojan. I began wondering if he
could come up with anything else

a little more unique and interest-

ing. But I can't say I was sur-

prised.

Toward the end of the show
four reporters from CompuServe

--Neiwork , an i nterne t4hat asks
questions from the public tuned in

on computers across the country.

STOMP
From page 24

clothes: Docs and bagginess. It's

straightforward, relevant and
familiar.

Stomp's performance is part of

UK/LA 1994, a citywide celebration

of British arts during September and

October. Though without resound-

ing patriotism, they bear the emUem
of their motherland, (except for

maybe one slightly disgruntled

Scottish member), but regard it as

slightly ironic. "We're more well

regarded out of Britain," admits
McNkholson.

Ever since its premiere at the

Edinbuigh Festival in 1991, Ston^
has had a dazzling, soM out seven-

month run in New York, tours in

Australia, Scodand and Canada, har-

vesting the troupe awards wherever

they set their bixx)ms. Under their

belt are the Australian "Best of the

prefaced all their questions with

"We're live around the world with

CompuServe and we have some-
one on the line who wants to know
..." We heard this so often it got to

the point that CompuServe could-

n't open their mouths without
being drowned out with laughter.

But the press wasn't the only

ones tickled by these reporters;

some of the talent didn't believe

them. David Letterman refused to

believe they were live, responding

with a resounding "No you're
not." But after hearing the ques-

tion, he happily answered.

The evening finally drew to a

close with some surprises. After

resounding cheers for Dennis
Franz's win for best actor on a

dramatic series, it came as a shock

to reporters that "NYPD Blue"
lost to "Picket Fences" for best

dramatic series. It was such a

shock in fact, that gasps escaped

most reporters' mouths and fin-

gers went wild on laptop key-
boards.

All in all the evening was a suc-

cess and this reporter must admit,

an evening to remember. Even
with all the "I want to thank"
speeches, the event was entertain-

ing. I discovered Michael
Richards is nothing like

"Seinfeld's" Kramer; Martin
Crane's John Mahoney "loves"

being on "Frasier" after doing so

many films; Faye Dunaway still

plans on fighting Andrew Lloyd
Webber, Ellen DeGeneres is a riot

live, and I fmally got to see Bette

Midler perform, and crumple, in

person. (She was brilliant, by the

way.) I was even educated;
CompuServe gav« ni«^
packet for future reference.
Thanks guys, I'll cherish it.

Fringe" award and two nominations

for the upcoming 1994 Laurence
Olivier "Best Entertainment" and
"Best Theater Choreography" (the

Olivier winners, one of the most
important awards in British theatre,

will be announced April 17). The
Uoupe's high voltage virtuosity won
them the Coca-Cola "k» pick" com-
mercial, and the recent Target ads

airing on American television.

Stomp's performance at the

Wadsworth, presented by UCLA's
Center for the Performing Arts,

inaugurates a 22-city North
AraerKantour.

Performance: "Stomp."
Performed by the Yes/No people.
Presented by Center for the
Performing Arts. Veterans
Wadsworth Theater Sept. 30
through Oct. 23. Wednesdays
through Saturdays at 8 p.m.,^
Sahjrdays at 2 p.m., Sundays at
7 p.m.. TIX: $35. $25, $13
(UCLA Students with valid ID). '
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« . . _ ANDREW SCHOLEFVDailyBniio
Smashing Pumpkin's Billy Corgan gets a rest from playing at
Lollapolooza and jams at this year's MTV award show.

MTV
From page 28

nights of the tour he was less than
engaging. In the Bay Area, the
Pumpkins announced their dis-
pleasure for Lollapolooza and
mangled their set during a mass
exodus of fans.

Corgan agrees the band was
inconsistent this summer. "Some
nights I enjoyed Lollapolooza a lot

and some nights I didn't enjoy
Lollapolooza a lot," he smiled
backstage at the awards. "It was
kind of like my sex life."

The band's angry performance
at the awards made Corgan recall

his inauspicious debut in a high
school battle of the bands. "I lost

miserably," he recalled, "the same
thing that happened tonight, hap-
pened in my high school talent
show. I broke a string on my guitar
and suddenly could not remember
how to play."

Speaking of not knowing how
to play, emetic Stone Temple
Pilots leader Scott Weiland was on
hand in New York to compliment
the press corps. "First I'd like to

say I love all of you so much,"
exclaimed a drunk Weiland, his
voice dripping with sarcasm.
"Thank you for your support over
the last two years."

The non-innovator saved this

gem for a reporter who inquired
about the band's name: "We were
just hanging out, you know - actu-
ally I was laying in a bathtub and I

had a big hard cock, what do you
want to hear?"

Adam Sandler improvised to
create what he thought people
wanted to hear. Backstage he
wouldn't shut up about a fantasy
battle he had with the Boss.
"Springsteen and I got in a push-
ing fight," laughed Sandler, cut-

ting off co-presenter Sandra
Bullock. "He said something
about my characters, his wife
liked my characters. At home he
was like, 'yeah he's not that
funny,' his wife said *I think he's
good, he's young, and - ' But he
pushed me, and I didn't push back
out of respect"
As is practice at MTV events, it

was not a night for pushing politi-

cal agendas. Few performers or
presenters spoke about anything

itojt thecnly idsa

an/bDdt/ vEBoted to

dress vyas Roseame' s

aaaarticn that MIV
^^sfja^ gh^ haad.

of a serious nature. About the only
idea anybody wanted to stress was
Roseanne's assertion that MTV
veejays give head. Upon introduc-

ing Daisy Fuentes, Roseanne
shouted, "She wears kneepads
too."

Yet the conflicts at the awards
will soon be forgotten, and the
recipients of the moon man stat-

uettes will fade away into the
oblivion of MTV, a network with
no memory.
Mujibar Rahman, of Sarajul

and Mujibar fame, picked John
Mellancamp to win it all this

year, b\^ he was not supremely
disappointed when the aging
rocker missed all nominations.
Take heart Mujibar, awards
themselves are merely transitory

experiences to be talked about at

the after party and forgotten by
the next commercial. In the
attention span of MTV, all view-
ers are left with is an aftertaste

of style.

Coming in riovember.
Every Thursday.

,-. ..
^ft**""**""' the Thursday Hfe9tyles section of Uie Dally Bnjin

toJooMns for writers to talte us aM«y from UwtmliKUesa routine. You'll
write atxMit trends - the lob mariict and what you're planning to dog^yo" ^ly^°y^ ^i^.^ '^ ^*^ *«>rta.- vouTwrite about
ilfealyla - relationships, stress and day to day problems. You'll write
about diversions - after hours In LA. weekend excursions and road
trips.

„.,.- -» "*3V'I]^"?*"**^
Creativity, imaslnatlon and good writlna

!t^J!l- .,^**^ **y 22* Kertichoff to pick up an application, or call 20^
0956 If you have more questions.
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Anyone can

study abroad.

Arriving home happy

is the tricky part.

Looking forward to studying in another country? Malce sure you apply

to a program that can answer your questions before you get there.

A program that has more than three decades of experience in handling

issues as diverse as transfer credit and foreign train schedules.

A program that gives you all the freedom you need to explore your new

home, but that will always be there for you if you get in a jam.

A program you can depend on and trust before you go, while you're

there and when you get back. Ask your study abroad advisor about

Beaver College programs. Call for a free catalog today.

Study Abroad with B««v#r Coilagt

1.800.755.5607
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speak
Japanese,
french or
Spanish by
december
for $299*

FAST, EFFECTIVE. AFFORDABLE

Acquire basic skills in your new language or advance your existing skills in one of our beginning

Of intermediate groups.

• One great price - includes tuition

for 30 (45-minute) lessons, book

and fees.

• Groups meet once or twice

a week, evenings or Saturdays.

,

• Easy, conversational approacti.

• Learn practical speaking skills/

-

• Native-fluent instructors.

• Friendly, relaxed groups of 6 to 10

students.

• Convenient payment - all major aedit cards

accepted.

Regular and Intensive English (ESL) Group courses also available.
* Price based on minimum class size of 6 persons. For groups of 4 to 5, price is $370.—Berlitz

LOSANGELfS
(213)380-1144

SAhTTA MONICA

(310) 458^)330

BEVERLY HILLS

(310)276-1101

IRVINE

(714) 752-8535

PASADENA
(818)795-5888

ORANGE
(714)935-0828

WOODLAND HILLS

(818)999-1870

TORRANCE
(310)328-7722

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
MCAT
Ij you Hdiil the Inst score,

Uct the lu'st pnparatiiui.

(3 10) 474-0909
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toad the wet sprocket
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SPIN DOCTORS
TURN IT UPSIDE DOWN

tall the doctors for the perfcctprescnption of funk and rock

^-f and

»'%'<

L

The new album Turn Ir Upside Down features 'Yn, i v
Cleopatra s Car. ^°^' i-et You. ,„.,,, ^u i oo

^,,
G.LOVE AND SPECIAL SAUcE

^lil your plate with an original mix of blues rap and rhyme rhey call ragmop on their

self titled debut album

JEFF BUCKLEY f
'

ORACE *

Grace The debut album from guifar player ^.
songwriter and performer JeH Buckley, ^i

VELVET CRuSH
TEENAgE SrilPHONIES TO GOD
The new album T^m.-iop <;./,-.-i,>No,..^. t„ r„,i- n- ..i. . < .

tagged rock sound ^" "" '-'"^ -— -..uumvuuu uunnunit
. eccentriciyr

Featuring the song Hold Me Up Dnnk up

STABBING WESTWARD '?
UNGOO

One big adrenaline rush made of potent lyms provoking
guitars and ferocious drum rhvthms. The debut album

Unood <e<^'ures Nothing" and Lies

MOTHER TONGUE
The self mied debut from Mmh. r

MOTHER TONOllE
aeijut tiom Mother Tongue

^, ,^,^,,, cocktail of waiimg rock punk and blues
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SPOnGE
ROTTTnG PINATA

sponge Pxplodes w.rh Roti.no P,noia an unf lm< h.nP

coHecfionof songs whose iyrics call it like thev set- if and
let the guitars fill m the blanks
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Neo-Nazis
interpret

satire as
trutli, fact

By David Annstrong
San Francisco Examiner

, SAN FRANCISCO - Robert
Crumb, the much-loved countercul-

ture cartoonist who created Mr.
Natural and a host of other memo-
rable characters, has been published

in places high and low all over the

world. But he had never been pub-

lished in a neo-Nazi publication -

until now.

TNvo of Crumb's most provoca-

tive stories were recently reprinted

in a white supremacist magazine,

igniting a firestorm of controversy

about racial and ethnic stereotypes

and sparking a debate about the lim-

its of satire.

The explosive nature of Crumb's
stories can be seen in their titles:

"When the Niggers Take Over
Annerica" and "When the Goddamn
Jews Tiike OverAmoica."

Both stories, first puUished in the

underground comic book "Weirdo,"

were reprinted - without Crumb's
knowledge or permission - in Race
& Reality, a "white power" maga-
zine based in Massachusetts and cir-

culated internationally. The
publishers of Race & Reality, who
did not return the San Francisco

Examiner's phone calls, evidently

took Crumb's very broad stereo-

types of African Americans and
Jews literally and figured they'd

found a kindred soul. The cover of a

recent issue of the magazine carries

the headline "The Final Solution:

No Apologies, No Regrets," next to

a drawing of a pistol - a swastika on
its barrel - pointed at the reader.

One Crumb story reprinted in

Race & Reality details the rise of
money-grubbing Jewish business-

men, the ravishing of a blond "shik-

sa" by her Jewish psychiatrist and
the ultimate, {^xxalypitic triun^h of

Aryan supermen. Another issue of

the magazine includes Crumb's tale

of a violent revolution by African

Americans in which African-
American terrorists murder white

men, rape white women and force

white slaves into the fields to pick

cotton.

Reached by telephone at his home
in France, where he has lived for

three years with his wife, cartoonist

Aline Kaminsky, and their daughter,

Sophie, Crumb expressed surprise

that his strips are appearing in a

>

'This is the first Fve heard about

it," Crumb told The Examiner,
emphasizing that the wild, fictional

stories do not represent his views.

"Some people don't get satire. To
me, it shows how stupid those peo-

ple (neo-Nazis) are."

Crumb said that he knew the sto-

ries might be misinterpreted. "I was
sweating when I was doing them,"

said the cartoonist. **I thought,

'Some people are going to take it lit-

erally.' I always have gone close to

that line."

Still, as an artist. Crumb said he
felt compiled to write and draw the

disturbing tales as a means of purg-

ing lingering racist toxins.

"An idea like that just comes to

me in a flush," said Crumb, who
came to fame as R. Crumb in die late

1960s and is the subject of a critkral-

ly praised new documentary film -

called simply "Crumb" - by San
Francisco filmmaker Tferry Zwigoff.

"I release all that stuff inside

myself: taboo words, taboo kleas. It

See CAmOONIST, page 33

CARTOONIST
From page 32

pours out of me as sick as possible. I

wouldn't put it in a comic for chil-

dren. But I don't work that main-
stream audience. The liberal
watchdog fear is that people won't

- get it WeU, f— 'em if they can't take

ajoke."

It's no joke, according to the
watchdogs themselves.

Michael Reynolds^ editor of
Klanwatch Intelligence Report, a
Montgomery, Ala.-based bimonthly
that tracks hate groups, called Race
& Reality "a dangerous publica-
tion" aimed at violent young, white

skinheads, adding that it is part of a
broad network that includes neo-
Nazis in Germany, Canada and the

United Kingdom. As such, said
Reynolds, Cmmb's stories arc likely

to be reprinted in other far-right pub-
lications, p»ii^ ensuring that inore

people eventually see them in neo-

Nazi rags than in the liberal counter-

cultural pages of "Weirdo."

Cartoonist Art Spiegelman, who
won a Pulitzer Prize for his

Holocaust graphic novel "Maus,"
sakl publication of the Crumb stories

in a neo-Nazi magazine is "entirely

appropriate. Crumb played right into

their hands."

"Crumb was playing with fire,

and not playing intelligently,"

Spiegelman said by phone fiom his

New York studio. "I told him this

would happen."

"Crumb is probably the greatest

comic strip artist alive," Spiegelman
said. "Sometimes he makes work
that is strikingly powerful and on the

mark. (But) th^ is a middling-grade

Crumb strip. For me, all he was
doing was recapitulating the stereo-

types without sbetching the bound-
aries."

In "Maus," Spiegelman drew
Jews as mice and Nazis as cats.

"The underlying metaphors of
'Maus' are Hitler's metaphors, the

idea of separating ethnic groups into

different species," Spiegelman
explained. "I was carrying that

metaphor through.

"On the face of it, ('Maus') looks

like something that could appear in

(the neo-Nazi publication)
Thunderbolt And yet there's noth-

ing in there that Thunderbolt could

use, because I was so emphatically

involved with the individuals behind
tfie animal and racial masks."

"Cnrnib failed as a satirist in this

case," Spiegelman asserted. "If he
did his job right it wouldn't fit it

couldn't fit"

San Francisco cartoonist Bill

Griffith, creator of "Zippy the
Pinhead," gave a qualified defense

of Crumb, while conceding that the

flagrant racial and ethnk; caricatures

made him uneasy. "Who doesn't
-4«alize that within themselves the -

germs of racism aiKl anti-Semitism

still live in dark corners of the
soul?" Griffith asked.

Crumb "is trying to get you to

look deep into yourself," Griffith

continued. "On that level (the
stereotyping) is intentional. But it

makes you so uiKX)mfcHlable to get

to that point the satire is superseded

by tfie discomfort"

Rve years ago, Griffith said, the

far-right Aryan Nation reprinted one
of his own satires of middle-class

emptiness without his permission,

but stopped when Griffith sicced the

legal department of King Features

syndicate on them
Crumb said he has no plans to sue

the fringe group that has ai^Mopriat-

ed his stories. "I wouldn't contem-

plate having anything to do with

them," die artist said.

"Tliat these people would take

this stuff seriously ..." Crumb's
voice trailed off. "It's unbelievable

what's out there in the worid."

DavidArmstrong is a San
Fnmcisco Examiner staifcritic.
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FAST^ FREE DELIVERY

2 ttemttfttrnkta you emt

drink, phit yow dwiM of:

• gaiden salad or

• T/2 Older of Mote or

• ^itezabraadsticfcs a f\ QC
onlv ^ o:a2

Any large pizza up to 3
toppings of your choice

onlv^9:2S
Largo Pizza

2 medium one topping

pizza ^ . . -Q
0nlv^11:2£

Medium Pizza

Any medium one topp^ pizza, 6

pieces Of chicken, or 1/2 b. of shrimp,

pkis moio potatoes

Shakcys
New school year

New startsvi.ir.

ikC'^/ New Deals,..

only^1j2S
Combination

1114 Gayley Westwood

Sun-Tlior$1Man I CALL 10 RESERVE shakey'S upstairs^

FrUSitn-Zam
I 824-41 1 1ffl

•One hour jcrvice for glasses "Open 7 days a week,

& contacts wceknighs til 9pni

•Custom contacts: cobr, •Ghssa starting at

disposable, astigmatic, and *' ' complete

gas permeable * eye eXcUfl BXtm

UC-L^ Student SpcciaC
•Daily wear* $39/pair

•Extended wear* $59/pair

•Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair

Gentle Touch disposable year $99;pair

Beverty Center Santa Monica Place Westside Pavilion ^^^J^^^^
855-0666 394-7775 475-0666 ZH:::^^

Dr. Elliott Moscot, O.D. SX'^I^'"^

BURGER SPECIALS

/ Cheese Burger Combo

o^-.. . ^2.99+ tax

^Itafkey Burger

$3.99+ tax

J TeriyakI Burger

$3.99*-^
4 BBQ Bacou Burger

$4.75. tax

SANDWICH SPECIALS

/ Steak Safldwich Combo

^5.25. tax

^^ Pastrami Sandwich

^5.25.lax

^Teriyald Chicken^Samiwich

^5.25+ tax

j^NftlleBBBtSpeciaL

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and any style toast

$2.m tax

*2.79 + tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with
All You Can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

H^AByHis/
DINER & PRESS CLUB

WESTWOOD

10922 Kinross Ave^ Westwood VDIage

208-2424

**There's noplace like Headlines/*
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoft HaU, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

- Wereservetherighttoctiange, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting ttie standards of tf)e Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Moflday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Daily. 20 words (X less PJBO
Daily, each addHional word "'JfS'

Weeidy, 20 words or less 25.00

WaeMy.eaOi additional word 1.30

Display ads — student nta/col. inch 8.00

Display ads— local rate/col. inch 11.25

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

CtmHMUMais:
1 worHng day t)efore printing, by noon.

ClassifMiltpliyair

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Uike checks payable to ttw

liCLA Daily Bruin.

1col. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no catKcllations after noon tfie day tjefore printing.

TlM ASUCLA Convnunicalion* Board tuNy Mipports the IMvflfMy ol Caltarnia's policy on norKto-

dlmlnation No medium shaM accept atfverlitemenls which present penona pi any origin, race.

reMgtofl. sex. or sexual orientation m a demeaning way or imply that they are limttad to poskkm,
capabWlies.rolesorstatus In society Neither ttwt^eruin nor theASU^UCommunicalioni Board

has investigated any otthe services adverHsed or ittt advertisers representedm this Issue. Any person
believing Itat an adMftisernem in this issue vMatad the Board's policy on nondlscrinilntfon staM
herein shouM comnwnicali complaints in writlno.to the Business Manager. Daly Brain. 225
Kerchhofl Hall, 306 Westwood Ptaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistwce with housing dncriml-

nation proMems, call the UCIA Housing Ofhce al (310) 825^71 or caN the Westside Fair itousing

Otfkx at (310) 475^71

How to write a good ad
1

.

Start your ad with tfie merchandise your are selling. This makes It easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your atf easy tor reatfemo untJersttTTtf:

scin the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.
2. Always Include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

WESTWOOD. Spacious 1-bdrm condomini-
um. Stove, refrigerator, balcony w^iew. 2-

min from LXILA. 969 Hilgard. 24hr lobby
service: Security building. $1150. 310-395-
5419.

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1" MOHTH FREE!
• PRCE! K'.VMFDlArF H'v;~< 'it'

.PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

19 Sperm/Egg donors

ECO (X)NORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-
cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with irutruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enharxie erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -aOO-987-PUMP.

STUDENT RATES
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSaiNC Couple,

irviivldual. Overcome stress, depression, anx-

iety. Special student rate, sliding scale. Liz

Could. IMF#17869. AHen Ring, Ph.D. -super-

visor, Ph.D. PSY:i8070. 310-578-5957.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

1-800-309-8888|^° Help wanted

4 Financial Aid

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? Millions of

scholarship money goes urKlainifed each

yearl No minimum CP^no minimum
income requirement. For application, call

310-984-0723.

9 Miscellaneous

Attention. Obtain student VISA, MC, AMEX
to MBNA America to Chase, Manhattan to

Nation's Bank. Automatic approval. Up to

$1000 credit line. Application, servi $25 to

)erry, 10151 University Blvd., Suite«320, Or-

lando.FL 32817.

WANTED: 50 PEOPLE. Lose 10-29 lbs in 30
days and earn $$ doing it. 100% guaranteed.

310-456-6925.

10 Personal

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 Itx. In 30 days and earn $S$ do-

inf> it. 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

• UOA MARINE CORPS REUNION •

October 1.1M4
MAS. Miiiiii OBocfs dob
CaOJobidnhnliMdclirfk:

1-800-284-2578 dt 133 or

7 14-7774)900 (irf^ lfa|ar Howe

LlCoL Cms HoOTfl 310-825-9075 .

12 Research Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. artd their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 arvi a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-03»2.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and or>e White parerU to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141,

Healthy females wanted for research on cog-

rutive abilities. $30 for 4-hours. Ages 1 2 ar>d

up. Call Marsha at 310-825-6006.

Hyperactive boys with altentional problems

7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free develojimental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Looking to interview ir>dividuals having a ter-

minally-ill parent during childhood. Also par-

ents whose spouse was terminally-ill during

their children's childhood. Master's project.

Call 213-954-8965.

Normal healthy boys 3-1 1 yrs, arwl their

families receded for IXILA research project.

Receive $20 ar>d have a scientiftt learning

experience. 31 0-825-0392.
'

NORMAL, HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS, 18-35,

needed for positron imaging of the brain or

heart. Injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods

taken. $25/hour. 310-825-1 118.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-

rwlic resonance Imaging research.

$35/4hourt. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-

824-6714 aftemoont.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. W« do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Spernn/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDCD for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yrs, own medical irwurance. Spe-

cial nocdt for black, Hi«panic» A Matam indi-

anl S2000. 3T0-825-95O0.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Must have own
transportation. Telephone skills a must. S7ftv,

bonuses. Call 310-471-2425.

$7AKXjr-»-bonus. Advcrtisir>g consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointments by

phorw for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, lelephorw or outside sales expcri-

tnce a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our

Westside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max Consulting group. 310-281-0355

1 CASHIER, 1 DELIVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for inf<Vappt 310-208-

0846.

3-positions available in CerHury City law firm

for In-House Mgt Services. Flexible hours,

$8-10AK>ur. Part and full-time. Duties in-

clude: mailAax, photocopying, arxJ local de-

livery. General office experience preferred.

Please contact Craiiy 310-557-9666.

ACCOUNT EXEC- City-wide college maga-

zine needs energetic students interested in ad

sales. High commission $$$. 335-1950. Ja-

son^

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointnr>enls only. For commercials, films,

ar>d print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perierKe r>ecessary. No registration fees. Call

Today lma<;e. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. $11/hour.

P/T, 20 hourVweek in biology. Call Heather

310-825-3270.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+
per month -fbenefits. Malc/female. No ex-

pericnce necessary.' J06- 545-41 5 extAS9341.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! F/T office

manager for combir>ed Legal/Medical

(Gynecology) office. Great payl Strong

academic records. Vivacious arKi cheerfuL

310-281-8457.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY SEEKS energetic,

hard working, and self-motivated ir>dividual.

Some computer skills helpful. Full or part-

^.<^tl^o^»<<^ef4!00^m, 3W-859-6499>

Beverly Hills Auction Gallery seeks F/T Ad-

ministrative Assistant for Manuscripts Dept.

Inventory Control, oxrespondence, proof-

reading, etc. Fast, organized, PC literate.

GrcK Shaw 310-203-9855.

BILLING AR AND AP CLERK. Friendly, small

Santa Monica law firm seeks individual tor

data entry aixl various accounting. Minimum
15 hourAweek. Experience preferred but not

required. Excellent opportunity for busir>es>

majors. Ask for Tilin or Peter 310-393-5000.

Can you teach typing, cheerleading, or Span-

ish? 25 Brentwood students MorxJay and Fri-

day 2:1 5 to 3pm. $20-$2S^r. Call Francesca

310-454-3719.

Carir>g, honest, responsible person willing to

train with a team to implement inrxivalive

ideas assisting 'rain man'-like (autistic) adult

to achieve independence. Part or full-time.

Hours to be arranged. Good salary, benefits,

and perks. Senior citizer>s welcomed to

apply. Call Cheryl 310-649-0499.

CASHIER wanted for vid«o rental store.

FTAT, win train. Video Collection, 470 N.

Doheny Dr., 310-273-3389.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature films, corr>nr>ercials, af>d music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experleiK:e

needed. Work guaranleedl Call today 213-

651-6102.

CITY BEAN COFFEE is looking for coffee

lovers full-time/part-lime. Apply in person O
10911 Lindbrook Or, WMlwaod. 310-208-

0108.

College students r>eededl Work as a movie
extra. All types... No fee^rx) gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 818-569-5514 ot

818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1Mv to

start, up to $9.10. ISt^w^wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

Computer genius on call, troubleshooter,

nHJSt know WirwiovM and ail applicaftiorv

(Peachtree, Excel, Paradox, Microsoft Word.)

Please call Barbara 310-475-6428.

COURIER FOR GRAPHICS SERVICE BU-
REAU. FT/FT, momingi, own car/insurance

required. S7.50fi)our, 35-centVmile. Gty
Graphics, 213-938-4718.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000^7month working on cruise ships or

larvi tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

and F/T employment available. No experi-

enct r>ecessary. For more information call 1 -

206-634-0468 extCS9341.

DATA ENTRYA3FFK:E ASSISTANT. 30-40
houn/week. Progressive R&D company
needs bright, motivated, hip person. Type
wpm 404-. Great opportunity. $7.5Q^ur to

start. 31 0-820-3651

.

t>ELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs^at

$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-

2665.

DESK CLERK, F/T, 6 days/week, 3pm- 11pm.
$6.5C^r, Brentwood Motor Hotel. Tele-

phone; Guest Services. Qualifications: Good
communication skills, MS-Word. Jason 310-

476-1168

DRIVER for an 1 1 -year-old girl to afternoon

auditions. Must have reliable car and good
driving record. i8A>r. Will be reimbursed for

mileafy. Call Linda at 310-470-4220.

Driver-tutor for teen girl, want big sister stud-

ent type with car; room, board, & mileage in

Venice beach. 310-399-1902.

DRIVERS NEEDED FOR GROWING
SCHOOLBUS CO. knmediate openings, we
wilt train. Great hourVpay. Beneifits. Ser>d re-

sume to P.O. box 49291, LA, 90049. Attn.

Eric or call 310-472-7474.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on afvt-time basis^

in heaTtfiran<rnutrition industry. ^Call 3T0-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave nwssage
and when convenient to call.

EDUCATKDNAL THERAPIST, $3Q/hr, part-

time. Must have experience with special edu-

cation and learning disabilities. 310-474-

8919.

EVENT STAFF/USHERING and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling Stones, Raiders, arxl other

events. 818-885-7338.

EXP'D HOSTESS
Major Motion picture studio- Executive din-

ing room. 10:30-2:30pm. Tasteful grooming

standards essential. Also required catering

bus persons. 310-280-5521

.

Female darKers wanted for bacfielor parties,

private shows. $150-$40G^r. Also hiring

drivers. Must have pager. Call Steve 310-824-

0084.

FIGURE MOOaS. Writw/Photographer

needs girls 184- years old to pose for maga-
zir>es, calendars, etc. Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 21 3-256-87(X).

FILE aERK. 8-10 hours/wk, fiexible. 2-3

days. Century City offica. 3 10-277-1 900. .OU
ana or Kara.

_ Daily Bruin

Advertise It Works.

FINANCE/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-
Part4ime- Seeking a graduate student in Busi-

ness or Public Policy to provide assistarxre to

a private nonprofit corporation whose
emphasis is in real estate leriding through pri-

vale^fXiblic finance programs. Potential full

time position. Preferable backgrourwl and
skills: banking, accountir^ marketing, vert>al

and vM'itten communication. Must be self-

sUrter. Regiorul office located Glendale.

Mail resumes to CALIFORNIA STATEWIDE
CDC, 129 C Street, Davis, CA 95616 - Attn:

Barbara Vohryzek.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 20S-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-

ence. Marina Del Rey. Training provided.

310-577-6520.

FULL-TIME EXECLTFIVE ASSISTANT WANT-
ED. Beverly Hills location. Must have own
transportation. Must be Macintosh literate.

31 0-277-71 72. Ask for Mike.

GOURMET ON WHEELS offers great paying
jobs. Respof«iblc, articulate P/T drivers for

downtown delivery conrtpany M-F. Own car,

insurance. 21 3-749-9009.

GOURMET PASTA SHOP/RETAIL. SanU Mo-
nica or Beverly Hills. Enthusiastic, depend-
able people, F/T or P/T, knowledge of food
helpful. Flexible hours. $6/hour. Shawn 'or

Jennifer 310-394-7930.

GRAND OPENING. Renaissance health cen-

ter now open, massage and holistics. Position

available, chiropractor and experienced mas-
seur and masseuses. Self-starter preferred.

Call for appointment 310-289-9219.

GYMNASTICS COACHES all ages and levels,

varied hours, experierx:e required. Profes-

sional gymnastics school now hiring. Call

Mary Gates for interview. 310-450-0012.

HANDYMAN NEEDED SATURDAYS, %8/iv.

UCLA faculty family rwar campus. RefvcfK-
es. Fluent English. 310-472-1764 evenings or

leave message.

HOUSEKEEPER/CHILD CARE. English speak-

ing, European preferred. Live-In or out Must
have excellent references. Call for interview.

310-4764)805.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$4004/month teaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. l>4o teaching background or

Asian languages required. For nrwre informa-

tion call 206-632-1 146extJ59341.

|R. PUBLISHER - City-wide college magaz^
needs organized leaders majoring in busi-

nes«yjoumalism for paid intern position. 335-
1950 -Dan.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Gtendon. 310-475-0481.

LIE FOR $$$l FOX TV wants you now for a

new show. Call VKXI at 21 3-856-3403.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good nwney. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to «M>rk 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, u\d weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write vertutim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.
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30 Help Wanted

Marmd & Radziner Architects. Immediate
opening. ReceptioriADffice Assistant 32-40

hour^ivk. Flexible days, SS^r. Fax resume to

Leo Mvmol 310-391-8825, Fax#310-391-
8395.

MEDICAL RECEPTKDNIST for Beverly Hills

Dermatology office. Full-tinr>e. Experier^ce

preferred, references required. Call 310-273-
0467. Ask for D'linfi.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for Frerxrh arwl American magazir>es and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MESSENGER. Beverly Hills accounting firm

has opening for P/T messenger/light office

work. Must be dependable and have own in-

sured car. Hours M-F, 1-6pm, $6^K>ur,

$0.2S/mile. 310-274-9922.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area. 213-

463-0633.

MID-WILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market, P/T

sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,

some weekdays & Saturdays. Sales experi-

ence preferred. 213-931-1715.

Morning counter person for coffee

houseA>akery. Serve customers, general

clean-up. Experience helpful, will train.

$5.7Sfiv. Linda or Mitch, 310-826-5282.

1 1 740 San Vicente.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or elsel ... or

else, I don't remain in businessi Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

NEED XTRA INCOME
Looking for resporvible individuals to do
research in: sports medicirw, biomechanics,

exercise physiofogy, kinesiology, nutrition.

Interested MAJORS or GRADUATES please

send resume to: BH Health + Fitness, P.O.

Box 624, Beveriy Hills, CA 90213-0624 or

fax to: 310-278-5259.

Needed: excellent writer w/good research

skills with knowledge of and personal access

to a Macintosh and IBM computer. Call and

leave message, Veronica Steinbeck 818-985-

5041.

OFFICE HELP POSITK3N. Word processing

experience, kfx>wledge of biochemical no-

menclature preferred, flexible hours, part-

time. $8/hr or more, depending on qualifica-

tions. PI aya Del Rey office. 310-821-6456.

ORDER CLERK, vkieo distribution, data en-

try, inventory control, customer service. De-
tail-oriented, computer savvy, MDR office.

Fax resume: TMW Media. 310-306-31 62.

P/T ASSISTANT to personalA<ofr>c manager.

Female preferred. Household ciK>reVerrar>ds.

Must be neat and tidy, atter>tion to detail,

self-starter. Must be available M-Th. Average

hours 2/day, up to 12^eek. Extra hours pre-

paring for holidays. Must have deperniable

car and insurance. Located on Westside. Call

Lori 310-397-8318,

P/T experienced gymnastics coach receded to

work with children ages 18-months to 14-

years. Great job. Call Denise or Al 818-785-

21 7?.

P/T RECEPTKDNIST w/medical interest for

busy Beverly Hills Ofa/Cyn office. Must have

pleasant phone voice. Computer experierice

preferred. Tues, Wed, Thurs, 4pm-10pm.
Every other Sunday 9am-6pm. Call 31(J-274-

8353 between 9am- 1 2pm ar>d 2pm-5pm.

P/T, flexible hours, set appointments by tele-

phone for business to business service.

Sale^estaurant experience helpful. 800-772-
4052 ext 7043.

PARENT HaPER NEEDED. Pick-up twins

from school. Take care 3-6. $10C^eek. Call

David (day) 310-206-9972 or 21 3-933-4476
evenings

PART-TIME FILING CLERK/RECEPTKDNIST.
Small Westwood law firm looking for a pleas-

ant and organized irvlividual to do filing ar>d

telephones. 10am-2pm, 5-dayVweek. Fax re-

sume: 310-209-1500 attn. Wendy.

Part-time Secretary. Luxury ixitel, cosmetic

surgery recovery retreat. 4-9, M-F. Sorrw

weekends. WP, phorw skills, professional at-

tire. Call Mamie, 310-277-2270.

Part-time shipping, office, repairs, and/or fo-

ture marketing genius. Jane 310-837-0963,

PartA^ull-time help r>eefled for removal of

records from warehouse. Culver Oty. 310-

SS9-8823. Call between 10-3.

Parl^ull-time warehouse clerical help need-

ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.

Call between 10-3.

PE COACH NEEDED. Background w/^ports,

chiMren. Wed: 830anfv230pm, Tues morn-
ings. Westwood Elementary School. SC^hour.

Apply for one or both. 31 a288-41 32.

PERSON NEEDED for internal marketing op-

tometry practice with great communication

skills. Enjoyable atnrK>sphere to work. Call

Famoofh 213-653-2020.

Penorul assistant U> high energy professional.

Approximately 12 to 15 hrs^veek. Salary

$1 lAir. Must have car, independent initiative,

and be able to tolerate occasional stress.

Duties: varfous errands, computer work (WP),

telephoning, drafting letters, son>e filing. 310-

206-9062.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. Collqe sopho-

more/junior, ^ility to work with DOS Wind-

ow*, LotM 123, Word Perfect arid Foxpro.

Bilingual (Er^l#/Spanish) a plus. $6 per hr.

Contact t^lson Jiminei at 310-571 -3?00

x231.

30 Help Wonted

RECEPTKDNIST, P/T, M^. Light phones, typ-

ing, WP5.1, errands and other clerical duties

as necessary. Marina Del Rey 310-306-4696.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT- MARKETING RE-

SEARCH FiRAii Full-time or part-time. OeUil-

oriented, good telephone skills, exposure to

many irKkistries, flexible hours. Call 9am-
10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-7232.

RETAIL SALES MANAGER and sales positions

available immediately, F/T and P/T, for Petite

Jardin Children's Shoes at Century City shop-

ping center. Exclusive European and domes-
tic merchandise offered in a beautiful new
facility. Retail sales, management, ar>d com-
puter inventory control experience is desired.

Paid parking. Salary -t-benefits. For appoint-

ment call 310-203-0424, ask for Lynn.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat. and have krwwledge
of children's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

RETAIL STORE. Manager/Sales. Janice

McCarty. W. 3rd Street Boutique. 213-651-

4229. Ask for Julianr>e.

RUNNER, ERRANDS, ENTERTAINMENT IN-

DUSTRY. Good opportunity. Fun co-woi^k-

ers. Fax resume: 818-907-7622. SBflwur

-HDileage. Approx. 30 hour^eek.

Sales Position w/children's specialty store.

Salary ar>d commission. 3-4 days/week.

10am-6pm. Call Howard or Margot 310-447-

5407.

Sales. P/T, flexible hours, we will pay you to

give money to restaurants. Restaurant experi-

ence helpfol. All areasNncluding SFV, LA,

Orange County. Call today V800-772-4052
ext 7043. Ask for Matt

SENOR GRANDES FRESH MEXK:AN CXILL.

Seeking highly motivated manager for WLA
location. Please call corporate office 805-

495-1853,

SINGLE PARENT NEEfJS HELP picking up
children from schools and babysitting. Need
car. M-F, 4pm-8pm (hours somewhat flexi-

ble). Call Terri 213-956-8859 or 310-581-

1591.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for WirHer Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openingsl For rrwre information

call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341. .

SMALL PR FIRM located in Westwood needs

part-time office assistarH to work Tuesdays

and Thursdays. SS^r. Pleat call 310-447-

7181.

TELEMARKETINC Highly motivated, enthu-

siastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must

have a good F>hone voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware^ftware dealer seeks

individuals for inside sales. Must have work-

ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-
puter Centers. Job# 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

rance, CA 90503.

TELEMARKETING. No experietKe necessary.

Prefer studentVgrads. Flexible iiours from

9:00-5:OOpm starting at $7-$8^r-fbonuses. 3-

blocks UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-6175.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistarH. Excellent hourly

rate. Sponsors for securities license. Call 800-

374-6666 for appointment

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKIf^ FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work arourxJ your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-825-7686.

Writer who is blir>d needs an assistant to fin-

ish rravel. Requirement: reading out loud and

taking dictation. 310-399-3652.

32 Career Opportunities

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/r. Requires knowledge of DOS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel

etc; experience w/modems and remote com-
munication; capacity to install, train, support

ar>d troubleshoot software problems; ability

solve hardvvare problems . Must be com-
fortable wAxXh people and machines. Fax re-

sume to Josh, 310-337-1074.

EARN CASHI Sell T-shirts and pronr>otional

items to fraternities, sororities, clubs and
businesses on and around campus. Call Da-
vid 310-397-5656.

FINANCIAL MARKET TRADERS ASSISTANT
for currency trading house, Ihr/day at first;

more hours down the line. $1(^r. Sam 310-

558-3364.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experierKe necassary
•6arn$100-S200 daily

•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placeinent

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310|55a<)608

(818)994-8100

34 Internships

102.7 KIIS- FM is fooking for Interml Start

your career in broadcasting by calling Kevin

or Sandy at 81 8-84S-1027 to set up »i inter-

34 Internshiips

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT Film kkODUCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-
ment activities in B.H. office. No pay, but
good opiportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay,

lots of experierKe. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experierKe
helpful. Call Linda: 310-820-6733." '_

INTERNS WANTED for exciting indie film

production company. Great Opportunity!

School credit ConUct Vhrian 310-820-1929.

P/T Intern. Production Rental Studio. Stills

Film Video. Assist marketing, publicity,

outgoing personality. Strong business

networking skills. Commission. Call 213-957-

9398.

SHARP STUDENT. STEADY INTERNSHIP
AVAILABLE. Call Geo Film/Beverly Hills 310-

246-1090. Must have car; interest nonfiction

film/TV production.

35 Ctiild Care Wanted

BABYSITTER for 5-year/old boy. 1-2 even-

ingi^eek. Early bedtime, easy job. Bring

homework. Melrose/Fairfax area. Refererices.

Kara 213-651-3332.

BABYSITTER FOR STH GRADER. Help
wAwmework. Wed, Thurs, Fri. 3-6. Referenc-

es required. Education major preferred. 310-

453-9138.

BABYSITTER WANTED. Wed and Fr! afler-

rvMru 3-5:30. Warm, loving, nurturing, arwi

resporwible. Must have own car and irv

surance. 310-459-9712

CHILD CARE for 9-year/old girl r>ear campus.
Must have own transportation. 310-858-8184

Childcare for two boys ages 9 and 12. 3-

5pm, MotvFri (flexible). Must have own car.

References preferred. 310-206-7tX)5, 310-

472-2492.

CHILDCARE/LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING. Per-

manent P/T position. 2-3 evenings per week
plus one full day on weekend. 3<hildren,

3,4, and 7. Culver City. Own car. References.

Please call Liz 213-933-1144 or 310-559-

4379eveninf^

DRIVER to pick up 5-y/o from school to

home. 4 to 5 day^veek. $b.SOfi>r.

Additional time may be available. 310-477-

7S41.

Drivei/Babysitter needed. Westwood, Palms,

Brentwood. 3-5pm some afterrwons. 2 kids, 8
and 1 1 . S7/hour. 310-393-4494.

Enthusiastic college student receded for

babysitting 2 small infants. Saturdays

fflexible hours during weekdays. Must drive.

Salary r^otiable. References. Call 310-271-

'-^
'^Ok

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and goodrole^

model for children. Live-in + $S in exchange

for drivin^utoring^abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 30+ hours,

6:45-8:00am, after 3pm. Full-time, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

LIVE-IN NANNY. 6-year/old girl. Work wee-
ker>ds, on-call weeknights. Room and board

plus $225^veek salary. Travel opportunities.

BeveHy Hills. 310-276-21 30.

NEEDED STUDENT CHILDCARE for 7-year-

old boy. Pick-up from UES/UCLA campus to

home in WLA. 3-7pm Mon-Fri. 310-471-

8253.

Nice student r>eeded to help busy mom
wAids and homework etc. Computer literate

and hopefully can helpw/French homework,
txjt not required. Saturday nigfits required. 2-

3 late weekday aftenxxms and/or evenings.

References and car required. Mr*. AI^^JO^
446-0072.

Occasional child care nearby for 1 1 y/o girl.

3:30 to 7:00. Must have own car. S6^r. Day
81 8-508-371 4. EveninR 31 0-476-9300.

Our busy 9-montlVold needs responsible,

experienced babysitter to play w/at oui"

home; Santa Monica. Approx. 20-hrKAvk, 3-

aftemoons. Infant CPR, firti aid, and

referer>ces required. Please call Audrey: 829-

5040.

P/T CHILDCARE. 3-aftcrnoons/wcck. Refer-

ences required. Fluent English. N/5. CA driv-

er's liceme. Own car. 2-d^ildren, 10 and 6.

Santa Monica. 310-828-251

1

Pick up 2 girls • school M-F, S-7pm. Car 7
referefKes required near UCLA. Day 310-

247-7269, Eves 31 0-474-5364.

RaiABLE, ENERtSTK: PERSON needed to

care for 2-year/old in Mar^attan Beach
honte. ExperierKe and excellent refererxres

required. 1 5-20hour^fveek. 310-379-6322.

Resporwible person, pick-up daughter from

school, supervise homework 4-5 after-

rxx>rVweek. Must be excellent driver & love

children. References. 213-957-9221 Aman-
da;

SEEKING UCLA STUDENT to care for 4-

year/old M, W 12pm-8. Must have good drug

record and reliable,. safe car. Weekend xvorfc

also possible. 310-475^940.

TUTOR/BABYSITTER. Femak preferred.

Brentwood home. Alkemoons. Sideh 310-

440-4956.

WLA FAMILY w/girls, 7 and 10, needs baby-

•Itlar w/car to play run erraryjs, do house-

work and cook. M-F, 1-6pm. Patti 310-470-

0417.

36 Personal Assistance

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed 1 afternoon a

$7Av. Must have car and common
.RaNae310-:»1-^20.

49 Apartments for Rent

. $535 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laurwlry, appliances, parking

310-837-6779.

S625-$67S. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bed-

room, carpet drapes, built-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and Iransporta-

tlon. 310-838-9052.

$725 PALMS 2-be<V2-ba. New carpets, paint

large closets, patio, parking. 3765 Vinton

Ave. #3. 310-836-2318.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, nf>odem, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasi>er, a/c,

fridne, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

••BRENTWOOD. $750,1 -bed^-bth, upper,

vertical blinds, newer carpet refrigerator,

parking, laundry, prinf>e area. 310-476-0919.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE^^ MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS.
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. RESERVE
NOW FOR SUMMER AND FALL. 310-839-

6290. ^
•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitcher>ette. Large walk-in closet

bathroom, AJC, new security building, prime

location, 508 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

1-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdrm.

pool, 1235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

1-MO FREE RENT
Great graduate apartment- only $65Q^month.

New paint/carpet, garage. 1 st month-f securi-

ty deposit. 8th avenue at 102 Street. 213-

750-3535, Michelle.

11675 Darlington, Bientwood. Bachelor,

$500. 2-bedrooms/2-baths from $1100 and

up. 310-410-1499, 310-671-8570.

2-BEDROOM APT. in Westwood. Quiet

building, parking. $925/month. Other units

availab^. 310-306-4696.

2-bedroom/1-bath available for fall. 424

Larxifair, next to IXTLA. Garden seUing, utili-

ty room, pool, hardwood floors. $1200. 310-

459-1 200.

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH Unfurnished apt.

Walk UCLA. 1200 square feet. Charming,

older building. Wood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor, 2-car parking. $1400. 310-443-9515.

445 Kelton.

2128 N.BEVERLY GLEN. $650. Studio. 7-

minutes to UCLA. Newer carpet Shower
aver tub, wet-bar, patio, laundry, private-en-

trance, utilities paid. Lease. 818-708-1493

day, 818-609-7231 evenings.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1A2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WA4ARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near

Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet building. No pets. 1236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD ADJ., single, $520. Non-

smoker, no pets. 1431 S. Westgate Ave. 310-

477-1111.

Brentwood apartment. 1 -be<V1 -bath. Modern
built-in appliances. A/C, new carpet, sliding-,

glass doors, balcony, view, security-parking.

S850 plus 1 -month free. Chris 310-207-1909.

BRENTWOOD. North of San Vicente. 2-

bdrm/1-ba $750. 3-bdrnV1-ba $1050. 310-

471-5388. 11651 Gorham Ave.

Brentwood. $950, 2-bdmV2-bath, balcony,

new carpet and drapes, stove, refrigerator. By

appt only, 1 1 728 Mayfield #5. 310-271 -681

1

Cute 1 -bedrooms, security building, 24-hour

doorman. Walk to UCLA. High-rise with

quiet view. $105(Vmonth. Also for sale

$150,000. Prudential Californ> Realty. Call

Gail 310-445-7778.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, ceiling fant, air,

great location, near shopping, busses ar>d

freeways.
,

Lovely, cozy, bachelor apartment in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cabUt and utilities

included. $800. 310-476-891 1.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935

for two, $103S for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, IS minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-balh, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 CaMvell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

N/S MALEA'EMALE to share 2-bed/l&1/2-

bath apartnrter^t. Large, close to UCLA and

buses. $475/n>onth -f $475 security deposit

Call 310-475-8967.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet all appliances. Corwenient to

campus. Security de>posit $100. VC, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS -$615
1 -bedroom upper. 10-mlnutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building,

refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds.

C^ OK. Rent concuuon. J1&-203-M14.

49 Apartnnents4or Rent

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APAR1MENTS

MINirreS FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE ANu TWO BEDROOMS

CORPORATE DISCOU^f^S AVAILABLE

daify
bruin

825^2221

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 310-391 -1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate l-bdrm/l-

bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

buikling. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

68SS.

PALMS. $795/month. 1 -bedroom -f den - 1-

bath. Nev««r building, gated parking, new
carpet ^C, fireplace, balcony. Cable, laun-

dry facilities. 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $895, upper. 2-bed/2-bath. Built-in.

Balcony^ ^C, gated building, laurvJry room,

parking. 3624 fmpire Drive. Call 310-559-

3875.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 3614 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. 3642 Hughes Ave. 2-bed/2-bath up-

per. Stove, refrigerator, dishwasher. Gas fire-

place. Heat air unit. Balcony. Gated parking

for two. 310-473-2326.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $525,

single $425. Appliarxxs, no pets. Call 9am-

8pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

PALMS: $575. Spacious 1 -bdrm/1 -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry. Hard-

wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-

876-0371.

RENT FOR LESS. Spacious 2-bed/2-bath

apartment. Close to freeway. 15 minutes to

UCLA. Central air, built-in<>, parking. 15131

Victory Blvd. 518^888-1556.

Share 2-bdrm/1/2-ba APT. Po6l, cable ready,

quite bidg. 3-min to campus. Close to all

major t>us rts. $375 util ir>cl.

SHERMAN OAKS.
Spacious 3-bed/1&1/2-bath. Garden setting.

r>ear Ventura Blvd. Good transportation to

UCLA. S87(Vmonth. 818-386-1060.

SINGLE PALMS AREA, $425 with stove and

refrigerator, 310-559-7571

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bcdroonV2-

bath, dishwasiwr, air, fireplace, builti-in book

shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414

Jasmine. 310-838-4862.

WEST LA. Large 1-bdrm $750. Stove,

refrigerator, laundry facilities, parking, super

clean. 2-miles to UCLA. 11321

Massachusetts Ave. Shown by appointment
310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD 2 BEDROOM/2-BATH, $950 '

AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN
LIVING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.^^

WESTWOOD. $1195 $1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 1711 Malcolm.
3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. Bachelor

apartment. Hardwood i^xiOr. Full bath arxi

shower, refrigerator, utilities and parking in-

cluded. $475. 310-208-6265.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY. 1-bdrm, 3-

be<Vl-bath house, numerous locations and

specials. 310-474-7565.

WLA $675. Large, quiet modem Ubdrm.
Stove, fridge, dishWasher, air. 1426 Barring-

ton Ave. 310-837-0761.

WLA SINGLE/1 -BATH, new noodem building.

Security parking. Close to campus.

$60(Vmonth. Day 310-474-0414, Night 310-

826-5902.

WLA. $725. 1 -bdrrtVl -bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rinicton. 310-473-9743 or 310-376-8083.

WLA. $725. Very large 1 -bedroom upper.

Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closeU. All

appliances. Paint and carpet. V.J. 310-447-

5714.

WLA. $96(ymonlh, 3-bdrm/2-ba, near

Wilshire af>d Federal, bright new paint laun-

dry, parking and cable. 310-476-231 7.

WLA. 1 -1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

lrk%e. $62(ymonth. Monlh-nrwnth leatM. NO
pela. 310-444-7371.
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49 Apartmetits for Rent

WLA. Amazing dul. 1629 Brockton. Singles
* SUrting S525. New appliances, carpet, (Mint,

vertic^ Mindt. Parking, gated. Good student—
discount 3t0-4774)11 2.

WLM:ENTURY city, l-bdrm $750. Charm-

ir^ re-decorated, appliances, carpets, vene-

tiaiv, laurxiry facilities, largie, bri^t, dining,

erKlosed private garage Quiet buildirtg. 310-

474-1172.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(VW>onth. Ask aboU free

-Tent Attractive, furnished 1-bedroonrt. Largie,

poolT patio, and barbecue area. Quiet buiki-

inn. 3748 Innlevwod Blvd. 310-398-8579.

ONE-BEOROOM, 2-blocks walk to UCLA.

543 Landfair. Parking included. $70Q^no.

310-824-0782.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$495. Bachelor, quiet, upper, laundry, micro-

^idge. 1 326 Armacast. Open. Near bus and

close to UCLA. 3 10-459-4088 or 459-2673.

$650. 2-bdrnVlbath unfurnished. Stove, re-

frigerator, new carpets, newly decorated.

Pic<Vla Cienega. 310-279-2002.

Singles $535 up. Pool, newly decorated, very

clean. 310-204-4332.

52 Apartnnents to Share

Female gracVprofessional own room, bath,

parking. Must be quiet, resporvible, mature.

N/S. Available ICVl. $430+ deposit 310-

444^913.

NEAR BEVERLY HILLS. 1-room plus bath.

$475-futillties. Male or female ok. Day 213-

892-0995, eveninn 310-659-4460.

PALMS. Rent l-bdrm In 2-bdrm/2-ba. Near

UCLA and busline. Many amenities. Must

rent ASAP. $525/mo. Call Pauline 310-838-

1412.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer N^ female. Close

to campus. $450-»- 1/2 utilities. 818-907-

9401.

VENICE. To share 2-bed/1 -bath. Patio, park-

ing, pets okay. $375/rT»onlh. Jim 310-477-

1737.

WESTWOOD. Large, private bdrm., attached

bath. Bright, quiet, secure unit. Share apt.

w/considerate female grad. student

$75(Vmonth. Available 1 1/1 (negotiable).

310-475-7789.

WESTWCX3D. Own room. Walking distance

from UCLA and market Non-smoker. Female

preferred. $450. 310-478-5665. Ask for Deb-

bie.

WLA Modem security building, security

parking. Master bdrm wA>ath. 2-privale

sundecks. Call Bryan 479-621 1. $520.

Wonderful, huge, upstairs Melrose area apt.

for quiet norvsmoker with large fumished

room. Across mnning truck $435/mo. Call

Philippe 213-653-6224

West Hollywood Duplex
- Room lor Rent In 3 Bedroom Place
- Pool • Parking
- $4 75/month
- 5 minutes Irom campus

(213)856-6133

53 Roonnmates

2-t-2 Modem apartment. N^, no drugs or

pets. Kitchen, living room, balcony, security

building, parking. Renting now.
$50Q/month-i^ utilities. 310-276-9528.

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS ON LANDFAIR
AVE. A huge studio. Free parking. Non-smok-
ing male. Quiet person preferred. Call Byung
310-824-1797.

BEOROOM4-BATH IN TH. La Cienega/Centi-

nela. $350/month. Call Maria 310-677-1401

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large, charming 2-bedroom upper in Spanish

duplex. Beverly Hills adjacent. SBSO^onlh.
Call 213-934-6422.

GODDESS AMERICAN FEMALE. College

grad. Relocating to Los Angeles. Seeks roonv

mate or room for rent in Westside or Santa

Monica area. Paula 619-677-9855.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious 1-

bedroom apartment with parking. I block

from campus arxi Westwood. Call Erik 310-

208 6593. 634 Landfair Apt«a.

SCiyFEM. RMMATE. Wantd. Share 2-

bdrnV2ba. bi-level twnhm. $400, dwfVph.
ry)t incl. Noivsmkr, no kids^Mts, undergr.

pkg/security entry, wshr/dryr, mnthly/lease.

1 St/last mo. Call 310-915-1 1 1 2/msg.

WANTED: Norvsmoking female to . share

large room in house in Westwood.
$25(Vmonth. Call Dianne 209-3466 after

7pm tu-th.

WLA $45(Vmonth. Own room, share bath

with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartment. Stable

female preferred. Available rww. 310-474-

2194.

WLA. Seeking mature N^ roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit wAecurily

alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $420/mo.,

$42$ security deposit Denise 31 a31 2-6681

.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautiful, extremely large, fumished, prhrale,

bright, Mtnry, room. Prhrate entrar«c«^rd.

Walk to UCLA. ExccHenl. parking, kilc>«cn,

male. 310-475-4517.

54 Room for Rent

$465. Furnished room. Small enclosed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, washer and dryer. Some tnountain and

city views, by itaturc trail.IS-minutes from

UCLA. 310-476-0256.

$500. Own bedroom in townhouse. Female

warHed to share 3-bedroom security building

with 2-rwrvsmokers, cats in Brer>twDod.

Available now. 310-473-9059.

5-Minute drive to UCLA, utilities paid, fur-

nished, all anrtenities, refrigerator, kitchen,

microwave, W/D, television, separate en-

trance. $385/month 310-475-3328.

AAA. Great room for rent in West LA. Span-

ish style 3-bedroom house. Available Octob-

erl. $370.310-477-6740.

BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE ROOMS w/bath, 10-

mlnutes from UCLA. Kitchen ar>d laundry

privileges. No drugs, no smoking. 310-838-

6547 111 IIPMI

BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED ROOM, private

bath, kitchen privileges, utilities (except

phone). Home of professional woman. Bus

#2 direct to UCLA. $425/monlh. 213-876-

5516.

BRENTWOOD LUXURY. Very large private

bathroom, hardwood floors, cable, near bus,

campus. Easy parking, prefer male, limited

kitchen, N/S. 310-472-4419.

Furnished. 10-min walk to UCLA. Private

entrarwce, kitchen privileges, ample parking,

outside telephone lines, share a bath. $425

inciyutil. 310-474-8188.

Large rooiTi, private bath, fumished, kitcherv

elte, walk-in closet. Close to LICLA.

$485/m<Jnth, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-3616

pm.

LARGE, BRIGHT ROOM In country style

family home. Male student Fully fumished

wAitchen privileges and laurtdry. 3-miles to

campus. Quiet neighborhood. $39Q/morrth.

310-274-0400dav. 31 0-202-852 leveninn.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

closets, kitcherVlaur>dry. Share bath w/grad

student Near National/Seattle and «8 bus.

$47S/mo. 310-397-8002.

LARGE, SUNNY ROOM. Use of kitchen,

laurxiry, deck and yard. Convenient location.

Frierxjiy, quiet family w/gentle dog. Non-
smoker, $370/month. (213)876-6199.

PALMS. Rooms available in 3-bdrm house.

Nice neighborhood. Big yard. Close to

UCLA. Choice of 2-bdrms, $450 or $500.

Utilities included. 310-838-9416.

Pleasant, private roorr\A>ath/den. Airport area,

bus available, liner^owels provided. Non-
smoker. Some kitchen privileges. 310-645-

8056. $350.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH FOR RENT.

Venice home, fumished. Female non-smoker.

$40(Vmonlh •t-1/4 utilities. Walking distance

to beach, off-street parking. Mini-refrigerator,

kitchen privileges, laurnJry privileges. Large

closet Santa Monica busline at your door.

Colette 310-621-2589.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH. Pool, parking,

10 minutes from UCLA. No smoking. Light

kitchen privileges.Very quiet SSOO/month.

310-478-6769.

QUIET, COZY ROOM for lady student Fully

furnished wAilchen privileges. $285/month.

310-274-0400day, 31 0-202-8521 evenings.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment 1920's era building

located r>ear historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 213 7391566.

ROOM FOR RENT In a 2-bedroom house in

a quiet neighborhood. Prefer female non-

smoker, happy and energetic. N.Hollywood.

$350.310-208-7711.

ROOM FOR RENT. 3-bedroom house, Mari-

na Del Rey area. Washer/Dryer. Quiet neigh-

borhood. Open October 1. $45(Vmonth.

310-397-8232.

ROOM FOR RENT. 6 miles from UCLA, Bel

Air. Share house $200-$40(Vmonlh. 310-

271-2950.

SM North of Montana (14th and Georgina).

Private entry. No kitchen privileges..

$45(ymo. 310-451-8775.

SPACOUS ROOM, Brentwood above Sun-

set Share bath. Private entrance, pool, gar-

den, rx> kitchen, microwav^oaster, utilities,

pari<ing. Grad student. 310-476-1786

WLA. Three professionals seek person to

share spacious townhouse. Own bed-

roorr^ath. Share common areas, including

laundry. Easy freeway access. $525/month.

310-478-0940.

56 House for Rent

WLA. SPACK3US 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No peU. $89S/n>>onth. 310-479-

8099.

57 House to Shore

SHARE 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with 2 fe-

males. Near campus. $450/month, low de-

posit Available lmn>edlately. 310-470-2208.

Ask (or Sue.

58 House for Sale

Large 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to LKTLA. Cerv
tral air, pool. $154,900. California Pruiien'ial

Realty. 310-445-7778.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded ar>d private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Bhrd. just minutes tu WesUide. Need
(ourwiation expertis* to hilly take advantage

at this value Rwiuced to $335,000. Call

Irene, affeni 818-789-71 17.

60 Housing Needed

MATURE, MINNESOTA COUPLE s«eb
clean, quiet, accommodatk>n Oct 23- Dec.

23 near UCLA. Will consider work lor rent

reduction. 612'M9-6034.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hours/Week, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm vwekdays. Must own car and irwurartce.

310-278-9307 or 310-472-7269.

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and good role

model for chiWren. Live-In + $$ in exchange

for drivin^utorin^>abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court 3(>f hours,

6:45-8:00am, alter 3pm. Full-time, part-time,

sUident ok. 310-552-5391

.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for chiidcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9, 3-year/oid.

Approximate 20hours^veek. Walking dis-

tarKe campus. Experienc^refererKes re-

quired. 310-470-4662.

GRADUATE STUDENT or senior needed to

do occasional chiidcare in exchange for

room and board. MDR. Prefer experierKe

with children and driver's license. Dr. Kup-

per 310-306-6855.

LIVE-IN NANNY. 6-year/old girl. Work wee-
ker>ds, on-call weeknights. Room and board

plus $225/week salary. Travel opportunities.

Beverly Hills. 31 0-276-21 30.

LIVE-IN NEEDED for active boys, 8 1/2, 11

1/2. Must have car. Private entrance and
bath. Room arxi board -fsmall salary for after-

school-care, evenings and weekerxis. 310-

841 -6667 or 21 3-935-1 298, Lauren.

Plumbing or Rental Services in exchange for

Westwood/Cenlury City apartment 310-474-

7565.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange

for assistarKe- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1399.

Room, private ei^rarKe, kitchen arxi

bathroom. French doors to pool and spa.

Near Fairfax arxi Wilshlre. Exchange 15-

2(yhrs/wk child care, 9 y/o girl. 213-931-

2221.

TRADE FURNISHED GUESTHOUSE IN pal-

isades for child care rrximings, afterrxx>ns. Irv

eludes utilities, pool, kitchen, laurxiry. Need
own car. Wendy 310-454-0351.

64 Housing Service

INTERNATKDNAL STUDENTS HOUSING
MANAGED BY INTERNATIONALS - Single

arxi 1 Bedroom, quiet, r>ear BH arxi bus,

laundry, $S0O$625. 213-951-1042 even-

ings.

65 Townhouse for Sole

WLA/PALMS. 1+1 deluxe townhouse. Newer
building, light & bright fireplace, A/C, securi-

ty, high ceilings, quiet street $125,000. 10

nrinu^es from UCLA. No down, Sigrna, 31 0-

451-8775.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-bed^-bath townhouse. Quie', gztcd, park-

ing, central air and Kea'., laurxiry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6221.

67 Condos for Sale

5M. 3-Bedroom townhome. Prirrw half-block

S. Montana. Totally renxxieled, new kitchen,

hardwood floors. Family room. Roberta

Trowsdale, a^ent. 310-306-0073.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.

Large living room. Fireplace, ^C, 32 fooK

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310- :

473-6782.

68 Condos to Shore

BRENTWOOD CONDO $1000, 2-I-2, Securi-

ty gate and parking. New carpet, air, patio.

Grad students preferred. 818-333-8458. )udv.

RENTAL TO SHARE 2-bed/2-bath condo in

WLA. Prefer male college student Private

party. $5(XVnx)nth including utilities. 310-

838-1339.

WESTWOOD. Wilshlre 2-bdrnV2-ba w/J90ol

arxi doorman high-rise. Walk to UCLA
Medical CerHer. Young professional looking

for mature non-snx>ker. $525/mo. 310-475-
4191.

69 Condos for Rent

2&1/2 MILES TO UCLA. W. Hollywood. Sin-

gle, unfurnished, courtyard view, patio, kitch-

en, refrigerator, gated parking, pool/jacuz-

z'l/sauna, laurxiry, surxleck, cable. Conveni-
ent $55<ynxjnth. 310-377-7330.

WESTWOOD. Spacious 2-bdnT\^-l/2bath,

wet bar, pler^y of closet space. Female only.

540 Kelton. $142(Vmonth. Discount 800-

479-3229 or 310-824-7973.

WLA-PALMS. 2+2, deluxe condo. Newer
building, light arxi bright, f/p, ^C, security,

high ceilings, quiet street 10-minutes to

UCLA, $995. 310-451-8775.

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, terxiis court arxi pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pets. Between

6-9pm 310-472-8336.

PRIVATE GliEST APARTMENT in beautiful

Beverly Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KPfCH-

EN. $400)310-358-6396.

78 Misc. Activities

CAUGHT IN THE ACTI Scrcentesi Produc-

tiorw arvxxjnces a brand new party gante.

Recently featured In GAMES and Popular

Photography magazines. The Great Holly-

wood ScreenTest it a fun, mystery role-play-

ing game designed spec!fk:ally for the canv

corder. Six players act out on a camcorder

the Final heated scer>es of a murder mystery.

After the 'ad,* players replay the tape arxi

earn points by spotting lies and determining

the murderer. Great for HalkiweenI The.

premier episode, "Who Dkl-ln Dilbn De-

voe?,' is $19.95 plus $3.00 P&H. Send

checks to: Screentest Productions, P.O.Box

21 62 Stow OH, 44224. 21 6-678-7390.

TENNIS LESSONS by fomwr tennis pro. Kkis

and AdulU. 310-838-6779. Competithre

rates.

87 Commercial/Office

OFFICE SPACE. Rooms for rent for massage

therapist, healing profession. Easy access arxi

new facilities. Call Pierrick. 310-289-9219.

90 Child Care Offered

Doriti Home Daycare is open for infarcts arxi

toddlers. Santa Monica Colfege Child devel-

opment certificate. Lots of good experierx:e

as a teacher. Warm , caring environment .

Convenient location Westside area. 310-843-

9121.

94 (\/lovers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263- BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14fl truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rxMice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

nxjvers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free, ferry 310-391-5657.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
Professional, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing

and re-writes also available. 213-933-3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublicatiorw; tutors Engllsh/itudy

skills; tralm tirrte management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

PROFESSKDNAL WRITINC/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject style, requirenr>ent

213-871-1333.

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. For expert editing call the Writer's

Consultant 818-883-6074.

$ CORPORATE $
SCHOLARSHIP
NQGPA or Financial

Requirements
Call Now for full deadlines

COLLEGE SERVICES
800-530-2321

(24 HR. Voice Mail)

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING. & editing!

Al subjects. Theses/OissertalkKn.

Personal Statements. Proposals and boolB.

Intematk)nal stixients weioome.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shwon Baar, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

98 Tutoring Offered

BKXOCY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

D Microbiology). 310-652-8652.

ENGLISH LESSONS/ESl. Private tutoring with
qualified Irvtructor. Flexible hours, competi-

tive rales. Contact Matthew at 2 1 3- 73 1 1 699.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, paiter, 310-582-9626 NBO.

Putyour rqxrtation

on the line.

Clas$ifimd line
825 ;2221

Dally Bruin

99 Tutoring Needed

S20^. 1 to 2 tinfM^wcek. Mornings ,

approx. 10am. Bcveriy Hills. Female

preferred. General beginning level. Call Joey

310-399-4826. -

^

ENGLISH LFTERATURE TUTOT needed for

English 10A. S\2A>r. Pebra 310-550-3951.

English tutor for 11th grade. Recent immi-

grant English is mother Tanguage. ExperierKc

preferred. La Brea/ Beverly Blvd. Send per-

sorul datV hourly charge to frank- 1 72 South

Orange Drive, LA, 90036 or fax 213-936-

9094. ^_^

English tutor for 5th/7th grade. New immi-

grant from Taiwan. Also assist homework in

other sub}ects. La Brea/Beverly Bhrd. Send

personal dat^hourly charge to Frank 172
South Orange Drive, LA, 90036 or fax

Ul 3)936-9094.

NEED TUTOR lor GRE math section. Famil-

iarity with GRE format required. $1Q^r. 310-

454-6690.
.

Teaching experience for tutoring. Computer
kr>owledge. Tennis krwwledge. Car preferred

but not necessary. Available roo«M>oard.

Call Shirley 310-271-4091, home 310-550-

lOUoffice.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, LANGUAGE, SAT
TUTORS needed for Sherman Oaks or

Westwood Centers. Undergraduate degree

required. $12/hr. 818-999-4667, 310-475-

4830.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resuntes, scripU, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WOROPROCESSINC IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, marHJScripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-

pers ar>d application. Laser printing, gram-

mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resumes,

letters, flyers, labels, transcriptfon. Rushes.

310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/Wtedical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh wflaser printer.

pick-up/de livery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, trarvcribing, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour sen/ice. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc. Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Student Discount. 310-587-

0357.

102 Music Lessons

Guitar lessors by a professional rwar UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formarKe anxiety, associate^ate Lam, SanU
Monica, near UCLA, free corvultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOM-TYPE RESUME. Fast, profession-

al, reliable. Layout/editing composition.

Resumes/cover letters/ Reference sheets.

Computer typesettln^aser printing. 310-470-

7999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clienU get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

105 Travel

London $260*
Frankfurt $260*

Amsterdam $315*
Washington, DC $139*
fares tn each vwe/ ftotn los Angeles based on a
roind^pkfchase ReslrictiaisapptyrandttMesnot

included CoN for other workMide destinalicrs.

Open Saturdays 10am - Spai

Council travel
1093 Brorton Ave., I2S0, los Angeles, CA 90024

310-908-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

ROUNOTRIP AIRLINE TICKET to aitywhere

in US - Best offer. Good until Novtmbar^

30lh. Call 3ia273-aOM.
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109 Autos for Sale

82 Chev, runs well, asking ^ - Am.
(213)933-5433.

HONDA CIVIC 1985, 5-speed, AM/FM Ster-

et^assette, 130k, co:or:ash-gray, $2500.
310-47S-1935.

77 T-BIRD. Low mileage; excellent condi-

tion; blueAvhite interior; AK; electric sunroof,

windoNin, doors, seals, kxdcs. Mom's car. Ro-

bert: UCLA 310-206-4242, home 310-288-

0063.

'82 S10 Pick-up. Autontatlc. Great conditk>n.

A/C, radio, white, S225(yDbo. 31 0-392-91 20.

'87 Buick Skylvk. 6-cylinder sedan. White,

4-door, PovMcr steering, air, healer, tapedeck,

cnjisc control, bucket seats. $4000. 310-474-

0016.

"87 Grand Am. Automatic, Great corwiition,

VC, Power steering, an^m radio. Gray.

%4200/dbo. 310-392-9120.

'87 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK, A/C,

.<nVlm stereo/catsette, like new, only 41,000

n. les. Blue book $5200. Asking $400(Vobo.

3U'-441-9242.

•88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-speed, survoof, stereo, 104k

miles, $880(Vobo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1986 Honda XL600: Street/dirt bike,

tires, supertrapp^ rack, excellent oorxlKion,

meticulously mainUined, showroom clean.

$1 6Sa Pole 310-474-97Sa

1 15 Scooters for Sole

1987 HONDA ELm. 1 50. Good shape $650.

Helmet Included. Call Jeff 310<36-7879.

1989 BLACK YAMAHA 125. 2-per>on. Excel-

lent condition. Low miles. SIOOG/obo. 213-

688-4187.

1989 Honda Elite 50cc. Includes helmet,

Uxk, and basket Low mileage. Call Patti,

310-9200132.

1990 Honda Elite 80. Brilliant condition. Low
miles. Extra battery, 2 helmets, tool kit,

kryptonite lock. $725 obo. Robert 3ia824-
9923.

1991 HONDA ELITE E. SOc, perfect condi-

tion, r>ew battery,tune up, basket, helmet.

$450 obo. Call 310-451-4346.

HONDA 50, kiw miles, excellent condition,

2 helmets, $500. 310-208-6364.

HONDA ELrTE 150. Runs excellently, great

power. Red. kKludes lock and helmet. $800
obo. Call 310-657-5465.

LOOKING for

Work Experience,

Convenience,

Fun and $$$?

The Daily Bruin

Classified Display

Advertising Dept. is

looking for Responsible,

Ambitious, and Motivated

Interns. Pick up an

application at The Daily

Bruin Front Desk.

Deadline

applications

Friday

-Incredible Earning

Potential at end of

10-wk internship.

Call 206-0901

for more info

or with questions.

115 Scooters for Sale

HONDA ELITE 50cc. Good condition. Just

tuned, includes kxJt and helmet $550. 310-

825-0951 , leave mmaam-

HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Red, hardly used,

k>w miles, great shape. Irndudes k>d( and

battery charger. $1000. 310-207-3542.

HONDA ELrrE. Runs exceUent Recently

tuned. New brakes. New tires. $600obo.

310-474-8420 or 818-385-1728. Ask lor

Madt.

White, elite 80. Great conditkm. With hel-

met. $500 obo. 310-477-5686.

'86 HONDA SPREE SC<X)TER. Excellent

condition. Great gas mileagp. Helmet $350.

Call 453-8469.

'87 HONDA aiTE 50. Runs greati With hel-

met and lock. $35G/obo. Call for Kim 310-

476-4387. MUST SEEI

'87 RED HONDA ELITE 150. Includes hel-

met, lock and basket. Must selll Joe. 213-

934-2950. $675/obo.

'89 HorxJa Elite 80. Just serviced. Been in

storage for over a year. Ir>cludes lock and

helmet. $800. Dawn 310-374-0902.

•90 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue, Helmet/lock,

Just tuned. $75(yobo. Jen 71 4-724-1 755 eve.

120 Off-Campus Parking

PARKING SPACE NEAR CAMPUS NEEDED
BADLY. Will pay top $$$. Call John 310-

794-3577.

126 Furniture for Sole

Beautiful living room and dining room furni-

ture irtcluding a conr>plete dining room set

with side-board. Will negotiate for best price.

310-470-4221.

COUCH 2-PERSON. Beige w/gray pattern.

Excellent condition. Matching pillows and
throw rug. $195 obo. 310-477-5686.

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE. Bed couch and
matching loveseat, natural wood coffee table

and natural wood entertainment center.

$40(yobo. 213-756-5334.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 31 0-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

Dining and sofa sets also. 31 0-821 -0729.

128 fVIisc. for Sale

LEGALIZE EVERYTHING. TAX ROX^ION.
VINYL BUMPER STICKER. Send $2^, $V3
to: Trbue, b>c., 5050 Laguna Blvd., Suite 1 12-

401, Elk Grove, CA,9S7S8.

134 Computer/Typewriter

EXPANDABLE 286 double port, color moni-

tor, keyboard, WordPerfect 5.0, DOS, plus

more. Perfect for students. $600/obo. 310-

838-5774

MACPLUS, 4-meg RAM, 80 meg external

HD, Image writer w/paper, computer desk,

carrying case -t- extras, $800. Carl 310-478-^

5054 evenings.

Newton Messagepad 1 1 and Smith Corona
word processor with full-screen monitor in

perfect condition. Price negotiable. 310-268-

9230.

w W
Classified

Advertising
825-2221

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Trick

5 Rent
10 Thick carpet
14 Earring's

place
15 Be an omen
16 Chopin or

Walesa
17 Bullfight

cheers
18 Wedding

member
20 Light wood
22 Chicago Loop

trains

23 Bodies of

water
24 Similar

26 "Of Mice and
It

27 Canadian/U.S.
tourist

attraction

30 Rang noisily

34 Actress
Francis

35 Charged
particles

36 Inventor

Whitney
37 Pads
38 Fastened
40 Dumbfound
41 Airport info

42 Windmill part

43 Refer
45 Reptile

47 More
expensive

48 Bright color

49 Demon
50 Step
53 Wing of

building

54 Proverb
58 Common

61 — the
Terrible

62 Pub orders
63 Last Greek

letter

64 Captain of the
"Nautilus"

65 Temporary
home

66 Went out with

67 Got bigger

DOWN
1 Boor
2 Pop
3 Cain's

brother
4 Notes
5 Scientist's

workplace
6 Shout of

discovery
7 Nimble
8 Froth

9 Before
10 Leaped
11 Fisherman's

need
12 Soothing

plant

13 Emeralds and
rubies

19 Valleys

21 Arkin or Ladd
25 St. Patrick's

country
26 Decree
27 Calls

28 Furious
29 Church table

30 Baseball
great
DiMaggio

31 Pause
32 Escape
33 Restaurant
35 Chill

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

R B O T S L 1 Pl L A K E
A L 1 N E H E R A E D A M
F E N C E R E A R S A R 1

T O G E T H|E RHD 1

N
S M A L

jl^^^B H A W L S T Y
P L L E£ J U N T A
A H E A D M E T E R 1 T E
L 1 F T R 1 L E D G A W K
M T H B A L L S DO G 1 E

E R N E Sb A T O N S
G A S E

W
S S M A N jj^^^^l

T T A AHJ U G G L E R S
R O A N

1

C O T E E R 1 E
E N 1 D K N E E R A 1 S E
D E N Y S L D S H E E N

© 1994 United Feature Syndicate>

39 Red or

carpenter —
40 Wintertime

fun

42 Turns aside

44 Singer Home
46 Pastor
47 Fodder
49 Navy group
50 Hit

5

1

Floor piece

52 Capital of

Yemen
53 Columnist

Bombeck
55 Affirm

56 Checkers or

chess

57 Sufficient:

archaic

59 Seed
container

60 Father

•••••••••••••••^
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Ifs a WONDERFUL UFE

WrihaGREATSMIlf!

^PFTIAI • t^ Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETICAND
GENERALDENTISTRY

•TDOIH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitroas Chdde (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia . -^

'Open Late Houn, Free Parking/Validaled Paildng

•Checks. Credit Cards and Insunmce Fonns Welcome

Lany Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Wectwood Blvd. «460 (between Wilchire & S«iU Monica Bl.)

ForAppointmcBtCaU: (310)4/4-37^

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

' sh runpoo &

I blowdry

With

COLOR S20

HIGHLIGHTS S29-S49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

HAIRCUT
.«.• '. r ii tons

FRENCH PERM S15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-$45

SUPER PERM S66

Next to Penny Lane

"Simplify, simplify"

Henry David Thoreau

"Hey that's not a bad ideaT

y AT&T

„...)•

Aisr Universal MasterCard— The credit,cash and calling card. All in one.

The ATOT Universal MasterCard. No annual fee—ever Access to cash at over 350,000 locations

Plus ari AT&T calling card. Becauj>e life should be contemplated. Not complicated.

Call 1 800 438-8627 to request an application

S ATbT
eWMATST

'

FT

FOOTBALL
From page 48

**When you lose a J.J. Stokes,

who's such a huge tool, it hurts

your whole team," Lambright
said. "If you were to take
Napoleon (Kaufman) from us,

we wouldn't look at all like the

same offense."

Kaufman, who is being touted

by the Washington Athletic
Department as "*America's Most
Exciting All-Purpose Player" has

accumulated 624 all-purpose
yards (443 rushing) in the
Huskies' three games this sea-

son. His 80-yard rushing perfor-

mance against Miami made him
Washington's career leader with

3.094 yards, and his 4,456 all-

purpose yards are also at the top

of the UW record books.

The Bruins will counter
Kaufman's offensive output at

the tailback position with sopho-
more Sharmon Shah, who has
rushed for 453 yards on 78 car-

ries in four games, and will also

benefit from the return of sopho-
more Skip Hicks. Hicks.
UCLA's leading returning rusher

with 563 yards in 1993, has not

seen action in 1994 while recov-

ering from a torn anterior cruci-

ate ligament suffered last spring

while long jumping with the
track team.

*'I expect that if (Hicks) is in

good enough condition, has
hung onto the ball and gone
through heavy inside contact
work and those kinds of things,

he'll be on the trip and play
against Washington," Donahue
said.

UCLA leads the series 27-24-

2 and has won two straight and
four of the last five meetings
with Washington. Last season,

"Washington has

a fine team - they're

hot, very confi(ient

and very falented -

just extremely

impressive."

Terry Donahue

UCLA Head Coach

the Bruins overcame a 15-0
deficit for a 39-25 victory, and in

1990, Donahue led his 21 -point

underdog squad to a 25-22 upset

of the second-ranked Huskies in

Seattle.

• • •

UCLA dropped its Pac-10
opener, 21-0, to Washington
State. Sept. 24 at the Rose Bowl.
The los#<4Yas only the second
time in the last 266 games that

the Bruins have failed to score a

point.

"Obviously, we're bitterly dis-

appointed with our conference
opening game against
Washington State," Donahue
said. "Washington State is a very

fine defensive football team,
they're a good offensive team,
and obviously they were better

than us in the kicking game. As a

result, we ended up getting shut

out."

UCLA's defense limited
Washington State to 249 yards of
total offense, but the Cougars
capitalized on a blocked punt
and an interception return with
scoring drives of one and 13

yards, respectively. Donnie
Edwards recorded a career-high

15 tackles, including two sacks

and two others for losses.

Offensively, flanker Kevin
Jordan caught eight passes for

94 yards, and tailback Shah ran

See RKHBALL, pageli
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FOOTBALL
From page 38

15 times for 71 yards against a
defense that had allowed just 39
net rushing yards inJts two pre-
vious games.
Quarterback Wayne Cook,

who was sacked seven times,
struggled under the pressure and
completed 1 1 of 25 passes for 90
yards. Donahue maintained that
Cook would remain in the start-

ing position, but added that Ryan
Fien might see action earlier in
the game if his first-stringer is

unable to get on track.

**I do not plan on any quarter-
back changes at this time.
Wayne Cook was a good enough
quarterback last year to take us
to a conference championship,
and I think he's a good enough
quarterback this year to quarter-
back our football team,"
Donahue said. "It is fair to say
that in any situation, if your
starting quarterback is strug-
gling and continues to struggle,

you are more inclined to make a
quarterback change earlier than
if he is not."

gton

turday, 12:30 p.m. ^

Husky §t§|ln.
^"

ABq.<t3v^

J»me
^LAl
'Virttti the

weel

CHRIS SELIGMAN/Dally Bmin

M. SOCCER
From page 48

UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid
said. 'They're a dangerous team
because they have four losses. I

think that they feel they can regain
credibility if they can beat us. St.

John's is the same way. We have
two tough games against two
tough teams."

Making matters worse for the
^Bruins is the absence of defender
Adam Frye, who will miss both
games because of a strained knee.

Schmid will likely switch Frankie
Hejduk over as the marking back,

while playing either Joe Christie
or Josh Keller on the right side.

"It's important for us to get
Adam back for our league
games," Schmid said. "The week
after this, we have two games in

league that we really need to win
now. Rather than take a risk, we
want him healthy."

• • •

The main reason for the
Bruins' urgency to win league
games is their embarrassing 4-3
loss to UC Irvine in their league
opener last Sunday.

The Anteaters put UCLA out of
contention early, taking a 3-0
halftime lead and adding a fourth

goal in the second half to seal the

win.

The Bruins did tally three
goals in the second half but were
never able to equalize and put
themselves back into contention.

• • •

The Friday before their loss to

UCI, the Bruins topped the
University of San Francisco, 2-1,

thanks to a penalty kick by
Hejduk in second half injury
time.

It was Hejduk's second penalty

kick - and third goal - of the sea-

son. Forward Ante Razov scored

the Bruins' other goal in the 38th

minute of play.

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES''
BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS. BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

^1 LOWAIRTIME

Inter

$6.95 per month

C « L I

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!
LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

yii^iffififf/miiiiifi^

Go to Helen's

BICYCLES
CLOTH IIMC ACCESSORIES

Its Bicycle Heaven

Santa Monica
2501 Broadway at 26th St.

Wi

Taking good care of people
and their bikes since 1936

open Every Day. 5 Mo^Mis kitar^pt /^ree iPlmrjclng loA c)

»stwoocl Vlllaga Marina Del Rey Manhattan Beach
1071 Gayley Ave. 2472 Lincoln Blvd 1670-C Rosecrans Ave.

•y^y^^^y^yy^j'^^^^j

HELMETS

3<o829-1836 910208-8988 3<o306-7843 3io643-9140

I

I

I!

I
Water Bottle

[ \& Power Bar 1

1

with any Melon's Cyclos I I

Purehasofmln t1S.OO) | |

11

U-Lock
With any

Holon's Bleyolo Purchase
(min $199**!

Sale items limited to stock on hand. Only wftti

. . _ t>ls ooL^xxi. On* coupon par parson.
tM^ Oflef eifpirea 11-1^ '

Sala itams llmHad to stock on hand. Only with
Onacouc

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
II

Any Helmet
with any

H*lMi'« Bloyel* PurehaM
(mIn S199~)

Sal« iloms Hmrtad to atock on hand. Only wflh

1
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#«sl-Gratf Majoring In tervico

Coovenlently located 1 mile from compus ot

1 -405 end Sonto AAonico Boulevord

• Compllmentorv Contlnentol Breokfost

€xerdse foci 11ty ,

• Courtyord ujlth Jacuzzi

WESTWOOD
PACinCHOTEL

11250 Santa N4onica Blvd.

For Reservations Call (310) 478-1400
1 1250 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, CA 90025

lO'^o IMS( Ol M Ullll IHIS \ll

t
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ENTREPRENEURS.
iW^«W"M

Want to start your own
Want to learn from tiM best?

The Southern Califomia Entrepren9ur8hip Academy
is looking for high potential sentors. grads, or recent
grads to participate in a 2 semester program that will
Inciude:

•Meetings with successful local entrepreneurs
•Mentorships with entrepreneurs
•InskJe looks at k>cal industry
•An important network of professonals and peers

INTERESTED?
interviewing now for Fall 1 994 program

Start date: October 8, 1994

SCEA is a non-profit organizatk>n funded and
administered by forty Los Ar)geles and Orange
County business leaders.

For more information call:

Laureen Ford at (310) 544-4959

I

I« Laureen tora at (31 0) 544-4959 i

No kidding. More and more stu-

dents are telling us how much
they enjoy nwth after they start

using Mathematica. ^^^

Whether you're in engineering,

computer science, physics, economics,

or any other technical major, you
know how critical your knowledge of

math is to your future. Now students

around the world

are discovering

that hAaihemat-

ica makes learn-

ing math really

exciting.

to help you quickly through the

basics of the program and
beyond. It shows you how to

Essential Tool for Math and Science Learning ^se Mathematica to solve equa-

Students use Mathematica to tions, make spectacular 2D and 3D
understand topics better and finish plots and graphs, and write reports

homework fastet Mathemat- ^ TO Soa- *^* ^'^^ impress even your

jr^'

H^

ica speeds you through

tedious calculations,

and is a great tool

for making sure your

answers are accurate.

It's ideal for any

course where the

assignments involve alge-

bra, calculus, linear algebra,

differential equations, statistics...

and the list goes on.

Mathematica isn't just fast—ifs

easy. You'll start getting answers

the moment you type your first

equation on the screen. And Mathe-

matica: The Student Book is included

W0'

toughest professors.

Students every-

'«^ where approach math

with a whole new atti-

r tude when they use

r* Mathematica. Check it

out today at your local

campus bookstore or soft-

ware dealer.

For more information, call 1 -800-441-MATH (62B4|

Wolfram Research
email infoOwi com

217 39e070O:(ax 217-39M747

MWWwfu for SMants » available to all currently enrolled lull iktw ruaeno stu , __ __, ,.„.,„,..».,,„,„„„.
MKinin*. DOS. and Mcrtwoft Windww syflems Numeric coprocessor suppon not incluM A«M««n*«Vi«iort not induM on the Windows yersioa AcaCtemic discwmti
sMjnal Mwons of Mithmialica orvall personal computers, workstations, and supercomputers Lab and site programs are also available

time students Student idamificaiion required MatmMica for Students is a lull function version of Mathematica ani h avaiMte on
ciMuir dinnnrt imt inckidad AtetfitOT** suppoTt not included on the Windows version Academic discounts era avaitaUe for ptofai-

imputars Lab and site programs are also available

VOLLEYBALL
Fronfi page 48

hitting percentage.

"After the first game, it looked
like we were totally out of the

match," Banachowski said. "But I

was pleased we fought back so
well."

The comeback was led by
senior outside hitter Annett
Buckner (25 kills) and a double-^
double performances by junior
outside hitter Jenny Johnson (13
kills, 10 digs) and sophomore
middle blocker Kim Krull (10
kills, 10 blocks).

The Bruins traveled up the roacT

to Tempe for their 15-10, 8-15,

women wereThe

sparked by a second

game insertion of

freshman setter Kim
Coleman.

15-13, 12-15, 15-4 victory over
No. 16 Arizona State last

Saturday. The women were
sparked by a second game inser-

tion of freshman setter Kim
Coleman. Coleman registered
four blocks in the match.

"Kim came in and got us some
huge blocks," Banachowski said.

"She really helped us take advan-
tage of their small right side."

Buckner continued to dominate
in Tempe, drilling 28 kills and
picking uplO digs. Johnson
chipped in with 18 kills.

' • • •

After a month touring the
United Slates, the women fmally
arrive in the cozy confines of
Pauley Pavilion with Friday's 7

p.m. match against Washington.
Saturday's match with WSU also

begins at 7 p.m. Friday night is T-

shirt night with the first 500 fans

receiving a free Reebok T-shirt.

Free posters will be given to the

first 500 fans on Saturday night.

W, SOCCER
From page 47

the Bruins 14-5, UCLA got a lot

of help in the back from freshman
Cheryl Williams, who replaced
Skenderian as sweeper, as well as

nrudfielder Shannon Thomas.
"Shannon played her best 90

minutes of the season," Eyman
said.

Next up for the Bruins is a
home conference game against
Arizona (1-5). Although it is

doubtful Skenderian will face the

Wildcats, Eyman feels UCLA
should be able to rise to the occa-
sion.

"Every team this season we are

going to have to play tough and
together," Eyman said. "Some
teams will be tougher than others,

but there is no team that we can't

beat.

'The interesting thing in saying

that is that we have all these fresh-

men. They're kind of taking over."

On deck

What: SNomen ssocc^

Who: Arizona vs. UCLA

W^^'- North 34i'
Records

•

1

i

lt)ac alems

ainst the Wildcats.

>aHyBruirt

WCTER POLO
From page 46

junior Mark Sutter scored to tie

the game at 1-1, but Uzi Hadar's
two-point goal gave USC a lead

that it*would never relinquish.

"It was 1-1, and then all of a
sudden it was 3-1," Baker said.

"That's a big swing, and we let

down a little. The same thing hap-

pened when it was 6-4 and (after

-another two-point shot by Hadar)
then 8-4."

"Our outside shooting isn't as

good and we've been hurt by the

two point rule," senior driver
Scott Turner said. "It can make a

game exciting, but it can bring a

4eam down. We were not having

Shelley Taylor

men will face incredible odds.

Senior star Creighton Harris is

still nursing a strained achilles

tendon, and may not be a factor

for UCLA.
"I'm going to have to swallow

my pride this time and just do
what I can to help the team,"
Harris said. "I'll try to stay with

the pack, but it's going to bie very

difficult."

The Bruins will look to fresh-

man Mebrahtom Keflezighi to

carry the load. Keflezighi has
already won his first two races

this season, but freshmen Devin
Elizondo and Matt Olin are
expected to do well on the 8,000-

meter course.

As a team. No. 5 BYU is the

odds-on favorite, but No. 11

Arizona and No. 17 Stanford
sport excellent distance runners.

Sophomore and Pac-10
Freshman-of-the-Year Greg
Jimmerson will challenge for the

Cardinal, while Martin Keino,
son of former Olympian Kip
Keino of Kenya, will lead the

Wildcats. Also favored is

California's All-American Richie

Boulet, who looks to defend his

title in the event.

The Bruin men and women
have not run as a team in two
weeks, but a few UCLA runners

did compete individually at the

Riverside Invitational Sept. 24.

Hecox, the only Bruin woman to

compete, finished first overall by
37 seconds in 17:47.

Freshman Jeff Sneed placed

first in 26:53 for the men, 24th

overall. Olin and Scott Umer fol-

lowed in 27:00 and 28:07, respec-

tively.

the best shooting day. We'll need
to have a little more control
against UOP."
To make things worse, the only

Bruin unhampered by the Trojan

onslaught last weekend, sopho-
more goalkeeper Matt Swanson,
is unlikely to play against UOP
because of a recurring groin
injury. Swanson recorded seven
saves against the Trojans in a per-

formance described by Baker as

"phenomenal."

"Against USC we lacked a

killer instinct," Baker said. "Most
of our mistakes were a result of
inexperience, but we're ready to

get back and establish ourselves."

X-COUNTRY
From page 46
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TEAM OUTFTITER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

•rriciAii
WORLD CUP

^/^

I rOFFSIOh 7iJ^^, L SPORTS apparelJ /
/ / 710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 3 10.207.4226

19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

ARRESTED ?
Criminal Defense Attorney

Judith Rocklin (310) 474^81
Reasonable Rates, Excellent Results

%>y-it ^
,•»;;:• >.-. 825-2161 • 825-2161 • 825-2161

True Math.

your ,

annual

Savings

Jk »—

i^s 00 JHO $S0 $60 $70 ^80 i9o

your mantKly fKone bill

^100

You don't have to be a calc professor to see you could
save more with Al&r Wrie i/54'' Savings.

It's true— if you live off campus, AT&TTWie t/M* Savings

really could save you more. Just look up your average

monthly long distance bill ai the diart, and see for yourself

Now here!s why AI&Ts and MCTs basic rates start off about

the same Then, with Friends and Family, MCI adwsrtises 20%

off your k)ng distance calls, but— here's the catch—only if

theyte to MQ users wdio are also on your calling drcie list Truth

is, two-thirds of most Friends and Family members' calls aren't

to those, selected people So the average discount you end

up seeing on your 1x11 is only 6%.* Not the 20% you expected

AT&T "Drue USA" Savings is a whole lot simpler. Spend

$25 a month, and we'U subliacn 20% off your bill. The full

20%— not some conditional percentage Spend $75 a month,

and we'll take 30% off. You can save on calls to anyone,

anytime, anywhere in the good old HSi of A** No restrictions.

No calling circles. No disapp)ointmenLs.

So take a good l(X)k at the chart (you can ask a math

major for help) and check out who's saving you what. We
think you'll find you could be saving a lot more with AT&T

Call 1 800-TRUE-USAr* And get all the savings you expect.

By.goO^tly^'^^M'Yc
• ^

AIKE Your Thie \toice:

* Discount off MQ hose rates, ftiends & Kamily prnvides

an extra d.scnuni on quaiifyir^ calU
•• Discount off AT&T ha.** residential rates Ak^laUe in inoaj

anea<L Certain exdusions i^3piy

ART
C 1994 AWT
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^ 1994 SUNDANCE '^'

i GRAND JURY
%^PRIZE WINNER

A HANDFUL OF YOUNG PEOPLE,

BLACK AND WHITE, BELIEVED

THEY COULD CHANGE HISTORY.

AND DID."
- John KifiNf.THC NEW YOKKTMB

HOLLYWOOD HAS NOTHING TO

MATCH IT THIS SUMMER FOR

GRACE OF STORYTELLING AND

STRENGTH OF IMPAQ."
-DovidKahr, NEW YOU DAILY NEWS

-EnwHwIlevy.VUIETYA MUST SEE'

"PASSIONATE...POWERFUL...VIVID''
- KwMtlti Turofl, LOS ANGELES TIMES

''PROVOCATIVE...ABSORBING"
-CwynJoiMi, THE NEW YMK TIMES

^ TAHA HfcLbASINCJ

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTSTODAY

Nil/Zrt ONE WEEK ONLY!

^mL*S^^^^ii^ Nightly: 5«). 7:15. 9:30. Sat & Sun: 2:45. 5:00. 7:15. 9:30

WELCOME BACK BRUINS!

—••—

^.- >

There must be some way to avoid doing
tlie s^me tiling for tiie next forty years.
You'll be getting your

degree from a top school.

And you're ready to find a

great job. The question is:

which job? And can it interest

you for your whole career?

At Andersen Consulting,

O 1991 Andersen Consulting, AA & Co.. S.C.

it's our job to help clients do

what they do. Only better.

For you, that mean opportu-

nity and challenge.

Part of our business is

anticipating the future. So

come talk to us about yours.

Andersen Consulting Is an equal opportunity employer.

Find out more about a career

with Andersen Consulting.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN h CO., S.C.

Where we gd from here"

tt's nevwr too Mrly to start tMnidng about your caroar. Wa'd

CTaar with Andartan Conaultliig. }MbAi^ fur oyr calandar ada I

toaaa ivhan wa'il be on campus this quartar. ¥lfo loolc forward

you to thiidc aliout a

1 tiia Daiiy Bruin on Mondays

to moating you.

KAUFMAN
From page 45

begun to part. Two of the early

Heisman favorites, Michigan's

TVrone Wheatley and UCLA's J.

J. Stokes, have sp^nt the first

month of the season in the

whirlpool bath nursing leg

injuries. A dark horse in the race,

Alcorn State's Steve McNair, has

a separated shoulder. USC quar-

terback Rob Johnson has faltered.

And then there is Kaufman,
darting this way and that.

He is averaging 147.7 rushing

yards per game, which ranks sixth

nationally. In Washington's 38-20

shocker over then-sixth-ranked

Miami last week, he also passed

Joe Steele to become the

Huskies' all-time rushing leader

(with 3,094 yards).

Asked Tuesday if he was
enjoying the Heisman promo-
tions, Kaufman said, **Not a great

deal. I just try to keep focused on
football and not worry about the

other things that I have going on.

I feel like I have enough pressure

on me."
He has been a somewhat reti-

cent candidate, even from the

start. This past summer, the

Washington publicity department

decided to send out a Kaufman
poster - conunon procedure when
any team has a top returnee. The
photo would be taken in football

garb, but somebody hit on anoth-

er idea for other campaign mate-

rials.

"While we were over there, we

"I just try to keep

focused on football and

not won^ about the

other things that I have

going on.**

Napoleon Kauftnan

thought, 'Why not find a

Napoleon (Bonaparte) outfit?'"

said Washington publicist Jim
Daves. "Our drama department
helped us get it. I thought we'd
take some shots and see how they

came out."

Kaufman dutifully sat for the

session, but afterward he
approached Daves and said, "I

would prefer not to use those
(photos)."

Battle, who is also Kaufman's
roommate, said of the campaign:

"Sometimes he'll take a hard hit

and bounce up and you'll say,

'How'd you get up from that?'

And he'll say, 'I'm a tough guy.'

It's the same way (with the

Heisman hype). I haven't seen it

affect him in any way. What he
talks about, (what) to him is the

main thing, is seeing his team
win."

The Huskies are giving
Kaufman every opportunity to

contribute in that endeavor. Since

they can't compete for the Pac-10

title or play in the Rose BowU..
why not showcase a star player to

demonstrate that the program is

on firm footing?

"They're trying to get me the

ball out in the flat and stuff," said

Kaufman, wh^ has eight pass
receptions for 67 yards (also 114

yards in punt and kickoff returns).

"People have always said they

haven't seen me catch. But that's

not really my fault I haven't got-

ten the opportunity.' But now
they're starting to throw the ball

out of the backfield a little bit

more and it's working out fme."

As well as it's working thus

far, this player doesnM seenu
inclined to rest on his highlight

See KAUrHAN/pagis 43 ^

KAUFMAN
From page 42

clips. <

While most of the team was
still basking in the euphoria of the

victory over Miami, coach Jim
Lambright felt a pang of con-
science and decided to get an
early start on preparations for
UCLA. He hit the door of the
football offices at 6 a.m. Monday
but was alarmed to fmd the lights

on and someone already in the

film room.
Napoleon Kaufman. Plotting,

no doubt, his next lightning cut-

back inside a lineman's brush
block.

m*^*^

s»

Napoleon Kaufman

USC NOTES
From page 44

reserve.

"So that's not good news,"
Brooks said, "coming to the
Coliseum with a guy who's never

started at quarterback in his

career. He's played in three of
four games this year. We'll just

have to see how he responds to

playing against a team like USC."
Washington on hold: Tailback

Delon Washington's status is

unchanged, meaning he is prac-

ticing with the team but being
Withheld fronf games until his
sudden academic problems are
resolved.

Robinson said he hoped to

have the matter cleared soon.

"Hopefully it will be resolved
in a matter of days or weeks, but
we are not involved in any way,"
Robinson said.

Injury report: The Trojans
expect to have receiver Ed
Hervey and fullback Leonard
Green return from injuries this

week. Hervey strained his knee
against Washington and missed
the past two games. Green,
thought to be a crucial part of
use's offense, strained a ham-
string in the summer and his
contribution thus far has been a
few plays against Penn State.

"Leonard Green's become
like a fictitious character around
here" Robinson said. "He was
the most impressive player on
the field the first five days of
two-a-days."

Walters honored: For his 31-
carry, 207-yard performance
against Baylor, tailback Shawn
Walters was named Sports
Illustrated's national offensive
player of the week and the Pac-
10' s co-player of the week with
Washington tight end Mark
Bruener.

"That's cool," Walters said of
the Sports Illustrated award.
"Thai's all right. A great honor."

On a pace to gain 1,214 yards,

not including a bowl game,
Walters could be USC's first

1,000-yard rusher since 1990,
when Mazio Royster gained
1,168 yards.

Also: Saturday's game against

Oregon is John Robinson's l(X)th

as USC's head coach. He is 77-

20-2 ... Oregon's last win over
USC at the Coliseum was in

1971, Robinson's final year as an

assistant coach at Oregon. -=-—r- ^
,
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HOWDO
YOU WANT YOUR^

HAIRCUT?

You don*t have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business

seven days a week and you never need an appointment.

What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive

ongoing education unparalleled in the category. So tell

us, how do you want your hair cut?

SUPBiCUTS
SUPERCUT™ $10.00

1650 Westwood BWd. (between SanU Monica Blvd. and WUshire)

(310) 470- 1558 M-F 8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5
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Copeland's Sports
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CURRENT PRICES ON
TiTH

PRICED UNDER $100
EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS &
SELECTED APPAREL BRANDS

QUANTITY & PACKAGE PRICING NOT IN EFFECT. 20'
. OFF

CURRENT PRICES MAY BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

8occ«r Shoes 20^0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Basketball Shoes 20^*0FF

Hiking

Sport Sandals 20^0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Chlldrsn*s Athletic Shoes 20^0FF
CURfWNT PRICES

Running Shoes 20^0FF
CUWHENT PRICES

Cross Training Shoes 20^0FF

CURRENT PRICES

Bo.1. 20^0FF
CURRENT PRICES

CURRENT PRICES

ATHLETIC EOUIPMEIMT
cumuEMT ce^
PRICE

iimp«x ^A99
Heavy Duty Standard Bench 99.99 # «9
(Sold's Gym h|^^
Pull Up, Dip t Push Up Stand In Ons . 99.99 # Si
Gold's Gym ^^38 Chrome Dumbbell Set 39.99 O I
Gold's Gym ^ ^Sfi
Leather Weight Lifting Glove 16.99 lO
Body Glov« hhj^mm
3/2 Full Wet Suit 99.99 #9
Sleeping Bags 20^0FF

CURRENT PRICES

Racquetball Equipment ZU OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Hockey Sticks 20^0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Sp*cl*l Group Mm am •JL^^^^m
Softball Bats 30% Off 44 OFF

SPRING *•« PRICES

ATHLETIC APPAREL & ACCESSORIES
RM9ffl 9 ot ^vOfn^fl

Lycra Workout Apparel

.

RimmII
Sweat Shirts ft Sweat Pants

,

aO^'OFF
CURRENT PRICCS

Jansport Day Packs... 20^0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Caps. Hats ft Visors v-"»20^0FF
CURRENT PRICES
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Baylor's Lewis talks trash on USC's Boselll

k

Trojan All-American
outplays Lewis, gains

little respect from foe

By Tim Brown
Los Angeles Daily News

So Tony Boselli outplayed him. That did-

n't stop Baylor defensive end Scotty Lewis

from following up on his pregame barbs at

Boselli with some choice postgame rips.

Lined up opposite left tackle Boselli,

Lewis had two tackles, exactly as many as

use place-kicker Cole Ford had. That was

after remarks by Lewis from Waco, Texas,

that basically called Boselli, a three-time

Playboy All-American, overrated.

They played the game, USC won 37-27

and Lewis had to be helped from the field

after USC's last touchdown.

'This, then, was what Lewis said to the

Daily Trojan, USC's campus newspaper, in

the postgame lockerroom:

"(Boselli) had his crutch all game. No.

77 (guard Kris Pollack)," he said. "No. 77

is a great player, Boselli is an a .

Quote me on that.

"Boselli is the worst player on the field.

The worst I've ever played against. Cheap
shots, holding consistently, face masking,

head slaps, going for the knees.

"In the first half I tried to take as much
as I could ... I played the second half just

like he did and I controlled him.

"Mr. Boselli is the dirtiest player I have

ever played against in my Tife. He is dirtier

than me and that is a lot, 'cause I am a dirty

m .

"It was hard to play against him 'cause

he's such a cheap-shotter.'

'

Add Boselli: Quarterback Rob Johnson,

Boselli's roommate, taped the pregame
quotes to Boselli's locker on Friday. Then

he needled him for about 24 hours.

"Mr. Boselli is the dirtiest

player I have ever played

against in my life."

Scotty Lewis

Baylor Defensive End

After the game and after the films, the

consensus was that Boselli played his best

game at USC.
"If you watch the film," Johnson said,

"on every play, the play's over and Tony

will be downfield running (Lewis) around."

Said USC coach John Robinson: "It was

one of the most dominating efforts I've seen

by a USC offensive lineman."

O'Neil out: Oregon quarterback Danny
O'Neil, who passed for 3,224 yards last

season and 579 through four games this

year, will miss Saturday's game against

USC, according to coach Rich Brooks.

O'Neil, suffering from a staph infection

in his right ring finger, is in Eugene's
Sacred Heart Hospital. O'Neil was taken to

the emergency room Monday after his con-

dition fluctuated over the weekend.

He underwent surgery that relieved the

abscess in what Brooks called "the very

rare staph infection."

O'NcTt's^taTitf-iii is sophomore Tony
Graziani, who passed for 128 yards as a

See U«C NOTES, page 43

NOTHING held hack, our entire acliilt inventory
Full length Atlult xxx hardcore movies from $5.99
Thousands of hrand new & fully cjuaranteed videos
HURRY for hest selection, sale ends 10/31/94

ALL ADUL T TARES

,' .#< - Free tape must be equal to or less than the purchased tapes

ODYSSEY VIDEO
iMserdiSiS & Videos t,< Huv df Rent

r ,
•

i ' i
• •f -)Open 9am - MidlnigHt ...:,:{.,:,: ,u^

NORTH HOLLYWOOD WEST LOS ANGELES MARINA DEL REV

4810 VINELAND AV 11910 WILSHIRE BL 4240 LINCOLN BL

(818) 769-2001 (310) 477-2524 (310) 823-1100

We'll nol onh change

your \ic\v Ironi the donn,

we'll ehaii'^e

\()iir \ie\\ ol lile.

Next semester, what's outside your residence hall window can be

more dian just an attractive view. When you study abroad with

Beaver College, you come to understand another culture in a way

no tourist can. Whether you prefer to frequent the haunts of

Dublin's famous writers, explore the ancient sites of Athens, sample

the plaza nighdife of Guadalajara, devour Sachertortes in Viennese

coffeehouses or watch the sun set over Oxford's dreaming spires,

the views you'll return with are those you'll remember with your

mind and with your heart Ask your study abroad advisor about

Beaver College programs. Call for a free catalog today.

StixkAhoad Trith Beaver Q)I1^
1.800.755.5607

^%%e

BEAD CLUB
^Tljc Place To Bead'

UQAsUJrt

({aQily10%

dsoutw^lO.

Whether you want to throw the greatest

party or spend the day creating unique

jewelry, we're the place to bead!

We Offer:

• Over 2, 000styles of beads from around the world

• jewelry parts & tools

• Sterling silver & gold filled

• Beginning & advanced classes

• Books - gifts - craft kits - fimo

• Group parties in our room or in your house

• Assistance & instruction by our talented staff

1067 Broxton - Westwood Village 209-2323
Open 7 Days

AVon-Thur lla,m.-9p.m. Fri-Sat lla.m.-llp.m. Sun 12o.m.-7p.m.

Test Yourself
For The Most
Interesting Work
In The Worid.

It's work that enables
you to serve your country.

Play a role in

history-nnaking events.

Take on challenging
responsibility.

Experience diverse cultures.

Make a difference.

Represent U.S. interests abroad in the

Foreign Service. Register by October

1 4th for the Foreign Service Officer Written

Exam offered worldwide on November
1 9th. Pick up your application at the

campus career center.

Register H^mw Fer
Ihe Foreign Service
Officer Exam.

^f-M^ d^
^
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UW tailback

Kaufman runs

rampant in '94

By Eric Noland
Los Angeles Daily News

As a 280-pound offensive tack-
le, Eric Battle is aiccustomed to
SI "ering welts, bruises, jammed
fingers, twisted joints, brain-rat-
tling collisions and all the other
obligatory job hazards of line
play in college football.

But at the University of
Washington, he and his line mates
have grown increasingly spoiled.
It's not unusual for them to
emerge from a Saturday after-
noon feeling fresh and undented.

That's because their job is to
clear the way for Napoleon
Kaufman.

"For me, blocking for him is

like not blocking at all," Battle
said. "This is the only way I can
describe it: Just get in the way for
a second. You don't really have to
pancake nobody. Just get in the
way for a hard second and he'll
create something.

"A lot of times you won't
know it, because your back's to
him, but he's back there making
your job a lot easier. He'll set a
guy right and then cut back left.

He'll make you look good. He'll
run the guy into you, kind of."

Such is the style of Kaufman,
who may stand only 5 feet, 9
inches and weigh 185 pounds but
combines nightmarish lateral

"A lot of times you

won't know it, but

(Napoleon Kaufman's)

back there making your

job a lot easier .. . He'll

make you look good."

Eric Battle

Offensive Tank|^

quickneSs with speed and
strength.

USC's John Robinson, whose
team "held" Kaufman to 152
yards rushing in a 24-17 Trojan
win four weeks ago, said, "After
the first five plays of the game, I

thought he would get about 600

«s^
PAY FOR
MEDICAL
SCHOOL.

^-

Today's Air Force offers a
scholarship program that can

help pay the cost of medical
school. If selected, you can contin-
ue your present studies— and
stop worrying about how to pay
for them. Participation is based on
competitive selection. For informa-
tion with noT>bligation, talk to an
Air Force representative. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

IIVIFORMATIOIM

NEEDED
Victim of catastrophic brain injuries

seeks information regarding water
flowing from campus irrigation

system into roadways on and
around U.C.L.A. campus, including
(but not limited to) Sunset Blvd.,

resulting in spills or handling
difficulty for motorcylces, scooters,
or bicycles. The Regents, through
their attorneys, deny that these
waterflows are dangerous. If you
have any information on this

subject, please call or write:

Jnmcs P Cnvv
Ln\N offices of J P C
11755 Wilshiic Blutl

Stc 1170 L A 90025
Ph "310-444 7179

Christopher- P Yuhl
YuhL Fnhnr G Yuhl

401 Wilshircj Blue! SLu,

1260 Snnta Monicn, Cii,

90401-1430
Pti-310-3930045

yards. He was going a different
speed."

UCLA's Terry Donahue, whose
unranked Bruins face No. 12
Washington Saturday in Seattle,
has been conducting his own
Kaufman Film Festival this week,
perusing, with growing alarm,
videotapes of that USC game and
otherSj^ — -:—^v~~"-r^
"Y6u look at the film,"

Donahue said, "and co
'Whoa.'" ^ '

Kaufman has, indeed, gotten
off to a fast start for the 2-1
Huskies, and his slippery running
style may soon have him making
some strides in the Heisman
Trophy chase, too.

As the season began, he was
considered something of a distant
shot for the award, given annually
to the nation's best quarterback or
running back who has big games
on TV for a nationally prominent
team that competes /or No.l.
Washington, after all, is on
Pacific- 10 Conference probation,
is ineligible for a bowl this year
and was thought to be no better
than fourth-best in the Pac-10.
But the waters have since

See KAUFMAN, page 42

Tailback Napoleon Kaufman has been dubbed "AmericJs'mosT*^
Exciting All-Purpose Player."

TTie TI-86 builds on the

functionality of the TI-68

and adds a wide range of

graphing capabilities. So

math students can handle

calculus problems more

easily. And technical stu-

dents can see the functions

for a better understanding

of problems. The TI-85 also

handles complex numbers,

matrices, vectors, lists

and strings. Plus it offers

a powerful one-equation

SOLDER.

The TI-68 solves up to five simultane-

ous equations. Has complex number
functions. Offers formula program-

ming. Even has a last equation replay

jeatureL.All at atfeat prirp

Get Serious.

Engineering, math or science major? Serious stuff. Get a

TI-68 Advanced Scientific or TI-85 Graphing Calculator from Texas

Instruments: They're designed for students and professionals and

recommended by professors.

Get the serious functionality you demand at a price you can afford.

Try a TI-68 or TI-85 at your local TI retailer today, or for more informa-

tion, call 1-800-TI-CARES.

EXTENDING YOUR REACH"

,^ Texas
instruments

> hMy U.oon
inonoidi.ani-nMS]aior c\mr\ iHooein !
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Possible

playoff

preview
for polo
Nine of top- 12

squads entered

in tournament
By Esther Hui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The "UCLA men's water polo

team will face its toughest.compe-

tition yet as it travels to the

Northern California Tournament
this weekend. Entered in the Palo

Alto tournament are nine of the

top 12 nationally ranked teams,

including defending national

champion and top-ranked
Stanford, No. 2 USC and No. 3

California.

"It's an extremely important

tournament," UCLA head coach

Guy Baker said. "We have to go
up there and do well - no ifs,

ands, or huts about it."

The fifth-ranked Bruins' first

match is scheduled for tomorrow
morning against No. 4 Pacific.

UCLA dropped a 10-9 decision to

the Tigers last season, and the

Harriers head north

for meet at the Farm

Adam Krikorian and the rest of the UCLA water polo team hope

to improve their shooting at the NorCal Tourney.

first round game could be the

biggest match of the tournament

for UCLA.
"If we beat UOP we'll be in the

semis," Baker said. "It's an
important game."

To beat UOP, however, the

Bruins must eradicate the jitters

they suffered against USC in a 10-

4 loss last Saturday at Southern

Cal's McDonald's Swim
Stadium. The Trojans, whose
starting lineup includes four

seniors, used stellar defense and

an aggressive style of play to fraz-

zle the young Bruin squad into

poor shooting.

"I was shocked," Baker said of

the loss. "I dicjn't think we'd
come out like that. We were really

nervous, and we never settled in."

The Trojans attacked the tenta-

tive Bruins from the beginning,

winning the opening sprint and
scoring within the first few sec-

onds of the first quarter. UCLA

See WATER POLO, page 41

Stanford to host

the largest meet

in western U.S.

By Mark Singerton

The UCLA cross country
teams will face their biggest test,

to date Saturday, Oct. 1 at the

Stanford Invitational.

Over 3,700 athletes from over

50 colleges will compete in the

annual spectacle in Palo Alto, the

largest cross country meet in the

western United States.

The 19th-ranked Bruin women
face stiff opposition in just their

second race of the season. They
will battle 16 other Division I

schools, including five teams
ranked in the top 20 nationally.

No. 3 Stanford is favored to win
the event, but UCLA women's
cross country coach Eric Peterson

likes the team's chances.

"True, there will be a higher

quality field than we're used to

seeing this early in the season, but

we're ready to be tested."

Peterson said. "This team is in

much better shape than they were

at this time last season. It's up to

us to take advantage of the com-
petition."

Stanford already knocked off

top-ranked Arkansas on Sept. 17

at the UC Irvine Invitational.

Cardmal cross country coach Vin

Lananna feels his team can repeat

as Pac-10 champions.

"Our women's team has got

both talent and depth," Lananna
said. 'That will definitely help us

Saturday, and as the season pro-

gresses."

The brunt of the Cardinal
assault will stem from sophomore

Amanda White, a three-sport ath-

lete and a member of the vaunted

Stanford swimming team.

The pivotal runner for the

Bruins could be junior Jeanene

Harlick, whose experience and

talent will be vital, considering

that the team's senior All-

American Karen Hecox will join

them for the first time this season.

Hecox won the event last year in

a time of 16:57. Junior and fellow

All-American Shelley Taylor will

run the 5,000-meter course for

only the second time in her colle-

giate career.

"I'm very anxious," Taylor
said. "Everybody looked good in

practice so I think we'll fare very

well."

While the women look to pos-

sibly winning the event, the Bruin

See X-COUNIRY, page 41

EXECUTIVE SIZE
il GOLF COURSE
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TENNIS BOCCE
BALL MORSE
SHOES POOL

1 PING-PONG SPA
i SWIMMING ONE
^ — OF BATA—^-^

; , CALIFORNIA'S
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3 POOLS PARLOR
" GAMES I IIKING
MOUNTAIN BIKING

BASKETBALL
HORSEBACK

.{; • RIDING
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THE GRASS
GREENER ON THE

$--^wOWHER SIDE OF
TlX) *HE BORDER...

This rustic 70 acre, private ranch resort is nestled

in the emerald hills of Enservada, Baja California.

The perfect inexpensive vacation for individuals,

famines, groups, clubs (up to 500 peopleO- Ideal

for private retreats, weddings, seminars, reunions,

Saduations, birthdays, sports events - any type of

n!

all meals for entire stay
unlimited beer and Margaritas (619) 943-1845

Casa San
Juanito |]

I- 10% OFF DISCOUNT

gl BIG D'S SP(HITS BAR

1 0% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

^4
and BILLY'S DUGOUT
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PIZZA AND ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Dine in or Take Out Pre Game and Post Game Dining

• Rated #r Pizza in LA. •

• Voted Sest itaiian Restaurant •

10% OFF
FOOD ITEMS

DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
\^^

}fi'^

Only a First Down Away!
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m HAPPYHOUR MON THRU FRI 4:30-7:00

m BEST SPORTS VIEWING IN THEAREA
m FOODAND DRINK SPECIALS
m LIVE ENTERTAINMENT oo m c • n i^ diwH
m KENOAND TRIVIA GAMES ^^ '^ ^^^^ ^^^^ °'^"-

a LOADS OF FUN Old Town Pasadena, CA
(818) 449-1948 / (818) 449-1736

(»HPLETE ONE STOP FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT(MER Must Present Valid Student ID

1 0% OFF DISCOUNT 1 0% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT
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Golfers edge SJSU
to capture tourney
Jeong Park places

third, Bruins take

yet another crown

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Someone had better call the fire

department soon because the
UCLA women's golf team is en
fuego.

The women followed their sea-

son opening 28-stroke victory at

the Brigham Young Invitational
with their second consecutive title

at the Dick McGuire Invitational

in Albuquerque, N.M., on
Wednesday.
The Bruins shot a three-day, 54-

hole total of 897, edging two-time
defending McGuire champion San
Jose State by one stroke.

'This was a tough tournament,"
UCLA head coach Jackie Tobian-
Steinmann said. "We aim to shoot
300 in every round and we shot
within our goals."

After claiming the individual
title in the season opening tourna-

ment, sophomore Jeong Min Park
continued to sizzle, placing third

individually with an even-par 219.
"Jeong Min is just playing

exceptional golf," Tobian-
Steinmann said. "She has really

been a leader on this team."

After winning the BYU Invite

by a mile, the women were tested

in Albuquerque. The Bruins made
up a seven-stroke first-day defecit

to New Mexico by firing a 301

during the second 18-holes. At
597, they held a two-stroke lead
over the Lobos, a tenuous lead
they never relinquished.

Junior Kathy Choi followed
Park on the Bruin leader board
with an eighth-place 222, her sec-

ond consecutive lop- 10 finish.

... the UCLA women's

golf team is en fuegp.

Freshman Betty Chen and
senior Jenifer Choi shot identical

scores of 229 with junior Jenny
Park rounding out the lineup at

232.

The Bruins look to continue
their run at the Oregon State
Tournament in Corvalis, Ore. on
Oct. 3-4.

Golf
Final standings from Dick McGuire
Invitattonal, Sept. 26-28. UNM
Champtonship Golf Course (Par 73.
6069yartte).

y Bruin

UCLA's Barbie Gil (17) will lead the UCLA women's soccer team In its home opener against Arizona.

Fab freshmen III

Team
1.UCLA 897
2. San Jose State 898
3. New Mexico 901

Individual
1 . Tracy May(New Mexico)

j2^^,,Nlcola.5ooper(Texas)

»(Mi2QanGpwMM>/ruHah
t t^^ W^ ^^^'

^Iftt'

217

218

UCUV) 222
Oklahoma) 219

OM)aNyBnjln

Newcomers lea(d

UCLA in defeat

of Southern Cal

By Melissa Anderson .

Daily Bruin Staff

Though a lot of {)eople would
interpret the presence of 22 fresh-

men on the roster of the UCLA
women's soccer team as inexperi-

ence, the Bruin coaching staff

would probably consider itself

lucky.

After winning the first tourna-

ment championship in team histo-

ry last week in New Mexico,
sophomore Sue Skenderian suf-

fered a back injury and was unable

to play last Wednesday at USC.
However, despite the loss of

their top returning starter, the
Bruins (5-2-1) slipped past the

Women of Troy for a 1-0 victory,

thanks mostly to a starting lineup

consisting of 10 freshmen.

"We looked good," UCLA
assistant coach Merry Eyman
said. "(Freshman) dretchen
(Overgaard) played real well in

goal. Considering the humidity
and the heat, we played a better

game than we had even hoped to

w. soccer
play against them."

It was a defensive battle from
the beginning, as UCLA was
unable to score until the 40th
minute, when freshman Traci
Arkenberg, the team's leading
scorer, put the ball into the net off

an assist by fellow freshman
Michelle Lieberman.

"We let them win too many SO-

SO balls," Eyman said. "We should

have scored a few more times
because we created a lot of oppor-
tunities. Our biggest problem was
finishing."

Although USC (5-3-1) out-shot

See W. SOCCER, page 40
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Sports
Football: Will the slide stop in Seattle?
Bruins face No. 12 UW
after 21-0 loss to WSU
as Stokes sits out again

LIIC

1 il

By Scott YamaguchI
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA football team will venture
into the not-so-friendly confines of Hus
Stadium Saturday for a 12:30 p.m. sho
down with No. 12 Washington, and
would seem that this trip to Seattle has
come at precisely the wrong time for a
Bruin squad in dire need of a win.

"I'm as much concerned about my team
as I am about the opposition that we're
about to play," UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue said. "I'm trying to figure out
how to fix my train before I worry about
the other guys."

After narrow victories over Tennessee
and Southern Methodist in its 2-0 start,

UCLA (2-2 overall, 0-1 in the Pacific- 10)

has faltered in recent weeks, dropping
consecutive games to Nebraska, 49-21,
and Washington State, 21-0.

Washington (2-1, 0-1), meanwhile, has
notched two impressive victories since its

season-opening loss to Southern Cal: a
25-16 win over Ohio State on Sept. 10
and a 38-20 shocker over Miami on Sept.

24. The defeat of Miami snapped the

See related story,

page 45.

Hurricanes 58-game home winning streak
in the Orange Bowl - an NCAA record
that spanned nine years.

"We've just got to go forward and see
if we can get this thing turned around as
quickly as we can, and we certainly have
no easy task up in Washington," Donahue
said. "Washington has a fine team -
they're hot, very confident and very tal-

ented - just extremely impressive. It'll

take a Herculean effort for us to go up

I I

there and compete and win the game."
To make things worse, the most intent

viewer of the ABC regionally-televised
game will likely be Ail-American split

end J.J. Stokes, who will remain in

Westwood to receive treatment for a deep
thigh bruise suffered in the first half of
the Tennessee game Sept. 3.

"J.J. Stokes will be put on the shelf
until he is 100 percent well, until he can
go out and practice football and prepare
to play like the All-American player that

he is," Donahue said. "His injury, obvi-
ously, was much more serious and much
longer than ever anticipated by the train-

ing room, himself, and the coaches."
If anyone is aware of the impact that

Stokes has on a football game, it is

Washington head coach Jim Lambright,
the second-year skipper who watched
Stokes dismantle his secondary to the
tune of 10 receptions for 190 yards and
four touchdowns last year at the Rose
Bowl.

I \, M wsrr

See FOOTBALL, page 38 Lawyer Milloy
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. soccer

treks east

for double

showdown

St. John's, Rutgers

seeking respect as

UCLA pays a visit

By Tim Costner
. Daily Bruin Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. -
On the heels of one of its most
disappointing losses in recent
history, the UCLA men's soccer
team is set to face two teams
this weekend that have suffered

disappointment all season long,— First on the list is St. John's,

"I think that they feel

they can regain

credibility if they

can beat us.

St. John's is the

Women's volleyball

finally comes home

nsame way.

SigiSchmid
UCLA Head Coach

JON FERREY/Daily Bruin

UCLA's Greg Vanney looks forward to re-grouping in New Jersey.

which plays the Bruins (6-1)
today at Rutgers. The Redmen
have fared well in their region in

recent years but have faltered a
bit this season, making this

game an important opportunity
for them to establish themselves
as a respectable team.

For Rutgers, which plays host
to UCLA on Sunday, salvaging

respectability may no longer be
an option. The Scarlet Knights

have already lost four games
this season and are on the verge
of dropping out of playoff con-
tention. *

::
^^

~

"I wish Rutgers was 7-0,"

See M. SOCCER, page 39
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With Sue Skenderian (left) on the
sidelines suffering ffom a sore back,
can the UCLA women's soccer team
tbeat the Wildcats of Arizona in the
Bruins' home opener on Saturday?

See page as

The
Bottom

Lino

No. 3 UCLA hosts

Washington, WSU
in first home stand

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Please excuse the No. 4 UCLA
women's volleyball team if they
are not exactly trembling as they

head into this weekend's opening
home stand against the University

of Washington and No. 20
Washington State.

The Bruins (11-1 overall, 2-0 in

the Pacific- 10) are still waiting to

lose a match to the spikers from
the Pacific Northwest, holding a
record of 40-0 against the two
schools - 24-0 vs. Washington
and 16-0 against Wazzu.
However, despite the tradition of
thorough dominance, UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski is

delivering the company line.

"We are not an overpowering
team," Banachowski said. "Both
of these schools play a good
brand of volleyball. We will have
to battle."

The Huskies (8-4, 3-1) invade
Pauley Pavilion on the heels of a

three-game Pac-10 winning
streak. Washington is led into

Westwood by sophomore middle
blocker Angela Bransom's 4.51

kills a game (6th in Pac-10) and
.295 hitting percentage (9th in

Pac-10).

The Cougars (10-3, 3-1) stum-
ble into Los'-Angeles after being

A few
The baseball!
this Sunday,
Robinson
willbfea

handled by No. 24 Idaho in four

games on Tuesday. Wazzu's
attack is spearheaded by sopho-
more middle blocker Sarah
Silvemail. Silvemail's 4.13 kills a

game is good for eighth in the

Pac-10.
• • •

The Bruins began conference
play last weekend with two gruel-

ing victories in Arizona. The
women were stretched to the limit

in both matches, with the first test

coming against No. 14 Arizona in

Tuscon last Friday night

-The Bruins gained redemption
for their only regular season loss

in 1993, defeating the Wildcats,

5-15, 15-13. n-15, 15-9, 15-7,

for Banachowski' s 750th career

victory. However, the conference

season began inauspiciously as

UCLA was thumped in the first

game. The Bruins slow start was
marked by an anemic . 1 29 team

See VOLLEYBALL, page 40
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Asian American studies graduates to major
By Julie Ann Sllva

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Asian American studies graduated this

summer.
Beginning this quarter, students

intrigued by Asian American ethnic stud-

ies can major in the field whereas before
only a specialization was possible.

The new bachelor's degree program
comes after more than five years of faculty

and student planning and will complement
UCLA's existing seven-year-old under-
graduate specialization program. The new

of UCLA's Asian American studies mas-
ter's program, which has been offered for

more than 15 years.

"Student reaction has been ecstatic,"

said Meg Thornton, student community
projects coordinator for the Asian
American Studies Center. .;

Still, many students said the undergrad-
uate major was long in coming - 25 years

after the establishment of the center.

itself on its diversity^nd its multi-racial

students.

options will swell the university's curricu-

lum. "We're hoping to expand course
"We're seeing the legitimization of what offerings and the number of classes in

Asian American studies is at this campus," Asian American studies to 60," said
he added. Enrique de la Cruz, assistant director for

UCLA senior Alyssa Kang waited four the center. There are now about 45 course
years to declare a major so il could be offerings in Asian American studies.

Asian American studies. . Some students said the benefits of a
"I decided early that I would wait for more diverse curriculum will stretch

the major," Kang said. "(Asian American beyond Campbell Hall - the location of
"Its about time that the university (made studies) is my area of interest and I felt it the Asian American Studies Center.

Asian American studies a major), consid- was a very important, legitimate area of "Even students not majoring (in Asian
ering the population," said Arnold study. It was also very personal for me as American studies) will benefit by a greater
Serrano, a fifth -year senior majoring in well."

program is also the much younger sibling history. "The university always prides This latest addition to UCLA's major

Inside Viewpoint

Noon
Prop. 187
The so-called "Save Our

State" initiative uses racism

and scare tactics to confront

the issue of illegal immigra-
tion - an unconstitutional

combination that, if passed,

could take rights away from
all California state resi-

dents.

See page 22

Back Page

Dogs
and Cats ...

The UCLA women's vol-

leyball team played its

home openers last weekend
against Washington and
Washington State at Pauley
Pavilion. Both the Huskies
and the Cougars gave the

third-ranked Bruins runs for

their money . .

.

See page 48

Clash cans

AUDHtT Ltty uaiiy t

Eight-member musical troop "Stomp" finds items like garbage can lids instrumental to their shows.

See MAJOR, page 16

Survey aims
to reassess
business
operations
By Phillip Carter

Declining revenues prompted
the students' association board of

directors to start a campus-wide
survey assessing its business oper-

ations' effectiveness so that the

board can decide how best to

increase its overall profits.

Board members also heard
reports at the start of Friday's-

meeting on earnings from the stu-

dent stores, food venues and other

sales areas during June, July and

August. Total gross income is

actually $482,000 higher than

expected; however the association

showed a net loss of $ 1 34,000.

Prompted by these financial fig-

ures, the survey passed by the

board is part of the association's

larger effort to revive its opera-

tions by Hnding out what student,

faculty and staff needs really are.

See SURVEY, page 8

Young asks regents to foot bill for quake
By Greg Cooper
Daily Bruin Staff ,

SAN FRANCISCO — As if deep
budget cuts have not already
caused UCLA's campus enough
economic pain, at least $650
million will be needed to fix all

damages from, the Jan. 17
Northridge quake. Chancellor
Charles Young told the UC
Regents last week.

UCLA and the Federal
Emergency Managemelit
Association realized the damage
was more extensive than authori-

ties originally estimated. Young
said.

Although the damaged build-

ings pose no immediate danger,

another earthquake could cause
more serious damage that might
put many rooms - including ones
in the Medical Center - out of use

indefinitely.

In the event of another quHike,

buildings might not be able "to

meet the medical emergency,"
Young said.

The high costs were announced
after FEMA investigated most of
the approximately 100 buildings

on and off campus that suffered

cosmetic but no structural dam-
age. FEMA officials predicted
tl^y will need between $10 and

$12 million to fix aesthetic dam-
age§ such as Kerckhoff Hall's

cracked spires.

The money will also be used to

repair some of UCLA's oldest and
most important buildings, includ-

ing historic Royce Hall and
Powell Library, which suffered the

most visible and expensive dam-
age.

Royce Hall, often called
UCLA's most famous landmark,

carries a $38 million price tag for

repairs. It has been closed to class-

es and productions since the

quake. Powell, now undergoing
extensive seismic reconstruction,

suffered substantial damage to an
ornate ceiling.

Four other buildings, including

the Men's Gym, the Dance
Building, Kinsey Hall and the

Mira Hershey graduate dorm, sus-

tained minor, but expensive, dam-
ages.

"We believe that the six (build-

ings) will have sufi"ered sufficient

damage (that) could add up to

$100 to $120 million," Young told

the regents. "If indeed that's the

case, the state and the federal gov-

ernment will try to fund 90 per-

cent of it."

The brunt of the $650 million

repair estimate, however, is going

to the nationally renowned Center

for Health Sciences, which
includes the Medical Center. The
sprawling three million square
foot complex will cost at least

$500 million to $800 million to

repair.

Seven of its 1 1 buildings suf-

fered quake damage, though all of

them lie too close to each other

and need to undergo construction

to meet earthquake codes, authon-

ties said. Officials are also consid-

ering retrofitting the entire

complex because, in the long run.

See DAMAGE, page 12

Estimated cost to repair UCLA earthquake damage
These estimates show how much money is necessary to

tx)th repair earthquake damage and prepare buildings for

a similar natural disaster.

$150
million

$100
million

$50
million
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38 million

10-12 million

100 buildings Royce Hall

receiving minor
damage

Source: VIee chancetlor of capital programs

Kinsey Hall, Powell Center for Health

library Mens Sciences
4. Gym Dance

Building, and Mira
Hershey Hall
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What's Brewin' This Week
Today

UCLA Hunger Project

Community service - volunteer to tutor

homeless children, assist homeless
adults in finding jobs, deliver donations
of food, clothing and furniture, or pro-

vide health education for the homeless.
Call 825-2600 for time and place.

Project Literacy UCLA
Volunteer to tutor a child or adult in the

Watts, Downey, and Mar Vista commu-
nities.

825-2417
'

Student Research Program
Information meeting

A-265 Murphy
X56443

4 p.m.

University Elementary School
Undergraduate Internship Orientation to

learn about study internships available

ar UES. Opportunity to earn course
credit.

UES Conference Room
Call Laura Weishaupt at x52623

6 p.m.
^~

UCLA Cycling Club
Government meeting to discuss upcom-
ing general meeting. All are welcome.
Wooden Center Games Room
Call Erin at 452-0427

Tuesday, Oct. 4

5 p.m.

Students Honestly Opening Up
Together (SHOUT)
Fall orientation for peercounseling,

mentorship to gay, lesbian and bisexual
high school youths.

500Kerckhoff
X58053

Environmental Coalition

Orientation meeting to plan for upcom-
ing year's fun packed schedule.

2408 Ackerman
206-4438

5:30 pm
Asian Pacific Coalition

3232 Campbell
825-7184 - '

6 p.m.

MAHU - Queer Asian Pacific RAP
Welcome back meeting/social

2240 Campbell
X58053 '

.

- >

6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Graduate Christian Fellowship^
Welcome meeting .

3508 Ackerman
839-2615

7 p.m.
UCLA Circle K Service Club
Club Meeting
AU 3525 —.—

^

Wednesday, Oct. 5

UCLA Sailing Team
General meeting - new members wel-

come.

Second floor conference roomj^n the

John Wooden Center

823-0048

11 a.m.- 1p.m.
University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

3525 Ackerman
398-7616

5 p.m.

Association of Chinese-Americans
Orientation meeting

Bottom of Janss Steps

Call Donna at 209-6007

6 p.m.

Bruin Democrats
First meeting

nODodd
824-7076 -

7 p.m.

Bruin Republicans
First meeting - all are welcome.
2408 Ackerman
209-9136

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Lesbian/Gay/Bi Grad Student
Network
3525 Ackerman

Friday, Oct. 7

6 p.m.

Mandarin Christian Fellowship
Annual welcome dinner with guest

speaker Dr. Bill Chin, M.D.
L.A. Tennis Center Club House

6:30 p.m.

Hillel Students

Shabbat at the Westwood Marquis.
"Media madness and the O.J. Simpson
trial"with Laurie Levenson, CBS media
consultant.

45 - if reserved and paid by Wednesday
at 4 p.m., $7 - after Wednesday, $6^
Hillel members
930 Hilgard (next to Hillel)

208-3081 -

abc

student Media
Orientation

If you're interested in working for the Daily
Bruin, then stop by the Student Media Orientation
tonight in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom at

6:30 pm. •

I he orientation will provide more information
on the journalism curriculum in reporting, writing,

ediring, design, photography and radio.

Daily Bruin
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UC Berkeley's withdrawal further cripples UCSA
By Qreg Cooper
Daily Bruin Staff

Soon after the UC Student Association

lost its lobbying powers in the state govern-

ment, the official student representative

body to the university's administration was
further crippled when UC Berkeley yanked
-its support late last month.

Although its campus senate voted to

eliminate ties with the association,
Berkeley's undergraduate external vice

president succeeded in overturning the sen-

ate's decision last week. However, it still

refuses to fund UCSA.
UCSA, composed of student govern-

ments from the nine UC campuses, repre-

sents university students to the California

legislature and office of the UC president.

Its funding comes from student fees, which
fielp support efforts to fight fee hikes and
let regents know student concerns.

Berkeley's pullout follows UC Davis'

departure last year. Translated into eco-

nomic terms, the organization lost about
$50,000 and 37,000 student members when
the two schools bailed out.

UC Davis' action came on the heels of a

controversial legal decision crippling the

association's political power.

Smith vs. Regents, a 1993 ruling, stated

the organization could no longer lobby the

legislature with student fees. This limited

the association's ability to influence state

officials, members said. Berkeley and Davis take different paths to

UC Davis student government leaders educate students on pertinent issues, it

claimed the association did not follow the could divide students.

Smith ruling, although UCSA officials said "If Berkeley and Davis don't do research

they complied with the verdict. (on how to best inform their students about
"Our bylaws, charter and government issues like fee hikes), it could pit students

documents are Smith-sanitized," said against other students. We'll be fed some
Glenn Magpantay, UCSA's executive direc- info and they'll be fed some info from the

tor. president's office," Magpantay said. "The
Berkeley student leaders cited other rea- Office of the President has a history of cre-

sons for leaving the statewide association, ating dissension among students."

They claimed the

organization was,
among other things,

"inefficient" and
"invisible."

The impact of the

two schools' pull-

outs will be strong

and painful - hurting

the association's
ability to advocate

"If Berkeley and Davis don't

do research, it could pit

students against other

students."

Glenn Magpantay

UCSA Executive Director

Jhe tension between

the association and
the two campuses
heightened last

week when
Berkeley and Davis

leaders made a

motion at the UC
Board of Regent's
meeting, to play a

part in choosing the

for students, UCSA officials said. student regent.

"(The pullout means) a reduction in UCSA sends three candidates to a stu-

resources and what we need to do," dent regent selection committee. Berkeley
Magpantay said. "Some of the programs and Davis wanted to be.involved, though
we wanted to start, we won't be able to do." UCSA leaders were unhappy because they

UCSA's budget shrank from $250,000 to did not support the association. The issue -

$200,000 after the campuses withdrew just a sign of further troubles for UCSA -
their financial support. Because of a lack of was postponed until the next regents' meet-
resources, the association scrapped plans to ing.

hire two new staff members. "Once we're spread all apart, student
Magpantay said he worries about the regent (selection) could be taken away,

political results of the situation. He said if Unless we're unified and strong, we won't

be effective, and faculty and administrators

can do what they want," said Andre
Quintero, acting president of UCSA.
Members of UCSA acknowledged prob-

lems within the organization, but said they

can be fixed.

York Chang, a board member on UCSA,
said although the organization may lose

some effectiveness, "it didn't cripple us.

The most important things we do won't be

affected^ as long as board members work
hard on campuses."

UCSA officials said they still lobby for

students to the Board of Regents and the

Office of the President, though students are

often unaware of their work.

"I think the organization has gone
through growing pains. We haven't been
able to have a strong presence on campus
within the last year. But they've still been

representing students to regents," Chang
said.

Chang pointed out that UCSA will pur-

sue a voter registration drive and are nego-

tiating with regents to fight a possible

mid-year fee hike.

To improve the association and prevent

further splits from the group, York said he

would like UCSA to offer students and stu-

dent groups a larger role.

"It should involve more students and stu-

dent groups and let them have a say in what
it does instead of being an elite structure

that says we know besu" he added.
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Gunmen disperse
Aristide supporters
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Gunmen
backing army rule scattered a

demonstration of supporters of Haiti's

elected president Friday as U.S. soldiers,

jiepjoyed^ blocks away in tanks
surrounded by barbed wire, did nothing
to stop the violence.

Rifle and pistol shots rang out. rocks
flew and machetes and clubs flailed as a

score of the plainclothes auxiliaries
known as attaches swaggered out of their

hangout in the Normandie Bar and an
office of the paramilitary party knOwn as

Fraph to block several thousand marchers
marking the third anniversary of the mili-

tary coup that overthrew President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide.

Conspiracy suspect
in Mexico murder
MEXICO CITY — The backstage
players emerging in last week's
assassination of a top Mexican politician

suggest a conspiracy of ruling party
politicians involved in fraud, money
laundering and cocaine trafficking.

Last Wednesday, Jose Francisco Ruiz
Massieu, the reform-minded general sec-

retary of the ruling Institutional
Revolutionary Party (PRI), was shot and
killed by a gunman the authorities have
identified as Daniel Aguilar Trevino.

Declarations of suspects and reports

leaked by law enforcement agencies
began to describe an immensely compli-
cated conspiracy that may include two
famous figures - a former PRI union
leader jailed in a government crackdown
and the leader of a cocaine ring.

U.8., Japan reacii

marlcet negotiation
WASHINGTON — In a significant
advance for the United States, Japanese
and U.S. negotiators reached agreements
Saturday to open Japan's markets in

insurance, glass and medical and
telecommunications equipment in ways
that should increase U.S. exports to the

worid's second-largest economy.
But the all-night negotiations to meet a

U.S. deadline failed to produce a deal to

increase Japanese purchases of U.S. cars

and car parts, which account for two-
thirds of Japan's $60 billion trade surplus

with the United States.

President Clinton responded by imme-
diately carrying out his threat to initiate

limited trade sanctions against Japan for

failing to open more of its market for auto

parts.

Hussia investigates

American's murder
MOSCOW — Ten days after finding the

body of an American exchange student,

Russian authorities on Friday launched a

full-scale murder investigation on
grounds that laboratory tests contradicted

an earlier police finding of suicide.

Anthony Riccio, 21, of Brown
University fell to his death from a bal-

cony near the top of a 16-story dormitory
in southern Moscow on Sept. 19.

The latest ruling by the Russian procu-
rator's office suggests that investigators

are working on the assumption that

unknown killers allowed Riccio to fall to

his death after someone had tied a rope
around his neck.

Police at the scene reportedly discov-

ered a piece of rope was found around
Riccio's neck, along with a matching
piece of rope tied to an upper balcony. At
first, police interpreted the rope as evi-

dence of suicide.

jj^lion

Immigration status
diecic not endorsed
WASHINGTON — The Clinton
Administration will not support the U.S.

Commission on Immigration Reform's
plan for a computerized system to help
employers check whether job applicants

are undocumented persons, officials said

Friday.

Deputy White House Press Secretary
Ginny Tferzano said late Friday night that

efforts to improve existing systems had
been in the works for some time, and the

administratibn wanted to give them a
chance to work.

*The administration thinks it is essen-
tial to update and make the data bases
more accurate," Terzano said. "We are
going to significantly expand our pilot

projects to lest phone verification.

Atianta prepares
for 1996 Olympics
ATLANTA— Like a 100-acre Rorschach
inkblot, plans to sculpt huge chunks of
downtown into parkland for the 1996
Olympics have inspired divergent visions

of how the development might change the

city once the Games are over.

From residents to business leaders, and
community activists to politicians, the
park projects seem like a dream come
true - but for very different reasons.

The three distinct proposals -
Centennial Olympic Park, '96 Expo and
Coca-Cola's Olympic City - have raised

the expectations for an area that many
had dismissed as a wasteland of liquor

stores and public housing projects.

Centennial Olympic Park as a perma-
nent legacy of the 1996 Games.

Medfiies advance
in Ventura County
CAMARILLO, — Two pregnant
Medflies discovered in an 80-acre citrus

grove mark another advance for the

destructive pest and likely signals a major
blow for agriculture in Ventura County,
growers and agriculture officials said.

Sterile Medflies used to breed wild
flies out of existence have turned up in

traps across the county for years, but the

Medflies that turned up in a fig tree trap

Thursday are the first wild flies discov-

ered in the county.

The number of flies found in the region

is down significantly compared'with
1993, when some 400 flies were discov-

ered.

Brown rejects offer

to deirate Wiison
Gov. Pete Wilson would debate

Democratic challenger Kathleen Brown,
but only once - Oct. 14 at a public broad-

casting station in Sacramento, his re-elec-

tion campaign said.

However, Brown - who repeatedly has

sought to debate the governor - refused

the offer, accusing Wilson of selecting a

time, Friday at '6 p.m., when there would
be few viewers.

In her letter to Wilson, Brown wrote,

"You have reneged on your promise to

the people of California. Since your
promise (to debate), no less than three

statewide network debates were offered

to you by broadcasters and agreed to by
me in the precise format you requested.

"Your actions since that time have
been to deliberately stall, quash and sabo-

tage proposals to debate."
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Law firms face new market
By Jan Hoffman
The New York Times

NEW YORK -^ Until the very

end, when the doors officially

closed on Friday, New York's
oldest law firm had a 19th-century

whiff about it.

Yes, most of the paintings of

hunting horses and tall ships, the

photographs of partners in mutton

chops and Civil war uniforms,

were kept to one conference room
in the blandly modern midtown
offices of Lord, Day & Lord,
Barrett Smith.

But the old values of being
true, quiet professionals still held.

Lord, Day's lawyers served the

same clients for generations. The
aggressive pursuit of new busi-

ness and old bills was considered

unseemly. Gentility counted for a

lot - colleagues uniformly
described one another as "nice."

It was a lovely way to run a law

firm. It turned out to be a terrible

way to run a business.

Lord, Day, with about 125
lawyers, is the third midsize New
York firm to dissolve this year,

along with Shea & Gould and
Bower & Gardner. In the last four

years, more than a dozen firms.

ranging from 30 to 250 lawyers,

have folded, merged or been
acquired to become the New York

branches of giant firms with home
offices in other cities. Legal
recruiters predict that the shake-

out will continue, as firms plot

their transitions from the wild,

flush 1980s to the sober, post-

recession '90s.

Law firms have undergone pro-

found changes in the last 1 5 years.

Partnerships are no longer life-

time appointments; clients now
regularly switch allegiances.

Midsize firms like Lord, Day
became particularly vulnerable to

dissolution, caught between full-

service firms and specialized

"boutique" practices.

Like many firms. Lord, Day
refused for so long to adapt to the

new legal market that when it did

- merging with another Arm, tak-

ing on a costly lease - it was too

late.

But Lord, Day's passing is

about more than financial strata-

gems. It is also, members of the

legal community say, confirma-

tion that a somewhat romanticized

way of law-firm life is over, that

the profession has become a busi-

ness.

**The coin of the realm ceased

being loyalty, predictability and
continuity," said Gordon Davis, a

senior partner at Lord, Day, "and

became money, money and
money."

In 1818, Daniel Lord, a solo

New York practitioner, hung out

his shingle and by 1848, he was
joined by his son, Daniel De
Forest Lord, and son-in-law,

Henry Day. The firm remained a

kind of family store: Successive

generations of Lords became part-

ners, including the current distant

relation, Henry De Forest

Baldwin. Lord, Day was knowii__
as a carriage trade and admiralty

house - argot for wealthy private

clients and shipping companies.

In 1925, it moved to 25
Broadway, which housed offices

for the Cunard shipping lines, a

Lord, Day client since just after

the Civil WaK
"The firm's ethos was: You're a

professional man with your pri-

mary duty to your clients," said R.

Palmer Baker Jr., a retired manag-

ing partner. Bills were sent annu-

ally. If they went unpaid, a

reminder was sent the next year.

See FIRM, page 18

Wanted: Editor
Applications now available

After Hours, the Thursday lifestyles section of the Daily Bruin,

is looking for writers to tctke us away from that mindless routine. You'll

write about trends - the Job market emd what you're planning to do
once you really get out there In 'the real world.' You'll write about
lifestyles - relationships, stress and day to day problems. You'll write

at>out diversions - after hours in LA, weekend excursions and road
trips.

Requirements? .Creativity, Imagination and good writing

skills. Stop by 225 Kerkchoff to pick up an application, or call 206-

0938 if you have more questions.

can show their colors for 10% less!

HOW TO GET INVOLVED

STEP

Come to the Student Media Orientation

tonight at 6:30 pm in the

Ackemian Union Grand Ballroom

to hear and meet the editors of UCLA's

daily newspaper, yeartook, radio station,

and seven magazines. Hear about the

many opportunities in the student media

and sign up for our workshops, where you'll

train in reporting, writing, editing, and

photography with industry professionals.

STUDENT
MEDIAUCUm HejckhcH iWil

STUDEWT MEDIA ORIEffTATlON

TONIGHT, MONDAY OCT. 3 AT 6:30 PM

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

v>

1 IS IB nV wWtOIIII MIMI QHl

IkhuMmJK^i k \acmA on l-Uvei Ackermon Union M-TIi 7:45-7:30, Fr 7:45-6, S<H 10^5. Sw 12 5
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TUDENTS^ STORE

Bcorweor; UCLA Embiematk
UCU Sweotshirh, Ishim, Shorts, Caps, eh.

Bookzone

iKhnkol ond General Interest Books

Compvter Store

Full Seie^tion of IBM and Modntosli horitwore

and Software

CoMtry Store; ConvenieiKe Items

Snocks^Beverofles, Sundries, Cords t Gifts

lEIectroMcs

Coblotors, Film, Watches, Botteries

Grodnotion Et Cetera

Cop ond Gown Rental, Diphmra Plotques,

Groduotion Announcements

Lectire Notes -^

School & Art SeppRes

Binden, Pods, Colendors, PenT"

Sportsweor; Men's ft Women's

Nike, Reebok, Nine West, Guess, Rompage,

Levi ond more

Textbooks are heated in the Plaza Buying
see our ad in tfus section.

a) Qassk $ktpes mnl<a^ cmHhii

LBvi*0«iiiij|ilrt,r«g$36.W, l«W$29,W,l«|JJ^j ^, Uvi* OenhB shorts, reg $36 42.00,

ssMMsre9.$9 00 NOW $6.7S,llik«* sport

$14.25.

We welcome Brum Gold

t$t WEEK STOIE HOURS: Adcrmon Union Shidmh' Store M-T 7:30^8:30, W-Th 7:45-7.30, Fr 7:45-6, Sot. 10 5, Son 12 5; North Compos Store M-Th 7:30-7:30, fr 7:30-5:30, Sot IH Sun U; HllopSiHp M-llt 10 mklnight, fr m. Sot 1210. Sun 12-iiidai|k
U!l* Commons Store M-Th 7:30-8:30, ff 7:30-5:30, Sot IH Son 12-5; Ho«WiScl«itKStofiM-Tl.«-4,Fr 8 5, Sol ^

^^^

Prkes Good thru Oct. 1, 1994. Limited to stock on hand. Not oH items ovailabie at dl store bcotiom.

1 1
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SURVEY
From page 1

**We focused it mainly on ques-

tions we wanted answered," grad-

uate student board representative

Peary Brug said. "The results of
the surveys will help guide focus

groups soon after, so that critical

follow-up questions can be asked
depending on the results of the

survey."

• The survey, designed by the

Student Affairs Information
Research Office in consultation

with a special BOD committee, is

a four-page document that will be

distributed to 2,500 UC^A stu-

dents, faculty and staff.

Association officials said the

questionnaires would be mailed

out early November. The associa-

"The results of the

surveys will help guide

focus groups . .

."

P»aryBrug

Graduate Student Board

tion will dole out an unspecified

amount of cash money to those

who return them, they added.

Students' association officials

said that the survey will examine
popular attitudes and perceptions

on campus toward the different

areas of association business.

"(Perceptions) are exactly what
we want," said Executive Director

Jason Reed, in response to board
comments that the surveys should

solicit more "factual" responses.

Adapted from earlier surveys

done in 1985 and 1988, the ques-
tionnaire asks its respondents to

rank and comment on customer
service, food venues, students'

stores and overall prices.

Board members repeatedly said

that the survey was not designed

to obtain demographic informa-

tion about customers. Rather, they

said, it's designed to expose intan-

gible image issues for the associa-

tion.

"It is a perception survey, and
people arc going to have their own
perceptions on what perceptions
we should try to find," Mark
Reyerson, undergraduate board
representative, said. "I think this is

a base we can build off (for) the

next four years, and I would
assume we would redo this again
so that it's a workable piece of
information each time we do it."

One question asking the respon-

dent's ethnicity sparked a small

debate among board members
who felt that such a question
might not be appropriate on the

business-orientexi survey.

But Reed defended the ques-
tion, saying that ethnic informa-

tion was necessary to insure an

accurate sample of the campus.

'The only reason for (the eth-

nicity question) is to satisfy our-

selves that we're getting

representative answers from the

campus," Reed said. "This survey

cannot do the job of trying to find

See SURVEY, page 10

ASUCLA reaches out to its customers
Excerpts from a customer-opinion sun/ey that the students'
assocaatton board of directors considered at Its Friday meetlrxi:

•How would you rate ASUCLA in keeping low prices for its

products and services?

•Compared to off-campus prices, Is It your expectation that
ASUCLA prices for comparable products should be:

About the same Somewhat lower Much lower No opinion

•In your opinion, does ASUCLA make a profit after paying operating
expenses?

Souroe: ASUCLA
pmLmjOfU&ii!

$ 75% OFF
First Time
Student
Special!
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Inquiries (310) 206-'2787

CAMPUS

EVENTS

S II c t

iHll

venue. Seating is liniiccd. doors open at 2:30, and evenone must be seated hv 3: 15.

lecture hosted by: Chancellor Charles E. Young. I CIA Center for International'lU'Ialions,

and Associated Students I CI.A.

UCLA
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UCLA

Join the 3,000 women and
men w ho are already doing
the Executive Boxing'^' and
Kickboxing program offered
exckisively at Bodies in

Motion.
Forget the Lipo, yoifll burn

700 to 900 calories per class

naturally.

And while you're losing
inches, you'll firm and tone
your muscles faster than
with weights alone.

Get Out

of the

Kitchen

and into

the Fire.

To help you start, just

bring this ad and we'll give
you 75% off the knockout
w^ork-out you've seen
featured on CNN, MTV,
Good Morning America,
The Today Show, Best of
Los Angeles, Entertainment
Tonight, as well as in Self,

Shape, Fitness, New^sw^eek,
C>ity Sports and Harper's
Bazaar magazines.

Reviewed as Ihe best iNslriictionalJitness studio in America.

Los Angeles • 105^2 W. Pico Blvd.
( I HUuks I asl olOMrlaiul Am.)

(310) 836-8000

Pasadena • 117 E. Colorado Blvd.
Lowir \m>vt> Pkwv.)

(818) 577-2211

Execulive Boxing , Kickboxiii^, aud Personal Trainin^i are also available
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SURVEY
From pa^e 8

out what preferences are of certain

demographic groups."

Costing roughly $14,000, fund-

ing for the surveys comes from a

$28,000 portion of the 1994-95
association budget set aside for

market research, according to

Communications Director Anne
Pautler. Officials said the rest of
the research budget is slated to be
used for interviewing focus
groups.

The approval of the surveys was
foreshadowed at the meeting by
financial reports made by associa-

tion officials, which showed the

organization's revenues below
budget for the first three months of
this fiscal year.

Association officials said they

were enthusiastic about the

increased total income for the

association, but said a net loss

resulted because overhead costs

were too high.

The association is looking at

better management techniques -

such as stricter food portion con-

trol at on-campus eateries - as a

way of increasing profits.

Tve been through this with our

finance manager^, and we have a

big job ahead of us on cost control,

and^cost of sales particularly,"

Reed said.

Officials added that several

steps are already underway to con-

trol overhead expenses, and of
keeping association operations

open, among them the scaling back
of hours worked by employees.

"We're going to cut back on
hours, but it's unlikely (that it will)

have an effect on the number of
people we hire," Reed said. "We
scheduled too much labor in parts

of the store during the summer
period. We're going to schedule

labor according to sales, not
according to trend."

Association officials said they

were hesitant to begin revisions of
the 1994-95 budget because of
negative first quarter results.

Instead, they suggested waiting
until results are available from tra-

ditionally profitable months, such
as September and October.

"I am continuing to monitor the

situation closely,j)n a month-by-
month basis, to see what the
effects of the number of students

on campus is," Reed said. "We're

reasonably confident that we'll

make our budget in September for

sales."

This year's financial results are

critical for the association, officials

said, because profits from 1994-95

will be the first to be used to pay
back the $1.7 million loss of 1992-

93.

Several board members asked
Reed what would happen fit the

association were unable to meet its

goal this year in paying back its

loss.

"Making this year's budget will

See SURVEY, page 12
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best for you at the

FINANCIA
SERVICES

^EXPO SEPT. 27

OCT. 6
Cloxd S.l.l. I'JI.

Court of ioii^liiim^

Here's your chance to compare their

services and pick up information on
transportation and other special services

right here on campus.

Participating companies and groups:
; . ... . ...

.

Bank of America -^

Great Western Bank

Union Bank

Sparklett's Water

Westwood Federal Credit Union

Wells Fargo Bank (Also at Hill Top Shop 9/24 - 10/6, 8:00 to 3:30)
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EXPRESS
A TWO-SESSION
ASSERTIVENESS
CLINIC
FOR WOMEN
Tuesday
Oct. 25 & Nov. 1

12;00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Learn to assert
yourself and state
your ideas with
confidence!
Facilitated by nan SenzakI
Clinical Social Worker
Student Psychological Services

Sponsored by the
Women s Resd^rce Center.

Call 825-3945 to sign up.

YOURSELF

EE LOCAL DELIVERY
CALL 310-208-1456
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SURVEY DAMAGE
From page 10

be difficult; 1995-96 and 1996-97

will be very difficult years," Reed
said. "If we fail, we will certainly

be accused of not recognizing our
own (debt) policy"

He added that "optional" items

such as the Student Interaction

Fund, which provides money for

student activities, might be cut if

the association misses this year's

budget goal.

From page 1

that may be nKtst effective.

"Retrofitting (CHS) could
entail rebuilding a large compo-
nent of the building," said Peter

Blackman, vice-chancellor of
Capital Programs, the agency
responsible for construction on
campus. "Possibly, new buildings

will be more cost effective than

retrofitting old buildings and
bringing them up to code."

"

FEMA and UCLA officials

must inspect 7,400 rooms in the

Medical Center, including some
operating rooms, although no
medical buildings closed follow-

A study . . . will inform

. . . officials of the full

extent of damage.

ing the earthquake. A study, to be
completed this fall, will inform
UCLA and FEMA officials of the

full extent of damage and how to

fix it.

"The act to determine where we
head financially will occur when
FEMA officials issue a damage
report predicated on the architec-

tural survey," Blackman said.

When construction does begin
on the Center for Health Sciences,

campus officials said they will

make sure that the facilities will

remain in working order.

"It would be fully Occupiable
and functioning throughout the

process," Blackman said, adding
that the construction period should

last about five years.

American
Heart

Association

find out how you

T0NIGI1T 6:30 pm

1 0% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATION
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irjCLUDESEYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY V;EAR LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
irJCLUDES EXAM FITTING & FOLLOW-UP

& 2'BOAfcS OF ACUVUE LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

Find Out
About The Most
Interesting Worlc.,
in Tlie Worid.

It's work that enables
you to serve your country.

Play a role in

history-making events.

Take on challenging
responsibility.

Experience diverse cultures.

Make a difference.

Become a Foreign Service Officer, or Foreign

Service Specialist in a variety of technical

and support occupations overseas. Other

opportunities are available through student

employment programs, including internships,

.co-of» pnd feliowships.

Information Session

Ttiursdoy, October 6
6;00 - 7:30 pm
Plocement and Career Planning

Center
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ProU* McMtii fivM • "Clioralc niakts me smile*"

AUSSA RIISNER, Theater Major

MIUNH UNNR, theater Major

"Sinsias MM^I" ^ ^^ bast tlaste dadsioa off

aiy naivarsity caraar."

ANDRIW McLIAN, ttrad Stadaal, Sociolosy
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UCLA Department of Music
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MUSIC?
If the ansuver is

for the ^Od

• CHORALE
M&W, 3-5; F 1-9 (2 Units)

'4kf

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
TftTIi, 3:20-5:00 (2 Units)

FEW THIKGS ARE AS IKVIGORATING TO THE

HUMAN SPIRIT AS GREAT SINGING!

YOU'VE GOT THE TIME-YOU DESERVE THE INVIGORATION

I0W at ChenlMwk Offk«, Room S41f S«he«iib«rs Hall, for a brief

audhlen, ThunMlay, Sapttmbar 99} Menday/Tuasday October 3*4,
1«tM-1ttM a«d 1t30-4t30. Informatleii (310) SS5-4034
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"Chorale te one more reaton to ttar sane.

MICHAEL CHANDLER, History Major

"TMs is what beins alive is aN about!"

JEFF STANGER, CommunicatiOB Studies Mi^ar
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Americorps aims to aid
By Peter Larsen
Los Angeles Daily News

After graduating from UCLA
in June, Anne Ouroumian could
have used her degree in econom-
ics as a passport to any number
of lucrative careers.

Instead, September tlnds her
working for an anti-hunger pro-

gram in Los Angeles, earning
minimal money as a charter
member of AmeriCorps, the

national service program that

has set up shop in communities
large and small across all 50
states.

"I wanted to do actual service,

hands on, and not get a real job,

working in an office,"
Ouroumian, 22, explained last

week. "I really wanted to make a

difference. I wanted to be a part

of this."

See AMERICORPS, page20 I

Morehouse chairman faces inquiry
By Ronald Smothers
New York Times

ATLANTA — The financial

questions that led to the abrupt
resignation of the president of
Morehouse College last wee;kend
have spread to the chairman of
the board of trustees, who was a

key ally of the president's, even
as students and faculty tried to

come to terms with the disrup-

tion.

find out how you

TONMMT &30pifi

at the STUDENT lyiEDIA ORIENTATION

RAPE PREVENTION PROGRAMS FALL 1994

"Advertising Arcohol:
Calling The Shots"

"Adverlistnfi Alcohol: Calling the Shots' Is a v*<Jeo preMnlalion narrated by J«an Kllboume. a nationally
known mortia analyst and educator. The video exannirws the images used t>y advertisers to sell alcohol.
It also addresses hov» some advertising falsety links alcohol with qualities such as happJness,
success, sexual fuirillmenl. prestige and athletic ability - qualities thai the abuse of ateohol diminishes
and destroys. Following the video there will be an informal discussion about alcohol advertising and its
linklo dating attitudes, peer pressure, "vpecial risks forwomen and sexual assault,

t

Co-sp<>n«or«d wHh Student Health Service* Health Education Sul»tance AbuM Prevention
Program, as part o( National ColtegUle Alcohol Awaron««s Week.

Monday, October 17 • 1:00 • 2:00 p.m. • 2 Dodd Hall

"Defending Our Lives"
Winner of the
Academy Award for
Best Short Documentary

Power Plays:
Sexual Harassment
On Campus

Self-Defense Training
for Women

Don't miss this fereal opDorUinily tn see the award wlnnir^ documentary, "Defending Our Lives*.
Domestic violence is the single greatest cause of injury to women in the United States - a woman
is more likely to lie kilted by her partner than by any other assailant. "Defending Our Lives"
exposes the magnitude and severity of domestic violence in this courvtry and features the personal
testimonies of four women impnsoned for killing their batterers.
Co-sponsored with the Student WeMara Commission.

Thursday, October 27 • 12:00 • 1:30 p.m. • 3S17 Ackorman Union

Please join us for a discussion about what constitutes sexual harassment. Informal and formal ways
to deal with the problem, campus resources that arc available and how sexual harassment relates to
other forms of violence against women.

Thursday, December 1 • 12:00 • 1:00 p.m. • 2 Dodd Hall

Women can fight back successfully! Empower yourself with realistic, hands-on. self^lefense
Inming that will prepare you to respond quickly and effectively to a vanety of situations The WRC
offers free tour hour workshops to UCLA students, staff, and faculty Wort«shops ar« designed to
provide Knowledge of simple, effective self defense techniques Call lo sign^ip for a workshop or
to find out more information about options in advanced self defense Iralrtir^.

Saturday • 9:0 • 1:00 p.nt. t call for location

Workshops by Request Sponsor an educatinnal workshop for your organi;allon or living group' WRC staff meml)ers
and peer educators,are availalile to facilitate a vanety of wnrVshops to promoje awareness of

'

rape related issues The following are some of the wod<shops offered:

Great Ex|yctations: Dating Attitudes and the Link to Sexual Assault
Empowerment Through Awareness: Personal Safely for Women
Living in A Rape Culture

VIDEO PRESENTATIONS:
'No Means No'
"Playing the Game'
"Women Teaching Women' An Introduction to Self-Oefense
"Summer's Story" The Truth and Ttauma of Acquaintance Rape

DODO HALL
The Rape Preventten and Education Services are co-sponsored with the Department of Community Safety.

WRC facilities are accessible to sludants wMh disai>itMlas.
;^___^____aggcj«jjarvjca« are avaa<ib4e upon nKyiest wUhw 14 «>ohiing days. Can ll?S-a»«!^or Tt)0 (WOO) 73S-7939.

The college. president, Leroy
Keith Jr., 55, resigned as of
Friday after a special audit raised

questions about his compensa-
tion and living expenses. Several

members of the board of trustees

angrily pressed him to explain
how such expenditures had been
authorized.

Those same questions were
asked of the board chairman,
James Hudson, as a group of
trustees asked him in a letter to

step aside so that other board
officers could oversee the ongo-
ing investigation into the find-

ings of the audit. The audit
raised "serious questions of con-

flict of interest, financial mis-
management and improper
disbursement," the letter said.

"Dr. Keith's resignation is the

beginning and not the ending of
the process of restoring confi-

See MOREHOUSE, page 18

Discover and become "^^^^^^^

apartoftiie ...

... the official representatives of UCIA who
contribute time and energy to campus and
commimity activities, phiEnthropic events,

fine arts functions, men's and women's
athletics, alumni relations, and niorel

1994-1995 Mandatory Open House
Tue., Oct 4 Ackerman 2408
Wed., Oct. 5 Ackerman 2408
Thur., Oct. 6 Morgan Center Press Room

Thirty minute presentations will begin every
hour on the hour beginning at 10 a.m. with the
last session beginning at 3 p.m. The last session

on Thursday will begin at 2 p.m. y^^
BRUIN BELLES...

a tradltloii of excelleiice continues

Yog (on jet or ulcer being

this siKssed ool.

Whertier stressed out of your school or job or
stretched out on o beach, the chances of getting on
ulcer remain the same. Research indicates some
ulcers may be bacteria-related, particularly the
recurring ones. Antibiotic treotment combined with
ami-ulcer medication is a promising approach to long-
Itrm ulcer healing.

What if flfc« MOft fOMiiiM tftm^nmJ A
bvnifaig, 9a«wki0, or CNUHp-Nko pafai inNm m%MU iMrff of Hio oMMr oMoi
whicii Migirt hm •ccoa^paaiod by
•Ml oM^MiMol lilooAif.

S«ce 1972, UClA's Center for Uker Reseorch and
iducalion (C.UJIJ. anic) has been involved in many
mnovcrtive programs in which quolifM vohinlMrs
benefitfrom state-of-the-art medicol care ond
ftptoknent forMr uker diseose, at no charge.

For further information:

coll UCLA's Center for Ulcer Research and Education

C.U.R.E. Clinic at (310) 312-9283
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EXTREME CRISIS

TYPE Blood Needed

This past weekend, a 26 year old student was involved in a hit & run

motorcycle accident and used 288 units of blood products. This, on an

already critically short inventory, has left the blood supply strained.

Go directly to tlie

UCLA Blood & Platelet Center

200 Medical Plaza - 6th floor - Room 665

or call

825-0888 press 2
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HOURS
I f I r*-

Monday - 1 0:00am to 5:45pm

Tuesday - 8:30am to 3:40pm

Wed. - Fri. 8:00am to 3:40pm
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//What A Great Experience! //
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Learning the Language.

Meeting people. Coming face to face

with history, art and architecture,

culture, food and fun.

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
ABROAD CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention.

Fully accredited - receive university

credit. We provide great classes in

intensive language, history, ecology,

culture, anthropology, art, literature,

economics, political science...

Organized field trips and more.

You provide the enthusiasm.

University Studies
Abroad Consortium
University of Nevada Library/323

Reno, Nevada 89557-0093

(702) 784-6569

CHILE • FRANCE • ITALY • SPAIN • AUSTRALL\ • ENGLAND • GERMANY • COSTA RICA

THINGS HAVE CHANGED FOR THE BETTER!!

IMPORTANT NOTICE

/ 994^ 1 995 REGISTRATION OF ALL UCLA
ORGANIZATIONS

The Center for Student Programming na^III begin to
conduct the registration of ALL new and previously

registered organizations on September 26th, the fjrst

day of Fall Quarter, through Friday November 4th, the
end of FIFTH WEEK.

MAKE NOTE: Registration this year will be BY APPOINTMENT
with your advisor at the Center for Student Programming.

Three UCLA Students, Facultyj>r Staff or any combination of such,
"must be present to register. Each person must have the following:

~~

A VALID UCLA ID

A CURRENT REGISTRATION CARD (STUDENTS ONLY)
AND

ALL THREE REGISTRANTS MUST STAY FOR THE ENTIRE
REGISTRATION PROCESS (ABOUT 1 /2 HOUR)

Current 1 993- 1 994 registrations with the Center for Student Programming will expire

at the end of the Registration Period, which is Friday, November 4th. After that time,

registrations will he conducted by appointment only for the first two weeks of

each quarter (Winter and Spring).

"'
' STOP BY THE 6fFICE AT 337 PLAZA BUILDING,

"OR CALL YOUR ADVISOR DIRECTLY FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT
Ellen ArchitxjJd, x6 1521, Joan Brown, x55941, Scott Corter, x61549, Mike Cohn, x68821, Celia Cudiomat,
x57046. Pom Cysner, x 65523, Tony Garcia, x57045. Dee Dee Musial, x57044, Tim Ngubeni, x50049,

:
Isidro Rodriguez, x52420, Christine Sufrin, x68818.

MAIN NUMBER, 825-7a41
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MAJOR
From page 1

course selection " Serrano said.

"Another advantage is that we'll

gel more faculty, hopefully. This

helps students because we can
have mentors - people who work
in the academic field who can
encourage us academically."

During the five-year time span

of the major's development, the

center's faculty has already
grown from five to 16, de la Cruz
said.

Coiifbiding with the increase

of faculty is the growth of course

requirements. The requirements

to receive a B.A. in Asian
American studies more than dou-
bles the amount of courses need-

ed to specialize in that field, de la

Cruz explained.

The major enables classes that

focus on specific experiences of

different Asian Pacific American
communities by looking at them
and focusing on their issues as

well as on broad topics like civil

rights and public policy, de la

Cruz added.

Many students supported the

need for the major by pointing

out the advantages of ethnic and
cultural study.

When fifth-year senior Maria
Ventura studied history in high
school, she said she noticed the

absence of Filipino culture and
history in the curriculum.

"You wouldn't think we've
been here for a long time - we're

always seen as immigrants, as

outsiders," said Ventura, who
double majors in sociology and
Asian American studies.

"(Ethnic studies) sensitizes

you a lot. It makes you more
aware. Once you've studied one
community you're more sensitive

to others," Ventura said. "With
the new major, there will be more
funding and more cholcet in the

classes that can be offered."

Professors and center adminis-

trators said they predict a large

interest in the Asian American
studies bachelor degree. At the

spring Asian Pacific Islander
graduation, more than half of the

participating students had a spe-

cialization in Asian American
studies, Thornton said.

"People have been coming in

all summer long inquiring about
(the new major)," de la Cruz said.

"There are five petitions for a

change of major on my desk right

now and this is only the first day
of classes."

Timeline for Asian
American studies major

1991-92 Academic year
Research conducted and
informal meetings held to
shape proposal for major.

1992 Summer and fall

Proposal for Asian
American studies major
drafted.

1992 Winter
Proposal approved by the
executive committee of
College of Letters &
Science.

1993 Spring
Proposal submitted to the
Academic Senate.

— 1994 Spring
Asian American studies
major officially approved
by the Academic Senate.

Source: Enrique de la Caiz, assistanl
^rector of the UCLA Asian American
SttxJies Center

JU*J OK/t»^ 8njn

*"•

CongratulatioriiS

you're an adult.

The bill -will arrive

in thirty day^.

cc\y\\r ^c\y your t^^owfk)_yJogil^>iyice Ih,J^jaD you^l ev\<A up y^cVm^ up a\ )of ih-

ycUiW €v\^ up u/lfU somefIaIvv^ €V€vi u;ovse: <n b<n^A cve^Alf r^Hv\^

(wUicU cc\y\ sSricV wlfU you -Pov seven ye<nrs).

fov i*^ove m•PovlA^^HoH <nbouf V,o\t^ \rc U<?m<A)e youv cve^AIf cc\yA

c<n)l \-WOM<>/{-'^\ 1 <nv\,A well sev\^ you ouv -Pree C^e^if C^rJ^
'

Ou/Hev's; K<»\vvu^K So be Si*A^vf wlfU youv Vis<n ca\y^, because beih^ -

vespov\sible isn'f U^^il-P a\s b<n^A ^s IV's cv^ncVe^A up fo be.

_ k y

CLVmm U.S.A. Inc. 1994^
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speak
Japanese,
french or

Spanish by
oecember
for $299*

FAST, EFFECTIVE, AFFORDABLE

ASIAN WOMEN
Sought as Egg Donors

Extremely Rewarding Emotionally & Financially

as featured on National Television

' C^l: Shelly Smith, MA, M.F.C.C.

Ph.# 213-933-0414

Acquire basic skills in your new language or advance your existing skills in one of our beginning

or intermediate groups.

• One great price - includes tuition

tor 30 (45-minute) lessons, book

and fees.

• Groups meet once or twice

a week, evenings or Saturdays.

• Easy, conversational approacti.

• Learn practical speaking skills.

• Native-fluent instructors.

• Friendly, relaxed groups of 6 to 10

students.

• Convenient payment - all major credit cards

accepted.

Regular and Intensive English (ESL) Group courses also available.

* Price based on minimunv class size of 6 persons, for groups of 4 to 5r—Berlitz
LOS ANGELES
(213)380-1144

SANTA MONICA

(310)458-0330

BEVERLY HILLS

(310)276-1101

IfWINE

(714)752-8535

PASADENA
(818)795-5888

ORANGE
(714) 935-0828

WOODLAND HILLS

(818) 999-1870

TORRANCE

(310) 328-7722

MM mim dm ih

for jnfonnalion and an applicatjon. contad:

Sarah lamrence College in Pans

BOK

I Head liJay

eronKullleJeui York 10708-5999

(800)mmi

Study for a semester or

dgearattheSorbonne.

the [cole du Louure.

andthelnst)tutd'[tudes

Mitiiiues fork closely

mith French faculty in

small seminars and

priuate tutorials,

lujo years of college

French required.

great minds
Kaplan helps students focus their studies and overcome

their weaknesses. My students get the most complete LSAT

materials available and plenty of extra help so they can do

their best. Whether it's logic games or critical reading, my

students are ready to conquer the LSAT on test day. Nobody

gives you more ways to get a higher LSAT score.**

—JASON FRIER LSAT INSTRUCTOR

great methods

Kaplan offers the most
complete arsenal of LSAT
preparation materials avail-

able Including computer-

analyzed practice tests,

home study materials and
a training library. Nobody
prepares you better than

Kaplan.

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

nRM
From page 5

By the 1950s, the firm was vir-

tually a synonym for stuffy, solici-

tous white-shoe practice. "Clients

like to look at law firms and see

themselves," said James C.

Goodale, a former Lord, Day
associate now at Debevoise &
Plimpton. Slowly, the firm

expanded to include corporate

work for clients like the American

Stock Exchange.

Another longtime client was
The New York Times. In 1971, the

newspaper obtained a classified

govemnrient study of the Vietnam

War known as the Pentagon
Papers. The firm advised the

newspaper not to publish the doc-

uments. When The New York
Times decided to challenge the

government's attempt to stop pub-

lication. Lord, Day withdrew
from the case. Thereafter, the

firm's work for the newspaper
was confined to corporate mat-

ters.

By 1979, The American
Lawyer, a magazine that was then

the profession's brash new trou-

ble-shooter, sounded a warning
note by including Lord, Day in a

cover story called "5 on the Way
Down." As a general-interest

firm, Lord, Day was losing clout

and clients, it said. Many clients

were turning to in-house counsel

or specialists, while others were
simply disappearing in corporate

takeovers. As the 1980s loomed.

Lord, Day was not in position at

the starting gate.

The 1980s rocked law firm
practice, as they did in many other

fields. Mergers and acquisitions

work exploded]^ as did bankruptcy

work. Lawyers grew envious of

money made not only by their

clients, but by their colleagues;

The American Lawyer was pub-

lishing annual revenue lists that

the legal community gnawed over.

Many law firms were still pay-

ing their partners according to

seniority - longevity counted
more than the business that one
brought in. At firms like Lord,
Day, younger rainmakers - people

who attracted lucrative business -

felt their efforts propped up the

veterans, who were expected to

spend their golden years burnish-

ing a firm's reputation by taking

on conununity leadership roles.

Although most funis, including

Lord, Day, eventually moved to a

quasi-merit system of remunerat-

ing partners, restlessness infected

the legal community. Partnerships

were no longer forever.

And neither were clients. No
longer could it be assumed that a
client belonged to the firm. In the

new era of costly litigation,
clients shopped for better prices

and the best lawyers; they bonded
with individuals rather than their

firms.

MOREHOUSE
From page 14

dence and returning to the truths

of our fathers," said the group of
14 board members who signed
the letter, which requested a spe-
cial meeting for this weekend.
"There is still a state of emer-
gency unprecedented in the histo-

ry of Morehouse College."

Hudson said in a telephone
nterview that he had no plans to

step aside, since "I have done
nothing unethical."

Keith's problems with the
board surfaced late last week
when The Atlanta Journal-
Constitution, citing the findings
of a special audit, reported that
board members were angered

See RMMCHOIHNBf pa^ 19

IWOREHOUSE
From page 18

'that the president received com-
pensation and salary that amount-
ed to $428,000 and lived in a

$700,000 college-owned house in

Buckhead, a predominantly white

section of the city miles from the

college's African-American
neighborhood.

The auditors had questions
about whether the purchase of the

home in 1989 had been properly

approved by the board of trustees

and whether the amount of
Keith's compensation could jeop-

ardize the school's tax-exempt
status, the published reports said.

Experts in higher education
familiar with compensation
issues said that the figures
unearthed by the special audit

' had to be seen in perspective. The
Chronicle of Higher Education,

using figures provided by the

school, put Keith's annual salary

and benefits at $264,309, the

third highest behind Wellesley
and Barnard for small liberal arts

schools. Over all, his salary
ranked 25th in the country, the

Chronicle's survey found.

The higher education experts,

who spoke on the condition of
anonymity, suggested that the-

difference between the

Chronicle's salary figure and the

audit's might be a host of things,

like the mortgage payment on the

presidential residence, the value

of a car leased for the president's

use and maintenance of the home

"There is still a state

of emergency

unprecendented

iri the history of

Morehouse College." -

Board Members
Moorehouse College

and the car. z
"~

Issues of the appearance of
lavish life styles and spending by
college presidents are perennial

sore spots in higher education,

said David Merkowitz, a

spokesman for the American
Council on Education. "They
often mask struggles' for control,

differences in philosophy and
other power issues," Merkowitz
said.

Some supporters of Keith, who
spoke on the condition of
anonymity, suggested that he had
angered some trustees with
recent decisions on investments

and insurance for the school.

The special audit done by the

accounting firm of KPMG Peat

Marwick was ordered about a

year ago by the trustees, said

Benjamin Blackburn, an Atlanta

dentist who was a classmate of
Keith and Hudson in

Morehouse's class of 1961.
Blackburn, assistant secretary of
the board of trustees, said that the

special audit was continuing and
that the board was grappling with

additional questions beyond the

issue of the purchase of the presi-

dent's residence and the compen-
sation for Keith.

Keith declined repeated
requests for an interview, but

supporters pointed out that dur-

ing his tenure as president he had

helped to double Morehouse's
endowment from $27 million in

1987 to $60 million as of last

year. Enrollment had increased

by about 1,000 and average
Scholastic Assessment Test
scores for entering freshmen had
risen from 910 to 1,026.

See MORONMISEy pa^ 20
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825-2640

SarahLawrence Collese—

—

-^at ^"^

Oxford
^/ualificd undergraduates arc invited to apply for a

year of study at Oxford. Individual tutorials with

Oxford faculty, Oxford University lectures, and full

affiliation with an Oxford college immerse students

in Oxford's rich education tradition.

For information contact:

Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
Box
Sarah Lawrence College

1 Mead Way, BronxviDe, NY 10708-5999
(800) 873-4752

SUPER-FAST!
cur Rsadbig & StudyTine by2/a
toe QrBmi(kmde»*MOREFREE nME!

R«ad, study & l«am up to 3'i0'4 timmm
¥A9TKR...mvn In TEXTBOOKS- within day!
COMPREHEND nnof^ RETAIN It longmr.
Improv* MEMORY & noto-taklng skills.
Oo a lot furthmr, academically A professionally.
Ovsr 20 YEARS •xpsrisnes NATIONWIDE.
Great for LSATMCAT, OMAT. S4r,boards & entrance exams.

Sponsored At Major UniversileB, TheMostPowerful RogamaitsKind:
*A8k about our MONEY-BACK OUARANTBEI

• FREE NATIONWIDE UFETIME PRIVILEQESI
SPECIAL DISCOUNT ?UITiONI

CLASSES NOW FORMINQ MATIOMWiDE-CALL TODAY!

CAMPUS PROQRAMS
ItAPID READ"

Call 1-800-888'READ

What makes our course so successful?

^ Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

^ Live Teachers, NoTapes

"^ Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

^ Personalized Attention

^ Up-to-Date Materials

^ Guaranteed Satisfactioi

Flexible Payment Plans

Classes near UCLA

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

The Princeton Review

(800) 2-REVIEW
The MiKXtpn Revlnir b not amMed ««<tb Prtitorton Uniyentty or t^e .Muuttonal lesting Service. (Thank goodnetsl)
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UCLA Armenian StufientSrA^GKia^

the Republic of Armenia
on the Anniversary of its 3rci Year of Independence

SEPTEMBER 23, 1994

- V

i:c:

UCLA ARMENIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 501 KERCKHOFF HALL 310-206-9124

4^

Cultural Affairs presents

What Jews Do In September:

Accounting and Atoning

^

^^

^

Artists

BillAron

Amy Goldenberg

Miriam Loory Krombach

Ruth Roberts

Carrie Ungerman

Exhibition dates:

Sept. 30 - Oct. 15, 1994

Open lleception: Oct. 4,

1994 between 6:30 and

8:30 p.m.

Gallery hours: 9 am- 7 pm

Monday through

Friday

'A
-

nC
For more info call Christian Kim
or Tzili Mor at 825-6564. Sponsored bv USAC and

CIUMIL

IFFflIRS COUNCII. [!

mJ

IWOREHOOSE
From page 19

"It is regrettable that this has

occurred," said Dr. Louis Sullivan,

another alumnus of Morehouse
and president of the separate and
independent Morehouse Medical
School. "This represents an
embarrassnient to both the school

and Dr. Keith. From my perspec-

tive. Dr. Keith has done a good job
as president and as a fund-raiser

for the school."

On Tuesday, students at the

"I would have liked

to have heard from

him directly. Leaving

makes it seem like ^

he did something

wrong."

Kareem Cambrlce
Morehouse Student

127-year-old school that has been
called "the black Harvard" said

they were stunned Keith's resigna-

tion, which was announced in a

press release late Friday.

"I would like to have heard
something from him directly," said

Kareem Cambrlce, a 20-ycar-old

junior from New Orleans.
"Leaving the way he did makes it

seem like he did something
wrong."

AMERICORPS
From page 14

This is AmeriCorps - a favored

project of President Bill Clinton

that supporters compare to the

launching of the Peace Corps in

the 1960s, the establishment of
tbeG.L Bill after World War 11 or

the creation of the Civilian
Conservation Corps in the Great
Depression.

"What AmeriCorps is trying to

do is move national service into

the 1990s," said Michael Woo, a

former Los Angeles City
Councilman who is AnperiCorps
regional director for 10 western
states.

, , r,

"I was talking recently to an
old Washington hand, ^omeone
who has worked with many past

administrations," Woo said. "He
said that this is just about the
only thing in this administration

that reminds him of what the

1960s were about: the kind of
thing that represents asking peo-
ple what they can do for their

country."

In its first year, AmeriCorps
will send about 20,000 men and
women into community projects

clustered in four areas: educa-
tion, public safety, human needs
and the environment. By 1996,
the goal is to have trained
100,000 AmeriCorps workers. ^

* In Southern California,
AmeriCorps members will work
in public safety at campuses in

the Los Angeles Unified School
District or in community-based
policing programs in suburban
Glendale. Others will build or
repair trails and campgrounds in

the San Bernardino National
Forest. Some will work with
homeless vets, with lower-
income children or in water con-
servation programs.

For its workers - typically
called members - AmeriCorps
provides little more than a living

allowance. Most earn about
$7,500 for the 10 months they
work, although some may make "'

up to $15,000. An educational

AMERICORPS
From page 20

stipend of $4,725 is awarded at

the end of service. Health insur-

ance and child care are provided.

But, while participants and the

organizations using them are
enthusiastic advocates for
AmeriCorps, there are critics of
the program.

'

Funded for $365 million its

first year, including $21.5 million

in California, AmeriCorps was
passed by Congress with a mea-
sure of bipartisan support - but

with most Democrats or
Republicans either supporting or

opposing Clinton along party
lines.

Local legislators who opposed
creating the program include
U.S. Rep Elton Gallegly, R-
Oxnard, and U.S. Rep. Howard
"Buck" McKeon, R-Santa
Clarita. Both said that while they

support the spirit of national ser-

vice, the cost of the program and
the creation of a new government
agency sparked their opposition.

"Conceptually, I like the idea

of the program, although I won-
der about paying them and then

calling them volunteers,"
McKeon said. "But do we have
the money? I have a real problem
with that with the deficit we're
facing."

Gallegly echoed his col-
league's thoughts on
AmeriCorps.

"I don't think anybody recog-

nizes the importance of volun-

"The primary

purpose is to promote

individuals to

be involved in

service.?

MIchaeMB^

Regional DirectS, Americorps

See AMERICOIIPS, page 21

teers more than I do, bbt
volunteers are supposed to save

folks money and do^good," he
said. "This is a situation that

costs the taxpayers billions and
creates a federal bureaucracy.
And we already have many other

existing programs to do many of
the same things

"

Across the aisle among the

Democrats a decidedly different

view of AmeriCorps exists.

'

"1 can't predict yet how good
it's going to be or how it will turn

out, but so far as I am concerned,

this is one of the best laws we've
passed in Washington in a long
time," said U.S. Rep. Anthony
Beilenson. D-Woodland Hills. "It

produces value immediately and
benefits to the nation.

."

U.S. Rep Howard Berman, D-
Panorania City, concurred.

"I think frankly if I could just

snap my fingers, I'd want a mas-
sive program that encouraged all

Americans to participate in

something like this," Berman
said. "I think it's healthy for the

country to have this kind of pro-

gram and for people to give some
portion of their life to helping

their country."

To defuse any criticism,

AmeriCorps officials argue that

their program is a. new creature

and not an expensive or redun-

dant new layer of government.

"The difference between
national service and job pro-

grams is'that while participants

in AmeriCorps may acquire some
job skills; that is not the primary

purpose 5f this program," Woo
said. "The primary purpose is to

promote individuals fo- be
involved in service."

HOW TO GET INVOLVED

STEP

Come to the Student Media Orientation tonight

at 6:30 in the Ackerman Grand Ballroom to hear

and meet the student editors of UCLA's

daily newspaper, yearbook, radio station, and

seven magazines. Hear about the many opportunities

in the student media and sign up for our workshops, where

can you can train in reporting, writing, editing, design,

photography, and radio with industry professionals.

STUDENT
MEDIAUCU\
224 Kerckhoff •X52787

Al-Talib
UCLA's Muslim Newsmagazine

BruinLife
The UCLA YeariMwk

The Daily Bruin
UCLA's Daily Newspaper

Ha'Am
The Jewish Student Magazine at UCLA

LaGente

KLA
Campus Radio

Para Pueblo De Las Americas

Nommo
The African Peoples Newsmagazine

Pacific Ties
The Asian Pacific Magazine at UCLA

TenPercent
UCLA's Gay and Lesbian Newsmagazine

Together
The Feminist Magazine at UCLA

STUDEFfT MEDIA ORIENTATION

TONIGHT, MONDAY OCT. 3 AT 6:30 PM

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
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Viewpoint
! Editorial

Proposition 187 won't 'save our state'
Proposition 187. the so-called "Save

Our State" initiative on the Nov. 8

ballot, isn't really about"saving"
California, nor is it about finding alterna-

tives or solutions to illegal inunigration.

It's about scare tactics. It's about politi-

cians capitalizing on anti-inunigrant senti-

ment and playing on people's racisms. It's

about statewide recession and the fact that

it's re-election lime.

If passed. Proposition 187 would deny
most government services - including edu-

cation and health care - to all illegal immi-
grants. To identify those who would be
denied those services. Proposition 187

would require school teachers, police offi-

cers and health care providers to turn the

names of any individuals they suspect of

being undocumented immigrants into

authorities.

Who would become suspect, then? All

people of color.

Imagine having your rights taken away
just because someone thought you "looked
like" an undocumented person. Under
Proposition 187, anyone suspected of being
an undocumented person could risk having
services denied to them - except in emer-
gency medical situations - until they could
prove their residency status. Potentially, this

could postpone medical care or education,

even to legal California residents.

^Should children be forced to carry papers
proving their citizenship? Should school-

teachers be obligated to single out their stu-

dents and report them to the government?
The answer is no!

Proposition 187 isn't just unconstitutional

- it's a platform for racism. And that's just

the foundation of this initiative's problems.

The initiative purports to "save our state,"

or, in other words, save our state's money
by denying undocumented persons the use
of taxpayer-funded public services. But
what the initiative's proponents don't publi-

cize is the fact that if implemented, state

schools would actually lose federal funding
and the administrative costs of keeping peo-
ple away from those slate schools and other

services would skyrocket. From a purely

economic standpoint. Proposition 187
would cost the state nx)re money than it

would save.

If passed, by some accounts. Proposition

1 87 could kick as many as 400,000 school-

children out of California's schools. And
according to the U.S. Secretary of

Education, California would lose more than

$3 billion - and that includes federal educa-

tion funding to public universities like

UCLA.
Thousands of people would be left with-

out education or health care services. And
everyone in the slate of California - not just

undocumented immigrants - would lose.

As UCLA students today, think about

what would have happened to you had you
not had access to a public education when
you were younger, for whatever reason.

Would you have made it to college? Would
you have been able to support yourself?

Proposition 187 could cut off potential for

improvement and advancement, in more
ways than one.

Anyone who believes that a piece of leg-

Proposition 187 isn't just

unconstitutional - it's a

platform for racism.

islation that takes away education and
health care could get California out of a

recession is not only wrong, they're rhisled.

And anyone who believes that they'll get

elected by enacting legislation that would
scapegoat people of color?

Unfortunately, the anti-immigrant senti-

ments expressed in Proposition 187 aren't

new - historically, every time there's any
kind of societal or economic distress, the

"outsider" is pinpointed.

Remember the Salem witch-hunts? The
thousands of Japanese-Americans quaran-

tined in internment camps during World
War II?

But that's not all. The paradox of
Proposition 187 is the fact that, having iden-

tified illegal immigration as a source of
California's problems, the initiative doesn't

even beef up border patrol or find other

ways to stop the flow of illegal immigration
into the stale. It merely cuts off opportuni-

ties for all California residents, and tries to

blame someone, anyone, for California's

unsteady economy.

At the heart of the issue. Proposition 187
capitalizes on anti-immigrant sentiments

instead of finding solutions to illegal immi-
gration. And that's a problem.

But you can do something about it. The
November elections are rapidly approach-

ing. Register to vote, and learn about the

issues for yourself Attend the Proposition

1 87 rally Thursday, Oct. 6 at 1 p.m. in

Westwood Plaza. When you go to the polls

Nov. 8, don't let politicians p^)erover
California's problems - illegal immigration,

economics or otherwise. On Nov. 8, vote

No! on Proposition 187.

Commentary

Health care reforms: Too much, too confusing
By IMarriane iMeans
Hearst Newspapers

WASHINGTON— Congress
officially abandoned President

Clinton's ambitious health care

reforms this week, for all the

wrong reasons - and all the right

ones as well.

The first serious presidential

effort to strengthen a health sys-

tem badly in need of overhaul did

not fail, as Republican National

Committee Chairman Haley
Barbour gloated, because "the

American people have rejected"

it

All the polls show tte "peo-

Cumbersome political system
can't digest sweeping overhauls
pie" never really figured out what
was in the plan, nor concluded
how they felt about it.

The reforms collapsed because
they were simply too confusing

and sweeping for our political

system to digest in the span of
one congressional term.

Competing financial interests

with a vital stake in health care -
doctors, insurance companies,
care providers, hospitals, politi-

cians, patients and their families -

diverged and clashed. Such a

complicated business takes time
to sort out in a democracy.

Our stubborn political inertia

can be frustrating, but it also helps

to prevent the sort of hasty ill-

considered decision that can have

unforeseen and painful conse-

quences.

President Clinton expected

Congress, that quarrelsome,

cranky body, to move rapidly to

work his will, even though he did-

n't exactly move at the speed of

light himself Although health

reform had been a 1 992 campaign
centerpiece and he talked about it

a lot, it took the White House
almost a year to actually send spe-

cific legislation to Capitol Hill.

Proposed bills came and went
with dizzying speed. Scaled-down

measures replaced sweeping ones.

Members changed positions virtu-

ally from day to day. Congress

didn't seem to know what it was
doing. The president himself was
inconsistent about what he want-

ed.

In hindsight, it is not surprising

that the system balked.

Too much to comprehend, too

little time. Too much political

hogwash, too little presidential

clout. Too much confusion, loo
little agreement.

Although President Clinton

could not pass a universal plan

this year, he has put the issue

firmly on the national agenda.

And there it will stay^until the

problems it was meant to address
- at least 37 million uninsured

Americans and spiraling. budget-

busting costs - arc resolved, one
way or the other.

Marriane Means is a columnist

for Hearst Newspapers.
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before marriage:

why we should wsilt

I
am constantly amazed at the

way the act of sex is treated

today. For many, sex is mere-
ly a physical activity, something
that provides the same level of
exhilaration and rush that comes
with a roller coaster ride at Six

Flags Magic . ^^^^^^^^^
Mountain.
Obviously,

sex is a phys-

ical act, but

many people

have forgot-

ten that it is

also very

much a spiri-

tual activity

and not some-
thing to be
taken lightly.

Sex is not just

the joining of
two bodies, it is the joining of
two souls.

Sex is the most intimate thing

we can do physically with

another person. Two bodies

become one in a way no other

act can achieve. After having

sex, two people are forever

linked, whether they choose to

acknowledge this or not. SeX
should not be just a one night

stand, something you can forget

about as you look toward the

next one night stand - it is a

sacred act. Before two people
join themselves physically

through sex, their minds and
souls should also be joined.

Jeanene

HariliA

How many times have you
had sex with a person and
regretted it afterward? You real-

ize that you have done some-
thing extremely intimate with

someone with whom you are not

interested in pursuing a rela-

tionship, and the relationship

immediately becomes awkward.
You try to avoid the other per-

son and you don't know what to

say when you encounter him or

her. Even worse is the case

when the other person took the

sexual actjseriously when you
didn't. The other person is left

feeling humiliated and hurt,

after having given part of her-

self or himself to you and
receiving nothing in return.

God did not create sex as just

another pleasurable experience

we can resort to whenever we
desire it - sex is meant to be an
act which expresses deep mutu-
al love. In this day and age,

however, when it comes to sex,

it doesn't seem to matter any
more whether you even like the

person. Sometimes many people

could care less about who they

jump infb bed with, as long as

there is a willing body. For
some, sex is an accomplish-

ment, something they can boast

about to their buddies the next

day over beer and pretzels.

People have sex over and over

again, until it becomes a mean-
ingless act.

I believe you should save the

act of sexual intercourse for

your future husband or wife.

That's right - no sex before

marriage; We should be virgins

on our wedding nights. This is

my plan, and I am going to stick

to it. I am a virgin and I'm
proud of it. By doing this, on
your wedding night, sex

becomes the ultimate symbol of

your love for your spouse. You
are bound to this person, and no
one will ever be bound to you in

the same way. You will know
his or her body alone, and this

will make your union so sweet,

so intimate and so wonderful,

because you have not been close

to anyone in the same way. It

will be a unique relationship

that you have never shared or

will ever share with anybody
else.

If you have sex before mar-
riage, once you have it with

your spouse, sex no longer has

any special significance. It is

just another physical activity

you've already performed with

other people, and makes it hard-

er to form a special bond with

your spouse. If you've done it

with different people in the past,

what is to prevent you from
doing so in the future? What's

to prevent you from moving on
to another person like you've

done before?

But at the same time, sex is

the most intimate thing you can

do with another person. So if

you can't express your love for

your spouse in this way, how
can you express it? What else

can be as special and such proof

of your love as saving your
body for your spouse? I think

the answer is nothing. This is

why you need to refrain from
sex before marriage, so that you
can give yourself completely,

not partially, to your spouse. So
you can pledge your love and
commitment to your spouse in a

way that no one or nothing else

can.

Jeanene Harlick is a junior

English major Her column will

run on alternate Fridays.

If in God you trust, why not give up bullet-proof Popemoblle'i

By Ken Morrison

"I want to thank God; he's

the reason we won," How many
times, from how many different

professional athletes, have we all

heard some variation of this stan-

dard ascription to divine interven-

tion?

But there's one holy procla-

mation I long to hear from a

prominent sports figure during a

nationally televised post game
interview. Just once, and then I

could die a happy man.
Mind you, I'm not picky; any

athlete, after any event would suf-

fice. But ideally, I'd prefer to hear

it from the star running back for

the losing team in the Super Bowl
who, at the end of an otherwise

brilliant run, fumbled the ball

away at the goal line. With only

second^ left on the game clock, a

touchdk>wn would have won the

championship for his team.

Just once, during a post game
interview, I'd like to hear it said

(with no tongue-in-cheek): "We
should have won. I would have

scored a touchdown ... BUTGOD
MADE ME FUMBLE." Perhaps

said with disappointment, but no
hostility; just said matter-of-fact-

ly, "God made me fumble,"

Maybe, just maybe, God was on
the opponent's side and did make
him fumble.

'The Lord is on our side."

Why not? Virtually every nation-

state asserts it during military

conflicts against the "immoral"
opposition. But war is different -

it's life or death. God can't care

about or be bothered with petty

things like a football, baseball or

basketball game, can s/he? Yes,

•^cs, s^'s omnipotent, omni-

=feient and omnipresent. But can

s/he really be all powerful, know
everything and be everywhere, all

the time? Well, s/he is God, so

sure. And it may be just a ball

game to you or me, but it's a

whole h^k of a lot more to those

who depend on it for their - and
their family's livelihood.

But why would God make
anyone fumble? I suppose the

other team simply could be

deemed more worthy of victory

(perhaps the sincerity of their pre-

game team prayer was more clear

than that of the loser, and that

helped tip the balance). Or per-

haps God wanted to teach the

losers a lesson in humility in

order to help strengthen their

character. In any event, to the

extent God is praised for one's

successes, shouldn't s/he be held

equally culpable for the failures as

well? At least since Teflon-

Reagan was president, I can't

think of anyone who gets credit

for all the perceived good things

and is never held blameworthy for

any of the bad.

Now, to be clear, I don't

mean to pick exclusively on pro-

fessional athletes; they're just a

convenient, visible target. Many
an Academy Award recipient has

divvied up a pro-rata portion of

thanks to the almighty among
their lengthy list of acknowledge-

ments. And, after listening to

enough victory speeches, one
could easily conclude that God
was the major financial campaign
contributor to a rather large num-
ber of politicians.

Certainly, people must be

entitled to believe as they wish -

fireedom of the mind is perhaps

the most basic of all fr^oms.
Likewise, I'm certainly entitled to

feel that such public pronotmce-

ments ("spreading the word of the

gospel") within secular settings

are simply inappropriate in a plu-

ralistic society. And, in fairness, I

recognize that not all believers in

a god should be lumped together

(there are varying degrees of

belief in free will vs. predestina-

tion, etc.).

Still, it's quite perplexing that

so many people publicly attribute

credit to God for the good things,

yet never a scant word is heard

regarding shared blame for the

bad. Perhaps this is because the

religionists actually know some-
thing they won't publicly admit:

God is not directly controlling the

outcome of events in their lives.

Certainly the Pope knows it;

how else can the "Pope Mobile"

be explained? Pope John Paul II

publicly explained that God had

saved his life during the 1981

assassination attempt that led to

the use of his bullet-proof cruiser.

If he really believes God is pro-

tecting him from assassinations,

what's with the plexi-mobile? It

must be that he knows a bullet to

the head is no match for God.
Therefore, isn't the Pope's mis-

trust tantamount to giving God the

finger, blaming God for causing

him to get shot? If so, let's hear

him say it: "God made me get

shot." Of course, since he'd be out

of a cushy job the next day, I

won't hold my breath waiting.

But again, maybe God is

there, everywhere, all the time,

and every bad thing happens for a

reason. The Pope tripped on the

hem of his robe in November last

year perhaps because he had an

impure thought that day and the

almighty just wanted to get his

attention by dislocating and ~^
slightly fracturing his shoulder. I

^

don't even want to guess what he

might have done to deserve the

broken leg he got when he slipped

getting out of the shower last

April, let alone the bullet he took

in 1981.

However, we're still left with

the age-old issue: What plausible

explanation could there be for so

many infants and young children

dying and suffering in famine-

stricken regions - the most inno-

cent of innocent people, certainly

too young to have even had an

impure thought let alone "sinned"

in any other way?
Of course, faith, by definition,

is not captive to the restrictions of

logic. So perhaps the simple, if

not obvious, retort to my little

PQcksniffian diatribe is that, once

again, I've missed the whole

point: S/he really does work in

mysterious ways. I guess God
made me fumble. \

Ken Morrison is a UCLA alumnus

who admits to having taken only

one philosophy course that dealt

with religion (and he got a C+).

Got a lot on your mind?
Viewpoint columnist applications are available

NOW in the entrance hall of the Daily Bruin,

All UCLA students, staff and faculty arc

encouraged to apply.

Applications are due in the Viewpoint office,

at the Daily Bruin, 227 Kerckhoff Hall, c/o

Michelc Keller, by today at 5 p.m.

^ Daily Bruin
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» Burton discui

his parallel

director

Ises new film,

Is to "worst
f all time"

- r

By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

There's something mysteri-
ously similar about Ed Wood and
Tim Burton.

One was decried "the worst
director of all time," and never
attained commercial or critical

Burton's lips sputter as he
tries to convey his feelings for

the project. "I got so excited I

just split my pants right open,"
he confesses, revealing his pant

leg torn up past the knee. "It's

just all so exciting."

With Central Park behind him,

he sits in the Ritz-Carlton in

Parker on Dolores Fuller
Sarah Jessica Parker plays

^^^^r '-' ^^^^^^1 Dolores Fuller in "Ed Wood."

^^^r ^^^^^1 Here are her views on her char-

^^r t -i^^^^H acter:^•%-.#^ "She had this idea about her-

self as being normal ...

k* ^i'^'^te?
"She worked so desperately

hard to be what a woman was
i ^ \ ^f ^^M ^^i supposed to be in the '50s, and

\ ^K^JI^^^m^ 4
stand with her ankles a certain

way and her body language

1 fB^^^^^H^^^^^4 and the way she walked, it was

1^^^^^^E^^^^H such a struggle it was psychot-

h^^^^^^ ic.

"It was almost manic ...

i'^^^^^^^^^g^ "I call her Tim Burton's Donna
ai^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I Reed."

success. The other is hailed as a

stylish genius and his films have
achieved great victories with
critics and at the box office.

Yet both have a slanted world-

view, an alternate perception that

is indisputably their own vision.

Ed Wood films look like Ed
Wood films and Tim Burton
films look like Tim Burton films.

Few really "get" either of them.

It is ultimately ironic and
incredibly fitting that Burton's
latest is an ode to the schlock
director he never met.———r-

New York City talking about his

work and Ed Wood. Burton's
energy seems to be caffeine-gen-

erated - intense and spasmodic -

and it would be irnpossible to

discern if he was on hard drugs.

How could you tell?
'

His right hand swings around
perpetually, to illustrate a point,

to brush the table, or to further

ruffle his black mangy hair.

Every once in a while his left

hand joins the right in gesture,

but for most of the quotes in this

interview were conveyed with

just a flailing right arm.

"I've always had trouble with

the words 'reality' and 'normal,'

because what somebody sees as

normal you see as abnormal."
says Burton. "Every film I've

ever dohe I always feel is real,

everyone el»e just thinks it's

completely ridiculous. So I

always try to invest it with some
emotional subtext, much in the

same way if you read 'Little Red
Riding Hood,' you're not going
to say 'this is real,' but hopefully

there's emotional subtext to it."

Tim Burton's modern day
fairy tales have dealt with the

individual in an effort to come to

grips with a society that finds it

difficult to accept him or her.

"Edward Scissorhands," "Pee
Wee's Big Adventure" and to a

lesser extent "Batman" all have
misunderstood artist themes at

work. His latest film "Ed Wood"
employs the same sentiment, but

this time it's ironic: Ed is the

only one who just doesn't get it.

"The thing that was different

about this film and the thing that

I enjoyed was that that theme
was true," Burton says, "but in

this case, unlike some of the

other films, he doesn't care! He
just keeps going."

Wood shares Burton's artistic

passion but for him it is truly

excitement without foundation.
Burton explains, "There's a sort

of delusional quality to the char-

acter, a forced optimism which I

found very appealing."

This characteristic of Wood
made Burton look past his sub-
ject's lack of public notoriety. "I

wasn't interested in making a

'Hollywood' story per say," he
says. "It was more the spirit of

*•,•«'

» r. »

people who want to do stuff and
do it no matter what. Life is kind
of harsh on people and I like

their perverted optimism, that I

found refreshing to me."
"I don't think you get

acknowledged as the worst direc-

tor for nothing," Burton says of
Wood. "There's a lot of bad
films ... You have to have sub-
stance."

"When I was a child I saw
"Plan 9 from Outer Space,"
you're not saying 'this is a bad
film,' it's almost like a dream.

There's some weird twisted
sense of poetry and a consistency

... You don't even see that kind of

consistency in what is perceived

as a good film. There's some-
thing strong,and kind of subcon-

scious about the work that 1

think transcends being bad in a

way.

"There's a heartfelt quality,"

he adds, "I think especially to

the earlier ones, the later ones
get a little more out of it, but the

early ones have a weird purity to

them that's hard to describe."

-i^rr^^
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Depp on Ed Wood
Johnny Depp plays the title

role of "Ed Wood." Here's his

view on his character's con-
stant grin:

"When Tim and I were first

talking he told me of the enthu-

siasm of Mickey Rooney . .

.

I ran with it a little and investi-

gated other things.

To me, that character is a com-
bination soup (rf the blind opti-

mism of Ronald Reagan, the

salesmanship of a disc jockey,

which to me was Casey
Kasem, and the Tm ManTrom
"The Wizard of Oz."
Those were the three."

Yet Wood felt his films had
more than a "weird purity." In

"Ed Wood," Wood is constantly

comparing himself to Orson
Welles, and his assessments of
his own work were never less

than flattering. "When you'd
read Ed Wood's letters, the way
he'd describe his films, it's like

he's describing 'Citizen Kane.'
There are these parallel univers-

es, what he perceives and what
the rest of the world perceives."

But Wood and Burton share
more than their enjoyment of Ed
Wood films; they both have a

strange eye for subject matter.

Wood's first three film subjects:

a sex-changed transvestite, a sci-

ence-created monster and grave-

robbers from outer space.
Burton's first three: a weirdo in

search of his bike, an un-dead
rabble-rouser and a psychotic
vigilante in a cape.

Burton and crew enjoyed
shooting some of Wood's cheesy
horror scenes as close to the

originals as they could muster. In

"Bride of the Monster," Bela
Lugosi struggles with a fake
oj:topus the filmmakers ripped
off from a studio lot. In the

Hollywood hills, in a shallpw
pool under the moonlight the

skeleton crew shot the ridiculous

scene. Of course, in typical Ed
Wood style, they did it in one
take.

Burton was up to the chal-
lenge. "With Bela wrestling with

the octopus, I did that in one
take," he laughed, "and it kind of

freaked me out. Hollywood
movies are so cumbersome and
take so long just getting set up
and stuff. This is a Hollywood
movie but we did try to keep the

The film "Ed Wood" makes a

strong case for following your
dream, no matter how twisted.

Not surprisingly, Burton has
some experience in this arena.

"We're in a country that oddly

enough is based on the individ-

ual," laughs Burton,"and yet all

the individuals that I grew up
knowing we always tortured by
society. That whole dynamic of

the individual is not as accepted

as the mythology of that. Every
single person I knew who got

well within his lifetime. Wood
never got the positive reinforce-

ment he worked in search of The
minimal acceptance he craved
was so precious and so fieeting.

The strongest emotional moment
of the film becomes the seconds

he spends with his wife-to-be

Kathy in a broken fun house
ride. He tells her he wears
women's clothes. She says
"okay."

"That point in the script I

remember reading and it really

Landau on Bela Lugosi
Martin Landati plays Bela
Lugosi in"Ed Wood." Here's

his view on the make-up he

wore to become the legendary

vampire star:

"I have a very abundant upper

lip. he had a minimal upper lip

"He had a cleft, I don't ...

"He had mammoth ears. The
only (one) I know with bigger

ears is Dumbo, so we got ears

to fit over my ears.

"Not that mine are small,

because they're not, but he
probably could havfe fiown!"

enthusiastic, went out on a limb
and decided to do something was
kind of preyed upon. The angry
villagers in 'Frankenstein,' no
singular person, just a cultural

'back! back!'"

Which brings us to the biggest

difference in the careers of Wood
and Burton. While Burton has
received acclaim for his vision

affected me very strongly,"
remembers Burton. "I almost
started crying. It's so rare in our

life, or anybody's life that we get

that simple acceptance, and she

did that with him. I found it qui-

etly powerful. It's not a flamboy-

ant scene."

"Just simple acceptance is ,so

rare in the world." ^

HOT TICKET!
Performance: STOMP! The

highly unique British dance troupe

continues its run at the Wadsworth
Theater (through Oct. 23) ^11

week. You won't want to miss the

mix of percussion, theater, dance
and rhythm by eight performers
who instrumentalize on anything

from trash can lids to brooms to

metal pails.

An indescribable experience.

Wadsworth Theater

TIX: student: $13, regular: $35.

For more information, please call

CTO at 825-2101.

Exiiibit: "Spirits as People:

^Figurative Sculpture of the the

Baule Peoples" at UCLA Fowler
Museum of Cultural History:
After opening Oct. 2, Fowler once

again brings a fascinating exhibit

to UCLA, showcasing over 40
wooden sculptures from the 19th

and 20th centuries.

The West African Baule peoples

have traditionally used these
sculptures to help them through

"domestic problems. Philip
Rayenhill, curator of the exhibit,

will give a supplemental lecture at

Fowler on Sunday, Oct. 9.

Free admission. For more infor-

mation, please call 825-4361

.

Film: Mel Gibson's western

Mel Gibson in "Maverick"

comedy "Maverick" and Mel
Brooks' classic "Blazing Saddles"

kicks off Campus Event's fall film

lineup.

Movies screened at Ackerman
Grand Ballroom at 7 and 9:30
p.m. this Thursday and Friday. $2
for both films.

Music: "EDLOS" Self pro-

claimed as "the bad boys of a

capella," the EDLOS, a quartet of

former opera singers, will perform

Saturday, Oct. 8. Crooning to

tunes like "The Lion Sleeps
Tonight" to "Unchained Melody"
to their own "Kitty's Quake," the

quartet will present a diverse con-

cert of popular and original music.

Don't look for the traditional

black tie of Pavarotti, because the

EDLOS would rather wear cave-

jman cosimnes and carry stage

props.

Schoenberg Hall, Oct. 8, 8 p.m.

TIX: Central Ticket Office 825-

2101 or Ticketmaster (Students

$9, regular $25).

Music: Cuarteto
Latinoamericano Described as a

"first-rate ensemble of passionate

temperament,'' Cuarteto

Fowler's "Spirits" exhibit

Latinoamericano brings the works

of Latin-American composers to

the forefront of classical reper-

toires. The quartet is credited for

having taught an entire generation

of Mexican string players.

Presented by the Center for the

Performing Arts.

Schoenberg Hall, Sunday, Oct.9

at 4 p.m.

TIX: $9 student, $28 regular.

For more information, please call

CTO at 825-2101.

Performance: Cirque Du Soleil

- "Alegria" Coming again to Los
Angeles with a new look and a

new theme, the famous and well-

worth-watching production opens

on Thursday, Oct. 6. Not your
ordinary circus, "Alegria" will

take you far beyond the sad-faced

clowns and ringmasters of your
childhood days.

Santa Monica Pier, info: (310)
458-7773

Theater: "Marvin's Room."
Black comedy about how one
family deals with death and each

other. Starring Jean Smart and
Mary Steenburgen.

Tiffany Theater.

TDC: $34.50. For more informa-

tion, please call 289-2999.

'Cirque Du Soleil - Alegria'
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No ^Sleep' planned for Stoltz in busy year schedule
By Colbum Tseng

Eric Stoltz has been very busy
during the last year. Since April,

the 34-year-old actor has
appeared in,a television film,

"Roommates," and three features:

"Naked in New York," "Killing

Zoe" and the recently released

-^Sleep With Me" which he also

produced. By the end of the year,

Stoltz will have turned up in two
more features: "Pulp Fiction" and
"Little Women." And if that was-
n't enough, Stoltz has completed
two more unreleased films and is

currently working on "Rob Roy,"

a period drama set in 17th
Century Scotland co-starring
Liam Neeson.

"It looks tike^Tvrbeen a Tot

more busy than I have been in

actuality," says Stoltz, pointing

out the smaller size of his roles in

"Pulp Fiction." and "Little
Women." Smiling pleasantly from
behind a goatee and hair exten-

sions applied for "Rob Roy" that

flow down below his shoulders,

Stoltz sits at the peak of his 12-

year career.

During a visit to UCLA in

1992 made in conjunction with a

sneak preview of "The
Waterdance," which starred Stoltz

and Helen Hunt, the actor off-

handedly remarked that he was a

use drop-oul. When asked about
his background today at the
Westwood Marquis Hotel, Stoltz,

dressed in a white, button down
shirt and green slacks, is less

forthcoming.

"I'm a firm believer that the

less you know about an actor, the

more you can enjoy the perfor-

mance," he grins. "Particularly

actors that come out strongly in

support of one political cause or

"To do the film 'Sleep

With Me' was a

deliberate choice."

Eric Stoltz

another. When I go to see their

performances, my vision of the

story is colored by my knowledge
of their personal proclivities. And
that kinda bugs me.

"I remember during the
Dukakis election, I was just a lit-

tle embarrassed because it

seemed like it was Arnold
Schwarzenegger running against

Rob Lowe. And I thought. 'This

is no way to run a nation.'"

In the past, Stoltz has revealed

that he grew up in California and
began acting as a young teenager.

He attended USC for two years

before leaving school to join an
American theater troupe in

Scotland. His film debut was
1982's "Fast Times at Ridgemont
High." Stoltz still loves the the-

ater, trying to perform in one play

a year, and for the past several

years has been dating Bridget
Fonda.

Stoltz's performance as Cher's

disfigured, teenage son in 1985's

"Mask" earned him much critical

praise, but it wasn't until 1992
that the actor began consistently

appearing in quality films. Nearly

all of Stoltz's woTk since "The
Waterdance" has been in indepen-

dent films. Has Stoltz made a

deliberate choice to eschew big

studio fare?

"Sometimes it's a deliberate

choice," says Stoltz after a

moment of consideration. "To do
the film 'Sleep With Me' was a

deliberate choice because it was a

lot of the same people that did

'The Waterdance.' and they're

friends in the independent film

community. I want to help them
out and be a part of it. But a lot of

times, like 'Killing Zoe,' or 'Pulp

Fiction,' it's accidental or
unplanned.

"I try not to function with a

master plan of what I'm gonna do
next, or only work in indepen-
dents or studio films. The thing

I'm doing now ("Rob Roy") is a

big, boffo, studio-film, big-bud-

get, epic." Stoltz pauses and grins

again. "Which is great, because
now I can pay my bills for a cou-

ple of years."

Known primarily as an actor.

See STOLTZ, page 30

By Michael latum

Hey, enough with the requests

already ... I've got an agenda!"

So quipped folk singer-song-

writer Loudon Wainwright III in

the middle of his show to a fan

who just had to hear "Screaming
Issue."

Of course, Wainwright didn't-

really have an "agenda" - he con-

sulted a tiny scrap of paper in the

beginning of his set, only never to

look at it again for the remainder

of the evening. Like many sets at

McCabe's Guitar Shop, where
Wainwright performed three
shows Saturday, Sept. 24, and
Sunday, Sept. 25. his solo acoustic

set relied on sjxjntaheity, audience

participation, and best of all, the

help of a surprise special guest.

—TAlthough Wainwright has been

making records for well over 20
years on various labels, he's never

really risen above cult status -

wiU have
ftittire sound oflondon

Eric Stolz produces and stars In "Sleep With Me." a contempora-
ry romantic comedy exploring the morals of modern relationships.
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Wainwright quips tlirougli sliow at McCalie's
unless you want to count his fluke

radio hit "Dead Skunk," a charm-
ing paean to roadkill.

Nevertheless, his songs -have been

covered by artists as disparate as

Johnny Cash, Big Star and Kate
and Anna McGarrigle.

Not that the guy seems to mind
his lack of commercial success;

indeed, he seems to revel in it. On
his last album, the live "Career
Moves," he sings a tongue-in-

cheek song bemoaning Tower

Records employees wha can't

spell his name correctly on his

section's placard. In the hilarious

monologue preceding that song,

he rationalizes that at least he
finally has a section ("For years

they just stuck my records in with

Jerry Jeff Walker's and Tom
Waits. 'It's a W, just put it in

there. Who's he?'").
——:

—

Naturally, Wainwright's wit

See WAINWRIQHT, page 30
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Westwood
VIUA6E Tlaiacaadl)
961 Broxton (2J0-5.O0)-7i30^0«)
20e-S67S Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5A))-7:30-10fl0

Santa Monica Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

aUTBWMS
1313 3rd St. Promenade
39S-1588

m
(2:45-5:15)-7.45-10<

FrVSM/Swi (12:15-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10«)

lUnONM.
10925 Lindbrook

20e-4366

TrtaHyJanm
(5:15)-fO:3(J

Sat/Sun (12:0&^:15)-10:30

ltetenllaniKlilar>(l(j

(2dO)-7:«5

CmTEM0N4
1313 3nl St Promenade
395'1599

Pitacan Carabaa (P6)
(2:15-4:«)-7:15-9:45

Fri/Sat/Sun (11:4S-2:t5-4:4S)-7:1S«45

AVCO CINEMA
Wllsliire It Westwood
475-0711

LAs FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

KOYAL
11523 S.M Blvd.

477-5581

A Plan lalM WvM
430-7:15-955

Sat/Sun aHo 1:45

8UNSrr4 ^laaa1haPI|FarNMr
(213)848-3500 Mon (2:1S)-4:45-7:15-9:40

laaLatf Klazawr
Starting Tues (1:10)-3:15-5 20-725-9 30

MUSIC HALL
9036Wiishlre
274-8868

RaMaa tiaaat
5:3&7:40-9»T

Sal/Sun also 1:15-3:20

SUIBCT 8
(213)848-3500

MUM
948 Broxton

2394IAItfi

1lMtcaal(P8-13)
(2:15-4:451-7:1 5-9:«

Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:45y-7:15-9:4S

OUTEMON t Tka Scaal IP6-1S)
1313 3rd SL Promenade (2-.30-5:00)-7:36-10:00

395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun (12.-00-2:30-5]00}-7J0-10M

on Tke River WIM(P6-1»
12«>-2:40-5 15-7:50- 10:20

nWaiZaa
[1jq)-3:10-5:2fr7:40^:S5
rlayftav Jan FMai FasMval

Starts Tues in separate Admission

FUnVAL PriaeatsCaiakaafra)
10887 Lindbrook (2:45-5K»)-7:15-9:4$
208-4574 Sat/SiM (12:30-2:4S-5i)0K:15-».4S

CRITERION 8
1313 3rd St. Promenade (2:15-5:00)-7;45-10;J
395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun (11:40-2:15-5:00)-7:45-tO 30

Nalwal Ben KUIert (R)

1:30

Qabllww(PS-13J
f:30-4 25-7:20-10«5

Fn/Sat/Sun 11:00-1:50-4:40 7:40-1035

INK
"So-tIoo-iI]1«>-4a)-7«l-10

RCBBIT BlaaSky(P0-1»
1045 Broxton (2:45-5;00)-7J0-10.«)
208-3259 Sat/Sun (12:30-2;45-5«))-7:30-10«)

1NX0TS J8Ma'iL«rtc(R)
11:50-2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

Santa Monica
MOWCAI SlaaywMiMa
1322 2nd Street (1 :00)-3:1O-5:2O-7:4O-9:5O

394-9741 StaitiWadOacaU^ATIawlaCMaaM
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:40

M0WCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

SUNSn
(213)848-3500

CalaFlteli

Clae, Pieleiiarel

(2;45)-5:00- 7:1 5-9:30

TkeCraw
Aft Dace DetecNva

Fn/Sal Midnight

Baraka

VM(aatofLI|M(Salonly)
SoFM

Faaay A Alenadar
Sat/S4in 11D0AM

PUZA
1067 6laMkM
208-3007

iallMDaMft(in
(2:30-5:00)-7:30- 10:00

Sat/Sun (12«>-2:3O-54)0)-7J0-t0:00

WErPMOODI
lOeOGayley
208-7684

(3«))-7j6-1oJd
Fri/Sal/S«m (1:30-4J0i-7:30-10.30

VfEflWOOOZ
lOSOGayley
208-7664

ra«8ana(P8-11l
(2:48rr(»-ioaJ

Frt/Sal/Sun (1AMDOWDO-IOjOO

LANDMARK

West L.A.

M0NICA3
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

PantaaRiM
2:30-4:45- 7a)-9: 15

No Subtittes

Beverly Hills

M0MCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(1.30)-4;15-7«)-9:30

WESTWOOD 8
1050 6ayley

208-7864 Sat/Sun (2:20-

jMaa
Mon-Fri-(2;20).

kMMW«(P0-1»
(4:45)-7:1 5-9:45

20-4:45)-7:1 5-9:45

NUWILSHmE
1314 WHshlre fttvd.

394-8099
5:00-7:15-9:30

Sat/Sun/Wed Mats 12:30-2 45

Beverly Connection

La Cienaout Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 1^ hour vaUaled partcino

669-5811

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

rfMfMM
TlMKUtaf

ABaOerTa
Haf«-BalM

ABcMrTaaNfTawH
Fri/Sat Midnight

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

Praiaci(Pe-1S)

SttSaa-(12:00)

WESTWOOD 4
lOSOGayley
208-7664

NUWHSHME
1314WMilre Blvd.

304-8088

1lHCtlaal(Pe-1S)
(2:15>-7:«

Traa Uaa m-ia
(4:45)-10:l5

EatDilMiMaal
7a)-9:45

Sat/Sun/Wed Mats 1:15-4.00

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeNwortA
475-9441

ABaadMaalaAlrlc8(R)
SR THX Stereo

Can Theatre tor ShOwlimes

WESTSIDEPAVIUON StowWiliMa
GoWiwn (12.O0)-2i»-4:00-8flMa)-10fl5
475-0202 Sony. No Patted Aooe^

Tka Aawalares ef PilacUla.

QiaaaallwOeaait(lll
12«)-2:25-430-7:45-10;l5

Retacamaltaa etflaMea LaMt

SaVSaa 11-00 AM

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeHworth
475 9441

l(Pfi)

Do8>y Stereo

Cal Theatre tor Showtmes

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 ' Fares! Oama (PO-13)
1313 3hI St Promenade (2:30)-7!30- 10:30
385-1590 Fri/Sat/Sun (1:15-4:15{-7:30-10:30

WESTSIDE PAVILION
QoUwn (ia))-3:15-5:30-7:45-10«)
475Hb02 Sorry, No Paaaat AocepM

THX DTI TlMRhwWIMfPO-IS)
12:00-2:30-5:10-7:45-10:20

1:45-4:45-7flO-9:35

WEtTMC PAVNJON Eat Drink Man I^wn (11:1$H;5M:35-7:15-8«r

West Hollywood

IWMhrrt, 111 4mw bwfata (

)

MM SmhI (it CfMNnl Hw|Ms) Ftm Parttlni

UA1
10889 WeHworth
475-9441

TkalBa*(PS-13)
Tka Nail Karate KM iPO-13)

CaN Theatre lor ShoiMimes

THX B't Lwtc (R)
12«>-2:40-5;20-8«>-10:40

WESTBWEPAyiUOil Ital
^arn (12:45)-3«)-5:15-7J0-9:4b

SUNICTI
(213)848-3900 (1:30)-4:1S-7A)-9;35

THaMniyaMcMr(P0-i31 SUNSn2
(213)848-3500

1313M St
3I0'1988

BMoStom-ia
(2:3O-5:10h75s6-10-i8

f1230O-2!3O-8rio)-7aO-10«>

WEIIMEPftVNJOi
GoktwM
47S-(k02

^
St StartnkHMaal Ctaai! PiasaM Di

Tkol
M:40)-9:40

SpaaMaaMl

PACIFIC

Westwood
iaaaMDaa|ir(P«-l»
I2J04:4&-7«I-10:1S

«>^
SUNSETS
(213) 848 3500

EMOivbIIm 1

(1:15)-4«>-6:45^:30

CREST
12H vwatuwoo I

474-7886
2«-430-f.15-9:4(J

SttfSMi 12«>-22MS>-7:1S-8:40

UtM«lHI*»»»lKifIM»tl
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DRIVIMG 6 TRAFHC SCHOOL
UCLA S. ALL Student Discount

Traffic School on Wsel<day8 & Saturdays
1 093 Broxton Ave. #2 1 8 (3 1 0| 208-3333

In Wesiwood Village, above the Wherehouse

It's a WONDERFUL UFE

Wilh a GREAT SMILE!

SiTOlL:$50-
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETICAND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Parldng/Validatcd Parking

•Checks, Credil Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Wcftwood Blvd. #460 (between WiUhire ft SanU Monica 81.)

For Appointment CaU: (310)4/4-37^

Is your Business sCozu?

Advertising
is your answer....

Call 825-216±

ADTO INSURANCE BLUES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

LOW RATES!

In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study

were published in the LA Times. One company emerged with

significantly lower rates for a wide range of good drivers -

including young singles, young marrieds and families with

young drivers. Even drivers who had 2-3 points oftea^ _

.

received significant savings.

For Insurance Relief please call us in Westwood (310) 208-3548

INSURAIDE, INC., - AUTO INSURANCE PROFESSIONALS

SINCE 1970

i
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ENTREPRENEURS.
Want to start your own business?

Want to learn from ttie best?

The Southern California Entrepreneurshq^ Academy
is looking for high potential seniors, grads, or recent

grads to participate in a 2 semester program that will

ir)clude:

•Meetings with successful local entrepreneurs
•Mentorships with entrepreneurs
•Inside looks at local industry
•An important network of professionals and peers

INTERESTED?
interviewing rK>w for Fall 1 994 program

Start date: October 8, 1994

SCEA is a non-profit organizatk>n furxied and
administered by forty Los Angeles and Orange
County txjsiness leaders.

For more information call:

» Laureen Ford at (31 0) 544-4959
C03C0
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Colorful costumes and ornate plots brought life to the sparse stage of L.A. Opera's "Don Gtovannl."

Successful performance of 'Don
Giovanni' overcomes rocicy start
By John Mangum

Proceedings did not get off to a

promising start at the Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion the everring otf

SepL 27.

The occasion was a perfor-
mance of Mozart's "Don
Giovanni" mounted by the Los
Angeles Music Center Opera. The
genius of Mozart, though, promis-

es to transcend any limitations

imposed on him by lesser lumi-
naries.

Mozart's opera, dating from
1787, takes the listener on an
Odyssey Of debauchery and devil-

try, all devised by the corrupt
Don. Set in 17th century Spain,

both the story and the various
locales in which it takes place
provide an opportunity for a

tremendous display of color and
vitality.

Instead, the audience was treat-

ed to a set that looked like "The
niad" meets "2001: A Space
Odyssey." Painted entirely gray
and sparsely ornamented barring

a few columns and a monolithic
slab here and there, it was less

than a treat for the eyes.

Nor did the first scene bring
much fun for the ears. With an
unnecessary amount of move-
ment, Don Giovanni's servant
Leporello brought his master's
sword and a satchel on stage,

dropping them loudly during the

close of the overture.

As if this distraction were not
enough, he then moved the sword
across the stage, creating further

commotion.
Don Giovanni next emerged

from the house of his most recent

victim, the noblewoman Donna
Anna. Chasing him, she grabbed
his leg, causing him to fall and
sing into the floor which muffled

his voice.

Luckily, the genius of Mozart
and his librettist, the poet Lorenzo
da Ponte, kicked in. The action

called for a sword fight, and this

is just exactly what the audience
got

Clashing in time to the music,

Giovanni and the Commendatore»
Donnsi Anna's father^ rumbled

excitingly until the Don skewered

the angry dad.

From here on, the entire
evening was a delight Mozart tri-

umphed over the limitations, his

case argued stylishly from the pit

by conductor Lawrence Foster
and the Los Angeles Opera
Orchestra, and from the stage by
singers suited well to their parts.

The Don Giovanni of Thomas
Allen, no stranger to this role,

headed the more than adequate
cast. The contrast between the

invincibility of a Don who
believed he would never have to

A . . . high level of

singing was wedded to

colorful costumes . .

.

pay for his immoral behavior and
the insecurity of a lonely man
bent on impressing everyone
while he simultaneously deceived

them made Allen's portrayal
memorable.
The veteran Paul Plishka made

his L.A. Opera debut as Don
Giovanni's serv

ant Leporello, bringing comic
desperation to his unavoidable
role as his master's accomplice.
He and Allen interacted on stage

with a sense of timing that elicited

laughter from the audience even
when translations of the jokes
were absent from the supertitles

projected above the stage. This
interaction was just one example
of the excellent casting which
made the evening so enjoyable.

As Donna Anna, the woman
Don Giovanni attempts to defile

as the opera begins, soprano
Elena Prokina sang well enough.
She ran into trouble in the second
act when her voice showed some
signs of sU'ain in the coloratura of
her final aria.

Thomas Randle appeared as

Anna's fianc6 Don Ottavio, seem-
ing at first to under-characterize

in his quest for revenge against

Don Giovanni. His reedy tenor

bloomed nicely, though, when he

announced his departure to punish

Don Giovanni in his Act 2 aria.

Appearing for the first time as

Zerlina, the peasant girl Don
Giovanni attempts to seduce on
her wedding day, mezzo-soprano
Paula Rasmussen injected her part

with vitality. Her singing was
excellent, and she acted very well

opposite baritone John Atkins,

who portrayed her husband
Masetto.

A consistently high level of
singing was wedded to colorful

costumes and ornate plots which
brought some life to the drab
stage. The same excellent chore-

ography which had provided iht

l>racing sword fight crowned Act
1 with an expertly turned finale.

The sword fight was probably

the best thing that could have hap-

pened to the performance. Once
the Commendatore was dead,
things got good. When he came
l>ack to life to send Don Giovanni

to hell, things got even better.

Louis Lebherz, who was the

evening's Commendatore, sang
with tremendous power. His rich

l>ass voice conveyed the gravity of
the sentence passed on the Don by
the spirit of the angry father with

the perfect measure of authority.

The choke hold confrontation

between Don Giovanni and the

man he killed had an undeniable

effect on the audience. The inter-

action between Allen and Lebherz
even overcame the supertitles,

crushing the translator's attempt

to trivialize one of opera's most
bracing scenes with humor.

This scene was the high point

of a performance that, despite its

rocky start, became quite success-

ful in its attempt to navigate the

seas of one of music's greatest

offerings. With consistently good
singing, colorful costumes, and
some catchy lighting effects, L.A.

Opera gave the audience some-
thing that was certainly up to the

demands of Mozart's high level of
inspiration.

OPERA: L.A. Opera's "Don
Giovanni." Sept. 27, 30. Oct. 2. 5,

11,14, 7.30 p.m.; Oct. 8. 1 p.m. At
the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.
TKlBtta $21 to $115, $10 for stu-
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From classic to rock, chameleon
Cale 'seduces down doors' of music
By Michael Tatum

With John Cale, you just never

know. One minute he's putting his

academy trained musical skills to

work with renowned classicists

like Leonard Bernstein and John
Cage. Next thing you know, he's

Lou Reed's right hand man in the

Velvet Underground, a revolution-

ary late '60s band that many rock

critics and musicians credit for

planting the seeds of punk rock.

Just how many of Aaron
Copland's former students can
claim to sacrifice a live chicken
voodoo style during a concert?

And that's only one smaU part

of this pop chameleon's unpre-

dictable musical odyssey. But as

with David Bowie, another well-

known genre-hopper, though
Cale's music has taiken more than

a few left turns, those new direc-

tions haven't always produced
consistent results. On their new
two CD anthology "Seducing
Down The Door," Rhino Records

sorts through the flotsam and jet-

sam of Cale's 17 album career and
compiles the best of his more than

20 years as a solo artist - and inad-

vertently, the worst.

Given that Cale quit the Velvet

Underground because Lou Reed
wanted to take the band in a more
accessible direction, it seems odd
that for his first solo projects, Cale

reached back to his classical roots.

His 1970 recordings for Columbia,

at least as evidenced here, prove

his craft needed some fine tuning.

But score a point for artistic re-

evolution - after those two records

flopped, he took more or less the

same musical ideas to Warner
Bros, and perfected them.

"The Prot6g6," the only intru-

sion here from his mostly impro-

vised collaboration with
keyboardist Terry Riley, "The
Church Of Anthrax" (Columbia,

1970), opens this collection with

an embarrassing thud; it's the kind

of throwaway that a moderately
gifted beginning piano student

could have tossed off in five min-

utes. But "Days Of Steam," from
his own instrumental record "The
Academy In Peril" (Warners,
1972), fares much better, most
likely because Cale probably sat

down to write it before he stepped

foot into the recording studio. It's

simple, but Cale's perky viola

keeps the buoyant melody line

afloat for the song's brief two min-

utes.

Similarly, the two soggy songs

culled from Cale's ersatz Phil

Spector effort "Vintage Violence"

(also from his Columbia catalog)

fall completely flat. But three

years later, Cale tightened up the

songwriting and, working with the

members of Little Feat made his

orchestral fantasies come true on
the compelling "Paris 1919," his

last album for Warners.

At this point, his lyrics were still

frustratingly impenetrable - who
knows what "I'm the church and
I've come/To claim you with my
iron drum" has to do with the sign-

ing of the Treaty of Versailles,

ostensibly the subject of the

album's title track. But the irre-

sistible catchiness of the music
cancels out such complaints, from
the exhilarating sweep of "Paris
1919" (featuring backing, inciden-

tally, from the UCLA Orchestra),

to the wistful, evocative
"Andalucia." TWo charming child-

hood reminisces round out the

songs from this period: the lovely

"Dixieland and Dixie" (actually an

outtake) and the winsome "Child's

Christmas In Wales."

Lured back iniOL this domaiiLaC

Formerly of Velvet Underground, John Cale has reworked his

musical ideas through the magic of artistic re-evoiution.

rock by the excitement of return-

ing to live performance, Cale
hooked up with Roxy Music gui-

tarist Phil Manzanera and synthe-

sizer wizard/genius Brian Eno for

the next phase of his career. This
meeting of the art-rock giants

resulted in the most exciting music

Cale had done since his days with

the Velvets. If anything, these

songs constitute this set's real rea-

son for living; it's no accident that

these tracks, recorded during the

Abrasive, harsh, but

somehow still hooky,

these visionary songs

still sound ahead of

their time . .

.

two years when Cale was under
contract to Island Records, com-
prise one quarter (10 tracks) of this

anthology.

Abrasive, harsh, but somehow
still hooky, these visionary songs

still sound ahead of their time:

Manzanera's hair-raising solo on
the gory detective tale "Gun,"
which Eno then filtered through

his keyboard, set a nearly untop-

pable precedent for guitar anar-

chists to come. Cale's demented
characterizations in "Fear Is A
Man's Best Friend" (a paean to

urt)an paranoia) and "Guts" (a biz-

zare tale of domestic violence) still

retain a grim power. At their best

these post-modem horror stories

cut deep, lasting impressions,
made all the compelling by the

perverse, unsettling music sur-

rounding them.

Still, the compilers could have

selected tracks from this period

(which produced three albums
worth of material) with a little

more care - the dreadful tone
poem "The Jeweller," in which the

title character's eye mutates into a

"perfccfly fcMined vagina" inspires

guffaws, while the gloppy "I Keep
A Close Watch" (". . . on this hMrt

of mine") is as maudlin as its title

would suggest. And four tracks

from "Fear" and two from the sub-

par "Helen Of Troy" rather than

the other way around would have

been preferable. Nevertheless, the

first CD, which ends with Cale
leaving Island for Miles Copland's

LR.S. label, holds up after repeat-

ed listenings, despite the uneven
opening and closing u^cks.

That's the good jfiews. The bad

news is that immediately after-

ward, the quality of Cale's music

took a severe nosedive. "Eclectic"

at best and unlistenable at worst,

Cale's post- 1970s output became
so cold, mannered and calculated

that the Village Voice's Robert
Christgau joked that Cale was
"[providing] further proof that he

studied at Juilliard." Unfortunately

for consumers, the second CD
devotes most of its 70-plus min-

utes documenting this depressing

deterioration. Needless to say,

hardly anything here comes close

to seducing down a door, let alone

pushing one slightly ajar.

No other performance exhibits

how far Cale had fallen than the

inexplicably included live remake
of the Velvets' "Waiting for the

Man." On the classic 1967 studio

version, Cale pounded the piano

keys mercilessly and seemingly
indiscriminately; one got the feel-

ing he didn't care one way or
another whether or not his fingers

hit the right keys - an appropriate

tactic for a song about going
downtown to score heroin. On his

1984 deconstruction. recorded

wilh an over-rehearsed crack stu-

dio band, Cale tickles the ivories

as if he thought the Sex Pistols

would have been a better t)and had

Scott Joplin been their key-
lx)ardist His inappropriate l)arrel-

hOuse borrowings and garish,

conservatory-learned flourishes

show just how disconnected he

had become from his glorious rock

and roll past.

If this second CD proves any-

See CALE, page 31
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STOLTZ
From page 26

Stoltz has also worked behind the

camera. In the late '80s, he
worked as a production assistant

on "Illegally Yours" and "Say
Anything ..." two films in which
he also appeared as an actor. In

the production hierarchy, the pro-

duction assistant is about as low
as you get, so why would an actor

take the job?

"I wanted to learn a different

side of production," Stoltz
explains. "And once you get past

the humiliation of just having to

bring people coffee, it's really

kind of wonderful and freeing,

from an actor's standpoint. You
can take a step back and observe

the hierarchy of egos and how
everyone functions. And also, you
don't have to worry about how
you look. You can go home, for-

get about work, and party all

night, then wake up and go to

work."

At this point the "recorder tap-

ing Stoltz' s conversation stops.

Stoltz shoots the piece of machin-
ery a mischievous look and blurts

"And that's when I had an affair

with Cher!"

When the tape is turned over
and the recorder reactivated,

Stoltz continues with mock seri;

ousness, as if never interrupted".

"And ah -" He smiles and pauses

an instant to recapture his thought

"It's much more fun to work on
the technical side when your ego
and vanity are not at play. For me
anyway."

Stoltz is still working behind
the camera, but he has risen in the

WAINWRIGHT

ranks considerably. On bjoth

"Bodies, Rest & Mo^ibiT* *nd
"Sleep With Me." he was actor

and producer. Stoltz says he got

the job on a lark when director

Michael Steinberg approached
him with the script for "Bodies."

"I said, 'Oh sWl, man. Another
film for no money. What's in it

for me? Obviously I'm not gonna
get any money. Well make me a
producer, and I'll learn how to

produce.' It was sort of a bold and
obnoxious act of 'Give me a

raise.* And they did."

Stoltz was expecting his first

stint as a producer to be a dilet-

tante experience. What he got was
a trial by fire.

"We got to the set, and none of

the other producers had ever pro-

duced anything before, or even
done a film before. I was the only

producer who'd actually made
films. I'd done like 15 films, so

suddenly I was being asked all

these important questions by the

assistant directors about locations

and scheduling."

As for the future, Stoltz, who
has been offered scripts to pro-

duce and/or direct, has no definite

plans. For now, his attention is

still focused primarily on acting

in projects that interest him,
regardless of the budget
"My agents would probably

love it if I would plot and plan,

and cut my hair, and do a certain

studio film and gradually rise up
in the ranks," Stoltz explains,

"which I like to think that I could

do if I would choose to. But at

this point it's not as interesting to

me." He pauses. "That might all

change in two years," he adds
with a grin. "You never know."

From page 27

remained intact for the duration of

his McCabe's appearance,
whether in song or in between-
song patter. The best patter of the

evening?: "Okay, here's my Pete

Seeger impersonation...' If every-

one in the world would just stand

together and hold hands, then two-

thirds of us would be underwa-
ter!"

The best song of the evening?
Well, there you'd be in tricky ter-

ritory, but this particular fan
would cite the perennial "The
Man Who Couldn't Cry," in which
the hard-hearted protagonist gets

to exact his revenge on all those

who wronged him once he dies

and goes to heaven (bis ex-wife
dies of stretchmarks), and "He
Said, She Said," a pillow talk dia-

logue that displays Wainwright's

attraction to bad puns and scato-

logical humor ("'Please do not

speak softly', she saidTWhen car-

rying your stick')

Actually, most of the songs
were unfamiliar even to the ears of

many Wainwright aficionados in

the audience. Wainwright, who
hasn't put out a new studio album
since 1992's "History," dedicated

at least half of his set to showcas-
ing new material.

Like the dozens of songs
Wainwright has already put on
vinyl and aluminum-coated plas-

tic, these songs explored the same
well-worn themes: love, and its

inevitable propensity to blow up in

your face; and family, particulariy

the kids who don't get to see dad
after his and mom's relationship

hits the skids.

At their best, they combined the

wry insight and touching poignan-

cy that has been Wainwright's
trademark for years. The room
nearly stood still when he sang a

song about his one-year-old
daughter who he has seen only
once, though he's passed by her

house a million times ever since.

He sang s»lly that no matter how

he explains his reason for keeping

his distance, she'll never under-

stand. All he knows is that once he

picks her up, he won't be able to

put her back down, and that visit-

ing her breaks his heart because he

knows he can't stay.

The daughter got to speak her

side in the song that immediately

followed, through the mouth of
Majtha, Wainwright's 18-.year-

old, the subject of many of his

previous songs, including "Five

Years Old" and "Your Mother And
I." The first part of this song,
which Wainwright claimed
Martha herself will sing if he ever

gets around to recording it, finds

the daughter scolding the way-
ward dad (who in real life and in

song has several sons and daugh-
ters from several moms) that he's

"uptight," "never around," and that

regardless how much he tries to

rationalize what he has done in his

songs, it doesn't excuse his behav-

ior. Wainwright replies in his

verse that he knows singing about

what he's done won't make right

his wrongs, but this is his way of
expiating his guilt. The guy in the

songs "isn't him," but rather a

moral apotheosis of someone who
his fans wish he could be. No mat-

ter how much Wainwright may
joke that this piece is his way of
getting "the last word" you can
tell from his plaintive delivery that

Martha wins the argument any-
way.

All the while Wainwright had
been performing, the audience
couldn't help but notice a second
acoustic guitar propped against a
stand in the background. That
could only mean a special suiprise

guest - one at every show seems
to constitute a sort of unwritten
tradition at McCabe's. Though
admittedly, the audience probably
wondered who would have the
audacity to play a guitar with a

See WAiMwrnoMT, page 31
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price tag still on it.

That man turned out to be leg-

end Richard Thompson, who
Wainwright, after observing the

British cult hero in black hiking

shorts, mused had "the best legs in

folk music."

Of course, he's more than just

that. Thompson, considered to be

one of the best guitarists in rock

'n' roll, first made his mark in the

English folk group Fairport
Convention. In the 20 years since

he bowed out from their lineup,

he has made many well received

records either on his own or with

his one-time wife Linda. With her,

he created the brilliant "Shoot Out
The Lights," which rightfully

earned its place as one Rolling

Stone Magazine's Top 10 Albums
of the 1980s. The man even has

his own tribute record coming out

this Tuesday on Capitol, "Beat
The Retreat," on which longtime

fans like R.E.M. and Bonnie Raitt

get to pay their respects.

The songs on which Thompson
guested weren't exactly
Wainwright's best, though their

covers of The Coasters (a sing-a-

long "Smokey Joe's Cafe") and
Marty Robbins fared much better.

But watching Thompson play

"Mary Had A Little Lamb" would
have been captivating - to keep
up with the position of the man's
lightning-quick fingers on his gui-

tar's fretboard would have been
quite a task. And certainly the

visual contrast between the two
constituted the best gag of the

evening. Imagine the hyper ani-

mated Wainwright, tongue hang-

ing out, his left foot bobbing up
and down, playing his simple
rhythm guitar chords as if it took

every last ounce of energy in his

body. Now picture Thompson sit-

ting down in a stool next to his

friend, cool, calm and collected,

executing flawless lines effort-

lessly, even casually tuning his

guitar in the seconds between his

leads.

All things considered, a fine

performance, though one wishes

that Wainwright had placated the

audience with a few more tried-

and-true favorites like "Motel
Blues" or "The Swimming Song."

But no matter. Quite possibly, this

born entertainer, with his razor-

sharp wit and seemingly bound-
less cache of remarkable songs,

could never fail to put on an
engaging, crowd-pleasing show.

Like the failed relationship about

which he sang toward the begin-

ning of his set, he's history.

CALE
From page 29

thing, it's that Cale works best

with other people. He's living

proof of the old adage that milk
tastes like whatever it sits next to

in the refrigerator. With Little Feat

and Roxy Music (not to mention
the Velvet Underground) keeping

his pretensions in check, he can
create some groundbreaking and
innovative music.

Leave him to his own devices

"liowever, and he's likely to serve-

up tripe like the absolute rock bot-

tom 1989 effort "Words For The
Dying," an overbearing setting of

four Dylan Thomas poems to

orchestral music (not one of
which, surprise surprise, are
included here).

Perhaps sensing this himself,

Cale's next two records, the last

excerpted here, found him making
fine music again with some old

friends.

With Brian Eno, who himself
hadn't come up with anything
exciting for some time, he con-
cocted the entertaining but light-

weight "Wrong Way Up,"
represented here by the shiny
synth-pop of "Cordoba" and "One
Word" (though strangely, not
"Been There, Done ThaC the only

song Cale has ever gotten on
American radio).**

Even better was his first collab-

oration with Lou Reed in more
than 20 years, "Songs For Drella,"

a song cycle about his friend and
mentor Andy Warhol, who had
passed away two years earlier. The
two songs included h^re don't res-

onate quite as richly outside of

their original context, but Cale's

in-joke "The Trouble With
Classicists," a song lamenting the

by-the-rules mentality of those

who "stay too long in school,"

works as an unintentional irony

about this sometimes rebel, some-
times reactionary's limitations.

All in all, a better than average

compilation, though one wishes

Rhino had done what Warner Bros,

did with Prince and sold the two
volumes separately.

For those interested in Cale but

would rather spend their hard
earned bucks on a more consistent

configuration. Island has a fine,

single CD compilation entitled

"Guts," available as a British

import. Also, Warner Archives
recently put a CD reissue of "Paris

1919" on the shelves.

But for the die-hard completists,

"Seducing Down The Door," like

other Rhino reissues, is beautifully

packaged, well annotated and the

audio sounds superb.
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It is mandatory that you attend one of these meetings in

order to participate in the SRP Program.
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'SNL' aims
to recover
its bite in

20tiiyear
By Doug Hill

' '

The New York Times

When comedy writer Al
Franken joined ''Saturday Night
Live" in its first season, he, like

the vast majority of the show's
writers and cast members, was in

his 20s.^

Now,'^ at 43, he is one of a hand-

ful of the original staff members
who still work there. He admits
that it is sometimes odd being an

elder statesman on a show that

once defined itself as the defiant

voice of American youth.

Recently Franken found him-
self in an argument with a writer

half his age who accused him of
being out of touch because he did-

n't know the name of the lead

singer of the band Smashing
Pumpkins.

"Sometimes you get the vibe,

'I'm sorry if you don't understand

what I'm doing with this piece,

but it's because you're too old,'"

Franken says, laughing. "And I'll

say, 'Well, no, I understand per-

fectly well what you're doing. I

just don't think it's funny.'"

That a generation gap now
exists within "Saturday Night
Live" is only one of the changes

that make the show, and the com-
edy universe in which it exists, far

more complicated places than
they were in 1975.

"SNL" has survived this long

by always managing to revive

itself, often at what seemed like

the last moment, in the process
fending off internal turmoil, net-

work pressure and constant criti-

cism that it just isn't funny
anymore. Now, as it enters its

20th anniversary season, the show
is struggling to pull itself out of
the ashes one more time.

As the New York critics noted

when they reviewed the season-

premiere show of Sept. 24, last

season was generally considered a

disaster. Since then, the cast has

undergone a major reconfigura-

tion.

Phil Hartman, a versatile comic
actor and the troupe's Bill Clinton

impersonator, resigned, as did
Julia Sweeney and Rob
Schneider, ^elanie Hutsell and
Sarah Silverman were let go.

'

Replacing them, in addition to

Michael McKean, who joined the

show last March, are Chris Elliott,

who appeared in sketches on the

old David Letterman show;
Janeane Garofalo from the movie
"Reality Bites" and HBO's
"Larry Sanders Show," and Laura
Kightlinger, a stand-up comedian
who was a writer for "Roseanne."

David BiancuUi, a critic for

The Daily News, found the
changes encouraging. "The writ-

ers need to develop better scripts,"

he wrote, "but there's a strong
team here with which they can
work." John Podhoretz of The
New York Post was less kind.
Watching the premiere, he said,

was less entertaining than being

"smashed over the head with a
hammer for 90 minutes."

Although "SNL" has dozens of
competitors now all over the tele-

vision dial, its biggest competi-
tion will always remain itself. No
one knows that better than Lome
Michaels, who created the show --

in 1975. left it in 1980 and
returned as executive pioducei in
— - —

'
"" — -^"'- - — — ———

'

See SM, pigeTii
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1985.

"The word thai they use all the

time is that 'Saturday Night Live'

is an 'institution,'" Michaels says.

"It's a terrifying word."

The burden of history is at least

as tangible within "Saturday
Night" as it is without. The
show's staff today is populated by
young men and women who grew
up watching the show. Some
know the origin and evolution of
every "SNL" character the way
Yankee fanatics can tell you the

batting average of every player
who ever put on pin stripes.

Michaels is trying to free him-
self from the ghosts of Saturday
nights past, and he is clearly
weary of trying. The one time he
raised his voice during an inter-

view that lasted well over an hour
was when the subject of those
ghosts came up.

"When I was first rebuilding

the show in '85 and '86 and '87,"

te says, "I would continually pick

up the paper and get beat over the

head with 'the golden years, the

golden years.' Well, damn it, I

was here in 'the golden years,'

and it wasn't so golden all the
time. I was hearing 'Saturday
Night Dead' from 1976 on. It's

never stopped."

In a new book called "Saturday
Night Live: The First 20 Years,"
to be published this month by
Houghton Mifflin, Mike Myers,
one of the most popular members
of the current cast, recalls doing
an eighth-grade report on one of
his fellow-Canadian heroes,
Lome Michaels.

"I watched the first show,"
Myers, 31, writes, "and even after

the first sketch ... I said, 'I want to

do this.'"

For Marilyn Suzanne Miller,

another writer who joined the
show in the first season and who
once again works there today,
being a living legend sometimes
gives her the creeps. "These peo-
ple revere 'Saturday Night Live'

and can't understand that mere
mortals did it," she says. "The
old show is too respected - that's

the problem."

Miller, 44, sometimes feels that

she and the other old-timers are

**fossilized eccentrics" left over
from a more flamboyant time, and
she can't resist firing a shot back
across the generational divide.

"There wasn't one person here in

the old days who didn't have a
piercing personality," she says.

"They were loud and raucous and
obnoxious."

The show's producer is James
Downey, 41, who joined the show
as a writer in its second season.

After leaving in 1980 with
Michaels and the rest of the origi-

nal team, he returned in 1985 and
took over as producer the follow-

ing year.

In that position, Downey has

had plenty of opportunity to

observe how the history of
"Saturday Night Live" has provide

ed its newer recruits with a blue-

print for $how business success.

"In the beginning," he recalls,

"no one had any idea of the signif-

icance of the show in terms of
career or economics. It was like a

children's crusade; people would
camp out here and not think about

anything but the show.

Nowadays, anyone coming here

knows what the formula is: a cou-

ple of hit characters, then you get

a movie.

They want to keep their options

open with tl^ industry ©n the West

Coast, so you get a more mea-
sured kind of involvement. It

makes the show harder to do.

That's not just sentimentality; it's

simply true." J X '^ 1 ' "
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How to write a good ad ~

1 start vour ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes It easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations- make your ad easy for readers to tjnderstand.

.r.an the ads andS vXWs) 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what youd like to know about the merchand se.

2 Always include the price of the item you are selling, li/lany classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices.
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1 Campus Happenings 4 Financial Aid 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

WESTWOOD. Spacious 1-bdrm condomini- NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? Millions of

um. Stove, refrigerator, balcony w/view. 2- scholarsHip money goes unclaimed each

min from UCLA. 969 Hilgard. 24hr lobby yearl No minimum CPA/po minimum

service. Security buiUint SUSP. 310-395- ^Inconv regulrentient. For application, call

5419. .
310-984-0721.

THIS WEEK ONLY!

ALL books in stock:

Social Science, Social

Welfare, Earth & Space

Science

9 f\/liscellaneous

Attention. Obtain student VISA, MC, AMEX
to MBNA America to Chase, Manhattan to

Nation's Bank. Automatic approval. Up to

$1000 credit line. Application, send 525 to

Jerry, 10151 University Blvd., Suite#320, Or-

lando, FL 32817.

WANTED: 50 PEOPLE. Lose 10-29 lbs in 30

days and earn SS doing it. 100% guaranteed.

310-456-6925.

3 00. [ZOEP
A-Level Aci(erman Union • 206-4041

3 Cannpus Recruitment

10 Personal

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and eam SSS do-

\nn it. 100% Kuarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

3 Campus Recruitment
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College of Law
Dedicated fo Providing Quality Legal Education

• law/JO Program occredited by iKe Coiilomia CcxnmiHee of Bar Examiners.

• Program designed to prepare students (or tfic demanding cKallenges of lf)e

legat profession.

• Small classes.

LAW/JD DEGREE

Vull Time

Part Time

Day/Lvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/BS Decrees

Evening/Saturday Classes

FINANCIAl AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

^ CALL TODAY
lA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(9091596-1848-

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BALBOA BlVD

,

ENCINOCA 91316

(818)981-4529

o HMWM^^

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thf Univrrsiiy ol La Vcmc n AccrnJiird h) ihf WcMcrn Aswcialton vi yhools and G)flcj;«

7 Good Deals 12 Research Subjects

CONFIDENCE?
It'i iwl what you ay. but I10W you uy ill

Save younelf tiioD ind iiuiety by ttsing the 1994 E^lion,

of the NATIONAU.Y RECKONIZFD, C1994
•ROWEKUNES: THE BEST WINGS TO SAY TO

PEOPLE^' Um Ihii 100 pt- educational lool to become a

pomr conmuiucatorl Send S19.9S ck/mnpiui S3 OOS/II

to: Pooer Coounuiicationi Corp.,

305 S. Bewriy Dr.. SuiM 47S, Beveriy MUli, CA 9021

2

Pnt addilonal infaomtlon. plcaie call (310) 39(MXi03

^

12 Research Subjects

Bedwettlng boy» 7-1 1 yn. and Iheir familtet

rwcded for UCLA re«earch Project. SubjecU

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student leeking people with one

Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

quettionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141,

Healthy female* wanted far rwearch on cog-

nitive abilities. $30 far 4-hour«. Age* 12 and

up. Call Martha at 310-825-6006.

Healthy male/female age 18 or oldw needed

(or rmdical imaging of the heart, rtudy lm«>l-

ves heart c^helerizalion with blood sample*

and Injection of radioactiva material*. S5Q^
-ibr about 6 hrs. Catt 3tflka8S'}li&

ADVERSE
REACTIONS TO
FOOD ADDITIVES
If you have adverse reactions

to food additives such as

colorlns agents,

nx>nosldlum ^utamate or

preservatives, and you might

wish to participate in

an on-campuf research study,

picatc call l-800-«3a-8497

Hyperactive boy* with attentional problem*

7-11 yre, needed far UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Looking to interview ir>dividual* having a ter-

minally-ill parent during diildhood. Aho par-

enU whose spouae was terminally-ill during

their children's childhood. Master's project.

CaU 213-954^965.

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 x-rays)

,™.. .0,(310)475-5598$39
naw patlanta wlh IMa coupon only

wa aiao aococnmodata patiania wwi
dantai oovaragaa

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordabiy

at home

J4-H()ur bnu'ii;t'iu\

Set \ ice

S. Soleimanian, D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd., West Loe Angdes
Open Evenings & Saturdays

12 Research Subjects

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

NEEDED FOR PATIENTS

EXPERIENCING HAY FEVER/
ALLERGIC RHINITIS

REQUIRES 4 VISITS

(6 HOURS TOTAL)
OVER 7 - 10 DAYS. RESEARCH
INVOLVES ALLERGY SKIN

TESTING, BLOOD DRAWING.
AND NASALCHALLENGE

& LAVAGE.

NO TREATMENT FOR ALLERGIES,

WILL PAY $100

AT CONCLUSION OF STUDY

CONTACT DR. TSIEN OR
DR. DIAZ-SANCHEZ
AT (310) 825-3718.

22 Health Services

Acne. Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars

Non-Siirgical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin reiuvenation

and removal of acne, tattoos.

siinspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

Normal healthy boys 3-1 1 yrj, and their

families needed fo?T!CLA research project.

Receive $20 and have)a scientific learning

experience. 310-82S»Oq2.

NORMAL, HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS, 18-35,

needed for positron imaging of the brain or

heart. Injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods

taken. $25/Hour. 310-825-1 118.

STUDY NEEDS WOMEN with or w/out men-
strual pain. Brief questionnaires. Pays $10.

310-454-7926. M-W 12-4pm.
[

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-

netic resonance imaging research.

$35/4hours. Page 310-724-0030 or call ilO-

824-6714 afternoons.

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation Involves completing

six questionnaires. MIndy 31 0-796-0996.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

30 Help Wanted

AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! F/T office man-
ager for combined Legal/Medical (Gynecolo-

gy) office. Great payl Strong academic
records. Vivacious and cheerful. 310-281-

8457.
;

Are you: personable? energetic? frierxjly? Do
you have pgckrious restaurant experience (at

least 6 month^? Then call 310-476-6112 and
ask for Mitchell about current available posi-

tions;

Asian Females Needed for Asian college

student calendar 1995. Pays up to $100 for

less than 2 hoursi Call for appointment

(310)285-9264.

BAKERY COUNTER HELP, PT/FT. Day and
evening hours. Near campus. 310-836-8534.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY SEEKS energetic,

hard working, and self-motivated individual.

Sonr>e computer skills helpful. Full or part-

time. Call Bob after 4:00pm. 310-859-8499,

1961 W—

t

—od Blvd.
(1 BUl South of Suit* MooladBhrd)

30 Help Wanted

EARN $20
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test with no history of

back in}uiy or pain.

Cnhcr Chy, oB (3IOt55g-5500.

TELEMARKETING. P/T. Must have own
transportation. Telephone skills a must. S7Av,
bonuses. Call 310-471-2425.

$7/hour-fbonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persorv to set appointments by

phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephone or outside sales experi-

er>ce a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our

Westside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max Consulting group. 310-281-0355

Beverly Hills Auction Gallery seeks F/T Ad-

ministrative Assistant for Manuscripts Dcpl.

Inventory Control, correspondence, proof-

reading, etc. Fast, organized, PC literate.

CreR Shaw 310-203-9855.

BILLING AR AND AP CLERK. Friendly, small

Santa Monica law Tirm seeks individual for

data entry and various accounting. Minimum
15 hourAveek. Experience preferred but not

required. Excellent opportunity for busir>ess

majors. Ask for Tilin or Peter 310-393-5000,

Can you teach typing, cheerleading, or Span-

ish? 25 Brer^twood students Monday and Fri-

day 2:1 5 to 3pm. $20-$2SiA>r. Call Francesca

310^54-3719.

Caring, honest, resporuible person willing to

train with a team to implement innovative

ideas assisting 'rain man'-like (autistic) adult

to achieve indeperMJence. Part or full-tin>e.

Hours to be arranged. Good salary, benefits,

and perks. Senior citizens welcomed to

apply. Call Cheryl 310-649-0499.

CASHIER wanted for video rental store.

FT/PT, will train. Video Collection, 470 N.

Doheny Dr., 310-273-3389.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yrs, own medical insurarKe. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl $2000. 310-825-9500.
^

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical In-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cets. Mima Navas 310-629-6782, Monday-

Friday.

22 Healtfi Services

PCNIS-NrPLE ENLARGEMENT Profeaiooal

vamum pumps with instruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance ciccUoo. I^^^Qfel

K^\m\ 1-«»-9e7-PUMP. "
'

'.,

'

'

.

'

1 CASHKR, 1 OaiVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chvin Chicken. Call for infcVappL 310-208-

0846.

3-positiorw available in Century City law firm

for In-House Mgt. Services. Flexible hount,

$8-10/hour. Part and full-time. Duties in-

clude: mailAax, photocopying, and local de-

livery. General office experience preferred.

Please contact Craig, 310-557-9666.

A European Men's Wear Retailer seeks part-

time cashiers. Must have experience in relat-

ed field. Send resun^e to Politix, 10931 Wey-
burn Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024. Attn.

Ohanne^Kamel.

ACCOUNT EXEC- City-wide college maga-

zir>e needs energetic students interested in ad

sales. High conwnlMion $$$. 335-1950. )a-

son.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only, For commercials, filnw,

and print ads. Ail typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today ImaKe. 818-222-9091.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Eam up to $3O0D-$6O0O^

per nwnlh 'fbuicfits. Mal^emale. No ex-

pwlcnce neccMary. 206-545^1 5 cxtA59341

.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

CLERK TYPIST for word processing. General

office duties, 20 hour^veek, near canr\pus,

$7/hour. 310-475-5209.

College students neededl Work as a movie

extra. All types... No fee<^no gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available, info: 818-569-5514 or

818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFKIERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.16Air to

start, up to $9.1 0. 1 S-t-hrs/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

Computer genius on call, troubleshooter,

must know Windows and all applications

(Peachtree, Excel, Paradox, Microsoft Word.)
Please call Barbara 310-475-6428.

COURIER FOR GRAPHKIS SERVICE BU-
REAU. fl/PJ, nwminp, own car/insurarKe

required. $7.5(MKiur, 35-centVmile. Gty
Graphics, 21 3-938-471&

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$20004-/month working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

ar>d F/T employment available. No cxperi-

er>ce necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341.

DaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON..
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record4 3-

dayiAveek. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Childrwt'* ImIi WtfM. i%Q-iS9'
2665.
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NERvoas? ANXioas?
FEARFaL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 6 months and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL TRIALS^

MEDICAL GROGP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Arc yoii hctuccn the a<»cs of 18 and 55 and
suffer from migraines?

m^^^Zp^^^ You may qualify to

m %l I ll'V? participate in a medical
^ research study on

MMimA^^^ ^M niij^raines. Qualified

1^11%^w • volunteers recei\'e a free

basic physical exam, lab

.---.---- -.- tests, and compensation

up to approximately $580
for your participation.

migraine

headaches?

CALIFOfiNIA m
1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

DESK CLERK, F/T, 6 daysAveel<, 3pm- 11pm.
Sf>.50fl^r, Brentwood Motor Hotel. Tele-

phonerpuest Services. Qualifications: Ckxxi
- communitalion skills, MS-Wofd. Jason 310-

476-1168

Driver-tutor for teen girl, want big sister stud-

ent type with car; room, board, & mileage in

Venice beach. 310-399-1902.

DRIVERS NEEDED FOR CROWING
SCHOOLBUS CO. Imnr>ediale openings, we
will train. Great hours/pay. Benefits. Send re-

sume to P.O. box 49291, LA, 90049. Attn.

Eric or call 310-472-7474.

_^^ EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health and nutrition iryiustry. Call 310-

617-9208 or..21 3-653 1679. Leave message

^ and when conveniertt to call.

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST, $3(Vhr, part

tinr>e. Must have exper)er>ce with special edu-

cation arKi learning disabilities. 310-474-

8919.

EVENT STAfFAJSHERING and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling Stones, Raiders, and other

evente. 818-885-7338.

EXP'D HOSTESS
Major Motion pfcture studio- Executive din-

ing room. 10:30-2:30pm. Tasteful grooming
Standards essential. Also required catering

bus penoos. 310-280-5521.

Female darKers wanted for bachelor parties,

private shows. $150-$40G^. Also hiring

drivers. Must have pager. Call Steve 310-824-

0064.

FIGURE MODaS. Writer/Photographer

needs girls 184- years old to pote lor ntaga-

zines, caler>dars, etc Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 213-256-8700. ^^
FILE aERK. 8-10 hour«Sfvk, nexible. 2-3

days. Century City office. 310-277-1900. Di-

ana or Kara.

FILMMAKERS: Submit 3/4"Films; Scripts;

Trailers; Resumes; S.A.S.E,by 10/2V94. FOR-
TY JOBS. Mark, HIGH CONCEPTS," 11684
Ventura «334, Studio City, CA 91604. WE
NETWORK WITH DOZENS OF FILiV^MAK-

-4RS.

30 Help Wanted

finance/economk: development-
Part4in'>e- Seeking a graduate student in Busi-

ness or Public Policy to provide assistarKe to

a private nonprofit corporation whose
emphasis is in real estate lending through pri-

vate/public finance progranr«. Potential full

time position. Preferable background and

skills: banking, accounting marketing, verbal

arvJ written communication. Must be self-

starter. Regional ' office located Glendale.

Mail resumes to CALIFORNIA STATEWIDE
CJX:, 129 C Street, Davis, CA 95616 - Attn:

Barbara Vohryzek.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs

experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

FRONTRUNNERS
The Bmt Athletic Specialty Store in LA.

We want full and part-time sales peo-

ple. We are looking for : men and

women who can learn greart customer

service, bdieves the customer always

comes first, arxl wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer:

chance to make $6-12-»-/hour, good

benefits package, great staff discount,

and the best retail training. To join the

top independent store in LA call for ap-

pointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-

7585.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-

ence. Marina Del Rey. Trainir^ provided.

310-577-6520.

FULL TIME EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT WANT
ED. Beverly Hills location. Musi have own
transportation. Must be Macintosh literate.

310277-71 72. Ask for Mike.

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn $5$
for your group plus personal cash tmrHJses for

yourself. Call 1 800-932-0528 ext. 65.

GOURMET ON WHEELS offer* great paying

jobs. Responsible, articulate P/T drivers for

downtown delivery company M-F. Own car,

insurance. 21 3-749-9009.

GOURMET PASTA SHOP/RETAIL. Santa Mo-
nica or Beverly Hills. Enthusiastic, dep«id-

able people, F/T or P/T, knowlcdgie of food

helpful. Flexible hours. SC^hour. Shawn or

lennifer 3IO-394-793a

30 Help Wanted

GRAND OPENING. Renaissance health cen

ter now open, massage arxl hoiistics. Position

available, chiropractor and experienced mas-

seur and masseuses. Self-starter preferred.

Call for appbinlment 310-289-9219.

GYMNASTICS COACHES all ages and levels,

varied hours, experier>ce required. Profes-

sional gymnastics school now hiring. Call

Mary Gates for interview. 310-45a0O12.

HANDYMAN NEEDED SATURDAYS. SB/hr.

UCLA faculty family near campus. Referenc-

es. Fluent English. 310-472-1764 evenings or

leave message.

HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per week
assembling products at horT>e. No experi-

ence. Info 1-504-646-1700 Dept. CA-695.

Hotel Desk Clerk. Full-tinr>e. Luxury hotel in

Westwood Village. English speaking.

(310)208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER for busy doctor. Weekends.

Laundry, cleaning, assist w/cookin^ etc. No
skills required. Flexible schedule. Leave mes-

sage. 310-826-9811.

HOUSEKEEPER/CHILD CARE. English speak-

ing, European preferred. Live-in or out. Must

have excellent refererxies. Call for interview.

310-476-0605.

bnmediate position available. Secry^ecpt.

KrxMvledge of Microsoft Word required for

SM architecture firm. FAX resunte 310-828-

7710.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$40af/month teaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan

or S. Korea. No teaching backgrourxi or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tlon call 206-632 n46exlJ59341.

JR. PUBLISHER - City-wide college magazine

needs organized leaders majoring in txjsi-

nes^journalism for paid intern position. 335-

1950 - Dan.

LAW FIRM SEEKING COMPUTER PRO
CRAMMER fvniliar with Borland Paradox

arwIAir . Paradox for Windows for program-

ming project. S8-ia^hour (XX. (213)651-

3333,(213)658-6041 (fax).

Law firm seeks legal assistance with excellent

computer skills to handle various legal duties.

Salary $6^9 DOC. (213)651-3333. (213)658-

6041 (fax).

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

LAWOFFKTE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

LIE FOR SSSi FOX TV wants you now for a

new show. Call VICKI at 213-856-3403.

MALE fViODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
,Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

Marmol & Radziner Architects. Immediate
opening. Reception/Office Assistant. 32-40

hours/wk. Flexible days, Sft/hr. Fax resume to

Leo Marmol 310-391-8825, Fax#31 0-394-

8395.

MED. OfC. RECEPT
Position available part-tinr>e (20 hourVweek
to starO for experienced- bilingual reception-

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Gen-
eral medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734

x900. Have resume available . Salary/Exp.

iVlEDICAL BILLING/OFFICE ASSISTANT. 20-

40 hour^week. Exccllcni data entry, typing,

phones. Knowledge of medical terminology,

billing procedures. Seeking senior or grad

student. Call 310-393-1503

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for French and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area. 213-

463-0633.

MIDWILSHIRE, East of Farmer's market, PAT

sales. The Tennis Place. Great atmosphere,

sonr>e weekdays & Saturdays. Sales experi-

ence preferred. 213-931-1715.

Morning counter person for coffee

house/bakery. Serve customers, general

clean-up. Experience helpful, will train.

$5.7SAir. Linda or Mitch, 310-826-5282.

1 1 740 San Vicente.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded SS

for your college education... or cisci ... or

else, I don't remain in businessi Scholarships.

No or^e denied. Call for guarantee 1-800

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

PE COACH NEEDED. Background w/sporU,

children. Wed: 830am-230pm, Tues nrwm-

ings. Westwood Elementary School. SMwur
Apply for one or both. 310-288-41 32.

PERSON NEEDED for internal marketing op-

tornetry practice with great communication
skills. Enjoyable atmosphere to work. Call

Farnoosh 213-653-2020.

Personal assistant to high er^ergy professional.

Approximately 12 to 15 hrs.Aveek. Salary

$1 1/hr. Must have car, indeperKler^ initiative,

aruJ be able to tolerate occasional stress.

Duties: various errands, computer work (WP),

telephoning, drafting letters, some filing. 310-

206-9082.

Rapidly growing investment company seek-

ing -P/T computer intern. College sopho
more/junior, ability to work with [X)S Wind-

ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, arKi Foxpro.

Bilingual (EnglislVSpanish) a plus. $6 per hr.

Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-571-3700

x231.
- ' III I — I I

KtCEPTIONIST, PfT, M-F. Light phones, typ-

ing, WPS.l, errands and other clerical duties

as necessary. Marina Del Rey 310-306-4696.

RETAIL SALES MANAGER and sales positions

available immediately, FA and PA, for Petite

lardin Children's Shoes at CentP'y City shop-

ping center. Exclusive European ar>d domes-
tic rT>erchar>dise offered in a beautiful new
facility. Retail sates, management, arxi com-
puter inventory control experience is desired.

Paid parking. Salary -t-benefits. For appoinl-

ment call 310-203-0424, ask for Lynn.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. FA-
Must be available Sat. arvJ have krmwiedgc
of children's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

RETAIL STORE. Manager/Sales. Janice

McCarty. W. 3rd Street Boutique. 213-651-

4229. Ask for Julianne.

RUNNER, ERRANDS, ENTERTAINMENT IN-

DUSTRY. Good opportunity. Fun co-work-

ers. Fax resume: 818-907-7622. Sfl/hour

-t-mileage. Approx. 30 hour^veek.

Sales Position w/children's specialty store.

Salary and commission. 3-4 day^A^reck.

10am-6pm. Call Howard or Margot 310-447-

5407.

Sales. PA, flexible hours, we will pay you to

give money to restaurants. Restaurant experi-

ence helpful. All areas ir>cluding SFV, LA,

Orange County. Call today 1-800-772-4052

cxt. 7043. Ask for Matt.

SENOR GRANDES FRESH MEXKIAN GRILL.

Seeking highly motivated manager for WLA
location. Please call corporate office 805-

495-1853,

NEED XTRA INCOME SKI RESORT JOBS
Looking for responsible individuals to do
research in: sports medicine, biomechanics,

exercise physiology, kinesiology, nutrition.

Interested MAJORS or GRAt5UATES please

scrnJ resume to: BH Health + Fitness, P.O.

Box 624, Beverly Hills, CA 90213 0624 or

fax to: 310-278-5259.

Needed: excellent writer w/good research

skills with knowledge of and personal access

to a Macintosh and IBM computer. Call and

leave message, Veronica Steinbeck 818 985-

5041.

OFFICE HELP POSITK5N. Word processing

experience, knowledge of biochemical no-

nr>enclature preferred, fiexible hours, part-

time. SG^ror more, depending on qualifica-

tions. Playa Del Rey office. 310-821-6456.
o r~„

ORDER CLERK, video distribution, data en-

try, inventory control, customer service. De-

tail-oriented, computer savvy, MDR office.

Fax resuni>e:TMW Media, 310-306-3162.

PA ASSISTANT to personalAiomc rnanagcr.

Female preferred. Household chorcs/crrands.

Must be neat and tidy, attention to detail,

self-starter. Must l)c available M-Th. Average

hours 2/day, up to 1 2/week. Extra hours pre-

paring for holidays. Must have dependable

car and insurance. Located on Westside. Call

Lori 310-397-8318,

PA experienced gymnastics coach needed to

work with children ages 18-nrH>nths to 14-

years. Great job. Call Denise or Al 818-785-

2177. .__

PA position offered. Must be 21 . Some
driving irKluded in company car. Up to 20

hours/week. Starts at $7/hr. 310-820-1030.

Ask for Janene Goldt)erg.
^

PA RECEPTIONIST available MWF, 9am
1pm, at Beverly Hills Chiro Center. J8/hour.

Call Mr. Lawrence 213-655-1420.

PA, flexible hours, set appointments teyteld

phone for business to business service.

SaleVrestaurant experience helpful. 800-772-

4052 ext. 7043.

PARENT HELPER NEEDED. Pickup twins

from school. Take care 3-6. $10(Vweek. Call

David (day) 310-206-9972 or 213-933 4476

evenings

PART-TIME FILING CLERK/RECEPTK)NIST.

Snull Westwood law firm looking for a pleas-

ant and organized irviividual to do filing arxi

telephones. 10am-2pm, 5-day^«veek. Fax re-

sume: 310-209-1 500 atln. Wendy.

Part-tirT>e Secretary. Luxury hotel, cosnwtic

surgery recovery retreat 4-9, M-F. Some
weekends. WP, phone skills, professional at-

lire. Call Maggie, 310-277-2270.

Part-time shipping, office, repairs, arxVor fu-

ture marketing genius. Jar^e 310-837-0963,

Part^ull-time help receded for removal of

records from warehouse. Culver City. 310-

559-8823. Call between ia3.

Part/Full-time warehouse clerical help need-

ed viAMhdayi. Cuhrer City. 3ia5S9-8823.

Call btwen 10-3.

Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 15,000 opcningsl For more information

call 206 634-0469 cxt.v59341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn SlO-1 5A»our guaranteed working 20-

Hcxibte hour^weck. Marketing representa-

tives/management trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

Jb838. }'

TELEMARKETING. Highly r'KJtivated, enlhu

Mastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must
have a good phor>e voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware/Software dealer seeks

irxiividuals for inside sales. Must have work-
ing f*C krxiwledge. No prior telenMrketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-
puter Centers. Job* 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

rance, CA 90503.

TELEMARKETING. No experience necessary.

Prefer studentVgrads. Flexible hours from ,

9:00-5:00pm starting al S7-$^r>bonuses. 3

blocks UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-6175.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant. Excellent hourly

rate. Sponsors for securities license. Call 800-

374-6666 for appointment.

THE CHEESECAKE
FACTORY

Beverly Hills is searching for fun, friendly

people to fill FRONT DESK and retail

BAKERY COUNTER positions. Flexible hours,

S6.50 to S7.5(Vhour to start. Apply Monday-
Friday, 3-4pm at: 364 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly

Hills.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY
MENT, work arourxi your classes, starting

'

rate $6.63Air. Call Jelena al Hcrshcy Hall

Foodservice 310^825 7686.

WEEKEND RECEPTKDNIST Irom 10-7pm Sal

artd Sun. Data entry, good communication
skills, bilingual, cxccller^ computer skills. $6-

9 DOE. (21 3)651 3333. (21 3)658^6041 (fax).

Writer who is blind needs an assistant to fin-

ish r>ovel. Requirement: reading out foud and
taking dictation. 31 0*399 3652.

YOUNG MEN WANTED lor nude and semi
rxide modeling. Good pay. knnrwdiate work.

Call E>erek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
PA. Requires knowledge of CXDS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word lor Windows, Excel

etc; experience w/modems and renKMe com-
munication; capacity to install, train, support

arMi troubleshool soAware problems; ability

to solve hardware problems. Must be com-
fortable wAxith people and machines. Fax re-

sumetojosh, 310-337 1074.

EARN CASHI Sell T-shirts and promotional

items to fraternities, sororities, clubs arxl

buctnHHS on and arourxi campus. Catt Da-

vkl310O97-56S6H,

r*
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32 Career Opportunities

» Make ('

) MONEY ^

Full + Part Time
opportunity of

a lifetime
• Bee part ot the $100 billion

telecommunications industry

no experience necessary

(310)843-4511

FINANCIAL MARKET TRADERS ASSISTANT

fof currency trading house, iSr/day at first;

more hours down the line. $1(Vhr. Sam 31Q-

558-3364.

^ AGGRESSIVE ^
X ENTREPRENEURS

^
^
^

• Interested to Maiketir^?

- unique and lucrative

opportunity

-part-time

-SALESMANSHIP A MUST

CoBtict Ltwreace Aitoiio

at(Slfl)2l7-2266

^
^
^
^

^^^^^^^
32 Career Opportunities

35 Child Core Wonted

BABYSITTER for 5-year/old boy. 12 even

Ingj^n/cek. Early bedtime, easy job. Bring

homework. MelroacA^airfax area. References.

Kara 213-651-3332.

BABYSITTER FOR 5TH GRADER. Help

w/homework. Wed, Thurj, Fri. 3-6. Referenc-

es required. Education major preferred. 310-

453 9138.

BABYSITTER WANTED. Wed and^Fri after-

rKX>ns 3-5:30. Warm, loving, niinuring, and

responsible. Must have own car and in-

surance. 3 1 0-459-97 1

2

CHEVK3T HILLS. Studtoit/atumni needed to

care for 2 kids, 3&6. Childcare experience,

1
referefKes,, reliable car, N/S preferred.Tue

4:30-1 0pm. $7/hr. 310-558-4704.

CHILD CARE. Afterschod pick-up, activities,

arKi homework. Second ^ader in the UCLA
area. Mor^day thru Friday 3pm-6pm. Car re-

quired. 310-471-7585.

Childcare for two boys ages 9 ar>d 12. 3-

5pm, Mon-Frl (flexible). Must have own car.

References preferred. 310-206 7005, 310-

472-2492.

CHILDCAREAICHT HOUSEKEEPING. Per-

maneni P/T position. 2-3 evenings per week
plus one full day on weekend. 3<hiidren,

3,4, and 7. Culver City. Own car. References.

Please call Liz 213-933-1144 or 310-559-

4379eveninns.

DRIVER to pick up 5-y/o from school to

home 4 to 5 days/week. $6.5(Vhr. Addition-

al time may be available. 310-477-7541.

Driver/Babysitter needed. WestwDod, Palms,

Brentwood. 3-5pm some afterrwom. 2 kids, 8
and 1 1 . $7yhour. 310-393-4494. ^

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-

sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays -fflexible

hours during weekdays. Must drive. Salary

ncROliable. References. Call 310-271-7170.

32 Career Opportunities

35 Child Care Wanted

P/r CHILDCARE. 3-aftemoonj/week. Refer-

ences required. Fluent English. N/S. CA drw-

er's license. Own car. 2-diildren, 10 and 6.

Santa Monica. 310-828-251

1

PALMS. M-F 2-7. Boys, ages 2&7. Hoise-
keepirtg, car, insurance, refererKes. $15Q\vk.
310-201-5251 or 310-839-4698.

Pick up 2 girls school M-F, 5-7pm. Car 7

references required near UCIA. Day 310:^

247-7269, Eves 310-474-5364.

RELIABLE, ENERGETK: PERSON needed to

care (ot 2-year/old in Manhattan Beach

home. ExperieiKe ind excellent referer>ces

required. 1 5-20hourVWeek. 310-379-6322.

Resporttible person, pick-up daughter from

school, supervise homework 4-5 after-

noorVweek. Must be excellent driver & love

children. References. 213-957-9221 Aman-
da.

RESPONSIBLE, COMMITTED PERSON to

drive two children to afternoon activities,

Morvlay-Thursday. Approximate hours 3:30-

6pm. Your car, excellent pay, great kkis.

310-390-1761

TUTOR/BABYSITTER. Female preferred.

Brentwood home. Afternoons. Sideh 310-

440-4956.
[

WLA FAMILY w/girls, 7 and 10, needs baby-

sitter w/car to play run errands, do house-

work 4nd cook. M-F, 1-6pm. Patti 310-470-

0417.

36 Personal Assistance

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed 1 afternoon a

week. $7/hr. Must have cat' and common
sense. RaNae 310-391 -2020.

32 Career Opportunities

What was once merely the IV set has

become an interactive device for sparking the

imagination of a new generation.

As the premier retailer of innovative soft-

ware and videogames, our understanding of

this "mind set" has placed Electronics Boutique

& Waldensoftware at the forefront of the revolu-

tion in home entertainment and information.

And this has sparked the imagination of career-

oriented professionals who recognize the possi-

bilities for rapid advancement this bold new
arena of the information age will afford.

In fact, our growth is so extensive througtv

out the US, wt are reaching out to hire tfie

most ambitious individuals we can find.

We will be coming on campus to tell

you details about opportunities to enjoy:

\5 TUITION ASSISTANCE

%^ Highly competitive salaries

t5 Flexible scheduling

^ Comprehensive benefits package
which features medical, dental and
life insurances

We are an equal opportunity employer

committed to a drug^ree and smoke^free working

environment. •
'

.

We will be visiting UCLA
Interviews October 2 Ut
Visit the Career Center

for SigrHJps.

41?
tltctronict hftutHHif

Waldensoftware

The poeslMities spark the imagination.

34 Internships

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to leam script develop-

ment activities in B.H. office. No pay, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay,

lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experience

helpful. Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

P/T Intern. Production Rental Studio. Stills

Film Video. Assist marketing, publicity, out-

Koine personality. Strong business networking

skills. Commission. Call 21 3-957-9398.

SHARP STUDENT. STEADY INTERNSHIP
AVAILABLE. Call Ceo FilnVBeverly Hills 310-

246-1090. Must have car; interest nonnction

filnVrV Dfoductioo.

aXlA CRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but hands on op-

portunity. 818-902-9657.

35 Child Care Wanted

Excellent tutoring/driving skills and good role

model for children. Live-in + $$ in 'exchange

for drlvin^uloringA>abysitllng 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 30-»- hours,

6:45-8:00am, aiter 3pm. Full-time, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

LIVE IN NANNY. 6-year/old girl. Work wee-

kends, orvcall weeknighls. Room and board

plus $225A«veek salary. Travel opportunities.

Beverly Hills. 310-276-21 30.

NEEDED STUDENT CHUDCARE for 7-ycar.

old boy. Pick-up from UESAXILA campus to

home in WLA. 3-7pm Mon-Fri. 310-471-
8253.

Occasional child care nearby for 1 1 y/o girl.

3:30 to 7:00. Must have own car. $6Atr. Day
818-506-3714. Evening 310-476-9300.

Our busy 9-montlVold r>eeds responsible, ex-

perienced babysitter to play w/al our home;
Santa Monica. Approx. 20-hrs7wk, 3-after-

noofte. Infant CPR, first aid, and references

raquired. Please call Audrey: 829-5040.

49 Apartments for Rent

$535 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laundry, appliances, parking.

310-8376779.

S625-$675. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bed-

room, carpet, drapes, built-im, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping ar>d transporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

S72S PALA4S 2-bed/2-ba. New carpeU, paint,

large closets, patio, parking. 376S Vinton

Ave. #3. 310^836-2316.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrrrVSbath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

••BRENTWOOD. $7S0,1-be<V1-bth, upper,

vertical blinds, newer carpet, refrigerator,

parking, laundry, prime area. 310-476-0919.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE^* MIDVALE/N. Of
LEVERING. 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS.
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. RESERVE
NOW FOR SUMMER AND FALL. 310-839-

6290.

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, A^, new security buikftng, prime

location, 506 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

49 Apartments for Rent

1-BEDROOM. UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part o/ Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

S625.310-286-2885.

1-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdrm.

pool. 1235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

1-MO FREE RENT
Great graduate apartment- only $6S(ymonth.-

New painl/carpet, garage. 1 st months securi-

1y deposit. 8th avenue at 102 StrML 213-

750-3535. Michelle.

11675 Darlington, Brentwood. Bachelor.

$500. 2-bedrpom«^-baths Ihtm $1100 and

up. 310-410-1499, 310-671-8570.

2-BEDRC)OM APT. in Westwood. Quiet

building, parking. $925/month. Other units

available. 310-306-4696.

2-bedroonV1 -bath available for fall. 424
Landfair, next to UCLA. Garden setting, utili-

ty room, pool, hardwood floors. $1200. 310-

459-1200.

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH Unfurnished apt

Walk UCLA. 1200 square feet. Charming,

older building. Wood floors, stove, refrigera-

tor, 2<ar parking. $1400. 310-443-9515.

445 Kelton.

2128 N.BEVERLY GLEN. $650. Studio. 7-

minutes to UCLA. Newer carpet. Shower

a^/tr tub. wet-bar, patio, laurMby, private-en-

trance, utilities paid. Lease. 816-706-1493

day. 818-609-7231 evenings.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
monthly + 4 hours weekly gardening, house
maintenarKe. OceaVmxxjr^ain view, nearby.

Foreign and grad studerHs welcome. Car.

010)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/month. 2.bed/2-bath. Washei/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking arvi lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 31 0-391 -6645.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nict 1 -bedroom, upper. Near

Wibhire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet building. No peU. 1236
McClellan Drive. 31^826-6461.

BRENTWOOD ADJ., single, $52a Non-
smoker, no pets. 1431 S. We^gale Ave. 310-

477-1111.

Brentwood apartment. 1 -bec^ -bath. Modern
built-in appliar>ces. ^C, new carpet, sliding-

glass doors, balcony, view, security-parking.

4850 plus 1 -month free. Chris 310-207-1909.

BRENTWOOD, f»tofth of San Vicente. 2-

bdnrVl-ba $750. 3-bdmVl-ba $1050. 310-

471-5388. 11651 Corham Afre.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1350/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0834.

Brentwood. $950, 2-bdnTT/2-bath, balcony,

new carpet and drapes, stove, refrigerator. By

appt only, 1 1 728 Mayfield #5. 31 0-271-681

1

Cute 1 -bedrooms, security building, 24-hour

doomian. Walk to UCLA. High-rise with

quiet view. $105(ymonth. Also for sale

$150,000. Prudential California Realty. Call

Gail 310-445-7778.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, ceiling farw, air,

!;reat kxation, near shopping, busses ind

reeways. (818)399-9610.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom

w^ame. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrrrVI -bath, co-ed, luxury, security cotydo

w/amenities. Westwood, $35a^nonth. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Lovely, cozy, bachek>r apartment in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cable and utilities

included. $800. 3 10-476-89 11.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 31^397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076. '»

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. AAT, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $615
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to IXILA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet buikling,

refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, minlblinds.

Cat OK. Rent concession. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + lofi/3-bath,

newer 3-<tory townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391 -1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities irKluded. 310-

397.8058.
.

PALMS. $790. large. Immaculate 2-bdrnV2-

bath. Stove, fridge. n>«crowave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

buiMing. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

6855.

BRENTWOOD
ADJACENT

-2 blocks south of Wilshire

- spacious 1 bedroom for $750

-small quiet building

•A/Cpvt. patio parkirig

(310)820-5726
(213)747-5200

49 Apartments for Rent

PALMS. $795/WKinth. 1 -bedroom -f den -« 1-

b^. Newer building, gated parking, new
carpet, A/C, fireplace, balcony. Cable, laun-

dry facilities. 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $895, upper. 2-bed/2-bath. Built-in.

Batcony, MT, gated buikiing, laundry room,
parking. 3626 Empire Drive. Call 310-559-
3875.

PALMS. $995, 2-be<V2-bath, custom tiMvn-

home, fireplace, bakony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $525,
single $425. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (31 0)837-4 1 96.

PALMS: $575. Spacious 1 -bdrm/^ -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laurxiry, hard-

wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-
876-0371.

RENT FOR LESS. Spacious 2-bed/2-bath

apartment Close to freeway. 15 minutes to

UCLA. Central air, built-ins, parking. 15131

yictory Blvd. 518-888-1556.

Share 2-bdrm/1/2-ba APT. Pool, cable ready,

quite bidg. 3-min to campus. Close to all

major bus rts. $375 util IrKl.

SHERMAN OAKS.
Spacious 3~bed/1&1/2-bath. Garden setting.

ntar Ventura Blvd. Good transportation to

UCLA. $87Q/Vnonth. 818-386-1060.

SINGLE PALMS AREA, $425 with stove and

refrigerator, 310^559-7571

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

parking, water incl. $900. 10944 Strathmore.

Dl 0)209-0968. '

WEST LA. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book

sheKres, gated parking and erttry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414

jasmine. 310-838-4862.

WEST LA. Large 1-bdrm $750. Stove,

refrigerator, laundry facilities, parking, super

clean. 2-miles to UCLA. 11321

Massachusetts Ave. Shown by appointment.

310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $950

AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN
LIVING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-51500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony. Ideal for grad students. 1711 Malcolm.

3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1 212.

WLA $675. Large, quiet, modem 1-bdrm.

Stove, fridge, diJiwasher, air. 1426 Barring-

ton Ave. 310-8370761.

WLA SINCLE/1 -BATH, new modem building.

Security parking. Close to campus.

$60(ymonth. Day 310-474-0414, Night 310-

826-5902.

WLA. $725. 1 -bdrm/1 -bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rington. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.
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WLA. $725. Very large 1 -bedroom upper.

Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closets. All

appliances. Paint and carpet V.J. 310-447-

5714.

WLA. 1-1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(ynr>onth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-4770112.

WLA^ENTURY CITY. 1-bdrm $750. Chann-
ing, re-decorated, appliances, carpets, Vene-

tians, laurxiry facilities, largp, bright, dining,

encioxd private garage. Quiet buikJing. 310-

474-1172.

50 Apartnnents, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, ar>d barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1 1 25.BRENTWOOD. Really nice 2 br/2-ba.

All appliances, fireplace, enclosed patio,

tandem parking, good laundry. QUIET.
1 1 722 Kiowa. (805 )5261 759. , ^..

$495. Bachelor, quiet, upper, laur>dry, micro-

frklge. 1 326 Armacast. Open. Near bus and

close to UCLA. 3 10-459-4068 or 459-2673.

$650. 2-bdrnV1balh unfumkihed. Stove, re-

frigerator, new carpets, rwwiy decorated.

'

PiccAa Ciencga. :UO-279-2002.

SANTA MONKTA. 1-bdrm extra-targe. Pool,

laurxiry, new carpet and paint Foreign siud-

enit welcome. Goad-rwighborhood and area.

310-356-6680. '

"'

4rf^

49 Apartments for Rent

Singles $535 up. Pool, newly decorated, v^ry
clean. 310-204-4332.

52 Apartments to Share

Female gracVprofessional own room, bath,

parking. Must be quiet, responsible, mature.

N/S. Available IC/I. $4304- deposit 310-

444-4913.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer N/5 female Cloce

lo campus. $450+ 1/2 utilities. 816-907-

9401.

VENK:E. To share 2-bed/1 -bath. Patk>, park-

ing,^ pets okay. $375/rnonth. Jim 310-477-

1737.

Weslside/Palms, 2bd/2ba., fully fijmished,

full amenities, parking, month-to-nranth or

lease negotiable. $495.00 water paid,

$150.00 deposit AVAILABLE NOW. Allison

310-558-3123.

WESTWOOD. Own room. Walking distance

from UCLA and market. Non-smoker. Female
•eferred. $450. 310-478-5665. Ask for Deb-Crefi

ie.

WLA Modem security building, security

parking. Master bdrm ws^ath. 2-pnvate

sundecks. Calf Bryan 479-621 1. $520.

53 Roommates

2+2 Modem apartment hVS, no drugs or

pets. Kitchen, living room, balcony, security

building, parking. Renting now.
$50(ymonth-t- utilities. 310-276-9528.

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS ON LANDFAIR
AVE. A huge studio. Free parking. Non-smok-
ing male. Quiet person preferred. Call Byung
310-624-1797.

BEDROOM+BATH IN TH. La Cienega/Centi-

nela. $350/month. Call Maria 310-677-1401.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large, charming 2-bedroom upper in Spanish

duplex. Beverly Hills adjacent. $85(Vmonth.

Call 213-934-6422.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute

walk from La(-32. Call Bobby 310-478-7121

or Cathy 310-478-0261.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious 1-

bedroom apartment with parking. I block

from campus arxl Westwood. Call Erik 310-

206-6593. 634 Landfair Apt«8.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share house, own
bedroom, share bath, Melrose Ave area. Must

like pets. Call Victoria 213-782-0785, MUST
SEEI $475.

SGL/FEM. RMMATE. Wantd. Share 2-

bdrm/2ba. bi-level twnhm. $400, dwp/ph.

not incl. Non-smkr, no kids/pets, undergr.

pk^tecurity entry, wshr/dryr, mnthly/lease.

Isl/last mo. Call 310-915-1 1 1 2/msg.

SPACIOUS APT
2 females to share bedroom in 2-bdrm apart-

ment 1 5-min walk campus, hardwood floors,

balcony. Queer positive. $325/mci/ea. 310-

208-7624.

WANTED: Non-smoking female to share

large room in house in Westwood.

$25(ymonth. Call Diannc 209-3466 after

7pm tu-th.

WLA $45(ymonth. Own room, share bath

•with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartment. Stable

female preferred. Available rv>w. 310-474-

2194.

WLA. Seeking mature N^ roonrunate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit w/security

alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $420/mo.,

$425 security deposit Denise 31 0-31 2-6681.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautiful, extremely large, furnished, private,

bright, sunny, room. Private entrance/yard.

Walk to UCLA. Excellent, parking, kitchen,

male. 310-475-4517.

$465. Furnished room. Small enclosed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, wasl^er and dryer. Some mountain and

city views, by nature trail. 15-minutes from

UCLA. 310-476-0256.

$500. Own bedroom in townhouse. Female

wanted to share 3-bedroom security building

with 2-rwn-smokers, cats in Brentwood.

Available now. 310-473-9059.

5-Minute drhre to UCLA, utilities paid, fur-

nished, all amenities, refrigerator, kitchen,

microwave, W/D, television, separate en-

trance. $365Anonth 310-475-3328.

AAA. Great room for rent in West LA. Span-

ish style 3-bedroom house. Available Octob-

er 1. $370.310-477 6740.

BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE ROOMS w/bath, 10-

minutes from UCLA. Kitchen and laurxiry

privileges. No drugs, no smoking. 310-836-

6547 til 11 PMI

BEAUTIFUUV DECORATED ROOM, prhrate

bath, kitchen privileges, utilities (except

phone). Home of proresaional woman. But

•2 direa to UCLA. $42S/month. 213-876-

SS1*.

BEL-AK. Prhrate, furnished room and bath.

Kitchen/laundry privil^ei. $S0(Vmonth In-

cluding utilitic*. 6-minute to campus. UCLA
310-476-1927.

BliENTWOOO LUXURY. Very large private

bathroom, hardwood floors, cable, rtear but,

camput. Easy parking, prefer male, limited

kitchen, 1^. 310-472-4419.

54 Room for Rent

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Private bath, paHcIng,

weekly maki service, kitchen, laundry
privileges. Cable TV, uUlitics. Steps to the

beach, kieal for N/S female, professional

graduate student $800|/month. Available
Oct 20th. 310-459-2 1 09.

Largie room, private bath, furnished, kitcherv

ette, v)ralk-in dotet Close to UCLA.
$48S/WK>nth, 310-826-8586 am, or 470-361

6

f^-

LARGE, BRIGHT ROOM in country style

family home. Male student Fully fumished

wAitchen privileges and laurxliy. 3-miles to

campus. Quiet neighborhood. S39(Vmonth.
310-274-0400day, 31 0-202-8521 evening.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

closets, kitchen/laundry. Share bath w/grad

student Near National/Seattle and #8 bus.

$475/nfx>. 310-397-6002.

LARGE, SUNNY ROOM. Use of kitchen.

laurxJry, deck arxi yard. Corwenient location.

Frierxily, quiet family w/gentle dog. Non-
smoker, $37(ymonth. (213)876-6199.

PALMS. Rooms available in 3-bdrm house.

Nice neighborhood. Big yard. Close to

UCLA. Choice of 2-bdrms, $450 or $500.
Utilities included. 310-838-9416.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH FOR RENT.
Venice home, fumished. Female rxjrvsmokcr.

$40(Vnx>nth -I-1/4 utilities. Walking distance

to beach, off-street parking. Mini-refrigerator,

kitchen privileges, laundry privileges. Large

closet Santa Monica busline at your door.

Colette 310-821-2589.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH. Pool, parking,

10 minutes from UCLA. No snxjking. Light

kitchen privileges. Very quiet. $50CVmonth.
310-478-6769.

QUIET, COZY ROOM for lady student. Fully

furnished w^itchen privileges. $285/month.
310-274-0400day, 31 0-202-8521 evenings.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment 1920's era building

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 213-739-1566.

ROOM FOR RENT in a 2-bedroom house in

a quiet neighborhood. Prefer female rx>n-

smoker, happy arxl energetic. N.Hollywood.
$350.310-208-7711.

ROOM FOR RENT. 6 miles from UCLA, Bel

Air. Share house $200-$40(ymonth. 310-

271 2950. '_ ._

SM North of Montana (14th and Georgina).

Private entry. No kitchen privileges..

$450/mo. 310-451-8775.

SPACIOUS ROOH Brentwood above Sun-

set. Share bath. Private entrance, pool, gar-

den, rx> kitchen, microwaveAoaster, utilities,

parking. Grad student 310-476-1766

WLA. Three professionals seek person to

share spacious townhouse. Own bed-

roonVbath. Share comnrx>n areas, including

laurxiry. Easy freeway access. $525/month.

310-478-0940.

56 House for Rent

WLA. SPACIOUS 2-BfcDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $89S/rTX>nth. 310-479-

8099.

57 House to Share

SHARE 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with 2 fe

males. Near campus. $450/month, low de-

posit Available immediately. 310-470-2206.
Ask for Sue.

58 House for Sale

Large 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-

tral air, pool. $154,900. California Prudential

Realty. 310-445-7778.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded aixi private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 818-789-71 17.

62 Room/Board for Help

FEMALE STIJDENT needed for. childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9, 3-yedr/old.

Approximate 20hours/week. Walking dis-

tarx:e campus. Experierxz^efererxies re-

quited. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Wanted for light house-

keeping. 20hrM( in exchange for room &
board. Call Judy, 310-820-5151.

GRADUATE STUDENT or senior needed for

chiMcare in exchange for room arxi board.
Near UCLA. Prefer experience with children

and driver's license. Dr. Kupper 310-306-
6855.

60 Housing Needed

MATURE, MINNESOTA COUPLE seeks

clean, quiet, aocommodatkm Oct. 23- Dec.

23 near UCLA. Will consider ¥Vork for rent

reduction. 612-699-6034.

61 Real Estate

BRENTWOOD CONDO. SaleA.eMe option.

1br72ba., pool, spa, gym, views.

$164,500.00. Christine (310)785-1600
ext222.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRtNTWOOD. 10-15 hourVweek, light

cooking, hoisekeepin^ driving. Betvween 3-

6pm weekdays. Mutt own car and inturancc.

310-2^9307 or 310.4y2-72»».

Excellent tutorin^riving ^ills and good role

model hf chiMren. Live-in -f $$ in exchar^
for drivin|^utorin(^byBitting 2 boys, 1 1 A
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 30+ hours,

6:45-6:00am, alter Jpm. Full-time, part-time,

student ok. 310-5S2-5391

.

LIVE-IN NANNY. 6-year/old giri. Work wee-
kends, orvcall weeknights. Room and board
plus $225AMeek salary. Travel opportunities.

Beveriv Hills. 310-276-2130.

M/Private roonrVboard in Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for afterschool and some
evenings help and childcare. Year-round sit-

uation. MUST HAVE dependable car and in-

surance. Call (213)650-3100 evenings best,

leave message.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarxre- light housekeeping, son>e
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1399.

Room, private entrance, kitchen and
bathroom. French doors lo pool and spa.

Near Fairfax and Wilshire. Exchange 15-

20/hn/wk child care, 9 y/o girl. 213-931-
2221.

64 Housing Service

INTERNATKDNAL STUDENTS HOUSING
MANAGED BY INTERNATIONALS - Single

and 1 Bedroom, quiet, near BH arxi bus,

laundry, $500-5625. 213-951-1042 even-

ings.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-becl/2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air arxi heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beveriy

Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-208-8049. Ask for Freddy.

67 Condos for Sale

SM. 3-Bedroom townhome. I*rime half-block

S. Montana. Totally renxxieled, new kitchen,

hardwood .floors. Family room. Rotwrta

Trowsdale, agent. 310-306-0073.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.

Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6762.

68 Condos to Share

BRENTWOOD CONDO $1000, 2+2, Securi-

ty gate arxi parking. New carpet, air, patio.

Grad students preferred. 818-333-8458. Judy.

RENTAL TO SHARE 2-bed/2-bath condo in

WLA. Prefer male college student. Private

party. $500/month including utilities. 310-

636-1339.

WESTWOOD. Wilshire 2-bdrrTV2-ba w/pool

arxi doorman high-rise. Walk to UCLA
Medical Center. Young professional looking

for mature rx>n-snx)ker. $525/rrx). 310-475-

4191.

69 Condos for Rent

WLA-PALA««. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,

$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet

street 10 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

70 Guest House for Rent

1.BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court arxi pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pels. Between

6-9pm 310^472-8336.

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful

BevcHy Hilk Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH-

EN. $400. 310-356-6396.

75 Health Clubs

78 MiSC. Activities

CAUGHT IN THE ACTI Screentest Produc-

tions announon a brarxi new party game.

Recently featured in GAMES arxi Popular

Photography magazir>es. The Great Holly-

wood Screen Test is a fun, mystery role-play-

ing game designed specifically for the cam-

corder. Six players act out on a canKorder

the final healed scenes of a murder mystery.

After the "act," players replay the tape and

earn points by spotting lies aixi determining

the murderer. Great for HalloweenI The

premier episode, *Who Did-ln Dillon Dc-

voe?,' is $19.95 plus $3.00 P&H. Send

checks to: Screentest Productions, P.O.Box

2162 Stow OH, 44224. 21 6-678-7390.

TENNIS LESSONS by fomier tennis pro. Kids

and Adults. 310-836-6779. Competitive

rates.

87 Commercial/Office

OFFICE SPACE. Rooms for rent for massage
therapist, healing profession. Easy access and
new facilities. Call Pierrick. 310-269-9219.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous nx)ver. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

nx>vers. Experierx:ed, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657. -

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2667.

AUTO
INSURANCE

''NO BULr
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles. SR2^
Accidents, Tickets OK
CAU AA*U NOW
FOR FRE£ QUOTt

1 C800|:i2S-9000

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
Professional, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing

and re-writes also available. 21 3-933 3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your crilically-

importanl personal statements? Gel profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublicatiorw; tutors English/study

skills; traim time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310393 1951.

PROFESSKDNAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requiren^nt.

213.671.1333.

75 Health Clubs

Free Parking
Undesrground

=UiU
111

^'[

Acupressure . I
••«

$15 off
I

• Shiatsu & Swedish
|^ wmm^m

Lomi Lomi Therapy

• Chiropractic

C^Mn 7 daya

1Q00AM
M

1O00PM

RENAISSANCE

HEALTH CENTER
Bitl bANTA MONICA BLtD
UiST HOILVWOOO Zmi fio^r

310-289-9219

Counseling
(Family. OnM. MerhsgeJ

Martial Arts (privml

• Sauna / Showers

• Privata rooms for men
& women

* SPECIAL RATES ON 5 OR 10 MASSAGES • GFT CERTFICATES AVAJLABU

96 Tutoiiny Offeied

ART HISTORY TUTORIAL SERVICES. OrVoff'

campus location. Flexible hours. Reasonable
rates. 310-575-0607. •

BKXOGY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

D Microbiology). 310-652 8652.

ENGLISH LESSONS/ESL. Private tutoring with
qualified instmaor. Flexible hours, competi-
tive rates. Contact Matthew at 213-731-1699.
-T-

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pajter, 310-582-9626 NBO.

99 Tutoring Needed

$20Air. 1 to 2 times/week. Mornings
,

approx. 10am. 3eve.-ly Hills. Female
preferredo General beginning level. Call Joey
310-399-4826.

ENGLISH LITERATURE TUTOR needed for

English 10A. Pay based on experience. Debra
310-550-3951.

English tutor for 11th grade. Recent immi-
grant. English is mother language«£<(perlence
preferred. La Brea/ Beverly Blvd. Send per-
sonal data/ hourly charge lo Frank- 1 72 South
Orange Drive, LA, 90036 or fax 213-936-
9094.

English tutor for 5th/7th grade. New immi-

grant from Taiwan. Also assist homework in

other subjects. La Brea/Beverly Blvd. Send
personal data/hourly charge to Frank 172
South Orange Drive, LA, 90036 or fax

(213)936-9094. %
NEED TUTOR for GRE math section. Famil-

iarity with GRE format required. SlO^r. 310-

454-6690.

Teaching experience for tutoring. Computer
knowledge. Tennis knowledge. Car preferred

but not necessary. Available roonVboard.

Call Shirley 310-271-4091, home 310-550-

1012office.

TUTOR NEEDED for upper division tnviron-

mental Psychology class. Pay based or) ex
perience. Call Debra 310-550-3951.

105 Travel

•.

' 825-2221

display
206-3060

4
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¥^lteyball gets by
upset-mindecl liW
Unranked Huskies

give UCLA a scare

as UW takes Bniins

to rally-scoring fifth

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

The third-ranked UCLA
women's volleyball team assumed
that the University of Washington
knew its proper place in the hier-

archy of Pacific- 10 volleyball.

However, after Friday night's

grueling 15-3. 12-15, 14-16, 15-6.

17-15 victory over last season's

ninth-place conference fmishers in

Pauley Pavilion, the Bruins (12-1

overall, 3-0 in Pac-10) might be

taking less for granted.

"It was a little tougher than

expected," UCLA head coach
Andy Banachowski said. "We
played inconsistent volleyball

tonight."

The Huskies (8-5, 3-2) have
never beaten the Bruins and came
into Westwood with a 0-24 record

against UCLA. No. 25
Washington played the first game
as if loss was inevitable. The
Huskies posted a paltry .045 hit-

ting percentage to UCLA's robust

.524 in the 15-3 thrashing which
lasted all of 12 minutes.

However, the Bruins' Friday
night plans were put on hold as the

Huskies captured the next two
games. 15-12 and 16-14.

Washington relied on the right

arms of junior outside hitter

Dragana Djordevic (26 kills) and

sophomore outside hitter Angela

Bransom (23 kills) to take the

unexpected advantage over
UCLA.
"We might have let down a little

after the first game," sophomore
middle blocker Kim Krull conced-

ed. "We expected them to die but

they didn't."

Krull, who finished the two-

hour and 25-minute match with 14

kills and five blodcs. led the spirit'-

ed comeback.

"Kim did a great job of getting

us into it," said senior outside hit-

ter Annett Buckner (18 kills,12

UCLA assumed that

UW knew its place.

digs). "She never let u^ all night."

The Bruins began the fourth

game with freshman setter Kim
Coleman in the game for sopho-

more Kelly Flannigan. The result

was a 1 5-6 game which resembled

the first game. The frame was
punctuated by two successive
Krull blocks of Djordjevic.

"I put in (Coleman) to change

up our tempo," Banachowski said.

"They seemed to be getting in

sync with our offense."

The fifth game, played under

rally scoring with a point being

scored on each play, saw the

Bruins race out to a 14-10 lead on
the strength of three Buckner kills

and four Washington hitting

wsu
From page 48

kills and two solo blocks in the

game.

The women looked to be head-

ed for a repeat of the previous

night's five-game marathon with

"I switched (Kara

Milling) to the left side

. . . and she was

obviously ready."

Andy Banachowski

UCLA Head Coach

Washington as they trailed 11-10

in the fourth. But the Bruins went

on a four point run on Buckner'

s

serve, highlighted by senior mid^
die blocker Alyson Randick's two

block assists and a kill off the

Cougar block.

After an exchange of sideouts,

sophomore middle blocker Kim
Krull nailed down the victory, tak-

ing Coleman's quick set off the

right-side block aiid out of play.

Women s volleyball

UCLA 3, Wash. Si 1

ANDREW SCHOLERAMly Bruin

UCLA outside hitter Annett Buckner tallied 18 kills and 12 digs

against UW Friday night at Pauley Pavilion.

errors. However, the never-say-die

Huskies fought off four match
points, eventually knotting the

score at 15.

"I looked up at the scoreboard

and I couldn't believe it," Krull

said. "It seemed like we were up
by so much all game. It was

scary.

After nearly two hours the

Bruins finally got a wakeup call.

After a Djordjevic smash narrowly

missed the baseline for 16-15,

junior outside hitter Jenny
Johnson drilled it in the vacated

right corner for the match.

UCLA 15

WiBSh. 4

13

15

15

2

15

11

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS:

lOLLS: UCLA-ll«ng19.BuckrMr17.

11.

SLOCKS; UCLA>Jot«wana5,ICiul35.

WMih.-SUv«rnMI1.

DIGS: UCtA-Budawr 21, KraH 14.

99 Tutoring Needed

TUTOR/PAL WANTED. Tutor needed (male)

to help 1 2-yr boy alter school 3 to 4 days a

week. Oversee hon>ework and afternoon ac-

tivities from 3 to 6pm at i8/hr or $25 a day.

Own transportation, or help with bus. Live in

Sherman OaJts, directly over the hill 1 0-

minutes from UCLA. Short cut through Bel-

Air behirxi the hospital. If interested, please

call jean Anne at 310-444^4727.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Ur>dcrgraduate dc

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616/310-
475-4830.

100 Typing

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-

pers arxl applications. Laser printing, gram-

mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resumes,

letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.

310-820-8830. '
: . .

105 Travel

100 Typing

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medical transcription experierKC.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All typ«s, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resunr>es, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, later. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

A HLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All IcvelVstyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

FRENCH HORN TEACHER needed for 10-

ycar old female with one year's experience.

My house. WLA area. 310-390-1761.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

105 Travel

102 Music Lessons

SAXOPHONE TEACHER needed for 13-year

old male. Musical background. My house.

310-390-1761.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/rtyles, per-

formance arwiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOM-TYPE RESUME. Fast, profession-

al, reliable. Layout/editing composition.

Resumes/cover letterV Reference sheets.

Computer typesetting/laser printing. 310-470-

7999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clienU get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

106 Travel Tickets for Sole

ROUNDTRIP AIRLINE TICKET to anywhere^

in US - Best offer. Good until November
30th. Call 310-273-0098.

109 Autos for Sale

82 Chev, runs

(213)933-5433.

well, asking $600 obo.

HITCH^THE

SKIES

S1Z9
•r-

(

Hawaii

-^^^hlcaia
r^^N. Rnrark

New YBiT^ ^
Insinn

Dallas(t7S)

*

EUROPE 1241

-

|10«S84«0650
^ Call Rx Free Program Description

^

UHKion $260*
Frankfiiit $260*
Amsterdam $315*
WKhingtorvDC $139*
•fares are each vi«/ from Los Angeles based on a
roindlr<)p(jchase Restncticnsappt^andtmesnot
ncluded Call for other worldwide destirwtions

ppen Ssturdays 10am - 2pm

Council TIravel
1093 BroDdon Av€,, 1290, Los Angeles, CA 90024

310-208-3551
iuraillHisses

issued on-the-spot!

HONDA CIVIC 1 98S, S-speed, AM/FM Sler-

eo/Cassette, 130k, color:ash-gray, $2500.

310-476-1935.

Perfect student car, 1974 VW Superfoeetle,

recently painted, forest green, immaculate in-

terior, new EVERYTHING, runs excellent.

C)nly$1999. Call 310-721-1640.

'77 T-BIRD. Low mileage; excellent cor>di-

tion; blue^A^ite interior; AiJC; electric sun-

roof, windows, doors, seats, locks. Mom's
car. Robert: UaA 310-206-4242, home 310-

288-0063.

'82 BMW 320i, 5-speed, 2 door, pull-out,

AM/FM cascette, mirwr body work, runs

great. $200a'obo. (310)826-4996.

'82 S10 Pick-up. Automatic. Great condTllon.

A/C, radio, white, S225(yobo. 310-392-9120.

'84 JETTA 5-speed, air, new tires, stiver, one

owner, 92K miles, radio/cassette. S2600.
(310)471-8332.

'87 Buick Skylark. 6-cyltnder sedan. White,

4-door, Po«i«r steering, air, heater, tapedeck,

cruise control, bucket seats. SAqffi. 310-474-

0016.

'87 Grand Am. Automatic, Great corxlitton,

^C, Power steering, anVfm radio. Gray.

%A200fobo. 310-392-9120.

'87 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK, AK.
arrVfm sterec/cassette, tike new, only 41,000
miles. Blue book $5200. Asking $400(yobo.

310-441-9242.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5(-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k

rG«U«-5pm. 825-0731.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1986 Honda XL600: Street/dirt bike. New
tires, supertrapp, rack, excellent condition,

meticulously maintained, showroom clean.

$1650. Pete 310-474-9780.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

1986 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Only 850
original miles since new. $950. (310)454-

1724.

1987 HONDA aiTE 1^. Good shape $650.
Helmet included. Call Jeff 310-836-7879.

1989 BLACK YAMAHA 125. 2-per5on. Excel-

lent condition. Low miles. SlOOCVobo. 213-
688-4187.

1989 Honda Elite 50cc. Includes helmet,
lock, and basket. Low mileage. Call Patti,

310-92a0132.

1990 Honda Elite 80. Brilliant condition. Low
miles. Extra battery, 2 helmets, tool kit,

krypton Ite lock. $725 ofab. Robert 310-824-
9923.

1^

1991 HONDA ELITE E. 50c, perfect condi-

tion, new battery,tune up, basket, helmet
$450 obo. Call 310-451-4346.

HONDA ELITt 1 50. Runs excellently, great

power. Red. Includes lock and helmet. $800
obo. Call 310-657-5465.

HONDA ELPTE SOcc. Good condition, just

tuned, includes lock and helmet. $550. 310-
825-0951, leave message.

HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Red, hardly used,
low miles, great shape. Includes lock and
baUery charger. $1000. 310-207-3542.

White, elite 80. Great condition. With hel-
met. $500 obo. 310-477-5686.

'86 HONDA SPf?EE SCOOTER. Excellent

condition. Great gas mileage. Helmet $350.
Call 453-8469.

'87 HONDA ELITE 50. Runs greati With hel-

met and lock, $350/obo. Call for Kim 310-
476-4387. MUST SEEI

'87 RED HONDA ELITE 150. Includes hel-

met, lock and basket. Must selll joe. 213-

934-2950. $67S/obo.

•87 RED HONDA ELITE 150. New battery,

tow miles. $750 obo. 310-826-3203.

'89 Honda Elite 80. Just serviced. Been in

storage for over a year. Includes lock and
helmet. $800. Dawn 310-374-0902.

'90 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue, Helmet/lock,

Just tuned. $7SOfobo. Jen 71 4-724-1 755 eve.

126 Furniture for Sale

Beautiful living room and dining room furni-

ture including a complete dining room set

with side-board. Will negotiate for best price.

310-470-4221.

COUCH 2-PERSON. Beige w/gray pattern.

Excellent condition. Matching pillows and

throw rug. $195 obo. 310-477-5686.

Custom-made twin waterbed with built-in

storage. $550 obo. 310-208-8718

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
order* accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

Dining and sofa sets also. 31 0-821-0729.

128 Misc. for Sale

LEGALIZE EVERYTHING. TAX RELIGION.
VINYL BUMPER STKIKER. Send $2/1, $5/3
to: Trixie, Inc., 5050 Laguna Blvd., Suite 1 1 2-

401 . Elk Gro¥e, CA, 957S8.

FTJNDRAISER
$500 IN 5 DAYS
800-775-3851

EXT.33

134 Computer/Typev/riter

UKOMb^i

120 Off-Campus Parking

PARKING SPACE NEAR CAMPUS NEEDED
BADLY. Will pay top $$$. Call John 31&
794-3577.

126 Furniture for Sale

4-piece queen-size bedroom set, white,

$200. 213-933-5433

COMPUTER SALE! Power Book Duo 230,
Global fax modem, all popular software.

Travel case and misc., branid new, $1900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

COMPUTERS!!
whether you are a student or professor,

NOW Is the time to buy and upgrade your

IBM PC ar>d Compatibles. Wc also do don-

suiting and program/file maintenance. Let us

help make your rcseardVwork faster and eas-

ier. All computers arc delivered FREE, in-

stalled FREE, and conr>e with ONEYEAR
service warrar>ty. Call SynapSys Computer
Source today! 310-478-8733.

EXPANDABLE 286 double port, color moni-
tor, keytioard, WordPerfect 5.0, DOS, plus

more. Perfect for students. $600/obo. 310-

838-5774

MACPLUS, 4-meg RAM, 80 meg external

HD, Image writer w/p»per, computer desk,

carrying case •»- extras, $800. Cari 3ia478-
5054 evenings.

Newton Messagepad 110 and Smith Corona^
word processor with full-screen monitor in

perfect coryiition. Price negotiable. 310-268-

923fL - .

09^
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FOOTBALL
From page 48

lively killed any momentum
UCLA might have gained.
Suddenly, the Bruins faced a 27-10

deficit when it very easily could
have been 20-17.

"That was the turning
point,"Cook said. 'They turned the

ball over, we went in and should

have scored there or gotten a field

goal. That would have put us close.

This is a momentum game, and
when you give a team nK)mentum,

essentially, they're going to run

away with it"

To make matters worse for

UCLA, place-kicker Bjom Merten

continued to slump, missing three

of four field goal attempts on the

afternoon. Merten, an All-

Amierican in 1993, was successfiir

from 44 yards out in the second
quarter, but missed on attempts .of

40 (left), 46 (right), and on € 46-

yarder that hit the upright just

before the half.

**l think all the kicks we missed

in the first half were factors in the

game," Donahue said. "(Merten) is

really struggling this year. We

"I thought we played

hard and our kids

gaveus a tremendous

effort."

Terry Donahue

UCLA Football Head Coach

obviously are real disappointed

and upset, but he has to Jcick his

way out of it. He needs to get some
success and get his confidence
back."

But what UCLA needed most
was to find a way to slow down
Washington's speedy tailback

Napoleon Kaufman, who rushed

for a career-high 227 yards, the

second-highest total ever surren-

dered by the Bruins.

Kaufman was at his best mid-
way through the third quarter when
he cut back away from his block-

ers, outran a trio of UCLA defend-

ers to the sideline and sprinted up
the field to turn a seemingly harm-
less pla^into a 79-yard gain.
UCLA cornerback Teddy
Lawrence prevented a touchdown
with a saving tackle at the goal
line, but he later remarked that

Kaufman is the best running back
he's ever faced.

"(Kaufman) is real quick and
whatever room he sees, he exploits.

On that run it was a missed assign-

ment, and like I said; he exploited

it," Lawrence said. "He's for real."

The 275 net yards Washington
runners amassed against UCLA
overshadowed a Bruiii running
game which just missed putting

Shah over the century mark (93
yards on 19 carries) for the third

time in five games, and which
marked the return of sophomore
Skip Hicks to game action, just

months after he suffered a severe

knee injury during the track and
field season last spring.

"It felt good to get it over with

finally, but I'm real disappointed

right now that we lost," Hicks said.

After starting the Pac-10 season

0-2, the Bruins will have to follow

Hicks' lead on how to deal with

adversity.

"It turned out to be a lopsided

score, but I didn't feel it was like

that at all" Donahue said. "I

thought we played hard and our
kids gave us a tremendous effort.

Believe it or not, I thought we
made some progress as a team. I

know that's hard for people on the

outside to understand or realize,

but I thought we made some
progress despite the fact that we
got whipped up here."

FAST * FREE * DELIVERY
SPECIALS

2 iHcM otpim ftM you can

(Mnk, piui yow ctio^v oh

• OBiden salad or

• 1/2onlero(Mojosor
• pizza breadslcks

Sily«3:^
in. Ctirr/OutSp

Any large pizza up to 3
toppings of your qhoice

only *9—
Large Pizza

2 nnedium one topping

^'"'onlv $11:49
Double Special

Any medhjm one topping pizza, 6

pieces of chicken, or 1/2 b. of shrimp,

plus mojo potatoes. ^.. qq

Combination

Shakeys
PIZZA ^^^ school year....

New starts^...

New Deals. .

.

1114 Gayley Westwood

Sun-Ihurs 11-1 am

Frit Sat 11- 2 am

CALL TO RESERVE SHAKEY'S

824-4111

, y ":

Will your company grow as fast as you do?
Almost every company's re-

cruiting ad promises you rapid

growth. But before making any

decisions, ask them how fast

they're growing. After all, you're

going to have trouble moving up

if your company isn't.

e 1992 AnderMn Consulting. An equal oppoftunity emptoyer.

Over the last five years, while

economic conditions stalled

rnany organizations, Andersen

Consulting averaged 20% growth

per year. Compare that figure

to any other firm you're consider-

ing. It could be the difference

between getting ahead. And

banging your head.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN k CO., S.C

Where we go from here*

Oct. 12

Oct. 19

Oct. 19

Oct. 20

Oct. 28

Nov. 2

ANDERSEN CONSULTING CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Jf you want to learn more alx)ut a career with Andersen Consulting, come see us on campus at the following events:

TBD

Noon - 5pm

6:30 - Spun

7 -9pm

lOam - 3pm

All day

By appointment

Math Club Information Session

Jobs For Bruins Career Fair

Engineering & Science Information Session

Location TBD. Contact Math Club

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Boelter Hall Penthouse

Undergraduate Business Society Infonnation Session Morgan Alumni Cenjter

Engineering & Science Career Day Ackerman Grand Ballroom

General Infonnation Session & Inten^iew Sign-ups Sunset Village Griffin Commons

Nov. 14-15 On-campus Interviews Placement Center

Important Note: If you want to Intervlow with AnderMn ConeuKIng this quarter, you must attend the general Information

aaalon on Wovembf 2nd. PfesM al^n up for this teaa lon at the Ptacement Center so that we can estimate attendance.

-L "^

<
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LSAT Course Comparison
Kaplan Piincoton Review
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There is no comparison!
We are the LSAT specialists. Call today for more information

COLORADO
From page 42

remaining to tie the game at 31

.

Armed with momentum, the

Ibxas defense needed a stc^. It never

happened.

"We just let this one slip away
from us,' ' said free safety Chris

Carter. "That last drive, I'm sur-

prised we didn't stop thenL Fm real-

ly hurt we didn't"

Instead, Salaam averaged .7.6

yards on six crunch-time carries. He
took a screen pass from quarterback

Kordell Stewart for 15 yards on
third-and-nine, giving the Buffaloes

a first down at the Texas 23-yard

line. He planted bad vibes in the

,-s|Jback of Longhoms' heads by tipping

a completion to Westbrook, whose
64-yard "Hail Mary" reception beat

Michigan, 27-26, on the final play of

last week's game.

Texas offensive tackle Blake
Brockeremeyer, an Arlington

Heights High School graduate, said

the \xppsA catch gaive him an unset-

tling sense of "deja vu." Moments
later, Colorado escaped with another

last-second victory.

"We're tired of winning this

way," said Stewart, who was limited

to 158 yards total oflFense. "If we're

going to win the national champi-

onship, we can't play like this. We
had turnovers. They had turnovers.

The ball was going every which way
but loose."

It bounced the Buffaloes' way at

the end, leaving Texas comerback
Brysuit Westlxook with ^ bittersweet

sense of accomplishment heading

into next week's showdown with

No. 21 Oklahoma at the Cotton
Bowl in Dallas.

"A lot of people think we can

only beat weak teams, that we're not

good enough to play with ranked

teams," Westbrook said. "Even
though we lost, we proved we
deserved to be up there with the big

boys/' - -
-

use
From page 43

from a road company of "West
Side Story" - coolly completed

12 of 18 for 157 yards in the first

half, including a 19-yard touch-

down to Cristin Mciemore.
Graziani struggled in the second

half, ending his first two drives

with interceptions, but he nonethe-

less passed for 287 yanls (on 13-

of-16 accuracy) against USC's
defense.

He pondered the conditions of

his first start, smiled and said, "At

the Coliseum, against a ranked

team (the No. 19 Trojans). What
more can you ask for?"

McLemore provided the

answer. Graziani, he said, "walks

with confidence. No matter what

happened, he just kept coming
back.

"Basically, tonight it was how
Tony goes, we go."

use responded with Johnson, a

game effort by Otton, tailback

Shawn Walters' best, and a

defense that delivered two inter-

ceptions and five tackles for loss-

es.

It wasn't near enough to avert

Oregon's first win over USC in

Lx)s Angeles in 23 years.

"I think a lot of people are

scared of the mystique, the stereo-

type of USC football," said
McLemore. "But each year a team

changes, a team's scheme
changes, a team's ability changes.

I think they're a very, very good
team. And I also think we're a

very, very good team, regardless

of what people think.

"I like to go out there and play

. . . then we can look at what hap-

pens."

After this one, USC would
rather not look.

'••'' '•-•••:
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Jeong Min Park

GOLF
From page 46

Jackie ToMan-Stelnmann

doesn't matter, right?

"No," Tobian-Steinmann said.

"It really doesn' t matter."

"I thinlc that last year was so

good for us. And now that they

have last year out of their way, I

think that their expectations are

higher. They're just on another
level."

On another level is certainly

where Jeong Min Park is. Last
year, she averaged 77.45 strokes

per outing and finished in the top

25 seven times. This year, she's

shooting 73.17 per round and
Tobian-Steinmann attributes her

better play to that winning attitude

the team has developed this fall.

"They all have good, solid

swings, so their swings don't real-

ly matter," Tobian-Steinmann said.

"Only the way that they're think-

ing matters. And when you have
confidence in yourself and believe

in yourself, you can do it."

And there is quite a bit of confi-

dence radiating from the team
these days, if the coach's attitude

toward this week is any indication.

None of the UCLA players have

Seen the course being used for the

Nike Tournament, but the Bruins

are playing so well that it probably

. SOCCER

The UCLA men's golf team
will get its season started today at

the University of Nevada's Wolf
Pack Classic. The Edgewood
Tahoe Country Club is the site,

and a spectacular site it is.

Situated 6,200 feet above sea
level, the players must adjust to

different distances and ball fiight

off their clubs, as the ball tends to

carry farther in the thin mountain
air. Edgewood Tahoe is 7,491
yards. Par 72, and it carries a 75.1

rating.

The 1994-95 Bruin men are led

by junior Eric Lohman, who fin-

ished last year with a 75.56 scor-

ing average. He will be joined by
Trevor Arts, Fredrik Henge, Lance
Graville, and Kevin Rhoads in-

Tahoe.

The Wolf Pack Classic field

will consist of 19 teams, including

No. 21 Fresno State,. UC Santa
Barbara, Baylor, and host Nevada.

UCLA won the Wolf Pack Classic

two seasons ago, with Justin

Hicks taking the individual title on
a two-under-par, 142 perfor-
mance. ;

From page 48

and numerous steals on defense.

All in all, the Bruins have three

legitimately dangerous shots on
goal in the first half, but could
convert none of them. The Scarlet

Knights, on the other hand, had no
real chances in the first half.

The second half was a night-

mare for the Bruins, however.
UCLA came out flat and had great

difficulty string together passes.

"We played well in the first half

and in the second half, we got
tired," Schmid said. "Right now, a

oHiple of players who are turning

into key players for us are still not

fit.".

Although the Bruins had to

fight fatigue, they did get one
opportunity in the waning minutes

of the second half.

UCLA midfielder Joe Christie

sent a cross to Josh Keller for a

header - and game winner - in the

84th minute.

"I'm real happy with the goal,"

Keller said. "I'll take what I can

get. The opportunities present
themselves, and I just try to finish

them. I just happened to be in the

right place."

• • •

On Friday evening, UCLA
edged out St. John's, 2-1, in the

chilly confines of the Rutgers

Soccer Stadium.

The Bruins broke a scoreless

deadlock with the Redmen in the

41st minute, when Christie

slipped pass his defender and drib-

bled into open space along the

endline.

With forward Ante Razov run-

ning toward the goal, Christie

placed a perfect cross in front of

Razov, who one-touched the balj^

off the near post and into the goal.

"I saw Ante coming in from the

top of the box,"Christie said. "So,

I just tried to keep the ball low and

hit him. He was able to get his

foot on it and make a great goal."

The Redmen equalized in the

49th minute, when St. John's Ben
Hickey got around UCLA sweep-

er Kenny Wright in the goal box
for a close range shot on goal that

tied the game 1-1.

But, like so many times this

season, UCLA scored the winning

goal late in the game - this time in

the 77th minute of play.

UCLA midfielder Eddie Lewis

set up the goal with his first assist

of the season, sprinting down the

left sideline and sending a cross to

Keller.

As the Redmen goalie came ofP

of his line, Keller went up high for

a header and fired the ball passed

the goalie to the far post.

"I saw Ed with the ball and just

knew he was going to get the cross

off," Keller said. "I just backed off

my man and that gave me the

space I needed. I saw the keeper at

near post, so I just placed it far

post." ^
For his two game-winning

goals, Keller was named on the

all-tournament team, along with

fellow Bruins goalie Chris Snitko,

defender Frankie Hejduk and
Eddie Lewis.

As the Bruins try to recover
from their 4-3 loss to UC Irvine in

the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation opener Sept. 25,
Schmid remains optimistic.

"We get (Adam) Frye back next

week,"Schmid said. "So that

means we're 100 percent healthy

as far as the rest of the season
goes."

rOMS Oi MKii IN STOCK
AU AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

TM1000 trTANIUM witli SMitmo XT {Hid Monltov li$0ilLY $ |0|^
M«I04 Ftdl Shimano XT )t^ True Temper OXH&AVRlubing • RegS999SALi $flCIO

111-204 Tf«e Tempef 0X0 ^ AVR tubing, Kinesis ofuminum aSoy fork with

ShlmQno's U Hyper Drive C • Reg S729 lAlE $AOO
M''304 %^mm SIX Speriol yitton group with front suspension • Reg S629 SAll SCiOD

11-404 Shimono STX with Zoom bor on True Ten^ier AVR tubing • Reg $479 %iAM %9LAO
M''504 True Twnper AVR tt^ng, SNmono Alivio ond Glrvin Fbx Stem,

oor most inexpenshre bikes with suspension •Reg $419 SMI Sj^HQ

M-604 True Temper AVR tubmg with Shimgno Afivio • Reg $355 SAiE $900
M'-r04 ?v:\^ for town and campus with Shtmano components • Reg $295 SAIE $9ftC
X-204 True Temper AVR hifaing ond dependable Shimono Alivio • Reg. $339 SALE S^QO

X''304 Ultimate comfort! Proven Shimano components, high rise

stem ond bombproof wheels • Reg. $269 SALE $0^0
R-104 Full Shimano 105 group with STi Reg $879 SALE $TOO

R-204 Great touring bike with Shimano RX 1 00

and bar end shifters • Reg. $639

ALL RHODE PEAR LOCKS ON SALE!

Coteye HI 500 ^^^'^mgJsS

Halogen Headlight

37-6580 Reg $1 5.99 gIMl 0^ (^^

._, ......:..,
_

•

yijicir yifjiifd sihudent or |

l6 eml riit^lve a 10% i

I
ll|tcounl on ^our

erfdirinonce purchase
on^ incuUbcs mcu

|

#/#PERFORMANCE BiHe
11726 Santa Monica Bh/d, 820-8002
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Colorado squeaks past Texas in final seconds
No* 5 Buffaloes^

make a 24-'yard

field goal to win

By Jimmy Burch
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

AUSTIN, Texas — Texas coach
John Mackovic wore a bandage on
his chin and a dazed expression oh
his face as he attempted to make
sense of Saturday's last-second

loss to fifth-ranked Colorado, 34-

3 1 , at Memorial Stadium.

It was difficult to detefrmine

which pained Mackovic most: his

pGS&ible concussion from a side-

line collision with defensive end
Tony Brackens or the fact

Brackens and his mates surren-

dered another record-setting day
to an opposing runner.

Colorado tailback Rashaan
Salaam rushed for 3 1 7 yards, the

most ever against a Texas defense

in 102 football seasions. Most
importantly, Salaam had a hand in

producing 72 of Colorado's 73
yards in a beat-the-clock march
for Neil Voskeritchian's 24-yard

field goal with one second remain-

ing.

In the'game-winning drive.

Salaam rushed for 46 yards,

caught a third-and-nine screen

pass for 15 yards and - with
shades of last week's "Miracle in

Michigan" - tipped a ball into the

arms of wide receiver Michael
Westbrook, which went for an ll->

yard gain and the Buffaloes' ini-

tial first down along the way.

"A lot of people think
Colorado is lucky. They're not.

They play hard right down to the

final buzzer, and that's why they

win these games," said Mackovic,

whose team overcame a 31-21

deficit in the final 6:41 and had a

chance to win despite being out-

gained, 506-320, in total offense.

"We're very disappointed. We
played well enough to win,"
Mackovic said.

But Colorado (4-0) played bet-

ter in front of a sellout crowd of

77,809 and an ABC-TV regional

audience. The 16th-ranked
Longhorns (3-1) allowed at least

41 yards on seven of the

Buffaloes' 13 offensive posses-

sions. Colorado kept the ball for

35:41 of the game's 60 minutes

and won the turnover battle, 3-2.

Texas answered with 270 yards

passing and three touchdown
passes from quarterback Shea
Morenz. Two TD passes went to

wide receiver Lovell Pinkney (five

catches, 72 yards), who also lost a

fumble after a 26-yard gain and
hobbled a pass that resulted in one

of Morenz' s two interceptions.

The offense, however, over-

came two double-digit deficits in

the second half. TWo lost fumbles

by Salaam helped turn a 14-3 lead

into a 14-14 tie in the third quar-

ter.

Morenz, after returning from a

sprained knee that briefly side-

lined him in the fourth quarter,

helped erase a 31-21 deficit in the

final 7:36. He found Eric Jackson

on a crossing pattern for a 67-yard

catch^and-run touchdown with

6:41 remaining. After a short

Colorado punt, Texas drove 18

yards for Phil Dawson's third field

goal, from 47 yards with 4:49

See COLORADO, page 40
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Oregon shocks Southern Cal
Ducks prevail,

22-7, in battle

of backup QBs
ByErlc^toland
Los Angeles Daily News

Call it part of the continuing
irony of USC's football season,

but one quarterback was occasion-

ally brilliant at the Coliseum
Saturday and another was hailed

for a few high-wire thrills ...

and neither was Rob Johnson.

Johnson? The Trojans' sup-
posed Heisman candidate? In

USC's stunning 22-7 loss to

Oregoh, he received the cardinal-

and-gold version of the Wayne
Cook treatment, getting booed for

repeatedly taking sacks rather than

throwing the ball away. And he
spent much of the second half on
the sideline, resting a sprained
right ankle.

No, for true quarterback excite-

ment, you had to look to Tony
Graziani and Brad Otton.

Huh?

That's OK. Before this game,
few others had heard of them,
either.

Graziani made his first colle-

giate start in place of the injured

Danny O'Neil and led Oregon
with a solid efifoit. He was particu-

larly dazzling in the first half,

completing 67 percent of his pass-

es as the Ducks struck for a 16-7

lead.

Otton, meanwhile, spelled
Johnson after the USC star twisted

an ankle in the third quarter. The
gangly transfer from Weber State

created a stir of excitement - he
scrambled for the necessary
yardage on a fourth-and-7 play
and also connected on a 39-yard
pass - but was otherwise power-
less to direct a USC comeback.

Afterward, although Otton had
appeared a clear favorite of the

USC fans in a gathering of 44,232,
'he lashed out at those who had
booed Johnson.

'i love the fans here," the back-

up quarterback said, "but I think

it's kind of bush. It's a little

garbage. Rob Johnson has done so

much for this program. I don't
know who directly they were boo-

ing - it might have been the fact

that we didn't get a (fourth-down)

play off before the clock ran out

(at the end of the first halO - but if

it was him they were booing,
that's bush."

Otton, who completed 7 of 15

for 79 yards in his relief effort,

added: "I think sometimes people

don't understand how easy it is to

be a second-string quarterback
and come in like that. You've got a

lot of pressure, but it's a much
harder thing to start.

"Vs real easy just to come in

and play off emotion for a while
when everybody else is down. It

would have been great if we'd
cq)ita!ized on that, but we didn't."

Instead, Graziani did.

Oregon Coach Rich Brooks
said he expected the redshirt
sophomore to play well but admit-

ted, "I'm a little amazed."

Brooks added, "He's shown
while he's been in our program
that he's not phased by anything.

He's loosey-goosey. If he was ner-

vous about coming in and starting

against SC, he didn't show it."

The left-hander from Modesto -

who looks as if he wandered away
use sports Intormation

See USC, page 40 USC's Rob Johnson sprained his ankle In a 22-7 loss to Oregon.
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Kaufmairlmpresses, asiisual, in 37-10 victory

NICKLAS AKERS/Datly Bfuin

UCLA'S Skip Hicks made his 1994 debut against Washington.

UW tailback

overshadows

Hicks' return
By IMark Alesla

Los Angeles Daily News

SEATTLE— It's a play certain to

be shown over and over in Seattle,

one that emphasized why
Washington running baclc

t^apoleon Kaufman is so good.

Midway through the third quar-

ter in Washington's 37-10 victory

over UCLA on Saturday,
Kaufman toolc a handoff and
appeared to be heading into the

middle of the line, where nothing

but tacklers awaited him.

He cut right suddenly and ran

around UCLA safety Abdul
McCullough, untouched. He took

off up the sideline and cut left. He
made it to the 1-yard line where
Teddy Lawrence's tackle saved a

touchdown for UCLA.
"They came with a totally dif-

ferent defensive scheme than we
thought," Kaufman said. "They

really packed it in there, and I just

made a right turn and outran
everybody."

Speed is what separates

Kaufman from other ba^ks,

UCLA linebacker Doniiie

Edwards said.

"The thing about Kaufman is

he's fast," Edwards said. "All the

blockers have to do is be on their

block for a split second and he's

gone."

Kaufman finished with a career-

high 227 yards, and has 670 in

four games this season.

Kaufman missed some of the

first half Saturday after suffering a

bruised shoulder while blocking

on a blitz.

"If there's a better running

back in the nation, I don't know
where he is,' ' Washington coach

Jim Lambright said. "He had a

banged up shoulder at halftime. ...

I think he played with more pain

today than he has at any time."

Hicks returns: Only six and a

half months after suffering a torn

anterior cruciate ligament, UCLA
running back Skip Hicks returned

to action.

He carried twice for minus-

1

yard.

"I feel bad about the loss, but

personally I feel pretty good-about

being able to come bad^Hxe I said

I would," Hicks said.

"They had a lot of momentum
on their side, so (the coaches)

wanted to keep the vets in," Hicks

said. "I was ready, but not quite

ready to get into that. They proba-

bly felt safer with Sharmon
(Shah)."

Toledo reaction: First-year

offensive coordinator Bob Toledo

said to consider the mitigating cir-

cumstances when looking at

UCLA's offense, which has one
touchdown in the past eight quar-

ters.

"Look at some of the offensive

linemen who weren't playing

because of injuries," Toledo said.

"Our split end, J.J. Stokes, is out.

He single-handedly beat

Washington last year.

"I think the kids are giving us a

good effort. I thought we did some
good things, but you have to make
some plays. You have to make the

field goals. You have to take

advantage of every opportunity

you've got because we don't have

a lot of guys who are big-play

guys at this point"
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Cross country teams unable to upset at Stanford

Daily B«uin lie pholo

Senior Karen Hecox helped
lead UCLA to a second-place
finish Saturday.

UCLA men finish

third in Palo Alto,

No. 19 women get

by BYU for second

By IMarl( Singerton

The UCLA men's and women's
cross country teams did as expect-

ed Saturday at the Stanford
Invitational in Palo Alto.

The unranked Bruin men mus-
tered 135 points to take third-

place behind Stanford and
Arizona, whose squads scored 57
and 47 points, respectively. But
the outcome was all the Bruins
could hope for, considering the

lack of depth UCLA had coming
into the event.

The team was hampered by the

loss of several key runners,
including senior Creighton Harris,

who finished third in last year's

event. Harris was still sidelined

due to a tendonitis condition, and
remains questionable for the

Brigham Young Invitational Oct.

22. Sophomore Keith Grossman
also did not compete.

Freshman Mebrahtom
Keflezighi claimed individual

honors however, with a second-
place performance in 24:45, 22
seconds behind Martin Keino of
Arizona. Keflezighi overtook AU-
American Richie Boulet of
California during the last length of

the race, but could not catch
Keino, who finished in 24:23.

"I'm happy with it," Keflezighi

said. "I gave it all I could. I was
disappointed that we only got
third [place] overall, but we're
missing some key people right

now and we can only get better as

the season goes on."

Coach Bob Larsen sees the

need for improvement in his team,

but was impressed with Keflezighi

and his freshman harriers.

"They came up big for us,"

Larsen said. 'To get third was spe-

cial for us. We're obviously not

where we want to be yet, but
we're a young team, and reality is

that you're not going to challenge

teams like Arizona and Stanford

who have that much talent. Third

is probably where we are right

now as a team."

Second was less than the Bruin

women had hoped for, but it^s not

Bob Larsen
UCLA Sports Information UCLA Sports Inkxmatioo

Creighton Harris-

surprising considering the

Stanford team, which outscored
UCLA 87-63 tfi win the 5000-
meter event.

"We have a lot of depth on this

team," Stanford coach Vin
Lananna said. "It helps tremen-
dously in an event like this."

The Cardinal proved worthy of
their No. 3 ranking, putting three

of their runners in the top 20.

The 19th-ranked Bruins upset

No. 6 BYU, but the performances

of UCLA's All-Americans were a

testament to the talent^a,nd consis-

tency of the women's team.

Senior Karen Hecox defended
her title at Palo Alto in a time of

17:14. Junior Shelley Taylor
placed fourth in 17:40, just a sec-

ond behind Sarna Renfro of the

Cardinal.

Junior Anna Delgado and
sophomore Erica Sumi, who fin-

ished 25lh and 26th, respectively,

also keyed the Bruin run.

Daily Bruin
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W. golf rides wave of
success into tourney
Bruins enter OSU
tournament with

greater confidence

UCLA Sports IntormatKXi

Jennifer Choi and the rest of the UCLA women's golf team are 2-0 this season.

By Lawrence Ma
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Jackie Tobian-Steinmann must be feeling

awfully good these days, and why not? The
head coach of the UCLA women's golf
team took her team to two tournaments this

fal 1 and returned home with the big tro-

phies.

The Bruins are undefeated this season,

taking team titles at the Brigham Young
Invitational and last week's Dick McGuire
Invitational in New
Mexico.

Undefeated? That
certainly is an accom-
plishment, considering

that each time the

Bruins walk onto to the

first tee, there will be at

least 12 other teams (or

approximately 70 other

golfers) playing there

with them.

And UCLA is beating them all in style.

Jeong Min Park won her first collegiate title

at the BYU Invite, as the Bruins blew out

the field with a 28-shot win in team compe-
tition.

At Dick McGuire' s, UCLA made-up a

seven-stroke first-round deficit and won by
one. The Bruins defeated San Jose State and
Arizona, both powerhouses in collegiate

golf. Park remained hot and finished third.

Today, UCLA will tee it up at the Nike

Invitational, hosted by Oregon State. It is

hard to imagine, but the Bruins are attempt-

ing to go undefeated in the game of golf,

and Tobian-Steinmann feels good about her

chances this week. ^ a

"I do feel good about ft," she said. "I

think weWe got a good thing going this

year."
'"

Shooting low scores is a very good thing,

but it gets even better when there is confi-

dence to go with it.

**I think that the attitude is great. I think

that they all want to win and their goals are

high this year. And, their confidence is up.

They have this winning attitude.

_ "I think that they're ail striving to be the

best this year. I think that's a good combina-
tion."

On paper, UCLA appears to be a callow

squad. Jennifer Choi is the team's only
senior and there are only two juniors, in

Kathy Choi and Jenny Paric. But, the young
Bruins have all seen their share of action.

Sophomores Jeong Min Park, Debbie
Kim, and Elise Kim all carded plenty of
rounds last season, a season in which
UCLA finished in the top five eight times

and placed third at the Pacific-10
Championships. And, UCLA has yet anoth-

er blue chip recruit in Betty Chen, a fresh-

man who played in the U.S. Women's Open
last summer.

The seasoning UCLA gained from last
^

year, Tobian-Steinmann says, is a key for

the success thus far this year.

"Once you've done something, you can^
do it again," she said. "You can always
repeat a good experience. The more you do
it the better you get The more you win, the

more you expect to win. It's kind of like a

cycle.

See ftOLF, page 41
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Women's soccer runs over Wildcats in 40 win
UCLA has no
problems with

U of A, streak

on line at UCI
By Hye Kwon

The UCLA women's soccer
team continued its inspired play as

it shut out the struggling ^^^ldcats

of Arizona Saturday morning, 4-0,

on the North Soccer Field.

The win improved the Bruins'
record to 6-2-1, while the Wildcats

fell to 1-6-0.

With sophomore defender Sue
Skenderian still out becausB' of a

nagging back injury, the Bruins
featured a starting lineup consist-

ing of all freshmen.

Despite their inexperience at the

collegiate level, the 1 1 freshmen
dominated the possession of the

ball and outshot Arizona 26 to 4.

' What:Women's soccer

UCIrvine

i WILCZYNSKI

The Wildcats were ineffective in

breaking through the Bruin defend-

ers at midfield throughout the

match, and the Arizona goal keeper

was constantly bombarded by the

swarm of Bruin attackers.

It didn't take long for UCLA to

get on the scoreboard as forward

Traci Arkenberg, the team's lead-

ing scorer, broke the scoreless tie in

the 13th minute by chipping in a

pass from defender Julie Koudelka.

In the second half, Arkenberg
was fouled in the penalty area and

scored her second goal of the

match on the enduing penalty kick.

Before she could get a hat trick,

coach Joy Fawcett pulled
Arkenberg off the field to get
sophomore forward Christine
Sanders more playing time.

Showing her competitive per-

sonality, Arkenberg down-played
her personal performance after the

match.

"I should have put more in," she

said. "There were some easy shots

that I missed."

Two insurance goals were later

added by midfielders Shannon
Thomas and Melanie Hom at 53:42

and 81:14, respectively.

**We really hung together today

and supported each other"
Arkenbeig said. "We feel confident

in going into the second part of the

season."
• • •

Coming off an impressive win
over the Wildcats for Arizona on
Saturday, the UCLA women's soc-

cer team will tiavel to UC Irvine for

an important match tonight at 7.

The Bruins are 4- 1 in their last

five matches, and the confidence of

the young team seems to be grow-

ing by the match.

JON FERREY/Daily Brum

Freshman Michelle Lleberman had two shots on goal In the Bruins' 4-0 victory over Arizona last

Saturday, as the team continued its inspired play and improved its record to 6-2-1.

Last season, UCLA defeated the

Anteaters by a score of 3-1 . Two of

the goals came from last year's top

scorer, Sonja Munevar.

With Munevar lost to graduation

and veteran defender Sue
Skenderian still questionable due to

a back injury, the team will look to

two key players.

Freshman forward Traci
Arkenbeig and freshman goalkeep-

er Gretchen Overgaand have really

stepped up on the field for UCLA
and will be counted on for leader-

ship. ^

Coming into the week,
Overgaard ranks first in the region

in save percentage after allowing

just three goals and posting 40
saves (.930). She also ranks eighth

in the nation in goals against aver-

age.

Arkenberg is ranked ninth in the

nation in goals scored and 1 1 th in

scoring. The two goals scored on
Saturday puts her season total at

eight, and she also has two assists.

The Bruins will be challenged by

an Irvine team that is much more
formidable than the Arizona
Wildcats, who are in their first year

ofNCAA play.

"I know the coach and the team
and they're pretty good," said

Arkenberg. "But, we have more
skills."

Your

Village

Grocer

BRUIN BREAKFAST
Bananas

Springfield Bread
White or Wheat

One pound loaf

Intermountain Bakery

!s Breadstiks You Save

HOMOC^IZED gallon 1 ^3.07

[12 gallon M.63

LOWFAT

EXTRA

NONFAT

1_.

1.49 2.69

. 13 02. 20 oz

*i.29 *2.39

14 OZ. Package for

Open 'til-^njQsJjtmjIl^at
1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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University of California, Los Angeles

UW bounces banged-up Bruins
UCLA drops 37-10

decision in Seattle;

Donahue optimistic

By Randy Satterburg

DallrBrurn Staff

SEATTLE, Wash. — The scoreboard at

Husky Stadium read blowout, but the
UCLA football team came within inches of

putting a scare into No. 12 Washington.

Instead, the Huskies (3-1 overall, 1-1 in

UCLA five minutes into the fourth quarter.

The Bruins (2-3, 0-2) had just naftowed
the margin to 20-10 on a 13-yard scoring

strike from quarterback Wayne Cook to

Derek Ayers and appeared on the verge of
scoring again after taking over the ball on
Wajshington's 18-yard line when Husky
punter Geoff Prince dropped to a knee to

See related story/

Page 44

Suzanne States

Kevin Jordan had seven catches for 83
yards in Saturday's loss to UW.

field a low snap.

Cook found Kevin Jordan for a comple-
the Pacific- 10) ran the Bruins' losing streak tion on first down, moving the ball to the

to three games, with a 37-10 win over Washington 1 1-yard line. After an incom-
UCLA Saturday. The final score may have plete pass on second down, James Milliner

been very different, however, were it not for carried a third-down draw play to within a

a critical miscommunication error by foot of a first down.

But on fourth and inches from the 9-yar4^^

line, Sharmon Shah was wrapped up for a

loss of three yards by Huskies' Richie ^
Chambers, on what appeared to be a broken

play.

. "We called what we term a freeze play,

which is to try and draw the defense off

sides, then we audible to another play,"

UCLA head coach Terry Donahue said.

"The noise was so loud« and4he clock was
dangerously close to running out, and we
just didn't hear the call. Not everyone on
the team heard the call and consequently,

the play went afoul. That was a real big play

in the game."

The Huskies then proceeded to nuurh 88

yards in 12 plays for a touchdown that com-
pletely turned the game around and effec-

See FOOTBALL, page 39

Milling comes out
strong in WSU win
No. 3 Bruins get

past Cougars in

four-game win,

improve to 13-1

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Kara Milling's coming-out
party took place Saturday night in

Pauley Pavilion.

Milling, the newest freshman
phenom on the UCLA women's
volleyball team, spent the night

repeatedly introducing herself to

the Washington State Cougars,
slamming down a career-high and
game-best 19 kills in No. 3

UCLA's 15-4, 13-15, 15-2, 15-11,

Taridfing of No. 20 WSU.
> "Kara is really coming along
very nicely," UCLA head coach
Andy Banachowski said. "I

switched her to the left side to get

her some more hitting opportuni-

ties and she was obviously ready."

Milling, a 6-foot- 1 -inch outside

hitter from Poway High School,

wasted no time getting comfort-
' able in her new position, throwing

down five kills as the Bruins took

the first game in a mere 14 min-
utes.

"I feel mora comfortable and
less in awe than I did before,"

Milling said. "Tonight was a lot of

fun."

Milling was not the only fresh-

man in the Bruin starting lineup

on Saturday. Freshman setter Kim
Coleman made her first home start

for UCLA. Coleman dished out 44
assists and contributed 1 1 digs.

"It was exciting but I was really

nervous out there," Coleman said.

"I had a hard time getting into a

rhythm."

The Cougars briefly found their

rhythm in the second game, assist-

ed in part by eight Bruin hitting

Bruins survive UW, 3-2

See Page 38

errors.

"We seem to be letting up after

starling off quickly," Banachowski
said. "We need to learn how to

remain focused throughout a

match."

The Bruin's lapse in concentra-

tion proved only temporary as

they blistered the Cougars in the

third game with a whopping .580

team hitting percentage. Senior
outside hitter Annett Buckner (17

kills, 21 digs) contributed four

/
WON WOO/Oaily Bruin

Middle blocker Aiyson Randick added eight digs and six blocks In UCLA's 15-4, 13-15, 15-2, 15-11

See WSU, page 38 win over Washington State last Saturday in Pauley Pavilion.

soccer takes out Rutgers to clinch title

Josh Keller

UCLA SporU mfo

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK. N.J. — If

there is one way to describe how
the UCLA men's soccer team pre-

vailed at the Adidas/MetLife
Classic, that way would be - quite

simply - in typical Bruin fashion.

Keller scores game-winning goals as

Bruins defeat St. John's and Rutgers

The No. 10 Bruins won both clinch the title,

games by the slimmest of margins, "It's always tough when you go
topping No. 25 St. John's, 2-1, on on the road," UCLA head coach
Friday and edging out tournament Sigi Schmid said. "We played in

host Rutgers, 1-0, on Sunday to front of a big crowd against

Rutgers and this game was very

important for them. When you
come out with a win, you've got

to be happy."

UCLA (8-1 overall) out-

finessed the Scarlet Knights in the

first haff, with accurate passing

See page 41

A frosh start...
With sophomore Spe Skenderian out,

the UCLA women's soccer team
started 1 1 freshmen Saturday as the

Bruins beat Ari^^a. Question is, can
Tlraci Arkenbei^ (left) and tlw rest of

the young squad doit^ainittfrvine?
See p^e 47

he
Lin

Umtofeated? In golf?
The UCLA women's golf team has

played two toumaraents this year and won
them botii. lite Bruins will play again

today ^ tim Nifee Irmte in Oregon. Can
UCLA^^ it 3-0?

See page 48
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State prosecutes UCLA in wage suit
By Allsa UMerts
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA is fighting in court a ruling by the

state that claims the university owes its con-

struction workers a higher wage for working
on publicly funded projects.

The problem is that no one can agree on
-whether the construction is publicly funded.

According to the California Code of
Regulations, a "prevailing wage" must be
paid for projects financed in whole or part

with public funds. A prevailing wage is an
average of the going regional wage— gener-

ally close to the higher union wage scale.

The state board of labor has determined
that the ongoing $50 million UCLA Mar
Vista family student housing project is pub-

licly fiinded. As a result, the school must pay
project wcnicers the higher wage.

UCLA administrators have a different

view.

"We disagree with the conclusion of the

director (of Industrial Relations) ," said Sam

Morabito, assistant vice chancellor for

Business Enterprises! *There are no public

funds being used."

At issue is whether the monies collected in

the form of rent are considered public funds

and are thus subject to the state labor law,

said Rich^^SIawson, a building trades

counselor for the Los Angeles County
Building and Construction Trades Council. -

"(UCLA) has refused to acknowledge that

the prevailing wage rule applies (to the Mar
Vista project)," Slawson said. 'This is not the

first time the university has taken this posi-

tion."

Union groups accuse UCLA of seeking

out private lenders in an attempt to circum-

vent public funding, and thus tlie prevailing

wage rule.

That is not the case, according to

Morabito.

Morabito said the university decided sev-

eral years ago to replace rather than refurbish

ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Bruin

See LABOR, page 12 Construction wages for Westcliester Bluffs homes are a topic of heated debate.

Inside Viewpoint

Wiiatarusii

Viewpoint showcases two
takes on the fall fraternity

phenomenon called rush.

For the good, the bad and
the ugly on the row accord-

ing to Bruins new and old.

See page 20

Inside Sports

FH to be tied?

Barbie Gil (above) and
the UCLA women's soccer

team trekked south on the

405 Monday night to play
the Anteaters of UC Irvine.

Can the Bruins get a win?
Or will it be an unsatisfying

lie?

See Page 40

Portrait of the Artist USAC revives

debate of IFC

sponsorship

Student council to discuss

readmitting greek council

The Undergraduate Student Association

Council will discuss the fate of the fraternity

community tonight, the latest addition to the

contentious debate about the greek role in

campus government.

Student officers have stressed they will

not vote on "responsoring," or re-admitting,

the Interfraternity Council, whic^ is the

umbrella organization for fraternitics»_

Painter decorates walls around Ackerman Student Union

Student government rules require a two-

thirds vote to add items to the agenda during

the meeting.

The debate has galvanized the cam|)us for

two years.

The Interfraternity Council was expelled

October 1992 from student government after

fraternity songbooks filled with racist and
misogynist lyrics were made public.

The sorority umbrella group, Panhellenic

Council, removed itself in protest.

Last year, the student council made sever-

al attempts to re-admit the greek councils,

usually following strong debate.

The council managed to approve IPC's

responsorship but the decision was invalidat-

ed by the Judicial Board - student govern-

ment's supreme judiciary body - upon
appeal by MEChA, the campus Chicano/a
student organization.

Tonight's meeting is scheduled for 6:30
p.m. in Kerckhoff 400.

From Bruin staff reports

Exchange students question safety of Moscow living

By Joseph Albright

and Marcia Kunstei
Cox News Service

MOSCOW — A month after he
arrived from Memphis to study
Russian, Nicholas Piatt, 15,

learned that another American
exchange student had been
discovered lying in a pool of
blood outside a Moscow student

dormitory.

"I wasn't scared, but now I

sort of look over my shoulder,"

said Piatt, walking with a school

chum outside the McDonald's
on Novy Arbat Street. His
school was right around the cor-

ner, but the high school junior

faced a half-hour commute by
subway to reach the Russian
family where he is boarding.

With the rett of Moscow's
30,000-strong American expatri-

ate community, Piatt is forced to

grapple these days with a ques-

tion posed to him by his family:

how safe is it for Americans to

live these days in the tumultuous
environment of post-Soviet

Moscow?
"You need to take logical pre-

cautions - go out in a group,
don't go out late at night," com-
mented Laura Wilbur, 22, of
Houston, studying Russian here

as part of a University of Tj^xas

program.

Resident American business

people are adamant that the rela-

tive scarcity of handguns makes
daily life less perilous here than

in New York or Miami or most
American cities. A check of
news databases shows that with>

in the last five years, no more
than three Americans have been
murdered in Moscow, a city of 9
million people.

Even so, the mysterious death

last Tuesday of Anthony Riccio,

21, a junior from Brown
University, sent a shudder
through the expatriate set and
left American students con-
fused.

Businessman Cary
Languirand, 37, of New York,

See RUMiA, page 12^
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What's Brewin' Today
UCLA Hunger Project
Community service - volunleei

children, assist homeless adults in finding jobs,

deliver donations of food, clothing and furniture,

or provide health education for the homeless.

Call 825-2600 for time and place.

Project Literacy UCLA
Volunteer to tutor a child or adult in the Watts,

Downey, and Mar Vista communities.
825-2417

Student Research Program
Information meeting

A-265 Murphy
X56443 ^ L

Environmental Coalition
Orientation meeting to plan for upcoming year's

fun packed schedule.

2408 Ackerman
206-4438

6 p.m.

MAHU - Queer Asian Pacific RAP
Welcome back meeting/social

2240 Campbell
X58053

Chinese Americans for Political
Research & Action
General meeting

nODodd
208-1519

6:30 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Graduate Christian Fellowship
Welcome meeting

3508 Ackerman
839-2615

Asian Education Project
Orientation for new tutors

35 1 7 Ackerman
,

825-2417

5 p.m.

Students Honestly Opening Up
Together (SHOUT)
Fall orientation for peer counseling, mentorship
to gay, lesbian and bisexual high school youths.

500Kerckhoff
, .

X58053 •

Together - UCLA's feminist news-
magazine
First general meeting. Together needs writers,

editors, business managers, cartoonists, photog-

raphers and other helpers. • ~ ''

'

210-EKerckhoff
206-6168

5 p.m. — 6 p.m.

Chinese Student Association
First general meeting

Ackerman Grand Ballroom .

794-3263

5 p.m. ^ 7 p.m.

Hong Kong Student Union
Orientation - introduction of the Hong Kong
Student Union and brief description of upcom-
ing events, games, skit and refreshments are

available.

5:30 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition
3232 Campbell
825-7184

7 p.m.

UCLA Circle K Service Club
Introductory meeting to learn about the commu-
nity service opportunities available to you
through Circle K International.

3525 Ackerman

Campus Events
Flm pcQgram
"Blazing Saddles"

$2
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
X51958

9:30 p.m.

Campus Events
Film program

"Maverick"

$2

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
X5I958

•ts—M

HOURS
Editor applications now
available. Due Friday, Oct. 7.

After Hours, the Thursd^ lifestyles section of the Dally Bruin,
Is looking for writers to take us away from that mindless routine. You'll
write atx)ut trends - the Job market and what you're planning to do
once you really get out there In 'the real worid.' You'll write about
lifestyles - relationships, stress and day to day problems. You'll write
about diversions - after hours In LA, weekend excursions and road
trips.

Requirements? Creativity, Imagination and good writing
skills. Stop by 225 KerKchoff to pick up an application, or call 206-
0938 If you have more questions.
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Courses bring real

worid to dassroom
By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

One year ago - at the dawn of

the academic year - the Social

Sciences Collegium gave birth to

jClasses that transcended the

boimdaries of any department ciir-

riculimL

Now, at the beginning of its sec-

ond full year, the program headed

by sociology Professor Jeffrey

Alexander is giving more UCLA
faculty the opportunity to teach

their dream courses with innova-

-live new methods and subjects.

Africa as nationals attempt to

grapple with racial problems.

"We (in the United States) need

to do the same, but no one's really

talking about the (racial) problems

o^nly," Emery said.

The program hopes to give stu;^

Using interdisciplinary and
multimedia approaches of teach-

ing, instructors take a look at cur-

rent events and issues in an
attempt to bring the real world
into the university, said

Christopher Campbefi, Social

Sciences Collegium cocxdinator.

New courses offered by the

Social Sciences Collegium this

fail cover topics from the develop-

ment of democracy in South
Africa to guerrilla movements in

Latin America.

In Alan Emery's course on
-democracy development in South

dents the opportunity to get away
from the broad lower division

courses and into the study of spe-

cific contemporary topics,

Campbell said.

The Collegium courses fulfill

GE requirements and are limited

mainly to first and second year

students. — —
And due to restricted enroll-

ments of as little as 20, students

can more easily participate in dis-

cussion, Canq>bell said.

One topic this quarter is how to

forge a particular cultural or reli-

gious identity, and still maintain

relations to the rest of the conunu-

nity, instructor Rabbi Chaim
Seidler-Feller said.

In his lecture titled *The Jewish

Experience in Contemporary
America", Seidler-Feller will also

-hit on issues of anti-Semitism and

other prejudices, intermarriage

andJissisulation^

New social science seminars

Querrilla Movennents in Latin America
From Ideology to strategy, from peasant
movements to U.S. counterinsurgency, this

course explores the conditions that produce and
sustain leftist guerilla movements in Latin

America.
Ji^ne Spencer, Instructor

Youth Culture and Youth Identity in

Twentieth Century America
The music, fashion, sexual mores and
entertainment of American adolescents has

continually challenged mainstream notions of

acc^ability. This course examines the rol

of adolescents in the creation of Americai

popular culture.

Cynthia Eckert, Instmctor

Making Democracy: The Pol

Class and Gender in the Trans
South Africa
TWs course explores the dyi

ard gender In south Africa,

In the nation's history and tr

Alan Emery, Instructor

Within, Between and Beyon<
Mixed People in the U.S. ^

Through film clips, poj

writings, this class^

identities and ej

populations,
Teresa WiL

Source: Social Sdence Coll

Africa, students will be looking at

how woric unions are talking with

workers to find ways to share

company inrofits.

Also, they will be looking at the

open discussions on racial

inequality taking place in South

'*We want to know if there are

any strategies to sustain a cultural

group's identity and develop-

ment," Seidler-FfeUer said.

As some courses analyze racial

identity, another course this fall

will look at the culture and identi-

ty of youth in 20th century
America.

Students will use a multimedia

approach with music, fashion,

movie and article clippings from

the 1920s and 19S0s to find the

connections between today's and

yesterday's adolescents, instructor

Cynthia Eckert said.

Looking at the role of adoles-

cents in the creation of American

popular culture, students will

examine sexual mores and notions

of acceptability.

Students will even look at the

pregnancy rates from that era and

see that they are comparable to

those of recent times, Eckert said.

This fall, students have a

chance to take a closer look at the

guerrilla movements in Latin

America and the experience of

racially mixed persons in

America. They can also take a sta-

tistical computer program
approach to ethnicity and social

class in America.

The Social Sciences Collegium

also offers students a volunteer

component where they can go
into the field and work, Campbell

said.

Seminar courses are offered in

almost every area of study at

luCLANIE OKAMURA/Daity Bnjtn

UCLA. Some tentative courses

being offered this year range from

Freud, fairy tales and feminism, to

the psychology of architecture and

even women and gender in the

Middle East
The courses give undergradu-

ate students the chance to work

closely with a faculty member
and strejigthen their writing

skills, as many^bf tbese class^tf^

not graded through finals, but

lengthy papers.

Even though the Social

Sciences Collegium is the only

program to offer faculty dream
courses, all seminars and col-

First-year collegiates feel pressure

By Patricia Rodriguez

_Fbrt Worth Star-Telegram_

FORT WORTH, Texas— Enrique

Garza and Gustavo Alaniz are

armed with a bottle of liquid shoe

polish, trying to think of the

proper send-off for their friend

Linda Gomez.
Linda is busily packing her car,

. getting ready to leave Fort Worth
for her freshman year at

Southwest Texas State University

in San Marcos; they can't let her

arrive on campus unheralded.

They finally pick a slogan and
begin scrawling it in big white let-

ters on the rear window of Linda's

teal blue Chevrolet Cavalier.

Just as they finish, Linda arrives

with another armful of clothes.

She groans when she sees the win-

dow that announces: "Southwest

Texas, Here I Come."
**Man, they're gonna know I'm

a freshman now," she complains,

Crowning.
— Linda, 17, scarcely needs more

attention given to that fact. Her
parents, Ermelinda and Ralph
Gomez, have been bragging about

it for weeks, ever since she gradu-

ated with honors in only three

years from Trimble Technical

High School. Today's send-off

assembly includes her mother, her

22-year-old brother Freddie, who
works for the Coca-Cola Co., her

brother's two preschool-age
daughters, several friends and her

retired grandfather, Joe Gomez.
Her father and grandmother had to

work, but both called home.

Everyone has been waiting for

this day, and with good reason:

Linda is the first one in the family

to go to college.

Her mother dropped out of

school in seventh gnule, her father

in 10th. By leaving for her fresh-

man year, Linda is starting on an

opposite path, one she hopes will

lead to a career as a veterinarian.

But along with all the pressures

any freshman faces - new city,

new classes, new friends - Linda

faces some unique to the first-gen-

eration college student. She is

going where no one in her family

has ever gone, so they can't tell

her what to expect. And she knows

how much everyone is counting

on her to do well.

"It seems like for us, it was
always so hard; it was always hard

to get jobs and everything," says

Ermelinda Gomez, speaking of

she and Ralph's early years of

marriage.

'They always said you need a

(high school) diploma, and now
you need more than that a lot of

places. Linda, she'll have it made,

See COLLEQH, page 14

Candidates struts to

extend 'year of woman'

'Uncie Zeb' iielps Boalt students
By Ban WlMavsky
San Francisco Chronicle

BERKELEY — When law stu-

dents at UC Berkeley get suessed

out by contracts, torts and life

beyond law school, they turn for

solace and counsel to the refer-

ence desk of Boalt Hall's third-

floor library.

There, a loose-leaf binder near

the law library entrance gives stu-

dents a chance to pour out their

hearts to "Uncle Zeb" — Boalt

Hall's resident therapist, court

jester and philosopher-king.

At first glance, the handwritten

questions and neatly typed
answers that fill the binder give it

the appearance of a run-of-the-

mill comment book, designed for

queries about missing volumes
and broken light fixtures.

But the 1 2-year-old "Zeb book"

has evolved into much more: a

laconic law-school version of

"DearAbby.'*

Uncle Zeb has become a well-

known folk figure at Boalt Hall.

And the comment book has

become a showcase for Zeb's laid-

tfack aesthetic, which combines
flippant insights about the worth-

lessness of studying with admoni-

tions to enjoy life, live in the

moment— and relax.

At exam time last year, one
first-year law student left a plain-

tive message: "Zeb! help!"

The response was characteris-

tic.

"You must help yourself," it

read. "Rise above this grade-

obsessed muck, fly. You are

young, brilliant, strong. They have

made you forget, they have made
you doubt. Blow them off. Play it

your own way and you always
win, crawl by their rules and you

always suffer."

The identity of this Jonathan-

Livingston-Seagull-with-an-atti-

tude is supposed to be a secret.

Both the questions and answers in

the comment book are unsigned or

written under pseudonyms.

"Uncle Zeb is a very mysterious

character," says Boalt Hall dean

Henna Hill Kay
In practice, though, it is com-

mon knowledge among students

and professors that Zeb is the imp-

ish alter-ego of Bob Berring, Boalt

Hall's popular 44-year-old library

director.

When Berring became head
librarian in 1982, the facility was

dilapidated, and he inUxxluced the

book as a forum for student sug-

gestions. He promised to respond

within one working day.

Before long, however, students'

queries moved beyond the realnd

of maintenance and repair.

"People started asking different

kinds of questions,"said Berring.

"'I'm in love with a man who sits

next to me in property law —
what should I do?' or *I hate law

— See Um SCHOOL, pageli

By Richard Barke
The N^w Yort< Times

CHICAGO — When Dawn Clark

Netsch pulled an upset and won
the Democratic primary for

governor of Illinois last March,

she seemed well on her way to

following the trail blazed here two

years ago by Carol Moseley-
Braun, who rode the sex card to

the U.S. Senate.

Not only is Netsch the first

woman nominated for governor

by either major party in Illinois,

she is the first woman in the

nation with a female running-

male. Penny Sevems, as well. Yet

Netsch rarely talks to voters about

the historic nature of her ticket,

and her candidacy has generated

little enthusiasm among women or

men.
Unlike Moseley-Braun, a

Democrat who drew support from -

Republican women, Netsch is

having trouble winning over

women in her own party and is

stalled as much as 30 points

behind Gov. Jim Edgar in local

polls.

"Nobody is really paying much
attention," Netsch, the 68-year-

old state comptroller, said in an

interview at her campaign head-

quarters here. "Maybe it's our

fault for not having niade more of

it But if you beat everybody over

the head with it constantly, then it

sounds as if you're saying people

should vote for you just because

you're a woman."
While the professorial Netsch is

a far different candidate in many
ways than the youthful Moseley-

Braun - and sex is but one factor

in her campaign - her conflict

over whether to emphasize the

fact that she is a woman is

emblematic of the conflicts faced

by female candidates around the

country.

The impressive gains by women"
in 1992 have left a ofljnplicated

legacy for those running this yeaii

many agree that being a women is

not the advantage it was two years

ago and can even be a handicap.

Since the raw anger over the

Supreme Court confirmation hear-

ings of Clarence Thomas - who
was accused of sexually harassing

a female colleague - has subsided,

many female candidates say they

do not think it helps to emphasize

their sex. In a turnabout from two

years ago, it is the men who now

see the benefit of playing up the

sex of their female opponents.

*Maybe it*s out fault for

not having made more

of it. But if you beat

everybody over the ^
head with it, then it

sounds as if people

should vote for you just

because you're a

woman."
Dawn Netsch

Crime rather than the economy
has become the central issue in

many races, leaving women to

suffer from a stereotype that they

are not as tough as men on crime.

Even women who were elected

to the House in record numbers in

1992 are finding the excitement

o^er their victories short-lived.

They are now considered insiders,

and nK)st of them are DenKxrals -

not a sure-fire recipe for victory

this November. As a result, more

than a third of the 48 female

House members are considered

endangered.

'We're talking about a yeartil

See WOMEN, page 13
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Israelis, Tunisians
appoint liaisons
JERUSALEM— In another sign that it i3

shaking off its role as Middle East
outcast, Israel agreed with Tunisia this

weekend to exchange low-level
representatives as a first step toward
eventual diplomatic relations.

Technically, the step was a small one.

The two countries announced on
Saturday night at the United Nations that

they would appoint economic liaison offi-

cers, who would work out of the Belgian

embassies in Tiinis and Tel Aviv.

Israel now has some sort of official

relations with three Arab states,^ all in

northern Africa.

The third is Egypt, the only Arab coun-
try to go so far as to sign a peace treaty

with Israel.

Soy diminishes risk

of breast cancer
Soybeans are being touted as a new

miracle food for women, and maybe for

men too.

New research from Britain, Japan and
the United States provides strong evi-

dence that women can substantially
reduce the risk of breast cancer by con-
suming soybean products.

These products incJude soy milk or
tofu, the Japanese bean curd.

In the most convincing study to date, a
team of researchers in England has
shown that a diet high in soy protein can
alter women's hormones in a way that

mimics the effects of the anti-cancer drug
tamoxifen.

The research is the latest piece of evi-

dence to point to the beneficial effects of
a diet that includes soybeans.

J^ation

King's son proposes
museum for ftrther

ATLANTA— Dexter King, the youngest
son of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., has

proposed creating a high-tech,
multimedia museum here to make his

father's message and legacy as well as the

history of the civil rights era more
accessible to young people.

Associates say that the 33-year-old
King, head of tt^ family group that con-

trols the yse of Dr. King's name and like-

ness, envisions using high-tech devices,

like interactive computers and holo-
graphs. The aim is to create a time-
machine effect, transporting visitors back
to the days of Freedom Summer in

Mississippi, the Selma-to-Montgomery
voting rights march in Alabama and the

clashes with Eugene Connor's police in

Birmingham, Ala.

Farmer aid proglfam
fraught with fraud

Federal investigators have uncovered
far-reaching fraud and mismanagement in

the Agriculture Department aid program
that provides billions of dollars to farm-
ers who suffer crop losses in disasters like

the Midwest floods of 1993 and
Hurricane Andrew in 1992.

Many farmers have collected excessive

payments by inflating crop losses, mis-
staling the acreage they planted or failing

to harvest crops when market prices fell

below the amount of disaster assistance.

The inquiry by the Senate Agriculture

Committee was limited to just eight crops
in nine states.

Still, the investigators found $92.5 mil-

lion in questionable payments from 1988
to 1993.

Legislation rare In

environment Issue
WASHINGTON — As the 103rd
Congress winds toward a close, there is a
surprisingly strong possibility that
lawmakers will go home for the midterm
elections without having passed one
major piece of environmental legislation

in two years.

Most of the administration's environ-
mental initiatives have not succeeded.

There are three main bills that remain
alive.

Dealing with drinking water, haz-
ardous waste dumps and wilderness pro-

tection are in the legislative equivalent of
intensive care.

Though there are bills which have
passed both the House of Representatives

and the Senate, like the California Desert

Protection Act, which would protect mil-

lions of acres of California desert, they
have been stalled in more recent weeks as

delaying tactics brought about a stale-

mate.

Young, new Court
faces old issues
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court,-

its members collectively younger and
newer than justices have been for many
years, opens its new term Monday
confronted by the legacy of its recent past

Issues on which the court has yet to

achieve closure or even much coherence
are prominent on the docket, including

significant challenges to federal affirma-

tive action programs and to long-running
federal court supervision of school dis-

tricts that were once segregated.

Nearly certain to be added as the term
goes on is one or more voting rights cases

questioning the validity of districts drawn
to increase minority representation in

Congress.

Local

stale Issues cifltical

audtt of CI0UI Plans
In an unusually critical audit of a major

health maintenance organization, state

regulators are ordering Cigna Health
Plans of California to correct "systemic

deficiencies" affecting quality of care,

handling of patient complaints and exces-

sive delays for medical appointments.

The California Department of
CorpcM^ons, in a report niade public last

week, said Glendale based Cigna had vio-

lated at least four key areas of state regu-

lations covering health maintenance
organizations.

Among the deflciencies were lack of
recognition of **grossly abnormal lab

tests," and incomplete medical charts and
lack of follow-up care on post-hospital

dischaiges.

School employees
stockpile vacation

In widespread violation of district poli-

cy, more than 10,500 Los Angeles
Unified School District employees have
stockpiled excessive vacation time worth
more than $28 million that can be cashed

out as a nest egg when they retire.

Offenders range from administrators to

bus drivers - virtually every class of
employee except teachers, who are not in

violation.

The biggest abusers include
Superintendent Sid Thompson and
Deputy Superintendent Ruben Zacarias,

the two highest ranking administrators in

the district

Records show that as of last month,
10,569 employees exceeded the limit,

some by nearly 2,000 hours - or alnK>st a
full year's worth of time.

Prove that Still Exists
Apply to Become

UCLA's^l994 Homecoming King or Queen
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* Applications are now available in the USAC President's Office,

Kerckhoff 304A. They can also be found in thg^ Residence

Halls and various locations around campus. [{look for them!

Applications are due on Tuesday, October 11 at 5 PM.

* Applicants will be judged on leadership, achievements, community
__ service, school spirit, and overall presentation.

So What Are You Waiting For? Pick up an Application Today!

Make This Homecoming Float!

I'oid for by USAC

r-
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Apply for the Discover® Card -

by November 10.

Spend $75. Get $25 back*

NO Annual Fee.
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Car displays best, worst of pollution^ee vehicles
By Christopher Qenael
Los Angeles Daily News

An electric car sprinting up Topanga
Canyon Boulevard brought out the best and
worst of pollution-free vehicles that

autorhakers must begin selling by 1998 in

California.

The tapered coupe surged past conven-
tional cars before arriving upon an uncont-

monly clear view of the suburban San
Fernando Valley. But a dashboard display

warned that the car had only enough charge
to go 14 miles - and home was 20 miles
away. ' '

While electric cars have come a long
way, they still cannot go that far.

The two-seater is a General Motors pro-

totype called the Impact, which was engi-

neered from the ground up as an electric

vehicle - not a conversion of a gas-powered
car. It is being tested in Los Angeles to

judge its feasibility under real-world condi-

tions.

GM's Impact delivers startling perfor-

mance quietly. Step on the accelerator and
the car whirs and whines as it reaches 65
mph in 8.S seconds. Handling is tight, like a
sports car.

Bu^ its range of 70 to 90 miles between
charges puts limits on drivers.

On a drive last week, the car had pushed

its mileage limits on the way up Topanga
"Canyon Boulevard.

There were two options: Find a place to

recharge for a couple of hours or proceed
more efficiently, coaxing some additional

miles out of the Impact's 26 lead-acid bat-

teries.

Some help came from the car's regenera-

tive braking system, which useis the car's

momentum to recharge the batteries when
coasting or applying the brakes.

percent of all vehicles sold in California

must have zero emissions. CM, Ford and
Chrysler are all working on vehicles to meet
that goal.

GM will not say how much the Impact
will cost or whether it will even make it to

showrooms. Automakers have expres^isd

doubts as to whether consumers will buy
the elecuic cars the state is forcing them to

build.

Several passengers last week were

GM*s Impact delivers startling performance quietly. Step on the

accelerator and the car whirs and whines as it reaches 65 mph in

8.5 seconds. Handling is tight, like a sports car.

But its range of 70 to 90 miles between charges puts limits on
drivers.

An on-board computer, which continual-

ly refigures the car's rangfc based on the

previous 10 to 15 miles driven, showed a

gain in potential mileage as the Impact
coasted down into the Valley.

By the time the car reached Ventura
Boulevard the driving range was back up to

28 miles. There was no problem getting

home.
The state has mandated that by 1998, 2

impressed by the purple-gray Impact and
said they would biiy an Impact - if the

sticker does not exceed $25,000 and prefer-

ably much less. The vehicle seems well-

suited as a sporty second car for modest
commutes and around-town driving.

The Impact takes about three hours to

recharge on a 220-yolt circuit, the kind
used for electric stoves and other large

appliances. Don't expect to go anywhere

soon if a 220 isn't available. A recharge

takes about 1 1 hours on a normal 1 10-volt

wall plug.

Wednesday morning the car was deliv-

ered for a two-day test drive. A charger,

developed locally by GM's subsidiary

Hughes Aircraft Co., also was installed.

The floor charger is about the size of a

small gas pump. When in use it makes
about as much noise as a window-mounted
air conditioner.

Charging the Impact is easy. Open a

small door on the charger and pull out a

inductive paddle that slips into a slot on the.

front bumper. There are no exposed electri-

cal connections, which officials say makes
for safe charging even in the presence of
rain or small children.

The car's interior is snug like other spcMts

coupes, but there's adequate headroom and
legroom even for 6-footers.

A table-like dashboard is rimmed by
numerous warning lights. In the center are

the speedometer and range gauges. The illu-

mination is fine during the day but at night

it casts an annoying reflection in the center

of the windshield.

Between the seats runs a raised console^.,

which covers a portion of the T-shaped bat-

tery pack that extends behind the seats.

The shifter and other controls are clus-

tered on the console.
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USAID

Attentioii Sophmores

interested in

international studies:

Department of State
Internships for Summer 1995

The United States Agencyfor International Development is beginning a new college-level,

targeted recruitment program in order to attract young college students to a new career in^

International Development. These are paid internships for Summer of 1995 and possible

internships abroad. Qualified stu-

dents will be sophmores with at

least a 3.0 grade average andhave
serious intentions of attending

graduate school. They must ex-

press interest in the general field

on international development and
in living abroad. Those concentra-

tions which would be a plus are

Health, Environment, Public Ad-

m inistration/Policy, International

development, and Business Admin-
istration, but we 7/ consider other

fields.

^ ^jt it

Information Meeting:

Wed., Oct. 5th i& 12th

5-6pm EXPO Center

Room 311, Plaza Bidg.

Bear one another's

burdens^ and so

fulfill the Law of

Christ.

-Galatians 6:2

for Juniors through Grad students**
Paid/unpaid internships are

now available in Washington

DC and unpaid internships

are available in American
Embassies and

Consulates.

INFORMATION MEETING:
liicsdax. October 4lh

lucsdaN. October 1 1th

5;()() pill to 6:00 pni

1 XPO Center -

Room .>!
1 Pla/a f^uildini!

for more information.

Call 2(310)825-08312

8For more information contact Dario (310)825-083 1

S

Campus
Gioups
IFyou need people to join

your group, dub.
fellowship, or organization,

look Into using the Daily

Bnjdn as your recmltment

tool. Try the Baiin's free

listing. "Whats Brewin
."

Announce your PDeetlngs.

events, and other activities

each day. ^dt the front

desk ftx forms. Ifyou want
to place an ad, call

206-7562.

Daily Bruin

In Califiirnia water battles, environmentalists score
By Seth Mydans
The New York Times

LEE VINING. Calif. - Clusters of

pale, delicate limestone spires,

stranded in the sagebrush that sur-

rounds a shrinking, million-year-

old lake, help tell the story of
decades of water wars in which
California's thirsry south has
sucked dry some of tlie lakes and
livers of the noitiL

These brittle fingers, aquatic

stalagmites as tall as a man or
taller, have been left exposed as

the briny lake in which they
grew, Mono Lake, has contracted

to half its volume and dropped
about 45 feet. Since 1941, the

waters of four creeks that fed the

lake have been diverted, through
tunnels and aqueducts, to Los
Angeles, 340 miles to the south.

Wednesday, Sept. 28, in a

hard-ifought accoixi that is part of
a fundanjental shift in the state's

water politics, L.A. agreed to

stop depleting the lake until its

level rises 16 feet, and to help
restore its ecological balance.

Over the next 20 years or so, the

lake is expected to swell to a tar-

gel of 6,391 feet above sea level,

high enough for most of the
spires, called tufa, to return to

the waters that spawned them.

Ending 16 years of litigation

during which it lost one battle

after another, the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power
said it would no longer fight a
1989 court decision that had
already halted the diversion with

a temporary injunction. And the-

state Water Resources Control
Board accepted an agreement
worked out between the city and
the environmentalists who we^e
its longtime adversaries.

"We will live with it," said

Mitchell Kodama, assistant engi-

neer in charge of the city depart-

ment's aqueduct division.

The environmentalists who
had fought the department over

the lake's waters now competed
for superlatives to describe the

moment.
"We have changed die world,"

$aid Dan Taylor, risgional repre-

sentative for the National
Audubon Society.

Daniel Beard, commissioner
of the federal Bureau of
Reclamation, said: "All parties

have come to the realization that

many serious environmental
mistakes were made when we
constructed the water projects

upon which our urban and agri-

cultural sectors now depend. Not
surprisingly, some have been
reluctant to confront these mis-
takes. We almost lost Mono
Lake because of that reluc-
tance."

Without its tributaries, the

lake dropped by nearly a foot a

year to 6.375 feet above sea
level. The restoration will still

be well below its 1941 level, but

it will halt the ecological col-

lapse of the lake, reduc^ its

thickening salinity and ni[ake it

hospitable again for hundreds of

thousands of nesting and migrat-

ing birds.

Once the target is met, Los
Angeles will be again permitted

to siphon off a limited amount oF
the melting snow that flows into

the lake from the eastern slopes^

of the Sierra Nevada. But never

again will it be able to rely on
Mono Lake as it did in the past.
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TYPE ••O'VBIood Needed

This past weekend, a 26 year oM student was involved in a hit & run

motorcycle accident and used 288 units of blood products. This, on an

already critically short inventory, has left the blood supply strained.
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UCLA Blood & Platelet Center
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Geologists to set off blasts to locate unknown faults
By Denis Wolcott
Los Angeles Daily News

Geologists will set off a series

of underground and underwater
blasts next week from Catalina
Island to the Mojave Desert to

locate unknown faults, like the

one responsible for the deadly
Northridge Earthquake.

Catalina Island is located 26
miles off the coast

Delayed a year to get proper
permits, the mapping program has
since been expanded to include
two additional networks of mea-
suring devices - including a line

of machines from Santa Monica
Bay. west of downtown Los

Angeles, over the epicenter of the

Jan. 17 Northridge Quake and on
to the Tehachapi Mountains,
northwest of Los Angeles.

"Because of the Northridge
Quake, we have added the extra

lines. We would not have been
doing this expanded study had it

not been for Northridge," said Jim
Mori, scientist-in-charge at the

U.S. Geological Survey's field

office in the Los Angeles-area city

of Pasadena.

Testing is scheduled to begin
Oct. 10 with a week's worth of
underwater bursts from an air gun
towed from the research vessel

R.V. Ewing. About a week later,

scientists will begin to set off a

series of underground explosions

along a line between Seal Beach
and Barstow. in the desert

"Because of the

Northridge Quake we
have added the extra

lines."

Jim Mori

U.S. Geological Survey

A similar experiment turned
up dozens of previously
unmapped faults in the San
Francisco Bay area, convincing

geologists that the risk of another
major Bay Area quake is signifi-

cantly higher than previously
thought.

The Southern California pro-
ject, which will take almost three

years to research data and issue a
finding, is expected to help
earthquake scientists in the same
manner as the San Francisco
study.

*There are several goals. One
is to find unmapped faults. But
we're more interested in under-
standing the entire geological
structure of the Los Angeles
basin, from the ocean to the
desert." Mori said. "What does it

look like under the mountains.

for example? How is the L.A.
basin being squeezed together?"

Developing ajhree-dimensional

map of the crtist beneath Los
Angeles should also help scien-

tists with earthquake predictions,

Mori said.

Earthquake scientists are partic-

ulaiiy interested in finding ''blind"

thrust faults, such as the ones
responsible for the Northridge
Quake and the 1987 Whittier and

the 1971 Sylmar earthquakes.

These faults do not extend to

the surface and are generally dis-

covered only after a major earth-

quake. Such thrust faults can

See QUAKE, page 15
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U.S. emissions test program debuts, flops in Maine
The New Ybrk Times

PORTLAND, Mc. — The
nation's very first experience
with a tough new program of
automobile emissions testing

that the federal government will

soon require in urban areas
around the country has gone so

badly that Maine, the program's

bellwether state, has had to

suspend it.

And resentment against the

program, which could prove
expensive to many thousands of

drivers, is such that the legisla-

tures of at least two other states,

Pennsylvania and Vermont, are

now balking at speedy adoption

of it even though their resistance

could ultimately cost them tens

of millions of dollars in federal

highway funds.

The new testing began in

Maine on July 1 and immediate-

ly encountered a vast array of

The new testing system

... is a significant

technical advance.

start-up problems, intense public

criticism and even a petition

driv&aimed at repealing it, a step

that would cause the state to lose

$72 million a year, virtually all

of what Washington provides
here for highway construction

and maintenance.

Only two months after the

program had begun, Maine
decided in the face of citizen

fury to drop it until next March
while efforts were made to work
out the kinks.

The new testing system,
developed as a way to meet the

requirements of the Federal
Clean Air Act, is a significant

techni(^al advance over the famil-

iar neighborhood-garage tailpipe

test, which measures hydrocar-

bons and carbon monoxide, two
of the three m^jor pollutants

from auto exhaust.

See EMISSIONS, page 16

MACINTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works. MS Works,

PageMaker, and more

• Ic€Ut teach whereYOUare on YOUR computer •

Low rates • dallJim 310/472-3770

SD
03 'f.

iiTn
LLH

Discover and become
a part ofthe ...

(Bruin 'BeCks

... the official representatives of UCIA who
contribute time and energy to campus and
community activities, phiEnthropic events,

fine arts functions, men's and women's
Queues, alumni relations, and morel

1994-1995 Mandatory Open House
Tue., Oct 4 Ackerman 2408
Wed., Oct 5 Ackerman 2408
Thar., Oct 6 Morgan Center Press Room

Thirty minute presentations willb^^ every

hour on the hour beginning at 10 a.m. with the

last session beginning at 3 p.ni. The last session

on Thursday will begin at 2 p.m.

BRUIN BELLES...
a tradltl<m ofeMceUeace contlmies

' » m « M « I Ji

Simply the Best Pizza

at the Lowest Price

209-1422 1136 WESTWOOD BLVD.

$2.00 OFF
Any BiED. OR LG.

PIZZA AND GET
. AFREE2LITER
BOTTLE OF SODA

Oalf wHh Uito coopon

one cot^oa per person

Ddhrcrf o/oIy. Offer

expltet 10-31-94

Don Antonlo*s

Pizzeria

(310) 209-1422

Free 2 Liter

Bottle of SODA
with Purchase Over $10

Not good with any

other offer

Delivery Only.

Don Antonio's

Pizzeria

(310) 209-1422

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
CELEBRATION '94

«a;K »• '-ir»MS'*r'

October 8 & 9
Displays of fine art, sculpture, A Taste of Westwood Village

photography and select crafts Three stages of entertainment

Concourse d'ltalia Children's entertainment area

Exotic Auto Show American Heart Walk

For more information coll 310/208-5430

TO BENEFIT ^ 'AHItfH,'^

BULLOCKB RHiNo THI AMIRICAN a^
HEART ASSOCIATION We»tw»d Ptm Ho«ri

Rape Services Consultants

Rape Services Consultants (RSC's)
provide confidential in-take

counseling and support to any UCLA
student, regardless of where or

when the assault occurred. We can
answer questions and serve as an
iOsfOcatt to connect you with the
nnany services available (medical

treatment, legal advice, formal

channels for complaint resolution,

counseling, and academic
assistance). Services are also

offered to friends, partners, and
family of sexual assault survivors.

To set up an appointment, stop by

the WRC or call 206-8240.

ESOURCE CENTER

2 DODD HALL • 825-3945

Rape

Prevention

and

Education

Services
C»«pe(wor«d wHh th« D«p*rtm*nt of

Community Safety

o

Rape Prevention Workshops

WRC staff members facilitate a

variety of educational workshops for

the cam.pus community designed to

promote awareness of rape-related

issues. Through video and interactive

exercses. these workshops cover a

range of topics including: dating

attitudes arid expectations,, sexual
aggression, consent, sexism in the

media, and personal safety.

From Victim to Survivor

This support group provides a safe

environment for women who have
been raped or sexually abused as an

adult to explore issues of trust,

intimacy, and power. For information

call Jeanne Stanford. Student
Psychological Services, at 825-0768
or Kat^.y Rose-Mockry. Women's
Resource Center, at 825-3945.

In-Service Training

WRC Staff members offer mservice
training on rape and sexual assault to

various campus organizations and
student groups. Trainers cover the

following topics: common rape

myths, victim sensitivity, how to help

a survivor, and campus/community
resources.

Peer Education Program

This exciting program trams UCLA
students to be peer educators with ^
the RPES program. Male and female
peer educators are available to

facilitate a variety of basic rape
prevention workshops for your

student organization or living group.
For more information about the peer
program or to schedule a workshop,
call the Women's Resource Center.

Self-Defense Workshops
for Women

Women can fight back successfully!

Empower yourself with realistic,

hands-on, self-defense training that

will prepare you to respond quickly

and effectively to a variety of

situations. The WRC offers

workshops four times a quarter that

are designed to prepare women
psychologically and physically to deal

with assaults. The workshops
provide knowledge of simple,

effective techniques that may help a

potential victim to dissuade, escape
from, or fen<J off an a"Zttker. FREE
to UCLA students, staff and faculty.

For information about options m
advanced self-defense training call

the Women's Resource Center.

^Rape and Sexual Assault
Awareness Week

Every year the Women's Resource
Center and the Student Welfare
Commission co-sponsor a week of

activities and educational projects

to increase campus-wide awareness
of issues related.to rape and sexual

assault. Programs emphasize
prevention and are geared towards
creating positive change withm the

campus community.

Resource Library

The WRC resource library includes a
variety of materials dealing wtth

issues related to sexual violence.

The library can be helpful if you are

writing a paper, doing research,
and/or wanting information on
persof^ai development and recovery.

WHC facilities are accessible to students with disabilities. Special services are available

upon request within 14 working days. Call 825-3945 or TDD (800) 735-2929
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Army transfers Presidio to National Parle Service
The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO — A soldier

dreams of three things, or so the

old Army saying goes. To be made
colonel, to go to heaven and to be

assigned to the Presidio.

But as of Saturday, the Presidio,

the hilly, sprawling garrison with

sweeping views of the ocean, San
Francisco Bay and the Golden
Gate Bridge is no longer run by

the U.S. Army. It has been taken

over by the National Park Service.

^
The transfer symbolized the

end of an era, nothing less than

the world changing. Yet not every-

one felt the same way about it.

At a solemn ceremony on
Friday marking the Army's
retreat, military officers in full

uniform saluted and openly cried

when the unit's flags were low-
ered for the last time.

But nearby, a group of people
who live near the Presidio cheered

and clapped as a construction
crew replaced Army signs with
National Park Service entrance
signs.

"For the Army to let go of their

grip on this place is great," said

Jaynee Roberson, a computer
artist who visited the Presidio on
Friday to watch the ceremony.
"It's a real symbol that we don't

need them."

The Army has been reluctant to

hand over the keys to its beloved
post, which was first a Spanish
garrison (hence the name), then
Mexican and, since 1846,
American. The post has been
derided by some San Franciscans
as a country club for military
brass. But it is more like a small,

well-tended town, with its own
18-hole golf course, 1,000 houses

and apartments, police and fire

departments, a Burger King, two
hospitals and a gynu The
Presidio's 1,480 acres is 5 percent

of all the land in the city. It is

almost twice the size of New
York's Central Park.

It is the history of the place, and
not the amenities. Army personnel

say, that makes leaving the

.*. f
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m c f THE KEY TO UNLOCK A GREATER CUSTOIVIER BASE.
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LSAT Course Comparison
1 07o EYEGLASS

DISCOUNT TO UCLA
TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

Mrs./
Clinic

IN/linimum

60/ -I 2

99tl-»

20/20

90t»-|

-42/0

^l|3lir-t^ OS5 O

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAMirJAIIOrj
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irjCLUOES EVE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LENSES

CAREKII AtJD FOLLOV. -UP CARE

^ize 20 18
l_l^os C3r-ilv F^^isl Ves No
CoKJr^^ Cio^t ST-SO ST-QS

Yes

37-45

There is no comparison!

We are the LSAT specialists.
Call today for more information

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAM FlITirJG & FOLLOW UP

& 2 BO^tS OF ACUVUE LENSES

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

PT^JMETRIC
PTiOnS

^LIC^JLJ^ StttcCertt Specia^C

•One hour service for glasses

& contacts

•Custom contacts: color, *

disposable, astigmatic, and

gas permeable

•Open 7 days a week,

weeknights til 9pm
•Glasses starting at

$79 complete

* eye exam extra

»Daily wear* $39/pair
^Extended wear* $59/pair
^Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair
^Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair

Beyerty Center Santa Monica Place Westwood Pavilion

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666

Dr. Elliott Moscot, O.D.

Natural Touch
Colored Soft Contacts
PILKINGTON BARNES HINO

^ed in in(k!pendent study
data on file
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Press aims
to provoke
civic action

By William QIalwrton
The New York Times

At more than a dozen news
organizations across the country,

journalists are experimenting wiUi

coverage aimed not only at pro-

viding accounts of events but also

at provoking people to get

involved in public issues.

Often called public or civic

journalism, the movement is so

young that some of its proponents

say they are still defining it.

But some editors who are

experimenting with public jour-

nalism say that instead of empha-
sizing conflict, they want news
coverage to spur people to find

solutions to political and commu-
nity problems.

Public journalism **is an atti-

tude, a mind shift,*" said Davis
Merritt Jr., the editor of the

Wichita Eagle, who is on leave

writing a book about why changes

in journalism are needed.

**It is a new way of seeing our

job in the context of public life,"

he said.

Most news organizations have

not promoted partisan political

positions in their public journal-

ism experiments.

Edward Fouhy, executive direc-

tor of the Pew Center for Civic

Journalism in Washington, said

civic journalism did not tell the

public how to act Rather, he said,

it aims to provide information -

even if it is not traditional "news"
- to help people tackle problems.

But several newspapers and
television and radio stations

- involved in the experiments have

used news coverage to outline

potential solutions to community
problems. They have also spon-

sored public meetings to come up
with specific plans and suggested

ways that readers and viewers
could get involved.

And some newspapers have
campaigned in their news
columns - and even their sports

sections - to encourage people to

vote.

Many news organizations
across the country are trying new
ways of covering elections that

play down who's-ahead-now cov-

erage.

Through "voice of the people"

projects that include extensive

interviewing, polls and public

forums, newspapers like The
Boston Globe and The Des
Moines Register are seeking to

capture what citizens, rather than

experts or politicians, see as

important.

Then, some of these news out-

lets try to force candidates to

respond to what they say are the

concerns of their readers and
viewers.

Some news professionals say

the experiments are dangerous
because they are shifting the role

of journalists from observers to

participants in conununity events

and come close to a kind of com-
munity boosterism that hurts the

credibility of the press.

And the critics say it is some-
times difficult to tell the differ-

ence between public journalism,

which may be motivated by noble

aims, and marketing schemes
intended to pander to readers.

Maxwell E.P. King, editor of
The Philadelphia Inquirer, said

some of what is called public
journalism - like aggressive cov-

erage of community issues - is

just a revival of some of joumal-
_ ism's best traditions.

1980s aciiieve new popularity in '90s guise

By Dan Shaw
The New Yq^ Times

Sure, it's only 1994, the middle

of a decade that was supposed to

be the low-key, caring antithesis to

the greedy and arrogant 1980s.

But th& 1980s may be making a

comeback already.

Preposterous? Premature? Too
simple? Perhaps. But ravenous

popular culture, having recently

eaten through the 1960s and '70s,

is taking its first nibbles oHhe
1980s.

Consider these signs: The trap-

pings of wealth, from decorating

with chintz to dressing for mega-

success, are being displayed
again. Political and entertainment

icons of the '80s are achieving

popularity in new guises. Fashion

advertisements, often a reflection

of contemporary values, are again

idealizing money and work.

On the darker side, casual

cocaine use may be returning

socially, and even unsafe sex may
be on the rise.

The sense that people are doing

things they haven't done since,

well, the '80s, is still anecdotal.

The behavior is not yet enUenched

enough to be demonstrable
through statistics and figures.

Nonetheless, at a party for

Manhattan File, a new contender

in the hip monthly magazine field,

the styles of choice for many of

the young men were ties and jack-

ets, and most women wore high

heels, not combat boots, with their

little black dresses.

At dinner parties, the conversa-

tion often turns to mergers, LBO's
and new restaurants.

And at some SoHo bars, people

are squeezing into bathrooms built

for one, a telltale sign that they're

sharing drugs.

"People are doing coke again,

but they're not doing it openly,"

said Patrick McMullan, a photog-

rapher who has been covering
New York night life since the late

'70s. "They're saying, 'Guess
what I've got?' People are sud-

denly coming out of bathrooms
very talkative."

On the evening news, Oliver

North and Marion Barry Jr. are

seen greeting cheering crowds.

North, the Iran-Contra figure, is

running for senator in Virginia,

while Barry, the former mayor of

Washington who went to prison

on a drug charge, has made a

political comeback.

On prime time television, Linda

Gray and Heather Locklear are

vamping again on new nighttime

soap operas, somehow meaner and

greedier th^n they were on their

respective '80s series, "Dallas"

and "Dynasty."

On the social circuit, Henry
Kravis and Donald Trump have
new trophy wives whom they

want to show off.

Even some fashion advertising

has a reu-o feel.

For the past few seasons. Donna
Karan dressed her DKNY models

as if they spent most of their time

at grungy poetry readings (which

were supposed to be to the '90s

what charity balls were to the

'80s). Now, she's sent them back

to work: They are photographed

wearing ties, carrying briefcases

and scurrying around Wall Street.

In perhaps one concession to the

'90s, these workers are shown
waiting on subway platforms
rather than in limousines.

A new Ralph Lauren advertis-

ing campaign, "The New
Romantics," looks like his old

homages to old money, which he

seemed to abandon earlier in the

decade when he got into the multi-

cultural spirit. The New
Romantics wear aristocratic

tweeds during the day and wear
black-tie, sip champagne and
lounge on satin sofas at night.

"People are tired of holding

back," said Mario Buatta, the

Manhattan decorator who, as a

leading proponent of the English

country look so popular on Park

Avenue in the '80s, was nick-

named the Prince of Chintz.
"They are worried about being

taxed more. They want to spend

the money they have while they

have it. They feel they deserve

things."

Buatta said he is as busy as he

was in the '80s. "The D&D
Building is buzzing," he said,

referring to the Third Avenue
building where there are many
fabric and furniture showrooms.

Nicolaus Mills, a professor of

American studies at Sarah
Lawrence College and the editor

of "Culture in an Age of Money:
The Legacy of the 1980s in

America" (Ivan Dee, 1990), sens-

es that desperation is motivating

people to work harder.

Homecoming • Career Netwoik • Dinners for 12 Strangers • Spring Sing

Senior Class Gift • Beat '$C Week • Parents' Weekend • Bniin Sun^ival Paks

YOU'VE B

WMHI

6AA \e like QlBSflOS. ... Really qood\ If& a

great way to meet peop\c, Icam valuable skills and

have fun while putting on some of UCLA's best

pro^rame, .

*

find out why you should be a member of UCLA's #1

student organization. Attend our fall Info meeting

tomorrow night (Wed. Oct. 5) at 7 p.m.- in the James

West Alumni Center {between M^erman Union and

Pauley Pavilion) or call us at 206-0524.
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RUSSIA
From page 1

who heads the Russia office for
the Certified Industries foqd and
beverage distributors, says
Moscow is "the safest big city in

the world."

But to make sure, he arranges
all his business appointments
outside his office, which is

guarded by a steel door.

"You have to be careful," he
said. "Don't flaunt what you
have. Don't drive a fancy car.

You invite trouble."

Ten days after arriving in
Moscow, Riccio fell or was
pushed on Sept. 20 from a high
balcony in a 16-story apartment
building for students. Moscow
police ascribed the death to sui-

cide, saying he was found with a
severed rope around his neck.
But a preliminary coroner's
report received by the U.S.
Embassy said Riccio was the
victim of murder.

David Deason, 22, of
Houston, lives in a dingy dormi-
tory for foreign students about
six miles from where Riccio
died.

"I knew where it was OK to
go in Houston. Here, I don't

know what's safe and what
isn't," said Deason, a student in

the University of Texas' Russian
studies program.
De^son's dormitory roora-

"The biggest concern

we have is pickpockets

- killings are between

mafia gangs trying to

control territory. If you

consider violent crime

is mafia hits, that's not

us, we're not targets.

But you do have to

watch out for mafia

guys. Don't look at

them the wrong way."

Matt McGarrlty,

Exchange Student

mate Matt McGarrity. 21, of
Colorado Springs, Colo., said
Tuesday: "Thr biggest concern
we have is pickpockets -
killings are between mafia

gangs trying to control territory.

"If you consider violent crime
is mafia hits, that's not us, we're
not targets. But you do have to

watch out for mafia guys. Don't
look at them the wrong way."
to lessen the chances that its

employees will run into such
risks, American companies like

Caterpillar pay up to $5,000 a
month to rent a two-bedroom
apartment in Park Place, an iso-

lated, high-security complex
with its own grocery store and
health club.

The comli)lex also rents office
space to security-minded clients

like Latham & Watkins, a U.S.
law firm representing several
international corporations.

"My gut tells me it is still

<:omparatively safer to live here
than in many American cities,

although the increase in crime
during the last three years has
been dramatic," says Latham &
Watkins lawyer Richard Conn.
When the Soviet Union col-

lapsed in December 1991, fewer
than 10,000 American business-
men, students, diplomats and
journalists lived in Moscow. The
American population has since
jumped to at least 30,000, with
the sharpest increase probably
within the last year.

Uh...

hello?
Is anyone out there?

We're asking nicely ... no; we're

begging, we're pleading! Please, write

letters to Viewpoint! Now is the time!

Drop your submissions by the office,

email them to:

viewpoint@asucla.ucla.edu

or fax them to 3 10.206.0906. You'd
make our day. Honest, you would.

\

The UCLA Undergraduate

Business Society

^

LABOR
From page 1

invites you to attend the Fail Quarter

GENERALMEETING

Wednesday, October 5

7:00pm

Griffin Commons
Grand Horizon Room

* Meet the new^ board ofdirectors
* Learn about andjoin committees

* Discover the benefits ofmembership
* Meetpeople with similar interests

the student family complex, and
that fuiids for the project were
acquired through a private loan
with First Interstate Bank. Wayne
Kennedy, senior vice president of
business and finance for the
University of California, then
issued an exemption to the prevail-

ing wage requirements, citing

UCLA's exceptional need for hous-
ing that could not be met if prevail-

ing wages were paid.

"We had to consider what gradu-

ate student families could afford,"

Morabito said, adding that paying
the higher wage would have
increased the construction project's

budget and forced the university to

raise the rent to a level above what
student families could afford. The
university plans to repay the loan

using rent from future tenants.

Lloyd Aubry, director of indus-

trial relations, refused to confirm
whether the rent was the public
money in question, but did clarify

No one can agree on
whether the

constmction is pubhcly

funded.

for more information please call 206-3038

or visit our booth on Bruin Walk,
' weekdays from 10am until 2pm

U~
p

UBS is sponsored by AGSM
!WH*B"

T-

what constituted a public work.
"The source of the funds is not the

only criteria used (for determining
public funds). If money passes
through the hands of state agencies
it becomes state money and is sub-
ject to prevailing wage rule."

Union groups and labor activists

also accused UCLA of using the
appeals process to avoid paying the
higher [nevailing wage.
"UCLA is trying to use the

appeals process, hoping the project
will end before the process is over,**

said Michael McGiorty, a compli-
ance officer for Southern
California IBBW-NECA Ubor-
Management Cooperation
Committee. "UCLA has been
informed (of the requirements) and
has refused to act. It's one state
agency telling another state agency
to go to hell."

Morabito denied that UCLA was
using the appeals process to avoid
paying the higher wage. "Our-
option is to appeal and adjudk:ate a
solution in court"
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WOMEN
From page 3

where there is less opportunity,

where many of the women elected

in 1992 are running fen- re-election

in a much tougher political cli-

mate," said Harriett Woods, presi-

dent of the National Women's
Political Caucus who lost twa
Senate races in Missouri in the

1980s. "There has just been an
apathy among all the electorate.

Women may suffer from it, but I

don't think it's people saying, *Oh,

we aren't going to support
women.'"
Another dynamic playing

against women, pollsters say, is

that voters gener^ly find it easier

to vote for a wonnn for a legisla-

tive job like senator rather than an

executive post like governor. And
this year, as opposed to 1992, there

are many nnore gubernatorial con-

tests.

Here in Dlinois, Netsch has not

recovered from a barrage of com-
mercials after the primary in which
Edgar attacked her for opposing
the death penalty. At the time, her

campaign did not have the money
to respond to Edgar, and her popu-

larity in the polls frfummeted.

Struggling to climb back,
Netsch' s senior aides met with
worried party leado^ last week and

decided to redouble efforts to

mobilize women and other groups

who historically are reliable

Democrats.

"Women are demoralized for

"Women are

demoralized for some

reason ... They aren't

coming out with the

support that they did

two years ago.'*

Kay Clement

Political Organizer

some reason," Kay Gement, a vet-

eran Chicago political organizer

and Netsch' s closest friend, said

during a women's luncheon here.

"They aren't coming out with the

support that they did two years

ago."

In other states, women have
more hopeful stories to tell.

Several have fought off aggressive

challenges from male opponents
to win primaries. The Democrats
waging competitive, if not win-
ning, races for governor include

Kathleen Brown in California,

Bonnie Campbell in Iowa and
Myrth York in Rhode Island. At
least two women are favored to

win elections to the Senate,
Olympia Snowe, R-Maine, and
Ann Wynia, D-Minn.
Even so, there are as many

examples of women who waged
vigorous primary campaigns with

help from national women's
groups but lost to male rivals who
in most cases were better financed.

They include these Democrats
who were defeated: State Sen.

Debbie Stabenow, in Michigan's

gubernatorial primary; State Sen.

Lana Pollack, in Michigan's
Senate primary; Mary Boyle, a
local county commissioner, in

Ohio's Senate primary; State Rep.

Joan Wagnon, in the Kansas guber-

natorial primary, and Marsha
Murphy, a local county executive,

in the Missouri Senate primary.

Lynn Yeakel, who capitalized on
the furor directed at Sen. Arlen
Specter for voting to confirm
Thomas to the Siqxmie Court and
won the Etemocratic Senate prima-

ry in Penns^vania in 1992, did not

even make it past this year's guber-

natorial primary.

LAW SCHOOL
from page 3

**If there's any overriding mes- est in Eastern philosophy often

sage in the book, it's not to take shines through in Uncle Zeb's go-

law school too seriously," said with-the-flow advice.

third-year student David But while the names sound sim-

McConaughy, who stopped to ilar, the origins of Zeb have noth-

read the comment book as he left ing to do with Zen, he said. He
school - should I quit?"'

Uncle Zeb emerged to fill the

iHeach, offering a less-than-rever- the library one recent afternoon. named his alter-ego for 19th cen-

ent window on law school. He confessed to having penned tury general and explorer Zebulon

Berring wrote for Harvard a recent entry asking whether it is Montgomery Pike, after whom
University's humor magazine,, possible to find true love with a Pike's Peak was named.

The Harvard Lampoon, when he fellow law student. Zeb responded

was a student in the late 1960s, in the negative, advising him to

and something of the undeigradu- **love the law instead."

ate wag remains in many of the mmmmm^^^^^^i^^^m^^amHmmmmt^m^^^^a^mammi^mmm
responses he types in the early To i i i t i i

morning houre. / Students contmue to welcome the escape Uncle
'•I found it aniazingly easy to lie-^/ ^eb offers from their sometimes disillusioning and
mterviews today (I would love *»

Some other campuses have
installed similar comment books

and bulletin boards to provide a

creativity-sapping legal studies.
in

to work in Chicago')" wrote one
student. *'Is anyone else saying

things like this just to get two-day

vacations to see relatives?"

Shot back Zeb: "You're not Some students page through free-flowing forum for student

supposed to tell the truth in inter- the book every day to read ques- angst. Cornell University runs a

views. They are hiring lawyers, tions and answers about subjects computer counseling service

You have to be able to please the ranging from baseball, harsh where "Uncle Ezra" provides a

client^ hence please the interview- grading and good dentists to the digital shoulder to cry on.

er ... It's all a game." ever-popular mystery of why The feedback book Berring

Several "Best of Zeb" collec- there are no student bathrooms established during a stint at the

tions have been compiled by bud- anywhere in the 700,0(X)-volume University of Washington law

ding attorneys at the top-ranked law library. library didn't work too well, how-

law school. According to Kay, one Berring, who holds degrees in ever. "People up there are so nice,"

recent graduate agreed to donate law and library science from UC he laments. "People would just

money to BOalt Hall only if she Berkeley, also bears the rank of write 'nice library.'
"

provided him with a copy of full professor and teaches classes He ran into the opposite prob-

Uncle Zeb's words of wisdom. in Chinese legal history. His inter- lem when he worked at Harvard

Law School, where the comment
book became a battleground. A
group of conservative students

accused Berring of political bias

for Aot buying a subscription to

Soldier of Fortune magazine,
while feminists said the library

should ban Sports Illustrated's

annual swimsuit issue.

At Berkeley,' the Zeb book and

its arch hipness remain an
unequivocal success amonguhe
law school's 900-plus studei^ts.

An anthropologist who took an

interest in the Zeb phenomenon
once told Berring that similar fig-

ures spring up in many large,

bureaucratic organizations whose
members crave a personal touch.

*'He said, *If you left, Zeb would

stay,' " Berring recalled.

The anthropologist was right.

Although Berring is on sabbatical

this semester, deputy library direc-

tor Kathleen Vanden Heuvel has

taken over his duties and Zeb lives

on.

Students continue to welcome
the escape Uncle Zeb offers from

their sometimes disillusioning and

creativity-sapping legal studies.

Zeb often recommends a Piteral

escape as well.

"Zeb is a hedonist," Berring

said. "One of my frequent sugges-

tions is to go to the beach."

ALL UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMMERS!

ASUCLA Board of Directors Student Interaction Fund/

USAC Programming Funds

are NOW available

STUDENT
i.W.MftMM,l
COUNCIL. Calendar 1994-95

STUDENT
COUNCIL.

Session

Fall

Winter

Spring

Mg?t W/CSP
Advisor Bv*: Due Date

Wed., 10/12 Fri., 10/14

Mandatorv

Hearings Meeting

10/17 & 10/19 Fri., 10/21

Wed., 1/11 Fri., 1/13 1/17 & 1/18 Fri., 1/20

Wed., 3/8 Fri., 3/10 3/13 & 3/14 Fri., 3/17

* All eligible organizations must be registered with the Center for Student Programming (CSP) office.

Information / Applications available at:

Center for Student Programming (CSP)

Community Programs Office (CPO) —
The USA Programming Committee Office

337 Plaza Building

102 Men's Gym

—

312BKH

Submit completed proposals to

312B KerckhofT Hall no later than 5:00pm on the due date.

If you have any questions, please contact Josie Lee at extension 62422

Paid for by USAC
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Cultural Affairs presents

#^

What Jews Do In Sepfemben

Accounting and Atoning
* *

'

- \ . Artists

For more info can Christma Kim
9 or Tziti Mor at 825-6564.

BillAron

Amy Goldenberg

Miriam Loory Krombach

Ruth Roberts

Carrie Ungerman

Elxhibition dates:

Sept. 30 - Oct. 15, 1994

Open Reception: Oct. 4,

1994 between 6:30 and
,

8:30 p.m.

Kerckhoff Gallery hours:

9 am- 7 pm Monday

through Friday

Sponsored by USAC and CAC.
CDlIURIil

BFFHIRS

STUPKWTB

COUNCILJ

COLLEGE
From page 3

once she gets out of school."

No one knows exactly how
many of the nation's nearly 15
million college students are first-

generation attendees. But experts

agree that the lack of a family
history in higher education is one
more obstacle in what is already a

tough road.

"A freshman going off to col-

lege, no matter what their socio-

economic background is - they
have a very high chance of fail-

ure," says Lisa Retamozo, direc-

tor of Talent Search, a federally

funded program aimed at keeping
students in school and getting
them to go to college. The pro-
gram, which began in Fort Worth
last month, is part of the Boys
and Girls Clubs of Greater Fort
Worth.

"Now, these kids just multiply
that chance by four or five times .

.

. You just can't imagine what
some of these kids are facing."

A first-generation college grad-

uate herself, Retamozo formerly
ran the similar Educational
Opportunities Program, which
provided academic counseling,
study skills seminars and other
services to about 400 Fort Worth
students. About 60 program par-
ticipants have gone on to college
this year; most were first-genera- _
tion students from lower-income
homes.

Many of these students had
never dreamed of going to college

because they thought it was only
for rich or super-smart students.

Others wanted to attend, but didn't

know how to apply, get financial

aid or prepare for college-place-

ment tests.

"We're trying to get them the
messages that (college) is a way
to escape, that this is a way to

find a better way for yourself and

"We're trying to get

them the message that

college is a way to

escape ... to find a

better way for yourself

and . . . your family."

Lisa Retamozo

Talent Search Director

possibly your family," Retamozo
says.

"In many families where no
one's ever gone to college,
there's really not that support
emotionally. When the student
gets old enough to graduate from
high school, they can start work-
ing and help support the family."

Leslie Thompson, a projec|
coordinator for the Fort Worth I

Have a Dream Foundation, says
she believes that parental support
is the most important component
- even more important than
strong self-esteem and academic
skills.

Consuela Watkins, 18, would
likely agree. Watkins, a 1994
Polytechnic High School graduate
and a freshman at Dillard
University in New Orleans, says
her parents helped spur her to pur-
sue college.

They encouraged her to take
tough classes, helped her fill out
the paperwork that obtained the
loans and grants that are paying all

her expenses, and provided firm
discipline and a heavy dhurch
emphasis at home. And when she
had trouble passinjg the TAAS
achievement test, required of-
Texas high school seniors, they
convijiiced her to keep trying until

she passed.

-•-^-.--/i

QUAKE

\

From page 8

cause serious damage, officials

said.

Scientists expect underground
sound waves generated by the

air blasts and underground
explosions to detect all facets of

the Los Angeles basin's fault

structure and possibly pinpoint

areas that would shake the hard-

est during an earthquake.

^ There is no known opposition

to the testing, which is receiving

collaboration from area univer-

sities and the Southern
California Earthquake Center.

The air-gun blasts, io be ser
off as the Ewing moves off San
Clemente and Catalina islands,

likely won't be felt by people,

but could harm some marine
life, Mori said.

"They say that if a fish is

within one meter of the gun
when it goes off, the concussion
will probably kill the fish," Mori
said. "But overall, there will be
very little impact on marine
life."

The air blasts will give off

The largest explosions

will generate vibrations

equal to the level of a

2.5'magnitude

earthquake, but will not

be felt by most

people, officials said.

less force than the underwater
blasts the Navy plans to conduct
off the Ventura County coast this

year, scientists said. The Navy
wants to detonate 10,000-pound
explosives to test hulls of new
ships, but marine-mammal
advocates have fought the plan

on grounds the testing would be
too close to areas frequented by
whales.

"We're also doing this for a

short period of time - a week.
The Navy wanted to do their

blasts for a longer time," Mori
said.

The air blasts will be recorded
by approximately 600 onshore
seismographs placed along three

lines - from Seal Beach to the

Harper Lake area near Barstow,
from coastal Ibrrance inland to

San Bernardino, and from
coastal Santa Monica over the

Northridge epicenter to the
Tehachapi Mountains.
The Geological Survey's

underground blasts will be pro-

duced by 250 to 4,000 pounds of

ammonium nitrate-based explo-

sives buried 50 to 180 feet deep.

The largest explosions will gen-

erate vibrations equal to the
level of a 2.5-magnitude earth-

quake, but will not be felt by
most people, officials said.

The largest explosions will be
detonated in the most remote
areas of the Mojave Desert,
Mori said. ^.^

The explosions will be set'off

at night starting Oct. 24 along
an imaginary line betWeen Seal

Beach and Barstow. Most of the

explosions will be concentrated
in the San Gabriel Mountains
and away from homes.
The smaller blasts, to be done

in more urban areas, must be at

least 1,000 feet away from any
structures. Most Southern
California residents won't feel

the tremors, but some homes
within a few blocks might sense

a small shake.

The $600,000 study is being
paid for by the U.S.G.S. and the

National Science Foundation.

Blrtiensiock

The Ultimate UCLA
Campus Walking Shoe

Arizona ^^

Stop by for a test walk.

Also, see our new leather TEVAS,
clogs and lace-up shoes.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
10910 Lc Conte Ave.

from UCLA/Wcstwood Blvd. cntraim
310/208-7307

What makes our course so successful?

^ Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

^ Live Teachers, No Tapes

^ Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

% Personalized Attention

"^ Up-to-Date Materials

^ Guaranteed Satisfaction

Flexible Payment Plans

Classes near UCLA

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

The Princeton Review

(800) 2-REVIEW
The Prtnoeton Review is not alTMated wriUi PriiKeton Univenity or the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodneuO

i\
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NEW COURSE IN
ROMANTIC PIANO

MUSIC
Musicology 156

Professor R. Stevenson
4 units, upper division

Tuesdays & Thursdays. 1 1:00 a.m.
Schoenberg Auditorium, Room 1 100

Open to all undergraduates
282-636-200

Designed as a survey of the compositions for
and with piano, written by romantic masters.
This course is designed to enhance your
listening pleasure and does not require any
prior musical knowledge. Much of the music
will be played live.Ul

speak
Japanese,
french or
Spanish by
december
for $299*

FAST, EFFECTIVE, AFFORDABLE

Acquire basic skills in your new language or advance your existing skills in one of our beginning

or intermediate groups.

• One great price - includes tuition

for 30 (45-minute) lessons, book

and fees.

• Groups meet once or twice

a week, evenings or Saturdays.

• Easy, conversational approach.

• Learn practical speaking skills.

• Native-fluent instructors.

• Friendly, relaxed groups of 6 to 10

students.

• Convenient payment - all major credit cards

accepted.

Regular and Intensive English (ESL) Group courses also available.
* Price based on minimum class size of 6 persons. For groups of 4 to 5, pfice is $370.—Berlitz

LOSANGEL£S
(213)380-1144

SANTA MONICA

(310) 458-0330

BEVERLY HILLS

(310)276-1101

IRVINE

(714) 752-8535

PASADENA
(818)795-5888

ORANGE
(714)935-0828

WOODLAND HILLS

(818)999-1870

TORRANCE

(310) 328-7722

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.

OR SAGRAMENTQl

Info Meetings:

Tuesday Oct. 4, 12 noon

Thursday Oct. 6, 5 pm
Expo Center

311 Plaza Building

SCall for Details:®

825-0831

f .'
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EMISSIONS
From page 9

In the new test, computers
connected to a treadmill-like
device that causes a vehicle to

replicate its highway perfor-
mance at various speeds measure
not only those two pollutants but

also the third, nitrogen oxide,
which creates ground-level
ozone. The treadmill is needed to

gauge nitrogen oxide because
cars tend to produce much more
of this pollutant when under load
than when stationary.

Although Maine was the first

state to use this new equipment
for the government-required
testing, others are due to follow
suit soon. During the next year
or so, the program is to be
applied to till or parts of about 25
states, including every state in

New England. In New York
State, the new test will be
required in the most populous
regions, starting in January
1996.

But if the system is more
sophisticated and useful than
earlier tests, it is also more cost-

ly. Under the program, cars and
light trucks must be taken once
every two years to any of several

special inspection centers, where
in Maine the driver pays a fee of
$24.

That, however, is just the start

of the expense for many
motorists. After repeated failure

to pass the test, a vehicle can
ultimately qualify for motor
vehicle registration under a
waiver permit, but not before the

cost of repairs reaches $450.
At the Maine testing stations,

'

operated under a seven-year, $43
million state contract with
Systems Control Inc., a
California company owned by
the Snap-On Tools Corp., annoy-
ance began surfacing immediate-
ly. It began with the company's
policy (since abandoned) of
demanding that drivers pay the

testing fee in cash. Then there
were complaints of long waits at

the testing centers, attendants
unfamiliar with the operation of
equipment, computer glitches
and wild fluctuations in test
results.

There was grumbling, too, that

buses and heavy-duty diesel
trucks were not subject to test-

ing, even though state environ-
mental officials estimate that
these vehicles produce about a
third of all the nitrogen oxide on
Maine highways.

On top of all that, one region
of the state seemed to be pitted

against another. Although
Washington had reqyired the
new testing only ii three heavily

populated areas of southern
Maine, the State Legislature,
seeking a broader approach to

reducing volatile organic com-
pounds, decided in 1992 that the

program would apply to a much
larger section of the south: seven
of the state's 16 counties.

OBSERVE THE-

WARNING SIGNS.

If you have chest pain lasting two

minutes or more, see a dodor.

American Heart
Association
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PRESIDIO
From page 10

Presidio especially painful,

"It's not just bricks and mor-
tar," Col. Gregory A. Renn, the

commander of the Army garrison,

said Friday night. "It was and is

about soldiers."

He noted that the ceremony,
officially called the
Inactivation/Retreat Ceremony,
was being held on Pershing
Square, once the site of the house
where Gen. John J. (Black Jack)

Pershing lived. The house burned

down in 1915, killing the gener-

al's wife and three daughters
while the general himself was in

Mexico fighting Pancho Villa.

The Presidio has long been
open to the public, although much
of the post has been ofT limits. It is

one of more than 80 military
installations being closed as the

federal government reassesses its

military operations in light of
leaner Pentagon budgets. The
choice on what to do with the post

was made in 1972, when
Congress approved legislation

creating the Golden Gate National

Recreation Area and requiring that

if the Army ever gave up the

Presidio, it would be made a

national park.

Now that the Park Service has

the Presidio, the thorny question

lias been how to cover the costs of
running the urban park. The Park

Service estimates that it will need

$38 million a year to run the

Presidio, making it the most
expensive national park in the

country. (Yosemite National Park,

with 761,170 acres, has an annual

budget of just $17.5 million.)

Congress has allocated $25 mil-

lion to run the Presidio this year,

but the expectation is that the park

will become more self-sufficient

"over lime, with organizations rent-

ing space on the post.

The Park Service plans to set up
a public corporation to run the

Presidio and raise money for the

park from rents, grants and loans.

In the meantime, to help pay
the bills, the Army became the

park's largest tenant Saturday.
Four hundred members of the
Sixth Army will remain at the

park, down from the 10.000 living

there in 1988. Though not paying
rent, the Army will maintain
roughly 30 percent of the proper-

ty, which represents about $12
million in expenses a year, a big

chunk of the new park's operating

cost.

Some San Francisco residents

are upset that the Army has kept

some of the prettiest property and
the nK>st attractive houses, like the

Civil War-era homes, a gym and
the golf course. Last month, San
Francisco's Board of Supervisors

passed a resolution questioning
the military importance of the

Army's continued hold on the golf

course.

Even though the transfer is offi-

cial now, residents said they still

feared that, somehow, the Anny
will take over again. "If there's

war declared tomorrow, the Park
Service would be out of here in a

minute," said Jim Lerer, a civilian

electrical worker at the Presidio.

The military personnel who
remain will live on a pared-down
base. The post's library, some
chapels, the day-care center, the

theater, the bowling alley and the

hospital have closed. The officers'

club has been renamed the
Community Club. And the sol-

diers who remain will have to

learn how to interact with tourists.

**I walk into a building, I'm on a

military post," said Pvt. Troy
Kerr, who lives on the post. "I

walk outside, I'm in a national
park. If I don't get along with my
neighbors, who do I call?" '^A

Returning to the Roots of Education
mmmmmm ^

Edvication
jBrofect

For 25 yearS/ the Asian Education Project has provided English skilb to the Chinatown community of Los Angeles with the

help of volunteer tutors from UCLA.

The Asian Education Project offers tutorials for immigrant Asian children every Saturday beginning this week. >

Dedicated students are needed to help improve the educational possibilities of today's youth through one-on-one tutoring.

Saturday Tutoring Begins October 15

To find out more about the program^ be sure to attend one of our informational meetings this week. (1 5 minutes)

Monday^ Oct 3 1K)0-1;30p.m. Ackerman3517

Tuesday, Oct 4 12.00-12:30 p.m. Ackerman3517

Wednesday, Oct 5 2:00-2:30 p.m. Ackerman3517
Thursday, Oct 6 1:00-1:30 p.m. Ackerman3517
Friday, Oct 7 1:00-1:30 p.m. Ackerman 2408

Please check AEP bulletin board and office door in KH 41 1 for updates.

Mandatory training session for new tutors on

Friday, Oct. 7, 1994 4-6pm Ackerman Crand Ballroom

For more information come by 411 Kerckhoff Hall

orcall (310) 825-2417

PAID FOR BYTHE COMMUNITYACTIVITIES COMMISSION

FreeCome to a

UCLA Pre-Law Society & Kaplan

^^——iSAT Seminar

*

And learn about

• how to get a higher score oh the LSAT

•the inside story on admissions

• how to taroet your study needs

• how to write a personal statement

• what law schools look for

in your application

+7.2
points*

-...OE SCORE IMP»n..> I

Location, Date & Time:

U.C.L.A.
Perioff Hall-Room #1102
Wednesday, October 5th

6:30 -8:30 pm
Guest Speaker: TrentAnderson, J.D., M.B.A.

•This FREE seminar is open to all UCLA students!!

Any questions, call 1-800-KAP-TEST!

get a higher score

KAPLAN
'As doetanantad m m* May 1B04 Kaplan LSAT Paflormanc* Study coivltKMd byMa*
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Viewpoint
Commentary

Scapegoating fails to cure
By Mosun Lawrence
IMah-AndiOo

;

Proposition 187, an initiative
*^

barring illegal immigipants

from the use of public educa-
tional and medical services, is a
reflection of an American political

sham, diverting responsibility of
America's depressed economy,
poorly afforded public educational

system, and inner-city crime to an
individual or an individual group.

The canon ofAmerican individual-

ism not only prescribes being inde-

pendent, but [mesents a false notion

that individual groups are the inde-

pendent source of social fatigues.

The tendency to Wame tiie non-

represented and undeircpresented

for tile economic or "moral" degra-

dation ofAmerican society is

expressed in legislation like

Proposition 1 87 (which I refer to as

Operation Scapegoat). The initiative

attempts to curb illegal immigration
by creating laws tiiat would not

allow illegal immigrants from ever

surviving in tiie "land of die free."

If undocumented children and
parents are not given an opportunity

to be educated, tfiey will be unable
to imfMDve their poor economic
condition. If non-native children and
parents are denied medical treat-

ment until seriously ill, tiiey will

eitiier die because of pneumonia or
die of impoverishment, because of
an inability to work.

Initiatives resembling Proposition

1 87 presuppose and tiius blame tiie

undocumented immigrant for

overuse of public services, crime,

inadequate education, and tiie rise in

unemployment. This point-of-view

is simplistic and narrow-minded.

Legislation arises for political,

bureaucratic and fiscal reasons, but
it essentially arises from one men-
tality - "we have \6 take care of our
people firel" The Reagan and Bush
administrations (1980-92) took care
of tiieir people first and in tfiose

twelve years, many political deci-

sions were made to undermine tiie

ability of the underrepresented

African-American, Latino and

. . Asian communities from succeed-

ing economically.

The Reagan and Bush adminis-

trations spearheaded Uie systematic

cut of Federal Aid for many of tiie

programs tiiat help individuals of
tiie inner-city witii tiie pretense that

such programs were not needed. In

1980, funding for tiie

Comprehensive Employment
Training Act (C.ET.A.) was cut

and the General Revenue Sharing

program which assisted local gov-

ernment was eliminated.

Federal housing programs have

been cut 80 percent since 1980. In

addition, tiieir terms were successful

in creating more part-time jobs at

tiie expense of full-time jobs.

In consequence of ttiese cutbacks,

public policy has successfully creat-

ed a greater gap between tiie rich

and tfie poor. Peter Kwong, a jour-
nalist for ttie L.A. Times revealed

tiiat in 1992 these reductions trans-

lated to "[an] LA. [where] 40 to 50
percent of all African-American
men are unemployed." These reduc-

tions also led to 40,000 teenagers

out of school and unemployed.
Furthermore, these percentages do
not include tiie tiiousands of unem-
ployed, undocumented workers who
live invisibly tiiroughout L.A.

Subsequentiy, people ask why
tiiere are no jobs and why public

health services and classrooms are

overcrowded. The fact is tiiat elected

oflTicials have chosen to ignore tiie

demands of segments of our society.

The 1992 elected Clinton admin-
istration has jumped onto the scape-

goat wagon by creating legislation

which attacks tiie invisible Central

American, Mexican and Latino

commuiiities. Clinton began with
NAFTA (the North American Free
Trade Agreement or Operation -

Scapegoat I), whkh was not only
effective in harming American
union's baigaining power, but was
sold to tiie American public by cre-

ating fears and contempt for any

immigrant tiiat crossed the

Mexican/American border.

For instance, during the NAFTA
debates, tasked ag acquaintance

what he tiwught of NAFTA. I was
greatiy offended to hear him say, "I

wish tiiey would put machine guns
all across tiie border I'm sick of
immigrants taking my hard-earned

tax money." I am a child of two
immigrants - my mother is from
Mexico and my fatiier is firom

China.

Commentary

NAFTA and Proposition 1 87 are

initiatives tiiat don't "save states."

They only serve to create an "alien

invaders" drama and fear, which
effectively scapegpats immigrants

and displaces the injustice of the

American government's refusal to

better education, community ser-

vices and employment services few-

individuals of tiie inner city.

These initiatives are false. If you
want to impTowe schools, you have

to put money into schools and build

schools, not reduce tiie pay of teach-

es^ and bkickade tiie doors witii "No
Immigrants Altowed" signs. If you
want crime to decrease, jobs must
be made accessible so that individu-

als don't have to steal fcx* tiieir

bread

My pn^nsal is to stop pointing

tiie finger and start constructive

measures.

Mosun Lawrence Mah-Andujo is a
member ofthe UCLA community.

Banning books may leave slielvesVare
By Anna Quindien ^

The New York Times '

. ,

MONDAY: Begin Banned Books Week
by reading "Bridge loTerebithi^" by
Katherine Paterson. which parents in several
school disuicts have uied to remove from
required reading lists. Weep copiously at

real istic tale of friendship and loss among .

children.

Read account of attempts to have tiie book
removed from school libraries in

Mechanicsbufg, Pa. Cleigyman says the
book refers to church services as "boring."

Discover tiiat "Terebitiiia" caused such a
stink in Oskaloosa, Kan., tiial tiie school
board has required teachers to list each pro-
fanity in any book tiiey assign and how
many times tiie profanity is used. Page

tfirough book. Find a "damn" and write it

down. Feel like a fool. "I hate to say it, but
sometimes grown-ups are really stupid,"

says oldest child.

TUESDAY: Read reams of material about
tile banning of "In tiie Night Kitchen," fan-
ciful account of dreams of littie boy by
Maurice Sendak. Boy falls out of clotiies, is

naked, has penis. Penis has been described
as "desensitizing children to nudity"
(Beloit, Wis.), "nudity for no purpose"
(Norridge, Dl.) and "tiie foundation for

future use of pornography" (Elk River,
Minn.).

Discover that the profanity in

"Terebitiiia" includes the repeated use of
ttie word "Lord." Begin to agree witii oldest
child.

WEDNESDAY: Contemplate bookshelves

in office. "Moby Dick" encourages whale
hunting, "Anna Karenina" adultery.

"Shakespeare teen suicide, usury and the

occult. Faulkner, oy Consider what would
remain if all books containing sex, profanity,

racial slurs, violence were removed from
shelves. Narrow it down to "Cat in tiie HaC
dictionary and Bible.

Realize cat with hat encourages children to

make a mess while neither is out Discover in

American Library Association Banned Books
Week literature tiiat tiie Bible was challenged
as "obscene and pomographk" at library in

Fairbanks, Ala. Fear for future of human race.

THURSDAY: Read quote from Judy
Soulcret, mom supporting "Tferebitfiia" in

Mechanicsbuig - "Ifonly books tfiat no one
found objectionable were left on library

shelves, I fear tiiey would soon be bare."

Library Association sends infonnation on
case in Wyoming challenging Judy Blume
book "Forever." Judy reigning queen of
banned books, maybe because writes books
about teenagers in which tiiey talk and tiiink

like actual teenagers as oi^x^ to adult's

klea of what teenagers should be like. (How
quk;kly we forget)

FRIDAY: Consider entire K- 12 curriculum
ofbanned books. Great stuff all. Foolproof

~
pedagogk:al metiiod: tell students tfiey cannot,
repeat, CANNOT, read ttiese books. Tbo stim-
ulatir^. Watch reading scores soar. Next stq),

Faulkner. Decide oldest chikl is right Reread
'Bridge to Tferebitiiia." Even better tfie sec-
ond time.

Anna Quindien is a syndicated ccfOunnist
with The New York Times. i
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Keep open mind about everything, even fraternities

Alot of fieshmen have been
coining up and asking for

my advice on tiie greek

system. They say, "Peter, should I

rushr*

How am I su{^)psed to answer
tiiat question? ^ I say yes, am I

condemning tiiem to four years of
brain-numbing debauchery? And
if I say no, am
I dissuading

them from
having a

potentially

memorable
college experi-

ence?

The only

way I felt I

could give

these brand

new Bruins PotOf
the advice --^ .-_

tiiey deserved liaHUItOn
was to rush a ———

—

fraternity myself! TTiat might
seem strange to you since it is

public knowledge that I am
already a member of a fratenuty,

but I felt that was the only way I

could give freshmen an up-to-date

report on what fraternities are,

what rush is and what they should

consider before making such a

long-term decision.

I would have gone undercover

and reported on sorority rush also,

but some guy did the whole wig
and lipstick thing a couple of

years ago, so that angle had
already been done.

First of all, understand tiiis

about me. I ti^nk fraternities suck.

But I also think they are terrific.

Why tiie dualism? That's simple;

some fraternities are misogynistic

institutions tiliat foster idiocy,

while other fraternities provide a

structure that helps young men
develop into gentlemen.

The first time I rushed was in

tiie fall of 1986. 1 was 18 years

old and brand new to UCLA. My
first night at UCLA was spent at

wet rush (fraternity rush is now
called "dry rush" [i.e. no alcohol],

but it used to be termed "wet
rush" [i.e. alcohol]). I partied it up
at wet rush, and went back to my
dorm that night and threw up.

The next night was the same

story. And so on. Guys were bid

(offered membership to a fraterni-

ty) by how cool they were. That
basically translates into how well

they could party and hang with

the fellas. I guess I was cool

because I received a bid from an

established fraternity my second

night out. After throwing up in

their bathroom, I told the rush

chair (the person in charge of rush

at a fraternity) that I would think

about their offer. Something
inside me told me to wait.

I didn* t pledge a fraternity

(that's when a rushee accepts a

bid for membership) until the fol-

lowing fall. That fall I rushed a

different fraternity from the first

year because my roommates were
in it Big mistake. I didn't like

anyone else in the house except

my roommates. As it turned out,

the guys in the house didn't like

me either. When I refused to do
demeaning work (a form of haz-

ing) for an active member of the

fratenuty, the ding (expulsion)

ball started rolling, and I was soon
kicked out. Surprisingly, I didn't

care. All I lost was easy access to

-alcohol. My friendship with my
roommates remained intact

The next yeSri skipped frater-

nity rush altogether because I was
tired of the game. I had tried it,

and was dissatisfied with what
fraternities had to offer. That was
how I felt when I heard a national

fraternity was looking to start a

chapter at UCLA. They said tiiey

were looking for students who
were leaders, athletic and most of

all, gentiemen. The last criterion

intrigued me. Gentiemen?
I applied, and with the help of

80 other men we founded a frater-

nity like no other at UCLA (so

this article does not turn into an

advertisement for my fraternity, I

will not name the fraternity I

belong to). I am proud that I am a

member of a fraternity that

demands that its members spend

10 hours a quarter doing hands-on

community service. I am proud to

be a member of a fraternity that

achieved a group GPA that was
higher than the UCLA average

and higher than any other fraterni-

ty on the row.

I am proud to be in a fraternity

with men who were the 1993

Interfratemity Council (DFC) vol-

leyball champions. I am proud to

be in a fraternity that won five out

of five possible awards during

Spring Sing 1993. And I am
proud to be in a fraternity whose
members graduate from UCLA
and study law at Harvard and

UCLA, nuclear engineering for

the Navy, microbiology at UCLA,
law at Chicago and of course, art

at UCLA.
In spite of all this back-patting,

I am not saying that you should

"go greek." This article is meant
to remind you how important it is

to keep an open mind and explore

what interests you until you find

it. Jf I took tiie first bid that came
my way, I would have been a

member of^ party house. If I had
let myself be hazed, I would have

condoned a demeaning tradition

of a worthless fraternity. But since

I did neither, I had the opportunity

to help build a fraternity at UCLA
that conducts itself in a

respectable fashion.

Now I am not saying that being

in a fraternity will get you into

Harvard law (even though my "lit-

tle brother" is presentiy studying

there), because being in most fra-

ternities will do the exact opposite

for you. What I am saying is, if

you are a partier, you can fmd tiie

perfect fraternity at UCLA tiiat

will allow you to continue with

your partying ways. If you like

feeling disenfranchised and need

someone to replace the father fig-

ure in your life, there is a fraterni-

ty out there that will gladly haze

you. And if you spend your col-

lege years meeting and befriend-

ing quality men (or women,
because this same logic works for

sororities) who are going places

with their lives, then there is a

worthwhile fraternity out there for

you.

If you think being a member of

an organized group is a pointiess

waste of time, then you are set.

There are many people on this

campus who have similar feel-

ings. Do what you want, just be

educated about what you do and
please don't b^ so myopic as to

categorize all fraternities under

the same tableau. That would be

sinular to saying that UCLA and
use are indistinguishable

because they are both universi-

ties.

I think you get the point. As for

me, I think I'll avoid rush next

year. Dry rush, though superior to

wet rush as a system for deciding

who is a suitable candidate for

bidding, is nonetheless boring. At
least one good thing came out of

rushing once again. 1 got to see

other fraternities' hidden rooms,

read their secret oaths and stand

before their sacrificial altars . .

.

5 naw - actually, I went down there

and all they did was serve me
endless amounts of free food and

soda pop. That is all for now. See
you in two weeks.

Peter Hamilton is a graduate art

student. His column wUi appear
on alternate Tuesdays.
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This freshman fails to find respectabie fraternity
By Brian Stannard

Before entering college, I never

had a high opinion of fraternities.

This may be due to the fact that

when I was 16 a bunch of friends

and I tried to sneak into a

Berkeley fraternity party and got

chased out because we weren't on
the guest list, and more important-

ly, because we weren't beautiful

Fbr the most part, I always had

the impression that fraternities

were for people who couldn't get

a beer on their own. They needed

a large group of like-minded peo-

ple to hold their hand along tiie

way.

Now that I'm actually in col-

lege and have experienced rush

week firsthand, I have even less

respect for the greek system. Now
I know there arc good fraternities

out there somewhere, but I still

haven't found one, so I'm just

going to relate my personal expe-

riences.

First off, I love how many fra-

ternity parties turn up the music

so loud and dish out so much free

beer that intelligent conversation

is basically useless. For the most

part, I've found that fraternity

parties are basically advanced

high school - a lot of drunk peo-

ple crammed into a stranger's liv-

ing room. The only element

missing from a fraternity party is

th6 police breaking everything up

at midnight.

And I find it funny that both

fraternities and casinos give out

free drinks. Why? Because both

of tiiem want to make you inca-

pacitated so that they can get into

your pants. Casinos want to get

into your pants pockets to steal

your money and drunk fraternity

boys want to get inside a girl's

pants for . . . well, you knoyv.

But the specific incident that

disturbed me most about rush

week occurred last Monday night.

After lying to the bouncer that I

was interested in rushing, I man-
aged to get into a fraternity party

that had a cool band inside that I

wanted to check out.

The band was rocking and

everything was going great until I

made the mistake of deciding to

go to the bathroom. After walking

through hallways stiewn with

empty Keystone cans and people

making out against the wall, I

finally found the men's roonu

That was my big mistake.

While in the middle of doing my
duty, I heard a slurred voice yell

out to me, "Hey, what the hell is

this guy doing pissing in my uri-

nal?" Through intuition, I figured

out that I was using the guy's uri-

nal. Then he got closer to meand
repeated the question again to a

couple of his other brothers who
were giving him emotional back-

up. I could understand how there

could have been a problem if I

had been going to the bathroom

CLAY PIG*

on the floor or on the guy's leg,

but I was simply using the urinaP

like any other civilized human
being.

After the guy warned me to

hurry up and get the fuck out, I

was out of there. Later a quote by

Henry Rollins came into my head
- "whatever you possess possess-

es you." I found it amusing to

think that the guy was possessed

by a urinal.

I came to the conclusion that

maybe people should pass up the

big fraternity parties and instead

do something constructive like

noaybe have a more intimate party

in the dorms, suites or apartments

where people can actually con-

verse with each other and learn

new things. Individuals are usual-"

ly more interesting than large

groups of people anyway.

Like I said before, I'm sure that

there are great fraternities and

sororities that do positive things,

but the lesson I learned that

Monday night was that the greek

system is not for me. There's

something about the group I just

don't trust.
'

Brian Stannard is afreshman
English major.'
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The provocative band Marilyn Marison tlirives on paradox.

Marilyn Manson strikes
out against conventional
By Nisha Gopalan

Not since the Revolting Codes'
"Beers, Steers & Queers - Drop
Your Britches Mix" lias a band so

provocatively incorporated the
subject of sodomy into a song -
until now. Enter Florida's Marilyn
Manson.

Marilyn Manson, the group,
manipulates voice textures and
bizarre soundbites to add to the

disturbing tone of their heavy met-
alesque album, "Portrait of an
American Family."

"I am the god of fuck," drones
lead singer Manson in "Cake and
Sodomy," as a woman's voice in

the background repeatedly chants,

"white trash." Within the song,
Manson manages to cover all the

talk-show favorites - a "red-neck-

burn-out-mid-west-mind," "libido

fa.scination," "oral defecation" and
"VCRs and vaseline."

The very name of the band rep-

resents an extreme - the contrast

between the glamorous Marilyn
Monroe and the criminally notori-

ous Charles Manson. Each band
member - guitarist Daisy
Berkowitz. bassist Twiggy
Rtmirez, muiti-inslramentalist
Madonna Wayne Gacy, drummer
Sara Lee Lucas and lead
vocalist/lyricist Mr. Manson -
incorporates the names of glamour
figures and criminals into his
name. The band remains serious
enough about its philosophy that

these created names endure off
stage.

"It's a two-edged sword," says
Manson, sounding over the tele-

phone vaguely like Arnold
Schwarzenegger, minus the
accent. "Marilyn Man.son is fueled

by sensationalism and it fuels sen-

sationalism. I'm making a mock-
ery of sensationalism."

Manson points out the irony in

"the fact that society wants to

reject it (sensationalism) and be
offended by it when it has created
it"

Shedding light upon the larger

picture, the band emtMiK:es para-
dox.

*i hate what I have become to

escape what I hated being," sings

Manson in "Organ Grinder."

"I'm a living contradiction,
says Manson. "l^thrive off of that

extreme - the positive and nega-
tive extreme, the male and female
extreme, the kindness and vio-
lence extreme."

Manson cites the Hegelian
dialect to illustrate his point: "It's

the juxtaposition of two diametri-

cally opposed archetypes. And
that's what Marilyn Manson really

is, taking those two extremes and
putting them together to come up
with this gray area that transcends,

for me, morality, sexuality. It gives

you the freedom to go in any
direction you want."

Manson's intrigue toward chil-

dren's films inspired the album's
first track, entitled, "Prelude (the

Family Trip)" - Manson reciting

the tune sung by Willy Wonka
during the boat ride in "Willy
Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory."

"When you're a kid, you're
fearless. You're more of an indi-

vidual as a kid." Fittingly, a 6-year
old, Robert Pierce, sings on the
album.

"When we originally wrote that

song, *(My) Monkey,* I tried to
make myself sound like a kid
because it sounded like a nursery
rhyme. And I heard that kid
singing it because his parents had
our demo tape. It sounded perfect

to me. In the song, his voice and
my voice kind of melt together
and yon can't tell which one is

which. I like that."

Manson. who attended a strict

Christian school, lashes oiit

against adults masking reality
with morality. "Morality is used to

control. Morality was designed to

benefit the people who created it,

not the people who are controlled

by it," says Manson, echoing
Nietzsche. "That's why you have
to create your own morality. But
with that, you have to be responsi-

Wc."

In "Dogma," Manson shrieks.
"Burn the witches, bum the witch-
es, don't take time to sew your
stitches," seemingly pointing his

Arts & Entertainment

LACMA portrait

exhibit provokfes.

viewers' personal

(definitions of self

By John Irvin

Cauglit by
obstruct the relationship between
the viewer and the subject by frag-

mentation of the subject as a
whole.

even, "Are you going to take through the environment around
careof mer ' them. Louis Faurer, in his work

Other artists define their self titled "Self-portrait, 42nd Street
through their role. Edward El Station looking towards TUdor

A self-portrait. is a statement of Staichen, in his "Self-portrait City," shows himself reflected in
self. In fact, anytffing we do - with Brush and Palette, Paris," a series of windows which
putting on certain clothes, per- poses at the easel, with palette reflect some of the elements of
forming our job, taking our and paintbrushes in hand. O. mid-town Manhattan in the
exams, singing a song - can be Winston Link poses with an background, including the
considered self-portrait in that it assistant and his impressive Chrysler Building,
reflects our own inner feelings and array of cords and lighting Still other artists define them-
self-perccption. equipment in "Link and Thorn selves through action, fantasy
A self-portrait provides the with Night Flash Equipment." and mortality. Eadweard

The camera shows what
appears to be a female figure seat-

ed on a chair. She is wearing tight

pants and stockings, and she is artist with the opportunity to pre- Margaret Bourke White, in Muybridge shows himself per
blindfolded. Her hands are tied sent himself or herself to the view- "Self-portrait with Camera," forming athletic activities such
behind the chair. The photograph er. The process is self-conscious shows herself standing by her as walking and swinging a pick
is a self-portrait by Pierre and self-revealing. It is personal, camera mounted on its tripod, at in a series of step by step pho-
^o""*f^- A statement of.self is an intimate the ready, with an air of self-con- tographs in "AnimalA viewer might ask why a experience in which the photogra- fidence. Self-portraits can show Locomotion." Duane Michals in
woman appears as the subject of a pher decides how much or what human beings' pride in what "Self-portrait as if I Were Dead

"

self-portrait by a photographer angle of himself or herself to
with a man's name. Perhaps it is a reveal, and then controls the
woman using a man's name. But process of recording that image,
the date of the work is 66 years Some photographers control
after the photographer's birthdate, their image very carefully, while

they do.

Some artists define the self See CAMERA, page 26

and the subject looks young.
Perhaps the photographer is mak-
ing a statement of self by exclud-

ing his own image. PerhajJs the

photograph has be^n doctored in

some way.

In any case, the discrepancies

between our assumptions about
self-portraits and this result pro-
vide mystery to Molinier's self-

portrait.

Molinier's work and over 100
others are part of "The Camera I,"

a collection of photographic self

others let their hair down and
allow the camera to record what-
ever is there to be seen.

But if a self-portrait involves
the "self," what is the self? How
does the photographer define that

self?

The self can be many things.

Some, ''such as Robert
Mapplethorpe and Diane Arbus,
define their self through their

body. In Mapplethorpe 's "Self-

portrait" from 1980, he reveals
himself in the nude, from chest up.

portraits currently showing at Los with long flowing hair, bursting
Angeles County Museum of Art with animal sensuality.

through Oct. 23. In Diane Arbus" "Self-portrait in

The collection began as the pro- Mirror," she appears mostly
ject of Audrey and Sydney Irmas unclothed and also reveals a sen-
during the 1970s, and was donated suality, but of a different sort. She
to LACMA in 1992. It includes is obviously pregnant in the pho-
works ranging from the mid-19th tograph - her enlarged belly
century to the present day. shows it. The purpose of the pho-
A visitor cannot view the pho- tograph was to announce her preg-

tographs for very long without nancy to her husband, who was
reflecting on the nature of self- stationed overseas during Worid
presentation. The exhibit b6gs the War 11.

question, "What is self-portrait?"

Some works, such as the self-

portraits of Imogen Cunningham
and Edward Weston, seem like

Not only does her belly show
the physical state of being preg-

nant, but her entire body, her
stance, the attitude of her head and

Hbbert Mapplethorpe 's "S^tf-fHtrtnit,' 1988. is on display as part of UCMA's "The Camefa I" exhiWL

Straightforward presentations of the expression on her face all

the photographer as subject, reveal a psychological message of
Others, such as Molinie»'s untitled playful coolness and vulnerability,

work, test the credulity of the Arbus shares a very touching and
viewo-. ^ personal moment with the caBiera.

SliN ^ttow^Mcfa as works by The pose seems to say. 'flere \

Wbt NbnHm and Aady Warhol, am," or "Loc^ what yoa did." or Diane Arbus' "Self-Portrait In Mirror.' 1945.

Atonement,' fresh beginnings liighlight exiiibit

STEVE IWM^y Bnjiin

, Photography is a part of Kerckhoff Art GaUery's exhttm 'Idmat
See MAimON, page 26 Jews Do In September: Accounting and Atoning."

New gallery show celebrates

Judaism, holiday season
By Barbara E. Hermnrfi
Daily Bruin Staff

The month of September holds special meaning to

Jews, a month centering around Judaism's high holi-

days, a time of nmtU analysis and the ceMxation of
the new year. The KerckhoflF Art GaUery honors the
high holidays with the exhibit, "What Jews Do in

September: Accounting and Atoning," banding
together numerous Jewish artists to present their

impressions of holidays from Rosh Hashanah to
Sukkot. Each piece illustrates atonement, tradition

and fertility in difTering artistic media.

"We tried to write up explanatory noies for the at
and artifacts," says Tztli Mor, co-director of the
Kerckhoff Art Gallery, afraid the di^^y of Judaica
may confuse thwic not familiar with it *Thc holidays

try to prepare you ethically and morally for ite new

year."

Coming on the heels of Sukkot, the last holiday of
the season, the art show closes a chapter on a reli-

gious and spiritual time. "The exhibit is not about
being Jewish, but about a general theme of New Year
and new beginnings. We chose the theme of the
Jewish New Year to coincide with the school's new
year," says Mor.

The fallery features artists using a variety of
media. Amy Goldenberg. a graduate student of
library science in the newly installed Graduate
School of Education and Informational Science, is a
master of the papercut Using fall colors of burnt
orange and brown, Goldenberg's shivit, "Shiviti for

Sukkot", a traditional Jewish papeix^utting. manages
to convey the feel of a home during Sukkot, complete
with shiviti, palm fronds and Byzantine terraced
walls.

As an undergraduate in art, Goldenberg special-
ized in i™:tal arts. In her last .semester of college she
discoverwJ the am ient art of papcrcutting and loved
iL "I decided to try one and I was hooked," she says.

She was so hooked that she wrote her first book on
the subject, "Plapercutting: Reviving a Jewish Folk Art"

"It's really a folk art in every culture," Goldenberg
stresses. "In Jewish culture, it's usually Mizrah and
Shivit, decorations for holidays."

Continuing the holiday theme, Ruth RobertsT
docent for the Hebrew Union College Skirball
Museum, contributed cards she makes commemorat-
ing Jewish holidays. "I don't sell," Roberts says. "I

give them to people who appreciate it."

Her numerous cards, each celebrating holidays
like Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, convey images
of creation and finality. In her "Yom Kippur Seal,"
her minimalist take on the ending of atonement
makes it a powerful piece. "I wanted to give up the
finality of atonement," Roberts says.

The dark red seal, so reminiscent of blood, enclos-
es an envelope like the ending of an event, a time, a
life. Still, at the center, closely a viewer can see an
almost freeing and hopeful vision of a bird's flight.

Roberts had originally considered a gold or silver
seal but a majestic-holy feel wasn't the effect she

wanted. She wanted something a little more antique
and found that in touring historical Virginia. Finding
the old sealing wax, used in colonial times, reminded
her of the antiquity of her card. The wax was also

_^the only one that held up to mailing." she reasons. _
Her other cards explore Creation and honor the

New Year, such as Selichot. "It's the beginning of
prayers and preparations for the holidays, ones of
adoration, thanksgiving and repentance."

More i^tographs depicting bicoastal celebrations
line the wall of Kerckhoff. Using bqth people and
food. Bill Aran's photographs remind the viewer of
family, tradition and primal sensuality. Paul Vogler's

traditional "Shofar" uses the inuige to awaken people
to their responsibilities.

Miriam Krombach's earthenware illustrates the
family and simplicity of the holidays and Carrie
Ungerman uses tfie symbolism of the pem^ranate to

portray fertility. While most of the pieces have more
subtle symbolism, the materials on loan from the

^

J

See KERCKHOFF, page 26
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Sugar
'RIe Under: Easy

UttMiIng"
(Rykodisc)

Though this roars

to life with the barn-burning
**Gift," a devastating life-in-the-

age-of-AIDS song, most of this

,„j^iates so much brightness you'd

think Bob Mould's ex-bandmate
—Grant Hart was doing some ghost-

Not all CDs are created equal.

..it^»-

writing. Truth is. Mould hasn't

rocked this hard since Husker
Du's "New Day Rising," and he

certainly hasn't come up with this

many catchy melodies on his own.
The probable reason? Love, and
happy love at that, which domi-
nates most of the numbers on the

first side (David Barbe's sopho-

moric slagging of company men
being the only exception, and the

only weak cut here). On any other

album, people would be guessing

the identity of the self-absorbed

and self-pitying protagonist of

"Granny Cool," but in this context

it can be no one else but Mould
himself, laughing good-heartedly

at his reputation as an over-serious

chronic depressive. And with his

guitar - whether he blitzkriegs

with his machine gun electric or

lifts you up with his soaring
acoustic - he makes you feel the

renewed fife in his spirit M.X

Sindad O'Connor
"Universal

Mother"
(Chrysalis)

CI) of the Week

Like Axl Rose before her,

O'Connor blames, blames,
blames, pointing her self-right-

eous finger at those who have
wronged her, without ever bother-

ing to look in the mirror. At least

the objects of her petulance aren't

"immigrants and faggots," Erin

Everley or the entire female sex.

Regardless, who wants to hear an

hour's worth of someone whining

about being a victim, especially

when it's conveyed by lulling

tempos and hypersensitive piano

and acoustic guitar parts?

Remember, Ronald Reagan and
Richard Nixon blamed the media
for their problems, too (compare
Sin^ad's "I'm not no red foot-

ball/To be kicked around the gar-

den" to Tricky Dick's "You won't

have Richard Nixon/To kick
around anymore." At least when
Courtney Love dealt with the

same concepts on her "Live

Through This " she allowed that

perhaps some of her problems
inight be self-generated, but

O'Connor would never grant her-

self such honesty or self-insight.

In this context, even a target wor-

thy of criticism, England's colo-

nial presence in Ireland, fails to

illicit a listener's empathy, a

crime that O'Connor compounds
by comparing Ireland to a "bat-

tered child" that needs "know-
ledge and understanding," as if

"what her country really needs is to

be admitted into group therapy.

Didn't this artist used to be vital?

Suggested Alternate Title:

"Universal Martyr." MX.

Slayer "Divine

intervention'*

(American)

Sinead O'Connor

A Weak CD
With their newest material in

four years. Slayer makes at least

one thing absolutely certain - these

guys are not yet too old to do some
serious cerebral damage.
The uniquely scalding vocals

and tirelessly devastating guitar

lines which have made Slayer the

defmitive extreme metal band for

12 years show no sign of fading

from the band's repertoire.

Musical tones ranging from fore-

boding to downright belligerent

provide the backdrop for Tom
Araya's snarled lyrics focusing on

gore, death and violence. Crushing

percussion and frenzied guitars on

"Mind Control" and "Ditbhcad"
reinforce Slayer's status as the

kings of high velocity metal. But

as on the albums "South of
Heaven" and "Seasons in the

Abyss," it is the slower-bum title

track that truly showcases Slayer's

demonic potency. The haunting

guitars and coarse vocals of
"Divine Intervention" highlight

the band's primary theme - a mor-

bid fascination with all things evil:

While other metal mega-
celebrities such as Metallica and

Anthrax seem to have softened up

a bit through the years, Slayer's

latest puts a dramatic halt to the

trend. The guys may not be as

young or as angry as they used to

be, but the music is as dark and
menacing as ever. J.S. A-

Dave Edmunds
"Anthology
(1968-90)"

(Rhino)

Like Rhino's John

Cale anthology, the inexplicable

need to acknowledge history brings

this two-CD set down. The embar-

rassing tracks finom Edmunds' for-

mative years find the British

traditionalist recasting Bizet and

Khachaturian as "rock" tunes,

because he "wanted to do on die gui-

tar what Keith Emerson was doing

on the organ" (unfortunately, he suc-

ceeds). C)n the other end of the col-

lection, the "declining years"

observe the former hero selling his

soul to "Porky's Revenge" and the

roller rink production of E.L.O.'s

JeffLynne. In between, though, the

man rocksi.

Like most traditionalists,

Edmunds can't write songs as well

as he can pick them out of his recotd

collection (Smiley Lewis, the

See EDMUMPS, page 27
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Band'sjcoffeeshop acoustics
entertain Fhrentel audience

By Brian Ramick

If for only an hour or two, it

seemed that the reign of hard rock
over the Palace temporarily ceased
with the presence of a small
Australian band named Frente!
(exclamation point intended and
defmitely necessary).

Indeed, last Friday night the
band showed the guests of the
Palace that acoustic rock is alive

and well in the land of music.
Frente!, with that trademark

exclamation point, toured
Southern California last weekend
promoting "Marvin the Album,"
their second release and first full-

length album on the Mammoth
Records label.

The group has an on-stage pres-

ence that is not typical of bands on
tour. They actually talk to one
another in a conversational man-
ner, making the show more than
just a bombardment of their latest

material, and a chance to get to

know the members of the band as
human beings.

The fans, too, seemed to enjoy
this natural style. Following the
first song, a fan in front of the
stage held up a bouquet of flowers
for lead vocalist Angie Hart. "Go
gel the pretty flowers, Angie," said

Simon Austin, lead guitarist. She
gently bent down to pick them up,

gratefully thanked the fan and

Frentefplayed oh.

They performed almost every
song on "Marvin the Album,"
including a strange yet fantastic

version of "Labour of Love," one
of their biggest hits. With the
absence of the flutist for unknown
reasons, Simon Austin took the
opportunity to demonstrate his
ability to imitate a flute with his

voice. This attempt turned out to

be quite hilarious, actually, but
still showed Frente !'s casual atti-

tude toward their music.

Austin showed more of his
musical talent - this time on the
guitar - in an excellent version of
"Lonely," featuring some of his

most melodic chord progressions,
easily keeping the Palace crowd
captivated and begging for an
encore.

Although the audience was def-

initely enjoying the show, singing
along to Frente! 's version of New
Order's classic "Bizarre Love
Triangle," Hart seemed disap-
pointed that no one was dancing.
"If you'd like to dance, then ... I'd

like for you to dance," she said
with her enchanting Australian
accent. The crowd laughed, but
even with her plea, the dancing
never really did pick up;

Some technical problems devel-

oped about half way through the

show, starting with the bass play-

er, Tim O'Connor. He left the

A.<^« Li.^ I...--1 ,- s. xw ^ . „ AUDREY LEEAJaily Brum
Angle Hart, lead vocalist of Frente!, accepts flowers from a fan during a performance at the Palace.

stage a couple of times, while the

rest of the band went on without
him. "I'-m having a horrible
night," Hart mentioned toward the

end of the set, although the prob-
lems went almost unnoticed to the

audience and definitely did not
take away from the performance
as a whole.

Frente! has such a casual

approach to their music that one
could feasibly see them as a sim-
ple coffeehouse band (by no
means meant degradingly), which
is a characteristic that few bands
possess. Angie Hart's soft voice
coupled with Simon Austin's
catchy guitar riffs and unique
dancing style make Frente's on-
stage presence almost irresistible.

The band continued the set with
riveting versions of "Most
Beautiful" and "Cuscation." A fan

waved his cigarette lighter in the

air, only to be given a signal by
Angie Hart to extinguish the
flame.

Much to the surprise of the

See FRENTE, page 27
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Sat/Sun 11:00 Alyl

WESTtWOOl
1050Gaytey
206-7664

(3«>]I%0-103(!
FrVSat^ea (1:3IM:ao{-7:30-10:30

WESTWOOOI
lOSOGaytey
206-7664

Fsrsal9aM(P6-1»
(2:45)-7^-10.«)

Ffi/Sat/Suo (1fl>-4M>)-7«)-l0.tn

LANDMARK

West L.A.

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Pinisa FHai
2:30-4:45-71)0-9:15

Noi

Beveriy Hills

M0MCA4
1322?nd Street

394-9741
(1:30)-4:15-7a>-9-J0

tHESTWOOOS
lOSOGaytoy
206-7664

iniHHai(P8-1»
(4:45>-7:15-9:46

^. SM/Sun jZjgO-f;<6h?:l|:9:45

Mon-Fr»-(2:20). sSlSSih^m

1314 VMtHiire Blvd.

394-6099
5ffl)-7:15-9:30

Sat/S«in/WM Matt 12:30-2:45

Bevirty ConnectkMi

La CIsnMuat Bevsrty Blvd.

Free 2 1^ hour validitsd partdng
659-5911

MOMCA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
ABsasrlsaMtreva

Fri/Sat Midnight

WEST1M004
lOSOGaytoy
206-7664

1S14WMiireBM.
3944090

Iks

naaUR^iil
([2:«?7:S

(4:4S)-tO:1J

falOrtakMi
7«W:45

Sat^n/IMW Man 1:15-4.00

Santa Monica
CMISWMI Psrssl8sM(PS-18)
1313 SrdSt Prgnwiada (2JO)-730-toiO
395-1900 F>VSaMS«n(1:t»U:1s{^7J0il0^
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eottW. (12«))-2«M«)-6^004«)-10O5
4n<a02 Sony, No Pasasd Accepted

WOmOCPAVUlM
Goldwyn
4^-a»2

UN
I

12A>-2:2S-4iO-7:46-tO:

Qsssa sf Iw Oaseit (R)
Sat/Sun 11D0AM

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Welworlh
475-0441

UA WESTWOOD
10689 WWNvorth
475-9441

AfleedMaalaAMca(R)
SRTHX Stereo

Cal ThaaHe tor Showlimes

1NXDTS
|ia))-3:15-5 30-7:45-100)
Sony, No Passes AoosplMl

11am«BrWIM(P«-1S)
12«>-2:30-5:10-7:46-10:2()

1:45-4:46-7«i-9J5

WESISmPAtlUOi MDrMML
gWw' (11:15)-1:55-4:»-7:15-950

WESTSm PAVILION Ttoi
GMd^ (12:46)-3:00-5:15-7:30>r40

TNX

West Hollywood

Nal|MB|

i(ro)
OoKiy Stereo

UAWOTWOOO nsMs«(P«-1»
10669MMKwrth TlHNsdKsrsMKM(Pe-1s{
475-9441 CaThsatniorSlKMMImes

Msa-Fil.lal

(M

«k^

12«0-2:40-52M«MO:4d wmni
(213)848-3500 (1:30H:1ft-7«0«a9

TsnMMltMMl|rM-1]
12:15-3A>4J0-Sdi»-10:a

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

CRnmoNt
1313 3rd St
386-1999

(2J0HI:1^^RJj
(t2:pO-2404:10(-75O-1O20

WESTSttE PAtmJOi
GoGoldwyn OlsaaOsaM

(n:OOsm)efliy

Oia^M Prsssal Osaisr (P0-1SI
-"T45-7 00 10:15

Iksi
(4:40>0:40

Sasntdno ill iMtev
X (2:30)-7rfS^SMS<MMIM8ii

Westwood
12JO-3'

(213)848-3500 (1:t9HA>4:46-0:30
1202W(stwDOdBlvd r2l!So7:^3
474-7006 Sal/Saa 12A>-225-450-7:15-9:40
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#*^ COME
RIGHT
IN.
WE'RE

ALWAYS
OPEN

Whether it's three in the morning or three in the afternoon take some time out

from yoiir studying. Our 24 hour express store is stocked with all the essentials

(and goodies) you might crave at dusk or dawn.

Village
AliVJJ ^xpressmart

F O O D S T OR E

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (310) 209-91.1 1 • FREE parking, while at Expressman
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Present this copfi to ttie attendant dt

The Gameroom

V

i

A(K[RMAN UNION A-LEVEL
.

The Gameroom :

Come (heck out our selection of
|

,. overllOqames: |

VIDCO GAMES !

PIKBAU
'

^ AIR HOCKEY

and at NORTH (AMPUS

The Level Beyond
choose fram 30 games:

POOL TABLES

VIDEOGAMES

PINBAU

AIRHOCKEY

kkmm Uiniiie

for 2 free credits oh the game of

your choice.

12

The Level Beyond
North (ampus Student Cefitfr

N-11i9iifli-10|>Ri;(9fli-7|in;MtlO«-6|iiii; 5ui lisn-^

for 4 free credits on the fame of

i your choice.
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Clinton politics send
'gpnzo' into withdrawal
By Mike Comeaux
Los Angeles Dally News

Powerful addiction, says Hunter"*

Thompson, con^ls White House
hopefuls to undertake their presi-

dential campaigns and motivates

writers such as him to chronicle

the bloodletting on the road to

Election Day.

The satirist and gonzo journal-

ist, a high-mileage veteran of the

presidential campaign trail since

1972, offers this explanation in his

latest weird account of his life and

times, "Better Than Sex:
Confessions of a Political Junkie."

"It's a rush that a lot of people

will tell you is higher than any
drug they've ever tried or even
heard about, and maybe better

than sex ...
," he writes.

"Not everybody is comfortable

with the idea that politics is a

guilty addiction. But it is. They
are addicts, and they are guilty

and they do lie and cheat and steal

- like an junkies."

In this account of the 1992
Clinton-Bush-Perot contest, the

"Rolling Stone" magazine essayist

delivers yet another of his trade-

mark ccx;ktail mixes of unbeliev-

able tales - mostly personal - and

dark observations about the

sausage grind that is the U.S. pres-

idential sweepstakes.

Packed with egocentric anec-

dotes, musings and reprints of
memos, faxes and scrawled hand-

written notes, the volume could

have been subtitled "What I did

and said and thought, or might
have, during the campaign."

Some of the author's unconven-

tional memos to colleagues reach

the point of tedium. Nonetheless,

there are memorable yams - some
of them perhaps based on truth -

about politics. Bill Clinton (whom
the author calls "Mr. Bill") and the

first days of the new Democratic

administration.

Sure, Thompson paints a bleak

picture in the manner of a dement-

ed doctor dissecting dema-
goguery. He declares that Clinton

and his campaign strategists

James Carville and George
Stephanopoulos are "liars," and
condemns George Bush as a

"monster and a fraud and a failure,

and he has worked overtime to

give politics a bad name."

But, Thompson confesses that

he, too, suffers from political

addiction.

He reveals, for example, that he

had intended to ignore the 1992
presidential derby because a Bush
re-election seemed certain, and
later scrambled to get in on the

action after Texas maverick Ross
Perot jumped into the fray and
created the prospect of disarray in

a three-way race.

Thompson further reports that

he was taken aback at what he

considered a shocking demand
while trying to become a voting

delegate for Perot. To ensure loy-

alty, Perot insisted in advance that

he sign an undated letter of resig-

nation. The punch line: Thompson

.

acknowledges to his readers that

he never intended to vote for

Perot, anyway.

"It is awkward for me to admit,

now, that the fun I saw with Perot

was not democracy, but anarchy,'*

the self-professed political junkie

tells us.

Thompson says he Iracked-

Clinton simply as an alternative to

Bush, and he size;s up the

Arkansas Democrat as a Jimmy

"They (politicians) are

addicts, and they are

guilty..."

Hunter Thompson

Carter clone - one who gives

Republicans four years to regroup

for a successful 1996 assault that

will put the GOP in control of the

Oval Office for ahother eight or 1

2

years. It is a prospect he finds dis-

pleasing.

Apart from such forecasts,

Thompson expounds on the rules

and lessons of contemporary poli-

tics. The only real rule of politics,

he writes, is "Don't Get Caught"
On the scandals (Gennifer

Flowers, Iran-Contra) which seem
to plague occupants and seekers of

the White House, he advises that

the only tactic that works - what

he calls the real lesson of presi-

dential politics in the '90s - is

"never admit anything, except
where you were bom."

In a Hnal chapter noting the

death of Richard Nixon, he salutes

the ex-president as a political pro-

fessional. Which from this author

is damning, indeed.

"I got into politics a long time

ago and I still believe, on some
days, that it can be an honofable

trade," he writes. 'That is not an

easy belief to hang on to after

wallowing for 30 years jn the

belly bf a beast that has beaten

and broken more good men and

women than crack and junk
bonds combined. Politics is a

mean business, and when
September rolls around in a presi-

dential campaign, it gets mean on
a level that is beyond most peo-

ple's comprehension."-

Ultimately, Thompson - in

what he claims is his final book
on politics - gives us a conta-

giously depressing message with-

out the degree of outrageous
au4acity that drove his earlier

works. Blame it on battle fatigue,

perhaps, or maybe just chalk it up
to the anguish of a political

junkie in withdrawal.
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Christopher McDonald, center, portrays talk show host of the
-i950s, JacK Barry, tn the controv&rstal film "Quiz SFow.

'

'What is' the real
quiz show scandal?
By Voronlque tfe Turenne
Los Angeles Dally News

You saw the film "Quiz Show"
and now you think you know what
happened in the 1959 game-show
scandal?

I>on't bet on it.

An increasingly vocal group of
people who either lived through
the cheating scandals or
researched the period call the film

deceitful. From altered facts to

cooked-up dialogue, '*Quiz
Show" is as dishonest as the
rigged game shows it vilifies,

detractors say.

"TTiis nK)vie is filled with fabri-

cations and distortions from begin-

ning to end," said Joseph Stone, a

retired New York judge who led

investigations into the scandal 40
years ago, when he worked in the

New York District Attorney's
Office. Stone also co-wrote a book
detailing the era, "Prime Time and
Misdemeanors: Investigating the

1950s TV Quiz Show Scandal"
(Rutgers Press; $14.95), with Tim
Yohn.

"Practically the only thing that

is tme in the movie is that Stempel

received help, Snodgrass received

help, and Van Doren received
help," Stone said, naming the

game-show contestants.

The quiz show scandals
occurred in the late 1950s, a time

when question-and-answer shows
dominated the airwaves. At their

peak, quiz show viewers numbered
more than 50 million, and spon-
sors had to prepare by delivering

extra quantities of advertised prod-

ucts to local stores before the
shows aired.

Producers routinely coached
and orchestrated the rise and fall of
quiz show contestants, assuring

high ratings. That's entertainment,

they said.

"Quiz Show," a highly
acclaimed film directed by Robert
Redford, takes a close look at

"TXventy-One," a game show that

ran for two years beginning
September 1956. "Twenty-One"
ratings started to skid as contestant

Herbert Stempel was on a long
winning streak. Stempel, who had
been fed questions all along, was
pressured by producers into pur-

posely losing to challenger Charles

Van Doren, an upper-crust college

instructor and son of Pulitzer
Prize-winning poet Mark Van
Doren.

Embittered, Stempel blew the

whistle on the scam. New York
City's eight major newspi4)ers had
a field day. Previous allegations by
a contestant from another game
show having set the stage, a grand

jury and congressional investiga-

tion followed.

The end result was a dearth of
quiz shows on television, and fed-

eral regulations making it illegal to

rig them.

In the film, the events were
squeezed into a matter of months.

In reality, they unfolded over a

pericxl of years.

"Quiz Show" anoints investi-

gator Richard Goodwin as the

super sleuth who single-handedly

gathered and put together the clues

to figure out the scam. In reality,

Goodwin was still in law school as

the scandal ran its course, coming
on the scene after the fact.

"Gcxxlwin says he was the first

to uncover the scandal and was
instrumental in revealing the alle-

gations of Herbert Stempel,"
Stone said. But "it was the news-

papers that first disclosed what
was happening. In the movie, it

appears that Mr. Goodwin dis-

closed it.

The film's producers are candid

about taking the events of three

years and comfxessing them into a

shorter time period. They say the

big screen's Goodwin serves as a

composite of dozens of people who
worked to uncover the scandal.

"We're all sort of perplexed
about this reaction," said Gail
Mutmx, a co-producer who devel-

oped the film from an idea based

on a chapter in a book. She was
instrumental in getting Redford
involved.

Stone also noted that "Quiz
Show" portrays Robert Kinter,

late head of NBC, as the heavy
who picked up the phone and
ordered tlife producers to dump
Stempel.

In reality, NBC didn't buy
'*Twenty-One" until after the

fixed show involving Stempel and
VanDoren. Kinter's involvement
has never been proved. Stone said.

Redford and screenwriter Paul

Attanasio say the fictional ele-

ments of the film do not under-

mine the larger truth - that the quiz

shows were rigged, that hundreds
of participants perjured themselves

to keep that secret, and Van
IX)ren's life was mined.

"Quiz Show" is not a docu-
mentary, the producers point out.

Albert Freedman, a co-producer

of "Twenty-One" who admits to

rigging the quiz show, is unfavor-

ably portrayed as an inarticulate

lout in the film. He said he was not

consulted on the film and has
threatened to sue.

"I see extraordinary irony that a

film that purports to talk about a

rigged television show is more
rigged than the television show
itself," said Freedman, who is in

his late 60s. He serves as a vice

president for General Media, a

magazine-publishing company
whose titles include Omni,
Compute, Longevity, Four
Wheeler and Penthouse.

"Most people seeing the film

See QUI2, page 26
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Why spend your life looking

forvrard to living abroad

vrhen you can be

looking back on it?

Why sit in a stateside classroom dreaming about

Stonehenge or the Parthenon i^hen you could see

them for yourself? Don't v^ait until after you

graduate to catch, the travel bug. Instead, vrhy not

spend a semester or a year making memories that

\srill last a lifetime? And of course, you'll learn a

thing or two as \^^ell. Ask your study abroad advisor

about Beaver CoUege programs.

Call for a free catalog today.

—-- 1.800.755.5607 ---

^

J Define your™ TO SUCCESS
Since 1852 Well* Fargo Bank has defined its path to success through a stmng In-lief in teamwork, integrity,

flexihility and commitment. These values have enabled us to meet our goals and move forward with confidence.!. »

We take an active interest in helping future hanking professionals find their own personal path to success. Our

team consists of a diverse group of people who bring us their varied talents, viewpoints, interests and

experiences. Through their eiforts we maintain our high standards and define our future.

If you are considering a career in banking, we invite you to learn more about us. As a member of our team, your

(contributions Will be valued and your professional development will l)e encouraged. Our environment will

^
challenge your expertise and allow you to make the most of'ytmr potential in a <-ompany that leads the way in

financial services. To get started on your path to success, mark these dates on your calendar now.

'

INFORMATIOIN SESSION
(Sponsored by UBS)
October 11, 1994

RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

(Commercial, Corporate & Real Estate Lending)

Scheduled Interviews

November 7 A 17, 1994

PERSONAL BANKING OFFICERS
RETAIL BANKING DIVISION

Scheduled Interview*

November 7 & 8, 1994

PERSONAL BANKING OFFICERS
SUPERMARKET BANKING

Scheduled Interviews

November 16& 17, 1994

For more information contact your Career Center or write to: Recruitment Services, 420 Montgomery St. , 11 th

Floor, MAC #0101-1 18, San Francisco, CA 94163-1317. EOE M/¥fDf\.
,

WELLS FARGO BANK

'V r
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Steps for Success
1) Advertise in the Daily Bruin 825-2161

2) Watch your business grow. .
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The TI-86 builds on the

functionality of the TI-68

and adds a wide range of

graphing capabilities. So

math students can handle

calculus problems more

easily. And technical stu-

dents can see the functions

for a better understanding

of problems. The TI-85 also

handles complex numbers,

matrices, vectors, lists

and strings. Plus it offers

a powerful one-equation

SOLVER.

The TI-68 solves up to Tive simultane-

ous equations. Has complex number

functions. Offers formula program-

ming. Even has a last equation replay

feature. All at a great price.

Get Serious.

-t

Engineering, math or science major? Serious stuff. Get a

TI-68 Advanced Scientific or TI-85 Graphing Calculator from Texas

Instruments. They're designed for students and professionals and

recommended by professors.

Get the serious functionality you demand at a price you can afford.

Try a TI-68 or TI-85 at your local TI retailer today, or for more informa-

tion, call 1-800-TI-CARES.

. • . .
A

EXTENDING YOUR REACH"

Instruments

•-iMil: U-«aret 9 lobby.U.ooin In CmuiU, call I 800 Ml-a007 OI9B4TI IH000|g2

CAMERA
Fronn page 21

depicts himself laid out on a gur-

ney, While, dressed in black, he
looks on as a mourner.

Robert Mappiethorpe, in one of

his most famous woilcs, "Self-por-

trait," from 1988, announces his

partnership with his own
approaching death (he died of
AIDS-related causes in 1989) by
posing beside a skull topped cane.

In this photograph, the body is

blacked out, blending jn with the

background so that only his head
and hand can be seen, along with

the cane.

For Mappiethorpe, the progres-

sion from the earlier self-portrait

to the later one shows a marked
change in self-definition. Whereas
the earlier work emphasizes the

body, the later one makes the body
almost nonexistent. The earlier

woik has a feeling of freedom and

sensuality; the later one has a kind

of quiet reserve. It shows the seri-

ousness of a man who knows that

his time is limited.

Life is a journey, and we do
change. A photograph can only

record an instant in that journey,

but that instant can be filled with

much detail, both intentional and
unintentional. In the collection of

Audrey and Stanley Irmas, we can

gain greater insight into that jour-

ney, into the artists and into our-

selves.

The Camera I.' Displayed at Los

Angeles County Museum of Art

through Oct. 23. Admission Is $6
for adults, $4 for students ove^ 18

with ID, $1 for children under 18.

For nr)ore Info call (213) 857-6000.

QUIZ
From page 25 ^

think they are seeing the real thing,

seeing what really happened,"
Freedman said. "But it's a hoax,

just the way the show was."

He recently saw the film in a
movie theater.

"I (felt) a mixture of anger and
bewilderment, and a little bit of
nausea," he said. "It was a terrible

thing to see something that had
been so many years ago."

He particularly takes issue with

the scene that shows his character

fleeing to Mexico to avoid the

scandal while *Twenty-One" was
still on the air. In fact, Freedman
was blacklisted after ttie scandals

and moved his entire family to

Mexico in order to find work.

The film fails to give historical

context to the rigged shows, and
doesn't point out that fixing quiz

shows was a practice handed down
from decades of radio, Freedman
said.

"One could look at those times

today and be very, very upset,"

said Freedman, who says he
regrets his part in the scandal and

MANSON

its aftermath. "But back then ... no

one thought about it as anything

but show business, until the power
ofTV reared its head. And then we
saw that television was powerful

enough to elect a president"

Don Enright, son of "Twenty-
One" co-producer Dan Enright,

said his late father would have
been most angered by the film's

portrayals of Freedman and game-
show host Jack Barry.

"Jack wasn't that guy - they

portrayed Jack Barry as a buf-

foon," Enright said. "Jack was a

very smart Ivy League graduate,

just like Richard Goodwin."

Enright said he also was not

consult^ by the film's producers.

And he said he is angry that inno-

cent bystanders in the scandal have

been hurt.

Mutrux points out that the crux

of the matter - that the game-show
scandals resulted in mass perjury,

congressional hearings and, final-

ly, new laws - is ihe real story. The
film does an excellent job of pre-

senting it, she said.v -

From page 20

finger at the atrocities morality
can breed. "Goddamn your right-

eous hand," he whispers at the

beginning of "Get your Gunn."
According to Manson, hiding real-

ity from kids sparks behavior like

suicide and murder.

"I think in America everyone's
always trying to protect you from
yourself," explains Manson. "I'm
not saying to open the doors to a
kid and let him do what he wants.

What I'm suggesting is just a little

more open, just a little more hon-

esty and not using morals all the

time, using more reality and
explaining to kids their options in

life."

Manson defends his lyrics from
accusations that he advocates
racism, violence against women.

KERCKHOFF

<
murder and drug use. To Manson,
his lyrics simply reflect a brutally

honest depiction of reality. In

truth, he neither advocates nor
condemns actions.

In fact; Manson contends that

"any woman who feels alienated

can relate to that (Marilyn
Manson's philosophy). Any per-

son who behaves sexually differ-

ent than the norm can relate to

that. Anybody who is a different

race that doesn't fit in with the rest

of their city, or whatever, can
relate to that"

"I don't think we aim to offend.

I think we aim to get a reaction."

Marilyn Manson opens for Nine
Inch Nails at the Universal
Amphitheater on Oct. 4, 6 and 7.

From page 21

Gallery Judaica establish more
concrete symbols.

Howevei*, the works in the
gallery from both UCLA artists

and the outside community tie

together the symbols so predomi-
nant in Judaic tradition and cul-

ture.

ART EXHIBIT: "What Jews Do In

September: Accounting and
Atoning' presented by Cultural

Affairs Commission. Reception
tonight, 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at

the Kerckhoff Art Gallery Gallery

hours are 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
more Info., call (310) 825-6564.

Recycle This Paper.
Daily Bruin
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NBC eliminates pauses
in i>etween broaacasts
By Bin Carter— ^'

The New YDf1< Times

Whatever happened to the sta-

tion break?

That longtime tradition of net-

work television - a batch of com-
mercials between shows
surrounding a station-identifica-

tion announcement ("You're
watching Channel 13 in
Indianapolis!") - has disappeared
from NBC this fall and is an
endangered species on every net-

woric.

NBC has tried to eradicate the

entire notion of pauses between
programs this fall, having con-
cluded that any break at the end is

an invitation to viewers to go else-

where. Most noticeably, it has
changed the way a show's credits

are presented at the end of each
episode.

It is using a technique that com-
presses the credits into one third of
the screen and fills the remaining
two-thirds with what an executive

called 'Value-added entertainment

moments" - a brief final scene,
trivia questions about NBC shows,
bloopers and similar diversions.

. John Miller, the executive vice

president of advertising and pro-

motion for NBC, helped create a

project called NBC 2000, intend-

ed, he said, to "increase the net-

wcrrk's identification and
eliminate zapping."

Zapping is what viewers do
when they use the^remote control

to "surf' through^channels. Miller

said research showed that 15 per-

cent to 25 percent of viewers
defected from network channels
during station breaks. He said that

the credits signaled the audience
that the show was over and invited

the urge to surf.

To counter that, NBC has
invested what Miller called "a not

insignificant amount of money" -
he declined to say exactly how
much - to create a separate pro-
duction unit to reconfigure every
set of credits for NBC shows.

Some shows already had what
Mill^ called "living credits" -

additional epilogue-type scenes
intended to be run with the credits.

"Seinfeld" iias done this for
• years; its star, Jerry Seinfeld, does
several jokes from a stand-up rou-

tine as a coda to each episode.
This season those scenes occupy
only about two-thirds of the
screen, while 36 percent is filled

with a rolling band of credits.

On shows that don't produce
these added scenes, NBC is pro-
ducing its own diversions, ranging
from NBC trivia (which two NBC
stars were in the film "Diner"?), to

"classic" NBC moments <an
episode of the ne>y sitcom
"Friends" ended with a clip of its

star, Courteney Cox, in her first

NBC series, "Family Ties") to

"Backstage NBC" (look for
Ke4sey Grammer of "Frasier" at

home playing the piano).

Every show on NBC then
moves seamlessly into the next,

with no break for commercials.
The network has moved the sta-

tion-break commercials into the

regular breaks in mid-show. The
middle break in each program now
contains the commercials sold by
local stations that used to run
between shows. The station identi-

fication is in there, too.

Miller said local stations "love

this deal" because they could sell

their commercials at a premium
rate if they were inside a show
rather than between shows.

NBC is far from alone in trying

to herd viewers unobtrusively
from one show to the next. It is

now common on half-hour come-
dies on both ABC and CBS. One
ABC show this fall, "Coach,"
ended with a character picking up
a phone and making a catalogue

order. The call was picked up in

the first scene of the next show,
"Blue Skies," by a character who
runs a catalogue service.

Miller said: "I truly believe this

is the wave of the future.
Everybody has seen the research
that pushed us to this idea." But so

far only NBC has turned the end
credits into a package of mini-
scenes and trivia'questions.

By the way, they do supply quiz

answers - like Paul Reiser and
Tim Daly, the "Diner" stars - as

well.
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FRENTE
From page 23

almost sold-out crowd ai the
Palace, Frente! finished quite
abruptly with no encore, playing
less than one hour total. Perhaps
the technical problems became too

much to handle.

Aside from some small sound

problems, the Palace turned out to

be an excellent venue for the
acoustic-based band. Its small size

and intimate atmosphere gave the

audience an extraordinary oppor-
tunity to see this new music sensa-

tion doing what they do best -

EDMUNDS
From page 22

Everley Brothers) or have one of his

compadies write one to order (Elvis

Costello, Nick Lowe). The song
selection doesn't always sparkle
consistently as one would wish, but

when it's on - "Deborah," "I Knew
The Bride," "Girls Talk" or
Edmunds' original "Queen Of

Hearts" (yes, the one Juice Newton
ruined) - it makes you pine for a
compilation that skips the history

and sticks with the memorable stuff.

Such a disc exists - it's Swansong's
"The Best Of Dave Edmunds," and
it's still in the catalog.

M.T. B

We're Making a
Differerx^.

American Heart
Association

o
fi>

?
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lOtltiNi (Of nOn BuiNtStl

AdvErti$e.825-216t

There's still

time to get
nionev for this

semester from
Citibiink.

J

Whether you're an undergraduate

or graduate student. Citibank has a

student loan to meet your needs.

If you're short on funds this semester, you're

not alone. During the 30 years we've been

in the student loan business, students have *

often told us that they need extra money

during the course of the semester to pay for

tuition, books, and other expenses. If this

sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

the nation's Number One student loan

lender, to provide you with the best financial

aid products and services with these

important benefits:

I No payments while you are in school

I Low Interest rates

I Loans for students of all incomes

Monthly payments as low as $50

No penalty for eariy repayment

You don't have to be a current Citibank

customer to qualify!

The faster you respond, the faster we can

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

1-80(W92^200, ext 594. Call today,

and we'll get an application out to you the

next bu<|Jness day!

r^

Ciill l-8()(>-692-82(K) ext. 594

Yes!
4

I nee<J'a student loan now! •
*

Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

a All Federal Stafford Loans ^ a Federal PLUS Loan
(for underp-aduate and graduate students) (for parents of dependent students only)

n Citibank Graduate Loans

Field .of interest

NAME.

cmr

.AOOKBS .>tfT.

.STAn. .» .mtPHONf

SOOAISKUWTY* .YOUARECUWttNTlY: O AW UNDtRGRADU<kTl STUOCNT O A GRADUATS STU»4T YEAR Of GKADUATION

S9I S/M

Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS) ?

r P.O. Box 22948

Rochester. NY 14692-7085 CmBAN<0
J
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Han. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angetes. CA 90024

Class Line: (310)825-2221 CItss Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 20641528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, orr^ any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Oitr office is open Mosday-Friday. 9-4.

Classified rates DMMHines

My, 20 words or less $7.00 ClattliiillMair

Daly, nch additional word .49 1 woridng day t)etore printino, by noon.

WMdy. 20 words or less 25.00

Weeidy. each addttkmal word 1.30 2 worMnQ days iNfore printing, by noon

Display ads- student raH^toL Inch 8.00 MahaciMdaptyaMsjpttH.

Dleplay ads- local nta/toi. Ml IliS UCUDaHyBruiri.^

Frequency & Agency Rales AvaNibia

led. X 1 * 2inches x 1lnch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printino.

the ASUCI> CofflnunicaaonB Board tuly supports liM UnlMiMy 01 CMornk-s poMcy on nondk-

criMiiMlon. No mediwii shel aooept aiVeilieiiiei<i wtrich pnaent penone o( iny origin, race,

lelgion, tax. Or acxMl OftanHhin fei a demeaning iMy or imply that itMy are Mled to posiSonB,

c^eMMeMoinor state ineocie^.N^
hHiMMeligaiedanvoftiie servtoeeadwertieedortheaiMrtieefs nprteenled IniMe leeoe. Any perion

tNHavIng thai an aiMilieemeHt in Hiii issue vioiated ttie Board's poNcy on nondbofenineion staled

herain aheidd comwiiwicill oomplMs in writing to the Butinass Maneger, Oely Bruin, 225

ICarcMionHel, 306 WlBh«oodnBia.ij)s Angeles. fiA90024. For asststence with houelngiecrl^

naUon proMemt. cal De UCIA Housing Office at (310) 825^271 or cal the WeslMe Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

1. Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This mdkes it easier for readers to quickly

scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.'

How to write a good ad

^. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specifk:

descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

WESTWOOD. Spacious l-bdrm condomini-

um. Stove, refrigerator, l>alcony w^iew. 2-

min from UCI.A. 969 Hilgard. 24Hr lobby

service. Security building. $1150. 310-395-

5419.

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1" MONTH FREE!
• FREi! IMMEDIAlt H'jU'k l-'

.PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAIIABIE

1-800-309-8888

FUNDRAISER
$500 IN 5 DAYS
800-775-3851

EXT.33

IHIS WEEK ONL Y'

ALL bool(S in stocic

Social Science, Social

Welfare, Earth & Space

Science

QOx,]ZOifi
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

4 Financial Aid

NEED MONEY FOR COLIICE? Millioni of

scholar&iiip money goes urKlaimed eadi

year! No minimum CPVno minimum
income requlremerti. For application, call

310 984-0723.

9 Miscellaneous

Attention. Obtain (tudent VISA, MC, AMEX
to MBNA America to Chase, Manhattan to

Nation's Banlc. Automatic approval. Up to

$1000 credit line. Application, send S2S to

Jeny, 10151 University Blvd., Suite#320, Or-

lando, FL 32817.

WANTED: 50 PEO»T.E. Lose 10-29 lbs in 30

days and earn SS doing it 100% guaranteed.

310-456-6925.

10 Personal

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inK it. 100% Kuarantec. Call 31 0-281 -8628.

12 Research Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-1 1 yri. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with otm
Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

quesllonnairc. Please call 818-774-1141,

Healthy females wanted for research on cog-

nitive abilities. S30 for 4-hours. Ages 1 2 and

up. Call Marsha at 310-825-6006.

-THi,'

CHINESE AMERICANS
needed to complete questionnaire

for doctoral research on language

use and attitudes. Participams must

• b« 1 8 or older
• be American-born
• have 2 Asian-bom parents, both

of Chinese descent

Pkrtkipanu will be eligible for cash

prize drawing.

Cdl Jennifer at (3 1 0) 478- 1 726 or
(310)206-4138.

3 Campus Recruitnnent 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

€ n
PI

«v. o
PHI

PI KAPPA PHI is looking for FOUNDING
FATHERS to create their owrifraternity at

UCLA.

We are looking for:

* motivated individuals with
leadership abilities

*f well rounded men looking tp

enhance their college experience

Tuesday Oct, 4th W^Onggday Octt gth

3:30pm
intoniation

meeting in

Ackerman 3508

7:CX>9:(X)pm
BBQ at Synset Rec.

Thursday Oct. 6th

7pm information

Meeting
Life Sciences 4 1 27

Ik

FOR ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS CALL JAMES BENSON OR
ROSS KNOBLAUCH AT (310) 474-4506 (ROOM 305)

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do ail DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Be a gestational surrogate motiwr for inlertilc

coupieT Ages 21-37, tubal ligation OK,

mothers only please> 310-478-3806

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yr», own medical insurance. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl At IXllA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old wAnedical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-

Friday.

22 Health Seivices

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Proidiional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. EnharKC erection. Dr. Joel

Kapl»i 1-800-987-PUMP.

Acne. Tattoos

Sunspots & Scars
fJon Siir[)ical I aser Tiierapy lor

painless taciRi .-ikin rejiivRnatmn

ami removal oi acne, tattoos.

sunspots & scars. Low cost

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

schizophrenia

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

1861 W««t
(1 BUl Souai offlMita 1 BMO

Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P I i: \ S I ( A I I

CLINiQiL,TRUr$

1-800-854-3902

Healthy male/female age 1 8 or older needed
for medical imaging of the heart, study invol-

ves heart catheterization with blood samples

and injection of radioactive materials. $5Q^
for about 6 hrs. Call 310-825-1 118.

Hyperacthre boys with Mtentional problems

7-1 1 yrs, needed for (JCLA ruearch profecL

Receive $20 and a free dcvdopmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Looking to irvterview irMflvlduals havirtg a tar-

minally-lll parcr« during childhood. Abo par-

ents whose spouse was tarmlrtaily-ill during

their children's childhood. Master's prt^ecL

CaH 213-9S44»«5r

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, arxl their

families needed for tXTLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy maleiAemaics wanted for

clinical investigations of Urum ga^ro- intes-

tinal tracL Volunteers will be comper»ated. K

interested, please call 310-312-9276.

NORMAL, HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS. 18-35,

needed for posMron irrw^g of the brain or

hewt Injection o( radleMlh« laolope. Bloods

taken. S2SAiour^1&425-1 VlB^

STUDY NEEDS WOMEN with or wAiU men-
strual pain. Brief qu«tkinr>aires. Payi $10.

310-454-7926. M-W 12-4pm.

30 Help Wanted

$7A>our-«-bonus. Advertising corwuhing firm is

seeking persons to set appointnwnts by
phor>e for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephorw or outside sales experi-

ence a plus, immediate openings, P/T In our

Westside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max Consulting lyoup. 310-281-0355

1 CASHIER, 1 DaiVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for infcV^gpt 3ia20e-
0646. ——^^^^— •

3-positions available in Century City law firm

for In-House Mgl. Services. Flexible hours,

SB-IOAwur. Part v>d full-time. DUics in-

clude: mail/fax, photocopying, and local de-

livery. General office experience preferred.

Please contact Craig, 310-557-9666.

A European Men's Wear Retailer seeks part-

time cashiers. Must have experience in relat-

ed field. Send resume to Polilix, 10931 Wey-
bum Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024. Al^.
OharweVKamel.

'

ACCOUNT EXEC- CKy-wide college maga^
zine needs energetic students interested hn ad

["X sales. High commission $$$. 335-1950. Ja-

son^

ACTORS^ODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointmenli only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typmfa§m needed. No ex-

pcricrw* ntcnsary. No rcglstratk>n feet. Call

Today inwae. fllS-222-9091

.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mM.
nctic resorwicc imaging reaearcn.

$35/4houn. P^ 310-724^30 or call 3ia
824-6714 aftwnoom.

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa

orbulimi*. Ptrticlptti«n involvtt cerapleting

sUquwtionnairM. Mindy310-7964)996w

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3O00-$6O0Of
per HMnth -fbcnefHs. MaW^Mnal*. No cx-

perieno neceasfy. 20^545-41 5 «<A59341

.

AMAZING OPPORTUNITYI F/T office m^
agtr for combined LegalAdHftcal K^ynccolo-

^ office. GrtM payl Strang academic

racenk. Vlvadous and cheaHkil. 310-281-

84S7.

\
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22 Health Services 22 Health Services 22 Health Services

NERVOaS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 6 months and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

ICalifornial CLINICAL TRIalsI

MEDICAL GROCP
Please call 1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

Are you: personable? erwrgetic? frierwlly? Do
you have previous restaurant expvierKe (at

least 6 months)? Then call 310-476-)kVL2 and
ask for Mitchell about current available posi-

tlons.

Allan Fcnwtci Needed for Aaian college,
student calendar 1995. Pays up to $100 tor

less than 2 hoursi Call for appointment
PI 01285-9264.

BAKERY COUNTER HaP, PT/FT. Day and
eveninjt hours. Near campus. 310-836-8534.

BEVERLY HILL5 ATTORNEY SEEKS energetic,

hard woddng, and self-motivated individual.

Some computer skills helpful. Full or part-

time Call Bob after 4;00pm. 310-859-8499.

Beverly Hills Auction Gallery seeks F/T Ad-
ministrative Aisistant for ManuscripU Dept
Inventory Control, correspondence, proof-
reading, etc Fast, organized, PC literate.

Greg Shaw 310-203-9855.

BEVERLY HILLS AUCTION GALLERY seeks
fulUime receptionist to haruile busy switch-
board, receive visitors and perform light typ-

ing and some clerical duties. Hours Monday
to Friday, 8:30am-5:30pm. Good salary and
ber>erits. Fax resun>e to 310-203-0496. ^ten-
tion: S. Shaw.

BILLING AR AND AP aERK. Friendly, <mall
Santa Monica taw firm seeks individual for

data entry and various accounting. Minimum
IS hour/week. Experience preferred but not
required. Excellent opportunity for business
majors. Ask for Tilin or Peter 310-393-5000,

Can you teach typing, cheerieading, or Span-
ish? 25 Brentwood students Monday ind Fri-

day 2:1 5 to 3pm. $20-$2S/hr. Call Francesca
310-454-3719.

30 Help Wanted

College students neededl Work as a movie
extra. All types... No feeVno gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 818-569-5514 or
818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVKZE OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1M>r to
start, up to $9.10. 15+hrsA(i*. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

30 Help Wanted

FlUiMAKERS: Submit 3/4-Films; Scripte;

Trailers; Resumes; S.A.S.E. by 10/25^. FOR-
TY K3BS. Mark, HIGH CONCEPTS. 11684
Ventura #334, Studio Oty, CA 91604. WE
NETWORK WITH DOZENS OF FHA4MAK-
ERS.

UCLA Research Administrative

Assistant for HIV related studies.

Responsibilities include word

processino. data entry, literature

searches, editing,

references, tables for

manuscripts, correspondence.

scheduling, faxing, xeroxing.

filing

and other administrative duties.

Proficiency on MAC & IBM

preferred. 2(M0hrs/$11.95hr.

Fax resume

(310)794-8297

Computer genius on call, troubleshooter,

must know Windows and' all applications

(Peachtree, Excel, Paradox, Microsoft Word.)
Please call Barbara 310-475-6428.

COURIER FOR GRAPHKIS SERVKTE BU
REAU. FT^T, mornings, own car/insurarKe

required. $7.5Q/hour, 35-centVmile. Oty
Graphics, 213-938-4718.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$200&f/niyx>th working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

af>d F/T employment available. No experi-

erKC r>ecessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341

.

Daycare Asst.. rw«de3N pA-b Morning hours.

Must like kids aWd be hard worker. ECE uniu
and experience necessary. Call Leslie 310-

573-1811.

OaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

day^week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Chikiren's Book Worid. 310-559-

2665.

DESK CLERK, FA, 6 days/week, 3pm-11pm.
SS.SOftv, Brentwood Motor Hotel. Tele-

phorte; Guest Services. Qualifications: Good
conynunication skills, MS-Word. Jason 310-

476-1168

Driver-tutor for teen girl, want big sister stud-

ent type with car; room, board, & mileage in

Venice beach. 310-399-1902.

DRIVERS NEEDED FOR GROWING
SCHOOLBUS CO. Imnrtediate openings, we
will train. Great hourVpay. Benefits. Send re-

sume to P.O. box 49291, LA, 90049. Attn.

Eric or call 310-472-7474.

PART TINE
Experienced gymnastics coach
needed to work with children
ages 18 months to 14 yrs.

Great Job.

C»ll Denise 9 (618) 785-2177

Caring, honest, responsible person willing to

train with a team to implemer^t inrx>vath«

ideas assisting 'rain man'-like (autistic) adult

to achieve independerxre. Part or full-time.

Hours to be arrar>ged. Good salary, benefits,

and perks. Senior citizens welcomed to

apply. Call Cheryl 310-649^499.

CASHIER wanted for video rer>tal store.

FT/PT, will train. Video Collection, 470 N.
Doheny Dr., 310-273-3389.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, ar>d music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl fMo experierxe
needed. Work guarantcedl Call today 213-
851-6102.

aERK TYPIST for word processing. General

ofltct dudes, 20 houn^««ek, near campus,

$7AwMr*Jl 0-475^5209.

\£ARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

^"health and nutrition indu^. Call 310-
'617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and when corwenient to call.

EbUCATIONAL THERAPIST, $3Q/hr, pvt-
time. Must have experience with special edu-
cation and learning disabilities. 310-474-
8919.

EVENT STAFFAJSHERING and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling^lorws, Raiders, and other

events. 818-885-7338.

EXP'D HOSTESS
Major Motion picture studio- Executive din-

ing room. 10:30-2:30pm. Tasteful grooming
starwlards essential. Also required catering

bus persons. 310-280-5521 .

Female darKers wanted for bachelor parties,

private shows. S^SO-SAOO/hr. Also hiring

drivers. Must have pager. Call Steve 310-824-

0084.

FIGURE MOOaS. WritetffUita^iftm
needs girls 184- years old to poae for maga-
zines, calendars, etc Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 21 3-256-8700.

FILE CLERK. 8-10 houn^^, nexible. 2-3

days, Century City office. 310.277-1900. Oi-

an»or Kara. _ .

FINANCE/ECONOMC DEVELOPMENT-
Part-time- Seeking a graduate student in Busi-

ness or Public Policy to provide assistarK:e to

a private nonpipfit corporation whose
emphasis is in real estate lerlding through pri-

vate/public finance programs. Potential full

time position. Preferable background and
skills: banking, accounting, marketir>g, verbal

ar>d written communication. Must be self-

starter. Regional office located Clendale.

Mail resumes to CALIFORNIA STATEWIDE
CDC, 129 C Street, Davis, CA 95616 - Attn:

Barbara Vohryzek.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA.

We want full and part-time sales peo-
ple. We are looking for : men and
women who can learn great custonr>er

service, bdieves the customer always
comes first, arxi wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer:

chance to nuike $6-12-f^KXjr, good
benefits package, gre^ staff discount,

arxi the best retail training. To join the

top independent store in LA call for ap-

pointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-
7585.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-

ence. Marina Del Rey. Training provided.
310-577-6520.

FUtL-TIME EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT WANT-
ED. Beverly Hills location. Must have own
transportation. Must be Macintoih literate.

310-277.71 72. Ask for Mike.

General office, 5 days, flexible hours. Must
be reliable, type, speak fluer* English. Avail,

immediately. Phone: 213-653-4409, Fax:
818-706-6886. Write: Mr. foel Bash, 6345
Balboa BM., Suite 195, Encino, 91 31 6.

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR
MAJOR FEATURE HLMS
IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

30 Help Wantea

GOURMET ON WHEELS offers ^it paying
jobs. Responsible, articulate P/T cfc^ivers tor

downtown delivery comp»iy M-F. Own c»,
insurance. 213-749-9009.

GOURMET PASTA SHOP/RETAIL. SanU Mo-
nies or Beverly Hills. Enthusiastic, depend-
at>ie people, F/T or P/T, knowledge of^food

helpful. Flexible hours. $Mwur. Shawn or

Jennifer 310-394-7930.

GRAND OPENING. Renaissance health cen-
ter now open, massage and hollstics. Position

available, chiropractor and experiertced mas-
seur artd masseuses. Self-starter preferred.

Call for appointment 310-289-9219.

CYMNASTKIS COACHES all ages and levels,

varied hours, experience required. Profes-

sional gymnastics school rH>w hiring. Call

Mary Gates for interview. 310-450-0012.

HANDYMAN NEEDED SATURDAYS. Sfl/hr.

UCLA faculty family near campus. Referenc-

es. Fluent English. 310-472-1764 evenings or

leave message.

HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per week
assembling products at home. No experi-

ence. Info 1 -504-646-1700 Dept. CA-695.

Hotel Desk Clerk. Full-time. Luxury hotel in

Westwood Village. English speaking.

(310)208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER for busy doctor. Weekends.
Laundry, cleaning, assist w/cooking, etc. No
skills required. Flexible schedule. Leave mes-
sa»;e. 310-826-9811.

HOUSEKEEPER/CHILD CARE. English speak-
ing, European preferred. Live-in or out. Must
have excellent referefx:es. Call for interview.

310-476-0805.

Immediate position available. Secry/Recpt.

Krwwiedgfe of Microsoft Word required for

SM architecture finn. FAX resume 310-828-
7710.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$4004/month teaching ba-

sic conversational English in japan, Taiwan*
or S. Korea. No teaching background or

Asian langu^es required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632-1 146exti59341.

JR. PUBLISHER - City-wide college magazine
needs organized leaders majoring in busi-

nes^oumalism for paid intern position. 335-

1950 -Dan.

LAW FIRM SEEKING COMPUTER PRO-
GRAMMER familiar with Borland Paradox
ancVor Paradox for Windows for program-
ming project. $8-10/hour DOE. (213)651-

3333, (21 3)658-6041 (fax).

Law finn seeks legal assistance with excellent

computer skills to h arxi le various legal duties.

Salary $6-9 DOE. (213)651-3333. (213)658-

6041 (fax).

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun! 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekerxJ hours

available to do public opinion ar>d market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

abllfty to write vert>atim, arvi follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

Marmol & Radziner Architects. lmrT>ediate

opening. Receptior\/Office Assistant. 32-40

hoursA^ Flexible days, Sfiftv. Fax resume to

Leo Marmol 310-391-8825, Faxi310-391-
8395.

30 Help Wofited

Naked
FaiCt is: I must see to it you are awarded SS
(or your college education... or elsel .;. or

else, I don't remain in businessi Scholarships.

No one denied, Call for guarantee ]-8O0-
700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

NEED XTRA INCOME
Looking for responsibfe individuals to do
research in: sports medicine, biomechanics,
exercise physiology, kinesiology, nutrition.

Interested MAJORS or GRADUATES please
send resume to: BH Health + Fitness, P.O.
Box 624, Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0624 or

fax to; 310-278-5259.

Needed: excellent writer w/good researcii

skills with knowledge of and personal access

.
to a Macintosh and IBM computer. Call and
leave message, Veronica Steinbeck 818-985-
5041. .

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.IOam 2pm, M-F, San-

U Monica Audio/VKJeo CO. (310)453-3807.

OFFICE HELP POSITION. Word processing

experience, knowledge of biochemical no-
merKlature preferred, flexible hours, part-

tinr«e. $8flv or more, depending on qualifica-

tions. Playa Del Rey office. 310-821-6456.

ORDER CLERK, video distribution, data en-
try, inventory control, customer service. De-
tail-oriented, computer savvy, MDR office.

Fax resume: TMW Media. 3ia306-3162.

P/T ASSISTANT to personalA^ome manager..
Female preferred. Household chores/erramJs.

Must be neat and tidy, attention to detail,'

self-starter. Must be available M-Th. Average
hours 2/day, up to 1 2/week. Extra hours pre-

paring for holidays. Must have dependable
car and insurance. Located on Westside. Call

Lorl 310-397-8318,

P/T experienced gymnastics coach needed to

work with chikiren ages 18-months to 14-

years. Great job. Call Denise or Al 818-785-
2177.

P/T RECEPTONIST availabfe MWF, 9am.
1pm, at Beverly Hills Chiro Center. $MK>ur.
Call Mr. Lawrence 213-655-1420.

P/T, flexible hours, set appointments by tele-

phone for business to business service.

Sale^estaurant experience helpful. 800-772-
4052 ext. 7043.

PART-TIME FILING CLERK/RECEPTIONIST.
Small Westwood law firm looking for a pleas-

ant and organized individual to do filing ind
telephones. 10am-2pm, 5-dayVweek. Fax re-

sume: 310-209-1500 attn. Wendy.

Part-time Secretary. Luxury hotel, cosmetic
surgery recovery retreat 4-9, M-F. Some
weekends. WP, phone skills, professional at-

tire. Call Matmie, 310-277-2270.

Part-time shipping, ofTice, repairs, anchor fu-

ture marketing genius. Jane 310-837-0963,

Part/Full-time help needed for removal of
records from warehouse. Culver City. 310-

559-8823. Call between 10-3.

Part/Full-time warehouse clerical help need-

ed-weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.
Call between 10-3.

Publications/Word Processor

Excellent word processing and

oi^ganizatioital skills required

for HIV+ related research

project, manuscript preparation

word perfect 5.1/6.0 essential

Fax resume Helen Reed

(310) 794-8297

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hour^veek
to start) for experienced- bilingual receptiorv

iat for busy research center in West L.A. Cerv
eral medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734

x900. Have resunr>e available. Salary/Exp.

MEDKZAL BRLINGOfFICE ASSISTANT. 20-

40 hour^Mcek. Excellent data entry, typing,

phones. Knowledge of n'>edical terminology,

billing pmcedurcs. Seeking senior or grad
studenf.~Xall 310-393-1563

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magaxirtes and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550. .

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area. 21 3-

46>.0633.

MID-WUHIRE, East of Fanner's market, P/T
sales. The Terwis Place. Great atmosphere,

some weekdays & Saturdays. Salev experi-

enoe preferred. 21 3-931-1 71 5.

Morrting counter person (or coffee

houf«i^Mkery. Serve customer*, gwMral
cfearvup. Experier>ce helpful, will train.

$5.75/hr. Linda or Mitch, 310-826-5282.
1 1 740 San Vicente.

'

PE COACH NEEDED. Background w/sports,

children. Wed: 830am-230pm, Tues morn-
ings.' Westwood Elementary School. Sfl^our.

Apply for one or both. 310-286-41 32.

PERSON NEEDED for intemal mariteting op-
tometry practice with great communication
skills. Enjoyable atmosphere to work. Call

Farnoosh 213-653-2020.

PROGRAMMERS AND COMPUTER GRAPH-
IC ARTISTS NEEDED. Start ASAP, very flexi-

ble hours, call Greg W/Southwestem Software
and Consulting. 310-824-2135.

Rapidly growing investment comparry seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopho-
more/junior, ability to work with DOS Wind-
o»vs, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.
Bilingual (Englishi'Spanish) a plus. $6 per hr.

Contaa Nelson Jiminez al 310-571-3700
x231.

RECEPTIONIST, P/T, M-F. Light phones, typ-

ing, WP5.1, errarxis and other clerical duties

as necessary. Marina Del Rey 310-306-4696. •

RETAIL SALES MANAGER and sales positions

available immediately, FA and P/T, for Petite

lardin Children's Shoes at Century City shop-
ping center. Exclusive European ar>d domes-
tic merchandise offered in a beautiful new
facility. Retail sales, management, and com-
puter inventory corUrol experience is desired.

Paid parking. Salary -fbenefits. For appoint-

ment call 310-203-0424, ask for Lynn.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing

store needs P/T employee. $6^r. Please call

310-454-7870. 1 5328 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-,

isades.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat. and have kr>owledge
of children's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

RETAIL STORE. Manager/Sales. Janice
McCarty. W. 3rd Street Boutique. 213-651-
4229. Ask for Julianne.

RUNNER, ERRANDS, ENTERTAINMENT IN- .

DUSTRY. Good opportunity. Fun co-work-
ers. Fax resume: 818-907-7622. $MHNjr
mileage. Approx. 30 hour^veek.

Sales Position w/children's specialty store.

Salary and commission.' 3-4 day^veek.
10am-6pm. Call-Howard orMargot 310-447-
5407.

Sales. P/T, flexible hours, we will pay you to

give money to restaurants. Restaurant experi-

ence helpful. All areas including SFV, LA,
Oange County. Call today 1 -800-772-4052
ext. 7043. Ask for Matt. '^

SENOR GRANDES FRESH MEXKIAN GRILL.
Seeking highly nwtivaied manager for WLA '^

location. Please call torporatc ofTice 805-
495-1 853, ^
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30 Help Wanted

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring far many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openir>gtl For more information

call 206-634-0469 ext.vS9341.

Sf>OKTS-MINDEO STUOCNTS needed to

earn S10-1SAwur guaranteed working 20-

Oexible hourjAveek. Marketing representa-

tives/management trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-3i2-

6838. • "'

TELEMARKETING. Highly motivated, enthu-

siastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must

have a good phone voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern Califamia's leadir\g

Computer Hardware/Software dealer seeks

individuals far inside tales. Must have work-

ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-

puter Centers. Jobi 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

rance.CA 90503.

TELEMARKETING. No experience necessary.

Prefer students/grad$. Flexible houn from

9:0O-5.-00pm starting at $7-$a^r4bonuses. 3-

blocks UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-6175.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant. Excellent hourly

rate. Sponsors for securities license. Call 800-

374-6666 for appointment

THE CHEESECAKE
FACTORY

Beverly Hills is searching for fun, friendly

people to nil FRONT DESK and retail

BAKERY COUNTER positions. Flexible hours,

$6.50 to $7.5at>our to start Apply Monday-

Friday, 3-4pm at 364 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly

Hills.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63Atr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Scnrice 310-825-7686.

WEEKEND RECEPTKDNIST from 10-7pm Sat

artd Sun. Data entry, gocxi communication

skills, bilingual, excellent computer skills. $6-

9 DOE. (213)651-3333, (213)658-6041 (fax).

Writer who is blind needs an assistant to fin-

ish noi/d. Requirement reading out faud aiKi

Uking dictation. 310-399-3652.

VOUNe^VtEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/T. Requires knowledge of DOS, Windows
for Work^oups, Word for Windows, Excel

etc; experiernie wAnodems ar>d renrwte com-

munication; capacity to ir^all, train, support

and troubleshoot software problems; ability

to solve hardware problems. Must be com-

fortable wAxMh people and machines. Fax re-

sume to Josh, 310-337-1074.

EARN CASHI Sell T-shirts and pronwtional

items to fraternities, sororities, clubs and

businesses on and around campus. Call Da-

vid 310-397-5656.

FINANCIAL MARKET TRADERS ASSISTANT

for currency trading house, Ihr/day at first;

more hours down the line. $1(Vhr. Sam 310-

558-3364.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$ 100-1200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduates

•nation wide job plocement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL— (213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

34 Internships

3^ Child Care Wanted

CHILD CARE. Afterschool pick-up, activities,

and homework. Second grader in the UCLA
area. Monday thru Friday 3pm-6pm. Car re-

qulred. 310-471-7585.

Chikicve for two boys ages 4 and 12. 3-

5pm, Mon-Fri (flexible). Must have own car.

References preferred. 310-206-7005, 310-

472-2492.

Childcare
provider for delightful three month old boy.

LiveouL Full-time Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm, in

Venice. 310-821-0338.

CHILDCARE/LICHT HOUSEKEEPING. Per-

manef« P/T position. 2-3 evenings per week

plus one full day on weekervi. 3-children,

3,4, and 7. Culver City. Own car. References.

Please call Liz 213-933-1144 or 310-559-

4379eveninKS.

DRIVER to pick up 5-y/o from school to

home. 4 to 5 dayi/week. $6.5(Vhr. Addition-

al time may be aviilable. 31 0-477-7541

.

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-

sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays -^flexible

hours during weekdays. Must drive. Salary

nenotlable. References. Call 310-271-7170.

Excellent tutorin^riving skills and good role

model for chiMren. Lh«-in -i- S$ \n exchange

for drivin^utoringA>abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 3t)+ hours,

6:45-8KX)am, after 3pm. Full-time, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

Fun girls, 1 1 & 8 need fun babysitter. Safe

car. 3 days/week. 3-6pm. $7yhr.iKite 310-

454-6437.

LIVE-IN NANNY. 6.year/old giri. Work wee-

kends, orvxall weeknights. Room and board

plus $225Aveek salary. Travel opportunities.

Beveriy Hills. 310-276-21 30.

Occasional child care neartiy for 1 1 y/o girl.

3:30 to 7KX). Must have own car. $6^r. Day
818-508-3714. Evening 310-476-9300.

Our busy 9-monl)Vold needs responsible, ex-

perienced babysitter to play w/at our home;

SanU Monica. Approx. 20-hrs.Avk, 3-afker-

noons. Infant CPR, first aid, and referer>ces

required. Please call Audrey: 829-5040.

PA CHILDCARE. 3-afternoons/week. Refer-

ences required. Fluent English. N/S. CA driv-

er's license. Own car. 2-diildren, 10 and 6.

SanU Monica. 310-828-2511

PALMS. M-F 2-7. Boys, ages 2&7. House-

keeping, car, insurance, references. $l5QM(.
310-201-S2S1 or 310-839-4698.

Pick up 2 girls • school M-F, S-7pn\. Car
,

refiererKes required rwar IXTLA. Day 310-

247-7269, Eves 31 0-474-5346. '__
RELIABLE, ENERCETKI PERSON needed to

care for 2-year/old in Mar^hattan Beach

honoe. Experience ar>d excellent references

required. 1 5-20hoursAveek. 310-379-6322.

Responsible person, pick-up daughter from

school, supervise homework 4-5 after,

noor^veek. Must be excellent driver & love

children. References. 213-957-9221 Aman-

da.

RESPONSIBLE, COf^lMITTED PERSON to

drive two children to afternoon activities,

Monday-Thursday. Approximate hours 3:30-

6pm. Your car, excellent pay, great kids.

310-390-1761

TUTOR/BABYSITTER. Female preferred.

Brentwood hon>e. Afternoons. Sideh 310-

440-4956.

WLA FAMILY w/girls, 7 and 10, needs baby-

sitter w/car to play run errarvis, do house-

work and cook. M-F, 1-6pm. Patti 310-470-

0417.

36 Personal Assistance

^ PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed 1 aftemoon a

week. $7/hr. Must have car and common
sense. RaNae 310-391-2020.

49 Apartments for Rent

$535 LARGE 1 BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laundry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

S650. Cheviot Hills adjacent. 1 -bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, built-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and trarwporta-

lion. 310-838-9052.

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks stucient interns to learn script develop-

ment activities in B.H. office. No pay, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310 394-7263.
'

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies, hk) pay,

loU of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experier>ce

helpful. Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

PA Intern. Production Rental Studio. Stills

Film Video. Assist marketing, publicity, out-

going personality. Strong business networking

skills. Commission. Call 213-957-939^

UCLA CRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but har>ds on op-

portunity. 818-902-9657.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER for 5-year/old boy. 1-2 even

ingi^eek. Early bedtime, easy job. Bring

homework. Melrose/Fairfax area. References.

Kara 213-651-3332.

BABYSITTER FOR 5TH GRADER. Help
wAxxnework. Wed, Thurs, Fri. 3-6. Referenc-

es required. Education major preferred. 310-

453-9138.

BABYSITTER WANTED. Wed and Fri after-

noorw 3-5:30. Warm, loving, nurturing, ar>d

rcsporvible. Must have own car and in-

surance. 310-459 9712

CHEVOT HILLS. Student/alumni needed to

care for 2 kids, 3&6. Childcare experience,

rafererKes,, reliable car, N/S preferrcd.Tue

^:30-10pm. $7A*. 3T0-558-4704.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

80«446«465

CORPORATE DISCOUNTS AVAHABIE

S725 PALMS 2-be(V2-ba. New carpeU, paint,

large closets, patio, parking. 3765 VirHon

Ave. #3. 310-836^2318. .

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, Rated parking. 310-837-0761.

••BRENTWOOD. 5750,1 -bed/1 -bth, upper,

vertical bllrvis, newer carpet, refrigerator,

parklnit, laurniry, prime area. 310-476-0919.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE" MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS.
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. RESERVE
NOW FOR SUMMER AND FALL. 310-839

6290.

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, MI, new security building, prime

location, 506 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & rwighborhood. Laundry, rx> pels.

S625. 3ia286-2885.

1 MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdrm.

POOI.A235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

49 ApartmG'nts for Rent

i -MO FREE RENT
Great graduate apartment- only $65(yhran(h.

New paint/carpet, garage. 1st months securi-

ty deposit 8lh avtnuc at 102 Street. 213-

750-3535, Michelle.

11675 Darling^Ki, Brentwood. Bachelor,

$500. 2-bedroom«/2-baths from $1100 and

up. 310-410-1499, 310-67J-8S70.

2-BEDROOM APT. In Westwood. Quiet

buiMing, parking. $92SAnonth. Other units

available. 310-306-4696.

l-bedroomn-b^ available for fall. 424

Landfair, next to UCLA. Garden setting, utili-

ty room, pool, hardwood floors. $1200. 310-

459-1200.

2128 N.BEVERLY GLEN. $650. Studto. 7-

minutes to UCLA. Newer carpet Shower

wet tub, wet-bar, patio, laundry, private-crv

trance, utilities paid. Lease. 818-708-1493

day, 818-609-7231 evenings.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
monthly -f 4 houn weekly gardening, house

maintenarKe. OcearVmountain view, nearby.

Foreign and grad students welcome. Car.

(310)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT In Palms area.

$87S/rnonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washei/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$6S0-$a95. SOME WA4ARDWOOO
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near

Wilshire, Bundy, uvi freeways. Ckxe to

UCLA busses. Quiet building. No pets. 1 236
McClell»t Drwe. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD ADJ., single, $520. Norv
smoker, no pets. 1431 S. Weslgate Ave. 310-

477-1111.

Brentwood apartment 1-be<^-bath. Modem
buiK-in appliarKes. As/C, new carpet, sliding-

glass doors, balcony, view, security-parking.

$850 plus 1 -month free. Chris 310-207-1909.

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT. IbdmVlbath. Mo
lr<K glass doors, balcony, view, security parking.

BRENTWOOD, North of San Vicente. 2-

bdrm/1-ba $750. 3-bdnTVl-ba $1050. 310-

471 -5388. 1 1 651 Gorham Ave.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

room/2-ba(h. Patio, North of WilshJre, dish-

washer, parking, SUSO^irtonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-207-0834.

Brentwood. $950, 2-bdnn/2-bath, balcony,

new carpet and drapes, stove, refirigerator. By
appt only, 1 1 728 Mayfteki #5. 31 0-271 -681

1

Cute 1 -bedrooms, security building, 24-hour

doorman. Walk to UCLA. High-rise with

quiet view. $1050/month. Also for sale

$150,000. Prudential California Realty. Call

Gail 310-445-7778.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, ceiling fans, air,

great location, near shopping, busses and

freeways. (816)399-9610.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/ume. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrnVI-bath, co-ed, luxury, security corxki

w/amenities. Westwood, $350/monlh. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor apartnwnt in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cable and utilities

included. $800. 310-476-891 1.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2685.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, IS minutes to

UCLA. 310-397 8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building

very quiet, all appliarnres. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $1(X). A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.
'

PALMS $615
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building,

refrigerator, tfove, dishwasher, miniblinds.

Cat OK. Rent concession. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loA/3-bath,

r>ewer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3671) Midvale

Ave. 310-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities iiKluded. 310-

397-8058.

Pairm, 2bdr/1bth. Large end unit w/ balco-

ny/refrigerator. New CarpetA>lindi/paint.

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdrm/2

bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

building. Parking, laur>dry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

6855.
"

PALMS. $795/month. 1 -bedroom + den + 1-

bath. Newer building, gated parking, new
carpet ^C, fireplace, balcony. Cable, laurv

dry facilities. 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $895, upper. 2-bed/2-bath. BuiH-in.

Balcony, VC, gated building, laundry room,

parking. 3U« Empira Drive. Cdi 310.559-

3875. — —

—

49 Apartments for Rent

PALMS. $995, 24>e<^-balh, custom town-

home, fireplace, balconv, gated garage,

alarm in unit Qnt month nve. 361 4 Faris Or.

310-391-1076.

dem built-in appliances. A/C. new carpet, stid-

$850 plus 1 -month free. Chris 3 1 0-207- 1 909.

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $525,

single $425. AppliarKes, no pets. Call 9am-

8pm, ask tor mgr. (310)837-4196. '

PALMS: $575. Spacious 1 -bdrrrVI -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry, hard-

wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-

8764)371.

RENT FOR LESS. Spacious 2-bct^-balh

apartment Close to freeway. 15 minutes to

IXIA. Central air, built-ins, paridng. 15131

Victory ghrd. 518-888-1556.

SHERMAN OAKS.
Spacious 3-be<^&1/2-bath. Garden setting,

near Ventura Blvd. Good transportation to

Ug.A. $87(Vmonth. 818-386-1060.

SINGLE PALMS AREA, $425 with stove and

refrigerator, 310-559-7571

Small one bedroom. Mid Wilshire. kleal for

one person. Stove and refrigerator. $425, first

and last no deposit 21 3-938-283a

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parkir^ laundry facilities, water lnc\.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. 010)209-0968.

WEST LA. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, buih-in book

shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414

jasmine. 310-838-4862." ^
WEST LA.

Single, $595. 1 person, no pels, stove,

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1 . Large

1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpets,

blinds, now available, parking, laundry

facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
by appt 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-REDROO^V2-BATM, $950
AND UP. TILE KrrCHEN, STEPOOWN
LIVING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO LXIA. 31 0839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A^, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, kieal for g;-ad students. 171 1 Maknim.
V4-mite from c»npus. 310-273-1 212.

WLA $675. Large, quiet modem 1-bdrm.

Stove, fridgie, dijiwasher, air. 1426 Barring-

ton Ave. 310-837-0761.

WLA SINCLE/1-BATH, new modem buikling.

Security parking. Ckxc to campus.

$60(yhionlh. Day 310-474-0414, Night 310-

826-5902.

WLA. $725-$875. Very large 1, 2-bedroom.

Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closets. All

appliances. Paint and carpet V.J. 310-447-

5714.

WLA. $725. 1-bdmVl-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rlftnton. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1 -l/2miles from UCLA, carpett, stove,

fridge $62(ymonth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 31 0-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

WLA/CENTURY CITY. 1 -bdrm $750. Charm-

ing, re-decorated, appliances, carpets, Vene-

tians, laundry facilities, large, bright dining,

enclosed private garage. Quiet building. 310-

474-1172.

50 Apartnnents, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, arxl barbecue area. Quiet build-

inR. 3748 InKlewood B^d. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartnnents, Unfurn.

SlUS.BRENTWOOD. Really nice 2 br/2-ba.

All appliarKes, fireplace, erKlosed patio,

tandem parking, good laundry. QUIET.
1 1 722 Kiowa. (805 )5261 759.

$495. Bachelor, quiet, upper, laurvlry, micro-

fridge. 1 326 Armacast. Open. Near bus and

close to UCLA. 31 0-459-4088 or 459-2673.

$650. 2-bdrrTVl bath unfurnished. Stove, re-

frigerator, new carpets, newly decorated.

Pico/L^Cienega. 310-279-2002.

MAR VISTA, 1-bdrm, upstairs, smaller, quiet

clean building, parking, laurviry. Pcta OK.
$65Q^month. 822-7580.

SANTA M0NK:A. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laurtdry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

er>ts wvlconlfe.^Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

Singles $535 up. Pool, r>ewly decorated, very

clean. 310-204-4332.

52 Apartnnents ro Share

BRENTWOOD SPACKJUS townhouse by

San Vicente. Prhrate bedA>ath, security ga-

rage, washer/dryer, female, $S20f1/4 utili-

ties, ryjfvsmokin^ no cirugs, no pets. 310-

,820-1120.

Female grac^professional OMm room, bath,

parking. Must be quiet, responsible, mature.

N/S. Available 10/1. $430-t- deposit 310-

444-4913.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gyni. Prefer N/5 female. Close

to campus. $450+ 1/2 utilities. 818-907-

9401.
:

VENKIE. To share 2-bed/l -bath. Patio, park-

ing, peu okay. $37S/month. Jim 310-477-

1717. :
-
-'

- - • • - .-•

52 Apartnnents to Share

WcsiskM'alnn, 2bd/2ba., fully furnished,

full amenities, parking month-to-monlh or

lease negotiable. $495.00 water paid.

SlSOUn deposit AVAILABLE NOW. Allison

310-558-31^23.

WESTWOOD. Own room. Walkirf distance

from LKTLA and market Non-smoker. Female

preferred. %4S0l 310-478-5665. Ask for Deb-

bie;

VVLA Modem security buiUing, security

parkir^. Master bdrm w[A>ath. 2-private

sundecks. Call Bryan 479-621 1. $520.

53 Roommates

2-f2 Modem apartmer«. 1^, rw drugs or

pels. Kitchen, Ihring room, balcony, security

bulMing, parking. Rerttir>g now.

$S0C^Twnth+ utilities. 310-276.9528.

ACROSS FROM CAMPUS ON LANDFAIR
AVE. A huge studio. Free parking. Non-smok-

ing male. Quiet person preferred. Call Byung

310-824-1797.

BEDROOM4-BATH IN TH. La CiencgaACenli-

nela. $35Q/month. Call Maria 310-677-1401

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NSDEO to ihare

large, chamiir\g 2-bedroom upper in Spanish

duplex. Beveriy Hills adjacent $8SC|Vnonth.

Call 213-934-6422.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacfous apartment 5-minute

walk from Lot-32. Call Bobby 310-47S-7121

or Cathy 310-478-0261.

Need Babysftter for infant and toddler giris.

Tuc/Thun, Sat and some Sundays. SbJOOfiv.

310-397-5343

ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacfous 1-

bedroom apartment with parking. I Mock
from campus and WMwood. Call Erik 310-

206-6593. 634 Landfair Apt#8.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share houM, own
bedroom, share bath, Mekoie Ave area. MuA
like pets. Call Vkztoria 213-782-0785, MUST
SEEI $475. -

SCUfO\ RMMATL Wanld. Share 2-

bdm^ba. bi-level twnhm. $400, dw|^.
not Ind. Norv-smkr, no kids^^aets, undergr.

pk^ecurity entry, wshr/ciryr, mnthly/lease.

Ist/lMt mo. Call 310-915-1 1 12/Wisg.

SPACIOUS APT
2 females to share bedroom in 24idrm apart-

ment 1 5-min walk campus, hardwood floors,

bafoony. Queer poaitivc. $325AnQ^a. 310-

208-7624.

WANTED: Non-smoking female to share

large room in houK in Westwood.

$25(]^nonlh. Call Dianne 209-3466 after

7pm'tu-th.

WLA $45(ymonth. Own room, share bath

with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartmerA. Stable

female preferred. Available now. 310-474*

2194.

WLA. Seeking mature N/S roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit wAecurity

alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $42QAno.,

$425 security deposit Denise 31 0-31 2-6681.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD .

Beautiful, extremely large, furnished, private,

bright sunny, room. Private entrance^yard.

Walk to UCLA. Excellent paridng kitchen,

male. 310-475-4517.

$465. Furnished room. Small erKfosed patki,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, washer and dryer. Some mountain and

city views, by nature trail. 15-minutes from

UCLA. 310-476-0256.

$500. Own bedroom in townhouse. Female

wanted to share 3-bedroom security building

with 2-rKKVsmol(ers, cats in Brentwood.

Available now. 310-473 9059.

5-Minute drive to UCLA, utilities paM, fur-

nished, all amenities, refrigerator, kitchen,

microwave, W/D, television, separate erv

trance. $385/month 310-475-3328.

AAA. Great room for rent in West LA. Spaiv
ish style 3-bedroom house. Available Octob-
er 1. $370. 310-477-6740.

BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE ROOMS w/bath, 10-

minutes from UCLA. Kitchen and laundry

privileges. No drugs, no smoking. 310-838-

6547 til 11PMI

BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED ROOM, private

bath, kitchen privileges, utiliti^ (except

phorw). Home of professional woman. Bus
•2 direct to UCLA. $42S^nonth. 213-876-

5516.

BEL-AM. Private, fumished room and bath.

Kitcher\/laundry privileges. $50Q/month irv

cluding utilities. 8-mirHite to campus. UCLA
student preferred. 310-476-1927.

FOR RENT. Fumished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Prhrate bath, parking,

weekly maid service, kitchen, laur>dry

privileges. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the

beach. Ideal for N/S female, professional

graduate student. $700Anonth. 310-459-

2109.

Large room, private bath, furnished, kitchen-

ette, walk-in closet. Close to UCLA.
$48S/month, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-361

6

eiL
LARGE, BRIGHT ROOM in country style

family home. Male student Fully fumished

wAitchen privileges artd laurwiry. 3-miles to

campus. Quiet neighborhood. $39(Vmonth.

310-274-O400day, 31 a202 8521 evening.

Large, private, quiet great for studying, big

closets, kitcher^aundry. Share bath w/grad

student. Near Nalfonal/Sealtle and #8 bus.

_J475Ano. 310-397-8002.

(
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54 Room for Rent

LARGE, SUNI^ ROOM. JUse of kitchen,

laurtdry, deck and yard. Convenient location.

Frierxily, quiet family w/gentle dog. Non-
smoker, $37(ymonth. (21 3)876-6199.

PALMS. Rooms available in 3-bdrm house.

Nice neighborhood. Big yard. Close to

UCLA. Choice of 2-bdrms, $450 or $500.

Utilities included. 310838-9416,

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH FOR RENT.
Venice home, fumished. Female non-smoker.

$40(yh>onth •1-1/4 utilities. Walking distance

to beach, off-street parking. Mini-refrigerator,

kitchen privileges, \aundry privileges. Large

cfoset Sar«a Monica busline at your door.

Colette 31 0-821 -2589.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH. Pool, parking,

10 mirHJtes from UCLA. No smoking. Light

kitchen privileges.Very quiet $50(Vmonth.
310-478-6769.

Private room, share bath, TV/radio, rent re-

ductior>AM>rk exchange as mother's helper

for 6 yr. old, evenings and weekerxis. Fe-

male. 310-576-2318.

QUIET, COZY ROOM for lady student. Fully

furnished wAitchen privileges. $285Anonth.

310-274-0400day, 31 0-202-8521 evenings.

ROOM AND BATH IN PRIVATE HOME
NEAR UCLA. Quiet safe neighborhood,

kitchen privileges. $435. Mature male
preferred. No smoking. 310-271-1658.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment 1920"$ era buikiing

kxated near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 21 3-739-1 566.

ROOM FOR RENT in a 2-bedroom house in

a quiet neighborhood, f^efer female non-

srrMjker, happy and energetic. N.Hollywood.

$350.310-208-7711.

ROOM FOR RENT. 6 miles from UCLA, Bet

Air. Share house $200-$40(Vmonth. 310-

271-2950.

5PACKXJS ROOM, Brentwood above Sun-

set Share bath. Private erHrance, pool, gar-

den, no kitchen, microwav^oaster, utilities,

paricing. Grad student 310-476-1786

WLA. Three professionals seek person to

share spacious townhouse. Own bed-

roonVbath. Share common areas, including

laundry. Easy freeway access. $525/month.

310-478-0940.

56 House for Rent

WLA. SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share fot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $895/month. 310-479-

8099.

57 House to Share

SHARE 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with 2 fe-

males. Near campus. $450/nwnth, kiw de-

posit Available imnr>ediately. 310-470-2208.

Ask for Sue.

58 House for Sale

Large 1 -bedroom. Great view, security buikl-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-
tral air, pool. $154,900. California Pnjdential

Realty. 310-445-777a

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secludc^d and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. Just minutes to Westskle. Need
fourxiation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 818-789-71 17.

59 House Exchange

West LA HOUSE
Exchange

Wanted: Pleuut House/ Condo
a Weak. D.C. in ezeliaage

for 5 BR kovse ia excetteat loeattoD

caO: (310)446-0034 betw. 10^10/21
Saiyaer ia D.C. (210) 362^)330

60 Housing Needed

MATURE, MINNESOTA COUPLE seeks

clean, quiet, accommodation Oct 23- Dec.

23 nev LICLA. Will consider work for rent

reduction. 612-699-6034.

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, MS., Artist

writer seeks housing with other degreed rrten

and worr>en. Type ar>d cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood ar>d

Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $4SO/month
includirig utilities. Call Estelle 310-51 5-5889.

61 Real Estate

BRENTWOOD CONIX). Sale/Lease optton.

1bry2ba., pool, spa, gym,' views.

$164,500.00. Christine (310)785-1600

ext222.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hounAweek, light

cooking, houielwaping, driving. Between 3-

6pm wceisdays. Must own car and iimjrance.

310-278-9307 or 310-472-7269.

Excellent tutorin^rivir^ skills ar>d good role

model for children. Live-in ^- $$ in exchai^
for drivir^utorinf^iabysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court 30«- hours,

6:45-8KX)am, after 3pm. Full-tinw, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for chikk^e,
driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hour^week. Wal-

king distafKe campus. Ei(pefierKe/refererM:es

required. 310-47(M662.
,

FEMALE STUDENT. Wmlad for light house-

keeping. 20h«Mc in eMChange for room &
board. Call )udv, 3104l2aS151.

62 Roonn, Board tor Help

Free Room and Board in exchange for assist-

ing 8-year-old girl in P/T daily acthrities. M
F, must have car, Cheviot Hills, 310-204-

2486. «___
GRADUATE STUDENT or senky needed for

childcare in exchange for room and board.

Near UCLA. Prefer experience with chiklren

and driver's license. Or. Kupper 310-306-

6855.

LIVE-IN NANNY. 6-year/bld giri. Work
kerxis, orvcall weeknights. Room and board

plus $225Aveek salary. Travel opportunities.

Beveriynills. 310-276-2130.

N^rivate roonr^ward in Hollywoiod Hills

Honte EXCHANGE for afterschool and some
evenings help ar>d childcare. Year-round sit-

uation. MUST HAVE depernlable car and in-

surance. Call (213)650-3100 evenings best

leave message.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange

for assistarxre- light housekeeping some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1 399.

64 Housing Service

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS HOUSING
MANAGED BY INTERNATIONALS - Single

and 1 Bedroom, quiet near BH arxi bus,

laundry, $50O-$625. . 213-951-1042 even-

ings.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-be(V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, padc-

ing, central air and heat laurtdry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beverly

Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-208-8049. Ask for Freddy.

67 Condosfor Sale

5M 3-Bedroom townhome. Prime half-block

S. Montana. Totally remodeled, new kitchen,

han^Mood floors. Family room. Roberta

Trowsdale, agenl. 310-306-0073.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.

Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6782.

68 Condos to Share

BRENTWOOD CONDO $1000, 2-t-2, Securi-

ty gate and parkir^. New carpet alr> patio.

Grad students preferred. 818-333-8458. )udy.

RENTAL TO SHARE 2-bed/2-bath condo in

WLA. Prefer male college student Private

party. $500/nr>onth including utilities. 310-

838-1339.

WESTWOOD. Wilshire 2-bdrnV2-ba w/pool

ar>d doorman high-rise. Walk to UCLA
Medical Center. Young professional looking

for mature rK>n-snrK>ker. $525/mo. 310-475-

4191.

69 Condos for Rent

WLA-PALAAS. 3-^2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,

$1 500. Skylight 2 car security parking. Quiet

street 10 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, terwiis court arwj pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $11(X). h4o pets. Between
6-9pm 310-472-8336.

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful

BeveHy Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig

eraior, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH-
EN. $400. 310-358-6396.

78 Misc. Activities

CAUGHT IN THE ACTI Soeentest Produc-

tk)ns announces a brarvi new party game.
Recently featured in GAMES and Popular

Photography magazir>es. The Great Holly-

wood ScreenTest is a fun, aiMtery role-play-

ing gam« designed specifically for the cam-
corder. Six players ad out on a camcorder
the frrul heated scertes of a murder mystery.

After the 'act' players rtplay the tape ar>d

earn points t>y spatting li«B arxf determining

the murderer. Great for HalloweenI The
premier episode, 'Who Oid-tn Dilkm De-

voe?,' is $19.95 plus $3.00 P&H. Send
checks to: ScreerttesI IVoductions, P.O.Box
21 62 Stow OH, 44224. 21 6-678-7390.

TENNIS LESSONS by former tennis pro. Kids

and Adults. 310-838-6779. Competitive

rates.

87 Connmercial /Office

OFFICE SPACE. Rooms for rent feir massage
therapist healing profession. Easy access and

facilities. Call Pierrick, 310-289-9219.

94 fvlovers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T- 163844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rwtice ok. Student discount.

310-28S-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bnilns.

JERRrS MOVING A OaiVERY. The carefbl

movers. Exp«^ier>ced, reliable, sanrte day de-

IKrery. Packing & boxes. Will delhrer boxes

free.Jerry 310-391 5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Low«st rates, fast reliable, student discount.

3ia<37-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPBtlENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
A4INUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS
310452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available Experiefx:ed

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
Professkwul, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing

and re-writes also available. 21 3-933-3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important pergonal statements^ Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-626-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; trains tin>e managenoent/stress reduc-

tlon. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research stuidies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject style, requirement
213-871-1333.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Al«i))ects. Thesea/Disaertatkms.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Intematk)nai students weksme.
MPERS NOT FOR SALE

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6862

98 Tutoring Offered

BIOLOGY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

D Microbiology). 310-652-8652.

ENGLISH LESSONS/ESL. Private tutoring with

qualified instructor. Flexible hours, competi-

tive rates. Contact Matthew at 2 1 3-73 1 - 1 699.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1 5/hour. Cal

cuius, statistics, probability, math for physi-

caWsocial sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pajter, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

ENGLISH LITERATURE TUTOR needed for

English 10A. Pay based on experierKC. Debra
310-550-3951.

English tutor for 11th grade. Recent immi-

grarU. English is mother language. Experience

preferred. La Brea/ Beverly Blvd. Send per-

sonal datV hourly charge to Frank- 1 72 South

Orange Drive, LA. 90036 or fax 213-936
9094.

English tutor for 5th/7th grade. New immi-
gram from Taiwan. Also assist homework in

other subjects. La Brea/Beverly Blvd. Send
personal datVhourly charge to Frank 172
South Orange Drive, LA, 90036 or fax

(213)936-9094.
.

NEED TUTOR for GRE math section. Famil-

iarity with GRE format required. $10^r. 310-

454-6690.

Teaching experience for tutoring. Computer
knowledge. Tennis knowledge. Car preferred

but rKM rtecessary. Available roorr«A>oard.

Call Shiriey 3ia271-4091, home 310-550-

1012office.

TUTOR NEEDED for high school statistics

and Spanish. 4-6 hr^wk. My ixxne, need car.

310-472-2628.

TUTOR NEEDED for upper diviskm Environ-

mental Psychology class. Pay based on ex-

perience. Call Qebra 310-550-3951.

TUTOR/PAL WANTED. Tutor needed (male)

to help 1 2-yr boy after school 3 to 4 days a

week. Oversee homevMKk ^nd altemoon ac-

tivities from 3 to 6pm at $8/hr m $25 a day.

Own transportation, or help with bus. Live in

Sherman Oaks, directly over the hill 1 0-

minutes from UCLA. Short cut through Bel-

Air behirxi the hospital. If interested, please

call jean Anne at 310-444-4727.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12^r. 818-347-7616/310-
475-4830.

100 Typing

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, maruiscripis, traivcrip-

lions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-

pers ar>d applicatiorH. Laser printing, gram-

mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resumes,

letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.

310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS

years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. MaclrYtosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, trarvcribing, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able 4^ates, near campus. 310-4704)287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^rtyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessyy. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

FRENCH HORN TEACHER needed for 10-

year old female «vith one year's eitperierKX.

My house. WLA—. 31 0-390- 1 761

.

102 Music Lessons

Guitar lessons by a piofesstonal nev UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

' SAXOPHONE TEACHER needed for 13-year

okJ male. Musical backgrouiKl. My house.

310-390-1761.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levelt/rtyles, per-

formance anxiety, asspciat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, fi^ee consulution, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resunnes

A CUSTOM-TYPE RESUME. Fast, profession-

al, reliable. Layout/editing composition.

Resumes/cover leUerV Reference sheets.

Computer typesetting/laser printing. 310-470-
7999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

105 Travel

New York
NON-STOP

^jg/
Londoi
Frankfurt

Tokyo
Boston

$225*
$225*
$235*
$184*

•fares are each w9/ from Los Anaeles based on a

roundlnp purchase Restrictions apply and taxes rx^t

included. Call for other NyorkV^ide destinations.

Open Saturdays lOam - 2pm

Council Travel
1093 Braxton Ave., #220, Los Ansdes, CA 90024

310-208-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

ROUNDTRIP AIRLINE TICKET to anywhere

in US - Best offer. Good urxil November
30th. Call 310-273-0098.

109 Autos for Sale

82 Chey, runs «««ll, asking $600 obo.

(213)933-5433.

HONOA CIVIC 1985, 5-speed, AM/fM Ster-

eo/CaauSie, 130k. color:asK-gray, S2500.
310-478-1935.

Perfect student cv, 1974 VW Superfoeetfe,

recently painted, forest green, imntaculate in-

terior, new EVERYTHING, runs excellent

OnlyS1999. Call 310-721-1640.

"77 T-8IRO. Low mileage; exceileni oorwli-

tion; blu^nrhite interior; VC; electric sun-

roof, wlnda%vs, doors, seats, locks. Mom's
cv. Robert: UCLA 310-206-4242, home 310-

288-0063.

'82 BMW 320i, 5-speed, 2 door, pull-out,

AM/fM cassette, mirwr body wvrk, runs

great. $200(yobo. (310)e26-499t.

109 Autos for Sale

'84 JETTA 5-spced, air, new tires, silver, one
owner, 92K miUii^ radio^catsette. $2600.

(310M71.8332.

'84 VOLKSWAGEN (SCIRROCO). 5-speed,

sunroof, air, cassette, excellent condition,

previously owned by one student $2100.
(310)391-7230. Rachel.

'87 Buick Skylark. 6-cylinder sedan. White,

4-door, Power steering, air, heater, tapedeck,

cruise control, bucket seats. $4000. 310-474-

0016.

'87 HONDA CIVK: HATCHBACK, AK.
arrVfm stereWcassette, like new, only 41,000
miles. Blue book $5200. Asking $400(Voba
310-441-9242.

'87 Volkeswagen Golf GEO, original owner,
excellent condition, MI, 5-speed, new blue

paint S2700 obo. 310-546^5596.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, $880CVobo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

1986 Honda XL600: Street/dirt bike. New
tires, supertrapp, rack, excellent condition,

meticulously maintair>ed, showroom clean.

$1650. Pete 310-474-9780.

115 Scooters for Sale

1986 HONDA ELHTE 80. 6900 miles, excel-

lent condition, new tires, muffler, air filter. In-

cludes helmets $600/obo. Call Lee (310)366-

7543. __^
1986 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Only 850
original miles since new. $950. (310)454-

1724.

1987 HONDA ELITE ISO. Good shape $650r—
Helmet included. Call )eff 310-836-7879.

1989 BLACK YAMAHA 125. 2-per5on. Excel-

lent condition. Low miles. $1000/obo. 213-
688-4187.

1989 Honda Elite SOcc. Includes helmet,

lock, and basket. Low mileage. Call Patti,

310-920-0132.

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.

Helmet and lock IrKluded. Original owner.

$750. Call Pam at 310-546-2446.

1990 Honda Elite 80. Brilliant condition. Low
miles. Extra battery, 2 helmets, tool kit,

kryptonite lock. $725 obo. Robert 310-824-

9923.

1991 HONDA ELITE E. 50c, perfect condi-

'

tion, new battery,tune up, basket, helnr>et.

$450 obo. Call 31 0-451 -4346.

HONDA ELITE ISO. Runs excellently, great

power. Red. Includes lock and helnr>ct. $800
obo. Call 310-657-5465.

HONDA ELITE SOcc. Good condition. justD-
tuned, includes lock and helniet $550. 310-

825-0951 , leave message.

HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Red, hardly used,

low miles, great shape. Includes lock and

battery charger. $1000. 310-2073542.

Honda Elite '80, good condition, white, hel-

met and lock included. $600. Day 310-719-

5072. Eve 310-442-5228.

White, elite 80. Great condition. With hel-

met $500 obo. 310 477-5686.^ "^

'86 HONDA ELITE 150. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Lock and helmet ir>clud-

ed. $85(yobo. Call Kevin 818-879-1 273.

'86 HONDA SPREE SCOOTER. Excellent

corxiition. Great gas mileage. Helmet $350.

Call 453-8469.

'87 HONDA ELITE 50. Runs greati With hel-

met and lock, $35Q/obo. Call for Kim 310-

476-4387. MUST SEEI

'87 RED HONDA ELITE 1 50. Includes hel-

met lock and basket. Must setll Joe. 213-

934-2950. $675/obo.

'87 RED HONDA ELITE 1 50. New battery,

low miles. $750 obo. 310^826-3203.

'89 Honda Elite 80. )ust serviced. Been in

storage for over a year. lrK:ludes lock ar>d

helmet $800. Dawn 310 374.0902.

"90 HONOA ELITE 80. Blue, Helmet/lock,

Just tuned. S750/obo. Jen 714-724-1755 eve.

120 Off-Campus Parking

PARKING SPACE NEAR CAMPUS NEEDED
BADLY. Will pay top $$$. Call John 310^

794-3577.

126 Furniture for Sale

Beautiful living room ar>d dining room fumi-

ture irKluding a complete dining room set

with side-board. Will negotiate for best price.-

310-470-4221.

COUCH 2-PERSON. Beige w/gray pattern.

Excellent condition. Matching pillows ar>d

throw rug. $195 obo. 510-477-5686.

Custom-made twin waterfoed with built-in

storage. $550 obo. 310-208^8718

FOR SALE: full size mattress and box spring

$100, Ull white book c»e $10. Call

(310)557-1819.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Ddhwries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372 2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,

full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

Dining and sofa seu also. 310-821-0729

127 Garage Sales

Sofa beds $95. Twin Beds $25. Marble tables

$25. Bedtpreads $10. 2528 S. Sepuh«da. t.S

block south of rtco. 310.477-906fc.
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On deck

What Women's voNeytwIi

Who

•UCLA

„.^iOOK/D•lyBruin'

VOLLEYBALL
From page 40

play them every year, but 1 don't

know much about this year's

team."

Banachowski will quickly leam

who the Aztecs go-to players are

at game time. Sophomore outside

hitters Juliana Cezar and Ginger

Ernest lead the SDSU attack.

Ernest leads the team, averaging

4.96 kills per game widi 248 over-

all. Cezar, the 1993 Western
Athletic Conference Freshman of

the Year has been immune to the

sophomore jinx. She has racked

up 166 kills to complement her

team-high 1 43 digs on the year.

As a sidelight, it will be a

homecoming for UCLA freshman

outside hitter Kara Milling.

According to Gabel, Milling, out

of Poway High School in San
Diego, will receive a warm wel-

ccnne.

"I know a lot of people are

The Bruins will

continue to play the

"Guess the Setter"

_^_ game tonight.

coming out to see Kara play in the

area again," Gabel said. "It should

be a great atmosphere,**
• V •

The Bruins will continue to

play the "Guess the Setter" game
tonight. Sophomore setter Kelly

Flannigari started in the win over

Washington on Friday night
before biding removed for fresh-

man Kim Coleman at the start of

the fourth game. The following

night, Coleman started and played

all the way in a victory over
Washingtojn State.

However, Flannigan will be
back woilcing the controls against

SDSU.
"The setter situation is still

unresolved," Banachowsk» said.

"Kelly and Kim are getting equal

practice time right now so when
we make a switch it's not a big

adjustment for the team."

Despite the constant flip-flop-

ping, Coleman is undisturbed by
the situation.

"It doesn't bother me at all,"

Coleman said. "I'm just thrilled to

be here playing volleyball for

UCLA."

W. SOCCER
From page 40

in front of the
,
goal.

Unfortunately, Artcenberg got off

a hard shot, but it sailed right

toward the Anteater goalie.

The Bruins showed fatigue in

the overtime, as Skenderian
cramped up in both legs and oth-

ers loosened their defense to

allow Anteater attackers to come
dangerously close to putting the

ball in the net.

Despite the frustrations, fresh-

man goalie, Gretchen Overgaard
continued to be a positive aspect

of the team, as she collected her

third consecutive shutout. She
still holds her first-place region-

al ranking in goals-scored-
against

128 Misc. for Sale

LEGALIZE EVERYTHING. TAX RELIGION.

VINYL BUMPER STICKER. Send S2/1, $5/3

to: Trixle, Inc., 5050 Laguna Blvd., Suite 1 1 2-

401 , Elk Grove, CA, 95758.

134 Computer/Typev/riter

COMPUTER SALE! Power Book Duo 230,

Global fax modem, all popular software.

Travel case and misc., brand new, $1900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

COMPUTERS!!
Whether you are a student or professor,

NOW is the time to buy ar>d upgrade your

IBM PC and Compatibles. We also do con-

sulting and prograrrVfile maintenance. Let us

help make your researchAvork faster and eas-

ier. All computers are delivered FREE, in-

stalled FREE, and come with ONE_YE^
service warranty. Call SynapSys Computer

Source todayl 310-478-8733.

134 Computer/Typewriter

EXPANDABLE 286 double port, color rrwni-

lor, keyboard, WordPerfect 5.0, DOS, plus

more. Perfect for students. $600/obo. 310-

838 5774 __^
MACPLUS, 4-meg RAM, 80 meg external

HO, Image writer w/paper, computer desk,

carrying case -»- extras, $800. Carl 310-478-

5054 evenings.

Newton Messagepad 1 1 and Smith Corona

word processor with full-screen monitor in

perfect condition. Price negotiable. 310-268-

9230.

American Heart

Association

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

\CROSS

1 Faulty

6 Reptile

1 1 Fruit cooler
14 Sahara

(rarisport

15 Cause of some
lawsuits

16 — capita
17 Indian tent

18 Canadian lake

20 Strange
21 Couple
22 Regions
23 Agile

20 GnlliDr (i\

fabric)

27 — of Man
28. Head cover
29 Editor's word
30 Sullivan and

Asner .

32 Turkish
official

33 Standards
34 Lubricate
38 Fireplace

ledges
40 Spiritualist

meetings
4

1

Main course
42 Crew
43 Picnic pest

44 Egos'
counterparts

45 Big League
events

46 Buck's mate
47 Sloped area
50 — what

friends are

(or

52 His and —
53 Language of a

subgroup
55 Dined .

56 On the — (in

(light Irom
the law)

57 Venice "taxi

driver"

59 Hunter
constellation

62 Belore
63 "The Old -

Bucket"
64 "Carmen."

for instance
65 Guided
66 Pour liquid

over
07 Too

inquisitive,

DOWN
1 Play a part

2 Li'l Abner .

and Daisy —
3 Significant

4 Run-down
5 Snow vehicle

6 Spreads
thickly

7 Stupid^nes
8 Loathe
9 Parrot •

10 Napoleon's
place of

exile

1

1

Church parts
12 Iron-on

picture

13 Wipe clean

19 Originated

23 Embarrass
24 "— Love

Song"
25 Least fresh

26 Kings'
stand-ins

29 Go fast

31 Pulls

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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3- 10 94 ® tS94 United FMlura Syndtcala

35 Schools .
•*>

36 Mexican man's
title

37 — Park, Coto.

39 Camera
support •

40 While wine
42 Beards
47 Bright star

48 Worship
49 Dug for gold
51 Japanese poem

52 Groucho's
brother

54 Atmosphere

56 Diving bird

5i Chinese
philosopher—Ise

60 Prospector's
find

61 Negative vote

14

17

23 24

52

41

47

rr

|T8

ur

B 11 ,12^13

rr

31

53

57

82

The Dally Brum

Classified Display

Advertising Department

is looking for ambitious interns

eager to get experience for life.

Hiring and earning

potential at termination of

10 week internship.

Pick up applications at

The Daily Bruin
Front Counter at 225 Kerckhoff Hall.

Application Deadline is 2:00pm.

Friday. October 7th.

l;
Call 206-3060 for information or with questions.
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Eltingh takes singles, doubles titles in Malaysia
No. 39 Netherland

native is first man
to win both in '94

By Joe JarM
Los Angeles Dally News

Doubles continue to decline, a
fact that was undersccMred Sunday

- by touraament results from Kuala
Lumpur. Malaysia.

Jacco Eltingh of the
Netherlands, ranked 39th in the
world, won tlie singles, defeating

Russian Andrei Olhovskiy in three
^ sets.

That's not so unusual. Eltingh

had won in Schenectady, N.Y.,
earlier in the year. No, what was
unusual was that Eltingh also won
the doubles (with compatriot Paul
Haarhuis). Eltingh thus became /

the first man this year to win sin-

gles and doubles at a tournament.

That is ridiculous. It's October.

The ATP Tour has meandered
from Qatar to Rotterdam to

Cincinnati to Seoul and a hundred
other cities, and only now has
some man won both singles and
doubles at an event?

STANFORD
From page 34

was staying with," she said. "It

just blew my mind. That someone
would have the confidence to take

someone else's computer apart
right there in the dofm and fix it

on the spot."

And that's what made you
conie? "I figured he could fix my
computer when I got here," she
said.

SCOTT HUMPHRIES and
PAUL GOLDSTEIN
Two of the top junior tennis

players in the world, Humphries
won the junior Wimbledon singles

"-title this past Summer and
Goldstein has won the U.S. Junior

Nationals a record three times.

Together, they advanced to the

finals of the U.S. Open and won
the national junior doubles title.

Humphries has a reputation as an
unbehevable volleyer; Goldstein's

strokes are m^re disciplined, but

just as elifectiV^.

"I wasn't sure Scott was com-
ing, but we talked about it," said

Goldstein, who graduated from
Sidwell Friends School, where
Chelsea Clinton is a ninth-grader.

"There was just so much history

there with the program, it was
hard to deny."

Humphries is from Alamo,
Calif., near San Francisco, and
trained and went to school at

Palmer Academy in Florida.

Beneath the Stanford tennis
offices in an inconspicuous room,
the women's coach, Frank
Brennan, and the men's coach,
Dick Gould, show off their wares
- the NCAA championship tro-

phies in glass display cases.
Black-and-white photos of phe-
noms past cover the walls - Patty

Fendick, John McEnroe, Roscoe
Tanner.

Brennan's teams have won
eight of the last 13 titles and
Oould's have won 12 of the last

20.

"Be nice if we could get a cou-
ple more," Humphries said.

Therein lies another reason they

come to Stanford.

"You get this synergy working,"
Brennan said. "These kids rub up
against gold-medal winners and
national champions, a Summer
Sanders, Pablo Morales or
Dominique Dawes. What happens
is, they begin thinking it's entirely

possible for them to do just as

wcU." -
•' • •

.—

:

One big reason: Top singles

players like Pete Sampras and
Andre Agassi usually skip the

doubles.

The unending tennis season''

already is too hard on their legs

and their psyches. For the most
part, only in Davis Cup do dou-
bles get any publicity. The extra

money to be earned in doubles is

meaningless to die top men; they

can pick up all the extra change
they want playing exhibitions.

In addition to all his singles
glory, John McEnroe won 10
Grand Slam doubles titles and was
14-1 with Peter Fleming in Davis
Cup doubles. McEnroe, Stan
Smith, Roy Emerson, Don Budge
and many others somehow sum-
moned the time and energy to be
excellent in doubles as well as sin-

gles.

Relative no-names rule doubles
now: Eltingh-Haarhuis,
Woodbridge-Woodforde, Connell-
Galbraith, Black-Stark, Adams-
Olhovskiy, Apell-Bjorkman,
Nijssen-Suk. There should be a

Boris Becker in those ATP dou-
bles rankings. A Stefan Edberg, a

Michael Chang, a Michael Stich,

But the days of Fleming-

McEnroe, Bob Lutz-Stan Smith,
John Newcombe-Tony Roche,
Lew Hoad-Ken Rosewall appear
to be over. We are in an age of
specialization, an age of singles.

That's sad, if only because dou-
bles are far more entertaining to

watch than singles.

Add doubles:Ric1c Leach, who
made his doubles name playing
with Jim Pugh, will team up with

Scott Davis (21 career doublcr-
titles going into this year) to play

Sydney and Tokyo. Leach and
Davis used to play against each
other in father-son tournaments
when they were in their early
teens.

The movies (continued):
Cinema has seldom done justice

to tennis, and pertiaps vice versa.

One of the mediocre movies
mentioned was "Hard, Fast and
Beautiful" (1951), in which Claire

Trevor played miserable stage
mother to player Sally Forrest,—

—

George Toley, former pro at die

L.A. Tennis Club and men's coach
at use, reports that "Hard, Fast
..." would have been even uglier if

it had not been for eccentric mil-

lionaire Howard Hughes, who
owned RKO at the time the movie

was made.
Toley, forewarned, was awak-

ened at 2:30 one morning and
summoned to RKO by a Hughes
aide. Hughes, whom he had never
met, was in jeans and a T-shirt.

"George," he said, "I want you
to see this movie widi me and tell

me what you think. I think it's tei--

rible and I don't want my name
associated with it"
- "So they put this thing on,"
recalled Toley, "and it was the
most atrocious thing you have
ever seen. It was two girls play-
ing. They would call the score
and it would be in the wrong
court. One time, during a point,

Forrest would be in a skirt and
another time she'd be in shorts. ...

And in one sequence, they must
have hit four or five overheads at

one another.

"I found out that the guy who
edited that thing didn't know any-
thing about tennis at all, and he
bought a book on tennis to edit

it."

In addition, Forrest had been
taught -^ by famed coach Eleanor
"Teach" Tennant— the rudiments
of being a player. Toley pointed
out to Hughes that it was more

important, in the short time avail-

able, that she be taught how t6
look like a player.

RKO hired Gene Mako, a vet-

eran of four Davis Cup teams and
a doubles partnership with Don
Budge, to work with Forrest. A
few more thousand feet of film

was shot, and Toley. for $500 ii

we^k, hovered about the cutting

room during the editing.

Toley watched the final resuir
in a screening room with nervous
director Ida Lupino, who was
pleased with the result.

That was the end of Toley 's

movie career. From then on the

glitches he removed were only
from his his pupils' strokes.

Oral commitment: "When I

was a kid, I liked (Mats)
WUander because of the way he
played. Now I can't have him as a
role model anymore. He's play-
ing again so I have to treat him
like an enemy^" — Alberto
Berasategui of Spain.

Coming events:The late
Arthur Ashe, a UCLA alumnus,
will be inducted Nov. 2 into the

Worid Sports Humanitarian Hall
of Fame, to be built in Boise,
Idaho.

UCLA'S
Student Credit Union

3ecome a Student

Credit Union intern,

and yau'll ^aln -

skills and contacts

thai will

(^ner^izeyour reeume

and booetyoHT

career path. ' AA

V

.^WPlW^V.^'H.

Volunteer and invest 4-5 hours a week for a lifetime of returns. If

yrfupan't make a recruitment meeting, please drop by our office

in the new Plaza Building by 3:00 pm Wednesday to pick up an
internship application.

(310)825-1211

.... ^.^
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Cardinal recruiting classes sliine iilce pure gold
By Mike Wise
The New York Times

. PALO ALTO, Calif. — Thinic

back to age 1 2. Maybe your first

crush, or the last time you got into

the movies for half price. It is an

age when the biggest decision in a

given month may be, simply, cher-

ry or grape.

That is, provided you don't

qualify as a child sports phenom,
in which case the Stanford
University athletic department
may know where you live and
what cartoon you believe still has

*social relevance.

Twelve, after all, is the age
Eldrick (Tiger) Woods received

his first letter of recruitment.

"I saw his face in Sports
Illustrated's Faces in the Crowd,"
said Wally Goodwin, the Stanford

University golf coach. "So I wrote

him a nice, little letter and asked

him to write m« back. He
impressed me trem^dously."

Woods, then a seventh-grader

with limbs made of com silk, was

"shocked at first."

"I didn't know if it was legal or

not," Woods said during an inter-

view on campus last week. "But I

Stanford boasts national champions in freshman class

as top-ranked male and female athletes go to Palo Alto

was impressed someone actually

thought enough of me at that age."

Six years later, the plot is inter-

estingly familiar in Palo Alto,

where Stanford has assembled
perhaps the greatest modem batch

of freshmen athletes ever assem-

bled west of Ann Arbor, Mich.

The Fab Five of the Fringe -

athletes who occupy the very top

echelon of their sports, even if

they won't draw thousands to sta-

diums and arenas and fill the uni-

versity 's coffers with gate and
television money. For every insti-

tution run by football and basket-

ball dollars, this is non-revenue

nirvana.

With one bold pitch, Stanford

wooed the prodigy of American
golf (Woods), the immediate
future of U.S. gymnastics (U.S.

nationals champion Dominique
Dawes), the nation's most revered

two-sport star (Kristin Folkl, who
dunks a basketball and spikes a

volleyball with equal aplomb) and

two men's tennis players (Scott

Humphries and Paul Goldstein)

with Wimbledon and U.S. Open
junior titles already on their man-
tles.

"Pretty cool," said Goldstein, a

three-trme national junior singles

champion: T"Tiger Woods.

"It's incredible.

I'm very honored to be

a part of that group."

Paul Goldstein

Stanford Tennis

Dominique Dawes. Kristin Folkl.

Scott. Myself. It's incredible. I'm

very honored to be a part of that

group."

Folkl, the female recipient of

the 1994 Dial Award given to the

nation's outstanding high school

athlete, said, "When you sit back

and ponder it, well, it's kind of

neat."

Stanford has collected more
National Collegiate Athletic

-Association team titles (40) than

any other school since 1980.
Cardinal swimmers emerged with

13individual titles last season,

and Stanford led the nation in

team titles last year with four.

The Cardinal finished second
this year behind North Carolina

for the first Sears Director Cup, an
all-sports trophy awarded to the

school that accumulates the most
points based on placings at NCAA
championship events.

It's the kind of school where the

quarterback of the football team,

Steve Stenstrom, certain to be
,4elected in next spring's National

Football League draft, may tfe half

as recognized walking around
campus as Woods, 18, golf's

young prince.

Classes opened this week, a

good time to scan the room and
meet Stanford's new additions:

TIGER WOODS

UCLA Career Network Workshops
Your connection to UCLA alumniprofessionals ... and getting tlie edge on your future.

FALL. <

October 12

October 19

October 26

November 2

November 9

November 16

W 1 N T E
January 18

January 25

February 1

U A R T E R ' 9 4 '

How to Write Your Resume

How to Give a Great Interview

How to Develop Your Own Job Network

How to Apply to a School of Education

How to Apply to Law School

+low to Apply to Business School
'

f QUARTER '95
How to Write Your Resume

,

How to Give a Great Interview

How to Develop Your Own Job Network

February 4 (Saturday) Senior Career Conferencej

' February 6-10 (Monday-Friday) 'UCLA Career Week '

February 8

February 15

February 22

March 1

Career Options for Teachers

Career Options iri Law

Career Options in International Business

-Career Options in Government & Politics

SPRING QUARTER '95
April 12 How to Write Your Resume

April 19 How to Give a Great Interview

April 26 How to Develop Your Own Job Network

May 3 Career Options for Psychology Majors

May 10 '

Career Options in the Non-Prof it World

May 17 Career Options for Life Science Majors

May 24 Careers and the Environment

Workshops are free to students and begin at 7 p.m. In the James West Alumni Center (except where noted).

Additional workshops will be announced throughout the year For more information, call 206-0524.

-tr

Wb appmciate Kaplan 's support In helping

to sponsor CamrNshmkpmgwns.

KAPLAN
SAA A Career Network

are sponsored by

UCIAIumnl
*»iiuri4TinR

ITw anMMr to ««• «M« «MM«o«.

I-HOO-KAP. II.SI

— .

He spurned virtually every
school with a golf program in the

country in favor of Stanford.
Wogds went to the U.S. Amateur
this sununer as one of the world's

most promising young golfers. He
left a mini-legend, walking off the

18th green of the Tournament
Players Club at Sawgrass tri-

umphantly, coming back from a

six-stroke deficit over the final 1

3

holes to defeat llrip Kuehne in a

seething fmish.

Jack Nicklaus was 19 when he

won the U.S. Amateur, so that

takes care of history.

Woods' ethnicity - Woods'
father is black, his mother Thai -
is somehow always creeping into

the same story with his golfing

exploits (look, it happened again).

Yet the attention and appeal can
only help a sport in which change

comes embarrassingly slowly.

Woods sums up his reason for

coniing to Stanford succinctly:

Close to home. Sterling education.

And this: "If it's not the nation's

best pianist, or the nation's best

swimmer, it's somebody with a

brain you can't believe," he said.

"I'm just lost in a crowd here,

which is fine. That's why I came."

By the way, Goodwin still car-

ries the letter Woods wrote back.

"Perfect grammar, capitals,

spelling, punctuation, everything,"

he said. "I still show it to people."

DOMINIQUE DAWES
Dawes passed up UCLA,

Oregon State, Arizona, Alabama
and Georgia to attend Stanford.

Though she has deferred her
scholarship until 1995 in order to

train for the world championships,

Dawes, standing 5 feet and weigh-

ing 95 pounds, is clearly one of

the most dynamic performers to

grace the sport in recent years.

She became the first woman
since 1969 to win the all-around

and four events finals at the

National Gymnastics
Championships in Nashville,
Tenn., last summer. In the process,

she defeated two-time world
champion Shannon Miller, and
she has a good chance of repre-

senting the United States in

Atlanta.

When school is not in session,

she will continue to live with her

parents in Silver Springs, Md.,
and train at Hill's Angels in

Gaithersburg, Md., 45 minutes
away. She's contemplating a the-

ater major at Stanford.

"When I visited last October, it

had everything I wanted," Dawes
said. "The education, the competi-

tion. It just seemed the right place

to go."

KRISTIN FOLKL
Folkl decided to bypass UCLA

and the University of Texas for

Stanford. Using one of Coach Tara

VanDerveer's basketball scholar-

ships, Folkl, from St. Louis' St.

Joseph Academy, will play two
sports for at least one season at

Stanford. She spent parts of two
summers in basketball camps
here, but it only took one summer
to impress VanDerveer to remem-
ber her.

The 6-foot-2-inch Folkl began
dunking the basketball, first one at

a time, then two, and now six

straight times in all, until everyone

in the gym believed the sight.

Expected to gain significant

playing time as a freshman, Folkl

was also the key recruit of a four-

person volleyball class, one that

was voted the nation's best.

"I don't know if this is my one
defming moment, but during my
ipcruiting trip some guy staying in

'
ttl/$ donn came down the hall and^

fi^de^ this computer of the person I

See SmNPOIID, page 33
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UCLA head coach Terry Donahue feels the Bruins are improving.

FOOTBALL
From page 39

competitor is someone who will

come back after a poor perfor-

mance and improve his next weeks
performance," Donahue said.

' "Wayne played better Saturday
than he did the week before."

Still, Cook was obviously not at

the top of his game, and Donahue
ofifered several explanations for his

continuing struggles.

"There acgjimes when he is not

getting set and is too herky-jericy,

too unsettled and too skitterish,"

Donahue said. "One of the reasons

is that he is trying to get used to a

new offensive line - one that the

week before didn't do an adequate

job of protecting him. At times, his

running backs areiTt doing a. good
job of getting him protected, and at

times, his receivers are not doing a

good job of getting open, so I think

there are reasons why Wayne may
be lacking some confidence in cer-

tain areas, but I think he's going to

fight through it."

• • •

One receiver who should not be
blame^d for failing to get open is

junioV flanker Kevin Jordan.
Jordan, who might be the most
underrated receiver in the nation,

ranks second nationally and first in

the Pac-10 with 108.2 receiving

yards per game, and fourth nation-

ally and first in the Pac-10 with

seven receptions per game.
In five games this season, he has

made 35 catches for 541 yards. Of
the 35 receptions, 24 have pro-

duced first-downs, and three were
touchdowns. After five games in

1993, Stokes had made 26 recep-

tions for 413 yards and eight
scores.

• • •

Add inside linebacker Shane
Jasper to the ever-increasing list of
injured UCLA players. Jasper, the

Bruins' most experienced inside

linebacker, suffered a hip pointer

in the Washington game and could

be out for several weeks. He cur-

rently ranks third on the squad
with 38 tackles.

• • •

Having lost three straight
games, UCLA must now travel

north for a game at California.

The Golden Bears, who lost to

San Diego State and Hawaii in

their first two games, are on a two-

game winning-streak with victo-

ries over Arizona State Sept. 24
and a 55-0 shellacking of San Jose

State last Saturday.

"This is a big, big game,"
Donahue said. "We've got to start

winning some games and acting

like we're a good team. We've got

to do a better job, and when I say
'we,' I'm talking about me, the

coaches and the players. We've
just got to do better."

UCLA leads the series with the

Bears 41-22-
1 , but Cal has won the

last four meetings and is attempt-

ing to become the first conference

team to take five consecutive
games from the Bruins.

Letter to the Editor

••fei

Dear Bruin Football Team:

This is Maxie again. I hope you
remember me. I want you to do
something for me and the school. \

want you to win die next game
against our "Big Brother" Cal. I

know they lost some "easy" games
- like Hawaii, etc. You may think

thM tfiis will be an easy game for us

to win. But do not lie fooled! ITiink

win! RenK^mber, they beat us last

year! I know we can win! I have
faith in you!

Don't let me down. Forget the

washing we had against both

Washington teams. Get together and
win this one.

This I hope will be a start to go
on to win the other games. But let's

take it one at a time. You can do it

Please do it! IloveUI

Maxie Sonnenschelii
UCLA '42

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

Quarter in Washinobn Prooram

Liva vsd(. & ateyj UC classes in Washingfor

^ Part-time field placements

Earn academic & honors credit

Design & condid your ovvn reseaid^ project

e financial aid availal3le

INFORMATION MEETING
WHEN:
WHERE:
TIIVIE:

Every Tuesday & \\%dnesday
303 GSLIS Building

5D0 pm to 6<X) pm

nPPLIOflTIOnS FOR SPRinC 1995 DU€ nOVemBER 2n<l

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

310 GSLIS Building, UCLA
(310)206-3109

Jntonwagon also available through ttie EXPO Center, A-213 ^Uikemian, (310) 825-0831

DOUBLE SAVINGS
DOUBLE SAVINGS
Otu*giggedSideoftheihmi*

Carmofbe used
for the purchase
or TMtbooks or

SMe Items
/IRTC/IRVED

September 29 - October 14

Campos Photo Studio, 2nd Floor Ackermon

Ackerman Students^ Store B-Levei

Lu Valie Comiiioiis Store'*' •4>
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Guess they didn't know about u^

Large SeleiJtion of Fashion Eyewear"

• Complete Eye Exam •Most Insurance Plans Accepted

• Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

3

825.2161

1^ Display

Imported Italian Leather
Sofas at unbelievable prices!

BRASS HEADBOARDS *59
BUNK BEDS *n
5 PIECE DIMEHE SETS '135

. BOOKCASES tss

DESIGNER SOFA BEDS •IDS
Large ulectlon of imported sola beds avaHaMe

the dream cloud convertible

3 piece
table set

the acapsico

as]•1 1 stgi utitlioa if

Him MiMM Mil

bMMthiitMk

nH( 1 lilV*ll tllll III "M N S I II \ii|\i III .|i \

• I II Mil •il Miiol l'<iiil \|il I II |ii\ i\ til

I <i\\ MU« r\ III -III ( ( III M I II ,\ hi II

• HliN ttlllHIMt ^

• III »l<il« tHM«n ((I * IMMCM >•

_ ,^ SOLD

SETS

1
u.

\

1
1

M32WHve

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
TO ALL LOCATIONS

6 3 2 W M, s III w y. B o ii i. r v a r d
Onf, Block East of Fairfax oppOsitf. Mav Companv

213.939.1244

213.939.3335
Opkn 7 Days

Hofin: Mon-Fri I0am-7pm

Sal lOam-Spm San 11am-5pm

CUAIIANTEED FIII^K

>y Lavaway & Stoiiace

BILLIGMEIER
From page 40

1994 was nowhere near that of,

say, Tennessee, 1989. And not

even in the same universe as USC,
1988 and '87. Yet while my heart

feels more stable (and less

attached to UCLA's fortunes) this

year than ever before, my gut

keeps yanking me back to the last

football season of the 1980s. As
hard as I try, I can't get away from
that 3-7-1 feeling.

Stop me if you've heard this

before ...

UCLA football at its pinnacle.

Confidence riding high. Good
deal of talent returning. Upon first

(and second and third) collision

with a quality opponent. Bruins

get ripped a new, um, earhole.

Fairly accurate description of this

year's bunch, yes? Well, for those

of you who didn't realize we had a

football team before you came to

campus (perhaps there are a few
Cornhuskers out there who would
claim we still don't), the preceding

message was brougjit to you by the

Society for Reminiscing About the

Worst Year in UCLA Football

History (that's 1989 for all the slow

types out there).

I'm the president of that club,

probably because I've metamor-
phosed into a bit of an emotional

masochist of late. But don't you
agree, ye historians?

Here's a fun game for those

who, can remember back to the

mid-high school era. Hold up both

hands and stan counting the simi-

While my heart feels

more stable . . . my gut

keeps yanking me back

to the last football

season of the 1980s.

larities between the 1989 and
1994 seasons/teams. With each

comparison, lower one finger. I

bet when you're done, you end up
eating straight off the plate.

Here's my version:

L^ thumb - High expectations.

In 1989, the Bruins were coming
off one of their most spectacular

seasons ever, having held the No.
1 ranking for a week in 1988 and
ranked sixth to kick off '89. This

year, UCLA entered play eight

months removed from a Rose
Bowl appearance. Plus, the Bruins

had their quarterback and
Heisman Trophy candidate wide
receiver returning for their senior

seasons.

Right thumb - Major losses to

the NFL draft, but optimism not

particularly dashed. Five years

ago, UCLA watched seven play-

ers go pro, including five in the

first four rounds. Among them Sir

Aikman and everybody's favorite

role model, Darryl Henley. This
past spnng.^fiwe more Bruins flew

Daily Bruin fil« photo

the coop, all in the initial five

rounds.

Left index - Season opens with

Tennessee. (I cheated, that was an
easy one. Hey, I've gotta come up
with 10 of these, so cut me some
slack).

Right index - Early-season

squeaker against horse-crud-oppo-

nent. In '89, it was the beloved

San Diego State Aztecs, bless

their hearts, who took us to the

wire but fell, 28-25. Those poor
bastards, they'll probably never

find a way to beat a Pac-lOlieam -

oops, sorry, Cal.

This season, we almost (should

The close call this year

in the season opener

was a great win over a

doggone good team.

have, perhaps?) fell to mighty
Southern Methodist, the proud
alma mater of Eric Dickerson,

Craig James and my Uncle Tim.

Left middle - Performance in

September match-up with a high-

ly-regarded national power gives

cause for optimism. Five seasons

back, the Bruins hung tight, losing

24-23 at Ann Arbor against a

Michigan club then ranked fifth in

the country. This year? How about

Tennessee? So we know now that

they suck eggs. Nobody knew that

on September 3. As far as we
could all tell then, the close call

this year in the season opener was
a great win over a doggone good
football team.

Right middle - Bruins take one
on the chin from cross-sectional

rival. In '89, the Volunteers

spanked UCLA in Pasadena, 24-6.

Granted, Tennessee vvas unranked
at the time and not nearly as wor-
shiped as the 1994 Nebraska club

that handed the Bruins their col-

lective lunch last month. But it's

food for thought^ at least.

Left ring - Uh, Terry Donahue
was the coach. (So I cheated

twice. Sue me.)

Right ring - In first real test of

conference schedule. Bruins look

doggedly piss-poor. Arizona pro-

vided the 42-7, eye-opening

thumping five years back. This
year, it was the booooo!
Washington boooooo! State —
boooooo! Cougars. Did someone
hear complaints about the UCLA
crowd's behavior? Twenty-one
points for the Palousers, zero for

the just-plain-losers.

All that leaves is a pair of

pinkies. If any of you Bniins were
following along, you might want •

to save those last two fingers for _^
the Oregon State game, when - if

you put on another wazzu-like

performance at the Rose Bowl -

the students (if any choose to

show up) will undoubtedly let you
have it once again.

Scary as it is to admit in a

"Defending Pac-10 Champions"
year, 3-7-1 just doesn't seem all

Itnt far away right now.
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say goodbye to Rams, hello Superbowl
NFL proposes building new stadium,

dieme park to house championship

By Ron Rapoport
Los Angeles Daily News

ANAHEIM — The National
Football League is considering
building a stadium in the Los
Angeles area and contributing to its

financing by holding the Super
Bowl there on a regular basis. The
stadium would be built with the
help of local government ;^d pri-

vate enterprise or both. A perma-
nent NFL theme park could be part

of the stadium complex.— News item

Welcome to Frontiereland, the
first stop on our tour of the NFL's
Magic Kingdom. This portion of
the park is sometimes called Six
Flags Over Geoi^ia and is a tribute

to the woman who made it all pos-

sible.

It is fitting that we begin our
journey here because it was the
Rams' decision to leave Los
Angeles that instigated this con-
struction in the first place. The
league was appalled by the idea
that no teams would be left in the

nation's second largest city and
entertainment capital so it leapt
into action. The result is the opu-
lent new stadium and amusement
park you see before you.

The irony, of course, is that it

was the Rams* inability to get any-
one in the L.A. basin to build them
a new stadium that prompted them
leave in the first place. That is why
it seems so fitting that at the center

of this exhibit there is a larger-

than-life statue of its namesake.

And, yes, those are real tears -
they have been reproduced in per-
petuity for this exhibit through the
wonders of science - shed by Mrs.
Frontiere herself when she woke
up in her qew hometown and real-

ized that the timing of the Rams'
move could have been a little bet-

ter.

"Nobody told me how cold it

gets in St. Loins," she said, "and
I'm getting awfully tired of Italian

food."

Now, if you will follow me this

way, we will continue our tour in

the Al Davis Funhouse.

Those gleeful shrieks you hear
are the very ones uttered by the

President of the General Partner
when he learned of the plans for

the construction of this complex.
"I've been fighting the NFL for

close to 30 years," Davis said when
he heard the news. "I stole their

best players when I was running
the rival AFL. I broke their rules

when 1 left Oakland and relocated

in Los Angeles. I sued their pants
" off and cost them tiens of millions
of dollars.

"And now they're going to turn

around and biiild this nice new
money pit of a stadium for little old

me? Why, I'm touched, truly
touched. There is the little matter
of the NFL paying me for infring-

ing on my territorial rights, of
course. But I'm sure we can work
something out. All I'd want is, oh,
say, half the gross receipts for the

next 10 Super Bowls."

Our next stop is the Hall Of
Screaming Owners. It is a monu-.
meijt to the 28 other NFL propri-

etors who couldn't believe the
league would do this for one of
their number.

"We fought like tigers to get our
stadiums financed and nobody
helped us," they said. "We cut all

kinds of special deals to get public

finds. We threatened to leave town.

Some of us DID leave town and
got hung in effigy. And do you
know how many politicians we had
to take to dinner and make small
talk with? All so the league could
build a stadium for AL DAVIS?
You've got to be kidding us?

"And what's this about playing
every other Super Bowl in Los
Angeles? Does somebody have_
something against New Orleans.
Don't the bar owners on Bourbon
Street have a right to make a few
bucks off Super Bowl Week, too?
At least show us the creative ways
you geniuses have come up with to

make the city fathers of Los
Angeles shell out for bringing all

the high-rollers into town."

Yes, I agree, the volume level of
all this shouting does get a little

uncomfortable after a while, but
I'm sure you'll find our next exhi-

bition more soothing and restful.

It's the Statue of the Unknown
Taxpayer.

THE

SHACK
Restaurant And Bar

2518UJilshireBlvd.

UUilshire and 26th St.. Sonto /Wonko

(310)449-1171
• .

* V<amd Top Ten Burgers in LR,
* Satellite Sports - Rll Bolder Gomes

A picture might
be worth 1000
words, but an

ad Is worth
56,800 potential

customers.
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Polo hauls in third-place finish at NorCal
Bruins barely fall to Stanford,

beat Cal for first time since *91

By Esther Hui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's water polo

team proved they are in contention

for a national championship last

weekend, placing third at the

Northern California Tournament

at Stanford, and beating No. 3

California along the way for the

first time since 1 99 1

.

The Bruins (lQ-4 overall, 1-1 in

the Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation) beat No. 4 University

of Pacific 11-6, Davis 17-9, and

California 12-10 in the two-day

tournament, and lost a close match

to top-ranked defending national

champion Stanford, 13-12, in the

semi-finals.

"We wanted to make a state-

ment that we were a force to be

reckoned with," UCLA assistant

coach Matt Emerzian said. "We
really showed that instead of

always hunting, we are the team to

be hunted."

The Bruins' Saturday morning

win over UOP set an aggressive

tone for the rest of the tournament

as UCLA scored three pointy

within the first few minutes, and

never let the Tigers back into the

game. The Bruins converted seven

put of 12 man-up situations while

Pacific converted just two out of

Jeremy Braxton-Brown scored

three points and Adam Krikorian

and Mark Sutter scored two
apiece.

The victory was also aided by

12 saves from goalkeeper Matt

Swanson, who missed practice all

last week because of a groin

injury.

"We came out hard against

UOP," Swanson said. "It was three

or four to nothing within the first

few minutes and it gave us a lot of ^

confidence. We knew we had to

win that game."

Due to scheduling conflicts, the

Bruins faced Davis Samrday after-

noon in a 25-yard pool rather than

the regulation 30-meters.

Freshman Luther Weidner led the

Bruins with six goals while the

starters were given a break.

With two wins behind them, the

Bruins began the second day of

competition in the semi-finals,

playing No. 1 Stanford - a team

unbeaten by UCLA in over three

years.

The Bruins remained within

striking distance throughout most

of the first half, but with Stanford

leading 5-4 toward the end of the

first half, the Cardinal capitalized

on a steal with a two-point shot.

A second mistake occurred in

the fourth quarter when Stanford

stole the ball from UCLA during a

fast break, and the resulting goal

put Stanford ahead at 1 2- 1 1

.

"We shouldn't be making those

kinds of mistakes," UCLA head

coach Guy Baker said. "I know
they happen, but it's something we
can work on before we play
(Stanford) on Thursday."

Stanford scored again with two

minutes remaining to put the score

AUDREY LEE/Daiiy Bruin

ilm Toring (5) and the rest of the UCLA water polo team finished third in the NorCal Tournament.

at 13-11, but the Bruins were
unabJe to make the necessary two-

point shot to tie the game. They
did, however, manage a one-point

goal, ending the game one point

away from a tie with the defend-

ing national champions.

"Stanford was a good game for

everyone, and it was the most con-

fident we've played in a long

time," junior driver Tommy Wong
said. "The game could have gone

either way, and it just so happened

that (Stanford) was ahead when
the clock stopped."

Most players express confi-

dence that correcting the slight

errors they made playing against

Stanford could make the differ-

ence in the rematch on Thursday.

"It's not Stanford that's beating

us," Swanson said. "We're beating

ourselves. We have no fear of

Stanford."

The most grueling match of the

four-game tournament came in the

third-place contest against arch-

rival California. The Bruins bat-

tled fatigue and a rough start, but

led by senior driver Scott Tiimer's

four goals, overcame a 7-6 half-

time deficit to beat Cal 12-10 for

only the second time in six years.

"The last game of the tourna-

ment is always the hardest,"

Ttimer said. "We weren't playing

well the first half and then Guy sat

us down and gave us a talk. We
pulled together at the right time.

We still have a lot to work on, but

it was a good all-around victory.

"In order to keep the No. 4
seeding, we need to keep knock-

ing guys below us down and
attacking the guys above us. We
did both during this tournament"

"The feeling was indescrib-

able," Emerzian said of the win.

'
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Football optimistic despite 2-3 record
Donahue sees

loss in Seattle

as step in the

right direction
By Scott Yama^uchl
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

To all those UCLA football fans

who were not glued to the televi-

sion set Saturday afternoon watch-
ing the Bruins' 37-10 beating at

the han^s of Washington, UCLA
head coach
Terry Donahue
would proba-
bJy seem a

madman.
Donahue,

whose team
has struggled

through recent

weeks with
three consecu-

tive losses,

asserted after the UW loss that

UCLA was back on track, and his

statements at Monday's weekly
press conference echoed such a

sentiment.

"I really felt good about the

effort, the tempo and the enthusi-

asm with which our team played
the game," he said. "I thought it

was the best since the opening
game against Tennessee, I really

felt that our players went up and
competed well, and I think that js

an important first step in us trying

to get our season turned around
and get on a winning track." ,

GERALD COBIN

Junior flanker Kevin Jordan has made 35 catches for three touchdowns in five games this season.

Is Donahue correct in his mid-
season assessment that the Bruins

have finally picked up the pieces?

Indeed, UCLA's offensive perfor-

mance at Husky Stadium was a

vast improvement over the 21-0
loss to Washington State Sept. 24,

in which quarterback Wayne Cook
completed 11 of 25 passes for 90
yards and tailback Shannon Shah
rushed 1 5 times for 7 1 yards.

Against Washington, Cook was
14 of 30 for 194 yanJs, and Shah
ran the ball 19 limes for 93 yards.

But while the Bqiins produced
320 yards of total offense,
Washington had 434, and more
than half of those were gained by
senior tailback .Napolean
Kaufman.
Kaufman finished with 227

yards on 34 carries, including a

four-yard touchdown run and a

79-yard gain that led to a 22-yard

John Wales field goal.

"I really felt that the difference

in the two football teams was
Napolean Kaufman and their kick-

er, Wales," Donahue said. "If there

were two difference makers on the

field, those were the two. guys that

made the difference for
Washington. Other than that, I

really felt that the two teams were
extremely comparable in almost
all areas, despite the fact that we
were beaten by such a score."

Wales was three-for-four on
field goal attempts, splitting the

uprights from 47, 22 and 39 yards

and missing from 47.

• • •

Perhaps more important than
Wales' numbers were those of
UCLA place-kicker Bjom Merten,
who missed on two attempts
before Wales had even tried his

first. Merten, an All-American last

year as a freshman, missed from
40 and 46 yards in the first quar-
ter, was successful from 44-yards
out in the second quarter, and hit

the upright on a 47-yard attempt
as the first half ended.

Through five games this season,

Merten is 6-of-13 and has made
only four out of ten from 40-yards

out or further. Last season, he
made 21 of 26, but only four of
those attempts were from further

than 40 yards out.

"I think I know what the prob-
lem is, but I don't know what,
completely, to do about it,"

Donahue said. "Bjorn was a guy
that had a phenomenal redshirt-

freshman year, was an Ail-
American, and he comes back and
he must feel some pressure and
some sense of expectation with
that kind of accomplishment the

previous year.

"In the games, Bjom just is not

kicking the ball like he is in prac-

tice. He's a different practice play-

er than he is a game player, and I

Jiave to find out how we can make
the transition from practice to the

games."
• • • _ -_-- ^-

WhJIe Donahue was obviously
concerned with his slumping
place-kicker, the head coach was
optimistic in regards to the strides

made by Cook.
"I think the mark of a good

See FOOTBALL, page 35
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Sports
W. Soccer battles to tie
"UCLA, Irvine

unable to find

goal in O'O tie

By Hye Kwon

IRVINE-The UCLA women's
soccer team battled the UC
Irvine Anteaters courageously,

but came away from the over-

time match with a scoreless tie

on Monday night at Anteater
Stadium.

The Bruins' record now goes
to 6-2-2 overall, and the
anteaters move to 6-4-1.

.

The match featured the return

of sophomore defender Sue
Skenderian. She returned, after

missing the matches against
use and Arizona due to a back
injury, just in time to face the

Anteater attackers who can

Fearfully

familiar

fate for

football

"We feel confident in

going into the second

part of the season."

Traci Arkenberg

UCLA Soccer

rough it out' with the best of
them.

With senior midfielder
Shawna Berke leading the way,
Irvine got off to a hot start, out-

shooting the Bruins 4-1 in the

first 20 minutes of the match.

"I think we had problems with

Irvine's physical play," UCLA
head coach Joy'Fawcett said.

"(UCIrvine) was winning most
of the 50-50 balls in the first

half."

As the match progressed, the

referee blew the whistle more
and more as the physical play

picked up as well. The Bruins
were handed a break when
senior defender Christine
Awadallah of Irvine was ejected

. from the match after picking up
two yellow cards with more than

30 minutes left in regulation.

The Bruins tried desperately

to take advantage of the fact that

the Anteaters would have to play

the rest of the match with only
ten players, but this advantage
turned into a source of frustra-

tion because the Bruins could
not capitalize on the situation.

"It's always frustrating when
the opponent is a person down
and they still come at you,"
Skenderian said.

The Bruins did have more
chances to score in the second
half. With 20 minutes left in reg-

ulation, forward Christine
Sandejs rolled a pass to forward
Traci Arkenberg for a shot right

'
See W. SOCCER, page 32
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University of CaKfomla, Los Angeles

JON FERREY/Oaily Bruin

Kelly Robson (left) and the UCLA women's soccer team tied
UCIrvine, OO, Monday night at UCI.

Sixteen years old without a care in the

world except who the Bruins played in

football on Saturday. That was me in

1989. After purchasing my first car that

year, my first thought was not of the beck-
oning, scenic highways of America. No, it

was more along the lines of, "Cool, now I

can get to the Rose " < -

Bowl by myself."

Basically speaking, my
very happiness depend-
ed on the Bruin grid-

ders.

Poor fool.

The year 1989 has

been bounding around
my noggin lately, as a

result of the, ahem, per-

formance of the 1 994
UCLA footballers. Now,
I don't hark back with

similar UCLA-wins-or-
Mom-catches-hell-for-a-

week emotions. Because, as a few of you
know, I couldn't give two rat dookies what
happened last Saturday m Seattle - maybe
one, but most certainly not any more than

that.

Sure, I admit I threw some inanimate
objects - including my roommate - across

the apartment at certain junctures Saturday.

(Fourth down and short. Seventy-two thou-

sand itianiacal fans barking against you.

Time for ... an audible? Are you serious?)

But still, my reaction to Washington,

See BlUiQMEIER, page 36

Spikers to play the unknown In SDSU

Eric

Billigmeler

ANOnEW SCHOLER/CMy Bruin

UCLA sophomore Kelly Rannlgan (above) is fighting to start at setter with
freshman Kim Coleman as the Bruins take on San Diego State tonight.

Banachowski know$
little of Aztecs; setter

situation up in the air

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

*' -^ .

San Diego State women's volleyball

head coach Myles Gabel spent the day
before his team's match with No. 3
UCLA searching for advantages. He
found exactly one.

"Well, I'm happy we're home rather

than going up there to play," Gabel said.

"When you play UCLA, advantages are

hard to find. I tiy to use all the positives I

can but that's probably the only one I can
see, unfortunately."

Making the Aztecs (10-4 overall) chal-

lenge even more daunting in tonight's
non-conference match in San Diego is the

inexperience in their starting lineup.
SDSU will trot out three freshmen, two
sophomores and a junior against the
Bruins (13-1, 4-0 in Pacific- 10). Despite
the young lineup the Aztecs are coming
off a successful weekend, handling Texas-
El Paso on Friday, 3-0, and then shocking
No. 1 7 New Mexico in five.

"Green would certainly be a fitting

adjective to describe us," Gabel said. "We
are talented but inexperienced. I don't
know, mayOe we're so young we won't
get caught up in the mystique of UCLA."

While Gabel continues his search for a
silver lining, UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski is looking for any informa-
tion on tohight's opponents.

"Frankly, I don't know a whole lot

about them," Banachowski said. "We

See VOLUEYRAU, page 32
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Nursing survives one
more year as m^or
By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Enjoying a temporary victory, UCLA sal-

vaged its distinction of being the only
University of California offering an under-

graduate major in nursing - at least for one
mor6 year.

The School of Nursing expects to admit
another incoming class of undergraduates in

1995-96, even though the school is faced

with a 30 percent cut in its budget this year.

Cuts will total $1 million and will be
phased in over the next three years.

The school was prepared to call off
admissions to the class because of a lack of
funding, but nursing administrators and fac-

ulty said they are likely to approve a pro-

posal that would redistribute budget cuts

throughout the school, making way for one
more undei;graduate class.

The decision to cancel the 1995-96 class

would have come less than a month before

the school begins accepting applications on
Nov. 1, possibly leaving many students con-

fused at the last moment
**I*m very pleased that we didn't close

^his out with so little notice," said Diane
Cooper, associate dean of student affairs at

thd nursing school. "I felt it was a personal

obligation to those students (just applying)

and so did the faculty." .

The nursing school was one of five grad-

uate schools targeted for academic, bud-
getary and administrative changes, designed

to save UCLA $8 million annually. The
plan, proposed in June 1993 by Chancellor

Charles Young, called for the elimination of
the undergraduate program as well as cuts

to the budget and the number of staff and
degrees offered. The Academic Senate, after

months of intense study, voted to maintain

the undergraduate program in June 1994 but

approved the million-dollar cut.

The new class will be scaled back to 32
students rather than the average 45, making
the already selective program even harder,

said Mary Canobbio, a pre-nursing major
counselor.

"It is going to be more competitive," she

adiTiitted. *There will be no second oppor-

tunity (to be accepted at UCLA) if there is

"(Students) have all been told

to pick another schodl."

Mary Canobbio

Pre-nursing Major Counselor

no class of 1996. There is more pressure to

dp well because they are competing against

a very laige pool of students."

Students who are not accepted have few
choices to study elsewhere, because UCLA
is the only UC with an undergraduate pro-

gram and the nursing programs at the

California State University system are

almost filled to capacity.

"We have never been able to admit all the

qualified students to the school - maybe a

quarter of qualified students - and this will

make it worse," said Ada Lindsey, the nurs-

ing school dean. 'Those students will not

get nursing as a choice for their career in

this state, which is a sad case for health

care."

"That's the tragedy," Canobbio agreed.

"We're a highly respected program and we
have no other place to send them as far as

UCs are concerned. We are talking realisti-

cally to students and they have all been told

to pick another school."

Citing difficulties in differentiating

See NUR8INQ, page 12

Hole-y cow!

X)N FERREY/Daily Bruin

Renovations to Kerckhoff Hall have involved the destruction of the patio and
leveling of the lower floors.

Inside News

Breast cancer
Smoking isn't always bad

for your health - at least not

when each cigarette is taxed 2
cents to fund a breast cancer

research center, UC
researchers say.

See page 3

Back Page

SDSU
destroyed

Jenny Johnson and the

UCLA women's volleyball

team handed San DiegQ
State one of their worst loss-

es ever last night in San
Diego.

See page 44

Coup leader flees Haiti, militia in ruin
By Anne-Marto O'Connor
Cox News Service

»

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
Feared coup leader Michel
Francois fled Haiti to the
Dominican Republic yesterday in

a humiliating overland journey
while his hated empire of paramil-

itary supporters crumbled 'in his

wake.

One day after his headquarters
was seized by U.S. troops and ran-

sacked by a crowd of angry civil-

ians, the head of a militia loyal to

Francois called on supporters to

put down their weapons and allow

the peaceful return of the coun-
try's elected president, Jean-
Bertrand Arislide.

"I'm asking everybody to put

down the tires, put down the

stones and put down the guns,"
said Emmanuel Constant, leader

of the hated Front for the

Advancement and Progress of
Haiti (FRAPH). *'If President
Aristide returns, he will have the

support of the FRAPH in a con-
structive opposition."

Constant had to be guarded by
U.S. troops from Haitians who

shouted "assassin!" as he made
his remarks in a speech near the

National Palace. The crowd
moved on his Jeep as he left the

scene, smashing the vehicle's win-

dow.

U.S. sources said Constant's
declaration was made under pres-

sure by U.S. officials, who were
threatening to arrest him if he did

not deliver what amounted to an
embarrassing public renunciation

of his anti-Aristide stance.

Francois, 37, a graduate of the

U.S. Army Infantry School at Fort

Benning, Ga., who became the

Draconian chief of police in Port-

au-Prince, was a ringleader of the

bloody 1991 coup against Aristide

and the subsequent campaign of

terror that claimed more than

3,000 lives.

There was no indication
whether Haiti's two other senior

officers, army chief Lt. Gen.
Raoul Cedras and army chief of

staff Brig. Gen. Philippe Biamby,
planned to follow Francois into

exile. But Clinton administration

officials continued to predict they

See HAITI, page 12

Gredks seek student government sponsorship
By Allison Lefkowltz
Daily Bruin Staff

The issue of responsoring the

Interfraternity and Panhellenic
Councils arose again Tuesday
night at the undergraduate stu-

dent government council's meet-
ing when leaders from the greek
community asked that their orga-

nizations be responsored at the

Oct. 18 student council meeting.

Unlike past meetings — in

which many opposing student
groups showed up to speak out
against responsorship —
MEChA, the Chicano/a student
organization, was the only group
there that questioned the greek
leaders.

Chris Chaudoir and Erin
Einstein, presidents of the
Interfraternity and Panhelleni?

councils respectively, spoke to

the council about changes made
within the greek system. Unlike
past years, no one from UCLA's
feminist newsmagazine Tbgether
- that originally broke the story

about a fraternity's offensive
songbook lyrics during fall 1992
- attended the n)eeting.

"(Responsorship) is definitely

an issue," said current Together
editor in chief Janet Giiggemos,
who added that her staff did not

attend because they were busy,

working on their first issue.

In October 1992, the student

government council voted to de-

sponsor the greek organizations

after sexist, racist and homopho-
bic songbook lyrics surfaced.
The vole was taken after leaders

of the greek councils and mem-
bers of the greek community

walked out of the heated meeting
in protest.

The issue arose again in

September 1993 but was tabled

indefinitely. One month later the

student council voted to reaffirm

the greek organizations' sponsor-

ship.

The Judicial Board overturned

the decision because the student

council could not reinstate the

greek councils' sponsorship sim-

ply after a one year suspension.

The board said the greek orga-

nizations would have to come
before the council as if they were
a new group seeking sponsor-
ship. The council can sponsor an
Organization with a two-thirds
vote.

Much debate and discussion
followed the board's ruling but

the student council never com-

-r^

pletely resolved the issue.

At Tuesday's meeting,
Chaudoir and Einstein spoke of

their efforts to make greek mem-
bers more accountable and f

responsible. They also spoke of a

proposal to create a group that ^,
would represent all-campus greek

communities, including the

African- and Asian-American
greeks.

In a press statement released

^after Ihe meeting, MEChA said

the changes they want in the

greek system will take more than

a couple of years.

"At this time, MEChA
believes that responsorship of the

Interfraternity^ Council by USAC
is not appropriate," the statement

said.

:

—

'— See USAC, page 12
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BEFOREBUNn PRESSURE
MEDICAnON CAN WORK,
nHAS 10 GET PAST
AMAJOROBSnOE

Next time you forget to take your blood pressure pills, remiember this: hjeart attack and stroke

are much harder pills to swallow. Tb learn more, contact your nearest American Heart Association.

You can help prevent heart disease. We can tellyou how.

American Heort AssociationO
This apace provided as a public service.

What's Brewin' Today
Today

Project Literacy UCLA
Community service - volunteer to tutor a child or

adult in the Watts, Downey, and Mar Vista com-
munities.

825-2417

8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Awaken A Cappella
Auditions and sign-ups - UCLA's only a cappel-

la group is holding auditions for the 94-95 year.

Sign-ups on Bruin walk are necessary.

Bruin Walk
Call Derek Billings at 208-7904 for more infor-

mation.

2 p.m.

Asian Education Project
Orientation for new tutors

3517 Ackerman
825-2417

5 p.m.

ASHA
General meeting to plan for fall quarter events^

5420Boelter .^

Natural High
.Natural High committee's first meeting of the

year Wooden Oertter 2nd floor conference room ^

X57164

5 p.m. — 7 p.m.

Latino Business Student Association
Information nieeting

Placement & Career Planning Center

206-1931

6 p.m.

VSA
First general meeting and pizza night

1178 Franz

6 p.m. — 7 p.m.

Student Welfare Commission
First general meeting of the year. All staff and
interns must attend. Anyone else interested is

welcome to attend.

400 Kerckhoflf

825-7586

7 p.m.

Undergraduate Business Society
General meeting

Griffin Commons Grand Horizon Room
209-0973

7 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega
A new community service organization

Meeting

35 1 6 Ackerman Union
824-1067

JSUandHillel
JSU/Hillel Theatre getaway. Come see
"Tshuvah, Return" written and directed by
Vickie Juditz, one woman's journey into

Judaism.

5919Franklin^Ave.

Carpools: Sproul turnaround and Hillel

208-3081 or 825-8533

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Lesbian/Gay/Bi Student Network
First fall quarter meeting. Everyone - grads,

undergrads, faculty and staff - welcome.

3525 Ackerman
841-5930

9 p.m. - 11 p.m.

UCLA Comedy Club «
Weekly workshop for those interested in writing

and performing stand-up comedy.

Ackerman Union 2nd floor

794-3282

Ifyour organization would like an event

listed in this section, please drop by the

Daily Bruin'sfront counter in 225

Kerckhoffandfill out a listingform by 2

p.m. the day before publication.

Health officials watdi
lor plQgMe in tiie States
By Lawrence Altman
The New York Times

NEWYORK— As intemaUonal

medical surveillance for plague
intensifies, at least six countries

have investigated suspect cases from

India but none have been confirmed,

health officials said on 7\iesday.

A woman passing through cus-

toms at Kennedy International

Airport in New York on Monday
after arriving from India was sent to

Bellevue Hospital because she was
coughing and had a fever of 100.8

degrees Fahrenheit, a federal health

official said. Tests indicated she dki

not have plague. /
Earlier, the bacterial infection

was ruled out in two other airline

passengers who arrived in the

United States at Kennedy airport

and in Dallas in recent days, the

official. Dr. Duane Gubler of the

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, in Atlanta, said.

Five additional countries -

Bangladesh, Canada, England,
Germany and Pakistan - have inves-

tigated suspect cases among travel-

ers who became ill within a week of

leaving India where an epidemic of

the pneumonic form of the disease

has struck in recent weeks.

^^JlWe've been liicky so far,"

Gubler said in an interview.

Although the World Health
Organization (WHO) has not
advised against travel to India, the

U.N. agency in Geneva is about to

add New Delhi to its list of plague-

infected areas because Indian offi-

cials have reported four secondary

cases there. New Delhi will remain

on the list for two weeks after the

last case is reported there. Dr.

Lindsey Martinez, a WHO official

saki.
*

India has reported 4,780 suspect

cases of plague, including 51
deaths, to the World Health
Organization.

Airlines in several countries have

suspended flights to and from India

and some countries have banned

cargo from India. However, there

were signs on Monday that several

countries were about to ease the stiff

controls soon as Indian health offi-

cials said the tide was turning

against the plague disease.

Health officials are deliberately

spreading a wide net to include

many cases that may not be plague

in Older not to miss any that are.

On "Riesday, for example, Gubler

said that laboratory tests confirmed

that a 12-year old boy in Long
Beach, Calif, had develc^ed dengue

fever, not plague, 10 days after his

return from India. The diagnosis

confirms reports that Gutter said he

has received, reports stating that

there are concurrent outbreaks of

plague and dengiie fev^, a viral ill-

ness, in Surat and neaiby cities.

The Worid Health Organization

said the CDC is sending a team of

plague experts to New Delhi to eval-

uate the situation in India. But
Gubler said that the team was going

to advise the U.S. ambassador to

India, Frank Wisner, about
Americans in India and not the

Indian govenunenL

Pneumonic plague symptoms
usually develop within one to six

days after exposure to the plague

bacillus. As symptoms begin to

develop, an infected individual can,

pass the plague-causing bacterium.

Yersinia pestis, to others through

droplets in the air from coughs or

sneezes.

Plague should be suspected in

anyone who has traveled to a

plague-infected area and within a

week developed these symptoms:
acute progressive respiratory illness

with fever an^cough, with or with-

out bloody sputum, or a fever and
tender, swollen lymph nodes any-

where in the body, health officials

sakL
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Tax helps fund UC breast
By Donna Wong
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Contrary to what its critics have
said, cigarette smoldng may actu-

ally be good for some people's
health.

Since the beginning of this year,

cigarette smokers in the state of
California have been paying an
extra 2 cents_per pack to fund
breast cancer research and e^rly

detection services.

Under Assemblywoman
Barbara Friednum's Breast Cancer
Act of 1993, the state created a
breast cancer fund, that supports a

research program run by the
University of California.

Projecting an annual revenue of
$38 million for research and low-
cost early detection services, the

act addresses the continually ris-

ing one-in-eight incidence rate of
breast cancer among the general

female population.

"She felt that it was a public dis-

aster that could no longer be
ignored," said John Young,
Friedman's chief of staff. 'There's

a real sense of a moral impera-
tive."

Under the new research pro-
gram, the UC established a 16-

member Breast Cancer Research

Council to advise the program
about the types of research they

will fund.

Including representatives from
the private sector such as breast

cancer survivors, in addition to

researchers, the council has yet to

finalize their policy. It will release

"I don*t think there is a

woman ahve who isn*t

concerned about breast

cancer."

BartMira Friedman

Assemblvwomsn _

the grant information by the end
of this year, said Patricia Ganz, a

UCLA medical professor and
council member.
One issue definitely on the

council's agenda is researching a

replacement for mammography,
Currently, the procedure has a 10

to 40 percent failure rate in detect-

ing breast cancer in young
women. Young sai^.

. The program is headed by inter-

im director Charles Cruder, who is

also the director of the UC
Tobacco-Related Disease

Research Program.

"Hopefully, we'll be able tc

fund research that is not being
funded by other agencies - such
as innovative but high risk

research - (even though) it may
not yield a significant fmding,"
Cruder said.

Researchers would also like to

find a cause of breast can^r
through the program, Cruder
added.

Scientists have already found a

gene that causes breast cancer in

five percent of those diagnosed,
however, the other 95 percent
diagnosed don't show the gene,

said Sherry Goldman, a nurse
practitioner at the UCLA Breast
Center.

Through the state's program,
there will be many opportunities

for collaboration between institu-

tions and the private sector, Ganz
said.

^ Areas of research the program
will cover will be the impact of
oral contraceptives, alcohol, diet

and the effectiveness of a drug
called tamoxifen developed from
the needles of the pacific Yew tree.

In California last year, 20,000
womert learned they had the dis-

ease and S,000 died, according to

estimates by the American Cancer

Breast cancer facts

Every 12 minutes, a woman dies of breast -i

cancer in the United States. Every three

minutes, a woman is diagnosed.

Breast cancer is the most common form of

cancer in women.

The incidence of diagnosed breast cancer has
increased by 30 percent over the past 1 years

and continues to rise.

If the increase continues* one in seven women
will contract breast cancer in the year 2000.

Early diagnosis decreases the cost of treatment

by over 75 percent.

I

Source: Office of Assemt^ywoman Baitoara Friedman

Society.

However, with new technology

and findings, researchers can help

women detect the cancer earlier

and more easily combat the dis-

ease, the most common form of

JINO OK/Daily Brum

cancer in won»en. Young said.

"I don't think there is a woman
alive who isn't concerned about

breast cancer," Friedman said.

"This program gives us protection

from this dreaded disease."

'Homey' rooms help Caffeine proven addictive
ease AIDS patients
By James Rodriguez
Los Angeles Daily News .

People suffering from acquired

immune deficiency syndrome
might not expect to find contem-
porary paintings, sleeper sofas for

family members and friends and
other homey amenities in a local

hospital room.
But at Thompson Memorial

.Medical Center in suburban
Burbank, administrators have
moved away from the sterile and
dreary. Three nKtnths ago, the hos-

pital opened its Immune Wellness
Center, which includes four cus-

tom-designed units specially dec-

orated and furnished for AIDS
patients. Since its July opening,
three patients have spent time in

the single-bed private rooms, hos-

pital officials said.

"We're making it really nice
and comfortable," said Don
Kennedy, the hospital's adminis-

trator. "It's kind of to make it a lit-

tle less regimented. What we are

trying to do is bring some sane-
ness into this insane disease that's

going on."

From the earth tones on the
walls to the sleeper sofas for fami-

ly members or significant others

who want to spend the night, the

rooms have more of a homey
atmosphere, Kennedy said.

So far two of the rooms are fin-

ished, and the other two will be
completed soon. In addition to the

comfortable furniture, the rooms
also will include fresh flowers,

refrigerators stocked with juices

and snacks, contemporary paint-

ings and bedside lamps. Two of
the rooms include patios so that

patients can step outside for a

breath of fresh air and enjoy the

view from the hospital.

Kennedy said he began study-

ing the idea after noticing an
increase in the number of AIDS
patients treated at the hospital.

Last year, 30 patients were treated

at the nonprofit hospital, he added.

At Thompson, betiause the hos-

pital has only 105 beds, staff

members have more time for

Inunune Wellness Center patients,

Kennedy said. For example, as a

convenience, the hospital offers

bedside admitting. And doctors
and nurses at the center have been
given sensitivity training.

See , page 13

By Sandra Bialtesly

The New York Times

Researchers have confirmed for

the first time the widely held belief

that some people are addicted to

caffeine in the same way that oth-

ers are addicted to cigarettes, alco-

hol or intravenous drugs.

Caffeine addicts may try to give

up their coffee, tea or cola habit but

usually cannot, even when it

threatens their health. Like emphy-
sema patients who continue smok-
ing cigarettes, they continue to use

caffeine against their doctors'

orders.

The study on caffeine depen-
dence appears in Wednesday's
issue of The Journal of the
American Medical Association.

The reseiirch, sponsored by the

National Institute on Drug Abuse,'

was done by Dr. Roland Griffiths

and Dr. Eric Strain in the depart-

ment of psychiatry and behavior
sciences at the Johns Hopkins
School of Medicine in Baltimore.

Dr. Richard Glass, Jhe journal's

deputy editor, iaid the study "is

important in tnat caffeine is so
widely used and in showing that

some people have this dependence
on it."

.

But Glass added: "I am con-
cerned that the tobacco industry

may try to use the study to trivial-

ize the concept of nicotine addic-

tion. If coffee and TVinkies can be

addictive, why worry about ciga-

rettes?"

The researchers also stressed

that the finding should not be mis-

construed (o diminish the dangers

of smoking, alcohol and illicit drug

use. Misuse of alcohol accounts for

100,000 deaths a year, and smok-
ing is implicated in another
400,000 premature deaths each
year in the United States'. By com-
parison, they say, caffeine is

extremely benign.

"Caffeine is the world's most
widely used mind-altering drug,"

Griffiths said. People consume it in

many forms, including coffee, tea,

sodas, mate, kola nuts and as

tablets to stay awake while driving.

In this country, he said, more
than 80 percent of adults use caf-

feine, consuming an average of

280 milligrams a day, which is a

little more than the amount found
in about two cups of coffee.

In most people, he said, this

amount of caffeine produces a

mild, positive effect, including a

feeling of well-being and alertness.

Higher doses can produce anxiety

and nervousness, but those nega-

tive effects do not in themselves

constitute serious health risks, he

said.

"People talk about being addict-

ed to coffee or soda," Griffiths

said, but he noted that there had
been little clinical evidence that

people could not quit if they chose

to. "We know from laboratory

studies that people can get physi-

cally dependent on caffeine and
show Jbplerance to it, but that does-

n't mean they have great difficulty

giving it up."

To measure addiction, the

researchers used the American
Psychiatric Association's,defini-

tion of drug dependence. They
looked at four criteria: withdrawal

symptoms, development of toler-

ance over time to the effects, use of

the substance in spite of aggrava-

tion of medical or mental problems

and repeated unsuccessful attempts

at quitting.

To be physically and psycholog-

ically addicted to caffeine, a person

needs to meet all four criteria,

Griffiths said.

Many coffee, tea and cola lovers

are physically dependent on caf-

feine, he said, and will suffer tem-

porary headaches, lethargy and
depression when they stop using it

But of the millions of Americans
who like and use caffeine, he said,

only a small but as yet unknown
percentage are true addicts.

Valley rail line stalling maV benefit other rail projects
By David Bioom J>
Los Angeles Dally News

Long delays and bickering over an east-

west rail line in the San Fernando Valley are

creating opportunities for rival projects in

the Crenshaw District and suburban
Glendale-Burbank to collar money ear-

marked for the valley line, officials say.

Unlike the valley, backers of the
Crenshaw and Glendale-Burbank projects

claim they have undivided support for their

projects. And with funds increasingly
scarce, the competition threatens to elimi-

nate lines under any kind of a cloud.

"Opponents who are waiting to eat the

spoils don't have to do anything;" said Nick
Patsaouras, a Metropolitan Transportation
Auttibrity board member. "If the project is

delayed, then by default they will get the

money."
*
't would hope npt. but the longer we"^

fight this issue," the more likely that other

projects can swoop in, said Los Angeles
County Supervisor E4mund Edelman, the

MTA chairman.

For more than a decade, valley interests

have been fighting over the route of the pro-

posed east-west line parallel to the Ventura

Freeway (101). With the issue still unre-

solved, the MTA last year took money ear-

marked for the east-west line and
designated it for a line linking downtown
Los Angeles to Pasadena, about 10 miles

away.

With a new cost-comparison report in

hand, the MTA board could decide by Oct.

26 whether to build a subway beneath
Burbank and Chandler boulevards or a

monorail in the center of the Ventura
Rieeway.

But giyen the fractious history of the val-

ley rail-line debate, other MTA board mem-
bers and community coalitions already are

doing all the groundwork needed to justify

their alternatives so that they can show their

projects can be done, and done quickly^ if

given the money.

"There are competing interests who are

developing political consensus and eco-

nomic logic for their projects who are

catching up with the logic for building the

east-west line," said Richard Lichtenstein,

a consultant to backers of an extension from
Union Station to Glendale and Burbank.

For instance, with the Burbank-Glendale

line, the cities involved have already settled

on the route and rail vehicle, completed
environmental studies and committed tens

of millions of dollars of local money toward

the inoject.

lliere is no oi^anized community oppo-
sition. "I believe we have a responsibility

to the taxpayers to get this going," said

MTA board member Larry Zarian, a

Glendale city councilman. "We can no-

longer wait and wait and wait to see how
the politics work out (on the valley line).

Why don't we build something that ties

people together?"

Los Angeles County Supervisor Yvonne
Brathwaite Burke is part of another coali-

tion pushing an inner-city line from the

Mid-City area to Hawthorne, about 15

miles SQUthwest of downtown.
Burke said the coalition's consultants are

expected to release a report as eariy as this

week detailing the advantages df such a

line, which would connect the western
extension of the Red Line subway with the

Green Line, which will run from Los
Angeles International Airport to suburban
Norwalk.

Burke said the Crenshaw line would
enjoy high ridership because it would run

through transit-dependent areas and include

/
See liAIL, page la^
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U.S. lifts eoonomk
ban against CMna
' WASHINGTON — In a sign of their

warming relations, the United States
announced Tuesday that it would lift eco-
nomic sanctions against China imposed last

year after Beijing secretly transferred nus-
sile technology to Pakistan.

Foreign Minister Qian Qichen of China
and Secretary of State Warren Christopher
signed an agreement with much fanfare in

the State Depaitment Treaty Room in which
China pledged - as it has in the past- thai it

would not sell or transfer missiles that are

banned by an international non-proliferation

accord. . - *. s
Last August President Clinton imposed

sanctions that banned the export to China of
several high-technology satellites worth $1
billion.

Powerftil quake hits

Japaii, little damage
TOKYO — One of the most powerful

earthquakes in its history struck Japan on
Tuesday night, buffeting hundreds of miles
of coastline with moderate seismic waves
but causing surprisingly few casualties arid

little damage.

A warning for s6ismic waves was issued

for much of the Pacific Rim, including the

West Coast of the United States, causing
public schools to be closed and coastal areas

evacuated in Hawaii. But as of Wednesday
moming in Japan, the danger to Hawaii and
the West Coast had receded.

In the Kurile Islands of Russia, immedi-
ately northeast of Japan's northern island of
Hokkaido, 16 people were reported by the

Russian authorities to have been killed,

accoiding to the Associated Press.

Mandeia requests
for U^. assistance
WASHINGTON — South African

President Nelson Mandela asked the United

States for a blank check Tuesday to help
overcome his country's social problems,
whkh, he said, are bigger obstacles to stabil-

ity than the long fight against apartheid.

Only half in jest, Mandela said on bis

arrival at the White House for a state visit

that he had not come to ask for cash dona-
tions. Instead, he said, "I'll ask for checks,

so that I can write out the amount I want"
When the laughter had subsided, the for-

mer political prisoner who spent 27 years in

a Cape Tbwn jail made an impassioned plea

for economic assistance to end his nation's

40 percent unemployment rate and ease
such problems as hunger, illiteracy and
homelessness.

N.Y. Haitians siiow

support for ArisUde
NEW YORK — Marching behind a

Haitian flag with a photpgraph of the Rev.

Jean-Bertrand Aristide taped to its center, a
chanting crowd of hundreds of Haitians and
Haitian-Americans crossed 42nd Street
from Times Square to the United Nations on
1\iesday in a show of support for the exiled

president.

In the hours before Aristide addressed the

General Assembly, the orderiy procession of
some 500 people, flanked by an escort of
about 50 police officers, filled the midday
air witltchants of suRX)rt.

Under the words "Most Wanted," banners
and posters listed the names of individuals

despised by the pro-Aristide crowd: Raoul
Cedras, Haiti's military leader; Brig. Gen.
Philippe Biamby, Cedras's chief of staff and
Lt. CoU Michel Francois. Francois, the
Haitian police chief who has the allegiance

of the plainclothes gunmen, was reported to

have left the counU7 on.Tliesday.

J^ation

Desert liiii expects
liattie in Congress
WASHINGTON — Overcoming

Republican delaying tactics, House and
Senate negotiators agreed late Tuesday to

legislation that would protect 8 million acres

of the California desert, sending the mea-
sure on to likely House approval Thursd^x
and an uncertain future in the Senate.

The compromise bill - which is more like

the House's version of desert protection leg-

islation than that aj^proved by the Senate -
would create two national parks at Joshua
Tree and I>eath Valley within the desert of
southeast California. A third area, the East
Mojave Scenk: area, would be designated a
national preserve.

Judge cutiaws^s
ciiamiier deatiis^
SAN FRANCISCO— A federal judge

ruled that the gas chamber is an inhumane
method of punishment and outlawed the use

of lethal gas in executing inmates on
California's death row.

The ruling by U.S. District Judge Marilyn
Hall Patel was the first by a federal judge
nationwide to declare the gas chamber, or
any other means of execution, unconstitu-

tional.

However, the ruling would not disallow

executions in California, because the state

already has a law on the books that enables

it to carry out death sentences by using
lethal injections.

Patel said Tuesday that the gas chamber
violates the Eighth Amendment's proscrip-

tion against "cruel and unusual punishment"
because death by cyanide poisoning causes

too much pain and conflicts with society's
*

values.

Local

OJ. defonse attadis
Brence evidence
Lawyers for O.J. Simpson have mount-

ed a two-froht attack on evidence seized

in later searches of his Ford Bronco,
maintaining both that such evidence
might have been^mpered with while the

vehicle was left unattended and that

police blood tests on the interior are

inherently unreliable.

Last month Sin^)son's legal team
moved'to suppress several crucial items,

including the carpeting and pieces of
bloody upholstery, seized from the
Bronco on June 14.

The newest defense motion, filed

Monday and released on Tuesday, con-
cerns five subsequent searches of the
Bronco.

Letterman's Top 10
Signs your TV weathennan is nuts:

10. Every night, his forecast is: "It's

raining men. Hallelujah!"

9. Often asks anchorwoman to switch
clothes with him.

8. Uses expensive radar equipment to

U^ck Michelle Pfeiffer.

7. "Satellite Photos" look suspiciously

like Polaroids of a desk globe.

6. Appears to have the first spring
robin in his mouth.

5. Seen checking into a Motel 6 with a
half-inflated weather balloon.

4. Every night he says, "Loidy Mama,
it's gonna rain root beer tomorrow!"

3. The symbol on his weather map for

an Arctic cold front is a snowman giving

the finger.

2. Looks a lot like a pinhead.

1. He's got a tropical storm in his
pants.

American Red Gross
i

ADULT CPR —

—

Tues, Oct. 11 6pm-10pm
Sat, Oct. IS 12pm-4pm
Tues, Oct. 25 6pm-10pm
Wed, Nov. 2 6pm-10pm
Wed, Nov. 30 6pm-10pm
*Tues, Dfec. 6 6:30pm-l0:30pm
(held in Ackerman Union 3530)

INFANT AND CHILD CPR
Tues, Oct. 18 6pm-10pm
Wed, Nov. 9 6pm-10pm
Wed, Nov. 16 6pm-10pm
Sat, Dec. 3 12pm-4pm

STANDARD FIRST AID
(requires Adult CPR certification)

Sat, Oct. 29 12pm-4pm
Sat, Nov. 19 12pm-4pm
Wed, Dec. 7 6pm-10pm

AD classes held in 3517 Ackerman Union.

up for classes in 404A Kerckhoff Hall
during the following hours: c

NSim

Monday: 9:30am-Noon
-

. Tuesday: 9:30am-l 1:30am , 12:30pm-2pm , 4pm-6pm
,

1 .
,

^__Wednesday: 1 lam-Noon ^ — ^~^ . -
. ,

.

.

Thursday: 9^30am-l lam , 4pm -6pm'
Friday; 9:30am-l 2:30pm

- Sign up at least two weeks prior to classes. Bring your student ID and reg. card.,

- Fee is $5 for non-students. A refundable $3 deposit is required for reserving a seat in a
class. Classes subject to cancellation ifless than 4 students attend.

Groups of ten or more may arrange for private instruction by calling 825-7586.

PaidforbyUSAC

00
CPR & First Aid
Training Project
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IheDaiy

Ha'Jta

KU
UGente

Nommo

Pacific Ties

limPercsnt

iDSether

UCLA's Muslim Newsmagavne

The UCLA Yearbook

UCLA's Daily Newspaper

The Jewish Student Newsmagazjine at UCLA
Campus Radio -

Para El Pueblo De Las America

The African Peoples Newsmagazine

The Asian Pacific Magazine at UCLA
UCLA's Gay and Lesbian Newsmagazine

The Femirmt Magazine at UCLA

SIUDENT MEDIA JOURNAUSM WORKSHOPS

»

• If you want to take a workshop, pick up an

^ application at the Daily Bruin and return it by the date

indicated.

• Student Media Workshops are designed to train

students who intend to work with the student media.

Wriling and Ediliiii

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective

communication. Basic publication style, story struc-

ture, attribution issues, self-editing techniques.

• Section 1

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 7.

6 pm - 8 pm Monday, Oct. 10 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Wednesday, Oct. 12 Ackerman 2412

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 15,Boelter 5514

Instructor: FraiKCS Femandes, Student Media UCLA
adviser

• Section 2

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 17 Ackerman 2412 "

6 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff Hall 400

Instructor; Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

Copy Editing A

An introduction to the role of the copy editor

including basic journalism style, polishing sentences,

recognizing structural problems, recognizing legal/

ethical issues, fact-checking, working with editors and

reporters and headline writing.

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

10 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct. 1 5 Math Science 5148

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5148

Instructor: Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin reporter

and editor, copy editor at the Long Beach Press

Telegram

TheFea(¥e/MagaziDeStoi7

Magazine and newspaper writers discuss the way they

work and write. A prominent Los Angeles-area writer

will lead the workdiop each quarter.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 241

2

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 25 Ackerman 24 1

2

6 pm - 8 pm TiKsday, Nov. 1 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 8 Ackerman 241

2

Instructor: John Lee, formerly a reporter for the LA

Times, staff writer, LA Weekly, freelance magazine

writer

• Participants do not receive university credit.

• Only registered UCLA students are eligible.

• For more information, call 825-2787.

TOMOfiimv
Reporling

RepoitingA

An introduciiv^ii to bztsie feseateb methods, interview-

ing, covering breaking news and working with editors.

• Section 1

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 5"

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 6 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 8 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Ocf. 1 1 Ackerman Union 2412

JnstrMctOT: Frances Femiindes, Student Media UCLA
adviser

• Section 2

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 12

^m - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Math Science 5225

' 10 am - 4 pm Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman Union 2412

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

legal Issues in the Media -__

Libel and privacy laws for editors, station managers,

copy editors, reporters and photographers. Sessions on

shield laws and the recently much-used California and

federal freedom of information laws. Copyright law.

Prerecjuisiie: Current student media.

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 21 Ackerrman 2412

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 28 Ackerman 2412

Instructors: Rex Henke, senior partner, Gibson, Dunn

& Crutcher, expert in media law artd Tim Alger,

associate, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, investigative

reporter.

November electior\s are approaching and student

editors and reporters are scrutinizing the candidates.

What do readers need to know about them? How can

this election affect their lives? Who is Voting and who

is not and why. The workshop will explore the issues

and how to get the stories.

Prere(juisite: Current student media

6 pm - 8 pm, Thursday Oct. 20 Math Science 5225

Instructor: Barbara j. Palermo, legal affairs reporter and

feature writer, The Daily News, The Daily journal and

The Evening CXitlook

DesiyiidndPiiolofjrdph^

PhotojouniaiisD) A

An introduction to news and feature photography.

Includes night, interior and sports shoots, picture

composition and lighting, captioning and legal and

ethical issues.

Prerequisites: An application and test are required.

Applicants must shoot a roll of film on either of the

following topics:

1

)

people at work or

2) people at play •

Applicants should turn in the test roll for developing

by 9 am Monday, Oct. 10 to the Student Media office.

Workshop participants must own a camera.

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 Math Science 5225

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 22 Math Science 5225

Instructor: Scott Weersing, former Daily Bruin f)hoto

editor, staff photographer for Ventura Star Free Press

newspapers

Design A

An introduction to the basic principlies of graphic

design and how they apply to the presentation of

information in newspapers and magazines.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pmv.-^m Thursday, Oct. 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 20 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 27 Math Science 5225

Irxstructor: Albert Poon, designer San Jose Mercury

News

Desktop Publislung:lluarl(Ipress

An introduction to electronic publishing software.

Prerequisite: Current student media staff.

1 am - 1 pm Saturday, Oct, 1 5 Kerckhoff 210

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 22 Kerckhoff 210

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 28 Kerckhoff 210

Instructor: Eric Tolladay, freelance graphic artist

Broddcdsl

Introduction to Radi

An overview of how a radio station operates

with an emphasis on programming, management

and promotion.

7 pm - 9 pm Thursday, Oct. 6 Ackerman 241

2

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thrusday, October 13 Ackerman 2^12

6 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 room tba

Instructor: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly of

KNX/CBS radio-
'^ 7-- ^

Broadcast Joumalisni >

Studepts learn to put news and sports broadcasts

together. Emphasis on producing and interviewing.

1 pm - 7 pm Saturday, Oct. 1 5 Ackerman Union 2412

Instrucun: Ed Coglin, former Channel 13 news director

STUDENT
MEDIAUaA
2IIK«ddi^*iSZII7
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French dailies struggle in uncertain market
ByAJanRidbig
The New York Times

.PARIS — Having the first

issue of his redesigned morning
newspaper distributed at 2 p.m.
last Monday was not what Serge

' July, the editor of Liberation, had
in mind when he set out to over-

haul the left-of-center tabloid.

But a day later, with the techni-

cal prol?lems ironed out, July was
able to turn his attention to his

main goal: capturing more read-

ers and advertising.

Liberation plans to spend
$38.5 million to meet that objec-

tive, doubling the newspaper's
size and adding sections while
keeping its price the same. But

nothing is certain in the con-
vulsed French newspaper market.

While Liberation is still in the

black, its daily circulation has
been level at around 170,000
since 1988. It need not complain,
though. Total sales of national

dailies have fallen IS percent
since 1990, while newspapers
continue to lose advertising rev-

enue to magazines and television.

This summer, one daily, Le
Quotidieq, suspended publication

and went into receivership. A new
cut-price tabloid, Infomatin, was
started in January, but with a

daily.circulation of 70,000.it
expects to lose about $8 million
this year. Le Figaro, the national

daily with the largest readership.

has seen its circulation fall from
432,000 in 1989 to 378,000
today.

But perhaps the surest sign of
the turmoil affecting French
papers is that ever-staid Le
Monde. will mark its 50th
anniversary in January with its

own radical redesign. After losing

money or barely breaking even in

the last five years, it too has had
to join the scramble for readers.

With Le Monde's circulation

now around 330,000, down from
a peak of 445,000 in 1980, its

editor, Jean-Marie Colombani,
has sought to reassure the after-

noon paper's loyal readers that

nothing drastic will be done.

Beginning in January, he said

at a news conference, the daily
will simply be "more contempo-
rary, global, enabling the reader
to be perfectly in tune with the
times." It was no coincidence that

Colombani announced Le
Monde's planned new look just

days before Liberation unveiled
its own face-lift. Liberation's
appearance on the market in 1973
posed a challenge to Le Monde,
and to this day the papers com-
pete, above all for the young and
well educated.

Both dailies,, though, face a
similar challenge. Since privately

owned television channels were
authorized here for the first time
in the 1980s, these stations -
notably TFl - have been steadily

drawing advertising reveniu; from
newspapers. This trend has
picked up momentum in the eco-

nomic recession of the last two
years.

And with all-news radio and
television stations increasingly

satisfying the public's appetite

for up-to-the-minute develop-
ments, advertisers and readers

have been turning to weekly news
magazines, among them
L' Express, Le Point, Le Nouvel
Observateur and L'Evenement de
Jeudi, all of which are prosper-

ing.

'*The French have a passion
for magazines," July admitted.

See PAPERS, page 13
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Learn thefine art ofproducing arts andentertainment
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The Student Committee for the Arts:
• Produces free and ticketed arts and entertainment events on campus-
exploring a diversisty of art forms.

• Provides programming input to the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts.

• Subsidizes tickets to the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts events,

-allowing students to purchase tickets at a reduced price.

• Strives to stimulate and support student participation and awareness of
UCLA's arts programs, and a greater sense of an artistic community at UCLA.

We are commitled to

maintaining diversity

in our staff and our
programmed events.

As a member of SCA, you will:
• Share responsibility for managing an annual
budget of over a quarter of a million dollars.

• Take part in producing arts events on campus.
• Gain an insider's perspective on the world of

arts and entertainment.

• Gain valuable experience in arts production.
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UnfeMiJmMallroom

SCA is lookingfor undergraduate arid graduate students,

from any discipline, who are interested in producing and
promoting a wide variety ofarts programs at UCLA.

•

Applications are being accepted for

SCA positions for the 1994-95 school

year. Positions include the following:

I

Program Coordinator

Advertising Coordinator

Advatising Editor *

Brochure Editor

Jazz at the Wadsworth Director

Special Prpgram Liaison

On-Campus Publicity Coordinator
Off-Campus Publicity Coordinator
Ticket Manager
Budget Manager
Fundraising Manager
Campus Organization Liaison

•^^^
a:»^^>,

IE
CAMPUS

EVENTS

Inquiries (310) 206-2787

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS:

OCTOBER 7 @ 5:00 PM

r\

venue. Seating is limited, doors open at 2:30. and everyone nui>t be seated bv 3:15.

Leeture hosted by: Chancellor Charles L Young. K LA (enter lor InlernationarRelations.

and Associated Stiideiils K LA.
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UCLA

Come by to pick up an appiication and description of the positions. Applications are available at:

SCA Office-10880 Wil^hlre Blvd. Suite 1606 KerckhoffHaU Rm 306

If you want to find out more about SCA, drop by the.office, or call (310) 794-8960.
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Guatemalans discuss national reconciliation
By Eric Brazil

San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — When
-the grim 20lh century history of
Guatemala ceases to be written in

blood, it may be noted that the

first steps toward internal peace
were taken in polite discussion at

the Presidio of San Francisco..

Representatives of the major
jjarties in Guatemala's chronic
civil war have gathered at

'America's newest national park to

talk about national reconciliation.

Their discussions are moderat-
ed by Nobel Laureate Oscar Arias,

former president of Costa Rica,

who observed Monday, "After the

end of the Cold War, to continue

with one that has been going on in

Guatemala for 30 years is an
anachronism."

Gen. Marco Gonzalez-
Teracena, commander of the army
- which has held the whip hand in

Guatemala since the 1954 over-

throw of the elected government
of President Jacobo Arbenz
Guzman - insisted that "there is

really no reason for the war to

continue ... We should slop count-

fng the dead and start counting
ballots."

Gaspar Ilom, a commander of
Guatemalan National
Revolutionary Unity, the umbrella

group of rebel organizations, said

that just having a civil dialogue
with military leaders is "a major
stride forward that will be remem-

*

"We should stop

counting the dead and

start counting ballots."

Jacobo Arbenz Guzman

bered in the history of
Guatemala."

Outside the airy, high-ceilinged

meeting room at the Presidio's

Golden Gate Club, 30 men and
women conducted a demonstra-
tion calling attention to the gov-

ernment's record human rights

abuses - notably against the
indigenous population of
Guatemala.

"Justice for 150,000 dead" said

one sign.

"We just want to make sure that

human rights aren't put on the
back burner in any discussion of
Guatemala," said Karen Klingle of
the Marin Interfaith 'Hisk Force on
Central America.

"We're in favor of this dia-

logue," said Paci Hammond of the

Bay Area Guatemalan Network.
"But the war against the
Guatemalan people goes on, and
human rights violations are ram-
pant."

The closed-door discussions,

involving about three doz«n
Guatemalan leaders and a handful

of U.S. officials and academics,

began Sunday and was set to end
Tuesday. The talks have been
arranged by the Vesper Society of

Oakland, the Arias Foundation for

Peace and Human Progress, the

Coalition for the Presidio Pacific

Center and the German Protestant

Academies.

Formal peace negotiations
between the government and revo-

lutionary forces broke off recently

in the wake of several violent inci-

dents believed to have been car-

ried out by the Guatemalan
military.
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Michigan hears arguments on assisted-suicide
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EXTREME CRISIS
TYPE "0" Blood Needed

This past weekend, a 26 year old student was involved in a hit & run
motorcycle accident and used 288 units of blood products. This, on an
already critically short inventory, has left the blood supply strained.

/

Go directly to the

UCLA Blood & Platelet Center
200 Medical Plaza - 6th floor - Room 665

or call

825-0888 press 2
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The New York Times

LANSING, Mich. —
Michigan's Supreme Court heard
oral ai^uments today on four com-
bined cases arising from the
state's law banning physician-
assisted suicide, including murder
charges against Dr. Jack
Kevorkian.

All four cases are appeals from
rulings by the Michigan Court of

Appeals on May 10.

Two are appeals of the finding

that the state law banning assisted

suicide violated the Michigan
Constitution on technical grounds.

Those cases involved patients of
Kevorkian, the retired pathologist

who began openly assisting sui-

cides in 1990. The third case is an
appeal of the ruling that
Kevorkian could be prosecuted for

murder in two suicides.

The fmal and potentially most
far-reaching case was brought by

the American Civil Liberties
Union on behalf of two cancer
patients in the Lansing area. The
case raised the issue of whether
there is a federal constitutional

right to physician-assisted suicide.

It was argued jointly by Robert
Sedler, a professor of constitution-

al law at Wayne State University

in Detroit, and Geoffrey Fieger,

Kevorkian's lead lawyer.

"This is an issue which stirs

such strong personal emotions in

A
us all, and, yet this is an i^sue seven-member court, which is

which really has already been Michigan's highest court,

intellectually decided," Fieger But Timothy Baughman, an
argued Tuesday. „ assistant-prosecutor from Wayne

Fieger said that the right of a County, countered by challenging
mentally competent person to seek the court "to discover any of this

"an end to irremediable suffer- in the Constitution."
ing" was more evident than was "Our society has never protect-
the right of a woman to seek an ed assisted suicide," Baughman
abortion. argued.

"That was a more difficult Later, Thomas Casey, an assis-

issue because o
third party, the

the presence of a
etus," he told the

ASIAN WOMEN
Sought as Egg Donors

Extremely Rewarding Emotionally & Financially

as featured on National Television

Call: Shelly Smith, M.A., M.F.C.C.

Ph.# 213-933-0414

Make the most of

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday, October 19, 1994, Noon - 5 pm
Ackennan Grand Ballroom

I'm a Liberal Arts major...what's there forme?

Almost? half of the Fortune 1000 companies that recruit

on campuses seel< liberal arts majors. Explore all the

options! You'll miss out on many opportunities

if you pass up an employer because you | gJ^J ^Tid
"think" you know what jobs they have, or fUSkHif > c*Ttn

what majors they're looking for. u <: • L • A

s^ltllK^^

s-^tr;^^v«^

'Not valid on SiciHans or with any ott)er offer. Must mention ad.

See SUICIDE, page 15

Exp. 10/19/94

LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

Wi

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 10/19/94

8.50

LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

pi^ CLIP AND SAVE "

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

p^ CLIPAND SAVE '

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Exp. 10 19 94

LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

m.
TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

' pi^ CUPAND SAVE

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per .

address.

IBM And 1WA bive lo

1he rower lo ooar
Buy an IBM personahcomputerfor college & fly

anywhere in the continental U.S. throughout the school year

PQY *1 25 ^^^^ ^^y b^^^d on round-trip purchase.

Ask your IBM Campus Computer Reseller about Get Real Privileges

...and easy, affordable computer fin^cing.

ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE

ICll't CIIMTfl ITIIE IF CIIICE

IBM comfmtm are ndUbk <mfy to VOA studewU,

sekOedExtenskm students,faculty, staff, ndieptai-

mems. Exteuskm students sboM inquire at tbe

Comfmter Store regimlin^illglUlty. Personal checks

are accepted up to $5O0i Visa, MasterCard and

Discover are also accepted

Get Real. Get an IBM ThinkPad* or ValuePoint'^... 'SS T ^Z(8>

TF'.RMS & CONDITIONS (MTrr availabtr many roUr)^ itiidnil, farully and ilaff who purcfaair IBM penonal rompulfn through paniripalinn rampuo loralionii from now ihrtHigh Drmnhrr 31, 1994. Ordmanbjm loavailabihl>. IBM may withdraw ofTrral any limr

withoat wrteten DOlioc. Offrr avnlaUc in U.S. only. \

*Vaiid for aajr TWA dnrtinatian in tbr ('.ontinMital U..S., PiwtIo Riro and ffif^ raiginatiiig from Haaaialu to Ijo* Kaffir* for travd Se
f
ilwbn I, 1994 thmufh Junr .10. I99!>. Sratu arr liinited. Onifiratni arr non-lranrfrrahlr. and rannm hr rnmbinrd with anyrtilhrr diarouni

crrtitiFatt* or promniional ndrr*. All travel miuil hr on fliirhtii oprrated by Tram World Airlinm. Travel m not permitted on TWA dev^fnatnl flifhtK operated by another rarrier, or on Trann World Kxprru. 14-day advanre pnrrhanr. blarkout daten and rertain other

rentrirtionii apply, romplete delaila will he ihown on travel rertirtrate.

IBM and ThinkPad arr repatered trademark* of International Buaineu Marhinea Orporation. ValuePoint w a trademark of International RDainem Machine* Corporation. TK'A i* a re||i*lerpd tra^rmark of Tran* World Airline*. Inc.
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Mexico's political left in shambles^ disarray
By Anthony DePatona
The New York Times

MEXICO CITY — It was in

1975 ihat Rosario Ibaira de Piedra's

21 -year-old son, Jesus, was arrested

at an anti-govemmeiit r^ly. He has

never been found.

Her son's disappearance came
Jjefore her husband, also named
Jesus, was tortured by interrogators

demanding information about their

son.

In 1982, when she became the

first woman in Mexican history to

run for president, she received 40
anonymous death threats. But
through all these travails, she never

let those in the government she
accused of oppressing her ever see

her cry.

"They didn' t make me biuer,"

said the 67-year-old Ibarra de
Piedra, who has emeiged as the defi-

ant figurehead of an embattled
Mexican left. "This is something
important. I never cry in front of
them. Never."

Mexico's political left is in an
organizational and ideological

shambles after the recent presiden-

tial election. Ernesto 2^ilIo Ponce
de Leon of the governing
Institutional Revolutionary Party, the

PRI, won handily. After a second
consecutive defeat, the leftist candi-

date, Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, has
been severely weakened and there is

no natural leader to take his place.

Ibarra de Piedra is not likely to

replace Cardenas eitho", for her, the

fight for human rights is often more
important than politkal victory. But
with the moral strength of so many
years of struggle, she is expected to

hold things together until a new
leader can be found.

As president of the National

Democratk Convention, a gathering

in Chiapas in August sponsored by
the rebels who rose up in the state

eight months earlier, she continues

to direct the disparate forces of the

Mexican left. Another gathering is

scheduled next montih in the Chiapas

city of San Cristobal de las Casas.

She has also been selectc!ri,by the

DenK)cra(ic Revolutionary Psuty of

See MEXICO, page 14
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Holocaust survivor
By KImberly McLarIn
The New York Times

: speak
Japanese,
french or

Spanish by
december
for $299*

FAST, EFFECTIVE. AFFORDABLE

Acquire basic skills in your new language or advance your existing skills in one of our beginning

or Intermediate groups.

Daily Bruin

Make the most of

• One great price - includes tuition

for 30 (45-minute) lessons, book

and fees.

• Groups meet once or twice

a week, evenings or Saturdays.

• Easy, conversational approacfi.

• Learn practical speaking skills.

• Mative-fluent instructors.

• Friendly, relaxed groups of 6 to 1

students.

• Convenient payment - all major credit cards

accepted.

Regular and intensive English (ESL) Group courses also available.
* Price based on mininfium class size of 6 persons. For groups of 4 to 5, price is $370.—Berlitz

LOS ANGELES

(213)380-1144

SANTA MONICA
(310)458-0330

BEVERLY HILLS

(310)276-1101

IRVINE

(714) 752-8535

PASADENA

(818) 795-5888

ORANGE
(714)935-0828

WOODLAND HILLS

(818)999-1870

TORRANCE

(310) 328-7722

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday October 19, Noon - 5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

What should I tell the recruiters about myself?

Pretend you're the employer - why should they hire YOU?
Don't be afraid to talk about your work experience, extracur-

ricular activities, special projects, and accomplishnnents,

interests and capabilities. Rehearsing your i ^V^ I mT^
"pitch" will make you feel and appear more IwJ^A^L.^
confident, organized and focused.

America that stands in the way. from the Nazis, Princz has been
"I cannot understand how they denied reparations by the

could side with the German gov- Germans for four decades.
HIGHLAND PARK, N J. — emment," Princz said in an inter- Diplomatic efforts on his behalf

Had it not been shattered years view in his home in Highland have failed. A lawsuit stalled
ago in a concentration camp. Park, in the still suburbs of north- under the weight of a federal law
Hugo Princz's heart would surely em New Jersey. "I just cannot prohibiting Americans from suing
be breaking now. Not at the immi- understand. One American should foreign governments,
nent death of his 40-year battle to help out another American, espe- Now, bills to amend that law are
extract reparations from the cially in a case like this." winding their way through both
German government, but at the Because of the quirky circum- houses of Congress and could
fact that it is his own beloved stances of his birth and his rescue come to the floor before Congress

for reparations
recesses in the coming daysT

But vehement opposition from
the State Department and Justice

Department threatens to quash the

amendment and with it, what
Princz sees as his last chance at

gaining the-reparations that many
of his fellow camp survivors have
already received.

"I am very disTur^ed^ That^ir
something so serious politics

should enter," he said. "It is just a

shameful thing
"

From a chair in his rose-colored-

living room, Princz recounted his

time in Nazi death camps with dis-

passion.

He was born to a naturalized

American businessman in 1922 in

what is now Slovakia, making him
a U.S. citizen at birth. In March
1942 his family's house was sur-"

See HOLOCAUST, page 14

Discover and become
a part ofthe ...

CBndn% 'Belles

... the official representatives of UCIA who
contribute time and energy to campus and
commtmity activities, phiEnthropic events,

fine arts functions, men's and women's
athletics, altunni relations, and morel

1994-1995 Mandatory Open House

Wed., Oct. 5
*

Ackerman ^408
Thar., Oct. 6 Morgan Center Press Room

Thirty minute presentatloiis will begin evi^
hour on the hour beginning at 10 a.m. with the
last sessian beginning at 3 pjn. The last session

on Thursday will begin at 2 p.m.

BRUIN BELLES...
a trBdttkm irf*excellence contlnnes

Apply to Become

>-,

UCLA's 1994 Homecoming King
s..

/

)

.

^ Applications are now available in the USAC President's Office, .

Kerckhoff 304A. They can also be found in the Residence

Halls and various locations around campus. Look for them!

^Applications are due on Tuesday, October 11 at 5 PM.

* Applicants will be judged on leadership, achievements, community

service, school spirit, and overall presentation.

So What Are You Waiting For? Pick up an Application Today!

Make This Homecoming Float!
y:!/-/

STUDENTS

COUNCIL
I'uid for hy USAC

oncampus ffiis year.

f f r' • » • -;*
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Qiior -'ill' ' i !»ff'Ln W*fV^"

OMfyfU99.0a
AppliOtifpi' Kffbotrd and nwun.

Onfy$h699.0a

Now you can really clean up when you buy a select Macintosh' Performa* For

a limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only

from Apple. Il^ all the software you're likely to need in college. You'll get software that

takes you through every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar

created for your student lifestyle and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet,^

word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you'll ^
jJso get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. And now, with an Apple

Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a

day.^ It^ the power every student needs. The power to be your best!"

;
with an Apple ^

Applem.
POWER

- ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE

Itirt CIIMTEI ITIIE irtllltE
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HAITI
From page 1

_ would. ^ _
"That's one out of three. Two

left;' Gen. John Shalikashvili, the

chairman of the U.S. Joint Chiefs

, of Staff, said in Washington.
*
'We* re on the right glide path."

Neither Cedras nor Biamby has

said publicly he intends to leave

Haitif after Oct. 15, when the two
men are scheduled to step down.

~But U.S. officials have said they

believe the hostility among ordi-

nary Haitians toward the coup
^ leaders would force them to depart

the country.

U.S. Embassy spokesman Stan

Schrager said the departure of
~~Franc6Ts~^'^represents a majorl;tep

forward" in the effort to restore

Aristide. **It became very clear

that there is a new sheriff in'

town," Schrager said. r-
In a speech to the United

^Nations General Assembly,
Aristide said he planned to return

to Haiti **in 11 days."

Francois' temporary replace-

ment, Maj. Marc Kemizan, met at

police headquarters with former
New York Police Commissioner
Raymond Kelly, who will be lead-

ing a 1,000-member group of
international police to train and

monitor the Haitian police force

over the next 18 months.

"We don't want to be the

police," Kelly said. '*We're just

here to train and monitor human
rights violations."

Francois' slipshod flight to the

Dominican Repifblic was an
emasculating end for the ruler of a

dreaded fiefdom of 1,300 police

and thousands of attaches, or aux-

iliaries, who wielded life-and-

death power in Haitian slums.

"We Avere in handcuffs. We
were sltfves," said Lemontes St.

Fleur, a thin, dirt-poor night
watchman at Francois' cavernous

mountaintop residence in the Vivi

Michel suburb.

St. Fleur claimed a man was

the insurance industry, as well as

from kickbacks on goods moving
through national ports, from rice

to cocaine.

He has another home in the

Dominican Republic that he sent

his children to three weeks ago.

Diplomats believe he has consid-

erable holdings in foreign bank
accounts.

U.S. officials had said they

"I'm asking everybody

to put down the tires,

put down the stones

and put down the guns."

Emmanuel Constant

——-. FRAPH Leader -^

expected Francois to leave by last

beaten to death by attaches in July—weekend. When he didn't, they
for merely gawking at the com-
pound as he walked by. "Now that

God has freed us, everyone's
happy," he said.

Francois left behind substantial

personal holdings - businesses,

port warehouses, and several pala-

tial mansions - amassed on a $500
monthly salary. U.S. officials say

his income was enhanced by mil-

lions of dollars in bribes from a

state cement plant, flour mill, and

said they hoped he would be
encouraged by Monday's U.S.
raid on FRAPH headquarters,
where Haitian police were carted

away, handcuffed and gagged with

duct tape, as a crowd moved in to

trash the place.

Radio reports said Francois'
police rank-and-file insulted and
threatened him in a confrontation

after the raid, saying U.S. troops

were humiliating them. Some

reportedly burned their uniforms.

Francois showed up at the

Dominican border at 9:30 p.m.

Monday night, several hours after

the Haitian post closed, but was
turned away because his papers

were not in order.

He sneaked past the Haitian

border again early Tuesday, wait-

ing for hours in the 100-yard no
man's land between the two fron-

tiers before fmally being allowed

to cross at 10:30 a.m., according

to U.S. and Dominican officials.

^^Dominican officials said

Francois was accompanied by his

brother, Evans, a businessnian and
former Haitian consul to the

Dominican Republic, his wife,

two other women and three body-

guards.

Francois had longstanding con-

tacts with U.S. intelligence agents,

who have praised his leadership

abilities . But U.S. Embassy offi

NURSING

cials have always declined to

detail Francois' extensive U.S.
military training.

From page 1

between undeigraduate and gradu-

ate costs, Lindsey said she did not

know how much money it will

cost the nursing school to main-

tain the 1995-96 undergraduate

class.

As a result of supporting the

undergraduate program, the

school's graduate program will be

scaled back, possibly admitting

266 new students in 1996 com-
pared to 375 in 1990.

The budget cuts facing the

school will be aided this year by
"transitional funds" from Young,

as well as continuing support from

the UCLA hospital, which helps

pay faculty and staff.

"The (hospital) funds allow us'

to increase enrollment by 50 stu-

dents " Lindsey said.^ ;

The Haiti Handbook for U.S.
Personnel, circulated among the

20,000 U.S. troops in Haiti, says

Francois, like Biamby, is a gradu-

ate of the U.S. Army Infantry

School in Fort Benning, Ga.

"He is considered popular by
the enlisted police and military

ranks," the guide book says.

Lindsey added her concern that

the reduced number of staff will

not allow the school to be compet-

itive.

"We have an extremely well
qualified and productive faculty

and as long as we're able to retain

the faculty, we'll have good quali-

ty programs. Without the infra-

structure of the staff support, its

difficult to maintain quality."
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In regards to the poor turnout

by opposing groups, Kelly
Besser, who was Together' s edi-

tor in chief when the greek coun-
cils were desponsored, said, "I

think we've wasted so much time
fighting against the fraternities.

(Other student advocacy groups')

energies (are) better spent on
their own issues, their own com-
munities."

In other council business, Joel

Elad, chief of staff to student
government president Rob
Gre^nhalgh, announced his res-

ignation.

Elad, who is a computer sci-

ence major, said he has decided
to look for experience in his
major and for a job in his field.

"I don't want to do this job on
five to 10 hours a week," he. said,

"I enjoyed every minute but I

need to let go, maike a clear break
and focus on my career."

He said he will continue to

work on projects in student gov-
ernment and with the Jewish
Student Union.

Brian Saenger, a fourth year
political scinece major, will
replace Elad. Saenger has
worked previously in the presi-

dent's office and is a member of
the Student Fee Advisory
Committee.
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JIIDS RAIL
From page 3

The idea Is not a new one. Otfier

hospitals in the region, too, have

wings for AIDS patients. The con-

cept was designed so that the

patients can be treated by doctors

and staff members with special

understanding of the disease.

It is many of the new features

that pleased Bradley, an AIDS
-patient who stayed at the center

about three weeks ago. Bradley,

whose last name isn't being used

to maintain confidentiality, said he

has been suffering from the illness

for about eight years and is in his

"fin^il stages." He recalled his

recent stay in the Immune
Wellness Unit.

"I was very well taken care of,"

Bradley said. "I think it is an

From page 3

stops at thie Gteat Wcstefti Fbfum
and Hollywood Park.

"It is a low-cost systism,"

Burke said. *'We believel there will

be a lot of federal interest because

of the civil disorder, redevelop-

ment, and it's close to empower-
ment zones."

A 1989 environmental impact

report on the Burbank-Chandler
line estimated that the monorail

approach would be $442 million

cheaper. An in-depth engineering

r6port released in mid-September

suggested that the costs would be

closer if the subway were built as

an open trench instead ofUfelng*

tunneled.

Supervisor Michael Antonovich

the leading monorail backer

excellent idea. People with this

disease need and prefer to have
visitors feel comfortable and even

stay if possible. It' s remarkable."

He has been in other hospitals,

but nothing compared to the treat-

ment he received at Thompson, he

said.

At the Immune Wellness
Center, "the emphasis is more on
the service," he added.
Nonetheless, Kennedy said hospi-

tal officials think such patients

deserve to know that pebple do
care.

"We have had some come here

and utter their last words,"
Kennedy said.

Research
glrantto

help fund
alternative

AIDS study
By Tom Paulson
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

SEATTLE— The same type of
alternative medicine that once
brought armed polkre and agents of

the Food and Drug Administration

to storm a local clinic has been
judged worthy of scientific study by
the nation's leading research institu-

tion.

•
*"This is the culmination of years

of work," said Leanna Standish, a

naturc^thic physician and research

director for Bastyr University in

Seattle.

The National Institutes of Health

announced Tuesday that Standish

and her colleagues at Bastyr will

receive a three-year, $840,000
research grant to establish a national

center for evaluating certain alterna-

tive medical therapies used to treat

AIDS and HIV infection.

**This is thrilling," Standish said.

Bastyr, founded in 1978, is a non-

profit teaching institution with 95
faculty members and 700 students,

offering accredited degrees in natur-

~ppathic and botanical medicineT
acupuncture, Chinese medicine and
nutrition.

Alternative medical piactk:tioners

use non-drug approaches in treat-

ment and en^)hasize "whole-body"
therapies as opposed to targeting

specific diseases.

"This is a vindication of our
commitment to do it righC said Joe

Pizzomo, a naturopathic physician

and president at Bastyr.

"It's ironic that we're still getting

hassled for some of the same
approaches," said Jonathan Wright,

a Kent, Wash., physician who
gained nationwide attention in 1992

See AIDS IHOU^Y, page 17

has been holding a series of bnef-

ings with opinion leaders, key
aides and the media to shoot holes

iri the report, saying it doesn't rep-

resent an "apples-to-apples com-
parison" of die alternatives.

Both Edelman and Antonovich

acknowledged that the fight and
resulting delays have hurt the pro-

ject's prospects, and both said

they want a quick decision now
that a report has been completed.

Officials list a number of issues

that could affect the east-west

line' s future: — -— -—--™^ —

^

•The fight for resources has

become particularly intense as the

MTA has seen once-plentiful

funds dry up. Already, the MTA is

figuring out how it will scale back

an ambitious 30-year, $180 billion

transit plan. Now, the MTA
expects that a weaker economy
and other funding losses will

reduce transit revenues to $163
billion over the period.

•The east-west line also may
iface funding problems if

Proposition 1 85 on the Nov. 8 bal-

lot fails. The measure would set

aside hundreds of millions of dol-

lars for Los Angeles County jrail

projects.

•The east-west line will depend

heavily on federal funding, which

means that an alternative study has

to be completed to justify whichev-

PAPERS

er route the MTA settles on.

"The main thing is if we don't

get federal money, we're out,'^

Patsaouras said. "If we don't

make a decision by October or

November, things look bleak."

And that, in turn, could open
the door to other projects.

"If everybody dumps on the

valley, hope springs eternal that

they can take advantage of that,'

'

said Los Angeles Councilman Zev
Yaroslavsky.

From page 6

^Onu^r-capita basis, they are

the wbrld's largest buyers of

magazines but only the 28th-

largest buyers of newspapers.
They read magazines because
society is treated in a sophisticat-

ed and exhaustive way. That's

why the reconquest of the daily

press must pass through maga-
zines."

This strategy is more than

apparent in the *'new"
Liberation, nicknamed Libe III

because it is the daily's third

^sign.
"I think the crisis of the French

daily press is a crisis in supply,'*

July said. "It offers far less at a

higher price than foreign newspa-

pers
"

As of last week. Liberation

aims to offer more information -

July even dares use the word
"services" - in a more friendl

y

format.

For example, its World, France,

Metro and Culture sections, as

well as its new Vous (You) sec-

tion, now open with what might

be described as an executive sum-

mary of their contents. And each

carries some magazine-length
articles.

The Vous section is a particular

novelty for France, albeit, by

July's own admission, modeled
after the non-news sections of

many American papers.

It carries articles on health,

fashion, family issues, public ser-

vices and consumer affairs. ' 'The

day when we could say we pub-

lish a special newspaper for a

special reader is over," July

added. "Society is no longer

homogeneous.'

'

Indeed, in a sense, Liberation's-

editor personifies this change.

Now 51, he was a leader of the

anti-government student move-
ment that shook France in May
1968. When he began the newspar„

per 2 1 years ago as an outspoken

defender of leftist causes, it had

an assured readership in a highly

politicized society.

But today, with the Socialists

out of power, with many French

disenchanted with all political par-

ties and with even university stu-

dents more inferesfed in finding"

jobs than in debating the whithers

of the nation, July is the first.tp

argue that Liberation needs more

than political messages.

His goal is to increase

Liberation's circulation to

240,000 by 1999. And, it would
seem, he does not mind where the

readers come from.
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HOLOCAUST
From page 11

rounded by local townspeople.
They were given 30 minutes to

pack and were handed over as

Jewish prisoners to the Nazis, who
ignored the family's U.S. pass-
ports and refused to include them
in a Red Cross civilian prisoner

exchange program.

At the Maidanek concentration

p, the family was separated.
' His parents and sisters disap-

peared into the notorious
Treblinka death camp.
The Nazis sent Princz and his

two brothers to Auschwitz. One
—^ay his younger brother was hurt

in a work-related accident.

"I passed by a building that was
supposed to be a hospital," he
said. "It was a pigsty. If you got
,sick and they threw ynii in there

ciihi

Ghetto uprising, and was also

enslaved in an underground air-

plane factory at Dachau. All told

he endured more than three years

of torture, enslavement and depri-

vation at the hands of the Nazis.

"That's a lifetime." he said.

"Jail would have been a picnic in

comparison."

He was liberated May 1, 1945,

by U.S. soldiers, who saw the

"U.S.A." the Nazis had stitched on
his shirt and sent him to a U.S.
military hospital for treatment.

After searching futilely for his

family, Princz left Europe and set-

tled in the United States.

When West Germany began
compensating Holocaust survivors

in the eariy 1950s, Princz applied

for reparations. But he was turned

down by the Germans with the

explanation that as an American,
he was neither a German citizen

receive gnaw at him. Although he

would have^tled for the $2)^0 a

nK)nth h6 helices he was entitled

to in 1953, he wants a lump-sum
payment now.

"It bugged me," he said. "Why
should I be excluded? It's like a

"One American

should help out

another American,

especially in a case

like this."

Hu0o Princz

Holocaust Survivor

cancer in you."

Princz said he got nowhere until

he hired a lawyer, Steven Perles,

in the mid-1980s. But by 1992,

sued, voder the Foreign
Sovereignty Immunity Act. Tliwt

laiw prohibits most suits by U.S.
citizens in U.S. courts^ag^i^t for-

eign governments^

But in a powerful dissent to the

Princz decision. Judge Patricia

Wald wrote that the German gov-
ernment had forfeited its claims to

immunity with its barbaric treat-

ment of Princz.

"When the Nazis tore off
Princz's clothes, exchanged them
for a prison uniform and a tattoo,

shoved him behind the spiked
barbed wire fences of Auschwitz
and Dachau, and sold him to the

German armament industry as

fodder for their wartime labor
operation, Germany rescinded any
claim under international law 'to

immunity from this court's juris-

diction," she wrote.

That dissent figures prominent-

MEXICO

you got sicker because they didn't of the Geneva Convention

_ feed you. I look in there and I see And because he had been sent
my young brother, 14 years old, direcdy to a U.S. hospital, Princz
Nothing but bones." had not been registered as a
Seven days later, the Nazis Holocaust victim through a dis-

killed everyone in the hospital, placed-persons camp

nor a refugee under the guidelines

—

even the diplomatic efforts Peries

—

ly in Princz' s appeal to the—iMHfc

From page 10

Cardenas to take a seat in the 500-

member national legislature when a

new congress is convened on Nov. 1

.

One of ttieir first responsibilities will

be to vote on whether to ratify the

election results, and declare Zedillo

presklent-elect

"I am going to say that he dkl not

win," Ibarra de Piedra said in an

interview in her cluttered Mexico
City apartment, where the walls are

covoed floor to ceiling with photos

and artifacts from her 20 years of

struggle.

She suspects that in spite of alle-

gations of fraud, (^illo will take

office anyway. But at least she will

be able to convey the message of

dissatisfaction of the 50 percent of

Mexican voters who dkl not support

UCLA'S
Student Credit Union

had begun had stalled, so Princz Supreme Court. But William "She is not politically savvy
sued Germany. - Marks, a Washington lawyer who enough to be a crucial political force

He won the first round; Judge joined the Princz case last year a^^in^Nfexk», but hw^stiength comesas—
Stanley Sporkin of U.S. District no charge, said amending the law a moral voice in political issues,"

Court in Washington denied the was probably Princz's last hope. said Denise Dresser, a Mexican
German government's motion to "This guy has been fighting for political scientist who is a visiting

Princz said. His other brother was Since then, Princz said, he has dismiss on the grounds of immu- 40 years and we've seen no indi- fellow at the Inter-American
lashed for sneaking Princz some waged a dogged battle against the > nity. cation that Germany will ever Dialogue in Washington. "She's
food and later died. German government, driven both But Germany appealed and this back down," Marks said. "The been a thorn in the side of the

Princz said he spent time in by a desire for the money and the July the U.S. Court of Appeals for State Department deserves enor- Mexican government for the last 20
Auschwitz, was sent to do forced vindication it would represent, the District of Columbia Circuit mous credit for what they've years."
labor in Warsaw after the Warsaw The monthly checks his friends ruled that Germany could not be done, but they've failed." Not that it would ever show.

Dressed in a plain skirt and knee-

high leather boots, with dangling

earrings and wispy chestnut hair that

she continually flicks from her neck,

Ibarra de Piedra doesn't look the

part of a dissenter. And she wasn't,

until April 18, 1975, when her son
was arrested. ^

She now acknowledges that Jesus

was a member of an urban guerrilla

group, one of many students who at

that time were committed to chang-

ing Mexico. But she said he never

had a trial, never had a chance to

defend himself.

The government maintains he
was never arrested.

After two years of dogging ofS-

cials for information about Jesus,

Ibarra de Piedra helped form an
organization of mothers of other

"disappeareds." She still wears a sil-

ver rnedallion bearing Jesus' face.

The walls of her apartment hold
many photos of him.

"Arid this is my son too," she said^

taking a framed photo of the masked
rebel leader called Subcommander
Marcos, which was snapped after

she was selected as president of the

August conventk>n.
'

For most of the 5,000 people
there, she was an almost legendary

figure. Although she never gained
more than 2 percent of the vote
when she ran for president in 1982
and 1988 as the candidate of the

Revolutionary Workers Party, Ibarra

de Piedra became well known
throughout Mexico.

At the convention, Marcos
entrusted her with a Mexican flag

the Zapatistas had seized in a raid on
San Cristobal in January.

"When Marcos gave me the flag,

I got very nervous that something
would happen to it," she remem-
bered. "It started to rain and the big

tent fell on us. I had on a raincoat

that my son brought for me, and I

put the flag underneath. I held it

there with both hands, without wor-
rying about whether I might fall, just

to make sure it was safe."

When Marcos handed her the
flag, some saw the gesture as a sym-
bolic passing of power from the

rebel commander to the mother of
tnemories.

"Marcos said that if we are not

able to take care of it, if we are not

able to clean it, if we are not aUe to

wash it carefully of all this corrup-

tion involved with the PRI, he will

take it back," she sakl, in a voice fill-

ing with emotion that might have
seemed contrived coming from^
someone else. "I wouki not want to

return it"
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SUICIDE
From page 9

tant state attorney general, added

that "it might well be a wise
social policy for the Legislature to

legalize some form of assisted sui-

cide, but it is not a constitutional

right"

The ACLU case was not

brought on behalf of any of Dr.

KeVorkian's patients, but on
^behalf of Teresa Hobbins and
Kenneth Shapiro, who have been

diagnosed as terminally ill and
who have expressed a.desire to

seek their doctors' aid in dying.

Both were in the courtroom
Tuesday.

"Fve been waiting for this day

for a long time," Hobbins said.

Most of the arguments Tuesday

were identical to those made on
Jan. 6 before the Michigan Court

Voters to Foley: Show why we should re-elect
By Joel Connelly

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

SPOKANE— House Speaker

TDm Foley has a month to recon-

nect with voters of his Eastern

Washington district, or lose the

House seat he has held for 30
years.

As he faces Republican chal-

lenger George NethercuttTthelfate

of Congress' most powerful
Democrat hinges on a trio of ques-

tions.

Will Foley understand and
answer voters* anger at seeming
paralysis in Washington, D.C.?
Will Foley reach out to friends and

potential supporters, asking for

help? And are voters willing to get

rid of a superior provider?

as a wake-up call for Foley's cam-
paign.

Foley is blanketing the airwaves

with TV spots telling constituents

what he has done for them. He is

depicted as the man who made
possible the widening of a U.S.

highway through his district, and
^he protector who has saved
Fairchild Air Force Base from clo-

sure.

The campaign's theme of Foley

as indispensable dispenser of dol-

lars is hotly debated across
Eastern Washington.

"He still carries too much clout

for this area to throw him out,"

said Orlin Reinbold, owner of
Moisture Smart Inc., in Spokane.

Such sentiment causes Spokane

County Democratic Chairwoman

of Appeals, the state's intermedi-

ate appellate court. That court

-found that the state's assisted sui-

cide law, enacted in 1992, violated

the state Constitution because it

had two purposes - to establish a

commission to study the problems

of death and dying, and to make
assisting a suicide a felony.

Michigan's Constitution says that

/a bill cannot have two separate

purposes.

Ttresday, prosecutors for

Michigan's two largest counties,

Wayne and Oakland, argued that

the law was constitutional because

everything in it dealt with assisted

suicide.

Several justices asked questions

and made comments during the

arguments over a federal constitu-

tional right to assisted suicide.

"We do send young men off to

war," Justice James Brickley said

in response to Fieger's argument

that questions of life and death

were solely an individual decision.

"I am not suggesting that it

can't be regulated," Feigf r said,

"but that it needs to be regulated

reasonably, so as not to place an

undue burden on anyone."

Fieger's response alluded to

Planned Parenthood vs. Casey, the

1992 case in which the U.S.
Supreme Court held that state reg-

ulations may not place an undue

burden on women seeking abor-

tions.

When Baughman asserted that

"the state has an interest in pro-

tecting life, even that of the termi-

nally ill," Justice Charles Levin

asked aboyt a patient so ill that

"any objective person" would say

that suicide "is an entirely ratio-

nal decision."

"Is there no place for that per-

son to go?" Levin asked.

Baughman replied, "There is

no place in the Constitution for

them to go."

In the case involving
Kevorkian, the intern^ediate

appeals court had reinstated mur-

der charges against the doctor in

the Oct. 23, 1991, double suicide

of Marjorie Wantz and Sherry

Miller.

1\iesday, Fieger argued that the

appeals court had misread com-
mon law and that the judiciary

_ risked the contempt of the public

if Kevorkian were forced to stand

trial on murder chai;ges.

"How in the world can suicide

be murder, unless black is white

and day is night?" Feiger asked.

There was no indication of how
long the court will consider the

four combined cases, though rul-

ings frequently are handed down
several months after oral argu-

ments.

Kevorkian did not attend the

hearing. In an interview last week-

end, he stated. "These judges are

all corrupt, or they wouldn't even

hear this case. I'd be lending sup-

port to this corrupt system if I

went"

Tom Foley has to show that
—

Sally Jackson to predict. "Tlie vot-

An survey done for Seattle's

KING-TV, released last week,
showed Foley trailing Nethercutt

by a 51-37 margin.

A new survey, conducted for

business clients by independent

Chicago pollster Michael
McKeon, shows public opinion on
Foley in Eastern Washington

: "(Tom Foley) has to^
demonstrate that a

House speaker doesn't

need an entourage, that

he is still ... of Eastern

Washington."

Chuck Austin

them."

Foley is in his district a lot. He
has averaged two trips a month,

filling his schedule with ^own
meetings and drop-in sessions

with any group that will hear him.

The issue,, however, is whether

he is of the district. And, at times,

Foley does have trouble connect-

ing with what's going on in

_Eilstem Washington.

In a Walla Walla visit last May,
he was unaware of the imminent
execution of convicted murderer

Charles Rodman Campbell.

At a high school in the farm
town of Touchet, Foley began his

talk by telling assembled
teenagers: "Some of you may
have watched on C-SPAN the

question period they have in

he's still ours," said Chuck Austin,

who operates Merchants Ltd., a

popular Walla Walla delicatessen.

"He has to literally stand on
peoples' doorsteps," added Austin.

"He has to demonstrate that a

House speaker doesn't need an

entourage, that he is still a

Northwestemer, that he is still of

Eastern Washington."

A dismal 35 percent showing in

September's primary has served

ers will come to their senses.'

But many 5th District voters

have come-te fed t4»at change
makes sense even if the district

loses dollars.

"I have the greatest admiration

for the man but I do not like the

direction this country is taking,"

said Fred Fleming, a farmer who
introduced Nethercutt to Lincoln

County wheat growers on Monday
night.

Delicatessen Owner

almost evenly divided. A total of

47 percent of those surveyed had

favorable or very favorable opin-

ions of him, while more than 42
percent voiced negative views.

"It shouldn't be that way," said

McKeon. "Your district, whatever

it thinks of Congress, should feel

that you are doing the job for

Biitain's House of Commo ns.

The students exchanged puzzled

looks. A similar scene occurred at

-Gonzaga Prep in Spokane, Foley's
alma mater.

A part of Foley's problem may
be that he is not a back-slapping,

old school politician.

Previous House speakers have

not hesitated to ask for help and

homage. A crowd of 2,000 Fort

See FOLEY, page 18
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'Unexpected' content ban policy faces debate
By William Honan
The New York Times

IOWA CITY, Iowa — The
University of Iowa is divided by a
policy that requires professors to

warn students if course presentations

- from literature to movies - contain

anything '^inusual or unexpected."

The policy has arisen from con-
troversy over sexually explicit films

^hown in the classroom

The policy was crafted earlier this

year by university president Hunter
Rawlings III, who thought he was
disposing of a divisive issue by
rewriting a proposed policy by the

state Board of Regents that would
have permitted students to receive

alternative assignments instead of
reading about or seeing "explicit

representations of human sexual
acts" in classroom material.

But student and faculty protesters

have gathered more than 2,000 sig-

natures on a pelftidn declaring his

compromise "a grave threat to acad-

emic freedom." And the university is

divided into the academic equivalent

ofarmed camps, with the humanities

cluster the most militant

Students and professors have
established a Campaign for

Academic Freedom and declared
several campus buildings a "free

zone" in which the policy will not be
followed.

"What we are about is leaving
what happens in class up to the

instructor," said Thomas Lewis, an
associate professor of Spanish and
Portuguese who serves as co-chair-

man of the group opposing
Rawlings' policy.

—Several professors interviewed
here this week said there was almost

no end to the number of literary

works that students would have to be
warned about under the current poli-

cy. They rnentioned that they would
need to give warnings for

Aristophanes, Shakespeare,
Rabelais, Proust, Beckett and virtu-

ally any modem novelist

Rawlings. a tall, angular Virginian

and professor of classics, said in an
interview Monday that he would
prefer to have no policy statement
governing a profess(M-'s use of class-

room materials. But he said it was an
accomplishment to have substituted

vague language for the more specific

regents' policy.

"I, for one, am relieved we don't

have a policy on sexually explicit

materials, or any other policy which

is content-based," he said. "It does-

n't say a faculty member can't teach

what he or she wishes to teach."

The issue dates back to the fall of

1991 when three German language

classes were shown a critically

respected German film called 'Taxi

Zum Klo" ("Taxi to the John"),

which depicts the life of a gay
teacher in Berlin and includes an
incident of child molestation.

One or two students complained
to the campus correspondent for the

Des Moines Register, who wrote a
story about the screening that was
published on the newspaper's front

page.

After an investigation, Gerhard
Lowenbeig, then the dean of the col-

lege of liberal arts, concluded that

students had not been adequately

alerted to the

dents and faculty members filled

pages of the campus newspaper with
their debate.

In February 1993, a teaching
assistant showed a class in art histo-

ry a short art film that includes 20
seconds depicting men performing

oral sex with each other. A student's

mother complained to news oi^ahi-

zations and to the university's Board
of Regents.

In this case, Judith AUcen, who
was then the deah of liberal arts,

required the head of the department

of Art and Art History to apologize

to the class and warned faculty

members to keep student sensitivi-

ties in mind when planning Courses.

By September of 1993, after the

university's faculty senate tried and
failed to devise a universitywide pol-

issue of the Iowa Journal of Cultural

Studies likened the faculty's

predkrament to Kaflca's pathetic land

surveyor, K, who lives "an unoffi-

cial, totally unrecognized, troubled

and alien existence."

Monday night, about 75 students

and faculty members assembled in

the Student Union to voice their

anger at the president's policy, and

plan a protest rally on Oct, 19 out-

side the hall where the university's

governing Board of Regents will

hold its next monthly meeting.

The university provost, Peter

Nathan, also acknowledged that he

was unhappy with the present policy.^

"Somewhere down the line," he said,

"I hope the Faculty Senate will

develop a less onerous policy and
that the Regents will accept it"

potentially disn irhing—

i

cy for such materia l, the regents Marvin Berenste in, a Sioux City
nature of the film. He asked the

department to provide students with

pririt£5d materials which might avoid

such clashes in the future.

The matter simmered for two
years as the local county attorney

conducted an inquiry to see if an
obscenity law had been broken (he

determined it had not). The Iowa
Civil Liberties Union raised the

issue of censorship, and various stu-

deckled to take action.

Rawlings was among those who
had argued vehemently against the

regents policy and wrote the com-
promise, which the Board of
Regents almost immediatelyaccept-

ed.

But the matter would not die. The
student newspaper, the Daily lowan,

filled its columns with angry
protests. An editorial in a current
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lawyer who is presklerit of the Board
of Regents, said that he did not con-

sider the current policy "overiy bur-
densome" and that while the regents

had no plans to change it they would
"certainly consider any ideas for

revision" that the Faculty Senate
may have.

Berenstein said charges that he
was a homophobe were partkrularly

unfair.

FirsTLady's

brother has
her out and
stumping
By Maureen Dowd
The New York Times

HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — She
hugged him. She patted him. She
laughed at his pope jokes.

She laughed at his fat jokes. She
made some fat jokes of her own.
She even smiled when he intro-

duced her as "the main dish."

Other Democratic candidates
may skitter away from the
Clintons, but this underdog con-
tender for the UrS. Senate had
been dying for the first lady to

come down and bless his cam-
paign.

So, looking pleased as punch,
Hugh Rodham campaigned in

heavily Democratic Broward
County Saturday with the special

out-of-town guest he introduced as

"the first lady of the United States

of America, my sister."

The 44-year-old novice politi-

cian described his day on the trail

with Hillary Rodham Clinton as

"the crowning achievement of his

life; it was certainly the crowning
achievement of a quixotic, quirky
primary campaign, run by their

younger brother, Tony, which has
attracted little money or support
from the state or national
Democratic Party.

"If Hillary Clinton thinks health

care is an uphill battle, she hasn't

seen anything yet," said Robert
JofTee of the Mason-Dixon polling

organization in Miami.
At the Beth-Ahm Israel

Synagogue in Cooper City
Saturday morning, Clinton ^attend-

ed a double bar mitzvah with her
beefy sibling and then, with
yarmulke-clad Secret Service
agents standing nearby, took the

pulpit to say a few words of praise

for "my little brother - in years,

not size."

But far more often in her three

appearances in the county
Saturday Clinton talked about her
husband. Although she said there

should be more reasoning and
cooperating and less negativity^

See HNXAmr, page 19
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AIDS THERAPY
From page 13

after his clink; was^raided by poIk:e

and FDA officials who claimed his

use of vitanuns and herbs was ille-

gal.

A federal grand jury failed to

return charges against Wright, but

the federal investigation continues.

Wright, a consultant to the Bastyr

project, half-jokingly predicted

Bastyr may mn afoul of the FDA in

carrying out its grant because of the

need for FDA-approved permits to

do such research.

"I hope they don't deliver the

(permits) with guns and flak jack-

The NIH's new Office of
Alternative Medicine selected

Bastyr for one of its first two major

research grants. The other was the

Minneapolis Medical Rese.arrh

Foundation for alternative therapies

inaddktion.

^ , "There was tough competitioi

for these grants," said Jim Bryant,

spokesman for the NTH alternative

medicine branch. The 30 other

applicants included Harvard,
Columbia and UCLA.

*'One of the exciting things about

this grant is it gives them some
resources to truly do rigorous stud-

ies," said Dr. Ann Collier, director

of the University of Washington's

AIDS Climcal Trials Unit Collier is

also on the NIH advisory panel to

the Bastyr project

'*Th^ are cleady some ther^ies

diat need ttiis evaluatton," she saiid.

While many people with AIDS
and HIV infection use alternative

therapies to fight the disease, few of

these therapies have been subjected

to careful scientific scrutiny for

effectiveness and safety.

"Bastyr really does try to back up
everything with good data and
research," said Ron Bills, board
president for the Seattle Treatment

Education Project, an organization

that provides information on con-

ventional and non-conventional
treatment options for people with

HIV and AIDS.
Bills, who has AIDS, takes a regi-

men of drugs including the relative-

ly toxic anti-viral drug AZT. But
he's convinced that botanical med-
ications and other therapies received

at Bastyr's Immune Clinic have
helped him avoid the kind of liver

and kidney toxicity that many AIDS
patients experience.

An example of the naturopathic

£^)proach that has worked for him is

an herbal supplement made from
milk thistle. Bills said many Native

American cultures used milk thistle

to treat liver toxicity frdm mush-
room poisoning and hepatitis. This,

he saki, is just one of the treatments

he receives at Bastyr.

"All the treatments are aimed at

helping my body deal with all these

drugs I'm taking," Bills said.

"Bastyr doesn't take the radical

position that conventional medk:ine

is poison. They kx)k at natural medi-

cine as complementary to conven-

ttonal medicine."

Bastyr's Standish, though elated

at winning the federal grant said she

recognizes that many obstacles

remain to successfully carrying out

the research project

"It can be hard to draw conclu-

sions when dealing with natural

medicines," she sakl.

People often take such therapies

in combination with conventional

drugs. Also, many of the clings tak-

ing part in the study may not have

the money to support the kind of

clinical data needed to give these

thoqnes a hard kx)k.

And Wright's concern about
gaining FDA apjppoval for the use of

alternative therapies is not without

merit she saki.

It's now up to the alternative

health care community to make
^xxl on its claims, she said.
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Worth constituents rallied to

show support for Jim Wright
when he was beleaguered by
ethics probes. In Boston, when
Tip O'Neill sang "I'll Be With
You At Apple Blossom Time" to

wife Mille on her birthday, at

least 500 of the couple's closest

friends would look on with moist
eyes. —

Foley has never been one to
play pal. "I am not a suspender
snapper." the speaker once said.

Organizers of a recent $500-
per-person Seattle fund-raiser for

Foley found he had few real con-
tacts among big contributors in

the state's largest city. Only
about 30 people showed up at the

Harbor Club to hear Foley.

Daily Bruin News.

although more sent checks
Mija Ormsby, a Spokane attor-

ney and supporter, believes Foley
ts shy and uncomfortable about
asking help even from those he
has helped.

"He is a gracious guy.
Sometimes those people don't
have all the help they need
because they haven't asked for
it," said Ormsby.

Mobilizing Democrats will not
be easy. Neither the party's
morale nor Foley's prospects are
helped by President Clinton's
low ratings. r>

'This electiorf'doesn't-seem to

be inspiring people for some rea-

son,*^ said Jackson, the county
Democratic chairwoman.
Two other obstacles stand in

the way of a Foley comeback.
The House speaker can be stub-

bom and is set in his ways.
After winning re-election in

1992 by a sharply reduced mar-
gin, Foley put his heels in the
ground on the popular issue of
term limits. He became lead
plaintiff in a federal court suit to

overturn a voter-passed initiative

that put term limits on federal
office holders.

The suit served as ^ political

fire-starter for Foley-bailing
radio talk show hosts. Nethercutt
exploits the issue with deftness,

promising that as congressman he
will never sue the voters.

Foley says he acted out of con-
viction, believing only the U.S.
Constitution can limit terms of
members of Congress. He set off
a storm once before by opposing
moves to unseat Rep. Adam
Claytojp Powell Jr., despite cor-
ruption investigations of the New
York congressman.
Foley has also shown little

interest in administration or in
HKxlcm campaign technology.

Instead of giving his field orga-
nization a workout in past, easy
races, Foley has relied on a few
close aides. In 1992, Heather
Foley, his wife and chief adviser,

excused herself from a breakfast
because she faced a day-long
drive to pick up absentee votef
lists at county courthouses.
Old friends, who want to

assist, are waiting for Foley to
call them and ask for help. He
hasn't.

"If he wants my help he's got
to ask for it. It's what I have to do
when I want his help," said Carl
Maxey, a Spokane trial lawyer
and civil rights leader who has
known Foley more 35 years.

House colleagues are hesitant
to give blunt advice.

At a Washington, D.C., fund-
raiser for Foley last week, Rep.
Norm Dicks, D-Wash., marched
up to a Seattle visitor and asked:
"Just what does Tbm have to do?"
The visitor delivered some

blunt counsel. But Dicks recoiled
at a pointed suggestion that he --

pass it on to Foley. "I can't tell

him to do that," Dicks said.

HILLARY
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and criticism, she gave a preview
of the sort of vivid attacks she is

planning for the 1996 campaign
on Republicans, cynics; the
National Rifle Association, the
press and anyone else she sees as
hampering her husband.

Her brother warmed to that task

.as well. He warned that Newt
Gingrich would be the speaker of
the house if Republicans tri-

umphed in November said he
would not be too hard on him
because "I think he's suffered
enough."

*This fella's been burdened all

his life," Rodham said slyly '*with

a first name that comes from a
member of the salamander fami-
ly." lb a crowd at the South Beach—Community Centei in Hollywood,
the former public defender joked:

"Women are ruling the world,
— guys. It's tough, isn't it?"

And at another event, with
retired Democrats in the town of
Sunrise, he looked at his sister and
his wife, Maria, a lawyer, and said

with feeling, "I needn't say more
to this crowd than to exhibit the

lovely ladies on my right and my
left." He described himself as "just

the appetizer" to "the main dish,"

the first lady.

Rodham has conceded that his

sister and brother-in law, the presi-

dent, were "not enamored" of the

idea that he would cut his political

teeth on a Senate race. After all, he
registered to vote in the state only
three years ago, in time to vote for

Bill Clinton for president.

Although his campaign began
trying to lure down the first lady
seven months ago, when he first

decided to jump into the weak
Democratic field using his famous
connections to make up for his
lack of experience, she was busy
and appeared reluctant. Her office

only put the trip on her official

schedule for this weekend after

reporters inquired about it.

Democrats have been worried
that Rodham's bid could embar-
rass the White House at a time
when their capital is low. Although
he got an endorsement from the
Miami Herald Saturday, which
called him "solid" and "compe-
tenC it is a ntieasure of Rodham's
problems that he is in a close
Democratic run-off with a former
radio talk show host from
Longwood, a self-described "arch-

conservative" named Mike Wiley,
whose real name is Schreibman,
and who believes in a government
cover-up of visits by space aliens,

putting an end to all government
entitlement programs and spicy
quotes; he has said that the presi-

dent and first lady have been
"heavily involved in Marxist orga-
nizations" and that they "believe
they can make America a better
socialist way where Hitler failed."

He also staged a hunger strike

once to get attention, said Tom
Fiedler of the Miami Herald, and
when Fiedler wanted to meet to

talk to him about it, Wiley chose
Dunkin' Donuts.

_ A man who seems good
natured. if politically unpolished,
Rodham poked fun at the girth he
had promised - but failed - to shed
when he became a candidate in a
sprawling state where television

commercials are critical. Rodham
never raised enough money to put
advertisements on the air - the
Democratic National Committee
picked up the tab for her trip this

weekend - so it was a moot point.

"I'm too big and loo slow to be
sneaking up on Connie Mack," he
said, referring to the freshman
Republican incumbent who is the

overwhelming favorite in the gen-
eral election. "He knows when I'm
coming."
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WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310)820-6084

TORRANCE
21320 Hav^thome

(310)316-8879

•Insurance
•Health nans

•MedK^ri
•Visa

'MasterCard
•Discover

Se Habla EspaAoi

THE UCLA SNOW SKI CLUB PRESENTS

ASPEN EXTREME
JANUARY 1-8, 1995

Includes 4 out of 5 day lift pass, hotel

accommodations and transportation

Othi^Mammoth and local ski trips are planned.

Skidub membership includes discounts at local ski shops and
fmrchants.
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• I kicks off debate about values
Take charge ofSave Our State':

educate, organizerdemonstrate^
By John Du— ^™^- ^ addition, immigrants over their life-

time pay $15,000 to $20,000 more in taxes
Those of you who were on campus • than they receive in government benefits

Monday morning at around 9 probably had to (Julian Sinwn, The Economic Consequences
evacuate the building you were in because of of Immigration. University of Maryland.

Government not responsible for charity,

uphold moral consciousness on your own^

power failure. Unfortunately, I was stuck in

an elevator with another person for about 20
minutes not knowing when the elevator doors
would pry open. The thought of suflFocation

raced through my mind Iwiefly, but I knew
that paranoia resulted from the stories I heard

as a kid

Then it hit me that I was completely help-

less. I was blind and had not a clue as to how
I would get out. I had to depend on people

outside the elevator, who also had no clue

how to open the doors. Fnistration and anger
began to settle in and I started cussing in my
mind at the people outside. How could they

be so stiq)id and unprepared? What if this

was an earthquake and we really were suffo-

cating?

Ever felt angry because you were helpless

and blind in a situation? You know that feel-

1989).

Apparently, Proposition 187 proponents

anticipate that voters will not know enough
about the initiative's inherent fiscal and social

ramifications. Fundamentally, the ratification

of this proposition will depend upon our

ignorance, fears and prejudices.

It is imperative that we oiganize to educate

those who are not familiar with Proposition

187 with the issues surrounding it On
Thursday, Oct 6 from 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m., the

October Student Movement in conjunction

with the Califomians United Against

Proposition 187 is holding a rally at

Schoenbei^ Quad to educate students on the

initiative's imfriications.

This event is one of the few statewide stu-

dent-spearheaded rallies in history that will

bring together groups from all facets of life.

By James Lebakken

I have read Proposition 187 and nowhere
in the text of the document does it say that

the en^tmgnt of the proposition will "save
the state." Political proponents may have
attached that tagline to the ballot initiative

but I'm reasonably sure the opponents aie_
the culprits here and they have effectively

embroiled the debate by misleading the

politically concerned. Extremists may go as

far as making comparisons to witch burning.

The rational voter will disregard such
strained voices.

If you are not one who reads for compre-
hension let me nrmke it clear: I support

Proposition 187. Why? Not because I think

it will be a catalyst for the economy. Nc
because it's a plank in a certain political

party's platform. Not because I'm a racist

who believes the measure will bring about
ethnic cleansing.

No I don't believe in using illegal immi-
grants as a scapegoat for California's other

uninsured motorist's insurance to protect

victims of such an incident, but I challenge

you to try out the above scenario and see

what the claims agent tells you. I pay (i.e.

taxfis. fffts) and even if I don't partake, the

agreement is that only other payers may.
If you're too big-hearted to deny needy

people necessaries (or so naive as to believe,

that John Lennon's "Imagihe" is a Mueprint
for a viable means of modem government)

then there is a solution. It involves adding

the word "charity" to your active vocabulary

and actually doing something about that

problem yourself. But check your Webster's
if you need to - "charity" is not a synonym
for "government service" and vice versa, no
matter what the current situation may
resemble. ^ ^

I keep hearing so much mock-concern for

the administrators that will be called upon to

police this policy. By definition, that's what
administrators do, they administer (manage,
dispense, mete out) services. This requires

^
discrimination (a word that the politically

ing, right?You know ... when you get all

pissed off because you can' t ck) anything

about somebody except cuss at the people
you think are responsible.

How about this. Ever gotten angry at a
politician? Pretty snipid question, huh? Well,

I can recall countless occasions where I used
every foul word in my vocabulary to curse
Gov. Wilson and his posterity I accomplished
nothing except the realization that my anger
is futile unless it is channeled into something
constructive.

Recently, I have been infuriated by the

Wilson campaign's political strategies. Yes, I

am talking about Proposition 1 87, which
would prevent immigrants from receiving

health care and access to education. If passed.

Proposition 187 would jeopardize $15 billion

of federal funding that California receives

mainly for health care and education.

The purpose of writing this article is not to

get into the details of the issue, however The
basis for this article is to challenge all of you
to take a step back from your busy schedules

to first realize that you are being played by
politicians, and secondly to oiganize against

Proposition 187.

The politkians in power want you to think

that they are not responsible for the economic
problems facing California, even though they

are the policymakers who have influence and
resources. Instead, they want you to think that

undocumented immigrants are the source of
the problems. Here's a reality check.

According to a 1992 INS snjdy of undocu-
mented immigrants, less than 0.5 percent of
undocumented immigrants received food
stamps ofAFDC and about half of the undoc-
umented immigrants had private health insur-

Students (both high school and college), sUI:;

dent advocacy groups, faculty, community
leaders and public officials will speak on why
all Califomians - not just immigrants -
would be affected by Proposition 187. The
idea is to counter the scare tactics by educat-

ing the publk in order to make an informed
choice instead of a chok:e shrouded by preju-

dices and fears.

An integral part of this Oct 6 rally will

involve a massive push to register students to

vote. Many students feci that they don't make
a difference and that one vote doesn't count

In the last election. Gov. Wilson won by
250,000 votes. There are 35,000 students at

UCLA and 160,000 students in the UC sys-

tem. In all, there are 2 million higher educa-
tion students in California. Why are these

numbers important? Well, if students vote as

a»block we can determine the next governor -
literally If this sounds like rhetoric to you,

just look at the numbers.

Although many of us have strong convic-

tions against racism, scapegoating and
Proposition 1 87; we as Califomians, and
especially as students, have much to lose if

Proposition 1 87 passes.

If you do not know much about

Proposition 1 87, 1 challenge you to come to

the rally Oct 6 to educate yourself. Listen to

speakers break down the issues and explain

Proposition 187's possible effects on the

economy, the community and Califomians in

general. By the way, remember to register to

vote!

John Du is an third-year undeclared student
who works in the external vice president's

office.

problems. (You don't get rid of scapegoats if

the problems you attach to them will not

subsequently disappear. If you get rid of
your scapegoat and still have a problem, j>

there is evidential proof that you were
wrong.) Dlegal immigrants are not the cause
of California's many woes.

Then back to my question - why do I

support Proposition 187? Because they are

illegal immigrants.

Proposition 187 makes such good, logical

sense. I'm surprised we need to pass it into

law. Why aren't these policies already in

effect? Why should tax-paying U.S. citizens

bear the bmden of non-conuibutors?
If you have rationalized support of this

idea of allowing non-U.S. citizens access to

yoiu- publicly funded programs then you
have obviously disassociated yourself from
the reality of paying taxes. Maybe you're a

fresh-out-of-high-school, coddled adoles-

cent or a career collegian or a tax-sheltered

billionaire.

I am not. I have paid taxes. I feel the bum
every paycheck, and I partially feel the

injustice when those funds are being exploit-

ed through mismanaged government pro-

grams.

Maybe you feel there is some inalienable,

God-sanctioned right to public services, but

there isn't Every program operates on a
limited budget funded by real dollars that

come from you, me and the rest of the tax-

paying, legal, U.S. citizens. Non-contribu-

tors should be non-receivers.

The analogy that you're trying to aigue is

that if you plow your uninsured auto into

another car and then call State Farm, they

should pay on your behalf. Sure thme's

correct would like to delete from our lan-

guage but I'll state this another way that car-

ries less negative connotations). The
administrators must be discriminating (which
is to differentiate and distinguish).

Does this mean legal U.S. citizens will be
denied service? No. Does this mean that you
may be required to provkle documentation? I

couldn't get a driver's license without the

proper pwpa^. I wouldn't expect to get unem-
ployment benefits without the right forms and
klentification. I had to provide proof of citi-

zenship and residence to attend this school.

And I challenge you to hang out at the hospi-

tal some time and see how many people roll

right in without some claim to their identity

even when they are bleeding profusely.

The bottom line as to why the proposition

is just lies in the w(»ds themselvas. The term
"illegal immigrant" has been thrown about so
often in the rhetoric of this debate that seem-
ingly everyone has forgotten what this label

means. "Immigrant" means they arc coming
firom their native country to the United States.

"Dlegal" means that they have circumvented
acceptable procedures ofconduct

I have a Syrian friend who has legally

immigrated into the United States. Are you
saying that because his native land doesn't
conveniently border this country that he,

unfortunately, has to go through the bureau-
cratic hurdles and that others don't? Is that

fair?

I wouW write more and maybe even offer

myself up to a puWk debate, but I have to

meet Donald Caipenter-Rkis at the mall to

buy some tie-dyed cnq) with my goW card.

James Lebakken is ajunior English nuyor.
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Asian Americans should oppose .187

Dawn
Mabalon

You've heard it all already.

Proposition 187 would cost

taxpayers more dian $15 bil-

lion. It violates federal privacy laws.

It requires teachers and health pro-

fessionals to weed out sui^)Osed

undocumented penons. More ihan

400,000 children wiU be denied

education. It would cause the ^nead
of disease by denying immunization

to millions of ^^^^^^^^^
people.
— Allofthisis

true, yet I'm

offering a dif-

ferent pesspec-

tivc-Tm
against

Proposition

187 because it

singles out peo-

(de of color and

presupposes

that whites

have a right to

mandate who
can enter the United States.

It is an initiative which grew out

of the "establishment's" selfish,

ignorant and racist fears of a brown

America I will further say that any

Pilipino or Asian American who
believes that the "Save Our State"

initiative is beneficial to the state is

fooling him ch- herself about immi-

gration, race politics, California's

economy and the motives driving

the authors of Proposition 187.

Even put simplistically, any move
on the port of white Califomians to

exclude immigrants is, at the very

least, historically hypocritical. It is

ironic that the descendants of immi-

grants who displaced and dispos-

sessed the indigenous brown people

of the Americas would now aggres-

sively exclude Latino and Asian

immigrants.

However, it makes sense when
viewed in the context of our racist,

capitalist society. The so-called

"winnei^" can now remake the rules

of the game, and exclude whoever

they wish from land that wasn't

theirs less than 100 years ago.

It is especially in^rtant for the

Pilipino community, especially the

college-age conununity, to critically

analyze the immigrant backlash. It

is easy for'Pilipinos who grew ^p
comfortably to forget their inuni-

grant roots and the struggles of their

grandparents and parents. More than

half of the Pilipino student popula-

tion at UCLA is foreign bom. Those

who were bom in the United States

were mostly second-generation,

which means that their parents were

first-generation immigrants.

The reason the Pilipino commu-
nity is the largest Asian group in the

state, and fastest growing nation-

Wid6, i& solely because of immigfa-

tion from the Philippines. Between

1965 and 1986. oiUy Mexico sent

more immigrants to the United

States. I would not be generalizing

to assume that we in the Pilipino

community all have uncles, aunts,

cousins and close family who have

immigrated here within the last 20

years. We all know Pilipinos who
are undocumented, working hard to

save money to bring their families

over. In our striving to be oh-so-

Afherican, we sometimes forget our

iniimigrant roots.

The Asian-American community

has a long history of racist and

exclusionary immigration policy

imposed upon it. The first major law

to impact Asian exclusion was the

1882 Chinese Exclusion Act, which

prohibited the entry of Chinese to

the United States. To fill the void of

Chinese labor, contractors and big

business began tai^geting Japanese

labor The influx of Japanese fami-

lies proved too much for nativist

whiles, who then pushed the pas-

sage of die 1 924 National Origins

Act
The act, one of the most offensive

ever passed by our government,

decreed that a\\ those ineligible for

citizenship (read: those who are not

Perh£^ those of us iiTlhe Asian-

American community who believe

Proposition 187 has nothing to do

with us have been

tricked/lulled/drugged into a sense

of complacency regarding our iden-

tity as immigrants, or as the children

arid grandchildren of immigrants.

Maybe we think that the authors of

Proposition 187 were only talking

about Latino immigrants, or those,

who are illegal immigrants and

aliens. .

' ^
Wake up. They arc also talking

about us, our families, our friends.

With the anti-imrhigrant backlash

and Proposition 1 87, all of us who
are not white are singled ouL

Whether we are fifth-generation

white) would be ineligible to enter

the United States. The irony is bit-

ter, the descendants of immigrants

who entered North America with no

one's permission feel they now have

the right to regulate immigration.

Throughout the rabid anti-Asian

sentiment of the late 1 800s and

early 1900s, Pilipinos, who were

considered nationals and not aliens

because the U.S. government had

taken control of the Philippines in

1898, were able to enter the U.S.

freely. This ended in 1934 with the

Tydings McDuffic Act, which

allowed only 50 Pilipinos per year

entry to the United States.

Additionally, the act turned all for-

eign-bom Pilipinos into aliens and

disqualified them from public relief

My grandfather distinctly remem-

bered the fear he and his kababayan

(countrymen) felt at that point: "We
were scared we would be sent back

home at any time."

In 1935, the government added

another slap: It offered Pilipinos in

America boat fare back to the

Philippines through the RepaUiation

Act. Rlipinos who took up the offer

had to agree to one condition: They

could never come back. Priorto

1%7, Pilipinos were not allowed to

marry whites and own property.

During the 1920s and 1930s, hatred

of Pilipinos and Pilipino labor

fueled anti-Pilipino race riots and

public hysteria. Nativists accused

Pilipino laborers (who numbered

more than 1 00,000 by 1 929) of tak-

ing away jobs, contaminating the

white race by intermarrying and of

lowering wages by taking substan-

dard wages for backbreaking jobs

working in the agricultural fields or

in salnfK>n canneries.

The anti-immigrant hysteria has

always been a reality for Pilipinos

arul other Asian communities, and it

is more real than ever right now.

Those Pilipino immigrants who
came prior to 1%5 were never given

credit for their hard work and contri-

butions to the present society, just as

we are not giving enough recogni-

tion to recent immigrants for their

labor and sweat. It wasn't until 1965

that immigration laws, which had

previously heavily favored Europe

and literally excluded Asia and

Central and South America, were

amended.

Chinese ur inuiiigiaiit Pilipino,

because our eyes are brown and our

hair is black, we are still foreigners,

immigrants, outsiders to the status —
quo. With the implementation of

1 87, those of us,even suspected of

being illegal immigrants will be

subject to scmtiny. And who are

most likely to be suspected of being

non-citizens? Those of us who are

not white.

To be brutally honest, I don't

enjoy voting. The lines, the stuffy

little cardboard booths, the funny

old ladies in polyester, squinting at

the lists of names. But if there was

ever a good time for the Pilipino and

—Asian-American community to

vote, that time would be now. The

last day to register to vote in the

Nov. 8 elections is Oct 1 1 . lb get

involved in the campaign to stop

Proposition 187, go to the teach-in

on Thursday from 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m.

at the Bear in Westwood Plaza.

Dawn Mabalon graduated inJune

with a B.A. in history, a

specializption in Asian American

studies and an attitude. She is

director ofSPEAR (Sanmhang

Pilipino Education and Retention

Project). Her column will appear on^

.^alternate Wednesdays.
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Letters Counterpdint

All thrills, no
success?
Editor:

I have to congratulate Jeanene

,., ,,i 1 Hariick (Oct 3, **Sex before mar-

f- vi. riage: why we should wait") for

having the guts to stand up for

deep and meaningful living. One
thing she does not mention is tliat

once people start developing "thrill

UC student
Association

"

EdKor:

The Daily Bruin headline,

"UC Berkeley's withdrawal fur-

ther cripples UCSA" (Oct 3)

was both incorrect and highly

misleading. It was incorrect in

that, as the article itself stated in

its secoiKi paragraph, the deci-

sion to withdraw was overturned.

It was also incorrect in that the

initial decision to withdraw was
made only by the undergraduate

UC Berkeley government - the

Berkeley graduate students have

never attempted to withdraw.

Similar misstatements were

made in the article concerning

the UC Davis situation: the

Davis graduate students remain

members in good standing.

Aside from these errors, the

article was also very misleading.

The University of California

Student Association has always

had members who, for a variety

of reasons, decide not to actively

consciousness" (and valuing tem-

porary excitement more than the

long-term good), the next step

after sexual over-indulgence is

"let's \Ty drugs."

People only concerned with

immediate sensory stimulation

rarely achieve excellence or make
any positive conuibution to soci-

ety.

Daniel May
Physics

N^ Fourth-year senior

participate for brief periods of

time. Moreover, if you were to

dig into the causes of the with-

drawals of the undergrads at

Davis and (briefly) at Berkeley, I

believe you would find them

rooted more in political disputes

than in any particular grievance

with the students' association. In

any case, UCSA presently has as

many or nwre members than any
time in its history. It is, therefore,

not "crippled."

A strong and healthy UCSA is

needed by all UC students to

represent our interests to the

regents and to the Office of the

UC President. The vast majority

of the UC student governments

recognize this need and continue

to wholeheartedly support the

organization. Minor disputes and

changes should not be contorted

and amplified to create the

appearance of otherwise nonex-

istent "crippling" events.

KovinWelner
Qradiiat« Students

AMOclatkMi VIco President

for Extoinai Affalf

Redefining lx>uncis of sex, iove
By Jonathan Lopez

I am writing in response to

Jeanene Hariick' s article on pre-

marital sex (Oct. 3, "Sex before

marriage: Why we should wait"). I

want to make it clear that I am not

in any way knocking those who
wish to save themselves for mar-

riage. However, I find fault and take

offense to many of Hariick' s argu-

ments for the abolition of pre-mari-

tal sex.

Hariick, I agree with you whole-

heartedly in the beginning of your

column when you discussed the

sacredness of making love and your

disdain for those who take sex

lightly. However, you lost me when

you went off the deep end and said

that, "If you have sex before mar-

riage, sex no longer has any special

significance. It is just another physi-

cal activity."You are saying that if I

have sex with someone I uuly love

and care about, but not my wife,

when I do get married the act of

making love will have been forever

cheapened into "just another physi-

cal activity." I find that line of think-

ing appalling.

Wlx) are you to make that deter-

mination? You are not a factor in

my relationship with my wife. How
in the worid can you know that our

lovemaking does not have all the

significance and meaning it should

- and more? It is true that the first

time having sex has a special mean-

ing for everyone, but that does not

diminish or lessen the significance

of making tovc when it is done with

someone else later in life. Whdt if, --

for the sake of argument, I did

.

abstain until marriage and 1 then got

divorced, or my wife died. Are you

really trying to tell me that if I

should meet someone else, when
we make love it will be just another

physical activity without any mean-

ing?

In a monogamous relationship,

when two people are deeply and

seriously in love, making love is

still the ultimate symbol of how the

two people feel about one another.

The act of making love is not

cheapened just because 1 may have

had another serious relationship in

my life and sex was involved. It

would be cheapened, however, if 1

was not loyal and had sex with

other women while I was in that

relationship.

In addition, you stated that if one

participates in pre-marital sex it

"makes it harder to form a special

bond with your spouse." Well, as far

as I'm concerned, if you are mar-

ried, you should already have that

special bond. Making love is a sym-

bol of that bond - not a factor in

forming it Furthermore, I don't

believe you have to be married to

have that special bond, just in love

and monogamous.
What irks me most is your com-

ment that "if you've done it with

different people in the past, what's

to prevent you from nwving on to

another person like you've done

before?" This argument may apj^y

to nymphomaniacs, those who
believe in multiple partners or one-

nighl stands, but don't be so hasty

as to lump everyone who believes

in pre-marital sex together How
dare you question the loyalty of \--/

someone just because ihcy may
have had sex with someone in the

past? Are you saying that the

divorcee or widower will forever be

promiscuous, even if they remarry,

on the grounds that they have had

sex before marrying their present

spouse? Moreover, just because 1

may have had sex in my last

monogamous relationship does not

have any relevance or impact on my
loyally to whomever I may fall in

love with in the future. In my view,

sex is a symbol of loyally to one

another, not a sign that infidelity is

near.

Hariick, your article does not

seem so much as an article against

pre-marital sex as il does an article

saying we are all destined to be with —
only one person in this worid; and

we should save ourselves for that

person. However, if we^Jjotlld make

a mistake in choosingmat person,

all the intimacy and meaning of

making love is forever cheapened,

and is now just a "physical activity"

to our hew mate. L for one, cannot

see into the future to find out who
my perfect mate is, and will not sit

silently by while you try to diminish

the deep significance many people

who are not married feel when they

make tove to their partners.

Jonathan Lopez is a sophomore

majoring in geography/environ-

mental studies. ^
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An archetype for the ages
r

'

A hundred years ago, Hollywood did hot exist, but Gaumont did.

This fall) UCLA pays tribute to the world's oldest film company - a

cinematic trip through a century of French and European history,

from silent movies to 'La Femme Nikita.'

By Lael Loewenstein

In 1895, when future MGM mogul
Louis Mayer was in grade school and
Warner Bros, scion Jaclc Warner in dia-

pers, a young French visionary named
Ij6oti Gaumont took over a photographic

equipment Arm and created what was to

become one of the world's foremost film

companies.

A sampling of Gaumont's films is

showcased in the current series at Melnitz'

Theater, "Gaumont Presents: A Century of
French Film." The two-month centennial

celebration is the result of immense cura-

torial efforts. All of the films in the iseries

have been restored and new 35 mm. prints

have been struck, affording viewers the

opportunity to see a number of works
rarely screened in the U.S.

As Nicolas Seydoux, president and
CEO of Gaumont, observes, "The series

demonstrates three qualities: continuity,

diversity and Evolution. Continuity
because of continued quality, diversity

because of the great variety in our films

and filmmakers, and evolution because of
the hundred years."

Seydoux does not exaggerate. Today,
Gaumont is not only the world's oldest

film production company, it is also one of
the most prolific. Often credited with the

creation of the film industry as it exists

today, Gaumont has produced, distributed

and exhibited close to 7,000 films.

Having started last weekend with the

silent films of Alice Guy, one of the first

women writer-directors, and the surreal

animated shorts of Emile Cohl, the series

continues all this week with the melodra-
matic serials of Louis Feuillade.
Feuillade's controversial five-part "Les
Vampires" (1915), banned^by the police as

an "exaltation of evil," was among the

first works to glamorize crime.

Vastly different in tone but also contro-

versial, Carl Dreyer's "La Passion de
Jeanne d'Arc," (screening Oct. 13) about

the life and death of Joan of Arc,
impressed critics but disappointed audi-

ences when it was released in 1928.
History has redeemed Dreyer, however,

and his work is hailed today as a master-

sequences and bizarre effects when possi-

ble.

Marking the transition to sound, Jean
Vigo's poetic "L'Atalante" and impres-

sionistic "Z6ro de Conduite" (Oct. 23)
stand out as remarkable achievements
from a career cut short by Vigo's untimely

death at 29. Over sixty years after its pro-

duction, "L'Atalante," the story of a new-
lywed couple's spiritual and physical

"I think when they

see the early films, peo-

pie will be surprised by

the experimentation of

these filmmakers.

They understood how
the camera could be

utilized."

Nicolas Seydoux
President and CEO. Gaumont

piece of the silent era.

"I think when they see the early films,

people will be surprised by the experi-

mentation of these filmmakers," Seydoux
says. 'They understood how the camera
could be utilized." Despite technological

limitations, pioneers like Feuillade and
Dreyer explored every possibility of the

camera, introducing surreal dreamlike

journey, continues to make Sight and
Sound's critics' list as one of the greatest

films of all time.

Vigo's films are noteworthy for their

evocative treatment of characters' psycho-

logical states, often infusing poetry,

pathos and passion into the ordinary.

"American films tend to express character

relations through action. In European cin-

ema, human relations are expressed
through dialogue and psychological dif-

ferences." says Seydoux,

Among the series' later highlights are

works by New Wave auteurs Robert
Bresson and Eric Rohmer (Oct. 27 and
29), comedies by Yves Robert and Francis

Veber (Nov. 3), and films by two of
France's most celebrated current direc-

tors, Jean-Jacques Beineix and Luc
Besson. Beineix's "Betty Blue" will

screen in its uncut three-hour version on
Nov. 26, while Besson' s enormously suc-

cessful "La Fenmie Nikita" wraps up the

series on Dec. 3.

Although "Betty Blue" and "La Femme
Nikita" evoked controversies in the U.S.

for their explicit sexual content and vio-

lence, Seydoux is undeterred. "Cinema, as

an artistic medium, is the product of imag-
ination. And what is imagination but the

right to be controversial?"

Whether it is controversy or the
encroaching fields of multimedia, televi-

sion and home video, Seydoux does not

worry that Gaumont will lose its audience.

-

"I believe that cinema is the headlamp of
audio-visual (media). It is the only thing

for which you still leave your home. You
make a choice to go outside and have this

experience in common with an audience,

to be cut off from the world for.two
hours." As Gaumont has demonstrated for

a hundred years, audiences gladly make
that choice. As long as Gaumont contin-

ues making films, they will continue to go
to the cinema.

FILM: "Gaumont Presents: A Century of

French Cinenna." Presented by the UCLA
Film and Television Archives. Melnitz
Theater (Oct. 3 - Dec. 3). TIX: $3, $5; mati-

nee: $1.50, $3

Suicidal Tendencies avoids the mainstream

i

By John SabatinI

With a new album released in June and an envi-

able opening spot on Metallica's U.S. arena tour,

this has been a colossal summer for Suicidal

Tendencies, the veteran Venice surfer metal/punk
band which has been scaring parents and evange-
lists for years.

But don't expect Suicidal to achieve "break-
through" or pop status any time soon. Lead singer

Mike Muir insists that this is one band which refus-

es to be driven by dollar signs and bottom lines,

especially where that means simply following cur-

rent music trends.

"I think the problem with most people in the

music business is that they're in the music business

because they don't want to work," says Muir.
"They're basically prostitutes, so they need to do
whatever (they can) to be successful."
~ In fact, Muir even seems to relish the fact that

some people do not like or even understand the

band or its music.—
"I Mnk that's great We hammer the point back

that we don't like them either, Muir asserts. "I

think where most people get into trouble is trying

to be liked.

"We don't want everyone to like Suicidal
Tendencies," he continues. "If everyone did, we'd
be miserable. It would be a tremendous responsi-

bility that would force us to basically end the

band."

with their latest album. Of the 13 tracks on
"Suicidal for Life," only a handful feature no pro-

fanity.—"People say that makes it very difficult. But dif-

ficult for what? To be like a lot of other bandsT'
Muir asks. "If we were concerned with that, when
we started off 12 years ago, we would have been
sounding like Madonna."

"We always said the number one reason why people don't like Suicidal

Tendencies is they haven't heard the music ... If they don't like the way
we look, if they don't like the racial makeup of the band, that's fine. I

don't really care."

Mike Mulr

Lead Sln^r, Suicidal Tendencies

Consistent with this nonconformist attitude, the Muir suspects that it is precisely the strong, inde-

band has almc»t Completely'ror^ne the possibili- pendent identity of Suicidal Tendencies that has
ty of reaching listeners through MTV or rwlro jrfay made the band public enemy number one for so

many people over the years.

"Even stuff people don't like, they like to fit into

a certain category ... and the music of Suicidal has

never fit in," he says. "(People) like it when some-
one has a certain look, they know what it is, and
they say *OK, that's the way the person is.'"

Suicidal Tendencies has always threatened such

a system. Muir remembers the band's earliest pro-

jects being rejected by the established and strongly

separatist metal and punk camps. Muir suggests

that only later did both scenes foHow in Suicidal 's

direction.

Even now, with a loosened punk/metal dichoto-

my and the band's greater acceptance, Suicidal's

defiance of categorization and stereotypes persists.

Muir ai^ues that Suicidal fans still aren't typical

metalhead concertgoers, and this, cou{4ed witli the

band's own conviction, frightens many people.

Thus, Muir feels the only real baurier to even
greater acceptance oT the band and its music is

unenlightened (wejudice with reapect to the band

-r-

See

Scott McPherson's "Marvin's Room" tests the bonds of sisterly love.

Laughter cheers
'Marvin's Room'

page 27 Suicidal Tenctem^les hangs onto their alternative tradition with "Suicidal for Life.'

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Death can be a scary thing. But
the revelations about oneself and
one's family that come with
impending demise can be the most
wonderful experiences in life. In

Scott McPherson's play
"Marvin's Room," Bessie (Mary
Steenburgen) discovers the impor-
tance of these life lessons.

Bessie has been taking care of
her dying father (Craig Wells) and
estranged Aunt Ruth (Jane Cecil)

her whole life. Now she finds she

has leukemia. Her sister, Lee
(Jean Smart) wants to help, so she

drags her two sons. Hank (Chad
Cox) and Charlie (Jonathan
Charles Kaplan) to Florida in

hopes of finding a match in their

bone marrow.

However, it is not the main plot

itself, but each individual's story

that makes the play so involving

and enjoyable for the audience.

Bessie's sweet, giving nature

will crack a smile on the toughest

poker face. Although almost piti-

ful, Bessie's lifestyle has some-
thing that allows the audience to

connect with her in one way or

another. Her fear of dying is real,

and her overwhelming love
toward Ruth and Marvin are unde-

niable. But it's not until she's face

to face with her sister that she
realizes another section of her life

is just as important as the one
she's currently living - their rela-

tionship.

Her relationship with a sister

she hasn't seen in at least 17 years

brings laughs and tears from the

audience, which can see a little of
themselves in the two women.
Bessie wants very much to be
involved with her sister once
again. The audience watches
SteenlHirgen as she tries to support

her sister. Her pleas to an unhear-

ing sibling seem very familiar.

But when Lee does not
respond, Bessie turns to Hank as

her way to bring the family back
together. He's as lost as the rest of
them - wanting to be a family
again, but afraid to let his true

feelings show. Being locked in a

mental institution has made him
as hard as his unfeeling mother.

He makes up stories to impress
Bessie rather than tell her how
much he hates tl^e institution.

Cox's insensitivity is understand-

able, but makes one's blood run

cold, especially during the first

scene with his mother.

Once Hank realizes Bessie's

there to help, he opens up with
cautious ease and eventually
becomes a part of his mother's
life. Cox continues his perfor-

mance with further insensitive

remarks, but the audience can see

he's trying to be slightly more
sensitive. When he finally agrees

to have the marrow test it's like a

crack in his hard shell. And when
Steenburgen yells at him for lying

about the test, the audience can
tell he really feels awful about the

way he treated her.

Just like Hank, Lee's story is

enough to tear one's heart out. But
unlike her son, she tells it with
laughs rather than hard Serious-

ness. Smart's comic attitude pre-

sents a wall behind which lies

Lee's true feelings of fear, loss

and guilt. She has so many feel-

ings that "they're like a bowl of
fish hooks," she's afraid to touch

because they all come at once
rather than one at a time. And
when she finally allows the tears

to spill. Hank's unfeeling side

comes through yet again, cutting

her off with unhearing and
unsympathetic ears.

In this one moment the audi-

ence finally sees who Lee reaMy is

and how scared she is for^th

^ See MARVIN, page 27
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Filmmaker finds unexpected 'Sleep'
By Cofeum Tteif«

Writer-director Rory Kelly
slouches in a chair at the Westwood
Marquis Hotel munching on cookies

when he makes a surprising disclo-

sure. The topic of conversation is the

UCLA film school graduate's
employment history before directing

his debut feature "Sleep With Me,"
which recently ojpened in New Yoiic

^id Los Angeles.

After woildng as a camera assis-

tant and in special effects on several

films, Kelly decided that if he want-

ed to make his own films, he needed

to get out of production. "So I

thought, 'What stupid job can I get

tha t I don't have to define myself
by?'" says Kelly. "So I went to the

archive at UCLA and got ajob as the

film traffic manager.

"It was actually a cool job," Kelly

quickly adds with a broad smile.

Dressed casually in a green denim
shirt, jeans and Nikes, the 33-year-

old' s friendly enthusiasm is almost

contagious. "I had my own office

and a computer, and I used to shut

the door to the office all the time and

smoke cigarettes and write screen-

plays. Oh, I was bad! I was the

Archive's worst employee of all

time, there's no doubt about it.

'Cause I got the job down to a sci-

ence. I could literally do it two hours

a day."

If Kelly's most recent career

advancement is any indication, then

his days at the archive were well

spent With an ensemble cast includ-

ing Eric Stoltz, Meg Tilly, Craig

Sheffer and a hilarious cameo by
"Pulp Fiction" writer-director

Quentin Tkantino, "Sleep With Me"
is a smart, wickedly funny comedy
about love, sex and commitment in

the '90s.

Structured around a group of

friends at several different social

gatherings, the film was written by

Kelly and five other writers. Kelly's

original conception of "Sleep With

Me" was a low-budget, 16 mm. film

he would show on the film festival

circuit. Kelly and Roger Hedden,
vmter of "Bodies, Rest, & Motion,"

would write the screenplay a
their friends to be in it

"Roger and I structured the thing

out and came up with this party

structure, which we were actually

stealing from "The Great Gatsby," of

all places," Kelly explains. "Parties

and cars, that's what that book is. So
is "Sleep With Me."

"After we came up with that idea,

we were more intrigued with what

kind of parties we could have. So we
made a list of parties. And then Neal

Jimenez, who's like a rabid poker

player, found out there was a poker

scene, and asked if he could write it

So then we thought, *Oh jeez. What
scene could we best match with a

friend who's a writer?'"

Jimenez, whose numerous credits

include "River's Edge" and "The
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Parents, public leery of 'model' III k
By Judith Newman
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Worried that the
Menendez brothers' trial, violent movies,
and talk-show depravity have numbed the
nation's sense of moral outrage? Worry no
more. It's there.

If you have any doubts, just walk into a
bookstore and request a book about model-
ing geared toward prepubescent girls.

"You want what?" said a clerk at Books
of Wonder, the children's bookstore in the

Chelsea section of Manhattan. "I'm sorry,

we wouldn't carry anything like that, thank
God." At Tower Books a clerk glared and
asked pointedly: "You want this book for
your friend's kid? Do you like this friendT'

Move over Nancy-^Drew and Cherry
Ames; make room for Paige, Cassandra,
Pia, Katerina. Naira and Kerri. These are
the youthful heroines of a new series of
young-adult novels, "Ford Supenrnxlels of
the Worid."

They may not know how to dig for clues
or dress a wound, but they sure know their

way around a can of mousse.
The premise of the series: Thanks to the

Ford Models agency - in real life, one of
the worid's leading agencies - six girls have
been brought together from various points
on the globe to live in a Manhattan apart-

ment (scrupulously supervised by a "den
mother") while trying to make it in the
glamorous world of modeling.

Readers of the two books that have been

issued so far, at $3.99 each, can follow the

15- and 16-year-old models on their rounds
as they learn about stylists, photographers
and test shoots.

They hang out at a coffee bar, have
above-the-neck romances with age-appro-
priate guys and debate the finer points of
makeup, hair and clothing with an intellec-

tual rigor that bespeaks thousands of hours
well spent in the company of Ken and
Barbie.

Curiously absent from the eariy model-
ing experiences: drugs, smoking, anxiety
about weight, bookers who expect large
cash bonuses at Christmas and over-the-hill

rock stars witli scary haircuts.

"Because young giris emulate models,
we wanted to use the venue of the modeling

business as the basis for a new lifestyle

property," said Richard Goldsmith, a former
Disney executive whose new company,
Hollywood Ventures, brought Ford and
Random House together for the series.

The books - by Christina Lowenstein,
who writes for young adults under the pen
name B.B. Calhoun - "are not about the
modeling business per se," Goldsmith said.

"They're about young girls out in the
working worid who are dealing with the

problems all giris their age have," he said.

Each book, he said, has a message. For
example, the first, "The New Me" (first

printing, 50,000), tells giris to "Just Be
Yourself," a lesson certain to take them far,

""^
See MODELS, page 28

hits^ nily and Craig Sheffer star in "Sleep With Me," currently showing in theaters.

Waterdance," which he also co-

directed, was a friend of Kelly's

from their student days at UCLA.
Another writer, Michael Steinberg,

was also a friend from JJCLA.
Steinberg, who also produced Sleep

With Me, directed "Bodies, Rest &
Motion," and co-directed "The
Waterdance" with Jimenez. The rest

of the writing chores were handled

by screenwriter Duane Dell'Amico

and novelist Joe Keenan.

The script was written almost

simultaneously, with each of the six

working with little or no knowledge

of the others' scenes. "For the most

part, we had no plot for the nwvie,"

Kelly reveals. "Roger Hedden and I

sketched out this thing where a guy
falls in love with the best friend's

wife a day before die wedding. Then
what happens? And what we really

came up with was that they go to a

barbecue, they play poker, there's a

dinner party and a tea party, and then

See KEIXY, page 27
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"Sheer brilliancel"

Lor)don Evening Standard

UCLA CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS CHARGE BY PHONE (310)825-2101
(213) 365-3500
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395-1599 ,.^ « (2:15-4:45)-7:15-fcS

Fft/S«J/Son (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:15-9:45

AVCOl
WHstilre at Westwood
475-0711

LAi HRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
TOmiTi - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
TiM TOTAL Entertainment Experience

MYM.
11523 S.M.BM.
477-5581

APtua fata WmM
4:30-7:15-9:55

SM/Sun alio 1:45

SIMSET4
(213)848-3500

LMiii»ni
Mon (2:15h4:45-7:15-9:40

llMLMlKMBMr
StwMo Tuac (1:10)-3:15-520-72S-«:30
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Across the Border"
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NHL Hockey:
[Great Western Forum, (Live)

*** "h4ariowe" {1969. Mystery) James Qamer. A
private eye pursues a stripper and her killer husband

. Don't Wd I

Detroit Red Wings at Loa Angeles Kings. From the

ILoveUwy 6S*— -* *
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a Kidder"
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Beyond
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Superman
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Lucy Show
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•fheUid Aoom" (1969. Horror) Stella Stevens. A
' and aialar are ralaaaod from a mental instKulion.

Woman'a Coltoga VoWaybaH : Arizona at Arizona State (R)
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**V."TheC>utlaw$h
Comdng- (1966, Comedy)

Counlaratrlka 'Trigger

mothers idanoty.

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS
liQi^a

(4:30)* "Only the Strong"

19W) Mark Dacaacos. Jl

i(ldainoorp.|MiSiay
MouaeClub

** "The Nutcracker
(19lW. Fi

nODOl

** "Oattrtous"(1901, Comedy) John Candy. A soap
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* "T?* Lemon Drop Wrf" (1951

"Emir}anuMe 5"

Mooique Gafcriele

1967)

R'

Comedy) Bgb Hope. Martlyn Maxwgl

OraamOn lU^ ITalesFrom
fln Stsrac^ &mder» X) tfte CrypI)IflnSterac^ . ^_
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•*N
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MWCHMl
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SaiSunalB0 1:15-3:20
mmcTi
(213)848-3500

/ Santa Monica
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{1jq)-3:10-5.^7:40-955
rlBfpay JaD Raa raidval

Slans Tuas m Separate Adnwsion

SUHRT
(213)848-3500
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(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:40

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street
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(2:45)-5«>-7:15*30
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(3:00)-7:3D-101
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a8aM(P«-18)
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LANDMARK

West L.A.

MMiGAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
2:30-4:45-7«)-9:15

No!

Beveriy Hills

1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(ia0)-4:15-7a)-9:30
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208-7884
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MOWCA
1322 2nd Street
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Center for American Politics and Public Policy

Quarter in Washinoton Program

Live \^o^(. & atervi UC dasses in Washingbn DC
Part-time field placeiTCnts

Earn academic & honors credit

Design & conduct your own research project

• financial aid availaJDfe

WHEN: Every Tuesciay & Wednesday
WHERE: 303 GSLB Building

TIME: 5D0pmto6O0pm

nPPLIOfiTIOnS FOR SPRinG l?95 DUE nOV6mB6R 2ncl

Center for American Politics and Public Policy .

310 GSUS Building, UCLA
(310)206-3109

Information also available throu^ the EXPO Center, 4-213 Ackerman, (310) 8^25-0831

DOUBLE SAVINGS
DOUBLE SAVINGS

< . < . w,'*

cannot be used
tarthepurchaM
ofTntbooksor

Sale Items
^RTC/IRVED

September 29 - October 14

Campus Photo Studio, 2iid Floor AcRermoii

Ackerman Students^ Store B-Level

Lu Valle Commons Store'*'

* October 5-6 only

Michael Silverblatt hosts KCRW-FM's "Bookworm.'
K.C. FINOCtSEN

Bookworm' works,
wriggles to success
By Stephen Richardson

As a budding young book-
worm, Michael Silverblatt was
attempting to wriggle away from
reality, rather than toward enlight-

enment. But since 1989, he has

hosted KCRW-FM's
"Bookworm," a weekly program
in which he speaks with contem-
porary authors. Beginning this

month, the show will be broadcast

nationally, and this former recluse

finds his lifelong passion for liter-

ature draws him back to society -

and vice versa.

In the past fivf years,
Silverblatt has interviewed over
250 authors, including Norman
Mailer, Carlos Fuentes, Joyce
Carol Gates, EL. Doctorow and
Alice Walker. In the coming
weeks, the show will feature
Joseph Heller and John Irving.

The popularity of "Bookworm"
has risen rapidly, and Silverblatt

recently obtained a grant to make
the jump to National Public
Radio.

Silverblatt didn't start out in

life being this popular. "I was a
very teased child," he says. "I was
developmentally slow. I was fre-

quently called 'retard.' School
and other people frightened me ...

so I escaped into books."

Attending college in upstate
New York, he studied literature

under visiting author/professors

such as John Barth, Robert
Creeley, Leslie Fiedler and
Michel Foucault. "What they
were teaching was passion," he
says.

Given his East Coast roots,

where book critics greet new writ-

ers with the congeniality of razor

wire, Silverblatt's transition to

L.A. in his mid-20s was awkward.
He recalls his surprise when
instead of applauding his vitriolic

outbursts, bewildered friends
would "sit there looking at me
like, 'Why do you say that? What
did you do that for?'"

Though at first he found the
West Coast attitude "passive or
foggy-minded," he soon saw that

here was "a lifestyle that went
forward full-tilt and didn't edit

itself, didn't censor itself with
what should and shouldn't be
done."

He has assimilated this free-

wheeling approach into his show.
He studiously avoids predictable,

colorless questions that can turn a

tour-weary writer into a chatter-

ing automaton, so the dialogue is

often exuberant and always spon-
taneous. Authors leap at the
chance to discuss their work with
Silverblatt, who seems not only to

have read everything they've writ-

ten, but everything they've read,

as well.

"Bookworm" often covers
obscure works by lesser-known
writers,^but the host is adamant
about the show's relevance, even

for those who may never pick up
some of the books being explored.

"Most of what you find on radio

and T.V. is a repetition of things

you've already heard in some
form or another, again and again,

until you conoe to believe that the

world is smaller than your mind,

because everything you hear, you
understand. I think it's very dan-

gerous to only hear things you
understand."

Anyone who thinks this sounds
too highbrow has only to meet the

host. He enters the studio dressed

like a very tall 8-year-old in a

KCRW T-shirt, baggy, brown and
white striped shorts, black socks

and brown leather slip-ons. He
sits and graciously relaxes his

guest until the opening theme
comes up in the headphones and
the merits of reading are melodi-

cally extolled by Jiminy Cricket

Silverblatt is characteristically

candid about his hopes and fears

as "Bookworm" goes national.

"I'm afraid that other places will

hear me and they'll say, 'Aagh!
Can't he come to the point?
What's the name of the book?
What's the plot? Do they get mar-
ried in the end?' They may want a

much more directed thing, and
I've been trained by my life here

to live in the turn of the moment
as it occurs."

He's excited about the prospect

of giving a wider forum to new
authors who get published but not

publicized. "Books are often
about the way life goes wrong
when it starts to hurt," he says.

"And maybe writers are alert to

that because they are frequently

hurt by a culture that doesn't love

writing. Maybe they have access -

to almost daily rejection and eco-

nomic fear of a sort that's very
central to daily American life."

The success of "Bookworm"
has already brightened
Silverblatt's life. In addition to

the many authors he's gotten to

know, he is frequently hailed in

restaurants by fans who recognize

his voice. "Reading can be an
anti-social life," he says. "Going
public as a bookworm has made
me more of an available person in

the world. I meet people through
the very thing that once removed
mc from them."

RADIO: "Bookworm" airsJi^ondays
at 2 p.m. on KCRW. 89.d FM.
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SUICIDAL
From page 22

members themselves or the fans.

"We always said the number one
reason why people don't like

Suicidal Tendencies is they haven't

heard the music," Muir asserts.

"ITiey have a lot of reasons, but it's

not the music.

"If they don't like the way we
look, if they don't like the racial

makeup of the band, that's fine. I

don't really care," says Muir. "But
when people talk who are into the

band, they talk about the musk;, and
that's the important thing. So^I think

people like us for the right reason,

and I think they don't like us for the

wrong reasons."

In fact, prejudice has been, and
continues to be, a major considera-

tion for Suicidal Tfendiencies7^pe-

cially where the police and live

shows are involved.—
"There's been shows where you

get there and (tfie police) have the

paddy wagons," says Muir. "They
predetermine that there's gonna be

problems, so they have to go out
there and fill it You can always tell

how many people are going to be
aiTcsted by how many cops will be

there beforehand."

On a similar, but even more s^-
ous note, a run-in with an ofiicer as a

youth growing iq) in Venice provid-

ed an experience of disillusionment

for Muir.

"Some people say, 'Well, the
guy's wearing a t)adge, he's a good
guy,'" Muir notes. "Well, that may
be mce, but the first time I got basi-

cally beat down by a cop - of many
times - it was not because he was a

good guy. Itjfi'as because he was a
bad guy who iiad a badge."

Miiir feels that most people just

don't want to hear about such injus-

tices. He argues that a nuijority of
people only hear exactly what they

want to hear, so that they can contin-

ue living in their own self-construct-

ed realities.

"Most people like to be in the

dark," Muir laments. "And I think a
lot of times, it's bask:ally the situa-

tion that we're trained not to speak
the truth."

But the members of Suicidal
Tendencies have taken it upon them-

selves to break this silence, regard-

less of the response from the police

or the rest of the establishment So
Suk:idal can be counted on to con-
tinue scaring those souls for some
time to come.

KELLY
From page 24

we came up with two key plot

points."

lb reveal these two points would
spoil the movie. But as long as those

two things happened, each writer

was free to do anything he wanted.

'*So we just kind of threw it together

that way, but that made it fun," Kelly

recalls. "I'm making it sound like it

was so arbitrary when in fact it was-

n't, because, you know, we're all

serious writers ... It was like a jazz

inqxov. Youjust had to come back to

the theme eventually."

Eric Stoltz was the first actor to

sign on. But even with Stoltz aboard,

Kelly still intended to shoot the film

on 16 nun. "I've known Eric for four

or five years, so even having him in

the nvovle just seemed^normariome
because he comes to my house for

basketball games and stuff ... but

once we got Meg Tilly, we sakl 'Ah!

Let's get some money.'"

While some might suspect a film

written by six peofrie to suffier from
disjointedness, "Sleep With Me"
flows very naturally. The perfor-

mances are superb, and the scenes,

distinctly separated in the film by
title cards, blend perfectly. Kelly
attributes this to the unique friend-

ships between the writers and the

Rory Kelly uiit-uts Meg Tilly In "Sleep With Me," a romantic comedy exploring modern relationships.

actors.

"You take these six writers who
have known each other for years and
have them get together and write a
script essentially about themselves.

We're all characters in the film. So
you're taking these guys who all

know each other intimately, who

have this odd intimate knowledge of
all the characters.

"And then you take this group of

actors who've essentially known
each other for as long as the writers

have. So they take this script about a

group of friends, written by a group

of friends, played by a group of

friends, and it suddenly becomes
this really intimate unforced thing ...

"It has the feel of a Little Rascals

episode. Let's make a movie, and
you all go to Daria's house, and Fm
Spanky, and I'm in.charge of the

camera. You know what I mean?
And we just made this movie."

The 1994-95

African Student Union and

Harambee Council
Presents*..

TKe Fall OrieniaHon

MARVIN
From page 23

Hank and Bessie. She needs to be
strong. But that strength has creat-

ed thick walls in need of stripping.

Unfortunately when a wall starts

to be torn down, her fears kick in

and the walls go right back up.

Smart's portrayal of the sister

with bottled-up feelings is surpris-

ing. This character is a complete
change from her role in CBS'
"Designing Women." Her wonder-
ful switch from comedy to drama
proves her range in ability. Smart
shows that Lee wants to help but
has her hands tied, and she does-
n't have enough confidence to just

be the caring sister Bessie needs.

It's obvious this family's in

need of healing and the only way
to do it is through the confessions

and talks that make up most of
this black comedy. Although both
the lead actresses are serious for

the most part, those few moments
do exist when a realization hits, or

a line is said that brings this guilt-

filled-family closer to being a

tight-knit family filled with care

and love. Both Smart and
Steenburgen act their parts per-

See MMIVIN, page 28

Activities will include:

• Poetry and Lecture by

Ras Baraka
-- » i

i

^
• Music by

The UCLA Gospel Choir

When: October 5th, 1994
Time: 6:00 pin - 8:00 pm
Where: Dickson 2160E

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Programs Activities Board
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Looking for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

3.75 QPA and ups$l,500 Scholarship 3.50 GPA and ups$l,000 Scholarship

Study abroad ^anto based ort need also available.

Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites in

Florence, Italy London, England Harare. Zimbabwe
Madrid, Spain Strasbourg, France

SU credit Raid trips/Traveling seminars Internships Study for a semester, year or summer
Couf^es taught in CngUsb^^ ^ language

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad 119 EucUd Avenue. Syracuse, New York 13244-4170

1-600-235-3472 31&443-3471 Daily

r.-i

MARVIN
From page 27

fectly and make it clear to the

audience through gestures and
looks how much they truly care

for each other.

But the beauty ofthe piece
doesn't lie totally on the shoulder

of the two leads. A lot of the bril-

liance goes to McPherson. His
ability to create laughter around a

serious subject is a gift deserving

of note. Although the laughter

decreases as the play continues,

the comedic moments are trea-

sures. It's scenes like this that

make McPherson' s script the per-

fect mixture - a delightful comedy
with very real and serious under-

tones.

STAGE: "Marvin's Room ." Written

by Scott McPherson. Directed by
Dennis Erdman. Starring Mary
Steenburgen and Jean Smart.
Running through Dec. 4 at the
Tiffany ITieater. Perfornts Friday at

8 pm.. Saturday at 5 p.m. and
8:30 p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m. TIX: $32 - $34.50.
For more info call (310) 289-2999.

MODELS
From page 25

but maybe not in the fashion indus-

try.

"I see the books as a way of
building the reader's self-esteem:

You can go out and be a working

person in whatever you choose to

do," Goldsmith said. "We're trying

to use these giris as role models."

Not surprisingly, David Elkind,

a professor of child studies at TUfts

University and the author of 'The
Hurried Child: Growing Up Too
Fast, Too Soon" (Addison-Wesley,

1988), sees modeling as too pas-

sive a profession for 10-year-olds

to aspire to.

"I see this as just another exam-

ple of the need for adults to market

things to kids that takes precedence

over what's in the best interest of

the children," he said.

'These books will probably do ,

no more harm than kids' reading

about ballerinas, another profes-

sion that very few kids will Actually

go into. But at least with ballet

there are skills you can master."

And then there are the reactions

of models themselves.

"Oh good, just what we need:

more reasons for little kids to pay

attention to their looks," said Susan

Beeson de Havenon, a fashion and

interiors stylist who briefly mod-
eled with Ford in her teens and 20s.

"I came to New York from
Johnson City, Tenn., and I was like

Ellie May Clampett," she recalled.

"I lived on diet pills, cigarettes and

Tab."

As a teenager in Germany,
Angela Spilker walked the run-

ways for the likes of Claude
Montana. She left the business

after a few years, but recently

returned, in her late 20s.

"I love Eileen R)rd," she said. "I

think she's a great woman. But
books like this, they're bull. Do
you know how many people drop

out of high school, come to Ford

and don't make it?'

For her part, Eileen Ford, the

doyenne of modeling agents, does-

n't understand what the fuss is

about

"Reading about models isn't
^

going to make every girl in

America feel she must become a

model," she said. "When I was a

kid I read every Nancy Drew novel

I could save up the money for, and

I didn't become a detective, did I?"

In fact, the real heroine of these

books is the Ford modeling agency

itself. The series consistently gives ^
the inq)ression that Foid is a kind of

Qaa
, page 29

MODELS
From page 28

finishing school for pretty giris, not a
business that profits from them.

For example, the books don't
address the costs of beginning a
modeling career: just about every
expense, from the film at test pho-
tography sessions to the messenger
who drops off the photographs at a
client's office, is deducted from the

model's earnings.

"The modeling industry presents

itself to the public in the same way
diat fashion magazines present nKxl-

els to the public," said Michael
Gross, a senior writer at Esquire
whose book on the history of model-
ing, "Model: The Ugly Business of

Beautiful Women." will be pub-
lished in the spring by William
Morrow.

"It makes itself up, it does its hair,

it puts on makeup and it dons very

attractive and alluring clothing. Who
it's trying to atu-act is 15-year-old

giris, because they're the raw meat
the business processes into an end-

less string of sausage."

All right, so grown-ups see more
than a shred of opportunism behind

the "Ford Supermodels of the
Worid" series. But the real question

is. How do giris - the 10- and 1 1-

year-olds who are on a first-name

basis with Claudia, Christy, Amber,
Naomi and Bridget - feel about the

series?

Only two books in the series have

been released - "The New Me" and
"Party Giri" - so it's too early to

judge by sales.

But from the reactions of several

girls who read the book, well, let's

just say those "Baby-Sitters Club"
giris might think about nxxleling as

a new career oj^rtunity.

After reading "The New Me" in

one sitting, Claire Walsh, 10, of Rye,

N.Y., vowed to read the rest of the

series. While all aspects of nxxleling

are attractive to Claire - "especially

having people do your hair and
makeup and stuff' - she has one
reservation: "You have to get up
eariy to go to work. And I'm just not

a moming persoa"

Claire's friend Glenna Gross, 10,

also loved "The New Me," and plans

to become a model, over the strong

objections of her mother, Kim
Johnson Gross, a former model who
is now a book editor.

"We've always told her that looks

are secondary to education and
developing other talents," she said.

"If she wants to read these books,

she'll have to use her allowance
money."

"ril take them out of the library,"

Glenna retorted.

When Gross pointed out that if

she had remained in modeling, "I

wouldn't have met your daddy,"
Glenna was unfazed. "But if you had
stayed in modeling, you could' ve
stolen Cindy Crawford's husband,"

she said.

If her mother lets her - and things

are not looking too hopeful - Glenna
plans to enter her picture in the

"Cover Model" cpntest Ford is spon-

soring: Readers are encouraged to

send in their photos, and the winner

will become a cover model for a

""future book in the sertes. The winner
many also win a contract to the Ford

agency.

If Richard Goldsmith has any-

thing to say about it, the

"Supermodels" property will not

end with this line of books.

He is working on a comic book
deal, a line of hair dryers and make-
up sets for children, a line of high-

fashion apparel and an interactive

CD-ROM "that will educate giris

about fashion, hair and m^up."
"You'll dress a mbdel, and the

X)mputer will tell you how well you
lid," Goldsmith said. "Listen, these

girls are doing this stuff anyway.
We're just trying to support their

interests."
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Hot Hair Salon
1007BROXTPNAVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310)824-2576

"WAXING BYMINA

Bikini Wax $8
European Facial $45
Eyelash Tint $12
Lip or Chin Wax $5
Eyebrows Wax .$6

Half Legs $l6
Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini... -....$20

Arms $14
Underarms .....$8

Make the most of

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday, October 19, 1994, Noon -5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Should I bring a resume? What if I don't have one?

A resume isn't essential, altho^jgh many employers will request

orle. A good resume covers the basics: education, work experi-

ence and achievements. Don't forget your name, address and
phone number. If you need help preparing your

resume, come to the Placement and Career
|
jjfj SiH

Planning Center for a drop-in appointment with a »*ciMi wi > oHum
'career advisor. U • C • L • A

Homecoming • Career Network • Dinners for 1 2 Strangers • Spring Sing

Senior Class Gift • Beat '$C Week • Parents' Weekend • Bruin Suivival Paks

5AA l6 Iik6 LDBCllOS. ... Really QOod\ it's a

^ncatway to meet people. \eam valuable skills and

have fun while putting on some of UCLA's best

pro^rame.

Find out ^yyou should be a member of UCLA's #1

student organization. Attend our fall Info meeting

tonight at 7 p.m. In the Jamee West Alumni Center

{between Ack^erman Union and Pauley Pavilion) or

call us at 206-0524.
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Daily Bruin Classified Information

225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line! (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Gar oNIca is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified Ad Information
Classified rates

(My, 20 words or Ins

My. each additiortai word

. W»My,20«rardsorlKS

\MMMy,6KhiddillonalwDrd

• Mpkyadt— student rate/col. inch

Olaplay ads- local rah/col. inch

Frequency & Agency Rales Availabie

led. X 1 s 2lnche$ x llnch. There are rx) cancellations after ndow the day t)etore printing.

OMdlinst.

$7.00 Ciass«MnMate
.45 1 working day tMtore printing, t>y noon.

25.00 Classlie4«sptoys«<:

1.30 2 worWng days twfore printing, by noon

8.00 Make chedcs payable to the

1125 UCIA Daily Brum.

TheASU^ OoiMmnicalaw Board fi% loppoiii the Uni«t(i«y of Cafiornta

oMnafloa Ito nwtkiffl sM aocapl aiMrlsefflenia «MGh preeant perMna o( any orlgki, (M^
laUon, aax. or sexual orlanMion in a daneanino WW or Infiply lh« Ihey are ImM to poattm.

t»>tWii.ro>e»orata>Mak>aoclaly.Maiaieraie Dallyfein nor theASUOAConHwinkafloni Board

hesiiimtlgalMlanyoflheaaivtoeaaAwttBedorliMiikmitiarsrtpresentBd in this Issue. Anype^
MninqtM an achwtfMnMM in 1Mb kaue vtoiated the Boerd's polky on no^^
herein dmM eonwwnicale oomplalntt in writing to dw Business Manager. Dally Bruki. 225

Kerckholf Hel. 30B Westwood Plaa. IjOsAngeles. CA 90024. For euistanoe wtti housing dtolmi-

netkm probienis, cell the UCIA Housing Office at (310) 825^71 or cal the WestsMe Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for raadws to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). .^^ . 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers warUed: UCLA medical cerv

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, fTWtivat-

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 625-1 793 for infor-

mation.

Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-

ible $1750, sofa, futon black finish $200,

bed $100. Must sell call 310-617-4703.

WESTWOOD. Spacious 1-bdrm condomini-

um. Stove, refrigeratof, balcony wA'iew. 2-

min from UCLA. 969 Hilgard. 24hr lobby

service. Security building. $1150. 310-395-

5419.

•DEMONS, WITCHES, AND SAINTS:
FREUD'S PATH TO PSYCHOANALYSIS." By
Prof. William McCrath, Dept. of History,

Univ of Rochester, THURSDAY OCT. 6 NPI
Auditorium, UCLA. 8pm, free to public.

tf

RENT A CAR
YES. We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 OK!

5T0PLESS

^RENTACAR
(310)673-9899

NEVER MISS A CALL/

»»*4i j?mc?^rfic.i

1" MONTH fREEl
• f ffff .• IMMEDIATE HCOK UP
.PAGER S 800 SERVICE AVAIIABIE

D D I N C O I T S f

1-800-309-8888

2 Campus Services

PI KAPPA PHI is looking for FOUNDING
FATHERS to create their own fraternity at

UGLA.

We are looking for:

* motivated individuals with^

leadership abilities

*f well rounded m^n looking to
' enhance their college experience

Tuegcigy Oct, 4m wecJnegdgy Oct, sttit

8:30pm
information

meeting in

Ackerman 3508

7:00-9:00 pm
BBQ at Sunset Rec.

Thursday Oct. 6th

7pm information

Life Sciences 4 1 27
.^?

s*

\

FOF\ ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS CALL JAMES BENSON OR
ROSS KNOBLAUCH AT (3 1 0) 474-4506 (ROOM 305)

$

2 Campus Services 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

OalikOU^Afi^
S^

GT2UCLA
Coil UCLA Commuter Assistance - Rldeshoring

at (3 1 0) 794-RIDE or stop by our office at 555 Wsstwood Roza
Room 200 (Structure 8, level 2) for info on carpools, vanpools

\^V^ end pLibllc trartsit options. j)

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

4 Financial Aid

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? Millions of

scholarship money goes unclaimed each
year! No minimum CPVno minimum
income requirement. For application, call

310-984-0723.

9 Miscellaneous

Attention. Obtain student VISA, MC, AMEX
lo MBNA An>erica to Chase, Mar>hattan to

Nation's Bank. Automatic approval. Up to

$1000 credit line. Application, send $25 lo

lerry, 10151 University Blvd., Suite«320, Or-
lando, FL32817.

WANTED: 50 PEOPLE. LoM 10-29 lbs in 30
days and earn $$ doing IL 100% guaranteed.
310-456-6925.

10 Personal

WN.TED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn S$$ do-

4imiL\0a% XMVWtee. Call 310-281-8828.

12 Research Subjects

Bcdwelting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developnwntal

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141,

Healthy females wanted for research on cog-

nitive abilities. $30 for 4-hours. Ages 1 2 arid

up. Call Marsha at 310-825-6006.

Healthy male/female age 1 8 or older needed
for medical imaging of the heart, study invol-

ves heart catheterization with blood samples

and injection of radioactive materials. SSQ^r
for about 6 hrs. Call 310-825-1 1 18.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7- 1 1 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Looking to irtterview IrKJividuals havir^g a ter-

minally-ill parent during childhood. Aho par-

ents whose spouse was tennlnally-ill during

their children's childhood. Master's prefect.

Call 213-954-8965.

• 2 MINUTESTO DROP IT OFF
. •2 MINUTESTO
I PICK IT UP

I Sleeping Bags

(do«»n$1600)

I OPEN

g
EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

' CONVENIENT

I PARKING

Free Pickup & Delivery I

with 5 Orders from

=t

IN LAUNDRY

same location

(310)

829-9378

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 829-9378

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, arvl their

families needed for IXILA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy males/females wanted for

clinical investigations of lower gastro-intes-

tinal tract. Volunteers will be compervated. If

interested, please call 310-312-9276.

NORMAL, HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS, 18-35,

needed for positron imaging of the brain or

heart Injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods

taken. $25^wur. 310-825-1 1 18.

STUDY NEEDS WOMEN with or wAxit men-
strual pain. Brief questionnaires. Pays $10.

310-454-7926. M-W 12-4pm.

Daily Bruin
Advertise. It Works.

:w-

12 Research Subjects

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
netic resonartoe im^ir^ rcaevch.

S35/4houn. Pi«e 310-7244)030 or call 310-
824-47)4^^emeerw.

\M3MEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa
or bulimia. Participation involves completing.

»b( questionnairef. Mitody 31 0-796-0996.

CHiNESE AMERICANS
nsadfld to compMe qiwstionnalre for

doctoral rasMich on liingiMge use and

attitudes. Participants must be at least

18 and American-born. Cash prta

drawing tor particlpiBnts. CallJennlferat

310-478-1726 or 310-206-4138

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all OMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Be a gestational surrogate mother for infertile

couple. Ages 21-37, tubal ligation OK,
nwthers only please. 310-478-3808

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-
ples. 19-33 yrs, own medical insurarxx. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Iridi-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surarKe. Payment of S2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

22 Heoim Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with irHtruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. EnharKe erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

S 208-8193
1081 WMtwood Blvd.

(1 Blk. South of auita Moolcal Bhrd)

Acne, Tattoos

SunspQls & Scars
fioiiSiircjical laser Therapy for

painless facial ,ikin reiiiveiiation

and removal of acne, tattoos

siinspots & scars. Low cost

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

$7AKXjr'fbonus. Advertlsir^ cortsulting firm Is

seeking persons to set appointnwnts by

phorte for our consultarUs. Minimum 2 years

college, telephone or outside sales experi-

erwe a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our

Wcstside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
MaxComultinmtroup. 310-281-0355

1 CASHIER, 1 DELIVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for inf<Vappt 310-206-

0646.

3-paaHlona avail^le in Century City law firm

for In-Houn Mgt Servkcs. Flexible hour*,

S8-1G^bour. Part and lulUimc. DuUet in-

clude: mail/raK, photocopyir^g, and local de-

livery. Cer>eral office experience preferred .

Pkac contact Cralfc 310-SS7-9Mib

Dally Bruin Classified

V

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

schizophreniq
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P I I A S II C A I I

CAT
ii\Jit\[it

1-80a«54-3902

NERVOaS? ANXioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam In order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California! JDLiNiCMLl^^

MEDICAL GROaP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

30 Help Worsted

A European Men's Wear Retailer seeks part-

.

time cashiers. Must have experience in relat-

ed field. Servi resunrw to Pditix. 10931 Wey-
bum Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024. Attn.

Ohanne^Karnel.

ACCOUNT EXEC- City-wide college maga-
zine needs energetic students Interested in ad

^ sales. High conwnission SSS. 335-1950. Ja-

son.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. AudiUons by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/RECEPTIONIST
needed by director of outpatier* chemical
depervJcTKy dinic in West LA. Excellent

computer, language, and interpersonal skills

a musti Monday-Friday evenings from

4:30pm and Saturday mornings. Fax/mail re-

sume, 207-651 1 (fax), 207-4322 (phone), att

Jeanne.

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALLTYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE HLMS
IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing Indurtry. Ewn up to $3000-160004^

per nwnlh -fbtrttfltt. MaWlbmalc. No ex-

pcrtanct netewify. 206-545-4155 ext-

AS9341.

^MAZINC OPPORTUNITYI F/T offioi man-
age for camblrwd LagalMwfical (Oyrwcoio

^ office. CiMt p«yl Sbong academic

nconk. Vhradous and chacriul. 310-281-

8457.

Arc you: personable? energetic? frigidly? Do
you have previous restaurant experience (at

least 6 months)? Then call 310-476-61 12 and
ask for Mitchell about current available posi-

tions.

Asian Females Needed for Asian college

student calendar 1995. Pays up to $100 tor

less than 2 hoursi Call for appointment

(310)285-9264.

ATHLETIC, YOUNG MAN m a companion to

a fatherless boy. A few hours per week.

SMwur. Wtestwood area. 010)470-4482.

BAKERY COUNTER HaP, Pl/n. Day and
everting hours. Near campus. 310-836-8534.

BASS GUITAR TEACHER for 15 year old

singer/lyricist. Informal lessons. Santa Moni-

ca. Call Stephen (310)451-1391.

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY SEEKS energetic,

hard working, and self-motivated individual.

Some computer skills helpful. Full or part-

time. Call Bob after 4:00pm. 310-659-8499.

Beverly Hills Auction Gallery seeks F/T Ad-
ministrative Assistant for Manuscripts Dept.

Inventory Control, correspondence, proof-

reading, etc. Fast, organized, PC literate.

Greg Shaw 310-203-9BSS.

BEVERLY HILLS AUCTION GALLERY seeks

fuH-time receptionist to handle busy switch-

board, receive visitors and perform light typ-

ing and some clerical duties. Hours Monday
to Friday, 8:30anvS:30pm. Good salary and
benefits. Fax resume to 310-203-0496. Atten-

tlon: S. Shaw.

BILLING AR AND AP CLERK. Friendly, small

Santa Monica law firm seeks individual for

data entry and various accounting. Minimum
15 hour/week. Experience preferred but ncA

required. Excellent opportunity for business

majors. Ask (or TIlin or Peter 310-393-5000,

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^. We work around your classes.

brwnedlate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Vill^e Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.-

Can you teach typing, cheerleading, or Span-

ish? 25 Brentwood students Mopday and Fri-

day 2:15 to 3pm. $20-$2S^r. Call Francesca

310-454-3719.

Caring, hortest, responsible person willing to

train with a team to implement innovative

kleat awittlng 'rain man'-IIke (autistic) adult

to acNewe independence. Part or full-time.

^k>un to be,arranged. Good salary, benefits,

and peiks. Senior cJtInnt welcomed to

apply. Call Cheryl 310-649-0499.

PnblicationsAVord Processor

Excellent word processing and

oiganizational skills required

for HIV-t- related research

project, manuscript preparation

word perfect 5.1 /6J0 essential

Fax resume Helen Reed

(310) 794-8297

CASHIER wanted for video rental store.

n/PJ, will train. VWeo Collection, 470 N.

Doheny Dr., 310-273-3389.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature filrrw, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to 5200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-
851-6102.

CLERICAL POSITION. P/T, 3hours/day,

Sday^fveek. Close to campus. $8/hour. 310-

479-8666.

CLERK TYPIST for word processing. General

office duties, 20 houn^eek, r>ear campus,
$7/hour. 310-475-5209.

WMinesday, OctolMr 8, 1994 31

30 Help Wanted

College students neededl Work as a movie
extra. All types... No feea^no gimmkks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 818-569-5514 or

818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVKIE OFFICERS (CSC^s)

are hiring tXILA students nowl. $6.1 6^r to

Stan, up to $9.10. 1 5^4wVwk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 82S-6760.

Computer genius on call, troubleshooter,

must krK>w Windows and all applications

(Peachtree, Excel, Paradox, Microsoft Word.)
I Barbara 310-475 6438.
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FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA.

We want full and part-time sales peo-
ple. We are looking for : men and
women who can learn great customer

service, believes the customer always
comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer:

chance to make $6-1 2-f/hour, good
benefits package, great staff discount^

COURIER FOR GRAPHICS SERVICE BU-
REAU. FT/PT, momings, own car/insurance

required. $7.5(]^HXJr, 35-centVmile. Gty
Graphics, 21 3-938-471a

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to
S200&«-/month working on cruise ships or
land lour companies. World travel. Seasonal
and F/T employment available. No experi-
ence necessary. For more information call 1 -

206-634-0468 extC59341

.

.

Daycare Asst.. needed, pA.b Morning hours.
Must like kids and be hard wo«ker. ECE units
and experience necessary. Call Leslie 310-
573. 1 811 .

aind the best retail training. To join the

top irxieperKlent store in LA call for ap-

pointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-
7565.

FuU or Paii-iime order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Compuer experi-

ence. Marina Del Rey. Training provided.

310-577-6520. -

FULL-TIME EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT WANT-
ED. Beverly Hills location. Must have own
transportation. Must be Macintosh literate.

310-277-71 72. Ask for Mike.

FUNDRAISING
DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

daysAveek. 9-5, MWF or TuesAhurs/Sat.
$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-
2665.

Dependable, self-starting individual wanted
for professional business. $6.2S/hour. Light
filing phones, dealing w/clients. Fax resume:
310-282-0775 or contact Nancy 310-277-
9400ext368.

DtSK CLERK, F/T. 6 days/week, 3pm-11pm.
$6.5(Vhr, Brentwood Motor Hotel. Tele-
phone; Guest Services. Qualificalionr. Good
communication skills, MS-Word. Jason 310-
476-1168

Driver-tutor for teen girl, want big sister stud-

ent type with car; room, board, & mileage in

Venice beach. 310-399-1902.

DRIVERS NEEDED FOR GROWING
SCHOOLBUS CO. Immediate opening, %ve

will train. Great hourVpay. Benefits. Send re-

sume to P.O. box 49291, LA, 90049. Attn.

Eric or call 310-472-7474.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health and nutrition ir>dustry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and when convenient to call.

EASY MONEY!
Hand out paper HUMOR on campus starting

on Thursday 10/6, starting at 10am. $7/hr.

Call HUMOR Satirical Paper at 310-451-
6771.

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST, $3(Vhr, part-

time. Must have experlerx:e with special edu-
cation and learning disabilities. 310-474-
6919.

EVENT STAFFAJSHERING and crowd control

for Eagles, Roiling Stones, Raiders, and other

events. 818-a85-733a

EXP'D HOSTESS
Major Motion picture studio- Executive din-

ing room. 10:30-2:30pm. Tasteful grooming
starxJards essential. Also required catering

bus persons. 31 0-280-5521

.

Female dancers wanted for bachelor parties,

private shows. $150-$40(]^. Also, hiring

drivers. Must have pager. Call Steve 310-824-

0084.

FIGURE MODELS. Writer/Photographer

needs girls 1 8-»- years old to pose for maga-
zines, calendars, etc. Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 213-256-8700.

FILE CLERK. 8-10 hoursAvk, flexible. 2-3

days. Century City office. 310-277-1900. Di-

ana or Kara.

FILMMAKERS: Submit V4'Films; ScripU;

Trailers; Resumes; S.A.S.E. by 10/251194. FOR
TY JOBS. Mark, HIGH CONCEPTS, 11684,
Ventura #334, Studto City, CA 91604. WE
NETWORK WITH DOZENS OF FILMMAK-
ERS;

finance/economk: development
Part-time- Seeking a graduate student in Busi-

ness or Public Policy to provide assistarKe to

a private nonproCii corporation whose
emphasis is in real estate lending through pri-

vate/public finance programs. Potential full

time position. Preferable backgrour>d and
skills: banking, accounting, marketing, vertul

arxl written communicatkxi. Must be self-

starter. Regional office located Glendale.

Mail resunws to CALIFORNIA STATEWIDE
CDC, 129 C Street, Davis, CA 95616 Attn:

Bart>ara Vohryzek.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs

experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

Choose from 3 differerH furxiraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investntent. Earn S$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

Gef>eral office, 5 days, flexible hours. Must
be reliable, type, speak fluent English. Avail,

immediately. Phone: 213-653-4409, Fax:

818-708-6886. Write: Mr. Joel Bash, 6345
Balboa Blvd., Suite 195, Encino, 91316.

GOURMET ON WHEELS offers great paying
jobs. Responsible, articulate P/T drivers for

downtown delivery company M-F. Own car,

insurance. 21 3-749-9009.

GOURMET PASTA SHOP/RETAIL. Santa Mo-
nica or Beverly Hills. Enthusiastic, depend-
able people, FA or P/T, knowledge of food

helpful. Flexible hours. $^hour. Shawn or

Jennifer 310-394-7930.

GRAND OPENING. Renaissance health cen-
ter now open, nussage ar>d holistics. Position

available, chiropractor and experienced mas-
seur and masseuses. Self-starter preferred.

Call for appointment 310-289-9219.

GYMNASTK:S COACHES all ages and levels,

varied hours, experieiKre required. Profes-

sional gymnastics school now hiring. Call

Mary Cates for interview. 310-450-0012.

HANDYMAN NEEDED SATURDAYS. S8/hr.

UCLA faculty family near campus. Referenc-

es. Fluent English. 310-472-1764 evenings or

leave message.

HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per week
assembling products at home. No experi-

ence. Info 1 504-646-1 700 DepL CA-695.

UCLA Research Administrative

Assistant for HIV related studies.

Responsibilities include word

processing, data entry, literature

searcties^ editing.

references, tables for

manuscripts, correspondence.

sctieduiing, faxing. momQ,
filing

and other administrative duties.

Proficiency on MAC & IBM

preferred. 20-40 hrs/$1 1 .95 hr.

Fax resume

(310)794-8297

Hotel Desk Clerk. Full-time. LJxury hotel in

Westwood Village. English spcakine.
(31CT208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER for busy doctor. Weekends.
Laundry, cleaning, assist w/cookin^ etc. No
skills required. Flexible schedule. Leave mes-
sage. 310-826^9811.

HOUSEKEEPER/CHILD CARE. English speak-
ing, European preferred. Live-in or out. Must
have excellent references. Call for' interview
310-476-0805.

Immediate position available. Secry^ecpt.
Krxiwledge of Microsoft Word required for

SM architecture firm. FAX resume 310-828-
7710.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$40O4/month teaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teachir^g backgrourxi or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632-1 146extJ5934l.

)R. PUBLISHER - City-wide college magazine
needs organized leaders' majoring in busi-

nesi/joumallfm for paid intern position. 335-
1950 Dan.

LAW FIRM SEEKING COMPUTER PRO-
GRAMMER familiar with Borland Paradox
arwVor Paradox for Wir>dow« for program-
ming project $8-1(Vfwur DOE. (213)651-

3333,(213)658.6041 (fax).

Law firm icaks legal assistance with excellent

computer skills to handle various legal duties.

Wary $6-9 DOE. (213)651-3333. (213)658-
6041 (fax).
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.Retail

A Novel Way to Earn a Living^
WeTe Borders Books & Music, a hie^ success book and music shop
that's growing across the nation, is widely recognized for our comprehensive

selection, knowledgeable, culturally aware staffand literary focus.

Booksellers
'".,

•

,r' Musicsellers

Espresso Bar Staff

Nigjit Stocking Crew
Permanent and Temporary FuU-Time positions currently available.

Students enrolled in Graduate-programs preferred.

For more information please call Philip Gabriel,Humaii^Resources
Manager at (310)475-3444. Borders Bool "

"

Westwood Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024.
Borders Books Sl Music, 1360

BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC
An Equal Oppottuaity 1

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ertce. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & CIcndon. 310-475-0481

.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good mor>ey. Fun I 213-664-

2999 24houfs.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs irviivlduals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, aixl weekerxi hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

libns. Can 81 8-725-4275.

Marmol & Radziner Architects. Immediate

opening. ReceptlonA3ffice Assistant. 32-40

hoursAvk. Flexible days, i8fl^r. Fax resume to

Leo Marrrwl 310-391-8825, Fax#31 0-391-

8395.

MATH TUTOR for 8th grade student. Experi-

ence and references required. 310-458-3104

(day) and 310-459-5746 (cveninns).

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hour^tveek

to start) for experierK:ed- bilingual reception-

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Cerv

era! medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734

x900. Have resume available. Salary/Exp.

MEDICAL BILLING/OFFICE ASSISTANT. 20
40 houn^eek. Excellent data entry, typing,

phones. KrK>wledge of medical terminology,

billing procedures. Seeking senior or grad

student. Call 310-393-1503

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for FrerKh and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area. 213-

463-0633. .

MID-WIL5HIRE, East of Farmer's market, P/T

sales. The Termis Place. Great atmosphere,

$on>e weekdays & Saturdays. Sales experi-

ence preferred. 213-931-1715.

Morning counter person for coffee
house^akcry. Serve customers, general
clean-up. ExperierKe helpful, will train.

$5.75/hr. Linda or Mitch, 310-826-5282.
1 1 740 San Vicente.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or elsel ... or
else, I don't remain in businessi Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recordinj;.

NEED XTRA INCOME
Looking for responsible individuals to do
research in: sports medicine, biomechantes,

exercise physiology, kinesiology, nutrition.

Interested MAJORS or GRADUATES plc»e
send resunr>e to: BH Health -f Fitness, P.O.

Box 624, Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0624 or
fax to: 310-278-5259.

NEEDED: Childcare for muKiply handi-

capped 9 year old boy. Hyperactivity and
other challenges. Working on pre-K acade-

mic skills. Very alert, curious, and loving.

Needed week nights. Car needed. Must be
responsible and dependable. S6/\\r.

(310)273-6567, (310)271-3191

Needed: excellent writer w/good research

skills with knowledge of and personal access

to a MacirMosh and IBM computer. Call and
leave message, Veronica Steinbeck 818-985-

5041.

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.10am-2pm, M-F, San-
ta Monica AudioA^ideo co. (31 0)453-3807/^

OFFICE HELP POSFFION.. Word processing

experience, knowledge of biochemical no-

menclature preferred, flexible hours, part-

time. $8^r or more, depending on qualifica-

tions. Playa Del Rey office. 310-821-6456.

ORDER CLERK, video distribution, data en-

try, Inventory cor^trol, customer service. De-
tail-oriented, computer savvy, MDR office.

Fax resume: TMW Media, 310-306-3162.

Part-time shipping, office, repairs, and/or fu-

ture marketing genius. Jane 310-837-0963,

Part/Full-time help needed for removal of

records from warehouse. Culver Qty. 310-

559-8823. Call between 10-3.

PartA^ull-time warehouse clerical help need-

ed weekdays. CuKrer City. 310-559-8823.

Call between 10-3.

PE COACH NEEDED. Background w/iports,

children. Wed: 830am-230pm, Tues morn-

ings. Westwood Elementary School. $8^ur.
Apply for one or both. 310-288-41 32.

PERSON NEEDED for internal marketing op-

tometry practice with great communication

skills. Enjoyable atmosphere to work. Call

Famoosh 213-653-2020.

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,

AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have

at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experience. Starting rate

S12.5(Vhour. Hours flexible. 828-727-9447.

Production interns wanted for documentary

at Grand Canyon, Nov. 1-18, Nemesis Pro-

ductions. 213-665-0264.

PROGRAMMERS AND COMPUTER GRAPH-
K: ARTISTS NEEDED. Start ASAP, very flexi-

ble hours, call Greg w/Southwestem Software

and ConsultinK. 310-824-2135.

Rapidly growing investnrtent company seek-

ing P/T computer intern. College sopho-

more/junior, ability to work with DOS Wiryi-

ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Foxpro.

Bilingual (Englist^panish) a plus. $6 per hr.

Contact Nelson Jiminez at 310-571-3700

k231. -^

RECEPTK3NIST, P/T, M-F. Light phones, lyp-

ir>g, WP5.1, erraryJs and other clerical duties

as necessary. Marina Del Rey 310-306-4696.

RCTAIL SALES MANAGER and sales positions

available immediately, FA and P/T, lor Petite

Jardin Children's Shoes at Century Gty shop-

ping cerfter. Exclusive European and dome»-

tic merchandise offered in a beautiful rww
facility. Retail sales, management, and com-
puter inventory control experience is desired.

Paid parking. Salary -t-benefits. For appoint-
" ment call 310-203-0424, ask for Lynn.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing

store needs P/T employee. S^hr. Please call

310-454-7870. 1 5328 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-

isades.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat. and have kr>owledge

of children's books. WIA 310-559-2665.

RETAIL STORE. Manager/Sales. Janice

McCwty. W. 3rd Street Boutique. 213-651-

4229. Ask for Julianne.

•aj,

PA ASSISTANT to personal^om€ manager.

Female preferred. Household choreVerranids.

Must be neat and tidy, attention to detail,

self-starter. Must be available M-Tb. Average

Hours 2/day, up to 12Aveek. Extra hours pre-

paring for holidays. Must have dependable

car arxi insurance. Located on Westside. Call

Lori 310-397-8318,

PA CL^RK NEEDED for busy B.H. Medical

Office. 25 hour^week, Monday-Friday. Start

$8.00. Call Lily/Amy 310-271-9131, must

have car.

PA experienced gymnastics coach needed to

^ork with children ages IB-nrronths to 14-

years. Great job. Call Denise or Al 818-785-

2177.

PA POSITION w/Santa Monica Real EsUte

partnership. Involves database updating arxl

producing advertising/marketing materials us-

ing desktop publishing software. Must have

familiarity w/WINDOWS. Approximately 1

5

hours/week, $1(Vhour. Call Scott, 213-851-

9761.

PA RECEPTKDNIST available MWF, 9am-
1pm, at Beverly Hills Chiro Center. $M>our.
Call Mr. Lawrence 21 3-655-1 420.

PA, flexible hours, set appointments by tele-

phone for business to business service.

Sales/restaurant experiernx helpful. 800-772-

4052 ext. 7043.

PART-TIME FILING CLERK/RECEPTKDNIST.

Small Westwood law firm looking for a pleas-

ant and organized individual to do filing arxi

telephones. 10am-2pm, 5-dayV«veek. Fax re-

sume: 310-209-1500 attn. Wendy.

Part-time Secretary. Luxury hotel, cosmetic

surgery recovery retreat. 4-9, M-F. Some
weekerxls. WP, phor>e skills, professional at-

tire. Call Maggie, 31 0-277-2270.
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riUNNER, ERRANDS, ENTERTAINMENT IN-

DUSTRY. Good opportunity. Fun co-work-

ers. Fax resume: 818-907-7622. $a/hour

wnileane. Approx. 30 hounAyeek.
^

Sales Position w/children's specialty store.

Salary and commission. 3-4 day^A^eek.

10am-6pm. Call Howard or Margot 310-447-

5407.

Sales. PA, flexible hours, we will pay you to

give money to restaurants. Restaurant experi-

er>ce helphji. All areas irx:luding SFV, LA,

Onngt County. €alt today 4-8 0-772-4052
ext 7043. Ask for Matt

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money in your spare

time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized Ts. golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

novative, inexpensive, attractive new process

called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you

are an ambitious self-starter and interested in

marketir.g, this is a commission sales oppor-

tunity that can put some money in your jearv

now arxi after you gradualel Only enterpe-

rteurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resun>e in the format

of a letter in confiderHie to: Graffolo Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davies. Fax: 685-

^83-f23S, phone: 1-800-888-7838.

SENOR CRANDES FRESH MEXICAN GRILL.

Seeking highly motivated manager for WLA
location. Please call corporate office 805-

495-1853,

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 15,000 openingsl For rrwre information

call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-15Awur guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^iveek. Mariceting representa-

tives/management trair>ee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

TELEMARKETING. Highly motivated, enthu-
siastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must
have a good phorw voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware/Software dealer seeks

individuals for inside sales. Must have work-
ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-
puter Centers. Job* 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

rance, CA 90503.

TELEMARKETING. No experience necessary.

Prefer studentVgrads. Flexible hours from
9KX)-S.-00pm sUrting at $7-$fVhr-fbonuses. 3-

blocks LICLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-6175.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant. Excellent hourly

rate. Sponsors for securities license. Call 800-
374-6666 for appointment

THE CHEESECAKE
FACTORY

Beverly Hills is searching for fun, friendly

people to fill FRONT DESK and retail

BAKERY COUNTER positions. Flexible hours,

$6.50 to $7.5(Vhour to start. Apply Mor>day-

Friday, 3-4pm at: 364 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly

Hills.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
M^T, work around your classes, starting

rate S6.63Air. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-825-7686.

WEEKEND RECEPTIONIST from 10-7pm Sat

ar>d Sun. Data entry, good communication

skilb, bilingual, excellent computer skills. $6-

9 DOE. (21 3)651 -3333, (21 3)658-6041 (fax).

Writer who is bWnd needs an assistant to flrt-

ish novel. Requirement reading out loud and
taking dictation. 310-399-3652.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
PA. Reouires krwiwledce of DOS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel

etc; exp«ricr>ce w/modemt and remote com-
munication; capacity to install, train, support

and troubleshoot software problems; ability

to sohw hardwaie problems. Must be com-
fortable w/both people and machines. Fax re-

sunrteto Josh, 310-337-1074.

EARN CASHI Sell T-shirts and promotional

itenrv to fraternities, sororities, clubs and
businesses on and around campus. Call Da-
vld 310-397-5656.

FINANCIAL MARKET TRADERS ASSISTANT
for currency trading house, Ihr/day at first;

more hours down the line. $1G^r. Sam 310-

558-3364.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn1>100-S200 daily

•more jobs man graduafM
•nation wide fob placement

NATIONAL BARTINDiRS
SCHOOL

(213)3803200
(310)55aO608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00
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ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUaR
seeks student interns to learn saipt develop-

meril activities in B.H. office. No pay, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. Ho pay,

lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experience

helpful. Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

PA Intern. Production KerrUt Studfo. SHfts

Film Video. Assist marketitjg, publicity, out-

going personality. Strong busir^ess networking

skills. Commission. Call 213-957-9398.

UCLA CRAO STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but hands on op-

portunity. 818-902-9657.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER for 5-year/old boy. 1-2 even-

ingi^eek. Early bedtime, easy job. Bring

homework. Melrose/Fairfax area. References.

Kara 213-651-3332.

BABYSITTER FOR 5TH GRADER. Help

w/homework. Wed, Thurs, FrI. 3-6. Referenc-

es required. Education major preferred. 310-

453-9138. ___^
BABYSITTER WANTED. Wed and Fri after-

noons 3-5:30. Warm, loving, nurturing, and

respor>sible. Must have own car and irv

surance. 310-459-9712

CHEVIOT HILLS. Student/alumni needed to

care for 2 kids, 3&6. Childcare experience,

references,, reliable car, N^ preferred.Tue

4:30-1 0pm. S7/hr. 310-558-4704.

CHILD CARE. Afterschool pick-up, activities,

arid homework. Second grader in the LKZLA

area. Monday thru Friday 3pm-6pm. Car re-

quired. 310-471-7585.

Childcare for two boys ages 9 arvJ 12. 3-

Spm, Mon-Fri (flexible). Must have own car.

References pretended. 310-206-7005, 310-

472-2492.

Childcare

provider for delightfol three month old boy.

Liveout. Full-time Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm, in

Venice. 310-821-0338.

CHILDCARE/LICHT HOUSEKEEPING. Per-

manent PA position. 2-3 evenings per week
plus one full day on weekend. 3-children,

3,4, arvl 7. Culver City. Own car. Refererx:es.

Please call Liz 213-933-1144 or 310-559-

4379evenings.

DRIVER to pick up 5-y/o from school to

home. 4 to 5 daysAveek. $6.5(Vhr. Addition-

al time may be available. 310-477-7541.

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-

sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays ^flexible

hours during weekdays. Must drive. Salary

neRotiable. References. Call 310-271-7170.

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and good role

model for children. Live-in + S% in exchar>ge

for drivin^utoring^bysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court 3(U- hours,

6:45-8:00am, after 3pm. Full-time, 'part4ime,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

Female with car wanted to drive teenage girls

to school in Long Beach. PA okay.

References and good drtiving required.. 310-

208-6265.

Fun girls, 1 1 & 8 need fun babysitter. Safe

car. 3 days/Mcek. 3-6pm. $7/hr. Kate 310-

454-6437.

LIVE-IN NANNY. 6-year/old girl. Work
kends, orvcall weeknights. Room and board

plus $225Aveek salary. Travel opporUmities.

Beverly Hills. 310-276-2130.

Occasional child care neart>y for 1 1 y/o girl.

3:30 to 7:00. Must have own car. ibflv. Oxy^

818-508-3714. Evening 310-476-9300.

Our busy 9-nx>ntlVold needs resporuible, ex-

perienced babysitter to play w/at our home;
Santa Monica. Approx. 20-hrs.A^, 3-after-

noons. Infant CPR, first aid, and refererKCS

required. Please call Audrey: 829-5040.

PA CHILDCARE. 3-aftcmooni/week. Refer-

ences required. Fluent English. N/S. CA driv-

er's license. Own car. 2-chiklren, 10 and 6.

SanUMonte«.31&<28-2511

PALMS. Ki4= 2-7. Boys, ages 2&7. House-
keeping, car. Insurance, references. SISOMc.
310-201-5251 or 310-839-4698.

RaiABLE, ENERGETIC PERSON needed to

care for 2-ytirMd In ManhatUn Beach
home. Experience and excellent refierefKes

required. 1 5-20hours/week. 310-379-6322.

Responsible person, pick-up daughter from
school, supervise homework 4-5 after-

noor^week. Must b« excellertt driver & love

chlMren. References. 213-957-9221 Aman-
da.

RESPONSIBLE, COMMITTED PERSON to

drive two chiUren to afternoon acthritics,

MoTMiay-Thursday. Approximate hours 3:30-

6pm. Your car. excellent pay, mat kids.

310-390-1761

TUTOR/BABYSrriER. Female preferred.

Brentwood home. Afternoons. Sideh 310-
440-4956.

WLA FAMILY Wtirb, 7 and 10, needs baby-
sitter w/car to pTay run errarwls, do house-
work and cook. M.F, 1-6pm. Patti 310-470-

0417.

36 Personal Assistance

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed 1 afternoon a

week, %7/hr. Must have car and common
sense. RaNae 31 0^391 -2020.

SS35 LARGE 1-8EDROOM, foil balh, small

quiet buikling, laurtdry, appllanoBS, parking.

310-837-6779.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bedroom,
carpet, drapes, patio, built-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping arid transporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

S725 PALMS 2-bed/2-ba. New carpets, paint,

large cfosets, patio, parking. 3765 Vinton

Ave. »3. 310-836-2318.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

ooTfTV'JDBih loivnnofnc, dishwunor^ vc.
fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA (310)459-6800.

"BRENTWOOD. $750,Vbed^-bth, upper,
vertical blinds, newer carpet, refrigerator,

parking, laurKlry, prime area. 310-476-0919.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS.
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. RESERVE
NOW FOR SUMMER AND FAU. 310839-
6290.

'

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitcher>ette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, ^C, new security txjtiding, prlme^
location, 508 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms, f^tewly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laur>dry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

1-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. l-bdm».

pool, 1235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

1-MO FREE RENT
Great graduate apartment- only $65(VH^onth.

New paint/carpet, garage. 1st month-f securi-

ty deposit 8th avenue at 102 Street. 213-

750-3535, Michelle.

11675 Darlington, Brentwood. Bachelor,

$500. 2-bedrooms/2-baths from $1100 and
up. 310-410-1499, 310-671-8570.

2-8EDROOM ATT. 1n Wfestwood. Quiet
buikiing, parking. $925/month. Other units

available. 310-306-4696.

2-bedroonVl -bath available for fall. 424
Landfair, next to UCLA. Garden setting, utili-

ty room, pool, hardwood floors. $1200. 310-
459-1 200.

2128 N.BEVERLY GLEN. $650. Studio. 7-

minutes to UCLA. Newer carpet Shower
aver tub, wet-bar, patio, laundry, private-en-

trance, utilities paid. Lease. 818-708-1493
day, 818-609-7231 evenings.

2bdmVl .5 bath. Spacious, new carpel, con-
venient WLA loc^ion. 1603 Granville.

$87S/rno. 310-828-5236.

2BR,WESTWOOD NATIONAL
Unpunished upstairs, newly painted, new
carpets-drapes, car port. $825. Call for ap-

point (818)996-3781, (818) 344-5618.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
monthly + 4 hours weekly gardening, house
maintenarwe. OcearVmourrtain view, nearby.

Foreign and grad students welcome. Car.

(310»472-S726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking arxi lots of storage. 310-

391 -3853 or 310-391 -6645.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$89S. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-639-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2br/2ba. $1125. Great for

, sharir^ El Rodeo School. 9609 Olympic
Bhrd.. Open Sundays 1 -5. (818)706-7320.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA burnt*. Quiet bulWing. No pets. 1 236
McClellan Drhre. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD ADJ., single, $520. Non-
smoker, no pets. 1431 S. WMgate Ave. 310-
477-1111.

Brentwood apartnr>ent 1-be(V1 -bath. Modem
buiK-in appliances. A/C, new carpet, sliding-

glass doors, balcony, view, security-parking.

$850 plus 1 -month free. Chris 310-207-1909.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roorT\^2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1350Anonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0834.

Brentwood. $950, 2-bdrm/2-bath, balcony,

new carpet arxi drapes, stove, refrigerator. By

apptonly, 11728 MayfieM #5. 310-271-6811

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, haidwDod
floors, bright, parking laundry hook-up. Ibr

and 2br/1ba available. (310)550-1531.

Cute 1 -bedrooms, security building, 24-hour

doorman. Walk to UCLA. High-rise with

quiet view. $105(ymanth. Also for sale

$150,000. Prudential California Realty. Call

Gail 310-445-777&

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, ceiling far», air,

great location, near shopping busses and

freeways. (818)399-9610.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor apartment in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cable and utilities

included. $800. 3ia476-8911.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2.bath, den, foil kitch-

en, ckise to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

piiarKCs, parking, laundry, IS minUes to

UCLA 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA $870, 2-be^-bath, 2-story cu»^

lorn (ownhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, Arepiacc. 12736 CatweU Ave.

310-391-1076.

.-^*J»-"
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49 Apartments for Rent

MAR VISTA 2-bdmV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit
$845. 1 1748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.
310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, l-bedroom security building,
very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to
campus. Security deposit $100. A^, laundry.
310-837-7061.

PALMS $615
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet^ buildings
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, minlbiinds.
Cat OK. Rent concession. 310-203-8814.

PAIMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-
rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 310-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious singk>, foil

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-
397-8058.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large end unit w/ balco-
nyAefrigerator. New CarpetA>llnd^int
$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdmV2-
bath. Stovc;^ fridge, microwave, dishwashig.
New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unlt
building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-
6855.

PALMS. $795Anoolh. 1-bedroom + den + 1-

—bath. NwMtr building, gated parking, new
carpet, A/C, fireplace, balcony. Cable, laun-
dry facilities. 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $895, upper. 2-bed/2-bath. Built-in.

Balcony, A^, gated buikiing, laundry room,
parking. 3626 Empire Drive. Call 310-559-
3875.

PALMS. $995, 2-bedr2-bath, custom town-
horne, fireplace, baknny, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 3614 Faris Dr.
310-391-1076.

PAUwtS. Unfurnished l-bedroom, $525,
single $425. Appliances, no pels. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

PALMS: $575. Spacfous 1 -bdrm/l -bath,
stove, refrigerator, parkir^ laundry, hvd-
wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-
876-0371.

RENT FOR LESS. Spacious 2-bed^2-bath
apartment Close to freeway. IS minutes to
UCLA Central air, buill-ins, parking. 15131
Victory Blvd. 518-888-1556.

4y Aputtrnents tor Rent

WLA. 1 -l/2miles from UCLA, carpete, stove,

fridge. $62(ymonth. MontJvnwnth leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton.*Singles
Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

verticJ blinds. Parking, gated. Good student
discount 310477-0112.

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and l-bedroom,
fornishe<^unfumished. $575 and up. Heated
pool, nrepiafe, patio, gated parking, key en-
try. Call 310-479-21207

WLA^ENTURY CITY. 1 -bdrn^ S7Sa Charaw
Ing, re-decorated, appliances, carpets, vene-
Uans, laundry facilities, large, bright dining,

enclosed private garage. Quiet building. 310-
474-1172.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VIST\ $60(Vhionth. Ask aboU free

rent Attractive, fomished 1 -bedroom. Large,
pool, patfo, and barbecue area. Quiet build-
ing. 3748 lngle«M>od Bh«l. 310-398^579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1 1 25.BRENTVVOOD. Really nice 2 br/2-ba.

^AIL jippliances,^ flreplare, enclosed patto,

tandem parking, good laundry. QUIET.
1 1 722 Kiowa. (805 )5261 759. ^_
$495. Bachelor, quiet, upper, laundry, micro-
fridge 1 326 Armacast Open. Near bus and
close to UCLA. 310-459-4068 or 459-2673.

$650. 2-bdmVlbath unfurnished. Stove, re-

frigerator, new carpets, newly decorated.
PioAa Cienega. 310-279-2002.

MAR VISTA, 1-bdrm, upstairs, smaller, quiet,

clean buikiing, parking, laur*dry. Pets OK.
$650/month. 822-7580.

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,
laurviry, new carpel and paint Foreign stud-
enU welcome. <3ood neighborhood and area.
310-358-6680.

Singles $535 up. Pool, newly decorated, very
dean. 310-204.4332.

bd Roommates

SPACIOUS APT
2 females to share bedroom In 2-bdnTt apart-
ment 1 5-min walk campus, hardwood floors,

balcony. Queer positive. $325/hfKVea. 310-
208 7624.

Two Northern Cal girls with 3bdmrV2ba, seek
roommate $363+utils. Banry Ave. close to
UCLA 310-478-2445

WANTED: Female to share 2-bdrrTV2-bath
apartment in WLA $3ia^onth. Call Anne
820-1483 or 81 8-769-6207.

WANTED: Non-smoking female to share
large room in house in Westwood.
$25(yrTX)nth, Call Dianne 209-3466 aftfer

7pm tu-th.

WLA $45(Vmonth. Own room, share bath
with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartment Stable
female preferred. Available now. 310-474-
2194.

WLA. Seeking mature N/S roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit w/wcurily
alami. Washer/Dryer, parking. $420Ano.,
$425 security deposit Denise 31 0-31 2-6681.

54 Room for Rent

t4!

52 Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS townhouse by
San Vfcenle. Private bed/bath, security ga-
rage, washer/dryer, female, $520+1/4 utili-

ties, norvsmokin^ no drugs, no pets. 310-
820-1120.

SHERMAN OAKS.
Spacious 3-be<Vl&l/2-bath. Garden setting,

near Ventura BK^. Good transportation to

UCLA. $e7Q^won>h. 818-386-1060.

SINGLE PALMS AREA, $425 with stove and
refrigerator, 310-559-7571

Smalt one bedroom. Mid Wilshire. Meal for

one person. Stove and refrigerator. $425, firit

and last no deposit 21 3-93a-283a

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE Month to monthT
1/2 block from beach. All utilities paki. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,
no pets.. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.
$46QVwonth.

VENKI BEACH, unfomished bachelor.
Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paki. 3/4-bath. Security buikiing. Quiet,
no peU. Call Mary Jo 310-392-8487.
$4O0^iwnth.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, bal^^
free parkhig, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. 10944Strathmofe. 0101209-0968.

WEST LA. $800. Bcautifol 2-bedroonV2-
bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shchres, gated parking and entry. Quiet buiki-

ir^g, IS minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414
Jasmine. 310-838-4862.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no peU, stove,

refrigerator (foil kitchen). AvaH. Nov.1. L^ge
1 bdm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, cvflfets,

blinds, ntm available, parking, laur>dry

facilities. 11321 Maasachusettes Ave., shown
by appt 310-477-8750.

Westwood Village, 2-blcks from campus. Lg.

1-bdr. FronlAMck door. Carpetlr^ vertical

blinds, fockad garage. $80(VWki. 10990
Strathomore #3. 310-208-1454/ 471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdmV2-1/2.balh oondo,
washerAiryBr, sMc-by-akie parking, pool.
Very large, living room, dining room,
equipped kitchen. Prime Tocalfoni

$160C>»T>onth. 213-380-1355.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $950
AND UP. TILE KFfCHEN, STEPOOWN
LIVING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHfWA. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $119S-$1S00, Spacfous 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwuher bal-

cony. Meal for grad students. 1711 Mak»lm.
3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1 21 2.

Wutwood. 2-bdm/1-balh, hvdwood floors,

resMential tfreet, near c»npus, call Rachel,
310-206-7511.

WLA SINCLE/1-BATH, new modem buikiing.

Security parking. Cfosc to campus.
$60QAnonth. Day 310-474-0414, Night 310-
626-5902. ^
VAA, 1-IORM, FULL KITCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET. UPSTAK5. 31(M47.aS0a

WLA, 2 miles to UCLA, upper, 1-bd/1-b^ all

appliances, carpets, dr«p«i^ tome fomilure,

ipa. STfiO/mo, lyilCdby. 310-316-5620.

Female grad/professfonal own room, bath,
parking. Must be quiet, responsible, mature.
N/S. Available 10/1. $430+ deposit 310-
444-4913.

HUGE 2-BDRM APARTMENT, 100 yards
UCLA, views, own room, furnished, pool, ga-
rage. $S7S/monlh. 310-824-9883.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

paridng, pool, gym. Prefer N/S female. Cfose
to campus. $450+ 1/2 utilities. 818-907-
9401.

VENKX. To share 2-bed/l -bath. Patio, park-
ing, pets okay. $375Anonth. Jim 310-477-
1737.

Westskie^alms, 2b<V2ba., folly furnished,

foil amenities, parking, nrtonlh-to-month or
lease negotiable. %49SJO0 water paki,
$150.00 deposit AVAILABLE NOW. Allison

310-556-3123.

WESTWOOD. Own room. Walking distance
from UCLA and market Non-smoker. Female
preferred. $450. 310-478-5665. Ask for Deb-
bie;

WLA Modem security building, security

parking. Master bdrm w^ath. 2-private
sundecks. Call Bry«i 479-621 1 . $520.

53 Roommates

WLA. $72S-$87S. Vkry Iwge 1, 2-bedraam.

Vtoodtf. CalMl. Hiking. LoCi of ckaels. AM
appNancw. PaM and oraK. V.J. 310-447-
5714.

WLA. $7l5. 1-bdm^-baih. Sacurity, f)r«-

piaci, nevvty nd&nrMmL 1310 South Bar-

rlmdoa 310473-9^43 or 310-378-6063.

2+2 Aitodem apartment N/S, no dmp or
pets. Kitchen, living room, balcony, security
building, parking. Rentir^ now.
$SOQAT>onth+ utilHies. 310-276-9S2a
ACROSS FROM CAAtPUS ON LANDFAIR
AVE. A huge studfo. Free parking. Non-smok-
ing male. Quiet person preferred. Call Byunc
310-824-1797. [_*
BEOROOM+BATH IN TH. La Cienega/Centi-
nela. $35a'nrH)nth. Call Maria 310-677-1401

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to shve
large, charming 2-bedroom upper in Spanish
duplex. Beverly Hilts adjacent $42SAnonth.
Call 213-934-6422.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a
bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute
walk from Lot-32. Call Bobby 310-478-7121
or Cathy 310-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w^me. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdmVl-bath, co-ed, luxury, security cortdo
w/amenities. Westwood, $35a^nonth. AM
utilities included. Jonathan. 310-479-6589.

Need Babysitter for infant and toddler girls.

TueAhun, Sal and some Sundays. Sb.OQ/hr.

310-397-5343

ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacfous 1-

bedroom apartment with parking. I Mock
from campus and Westwood. Call Erik 310-
208-6593. 634 Landfair Aptt8.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share house, own
bedroom, share bath, Melrose Ave area. Must
like peU, Call Vtetoria 213-762-0765, MUST
SEEI $475.

SGUPEM. RMMATE. Wanld. Shm T
bdmV2ba. bi-level t%wnhm. $400, dwf^.
not ind. Non-smkr, no kidi/pttt, undery-.
pkgfcecurlty entry, wahqUryr, mnlM^Me.
1st^astmftCall3iaJ915-1112/Wwfr

Single fenulc roommate wanted to sublease
or poMibly share 2-bd^.te SanU Monica
apt New caipab, very d«an.CaNMII(i 310-
394-3609

Beautiful, extremely l»ge, furnished, private,
bright, sunny, room. Prhrate entrance/yard.
Walk to UCLA. Excellent, parking, kitchen,
male. 310-475-4517.

$465. Furnished room. Small encfosed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

Ues, washer and dryer. Some mountain and
city views, by nature trail.lS-minutes fifom

UaA.310-476-0256.

$500. Own bedroom in townhouse. Female
wanted to share 3-bedroom security building
with 2-non-smoken, cats in Brentwood.
Available now. 310-473-9059.

S-Minute drive to UCLA, utilities paid, for-

ntshed, all amenities, refrigerator, kitchen,

^microwave, \A^, television, separate en-
Irance. $385/monlh 310-475-3328.

AAA Great room for rent in West LA. Sparv
ish style 3-bedroom house. Available Octob-
erl. $370. 310-477-6740.

BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE ROOMS w/bath, 10-

minutes from UCLA Kitchen and laundry
privileges. No drugs, no smoking. 310-838-
6547 III 11 PMI

BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED ROOM, private

k>ath, kitchen privileges, utilities (except
phone). Home of professional woman. Bus
•2 direct to UCLA. $42S/W>onth. 213-876-
5516.

BEL-AIR. Private, furnished room ar>d bath.

KitcherVlaundry privileges. $500/month in-

cluding utilities. 8-minute to campus. LXIA
student preferred. 310-476-1927.

FEMALE RCX>MMATE needed to share very
attractive 2-t>edroom in Westwood. \/ety

cfoie to shops, UCLA Pool/jacuzzi, gym,
sauna and laurMry. focludes electricity and
gas. $40(yW»onth. 310-479-5264.

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Prhrate bath, paricir^g,

weddy maW senrice, kitchen, laundry
privil^es. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the
beach, kieal for N^ female, professional
gradual* student $7tX]^nonth. 310-459-
2109.

Large room, priyate bath, furnished, kitchen-

ette, walk-in cfoset Close to UCLA.
$46S^fK)nlh, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-361

6

PW-

LARGE, BRIGHT ROOM in country style

family honrte. Male student. Fully fomished
wAdtchen privileges and taurvjry. 3-mlles to

campus. Quiet neighborhood. $39(Vhionth.

310.274-0400day, 31 0-202-6521 evening.

Lvge, prhrate, quiet, great for studying, big
cfosets, kitcherVJaundry. Share bath w/^ad
studeriL Near Natfonal/Seaitic and §S bus.
$475Ano. 310-397-8002.

LARGE, SUNNY ROOM. Use of kitchen,
laundry, deck and yard. Convenient focation.
Friendly, quiet family w/genlle dog. Non-
snuoker, $37Qfaonth. (21 3)876-6199.

PALA4S. Rooms available in 3-bdrm house.
Nice neighborhood. Big yard. Close to
UCLA Choice of 2-bdrms, $450 or $500.
Utilities included. 310-638-941 6.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH. Pool, parking,
10 minutes from UCLA. No smoking. Light

kitd>an privileges.Very quiet $5d(:^onth.
310-476-6769.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building, gated parkir^ kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.
$40(^nonth.

Prhrate room, share bath, TVAwifo, rent i»-

ductfonAM>rfc exchange as mother's helper
for 6 yr. oW, evenings and weekends. Fe-
mal*. 31 0-576-231&
PROFESSONAL MALE to share 2bdrm/1ba
home. Prhrate entrance, yard, washei/dryer,
storage available, half utilities. Cat OK.
$595.(310)627-2706.

QUrr, COZY room for lady student. Fully
furnished wAitchen privileges. $285/month.
310-2744)400day. 31 0-202-8521 evenings.

ROOM AND BATH IN PRIVATE HOME
NEAM UCLK Quiet, safe neighborhood,
kndmn pHvll^gn. $435. Mature male
prtkrmL No snwkir^t. 310-271-1658.

ROOM AVALABLE ImmadMely In large,

comlwlaWa apwlmwc itaO't ara buiUirw
focaMrf near hMoric Ambaaador Hotel.
laundry fadHHea. $375. 21 3-739-1 566.

ROOM FOR RENT in a 24wdioam hoiM In

a tiuM nai^iborhood Praiw fcmale non-
smofcer, happy and enatntk. N.Hollywaod.
$350,310-206-7711.
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room for RENT. 6 miles from UCLA, Bel
Air. Share house $200-$40Q/month. 310-
271-2950.

SPACK)US ROOM, Brentwood above Sun-
set Share bath. Private entrance, pool, gar-
den, no kitchen, microwav^oaster, utilities

pvkinn. Grad student 310-476-1 786

WLA. Three professionals seek person to
share spacious townhouse. Own bed-
roonVbath. Share common areas, including
»u«dryr Easy freeway KCtis. $525/month.
310-476-0940.

56 House for Rent

WLA. SPACK3US 2-BEDR(X>M HOUSE.
Share fol w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

A^, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,
shopping. No pets. $895/month. 310-479-
8099.

57 House to Share

SHARE 3-BEOROOM HOUSE with 2 fe-

males. Near campus. $450^WK)nth, low de-
posit Available imnr»edialely. 310-470-2208
Ask for Sue.

58 House for Sale

Large 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-
ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA Cen-
tral air, pool. $154,900. Califofhia Prudential
Realty. 310-445-7778.—VIEW VIEW VI EW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-
ly Glen Blvd. Just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage
of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call
Irene, agent 81 8-789-71 1 7.

59 House Exchange

57 House to Share

Itosha
house: private, targe rodin w/Tireplace, pri-

vate bath, Jacuzzi, 2 decks, $550. 310-398-
5440

West LA HOUSE
Exchange

Wanted: Pleasant Houae/ Condo
in Wash. D.C. in exchange
for 3 OR boue In excellent location
caO: (310) 446-0034 -fcetw. 10/9-10/21
Saiyaer in D.C. (210) 362-0330

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Zoo barrier

5 Rock musician
Cooper

10 Accelerates
14 Arm bone
15 Slant

16 Solo
17 Music symbol
IB Determined to

do as one
pleases

20 Novelist

Nathaniel —
22 Change color

of again
23 Sounds of

hesitation

24 Artists'

stands
25 More

competent
29 Pass into law
31 Social group
32 Remember

vividly

34 Bench
37 Space-

research tool

40 Before
41 Spears
42 Pay attention
43 Anwar —
44 Citrus fruits

45 Sparkles
48 Gorilla or

chimp
50 Lariat

51 Unspecified
object

57 Infection

preventer
59 Mild cheese
60 Caribou, e.g.

61 Subarctic
forest

62 Stride along
63 Sea eagle
64 Firebug's

crime
65 Blueprint

DOWN
1 A lot

2 Mexican pot
3 Once more
4 27th
president

5 Detest
6 Sly looks
7 Tennis great

Lendl
8 Grant
9 Overhead

trains

10 Hardest to

find

1

1

Eat away at

12 Upholstery
material

13 Philosophers
19 Vestiges
21 That woman
24 Roof parts

25 Dull pain

26 Make less

distinct

27 Oil job
28 Subside
29 Vote in

30 Cairo's river

32 Peruses
33 Volcano in

Sicily

34 Sonnet, e.g.

35 Fencing sword
36 Gets hitched
38 South Ameri-

can animals

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A M 1 S S S N A K E
1

A D E
c A M E L L 1 B E L P F R
T E Pi E E A T H A B aIs C A1 a D T W

1

Q. A R E A S
S P H! S|H RjRfl 1 s 1 F
H A T

1
S T E T

1
E D 1

A G A P A R S G R E A S, E
M A N IT E L S

1

I S E A N C E S
E N IT R El E G A n"^

1
A N T

1 D S U T S D E
fl A M P TH A T S I'Hl E R S

1 D 1 OM A T

E
E
R

1

L ^ M ^^^^H
G N DO L 1 R 1 o N
E R E

1
A K E N O P E R A

L E D D U S E N O S E Y
I 1994 UnilM Feature Syndicaie

39 Greek letter

43 Literary

caricature
44 Permit to

45 School"
division

46 Steamship
47 Consumed
48 Friend; Sp.
49 Thin-shelled

nut

51 Ship's pole

52 Elevator
pioneer

53 Assist

54 Object of
adoration

55 California

wine valley

56 FBI agents

58 Timetable
info

14

117

21

123

25 26 27 28

10 11 12 13

16

19

122

31

37^

129^30

P2^33

|41

46

39

|42

49

35 36

55 56
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60 Housing Needed

MATURE, MINNESOTA COUPLE Meks
clean, quiet, accommodation Oct. 23- Dec.

23 near UCLA. Will consider work for rent

Wdudion. 61^-699-6034.
.__

WESTWOOO. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
and women. Type arxJ cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood ind

Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $45(VnKxith

includlni utilities. Call Estelle 31 0-51 5-5889.

61 Real Estate

BRENTWOOD CONDO. SaleA.ease option.

1br/2ba., pool, spa, gym, views.

$164,500.00. Christine (310)785-1600

exL222.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hoursAveek, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurance.

French speaker preferred. 310-278-9307 or

310-472-7269.

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and good role

model for children. Live-in -» $$ in exchange
for drivingAutO''ini^abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 304- hours,

6:45-8KX)am, after 3pm. Full-time, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

F^EmaLE STUDENT needed for childcare,

drivirtg, light housekeepir>g for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hourVweek. Wal-
king distarKe campus. Experience/refererKes

required. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Wanted for light house-

keeping. 20hrA«vk in exchar^e for room &
board. Call Judy, 310-820-51 51

.

62 Room/Board icx Help

LIVE-IN NANNY. 6-year/oid giri. Work Mfce-

kends, on-call wecknights. Room and board

plus $22S/week salary. Travel opportunities.

Bevtriy Hills. 310-276-2130.

N^ivate roofM>oard in Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for afterschool and some
evenings help and childcare. Year-rourvj sit-

uation. MUST HAVE deperxiabic car and irv

surance. Call (213)650-3100 evenings best,

leave messaRe.

ROOMT BOARD, PR IVATE BATH^jghinfe
for ascistarKe- light houaekecping, aotnt

cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1399.

68 Condos to Stiare

WESTWOOD. Wilshirc 2-bdmV2-ba «%/pool

and doorman high-rise. Walk to UCLA
Medical Center. Young profccsionaJ kx>king
for mature non-smoker. S525Ano. 310-475-
4191.

69 Condos for Rent

$149S/MC>NTH. Large, 2-bdrm +k)ft, 2-1/2

bath. WasherA^rycr. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venioc^Mir VMa area.

310-278-551 7,
'—

64 Housing Service

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS HOUSING
MANAGED BY INTERNATIONALS - Single

and 1 Bedroom, quiet, near BH and bus,

laundry, $500.$625. 213-951-1042 even-

ings.

66 Townhouse for Rent

Free Room and Board in exchange for assist-

ing 8-year-old girl in PA daily activities. M-
F, must have car, Cheviot Hills, 310-204-
2486.

GRADUATE STUDENT or senior needed for

childcare in exchange for room and board.

Near UCLA Prefer experience with children

and driver's license. Dr. Kupper 310-306-
6855.

KITCHEN CZAR.„low key and low fat cook-
ing in exchange for room and modified full

board. Three children (10, 12, 14) and The
Cat. Organize, cook, keep kitchen clean.
Monitor children, homework guidance. 15
hours, Mor>day through Thursday 3:15 'til

7pm. No housework, rx> weekends. Ten
minutes from UCLA, near busline. Private

room. Perfect for upper class or graduate
student. Must be UCLA enrolled. Non-
smoking. Val, 310-471-1671, evenings best.

~2^be(V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air arKi heat, laurvJry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beveriy

Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-208-8049. Ask for Freddy.

67 Condos for Sole

Bright. 2+1 3/4, WLA. Top floor, move-in
condition. Convenient to UCLA. Great op-
portunity at $115,900. Linda, Remax
(31 0)826-1880 ext. 329.

SM. 3-Bedroom townhorT>e. Prime half-block
S. Montana. Totally remodeled, new kitchen,

hardwood floors. Family room. Roberta
Trowsdale, agent 310-306-0073.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-balh. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-
473-6782.

WLA-PALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,
$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet
street 1 minulei to UCLA. 31 0-398-9533.

70 Guest House for Rent

1-BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from
UCLA, tennis court arxi pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pets. Between
6-9pm 310-472-8336.

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful
Beverfy HWi Canyon home. Futt bath, refi'Ig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KFTCH-
EN. $400,310-358-6396.

68 Condos to Stiore

BRENTWOOD CONDO $1000, 2+2, Securi-

ty gate and parking. New carpet, air, patio.

Grad students preferred. 818-333-8458. Judy.

RENTAL TO SHARE 2-bed/2-bath condo in

WLA. Prefer male college student. Private

party. $500/nrK>nth including utilities. 310-
838-1 339.

78 Misc. Activities

CAUGHT IN THE ACTI Screentest Produc-
tioru anrxxjnces a brand new party game.
Recently featured in GAMES and Popular
Photography magazines. The Great Holly-
wood Screen Test is a fun, mystery role-play-
ing game designed specifically for the cam-
corder. Six players act out on a camcorder
the final heated scerws of a murder mystery.
After the 'act,' players replay the tape and
earn points by spotting lies and determining
the murderer. Great for HalloweenI The
premier episode, "Who DId-ln Dillon De-
voe?,- is $19.95 plus $3.00 P&H. Send
checks to: Screentest Productions, P.O.Box
21 62 Stow OH, 44224. 21 6-678-7390.

TENNIS LESSONS by former tennis pro. Kids
and Adults. 310-838-6779. Cornpetitive
rates.

87 Commercial/Office

OFFICE SPACE. Rooms for rent for massage
therapist, healirtg pioliession. Easy access and
new facilities. Call Pierrick, 310-289-9219.

SC FULL VERSION »
by Lany While

YourHoroscope

October 2lhru8

PLANETARY OVERVIEW: Many may be whisUing a happy tune as
Tuesday's New Moon helps business activities expand. Favorable Jupiter
aspects to love and social Venus helps many personal lives take on a glow
of happiness. Mars, planet of self-reliance in good aspect to Pluto, planet
of transformation indicates past problems can be more easily solved now.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES Mafch21-April20
New Moon in work sector brings oppor-
tunitieB for changes that ^ould be more
to your hking. Health programs started
now work in your favor.

TAURUS Aprl21ltoy21
Time is right to make a partnership or
important relationship decision. New
Moon indicates favoraole conditions for
new romance and social activities.

GEMINI ltay22.Jun«21
You may be in your community /career
spotlight. Discussions with those who
can offer their experience may show you
the view from the top can be rewarding.

CANCER Jufw22.luly2t
Be optimistic. New Moon could biing
good news about an important matter.
Expanding efforts on thmgs happening'
locally may be worth the effort.

LEO July24-Augwt2f
Assertive Mars in your sign, could give
vou a shove in the right curection! New
Moon in money sector may bring new
opportunities toimproveyourassete.

VIRGO AuBWl24-8«^2t
Hopes for the future are highlighted as
NewMoonmovesthroi^h yoursign. Ac-
ontthechalkngesanykxalaituationmay
offer you. Itcan work in your behalf..

LIBRA 8«^240et21
Accent should be on creativity and how
to cash in on your talents. An aggressive
approadi in work related soci^ should
help your abilities make money.

SCORPIO Oet244lov22

Joiningwork related groupsdumld bring
benefits. Important connections can be
responsiUe for getting you exakctlywhere
you want to go.

SAGITTARIUS Nov2>Om21
Be on the lookout for a new project tfuit

could bring career or public recognition.
Flatmt your special talents and abilities.

YouH neverknowwhomay be watching

.

SIGNS OP CAfHlCO»N,
ARIES. CANCiff CX
u0ra were ^born to
leap: many alreapy
are 01^ should be in
their own business,
those who work for
others work best
whennottencepin:

CAPRICORN D.e2a4sn20
Venturesome Mars enters your finaiKial
sector

.

Even if you havean opportunity to
make what you think is a good invest-
ment, count to 10 before committing
AQUARIUS J«i2i^it
Heavy concentration oi planets in career
and community sector indicates you
should take more time to review what
<nav be an important decision.

PISCES. Fib»Mweli20
Anew personal relationship or busi-
nesa contact nuiy soon play a maior role
in your aims. V/eek iliouU be favorable
for matters at a distance.

nwmfo^ami^mwtmef^wmfmfmfmefjmi^Wi

94 Movers Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licenced »wi imurcd, cour-
teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of
100 customers will give us good to excellent
refiercflces. Stale license T-1 63844. 213-263-
2378.213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft tnick and dollies,

small jobs, iho«t notice ok. Student discounL
310-285-8688. CA, A2;, NV. Co Baiins.

JERRrs MOVING & DaiVERY. The careful
iBQven. Experienced, rcUabla, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 31 0-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount
310-837-9030.

99 Tutoring Needed

TUTOR NEEDCO for high school statitfks

and Spanish. 4-6 hr^wk. My home, need cm.
310-472-2628.

TUTOR NEEDED for upper division Environ-

mental Psychofogy class. Pay based on ex-
pertence. Call Debra 310-SSO-3951

.

TUTOR/PAL WANTED. Tutor needed (ma|e)
to help 12-yr boy after school 3 to 4 days a
week. Oversee hom«*odc and afternoon ac-

tivities from 3 to 6pm at SBflv or $25 a day.

Own transportaUon, or help with bus. Live in

Sherman Oaks, dtrectiy over the hltl TO-
minutes from UCLA. Short cut through Bel-

Air behind the hospiul. If interested, please

call Jean Anne at 310-444-4727.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

95 Personal Service

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Under|^aduate de-
gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616^310-
475-4830

95 PersortoT Service

M.S.C.C. Registered Intern

• RELATIONSfflP SPECIALIST
• Individual, couple and
family therapy

• Eating disorders

• Stress Management
• Self Empowerment

2211 Corinth Sl #203
Los Angeles, CA 90064

(310) 364-0449

Jm Lanon. M.A.. M.F.C.C.

Swpcfviior MT0I6406

lm.flMF23028

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professtonal, quick edH (1 hour max.) Writing
and rewrites also available. Experienced
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
Professtonal, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing
and re-writes also available. 21 3-933-3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW^
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your crKlcally-

important personal statements^ Get profes-

sional help, compctlth« edge from national-
ly-known aiXhot/oonsultarL 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublicaUons; tutors EnglishMudy
skills; trains time managementMress reduc-
tion. Nadia LawrerKe. PhD. 310-393-1951.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcriptioiT,
labels. IllEE light editing. Laser printing. Spell
check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBKVPC, Laser

printint spelkheck; term papers, disserU-
tkms, mesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tkms, etc Fait turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214. ' ' •»

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-
pers and applications. Laser printing, gram-
mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resumes,
letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.
310-8208830.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Pewooil ttiiifTMnti. PrapoMhandboolB.
imtmaliarMl tfudsnti waksfne.

RAPERSNOTFORSAUE
8h«ron B—r, Ph.D. (810) 471^6662

PROFESSIONAL WRmNQ^DITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement
213-871-1333.

98 Tutoring Offered

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAT>edical transcription experience.
Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/clelh>eTV. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near cantput- 31 0-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levelVstvles with dedicated Drofessior>al.

ART HISTORY TUTORIAL SERVICES. On/off ^ ^, honJe or WLA studio. I.t'^e,.^^.
campus location. Flexible hours. Reasonable no drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8S09.
rates. 310-575-0607.

BIOLOGY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

D Microbiology). 310-652-8652.

ENGLISH LESSONS/ESL. Private tutoring with
qualified irtstructor. Flexible hours, competi-
tive rates. Contact Matthew at 213-731-1699.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. S^Sfinur. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/wclal sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pajger, 310-582-9626 NBD.

Guitar lessora by a professional near IXLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all fevehAtyfes, per-

formance arwiety, associat^Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consulUtion, Carol

Tinxle 310-828-3100.

99 Tutoring Needed

ENCLBM LITERATURE TUTOR needed for

English 10A. Pay based on experience. Debra
310-S50-3951.

English tutor for 11th crade. Recent inomi-

grant. English is mother Tar^uage. Experience
preferred. La Brea/ Beverly Blvd. Send per-

sortal datV hourly chvge to Frank- 1 72 South
Orange Drive. LA. 90036 or fax 213-936-
9094. .^____
English tutor for 5th/7th grade. New immi-
grar« from Taiwan. Also assist homework in

other subjects. La Brea/Bcvcrly Bh/d. Send
personal data/hourly charge to Fr»ik 172
South Orange Drive, LA, 90036 or fax

(213)936-9094. ,.^__
NEED TUTOR for GRE math section. Famil-
iarity with CRE format required. S^O/hr. 310-
454-6690. ^___
TeachiiM experienoe (or tutoring. Computer
knowlcdgi. Tennis knowfedoe. Car preferred
but not necesMry. Availabfe roon^ioard.
Call Shiriey 3ia271-4091, home 310-550-
1012offlc«.

104 Resunnes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resunw^cover lettcr^eference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser prtntir^ 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.
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106 TrovelTicketsforSale I 109 Autos for Sale

New York
NON-STOP

%^VW

'84 JETTA 5-«peed, air, new Urct, silver, orte

owner, 92K miles, radi<Vcassctte. $2600.

(31 0)471 -8332.

$225*
$225*
$235*
$184*

•Fares are each \Mjy frorfi Lcs Anddcs based on 9
rcuxJirip purchase. RestrictKDS apply and taxes rvjt

included. Call for olherwcrldMde destinations.

Open Saturdays 10dm -2pm

Couiicii Tkawci
1093 Bfoxton Ave., #220, Los Ansdes, CA 90024

310-208-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

'84 VOLKSWAtXN (SCIRROCO). 5-speed,
•unroof, air, cassette, excelfent condition,
xeviously owned by one student $2100.
(310)391-7230. Rachel.

'87 Buick Skylark. 6-cylinder sedan. White,

4-door, Power steering, air, heater, tapedeck,

-^rruTse controt, t>ucket seats. $4000. 310-474-

0016.

'87 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK, A^,
anVfm sterec^cassette, like new, only 41.000
miles. Blue book $5200. Askirtg $400(Vobo.
310-441-9242.

'87 Volkeswagen Golf GEO, original owner,
excellent condition, MI, 5-cpeed, new blue

paint. $2700 obo. 310-546-SS96.

"88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, $8e0(yobo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731.

1 15 Scooters for Sole

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mifes. Excellent
condition. Includes two helmets, criptonite
tock, basket Only $590. 310-477-5386

1990 Honda Elite 80. Brilliant condition. Low
rtiiles. Extra battery, 2 helmets, tool kit,

kryptonite lock. $725 obo. Robert 310-824-
9923.

1991 HONDA ELfTE E. 50c, perfect oondi-
tion, new batlery,tune up, basket, helmet
$450 obo. Call 310-451-4346.

.

HONDA ELITE 1 50. Runs excellently, peat
power. Red. Includes lod( tftd helmet $800
obo. Call 310-657-5465.

HONDA ELITE 80. 2 person, tuned-up, new
battery, lock, 2 helmrts, basket, 1995 regis-

tration, excellent condition, kiw miles,

$S5{Vobo. (31 0)473-3346.

HONDA aiTl SCOOTER. Red, hardly used,
low miles, great shape. Includes lock and
battery charger. $1000. 310-207-3542.

Honda Elite '80, good condition, while, hel-
met and lock included. $600. Day 310-719-
5072. Eve 310-442-5228. -

White, elite 80. Great condition. With hel-
met $500 obo. 310-477-5686.

126 Furniture for Sole

COUCH 2.PERSON. Beige w/gray pattem.
Excellent condition. Matching pillows and
throw rug. $195 obo. 310-477-5686.

Custom-made twin waterbed with built-in
stora<^ $550 obo. 310-206-8718

FOR SALE: full size mattress and box spring
$100, Ull white book case $10. Call
010)557-1819.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEWFDRNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa seU also. 310-821-0729.

127 Garage Sales

Sofa beds $95. Twin Beds $25. Mart)le tables
$25. Bedspreads $10. 2528 S. Sepulveda. 1 5
block south of Pico. 310-477-9066.

'90 ACCORD LX 5-speed, brown, all power,
new brakes and tires, 65K miles. One owner.
Excellent condition. $9900. 213-934-3994.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

109 Autos for Sole

82 Chev, runs well, asking $600 obo.
(21 3)933-5433.

1986 Honda XL600: Street/dirt bike. New
tires, supertrapp, rack, excellent condiUon,
rr>eticukxjsly mainUined, showroom clean.
$1 650. Pete 310-474-9780.

115 Scooters for Sale

HONDA CIVIC 1985, 5-speed, AM/fM Ster-

eq/Casselle, 130k, color:ash-gray, $2500.
310-478-1935.

'77 T-BIRD. Low mileage; excellent condi-
tion; blu^vhite interior; A^; electric sun-
roof, windows, doors, seats, locks. Mom's
car. Robert: UCLA 310-206-4242, home 310-
288-0063.

'82 BMW 320i, 5-speed, 2 door, pull-out,

AM/FM cassette, minor body work, runs
great. $200CVobo. (310)826-4996.

^986 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Only 850
original miles since new. $950. 010)454-
1724.

1987 HONDA arPE 1 50. Good shape $650.
Helmet included. Call Jeff 310-836-7879.

1989 BLACX YAMAHA 125. 2-person. Excel-

lent condition. Low miles. SlOOtVobo. 213-
686-4187.

1989 Honda Elite SOcc. Includes helmet,
lock, and basket Low mileage. Call Paiti,

310-920^132.

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.

Helmet and lock included. Original owner.
$750. Call Pam at 310-546-2446.

i ELITE ISO. Runs peHectly. Body
in excellent shape. Lock and helmet includ-

ed. $85(yobo. Call Kevin 818-879-1273.

'86 HONDA SPREE SCOOTER. Excellent
condition. Great gas mileage. Helmet $350.
Call 453-8469.

'87 HONDA ELITE ISO. Great shape. White
with Kryptonite lock. $100(yobo. Call Kevin
213-654-6928.

'87 RED HONDA ELITE 150. Includes hel-

met, lock and basket. Must selll joe. 213-
934-2950. $675/obo.

'87 RED HONDA ELITI 1 50. New battery,

low miles. $750 obo. 310-826-3203.

'89 Honda Elite 80. Just serviced. Been in

storage for over a year. Includes lock and
helmet $800. Dawn 310-374-0902

"90 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue, Helmet/lock.
Just tuned. $75(Vobo. Jen 71 4-724-1 755 eve.

120 Off-Campus Parking

PARKING SPACE NEAR CAMPUS NEEDED
BADLY. W.ll pay top $$$. Call John 310-
794-3577.

126 Furniture for Sale

Beautiful living room and dining room fumi-
ture including a complete dining room set

with side-board. Will negotiate for best price.

310-470-4221.

LEGALIZE EVERnHINC. TAX RELIGION
VINYL BUMPER STICKER. Send $2/1 $5/3
to: Tr«ie, Inc., 5050 Laguna Blvd., Suiti- 112-
401, Elk Grove, CA, 957^

/

129 Musical Instrunnents

Electronic dmm set- Roland PD-31s, TAMA
sUnds. Call 310-824-7535. $1100obo.

1 34 Computer/Typewriter

COMPUTER SALEI Power Book Duo 230,
Global fax modern^ all popular softwareL
travel case and misc., brand new, $1 900. Jeff
213-653-2240.

EXPANDABLE 286 double port, color moni-
tor, keyboard, WordPerfect 5.0, DOS, plus
more. Perfect for students. $600/obo. 310-
838-5774 ^^^
MACPLUS, 4-meg RAM, 80 meg external
HD, Image vvriter w/paper, computer desk,
carrying case + extras, $800. Cari 310-478-
5054 evenings.

Newton Messagepad 110 and Smith Corona
word processor with full-screen monitor in

perfect condition. Price negotiable. 310-268-
9230.

r

QUICK
MINESTRONE
SOUP

15 MIN.

I TO X SERVINGS

SOUPS & SALADS

SAUCEPAN WITH UD
TOP OF STOVE

MEDIUM TO LOW
HEAT .

1 tablespoon VEGETABLE OIL
1 ZUCCHINI, chopped
handful leftover COOKED MEAT, chopped small

1 16 oz. can WHOLE TOMATOES, cut up
1 8 oz. can GREEN BEANS (or 1 cup any leftover vegeubles)
1 can WATER (use empty tomatoes^om)

1/2 envelope DRY ONION SOUP ^&.
small handhil UNCOOKED MACARONI (smaU elbow)

IX In saucepan, on medium heat, heat oil and stir in zucchini and
meat. Cook 2 minutes.

ti Add tomatoes^lgreen beans and water. Bring to a boil.

3t Stir in onion soup mix and macaroni. Cover and cook 10
minutes on low heat.

footnote: Very filling. Great on a cold night.
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TAYLOR
From page 42

of Taylor's "frustrations at

Arkansas^ and did not find out
until it was too late. Taylor left,

but the staff supported her in her
decision, and sees good things

ahead for their former star.

"I'm sure she'll do very well at

UCLA." Harter said. '*She's very

-gifted.^ and she has a unique abili-

ty to focus."

Focus will be important for

Taylor, with the added pressure of

• "Rankings aren't what

keeps me going ... I

found that I could enjoy

the sport as much or

even more so out in Los

Angeles."

Shelley Taylor

being back home. But her primary
goals are not accolades.

"Rankings aren't what keep me
going," Taylor said." "I have to be
able to enjoy what I do, and I

found that I could enjoy the sport

as much or even more so out in

Xos Angeles,'

Now that she is in Weslwood,
Taylor will be at the top once
again - this time leading the way
with Ail-American Karen Hecox.

If there is going to be a rivalry

between the two this season, it

shouldn't last long. Taylor and
Hecox are roommates and get
along quite well.

"We don't have any problems,"
Hecox said. "I respect her abili-

UCLA's Shelley Taylor finished fourth at the Stanford Invitattonal.

-ties and she respects miner^
There's no rivalry here.

Taylor began the season with
two victories at the Tennessee and
Aztec Invitationals, both without
Hecox. Hecox returned the favor

the following two meets with
wins in the Riverside and
Stanford Invitationals, the former
without Taylor.

Yet Taylor downplays individ-

ual statistics.

-^"We both run for the team and
because we enjoy the sport, and
that's all," Taylor said.

Taylor says the most important

thing right now is that she's back
home among family and friends.

"It's kind of ironic that I ended
up back in L.A.," Taylor said.

"But I love this team. I know so
many people from my high school

days. It's going to be a great sea-

son.

KEFLEZIGHI
From page 44

"When I took over, *Meb' was
already a solid runner," Tibb said.

"But he was a raw talent"

Thbb, a former Olympian in the

marathon, trained with Keflezighi

religiously, and feels he has
become more disciplined.

Add the raw talent to the rigor-

ous fraiiiingr and the i-esult
includes high school state and
national titles. Keflezighi clocked
a 4:05.58 in the National
Scholastic mile - the fastest time
since 1987 - which led to national

recognition as a top distance run-

ner and offers from Harvard,
Princeton, Notre Dame, Duke and
UCLA.

"I could have gone to a lot of
places," Keflezighi said. "But I

"decided on UCLA because aca<&^
mics come first. UCLA is a great

school. Most importantly for me
and my family, it's close to home."
At 5 feet, 6 1/2 inches,

Keflezighi is the smallest member
of the UCLA cross country team,

but he will have the biggest
impact. He was victorious in his

first two meets and placed second
in the much-heralded Stanford
Invitational Oct. 1.

His victory at the Aztec
Invitational, Sept. 17, in San
Diego was particularly special for

him.

"I was so happy to be able to do
so well there. My family, my
coaches, my counselors from high
school were there to cheer me on.

It was a great ^perience."

UCLA cross country coach Bob
Larsen sees a bright future for his

freshman harrier.

"He's running so well right
now," Larsen said. "We're very
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Mebrahtom Keflezighi

excited. He's fun to watch when
he gets out on that course."

Tibb agrees.

"He makes it look so easy. He's
not only a fluidliinner, but a com-

UGLA sports mto

plete runner.**

But Keflezighi dwells on nei-

ther his talent nor his success in

the past

"I consider myself as gifted, and
that's all," Keflezighi said. "But I

work hard, I study hard, and I try

my best at whatever I do. But indi-

vidual awards are nofmy concern.

I want to have fun and I want my
teanunates to do well. That's my
wish."

Tabb cites discipline as the
foundation for Keflezighi' s focus
on and off the track.

"'Meb' is a true student of the

sport," he said. "In my 23 years of
coaching I've never seen anyone
like him. He's one of the hardest

woricers I've seen, and he doesn't
let success get to his head. He
understands that there are still

things he can improve on. But I

think we're looking at an
Olympian in 2000."

ADVERTISINQ

INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin Classified Display Advertising

Department is looking for ambitious interns eager

to get experience for life. Hiring and earning

potential at termination of 10 week internship.

Pick up applications at the Daily Bruin Front

Counter at 225 Kerckhoff Hall. Application

deadline is 2:00pm, Friday, October 7th.

Call 206-3060 for information or with questions.

f.

by Hye KwonClub corner/

Men 's gymnastics
Joins clubprogram

The off-season changes
made in the UCLA club
sports offices promise to

make this one of the most
exciting club sport years in

recent Bruin history.

The most significant of the
changes has to be the addition

of men's gymnastics. After
months of battle with the

Athletic Department, the team
lost its varsity status at the end
(jf last year and will becomea^

There will be three divisions of
competition: children's, open
and collegiate.

The Bruin karate team will

send their squad to the colle-

giate competition and will

compete against other colleges,

including Pennsylvania, Yale,

Boston, Arizona and Florida.

There will also be a team
from Japan which will partic-

ipate in a goodwill competi-
tinn. :^

club sport beginning in 1994
season.

Fortunately for UCLA gym-
nastics fans, not all of the gym-
nasts decided to transfer, as

feared earlier, to a school with
an NCAA gymnastics pro-

gram.

'The reason they stayed is

because they are highly moti-

vated athletes with Olympic
aspirations," UCLA head
coach Art Shurlock said.

With junior Steve McCain
(ranked third in the country)

senior Mike Denucci, and
junior Jim Foody leading the

way, the Bruins are one of the

best collegiate gymnastics
teams in the nation, varsity or
club.

Chad Brown, who is the

director of UCLA club sports,

is excited about the prospects
for the team.

"We have five or six athletes

on the team who can qualify

-for the 1996 Olympics," he
said.

• • *

Major restructuring has also

occurred for the marshall arts

clubs.

Kung fu, karate, judo,

hwarang do and tae kwon do
have all shed the status of
recreational clubs and have
been established as competitive
club sports.

The major reason for this

change, according to Brown, is

the "competitive nature" of the

clubs.

'There's a possibility of
offering classes in all marshall

arts in addition to having rec

classes," Brown said.

• • •

UCLA will host the Karate
National Championships, Nov.
5-6 in the Wooden Center.

The UCLA ice hockey team
opened its season last Monday
against Moorpark. The Bruins
escaped from the ruggedly
played match with a 6-5 victo-

ry-

"It was a rude awakening,"
senior center Nate Brandstater

said. 'The play was incredibly

physical."

Senior center Tbumas
Tormanen, who is an exchange

^student from Finland, is the

team's leading scorer. Other
major contributors include

senior wing Steve Smit, team
president Brad Jensen and
junior center John Melbarbis.

Last season, the team suf-

fered just one loss and one tie,

and won the rest of the games.
They went on to finish fourth

in the Pacific Collegiate

Hockey Association that fea-

tures Stanford, USC, UCSan
Diego, San Diego State and
other West Coast schools.

The Bruins will travel to

Berkeley this Friday for a
10:45 p.m. match against

California. Other upcoming
matches include San Jose State

on Oct. 8, Pepperdine Oct 21,

and a two game series against

USC the week Nov. 18.

• • •

There will be a club orienta-

tion meeting at the Los Angeles
Tennis Center on Oct. 18 at 5
p.m. There will be discussion

on school policy concerning
club athletics, information on '

individual teams, and general

information.

Those who are interested in

signing up for a club sport team
are encouraged to attend the

meeting or go to the second
floor of the Wooden Center for

more information.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 44

short stretches tonight"

Sophomore setter Kelly
Flannigan received the starting bid

Tuesday night after freshman Kim
Coleman started the previous match.

Flannigan dished out 42 assists to go
with hor team-high nine digs.

"We played really well tonight"

Flannigan said. "Personally, there

are some things I need to work on,

but it was a good wia"
The Bniins dominated from the

outset, going up 14-1 in the first

game before taking it 15-5. UCLA
p(»ted 16 team bk)cks on the night

The Aztecs (10-5) did not help
themselves in the first game, piling

up seven hitting errors.

UCLA did not suffer from their

typical second game let-down that

has marked the recent performances
of the Bruins. UCLA blistered the

Aztecs witfi a .486 second-game hit-

ting performance. Buckner spiked

down seven kills to pace the Bruins.

"We came out ready to play after

the first game," Buckner said.
"Coach said a few things and we
kept our concentration."

The Bniins continued to put the

heat on in the final frame against a
disheartened SDSU squad, which
started four freshmen. Milling was
involved in three consecutive blocks

during one stretch for the BruinS,
combining with senior middle
blocker Alyson Randick twice and
junior outside hitter Jenny Johnson
once.

Randick finished with a team-
high nine Mock assists on the night
The Bruin Mock was instnimental in

holding the Aztec's go-to sopho-
more outside hitter Ginger Ernest to

1 1 kills and a modest .200 hitting

percentage.

The match ended fittingly for
SDSU, with sophomore middle
Uockn- Kim Krull's serve on match
point falling harnJessly in the left

comer behind a squad of uncommu
mcative Aztecs.
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Come chill at tlie

African Student Union
C^ 1994-95 Open House

(and It's Free too!!!)

WrdiKxIav. OcIoImto. 1991
»

ASl 0^^(•(^ 320 kmlJuiniall

From I2pm-2|mi

^e^

II 'n and Fing
Lick'n"

P.S.

Don't Miss the Orientation Wednesday
Night at 6:00pm in Dickson 2160E.

Premiering a weekly noontime
- career information series

50 MINUTES
V

This fast-paced, action-packed series will provide plenty of
practical career information... in less than on hour! You wfll

meet recruiters, explore potential careers, discover easy to use
resources, get job search tips from recent graduates, and
much morel

50 MINUTES is a great way for students at all levels to gather
valuable career informotkjn!

All sessions are in the PCPC Career Resources Library, Noon - 1 2:50,
Thurdays. First-come, first-seated. No reservations required.

October 6:

October 13:

October 20:

October 27:

November 3:

November 10:

November 17;

December 1:

Taking the Foreign Service Exam
Careers in Broadcasting
-Career Ideas for $$$
Getting into Law School
Working for Uncle Sam
Ride the Internet to a Job
Researching Potential Employers
Holiday Job Search

MM
PLACEMENT & CAREER
PlANNtNC CEMTgP
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What Is- ^^

The Easiest Way

To Reach 56,800

Readers?

AnVFRTISE. 825-2161 Daily Bruin

HOCKEY

Make the most of

Ialifbrma Cryobank, Inc. is looking

for young male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate spcnn. You will

participate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are afifected by

inferality. Often the only solution is

to use sperm firom dorxxs.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and tree

medical/genetic testing. For more

detaib call C310>443-5244 EXT 24

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday October 19, Noon - 5 pm
Ackemian Grand Ballroom

How can I get information on employers which will be there?

Profiles on participating employers, annual reports, videotapes

and other materials are available at the Career Resources
Library at the Placement and Career Planning Center. Take some
time to familiarize yourself with these employers i mV^ J mT^
so you'll be able to ask intelligent, welkhought- IjJvJ JLV|
out questions. This will show recruiters that

you're eager, dedicated and goal-oriented. u • <: • L • A

V J^

>*•

The UCLA Undergraduate

Business Society

invites you to attend the Fall Quarter

«»"

GENERALMEETING

Wednesday, October 5

7:00pm

Griffin Commons
Grand Horizon Room

ft
1.

* Meet the new board ofdirectors
* Learn about andjoin committees
* Discover the benefits ofmembership
* Meetpeople with similar interests

for more information please call 206-3038

or visit our booth on Bruin Walk,

weekdays from 10am until 2pm

UBS is sponsored by AGSM

••• •-'***' -^ <«•*)*

From page 40

able future - and thereby save the

.

NHL season when they can't even
agree on the state of the league?

The owners say they are headed
to the poorhouse, though claims,

that the New York Rangers lost

nearly $8 million in a Stanley Cup
championship season seem just a

tadfarfet

(Maybe not. When the league

mailed Detroit's Sergei Fedorov
his Hart Trophy for being voted

last year's MVP, a $105 shipping

bill was included.)

The players, who aren't exactly

in tatters themselves with average

wages soaring to $570,000, say

the owners are leading lavish lives

of luxury.

Hey, guys, enough already.
Bring in some independent audi-

tors, give them the books and
while you're at it hand over the

keys to the filing cabinets and
desk drawers, too. Let's fmd out,

once and for all, who's got what
and be done with it

Distrust is ruling the day, and
until they settle that score we'll

have to satisfy our appetite for

slap shots by digesting cheap
shots.

The most poisonous venom, of
course, was spat by Chicago
defenseman Chris ''Don't Call

Me Knuckles" Chelios, who sug-

gested that the 5-foot-7 Bettman
is inflicted with "the little-m^
syndrome" and might consider
hiring a bodyguard for hiniself

and his family.

NHL Players Association exec-

utive director Bob Goodenow said

that sort of thing won't be con-
doned and Chelios did apologize.

Sort of He said his remarks were
"taken out of context." Funny
guy, this Chelios. Anybody catch

his words and facial expressions

on the tube?

Chelios also ripped Bettman for

not "recognizing players like

Jeremy Roenick and Brendan
Shanahan at meetings," but at

least the commish can spot a tele-

vision camera from two feet away.

Other players, including the

usually diplomatic Wayne
Gretzky, have gotten in some pret-

ty good blasts, too. The Rangers'

Jay Wells called Bettman "a
punk" and Montreal's Mathieu
Schneider put a sign on his helmet
that said "Bettman stinks."
Actually, the word was similar to

"stinks."

Whatever your opinion of
Bettman, give him credit for being

able to take a punch.

"Unfortunately," he said,

"labor negotiations get very diffi-

cult and sometimes publicly
messy. My biggest concern is that

the players wind up demeaning
not only me but the sport and
themselves. At some point, we're
going to have a deal and we're
going to have to work together to

build this sport

"Personal attacks on me aren't

going to sway what the right deci-

sion is for this league. If the play-

ers are being used by the Players

Association to undermine the
sport ... it may be one hell of a

bargaining tactic, but I must tell

you that it's not good for the long-

term prospects of this leagw."
Bettman is correct there, but

please, lose the paranoia. Chelios'

comments were despicable, but
they were his own.

And- what's with some of the
league executives? Boston's
Harry Sinden is attempting to

implicate the union in some sort

of dirty-tricks scheme.

"There is something sinister

back there ... I don't know wher^
it's coming from. I think it's well-

orchestratwl, heinous and sinister

behavior," Sinden said.
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BUDIG
From page 41

Budig recalled; eventually he
believed that, too, enough so that he
left a university he loved after 20
years in the service of students.
Now, there's baseball, or the lack

thereof

So it is that on some days, in

some moments, there are limits

t patient^udig i!

used to achieving and doing. His
r^um6 attests to that, as it boasts of
three university presidencies or
chancellorships as well as two gen-

eral* s stars - the highest rank ever
achieved by a nonflier in the Air
National Guard, a branch of the

U.S.AirR)rce.

"I've been responsible for $8.2
billion in public money over the

past 20 years and the educational

t: I

l;,,.,., Ki Recycle Recycle Recycle ka\vlc

programs ofmore than 520,000 stu-

dents," he said. "This is an espe-

cially difficult time for me. I came
here to make a difference. And
everything is on hold. There are

many issues that people want to

delay discussion on until resolution

of the woric stoppage."

At least Len Coleman, the presi-

dent of the National League who-
was also in his inaugural season,
has an all-star game, and an all-star

victory, to keep him warm during
these long, empty fall days.

Yes; Budig and Coleman do
presidential things, such as initiat-

ing contract talks with the umpires
and their union. "We are very busy
people, but tiiere is a real void, like

having a university without stu-

dents," Budig said.

Aside from offering their input

and opinions, neither Budig nor
Coleman plays a role in negotia-
tions with the players. So he waits.

And he reflects, not only on what
the game will hold for him, but also

about what the game will be like

when it returns.

"Baseball is being hurl, and hurt

badly, by the uncertainty of the
day," he said. "Fans are distressed.

Distressed with all of us associated

with the game. They are frusu^led.

They see soniething very special at

risk."

The loss of the Worid Series was
a devastating blow to those fans and
something they never thought
would happen, Budig said.^^t it

did. "^N
Budig is certain the fans will

come back in significant numbers,
"but noi without some lasting bit-

terness," he said. "So those of us
associated with major-league base-

ball'had better find new and better

ways to be fan-friendly."

Those new ways include not
6nly spirited play on die part of the

players, but fair prices and state-of-

the-art facilities. Exploratory con-
versations at)out new ball parks
were under way in Seattie, Detroit
and Milwaukee.

Though Budig will not say that

the strike has perhaps tabled such
initiatives for years, he is concerned
how public officials will react.
' *They are uneasy, they are per-
plexed," he said. "They do not
understand what is transpiring."

Much of Budig's days are spent

wondering how to move such issues

out of neutral. And keeping regrets

at bay. Yes, he misses the university,

but Budig doesn't seem ready to

click his heels to return to Kansas.

Instead, the 55-year-old Budig
gets a taste of academia in

Princeton, N.J., where he and his

family make their new home. There
he can almost foi^t thp crisis resid-

ing directly to the liorth. Except
when he runs into his neighbor,

John Chancellor, the famed televi-

sion commentator.

"In recent weeks, I find myself
trying to avoid him so that I don't

have to provide hira with the
arawers to the unarawerable ques-

tions," Budig said widi a lat^.

Make the most of

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday October 19, Noon - 5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

What should I wear?

Recruiters know you may be cording directly from a class
or a part-time job, so it's not mandatory to wear business
attire. But, they do expect good grooming.
Take a look in the mirror: Is there anything I •JTj •T^
about your appearance that could distract Li»^-»"
an employer from your qualifications?
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Strike has NHL
By Rick SadowsM
Los Angeles Dally News

The hockey owners claim they

ar^ losing money hand over fist,

are pouring millions down a rat

hole, are racing down a road to

economic ruin.

The hockey players, none of
whom can ever recall wearing a

ski mask^or aiming a shotgun
across the table at contract time,

claim the hockey owners are filthy

rich, are doctoring their books to

hide revenues so they can plead

poverty and gain sympathy from
the public.

The paying public is who ulti-

mately takes the biggest fmancial

hits in the form of spiraling prices

at box offices, parking booths and

quiche stands (these are the '90s)

at arenas across the United States

and Canada.

The fans, as usual, were gently

reminded months ago to send in

on thin ice
millions for season tickets to

National Hockey League games
that, as it turns out, may or may
not even be i^ayed. But they com-
plied.

Yeah, it was pure coincidence

that NHL commissioner Gary
Bettman steadfastly refused to

cfljccde a "lockout" -oops,

'•postponement" - was a realistic

option until well after the fans'

cash had begun to collect serious

interest for the owners, who, bless

their hearts, managed to squeeze
in an entire training camp and
exhibition season without having

to pay a single player.

And Bettman complains it's the

players who haven't been acting

in good faith?
*

Another thing: Certainly an
o^ner^hould be able to turn a
profit on his or her investment. We
all acknowledge it is the owners
who take enormous financial

risks. The problem now is, the

owners are telling the players,

"Restrain us. We can't control

ourselves. We're irresponsible.

We've paid you millions. We've
created a disastrous situation. You
fix it."

But we digress.

The point is, how in Zamboni
caaany of us expect these warring-

factions to make peace by Oct. IS
- or any other date in the foresee-

See HOCKEY, page 38
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Golden Gate Grill

In San Francisco's Bermuda Triangle

Welcomes
UCLA FANS/ALUMNI

for the

CAL - UCLA
Football Weekend

Bring this ad and get 15% off ofyourfood hill

3200 Fillmore Street

931-4600

Reservations accepted

20% off of Souvenir T-shirts and sweatshirts with this ad

(Modem Art)

If a big name artist signs this, it

will cost a lot of money. But if you
advertise with the Daily Bruin,

we'll create art for tree.

(310)825-2161

% brought to you by the Creative Dept.^
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FRIENDLY
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Tired of ATM's that force you to withdraw at least $20 at a time?
Our "Student Friendly" ATM allows you $5, $10, $20, or $40 withdrawals,
in the company of a cashier rather than alone on the street. Plus, our 24
hour express store is stocked with all the essentials (and goodies) you
might crave at dusk or dawn. Parking's on us - no permit required!

Village
xpressmart
FOODSTORE

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (310)209-9111
Opw 24 hours ' 7 days a week convenient free parking

Based on the acclaimed Roget's

International Thesaurusf..

ROGET A to Z expands your

vocabulary—instantly—with

more than 300,000 words arranged

in easy-to-use alphabetical order.

Add variety and expressiveness

to your writing... improve your

grades . . . impress your friends. . .

.

with ROGET A to Z!

ROGET
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I I (,l
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Budig broods loss of our national pastime
By Claire Smith
The New York Times >

Gene Budig may be in tlie most
peculiar position in major-league
baseball. As the president of the
American League of Professional
Baseball Clubs, formally speak-
4iig, he has come into the major
leagues and immediately had the
most important element in his title

snatched away.

There's simply no baseball

there for Gene Budig. Not since

Aug. 12, when the players in the

American and National leagues
went on strike. For Budig. it was
like being appointed as Gary
Cooper's deputy at one minute
past high noon, like being hired as

Nero's chief violin maker after the

smoke was, indeed, fbtlowed^l

fire.

Budig, who left his position as

chancellor of the University of
Kansas to succeed Dr. Bobby

Brown as league president on
Aug. 1 , should have been prepar-

ing to crown a league champion
this week. He prepares, instead,

for the great unknown, a major
sports official without a sport, the

irony of which hits him every time
he walks into the eerily quiet

|ue offices in New York Cify:

i felt encouraged by my open-
ing days here," Budig said in a

recent interview. "People seemed
receptive to new ideas. But the

game went away, leaving a deaf-

ening silence. Nothing was the

same,"

Nothing, except Budig's self-

deprecating humor, his obvious
patience, his gentle nature and his

unflagging positive outlook. "I
question my timing at times,"
~B udig said with a smile. "But I

am glad that I am here. The game
will return. I will be given an
opportunity to make a contribu-
tion."

After the briefest of pauses,
Budig, grew quieter and more
serious. He came to baseball
because he was so encouraged by
fellow academic Bart Giamatti,
who dic^ while serving as base-
ball commissioner; and by Ewing
Kaufman, the late owner of the

Kansas City Royals.

They believed he had some-
thing to give a game he loved.

See gUDM, page 39

Campus
Gioiips
Ifyou need people to Join

your group, dub,
feflowshlp. or organization,

look into using the Dally

Bruin as your recruitment

tool. Tiy tlie Bruin's free

llstii>g. "Wliats Brewin."

Announce your nneetings.

events, and other activities

each day. Visit tiie front

desk for forms. Ifyou want
to place an ad, call -

206-7562.
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and Language
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10% EYEGLASS
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PACKAGE
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CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE
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Internship Programs
O London, England D Paris, Prance
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DMoaoow. Russia O Washington, D.C.

D Beqiiig, China
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OPTOMETRIX
An Optometnc Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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LOWER PRICES!

THE BACK TO
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Taylor crosses the H • ntry to lead UCLA
'i'

Shelley Taylor

UCLA Sports mio

By Mark Singerton

Shelley Taylor came back to

Los Angeles because she loves to

run.

Originally, the two-time All-

American junior from Huntington

Beach left California to pursue

flight collegiate program. The
University of Arkansas ranked in

the top five in the sport, and she

had grand ideas of attending.

Taylor wanted to win, and win-

ning came easy for her. She was a

high school phenomenon, win-
ning the CIF State championships

in both cross country and track in

the 1991-1992 season, and gar-

Transfer emerges as star after

leading Arkansas for two years
nered the Orange Country
Register's Athlete of the Year
award. She needed a new chal-

lengc and heard
Arkansas program.

"I went to Arkansas pretty

much because I knew the team
was so good," Taylor said.

Not to be outdone, the coach-
ing staff at Arkansas had done
their research on Taylor, and
actively recruited her as a senior.

"We knew how good she was
for some time," Arkansas cross

country coach Lance Harter said.

"We followed her since she was a

freshman."

4IV3)at followed for Taylor wcte^

two Ail-American seasons at

Arkansas with ninth and 13th-

place finishes at the NCAA cham-
pionships. The performances
capped two outstanding seasons
for the Razorbacks, but not for

Taylor.

"I wanted to be with my family,

and I wanted a better education,"

Taylor said. "I thought I could get

both at UCLA."
Taylor, maintains that she was

glad she had the opportunity to go
out-of-state, but in the end she

couldn't resist the temptations of

home.
"(My parents) saw that I wasn't

a hundred percent happy over
-there and would have liked tasee.

me come home, but they never

said anything." Taylor said. "But I

knew I had to come back."

Harter was stunned by her deci-

sion to leave.

"Shocked would have been an
understatement," Harter said.

The coaching staff never knew

See IAYLjOR, page 36

MAGIHK BEIE(J ABIDE

TO GO TO A use GAME,
SIT 11^ THEIR BLEACHERS
AITD YEIiIi, ''GO BRUIirS,^'

Recycle this paper
nn

Make the most of

What Would Life Be Like If You Knew Karate?

io%
OFF

ALL CLASSES
WITH UCLA ID

JUN CHONG TAE KWON Do Center 2300 Santamonica boulevard. santamonica.(310) 449-1333

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday, October 19, 1994, Noon - 5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

I'm not ready to look for a job yet. Should I come?

Definitely! All UCLA students, from freshrnen to
graduate degree candidates, are encouraged to attend
The more you learn about different kinds of jobs,
employers and work environments, the
more likely you'll make the right decision I "ITJ "T^
when it's time to begin your career.
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student Participation in the Academic Senate

The Academic Affairs commission is

RECRUITING APPOINTEES
. to the

-

4:

LASTCHANCE - Apply Now!!
Applications must be received by October 6th!

Staff positions also available

Pick up your application at the

Academic Mairs Commission

in 309 Kerckhoff

or call 825-2815

Committee on Aademic Freedom

Committee on Campus Community

Committee on Computing

Council on Educational Development

Committee on Education Abroad

Committee on Educational Policy and Program Review

Committee on Equal Opportunity

Committee on Faculty Welfare

Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics

Library Committee ^

Council on Planning and Budget

Committee on Preparatory Education

Committee on Research

Committee on Teaching

Committee on Undergraduate AdipissicMis and

Relations with Schools

Committee on Undergraduates Courses and

Curricula

Committee on Undergraduate Student

Support, Honors and prizes

Committee on Undergraduate Education

Comminee on University Extension
Your Student

Government

Empower our student voice!
t-u%
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Cal's youthful spikers
miglit provide surprise

This week in UCLA sports

The UCLA women's vol-

leyball team will travel to

the Bay Area this weekend
for a pair of matches with

California and Stanford. The
Stanford match figures to get

most of the attention. Rightly so,

but in Cal, UCLA faces a young
team that could give the Bruins a
run for their money.
On Friday night, the thiid-

-ranked Bruins will play the

Golden Bears of Cal in the cozy
confines of Harmon Gym UCLA
goes into Beiiceley with yet

another juggernaut of a team, fea-

turing senior outside hitter Annett
Buckner and sophomore middle

blocker Kim Kmll.

Buckner leads the team in kills

(259) and ranks third in the

nation in that category, averaging

5.46 putaways a game. Krull, the

1993-94 Fac-10 Freshman of the

Year, is 10th in the country in

blocks, with 76 roofs this year.

The Bniins (14-1 overall, 4-0

in the Pac-10) are 24-0 vs. the

Golden Bears. UCLA can very

well make it 25-0 against Cal, as

the Bears have gotten off to a

woeful start at 3-9 overall and 3-6

in the conference.

Cal was tabbed to finish ninth

in the conference in the preseason

Pac-10 poll. The Bears lost five

starters, including setter Sienna

Curci and middle blocker Cara

Dane to graduation, and ar^ try-

ing to regroup with a roster that

includes just two seniors and nine

freslunen.

Etevin Scruggs is in her first

year as the Cal assistant coach

and in an early season match in

Texas, she and head coach Dave
DeGroot saw six freshmen on the

41oor. -:

Introducing the California

Golden Cubs?
"The youth is doing very well,

but they're still obviously

young," Scruggs said. "We
weren't expected to do well.

They're a great group of kids!

They're working hard, but diey're

not getting the wins. But we are

in^JTOving. I would say that in

every match, we have improved."

Indeed, the Bears are showing
signs of improving. They beat

Oregon, 3-0, in Eugene, Ore., and
took Oregon State to the fifth

game before folding to the

Beavers. And, mos^t impressively,

the Bears managed to take a

game from No. 1 Stanford in Palo

Alto in a 15-1 1, 16-14, 10-15, 15-

5 loss.

"Tb play Stanford the way we
played them, I don't think I've

ever enjoyed a match so much
and been on the losing end,"

Date Game Site Time
Thursday, M. water polo at Stanford
Oct. 6 W. soccer at Pepperdlne

Friday, M. soccer at UNLV
Oct. 7 W. volleyball at California

Palo Alto, Calif. 3 p.m.

Malibu, Calif. 3 p.m.

.

Las Vegas, Nev. 7 p.m.

Berkeley, Calif. 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Football at California (Live on ABC) Berkeley, Calif: 1 2:30 p.m
Oct. 8 M. water Polo at California Berkeley, Calif. 10 a.m.

W. volleyball at Stanford Palo Alto, Calif. 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, M. water Polo at Pacific

Oct. 9 M. soccer at New Mexico
W. soccer vs. UC Santa Barbara

Stockton, Calif. 1 p.m.

Albuquerque, N.M. 2 p.m.

North Soccer Field 2 p.m.

Scruggs said.

All the freshmen and the new
faces that Cal has can actually be

viewed as an advantage for the

Bears.

**I think that the one advantage

that we do have is that the other

teams don't know what to expect

from us," Scruggs said. "We may
be a little tougher to scout, even

for people who saw us early in

the season. We have a completely

different lineup now.

'There are just so many young
faces. We're just trying all the

combinations to see what works
best"

Scruggs said the Bears have

yet to formulate a plan, or a com-
bination for that matter, for the

Bruins. However, she believes

that Cal will give UCLA a tough

one in Harmon come Friday

nighL

"I believe that this team defi-

nitely plays up to the competi-

tion,"Scruggs said. "We played

well against Pacific, we played

well against Stanford and I think

we will play well against

UCLA."
• • •

UCLA's 7:30 p.m. match at

Stanford on Saturday will be

broadcast live by KIEV Radio

(870 AM). Lou Riggs will handle

the play-by-play and Michael

Sondheimer and Heather

Schoeney will provide color com-
mentary.

• • •

TVo Pac-10 schools recently

JINOOK/Miy Bruin

smashed a couple of impressive

winning streaks.

On Sept. 24, the Washington

football team defeated Miami
(Fla.), 38-20, to snap the

Hurricanes' NCAA-record 58-

game home field winning streak.

On Sept. 4, the Stanford

women's volleyball team

knocked off Florida, 3-1, to end
the Gators' 58-match home court

winning streak, also an NCAA
record.

• • •

Washington tailback Napoleon

Kaufman has been named the

Pac-10 football Offensive Player

of the Week. Oregon comerback
Kenny Wheaton received the

Defensive Player of the Week
honor.

«••

Enter your group in Homecoming!

•^7'30,

UCtAlunvii
A s s o i: i A T I O N

Looking to recruit new members? ... or get the

word out atxxjt your group? Then, sign-up for

the All-Campus, All-Group

Activities Fair

Thursday, October 27 • 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

r'

Sigrvup sheets available in the SAA Office

(James W^st Alumni Center) or the USAC
President's Office (304 Kerckhoff Hall).

62nd Annual Homecoming Parade
Friday, October 28 • 7 p.m.

Consider constructing a float or decorated car

or having your group enter as a marching

group. All campus entities are welcome.

To participate in the parade, a member of your

group must pick-up an application at one of

the parade information meetings:
"^

•Tomorrow, Thursday, October 6 at 4 p.m.

J. D. Morgan Center

OR

•Tuesday, October 11 at 7 p.m.

James West Alumni Center ,

For more information, call SAA at 206-0524.

•a^1^
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Fkill speed ahead
By Mark Singerton

At the northern end of —

*

Ethiopia, Africa, you will

find the country of Eritrea

and its capital, Asmara.

At one time, Asmara was the

home of UCLA freshman dis-

tance runner Mebrahtom —

-

UCLA Spom Info

Mebrahtom Keflezlghl was victorious in his first two meets and
placed second in the much-heralded Stanford Invitational Oct 1.

Keflezighi. However, the city

and its people were eventually

engulfwl in Eritrea's war for

independence from neighboring

Ethiopia, and Keflezighi remem-
bers well the dangers that he and
his family faced.

"Tlie fighting varied day to

day," Keflezighi said.

"Sometimes it would be around

the city, other times it was very

close to our home. I remember
two of my brothers had to hide in

the bushes for fear of getting

shot. (The city) was not the

safest place to be."

Tb avoid harms way, the

Keflezighi family moved to

Milan, Italy, and it was there that

Keflezighi' s father took three

part-time jobs to support his

family - not an easy task.

Mebrahtom, you see, has 10 sib-

UCLA freshman

Mebrahtom

_JKeflezighi fled

the war-ravaged

country of Eritrea

in search^

peace, and the

distance runner

has found much

more than that in

the United States.

lings.

After a year in Milan, the

Keflezighi 's settled in Southern

California, and with no English

skills, Mebrahtom began the

sixth grade in San Diego.

It was in California that the

Keflezighi family found peace^

and they gradually adapted to

their new home. Nevertheless,

life was quite an adjustment for

young Mebrahtom.
r- "ft was very difficult at firsC

Keflezighi said. "^Not only did I

not know the language, but I did-

n't know the culture or the cus-

toms of this place."

He soon got used to his new
life, however, and by the time he

entered high school, Keflezighi

was a star in cross country. With
three members of the Keflezighi

family on the roster of its cross

country team, San Diego High
School, won two CIF titles.

Ron Ikbb, who coached

Mebrahtom extensively in his

last two years of high school,

quickly spotted Keflezighi's tal-

ent.

See KEFLEZHUN, page 36
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Israeli foreign minister visits UCLA

Spikers
destroy
SDSUin
road win
By Eric Branch
Dally Bruin Staff

«=-^™-

SAN DIEGO — On Tuesday
night, the only difference between
San Diego'State women's volleyball

coach Myles Gabel and General
Custer is that Gabel has to watch the

game films the next day.

After the third-ranked Bruins sys-

tematically dismantled the Aztecs,

15-5, 15-5, 15-6, in a swift one hour
and three minutes, Gabel was rather

blunt in his assessment.

'That is what is known as a real

butt kicking," Gabel said. "They are

a powerful team and they just man-
handled us tonight."

The usual suspects were doing the

butt kicking for the Bruins (14-1

overall). Senior outside hitter Annett

Buckner had another consistent per-

formance, throwing down a game-
high 14 kills and registering eight

digs. Buckner also posted a whop-
ping .600 hitting percentage.
Freshman outside hitter Kara
Milling tallied 12 kills to go along
with her four blocks.

"It was a little easier than expect-

W, golf losesy end
of winning streak
Cardinal take

tourney easily;

Jeong Min Park

ties for second

ABBY MOSKOWITZ/Dally Bruin

UCLA's Alyson Randick threw down three kills against SDSL)

By Lavirrence Ma
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After winning its first two tour-

naments of the season, the UCLA
women's golf team finally had to

settle for less, as the Stanford

Cardinal blew away the field to

take the Oregon State/Nike

Invitational in Corvallis, Ore.
*- Stanford took a commanding
27-shot lead over UCLA into

Tuesday's final round and cruised

to the win, shooting 898 for three

rounds over the Par 72 Trysting

Tree Golf Course. UCLA made
up only two strokes, finishing at

918.

Andrea Baxter of Stanford won
the individual title, shooting a

two-over-par 2 18. —-

—

Jeong Mbi Park
UCLA sports Mo

ed," UCLA head cdacTTAndy
Banachowski conceded. "We usual-

ly have a tough time down here, but

the team came down and played

Jeong Min Park ofUCLA con-
very well. The long lapses we had tinued her recent streak of good
over the weekend only occurred in play by tying Stanford's Jamille

Jose and Arizona State's Linda
See VOLLEYBALL, page 37 Ericsson for second at 22 1 . In her

last three tournaments. Park fin-

ished first, third and second.

Other UCLA finishers include

Jennifer Choi (tied for 10th),

Jenny Park (tied for 12th), Betty

Chen (tied for 15th) and Kathy
Choi (tied for 33rd).

• • •

The UCLA men's golf opened
its season at the Wolf Pack
Classic on Monday in Lake ____
Tahoe. After the first round,

UCLA stood in third-place at 302,

trailing Kansas (301) and Utah
State (300). - ,

Shimon Peres

Shimon Peres

to speak about

Middle East,

receive medal
By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Marking an important stop dur-

ing his 12-day tour of the United
States, Israeli Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres will address an esti-

mated crowd of over 1 ,000 UCLA
administrators^ faculty, guests and
students today.

As Israel's current foreign min-
ister and former prime minister,

Peres played a major role in

establishing non-aggressive ties

with the nation's Arab neighbors.

His visit will focus on the present

political situation in the Middle
East and the potential for new
American economic ventures
there.

Israeli consulate officials said

the U.S. trip is also an opportuni-

ty for Peres to meet with his sup-

porters, including entertainers,

politicians and the public in gen-
eral.

At the event Peres also will be
presented the UCLA Medal, the

university's highest honor. Past

recipients of the prominent award

include current Secretary of State

Warren Christopher, Polish
President Vaclav Havel and, most
recently.
President Bill

Clinton. ^
Peres' other

Southland
stops include

the opening of

the Israeli

Film Festival, a local Jewish syn-

agogue and a visit with former
President Ronald Reagan.

During his stay in Washington,

Peres met with Clinton and
Jordanian officials to finalize

peace treaty issues. He also estab-

lished low-level diplomatic ties

with Morocco and Tunisia, con-

sulate officials said.

During his more than 30-year

tenure as a member of the Israeli

Parliament, Peres held several key

positions dealing with the nation's

defense and security. He has
authored several books on politi-

cal affairs and the Middle East.

The lecture will begin at 3:30

p.m. in the Ackerman Grand
Ballroom, but attendees are
advised to arrive by 2:30 p.m.
UCLA political science Professor

Dick Rosecrance will moderate
the question and answer period

after the speech.

Free tickets have been available at

the Central Ticket Office since
Oct. 3.

The Qdld^ii Cubs?
Annett B^taier (left) and the UCl^,
women's^vbUeyball team will play t

California Golden Bears. With just twi|

seniors and nine freshman on its team,
^

Cal has one of the youngest squads
imywhere...

See page 43

The
Bottom

Lino
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Signs of autumn UCLA, public sdiools wiii

refund mandatory fees
Rriiiric r\\\(^rr\r\n Groups will be affected less atU1UUI& UUJCi^Llllg UCLA than groups at other uni-

fn rPrfPiin fiinrliria
^ersilies because university

LU V^Cl Ldll 1 1 Ui lUll l^ money has not funded political,

rQr» V\e^ r^imKi ircp»rl
'<*eological or religious groups for

CcUl UC IClIllUUrbeU about 20 years, said Jerry Mann,
student government accounting~'

" ~ •

manager.

Even with this policy, UCLA
students may still question certain

groups' actions as ideological in

nature. It is easier for UCLA to

refund money than debate the

JON FERREY/Daily Bfuin

Fallen leaves colorfully array the fountain outside of the James West Alumni Center. They are
a sure sign of the changing season.

/

Inside News

Hllgard Hall
Four houses on Hilgard

Avenue are now new-fan-

gled residence halls, thanks

to the university's on-cam-
pus housing overflow. Most
are transfer students who
said they like the older

atmosphere on that side of
campus.

See page 3

Back Pago

On the road
again .,

Gul>ernatorial candidates
dodge debate, mudsling

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Students who object to certain

uses of their mandatory student

government fees can now get their

money back - an average of about

20 cents.

Student government officials

are now completing the process
for students to request refunds on
parts or all of their mandatory
quarterly fees. Refunds will range

from two cents to $5. UCLA and
other California public schools
will return money in accordance
with the February, 1993 state

supreme court ruling of Smith v.

UC Regents. The case began when
four students objected to certain

uses of mandatory fees by student

groups on campus. Now student

groups must refrain from reli-

gious, ideological or political lob-

bying or else provide
reimbursements for students who
pose reasonable objections.

. . . Now Students must

refrain from religious,

ideological or political

lobbying or else provide

reimbursemetits.

issue in court, Mann said.

The refund process begins with

students filing a form detailing

what student group actions ihey

object 10 and the reason behind the

objection. Beginning Oct. 17,

complaint forms will be available

from many student government

See SMITH, page 18

!
UCLA waterpolo ven-

tures once again to Nor Cal.

They seem to like it up
there ... but then again, who
doesn't?

See page 56

By Steven Capps
San Francisco Examiner

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — For
the first time in memory, it appears
there will not be a debate between
this year's candidates for governor
of California.

In the end, the debate fell victiiir

to the campaigns of two candi-

dates who appear to be more con-

cerned with political gamesman-
ship than tradition, with strategy

over substance.

One nonpartisan political

observer called the situation tragi-

cally sad.

"I think both candidates for

See
, page 18

Smith V. Regents refund allocations

USAC and GSA have set aside small portions of their funds as
refund money.

$600 set aside
(or refund

Total USAC annual budget: S1.2 mHHon

$200 set aside
for refund

Total GSA annual budget: $155,000

Source: Student Government Accounting

JINO OK/Oeity Brun

Brown pays visit to Santa Monica College
With less than a month to go

before the midterm election, guber-

natorial candidate Kathleen Brown
will visit Santa Monica College for a

political rally Thursday. A press con-

ference will follow Brown's speech.

Campaign officials said Brown's
hour-long speech will address stu-

dent issues with which the State

Treasurer has used to battle incum-
bent Pete Wilson, including a freeze

on education fees.

^ She also will discuss eliminating

Gubernatorial candidate seeks collegiate

support by addressing university fee hikes
the higher fees community college

students with a bachelor's degree
must pay - otherwise known as the

"B.A. differential," officials said.

Santa Monica College is one of
more than 100 community colleges

across the state affectwi by a gener-

al fee hike for public education.

According to the Brown campaign.

the price tag of a community col-

lege education has jumped nearly

300 percent while Wilson has been

governor, and University of
California fees have doubled during

the same time.

Lagging in recent opinion polls,

the Brown campaign is working
along the lines of the 1992 Clinton

campaign by heavily recruiting a

younger generation of voters to

widen the base of support.

Brown's visit comes one day
after the Democrat and Republican

camps decided to drop a televised

debate that had been scheduled for

October. Neither side would com-
promise on the debate's foi^nat,

and the disagreement killed the

evehf.

Compiledfrom xfaffreportr
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BEFORE BLOOD PRESSURE
MEDICffnON CAN WORK,
iTHASTOQETMSr
AMAJOROBSnClE

Next time you forget to take your blood pressure pills, remember this: heart attack and stroke
are much harder pills to swallow, lb learn more, contact your nearest American Heart Association.

You can help prevent heart disease. We can tellyou how.

American Heart AssociationM
This spac« provided as a public s«rvic«

Bruin Life-UCLA's Official Yearbook

What's Btewin' Today

Cultural Affairs Noontime Concert: "Long John
Oliva" Afro-Cuban Jazz Folklorico Westwood
Plaza

Placement and Career Planning Center 'Taking
the Foreign Service Exam" First in a new noon-
time career info series titled "50 Minutes."

PCPC Building 825-2981

Project Wild Orientation for New Tlitors Sign-

up of tutors for a Saturday tutorial project.

Ackerman Union 3508 825-4724

Working for Immigrant Literacy Development
Orientation for new tutors For all who are inter-

ested in tutoring junior high students. Ackerman
Union 3508 825-4724

Disability Caucus "Living with a Disability"

Colloquim Panel discussion of experiences of
disabled from their perspective. Dodd 200 390-
8602

1 p.m.

Project Wild Orientation for New Tutors Sign-

up of tutors for a Saturday tutorial project.

Ackerman Union 3508 825-4724
Working for Immigrant Literacy Development
Orientation for new tutors For ail who are inter-

ested in tutoring junior high students. Ackerman
Union 3508 825-4724

6 p.m.

Student Accounting Society "Solving the

Interview Maze" Representatives from Arthur
Anderson Griffm Commons West Coast Room
824-4828

Queer African American Rap First Meeting 500
Kerckhofr Hall 825-8053

3:30 p.m.

Campus Events

Shimon Peres, the Israeli Foreign Minister, will

be speaking. Chancellor Charles Young will be
giving him the UCLA medal. Tickets available

at the Pauley ticket office.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom 825-1958

4 p.m.

Physics Colloquium "Plasma Physics &
Environmental Research" Talk by Dr. Alfred
Wong, including his work on ozone layer reme-
diation. Knudsen 1220 825-9531

6 p.m.

Society of Latino Engineers and Scientists First

membership meeting Come find out about our
events and have fun! Engineering I, Room 3154
206-6620

6 p.m. -8 p.m.

Korean American Christian Fellowship Bible

study Haines 2 478-1 176

UCLA Premedical Society Main meeting
Introduction^, agenda for the quarter, informa-
tion for premed students. Kinsey 51 824-1465

6:30 p.m.

Project F.I.R.S.T. Orientation meeting For all

students interested in providing support to

Compton high school students through academ-
ic tutorials and workshops. MS 5148 443-9756

%

Ifyour organization would like an event

listed in this section, please drop by the

Daily Bruin's front counter in 225
Kerckhoffandfill out a listingform by 2

p.m. the day before publication.

Puzzling Golden Gate
suicide astonishes all
By Eric Brazil

San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — Shortly

before 8 a.m. Monday, Leonard
Rothschild Jr. parked his car on
the San Francisco side of the

Golden Gate Bridge, hoisted his

tall, bulky frame over its railing,

and fell 220 feet to his death near

the south tower.

Of the more than 900 men and
women who have committed sui-

cide from the bridge, few have left

behind a more troubling mystery
than Rothschild, a 46-year-old
attorney, certified public accoun-

tant and father of four children.

"Completely baffling," said

Dennis Leuer, a legal colleague.

"It's a mindblower to those of
us who knew him," said Jack
Immendorf, chairman of the San
Francisco Recreation & Park
Commission and a private investi-

gator who had recently worked for

Rothschild on a case. "I am
absolutely astounded."-

Rothschild, a native San
Franciscan who received his

undergraduate and law degrees
from the University of San
Francisco and was both a lawyer

and a CPA at age 28, was highly

regarded by colleagues as a expert

in international and corporate tax

issues.

The San Rafael resident's
arcane, complicated legal special-

ty took him to several European
and South American countries, as

well as Russia and Hong Kong.
Of late, his clientele had grown

to include a number of Russian
businessmen, among them
Michael Shteynberg, an immi-
grant.

"He was a smart, a helpfulper-

son. It's terrible. I under^nd
what happened, but it's difficult to

' understand," said Shteynberg, of
San Francisco.

Rothschild's body, shoe-less but

clothed in a white dress shirt and

black slacks, was recovered from
the Bay by a Coast Guard crew
near Fort Point.

California Highway Patrol

investigators found his car with a

suicide note inside; the CHP and
the fam^y did not divulge the

note's contents.

He was identified late Monday

"It*s a mindblower to

those of us who knew

him ... I am absolutely

astounded."

Jack Immendorf

Chairman of S.F. Parks & Rec

by his wife, Irene.

"It was the biggest shock of niy

life, and I have been around death

a lot," said Elizabeth Shwiff, a

CPA and colleague who had
worked closely with Rothschild

and his Russian clients. "He really

had this transcendent purity of
soul. There are very few people
like that in this worid."

As an attorney, said Shwiff, "he

never banged on the table. He
commanded respect through
knowledge."

Rothschild - a prolific writer

whose resume lists several dozen
publications, principally on the

subject of taxation - was affiliated

with the Bancroft & McAlister
law firm in San Francisco. Partner

Leuer recalled him as "a lovely

person (and) a professional suc-

cess."

Rothschild was a good-natured,

self-possessed man who "didn't

seem like the kind of person who

See SPAN, page 20
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Residents study in one of the HIigard sorority liouses, recently converted into a
dormitory.

ARAM JIBLIAN

Converted sorority houses
accomodate dorm overflow
Older students

revel in feeling

ofcommunity
By Allison Lefkowitz
Dally Bruin Staff

Four large homes on Hilgard

Avenue that once housed soror-

ities are now being used by the

university and the Office of
Residential Life to accommo-
date transfer students who ini-

tially signed up to live in the

university's residence halls.

The Office of Residential
Life was forced to search for

housing alternatives' when the

university accepted more than

700 additional first-year stu-

dents than in previous years.

Adding to the overflow was
a 15 to 20 percent increase in

The houses were

chosen (for resident

use) because of their

proximity to campus

and their good

condition.

students who wanted to return

to the residence halls, said Ron
Butler, resident director of
Hershey Hall and the Hilgard
Houses.

The houses were chosen
because of their proximity to

campus and their good condi-

tion. Butler said. The universi-

ty's leases on the houses range

from two to five years, so all

four will be a part of on-cam-
pus housing for at lease one
more year.

Representatives from the
Office of Residential Life said

they chose to put junior and
senior students in the houses
because they would have more
in common with many of the

graduate students living at

Hershey Hall, also on Hilgard
Avenue.

Anywhere from 36 to 45
students live in each house,
three of which are coed.
Residents said they are gener-

ally happy with the situation

and how it has worked out.

Many residents and commu-
nity assistants - the houses'
equivalent to a resident assis-

tant - said they like the fact

that everyone is older.

"I was a resident assistant in

Sunset last year and I wanted
to work in an older environ-

ment," said Janine Bradford,
the community assistant in the

all-women's house. "It is great

because all of the students are

transfers and are in the same
boat. The feeling of communi-
ty has been really good."

Corey Weinberg, a third-year

psychology and transfer stu-

dent, said she likes the house
environment better than the
dorms. ^=

"It's big enough to meet peo-

ple, but small enough that we
can all be friends and it's not

too wild and crazy," she said.

Studeifts living in the Hilgard

Houses have access to meals at

any residence hall, though most
said they go to Hershey Hall
because of convenience.

Residents said their only
complaints are that they are on
the opposite side of campus
from most of the other living

areas and have security con-
cerns .

Terry Liu, a community
assistant in one of the houses.

said each house will meet to

determine how they want to

handle security' and said there

are an increased number of
campus security officers on
duty every night on Hilgard.

Each house has its own stu-

dent government and a council

"It is great because all

of the students are

transfers and are, in the

same boat. The feeling

of community has

been really good."

Janine Bradford

Community Assistant

of the house presidents will be
part of the On Campus
Housing Council, Butler said.

The houses will have events
together and also participate

in activities with Hershey Hall

and the other residence halls.

Liu said his residents, who
range in age from 18 to 35,
seem to see it as a positive
experience.
^^ "At first, some of them
expected the dorms and I think

were disappointed with having
rooms with more people," he
said. "But I think they have
begun to see the value of the

extra space like the downstairs

living room and library areas."

April Johnson, a third-year

English student and one of
Liu's residents, said she was
initially skeptical because she
did not know exactly what the

living arrangements would be.

"But I think it has worked
out very well," Johnson said.

"I suggest that the university

do it again in the future."

Students lambaste
idea of new campus
Plans for 10th

campus garner

little approval

from Bruins
By Allsa Ulforts

Daijy Bruin Senior Staff

Money allotted for a 10th
University of California campus
would be better spent improving
and expanding the already exist-

ing nine campuses, said cash-
strapped students on'their lunch
breaks Wednesday.

Scrounging in his pockets for

lunch money, second-year psycho-

biology student Dimitriy Tsyrlin

offered his view of the plan to add
a 10th campus, despite shrinking

departments and restructuring at

UCLA and other UC campuses.

"Forget it," he said.

Plans for a San Joaquin Valley

campus were abandoned last sum-
mer because of the university's

deepening budget crisis.

Yet the regents of the University

of California resurrected the plans

at their meeting last month, claim-

ing the increased number of eligi-

ble students made it necessary to

either build a new campus or
change the standards of eligibility.

"Limiting access (to the univer-

sity) will deter quality," student

regent Terence Wooten said at the

meeting. Some regents have said

cutting back on enrollment would
affect mostly lower-income stu-

dents.

First-year biology student
Young Bae disagreed. "Higher
academic standards will not affect

lower-income students who really

want to succeed." Bae said the

money planned for the construc-

tion of the tenth campus would be

better invested on the nine existing

campuses - even if that means
limiting enrollment.

"I think they should raise the

level of eligibility. So many peo-

ple from my school were accepted

and I question some of those
acceptances," Bae added.

Ann Park, a first-year unde-
clared student, said that a tenth

campus was unnecessary as well.

"Only UCLA and Irvine are really

crowded . The university should

encourage people to go to other

campuses like Davis, Riverside

and Santa Cruz," she said.

Many students said they are

unsympathetic towards those who
would be affected by limited
enrollment because they see their

Site for 10th UC campus
Regents will choose a 10th UC

the San Joaquin Valley

JINO OK/Daily Brum

reg fees going up along with the

new construction.

"(The university) should put the

money into lowering the reg fees,"

said Mike Lamb, a first-year com-
munications student.

Vincent Shih, a second-year
electrical engineering student,

argued that the rising costs of edu-

cation, which could be alleviated

by the money planned for'the

tenth campus, also affect students'

ability to attend college.

"If fees are raised, it would
keep students out anyway, " Shih

said.

Feinstein raises racial

Senate contest
By Mllie Comeaux
Los Angeles Daily News

Raising a racial issue in the U.S.

Senate contest, former Los Angeles

Mayor Tom Bradley endorsed
Dianne Feinstein and released doc-

uments showing that challenger

Michael Huffington once owned
two Texas homes, that had
covenants allowing their sale and
occupancy to whites only.

In response Tuesday,
Huffington's campaign said he nei-

ther saw nor signed documents con-

taining such bans, which state and
federal courts ruled invalid before

he acquired the homes.

If such restrictions appeared on
documents that accompanied the

deeds, they were invalid and
Huffington was unaware of them,

said Huffington campaign spokes-

woman Jennifer Grossman.
' In addition, African American
suf^rters of Huffington castigated

Feinstein for the latest charge,
accusing the incumbent of fanning

racial issues to aid her re-election

bid.

**Even Democrats are going to

say this is a bogus issue," said Celes

King III, state chairman of the

Congress of Racial Equality. "I

think there's such a clause on my
house - it's not worth the trouble to

remove."

Huffingtoih A^ /IrSt-term

Republican congressman from
Santa Barbara, is a former Texas oil

man who has spent more than $ 1

million of his personal fortune to

finance his campaign against
incumbent Democrat Feinstein. His

aggressive TV ad campaign has

erased Feinstein's former lead in

the polls.

"Public officials should

be held to the highest

standards to end racial

prejudice." ,

Tom Bradley

At a Tuesday press conference

in Los Angelas arranged by the

Feinstein campaign. Democrat
Bradley released real -estate docu-

ments indicating that racial restric-

tions still were part of the deeds to

the homes which Huffington
owned in the 1970s, '80s and '90s.

Racial-covenant restrictions

were outlawed by the U.S. Supreme
Court and state courts during the

1960s, according to can^gn offi-

cials and civil-rights leaders.

Bradley said Huffington should

have deleted the invalid passages as

a sign of leadership in civil rights.

page 20
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Aiiger replaces fear

as India plagMe ebbs
BOMBAY, India — As India gains

confidence that the worst of its plague
epidemic is over, the country is being
swept by a wave of anger and self-

reproach.

In place of the panic that broke out

here as the plague swept across the coun-

,
try in the last two weeks, the mood has

shifted in recent days toward demands for

something lasting to be done to attack

levels of urban squalor that many Indians

say are among the worst anywhere. In

addition, there have been calls for ui;gent

action to improve levels of health care

that international agencies have said are

among the most underfmanced anywhere.

The anguish has shown^ in speeches by
public health experts and in editorials in

the country's major newspapers, as well

as in the reactions of ordinary Indians.

Fifty dead in cult

suicide
CHEIRY, Switzerland — Fifty peo-

ple were found dead early Wednesday
in what appears to have been a collec-

tive suicide carried out almost simulta-

neously in two Swiss villages and a

French-Canadian town by members of
a secretive religious sect known as the

Order of the Solar Temple.
All but two of the bodies were found

in Switzerland - 23 in a fire-damaged
farm house in this tiny village 48 miles

north of Geneva and 25 in two burned-
out chalets at Granges-sur-Salvan, 47
miles east of Geneva. Swiss, French
and Canadian citizens were among the

dead.

jSlation

Diction debated by
Supreme Court
- WASHINGTON — A Supreme Court

argument Wednesday in a child pornogra-

phy case provoked a spirited debate among
the justices over how the Court should
respond when faced with a carelessly writ-

ten law that if taken literally may well be

unconstitutional.

At issue was a 1977 federal law, the

Protection of Children Against Sexual
Exploitation Act.

In its 1992 ruling, the 9th District Circuit

Court of Af^Teals held that the law violated

the First Amendment because it did not

require the government to prove that a

defendant knew that the explicit films

showed performers under the age of 1 8.

Construction on RNI
memorial tob^n
WASHINGTON— Nearly half a centu-

ry after Congress began discussing the idea,

construction on a memorial to former
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt will

start this week in the nation's capital.

Conceived in 1946, the year after

Roosevelt died at the Little White House in

Warm Springs, Ga., the FDR Memorial is

scheduled to open in 1996. It will be located

beside the Tidal Basin and near the Jefferson

Memorial. The new memorial will also be

only a short walk from the Lincoln
Memorial and Washington Monument

Designed by San Francisco architect

Lawrence Halperin, the memorial will fea-

ture four outdoor galleries representing

FDR's four terms in office and maiicing the

momentous events of Roosevelt's time in

office: the Great Depression, the New Deal

and World War n.

wwievraior leam 10
add ethics counsel
WASHINGTON — Stung by accusa-

tions that he was an unfair choice to head
the Whitewater investigation, Kenneth W.
Starr announced Wednesday that he would
take the unusual step of adding an ethics

counsel to his staff*.

Starr said he had chosen Samuel Dash, a
Georgetown.University law professor who
became a nationally known figure 20 years

ago as the chief counsel to the Senate
Watergate committee.

Dash earned a reputation for probity dur-

ing the Watergate hearings, and people
involved in the Whitewater investigation

said Wednesday that Starr hoped the profes-

sor's stature would help to insulate the office

from further accusations that he has been
too closely tied tolhe Republican Party.

"He will furnish, as needed, ethical and
professional advice to the independent
counsel and his staff," Starr said in a state-

ment issued by his office in Little Rock,
Ark.

Clsneros denies
reslgkiatlon rumor
WASHINGTON— Housing Secretary

Henry Cisneros disputed reports that he is

considering resigning Tuesday.

A day after Agriculture Secretary Mike
Espy announced his departure amid alle-

gations of ethical lapses, Cisneros said he
has no plans to leave office over ques-

tions about his relationship with a former
lover.

The Justice Department is trying to

determine whether Cisneros misled the

FBI about payments he made to the for-

mer mistress, Linda Medlar of Lubbock.
"I am confident that, ultimately, the

department will determine that the allega-

tions are without merit," Cisneros said in

a prepared statement. "Accordingly, I

have no plans to resign ..."

Southland iiollce

sergeant suicides
A Los Angeles police sei^eant has shot

himself to death in the parking lot of the

Van Nuys police station, officials said.

The body of Los Angeles Police
Department Sgt. Michael Lund, 39, was
found about 1 1 :30 a.m. IXiesday slumped
over on the front seat of his car with a single

gunshot wound to the head, authorities said.

"We have no idea at this point what may
have prompted this, but there is nothing to

indicate that it was related to his woric with

the department," said Lt. John Dunkin, an

LAPD spokesman.

There wbre no witnesses to the shooting,

but evidence indicated that Lund's wound
was self-inflicted, Dunkin said. A gun was
found inside his car. Police would not say

whether he left a suicide note. ^

Officials liope to
contain Medflies
CAMARILLO — As 10 more crop-

destroying Mediterranean fruit flies were
identified Tuesday, agriculture officials

drawing up boundaries of a produce quar-

antine in Ventura County were hopeful

the tightly clustered colony could be con-

tained.

All 43 Medflies discovered since
Thursday have been trapped within 300
yards of each.other in groves near St.

John's Seminary in Camarillo, said

Ventura County Agriculture
Commissioner Earl McPhail.

"There is no doubt in my mind that we
can eradicate them." McPhail told grow-
ers gathered in Santa Paula to discuss the

agricultural crisis. "I have to be posi-

tive."

tedd^ bears • qaq qifts • orqanizers • qreetinq cards • picture frames • earrinqs • plush toys • t-shirts • posters • stationary • phones • silver jeweler/ • tiacOKk:

Leather covet Daily planner. Monthly plannec ^ 1 Q Q^
Telephone direccory. Credit card holder. Guh holder. "^ •*•^*^^

Regnlufy $59.95

1083 BROXTON AVE.
310-824-1688

BatWMMn thi Wherehousa and Stratton't

muq? • tedd^ bears • Qaa f^ifts • organisers • greetinq cards • picfure ffames • earrings • plush toys • f-shirts • posters • stationary • j>hones • silver jcwelery • backpicks
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Chief allows cMllan unit to pr LAPD bias cases
By Rick Orlov
Los Angeles Daily News

Police Chief Willie Williams
has dropped his objections to

the creation of a special civilian

unit to investigate harassment
and discrimination in the Los
Angeles Police Department after

getting assurances he would be
notified of any complaints.

Williams strongly objected to

the plan last week, saying that

creation of the panel would be
sending a message that the
LAPD could "not be trusted to

do a fair and equitable investiga-

tion."

But the chief said Tuesday
that he now was agreeable to the

proposal because commissioners
have agreed that the unit will

notify the LAPD immediately of
any complaints and that sworn
officers will be represented on
the 12-member panel.

"It's important for the chief's

office to have instant knowledge
should he have to take instant

action," Williams told the Police

Commission. "It is also impor-
tant to include sworn officers

and get this unit to work as a

team with Internal Affairs inves-

tigators."

The changes were developed
over the past week after
Williams met with
Commissioners Deirdre Hill and
Art Mattox to discuss his oppo-

sition to their proposal to create

a separate unit to investigate
complaints within the depart-
ment.

Williams said the commis-
sion's plan would undermine his

own proposal to create a unit of
police officers to investigate
officers' complaints of sexual
discrimination and harassment.

The commission, however,
said it wanted a separate unit to

overcome the sentiment of many
officers that the department has
not seriously responded to their

complaints.

The Christopher Commission
that investigated the 1991 police

beating of Rodney King found a

serious problem of racism in the

LAPD, along with bias against
women and homosexuals.

Earlier this year, the City
Council's Human Resources
Committee conducted hearings
in which several women officers

complained of harassment and
discrimination and said supervi-

sors did not respond to their
complaints.

Williams has been under
increasing pressure in recent
weeks to step up his efforts to

implement reforms of the
department and undertook a

major shake-up of his command
staff last month that still has
been reverberating in City Hall.

In that move, Williams
demoted Assistant Chief

Bernard Parks, a 29-year veteran

of the department. There has
been growing sentiment among
City Council members to try to

work a deal to keep Parks in the

department as a deputy chief.

Parks has not decided what he
will do.

The Police Commission asked
the city to fmd funding for the

civilian unit, which would be
independent of the LAPD.
The panel would have two

Internal Affairs detectives and a

police sergeant on staff to inves-

tigate complaints. The panel
would report directly to the
Police Commission, instead of
working within the police
department's hierarchy.
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HELP MAKE SOCIAL CHANGES
Join Sfudenl-Riln Community Service Projects

i
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Adult Orientation Program

102 Men's Gym
(3IO)-825-7843

AOP seeks to meet the needs of Latina/o adult immigrant population attending adult schools. We
conduct workshops to infoim students of educational o|>portunities available.

Advancing Careers in Engineering and Science
'

l02lylen'sGym • .;

(3IO)-825-7843 ,. " '

\

Because the descendants of advanced civilizatiqns in physics, asu-onomy, and engineering rarely enter

these fields, ACES works with Latina/o students, introducing them to these fields.

For more information, please call. . ^ ,

African Education Project

102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-0747

C*'^^

Designed to assist inner city youth in basic academic principles-AEP operates Uhuru Saturday School

+ K- 12 school visits. UCLA tours and Uhuru Schule Childhood Development School

For more information, please call.

American Indian IXitorial Project

102 Men's Gym — -^^

(3IO)-825-0747

Dedicated to improving the standard of living of urban Native Americans through education-volunteers

develop mentoring relationships with North Americans at Central H.S.

For more information, please call.

Amigos del Barrio *

411 Kerckhoff
'

(310)-825-22l7 ,

Amigos del Barrio is a tutorial project that targets multicultural elementary schools in the Los Angeles

area. The program offers academic assistance to the children, after school arts and craft session, and a

trip to UCLA each quarter.

Mandatory Orientation Dates: .
•

Mon Oct 17 5:.30pm Kerckhoff 41

1

Tues Oct 1 8 5.30pm Kerckhoff 411

\
UCLA Armenian 1\itorial Project

411 Kerckhoff Hall _^
(310)-825-4724

The UCLA ATP tutors Armenian immigrant students at Glendale High School every Saturday in basic

English skillsand general academics..TUtors need not speak Armenian.
,

Barrio Youth Alternative

102 Men's Gym
(3 10)825-5969

'

i

Designed to capture interest of youths in South Central and expose them to alternatives in

lifestyle and educational opportunities-offers ment(H^hips, and cultural foiums.

For more information, please call.

Best Buddies

406 Kerckhoff

(310)-825-2333

Our group is dedicated to creating one-on-one friendships between college students and

adolescents with developmental disabilities. The matched pair does activities any two friends

would do.* ^

1 St organizational meeting Oct 1 7 5-7pm AU3530

Biacic/Latino AIDS Project

102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-0068

We educate people of color in predominantly Chicano and African-American communities on

AIDS awareness and prevention. We attend sites at hight schools and community areas

Tuning on Saturday of 2rd week (tentatively). Location and time to be announced. Please call.

Bruin Partners

411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-825-4724

Bruin Partners is a tutoring project that work with 5th and 6th grade at risk youth in the Culver

City area. Dedicated UCLA students are needed to provide academic support as well as

develop friendships through mentoring.

Orientation:

Oct. 12 6|^AU3525
Oct. 13 6pmAU3525

Community University Enrichment in Schools

404 Kerckhoff Hall ;

(310)-825-2333

Help middle school students leant while you yourself leam about all the aspects oleducation.

^•- "^
Trammg sessions are:

Oct6 5pm404KH
Oct 13 9pm 404KH

Monday Oct. 3 1 1 -1pm 41 1 Kerckhoff

Tuesday Oct. 4 1-2, 3-4pm 41 1 Kerckhoff

Wednesday Oct. 5 2-3pm 41 1 Kerckhoff

Thursday Oct. 6 4-5pm 41 1 Kerckhoff

Friday Oct. 7 3-4pm 4! I Kerckhoff

Asiair Dental Care program •

"""
. '

' '
"

(3IO)-825-2420

A graduate student project-provides dental care to children from primarily Chinatown,

Koreatown, and the Monterey Psirk area.

For more information, please call. .

EI Central Legal de Santa Monica

(310)-825-2440

Provides legal services to low income residents of West LA and helF>s students gain experience in

the practice of poverty law.

For more information, please call.

La Escuela de la Raza

102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-5%9

K-

Asian Pacific I^al Services

(3IO)-825-2420
i

Addresses legal needs in Asian Pacific communities-informing them of their rights regarding

rental relations, employment discrimination, government benefits, etc.

For more information, please call.

Asian Education Project

411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-825-2417

The Asian Education Project tutors immigrant children at Castelar Elementary School in

Chinatown every Saturday. (!)ur purpose is to help the children improve their English

reading and language skills and service as mentors.

Orientation: - *'
"

Monday Oct 3 Ipm AU.35 1

7

"Hiesday Oct 4 t2pm AU35r7 -^- -"-^-^———r-
Wcdnesday Oct 5 2pm AU35 1

7

Thursday Oct 6 Ipm AU35 1

7

Friday Oct 7 1pm AU2408, 4-6pm(training session) Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Asian Pacific Health Corps

102 Men's Gym ', -

(310)825-0068 —~^- - ^
'

-

Asian Pacific Health Corps (APHC) is a community service project composed of UCLA student

volunteers who provide free hypertension and hyperglycemia screenings to the

socioeconomically disadvantaged Asian and Pacific Islander community within Los Angeles County.

Our first meeting is on Oct. 1 2 at 6pm in Boelter 5440

La Escuela provides ESL classes to Pico-Union's Latina/o adult immigrant population.

For more information, please call.

Project FIRST
409 Kerckhoff Hall ^

(310)206-5999

Project FIRST provides academic tutoring in math, chemistry, essay writing, ESL, and life

sciences as well as higher educational services to the students of Compton H.S.

Orientation Oct 6 6: 30-7:30pm MS5 1 48

Orientation Oct 12 6: 30-7: 30pm LS4 127

TYaining Oct 9 1 1 : 30- 1 :30pm AU3527 '

Training Oct 16 1 -3pm AU2412

Hands for Empowerment
408B Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-2333

Provide labor-intensive services to commoriities towards the establishement of needed health-related and
cultural facilities. Students will work continously along side community members.

Orientation will be posted in late Fall (garter in 408 Kerckhoff. Please call.

UCLA Hunger Project

408B Kerckhoff Hall
*

(310)-825-2600

HP fights poverty through the combination of direct service, advocacy and education- -providing

comprehensive services to the homeless and low-income people of LA.

Tbesday Oct 1 1 6-7pm AU 2408

Wcdiwsday Oct 1 2 5-6pm AU 3508

Thursday Oct 1 3 5-6pm KH 408B

Friday Oct 14 2-3pm KH 408B

The above projects are sponsored by Community Activities Committee ofPAB.

N.

EDUCATE AND EMPOWER
Through Community Service

Incarcerated Youth l\itorIal Project

102 Men's Gym
(310)825-0747

Join volunteers of the Incarcerated Youth Tutorial Project on their binmnthy trips to tutor youth

iiKarceraied in the California Youth Academy Ventura School Facility.

For mon information, please call.

Korean 'Hitorial Project

411 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-2417

KTP provides academic assistance to the youth at Koreantown through after school tutorial programs.

We aim to provide youth positive role models by building trust and friendship.

Oct. 1 3 6pm Boelter 5440

Latin American Dental Students

(310)-825-2420

LADS provides essential dental snvices and oral hygiene education to low-income Latina/o children.

For more information, please call.

Latlnas Guiding Latinas

102 Men's Gym
(3IO)-825-0068

LGL provides university tours, social and cultural events, student-parent conferences, and on-

going mentorships to junior high and high school Latinas.

For more information, please call.

Latino Stvdent Health Project

102 Men's Gym
(3 10)825-0068

Provides health awarenss in Chicano/Latino communities, providing info and testing

hypertension-also volunteer at clinic in Tijuana and give H.S. pesentations. —
R>r more information, please call.

POipinos For Community Health (PCH)
406 Kerckhoff Hall

825-2415

Filipinos For Community Health services the Filipino community by offering health screenings

and educationaal programs. They also provide a support for students interested in pursuing

health-related careers.

OrienUtion Oct 5 4-6pm AU3530
Teen Outreach Peer Educator Training Oct 1 5 10-3pm location TBA
Hypertension Screening Certification Oct 16 1 -5pm location TBA
HIV/AIDS Outreach Training Oct 16 6-8pm location TBA

El Proyecto de Inmigrantes y Refbgiados Latino Americanos ,

102 Men's Gym
(3IO)-825-7843

—
We conduct interviews for political asylum, assist medical staff and empower day laboirre

with knowledge of their rights. PIRLA also provides educational fonims at UCLA.
OrienUtion Oct 13 Spm 102 Men's Gym ' '

POipinos Recruitment and Enrichment Program
409 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-206-5999

PREP's goal is to encourage hi^ school students to be more culturally and academically aware

in order to make positive contributions to the conununity. This year, PREP will target students

in central LA, Long Beach, and Carson.

Mondays 4pm KH409

Prison Coalition

406 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-2415

Provides tuttnial/motivational services to incarcerated youths through the exposure of gender

and ethnic material relative to the prison's population.

Mandatory orientation 2nd week of each quarter.

Protlcct Utcracy UCLA
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-2417

We recruit volimteer tutors to help teach children and adults who are behind in their literacy

skills at the Watts Public Library and the Mar Vista Gardens housing project.

Orientation/Training Sessions:

Oct 14 12-2pmAU3508
Oct 15 l-3pmAU2408
Oct 16 l:30-3:30pmAU3508
Oct l7 6-8pmKH41l

Project MAC
406 Kerckhoff Mall

(310)-206-8025

Project MAC serves the children of MacLaren (Children's Center, a temporary shelter for

abused, abandoned, and neglected children. They provide arts aiKl crafts, sports, and tutoring to

these children.

Orientation: ^

Oct 1 1 5-6pm AU3530
Octl2 5-6pmAU3525

Project SHARE
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-4724

SHARE is a tutorial program designed to aid utKlerprivileged children in the Cren^w
District. Volunteers provide academic help, along with moral support and serve as role

models.

For more information, please call.

Raza Artistas del Pueblo

102 Men's Gym - '

(3IO)-825-5969 •

Talented Students in inner city schools cannot afford cost of quality art educatioh-we provide

art classes at LA schools and hold Art Scholarship Contest for H.S. seniors.

For more information. please call.

Senior Citizens Project «
404 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-2333

SCP's goal is reach out to the neglected eideriy population in Crenshaw by empowering seniors

through community involvement and practical assistance.

Oct 171pmKH404
Oct 181pm.3pmKH404
Oct21 3pmKH404 . .

' <

Southeast Asian Legal Outreach Project

(310)-825-2420

Hopes to build awareness of and access to legal means in the S.E. Asian American
communities of Orange County-works with clients in English and their native languages.

For more information, please call.

Student Honestly Opening up Ibgether

500 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-825-8053

SHOUT seeks to have a positive impact upon the lives of multicultural lesbian, gay. and
bisexual high school students by providing mentorship and peer counseling to develop feelings

of greater self-esteem and a desire to continue with the educational process. /

Weekly meeting on Tuesday, 5:00pm at KH500. Orientation 2nd week.

UCLA Special Olympics

406 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-206-8025

UCLA Special Olympics helps instill in our athletes the physical and emotional'self-

discipline and communication skills necessary to function in society. SO also endeavors to

educate our coaches of the challenges faced by the athletes.

Oct 14 8-9pm KH301K (ORIENTATION AND TRAINING)
Oct 28 8-9pm KH406 (STAFF MEETING)
Nov 1 8 8-9pm KH406 (STAFF MEETING)

fVee Project

406 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-206-2415

UCLA Tree Project promotes environmental awareness to the community and youth in East Los

Angeles via weekend bve plantings, workshops with children, and quarterly tour of the

Botanical Garden.

For further info, please call.

Vietnamese Reachii|g oat to Aid the Community
409 Kerckhoff Hall .x

(310)206-5999

VRAC promotes interest and concern for the needs of the Viemamese community and raises

awareness of the ongoing struggle of the refugees in the camps through our tutorial and high

school counseling projects.

General meeting Oct 10 6pm Franz 1260

Tutorial Orientation Oct 1 1 AU2408 5pm -

Watts 'Hitorial Program

411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-2217 -

Project aimed at educating sttidents from the Watts area. TUtors either travel to high schools in

the Watts commimity or receive elementary students on campus.

OrienUtion Oct 1 1 6:30-8pm Kinsey 169

Training Oct 18 6:30-8pm Kinsey 169

Working For Immigrant Literacy Development

41 1 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-4724

WILD provides tutoring and mentoring to junior high immigrant ESL students from Garvey

Intermediate School every Saturday from 8:30am to 1 2:00pm.

OrienUtion:

Oct 5 1 2pm & Ipm AU3508

Oct6 12pm&lpmAU.3508

Oct II 12pm&lpmAU2412
Oct 12 12pm&lpmAU3517

Women In Support of Each Other and GISE
408B Kerckhoff Hall

(310)206-4144

WISE and GISE provide greater resources, alternatives, and opportunities to young people so

that they make responsible decisions for themselves that will allow them to reach their greatest

potentials.

Oct ll6-8pmAU352S

Oct l2 7-8pmAU35l7
Oct l3 6-7pmAU3508
Oct 16 10-lpmThuning

The above projects are sponsored by Community Activities Committee ofPAB.

^
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Puma deputy says 'ateohoHsm' makes Yeltsin incapable of raling
By Joseph Kmwtel
and Marcia Albright

Cox News Service

MOSCOW — President Boris
Yeltsin was confronted
Wednesday by an accusation on
the floor of parliament that he "is

seriously suffering from alco-
holism and is incapable of govern-

mg.
Former prosecutor Viktor

Ilyukhin, the communist who
chairs the State Duma's commit-

tee on security, called on his par-

liamentary colleagues to create a

"supreme medical commission"
including independent foreign
specialists to determine whether
Yeltsin is competent to rule
Russia.

Ilyukhin. a committed foe of
Yeltsin, based his suggestion on
two episodes within the last five

weeks in which the president
became a laughing stoclc for many
Russians by appearing to be drunk
during overseas missions in

Germany and Ireland.

Although Yeltsin, 63, long has
been reputed as a binge drinker
with a fierce temper, this is th«

first time he has been faced with
such an accusation in an official

Russian forum.

In a speech on the opening day
of the Duma's fa\l session,
Ilyukhin said the president's
behavior abroad had brought "the

peak of sh^mefor the Russian
nation. It is our anguish."

Hyukhin's attack bv no means

constituted an immediate threat to

Yeltsin's grip on the Kremlin. But
the accusation went out to scores

of regional Russian newspapers
on the semiofficial Itar-TASS
news agency and was briefly men-
tioned by the evening newscaster
on Russia's second-largest state

television network. The presiden-

tial press office declined com-
ment.

The president quickly won the

support of the speaker of the State

Duma, Ivan Rybkin, who heads

the pro-communist Agrarian Party

faction. That means there is little

chance that a majority of the fac-

tion-riven Duma will coalesce
around Hyukhin's proposed med-
ical commission.

"I believe our president has
been dogged by such initiatives

from the very beginning of his

work in the Supreme Soviet of
Russia and as president of the

Russian Federation," Rybkin told

See YEUSm, page 22

NOTHING held hack, our entire Hcliilt inveiitury
Full length Adult xxx hardcore movies Iroiii $5.99
Thousands of hrand new & fully guaranteed videosHURRY for hest selection, sale ends 10/31/94

ALL ADUL T TAPES

Free tape must be equal to or less than the purchased tapes

ODYSSEY VIDEO
Luserdisis & Videos fc Bu\ & Rfnt

NORTH HOLLYWOOD WEST LOS ANGELES MARINA DEL PEY

"^^/IQoY'yik^JilR^^^ '1910 WILSHIRE BL 4240 LINCOLN BL
(818) 769-2001 (31 q) 477-2524 (310) 823-1100

PIZZA usjm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
anl8"

Rzza
(it's huge!)

11628 SAKTAMOmCA BLVD.
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM

I
15* Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

I

onlyISi}

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99
I_ Add SI gnd note U rni Ex-tagjJ ff_

m X-LARGE
All the toppings

your heart desires

FREE 6-pack of Coke

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

,
-— Ejrlessthanadollarada^

rotn will givepi the povverTO need Id

survi\/e this semester.

Onejam, pititigbot,tusugBr andboldAe moojuke

With an Apple Computer Loan, iVs now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh' personal

computer. In fact, with Apple!? special low interest and easy terras, you can own a Mac" for

as little as $23 per month.* Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no

other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help

you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

Appit Color PUe iro^k^. J^fMie^
Keyboadmuimoim.

Oitfy$iJ9».p& Or«k<mi$23 UmotHkt

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorte, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more, AD at spedal
tow student pricing. With an offer this good, itls the best time ever to a | ^L
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best: /^DplCVK

ASUCLA

COMPUTER

STORE

ICll'l CIIPITEI ITIIE IF tlll({

POW€ll

MaciwbubcmpiUmttnmaikibkoiifytoUaAstiideMs,sele^

and deharimfwtt Fn^ti^ *u,A^. .l^.u i.^.^ ^ ff.^ fmlmtrr Tfrrrr rr|iinff^g ^^if|^»j. Qm,'

MadHtosb deskop ampuUr and one Madntosb porUbk computer canbeprntbaud eacb scbool

y«orbyaneliglbkpenMPer$<m(Ucbecksm§cceptedupto$mma,MasterO^
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freshness, quality, selection, varietv and
erior customer service, come shop
iuons...A World of Difference.

Fresh
Salmon

JohrTston Strait chum
salmon-wtiole or half
USDC lot inspected

198

Chiquita

Bananas
The only banana

Pavilions sells

3iloo

yillage Pan

Breads
^(2&

Jonathan
Apples

U.S.D.A. Choice
New York Steaks

Boneless beef loin

1/4" thin trimnned

499^T Lb.

Honey 'N Grain, Village 7-Grain,
Village Rye, Country Nut, Bavarian

FanT>er, Raisin Pumpemicl<le
1 Pound loaf

1
99

Crisp and
crunchy

Ea.

Donald Duck
Chilled

Orange Juice
64 Ounce carton

Jerseymoid
Old Fashioned

Ice Cream
Assorted flavors
64 ounce carton

Pavilions Low Price 2 lor $6
ValueRus Savings
on Purchase of 2 .l.no

2§5oo
With your ValueRus card

.99
Stouffer's

Red Box or Lean
Cuisine Entrees

Selected varieties

6.26 to 12 ounce-Frozen

3^00
Over 50 Iterns to choose from

^ ^ WHOLE ^,

|,« KERNELa)BN

/

Del Monte
Vegetables

Cut or French cut green bearts,

golden whole kemal com or

sweet peas-14.5 to 15.25 oz. can

2i89
Look For More Great Specials In Our Weekly Mailer.

Plus:

•Service Meat
•Hot Bakery
•Pharmacy
•Sushi ^

•Seafood
•Service Deli

•Floral

Panda Express
^ OFF $'

•pAVILIONS.Tou"po":37«6"^

urchase of

50 or More

spec. Produce •And much more!

Ad Effective Only at Pavilions

1 1 750 Wilshire Blvd. LA.
(310)479-5294

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Some items not available in all stores.

For your shopping convenience,

Pavilions accepts

\^

Limit One Coupon Per Family.

Elxdudes Liquor, tobacco & fresh fluid milk products.

Coupon Effective Thru 10/31/94.

Redeemable Only at 1 1 750 Wilshire Blvd. Pavilions.

,^^

AWORLD OF DIFFERENCE

PAVIL
PRICES EFFECTIVE OCT 6 - OCT 1 2, 1 994 ^*^»

. .8
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Panel calls for new agency cledicated to prevention ofJuvenile crime
By Sandy Harrison

Los Angeles Daily News

SACRAMENTO — California

needs a new state agency dedicat-

ed to the prevention of juvenile

crime in the face of a rising num-
ber of arrests, the state's watchdog
agency recommended in a report.

Further, the emphasis should be

on rescuing youths before they

begin committing serious and vio-

lent crimes, the Little Hoover
Commission concluded in a report

released Tuesday.

Juvenile arrests have risen

steadily in the past decade, the

report said, with arrests for violent

crimes and homicides increasing

much more dramatically than
arrests for less serious crimes.

Total juvenile arrests increased

from 195,609 to 231,012 between

1983 and 1993, while arrests for

violent crimes jumped from
12,321 to 21,549 Between 1983
and 1992. Arrests for homicides
more than doubled during the

decade, from 286 to 645.

The report concluded the

California Youth Authority, the

agency currently in charge of
juvenile crime, is too narrowly
focused on incarceration, rather

than prevention and rehabilitation.

"Prevention and early interven-

tion efforts have steadily eroded as

funding cutbacks have occurred
throughout all levels of govern-

ment," the 158-page report said.

"Yet all research indicates the ear-

lier an at-risk juvenile receives

services, the more likely a suc-

cessful outcome. Prevention needs

to be a (op [Miority."

Officials in Gov. Pete Wilson
administration rejected some of
the report's recommendations,
while saying the administration

has tried to implement others.

J.P. Tremblay of the Youth and
Adult Correctional Agency said

the administration opposes the

idea of de-emphasizing incarcera-

tion at the California Youth
Authority. .

"The primary focus of a correc-

tional agency is protecting the

security and safety of the commu-
nity, and that means making sure

that serious or violent offenders

are incarcerated," Tremblay said.

The governor's efforts to create

a cabinet-level office of child

development and education failed

in the Legislature, Tremblay said.

The agency's secretary, Maureen
DiMarco, now serves as a top

See JUVENILE, page 23

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"
BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter
C « ( I I

r

I can make $120/iveek doing what?

K.C^

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

GALL (800) 646-6484 CI

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

'J-^P.' n]

.'*<

«rs
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Ialifbmia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

(or young male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate spenn. You will

participate tn a program designed to

help couples who arc-not able to have

children.

In the Uruted States close to twenty

million people are affected by

infiertility. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from doru^rs.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

finarvcial compensation and free

medical/genetic testmg. For more

details call (310)443-^44 ext 24

IBM Gives You The Powe
rri w; Buy an LuM personal computer for

JL \3 \<Jt^ClJL college & fly TWHf anywhere in the

continental U.S. throughout the school year FoF ^125*^^^'^ ^^y

based on round-trip purchase •...••••••• ••••••••• .r. •

«

ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE

IBM computers are avaMk only to UQA students, selected

Extension students, faculty, staff, and departments.

Extension students should inquire at the Computer ^ore

regarding eligibility. Personal checks are accepted up to

$500. Visa, MasterCard and Discover are also accepted

leiri ciiPiTEi niiE if ciiice

Ask your IBM Campus Computer

Reseller about Get Real Privileges

...and easy, affordable computer

financing.

ThinkPad 340

• 486SLC2 50/25 MHz
• 125 MB Hard Driw
• 4MB RAM
• PCMCIA Card Slot for One

Type II or Type III Adapter

•3.5". 1.44MB Diskette Drive

• 9.5" VGA Mono Display

• Quiet FuH-Size Key Keyboard

with Integrated TrwAPoint II"*

• Battery Pack and AC Adapter

• Lots of Prek>aded Software

($463 retail value)

• Only $1499

ValiiePoint 433SX/Si

• Intel 486SX/33MH2 processor
• 212MB Hard Drive

• 4MB RAM (expands to 64MB)
• VESA k>cal bus
• 3 expansion stots (ISA). 3 bays
• IBM Basic Keyboard. IBM
Mouse

• DOS and Windows™ preloaded

• Only $989
(nionitor not included)

Get Real. Get an IBM ThinkPad* or ValuePoint"...

TORMS^ CONOrnONS Offer iviibbir to iny nOip- •Imlail. fictihy hmI ttaff «rl» parrtuM- ffiM penoaal eoapMrn Otnm^ |i«rtiri|Mtnm '*"V» I««Hoim tnm mm dHM^ Deeeaber Jl. I»4. Onion Ml>ieel to TubUKty. IBM mt mitUnm offer M mtj timr wkheM mtitym

'V.8d for ty TWA Iflhit iin tV (^m»>»Mi t S P.mo Rir. Mnt <MHi iii||>iillii, frf H-rfri, l« Loi Al*» hr lniw< SeptmAer I. IWiAw^Jt ». W95. c-^~«^^ r.^ *• n ^ ^-^
-Jlt i, i,A„ fcn.i iii.tfn,.,,.

nffrr.. Al tr.,^«* bei«^ «p«„d by Tr.» WorM A»ta« Tr.*^k»lprtJ»d«TWAAiipi*J«^.p«|.dl^«HHl«e.mBr.*-TlZ^W«M&p««. " ^j '
f

^- ^^ -^ '-^ ^-
|^,|tj utmrkt!i^Mr±!TTTJ!7!lT!r

IBMudniaki>Mian>nsiMmdlr»ieMitie(l>ifnMioMlB«riM«M<H>^ VifarPoiBliaJTr«*Potonit»tr«dMMriarfl.iwirtii«iiaMim M«AhMiCaq>«>«>iwi. TWA ii i^^mmitnimmA rfTr»M WotM Akfcw.. he. »i~i-^^. ,^,^^,1 ,/fn,,„,,ft^^ ^^,g,,^
O latenialioiul Bmnew Marlwin ConwrsliMi 1994.

IBM 794-11
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Join the 3,000 women and
men who are ah-eady doing
the Executive Boxing '

^' and
Kicliboxing program offered
exclusively at Bodies in
Motion.
Forget the Lipo, you'll burn

700 to 900 calories per class

Naturally.

And while yoviYe losing
inches, youll firm and tone '

your muscles faster than
with weights alone.

75% OFF
First Time
Student
Special!

Get Out

of the

Kitchen

and into

the Fire.

To help you start, just

bring this ad and we'll give
you 75% off the knockout
work-out you've seen
featured on CNN, MTV,
Good Morning America,
The Today Show^, Best of
Los Angeles, Entertainment
Tonight, as well as in Self,

Shape, Fitness, Newsweek,
City Sports and Harper's
Bazaar magazines.

Revieived as the best instructionalfitness studio in America.

Los Aiificlcs • 10542 W. Pico Blvd
( I Hhicks las! olOvcrlaiul \\c.)

(310) 836-8000

Pasadena • 117 E. Colorado Blvd.
U)wc'r revel (at Arroyo Pkwy.)

(818) 577-2211

Executive Boxing , Kickboxing, and Personal Training are also available
•75^x offri'fftlar initiation price-Offer expires 10/15/94
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taps Andrew Young for Africa aid fund
By Julia Malone
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton tapped former Mayor
Andrew Young 6f Atlanta on
Wednesday to chair a $100 mil-

lion U.S. fund aimed at boosting

small businesses in southern
Africa. .

Standing on the South Lawn of
the White House with President

Nelson Mandela of South Africa,

Qinton said that Young "has long

worked to improve conditions in

the region."

Clinton added that he was
launching the new assistance pro-

gram as South Africa has shed
apartheid and "stands at the cross-

roads of hope."

As head of the new Southern
Africa Development Enterprise

Fund, Young will be seeking out
promising entrepreneurs in coun-

tries of that region, with 50 per-

cent of the American aid tai^eted

for the country of South Africa.

"It's basically to help Southern
Africans develop business oppor-
tunities." Young said in an inter-

view after the announcement.
The plan is to "take a little

amount of money from govern-
ments and foundations" and lever-

age much greater sums from
private investments, he said. The
U.S. Agency for International

Development will provide the

seed money. $ipO million over
five years.

"It's sort of like Underground
Atlanta." Young said, adding that

the city used $14 million in gov-
ernment funds and attracted $140
million in private investments for

the downtown underground shop-

ping mall.

Young said he even expects
investors to make a small profit.

"You know, little people pay back
money." he said. "If you loan

somebody $1,000, they'll always

pay it back. If you loan them $100
million, they end up rolling it

over."

tVvo fellow Atlantans have also

been named to the fund's board.

Lamond Godwin, chairman and
CEO of Peachtrce Asset
Management Division, and Carl

Ware, president of Coca-Cola
International's Africa Group, are

among the 10 members appointed

by Clinton. .

•

Discover and become
a part ofthe . .

.

(Bruin (BeCCes

...the ofQcial r^resentatlves ofUCIA who
contribute time and energy to campus and
community activities, philanthropic events,

fine arts functions, men's amd women's
athletics, altunni relations, and morel

1994-1995 Mandatory Open House
Thur., Oct. 6 Morgan Center Press Room
Thirty minute presentations will begin every hour on
the hour beginning at 10 a.ni. with the last scission

beginning at Z p.m.

Evening Open House
Thur., Oct. 6 Dykstra Hall Fireside Lounge

Two thirty minute presentations

beginning at 6 p.m. and 7 p.m.

BRUEV BELLES...
a tradltioa ofexcellence coatlnues.

^<^^
^^

^*y

!!ATTENTION!!

Undergraduate Community Service Programmers

Undergraduate Students Association

• Community Service Mini-Fund

\̂%

^6
^^

Calendar 1994-95

Forms

Available

Application

Due Date

Hearing

Date

Mandatory

Meeting

STUDENTS
f.iti-Hr.WM;i
COUNCIL

Oct. 6

Nov. 3

Jan. 12

Feb. 16

Apr. 6

Oct. 13

Nov. 10

Jan. 19

Feb. 23

Apr. 13

Oct. 19

Nov. 16

Jan. 25

Mar. 1

Apr. 19

Oct. 21

Nov. 18

Jan. 27

Mar. 3

Apr. 21

STUDENTS
cmsEmaa
COUNCIL

Eligible Organizations:

1.

2.

Must be registered with the Center for Student Programming.

Must be an undergraduate student organization involved in com-
munity service programs which contribute to the elimination of

poverty and social problems and/or provide services such as the

improvement of ^ucation and health for disadvantaged groups.

Information/Applications available at:

Center for Student Programming (CSP)

Community Programs Office (CPO)

Community Service Commission (CSC) Office

USA Community Service Mini-Fund Office

337 Plaza Bldg.

102 Men's Gym
408 Kerckhoff

312BKerckhoff

Submit completed proposals to 312B KerckhofT Hall no later than 5:00pm on the due date.

If you have any questions, please contact Anthony Roh at extension x62422

Paid for by USAC

mmmmmi^^m^^^m
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IWhat'

Ihe woM'$ first CD Vending Moc/iine and SamfJing sloHon is (occi#Mif In Mcerman Union A-Lmvml «w^

andm Hill Top Shop in SunBeiYUogel '^^^^

Check out fhe lafesf releases as heard on the WoHd Famous KIH)Q,on sale in ixpresStopI ^^

mes? We at btpresStop sat around one day and here is our take on the name thing.
m,^r, )fc

rxMV fr 1. if30p

imir

PKSS ANY CD BUTTON
TO HEAR A

PtEE MUSK SAMPLE

THEN PAY FOR
YOUR SELECTION WITH:

f
CASH7]

TM

LOCATED IN ACKERIVIAIM
CENTER

UIMIOIM J

IIM SUIMSET
]

AU TOP HIT

COMPAa DISCS

PRICED FROM

$8.49
to

$13.99
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Home^ise computer features attract buyers
By Walter Hamilton
Los Angeles Dally News

It comes with television, phone
answering machine and stereo, but

it's not a home entertainment cen-

ter. These days, it's the latest

home computer.

With consumers representing a

growing share of computer sales,

manufacturers are coming up with

ever-fancier bells and whistles to

appeal to buyers.

Rather than emphasizing more
powerful processors and faster

speeds, as they have for years in

the business market, computer
makers are installing features that

include versions of electronics

products already in the home.
In fact, several manufacturers

are pitching the machines as appli-

ances rather than as computers.

"The idea is. to move away from
the computer being in the comer
of the bedroom or in the closet to

now being on the entertainment

wall," said Chris LeTocq, an ana-

lyst at Computer Intelligence

InfoCorp in La Jolla, Calif.

Making buyers feel comfortable

with technology is more important

than ever as computer makers tar-

get first-time buyers. Consumer
purchases now comprise almost
40 percent of the PC market and
analysts believe home sales could

eclipse business buying within a

few years.

Decide which bank is

best for you at the

SERVICES
EXPO SEPT. 27

OCT. 6
•>ru .^r

Ocl. I , A\u\ Ocl. 2

Court of ^iHisiiitiaiscJ
Here's your chance to compare their'

services and pick up information on
transportation and other special services

right here on campus.

Participating companies and groups:

Bank of America

Great Western Bank

Union Bank

Sparklett's Water

Westwood Federal Credit Union

Wells Fargo Bank (Also at Hill Top shop 9/24 - 10/6. 8:00 to 3:30)

STUDENTS' S TO R E

The emphasis on fancy compo-
nents doesn't mean that manufac-

turers have forgotten po^er. In

fact, the n^w models are heftier

and quicker than their predeces-

sors.

For example, models intro-

duced by companies like

International Business Machines
Corp. and Compaq Computer
Corp. in the last few weeks feature

486 or Pentium chips, standard I''.

CD-ROM jdrives and 420-

•megabyte hard drives, yet sell for

less than $2,000.

Apple Computer's new
Performa models are based on its

new PowerPC chip.

Computer makers are readying

the machines for what they expect

will be a blockbuster Christmas

season. Last year, PC sales set a

record in the fourth quarter and
analysts expect manufacturers to

See COMPUIER, page 24

Shalom from
Hillel to the

architect of

Shalom:

Shimon
Peres

Sponsored by Hillel Jewish Students Association

HOW DO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAKCUT?

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business
seven days a week and you never need an appointment.
What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive
ongoing education unparalleled In the category. So tell

us, how do you want your hair cut?

SUPBtCUTS
SUPERCUT™ $1 0.00

1650 Westwood Blvd. (between Santa Monica Blvd. and WUshlre)

(310) 470- 1558
|

M-F 8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5
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AIR
pnessure

HOW wiUyQyDEALwith it?

W

N T B Y

m Budweiser
KIXG OF HFhUS

Ttiirsi
^

/Quencher

in theOFFICIAL
ai'iei anil i\m

tournament.

^mNFL Air-It-Out, the NFL's official four-on-four f ag football festival returns ? n

to Los Angeles on October 22-23 to UC Irvine and November 5-6 to

Balboa Park. NFL Air-It-Out is non-contact flag football anyone, ages 8
to 80, can play. Stop by your local JC Penney store where NFL Pro-Line petitors and spectators'can take part in the
Starter apparel is sold to pick up an entry form. NFL Air-It-Out teams nfl Experience-Pro football's interactive

that purchase four Raiders season tickets will receive one complimentary tdcme park touring with Air-it-Out.

NFL Air-It-Out team. Draft your five member team and sign up todayl —

AiRdate&AiRfieid OaOBER 22-23 at UC IRVINE

AiRdate&AiRfie[d2 NOVEMBER 5-6 at BALBOA PARK
AiRiine 310-829-5226

Include this ad with your entry form and get a S25 discounti! ^^^ ^^^ -^«^
AiRfax 310-829-5256

Include this ad with your entry form and get a S25 discount!!

Budweiser
KUta€» Bmnmrn,

JCf^nney
1330A
Lm Mmxiamim

Xtr
•m f ^ tr 1

106-113

i^^SSSL

K
-1

"i«"'j"!i^| lin
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Genetic evidence gains credibility in criminal trials
By Carolyn Polrot

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

FORT WORTH, Texas— DNA
fingerprinting freed a Maryland
man after 10 years in prison on a

rape/murder conviction and led to

the release of the prime suspect in

a recent series of rapes in

Ariington, Texas.

DNA helped establish a direct

link between the 40.000-year-old

woolly mammoth and the nxxiern

elephant, and is linking a number
of diseases, including cystic fibro-

sis and breast and colon cancer to

people most at risk.

But the question of the day is

whether DNA found in drops of

blood at the crime scene will link

football legend O.J. Simpson to a

double murder in the most closely

watched criminal trial in history.

Investigators have gathered
DNA samples from bloodstains -

at the murder site of Nicole Brown

Simpson and Ronald L. Goldman,
in Simpson's Ford Bronco and at

his home - that arc at the heart of
evidence presented in the case
being presented in Los Angeles.

The highly publicized criminal

case will be decided in large part

on the basis of scientific evidence,

including DNA analysis of tissue

samples, toxicology studies, **tool

marks" left by the murder
weapon, autopsy reports and tests

to determine the exact time of

death.

DNA analysis, also known as

genetic profiling, was developed
in medical laboratories to aid in

genetic research and first used in

forensic medicine only about 10
years ago. Forensic medicine is

the science that applies medical
facts to legal problems.

DNA is the common abbrevia-

tion for deoxyribonucleic acid, the

chemical that forms the basis for

an individual's genetic code or

hereditary makeup; it i^ the bli^-

print for his or her every body part

and cell function. It determines

I^ysical characteristics, including

gender, hair texture and color, skin

and eye color, nose shape, height

and, to some degree, mental abili-

ties and personality.

In legal cases, DNA profiling is

most often used to confirm or
negate paternity by determining

See DNA, page 25

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
- DR. ROSS J. SOMERS. OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni)

'That's why all of my contact
lens packages are complete.
You won't be surprised by
unexpected fees when you
allow us to CARE for you '

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPUDTECARI
8® S 319-9999 H

1531 Wllshire Blvd. Santa Monico
(corner of 16tfi Street, r>ext to Crown Books)

Asian Language Speaking Students

Interested in working in

Tokyo or Hong Kong with

Merrill Lynch
r"'

X *

Please send or fax a copy of your resume with the

following marked on the back:

ML/Asia'94 ^-- 7---
Language spoken - Japanese, Chinese

(Cantonese and/or Mandarin), Bahasa Malay,

Bahasa Indonesian, Thai, Hindi

Level of fluency

City of preference - Tokyo or Hong Kong
Area of interest - Investment Banking,

Sales, Trading

To:

Crimson & Brown Associates^ Inc.

1 770 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 332

Cambridge, MA 02140
TeL (617) 868-0181 Fax (617) 868-0187

•Students may opt to submit a letter stating their interest

fy if resume is not completed by October 1 4.

Deadline extended TO October 14, 1994

THE KEY TO UNLOCK A GREATER CUSTOMER BASE.

advertise. 825-2161.
I Daily Bruin

Expand Your Circle of Friends Today With:

Voicemail Penpals!

One Month Free Trial Membership!
Correspond Anonymously! *Exciting, Fun, and Safe!

*Campus Connections (All L.A. Colleges!)

*Not a 900/976 Service! *Unlimited Phone Time!

Call our hotline today and receive your free

membership packet along with the users directory of

hundreds of members.

^Ihe Spectrum 9\(etwor/^

818-986-9045

1093 Broxton Ave. #722, Los Angeles, CA 90024

njymn

'

IFFRIIS

306 Kerckhoff Hall • 825.6564

v_^odpepagG v_yoncepfs

Do you want to Play the Coop?
Bring Your Demo!

IXcpcKnoTT Apt (^allcPLj

Seeks Artworks of Socio-Cultural

Dimensions

vbtudent laleni ncfwoPK
Production Staff positions available

for Showcase '95, an annual UCLA
talent-show

- •Wopld Pest
Staff positions available for a week
long celebration on cultural diversity

Jazz/lxGqqae restival

Funky individuals needed to assist in

J/R festival
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Cool Code Rules.

A--''

"a L la o a a__

Come to Microsoft and write the code of your life.

Technical Presentation

(Sponsored by CSUA)
Thursday, October 13, 1994

6:30 - 8:30 pm
Kinsey, Rm. #51

See Career Planning Center for detaits

We will be accepting resumes.

MicrosofH
Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports woricforce diversity.

®

«I994MI Aft of Microaolt O ii'ptiii<kl .

_Ca - "^
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Nommo
Pacific Ties
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Togetlier

-i-.i SIUDENT MEDIA

JOURNALISM
WORKSHOPS
Mtii

Wridng and Edilin.

Writing A

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective

comtTlunication. Basic publication style, story

structure, attribution issues, self-editing tech-

n iques.- .^--^^-- '
'

—-;-

• Section 1

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 7.

6 pm - 8 pm Monday, Oct. 10 Ackerman 241

2

6 pm - 8 pm Wednesday, Oct. 12 Ackerman 2412

TO am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Boelter 5514

Instrucior: Frances Femandes, Student Media

UCLA adviser .
, ;; ;

• Section 2 '' ' .^

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 17 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff Hall 400

Instrucior: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter

and entertainment writer

CopyEdilingA

An introduction to the role of the copy editor

including basic journalism style, polishing

sentences, recognizing structural problems.

recognizing legal/ethical issues, fact-checking,

working with editors and reporters and headline

writing.

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

10 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 MS 5148

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday. Oct. 16 MS 5148

Instructor: Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin

reporter and editor, copy editor at the Long Beach

Press Telegram r-.

The Feature/Magazine Storr

Magazine and newspaper writers discuss the way
^~

they work and write. A prominent Los Angeles-^

area writer will lead the workshop each quarter.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 25 Ackerman 241

2

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 1 Ackerman 241

2

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 8 Ackerman 2412

Irxstructor: John Lee, formerly a reporter for the LA
Times, staff writer, LA Weekly, freelance magazine

writer

Reporling

Reporting A

An introduction to basic research methods,

interviewing, covering bre9.king news and working

with editors.

• Section 2 ...

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 12

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 MS5225

10 am - 4 pm Sunday, Oct. 16 MS 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 241 2 -

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter

and entertainment writer

UCLA's Muslim Newsrnoffizine

The UCLA Yearbook

UCLA's Daily Newspaper

The Jewish Student hiewsmagaxine at UCLA
Campus Radio

Para El Puehb De Las Avnerica

The African Peoples Newsmagazir\e

The Asian Pacific Magaxine at UCLA
UCLA's Gay and Lesbian Newsmagazine

The Femirust Mogajine at UCLA

• If you want to, take a workshop, pick up an

application at the Daily Bruin and return it by the

date indicated.

• Student Media Workshops are designed to train

students who intend to work with the student

media.

• Participants do not receive university credit.

• Only registered UCLA students are eligible.

• For more information, call 825-2787.

Design and Pholooraphj

PhotojoiirDalism A

An introduction to news and feature photography.

Includes night, interior and sports shoots, picture

composition and lighting, captioning and legal and

ethical issues. —
Prerequisites: An application and test are required.

Applicants must shoot a roll of film on either of

the following topics:

1

)

people at work or

2) people at play

Applicants should turn in the test roll for

developing by 9 am Monday, Oct. 10 to the

Student Media office. Workshop participants

must own a camera.

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 MS 5225

10am-3pm, Saturday, Oct. 22 MS 5225

Instructor: Scott Weersing, former Daily Brum

photo editor, staff photographer for Ventura Star

Free Press newspapers

Design A

An introduction to the basic principles of graphic

design and how they apply to the presentation of

information in newspapers and magazines. —

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 20 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 27 MS 5225

lr\structor: Albert Poon, designer San Jose Mercury

News

Desktop Publishing; QuarkXPress

An introduction to electronic publishir\g software.

Prerequisite: Current student media staff.

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 KerckhoffllO

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 22 Kerckhoff 210

lOam -1 pm Saturday. Oct. 28 Kerckhoff 21r"^
Instructor: Eric Tolladay, freelance graphic artist

=i

SIMUH
From page 1

offices. Students may challenge
the use of fees for Spring 1994
quarter, or any time in the past four

years.

UCLA student government offi-

cials will review the requests and
forward the money in question to a

student's Bruin Gold card within

ten days. An elaborate appeal
process has been established to

challenge a refund rejection.

Refunds will be based on what
part of a group's funds came from
mandatory fees, as opposed to out-

side sources such as fund-raising.

Quarterly refunds vary depending
on the specific group protested.

No one is sure how many stu-

dents will request reimbursement
because of the few cents that will

actually be returned.

"I guess if I really object to

something I will ask for my money
back. Otherwise 1 won't really

fight for a few cents," said Amy
Malone, second-year English stu-

dent.

Other students agreed that the

hassle of appealing outweighs the

reward.

"I guess it's good that you can
get your money back, but I won't
challenge them for such a small
amount," said Mike Chan, third-

year history student.

Mann said the refund process
was made as simple as possible,

stressing that moneys will not
come from the challenged groups'

budgets, but rather from the gener-

al accounts of student govern-
ments.

"Government should shoulder

the burden of refunds." he said.

'This way, refunds can't be used

as a political tool to harm a partic-

ular group's budget."

Every undergraduate pays their

student government $18 quarteriy,

which provides the council's $1.2

million annual budget. From that

amount, the student council has

only set aside $500 as anticipated

refunds, less than half a percent of

"The refiind mechanism

doesn't really affect

USAC but it allows

students to express their

views oh programming

on this campus."

York Chang

External Vice President

that sum.

Refunding the money will not

make that big of a dent in the gov-

ernment's budget, said York
Chang, the group's external vice

president.

'The refund mechanism doesn't

really affect USAC but it allows

students to express their views on
programming on this campus.
What hurts us as students in gener-

al is that the decision that prompt-

ed the mechanism infringes on
students' rights to free speech and

representation on real issues," he
said.

Graduates pay $5.50 per quarter

in mandatory fees, giving their

officers an annual budget of
$155,000. From that, only $200
has set aside to refund students.

DEBATE

TPiTfnm' BfOd{l[dsl

1

iroduciidm

An overview of how a radio station operates

with an emphasis on programming, management

and promotion. No application required.

7 pm - 9 pm Thursday, Oct. 6 Ackerman 241

2

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thursday, October 1 3 Ackerman 241

2

6 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 room tba

Instructor: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly

of KNX/CBS radio

Broadcast JoumalisiD

Students learn to put news and sports broadcasts

together. Emphasis on producing arul interview-

ing.

1 pm - 7 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Ackennan 2412

IrKtructar: Ed Coglin, former Channel 1 3 news

director

4-[—

STUDENT
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From page 1

governor have strong public ser-

vice orientations, and it's a shame
they can't put that basic value for-

ward and come to some agree-
ment," said Kate Karpilow,
director of the California Elected

Women's Association for
Education and Research.

Incumbent Republican Gov.
Pete Wilson refused to debate
unless a long list of conditions was
met. While arguing that he was
eager to debate, he delayed the

process through a series of maneu-
vers.

Ahead in the polls, Wilson
apparently felt there was no need
for the series of debates sought by
his challenger. Democrat Kathleen
Brown.

Brown, meanwhile, sought to

turn the traditional debate format

into something of a talk show. In

such a format, a candidate's grasp

of the issues might not be as
important as his or her ability to

turn a catchy phrase.*

Finally, Wilson rejected a

debate sponsored by the California

Broadcasters Association for Oct.

16 in San Francisco, and one by
the San Francisco Chronicle and
KRON-TV for the same day.
Instead, he chose an Oct. 14 date

offered by KVDE, a public TV sta-

tion in Sacramento.

Brown rejected the KVIE pro-

posal, saying it would be offered

to a small audience. Monday, a

Brown press aide pronounced the

debate a dead issue - except for

attempts by the Brown campaign
to make political hay out of
Wilson's maneuvering on it.

"Will there be a debate? The
answer is no," said Steve Glazer,

the Brown campaign's spokesman
in Sacramento.

He said KVIE was "a station

that only talked to Mr. Wilson."

Jan Tilmon, programming
director for KVIE, said attempts

had been made all along to meet
4he BrowR campaign's demands.
She said characterizations by the

Brown campaign that the debate
would not be broadcast statewide

were untrue.

It would have been offered to all

public stations live beginning at

6:30 p.m. on that Friday night, and
to all commercial stations on a

tape delay beginning at 7:30 p.m.

the same night.

"Any interested Californian
with a TV set could get it," Tilmon
said. "That's an indisputable fact."

"Obviously, the Brown cam-
paign was more interested in play-

ing political games than honestly

"(No debate is) just one

more step down the

ladder into the abyss of

Tound-tite campaigns^

Kate Karpilow

reaching agreement on the
debate," said Wilson's debate
negotiator, attorney Vigo "Chip"
Nielsen.

Replied Brown: "Now, in a
transparent attempt to avoid debat-
ing at all, you pronounce that you
will debate only in a small market,

non-statewide broadcast debate
that for most of the people of
California will mean no debate at

all."

All the jockeying for position
left California voters the losers,

according to Karpilow.

"I think this is tragically sad
because campaigns are not only
supposed to be about who has the

best political strategy but also
about the opportunity to debate
positions on issues," she said.

"The potential loss of the debate
is just one more step down tte IjkI-

der into the iibyss of sound-bite^
campaigns. When will the public"'

have an opportunity to examine
the candidates uncensored and
unprogrammed by their cantpaign
consultants?'
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ifr*^ I test

Classes begin in

WESTWOODon October 6th at 6pm,
October 18th at 6pm or

October 24th at 6pm

Seats are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score

KAPLAN

sT
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SPAN
From page 2

really stressed out in any way,"
Immendorf said.

Janies Mayock, an attorney who
specializesJn immigration prob-
lems and is fluent in Russian,
called Rothschild "a wonderful
guy who gave me great backup on
my trip to Russia a month ago. He
was a fabulous guy to work with
be cause his ego didn't get in the

way of serving his clients.

This is very difficult to accept

and to understand. I don't think
anyone I've talked to saw any hint

of trouUe," Mayock said. "I got a

letter from him yesterday indicat-

ing he was looking forward to

working with me for a mutual
client."

Shwiff, a family friend who
translated for Rothschild with
Russian clients in San Francisco
and on his only trip to Russia, in

1993, said that the Rothschilds
were a particularly devoted cou-
ple.

"It was such a pleasure to be in

their presence," she said.

RACE
From page 3

"Public officials should be held

to tl^e highest standards to end
racial prejudice," Bradley said.

"Congressman Huffington had a

chance to put himself on record
in a private way against racial

discrimination. He failed to do
so."

Asked why Huffington took
no action to delete the restric-

tions, Grossman replied that he
was unaware of them.

^t^# # O a month

PAGER AIRTIME
SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER ^*Z^ US!

WE GIVE ««TIIADE-Iir* CREDIT ON YOUR OUI PAGER
NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE

VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

(818) 78a-611t3

Enter your group in the

Homecoming Parade!

'

^-"^if-To A^'^^

62nd Annual Homecoming Parade
-Friday, October 28 • 7 p.m.

Consider constructing a float or decorated car ...

or enter as a marching group. All campus entities are welcome.

To participate In the parade, a member of your group must pick-up an
application at one of the parade information meetings:

•TODAY at 4 p.m. in the J. D. Morg9n Center

OR

•Tuesday. October 11 at 7 p.m. In the James West Alumni Center

For more information, call SAA at 206-0524.

Homecoming is sponsored by

ggUHCMU UCLAIumiiASSOCIATION

—HP* ^
.^s

According to the real estate

records released Tuesday,
Huffington bought the first

home from his parents in 1973
and sold it in 1978, and owned
the second home from 1983 to

1993.

Huffington, a businessman,
signed the deeds but did not read
every page of the accompanying
documents - which was soipe-

thing his lawyers did for him,
his spokeswoman said. The
attorneys undoubtedly knew that

the restrictions were in the
papers, but also knew they were

null and void, she said.

Feinstein spokesman Bill

Chandler said Huffington should
have demonstrated greater civil-

rights sensitivity by having the

bans deleted.

Chandler said Tuesday that

Feinstein's lawyers have looked
for such covenants, but "they've

never found one** in deeds for

property she owns or has con-
sidered buying.

King, speaking at a press con-
ference arranged by the

See RACE, page 22
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Summer Chamber Music Festival • Alternative Music Festival • Billy Joel • Henry Rollins

Learn thefine art ofproducing arts andentertainment

<D

n^nt ommittee

POSTER
SALE

Order two giant 20' x 30" posters of your
favorite 35mm negatlve(s).

Pay for one and the second one Is FREE.
Offer #460. Expires 9/30/94

0|M'll
Siiiiil;iv

Camera & Video
1025 WMhdfOOdBlvd- 310-206-5150 MON-FR19-7I
Just South of UCLA In Westwood VHIage SAT9-306

iJitftP^ FREE VALIDATED PARKING In lots behind slof

e

SUN 1
1 -4

I'l't'O

J';ii'liiiii>

POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE J

The Student Committee for the Arts:
• Produces free and ticketed arts and entertainment events on campus-
exploring a diversisty of^art forms.

• Provides programming input to the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts.

• Subsidizes tickets to the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts events,

, allowing students to purchase tickets at a reduced price.

• Strives to stimulate and support student participation and awareness of

UCLA's arts programs, and a greater sense of an artistic community at UCLA.

Yov Ml jel gn ulcer being

Ihis shessed eirt.

Whether stressed out at your school or job or
stretched out on a beach, the chonces of getting on
ulcer remain the same. Research indicates some
ulcers may be bocterio-relaled, porHcularlv the
recurring ones. Aniibiolic treolment combinecl with
onli-ulcer medication is a promising approach to long-
term i^er heolmg.

¥niat UHie

the Middle
wliicli miflM

er ci«Mp-like
ef the vpper i

•ccempaeied hy

M? A
ie

Since 1972, UCLA's Center for Ulcer Research ond
Education (C.UJt.E. Clinic) has been involved in mony
innovative programs in which qualified volunteers
benefit from stote-of-the-ort medicol core and
Ireotmenf for thdr ulcer diseose, at no choige.

For further informotion:

cell UCLA s Center for Ulcer Research and Education

C.U.R.E. Clinic at (310) 312-9283

\\e are committed to

maintaining diversity

in our staff and our
programmed events.

As a member of SCA, you will:
• Share responsibility for managing an annual

budget of over a quarter of a million dollars.

• Take part in producing arts events on campus.
• Gain an insider's perspective on the world of

arts and entertainment.

• Gain valuable experience in arts production.

SCA is lookingfor undergraduate andgraduate students,

from any discipline, who are interested in producing and
promoting a wide variety ofarts programs at UCLA.

Applications are being accepted for

SCA positions for the 1994-95 school

year. Positions include the following:

Program Coordinator

Advertising Coordinator

Advertising Editor

Brochure Editor

Jazz at the Wadsworth Director

Special Program Liaison

On-Campus Publicity Coordinator

Oflf-Campus Publicity Coordinator

Ticket Manager
Budget Manager ~~^^ ^^^~

Fundraising Manager
Campus Organization Liaison

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS:

OCTOBER 7 @ 5:00 PM

\

Come by to pick up an applicatioii and description of the positions. Applications are available at:

SCA OfBce-10880 W^ilshire Blvd. Suite 1606 Kerckhoff Hall Rm 306
and Wight Art Gallery/Lobby

If you want to find out mo^e about SCA, drop by the office, or call (310) 794-8960.

lUMl.iippV s.iunf . sj.iqiojH '^IUAom oqx • ^uBui»iioii|| 1"<>1 • ^'^M'^S IJ^^.^uo^ uoo\i iRuoijinuojui
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SKIN-CARE

MATRII •

ESSENTIALS

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUHFUl SKIN

That*s the promise of Matrix Skin Care, the

exclusive salon system Vnai steadily releases

Sl-Complex moisturizers, hour after hour.

Nothing works harder to capture firm,

radiant, youthfuNooking skin. Call today.

ASIAN WOMEN
Sought as Egg Donors

Extremely Rewarding Emotionally & Financially

as featured on National Television

Call: Shelly Smith, MA, M.F.C.C.

Ph.# 213-933-0414

MINI-FACIAL .'....$20
FULL FACIAL $30
MANICURE & PEDICURE $15
HAIRCUT. $10
FULL SET. $20
FILLS $12

w/ this coupon

(3 1 0)824-07 1 954 & 956 Gayley Ave. • Westwood

Beverly Hills Acne-Skin Cape Clinir

r\cne'^/\ I reafable
• Dccp-pore cleaning • Chemical peel

• Non-suigical face lift • Rejuvenation

• We cany the most effective product for problem sldn.

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% off fipsf visit!

*fHi>. i;..Imm«.

I Lei me skin breome \rm^ wilnoul cloqqed pores!

"What a difference it has made"
Thii letter is a testiaaooy of my benefiu from Beverly Hills Acne-Sldn Care

Clinic. I had never had previous severe acne proUems until my 1st year in college.
Ii was a very depressing situation and seemed to be getting progressively worse. I
can still remember how painful the skin condition was - both physically and
emotionally.

There was hope I realized when I came to BH Acne-Skin Care Clinic. Maiy had
much expeitise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, she knew how to
relieve me of my problem. After, my sldn began to clear up. What a wonderful
feeling it was to know that my condition could be solved! I highly recommend
anyone who has acne problems to this clinic. It really woiksl

Qan Benson

UCLA Student, Senior

6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19

Noon -5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Be prepared to make a favorable first impression with recruiters'
Attend a skill-building workshop at the Placement & Career Planning Center.

Writing a Resume for Jobs for Bruins
I

October 12, 10 am - Noon
October 13, 1 1 am - 1 pm
October 17, 9 am - 11 am '

Be prepared to promote your capabilities at
the largest career fair on campus! Get
practical step-by-step advice on compiling
a resume that will make you stand out from
the crowd, and open the door to a possible
interview.

How to Work Jobs for Bruins

October 12, 1 - 3 pm
October 14, 11 am - 1 pm

Make the most of the Jobs for Bruins
career fair by knowing how to prospect for
information, and to put your best foot
forward when you're talking with company
representatives.

Reservations required! Register today at the PCPC Information Counter or call x6-1944.

Sponsored by:

Eicca
PLACEMENT > CAHEEB
PIANNIWC CiWTEB

' U • C • L • A ~

Recyc/e This Paper.

Daily Briiin

RACE
From page 20

Huffington campaign, said it

would be a waste of effort for
property owners to remove such
restrictions since ttiey have no
legal consequence.

"It's a 30-year-old dead issue.

It's an insignificant, trivial piece
of nonsense," King said. "It is

politics of desperation, politics

of confusion."

YELTSIN
From page 8

a news conference. "His detractors

are, departing into oblivion one
after another while the president
continues to work."

On Aug. 31, Russian television

showed Yeltsin stumbling on the

steps of the Berlin City Hall fol-

lowing a champagne reception
honoring the withdrawal of
Russian troops from Germany.
The video clip also showed Yeltsin

seizing a conductor's baton and
singing lustily to no particular
tune.

At the time, the respected pro-

reform newspaper Izvestia com-
mented, "Those were the minutes
when millions of our compatriots
felt . . . extremely awkward, if not

ashamed."

Last Friday, after a trip to the
United States that was free of
flubs, Yeltsin failed taget off his

plane at a 70-minute stopover in

Shannon, Ireland - stranding the

Irish prime-minister, a military
band and flower girls on the run-

way.

"He suffers from high blood
pressure. When a man is ill, a man
is ill," explained Irish Prime
Minister Albert Reynolds, who
had been scheduled to brief
Yeltsin on the Northern Ireland
ceasefire.

Oleg Soskovets, the Russian
deputy premier sent from the
plane to meet Reynolds in place of
Yeltsin, told Irish journalists the

Russian president "is extremely
tired. He has been traveling for 17

hours."

Yeltsin had flown from Seattle,

Wash., where he visited after
meetings with President Clinton in

Washington and a speech to the

United Nations General Assembly
in New York.

Upon returning to Moscow a

few hours later, Yeltsin's speech
was slurred and he gesticulated
excessively as he addressed an
impromptu airport new^onfer-
ence.

Under the Russian system,
Yeltsin has the final authority to

launch Russia's residual arsenal of
more than 20,000 nuclear war-
heads. Howper, western nuclear
experts believe that the Russian
army general staff retains the
physical control over war commu-
nications networks and that the
Russian president possesses no
more than veto power over the
launch of nuclear weapons.

Last November Yeltsin
acknowledged to Germany's ARD
television network that he some-
times takes a drink. But he said, "I
never drink so much that I get
dnink."

In his recent autobiography,
Yeltsin denounced his opponents
for trying to destroy him through-
out his career by circulating
rumors that he is ill. "It's as if they
want to frighten me," Yeltsin
wrote. "Test my character. Keep
me cocked. Well what of it? It's

probably a good thing."

Yeltsin was hospitalized in
1987 and 1990 for heart problems,
and there have been unconfirmed
suggestions that he suffers from ^
liver disease from over drinking.
He also lakes painkillers for a bad
back. -^-^
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trains tour
SoiithlancI
Metrolink's latest

'tilting' transport

runs through L.A.
By T.L. Stanley
Los Angeles Daily News

It comes complete with a
European bistro, dining car,

cushy airplane-style chairs and
television monitors. All that - at

120 mph.
Actually, the Spanish-built,

high-tech "tilt" train that Tan
Tuesday along Metrolink tracks

from downtown Los Angeles to

Burbank and Santa Clarita
revved up to only about 80 mph.
The 12-car train went on dis-

(The trains) ... are ...

equipped to tilt around

comers so they don't

have to slow down.

play for the first time Tuesday to

Southern Califomians, who will

be able to walk through it at

Union Station this afternoon and
ride it Thursday to San Diego for

$20 round trip.

"The main purpose of bring-
ing it here is so people can expe-
rience what a real first-class train

looks and feels like," said
Richard Stanger, executive direc-

tor of Metrolink, whose agency
is paying $6,000 a day to lease

the train. Most of that money
will be made up in fares, he said.

There are no immediate plans
for Metrolink to buythe tilt

trains, which are hydraulically

equipped to tilt around corners
so they don't have to slow down.
They cost $7 million to $8 mil-
lion - "a bargain," Stanger said.

Eventually, if Metrolink start-

ed serving other markets in the

region - Bakersfield, for exam-
ple, or Santa Barbara - officials

said they would consider adding
such long-haul-worthy trains to

their fleet, Stanger said.

JUVENILE
Fronfi page 10

adviser to the governor on chil-

dren's issues.

The commission's report, con-
cluding a seven-month study of
juvenile crime, criticizes the
state's recent emphasis on incar-

ceration at the expense of early

prevention programs.

"While tight fiscal constraints

make it difficult to put prevention

first, such a shift in priorities is

crucial to halting the increasing

amounts of violent juvenile
crime," it said.

To reverse the trend, the com-
mission recommended:

• Consolidating* all juvenile
anti-crime efforts into a single,

high-level state agency, account-
able for the juvenile crime rate;

• Making intervention and pre-

vention a top priority;

• Providing a variety of options

to address all levels of juvenile

misconduct, from the mildest to

most severe.

• Making more information
about juvenile crime available to

the public.

• Improving the treatment,
training and education ofjuveniles

under the California Youth
Authority.

%.. ^ mmmM3§

THE NIGHT CLUB

ICE \e located At The F!alace In Hollywood - 1735 North Vine Street
(1/2 Block North Of Hollywood 3\vd.) '

*

13 & Over with Valid IP • $2 Prink Specials All-Nltc J
$5 defore 10PM • Early Arrival Su^Qeeted • Limited Capacity

|
ICE Info Line: 213-937-1252 • PALACE Info Line: 213-462-3000

Go to Helen's

BICYCLES
CLOTHIIMG ACCESSORIES HELMETS

It's Bicycle Heaven
Taking good care of people
and their bikes since 1936

open Every Day. a Moh^is Merast Fre« flrmmdng (OAC)

Santa Monica WestwocMl Vllfaga Marina l>al Rey Manhattan Beach
2501 Broadway at 26th St. 1071 Gayley Ave. 2472 Lincoln Blvd 1570-C Rosearans Ave.

310829-1836 310 208-8988 310 306-7843 310643-9140

I"

^1 Helen's ||

; Water Bottle
I [& Power Bar 1

1

I with any ltol«n'« Cyelaa I I H*lmi'a Bleyol* Purchaa*
Purohaa*{min<18.00) | | (mln«1»9**)

II Sale Items limited to stock on tiand. Only with

U-Lock
With

ft Sale items limited tb stock on hand. Only vvitti

Itiis coupon. One coupon per person this coui

Any Helmet

I

I

I

With any .
Halan** BIcycIa Purchasa I

(min SI 99**) |H

Sale Items limited to stock on hand
tt^s coupon. One coupon per personm Oftef^xpJree 11-1-94 ^J L Otter expires 11 -1-©4 oSw^ expires 11-1-94 |j

>upon. (

Offer(

Only with I
j
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SHABBAT AT CHABAD!
Every Friday ni^t at Sundown
Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.
' See you this Friday at 6:30 p,m.t

(310) 208-7511 741 Gayley Ave. - Westwood
imsmSKNtlKBIiKVItKIIISItlll ^••ItMIIiKIII »«Kmn

Hot Hair Salon
Spedolizing in

BLACK HAfR aRE

$45 Retouch & Relaxer

$25 Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special

lOO/BROXTONAVE.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310)208-3698

CONTAaANA

LIVE JAZZ
m \\\e. Village

at ike

OLP WORLD
— -

I
I .1 < "

^ Wesfwood Village

Dw^igki^ Dicl<e>*soKA/ p\cxy\o
3 pm

S+eve i^oza Se.y<:^^^
3az.z and Latin

sfai^s@9:30 pm

^ve»*y XKursday, T-Kiday, ai^cl SatM»*day
(sloHing Sepl. '29)

C7nfo»*mafiorA: (310)-208-4033

f/i7</outby taAc/ng a free Z.S4 7"and
attending our free seminar!

Take a ftee LSAT test fromThe Princeton Review and get back a computer-analyzed score

report and a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a

two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special

techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique

oriented approach that has earned us the reputation as one of the leaders in test preparation.

Saturday, October 8, 1 994
in Beverly Hills

Test: 9:00 am To 1 2:00 pm • Seminar 1 :00 pm to 3:00 pm
To reserve a seat, call us at (800) 2-REVIEW or (3 1 0) 474-0909.

Seminars are limited to the first 50 peoplewho sign up.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

(800) 2-REVIEW

(31 0) 474-0909
The Princeton Review is affiliated with neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

COMPUTER
From page 14

notch double-digit gains this year.

A few of the models are in retail

stores now and others will be
arriving within the next few
weeks.

Compaq introduced a new line

of Presarios three weeks ago with
a range of features including tele-

vision capability and telephone
speakerphone. Compaq intro-
duced the Presario line a year ago
and it has been a strong seller. The
newest nxxiels, which carry three-

year warranties, are built around
chips designed by Advanced
Micro Devices Inc. instead of
industry leader Intel Corp.
Like other manufacturers,

Compaq stresses in its advertising

that the machines are easy for first

"If you overwhelm the

customers ... they never

buy a personal computer

again."

Mark Vena

timers to set up and use.

"If you overwhelm the cus-
tomers and do not make the
machines easy to use, what ends
up happening is they pack the box
back up and return it to a retailer

and they never buy a personal
computer again," said Mark Vena.
North American product manager
for the Presario line.

IBM unveiled its new Aptiva
line two weeks ago to replace its

PS/1 line. The new Aptivas feature

many of the same capabilities of
the Compaq models, fncluding
standard CD-ROM, but their units

do not have TV or telephone capa-
bilities.

The Aptivas also have several
features that IBM hopes will dis-

tinguish the machines among con-
sumers.

"Wake Up on Ring" enables the

machine to receive faxes or recprd
phone messages after the machine
has been turned off. Other com-
puters can only accomplish such
tasks when their power is on.
"Scheduler" instructs the comput-
er to perform functions at a pre-
selected time. For example, the
machines can be programmed to
send faxes overnight when rates
are lower

Some IBM machines also have
voice command controls so that
certain functions, such as opening
a file, can be accomplished by a
spoken command.

Packard Bell has gone a step
further in home convenience. The
outside panels of its machines are

interchangeable so that home
users can match the panels with
the color and decor of their
homes.

While the new gadgetry bene-
fits buyers, it also makes buying
decisions tougher and adds to the
cost of the machines, analysts say.

Speak
Out!
Send in y;our thoughts
and opinions to
Viewpoint. Pick one of
the following options:

1) Dropoff
submissions in the
Viewpoint box at
225 Kerckhoff.
2) Fox submissions
9(310)206-0906.
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DNA
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whether a particular man is the

father of a particular child and
therefore obligated to pay child

support. The DNA lab at the

University of North Texas Health

Science Center in Fort Worth ran

more than 10,000 DNA profiles

last year for use by the Texas
Attorney General's Office in

claiming child support.

Forensic sleuths also use DNA
to identify bodies that are badly
burned or decoiiqx)sed and to link

weapons and suspects to violent

crime scenes.

"Violent crimes, especially
those in which there is close phys-

ical contact between a victim and
an offender, frequently involve an

exchange of human cells," said

Edmund Donoghue, chief medical

examiner for Cook County, III.,

which includes Chicago. "Hair,

blood, semen or skin tissue from
the offender may be left at the

crime scene or on the victim, or

the offender may be splattered by
the victim's blood."

Legally, forensic evidence is

considered circumstantial evi-

dence, but it has proved com-
pelling in many trials where the

weight of scientific findings erases

a jury's reasonable doubt, said

Donoghue, a spokesman for the

American Society of Clinical
Pathologists, which represents

more than half of the 1,000 prac-

ticing board-certified forensic

pathologists in this country.

In rape cases, for example,
matching a particular suspect's

DNA to that in sperm or semen
analyzed from a vaginal swab
taken soon after the rape is incrim-

inating, especially if the suspect is

a stranger to the victim, said Dr.

Arthur Eisenberg, director of the

UNT Health Science Center DNA
lab.

By the same token, a DNA test

can also rule out a suspect, as hap-

pened in a recent series of rapes in

nearby Arlington. DNA taken
from five of the six victims during

rape exams indicated they had
been raped by the same man.
However, DNA from the prime
suspect showed in late August that

he was not that man.
"It's a double-edged sword.

That's the beauty of it. It is a truly

objective test with no bias built

in," said Ron Singer, chief crimi-

nologist with the Tarrant County
Medical Examiner's Office in Fort

Worth. "If the DNA evidence is

there, it's there; if it's not, it's not.

DNA testing is used almost as

often to exonerate a suspect in

IVurant County as it is to implicate

him,"

Nationwide, DNA profiling

clears 30 to 35 percent of all the

suspects tested, according to FBI
statistics. The public doesn't hear

about those cases because they

never get to trial. Singer noted.

Alan yevy, chief of the criminal

division of the Tarrant County
District Attorney's Office, likes

DNA evidence and often uses it in

trial.

"When you get a result, it's not

a result with any element of bias

or interest or any human foible,

but an objective piece of evidence

that either exonerates or incrimi-

nates a suspect," Levy said.

"People don't understand a lot of

science, but statistics and psycho-

logical testimony are inherently

ambiguous. Jurors seem to feel

they can put more faith in good
scientific evidence."

California courts are tradition-

ally conservative in their use of

scientific evidence, but Levy said

he could not imagine Superior
Court Judge Lance Ito ruling out

the DNA testing as evidence in the

Simpson nuuider trial.
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MESSAGE FROM UCLA CHANCELLOR CHARLES E. YOUNG

As one of the country's most diverse institutions of higher education, UCLA has made a special effort over the past decade

to recognize and cultivate the value of diversity on campus. Our commitment has gone beyond ethnic, gender, geographical

and cultural diversity, however, to Include sensitivity to the needs of people of every sexual orientation.

In commemoration of National Coming Out Day, celebrated annually October 1 1 , UCLA will host a number of on-campus

activities to promote the visibility of UCLA's gay, lesbian and bisexual community. The week-long slate of activities, which are

scheduled to take place Octot)er 8-14, are organized by the many lesbian, gay and bisexual students, faculty, staff and alumni

organizations that make up UCLA's diverse community.

The National Coming Out Day (NCOD) campaign is a non-profit educational project aimed at producing pro-active events to

issue a call to action on behalf of the lesbian, gay, and bisexual community, while inspiring Individuals to come out. The

campaign coordinates "coming our events in 50 states. . .ic— • »

The planned UCLA Coming Out Week activities encompass all categories of the lives of gays, lesbians and bisexuals at

UCLA, from social and athletic events Intended to break down the usual stereotypes held of this community, to cultural events

featuring performances and films portraying gays and lesbians in a more positive light. These events Intersect with UCLA's goal

to provide the broadest possible education in all academic disciplines appropriate to a university of its caliber.

UCLA has tong maintained a nondiscrimination pcAtcy and is committed to providing a challenging learning environment for

all its students, regardless of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, disability, age. marital status or sexual orientation. In the

past several years, the university has taken the following measures to eliminate discrimination based on sexual orientation and

help foster an understanding of the experiences and contributions of gays, lesbians and bisexuals:

• I have long argued strongly against the military's and ROTC's policy of discrimination against gays, lesbians and

bisexuals and have repeatedly urged the Department of Defense to change its policy, including writing letters to

former Secretary Cheney and Secretary Perry. In the areas of ROTC over which it has control, UCLA is committed

to a policy of nondiscrimination. Classes in the ROTC program are open to all students and no one Is excluded

because of sexual orientation. No UCLA credit will be given for classes that discriminate against any student.

UCLA also has a standard code of conduct, which is to be observed by all faculty and staff, that fosters a respectful,

understanding environment for the memt)ers of its community.
^-^

• In 1990, UCLA established the Lesbian/Gay Faculty/Staff Network to strengthen the campus gay, lesbian and

bisexual communities t>y providing hospitality and representation to all UCLA faculty and staff. The network

supports and promotes the interests and concerns of lesbian, gay and bisexual memt)ers of the UCLA community.

• I established the Chancellor's Advisory Committee on the Gay and Lesbian Community (CACGLC) at UCLA. The

CACGLC, made up of UCLA students, faculty, staff, alumni and community volunteers, works with university

decision-makers to address issues of concern to the gay and lesbian community.

• In 1989, 1 supported the establishment of Lamlxia Alumni to support and promote the interest of the University of

California and its alumni, with a focus on issues specific to lesbians and gay men. LamtxJa Alumni holds social

events throughout the year, participates in Pride Festivals and presents annual scholarships and awards.

• I have recently appointed a faculty member to coordinate the development of a gay and lesbian studies curriculum

at UCLA.

« UCLA has approved a staff position for a resource person to serve as a facilitator in addressing the needs of the

UCLA gay and lesbian community, and to link the gay and lesbian community on campus with other campus
—^ organizations, activities and external communities.

• I have proposed to the University of California a domestic partnership benefits program, which would include

domestic partners in the University of California benefits plans on the same basis as spouses of employees. The

proposal calls for the University Benefit Program to extend its benefits to same and opp>osite sex domestic partners

who meet a reasonable definition of a "partners" relationship.

*

• The unh^rsity has recently t)egun distributing "Love Sees No Gender," a UCLA brochure listing the various campus
and community resources serving the gay, lesbian and bisexual community of Los Angeles.

UCLA will continue to support the many diverse groups that make up this great university, and

welcomes all of you to share In the celebration of the many accomplishments of the gay, lesbian

.( and bisexual community.
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Tril|ute to a peacekeeper ... Shimon Peres
By Guy Zlv

One year has passed since

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak

Rabin and PLO Chairman Yasser

Arafat met on the South Lawn of

the White House for the signing

of the historic Declaration of

Principles. This agreement laid

the foundation for Palestinian

self-government in the Gaza Strip

and the West Bank town of

Jericho. After decades of bitter

strife, the PLO finally recognized

the State of Israel's right to exist

in peace and security and
renounced the use of terrorism

and other acts of violence. In

return, Israel's Labor-led govern-

ment, which was elected in June

1 992 on the platform of trading

territories for peace, agreed to

recognize the PLO as the legiti-

mate representative of the

Palestinian people. The worid has

hailed the three men who joined

ranks to secure the agreement -

Yasser Arafat, Yitzhak Rabin and
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon
Peres - as bold leaders who saw
an opportunity to u-ansform the

Middle East from a region of

hatred and hostility into a region

of peace and cooperation.

This historic agreement took

place too late in the year for these

men to have received the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1993, but the con-

ventional wisdom is that they will

be awarded this important prize

later this year, when the ceremo-
nial presentation for the Nobel
Peace Prize takes place in Oslo,

on Dec. 10.

While it can be argued tfiat

Arafat, Rabin and Peres equally

deserve this cherished prize, it is

really the Israeli Foreign Minister

who comes closest to meeting the

general principles governing this

award. The founder of the Nobel
Prizes, Alfred Bemhard Nobel,

stated in his will that the awards

should annually be made "to

those, who, during the preceding

year, shall have conferred the

greatest benefit on mankind" in

the fields of physics, chemistry,

physiology or medicine, literature

and peace. Clearly, Rabin and
Arafat were vital players in the

accord reached between Israel and
the PLO. Without these two indi-

viduals' approval, the agreement
would bear little, if any, weight.

But the peace signing ceremony
in Washington last year would not

have taken place had it not been

for the initiative of Peres, who
achieved the breakthrough in Oslo
after months of secret negotia-

tions with senior PLO officials.

Under the American-sponsored
Middle East peace talks that

began in Madrid in Oct. 1991, the

Palestinian negotiators lacked the

power to make their own deci-

sions, because the PLO, which
was officially excluded from these

talks, was making the important

decisions from Tlinis. Peres

understood early on that the

Madrid formula was a waste of
fime and that an alternative way
would have to be found in order

to reach an agreement with the

Palestinians. He, therefore, sug-

gested to his boss that Israel begin

negotiating clandestinely with the

PLO. Rabin approved of his

Foreign Minister's idea, although

he doubled the plan would break

the impasse with the Palestinians.

On Aug. 20, 1993, less than a

month before the ceremony in

Washington took place, the

momentous breakthrough was
reached. A shrewd negotiator,

Peres was successful in getting

the PLO to recognize Israeli right

to exist within secure borders,

accept U.N. Security Council

Resolutions 242 and 338 and
renounce terrorism and other

forms of violence. The
Government of Israel agreed to

withdraw from Gaza and Jericho

and allow the Palestinians to gov-

ern themselves. The autonomy
accord would serve as a future

stepping-stone toward a future

Palestinian homeland.

The accord, dubbed the Gaza-
Jericho plan, which was finally

implemented last May, has not

been without its share of prob-

lems. The Palestinians are frus-

trated due to the lack of

improvement of their quality of
life under the new Palestinian

Authority. The Israelis are disap-

pointed with the PLO's ineptness

in dealing with Hamas terrorist

attacks on Israelis and its failure

to amend its charter, parts of

which call for the destruction of

Israel. But the majority of Israelis

and Palestinians realize that there

is no feasible alternative to Oslo.

They understand that the road to

peace is a long one, that the strug-

gle for peace is far from over.

Compromises will have to contin-

ue to be made on both sides if

peace is to be attained.

The Gaza-Jericho plan, which
directly involves the Palestinians,

also has far-reaching implications

for Israel's relations with its sur-

rounding Arab neighbors. It has

enabled Jordan to sign a pact with

Israel, which ended the official

state of war between the two
countries. Morocco soon fol-

lowed, agreeing to low-level ties

and expanded trade and tourism

with the Jewish state. Tunisia will

likely be the next country to join

the growing trend in the Arab
world to recognize the legitimacy

of the State of Israel.

It cannot be overstated that the

Israelis and the Arabs are negoti-

ating not out of love, but out of

sheer necessity. Israel cannot con-

tinue to pay the tremendous eco-

nomic, moral and political costs

associated with the occupation.

The Arabs, including the PLO,

can no longer depend on a now-
defunct Soviet superpower for

their military and financial needs.

They have finally come to the

realization that Israel is not a tem-

porary entity, but a permanent
Jewish homeland. They are finally

beginning to understand that war
will give them nothing, that peace

is their best hope forprosperity.

The Middle East leaders who
once waged \yar are now waging
peace. But whereas some leaders

are focusing almost exclusively

on how to achieve this peace, the

Israeli Foreign Minister is going

one step - a major step - further

by exploring the myriad of possi-

bilities that will be available once
peace is realized. For Peres, peace

is not merely an end in itself, but

a means to a much greater end.

He envisions, among other things,

a Middle East Common Market; a

regional security system; a joint

research institute for desert man-
agement and joint Arab-Israeli

projects, such as a Red Sea-Dead

Sea canal and the development of

hydroelectric power for electricity

and desalinization.

To be true to the ideals of

Alfred Bemhard Nobel, the Peace

Prize should go to Shimon Peres,

the visionary leader who has

made it his mission to end the

100-year-old Israeli-Palestinian

conflict and bring about prosperi-

ty to the Middle East. Giving the

Nobel Peace Prize to the man who
negotiated the historic peace deal

in the very city in which the prize

is annually presented will be more
than a case of poetic justice. It

will reward a leader who repre-

sents boldness, vision and ingenu-

ity; a leader who is helping to H
build a new Middle East for the

21st century.

Guy Ziv is a USC graduate

student ofintenmtional relations

who is enrolled in a UCLA class

sponsored by the UCLA-USC
Joint Centerfor International

Studies.
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Congress should protect the public, not polluters
By Rahul Krishnaswamy

It can lead to hypertension,

strokes, various forms of cancer,

disrupted hormone balance, heart

disease and even IQ deficits. What
is this nasty culprit? These afflic-

tions can be caused by toxins

found in the tap water we drink,

bathe in and cook with every day.

Scientists at the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention

estimate that nearly one million

Americans become sick and 900
die each year from drinking conta-

minated tap water. Studies have
linked waterbome toxins to rising

rates of breast and prostate cancer,

low sperm counts and weakened
immune systems. And those most
vulnerable in our population - e.g.

infants and children, pregnant

women, the sick, the elderiy and
the low income - are the most
likely to be affected by drinking

contaminated water.

Despite these facts, this past

May the U.S. Senate voted to

weaken the current health stan-

dards of the Safe Drinking Water
Act. The Senate's bill would allow

more cancer-causing chemicals in

our drinking water, weaken health

protection from lead in water and
reduce citizens' right to sue to

enforce the law.

To top it off, an April survey

revealed that 88 percent of

Congress members purchase bot-

tled water for their offices, most at

taxpayer expense!
,

The good news is that the

public seems to understand far

better than the politicians that our

tap water must be safe. A June
Times Mirror poll indicated that

76 percent of the public thought

that our laws fighting water pollu-

tion had not gone far enough.

Because of grassroots pres-

sure for the last three months, last

week the U.S. House of

Representatives overwhelmingly
passed a stronger version of the

Safe Drinking Water Act (H.R.

3392). The bill maintains the stan-

dards in current law and makes
several modest improvements,

including expand^ right-to-know,

bottled water standards and pro-

tection for vulnerable populations.

The bills now go to confer-

ence committee where members
of the House and Senate will fight

over the differences in the next

few weeks. And you can bet they

will receive lots of pressure from
the polluters.

In order to ensure the safety

of our tap water, we must send a

strong message to Our representa-

tives that we expect them to pro-

tect the interest of the public, not

the polluters, by sU^ngthening
_

standards for our drinking water.

Buying bottled water is not the

solution. Demanding more respon-

sive representation is.

Write a letter to your

Congress member and Senator, get

your friends to write letters, and

join CALPIRG's Campaign for

Safe Drinking Water (stop by
Bruin Walk for more information).

We have the fundamental right to

turn on the tap and know our
water is safe, but it's a right we
must fight for.

Rahul Krishnaswamy, a junior
microbiology and anthropology
student, is a member of
CALPIRG. CALPIRG is a
statewide environmental and
consumer groupfunded and
directed by students.
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Know when to hold 'em and when to fold 'em

Roxane

Marquez

Fall 1991. Inside, the West
Covina club is smoky and packed.

The stage lights are just bright

enough to show off" the red high-

lights in my hair and the gold

highlights in his. Even among the

enncee's announcement of the

next band and the thud of beer

bottles agafnst the bar, the steady

clunking of ^^^^^^^^^
my leather,

knee-high,

1960s hand-

me-down,
high-heeled

boots

announce our

^val.
His arm

hangs over my
shoulders and

as we walk

^past sonde of

my old high

school ene-

mies, I tilt my head next to his

and he kisses me. *This is my girl

Roxane," he says as he introduces

me to some friends of his. "She

goes to UCLA," he quickly adds.

He looks at me, and I am so proud

of us. Matthew and Roxane - best

friends for two years and finally

together.

"You got lucky, girl," one of

them says to me, smiling. "Malt's

the best guitar player around and

someday he's gonna make a mil-

lion bucks."

"Hey man, my baby's gonna

make money, too," Matt replies.

"She's got a lot of ideas and she's

smart enough to make them hap-

pen.

And now it's the Realm's turn

to play. Before he leaves, he lights

Hjy Marlboro cigarette and kisses

me. As he leaps onto the stage and

straps on his gold Gibson Les

Paul, my friend Beth says to me,

"He's fine."

"I know," I respond, but that's

not what's on my mind. "He tells

me that Fm beautiful and he's

proud that I'm smart," I'm think-

ing. "I can't believe it. I'm so

happy and I'm never letting this

one go."

Summer 1992. It's Labor Day
and Man's family is having a bar-

becue. My freshman year of col-

lege came and went and my
sophomore year is about to begin.

Thank God. Because in many
ways, the summer's been a night-

mare. Matt didn't do too well at

the local junior college, the guys

in his band are either "flakes" or

"assholes," and his old high

school friends smoke weed every

day and tell him to kick back, that

he's working too hard.

All this while I'm doing well in

my classes and have made new
friends at school. He's been teach-

ing me to play electric guitar and

I'm picking it up pretty fast.

"If Bill Clinton wins the elec-

tion, this country's morals will go

to hell in a handbasket," I hear

Matt's brother-in-law proclaim as

I spell my name in mustard on a

hot dog. Matt's sister and her hus-

band converted to Fundamentalist

Christianity fairly recently and

their proselytizing is dividing this

once-Catholic family in two.

They hate it that I spend every

weekend at his house during the

school year, and over the summer
their talk about 'family values"

almost drove me insane. More
than once I heard his sister preach

to his mother how "God will send

them to hell if you allow this to

continue."

I know that such conflict only

adds to Matthew's troubles, so I

do my best to help him out. I

make sure that his laundry gets

done, his car stays clean, that he

has enough peace and quiet when
he does his homework and -

hangover or not - 1 always have

breakfast made for him by 9:30

a.m. every Saturday and Sunday.

I'm thinking of all this as I eat

my hot dog and overhear more talk

from his brother-in-law about how
"feminazi takeovers" have ruined

families across the country. I think

of how I hoped my efforts would

make Matthew happy, but some-

how it just seemed to frustrate him

that thus far I've successfully jug-

gled so much responsibility.

"Oh it's just a phase," I think to

myself. "It'll pass. It's okay. Why?
Because he's worth it. He loves

me. He respects me. He listens to

me. -^—^-

—

But he's not listening to me.

He's listening intently to his broth-

er-in-law say how "all this

women's lib bullshit isn't what

God wants. A woman's supposed

to obey her husband. After all, isn't

that why He made men sUongerT'

Winter 1994. I'm sitting outside

the Whisky in Hollywood, chain

smoking and trying not to cry.

He's in there, talking to Dolores.

Dolores is beautiful, much more

beautiful than me. Dolores is a

fucking airhead.

Dolores is everything I feared

this morning as Matthew and I

argued while I washed the dishes

from that evening's dinner and he

watched the hockey game or

maybe it was a basketball game,

who the hell knows.

"I'm not going to that damn
church of theirs!" I'd screamed as

I scrubbed ketchup stains off his

plate. 'That preacher is full of lies

and everybody there just buys it

and I feel like standing up and

yelling, 'Don't you know you're

being brainwashed?!' and getting

the hell out of there every time

you make me go!"

"Well then we're going to the

Catholic Church with my mom
tomorrow instead," he'd yelled

back at me from the sofa.

"Hell no! That's just as bad."

He'd jumped up and faced me.

"What the hell's wrong with

you?!" he'd balked. "You've

changed. You never used to be

like this, you never do things for

me anymore!"

"What do you call this?" I'd

shouted as I flung a scraggly

orange dish scrubber into the sink.

"What do you call me paying for

the phone bills and for gas in the

car and for guitar strings and for

your flight jacket ..."

"A girl who really loves her

man will go the extra mile for him

and things like that won't matter

to her."

"What are you saying, then,

that even though I'm working my
ass off for you, I don't love you?"

"I'm saying that there's girls at

the clubs who are willing to fuck

me right then and there and they

won't make me pw up with this

'I'm doing history papers on

women's rights crap'" he hollered

as he stormed out of the room to

pack up his guitar and amp for

that night's gig.

I don't know why it was that I

went to the Whisky with him that

night Maybe because after I'd

cried for a half hour and looked at

myself in the mirror I saw an old,

tired young girl whose grades

were falling, friendships were

strained and body was out of

shape because she'd put "her

man's" needs ahead of her own.

He was all she thought she had,

and to leave him would be to

admit that the past two years or

more had been an enormous, irre-

versible mistake.

After all, I'd thought as I caked

my face with make-up. How many
guys do you know who can play

guitar like Jimmy Page? And he

"understands" me. He "loves" me.

Yeah right. At his gig, I'd felt

as old and useless as the glam

rock groupies and has-beens that

still hang out at the clubs on the

Sunset Strip even though the

grunge scene was well under way.

Matt's new band sucked. And I'd

seen him leave my side to give an

ecstatic hello to Dolores, his old

flame from high school.

I hadn't bothered to see if the

Whisky had a "no re-entry" poli-

cy. I'd just walked outside, lit

another Mariboro, sat on the side-

walk and let the freezing cold

numb me.

So now I am shivering here,

remembering years past, of my
mother listening to me read Dr.

Seuss to her when I was a little

giri. She tells me how she is so

proud that I am the best reader in

kindergarten and that I bring

home awards for handwriting and

spelling so often.

She tells me that she and daddy

are so happy that they had a little

giri when I ask if daddy wanted a

boy instead. That they love me so

much and that I can be anything I

want when I grow up.

"Read to me," she says.

I begin. "My feet are cold. My
teeth are gold. I have a bird I like

to hold."

And now I'm walking uphill on

Sunset Boulevard trying to find a

pay phone to call my sister. "It's

true, mother," I think. "My feet are

cold from the winter wind. My
teeth are gold from all the ciga-

rettes 1 smoke when I'm sad. And
that little bird - I'm still holding it

and 1 will not let him kill it."

Assistant Viewpoint Editor

Roxane Marquez is afourth-year

student double majoring in

history and English-American

studies. Her column will run on

alternate Thursdays.
I

Letters

Stop ''religious

Editor:

I want to respond to

Jeanene Harlick's article (Oct.

3, "Sex before marriage: why
we should wait"). Do we have

to be subjected to a naive par-

roting of various religious

superstitions? This is "moralis-

tics," a superficial morality, that

the author puts forth. It does not

approach the clarity of thought

that morality requires. Morality

assumes some underlying prin-

ciple in harmony with ourselves

as we come from nature.

The short social history we
have does not approach the

length of time we have as the

glorious animal that lives within

and in concert with the mind.

There are so many intelligent

and well-founded arguments

that are current and currently

understandable that I fail to see

why the Daily Bruin should

have published someone who is

arguing something as discred-

itable as the flat earth theory.

Don't ask me for refer-

ences, that's lazy. Go out and

find them yourself. It will be

easy. Start in anthropology.

Harlick points out some
problems which I do not say do

not exist, but the drivel that she

espouses as the answer is not

worthy of publication. To point

out just two inconsistencies:

The author seems to say that if

one has sex before marriage,

one can never love again. That

would be news to most of us.

Heartbreak is one thing, but the

end of love is not found there -

only the further yearning to find

it again and to learn from one's

«pa$t mistakes.

Another thing she implies is

that love is subordinate to sex:

that in order to love someone, —

one must wait until marriage

and then prove the love by hav-

ing sex (a prescribed manner is

also implied). What this leads to

is the wrong reason for mar-

riage.

Creative writing is one

thing, flowers and clouds and

love, but in the process of rea-

soning, one can only hope there

would be more thought put into

Harlick's column. Have the edi-

tors no sense of quality?

Shall we return to the days

of alchemy? Shall we refute all

or any scientific knowledge or

theory because it is easier to

mime things we never thought

of on our own? This is an opin-

ion of Harlick's which is incred-

ibly private and, in this ca.se, so

poorly thought out that she

ought to be embarrassed to try

to foist it upon others.

Promiscuity is not a curse.

It is a part of our species' histo-

ry and heritage. What needs to

^ learned is how to allow it to

constructively exist, and avoid

that which damages. This learn-

ing can neither blanket accep-

tance nor condemnation. And it

certainly cannot be the denial

and abnegation of the underiy-

ing feeling that bring about the

supposed problem.

Can we not have someone
address the issues from a cur-

rently informed viewpoint? This

is not a Sunday school newspa-

per and I don't expect such bla-

tantly religious propaganda to

be published here. There are

other forums. Harlick surely has

the right to her opinion and her

voice. I think this newspaper is

not the proper place for these

particular opinions to be found.

Dorn Yoder
Senior

Many happy
returns!
EdKors:

Dear Bruins (specifically the

University Research Library),

As a student at Cal State

Northridge, I wanted to thank you

for letting us use your library. I

know that you've sympathized

with the fact that we are really

"Quake Tech!" Most of us are still

taking classes in trailers, but they

have restored our library. You

came to our rescue! That was just

wonderful! I'm sure that many
students at CSUN will agree with

me. Thanks!

"Maxie** Sonnenschein
UCLA Alumnus, 1942

I '

c?

Recycle this paper.
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ANDREW SCH<XER/Daily Bruin

NIN's Trent Reznor gripped mics and audiences at his latest concert
ANDREW SCHOLERAMiy Bruin

Was Nine Inch Nails' lead singer Trent Reznor's on-stage hostility for real or was his performance Monday and Tuesday nights a response to an awful audience?

By Michael Horowitz
Dally Senior Bruin Staff

The Nine Inch Nails "Self-Destruct Tour" is

back in town and it hasn't lost much intensity or

emotion. Tuesday's show at the Universal
Amphitheatre wasn't the intimate clusterfuck of

Reznor bashes roadie^, screams songs to placid audience
odying, arena-rock lightshow, an annoying video- There's alot of evidence in all directions. To matic lightning rod. If he wants to smack his set-
screen reminiscent of UCLA construction and a support the Three Physical Outbursts Per Show up crew with a microphone stand, he does,
setlist that was built more for fan recognition than Model, Trent did smile a whole lot. He does freak because all they can do is set it up again for him.
emotional structure. out in every show, and the intensity level is He's not solely motivated by Spinal Tap theatrics.
As Reznor leaves any semblance of under- almost too perfect to be anything but managed, but he's at least aware that he's fun to watch,

fools who showed up because they've memorized ground status, there are questions that need to be On other hand, some of his actions arc complete- Overall song selection was interesting in this
"Closer." He can rock harder than the KROQ addressed. Like, what's with that bottomless rage ly belligerent and sometimes go unseen. After the second leg of the tour. While he ignored a lot of
iunkies who Dressed redial until thev bled. And thino? And dne<( hp nnnrk rnnHif^c hArano* h^*« fourth c^nn n,r, tv.oc^o.. ninWt Ki> ..,<>«* k»^i,<,>»«,« »>^.* .,.^i,^ e. ««d.^.... u>.. \m u: •• u-.

at Woodstock and his brilliant "NEK" soundtrack
have generated him plenty of press; he's now suf-

fering ^enre and generational idolatry. So what's
a self-loathing, society-hating musician to do?

Well for starters he can shock the KIIS-FM

more. face, smashing his bassist to the floor and throw- several more notches down the disappointing lad- At a certain point this debate leaves the realm could almost justii^ Nails playing a seated arena
mg water bottles at anythmg that breathed. der, is it choreographed like professional of intellectualism. A probable compromise is that

Trent Reznor is on the verge of being heinous- mg waier oouies ai anymmg mai orcamea. aer, is it cnoreographed like professional of intellectualism. A probable compromise
ly over-pubhcized. His much-celebrated mudbath Annoying "Mr. Anger" moments: the self-par- wresUing? Reznor onstage is simply a spoiled intensely-dra-

UCLA grad Marco Sanchez delves below surface in ''seaQuest DSV

Aiarco SanclMs

i^

By Rodney Tanaka

Marco Sanchez wants to discover

himself.

He wants to explore the motiva-

tions and desires that fuel his
actions.

lb follow his progress, tune in to

"seaQuest DSV," the futuristic

underwater NBC series now in its

second season. Sanchez, a recent

UCLA alumnus, plays sensor chief

Miguel Ortiz on the show. In the

opening season, Sanchez followed

orders and kept the ship from crash-

ing. This season he hopes to move
beyond the surface of his character

and examine the nuances of his

character.

"The great thing about being on a

prpfilg

Sanchez begins second season

on TV.program with new goals

series is you continually learn about

a character," Sanchez says. "With
each episode you have something
new to explore. I hope to learn

about what he cares about, what he
likes and doesn't like, everything

about him that makes him interest-

ing-

Sanchez harbors high expecta-

tions for **seaQuest DSV." "(Last

year) the show wanted to accom-
plish many things, but it struggled

to find its voice," says Sanchez.

"This season it will be a lot more
exciting and very entertaining with-

out losing its moving moments."

With such a bright future loom-

ing, Sanchez's past must have
helped nurture his talent. He per-

formed in his first play in the eighth

grade, and from there his acting

projects and educational endeavors

continued to grow. He attended

UCLA for four years and graduated

in 1992. "I have a lot of good mem-
ories of UCLA," Sanchez says,

"especially of the people that I

met"
Sanchez continues to work with

fellow UCLA students in the
Buffalo Nights Theatre Company.
The company, competed entirely of

students from the UCLA theater

department, completed their second
season ofshows. It emerged out of a
need fcH- Sanchez and other students

to create their own of^rtunities.

"(The current) theater depart-
mgk at UCLA is better than the one

I went through. It was general edu-

cation, like an English major,"
Sanchez says. "It seemed like they

could care less whether anyone got

work."

Yet Sanchez rose above any set-

backs and found work in theater

and television. His first job took
him to "Knot's Landing" as a mis-

chievous high school student Other

projects included "In the Heat of the

Night" and "GunsnK)ke: The Long
Ride."

Sanchez is cognizant that his

exposure as an actcM* may make him
a role model to other Cuban
Americans. He hopes that the writ-

ing in Hollywood explores all

a^)ects of his community, rather

than just the negative ones.

"Hollywood is just beginning to

understand that the Hispanic com-
munity is multi-faceted," Sanchez
says, alluding to the dearth of posi-

tive roles for minorities.

Yet the actor does not dismiss the

idea of playing a less-than-whole-

some character in the future, as long

as the character does not fall into

ethnic stereotypes. "One-dimen-
sional bad guy roles are uninterest-

ing and insulting to me," Sanchez
says. "I appreciate that Miguel
Ortiz doesn't have a cheesy accent.

Perhaps the future holds danger-

ous and violent characters for

Sanchez to portray. For now, he is

content to explore his character on
"seaQuest" for as long as the ship

explores the oceans.

Redgrave
iMfings the
personal
onstage
One-woman play

mixes Shakespeare

with own biography

By John Mangum

No matter how broad her
experience as an actress
becomes, Tony award-winning
Lynn Redgrave always returns

to Shakespeare.

Ranking among the most ver-

satile and best-known actresses

today, Redgrave has performed
in too many different produc-
tions in too many different gen-
res to count.

Considering her family and
childhood, this stature becomes
almost a forgone conclusion.
Redgrave, the youngest daugh-
ter of renowned Shakespearean
actor Sir Michael Redgrave,
grew up surrounded by luminar-

ies of the British theatre.

"It was quite as awe-inspiring

as anyone might think it would
be," concedes the actress. "I

grew up in an era when children

felt this sense of awe about their

elders anyway."

"We weren't romping around

Lynn Redgrave journeys to self-discovery in her latest one-
woman play, "Shakespeare for My Father."

somehow find him."

Now, by performing scenes
her father once did, Redgrave is

examining his role in her life.

She selected scenes which
matched the experiences she
relates in the play.

"I had a scene and looked for

something that would match it,"

says the actress. "Some things

came as easy choices. There's a

scene with my nanny and me,
and out of it they become Juliet

and her nurse."

"It was quite as awe-

inspiring as anyone

might think it would

be ... I grew up in an

era when children felt

this sense of awe

about their elders."

the living room playing tag
when we had guests over,"
Redgrave says. "I realized how
special the artists were who
came to visit."

Some of these visitors includ-

ed Sir Laurence Olivier. Richard

Burton and playwright Noel
Coward. They turn up as charac-

ters in her play "Shakespeare for

my Father" which appears Oct.

7-9 at the UCLA Freud
Playhouse as part of the UK/LA
festival.

Strictly a solo performer in

this production, Redgrave
assumes all of the roles in the

play. The plot weaves biographi-

cal sections with scenes drawn
from the writings of William
Shakespeare.

'The play is about my search

for reconciliation with my
father's memory," Redgrave
says. "My father happened to be

a great actor, but to me he
seemed faceless. The play
allows me to finally reach him
in some way."

Redgrave's use of
Shakespeare facilitates this. "I

grew up knowing my father
through the great Shakespearean
roles. I believed that if I could
get on stage with him, I would

Redgrave wrote "Shakespeare

for my Father," which her hus-

band, theatre veteran John
Clarke directs. The play began
when the Folger Shakespeare
Library in Washington D.C.
invited the actress to perform for

their members.
From there, it eventually

reached Broadway, where the

production enjoyed a nine
month run. The unique approach
the play takes to both autobiog-

raphy and Shakespearie no doubt

accounts for its success.

Currently touring throughout

the United States and Canada,
"Shakespeare for my Father"
presents one woman exploring

her own life without the help of
other cast members. Redgrave
believes that this results in a dif-

ferent stage experience.

"What you don't have is tak-

ing energy from the other peo-

ple. My collaboration is really

with the audience. I get a lot of

energy from ttem."

The audience produces ener-

gy both on account of her per-

formance and what she
performs. Redgrave feels that

audiences really react to

Shakespeare.

"He goes on speaking to gen-

eration after generation,"
Redgrave says. "The sheer
scope and size of his characters

- the real modern humanity of
them - makes it always fascinat-

ing. .

For Redgrave, every audience

reacts differently to her play.

Students, she says with obvious

appreciation, see Shakespeare in

a clear way.

'The thing about young audi-

ences is thai they don't have
preconceived notions. They
have a much fresher approach,"

she says.

She perceptively describes
the difference between students

and nrK>re seasoned theatre audi-

ences. "People get highfalutin

after they've seen 20 Hamlets.
Students look at it fresh and
either believe it or don't believe

it. I find it very gratifying."

Redgrave appears this morn-
ing at Melnitz Hall, where she

will talk about the play and her

experiences as an actress.

"The play is about what it is

to be an actor - fieeting that it is

and noble that it is - how sad
and lonely and exciting a thing

it is," Redgrave says.

An Odyssey of self-discovery

for the actress and, she believes,

for her audience as well,
"Shakespeare for my Father"
allows Redgrave to finally come
to terms with the father she
loved and admired.

The actress grew up playing

Cordelia to her father's King
Lear. Redgrave realizes this, and
tries to come to terms with it by
performing a scene between the

father and daughter in her play.

"Cordelia was the daughter who
could not speak to her fathe^but

_

she loved him so much." '

Redgrave pours this love, as

well as a passion for the
Shakespeare that was an insepa-

rable part of her father, into a

production examining a rela-

tionship everyone can identify

with.

THEATRE: "Shakespeare for nfiy

Father," starring Lynn Redgrave.
Presented tjy the Center for the
Performing Arte. Co-produced by
LA Theatre Works and the
UK/LA f=oundatk>n. At the Freud
Playhouse Oct. 7-9. Tk:kete $25.
$9. For more info, call 825-2101.

r'^'
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STOMP!- 8 PM Now through Oct 23rd, Wadsworth Theater

Everyone is crazed about...

STOMP, the international British hit

theater production which is now
playing to sold-out audiences in

New York City. Springing from the

underground music clubs of Britain

and influenced by its urban streets,

the eight performers claim they can

"make a rhythm out of anything they

can get their hands on that makes a

sound," we'll let you be the judge of

that. Tickets are now available for

the 22 performances. Info: 825-2101

ExuiMinoNN

Fowler Museum of

Cultural History
"Spirits As People:
Figurative Sculpture Of
The Baule Peoples, Cdte

D Ivoire, West Africa

"

Now through March, Fowler

Museum, free. Info: 206-5663

Featuring more than 40 wooden

sculptures from the late-19th to mid

20th centuries. Known as waka

sranmu, wooden persons, these

human images represent ^irits of

the blolo, or the "other world."

Irangeles: Iranians
in Los Angeles
Now through Noveml)er, Fowler

Museum, free. Info: 825-4361

Photography exhibition featuring

works by Ali Reza Dadgar, Payam
Farrahi, Taranch Hemami, and Shirin

Neshat.

All MoMH
Film
Film & Television
Archive Presents: Gaumont
Now through December, show
times and prices vary (student

tickets available). Info: 206-FILM
For ten weeks this fall, one of the

world^s oldest film companies,

Gaumont, will be celebrated for

producing some of the greatest

French films. From 1895 until the

present day, Gaumont has continu-

ously produced, exhibited, and

distributed films of its century-old

history. This retrospective traces

the development of French cinema

while offering a unique overview of

European histpiy.

Fkjnu. 0(T(»H1R

Noon Concert
Amy Catlin Jairazbaoy, soprano

12 PM, Schoenberg Hall, free.

Info: 206-3600

Noon concert series is sponsored

by the Department of Music.

Theater
Lynn Redgrave: Shakespeare

For My Father

8 PM, 10/7-9. Freud Playhouse,

$25 general, $9 students.

Info: 825-2101

The British performer, Redgrave,

shines in this solo piece of life in the

theater and in a theatrical dynasty.

k\)\\. O
Film
Gaumont: Les Vampires
(Part I -V)

7:30 PM.Melnltz Theater,

$5 general, $3 students.

Info: 206-FILM
Directed in 1 9 1 5 by Louis Feuillade,

Vampires was banned for being an

"exaltation of evil." Some consider

this director to be the first to

glamorize crime.

Music
The EDLOS
8 PM, Schoenberg Hall,

$25 general, $9'Students.

Info: 825-2101

EDLOS has l)eoome popular for their

witty interpretation oftunes from the

1930s to the '90s. Their background

in operatic vocal training gives their

overall performance an air offinesse.

A free CenterStage lecture will be

offered one hour before show-time.

NliW. 0<

Film
Gaumont: Les Vampires
(Part VI-X))

7:30 PM, Melnltz Theater.

$5 general, $3 students.

Info: 206-FILM

The adventures continue with

mystery and crime in a Paris long

since gone.

Classical Music
Cuarteto Latinoamericano
4 PM, Schoenberg Hall,

$28 general, $9 students.

Info: 825-2101

Described as a "first-rate ensemble

of passionate temperament" by the

San Francisco Chronicle, Cuarteto

Latinoamericano has l)ecome

internationally renowned for

bringing the works ofLatin Ameri-

can composers to the forefront of

traditional classical repertoires.

Program includes a free CenterStage

discussion at 3 p.m. with violinist

Aron Bitran.

A word from the editor...

There are no events for today. To
have your events listed , forward

your information with 10 days prior

notice to: ArtsPage Editor, SCA
Offices 10880 Wilshire B^d., Suite

1616. For more info call: 794-8960

T( l^l)\N. 0( [(iHl R 11

Concert
Lithuanian Academy ofMusic
8 PM, Schoenberg Hall, free.

Info: 825-4761

This highlyaodaimed Chamber Choir

will present a wide variety of sacred

a cappella music fifom the Baltic

republics and Europe, under the

diiecti(m d*Professor Tadas Sumskas.

Film
Gaumont: El Dorado/ Figaro

7:30 PM. Melnltz Theater,

$5 general, $3 students.

Info: 206-FILM

Directed in 1921 Ijy Marcel L'Heibicr,

Dorado is regarded as his first

masterpiece, where the real and

unreal are meshed between distor-

tions, tinting, and other special

effects. Figaro was directed by

Gaston Ravel in 1929, it is also

considered a film ofastonishing

camera woric and superb acting.

Theater
Miriam Margolyes:

Dickens ' Women
8 PM, 10/11-16. Freud Playhouse.

$25 general. $9 students.

Info: 825-2101

Part n (rfthe UK/LA '94 Celd)ration.

In a stunning performance, the

brilliant actress, Miriam Margofyes, "

portrays 1 5 of Charies Dickens'

famous women characters in this

fabulous one-woman tour de force.

Theater
Steven Berkoff: One Man
8 PM. 10/12,14,16. Freud
Playhouse, $25 general. $9
students. Info: 825-2101

Part III ofthe UK/LA '94 celebration-

In his acclaimed solo piece, "One
Man," Steven Berkoffcombines his

adaptation ofEdgar Allen Poe's "Tell

Tale Heart" and presents two new
comic pieces, "The Actor" and
"Dog" in this U.S. Premiere.

Ifs still time to turn in an SCA application...

Those interested in "the arts" and would like to join the UCLA Student

Committee for the Arts, the deadline to submit your application is Friday, October 7.

For nrK>re information on this very exciting and active organization, call:

794-6960

SCA Reg. Oa
Price Price Sale

The UCLA Student Committee for tlicAitt inbridisies

tickets fer peforaumcei in thll bot. Cimrteto
LatinoamerkaiMit pictured abiyve* ii oneoftlie many
atrists that UCIA students are aMe to attend ImrIm
tiian the price vXa student ticket Ask fotf*yonrSCA

tickets at the Central Ticket Office: S2iS-2101
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One^Krt puts twist on classic '40s
Ingenious direction and comic acting

make for appealing "Tangled Snarl"

'Snarl" stars a t> r.) Lee Ryan. Nkxilas Caecone and Daniel McFeeley.

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Theater is at its best when it's

short, sweet and unbelievably
funny. John Rustan and Frank
Semerano's "The Tangled Snarl"

is all those things.

Set in 1940s Los Angeles, the

45 minute one-act follows private

dick. Spuds Idaho (Lee Ryan) on
another case. Just like most of the

old radio shows of the '30s and
'40s, not only do audience mem-
bers get to follow Idaho as he dis-

covers each clue, but they also get

treated to an onslaught of one-lin-

ers.

But while these, at times corny,

one-liners work miracles, it's

Ryan's comic timing and delivery

that gets the laughs.

Idaho hates smoking. So, every

time femme fatale Leslie
Detweiller (Lynn Lowry) tries to

light a cancer stick, Idaho puts it

out. But he does so in very bizarre

ways, from simply breaking the

cigarette in two to squirting an old

water spitting fire extinguisher at

her from across the stage.

As much as Idaho hates

Detweiller's habit, the two seem
to get along - very well. She visits

Idaho to collect a "package" her

hubby left with him for safe-keep-

ing. Unfortunately, during the

exchange, Detvyeiller's husband
was bumped off by an unknown
assassin.

Idaho is forced to tell Mrs.
Detweiller in his blunt and uncar-

ing way that Mr. Detweiller was
killed, making her the unhappy
widow. But to no one's surprise,

she's not all that unhappy. She's

more interested in the package and
Idaho rather than her husband's
funeral service. This makes Idaho

more than a little suspicious, so

See SNARL, page 36
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Now you can have the most recognised
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^^c}S^ N® credit checks!

yf^f^^^""^^ No security deposit!

o*****^ Send the coupon today
Your credit cards are waiting!

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

•

•

I

I

I

I

UNI-CARD,BOX 220645 rHOLLYWOOD,FL 33022

J^j|j|^J^2 lwantMASTERCARD« Immediately.

100H QUAnANTEEDI

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE— ZIP

STUDENT? Yes No S5#
SIGNATURE
HOnti MnlcK^id Ii a icgMeicd Indemuli of MaalcfOud Inlcfntlonallnc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

Westwood Santa Monica Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

VUIA6E
961 Broxtoo (2:15-4:45)-7;3O-10:'

206-5576 Fri/Sat(11:45-2:15-4:45)-7;30-10:15-12:45

Thi SMCIalM (R)

1:1S

Tit tftcl>JI« (R)

NATNMM.
10925 Lindbrook (2:00)-4::

208-4366 Frt/Sat(11:30-2:00)-4:30-7:15-10:00-12JO

OalvYMtra)
»:30-7: 15-1 0:00

BRUIN
948Broxton
239-MANN

TlMSewt(P0-13)
!:15-4:45)-7:15-9:45

Frt/Sufl (11:4W:15-4:45)-7:15-9:45
S«t(11:45-2:15)-5:30-10:15
LaMiMatrSneik-SatSM)

FESTIVAL
10S87 LIndtKOOk

206-4574

TlMtcoi (R)

(2:30-5«))-7:45-10.30

Sal/Sun (12:30-2-J0-5«))-7 45-10:30

REGENT
1045 Broxton

206-3259

MMiinr(ra-i3j
(2:45-5«))-7:30-10.«J

Slt/Stm 7:30-10.00

PIAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

Prttdlla: Qbcm d tt« Otsert (R)- -"
T.l5(2:30-4:45)-7:00-9;l

Sat(1:15-330)-8:15-10:30
Son (1lio-2:3O-4:45-7:00-9:15

UWfl Olairti Sneik - Sit (6:00) & Sun (2iX))

CRITERION 3
1313 3rd St, Promenide (1:45-4:30)-7:15-l0:(

395-1599 Frt««t/S«n{11:15-1:45-4:30)-7:15-10;00

CRITEMONI TlwStWltlM(R)
1313 3rd St. Promenide {2:15-5«))-7:45-10 30
395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun(11:45-2:15-5:00)-7:45-10:30

CRITEmONB Tlwtc«rt(PG-13j
1313 3rd St. PromenM (2:30-5«))-7:30-10 OO
395-1599 Sat/Sun (12:00)-2:30-5:06-7:30-10:00

Nalwal toa Killen (RJ

1313 3rd St. Promenide (4:30)-9:45

395^1599 Fn/Sit/Sun(11:45-4:30)-9:45

Prfncen Carakoo
(2:15)-7:15

LANDMARK

AVCO CINEMA
WUshire at Westwood
475-0711

LAS FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm • THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

ROYAL
1 1523 SM Blvd.

477-5581

L.iCT
5:00-8:15

SiVSun also 1:45

SUNSET 4

(213) 848-3500
N«« York in Short

(1:15-3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15

MUSIC HAU
9036 WHshire
274-6869

IsiMl FIlM FttUval
CaM(213)-466-1767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

. MooMlince
Fri-Tues (2:30)-5:00-7.30-9:45

WM-Thurs ((2:30)-5«)

DTS Tht River Wild (P6-13)
12:00-2:40-5:15-7:50-10:20

SUNSET
.^213)«4a-3500

THX Dolky Ouii SHow (PG-13)
1:30-425- 7:20- 10:05

FrVSat/Sun 111X>- 1:50-4:40-7:40-1035

Weekend Proorans
Neo Tokyo: Silent KMIvt

CaleFletli

Santa Monica
Boy's Lite

KllllRO

TMXMky Tke Skawslisak RedemaHon (R)

t:00-4:00-7:00-10:0(}

IMkv Jeson's Lyric (R)

11:50-2:30-5:00- 7:30- 10 00

WESTVrOO0 1 Clear aad PretiiM Danger (Pe-13>

1050Gayley (3.«)V-7:3O-10:i(i

208-7664 FrVSal/Sun (1:30-4:30)7:30-10:30

West L.A.

MOMCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Sleep witli Me
. (t:45)-3:45-5:45-7:50-9:55

MOMCAZ
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Dear Diary

(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

MOMCAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

RilRlnp Stones

2.30-4 50-/^10-9:30

M0MCA4
1322 2nd Streal

394-9741

Nostradamus
(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:30

Killing Zoe
Priscllla Qveen el Bie Desert

Fri/Sai Midnighi

Baraka

Tlie Last KleiHiir

Eat Drink Man Woman
Go Fish

Throeali a Glass Darkly

Sat/Sun 11iX)AM

WESTWOOD t
1050Gayley
208-7664

(2:45)-7^0O-10fl0

FtVSat/Sun (11)0-4:00-7:00-10:00

NUWIUHWE
1314 WKsMre Blvd.

Beverly Hills
MOMCA
1322 2nd street

394-9741

Fri 5:00-7 15-9:30

MonaueAhur 5:00-9:45

Sat/Sun/Wed Mats 1^30-2:45

WEfTWOOOS
1050Qaytey
206-7664

PrtMMi Carakoo (ND
(2:45-5«))-7:15-9:45 NUWILSMRE

1314 WMstiirB Blvd.

394-8099

lOSOOaylay
206-7864

1lM0lMl(f«-1))
(2:15)-7:4i

Tim Uw (N-IS)
(4:45)-10:l5

Eat Drink Man Woman
7:00-9:45

SaVSon/WedMats1:15-4«)

Be^rly Connectton

Li Clemaut Beverly Bivd

Free 2 1/2 iKwr viHdited parking

659-5911

WESTSIDE PAVNJON SlemWMiMt
GoMwwn (2:00)-4:00^.00-6i)0-10D5

WESTSiOE PAVM.NM
Gok
475

BarceloM
(11«5)-3:25-7:45

Santa Monica
WESTSIOE PAVILION

471

Est OrtM Mm wOMm
(11:15)-155-4J5-7:15-9:50

CRITERION 1 FOTMl tenia (PO-ISj

1313 3rd S(. Promenide (2J0)-r30- 10:30

395-1599 Frt/Sit/Sun(1:15-4:1S>-7:30-10:30

WESTSnE PAVILION
Goldwyn
475^202

Tlw Advocate
(1:15)-5:35-9:55

WBUME MVNJON

1313 3rdSt PromenwJe (2:3O-5:1O)-7:sl)-10:20

995-ISOB FrVSaVStin(12:00-2:30-S:10H:SO-1020

475^02

CaraDlarlo
(12:45)-3:00-5:15-7.30-9:40

Sony. NoPaaaaaAcceplad

12D0 Noon Only

THX DTS Tke SMCialW (RJ
12:15-2:45-5:1$-7:45-10:15

TNXDTS Tke Rl«er Wild (P9-13)

12:15-2:45-5:25-8.00 10:30

1:45-4 45- 7:00-9J5

Stereo Jnon'sl«nc(R)
12:00-2:4O-5.2O-8:06-10:4()

THXOoiky
fMkm 11:30-2:15-5:00-7:45-10 30

Tiiae-Thgrs 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

DMf 0nlvYee(P8l
12«)-2:30-5«>-?:30-10:0(i

Crime Story

A Belter Tomorrow
God ol Gamkieft

A Better Tomorrow II

FrI/Sat Midnigm

rf990OM Of MiNO
Mnstang: Tlia Hidden KInodem

Laura

Visions ol LigM (Sat onty)

Sat/Sun IIOOAfyl

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeHworth
475-9441

A Good Man In Africa (R)

SR THX Stereo

Can Theatre lor Stwwtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889Weilwonn
475-9441

Corrina, Corrtna (PG)

Oo«)y Stereo

Can Thoatra tor Showtlmes

West Hollywood

Mon-Frt, 111 ikow kargain (

)

SB8iSMaal(alCincNl HelgMil FrMPwUog

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wetlwont)
475-9441

Tke Maak (P6-13)

Can Theatre tor ShowUmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeHworth
47S-9441

Tke Next Karate Kid (PG)

Call Theatre lor ShowUmes

SUNSET1
(213)848-3900

Priscllla Ouaen ol Oic Desert

(2:15)-4:15-7:15-9:45

FrVSat also MMnight Show

SUNSCTt
(213)848-3900

Boy's Lite

{1:15)-3:20-5:20-7.40-9:55

Frl/Sat also MWntght SImmt

suNsni
(213)848-3900 (i19)-4:45-7:15-9:

Mary
i-9:45

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST EiWiOd(RJ
1262 Westwood Blvd F/St 130-410-7:00 9:50-12:15

474-7866 S«m-Tlwrs1J0-4:1O-7:0l>-9JO

k'W*
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IIIds on 'Bakesale'

Singer/songwriter Barlow follows classical tradition

By Michael Tatun^

That Lou Barlow - he's such a

perfectionist. Barlow, co-front

ma*n of the indie-rock band
Sebadoh, has in the past been the

subject of much celebration in the

rock press, and his band's latest

full length release, "Bakesale"

(Sub Pop), has had the critics once

again gushing with superlatives.

But is the man himself satis-

fied? Yes and no.

"It's more of a straightforward

rock and roll record than the pre-

vious ones," he allows. "I'm not

crazy about studio recording, but

it has a good, strong, clear sound.

There are a lot of good songs, not

a weak one actually. And there are

some powerful lyrics. But ..."

But ... You knew it was coming.

Even the man SF Weekly predict-

ed would be remembered as "[the

decade's] greatest songwriter" has

his doubts about what may be his

band's most triumphant hour.

"I miss the diversity," finishes

Barlow, referring to the days of

"Smash Your Head On The Punk
Rock (1992) and "Bubble And
Scrape" (1993), when Sebadoh
(performing two shows tomorrow

night at the Roxy) featured three

prolific songwriters and not two.

The missing link this time

around is Eric Gaffney, Barlow's

partner in crime from the very

beginning (singer-songwriter and

multi-instrumentalist Jason
Loewenstein, still with the band,

came on board later). The two
came together under the name of

Sentridoh, churning out low-fi

recordings taped in Barlow's bed-

room, and then selling them to hip

record stores in their native

Massachusetts.

Not since Lennon and

See SEBADOH, page 36 Sebadoh's Jason Loewenstein, Bob Fay and Lou Bartow (from left)

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

;
shampoo &

•_ blowdry

With HAIRCUT
lonrj h.iir >>, tl.it lops

slightly hirjhor)

COLOR $20 FRENCH PtRMil5-:ji

HIGHLIGHTS $29-$49 ZOTOS PERM $35-$4

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45 SUPER PERM $66

1078 GAYLEY WESTWOOD Next to Penny Lane

SPONSORED BY

Buy One, Get One

Any Frozen Yogurt Sundae.

B(p.10/2oM< Not good wHh other dbcounts

WE DELIVER! M.F: 1:30.4:30 pm
10% OFF TO UCLA COMMUNITY

ltaskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

20a-8048 • W«stwood Village • 10016 Kinross Avs

rqxitadon
the line.

classified line
825-2221

Daily Bruin

BRUIN TV GUIDE
£ffSimttSSKKblt^Whl »/!" :»""^ /pip'uw^ ^W!!M^,i'w*!%/#. ffs^^"^

By: UCtA'UCSD
UCB • UCl • UCB MNIUTMWGETmmsmUTWE TEST

<MCAT>

(632 — 6863) 9am-9pm

800 MD-BOUND
THURSDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A :: Century Cable B - Channel Name

11

13

18

34

29

(X)

QBIPs
w

-w
isr

s

IB

IE

DoogI*

Cannan

N«w*lE

Fimily
llaMralE

Frugal

GounnatlKl

Suaan

TrooparalC

Jentai
Jufy

Wondar
Yaaram

RIefci Laka Racial balance
in the job market

TVMroi lUayhgan

Printer Impaclo

Black Sheep SquadrorT
"WASPS'^

CSSNawa

IB

FuilHouae
(In Stereo)

Buaineaa
Report

NewaX

EdMonlB
Currant
AflairXl

RoaeanrM^
In Stereo)(lnSt<

cue

rmni
NBCNIghtty
NawaOC
Taasi

IB

Hard Copy
IE

Extra: Ent

Traah
Princa

NawahourIB

Coach (In

Stereo) IB

AKWorM

Journal

Copafln
Stereo) IB

Roaaanna
(In Stereo)

Panda TVart^
Magatlna

Notidero
Univlalon

WH Wild Weat "Night of

the Fire and Brimstone"

Jaopardyl
IB

TopCopa
(In Stere»^

)

With

Ent Tonight

Price la

RIgN

Utaand
TknaalB

¥rhaai of

Fortune OE

^Mh
Uiwbaugh

(In stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Qaoaralldn The Hunted"

WoriQ Report

Volver a Empazar

Bortanza "A Rose for

Lotta"

Due South "Manhunt ' (In

Stereo) IB

Mad About
You IB

Frtandann
Stereo) IE

Eye to Eye (In Stereo) IE

SalnfBldJn
Stare^IB

Madman of"

the People

CMcago Hna "WHh the

Greatest o( base" IB

ER "Into That Good Night"

*** "Running ScatwT (1966) Grejjory Hiiiea. Two
cops are given 30 days to nab a cocaine smugt^
Mvataryt Inspector Morse" "Driven to Oistracbon" (R)

My So^:allad Ufa "Why
Jadan Can't Read" IB

Stereo) IB IB

Haman Help Ua The Last

Great Hope (In Stereo) IE

Kofaan
RapubMc

Buacando el Paraiao

Horaa
Radng

Piid
Program

BlllyRayCyrua:AYav
on ma Road (In Stereo) IB

New York Undaroovar
Garbage" (In Stereo) IB

RoUn'aHooda "Double or

NolMng" Qn ^ereo) an

KOTMn IWfMn I Wm
IYou

iCotoriAgutalaadal
Roaa

Qunsmoka The SbM

'

(In Stereo) OB

Nawaflnstfliri(tn stereo) IB

Cantbodlana In America
ap

PrimalimaUvaS

\Mttd

Han Myui>ghol

doa
Blanvanl-

doa

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

80

54

27

12

33

57

14

16

M
23

Sfraat Scanea: New York
onFWm(R)

ggn

(4:56) Colaga FoolbaN: Kansas State at Karwas (Live)

y "(jregory

His Own Man" (R)

South Banik Show "Alan
PMker" (R)

TO w
Saturday Night Llva

Event of «M Day

Maria Archival film footage and interviews help piece

together the Irte of Mana Callas

Homeward Bound (R)

Romeoa and Jullata (R)

Larry King Live IB

Comk
Juatlca(R)

Standi,
Stand-Up

Audrey
Hepburn

Brooklyn
BrtdgelB

W5^nww9

'ar
Secret (R)

TXT Soap IE

Event of the boy

Woildof
Wonder

Stem

Amazhig
America

Awarda

Magk
TaKSoup

KiWW ZOTM

K.
vair

Beyond 2000 Bomb-proof
alfcraft; 3-D camera.

LataM^WhhbavM
Latlaiiiiiii

Maximum
Drtva

Maataraof

(4:00)**ToctodlA).A
Mo<hef'8/^"(1991)

Real World
In Stereo)

glarteaa

Exptalna

Moat Wanted (In Stereo]

WnTfirfln"
K-6Copail

Supannar

Hew
(In Stereo)

You Drop

Clarlaaa

Explahta

MarcuaWal^,M.D
"Dont Kid a KKJder-

Fantaay
PbaN

Hay Dude
"FeaT' (R)

Love Boat

Rugrats

Shade

Woman IB

Brothara
Qrunt

Doug

Evanmg
Shade il

DaaignhM
Woman IB

Prime Time (in Stereo)

Law A Order "IntolerarKx"

Roy Rogara: King of tAT
Cowbeyai

**• "ATt

Btoaraphy "Gregory

Lauren
BaoM

phitoeoi

Sporta
Tonight

Soap IB

MoneyHne

a
Wboae
Una?

"M.

Lanabury

**• "A Tato o<Spnlng(ime''(1se9} Anne feysaecte A
"itoeophy teadier bwriends a flignty music student.

SitowUz
Todg(JRl_

Saturday Mght Uva Joe
Mantegna.

World of

a
Amazing
America (R)

VSR

Wahona'TheCaM.?'

Unaolvad Myataiiaa (In

Stereo)

dOg(

rteecueni (in stereo) IB

Know Zone

Auto

Kly'

Htii Street BKieo

Maria Archiviri film 1

the life of Marial

(E

(B

ChaaralB Murphy

Lata Show (In Stereo) B]

TonHtrt Show (In Stereo)

IB

IB

Charlie Roaa (In Stereo)

IB MgMlneOl

Jerry Springer (R)

Copa(ln
Stereo) a

Nawzjin
Stereo:

))IE

rmuwi

fiST

Story IB

Program

Noiidah)
Univlalon

pga

—

Forbidden Fnif' (R)

OCT. 6, 1994

rauu
Lata Mght (In Stereo)

(R) (In stereo) IB

Faoaaof
CuMura

Utaand
Timaa(R)IB

U.S. government handos the

TwiHgiit

Zbna

(Off Air)

Starve

fSi
l

jUasfca ol October hVIA. Drama) The
1962 Cuban missile crisis.

i&s;
Umbaugh

Hawkeye"

Jon Stowart (In Stereo)

TopCopa
In Stereo)

j^

JUST rar

^SS'
Program

Program

Program

Program

PiT
Program

1,1^ "Soi

ofSLLouit-

V3B-
Program

OT
IaiML^dbOnc>''SilvuiPiral,JoaeGaivez.Una
humikle trabajadora da un banco deckle ser ladrona.

Love Channel With 'The

together tfw

Diamonda
Screen (R)

on the Stiver

ar)d interviews help piece

a
South Bank Show "Alan

Paricar"

Sporta
^

oUticaHy
toorrectInoorr

Sporta
iJlMrtght

KMabiIhe
Hail

Pubitc Poilcy Confererioe

HoNywood on Hollywood

Romeoa andJuilats(R)

Larry King Live (R) IE

One NWrt
Stand

SoapS)

Poorman.'

Law k Order "Intolerance"

Hotlaat

Raput>llc PIcturea Story (R)

Downey

*•* "OnaotOurAirmril
i»)>liS8ing''(1942.PramiO

*«* 'ATaltof
,

phitoeopiiyt

Moaaflre

'lar bwriends a fignty

AnneTeyaaodre. A
music studert.

Overnight Overnight

Sdanca Theater 3000 "Hercules

ShowUz

"Hercuiaa.'

^^idiilL rullm Curdbiamia"

Beyond 2000 Bomb-prodT
aircraft; 3-D camera.

n

Sui

Racing IMSA Exxon
Series.jpreme

Stereo) 700 Club

Xuto
Racing

*« "iWemoriiasAiavarOia''(19e2) Lindsay WagnerA
woman returns honte aAsr eight years In an inaUlutioneight yearsi

liUWori

Looney
Timea

Ironalda

Encounter"

Auto Radno NASCAR Winston ^ect Sportsman
150. From (Jnarlotte Motor Speedway in Concad, N.C.

** "Sergeant York" (1041, Drama) Gary Cooper, Walter Brennan.

afist becomes a top soldier of World War I Colorized

Yachting

pacifist

Joan Leslie. A

to Be Announced AHen
Fights

Shake Zuki On Stereo) (Part 4 oTs^

Ninia

Turbea

ThatOiri IMod Squad
45

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Wlnga(!n
StereoJlD

ShaitaZuiuI
Wlnga'Das
'Plane" IB

I Dream of

Jearmia
uewNuieo

N Takes a Thief "Hans
Across the Border"

Thia Week In NASCAR

I Love Lucy Bob

Marcua Welby.lilC!

Motorcycle Ractog AMA
Road Rac^. (F^

In Stereo)

MaryTyW
MooralJB

Real World
(In Stereo)W

Next Slap

11-' Jnowwa
Py (R) Iter

FaHiar DonMng I

S^

Th© Prtsst Kiisr ly^stery"

Unaowad Myatoriat (In

Stereo)

Baavia and
Butt4)aad

Dick Van
Dyka

7>Tia Leaf amf 7vn# RamembaraD
visits her hometown

— J

—

J-
DeWVIOHIU

Oat Smart
(Pwt3o(3)

PreaaBox

*** 'Tasir Force" (1949, Adventure) Gary Cooper, Jane Wyatt
Naval officers struggle to appropriate funds ior carriers

Murder, She Wrote Trials

and Tribulations" IB

ir

Stereo) (Part 5 of 5)

Ko(rt

Awoman
and admits her rnarrlaga ia over.

ToBa
AnnouiKad

Oragnal

Program

Program

Program

Kanaaa.

BIgBro
JabiB

DvwDMf

PPOttMD

yn^maa:

fatd
Program

Stalaat

VST
Pimyam

I lai lyaumaaMiy do
QoodQimi

a:

Shop at Home

Qnml
Superman

rsr

a=-
PragnM

IWVIBrafI

LucyStww

MotorSporta Hour (R) IWInatonCup^paair On Pit Road Wheal

Demi Air (1904, Suspense) Gregory Mines. AkMer
• • wUhadtocjockey IE

**« "MlpMof tfw Qerierals" (1967J^stoiy) Peter OToole. Omar Sharif, Tom
Courtenay. A Nazi mator

plays talapiwna gamaawUh I

»Il^<ni<iRPramal lV* laoa tt" (10fe. Drama) Brooke Adams. A womarT
must plead fcy har Mdwppad motiar'a ranaomIt plead

TopCopa
On Stereo)

?GP^ IB

WIngafln
Stereo) BB

•Ajljcair'
conHnuaahar

Bmpfcta

Amomcad
ins;

I ganaraia of murder

fsir fss
Program

Drama) BrooE
tuatnllrigaaar

[Home

far Uaa- June 25

BrockaAoama. Uî
aaarch for har fMtwr.

(4:30)**HT)racuiaA.a
>g72''(1972.HorToO'PG'

Kldabicorp.

TToSr
^Beber

HoEay
CkJb

*** "Paggy Sue GofMarriecT (1966) Kathleen Turner

A woman goes back to her aankir year In high school

Club b>dlanaIB

(3 35)***'77iaSaor»fo/

*** "Rodkyr (1979) Sylve^ Staltona

a famMch wWi the

for

hlohi
**J7haOuMr (1003) An FBI maverick

englnaart an awploalva mob war. 'R

atagaaara

TwSaorafi

champion,

21-year-oklaata

(l900)An>WnarlcM—
In China

uwwfuoop

Cisrasrasaynasr
^arao)'PG'(MMvkiianc^

A 1*4 Wla"(iS5^

*** *JUxiam8iir(1974. Suspense) RkiiardHarris

holdayoSfeisdtoniUBdbyirbombthrart.'PG'
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i)uiet 'Happened' peeks at '90s dating
Sundance Film Festival favorite succeeds with heartfelt, honest plot

By Michael Horo%vltz

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

"What Happened Was" quietly

presents itself as a funny, witty,

romantic date jmovie. The winner
of the 1994 Sundance Grand Jury

prize is all of these things, but to

try to cq>ture its* tone in the same
phrase you'd use for, say, "Only
You" would be a disservice to this

film. This movie subtly explores between two characters who.
an often-uncomfortable date with unlike leads in larger budgeted
a touch for reality many feel-good fare, take more than ten minutes to

films would jettison. It is funny, it reveal themselves. Noonan and
is witty, but it's also sad, shocking. Karen Sillas play Michael and
and anxious. Jackie, two law office employees
Tom Noonan, best known for ^yho keep surprising themselves

playing psychotic villains in and the audience with disquieting

adventure films ("Last Action revelations. Both are not necessar-

Hero" and others), decided to _^
write a real first-time date See HAPPENED, page 39 Karen Sillas and Tom Noonan go on a first date in "Happened.

SCA Tickets S1

2

UCLA
Students Only

3 K 3 Great Solo Porformancos! ^^
Tlirei ^f nmimm'm mm^^m^^mm^m^ In tfe^r trtumi^iaiit solo shows!

• Freud Playhouse UCLA •

IW

Lynn Redgrave
"Shakespeare For My Father**

FrI, Oct. 7, 8 pm
Sat, Oct. 8, 8 pm
Sun, Oct. 9, 7 pm

A beguiling memoir abotit

life In a theatrical ilynastyl

"Irresistitiiel"

The New York T/mes

Miriam Margoiyes
'*Dicl(ens' Women"

Tues, Oct. 11, 8 pm
Sat, Oct. IS, 8 pm
Sun, Oct. 16, 3 pm

A provocative peek at ttte women In

the life of Charles Dkkenef

-^"Dellghthil"

Variety

Steven Berlcoff

^ "One Man
Wed, Oct. 12, 8 pm

FrI, Oct. 14. 8 pm
Sun, Oct. 16, 7 pm

Co-produced by LA Theatre Works and the UK/LA Foundation

U.S. stage Premiere!

A powerful adaptation of Poe's''Tell

Tale Heart" plus t«vo new worlts!

"Sheer brilliance!"

London Evening Standard

UCLA CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS CHARGE BY PHONE (310)825-2101
(213) 365-3500

ALL FLICKS JUST TWO BUCKS IN ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM

PTl JMETRIC
PTiOnS

•One hour service for glasses

& contacts

•Custom contacts: color,

disposable, astigmatic, and

gas permeable

•Open 7 days a week,

weeknights til 9pm
•Glasses starting at

$79 complete

Daily wear* $39/pair

Extended wear* $59/pair

^Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair

^Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair Mofiiral Toiiph

Beverly Center Santa Monica Place Westwood Pavilion

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666

* eye exam extra Dr. Elliott MoSCOt, O.D.

Colored Soft Contacts
PILKINGTON BARNES HIND

FBStBSt 6nmlii§ ColoredLem
bssed in independent study

data on file

mmm . JVT fI ( J W J»^
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Critical eye focused on TV also Includes movleland
ByBobStrauss
Los Angeles Daily News

Movies and television have
always been sister media, sharing

similar formats and technology and,

increasingly, the same parent corpo-

rations.

But that hasn't stopped the

n[K)vies from displaying some seri-

ous sibling rivalry. Two current

films - **Quiz Show." "Natural Bom
Killers" - and the sooji-to-be-

released "S.F.W." scrutinize TV
with a witheringly critical, 35mm
eye.

Though they vary in tone and
approach, these films crucify televi-

sion for narcotizing, brutalizing and

outright lying to the American peo-

ple and, as a resillt, harmfully
diminishing our lives and culture.

"It's a very big problem - the

power to corrupt public sensibilities

is enormous^ said Richard
Goodwin, on whose memoir.

"Remembering America: A Voice

from the Sixties," Robert Redford's

"Quiz Show" is based. And televi-

sion's corrupting influence is the

central concern of ^ach of these

films.

Although one would think

Vietnam and Wateigate were greater

factors, 'X^uiz" views the actual TV
game-show cheating scandals of the

19SOs as a key contributor to our

national loss of innocence, "NBK"
suggests that too much television

has created a generation of amoral

maniacs, or at least a culture that

mistakes them for heroes, despite

widespread public revulsion over

crime and violence.

The coming **S.F.W." portrays a

different kind of youthful disaffec-

tion. Its teens are so simultaneously

burned out by and susceptible to

media overload, they latch onto a

glib, broadcast catch phrase - a vul-

gar way of saying "Who caresT' -
as a philosophy to live by.

The message of these films isn't

anything new, by the way. It's been

the same basic complaint of most

modem nxjvies that examine televi-

sion, among them James Brooks'

"Broadcast News," Paddy
Chayefsky's "Network" and sevtnl

pictures directed by "Quiz Show"
co-producer Barry Levinson
("Avalon," "Jimmy Hollywood").

Amusingly, all three of the cine-

See TEUEVISION, page 38
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When you run out
of toothpaste at 6
in the morning.,.

Open 24 Hours!
d^Village

xpressmart
FOODSTORE

Convenient FreeT0974 LeConte Av e .

Parking
iri^ G a y I e y sc

CHEAP Traffic School

$1 5 (with this adj

• FUH UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.LA., B.H., S.M., P.V.,

S.F.VAUEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 OR 81 8-71 8-0388

LONDON
Westwood*s Only

Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood
208-7722

This coupon is good for

S4 Off a Minimum
S 1 2 Dry CIcaniny Ordt'r

Not V .ilici With OthiT Offers

Science and Health:

Hoi¥ to find Health
and Keep it
A Free Christian Science Lecture by

Cynthia Alyce Neely, C.S.B.
ofChicago, Illinois

A Member ofthe Christian Science Boafd ofLectureship

Introduction by John Hale, M.D.

Fridaj^October 199t
8:00 pm

at

28th Church of Christ, Scientist, Los Angeles
1018 Hilgard Avenue, Westwood Village

Co-SjxMisored by

1st Church, Beverly Hills

fless the Lord, O my soul,

id forget not all his benefits:

W\\o forgiveth all thine iniquities;

^ho healeth all thy diseases.
*S. 103: g.3

Child Care and Ample Free Parking Provided
i^***^' ^

FINALLY
CONTACT
LENSES FOR

^ PEOPLE WHO
CANT SEE
EYE TO EYE
WITH SOFT
LENSESI

Find out about

FLOUROPERI^
GasPerm^able Dally or
Extended Wear Custom

Contact Lenses.

Daily Wear- Soft Lenses- 5125,00

^Bil Sottspin-Qtiiers Slinntiy Hign-'-

Ai! Disposable Co'^tact Le'^ses- S200.0i

^Includes 4 Si« Pact<^-12 Lenses Per Eye;

Just Call:

DR. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
10955 Weyburn Ave.
Comer of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841
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Tobacco company collects
By Paul Qoldberger
The New York Times

NEW YORK — To people in

the arts, two of the best words in

the English language for more
than a generation have been Philip

Morris - and never mind if the

money comes from tobacco.The
$61 billion maker of cigarettes,

food and beer has been one of the

nation's biggest supporters of cul-

ture since 1958, and unlike many

companies. Philip Morris has gen-
erally given lots of money and
asked nothing in return.

Until now. Late last month,
writhing in dismay over strong
anti-smoking legislation pending
before the New York City Council,

Philip Morris executives tele-

phoned arts institutions that had
benefited from their largess and
asked them to put in a good word
to Peter Vallone, the City Council
speaker.

The requests were only a small

part of a much larger lobbying
campaign Philip Morris has
mounted against the bill, which at

one point led to threats, later

retract^, to move its headquarters

out of New York City.

If Philip Morris were to move, a

great deal of its arts support would
move with it.

The requests to voice support
for the company - which this sea-

son alone is sponsoring the

"Origins of Impressionism" exhi-

bition at the Metropolitan
Museum, the Next Wave Festival

at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music and an exhibition called
"Talking Pictures" at the
International Center of
Photography put arts groups,
which generally try to stay away
from politics, into a difficult posi-

tion.

Do they stand aside and risk

offending their most generous

benefactor, or do they violate tra-

dition - and perhaps offend many
of their patrons - by telling the

City Council what to do?
'This has put all of my clients

into a tailspin," a consultant to

several arts organizations said last

week. "They have been so
shocked that they didn't know
how to react."

The arts groups say they were

See MORRIS, page 37

INFORMATION
NEEDED

Victim of catastrophic brain injuries

seeks information regarding water
flowing from campus irrigation

system into roadways on and
around U.C.L.A. campus, including

(but not limited tof Sunset Blvd.,

resulting in spills or handling

difficulty for motorcylces, scooters,
or bicycles. The Regents, through
their attorneys, deny that these
waterflows are dangerous. If you
have any information on this

subject, please call or write:

James P. Carr

Law offices of

James P. Carr

11755 Wilshire Blvd.

Ste. 1170 LA. 90025
Ph ;J310-444-7179

Christopher P. Yuhl

Yuhl, Faber S Yuhl

OR 401 Wilshire Blud. Ste. 1260
Santa Monica, Ca.

90401-1430
Ph#310-393-0045

EREE LOCAL DELIVERY
CALL 310-208-1.456
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offer expires 10/20/94 • subject to change

Try the comfortable new soft lens for astigmatism and get a =•:%-==Jon D.Vbgei.PTl

I 'f iT^T^ Trial Pair of Focus* Toric^^ S?SSS^^

FREE Soft Contact Lenses
for mondily replacement.

aBAVfcs]on'
Keqiing Healthy Eyes Healthy'*'

* H your paiticjp«ing ay* an pn^t»ionai d»t»rmin»> thai Focut Tone Soft Contact Lanaaa aro
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your ^/potntmnit

OFFICE HOURS:

M:10-7;T,W.F:M;

Th:1M;SAT:1W

SEHABLAESPAAOL
DILJOND.VOCEL

5 :><m.:Mii I
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$12
Color

$55

Spiral IVrm tl Haircut

IV nil cv Haircut
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Schwarzkopf f IVkes For FiiM Time Clitnb OnK
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aid^ve away with an

omo^ used auto loan.

i~ ^ Right now, we're offering up to

100% FINANCING on used auto loans.

(No other major bank in Cahfomia does that.)

And you can get a discounted interest rate of

ONLY 8.75%* APR when your loan payment

is automatically deducted from your UNION BANK

checking account each month.

That's an amazing rate for an amazing loan!

^ what are you waiting for?

Head over to your nearby Union Bank office at:

WESTWOOD
1

r >

1310 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)475-7200

Offer expires October 31,1 994

^j^ Union Bank*
Right people. Right hank.

f

e> 1994 [}T\w Bank. Member FDtC

• 8.75% APR rate requires automatic payment plan; your rate will increase to9% if automatic payment
is discontinued.
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IliiAaiirE BEING ABIE
TO GO TO A use GAME,

SIT III THEIR BLEACHERS
AITD YEIil, "GO BRUINS."

What Would Life Be Like If you knew karate?

io%
OFF

ALL CUASSEft
WITH UCLA l6

JUN CHONG TAE KWON Do Center 2300 santamonica boulevard. santamonica.(310) 449-1333

SMILE! Becoming a UCLA senior is an

achievement. So smile...for the

Camera, please! It's time to get your

portrait taken so you1l appear

in the Bruin Life yearbook,

.^*s:«f. 'Studio

Campus Photo Studio is located on 2iid floor Ackerman

Open Monday-friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

UGLA's official pictorial history.

Just have your senior portrait taken

at ASUCLA's Campus Photo Studio.

Pay only $5-or buy your Bruin Life

yearbook in advance, and your

yearbook portrait is free.

We're on 2nd floor Ackerman

Union stop by!

NAILS
From page 28

and ending with a slow song by
the lush version of "Something I

Can Never Have."

The crowd ... sucked!
Apparently on Monday night there

was moshing in the aisles to the

point of a security risk. Tuesday,

people had lighters, they clapped

along to "Hurt" and the excite-

ment level dipped below pathetic

several times. Further enhancing

SNARL
From page 31

before handing over the package,

he inquires to see if she knows
anything about the murder or why
the package is so important. *

*'

Although Detweiller answers
Idaho straight, he's still unsure

about the situation, as relayed

through his thought monologues
to the audience. Ryan uses the

same deadpan expression that

accompanies all of his lines. This

constant expression creates the

comic tributes that compliment
the humor of the one-act

They're like the rest of him -

twisted, blunt and so com[dex that

it's a treat just to watch Ryan try

to say the five minute speech with-

out getting tongue-tied. But the

real treat is watching the other cast

members while he's talking.

They're supposed to be frozen.

But because Idaho tends to be
long winded, they can't hold their

position for too loiig. Although
their slow movements seem like a

terrible mistake made by bad
actors, it becomes obvious
through Robert Stadd's direction

that their actions are all part of the

production's cute slapstick.

It takes a special sort of talent to

direct a short comedy so.it rolls

along rather than having uneasy
starts and stops. Stadd seems to

have the gift. Stadd's blocking is

wonderful and the idea of having

the actors move even though
they're supposed to be frozen is

SEBADOH
From page 32

McCarmey had two such dissimi-

lar talents occupied the same
space. Even as late as last year, the

differences between the two
couldn't have been more pro-

nounced. While Barlow, the more
disciplined songwriter of the two,

displayed his folk rock leanings to

great effect on beautiful tracks

like "Soul And Fire," Gaffney
pretty much stuck to his tried-and-

true practice of improvising in the

studio and turning the resulting

chaos - not always successfully -

into a completed song.

Gaffney, who had left and
rejoined the band pretty much at

random over the course of the

band's seven year history, bowed
out once again in the spring of this

year. But accolades of "the kindest

drifter you'll ever meet" (as

Gaffney dubbed himself on his

song "Telescopic Alchemy")
shouldn't place all their hopes on
Gaffney being allowed back into

the fold.

Barlow, when asked if he'd let

Gaffney rejoin Sebadoh of he
begged for forgiveness, categori-

cally answered in the negative -

you can tell it's still a touchy sub-

ject. "There's really *onIy so much
you can take," he says wearily,

crediting the two's friction to

unresolved rivalries that began
when they were younger. "It really

comes down to jealousy," Barlow
says. "If Eric could find a way to

throw a monkey wrench into the

works, he'd do it."

P»»l interviews with Gaffney"

the general sense of misanthropy

among NIN faithful was the

crowd's reaction to Reznor's com-
ment: "You're a polite crowd!"
They cheered.

If the biggest Nails fans bought

tickets to Monday night and the

second-best fans purchased
Tuesday seats, fans going to either

Thursday or Friday nights' perfor-

mance will have to endure the qui-

etest, most serene crowd since the

Pebble Beach Golf Tournament.
And no one wants Reznor and
friends to be simply par.

ingenious.

When the audience first sees

this clever blocking, Detweiller is

held at gun point by The Man
(Nicholas Cascone). Because
Idaho goes on and on, their arms

get tired and slowly fall. But
before they fall too far, the two
catch themselves and straighten

up. This act continues several

times creating chuckles among
audience members.

Another incident similar, but

mucB funnier, is when Idaho goes

off yet again and everyone freezes

except The Kid (Daniel
McFeeley). It's almost like the

rules don't apply to him. He uses

his moment in the spotlight to the

best of his ability, but is unfortu-

nately cut short when Idaho flash-

es him an ugly look accusing him
of stealing his scene. The entire

moment is priceless.

Although the actors deserve

much of the credit for not allow-

ing their lines to get in the way of

their concentration, it's really

Stadd who deserves much of the

credit. He gives a whole new twist

to the classic radio show of the

*40s. ,

STAGE: "The Tangled Snarl."
Written by John Rustan and Frank
Semerano. Directed by Robert
Stadd. Starring Lee Ryan and
Lynn Lowry. Running through Oct.

16 at the Santa Monica Playhouse.

Performs Fridays at 10:30 p.m. and
Sundays at 8 p.m. TIX: $12 with

discounts available for students.

For nM>re Info caH: (310) 394-9779
x1.

bear his statement out: "It's really

obvious people are going to be

into us because of Lou," he told

Request Magazine last year.

"There's no doubt about it, the

guy can write a song. What I focus

on is putting the rock 'n' roll,

abrasive edge into things." When
asked by Net Magazine about a

typically out-there contribution to

"Bubble And Scrape," he replied,

"Maybe that's there to mess with

anybody who wants a cohesive

album, from song to song."

This time, however, Gaffney
wasn't around to flick flies in the

ointment, and no matter how
much Barlow may modestly deny
it, the new "Bakesale" takes
Sebadoh's art a quantum leap in

the right direction: tight, well-con-

structed tunes from both Barlow
and Loewenstein; sprung, exciting

rhythms courtesy of new drummer -

Bob Fay; and intriguing, almost

"poetic" lyrics make this the

strongest indie-rock outing of an

already stellar year.

One of the new songs. Barlow's

"Magnet's Coil," actually address-

es the tension in Gaffney and
Barlow's partnership: "And if you
turn back just to fuck me / I'll cut

you loose and watch you fall / It

feels good just to bitch about it /

Scratch that itch until it bleeds,"

he sings in his delicate tenor, with-

out the slightest hint of bitterness

or anger, which makes the cho-
nis's tag lines, "But I don't really

want to lose you. ..you never say

what's on your mind" all thau.

more poignant of a plea for com-
munication.

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment
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SEBADOH
From page 36

In this respect. Barlow's
a|^>roach to songwriting has little

to do with his indie-rock peers than

he does with the folk troubadours
of two decades past, writing pri-

marily from his own personal
experience. Many of his earlier

compositions, like "The Freed
Pig," were poison pen letters

directed at J Mascis. who kicked
him out of the group Dinosaur, pre-

cursor to its current "Jr" version.

When the relationship between him
and his long-time girlfriend
Kathleen began to crumble, he
wrote "Soul And Fire" and "T\vo
Days TNvo Years," two of the most
vulnerable and painful breakup
songs of the decade. The songs
proved so powerful that when she
saw Bariow perform the songs live,

she had a change of heart and rec-

onciled their relationship.

Leading one to the obvious, age
old question: "Do songwriters
write better when they're in pain?"

From John Lennon's "Plastic Ono
Band" to Bob Dylan's "Blood On
the Tracks," the songs that haunt
the most always seem to be the

ones that lay the turmoil of*the

respective artist dt their most
naked. And at his best. Barlow has

certainly exposed some raw nerves.

"I've thought a lot about that,"

Barlow says, "And I've certainly

written some of my best songs in

those circumstances. But that's

really just a generalization, and it's

never really that simple. I mean.

'Songwriters write better when
they're in pain.' Oh that's nice.

That's really something to look for-

ward to!"

Sebadoh's music, meanwhile, is

certainly something to look for-

ward to. and if justice actually
reigned over the airwaves and sales

charts. "Bakesale" would be the

catalyst that would propel the band
into the spotlight. But though
Bariow jokes that his band is about
"a third as popular as PavemenC
lack of commercial success doesn't

seem to bother him as much as

being acknowledged more univer-

sally as a mover and shaker. He
even psychoanalyzes his past dis-

missal of bohemian-rock legends
the Velvet Underground as being
"overrated" as his way of counter-

ing his jealousy.

Ah, the perfectionist's quintes-

sential lament: "Why them instead

of me?" When reminded that Lou
Reed wanted the same attention

thrust upon him in 1967, only to

get it twenty-five years later, a par-

allel is suggested: what if, two
decades from now, the commercial,

conservative fodder that normally
debuts at the top of the Billboard

chart recedes into a half-remem-
bered memory? And what if wor-
thy bands like Sebadoh and
Pavement finally get the credit

from rock history that today's fick-

le record buying public never
gives?

Though you can't possibly see a

facial expression during a tele-

phone interview, you can almost
feel Lou Barlow smile. "That
would be nice."

MORRIS
From page 35

not asked to lobby directly
against the bill, which would ban
smoking in nearly all restaurants

and public places, but only to let

the City (Council know how
important Philip Morris money
was to the cultural life of the
city.

"But the message was clear,"

said an official of one of the
groups underwritten by Philip
Morris. "We were telling the
City Council that it was in the
best interests of the arts in New
York City that Philip Morris
money stay in New York City."

And for Philip Morris money
to stay in New York, the compa-
ny had to be kept happy, and that,

in turn, meant defeating the anti-

smoking legislation.

The company, for its part,

maintains that it did not intend to

drag arts groups into the political

maelstrom, but only to contend,
as Philip Morris has done repeat-

edly, that smoking restrictions

might affect tourism and hence
the revenue of cultural institu-

tions.

Many of the groups sent mes-
sages to the City Council in

which they explained that they
were taking no position on the

anti-smoking bill. as such, but
wished to go on record "as
telling the City Council how
much Philip Morris does for the

city." in the words of one muse-
um official who said he agreed tc
make a telephone call to

Vallone's office.

"That much I was willing to

do. since there is no question that

we would take a terrible hit if

Philip Morris were to leave the

city."

"We were not lobbying on
behalf of Philip Morris, we were
lobbying on behalf of ourselves

and the money pool," said an
official of a performance group
long supported by Philip Morris.

The official added: "I don't
think we've ever gotten a call

like this before. It's a very tricky

situation."

That official, like most people
who received requests from
Philip Morris, would speak only
on the condition of anonymity.
So powerful is the company in

the cultural world that no official

or board member of any organi-

_ zation supported by the company
would speak for attribution when
asked about the lobbying efforts

on the anti-smoking legislation,

or even allow the name of his or

her organization to be used.

In the arts world, offending
Philip Morris is the equivalent of
crossing the National
Endowment for the Arts.

"Arts organizations don't have
the luxury of turning down
money from any source." said

Randall Bourscheidt, executive
director of the Alliance for the

Arts, an umbrella organization
that assists many New York insti-

tutions. Some of the alliance's

projects have been underwritten,

in part, by Philip Morris.

"There (have) been such seri-

ous reductions of both public and
private funding that generosity as

large and as widespread as Philip

Morris' has a major impact on
New York and the country,"
Bourscheidt said.

Arts organizations have strug-

gled for years with the question
of accepting what are, in effect,

tobacco profits to support the

arts. But no one has rejected
Philip Morris' money, or called it

tainted. "I don't smoke and I hate

people smoking, but Philip
Morris is a great supporter," said

the spokeswoman for a New York
dance company, who calls Philip

Morris "our largest corporate
supporter."

"I'^say thank God for sinners:

They're the only people to sup-
port the arts," she concluded.

Her remark underscores the

clearest benefit Philip Morris
gets from his arts philanthropy -

a positive image among people
who would normally have few
kind things to say about a ciga-

rette, food and beer maker.

SniDENT MEDU
JOURNALISM
WORKSHOPS
C^ 825-2787 far more information.

An overview of how a radio station operates with an emphasis on programming,

management and promotion. There is no application for this workshop.

7 pm - 9 pm Thursday, Oct. 6 Ackerman 241

2

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thursday, October 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 room tba

Instructor: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly of KNX/CBS radio

An introduction to basic research methods, interviewing, covering breaking

news and working with editors.

• Section 1

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 6 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 8 Math Science 5225

. 6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 1 1 Ackerman 2412

Instructor: Frances Femandes, Student Media UCLA adviser

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective communication. Basic*

publication style, story structure, attribution issues, self-editing techniques.

• Section 1

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 7.

6 pm - 8 pm Monday, Oct. 10 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Wednesday, Oct. 12 Ackerman 2412

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Boelter 5514

Instructor: Frances Femandes, Student Media UCLA adviser "?
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HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD

because eyes are also a

terrihLe thing to waste,..

Consultation

Colonst

• p9^n^^

Bodvivaves

'/lake-up

Mon - Sat 9-7

INTRODUCTORY OFFER •

First time Students Only $18
824-2711 . 1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

• Large selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

X ?

Welcomes you baclr to school vtfttt^

COVERS
4/Jri

ALL well drinks, 16°' beers, and

margaritas $2 ALL night!

^m favorite cover tunes

-atfte* a* your taW«^

^\av*e'ewse(ltrw^*

^e\«
^Xi\oXi^ p,^ billiardsW ou/-^^

®'n)om»

4.-

1 0936 Lindbrook Dr. (2nd floor. Across from Subway)

^^ (3 ! 0) 208-8727 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^p
3 tacos for

"* **" "I,rjr.r
'

£f -^
""

$2.00
anytime
NO coupon necntary.

s;i^Vi<(ffi

^wr

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I
I

All you
can eat
folltas

fbr$4.85l

NO coupon ncccaHTV. »^»

i

I

I

I

I

ram vw
Shoyg

I

Buy 1 entree,
get 1 freei

C«tw antrec Of equM orMMr Mhjt
wNh0w purctOM ofa raquivtmiw.
NotvaMwRnanvooiardMr ^

3upon bttora OfdwlnQ, ^ cCf < <^'/r/

Wr

TELEVISION
From page 34

matic TV critics just mentioned did

or still do a lot of work in television.

That, and considering how much
movies depend on TV these days,

makes the current tube-bashing

trend appearjust a little bit cynica).

And, maybe, not too smart.

Television, after all, is the Him
industry's primary advertising

medium. Infotainment shows like-

wise offer the most pervasive bar-

rage of nrjovie promoting blather.

From such recent hits as "The
Fugitive," *The Flintstones" and
"Maverick" to the coming "Brady

Bunch," "Mission: Impossible" and

"Father Knows Best," the big screen

is harvesting more and more materi-

al from the smaller screen with each

passing year. And, increasingly over

the past couple of decades, bank-

able nK)vie talents have grown out

of small screen ai^xenticeships.

Perhaps most significantly, every

movie these days is bound to be

seen by more people in one tele-

vised format or another - broadcast,

cable, closed circuit, videotape or

laserdisc - than will ever see it in a

theater.

All of which is a far cry from the

first, '50s blooming of the electron-

ic medium. Back then, television

generated both fear and derision

among movie folks. The then-New

York based upstart certainly

usurped Hollywood's claim to

being the nation's first choice for

cheap entertainment. But the movie

business survived, to some degree

by striking the attitude that its prod-

uct was much classier than televi-

sion's.

While the symbiotic relationship

between the two kinds of picture

shows has evolved significantly

since then, residual resentmept
remains. It's no longer fear-driven -

as noted, the movies are now more
dependent on TV than threatened

by it. But that very dynamic is guar-

anteed to create animosity in a field

as power-oriented as show business.

And in a business that's equally as

ego-driven, it's got to rankle some
film folks that, say, the computer-

created movie marvels of a

"Jurassic Park" will ultimately

enjoy less popularity than Barney.

Whatever you want to say about

the seeming hypocrisy of film illu-

sionists making moral judgment of

their television counterparts,
though, it can't be denied that TV
asks for it. Because of both its ever-

growing influence on modern life

and irresponsible handling of that

influence, television demands con-

stant re-examination - by any and
all media, including movies and
itself.

Film, being a popular art, is

going to be drawn to TV-based sub-

jects as long as television dominates

our culture. For actor Rob Morrow,
whom television ("Northern
Exposure") made a star and who
plays Goodwin - then a government
cnisader out to clean up TV's act -

in "Quiz Show," filmmakers' inter-

est in the tube is as natural as it

would be in any rich, important sub-

ject matter.

'Television is the single most
powerful tool ever invented,'*

Morrow said. "Filmmakers that are

going to be interesting are interested

in the culture, and you can't look at

the culture now without looking at

televisk)n. It's incredibly dangerous

and incredibly great.

"But if you're going to address

that, you have to have awareness,"

Morrow said. "If you're blindly

shooting arrows at television from
the movies, that's just self-aggran-

dizing. But I don't see that as what
*Quiz Show' or 'Natural Born
Killers' are doing. They're just real-

ly trying to timi a mirror on us - not

See lELIVItlON, Pafie 39
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TELEVISION
From page 38

the media, us."

All three of the current TV
movies indeed go to some length to

implicate audiences in whatever the

tube is doing wrong, "Quiz Show"
suggests that the producers and con-

testants who cheated their way to

socko ratings were essentially giv-

ing viewers what they wanted to

see.

"NBK" insists that the television-

saturated public's desire for ever
newer, ever more shocking sensa-

tion is so voracious that we'll make
folk heroes out of a pair of homici-

dal sociopaths. "S.FW." tells a simi-

lar story from a reverse angle: two
surly teenagers (Stephen Dorff and
Reese Witherspoon) become unsus-

pecting media darlings after surviv-

ing a 36-day, internationally
broadcast hostage ordeal.

They all show television and the

other media it has affected distort-

ing and exploiting the situations

with amoral abandon - and viewers

lapping it up either in a zomboid
stupor or with unquestioning enthu-

siasm. Of course, all of us who have
suffered through the O.J. summer
(and dread the inevitable O.J. winter

circus) can appreciate the truth at

the core of these movies.

But we should also question
these films as rigorously as they
indict television. TV, after all, dis-

placed movies as our prime enter-

tainment source by following the

same manipulative formulas per-

fected by the Hollywood studios.

And films have always capitalized

on sensationalism and deception -
sometimes not as crassly as the tele-

vision norm, sometimes much more
so.

Not surprising, then, movies
might exaggerate the extent to

which society is going down the
tube.

lb some degree, yes, no question.

But the very feet that movies such
as "Quiz Show" and "NBK" have
generated respectably sized,
engaged audiences and reams of
coimnentary - some of it even on
television! - indicates that, while
the ever-present eye may have
sucked up a lot of our attention, it

hasn't necessarily vacuumed our
souls dry. YeL

"The film says TV is something
to be very cautious about, that we
believe it at our peril," said "Quiz
Show's" (joodwin.

HAPPENED
From page 33

ily successful, but their job
descriptions would belie their

ambition and their dreams. On the

other hand, no one really knows
where their lives go after 5 p.m.
and before 9 a.m. the next day.

"What Happened Was" is a film

that would never exist in a studio

Utopia, but it's a film festival

dream come true. It never rushes,

it's never forced and it ends with
you caring deeply but feeling
sorry for Michael and Jackie. The
dialogue is carefully crafted and
real enough to never take you out
of the story. Basically, it's the
result of a nurtured project come
to fruition for Noonan, who stayed

in control of the entire film.

If you need a car chase, or even
a plot development every ten min-
utes, "What Happened Was"
might not be the film for you. But
if you enjoy character-driven sto-

ries with limited aims and realistic

themes, Noonan's quiet master-

piece is just the film to discuss
over coffee.

FILM: -What Happened Was."
Written and directed by Tom
Noonan. Starring Karen Sillas and
Tom Noonan. Now playing.

BEAD CLUB
Tlje Place To Bead'

UQAsbdrt

tfaaj|y10%

(isautWlJ}.

Whether you want to throw the greatest
party or spend the day creating unique

jewelry, we're the place to bead!

We Offer:

• Over 2,000 styles of beads horn around the world
• Jewelry parts & tools

• Sterling silver & gold filled

• Beginning & advanced classes

• Books - gifts - craft kits - fimo

• Group parties in our room or in your house
• Assistance & instruction by our talented staff

1067 Broxton - Westwood Village 209-2323
Open 7 Days

™ Mon-Thur lla.m.-9p.m. Fri-Sat lla.m.-l tp.m. Sun 12a.m. -7p.m.

Cultural Noontime Concert Series

presents ————

Hfro-Cuben Jozz Foihlorico

j::^

o
o

H
\€

^

PaidforbyUSAC
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Ciassified Information
225 Kerckhoft Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeies. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^)528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

.
Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4. icol.

ClassHied rates .. ^ DMltl^^
Driy. 20 words or less $7.00 ClaislMNMSdr
Oaily.aiciiaddRionalword .45 1 woridng dqr More printlno. by noon.

WMdy. 20 words or less 25.00 CiMsNiadiisplayids:

WMdy. each addttiorul word 1.30 2 worldno days before printing, tiy noon

Oisptay ads- studant ralB/tol. hell 8.00 Make chec<(8 payable to the

Display ads— local rait/col. incti 11.25 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

Tlie ASIJCU GonmiMicaaons Boert fully supports tty University o( CaMorrila'i pol^
crlminstlQa No mediuffl sM aooapt sdvertsemenls wlich prnent persons o( any origin, race,

religion, sex. or Mxital orlenMoR in a dMMeriing WW or imply ttat they are KmlM
e^Mbities. roles or stBl«inseeie^.N|M«r«ie Daly Bniin nor the ASUClAComnMinicittons

has invesligaled any oftheeenlessaii«B(llsed or the advertiseri represented in this issue. Any person

believing Ih^ an advertisement inM Issue violsted the Board's policy on nondiscrimlnaiion stated

herein should communicMe oomfMnts in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Bruin. 225

Kerckhon Hal. 306 Westwood Plaa. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimt-

ralwn problems, cal the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the WestsMe Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

How to writs a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This malces It easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself In the reader's position. Asi( what you'd lil(e to l(now about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and Include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1 Campus Happenings

V MONTH FREE!
• FREi! iwMFoiAft h;:,:::k up
.PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

D D I N C O S T S I

1-800-309-8888

Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-

ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,

bed $100. Must sell call 31 0-61 7-4703.

WESTWOOD. Spacious 1-bdrm corxlomini-

um. Stove, refrigerator, balcony w^iew. 2-

min from UCLA. 969 Hilgard. 24hr lobby

service. Security building. S1 150. 310-395-

5419.

2 Campus Services

RENT A CAR
YES. We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 OK!

(310) 673-9899

1 Campus Happenings

•DEMONS, WrrCHES, AND SAINTS:
FREUD'S PATH TO PSYCHOANALYSIS.' By
Prof. Willianr) McCrath, DepL of History,

Univ of Rochester, THURSDAY OCT. 6 NPI
Auditorium, UCLA, 8pm, free to public

7 Good Deals

i-SMIRIS
Blank shirts at wholesale price!

We do silk-screen {Hinting too!

For best price and service, call

TAG 310-527-4313

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? Millions of

scholarship money goes urKlaimed each
yearl No minimum CPVno minirruim

income requirement. For application, call

310-984-0723.

2 Campus Services

rr ©

C/aot^oi/fv\i\_
s^

GT2UCLA
Coll UCLA Commuter Assistcrice - Ridesharing

at (3 1 0) 794-RIDE or stop by our office at 555 V\fes1v«ood Plaza
Room 200 (Structure 8. level 2) for info on carpods, vanpods

\^V^ and public transit options. >

$$ CASH $$
For used sports Equipment

BUY-SELL-
TRADE

10ei4JtffMionBlvd.lF|

In tht RottOarofl

Shopping CMitr
SPOPTS'

CulvtrCly 310-287-2237

9 Miscellaneous

Attentiorv.Ob(ain student VISA, MC, AMEX
to MBNA America to Chase, Manhattan to

Nation's Bank. Automatic approval. Up to

$1000 credit line. Application, send $25 to

Jerry, 10151 University Blvd., Suite#320, Or-
lando,FL 32817.

WANTED: 50 PEOPLE. Lose 10-29 lbs In 30
days and earn $$ doing it 100% guaranteed.

310-456-6925.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

1n {K^ o
PI KAPPA PHI

PI KAPPA PHI is looking for FOUNDING
FATHERS to create their owilfraternity at

UCLA.

We are looking for:

* motivated individuals with
leadership abilities

* well rounded men looking to

enhance their college experience c

Tuesday Oct, 4tli Wednesday Oct, 5tti jht^sdav oct. em
8:30pm

information

meeting in

Ackerman 35

7;0O9:(X)pm
BBQ at Synset Rec.

7pm inforrriation

Meeting
Life Sciences 4127

FOR ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS CALL JAMES BENSON OR
ROSS KNOBLAUCH AT (3 1 0) 474-4506 (ROOM 30S]

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

2 MINUTESTO DROP IT OFF
•2MINUTEST0
PICK rr UP

Sleeping Bags
Comforters « . ^aa
Rugs MCyi
(do«m$1Soa)

OPEN
EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

CONVENIENT
PARKING

Free Pickup & Delivery I

with 5 Orders from .

same location
'

I

(310) 1
829-9378 |

I

I

I

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310)829-9378

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-
inK It 100% Kuarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

12 Research Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developnwntal
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141,

Healthy females wanted for research on cog-

nitive abilities. $30 for 4-hours. Ages 1 2 and
up. Call Marsha at 310-825-6006.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed fof UCLA research project
Receive $20 and a firee developntental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

3 Campus Recruitnnent

12 Research Subjects

Healthy male/female age 18 or older needed
for medkal imaging of tfw heart, study invol-

ves heart catheterization with blood samples
and injection of radioactive materials. SSG^r
for aboU 6 hrs. Call 310-825-1 1 18.

Looking to interview individuals having a ter-

minally-ill parent during childhood. Also par-

ents whose spouse was temninaily-ill during
their children's childhood. Master's project
Call 213-954-8965.

^4ormal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy male^emales wanted for

clinical investigations of lower gastro-irttes-

tinal tract Volunteers will be compensated. If

interested, please call 310-312-9276.

NORMAL, HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS, 18-35,
needed for positron imaging of the brain or

'

heart Injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods
taken. $25/hour. 310-825-1 118.

3 Campus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedicated to Providing Quality legal Education

• Low/JO Program accredited by i» CJ^hmio ComfpHiee of Bar Exommen.
• fVograrri designed lo prepare siuderih (or ihe demartdirig choNengn of ihe

legal profession.

• Smoli dosses.

LAW/|D DEGREE

Full Time

Part Time

Day/Eyening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

CertifitaU

A5/B5 Degrees

Evening/Saturday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

)950 3«)STReET,

LA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909)596-1841

fNONO CAMPUS
5445 BAUOA BLVD.,

^4QN0CA 91316

dlil 9I1-4529

UNIVERSITY OF LA VIRNE

Tlir Xknmitj M La Vrmc n Aaic^rd h^ ihr VMnirm Assocmmni of Schooii aid CoRe|B

w^ :
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10 Personal 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

BBS ^o\

24^1:?! ^^. E- Hail

OC(714)449-9373

LA(213)962-3634

1 200-1 4.4K BPi. OM, No Parity

(714) 449-9408(Voice)

KOREA AMERICA ONUNE

hizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650:

CALIFORNIA

P L I- A S li C A L L 1-800-854-3902

1 2 Research Subjects

STUDY NEEDS WOMEN with or wAxjt men-
strual pain. Brief quectionnairet. Pay* $10.

310-454-7926. M-W 12-4pm.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging research.

$35/4hours. Page 31O-724-O030 or call 310-

824-671 4 afternoons. _^_
WOMEN 18'25 with either arKirexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation involves completing

six questionnaires. Mindy 310-796-0996.

LOVING COUPLES WANTED
V TO FIELD TEST SPACEAGE CONDOM ^

^ FREE CONDOMS AND MEDICAL SERVICES FOR
^ COUPLES PARTICIPATING IN A FEDERALLY

FUNDED STUDY OFAN ALL NEW POLYURETHANE
9 CONDOM.

¥

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
NEEDED F(» PATIENTS

EXPERIENCING HAY FEVER/
ALLERGIC RHINrnS

REQUIRES 4 VISITS

(6 HOURS TOTAL)
OVER 7 - 10 DAYS. RESEARCH
INVOLVES ALLERGY SKIN

TESTING, BLOOD DRAWING.
AND NASALCHALLENGE

& LAVAGE
NO TREATMENT FOR ALLERGIES.

WILL PAY $100

AT CONCLUSION OF STUDY.

CONTACT DR. TSIEN OR
DR. DIAZ-SANCHEZ
AT (310) 825-3718.

^ COUPLES MUST BE:

- / WILLING TO USE CONDOMS AS BIRTH
^ CONTROL FOR 6 MONTHS /MONOGAMOUS
^ • AGES 18^0

For more information, please call (213) 386-5614, ext. 582.V9¥cJ¥ 9¥(J¥9¥

¥

6

¥

EARN
Volunteers needed for back

muscle test with no history of

back tn|uiy or pain.

Calm Okf, ctf (310)55»>550a

REACTIONS TO
FOOD ADDITIVES
if you have adverse reactions

to food additives such as

colorins agents,

monosldum glutamate or

preservatives, and you misht

wish to participate in

an on-campus research study,

please call 1-800-633-8497

CHINESE AMERICANS
needed to oompMe qinstionraire for

doctoral raMticti on languao* use and

attltudet. Pvticlpantt must be at least

18 and Amerlcafhbom. Cash prba

drawing for paiticipanls. CailJennlfer at

310-478-1726 or 310-206-4138

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Be a gestational surrogate mother for infertile

couple. Ages 21-37, tubal ligation OK,
mothers only please. 310-478-3808

19 Spernn/Egg donors

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be fnancially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgrounds ages

'21-34, for details please call

1^989-9890.

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

19 Spernn/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-
ples. 19-33 yrs, awn medical insurance. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

ECC DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for n»edical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday;^

EGG/SPERM
DONORS

Desperately wanted by hopeful parenU. All

races needed. Ages 21-35. Healthy. Substan-

tial compensation. For information call OP-
TIONS (310)397-4054.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDots & Scars
Non-Siirqical Laser Therapy for

painless facial skin reiuvenafion

and removal of acne, taltoos.

sunspols & scars, low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

t Hilr Rmwval
Faelals • Waztng

1081 WMtwood Bird.
(I Blk. South of Suits Monlcal Bhrd)

30 Help Wanted

S7/hour-fborMJS. Advertising cor>sulting firm is

seeking persorH to set appointments by
phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephor>e or outside sales experi-

er>ce a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our

WesUide ofTice. Call Norman 8ecker, Ad
Max Consultinx Kroup. 31 0-281 -035S

22 Health Services

STUDENT RATES
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, dep^sion,

anxiety. Special

student rates. SUding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 .

30 Help V^anted

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

$€t'hr, COLLEGE STUDENTS, P/T: driver

West LA, must car -telephone collection

clerk, - handy person with ability to paint,

310-472-9759.

1 CASHIER, 1 DELIVERY DRIVER NEEDED.
Chasin Chicken. Call for infcVappt. 310-208-
0846. __^_
3-positiortt available in Centuiy City law firm

for In-House MgL Services. Flexible hours,

$8-10AK>ur. Part and full-time. Duties in-

clude: mail/fax, photocopying, and local de-

livery. General office experience preferred.

Please contact Craifc 310-557-9666.

A European Men's Wear Retailer seeks part-

time cashiers. Must have experience in relat-

ed field. Send resume to Politix, 10931 Wey-
burn Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024. Attn.

OhanneVKamel.

ACCOUNT EXEC- City-wide college maga-
zine needs energetic students interested in ad
sales. High commission $$$. 335-1950. Ja-

son.

Santa Monica based national
Real Estate corporation seeks
office clerk to assist in property
manaoement. Data entry, phone.
and organizational skills required.
Part-time. Immediate op>ening

at $7.00/hr.
(31 0)449-g028/Gind

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALL TYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE FILMS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

ACCURATE 60+ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-processing ar>d computer ex-

perierK:e preferred. 1 5-20 hoursAwcek, flexi-

ble. Dr. Fr^nk 310-888-8050.

ACTING/MOOaiNG STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripofft,

confusion, wasted nr>oney. Guaranteedl Call

310-285-3292 for more info.

ACTORVMODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointnrtents only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVagcs needed. No ex-

perierKe r>ecessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imane. 818-222-9091

.

'

Administrative Asst. wanted for west coast di-

vision of non profit foundation. P/T UCLA
student preferred. Please fax resume to Anne
Mueller at 212 754-6227.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/RECEPTIONIST
needed by director of outpatient chemical
dependency clinic in West LA. Excellent

computer, language, and interpersonal skills

a musti Monday-Friday evenings from
4:30pm ar>d Saturday mornings. Fax/mail re-

sume, 207-6511 (fax), 207-4322 (phone), att;

Jeanne.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+
per rT>or>th ^benefits.* Male/female. No ex-

perierKe necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

AS9341.
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;. PART TINE
Experienced gymnastics coach

needed to work with children

ages 18 months to 14 yrs.

Great job.

call Denise ® (818) 785-2177

Are you: personable? energetic? friendly? Do
you have previout restaurant experience (at

least 6 months)? Then call 310-476-61 12 and

ask for Mitchell about current available posi-

tions.

Asian Females Needed for Asian college

student calendar 1995. Pays up to $100 for

less than 2 hours! Call for appointment

(310)285-9264.

'rATHLETlC, VOUNC MAN as a companion to

a fatherless boy. A few hours per week.

$a/hour. Westwood area. (310)470-4482.

BAKERY COUNTER HELP, PT/FT. Day and
evening hours. Near campus. 310-836-8534.

BASS GUITAR TEACHER for IS year old

singer/lyricist. Informal lessons. Santa Moni-

ca. Call Stephen (310)451-1391.

Bead store in heart of Westwood Village

needs experienced beader. P/T, F/T, day/

evening shifts. Must know about bead mak-
ing. Retail sales experience preferred. Call

Debbie 310-209-2323.
"

BEVERLY HILLS ATTORNEY SEEKS energetic,

hard working, and self-motivated individual.

Some computer skills helpful. Full or part-

time. Call Bob after 4:00pm. 310-859-8499.

Beverly Hills Auction Gallery seeks F/T Ad-
ministrative Assistant for Manuscripts Dept.

Inventory Control, corresponderKe, proof-

reading, etc Fast, organized, PC literate.

CreR Shaw 310-203-9855.

BEVERLY HILLS AUCTION GALLERY seeks

full-time receptionist to handle busy switch-

board, receive visitors andgperform light typ-

ing and some clerical duties. Hours Monday
to Friday, 8:30am-5:30pm. Good salary ar>d

benefits. Fax resume to 310-203-0496. Atten-

tion: S. Shaw.

BKIYCLE/PEDICAB DRIVERS (5) - Weekend
event 1 (V8 + 1 0/9- day or night shift. $7-

llAxxjr. (310)208-8898.

BILLING AR AND AP CLERK. Friendly, small

Santa Monica law-fir^ seeks individual for

data entry arvi vai^ious accounting. Minimum
15 hour/week. Experience preferred but not

required. Excellent opportunity for business

majors. Ask for Tilin or Peter 310-393-5000,

CAMPUS POSITKJN AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63/hr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

Can you teach typing, cheerleading, or Span-

ish? 25 Brentwood students Monday arni Fri-

day 2:1 5 to 3pm. $20-$2S^r. Call Francesca

310-454-3719.

Caring, honest, responsible person willing to

train with a team to implement innovative

ideas assisting 'rain man'-like (autistic) adult

to achieve independerKC. Part or full-time.

Hours to be arranged. Good salary, ber>efits,

arKi perks. Senior citizens welcomed to

apply. Call Cheryl 310-649-0499.

CASHIER wanted for video rental store.

FT/PT, will train. Video Collection, 470 N.

Doheny Dr., 310-273-3389.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to S200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

aERICAL POSITK3N. P/T, 3hours/day,

SdayVweek. Close to campus. $8^h6ur. 31 0-

479-8666.

CLERK TYPIST for word processing. General

office duties, 20 hour^^teek, near campus,
$7/hour. 310-475-5209.

COLLEGE MENTORS WANTEDI For pro-

gram working wA^igh school youth in devel-

oping and implementing community service

projects. Jr/Sr. with caryValid insurarxx. Po-

sition requires S-IOhrsTwk, including training

sessions and team projects. A stipef>d is

available. BRING YOUR RESUME. OrlenU-
tion: Oct7, 12- 1p.m. Ackerman Rm.2408, or

conUct: Elva Sandoval at 213-487-5590. Fax
213-386-0459.

College students r>eededl Work as a movie
extra. All types... No fees/no gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 818-569-5514 or

818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA studems nowl. $6.1 GAtr to

start, up to $9.10. 15+hrsM(. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

r
INTERNSHIP IN P.R.

vn

Firm specializing in book puWidty

seeks student interested in gaining

experience in public relations for

scnool aedit (up to 8 units). Student

shoukj be detailed oriented with

some computer experie'nce.

. Callfe^ 213/654^5 ,

30 Help Wanted

PoblicationsAVord Pnxessor

Excellent word processing and

oiganizational skills required

for HIV-i- related research

project, manuscript p>reparation

word perfect 5.1/6.0 essential

Fax resume Helen Reed

(310) 794-8297

CompUer genius on call, troubleshooter,

murtl(rv3W Windows and alf applications

(Peachtree, Excel, Paradox, Microsoft Word.)

Please call Barbara 310-475-6428.

COURIER FOR GRAPHKIS SERVKIE BU-
REAU. FT/PT, mornings, own car/insurance

required. $7.5Gb^K>ur, 3S-centymile. Ci^y

Graphics, 21 3--938-471 8.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$20004-/month working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

af>d FA employment available. No experi-

er>ce necessary. For more information call 1 -

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurarH is

looking for great aew members. Servers,

hoslA^^tess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

, 1

Daycare Asst. needed, pA.b Morning hours.

Must like kids and be hard wodter. ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Lesti« 310-

573-1811.

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-

2665.

Dependable, self-starting Individual wanted
for professional business. $6.25/hour. Light

filing, phones, dealing w/clients. Fax resume:
310-282-0775 or contact Nancy 310-277-
9400ext368.

Desk Clerk, F/T, 6 days/Week 7AM to3PM.

$8.0CA<r, Brentwood Hotel. Responsibilities:

Telephone; Guest Services, Qualifications:

Good Communication Skills; MS-Word. Ja-

son 310-476-1 168.

DESK CLERK, F/T, 6 days/week, Spm-llpm.
$6.5fVhr, Brentwood Motor Hotel. Tele-

phone; Guest Services. Qualifications: Good
communication skills, MS-Word. Jason 310-

476-1 1 68

Driver-tutor for teen girl, want big sister stud-

ent type with car; room, board, & mileage in

Venice beach. 310-399-1902.

DRIVER/LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINGAUTOR for

twelve-year-old. Monday-Friday 3-8pm. Ref-

erences required. $6-$7^r. 818-789-0696.

DRIVERS NEEDED FOR GROWING
SCHOOLBUS CO. Immediate openings, we
will train. Great hour^pay. Benefits. SeryJ re-

sume to P.O. box 49291, LA, 90049. Attn.

Eric or call 310-472-7474.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health and rujtrition industry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and when convenient to call.

EDUCATIONAL THERAPIST, $3(Vhr, part-

time. Must have experience with special edu-

cation and learning disabilities. 310-474-

8919.

EVENT STAFF/USHERING and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling Stortes, Raiders, ar>d other

events. 818-885-7338.

EXP'D HOSTESS
Major Motion picture studio- Executive din-

ing room. 10:3O-2:30pm. Tasteful gr6oming

standards essential. Also required catering

bus pefsor«. 310-280-5521.

F/T TENNIS SHOP MGR. 5.5 tNTRP and
above. Strong English skills required. Benefits

provided. AND P/T TENNIS COURT AT-

TENDANT. Sat.-Sun. Strong Tennis back-

ground required. $5.5(Vhr, meals included.

Contact Dennis or Sean 31 0-276-6104-x235.

Female darKrers wanted for bachelor parties,

private shows. $150-$400^r. Also hiring

drivers. Must have pager. Call Steve 310-824-

0084. ^2

FIGURE MODELS. Writer/Photographer

needs girls 1 8^ years old to pose for maga-
zines, calendars, etc Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 21 3-256-8700.

FILE CLERK. 8-10 houn/wk, flexible. 2-3

days. Century City office. 310-277-1900. Di-

ana or Kara.

FILMMAKERS: Submit 3/4'Films; ScripU;

Trailers; Resumes; S.A.S.E. by 10/25/94. FOR-
TY JOBS. Mark, HIGH CONCEPTS, 11684
Ventura #334, Studio City, CA 91604. WE
NETWORK WITH DOZENS OF FILAAMAK-
ERS.

FINANCE/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-
Part-time- Seeking a graduate student in Busi-

ness or Public Policy to provide assistarx:e to

a private nonprofit corporation whose
emphasis is in real estate lenidir^ through pri-

vate/public finance proarams. Potential full

time position. Preferable background and
skills: banking, accounlirtg, marketing, verbal

and written communication. Must ba Mlf-

starter. Regional office located CIcndaie
Mail resumes to CALIFORNIA STATEWIDE
CDC, 129 C Street, Davis, CA 9S616 - Attn:

Bartiara Vohryzek.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs

experienced P/T Mp. Call 20B-4000. Shmm
or Kerry. . __—__^

—

^

30 Help Wanted

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Speciahy Store in LA.

We want full and part-time sales peo-

ple. We are looking for : men and

women who can learn great customer

service, believes the customer always

comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer:

charxre to make $6-12-t^KXjr, good

benefits package, great staff discount,

and the best retail training. To join the

top indeperxient store in LA call for ap-

pointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-

7585.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-

ence. Marina Ot^ Rey. Training provided.

310-577-6520.

FULL-TIME EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT WANT-
ED. Beverly Hills location. Must have own
transportation. Must be Macintosh literate.

31 0-277-71 72. Ask for Mike.

General office, 5 days, flexible hours. Must
be reliable, type, speak fluent English. Avail,

immediately. Phone: 213-653-4409, Fax:

818-708-6886. Write: Mr. Joel Bash, 6345
Balboa Blvd., Suite 195, Encino, 91316.

GOURMET ON WHEELS offers gre^ paying

jobs. Responsible, articulate P/T drivers for

downtown delivery company M-F. Own car,

insurance. 213-749-9009.

GRAND OPENING. Renaissance health cen-

ter now open, massage vnA holistics. Position

available, chiropractor and experienced mas-

seur xnA masseuses. Self-starter preferred.

Call for appointment 310-289-9219.

GYMNASTK3 COACHES all agps and levels,

varied hours, experierKe required. Profes-

sional gymnastics school now hiring. Call

Mary Cates for interview. 310-450-0012.

HANDYMAN NEEDED SATURDAYS. $6/hr.

UCLA faculty family near campus. Referenc-

es. Fluer>t English. 310-472-1764 evenings or

leave message.

HELP WANTED: Earn up to 5500 per week
assembling products at home. No experi-

ence. Info 1 -504-646-1 700 Dept. CA-695.

Hotel Desk Clerk. Full-time. Luxury hotel in

Westwood Village. English speaking.

(310)208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER for busy doctor. Weekends.
Laundry, cleaning, assist w/cooking, etc No
skills required. Flexible schedule. Leave mes-
sage. 310-826-9811.

HOUSEKEEPER/CHILD CARE. English speak-

ing, European preferred. Live-in or ouL Must
have excellent references. Call for interview.

310-476-0805.

Immediate position available. Secry/Recpt.

Knowledge of Microsoft Word required for

SM architecture firm. FAX resume 310-828-

7710.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$400f/month teaching ba-

sic corwersational English In japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching backgrburxJ or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632-1 146extJ59341.

JR. PUBLISHER - City-wide college magazine
needs organized leaders majoring in busi-

nesVjournalism for paid intern position. 335-
1950 -Dan.

Law finn seeks legal assistant with excellent

computer skills. 20-30 hourAweek flexible.

Salary $6-9 DO£. (213)651-3333. (213)658-
6041 (fax).

LAW OfFKI. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No heigfrt requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs Individuals to work 4-6

houn/day. Evening, day, and weekertd hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, aryi follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

Marmol & Radzlner Architects. Immediate

opening. ReceptlonA>ffice Assistant. 32-40
hour^Mc Flexible days, $£^r. Fax resume to

Leo Marmol 310-391-8825, Faxi310-391-
8395.

MATH TUTOR for 8th grade student. Experi-

ence and references required. 310-458-3104
(day) and 310-459-5746 (evenings).

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hourVweek
to start) for experienced- bilingual reception-

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Gen-
eral medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734

x900. Have resume available. Salary^p.

MEDKZAL BILLINC/OFFICE ASSISTANT. 20-

40 hour^A«ck. Excellent d^a entry, typing,

phones. Knowledge of medical termirwiogy,

billing procedures. Seeking senior or grad
student Call 310-393-1503

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for Frer>ch ar>d American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-2654)550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. ncc. Corp. expandlr>g in area. 21 3-

463-0633.

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.10am-2pm, M-F, San-
-U Monica Audio/Video CO. (31(9453-3807.

30 Help Wanted

Naked
Fact is: I must see to It you arc awarded $$
for your college education... or cliel ... or

else, I dorfx. remain In businessi Scholarships.

No one denied. Call (or guarantee 1-600-

700-7656... 24 hr. recofdinn.

Need PA messenger with own car. Sonoe

light ofHce work. Fay 310-206-8848. Call

between 10-6. •

NEED XTRA INCOME
Looking for resporaible irvJividuals to do
researai in: sports nrtedicine, biomechanics,

exercise physiofogy, kinesiology; nutrition.

Interested MAJORS or GRADUATES please

send resume to: BH Health -f Fitness, P.O.

Box 624, Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0624 or

fax to: 310-278-5259.

NEEDED: Childcare for multiply handi-

capped 9 year old boy. Hyperactivity and
other challenges. Working on pre-K acade-

mic skills. Very alert, curious, ar>d loving.

Needed week nights. Car needed. Must be

responsible and dependable. $8/hr.

(310)273-6567,(310)271-3191

Needed: excellent writer w/good research

skills with krwwiedge of and personal access

to a Macintosh and IBM computer. Call and
leave mesaage, Veronica Steinbeck 818-985-

5041.

Morning counter person for coffee

houseA>akery. Serve customers, general

clean-up. Experierx^e helpful, will train.

$5.7SAw. Linda or Mitch, 310-826-5282.
1 1 740 San Vicente.

OFFICE HELP POSITION. Word processing

experience, kr>owledge of biochemical no-

mer>clature prefened. flexible hours, part-

time. $8/hr or more, depending on qualifica-

tions. Playa Del Rey office. 310-821-6456.

ORDER CLERK, video distribution, data en-

try, inventory control, customer service. De-
tail-oriented, computer savvy, MDR office.

Fax resume: TMW Media, 310-306-3162.

P/T ASSISTANT to personal^ome manager.

Female preferred. Household choreVenands.
Must be r>eat and tidy, attention to detail,

self-starter. Must be available M-Th. Average
hours 2/day, up to 1 2/week. Extra hours pre-

paring for holidays. Must have deperwiable

car and insurance. Located on Westside. Call

Lori 310-397-8318,

P/T CLERK NEEDED for busy B.H. Medical
Office. 25 hour^wcek, Monday-Friday. Start

$8.00. Call Lily/Amy 310-271-9131, must
have car.

PROGRAMMERS AND COMPUTER GRAPH-
IC ARTISTS NEEDED. Start ASAP, very flexi-

ble hours, call Greg w/Southwestem Software
and Consulting. 310-624-2135.

P/T experienced gymnastics coach needed to

work with children ages 18-months to 14-

years. Great job. Call Denise or Al 818-785-

2177.

P/T PERSONAL ASSISTANT for President of

Westwood firm. Typing, Macintosh and or-

ganizational skills. 8-12 hours/wk. Senior

grad student preferred. (31 0)479-61 72

P/T POSITION w/SanU Monica Real EsUte

partnership. Involves database updating and

producing advertising/marketing materials us-

ing desktop publishing software. Must have

familiarity w/WINDOWS. Approximately 1

5

hours/week, $1(Vhour. Call Scott, 213-851-

9761.

P/T RECEPTK^NIST available MWF, 9am-
1pm, at Beverly Hills Chiro Center. $M>our.
Call Mr. Lawrence 213-655-1420.

P/T, flexible hours, set appointments by tele-

phone for busir>ess to busirtess service.

SaleVrestaurant experience helpful. 800-772-

4052 ext 7043.

PART-TIME FILING CLERK/RECEPTIONIST.

Small Westwood law firm looking for a pleas-

ant arxl organized irxJividual to do filing and

telephorws. 10anrt-2pm, 5-day^ivcek. Fax rc-

sume: 310-209-1 500 attn. Wendy.

Part-time Secretary. Luxury hotel, cosmetic

surgery recovery retreat. 4-9, M-F. Some
weekends. WP, phone skills, professional at-

tire. Call Mamie, 310-277-2270.

Part-time shipping, office, repairs, ancVor hy-

ture marketinnnenius. Jane 310-837-0963,

Part^ull-time help needed for removal of

records from warehouse. Culver City. 310-

559-6623. Call betv»een 10-3.

PartA^ull-tirrtfe warehouse clerical help r>eed-

ed weekdays. Culver Oty. 310-559-8823.

Call between 10-3.

PE COACH NEEDED. Background w/sports,

children. Wed: 830am-230pm, Tues mom-
ir>gs. Westwood Elementary School. $8^ur.
Apply for one Of both. 310-288-41 32.

PERSON NEEDED for internal marketing op-

tometry practice with great communicatfon
skills. Enjoyable atmosphere to work. Call

Farnoosh 213-653-2020.

PERSON TO HANG POSTERS. P/T on cam-
pus. 1-600-300-7737. Details.

PERSONAL SECRETARY, 1-day, Monday pre-

ferred. Enands, etc Need car. Mutt like

children. 310-573-1891.

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,
AP Bfotogy, Chemistry, Physics. Must have
ai least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experience. Starting rate

$12.Safraur. Hours flexible. 828-727-9447.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer and tn^nis coaches as well as mill nil

vanity tooccr coach. Paid poaWom. Call Gail

atJ»0-»1-7127.
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Production Interns wanted for documentary
at Grartd Cwiyon, Nov. 1-18, Nenrtesis Pro-

ductions. 213-6654)264.

Rapkily growing investment company seek-

ing P/T computer \iiutm. College sopho-
ntorc^unior, ability to «M)rk with DOS Wind-
ows, Lotus 123, Word Perfect, and Fa«pro.
Bilingual (Englist/Spanish) a plus. $6 per hr.

Contact Nelson jiminez at 310-571-3700
x231.

RETAIL SALES MANAGER and sales positions

available immediately, F/T and P/T, for Petite

Jardin Children's Shoes at Century City shop-
ping center. Exclusive European and domes-
tic merchandise offered In a beautiful new
facility. Retail sales, managenoent, and conv
puter inventory control experience is desired.

Paid parking. Salary -fbenefUs. For appoinU-
ment call 310-203-0424, ask for Lynn.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing

store needs P/T employee. $€^r. Please call

310-454-7870. 15326 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-

isades.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat ar>d have knowledge
of children's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

RETAIL STORE. Manager/Sales. Janice

McCarty. W. 3rd Street BoUique. 213-651-
4229. Ask for Julianne. ^___
RUNNER, ERRANDS, ENTERTAINMENT IN-

DUSTRY. Good opportunity. Fun co-work-
ers. Fax resume: 818-907-7622. $a/hour
HnileaKe. Approx. 30 hour^veek.

Sales. P/T, flexible hours, we will pay you to

give money to restaurants. Restaurant experi-

ence helpfol. All areas including SFV, LA,
Orange County. Call today 1-800-772-4052
ext. 7043. Ask for Matt

SCHEDULER :

Film promotion compare in MDR. Seeks
person to schedule promos. P/T. Flexible
7Alr.^bonus. Chris 310-821-1677. Leave
message.

DAILY BRUm
CLASSIFIED
825-2221

Daily Bruin Classified

SELL T-SHIRTS, make mortey in your spare
,

time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized Ts, golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

novative, inexpensive, attractive new process

called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you
are an ambitious self-starter and interested in

marketing, this is a commission sales oppor-

tunity that can put some mor>ey in your jeans

now and after you graduatel Only enterpe-

neurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resume in the format

of a letter in confiderw:e to: Graffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davies. Fax: 685-

663-1 235, phone: 1 -600-888-7838.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openingsl For more information

call 206-634-0469 extv59341.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

cam $10-1Si/hour guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^eek. Marketing representa-

tivesAnanagement trainee positiorH. Training
provided. Westwood locatidn. 310-312-
6838.

TELEi^4ARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a
must, typing a plus, located in mid-Wilshire
area. $8/hr. 213-651-0530.

TELEMARKETING. Highly motivated, enthu-

siastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must
have a good phorw voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware/Software dealer seeks

individuals for inside sales. Must have work-
ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Conv
puter Centers. Job# 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-
rance, CA 90503.

LXIA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63Aw. Call jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Sen^kg 310-825-7686.

TELEMARKETING No experience necessary.

Prefer studentVgrads. Flexible hours from
94X)-5KX)pm ftartinc at $7-$Mv-fbonuses. 3-

blocks UCLA. Hafel Maintenance. Ron, 310-
470-6175.

THE CHEESECAKE
FACTORY

Beveriy Hills Is searching for fun, firiendly

people to fill FRONT DESK and retail

BAKERY COUNTER positions. Flexible hours,
$6.50 to %7.S0fiyoux to start Apply Monday-
Friday, 3-4pm at- 364 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly
Hills.

Writer who is blind needs an assistant to fin-

ish novel. Requirement: reading out loud and
Uking dictatton. 3ia399-3652.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-
nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Call Oeick 213-845-9669.

WEEKEND RGCemONIST (hm 10-7pm sj«

and Sun. Oau entry, ewcellert cemmuntc*-
lion skills, bilin^Lial, excellent compHar
skills. $6-9 DOE. (213)651-3333, Dl 3)658-
6041 (fn).
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TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTlONnrS
• DATA ENTRY
•GENERAL CLERKS

Letm new softwoire or sharpen your
PCsidibabsoluMyfree! Don't wait.

Join ttie FIRST CALL ttam o(

professionais today.

Call Mlchalt

RRSTCiUX
TEMPORARY SERVICES
264-0914

181 IWIshira Blvd. Suite A
Sante Monica, CAg

Special UCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

o-"
BARTENDING

°<fe.

•As seen on TV
•TWo week training

•Nation wide job placement

National Bartenders School

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

(805)522-0278

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CROSS PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Amount
4 Partnered
9 Parrot

14 Spend
15 Greek

marketplace
16 Sky blue
17 Wander idly

18 Thought It

over
20 Nimble
22 Society

newcomers
23 Meadows
24 Keep
26 Fencing sword
28 Rubbed off

31 Celebrations
35 Make lace

37 Uproars
38 Actor Gotten
39 Muhammad —
40 Follow
42 "— whiz!"

43 Less wealthy
46 — corner
48 B.C.'s

neighbor
49 Mexican

Mister

50 Swamp tree

52 Musical
ensemble

54 Climbed
57 Group of

actors

60 Long nail

63 Rascal
64 Least

probable
67 Light brown
68 Rock

69 Fornf>er

candidate
Stevenson

70 Poem
71 Singer Lee
72 Change color

of again

73 Johnny —

ISIBIQD ESBDaS IilSDS

mBSQ siziaaa
R E L 1 V ^
ElTlE L ESI

SEjIZjB QSBjQ] QliQQj

1 — and spice

2 Custom
3 Transcen-

dental —
4 Fortified

wine
5 Mature
6 Informed
7 Buffalo's

lake

8 Patted (on)

9 Spoil

10 Flowering
shrubs

11 Appealing
12 Territory

13 Marries
19 Psychic power:

abbr.
21 Hunting dog.

for short

25 Consumer
advocate
Ralph —

27 Id's kin

29 Put on
(clothes)

30 Literary work
32 Lawmaker
33 Copied
34 Mets' stadium
35 Spigots
36 — vera lotion

38 Yells insults

41 Ballpark

official

44 Decaying
45 Blunder
47 Father's Day

gift

50 Shirt feature

51 — Diego
Chargers

53 Chill

55 Dodge

56 A star

57 Pointed end
58 Poker stake

59 Trudge
61 Staffer

62 Actress
Tuesday —

65 Lock's
companion

66 Utter

OF YOL WON'T

m
but 85% of the ucla market will.

Mdth the odds,

ADVERTISE

The Daily Bruin

Classifie(i Display

Advertising Department

is looking for ambitious interns

eager to get experience for life.

Hiring and earning

potential at termination of

10 week internship.

Pick up applications at

The Daily Bruin
Front Counter at 225 Kerckhoff Hall.

Application Deadline is 2:00pm,

Friday. October 7th.

Call 206-3060 for information or with questions.

^
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR.
P/r. Requires knowledge of DOS, Windows
(or Workgroups, Word for Windowi, Excel

etc; experience wAnodem* and refrwte com-
munication; capacity to inftall, train, support

.

ar>d troubleahoot software problems; ability

to solve hardware problems. Must be com-
fortable w^xKIi people and machines. Fax re-

sume to josh, 310-337-1074.

FINANCIAL MARKET TRADERS ASSISTANT
for currency trading house, Ihr/day at first;

more hours down the line. SIQ^r. Sam 310-

S58-3364.

LAW FIRM SEEKING COMPUTER PRO-
CRAMMER familiar with Borland Paradox

ancVor Paradox for Wirxiawt for program-

ming project $8-10A>our DOE. (213)651-

3333,(213)658-6041 (fax).

PART-TIME. Earn up to $30Q/day. Excellent

people skills required. Trainir^ provided.

(310)337-0790.

^ AGGRESSIVE ^X ENTREPRENEURS 3E
^^ -Interested in Marketing yjf

^^ -unique and hxrative ^/[L^ opportunity "^
\j] -part-time J^
TJ^ -SALESMANSHIP A MUST ijjf

ol|^ Contact Uwrence Antoilo ^^ at 011) 207-2266 ^

k Make
(

MONEY ^

Full + Part Time
opportunity of

a lifetime
Be a part of the $100 billion

telecommunications industry

no experience necessary

(310)843-4511

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER WANTED. Wed and Fri after-

noons 3-5:30. Warm, loving, rHjrturing, and

responsible. Must have ovvn car arid irv

surance. 310-459-9712

CHEVIOT HILLS. Student/alumni needed to

care for 2 kids, 3&6. Oiildcare experience,

refererKcs,, reliable car, f^ preferred.Tue

4.30-1 0pm. $7/hr. 310-558^704.

CHILD CARE. Merschool pick-up, activities,

and homework. Second grader In the UCLA
area. Monday thru Friday 3pm-6pm. Car re-

quifed. 310-471-7585.

Childcare for two boys ages 9 and 12. 3-

5pm, MorvFri (flexible). Must have own car.

References preferred. 310-206-7005, 310-

472-2492.

Childcare
provicier for delightful three month old boy.

Liveout Full-time Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm, in

Venice. 310-821-0338.

CHILDCAREillCHT HOUSEKEEPING. Per-

manent P/T position. 2-3 evenings per week
plus one full day on weeker>d. 3-children,

3,4, and 7. Culver City. Ovn car. References.

Please call Liz 213-933-1144 or 310-559-

4379evenin);s.

DRIVER to pick up 5-y/o from school to

home. 4 to 5 days/week. S6.50/hr. Additiorv

altimc maybe available. 310-477-7541.

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-

sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays -t-flexible

hours during weekdays. Must drive. Salary

neKotiable. References. Call 310-271-7170.

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and good role

rTKxiel for children. Live-in + $$ in exchange

for drlvin^utoringA>abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 30+ hours,

6:45-8:00am, alter 3pm. Full-tinte, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

FATHER & 2 SONS (4,7) seeking student to

help with children for Ihr. in morning and 1-

2hrs. in afterrxxm. Incl. driving kids to and

from school. Offering free private room with

own bthrm and board in Westwood home.

No cleaning nee. Pays $150-20(Vmo.
References arMi driving record r>ec. If

interested, please leave mess. (310)476-5516.

Female with car wanted to drive teenage girls

to school in Long Beach. P/T okay.

References and good drtiving required.. 31()-

208-6265.

32 Career Opportunities

SALES

HNANCIAL SALES
Share Our Vision - For Your Future

The future is a bright one at The Prudential Irsurance and Rnancial Servces. We reniain tti«

lindisputBd leader in our industry, and as we grow toward the year 20(X). and beyond, we seek
'- ^^treprerwrlat men and worwn to join us and share in our continued suxsss.

We're lookino for success-oriented people witti outstanding communk:ation and 'people skills,' a

college degree (preferred, not requited), and Ihe strong desire for professional growth and

financial success. There are no limits on your earning potential at The Prudential: your earnings

are directly reiatod to your efforts!

The Prudential offers a competitive Ironing allowance, a full benefits package including medfcal,

dental, AO^{k). Prudential savings plan, education reimbursement flex, scheduling, and an

environnwnt that promotes achievement and rewards success. To find out more about the future

at The Prudential, please mail or fax your resume to:

^ ThePrudential

D^t.am
VMlkiri.C« 11411

Fn:(t1l)»1-aH1

i i»i I Mun mm

34 Internships

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to leam script develop-

ment activities in B.H. office. No pay, but

good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or

310-394-7263.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest Tilm production companies. No pay,

lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experier>ce

helpful. Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

OFFICE INTERNS WANTED for FWrn/J^fln-

tcractive production company in Santa Moni-

ca. Flexible hours. No pay, but great Oppor-

tunity to learn. Call Katy or Lisa at 310-917-

3380.

P/T Intern. Production Rental Studio. Stills

Film Video. Assist marketing, publicity, out-

going personality. Strong buslr>es* networking

skills. Commission. Call 213-957-9398.

' Productton company seeking Intern for the

fall. Please contact Elizabeth Casparis. 310-

264-4155

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paid internship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate developmern. Fax resunw to 310-458-

6681.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but harvis on op-
portunity. 818-902-9657.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER for 5 year/old boy. 1-2 even-

ingi^eek. Early bedtime, easy Job. Bring

honoework. Melrose^airfax area. RefererKss.

Kara 213-651-3332.

BABYSITTER FOR 5TH GRADER. Help

wAwmework. Wed, Thurs, Fri. 3-6. Rcferenc-

M required. EdycaUon maffit prtfMrtd. 310-

453-9138. :

35 Child Care Wanted

Fun girls, 11 & 8 need fun babysitter. Safe

car. 3 days/week. 3-6pm. %7ft\T. Kate 310-

454-6437.

Occasional child care nearby for 1 1 y/o girl.

3:30 to 7:00^ Must have own car. $6^r. Day.

818-506-371 4. Evening 31 0-476-9300.

Our busy 9-montlVold needs resporwible, ex-

perienced babysitter to play w/at our home;

Santa Monica. Approx. 20-hrs.A^, 3-after-

noons. Infant CPR, first aid, ind references

required. Please call Audrey 829-5040.

P/T CHILDCARE. 3-aflemoons/week. Refer-

erxxs required. Fluent English. N/S. CA driv-

er's license. Own car. 2-aiildren, 10 and 6.

Santa Monica. 310-828-251

1

PALMS. M-F 2-7. Boy.., ages 2&7. House-

keeping, car, InsurarKe, references. SISQMc.
310-201-5251 or 310-839-4698.

Responsible person, pick-up daughter from

school, supervise homework 4-5 afler-

noor>^veek. Must be excellent drhrcr & love

children. References. 213-957-9221 Aman-
da;

RESPONSIBLE, COMMrTTED PERSON to

drive two children to itlemoon activities,

Monday-Thursday. Approximate hours 3:30-

6pm. Your car, excellent pay, great kids.

310-390-1761

SEEKING UCLA STUDENT to care for 4-

year/old M, W 12pm-6, sometlnies later.

Must have good driving record arxJ reliable,

safe car. Weeker>d work also possible. 310-

475-4940.

TUTOR/BABYSITTER. Female preferred.

Brentwood home. Altemoorv. Sideh 310-

440-4956.

WLA FAMILY w/girls, 7 and 10, needs baby-

sitter w/car to play run errartds, do house-

work and cook. M^, 1-4fim.. Patti 310-470-

0417. ^

35 Child Caie Wanted

Babysitter %vanted. 2-3 cv«Avk to help with

homework, mealtime and play. Must have
verifiable reference. Call Leslie 31D4U9-
9799.

36 Personal Assistance

PERSONAL ASSISTANT needed 1 afternoon a

week. %7fiv. Must have car and common
sense. RaNae 31 a391 -2020.

37 Housesitting

RESPONSIBLE RABBI AND FAMILY looking

to housesit during Christmas vacation. Experi-

enced. Call Michael or Sunny. 206-676-

5201.

49 Apartnnents for Rent

$515 PALMS, l-bdrm, nice neighborhood,

3765 Vinton Ave., 310-821-3103.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, built-Irs, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping aixl transporta-

tlon. 310-838-9052. •

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

frkige, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••BRENTWOOD. $750,1 -bed/1-bth, upper,

vertical blirKis, ne«i«r carpet, refrigerator,

parking, laundry, prime area. 310-476-0919.

••WESTWOOD VILLACE^^ MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. 1 AND 2 BEDROOMS.
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. RESERVE
NOW FOR SUMMER AND FALL. 310-839-

6290.

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, ^C, new security building, prime
location, 508 Barrington. 21 3-934-5000.

U1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartmenU,
icieal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, VC, phof>e-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM 5695. 2-BEDROOM $840.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. AppliarKes, blirxis,

etc. 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-
477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, Uf1>ER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palnv. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

1-MILE TO WESTWOOD. $695. 1-bdrm.
pool, 1235 Federal Avenue. 310-477-7237.

11675 Dariington, Brentwood. Bachelor,

$500. 2-bedroomV2-baths from $1 100 and
up. 310-410-1499, 310-671-8570.

2128 N.BEVERLY GLEN. $650. Studio. 7-

minutes to IXTLA. Newer carpet Shower
over tub, wet-bar, patio, laurxlry, private-erv

trance, utilities paid. Lease. 818-708-1493

day, 818-609-7231 evenings.

2bdmVl.5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-

venient WLA location. 1603 Granville.

$875/mo. 310-828-5236.

2BR.WESTWOOD NATIONAL
Unpunished upstairs, r>ew1y painted, r>ew

carpets-drapes, car port. $825. Call for ap-

point (818)996-3781, (818) 344-5618.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
nrwnthly + 4 hours weekly gardening, house
maintenarKe. OcearVrrMXjntain view, nearby.

Foreign and grad students welcome. Car.

(310)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. WasherA)ryer.

stove, dishwaslwr, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking arwi lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$6S0-S895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2br/2ba. $1125. Great for

sharing. El Rodeo School. 9609 Olympic
Blvd.. Open Sundays 1-5. (818)708-7320.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet buikling. No peU. 1 236
McClellan Drive. 310-626-8461.

BRENTWOOD ADJ., single, $520. Non-
smoker, no pets. 1431 S. Westgate Ave. 310-

477-1111.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wil^ire, dish-

washer, parking, $135G/morMh. Open 9-5,

1 1921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0834.

BrenNvood. $950, 2-bdrm/2-bath, balcony,

new carpet arxi drapes, stove, refrigerator. By
appt only, 1 1 728 Mayfteld #5. 31 0-271 -681

1

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, hardvwod
floors, bright, parking, laurwiry hook-up. Ibr

and 2br/1 ba available. (31 0)550-1 531

.

Cute 1 -bedrooms, security building, 24-hour
doonnan. Walk to UCLA. High-rise with

quiet view. $10S(ynfK)nth. Also for sale

$150,000. Prudential California Realty. Call

Gall 310-445-7778.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BbRMS
5S75-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-
deled, mar>y unique features, ceiling fans, air,

!;reat location, near shopping, busses ar>d

rceways. (818)399-9610.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor apartnwnt in beautiful

country area, quiet honw- cable and utilities

Jnckjded. $800. 310-476-891 1.

49 Apartnnents for Rent

PALMS -$615
1 -bedroom upper. 10-mlnuiea to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building

refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, miniUirKk.

Cat OK. Rent concession. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + fof^bath,
newer Srttory townhousc, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Mkivale
Ave. 31 0-391 -1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, fiiil

kitdien, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-805a

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, Ml kltdv

en, close to UCLA in best part of palnw. $935
for two, SI 035 (or 3. 310-286-2865.

MAR VISTA, $565. SpackxJS 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA.310-397-805a

MAR VISTA, $670, 2-bed^-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.
^

MAR VtSTA. 2-bdmV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 1 1748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, l-bednxxn security building,

very quiet, all appliaixxs. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $1 00. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

Palmt, 2bdr/1bth. Large end unit w/ baloo-

nyAefirigerator. f^ew CarpetA>l!ndi^int

$699. 310-629-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, invnaculate 2-bdnTV2-

bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

6855.

PALMS. $795/month. 1 -bedroom -t- den -f 1-

bath. Newer building, gated parking, r>ew

carpet, ^C, fireplace, balcony. Cable, lauiv

dry facilities. 310-397-0405.

PALMS. $895, upper. 2-bed/2-bath. Built-in.

Balcony, A/C, gated building, laundry room,
parkir^g. 3626 Empire Drive. Call 310-559-

3875.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator.

Convenient to Westside, UCLA ana shop-

ping. Call 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $525,
single $425. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8om, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

49 Apartnnents for Rent

PALMS: $575. Spacfous 1 -bdmVI -bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laurKiry, hard-

wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-

876-0371.

RENT FOR LESS. Spacious 2-bed^2-bath

apartment Close to freeway. 15 minutes to

UCLA. Central air, bulK-ins, parking. 15131
Victory Bh^. 5184>88-1556.

SHERMAN OAKS.
Spacious 3-bec^&1/2-bath. Garden setting,

near Ventura Bhrd. Good transportation to

IXIA. $67(VhfK)nth. 818-386-1060.

Small one bedroom. Mid Wilshire. kieal for

one person. Stove and refrigerator. $425, first

and last, no deposit 21 3-936-2638.

UCLA X-LARCE SINGLE, dining room, walk
to UCLA and Village. $640. 10975 1/2 Roe-

bling. (310)208-4253, (310) 624-2595.

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 block frpm beach. All Uilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security buikiing. Quiet,

no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.

$46(V^Twnth.

VENKZE BEACH, unfurnished bachefor.

Month to month, 1/2 bfock to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary Jo 310-392-8487.

$40(ymonth.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

firee parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. D1 0)209-0966.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroom/2-
bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking arvJ entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414
Jasmine. 310-836-4662.

West L.A. Bachelor, upper, utilities paid, near

Santa Monica Federal Bus Lines and market
lOmln. from campus. $450. 310-475-4815. ~

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no pets, stove,
refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1. Large
1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpets,

blinds, now available, parking, laundry
facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
by ypt 31 0-477-8750.

Westwood Village, 2-blcks from campus. Lg.

1-bdr. FrontA>ack door. Carpeting, vertfcal

Winds, locked garage $60(>*no. 10990
Strathomore •3. 310-206-1 45V 471-7073.

American Heart

Associatjon

TICKLE OUR
TASTEBUDS

AND THE DAILY
BRUIN

WILL TICKLE— YOURS.
Something's Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal favorite recipe and if

It's

chosen we'll feature your name and
recipe in the paper's classified section.

Also get $10.00 FREE on your
Bruin Gold Card.

BON
APPETITE!

-drop recipe submissions at the Daily

Bruin front dssk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

:-^^

Daily Bruin Classified

*^l^-i^^^

49 Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD, 2-bdnTV2-1/2-ba(h condo,
washer/dryer, skle-by-slde parking pool.

Very large, IMng room, dining room,
equipped kitchen. Prime location I

$160(ymonth. 213-380-1355.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $950
AND UP. TILE KFTCHEN, STEPDOWN
LMNC ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1 -1/2

MILrTO UCLA. 310-639-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A^, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, kieal for grad students. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
y4-mile from campus. 310-273-1 212.

WeatM«od. 2-bdmV1 -bath, hardwood floors,

reskiential street, near campus, call Rachel,

310-206-7511.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KFTCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UP^AIRS. 310-447-8500.

WLA, 2 miles to UCLA, upper, 1-bd/1-ba, all

appliances, carpets, drapes, some furniture,

spa. $70Q/mo. 1712 Colby. 310-318-5620.

WLA. $725-$675. Very large 1, 2-bedroom.
Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closets. All

appliances. Paint and carpet V.J. 310-447-

5714.

WLA. $725-up. Large one bedrooms, pool,

built-in stove arKl oven, quiet, private. Near
UaA(31(»478-71S0.

WLA. 1-1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

frklge. $62(ymonth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

WLA^ENTURY CITY. 1-bdnn $750. Charm-
ing, re-decorated, appliances, carpets, Vene-

tians, laundry facilities, large, bright, dining,

efKlosed private garage. Quiet building. 310-

474-1172.

50 Apartnnents, Furnistied

MAR VIST\ $60(yhionth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patk), and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3746 Ingtewood Blvd. 310-396-6579.

51 Apartnnents, Unfurn.

$112S.BRENTWOOD. Really nice 2 br/2-ba.

All appliarKes, fireplace, enclosed patio,

tandem parking, good laundry. QUIET.
1 1 722 Kiowa. (805 )5261 759.

$495. Bachelor, quiet, upper, laundry, micro-
firMge. 1 326 Armacast. Open. Near bus and
close, to UCLA. 31 0-459-4068 or 459-2673.

$650. 2-bdmVlbath unfurnished. Stove, re-

frigerator, new carpeU, newly decorated.

Picc^a Cienega. 310-279-2002.

MAR VISTA, 1-bdrm, upstairs, smaller, quiet,

clean building, parking, laundry. Pets OK.
$65(ymonth. 822-7580.

PALMS. Single $535. Clean, Large pool,

convenidnt to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-
4332.

SANTA MONKIA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laufxiry, new carpet and paint Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-356-6660.

52 Apartnnents to Shioie

Female gracVprofessional own room, bath,

parking. Must be quiet, resporvibie, mature.

N/S. Available ItVl. $430-^ deposit 310-

444-4913.

H\XX. 2-BDRM APARTMENT, 100 yards

UCLA, views, own room, furnished, pool, ga-

ra^e. $57S/month. 310-824-9883.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Furnished , CLEAN, 2-

bed^-bath. Gorgeous complex, FULL AMEN-
ITIES, SECURITY, new carpets/appliances.

Great location, WesUide. $550/month. 310-

637-9509. Prefer male. .

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer N/S female. Close

to campus. $450-«- 1/2 utilities. 818-907-
9401.

TWO FEMALE ALUMS seek male/female n/s

roommate in Brentwood. Parking. $45(ymo.-«-

deposit (310)826-2736.

VENKX. To share 2-bed/1 -bath. Patio, park-

ing, peU okay. $37S/month. Jim 310-477-

1737.

WesUid^alms, 2bd/2ba., fully furnished,

full amenities, parking, month-to-month or

lease negotiable. $495.00 water paid,

$150.00 deposit AVAILABLE NOW. Allison

310-558-3123.

WESTWOOD. Own room. Walking distance

from UCLA and market. Non-smoker. Female
preferred. $450. 310-478-566S. Ask for Deb-
bie;

WLA Modem security building, security,

parking. Master bdrm wAiath. 2-private

sundecks. Call Bryan 479-621 1 . $520.

53 Roommates

2-f2 Modem apartment. N/S, no drugs or

pets. Kitchen, living room, balcony, security

building, parking. Renting now.
$50(yimonth> utilities. 310-276-9528.

ACROSS FROM C/tMPUS ON LANOFAIR
AVE. A huge studio. Free parking. Notvsmok-
ing male. Quiet person preferred. Call Byung
310-824-1797.

BEDROOMfBATH IN TH. La Clenega^nti-
nela. $3SQ/month. Call Maria 310-677-1401

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large, charming 2-bedroom upper in Spanish

duplex. Beverly Hills adjacent $42S/month.

Call 213-934-6422.
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53 Roommotes

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment S-mimite

walk from Lat-32. Call Bobby 310-478-7121
or Cathy 310-476-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE share bedroom
w/ume. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdmVI-bath, co-ed, luxury, security condo
w/amenities. Westwood, $35G^month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6569.

Need Babysitter for infant and toddler girls.

Tue/Thurt, Sat and some Sundays. $6.0G^r.
310-397-5343

ROOMMATE WANTED. Share spacious 1-

bedroom apartment with parking. I block

from campus arxf Westwood. Call Erik 310-

208-6593. 634 Landfair Apt#8.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share house, own
bedroom, share bath, Melrose Ave area. Must
like pets. Call Victoria 213-782-0785, MUST
SEEl $475. .__
SGL/FEM. RMMATE. Wantd. Share 2-

bdrnV2ba. bl-level twnhm. $400, dw|Vph.
not Incl. Non-smkr, no kids/jpets, undergr.

pkgiecurlty entry, wshr/dryr, mnthly/lease.

1 St/last mo. Call 310-91 5-111 2/msK.

Single female roommate wanted to sublease
or possibly ahare 2-b(V2-ba SanU Monica
apt New carpets, very dean. Call Mike 310-
394-5609

Two Northem Cat girls with 3bdmV2ba, seek
roommate $363-Kitil$. Barry Ave. close to

UCLA 310-478-2445

WANTED: Female to share 2-bdrm/2-bath
apartment in WLA $3ie^monlh. Call Anne
820-1 463 or 81 8-769-6207.

WAf^lTED: Non-sn>oking female to share

large room in house in Westwood.
$25(ymonth. Call Dianne 209-3466 after

7pm tu-th.

WLA $45(ymonth. Own room, share bath

with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartment Stable

female preferred. Available now. 310-474-
2194.

WLA, Seeking mature N/5 roommate."Own
room, own bath. Upper unit w/security

alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $420/mo.,
$425 security deposit Denise 31 0-31 2-6681.

54 Room (or Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautiful, extremely targe, furnished, private,

bright sunny, room. Private entrance/yard.

Walk to UCLA. Excellent, parking, kitchen,

male. 310-475-4517.

$465. Furnished room. Small enclosed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, washer and dryer. Some mountain arxi

city views, by nature trail.1 5-minutes from

UCLA. 310-476-0256.

$500. Own t>edroom in townhouse. Female

wanted to share 3-bedroom security building

with 2-non-smokers, cats in Brentwood.

Available now. 310-473-9059.

5-Minute drive to UCLA, utilities paid, fur-

nished, all amenities, refrigerator, kitchen,

microwave, W/D, television, separate erv

trance. S3a5/month 310-475-3328.

AAA. Great room for rent in West LA. Sparv

ish style 3-bedroom house. Available Octob-

er1.S370. 310-477-6740.

BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE ROOMS wA>ath, 10-

minutes from UCLA Kitchen ar>d laurKJry

privileges. No drugs, no smoking/ 3 10-838-

6547 til 11 PMI
^

BEL-AIR. Private, furnished room and bath.

Kitchen/laundry privileges. $500/month in-

cluding utilities. 8-minute to campus. UCLA
student preferred. 310-476-1927.

BRENTWOOD LUXURY. Very large private

bathroom, hardwood floors, cable, near bus,

campus. Easy parking, prefer male, limited

kitchen, N/5. 310-472-4419.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share very

attractive 2 bedroom in Westwood. Very

ck>se to shops, IXIA. Pool^cuzzi, gym,

sauna and laundry. IrKludes electricity ind

gas. $40Q^month. 310-479-5264.

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Private bath, parking,

weekly maid service, kitchen, laundry

privileges. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the

beach, kieal for N/S female, professional

graduate student $70Q/month. 310-459-

2109.

Furnished house. Private entrarKe. Walk to

UCLA Kitchen priviledges. Ample parking.

Outside telephone line. TV aerial hook-up.

Male. (310)474-8188. $425.

Furnished w/ipacious closet, TV and stereo

irKluded 15-mirujtes from UCLA, close to

bus. N/S. $425 utilities included. 310-657-

1466.

Large room, private bath, furnished, kitcherv

ette, walk-in closet. Close to UCLA.
$485/month, 310-826-6568 am, or 470-3616
pm.

LARGE, BRIOIT ROOM in country style

family home. Male student. Fully furnished

wAitchen privileges and iaurxJry. 3-miles to

campus. Quiet neighborhood. $39(ymonth.

310-274-0400dav, 31 0-202-8521 evening.

Large, private, quiet grut for studying, big

ckMets, kitchen/laundry. Share bath w/grad

student Near N^ional/Seattle and #8 bus.

$475/W>o. 310-397-8002.
'

LARC;E, SUNNY ROOM. Use of kitchen,

laundry, deck and yard. Convenient location.

FrieryMy, quiet family w/gentle dog. N«rf-

sn>o«ar,$37G^fT»onth. (213)876-6199. ——

—

54 Room for Rent

PALMS. Roonw available in 3-bdrm house.

Nice neighborhood. Big yard. Close to

UCLA. Choice of 2-bdnns, $450 or $500.

Utilities included. 310-836-941 6.

PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH. Pool, parking,

10 minutes from UCLA. No snrtoking. Light

kitchen privilegecVery quiet $50Q^nonth.
310-476-6769.

PRIVATE R<X>M, bath, UCLA, adjacent se-

curity building, gated parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.

$40(Vmonth.

Private room, share bath, TV/iadio, rent re-

ductkinAMHk exchange as ntother's helper

for 6 yr. old, evenings and weekends. Fe-

male. 310-576-2316.

QUIET, COZY ROOM for lady student Fully

furnished wAitchen privileges. $285/month.

310-274-0400day, 31 0-202-6521 evenings.

ROOM AND BATH IN PRIVATE HOME
NEAR UCLA. C)uiet safe neighborhood,

kitchen privileges. $435. Mature male
preferred. 1^ smoking. 310-271-1658.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately In large,

comfortable apartment 1920's era building

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 21 3-739-1 566.

ROOM FOR RENT in a 2-bedroom house In

a quiet rwlghbortxiod. Prefer female non-

smoker, happy and energetic. N.Hollywood.
$350.310-206-7711. ^^_^
ROOM FOR RENT. 6 miles from UCLA, Bel

Air. Share house $20O-$4O(Vnx)nth. 310-

271-2950.

SPACK3US ROOM, Brentwood above Sun-

set Share bath. Private entrance, pool, gar-

den, no kitchen, microwav^oaster, utilities,

parking. Grad student 310-476-1786

WLA. Three professionals seek person to

share spacious townhouse. Own bed-

roorrVbath. Share common areas, including

laundry. Easy freeway access. $52S/month.
310-478-0940.

56 House for Rent

WLA. SPACK5US 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet fireplace,

^C, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $89Vmonth. 310-479-

8099.

57 House to Stiare

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT/PROF needed to

share 2 bdmVI bath townhouse, near UCLA,
W/D, cable. $55(Vmo. (310)575-0501.

Mar Vista Hills. Grad student wanted to share

house: private, large room wAireplace, pri-

vate bath, Jacuzzi, ^ decks, $550. 310-398-

5440

PROFESSKJNAL MALE to share 2bdrm/1ba

house. Private entrance, yard, washer/dryer,

storage available, half utilities, N/5. Cat OK.
$595.(310)827-2706.

SHARE 3-BEDROOM HOUSE with 2 fe-

males. Near campus. $450/nx>nth, low de-

posit Available immediately. 310-470-2208.

Ask for Sue.

58 House for Sale

Large 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-

tral air, pool. $1 54,900. California Prudential

Realty. 310-445-7778.

ViEW ViEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Bh'd. Just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 81 8-789-71 1 7.

59 House Exctiange

West LA HOUSE
Exchange

Wanted: Pleeaant House/ Condo
in Wash. D.C. in exchange
for 5 BR bouae in excellent location

caU: (310) 446-0034 betw. 10/9-10/21

Smyser in D.C. (210) 362-0330

60 Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
ar>d women. Type and cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood and
Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $4S0/month
includinx utilities. Call Estelle 310-515-5689.

61 Real Estate

BRENTWOOD CONfX). SaleA-ease option.

1br/2ba., pool, spa, gym, views.

$164,500.00. Christine (310)785-1600
ext.222.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 houm/Mwek, light

cooking, housekeeping driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdayt. Must own car and insurance.

French speaker prefen-ed. 310-276-9307 or

310-472-7269.

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and good role

model for children. Live-in + S$ in exchange
for drhrlngAutoring/babysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 30+ hours,

6:45-8.-00«n, after 3pm. Full-time, pert-tkne,

student ok. 310-552-5391. ^

62 Room/Boord for Help

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hour^week. Wal-
king distarK:e campus. Experience/refererKes

required. 310-470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Wanted for lighthouse-

keeping. 20hrMc In exchange for room &
board. Call Judy, 31 0-820-51 51

.

Free Room and Board in exchange for assist-

ing 8-yeai;-old giri in P/T daily activities. M-
F, must have car, Cheviot Hills, 310-204-

2486.

GRADUATE STUDENT or senior needed for

chikkare in exchange for room and board.

Near UCLA. fVefer experience with children

ar>d driver's license. Dr. Kupper 310-306-

6855.

KITCHEN CZAR...I0W key and low fat coo(^
ing in exchange for room and modified full

board. Three children (10, 12, 14) and The
Cat Organize, cook, keep kitchen clean.

Monitor children, honwwork guidance. 15
hours, MoTKlay through Thurwday 3:15 til

7pm. No housework, no weeker>ds. Ten
minutes from UCLA, near busline. Private

room. Perfect for upper class or graduate

student. Must be UCLA enrolled. Non-
smoking. Val, 310-471-1671, evenings best.

Large sunny room, bathroom, beautiful Brent-

wood park home in exchange for light house-

work, some driving, female only, flexible

schedule. 310-472-9759.

LOOKING FOR LIVE-IN CHILDCARE in ex-

change for roomAward plus negotiable sti-

perxi. Car necessary. Flexible days and hours.

Judy Grodan 310-274-261

7

69 Condos for Rent

$149S/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm +lo(t. 2-1/2
bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-276-5517.

WLA-PALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,
$1500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet
street 10 mirjiutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

70 Guest House for Rent

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful

Beveriy Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH-
EN. $400. 310-356-6396.

78 Misc. Activities

CAUGHT IN THE ACTI Screentest Produc-
tions arvwunces a brand rtew party game.
Recently featured in GAMES and Popular
Photography magazines. The Great Holly-
wood Screen Test is a fun, mystery role-play-

ing game designed specifically for the cam-
corder. Six players act out on a canKorder
the final heated scenes of a murder mystery.
After the 'act" players replay the tape and
earn poinU by spotting lies and determining
the OHjrderer. Great for Halkiweenl The
premier episode, "Who Did-ln Dillon De-
voe?,' is $19.95 plus $3.00 P&H. Send
checks to: Saeentest Productions, P.O.Box
21 62 Stow OH, 44224. 21 6-678-7390.

87 Commercial/Office

OFFICE SPACE. Rooms for rent for massage
therapist healing profession. Easy access and
new facilities. Call Pienick, 310-289-9219.

75 Healthi Clubs/ Centers 75 Heoltti Clubs/ Centers

Free Parking
Underground

WMTI U0MO> &»0

I'l

Acupressure

> Shiatsu & Swedish

Lomi Lomi Therapy

' Chiropractic

no iTM(nbMsli0

1

—^15 eft j

^ wlkatvM

Opan 7 days

1000 AM
CO

10 00 PM

RENAISSANCE

HEALTH CENTER
&7^\ SANTA MONICA BLUO
WEST HOLLVWOOO 2nd Floor

310-289-9219

Counseling
(Family. Oild. Marriage)

Martial Arts (privatel

• Sauna / Showers

• Pnvaca rooms for men
S MJmen

• SPECIAL RATES ON 5 OR 1 MASSAGES • GIR CERTinCATES AVAILABLE

62 Room/Board for Help

M/Privale roon^raard in Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for aflerschool and some
evenings help arxJ childcare. Year-rour>d sit-

uation. MUST HAVE dependable car and in-

surance. Call (213)650-3100 evenings best,

leave message.

Room and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit.

with household chores/errands. Own car

arv^or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
Vista. 310-398-1277.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, son%
cooking, some driving. Female student. 818-

906-1399.

90 Ctiild Care Offered

Ooriti Home Daycare is open for infants and
toddlers. Santa Monica College Child devel-

opment certificate. Lots of good experierKe

as a teacher. Warm , caring environment .

Convenient location Westside area. 3 1 0-843-

9121.

91 Insurance

64 Housing Service

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS HOUSING
MANAGED BY INTERNATIONALS - Single

and 1 Bedroom, quiet, near BH and bus,

laundry, $500-5625. 213-951-1042 even-
ings.

66 Townhiouse for Rent

2-bed/2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air and heat, laundry, bpen Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. SI 020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beveriy

Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only Si 600.
310-208-8049 . Ask for Freddy.

67 Condos for Sole

Bright, 2+1 3/4, WLA. Top floor, move-in
condition. Convenient to UCLA Great op-
portunity at $115,900. Linda, Remax
(31 0)826-1880 ext. 329.

SM. 3-Bedroom townhon>e. Prime half-block

S. Montana. Totally remodeled, new kitchen,

hardwood floors. Family room. Roberta

Trowsdalc, agent. 310-306-0073.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2 bath, elegant c»>ndo.

Large living room. Fireplace, AAT, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6782.

68 Condos to Stiore

BRENTWOOD CONDO $1000, 2+2, Securi-

ty gate and parking. New carpet, air, patio.

Grad studenU preferred. 818 333-8458. Judy.

RENTAL TO SHARE 2 bed/2-bath condo in

WLA Prefer male college student. Private

party. SSOO/month including utilities. 310-
838-1 339.

^^

WESTWOOD. Wilshire 2-bdrrrv^-ba w/poo}^'t
and doorman high-rise. Walk l6 UCLA

'^'

Medical Center. Young professional looking
for mature non-smoker. S52SAno. 310-475-
4l9t.

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BUir
Best Prices, Same Day

niii.»:tt>]n<.iiim

Moforcyclos. SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA«IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 f800)2a5-9000

94 Movers/storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14lt truck and dollies,

smalt jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bmins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

nwvcft. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free, jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIEf>«:ED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE lOBS WELCOME. CAU 24 HKS.
310-452-2867.

1^^
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95 Personal Service 95 Personal Service

LORI WASSERMM,MA
M.S.C.C. Registered Intern

• RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST
• Individual, couple and
family therapy

• Eating disorders

• Stress Management
• Self Empowerment

2211 Corinth St. #203
Los Angeles, CA 90064

(310) 364-0449

Jan UrMNi. M.A.. M.F.C.C.

SupcrviMr: MT0I64O6

Inl. » iMF23028

96 Services Offered

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editir>g your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from natfonal-

ly-known author/consulUnL 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Al subjects ThMes/Oissertalions.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

International students weksme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470^662

* Corporation *
Scholarships for

Students
• No GPA Requirement

• No income requirement

• Must be Registered in CbUege

• No risk

• Only $99 service fee

• Guarantees

1-800-933-8808

Bonama
Educational
Services

AU'Parpoic Editinf / ItatoriHf

(bourses, personal statements, resumes,

theses, dissertations, exam prep by

experienced PhD English professor.

(213)6654145

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. ExperieiKed

writer and law sthool graduate. 213-933-

3797.

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
Professional, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing

and re-writes also available. 213-933-3797.

Speedy Research

Reports: $(.M per page
Ortr S0,000 topics & cUppings.

Materlab for research

assistance use only!

6546 Hou-Ywooo Blvd.

2nu i^oor. Rm. 209
I>os ANCtLES, ^A 90028

Hours: Mon-rri I0:30am-6pm
Saturdays, 1 iam-4pm
Custom Research available

Visa/MC/Amex/lax

Call Today!
1-800'356-mi

VOICEMAIL

$5
75
nit mill

Instant '^^

WoicemaiC

*l'riv. ft/itvic H
I Tanixmiry/
(X-x-nnnnait

lir service

To Start immediately,

call (310) 657 3377

96 Services Offered

Japanese conversation class. SMC. 310-

452-9214. SUrting Oct.22. 6-Saturdays.

Be>;.:9am-12. lntennediate:1-4. $75.

PROfESSIONAL WRmNq^DmNG. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research stuidies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statemer>ts. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. For expert editing call the Writer's

Consultant 81 B-883-6074.

98 Tutoring Offered

BKXOCY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

D Microbiology). 310-652-8652.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. S15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, ORE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

MY TUTOR.
MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

99 Tutoring Needed

ENGLISH LfTERATURE TUTOR needed for

English 10A Pay based on experience. Debra
310-550-3951.

English tutor for 11th grade. Recent immi-
grant. English is mother language. Experience

preferred. La Brea/ Beverly Blvd. Send per-

sonal datV hourly charge to Frank- 1 72 South
Orange Drive, LA 90036 or fax 213-936-

9094.

English tutor for 5lh/7th grade. New immi-
grant from Taiwan. Also assist homework in

other subjects. La Brea/Beverly Blvd. Send
personal data/hourly charge to Frank 172
South Orange Drive, LA, 90036 or fax

(21 3)936-9094.
-

NEED TUTOR for GRE math section. Famil-

iarity with GRE format required. $1(Vhr. 310-

454-6690.

Teaching experience for tutoring. Computer
knowledge. Tennis krxiwledge. Car preferred

but not necessary. Available roonVboard.
Call Shirley 310-271-4091, home 310-S5a
1012office.

The Princeton Edge is Jooking for tutors. The
hours are flexible arnJ the pay is $13.00 per

hour. For more info, call 310-394-7454.

TUTOR NEEDED for high school statistics

and Spanish. 4-6 hrVwk. My home, need car.

310-472-2628.

TUTOR NEEDED for upper division Environ-

mental Psychology class. Pay based on ex-

perience. Call Debra 310-550-3951.

TUTOR/PAL WANTED. Tutor needed (male)

to help 1 2-yr boy after school 3 to 4 days a

week. Oversee homework and afternoon ac-

tivities from 3 to 6pm at $6/hr or $25 a day.

Own IrarKportation, or help with bus. Live in

Sherman Oaks, directly over the hill 1 0-

minutes from UCLA. Short cut through Bel-

Air behind the hospital. If interested, please

call Jean Anne at 310-444-4727.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616/310-
475-4830!

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, marniscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast tumarourKi. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for scf>ool pa-

pers m>d applications. Laser printing, gram-

mar, ^llchcck. Fax. We also do resumes,

letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.

310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

yean legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh wfluer printer.

pick-up/deliverY. Brentwood. 310^472-0405.

100 Typing

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, rmumtt, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, later. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Nell 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels arxl styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

Guitar lessons by a professional near [XXK
All levels, pilars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all leveli^les, per-

formance arwiety, associatc/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCIA, free corwultation, Carol
Tinxie 310-828-3100.

104 Resunnes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resume^cover letters^eference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

105 Travel

HITCMHE
SKIES

S1Z9

Hawaii

Chicago

Boston

Dallas 078)

EUROPE S249

810«894*0550
Call For Free Program Description

105 Travel

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

106 Travel Tickets for Sale

ROUNDTRIP AIRLINE TICKET to anywhere
in US - Best offer. Good until November
30th. Call 310-273-0098.

109 Autos for Sale

82 Chev, runs well, asking $600 obo.

(213)933-5433.

HONDA CIVIC 1985, 5-speed, AM/FM Ster-

eo/Cassette, 130k, color:ash-gray, $2500.
310-478-1935.

Nissan Pulsar 87, automatic, t-top, blue.

Mileage 97,000. $3100. Call Ji-jeng. 310-

444-0945.

Perfect student car, 1974 VW Superbeetle,

recently painted, forest green, immaculate in-

terior, new EVERYTHING, runs excellent.

OnlyS1999. Call 310-721-1640.

'77 T-BIRD. Low mileage; excellent cortdi-

tion; blue^white interior; ^C; electric sun-

roof, windows, doors, seats, locks. Mom's
car. Robert: UCLA 310-206-4242, home 310-

288-0063.

'82 BMW 320<, 5-speed, 2 door, pull-out,

AiMffhA cassette, minor body work, runs

great. $200(yobo. (310)826-4996.

HOW TO BU^V
A. USB:I> CTyVR

A Seminar for international students
Sat. Oct. Sth 10-12pin.

First BapUst Church 'WL.A.
Fletcher Lx>ange,

1609 S. Barrlnston AvAfV
For7*s (2 13)34.4-1965 Kade

, sponsored by Infl Bible Study O
'82 S10 Pick-up. Automatic. Great condition.

VC, radio, white, $225(Vobo. 310-392-91 20.

'84 JETTA 5-speed, air, new tires, silver, one
owner, 92IC miles, radio/cassette. $2600.
(310)471-8332.

'84 VOLKSWAGEN (SCIRROCO). S-speed,
sunroof, air, cassette, excellent condition,

previously owned by one student. $2100.
(310)391-7230. Rachel.

'87 Buick Skylark. 6-cylinder sedan. White,
4-door, Power steering, air, heater, Upedeck,
cm ite control, bucket seaU. $4000. 310-474-
0016.

'

'87 Grand Am. Automatic, Great condition,

A/C, PoM«r steering, anVfm radio. Gray.
$420(yobo. 310-392-9120.

'87 HONDA CIVK: HATCHBACK, A/C,
anVfm sterec/cassette, like new, only 41 ,000
miles. Blue book $5200. Asking $400(Vobo.
310-441 9242.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-door, red,
black leather, 5-$peed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, SBaOO/obo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731.

•90 ACCORD LX 5-speed, brown, all power,
new brakes and tires, 65K miles. One owner.
Excellent condition. $9900. 213-934-3994.

1 14 Motorcycles for Sale

1986 Honda XL600: Street/dirt bike. New
tires, supertrapp, rack, excellent condition,

meticulously maintained, showroom clean.

$1650. Pete 310-474-9780.

'85 YAMAHA )g700 NC. Tune-up, wan-anty,

low miles. Excellent conditio^. $2675. 310-
826-6224.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

1986 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Only 850
original miles since new. $950. (310)454-

1724.

1987 HONDA ELFTE ISO. Good shape $650.
Helmet included. Call jefT 310-836-7879.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80: Blue, Runs greati

Helmet and lock included. $S0(yobo. Call

Elizabeth 310-209-1845. Must Seel

1989 BLACK YAMAHA 125. 2-person. Excel-

lent condition. Low miles. $100(yobo. 213-

688-4187.

1989 Honda Elite SOcc. Includes helmet,
lock, and basket Low mileage. Call Patti,

310-920-0132.

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.
Helmet ar>d lock irxiluded. Original owner.
$750. Call Pam at 310-546-2446.

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low miles. Excellent

corvJitlon. Iricludes two helmets, criptonite

lock, basket. Only $590. 310-477-5386

1990 Honda Elite 80. Brilliant condition. Low
miles. Extra battery, 2 helmets, tool kit,

krypton ite lock. $725 obo. Robert 310-024-
9923.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

1991 HONDA EirrE E. 50c, perfect condi-

tion, new battery,tune up, basket, helmet
$450 obo. Call 310-451-4346.

HONDA ELFTE 150. Runs excellently, great

power. Red. Ir>cludes lock and helnwt $800
obo. Call 310-657-5465.

HONDA ELITE 80. 2 person, tuned-up, new
battery, lock, 2 helmets, baskets 1995 regis-

tration, excellent oor>dition, low miles,

$S5(yobo. 010)4^3-3346.

HONDA aiTE SCOOTER. Red, hardly used,

low miles, great shape. Includes fodc and
battery charger. $1000. 310-207-3542.

Honda Elite '60, good corKJition, white, hel-

met and kick included. $600. Day 310-719-

5072. Eve 310-442-5228.

White, elite 80. Great conditkm. With hel-

'86 HONDA ELFTE 150. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Lock arxl helmet Includ-

ed. $8S0/obo. Call Kevin 818-879-1 273.

'86 HONDA SPREE SCOOTER. Excellent

cor>dition. Great gas mileagie. Helntet $350.

Call 453-8469. _^
'87 HONDA ELITE 150. Great shape. White
with Kryplonite lock. $100(yobo. Call Kevin

213-654-6928.

'87 RED HONDA ELFTE 150. Includes hel-

met, lock and basket. Must selll Joe. 213-

934-2950. $675/obo.

'87 RED HONDA ELPTE 1 50. New battery,

low miles. $750 obo. 310-826-3203.

'87 YAMAHA RIVA 125.

lent condition. Garaged.

649-6362.

6.9k miles. Excel-

$895. Steve 310-

'89 Honda Elite 80. just serviced. Been in

storage for over a year. Includes lock arxJ

helmet $800. Dawn 310-374-0902.

'90 HONDA arTE 80. Blue, Helmet/lock,

Just tuned. $7S0/obo. Jen 71 4-724-1 755 eve.

120 Off-Campus Parking

PARKING SPACE NEAR CAMPUS NEEDED
BADLY. Will pay top $$$. Call John 310-
794-3577.

126 Furniture for Sale

Beautiful living room and dining room furni-

ture including a complete dining room set

with side-board. Will negotiate for best price.

310-470-4221.

COUCH 2-PERSON. Beige w/gray pattern.

Excellent condition. Matching pillows artd

throw rug. $195 obo. 310-477-5686.

Custom-made twin waterbed with built-in

storage. $550 obo. 310-206-8718

FOR SALE: full size mattress and box spring

$100, Ull white book case $10. CalT

(310)557-1819.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.'

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.
DininK and sofa seU also. 31 0-821 -0729.

127 Garage Sales

Sofa beds $95. Twin Beds $25. Marble tables

$25. Bedspreads $10. 2528 S. Sepulveda. 1.5

block south of Pico. 310-477-9066.

128 Misc. tor Sale

LEGALIZE EVERYTHING. TAX RELIGION.
VINYL BUMPER STKTKER. Send $2/1, $5/3
to: Trixie, Inc., 5050 Laguna Blvd., Suite 112-

401 , Elk Grove, CA, 95758.

129 Musical Instruments

Electronic doim set- Roland PD-31s, TAMA
stands. Call 310-824-7535. $1100obo.

134 Computer/Typewriter

COMPUTER SACRIFKIIII Mac Classic 2/40
HD with Imagewriter II, Keyboard, mouse,
covers, wristpad, and paper...$42S obo. Call

310-588-6222.

COMPUTER SALEI Power Book Duo 230,
Global fax modem, all popular software.

Travel case and misc., brand new, $1900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

COMPUTERS!!
Whether you are a student or professor,

NOW is the time to buy and upgrade your
IBM PC and Compatibles. We also do con-
sulting and program/file maintenance. Let us

help make your researchAivork faster and eas-

ier. All computers are delivered FREE, irv

sulled FREE, and come with ONE_YEAR
service warranty. Call SynapSys Computer
Source todayl 310-478-8733.

EXPANDABLE 286 double port, color moni-
tor, keyboard, WordPerfect 5.0, DOS, plus

more. Perfect for students. $600/obo. 310-
838-5774 ___^
IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin for in-

formalion. 818-225-0909.

MACPLUS, 4-meg RAM. 80 meg external

HD, Image writer w/paper, computer desk,

carrying case + extras, $800. Carl 310-478-
5054 evenings.

Newton Messagepad 1 1 and Smith Corona
word processor with full-screen monitor in

perfect condition. Price negotiable. 310-268-
9230.
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SHAH
From page 48
UCLA head coach Terry

Donahue recently spoke about his

prized sophomore tailback in no
uncertain terms, which spoke louder

about Shah's character than his con-

siderable physical talents.

'Tm impressed with certain play-

ers for their competitiveness and I

think Shannon Shah sticks out on
our team." Donahue said. "If every

member of the UCLA team played

like he plays, Fd be a hell of a lot

happier. Sharmon Shah plays with a

great deal of zip and energy. He
doesn't back down from the chal-

lenge of anything or anybody, and
that's why I like him so much. He's a

football player's player. I'm really

impressed with him. Any team I've

ever had, Fd like a Sharmon Shah on
it, because I can count on him, I

know that."

"He really is a very secure athlete.

I point to him with some pride

ba:ause I think he exemplifies what
we are trying to get everybody on
our football team to do, because he's

able to do it We need to get a lot of

other kids to follow his example."

Wherever the football career of

Shannon Shah leads him, the experi-

ence of life without football has

enabled him to now feel adequately

prepared to deal with anything that

come his way.
"The same things that help you in

' football will help you in life," Shah
_$ays. "It hasn't come easy for me. I

worked hard for this scholarship. If I

can just apply those things to the

outside world Til be a great citizen,

and a great student, a great every-

ttiing, really."

WATER POLO
From page 56
Baker said. "We have a lot of
players from Palo Alto. But it's

going to take a tremendous effort

(to win). It won't be an easy
game."

Although this will be the fifth

meeting of the year between the

two teams, the Bruins have been
unable to beat the Cardinal since

October of 1991.

The most recent face-off was
the closest, as Stanford slipped

past UCLA by one point. The
Cardinal went on to win the tour-

nament, while UCLA finished

third.

"(The Bruins) are getting better

and better," Dettamanti said.

"Every time we play them the

score has gotten closer. You

"(The Bruins) are

getting better."

Dante Dettamanti

Stanford Water Polo Coach

expect that from a young team
because it takes a while to get
things going. I expect a very close

game."

For the Cardinal, leading scorer

Wolf Wigo will return after miss-

ing the Nor-Cal Tourney, and
should provide even more depth
for Stanford this time around.

"Wigo is probably the best
player in NCAA," Baker said.

"But we've been close (to

Stanford) before with him play-

ing.

Another key addition to today's

match will be UCLA sophomore
goalkeeper Matt Swanson.
Though Swanson played in the

Nor-Cal Tourney, he was unable

to practice consistently until this

week because of a groin injury

suffered earlier this season.

In keeping with tradition, the

UCLA-Stanford match will be
followed with an alumni fund-

raising golf tournament to be held

Friday at the Stanford Golf
Come.——

FAST * FREE DELIVERY
SPECIALS

2 slloM of pizza A aM you can

drink, phis your choke of:

saiadw
T/2 order of

pizza

only$3:^
Dino in. CnrT\' ( )i it S( x x i. \\

Any large pizza up to 3
toppings of your choice

only ^9—
Large Pizza

2 medium one topping

''"^
only$11:49

Double Special

Any mediuni one topping pizza,5

pieces of chicken, or 1/2 lb. of shrimp,

plus mojo potatoes.

Shakey^
-

PIZZA ^^^ school year

j/*^^ New starts

New Deals.

0n|y^||:22

Combination

Sliakeys
1114 Gayley Westwood

Sun-Thurs 1M am

Frit Sat 11- 2 am

CALL 10 RESERVE SHAKEY'S UPSTAIRS

824-4111 an

HAPPY HOQR MONDAY • FRIDAY 4:00 PM - 8:00 PM.
$1.50 Well Drinks, 16 oz Drafts

$2.00 Bottled Beer, Wine by the glass, Cuervo Shooters
$2.00 Most Appetizers

MONDAY

TQESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

"MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
*$1.50 drafts & well drinks w/your refillable souvenir glass

•LIVE MGSIC after the game!

TWO FOR TUESDAY
*2 Drinks for the price of 1, after 10:00 pm
•LIVE MUSIC!

FOX TELEVISION COLLEGE NIGHT
"Beverly Hills, 90210" at 8:00 pm
"Models, Inc." at 9:00 pm
•(JCLA "celebrity" guest bartenders after 10pm

QUARTER NIGHT*
•25 Cent drafts & 50 cent well drinks from 8-11
when you buy your refillable cup for $4.00

ALL NIGHT HAPPY HOUR
*Great new drink specials each week
•Uvc DJ, Music Videos, etc.

"COLLEGE GAMEDAY
•Come watch your favorite college teams on our multiple

wide screen tv's. Open at 10:00 am

SUNDAY "SATELLITE SUNDAY" m

•All available NFL qames on our new double satellite

system! Open 10:00 am

1026 Wilshire Boulevard. Santa Monica. Calirornla 90401 310.393-6611
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VALUE MEAL DEAL

GOOD ANYTIME!

2 taquitos
OR

2 soft tacos
OR

2 enchiladas

1133 Westwood Blvd.
Westwood

Exp. 1 1/1S/94 Not good on dolivory

S
Billiard Club
Restaurant and Bar

esda^

Starving Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser .

$1.99 Hambutger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

SHAH
From page 56

J^ .

UCLA Sports Into

Shannon Shah

says. "I realized that they don't even
care about football - they're not
even thinking about it. They're
focusing on how they're going to

support their families. They are out

here working hard to get a degree to

really have a good life when this

stuff is ova:

'*You don't think about that when
you're playing football. You think

about winning the next game."

Shah's re-evaluation of his identi-

ty as a football star occurred during

the1993-94 season, when he was
forced to redshirt and rehabilitate

both of his suigically repaired knees,

and his findings opened his eyes to

the very things his family told him
all along - but which he says it took

the injury to make him realize.

"I realized that I put a k)t on foot-

ball and not enough on the fact that

football is variable," Shah says.

"And that you should try to put more
stress on ^ings that are more con-
crete, like school and getting pre-

pared for life in general.

"I kept talking about what I waqt- -

ed to do, about going to graduate
school and getting my Master's
Degree and all that, but I didn't
know what it look to get into gradu-

ate school or to get a Master's
Degree. I dkln't talk to anybody until

I got hurt, and I found out a bunch of
stuff that I wasn't doing that I need-

ed to do."

Nevertheless, the Shannon Shah
that carried 40 times for 187 yards
last year against Stanford - before

chronic pain in his knees ended his

season - emeiged from his hiatus as

the same talented tailback. This sea-

son. Shah's 109.2 rushing yards per
game places him third among P^-
10 leaders in that category.

If anything. Shah credits the year

away from footi)all to his improved
character - on and off the field.

"It just allowed me to play this

game in a whole different way,"
Shah says, "Football just doesn't
aflFect me now. For instance, last year

if I wasn't playing I would have felt

a little bad, but my mentality this

year is that this is just a small part of
my life. There are so many other
things besides football, and I can
walk away from it in a minute. I love

it, and I'm going to play my hardest,

but ifa knee goes out or if something
else goes, Fm moving on. I'll try to

get my Master's and do the best I

can to support my family and have a
good life."

Still, the competitor in Shah
fiercely rivals his ambitk>us person-

ality. Despite his individual accom-
plishments. Shah feels the burden of
a team striding to find its klentity.

After UCLA lost its third consecu-
tive game against Washington last

weekend, a visibly downcast Shah
took the loss exceptionally hard.

It was Shah who carried the ball

on the costly fourth-and-one play
that came up short, and while it was
obviously not his fault the play
failed, he still feels he should have
made the first down, with ot without
blocking.

See mw, |>age 47
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BIG BERTHA
From page 53

in the profit, ^e will sell it"

What is so great about the Great
Big Bertha? The verdict won't be in

until the club gets wide play, and
Callaway estimates that shipments

won't begin until the s{xing, proba-

bly in ^Mil. What is known about

the prototypes is that the heads are

fashioned of titanium and tfie shafts

are a super lightweight graphite.

The 45-inch driva- weighs just 10^
ounces and is expected to be espe-

cially useful for players whose
swing speed is in the range of 95

miles per hour or slower.

"The slower the swing speed,
the weaker the golfer, the more
benefit there is," Callaway said.

Then he quickly - and characteris-

tically - adds a caveat "But we're
also seeing in some early tests that

it is going to be useful for some
smooth-swinging suong golfers."

The latest breakthrough in

shafts also is oversized. Taylor
Made has come up with the
Bubble Shaft, which Golf Digest
describes as looking like "a long-
legged New York fashion model."
Never mind the fashion and never
mind the legs, the only thing
golfers care about is the long. Will

this shaft deliver longer tee shots?

Naturally, the designers think
so. They say the Bubble Shaft,
which is made of sheet-wrapped
graphite and currently is being
used by about a dozen PGA Tour
players, has renK>ved weight from
the extremities of the shaft and
placed it more in the middle.

yciiw^:-.-.-- .xhmi^..:

[A.K.A.THE BJ-200e]

I had just polished off a crumbcake

doughnut and a steamin' cup of

Joe when the phone rang.

A woman's voice

spoke, "Is this Nick

Canon, Print Detective?" I

answered in the affirmative.

She told me she had a

lot on her mind and even

more on her desktop. A

phone, a computer, a key-

board, a monitor, a mouse pad,

a scanner, anci a personal printer

that in her words, "was as big and

slow as a dinosaur."

"Not good',' I said. Then she got

real serious, "I rurt a Fast-paced small

business. I'm looking for a printer that

matches , that description and I don't

3Vfro3
'H9

friend of mine, Little Swifty." Her eyes

lit up as we walked over to the BJ-200e.

"It's so sleek, so compact ", she

whispered. I hit the print sample but-

ton. Her eyes lit up again, and she

continued to whisper, "It's so fast,

and the output so crisp and

clean." I didn't want to name

drop, but I told her a couple of

pros

over at

PC Digest

This ink-let printer

offers 360-dpi laser quality text

and 4ppm speed. . (Jf^

found the BJ-200e to be "20% faster

than its closest

RQWOFAD

«' O'

)"

CHARACTER PROFILE: NAME: Camm RJ-20(k HEIGHT: 6.8'

WIDTH: n.TDEPTH 7.6' ( Or akout the ^izt ofa common toMter.)

"You know 'Little Swifty' (A.K.A The

Canon* BJ*-200e)?" She Uughed, and said,

"Maybe ifyou hum a few bars."

I like a lady with a sense

of humor, so I told her I'd meet

her at her favorite computer

store in 20 minutes. I arrived,

and immediately spotted her

in the printer section. She

looked the part. Successful.

Business-like. Except her eyes

were a little glazed.

"There are hundreds of

printers in the naked city," Ihave time to deal with a lot of hype.

From the tone of her voice, I could said. She turned around,

tell she was running out of room and "Nick?" I nodded and said,

running out of patience. So I asked, "Let me introduce you to a

The BJ-200e

delivers

clean, readable

output at speeds

comparable to

those of a

4ppm laser.

competitor, and offer-

ing the best quality."** The only thing left

was the price, and before she could even

ask I told her, "It's a steal."

\fep. She was happy all right. Come

to think of it, so was I. As we parted I

wrote down a number she could call if

she had more questions, 1-800-848-4123.

And then, I looked In her big beautiful

eyes and told her what I tell everyone,

"Before you buy a printer, Investigate."

Canon
THE BJ-200e PERSONAL PRINTER.

• 360 dpi Tor Lajer-Qucdity Graphics And Text

• Printing Speed RivaLf 4ppm Lodera

• Loder-Qniet Performance: 42dB(A)

• EPA Energy Star Compliant, So It Satf&t

On Energy Co^t.f

• Backed By A 2-Year Limited Warranty

With "IncitantF^xcbange " Program

•NSTL/KattdKth^MtrtrtVtLliaAlmdmi BYW AU^IfH K ttVHLDAtsnk 1994 /994C^m C^mfi^ Sj^^em.. Im. CM««WA/«r/»i^«m<« tMC^utmhtt VCS/i Vit^jA^jtHM i-A v62& MCan/skt, adf iHOOj 26J^tf2i
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Recycle This Paper.
Daily Bruin

Baseball'sTOOTH & Nail Scores:

Dental BRAVES: 10

Dentist DODGERS:

SPECIAL: $50-
Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

aeaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETICAND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitroiis Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•OpaiiLate Hours, Free Paridng/Validatcd Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Wekome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshiie & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

N
SANTA MONCA BLVD.

1900

WESTWOOO BLVD.

LA GRANGE AVE

UNDERGROUND
PARKING

aYMPCBLVD.

Meaipace
Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470*880

Most Insurance and credit cards accepted.

ptmnmnta

Simply the Best Pizza

at the Lowest Price

209-1422 1 136 WESTWOOD BLVD.

»*

$2.00 OFF
Any MED. OR LG.

PIZZA AND GET
AFREE2UTER
BOTTLE OF SODA

Only with this coupon

one coupon per person

DcUvcfy onlY- Offer

expires 10-31-94

Don Antonio's

Pizzeria

(310) 209-1422

Free 2 Liter

Bottle of SODA
with Purchase Over $10

Not good with any

other ofFer

Delivery Only.

Don Antonio's

Pizzeria

(310)209-1422

As a sophomore in 1993. UCLA midfielder Eric Chalsongkram ranked second on the team in
scoring and tallied 27 points.

.SOCCER
From page 56

of the season. Both of these play-

ers came back 100 percent."

And since today's athlete can
return from an ACL injury in

eight or nine months, Schmid
expects Chaisongkram and
Martin to be at full strength for

next season.

"By the time next fall rolls

around they will have been 14
months out of surgery," Schmid
said. "Our expectation is that dur-
ing the spring season they will

begin to possibly play and at least

"As far as the question

of when we're going to

be back and if we're

going to be as good -

only time will tell."

Eric Chaisongkram

UCLA Soccer

train with iis."

But returning to full strength
after an ACL injury requires
much more than just regaining
strength and returning to practice,

according to Schmid.
"There are three levels of

recovery," Schmid said. "One is

the physical level, the second is

their touch and the flne-tuning of
what they need to do on the field.

The third area is the most diffi-

W.SOCCER

Eric Chaisongkram
UCLA sports Info

Phillip Martin
UCLA Sports mia^

cult - it's basically the psycho-
logical area. When are they
going to feel comfortable making
cuts?"

But talk of recovery - though
highly likely - is still somewhat
premature. Chaisongkram and
Martin are both prepared to wait
until their knees are at full

strength before they try to resume
with the team's regular routine.

"Sig told me to work hard and
try to come back this season, even
if it's only for 10 minutes,"
Chaisongkram said. "But I also
don't want come back unless I'm
at 100 percent. This is the type of
situation that I don't want to have
happen again."

Martin feels the same way.
"I'd rather be safe than sorry,"

he said. "We're going to worlc
hard to try to get back as soon as

possible. I've adopted a wait-and-
see attitude as far as this is con-
cerned."

And so far, the recovery has
gone well. Chaisongkram started

running two weeks ago, and
Martin feels that he's at about 60
or 70 percent recovery.

^ "We're both strong,"
Chaisongkram said. "We've been
working out every day and doing
as much as possible. We also been
working with the ball every day.
As far as the question of when
we'r^ going to be back and if

we're going to be as good - only
time will tell. Until Uien Til have
to bite my tongue, and show what
I can do when I am ready."

From page 54
4-:.

ering that the Bruins (6-2-2)
have 21 true freshmen on the
roster.

"(UCLA) had a tremendous
recruiting class." Pepperdine
head coacJh George Kuntz said.

The Waves will be

facing an entirely

different UCLA team

from last year, however,

considering that the

Bruins have 2 1 true

freshmen on the roster.

"We have a lot of respect for
them."

UCLA head coach Joy
Fawcett feels confident about the
match.

"I think if we play our game.

UCLA Sports Into

Gretchen Overgaard

then we should be okay," she
said.

• 4 •

The Bruins are ranked nihth in

the Western region, largely
because of two highly regarded
freshmen.

Forward Traci Arkenberg now
has four game winning goals to

her credit, which puts her among
the regional leaders in that cate-
gory. However, Arkenberg was
neutralized for the most part in

last Monday's game against UC
Irvine.

Arkenberg will try to return to

the form she showed in last
weekend's match against Arizona
in which she scored two goals in

35 minutes.

Goalkeeper Gretchen
Overgaard has shut out Bruin
opponents for three straight
matches- a new school record.
She also broke her own record of
two straight scoreless matches
set earlier this season.

Overgaard is ranked number
one in the region and sixth in the
nation in goals scored against
(three goals in 780 minutes). She
will try to lengthen her 309
scoreless minutes of play in
Malibu today.
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SCHREIBER
From page 52

center who's been a Pro-Bowler
several times in his career? Why,
it's Don Mosebar.
Now which one did you know?
Loser Rule No. 5: Losing

streaks can be as fun as winning
streaks. Teams that finish 5-5 are

disappointing because they prob-
ably should have won a couple
more. But there's no doubting
that a team which finishes 1-9

probably didn't even deserve to

win that one game.
One suggestion for the team

that finishes 1-9— try to place

the win at an opportune time. If

you win the first game of the

year, it can take some of the

thunder out of your losing streak.

Winning the fifth game merely
divides your season into two
mediocre four or five-game los-

ing streaks. Those are a dime a

dozen.

It's probably best if the win
comes in the last game of the sea-

son, against your vastly-superior

cross-town rival, but stuff like that

is generally saved for movies.

What I suggest is to win in the

ninth game, putting you on the

newscasts two weeks in a row.

When you win, it leads the high-

lights. The next week, "you
returned to your lovable ways."

Loser Rule No. 6: Sentences

that begin, "Former star of ..."

are usually sad reminders of days
gone by. Sentences that begin,

"Former member of . .
." means

that you probably nnoved on to

better things.

Loser Rule Na 7: Fans not

only root for underdogs, they go to

see them. Fan bases can be estab-

lished one of two ways. Put

together a highly successful pro-

gram, win at all costs, root out the

sissy players \^ho are in it for fun

and education, and recruit the

high-powered boosters who grease

pockets like squeaky hinges.

The other way is to play up the

throwback approach you've taken

to the game. "We field players

who try," you say. Draw attention

to the players, not the uniforms,

the 5-8 speedster ignored by the

"big schools."

Look at Columbia. They lost

more college football games over

more seasons than most even

thought possible. Who gets fea-

tured in Sports Illustrated? They
do. Sure, Miami might get some
publicity too, but they get the

lion's share of the negative kind.

And that's the key to the whole
business of losing. If you do it

right, the possibilities are end-

less. And who said losers never

win? Probably a winner.

REACH OUT
TO

CALLINTERNAL
206-7562

Dally Bruin

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.

OR SACRAMENTO

!

Info Meetings:

Tuesday Oct. 4, 1 2 noon

Thursday Oct. 6, 5 pm
Expo Center

311 Plaza Building

SCall for Details:S
Deadline: «0ctfe28, 1994

1 0% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDtSEYE EX AMirj ATlOtJ

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRiPiiofj iirjsts

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irjCLUDESbYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
irJCLUDtS [XAf.l MTirjG fi FOllO.V UP

fi. ? B< .1 ,' L , Of ACU VUE I £ tiSl 5

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An ! ,r"^<-^-n'nn f rntnr

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

.v.o^^ 54^^ c.

Golden Gate Grill

In San Francisco's Bermuda Triangle

Welcomes
UCLA FANS/ALUMNI

for the

CAL - UCLA
Football Weekend

'^^.,

sa^

Bring this ad and get 15% off ofyourfood bill

3200 Fillmore Street

931-4600

Reservations accepted

20% off of Souvenir T-shirts and sweatshirts with this ad
r 4.

^

I

-, .
-. „ . . . i n . -- SJF"
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SCHREIBER
From page 56 —

losers, crybabies - everybody roots

against them. How many people have
wanted to slap that whiny little expression
off of Danny Ainge's face? So while being
hated can be desirable at times, it's qot
recommended in this situation.

Instead, you need to play up how hard
you're trying, and how, dam it, someday
you'll turn things around. People who ruin
your chances at doing just that are then
seen as cold and heartless, the kind that

would kick Benji if they saw a clean shot.

Try to perfect lines like, "Naw. I don't
get down. How can I get down with fans

like this supporting me?" (not recom-
mended for Philadelphia residents) and
"We'll get 'em next time, I swear it."

Loser Rule No. 2: Always, always,
accept blame for the loss, even if you
throw a perfect pass that bounces off your
receiver's hand.

Fans like ihat kind of nobility because
they know who was really at fault. If it

really was your fault, find a way to make
it sound okay. "Yeah, I take full responsi-
bility, I blew it. I know, it's just been hard
to concentrate what with my mother and
all, but, hey, it's okay...". Tail off and then

come back with the aforementioned phras-
es.

Which brings us to Loser Rule No. 3:

Don't be ashamed to admit that you
weren't the best at what you did. At least

you were good at losing. Look at Bob
lUecker: career .^00 hitter, destined for
M^ndoza-line annals. What did he turn it

into? Oh, just a post-baseball career as the
butt of everyone's jokes, for a premium.
Sure, he has to walk around with wet paint
on his back, lose to children at tennis, look
like an idiot, but hey— the man was on
the *in' with Lynn Belvedere.

Uecker's experience is typical of the

proud-but-unsuccessful. Players who wal-

low in mediocrity, or even at the lower
echelon of success— well, they don't
meet the rich and famous. Anthony Young.
Mr. 0-27 himself? He's been on
Letterman. Curt Schilling? Conan O'Brien
if he's lucky.

Loser Rule No. 4: Public humiliation
can open doors for you. What's the name
of the guy who recovered a fumble in the
Super Bowl, returned it upfield, started

hot-dogging at the five-yard line, only to

have the ball and his glory strii^>ed at the

goal line? Leon Lett.

Now, who's the Raiders' gutty, veteran

See SCHREIBER, page 51

Sf)NOBAG'S

STUDENT ^y sandwich, chips. Drink (free refills), and

^^>^l j^ . Cookie for $4.49 plus tax. Good 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.^^^^^" Mon. - Fri. and all day Sat. with Stud«

Westwood Village

1 134 Westwood Boulevard
2 Blocks North of Wilshire Blvd. ATM

Student I.D.

Phone Orders (310) 208-1 133
Open Mon - Sot 9 10 a.m.

Free Delivery 1 1 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Limited area - $10.00 minimum order

-.^
c

(NUMEROUNO>

Pizza Pasta
"Ont Bile

& We
Gotcha!"

Numero Uno
Check List

60 oz. Pitcher of Beer $2.99

Q Monday Night Football

G Monday Night Specials

Q AU-You-Can-Eat —
Pizza & Pasta $4.95

Mon. & Tues. 5:00pm to Close

1077 Broxton Avenue Hourst Sun-Mon ll:00am-l 1:00pm Fri ft Sal 11:00am- 1 :00am

Phone: (310) 208-5070 FAX: (310) 208-1139
FREE DELTVERY

FOSTERS
Australian for beer

• OlF.cn,
25 oz. can

Village ^xpressmart

Bruin for Convenience
Open 24 Hours*? Days a Week*Free Parking
10974 LeConte Ave- at Gayley(31 0)209-91 11

:*

.«I-I-I.,I»I»I»I^T-T»I-I-I»I-T~l»I-I«.I-T-I»T-T-T,
;

'

^ ft

THE ORIGINAL GOURMET I

CINNAMON ROLL
or Pecan Roll

Buy One Get One
Reg. $1 .55

For6ormor8.
plMse caM ahead

Exp. 10/31/94

GocxJOnlyAt:
1 001 Gayley Ave.

Westwood Willage

^,,
(310)208-4766 .^^

T.J. Cinnamons

GRAND OPENING

^ssao^
TERiyAKI BOWLS * PASTAS » SANDWICHES

SAIADS ' CURRY BOWLS » SUSHI » EGGROLIS

LOW ENTREE PRICES FROM $3.25 TO $6.75

COUPON

: Get a FREE Bowl
I Buy any two entrees on our menu at the regular price

g and get a FREE Beef or Chicken Bowl.

I -or-

Off Soda
Eggroll

Get a 1 0% Discount off your reg. price food & beverage
purchase. Or, get a Free Eggroll or Can of Soda (With min.

$4.50 purchase). Only with this coupon. One coupon per

person. Expires 1 1-1 5-94.

I

I

I Teriyaki Etc.
1 771 Westwood Blvd., West LA.

(

1

12 Block North of Santa Monica Blvd.)

I

I

HOURS: Open 7 Days Mon. - Thurs. 1 lam to 10pm ^
I Fri. - Sat. 1 lam to 1 1pm • Sundays 12 noon to 9pm

' ASK FOR STUDENT DISCOUNT
SHOW YOUR VALID SCHOOL I.D.an

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

CALL (310) 478-1345
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N<gw Big Bertha golf club dominates Industry
By Larry Donnan
The New York Times

We have seen the future of golf
equipment, and we are certain of
one thing: It is big. It is bulging. It

is bulbous. The word fat cOmes to

mind. Corpulent, even. From the

size of the sticker price to the mer-
chandise itself, we are talking
Alaska-big, China-big.

There is no minimalist move-

ment on the golf horizon. No,
indeed. We will need
Schwarzenegger to play the golf

pro in the futuristic equipment
movie. Get us Arnold.

He might be the only one large

enough to handle all this. Huge
drivers, bubble shafts, an over-
sized mallet putter with the
inspired name of "The Fat Lady
Swings." There are even golf balls

with 500 dimples crammed on the

surface, a radical design marketed
by Wilson and inspired by the

Planet Earth ride at the Epcot
Center at Wall Disney World.

Fu^t consider the latest in drivers.

This comes from (who else?) Ely
Callaway, the founder of Callaway

Golf who brought you the wildly

successful Big Bertha driver. That

began the wildly successful Big
Bertha Warbird driver, which has

now spawned the Great Big Bertha.

The Great Big Bertha is 25 per-

cent larger than the original Big
Bertha, which is 25 percent larger

than a conventional driver. That
makes this driver 50 percent bigger

than that antique persimmon-head-
ed driver you used to hit. It also is

many times more expensive. The.
price tag on the Great Big Bertha is

a big-time $500.

"We know what a golfer wants,"

says Callaway, whose annual sales

figures certainly back up the con-

tention. "The point is that we'll go
to whatever costs it takes to bring

them what they want. The equip-

ment industry is fundamentally a

low-cost emphasis industry, but we
are not.

"We are a high-cost operation

because we know that if the cost

produces the degree of satisfaction

See BIG BERTHA, page 49

SEPTS
GIANT SUDMARINES
1 0968 Le Conre Ave 208-7 1 7

1

berween Goytey ond Oroxroo

Longost Tradition in W^twood
Sondwktves your mother opproves. Homemode

quoliiy w/o ihe wolf. Pro-Keolfh, pio-energy.

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

BIG SPORTS BAR

12" Sub $1.95
(5oz of Meat and Cheese)

50 cents OFF
;

Any Small ;

Sepi's w/cpn
;

SLOOOff
Any Large

Sepi's w/cpn

48 OZ pitcliers (2-9 pm) $2so

HaippV Hour
Monday 8*, Tuesday Special

S100
Beer (Miller Lite) ^JK

D 10% OFF
FOOD ITEMS

DINE IN OR TAKE OUT

and BILLY'S DUCK>UT

COMPLETE ONE STOP FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

en ^

•tody Si

WaWwkjIon Bl

82 N. Fafr Oaks Blvd.
Old Town Pasadana, CA
(818) 440-1948 / (818) 440-1736
Must Prvsenc N^lid Sludenc I.D.

f HAPPYHOUR MON THRU FRI 4:30-7:00

^ BESTSPORTS VIEWING IN THEAREA
f FOODAND DRINK SPECIALS

1 LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

^KENOAND TRIVIA GAMES.

^ LOADS OF FUN
^SAT COLLEGE FOOTBALL..

WATCH TTHEREI

'. n

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

fe

a hajj^urger. .

.

v. -^

;

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

10922 Kinross Ave. Westwood Village • 208-2424
MiteM

«^
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W. soccer wants revenge in Malibu
By Hye Kwon

The UCLA women's soccer
team is going to Malibu this

afternoon with more than just

winning on their minds. The
Bruins want to take revenge on
Pepperdine for the losses they
suffered last year.

Last season, the Waves swept
the season series between the

two schools, 2-0. Pepperdine

Two losses to Pepperdine last year

help fuel UCLA's determination
won the first match 4-2 after

scoring 2 goals in overtime. In

the second game of the season,

the Waves beat the Bruins
impressively, 4-0. .

Coming into today's match
fresh off a victory over Gonzaga,
Pepperdine (3-4-2) is led by

sophomore mid-fielder Jennifer

Evans and senior mid-fielder
Christi beVert.

Evans and De Vert were
responsible for five of the eight

goals scored against the Bruins
last season and they continue to

lead the Waves in scoring this

season.

Through the first nine matches
of the season, Evans is the team
leader in points (]3) with six

goals and one assist, while
DeVert is responsible for five

assists and one goal.

The Waves will be facing an
entirely different UCLA team
from last year, however, consid-

See W.80CCER, page 50

On deck
What! Women's sr^cfir

Who: UCLA vs. Pepperdine

6,

C A K L T o Ni

CARLTON
WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

. MUST SHOW UCLA STUDENT I.D. OR EMPLOYEE I.D. WITH COUPON

Must be presented lo receptionist before services arc performed

(Certain restriction apply).

Wfm»nm lfc« rf/)t Id itfiitt tank* to nvf clitM mhota tair condition a umukibh.

VALID SUN-THURS

LINEAR
WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

I

I

I

I

I

Buy one
sandwich

or pizza and
get the

second one
for half the

pricel
Schtottslc/'sDeh

We
Not valid In conjunction with any other coupon or discount. Offer

good only thru 10/27/94 and only at 1061 Broxton Ave. Eat-

In only. Second sandwich/plzza must be of same or lesser value.

T- -"'^Tmm^''

I

I

I

I

1

HRED OF THE
COUPON HASSLO

Just bring in your Student I.D. or this ad
to the Subway at Santa Monica and Sawtelle and

BuyOneGetOne

2nd sandwich of equal or lesser value with purchase of

drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 .00 off any footlong.

6 Foot Party Subs $49.95
^ Free Defiveiy —
Valid only at 1 1278 Santa Monica Blvd

(comer of Sawtelle & Sonlo Monica, 1 block west cf 405)

310.477.9987 • Poiklng in reor

Thirty years of

study abroad

experience

has taught us the

meaning of service.

Service means giving you all the information and

providing all the extras you need to make your study

abroad experience as successful and hassle-free as

possible. We otfer a range of services that are both

convenient and essential, including pre-departure

advising, orientation and fully accredited transcripts at

your program's close. At Beaver College, we believe

that service is the hallmark of a quality organization.

Ask your study abroad advisor about Beaver College.

Study Abroad with Beaver College

1.800.755.5607

N ow Newly

Remodeled

We're Bigger to

Serve You Better.

A s American as

the red, white; and

blue.

Johnny Rockets.

Serving up the

Original Hamburger,

American Fries,

AAalts and Shakes, a

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich, Apple Pie

and more. Even a .

nickel Jukebox.

Where else

can you play it

again for a song?

20% Off Food & Beverages
Bring in this coupon for o 20% Discount on your food and bevaroge
purchose. Only with this coupon. On« coupon per parson or party.

Offer expires 10/25/94. Offer only volid at the fofbwing locotion:

Johnny Rockets
10959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village

(310)824^656
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Soccer veterans battle to return to the field
Martin and Chaisongkram suffer similar

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

knee injuries, out of action for 1994-95
goals and 10 assists. He was a loclc>to start

for the Bruins this season.

Martin had begun to prove himself last

ThQ 1994 spring season began well year with strong, second half showings. He
enough for the UCLA men's soccer team. had played in 18 games, started five, and
The Bruins, without the presence of any provided the depth that any good team

of the seniors who had helped lead the team needs to be successful,

last fall, were coming together quite well as "It's been hard watching the games and
a team. Newer players were beginning to wanting to heJp out," Martin admitted. "It's

fill in the gaps and the team was winning its a helpless feeling and it's disappointing
games. More importantly, everyone was because I had basically just gotten my foot

healthy. in the door as far as starting's concerned. I

Healthy that is, until the last two weeks was playing a new position and wanted to

of the season turned ugly. show the coaches I could play it well. But
The misfortunes began in one of the ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Bruins' last spring scrimmages - an
extremely one-sided thrashing of San
Diego State in Las Vegas.

"rd rather be safe than sorry ...

A*n tTas g"o^g winfor UCLA un.H We're going to work hard to try

to get back as soon as possible.

I've adopted a wait-and-see

attitude as far as this is

concerned."

Phillip IVIartin

UCLA Soccer

RUSS HILES

Phillip Martin (left) and Eric Chaisongkram, both with torn anterior cruciate

ligaments, have spent the season on the sideline.

sophomore midfielder Phillip Martin, who
was sprinting down the sideline, tried to

make a cut and instead fell to the ground in

excruciating pain.

It was his anterior cruciate ligament, and
the tear would sideline him for the 1994
season.

Then, just two weeks later - on the very

last day of spring practice - the Bruins'

problems got worse.

In an intrasquad scrimmage on the North things happen all the time. I still have a
Soccer Field, junior forward Eric positive outlook."

Chaisongkram dribbled into a one-on-one Surprisingly, Chaisongkram and Martin
situation and had to leap over the charging - who have both already used their redshirt

goalie. When he came down, his knee twist- season prior to this season - are just the

ed, and - like Martin's - his ACL gave way. third and fourth Bruin soccer players who
The coincidence was frightening. have torn an ACL in the 14 years that head
"I actually blew out my ACL while Phil coach Sigi Schmid has been at UCLA,

was in surgery," Chaisongkram said. "I "We've had very few ACL injuries,"

went in to see him that night limping. It was Schmid said. "We had one in 1980 with
pretty crazy." . Charles Fisher and we had one in 1984
Crazy and extremely frustrating, when Mike Etchell did his ACL at the start

Chaisongkram was UCLA's second leading

scorer as a sophomore last year with six See M.SOCCER, page 50 ^

Your
Village

Grocer
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4&'
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)CTOBERFES'

Samuel Adams
OCTOBERFEST

6 pack bottles

Also on sale Samuel
Adams' Ale, Cream

Stout, Lager, &
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Keystone,

IMeister Brau &

Natural Ught

n99+CRV

12 pack cans

Open 'til midni at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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Water polo returns to
Palo Alto for rematch
Bruins hope to defeat

Cardinal in wake of~

ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Bruin

Jhe UCLA water polo team, including goalie Matt Swanson, will be challenged
today by the shots of top-ranked Stanford.

narrow one-point loss

By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It seems the UCLA men's water polo team
spends more time in Northern California

than it does in Westwood. The fourth-ranked

Bruins (10-4, 1-1 in the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation) are in Palo Alto today for

the second time in a week as they kick off a

three-game roadtrip with a match against

No. 1 Stanford.

The rematch between the defending
national champion Cardinal and the young,

up-and-coming Bruins is much anticipated

by both teams following Stanford's 13-12

win last weekend in the Northern California

Tournament.

The game, however, is only UCLA's first

stop, and they will continue on to play No. 3

California Saturday and No. 5 Pacific

Sunday.

**UCLA always plays well when they

come up (to Northern California)," Stanford

head coach Dante Dettamanti said. **Vve

been coaching here 17 years, and UCLA
always plays better here than at home."

With four Bruin poloists hailing from Palo

Alto, UCLA head coach Guy Baker agrees

that the game won't necessarily give a home
team advantage to the Cardinal.

'^Stanford is our home away from home,"

See WAIERPOLO, page 47

UCLA needs

a few rules

to lose by
these days
Let's just assume for a minute that

this UCLA football team will lose

the remainder of their games
(which they won't) to continue their cur-

rent, three-game slide.

Fans bemoaning the record of their

team, once a proud 2-0, can look on the

bright side - there are a lot of cool things

that can happen when your team ends up
on the losipg end of

the zero-sum equation.

You see, most peo-

ple think losing is

always a bad thing. I

beg to differ. Losing
can be cool - i/it's

done right. Just

remember, there are

some key rules to fol-

low, and be forewarned
- deviation from these

rules will get you
labeled things like

"disappointing," arid

"once filled with

potential."

Loser Rule No. 1: establish a "lovable

loser" persona. You know, the guy who
tries his hardest but never comes out on
top, never gets the breaks, never gets the

girl. But that's just it. Once that persona is

firmly rooted, the breaks are all yours.

Marv Throneberry, *65 Mets- he made a
mint doing commercials that played up
his team's ineptitude.

This is probably the most important
rule of them all, which I suppose is why
it's rule number one. Poor sports, bad

See 8CHREIBER, page 52

Chris

Schrelber

Studying fills those 'Holiywood - nigMs
Bruin tailback Shah
put life in perspective

while recishirting for

1993^94 season

By Randy Satterburg

Daily Bruin Staff

It
is common knowledge that many

high school athletes \ry their damdest
to be labeled with a favorable nick-

name - [M^actically campaigning for a

catchy moniker - but to no avail. Face it,

as haid as you may have tried to become
known as Sweetness, or Broadway Joe,

or Magic, or Prime Time, something

known as athletic ability - or lack thereof

- always seemed to get in the way.

In that respect, UCLA tailback
Shannon Shah's story is very unconven-
tional. To his friends back home at

Dorsey High School, Shah will always be
known as "Hollywood," and try as he
may, he just cannot seem to shed the

flashy image. His nickname, in fact, has

probably been^more difficult to shake
than Arizona's **Desert Swarm" defense.

"Yeah, I went with the name," he says.

"It was cool. But I just couldn't shake it.

They called me that for about 10 years, so

Ijustlefifbe." ^

But while the very essence of Ed 'Too
Tall" Jones was captured by his nick-

name, "Hollywood" and Shah are about

as compatible as a circle and a square

peg.

Granted, he used to have a wilder side,

which even today pops out every now
and then. During halftime at a recent

Bruin basketball game he snuck onto the

floor to take a shot from mid-court just to

see if he "still had it" The ball didn't go
in.

*t)bviously," he says, "I don'L"
But today. Shah is a far cry from the

ANDREW SCHOLER/[)aily Brum

UCLA tailback Sharmon "Hollywood" Shall, who had surgery on both knees last

season, is leading the Bruins' rushing attack in 1994.

little boy who first became known as less.

Hollywood in his Pop Warner days. A little "In being around regular students nx)re, I

older and much wiser. Shah now sees beyond began to realize how much they study," Shah
the hash marks of the football field to another

place - a place where athleticism is meaning- See SNAN, page 48
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Prop. 187 sparks campus protest
Marchers call

*Save Our State' E
initiative racist

By Brett Tarn

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Rattling penny-filled soda
cans and blasting ear-piercing

whistles, a crowd of almost 200
marched up Bruin Walk toting

bullhorns and signs to protest

Proposition 187, an anti-illegal

immigration initiative on the

November ballot that has recent-

fy fueled much heated debate.

The rally was sponsored by
"community groups and a coali-

tion of student organizations
such as MEChA and the under-

graduate external vice presi-

dent's office.

The initiative, dubbed "Save
Our State," would ban illegal

immigrants frorii receiving pub-

lic education, social services and
non-emergency health care. It

would also affect anyone apply-

ing for such services if the public

facility suspects the person of
being an illegal immigrant.

"I was kind of surprised it was
even a proposition," said Jenny
Lin, a third-year economics stu-

dent who just happened to catch

the protesters at the Bruin Bear
as they were gearing up for the

march around campus. Lin
added that the initiative was an
attempt to discriminate against

NICK AKERS/Daily Bruin

Students march up Bruin Walk Thursday protesting the anti-illegal immigrant initiative

Proposition 187.

minorities such as LatinOs and
Asians.

If Proposition 1 87 is passed,

all students who are illegal

immigrants would be forced out

of California's public schools.

"Just think about all the stu-

dents that will be kicked out of

high school. What are they going

to do?" asked fourth-year history

student Carlos Valle. "They're

not going to have an education.'

They're going to be on the

streets."

Valle, who plans to be a high

school history teacher, said the

initiative - which would require

public school teachers to report

any student they suspect of being

an illegal immigrant - would
transform the classroom into a

police state.

"A teacher's job is to educate,

not to police the school," he said.

Because the initiative would
allow some publicly-funded
facilities to refuse services to

anyone they "reasonably sus-

pect" of being an illegal immi-
grant, many protesters said the

initiative would unfairly perse-

See PROP. 187, page 8

Shimon Peres
WON WOO/Oaily Brum

Inside A&E

Nudge nudge,
wink wink

What is your name? Your
quest? Your favorite comedy
troupe? Monty Python, of

course. With its new CD box
set, the troupe proves there is

never too much of a good
thing.

See page 14

Back Page

sibling

rivalry?
Sale Isaia and the UCLA

football team will take on
California Saturday in

Berkeley. Can the Golden
Bears pull off five straight

vs. the bruins? Or will

UCL^ finally strike back?

See page 28

UCLA faculty, students express
pinions regarding Peres' visitI I

By Phillip Carter

The biblical legend of David
and Goliath tells the tale of a

youri^ man who defeats his older,

stronger enemy by using
Goliath's strength and size

against him^

For four decades, the tiny

Jewish state of Israel has been
portrayed in the same way in its

long - and successful - fight

against its Arab neighbors. The
conflict ended last year, when
Israel made peace with its long-

time enemies Syria, Jordan and
the Palestine Liberation
Organization.

Israeli Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres' Thursday visit to

UCLA evoked strong opinions
from Bruin faculty and students,

who said they felt the impact of

the Middle East peace process

8,000 miles away in California'.

"It has enormous effects on
Arab and Israeli students," politi-

cal science Professor Steven
Spiegel said. "Personal inter-

change, the possibility of (last-

ing) peace in the area, the

possibility of not having to go to

war," could all result, he added.

However, students say the cur-

See MIDDLE EAST, page 8

A changing Middle East

Since Israel's birth 48 years aao, the country's boundaries have shifted considerably through
war and political negotiation. Here's how they were then, and how these lines in the sand
evolved over the past 46 years.
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Peres aims
for peace
Middle East
Students happy to

hear Israeli foreign

minister s speech

By 611 Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Addressing a crowd of more
than J ,000 supportive UCLA stu-

dents, faculty and guests, Israeli

Foreign Minister Shimon Peres

shared his vision for a new and
prosperous Middle East Thursday.

He Visited UCLA during a 12-

day U.S. trip designed to empha-
size the prospect for peace in the

region and its possibility for eco-

nomic. investment.

Speaking in a heavily guarded

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, Peres

admitted that not everyone sup-

ports the peace process.

"Everyone is for peace but not

everyone is for paying the price of

peace. There arc those who say,

'So many compromises, why?'
They don't understand that in war
there is no alternative to victory

and in peace there is no alternative

to compromi.sc," he said.

Many in Israel oppose giving

land to their neighbors, but Peres

said there are few alternatives.

"The question is whether to

keep the Golan Heights as a whole

or to make peace as a whole. If we
keep the Golan Heights we lose

the chance for peace," he .said.

Peres stressed that the area
needs investment, much of which
can come from money currently

spent on the "arms race." He said

that only through increased eco-

nomic advancement can the stan-

dard of living in neighboring Arab
nations rise to Israel's higher
level.

"It is foolish to think that Israel

can remain an island of prosperity

in a sea of starvation. Our greatest

chance for real peace and stability

is to mobilize all the forces and
build a new standard of living," he

said.

Student attendees said that they

enjoyed the chance to hear Peres

speak.

"I though he was very objective

and brought out a lot of historical

points that were neglected (previ-

ously)," said Pascal Bemyamini,
fourth-year economics student.

"It's going to take a long time
before everyone in the region
accepts peace."

MELANIE OKAMUfVK/Daity Bruin 3ee pages
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What's Brewin'
Today

8 a.iTi. - 2 p.m.

Awaken A Cappella
Auditions and sign-ups - UCLA's only a cappel-

la group is holding auditions for the 94-95 year.

Sign-ups on Bruin walk are necessary.

Bruin Walk •

Call Derek BiTHngs at 208-7904 for mofe infor-

mation.

Noon

UCLA Department of Music
Noon concert: Amy Catlin-Jairazbhoy, soprano

and Fareed Curmally, pianist - recital of art

songs with sources in folklore and the exotic.

Free

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium —
825-4761

Noon - 1 p.m.

Constitutional Rights Foundation
Information session: College mentor program.

Youth task force is seeking 30 college mentors to

work with high school students from L.A.

County. Stipend available.

2408 Ackerman - -

825-0831

1 p.m.

Asian Education Project
Orientation for new tutors

2408 Ackerman
825-2417

2 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Sneak preview of "Hoop Dreams," 1994
Audience Award for best documentary,
Sundance Film Festival.Free

Melnitz Theater

825-2345

3 p.m. — 5 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship
General meeting j^-^ ,^ .

2408 Ackerman '

—
(213)481-2201

4 p.m.

Asian Education Project
Mandatory training session for new tutors.

Training for volunteers interested in tutoring

immigrant elementary school children in

Chinatown.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
824-2417

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Vietnamese Language and Culture
(Sinh Hoat Que Huong)
First class meeting- Vietnamese language
lessons and cultural activities.

3232 Campbell Hall - —^ --
208-6210

UCLA Tree Project
Volunteer orientation meeting - attend the meet-

ing to fmd out about tree plantings and teaching

children about the environment through activi-

ties such as recycled paper making.

3517 Ackerman
206-2415

6 p.m.

Mandarin Christian Fellowship
Annual welcoming dinner - guest speaker: Dr.

Bill Chin.

L.A. Tennis Center, club house

6:30 p.m.

Hillel Student
Shabbat at the Westwood Marquis. "Media mad-
ness and the O.J. Simpson trial" with Laurie

Levenson, CBS media consultant.

930 Hilgard (next door to Hillel)

20§-308I

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movie
Free screening - "The Card." Director Ronald
Neome will be present for a discussion/following

this screening. r

Free

Melnitz Theater

^25-2345
~

Saturday, Oct. 8

8 a.m. — 5p.m.

National Coming out Week
Spike for Pride Lesbian and Gay Volleyball

Tournament (prelims)

Pauley Pavilion and Men's Gym
841-5930 —

9:30 p.m.

Hillel Student Association
Shabbat Minyan at Rabbi Seidler-Feller's - shar-

ing learning and eating.

10750Wellworth
208-3081

11 p.m.

Association of Chinese Americans
Orientation picnic. Rides provided at 10:30

a.m. at Sprout turnaround.

$3

Westwood Park at Veteran and Wilshire.

Donna 209-6007 or Michelle 794-4816

Sunday, Oct. 9

8 8.m. 8 p.m.

National Coming out Week
Spike for Pride Lesbian and Gay Volleyball

Tournament (prelims and fmals)

Pauley Pavilion and Men's Gym
841-5930 ^ ,

1 p.m. — 3 p.m.

Project F.LR.S.T. (Fiehtins to
Improve Retention and Stuaent
IVansition)
Project F.I.R.S.T. volunteer training to tutor in

math, science and English.

7 p.m.

Bel Air Presbyterian Church College
Fellowship
C.H.A.R.G.E. Transportation provided, call for

details.

Bel Air Church - Evans Chapel

(818)788-4200x148

9 p.m.

Society of Latina/o Engineer and
Scientists

S.O.L.E.S. quarterly dance - "Los Poncho's

Getaway." Come start your year off with a blast.

Los Ponchos Bar & Grill, 10936 Lindbrook in

Westwood
$5
206-6620

Ifyour organization would like an event

listed in this section, please drop by the

Daily BruMsfront counter in 225

Kerckhoffandfill out a listing form by 2

p.m. the day before publication.

French government tries

te^xploreyeuth culture

By Alan Riding
The New York Times

PARIS — Earlier this year,

embarrassed by a wave of anti-

government student protests,

Prime Minister Edouard Balladur

decided to show that he really

cared about young people by
lending out millions of
questionnaires inviting them to

give him their views on life, and
society in France. --.,.. -,

- .

At first it seemed like a point-

less exercise. Surely the govern-

ment already knew that most
young French people were unhap-

py? Indeed, when preliminary
results, of the survey were issued

this week, that was the conclu-
sion: 71 percent said they had no
confidence in the future.

But the survey also had a politi-

cal purpose. Witt) Balladur a likely

candidate in presidential elections

next April, he was eager to be seen

reaching out to a sector of the pop-

ulation that is deeply disenchanted

with the political class that has
long run this country.

As a measure of the importance

he gives the survey, the prime
minister summoned the Cabinet

on Monday to hear an 1 1 -member
committee present the preliminary

results and 57 specific proposals.

And he promised he would soon
offer his own ideas to bridge the

generation gap.

The picture painted by the

youths between the ages of 1 5 and

25 who answered the question-

--naire cannot have filled Balladur

with optimism. So far, only
800,000 out of the 1 .5 million

responses have been analyzed, but

the message is clear Most French

youths consider adult society to be

a hpstile environment.

Their greatest concern reflects

the fact that one in four French
people between 18 and 25 are

unemployed; 78 percent said that

school did not prepare them for

the work place, 75 percent that

they were not properly informed

about career options, and 87 per-

cent that employers had no confi-

dence in them.

In contrast to earlier genera-

tions of rebellious youths, they

showed little interest in politics,

mentioning instead their willing-

ness to take part in fighting AIDS,
poverty and drug abuse as well as

the campaign to protect the envi-

ronment.

[French youths] showed

little interest in politics,

mentioning instead

their willingness to take

part in fighting AIDS,

poverty and drug abuse.

Interestingly, there was little

evidence of a generation gap in

the homes; 88 percent of those

surveyed said their parents had
confidence in them, 79 percent

felt their families prepared them
well for adulthood and 74 percent

said they did not feel in need of

more love at home.
Rather, their problems seem to

arise at school, in local neighbor-

hoods and in the work place. The
committee that analyzed the

responses said youths also view
politicians with deep skepticism,

regarding them as "too old,"

uninterested in the problems of

youth and obsessed by their own
careers.

It suggested lowering the voting

age in municipal elections from 18

to 16, reducing the obligatory mil-

itary service from 10 to six

months, and adding the option of

either military or civilian service.
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Brown presents herself as student
advocate at Santa Monica

NIMA BADIEY

Kathleen Brown meets with Santa
Monica College students.

By Jmnes Thomas Snyder
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

GubematcMial candidate Kathleen Brown
spoke at Santa Monica College Thursday,

painting herself as an advocate for students

in the statehouse and an agent of change for

California.

Rallying a decidedly partisan crowd in

the outdoor college amphitheater, Brown hit

.

on her campaign themes as they related to

her young student audience - that under
four years of leadership by Gov. Pete

Wilson students have suffered most from
fee hikes and class restrictions.

"Are you ready for a change in

Sacramento?" Brown asked her crowd. "Are

you ready for a Democrat for a change?"

Thursday's rally was also a publicity

e
vehicle for the release of a 62-page eco- their colleges by freezing fee hikes and
nomic plan, titled "Building a New eliminating "B.A. differentials," a Wilson
California," in which she out.lines her vision policy that charges college graduates more
for the state's recovery. to take classes at schools like SMC. Brown

But Brown stuck to targeting her young
audience, pledging to help students and See BROWN, page 9

By James Thomas Snyder
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

"I got a guy who's arways late/ when-
ever we got a date," singer Laurel Burgo
crooned. "But I love him."

Burgo Was part of The Royal Trio, a

blues band of "Reservoir Dogs" cast

extra look-alikes who strummed out

moody chords before Kathleen Brown's
1 1 a.m. appearance at Santa Monica
College yesterday.

Brown arrived around 1 1 :20 a.m.

Talk about a metaphor for politics in

See SPIN, page 9

Prop. 187 protest

Photos by Won Woo/Daily Bruin

/

Students opposing Proposition 187 came
together Thursday to rally against the

anti-illegal immigration initiative.

Upper left: CAPSA members show their

support in front of Schoenberg Hall.

Above: Protesters raise their fists in

solidarity as they listen to the featured

speakers.

Left: Jorge Mancillas, assistant professor

of anatomy and cell biology, speaks at

the teach-in following the march around
campus.

Banking study encourages use of common cents
Local banks may be charging students a pretty penny

for standard banking transactions, claims CALPIRG
By Jeff Shore

It's Friday. With paycheck in hand, you trudge

into Westwood, ready for a night of debauchery. But

wait - the most important part of your week's work
still lies ahead: choosing the right bank.

So says a new study from the California Student

Public Interest Research Group (CALPIRG), the

organization best known for its environmental
efforts on behalf of students.

Conducted at the end of September, this compre-

hensive survey of local banks and their charges, min-

imums and rules on checking accounts offers

clarification for the bewildered student.

A minefield of confusion and unwanted service

charges awaits unsuspecting students, and unfortu-

nately, banks aren't making things any easier,

according to the survey. Available in full to students

who request it, the study shows how widely charges

and banking minimums can vary.

The two main types of checking accounts - those

giving interest, and those not - differ mainly in the

minimum balance they require. For many students,

the average $1,500 minimum on interest bearing

checking accounts is nearly impossible to maintain.

However, non-interest bearing accounts, while

requiring a lower daily balance, subject account

hoklers to per check charges and monthly fees if the

holder should drop below a given balance.

These fees can be very large. Simply dropping

See BANKINO, page 10

Good deals on banking
HiMe Gpraphe shew the minimum cost for checking accounts at some popular

VttestwoodbarI banks.

Momum balance to avoid

fees
tIflJO '

.1
l3lI

Monttily fees charged if

t}etow minimum tKilance

tio

I

$7
I

Deposit item return fee

tIS
,

HO _

K _

$6
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Collective suicide

theory questioned
GRANGES-SUR-SALVAN, Switzerland
— Swiss investigators Thursday raised

doubts whether the 48 members of an
esoteric sect who were found dead in two
Swiss villages Wednesday had
participated in a collective suicide, noting

that some of them were administered a

-powerful drug l^efore they died.

Andre Filler, a judge investigating the

deaths of 23 sect members, said that

some elements still supported the idea of

a collective suicide, "but others make us

think of an execution."

Meanwhile, Swiss police began look-

ing for Luc Jouret, the 46-year-old
Belgian-bom physician who founded the

sect in the 1980s, amid speculation that

he may have chosen not to join what was
presented to be a collective suicide.

IRA leader's visit

to U.S. successful
SAN FRANCISCO— He bent the ears

of Vice President Al Gore and Congress

and 2,000 Berkeley students sang him
"Happy Birthday" after giving him a

standing ovation.

Gerry Adams, the Northern Ireland

nationalist political spokesman for the

Irish Republican movement, is conduct-

ing an unprecedented two-week tour of

nine American cities.

The purpose of flying Adams, presi-

dent of the Sinn Fein political party,

across America, consisted purely of get-

ting some good headlines, making some
good contacts and spreading the word
that the IRA cease-fire that began five

weeks ago is sincere.

Mandela cautions

against Isolationism
WASHINGTON— Assuming the role of

tribune for the world's poor. President

Nelson Mandela of South Africa told a

joint session of Congress Thursday that

the United States and other wealthy
nations must resist the lure of
isolationism and dedicate themselves to

improving the lot of all the world's
people.

After spending the past two days ask-

ing the Clinton administration to help his

country, Mandela had a broader message
Thursday, saying that as the world's

nations grow closer together, rich lands

needed to do more to aid their poor coun-

terparts because that would serve the

cause of democracy and peace world-

wide.

Bosnian trpops kill,

mutilate 20 soldiers
SARAJEVO — Troops of the Muslim-
dominated Bosnian army killed and
mutilated 20 Bosnian Serbs soldiers

just outside demilitarized zone near
Sarajevo Thursday, raising tensions in

the Bosnian capital and prompting a

stiff protest from U.N. officials.

Yasushi Akashi, the top United
Nation official in the former
Yugoslavia, said the incident took
place early Wednesday morning on
Mount Igman southwest of the capital,

and involved the killing of 16 men and
four women.
The women were apparently military

nurses.

"In all probability Bosnian
Government forces may be implicat-

ed," Akashi said.

He noted that Bosnian soldiers have
been seen moving in large numbers
through the demilitarized zone in

recent days.

U.S. sex practices

tame, survey shows
While the common image of sex in

America is one of extramarital affairs,

casual sex and rampant experimentation,

a sweeping new study ofAmerican sexual

practices - widely hailed as the most
accurate ever - paints a much more sub-

dued picture of marital fidelity, few part-

ners and less exotic sexual practices.

In the new study, based on surveys of

3,432 men and women aged 18 to 59, 85

percent of married women, and more than

75 percent of married men said they had
been faithful to their spouses. And mar-
ried people, on average, have more sex

than their single counterparts: 41 percent

of all married couples have sex twice a

week or more, compared to 23 percent of

the singles.

GOP delays bill to
regulate lobbyists
WASHINGTON— A Republican-led

filibuster dealt a deadly blow Thursday to

legislation intended to reveal how much lob-

bying goes on in Washington and to prohibit

members of Caigress ftx)m receiving gifts.

Senate Republicans said they would try

Friday to revive the ban (mi gifts by propos-

ing a change in the Senate rules.

But the action Thursday appeared to have

doomed the lai^ger measure, which included

stricter reporting rules and broader defini-

tions of lobbyists, covering lawyers fw the

first time. It would also add lobbyists who
seek help from the Executive Branch.

The blow to the lobbying bill exemplified

how Republicans have blocked most of the

late bills that matter to Democrats.

Passage <yf desert
Mil questionable
WASHINGTON— Tlie Senate may have

to stay in session over the weekend in order

to pass a bill to protect the California desert.

Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., the bill's

spcxisor, said she expects q>ponents of the

measure to follow through on threats to stall

it, making a weekend session necessary.

— The bill would create two national parks

at Joshua lYee and Death Valley within the

desert of southeast California. A third area,

the East Mojave Scenic area, would be des-

ignated a national preserve, meaning that

hunting would be allowed within its bor-

ders.

Letterman's Top 10
Overheard at Country Music Awards:

10. "Hey, I just found^vcar keys in Lyle

Lovett's hair."

9."Somebody help him! He's got a Tritt

lodged in his Yoakam!

"

8. "You know, Mr. Rogers, I saw the most
recent Gambler TV-movie, and maybe it's

time to fold *em."

7. "Hee Haw Condoms! Get yer Hee
Haw Condoms here!"

6. "Vince Gill, Faith Hill. Faith Hill,

Vince Gill. Met Tillis, Travis Tritt, Pam
Tillis, Patti Loveless, Faith Hill, Vince Gill."

5. "If Wynonna doesn't drop a few
pounds, we're gonna have ah achy-breaky

floor."

4. "Hey, lookie here, me and my gee-tar

are on the tee-vee."

3. "And now the Best Fiddler Award goes

to Dave Letterman."

2. "I thought 'The Judds' was a nickname

for Dolly Paiton."

1 . "Oh no, Michael and Lisa Marie are

kissing again!"

R)raice,acut in
educational spen '

actuallyhep students.

7100/668/250

wubCD-imotifSiomo
MaOorndkejtmmlextn.

Afpl^ PueerBoolr 150 4/120. Oufy $1^00. PnjbrmriSea/^
wiACD-ROU /^OBbrfimlfatim

With Apple!? special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh;

the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today You can choose the afford-

able Macintosh Performa^ which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help

get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple PowerBook" or the Power

Macintosh"- the worlds fastest Mac" AndWause MadnlDsh is stiU the easi^

puter, you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Phis, with bw student pricing, a Mac

is as easy to afford as it is to use. All ofwluch makes it the ideal time to a i g^
discover the power all college students need. The power to be )wr best*i^^

POWER

ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE

m^t

Itirt eilMTEl ITIIf If CIIICE

Macintosh (mputm an (waM>k(mfy to VaAshidems,telectedExtm^

and departments. ExtmioHStiukmsboiMimpiinM the Computer Stortng^^
Madntosb desktop computer and one M»cbdo$b portable computer can be purchased each school

year by an eHg^k person. Personal checks are accepted up to 15001 Visa, MasterCard and Discover

are aiso accepted

•l9944»Uamtimr,»KAaf^mm»lA/tik»iAirklm»l'>i'Kli^Miic^

Summer Chamber Music Festival • Alternative Music Festival • Billy Joel • Henry Rollins

Learn thefine art ofproducing arts and entertainment

0)

i^nt immittee

f\

POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLEl

The Student Committee for the Arts:
• Produces free and ticketed arts and entertainment events on campus-

exploring a diversisty of art forms.

• Provides programming input to the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts.

• Subsidizes tickets to the UCLA Center for the Performing Arts events,

allowing students to purchase tickets at a reduced price.

• Strives to stimulate and support student participation and awareness of

UCLA's arts programs, and a greater sense of an artistic community at UCLA.

We are committed to

maintaining diversity

in our staH and our
programmed events.

As a member of SCA, you will:
• Share responsibility for managing an annual

budget of over a quarter of a million dollars.

• Take part in producing arts events on campus.
• Gain an insider's perspective on the world of

arts and entertainment.

• Gain valuable experience in arts production.

SCA is lookingfor undergraduate and graduate students,

from any discipline, who are interested in producing and
promoting a wide variety ofarts programs at UCLA.

J

Applications are being accepted for

SCA positions for the 1994-95 school

yean Positions include the following:

Program Coordinator

Advertising Coordinator

Advertising Editor

Brochure Editor

Jazz at the Wadsworth Director

Special Program Liaison

On-Campus Publicity Coordinator

OflF-Campus Publicity Coordinator

Ticket Manager
Budget Manager
Fundraising Manager
Campus Organization Liaison

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS:

OCTOBER 7 @ 5:00 PM

Come by to pick up an application and description of the positions. Applications are available at:

SCA Office-10880 Wilshlre Blvd. Suite 1606 KerckhoffHaU Rm 306
and V^ight Art GaUery/ Lobby

If you want to find out more about SCA, drop by the office, or call (310) 794-8960.

. uojpippvs.ounf • sjomoJH ^^IHAOSi oi|| • suiuuo|Oji|x jooj^ . souo^^ ^jo^uo^ uooj^t |Ruoin?ujoniI •
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THC

CaULCGC
AND TM€

STUDY UJ1T« G«1TfllN'S
LcftOING «CTO«S AND
D1«€CTO«S FO«

« Y€n«. f=l comaiN«TioN
OF fICTING CLflSBCS,
TUTD«1«US,
mnST€« CLFI55C5 AND
»€«FO«m«Nces
immcHSE
UND€«G««DU«TCS
IN TH€ S«1T1S« •

T«€«T«1C«L TRflOITION.

^
fok details and an application, write:

The London Theatke Program
Box BUCL

Sarah Lawrence College
1 Meao Way, Bronxville, NY 10708-S999

(800)873-4752

LOW-PRICED PREVIEW (PART I) TONIGHT AT 8!
PART II PREVIEWS START OCT 13

MARATHONS (BOTH PARTS I AND II) PREVIEWS: 0CT15 & OCT22

FL%riNG
ISLANDS
A REVOLUTIONARY STORY IN TWO PARTS

Part i: The Family Business / Part II: After the Revolution

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

THURS/0CT6

PREVIEW
PARTI
8PM

FRI/0CT7

PREVIEW
PARTI
FM

SAT/0CT8

PREVIEW
PARTI
8PM

World Premiere

by Eduardo Machado • Directed by Oskar Eustis

Opens Oct 23 • Through Dec 1

1

Purchase your tickets by calling ig (213) 365-3500 • (714) 740-2000
AUDIENCE SERVICES AND GROUP SALES (213) 972-0700

IM MARKTAPERFCaJM T^^'^^ST^Z^'''^"^'
Gordon OavidMn, ArtistK Director

Don't lose your marbles.

A(dverti$e your business or

organization with the Daily Bruin and
save yourself many hea<daches.

Classified Display (310)206-3060m
Classified Line (310)825-2221

Daily Bruin Ne%vs

'Casualty'liree' takes precedence
Haiti military intervention marked by
planning to holed (down deaths, injuries

By Michael Gordon
The rJew York Times

WASHINGTON — The
American intervention in Haiti

offers a case study of an important

shift in the Pentagon's concept of
military planning: a casualty-free

operation.

The American military has
always sought to hold down its

losses, but casualties are nonethe-

less accepted as the price the mili-

tary had to pay for its activities.

They were built into the planning

of any operation.

But with the American military

fearful of losing public support for

a contentious mission, holding
down casualties has become not

just an integral part of military

planning. It is now a criterion for

success.

Gen. John Shalikashvili, the

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, acknowledged as much on
Tuesday when he boasted that the

American mission was succeeding

in part because the military had
suffered minimal losses.

"We are now two weeks and
one day into this operation,"
Shalikashvili told Pentagon
reporters. "We have had two
Americans hurt. No one killed,

thank God."

Even if the United States had
invaded Haiti, keeping casualties

to a minimum would have been a
political requirement. But the

unopposed deployment of
American troops into what is still

a volatile and potentially explo-

sive situation has made the admin-
istration and the public that much
less tolerant of casualties.

The imperative to hold down
casualties has occasionally taken

precedence over the calls for the

American military to maintain
order in Port au Prince and protect

the supporters of the Rev. Jean-

Bertrand Aristide, Haiti's exiled

president.

Or, as Deputy Defense
Secretary John Dieutch bluntly put

it on Sunday, "U.S. trbops are not

going to get involved in civilian

violence if it risks those troops."

The Pentagon's rules of engage-
ment for coping with the turmoil

in Haiti have raised the question

of whether the American military

is being too reactive in quelling

threats to civil order.

The larger question, however, is

whether the administration has
encouraged unrealistic expecta-

tions about casualties that will tie

the United States' hands in future

conflicts or invite foes to target

Americans in the hope that they

can sparic a storm of criticism at

home.

"If you communicate that you
are afhud of casualties, it is almost

a certain way of inviting them,"
said Eliot Cohen, professor at

John Hopkins School of Advanced
International Studies. "Our oppo-
nents will very quickly figure out

that is our most important vulnera-

bility."

Charles Moskos, a military
sociologist at Northwestern
University, said, "The implication

is that we cannot take casualties

over a score anymore without seri-

ous question."

It was not always this way.
During Worid World II and the

"We are now two weeks

and one day into this

operation. We have had

two Americans hurt.

No one killed ..."

John Shalikashvili

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff

Korea War, casualties were inci-

dental to the completion of the

mission.

Vietnam changed that. Not only

was the military accused of wast-

ing lives in an ill-advised war, but

it concluded that steady American
casualties would lead to an ero-

sion of public support.

"It is impossible to overesti-

mate how the experience of
Vietnam lodged itself in the psy-

che of American military leaders,"

said Andrew Bacevich, the direc-

tor of the Foreign Policy Institute

and a retired Army colonel.

Then came the Persian Gulf
war, which defied even the
American military's most opti-

mistic hopes for holding down its

losses. More than a million men
squared off in that lopsided con-
flict, but only 1 48 Americans were
killed in action.

The gulf war produced new
public expectations that high-tech

weapons and a well-trained volun-

teer military would result in low
casualties in future conflicts and
helped divorce the public from the

reality of war.

The assumption that losses
should be minimal has also inhib-

ited the use of military force as an
instrument of national power.

In Somalia, Gen, Mohammed
Farah Aidid sought to drag out the

American engagement and wait

for public opinion to turn against

military involvement. Aidid's
strategy worked. After 18
Americans died in an Army
Ranger raid to capture Aidid's
aides, the Americans pulled out.

Some current and former
Pentagon officials say the mes-
sage is not that the American pub-

lic will not tolerate high
casualties, but that they will only

do so when they believe the fight

is important.

According to a new Rand Corp.

study on public opinion and mili-

tary intervention, when casualties

first began to mount in Korea and
Vietnam, much of the American
public wanted to increase military

involvement rather than quit.

"When we have conflicts in

which the U.S. interest is not
widely accepted to be important

or vital, casualties can push us to

become disengaged," said Zalmay
Khalilzad, a former head of the

Pentagon's office of policy plan-

ning.

But in explaining their Haiti

policy, Clinton administration
officials have done little to instill

a sense of national sacrifice. They
have not stressed that some
American casualties are inevitable

or argued to a skeptical public that

the price is worth paying to

remove a despotic government
and send a signal of American
determination around the world.

Instead, the administration has
stressed it has a limited goal - a

"breathing space," in the words of
Anthony Lake, President
Clinton's national security advis-

er, to help Haiti become a democ-
racy - that will be achieved at

minimal cost.

The administration's approach
reflects the White House's con-
cern that rising casualties in a

controversial mission will give
congressional critics ammunition
and also stems from Pentagon
anxieties about losing public sup-

port, t
But the more civilian and mili-

tary officials talk about the low
number of casualties, the more
political impact each casualty has.

That was evident Monday when
the wounding of a Special Forces
soldier became a national news
story. Instead of preparing the
nation against possible casualties,

the administration seems to be
holding its breath.

"If you are going to use force,

you have to persuade the nation
that it is important and prepare the

public for possible casualties,"

said Khalilzad. "The impression
they have left is the opposite: that

this will be virtually casualty free.

That will make it that much hard-

er to see the operation through."

'U>st tribe' claims Jewisli roots
Israel does not

recognize Jewish

heritage of group
By Clyde Haberman
The New York Times

JERUSALEM — In the knitted

yarmulke and prayer shawl that he
brought from his home in India,

Haokhothang Lunkhel says that

all he wants is to live as a Jew in

Israel.

"I wish to pray here in the Holy
Land," said Lunkhel, who arrived

this summer from Manipur state

on India's border with Burma and
went almost immediately to a
trailer in the West Bank settlement

of Qiryat Arba. "We can't do all

the commandments in Manipur.

Here, we can."

He is doing no more than chas-

ing the Zionist dream, he says.

For many Israelis, though, his

dream is their nightmare.

The problem for Lunkhel, and
for 56 other Indians from the

northeastern states of Manipur and
Mizoram who turned up in

August, is that virtually no one in

Israel recognizes them as Jewish -

certainly not the government and
not rabbinical leaders.

They were brought by an
Orthodox rabbi who traces sup-

posed remnants of the 10 lost

tribes of Israel, exiled by the

Assyrians 2,700 years ago. Their

ostensible connection to Judaism
lies in assertions that they are

descendants of the tribe of
Manasseh.

Israelis are skeptical, to put it

mildly. Nonetheless, the Indians
were allowed in, and now they live

in Qiryat Arba and Jerusalem,
studying Hebrew and religious
customs that are unknown to them
so that they can convert formally
to Judaism in a manner acceptable

to the chief rabbinate.

But their arrival touched off
Israeli alarms about whether the

gate? had been opened to poten-
tially millions of foreigners with
similar assertion's of being chil-

dren of lost tribes. Fears were
stoked by scare headlines about
how 300 million such migrants
were poised to surge in from the
Third Worid.

And though the news articles

were dismissed by critics as not-
only wildly exaggerated but per-

See pagetl
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Saturday, October 8 Wednesday, October 1 2

8am - 5pm Spikefor Pride Lesbian and Gay Volleyball

Tournament. Pauley Pavillion and Men's Gym 200

(preliminary round).

7 - 10:30pm Volley Foliied (Volleyball Banquet). Ma Maison

Hotel (across from Beverly Center).

Sunday, October 9
8am - 6pm Spike for Pri()e Lesbian and Gay Volleyball

Tournament. Pauley Pavillion and Men's Gym 200

(preliminary and final rounds).

Monday, October 1

Noon - 1pm

5:30pm - 7pm

7 ' 8:30pm

8:30pm - ...

UCLA LGB Community Picnic.

Meyerhoff Park (Bring your own lunch).

LGB Religious Issues Panel: /// God We TriuL.

Father Peter Liuzzi, the Archdiocese of Los

Angeles liaison to the LGB community; Rev.

Dusty Pruitt, MCC Long Beach; Rabbi Lisa

Edwards, Beth Chayim Chadashim (panelists).

Charles Outcalt, LA Gay & Lesbian Community

Services Center (moderator). Law School 1327.

To\m Meetuitj: State of the LGB Community at UCLA
Curt Shepard (Moderator), director, NGLTF
Campus Project. James West Center, Founder's

Room.

DedUaled to the Onej We Uwe: KOST-FM
Community Call-in. James West Center

Founder's Room.

Noon - Ipm Domestic Partnership Rally: Love Seej No Gender

Assemblyman Richard Katz (D-Sylmar), author of

AB 2810; Jeff Horton, Los Angeles City Board of

Education; Laurie McBride, Executive Director,

Life AIDS Lobby; Jewel and Rue Thais-Williams,

community activists. Westwood Plaza.

2 - 3:30pm AIDS/HIV Panel, with Dr. W. David Hardy,

UCLA Clinical AIDS Research and Education

Center. School of Medicine, CHS Room 13-105.

3:30 - 5pm UCLA LGB Studies/Currreylum Update, with

Eloise Klein Healy, author, poet, Antioch University

faculty. Ackerman Room 2412.

lambda Alumni Panel, with Carol Anderson,

founder of Connexxus, GLAAD LA; Rick Davis,

Lambda Legal Defense & Education Fund;''Joanne

Hill, art conservator, UCLA Fowler Museum.

Faculty Center, Sierra Room.

7 - 8:30pm

Thursday, October 1 3

Noon - Ipm

A - 5:30pm

Tuesday, October 1 1

Noon - 1pm

1pm - 2pm
4 - 5:30pm

5:30 - 7pm

7:30 - 9pm

National Coming Out Day Out eS Proud Rally

with Guest Speakers: Amanda Bearse, "Married

with Children"; Wes Combs, Project Director,

National Coming Out Day; Bruce Hayes, 198-4

Olympic Gold Medalist, Swimming; Lorri Jean,

Executive Director, LA Gay & Lesbian Community

Services Center; Sheila Kuehl, Democratic

candidate, 4 1st Assembly District; David Mixner,

former campaign advisor to President Clinton; Lynda

Montgomery, comedian (emcee); UCLA students,

faculty, staff and alumni. Westwood Plaza.

Post-NCOD Rally Press Conference.

Sue Ellen Case: Performing Lesbian in the Age of

Technology. Law School. Room 1430.

UCLA LGB Open House. Faculty Center,

California Room.

Water Polo iti the Gay '90j. Team UCLA vs. West

Hollywood Aquatics Team (1994 Gay Games

Champions) with Bruce Hayes. Men's Gym Pool.

ROTC Discrimination Rally: Don't Atk... Tell! with

Special Guests: U.S. Navy Lt. Tracy Thorne and U.S.

Army Sgt. Jose Zuniga, State Senator Tom Hayden

(D-Santa Monica), Roberta Bennett, HRCF Board of

Governors. Westwood Plaza.

Civil Rights/Legal Issues Panel An() JiiMiiefor All,

with Jon Davidson, ACLU; J Craig Fong, Lambda

Legal Defense & Education Fund; Prof. Kenneth

Karst, UCLA School of Law. Law School Room 1430.

5:30 - 7:30pm Family Issues Panels:

Part 1 - Domestic Partnership and Marriage, with Laurie

McBride, Executive Director, Life AIDS Lobby; Rae

Lee Siporin, Director, Undergraduate Admissions and

Relations with Schools (moderator).

Part 2 - Parenting, with Sherrie Roth, GLASS; and Dean

Larkin, Maybe Baby. Law School Room 1357.

Movies at Ackerman: "Go Fish" and "The

Adventures of Priscilla: Queen of the Desert".

Rap: Diversity in the LGB Community. Linda

Garnet^ (Moderator), UCLA faculty, Psychology

Department. Griffin Commons, South Bay Room.

7pm -...

8pm "...

5:30 - 7pm

9pm -,..

9pm -...

Friday, October 1

4

Life it a Ctiluirel... Comedy, Songs, Poetry and More,

with comedian Lynda Montgomery and cast

members performing excerpts from The BalLidof ~

LiitleMikey. The Cooperage.

Movies at Ackerman: "The Adventures of

Priscilla: Queen of the Desert" and "Go Fish".

NCOW Celebration Party: Shake Your Pride Tbiiigl

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center Vista Room.

ForMore Indentation, Call (510) 281-8957.

^
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SHABBAT AT CHABAD!
. Every Friday night at Sundown

Great people, great food, great; place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:30 p.m.!

(310) 208-7511 741 Gayley Ave. - Westwood

.Ot^NGATt^

^rtTTtflll lfW.„„,TrrtTlfl llltrm^

SAN l-RAN<IS<0

Golden Gate Grill
•

In San Francisco's Bermuda Triangle

Welcomes
UCLA FANS/ALUMNI

for the

CAL-UCLA
Football Weekend

Bring this ad and get 15% off ofyourfood bill

3200 Fillmore Street

931-4600

Reservations accepted

20% off of Souvenir T-shirts and sweatshirts with this ad

Mademoiselle magazine invites you to voice your
opinion as a member of the College Marketing
Board. Mademoiselle is actively seeking interested

college students to share thoughts and opinions on
fashion and beauty products. Career ambitions.
Relationships. Money. And more! As an active

member of Mademoiselle's College Marketing Board,
you'll not only answer questionnaires about your
buying and lifestyle habits - you'll be eligible to

receive product samples and information from a
variety of Mademoiselle advertisers. You may even

have the opportunity to test new products and to

assist Mademoiselle in coordinating an event on your campus.

do4vtnUss^oiU^ojvtAis^exci(in^Of2fio^UunUa/.

If you would like to be considered for membership on Mademoiselle's

College Marketing Board, please complete this form and return to:

Daria Fabian, College Marketing Board, Mademoiselle,

350 Madison Avenue, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10017.

Fax: (212) 880-8165.

no/^ie

oUU^name'

ickootadd/Ma»>

JaUafJdMA

MHu/iMlion dale

kout'oflui'do'ifoU'ieadmaiUmoUelU,?

n\€4i«*^mo*uA, {36-12 UauiA D3-5«i

koW'do'fOM>ptMcJuut«'H%adtr%oi«*UM'7
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PROP. 187
From page 1

cute people of color, since they

would be easy targets.

"My parents, they're citizens,

but they don't speak English.
What happens when the police

stop them?" asked Jose Rangel, a

third-year economics student. He
added that they could be denied
social services because they might
not have the language ability or

proper papers on hand to defend
themselves if questioned.

Perhaps the most sticky point of

Proposition 1 87, critics say, is that

the initiative does not specify by
what criteria teachers, health care

workers and social service
employees may judge possible
illegal immigrants.

A person's skin color or accent

may be enough to suspect some-
one, Rangel explained.

"We're the main ones that are

probably going to get it," he said.

As the marchers paused briefly

outside of the North Campus
eatery to chant their protest, many
people sitting at tables eating
lunch seemed taken aback by the

noise.

Marytza Mendizabal, who had
been reading a newspaper when
the marchers appeared, was shak-

ing her head after the protesters

moved on.

MIDDLE EAST
From page 1

rent Middle East peace process,

affects the area in an ambiguous
way, and could harm Israel more
than help it.

"I'm all for peace, but I don't

believe that giving up land will

bring about peace, and is good for

Israel," third-year political sci-

ence student Karen Springer said.

"If the Arabs cared so much about

the Palestinians, why aren't they

the ones taking them in?"

Other students disagreed, say-

ing that Israel received immea-
surable benefit from the
completion of the peace negotia-

tions between the Jewish state

and its Arab neighbors.

"Our (Israel's) gains are not
tangible," Jewish Student Union
external vice president Shirley
DIoomy said. "But if you ask a

soldier's mother what she thinks,

she'll say she's for peace."

Optimism about gains from the

peace process seemed tb be wide-

spread, and some UCLA profes-

sors said that the talks* underway
now presented a uniqlie opportu-

nity for Middle Eastern countries.

"I'm very enthusiastic about
(the peace process,)" visiting Tel

Aviv University professor Yair
Evron said. "It's the only option
that Israel and the Arab states

have - it is replete with tremen-
dous difficulties, but I think that

it will go ahead."

To some, the actions of Peres
and others in the peace negotia-

tions represent Israel's surrender

to terrorism.

"Any negotiations regarding
the giving back of land are suici-

dal," said UCLA Chabbad Rabbi
Mendel Cunin. "We're showing
terrorists that by acts of terror-

ism, they can get what they
want."

During his speech, Peres refut-

ed the arguments of domestic
Israeli critics, saying the interests

of peace overrode the immediate
- more selfish - needs of the

Israeli population.

"In war there is no alternative

to victory - but in peace there is

no alternative to compromise,"
Peres said. "Everyone's for
peace, but not everyone is for

paying the cost of peace."

The coaflict'^ history stems

"If people are legal residents,

we have no problem with them
coming over our borders," the

fourth-year political science stu-

dent said. "If they're going to go
over and steal our jobs, it's wrong.
It's not racism. It's the law."

"Our state is sinking," agreed
third-year sociology student Miles
Hamburg, who was sitting with
Mendizabal. "And'you've got to

do what you've got to do."

Many of the initiative's oppo-
nents have said the proposition is

racist, but Mendizabal disagreed.

"I'm half-Peruvian and half-

Mexican. There *s no way I could

be racist " said Mendizabal, who
added that her parents legally

entered the country, and that oth-

ers should do the same.

The protesters walked to

Chancellor Charles Young's office

demanding to know his position

on the initiative. Young, however,
was not at UCLA, according to

Lyle Timmerman, acting assistant

vice chancellor for student life.

Afterward, the protesters stopped
at the grassy area in front of
Schoenberg Hall, where a teach-in

ensued.

For Lin, who did not join the

march but picked up a flyer
instead, the protest made her think

twice about voting in November.
"I wasn't planning to (vote),"

she admitted. "But maybe I will

now."

from the area's borders, which
were redrawn to create Israel in

1948, after a long struggle for
independence from the British.

Until then, the area had been
called Palestine. The Palestinians,

who are the centerpiece of much
of the conflict, are the Arab
descendants of those who inhabit-

ed Israel before it became a state.

Last year, Israel gave partial

independence to two areas which
it seized during wars in the 1 960s
and 1970s, called the Gaza Strip

and West Bank. The Palestinians

who live in these areas now have

"In war there is no

alternative to victory -

but in peace there is no

alternative to

compromise."

Shimon Peres

Israeli Foreign Minister

a semi-autonomous government.

Debate now centers on the

Golan Heights, an area at the

country's northeastern end
between Israel and its neighbor
Syria, which lost this land to

Israel during the 1973 Yom
kippur War. Syria considers the

Heights its territory. Israel wants
the land as a buffer against Syria.

Some UCLA professors said
that if Israel abandons the
Heights, such a move would be
viewed as a significant step
toward peace.

"There's no way the peace
process will be settled unfess
Israel gives up part of the Golan
Heights," said political science
Professor Richard Rosecrance.
"There will be a demilitarization

of the Golan that will be interna-

tionally policed, so that there's no
way that Syria will put guns back
on the Golan."

These strategic buffers hold
much importance for Israel,
Rosecrance said, because of
Israel's siege mind-set after they
were won in battle.

"If you go back and look at the

basis of negotiations in 1967 and
1973, everyone was insane - land
was crucial," Rosecrance said.

But, he added, now the need"
for land is diminished, and the
mind-set has changed.

'. i

From page 1

Much of the audience supported
Peres in his continuing attempt to

exchange land for peace with
Israel's neighbors.

"If that's the only thing that can
be done in peace than it must be
done," said Greg Leon, third-year

ethnomusicology student.

"There is no way (peace with
Syria) will be settled unless Israel

gives up part of the Golan
Heights," agreed Richard
Rosecrance, UCLA political sci-

ence professor.

Others were more hesitant to

embrace the current negotiations.

"I hope he is doing the right
thing because the future of Israel

is relying on him at these critical

times," said Roy Yaari, third-year

psychobiology student.

Addressing the question of
Palestinian occupation, Peres said

that the Jewish people have never
ruled over another group of people.

"And whoever dominated us
disappeared from history, so why
should we follow them," he asked.

Peres spoke of other foreign
policy issues, including the diffi-

cult political changes in the post-
Cold War world.

"We are departing from a world
of enemies to a world of prob-
lems. We are totally disorganized,

totally disoriented," he said.
"What can we do to combat the

problems of starvation, discrimi-

nation, nuclear disarmament,
drugs, AIDS, the destruction of
the environment? Can we really

kill starvation with guns?"
Peres was also awarded with

the UCLA medal, the university's

highest honor. Chancellor Charles
Young, who presented the medal,
said Peres deserved the decoration

for his commitment to internation-

al peace.

"Melding great vision with
pragmatic leadership, he has
imbued the turbulent political

landscape of the Middle East with
a new spirit of optimism and
cooperation," Young said.

During his more than 30-year
tenure as a member of the Israeli

parliament, Peres held several key
positions dealing with the nation's

defense and security. He has
authored several books on politi-

cal affairs and the Middle East.

Peres previously spoke at

UCLA in September 1987, when
he envisioned peace between
Israel and its neighbors.
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BROWN
From page 3

also said she would expand stu-

dent loans, financial aid and job
training programs. She was met
with loud approval from her sup-

porters.

At a press conference for stu-

dent journalists following her
speech. Brown talked about
improving access to higher educa-
tion beyond freezing fees.

Saying Wilson has "stuck it to

the students," Brown promised to

reform and streamline loan and
financial aid, which she claims has
languished under a Wilson-
appointed financial-aid commis-
sion.

She afgued that state education

across the board must be made
"one seamless network, not little

Balkan empires" by coordinating

curriculum reform among sec-

ondary schools, community col-

leges and state universities. She
also advocated a special "college

savings bond" program to help
families savie for their children's

education.

Asked why she proposed a fee

freeze rather than a roll-back pro-

gram to retain the 1 30,000 com-
munity college students she says
were lost under Wilson, Brown
replied that fiscal and political

realities dictated what could be
done.

"I would make it free if I

could," she said. "But we have to

work within the realm of the pos-
sible."

Outside, Brown's visit was
billed as a "Voter Registration
Rally," with Brown as the
"keynote speaker." The event's
supporters waded across the
crowded campus through legions
of clipboard-equipped campaign
workers, who lined up behind
ironing boards as they exhorted
passers-by to register and vote.

Wilson supporters were
nowhere to be seen except for a

few passing out photocopied cri-

tiques of Brown's economic plan.

A group of 50 supporters toted

signs and placards protesting the

anti-illegal immigration
Proposition 187, and Wilson's
policies. Signs read "No on 187!"

and "No re-Pete! No re-Pete!"
was the supporters' resounding
cry.

SPIN
From page 3

th^ 1990s. But Brown's "Voter
Registration Rally" taught a les-

son in the vital and exploitable
role of younger voters in modem
politics.

For on the face of it. Brown vis-

ited SMC to meet the next genera-
tion and to "get out the vote,"
always a worthy cause in a coun-
try whose voting rate topped/out

•just iinder 55 percent Tih|lie/1 992
general election. But beileath, the

campaign stop struck a politically

shrewd note, a chance to recruit a
potentially powerful demographic
in the upcoming gubernatorial
election.

It is known as The Spin - how a
candidate shapes his or her mes-
sage to the mold of the target audi-

ence so that he or she sounds just

like them. Brown did not lose The
Spin, and she played right into her
targeted audience. She pulled out
a 'Top 10" list.

"With apologies to David
Letterman, I have a 'Top 10 List
of Why Wilson Needs To Go.'
Number 10: He thinks the 'Motor
Voter' bill is a heavy metal rock
band." Brown said, referring to a

law opposed by Wilson that com-
bines voter and driver's license
registration.

The top-10 list motor voter
remark illustrated something more
than open pandering to an audi-
ence. The crack produced a sharp
example of just how crucial young
voters are to the gubernatorial
candidates.

For example, young voters tend

to vote Democratic. The 1992
Clinton campaign was not lost to

this, as it heavily recruited college

students and advocated a motor
voter bill that former President
George Bush also opposed.

Behind in public opinion polls,

the Brown campaign sees the
swing vote of their dreams in the

young, collegiate audience. Even
the choice of Santa Monica
College resulted from political

calculations.

Brown's campaign claims com-
munity colleges have lost almost
130,000 students as a result of
Wilson's policies, while Cal State

campuses have lost 43,000.
Community college fees have
jumped nearly 300 percent, while
University of California fees have
only doubled. Far more people.

See SPIN, page 10
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money for this
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Citibank.
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Whether you're an undergraduate

or graduate student, Gtibanic has a

student loan to meet your needs.

If you're short on funds this semester, you're

not alone. During the 30 years we've been

in the student loan business, students have

often told us that they need extra money

during the course of the semester to pay for

tuition, books, and other expenses. If this

sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

the nation's Number One student loan

lender, to provide you with the best financial

aid products and services with these

important benefits:

No payments while you are in school

Low interest rates

I Loans for students of all incomes

I Monthly payments as low as $50

I No penalty for eariy repayment

I You don't have to be a current Citibank

customer to qualify!

The faster you respond, the faster we can

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

1-80(W91«200, ext. 594. Call today,

and we'll get an application out to you the

next business day!

Call l-8()()-()92-82()() ext. 594

I

I

I

I
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Yes! I need a student loan now!

Send me more Information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

O All Federal Stafford Loans o Federal PLUS Loan
(for undergraduate and graduate students) (for parents of dependent students only)

O Citibank Graduate Loans
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I can make $120/week doing what?

(it's huge!)
11628 SAmA MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 1 1-2 AM
\ IS" Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

I only$8b98

I
plus Garlic Bread arKl 2 Cokes

only $9.99

[_ Add $1 and nwte Itji Ex-togjeJ 8;_

ftl90Q X-LAR6E¥" AN IM toppings

your heart desires

FREE 6-pdck of Coke

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

alifbmia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

for young male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate spefm. You will

participate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

chiklren.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are a/fected by

infiernlity. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from dofK>rs.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and tree

medical/gerwtic testing. For more

details call C310>443-SZ44 EXT 24
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Pick up your free cassette samples featuring these

artists...while supply lasts

SPiN
From page 9

that is, voters, study at community
colleges than on the Cal State and
UC campuses.
To add the personal touch.

Brown told her SMC audience
that she, like many of them, was a
"non-traditional student who took
seven and a half years to omiplete
(her) degree" and went to night
school for her law degree at age
40.

Wilson realizes the power of
this young Democratic demo-
graphic, now angry about the
squeeze that has tightened during
his leadership. Wilson opposed the

Motor Voter bill and recently
vetoed the Student Voting Rights
Act, which would have set up
polling stations on campuses.
Had the law gone into effect, it

would have become more conve-
nient for more young Democrats
to vote him out of office.

This isn't to say Brown rises

above reproach few advocating stu-

dents* priorities. Both Wilson and
Brown exploit immigration.
Brown's five-part plan for eco-
nomic recovery unveiled yester-
day devotes a whole chapter to
illegal immigration. That is, anti-

illegal immigration.

Illegal immigration is a no-losc,

almost non-partisan issue. The
voters find it enormously impor-
tant. So Brown addresses the issue

very prominently to maintain her
political viability.

But The Spin wobbled at SMC
yesterday as Brown faced a crowd
that not only chanted "No re-Pete!

No re-Pete!" but also hoisted signs

protesting Proposition 187, the
controversial anti-illegal immigra-
tion initiative.

Standing in front of her target

demographic, the hip band and
top- 10 list couldn'f help her froni

"^

stepping on the feet of her sup-
porters over the contentious immi-
gration issue.

Brown had to do a political
two-step to avoid riling her natural

allies. She said she supports
"tough anti-illegal immigration
laws" while opposing Proposition
187.

Burgo and the blues band
played on. i

BANKiNG
From page 3

below the minimum balance of
$750 one time in a month subjects

the account holder to a $9 fee at

Wells Fargo Bank.
This means that 12 months of

easy-to-make accounting errors
could set you back $108 a year.

On the other hand, Fidelity
Federal, whose closest branch is

in West Los Angeles, has no mini-
mum balance whatsoever.

Such now-common fees as per-

check charges are a relatively
recent innovation. Only with the
advent of electronic processing of
checks - before, they were
processed manually - can banks
actually apply the per-check
charges many students are
slapped with, said bank represen-
tatives.

Automatic Teller Machine
(ATM) convenience, another issue
of concern to cash-hungry stu-
dents, can be a pricey privilege.
Wells Fargo and Bank of America
charge between $1 and $3 each
time you step up to a "foreign," or
different bank's, ATM. Of course,
their native ATM's are also among
the most common available.

Further, at Bank of America
ATMs, simply looking at your last

10 transactions costs $1 , a service
provided free just by walking in

See BANKIIM, pageU
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From page 10

to the bank during working houi^.

When searching for the perfect

marriage between you and bank,

beware of misnomers as well,

many consumer advocates advise.

At Great Western, "Student
Checking," is not a special service

provided to students to serve their

needs better, but an excuse to slap

lower-income people with a

monthly service charge for check-

ing.

Other institutions view things

differently.

While Rosa Shadsirat,
Financial Services representative

at Bank of America insists, "We
always haVe specials for stu-

dents," many banks are now offer-

ing deals to students on campus.
Choosing a bank, however, is

not as simple as just finding the

best interest rates and lowest fees.

While banks are generally per-

ceived as solid, immutable institu-

tions, since the '808, problems are

not uncommon.
In the weeks since CALPIRG

conducted its study, Fidelity

Federal sold several of its branch-

es to Home Savings because of a

falling profit margin.

With a little more money, a lot

imore choices are available to stu-

dents. By combining their sav-

ings and checking accounts at

some banks, it's possible to elim-

inate minimum balances alto-

gether.

For example. Bank of America
offers an account it calls Alpha,

which also throws in free checks

and overdraft protection as well.

And, for students looking for a

longer term investment, the Los
Angeles Times prints a survey of

local Certificate of Deposit (CD)
jatcs. every Monday in its

Business section.

TRIBE
From page 6

haps also racist, they set off a con-

tinuing public debate on what for

Israelis is an existential question:

Has the time come to amend or

even repeal the Law of Return,

which gives all Jews, with few
exceptions, and specified non-
Jews an automatic right to relocate

here?

The law was enacted in 1950,

two years after Israel came into

being, and it is a bedrock of mod-
em Zionism. But some leading fig-

urjes in the Zionist establishment

%am that if they do not close what
they call legal loopholes, Israel

may be swamped by immigrants
with dubious ties to Judaism, and

find its Jewish character in peril.

Supposed members of lost

tribes, while attention-grabbing,

are the least of their concerns for

now. More immediately worri-

some, they say, are many of the

roughly 500,000 immigrants from

the former Soviet Union who have

poured in since 1989, helping to

swell Israel's population to 5.4

million.

Government officials now
acknowledge what they used to

deny in the heady first days of the

Soviet flow: that an estimated one-

third of the immigrants are not the

least bit Jewish.

They have been allowed in

under a 1970 amendment to the

Law of Return, extending immi-
gration rights to any person with a

single grandparent who was
Jewish, even if the connection to

Judaism ended there. That person's

spouse, again even if non-Jewish,

enjoys the same rights.

This three-generation standard

for Jcwishness was the same one

used by the Nazis, and it closed an

historical circle.

«?*:-.
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An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities

vJOpcnd a year or a semester immersed in the life

and culture ofFlorence. Study at the University of

Florence in private tutorials and seminars. Students

of the arts work with Italian artists and musicians.

For information and an application:

Sarah Lawrence College in Florence

BoxUCLAF
Sarah Lawrence College

1 Mead Way
Bronxville, NY 10708-5999

(800) 873-4752
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

Attention Prop. 187 backers:
whites get scapegoated too
By David Russell Collins

I am writing in response to

Dawn Mabalon's article ("Asian

Americans should oppose Prop.
187," Oct. 5), and before I begin

this article on Proposition 187,

you should be advised of an inter-

esting thing about me: I am white.

If you feel compelled to throw
this paper away now because you
are afraid the white majority is

about to throw another confusing

line of hypocritical bull feces at

you, then I invite you to do so.

Having said that ...

I am not opposed to Mabalon's
opinions about the quality of
Proposition 187. As a matter of
fact, the only reason I registered

to vote is to help vote down the

proposition. What I am opposed
to is her scapegoating whites as

the bill's backers.

The truth is that the people
responsible for Proposition 1 87
have only one universal thing in

common, and it's not race. No,
the only thing that Proposition

1 87 backers have in common is

the fact that they all face re-elec-

tion following an economic reces-

sion which has hit California

especially hard. Their most obvi-

_ous way to gain re-eleciioa fbU
lowing this crisis is to find a

scapegoat, and this time around
the easiest target has been the ille-

gal immigrant.

In a manner similar to the

politicians who use immigrants as

a scapegoat against which to rally

voters and gain re-election.

Mabalon uses the white race as a

scapegoat to incite people into

action. Actually, she achieves her

results in roughly the same way
politicians do, by treating the

scapegoated group as a large mass
of identical beings with identical

ambitions and abilities. For
instance, while politicians spread

myths about illegal immigrants
being uneducated, lazy and living

off welfare which should be used
for honest Americans down on
their luck, Mabalon fuels the

myth that the while majority

adopts a purist philosophy and is

afraid of all people of color who
might stain their pure genes.

Ironically, both of these myths
are remediable by the same mean.
The only step that we as U.S. citi-

zens need to take is to look at

other ethnic groups (and our own)
as a collection of individuals. If

all whites are viewed as one large

oppressing majority, it is very
easy to hate us and to blame us

for this flawed proposition. This —
attitude, however, is self-defeating

in that it fosters racial division,

which can only lead to nxjre

propositions along the same lines

as 187. Similarly, Proposition 187
is very easy to vote for if immi-
grants are viewed as leeches on
the welfare system. However,
when one begins to view either

whites or the immigrating popula-

tion as a collection of individuals,

both views are extremely difficult

to justify.

As a final note, in my opinion,

both the politicians and Mabalon
have one other similarity in their

arguments - their outdated infor-

mation, thinking and opinions.

Mabalon continually pulls exam-
ples from history to strengthen

her argument. However, the

majority of her examples come
from the turn of the century, and
all but one example fall before

1935. Actually, every date given
in Mabalon's article is before

1967. The world has changed
since 1967 and the fact that no
complaint was issued about any
event following 1968 is testament

to that fact.

Of course, this is not to say that

the past is meaningless; after all,

as historians are fond of saying,

history does repeat itself. But his-

tory is not a circle, but rather an
advancing spiral which moves

steadily forward and backward
while all the while advancing
slowly. In my opinion.

Proposition 187 and Mabalon's
cdlumn are simply movements in

the backward portion of this spi-

ral. So let us all help advance the

spiral of history by voting against

Proposition 1 87 and by thinking

twice when we read columns such
as the one written by Mabalon.

Collins is an undeclaredfirst-year
student.

Viewpoint

Dismal anniversary greetings go out to World Bank
By Jacquie Calnan

The 50th anniveign^ of the founding of
the World Bank and International Monetary
Fund (IMF) is not a golden one.

These international agencies are support-
ed by U.S. tax dollars, and yet few taxpay-
ers realize that policies of the Bank and the
Fund are not only harming the environment
and the poor of developing countries, Ixit

American workers as well.

A new report by the Institute of Policy
Studies'(IPS) and the 50 Years Is Enough
Campaign reveals that the policies of the

World Bank and IMF are responsible for
the loss of over 20,000 American jobs a
year.

The World Bank and IMF frequently

impose free market economic policies

called "structural adjustment programs" on
indebted countries as a condition for

receiving aid. These programs can include
cuts in social spending in areas such as
health and education, the elimination of
price supports and imposition of wage con-
trols, currency devaluation and trade liber-

alization. These conditions cut the

purchasing power of consumers while mak-
ing U.S imports more expensive.

Of the 54 countries that received major
World Bank and IMF policy-based loans in

the 1980s, 33 reduced their imports of U.S.
goods and cost American jobs, according to

the IPS-50 Years Is Enough study.

So not only have structural adjustment
programs bred illiteracy, malnutrition, dis-

integration of economies, environmental
degradation and death in Africa, Latin

America and Southeast Asia - they have
also dealt a blow to the U.S. labor force.

This is one of the "boomerang effects" in

which the heavy debt burden of poor coun-
tries hits Americans. There are others.

Global warming has intensified because of
accelerated harvesting of rain forests for

timber as countries seek ways to earn hard
currency for their debt payments. Cocaine
traffic has increased as growing coca
becomes one of the very few options for

survival of peasants in Columbia, Bolivia
and Peru, while governments seeking dol-
lars look the other way. The ranks of those
seeking to emigrate to the United States

and other rich countries swell as thousands
seek to escape the dire economic condi-
tions by the structural adjustment programs
in their countries.

The irony is that poor countries have
actually provided the rich countries with
much more money in debt payments than
the rich countries have given to the poor
countries in aid.

The Worid Bank continues to fund large,

flashy mega-projects such as roads, dams
and power plants that have devastating

social and environmental consequences,
including the forced displacement of mil-
lions of people. This type of lending does
more to line the pockets of the elite than fill

the stomachs of the poor.

The Worid Bank and IMF have wan-
dered far from their original mandates and

have taken upon themselves vast powers
which they are unwilling to give up. Today
they are massive, bloated institutions oper-
ating in secret and paying little regard to

the impact of their programs on the poor of
the countries they are supposed to be help-
ing. These multilateral institutions are

untouchable by national laws and claim to

operate outside the realnr of international

laws.

It is time for profound change in the

Worid Bank and IMF. They need to be
smaller, decentralized, democratically run
and based on the principles of openness
and accountability. Poverty reduction and
ecological sustainability should become the

centerpiece of their operations at every
level.

Such reforms will come only through
sustained public pressure and a refusal to

continue funding the Worid Bank and IMF
with American tax dollars until new stan-

dards are met. Congress has made a start by
imposing conditions of reform on the release

of some of its 1995 budget appropriations for

the Bank and the Fund. This financial tourni-

quet must be tightened until the hen[X)rrhag-

ing of dollars into programs which hurt us all

is stopped.

Americans need to tell Congress and the

Administration that "50 Years Is Enough!" lb
request an information packet containing sug-
gested messages to Congress and the

Administration, position papers, action ideas

and/or other resources, contact the 50 Year Is

Enough Campaign at (202) 463-2265 or write
to the Campaign at Suite 300, 1025 Vermont
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005. -

Calnan is media director ofthe U.S. 50 Years

Is Enough campaign, a coalition ofmore than
100 citizfin groups working to bring

substantial reform to the World Bank atid

IMF.

National coming out week is rapidly approaching,

we would like to publish your coming out experiences,

stories and anecdotes all next week in Viewpoint start-

ing on Tuesday, Oct. 11. Please drop your submissions

offat The Bruin (the shorter, the better), fax them to

206-0906 or call Viewpoint at 825-2216for more info.

Daily Bruin
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898
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Proposition 187
not motivatod
by racism
Editor:

This letter addresses a couple
of the more annoying items con-

tained in Dawn Mabalon's
Viewpoint article (Oct. 5, "Asian

Americans should oppose Prop.

187). First, I would like to discuss

her characterization of the United

States as a "racist capitalist soci-

ety." The U.S. is not a "racist soci-

ety." Though racism may exist in

various, unfortunate undercurrents

of our mainstream society, it does

not ^ as Mabalon suggests -

define it.

Also, her implicitly derogato-

ry usage of the word "capitalist"

seems to foi^get the fact that the

FREE MARKET economic sys-

tem has brought a better life to

more people than any other eco-

nomic system in the entire history

of human existence! After all, the

poorest fifth of the population of
nearly any free market industrial-

ized nation you wish to choose is

still far better off t|van the entire

population of any one of the pre-

_ sent or former communist nations.

Secondly, I wanted to say that

I agree with Mabalon in that

immigration has been an impor-

tant - and indeed vital - part of

American history. This nation was
founded on immigration and its

tremendous success was fueled by
the dreams and determination of

the millions of immigrants it has

received over the years.

No, immigration is a wonder-
ful thing and immigrants ->

LEGAL immigrants - should be

respected and welcomed. My con-

cern and Proposition 187's focus

is not with these wonderful peo-

ple. Rather it is the ILLEGAL
immigration that is a problem and

the focus of Proposition 187, and
I nuist say that I am tired of

Mabalon and other commentators
in Viewpoint conveniently omit-

ting the word "illegal" from their

discussions of illegal immigra-

tion!

In closing, I would like to

applaud James Lebakken's article

in the same issue (Oct. 5,

"Government not responsible for

charity, uphold moral conscious-

ness on your own"), which is a

more intelligent, logical or rea-

sonable article that Tve seen from
a Viewpoint columnist.

Matt Keuneke
Senior

Aerospace Engineering

Yes on 186:
heaitii security

for aii, forever

Editon

What will the passage of

California's Proposition 1 86 mean
for you? Passage of California's

He^th Security Act would ensure

health coverage for every

Califomian forever.

As a UCLA student, member of

the faculty or staff, you most likely

have access to health coverage and

to the finest medical care available

at the UCLA Medical Center. When
you graduate or find employment
elsewhere, it won't be that easy.

During the national health care

debate, Americans highlighted the

existence of health care benefits as

a major consideration when look-

ing for a job or deciding to change

jobs. In an attempt to keep their

profits up, insurance companies

seek to discontinue health coverage

for those who use it frequently.

Thus, if you have a "pre-existing

condition," they will not pay for

any treatment of that condition

once you change medical coverage.

For those Californians experiencing

medical conditions, they must con-

sider whether to lose coverage and
face higher premiums, or to stay in

Jheir current job at their current

level of health coverage. This is

called "job lock," and you can

imagine that it does not bode well

for the economy when people are

not able to follow their best inter-

ests in the job market because they

are literally strapped for health

care.

Proposition 186 will make health

coverage a non-issue because all

Californians will have health secu-

rity from cradle to grave. The oppo-

nents say the government will

provide health care. In fact.

Proposition 1 86, the California

Health Security Act. is a single

payer system where traditional doc-

tor/patient relationships are main-

tained, the government only pays

the bills. Choice is conserved under

this plan, unlike today where health

maintenance organizations (HMOs)
continually interfere in

doctor/patient relationships and

limit our choices in health care

providers.

The plan will be paid for by a 2.5

percent income tax, replacing any

premiums and co-payments you
currently pay, while your employer
will pay a 4.4 - 8.9 percent in pay-

roll tax (a significant reduction in

many cases). In addition, a $1 per

pack cigarette tax will be impeded.

Currently, as the cost of health

care coverage dispenses with 14

percent of our Gross National
Product; Californians experience

job lock and ordinary infectious dis-

eases proliferate because of a lack

of basic medical care. The lime has

come for California to lead the

nation once again in positive
change. Now that the national
health care debate is tabled,
Californians must vote yes on
Proposition 1 86. A strong message
from a state as powerful as
Califomia that Americans are ready

for real improvement will go a long

way in sending a message to our
national leadership. Vote yes on
Proposition 1 86, health security for

all Californians forever.

Kelly Barnes
tX^LA '90 graduate

Karen Rint
Graduate student

Monetary
burdens come
in many forms
Editor:

As a UCLA graduate and
Extension student I noticed

Wednesday, Oct. 5 that the "No

—

on 187" folks have spoken in the

form of graffiti written all over

campus, and in illegally posted

flyers. One question: you're so

worried about the monetary bur-

den placed on California should

187 pass, where do you think the

clean-up funds to repair your
vandalism will come from?

Secondly, Proposition 187 is

against ILLEGAL immigrants,

not immigrants as John Du
incorrectly stated in his view-

point, *Take charge of 'Save Our
State': educate, organize.

demonstrate" If a person desires

government services, why can't

they simply apply for a green-

card and become legal U.S.

immigrants? I have no savings

account or medical insurance yet

I have accumulated more than

$3,500 in medical bills recently.

Where do I go? How many for-

eign governments would pay this

for me if I was not a legal resi-

dent of their country?

Jim Lehmann
UCLA Extension student

B.A., Design '88

Viewpoint

Bruins' commitment to grade sclioolers spelled AEP
By May Lui

Wanted: a patient, open-minded person

to be a tutor, mentor and friend io students

from grades one through six every

Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon at

Chinatown's Castelar Elementary School.

The experiences are priceless and the

rewards are immeasurable. Commitment is

a must.

As one of the oldest and largest commu-
nity service organizations at UCLA, the

Asian Education Project (AEP) has

expanded from a mere 10 tutors to more
than 150 tutors in its 26 years of existence.

Although the majority of tutors are from
UCLA, AEP also includes tutors from
use, Cal State L.A. and Occidental

College.

Tutors volunteer two hours of their time

each Saturday to teaching students math
and English skills as well as lessons oh
other cultures, the environment and the

uses of the public library.

At the same tinie, AEP tries to foster an
environment in which big brother/big sister

relationships can develop. The project's

organizers hope that not only each tutee.

but each tutor who commits to this project,

will in turn gain something they deem
worthwhile from the program.
The project itself is situated in

Chinatown where a majority of residents

are Asian and a much smaller percentage
are Latinos. According to the 1990 United

States Census, 1 ,365 immigrants entered

and settled in Chinatown between 1985
and 1986. Between 1987 and 1990, that

number doubled. A third of the families

were below the poverty levej, half of the

families were on public assistance and half

of the children from those families spoke
English as their second language. -

As a refuge for many immigrants enter-

ing the United States, it is also an area

where crime, poverty and different cultures

and ideas sometimes clash. The economic
and social backgrounds of the students

vary. Many are from war-torn countries and
some have dealt with hardships that would
seem unimaginable for any child to bear.

Upon arriving to the United Slates, these

students must not only learn a new lan-

guage but must learn a new way of life.

The Asian Education Project makes the

process a little easier to bear.

Running a community service project

like AEP, though, is not without its draw-
backs. Due to the organization's ever-

increasing size, many things must be

considered, such as tutor commitment and
funding. The realities of these issues make
it difficiUt to accomplish some of the goals

AEP has set, but as long as there is a need
for community service, AEP will try its

best to meet those needs.

Tutors must be sensitive and understand-

ing to meet the special needs of their

tutees. When a child develops a rapport

with a tutor, his or her relationship

becomes a stable force overriding lan-

guage, cultural and/or economic barriers.

But when a tutor fails to show up every

Saturday or lakes his or her role lightly, a

child suffers because of it. As a result, they

often feel rejected or neglected because
they must once again learn to place their

trust in someone new. Altered routines and
new tutors confuse children and often

cause unnecessary anxieties and tears. But

once a tutor establishes a bond with a tutee,

they can then figure out the student's

strengths and weaknesses and thus aid

them in overcoming any problems or defi-

ciencies.

One fourth-grade girl involved in our

program had difficulty reading at her level.

Why? It was not due to a lack of ability on
her part, but because she did not evQn icnow

the sounds of the alphabet. Nevertheless,

her teachers passed her into the next grade

without her having achieved a satisfactory

level of academic proficiency.

Because of the one-on-one tutoring she

received at AEP. she can now read at her

level. Similarly, many students are being

cheated out of a solid education because of

budget cuts and large classroom sizes. One
way to combat this is through programs
like AEP that supplement the classroom.

As a community service organization,

AEP depends on funds allocated by the

Community Activities Commission, grants

and fundraisers. With a combined tutor-

tutee population of more than 300, the

resources AEP receives barely cover the

costs of vans and buses to transport tutors,

pay for quarterly field trips and duplicate

worksheets and other materials.

With our own radically reduced budget,

even essential needs are sometimes left

unmet. Supplies such as new workbooks,
crayons, pencils and construction paper

must be rationed and shared amongst many
while extras are rare.

This year. AEP must run an even larger

program on half the amount of monetary
resources it was allotted last year. Although
our project is growing, we do not have the

funds to facilitate it. Sadly, to accommo-
date the changes in our organization, we
must turn away tutees who really need

help. As a result, the program's outreach is

left stunted and not everyone who needs

the program can benefit from it.

Volunteering time and energy to a pro-

ject like AEP can be very rewarding, but

the rewards are not always tangible or easi-

ly attained. The self-fulfillment comes
slowly but assuredly from watching a tutee

grow and learn or open up and smile. The
satisfaction comes from knowing that

through your commitment and efforts, you
have made a difference iq someone's life.

For more information, contact AEP at

(310) 825-2417. Saturday tutoring begins

Oct. 15.

Lui, a junior history student, is one of the
directors ofthe Asian Education Project.
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isn't it awfully nice to have a penis?'
What's The Meaning of Life?' If you ask Monty Python, it has something to do

with Spam, cross-dressing lumberjacks and the Spanish Inquisition. After 25 years

of offensive, vulgar and flat-out hilarious material, the comedy troupe expands on
their feelings in the new'^Instant Monty Python CD Collection.'

By Robert Stevens
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For some mindless listeners, the

newly released "Instant Monty Python
CD Collection" may lose its appeal
after the first 30 seconds. At the begin-

ning of the first disc, there's an all-

important warning:

"We apologize most sincerely to

those of you who have bought this

record under the impression that it was
in any way connected with the televi-

sion program 'Monty Python's Flying

Circus.' This was due to an error in the

printing stage of the album cover. This
album is in fact called, 'Pleasure of the

Dance: A Collection of Norwegian
Carpenter's Songs: Compiled by Oscar

Monty Python put almost everything it ever produced on six discs.

Tritt.'"

Fortunately, in tune with the biting

sarcasm, cutting-edge wit and classic

hilarity of the Monty Python Troupe, a

group celebrating its 25th anniversary

this year, this apology is nothing but a

minor flex of the comedy juggernaut's

muscle.

Monty Python, a group once only

known among hip British circles, has

transcended fads, stereotypes, an
international MTV attention span and
those who think the Beatles were the

best thing to come out of Great
Britain, to become the premier comedy
group of the 20th century.

Known in the public mainstream for

three, low-budget films as well as for a

syndicated television show more than

two decades ago,
Monty Python has put

onto six compact discs

^ practically everything

^^i^^i^JHJ the group ever pro-

The title,of the box set

collection tells no lie.

For the rookie buyer, one

purchase will in fact cre-

ate an instant collection

and an entry -level open-

ing into the worlds of

"Monty's Python's
Flying Circus," and the

feature-length films,

"The Holy Grail," "The

Life of Brian" and "The

Meaning of Life." For

the hard-core fans, the

buy will be purely orgas-

mic. A warning to the reader Over seven
hours of this unfiltered Monty Python
joy could be too much for listeners with
heart conditions.

Not to mention that this set is beau-
tifully handcrafted as well.

"Congratulations on buying the
executive version of thi^ record," a
stately voice asserts at the start of disc

four. "You have chosen wisely and we
value your discerning taste in deciding
to pay a few extra pence for a product
of real quality. Everything on this

record has been designed to meet the

exacting standards that you have natu-

rally come to expect. The record itself

is made from the very finest
Colombian extruded poly-vinyl. The
centerhole has been created to fit

exactly onto your spindle, with all the

precision of finest Swiss craftsman-
ship."

And what's to be said about the
actual material?

"The audio content has been quality

graded, to give you the finest in listen-

ing pleasure. There is little or no
offensive material, apart of four cunts,

one clitoris and a foreskin. And as they

only occur in this opening introduction

you're past them now. You can relax

and enjoy this quality product."

In more ways than one, the term
"quality product" describes not only
the box set, but it says a lot about the

actual group as well.

While fans oftentimes see them as
brilliant, even those without a taste for

Monty Python have to concede to their

originality.

In an April 12,

1993 interview
with the
Washington Post,

charter member
Michael Palin
commented of
the group's suc-

cess: "It was kind
of a powerful
drug. Python,
when it really
worked. It was
six people really

sparking on all

cylinders and it

was a very goo4
feeling, this sort

of manic elation.

It wasn't 'Ah,
we've got that
formula right,' or 'Yes, we've pleased
so-and-so in the comedy writing estab-

lishment."

Along with Palin, Graham
Chapman, Terry Gilliam, Terry Jones
and John Cleese rounded out the the

group who premiered BBC's "Monty
Python's J'lying Circus" on Oct. 5,

1969, replacing a Sunday religious
discussion. Eric Idle, the group's sixth

member, joined later.

Implications of religious blasphemy
and of a possible future in hell aside,

the show continued on for 45 .episodes

and had its last original telecast in

December of 1974.

It remains in syndication throughout
the world - most often seen on this
side of the Atlantic on Comedy Central

Monty Python: (l-r) Terry Jones, Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Eric Idle, Terry Gilliam, Michael Palin.

and video stores outside of the
Midwest.
As for this extensive amount of

material, much of the more famous,
yet equally racy, bits can be found in

the box set. Just because the video
portion is missing doesn't make it any
less brilliant.

What exactly do these comedic
scenes entail?

An ode to Spam, a quiz show for

communist leaders, the ever-popular
penis song ("Isn't it awfully nice to

have a penis?") and a modern-day
operetta about a cross-dressing lum-
berjack.

"I cut down trees

I skip and jump
I like to press wild flowers

I put on women's clothing

And hang around in bars,"

the stanzas proclaim. The lone error in

this nearly flawless set, six discs that

also include the full soundtracks for

every Monty Python movie, ^s the

poor separation of CD tracks.^At an
average of three goliath tracks per
disc, constantly returning to a favorite

skit is difficult. But since there are so
many good ones, it makes for pleasant
dilemma.

And this problem may have never
occurred had the boys on Monty
Python had their way.

In a Feb. 14. 1989 interview, Eric
Idle explained to the New York Times,
"The only thing we ever agreed on was
that the show would never go to

America."

Fortunately, they were wrong.

Tomei, Downey shine in *Only You'
By Laei Loewenstein

The last time director Norman Jcwison
ventured into romantic comedy, he hit pay-
dirt with the Oscar-winning "Moonstruck."
Jewison's current film about amore, "Only
You," hopes to do for Marisa Tomei what
"Moonstruck" did for Cher.

Tomei plays Faith, a Pittsburgh school-

teacher. Having learned the name of her
phantom future husband - Damon Bradley
- at age 1 1 from a Ouija board. Faith settles

instead for her nerdy podiatrist boyfriend.

On the brink of her wedding. Faith receives

a call from Damon Bradley, at the airport

bound for Venice, Italy. Convinced of her
destiny - though they've never met - Faith

throws caution to the wind and, with her
good friend Kate (Bonnie Hunt), boards the

next plane to Venice. Before you can blink.

Faith and Kate have followed the elusive

Damon Bradley to Rome, losing him in a
desperate search.

Hunt and Tomei are both so likeable that

you're willing to forgive them for almost
anything. If you're a stickler for details.

there's a lot to overiook in "Only You" -

like, how do Faith and Kate manage to

determine at what hotel Damon Bradley is

staying? How do they manage to pull so
many gorgeous outfits, none of which seem
to need ironing, out of their tiny carry-on
bags? And why, after a nine-hour flight to

Italy, does neither one of them suffer from
jet lag (save one remark to the contrary by
Kate)? Furthermore, how are they ever
going to pay their VISA bills from this

insanely expensive weekend? Don't they
realize u-ansatlantic plane tickets bought 20
minutes before departure can cost a thou-
sand dollars?

But these nettlesome questions are
brushed aside as soon as Damon Bradley
reappears, played by Robert Downey Jr. in

his characteristic unflappable fashion.
Downey romances Faith with poetry, roses

and a sensual moonlit dance by the TYevi
fountain as a musician plays "Some
Enchanted Evening."

The enchantment dissipates, however,
when Downey reveals he's not Pampn
Bradley - he's a shoe salesman name<fPeter

Wright. This is when things start to go awry.

The film's denouement, having a number of
surprises, will remain one in this review.

Improbable? Sure. But improbability is

the stuff of which great romantic comedies
are made, from "Roman Holiday" to

"Sleepless in Seattle," both of which are

referenced in this film. What makes "Only
You" worth watching are the fine perfor-

mances from Downey and Tomei as the

star-crossed lovers. And Bonnie Hunt, as

Kate, sparkles with exquisite comic timing.

Well directed by Jewison and filmed in lus-

cious colors by Sven Nykvist, Diane
Drake's quirky, charming script makes
some biting remarks about men and
romance, only to reverse them later - this

is, after all, a comedy.
Although Faith complains at one point

that "life isn't like the movies," ultimately,

"Only You" seems to confirm that it is.

MOVIE: "Only You" Written: ipfcOiane Drake.

Directed by Norman Jewison. Starring

Marisa Tomei and Robert Downey Jr. Now
playing.

'The Specialist' proves iess tiian special

MarTsaT&nel plays Faith in "Only You.'

Although deliberately

paced, .movie doesn't

reach fullest potential
By Michael Horowitz

""

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Yes, Sharon Stone gets naked and she's still

hot Yes, Sylvester Stallone bares his buttocks,

has big muscles and he blows up stuff. And
for a die-hard action junkie in search of a fall

fix, "The Specialist" is like getting cheap
speed when what you want is some of
Cotombia's finest Beautifully-photographed,

deliberately paced and sorftetimes entertain-

ing, it's never the movie the script might have

become.

The question of blame is a conrplicated

one. It might even be the names of the charac-

ters, as Ray Quick (Sly Stallone) and Ned
Trent (James Woods) show up in Bogota circa

1984 to destroy a truck for the CIA. Quick
rigs the explosives, Ttent hits the bigger and
melodrama ensues. It's the first time the film

fritters away the automatic intensity bomb sit-

uations create. But it won't be the last.

Fast forward to sparkling pink Miami, pre-

sent-day. The sexy voice of May Munro
(Sharon Stone) over the receiver of a pay-
phone compels Quick to follow her around
the city for days. Munro's out for vengeance,

in a cheap kind of way. Clumsy flashbacks

won't let her forget the brutal murder of her
parents at the hand of Thomas Leon (Eric

Roberts.) She slinks around the Miami party

scene as she plots her revenge.

(^ick is Munro's "Weapon. He's an explo-

sive expert of the highest caliber and he beats

up people in the back of buses. At one point

Munro tells Quick that she can't shoot Leon.

He must be blown sky high for reasons of
accuracy. He declines for the rest of act one
but one can only say no to Sharon Stone for so
long. He finally goes in to kill the bad guys
because he is - the Specialist!

At this point the weakest sections of the

film are over because people stop using the

phone for dialogue. Suffice it to say that

V
^ee SPECIALIST, page 18 Specialist

^. Syh^ester Stallone and Sharon Stone star in the sensual suspense thriller, "The
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EDLOS H I from out of this world to UCLA
A capella quartet to showcase

theatrics, antics at Schoenberg
By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

The EDLOS a capella group
has come a long way to perform

for UCLj^ students - as far as

outer space, the members claim.

"We cojne from the planet *A,'

which circles, the star Capella in

the constellation Auriga," explains

tenor singer Eric Morris. "We
were exiled from our planet for

singing too loud, and came to

earth as refugees in 1232 A.D.,

when we crash landed outside of a

monastery in Aries, France."

The group, whose acronym
stands for Excessive Decibel
Levels from Outer Space, actually

formed six years ago while work-

ing together in opera productions.

With their opera background, Ed
Cohn, Larry Venza, Bill Davis and

Morris have created a vocal quar-

tet that incorporates as^nuch visu-

al effect as audio. Their sets

involve heavy duty lighting, a

wide array of costumes and props,

and the group's naturally irrever-

ent and comical personality.

"As in .opera„ it's an all-in-one

experience, in that the dramatic
visual impact adds to the singing

and our theatrics enhance the

music," Cohn says. "For example.

we'll use our props to try and
"evoke the limrperiod of a song, if

it's not an original."

Past performances have includ-

ed the group dressing as monks to

sing an Elizabethan quartet, then

losing the robes to reveal nuns*

attire. The group's version of "The

Xion Sleeps Tonight" includes

caveman style tiger-skin cos-

tumes; they also perform songs as

varied as "Unchained Melody" to

"We come from the

planet 'A,* which

circles the star Capella

in the constellation

Auriga."

Eric Morris

Tenor Singer, The EDLOS

the "Duke of Earl" and some
Righteous Brothers tunes. No
wonder Morris says it is impossi-

ble to describe the group. It cer-

tainly doesn't fit the traditional

image of an a capella group, and

though the group claims opera as

its strongest foundation, EDLOS
is far from being opera.

The EDLOS. a funny, irreverent a capella group, uses theatrics to

enhance musical performances. They perform this Saturday.

Understanding that the group's

show may be like nothing any
UCLA student has seen before,

Cohn says he hopes the audience

will leave with a sense of appreci-

ation of different styles of music.

If not, at least some sets will be

sure to put any date in a romantic

nxxxl, the group warns.

EDLOS is currently working on
two new albums, one an all-origi-

nal and the other is a country
western. The group promises
excerpts from both new albums,

but points out that despite the shift

to country western, EDLOS
should not be categorized as a

country western group.

"We wrote a few arrangements

in that style," says Cohen, "and we
liked it, and thought it would be a

marketable thing since we don't

know of any other country west-

em a capella group in the entire

world. But our act should be
thought of as a pop thing, as rock

'n'roll."

The group will present a Center

Stage lecture before performing,

during which the members will

share some of the advanced vocal-

techniques they will execute dur-

ing the show. The "Hocket," for

example, is actually an old tech-

nique that was popular during the

middle ages and that EDLOS
claims to bring back from modem
times. Instead of singing one long

note, explains Cohn, he breaks up

the sound into many notes or long

hiccups - which is where the term

"Hocket" actually originated.

Cohn also jokes that the group

will reveal the secret to their vocal

talents, which may not be lost on

UCLA students: "Lots of heavy

smoking and drinking, stay out

late and lots of shouting!"

Along with the costumes and

vocal techniques, the group also

imitates instruments like homs, the

electric guitar, drums and synthe-

sizers. "Because singing a capella

is cheap - you don't need any
damed instruments - everyone is

doing it these days," laughs Cohn.

But prospective audiences for

EDLOS should not assume that

the quartet is like any other a

capella group. Maybe like some-

thing from outer space, but that's

something to leave for the EDLOS
autobiography.

MUSIC: The EDLOS at Schoenberg
Hall, Saturday, Oct. 8 at 8 p.m.
Presented by UCLA Center for the

Performing Arts. Tickets: $25, $9 (for

students with valid I.D.) For more
Info, call: (310) 825-2101.
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'Cuarteto' provides bridge between cultures
By Omid Burgln-Esmal'li

Take a dose of lango, bossa
nova^aiKl lambada, mix that with a

European art form, and add some
multicultural ideology and there

you have it: the Cuarteto
Latinoamericano, a renowned
string quartet known for promot-
ing mostly contemporary works of

Latin American composers.

The quartet performs this

Sunday at Schoenberg Hall.

Consisting of three brothers -

violinists Saul. Aaron and cellist

Alvaro Bitr^n - and one close

childhood friend from Mexico
City violist Javier Montiel, the

quartet has been very successful in

contributing to the visibility of

Latin American composers inside

and outside of Latin America. For

many, this prompted a discovery

of South American music.

Can the quartet's success be

attributed to the popular appeal

Latin American music lias interna-

tionally with its rhythms and pop-

ular dances? Possibly. Or is the

ever-multiplying Spanish-speak-

ing population being more aware

of its culture? Maybe.
It is not so much these external

conditions, but talent that makes
the recordings outstanding with

polished and powerful perfor-

mances.

This reflects the sophistication

of Mexico City, one of America's

most vibrant cultural centers.

While in the United States, the

audience goes to classical concerts

more to be seen and reaffirm its

societal status, the audience in

Mexico has been described as a

catalyst for new music.

The quartet agrees that even
with the marketing advantage of

projecting itself as a quartet with a

Latino accent, members had to

fight against the prejudice that a

group coming from Mexico would

not possibly be able to play
Beethoven or Brahms at an
internationally competitive level.

"We had to overcome much of

the suspicions against a Mexican
group playing the Western
Classical repertoire, since there

was no history of Mexicans play-

ing this repertoire. There was no
objection towards us playing the

Latin American compositions, and

it helped us to build up credibili-

ty." says Aaron Bitr^n in a tele-

phone interview.

On their initial European and
U.S. tours they were indeed asked

to restrict themselves to Latin

American repertoire, but they have

since build up an international

reputation of not only recorded
Latin American composers, but

also works by Ravel, Dvorak,
Borodin, Gershwin, Puccini and
others.

Aaron Bitran emphasized that

they would select music for con-

tent first and then make a selection

for its national identity. The rea-

son they play so many composi-

tions by Latin American com-
posers is "(if we don't play it) no

one else Will play and promote
pieces by young Latin American
composers."

The problem, Aaron Bitran

stresses, is that it is almost impos-

sible^t© identify Latin American
music. The unifying factor,

although rather hypothetical, is

that "Latin American music puts

publicly common elements such

as rhythm in front compared to the

European emphasis on melody
and harmony."

He agrees that there are as

many European influenced trends

See CUARTETO, page 18
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UCLA
Students Only

3 X 3 Great Solo Perforniances!
Ttiraa of Brltlan's theatrical Innovators In thair tritsmphant solo shows!

• Freud Playhouse UCLA •

f

Lynn Redgrave
"Shakespeare For My Father*'

Fri, Oct. 7, 8 pm
Sat, Oct. 8, 8 pm
Sun, Oct. 9, 7 pm

A beguiling mttmoir alwut

IKe In a theatrical dynasty!

"IrreslstlMel"

The New York Times

Miriam Margolyes
"Dickens' Women"

Tues, Oct. 11, 8 pm
Sat, Oct. 15, 8 pm
Sun, Oct. 16, 3 pm

A provocative peek at ttie women In

the life of Charles DIcltens!

"Delightful"

Variety

Steven Berkoff

"One Man"

Wed, Oct. 12, 8 pm
Fri, Oct. 14, 8 pm
Sun, Oct. 16, 7 pm

U.S. Stage Premiere!

A powerful adaptation of Poe's'Tell

Tale Heart" plus two new works!

"Sheer brilliance!"

London Evening Standard

Co-produced by LA Theatre Works and the UK/LA Foundation

UCLA CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS CHARGE BY PHONE (310)825-2101
TlCJlCSf/

(213) 365-3500
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FfVSun (1 1 :45-2:15-4:45)-7:15-9:45

Santa Monica

CmTEnON3 T1itSMClalM(RJ
1 31 3 ard St Pfomenjde (1 :45-4J0)-7: 1 8- 1 0.t»

395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sua(11:1S-1:45^J0)-7:1^10i)0

CmTERKM4 TlMSftclaiM(m
1313 3fd St Promerade (2:15-5a))-7:45-10.3<J

395-1599 Fri«iVSon(11:45-2:15-5a))-7;45-10:30

cnrTEWON s nw iomi (Pe-i3j

1313 3rd SL Promenade (2:30-5a))-7J0-10«}
395-1599 Sat/Sun (12K)0)-2JO-5:O6-7:3O-101X)

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

AVCOCINENU
WHsfiire at Westwood
475-0711

LA'S FIRST CHOICt PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - OaSY STEREO
TIN TOTAL Entertainment ExperlerKe

ROYAL
11523SM
477-5581

Blvd.

LJZ7
5:00-8:15

Sat/Sun also 1:45

SUNSET 4
(213)848-3500

Ne« York In Skort

(1:15-3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15

MUSIC HALL
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

bntl Film FecMral

CaM(213)-466-1767

SUNSETS
(213) 848-3500

MooiiteACt
Fri-Tues (2:30)-5 00-7:30-9:45

Wed-Tr\urs ((2:30)-5tt)

OTS
12«)-2:40-5:15-7:50-iai0

Sat(11:45-2:15)-5;30-10:15
iMfAlhrirSraak-SatSOO

RSTrirAL Tlmttoo (RJ

10687 LIndtHOOk (2:3O-54)0)-7:45-10:30

206-4574 Sat«on(12:30-2:30-5O0)-7:45-10J0

CRITERION 6
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

N«liralBoninilert(R)
(4:30)9:45

Frk^t/Sun [1 1 ;45-4J0)-9:45
Cankoo

(2:15)-7:15

TNXOoMr Qirti Straw (P6-1SJ
1:30-4:25-7:20-10«5

Fri^Sat/Sun 11 00- 1:50-4:40-7:40- 10:35

Santa Monica

SUNSET
(213)848 3500

THXOoihT TIM
1«)-4«)-7«)-10

(«) 1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Site* with Me
(1:45)-3:45-5:45 7 50 955

RNENT
1045 Broxton

208 3259

M«tSky(ra-13)
(2:45-5«))-7:30-10:00

Sat/Sufl 7:30-10:00

PIAU
1067 6lendon

208-3097

mtdlto: Qmm 01 Nm DtMrt (RJ--
15(2:30-4:45)-7:00-9:l5

Sit (1:15-3J0)-8:15 10:30

Sun (11:30-2:30-4:45-7:00-9:15

UWt Olanls Sneak - Sat (6 00) & Sun (2:00)

LANDMARK

Mbv Jasoe'i Lvric (Rl

11:50-2:30-5:00- 730-10 0(5

WEtTWOOOl ClMrM«PfBSMtOM|w(ra-13)
1050Gay1ey (3«l)-7 30-10 30
206-7864 FrVSal^n(1:30-4:30)-7 30-10 30

WESTWOOOZ
lOSOG^lay
208-7664

West L.A.

MONICA 2

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Dear Diary

(2:15)-4:45-7: 15-9:45

MONICA 3

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Raining Stoaet
2:30-4:50-^10-930

M0NiCA4
1322 2nd Street

3949741 . ,

NoHnAMiM
(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:30

„%ft ...

WiflkMri PniraiM
Nto Tokyo: Silent Moklw

Ca«eFletk
Soy't Lite

UNlag Zoe
PriKllla Queen ol the Desert

Fri/Sat Midntgrn

Bwaka
Tka Last Klezmer

Eat Drtnk Man Woman
GoFlsk

Tkrougk a Glass Darkly

Sat/Sun 1100 AM

ra«ta«M(ra-1S)
(2:45)-7:00-10aJ

FrVSat/Sufl (1:00^:00)-7:00-10«)

NUWILSMRE
1314 WHshire Blvd.

394-8099

WESTW0003
1050Gaytey
208-7664

Prtacaat CardCao (F6}
(2:45-5«))-7:15-9:45

larcalOM
Ffl5«)-7: 15-9.30

Mon^M/Thur 5:00-9:45

Sat/SuiVWsd Mats 12 30-245

Beverly Hills 1322 2nd Street

394-9741

RUWILBflmK
1314 WMMre Blvd.

EatDrtakMaaNtofliaa
7«)-»45

Sat/SurtfWed Mats 1:15-4 00

Beverly Connection

La CleriMiaat Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parUng
659-5911

WESTW0004
10506ayley
206-7664

T1wCli«rt(f«-13l
(2:15y-7:45

Traa Um (ra-13)
(4:45)10:15

TMXDTS

WESTSnC PAVNJON
GoMwyn
475-0202

SleaaWMi Ma
(2:00)-4DO-6:00-8:00-10D5

Tka Saetlalisi (R)

12:15-2:45-515 7:45 10:15

Crime Story

A Battor Tamorrow
OoiafSamklars

AMMrTMorrown
FrVSat Mkimght

Frtatfom ol Mntf
Mastsng: Tka Kdisn Kingdom

Caen
Visions ol LIgkt (Sat onty)

Sat/Sun nOOAiyi

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wenworttt

475-9441

A6oodManinAMca(R)
< . SR THX Stereo

<- Can Theatre lor Sttowilmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellvrarth

475-9441

Corrlna. Corrlna (PG)

OoUty Stereo

Can Theatre tor SiMiwumes

WESTSIOC PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-0202

Barcelona

(11fl5)-3:25 7 45

TNXDTt TkaRI««rWIM(P6-13l
12:15-2:45-5:25-8«>-10:M

1:45^:45-7.1)0-9^5

Santa Monica
PAVILION Eat Drink Man Woman

(11:15)-1:55-4:35-7:15-9:50

West Hollywood

FfM PlflHI§

UA WESTWOOD
10869 Wellworth

475-M41

Tke Mask (PG-13)

Cak Theatre lor Showtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wakwotth
475-9441

Tka Naxt Karate Kid (PG)

Can Ttwalre lor Stwwttmas

GoWwwn
475-0202

s LvrIc (R)

12:00-2:40-5:20^:06-10:4()

Isi abma baf|ahi()
S8aaa<(alCnaean( HalgMi)

CHIIUNON

1

1313 3rd St. Promenade
395-1599

Parasi 8amj (ra-13}

(230) 7^30-10i(J

Fri/Sat/Sun (1;15-4;15)-7:30-10:30

WESTtnE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475^?02

TkaA4«oca<a
(1:15)-5:35-955

Mm Mv (Ptt-ISl

13133rtSiPfomw«la (5»-5:]2ra'I2S
995-1SM FrVSMAun (1 2:00-2:30-S:10y-7:SO-1020

wBiTm mwuoN
GoMwyn
475-0202

Caif OlarM
(12:45>-3«)-5:15-7;30-»:40

Sony, No Passes AccapM
- —- '^^^^ A|^^^ A^_^

12«0NoonOn|L

THIQMv EiWood(RJ
FfHion 11 30-2:1 5-5.«>-7:45-10!3()

TMS-Than 1:15^:15-7:15-10:15

SUNSET1
(213)848-3500

Prtacllla Qween ol Oic Desert

(2:15)-4;15-7 15-9:45

FrI/Sat also MMnight Show

SUNSET2
(213)848-3500

Bat's Lilt

0:15)-320-5a>-7!to-955
FrVSst also MklhhM Show

PACIFIC

Westwood

Kf?"^'\tsA-t3i^^siyi»\m MNKTS
(213)648-3500 (2:15H:45-M5*

Man
h9:4S

CKtT
1262 Westwood Blvd.

474-7666

•6m
F/S1 1:30^:10-7:00-9:50 12:15

Stm-Tftan 130-4:1O-71NH>:S0

t—:
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SPECIALIST
From page 15

Stallone's acting strengths, stop

laughing, are not best employed
standing in a phone bootti. Give,him

bad lines like, "You have no mercy!

And You have no code!" and the

scene makes you laugh so hard you

forget what movie you're watching.

Fortunately, Trent comes back to

kill Quick because he has to because

he's a bad guy. James Woods is a

marvelous antidote to Stallone's

tongue-tied monologues, and if

there's anything he's got down pat,

it's being a grcaseball villain.

One wonders what Stone was
thinking with this career move. In

need of a hit to go with her only

other success, "Basic Instinct," she

succumbed to a weak and exploited

role in "The Specialist" At least she

out-acts Stallone.

This is actually a brilliant film

selection for Sly. His Quick gets to

brood, wear cool shades and he gets

to blow shit up without conse-

quence. It's no^*Cliffhanger," but

they can't all be directed by Renny

Harlin*.

Which brings us to director Luis

Llosa, who gets the lion's share of

the blame. His fondness for slow

motion and poor understanding of

dramatic tension reduces Stone and

Stallone's love scenes to "Color of

Night" outtakes: Unintentionally

hilarious.^
"The Specialist** will do decent

business at the box office, but that's

only a credit to Stallone and Stone's

drawing power. "Specialist II: The
Motivation" can't be made until Sir

LLosa sees "Basic Direction 101."

CUARTETO
From page 17

in Latin American music as there

are native Indian or African
American influences. The UCLA
program features exactly such a

division of Latin American string

quartets from the early and late

20th century repertoire.

First the more rhythmic pieces:

The Quartet No. 8 by Heitor Villa-

Lobos (Argentina) is rooted in a

combination of American Indian

and African-American sounds
from Brazil, "Four for Tango" by

^stor Piazzolla (Argentina) is

rhythmically based on a tango

from Argentina, and "Metro
Chabacano" by Javier Alvarez
(Mexico) integrates urban
rhythms from Mexico City. This

piece is actually named after a

Mexico City subway stati(»i.

The second group shows a more
European influence: "Yiddishbuk"

by Osvaldo Golijov (Argentina) is

a piece inspired by Stravinsky as

The quartet performs

this Sunday at

Schoenberg Hall.

well as Jewish folk music. "Two
Sketches in Quarter Tones" by
Julian Carrillo (Mexico) sounds

like "a late Romantic Schoenberg

lost in a microtonal haze."

This selection certainly will

give an excellent overview of
recent trends and developments in

the Latin American music scene

and a great introduction for new

listeners of that musical tradition,

especially since many of the pieces

are L.A. premieres.

Aaron Bitr^ expressed a regret

of not having included a work by
Manuel Ennquez, one of the most
respected contemporary Mexican
composers. Enriquez, who was a

visiting professor at the UCLA
music department last year died

unexpectedly and is dearly missed

by student, staff and faculty. The
program was put together before his

death.

Hopefully we'll overcome the

romantic and neo-national trends of

recent times of classifying music on

a prejudgmental level and can look

at music on a higher unifying basis,

transcending nationality. As Aaron
Bitr^ puts it, "good music simply

is good music and that should be the

only factor to be considered."

*rf,"v**;^

I'm

liiLLn
\.**j^
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BULLOCK?

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
CELEBRATION:^

October 8 & 9
Displays of fine art, sculpture, A Taste of Westwood Village

photography and select crafts Three stages of entertainment

Concourse d'ltalia Children's entertainment area

Exotic Auto Show American Heart Walk

y^

For more information call 310/208-S430

DXI:
TO BENEFIT Sh

RHiNo r^'\ THE AMERICAN

\^J HEARt ASSOCIATION W»twood Ptem Hotet

"«.<?

;
WOKIMWUt

I * f t V I t «

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

SPriCIAL
WORLD CUP

\ rOFFSIDh /?
^^, L SPORTS APPAREL-J #

iiliO Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. ' 3W.207.4226

19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarxana - 818.708.2330

SSSiSSSSiSSS&S

S Sl€#lll!l#©(J S
Ui DRIVING & TRAFnC SCHOOL III

SA^ |P UCLA fit ALL Student Discount f^HJ Jl Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays ID
aV '*^ l093BroxtDnAve. #218 (310)208-3333 fm

In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse III

SSSSiSiuSSSSSSiuSS
KTs^ Ji_^

P^KW

'The HORROR-COMEDY! f;^

*;-».' ^ /// • v|« • • .' V "^
y-^- " Cute puppets, imaginative video, V.

^ ^/^
' ' 'and gallons of spurting blood!

: ^
^

. / had nightmares after seeing this play! " -^ -

-' . . • CHICAGO READER , '^f, "^

Thurs, Fri 8:00

Sat 7:30, 10:30

Sun 7:00

Zephyr Theatre
7456 Melrose Ave.
Tickets: 213-660-8587

Wings of Gold
Slice through the clouds at twice the

speed of sound in an F/A-18 Hornet,

track an unidentified submarine from a

Sea Uawk helicopter or monitor the

progress of an attack squadron from

an EA-6B Prowler. These are only a

few of the choices for you when you

qualify to be a U.S. Navy Aviator and

wear the treasured "Wings of Gold."

How can you become a Naval Aviator?

Call 1-800-USA-NAVY for information.

yMIV YOU AND THE NAVY.

„ llllV I FULL SPIED AHEAD.
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Ciassified Information
225 Kercfchoff HaH. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeies. CA 90024

Class Lini: (310) 82S-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0628

We reserve ttie rigrit to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

ciassified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

OuroHiMto^ea Moaday-Friday. 9-4.

Classified rates

Daily, 20 words or less $7.00

Daly, aad) additional word .45

Waeldy, 20 words or less 25.00

WiBeMy, each additional word 1J0

Oispiayadi— student rri^coi. inch 8.00

Oiapiiy ads— local raHAxii. inch 11.25

Deadlines

Clataied ilac atfs:

1 woridng day before printing, by noon.

ClanNM display ate

2 worMng days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA OaHy Bruin.

led

FraqMocy & Agency Rates Available

X 1 « 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing

Tl« ASIiClA ComnMnicttm B(wdMy sippM the (Mvflfilly 01 CMornie-| policy on no^
criminalion No medium ihia accept advenlsemints which present pertons o( »iy origin, race
religion, sex. or sexual orlentatkn in i demeaning way or imply ttnt they »e Umltod to positMra
capabilities, roles or statiBlntoctety.Neilher theMIy Bruin nor theASUCLACommunictfioniBovd
has Inwstigaled any of ttie servicesadwHsed or the adwniswsrepresenlBd in this Issue Aryperson
believing that an advertisement in this iuue vioMed the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated

herein should oommunlcale complaints m writing to the Busineu lylarager, Oaiy Brur 225
ItertMon tial. 306 Wislwood Plaza, Los Angeies, CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimi-

nation problems, cat the UCLA ikxising Otnce at (310) 82M271 or caB the Westside Fair Housino
Offica at (310) 475-9671

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes It easier for readers to quickly

scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not
respond to ads without prices.

How to write a good ad

3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself In the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Moving tale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-
ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,
bed $100. Must sdl call 310-617-4703.

10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

THETA KAPPA PHI
Praadly Pratanft

tka Naur Sandeattia Pladoa Clatt

Iv. Hi

4 Financial Aid

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? Millions or
scholarship money goes undalrned each
yearl No minimum CP*Vno minimum
inconw requirement For application, call

310-984-0723.

Yvonne Chang
Celena Chen
Pei-Ming Chou
Audrey de Jesus

Sherry Ikebe

Caroline Kim

Ida Kim
Jean Kim

Monica Kim

Jennifer Lu

Amanda Nagata
Allison Otani

Eleanor Sasis |^
Leigh Ann Tomooka O
Cathy Tsuchihashi

Jennifer Yin

Cathy Yoon

i See you at Bi9 and Lil Sis potluek TONITE! S

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

2 MINUTESTO DROP IT OFF
- '2 MINUTES TO
I PICK IT UP

I Sleeping Bags

I Rugs MO^
(do«»nSl60O)

I OPEN
. EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:301^

CONVENIENT

I PARKING

^ «i « . «

10 Personal

Free Pickup & Delivery

with 5 Orders from

same location

(310)

829-9378

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd. *
(310)829-9378 ^

10 Personal

12 Research Subjects

Healthy maleAemale age 18 or older needed
for medical imaging of the heart, study invol-

ves heart catheterization with blood samples
and injection of radioactive materials. $5G^r
for about 6 hrs. Call 310-625-1 1 18.

Hyperactive boys with adentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a rree devetopnrtenta!

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for IXTLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy male^males wanted for

clinical investigations of lower gastro-lntes-

tinal tract. Volunteers will be compensated. If

interested, please call 310-312-9276.

NORMAL, HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS, 18-35,

needed for positron imaging of the brain or

heart. Injection of radioactive isotope. Bloods
Uken. $2SAmuT. 310-825-1 118.

STUDY NEEDS WOMEN with or w/out men-
strual pain. Brief questionnaires. Pays $10.

310-454-7926. M-W 12-4pm.

10 Personal

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-
lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Be a gestational surrogate mother for infertile

couple. Ages 21-37, tubal ligation OK,
nrwthers only please. 310-476-3808

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-
ples. 19-3J yrs, own medical insurance. Spe-
cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl At UCLA med center. 3ia625-9S00.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34years old w/nr>edical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 fw medical pro-
cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday. '

«
SO ALPHA DELTA

PRESENTS ITS 94-95 PLEDGE CLASS

Christina Chang
Tiffany Tlsen

Lisa Kurosaki

Christina Sekl

Janice Liao

Yuklko IshlzakI

MIchele Chen
Liberty Huang
Wonne Yen

Isabelle Wong
Landa Yun
Katy Cheng
Akiko Murakata

Reglna Yee
Vivian Lum
Nancy Fong

Celeste Dela Cruz

KImberly Manlutac

Jean Cheng

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a chikJ and

also be financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic bacl(^nds cges

21-34, for details please call

1-80098^9890.

^2 Health Services

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA studenU

voicamail introduction service,

free. 818-986-904S.

to test new
AfaM>lutely

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Los* 10-29 Ibi In 30 days and Mm $$$ do-

km ft, 100% Kuar^tee. Call 310-281-

12 Research Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. ar>d their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will recehre $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with on*
Black and one White parerU to fill out a bri*r

qu*gdonn«tf«.PI*a«e call 818-774-1141,

Hcahhy females wanted for research on cog-

nitive abilities. $30 for 4-houn. AflM 12 and
-up. Call Manha at 310825-41006. =

12 Research Subjects

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
netic monanoe imaglr^ rewvch.
$3S/4hoor». Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-
824-671 4 aftemoona.

WOMEN 18-25 With cNhv wwraxla nervosa
or bulimia. Partldf»ttlon Involvtt compMr^
six questionnairet. Mindy 310-796-0996.

LuCia
Electrohrsls & Sklncare

owl
Wmc^mtm • WauKla||

20S-8193 9
III

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional
vacuum pumps with instnjction. Gain 1'-3".

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel
Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

' STUDENT RATES
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 ,

30 Help Wanted

S6.63MR. Work in fun atnrwxphere, schedule
around classes, Apply: Marine O'Brien, Cafe
Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-
ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-
ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.
'

$a/hr, COLLEGE STUDENTS, P/T: driver
West LA, must car -telephone collection
clerk, - handy person with ability to paint,

310-472-9759.

A European Men's Wear Retailer seeks part-

time cashiers. Must have experiervre in relat-

ed field. Send resume to Politix, 10931 Wey-
burn Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024. Attn.

Ohannes/Kamel.

ACCOUNT EXEC- Cily-wide college maga-
zir>e needs energetic students interested in ad
sales. High commission $$$. 335-1950. Ja-

son.

ACCURATE 60+ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-processing and computer ex-
perience preferred. 1 5-20 hoursAveek, flexi-

ble. Dr. Frank 310-888-8050.

ACTING/MODELING STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripoffs,

confusion, wasted money. Guaranteed! Call
310-285-3292 for nr>ore ir^fo.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and prim ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-
perience necessary. No registration fees. Call
Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, P/T for fast

growing, female-oriented sports publication.
Call Allen at 818-755-4601 after 4pm, Wed-
Fri.

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movies
•Catalogs
•Videos
cat) immediately

(310)65»48Sg

Administrative Asst. wanted for west coast di-
vision of non profit foundation. P/T UCLA
studeit preferred. Please fax resume to Anne
Mueller at 21 2-754-6227.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/RECEPTKDNIST
needed by director of outpatient chemical
dependency clinic in West LA. Excellent
computer, language, and interpersonal skills

a musti Monday-Friday evenings from
4:30pm and Saturday nnomings. Fax/mail re-
sume, 207-651 1 (fax), 207-4322 (phone), att:

)eanne.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000 $6000+
per month +benent«. Mal«/lemale. No ex-
perience necetury. 206-545-4155 ext-
A59341.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR POSITION,
must be grad, single or married. Pick 14) ap-'

pllcatkNv and job descriptiont af 625 Lmd-
fair Ave. i1

.

Are you: perMmablef energetic^ fricndlyf Do
you Have piwioui restaurant experience (at

lean 6 monlhiK Then call 310-476-61 12 and ^

atk for Mitchell about current available ixnI.
Uons.
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12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

sdiizonlireiiia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE C A L I 1-80<M54-3902

NERVOaS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFaL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California! CLlNiCAL TRiALSl

MEDICAL GROUP
Please call 1-800-854-3902

K<

^

30 Help Wanted

Asian Females Needed for Asian college
student calendar 1995. Pays up to $100 for

less than 2 hours! Call for appointment
(310)285-9264.

ATHLETIC, YOUNG MAN as a companion to
a fatherless boy. A few hours per week.
Se^hour. Westwood area. (310)470-4482.

BAKERY COUNTER HELP, PT/FT. Day and
evening hours. Near campus. 310-836-8534.

BASS GUITAR TEACHER for 15 year old
singer/lyricist. Infomial lessons. SanU Moni-
ca. Call Stephen (310)451-1391.

BEVERLY HILLS AUCTION,JiAIJLERY seeks
full-time receptionist to handle busy switch-
board, receive visitors and perform light typ-

ing and some clerical duties. Hours Monday
to Friday, 8:30am- 5:30pm. Good salary and
benefits. Fax resume to 310-203-0496. Atten-

tion: S. Shaw.

BKTYCLE/PEDICAB DRIVERS (5) - Weekend
event 1 (V8 + 1 0*9- day or night shifL $7-
n/hour. (310)208-8898.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63A>r. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature filnw, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-
851-6102.

CLERICAL POSITION. P/T, 3hourVday,
Sday^eek. Close to campus. $£^hour. 310-
479^666.

CLERK TYPIST for word processing. General
office duties, 20 hour^week, near campus,
$7/hour. 310-475-5209.

COLLEGE MENTORS WANTED! For pro-

gram working wAiigh school youth in devel-
oping and implementing community service
projects. Jr/5r. with carMlid insurance. Po-
sition requires 5-10hrsyiwk, Including training

MMkms and team projwrts. A stipend Is

available. BRING YOUR RESUME. Orienta-

tion: Oct7, 12-1 p.m. Ackerman Rm.2408, or

contact EKra Sandoval at 213-487-5590. Fax
213-3664)459.

College students r>eededl Work as a nwvie
extra. All types... No fee^no gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 818-569-5514 or
818-752-2278.

30 HelpWafited

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring UCLA students noWI. $6.1 ^r to

start, up to $9.10. 15-t^r$M(. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000+/month working on cruise ships or
land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal
and F/T employn>ent available. No experi-
ence necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant Is

looking for great crew numbers. Servers,

host/hostess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

Daycare Asst.. needed, pA.b Aborning hours.
Must like kids and be hard worker. ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie 310-
573-1811.

OaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

dayi/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thun/Sat
$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-
2665.

Dependable, self-starting indhridual wanted
for professional business. $6.2S/hour. Light
filing, phones, dealing w/clients. Fax resume:
310-282-0775 or contact Nancy 310-277-
9400exG68.

DRIVER/LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING/TUTOR for

tweKre-year-old. Monday-Friday 3-8pm. Ref-

erences required. $6-$7^r. 818-789-0696.

DRIVERS NEEDED FOR GROWING
SCHOOLBUS CO. Immediate opcninp, we
will train. Great hourVjpay. Benefits. Send re-
sume to P.O. box 49291, LA, 90049. Attn.
Eric or call 31 0-472-7474.

30 Help Wanted

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis
in health and nutrition indu^. Call 310-
617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and wfr>en convenient to call.

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
er/agent to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-
tunity for college student interested in music
industry. Chris, 310-915-0691.

UCLA ResMich Recrutter

Involves HIV prevention in

Inner city, ettinlc minority

tiealtti dinics. Mature, tiigtily

responsit)le, detail oriented

people. $8-11 anhr.

S^ish a plus.

Call Angus
310-794-8278

EVENT STAFFAJSHERING and crowd control
for Eagles, Rolling Stones, Raiders, and other
evenU. 818^5-7338.

F/T TENNIS SHOP MGR. S.5 NTRP and
above. Strong English skills required. BeneflU
provided. AND P/T TENNIS COURT AT-
TENDANT. Sat.-Sun. Strong Tennis back-
ground required. $5.5(yhr, nrwals included.

ConUct Dennis or Sean 31 0-276-61 04-x235.

FIGURE MODaS. Writer/Photographer
needs girls 18+ years old to pose for maga-
zines, calendars, etc Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 21 3-256-8700.

FILM CREW AND WRITERS WANTED. Send
copy samples of work. Short 3/4' videos,
film photos, scripts, trailers by 10/25^4.
HIGH CONCEPTS, 1 1 684 Ventura #334, Stu-

dio Citv, CA 91 604.

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA.
We want full and part-time sales peo-
ple. We are looking for : men and
wonr>en who can learn great customer
service, believes the customer always
comes first, and wants to leam how to

be a great salesperson. We offer:

chance to make $6-12-f^/hour, good
benefits pack^e, great staff discount,
and the best retail training. To join the—
lop independent store in LA call for ap-
pointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-
7585.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-
gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-
ence. Marina Del Rey. Trainine provided
310-577-6520.

FULiyPART-TIME OFFICE SUPPORT. FLEXI-
BLE HOURS able to also work evening and
weekends must have car fax resume 310
276-5721 310-276-3300

30 Help Wanted

General office, 5 days, flexible hours. Must
be reliable, type, speak fluent English. Avail.

immediately. Phone: 213-653-4409, 1^:
818-708-6886. Write: Mr. Joel Bash, 6345
Balboa Bhd., Suite 195, Encino,91316.

GYMNASTKTS COACHES all ages and levels,

varied hours, experierice required. Profes-

sional gymnastics school now hiring. Call
Mary Gates for interview. 310-450-0012.

HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 per week
assembling producU at home. No experi-

ence. Info 1 -504-646-1700 Dept. CA-695.

Hotel Desk Clerk. Full-time. Luxury hotel in

Westwood Village. English speaking.
(310)208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER for busy doctor. Weekends.
Laundry, cleaning, assist w/cooking, etc No
skills required. Flexible schedule. Leave mes-
sage. 310-826-9811.

Immediate part-time opening. Pick-up 12-
vear-old after school. Run errands, light

housekeeping for 2-working-parent house-
hold, M-F, 3-6pm, some evenings. SarUa Mo-
nica. $6.5(Vhr with increase to $7.50 after 90
days. Must have reliable car. 310-394-0879.
Carol^teve.

LAW STUDENT required for weekend job to
take care of young boy, i.e. sporte, Disney-
land, movies, etc. Contact Miss Green for

more info. 310-276-1 182.

MALE MODELS. Asi4n, Latin or surfer types.
No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun! 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY In Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6
hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have .excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MATH TUTOR for 8th grade student Experi-

ence and references required. 310-458-3104
(day) and 310-459-5746 (evenings).

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hour^eek
to start) for experierKed- bilingual reccptiorv

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Gen-
eral medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734
x900. Have resume available . Salary^p.

MEDK:AL BILLINCVFILE aERK, P/T or F/T,

Beverly Hills area. 2 13-653-071a

MEDK:AL BILLINGA3FFICE ASSISTANT. 20-

40 hour^week. Excellent data entry, typing,

phones. Krmwtedge of medical terminology,

billing procedures. Seeking senior or grad
student Call 310-393-1503

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 21 3-265-0550.

Morning counter person for coffee

houseAukery. Serve customers, general

clearvup. ExperierKe helpful, will train.

$5.7S/hr. Linda or Mitch, 310-826^5282.
1 1 740 San Vlj^ente.

Mother's helper with car for 2 children, /^VW
from 3:15-6:15, additional hours available if

desired. %6ft\r. 310-395-O623.

Naked
Faa is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or else! ... or
else, I don't remain in business! Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-
700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

Need P/T messenger with own car. Some
light office work. Fay 310-208-884& Call
between 10-6.

NEEDED: Chikkare for multiply handi-
capped 9 year oM boy. Hyperactivity and
other challenges. Working on pre-K acade-
mic skills. Very alert, curious, and loving.

Needed week nights. Car needed. Must be
responsible and depertdable. $8^.
(310)273-6567, D10)271-3191

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, Mon. & Wed. 10-6,
$6.63^. Qualifications: Good communica-
tion skills, experience wAcomputers, depend-
ability, ability to organize. Jennifer 310-825-
4774. -

OFFKI ASST NCED€D.10«Tv2pm, M-F, San-
U Montoa AudkWMeo co. (31(9453-3807

2pm, V
0N53-

PA CLERK NEEDED for busy B.H. Medical
OtfkM. 25 hour^Mcek, Monday-Friday. Start

$aoa Call lily/Amy 310-271-9131, must
hawtcar. • «

30 Help Wanted

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALLTYI^S NEEDED FOR
MAJOR FEATURE RLMS
IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

Immediate position available. Secry^ecpL
Knowledge of Microsoft Word required for

SM architecture firm. FAX resume 310-828-
7710.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$400+/month teaching ba-
sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching backgrourni or
Asian languages required. For more informa-
tion call 206-632-1 146extJ59341.

JR. PUBLISHER - City-wide college magazine
needs organized leaders majoring in busi-

ness/journalism for paid intern position. 335-
1950- Dan.

Law fimn seeks legal assistant with excellent
computer skills. 20-30 hour/week flexible.

Salary $6-9 DOE. (213)651-3333. (213)658-
6041 (fax).

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-
ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.
Wilshire & Clendon. 310-475-0481.

P/T PERSONAL ASSISTANT lor President of
Westwood firm. Typing, Macintosh and or-

ganizational skills. 8-12 hours/wk. Sentor
grad student prefen^. (31 0)479-61 72

P/T POSITKDN w/Santa Monica Real EsUte
partnership. Involves database updating and
producing advertisingAnarketing materials us-

ing desktop publishing software. Must have
familiarity w/WINDOWS. Approximately 15
hours/week, $1(Vhour. Call Scott, 213-851-
9761.

P/r RECEPTKJNIST available MWF, 9am-
1pm, at Beverly Hills Chiro Center. $MH>ur.
Call Mr. Lawrence 213-655-1420.

P/T TYPIST fluent to assist in editing of busi-
ness letters 3 momingVaftemoonS. 4 hours
each time. UCLA student preferred. 310-453-
3335.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVISOR must read
music, typing skills and have organisational
skills must have car. 31 a276-3300.

PERSON TO HANG POSTERS. P/T on canv
pus. 1-800-300-7737. Details.

PERSONAL SECRETARY, 1-day, Monday pre-
fened. En^ands, etc Need car. Must like

chlkfren. 310-573-1891.

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,
AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have
at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student
with teaching experience. Storting rate

Sl2.5Q/hour. Hours flexible. 828-727-9447.

Prestigious Veterans Organization seeks full-

time Secretarial position. Must be highly or-
ganized, self-motivated, quick learner. Salary
$14,000, excellent working conditions at

Federal Buildinn. 310-477-2539.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer arwi tennis coaches as well as assistant
varsrty soccer coach. Paid positions. Call Gail
at 310-391-7127.

Production Interns wanted for documentary
at Grand Canyon, Nov. 1-18, Nemesis Pro-
ductions. 213-665-0264.

PROGRAMMERS AND COMPUTER GRAPH-
IC ARTISTS NEEDED. Start ASAP, very flexi-

ble hours, call Greg w/Southwestem Software
and Consulting. 31 0-824-21 35.

RECEPTONIST NEEDED. 4-1 0pm, and wee—
kends. Ask for Liana, 310-208-8049.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing
store needs P/T employee. $6/hr. Please call

310-454-7870. 1 5328 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-
isades.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.
Must be available Sat and have knowledge
of children's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

RUNNING PARTNER WANTED. $10 each
day. Forty-five minutes slow running. 30
minutes walking. Five daysAvk. Female pre-
fefred. Mornings. Pacific-Palisades. 310-459-
8512.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR position
available now. Pick up application and job
description at 625 Landfair #1 . Deadline Oct
H. 1994.

.

Santa Monica t>a8ed national
Real Estate corporation seeks
office clerk to assist In property
management. Data entry, phone.and organizational skills required.
Part-time. Immediate opening

at $7.00/hr.
(31 0)<449-902e/Qina

Publications/Word Processor

Excellent word processing and

organizaticmal skills required

for HIV-i- related research

project, manuscript preparation

word perfect 5.1 /6.0 essential

Fax resume Helen Reed

(310) 794-8297
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SCHEDULER :

Film promotkm company in MOR. Seeks
person to fchedule promos. P/T. Flexible
7^r.+bonus. Chris 310-821-1677. Leave
mssMS: __^
SEEKING OFFia ASSISTANT for prestigious

trchHectural pottery company in Culver Oty.
2-days a week. Flexible hours. Contact Ta-
mara at 310^15-9220.

SELL T-SHRT5, make money in your spare
time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-
tomized Tt, golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

novative, inexpensive, attractive new process
called DIGITAL TEXTILE UwtAGINC. If you
are an ambitious self-starter ar>d Interested in

marketing, this is a commission sales oppor-
tunity that can put some money in your jeans
now and after you graduate! Only enterpe-
neurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resume in the format
of a letter in confidence to: Craffoto Textile
Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davies. Fax: 685-
683-1 235, phone: 1 •80a888-783a

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.
Over 1 5,000 openingsl For more information
call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to
earn $10-15Av)ur guaranteed working 20-
flexlble houn^i^ek. Marketing representa-
tives/management trainee positions. Training
provided. Westwood location. 310-312-
6838.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a
must, typing a plus, located in mid-Wilshire
area. $a/hr. 213-651-0530.

TELEMARKETING. Highly n>otivated, enthu-

siastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must
have a good phone voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware^ftware dealer seeks

individuals for inside sales. Must have work-

ing FKT knowledge. No prior telemarketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-
puter Centers. Job« 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

ranoe, CA 90503.

THE CHEESECAKE
FACTORY

Beverly Hills is searching for fun, frierxily

people to fill FRONT DESK and retail

BAKERY COUNTER positions. Flexible hours,

$6.50 to $7.5C^KXjr to start. Apply Monday-
Friday, 3-4pm at: 364 N. Beverly Dr., Beverly

Hills.

TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR, 60 wpm, accu-

rate, filing, P/T, flexible hours, 20
hours^veek, $7AKXir. Burbank. Call Rox-

annc, 818-843-6533.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63Av'. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Foodservice 310-825-7686.

WANTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for small

cockuil lounge, TATTLE tXLE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Culver City. 310-390-2489, Rog-

er-Bonnie;

WEEKEND RECEPTONIST from 10-7pm Sat

and Sun. Data entry, excellent comnuinica-

tion skills, bilingual, excellent computer

skills. $6-9 DOE. (213)651-3333, (213)658-

6041 (fax).

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR,
P/T. Reouires knowledge of DOS, Windows
for Workgroups, Word for Windows, Excel

etc; experience w/modems and remote com-
munication; capacity to install, train, support

arKi tfoubleshoot software problems; ability

to solve hardware problems. Must be com-
fortable wAxith people and machines. Fax re-

sume to josh, 3 1 0-337- 1 074.

LAW FIRM SEEKING COMPUTER PRO-
GRAMMER familiar with Borland Paradox

anchor Paradox for WindoM« for program-

ming project $8-10^hour DOE. (213)651-

3333,(213)658-6041 (fax).

PART-TIML Earn up to SJOQ/day. Exoelleni

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

STUDENTI Utilize your personal computer!

to earn $400 or more weekly. For free de-

tailed info, send SASE to: I.S. Inc. P.O .Box

6031 Torrance, Ca 90504. 4675 Melrose

Blvd,, Los Angeles, CA, 90029v

AARIiNDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-S200 daily

•more jobs than graduates
•nation wide job plcK:ement

NATIONAL lARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)380-3200
(310)55aO608

(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

34 Internstiips

ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRODUC-

ERS with busy film production company seek

highly moUvated interns. Great opportunity

to leam. ^adem\c credit available, no pay.

Call Karen at 310-276-6555.

34 Internstiips

Prockjction company seekir^ intern for the

fall. Please contact Elizabeth Casparis. 310-
264^155

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a
paid internship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate development Fax resume lo 310-458-
6661.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but hands on op-
portunity. 818-902-9657.

35 Ctiild Care Wanted

AU PAIRE needed immediately. Studio City.

Live-in/guesthouse. Boy 9/giri 11. Pick-

up+dinner. Musts; active, flexible, responsi-

ble, valid license, references. Abbie 818-985-

9246

Babysitter wanted. 2-3 eve^vk to help with
hKynework, mealtime and play. Must have
verifiable references. Call Leslie 310-839-
9799.

CHEVIOT HILLS. Student/alumni needed to

care for 2 kids, 3&6. Childcare experience,

referefx:es„ reliable car, N^ preferred.Tue

4:30-1 0pm. S7/hr. 310-558-4704.

CHILD CARE. Afterschool pick-up, activities,

and honr>ework. Second grader in the UCLA
area. Morxiay thru Friday 3pnv6pm. Car re-

quired. 310-471-7585.

Childcare needed for an eleven year old .

Female preferred. Responsible, kind hearted,

warm. Have own car Insurance, excellent

driving record, references. Mon., Wed.,
Thurs., 2:50-6pm, flexible/approx. lOhrs/wk.

Salary negotiable. 310-395-7169

Childcare
provider for delightful three month old boy.

Liveout Full-time Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm, in

Venice. 31 0-821 -033a

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-
sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays -^flexible

hours during weekdays. Must drive. Salary

neff>tlable. References. Call 310-271-7170.

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and good role

model for chiklren. Live-in -f $i m exchange
'

for drlvln^utorlngA>abyslttlng 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court 30+ hours,

6:45-8:00am, after 3pm. Full-tinrw, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391

.

FATHER & 2 SONS (4,7) seeking student to

help with children for Ihr. in n>oming and 1-

2hrs. in afternoon. Incl. driving kids to and
from school. Offering free private room with

own bthrm and board in Westwood home.
No cleaning nee. Pays $150-20(Vmo.
References and driving record nee If

interested, please leave mess. (310)476-5516.

Female with car wanted to drive teenage giris

to school In Long Beach. P/T okay.

References and good drtiving required.. 310-
206-6265.

Fun girls, 1 1 & 8 need fun babysitter. Safe

car. 3 daysMeek. 3-6pm. $7A<r. Kate 310-

454-6437.

PALMS. M-F 2-7. Boys, ages 2&7. House-
keeping, car, insurance, references. SlSC^vk.
310-201-5251 or 310-839-4698.

RESPONSIBLE, COMMITTED PERSON to

drive two children to afterrvx}n activities,

Monday-Thursday. Approximate hours 3:30-

6pm. Your car, excellent pay, great kids.

310-390-1761

SEEKING UCLA STUDENT lo care for 4-

year/old M, W 12pm-6, sorT>etimes later.

Murt have good driving record and reliable,

safe car. Weekend work also possible. 310-

475-4940.

37 Housesitting

RESPONSIBLE RABBI AND FAMILY looking

to housesit during Christmas vacation. Experi-

enced. Call Michael or Sunny. 206-676-

5201.

49 Apartments for Rent

$535 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet bulMlng, laur>dry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bedroom,
carpet, drapes, patio, buih-ins, refrigerator,

iaurwiry, excellent shopping and transporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdmV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761

.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building subterrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartmenU,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A/C, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 81 8-997-731 2.

1-BEDROOM S695. 2 BEDROOM $640.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to canopus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1-BEDROOM FURNISHED, $695. Pool, bar-

becue, dean and quiet. Gas arxi water paid.

Low move-in. Available Octobe^ 25th. Call

Ben 310-206-3797.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2665.

11675 Dariinf^, Brentwood. Bachefor,

$500. 2-bcdrooms/2-baths from $1100 and

ufk 110>410-1499, }10^1-a57a

49 Apartments for Rent

2126 N.BEVERLY GLEN. $650. Studio. 7-

mlnutes to UCLA. Newer cvpet Shower
over tub, wet-bar, patio, laundry, private-en-
trance, utilities paid. Lease. 616-706-1493
day, 618-609.7231 tvtnlngi.

2bdmVl .5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-
venient WLA locaUon. 1603 Granville.
S87S/mo. 310-828-5236.

2BR.WESTWCX)D NATIONAL
Unpunished upstairs, newly painted, new
carpets-drapes, car port. $825. Call for ap-
point (81 8)996-3781, (818) 344-5616.

49 Apartments for Rent

S-Mltis EAST UCLA. North Wilshire. Large,

bright, 2-bedPOom. $79Vmonth. Large,

bright. 1 -bedroom. i670/mor»h. Evenings
only 31 0-859-0365. ;__
A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
rTKinthly + 4 hours weekly gardening, house
maintenance. OcearVmountain-view, nearby.

Foreign and grad students welcome. Car.

(310)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/month. 2-bed/2-bath. WasherA^ryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-
391 -3853 or 310-391-6645. (

TICKLE OUR TASTEBUDS
THE DAILY

WILL TICKLE YOURS*
Something's Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal favorite recipe and if it's

chosen we'll feature your name and
recipe in the paper's classified section.

Also get $10.00 FREE on your Bruin Gold Card.

BON APPETITE!
-drop recipe submissions at the Daily Bruin front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hail

F^f;iy/;3#/;3tk»;^^

by Larry White

PLANETARY OVERVIEW: Unexpected snags could come about during
Mercury Retrograde period thru 30th for those who allow nature to take
her course. Important matters should be followed up and explained
thoroughly. For those who have to make a break with the past, favorable

Mercuiy aspects to Saturn, planet of time will work in your favor.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21-Apr1l 20
Talcnls and abilities could become
money makers and be put to good use.
I>5n't waste time daydreaming. Three
magic words to remember "Do it now!"

TAURUS AprH 21- May 21

Work on plans that can further long-
ran^e goals. Things that may have been
holding you back should be chanemg.
Fixpect good news from far away places.

GEMINI May22Jun«21
If you're asked to assume more re-
sporuibililies and authority at work-
place, don't hesitate lo accept. You are
very capable of handling the job.

CANCbR Juna22-July23
Those looking for tlial "significant other"
should take advantage of harmonious
pianelary cond ihons. Socia I, crca live and
speculabve intcresln are also favored.

LEO July 24 - August 23

Your intuition could be working over-
time. Listen when it tells you that if

some offer sounds "too good to be
true" it is too good to l>e true!

VIRGO Augutt24-S«|)t 23

The caution signal is up on all matters of
communication. Ifyou are involved in an
important matter make certain you read
the fine print beforesigning the conlracL

LIBRA S«pl24-Oct23

I-ocusyour attention on money making
creative enterprises while the planetary
wheels of fortune are in motion. Your tal-

entscouldprovide moreindependence!—
SCORPIO Oct24^v22
This week's planetary asp>ects paint a
pretty picture for your creative efforts.

Vou may even be able to develop a new
source of revenue thru a recent hobby.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 23-Om: 21

Behind-the-scenes activities can be ben-
eficial, especiaUy if n€«w agreements or
pwoperty transacliortsare involved. Read
the line print thoroughly before signing.

POSITIOM OF MOOM ON
PAY OF BIRTH REVEALS
WHy MANY BORN UMPER
SAM6SI&N ARE UNLIKE
YOU. PURINCJ MONTH
MOON WILL MCVe THRU
ALU IZ ZOPIAC 9I(^N$
TO MOPIFY THE NATURE
OF EACH SUN5IGN.

PROFESSOR COSMO

CAPRICORN
Midweck's Mc
pecially stimulatin

Dae 22>lan 20

Midweck's Moon in your sign can be es-
pecially stimulating for romantic and so-
cial affairs. New aamircm may be met at
social and work related get togelhers. 1

AQUARIUS Jan2l»fabH i_

Community or career wine you can push
your ideas now with confidence. Positive
new thinking can pay off in waysyou may
not have anbcipaled.

PISCES. Fab2Q4larch20
Lonj range contacts may broaden your «•

horizons and bring increased income.
Getting away may give you a whole new
perspective on your career interests.

mimfmimimamiMXiM!tiMXiMiaMttM£ifmM£iM
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VClAs Muslim l^ewsmagazine

The UCLA Yearbook

UCLA's Daily hlewspaper

The Jewish Student hJewsmagazine at UCLA

Campus Radio

Para El Puebb De las America

The African Peoples Newsrruigazine

The Asian Pacific Magazine at UCLA

UCLA's Gay arui lesbian Newsmagazine

The Feminist Magazine at UCLA

7

STUDEHT MEDIA JOURNAUSM WORKSHOPS

X P

.iiS-

• If you want to take a workshop, pick up an

application at the Daily Bruin and return it by the date

indicated.

• Student Media Workshops are designed to train

students who intend to work with the student media.

Wriling dnd Edilirh

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective

communication. Basic publication

style, story structure, attribution

issues, self-editing techniques.

• Section 1

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 7: - * w.sa

6 pm ' 8 pm Monday, Oct. 10 Ackerman 241

2

6 pm - 8 pm Wednesday, Oct. 12 Ackerman 2412

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Boelter 5514

Instructor: Frances Femandes, Student Media UCLA

adviser

Participants do not receive university credit.

Only registered UCLA students are eligible.

• For more information, call 825-2787.

ii iiiiitir

• Section 2 - .

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 17 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff Hall 400

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer '

i

Copy Editing A

An introduction to the role of the copy editor

including basic journalism style, polishing sentences,

recognizing structural problems, recognizing legal/

ethical issues, fact-checking, working with editors and

reporters and headline writing.

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

10 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct; 15 Math Science 5148

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5148

Instructor: Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin reporter

and editor, copy editor at the Long Beach Press

Telegram

The Feature/Magazine Ston

Magazine and newspaper writers discuss the way they

work and write. A prominent Los Angeles-area writer

will lead the workshop each quarter.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10
V

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 25 Ackerman 241 2 ;

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 1 Ackerman 241

2

6 pm - 8 pm Tues(lay, Nov. 8 Ackerman 241

2

Instructor: John hi, formerly a reporter for the LA

Times, staff writer, LA Weekly, freelance magazine

writer

Reponing

An introduction to basic research methods, interview-

ing, covering breaking news and working with editors.

• Section 1

Submit application by 9 am, wT:«.-rtw«»,:
,

.6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 6 Math Science 5ffi

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 8 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 1 1 Ackerman Union 2412

Instructor: Frances Femandes, Student Media UCLA

adviser

• Section 2

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 12

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct, 13 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman Union 2412

. InstTMCtor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

i

legal Issues in the Media

: Libel and privacy laws for editors, station managers,

i
copy editors, reporters and photographers. Sessions on

;
shield laws and the recently much-used California and

i federal freedom of information laws. Copyright law.

l-.J^erequisiie: Current student media.

I 7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 21 Ackerrman 2412

i
7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 28 Ackerman 24 1

2

j

Instructors: Rex Henke, senior partner, Gibson, Dunn

I & Crutcher, expert in media law and Tim Alger,

i associate, Gibson, Dunn &. Cnitcher, investigative

i reporter.

Politics & the Public

November elections are approaching and student

editors and reporters are scrutinizing the candidates.

What do readers need to know about them? How can

this election affect their lives? Who is voting and who

is not and why. The workshop will explore the issues

- and how to get the stories.

Prcre^sitt: Current student media

6 pm - 8 pm, Thursday Oct. 20 Math Sciei^:e 5225 ^

InstTMCtor: Barbara J.
Palermo, legal affairs reporter and

feature writer, The Daily News, The Daily Journal and

The Evening Outlook

lesiyodiid Plioloy[dpti'

Photojouinalisni A

An introduction to news and feature photography.

Includes night, interior and sports dioots, picture

composition and lighting, captioning and legal and

ethical issues.

Prereqidsites: An application and test are required.

Applicants must shoot a roll of film on either of the

following topics:

1

)

people at work or

2) people at play

Applicants should turn in the test roll for developing

by 9 am Monday, Oct. 10 to the Student Media office.

Workshop participants must own a camera.

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 Math Science 5225

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 22 Math Science 5225

InstTMCtor: Scott Weersing, former Daily Bruin photo

editor, staff photographer for Ventura Star Free Press

newspapers

Design A

An introduction to the basic principles of graphic

design and how they apply to the presentation of

information in newspapers and magazines.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pm - 8^ Thursday, Oct. 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 20 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm >Thursday, Oct. 27 Math Science 5225

InstTMCtor: Albert Poon, designer San Jose Mercury

News

Desktop Puhlishing: Quark Ipress

An introduction to electronic publishing software.

PrcrajMisite: Current student media staff.

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct 15 Kerckhoff 210

10 am - 1 pm Saturday, Oct. 22 Kerckhoff 210 -

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 28 Kerckhoff 210

InstTMCtor: Eric Tolladay, freelance graphic artist

Daily Bruin Classified

IfOddtdSl

Introduction to Radio

An overview of how a radio station operates

with an emphasis on progrtimming, management

and promotion.

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thrusday, October 13 Ackennan 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Math Science 5117

Imtrucwr: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly of

KNX/CBS radio

Broadcast Jottiualisni

Students learn to put news and sports broadcasts

together. Emphasis on producing and interviewing.

1 pm - 7 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Ackennan Union 2412

InsfrMCtor: Ed Coglin, former Channel 13 news director

STUDENT
MEDUUCU
224IUrddwiriSZ7t7

49 Apartments for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS. 2br/2ba. $1125. Great (or
iharing. El Rodeo School. 9609 Olympic
Blvd.. Open Sufwfayt 1-5. (818)706-7320.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nke 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshir*. Bundy, and freeways. Close to
LKIA buiMt. Quiet building. No pets. 1236
McOellan Drive. 31 0-826-8461

.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-
roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshlre, dish-
washer, parking, $1350ATK)nth. Open 9-5.
11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0834.

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, j^»ardwood
floors, bright, parking, laundry hook-up. Ibr
and 2br/1 ba available. (31 0)550-1 531

.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-
deled, many unique features, ceiling fans, air,

great \ocaiion, near shopping, busses and
freeways. (818)399-9610.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA. $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 3ia397-aOS8.

MAR VIST\ $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2.story cus-
tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.
310-391-1076.

MAR VBTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh- Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076. .

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. VC, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building,

I. refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds.

One month rent free. 31 0-203-881 4.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom - loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 31 0-391 -1 076. Open 7 davs 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large end unit w/ baloo-

nyAefrigerator. New Carpet^lind^Mint
$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdfm^-
bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

buiMing. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

6855.
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PALMS. $895, upper. 2-bed/2-bath. Builtrin.

Balcony, ^C, gated building, laundry room,
parking. 3626 Empire Drive. Call 310-559-

3875.

PALMS. $995, 2-be4/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator,

Corwenient to Westside, UCLA and shop-

ping-Call 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfumished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. Appliartces, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (31 0)837-41 96.

PALMS: $575. Spachius 1-bdmVl-bath,

stove, refrigerator, parking, laundry, hard-

wood floors. Day 310-206-9975, eve. 213-

8764)371.

Small ont bedroom. Mid Wilshire. kieal for

one person. Stove and refrigerator. $425, first

ind last, no deposit 21 3-938-2838.

UCLA X-LARCE SINGLE, dining room, walk

to UCLA and Village. $640. 10975 1/2 Roe-

blinK. (310)206-4253, (310) 824-2595.

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 block from beach. All uUlities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.

$46<Vifnonth.

VENICE BEACH, unfumished bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Ktary Jo 310-392-8487.

$40QAnonth.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. 10944 Stralhnwre. (310)209-0968.

WEST LA. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-
bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated paricing and entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414
Jasminfe. 310-838-4862.

West L.A. Bachelor, upper, utilities paid, near
Santa Monica Federal Bus Lines and market
lOmin. from campus. $450. 31 0-475-481 5.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no pets, stove,

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1. Large
1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpets,

blinds, now available, parking, laundry

facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
by appt 31 0-477-8750.

Westwood Village, 2-blcks from campus. Lg.

1-bdr. FrontA>ack door. Carpeting, vertical

blinds, locked garag& S800/mo. 10990
Strathomore #3. 310-208-1454/ 471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm/2-1/2-bath condo,
washer/dryer, side-by-side parking, pool.

Very large, living room, dining room,
equipped kitchen. Prime location I

$1600kVnonth. 213-380-1355.

49 Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $950
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN
LIVING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UaA. 3 1 0-839-6294."

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, kleal for g^ad students. 171 1 Malcolm.

V4-mile from campus. 310-273-1212.

Westwood. 2-bdmV1-balh, hardwood floors,

residential street, near campus, call Rachel,
310-208-7511.

WESTWOOD. Great 1 -bedroom efficiency.

AC/DW/FP/Pool/ipa/garage parking. 655 Kel-

ton. $700. Immediate move-in. Perfect 9-

nwnth lease. Leave message 310-824-1799.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$750. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, enclosed private garage. Quiet
building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KPTCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 310-447-8500.

WLA, 2 miles to UCLA, upper, 1-bd/l-ba, all

appliances, carpets, drapes, some furniture,

spa. $700/mo. 1712 Colby. 310-318-5620.

WLA. $482. Bachelor, free utilities, walk-in

closet, new carpet and bathroom, vertical

blinds, refrigerator, 10 minutes to IXTLA.

310-478-2763.

WLA. $725-$875. Very large 1, 2-bedroom.

Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closets. All

appliances. Paint and carpet V.J. 310-447-

Hl±

WLA. $725-up. Large one bedrooms, pool,

built-in stove and oven, quiet private. Near

UgA. (310)478-7150.

WLA. $725. l-bdmVl-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rington. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1-l/2mile8 from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(ymonth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet paint
vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student
discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnishied

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

Ine. 3748 kiglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. $500 Bachelor in duplex
Utilities paid, fireplace, laundry. 10617 Kln-

nard. 310-474-1923.

r:

ADVERTISING
INTERNSHIPS

The Daily Bruin
Classified Display

Advertising Department

is looking for ambitious interns eager to

get experience for life.

Hiring and earning potential at termination

of 10 week internship

Pick up application at

The Daily Bruin
Front Counter at 225 KercWioff Hall

Deadline - TODAY

51 Apartments. Unfurn.

$1 1 25.BRENTWOOD. Really nice 2 br/2-ba.

All appllarK:es, fireplace, erxrlosed patio,

Undem parking, good laundry. QUIET.
1 1 722 Kiowa. (805 )5261 759.

$495. Bachelor, quiet, upper, laundry, micro-
fridge. 1 326 Armacast. Open. Near bus and
close to UCLA. 3 10-459-4088 or 459-2673.

$650. 2-bdrnVlbath unfumished. Stove, re-

frigerator, new carpets, newly decorated.

Plc<Vla Cienega. 310-279-2002.

MAR VISTA, 1-bdrm, upsUirs, smaller, quiet,

clean building, parking, laundry. Pets OK.
$6SQ/month. 822-7580.

PALMS, $575, bright! -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

PALMS. Single $535. Clean, Large pool,

corwenient to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-

4332.

SANTA MONKZA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

52 Apartments to Share

Beverly Hills charming Apt 2bdrs-1bth.

Walk to stores and bus. Healthy, considerate

lifestyle. M/F. Great Cat. $40(Vmo+half util-

ities and deposit 310-859-8561

.

HUGE 2-BDRM APARTMENT, 100 yards

UCLA, views, own room, furnished, pool, ga-

rage. $S7S/month. 310-824-9883.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Furnished , CLEAN, 2-

bed^2-bath. Gorgeous complex, FULL AMEN-
ITIES, SECURITY, new carpets/appliances.

Great location, WesUide. $S50/month. 310-

837-9509. Prefer male.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer N/S female. Close
to campus. $450-t- 1/2 utilities. 818-907-
9401.

TWO FEMALE ALUMS seek maicAemale n/s

roommate in Brentwood. Parking. $45(Vmo.-<-

deposit (310)826-2736. ^_

Westsid^alms, 2bd/7ba., fully furnished,

full amenities, parking, month-to-nwnth or
lease negotiable. $495.00 water paid,
$1 50.00 deposit AVAILABLE NOW. Allison

310-558-3123.
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Roman robe
5 Essay or

editorial

10 Crowds
14 Asian sea
15 Jumped
16 — Fitzgerald

17 Astronaut
Armstrong

18 Caper
19 Norse god
20 Margaret

Mitchell

novel
23 Cravings
24 Actress Donna

25 Neckwear
28 Large

antelope
31 Scat!

32 Upper part of

dress
34 — Vegas
37 Candy cane
40 Utter

41 Sibling's

daughters
42 Mata —
43 Happening
44 Peeled
45 Note
47 Glasgow

native

49 Suffer

hardships
56 Actress Moran
57 "Aida" or

"Carmen"
58 Gardening aid

59 Peel
60 Papas' mates
6

1

Heroic story

62 Holiday
drinks

63 Marry
secretly

64 Computer
storage item

PREVIOUS PU771 F SOLVED

s u M M A T E D M A C A W
u s E A G R A A Z U R E
G A D D E L 1 B EIR A T E D
A G r L E 0} E B S L E A S
R E T A 1 N [IQSS

A B R A D E

iP
GAL A S

T A T A D O S m E P H
A L 1 E N S U E G E E
P R E

ii
A 1^ E N 1 D A

S E N O R Y P R I S S
o R 1 O^H S C A L E D

c A S T C L A w K N A V E
u N L 1 KE| L 1 E S T T A N
s T N E A D L A 1 D E
p E Q. G Y R E D Y E R E B

© 1994 Untlod Feature Syndicale

DOWN
..^ 1 Sharp taste

2 Cookie brand
3 Profit

4 Comic-strip
character

5 Distinct

6 Leases
7 Promise
8 Narrow point

of land

9 Engrave
10 Made cat

noises
11 Often-heard

song
12 What cynics

say love is

13 Prepare for

painting

21 Waterlogged
22 Sea eagles
25 Snakes
26 Mets' home
27 Imitate

28 Official

proclamation
29 Rope
30 Chapters in a

39

43
44

play

32 Soft cheese
33 Sign
34 Teller of

tall tales

35 Land measure
36 Slip sideways
38 Something

said in

conclusion
Roofed with

straw
Revises
"Annabel
Lee " poet

45 Tenor — Lanza
46 Making do

with
47 Watchband
48 Comedian

Chevy —
49 Seabird
50 Large book
51 October stone
52 Jules Verne's

captain
53 Pueblo Indian

54 Egyptian
goddess

55 Head support
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53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

Urge, charming 2-bedroom upper in Spanish

duplex. Beverly Hills adf^nL $425/month.

Call 213-934-6422.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute

walk from Lot-32. Call Bobby 310-478-7121

or Cathy 310-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/ume. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrnVI-bath, co-ed, luxury, securfty condo
w/amenities. Westwood, $35Q/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

MELROSE profiessor attki N/S vegan room-

mate to share unfurnished apartment in West
Hollywood. Leave message 805-373-4195.

Need Babysitter for infant arvi toddler girls.

TueAhurs, Sat and some SurvJays. S6.0G^r.

310-397-5343

PALMS, Female roommate wanted. $380 -f

utilities. Direct bus to UCLA. No pet. 310-

202-7010.

ROOMMATE WANTED: Share house, own
bedroom, share bath, Melrose Ave area. Must
tike pets. Call Victoria 21 3-782-0785, MUST
SEEI $475.

Single female roommate wanted to sublease

or possibly share 2-b(^-ba Santa A^onica

apt. New carpets, very clean. Call Mike 310-

394-5609

Two Northem Cal girls with 3bdrrT^ba, seek

roommate $363-futils. Barry Ave. close to

UaA 310-478-2445

WANTED: Female to share 2-bdrm/2-bath

apartment in WLA $3ie^month. Call Anrie

820-1 483 or 81 8-769-6207.

WESTCHESTER, share roorft. $22S/month +
utilities, parking, pool, front and backyard,

pets OK. Prefer female, non-smoking. 310-

641-8033.

WLA OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment. Parking, 5-miles to UCLA Non-
smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-

447-2421.

57 House to Shiare

FEMALE CRAD STUDENT/PROF needed to

share 2 bdrm/l bath townhouse, near LICLA,
W/D, cable. SSSQVno. (310^75-0501.

Mar Vista Hills. Crad student wanted to share

house: private, large room w/Tireplace, pri-

vate bath, Jacuzzi, 2 decks. $550. 310-398-
5440

PROFESSIONAL MALE to share 2bdrn^ba
house. Private entrance, yard, washer/dryer,

storage available, half utilities, N/S. Cat OK.
$595. MDR. (310)827-2706.

58 House for Sale

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. Just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, anent 81 8-789-71 1 7.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautiful, extren>ely large, furnished, private,

bright, sunny, room. Private entrance/yard.

Walk to UCLA Excellent, parking, kitchen,

male. 310-475-4517.

$465. Furnished room. Small erK:losed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, washer ar>d dryer. Some mountain and

city views, by nature trail. 15-minutes from

UCLA 310-476-0256.

5-Minute drive to UCLA, utilities paid, fur-

nished, all amenities, refrigerator, kitchen,

microwave, WA3, television, separate en-

trance. S385/month 310-475-3328.

BEL-AIR. Private, fumished room and bath.

Kitchen/laundry privileges. $500/month in-

cluding utilities. 8-minute to campus. UCLA
student preferred. 310-476-1927.

BRENTWOOD SSSCVmonth. Private bed and

bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Female, non-smoker. 310-

395-0623.

BRENTWOOD LUXURY. Very large private

bathroom, hardwood floors, cable, near bus,

campus. Easy parking, prefer male, limited

kitchen, N/S. 310-472-4419.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share very

attractive 2-bedroom in Westwood. Very

close to shops, UCLA Pool/jacuzzi, gym,
sauna and laundry. Includes electricity and

Ras. $40(ymonth. 310-479-5264.

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Private bath, parking,

weekly maid service, kitchen, Jaundry
privileges. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the

beach, kieal for N/5 female, professional

graduate student. $700/month. 310-459-

2lb9.

Furnished house. Private entrance. Walk to

UCLA Kitchen priviledges. Ample parking.

Outside telephone line. TV aerial hook-up.
Male. (310)474-8188. $425.

Furnished w/spacious closet, TV and stereo

included IS-minutes from UCLA, close to

bus. N/S. $425 utilities included. 310-657-

1468.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

closets, kitchcrVlaurxIry. Share bath w/grad

student. Near National/Seattle and #8 bus.

$475/mo. 310-397-8002.
-

MAR VISTA, $32S/month, own room, big,

clean, bright, laundry, partially furnished,

minute to bus, pets negotiable. Available

ASAP. Charlotte, 310-391-5088.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building, gated parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.

$400/month.
.

Private room, share bath, TV/radio, rent rc-

ductiorr/tvork exchange as mother's helper

for 6 yr. old, evenings and weekends. Fe-

male. 310-576-2318.

ROOM AND BATH IN PRIVATE HOME
NEAR UCLA. Quiet, safe neighborhood,

kitchen privileges. $435. Mature male
preferred. No smoking. 310-271-1658.

Room for rent. Male non-smoker, clean, re-

spomible. WLA/Bcverly Hill^entry City.

Near park/gym. Great neighborhood. Lrg.

2hdm\. $49(Vimo.-Hitils. Call Lesley 310-553-

9108.

SANTA MONKIA Furnished bedroomA>ath.

Female faculty menrtbcr preferred, hVS, like

cats. Commuter Mor>day-Thursday, Bus 98.

Finland 1^. $3aQ/month. 310-452-1948.

West LA HOUSE
Exchange

Wanted: Plcaaant Hoiue/ Condo
in Waah. D.C. in exchange
for 5 BR bouae in excellent location

call: (310)4464)034 betw. 10/9-10/21

Snyaer in D.C. (210) 362-0330

60 Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
and women. Type and cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood and
Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $450/month
including utilities. Call Estelle 31 0-51 5-5889.

61 Real Estate

BRENTWOOD CONDO. Sale/lease option.

1bry2ba., pool, spa, gym, views.

$164,500.00. Christine (310)785-1600

exL222.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hours/week, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurar>ce.

French speaker preferred. 310-278-9307 or

310-472-7269.

Excellent tutorin^driving skills and good role

niy)del for children. Live-in + $$ in exchange
for drivin^utorin^abysitting 2 boys, 1 1 &
9. Great room, pool, tennis court. 30+ hours,

6:45-8KX)am, after 3pm. Full-tinrte, part-time,

student ok. 310-552-5391.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hour^week. Wal-
king distar>ce campus. Experience/refererKcs

required. 3ia470-4662.

FEMALE STUDENT. Wanted for light houM-
keeping. 20hrAvk in exchange for room &
board. Call Judy, 310-820-5151.

Free Room and Board in exchange for assist-

ing 8-year-old girl in P/T daily activities. M-
F, must have car, Cheviot Hills, 310-204-

2486.

GRADUATE STUDENT or senior needed for

childcare in exchange for room arxl board.

Near UCLA. Prefer experience with children

and driver's license. Dr. Kupper 310-306-

6855.

KITCHEN CZAR...I0W key and low fat cook-

ing in exchange for room arvi modified full

board. Three children (10, 12, 14) and The
Cat. Organize, cook, keep kitchen clean.

Monitor children, homework guidance. 15

hours, Morxlay through Thursday 3:15 til

7pm. No housework, no weeker>ds. Ten
minutes from UCLA, near busline. Private

room. Perfect for upper class or graduate

student. Must be UCLA enrolled. Non-
smoking. Val, 310-471-1671, evenings best.

Large sunny room, bathroom, beautiful Brent-

wood park honw in exchange for light house-

work, some driving, female only, flexible

schedule. 3ia472-9759.

LOOKING FOR LIVE-IN CHILDCARE in ex-

change for roomAmard plus negotiable sti-

pend. Car necessary. Flexible days and hours.

]udy Crodan 310-274-261

7

KVF Private roonr^mard in Hollywood Hills

Hdme EXCHANGE for afterschool ar>d some
evenings help ar>d childcare. Year-round sit-

uation. MUST HAVE dependable car and in-

surance. Call (213)650-3100 evenings best,

leave rrwssage.

OWN ROOM, BOARD +$100/WEEK. Ma-
ture, upbeat, female student wanted for

minimal housework, driving, childcare. Help-

er to 34year/old newly single nr>om. Nice Mar
Vista home. IS-minutes from campus. 310-

397-6445.

Room and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit.

with household chiore^errands. Own car

and/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
Vista. 310-398-1277.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange

for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female stucient. 818-

906-1399.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-beiV2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air ar>d heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beverly

Hills. 1«-mlnu(es from UCLA. Only $1600.

310-206-6049. Ask (or Frwhly.

67 Condos for Sale

Bri^t, 2+1 V4, WLA. Top floor, move-in
condition. Convenient to UCLA Great op-
portunity at $115,90a LIrKia, Remax
(310)826-1880 ext 329.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed^-bath. elegant cor>do.

Large living room. Fireplace, fsK, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6782.

68 Condos to Share

BRENTWOOD CONOO $1000, 2+2, Securi-

ty gate and parking. New carpet, air, patio.

Crad studentt prefierred. 818-333-8458. Judy.

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Westwood
condo, 24-hour security guard, valet service,

9th floor view of city. Seeking norvsmoking
male or female. $65(Vmonth. 969 Hilgard,

310-271-5995 (day), 310-443-9909 (even-

69 Condos for Rent

$149S/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm -floft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venicc/Mar Vista area.

310-278-5517.

3-bdmV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very larg*

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

buikiing, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

WLArPALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,

$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet

street 1 minutes to UCLA. 31 0-396-9533.

70 Guest House for Rent

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful

Beveriy Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH-
EN. $400. 310-358-6396.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bmins.

JERRY'S MOVING & (DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount
310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLL LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310452-2887.

96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Alsii)iecta. Thesas/Dissertatkxtt.

Petsonai Statements. Proposals and boots.

Intematkxtai sttxlents welootne.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 47(K6662

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. ExperierKed
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
Professional, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing

and re-writes also available. 21 3-933-3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from natiorui-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, these^publicatiorw; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Japanese conversation class. SMC. 310-
452-9214. Starting Oct..22. 6-Saturdays.

Beg.:9am-12. lntcrmcdiate:1-4. 575.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING^DITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

SURVEYS for thesis, e^c. Professional print-

ing. Automatic data entry. Proven accuracy.

Quick turn-around. Competitive prices. Veros

Information Systems, 310-231-1500.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing persorv

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

DV - 1 Qraancsrd Progrsm. try U.S. Immigration.

Qraencante provtdB U.S. parmuMnl nMmA stilut.

Citi»n« c< aInKWI al oounlriM ar* rtowad.

For Info k forms:

New Era Lagil Swicw
2(B31 Siagg St. Canogi Park, CA ViaOS

Tel: (BID 77^71M: (»1S) 0M-M29

98 Tutoring Offered

'GERMAN TUTOR. ExpflrHnced native

speaker, flexible hours, price open for discus-

sion. Contact Jay. 21 3-857-0406.

BKXOCY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

D MicrobioloRv). 31 0^652-8652.

98 Tutoring Offered

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math (or physi-

cal^ocial sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998. pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

MY TUTOR.
MATH/PHYSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Ilw (800)90-TUTOR.

99 Tutoring Needed

ENGLISH LfTERATURE TUTOR needed for

English 10A. Pay based on experierKe. Debra
310-550-3951.

The PrirKeton Edge is looking for tutors. The
hours are flexible and the pay is $13.00 per

hour. For more info, call 310-394-7454.

TUTOR NEEDED for high school statistics

and Spanish. 4-6 hr^vk. My honr\e, need car.

310-472-2628.

TUTOR NEEDED for upper division Environ-

nwntal Psychology class. Pay based on ex-

perlence. Call Debra 310-550-3951.

TUTOR/PAL WANTED. Tutor needed (male)

to help 1 2-yr boy after school 3 to 4 days a

week. Oversee homework and afternoon ac-

tivities from 3 to 6pm at iB/\v or $25 a day.

Own transportation, or help with bus. Live In

Sherman Oaks, directly over the hill 1 0-

minutes from UCLA. Short cut through Bel-

Air behind the hospital. If interested, please

call Jean Anne at 31 0-444-4727.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills, Westwood CerUers. UrvJergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616/310-

475-4830.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBA^'PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS

years legalAnedical transcription experierKe.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA-and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSINQ 24 Hour service Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount

310-587-0357.

102 fvlusic Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUFTAR INSTRUCTKDN. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117,

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
Ail levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

Sll^l Vocal technique-all levels/rtyles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tinxle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUML Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letter^efererK:e sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-day5. 310-287-

2785.

London
Frankfurt

Tokyo
Boston
•Farts at eadi wsy from los Angeles based on a
rtxndlnpptfchase. Restrictions applyand tacs not
included. CaU for other worldwide destinaticns.

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council Travel
1093 Broxton Ave., #920, Los Angetes, CA 900?4

310-208-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

109 Autos for Sole

82 Chev, runs well, asking $600 obo.

(21 3)933-5433.

Nissan Pulsar 87, automatic, i-top, blue.

Mileage 97,000. $3100. Call Ji-jeng. 310-

444-0945.

"77 T-BKO. Low mileage; excellent corwil-

tion; blueAwhite interior; VC; electric sun-

roof, windows, doors, seals, locks. Mom's
car. Robert: UCLA 310-206-4242, home 310-

288-0063.

'82 BMW 3201, 5-speed, 2 door, pull-out,

AA^M cassette, minor body work, runs

great. $200(yobo. (310y826-4996.

'84 JETTA 5-speed, air, new tires, sihrer, one
owner, 92K miles, radk^assette. $2600.

010)471-8332.

'84 VOLKSWAGEN (SCIRROCO). 5-specd,

sunroof, air, cassette, excellent condition,

previously owned by or>e student $2100.

010)391-7230. Rachel.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4.door, red,

black leather, 5-«peed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, $880(yobo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731.

HOW^ TO BUY
A. USED CAtt

A Samlnar for inmmelloael etudants
Sat. Oct. Sth lO-l^m.

Flnt BmptiMt Cbnach ^HO^A
Flfltcbcr Ljoonae^

1609 S. Banrlnston Av«.
£Far7'a (213)344-19tf5 Katto ^
^ mponmotmA by Int'l Bfblo Study ^ |

1 15 Scooters for Sole

1986 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER. Only 850
original miles since new. $950. (310)454-

1724.

1987 Honda Elite 1 50. WhKe, excellent con-

dition. Hdntet, lock and basket. $850 obo.

213-954-8948.

1987 HONDA ELITE 80: Blue, Runs greatl

Helmet and lock included. $500/oho. Call

Elizabeth 310-209-1845. Must Seel

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low milea^. White.

Helmet and lock irxHuded. Original owner.

$750. Call Pxn at 310-546-2446.

HONDA ELfTE 80. 2 person, tuned-up, new
battery, \otk, 2 helmeU, basket, 1995 regis-

tration, excellent cor>dition, low miles,

$55(Vbbo. (310)473-3346.

HONDA arTE SCOOTER. Red, hardly used,

low miles, great shape. Includes k>ck and
battery charger. $1000. 310-207-3542.

Honda Elite '80, good condition, white, hel-

met and \ock included. $600. Day 310-719-

5072. Eve 310-442-5228^

'86 HONDA arre ISO. Runs perfectly. Bodv
in excellent shape. Lock arvi helmet induo-

ed. SBSCVobo. Call Kevin 818-879-1 273.

'87 HONDA ELITE 150. Great shape. White
with Kryptonite lock. SlOOfVobo. Call Kevin
213-654-6928.

'87 RED HONDA ELFFE 1 50. New battery,

low miles. $750 oba 3104126-3203.

126 Furniture for Sole

Chaise, chain, ottoman, kitchen appliarKes,

morel Perfect for student apartment Pentax

35mm 200m camera. All good oorwiition.

Best prices. 818-799-9977.

Custom-made twin waterbed with built-in

storage $550 obo. 310-206-8718

FOR SALE: full size mattress arwi box spring

$100, Ull white book case $10. Call

(310)557-1819.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress sets: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

Dininx and sofa sets also. 31 0-821 -0729.

127 Garage Sales

Sofa beds $95. Twin Beds $25. Marble tables

$25. Bedspreads $10. 2528 S. Sepuhwda. 1.5

block south of Pico. 310-477-9066.

129 Musical Instruments

Electronic dmm set- Roland PD-31s, TAMA
stands. Call 310-824-7535. $1100obo.

1 34 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like rtew.

S1 180. 310-644-2612.

COMPUTER SACRIFICEIII Mac Classic 2/40
HD with Imagcwriter II, Keylmard, mouse,
covers, wristpad, and paper...$425 obo. Call

310-588-6222.

COMPUTER SALEI Power Book Duo 230,

Global fax modem, all popular software.

Travel case and misc., brand new, $1900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

HP-IIIP LASERPRINTER, $495; Compaq
VGA-Monitor $149; Compaq 286 portable

(W.P. 5.1 InsUlled) $695. OBO. Must Seel

Must Selll 818-799-9977.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pau up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin for In-

formatton. 818-225-0909.

MACINTOSH COLOR CLASSIC Wadded
menwry + 'extras.' Portable. Less tfian t.

year-old. $1500. Chris: 21 3-299-9850 even-

inns.

;
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IX: Media Relations

Quarterback Dave Barr and the California Golden Bears are 2-2
this season.

FOOTBALL
From page 28

Cal (2-2. 1-0), on the other
hand, lost its first two - to San
Diego State and Hawaii no less

- but was victorious over
Arizona State and San Jose State

in the last two weeks.

The Bears will be led by
senior quarterback Dave Barr on
offense and linebacker Jerrot
Willard on defense - two of the

Pac-lO's best in their respective

positions. UCLA, meanwhile,
will be without Ail-American
split end J.J. Stokes.

Still, it's not just the fact that

Car has defeated UCLA in four,

consecutive years, painful as
that thought is, which causes the

animosity between the two
schools. It's the way Cal wins.

"I just don't like (Cars)

attitude . . . They treat

us like an unwanted

stepchild just because

their school is older or

something."

Salelsaia

Fifth-vear Senior

**Right now it's almost per-
sonal for me," said fifth-year

senior Sale Isaia, whose class

could graduate without ever
beating the Golden Bears. "Four

W.SOCCER

JINOOK/Oailyaniin

years in a row - I think that's

four years too much for these

guys. I just don't like their atti-

tude, use is kind of arrogant,

but Cal takes it to another level.

They treat .us like an unwanted
stepchild just because their
school is older or something. I

mean, they've only had four
years on us, but UCLA had 18

(consecutive wins)."

Should Cal prevail again, they

would become the" first Pac-10
team in 60 years to defeat
UCLA in five consecutive meet-
ings, a fact that Sharmon Shah
has heard about one too many
times for his liking.

"Oh man, it's going to be
great to get those guys to be
quiet," Shah said. "Cal talks a

lot of head because a lot of those

guys are from down here. It's

just animosity between Cal and
UCLA. Period."

'

From page 27

She has not allowed a goal in four

consecutive games.

But Overgaard feels that her
records don't deserve wide recogni-

tion.

"(UCLA women's soccer) is only

a second-year program," she
said."rm just trying to do my best

and trying to do myjob"
• • •

The Bruins begin a five-game

homestand Sunday afternoon as they

take on the Gauchos of UCSB at 2

p.m.

The Bruins have not dropped a

game since they suffered a 2-0 loss

to Cal iiiply San Luis Obispo, Sept.

25.

They have won eight of their last

t"?

nine games and are looking towards

their firet-ever frfayoflf appearance.

"I'm excited! happy and

relieved that we didn't

tie."

8arah Miller

Freshman

Goalkeeper Gretchen Oveigaard
will try to preserve her scoreless

streak and will look for defensive

help from sophomore defender Sue
Skenderian. who will be playing her

third game since returning from a

back injury.

Olfay lue performfor you i

a
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In tfit past 3 montfis, tfu V.C£J\ market made over 7S,000 trips to a

concert, play ordanu performance.
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TARGET COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/M I

(Tl /^ThTh when you buy any of these

*PJ_ \^L jL scratch-resistant, easy-to-clean

Rubbermaid products. Clothes hamper, laundry

basket and wastebasket in varying sizes and cblors.

Style #2803. 2838, 2987. 2986. 2965. 297-3

Limit one coupon per purchase.

Reproductions not accepted.

Cashier: Scan Product, Then
Scan Coupon. Use Target

Coupon Key.

©lARGET „^^ EXPta MORE WW LESS. 5
'" '85239"23976
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WELCOME BACK BRUINS!
.«»•

Back to Class

j
$3 off any

I
large pizza on

I
menu

' (excluding the Dominator)

Back to Cramming

Back to Roommates

Back to Domino's
GREAT DEALS!

1371 Westwood Blvd.

(310)824-5000

I

I

I

I

990 6" Sub
with any
pizza

purchase

^ exp. 10/31/94 ^ exp. 10/31/94

VOLLEYBALL r^
From page 28

bounced Stanford in the third

round last year, while the
Cardinal knocked off the Bruins
in the national championship
match in 1992. In every year
since 1972, either the Bruins or

Cardinal have made an appear-
ance in volleybairs Final Fbiir.

However, despite the tradition,

and even after losing to the spik-

ers from Westwood three times
last year and in five consecutive
regular season matches dating
back to 1991, Stanford head
coach Don Shaw has other
things on his mind.

"Well, use comes in here on
Friday and that will be a tough
match," Shaw said. "To be hon-
est, I'm not going to be thinking

about UCLA until that match
ends. Besides, it's just an early

season match."

While Shaw seems unen-
thused about the showdown,
junior outside hitter/setter Cary
Wendell has other thoughts on
the match.

"It's always special when we
play UCLA, regardless of when
it is," Wendell said. "Those
matches are always more
intense."

The Bruins travel north on the

heels of an 1 1-game winning
streak, and while the streak has
included victories over four
ranked teams, UCLA has not
faced anyone comparable to the

Cardinal. Stanford is loaded.

Wendell, a second-team All-

American last year, remains one
of the most complete players in

the nation. Splitting time with
freshman Lisa Sharpley at setter

when not playing outside,
Wendell leads the Cardinal in

digs (3.0 per game)and assists

and ranks second in kills (83,
.337 hitting percentage).

However, despite Wendell's
all-around excellence, the talk

on The Farm centers around last

year's top recruit in the nation,

WATER POLO
From page 28

missing last weekend's scrim-
mage.
Jeremy Laser, who, along

with UCLA's sophomore driver

Jim Toring, was one of the few
collegiate athletes on this sum-
mer's World Championship
water polo team, scored two
goals.

Toring was the leading scorer

for the Bruins with one two-
point goal. Goalkeeper Matt
Swanson recorded nine saves.

• • •

The Bruins will get little more
than a moment of rest before
continuing on to Berkeley
tomorrow for the second stop in

a three-game road trip. UCLA
edged out the No. 3 Bears 12-10
at last weekend's Nor-Cal
Tourney, ending a three-year
losing streak to Cal.

"Cal has the best water polo
in NCA's," UCLA head coach
Guy Baker said of the Bears,
who have won seven of the last

1 1 national championships.
"We always have a great rival-

ry. Everyone wants to beat Cal.
You always measure your pro-
gram by whether you beat Cal."

Stanford head coach Dante
Dettamanti says the UCLA-
USC-Stanford-Cal rivalry still

remains from the former Pac-10
water polo conference.

With the UCLA-Cal football

game starting just hours after
the water polo match, team ten-

sions should be high.

"Cal's going to be out to get
us," goalkeeper Malt Swanson

On deck
What: Women's volleyt>aJI

Who: Hq. 3 UOAat Cafifomia
W!»ii:FrWay730j

QanM9i

•UCLA
season

•UCLA is

JINOOK/DaiiyBn*)

freshman outside hitter Kristin

Folkl. Folkl spent the summer
practicing with the U.S. National

Team and winning a silver medal
as a startef at the Goodwill
Games. Eleven games into her

college career, the prodigy leads

the Cardinal in kills (139) with a

startling .419 attack percentage.

California assistant coach
Devin Scruggs, whose Bears are

one of two teams to take a game
from Stanford, is part of the

Folkl fan club.

"To be honest, Stanford can
probably beat everybody if they

just set Kristin (Folk!) every
time," Scruggs said.

While the feature match clear-

ly occurs on Saturday night,

California will be more than a

mere formality. After playing
Stanford tough, the Bears blew
away Oregon in three before
dropping a grueling match to

No. 25 Oregon State in five, and
UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski is concerned about
his squad overlooking the young
Bears.

"It always concerns me more
than the players," Banachowski
yaid. "(Cal) is an improving
t*^am and they always play us,
tough in Harmon Gym."

UCLA spom Mo
Jim Toring

said.

Baker agrees that tomorrow's
match will be one of the tough-
est of the weekend.

"It's going to be war," Baker
said. "A battle and a half. They'll

have a fantastic crowd. Cal is the

greatest and toughest place to

play."

Sunday the Bruins will play No.

5 Pacific on the Tigers' home turf

for the first time ever. The Tigers

are growling after losing to the

Bruins 1 1-6 at last weekend's Nor-
Cal Tourney. UCLA is the only
match of the weekend for Pacific,

and a huge crowd is expected to be
on hand for the rematch.

Among Pacific's top players are

Matt Kipp, Brad Shumaker, and
Axle Wohlfarth.

"It'll be a lot tougher (playing

Pacific at hon^e)," Baker said. "The
stands are going to be packed."

•
'^

'

.
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W. soccer rides out Waves
UCLA outshot,

not outscore(d in

narrow 1 -0 win
over Pepperdine
"

' ' '
I

III, ,

By Hye Kvvon

The UCLA women's soccer
team narrowly escaped from
Stotsenberg Field with a 1-0 win
over Pepperdine Thursday after-

noon.

The Waves (3-5-2) dominated
both sides of the field, taking 27
shots on goal while holding the

Bruin attackers to just nine.

TEiking full advantage of the few

chances they did have, the Bruins
(7-2-2 overall) snuck in the lone

point of the afternoon in the 69th
minute of the game.

Freshman Sarah Miller chipped
in a short pass from forward Traci

Arkenberg for her first goal of the

season.

Miller started the match at the

midfield position, but was replaced

by sophomore Gina Dartt late in the

first half.

UCLA head coach Joy Fawcett
put Miller back in the game
halfway through the second period,

along with midfielder Marisol
Meinhart and defender Michelle
Kaping to try and jumpstart a

lethaigic Bruin offense.

That strategy paid off as Miller

scored less than five minutes after

her return.

"I'm excited, happy and relieved

that we didn't tie," said Miller.

The goal came on the heal of a
furious Pepperdine attack in which
UCLA goalkeeper Gretchen

Rebels,

tap for

• I on

WON WOO/ Daily Bruin

Freshman midfielder Sarah IMIIier scored the only goal for the
Bruins In Thursday's 1-0 win over Pepperdine. . .

Overgaard made several goal-pre-

venting plays.

"Gretchen made a couple of
great saves," UCLA assistant coach

Merry Eyman said.

"We were real lucky to get out of

(the game) with a win."

Pepperdine had numerous
chances to score, but always

seemed to come up just short of the

net.

Overgaard recorded three saves

on shots made inside the penalty

box, and extended her consecutive

scoreless minutes to 354.

Overgaard leads the region in

See W.80CCER, page 25

By Tim Costnerr
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's soccer team

could face its most pivotal week-
end of the season as it ventures to

the desert to face Nevada-Las
Vegas and New Mexico begin-

ning today.

And it's not because the

Bruins (8-1 overall) have gotten

to an 0-1 start in Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation play,

and not because either of these

teams are threats to take a nation-

al title this season.

But rather, they're the Bruins'

last two regular season road
games, and if No. 10 UCLA can

win both of them, then - with the

home field advantage from here

on out - finishing the regular sea-

son at 17-1 will be highly likely.

And that mearis the Bruins
will likely be a top-seeded team
in the NCAA playoffs.

"UNLV is always tough to

play at home," UCLA assistant

coach Todd Saldana said. "They
live for their league games and
New Mexico's the same way.
The league is their only way to

get into the playoffs. But when
we get to play at home again it

will be a big boost for us - espe-

cially when it comes to the

league games, which could guar-

antee us a route to the playoffs."

The Bruins play the Runnin'

Rebels (4-6) today at 7 p.m. and,

although UCLA easily topped

. soccer
UNLV 4-0 last spring, the Rebs
should field a stronger team than

six months ago.

"They're definitely a different

team now." Saldana said. "They
brought in a few new recmils and

have definitely sUiengthened their

team."

In Sunday's game against the

Lobos (7-3), the Bmins will have

to contain striker Mike Strati, a

national top- 10 scoring leader.

"New Mexico's style is not the

most attractive," Saldana said.

"But it's still tough to play
against because they're really

aggressive and really direct. I

think Suati could be dangerous -

the way it sounds, he's improved.

They've got a lot of hard-work-

ing players and he's just happen-

ing to have a particularly good
year.

There are a few UCLA start-

ing slots that are still up in the air,

especially after midfielders Joe

Christie and Josh Keller took

advantage of their starting oppor-

tunities last weekend at Rutgers.

"I think we'll see most of the

same players out there," Saldana

said. "Now we have Adam Frye

back and he's healthy. We'll have

to see if he's in contention for his

old starting spot We've changed

our lineup quite a bit, so we've
been making evaluations
throughout the week. I think

we'll know after Thursday's
practice. We'll see who's playing

well and who's healthy."

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Prinnary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

N
SANTTA MONICA BLVD.

d 1990

WESTWOOO BLVD

LA GRANGE AVE.
o A

UNDERGROUND
PARKING

aYMPCBLVD.

i

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and credit cards accepted.

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

BIG D'S SPORTS BAR

° \^

<y*-

10% OFF
FOOD ITEMS

DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
and BILLY'S DUGOUT
COMPLETE ONE STOP FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

„.*" tKnirSi

WaktWKilon H)

82 N. Fair Oaks Blvd.
Old Town Pasadana, CA
(818) 440-1948 / (818) 440-1736
Must Prasonc N^iid Scudenc I.O.

f HAPPYHOUR MON THRU FRI 4:30-7:00

} BESTSPORTS VIEWING IN THEAREA
fFOOD AND DRINKSPECIALS

} LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

^KENOAND TRIVIA GAMES
^LOADS OF FUN
^ SAT COLLEGE FOOTBALL,.. -

WATCH ITHEREI
V-

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

A square wheel doesn't run very well.

So is an event without advertising with

the Daily Bruin.

J\Ik
Advertise. Call internal 206-7562.»
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Redemption?

Daily Bruin file photo

Before helping tear down the goal posts after the 1990 UCLA-Cal
game, this enterprising Cal fan told the Bruins who was No. 1,

Football hopes to

end UCLA's losing

streak against Cal
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

It was not too long ago that the UCLA football

team could do no wrong against the California

Golden Bears.

The Bruins won the close games (28-27 in

1979), and they won the blowouts (45-0 in 1978).

In fact, for 18 consecutive seasons, from 1972
through 1989, UCLA was victorious every time it

stepped on the field with the Bears.

It wasn't a rivalry, it was human sacrifice.

It was the Washington Generals vs. the Harlem
Globetrotters. Wiley E. Coyote vs. Roadrunner.
The outcome was never in doubt. Pee Wee

Herman had a better chance against Mike T^son.
But alas, all that changed in 1990, when the

hibernating Golden Bears suddenly woke up. And
just as any self-respecting beast would be after an
1 8-year hibernation, these Bears were pissed off.

Buoyed by the arrival of freshman sensation
Russell While, and with confidence practically

oozing from every pore in their bodies, the Cal
players tried a new approach. Literally.

On Homecoming weekend, before a sell-out

crowd at Strawberry Canyon, the Golden Bears
ditched their traditional entrance route to the field

in favor of a solidarity march that took them from
the top of the stadium bleachers, directly through
the Cal student section, and onto the field.

The place went "berzerkly," White ran wild on
the UCLA defense, and the Bruins' streak came to

an abrupt halt;

After the game, Cal fans marched orderly onto
the field and proceeded to help the maintenance
crew remove the goalposts, which they feared

would serve as distractions from the party envi-

ronment.

Then-head coach Bruce Snyder's words rang

prophetic in the post-game jness conference after-

ward.

"There is a belief system developing," Snyder
said. "A belief that we are going to find some way
to win, which is a nice change, because for some
time the belief system had been the opposite of
that.

"A new streak has started."

Sure enough, a new streak had started, this one
favoring the Golden Bears. As it turns out, even
Pee Wee Herman has his good days.

Since 1990, the bullying Bears have yet to lose

to the bad-luck Bruins.

"There is a belief system

developing. A belief that we are

going to find some way to win,

which is a nice change, because for

some time the belief system had

been the opposite of that.*

Bruce Snyder

.
Former Cal Head Coach

)>

In 1991, it was bad guys, 27, good guys 24.

1992 saw the series sink to a new low when Cal
pummeled UCLA 48-12. Last year, the Bruins lost

a 27-25 heartbreaker when the Bears dashed the

Bruins' hopes with a late interception.

That makes four in a row, and as the saying
goes, this year Cal wants "one for the thumb."

While the Bruins and the Bears are on a colli-

sion course for Saturday's game, it seems that

their seasons have taken very different |2athsL

UCLA (2-3 overall, 0-2 in Pac-10) won its first

two games, but has since dropped three in a row.

See FOOTBALL, page 25

Volleyball hits The Farm Poioists lose in

Bay Area battleNo. 3 UCLA to travel

North for a show(down
against N6^ 1 Car(dinal

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

In football and every other sport on the

UCLA campus, the arch rival is obvious -
use. For the women's volleyball team, how-
ever, another school is taking the focus off the

Trojans - the Stanford Cardinal.

After taking on the California Golden Bears
(3-10 overall, 1-4 in the Pac-10) tonight in

Cal's Harmon Gym. the No. 3 Bruins (14-1, 4-

0) will battle lopi^ranked Stanford (11-0, 5-0)
on Saturday at the Cardinal's Maples Pavilion.

The Bruins and the Cardinal have taken
turns knocking each other out of the NCAA
tournament in the past two years. UCLA

See VOLLEYBALL, page 26

w iS wi w I Daily Bfuin

Kara Milling and the UCLA women's volleyball team
will take on Cal and No. 1 Stanford this weekend.

UCLA falls 13^7

to No. 1 Stanforci,

hea(ds to No. 3 Cal

By Esther Hui

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The No. 4 UCLA men's
water polo team was crushed by
Stanford 13-7 yesterday after-

noon as the Cardinal secured its

position as the top-ranked water
polo team in the in the country.

The Bruins (10-5 overall, 1-1

in the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) were hoping to

overthrow the defending
national champions for the first

time in three years after a nar-

row 13-12 loss at last week-
end's meeting in the Northern
California Tournament.
UCLA stayed close for two

quarters, with the Cardinal
leading 6-4 at haiftime.

During the third quarter,
however, Stanford scored five

goals while the Bruins could
muster only one. ^
Fundamental in the Cardinal

victory was Frank Schneider,
who scored a career-high four
goals in the match.

Also leading the Stanford
attack was Wolf Wigo with 3
goals (one two-point shot).
Wigo returned to the action this

afternoon against UCLA after

See Wipm POLO, page 26
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Twenty-two events are planned for National Coming Out Week, including a kiss-ln.

Coming out festivities
pe to dispei stigknas

WON woo/Daily Bfuin
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Bruins battle "closet"

Stereotypes (during

week of celebration

By Julie Ann Silva

Daily Bruin Serttor
from society and from the self. It's liber-

David Bain doesn't wear leather, ating one's self from the confines that

women's underpants or conical bras. His we place upon ourselves by feeling
penis is not pierced, nor is any other oppressed, that we grow up with and
body part. Bain is gay. He is testimony that society puts around us," said Bain, a
that such stereotypes don't hold true. third-year student majoring in theater

Bain could well be the poster boy for arts,

the week-long celebration of National _—^^_-_^^^___^_^^___
Coming Out Day that began Sunday. See COMINQ OUT, page 12

For Bain and hundreds of other gay, les-

bian and bisexual students, faculty and
staff, the week is a time to battle "The
Closet," a metaphor for homosexuals

_^ho feel trapped and afraid to express

their sexuality.

"(National Coming Out Day) symbol-
reedom from^ oppression both

U.S. deploys
warplanes
to counter
Iraqi buildup

By l\^ichael Gordon
The New York Times

WON woo/Daily Brum

Participants hope to foster campus awareness.

WASHINGTON— In a point-

ed display of military power
Sunday, the United States
deployed some of its most potent

warplanes to the Persian Gulf to

counter a large and growing
buildup of Iraqi troops near the

Kuwaiti border.

American officials said that if

the Iraqis continued their military

preparations at the current rate,

they could be in a position to open
a major attack on Kuwait in a mat-

ter of days.

The officials acknowledged that

the 4,000 Army troops from Fort

Stewart, Ga., who were ordered to

Kuwait on Saturday would not be

able to repel a large Iraqi assault.

But the Pentagon's hope is that

by dispatching warplanes suited to

attacking Iraqi ground troops and

by making preparations to send
other American troops, it will

deter an Iraqi action.

In effect, the United States is in

a race to put sufficient forces in

the region to mount a credible

defense.

Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein, for his part, appeared to

have his own strategy. Military

officials said the Iraqi forces^

which first begaij moving toward

Kuwait on Oct . 2, were estimated

at 63,000 earlier Sunday and still

growing.

American intelligence showed
that one Republican Guard divi-

sion, the Hammurabi, had been
deployed within striking distance

of Kuwait, and that a second
Republican Guard division, the Al

See IRAQ, page 14

Inside Viewpoint

Coming out!
To commemorate

National Coming Out Week,
The Bruin will run coming
out stories and viewpoints

all this week. Today, UCLA
student Leland Kim comes
out to relate the experience

of being gay and being a
sergeant in the Army.

See pages 22, 23

Inside Sports

Hvo In a
row...
The UCLA football team

went up to Berkeley to face

California, who was going

for its fifth straight win over

the Bruins on Saturday. Will

the losing ever end for

UCLA? Or did Cal make
history?

See Page 48

More women, minorities talcing GRE
By Naeki Naruse

If college tests are a sign, then

the 1990s may just prove to be the

decade of the woman. Or at least,

the decade of some women.
From 1981 through 1992, the

number of U.S. citizens who took

the Graduate Record
Examinations General Test (GRE)
jumped from 157,000 to 240,000.

However, women from all racial

and ethnic groups formed the gist

of that jump, according to a study

done by the Educational Testing

Service, the agency that adminis-

ters the test.

The GRE is a multiple-choice

examination designed to measure

students' verbal, mathematical
and analytical skills. More and
more graduate and professional

schools are requiring their appli-

cants to take the GRE as a supple-

ment to their grades and class

history. During the same study

period, the number of examinees
from traditionally underrepresent-

ed backgrounds doubled, except

American Indians, who showed
no increase.

Jerilee Grandy, a research sci-

entist at the testing service, found

that Asian American females
accounted for the greatest hike

since 1983, with an increase of
244 percent. Similarly, Latinas

jumped 236 percent. White
females rose a comparatively

small 106 percent.

The results were based primari-

ly on self-reports by examinees
who completed a background
information questionnaire spon-

sored by the testing service.

Representatives from the test-

ing service said they were not able

to explain the changes among test-

takers, but added that population

shifts may have something to do

See GRE, page 18

How many men take the GRE How many women take the GRE
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Monday
8 a.m.

Awaken A Cappella

Auditions and sjgn-ups

Auditions: Oct. 10,. 1

1

UCLA's only a cappella group is

holding auditions for the 94 - 95

year. Sign-ups on Bruin Walk are

necessary.

Bruin Walk CallJ>erek Billings

208-7904 . _ _,^ :_ - .;'

Noon
National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bise;iual Community
Picnic - Brown Bag
Meyerhoff Park 841-5930

Hillel Student Association

Talmud study with Rabbi Seidler-

Feller. Topic: "Does God Talk

Back?"

Uw School 2442 208-3081

12: 10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly masses on campus, today

and Wednesday.

Ackerman 3517 208-5015

I p.m.

Asian Education Project

Orientation/Training

Community service volunteers to

tutor elementary school children in

Chinatown.

Ackerman 35 16 825-2417

5 p.m.

Lesbian and Bisexual Women's
Rap
Make new friends, gain support,

have fun.

Kerckhoff 500 825-8053

5:30 p.m..

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Religious

Issues Panel Discussion

Law School 1327 841-5930

7 p.m.
'^

National Coming Out Week
Town Meeting: State of

Lcsbian/Gay/Bisexual Community at

UCLA
James West Alumni Center,

Fmmdcr^ Room 841 -5930

8 p.m.

Enigma
Tim Powers, science fiction; fantasy

author, discusses his work.

Ackerman 3525 473-4803

Tuesday

Noon
National Coming Out Week
Out and Proud Rally with guest

speakers Amanda Bearse, Bruce

Hay^s, Lorri Jean, Sheila Kuehl, and

David Mixncr. <

Wcstwood Plaza

841-5930

Concerned Faculty at UCLA
Educational forum on Propositions

187,184, and 186. All are welcome.

D(xld Hall 825-1476

UCLA EXPO Center /ASUCLA
Travel Service

8th Annual Study Abroad/Travel Fair

Representatives from 70 study, trav-

el, scholarship and volunteer organi-

zations will be on campus»to answer

questions and distribute information.

Travel prizes.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-0831 or 825-9131

I p.m.

PSI CHI - National Honors —
Society in Psychology

First meeting of Fall Quarter.

Anyone interested in joining is wel-

come to attend.

Psychology Undergraduate Lounge,

Franz 3461

4 p.m.

Center for the Study ofWomen
National Coming Out Week
Sue Ellen Case: "Perform

i||||||^
^Lesbian in the Age of Tech^PI^"
Uw School 1 430 84 1 -5930 . .

,

5 p.m.

Buddhist Student Association

Orientation meeting with guest Rev.

Hui Hsuan.

What's Brewin' This Week
Lu Valle Boardroom 837-8543

Rainforest Action Group
Orientation meeting

Ackennan 2410 206-4438

Placement and Career Planning

Center
Workshop: -Resume writing for lib-

eral arts majors.

PCPC Building Call 206-1944 for

reservations

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Weekly Council Meeting

Kerckhoff 400 825-7068

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Open House

Faculty Center, California Room
841-5930

6 p.m.

WISE - Women In Support of

Each Other
Orientation

Ackennan 3525 206-4144

UCLA Hunger Project

Volunteer Orientation Meeting

Ackerman 2408 825-2600

UCLA Peer Helpline

Training/Orientation

Open to anyone interested in becom-

ing Helpline phone counselors.

Center For Health Sciences 23-105

825-HELP

6:30 p.m.

Student Accounting Society

Resume and Interview Workshop

Representative from Kenneth

Leventhal & Co. and McGladrey and

Pullen will be present.

Griffen Commons, North Ridge

Room 824-4828

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Welcome meeting

Ackerman 3508 Call Curtis Gruenler

839-2615

7 p.m.

UCLA Cycling Club
General meeting

Find out about recreational rides and

racing. All are welcome; no experi-

ence necessary.

Boelter Hall 5440 208-3889

UCLA Ski Team
First meeting

Come- find out about our wime^skt -

trip to Steamboat, CO. Guest speak-

er Bob Schafer, Steamboat repre-

sentative.

Kinsey 5 1 Call Mike Kato 479-6907

UCLA Circle K Service Club
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525 794-4786

7:30 p.m.

Cultural Affairs

Think Tank

Alternative stand-up comedy featur-

ing David Cross, Gjeg Bhevenc^t,

and Laura Milligan.

The Cooperage 825-6564

Hcllcn^;-American Students*

Organization

First meeting of the year. Everyone

is welcome.

Ackennan 3508 824- 1366

National Coming Out Week
Water f)olo match between Team
USA and West Hollywood Aquatics

Team with appearance by Bruce

Hayes, 1984 Olympic Gold Medalist

in Swimming.
Men ' s Gym Pool 84 1 -5930

8 p.m.

UCLA Department of Music
Free concert by the Chamber Choir

from the Lithuanian Academy of

Music (Vilniur, Lithuania).

UCLA Dept. of Music hosts the

Lithuanian Choir during their West

Coast tour. This is their only Los

Angeles appearance.

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium 825-

4761

Wednesday

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Lambda
Alumni Panel

Faculty Center, Siena Room 841-

3930

9 a.m.

Community Service Commission
Fall Recruitment Fair

Perloff Quad 825-2333

10 a.m.

Placement and Career Planning

Center

"Writing a Resume for Jobs for

Bniins"

Prepare for the largest career fair on

campus, coming Oct. 19.

PCPC Building Call 206-1944 for

reservation

1 1 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

What to expect from "Meet the

Finns"

Representatives from UCLA
Undergraduate Accounting Support

Group will be present.

Ackennan 3517 824-4828

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525 398-7616

Noon
National Coming Out Week
Domestic Partnership Rally with-

appearance by Assemblyman
Richard Katz (D-Sylmar), author of

AB2810.
Westwood Plaza 841-5930

1 p.m.

Asian Education Project

Orientation/Training

Ackennan 2410 825-2417

Placement and Career Planning

Center
"How to "Work' the Jobs for Bruins

Career Fair"

Be prepared to market yourself at the

Career Fair.

PCPC Building Call 206-1944 for

reservation

2 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
AIDS/HIV Panel Discussion with

Dr. W. David Hardy, UCLA Clinical

AIDS Research and Education

Center.

Center for Health Science, Rm 13-

105

841-5930

3:30 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual

Studies/Cuniculum Pane l

Discussion

Ackennan 2412 841-5930

4 p.m.

Armenian Student Association

First meeting

Lu Valle Boardroom 206-9124

4:15 p.m.

Letters and Science Counseling

Workshop: Applying to Graduate

and Professional Schools

Griffin Commons 203 206-6685

5 p.m.

UCLA Hunger Project

Volunteer Orientation Meeting

Ackennan 3508 825-2600

5:15 p.m..

Latina/o Business Student

Association

Major and Career Planning Session

All majors welcome.

PCPCBuilding 206-1931

5:30 p.m.

Undergraduate Astrophysics

Society

First meeting

MS 8983 208-4804

6 p.m.

Bruin Democrats
Weekly meeting

Dodd 1700 824-7076

Asian Pacific Health Corps
First general meeting

Come and find out about the health

screening community project and

more on our hypertension training

session

Boelter 5440 825-0068

Bruin Partners

Project orientation for volunteers

interested in becoming a mentor to a

disadvantaged Westside youth.

Ackennan 3525 825-4724

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

First meeting

Patrick Doyle. O.D. presents

"Private Practice in Optometry."

Boelter 5422 824-2006

6:45 p.m.

Business Investment Society

First meeting

Guest speakers include Mitchell

Milias, President of a $3 billion

investment management company.

-Free food and beverages. .

Franz 1260 276-6623

7 p.m.

•Graduate Lesbian and Bisexual

Women's Organization

Meeting

Luvalle (213) 463-7855

Student Accounting Society

"Recruiting for Success"

Representatives from BDO Seidman
and Price Waterhouse will be pre-

sent.

Griffin Commons Grand Horizon

Room 824-4828

Alpha Phi Omega
General meeting

A new coed community service fra-

ternity. Please join us.

Ackennan 35 16 824-1067

WISE - Women in Support of

Each Other
Orientation

Ackennan 35 17 206-4144

Latinas Guiding Latinas /Raza
Women
Orientation and training

Men's Gym Rm 133 825-5969

8 p.m.

UCLA Photographic Society

First meeting to announce events,

privileges, and membership.

Griffin Commons Call Paul at 824-

4616

Thursday

1 1 a.m.

Placement and Career Planning.

Center
"How to "Work' the Jobs for Bruins

Career Fair"

Be prepared to market yourself at the

Career Fair.

PCPCBuilding Call 206- 1944 for

reservation

Noon
Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Rf>K|> Mnnrp Camnhpll rc^flc sxxd&^Vt^V- JTivW^i Vi Xv'Cii I ll/l^v' It TV'a\«C cat i\J

signs "Brothers and Sisters."

Kerckhoff Art Gallery 206-0764

Placement and Career Planning

Center
"Careers in Broadcasting", this

week's presentation in PCPC's "50

Minutes" career information series.

PCPC Building 825-298 1.

National Coming Out Week
ROTC Discrimination Rally: "Don't

Ask...Tell!" with U.S. Navy Lt.

Tracy Thome, U.S. Army Sgt. Jose

Zumiga, State Sen. Tom Hayden,

and Roberta Bennett HRCF Board of

Govemors.
Westwood Plaza 841-5930

1 p.m.

Asian Education Project

Orientation/Training

Ackennan 3525 825-2417

2 p.m..

Placement and Career Planning

Center
"Interviewing Skills for Liberal Arts

Majors"

The ABCs of presenting your educa-

tional backgound and skills to

employees.

PCPC Building 825-2981 -

3 p.m.

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Naomi Wolf reads and signs "Fire

with Fire."

Kerckhoff Art Gallery 206-0764

CSC Project SHARE
Orientations

Ackennan 3525 825-2333

4 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Civil Rights

and Legal Issues Panel

Uw School 1430 841-5930

5 p.m.

Student Recruiters

First meeting

Murphy 1147 206-4348

UCLA Hunger Project

Volunteer Orientation Meeting

Kerckhoff 408B 825-2600

UCLA Pre-Pharmacy Society

Orientation meeting

Everyone is welcome.

Sproul Conference Room 208-5563

5:30 p.m..

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Cabaret and

Comedy Night with comedian Lynda

Montgomery, the cast of the The
Ballad of Little Mikey," and more.

UCLA Cooperage 841 -5930

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Domestic

Partnership, Maniage, and Parenting

Panels

Law School 1357 841-5930

6 p.m.

Bruin Partners

Project orientation for volunteers

interested in becoming a mentor to a

disadvantaged Westside youth.

Ackennan 3525 825-4724

WISE - Women in Support of

Each Other
Orientation

Ackerman 3508 206-4144

6:30 p.m.

Student Accounting Society

Resume and Interview Workshop

Representatives from Kenneth

Leventhal & Co. and McGladrey &
Pullen will be present.

Griffin Commons North Ridge

Room
824-4828

7 p.m.

University Buddhist Association

Evening meditation

Everyone is invited.

University Religions Conference,

900 Hilgard 398-7616

7:30 p.m.

Cultural Affairs Commission
Westwind poetry reading

Kerckhoff Art Gallery 824-2444

8 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
RAP: Diversity in the

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Community
^riffHvConunons, South3ay
841-5930

t

9 p.m.

National Comfaig Out Week
"Celebration" Lesbi^Jv'Gay/Bisexual

Dance
All students, faculty, and staff are

invited.

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center,

Vista Room 841-5930

Friday

10 a.m.

Asian Education Project

Orientation/Training

Ackennan 3516 825-2417

Placement and Career Planning

Center
"Writing a Resume for a Career in

Business"

PCPC Building Call 206-1944 for

reservation

Noon
Project Literacy UCLA
Orientation/Training

Volunteer to tutor a child or an adult

in the Watts, Downey, and Mar Vista

communities.

Ackennan 3508 825-2417

2 p.m..

UCLA Hunger 1*roject

Volunteer Orientation Meeting

Kerckhoff 408B 825-2600

3 p.m.

CSC Project SHARE
Orientations

Ackennan 3525 825-2333
Chinese Christian Fellowship

General Meeting

Ackerman 2408 (213) 481-2201

4 p.m.

UCLA Th« Project

Volunteer Orientation Meeting
Fmd out about tree plantings, how to

make recycled paper, and teaching --

children about the environment.

Ackciman 3530 824-9946

X

Blocked routes around campus frustrate students
Congestiony traffic

bottleneck students

at constmction sites

By Ben Qllmore

Tony McClane is a marketing represen-

tative working on Bruin Walk who has been

to many school s. He has never seen any-

thing like UCLA. .
-^

.

"This is the worst I've seen, and I've

been to Long Beach, Cal, ^nd many other

places," McClane said.

McClane is talking about a growing
plague on the UCLA campus: congestion

and overcrowding. With many areas of the

campus under construction, students are

packed together more tightly than ever, and

many are beginning to feel more like

rodents than students.

Graduate student Robert Schwartz
described the atmosphere on Bruin Walk:

"Walking down Bruin Walk is like being in

a rat race with 5,000 rats doped up on a six-

pack of Jolt Cola after watching 'Beavis

and Butt-head.'"

But congestion is nothing new, accord-

ing to some students.

"It was just as bad last year," sopho-

more Lisa Aaron said. "I think people are

just noticing it more this year."

Third year student Henry Mendez had

a different opinion.

"There's no question it's worse than

last year," Mendez said. "Last year I could

breathe on campus. I think someone at the

top screwed up and let too many people in."

At Ackerman Union - which some stu-

dents compare to a rat maze - construction

SCOTT O

Ever-expanding construction herds campus traffic into narrow corridors like this one between Math Sciences and Kerckhoff.

on the B-level has funnelled people enter-

ing the level from outside onto a single nar-

row walkway. With construction workers

adding to the congestion, the walkway has

been especially crowded.

Peter Kim, an ASUCLA employee who
has been working in the area, said he's seen

the congestion making students tense.

"It's real crowded," Kim explained.

"Sometimes we have to transport big items

across the walkway which get in the way.

Students get really pissed."

For those walking up Circle Drive by
the Math Sciences building, traffic jams
have reached epic proportions as students

traveling up and down the sidewalk often

find themselves at a standstill.

"I wish people would just get out of the

way," third year philosophy student Nathan

Hunt said.

The northern end of campus has not

escaped construction either. Royce Hall -

arguably UCLA's most picturesque build-

ing - is also under renovation. Much of the

quad's grassy area has been fenced off as

well.

Seeing the quad's buildings under con-

struction has lowered morale and has made
the congestion even harder to deal with,

said some students.

"I don't like seeing Royce Hall under

construction," fifth-year neuroscience stu-

dent Kelly Weddel said. "I notice a big dif-

ference with all the construction this year.

It's a shame we can't enjoy our beautiful

campus this year."

UCLA professors win
humanities awards
National endowment
gives grants of more
than $300,000 total

to campus scholars

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When science and technolo-

gy raced for the moon in 1965,

humanists decided there were
moral and ethical elements that

could no longer be ignored.

/ So they created the National

Endowpient for the Humanities,

a federal grant organization
which awards grants four times a

year, and recently gave five

UCLA faculty members their

own chance to touch the moon.
This quarter, five UCLA

scholars received a total of more
than $300,000 in grants - for

such humanities areas as lan-

guage, the aits and aspects of the

social sciences which have
humanistic content and interest.

Among those awarded at

UCLA were English Professor N.

Katherine Hayles, Spanish and

Portuguese Professor Emeritus

Jose Pascual-Buxo, history

Professor Geoffrey Symcox,
sociology Professor Roger
Waldiner and English and com-
parative literature Professor
Samuel Weber.

"Each of these piDJects will

make an important contribution

to the humanities and to our soci-

ety," said Sheldon Hackney,
National Endowment for the

Humanities chairman.

The monies go toward book
publishing, and even summer
seminars for instructors.

Waldinger's seminar about con-

temporary immigration, Hayles'

inninar on the impact of infor-

mation ledmologies on literature

and Weber's class on literature

and philosophy's relationship

with the modem media will be

funded by the grants.

One cofiferehce at UCLA
next year by Jose Pascual-Buxo

will be about the works of a colo-

nial Mexican nun and author, Sor

Juana Ines de la Cruz.

Although a product of her

time, de la Cruz is an exceptional

woman who fgught against a dif-

ficult environment and gives

insight into the colonial period

with her prose and poetry, said

Carmela Zanelli, a UCLA doc-

toral student who once was
advised by Pascual-Buxo.

Other grants were also given

to secondary school faculty

development programs, docu-
mentary projects and scholarly

book publications in other areas.

At UCLA, Geoffrey
Symcox received $7000 toward

publication of a new translation

of documents issued to

Christopher Columbus detailing

his rights over the native popula-

tions and the evolution of
Spanish colonial policy in the

new world.

"I'm very pleased, because

these documents are central to

understanding the European
arrival in the new world,"
Symcox said.

Last year, the National
Endowment for the Humanities

awarded nearly $160 million in

competitive grants to museums,
libraries, universities and individ-

ual scholars and teachers.

This quarter, grants totalled

$29.7 millran.

"Each of these grants

strengthens an important aspect

of our nation's cultural life ...

and reflects the richness and tfie

diversity of the humanities,"

Hackney sakL

Mentors educate inner city youtli
Students tutor

peers in summer
mentor program
By June Naylor Rodriguez
fortAA/orth StarJeiegrani—

FORT W0RT4, Texas — When
Cornell Woolridge met him,
Demetrius would barely talk.

Withdrawn and grieving his

mother's death, Demetrius, a 13-

year-old Pittsburgh youth, found

life in his summer school classes.

Taught by Woolridge, a 16-year-

old junior at Fort Worth Country

Day prep school, and other teerts

involved in a national mentoring

project called Sunimerbridge,
Demetrius had a change in person-

ality during the summer.
He danced around the house

again, started doing well in school

and became outgoing. Demctrius'--

grandraother thanked Woolridge

and the other teen teachers at the

~ei\^ of the summer session for

coaxing her grandson out of his

shell.

Plus, Woolridge realized he had

taught more than poetry, art and

math during his eight weeks with

Ahe Summerbridge program in

Pittsburgh.

"The kids get just as much out

of Summerbridge in academics as

in personal areas," Woolridge
said. "They get confidence."

Woolridge said he didn't do

anything extraordinary for

Demetrius, although he believed

the weekly dances and museum
outings helped him and the other

inner-city children he tutored.

Connecting with students like

Demetrius was one of the valuable

"life experiences" Woolridge said

he gained as a student mentor.

Twelve other Fort Worth high

school students participated in the

first summer of Summerbridge
Fort Worth, a program that began

in San Francisco in 1978. The .stu-

dent teachers were paid about
$500 each for a week of orienta-

tion, six weeks of teaching and a

week of student evaluations.

"I 'think' I'm more mature,"

See MEPiTOR, page 18

Defense stems border crossings
Operation Gatekeeper

employs quasi-military

radios, motion detectors

By B. Drummond Ayres Jr.

The New York Times

SAN DIEGO — He said his name
was Miguel and that he was very

tired and discouraged.

Three nights in a row, he
explained, he had tried to slip into

the United States from Mexico,
and three nights in a row he had

been caught.

What was once easier, he
lamented, had turned into an
ordeal because of a new effort by
the "Yanquis" to seal the notori-

ously porous San Diego section of

the international boundary.

This new Border Patrol defense,

dubbed Operation Gatekeeper, is

an intricate, $25-million, quasi-

military combination of fencing,

high-intensity lights, additional

manpower and increased use of
high-tech radios, night vision

devices and motion detectors.-

—

Begun last weekend, it has pro-

duced nightly increase? in appre-

hensions ranging roughly from 3{)

to 200 percent. Border P itrol offi-

cials say more figures n;jed to be

compiled and studied to deter-

mine exactly what Gatekeeper has

or has not accomplished, but they

are nevertheless notably upbeat

after seeing the initial figures.

"Something is happening out

there," said William Pink, the

agent in charge of the six-mile-

long stretch of border that extends

from Interstate 5 to the Pacific

and traditionally has been the

most troublesome border stretch

anywhere in the country.

Besides producing sharp night-

ly increases in apprehensions, this

latest clamp-down, has given
pause to many people like Miguel.

"I will not try again," Miguel
said wearily as a Border Patrol

agent led him off for processing

and yet another forced return to

the poverty of Mexico.

Maybe.
The lure of jobs and dollars to

the north in places like Los
Angeles, Denver and Chicago is-

powerful stuff. Year in and year

out, hundreds of thousands of

Mexicans and other Latinos -

nobody really knows how many -

try their luck a* a nocturnal bor-

der crossing, probably haB^of
them here or elsewhere in

California.

. There is no guarantee they will

stop now or that Operation
Gatekeeper, in part a response by

the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to rising

political criticism of its border

patrol efforts and overall manage-
ment, will succeed.

Other clampdowns have failed,

victims of indifferent follow-

through and the persistent probing

for weakness that begins each day

at dusk from the shore of the

Pacific to the shore of the Gulf of

Mexico, 2,000 miles away.

California officials, especially

Gov. Pete Wilson, not only con-

tinue to complain about the lack

of enforcement in their state,

despite Gatekeeper's early suc-

cess, but are pushing a far-reach-

00^19

.
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CIA aldcKl Japanese
conservative par^
WASHINGTON — In a major covert
operation of the cold war, the CIA spent

millions of dollars to support the
conservative party that dominated
Japan's politics for a generation.

The CIA gave money to the Liberal

Democratic Party and its members in the

1950s and the 1960s, to gather intelli-

gence on Japan, make the country a bul-

wark against Communism in Asia and
undermine the Japanese left, said retired

intelligence officials and former diplo-

mats. Since then, the CIA has dropped its

covert financial aid and focused instead

on gathering inside information on
Japan's party politics and positions in

trade and treaty talks, retired intelligence

officers said.

U^. may help Israel

when Iraq thraatens
JERUSALEM — Arriving Sunday to

begin a six-day trip to promote peace
between Syria and Israel, Secretary of Stale

Warren Christopher found his mission
distracted by the movement of Iraqi troops

toward the Kuwaiti border.He said the

United States would consider new steps to

protect Israel if it was threatened by
Baghdad.

He said the Clinton administration was
sending Patriot antiaircraft missiles to

defend Kuwait
Though Christopher vowed not to let the

Iraqi situation sidetrack his negotiating

efforts, he went on to say that the Syria-

Israel peace effort had been given further

nxxnentum by the strong criticism of Iraq's

troop movements fixMn Syria, Egypt and the

Arab League.

igj^tjon

Headwaters Ferest
bill dies in Senate
WASHINGTON - The Headaters Forest

bill, designed to protect ancient redwoods in

Humboldt County, died Saturday as the

Senate adjourned without acting on it

The bill, the key legislative accomplish-

ment of North Coast Rep. Dan Hamburg,
passed the House last month by a 288-133

vote. Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., who
sponsored the bill in the Senate, blamed tfie

bill's failure in the Senate on delaying tac-

tics by Republicans.

After much delay, die Senate on Saturday

passed California Sen. Dianne Feinstein's

bill to f«x)tect millions of acres of California

desert. But Republicans derailed San
Francisco Rep. Nancy Petosi's bill to create

a trust that would fmance a new park at die

former Presidio military base.

Court adds weifare,

health to agenda
WASHINGTON— The Supreme Court
added important cases on welfare
benefits and health care regulation to its

docket Friday, insuring that the Court as

well as Congress will be a focus of
attention as debate on these subjects
proceeds over the coming months.

Accepting an appeal by the state of
California, the justices agreed to decide

whether states can limit welfare benefits

for recent arrivals from other states.

A 1992 California law, which was
declared unconstitutional by a federal

^tptsAs court earlier this year, limits new-
comers for the first year of their

California residence to the welfare bene-

fits they would have received in their

home states.

Clinton lasiies out
at GOP in Congress
WASHINGTON — After months of
watching Congress shoot huge holes in his

legislative agenda. President Clinton fought

back Friday, saying the Republicans had
pursued a strategy to '*stop it, slow it, kill it

orjusttalkittodeadi."

Clinton's accusation of obstructionism,

issued as Congress prepared to leave town
without a crowning achievement and with

die nud-term elections now little more than

four weeks away, was meant to begin trying

to transfer blame to Republicans for inaction

that polls indicate has left many voters disil-

lusioned with Congress and with
Washington in general.

Friday the Senate dealt a final blow to

legislation diat would have restricted levy-
ing and gift-giving in die capital and dien,

with die House, resumed an agonizing crawl

toward ^joumment diat left what remains

of their business in limbo.

Bases sdieduled to
shut remain open
WASHINGTON— After three rounds of
closing military bases, and with the

biggest round still to come, more than

one-third of the installations that were
supposed to close have managed to stay

open in some way, a new study by a
business group says.

The operations that survive at 26 major
bases that have been ordered shut since

1988 couki cost die government more dian

$1S billion in die next five years, says an
analysis conducted by Business Executives

for National Security, a private Wa^iington-

based organization that seeks to reduce
ending at die Pentagon.

kpcal

The study, wliose results are to be made
public Monday, says the Pentagon has
allowed bases to stay open by unnecessarily

transferring Defense Department offices

and odier federal agencies.

Jobless rate drops
in state, nation
The nation's unemployment rate fell

to 5.9 percent in September - the lowest

level in four years - while California's

jobless rate dropped to 8.3 percent and
matched its previous low for the year,

figures show.

Economists said the jobless figures

released Friday show California is pac-

ing, to a degree, the more vigorous
national economy.
Despite the improving numbers

California still had the highest unem-
ployment rate among the nation's 11

major industrial states.

Nationally the jobless rate was the

lowest since 5.8 percent in October
1990.

Council approves
Parks demotion '

Moving to resolve the dispute
between Police Chief Willie L.
Williams and his former top deputy,
the City Council has approved a deal
that demotes Bernard Parks to deputy
chief but raises his salary by $7,497 a
year.

Williams - who earlier had com-
plained that the council was meddling
with his demotion of Parks - said he
agreed to Friday's settlement for the

good of the Los Angeles Police
£>epartment, and not because of politi-

cal pressure.

Williams said he recommended the

action as a way to end the controversy
over the situation, avoid a Parks law-
suit and further division within the

department.

Parade information meeting tomorrow night at 7!

Enteryour grouirinHomecoming!

UCUUumni
A S » (» i; I A T I (» N

Looking to recruit new members? ... or get

the word out about your group? Then, sigrv

up for the All^^ampus, All-Group

Activities Fair

Thursday, October 27 • 10 a^m. - 2 p.m.

Sign-up sheets available in the SAA Office

(James West Alumni Center) or the USAC
President's Office (304 Kerckhoff Hall).

62nd Annual Homecoming Parade
Friday, October 28 • 7 p.nh.

Consider constructing a float or decorated
car or having your group enter as a marching
group. All campus entities are welcome.

To participate in the parade, a member of

your group must pick-up an application at

one of the parade information meetings:

•Tomorrow, Tuesday, October 11 at 7 p.m.
James West Alumni Center

For more information, call SAA at 206^524.

Califomia suffers significant increase in poverty
By Keith stone
Los Angeles Daily News

Nancy Perez can't afford to refuse

tx, nionthly welfare check that feeds

her family of four - but she wishes

she could "because of the kids."

"We dont want them to think that

is the way of life," the 26-year-old

suburban Canoga Paik woman said.

"We want them to be self-suffi-

cient"

When Perez's husband was laid

off from his job as a machinist in

nearby Northridge in 1993, they

joined 39,3 million other Americans
- including 5.8 million Califomians

- who the U.S. Census Bureau says

were living in poverty that year.

According to a Census Bureau
report released Thursday, more peo-

ple lived below the poverty line in

1993 than during any single year

since 1961 when the number hit

39.6 million.

California, Washington, D.C. and
Louisiana were the only three areas

in the United States to show signifi-

cant increases in poverty between
1991-92 and 1992-93.

The state's poverty rate of 18.2

percent in 1993 was well above the

national rate of 15.1 percent, the

report says.

At Meeting Each Need with
Dignity, an emergency food bank
and services center in suburban
Pacoima, the reported increase in

poverty is borne out by bags of food

handed out to the growing ranks of

impoverished families.

"It needs to be a wake up call to

the middle- and upper-class
American citizens that there is a sig-

nificant number of people in our
population who are barely surviv-

ing," said Marianne Haver Hill,

executive director of MEND.
In Califomia during 1993, 5.8

million people were living in pover-

ty - up from 5.2 million in 1992.

The Census Bureau defined
poverty in 1993 as yearly inc(Hne of

$14,763 for a family of four. The
definition does not take into account

the differences in the cost of living

around the country.

Other Census Bureau fmdings
included:

- In California, 1 .6 million related

children between five and 17 lived

in poverty during 1993 - or dbout

25.7 percent Nationwide, the pover-

ty rate for children, 22.7 percent,

remained higher than for any other

age group, but had not changed sig-

nificantly between 1992 and 1993.

- Nationwide, African Americans
had the highest poverty rate, 33.1

percent compared with 12.2 percent

for whites, 30.6 percent for

Hispanics and 15.3 percent for

Asians or Pacific Islanders.

- About 1 1 .5 million or 29.3 per-

cent of tfie nation's jxxir people had

no health insurance in 1993, an

increase of about 500,000 people

from 1992.

- Overall, the median family
household incomes fell from
$38,098 to $37,484, and the median
incomt of full-time adult workers

fell to $30,407 a year for men and
$2 1 ,747 for women.
A spokesman fcM" Califomia Gov.

Pete Wilson also was not surprised

by the Census Bureau findings,

blaming the rise in poverty on a lin-

gering national recession, the

decline of the aerospace industry,

military base closures, and illegal

immigration.

"Califomia has gone tfirough one

See POVERTY, page 19
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A square wheel doesn't run very well.

So is an event without advertising with

the Daily Bruin.

JiWv.

Advertise. Call internal 206-7561.

Saturday, October 8 Wednesday, October 12

8am - bpta SpikeforPrQe Lesbian and Gay VoU^^ball Toumament.

Pauley Pavillion and Men's Gym 200 (preliminaiy roimd).

7pm - 10:30pm VolU^FoUks (Volleyball Banquet). M& Maiaon Hotel.

Sunday October 9
8am -^m Sptk^forPrOe Lesbian and Gay Volleyball Tournament.

Pauley Pavillion, Men's Gym 200 (preliminaiy/final rounds).

AAonday, October 10
Noon - 1pm UCLA LGB Communis Picnic. Zyfieyerhoff Paric

6;50pm - 7pm LGB Re^ous Issues Panek UGc^Wt Tnut. Father Peter

Liuzad; Rev. Dusty Pruitt; Rabbi Lisa Ed^wards (panelisu).

Uw School 1327.

7pm - 8:30pm Town Meeting: Sute ofthe LGB Community at UCLA. Curt
">. Sbepard (moderator). James West Center, Founder's Room.

8:30pm - ... DtXeaU? to tie 0ne4 We Love: KOST-FM Call-in. James West

Center, Founder's Room.

2 - 3:30pm

3:30 -^m

7 - 8:30pm

Noon - 1pm

A - 6:30pm

6:30 - 7:30pm

Tuesday, October 1

1

Noon - 1pm

1pm - £pm
4pm . o:30pm

6:30pm - 7pm
7'30paa - 9pm

National Coming Out Day Omt tfPromiRa% with Guest

Speakers: Anduida Bearae; Wea CtMnba; Bruce Hi^yes; Lorri

Jean; Sheila Kuehl; Davki Mbmer; Lynda Montgomery
(emcee); and featuring UCLA students, facility, staffand

alimini. Westwood Pl&za.

Post-NCOD Rally Press Conference. Westwood Plaza.

Sua Elian Caae: Perfomung Id4tkian in dteAge of Tecknclogy.

Uw School 1430.

UCLA LGB Open House. Facul^ Center, Califomia Room.

Water Polo in the Gay '904. Team UCLA vs. West Hollywood

Aquatics Team (1994 Gay Games Champions) with Bruce

H^lfM. Men's Gym Pool.

7pm "...

^pm -...

6:30 - 7pm

^>m -...

^>m -...

Domeatic Partnership Ral^ Love SeejNo Gender

Richard Katz; Jcif Horton; Laurie McBride; Jewel and

Rue Thaia-Williams. Westwood Plaza.

AIDS/HIV Panel, with Dr. W. David Hanfy. CHS 13-105.

UCLA LGB Studies/Curriculum Update, with Eloiae

Klein Hcaty. Ackerman 2412.

Lambda Aliunni Panel Factilly Center, Sierra Room.

Thursday, October 1 3

ROTC Diacriminadoo Ral^ Don'tAjL.. TeUl with Navy

Lt. T^rmcy Tlnyme; Army Sgt. Joae Zuniga; Tom Hidden

;

Roberta Bennett. Westwood Plaza^

Civil Rights/Legal Issues VAnf\'.AndJiuticeforAU, with Jon

Davidson; J Craig Fong; Prof. Kenneth Karat. Law

School 1430.

Family Issues Panels:

Part 1 - Domestic Partnership and Marriage, with Laurie

McBride; Rae Lee Siporin (qooderator).

Part 2 - Parenting, with Sherrie Roth and Dean Larkin.

Law School 1357.

Movies at Ackerman: "Go Fiah" and HThe Adventures of

Priacilla: Queen ofthe Deaert".

Rap: Diversity in the LGB Coromimily. Linda Garnets

(moderator). Gnffin Commons, South Bay Room.

Friday October 1

4

Life Lt a. Caharet... Comedy, Songs, Poetiy and More, with

comedian Lynda IVlontgomeiy and cast

members fipom The BaUa? ofLittle Mikgy. The Cooperage.

Movies at Ackerman: *Tlie Adventures of Priscilla: Queen

of the Daaert* and "Go Fish".

NCOW Celebratwn Parly: Shake YourPrOe ThingI

Sunset Canyon Recreaticm Center Vista Room.

Ar C4Jl(3W)2il-9957,

FP
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HELP MAKE SOCIAL CHANGES
Join Student-Run Community Service Projects

Adult Orientation Program
102 Men's Gym -,

^

(3IO)-825-7843

AOP seeks to meet ihc needs of Latina/o adult immigrant population attending adult schools. We
conduct workshops to inform students of educational opportunities available.

For more information, please call.

Barrio Youth Alternative
102 Men's Gym
(3IO)-825-5%9

Designed to capture interest of youths in South Central and expose them to alternatives in

lifestyle and educational opportunities -offers mentorships, and cultural forums.

For more information, please call.

Advancing Careers in Engineering and Science Best Buddies
102 Men's Gym
(3I0)-825-7843

Because the descendants of advanced civilizations in physics, astronomy, and engineering rarely enter

these fields, ACES works with Latina/o students, introducing them to these fields.

For more information, please call.

African Education Project
102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-0747

Designed to assist inner city youth in basic academic principles--AEP operates Uhuru Saturday School

+ K- 1 2 school visits, UCLA tours and Uhuru Schule Childhood Development School

For more information, please call.

American Indian T\itorial Project
102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-0747

T> • T*
Dedicated to improving the standard of living of urban Native Americans through education -volunteers BrUlU PartUerS
develop mentoring relationships with North Americans at Central H.S.

For more information, please call.

406 Kerckhoff

(310)-825-2333

Our group is dedicated to creating one-on-one friendships between college students and
adolescents with developmental disabilities. The matched pair does activities any two friends

would do.

1st organizational meeting Oct 17 5-7pm AU3530

Black/Latino AIDS Project
102 Men's Gym
(^IO)-825-0068

We educate people of color in predominantly Chicano and African-American communities on
AIDS awareness and prevention. We attend sites at hight schools and community areas

Training on Saturday of 2rd week (tentatively). Location and time to be announced. Please call.

Amigos del Barrio
411 Kerckhoff

(3 1
0-825-2217 ,^^r» _ -

Amigos del Barrio is a tutorial project that targets multicultural elementary schools in the Los Angeles
area. The program offers academic assistance to the children, after school arts and craft session, and a

trip to UCLA each quarter.

Mandatory Orientation Dates:

Mon Oct 1 7 5: .30pm Kerckhoff 411

Tues Oct 1 8 5:.30pm Kerckhoff 41

1

UCLA Armenian Tutorial Project
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-825-4724

The UCLA ATP tutors Armenian immigrant students at'Glendale High School every Saturday in basic

English skills and general academics. Tiitors need not speak Armenian.

Monday Oct. 3 1 1 -Ipm 4 1 1 Kerckhoff

Tuesday Oct. 4 l-2,>4pm 411 Kerckhoff

Wednesday Oct. 5 2-3prti 41 1 Kerckhoff

Thursday Oct. 6 4-5pm 4 1 1 Kerckhoff

Friday Oct. 7 3-4pm 41 1 Kerckhoff

Asian Dental Care program
(310)825-2420

A graduate student project-provides dental care to children from primarily Chinatown.
Koreatown, and the Monterey Park area.

For more information, please call.

Asian Pacific Legal Services
(310)825-2420

Addresses legal needs in Asian Pacific communities -informing them of their rights regarding

rental relations, employment discrimination, government benefits, elp.

For more information, please call.

Asian Education Project
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-2417
^ \'

The Asian Education Project tutors immigrant children at Castelar ElenKntary School fii

Chinatown every Saturday. Our purpose is to help the children improve their English

reading and language skills and service as mentors.

Orientation:

Monday Oct 3 1pm AU35 17

Tuesday Oct 4 1 2pm AU35 1

7

Wednesday Oct 5 2pm AU35 1

7

Thursday Oct 6 Ipm AU35 17

Friday Oct 7 Ipm AU2408. 4-6pm(training session) Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Asian Pacific Health Corps
102 Men's Gym
(310)825-0068

Asian Pacific Health Corps (APHC) is a community service project composed of UCLA student
volunteers who provide free hypertension and hyperglycemia screenings to the

socioeconomically disadvantaged Asian and Pacific Islander community within Los Angeles Coimty.
Our first meeting is on Oct. 1 2 at 6pm in Boelter 5440

411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-825-4724

Bruin Partners is a tutoring project that work with 5th and 6th grade at risk youth in the Culver
City area. Dedicated UCLA students are needed to provide academic support as well as

develop friendships through mentoring.

Orientation:

Oct. 12 6pmAU3525
Oct. l3 6pmAU3525

1

Community University Enrichment in Schools
404 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-825-2333

Help middle school students leam while you yourself learn about all the aspects of education.

Training sessions arc:

Oct 6 5pm 404KH
Oct l3 6pm404KH

El Central Legal de Santa Monica
(3IO)-825-2440

Provides legal servufes to low income residents of West LA and helps students gain experience in

the practice of povotty law.

For more information, please call.

La Escuela de la Raza
102 Men's Gyrti

(3I0)-825-5969

La Escuela provides ESL classes to Pico-Union's Latina/o adult immigrant population.

No experience necessary. For orientation/training information, please call.

Project FIRST
409 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)206-5999

Project RRST provides academic tutoring in math, chemistry, essay writing, ESL, and life

sciences as well as higher educational services to the students of Compton H.S.

Orientation Oct 6 6: 30-7:30pm MS5 1 48

Orienution Oct 12 6:30-7:30pm LS4I27
Training Oct 9 1 1 :30- 1 :30pm AU3527
Training Oct 1 6 I -3pm AU24 12

Hands for Empov^erment
408B Kerckhoff Hall

(3 1 0)825-2333

Provide labor-intensive services to communities towards the esublishement of needed health-related and
cultural facilities. StudenU will work continously along side community members.
Orienution will be posted in late Fall Quarter in 408 Kerckhoff. Please call.

UCLA Hunger Project
4068 Kerckhoff Hail

(3IO)-825-2600

HP fights poverty through the combination of direct service, advocacy and education -providing
comprehensive services lo the homeless and low-income people of LA.

l\iesday Oct 1 1 6-7pm AU 2408

Wednesday Oct 12 S-6i>m AU 3508

Thursday Oct 13 S-6pm KH 408B

Friday Oct 14 2-3pm KH 40SB
.a

\
XHe above projects are sponsored by CommunityAi^trnties Comnuttee ofPAB.

EDUCATE AND EMPOWER
Through Community Service

Incarcerated Yoiith IXitorial Project
102 Men's Gym
(310)825-0747

Join volunteers of the Incarcerated Youth Tutorial Project on their bimoqthy trips to tutor youth

incarcerated in the Califomia Youth Academy Ventura School Facility.

For more information, please call.

Korean Tutorial Project
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-825-2417

KTP provides academic assistance to the youth at Koreantown through after school tutorial programs.

We aim to provide youth positive role models by building trust and friendship.

Oct. 13 6pm Boelter 5440

Latin American Dental Students
(310)825-2420

LADS provides essential dental services and oral hygiene education to low-incctpie Latina/o children.

For more information, please call.

Latinas Guiding Latinas
102 Men's Gynv
(310)-825-0068

LGL provides university tours, social and cultural events, student-ftarent conferences, and on-

going mentorships tO'jimior high and high school Latinas.

Orienution— Wed. Oct. 1 2, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m., Men's Gym, ROTC Classroom.

For mon information, please call. —
Latino Student Health Project
102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-0068

Provides health awarenss in Chicano/Latino communities, providing info and testing

hypertension-also volunteer at clinic in Tijuana and give H.S. presentations.

For more information, please call.

Pilipinos For Community Health (PCH)
406 Kerckhoff Hall

825-2415

Pilipinos For Community Health services the Filipino community by offering health screenings

and educationaal programs. They also provide a support for students interested iji pursuing

health-related careers.

Orientation Oct 5 4-6pm AU3530
Teen OuU^ach Peer Educator Training Oct 15 IO-3pm location TBA
Hypertension Screening Certification Oct 16 l-5pm location TBA
HIV/AIDS Outreach Training Oct 16 6-8pm location TBA

El Proyecto de Imnigrantes y Reftigiados Latino Americanos
102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-7843

We conduct interviews for political asylum, assist medical staff and empower day laborers

with knowledge of their rights. PIRLA also provides educational forums at UCLA.
Orientation Oct 1 3 5pm 1 02 Men's Gym

Filipinos Recruitment and Enrichment Program
409 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-206-5999

PREP's goal is to encourage high school students to be more culturally and academically aware

in order to make positive contributions to the commimity. This year, PREP will target students

in central LA, Long Beach, and Carson.

Mondays 4pm KH409

Prison Coalition
406 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-2415

Provides tuturial/niotivational services to incarcerated youths through the exposure of gender

and ethnic material relative to the prison's population.

Mandatory orientation 2ik1 week of each quarter.

Project Literacy UCLA
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-2417

We recruit volunteer tutors to help teach children and adults who are behind in their literacy

skills at the Watts Public Library and the Mar Vista Gardens housing project.

Orientation/Training Sessions:

Oct l4l2-2pmAU3508
Oct 15 l-3pmAU2408
Oct 16 l:3O-3:30pmAU3508
Oct 17 6-8pmKH4ll

Project MAC
406 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)206-8025
Project MAC serves the children of MacLaren Children's Center, a temporary shelter for

abused, abandoned, and neglected children. They provide arts and crafts, sports, and tutoring to

dieae children.

Orientation:

Oct 11 5-6pmAU3530
Octl2 5-6pmAU3525

Project SHARE
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-4724

SHARE is a tutorial program designed to aid underprivileged chikfaen in the Crenshaw
District. Volunteers provide academic help, akxig widi moral support and serve as role

modeii.

For more information, please call.

Raza Artistas del Pueblo
^

102 Men's Gym
(310)-825-5%9

Talented students in inner city schools cannot afford cost of quality art ^ducation-we provide

art classes at LA schools and hold Art Scholarship Contest for H.S. serliors.

For more information, please call.

Senior Citizens Project
404 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-2333

SCP's goal is reach out to the neglected elderly population in Crenshaw by empowering seniors

through community involvement and practical assistance.

Oct l7lpmKH404
Oct 181pm,3pmKH404
Oct21 3pmKH404

Southeast Asian Legal Outreach Project
(310)825-2420

Hopes to build awareness of and access to legal means in the S.E. Asian American
conununities of Orange County-works with clients in English and theif native languages.

For more information, please call.

Student Honestly Opening up Together
500 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-8053

SHOUT seeks to have a positive impact upon the lives of multicultural lesbian, gay, and
bisexual high school students by providing mentorship and peer counseling to develop feelings

of greater self-esteem and a desire to continue with the educational process.

Weekly meeting on Tuesday, 5:00pm at KH500. Orienution 2nd week.

UCLA Special Olympics
406 Kerckhoff Hall -

. -.

(3IO)-206-8025

UCLA Special Olympics helps instill in our athletes the physical and emotional self-

discipline and communication skills necessary to function in society. SO also endeavors to

educate our coaches of the challenges faced by the athletes:

Oct 14 8-9pm KH30I K (ORIENTATION AND TRAINING)
Oct 28 8-9pm KH406 (STAFF MEETING)
Nov 18 8-9pm KH406 (STAFF MEETING)

IHJ

Tree Project
406 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-206-24l5

UCLA Tree Project promotes environmental awareness to the community and youth in East Los

Angeles via weekend tree plantings, workshops with children, and quarterly tour of the

Botanical Garden.

For further info, please call. '
• •

*^

Vietnamese Reaching out to Aid the Community
409 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)-206-5999 -_„!__ ___

VRAC promotes interest and concern for the needs of the Vietnamese community and raises

awareness of the ongoing struggle of the refugees in the camps through our tutorial and high

school counseling [^jects.

General meeting Oct 10 6pm Franz 1260

l\itorial Orientation Oct 1 1 AU2408 5pm

Watts Tutorial Program
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(310)825-2217

Project aimed at educating students from the Watts area. Tutors either travel to high schools in

the Watts community or receive elementary students on campus.

Orientation Oct 1 1 6:30-8pm Kinsey 169

Training Oct 1 8 6: 30-8pm Kinsey 1 69

Working For Immigrant Literacy Development
411 Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-825-4724

WILD provides tutoring and mentoring to junior high immigrant ESL students from Garvey

Intermediate School every Saturday from 8:30am lo 1 2:00pm.——i-— —

^

— '

S

Orientation:

Oct5 12pm&lpmAU3508
Oct II 12pm&lpmAU24l2

Oct6 12pm&lpmAU3508
Octl2 12pm&lpmAU3517

Women in Support of Each Other and GISE
408B Kerckhoff Hall

(3IO)-206-4l44

WISE and GISE provide greater resources, alternatives, and opportunities to young people so

that they make responsible decisions for themselves that will allow them to reach their greatest

potentials.

Octll6-8pmAU3525 Oct 1 2 7-8pm AU35 1 7 .

Oct l36-7pmAU3S08 Oct 16 lO-lpmlYaining

Black Hypertension Project
102 Men's Gym
(310)825-0068

Informs Black community about hypertension, its causes and remedies through screenings and

health education in community.

OrieoUUoo: Oct 10 6-8pm LuValle Boardroom

TnMi^iOct l6l2:30-4:30pmLuvalleCoimroonn. l-SpmAU35l6

The above projects are sponsored by Community Activities Committee ofPAB.

m
if
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State court ruling on libel suits sets media back
By Kit Roane _____
The New York Times

One waV-a person has been
able to liber an enemy with
impunity is to file a lawsuit filled

with false accusations, then mail

a copy of the filings to a reporter,

who can publish whatever is in

the court document without fear

of a libel suit.

A California court recently
struck back by ruling that it

would no longer consider copies

ofcomplaints that reporters
receive from lawyers to be privi-

leged.

Courts in other states. New
Jersey and Maryland among
thejTi, have issued similar rulings

in an effort to keep people from
drumming up publicity after fil-

ing frivolous lawsuits.

But news organizations arc

vigorously fighting the California

decision because they say it could

limit the public's access to one of
the country's largest and complex
court systems. They also fear that

the ruling may influence other
courts.

"The worry is that this ruling

decreases the media's access to

information and therefore it

decreases the people's access,"
said Erwin Chemerinsky, a law
professor at USC.

"It also has the peculiar dis-

tinction of deciding whether what

a lawyer says is libelous by look-

ing at how the document was
transmitted. That can't be a sensi-

ble ground for a legal ruling."

According to the ruling,
California lawyers cannot be
sued for filing potentially
libelous documents with the court

or Offering them to parties
involved in the litigation. They
can be sued if they transmit docu-
ments or read the contents to any-
one else.

The decision grew out of the

case' of a computer program com-
pany executive, Elias Shahvar,
who sued ASP Computer
Products Inc., which had dis-

missed hini. Shahvar, a founder
of the company, said in court
papers that he had been wrong-
fully forced out. He also contend-
ed that he had discovered
company officers billing for work

See UBEL, page 20
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At the ABC Entertainment Center in Century City • Offer expires 1 1/7/94

iCTomr
FELLOWSHIP

PRESENTS

Reason to Believe

with RiGE BrOOCKS

l\iesday Wednesday Thursday
October 11th October 12th October 13th

Kinsey Hall 169 Kinsey Hall 169 Geology 4660

7:00 P.M.

Cot Questions About Life?

Rice Has t/ie Answers!

Fbr less thanadollaradaj^

bom will givepu the poweryou need to

survive this semester

Onijttva,p^)ingbot,nosu^andboidlbem)Qjuiot.

Maaithii) Prrforma' (\}(, 4/2%
Apptt Ctiior Pirn 14' Uispia), AffihL'k^r

Keybomimuimtm
Only $1J9900. Or alxmt $23 a mmA.f

MaeMoib Perfome 4*5*250
a# W-mm, A(fle color FUiS ifi'

Onfy f169900. Or gboai $28 a i

With an Apple Computer Loan, it^ now easier than ever to buy a Macintoslf personal

computer. In fact, with AppB special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac" for

as little as $23 per month: Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no

other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help

you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line

resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorb, an integrated package

complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special

low student pricing. With an offer this good, it^ the best time ever to a i ^^
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best! luJUlCVlt

ASUCLA

COMPUTER

STORE

leil't eiiPITfl ITIIE IF CllltE

POW€ll

Madmsbcomputmm mailable (Mfy to UCUaiukMs,sel^
staff,

a»diepartmeMtExteukm$tMdewUsboMlaqiilnaltbeComfm^

MaciKtosb desktop computer aad om Maci$toik porUMe ampnter com be prntbuetimk tcbool

ywbya»el^penoiLPmimalcbechanaccepkdMplo$mVisa,MasterOmla»^

fare also accepted

imiiAftclti)Amf!eu-a*)uiiv0a.SmyomMACmrm
dboM tapir*

NMf IV' P^^dpefmm^i^%iymi%, or

T-r
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75% OFF
First Time
Student .

Special! U

Get Out

of the

Kitchen

and Into

the Fire.

Join the 3,000 women and
men who are already doing
the Executive Boxing' " and
Kickboxing program offered
exclusively at Bodies in
Motion.
Forget the Lipo, you 11 burn
[)(riD^"90iL£alories per class

iiainrcilly, "^-—
.^.^..,^^^

And while you're losmg^"^^-^
inches, you'll firm and tone
your muscles faster than
with weights alone.

To help you start, just
bring this ad and we'll give
you 75% off the knockout
work-out you've seen
featured on CNN, MTV,
Good Morning America,
The Today Show, Best of
Los Angeles, Entertainment
Tonight, as well as in Self,

Shape, Fitness, Newsweek,
City Sports and Harper's
" rmagazines.

Revieued as the best instructionalfitness studio in America.

LosAu^eles • 10542 W. Pico Bhd.
( 4 Hlotks I iiM <!()% crhiiul Ave.)

(310) 836-8000

Pasadena • 117 E. Colorado Blvd,
lower l.c ..'I (at Arr<)\t) l»k\v\.)

(818) 577 2211
l.xociilire Boxhi}i , Kickboxing, and Personal Trainin}* are also available

7^'t off nnuUir in.i!iati(fn fmci-OJfir vx/jirvs 10/15/9 f
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Cfinton relies on Cabinet to ran government, not to advise
By Stewart Powell

Hearst Newspapers .

'

WASHINGTON — For a guy
who loves to brainstorm with the

best and the brightest,.Bill Clinton

pays scant attention to his high-pow-

ered Cabinet, rarely using his team
of $148,400-a-year Jippointecs as a

council of senior advisers.

Instead, Clinton relies individual-

ly on his Cabir^t secretaries to man-
age their departments, coordinate

with White House initiatives and hit

the road on behalf of presidential

proposals or to provide on-the-spot

damage control.

The Clinton style is that of other

recent presidents - including John F.

Kennedy, Richard M. Nixon, Jimmy
Carter and George Bush.

Clinton also resembles other pres-

idents when he gave early indica-

tions that he would i^ely extensively

on Cabinet teamwork only to loosen

the relationship in subsequent

months.

Clinton signaled heavy reliance

on his Cabinet by taking his

appointees to the presidential re&eat

at Camp David, Md., shortly after

his inauguration for a weekend of

corporate team-building led by a

psychological consultant.

As the president-elect put it when
he named his Cabinet-level econom-
ic team in Little Rock, Ark.: The
success of the Clinton administra-

tion's economic effort "will depend

not only on the talents of these peo-

ple as individuals" but also on
"their capacity to work together."

Chief executives traditionally

enter office promising to "take
Cabinets seriously," say^ Bruce
Buchanan, a specialist on the presi-

dency at the University of Texas.

"They pay lip service to the idea

with a few early efforts before the

Cabinet's relationship with the pres-

ident witfiers away to nothingness."

Clinton's relationship with his

Cabinet is coming under scrutiny

amid continued personiiel turmoil in

his 21 -month-old administration and

sputtering popularity in public opin-

ion surveys four weeks before the

Nov. 8 midterm congressional elec-

tions.

Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy

became the second Cabinet officer

to depart in the first 2 1 months of the

administration. Espy called it quits,

"
Sea CABINET, page 21
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IFyou CAN READ INK, HELP TUTOIt SOMEONE WHO CAHT!

• Tutor a child or an adult

• Volunteer for 4 hours,^_

1 day each week

Two quarter commitment
required .

—

~^-— :::-

Transportation and training

provided

Come to an Orientation / Trainins Session

Friday, Sept 14
Saturday, Sept 1

5

Sunday Sept 1

6

Monday Sept 1

7

12-2pnn
1-3pnn
1 -3:30pm
6-8pnn

Ack 3508
Ack 2408
Ack 3508
Kerckhoff 41

1

For more information, call Project Literacy at (310) 825-2417

Sponsored by usAC

HOWDO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAIRCUT?

MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 5I< PER SERVING)

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business

seven days a week and you never need an appointment.

What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive

ongoing education unparalleled In the category. So tell

us, how do vou want your hair cut?

SUPHICUTS
SUPERCUT™ $10.00

1650 Westwood Blvd. (between Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilshire)

(310) 470- 1558 M-F 8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5

2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)

1 cup sharp cheddar (grated) —
1/2 stick butter

1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1 cup milk
3 tbs flour

1 tsp pepper

1 tsp salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water fpr 15

minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.

Note: For your nutritional convenience. Citibank
Classic* cards are accepted at over 11 million
locations, including grocery stores

.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK. l<(l to '

/

•One hour service for glasses

& contacts

•Custom contacts: color,

disposable', astigmatic, and

gas permeable

•Open 7 days a week,

weeknights til 9pm
•Glasses starting at

$79 complete

* eye exam extra

•Daily wear* $39/pair

•Extended wear* $59/pair
•Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair
•Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair

Beverly Center Santa Monica Place Westwood Pavilion

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666

Dr. Elliott Moscot, on

Natural
Colored Soft Contacts
PILKINGTON BARNES HtND

Fastest Snwlng ColondLm»
based in independent study
data on file

7^f

Apply for the Citibank Classic card by completing the application in this issue or by calling I - 800 - CITIBANK

*«**•
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What's Brewin' In October
at the Placement and Career Planning Center

CAREER UECISION-MAKINC.

M;Uors und Careers

October 17, 24 & 31. 3 - 5 pm

Are you "undeclared" or thinking about

switching your major? In this 3-part series,

you'll discover the connection between

majors, careers and your personal interests.

Offered in conjunction with L«&S Counseling

Services. To register, phone x5-l965 or

X5-3382, or stop by A-316 Murphy.

What Can I Do with

My Liberal Arts Degree?

October 24 & 31. 10 am - N<M>n

Are you "stuck" choosing a career to

pursue? Plan for a satisfying work life

instead of settling for the first thing that

comes your way. This workshop will

launch you on a process of self-discovery

that can put you in touch with career options

to match your strengths, talents, and lifestyle

preferences. A two-part series.

GRADL>ATE SCHOOL PREPARATION

Is Graduate School Rijjlit for Me?
October 27. 10 am - 2 pm

What are your motivations for attending

graduate school? Should you go now or

later? Tliis workshop covers points to

consider in deciding how an advanced

degree or continumg education options fit

into your career plans.

CONDUCTING AN EFFEC TIV E

JOB SEARCH

Getting; Your First Job
in a Tough Job Market
October 17, 3 - 5 pm

It isn't always the best qualified candidate

who gets the job, but rather the individual

who knows the most about how to get hired.

Learn alternatives to on-campus interviews,

|ob board listings and the cla.ssifieds.

DEVELOPING SUCCESSFUL
INTERVIEWMNG SKILLS

Interviewing; Skills

for Liberal Arts Majors

October 13, 2 - 4 pm

Discover the ABC's of effectively packaging

and prese^nting the .special qualities of your

liberal arts background. Receive a list of

.commonly asked questions, get sugge,stions

on how to make a positive first impression,

and di.scover techniques to convince an

employer to hire YOU

L

How to "Work" Jobs for Bruins

October 12, I - 3 pm
October 14, II am - 1 pm

Success seems to come more easily to those

who are prepared to put their be.st fool

forward. Learn how to make the most of

the Jobs for Bruins career fair by knowing

how to prospect for information, and to

"market" yo\ir qualifications to the company

representatives you meet.

Interviewing for an Internship

October 20, 9 - 1 1 am

^\

An intem.ship is your chance to explore your

career interests on a temporary basis, and

gain valuable work experience. This

workshop's focus is on basic interviewing

techniques, including how to convince an

employer to hire you ba.sed on your skills,

coursework and extracurricular activities.

\\Rni\(. A V\l\\l\(. RE>1 WE

Writing a Resume
for a Career in Business

October 14, 10 am - Noon

The resume is a 30-second advertisement on
you! Make every second count by
presenting your problem-solving, skills,

decision-making abilities, and leadership

capabilities so that corporate recruiters will

take notice!

Writini^ a Resume
f<»r Liberal Arts Minors
October 11,5-7 pm

A liberal arts education provides skills that

are highly valued in the workplace. Learn

how to develop and market your academic

background and accomplishments in the best

possible light.

Writing a Resume for Jobs for Bruins

October 12, 10 am - Noon
October 13, 1 1 am - I pm
October 17, 9 - II am

Be prepared to promote your capabilities at

the largest career fair on campus! Get
practical step-by-step advice on compiling a

resume that will make you stand out from
the crowd.

Writing a Resume to gel an Internship

October 18, 2 - 4 pm

Looking good on paper can open doors to

exciting career exploration opportunities.

The focus is on how to prepare a good basic

resume, including organization, content and

reproduction.

Writing a CV for a Career

Humanities & Social Sciences

October 25, 4 - 6 pm

in the

Learn to communicate your professional

experience, research work, publications and

education to prospective departtnents in

f^ community colleges and four-year colleges

and universities.

Interviewing for a Career in Business

October 21, I - 3 pm

Learn how to ace an interview in today's

competitive corporate, world. Get tips on

how to respond to interviewer's frequently

asked questions, and be ready to participate

in the job interview by asking a few smart

questions of your own.

Practice Makes Perfect!

October 10, 10 - 1 1 am or 1 1 am - N<M)n

October 11,2-3 pm or 3 - 4 pm
October 12, 3 - 4 pm or 4 - 5 pm
Octolier 13, 9 - 10 am or 10 - 1 1 am
October 14, 1 - 2 pm or 2 - 3 pm
(5ctober 20, 10 - 1 1 am or 1 1 am - Noon
October 21,11 am - Noon or Noon - 1 pm
October 24, 2-3 pm or 3 - 4 pm
October 25, 5 - 6 pm or 6 - 7 pm
October 26, 9 - 10 am or 10 - 1 1 am

Get candid feedback on your strengths as

well as how to improve your self-

pre.sentation in a videotaped mock interview

with a career counselor.

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

Register within 7 calendar days and up to

the day of the work.shop, either in person or

by calling (310) 206-1944.

flACtMEWT t CAKEH
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gOMJNGi OUT
From page 1

"For some people, coming out
just means coming out to a neigh-

bor or a friend. For others, it

means coming out simply by look-

ing in the mirror and saying
they're gay," Bain added. "It has a
personal, intimate meaning
depending on the person."

The time is a powerful one, stu-

dents said.

"National Coming Out Day and
week is the (time) where I think a

lot of gay, lesbian and bisexual
people gather the courage to come
out to somebody - maybe their

parents, maybe a friend, maybe a

roommate. There's a tremendous
amount of support on that day
especially and all around the
week," said Dan Quick, an unde-
clared sophomore.

"It's the intense day of the year
where people say, 'Fuck it, I'm
going to come out. There's
enough of this shit in my life, it's

time to let everybody know who I

am,'" C^uick said.

More than 5,000 hours of vol-

unteer time went into planning the

22 events - ranging from sporting

tournaments to high intensity ral-

lies - scheduled to take place at

UCLA throughout the week. The
sheer volume and intensity of the

campus coming out day activities

captured the attention of the
National Coming Out Day office,

a group committed to promoting
the holiday nationwide. This year,

the organization has chosen
UCLA as its focus program.

Participants intend to rock the

UCLA campus with information
on the gay, lesbian and bisexual
community and increase visibility

of the homosexual population.

"Stereotypes need to be broken
so I do hope that all faculty, staff

and students attend," said Al
Aubin, a career counselor at the

Placement and Career Planning
Center. "The program is not only
for gays and lesbians, it' s to cdu-
cate everyone."

Students passionately testified

to the diversity within the commu-
nity and the need to build bridges

between themselves and the het-

erosexual population.

"People of different sexual ori-

entations ... are not a homogenous
mix, we're a wonderful mix of
-orientations, races, religions and
cultures," Bain said.

Breaking stereotypes during the

holiday festivities ranked high as a

priority for many students.

"I think the actions on ckmpus
are going to help people who
aren't aware of homosexuals or
may have a stereotypical or nega-
tive view of them realize that
they're your neighbors, your
friends, your cousins, your bosses,

your fellow students. The (pro-

grams) can only provoke thought
and questioning - and hopefully
understanding in the end," Bain
said.

One of the most important
things activism can accomplish is

to give people who are in the clos-

et a chance and a reason to come
out and tell others that they are

gay, lesbian or bisexual - that they

enjoy it, find pride in it and have a

definite place in society. Bain
added.

To aid students, staff and facul-

ty in their quest for visibility,

planners have recruited many high
profile members of the gay, les-

bian and bisexual community to'

participate in the UCLA campus
events. Guests will include actress

Amanda Bcarse, swimmer Bruce
Hayes and state assembly candi-

date Sheila Kuehl.

"I think its great that UCLA has
become a model univcrsitj^ (for

the gay, lesbian and bisexual com-
munity)," said Hayes , a 1984

Gold medalist and Bruin alumnus.

"I'm very proud my alma mater

is (hosting this program) on such a

grand scale," he added.

.Unlike many of today's Bruins,

Hayes did not come out during his

years as a political science major
here.

"I was at UCLA over 10 years

ago. It was harder to think about
coming out. It's still hard now, but

it was harder then," Hayes
explained. "A lot has changed in

10 years. The environment is bet-^

ter now, and with events like this,

hopefully it will continue to get

better.

"If I were in college now I

would come out. If I had to go
back in time I don't know," he
added.

Students echoed the feeling that

university attitudes have changed
for the better.

"I find most people relatively

accepting," said undeclared fresh-

man Matthew McCarthy. "I

expect people to respect my iden-

tity, orientation or whatever word
you want to put on it in the same
way I respect them," he said. "By
and lai;ge, I think that's what hap-

pens at UCLA."
Usually absent from campus

chatter are the "fag" jokes and
insensitivity that relentlessly dog
many homosexuals in society, stu-

dents said.

"I've never actually encoun-
tered homophobia at UCLA,"
Quick said. "But I come from a

small town where rocks were
thrown at me, and I'm scared as

hell to go back."

Yet not all students said they
feel the need to participate in the

planned activities.

"National Coming Out Day is a

... little too political for my
tastes," McCarthy said. "Shoving
one aspect of your identity down
everyone's throat is very self-lim-

iting. You're not going to con-
vince anybody of anything (and)

you're not going to change any-
one's mind.

"My sexuality is one aspect of a

pretty complex person. I wouldn't
celebrate that one aspect anymore
than I would celebrate having
green eyes," McCarthy added.

Other campus community
members said they see a strong
need for activism. The fight tOf

gain health benefits for same-sex
domestic partners and to challenge

UCLA's funding of the Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
program on campus are two of the

important issues cited by activists.

Many people said UCLA's
yearly $100,000 to $150,000
funding of the ROTC program
violates the university's anti-dis-

criminatory policy because openly
gay, lesbian or bisexual individu-

als cannot be commissioned into

the military - the main reason
behind completing the RQTC pro-

gram.

The fact that the ROTC pro-
gram still exists at UCLA is

appalling, said Audrey Woods, a

fourth year dance major in her
coming out statement to The
Bruin. "Their stance on homosex-
uality is so outdated."

While ROTC officials declined
to comment, UCLA administra-
tors did.

"There are some people who
are going to be concerned as long
as ROTC is on campus," said
Carlotta Mellon, assistant vice
chancellor of community and gov-
ernmental relations. "There has
been concern expressed by the gay
and lesbian community about
funding for ROTC programs as
Nvcll as the existence of ROTC on
campus."

Administrators said the univer-
sity has taken every measure to
comply with its nondiscrimination

See COMIIMI OUi; page 14
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f CHOOSE YOUR

LANGOME GIFT
AN 8-PIECE GIFT ASSEMBLED SPECIFICALLY FOR YOUR SKIN TYPE

ISJYOUM WITH ANY 1 7.50 LANC6ME PURCHASE
M|niM>l>M«BM^

Yoipr gift for itomMil-io-dlry skin Yowr gift for normal-to-oily slcin

INCLUDES:
Galat^e Douceur Milky Creme Cleanser

Tonique Douceur Alcohol-Free Freshener

Rouge Absolu Hydrating Long Lasting

LipColour in Sienne Dor6

DMnicils High Definition Mascara in black

Effacil Gentle Eye Makeup Remover
'H'^sor Eau de Parfum Spray

Lancdme Signature Mirror

Heart-shaped waterproof cosmetics case

INCLUDES:
• Clarifiance Oil-Free Gel Cleanser

• Clarifiance Alcohol-Free Natural Astringent

• Rouge Absolu Hydrating Long Lasting

LipColour in Sienne Dor6
• D^finicils High Definition Mascara in black

• Effacil Gentle Eye Makeup Remover
• Tr^sor Eau de Parfum Spray
• Lancdme Signature Mirror

• Heart-shaped waterproof cosmetics case

BULLDCK5
AvaMabie through October 23, while supplies last. One gift per customer, please. For more information or the store nearest you, call toll-free 1-800-622-9748.
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PIZZA ijsm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
anl8"

Rzza
(it's huge!)

11(28SASaMONKA BLVD.
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI fit SAT 11-2 AM

EYE EXAM.
Al

15" Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

' only $8L99

I
plus Garlic Bread and 2 Coites

only $9.99

[_ Add $1 and nrate it an Ex-Carge 18'

$12.99
X-LARGE

;

Ail tie toppinss |

your haoft desires |

6-pack of Coke

'

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

B)

C) Free
Parking

©
D) Insurance

Plans
Accepted

All of the Above

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

s\M •' f«fe

t/^

%* *« Assoo*^*

^ United States

H^B Student Association

«v «>»*v|»^J|rt-fir

S;i$0 poll.
•=% -^Tk-s^ ^iSm V-r'Wfft^

veBanit
CULIUimi

SfONSORBD B7 THB BXTBRflAL VlCB FRBSIQBnfs OFFICE,
IIPFIlliS Sfkoul Hall Qwe^jiMBfi r. Can 70ji Foin rA3 and AS

COMING OUT
From page 12

policy.
•

**The chancellor has stated that

there will be no discrimination in

ROTC programs, (and that) there
^

will be open access to courses so

that anybody can enroll in the

courses offered through the vari-

ous military programs," Mellon
said. "Many people have an
appreciation for the chancellor's

openmindedness."

"What UCLA cannot do is con-

trol the commissioning of officers.

ROTC does that," she added.

Estimates put the number of
UCLA gay, lesbian and bisexual
students at 10 percent of the cam-
pus population. That equates to

more than 3,000 members of the

student body. But many agree that

there arc still UCLA students, staff

and faculty who remain locked in

the closet.

"I hope that (National Coming
Out Day) will make more people
comfortable and realize that theje

are so many queer people on cam-
pus and that it's OK to be gay,"
said fourth-year English student
Laurie Howarter.

People who think they are in the

closet by themselves are not
alone, said third year communica-
tion studies student Michelle
Stone. **There's power in numbers
and a lot of people don't realize

how many gay, lesbian and bisex-

ual people are out there."

Everybody on campus has a
friend - probably a close friend -

who's gay, lesbian or bisexual, but

90 percent of these people proba-
bly don't know it, Storie said.

"It's sad that those people don't
realize that every time they let a
gay joke go by without saying
anything or every time they make
a gay joke themselves, they're
probably talking about someone
they care about."

4^ I
r
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IRAQ
From page 1

Nida, was taking up positions near
Basra, 30 miles north of Kuwait.
The Iraqi divisions, each with

about 10,000 troops, took up their

positions late last week and have
ammunition and food for 15 days,

the intelligence sources said.

American officials also say
divisions from Iraq's III Corps
near Basra are also on alert.

In Kuwait, U.N. officials said

several hundred Iraqi civilians had
put up tents along the border, pos-
sibly to stage an anti-Kuwait
demonstration. Iraq has staged
such demonstrations in the past,

describing the protesters as farm-
ers who had been forced off their

lands along the border.

But a senior Kuwaiti official

said at a news conference Sunday
evening that the Iraqis were sol-

diers.

"These are not stateless peo-
ple," the official said. "These are
Iraqi soldiers dressed in civilian

clothes, put there by Iraq to
embarrass Kuwait."

President Clinton cut short his
visit to Camp David on Sunday to

meet at the White House with
Defense Secretary William J.

Perry; Vice President Al Gore;
Gen. John M.D. Shalikashvili,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff; and Anthony Lake, the
national security adviser.

Stark warnings Sunday by
administration officials and the
display of military force were
intended to make clear that the
administration would fight to pro-
tect Kuwait and to discourage
Saddam from miscalculating^
American intent. Three and a half"

See IRAQ, page 16
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ANNOUNCINC
TJH£DISCOVER CARD

«»NEWNEHBER
l!^£nkETJl£«

Apply for the Discover® Card

by November 10.

Spend $75. Get $25 back*

NO Annual Fee.

*",Qii auuQ^ ^"'^

MEMBER N»»VUS NETWORK <fj 1994 Greenwood Trust Company, Member PDIC

*Thlfl offer valid for Discover Card applications received by 1 1/10/94. that are approved and enrolled between 9/21 and 1 1/2 1 /94.

Offer valid for purchases made by 3/3 1/98. Cash advances/balance transfers excluded Offer limited to one rebate per account.

IFW t>OK/'T OCT IT,

rt-T it;

WJhfflE TO €0 lO€£T IT:
Gayley 8e Strathmore, 9am - 5pm, Monday thru Thursday October 10-13
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That's right. No more waiting for last minute student rush
tickets. With a LOS ANGELES CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
student subscription, you're set for the year with tickets to

four great Friday night concerts for just $9 each ! That's

almost 70% off the regular ticket price!

Concert Dales:

Featured Composers:

Featured Artists:

11/18/94, 1/27/95, 2/3/95, 3/24/95
Mozart, Bach, Crockett, Vivaldi,

Tower, Haydn, Beethoven
Christof Perick, conductor

' lona Brown, director/violin

Ralph Morrison, violin

;
' Garrick Ohlsson, piano

"'
Richard Stoltzman, clarinet

All concerts begin at 8:00pm at the Veterans Wadsworth
Theater near the UCLA campus.

. Total Subscription Cost: $40 ($36 plus $4 handling)

Call 213/622-7001 to order tickets

or request a student subscription brochure

ADTO INSDRANCE BLUES?

HERE« GOOD NEWS ON

LOWRUESt
In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study
were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a
wide range of good drivers - including young singles, young
marrieds and families with young drivers. Even drivers who
had 2-3 points often received significant savings.

For Insurance Relief, please call us in Westwood (310) 208-3548

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc.

1081 Westwood Blvd. #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024

This could have been your ad,

Daily Bruin Advertising

Display 825.2161

Classified 825.2221

6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19

Noon -5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Be prepared to make a favorable first impression with recruiters'
Attend a skill-building workshop at the Placement & Career Planning Center.

Writing a Resume for Jobs for Bruins

October 12, 10 am - Noon
October 13, 1 1 am - 1 pm
October 17, 9 am - 11 am

Be prepared to promote your capabilities at
the largest career fair or\ campus! Get
practical step-by-step advice on compiling
a resume that will make you stand out from
the crowd, and open the door to a possible
interview.

How to Work Jobs for Bruins

October 12, 1 - 3 pm
October 14, 11 am - 1 pm

Make the most of the Jobs for Bruins
career fair by knowing how to prospect for
information, and to put your best foot
forward when you're talking with company
representatives.

Reservations required! Register today at the PCPC Information Counter or call x6-1944.

Sponsored by:
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IRAQ
From page 14

years ago, an American-led coali-

tion drove Iraqi troops out of
Kuwait.

In disclosing the deployments,
Perry said the Pentagon had sent

*'many squadrons" of warplanes,

including A-lOs, which are
designed to attack tanks, and F-16
jet fighters. All told, 51 combat
planes were sent Sunday, bringing

the total of U.S. warplanes on the

Arabian Peninsula to about 135.

Perry also said the Army troops

from Fort Stewart might soon be
followed by 18,000 Marines from
Camp Pendleton, Calif. Ships car-

rying tanks and other war material

for the Marines have not yet left

Diego Garcia, an islandin the
Indian Ocean, but are expected to

do so soon.

*'A11 in all, this is a formidable
military force," the Defense secre-

tary asserted on the CBS News
program "Face the Nation."

Kuwaitis find

solace in food
as Iraqi attadc

looms closer

By Chris Hedges
The New York Times

KUWAIT CITY— With thou-

sands of Iraqi troops just north of
the border, Kuwaiti reservists
being mobilized and American
soldiers on the way, many
Kuwaitis are responding to the

pressure by turning to one of the

most beloved activities in the
emirate - eating.

Restaurants, fast food outlets,

ice cream parlors, pastry shops,
and candy stores are pacJced with
jittery Kuwaitis, who hope there

will be no replay of the 1990
invasion, when Iraqi soldiers
sliced through meager defenses
and rolled into Kuwait City.

In the ubiquitous American
franchises, like Pizza Hut,
Kentucky Fried Chicken, Baskin-
Robbins and McDonald's, the
fare that was adopted with such
gusto after the liberation is being
snapped up as people discuss the'

latest news.

"We are not that scared,"
Haytham Shaya said as she gar-

nished a half-pound of hamburg-
er meat with ketchup and
mustard at a Fuddruckers restau-

rant, part of a Texas-based chain.

"The United Nations is here and
the allied forces will protect us,

but still we are human. We are
nervous, so we come and eat."

To the north, in Saddam
Hussein's Iraq, food rations have
been cut in half and there are
lines for bread and cooking oil.

Inflation is rendering the Iraqi
dinar worthless, and many on
fixed incomes have trouble buy-
ing enough for their families.
Food has become a daily con-
cern.

But Kuwait, whose oil wealth
and small population give it one
of the highest per-capita incomes
in the world, has no such wor-
ries.pbesity has been steadily on
the rise since the end of the
Persian Gulf war, and Health
Ministry officials say that at least

half of the population is over-
weight.

The life-style in the emirate,
where most Kuwaitis spend their
days ensconced in air-condi-
tioned offices, homes, shopping
malls and gas-guzzling American --

-<-T*

See KUWAIT, page 17
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KUWAIT
From page 16
luxury sedans, does not help. TTie

country shuts down from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m., and most Kuwaitis go
home, eat a large meal and then
sleep before returning to work.
Many Kuwaitis have servants,

relieving them from much of the

housework. And, as in the United
States, many people spend
evenings channel-surfing
through dozens of programs
offered by home satellite dishes.

Since alcohol is banned, social

,
gatherings, at least in public,
often center on food.

But it may not be just the life-

style that leads some Kuwaitis to

eat too much. A Danish study
published this year estimated that

a quarter of the adult population
suffered from post-traumatic
stress disorder, with those who
remained here during the Iraqi

occupation the worst affected.

Excessive eating, many say, has
become the most common way to

cope with the problem.

Wassimya Mutaa, the owner of
The Forgotten Woman's Fashion
Shop, dropped two lumps of
sugar into her coffee as she sat at

a table surrounded by racks of
roomy dresses and baggy pan-
tsuits. By the door is a large"

wicker basket full of candy.

"Kuwaitis have been under
more stress ever since the inva-

sion," she said, "and the way
they respond is to eat. Whenever

"We are nervous, so we
come and eat."

Haytham Shaya

we go out, even to go shopping,
we stop for ice cream and cake.

When I get my largest sizes in,

they sell out immediately. People
are getting bigger and bigger, and
many of my largest customers
are teen-agers, who watch televi-

sion and eat junk food all day. I

am a big woman, but these girls

make me look tiny."

In the last few months, several

health clubs and weight-loss clin-

ics have opened. Dr. Mohamed
Rable sat at his desk in his clinic

at the Dar Shifa Hospital and
read the label on a bottle of diet

pills handed to him by a patient,

Sharifa Attar. Mrs. Attar, 40, a

mother of four, said she had
steadily been gaining weight and
now hoped to take it off.

"If these make you feel better,

you can take them," the doctor
said, "but you will still have to

begin to diet and get some exer-

cise. They won't solve your
problem.*'

Mrs. Attar replied: "I know. I

can spend whole days without
moving."
The doctor, who sees patients

until 10 p.m., does a brisk busi-

ness, but he despairs of the habits

of Kuwaitis, who he says often

lack self-control.

"People don't like the weather,

so they don't go out," he said.

"They eat fatty meats, full cream
and rich desserts. They don't get

exercise, and, for recreation, they

eat."

Mia Ponzo, 33, a native of
Syracuse, N.Y., who married a

Kuwaiti, says she has put on 70
pounds in the 10 years she has
been here. Now, she and her
friends have formed a group to

moet weekly and bring their

w^ght down.
'^^ut as a guest turned to leave,

she took a tray of chocolates
from a table.

"If you are worried about your
weight," she said, "just eat the

chocolate-covered dates."
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Homecoming • Career Network • Dinners for 12 Strangers • Spring Sing

Senior Class Gift • Beat '$C Week • Parents' Weekend • Bruin Survival Paks

HAVEyi^c

IHEE

5till looking to ^0t Involved In that student qroup

that's Just rl^ht for you? Well look no further

CMU9C weWc qot a bunch of qrcat opportuni-

tiee. SAA has 10 committees currently

seeking membcre. No CKpcrience necessary.

You just need to want to have fun, meet
some Interesting people ar)d work or\

projects that you'll feel qood about. Com
mittees inciu<:ie:

Career Network

Campus Spirit (Peat 'SC Week)

Spring Sing

Pinners for 12 Strangers

Senior Class Gift

i^ruln Survival Paks

Internal Affairs

External Affairs

Operations

Homecoming

PTck-up an appWcsUon today at the deek of the

.^James West Alumni Center or call 206-0524.

jJ^SAA Is a student group sponsored bya^
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speak
Japanese,
french or
Spanish by
oecember
for $299'

FAST. EFFECTIVE, AFFORDABLE

Acquire basic skills in your new language or advance your existing skill's in one of our beginning

Of intermediate groups.

STUDENT TALENT NETWORKS
NEEDS PRODUCTION
ASSISTANCE FOR

f : SHOWC*SE '95
Gain valuable experience and build a network within

the entertainment field!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
' One great price - includes tuition

for 30 (45-mjnute), lessons, book

and fees.

' Groups meet once or twice

a week, evenings or Saturdays.

Easy, conversational approach.

• Leam practical speaking skills.

• Native-fluent instructors.

• Friendly, relaxed groups of 6 to 10

students.

• Convenient payment - aH major credit cards

accepted

Regular and Intensive English (ESL) Group courses also available.
* Price based on minimum class size of 6 persons. For groups of 4 to 5. price is $370.

LOS ANGELES
(213)380-1144

SANTA MONICA
(310)458-0330

BEVERLY HILLS

(310)276-1101

IRVINE

(714) 752-8535

RLITZ
PASADENA

(818) 795-5888

ORANGE
(714)935-0828

WOODLAND HILLS

(818) 999-1870

TORRANCE

(310) 328-7722

• FINANCE/BUDGET
• PROMOTION
• SET DESIGN
• TALENT COORDINATION

• CX)MPUTER/GRAPHIC DESIGN
• STAGE MANAGER
• DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER
• AND MANY MORE!

APPI.Y TODAV!
PICK UPAN
APPLICATION AT 306
KERCKHOFF

CALL MALAAT
825-6564 FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Sponsored by Cultural Affairs Commission

& USAC

^

SUMMEirS OVER.
Thank goodness there's Advil^ Advanced medicine for pain~
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GRE
From page 1

with it.

Analysis of the data must be
taken with a grain of salt, Grandy
said, because immigration
increases may account for some of
the new statistics.

Charlotte Kuh, executive direc-

tor of the GRE, offered some other

possible explanations. She said

women have wanted to be in the

work force and to get better jobs

since the late 1960s and that may
be the reason for more women,
from all backgrounds, taking the

test.

"For minorities, graduate
schools have been making an
enormous effort to increase
minority enrollment. Faculty (are

trying) to create a climate that's

more welcoming to minority
women," said Kuh, adding that a
change in graduate education
should be a future consequence of
that new climate.

The changing face of GRE test-

takers also reflects the evolution
of female college students in the

past few decades.

Women made ifp only 30 per-

cent of all biological science stu-

dents in the 1960s, whereas today,

they account for more than 50 per-

cent, Kuh said.

"This report should be a valu-

able addition to information avail-

able to policy-makers and scholars

of graduate education," Kuh said.

"It describes the growing diversity

of American applicants to gradu-
ate school and the change in

choices among types of graduate
programs."

The GRE's format has slightly

changed over the years, including

a new system where the exami-
nees can take the test on comput-
ers. But changes in the ethnic
composition of test takers are not
directly related to the format
changes, said Rob Durso, program
director for research and develop-
ment at the testing service.

The service evaluates all the
test questions beforehand to make
sure the questions are not biased
against women or minorities, Kuh
said. .

Many female students said they
really didn't have a choice
between taking the test or not -
they said they want to attend grad-

uate school and the GRE is just

another factor in helping them get

there.

"I'm going to a grad school and
(the GRE) is required. That's why
I'm taking it," said Maricar
Maderazo, a Filipino American
majoring in psychology.

Shayani Senanayaka, a senior
biology major, is planning to take

the GRE in December. "No one
really motivated (me to take the

GRE)," said Senanayaka, a native
of Sri Lanka. "(Although, some
of my friends) made me think
about it more seriously."

MENTOR
From page 3

Woolridge said of the experience.

A football player and co-editor
of the newspaper at Country Day,
Woolridge said he found himself
slacking last year, but
Summerbridge fixed that.

"I see myself as more focused,
which was a goal of mine,"
Woolridge said.

Woolridge may sound like an
unusually poised 16-year-old, but
Summerbridge Fort Worth
Director Jessica Slade said he rep-
resents the norm. The Fort Worth
Summerbridge chapter is based at

Countiy Day.

"That's the kind of person the

See MVITOII, pe«e 19
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MENTOR
From page 18

program attracts," Slade said.

"We're very up- front about how
demanding the program is, intel-

lectually and emotionally."

Slade said the program provides

middle school students with an
experience similar to private sum-
mer school and tutorials during the

school year, minus the tuition. At
the same time, Summerbridge
wants its teen teachers to become
the next generation of educators.

Fort Worth teaching participants

were recruited from Country Day
and from North Side and Dunbar
High School public magnet pro-

grams. Others in the [H'ogram came
from Harvard, Brown, Stanford
and TbxasA&M universities.

Woolridge went to Pittsburgh

because that city needed an
African-American male as a

teacher. He stayed with tfiree fami-

lies whose kids were
Summerbridge teachers or stu-

dents, and with the Summerbridge
headmaster.

Like Woolridge, 16-year-old
Country Day junior Jessica Brown
found herself in a city halfway
across the country. A field hockey
player who is fluent in Spanish,

she taught at Summerbridge in San
Diego.

Bom in Spain to American par-

ents. Brown lived off and on in

Madrid for 10 years and in Chile
for another five while her father

worked abroad for Fort Worth's
Alcon Laboratories.

When she came to live in the

United States for the first time last

year. Brown helped teach Spanish

in Country Day's kindergarten.

Unable to deal with the Texas heat,

Brown said she asked to spend the

summer in the cooler climate of
San Diego.

BORDER
From page 3

ing voter referendum, Proposition

187, that would attempt to staunch

the flow of aliens by denying
them most government services,

including schooling and non-
emergency medial aid.

Polls indicate the plan will win
easy passage in November and
possibly be a big political help to

Wilson, who is caught up in a

tough re-election fight.

Gatekeeper has resulted not just

from political pressure. Another
factor is a rare success enjoyed by
the Border Patrol earlier this year

on the Texas border.

There, at El Paso, a major push
with new agents and patrols
resulted in a 70 percent decline in

illegal crossings, leading immi-
gration officials here to take heart

-^in their long struggle and come up
' with their own plan.

POVERTY
From page 5

of the toughest recessions since the

Great Depression," said Wilson
spokesman Sean Walsh.

When Wilson took office in 1991,

the state's Aid to Dependent
Families and Children payments
were seccmd only to Alaska's. Now
they are fourth largest.

In the 1994-95 California budget,

Wilson and the Legislanire targeted

AFDC for cutbacks, a reduction that

woukj have left the Perezes with 2.3

percent less a month.

The cuts have not taken effect

because of a court challenge that has

not been resolved.

"If you are poor in this state and

yew can't afford to have food, ttierc

are programs adequate to cover for

that, both state and federal pro-

grams." Waldi said. V

A 50% DROP OUT RATE
EXISTS IN THE "^

CfflCANA/O, LATINA/O
POPULATION AND ONLY
2% OF THE WOMEN
STUDENTS EVER MAKE IT

TOA UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNL\

Latinas Guiding Latinas

invites you to its:

Fall Quarter Training/Meeting

Wednesday, October 12th

7PM to 9PM
Rm 133, Men's Gym

ATREVETE, AYUDA A TU COMUNIDAD!
Participate in the High School level, Jr. High level or the Elementary level at Bell

High School, Belvedere Jr. High School, and Kennedy Elementary School.

If your are interested in becoming a volunteer

please call (310) 825-7843 or drop by Men's Gym 1 02

Law Schools will average your scores if

you take the LSAT more than once.

So . .

Prepare before you take it

the:

FM^ INCETON
RhVIHW (310) 474 0909

I -SAT GM.vr grf: MC'.VI
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CHEAP Traffic School

$15 (withihisadj

• FUN, UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.L.A., B.H., S.M., P.V.,

S.F. VALLEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 OR 81 8-71 8-0388

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

shampoo &
blowdry

ji

with

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-$49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

I
HAIRCUT

(long hair & flat tops

slightly higher)

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-$45

SUPER PERM 866

Next to Penny Lane

GENERAL DENTISTRY
Cosmetic Bonding Bleaching

Porcelain Veneers "Filling

Crowns Strict Sterilization

Mictiael S. Zola, D.M.D.

1033 GayleyAve., Suite 115

Westwood Village, CA 90024

(310)208-4036 INSURANCE ACCEPTED!

great scores...

+7.2
points

.^.r,E SCORE ,MP»n...

nee
to prepare for

the December test
Classes begin in

WESTWOOD on October ,18th at 6pm or

October 24th at 6pm

Seats are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST today!

yei a higher score

KAPLAN
0^
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LIBEL
From page 8

they had not performed and
found one director making
improper stock transfers.

Three days before the com-
plaint was filed, Shahvar instruct-

ed his lawyer, Robert Brunzel, to

fax a copy to the San Francisco

Examiner, which ran an article

about it. Shahvar also sent copies

to people who knew company
officials socially or had business

dealings with them.

The director and the company
filed a countersuit, saying that

Shahvar and his lawyer had
defamed them because the news-

paper had obtained the complaint

from the lawyer rather than the

court. In a pretrial hearing in 3rd

District Court in Northern
California, a judge agreed with

the company.
Shahvar appealed the ruling,

and the appeals court backed the

judge's opinion, saying the mate-

rial given the newspaper was not

privileged. Within days, the com-
pany and Shahvar settled their

suits against each other.

Several news organizations,

including The San Francisco
Examiner and the California
Newspaper Publishers'
Association, are now taking the

unusual step of asking the state

Supreme Court to erase the deci-

sion, or to "depublish" it.

"It seems to be the height of

irrationality to rule that you can
say something in court filings and

it's protected, but you can't send

it to a reporter, or repeat it to him,

without being sued," said Peter

E. Scheer, the editor and publish-

er of The Recorder, a San
Francisco legal publication that

has also asked the state Supreme
Court to intervene. "This will

have a chilling effect on courts."

Brunzel, for example, says that

he no longer feels comfortable
discussing the Shahvar case, or

any others for that matter.

"1 can't help you," he told a

reporter recently. "But I will tell

you one thing. The court did not

make the right decision and it

will cause a serious shakedown
that will affect the free flow of.

information to the press."

The ruling has also made it dif-

ficult to post court documents
electronically on data bases used

by lawyers and judges nation-

wide.

The state law protecting liti-

gants from lawsuits over contest-

ed legal claims. Section 47 of the

California Civil Code, was
passed in 1872. It also protects

newspapers that report on court

proceedings.

The Shahvar decision conflicts

with an earlier state appeals court

decision, Abraham vs. Lancaster

Community Hospital, which held

that lawyers legitimately function

as a kind of bridge between the

courts and the news media when
they transmit their pleadings to

the press.

Legal experts say that unless
the Legislature steps in to clarify

the statute's wording, the state

Supreme Court will be forced to

stem the growing confusion
among lawyers over what is per-

mitted when talking to reporters

or explaining litigation to the
public.

And any action by the
California Supreme Court, they
believe, could influence other
states.

Chemerinsky said, "A lot of
the concern about this puzzling
decision is that California, with
about 1 1 percent of the popula-
tion and more than that percent-
age of trials - particularly high
publicity trials - may .affect what
other states do in this area.'

'
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CABINET
From page 10

effective Dec. 31 , in the face of tfiree

investigations into whether the for-

mer Mississippi congressman broke

ethics standards or federal law by

accepting gifts, lodging and travel

from Tyson Foods, a food process-

ing firm with ties to the Clintons that

is regulated by the Agriculture

Department

The White House forced tfie res-

ignation of Defense Secretary Les

Aspin last year.

Although two Cabinet resigna-

tions in the first two years isn't

unusually high turnover, continuing

departures at the -top contribute to an

image of personnel flux in the

administration.

White House chief of staff Leon
Panetta completed a shakeup of the

president's staff last month. A vari-

ety of Clinton loyalists from
Arkansas have been sacked or reas-

signed in recent months, including

Thomas McLarty as chief of staff;

Webster Hubbell as the third-in-

command at the Justice Department;

David Watkins, as White House
administrator, and Bruce Lindsey as

White House troubleshooter without

portfolio. White House counsel

Bernard Nussbaum also was forced

out.

The Justice Department has been

rocked by the resignations of Philip

Heymann as second-in-command
and the ouster of FBI Director

William Sessions.

Deputy White House Press

Secretary Ginny Terzano acknowl-

edges that Clinton, whose fust term

agenda is rooted in his 1992 cam-
paign, rarely holds formal Cabinet

sessions to solicit the views of

Cabinet members on pending pro-

posals or to brainstorm future initia-

tives.

Qintpn's contact with his Cabinet

is "on going and constant," says

Terzano. "It doesn't take formal

Cabinet meetings for that to hap-

pen.

Scholars say that Clinton's free-

wheeling decision making without

regard to hierarchy is less suited to

the Cabinet-reliant government
favored by President Dwight D.

Eisenhower, the allied commander
in Europe during World War II, or

President Ronald Reagan, who took

office at the age of 69 and readily

deferred to his staff.

Buchanan says that presidents

who "tend to wing it or operate out

of their hats don't like Cabinet-style

govemrnent"
Yet Cabinet secretaries' clout

continues to shrink for a variety of

other reasons, as well.

Turnover contributes to Cabinet

secretaries' shrinking influence. Of
the 1 87 men and women who served

in Cabinets between 1945 and 1992,

only 26 served as long as their presi-

dents.

Eisenhower made three Cabinet

changes in his first four years;

Presidents Jimmy Carter, Reagan
and Bush each made eight. In his

first 21 months, Clinton has made
two changes.

James Piffner, an expert at

George Mason University, says the

"power of the Cabinet has been
shifting to the White House staff for

three decades," adding: "This presi-

dent has not veered from that prac-

tice."

White House staffs have mush-
roomed since World War II from the

64 aides serving President Harry

Truman in 1 945 to the more than

400 serving Qinton.

Bush's chief of staff, John
Sununu, exercised such tight control

over access to the Oval Office that

Health and Human Services

Secretary Lewis Sullivan had to

write a letter to the president at his

summer retreat in Kennebunkport,

Maine, to make sure that his propos-

als were getting throu^.

Every pair of eyes is unique, too.
Fingerprints aren't the only human mark of distinction. Each pair of eyeprints is also biologically different from

another. As we continue to devek>p advanced rigid gas permeable contact lens materials, we never lose sight of

this fact
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Editorial

National Coming Out Weeic o^lebralM^

sexual diversity through campus voices

NAT

This week (Oct 8- 1 4) is

National Coming Out Week,
at UCLA and throughout the

country, and there are a lot of .

lessons to be learned.

In the past at UCLA, the Daily

Bruin's coverage of lesbian, gay and
bisexual (LGB)
communities on
campus has been

dismally inade-

quate, if not virtu-

-ally invisible.

B«:ause a news-

paper's role is to

reflect within its

pages the com-
munities it serves,

it's time for a change. It's time for

us to learn a lesson about reporting

on communities.

Coming Out Week commemo-
rates more than just coming out of
the closet, although that's part of it

On a grander scale. Coming Out
Week means coming out with the

issues that don't always get ade-

quate coverage in the mainstream
media. For members of the lesbian,

gay and bisexual communities, it

means coming out in numbers to

educate and increase awareness and
coming out to be counted to provide

positive role models for people who

COMING
OUTWEEK

need them.

lii recognize Coming Out Week
and reassert The Bruin's pledge to

improve our coverage of the lesbian,

gay and bisexual communities, the

Viewpoint section will devote much
of its space this week to puMishing

coming out stories and other issues

that pertain to the lesbian, gay and
bisexual communities within and
beyond UCLA's borders - the mili-

taiy's "don't ask, don't tell" policy,

domestic partnership and non-

spousal benefits issues, on campus
organizations, etc..

In many ways, however, the fact

that Coming Out Week lasts forjust

a week is problematic. We must use

this week as a starting point for the

future, to insist that awareness does-

n't end with the conclusion of the

week's activities, within the pages

ofThe Bruin, on cartas or any-

where. _ .

Coming OutWeek Is^scheduled

to last for only a week, but it's a

beginning, and a sUDng one at that.

In today's issue ofThe Bruin,

you'll read a guest column from a

UCLA student and sergeant in the

Army Reserves who came out as a

gay man in the military for the first

time today. When he submitted his

column to Viewpoint last week, he

knew that by coming out publicly,

with the military's current stance on
gays in the military, he risked get-

ting discharged from the Army.
His decision to come out should-

n't have involved a risk at all.

Everyone deserves the right to

come out in a non-threatening, safe

environment. The Daily Bruin sup-

ports that right, and we should all

support that right That includes the

military, and that includes UCLA's
university-funded ROTC program,

which under current policy prevents

gays from being open about their

sexuality.

And despite the inroads that have

been made to provide legislation to

protect that right, we have a long

way left to go. There's still a lot at

stake.

But that's exactly why National

Coming Out Week and events like it

are so important - they increase

awareness and they effect change.

Keep your eyes open this week.

There's a lot going on. Go to the

National Coming Out Day Out &
Proud Rally on Tliesday at noon. Go
to the Domestic Partnership Rally at

noon Wednesday, or the ROTC
Discrimination Rally at noon

Thursday. Maybe you'll leam a les-

son or two.

Viewpoint

Coming out: a gay Army sergeant's announcement
I

sat nervously on a cold, hard-

wocxl chair across a desk from
a weather-beaten sergeant first

class whose leathery face served as

a reminder of his many years in

the military. My Army recruiter

had picked me up eariy that morn-
ing in 1990 to begin an entire

day's worth of ai^Hi^^B^HHi
examinations

and paperwork

to complete

my enlistment

into the U.S.

Army.

As my con-

tract lay con-

spicuously in

front of my
eyes, I realized

that I would be 1,613110 Kim
making the

biggest decision of my 17-year-old

life. Images of my parents and
friends warning me that I'm mak-
ing a mistake flashed in my mind.

I listened unattentively to the

sergeant as he explained the differ-

ent sections of my contractual

obligations.

Fighting to keep my pen from
shaking, I signed the dotted line.

After raising my right hand and
swearing to defend the United

States against all enemies foreign

and domestic, I felt a great sense

of pride, patriotism - and fear.

I am a gay man in the military.

As a high school senior plan-

ning a career in the medical field.

the thought of being a cardiac spe-

cialist in the U.S. Army truly

appealed to me. My basic training

was in Oklahoma and I was
extremely nervous at the prospects

of living nine weeks with a group
of strangers thousands of miles

away from home. I was also para-

noid that somehow they would
findout that I'm gay.

During the course of those nine

weeks, I adapted quickly to the

discipline and structured format of
the military despite the homopho-
bic atmosphere. I also began to

excel at being a soldier. In a pla-

toon of 40 recruits, I was chosen
as the drill sergeant's assistant, in

charge of leading my peers

through different phases of basic

training and answering directly to

the platoon sei^eant.

I endured the homophobic com-
ments and even laughed with the

boys at the jokes that painted

stereotypic pictures of gays
because I was afraid of the reper-

ciissions if they were to find out

about me. I had to tolerate com-
ments such as "I'll shoot those

fuckin' faggots if they try to join

my Army" and 'They'll just try to

butt-fuck you if they get you in a

foxhole." The recruits said these

savage comments, oblivious to the

fact that their designated leader

was gay.

In advanced individual training

at Texas I was a squad leader,

responsible for soldiers who had

more time in service than I did.

During moming runs, our platoon

sergeant told us that we could

improve our endurance by "run-

ning like a faggot." He demon-
strated this by bending his arms at

the elbows, keeping his wrists

limp, and running with his legs

wide apart and his butt in the air.

These unfavorable pictures and
images conuibuted to my self-

hatred and homophobia as I

became more and more closeted.

With two years and nine months
in the service and at the age of 20,

I was promoted to the rank of
sergeant in the U.S. Army
Reserves, holding the distinction

as the youngest sergeant ever in

my unit. This is my proudest

moment to dale because I proved
to myself that I am able to not only
survive in a macho, homophobic
environment, but that I can also

excel in it.

I am a gay man and I have done
well in the military. Many deu^c-
tors have said and will continue to

say that gays do not belong in the

military despite the fact that I ^nd
thousands of my gay and lesbianN

brothers and sisters have served

with distinction.

Growing up with the image of
gay men as either drag queens or

Hiu-vey Fierstein greatly disturbed

me because I could not relate to

them nor did I want to relate to

them. Coming into UCLA as a

freshman, I was determined to stay

closeted and eventually go on
active duty. I looked forward to

moving from military post to mili-

tary post because that would pre-

vent me from establishing long

lasting friendships or relationships.

However, I realized that I was
not happy putting on this facade.

During my third year I started

meeting people through woric and
classes who turned out to be gay.

Knowing gays and lesbians who
were "normal" was something I

did not expect to happen. I real-

ized that I was not alone and that

there were others out there like

me. Through their example, I

slowly began coming out to peo-
ple, even to my bom-again
Christian sister. She has been
amazingly supportive under the

circumstances and I love her for it.

It is the strength of my gay and
lesbian friends that has given me

the inspiration to make this very

public announcement. Quite

frankly, I am scared at what possi-

ble repercussions this article will

have on my life. I don't know
what the Army will do and I don't

know how my other friends and
acquaintances will react. I'm

beginning a new chapter in my
life, one that is filled with vast

^

uncertainties. n'

I risk getting discharged from
the Army. It is a huge chance I am
taking. But after weighing the

options, I am confident that I am
making the right decision. If I

change one individual's homopho-
bic views by coming out or if I

inspire one closeted person to

come out, than that alone is worth
the repercussions I may face.

Kim is ajunior double majoring in

political science and philosophy.

Speak Out
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''Arc ofa love affair" encompasses ideal relationship
It's

hard to write about this with-

out sounding totally disenchant-

ed, pessimistic, disillusioned,

jaded. I admit I feel a little bit of all

of those, but not enough to have

given up the idea of the perfect rela-

tionship, and even marriage.

It's just that I don't know what
to think when a married guy with

children tries to get it on with my
friend at a party in his own house
with his wife

upstairs. And
I'm inclined to

think that

maybe this

other couple I

know should-

n't be together

anymore if

they aren't

getting along,

even if they

have three

children and
they've been

together more
than 20 years now. They've
exhausted therapy and marriage

counseling and the woman's fan-

tasies of killing her husband have
inspired her to buy a gun. I'm not

naming any names.

The biggest problem I have with

relationships is that I don't know
how to be free in one. I haven't seen

one where I think the two people are

totally, completely free beings,

together because of true love for

each other. There's always so much
crap that gets in the way.

I used to think that when women
said "all men are assholes" they

were just bitter because they had a

bad relationship with some loser

Adena

Chung

jerk like Thelma's husband, some-

one they stayed with for all the

wrong reasons because of their own
insecurities, and that would never

happen to me. That was before my
marathon man courted someone
else for about six weeks behind my
back and then made me feel like a

paranoid, neurotic, insecure bitch

for speaking my hunch about the

whole thing.

I definitely stayed in that relation-

ship for wrong reasons. Sure, there

was lots of love, fun and caring; but

I couldn't leave because I was afraid

of the new leaf. All that fear and

insecurity is pretty fucked up.

Where did I leam to be so weak,

when did I forget about me?
Yeah, relationships can really

tweak a person. I know this from

lots of horror stories, friends and

personal experience. But they can

also be really great. I think. I'm not

as sure about this because I haven't

seen a relationship that lives up to

my ideals yet. My ideals might be

unrealistic, though. You be the

judge: total freedom of thought,

action, movement, and growth; total

commitment; companionship with-

out obligation; and great sex.

Actually, I think this is possible

and I have even experienced it - for

a day. I believe in the phrase "the arc

ofa love aflFair" in Paul Simon's

"Hearts and Bones." One-night

stands don't really fit the paradigm,

but most relationships can't escape

it, unless, of course someone dies,

like in the film "Love Story." Even
in marriages the couple comes to the

end of the arc of their love affair and

their relationship takes on a different

meaning or purpose. It evolves, or it

suffers and dies.

I have serious problems with

commitment and marriage as it is

traditionally upheld. Commitment
as something to strive for or work
on in order to maintain is bogus and

artificial. There is no such thiqg-as a

conscious commitment. It just hap-

pens. A person will be committed

until he or she doesn't feel commit-

ted anymore, so there's no point in

trying to make a commitment. The
sense ofcommitment should be a

by-product, not a cause or motivat-

ing factor Nothing's going to make
that happen.

I also think the marriage ceremo-

ny and contract is b.s. Being wed by

a legal or religious authority betrays

the true intent of a marriage, which

is a kind of commitment indepen-

dent of any third party. If being tra-

ditionally married to someone
makes it harder for you tojump ship

when things are rough, then the rela-

tionship relies on an extrinsic factor,

be it social, legal, financial or reli-

gious, which implies that you are

married for the wrong reasons.

I'm not sure if I believe in "'til

death do us part" either. It's that

"arc" and I'm not so sure if it's bet-

ter to stay and work on something if

it really sucks. Yeah, yeah, who
knows down the line, after the tur-

bulent waters, things might be

peachy. Well, the argument works

both ways.

Marriage, ideally, should be an

acknowledgment between two peo-

ple who share an understanding that

they feel "meant to be." Exchange

of vows, rings are good, but not nec-

essary, and that's it.

"Annie Hall," one of my all-time
'

favorite movies, pretty much sums it

all up for me, especially the joke

that AIvy Singer refers to at the end.

I'll paraphrase: a guy goes to the

doctor aixi tells him that his brother

needs help. Doc asks what's wrong

and the guy says his brother thinks

he's a chicken. When the doctor

asks why he doesn't just send him to

a psychiatrist and fix the problem,

the guy replies, "Well, because I

need the eggs."

Relationships are crazy and

sometimes they don't make sense,

but we seek them and stay in them

because of the amazingly wonderful

things they afford us when it is good
- the eggs.

Right now I have a cmsh on this

guy. I shouldn't call it a crush

because I know him and it's more-^—

r

than infatuation. I believe in him,

like I bfelieve in myself I feel strong

around him, and he's got this love of

life, he gets high on it like I do.

There's nothing between us right

now, though, and I think I'll leave it

that way.

Don't get me wrong, I want it

like I can taste it sometimes, I fanta-

size wildly while standing right next

to him trying my best to exude vibes

of friendship. But I'm not going to

\ry to make anything happen

because I don't have to be in a rela-

tionship, and I like entertaining the

notion of "us." It's nice to have

something good to daydream about.

Chung is a senior English stiident. -

UCLA must end alignment with ROTC discrimination
By David Mixner

The issue is clear. ROTC, under

the military's new "don't ask, don't

tell" guidelines, will not allow

openly gay and lesbian students to

participate in its program. If a stu-

dent is discovered to be homosexu-
al, he or she could be investigated,

dismissed from the program and

forced to pay back any scholarship

money received.

It is unrealistic to expect the

Pentagon to change its policy any
time in the near future. But chang-

ing UCLA's relationship with

ROTC is another story.

UCLA actively maintains an

alliance of discrimination with the

military. Lesbian and gay students

are refused access to scholarship

funds and courses while being

denied a chance to voluntarily

serve their country. The university

extends academic recognition to

ROTC, gives course credit and uses

university - and taxpayer - dollars

to assist in financing and housing

the program. It continues this sup-

port ofROTC even though the pro-

gram's directives arc conlraryjo the

university's own non-discrimina-

tion policy, as well as city and state

civil rights laws.

It is unconscionable for a univer-

sity, acknowledged to be a place of

tolerance and understanding, to dis-

criminate against any of its stu-

dents. There can only be one

reason for UCLA to allow this poli-

cy to continue - the fear that it will

lose Department of Defen.se fund-

ing for its other programs. Yet to

finance university programs at the

expense of freedom of a select

group of students is simply unac-

ceptable. At what price will the

university sell the rights of its other

minority students?

Freedom Project-Los Angeles is

not asking UCLA to be the first

institution of higher learning to

change Ihe nature of its relationship

with ROTC. Many universities and

colleges in Califomia and across

the country are no longer giving

course credit for ROTC nor do they

allow its use of campus facilities.

Some have severed their tics with

ROTC completely. These universi-

ties have chosen a road of moral

strength, setting an example for

their students by teaching them that

intolerance of any kind has no

place in our .society. We simply ask

UCLA to join the crowd and take a

stand.

Maintaining the status quo can

only lead to more division and mis-

understanding. We ask the univ§i;5ji-

ty. Chancellor Young and the Board

of Regents to hear our plea for an

end to these exclusionary policies

and eliminate discrimination from

the campus without further delay.

The university must sever its lies

with ROTC until such time that —
ROTC opens its doors and offers its

scholarship money to all students.

This issue will not go away.

Either we will work together to

bring about this necessary change

or we will mobilize on our own to

force change. The choice belongs

to the university and its chancellor.

Mixner is thefounder ofFreedom
Project-Los Angeles, an

organization that works to end

ROTC discrimination at UCLA.

Viewpoint

Campus groups provide Support systems for coming out
By JOIIo C. Rosa
and All Beck

She's out. He's not out to his

family. She's totally closeted.

He's just starting to come out. To
those unfamiliar with the lesbian,

gay and bisexual (LGB) commu-
nities, these phrases may be

meaningless. To others, they

attempt to describe the complex
coming out process.

There is no one definition of
what it means to be "out." To one
person, coming out may mean
walking down the street holding

their partner's hand. To another,

coming out may be attending a

rally to demand recognition of the

civil rights of the LGB popula-

tion. To someone else, it may
mean telling their family that they

are gay.

There are many different ways
to come out, but why do we do it?

Again, there are many answers.

Growing up in a culture which
assumes that all people are het-

erosexual, many lesbians, gays

and bisexuals feel isolated and
confused. Most of us knew no
openly gay people and this lack of

role models reinforced the nega-

tive messages we received about

being gay. Many lesbian, gay and
bisexual people hope that by com-
ing out they can serve as mentors

to youths in the community, pro-

viding support through what can

be a very difficult time.

This is demonstrated by a

recent study which showed that

10 years ago, the average coming
out age for gay men was 26.

Today it is J 6. For women, it

tends to be much later. We also

come out for practical reasons: it

takes a lot of energy and time to

try to cover up a relationship or

hide an affiliation with an LGB
organization. Basically, a large

portion of the LGB population

comes out because they are just

plain tired of hiding.

One of the main reasons for

coming out is that we affirm to our-

selves and others that we recognize

and celebrate all aspects of our per-

sonalities, including our sexual ori-

entation. Coming out allows us to

live our lives openly and honestly.

It gives us the freedom to share our

experiences with others, in the

classroom and outside of it. and to

work towards dispelling some of

the misconceptions and prejudices

which are directed toward the LGB
communities.

Included in this section of The
Bruin is the story regarding

ROTC discrimination at UCLA.
This is certainly an issue which
affects many individuals' desire

and ability to safely be OUT as

students at this i^niversity. We are

glad individuals such as Keith

Meinhold, Miriam Ben-Shalom,

Joe Zuniga, Coroncl

Cammemeyer airo Tracy Thome
are strong enough to come out

under fire in the military environ-

ment. Their strength allows cadets

at schools such as UCLA to ques-

tion how effective a nondiscrimi-

nation policy which protects

openly LGB individuals truly is.

This form of institutionalized

homophobia is only destructive to

the coming out process.

Coming out can be an impor-

tant and rewarding experience, but

it is also very difficult and some-
times frightening. Many resources

on campus provide support for

those at all different stages of the

coming out process. GALA,
UCLA's multicultural lesbian, gay
and bisexual alliance, sponsors a

number of groups where students

can come together to discuss

issues and support each other.

Residence hall rap is a multieth-

nic, confidential group which
addresses the specific needs and
concerns of LGB students living

on campus, focusing on outreach

to students who may just be start-

ing to come out. QAAR, for

African-American .studeiu^ La
Familia, for Latina/o stwWhts; and
Mahu. for Asian/Pacific Islander

students address the issues faced

by lesbians, gays and bisexuals in

various ethnic and cultural com-
munities. In addition, GALA
.sponsors Lesbian/Bisexual

Women's Rap, Gay Men's Rap,

and Bisexual Gathering. New this

year will be the Community Rap,

a multiethnic rap for men and

women. Information on these

groups is available through

GALA at 825-8053.

These services are provided so

that our community is empowered
and supported in numbers.

Remember that as GALA, we are

here to aid in the coming out

process, but that it is your person-

al strength and commitinent to

yourself that will allow you to be

open about your feelings, your

emotions and your life. Please

respect yourself Come out.

Rosa, afifth-year sociology

student specializing in women 's

studies, and Beck, a second-year

film, theater and television student,

are the co-chairs ofGALA.
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Church rifts

quell clergy
In 'Demon'
atDoollttle

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Different views often cause
upheaval and tension. But when
tliere is a serious difference of
opinion among members of the

church's hierarchy, a type of geno-
cide occurs within its walls.

In the Royal National Theatre
Company's award-winning pro-

duction of David Hare's "Racing
Demon," seasoned priests get
pushed out through a variety of
hurtful circumstances that surprise

audience members and pull them
into the shocking plot of new
ideas overtaking old theories.

The Rev. Lionel Espy (Oliver

Ford Davies) has been with the

church for well over 20 years and
in that time his views about Christ

have changed. While he still

believes in the Lord and worships
him daily, Lionel doesn't feel

Christ is the answer for everyone.
He trtists that some people just

need the caring ear of a priest

without being preached at.

His friends, the Rev. Donald
"Streaky" Bacon (Adrian
Scarborough) and the Rev. Harry
Henderson (Michael Bryant),
know he's not as theological as the

church desires, but they cherish his

friendship, his views and his

unquestionable love for the church.

So, when the bright-eyed Rev.
Tony Ferris (Adam Kotz) enters
the scene, convinced that Lionel's

ideas are hampering church atten-

Ollver Ford Davies, left, and Richard Pasco struggle with conflict-

ing views of the church and its purpose in "Racing Demon."

dance, sides are taken and the

witch hunt begins.

Davies' Lionel is caring and
gentle. His overflowing love for

the church creates a bond with the

audience. It sees a man dedicated

to his work. His interest in helping

people creates the same caring
bond with the audience that his

character creates with Harry and

Lionel doesn't feel

Christ is the answer for

everyone.

Streaky. It's a feeling of friendship

and understanding that has further

impact later when Lionel loses

everything.

This gentle caring is white com-
pared to the black darkness that

envelops Kotz's Tony. He's so
caught up in educating the

Christian people and enlightening

them about the teachings of Jesus

Christ that Tony fails to see their

real problems.

When Stella Marr (Joy
Richardson) says flat-out that she

doesn't need Tony or his help with

her abusive marriage, he's con-
vinced she's just scared and that

with the teachings of God every-

thing will be perfect again. He
can't see that prayer isn't what she

wants. All she wants is someone
to talk to when she's lost.

Someone to believe in her and
pray for her. Someone to tell her

that even after everything, God
still loves her. Tony doesn't give

that assurance. Lionel does.

Obsessed to the point of evan-
gelical, Kotz's Tony is so caught
up in Jesus' message he can't see

what's really important - life. As;.

long as Tony can get his word out

See DEMON, page 30
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COMEDY: Comedy at the

Cdop. Tuesday, Oct. II, 7:30
p.m. Cultural Affairs will offer

their alternative stand-up come-
dy program at the Cooperage,
hosted by Karen Kilgariff and
featuring David Cross, Greg
Bhercndt and Laura Milligan.
Admission is free. Further info:

825-4761.

DANCE: t^riday, Oct. 14, at 8
p.m. The James Armstrong
Theater. 3330 Civic Center Dr.,

Torrance. Upstarts Dance Series

presents MFA student Malathi
Iyengar in her traditional
Bharata Natyam perfoWfiance,

"Paratha Sarathi" as well as her

contemporary dance presenta-
tion. "Paratha Sarathi" will be
narrated to the accompaniment
of an eight member orchestra.

Admission is $10, $7 for stu-

dents with ID. Call 825-3951.

FILM: "Pulp Fiction." Yes;
the film you've all been waiting

for is fii>ally opening in L.A,.

Quentiri Tarantino s almost
three-hour maslerwork is dia-

logue and story-telling at it's

best. John Travolta, Samuel
Jackson, Uma Thurman, Bruce
Willis, and Harvey Keitel are all

The Adventures of Priscilla . .

.'

better than ever before. Opens
Friday.

FILM: "Go Fish" (Thursday,

Oct. 13, 7 p.m.) "The
Adventures of Priscilla Queen
of the Desert" (Thursday, Oct.

13, 9 p.m.. Friday, Oct. 14, 9

p.m.) Ackerman Grand
Ballroom. This week's bargain
film festival commemorates
National Coming Out Week.
These independent movies
deserve to be viewft^ as much
for their q^gNity a^^ir subject

matter. "Jhe firs?t five cross-
dressers get in free," says Louise
Carroll, director of the Campus
Events Film Program, "but you
can't just wear a frilly shirt. Go
all out!" Come out to the movies

on Thursday and Friday!

MORE FILM: Melnitz
Movies. "And God Spoke"
screens tonight at 8 p.m., where
director and UCLA alum Arthur
Borman will be present for dis-

cussion afterwards. Sneak
Preview of "Wes Craven's New
Nightmare" on Wednesday, Oct.

12 at 7:30 p.m. And finally,

don't miss the Sundance fave,

NC-17 rated for language
"Clerks." All films screened at

Melnitz Theater for FREE. For
more information and free
required passes: 825-2345.

MUSIC: "Chamber Choir of
the Lithuanian Academy of
Music." Tuesday. Oct. 1 1, at 8

p.m. Schoenberg Hall. The
award-winning choir of 30 men
and women will make their only
L.A. stop at UCLA, performing
an engaging program of a cap-

pella music from the Baltic
republics and Europe.
Admission is free. Further info:

825-4761.

THEATER: Steven Berkoff:

"One Man." Wednesday, Oct. 12,

14, 16. UCLA Freud Playhouse.

In his acclaim^ed solo piece,
Britain's wild and unpredictable

Berkoff combines his adaptation

of Edgar Allen Poe's 'Tell-Tale

Heart" and presentir4fwo new
comic pieces, 'The Alitor" and
"Dog" in this U.S. premiere. Part

of the UK/LA 1994 celebration.

TK: $25, $9 students. Call 825-

2101.

LA, Phil: It's the newstyle
Setting ZOth'Century pace for rest of season, Los Angeles
Philharmonic blazes through Stravinsky, darts gracefully

through Prokofiev, teases audience through Lutoslawski

By John Mangum

Still feeling the rush from a recent European tour,

the Los Angeles Philharmonic blazed through a pro-

gram of uneven quality Thursday evening at ihe

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

Under the baton of their Music Director Esa-Pekka
Salonen, the orchestra sounded better than ever.

Salonen's opening night pro- ____^
gram combined two 20th- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
century favorites with a work The Philharmonic brought rough-
by Philharmonic favorite j i i i r

edged elegance to the tirst two

movements and romped

athletically through the gavotte

and finale.

Witold Lutoslawski

The program opened with

Russian composer Sergei
Prokofiev's "Classical"
Symphony, an agreeable
piece overflowing with tunes

to whistle.

Salonen gives the Polish composer's works. The
Philharmonic not only invited Lutoslawski to premiere
his Fourth Symphony here recently, they also recorded
it for Sony Classical.

In its second outing with the Philharmonic, the

Piano Concerto was well played by the orchestra and
pianist Paul Crossley, but lacked many of the qualities

that make great music interesting.

_____^^^^^^^__ Some of the best things in

the piece, like the concen-
trated cadenza for the piano
which opened the third sec-

tion of the work, were com-
promised by more pedestrian

effects, like the quirky per-

cussion dialogue toward the

close of the work.

The audience reaction to the

Concerto ranged from borc-
Prokofiev said of the symphony, which he complct- dom to frenzied excitement. One woman leapt to her

ed in 1917, "It seems to me thkt if Haydn had lived feet, furiously applauding maestro, pianist and orches-
today l\e would have retained his own style while tra. Most others appreciated the effort of the musicians
accepting something of the new at the same time." but didn't quite know what to think of the new work.
Prokofiev combined the restrained humor and grace of Beethoven or Tchaikovsky would have proved much
the idiom in which Haydn, an 1 8th-century composer, more enjoyable.
worked with the angular momentum characteristic of Too bad the audience wasn't more like the first one
20th-century music. The work defies all notions that that heard the next work on the program, Igor
clkssical music from this century sounds loud and Stravinsky's ballet "The Rite of Spring." At its pre-

miere in 1913, Paris audiences rioted, throwing things

at the dancers and musicians and just generally behav-
ing poorly.

Thursday's audience sat demurely and listened to

atonal.

The Philharmonic brought rough-edged elegance to

the first two movements and romped athletically

through the gavotte and finale. Warm playing and crisp

ensemble, coupled with Salonen's well-chosen speeds, Stravinsky's onslaught as though it was the tamest
yielded a buoyant opening to what promised to be an Mozart. They looked like the people from the
interesting evening. Simpsons in the new THX trailer.

The next piece on the program elicited the audi- Recognized for his interpretive genius when it

ence's curiosity. While most opening nights usually comes to Stravinsky, Salonen lived up to everyone's
cough up a good deal of Beethoven and Tchaikovsky, expectations. His Stravinsky rocked.
Salonen likes to evade convention. The orchestra produced a dynamic range that went

This time his evasion took the form of Lutoslawski's from near silence in the ballet's introduction to a deaf-
Piano Concerto. Written in 1987, the work has yet lo

prove itself the way 200-year-old pieces have.

Lutoslawski, who passed away last year, maintains
his position in Los Angeles because of the advocacy

ening roar in the louder sections. The musicians played
with an attention to detail that produced a near perfect

After much success in

Europe. Esa-Pekka
Salonen and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic
returned home and
charged through a program
of 20th-century favorites

Thursday evening at the

Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

^^
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Singer DeMent effortlessly confronts emotion
Gifted songwriter brings honesty,

talent, elegance to country music
By Michael Tatum

Myfather died a year ago today

Rooster started crowing when
they carried Dad away

There beside my mother, iti the

living room I stood

With my brothers and my sisters

knowin ' Dad was gonefor good
Well, I stayed at home long

enough just to lay him in the
ground
And then I caught a plane to do

a show up north in Detroit town
Because I'm older now and I've

got no time to cry.

. - "No Time to Cry," Iris DeMent

When niost rock music fans

think of great songwriters of the

past 25 years, they usually think

of someone like Bob Dylan or
Elvis Costello - two men who
have made their names on lyrics

that strive to be "poetic," purpose-

fully loaded with dense wordplay
and convoluted irony. It's an
approach that more than a few tal-

ents and a great many hacks have

attempted to copy.

Iris DeMent stands as the rare,

gifted songwriter who can show
that strategy for the sham that it

can sometimes be. While others

make a point in dodging their

emotions and couching their true

feelings in literary corn, DeMent
(performing two shows at the

Troubadour today and tomorrow)
allows herself no such defenses.

It's the rare person who can
express herself with such direct-

ness in this day and age without

decorating what she has to say
with excuses and pretenses, but

DeMent does it - and unlike lesser

mortals who tend to force such
conceits, she makes it seem effort-

less and natural.

"It's the only way I know how
to write," she told The Bruin dur-

ing a phone interview, "it's not

really something I set out to do
consciously. I just prefer a

straightforward way of expressing

things ... I've always been drawn
to music written in that style:

Merle Haggard, Johnny Cash,
Lefty Frizzel. I'ye always pre-

ferred lyrics that aren't really a

great effort to unravel."

Like the above country legends

named, she also shares an affmity

for open, honest music. The songs

on her two records, "Infamous'
Angel" and "My Life" (both on
Warner Bros., the first a reissue of

an independent release) have little

to do with the Hollywood gone to

Nashville high jinx of most of the

so-called artists - Vince Gill,

Travis Tritl, Billy Ray Cyrus, to

name a few - that seem \6l\bg up
the contemporary country market-

place.

Her music could just as easily

have been recorded 30 years ago;

her lovely, heartbreaking voice

reverberates with a timeless
Appalachian spirituality, recalling

edly notes: "^he's just too country

for Nashville tastes these days."

When asked about the state of
country music today, DeMent says

that much of it - with the excep-

tions of people like Dwight
Yoakam, Mary Chapin Carpenter

and Lucinda Williams - strikes

her as being largely false. "A lot of

it seems out there only to make
money, though to be fair, that's

true with a lot of music today, not

"I'm not averse to

making money. Even if

I didn't sell a lot of

records, I'd get more
out of creating things

that made me happy."

iris DelMent

only the greatest country
chanteuses: Loretta Lynn, Kitty

Wells, the eariy Dolly Parton. Her
unadorned and unaffected
arrangements, a sad reminder of

what country music sounded like

before it sold itself to the city, are

ironically what prevent her music
from being played on most main-
stream country radio stations. As
journalist Michael McCall point-

just country music. I'm not
adverse to making money, that's

just not my goal. Even if I didn't

sell a hell of a lot of records, I'd

get more out of creating things

that made me happy." Does that

mean she would forsake sales for

the long haul, a piece of history?

"Oh definitely!"

But DeMent doesn't make
"keeping the faith" a deliberate

undertaking, just as her songwrit-

ing doesn't spring out of a pre-

meditated scientific formula - like

her emotional directness, the

integrity of her music comes
instinctively: "You just love what
you do and do it," she states. "I've

never had the desire to 'keep with

tradition,' just to keep doing what
satisfies me."

For a primer on what satisfies

DeMent, look no further than her

album "My Life," which, judging

from the seemingly unanimously
glowing reviews from critics, sat-

isfies plenty of other people as

well. The vuli^erable breakup
songs, "You've Done Nothing
Wrong" and "Calling For You,"
are unique in the way that DeMent
never sinks to self pity - she
shares the responsibility for the

failures in her relationships, with-

out resorting to the callousness

and hollow anger that mars other

such songs. When she sings, "Just

because I'm hurting, that don't

mean that you've something
wrong," she intends no hidden
meaning - she means it. Others,

like "Childhood Memories" and
the intensely moving "No Time To
Cry" focus on recollections of her

father and the pain she felt after

his death.

Much has been made in the

press of DeMent's breaking away

See PEiWEfn; page 32
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34

29

(2.;

TTT

TIT

"W
TTT

L«)

111)

TiT

lit)

J4J

St

CEsa

N«W8 3:

Newsi:

Doogie
Howser

Science
Guy

Family
Matters H
Frugal

Gourmet SC

News 3:

Susan
PowterSex

V.R.

Troopers ^K

Jones &
Jury

Wonder
Years S

RicKJ Lake Will only date
rich women.

TV Patrol

News
May Ngan
News

Primer Impacto

Black Sheep Squadron
"The Fastest Gun"

CBS News

Newsi:

Full House
(In Stereo)

Business
Report

Highway
Patrol

NBC Nightly

Newts:

Family
Matters 3:

Hard Copy

Extra: Ent
Magazine

Fresh
Prince

lyiacNeil/Lehrer

Newshour 3:

Ent Tonight

Price Is

Right

Coach s:

Life and
TtenesX

Nanny (In

Stereo) K
Fresh
Prince

Dave's
Worlds:

Blossom (In

Stereo) i:

Murphy
Brown lE

Love & War
(In Stereo)

Northern Exposure "The
Letter" (In Stereo) S)

* "Life S/Ms" (1991, Comedy) Mel Brooks. A rrch

man spends a month in an impovefished neighboftKXXJ.

"Voices from kV/J/)/n"(1994, Mystery) JoBelh Williams.

A woman with multiple pefsonalities is found murdered.

News (In Stereo) X

Future
Quests;

R'hink Twice

NFL FoottMll: Minnesota Vikings at New York Giants. From Giants Stadium. (In

Stereo bve) a
Inside

Editions

Current
Affairs;

Roseanne
s;

Cant News

Noticias

American
Journal

Cops (In

Stereo)

K

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Panda TV
Magazine

Noticiero

Univision

Wild, Wild West "Night of

the Avaricious Actuary"

Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Married..

With

Rush
Limbaugh

Simpsons
(In Stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

"
Deja Q" K

World Report

Volver a Empezar

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

16

23

45

fna

^^1^

oe
gpa

iS2?l

QSa

gllgi

Biography Howard Cosell,

spons commentator.

(4;00) "Moon
Over Miami"

Sherlock Holmes
Mysteries

Bonanza "The
Newcomers"

Lovejoy Mysteries
"Friends intiigh Places"

News

Melrose Place "Non-
Sexual Healing" (In Stereo)

Baywatch "Aftershock" (In

Stereo) I
When I Miss
You

Korean
News

Buscando el Paralso

Paid
Program

Ipaiar

Great Performances
Opening Night"

Carnegie Hall

Llv« With Todd Oonoho

Party of Fhre "All's Fair"

(In Stereo) S;

Star Trek
Nine (In Stereo]

American
Seoul

Coach (In

Stereo) s:

Glenn
Gould

Blue Skies
(In Stereo)

KempoTV

Agujetas de Color de
Roaa

*** "A Song Is Som"(1948, Comedy) Danny Kaye A
fugitive singer dupes a music professor into hiding her

*** "Everybody's F/ne"( 1990) An old man embarks
on a journey to visit his grown children. 'PG-13'

Primenews S.

Saturday Night Live
George Carlin

Event of the

Day

Larry King Live 'S.

Vacant Lot Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

Spina Bifida Roast of Larry King

Law & Order "Asylum"

Gunsmoke "The Innocent'

Biography Howard Cosell,

spons commentator. (R)

Last Can

X

NewsS;

Cheers s:

Late Show (In Stereo) OE

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

s;

Murphy
Browns:

Chariie Rose (In Stereo)

NewsS: NightllneB;

Jerry Springer Gangs in

the sutxjrtts.

Copa(ln
Stereo) s;

Stereot
Japan News Magazine

Cristina Edicion Especial
(R)

** "The Fallot Ihe Roman Emp/re" (1964, Drama) Sophia Loren, Stephen Boyd,
Alec Guinness. The power-mad son of Marcus Aurelius assumes the throne.

Hill Street Blues "Wasted
Weekend"

Sherlock Holmes
Mysteries

Noticias

Married..

With

Premier
StoryS;

Paid
Program

Noticiero

Unhrlsion

Paid
Program

South Bank Show Author

Marguerite Duras. (R)

World News

S.A.S.

Theater

Natural World Natural

resources.

Howard
Stem (R)

Bloopers-
Jokes

(4 30) NFL Prime Monday

Maximum
Drive

Masters of
the Maze

(4:00) *"j "II the Shoe
Frfs"(1991) Rob Lowe.

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Explains

Island Eden

Talk Soup News Daily

SoapS;

** "Breaktastat Tiltany's" {\%^) A charming young
lady chases the blues by visiting Tiffany's.

Sports
Tonight

SoapS:

PutAic Policy Conference

Moneyline
(R)

Absolutely
Fabulous

Newsnight

French and
Saunders

Showbiz
Today (R)

Vacant Lot

Paid

Lovejoy MystL..
Triends in High Places"

Sweating Bullets "Smut
and Nothing But" (R)

Late Night Scheduled: talk

show host Chris Matthews.

Newt (R) (In Stereo) S:

Llfearxl

Tintes (R) S:

UtMwy
Vision* s:

Twilight

Zone

Highway
Patrol

Stereo)

Instniclional

Progrsmtniog

Paid
Program

**'/! 'They Shoot Horses, Dont They?" ( 1 969) A
couple in need of money eniers a dance marathon.

Rush
Limbaugh

M'A'S'Hi:

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

Top Cop*
(In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Wffcf"(1953)

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

'Como Hay GenteSinverguenza" Silvia Pina) Una
pareja de estafadores e impostores causan problemas

* * « "Moon Over Miami" (1 941 , Musical)

Don Ameche, Betty Grable.

*** "Everytxxty's f/ne"(1990) An oW man embarks
on a journey to visit his grown chikjren. 'PG-13'

Calling All

Sport*

Politk:ally

Incorrect

Wild India "Land of the

Gods"

Late Night With David
Letterman Bratwurst.

Figure Skating: Tour of Champions. From Makuhan
Event Hall in Cnibu, Japan.

Rin Tin Tin
K-9Cop3:

Supermar-
ket Sweep

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

New Lassie
(In Stereo)

Shop Til

YotfProp

Clarissa

Explains

by.w
IBrave on a Mountaintop'

Salute Your
Shorts (R)

Love Boat

Rugrats

Evenin*
Shade:

Brothers
Grunt

Doug

Evenii

ShadetX

Yo! (In

Stereo)

Looney
Tunes

Ironside "A Matter of Love
and Death"

Women's College VolleytMll: New Mexico State at Hawaii.

*** "Captain Horatio HomWower "(1951, Adventure) Gregory Peck,
Virginia Mayo. A British seaman risks lives to save Engiarxfs narbors.

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

s:
Alien

Fightf*

Native Americans (Pari 1 of 3) K

Ninia
TurSes

Hazel ThatGiri Mod Squad

Wings S:

AVP Review

Natural Worid Natural

resources. (R

Howard
Stem

Timber
dvflvS

Candid
Camera

Island Eden (R)

Talk Soup
(R)

Sportacentar

Walton* "The
Moonshiner"

Unsohred Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Dally

(R)

Up Close

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) s:

Wiki India

Gods"|R[^

Sports
Latenight

Kidllnthe
Hall

Larry King Live (R) s:

So^lODOne Night

Stand

Public Policy Conference

Love Channel With "The
Poorman."

Law & Order "Asylum"

Hot Seat
iMight*

Downey

**'/i 'The Dove" (1974,

Drama) Joseph Bottoms.

*** "A Song Is Sorn"(1948, Comedy) Danny Kaye. A
fugitive singer dupes a music professor into hiding her.

South Bank Show Author

Marguerite Duras. (R)

Crossfire Overnight

*** 'The Ladykniers''

(1955) Alec Guinness.

Overnight Showbiz
Today (R)

Mystery Science Theater 3000 "Vnlent Years." (R)

Land of the

Go»*ip(R) F8*hlon File

NFL* GrestMt Moments

rooctub

* Vj "Runaway father" ( 1 99 1 . Drama) Donna MHIs. A
woman learns her pre8un)ed-dead husband still lives.

I Dream of

Jeannie
Bewitched

ItTaiiesaThief'GelMe
to the Revokjlkxi on Time"

I Love Lucy Bob

Marcu* Welby, M.D. "A
Woman's Place"

Boxing Fight Night at the Great Western Forum. From
Inglewood, Calil. (bve)

*** "Moby DWt"(1956, Adventure) Gregory Peck, Rehard
with killing the legendary whale.Baseharl. A seaman is

Wing* ac IMunter. She Wrote "See
|You in Court, Baby" 3E

Native American* (R) (Pari 1 of 3) (B

PREfVIIUM CABLE STATIONS

Worid WrestNng
Federation WrestMng s;

To Be Announced (In

Slereo)

ManrT]r Mary Tyler

Moore I)

Next Step

i5L
Howard
StBm(R)

NFL*
Greatest

Beyond
2dfo_
CandW
Camera

Sportsoen-
ter

Father Dowling MysterlM
(In Stereo) Bl

UnsoNed Mysterte* (In

Stereo)

Beavlsand
Butt4wad

Dick Van
Dyke

Bcavtsand
Butl-heed

Get Smart

•*'Someff»irigto$>ngfA6o(/f"(1937)JamesCagney.
A New Yod< bandleader turns Hollywood dancer.

GieetastGwnM"[NiATT
iPaoersi

ihnwMai

Press Box
atKnfcks

•**V<i "TTie hnwMBcMWOQeO) Rod Taylor. George
Pal's Oscar-winning adventure into the future

Paid
Program

Paid

t
StBiHon

Unsolved
myswne*
AilMnathre
Nation

Dfsgnet

8n0p ilHoiM

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Rid
Program

?Sd

CoUegeFoolMI
Program Program

Ml: Fkxida^e al Miami

Kbiir
Policy

R3d
Program

RSd

Big Brother
JakeBl

ThirtysomeVilna
"Courtinfl Nancy*

Paid
Program

Kl

AHMmstfve

A.

Brother*
Orunt

Supermen

Program

Paid
Progiam

Liquid
Tsievieion

Lucy Show'

Auto Racing: Formula 2
Super Cup.

\4 1Rf8f

SNk StalkiTM* "Came and
Jessie" (In stereo) ID

National Geographic Explorer k» tombs of St)eria.

(R)«)

m

wings (In

Stereo) BE

rCe**'/^ Yeepthe
ariist comes home

Wing* (In

Stereo) ac

Chanai-(i
wtosnedh

|LS Paid
AlwtWos iProgram

Press Box

a.
lf>e Moor*' (1964) W^orian-era

travelers embark on a journey to the moon
^----- — * — ** '^^^»*Quantum Lsap "Lee
HanwyO*walo"lB

9a2^n^AtreuSed
emoiiortal

Bosom
Buddl^

his

nome snoppmgipmg spfee

Hollywood
iMJdsr(R)lOL

m

99
(4:30)** "Deal of the

Century' {\9e3)'PG'

Kidslnoorp. iMcliey

Mouse Club

** "TMhing but froMe'{\W\) Chevy Chase. A
yuppie motorist is hauled iiito a oackwoods courtroom

CharSe

(4:30) ** "Big Girts Doni Q
Cyen"(1992) Hillary Wolf

Blind Date-

Brown
They Get=*

s;

4:30) **
'1987) Bruce WHIts.

Torlielsons SinbadX] OeesnQiri

** "Daffy dodr's Ouac«x/sfWs'^1988,
Comedy) votces of Mel Blanc 'G' B!

** '^oofc«es"(1988) Yannick Bisson. A Canadian toarT

**'/j Teenage Mutant Ninja rurf/es"(1990) Judith

Hoag. Four martial-artist turtles dean up New York s:

seeks a spot on the nattonal hockey team. (In Stereo)

, T..-i^"Mooni t.^:.u * iPiar8nffioo(r(1~*'

*** "Blind Oafe" (1967, Comedy) Bmce
WiHis. (In Stereo) 'PG-13'

«

Avonlee "Feleity's Perfect I**** "H« Grf Friday'llM), Comedy)
Beau" (R) (In Slereo) s: |Cary Grant. Roaaiind RusseM.

** "Jennifer EigM" j 1 992, Mystery) Andy Garaa. A
mavernk detective sialks a serial kilsr in CaiNomia. 'R'

** '^MMme"(1993J High-schooi lougto
" " ^ "

rter.flUdescend ona
*** "Benny4 Jbon"(1 , ^„
Man Ouinn. (In Stereo) 'PG' !B

newcomer-

Drama)

**it"AnO§oarandi
hardarted loserMWs i

*'h "Fml oi Honor" l]9m.
Drama) Sam Jones. 'R' It,

*'h "F<^o/ Honor (1993,
Drama) Sam Jon**- W w

. Steve Martin. A family I**** TVheri .

expenencMjhe pressures of raising cWMren. 'P\3- 1
3' Comedy-Drama)

Joiinny I** The OtfMrWomafl" (1992. Drama)
Qmh I A/Man 7.«a^ /« Otat^fA 'D*

Redbnoe soniyFrom BSttsron
jAdrianZmed. (In Stereo) 'R' DieriesaE Pails Bwdwy

1989. lAATTirw/brlfte/toKr 1987. Comedy) "exoMai^ Fad'(\mi
ChariteSfwen. (in Slereo "PG'

TheAim^umoitha

"Workm

Drama)BnioeWiis.A
i to an outcyt ex-cop. 'PC

*ii 'Fatal femptaUon';

9°P
u«es martial art* aaiinst mob assassins

'Amazon"
(1992) W
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It's all In a clay's work for KLOS' Mark and Brian
By Fred Schuster
Los Angeles Daily Nev^

. It was a typical morning at the "Mark &
Brian" program.

A nude mal^ listener barged into the stu-

dio, resulting in a double-take from guest
Tim Allen of TV's "Home Improvement."
The Moody Blues popped" in to perform a
couple of acoustic numbers. Then, co-host^

Mark Thompson and Brian Phelps jumped
into a golf cart for a rowdy spin through the

halls of KLOS-FM's (95.5) new studios,

resulting in ripped carpet, black marks on the

wall and a demand to meet with management
later in the day.

That was Monday. On Tiiesday, more bad
news for Thompson and Phelps, whose

morning show debuted in Los Angeles in

September 1987 and made its way to No. 1

less than two years later. The summer quar-

terly ratings were released, showing "Mark
& Brian" holding steady at seventh place
overall, below competitors Rick Dees of
KnS-FM (102.7). the Baka Boyz of KPWR-
FM (105.9), "Ken and Barkley Company" of
KABC-AM (790) and, at No. 1. Howard
Stem ofKLSX-FM (97.1).

However, in KLOS' target demographic,
adults ages 25 to 54, Thompson and Phelps
were in second place, just below Stem.

Phelps and Thompson, though, say they
don't live and die by the fractions of a ratings

point that hold sway over the radio industry.

"It's enough for us that we help the people
that love Mark and Brian get up in the morn-

ing and get through their day," Thompson
said. <--

In an interview this week, the radio team -

whose show is syndicated to nine other cities

- spoke about their place on the Los Angeles
radio dial, the pressures they feel in light of
heavy competition and how the duo prepares

for the four-hour weekday free-for-all that so

many listeners hoW dear.

-Question: When Stem began in L.A. three

years ago, he immediately taigeted Mark and
Brian. Why did you never react on the air or

in the press?

Thompson: Howard came to town and
talked about us, then Rick Dees began to talk

about Howard, then Kevin and Bean (of
KROQ-FM) began to talk about Rick. We sat

in the middle of it all and talked about noth-

ing but our own show. We didn't actually

hear any of that stuff, we only heard about it.

We're on the air the same time all those peo-

ple are on. But we don't keep an eye on what
the competition is doing. I guess people at

the station do, but we don't. It's a full-time

job just doing what we do to the best of our
ability, without looking over our shoulders

and worrying about what's coming up from
behind; •

Phelps: We don't listen to other morning
shows because some of that might seep in. If

that happens, you start reacting. We don't
want to sound like anybody else.

Q: You're known for frequently outrageous

comedy. Are there times when you've wished

See RADIO, page 28
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CARLTON
WESTSIDE
PAVIUON

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

HAIR

ONE PROCESS
COLOR

&
CUT

MUSTSHOWUClASTUDENTiD. OR EMPLOYEE ID. WITH COUPON

Must be presented to receptionist before services arc performed

(Certain restriction apply).

\^ iwmnm if rlghlk>nfin» ttrvk* to tnycUtnlwItoflitie condition iiuntulUbl*.

VALID SUN-THURS

LINEAR
WESTTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

Westwood
VILLAGE Tk* SmcIsIM (R)

961 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7:30-10;15

208-5576 Frt««(11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15-12:45

Santa Monica Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

nta SMclillst (R)

-7:15-10W

NAnONAL
10925 UndtKOOk (2:00)-4:30-7:15-10DO

206-4366 Fri/Sit(11:3O-2:00)-4 30-7:15-10 00-12:30

(MvYmIPG)
1:30-7:'"

MUM TllfltCWt(Pa-13l
948Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7:15-9:45

239-MANN F(VSun(11:45-2;15-4:45)-7:15-9:45
S«t(11:45-2:15)-5:30-10:15

Lmt Mtair Sneak - Sat 8D0

CRITHyONS
1313 3rd St, ProfiwiKte (1:45-4 30)-7:

395-1599 F(VS»t/Sun(11;15-1:45-430)-7:15-10a)

CRinRION 4 nia Spaclallst (R)

1313 3rd a Promenada (2:15-5M)W:45-10 30
395-1599 Frt/Sat/Sun(11:45-2:15-5a))-7:45-10:30

nNSciMrt(f6-13)

AVCO CINEMA
WHsMra at Westwood
475-0711

LAS FIRST CHOICE PRESFNTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND DOLBY STEREO
Ttw TOTAL Enteitalnmant Expertence

ROYAL
11523 SM Blvd.

477-5581

L.627
5.00-8:15

Sat/Sun also 1:45

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500
New imt In Short

(1:15-3:15-5:15-7:15-9:15

CfWTERIONS
1313 3rd St. Promenade
395-1599 Sat/Sun (12:00j-2:3O-5i)0-7:30-10«)

(2:3O-5«))-7:36-1O:O0
0)-2:3" -' - --

FOnVAL
10687 UndtKOOk
206-4574

naecM (R)

(2:3O-5a))-7:45T0:30
Sat/Sufl (12:30-2:30-5«0)-7:45-10JO

CRITERION •
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

Naterel ion nilen (Rj

(4:30)-945
>ni:45-4:30)-9:45

Priecen Cariboo
(2:15)-715

Fri/Sat/Son (11:45-4:30

RHiEirT
1045BnwtDn
206-3259

lMttr(P«-13)
(2:45-5fl0)-7:30-10«J

SM/Sun 7:30-10:00

PUZA maenia:QNwef»«DtM(t(in
1067Glendon (2:30^:45)-7.t)0-9:lS

206-3097 Sat(1:15-3:30)-8:15-10:30

Son (11:30-2:30-4.45-7«)-9:15

LNMe Binrti Sntk - SM (6:00) & Sun (2:00)

Dear aad Pmaal Oeaiir (fC-IS)
(3a)>-7:30-10i0

FtVSM/Stin (1:30-4:30)-7:30-10-JO

LANDMARK

OTS Ike River wild (PG-13
12:00-2:40-5 15-7 50-1 0:2(

mXIMhy ChibSliow(P8-13J
1:30-4:25-7:20-10^5

FrVSat/Sun 11:00-1:50-4:40-7:40-10:35

TNXMky
1:00-4 00- 7:00-10«J

Doibi Jasoa'a Liilc (R)

11:50-2JO-5«)-7:36-10:00

MUSIC HAU
9036 Wllshire

274-6869

Itraal Film Festival

CaH(213)-466-1767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Mooadaeee
FrI-Tues (2:30)-5 00-7:30-9:45

Wed-Thurs ((2:30)-5«0

Santa Monica

suNsn
(213)848-3500

MOMCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Sleey wttk Me
(1:45)-3.45-5:45-7:50-9:55

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:4j

Weekend Proorami
Neo Tokyo: Silent Moklut

Cafe Flesh

Boy's Lite

Kiniiig Zoe
Prittllla Oueen'ot Me Desert

Fri/Sai Midnigm

Baraka
The Lest Hezeier

Eat Ortek Mae Womse
Go Fish

Throogli e Glen Darkly

Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

lUlnlRfl SIOMS
2:30-4:50-fl0-9:30

1050 6ayley

206-7664

West L.A.

M0MCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(1:30)-4:1 5-7:00-9:30

10506ayloy
206-7064 F(VSM/Swi(1.«M

FOfMl VMM iPv* i«j

(2:45)-r00-10«)
l.«M:00>-7:00-10«)

NUWILSMRE
1314 WNsMre Blvd.

394-0099

areelon
Ffl 5«)-7:15-9J0

Monaueahur 51)0-9:45

Sat/Sun/Wed Mais 12:30-2:45

Beverly Hills
MOWCA
1322 2nd Street

994-9741

WEITWOOOS rflHOm CBfl^M (PQ)

(2:45-5a))-7:15-6:45

1314 WHshire Blvd.

384-6090

EatOrtakMMWesae
71)0-9:45

Slt^Svn/WedMatt1:1S-4fl)

Beverly Connection

La Clenwiaat Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 1/2 hour vaHdated parkkig

659-5911

WEITW0004

206-7864

Ike CIlMl (P8-1S)

(2:15):7:*5

TrM Uw (ra-11)
(4:45)-10:1$

WEtTSlOE PAVILION Slees WNh Me
(2:00)-4D04DO-i:00-10i)SQoWwyn

47$-a202

WESTSIOC PAVILION
GoWiiMi
475-^

(11AS)-32S-7:45

Santa Monica
CMTERKM

1

FwMt flam (f«-1S)
1313 3rd St Promenade (2.30}-7^3O-10i0

385-1599 FfVSat/Sun(1:15-4:15)-7:30-10:30

WOreiOE PAVNJON EatDrtakMaaWonee
GoMJvn (11:15)-155-4:35-7:15-9-50

WOTWEMVILION
OOMwn
475^202

(1:15)-5:35-955

CfHTfRMMI
1313 3rd SI Promenade
395-1599

HaaikylPfl-lS)
(2:3O-5:10)-7:5O-10i<)

FrVSat^on (12a>-2:30-5:10)-7:50-1020

WflTtlOf MVRJON CaraOlarIa
Qold*5Ti (12:45)-3D0-5:15-7:30-9:40
475^«02 Sorry, No PaeaasAocepM

32 Short Films Abaat iteaa OaaM
12D0 Noon Only

TNXOTS The SaecWW |R)

f2:15-2:45-5:ir7:45-10:l5

TNXDTt The Rtver Wild (P6-13)
12:15-2:45-5:25-8.00-10:3(5

1:45-4:45-7.1)0-9:35

Sterao Jwaa's LfHc (R)

12«>-2:40-520-8«)-10:40

THXDalky
Fn-Mon 11:30-2 15-5:00-7:45-1051

Tues-Thursl 15-4:15-7:15-10:15

omt OalvYaaffSl
12DO-2:30-5.00-7JO-10:0(J

Weekeed Prograeis

CrlMS Story

A Batter Toaiorrow
GadolGaMhIers

A laNar Toaiorrow II

Frl/Sat Midrtlght

Ceora

VMoaaalUtM (Sat only)

Sst/Sun 11.D0AM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10689 WeHwortti
475-9441

AOoodMeal«Mrtca(R)
SR THX Stereo

Can Theatre lor Stiowttmes

UA WESTWOOD
10689 WeNworth
475-9441

Oefrlaa. Canlaa {fQy
OoM)y Stereo

Call Theatre tor ShowUmes

West Hollywood

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Weaworth
475-9441

Tka Maak (K-IS)
Call Theatre tor ShowUmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeNwoflh
475-944 V

TlMNeilRaralaKM(ra)
Can Theatre lor Showilmes

, Isl ahy hwpla (

)

Saaaat (al Cresaaal HalsatB) FraaPaikleo

SUNSETI
(213)848-3500

MasHIa Qaaaa al lie Desert

(2:15)-4;15-7:15-945

FrVSit also MMmgn Show

sumni
(213)848-3500

M»>Uh
(1:15)-3:20-5;2a7j40-9:55

rrVSat aleoMhMQM Sliow

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNKTS
(213)846-3500

Dear Diary

(2:15)-4:45-7 15 9:45

CRUT
1262 Westwood BNd
474-7866

ilWeod(RJ
F/St 1.30-4 10-7D0-9:50-12:15
Sun-Thurs 1:3(H:1 0-7 00-950
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RADIO
From page 27.

you hadn't said something? And
does nnanagement ever interfere?

Phelps: The flavor of our show is

not vindictive, so we're not out to

hurt anyone. But sometimes you
drive home and wish you hadn't

said something. But mostly, no. I

think our honesty adds a very
human element to the show.

Thompson: We learned a long

time ago not to ask permission for

anything. This is a big corporation

- ABC Radio - and they'll check

with 18 lawyers before they say yes

to anything. So, from the begin-

ning, we started doing whatever we
were going to do, realizing we were

,
going to sometimes get in trouble.

But what are they really going to do

to us? They're going to call us into

the office, like we have to do after

we finish this interview, and we'll

get a little wrist slap. The worst

they've done is suspend us for a

couple of weeks.

Q: You've inspired copycats.

Can the "Mark & Brian" program

be done successfully by another

duo?
Thompson: The true vibe of the

program is the true relationship

between us and the fun.we have

within that context. You can't script

what we do. NBC tried (for the

failed series "Adventures of Mark
& Brian"). They got airchecks of

the show, wrote down word-for-

word what we said and took the

script, blocked it, lit it and shot it.

And it was terrible. It's almost

impossible to copy the program

because we don't know what we're

going to do until we do it. Anything

that comes out of the speaker on the

program is something that makes

us laugh, just us two. It begins with

what we think is funny.

Phelps: A lot of times, just us

two are laughing!

"We never cheapened

the show ..."

Brian Phelps

Cp-Host

Q: Do you follow the fluctua-

tions of the market, specifically the

quarterly Arbitron ratings?

Thompson: We can say we don't

care about the ratings, but the fact is

that it's a business and ad revenue

is what built this studio and what

pays everyone's salaries. We can go

through a ratings period where a lot

of really great things took place for

the program, where we felt strongly

about the day-to-day show, and we
still go down. It's diflficult to under-

stand and you can drive yourself

nuts trying to figure it out. The only

thing we know to do is the very

best we can and if we can drive

home feeling good about what we
did that day, we can sleep at night

regardless of what the ratings say;

Q: Have you adjusted any ele-

ment of the show in response to the

Arbitrons?

Thompson: We're strong believ-

ers in cycles. When we came to

town. Rick had been here for eight

years and was really the only act in

town. We hit the air with something

totally new and different and it

clicked and we rode that No. 1 spot

(from February 1989 to Summer

1993). And then other competition

came to town. We may be on the

upswing of our cycle at this point.

We've taken the dip and we rode

that and we've put new fire and

brim into the program and it feels

like we're sliding up the other end.

Phelps: It does. We never cheap-

ened the show or lessened it and we
never hit back at what others said

about us. And, to be honest with

you, we'd be really bad at that kind

of radio even if we tried. We don't

know how and we just don't want

to do that. So, we're not going to

get into the ring with these other

morning shows.

Q: Unlike other radio shows, you

never discuss ratings, good or bad,

on the air. Why is that?

Thompson: When we were No.

See RADIO, page 29
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SEPTEMBER
PROMOTION

$30

V
hair bea

HIGHLIGHTS

FUM ANY LENGTH
WITH SHbOHC STYUSTS ONLY

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

_ ^. _.

(310)208-8049
Mon-Fri 9 am - 10 pm
Saturday 9 am - 7 pm
Sunday 10 am - 5 pm

10913 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE WORM
April MCAT Examinees: What Kind <yf4\ird arc Tou?

This Fall, most pre-meds will only work on coursework and extracurriculars.

A few will begin their conceptual MCAT science review.

Which do you think is the more effective sdmissions str2tegy?

The MCAT is an integrative test. You have to be fluent in aU the fundamental concepts of firjt-year physia,

biology, and general chemistry as well as a good deal of organic. These concepts are basic, but you've got

to understand them intuitively, and be able to apply them to all kinds of unfamiliar situations , quickly.

How can you gain this fluency? By starting early. Spend your discretionary time on HCAT science review

this quarter. Then when our course begins in January, our instructors will help you put the polish on your

sciences knowledge, and you can focus on applying what you've learned by doing HCAT practice passages. ,

Here are some good reasons to get started NOW, instead of procrastinating:

I. We offer the best home-study HCAT sciences review materials in existence.

Clear, conceptual, creative, and concise (well, as concise as you can get, given everything you're responsible

for). Sign up early and you can get these ^f^ great review materials early. The ffnt shipment of

our MCAT Home Prep Pack will be ./^^W available October 3lsL

2. We offer a discount to

Early Birds. Sign up

by Oct 31st and get

a $20.00 discount

3. Choose your session early.

With only 24 students per session,

popular sessions sell out early.

Guarantee your favorite time sk>t

4. firm up your Resolution. Dnri) rnTTDCr' ^' ^^^""^^ ^^^ ^P"' ^^^*'"^^E*'

The earlier you get started, the ril&r vUUIlljL Hed School admissions is a very competitive

less chance you'll have of "putting "^^ ^^ process. If you can take the test in April, do so!

- off the HCAT to August. Don't let
' ^T 40% take it in April, 60%+ of admits took April,

your coursework interfere. Ease the burden by doing some prep now.

Drop by and visit usi Tue-Wed-Ihur. 1-4Dm
1 0883 Kinross (at Westwood, across from Hoogen Dozs)
208-5000 9am-9pm

, 800MD-BOUND^U.
•r- oct • uci • uciA

uat'ucso
mJK warn/tt tiup Tfi ner uwnnv kmmtup Trrr- jmr

f^ mmmmETOGnmrnuBomTEEmir
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LA/S Newest Hotel Is A.

tost-Grod MciJorifi9 In Service

Conveniently located 1 mile from campus at

1-405 ond Sonto AAcxiico Boulevard

• Complimentary Continentol fireokfdst

• €xercise facility

• Ccxjrtyord luith Jacuzzi

WESTWOOD
PACIFICHOTEL

11250 Santa Monica Blvd.

For Reservations Call (310) 478-1400
1 1250 Santa Mcmica Bcxjlevard • Los Angeles, CA 90025

liV'n iMS( Ol M mill nils \ii

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Luser Surg^y, Computer Imnging Available

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Tonsil*

•Nasal Allergy

•Sinuses

•Hoanencss

•Snoring

SURGEKX^ OF THE FACE
•Nose *

(Back to Work in 3 Days)

•Acne Scan -^ "

•Chemical Peel

•Chin 8c Cheek
Inr^bnts

•Liposuction

•Forehead

•Tattoo Removal

(Even Hopeless Cases)

•Natural Lip Enhancennent

•Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

•Pace Lift/Eydid

Burres, M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA

Board Certified

(310) 208-7806
100 UCLA Plaza #522, Wcstwood
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RADIO
From page 28

1 by leaps and bounds, at no time

would you hear us brag about it.

The fact is, if you take our entire

audience, about a half of 1 per-

cent care about what the ratings

are. The people who listen to the

show just know that Mark and
Brian help them get up and get

through the day. That's enough
for them and that's enough for

us.

Q: You might be broadcast in

Japan shortly. What's up with
that?

Thompson: Starting in early

December, we're going to send
three months worth of the pro-

gram on tape to Japan for broad-

cast on a network to 12 cities

over there. It's supposed lo be the

first American-based show to be

broadcast in Japan on a daily
basis. If it works, after three

months, the program will be shot

on the satellite to Japan daily.

We're going to base some of the

humor of the program towards
that.

PHILHARMONIC
From page 25

performance.

The evening ended well enough
to promise that what lies ahead in

the Philharmonic's season will

never fail to stimulate.

The Philharmonic avoids war
horses, never playing anything not

written in the last hundred years.

Salonen's allegiance to this centu-

ry brings some of its masterpieces

to the Music Center with nothing

so equivocal as the Lutoslawski

. . . what lies ahead in

the season will never

fail to stimulate.

Piano Concerto.

He directs his orchestra in

Viennese composer Gustav
Mahler's Third Symphony (Oct.

12-15). The women of the L.A.

Master Chorale and the L.A.
Children's Chorus join the musi-
cians to fulfill Mahler's gargantu-

an performance requirements for

one of the longest symphonies
ever composed.

Violinist Julian Rachlin appears

with Salonen and the orchestra to

play Prokofiev's First Violin
Concerto (Oct. 20-22). The pro-

See PHIUIARMONIC, page 32

1 07o EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAMirJATION
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY V^EAR LENSES.

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

*^I^
DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

INCLUDES LXAM FIIFING & FOLLOW-UP
& 2 B'.^aFS OF ACUVUE LENSES

' GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Opiometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

/<w\

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
CALL 310-208-1456

SPECIAL #1

•Quarter Chifken
• Chie side order
• Jack's Mountaiittread
• Soft Drink with Rfills White m

Only...

$3.99
extra Bl

SPECIAL #2

IfChicSn
side or<||ir

s lifou/ltt^n
)

&BroxMAm.)

s • 1 diKtoufll^r |:»r«3ft per visit

10/25/94 • subject to change

BOOK FAIR
Sale located in front
of the Plaza Building

October 10-15

oave 2QP/o oil

libt price on

all titles in

stock irom

these

participating

publishers •

HAPVAPD

YALE

• 1. • 1. •

also

ook into our LOW
everyday discounts

a off
ALL Hardcover iictiori

y^3 UFF WILE-RaNGE

Hardcover non-iiction

Books In selected subject
areas every week as ieatured
is the Lally Bruin classiileds

f^^OFF wide-rakge

New Paperbacks

\

Bo.o'i ZOEfB
The Bookzone is located on A-l^vel Ackerman Unioi\/206-4(M1/M-Th 7:46-7; Fn 7:46-6; Sat iO-5; Sun 12-6
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DEMON
From page 24

to the community that's all that mat-

ters; who it huris in the process is of

little concern. Although convincing

in his portrayal, the audience flnds

itself slowly hating Tony because of

his hurtful actions toward a man
who's out to hurt no one.

As hard as Tony tries to get

Lionel dismissed, he too keeps hit-

ting walls. Streaky and Harry value

Lionel's views and his caring for

the community. Both stand behind

him 100 percent. But, as with all

things, when push comes to shove

they really have no pull. Harry is in

fact forced to leave the church.

When Lionel rushes in happily

spouting that he did just as Harry

suggested, he receives a half-heart-

ed Congrats and the terrible news
that "Harry's leaving." While Harry

packs Lionel realizes he has no
chance and nowhere left to turn.

His best friend has been forced out,

too. Both he and the audience
know this is the beginning of the

end. His outpouring of emotion as

Harry says his goodbyes pulls at

the audience's heartstrings. But the

final blow comes moments later.

A shaken Lionel returns to his

forgotten wife with a gift. Her
rejection of both his loving atten-

tion coming "too late" and the gift

left untouched on his desk creates

an overflow of sympathy for a man
abandoned in a time of desperate

need.

Davies' Lionel becomes a bro-

ken man with nowhere left to turn

but his God; and even there, no lov-

ing response comes. Within the

closing lifies the audience witness-

es a man torn between his feelings

of the "right way" to preach and
what he believes is right for him
and his community.

Because his concern for others is

concentrated strictly on helpings

Lionel has no way to help himself.

Confident in both promises and his

colleagues, Lionel is blind-sided by
the aggression that hits him head

on. He and the audience are caught

in a fight as old as time. And with

that fight comes hate for the

enemy. Tony's enemy is Lionel.

Lionel's enemy is not face-specific.

The two are butting heads and tak-

ing sides, fighting a war with no

winders and forcing the audience

to decide who or what they believe.

As Stella asks God at one point,

"How can you fight without hate?"

There is no answer.

STAGE: Ttadng DenxMi." Written by
David Hare. Directed by Richard
Eyre. Starring: Oliver Ford Davies,

Adam Kotz, Adrian Scarborough,
Michael Bryant. Running through
Oct. 23 at the UCLA James A.

Doolittle Theatre. Performs Tuesday
through Saturday at 8 p.m.. Survjays

at 7 p.m., with matinees Saturday
and Sunday at 2 p.m. TIX: $15-50.

For info. caH: (213) 365-3500.

STUDENT
FRIENDLY

Tired of ATM's that force you to withdraw at least $20 at a time?

Our "Student Friendly" ATM allows you $5, $10, $20, or $40 withdrawals,

in the company of a cashier rather than alone on the street. Plus, our 24

hour express store is stocked with all the essentials (and goodies) you
might crave at dusk or dawn. Parking's on us - no permit required!

/>Village
^ xpressmart
^^^^ Always Optn at tttcxxntfOlGMyltytLtCoeUt

FOODSTORE
10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley • (310)209-9111

Open 24 hours « 7 days a week « CONVENIENT FREE PARKING

Define yodr
f*™ TO SUCCESS

Since 18.52 Wells Fargo Bank has defined its path to success through a strong l)elief in teamwork, integrity,

flexibility and commitment. These values have enabled us to meet our goals and move forward with confidence.

We take an active interest in helping future banking professionals find their own personal path to success. Our
team consists of a diverse group of people who bring us their varied talents, viewpoints, interests and
experiences. Through their efforts we maintain our high standards and define our future.

If you are (considering a (career in banking, we invite you to learn more about us. As a meml)er of our team, your

contributions will be valued and your professional development will be encouraged. Our environment will

challenge your expertise and allow you to make the most of your potential in a company that leads the way in

financial services. To get started on your path to success, mark these dates on your calendar now.

. INFORMATION SESSION
(Sponsored by UBS)
October 11, 1994

RELATIONSHIP MANAGER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

(Commercial, Corporate & Real Estate Lending)

Scheduled Interviews
* November 7 A 17, 1994

PERSONAL BANKING OFFICERS
RETAIL BANKING DIVISION

Scheduled Interviews

November 7 & 8, 1994

PERSONAL BANKING OFFICERS
SUPERMARKET BANKING

Scheduled Interviews

November 16 A 17, 1994

For more infonnati(m contact your Career Center or write to: Recruitment Services, 420 Montgomery St., 1 1th
Hoor, MAC #0101-1 18, San Francisco, CA 94163-1317. EOE M/F/DA^.

mJki^Ui

.y

:^^k.A.^i^M:^%M
W

WELLS FARGO BANK

:^wwnouRTErm5rBWG«r. ^ ^^.
/??££ CONSULTATION

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Asaocjation of Orthodontists

SpedaBzkig in braces tor adults & children oRTHOooNnsrssMCEioao
• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain

,

• European * Traditkmal • Surgical Orthodontics

(310) 826-7494 a. >ow •• 97«/mo. oac (714) 552-5890

11M5lllll8lirifilvdf8Q2,LosAni|el8S,a«^ 18124 Culver Dr. lA Irvine, CA 92715

THE

SHMK
Restaurant And Bar

2518UJllshlreBlvd.

UJilshire ond 26th St.. Sonto A^nico

(310)449-1171

* Voted Top Ten Burgers in LA.
"* Satellite Sports - Rll Hait/er Games

m&mmm^HG

m

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S CLASSIC FILM

mmmsL
The rare 1929 sHent version

with a new score perlormed live by the

MATRIX ENSEMBLE
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 13, 1994 / 8 PM

$28.00 - 25.00 - 22.00

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 15, 1994 / 8 PNI
$25.00 - 22.00 ~ 19.00

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 18, 1994 / NOON, 2 & 4 PM
$9.00 Adults - $5.00 Children

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 21, 1994 / 8 P
$25.00 - 22.00 - 19.00

Vici^ija Cljoir Boys
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1994 / 8 PNI

$28.00 - 25 00 - 22.00 m

^l&SS.

$2.00 OFF FOR ADVANCE SALES
RUSH TICKETS $8.00 ^ACH

Beyinniiii} 30 minutes
before showtime

fsublect to avnilabllltyl

CALL 18181 395-4652
^.>^j.>^^.>..^j,^
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Melissa Etherldgo has witnessed soaring popularity this year.

Etheridge resurrects
from rock obscurity
By Malcolm Mayhew
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

DALLAS — Until a few years
ago, Kansas rocker Melissa
Etheridge was floating around in

rock 'n* roll near-obscurity.

Save for a strong taste of suc-
cess with her 1993 single "Ain*t It

Heavy," which earned her a
Grammy for Best Female Rock
Performance, Etheridge was yet

another female singer who had a
penchant for writing close-to-
home songs, filtering them
through rusty guitar chords and
getting a little nibble at success
every now and then.

Her fan base was sparse yet
appreciative. Her first two records

went platinum, but were never
good enough to make her a hit on
MTV and never unrecognized
enough for her record label.
Island, to just give up and drop
her. She toured small halls, some-
times selling out the places, some-
times barely making enough
dough to pay the sound man.

But this year, Etheridge has wit-

nessed, and gasped at, her soaring

popularity, her rise to one of
MTV's and VH-l's newest
favorites (actually, she was VH-
I's August Artist of the Month).
Her latest album, "Yes I Am," has
sold about a million copies; she's

all over adult contemporary and a

handful of album rock radio sta-

tions; she played Woodstock '94

and made all the critics smile with
her ode to Janis Joplin.

Plus, she was the opening act

on the newly rehatched Eagles'
"Hell Freezes Over" tour.

For Etheridge, her own hell has
frozen over.

"No way have I ever dreamed
of opening for the Eagles," said

Etheridge, who rocked Dallas on
Thursday. "It was wonderful. And
playing Woodstock, God, that had
to be the single most awesome
experience of my life. Not only
playing thcrc. Hii also being there.

I was standing on the side of the

stage when Joe Cocker did "With
A Little Help From My FriemJs "

I

don't \im\k I've ever been so emo-
tionally moved."

Etheridge, 33, is a champion at

taking her immediate success in

stride. Little has changed, she
said, and little will ever change.

"I've spent the majority of my
career on the road and playing in

front of people, you know," she
said. "Sure, now I'm playing to

bigger crowds in laiger places, but

that's all just a part of success.
And it's been a long titQie.com-

mg.
The question is: How did it

come and why did it take so long?

Since 1988, when her self-titled

debut disc came out, Etheridge has

walked the tightrope between
Obscure Gem and Popular Poster

Giri for Rock 'n* Roll Women.
Last year, though, Etheridge
dropped the bomb on the music
industry: She proclaimed her sex-

ual orientation, and it didn't
include men.

Soon, she was being compared
to k.d. lang, the country-turned-

pop singer who also proclaimed
her homosexuality and was later

condemned by Nashville for doing

so. Pop music has a tendency to

let its hair down a bit more, and
while lang found a new audience,

Etheridge was expanding hers.

"My coming out did help," she
said. "It gave an angle for music
critics and writers to write about,

but I'm not into any of that. That's

just what they choose to talk
about. Every reporter or whoever
asks me about that now, about
being a gay woman in rock.

"And now the gay community
wants me to start doing a lot for

them, to be a spokesperson or
something. I just want to be a rock

'n' roll singer. I mean, I worked a

long time to get here, and that's

how I got here, by making connec-
tions and by hard work. I'm not on
some sort of political mission. I

just like playing my music."

Etheridge did, liowever, touch
on politics on "All American
Giri," from her new album.

"When I sat down to write
'American,' I wanted to write a

song for the working woman, a

song about abortion, AIDS, what-

ever," she said. "But I'm not say-

ing anyone is wrong or right; it's

only an observational song
"

R)r ilie most ^ft. "Yes i Am" is

See rmERIDaE, page 32

SIUDENT MEDIA

JOURNALISM
WORKSHOPS

Writing A

y-m

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective communication. Basic publication

style, story structure, attribution issues, self-editing techniques.

• Section 1 _
6 pm - 8 pm Monday, Oct. 10 Ackerman ^^^mlffBfTpl'^
6 pm - 8 pm Wednesday, Oct. 1 2 Ackemian 24 1 2

"""
'"*'

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Boelter 5514

Instructor; Frances Femandes, Student Media UCLA adviser

• Section 2

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 17 Ackerman 2412

6 pm -"8 pm, Wednesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm. Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff Hall 400Hi
Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and entertainment writer

Introduction to Radio

^ ••^'^JJU'VJW

An overview pfhow a radio station operates with an emphasis on pr^ramming,

maiuigement and promotion.

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thursday, October 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm ' 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Math Science 5117 ^ —:^''~—

"

Instructor: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly of KNX/CBS radio

Reporting A
An introduction to basic research methods, interviewing, covering breaking news and

working with editors. U
i

-
-' '*"g

f^-"
- -<>.

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 12 i
• Section 2 ' i-Alj ?^

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Acke:rman 2412

Instructor; Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and entertainment writer

Design A
An introduction to the basic principles of graphic design and how they apply to the

presentation of information in newspapers and magazines.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Ackerman 2412 '

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 20 Ackerman 2412 "

6 pm ' B pm Thursday, Oct. 27 MS 5225

Irxstructor: Albert Poon, designer San Jose Mercury News

,-=V ^-ly^,^ ^5j^^

Copy Editing A
An introduction to the role of the copy editor including basic journalism style, polish-

ing sentences, recognising structural problems, recognizing legal/ethical issues, fact-

checking, working with editors and reporters and headline writing.

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

10 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 MS 5148
j

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 16 MS 5 148

Instructor; Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin reporter and editor, copy editor at the Long

Beach Press Telegram

Photojouinalism A
An introduction to news and feature photography. Includes night, interior and sports

shoots, picture composition and lighting, captioning and legal and ethical issues.

Prerequisites: An application and test are required. Applicants must shoot a roll of film

on either of the following topics:

1

)

people at work or

2) people at play

Applicants should turn in the test roll for developing by 9 am Monday, Oct. 10 to the

Student Media office. Workshop participants must own a caivnt^^yf'^^ '" f

10 am ' 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 1 5 MS 5225
M.-^^ .

10 am ' 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 22 MS 5225

\r\sixuctcfr: Scott Weersing, former Daily Bruin photo editor, staff photographer'for

Ventura Star Free Press newspapers

^Q(ill825'i787for more in/orni^p^yn^,

,
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DEMENT
From page 26

from her fundamentalist Christian

upbringing, something which she

clarifies when the subject is raised.

Unlike others from similar back-

grounds, she neither regrets or

resentsfher experiences. Though
she has since adopted different

views than those of her parents and

their church. Dement in fact views

their influence as being largely pos-

itive.

"In many ways I think I benefit-

ted. I certainly gained my love of

music at church," she remembers
fondly, claiming that whatever tal-

ent with which she might have been

bom certainly blossomed from the

Sundays to which she always
looked forward.

Which of course leads to the

matter of live performance, some-

thing reputedly to have made
DeMent nervous in the past. Not
that she really has anything to

worry about - though her concerts

consist solely of her and her guitar,

she doesn't seem to need much
else. According to legend, when she

sang in bars and clubs early in her

career, her voice proved so power-

ful in its clarity, the stage managers

elected to turn off her microphone.

So now that she's in a position to

tour with a larger band, why not?

Or, why not record an album on her

own? "A lot of people ask me thaC

she says. "I do like playing by

myself. But the attitude I bring to a

live show is to do something that I

don't feel I can do on record. I

could perform on stage with a band,

or vice versa, but I think a lot of

things would be lost."

One gets the feeling that DeMent
might be a tad over^critical of her

talents, and even she admits that

while she's appreciative of the

attention thrust upon her, it never-

theless strikes her as "a little weird."

For all of the depth of her work, she

still finds the amount of time given

to analyzing her work amazing, and

even a little intimidating. "I don't

find I have more or less difficulty

writing than I used to," she says, but

adds with a laugh, "I'm more aware

of having an audience that likes

hearing good songs!"

But that's where part of her

appeal lies. As she sings in the

beginning of one of her most lovely

songs, "Sweet is the melody, so

hard to come by." While it may
seem mysterious^ where her muse is

and when she'll strike again, she

makes the beauty and grandeur of

her art, so undeniable in its ele-

gance and grace, seem so easy.

PHILHARMONIC
From page 29

gram also includes the Five

Pieces for Orchestra by Arnold

Schoenberg, disciple of Mahler

and contributor to the musical

life of UCLA during the middle

of the century.

Another notable contributor to

music at UCLA shares the pro-

gram with Salonen at the

Philharmonic's 75th anniversary

concert. Zubin Mehta led the

orchestra in a legendary concert

in front of Royce Hall to protest

the Vietnam War during his

tenure as music director.

He reunites with the orchestra

Oct. 24 for a repetition of the

first program the Philharmonic

played 75 years ago. Mehta
opens the concert Dvorak's pop-

ular "New World" Symphony.
Salonen takes the helm for the

second half of the evening,

steering the orchestra through

Liszt's "Les preludes," Weber's

beloved overture to his opera

"Oberon" and Chabrier's
vibrant symphonic poem
"Espafia."

Acclaimed conductors Franz

Welser-MOst and Simon Rattle

alsa-appear with the orchestra in

a season which brings some
great artists to Los Angeles

Acclaimed conductors

Franz Welser-Most and

Simon Rattle also

appear witl^ the

orchestra in a season

which brings some

great artists to Los

Angeles.

Opening night provided a

good introduction to the season

for audiences who can look for-

ward to exploring masterpieces

from the 20th century.

CONCERT: L.A. Philharmonic
conducted by Esa-Pekka
Salonen with pianist Paul
Crossley. At the Dorothy
Chandler Pavilion. Oct. 6, 7 and
9. TIX: $50, $41. $36, $28, $22.

$16. $9.50, $6. Students with ID

$6 two hours before perfor-

mance.

15555 L-L-L-,-"L-L *'^***w
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ETHERIPGE
From page 31

a teeth-gritting rock album, a
•

return to the sound of Etheridge's

first two "plain rock" albums.

"I got a little experimental with

my last one ('Never Enough'), and

I'm grateful for it," she said. "I

mean, I got a Grammy out of it.

What more could I ask for?

. "But I'm more of a live per-

former than a studio whiz, and

that's what I wanted to capture on

*Yes I Am.' I wanted strong rock

songs, songs that would go over

well with my audiences and that I

would feel comfortable playing."

For "Yes I Am " Etheridge put

her connections to work by
rustling up some of the biggest

studio sidekicks to back her up.

Besides longtime band members
bassist Kevin McComick and
drummer Fritz Lewak, the album

is filled with feedback from gui-

tarist Waddy Wachtel (Keith

Richards, Warren Zevon), organist

Ian McLagan (Small Faces,

Rolling Stones, Bruce
Springsteen), keyboardist Scott

Thurston (Iggy Pop, Bonnie
Raitt), bassist Pino Palladino (Don

Henley, Tears for Fears) and
James Feamley of the Pogues on

accordion.

Etheridge said it was producer

Hugh Padgham, whose credits

include Sting and Phil Collins,

who made the whole thing sound^

great.

"I wanted the sound of real

music slapping against tape, and

that's what I got. I'm very happy

with it. This is something I'm very

proud of," she said.

Etheridge, whose current musi-

cal tastes inclDde Seal and Tori

Amos, traces her musical interests

back to they day she got her first

guitar.

All Comboi eoroe with

our famoui Beam

»

Riee, Salad, AND...

For Only /^^^:taiu|tos<

.99 ^ -Soft Ta&M
\

With purchase of any size drink.

Offer expires 10-31-94.

Must nnention the ad with UCLA
student/staff/faculty ID.

^^-Enchiladai

WE DELIVER: 208-8880
1133 Woftivood Blvd. 101-A, Weslivood fBebveen Kinross and Lindbrmk)

"I wanted the sound of

real music slapping

against tape, and that*s

what 1 got."

Melissa Etheridgo

"I was 8 years old, and I guess

my parents realized that I had
worn out the tennis rackets," she

said.

Music always blared in

Etheridge's house, and none of it

meshed.

"I listened to Tommy James and

the Shondells. My sister listened

to Led Zeppelin and my parents

listened to Harry Belafonte," she

said. "It was a mixed-up place."

Throughout high school,
Etheridge played in country bands

"because that's the kind of music

nK)st people liked and listened to.

But rock just won me over, and
I've been like that ever since."

On Saturday, Etheridge was in

Memphis for the "Elvis: The
Tribute" concert. There, she
joined Bryan Adams, Jeff Beck,

Tony Bennett, Michael Bolton,

Jon Bon Jovi, James Brown, Cher
and Roger Daltrey for a pro-King

concert, which will be available

on CD and as an undoubtedly
pricey pay-per-view special some-
time in December.

On Oct. 23, she'll be off to

London for the Stonewall Equality

concert, a benefit thrown by the 5-

year-old Stonewall Group, a UK
organization that's devote to lob-

bying for social change on behalf

of lesbians and gays in the United

Kingdom. Etheridge will share the

stage with two of the biggest

names in pop music. Sting and
Elton John,

"Now, that's something to be
nervous abotit," she said.
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Ciassified Information
225 KefCktK)ff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve ttie right to charige, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting ttie standards of the Daily Bruin.

Otir office Is open Monday-Friday, 9-4^

Classified rates Deadlines

Daily. 20 words or less $7.00 CInsNM llM ads:

Daily, each additional word .45 1 working day before printing, by noon.

Weekly. 20 words or less 25.00 ClassMM display ate:

Weekly, each additional word 1.30 2 working days before printing, by noon

Diapiiy ads— student rate/cd. ifKh 8.00 Make checks payable to the

Dispiqr ads— local rate/col. inch 11.25 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Icol. X 1 = 2inchc!S x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing

The ASUCLA Communtcations Board fully tuppots ttM Univer^iry ot CaMomia't policy on nori^
chmination No medium shall accept advailisamantt whk:h present persona of any origin, race,

religran, sex, or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positnns,

capatMllties. roies or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board

has investigated any ot the services advertised or ttie advertisers represented in this issue Any person

believing that an advertisement in t^ls issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated

herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Bruin, 225

Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaa, Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing dtscnmi-

nabon problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair f4ou$ing

Office at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad

1 . Start your ad witti the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always Include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include Information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

Studio «««<««««

Ca^ws Plwtt Stadia b bcatsd sa Zad Raar Adnraiaa

Opea Meaday-Fryay 8:39-5:31fUm 2Kt433

Becoming a UCLA senior is an

achievement. So 8mile...for

the camera, please! It's time

to get your senior portrait

taken so you'll appear in the

Bruin Life yearbook, UCLA's

official pictorial history. _

1 Campus Happenings

NEVER MISS A CALL/

7 Good Deals

THIS WEEK ONLY!

V MONTH FREE!
PAGE.R & 800 SERVICE AVAIIABIE

1-800 309-8888

ALL books in stock:

English Reference

Press Fair

fflSlzojjp
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

College of Law
DedicQled to Providing Quality Legal Education

• low/JD Progrom occredited by tf« Gililomia CommiBee of Bar Exomit>erj.

• Program desigr)ed to prepare students for tlie denwrKJing clxjilenges of tfic

legal profession.

• Small dosses.

LAW/JD DEGREE

f-ull Time

Part Time

Day/Lvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM
« Cerlificalc

AS/BS Degrees

EveningfSalurday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

LA VERNE, 91 750

(909) 596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS

5445 BALBOA BLVD

,

EI^II^CA 91316

1818)981-4529

.,H»""» I

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thf UnivfFMiy o( La Vctik is Accicdiird li> iht "Wcsifm Assocuimo o( Schools md Colleges

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri Step Study. AU 3626

Thurs. Book Stucly. AU 3626
Tues. ono Wed. Discussion. Dentol 23-029

Altimes12.10-l:00pna
For alcoholics or indMOuab who have a

CrtnkinQ problem

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, IS beginners cooking
tips! Send $5 SASE, CREATK>NS UN-LTD.
19800 Havthome Blvd. •258-430CT, Tor-

rance. Calif. 90503.

$$ CASH $$
For used sports Equipment

BUY-SELL-
TRADE

106UJtffiraonBtvdiF|

bUhtRoMniHgil

Slopping Cintar

SPOPTS

CulvtrCly 310-287-2237
•

POWER COMMUNICATION!
ir* not wiMyM My, b« HOW yon Mv U

Save yooTMlf tiBB Md Mudity by mitac te 1994 Edition,

ofDm nationally RBOXSNIZED, ei994
•POWmUNBS: THEBSSTTHmaSTOSAYTO

P£OKEI* U»lliklOOp(.eddatiandliMllobecaaiBa
MMMrcaaanBikttal SaadSt9.9SckAnoptwS3.C0 Mi

toe PqnvCT *| j^nyHMWiiMiMMM VairQ^p.,

SOS S. Bewrty Dr.. SiiiK47>. BeveHy HiUi. CA 90212

For addbmal nibimtiaa, piewa caU (310) 390-0603

9 Miscellaneous

GET A LIFEl Global Academic advise-

nwntiMrategies. My HX, UCLA cum laude,

GRE7VB8%, AA8AMSMAPHD. Phone oon-

(ults, $1^linute. 310-477-9147.

M«otorcy€d* Jacket Stf9.99

19aO'a-lfr70*a: OvanOla.
flamnala, Boota. Sc B«Ut>ot*oana

Interzone
6683 1/2 HoBywood Blvd

(213) 4^-2644

7 Good Deals

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voiccmail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. In 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inff n. 100% RMvantee. Call 310-281-8828.

7 Good Deals

12 Research Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-1 1 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black aryj one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 816-774-1 141,

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems

7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families receded for LICLA research project.

Receive $20 *nA have a scientifk learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy male^emates wanted for

clinical investigations of lo^Awr gastro-intes-

linal tract. Volunteers will be compervated. If

interested, please call 310-312-9276.

STUDY NEEDS WOMEN xvHh or w/out men-
strual pain. Brief questionnaires. Pays $10.

310-454-7926. M-W 12-4pm.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-

netic resorunce imaging research.

$35/4hours. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-

824-6714 afternoons.

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nenrasa

or bulimia. Participation Invoh^es completing

six questionnaires. Mindy 31 0-796-0996.

12 Research Subjects

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

NEEDED FOR PATIENTS

EXPERIENCING HAY FEVER/
ALLERGIC RHINrnS

REQUIRES 4 VISITS

(6 HOURS TOTAL)

OVER 7 - 10 DAYS. RESEARCH
INVOLVES ALLERGY SKIN

TESTING. BLOOD DRAWING,
AND NASAL CHALLENGE

A LAVAGE
NO TREATMENT FOR ALLERGI^.

WILL PAY $100

AT CONCLUSION OF STUDY.

CONTACT DR. TSIEN OR
DR. DIAZ-SANCHEZ
AT (310) 825-3718.

EARN
Volunteers needed for back

muscle test with no history of

back ln|uiy or pain.

Qdfg aty, cal (3IO»55»-5500.

7 Good Deals

"You Don't NMd To
Havo Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaninij

$39
na* iiallaiila wMi Ma coupon onty

««• atae «eoommo«i»t» p«e«n«a wth

(up to 4 x-rays)

(^.1.0,(310)475-5598

WHITCN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home

1 \ M(»u' I tiuMi;

S .1 \i(t'

S. Solelwnlwt, D.D.S.
1 620Wwtwood Mvdv West Loe Angetce
f>pf?« Fvenlrtp A Satardays
Frt^ Pwkir

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY{4289).

19 Spernn/Egg donors

Be a gestational surrogate mother for infertile

couple. Ages 21-37, tubal ligation OK,
rtwthers only please. 310-478-3806

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yrs, own medical insurar»ce. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastem tr>di-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for rrtedical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Fridey.

,

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Egg Donors

Needed

Arcp interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgrounds ages

21-34, for details please call

1-80098^9890.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

Student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,

> Supervisor PSY 8070 ,

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointn^nts and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-246SS. 310-289-4643.

LuCla
Electrolysis & Skincare

oral
Facials •

S 208'8193
1081 Waatwaotf WtkrA

II BIk. South ofSuita Monlcid Blvd)

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars
Non-Surcjicai Laser Therapy lor

pHiniess facial skin reiuvenalion

aiiri removal oi acne tattoos

sunspols & scars Low cost

Free Consull^mon Call

1-800-685-6574
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12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 ReseofCh Subjects

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

niedical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL 1-800-854-3902

NERVOaS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL TRJi

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes, Apply: Marine O'Brien, Cafe

Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074. ^

Earn a

Council Travel, the tiation'.*. student/

budgrt travi'l specialist, is looking

for an outgoing and hi;;hiy moti-
vated person tuoistnbutt c ixStudcn\

Travels inapaz-ine, proiriotionaT

flyers and otlier student discount

iitformation on campus at UCLA.

If you're not .shy, have a few extra

hours a week, and enjoy spreading
the word about student discounts,

contact us for more details!

ThepfTMin lured for tl:!*^ position

will De a rrpfesentative of Council
Travel in Vvestirtiood. ['reference

will be giver, to theindividual avail-

able for the academic year and who
has an acti\ o interest in marketing
and working,, studying, or travel-

ing overseas.

To arrange for an interview, please

contact Colleen at 310-824-7834,

Monday through Friday, between
9:00-5:(X). Ask about the Campus
Rep Program.

CoundHtaniei
America's oldest and largest

itudcni tr.ivcl organiiation!

30 Help Wonted

$7AK>ur+bor>us. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointnoents by

phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephone or outside sales experi-

ence a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our

Westside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max Consulting group. 310-281-0355

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1793 for infor-

mation.

$8/hr, COLLEGE STUDENTS, P/T: driver

West LA, must car -telephone collection

clerk, - handy person with ability to paint,

310-472-9759.

ACCURATE 60+ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK
KEEPER. Word-processing and computer cat-

pcriencc preferred. 1 S-20 hoursAvcck, flcxi-

blc. Dr. Frank 310-888-8050.
'

ACTING/MODELING STRAIGHTfACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripoffs,

confusion, wasted money. Cuarantcedl Call

310-285-3292 forniore info.

30 Help Wanted

* Santa Monica based national
^eal Estate corp>oralion seeks
olfice clerk to assist in property
management. Data entry, ptione,
and organizational skills required.
Part-time. Immediate opening

at $7.00/hr.
(3 1 0)44g-90I'9/Glna

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALLTYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATUKEHLMS
IMMEDIATE ASSIO^MENTS

310-659-8288

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, films,

arvi print ads. All typeVages r>eeded. No ex-

periefKe necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

Administrative Asst. wanted for west coast di-

vision of non profit foundation. PA UCLA
student preferred. Please fax resume to Anne
Mueller at 212-754-6227.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/RECEPTKDNIST

needed by director of outpatient chemical

dcpefKlerKy clinic in West LA. Excellent

computer, language, and interpersonal skills

a musti Monday-Friday evenings from

4:30pm and Saturday mornings. Fax/mail re-

sume, 207-6511 (fax), 207-4322 (phone), att:

jeapne.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing iridustry. Earn up to $3000-$6000-(-

per month +bcncfils. MaleAemale. No ex-

perience r>eccssary. 206-545'^415S ext-

A59341.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR position

available now. Pick up application and job

description at 625 Landfair #1. Deadline Oct.

14, 1994.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR POSITION,

must be grad, single or married. Pick up ap-

plications and job descriptions at: 625 Land-

fair Ave. #1.

APPLY TODAY! $7^our * bonus, flexible

hours, great work experieripe. Hiring nowl

UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

ATHLETIC, YOUNG MAN as a companion to

a fatherless boy. A few hours per week.

Se/hour. WiEstwood area. (31 0)470-4482.

BASS CUFTAR TEACHER for 15 year old

tinger/lyrlcist Informal lessors. Santa Moni*

ca. Call Stephen (3 1 0)45 1 - 1 39 1

.

^

30 Help Wanted

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE lUrtlng at

$6.63iAir. We work arour>d your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Sen^ices.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxl music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 21 3-

851-6102.

COLLEGE MENTORS WANTEDI For pro-

gram working w^igh school youth in devel-

opir^ and implementing community service

projects. jr/Sr. with car/Valid insurarKX. Po-

sition requires 5-1 OhrsTwk, including Uaining

sessions and team projects. A stipend is

available. BRING YOUR RESUME. Orienta-

tion: Oct7, 12-1 p.m. Ackerman Rm.2408, or

contact: Elva Sandoval at 213-487-5590. Fax

213-386-0459.

College students neededl Work as a nwvie

extra. All types... No fee^no gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 818-569-5514 or

818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 6^r to

sUrt, up to $9.1 0. 1 54hr^vk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING, Earn up to

$2000+/nfK)nth working on caiise ship* or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

and F/T employment available. No experi-

erKe necessary. For nrtore information call 1 -

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

hostA>ostess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425

Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

Daycare Asst.. needed, pA.b Morning hours.

Must like kids and be hard worker. ECE units

and experience necessary. Call Leslie 310-

573-1811. .

DaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean drhring record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or TuesAhurs/Sat

$7/hour. Children's Book Worid. 310-559-

2665.

Dependable, self-starting individual wanted

for professional business. $6.25/hour. Light

filing, phor>es, dealing w/clients. Fax resume:

310-282-0775 or conUct Nancy 310-277-

9400ext368. .

DRIVER/LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINGAUTOR for

twelve-year-old. Monday-Friday 3-8pm. Ref-

erences required, $6-$7^r. 818-789-0696.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health and nutrition indtistry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message

knd when convenient to call.

ESTABLISHED BAND k>oklng for manag-

er/agent to book kx:al gigs. Excellent oppor-

tunity for college student interested in music

industry. Chris, 310-915-0691.

EVENT STAFFAJSHERINC and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling Storws, Raiders, ar>d other

evenU. 818-885-7338.

FA TENNIS SHOP MCR. 5.5 NTRP and

above. Strong English skills required. Benefits

-provided. AND PA TENNIS COURT AT-

TENDANT. Sat.-Sun. Strong Tennis back-

grourKJ required. $5.5(Vhr, meals included.

ConUct Dennis or Sean 31 0-276-61 04-x235.

FIGURE MODELS. Writer/Photographer

needs girls 1 8+ years old to pose for maga-
zines, calendars, etc Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 213-256-8700.

FILM CREW AND WRITERS WANTED. Send

copy samples of work. Short 3/4' videos,

film photos, scripts, trailers by 10/25^4.
HIGH CONCEPTS, 1 1 684 Ventura #334, Stu-

dloCity, CA91604.

CLASSIFIED LINE AD,

GOOD.

M!^^
•s^Sfsisr^'^

• • • •

BEVERLY HILLS AUCTION GALLERY
full-tintc receptionist to handle busy switch-

board, receive vIsNort and perform light typ-

irtg arxi some clerical duties. Hours Mortday

to Friday, 8:30am-5:30pm. Good salary and
benefhs. Fax resume to 310-203-0496. Atten-

^pn: S. Shaw. .- .
-

CUSSIFIED DISPLAY,

LARGER AND BEHER.

1^
^p^',eW^

0«W^

Ji

GET YOUR
MESSAGE ACROSS.
TO PUCE AN AD, CALL 20i-3060

Daily Bruin

30 Help Wanted

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA.

We warU full and part^ime sales peo-

ple. We are lookir)g for : men and

women who can learn great customer

service, believes the customer always

comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer:

chafx:e to make $6-12-4-/hour, good

benefits package, great staff discount,

and the best retail training. To join the

top indepeixJent store in LA call for ap-

pointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-

7585.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-

ence. Marina Dei Rey. Training provided.

310-577-6520.

FULL/PART-TIME OFFICE SUPPORT. FLEXI-

BLE HOURS able to also worit evenings and

weekends must have car fax resunie 310

276-5721 310-27^3300

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No Investment Earn $$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 exL 65.

General office, 5 days, flexible hours. Must

be reliable, type, speak f1uer>t English. Avail,

immediately. Phone: 213-653-4409, Fax:

818-708-6886. Write: Mr. Joel Bash, 6345

Balboa Blvd., Suite 195, Encino, 91316.

HASHERS NEEDED at Chi Ontega. 708 Hil-

gard. Meals and wages. Call Mrs. Jarrell at

208-2094.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.

Kfxiwiedge of kinieseology, human anatonr>y,

or related. Exercise science background a.

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-

6500 exL256.

RACES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movies
•Catalogs
•Videos
call immediately

(310)66»486S

Immediate part-tinw opening. Pick-up 12-

year-old after school. Run errands, light

housekeeping for 2-¥W)rking-parent hoiae-

hold, M-F, 3-6pm, sonw evenings. SanU Mo-

nica. $6.5(Vhr with increase to $7.50 after 90

days. Must have reliable car. 310-394-0679.

Carol/Steve.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$4004/month teaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan

or S. Korea. No teaching background or

Asian languages required. For nnore ir^fbrma-

tlon cat! 206-632-1 1 46extlS934T .

JAPANESE COMPUTER ARTICLE TRANSLAr
TOR. Must know muKi-media and CD-RAM
vocabulary. Familiarity wAXDS, Wirtdows,

MAC PItfforms important. 310-478-6911

ext12.
I .

LAW STUDENT required for weekend Job to

take care of young boy, i.e. sports, Disney-

land, movies, etc. Contact Miss Green for

more info. 310-276-1182.

MAILBOXES ETC. IN MARINA DEL RAY
Looking for p^ MorxJays arvj Christmas vaca-

tion 11:30-5. Start at 6.5(Vhr. 310-301-2450
Evenings 21 3-874-1 165.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MATH TUTOR for 8th grade student. Experi-

ence and references required. 310-458-3104

(day) and 310-459-5746 (evenings).

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hours/week

to start) for experierxied- bilingual reception-

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Gen-
eral medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734

x900. Have resume available. Salary^p.

MEDICAL BILLING/FILE CLERK, P/T or F/T,

Beverly Hills area. 213-653-0718.

PublicationsAVord Processor

Excellent word processii\g and

organizational skills required

for HIV^^ related rdsditth^

pi«>jeet, manuscript preparation

word perfect 5.1 /6.0 essential

Fax resume Hden Reed ^

(310) 794-8297

—t-

30 Help Wanted

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magazines vid vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

Mother's helper with car far 2 children, fkVW
from 3:15-6:15, addltkinal hours available if

desired. SMir. 310-3954)623.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are mvarded $$
for your college education... or elsel ... or

else, I don't remain in businessl Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

Need P/T messenger with ovwi car. Some
light office work. Fay 3ia20e-8B48. Call

between 10-6.

NEEDED: Childcare for multiply handi-

capped 9 year old boy. Hyperactivity xnd

other challenges. Working on pre-K acade-

mic sidlls. Very alert, curious, and foving.

Needed week nights. Car needed. Must be

resporvible and deperxiable. SSftv.

(31 0)273-6567, (31 0)271 -31 91

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, Mon. & Wed. 10-6,

$6.63^. QualificatkKis: Good communica-
tion skills, experience w/computeis, depend-
ability, ability to organize. Jennifer 310-825-

4774.

OFFICE ASST NEEDEO.10am-2pm, M-F, San-

ta Monica Audio/Video co. (31 0)453-3607.

P/T CLERK NEEDED for busy B.H. Medical

OfHce. 25 hour^Meek, Monday-Friday. Start

$8.00. Call Lily/Amy 310-271-9131, must
have car.

P/T PERSONAL ASSISTANT for President of

Westwood firm. Typing, Macintosh and or-

ganizational skills. 8-12 hour^vk. Senior

grad student preferred. (31 0)479-61 72

P/r TYPIST fluent to assist in editing of busi-

ness letters 3 momingVaftemoons. 4 hours

each Ume. UCLA student preferred. 310-453-
3335.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVISOR must read
music, typing skills and have organizational

skills must have car. 310-276-3300,

PERSON TO HANG POSTERS. P/T on cam-
pus. 1-800-300-7737. DeUils.

Please help me learn WordPerfect, MICRO-
SOFT PUBLISHING, WordPerfect w^vlnd-
ows. $8-$1(Vhr. Sita, 310-470-4036.

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,
AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have
at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experience Starting rate

S12.5(Vhour. Hours flexible. 828-727-9447.

INTERNSHIP IN P.R. 1

Firm specializing in book publicity

seeks student interested in gaining

experience in public relations for

school credit (up to 8 units). Student

should be detailed oriented with

some computer experierice.

Call Megan 213/654^5775 .

PRE-MED STUDENT
10+- hour^veek. Work for vitreo retinal sur-

geon. Patient care, clerical duties, and re-

search invohremenL Freshman or sophomore

preferred. Monday and Wednesdays. Call

Deborah at 310-206-7475.

Prestigious Veterans Organization seeks full-

time Secretarial position. Must be highly or-

ganized, self-motivated, quick learner. Salary

$14,(XX), excellent working conditions at

Federal Building. 310-477-2539.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer and tennis coaches as well as assistant

varsity soccer coach. Paid positions. Call Gail

at 310-391-7127.

Production Interns wanted for documentary

at Grar>d Canyon, Nov. 1-18, Nemesis Pro-

ductions. 213-665-0264. ._

PROGRAMMERS AND COMPUTER GRAPH-
IC ARTISTS NEEDED. Start ASAP, very flexi-

ble hours, call Greg w^oUhwestem Software

and Consulting. 310-824-2135.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED. 4-1 0pm, and wee-

kends. Ask for Liana, 310-208-8049.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing

store needs P/T employee. $6/hr. Please call

31(M54-7870. 1 5328 Anttoch S/l. Pacific Pal-

isades.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat and have knowledge

of children's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

UCLA ResMMCh Recnitttr

Involves HIV prevention In

Inner city, ethnic minority

health clinics. Mature, highly

responsible, detail oriented

peopte. $8-11 anhr.

S^ish a plus.

Call Angus
310794^278
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30 Help Wanted

RUNNING PARTNER WANTED. $10 each

day. Forty-five minutes slow running. 30
minutes walking. Five day^«vk. Female pre-

fierrcd. Mornings. Pacific-Palisades. 310-459-

8512.

SALES CLERK for small candy store, Picc^o-

bertson area, P/T, Frkiay 10-5:30pm, Satur-

day 10-5pm. S^hour, no experience r>eces-

sary. 310-278-2438.

SEEKING OFFKIE ASSISTANT for prestigious

architectural pottery company in Culver City.

2-days a week. Flexible hours. Contact Ta-

mara at 31 0-81 5-9220.

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money in your spare

time. We create colorful hlgh-resolutk>n cus-

tomized Ts, golf, tnd sw«aUh!rts with an irv

rKwativc, inexpensive, attractive rww process

called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you
are an ambitious self-starter and interested in

marketing, this is a commission sales oppor-

tunity that can put some money in your jeans

now and after you graduatel Only enterpe-

neurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resume in the format

of a letter in conflderKe to: Craffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davies. Fax: 685-

683-1 235, phone: 1 .«X)-888-7838.

SKI RESORT )OBS
Hiring for many positiorts for Winter Quarter.

CXer 1 5,000 openings! For more information

call 206.6344)469 extv59341

.

SPORTS-MINDEO STUDENTS needed to

earn S10-15^H>ur guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^tveek. Marketing represcnta-

tives/hianagement trainee positions. Training

provkied. Westwood location. 310-312-

6e3a

. TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ arvj work in a

fun office, this is the placel (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. 5 year oM. . Hours 8-1 M-F.
ShouU be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(818)998-1782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a

must, typing a plus, located in mid-Wilshire

area. S8/hr. 213-651-0530.

TELEMARKETING. Highly motivated, enthu-

siastic Individuals. PC computer literate. Must

have a good phor>e voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hvdware^ftware dealer seeks

indiv^uals for inside sales. Must have work-

ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-
puter Centers. Job# 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

rance, CA 90503.

TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR, 60 wpm, accu-

rate, filing, P/r, flexible hours, 20

hounAveek, S7Aiour. Burfoank. Call Rox-

anne, 818-843-6533.

-LXIA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Sen^ice 310-825-7686.

WANTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for small

cocktail lounge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Cuker City. 310-390-2489, Rog-

er-Bonnie.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

PART-TIME Earn up to $300iWay. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337.0790.

STUDENTI Utilize your personal computers

to earn $400 or more weekly. For free de-

Uiled info, send SASE to: I.S. Inc. P.O .Box

6031 Torrance, Ca 90504. 4675 Melrose

Blvd., Los Angeles, CA. 90029.

i Make
MONEY

Full -H Part Time
opportunity of
a lifetime

Bg a part of the $ 100 billion

fotecommudicafions industry

no ox pi ?s$ury

(310)843-4511

BAR1ENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$10ai200 dally

•more jobs man graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATlbNAL AARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(818)994 8100

32 Career Opportunities 32 Careef Opportunities

Dcloittc&

ToudieUP
he newest empbyeesOFDEWTTTE&TOVCHE
NORTHERN CALIFORNIAWOULD LIKE TO INVITE

you TO INTERVIEW WITH THE best ACCOUNTING
FIRM IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Come meet Northern California representativesfrom

Deloitte & Touche at:

• MEET THE FIRMS
Wednesday

October 19, 1994

Loew*s Santa Monica

6:00-10:00 pm

• ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Monday

October 24, 1994

Career Placement Center

• RESUME REVIEW DAY
Thursday

October 20. 1994

UCLAAckerman Grand Ballroom'

1:00-7:00 pm ^

'^""^VCLAAlumni
^rian Baity

Stephen Elkind
yee-AnnUe

^^^e Saunders
J^ft^er SherrUl
•^^ Sherwood

''^rnandoSuere
B^t Vessey

^'^ch Zimmerman

32 Career Opportunities

^ AGGRESSIVE ^
oE ENTREPRENEURSX
ji^ -Interested in Marketing ^/f
^iL -unique and lucrative ^J^^ opportunity "«
Jj;

-part^ime a,^ -SAIXSMANSHIPAIMUST ^
jL Contact Ltwreace ABtonlo ^
lif at 011) 207-2266 ^-

^^^^^^*

35 Child Care Wanted

Female with car wanted to drive teenage girls

to school in Long Beach. P/T okay.

References and good drtiving required.. 310-

208-6265.

Fun girls, 1 1 & 8 need fun babysitter. Safe

car. 3 days^veelc 3-6pm. $7Air. Kate 310-

454-6437.

SEEKING UCLA STUDENT to care for 4-

year/old M, W 12pm-6, son>etimes later.

Mutt have good driving record and reliable,

safe car. Weeltend woric also possible. 310^

475-4940.

SITTER FOR 13-YEAR-OLD BOY. Pacific

Palisades. 3:30 to approximately 7:30pm,

Mondays and Thursdays, $8^our. Car" need-

ed. References. Call evenings, 310-459-

2894.

34 Internships

ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRODUC-
ERS with busy film production company seel(

highly motivated Interns. Great opportunity

to leam. Academic credit available, no pay.

Call Karen at 31 0-276-6S5S.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN, SEEKS
UNJ'AID INTERNS. MAIL/FAX RESUME:
FAAC, 11605 W. PICO, L.A., CA 90024.

FAX: 310-479-1764 PHONE/310-479-1212

(SxxkiCtion company seeking intern for the

fall. Please contact Elizabeth Casparis. 310-

264-4155

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paid internship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate developn>ent. Fax resume to 310-458-

6681.

UaA GRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but hands on op-

portunity. 818-902-9657.

35 Child Care Wanted

ATHLETIC, INTELLIGENT PERSON needed
for two boys, 10/12yrs, M-F. Must have own
car, rVt, Experience and references necessary.

310-573-7574.

AU PAIRE needed immediately. Studio City.

Live-iiVguesthouse. Boy 9/glrl 11. Plck-

up^inner. Musts; active, flexible, responsi-

ble, valid license, references. Abbie 818-985-

9246

Babysitter wanted. 2-3 ev«Avk to help with

homework, mealtime and play. Must have

verifiable references. Call Leslie 310-839-

9799.

Childcare needed for an eleven year old .

Female preferred. Responsible, kind hearted,

warm. Have own car insurance, excellent

driving record, rcfererKss. Mon., Wed.,
Thurs., 2:50-6pm, flexible/approx. lOhr^wk.

Salary negotiable. 310-395-7169

37 Housesitting

RESPONSIBLE RABBI AND FAMILY looking

to housesit during Christmas vacation. Experi-

enced. Call Michael or Sunny. 206-676-

52017- —
49 Apartments for Rent

$535 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laundry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

$900 CULVER CrrY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, ^ated parking. 310-837-0761.

5995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laun-

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A^, phof>e-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED, $695. Pool, bar-

becue, clean and quiet. Gas and water paid.

Low move-in. Available October 25th. Call

Ben 310-208-3797.
;

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.

Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

2bdrm/1 .5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-

venient WLA location. 1603 Grarwille.

S87S/mo. 310-828-5236.

2BR.WESTWOOD NATIONAL
Unpunished upstairs, newly painted, new
carpets-drapes, car port. $825. Call for ap-

point. (818)996-3781, (818) 344-5618.

1

49 Apartments for Rent

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
' monthly -f 4 hours weekly gardening, house
maintenarKe. Occarymountain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welcome. Car. 010)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms vea.
$87Vmonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washei/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and kxs of stori^. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2br/2ba. $1125. Great for

sharing. El Rodeo School. 9609 Olympic
Blvd.. Open Sundays 1 -S. (818)706-7320.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Bundy, ar>d freeways. Close to

UCLA busMS. Quiet buikiing. No peU. 1 236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD PRIME. 1-bdrm, $850-$950.

Front upper, view, vaulted ceilings, fireplace,

intercom, patio, parking, walk to shofiping

and restaurants. N Wilshire/San Vicente.

1 1 661 Goshen. No peto. 31 0-820-1 71 7.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

room/2-bath, Patio, North of Wil^ire, dish-

washer, parking, $1350Anonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Sharp, single, $650. large.

Intercom, fireplace, patio, huge closets, walk

to shopping and restaurants. N. Wilshire/San

Vicente. 11661 Goshen. 310-820-1717.

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, hardwood

floors, bright, parking, laundry hook-up. 1 br

and 2br/1 ba available. (31 0)550-1 531

.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Shemnan Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses and freeways, 10

minute drwe. (818)399-9610.

Huge single, only one left, great deal, half a

block from UCLA,, quiet, spacious, furnished,

earthquakeproof, gated, $750. Lauren 310'

824-0319. .__
LARGE, LIGHT, BEAUTIFUL 1 bedroom, 1

bathroom + 2 large lofts. Pink marble fire-

place. Stained glass window, 260 degree

views: Sunset and city lights. Washer/dryer,

microwave, refrigerator, stove. Top floor,

comer unit 15 minutes from UCLA, Palms

area, surrounded by great variety of ethnic

restaurants Friendly, helpful neighbors,

1 block from big multiplex movie theaterl

$900(310)455-5555.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935

for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

CUSSIFIED UNE AD, GOOD.

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY,

LARGER AND BEHER.

GET YOUR
MESSAGE ACROSS.

TO PUCE AN AD, CAU 206-3060

Daily BruIn

Childcare
provider for ddlgNful three month old boy.

LIvmmjL Full-time Mon.-Frl. 8afn-6pm, In

Venice. 310-821-0336.

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-

sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays -fTlexible

hours during weekdays. Must drive. Salary

negotiable. tofofeiKas. Call 310-271-71 70.

FATHER & 2 SONS (4,7) seeking student to

help with children for Ihr. in morning and 1-

2hrs. In afternoon. Incl. drhring kids to and

from school. Offering free prhate room with

own bthrm and bovd in Westwood home
No cleaning nee. Pays $150-20(Vmo.

References and driving record nee. If

irtartstcd, please leave nwss. (310)476-5516.

Now YCXJ CAN AFFORD TO BUY

VOWELS FOR YOUR CLASSIRED AD.

Or^O/ OFFforLXXA
^yj /O students.

Come to the Daily Bruir\ Classified Line I>pt. at 225 Kerdchoff

& receive 20% off the cost of your ad with your UCLA ID.

btifU^J
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mUm
UNMyMi

Ka'lla

Utali

Pidfic MS
ImPerceiit

liDgether

UCLA's Musiim hJewsmagaTJne

The UCLA Yearbook

UCLA's DaHy Newspaper

The Jewish Student Newsmagaxjine at UCLA
Campus Radio

Para El Pueblo De Las America

The African Peopks Newsmagazine

The Asian Pacific Magazjine at UCLA
UCLA's Gay ar\d Lesbian Newsmagazjme

The Femmist Magazine at UCLA

STUDENT MEDIA JOURNALISM
•^Ks *• X

-* If you want to take a workshop, pick up an r

application at the Daily Bruin and return it by the date

indicated.

• Student Media Workshops are designed to train

students who intend to work with the student media.

Writing and Edilini

Wriling A
" —~~~^~~

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective

communication. Basic publication style, story struc-

ture, attribution issues, self-editing techniques.

? ? LJ• Section 1 |

6 pm - 8 pm Monday, Oct. 10 KcktfMd-^

6 pm - 8 pm Wednesday, Oct. 12 Ackerman 2412

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Boelter 5514

Instructor: Frances Femandes, Student Media UCLA
adviser

• Section 2

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 17 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff Hall 400

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer i

Copy Editing A
[ . ,

An introduction to the role of the copy editor

including basic journalism style, polishing sentences,

recognizmg structural problems, recognizing legal/

ethical issues, fact-checking, working with editors and

reporters and headline writing.

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

10 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 Math Science 5148

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5148

Irxstnictor: Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin reporter

and editor, copy editor at the Long Beach Press

Telegram

The Feature/Magazine Stonr

Magazine and newspaper writers discuss the way they

work and write. A prominent Los Angeles-area writer

will lead the workshop each quarter.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 25 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 1 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 8 Ackerman 2412

Inuructor: John Lee, formerly a reporter for the LA

Times, staff writer, LA Weekly, freelance magazine

writer

• Participants do not receive university credit.

• Only registered UCLA students are eligible.

• For more information, call 825-2787.

Reporting

Reporting A

An introduction to basic research methods, interview-

ing, covering breaking news and working with editors.

• Section 1

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 8 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 1 1 Ackerman Union 2412

Instructor: Frances Femandes, Student Media UCLA
adviser

• Section 2

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 1

2

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman Union 2412

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

Legal Issues in (he Media

Libel and privacy laws for editors, station managers,

copy editors, reporters and photographers. Sessions on

shield laws and the recently much-used California and

federal freedom of information laws. Copyright law.

Prerequisite: Current student media.

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 21 Ackerrman 2412

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 1^8 Ackerman 2412

Instructors: Rex Henke, senior partner, Gibson, Dunn

& Crutcher, expert in media law and Tim Alger,

associate, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, investigative

reporter. '

"^

November elections are approaching and student

editors and reporters are scrutinizing the candidates.

What do readers need to know about them? How can

this election affect their lives? Who is voting and who

is not and why. The workshop will explore the issues

and how to get the stories.

Prerequisite: Current student media

6 pm - 8 pm, Thursday Oct. 20 Math Science 5225

Instructor: Barbara J. Palermo, legal affairs reporter and

feature writer, The Daily News, The Daily journal and

The Evening Outlook

4!^^^^^H^

Photojoimialisin A

An introduction to news and feature photography.

Includes nig^t, interior and sports shoots, picture

composition and lighting, captioning and legal and

ethical issues.

Prerequisites: An application and test are required.

Applicants must shoot a roll of film on either of the

following topics:

1

)

people at work or

2) people at play

Applicants should turn in the test roll for developing

by 9 am Monday, Oct. 10 to the Student Media office

Workshop participants must own a camera

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 Math Science 5225

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 22 Math Science 5225

Instructor: Scott Weersing, former Daily Bruin photo

editor, staff photographer for Ventura Star Free Press

newspapers

Design A
~^ —

—

An introduction to the basic principles of graphic

design and how they apply to the presentation of

information in newspapers and magazines.

Submit application by 4 pm Monday, Oct. 10

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 20 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 27 Math Science 5225

Instructor: Albert Poon, designer San Jose Mercury

News

Desklop Publishing: QuarkXPress .

An introduction to electronic publishing software

Prerequisite: Current student media staff.

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Kerckhoff 210

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 22 Kerckhoff 210

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 28 Kerckhoff 210

Irxstructor: Eric Tolladay, freelance graphic artist

Broddfdst

Introduction to Radio

An overview ofhow a radio station operates

with an emphasis on programming, management

and promotion.

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thrusday, October 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm ' 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Math Science 5117

InstTMCtor: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly of

KNX/CBS radio

BnnicastJonnialisni

Students learn to put news and sports broadcasts

together. Emphasis on producing and interviewing.

1 pm - 7 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Ackerman Union 2412

Instructor. Ed Coglin, former Qiannel 13 news director

STUDENT
MEDIAim
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!3

U

1,0

Luxury Living
at Student Prices

• Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms!

• Never more than two students per room!

• New laundry and vending machinesi

• Double or Single Rooms availaUel

• Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Rooml

• Private Bathroom and Showerl

• Safe, quiet environment!

• Separate study and TV lounges!

• Cable TV!

• Plenty of free parking!

• Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all waiting for you in beautiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCXA!
The University ofJudaism .^Nirtments and Residence Halls

(310) 476-9777, ext. 259

d

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

KttirmtMKmcHKttM

1 Gussy up
6 On the ocean
10 Severe
14 Zodiac sign

15 Lean (toward)
16 Margarine
17 Wrong
18 Toy
20 Affirmative

21 Food fish

23 Isolated

24 Java's
neighbor

25 Perform again
26 Overbearing

pride

30 Receded
34 Commander
35 Creek
37 Lend an —
38 Wild party

39 Coin of

Iceland

41 Wise Men
42 Tint

43 Pinto —
44 Ladybug, for

one
46 Conductor —

Previn

48 Drilled

50 Assistant

52 Otherwise
53 Doglike
56 Most

qualified

57 Insect

60 Stretched
62 Glowing coal
64 Title

65 Traditional

knowledge
66 Wake up
67 Came out even
68 Transmit
69 Well-groomed

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

QESD OSQQD SUDQ
msnn amDns [sisam
ssizissinDiaoiaszzinGOQ

sa@D saacDQ

QSQQBQinamasDnaQ
SQSBOD QQQSQ

OQQBDDsizioiassmnm

© 1994 United FMtur* Syndtcat*

DOWN
1 Frolk:

2 Frost

3 Sacred bird

of Egypt
4 Female title

5 Corridor
6 Achieve
7 Future plant

8 Stop
9 Confuse
10 Associate

(with)

1

1

Away from the
wind

12 Genuine
13 Fishing boat
19 Alpine song
22 Hockey great

Bobby —
24 Physique
25 Harness piece
26 Hawaiian

welcome
27 "Late Show"

feature

28 Stormed
29 Witch
31 Defeats
32 Bird of prey
33 Dehydrated
36 Tags
40 Steak order
41 Just
43 Human —
45 — Standard

Time
47 Poured
49 Paid

attention

51 Bargains
53 Penny
54 Jai —
55 Alaskan

seaport
56 Capital of

Switzerland
57 Be next to

58 Cozy home
59 Low card
61 — the line

63 Ostrichlike

bird

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom fccurity buikiing,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCIA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet buikiing,

refrigerator, itove, disiiwaiher, miniblinds.

One month rent free. 31 0-203-881 4.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom • lottTl-bath,

ntfHv 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $725. 2-1-1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator Included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large end unit w/ bako-
nyAefrigerator. h4ew Carpe0>lind^patnt

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Lvge, immaculate 2-bdmV2-
bath. Stove, frklge, mIcrowWe, dishwasher.

h4ew carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

building. Parking, laundry. 3500 KeKon. 470-

6855.

PALMS. $995, 2-be<^-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm In unit One month free. :^4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator.

Convenient to WesUide, UCLA «id shop-

pinn. Gail 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. AppliarKes, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for my. Dl 0)837-4196.

Small ont bedroom, Mid Wilshire. kieal for

ont person. Stove and refrigerator. $425, first

and last, no deposit 21 3-938-2838.

UCLA X-LARGE SINGLE, dining room, walk
to UCLA and Village. $640. 10975 1/2 Roe-

blinn. (310)208-4253, (310) 824-2595.

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.

S46(yrTX)nth.

VENICE BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paki. 3/4-bith. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary Jo 310-392-8487.

$40(Vimonth.

AlltoiM Arms
Bachelors

FumishecVUnrumished

$445-$595
10809 Lindbrook Dr.. 31^206-1664

,

GET THE POINT?

ADVERTISE.

Daily Bruin
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WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.

Small, quiet buikiing. Upper balcany. Home-

like street, large ckiset, great area. 20 min.

UCLA $830. (213)935-9152.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroomr2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplaoe, built-in book
shelves, gated parkir>g and entry. Quiet buiki-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414
Jasmine. 310-838-4862.

West LX Bachelor, upper, utilities paid, near

Santa Monica Federal Bus Lines and market

lOmin. from campus. $450.310-475-4815.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 pwson, no pets, itove,

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov. 1. Large

1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpets,

blirwis, now available, piarklr^ laundry

facilities. 1 1321 Massachusedes Ave., shown
by appL 31 0-477-8750.

Westwood Village, 2-blcks from campus. \^
1-bdr. Front/back door. Carpeting, vertkral

blinds, kxked garage. $80C^m>. 10990
Strathomore#3. 310-206-1454/ 471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdmV2-1/2-baih oondo,

washer/dryer, side-by-sMe parking, pool.

Very targe, Irving room, dirting room,
equipped kitchen. Prime location!

$160(ymonth. 213-380-1 3SS.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOAV2-BATH, $950
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN
LIVING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher baJ-

»ny, kieal for grad sUidents. 1711 Mak»lm.
3/4-mile from campus. 31 0-273-1 21 2.

Westwood. 2-bdnn/1-bath, hvdwood fkxKs,

reskiential street, near campus, call Rachel,

310-208-7511.

WESTWOOD. Great 1 -bedroom effkiency.

AC/DW/FP/Pool^HM/garage parking. 655 Kel-

ton. $700. bnmediate move-in. Perfect 9-

month lease. Leave ntessane 310-824-1799.

WESTWOOO^ENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$750. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

cvpets, verwtians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, enclosed private garage. Quiet

buikiinn. 310-474-1172.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KITCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 310-447-8500.

WLA, 2 miles to UCLA, upper, 1-bd/l-ba, all

appliances, carpets, drapes, sonr>e fumiture,

spa. iTQOhno. 1712 Colby. 310-318-5620.

WLA. $482. Bachebr, free utilities, walk-in

closet, new carpet and bathroom, vertical

blinds, refrigerator, 10 minutes to UCLA.
310-478-2763.

WLA. $725-$850. Very large 1, 2-bedroom.
Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of ckxets, bal-

cony. All appliances. Paint and carpet V.J.

310-447-5714.

WLA. $725. 1-bdmVl-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rinnton. 310-473-9741 or 310-378-8063;

WLA. 1-1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, itove,

fridge. $62(ymonth. Mondvmonth leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 31 0-477-01 1 2.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA," $6(XVmonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, xnd barbecue area. Quiet build-

Inn. 3748 Inglewpod Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. $500 Bachelor in duplex.

Utilities paid, fireplace, laundry. 10617 Kirv

nard. 310-474-1923.

51 Apartments. Unfurn.

$650. 2-bdrnV1bath unfurnished. Stove, re-

frigerator, r>ew carpets, newly decorated.

PkxVLaClenena. 310-279-2002.

MAR VISTA, 1-bdrm, upsUirs, smaller, quiet,

clean buikiing, parking, laundry. Pets OK.
$65(VmontJw«2-7580.

PALMS, $575, brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, seQjrity, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

PALMS. Single $535. Clean, Large pool,

convenient to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-

4332.

SANTA MONKIA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laufKiry, new carfiet and paint Forei^ stud-

eite welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

52 Apartments to Stiare

BcvcHy Hills chamiing Apt 2bdrs-1bth.

Walk to stores and bus. Healthy, oonskicrate

lifestyle. M/F. Great Cat. $40(yrTK>^half util-

ities and deposit 31 &-859-8561

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large furnished apartment in West-

wmxilandfair. Close to UCLA, kitchen, pri-

vate bath. $333/Wk> -t- utilHies. 310-209-

0365.

HUGE 2-BDRM APARTMENT, 100 yvds
UCLA, views, own room, furnished, pool, ga-

rane. SS75/month. 310-824-9883.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Fumished , aEAN, 2-

bed/2-bath. Carious complex, FULL AMEN-
ITIES, SECURITY, new carpeti/appliances.

Great location, Westside. $550Anonlh. 310-

837-9509. Prefer male.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own balh,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer N/5 female. Close

to can>pus. $450-»- 1/2 utilHies. 818-907-

9401.

52 Apartments to Share

TWO FEMALE ALUMS. seek malc/femafe r^
roommate in Brentwood. Parking. $45QAno.-f

deposit (31G»B26^2736.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large, charming 2-bedroom upper in Spanish

duplex. Beverly Hills adjacent $42S^TK>nth.

Call 213-934-6422.
;

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share i
bedroom. Nkx spackMJS apartment 5*ftinute
walk from Lot-32. $300/month. Bobby 310-
478-7121 or Cathy 310-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/ume. Contemporarily fumished 1-

bdrm/1-bath, co-«d, luxury, security corwio
w/amenities. Westwood, $35QAt»nth. All
utilities included. Jomthan, 310-479-6589.

Hilgard Ave. Femafe itudcnts, large house
and bedroonw to share. Kitchen, cabfe T.V.,

Cont Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat
310-208-8931.

LARGE ROOM availabfe inwnediately to yad
student Own bathroom. $40(]^i>onth. Quiet

buikiing. 5 miles from campus. On bus line.

310-204-1768.

MELROSE professor seeks N^ vegan room-

mate to share unfurnished apartment in West
HollywDod. Leave message 80S-373-419S.

Need Babysitter for infant and toddler girls.

Tue/Thurs, Sat arwi some Sundays. $6.0Q^r.

310-397-5343

PALMS, Female roommate wanted. $380 •»

utilities. Direct bus to UCLA. No pet 310-

202-7010.

Single female roommate wanted to sublease

or possibly share 2-bc^-ba SanU Monica

apt New carpets, very clean. Call Mike 310-

394-5609

Two Northern Cal girls with 3bdmV2ba, seek

roommate $363-Hitils. Barry Ave. ck»e to

UCLA. 310-478-2445

WANTED: Female to share room in 2-

bdmV2-bath apartment in WLA.
$31G^month. Call Anne 820-1483 or 818-

769-6207.

WESTCHESTER, share room. $22SAnnonth -i-

utilities, parking, pool, front and backyard,

peU OK. Prefer femafe, non-smoking. 310-

641-8033.

WLA. OWN BEO/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment Parking, 5-miles to UCLA. Non-

smoker. Availabfe now. $47(Vimo. Call 310-

447-2421.
;

WLA. Seeking mature N/S roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit w/Mscurity

alamn. Washer/Dryer, parking. $42(Vmo.,

$425 security deposit Deniae 31 0-31 2-6681.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautiful, extrentely large, fumished, private,

bright, sunny, room. Prhratc entrance^yard.

Walk to UCLA. Excclfehl, parking, kitchen,

male. 310-475-4517.

$465. Fumished nxxn. Small erKkised patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, washer and dryer. Some mountain and

city views, by nature trail.1 5-minutes from

UaA. 310-476-0256.

BRENTWOOD $55(VWK}nth. Private bed and

bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Female, non-smoker. 310-

395-0623.

BRENTWOOD LUXURY. Very Ivge private

bathroom, hardwood fk>ors, cabfe, near biii,

campus. Easy parking, prefer male, limited

kitci>en, fVS. 310-472-4419.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share very

attractive 2-bedroom in Westwood. Very

ckiec to shops, IXXA. Pool^acuzzl, gym,
sauna arwi lauridry. fricludes eiectrk% arxi

K». $40C^onth. 310-479-5264.

FOR RENT. Fumished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Private bath, parking,

weekly maki service, kitchen, laurxiry privi-

fe^. Cabfe TV, utilitfes. Steps to the beach,

kfeal for N/S femafe, professkmal graduate

student $650^T>or«h. 310-459-2109.

Fumished yMhptc\Qu% ckMct, TV and stereo

included 1 5-minutes from UCLA, close to

bus. K/S. $425 utilitfes included. 310-657-

1468.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

ckisets, kitchnVlaurtdry. Near Nationa^at-
tie and #8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

markets. $47S/h>o. 31 0-397-8002.

MAR VISTA, $32S/hionth, owm room, big,

cfean, bright, laurviry, partially fumished,

minute to bus, pets negotiabfe. Available

ASAP. Charkitte. 310-391-5088.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building, gated parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.
$4O0^ir¥}nth.

Private room, slure bath, TVAadk), rent re-

ductk>nAM}rk exchange as nwther's helper

for 6 yr. old, evenings artd weekends. Fe-

male. 310-576-2318.

ROOM AND BATH IN PRIVATE HOME
NEAR UCLA. Qufet, safe neighborhood,

kitchen prhrifeges. $435. Mature male
preferred. No smokhiK. 310-271-1658.

Room for rent Mafe non-smoker, clean, re-

sponsible. WLVBeverly Hill^entry City.

Near pvk/gym. Great neighborhood. Lrg.

2bdnn. $49ahM>.-HJtils. Call Lnley 310-553-

9108.

SANTA MONKIA. Fumished bedroom/bath.

Female faculty member preferred, N/5, like

cats. Commuter Monday-Thursday, %\» #8.

First and last $30(]h^TK>nth. 310-452-1948.

^- •
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58 House for Sole 58 House for Sole 58 House for

At Playskt^ciric,

=rrf[g^Big But the Price.
[Vices RcdLicoJ Ui^ To $1 H.OOO

4 HOMHS SOLD

From $220,900
Up to 2,500 square feet with a loft, study, family toom

and four-car garage. These are amenities you'll find in

Playa Pacific townhomes. What you won't find is a

big price. Our townhomes start at only $220,900.

• 24-hour Guard Gated Security

• From 1 ,600 to 2 ,500 Square Feet ,

• Private Attached 2, 3, or 4-car Garages

• Family Rooms
• Living Rooms with Wood -Burning Fireplaces

• Oversized Bedrooms

• Private Yards in Some Plans

• Independent Culver City Schools

• Convenient Location-Near San Diego and Marina

Freeways

• Lush Landscaping

• Pool, Spa and Two-Story Entertainment Center

with Big-Screen TV

BCVEIUyHIUS

MAKIHA
Da KEY

FKinc
OCEAN

PLAYA PACI FIC
s ^ s

Entrance on Hannum Avenue between '

Slauson and Playa in Culver City

(Take 405 FWY and exit Jefferstin, go east to Hannum Avenue)

Open daily 11-5, closed Wed. & Thurs.

310/572-4446

CoattCo Inc. Pruev Mjhtci't Td chi^nKi- A mnnthlv Hirnicrmrifn Av-x ratntn fee maint^iia^ the ctMnmiin »rc»s. Ask Sales Rcprc^ntative t*ir rVt.uU
laucw

57 House to Shore

FEMALE CRAD STUDENT/PROF receded to

share 2 ixirm/1 bath tovvnlxKise, near UCLA,
W/D, cable. SSSCVmo. (310)575-0501.

Mar Vista Hills. Crad student wanted to share

house: private, large room w/Tireplace, pri-

vate bath, jacuz2i, 2 decks, $550. 310-398-

5440

PROFESSIONAL MALE to share 2bdrrTv'1ba

house. Private entrance, yard, washer/dryer,

storage available, half utilities, N/S. Cat Q^
$595. MDR, (310)827-2706.

.ousefor Sole

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Clen Blvd. just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 818-7B').7l 1

7

62 Room/Board for Help

Large sunny room, bathroom, beautiful Brent-

wood park home in exchange for light house-

work, some driving female only, flexible

schedule. 310-472-9759.

LOOKING FOR LIVE-IN CHILDCARE in ex-

change for roomAxiard plus r>egotiable sti-

pend. Car necessary. Flexible days ^r^ ^K>urs

)udy Crodan 310-274-2t,'i7

West LA HOUSE
Bxchanse

Wanted: Pleasant House/ Condo
in Wash. D.C. in exchange

for S BR houae in excellent location

call: (310)446-0034 betw. 10/9-10/21

Smyser in D.C. (210) 362-0330

OWN kC)OM, iJOARD +$10(yWEEK. Ma-
ture, upbeat, female student wanted for

minimal housework, driving childcare. Help-

er to 34year/old newly single mom. Nice Mar
Vista horrie. 1 5-minutes from campus. 310-

397-6445.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarKe- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student. 818-

906-1399.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-bed/2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air ar>d heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beverly

Hills. 10-minutcs from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-208-8049. Ask for Freddy.

68 Condos to Shore

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Westwood
corvio, 24-hour Security guard, valet service,

9th floor view of crty. Seeking noo-smoking
male or female. $65(ymonth. 969 H\\9»"*

310-271-5995 (day), 31 0-44 3.5909 ^^^2
ings).

69 Condos for Rent

$1495/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm +loft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-278-5517.

3-bdrnV2-bath corKio on Hilgard, very large

ar>d bright, $1750. 3-car parking security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

WLA-PALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,

$1500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet

street. 10 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

60 Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
and women. Type and cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood and
Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $475/month
including utilities. Call Estelle 310-515-5889.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD.- 10-15 hours/week, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurarxie.

French speaker preferred. 310-278-9307 or

310-472-7269.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hours/week. Wal-

king distance campus. Experience/references

required. 310-470-4662.

Free Room and Board in exchange for assist-

ing 8-year-old girl in P/T daily activities. M-
F, must have car, Cheviot Hills, 310-204-

2486.

KITCHEN CZAR...I0W key and low fat cook-

ing In exchange for room and modified full

board. Three children (10, 12, 14) and The
Cat. Organize, cook, keep kitchen clean.

Monitor children, honr>ework guidance. 15

hours, Morxlay through Thursday 3:15 til

7pm. No housework, no weekerwis. Ten

minutes from UCLA, near busline. Private

room. P«^ect for upper ciss or graduate

student Must be UCLA enrolled. Norv

smokinx, Vai, 310-471-1671. evening bcit

67 Condos for Sole

Bright, 2+1 3/4, WLA. Top floor, move-in
condition. Convenient to IJCLA. Great op-

portunity at $115,900. Linda, Remax
(31 0)826-1 880 ext. 329.

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. U1. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit. Great patio,

pool. Agent (310)479-6832.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6782.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
1 Bedroom 1 Bath

$6S0/month • Security Building

Appliances ¥ Some Utilities Included

Option to Buy

(310) 447-1005 '

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pets. Between

6-9pm 310-472^336.

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful

Beverly Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH
EN. $400. 310 358 6396.

75 Health Clubs 75 Health Clubs

Free Parking
Underground

l\ I

1
nom*mb«rsh^

Acupressure |
t*^

$1Soft
I

• Shiatsu & Swedish ^ wtku vw_

Lomi Lomi Therapy

» Oiiropr^ctic

Ooan 7 dayi

laOOAM
H

10 00 PM

RENAISSANCE

HEALTH CENTER
&^k\ SANTA MONICA BLVO
WEST HOLLVWOOD 2nd Floor

310-289-9219

Counseling
(Family. CMd. Marriage)

• Martial Arcs (prk«tal

• Sauna / Showers

• Pnvate rooms for men
& women

• SPECIAL RATES ON 5 OR 1 MASSAGES • GFT CERTFICATES AVAILABLE
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78 Misc. Activities

^ ATTENTION ^
* CLUBS *
NBC SHOW TAPINGS
Help raise $$$ for your

organization. For more info.

call (818) 840-3551

^NBC
91 Insurance

/lllslate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-
2376, 21 3-263- BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-B688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & OaiVERY. The careful

nfx)ver$. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free, jerry 31 0-391 -S6S7.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & editing!

Al subjects ThaiM/Dl9eertalk>ns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

IntematkxMl students wekx>me.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shwon B»T, Ph.D. (310) «70-5o«2

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experienced

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
Professional, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing

and re-writes also available. 213-933-3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, Ihesev'publications; tutors English/study

skills; trains tinoe" management/stress reduc-
tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Japanese conversation class. SMC. 310-
452-9214. Starting Oct..22. 6-Saturday5.
BeR.:9am-12. Intermediate: 1-4. $75.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCVEDITINC. Papers,
reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-
tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.
213-871-1333.

SURVEYS for thesis, etc. Professional print-

ing. Automatic data entry, Proven accuracy,

Quick turn-around. Competitive prices. Veros
Information Systems, 310231-1500.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help dcvelopin^editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

98 Tutoring Offered

"GERMAN TUTOR. Experienced native

speaker, flexible hours, price open for discus-

sion. Contact Jay. 21 3-857-0406.

ART HISTORY TUTOPIAL SERVICES. OfVoff

campus tooition. Flexible hours. Reasonable

rates. 310-575-0607.

ienced teacher (Ph-

8652.

BKXOGY TUTOR
D Microbiology). 310

rTAUAN ipSONS/TUTORINC Native

speaker, el^ricnced teacher. Private and
group Instruction, reasonable prices. Call

Roberta 310-474-1634.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SiS/hour. Cal-

culus, statistia, probability, math for physi-

cal/ioclal sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-637-9996, pajier, 310-582-9626 NeO.

9B Tutoring Offered

MY TUTOR.
MATH/PHYS^CS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

99 Tutoring Needed

The Princeton Edge is looking for tutors. The
hours are flexible and the pay is Si 3.00 per
hour. For more info, call 310-394-7454.

TUTOR NEEDED for high school statistics

and Spanish. 4-6 hr^wk. My home, need car.

310-472-2628.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. $12/hr. 818-347-7616/310-
475-4830.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legal/medical transcription experience.
Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fooTiats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 31 0-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-
pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.
Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount.
310-S87-03S7.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

105 Travel

HITGH^TKE

SKIES

Hawaii

$129

Chicago

Boston

Dallas 078)

EUROPE $248

810«394«0550
Call For Free Program Descriplion

LoncJon
Frankfurt

Tokyo
Boston
•Fares en each woy from los Ansete based on a
rouidthp purchase Restrictions appty and taws not
included. Call for oltier vs^rtdwide destnaticns

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council Travel
1093 Brcwton Ave,, #220, Los Angeles, CA 900S4

310-208-3551
iuraiipasses

issued on-the-spot!
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I can make $12Q/weel( doing what? WH IT?

ahfomia Cryobank, Inc. is Kx>king

I for youn? male students ( 19-J4

years of age) to donate sperm. You will

participate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the United States close to twenty

million pe(jplc are arfected by

int'ertilir/. Often the only solution is,

to use sperm from donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and tree

medical/genetic testing. For more

details call (310)443-5244 EXT 24

open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

N
SANTA MONICA BLVD.

1»90

WESTWOOO BLVD.

LA GRANGE AVE.

UNDERGROUND
PARKING

aYMPCBLVD.

MkeaipacB

Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Lx)s Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)4708880

Most insurance and credit cards accepted.

(]f66G^y

102 Music Lessons

CLHTAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25+ yrs playing exp. Call

^ David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

SINCI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, rwar UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,
reliable. Layout, editing, composition.
Resunr>es/cover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

105 Travel

E L

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

J 310-441.4388

109 Autos for Sale

81 BMW 320i, S-speed, good condition,

clean. Black, beige interior, stereo, sunroof,

alarm. S2800. Oenise (310)825-9095 (cam-
pus).*

Nissan Pulsar 87, automatic, t-top, blue.

Mileage 97,000. $3100. Call Ji-jeng. 310-

444-0945.

Perfect student car, 1974 VW Superbeetle,

recently painted, forest green, immaculate in-

terior, new EVERYTHING, runs excellent.

C)nlyS1999. Call 310-721 1640.

'84 VOLKSWAGEN (SCIRROCO). S-$pecd,

sunroof, air, canette, excellent condition,

previously oMmed by one student. S2100.
D1 0)391 -7230. Rachet.

115 Scooters for Sole

1987 Honda Elite 1 SO. White, excellent con-
dition. Helmet, lock and basket. $850 obow
213-954-8948.

._

1989 Honda Elite 80. Low mileage. White.

Helmet wnA lock indudtd. Original owner.

f7S& C«H P«n at 310-546.2446.

115 Scooters for Sale

HONDA ELITE 80. 2 person, luned-up, new
battery, lock, 2 helmets, basket, 1995 regis-

tration, excellent condition, low miles,

$55(yobo. (310)473-3346.

Honda Elite '80, good condition, white, hel-
met and lock included. $600. Day 310-719-
5072. Eve 310-442-5228.

'86 HONDA ELITE 150. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Lock and helmet includ-
ed. $85(Vobo. Call Kevin 818-879-1273.

'87 YAMAHA RIVA 125. 6.9k miles. Excel-
lent condition. Garaged. $895. Steve 310-
649 6362.

'89 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-
tion. Low mile, just tuned, includes helmet
and lock. $750/obo. Call Reina (310)829-
1727 Of (310)838-8687.

"90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, excellent con-
dition, registered until May '95, includes two
helmeU and lock. Great dealt $950. 310-
777-5328.

126 Furniture for Sole

Chaise, chairs, ottoman, kitchen applii

nrwrel Perfect for student apartment Pentax
35mm 200m camera. All good condition.

Best pflco. 818-799-9977.

FOR SALE: full size mattress and box spring

$100, Ull white book case $10. Call

010557-1819.

126 Furniture for Sale

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-

ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,
bed $100. Must sell call 310-61 7-4703.

127 Garage Sales

Sofa beds $95. Twin Beds $25. Marble tables

$25. Bedspreads $10. 2528 S. Sepulvcda. 1.5

block south of Pico. 310-477-9066.

129 Musical Instruments

Electronic dmm set- Rolar>d PD-31s, TAMA
stands. Call 310-824-7535. $1100obo.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

COMPUTER SACRIFICEIII Mac Classic 2/40
HD with Imagewriter II, Keyboard, mouse,
covers, wristpad, and paper...$425 obo. Call

310-586-6222.

COMPUTER SALEI Power Book Duo 230,
Global fax modem, all popular software.
Travel case and misc., brand new, $1900. leff

213^S3-224a

Clipper

rookie

no-show
in Irvine
By Marc stein

Los Angeles Daily News

IRVINE — Lamond Murray and
Eric Piatkowski are in Los
Angeles. Just not with the

Clippers.

When team members were
introduced Thursday night after a

charity golf tournament in

Newport Beach, Murray and
Piatkowski were the lone absen-

tees out of 21 players. Their hold-

outs become official Friday as

training camp began at UC
Irvine.

Since negotiations started last

month, nothing close to an agree-

ment involving Murray, a new
resident of Manhattan Beach, or

Piatkowski, who has been in town
for almost three weeks, has
developed.

"We have high expectations for

the rookies," Clippers general

manager Elgin Baylor said. "We
know they have the potential.

"It's always disappointing to

have players that aren't in camp,
especially rookies. Every day is

important to a young player."

Murray, the No.7 overall pick,

and his representative, Fred
Slaughter, could not be reached

Thursday. They are seeking a

multi-year package starting in the

team's $2.4-million slot; the

Clippers have offered a six-year

deal beginning at $1.1 million

and worth almost $12 million

total (averaging $1,925 million).

Jeff Austin, the agent for No. 15

pick Piatkowski, spoke Thursday
lo^ippers V4ce President Andy-
Roeser but reported no progress

in their stalemate. Austin has

rejected the Clippers' .T.u!ti-year

pitch starting at $650,000, saying

Piatkowski deserves the $1.1 mil-

lion first-year salary being
offered to Murray.

"(Roeser) hasn't made another

offer, which is really remark-
able," Austin said Thursday. "It

well could be an 1 Ith-hour deal,

but I don't expect it. It wasn't the

most positive conversation.

'They're going to have to make
us an offer other than something
lower than every'player drafted

(around) Eric. If he has to miss
camp, or part of the season, it has

to be done."

134 Computer/Typewriter

COMPUTERS!!
Whether vou are a student or professor,

NOW is the time to buy vnA upgrade your
IBM PC ar>d Compatibles. We also do con-
sulting and progranVfile maintenance. Let us
help make your research/work faster and eas-
ier. AH computers arc delivered FREE, in-

stalled FREE, and come with ONE_YEAR
service warranty. Call SynapSys Computer
Source todayl 310-478-8733.

HP-IIIP LASERPRINTER, $495; Compaq
VGA-Monitor $149; Compaq 286 portable

(W.P. 5.1 installed) $695. OBO. Must Seel

Must Sell! 818-799-9977.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bar^n! Call your fellow UCLA bruin tor In-

formation. 818-225-0909.

MAC SE 8MEG RAM, hard-drive, keyboard,
mouse, travel case and extras. Excellent and
practical. S75(yobo. Call 824-2348.

MACINTOSH COLOR CLASSIC w/idded
memory ^ 'extras.' Portable. Less than 1-

year-old. $1500. Chris: 213-299-9850 even-

inns.

Used XT and AT aimputera. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from
SSQMch. 310.28fr.U22.

'^TT' -**T-
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JEFF FU/Ddily Bruin

Bruin linebacker Donnie Edwards had 10 tackles In UCLA's 26-7
loss to Cal last Saturday.

FOOTBALL
From page 48

"We just made a lot of bad deci-

sions in terms of blocking in the

back, and in terms of holding,"
Donahue said.

Penalties, however, were not the

only disheartening aspect of the

game for UCLA. If it was not a

penalty that stalled the Bruin's
offense, it was a turnover. The
three quarterbacks that played
combined for four interceptions,

two of which led to Cal points.

Following Paul Guidry's touch-

down-saving interception of Cal
quarterback Dave Barr's pass in

the end zone on Cal's first drive,

the Bruins were forced to punt.

The Bears received the ball on
their own 1 8, and after eight plays,

Brian Longwell was wide left on a

52-yard field goal attempt.

UCLA took over on its own 35,

but on a third and ten from the 50,

starting quarterback Wayne Cook
threw into the hands of Cal's Artis

Houston, who relumed the inter-

ception 52-yards to the UCLA 11.

Three plays later, Cal was on the

scoreboard with a four-yard scor-

ing strike from Barr to tight end
Tony Gonzalez with 2:53 remain-
ing in the first quarter.

Cook returned to the field and
seemed to redeem himself, engi-

neering an 80-yard drive that cul-

minated in what ended up as

UCLA's only score, when Daron
Washington burst up the middle
and ran 26-yards into the end
zone.

After punts by both teams,
Longwell split the uprights on a

38-yard attempt, and UCLA took

the ball on its own 20. On the sec-

ond play of the series, however.
Cook was stripped of the ball on a

broken play, and Chad Sauter
recovered for the Bruins in their

own end zone - a safety,

"There's not a guy in the locker

room that likes football right
now," Cook said. "It's just not fun

when you lose four in a row."

Darren Schager's free kick was
returned to the Cal 40, and with

Barr knocked out of the game with

a broken collarbone, Cal back-up
quarterback Kerry McGonigal led

the Bears 60-yards in six plays,

the last of which was a 20-yard
touchdown pass to Iheanyi
Uwaezuoke, and Cal entered the

locker room with a 19-7 halftime

advantage.

"I think that series before the

end of the first half was huge,"

Donahue said. "When you're a

team like us struggling right now,

you don't have the same response

as a team on a roll, making plays.

It becomes a downer.

"We just gave Cal all the

momentum and they made the

ptays."

Both teams were scoreless in

the third quarter, and when UCLA
took the ball on its own 5-yard
line with 30 seconds left in the

third quarter, Donahue benched
Cook in favor of sophomore Ryan
Fien.

"When you're not making
plays, the focal point becomes the

quarterback," Donahue said. "I

wanted to see if a change would
help us. Obviously, it didn't have

much impact."

It had an impact, albeit undesir-

able. On his third play of the

...it was the fifth

consecutive time that the

Bruins have fallen to Cal.

game, Fien dropped back and
threw to Bryan Adams, who was
hit immediately. The ball bounced
off ofAdams and into the hands of

Cal safety Dante DePaola, who
returned the interception 25-yards

for the Bears' final touchdown.
Fien was intercepted again on

the Bruins' next possession, and
after two punts by Cal and one by
UCLA, third-string quarterback
Rob Walker entered the game for

the Bruins, only to be intercepted

on his third pass.

On the day. Cook completed 9
of his 15 attempts for 92 yards,

while Fien was 3-of-5 for 28
yards. Tailback Sharmon Shah
rushed 1 7 times for 83 yards, and
Skip Hicks ran the ball six times

for 25 yards. As usual, flanker

Kevin Jordan and linebacker
Donnie Edwards turned i^ out-

standing* performances for UCLA.
Jordan caught five passes for 70
yards, and Edwards had ten tack-

les, including a sack that dropped
Barr for an eight-yard loss. Inside

linebacker Shane Jasper led the

defense with 12 tackles, including

two for losses.

For the Bears, Barr was 7 of 12

for 1 16 yards, and McGonigal was
6 of 9^ for 82 yards. Reynard
Rutherford ran the ball 22 times

for 98 yards, and Uwaezoke
caught four balls for 74 yards.

While the loss was the fourth

straight for UCLA, it was the fifth

consecutive time that the Bruins
have fallen to California, making
the Bears the first conference team
in 60 years to beat UCLA five

times in a row. Donahue fell to 14-

5 versus California. /

NEARSIGHTED?
Lenrn how to reduce or eliminate nearsightedness and astigmatism without

surgery - GUARANTEED!
A newly dovelu|)ed rigid gas pearmeable lens is now available that can reshape your

cornea, thereby reducing or eliminating nearsightedness and astigmatism. We guarantee to

improve your nearsightedness or you pay nothing for the contact lenses

For a FREE consultation, call (31 0) 208-301

1

•Member of Los Angeles
County, California &
American Optometric
Associations

•Graduated UCLA 1967
•Graduated So. Cal. College

of Optometry 1971 with

Honors
•Specializing In contact

.i.TMember: UCLA DR- JON D. VOGEL

^^^=^%Jon D. \/ogel, O.P,
jsgl^:^

—

a professional ccx^poraticyi~
1 082 Glendon Avenue • LA Calif.

Alumni Association OPTOMETRIST

caU. today for your appointment

^ 30».:$€ii I

OFFCE HOURS: M: 10-7;

T.W.F:9-5;Th:10-8;SAT;104

SEHABLAESPANa

BACK TO SCHOOL MONDAY SPECIALS
EXAM AND 4 PAIRS OF

FLEXIWEAR SOFT CONTACTS
$169 DAILY WEAR & EXTENDED WEAR

EXAM & EYEGLASSES
$98 INCLUDES PLASTIC LENSES &
FRAMES FROM SPECIAL SELECTION

±4 = 2D.CYL.

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"
BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter
e * • L i

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!
LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE^^5^^'

everybody welcome • we love new members!

boelter 5440
•
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When you meed to see a doctor now

The UCLA
Urgent Care Center

Our UCLA Family Physicians are experts in caring for most common urgent

health problems in people of all ages. You don't need a physician referral or

membership in a specific health plan— although we are a preferred provider

for BruinCare, Health Net and several other plans. And if you need more

specialized care, your Urgent Care physician will refer you to one of UCLA's

highly qualified specialists.

The UCLA Urgent Care Center is located in the Family Health Center at 200

UCLA Medical Plaza, one block north of the corner of Le Conte Avenue and

Westwood Boulevard.

No appointment needed.

Open noon to 9 p.m. weekdays
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday

(310) 825-8941

a v\«Drthy substrtxite. John Wesley Hyatt came forward with Celhjiotd. the wortd's first plastic. Hyatt had bought the patent
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(8DRIVING & TRAFFIC SCHOOL

UCLA & ALL Student Discount f^
Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays Ql
1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 f^
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse III
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AB8Y MOSKOWITZ/Daily Bruin

UCLA outside hitter Jenny Johnson had five kills against Cal
Friday night in Berkeley.

Volleyball thrashes
Cal at Harmon Gym
Bears hit just .020

as No. 3 UCLA
wins in one hour

I

I

I

r

go back pretty Fa^
fe?nd FVfceS this

good on film and
processing

3

MANUMCTURBTSCOUPON EXPnESMOM

^-yM' V^Jrr cobr print film.

Valid only on film wiih "Proof of Purchase USA" symbol
((WSUMER Coupon good only on puichasc of Kodak
amateur color prim film (Black-and-white and profrssio)...

film excluded ) hmit one coupon per puichase Mayno<be

I TAfKTARQETnUIDCVELOPMQ COUPON EXPnESMOM

amateur color prim film (Black-and-white and professiorul

film excluded ) hmit one coupon per puichase Mayn
copied, iransferrrd or used with any other Kodak offer You

pay any applicable tax RETAILER Kodak will reimburse you for the lace value of this coupon
plus B cents handling alkvwanre. provided you properly redeem it on iwail safes of the described
Kodak film Upon request

. you must fumtsh proof-of-purchase of sufficient ptoduct to cover all

redempiions Failuir to observe above terms may void all coupons fubmined or constiiiMe fraud

I
MAIL TO Eastman Kodak Compmy. CMS Dept 4I77l.OneFawceH Drtve.Dd Rio.TaMs
78840 Reproductions not accepted Vbid where prohibited CmH value 1/86 cent Good only in

ScoKoWti
'

$10FF
Oiialex color

0«4
I

I

United States and Pueito Rico I and Gold are tndemxria

I^^^^_PI
iiim processing.

•*"^^^^^
Enclose this coupon

and one roll of 1 10, disc or 35mm full frame

I

color print film or singje-use camera (C-41
process only) in a film developing order
envelope. One coupon per onder. May ruH
be combined with any other offer.

I

V^FUM OEVELOPINO

Wc do your pictures, too.

I AINKSET IX^ FILM OEVELOPINQ _L^^^
rojw ucvcLurinu UMM^QOemanK^. -^^ FILM OEVELOPINQ

Wc do your pictures, too. 4i77iio46o| Wc do your pictures, too. I

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

BERKELEY — The third-ranked

UCLA women's volleyball team
rolled to its 12th straight victory

in Harmon Gym Friday night,
crushing the California Golden
Bears, 15-1, 15-6, 17-15, in just

over an hour.

"We played extremely well in

the first two games," UCLA head
coach Andy Banachowski said.

"We moved people around a little

in game three and that created
some confusion."

Senior outside hitter Annett
Buckner had a field day with the

smallish Cal block, tallying 17
kills with a .467 hitting percent-
age. Buckner's smashes account-
ed for four of the Bruins' first six

points.

The momentum from the 10-

VOLLEYBALL

minute, f>rsHgame dismantling
caVricd to^he second game as the

Bruins raced out to a 13-3 advan-
tage. Johnson collected five of her

eight kills on the night in the sec-

ond frame.

The Bruins, statistically one of
the top blocking teams in the
nation, stuffed the Bears a mere
seven times on the night, but they

held Cal to a paltry .020 hitting

percentage by coming up with 44
digs. '

- "We realiy hbstled tonight,"

Banachowski said. "I was pleased
with the effort, we weren't look-
ing ahead to Stanford."

Banachowski employed a dif-

ferent look in the third game, sub-

stituting freshman setter Kim
Coleman for starter Kelly
Flannigan and 1ettii\g freshman
outside hitter Kara Milling handle
some setting duties.

The result was a third game
that saw the Bears battle from a
14-11 deficit to 15 apiece.
However, junior middle blocker
Michelle Mauney served an ace
and the Bears were called for a
lift to end the match.

AUDREY LEEA)ailyBnjln

UCLA defender Frankie Hejduk helped the Bruins to tally their third consecutive shutout Sunday
against New Mexico.

. SOCCER
From page 48
Even so, UCLA proved once

again this weekend that they could
find ways to win, which is good
pews for a team that will have to

contend with the Hoosiers in three

short weeks.
•••

Against the Runnin' Rebels (4-

'7) at Peter Johann Memorial
Field, the Bruins^ were able to cre-

ate chances on goal despite the

home team's trademark physical

style of play. *
,

The Bruins scored their first

goal in the 41st minute after
UCLA midfielder Caleb Meyer
set up fellow midfielder Justin

Selander with a cross pass from
the right side.

Selander volleyed the ball from
the top of the goal box and into the

net to put UCLA up, 1-0.

In the second half, the Bruins
resumed the scoring as UCLA
defender Adam Frye assisted for-

ward Ante Razov on a breakaway,
which put the striker into a one-

on-one with the Rebel goalie.

.Razov buried the ball in the

63rd minute to give the Bruins an

insurance goal and a 2-0 lead.

Then, in the 89th minute Frye
tallied a goal of his own on an
assist by UCLA midfielder Eddie
Lewis. With a chip shot over the

goalie's head, Frye put the Bruins

up 3-0 and dashed all hopes of a

Rebel comeback.

All in all, th6 game featured six

cautions and one ejection - with
UCLA garnering just two of the

bookings. UCLA goalie Chris
Snitko had five saves on the
evening.

•••

Sunday's game against the

Lobos (7-5) featured another clas-

sic 1-0 squeaker by the Bruins,

who have won six games this sea-

son by a one-goal margin.

And, in what has become typi-

cal for UCLA, the game-winner
came late in the second half.

The Bruins found redemption in

the 74th minute, scoring on their

only shot on goal in the second
half.

Razov orchestrated the play.

crossing the ball from the left cor-

ner to UCLA midfielder Tahj
Jakins, who put a one-touch past

the Lobo goalie to give the Bruins

a 1 -0 lead and an eventual victory.

The shutout was Snitko's third

consecutive.
•••

With the two victories, the

Bruins have improved their

Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation record to 2- 1 . UCLA
will play its last four conference

games over the next two weeks.

Men's soccer

UCLA 3, UNLV

From page 48

However, the undefeated
Cardinal calmly took 14 out of the

last 15 points, behind five Folkl
kills and four team blocks.

After tying the match, the
Bruins took a 13-12 lead in game
three, but a wide smash by junior

outside hitter Jenny Johnson (1

1

kills and 7 digs) and Trifenbach
and Folkl kills off the quick sets

of freshman Lisa Sharpley gave
the Cardinal the pivotal game.

"That was certainly a key point
in the match," Banachowski said.

"We had our opportunities, but we
couldn't capitalize."

The Cardinal closed it out
behind the right arm of Trifenbach
as she threw down six kills in the

final frame, her last rocket careen-
ing off Johnson to seal the match.

/ **Wc had a great effort tonight.

Banachowski said. "We attacked
very well and served very well,

unfortunately we had some laps-

es."

"We attacked very well

and served very well ..."

Andy Banachowski

UCU Head Coach

Sophomore middle blocker
Kim Krull paced the Bruins with
1 1 digs while senior Alyson
Randick accounted for four of the

Bruins' 12 team blocks.
Sophomore Kelly Flannigan went
all the way at setter, dishing out
40 assists and contributing nine
digs.

UNLA 1

UCLV
Scoring

Selander (Meyer) 41st

Razov (Frye) e2nd
Frye (Lewte) 89th

Statistics UCLA UNL
Shots on goal 7 4
Comer kla<s 1 2
Goalie saves 5 4
il(y/atLtaVegat Mentlmm. J700
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UCLA
From page 48

Past histories are thrown out and
the slate is wiped clean.
Unfortunately for the Bruins, they

can' t take their trophy case out on
the field.

In the past, a banged-up and
struggling UCLA team might have

managed to sneak past the Golden.
Bears for a victory. But now,
improvements in Cal's program,
and in every Pac-10 team for that

matter, have leveled the playing
field to the point where no match-
up is a gimme.

After Saturday's game, UCLA
Athletic Director Pete Dalis
explained the changes he's seen
around the conference in recent

years that make 18-year winning
streaks unlikely in the future.

"As soon as we reduced scholar-

ships, it created parity," Dalis said.

**I think there are better coaches in

the Pac-10 (now) than there were
15 years ago. I think everybody
has (improved). Washington State

has as good a defense as anyone
and I don't think that tO years ago
anybody would have predicted
that."

This explanatiofi offers little

consolation though for a UCLA
team that cannot figure out how it

has managed to come out on the

Wayne Cook
UCLA FNe Photo

losing end against Cal for the fifth

consecutive time.

Of course there are a number of
factors whk:h may account for one
team having an inordinate amount
of success against another -

including talent, timing, and luck,

among others.

On this day however, it was
clear that UCLA never gave itself

a chmnce to win the game.
"It's embarrassing," quarterback

Wayiic Cook said. "And I think its

embarrassing to go out there.

screw up the way we screwed up,

and just not look good. We prac-

tice way too hard for that."

But crippling injuries on both

sides of the ball have rendered the

UCLA depth chart a mere shell of

what it was supposed to be at the

start of the season. The loss

offered testimony that the Bruins

have not been able to overcome the

injuries and come together as a

team as soon as head coach Terry

Donahue had anticipated last

week.

"Obviously, that assessment
wasn't right," Donahue said. "It

was very upsetting and dishearten-

ing to see us play as pooriy as we
played."

The pain is the worst for a group

of seniors who will leave UCLA
without knowing the feeling of
defeating the Golden Bears. The
taunt of the Cal student section

chanting "five nxme years" will be

hard to forget for several Bruin
seniors.

"When (Cal) had us down and
they chanted that, it really hurt me
because I'm a senior and I've lost

Jive years in a row," defensive

(ackle London Woodfin said.

*Now there's nothing I can do but

^st bear it, I guess."

FIQHT FfiT
and WIN!

»j* Lose Excess Weight

Quickly and Easily
K

Reduces fippetite

Increases Metabolism

Increase Your Energy

Get Rid of Irritating Water

Retention

100% Natural

No Excercise Necessary !

rhc Ultimate Herbal r-|| Tort-y.
Veight Lo$j Formula V^'l IwVIMy.

(310) 306-8446

NutriComp Programs
Money Back Guarantee if not satisfied

YOU CAN EAT

i i

WITH YOUR CHOICE OF SAUCE.
CHOOSE FROM: MEAT, MARINARA, SICILIAN,

TOMATO, ALFREDO.

oHt-\

tAOV^-fW
4-6 P>A

Attention UCLA students and staff memt)efs. . .have we
got a deal for you. Just show us your ID and this tefrtfic

nr>eal Is yours for just $5.96. (Not void wtm any other offef.)

1

4

ITALIANC^^RE!

«te^e*x..
RESTAURANT

W»$fwood, 936 VifestwoodWvd.

1 block south of UCLA Campus, 824-7588
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loss
No. 4 Bruins blow

third-quarter lead,

lose 6-5 to Pacific

By Soott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

STOCKTON-After falling to

Stanford and California in its

annual visit to the Northern
California schools this weekend,
the fourth-ranked UCLA men's
water polo team had hoped that its

first ever game at University of the

Pacific would provide some posi-

tive note on which the Bruins
could end an otherwise uninspir-

ing road trip.

Instead, UCLA was handed its

third consecutive loss, a 6-5 heart-

breaker that was decided in the
final minute of Sunday's game.
With 1;08 remaining in regulation,

UCLA junior Tommy Wong was

ejected, leaving the Tigers with a

6-on-S advantage. UOP was
unable to convert while Wong sat

in the corner, but as the referee

waved Wong in. Pacific's Antony
Cullwick hurled a shot from
beyond eight-meters that slid past

UCLA goalie Matt Swanson.
The two-point goal, which

came with 0:46 left in the fourth

quarter, left the score, at 6-5 and
capped a Pacific comeback that

saw the Tigers erase a three-point

third quarter deficit with four
points in the final period. More
importantly, the result evened the

teams' head-to-head competition
record at 1-1, which could have a

dramatic effect on the distribution

of NCAA Tournament bids later

this season.

Evidently, the UCLA squad that

showed up Sunday was not the

same one that had hammered
Pacific, 1 1 -6, a week ago en route

to a third-place finish in the

NoiCal Tbumey in Palo Alto.

The Bruins were sluggish from
the outset, even sloppy at times.

Still, they led 1-0 at the end of the

first quarter and 2-1 at halftime.

Mark Sutter had opened the scor-

ing with 1:26 remaining in the

first quarter, and Jeremy Braxton-
Brown put the Bruins ahead 2-1

with 0:46 left in the first half after

Pacific had tied the score at one on
a four-meter penalty shot by Rey
Rivera.

"If we had played the first and
second quarters the. exact same
way we played the third quarter,

there could have been a complete-

ly different result," UCLA head
coach Guy Baker said. "We had so

many opportunities early in the

game where we were up on our
fast breaks, but we weren't finish-

ing our counter attacks like we
were in the third quarter."

Had UCLA played the entire

game as they did the third quarter.

the outcome would probably have
been reminiscent of last week's
game in Palo Alto. After Pacific

tied the score again at 2-2. the
Bruins ran off three unanswered
goals, starting with Sutter's sec-

ond score with 4:27 remaining in

the third period. Wong followed
with a goal of his own less than 30
seconds later, and Braxton-Brown
notched his second goal with 1:53

remaining in the period to give
UCLA a 5-2 advantage. That,
however, would finish the scoring

for the Bruins.

"We had a big lead going into

the fourth quarter, but it was over -

the guys just didn't want to work
hard during the game to finish it

off," Baker said.

Rivera began the fourth quarter

barrage for the Tigers by scoring

with 6:36 remaining, and Jude
Allen.4 opened the door for
Cullwick's heroics with a 6-on-5
conversion 3:48 into the period.

. A

Guy Baker
UCLASporlsl

"(UOP head coach John)
Tanner just told us to take it one
goal at a time," Kipp said, " and he

let us know that the game was by
no means out of our reach.

"But we all knew that."
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W. soccer drops heated match to Gauchos
UCLA's unbeaten
streak ends at four

as UCSB wins 2^0

By Hye Kw<Cm

Even though they played
superbly under a scorching sun,
the UCLA women's soccer team
suffered a 2-0 loss to UC Santa
Barbara on Sunday afternoon.

'This was the best match we've
played all season." UCLA head
coach Joy Fawcett. "We created a
lot of chances, but we just didn't
finish plays."

The oi^rtunities to score were
abundant for the Bruins, as they
out shot the Gauchos 16-9.
UCLA, who were ranked ninth in

the western region going into the
match, now has a record of 7-3-2.

The first Gauchd goal came at

the 37lh minute of the match when
midfielder Renee France kicked
the ball into the empty net after a
missed save attempt by UCLA
goalie Gretchen Overgaard.
France's goal ended Overgaard's
shut-out streak at four matches.

The start of the second half
marked a fierce attempt on the
part of the Bruins to score an
equalizer, and their effort was
nearly awarded.

At 50:08, sophomore forward
Christine Sanders had the ball five

yards in fnant of the goal. She made
a turn around kick which was
knocked away by the UCSB goalie.

Feeling the need for more
offensive fire power, Fawcett put
defender Sue Skenderian, who is

usually the last line of defense for

the Bruin defensive, in the middle
of the field for better ball control
at the center line.

This strategy backfired on the

Bruins at the 85th minute of the

match when UCSB's Felicia
Hayes scored to put the match
away for good.

"We were losing, so it was bet-

ter than sitting'back," Fawcett said.

"We probably were caught off
guard but (Hayes) is really fast."

Even though the fruits of her
labor were not properly rewarded,
Skenderian enjoyed her work in

the midfielder position.

"I think it's good to change it up
sometimes," Skenderian said. "I

got a couple of assists last year
(under similar conditions), and I

was hoping (Fawcett) would do it

in this match."

The match was played at the

peak of the day as far as the temper-

ature goes, and at game time, it was
well over 90 degrees. According to

Skenderian, the weather was a big

factor of the match.

"Everyone was pretty much
tired at the end of the match, espe-

cially with the heat and every-
thing," she said.

This match also featured the

strong play of the sophomores
Kelly Robson, Sanders, and
Marisol Meinhart, who are often

overshadowed by the team's fabu-

lous freshmen.

"A lot of our good play (today)

was due to our sophomores,"
UCLA assistant coach Merry
Eyman said. "I thought (Meinhart)

played very well today."

Despite getting off on the wrong
foot in this current five-game
home stand, Fawcett still feels

confident about this young team.

match, she said. I m not disap- UCLA's TracI Arkenberg had two shots on goal in the Bruins' 2-0
pomted at this loss at all." loss to UCSB on Sunday afternoon.
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Deafening defeat for water polo in Berlceiey
No. 3 California turns back UCLA
as Bears roll over No. 4 Bruins 8-5

By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

BERKELEY — The tall walls

surrounding the Berkeley pool

loomed threateningly as the No. 4

UCLA men's water polo team was
crushed by No. 3 California 8-5

before a raucous, filled-to-

capacity crowd last Saturday.

The Bruins' (10-6 overall. 1-1

in the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) communication fal-

tered amidst the frightening
echoes of the arena-like pool.

UCLA converted on only one of
eight man-up situations, while Cal

was able to convert four of eight

man-ups for points. Several Bruin

passes sailed over the receivers'

heads and out of bounds or into

the arms of the opposing team.

The Bruins had hoped to defeat

the Bears again, after upsetting

them, 12-10, for the first time in

three years at last weekend's
Northern California Tbumament.

"(Man-up) situations were the

difference in this game," UCLA
head coach Guy Baker said.

"(Scoring on) one out of eight is

really bad. We knew what to do,

we talked about it, we had the ball

in the right spot. We just didn't do
a good job. I think our inexperi-

ence showed. We looked rattled

the whole game."

The game remained scoreless

until the final four minutes of the

opening quarter when an unguard-

ed Mike Sparling scored the first

Water polo

California 8, UCLA 5

California 113 3-8
UCLA 10 2 2-5
Scoring
Califomtei: Albright 4, Dllaver 1,

Edeten |, Madear 1,

Spading 1.

Wongif

la- Nolan 10.

Swrtffft»n 10.

Records
UCLA 10^ Caitfbmla 12-8*--'

JINO OK/Daily Bruin

point for Cal. UCLA answered
when Jeff Porter got off a shot at

the buzzer to tie the game 1-1

going into the second period.

Ten minutes into the second
quarter, Cal capitalized on a

UCLA ejection with an inside shot

to take a 2-1 lead which they never

relinquished.

Although the first half was
characterized with nail-biting

closeness, the second was marked
with frustrating errors by the

young Bruin squad.

UCLA won the opening posses-

sion, but when a Tommy Wong
pass to Jim Toring went out, Cal's

Brian Dilaver broke for a fast

drive to score.

Things looked up for the Bruins

when Wong scored the' only two-

point goal of the game to tie the

JONreRHL'..L>di;> b;ain

UCLA's Mark Sutter scored one goal in the Bruins' 8-5 toss to California in Berkeley Saturday.

score at 3-3 with less than five

minutes to play in the third quar-

ter. But breakdowns in the defense

resulted in unanswered points by
the Bears, including one in a man-
up situation.

'Thinking-wise, we weren't as

sharp as we needed to be," UCLA
assistant coach Matt Emerzian
said. "We weren't playing smart

water polo. This was the first big

crowd we've played in front of,

we were nervous. It's hard to hear

each other out in the pool. The
smarter you play, the easier it is to

play."

UCLA's only goal during a

man-up situation came 10 minutes

into the final quarter when Mark
Sutter scored on a follow-up to a

blocked shot to bring UCLA with-

in one point.

As time ran out, the shouts and

boos of the crowd were deafening.

Cal scored three more times, inter-

rupted by just one UCLA shot, as

the Bears went on to an 8-5 victo-

ry-

"We didn't do a good job con-

trolling the things we could con-

trol," Baker said. "When you're on

the road the home team gets cer-

tain advantages. We didn't do a

good job on the counterattack, the

fast break, and man-up situations.

We were very poor in those areas."
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Falling down
Football drops fifth

straight to Cal Bears,

falls to Pac- 10 cellar

By Scott YamaguchI
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Diego State and Hawaii, was supposed to

mark the beginning of a turnaround for

UCLA - an end to tiie three-game skid in

which the Bruins were outscored 107-3.1.

In fact, following his team's 37-10 loss

to Washington last week, Donahue point-

ed to the intensity with which UCLA had
played the Huskies. That, he said, was an
indication that the Bruins were on the
brink of snapping the streak.

Instead, for every stride made against
Washington, UCLA (2-4 overall, 0-3 in

the Pac-10) took two in the opposite direc-

tion against Cal (3-2, 2-0). The Bruins,

BERKELEY —Yes, the urgency has
finally turned to pdnic.

For the fourth consecutive week, the
UCLA football team found itself on the _^_ _„. ^^ ^, ^ ^,. ,..^ „.„..,^
embarrassing end of a lopsided score - who entered the game as the least"penaU
this lime a 26-7 loss to California ized team in the conference, were flagged
Saturday at Cal's Memorial Stadium - and nine times for 96 yards,
still, the Bruins have yet to find an answer. Perhaps it was fitting, then, that Bruin

"We're just not making the plays on kicker Bjorn Merten's opening kickoff
offense or on defense," UCLA head coach was followed immediately by a 1 5-yard
Terry Donahue said. "Everything seems dead-ball foul on UCLA, and that on Cal's
so hard for us right now." final drive, while the Bears were being
Thmgs are very hard for the Bruins, and forced to punt on fourth down, the Bruins

with an 0-3 record in Pacific- 10 play, it were called for a defensive holding penal-
would seem that a return trip to the Rose ty that gave Cal a first down and allowed
Bowl on New Year's Day is almost impos- for the clock to be run out.
sible. But this game, against a Golden
Bear squad which had already lost to San See FOOTBALL, page 41

,,^, . . ,
AB8Y MOSKOWITZ/Daily Brum

UCLA wide receiver Kevin Jordan had five catches for 70 yards In Saturday's 26-
7 loss to California at Cal's Memorial Stadium.

Balance of power shifts in Pac-lO as California turns table on UCLA
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

BERKELEY — The times, they
are achangin'.

UCLA's football team is in the
Pac-10 cellar at 0-3, Washington
State occupies first place with an
undefeated conference record.

and Lyle Lovett is married to

Julia Roberts - all of which prove
that in today's day and age, any-
thing can happen.

And with Cal's 26-7 win
Saturday, the Golden Bears
became the first Pac-10 team ever
to beat the Bruins in five consec-
utive seasons - after having lost

to UCLA in their previous 18
meetings.

Who'd have ihunk it?

But with the dreaded "P-word"
- parity - rearing its ugly head in

the Pac-10, nowadays the only
sure thing is that there are no sure

things.

it's happening all over the con-

ference.

use's National Championship
plaques and Heisman Trophy
winners were of no use last week
in an embarrassing home-field
loss to Oregon as an obscure
back-up quarterback making his

first collegiate start.

Bill Walsh's three Superbowl

rings don't guarantee anything
for Stanford's football team
except high expectations.

And 18 years of UCLA domi-
nance over Cal no longer means a
thing when those two teams meet
these days.

See UCLA, page 43

soccer takes two on road
No. 10 UCLA
shuts out UNLV,
New Mexico at

end of travels

By Tim Costner

,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff '

It's all downhill from here.
Well, sort of.

With seven games left in the
regular season, the UCLA men's
soccer team completed it's road
schedule last weekend, topping
New Mexico, 1-0, on Sunday and
rolling past Nevada-Las Vegas. 3-

0, on Friday.

So now the No. 10 Bruins (10-1

overall) are poised for a strong fin-

ish, but - in addition to their
league rivals - they will have to

face No. 2 Indiana at the end of
this month.

Cardinal outslugs
spikers at Maple
Trifenbach, Folkl

prove unstoppable

as Bruins lose, 3-1
By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

PALO ALTO — Two
heavyweights of women's college
volleyball battled toe to toe , ,

Saturday night and in the end, pretty much put the ball away

Don Shaw said. "We know they'll

be back for more."

The Bruins (15-2, 5-1) may not
be overly eager to step back in the

ring after being peppered with
putaways from Cardinal outside
hitter Marnie Trifenbach (20 kills)

and freshman sensation Kristin
Folkl (17 kills) the majority of the

night.

"We had a few good blocks on
them, but (Trifenbach and Folkl)

only the Stanford Cardinal
remained standing.

The top-ranked Cardinal (13-0
overall, 7-0 in the Pac-10) won the

first "Battle of the Year" in

women's volleyball, knocking out
No. 3 UCLAv 15-6,8-15, 15-13,
15-9, before 5,864 in "Maples
Pavilion.

See M. SOCCER, page 43
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AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

UCLA midfielder Joe Christie had one shot on goal against
UNLV. .

^

when they needed them to,'

UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said.

The match began auspiciously
for the Bruins as they jumped out
to a 5-1 first game lead, with the

fifth point punctuated by senior
Annett Buckner's smash off
Folkl's head. Buckner had 18 kills

Can anybody beat Cal?
The football team wasn't the only UCLA
team to take on the Golden Bears last

weekend. Men's water polo played Ca! in

Berkeley (see page 47), and so did Kim Krull

(left) and the women'.s volleyball team...

See page 42

"It's great to get the win, but we for the night.

know it's just the preliminary bout
,

with them," Stanford head coach See VOLLEYBALL, page 42

Pao-10 football standings
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1. Arizona
2. Washington State
3. California
4. use
5. Arizona State
6. Oregon
7. Stanford
8. UCLA
9. Oregon State

10. Washington*
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U.S. dispatches more planes to Gulf region
Clinton addresses the nation: *Our

objectives are clear .- cause is right'
550 the total of American planes

nation to strilce baclc with over- was the prospect of aslcing the having committed itself more than
whelming force if Iraq should U.N. Security Council to create a three years ago to defending
mount a new invasion against buffer zone in southern Iraq from Kuwait, might feel compelled to

By Douglas Jehl

The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Iraq
announced on Monday that it was

Kuwait.

But as a 36,000-man American
establish a permanent troop pres-

ence on the Arabian peninsula,

much as it has in Korea since the

end of the Korean War.

On Monday, Defense Secretary

which Iraqi ground troops would
be excluded,

in the region. The planes would ground force began to make its A senior administration official

include F-117 stealth fighters and way to Kuwait, senior advisers said on Monday night that Clinton

B-52 bombers, the officials added, said Clinton had concluded that had determined that it was unac-

Clinton, declaring that the some kind of further military or ceptable to leave Saddam in a William Perry and other top offi-

withdrawing its troops from United States had a duty to insure diplomatic action would be neces- position from which "he can ere- cials insisted that they had no
provocative positions along the that Iraq does not again threaten sary even if Iraq carried out its ate an international crisis by desire to keep a large number of
Kuwaiti border, but President neighboring nations, said: "We agreement to withdraw its forces threatening Kuwait." In dispatch- American troops in Kuwait for a

from the Kuwaiti frontier ing so much military might to the long period of time. Perry sug-
The officials said the latest cri- Persian Gulf, the official said, gested that the United States

sis had only underscored the peril Clinton was determined both "to might resort to air strikes against
to Kuwait that Iraq represents just

44 months after its forces were

Clinton told Americans on will not allow Saddam Hussein to

Monday night that the United defy the will of the United States

States had seen no evidence so far and the international community."
of withdrawal and was adding In the new confrontation with to Kuwait that Iraq represents just deal with the current situation and Iraq even if its troops never
new firepower to its forces in the Iraq, he said: "Our objectives are 44 months after its forces were to prevent it from arising again." crossed into Iraq.

Persian Gulf region. clear. Our forces are strong and repelled from Kuwaiti territory by The last American combat But it was far from clear how.
In an address from the Oval our cause is right." U.S.-led troops in the Persian Gulf troops left Kuwait in December short of establishing some kind of

Office, Clinton announced that he Clinton's announcement was war. Among the measures dis- 1991, nine months after the gulf permanent new force, the United
was dispatching hundreds of new intended first to leave Iraq and its cussed as Clinton's top security war ended. That they are returning States intended to deter or prevent
aircraft, which administration offi- leader. President Saddam Hussein, advisers met throughout the day in in large numbers now raises the

cials said would bring to about with no doubt about his determi- the White House Situation Room prospect that the United States, See IRAQ, page 16
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Warning: thieves might
break your car window to steal

- parking permits. Because of

the parking crunch, the rob-

bers have taken to selling

these hot tickets on the cam-
pus black market.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Unnatural high

Viewpoint columnist

George Tsai discusses the

challenges of getting high ...

naturally or unnaturally, and

concludes that having fun may
be more influenced by eco-

nomics than anything else.

Plus, those Natural High
Committee cups hold a lot of

beer.

See page 21

Inside Sports

Throw in the
towel...

Columnist Eric Billigmeier

was in Berkeley last weekend
to take in UCLA's 26-7 loss to

Cal. With the Bruins limping

along at 0-3 in conference

play, is it time to just call it a

season and gear up for next

year?

See Page 44

Picture pages

students view posters for sale on Bruin Walk Monday afternoon.

JON FERREY/Daily Bfuin

Campus unions cry foul on elections
Labor leaders request

meeting with Rich

By Alisa Uiforts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA has a lot of explaining

to do, say campus labor leaders

who are demanding that the uni-

versity address allegations that it

illegally meddled in union elec-

tion!.

Representatives from several

campus unions requested a meet-

ing today with Andrea Rich, exec-

utive vice chancellor, to discuss

her role in what union leaders
have called "illegal interference"

by the university in aji upcoming
union election.

"Management wants to create

an atmosphere of confusion
where people don't vote," said

Cliff Fried, vice president of the

local 9119 Union of Professional

and Technical Employees. Union
leaders accuse the university of
mailing misleading information

about the effects of unionization

to the homes of eligible voters.

Fried said the notices were print-

ed on letterhead similar to union

letterhead in an attempt to con-
fuse voters.

"They've gone beyond
(informing). They've gone into

the arena of lies and misinforma-

tion," Fried said. One of the uni-

versity-backed flyers asks voters,

"Can one contract meet the needs

of nearly 4,000 employees in over

200 different jobsT' The universi-

ty is responsible for informing all

eligible voters about the upcom-
ing election without favoring
either side.

Stan Mc Night, assistant vice

chancellor for Campus Human
Resources, denied that the flier

was an attempt to bias potential

voters.

"We are committed to an infor-

mation campaign - the people of
the university are entitled to know
the facts," Mc Night said. "There
are over 3,800 employees in 200
job titles in the entire university.

The issue is, can one contract rep-

resent all those (varied) posi-

Andrea Rich

tions?" Mc Night said the job
titles included technical positions

as well as lifeguards.

Th6 allegations of election tin-

kering, together with charges that

UCLA hired an outside, anti-

union consultant to inform voters.

Cardinal Roger Mahony

Cardinal to
speal( about
ciiurcli role
Cardinal Roger Mahony,

Archdiocese of Los Angeles, will

address the UCLA community
today, officially kicking off the

fundraising campaign for a new
University Catholic Center on
Gayley Avenue.

Cardinal Mahony will speak
with students about the Catholic

Church's role in the university

setting at S p.m. outside of
Griffin Commons.

"I expect the Cardinal to speak
about how the Church and the

university can be partners not

only in the pursuit of truth ... but

also in forming young people to

become productive members of
society who will help build a bet-

ter world," said Father Gregory
Coiro, spokesperson for the
Archdiocese.

The speech will be followed by
a private reception with UCLA
alumni and business people in an
effort to raise the remaining $1.7

million of the $6 million project.

Named after UCLA alum Cyril

Nigg, the new 13,0(X)-square-foot

center will be located at 633
Gayley Avenue, replacing the

existing facility on Hilgard
Avenue.

The new facility will include a

400-seai chapel, a Reconciliation

Room and three meeting rooms
to better serve the needs of the

approximately! 1,000 students
who make up UCLA's Catholic

community.

See UNION, page 17 Compitedfrom smffreportsr
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What's Brewin' Today
Noon - 1 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
Out and Proud Rally with guest speakers
Amanda Bearse, Bruce TIayes, Lx>rri Jean, Sheila

Kuehl and David Mixner.

Westwood Plaza . ;
'

841-5930

Project WILD
Tutor orientation

Also from 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Ackerman2412
825-4724

Noon - 2 p.m.

Concerned Faculty at UCLA
Educational forum on Propositions 1 87, 1 84 and
186. .
DoddHall *

825-1476

Noon - 5 p.m.

UCLA EXPO Center / ASUCLA Travel
Service

Eighth Annual Study Abroad/Travel Fair

Ackerman Grand Ballroom —

—

825-0831 or 825-9131

1 p.m.

PSI CHI - National Honors Society in

Psychology
First meeting of fall quarter

Franz 3461

4 p.m.

Asian Education Project

Orientation/training

Ackerman 3525
825-2417.

Center for the Study ofWomen
National Coming Out Week
Sue Ellen Case: "Performing Lesbian in the Age
of Technology"

Law School 1430
841-5930

Hong Kong Student Association & Hong
Kong Student Union .

'

Academic workshop
Ackerman 35 1

7

,

820-3055

5 p.m.

USAC
Homecoming court

Applications due
Kerckhoff304
825-7068

Buddhist Student Association

Orientation meeting with guest Rev. Hui Hsuan
Lu Valle boardroom
837-8543

Rainforest Action Group
Orientation meeting

Ackerman 2410
206-4438

Placement and Career Planning Center
Workshop: Resume writing for liberal arts

majors.

PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 for reservations

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Council meeting

Kerckhoff400
825-7068

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual open house
"Faculty Center, California Room
841-5930

6 p.m.

Chinese Americans for Political Research &

Action

General meeting with guest speaker Peter Shiao,

Policy & Cultural Affairs Consultant for Sen. Art

Torres

Dodd 170
824-1081

WIS£: - Women In Support ofEach Other
Orientation

Ackerman Jfe25

206-4144

UCLA Hunger Project

Volunteer orientation meeting

Ackerman 2408
825-2600

UCLA Peer Helpline

Training/orientation

Open to anyone interested in becoming Helpline

phone counselors.

Center For Health Sciences 23-105

825-HELP

Pilipino American History Month
Lecture: "Gender, Sexuality, and Modern
Pilipino American Culture"

GSM 2214
825-2727

6:30 p.m.

Student Accounting Society

Resume and interview workshop
Griffin Commons, North Ridge Room
824-4828

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Welcome meeting

Ackerman 3508
Call Curtis Gruenler 839-2615

7 p.m.

UCLA Cycling Club
General meeting

All are welcome; no experience necessary.

Boelter Hall 5440
208-3889

UCLA Ski Team
First meeting

' Coine find out about our winter ski trip to

Steamboat, Colo.

Kinsey51 '

Call Mike Kato 479-6907
,.

UCLA Circle K Service Club
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

7:30 p.m.

Cultural Affairs

Think Tank
Alternative stand-up comedy featuring David
Cross, Greg Bhevendt and Laura Milligan.

The Cooperage
825-6564

Hellenic-American Students' Organization
First meeting of the year. Everyone is welcome.
Ackerman 3508
824-1366

National Coming Out Week
Water Polo in the Gay 90s

Team UCLA vs. West Hollywood Aquatics
Team
Men's Gym Pool

841-5930

8 p.m.

UCLA Department of Music
Free concert by the Chamber Choir from the

Lithuanian Academy o^ Music (Vilniur,

Lithuania).

Schoenberg Hall Auditorium
825-4761

TTyour organization would like an event listed in

this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill out a list-

ing form by 2 p.m. the day before publication.

The deadline for a submission that will appear in

Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.

Tiansit funding debated
at November ballet box
By Howard Breuer
Los Angeles Dally News

California voters will have two
chances in November to raise

funds for public transportation.

Proposition 181 would autho-

rize the sale of $1 billion in state

bonds to improve and expand
urban, intercity and commuter rail

lines, and would provide funds for

a San Fernando Valley rail project.

Proposition 185 would increase

gas taxes by 4 percent for intercity

rail, bicycle paths, freeway retro-

fitting, electric and clean-fuel

vehicle research, and other pro-

jects.

Although the measures are sim-

ilar, various politicians, the state's

Taxpayers' Association and its

Transportation Commission say
Proposition 181 is part of a trilogy

of beneficial rail bonds that they

have endorsed for five years,

while 1 85 is a special interest ini-

tiative that taxes many people and
funds few projects.

"185 increases tax revenues by
six- to seven-hundred thousand
dollars a year," said Bob Remen,
the Transportation Commission's
chief of staff.

Campaign reports on file with

the Secretary of State's Office
show that Proposition 185 has
become a slugfest of political

heavyweights, pitting Southern
Pacific railroad against the state's

largest oil companies.

Fighting the measure. Shell,

CheVron, Atlantic Richfield,
Union and Texaco oil companies
had contributed a combined
$493,300.

Opponents of the gas-tax initia-

tive say it is tailored to suit the

Southern Pacific Transportation

Co., which they say stands to gain

$1 billion by selling off railroad

rights of way if the bond measure

passes.

Of the two measures, only 181

earmarks funds for an east-west

rail line along the Ventura
Freeway (101) in the San
Fernando Valley said Nancy
Whelan, director of capital plan-

ning for the MTA.
But because Proposition 156

was rejected by voters in 1992,

there are no guarantees that 181

would fund the Valley line,

Whelan added. With only the

1990 and 1994 bonds approved,

the MTA and the state would have^

to decide whether to fund the

Valley line at the expense of other

planned projects, or fund those

projects and defer the Valley line,

she said.

Although 185 does not desig-

nate money for the Valley line, the

MTA would be in a better position

to finance the project if both
propositions were to pass, Whelan
added.

The MTA is neutral on 185 and

endorses 181. said Gary Clark,

MTA director of government rela-

tions.

But 181 is not without its oppo-

sition.

According to state Sen. Phil

Wyman, R-Tehachapi, the state is

already too heavily in debt to

invest in more rail projects.

"We have to live within our
means," Wyman said.

Wyman' s opponent in his re-

election bid. Assemblyman Jim
Costa, D-Fresno, recently tried to

remove 181 from the November
ballot, even though he was the

author of the trilogy of rail-bond

measures in 1989.

Sen. Quentin Kopp, I-South
San Francisco, chairman of the

Senate Transportation Committee,

said Costa may be more con-
cerned with his campaign than the

state's finances.
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Parking permit tlieft increasing
Shortage of spaces creates market for stolen decals
By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

For the students who breathed a
sigh of relief upon receiving that

much-sought-after yellow parking

permit, some may be seeing red

after having their permits stolen in

campus parking lots.

Parking peVmit theft has
increased as some individuals try to

get their hands on one of the hottest

commodities around - the pailcing

permit

Since the beginning of this acad-

emic year nine parking permits
have been stolen, three during
Saturday and Sunday. Thieves have

slashed car tops and broken win-
dows to get into the cars, university

police said

Third-year biochemistry student

Ramis Sadrieh, who has a permit

for Lot 8, said he wouldn't be so

angry if a person stole his permit
but didn't damage his car.

"I'd get very upset at (a thieO for

breaking my window," Sadrieh
said. 'The permit can be replaced

for nothing but a window costs a

lot"

The hardest hit lots include the

Sunset Village lot, and Lots 8, 14

and 6 - which are centrally located.

The Sunset Village lot is one of
the hardest hit structures because it

is underground and provides a
secluded area for anyone who
wants to steal permits, university

Detective Jim Vknden said.

Thieves also target these lots

because they are student parking

lots and require cars to have per-

mits, unlike Structure 1, which is

used by patients who do not need a

permit, he add^dr"^
Vanden said he believes individ-

Students caught

stealing permits, or with

a stolen permit, must

pay Parking Services

and face suspension.

uals steal permits not for their own
use, but rather to sell to students for

an average price of $25.

"It's such a pain to park (at

UCLA)," said third-year neuro-

science student Julien Benassaya to

explain why he would consider
buying an unauthorized parking

permit

This year almost 9,000 students

applied for the coveted parking
spots around campus. Only some
5,000 were offered permits by
Parking Services, manager Renee
Foitiersaid.

"I've been at UCLA for seven
and one-half years. The cost of
parking and parking violations has

gone up over the years and has

made permits more desirable to^

steal." Vanden commented.

University police said students

"Should report to the police anyone
who offers them a parking permit

since only Parking Services can
issue a valid permit. Students
should take down the person's

phone number and license plate

number and report them to the

police.

"Never purchase a parking per-

mit from anyone who is not autho-

rized," warned Vanden, adding that

a student may face not only crimi-

nal charges, but also disciplinary

action from the university.

Students caught stealing permits,

or with a stolen permit, must pay
Parking Services for the permit and

face suspension from the university.

Students may also have to do com-
munity service, according to

Associate Dean of Students
Michael Wilding.

Among the students arrested in

the past Vanden said, most claimed

they bought the permits from some-

one else and did not steal them
themselves.

Patrols have been stepped up in

those lots nx)st affected as universi-

ty police follow up on multiple

leads for the thefts, police said.

Simple steps such as locking car

tloors and putting up the top on
convertibles can help deter people

from stealing permits, Vanden
advised.

Hardest hit

Campus parking lots 6, 8, 14 and Sunset Vilj^

black) have the most parking permit

Soui'ce: Um

"If you have a car and you want

to store it (for a long period of
time) in the parking lot, at least

keep it clean," Vanden recom-
mended. Dust accumulation on
cars attract thieves because it

appears no one has used the car for

MELANIE OKAMURA/Daily Bruin

some time and isn't likely to return

soon, he explained.

Students whose permits are

stolen should file a report with the

university police. They can then

receive a new permit without pay-

ing the $15 replacement fee.

Brown, Wilson scramble for governor's seat

AB8Y MOSKOWITZ/DMly Bnjin

Democrats update their voter registration on Bruin Walk Monday
In time for the Nov. 8 elections.

By Rick Ortov

Los Angeles Dally Nev«/s

As the governor's race goes into

its final month. Democratic guber-

natorial candidate Kathleen Brown
is pinning her come-from-behind

hopes on a 62-page book— and a

hectic schedule of campaign
appearances around the state.

Republican Gov. Pete Wilson,

once facing the prospect of being

California's only one-term gover-

nor since Democrat Culbert Olson

was defeated by Earl Warren in

1943, is relying on a backlash
against DenKx:rats and building on

a core constituency angry at illegal

immigrants and crime.

"It's a confusing election," said

Larry Berg, head of University of

Southern California's Jesse M.
Unruh Institute of Politics. "They
talk on issue topics, but don't talk

on issues. They talk immigration,

they talk crime, they talk jobs, they

talk schools, but not on the poli-

cies. It's all generalities.

"It's almost as if the whole cam-
paign has the flavor of a TV ad.

Everything they say, in all the cam*-

paigns, is a sound bite for televi-

sion."

Brown and her campaign aides

say that is exactly why they
released her book, entitled

"Building A New California," that

encompasses some of her speeches

and proposals that have been made
over the past 1 1 months.

"This is something physical,

real, that people can touch,"
Brown policy adviser Roger
Carrick said last week. "We think

once people are able to see that she

does have specific plans for the

future of the state, that they will get

excited again."

But, Berg and others wonder
how effective it will be in a state as

large as California— where televi-

sion commercials can make or

break a candidate, such as in the

U.S. Senate race where Republican

Michael Huffington came from a

small Santa Barbara, Calif, con-

gressional district and spent more
than $10 million so far to be even

with Democratic Sen. Dianne
Feinstein.

**Even if they get 1 million

copies out, that doesn't have much
impact in a state where there are 1

8

See CAMPAIGN, page 18

Wilson confident in

final days of office
By Rick Orlov

Los Angeles Dally News

A confident Gov. Pete Wilson,

saying he was heading into the

"fourth quarter" of the guberna-

torial contest, told Republican
supporters that he has built a

lead over Democrat Kathleen
Brown by focusing on issues of

importance to voters.

"We are going to make this a

memorable election," Wilson
told about 200 people gathered

Saturday in Burbank at one of

500 hou.se parties his campaign
said were being held across the

state to motivate campaign
workers before the Nov. 8 elec-

tion.

"We are not content to simply

win, but win so convincingly to

continue the kind of reforms -

welfare reform, criminal
reforms or of our jobs climate -

so that this state will be as com-
petitive as you deserve it to be."

At a rally in suburban El

Monte and at a meeting with
leaders of Children Now in Los
Angeles, Brown on Saturday
continued her campaign of pass-

ing out a 62-page booklet out-

lining her plans if elected.

Brown criticized Wilson's
programs as they affected chil-

dren. "Pete Wilson's politics as

usual have left California in

decline - and too many of its

children neglected and forlorn,"

See GOVERNOR, page 19

Waning interest in quake recovery worries CSUN president
By Anne Burke
Los Angeles Daily News

California State University,

Northridge president Blenda
Wilson says she is worried that

declining public interest in earth-

quake devastation at her institu-

tion will slow recovery on the

campus.

Wilson told members of the

state Assembly Committee on
Higher Education meeting Friday

at Cal State Northridge that the

public mistakenly assumes that

because classes are in session, the

24,400-student university is back
to normal.

"It's very hard to keep the

attention of the public," Wilson

said.

The Jan. 17 Northridge
Earthquake wreaked $350 mil-

lion in damage at CSUN, in what

has been called the worst disaster

ever at a California college cam-
pus.

Although committee
Chairwoman Marguerite Archie
Hudson, D-Los Angeles, praised

the recovery effort to date as

"nothing short of miraculous,"

Wilson said the school is strug-

gling to get back on its feet as it

prepares to enter the second
phase of a three-part rebuilding

program.

Students are attending classes

in temporary structures.
Displaced administrators arc try-

ing to make the best of a bad situ-

ation working in "domes."
The Federal Emergency

Management Agency is expected

to pay for 90 percent of the

rebuilding and reconstruction. So
far, the university has received

about $100 million from FEMA,

See CtUN, page 15
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NATO requests rigM
to htt Bosnia tai:gets
ZAGREB, Croatia — In a challenge

to the United Nations, NATO has for-

mally requested radical changes in its

mandate in Bosnia, including the right

to strike against numerous targets at

once.

The request, made in a letter to U.N.
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-
Ghali on Friday, reflects mounting con-
cern within the alliance over a loss of
credibility in Bosnia.

Senior U.N. officials here said that

the letter demands that NATO be given
four targets to hit whenever air strikes

are called for in Bosnia, rather than
one. The letter also says that, contrary

to current practice, no advance warning
should be given to the party being
attacked.

Rwanda insists on
war crimes tribunai
UNITED NATIONS — The presi-

dent of Rwanda made strong appeals
this week for the quick installation of
an international tribunal in Rwanda to

try those accused of crimes against
humanity over the last year of civil

strife. The establishment of the tribunal

has been stalled in t<he Security
Council.

In a speech to the General Assembly
on Thursday and at a news conference
on Friday, the Rwandan president,
Pasteur Bizimungu, said further delays

could lead to acts of vengeance for

massacres against ethnic minority Tutsi

by Hutu-dominated militias.

Cuit deatlis baffle

police around world
GENEVA—^'Swiss police confirmed

on Monday night that the financial mas-
termind of the Order of the Solar
Temple was among 48 members of the

religious sect found dead here last

week, but the whereabouts of the

group's charismatic spiritual leader

remained a mystery.

The body of Joseph Di Mambro, a

70-year-old French-Canadian, was iden-

tified by the police through dental

records sent here from Canada. Only
three days ago, the police said di

Mambro and Luc Jouret, the 46-year-

old Belgian physician who founded the

group in 1984, were wanted on suspi-

cion of murder. Confirmation of di

Mambro's death has done nothing to

clarify a case that was first presented as

a collective suicide, then as a possible

mass murder, and now seems to be baf-

fling investigators in Switzerland,
France, Australia, and Canada.

Haitian army chief

gives up position
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — As

crowds of Haitians booed and jeered

him, once-feared army chief Lt. Gen.
Raoul Cedras somberly resigned his

post Monday, paving the way for the tri-

umphant return of the man he ousted in

a bloody 1991 coup.

President Clinton, in a nationally-tele-

vised Oval Office speech Monday night,

said exiled President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide will return on Saturday.

But even with Aristide's return,

Clinton said, the situation in Haiti will

remain "difficult and dangerous."

At a military headquarters ceremony,
Cedras delivered a farewell appeal to the

7,500-strong Haitian army.

inj^ation

New cancer testing
helps in diagnosis
BALTIMORE — A new test that can

detect several kinds of cancerous human
cells was reported yesterday by scientists

from the Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine. The scientists say they can
quickly develop the test into a general
method for screening healthy people for

the incipient stages of most kinds of can-

cer.

A test of this kind could well revolu-

tionize the treatment of malignant dis-

ease, if combined with effective methods
of attacking early cancers. Other experts

say the Johns Hopkins team appears to

have made an important laboratory
advance toward this goal, but that the

work is preliminary and much more
remains to be done to make the test avail-

able for widespread use, if it ever is.

Incinerator closes
to protect habitat
COLUMBUS. Ohio — With its tow-

ering smokestacks, hungry furnaces and
transmission lines vibrating with thou-

sands of kilowatts of electricity, this

city's immense garbage incinerator was
once considered a safe and economical
means for disposing of thousands of tons

of trash.

Now Columbus is seriously consider-

ing permanently closing the 11 -year-old

plant and dumping its garbage in a land-

fill.

The most immediate cause of the

incinerator's troubles are high concen-
trations of toxic pollutants, including
dioxin, that are pouring from its smoke-
stacks.

lipcal

Infection rages in

San Jose hospital
SAN JOSE, Calif. — Good Samaritan

Hospital has put a temporary halt to all

but the most critical heart operations after

eight heart-surgery patients came down
with a bacterial infection that investiga-

tors have been unable to trace.

One of the infected patients has died,

but officials at the 410-bed hospital

attributed the cause of death to kidney

failure rather than the infection. The hos-

pital did not release the patient's name.

Seven other^ were treated with antibi-

otics.

Top ten indications

Regte Pldliin is nuts
10. He's actually gone on one of those

lame Carnival cruises. '

9. Keeps showing up for work in full

"Cats" make-up.

8. One minute you're having a civi-

lized conversation and the next minute
the old coot's on the floor doing push-

ups.

7. Richard Simmons found smothered

under a two-ton pile of Regis* workout
videos.

6. Went on honeymoon with Michael
and Lisa Marie.

5. Claims the CIA has been sending

satellite beams into his pants.

4. Last weekend spotted naked in

Central Park with bottle of scotch
screaming, "Where's Gelman?"

3. Constantly standing in front of mov-
ing cars (video of Regis hit by car).

2. Every couple years, just for fun, he

switches Kathie Lee's birth control pills

with Tic Tacs.

1. Never changed his weird-ass name.

^^^^ DECISION:
The act of reaching a conclusion or making up one's mind.

Firmness of character or action; determination. To cut off from all

other possibilities. Characterized by firmness;

resolute; determination. It is beyond doubt.

Unmistakable. Unquestionable.

ATI rx^TTT- J • • placc- A3-089 CHS
Make THE decision, time- 3:3o pm

Class starts October 11

Smoking
825-7164

Health
education
UCLA STUDGNT HEALTH SERVICE
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Modest g<
By Malcolm Browne
The New York Times

Once again a seasonal hole the

size of North America has
breached the protective ozone
layer above Antarctica, allowing a

flood of dangerous ultraviolet

radiation to reach the ground. But
scientists see sonne consolation in

the fact that the depth and extent

of the hole are no greater than

r Ihey were at the same time last

year.

The National Aeronautics and

Space Administration reported

Friday that various U.S. instru-

ments aboard a Russian space-

craft, on high-altitude balloons

and on the ground have detected a

springtime ozone hole over
Antarctica, in which the concen-

tration of atmospheric ozone has

fallen to 90 Dobson units; the nor-

mal concentration is about 250
Dobson units.

The ozone hole over Antarctica

has opened up each Southern
Hemisphere spring since the mid
1980s, always reaching its maxi-

mum extent in early October, then

slowly closing. A much smaller

p seasonal hole has begun to appear

• II news: Ozone depletion seems to be slowing
each spring over the North Pole,

and the high-altitude ozone layer

in all regions of the globe has

been somewhat depleted.

The cause of this depletion,

most 3cientists believe, is a set of

chemical reactions involving
chlorine, which has been intro-

duced into the stratosphere by
chlorofluorocarbons, or CFC's,
and related chemicals — sub-

stances widely used since the

1940s as refrigerants, in the man-
ufacture of plastic foam, as sol-

vents for cleaning electronic

circuits and many other applica-

tions.

Although ozone (a molecule of

oxygen containing three oxygen
atoms instead of the usual two) is

poisonous, its presence in the

upper atmosphere is regarded as

vital to the survival of many
forms of life. By blocking ultravi-

olet radiation produced by the

sun, ozone protects human beings

from damage to the immune sys-

tem and increased risk of
cataracts and skin cancer. Ozone
also protects marine organisms at

the base of the world's food chain

from depletion caused by solar

radiation.

Dr. Jay R. Herman, a research

scientist at NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center at Greenbelt,

Md., said that the pattern of ozone

loss in the Antarctic this year was
*'much the same as last year" and

that the hole was somewhat
smaller than it was when it

reached a record 9.4 million
square miles on Sept. 27, 1992.

Since the signing of the

Montreal Protocol in 1987, the

first of a series of international

agreements to limit and finally

ban the manufacture and use of

ozone-destroying chemicals, the

rate of increase in the destruction

of the ozone layer has declined

somewhat.
Although most of the world's

developed nations, including the

United States, have agreed to halt

production of the chemicals most

destructive to the ozone layer by

Jan. 1, 1996, and have sharply

curtailed or halted production,

other less-destructive chemicals

will remain in production for

years. In addition, developing
countries have been given dispen-

sation to delay implementing the

ban. Enormous quantitites of

CFC's, moreover, will remain in

use in refrigerators, freezers and

air conditioners well into the next

century when appliances using

them begin to wear out.

"There are some early indica-

tions that the rate of change of

depletion has improved a little,"

Herman said, "although we're

likely to have to wait between 30

and 50 years to see real improve-

ment."

A much gloomier assessment

was recently reported by Dr.

Jonathan Shanklin of the British

Antarctic Survey. Based on data

collected by Britain's Halley
Station in Antarctica, Shanklin

and his colleagues calculated that

at the present rate of destruction

of the ozone layer, the seasonal

Antarctic ozone hole will be fully

depleted by the year 2005. As the

ozone level over Antarctica
declines, the penetration by dan-

gerous wavelengths of ultraviolet

known as UV-B have increased,

Shanklin said, and it is likely that

the still-shorter wavelengths of

UV-C will eventually begin to

reach the earth's surface. UV-C
would be a major threat to

Antarctica's wildlife and marine

plankton.

Although several thousand sci-

entists and technicians are in

Antarctica for extended periods

during the height of the ultraviolet

hazard, the cold-weather clothing

and snow goggles they nonnally

wear block the rays. The major
concern is that after the ozone
hole recloses each spring, the

depletion of ozone it represents is

spread by wind and convection to

lower latitudes, helping to dilute

ozone throughout populated
regions. This process of Antarctic

dilution of the global ozone shield

worsens the less severe depletion

taking place throughout the

world.

Measurement of the size and
intensity of the Antarctic ozone
hole is an international operation

in which cooperation between
NASA and the Russian space
agency has become important.

The Totat Ozone Mapping
Spectrometer, or TOMS, a NASA
device that measures the ultravio-

let-blocking strength of the

atmosphere, is mounted ona
Russian satellite, the Meteor-3.

Since 1993, the TOMS-Meteor
collaboration has been the prima-

ry source of NASA's ozone data.
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apply to be a UCLA Ambassadoh

Ambassadors are students from a variety of back-

grounds, interests and majors who volunteer an

average of three to five hours per week. They
attend UCLA events to interact with alumni,

donors, key volunteers, and friends of the

University.

Applicants must be sophomores. Juniors or seniors

who have completed at least one year at UCLA
before Fall 1994; are in good academic standing

(preferably with at least a 2.5 overall UCLA GPA);

and want to network with UCLA's alumni and
donors.

Applications are available at the James West
Alumni Center beginning Tuesday, October 11th

and are due by Friday, November 4th.
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Gilbert Afrlcano Staff, Undergraduate

Admissions (UARS)

Paji Allan Staff, Community Relations

Paula Gunn Allen Professor, Department of

English

Sheldon Allen English and Chemistry, B.A.

1995

Loretta Amaro Staff, UCLA Extension;

History and Psychology, B.A. 1988

David Asblll Anderson English, M.A. 1994,

Ph.D. 1996

Michelle Andersom Staff, Honors and

Undergraduate Program; History, B.A.

1989

Javier Armiio Theater, B.A. 1996

Albert E. Aubin Staff, Placement and Career

Planning Center; Former Chair, UC Staff

Assembly

James D. BabI, Ph.D. Psychologist;

Student Psychological Services

David Bain Music and German, B.A. 1997

Jackie Baker Anderson Graduate School of

Management, M.B.A. 1996

Gloria A. Bando Staff, Women's Studies

Program

Jef Banta Political Science, B.A. 1992

Teresa Barnett Principal Editor, Oral History

Program

Paul F. Barone Staff, Southern Regional

Library; History, B.A. 1989

AM Beck Theater, Film & Television, B.A.

1997

Leonid V. Belyaev Computer Science, M.S.

1991

Roy Benavidez School of Law, J.D. 1995

Santiago Bernal Staff, Undergraduate

Admissions (UARS); English, B.A. 1992

Kelly Besser Communication Studies, B.A.

1994

Gllberto Blasini Theater, Film & Television,

MA. 1993, Ph.D. 1996

Jeff Blutinger History, Ph.D. 199-

Cheryl A. Bode Staff, UCLA Medical Center
-

Roger Bourland Assoc. Professor,

Department of Music

Douglas Bowden AIDS Research Asst,

School of Public Health (Epidemiology)

Robert M. Bowerman Political Science, B.A.

1975

Patricia Bowie Public Health, M.P.H. 1992

Mary Pat Brady English, M.A. 1993, Ph.D.

1996

Richard Brahm, R.N. Administrative Nurse

II, UCLA Medical Center

Dee Bridgewater Lecturer, Communication

Studies

Shawn-Eric Brooks Staff, Office of

Residential Life

Colette Brown Afro-American Studies, Ph.D.

199-

Kyle Brown English (American Studies),

B.A. 1994

Kevin Bryant Staff, Neuropsychiatric

Institute; Sociology, B.A. 1991

Jeanette Burrlesci Women's Studies and

Economics, B.A. 1994

Rocco Camarillo Staff, Center for AIDS

Research and Education

Paul Camp Staff, Special Collections, Arts

Library

Lisa Celaya Education, Ph.D. 1997

Hing Ming Chan Staff, Radiology

Pei-Chi Chang Sociology and Psychology,

B A. 1993

Scott Chase Architecture and Urban

Planning, M.A. 1987; Architecture, Ph.D.

1995

Steve Chivers Staff, Placement and Career

Planning Center

Cheryl Sue Christie Psychology (Women's

Studies), B.A. 1994

Joseph M. Cira Psychology, B.A. 1994

Etan Cohen Research Engineer; Electrical

Engineering, B.S.E.E. 1984, M.S.E.E.

1985, Ph.D. 1993

Kelly Cowger Women's Studies, B.A. 1994

Kevin S. Creed Developmental Studies, B.A.

1995

Liza Culick Public Health, M.P.H. 1992

J. Christopher Cunningham English, M.A.

1994

Kevin Davey Mathematics, Ph.D. 1998

Jon W. Davidson Adjunct Professor, School

ofLavi/

Brett Davis Math and Applied Science. B.S.

1995 J^ !

Mark A. Davis Director of Publications,

UCLA Alumni Association

Terri de la Pefla Staff, Office of the Provost

and Deans, College of^Letters and

Sciences

Peter Dell English, B.A. 1997; Staff.

Department of Community Safety

Devon Deming American Studies, B.A. 1994

Mike Deyonker Staff, Telecommunications

Nicole Dimetman History, B.A. 1998

Dorothy Disterheft Indo-European Studies.

B.A. 1968, Ph.D. 1977 .

Temika Dixon Psychology (Women's

Studies), B.A. 199-

Chrlstopher Doyle Editorial Staff, School of

Medicine

Randolph R. Drake Theater, B.A. 1994;

Psychology, B.A. 1996

Reuben C. Driggers Psychology and

Economics, B.A. 1994

Karen Drummey-Curtis Resident Director,

Office of Residential Life

Phillip Duncan Research Engineer;

Electrical Engineering, M.S.E.E. 1991.

Ph.D. 1993

Matt Durkan Staff, Anderson Graduate

School of Management

Derek Eastiee Sociology, B.A. 1995

Cynthia Eckert History, Ph.D. 1996; Staff.

Counseling, College of Letters and

Sciences

Paul Edwards Dining Manager, Sunset

Village; World Arts and Cultures, B.A.

1989

Dey Ehrlich Theater Arts, B.A. 1976

Wayne M. Eiias Executive Chef. UCLA
Faculty Center

Dora Epstein Urban Planning, M.A. 1995

Richard Estep History, B.A. 1994

Carrie Etter English, B.A. 1995

Elyssa Faison History, Ph.D. 1998

Stephanie Farrington-Domingue Fund

Raising Cert. Program, UCLA Extension

Ray Fernandez Psychology, B.A. 1998

Michael Fitzgerald Theater, B.A. 199-

Edward C. Floras Director, Financial Aid,

School of Law

Daniel Fogg Staff, Undergraduate

Admissions (UARS)

Cecilia Ford Applied Linguistics, Ph.D. 1989

Pat Fowikes Staff, Department of

Architecture and Urban Planning

William Fox Biochemistry, B.S. 1996

Bob Freel Staff, Southern Regionalltbrary:
"

ArtHistory, B.A. 1986

JodI Friedman, M.D. Assl Clinical

Professor, Internal Medicine

Sandra L. Frith Staff, Business Enterprise

Research Training and Development;

-Psychology, B.A. 1969; Education, M.A.

1972

Chris Garcia Undeclared, B.A. 1998

Jane Garcia Undeclared, B.A. 199-

Gary Gardner Professor, Theater, Film &
' Television

Linda Garnets Lecturer, Psychology and

Women's Studies

Kent Gash Theater, Film & Television,

M.F.A. 199-

Pauiine Gold Staff, College Library

Rob Goldman School of Law, J.D. 1997

Steven C. Gonzalez Political Science, B.A.

1992

William Gorin Staff, Neuropsychiatric

Institute; Theater Arts, B.A. 1988

Mauricio Andres Gormaz Sociology, B.A.

1995; Staff, UCLA Medical Center

Daniel R. Greening Computer Science,

M.S. 1988; Former President, UC
Student Association

Michael A. Grid School of Law, J.D. 1995

Steven R. Guberman Psychology, Ph.D.

1992

John Hall Senior Lecturer, Department of

Music

Peler B. Hammond Professor. Department

of Anthropology; Chair, Tasl( Force on

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Studies

Bob Hantsch Staff, Undergraduate

Admissions (UARS); English, B.A. 1987

Chris Harms Staff, Telecommunications

Peter Hayashida Staff, Alumni Relations;

Communication Studies. B.A. 1988

Bruce Hayes Swimming Gold Medalist.

1984 Olympics; Political Science, B

A

1986 ^ ^

tori Hays Architecture and Urban Planning.

199-

Alison M. Hendon Library & Information

Science, M.LI.S. 1986

Mark Henrickson Social Welfare, Ph.D. 199-

Janet Hering Asst. Professor, School of

Engineering and Applied Science

Alfred Herrera Staff. Undergraduate

Admissions (UARS)

Allan Hill Staff. Psychology Technical

Services

Philip Hitchcock Theater, B.A. 1980

Judy Homaday Psychology. B.A. 1966

Chris Hudson Classics, Ph.D. 1996

Dan Hutchinson Assoc. Director, Office of

Contract and Grant Administration

Mark Infusino Asst. Researcher. Medical

History; English. Ph.D. 1988

Alex Jaeger Theater. Film & Television,

M.F.A. 199-

Lauren Johnson Theater, Film & Television.

M.F.A. 199-

Deborah Johnson-Boion Co-Chair, National

Gay and Lesbian Task Force; Business

Administration, M.B.A. 1982

Tim Jolliffe English, B.A. 1996

Chad Jones Staff, School of Education and

Information Studies

Dan Jordan Staff, Development;

Communication Studies, B.A. 1987

Robin Jordan Sociology, B.A. 1989

Ann M. Kail Theater Arts, M.A. 1980;

Library & Information Science, M.L.S.

1991

Gregory Keeier Social Welfare, M.A. 1996

Kate Kellams Business, B.A. 1995

Bill Ketchum Library & Information Science.

M.LS. 1997

Robert Kilgore Staff, Honors and

Undergraduate Counseling Information

Services; Psychology, B.A. 1989

Leiand Kim Political Science and

Philosophy, B.A. 1995; Sargeant, U.S.

Army

Jeff King Staff, Serials Department,

University Research Library

Vicky King Schoolof Law, J.D. 1995

Kevin Knickerbocker Political Science. B.A.

1996

Maciek Koiodziejczak Staff, Placement and

Career Planning Center; Education, M.A.

1986

V. A. Kolve Professor, Department of

English

Bill Korstick Office Manager, Tiverton

House

Phillip Kresge Theater, B.A. 1998

Stephen Krug Mathematics, B.A. 1996

William Kwan History (Study of Religion),

B.A. 1994

Kris Langabeer Staff, Physiological Science

Shawn Laughingtree Architectural History,

MA 1993

Silas Law Sociology, B.A. 199-; Concerts

Director, Campus Events

Ryan Leaderman Political Science, B.A.

1995; AssL Commissioner, Campus
Events

Quentin Lee Theater, Film & Television,

M.F.A. 199-

Sandra Lee Women's Studies, B.A. 1995;

Co-Chair, UCLA Lambda Alumni

Dawn LeKang Chaplain, Department of

Pastoral Care

LoisLeveen English, Ph.D. 199-

Henry Lien School of Law, J.D. 1995

Tom Lifka Asst. Vice Chancellor, Student

Academic Services

Erin B. Lindsay Staff, Department of

Molecular and Medical Pharmacology

Arthur L. Little, Jr. Asst. Professor,

Department of English

Christine A. Littleton Chair, Women's

Studies Program; Professor, School of

Law

Mark S. Lltwin, M.D. Asst. Professor,

Schools of Medicine and Public Health;

PublicHealth, M.P.H. 1993

Steven Llanusa Co-Chair. UCLA Lambda
Alumni; Psychology, B.A. 1985

Connie Long, M.A. Staff, UCLA Breast

Center

Jason L6pez Latin Amer. Studies, B.A. 1996

Flavio Lorenzelli Research Engineer;

Electrical Engineering. M.S.E.E. 1990.

Ph.D. 1993 ^ J
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SusaaLove, M.D. Director, UCLA Breast

Center; Assoc. Prof., Clinical Surgery

Camiiie Loya Political Science, B.A. 1987

Ren6 Lozano Staff, Undergraduate

Admissions (UARS); Sociology, B.A.

1994

Charles Lu Theatre, Film & Television, Ph.D.

1994

P. Andrew Lucas Anderson Graduate

School of Management, M.B.A. 1990

Dan Luckenblll Staff, University Research

Library; English, B.A. 1966

J. Eric Lynxwiler Anthropology, B.A. 1995;

Editor in Chief, "Ten Percent" Magazine

Meredith Lyon Head of Circulation. Law

Library; Political Science, B.A. 1977

James R. MacCurdy Staff, ASUCLA;

Sociology. B.A. 1994

William MacDuff Theater. Film & Television,

M.F.A. 199-

Kevin D. Mack Political Science, B.A. 1995

Greg Maher Fine Arts, B.F.A. 1981

Reza Mahvi Political Science, B.A. 1995

Jeff Malfatti English, B.A. 1991

Vincent J. Manarite Geography, B.A. 1986

Nancy L. Matthews Higher Education, M.A.

1989

Dwight A. McBride English, M.A. 1992,

Ph.D. 1996

Ren6e McBride Academic Staff, University

Research Library

Matthew McCarthy Undeclared, B.A. 1998

Martin McCombs Former Research

Consultant, Department of Psychiatry

Pat McDonough AssL Professor, School of

Education and Information Studies

Kevin McGown Staff, Office of the General

Counsel, University of California Office

of the President

John Maeks Applied Math, B.S. 1994

Joshua Mendelsohn School of Law, J.D.

1995

Jay Mendes Psychology, B.A. 1992

Debbie J. Menzies Sociology, M.S. 1993

Henry Messenheimer Staff,

Neuropsychiatric institute

Ken Meyer Director, UCLA Alumni Advisory

and Scholarship Program; Music. B.A.

1979

Dee A. Michel Library & Information'

Science, Ph.D. 1992

Mindy MIchels Anthropology. B.A. 1994

David Milch Theater, Film & Television,

M.F.A.199-

Dennis S. Miles Operations Supervision.

I.A. Men's Study, School of Public

Health (Epidemiology)

Dave Miller Staff, Telecommunications

Shannon "Luke" Miller Engineering

Physics, B.S. 1994, Ph.D. 2000

Derek Milne Staff, American Indian Studies

Center; American Indian Studies, M.A.

1994; Anthropology, Ph.D. 1998

Richard Mintz English, Ph.D. 1997

Todd Mitchell Alumnus

James Moore Staff, Microbiology and

Immunology

K. Scott Mosley Staff, Reservations,

Tiverton House

David Muiler Staff, Center lor the

Performing Arts

Benjamin Munson Linguistics, M.A. 1994,

Ph.D. 1997

Bob E. Myers, Jr. History, Ph.D. 1997

Rev. Dave Myier Assoc. Director, Pastoral

Care, UCLA Medical Center

Gene Nakajima, M.D. Robert Wood
Johnson Clinical Scholar, Department of

Medicine and Psychiatry

Akira Nakamura Linguistics, Ph.D. 1995

Mike Nemeth History, B.A. 1991

Patrick Newell Library & Information

Science, M.L.S. 1995

Rob Noga Staff, Center for AIDS Research

and Education; Sociology, B.A. 1991

Jeffrey Nunes Electrical Engineering, B.S.

1985

Patrick O'Hearn Psychology, B.A. 1982

Bruce D. Olsen Biology, Ph.D. 1998

David Olson Latin American Studies, M.A.

1994

Jermaine Onwubere Facilitator, Queer

African American Rap

Lynn Osbom Program Administrator,

Anderson Graduate School of

Management

Coco Owen Comparative Literature, M.A.

1985

^teve Palmer Staff, Biomedical Library

David Paolino Anderson Graduate School of

Management, M.B.A. 1995

Stanley Patrick Head of Circulation, College

Library; Communications, B.A. 1985

Rebecca Patterson Theater, Film &
Television, M.F.A. 199-

Matthew Pearson Linguistics, Ph.D. 1998

Sue Pelmuider Civil and Environmental

Engineering, Ph.D. 1994

Mario Perez Latin American Studies, B.A.

1988, M.Ed. 1991

Billy Phelan English, M.A. 1994, Ph.D. 1996

Javier PIHon Political Science, B.A. 1991

Cheri Piavnick Staff, Clinical Social Work

Gregory J. Pottie Asst. Professor, Electrical

Engineering Department

Linda M. Poverny, Ph.D. History, B.A. 1972

Jeffrey Powell Anderson Graduate School

of Management, M.B.A. 1996

John D. Poynter German, B.A. 1953;

German Lit, M.A. 1959, Ph.D. 1965

Shane S. Que Hee Professor, School of

PublicHealth

Dan Quick Undeclared, B.A. 1997; Program

Asst, Sprout Hall

Reggie Ramos Sociology, B.A. 1997;

Program Asst., Dykstra

Anthony Raynsford School of Architecture

and Urban Planning, 199-

Raymond Reece Art Librarian, Arts Library;

Library & Information Sciences, M.L.S.

1980

J)errick Reese School of Pjjblic Health,

Department of Health Services

Bradley Reichard English, B.A. 1992

Robert Rhoan Microbiology, B.S. 1998

Chris Rhodes Music, B.A. 1995; Leadership

(Pastoral) Team, University Catholic

Center

Brenda Riemer College of Applied Life

Sciences, B.S. 1983

Lawrence Riesenbach Anderson Graduate

School of Management, M.B.A. 1987

Michael J. Rigney Senior Administrative

Analyst, Jonsson Cancer Center

Sean Patrick Roaney Sociology, B.A. 1994

James Robbins History, Ph.D. 199-

Jdlio C. Rosa Sociology, B.A. 1995; Board

Member, National Gay and Lesbian Task

Force

Jeff Rosenberg Theater, B.A. 1995 —
Adam Ross Sociology, B.A. 1991

Chuck Russell-Coons School of Law, J.Di

1996 i

Steve Saleh History, B.A. 1984

Ron Samuels History, B.A. 1962

Emmanuel A. Sanchez Staff, School of

Public Health; Public Health, M.P.H.

1996

Vikki Sanchez History and Women's

Studies, B.A. 1993

Rob Sanders Communication Studies, B.A.

1993

Todd Sargent Political Science, B.A. 1995;

Financial Supports Commissioner,

USAC; Resident Asst.

Scott Schafer Political Science, B.A. 1995

Keith Schindier Anderson Graduate School

of Management. Executive M.B.A. 1996

M. Norma Semense Biology, B.S. 1996

James B. Senter Library & Information

Science. M.L.S. 1995 -^--

Greg Serpa Psychology, B.A. 1985

Ellna Shatkin Undeclared, B.A. 199-

Curtis F. Shepard Director, National Gay

and Lesbian Task Force Campus

Project; Education, Ph.D. 1989

Ervin Siax Art History, B.A. 1993

Dan Silverman Linguistics. M.A. 1992,

Ph.D. 1995

Steven David Simon School of Law, J.D.

1995

JaneSimoni Postdoctoral

Candidate/Instructor, Psychology;

Psychology, Ph.D. 1993

Rae Lee Siporin Director, Undergraduate

Admissions and Relations withSchools;

English. Ph.D. 1968

Heather Smith Psychology, B.A. 1994

Jalle Smith School of Law, J.D. 1995 /^

Mary Margaret Smith Staff, Women's

Studies Program; Women's Studies,

B.A. 1990; Public Health, M.P.H. 1995

Roberta Smith Staff. Physiological Science

Dave Socha Political Science, B.A. 1986

Gabriela Solomon TESL/Applied

Linguistics, Ph.D. 199-

Leah Spalding Psychology, Ph.D. 1996

Tony Spano, Jr. Music, M.F.A. 1996

Don Spring Staff, Placement and Career

Planning Center; Library & Information

Science, M.L.I.S. 1975

Alan Stacey Adjunct Asst. Professor,

Department of Mathematics

Benson Staiey History, B.A. 1988

Cathie Staples Staff, Financial Aid Office

Lawrence Stern Theater. Film & Television,

M.F.A. 1995 -

Tim Stowell Chair, Department of

Linguistics

Rita Stumps Staff, University Research

Library; German, B.A. 1985

Paulino S. Tamayo Sociology (Asian

American Studies), B.A. 1995; Program

Coordinator, Delta Terrace

Peter T. Taylor Business Administration,

B.S. 1958

Lee Tee Dance. B.A. 1991

Jewel Thais-Wiiiiams History, B.A. 1971

Ron Thomas Staff, Center for the

Performing Arts

Peter L. Thorsiey, Jr. Professor Emeritus,

Department of English

Voltaire Tihana Staff, Placement and Career

Planning Center; History, B.A. 1987

Karen Tongson English, B.A. 1995

Jill Tordsen-McCaii Women's Studies and

English, B.A. 1996

Jodd Torr School of Law. J.D. 1997

David S. Trapneii Anthropology, B.A. 1994

Lisa Tritico, R.N. Clinical Nurse ill.

Preoperative Screening Clinic

Chien-Wen Tseng School of Medicine, M.D.

1997

Judy Twentyman Psychology, B.A. 1969

Ike Uche Political Science, B.A. 1995

Sonny Vajrabukka Director, UCLA Mahu

Rick Vaidivia Staff, Business and Finance;

Economics, B.A. 1984

Brack Vandenberghe Theater, B.A. 1985

Neal Velgos School of Social Welfare, M.A.

1991

Rose Veniegas Psychology, Ph.D. 199-

Melissa Vogel Anthropology and Women's

Studies, B.A. 1995; Program

Coordinator, Sproul Hall

Gib Wallis Theater, Film & Television, —
M.F.A. 1995

Doug Walters Director, UCLA Alumni Board

of Directors; Civil Engineering, B.S.

1988

Karina L. Walters Sociology, B.A. 1987;

Social Work, M.S.W. 1990; School of

Public Policy, Ph.D. 199-

Dawn Waring Staff, Center for the Study of

Women
Eric C. Wat Staff, Asian American Studies

Center; Communication Studies, B.A.

1992

Pamela Wegner Staff, Faculty Center

Lee Werbel Executive Director, Gay and

Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation;

Alumna

Jennifer A. Wiikie Environmental

Engineering. Ph.D. 1998

Eric Wiiks Theater, Film & Television, B.A.

1991

Kit Winter School of Law. J.D. 1997

Hon. Keith Wisot Judge (Ret), LA.

Superior Court; School of Law, J.D.

1966

Belinda Wood Staff, UCLA Storehouse

John Wu Former Co-Chair, GALA

Francisco Yescas Federal Work-Study

Coordinator, Financial Aid Office

Dorn Yoder Philosophy, B.A. 199-

Lino Zambrano Public Health. M.P.H. 1994

Alex Zaphiris Women's Studies and

Communication Studies, B.A. 1994

Jos^ Zepeda Sociology, B.A. 1995

;^^/d̂ "^Ai^ '9f<'{'<i f^c "f^'s X£.

(OUT and PROUD Bruin)

Is ad supported by CSP. CPC. USAC, Campus

Events Commission. CRA. Office of

Community and Governmental Relations,

and GSA

...and

we're

mh
and

PROUD

We are just a

few of the

lesbian, gay,

bisexual^

transsexual,

and transgen-

dered people
who are part

of the UCLA
community.

We invite you
to Join with us
in celebrating

UCLA Coming
Out Week,

October 10-

14, 1994. For

information

on the UCLA
Coming Out
Week
program, call

310-281-8957.
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Politics and religfon mix
to condemn Prop. 187
By Jeanne Marian!
Los Angeles Daily News

Looking out into a sea of mul-
ticultural faces, Cardinal Roger
Mahony's message to the hun-
dreds who packed the gymnasi-
um at Cantwell-Sacred Heart
High School in suburban
Montebello was one of politics

mixed with morality.

Mahony's sermon on Saturday
focused on defeating Proposition

187 - the **Save Our State" ini-

tiative - that would ban illegal

aliens from receiving public
health, educational and welfare
services.

Mahony's message struck a
chord with the crowd of people
gathered for "Follow the Way of
Love," the 17th annual
Archdiocesan Multi-Ethnic
Celebration, a global potpourri

of people from dozens of coun-

tries, many dressed in the bright-

ly colored traditional garb of

their respective countries.

Mahony called the political

ballot measure an *'ill-con-

ceived" move that would deny
health care to the sick and strip

immigrant children from public

schools.

"Our church and our country

is a history of people on the

move in search of a better life for

themselves and their families,"

he told the crowd. "Together we
can take a step toward preserving

families by seeing to it that

Proposition 187 never becomes
law."

Politics mixed with morality

are providing the grist for ser-

mons from church and temple
pulpits across Los Angeles
County as the religious commu-

nity takes aim. at an unconven-
tional demon — Proposition 187.

This weekend in particular,

clergy of all faiths are drawing
on biblical themes to get parish-

ioners to register to vote ahead of

Tuesday's deadline, and then
vote against Proposition 187.

The measure, they say, promotes
hatred and counters^orality.

Mahony's message is being
invoked by priests from parish to

parish to stir the 3.5 million
Catholics in the Los Angeles
archdiocese, and similar attacks

on the initiative are being
launched by other religious lead-

ers from pulpits in churches and
temples throughout the state.

"I think the role of the church
is to help people to understand
the human dimensions of this,"

Mahony said after the service.

While the church recognizes
the need to deal with illegal

immigration at California's bor-

ders, stripping immigrants of
basic social services through
Proposition 187. is not the
answer, he said.

"It's going to divide families,

and it's not going to make people
return to their countries,"
Mahony said.

Mahony has asked Catholics
to reflect and pray on the matter
in his official statement issued to

Catholics through the church's
newspaper and through nearly
300 parishes in the archdiocese.

Proponents of the measure
contend that California simply
cannot afford to provide the tax-

payer-funded services to the

massive number of illegal immi-
grants now crossing our borders

at a rate of 2,000 per week.

And they argue that moral
messages touted by religious
leaders are based on false pre-

sumptions and are meant to cre-

ate racial hysteria.

"I expect extremist tactics and
extremist rhetoric," said Ron
Prince, chairman of the Orange
County-based Save Our State,

the group that authored the initia-

tive. "All we can do is what we
have been doing, and that is to

tell the truth about this initia-

tive."

Moving into the final weeks
before the Nov. 8 election, reli-

gious leaders are stepping up
their efforts to block Proposition

187.

On Saturday, more than 700
Catholic educators and leaders

met for their annual Religious

Education Congress, held this

year in Mission Hills, a Los
Angeles County community.
Their agenda included a message

on the negative impacts of the

^llot measure. -/

' This week, the newly formed
African- American/Jewish
Leadership Connection - a coali-

tion of Jewish organizations and
African-American groups and
churches - have scheduled a

news conference to denounce the

measure. Taking a stand against

Proposition 187 will be the
group's first official act.

Also this week, the Board of
Rabbis of Southern California

are expected to endorse a

See CHURCH, page 15
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Becoming a UCLA senior is an

achievement. So smile...for the

camera, please! It's time to get your

senior portrait taken so you1l appear

in the I Brum Life yearlKNik,

CA.WIM S PliOI'O

UCLA's official pictorial history.

Just have your senior portrait taken

at ASUCLA's Campus Photo Studio.

Pay only $5-or buy your Bruin Life

yearbook in advance, and your

Studio
yearbook portrait is free.

Cmpus Photo Studio it located on 2nd floor Ackerman

Open MondiyFriday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

WeVe on 2nd floor Ackerman

Union- stop by!

EXPRESS
A TWO-SESSION
ASSERTIVENESS

CLINIC
FOR WOMEN
Tuesday
Oct. 25 & Nov. 1

12;0ajKm. to 1:30 p.m.

Learn to assert
yourself and state
your ideas with
confidence!
Facilitated by (Nan Senzaki
Clinical Social Worker
Student Psychological Services

Sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center.

Call 825-3945 to sign up.

YOURSELF

the 8th annual

UCLA Study Abroad/

vel Fair

Sponsored by the EXPO Center and ASUCLA Travel
study abroad *** internships *** short-term work abroad *** volunteer *** travel

EXPO CENTER PARTICIPANTS: >^
Academia de Espanol Guatemala * ACCENT INT"L * AIFS * American Scandinavian Foundation of Los

Angeles * Amigos de las Americas * Beaver College * Boston University Study Abroad * Butler UniversityJ*L_

CCIS * Ccntro Mexicano Internacional * CIEE Work Abroad * CIEE Study Abroad * Eastern Michigan Univer-

sity * Educational Programs Abroad * Escuola Insicme-Italy * Goethe Institute * Goldsmith's College, London
* Gonzaga University * Hostelling International * lEP Work Abroad * Institute for American Universities *_
International Studies Abroad * ISIS-Barcelona * Jerusalem Fellowships * JET Program * La Escuela de Idiomas

D'Amore * Lancaster University * Language Studies Abroad * Language Studies Enrollment Center * LEXIA
Exchange Int'l * Lisle Fellowship * London School of Economics * Loyola Marymount University * Monterey

Institute International Studies * NationalRegistration Center for Study Abroad * Peace Corps * School for Field

Studies * Semester at Sea * Spanish Center of Languages * St. Clare's College at Oxford * Studio Art Centers

International * SUNY Brockport * SUNY at Albany * Syracuse University Abroad * Temple University-Japan

* UCI Summer Sessions-Cambridge * UCLA American Language Center * UCLA Summer Sessions * UCLA
EAP * University of Bristol * University ofEast Anglia, Norwich England * University ofGuadalajara * Univer-

sity of Stirling * Westwood Village Rotary Club

ASUCLA TRAVEL PARTICIPANTS:
African TravelAVTC * Air New Zealand * Bahamas Tourist Of-

fice * Contiki Holidays *

Garuda Airlines Indonesia *

HELLASTOURS * Holiday

Inn Westwood Plaza * Island

Flight Vacations * Israel Min-

istry ofTourism * Ladcco Chil-

ean Airlines * Malaysia Air-

lines * Mount Cook Line *

Pleasant Hawaiian Holidays *

Puerto Rico Tourism Co. *

Saeta Airlines * Safariccntre *

Suntrips

PRIZE DRAWING AT 4:30!

Prizes include:

2 Roundtrip tickets to Mexico City

sponsored by Malaysia Airlines

One week of study at Academia

Gift Packages donated by Chilean

Airlines

Gift Certificate for one night at the

Weshvood Plaza Hotel

Two weeks at La Escuela de

Idiomas D'Amore in Costa Rica

And much more!!!

H
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Agricultural pests Impinge on local seminary
By MamI McEntee
Los Angeles Daily News

CAMARILLO — Slogging
through the muddy rows of his

lemon grove, Don Reeder can
look down on the deceptively
placid fields of St. John's
Seminary College - now Ground
2^ro for a biological time bomb.

Reeder, who has nurtured
orchards through bitter frost,

droughts and floods, knew the time

would come when the state's most

feared agricultural pest - the

Mediterranean fruit fly - would be

discovered in Ventura County.

He just didn't plan on it happen-

ing now - and just beyond his

chain-link fence.

"In farming, people get picked

on," Reeder said. "Frosts are bad
luck and everything else is bad
luck. This guy being next door was
bad luck. If this thing hangs on.

then we have to make some major
decisions."

The Sept. 29 discovery of two

pregnant Medflies in a seminary fig

tree, and the subsequent discovery

of at least 58 additional flies by
Friday, has sent a wave of concern

among growers who, like Reeder,

keep the mercurial business of
farming alive in Southern
California's Ventura County.

The unwelcome find signals the

first Medfly infestation in the
state's 1 1 th most productive agri-

cultural county, accounting for

$848 million of California's $19.9
billion farming industry.

Gov. Pete Wilson has declared

the codnty a disaster area.

Beginning as soon as

Wednesday, helicopters will spray

the pesticide malathion over a 16-

square mile area radiating out from
the seminary - sun-baked land that

anchors farms, groves and housing

developments.

It is the start of an eradication

campaign that could extend into

1 995 and force growers within an
86-square-mile quarantine zone to

take special measures if they hope
to put thdir crops on the market.

Eradication campaigns already

are under way in four other
Southern California counties.

"The immediacy and the severity

of it is worse than anything I've

experienced in the last 14 years,"

Rex Laird, executive director of the

Ventura County Farm Bureau, said

of the infestation.

The symbolism of finding such a

biological plague at a seminary is

not lost on Laird.

"It's like the boll weevil and cot-

ton and locusts on cereal grain,"

Laird said, "it's almost biblical. It's

See FUES, page 16
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Use our self-service computers with

^..state-of-the-art equipment for all

.••••** your important assignments.

Then leave the rest to us!

Reports • Theses • Dissertations • Projects
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WESTWOOD
923 Westwood Blvd.* Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 824-5276 • FAX: (310) 824-5543

6SS
I

WEST L.A.

11988 Wilshire Blvd. • Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310) 207-5952 • FAX: (310) 820-0079

You're feeling sleepy.
You xA^ant to advertise.

External 825-2161

Dally Bruin

The Power To Soar
Buy an IBM personal computerfor college & fly T¥IU[

anywhere in the continental U.S. throughout the school year

JlOF XiU 5 ^^^^ ^^y based on round-trip purchase.

Ask your IBM Campus Computer Reseller about Get Real Privileges

...and easy, affordable computer financing.

ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE

Kll'l tllPITII tTllf IF CIIICE

IBM compiUers are maOable (mfy to UCLA students,

selected Extenskm students,faculty, stt^, and depart-

ments Extension students sbadd inqidre at the

Computer ^oreregardh^ iH^jMity. Personal checks

are accepted up to $m Visa, MasterCard and

Discover are also accepted

Get Real. Get an IBM ThinkPad" or ValuePoinC...

TERMS A CONDITIONS Offrr •viiUblr to any coOegc itodnil, facally and (UfT who purrhaiie IBM pfrtonal compalm ihrouith par1icipMiii|t canpuii loratiom rrtHn now through Dfcewbw 3 1 . I»*. Oltlen lubjoet to avaiUbilily. IBM may withdraw oA«r at ant I

without wrMm notiee. OflM'arauaUr in U.S. only. '

•ValW for any TWA Hntination in thr Continmlal I ..S
. fVrto Rim and flifditii nripnatinf fnim llnnohiiu to Lmi An^ir* l"r Iravrl Srplrmbn- 1 . 1994 thn>U|th Jure- .W. 1995 Sratu an- bmitni Ortificatf* .rr non-tranrfrrablf . and rannol hr mmhiiwd with any .^hrr diKYmnt

rertifM-alM or promotional offrr.. All travrl miiM l)r on fli|rhtii oprralnl by Tram. World Airlinr. Tra»rl b not pfrwitted on TWA dr»mnatnl flif^fati operated bv another carrier, or on Tram World EJipreii. 14^lay advance pnrrhaiw, blackout daiea and certain other
re»lncliofl« apply; complete detaib will be nhown on travel certifiratr.

IBM and ThinkPad are rejpnterrd trademark, of International Buaineu Machinei (kirporation. ValuePoint i« a trademark of International RunineM Machinei Corporation. TWA it a regittered trwlemark of Tram WorW AiHoiea.lnr.

C Iittemaiional Bnaineaa MarMact Corporatian 1994.
IBM 784-11
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Lifelong Education and Social Change
Amigos del Barrio

10/17 KH 411
5:30pm
10/18 KH 411
-5:30pm

Armenian Tutorial

Project

10/3 KH 411 lam
10/4 KH 411 1pm,
3pm
10/5 KH 411 2pm
10/6 KH 411 4pm
10/7 KH 411 3pm

Asian Education .

Project

10/3 AU 3517 1pm
10/4 AU 3517 12pm
10/5 AU 3517 2pm
10/6 AU 3517 1pm
10/7 AU 2408 4pm

Best Buddies

107 AU 3530 5pm

Bruin Partners

10/12 AU 3525 6pm
10/13 AU 3525 6pm

Community^ "^Service ^^

Commission

Recruitment Fair

Tomorrow
Wednesday, October 1 2, 1 994

9-3 pm

Project nRST
10/6 MS5148
6:30pm
10/12 LS4127
6:30pm

Hands for

Empowerment
7th week

UCIA Hunger
Project

10/11 AU2408 6pm
10/12 AU3508 5pm
10/13 KH408B 5pm
10/14 KH408B 2pm

Community
University

Enricliment in

Schools

10/6 KH404 5pm
10/13 KH404 9pm

Perloff Quad
Fall Orientation Dates

Korean Tutorial Project

10/3 Boelter 5440 6pm

Pilipinos for

Community Health

10/15 TBA 10am

Filipinos Recruitment

& Enrichment

Program
Mondays KH40
4pm

Prison Coalition

2nd week of each

quarter

Project Uteracy UCLA
10/14 AU3508 12pm
10/15 AU2408 1pm
10/16 AU3508 1:30pm

10/17KH411 8pm

Project Mac
10/11 AU3530 5pm

10/12 AU3525 5pm

Project Share
10/13 AU 3525 3pm
10/14 AU 3525 3pm

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL

Paid for by USAC

Senior Citizens

Project

10/17 KH404 1pm
10/18 KH404 1pm
40/21 KH404 3pm

Vietnamese
Reaching Out
to Aid the

Community
10/6 Franz 1260
10pm

Working for

Immigrant Uteracy

Development
10/2 AU3508
12pm, 1pm
10/6AU3508
12pm, 1pm
10/11 AU2412
12pm, 1pm
10/12 AU3517
12pm, 1pm

Women In

Support of

Each Other

and GISE
10/11 AU3525 6pnrr-

10/12 AU3517 7pm
10/13 AU3508 6pm

Tree Project

call for info

UCLA Special

Olympics

10/14 KH301K 8pm

Watts Tutorial

Program
10/11 Kinsey 169
6:30pm

Students
Honestly

Opening Up
Together

10/11 KH 500 5pm

/*!
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Cults flourish with
pocalyptic visions

By Qustav Niebuhr
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — There is

something in the human psyche
that simply wants to know about
the end. When will it come? What
will it be like? And, paradoxically,

what comes afterwanls?

These questions - of a particu-

larly cosmic significance - flgured

in the news last week, in the
strange deaths of more than 50
people in Switzerland and Canada
who were members of religious

sects that engaged in apocalyptic

prophecy.

Much remained .unknown at

week's end (including whether the

deaths resulted from mass murder

or suicide). BUt European authori-

ties who stu(lied the sects - the

Order of the Solar Temple in

Quebec and the Order of the Solar

Tradition in Switzerland - said

their leader, Luc Jouret, taught a

doomsday theology drawn from
New Age and occult sources,
focusing on impending environ-
mental catastrophe, a disaster that

only the elect few would survive

in a glorious new state.

Whether or not these beliefs

figured in the tragedy, Jouret's

followers were by no means alone

in expounding a cataclysmic pes-

simism about the state of the
worid. Indeed, as the millennium
wanes and the year 2000
approaches, talk of a coming
apocalypse is flourishing.

Upwards of 1 ,000 organizations

and individuals in the United
States are writing and publishing
about coming "global transforma-

tions," said Ted Daniels, director

of the Millennium Watch Institute,

which tracks apocalyptic prophe-
cies.

Many warn that the changes
will be violent - either natural
calamities, like floods and earth-

quakes, or warfare. "The tone is

increasingly ominous." Daniels

said.

Apocalypse, a word Greek in

origin, literally means an unveil-

ing, a revelation. In its heyday a

millennium ago, apocalyptic spec-

ulation was replete with warnings

of doomsday, famines and flying

dragons.

Generally, predictions follow a

pattern. The world has grown cor-

rupt beyond human repair. Only a
higher force - God or Nature -

See CULTS, page 16

MACINTOSH
Computer Instruction

I

• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works.
PageMaker, and more

• lean teaeh where YOUtire onYOUR computer •

Low rates • callJim 310/472-3770

USAC Financial Supports

Commission...

Working for you

Now accepting staff and intern

applications for all projects:

Financial Aid Peer Counselors; Scholarship Resource Center;

Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual (LGB) Resource Center; LGB Studies;

Corporate Sponsorship for Campus Proorammina; Campus
Programming Resource Guide; Income Tax and Financial Aid Form
Assistance; Campus Employment Resource Guide; On-Campus

Housing; UCLA Parking Services... just to name a few.

We need strong leaders to work on these

projects, as well as people who just want to make a
difference. Empower the student voice at UCLA!

Applications are available at 31 2A Kerckhoff Hall.

Please call Todd Sargent at (310) 825-7608

for any questions.

Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government

Breakfast Served All Day
great food and low pwcesj

208-4883 10975 Weyburn

OPEN 7 DAYS * Breakfest, Lunch &<Dinner

10975 Weybum Ave.. Westwood Village
Comer of Gayiey Ave. • (310) 208-4883

BREAKFAST SPECIALS
^^ QQ ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

2 Eggs, 2 Bacon or Sausage, and
• Toast & Potatoes, or Pancakes,
nr French Toast

""""'^ »- '"^"

Chicken or Beef
Skewer

with Village Fries

and Soft Drink

!p 3 ." 5 + tax

Two Charbroiled

Chicken
breasts with Rice
and Garden Salad

$4.95 +tax

EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
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Cool Code Rules.
/I

Come to Microsoft and write the code of your life,

Technical Presentation

(Sponsored by CSUA)
Thursday, October 13, 1994
6:30 - 8:30 pm
Kinsey, Rm. #51
See Career Planning Center for details

We will be accepting resumes.
Microsofi

Microsoft is an Equal Opportunity Employer and supports wockfoice diversity.

CI994 Mtenwoft Corporirton. AU rithtt reaefved MkrototW to i rettrtmid irademrt erf MkitMoA Carpcntian.

(s)
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Companies contest purpose of psychotherapy
Reformers question therapy,

affects N.Y. medical spending
By Melinda Henneberger
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Managed-care
companies have several names for

what's ailing people who spend
years in psychotherapy that the

companies consider unproductive:

they call it the New Yorker
syndrome or the Woody Allen
syndrome. And they intend to

eradicate it.

But who determines whether
psychiatric treatment is productive

or merely high-cost self-improve-

ment? This question has led to

pitched battles between the com-
,
panies and psychotherapists, par-

ticularly in the New York region,

where more than 20 percent of the

nation's therapists work.

The battle is seen as a testing

ground for the efforts of managed-
care companies to scrutinize more
closely medical spending in New
York, where managed care has
been slow to take hold.

Many therapists say managed-

care companies, intent on cutting

costs, are undermining the quality

of care by calling the shots on
treatment without ever seeing a

patient. These companies, they,

say, favor doctors who chaige the

lowest fees, driving some practi-

tioners from the profession.

"This industry is destroying the

field," said Dr. Karen Shore, a

psychologist and co-chairwoman
of the Coalition of Mental Health
Professionals and Consumers, a
Long Island-based national group
that opposes managed care for

mental health. "Nobody wants
their kid to be a psychologist any-
more."

Managed-care companies and
their advocates, who include some
psychiatrists, counter that thera-

pists are chiefly unhappy about
the loss of income. Insurance
plans have never been very gener-
ous with mental health care, but
the managed-care companies are

even more parsimonious.

In the New York area, typical

therapy fees range from $150 to

$300 an hour fom psychiatrist and
from $40 to $150 an hour for a

social worker, but managed-care
companies generally pay only 55
to 60 percent of that. One doctor

said he was getting $80 a visit

from managed-care companies but

usually charged twice that; anoth-

er was asked to settle for $40.

Suf^rters of managed care say

many practitioners would rather

keep people in talk therapy for

years than try drug therapy that

has increasingly proven effective.

For years, these doctors had
authority to continue treatment
that shows no signs of working,
the companies say.

"There's a lot of resistance

against managed care among psy-

chiatrists because they don't want
to be part of a system where they

have to conform to what the com-
pany's rules are," said Dr. Terry
Golash, medical director for
Empire Blue Cross/Blue Shield,

who has both supervised man-
aged-care reviewers and been sub-

ject to their scrutiny in his private

practice. "A lot of doctors don't
like to call and ask for permis-
sion."

Dr. Ian Shaffer, executive vice

president and chief medical offi-

cer of Value Behavioral Health,
the country's largest managed-
care company, argued that patients

can suffer when their doctors'
decisions go unchallenged.

But therapists say patients suf-

fer when their professional judge-
ments are challenged by
sometimes unqualified employees
of managed-care companies who
press them for confidential infor-

mation.

Psychiatrists also complain that

they are increasingly limited to

dispensing pills as therapy is con-

ducted more and more by licensed

social workers or psychiatric nurs-

es who charge lower fees.

Psychologists say they, too, are

being shunned, and many are
leaving private practice for diag-

nostic and consulting work in

schools and businesses.

One Manhattan psychoanalyst
said those in his line of work are

"an endangered species."

Most managed mental health

care companies report that they
deny a Very small number of
requests for treatment. Value
Behavioral Health, for example.

great minds
IVIy students are usually pretty apprehensive about going

to grad school and the whole admissions process. And why

shouldn't they be? At Kaplan, we know how important

the GRE is to admissioniB and scholarship eligibility. So, I
^

work to prepare my students, no matter how long it's been

since they've taken a standardized test. I give my students

the ability and the confidence they need to get a higher

GRE score."
'7—^— — JENNIFER BELK GRE INSTRUCTOR

great methods

1
•

get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

has an outright denial rate of less

than 1 percent.

But reviewers and providers

commonly negotiate agreements
that provide less treatment than

the therapists originally requested,

Golash said. And "the companies

tfy to find providers they like so
they can avoid denying cases," he

said. "That's how it works."
Reducing Costs, But Also

Incomes

A more telling measure of how
much treatment is being denied -
or provided more efficiently,

depending on your point of view -

is the amount of money that man-
aged-care companies save busi-

nesses in outlays for mental health

care, with the companies typically

reporting cost savings of some-
where between 30 and 50 percent.

Those savings translate into

tens of thousands of dollars in lost

income for New York psychia-
trists, whose annual incomes gen-
erally range from $80,000 to

$200,000 (some make far more),
and social workers with master's

degrees, who make upward of
$50,000. Depending on how many
patients they have in managed
care, they say their income has
been cut by 5 to 25 percent.

New York doctors were among
the last holdouts against managed
care, which took hold in the area

only recently but has made the

nK)st dramatic local inroads in the

mental health field. Like many
private companies. New York City

signed its employees up for man-
aged care - for mental health ser-

vices only - several months ago.

Across the country, in areas
where managed care has been
around longer, therapists said they

were losing even more money, as

much as 50 percent in California

and Rorida, forcing some to take

early retirement or look for a sec-

ond career.

But Shaffer said New York ther-

apists have been particulariy vocal

about the changes brought on by
managed care because of the pop-
ularity of psychoanalysis. He said

many New York patients were not

mentally ill but were in therapy
for self-improvement. And health

insurance, he said, should not
have to pay for that, any more,
than it should be paying for con-
tinuing education.

The emphasis on cutting men-
tal health costs in particul^ is

generally attributed to increases
in the money employers spend
on the treatment of mental ill-

ness and substance abuse - $22
billion in 1993, up 57 percent in

five years.

A Way to Test A Growing
Industry

Opponents of managed care,
however, insist that psychiatric
services are being used as a
local testing ground for the
managed-care industry, since
employees are less likely to
complain that they aren't getting
proper treatment for panic
attacks than, say, a bad knee.

And either way, "It's seen as
a way of testing the waters, to
see how managed care plays" in
New York, said Golash of
Empire Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
As a result (^ managed care,

psychiatrists say their medical
practices have changed drasti-
cally because now they primari-
ly treat acutely ill patients.

Doctors said'as much as 25 per-
cent of their day is now spent talk-

ing with reviewers about how
many sessions and what kind of
treatment is warranted. And a few
are joining group psychiatric prac-
tices. becau.se some managed-care
companies require that doctors be^
on 24-hour call.
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Plaglie seiMi aswarning to improve iieaitii
By John Burnt
The New York Times

BOMBfAY, India — As India
gains confidence that the worst of

its plague epidemic is over, the

country is being swept by a wave
of anger and self-reproach.

In place of the panic that broke

out as the plague swept across the

country in the last two weeks, the

mood has shifted in recent days
toward demands for something
lasting to be done to attack levels

of urban squalor that many
Indians say are among the worst
anywhere. In addition, there have
been calls for urgent action to

improve levels of health care that

international agencies have said

arc among the most underfmanced
anywhere.

The anguish has shown in

speeches by public health experts

and in editorials in the country's
major newspapers, as well as in

the reactions of ordinary Indians.

A common view is that India has

suffered a self-inflicted wound
that will cost it deariy in terms of
lost investments, tourism, and
prestige, and that the country
should acknowledge past failings

CHURCH
From page 8

recommendation by its execu-
tive committee opposing the
measure, said Rabbi Steven Can-
Reuben, the board's vice presi-

dent.

"We are hoping that the voice
of combined religious leader-
ship of California will be able to

remind people of the essential

values that religions teach - of
respect for human rights and
human dignity," Reuben said.

"We are a society of immi-
grants. All of us are immigrants
to America."
Behind Mahony, the archdio-

cese has been aggressive in its

stand. From its Office of Justice

and Peace, the archdiocese is

trying to get Mahony's message
into tens of thousands of homes,
and nearly 300 parishes are
being asked to explain the
church's position during Oct. 16
sermons.

With Tuesday's voter-regis-
tration deadline just around the

corner, numerous parishes will

be registering voters this week-
end after regular masses,
explained Tom Chabolla, who
operates the Office of Justice
and Peace, which deals with
social issues from the Catholic
perspective.

.

CSUN
From page 3

and is expecting $200 million
more, Wilson said.

While the state is expected to

pick up the remaining 10 percent,

administrators worry about where
the money will come from.

In June, voters defeated a state

bond measure that would have
generated $2 billion for earth-
quake relief.

Since last fall, the university
has suffered a 10 percent decline

in enrollment, about 7 percent of
which is attributable to the earth-

quake, Wilson said.

Fee increases caused part of
the reduction, she said.

Wilson said she expects many
students in science and technical

programs will return to CSUN
once they realize those classes
are back on campus. Many were
forced off-campus after the
quake.

and adopt reforms that will limit

the risks of major epidemics in the

future.

"The television images of India

may soon be forgotten abroaSd. but

let's hope they finall^M^ake
Indians do what they should have
done long ago - pay more atten-

tion to health and sanitation," said

George Verghese, a former news-
paper editor and adviser to Indira

Gandhi, the prime minister who
was assassinated in 1984.
Verghese, now on the staff of the

Center for Policy Research, an
independent research center in

New Delhi, said that if the lessons

of the plague outbreak were
ignored, "it will be plague today,

and some other epidemic tomor-
row."

Although anxiety over the
plague epidemic appears to be
receding, the crisis is not over.

According to figures released by
the Health Ministry in New Delhi,

neariy 5.000 people remain in iso-

lation wards in eight states that

cover wide areas of the country
and contain more than half the

country's estimated population of
more than 850 million.

But for the first time since the

first plague deaths were reported

two weeks ago, the level of daily

hospital admissions are now
reported to be lower than the num-
ber of people being released alter

testing negative for plague.

"I am very confident

that things are

returning to normal."

A.K. Mukherjee

Health Ministry Official

"I believe we've reached the

peak now," A.K. Mukherjee, a

senior Health Ministry official,

said on Tuesday. "I am very con-

fident that things are returning to

normal
. '

'

•

. .

Much of the recrimination over

the plague outbreak has been
directed at the government of
Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha
Rao. Some political analysts here

believe that Rao could be dam-
aged politically by a wave of criti-

cism that has blamed his

government for the country's poor

health and sanitation record. The
governing Congress Party has
been in power here for all but a

handful of years since India's

independence in 1947.

The Rao government has also

been harmed by what many Indian

critics have described as a vacil-

lating and at times evasive han-
dling of the crisis.

Among other things, the gov-
ernment's critics have focused on
the government's outlays on
health care, amounting this year to

$154 million, only a fraction of
the $13 billion the government has

budgeted for the military.
According to figures issued by the

Worid Health Organization, the

health outlays make India, in per

capita terms, one of the develop-

ihg world's lowest spenders on
health care.

An editorial in The New York
Times of India, noting the need for

adequate social programs to

underpin economic moderniza-
tion, said the plague outbreak had
damaged the country just as "it

seemed that the traditional picture

of India as the poverty-stricken

land of cows and snake charmers
was about to be dramatically

uansformed."
Indian newspapers have run

front-page articles noting that in

many Indian cities, including

Surat, where the outbreak of pneu-

monic plague began, govemment-
run health clinics in the poorest

districts are virtually non-existent,

leaving the sick with nobody to

turn to but private doctors they

cannot afford. The articles have
also drawn attention to the lack of

sanitation in the slums of the big

cities like Bombay, where mil-

lions live without garbage clear-

ance or toilets.

There have been reports of a

score of foreign countries placing

what amount to quarantine restric-

tions on Indians and Indian goods.

While most Western countries

have adopted limited measures,

such as airport health checks on
passengers arriving from India, or

adding doctors to airline crews
flying to India, many other gov-
ernments, particularly among
India's neighbors, have been more
severe. They have suspended air-

line links, closed their ports to

Indian ships, and deferred or can-

celed orders for Indian products,

including food.

tfHiis Sends Your Mind Reeling

If This Is Music To Your Ears,

(j»
Or IfThese Look Familiar, There

Is Only One Place To Be.

NSA will be on campus October 1 7th interviewing for:
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Engineering, Computer Engineering, Computer Science, Math-
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FLIES
From page 10

like the pestilence or the plague."

The Mediterranean fruit fly

threatens a variety of county crops,

including grapefruits, avocados,

oranges, tomatoes, apricots, nec-

tarines and peppers. Ventura
County is the slate's No. 1 producer

of lemons and oranges and the No.

2 producer of avocados and suaw-

berrieSi

The potential for the flies to

spread, leaving their destructive

larvae to turn the county's most
important cash crops into mush,
is a threat to more than just the

agricultural crop.

In some ways, growers and
officials say, the Medfly threat-

ens the very soul of a region
with agricultural roots stemming
from the late 19th century along

the fertile Oxnard Plain and the

Ventura and Santa Clara river

valleys leading from the moun-
tains to the sea.

The population, which now
stands at about 700,000, fol-

lowed the cultivation of crops
such as lima beans and the blos-

soming oil industry farther
inland.

Over the years, crops have

spread throughout the fertile coun-

ty, varying with the market and
public taste. There were walnuts,

barley, sugar beets and a plethora of

row crops.

Citrus dug in during the
1920s, and along with strawber-

ries and avocados remains the

most lucrative' crops in the
county - finding buyers domes-
tically and in countries as far

away as Japan, Korea and
Australia.

It is Ventura County's sun-baked

and coastal-cooled climate that is

just right for these crops - helping

keep the county a bastion of black-

soiled open space in a region of
condominiums and shopping com-
plexes.

In a worst-case scenario, the fur-

ther spread of the fly could wipe out

a statewide $1.6 billion exported

produce market and $4.2 billion

domestic market.

It could cost the state 35,000jobs,

according to California Department

of Food and Agriculture estimates.

Without eradication, Ventura
• County alone could lose 1 1 ,000 agri-

cultural production and harvesting

jobs and 15,500 related jobs, offi-

cials said. Regional shipping, pro-

cessing, trucking, sales, insurance

and banking industries are inex-

orably linked.

CULTS
From page 12

can set things right. The transfor-

mation will be violent. Some will

survive, on Earth or elsewhere, by
taking precautions of a spiritual

nature (prayer and fasting), or,

occasionally, physical ones
(repairing to the country and
building bomb shelters).

No sooner had the bodies of
Jouret's followers been found than

comparisons arose with the deaths

of more than 80 Branch Davidians

in a confrontation with federal

agents in Waco. Texas, last year
Among the dead was their leader,

David Koresh, who also predicted

that the world's end was
approaching.

In his role as an apocalyptic

prophet, Koresh took as his text

the Bible's Book of Revelation, a

darkly allegorical text that fore-

tells the devastation that will

befall Earth during the great cos-

mic battle with the forces of evil

that precedes the triumph of God's
Kingdom.
With apocalyptic imagery

found in both the Old and New
Testaments, the idea of history's

coming end is embedded in

Western culture. In the Gospel of

Mark, Jesus vividly predicts the

suffering of the faithful and the

appearance of false prophets.

In Chapter 13, verses 23-26, he

continues the prophecy: "But in

those days, after that tribulation,

the sun shall be darkened, and the

moon shall not give her light, and
the stars of heaven shall fall and
the powers that are in heaven shall

be shaken. And then shall they see

the Son of man coming in the

clouds with great power and
glory."

But, later, in the Book of Acts

(1:7). Jesus warns against trying

to set dates for the worid's end.

His instructions have been often

ignored.

Based on his reading of Biblical

passages, the 19th century New
York farmer William Miller pre-

dicted Christ would return by
March 21, 1844, arousing a frenzy

of expectation in a religiously tur-

bulent time.

These days, the idea of the

world's end comes from non-
Biblical sources, too. Science
assures us that the sun will eventu-

ally flame out. first burning Earth

to a cinder.

There are books like NatBaniel

West's "The Day of Locust." in

which a narrator paints an allegor-

ical picture. The Burning of Los

Angeles, while a mob runs riot

outside. And there are movies like

"Dr. Strangelove." with its dark-

comedy vision of nuclear war.

This decade, with the prospect

of missile-borne annihilation

waning, apocalypticism focuses

on ecological destruction.

Michael Barkun. a professor of

political science at Syracuse
University, said, "My sense is, a

lot of groups that are vaguely
occult or New Age are pushing
very hard with this concept of
environmental disaster." linked to

the century's end.

Odd as it may sound, apocalyp-

tic beliefs do lend a certain mean-
ing - and urgency - to life.

An individual's time on Earth

is short, while human history is

long. What greater significance

could there be to living in what
would be the most important peri-

od in the planet's existence - and
being among those who survived

the greatest of transformations?

After the deaths in Jouret's

sects, a Swiss historian, Jean-
Francois Mayer, said he had
received a letter, apparently from
a member, which he read to

reporters. "We are leaving this

earth to find in all lucidity and
freedom a new dimension of truth

and absolution," he quoted.
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From page 1

future advances toward Kuwaft by
Iraq and its 350,000-man army.

The prime-time address was
Clinton's second from the Oval
Office in less than a month. He
used it in part to call attention to

the success of the American mili-

tary intervention in Haiti, whose
military leader. Lt. Gen. Raoul
Cedras. announced on Monday
that he was stepping down and
leaving the counuy to make room
for Father Jean-Bertrand Aristide,

the democratically elected presi-

dent.

That was what Clinton sought
when he dispatched troops to the

Caribbean nation 21 days ago, and
he drew a comparison tonight
between his policies in Haiti and
in Iraq, saying that diplomacy is

sometimes effective only when
backed by the threat of military
force.

On Monday night, Clinton said

the United States still had seen no
evidence that Iraqi forces were
moving away from the Kuwaiti
frontier, despite an announcement
on Monday morning from Iraq's

ambassador to the United Nations,
Nizar Hamdoon. Administration
officials said it would become
clearer by daylight on Tuesday
morning whether Hamdoon's
statements represented something
more than an Iraqi bluff.

But the president expressed
considerable skepticism. "Saddam
Hussein has shown the world
before," he said, "that he cannot
be trusted." Of the Iraqi promise
he added: "We're interested in
facts, not promises, in deeds not
words, and we have not seen evi-
dence" of an Iraqi withdrawal.

In the meantime, Clinton said
on Monday night, the 36,000
Anrierican troops and 350 planes
dispatched by the United States in

addition to those aircraft already
in the region, would continue on
their way. The first of those planes
and tnx)ps arrived in Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait on Monday morning.
Administration officials said a
substantial buildup was likely to
continue even if Iraqi forces do
back away from their provocative
positions.

Clinton, who canceled a politi-
cal trip to focus on the situation,^

See IRAQ, page 17
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IRAQ
From page 16

spoke by telephone on Monday to

the leaders of Russia, Britain,

France, Egypt and Turkey as he
sought to build support for possi-

ble military action. He spoke on
Sunday night with King Fahd of
Saudi Arabia.

All six foreign leaders
expressed support for "quick and
vigorous military measures to

defend Kuwait," a senior White
House official said. The official

said the leaders also agreed that

Iraq should not be permitted to

blackmail the U.N. Security
Council into lifting the sanctions

that have been in place since its

forces last invaded Kuwait in

August 1990.

In his speech on Monday night,

Clinton said the interests at stake

were the same as those that prompt-
ed President Bush to send U.S. sol-

diers to the Persian Gulf to expel
Iraqi forces from Kuwait in 1991.

Clinton invoked the names of
Gen. Colin Powell, and Gen.
Norman Schwarzkopf, architects

of the Gulf War victory, in saying

that the United States remained
committed to defending Kuwait.

While Iraqi forces remain on
their own soil for now, Clinton said,

"because of what happened in 1990,

this provocation requires a strong

response from the United States and
the international community."

Iraq has been seeking to per-

suade the U.N. Security Council
to ease the sanctions that were
imposed after its forces invaded
Kuwait four years ago. In massing
its troops on the border , some
analysts believe, Iraq may simply
be seeking a negotiating tool.

UNION
From page 1

prompted labor leaders to request

the meeting with Rich.

"In particular, your letter (to

the Academic Senate) dated
Aug. 15 is a clear attempt to
misrepresent the facts surround-
ing technical union organizing
iefforts," wrote union representa-

tives in a letter to Rich dated
Oct. 6.

"It is also an effort to enlist

members of the Academic
Senate, and other members of
the university community, in an
anti-union campaign based on
deception and intimidation," the

letter continued.

Rich's own letter to the
Academic Senate, informing it

of the union election, stated that

several unions "have requested
information about other employ-
ees in research and academic
areas at six other campuses
apparently as a prelude to begin-
ning organizing attempts" - a

charge union leaders deny.

"Only one union has request-

ed information and that was
SAGE (Student Association of
Graduate Employees)," Fried
said. Students are not eligible to

vote in the election.

Rich's letter also states: "This
Administration will do every-
thing possible to preserve the
collegiality and flexibility
which are so important to all of
our academic and research
efforts ... ." Union representa-
tives point to that statement as

evidence of the university's
opposition to workers' rights.

"(The university) wants to

stop the unions," Fried said. "It

wants to keep its old preroga-
tives."

University administration dis-

See UNION, page 18

Decision '94
The UCLA Alumni Association and the Governmental Relations

Program invite you to attend

1994 Ballot Initiative Program
with guest moderator

Hugh Hewitt

Host, KCETs Li/^ am/ 7ym^5

Thursday, October 13, 1994 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
James West Alumni Center

This forum, using the IRIS Audience Response System, is designed to inform the UCLA community about four
initiatives on the November ballot - "Three Strikes", "Single Payer Health Initiative", "Save Our State" and the

"Smoking and Tobacco Initiative".

The IRIS Audience Response System is an interactive response system that enables you to respond to questions posed
by a speaker. IRIS then tabulates and displays the results in less than a second. Join us, cast your vote and fmd out
how you, your colleagues and your friends feel about the issues on the November ballot. Call for information and to

RSVP (310) 206-0646, by October 12, 1994 . Seating is limited.
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Ernst & Young
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.

,
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Miramar Sheraton in Santa Monica

with RSVP: $11 member, $15 non-member

at the door: $15 member, $20 non-member

Business Attire requested

Questions? call Alisa 824-022

1

or stop by Bruin Walk

Mon.-Wed. 10 am - 2 pm
Come and learn more about

public and industry accounting.
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UCLA
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The Princeton Review
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UNION
From page 17

agrees.

"I don't believe for a minute
that the intent (of the letter) was
anti-union," Mc Knight said.

"The terms 'collegialiiy' and
'flexibility' are often used
among faculty as words they
value."

Mc Knight said that union
representation was not incom-
patible with flexibility, but that

there was always the potential

jhal flexibility in the universi-

ty's ability to negotiate con-
tracts could be reduced.

Andrea Rich was unavailable

for comment.
The matter has caught the eye

of state legislators. In a letter to

UC President Jack Peltason
dated Sept. 16, Bill Lockyer,
president pro tempore of the

state senate, urged the university

to take a neutral position in the^.

elections and investigate the

claims of illegal interference.

"The communications I have
seen can certainly be interpreted

as misleading, if only because of

management's ratfier strange
effort to disguise them as the

union's own informational
fliers," Lockyer wrote.

"I believe that management is

misrepresenting the case by inti-

mation that there is something
undemocratic about the fact that

union members have a decisive

voice in determining their
union's course of action,"
Lockyer continued in the letter.

If elected, UPTE would have
the responsibility of negotiating

contracts, including salaries and
benefits. UCLA employees now
have no formal say in contract

negotiations.

CAMPAIGN
Fropfi page 3

million eligible voters," Berg
said.

And, while Brown will contin-

ue her frenetic schedule pf trav-

eling up and down the state

during the coming month,
Wilson will have the luxury of

staying mostly in the Los
Angeles area - where TV news
stations can spread his appear-

ances to the largest pool of voters

in California.

"Beginning on (Oct. 17), the

governor will be in the Los
Angeles area all but four days,"

Schnur said. "And, we're even
looking at those date&."

As an example, Wilson was
scheduled to appear in the subur-

ban San Fernando Valley on
Saturday night at one of the

1 ,000 house parties his staff said

were being held across the state

to motivate supporters.

With Wilson holding a three-

to-one advantage in campaign
funds on hand. Brown's is

expected to run fewer television

ads. To help make up for the dis-

advantage. Brown's handlers are

i&cheduling appearances by their

candidate around the state.

"Our goal for the last 30 days
is to have her at several markets

each week," spokesman John
Whitehurst said. "She will be on
a full seven-day-a-week schedule

drawing the contrast between her

plan for governing and Pete
Wilson only having a plan for re-

election."

But Republican consultant
Allan Hoffenblumsaid he sees
Brown having the same problem
that has dogged her through the.

campaign.

See CAilWAMM, page 19
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GOVERNOR
From page 3

Brown said.

"Kathleen Brown has a writ-

ten plan to invest in the future of
our children and families and
rebuild California," she said.

"Pete Wilson only has a political

plan for re-election using nega-
tive and divisive TV ads."

Children Now officials said

that one in four children in

California live in poverty and
less than half the 2-year-olds in

the state have been immunized
fully.

Brown's campaign said it will

have 2,500 workers passing out

50,000 copies of her plan,
"Building A New California,"

"You may not agree

with every proposal in

this plan, but Tm sure

youll agree it*s better

than the Pete Wilson

alternative of no plan at

all."

Kathleen Brown

this weekend.
Wilson, however, dismissed

Brown's plan as containing
nothing new.

"All she's done is staple some
of her old speeches together,"

Wilson said. "If you read it, you
may reach the same conclusion
that it calls for increased taxes,

bigger government, more spend-
ing. It's a bureaucrat's dream
and a taxpayer's nightmare."

Brown has said she would not

raise any new taxes and that her

economic plan has been
endorsed by 39 Nobel Prize-
winning economists.

"You may not agree with
every proposal in this plan, but

I'm sure you'll agree it's better

than the Pete Wilson alternative

of no plan at all," she said.

Wilson and Brown have a full

week of campaigning planned
this week as they prepare for

their first and only scheduled
debate Friday in Sacramento.
Wilson said he does not

believe the debate carries any
risk for him and repeated his

assertion that Brown had tried to

avoid the session.

"I'm proud of my record,"
Wilson said. "I'm anxious to get

it before voters, and we've suc-

ceeded in doing that. She's the

one who's been ducking this

debate, certainly this format."

Campus
Groups
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Freedom rings signify need to reclaim own

NAT

COMING

Afew years back there were

these freedom rings, seven

rings of rainbow colors

that were chained together, signi-

fying queer liberation. I thought

they were the greatest invention.

Every other lesbian or gay man
was wearing them. For the first

time in my life, I knew who I

could date or

approach at a

party. That

was before

the curse -

the curse of

heterosexual

appropria-

tion. Not too

long ago,

some straight

people start-

ed wearing

freedom rings, most of whom did

not even know where they came
from, "Really," they would say to

me when I explained it to them.

"They just looked cool to me."

Since then, I had to rely again on
my "gaydar," which has proven

not to be too reliable.

But this is not just about my
dating pool. Most of us are curi-

ous about who "is" and "isn't"

because it is not always apparent.

We could be the former fioy

Scouts who are still helping

grandmothers cross the street. We
could be the professors who pace
the stage incessantly while lectur-

ing. We could be mothers walking

strollers at the Farmer's Market
every Thursday. And we could

also be the jerks at the express

checkout line who always have
one item more than we are sup-

posed to. But you wouldn't know.

You can't know how strong we
are if you can't see us. This is why
social conservatives could make

contradictory claims about our

number. Sometimes there are so

many of us that straight

Americans should watch out or

we might turn the country pink.

Other times, our cherished 10 per-

cent statistics (a symbol more than

anything else) is a gross exaggera-

tion and we are truly deviant.

Abnormal. Freaks.

This is why each act of coming
out is a political act. There is

su^ngth in numbers. And every

time someone around us comes
out, it makes it easier for another

person to take the leap. We don't

need to recruit. We just need to

reclaim our own.

I remember three years ago
when I enrolled in the

"Introduction to Lesbian and Gay
Studies" course. I remember the

excitement of talking about our-

selves - not lesbians, gay men and
bisexuals as a category of Other,

but as ourselves. I remember the

lecture hall that could seat more
than 200. All around me were

proud and eager faces. Among
other things, this experience

marked the beginning of my polit-

ical consciousness and activism.

And I thought what a shame it

was that there are professors still

hiding in their closets, justifying

their silence by thinking it is

nobody else's business.

We don't need to recruit. We
just need to reclaim our own.

I want to clarify that I do make
a distinction between hiding in the

closet and exploring one's sexual-

ity. I admit there are people who
are not ready to come out because

they have not made complete

sense of their sexual being yet. I

was one of these people. And if

they are not ready to come out

emotionally, they should not. I

know, from personal experience as

an Asian American, that language

barriers and differing cultural con-

ceptions of same-sex relationships

are two obstacles that require

patience to overcome. There are

different organizations and sup-

port groups on campus that can

help such individuals with their

processes. People who are not

ready to come out politically, on
the other hand, are a different

story. Nevertheless, National

Coming Out Day (Week) is not

about forcing people to come out.

Rather, it is a celebration of a

community of people who have

resisted and survived as lesbians,

gay men and bisexuals. We don't

need to recruit. We just need to

reclaim our own.
While each act of coming out is

public and definitive in its

moment, the journey we take is

not only private, but never-ending.

When I was 1 8, 1 came out to my
co-workers at McDonald's.

Twenty, to most of my friends.

Twenty-one, to my brother.

Twenty-two, to my parents. At 23,

I came out to an interviewing

committee of 1 3 people who
eventually hired me for the job I

have now. A few months back, I

came out to a stranger with whom
I had spent nine hours on the road.

He was surprised, not because I

am gay (here, I said it again), but

because I let him know. "I'm

tired. I don't want to deal with it

anymore," I explained half-heart-

edly. And I had the feeling that I

wasn't just referring to that long

day.

And it will go on. It will not

end because the freedom rings

don't tell you anything anymore.

And it doesn't get easier each

time. This is the message to you

Viewpoint

(presumably) straight readers out

there. When someone comes out

to you, please know that it is a

culmination of years of struggle.

Think about that person and what
he/she is going through before you
think about yourself. Give that

person a hug if you don't know
what to say. It won't solve our

problems, but at least your "friend

will know that it does get better.

Help us to reclaim our own.
So starting this week, we will

be a little more demanding. Don't

avert your eyes. Look at us when
we kiss, when we hold hands and
when we snap our fingers in

clever formations. For the same
reason that a diva does not simply

perform for herself, we need an

audience, too.

Eric C. Wat is a staffmember at

Asian American Studies Center,

where he teaches a leadership

development course.

Facing tlie cliallenges of unity and diversity
By Maciek Kolodzlejczak

A few years ago I participated in a

UCLA Student Affairs-sponsored diversity

training workshop. The facilitator, a Latina,

stressed the importance of being proud of
one's race and ethnicity. In one of the exer-

cises she asked individuals to get up in

front of the whole group of about 50 staff

members and proclaim "I am proud to be a
..." stressing our race, gender and ethnicity.

I felt uncomfortable with the process. •

Towards the end of the workshop we each
proclaimed our litany of identities. I stated

"I am proud to be a gay, white Polish-

American male."

But for some reason I still felt uncom-
fortable with what I had stated. It certainly

was an honest statement. The discomfort

was not from publicly stating my gay iden-

tity, but rather from a vague uneasiness I

felt with the facilitator and the way she

approached the workshop. It was only in

hindsight that I was able to identify the

source of my discomfort with what I said

and with the thrust of the workshop.

The emphasis was on owning and

embracing one's race and ethnicity. But for

me the more truthful statement is: "I am a

person who is gay, white, Polish-American,

male, etc." This may seem like an insignifi-

cant semantical distinction, nevertheless it

reflects a very fundamental principle and
belief. I am a person first. My sexual iden-

tity, my race, ethnicity, political and reli-

gious affiliation, socio-economic status,

education level, etc. are all aspects of who I

am. This notion is intrinsic to how I per-
ceive myself, my process of coming out,

and how I fit into the human family.

Diversity training too frequently focuses

on differences at the expense of common
ground, and separation at the expense of
unity. I believe that unity and diversity

must co-exist, but in that order. I am a per-

son first, and that is what binds me to the

rest of humanity. But each one of us is a

unique person. Other forms of diversity

training homogenize differences and
overemphasize assimilation for the sake of
unity. We are not all the same. Yet paradox-
ically, we are the same in that each one of
us is a unique individual. Maintaining this

tenuous balance of unity and diversity is

our human challenge.

The diversity workshop actually helped

me to define how I relate to my sexuality. I

am a person first. And I see this as the

whole purpose behind National Coming
Out Day. Our Coming Out Day advertise-

ment that ran in the Daily Bruin states that

"We're not stereotyj)es." People who are

gay or lesbian are people first. We come
from all kinds of biackgrounds. We have a
variety of interests. We maintain the mis-

cellany of values. But unless many of us

lend our name to an ad like this we often

remain invisible. Consequently, we are too

often perceived through negative stereo-

types fostered by ignorance and prejudice.

Our sexual orientation is not germane to

our role as student, staff or alumnus. But
until the day when no one would fear hav-

ing their name in such an ad, this deliberate

public stance is necessary.

I am writing this mainly out of a sense of

gratitude and obligation. I am grateful to be
working in an environment where my job is

not threatened by my sexual orientation, as

is the case for many gay and lesbian indi-

viduals. Although I am basically a very pri-

vate person, I feel an obligation to be pub-
licly visible as a gay man at this time. I

need to repay the courageous honesty of

those willing to be openly gay in less toler-

ant times and circumstances. I hope that in

doing this I will contribute to a more truth-

ful and honest perception of who we are as

gay and lesbian people.

I would have been reluctant to write this

several years ago. It was important for me
to first establish my professional credibili-

ty. Because in my position I directly inter-

act with students, I did not want being
openly gay to interfere with my ability to

establish trust and rapport with my clients.

But in the intervening years I have earned
the respect of my clients and professional

colleagues. I imagine some may no longer
feel comfortable seeing me as a counselor.

But I also feel that if by being "out" in this

public way enables a student or a peer to

honestly come to terms with who they are,

I will have achieved my purpose.

Kolodzlejczak, a UCLA alumnus, is a
career counselor in the Placement and
Career Planning Center.
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On a quest for a satisfactory high .,. natural or not

George

Tsai

In
the society we live in, it is

certainly hard to express any
true inner feelings without

offending anyone. The time has

come when I have to tell the

world to screw itself. I'm sick of

feeling pressured to say one thing

while my innards are feeling

something completely different

To save the

Daily Bruin's

butt, I should

reiterate that

the editors

have nothing

to do with my
weird and

twisted opin-

ions. They
may argue

with me, but

they probably

don't care to

have Chuckie
Young spit-

ting part of
his $42,000 lunches at them. Yep,

only I can take responsibility for

this article. So, read on. Just make
sure Monrniy and Daddy don't

get hold of this issue.

In the past months, people

have been writing articles about

the negative effects of drugs and
alcohol. Others have countered

them by pointing out the useful

qualities of hemp. One thing that I

noticed, however, was that none
of the writers would care to men-

''tion that marijuana has one other

quality. It can also, believe it.or

not, get you high if you smoke it.

(Wow, what a revelation!)

Anyway, life^^s on as

usual, and UCLA's Natural High
Comniittee continues to tell about
how great a time one can have

with its listed alternatives to cam-
pus partying. In case you haven't

noticed, however, there are a lot

of things that sobriety can't get

you. Let's be realistic. How many
of you actually believe those peo-

. pie in the cheesey Mentos com-

mercials are having that much fun

by just popping chunks of high

fructose and sugar into their sys-

tems? I admit being blinded at

first, too. The TV images we
receive show people enjoying

themselves a little too much when
they discover their maxi pads

have wings or that their toilet

paper is so squeezably, huggably

soft. (C'mon, you're just gonna
wipe your ass with it, not snuggle

with a roll when you go to sleep.

Natural High distributed

Social Guide directories and plas-

tic containers with ideas and sug-

gestions for a jolly, non-drug,

non-alcoholic time. I decided to

be open-minded and follow their

list of alternatives. For the

moment, I forgot all the things

do-gooders were telling me about

how harmful drugs and alcohol

were to my body. The only factor

being considered here was the fun

and pleasure I could get. I wanted

to see if it was possible to com-
pletely replace intoxication with

this so-called natural high.

Starting off with something

simple, I chose to begin my
adventures in Valencia, home of

Magic Mountain. After shelling

out $30 for the opportunity to

enter, I was ready for the fast-

paced rides, loops, corkscrews,

spins, twists and thrills that Six

Hags had promised in their adver-

tisements. Instead, I got nothing

but pure torture: the whining kids,

the lines, the overpriced food, the

lines, the heat, the lines ... Oh,

and the lines were horrible! I

waited more than three hours in

line for Viper while being forced

to only stare at a 300-pound lady

in front of me wearing sparkling

blue spandex tights. Hie day
ended not soon enough, and my
first Natural High experience

became Disappointment #1.

Flipping through the Social

Guide, I soon became intrigued

with its suggestion of skydiving. I

worked longer shifts, tamed my
CD-buying instincts and survived

for days on those $1 .50 Roll Inil

subs. After weeks of the sacrifices

and suffering, I was excited. I

imagined countless tirties what it

would be like. I'd soil my under-

wear with fright while the plane

climbed to an altitude of 12,500

feet. Plummeting toward the earth

at 120 mph would definitely give

me the sober thrill I was looking

for. The day came, and I eagerly

plunked down $195. The office

receptionist handed me a stack of

paper that contained nothing but

small print. She had me initial and
sign: everything from promising

not to sue her, her family, her cat

or her pet gerbil if I die to giving

her permission to eat me if we
ever crashed into some mountain
with a soccer team.

Within minutes, I was suited

up, briefly trained, crammed in an

airplane and headed for the skies.

l,000feet... 2,000... 5,000...

10,000 and climbing. As the oxy-

gen level decreased in the cabin,

so did my level of excitement. I

was sedate, trying to hype myself

up, trying to get nervous, trying to

convince myself that this natural

high was worth it. It wasn't.

Freefalling gave me no thrill. The
only feeling I got was when the

chute opened and the harness

tugged hard on my testicles. The
one fast-paced action worth

remembering was the way my
hard-earned money just flew out

of my wallet. Disappointment #2
didn't require much time to

shape.

Maybe I was doing some-
thing wrong. Maybe I was paying

too much for something that was
more accessible and less expen-

sive than I made it out to be. A re-

evaluation as I drove down
Interstate 5 revealed that all I

wanted from the past two events

wjere the feelings of speed and
danger. Easy enough. I cranked

up the stereo and extended my
right leg onto the accelerator. The
engine noise became more appar-

ent and the tachometer neared its

red line.

Cars to my right were quick-

ly becoming a thing of the past as

all the gauges in front of me were

pointing at maximum levels. The
thrill of speed finally emerged
inside me. The feeling of danger

c^me from the knowledge that my
car was running on bald tires.

Now this was the natural high that

the Student Welfare Commission
didn't bother to include in its

directory. It was so exciting and

yet so cheap. I could not help

feeling satisfaction as I observed

my surroundings: blurred images

of dotted white lines whizzing

behind me, bugs fatally meeting

my windshield, the red light in

my rearview mirror, the sounds of

Alice in Chains and a screaming

V-6, the ... aww, shit. I pulled

over, took out my driver's license

-and registration and was promptly

slapped with a $270 ticket.

So, Natural High. You've got

good intentions, but I'm afraid

you're going to have to face reali-

ty eventually. We're in our experi-

mental phase in college, and

many of us would rather chill

among friends with bottlenecks of

Bud or bowls of bud. We're stu-

dents with little entertainment

money, and some may prefer $ 1

acid tabs that provide eight-hour

trips over $200 skydiving jumps
that give 10-minute rides.

Although I'm still advocating

responsibility and moderation, I

want to make sure the entertain-

ing effects of a buzz are not so

easily discredited. Don't worry.

Natural High is still providing a

valuable service to students.

Those plastic containers can hold

12 more'ounces of beer than the

conventional tiny Dixie cups pro-

vided at keg parties!

George Tsai is a fifth-year senior

majoring in nose hair grooming.
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UC should recognize non-spousal partnerships
By Shane Que Hee

Have government attitudes changed
much toward marriage in the Western
World since Christianity became the offi-

cial religion of the Roman Empire in the

late fourth century?

The "go forth and multiply" doctrine

as a mandatory state policy today would
lead people in the United States to disas-

ter. It would lower the quality of life,

force women back into domestic servi-

tude and reassert the patriarchy that has

deservedly been mitigated (but still not
scotched) by feminism.

However, while marriage is still laud-

ed, divorce is much easier to do com-
pared with before World War II.

So, has the time come for California

or the University of California to recog-

nize non-spousal domestic partnerships

as valid alternative lifestyles to the mar-
riage/divorce model? The City of Los
Angeles, 1 8 public agencies and more

CLAY PIG
®

than 70 corporations recognize such
rights in California.

"*

Certainly Pete Wilson thought not

when he vetoed the Domestic Partners

Bill AB 28 1 on Sept. 1 1 . He probably

had to appease his right-wing base.

A coalition organized, including the

elderly, labor, progressive clergy, the dis-

abled, women's organizations, health

associations, local and county govern-

ments, media groups, ethnic groups,

AIDS activists and gay/lesbian activists.

They sought to have unmarried partners,

irrespective of sexual orientation, and to^.-.

receive hospital visitation and power of
attorney rights, legal rights upon the

death of a partner and caretaker rights

should a partner become incapacitated.

The Governor would have none of it.

Where does UC President Jack

Peltason stand?

He is still mulling over whether to

grant non-spousal domestic partner bene-

fits in the face of strong staff, student

ROEL BAUTiSTA

and faculty formal motions to do so.

According to the General Counsel of the

UC Regents "... we know of no legal bar

to a university program affording health

care benefits to non-spouse domestic

The "go forth and multiply"

doctrine as a mandatory state

policy today would lead people

in the United States to
__ --.

disaster.
''^^

partners." Precedents for non-spousal

benefits exist at UCLA for same and dif-

ferent gender domestic partners in facul-

ty recruitment.

These issues will be thoroughly dis-

cussed as part of National Coming Out
Week activities. There will be a

Domestic Partner's Rally/Kiss-In "Love

Sees No Gender" on Wednesday, Oct. 12

, from noon to 1 p.m. at Westwood Plaza.

It will feature AB 2810's legislative

sponsor Assemblyman Richard Katz (D-

Sylmar), chief non-legislative sponsor,

Laurie McBride (executive director of

Life AIDS Lobby), Jeff Horton of the

Los Angeles City Board of Education

and others. McBride and Albert Aubin of

the Placement Career Planning Center

will be featured along with same gender
couples at the Family Issues Panels

(Domestic Partnership/Marriage and

Parenting) on Thursday, Oct. 13, from -
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in Law 1357.

Aubin will present an update of where
President Peltason stands on non-spousal

domestic partner benefits.

All events are free and everyone is

welcome!

Hee is a professor of environmental
health sciences in the School of Public
Health.
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'Great Expectations'
for one-woman play
By Rodney Tanaka

Dickens wrote, "It was the t)est

of times, it was the worst of
limes."

Actress Miriam Margolyes
presently finds herself on the hap-

pier side of "A Tale of fsvo Cities"

opening. She enjoys a constant

stream of movie roles that take her

around the globe, and this week
she revives her acclaimed one-
person show "Dickens' Women"
at the Freud Playhouse.

"Dickens' Women" tells the

story of the acclaimed author's
life using extracts from his novels.

Margolyes recreates scenes from
the novels and reveals surprising

information about the author.

"Most people think of Dickens as

being a family man and Christmas

specialist," Margolyes says. "In

fact, he was a tormented, miser-
able, desperate man."

Despite his personal problems,

Margolyes regards Dickens as the

greatest English writer and the last

great artist to be accessible to a

whole nation. His work became
popular with the mass audience as

"Dickens is my passion,

and I always think it*s

exciting to see someone

demonstrate their

passion."

Miriam IVIargolyes

well as to scholarly circles.

"Dickens specialists have said

to me thai I have reinterpreted the

characters in a way they had not

seen before, so I believe I have
something to offer not just for the

scholar but also for the person
who knows nothing about Dickens
and just enjoys seeing somebody
go through their passion, which is

what I do," Margolyes says.
"Dickens is my passion, and I

always think it's exciting to see

someone demonstrate their pas-

sion."

Tl)e audience will directly feel

Margolyes' passion, for her per-

formance style draws the audience

in and makes them a part of the

action. "When I do my show it's

like conversation," she says, "I

don't act at the audience. I talk

directly to them which is very
exciting."

Margolyes realizes that her
show may be intimidating to some
people. She tries to relax the audi-

ence and help them adjust to the

theater setting. "I think the prob-

lem with theater today is not
enough people go often enough
and they're not used to a theater

setting," Margolyes says. "So the

first thing you have to do with an

audience if you're doing a one
person show is to relax them, to

cuddle them, to make them com-
fortable."

She hopes to make many stu-

dents comfortable with her style

of performance and looks forward

to the energy that students bring.

"I like playing to students because

very often they are challengmg,"
she says, "They don't just accept

everything."

The origin of Margolyes' stage

presence dates back to childhood,

when an American actress named
Ruth Draper toured in one-person

shows that she wrote herself. She
invented characters and peopled

the stage with lots of different

characters, changing herself from
one to the next. "I suspect that

when I was little, seeing Ruth
Draper must have made me realize

it is possible for one person to go
onstage and hold an audience for

two hours," Margolyes says.

Childhood inspiratibn led to

adult education as Margolyes
entered Cambridge University.

Her first acting job consisted of
radio work at the BBC Repertory

Company. She went on to find

success in all mediums, including

the first run of "Dickens' Women"
at the Edinburgh Festival in 1989.

Five years ago she won a Los
Angeles Film Critics Circle award
for her performance in "Little

Dorrit." She saw the award as a

good opportunity to move from
England to America and has not

looked back. She recently gar-

nered a British Oscar for Best
Supporting Actress for her role as

Michelle Pfeiffer's grandmother

"... the problem with

theater today is not .

enough people go often

enough and they're not

used to a theater

setting."

Miriam Margolyes

in "The Age of Innocence." She is

currently working on "Immortal
Beloved" with Gary Oldman, a

movie about Beethoven. She will

then travel to San Francisco to

work on Disney's "James and the

Giant Peach."

Margolyes views her move to

America as "a good opportunity

in my middle life to change my
life," she says. "I think it was
pretty brave. I'm 53 right now
but I see it as a beginning, not an

ending."

For Miriam Margolyes it

seems the best of times have just

begun.

STAGE: "Dickens' Women."
Written by Miriam Margolyes.
Directed by Sonia Fraser. Starring

Miriam Margolyes. Oct. 11,15 at 8
p.m. and Oct. 16 at 3 p.m. at the

Freud Playhouse. TIX: $25, $9 for

students. For more inio call (310)
825-2101.

& Entertainment

Beauty in the eye
of the beholder

a half-naked Keanu Reeves?

MOCA's latest exhibit

searches Los Angeles for the

meaning of Ture Beauty'

By John Irvin

\X/V»Ql- ic Kf^Qi ififi il ? P'KinP^c^ flowing hair. Youthful pop icons, gazing at the cam-W lldL 15 UCdULllUl. V.>lllllC5C
gra; ^3tj Di„Qn j^gg^y Reeves, Johnny Depp. Rock

lamps, Monet's water lilies or 'f?*^ ^'^l
R^^e and Slash^right pants see-through

^ ' shirts and tauntmg poses adorn the panels.

But other men intrude into the reverie: hardly more
than boys, with faces as fresh as springtime and bod-

ies as smooth as milk, they recline and pose in vari-

ous states of undress, innocent and yet not innocent.

They proudly display buttocks, torsos and genitals for

the viewer, posing in attitudes of open candor and
suggestiveness.

The juxtaposition of these photos among the others

may trick the viewer for a moment into associating

the known celebrities with the other young men,
Viewing Chinese lamps has never been quite like causing some confusion as to whom is revealing what

this. for the viewer.

The lamps, "Crepuscule I," through "Crepuscule In this way, Hawkins creates illusion and invites

IV," are designed by Richard Hawkins, and are part fantasy in his work, but this illusion and confusion of

of a show of the works of seven Los Angeles-based identity may reveal a deeper issue about the sensa-

tionalism that comprise both pop
stardom and pornography.

But the men in the explicitly sexu-

al poses have no fame, no guitars,

no publicity agents to augment
their sexuality before it reaches us.

Their sexuality is bare before us,

just as their bodies are bare before

the camera. Through them,
Hawkins gives us the pure, without

legend, mystery, or see-through

shirts or tight crotches.

The exhibit shows the artist's per-

sonal admiration for male eroti-

cism, and, in the manner
presented, transforms the lamps
into temples of worship.

Hawkins draws inspiration from
the life of a turn of the century
French poet named Robert de
Montesquieu, who was as famous
for his lifestyle and friends as for

his poetry.

In "Montesquiouiana," Hawkins
artists currently showing at the Museum of presents a scrapbook containing photos of the poet.

Contemporary Art, titled "Pure Beauty: Some Recent some of his poems, mixed in with photos of contem-
Work from Los Angeles (through Jan. 8, 1995)." porary fashion models. He focuses on the vanity of
The lamps hang at eye level in the center of the the poet, echoed by the models, as well as his literary

room, suspended from the ceiling. Ornate with reputation, signified by his poems.

Chinese style metal frames, dragons holding long red Hawkin's lamps may stimulate, but they do not
tassels, and emanating a soft light through their pan- provide an environment into which visitors can enter,

els, the lamps exude a feeling of artfulness, sensitivi- In contrast to Hawkins, T. Kelly Mason has con-
ty, and balance. structed an environment that the viewer can enter.

through investigation, imitating and yet altering the

ideas of the great impressionist painter.

Reflecting Monet's interest in Japanese aesthetics,

Kelly has constructed boats of paper, in the manner of
origami, and mounted them on cardboard boxes,

which he has placed around the room of his exhibit.

Kelly had earlier placed the boats on Monet's
famous lily pond and videotaped them; in the comer,

a video display monitor shows them floating on pond,

colliding with the lilies.

The past collides with the present in more than one

way as the paper boats share the space with the lily

pads. On the video, the sound of birds is periodically

interrupted by the sounds of automobiles and trucks,

leaving the viewer to speculate on what history has

done to the surroundings of this famous artistic mon-
ument.

While Kelly's work creates an environment that

allows the viewer only to observe, Jorge Pardo gives

the viewer the opportunity to write his or her owii

thoughts into his work.

Pardo' s two works, both untitled, are variations on
home furniture. One, a long table with a lamp on it,

contains much empty spacp on the table top, while

the other, a series of cabinets, is mounted near the

ceiling, causing the viewer to look up and leaving

empty floor space underneath it.

Both works allow the viewer to project his own
thoughts into the space, because that space is plai#

and unadorned. The space can be filled not only with

the observer's body, but with his thoughts as well.

Pae White presents another very intriguing per-

spective on inhabitable works of art. Her series of ret-

rospectives incorporating the work of designer Vera

invite the viewer to sit and be part of the interior

space she has created using designer scarfs placed

under glass table tops, makeshift tables, and plastic

chairs.

See BEAUTY, page 27

KG. FINDELSEN

"Crespuscule I" to^Crespuscule IV" are pieces by Richard Hawkins.

But something about the lamps arouses the view-

er's curiosity, llw panels are covered with pictures,

but in contrast with the aesthetic character of the

although once he has entered, he can only observe.

Kelly's work, "RGB Boats in Claude Monet's Lily

Pond (Musce dc I'Orangerie)," was done while he
lamps, the pictures reflect our present day culture of studied at the Musee Claude Monet in Givemy, near
idolization and sensationalism. the site of the lily pond made famous by Monet's
The pictures contain male flesh and muscle. Long paintings. The work revisits Monet's process of art

ICC.nNOEL^

Eras colUde in "RGB Boats in Moiiet*s Lfly Pond."

'Sensitive People' lauglis at toucliy subject - tlierapy ction

Matthew Nelson and Jane Rogers as James
and Dr. Courtney in "Sensitive People.'

Playwright Nelson pokes fun

at the emotionally insecure

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Tbday. many people obsessed with their "inner

selves" take part in therapy sessions to help find

the meaning of life. But what if you get too
involved with your group and become addicted?

Matthew Nelson's "Sensitive People" answers
this question with hysterically funny results.

It's another typical meeting for Dr. Courtney
(Jane Rogers) and her group. Today's topic:

exploring the inner female. Everything's going

fine - the students are finding their safe places,

they're being open and responsive, they know
what fruits they arc. everything's perfect

Then James (Matthew Nelson) walks in and

everything goes to hell.

James doesn't believe in this form of therapy

He tries to get involved but just isn't grasping the

exercises. He really finds the whole thing blatant-

ly amusing, like the rest of the audience,

w While James is not the group's favorite per-

son, the audience loves him because they can

relate to him and his feeling of total confusion.

He's funny and his actions fit perfectly with his

••#»jvi» m*»-a.|Mieak" attitude. When asked to look

in the mirror and tell what he sees, he says a ziL

When asked what fruit he is, he has no response.

Instead, he heckles Bart's (Ken Stephens) deci-

sion that he's a rutabaga.

It's not his attitude ak)ne that makes the come-

dy work; it's everyone else's reactions to him.

The audience has no trouble identifying with

him.

Bart cries when James heckles him, Jeremy

(Tim Ahern) practically gets into a fist fight

before reverting back to his "safe place" and Dr.

Courtney asks him several time^ to leave. It's

these occurrences that get barrel after barrel of

laughter, while the acting has a definite impact

on the response, it's really Nelson's script that

promotes the action.

Bart is a perfect fcXample of this. He's very

self-conscious and freaks out every time anyone,

especially James, says something against him.

His greatest scene is when James heckles him
again and he won't take it anymore. He looks

directly at James, saying "I'm going to send you
a message through clear, uncensored channels

and you're going to receive it. I'm sending. Are

you receiving?" This goes on for another few
minutes until James finally responds with, "Bart,

you're scaring me."

This type of conversation and terminology is

preci!$ely what's used in real .sessions and what
outsiders find so funny. Nelson uses the.se terms

and conversations to his full ability to make a

comedy that every audience member under-

stands and finds delightful.

Roger's Dr. Courtney is the stereotypical

therapist trying to enlighten her students. She

speaks quickly with a jargon only participants of

the session can understand. Her favorite exercis-

es - "What fruit are we today," "We don't see

ourselves in the mirror, we see a reflection" and

her insistence on finding that "safe place" - are

the exercises outsiders are used to hearing about.

It's these tributes that add to the already

hysterically funny script. Because audiences have

See SENSITIVE, page 28
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Uz Phair ''Whl|>«mart:

(Matador/Atlantic)
Not that there was much doubt,

but this offers conclusive evidence

Phair stands tall as the finest

singer/songwriter of her genera-

tion. Not only does this woman
package her sex appeal better than

Madonna, she manipulates her

ever-shifting persona even better:

here, she kisses the Buddha and
makes him cry, celebrates Cinco
De Mayo by breaking up with her

boyfriend and plays a game of

jacks instead of going to bed with

a party pickup. Meanwhile, her

variegated arrangements dazzle,

whether she plucks an electric gui-

tar by herself, gives "Chopsticks"

a set of lyrics, or fires up the band

with an all out rocker like the

future KROQ standard
"Supernova." And all the while,

she knows exactly what she's

doing: when she breaks rules like

trying to hit a note too high or too

low for her range or repeating a

hook line for a mind-boggling,
thirty plus times, she does so for a

reason. In short, all of the rave

reviews you've read are true -

Phair is as whip-smart as the

Pacific Ocean is wide. M.T.

Eric Clapton "From The
Cradle" (Warner Bros)

If this is such a return to his

blues roots, how come it still

sounds like the backdrop to a beer

commercial? It's encouraging that

Clapton recorded this live with no

overdubs, and better to hear him

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

Not all CDs are created equal.

Phatr

CD of the Week
sing Elmore James and Muddy
Waters than the garbage on his Phil

Collins-produced record, not to

mention 'Tears In Heaven." But he

still sounds incredibly arch for a

music that requires intensity of

feeling, and the minute a rich,

white, over-40 pop star records a

worthwhile blues album will be the

day that Trent Reznor gets a sense

of humor about himself. Hint:

Clapton's blues album, in feeling if

not in form, is titled "Layla And
Assorted Love Songs."M.T.

B-

Fellx Cavallere "Dreams In

Motion" (Karambolage/MCA)
Once an inspiration to blue-

eyed soul singers everywhere,
Cavaliere has become the latest

'60s veteran to go cheese y. Even
when he led the Young Rascals,

his songwriting was never flaw-

less; now, 25 years later, titles like

"Trust Your Heart," "Stay In

Love" and "Look Who's Alone
Tonight" painfully show he hasn't

enrolled in creative writing cours-

es in the interim. Of course, back

in 1965, when he couldn't come
up with a "Groovin"' or a "People

Got To Be Free," he unearthed

soul classics like "Good Lovin'"

or "Mustang Sally." Why he didn't

do the same here mystifies. Then
again, way back then he had the

genuinely soulful backing of his

bandmates behind him, while
here, predictable synth lines and

lame backup vocalists push his

banalities further into tedium.

What Cavaliere needs to realize is

that Michael Bolton is no inspira-

tion to blue-eyed soul

singers.MT.

D*
Various Artists "You Got

Lucky - A Tribute to Tom
Petty" (Backyard Records)

C^vatiere

A Weak CI)

Keeping with the tradition of

recent tribute albums. Backyard
Records has managed to compile

12 no-name bands from the depths

of alternative music to recreate

some of Petty' s best. Most of the

album is a typical grunge-fest,

where bands like Dexter
Methoropham and Engine Kid take

Tom Petty tunes and finagle them

into mediocre covers that are not

much of a tribute at all. The only

exceptions are few but worth men-

tioning. Throneberry's version of

"Here Comes My Girl" and Fig

Dish's "Don't Come Around Here

No More" both offer some relief for

the true Tom Petty fanatic. For the

most part, "You Got Lucky" will

not provide much enjoyment for the

fans of the Heartbreakers, mostly

because Tom Petty tunes sound best

when sung by the man himself The
album does offer a fresh new sound

to some classics.B.R. B-

Mlghty Mighty Bosstones
"QuMftkNi the Answers"

(Mercury)

Longtime Bosstone fans will be

disappointed by the group's fourth

release. The first track, "Kinder

Words," starts the album on a

monotonous and calculated note,

despite delivering their typical

hardcore thrash. The next songs

demonstrate that the Bosstones

have found a formula that works -

heavy punk fill-ins in a ska and

reggae melody, tied together with

growling vocals. But while the

ingredients for a winning sound

are there, the group fails to deliver

the intensity and enthusiasm that

has kept them on the cutting edge.

A reassurande of the group's tal-

ent, however, lies in the lyrics -

imaginative, convincing and
thoughtful. The highlight is

"Stand Off," a song about hard-

headed disputes among close

friends, which combines upbeat

ska and kickin' thrash. And while

the relaxed moments on the LP
fail to counter the spurts of ripping

bass and guitar, the horn section

provides the album with much-
needed balance. The closing songs

demonstrate that the Bosstones are

still musically sound and despite

this slump should be capable of

releasing an album as intense as

their past hits have been.G.B.

C+

Reviews by Michael Tatum, Brian

Remick and Gaby Mora.
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Ooogie
Hows«f

Science
Guy

Family
Matters X
Frugal
Gourmet CE^

Newsi:

Susan
Powter

V.R.

TroopereiB

JoneeA
Jury

Wonder
Years s:

Ricki Lake Young
criminals.

TV Patrol MayNgan
News

Primer Impacto

Black Sheep Squadron
"Divine Wind"

CBS News

NewsX

Full House
(In Slereo)

Business
Report

NewsX

InsMe
Edition X
Current
Affair X
Roseanne
X
Cant News

Noticias

sxr-
NBC Ni4iahtiy

Family
MattersX

Hard Copy
X
Extra: EnL
Magazine

FrSh
Prince

MacNeiVLeltfer
NewstwurX
ABC World

American
Journal

Cops (In

Stefeo) X
Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Panda TV
Magazine

Notlciefo

Univlsion

Wild, Wild West "Niaht of

Mtquelilo's Revenge

Jeopardy!
X
Top Cops
(In Stereo)

IMarrled..

With

Ent Tonight

Price Is

Right

Coach X

Life and
TknasX
Wheal of

FortuneX
Rush
LImbaugh

Simpsons
"Mr. Plow-

Star Trek: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) X
World Report

Vohrer a Empezar

Bonanza "Death on Sun
Mountain"

Rescue 91 1 (In Stereo) X

Wings (In

Stereo) X
Mad About
You (R) m

"Beyond Sefrayar (1 994, Drama) Susan Dey. A woman
attempts to get away from her abustve huefaand. M
Frasler

"Flour Child'

FrasierOn
Stereo) (g

**• ''Amaiing Stories: 77)e Movie" (1969, Fantasy)

Episodes from Steven Spielberg's 1985 TV series.

Nova "The Great Wikftle

Heist" X
FuH House
(In Stereo)

Me and ttte

BoysX

tMeline (In Stereo) X

News (in Stereo) X

American Experience "FDR" "The Center of the

World/Fear hseT X
Home
Improve.

SSfce
Under Fire

"Roseanne: An Unauthorized Biography" {^99A) Based
on the life of the controversial actress-comic. X
** "Hurricane Swhh" (^%2, Adventure) John Ireland.

A South Seas fugitive raids a ship on a friission lor gold

Korean Truth 60
Minute

Buscar>do el Paraiso

PiM
Program

Pakl
Program

Korean WhenlMiss
You

Agujetas de Cotor de
Rosa

Gunsmoke "Ring of

Darkness"

NYPD Blue "Trials &
Tnbulations" X

Last Can

Solitary Man

Primer Inipacto Edickm
Nocturne

Hill Street Bkies "City of

Refuse"

X

X

CheersX

Late Show (In Stereo) X

Tonight Show (In Stereo)

X
Murphy
Brown X

Chariie Rose (In Stereo)

X NightUneX

Jerry Springer Mother and
daughter reunited.

CopTnn
Stereo) X
Newz(ln
Stereo)

Horizon

Noflclas

PaM

StoryX
ToBe
Announced

Notfciero

UnhrMon

Paid
Program

Sr
Late

Include Me
;)

(Tn Stereo)

(In Stereo)

(R) (In Stereo) X

Life and
Tlmas(R)X

ACMOf
Cultura

Twilight

Zone

ravoi

Latv(ln
Stereq[_

Instructional

Program

*** "Loveaffirsf ate" (1979. Comedy)
Hamilton. Dracula romances a New Yotk lashkxi model.

Rush
LImbaugh

M*A*8*iix

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

Top^Cope
(In Stereo)

Paid
Progfam

Program
pSd~
Program

li/leGustan rodas'(l954) Resortes. A ResorteslQ

mandan a Cuba como polioa en eeta comedia.

i^ss-

Program

nSd

Program

•Cancel My
Reservation'

Program
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BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

60

54

27

12

33

57

14

16

H
a
45

csma
PrimenewsX

nana

Bi

and
"Al Capone

Mess" (R)

4:00) **V2 "The Secret
•

'ays" (1961, Drama)

"Scales oMusf(ce"(1993) Patnck Malahtde. Inspector

Alleyn investigates tne murder of an army major.

*** 'This Property Is Condemned" (1966, Drama) A
meddling mother ruins her daughter's romance.

*** "Kiss ot Death" (^947 . Suspense) Brian Oonlevy.

A captured jewel thief becomes a police informant.

Saturday Night Live

Larry King Live X

Small
Doses I

Event of the Day

Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

Law&Order
the Child"

God Bless

Kirov Ballet in Swan Lake (R)

**'/} "the Secret ^Vays" (1961, Drama) An American
tries to rescue a captive anti-Communist leader.

WortdNews

S.A.8.

Theater
SoapX

Terra X (R)

(Pan 2 of 2)

Howard
Stem(R)

Supertwuts

Maximum
Drive

Treasure
Hunters (R)

Bloopers-
Jokes

Invention

Talk Soup

Motorcycle Racing:
Argentina Grand Pnx

Masters of

the Maze

(4:00)*** "Sudieand
Simpson" {\990, Drama)

RMlWorid
(In Stereo)

Clarissa
Expiains

Rin Tin Tin

K-9Co|>X
Supermai
ket Sweep

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

Next Step

News Daily

Wild India "Last o( the

Hunters"

Late Night With David
Lettenfnan

Drag Racing: IHRA
Nitrous Nationals.

New Lassie
(In Stereo)

Shop 'Til

You Drop

Clarissa
Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D. 'A

Woman's Place"

Sportswrlters on TV

Hey Dude
(R)

Rugrats

Love Boat

Sports
Innervlew

America's
Cup

** "The Thousand Ptane Wa»d" (1969, Drama) A tough

tx)mbardier commander masterminds a daring assauft.

QuantumUeap (in Stereo)

X
Alieir

Fighters

Ninja

Turbes

Native Americans American Iridians of the Southeast

and Vne Southwest teH of tf>e Cherokee Trail of Tears.

ThMGIriHazel Mo<i Squad

Evening
ShadeX

Brothers
Grunt

Doug

Sports
Tonight_

SoapX

Event of the Day

Moneyiine

Whose
Line?

"Scales of Justice" n9d3) Patrick Malahtde. Inspector

Alleyn Investigates the murder of an army major.

* * * "This Property Is Condemned" ( 1 966, Drama) A
meddling mother ruins her daughter's romance.

* * * "Kiss of Oeatfi " (1947, Suspense) Brian Donlevy.

A captured jewel thief oecomes a police inlormant.

Newsnight

Out There II

Showbiz
Today (R)

pTerra X (R)

(Pan 2 of 2)

Stem
Drag Racing: NHRA Sears
Craffsman flationais.

Evening
ShadeX

Yol (In

Stereo)

Looney
Tunes

Ironskle "I, the People"

cling: U.S. Mountain
Challenge Series. (R)

Treasure
Hunters (R)

Candid
Camera

Invention

Sportscenter

TakSoup

B

Waltons "The Obsession

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Next Slap

News Dally

151
Up Close

Rescue 91 1 (In Stereo) X

Calling An
Sports

Politically

Incorrect

Sports
Latenight

KMsinthe
Hall

Public Policy Conference

Kirov Baitet in Swan Lake

Love Channel With "Ihe
Poorman

Law A Order "God Bless

theChifcr

Hot Seat
Highlights

Downey

"Backlash" 0956) Townstok hunt the

tone, wealthy survivor of an Apache raid

"A Connecticut Yankee in

\King Arthur's Courr(1949)

W)
Apacher

(Vanity I

Larry King Live (R) X

Out There (R)

Croeafire Ovemigbt

"Halls of

Montezuma'

'anity Fair "Vanitas

Vanitatum"

Overnight Showbiz
Todw(R}_
ent. SueJyiystBry Science Theatsr 3000 "Secret Agent, Super

Dragon." (R)

'Public Policy Conference

WiM India "Last of the

Hunters" (R)

F.Y.EI John
Cusack. (R)

Jet Skiing
From Dallas.

700 Club

Q«E!(RV

Mountain
Bikes

*** "Unspeakable Acfs''(l9g0) JiN Clayburoh. A Dade
ted of child abuse.

Prime Time [m Stereo)

County day-care operator is suspected

IDreamof
Jeannte

Bewitched

ltTakeeaTMef"Glass
Riddle"

Fat Tire

Jountel

I Love Lucy SoT

Mercus Welby, M.O.

** '6 "Fkfht From Ashiya" (1964) Yul Brynner. The Air

Rescue Service helps a typhoon-battered cargo vessel.

Great Western Rodeo From Los
Angeles. (R)

Wings X Wings X Murder, She Wrote
Hannigan's Wake" X

Natfve Americarts Anrterican Indians of the Southeast
and the Southwest tell of the Cherokee Trail of Tears.

X Ko|ak

Dead at 21
(In Stereo)

Mary7r
State (In

Stereo)

Mary r

NextStap

Stem(R)

NBA Today

g

Beyond
2000

CandW
Camera

Sportscerv

ether Dowlingil
"The Hard-Boiled'

lystsriee

Mystery"

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Beavisand
Butt^Mad

Dick Van
Dyke

Beavtoand
Butt^wad

Gel Smart

"The Foreman Went to France" {^942) An Englishman
must keep a secret device out of enemy hands.

PreesBex English Soccer Teams to Be
Announced.

**Vi "Hanover Sfreef" (1979, Drama) Harrison Ford, Lesley-Anne

Down. An American pilot and an Enghsh nurse are drmm together.

Boxing: Eric Holtand vs. Cunis Surnmit. X Wings (In

Stereo) X

VSS'
Program

Program

Up Close

%
Biaok
StellkMt

Unsolved

Anrwunced

Dragnet

VSd^
Piegram

Big?^
JaiwX

Autol
Stock Cars.

JiSf
Program

na~
Program

NAScAR Late Model

Brother Md~
Program

Thirtysomlhing "Best of

Enemies" X

Shop at Home

Brothere
Grunt

Supsfman

Pid

ISid
Program

i^a

—

Television

Lucy Show

EqueeHan: Amoco Cup.
roughbred

*** "Abandon Stvpl" ()957. Drama) Tyrone Power,
Ltoyd Nolan. An officer navigates a sunken hjxury Nm

**^/i "HaroU fkbbins' The PirHfe'(1978, Drama) Franco Nero, Anne krdher,

Hussey. A poweriul Arab-raised Israeli has torn toyalties.

Wings "The
Houseguest"

CSSeToSvia

Newz(ln
Stereo)

Fugitive X Pild
Program

^S3r

lavigate

IPraaaBox

Mai Zetterling,

Quantum Leap "Lee
Harvey Oswaio" X
55RrA5«TipS"
Operation"

F'REMIUM CABLE STATIONS
'4:15)** "Dennis the

'(1993) 'PG'X

Mkskey
Mouse Club

*** "Bophal"{y993, Drama) Danny Gtover. A black

South Africaii tnd his son daah over apartheid. 'PG-13'

Chorite
EIrown

4:30) **'/. 'Uplom Saturday Niohr
4. Comedy) Sklney Poilier. '(%'1974, Comedy) neyPo

7K^*** lima Bandits

ttmewHhabandthrough Mm

ImAavanh

^
"Hare Come tfieljfites" (1965) Animgted
The five LMIes encounter adventurae. "6'

*** "The F«rm''(1993, Drama) Tom Cniise, Gene Haokman. A law-
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Fox Broadcasting's piaean to NAACP raises eyebrows
New venture helps establish minority

ownership within broadcasting industry;

network tribute surprises organization

By BUI Carter
The New York Times

At the same time that it

announced a deal on Friday to help

establish a minority-owned ven-

ture to acquire local television sta-

tions, the Fox Broadcasting Co.
tossed an apparently gratuitous

bouquet at the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored l^ple and its commu-
nications counsel for their efforts

to advance the cause of minority

ownership opportunities.

The counsel, David Honig, is

also leading an NAACP challenge

to Fox's ownership of its flagship

station in New York - a challenge

that if upheld by the Federal
Communications Commission
would threaten the foundation of
the Fox network.

Was it a coincidence? Both
Honig and Preston Padden. the

president of network distribution

for Fox said it was, since there was
no quid pro quo attached to Fox's
gesture.

But some of Fox's rivals said

the network was clearly trying to

gain some advantage by throwing

some generous words toward
Honig and the NAACP and by

assisting minority ownership in the

broadcasting industry.

The release from Fox said that a

new venture, Blackstar PLC, led

by John Oxendine, an African-
American entrepreneur who owns
three home-shopping stations, was
being formed to acquire television

stations to be affiliated with the

Fox network. Blackstar is to be
backed by as much as $^ million

from Fox.

The release quoted Chase Carey,

the chairman of Fox Television, as

saying that he had great confidence

in Oxendine and his management
team, and adding, "However, I

would be remiss if I did not
acknowledge the efforts of David
Honig and the NAACP to heighten

"

industry awareness of the need to

increase minority ownership
opportunities."

Padden acknowledged that the

reference to the NAACP and its

counsel was certainly unusual in

an announcement of a deal in

v^hich the organization had no
involvement whatsoever. But, he
said, "Fox specializes in the unusu-

al."

'This is a business transaction

that we entered into," he added. "It

is a fair statement to say that David

Honig and the NAACP have raised

the concerns of the industry in

regard to minority ownership,
whether we find ourselves in

agreement with them on every-
thing or not."

Honig said Fox's tribute was
surprising but gracious. "I'm a lit-

tle embarrassed to see my name in

a Fox press release," he said, "but
I'm not offended."

He added: "Fox has no deals
pending with us. The good thing

about it is that Fox did this without

any attempt to say, 'Look what
we're doing about minority invest-

ment, so back off on your claims.'"

But Honig said the Fox gesture

would have no impact on the chal-

lenge the NAACP has mounted to

Fox's station ownership. The orga-

nization asserts that Fox misrepre-

sented the level of foreign-based

flnancmg used by the company in

its acquisition of the six stations

owned by Metromedia Inc. in

1986.

Honig said Fox had been "delib-

erately opaque" in its original fil-

ing with the FCC and that a

re-examination of Fox's financing

showed that 99 percent of its equi-

ty was foreign based. FCC rules

forbid foreign ownership of televi-

sion stations to exceed 25 percent.

The issue is of great concern to

the NAACP, Honig said. "What is

it going to do to minority owner-
ship if you let in every dollar in the

worid?" he asked. Honig said he

believed that a ruling by the FCC
could come in November.
The issue of Fox's foreign own-

ership was also raised in a petition

filed last month by NBC to block

the acquisition of an NBC affiliate

in Wisconsin by a new company,
SF Broadcasting, which is backed
by Fox's capital. . V
Padden said the question of

"I'm a little embarrassed

to see my name in a Fox

press release, but I'm

not offended."

David Honig

NAACP Counsel

Fox's foreign ownership had been
fully examined and settled in 1986.

He disputed the idea that Fox had
made its structure too complicated

to understand. 'The application is

very clear and so simple anyone
can understand it," he said.

As for the NAACP' s effort to

challenge Fox's ownership, he said

it was "personally motivated by
some of the individuals involved."

He declined to be specific.

Padden was cleariy angry that

NBC had succeeded last week in

delaying SF Broadcasting's acqui-

sition of WLUK in Green Bay,
Wis. NBC persuaded the FCC to

ask for more documentation to

explain the financing for tliat pur-

chase and that of three other sta-

tions acquired by SF Broadcasting.

NBC executives called the FCC
step extremely unusual and an ini-

tial victory for them in their effort

to force closer scrutiny of how Fox
creates companies to buy stations

and add them to Fox's lineup of
affiliates.

Fox threw much of the televi-

sion industry into upheaval with a

deal in May in which Fox paid

$500 million for a minority stake

in New World Communications
Inc., in exchange for commitments
that 12 New World stations would
switch their affiliation to Fox.

"So long as we were content to

be a UHF network, the other three

networks tolerated us," Padden
said, referring to the ultra-high-fre-

quency stations at the upper end of

the dial, which generally have
weaker signals than the more
desirable very-high-frequency sta-

tions. "Now that we have begun to

compete aggressively for VHF sta-

tions, they have gotten downright
cranky."

He labeled NBC's assertion that

the Green Bay deal raised new
questions about Fox's foreign

ownership "a cheap shot" and
added that Fox had chosen not to

raise issues about NBC's owner-
ship by the General Electric Co.

"You don't find us talking about

their defense contract fraud or
nuclear power plants," he said.
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Colin Powell biography receiver mixed reactions
By Samh Lyall

The New York Times

FRANKFURT. Germany — At
last year's Frankfurt Book Fair,

-Random House introduced its

hottest new author, Gen. Colin
Powell, wlio was paid a $6.5
million advance for his

autobiography, by displaying his

oversized photograph all over its

booth. The goal was to find a

publisher who would buy the

overseas rights.

It didn't work.

So this year, Random House
went one step further, and dis-

played Powell himself.

The stakes are high for Random
House and its adult trade division^

which in agreeing to the hefty

advance were banking, on recoup-

ing much of it through foreign

rights sales. Random House is also

hoping to sell subsidiary rights to

magazines and book clubs, but

those are negotiated separately.

At the book fair, which con-

cluded Sunday, Random House's

goal was to make General Powell

as exciting an international

prospect as possible, so it will not

face the extraordinarily difficult

task of earning back its money
exclusively on American sales.

The general hopes to finish the

book in the spring.

Reaction at the fair seemed pos-

itive but cautious, with publishers

unwilling to commit themselves

too hastily, if at all - particularly

1>ecause they have not seen the

book.

The strategy has worked before,

and with an American general,

too. In 1991, Bantam Books paid

Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf a

$5 million advance for his autobi-

ography, and was able to sell more
than $2 million in domestic and
foreign subsidiary rights before

the book was even written.

The book quickly became a

bestseller when it was published

in 1992, selling more than 1 mil-

lion hard-cover copies in the

United States. But even at that rate

of sales the publisher would not

have earned back its advance
without the rights sale overseas.

Bringing Powell to Frankfurt

was an unusual step. Publishers

generally do not invite authors,

""
See PO%VELL, page 28
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Season premiere of
'NYPD' to disaDDOiirt

viewers and critics
By John Engstrom
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Tuesday night's season-open-
ing episode of "NYPD Blue"
spends an unfortunate amount of
time spinning its wheels while old

story lines get up to speed.

It's an average episode for this

hard-edged cop drama, and end-
ing five months of anticipation by
its fans, a disappointment from a

cast and crew that often raced
through unpredictable action at

near breakneck speed last season.

The problem is easy to spot.

Like a sensitive, whispery alba-

tross, David Caruso's Detective
John Kelly, will hang around the

show for four episodes, doing a

wrap-up of the character that will

disappear.

The major focus on his prob-
lems makes the premiere feel

more like a season-ender than a

starter.

"NYPD Blue" needed to wipe
Kelly away quickly and cleanly in

some surprising, even stunning,

events.

Instead, it appears he will

spend far too much time in ago-
nized self-analysis as he endures
the trial of Detective Janice
Licalsi and an internal police
investigation of his own activities

before he is shuttled off, reported-

ly to another precinct.

Amy Brenneman as Licalsiwill

also be leaving after the second
episode.

So get 'em outta here and get

on with it.

Licalsi was Kelly's first

squeeze last season. They flashed

their way to new standards for

partial nudity on broadcast TV.
But their heat soon turned to

ashes. And Licalsi's shocking
gunning down of a mobster boss
and his chauffeur, also early on,

became a stale story by the sea-

son's end.

So who cares if, as this first

episode suggests, Kelly and
Licalsi may set the sheets afire

again and Licalsi probably will do
the time for her crime?

Of course, a disappointing
episode for "NYPD Blue" is top

notch for most other TV dramas,
so the carping here is only rela-

Jive.

It's great to have Detective
Andy Sipowicz - the Emmy-win-
ning creation of Dennis Franz -

nervously edging his way back
into the life of Assistant District

Attorney Sylvia Costas (Sharon
Lawrence).

Detective Medavoy and Donna
Abandando are still doing a care-

ful catwalk around the potential

for a major romantic conflagra-
tion. This long-running flirtation

also threatens to wear thin if the

show doesn't get a sharper focus

and move the story forward.

There's nothing slow about the

movement of Caruso and
Brenneman into life after "NYPD
Blue."

After Caruso lost a money-
clash with the show's creators

over the summer - reportedly
over a requested $100,000 per
episode - he agreed to a four-

episode farewell and already has

begun a career in big-screen
films.

Caruso stars in "Kiss of
Death," shot over the summer and
scheduled for release next
February. He plays a man who is

forced to infiltrate New York's

criminal underground and
becomes trapped between an
overzealous district attorney and a

murderous psychopath (Nicolas

Cage).

Brenneman also has a movie
career going. She spent the sum-
mer shooting "Bye Bye Love," a

romantic comedy about three
divorced dads who get a crash

course in advanced parenthood
and remedial dating. It's also

scheduled for release early next

year.

(Note for TV trivia buffs: Helen

Hunt of NBC's "Mad About You"
is cast as Caruso's wife in "Kiss

of Death." Brenneman' s romantic

interest in "Bye Bye Love" is

Hunt's co-star, Paul Reiser.)

Tuesday's opener for "NYPD
Blue" is also the one and only
scheduled episode for Debrah
Farentino as Robin Wirkus. She
was Kelly's potential fiame at the

end of last season and a very
interesting character.

Instead, Farentino will re-

emerge on Nov. 6 as a star of
NBC's new sci-fi drama, "Earth
2."

Caruso's replacement will be

Jimmy Smits of "L.A. Law"
fame, who has already begun
shooting new episodes and report-

edly will show up for the first

time in the Nov. 15 episode. He
plays Detective Bobby Simone,
who is paired with Sipowicz to

investigate the mysterious killing

of a mobster's son.

For those keeping score on the

show's skin, Tuesday's episode
carries a warning only for lan-

guage and content. Next week's
will include a advisory about par-

tial nudity. We can anticipate it

might be Caruso and Brenneman,
but Franz and Lawrence also have

been warned that they might want
to start buffing up.

Franz says he has no major
plans for losing his love handles

before they're exposed to mil-

lions. "Maybe I'll skip breakfast

that morning," he told a gathering

of TV critics this summer.

BEAUTY
From page 23

Some of White's retrospectives

are placed outdoors, on the patio

of the museum. They are as color-

ful as comfortable, and can be
seen but also enjoyed, even to the

point of physical comfort. While
metres design and history of fash-

ion with utilitarian comfort; her
work is part art and part environ-

ment design.

The "Pure Beauty" exhibit may
contain some works that surprise

and challenge a visitor to the
museum. However, given a recep-

tive state of mind on the part of

the viewer, the show can inform,

contrast and question the viewer's

assumptions about the world
around us. And that is the job of

art: to jolt our complacency and
cause us to question our assump-
tions.

EXHIBIT: "Pure Beauty: Some
Recent Work from Los Angeles."
Displayed at the Museum of
Contemporary Art through Jan. 8,

1995. Admission is $6 for adults,

$4 for students with ID. For more
Info call (213) 621-2766.

r DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS 11

OPPORTUniTY
FHom flsiicLii fly

AUTODESK
Sai^e Thoiu^andd ofDollars!

Whetheryou use Windows, DOS, or Macintosh, this isyour
chance to get powerful, professional AutoCad and 3D Studio

software at a fraction of the list price. Products come with all

AutoDesk documentation and are completely upgradeable.

Come to the ASUCLA Computer Store to make your
purchase from October 10 through October 30. Product will

not be available after October 30 at these prices. Only full-time

UCLA students, faculty, and staff are eligible. Sorry, no
departmental purchases.

a DcMt"^'^

Bundle 1 DOS: AutoCad Release 12 & Designer
List price $5,250 Special UCLA price $489
Bundle 2 WINDOWS:
AutoCad Release 12 & Autodesk Multimedia Explorer

List price $5,250 Special UCLA price $489
Bundle 3 MACINTOSH: ^
AutoCad Release 12 & Autodesk Multimedia Explorer

List price $5,250 Special UCLA price $489

;...,....
...M'S.„a-,..u....^-'

"'^

Bundle 4 DOS:
3D Studio Release 3 & IPAS Toolkit

List price $3,245 Special UCLA price $409
Bundle 5: Bundle l plus Bundle A

List p.ice $8,495 Special UCLA price $775
Bundle 6: Bundle 2 plus Bundle 4

List price $8,495 Special UCLA price $775

- ASUCLA

connpuTER

STORE

&.'

lent eilMTfl ITIIE If CIIICE

The ASUCLA Computer Store is located on B-level

Ackerman Union. 310/825-6962; Men-Thur 7:45-7:30;

Fri 7:45-6; Sat 10-5; Snn 12-5

* F»r DOS «W WM»»4 wr*Um 0itfy.

Spt^uU u^r»9» prieu*f tir^iidtUt »miy lircmft ASUCLA

DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINDOWS INTOSH DOS

/
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DOUBLE SAVINGS
DOUBLE SAVINGS
(hwgigffe^Saieofihej^fBm*

V

- /IRTQIIIVED

September 29 - October 14

cannot be used
for the purchase
of TexttxKjfcs or

Sale Items

Compus Photo Studio, 2iid Floor AcKerman

Ackermon Students^ Store B-Level

Lu Vdk Commons Store'*'
* October 5 6 only

''Catch 22" author Heller

presents enriched sequel
By Curt Schleir

The New York Times

The directions to Joseph
Heller's house are simple: "Go
east. Stop' at the water."

But getting there is not so sim-

ple.

Heller lives in the tiny com-
munity of East Hampton, near
the tip of New York's Long
Island, and anyone familiar with
this part of Long Island knows
there are just two highways that

go there. One is named "Under
Construction;" the other is called

"Lane Closed, Merge Left (or
Right)." '

But several hours on the road
is a small price to pay to meet
Heller, author of that seminal

SENSITIVE
From page 23

the same theories about therapists.

Nelson's exaggerations allow view-

ers to relate more easily to the situa-

tion.

Rogers also makes it more view-

er appealing. She takes these theo-

ries to the limit, acting almost like a

preacher in the middle of delivaring

an entrancing sermon. Rogers lets

the lines roll off her tongue and
really gets involved when her par-

ticipants are about to reach enlight-

enment. And the final burst of
applause from the other participants

when they've reached nirvana is

perfect. Both she and the audience

anti-war novel, "Catch-22."

Since its publication in 1961,

it has sold more than 10 million

copies in the United States alone.

It's been translated into over a

dozen languages. And, of course,

its title has become a part of our
vocabulary, meaning a peculiar

kind of insolvable dilemma.

,

Few who have read this mor-
bidly funny tome have forgotten

its assorted characters, all mem-
bers of the Army Air Corps sta-

tioned on a fictional island off

Italy: Col. Cathcart, the com-
manding officer who keeps rais-

ing the number of missions
necessary for rotation home.
Major Major, who only sees peo-

See CATCH 22, page 29

are thrilled. But while she awaits

the next revelation, the audience
awaits the next burst of laughter.

It is this laughter that makes the

audience realize that therapy ses-

sions are comedio, rather than the

serious dramas most people usually

think they are. Taking this theory.

Nelson exaggerates all the possibil-

ities, creating a wonderful comedy.

STAGE: "Sensitive People."
Written by Matthew Nelson.
Directed by Daniel Rojo. Starring:

Matthew Nelson, Jane Rogers,
Tim Ahem and Ken Stephens.
Running indefinitely at the Court
Theater, Monday through
Wednesday at 8 p.m. TIX: $12.50.
For more Info, call (213) 660-
8587.

POWELL
From page 26

fearing they will become insecure

and overwhelmed by the sight of
all the frantic deal-making that

drives the fair.

But Powell is different, and for-

eign publishers said they were, at

the very least, flattered by the

chance to meet a distinguished
four-star general in the flesh.

On Tuesday night Powell, look-

ing relaxed in civilian dress, was
the guest of honor at a fancy party

that drew dozens of champagne-
guzzling publishing executives
eager to shake hands, pose for pic-

tures and ask him the same ques-
tions, over and over. Powell then

spoke about his book at a dinner
for 50, before setting up camp at

the Random House booth the fol-

lowing day to pitch his project to a

small parade of foreign publishers.

"We wanted to give them the

opportunity to meet General
Powell in person because in sell-

ing the book, he's our greatest
asset," said Wanda Chappell, vice

president and director of sub-
sidiary rights for Random House.
"He's extraordinarily personable
and charismatic, and it was clear

from the publishers' response that

they were very impresswl."

In contrast to Schwarzkopf,
whose book arrived when memo-
ries of the general appearing in

combat fatigues on television in

the Persian Gulf war were still

fresh in people's minds, Powell
has not been widely visible over-
seas.

In an interview on Friday,
Powell said he had been reading a

number of autobiographies,
including the one by Schwarzkopf
as models for his work. And. he
said, he was not at all daunts by
his rapid-fire meetings with so
many people, despite the jitters

that can shake first-time celebrity

authors when they are besieged by
swarms of publishers. "What are
they going to do," he asked.
"Send me to Vietnam?"

./

Remarks like that endeared
Powell to those who mft him. But
whether the personal enthusiasm
of foreign publishing executives
translates into actual money
remains to be seen. Wanda
Chappell said that any official

deal-making would be likely to

take place after the fair, when the

executives have had a chance to

return home, calm down and talk

money with their corporate boss-
es.

"American publishers count on
getting the biggest sums from
Germany, but we were offered the

rights to the book some months
ago and we turned it down imme-
diately," said Dorothee
Grisebach, editor in chief of the

German publisher Knaur
Taschenbuch, which is publishing

the autobiography of the CNN
correspondent Peter Arnett.
"Quite frankly," she added,
"there is no interest in this man in

Germany."
Other publishers said there

might well be interest, particularly

if Powell decides to run for vice

president or, president, in 1996 - a
move that would be a boon for

Random House, which happily
drew visitors' attention to the lat-

est pro-Powell poll in Newsweek,
which ran the general on its cover
last week.

Stuart Proffitt, the publisher of
the adult trade division of
HarperCollins U.K. in Britain,

said that he had l?een extremely
impressed by Powell but that his

company was still deciding how to

proceed on the book. "It could be
a very commercial possibility,"

Proffitt said.

The consensus was that it had
been a useful stroke to bring
Powell to Frankfurt. As one
international literary agent put it,

speaking of foreigners' attitudes

toward the commercial possibili-

ties of the book: "Nobody cared

^bouthim before he came here."

y
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CATCH 22
From page 28

pie in his office when he isn*t in

and, of course, Lt. John
Yossarian, bombardier/naviga-
tor, who doesn't want to fight
any more but runs into the infa-

mous Calch-22: Anyone who
continues flying in the face of
enemy anti-aircraft is obviously
crazy and can be grounded -if
he asks. But if he asks, he's
obviously not crazy, so he can't
be grounded
The reason for this visit, how-

ever, has less to do with "Catch-
22" than its eagerly awaited
sequel, which hit bookstores
Oct 10, 33 years to the day after

"Catch-22" was published. It's

called "Closing Time."
The Simon & Schuster book

features Yossarian and several
other "Catch-22" alumni, but it

goes well beyond the manic
black humor of its precursor.
There is another poignant, auto-
biographical story line about two
men who grew up in Coney
Island (like Heller), and served
in World War U (like Heller) and
are approaching the twilight of
their years (like Heller).

It is the interplay between
these two narratives - the very
real world of Coney Island and
the surreal world where
Yossarian lives - that gives
"Closing Time" its special
power.

Heller, 71, and his second
wife, Valerie, live in a comfort-
able home off the main drag in

town, a block or so from the
beach.

Age has slowed him down, as
have the effects of Guillain-
Barre syndrome, a generally
non-fatal disease of the nervous
system that causes progressive
paralysis and then abates, for
unknown reasons.

Heller was hospitalized with
the illness and still limps slight-

ly. Nevertheless, he looks much
like he does in decades-old book
jacket photos: an unruly crop of
gray hair, a ready smile and
intelligent eyes.

After a pleasant lunch, I set up
a tape recorder and ask about his

new book, wondering, "Closing
Time" for whom?

**No one I knew went to

college. It was not in

the atmosphere.

Anyone who wanted to

go to college would

have to go to night

school.

Joseph Heller

Author

"For me, for my generation,
for most of my friends, for all

the people who were in World
War II, if they're still around,"
Heller says.

"I think it's also closing time
for the idealism and the faith in

the future we had at the end of
the second World War. I believe
that's gone, too. And it is the ter-

mination of a century."

Heller leans back on a couch
and sips his coffee. It is a good
time for him.

His last project is complete.
Nothing new is on the horizon.
So he can spend his days basking
in a kind of anticipatory glow.

His daughter Erica once said it

is the best time to be around him.
"Right after he finishes a book,
he gets better. He's serene and
sweet."

And why not?

Now comes promoting his

work, what he considers the fun
part of his job - particularly
since Europe has become a
major market for him. Publishers

there are anxious to have Heller
visit and willingly pay the price.

"We (Heller and his wife)
travel first-class, stay at great
hotels and are wined and dined,"
he says. "It is 9 heady experi-
ence."

Heady, yes, and light-years
removed from whence he came.

Heller was bom in Brooklyn's
Coney Island in 1923. Back then
Coney Island was a honky-tonk
Disneyland, a long boardwalk
lined by rides, amusements and a
beach.

But the surrounding neighbor-
hood was largely made up of
poor families like Heller's.

The Simon & Schuster

book features Yossarian

and several other

"Catch'22" alumni, but

it goes well beyond the

manic black humor of

its precursor.

New York was a city of neigh-
borhoods then, divided along
ethnic and economic lines.

"Nobody had money (in
Coney Island)," Heller explains.

"If they had money they'd move
to Brighton Beach (a middle-
class neighborhood), which was
right next door, or Seagate (a

middle-class housing complex)."
Each New York community

had a caste system as rigid as
any in India. In Coney Island,
the system decreed higher educa-
tion was out of the question for

the local untouchables.

"No one I knew went to col-

lege," Heller recalls. "It was not

in the atmosphere. Anyone who
wanted to go to college would
have to go to night school.

"Everybody went to work.
You went to work as soon as you
got out of high school. Or you
even went to work before you
got out of high school."

But Heller had a talent.^fe
always wrote well and got good
grades on compositions.

When he got out of high
school he held a succession of
jobs over a two-year period -
until the war intervened. He
enlisted in 1942 and trained as a
bombardier.

By the time Heller arrived in

Europe, there was no German air

force to speak of, and resistance

was minimal. In fact, of the 60
combat missions he flew, his

first 36 were cakewalks.

But around mission 37, a tent

mate - a bombardier on another
plane - was killed by shrapnel
and a gunner on Heller's aircraft

was wounded, events readers of
"Catch-22" may recognize.

"From there to the end I was
scared stiff on every mission,"
he recalls. "I decided I will not
fly anymore."

Rotated honie, he went by ship
rather than plane.

"As soon as I got home, I

asked to be taken off flight pay.

They thought I was crazy,
because you get 50 percent more
money for flying just four hours
a month, and I had no chance of
ever going into combat again."

Today Heller calls his war
experiences **pure pleasure -
except for the flights."

It's an unexpected assessment
from the author of "Catch-22,"
even though the war did provide
grist for his first novel and got
him out of Coney Island.

See CATCH 22, page 30
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Reason to Believe

with Rice Broocks

Tuesday

October 11th

Kinsey HaU 169

Wednesday

October 12th

Kinsey HaU 169

7:00 P.M.

Thursday

October 13th

Geology 4660

Got Questions About Life?

Rice Has tite Answers!

Center for American and Public Policy
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Quarter in WashinQton ProQram

Live, vvori(. & atey] IX classes in WashingbnDC

Part-lime field placeiTients

Earn acadeiTiic & honors credit

Design & conduct ycxjT own research project

• Rnandal aid available

INFORMATION MEETING
WHEN: Every Tuesday & Wednesday
WHERE 303 GSLIS Building

TIME: 5£K3 pm fo 6<X) pm

nppLicnrions for sprihg i99s due novEmBER 2nd

Center for American Politics aod Public Policy

310 GSUS Building, tCLA
(310) 206-3109

atooavaJlaMe the EXPO C«ntMr,A-213Acl(«rmaii. (310)825-0831
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THE KEY TO UNLOCK A GREATER CUSTOMER BASE.

advertise. 825-2161. I Daily Bruin

Join the

UCLA Alpine Ski Team
and Ski Clubs from;

UCSB UCB UCD UCSC
in

Steamboat, Co.
December 16-23, 1994

^. S5y$399
TYip includes:

^^
• 5 nights deluxe condominiums walking'distance from lifts

• 4 out of 5 day lift pass at Steamboat
• Roundtrip charter bus (optional air package available)
• Ski / Snowboard races
• Club parties. Dances, Mountain BBQ, T-shirts, etc.

• Optional race camp

Come to our meeting Tonight at 7:00 pm in Kinsey 51
or every Tuesday at 7:00 pm in the
Wooden Center, 2nd floor lounge.
For more information call:

Mike 479-6907 or Julie 824-0737
^4\aCUo4*

FREE OSHMAN'S
BEACH CHAIR TO

IMEflRSI_
500 FANS!!

#3 UCLA
vs.

#11 use
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12

4:30 P.M. PAULEY PAVILION
UCLA STUDENTS ARE FREE WITH i

^

OSHllfA.NS
A SPORTS TRADITION SINCE 1919

®

^

CATCH 22
From page 29

Once discharged, the GI Bill

enabled him to attend college -

briefly at the University of
Southern California and then

New York University.

Hejwrote stories throughout
the war, but it was as an under-

graduate that he enjoyed his first

successes. Four short stories

were published in Esquire and
Atlantic Monthly.

"So I had reason to believe I

might succeed' as a fiction

writer," he -says.

He went on to earn a master's

degree at Columbia University

and become one of the first

Fulbright scholars. When he
returned from England (by ship),

(Joseph Heller) still

writes longhand,

producing only three

pages a day. At that

rate, it*s not surprising

that his body of work is

so small.

he taught two years at

Pennsylvania State College (now
University).

"The teaching salary was
abysmal, and I was married and
had a child," he says. "Also, I

didn't like Jiving outside New
York City."

So he returned to the Big
Apple in 1952 and worked as a

copywriter, first for some small

advertising agencies and then in

the promotion departments of
three magazines, McCall's, Look
and Time.

He started "Catch-22" just a

year after returning to New York.

While an early chapter was pub-

lished in a quarterly anthology of

works-in-progress, it wasn't
until 1 957 that he had enough of

the book completed to show pub-
lishers.

Simq^i & Schuster purchased
it for $1,500 - $750 down, the

rest on completion. That took
another three years.

Heller is a slow writer.

He still writes longhand, pro-

ducing only three pages a day. At
that rate, it's not surprising that

his body of work is so small.

With his new book, he has
written only five novels, includ-

ing "Something Happened"
(1974), "Good as Gold" (1979)
and "God Knows" (19*5). He's
also written a play and, with
good friend Speed Vogel, "No
Laughing Matter," a nonfiction

account of his battle with
Guillain-Barre syndrome.

As with his military experi-

ences, he puts a positive spin on
the disease.

"It came at the right time for

me," he says. "I was separated
from my wife to whom I'd been
married for 35 years.

"We were going through an
acrimonious divorce neither one
of us could explain. I didn't
know what to do with myself."

It's a puzzling statement. Most
people don't feel there's a good
time to catch a cold, let alone an

illness as serious as Guillain-
Barre.

But in many ways the answer
is typical of Heller, who seems
to see something positive in

every negative - and vice versa.

He claims he's an optimist,
sort of.

"My attitude toward life is that

we're all in the toilet, but being

there we can still have a tremen-

dous amount of fun and do a

tremendous amount of good."
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Informatfon
225 Kerckhoft Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Clan Line: (310) 82S-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fai (310) 2064)528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisemem not nieeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Par oHIce Is opea MosdayFriday,M.

Classified rates

Oaliy,20tMnlsorless $7.00

(My.MdiaddNloaalword .45

VVsridy, 20 words or less 25.00

MMdy.Mdi additional word 1.30

Oisptay ads— student rata^col.indi 8.00

Display a(fe- local rate/col. inch 1125

Deadlines

CtetsMMHMate
1 wohdng day beiore prbitino. by noon.

CtatsNMiisplayate

2 wortdng days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA OaHy Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates MtMt
Icol. X 1 = 2tnches x llnch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The AStXlA Conminlcatio(« Board tutly supports the IJnrversity o( Calitornii't poMcy on nondii-
crifflineiion. No medium ihM accept advertaementi wNch present persons ot any origin, race,

religion, sex. or aeani ortaqMon in a demeaning way or imply thai they are Kfflited topositlons.

capaMWes. roles orstah»insocle(y.Nei(her«M Daly Bniinna the AStX^UCornmunicalions Board
has InMSigaledanyofttieaarvioesadvedludorlheadverttsenrepresenM in this issue Any person
believing lh« an advertisemert in Ms issue viewed «w Bow J's policy on nondiscrlriiinaiion stated

herein should oommunlcalt complaints in wriOng to the Business Mmger. Daily Bruin, 225
KercMwff HaH. 306 Westwood r>laza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. Fo. assistam wilh housing dncrimi-
nation problems, cafl the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or calihe Westside Fair itousiog

Office at (310) 475-9671.
^^

How to write a good ad
1 . Start your ad with ttie merchandise your are selling. This makes It ea^r for readers to quickly a. AvoW abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.
scari the ads and locate your item(s). 4. piace yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise
2. Always Include the price of the Item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors and other specific

'

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dtscuision. Fri StepStucJy. AU 3626

Thurs. Book Study. AU 3526
Tues. ond Wed., Discussion. Denfol 23-029

AS times 12; 10- 1:00pm
For alcoholics or incfividuols who have a

drinking proClem.

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1" MONTH FREE!
. FRli! ! VVFOlAfh HCOK UP
.PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginrwrs cooking
tips! Send $S SASE. CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

Aflotorcycl* JackAt $4S9.99
Clothingl^mvl sot 'm/ynnt

ISAO'a-lQ'TO'a:
TtmnMumtm, Boots. Jk B«UboC*o>ns

Interzone
6683 1/2 HoUywood Blvd

(213) 465-2644

THIS WEEK ONLY!

ALL books in stoclc:

Englisti Reference

ook
Press Fair

Zoifi
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

T-SHIRTS
Blank T's at wholesale price!

We do silkscrecn tool— For best price.

caU TAG 310-527-4313 J

10 Personal

Teri, Warren, Stephanie, Carin, Braulio, Jessi-

ca, Rachanee David, Clinch, vince, Marcos,
Loara. Let's get together for some 'Pulp'. Fri.

Oct 14,1994. 10:00 show.

•Cabe

WANTED: 100 UCLA studenU to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 618-966-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lon 10-29 Ibi. in 30 days and earn SSS do-

inff it 100% Kuarantee. Call 31 0-281 -882a

12 Research Subjects

Bedwctting boyt 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA tcaearch Project Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
cvalualion. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to Till out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141,

Hyperactive boys with altcntional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 ar>d a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.
- - -

IF YOU HAVE SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN
THAT NOTHING SEEMS TO HELP, OUR
STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief questionnaires.

Pays $10. 310-454-7926.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and thtir

famillet rteeded for IXTLA research profect
Racclvc $20 and have a scientific learning

HQirivKS. 310^25-0392.

10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

I Come meet the women !

of

iA»S«9«nS«9«a«n3«S)3«n>«3«9«3«>»nS«3«3!«:F***>i*****^

Open House
Tues Oct 11, 1994

7:00 p.m.

! Dessert and Coffee will be served

12 Research Subjects

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
r>etic resonance imaging research.

$35/4hours. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-

824-6714 aflemoofw.

24^ yK. oM Students

-must be seir-supporting

-needed for maketing research

-cash for opinkxis

(818) 905-9666 ext323

12 Research Subjects

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa
or bulimia. Participation Involves completing
six questionnaires. Mindy 310-796-0996.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We cort>e to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

12 Research Subjects

'><ai»*^A>j>g^

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-
ples. 19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Spe-
cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

12 Research Subjects

schizophiieiiia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

V 1 I A S I- c A I 1

19 Spernn/Egg donors

Help a childless couple become a family,

mothers only ages 21 -35. High conr>pensaUon
far surroKating. Call 31 0-478-3808.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional
vacuum pumpt with Instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-aOO-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,
performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

STUDENT RATES ' ^

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

I

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
Supervisor PSY 8070

_^

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy for

painless lacial skin reiuveiialion

afiri removal ot acne tattoos

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consullation Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
around classes, Apply: Marine O'Brien, Cafe
Sproul, 350 DeNevc Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7/hour-fbonu5. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointments by
phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years
college, telephone or outside sales experi-
ence a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our
Westside office. Call Norman BArker, Ad
Max Consulting ffoup. 310-261-0355

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

$a/hr, COLLEGE STUDENTS, PA: driver

West LA, must car -telephone collection

clerk, - handy person with ability to paint,

310-472-9759.

1 -800-854-3902

ACCURATE 60+ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-processing and computer ex-

perience preferred. 1 5-20 hours/week, flcxi-

ble. Dr. Frank 310 888-8050.

ACTING/MODELING STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripoffs,

confusion, wasted money. Guaranteedl Call

310-285-3292 for more info.

ACTORS, ACTRESSES, AND MUSICIANS
wanted (p entertain seniors at lovely West-

wood retirement rcsidcrKe. Perform before a

Jjve, appreciative audience, singly or in a
'

Itroufe. Call 310 472-1944.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For "commercials, films,

and print ads. Ail types/ages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Ima^e. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, P/T for fast

growing female-oriented sports publication.

Call Allen at 818-755-4601 alter 4pm, Wed-
Fri.
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NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

Administrative Asst. wanted for west coast di-

vision of non profit foundation. P/T UCLA
student preferred. Please fax resume to Anne
Mueller at 212-754-6227.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/RECEPTIONIST

needed by director of outpatient chemical

dependency clinic in West LA. Excellent

computer, language, and interpersonal skills

a must! Monday-Friday evenings from

4:30pm and Saturday mornings. Fax/mail re-

sume, 207-6511 (fax), 207-4322 (phone), alt:

Jeanne.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-$6O0O-f

per month -fberferits. Mal^female. No ex-

perience necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

A59341.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR position

available now. Pick up application and job

description at 625 Landfair #1. Deadline Oct.

14, 1994.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR POSITION,
must be grad, single or married. Pick up ap-

plications and job descriptiorn at: 625 Land-

fair Ave. #1.

ATHLETIC, YOUNG MAN as a companion to

a fatherless boy. A few hours per week.
$a/hour. Westwood area. (310)470-4482.

BASS GUITAR TEACHER for 15 year old

singer/lyricist. Informal lessons. Santa Moni-

ca. Call Stephen (3 1 0)451-1391.

30 Help Wanted

Santa Monica based national
Real Estate corporation seeks
office clerk to assist In p>roperty
management. Data entry, phone,
and organizational skills required.
Part-time. Immediate openino

at $7.00/hr.
(310)449-9029/Qina

~

UCLA Assesment Coordmator

for HTV and Adolescent

lYeatment InterventicHi

Study. Related field experience

needed.

Call Zane O'Keefe at

310/7^4-8279
or

FAX resume to

310/794-8297

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Servicei.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature f\\m%, commercials, ar>d music vickos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experierKC

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

COLLEGE MENTORS WANTEDI For pro-

gram working ««tfTtigh school youth in devel-

oping arid irnplementing community tcfvioe

projects. jr/Sr. with carA'alid insurarice. Po-

sition requires 5-10hrsAvk, including training

sessions and team projects. A stipend is

available. BRING YOUR RESUME. OrlenU-

tion: Oct7, 12-1 p.m. Ackerman Rm.2408. or

contact: Eiva Sandoval at 213-487-5590. Fax

213-386-0459.

College students neededl Work as a movie

extra. All typa... No Utta/no gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 81 8-569-551 4 or

818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (€50*8)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1Mw to

iUrt, up to $9.10. 15-t-hr^wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call B2S-6760. ' ,

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000-t-/month working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

and F/T employment available. No experi-

ence necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extCS9341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

hosl^ostess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-

2665.

Dependable, self-starting individual wanted
for professional business. $6.2S/hour. Light

filing, phones, dealing w/clients. Fax resume:

310-282-0775 or contact Nancy 310-277-

9400ext368.

DRIVER/LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINGAUTOR for

twelve-year-old. Monday-Friday 3-8pm. Ref-

erences required. $6-$7^r. 818-789-0696.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-tinr>e basis

in health and nutrition industry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave niessage

and when convenient to caH.

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
er/agent to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-

tunity for college student interested in music
industry. Chris, 310-915-0691.

EVENT STAFFAJSHERINC and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling Stor>es, Raiders, and other

events. 818-885-7338.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-

11 /hour DOE. P/T, 20-25 hour/week. Para-

legal preferred but noi required. Applicants

w/legal experience only. 310-473-7173.

FA TENNIS SHOP MGR. 5.5 NTRP and
above. Strong English skills required. Berwfits

provided. AND P/T TENNIS COURT AT-
TENDANT. Sat.-Sun. Strong Tennis back-

ground required. $5.5(Vhr, meals included.

Contact Dennis or Sean 31 0-276-61 04-x235.

FIGURE MODELS. Writer/Photographer

needs girls 1 8+ years old to pose for maga-
zines, calendars, etc Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 21 3-256-8700.

FILM CREW AND WRITERS WANTED. Send
copy samples of work. Short 3/4' videos,

film photos, scripts, trailers by 10/25/94.

HIGH CONaPTS, 1 1 684 Ventura #334, Slu-

dioCity, CA91604.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs
experienced PA help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specially Store in LA. We
want full and part-time sales people. We are

looking for : men and women who can learn
great custonr>er service, believes the customer
always comes first, and wants to learn how to
be a great salesperson. We offer: chance to
make $6-12+Awur, good benefits package,
great staff discount, and the-best retail train-

ing. To join the top independent store in LA
call for appointnr>ent Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-
7585.

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALLTYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE FILMS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

30 Help Wanted

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-

ence. Marina Del Rey. Training provided.

310-577-6520.

FULL/PART-TIME OFFICE SUPPORT. FLEXI-

BLE HOURS able to also work evenings and
weekends must have car fax resume 310
276-5721 310-276-3300

HASHERS NEEDED at Chi Omega. 708 Hil-

gard. Meals and wages. Call Mrs. Jarrell at

208-2094.

HEALTH aUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.
Knowledge of kinieseology, human anatomy,
or related. Exercise science background a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-

6500 ext.256.

Immediate part-time opening. Pick-up 12-

year-old after school. Run errands, light

housekeeping for 2-working-parent house-
hold, M-F, 3-6pm, some evenings. Santa Mo-
nica. $6.50/hr with increase to $7.50 afler 90
days. Must have reliable car. 310-394-0879.
Carol/Steve.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$400^month leaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching background or

Asian languages required. For more informa-
tion call 206-632- n46extJ59341. . ,

JAPANESE COMPUTER ARTICLE TRANSLA-
TOR. Must know multi-media and CD-RAM
vocabulary. Familiarity w/DOS, Windows,
MAC Platfomis important 310-478-6911
ext12.

LAW STUDENT required for weekend job to

take care of young boy, i.e. sports, Disney-
land, mpvies, etc. Contact Miss Green for

more Info. 310-276-1182.

LIBRARY ASS'TNTS(2).
Westwood. Judaic knowledge and good conv
puter and language skill. P/T 1 Shrs, FA 34hrs
w/benefil$. Call 310-474-1518 ext.215,216
or fax resume to library director 474-6801.

MAILBOXES ETC IN MARINA Da RAY
Looking for p^ Mondays and Christmas vaca-
tion 11:30-5. Start at 6.S(Vhr. 310-301-2450
Evenings 213-874-11 65.

MALE MODELS. Aslv, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Funi 213-664-
2999 24hount.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY In Van
Nuys needs Individuals to work 4-6

houn^ay. Evening, day, and weekend hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tlons. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH COMPANY ASSIS-

TANT (no Sales). Full-time or part-time. De-
tail-oriented, good telephone skills, exposure
to many industries, flexible hours. Call 9am-
10pm dally, Mrs. Rost 310-391-7232.

MATH TUTOR for 8th grade student Experi-

ence and refererKes required. 310-458-3104
(day) and 310-459-5746 (evening).

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hourVweek
to starO for experienced- bilingual receptiorv

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Gen-
eral n'>edical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1 734
x900. Have resume available. Salary^p.

MEDICAL BILLING/FILE CLERK, P/T or F/T,

Beverty Hills area. 21 3-653-0718.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magazines and vid-

«o«.CaJI213-265-OSSO.— " ' " '

Mother's helper with car for 2 chiWren, NVW
from 3:15-6:15, additional hours available if

desired. $6A«r. 310-395-0623.

30 Help Wonted

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or elsel ... or

else, I don't remain in businessi Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

Need P/J messenger with own car. Some
light office work. Fay 310-208-8848. Call

between 10-6.

NEEDED; Chitdcare for multiply handi-

capped 9 year old boy. Hyperactivity and

other challenges. Working on prc-K acade-

mic skills. Very alert, curious, ind loving.

Needed week nights. Car needed. Must be

responsible and dependable. S^r.
(310)273-6567, (310)271-3191

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, Mon. & Wed. 10-6,

S6.63/hr. Qualifications: Good communica-
tion skills, experience w/computers, depend-
ability, ability to organize. Jennifer 310-825-
4774.

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.10am-2pm, M-F, San-

ta Monica Audio/Video co. (31 0)453-3807.

P/T CLERK NEEDED for busy B.H. Medical

Office. 25 hourVweek, Monday-Friday. Start

$8.00. Call Lily/Amy 310-27J-9131, must
have car.

P/r PERSONAL ASSISTANT for President of

Westwood firm. Typing, Macintosh and or-

ganizational skills. 8-12 hoursAvk. Senior

grad student preferred. (31 0)479-61 72

P/r POSITKDN w/Santa Monica Real Estate

partnership. Involves database updating and
producing advertising/marketing materials us-

ing desktop publishing software. Must have
familiarity w/WINDOWS. Approximately 15

hours/week, $1(Vhour. Call Scott, 213-851-

9761.

P/r TYPIST fluent to assist in editing of busi-

ness letters 3 nrwrningVafternoons. 4 hours

each time. UCLA student preferred. 310-453-

3335.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVISOR must read

music, typing skills and have organizational

skills must have car. 310-276-3300,

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,
AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have
at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experience. Starting rate

$12.S(Vhour. Hours flexible. 818-727-9447.

PRE-MED STUDENT
10+ hour^eek. Work for vitreo retinal sur-

geon. Patient care, clerical duties, and re-

search involvement. Freshman or sophomore
preferred. Morniay and Wednesdays. Call

Deborah at 310-206-7475.

UCLA Research Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention In

inner city, ethnic minority

health dinics. Mature, highly

responsible, detail oriented

people. $8-1 1 an hr.

Spanish a plus.

Call Angus
310-794-8278

30 Help Wanted

Prestigious Veterans Organization seeks full-

time Secretarial position. Must be highly or-

ganized, self-motivated, quick learner. Salary
$14,000, excellent working conditions at

Federal Buildinn. 310-477-2539.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer ar>d tennis jcoaches as well as ascistant

varsity soccer coach. Paid positions. Call Call
at 310-391-7127.

Productk>n Interrw wanted for docun>entary
at Grand Canyon, f^^ov. 1-18, Nemesis Pro-

ductions. 213-665-0264.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED. 4-1 0pm, and w«e-
kends. Ask for Liana, 310-208-8049.

RFTAH. SALES OPENING, Children's clothing
store needs P/T employee. SfAtr. Please call

31 0-454-7870. 1 S328 Anttoch St. Pacific Pal-

isades^

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat and have know<cdge
of children's books. WLA 3 1 0-SS9-2665.

RUNNING PARTNER WANTED. $10 each
day. Forty-five minutes slow running. 30
minutes walking. Five days/»vk. Female pre-

ferred. Mornings. Pacific-Palisades. 310-459-
8512.

SALES CLERK for small candy store, Picc^o-
bertson area, P/T, Friday 10-5:30pm, Satur-

day 10-5pm. Sbflytur, no expcrierKC neoet-
sary. 310-278-243&

SEEKING 0FFK:E ASSISTANT for prestigious

architectural pottery company in Qilvcr City.

2-days a week. Flexible hours. Contact T»-
mara at 31 0815-9220.

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money in your spare
time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized Vi, golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

novative, inexpensive, attractive new process
called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you
are an ambitious self-sUrter and Interested In

marketing, this Is a commlsaion sales oppor-
tunity that can put some money In your Jeans
now and after you graduatel Only entcrpe-
ncurial tfudants need apply. Your territory It

UCLA. PIcaM (ax your mume in the formal
of a letter In confidence to: Graffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davies. Fax: 68S-
'683-1 235, phone: 1 -800888-7838.

mCES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movies
-Catalogs
•videos
call Immediately

(310)659-4866

SKI RESORT JOBS
. Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openings! For nwre information

call 206-634-0469 exLv59341.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-1S^>our guaranteed working 20-

flexible houri^^eek. Marketing representa-

tives/management trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a
fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValtey. 5 year old. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

Should be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(81 8)998-1 782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a

must, typing a plus, located in mid-Wilshire

area. S6fi^r. 213-651-0530.

TELEMARKETING. Highly motivated, enthu-

siastic individuals.fC computer literate. Must
have a good phone voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware/Software dealer seeks

individuals for inside sales. Must have work-
ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing

experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-
puter Centers. Job# 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

rance, CA 90503.

TELEMARKETING No experience necessary.

Prefer studentVgrads. Flexible hours from
9:0O-5KX)pm starting at $7-$e^r-t4>onuses. 3-

blocks UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-6175.

TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR, 60 wpm, accu-

rate, filing, P/r, flexible hours, 20
hoursiAA^eek, $7/hour. Burt>ank. Call Rox-

anne, 81 8-843-6S33.

UaA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work arourxl your classes," starting

rate $6.63^r. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall
Food Service 31 0-825-7686.

VIRGIN RECORDS COLLEGE PROGRAM-
Get into the music business as our campus
promotion representative. Great experierKel
Call 310-288-2451 for info.

'

WANTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for small

cocktail lounge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Culver City. 310-390-2489, Rog-
er-Bonnie.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-
nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Careef Opportunities

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

STUOENTI Utilize yow personal computers

to eam $400 or more weekly. For free de-

tailed info, send SASE to: I.S. inc. P.O .Box

6031 Torrance, Ca 90504. 4675 Melrose

Blvd., Los Angeles, CA, 90029.

34 Internships

ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRODIX:-
ERS with busy film production company seek

highly rrwtivated interns. Great opportunity

to learn. Academic credit available, rx> pay.

CallKanenat 310-276-6555.

Production comparry seeking intern for the

fall. Please contact Elizj^>eth Casparis. 310-

264-4155

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paki intemship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate development Fax resume to 310-458-

6681.

UaA GRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but hand* on op-

portunity. 818-902-9657.

VIRGIN RECORDS has inlcrnchip openings

nowl Get music iryJustry experierKe working

in Virgin Promotion Department Call 310-

288-2451 for Info.

35 Child Care Wanted

AU PAKE needed immediately. Studio City.

Live-iiVgucsthousc. Boy 9/glri 11. Pick-

up-fdinrtcr. Musts; acthrc, flexible, responsi-

ble, valid license, references. Abbie 818-985-

9246

Babysitter wanted. 2-3 ev«M( to help «i^th

honriework, mealtime and play. Must have
verifiable references. Call Leslie 310-839-
9799. ___^

BABYSITTER, Five afternoons dIus Saturday

night "HJit speak Engliah and rave children.

310-821-5282 day, 310-475-4651 tfmUm.

CHILOCARE WANTED, 3 afternoons a week.
Must have car. 310-777-0074.

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-

sitting 2 smalt infwita. Saturdava -fflexible

hours during waakdayi. MuM drive. Sdary
nevitlable. Refwencw. Call 310-271-7170.

JL
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35 Child Care Wanted

FATHER & 2 SONS (4,7) seeking student to

help with children for Ihr. In nrnirhing ar>d 1-

2hrs. in afternoon. Irx:l. driving kids to ar>d

from school. Offering frefe private room with

own bthrm and board in Westwood home.
No cleaning nee. ^I*ays $1 50-20C^fno.

References and drivir^ recx>rd nee. If

Interested, please leave mess. 010)476-551 6.

Female with car wanted to drive teenage girts

to school in Long Beach. P/F okay.
References and good drtiving requiried.. 310-
206-6265. „___
SEEKING UCLA STUDENT to care for 4-

year/old M, W 12pm-6, sometimes later.

Must have good driving record and reliable,

safe car. Weekend work also possible. 310-
475-4940.

SITTER FOR 13-YEAR-OLD BOY. Pacific

Palisades. 3:30 to approximately 7:30pm,
Mondays and Thursdays, $£^hour. Car need-
ed. References. Call evenings, 310-459-
2894.

37 Housesitting

RESPONSIBLE RABBI AND FAMILY looking

to housesit during Christmas vacation. Experi-

enced. Call Michael or Sunny. 206-676-
5201.

49 Apartments for Rent

$535 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet buiWing, laundry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bedroom,
carpet, drapes, patio, built-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping ar>d transporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY, Large, quiet modern, 2-

bdnTV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

1+1 LOFT. WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laun-

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1-BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roonvnates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A/C, phor>e-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blirxls,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-
477-0725.

•

1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED, $695. Pool, bar-

becue, clean and quiet. Gas and water paid.

Low move-in. Available October 25th. Call

Ben 310-208-3797.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & r>eighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

2bdrm/1 .5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-
venient 'WLA focation. 1603 Granville.

$87S/mo. 310-828-5236.

2BR.WESTWOOD NATIONAL
Unpunished upstairs, newly painted, r>ew

carpets-drapes, car port. $825. Call for ap-

point (818)996-3781, (818) 344-5618.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
rrwnthly + 4 houn weekly gardening, house
maintenance. OcearVmounlain vieW. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welcome. Car. (310)472-5726.

-APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BEVERLY HILLS. 2br/2ba. $1125. Great for

sharing. El Rodeo School. 9609 Olympic
Blvd.. Open Sundays 1-5. (818)708-7320.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Burviy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet building. No pets. 1 236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461

.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patfo, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1350/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-2070834.

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, hard%vDod

floors, bright parking laundry hook-up. 1 br

and 2br/l ba available. (31 0)550-1 531

.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Shcmian Oaks adj., newly remo-
deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping busses arxi freeways, 10
minute drive. (818)399-9610.

Huge single, only one left, great deal, half a
block from UCLA,, quiet, spacious, furnisiied,

earthquakeproof, gated, $750. Lauren 310-
824-0319.

LARGE, LIGHT, BEAUTIFUL 1 bedroom, 1

bathroom -f 2 large lofts. Pink marble fire-

place. Stained glass window, 260 degree

views: Sunset ar>d city lights. Washer/dryer,

microwave, refrigerator, stove. Top floor,

corr>er unit. 15 minutes from UCLA, Palms

area, surrounded by great variety of ethnic

restaurant^ Friendly, helpful r^eighbors,

1 block from big multiplex movie theaterl

$900(310)455-5555.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. A|>-

pllances, parking, laurviry, 15 mlrxjtes to

UCLA. 310^397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

_310-391-1076.

49 Apartments for Rent

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrrTV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.
310-391-1076.

Most beautiful apartment in Westwood.
Only 3-yre. old. One 3bd/2bth left. Call bst
310-206-6161.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

.campus. Security tieposit $100^ A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building,

refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds.

One month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

newer 3-5tory townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-
rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 31 0-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking,, most utilities included. 310-
397-8058.

PALMS, $725. 2+1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large end unit w/ balco-

ny/refrigerator. New Carpet/blinds/paint

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdmr\/2-

bath. Stove, fridge, miaowave, dishwasher.
New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit
building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-
6855.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
alarm in unit. One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APAR1MENTS

MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO, ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

8004464465

CORPORATE DISCOIMS AVADABIf

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator,

Convenient to Westside, UCLA and shop-
plng.Call 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
6pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

UCLA X-LARCE SINGLE, dining room, walk
to UCLA and Village. $640. 10975 1/2 Roe-

blinc (310)208-4253, (310) 824-2595.

VENK:E BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.
1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.
$46<yrT)onth.

VENICE BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary Jo 310-392-8487.

$400/month.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like Street, large closet, ^^eat area. 20 min.

UaA $830. (213)935-9152.

WEST L.A. S800. Beautiful 2-bedroom/2-
bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet buikJ-

ing, IS minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414
Jasmine. 310-838-4862.

West LA Bachelor, upper, utilities paki, near

SanU Monica Federal Bus Lines and maricet.

lOmin. from campus. $450. 310-475-481 5.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no pets, stove,

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1. Large

1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpeU,
blinds, now available, parking, laundry
facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
by appt. 31 0-477-8750.

Westwood Village, 2-blcks from campus. Lg.

1-bdr. Front/back door. Carpeting, vertical

blinds, locked garage. S&OO/vno. 10990
Strathomore «3. 310-208-1454/ 471-7073.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm/2-1/2-bath condo,
washer/dryer, side-by-side parking, pool.
Very large, living room, dinine room,
equipped kitchen. Prime location I

$160(ymonth. 213-380-1355.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $950
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN
LIVING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.*-

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
3/4-mile from campus. 31 0-273-1 21 2.

Westwood. 2-bdrm/1 -bath, hardwood floors,

residential street, near campus, call Rachel,
310-206-7511.

WESTWOOD. Great 1 -bedroom efficiency.

AC/DW/FP/Pool/spa/garage parking 655 Kel-

ton. $700. Imnwdiate move-in. Perfect 9-

month tease. Leave message 310-824-1799.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$750. Charming, re-decorated, appliar^es,

carpeU, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, enclosed private garage. Quiet
building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KITCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 310-447-8500.

WL\ 2 miles to UCLA, upper, 1-bd/l-ba, all

appliances, carpets, drapes, some fumiture,

spa. $700/mo. 1712 Colby. 310-318-5620.

49 Apartments for Rent

WLA. $482. Bachelor, free utilities, walk-in

closet, new carpet and bathroom, vertical

blinds, refrigerator, 10 minutes to UCLA.
310-478-2763.

WLA. $725-$850. Very large 1, 2-bedroom.
Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closets, bal-

corty. All appliances. Paint and carpet V.j.

310-447-5714.

WLA. $725. l-bdrnVl-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rinnton. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1.1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(Vmonth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Paricing, gated. Good student

disoMjnL 310-477-0112.

50 Apartnnents, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, fumijhed 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. $500 Bachelor in duplex.

Utilities paid, fireplace, laundry. 10617 Kin-

nard. 310-474-1923.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, near Pico-

La Cienaga. (310)279-2002.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Brand

new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laundry. Quiet building. 15 Blocks

to Ocean. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALMS, $575, brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

PALMS. Single $535. Clean, Large pool,

convenient to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-

4332.

SANTA MONKIA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet arvi paint. Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good rwighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

52 Apartments to Share

Beveriy Hills charming Apt 2bdrs-1bth.

Walk to stores and bus. Healthy, considerate

lifestyle. M^. Great Cat. $40(ymo4^alf util-

ities and deposit 310-859-8561.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large furnisi>ed apartment in West-

wood^andfair. Close to UCLA, kitchen, pri-

vate bath. $333/n>o •«- utilities. 310-209-

0365.

Great apt., great deal. WLA. 2bdrms. avail.,

$365 and $385. Looking for fun friendly peo-

ple. Girls preferable. Call Pamela 310-398-

5204.

HUGE 2-BDRM APARTMENT, 100 yards

UCLA, views, own room, furnished, pool, ga-

rage. $57S/month. 310-824-9883.

OWN ROOMflBATH. Furnished , aEAN, 2-

bed/2-balh. Gorgeous complex, FULL AMEN-
ITIES, SECURITY, new carpels/appliances.

Great location, Westside. $550/month. 310-

837-9509. Prefer male.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer N/5 female. Close

to campus. $450-t- 1/2 utilities. 818-907-

9401.

TWO FEMALE ALUMS seek male/female n/s

roommate in Brentwood. Parking. $45(Vmo.-»-

deposit (310)826-2736.

53 Roommates

AVAILABLE NOW!
1 bdA>a available for $450 near UCLA. Re-

sporaible/profcssional or graduate preferred.

For rrwre info beep 310-352-2987.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute

walk from Lot-32. $30G/month. Bobby 310-

478-7121 or Cathy 310-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/same. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrnVl-bath, co-ed, luxury, security cor>db

w/amenities. Westwood, $3S0/month. All

utilities Included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Hilgard Ave. Female students, large house
arxT bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Com. Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat

310-206-8931.

LARGE ROOM available immediately to grad

student Own bathroom. $40(ymonth. Quiet

building. 5 miles from campus. On bus line.

310-204-1768.

PALMS, Female roommate wanted. $380 -»

utilities. Direct bus to UCLA. No pet 310-

202-7010.

Single female roommate wanted to sublease

or possibly share 2-bcV2-ba Santa Monica
apt New carpets, very clean. Call Mike 310-

394-5609

Two Northern Cal girls with 3bdrrT\^ba, seek

roommate $363-KJtils. Barry Ave. close to

UCLA. 310-478-2445

WESTCHESTER, share room. $22S/month +
utilities, parking, pool, front and backyard,

pets OK. Prefer female, rH)rvsmoking. 310-

641-8033.
,

WLA $45Q^month. Own room, share bath

with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartment. Stable

female preferred. Available now. 310-474-

2194.

WLA. OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment. Parking, Smiles to UCLA. Non-
smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-

447-2421.

53 Roommates

WLA. Seeking mature N/S roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit wAecurity

alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $420/mo.,

$425 security deposit Dcnise 31 0-31 2-6681.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully furnished wA>ath, large closet,

bright, sunny room. Endosed ytra. Walk to

UCLA. Excellent parking, kitchen, maje. 310-

475-4517.

$465. Furnished room. Small enclosed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking fadli-

ties, washer and dryer. Some mountain ar>d

city views, by nature trail.1 5-minutes from

UaA. 310-476-0256.

BRENTWOOD $55(Vmonth. Private bed.and
bath in large ivime of single mother of two
small children. Female, non-smoker. 310-

395-0623.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share very

attractive 2-bedroom in Westwood. Very

close to shops, UCLA. Pool^acuzzi, gym,
sauna and laur^dry. IrKludes electricity and

gas. $40(ymonth. 310-479-5264.

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach i>ouse. Private bath, parking,

weekly maid service, kitchen, laundry privi-

leges. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the beach,

kieal for N/S female, professional graduate

student. S65Q/month. 310-459-2109.

Furnisiwd w/spacious closet, TV and stereo

included 1 5-minutes from UCLA, close to

bus. N/S. $425 utilities included. 310-657-

1468.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

closets, kitciier\/laur>dry. Near National/Seat-

tle and «8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

maricets. $47S/mo. 310-397-8002.

MAR VISTA, $32S/month, own room, big,

clean, bright, laundry, partially furnished,

minute to bus, pets negotiable. Available

ASAP. Charlotte, 310-391-5088.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building, gated parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.

$400/month.

Room for rent. Male non-smoker, clean, re-

sponsible. WL^Beverly Hill^entry City.

Near park/gym. Great neighborhood. Lrg.

2bdrm. $49Q/mo.-HJtils. Call Lesley 310-553-

9108.

SANTA MONICA. Furnished bedroorrVbath.

Female faculty member preferred, N/5, like

cats. Commuter Monday-Thursday, Bus #8.

First and last. S30Q^mon(h. 310-452-1948.

WLA. Three professionals seek person to

share spacious townixxjse. Own bed-

roorrVbath. Share common areas, including

iauTKlry. Easy freeway access. $52S/month.
310-478-0940.

57 House to Share

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT/PROF needed to

share 2 bdrm/1 bath townhouse, near UCLA,
W/D, cable. SSSO/mo. (310)575-0501.

Mar Vista Hills. Grad student wanted to share

house: private, large room wAireplace, pri-

vate bath, Jacuzzi, 2 decks, $550. 310-398-

5440

PROFESSKDNAL MALE to share 2bdrm/1ba

house. Private entrance, yard, washer/dryer,

storage available, half utilities, N/S. Cat OK.
$595. MDR, (310)827-2706.

58 House for Sale

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen BKrd. Just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 818-789-71 17.

60 Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
arxi worT>en. Type and cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood and

Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $475/nwnth

including utilities. Call Estelle 31 0-51 5-5889.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hour^week, light

cooking, housekeeping driving Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car arxi insurance.

French speaker prefen-ed. 310-278-9307 or

310-472-7269.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hourVweek. Wal-

kir^ distance campus. Expericrxx/reforertccs

required. 310-470-4662.

KITCHEN CZAR...I0W key and low fat Cook-

ing in exchange for room arxi modified full

board. Three children (10, 12, 14) and The

Cat Organize, cook, keep kitchen clean.

Monitor children, ixxnework guidance. 15

hours, Morxiay through Thursday 3:15 til

7pm. No ix>useworic, rx) v^eekends. Ten

minutes from UCLA, near busline Private

room. Perfect for upper class or graduate

student Must be UCLA enrolled. Non-
smoklng. Val, 310-471-1671, evenings best.

Large sunny room, bathroom, beautiful Brent-

wood park home in exchange for light house-

worlt, some driving, female only, flexible

schedule. 310-472 9759.

LOOKING F6r LIVE-IN CHILDCARE In ex-

change for roomA>oard plus negotiable sti-

pend. Car necessary. Flexible days and hours,

ludv Grodan 310-274-261

7

6J Room/Board for Help

OWN ROOM, BOARD +$10QWEEK. Ma-
ture, upbeat, female student wanted for

minimal housework, driving, childcare. Help-
er to 34year/old newly single rrxim. Nice Mar
Vista home. 1 5-minutes from campus. 310-
397-6445.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1 399. .

66 Tov/nhouse for Rent

2-bed/2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-
ing, pentrai air and heat, laurxiry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beveriy
Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-208-8049. Ask for Freddy.

67 Condos for Sale

Bright, 2-^1 3/4, WLA. Top floor, move-in
corxiition. Convenient to IJCLA. Great op-

portunity at $115,900. Linda, Remax
(31 0)826-1 880 ext. 329.

SANTA MONKZA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. Ul. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit Great patio,

pool. Agent (310)479-6832.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-
47^^-6782.

68 Condos to Share

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Westwood
condo, 24-hour security guard, valet service,

9th floor view of city. Seeking rxm-smoking
male or female. $65(Vmonth. 969 Hilgard,

310-271-5995 (day), 310-443-9909 (even-

ings).

69 Condos for Rent

$1495/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm +loh. 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. VeniceAtar Vista areaTV

310-278-5517. ^\.
3-bdrrTV2-bath corxio on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

WLA-PALMS. 3-^2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,
$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security paricing. Quiet
street. 10 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
1 Bedroom 1 Bath

$650Anonth • Security Building

Appliances + Some Utilities Included

Option to Buy

(310)447-1005

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pets. Between
6-9pm 310-472-8336

.

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful

Beveriy Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH-
EN. $400. 310-358-6396.

78 Misc. Activities

Tennis anyone? B-^/A- tennis player looking

to hi^ on campus. Singles/Doubles. Flexible

schedule. Call Pat 310-4S8-6S99.

ARE you HIP, OUTGOING, AND UNDER 86?

Dating a Pgn»tn/il liar?

Call us if you want to be a guest or
be in the audierKc for a new

natiorwl T V Showl

IHTROOUONO T>« HOLUT nWIN SHOWI
(310) 996^9591

^ ATTENTION ^
* CLUBS ^
NBC SHOW TAPINGS
Help raise $$$ for your

organization. For more info.

caU (818) 840-3551

^NBC
91 Insijrance

/ilistate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 blks. So. of Wilshire)
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91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTt

1 (800I22S-9000

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 custonwrs will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2376, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DRIVERY. The careful

movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free, jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
LoMcst rates, fast, reliable, student discount

310-637-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS >A^LCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experienced

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

$35 PERS. STATEMNT
' Professional, quick edit -1 hour max. Writing

and re-writes also available. 21 3-933-3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developin^editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, these^ublications; tutors English/study

skills; trair« time managementMrMS reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Japanese conversation class. SMC. 310-

452-9214. Starting Oct.22. 6-Saturdays.

BeK.:9am-12. Intermediated -4. 575.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINGflEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertatiorv, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-671-1333.

SURVEYS for thesis, etc. Professional print-

ing. Automatic data entry. Proven accuracy.

Quick turn-around. Competitive prices. Veros

Information Systems, 310-231-1500.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations.; Linda 310-392-1734.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Alsubiects. Theses/DiS9ertatk)n8.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Internatnnal students weksme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-«6g2

98 Tuforing Offered

"GERMAN TUTOR. Experienced native

speaker, flexible hours, price open for discus-

sion. Contact Jay. 213857-0406.

BIOLOGY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

D Microbiology). 310 652-8652.

ITALIAN LESSONS/TUTORING. Native

speaker, experierKed teacher. Private and

group instruction, reasonable prices. Call

RoberU 310-474-1634.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SiS/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

MY TUTOR.
MATH/PHYSICS^TATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtimc. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

99 Tutoring Needed

Tbc PrirKXton Edge is looking for tutors. The

hours are flexible and the pay Is $13.00 per

Jwur. For nwre info, call 310-394-7454.

99 Tutoring Needed

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-

TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland

Hills , Westwood Centers. Undergraduate de-

gree required. S12/hr. 618-347-7616/310-

475-4830.

1.00 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

APLUSWORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal^edical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0267.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount
310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner ^itars for sale $60. Sam 310-626-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playir^ exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessorv by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jevi 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/rtyles, per-

formarKC anxiety, associat«^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, r>ear ua.A, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, compositkMi.

ResumesAcover letten^fererKre sheets. Comv
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

Sundqr Oct 23 tanlftW an • t:M pm
« UlVM* Connww. rmr UCLALn* Sdtod.

(In ocNNiMBfi mMtfnQ reofnt.)

lntoa«:(3lO)Z7»-M72. DlMeMry...domn4MM

New York
NON-STOP

$149-
London
Frankfurt

Tok/o
Boston
Dallas

$225*
$225*
$235*
$184*
$125*

•Farts arc each way from Los Angeles based on a

roundtrip purchase. Restnctwnsappt/ and taxes no<

included. Call for other wcrtdMdedestnations.

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council Travel
1093 Bfoxton Ave., #220, Los Ansetes, CA 90024

310-208-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

109 Autos for Sale

81 BMW 320i, 5-speed, good condition,

clean. Black, beige interior, stereo, sunroof,

alarm. S2800. Denise 010)825-9095 (cam-

pus).

Nissan Pulsar 87, automatic, t-top, blue.

Mileage 97,000. S3100. Call Ji-jeng. 3ia
444-0945.

Perfect student car, 1974 VW Superbeetle,

recently painted, forest green, immaculate in-

terior, new EVERYTHING, runs excellent.

Only $1999. Call 310-721-1640.

'84 JETTA GLI. Clean, charcoal gray, tinted

windoMn. New clu|U:h, timing chain and wa-
ter-pump casing. SSSOCVobo. Dean 310-937-
4772.

'86 Mazda 323. New break, clutch, tires,

timing bell. Excellent conditton. 125,000
miles. S1468/obo. 818-757-0947.

1 15 'Scooters for Sale

HONDA ELFTE 80. 2 person, tuned-up, new
battery, lock, 2 helmets, basket, 1995 regis-

tratkMi, excellent condition, low miles,

SSSCVobo. 010)473-3346.

'84 ELITE 1 50 SCOOTER. New motor, red,

with helmet, perfiect for UCLA transportation.

S80(Vobo. Call or l^ve message. Dean 310-

937-4772.

'89 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellent condU
lion. Low mile, just tuned, irKludes helmet

and lock. $75Q/obo. Call Reina 010)829-

1727 or 010)838-8687.

"90 HONDA ELFFE 80, while, excelled con-

dition, "95 registration, includes two helnwts,

basket and lock. Great dealt S850. 310-

777-5328.

126 Furniture for Sole

chaise, chairs, ottoman, kitchen appliances,

moreP Perfect for student apartment Pentax

35mm zoom camera. All good condition.

Best prices. 818-799-9977.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45. full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Delhwries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-

ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,

bed $100. Must sell call 310-617-4703.

126 Furniture for Sale

TRIPLE DRESSER, oak finish, matching wall

unit $1 50.00 for both. Evening*, 3 10-659-

9143.

129 Musical Instruments

Electronic drum set- Roland PD-31s, TAMA
stands. Call 310-824-7535. $1100obo.

132 Sports Equipnnent

STAIRMACHINE-electric-Lifestyler Club Step-

per- Like new- Adjustable speed, digital read-

outs-time, distance, calories, pulse-

S2O0/6bo. 310-575-4073.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.

$1180.310-644-2612.

COMPUTER SACRIFICEIII Mac Classic 2/40

HD with knagewriter II, Keyboard, mnxoe,

coven, wristpad, ar>d pi|)er...$425 obo. Call

310-S8B-6222.
^^

COMPUTER SALE1 Power Book Duo 230,

Global fax modem, all popular software.

Travel case and mlsc, brarxi new, $1900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

134 Computer/Typewriter

COMPUTERS!!
whether you are a student or professor,

NOW is the time to buy and upgrade your

IBM PC and Compatibles. We also do con-

sulting ar>d program/file maintenance. Let us

help make your researchA^ork faster and eas-

ier. All computers are delivered FREE, irv

stalled FREE, and come with ONE_YEAR
service warranty. Call SynapSys Computer

Source todayl 310-478-8733.
.

HP- HIP LASERPRINTER, $495; Compaq
VGA-Monitor $149; Compaq 286 portable

(W.P. 5.1 insUlled) $695. OBO. Must Seel

Must Selll 818-799-9977.

IBM/Ddl 3e6SX, $350. Don't pMS up this

barg^lnl Call your fellow UCLA bruin for in-

fonnation. 818-225-0909. ^
MAC PLUS, upgraded, w/40 megabyte hard-

drive, Wi^rinter, fan, arvJ programs. Like

new. $395. Black desk v^^computer table,

$45. Call 310-278-7584.

MAC SE 8MEC RAM, KartLdrive, keyboaid,

nrwuse, travel case and extras. Excellent and
practical. $7S(yobo. Call 824-2348.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from

$50 each. 310-286-1222.

TICKLE
OUR

TASTEBUDS
AND THE
PAIUf
BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS.

Something's

Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal

favorite recipe

and if it's

chosen we'll feature

your name ahd
recipe in the paper's

classified section.

Also get $10.00

FREE on your
Bruin Gold Card.

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at the

Daily Bruin front

desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

:

mmmmmmommmomomnm

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

>

ACROSS

1 Native New
Zeaiander

6 Last letters

10 Defeated
completely:
slang

14 Actor Alan —
15 Columnist

Bombeck
16 Masculine
17 Sweater style

19 Bullfighter's

accolades
20 Astonishes
21 Fair grade
22 Basketball

great Barry

23 sample
25 Blows gently

26 Cougar
30 Guitarlike

Instrument
31 Alone
32 Inactive

34 Boise's

locale

36 Genetic
material

39 Soft coal

41 Writers'

credits

43 Timetable
info

j44 intmature —
insect

46 Self-

satisfied

smile

47 Exclamation
of relief

49 Baseballer
Mel —

51 Cushions
52 Pains
54 Store worker
56 Not barefoot
57 Circle part

58 Protect with

a policy

63 Annex
64 Returned

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

g]Q@a [aQ[s]II]Q [I]D@D
dfflS mSQm QSSQDIS
nClHBB S@[3[inB0[i0

snmams mssu ama

1 19»4 Untied FMtur* Syndicate

66 Away from the
wind

67 Singer Horne
68 — on: incited

69 Loch —
monster

70 Scent
71 Run-down

DOWN
1 — Hari

2 —lily
3 Gumbo

ingredient
4 Hotel name
5 Bay
6 Buddhist sect
7 Put up
8 Tret>ek or

Sajak
9 Rice wine
10 With no sense

of ethics

1

1

Angels' state

12 Choose
13 Classroom

furniture

18 Isaac's son
24 Nordic or

Alpine

enthusiast
25 Sheep

products
26 Mound
27 Squadron
28 Bullhorns
29 Prince

Valiant's son
31 Timid
33 Rooring

pieces
35 Slacken off

37 Oddball
38 Inquires

40 Playing

mart>le

42 Mischievous
one

45 Type of

rnountain
48 Rows of

shrubs
50 Excursion
52 Nile dam
53 Andes country
54 Belief

55 Joints

57 Singer
Guthrie

59 Kitchen herb
60 Impulse
61 Marsh grass
62 Whirlpool
65 Standard
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Gender discrimination issues sinic to new iow
By Angelo Bruscat
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

SEATTLE — Surrounded by
microphones and cameras, 12-

year-old Eve Russell rejoined her

youth soccer team Sunday.

She was glad to be playing
again with her friends - who just

happen to be boys - but would
rather be out of the limelight.

**I hope everything can go back
to normal," said the girl who suc-

cessfully challenged the Seattle

Youth Soccer Association for the

right to play with the Laurelhurst-

area Stars boys' team. "Maybe I

can go back to being a regular kid

again."

Although she played on the
Stars for the past two years, asso-

ciation officials this season
assigned her to a girls* team, as

required by association rules.

But Eve and her parents
appealed to the Seattle Parks
Department under its newly
adopted Sports Participation
Policy, which requires organiza-

tions to consider exceptions to

rules preventing participation on
the basis of gender, age, religion,

political or sexual persuasion, race

or physical handicap.

The Parks Department on
Thursday revoked the associa-
tion's field permits. If Eve Ijad not

been allowed to rejoin the Stars

Sunday. 7,000 youth soccer play-

ers would not have been allowed
to use city fields for games or
practices.

•*I'm not really trying to prove
anything," she replied.

*

'Except

that I can play with them (the

boys)."

Returning at wing, the position

she has played the past two years

with the Stars, Eve had no Uouble
getting into the flow of the action.

She narrowly missed several first-

half shots and assists, and once
collided with the opposing goalie

while trying to knock in a header.

Ken Russell, Eve's father, said

the yeir-long battle might have
some lingering side effects. He

noted that some association offi-

cials have vowed to sue the Parks
Department over "the new policy
and said his family has been ver-

bally attacked for taking the case
through the long appeals process.

"I'd be real happy if things
returned to some normalcy, but
given the events of the last few
days, I'm reluctant to believe it

will be that simple," Russell said.

"To look at the kids' develop-
ment, this has not been a bad
thing," said Tom Easterling, Eve's
coach. "They have all grown from
it. These are lessons they will

remember the rest of their lives.

"Quite honestly, if the league
would have let her play to begin

the season, they would have
Uarned some.lessons in that

alone."

Russell said the soccer associa-

tion's position was hard for his

daughter to understand, but she

never wanted to give up.

"She is cognizant of the public-

ity and the pressure that faces her,

but she's out there because she
likes to play soccer with her
friends," he said. "It's as simple

as that.

"There are few children and
families who are willing to endure
this process for as long as it has

gone on. Certainly we never antic-

ipated it coming to this level of
animosity and controversy."

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-1200 dolly

•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)55aO608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

\
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t^ BRUIN PARTNERS
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Come make a difference in a child's life 'T»

*:•

I*

«•

Bruin Partners needs dedicated volunteers to develop friendships

through tutoring and mentoring with disadvantaged 5th and 6th

grade Westside youth.

Volunteers will assist in after-school tutoring once a week.

SITE TIMES AVAILABLE: Mondays-Thursdays

2:30-5:30 PM

*
';?•

*

Campus
Gioups
Ifyou need people to Join

your group, dyb,
feOowshlp. or organization,

kx>k Into using the Dally

Bndn as your recruitment

tool. Tiy tiie Bruin's free

listing. "\Miafs Brcwln."

AnhouKDe your meetings,

events, and other activities

each day. Visit the front

desk for forms. Ifyou want
to place an ad, call

206-7562.

V If interested please attend one
of our orientations, r

•;•»

•i^ ORIENTATION DATEST
^ OCT. 12 6:00 PM Ackennan 3525
V OCT. 13 6:00 PM Ackerman 3525

'i'
If you have any questions call 825-4724

Office located at 411 KH

Funded by the Community Activities Committee ofthe Program Activity Board

4

V

6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19^

Noon -5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Be prepared to make a favorable first impression with recruiters!
Attend a skill-building workshop at the Placement & Career Planning Center.

Writing a Resume for Jobs for Bruins

October 12, 10 am - Noon
October 13, 1 1 am - 1 pm
October 17, 9 am - 1 1 am

Be prepared to promote your capabilities at

the largest career fair on campus! Get
practical step-by-step advice on complNng
a resume that will make you stand out from
the crowd, and open the door to a possible

interview.

How to Work Jobs for Bruins

October 12, 1 - 3 pm
October 14, 11 am - 1 pm

Make the most of the Jobs for Bruins

career fair by knowing how to prospect for

information, and to put your best foot

forward when you're talking with company
representatives.

Reservations required! Register today at the PCPC Information Counter or call x6-1944.

Sponsored by:

[gcGH
PLACEMENT i CABtEl
PLANWIWC CiWTH

U • C • L • A

KNICK8
From page 39

age will be higher.

"I'd love to have his field

goal percentage go up,** Riley
said. "It will, based on the quali-

ty of shots that he takes. His
pkk-and-roU, driving and dish-

ing game has to, sort of,

improve. John's got to get a lit-

tle bit better at creating shots for

the tean\off his drives."

Starks will also be asked to

assume more leadership. He
showed signs of that last season,

particularly when he called a

team meeting before Game six

of the semifinals against
Indiana. But Riley revealed that

Starks did not react well after he
was temporarily removed from
the starting lineup following
New York's four-game losing
streak in February.

"He didn't handle that lineup

change very well last year;"
Riley said. "You don't have to

take that and open up a can of
worms about it, but he wasn't
very happy with that. He was a

starter, he was an All-Star. That
lineup move wasn't to penalize

anybody, it was just sort of to

move parts around.

"If a player rises to a certain

level, he has a responsibility. I

"I've led the teams in

assists the last two years.

If I'm not doing it, then

I guess there's

something wrong with

those statistics ...

I believe in myself."

John starks

think he's got to learn to be
more mature as a player on the

court and in practice, be more of
a leader. All young players who
have all of a sudden made it to

the spotlight, have made it to the

All-Star level, have to do more.
You can't take it for granted. I

don't want him to stop ever
being hungry. There's always
another level."

And Riley is just the kind of
coach who will keep on
demanding more. Told that
Riley felt he could improve at

creating shots for teammates,
Starks had the following come-
back: "I've led the team in

assists the last two years. If I'm
not doing it, then I guess there's

something wrong with those sta-

tistics. I'm just going to do it a
lot more when I don't have the

shot, which I have been doing
successfully the last two years."

Not that Starks will become
bashful about shooting. Patrick

Ewing was the only Knick who
attempted more shots than
Starks last season, and Starks
attempted 337 3-point shots,

177 more .than the next closest

teammate. Considering the
league's decision to bring in the

3-point line to 22 feet this sea-

son, how many 3-pointers will

Starks try?

"I'll be looking for it a lot this

year," Starks said of the shot.

"I'm not going to sit up here and
tell you that I'm not. When you
have that close in of a 3-poinl
shot, you have to take it."

And if Starks gets to another

Game seven of the finals, do not

expect him to be any less
aggressive.

"I just have to deal with it,"

Starks said when asked about
memories of game seven. "YoiT
have to expect it. It's part of
life. But I believe in myself."
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CLUB
From page 43

Next up for the Bruins is a

match against Pepperdine to be
played at Ice-O-Plex in

Northridge. After the

Pepperdine Waves, UCLA will

take on Cal in a rematch' at

Pickwick in Burbank on Oct.

22.

"We'rfe going to rQck<Cal).
"

,

Brandstater commented. "I pre-
dict two big wins for us."

• • •

The UCLA Department of
Cultural and Recreational

Affairs (DCRA) will host the

National and Collegiate Karate
Tournament on Nov. 5-6 at the

John Wooden Center. The event
is in conjunction with the

"I am especially

honored that the

Japanese Collegiate

Team will to compete

in this year's event."

James Field

Chief Instructor

ISSKF Region

International Shotokan Karate
Federation, and will feature

hundreds of competitors in three

different divisions: children's,

open and collegiate.

The first day of the event will

be the elimination round, and
the following day will be the

championship round.

Chad Brown, the director of
DCRA, looks forward to the

two-day event.

"We're real excited about
this," he commented. "We're
expecting big things from this

event."

Participating in the collegiate

division will be the UCLA
Karate club \yhich will compete
against colleges including UC
Riverside, Pennsylvania, Yale
and Florida, among others.

The UCLA Karate club, along
with All Nippon Airways, is

sponsoring the Japanese
Collegiate Competition team
which will also participate in a
"goodwill" competition against
its American counterparts.

"The U.S. National

Tournament provides a great

opportunity for both persons
who study martial arts and spec-
tators to observe some of the

best karate students here in the

United States and the world,"
- commented James Field, the

Chief Instructor of the south-

west region of the ISKF. "I am
especially honored that the

Japanese Collegiate Team will

be able to compete in this year's
event, and I look forward to

another truly exciting tourna-

ment."

The competitors participate in

both team and individual com-
petition in kumite, known as

sparringand kata , a prearranged
set of movements that demon-
strate self-defense against multi-
ple attackers.

In addition to awards for team
and individual competition, the

best competitors from each
event are chosen for the U.S.

Competition team which repre-

sents the United States at the

World Shoto Cup.

The tournament begins at 8

a.m.. Admission prices for the

tournament are $5 for adults, $3
for ages 6-17, and free for chil-

dren under 6. For more informa-
tion on the event, contact

DCRA office on the second
floor of the Wooden Center.

piziA vsm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900

Pizza
(it's huge!)

11628 SMfTAMONKA BLVD.
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
15' Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

only$8J99

plus Gallic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99
.
Add

$J and make it an Ex-Large 18"

$12.99
^-LARGE

T ^^ All Ihe toppings

your heoft desires

FREE 6-pack of Coke

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

speak
Japanese,
french or
Spanish by
aecember

FAST, EFFECTIVE. AFFORDABLE

Acquire basic skills injipur new language or advance your existing sWItn^oneofouTb^HTnin^
or intermediate groups.

' One great price - includes tuition

for 30 (45-minute) lessons, book

and fees.

' Groups meet once or twice

a week, evenings or Saturdays.

' Easy, conversational approach.

• Learn practical speaking skills.

• Native-fluent instructors.

• Friendly, relaxed groups of 6 to 10

students.

• Convenient payment - all major credit cards

accepted

Regular and Intensive English (ESL) Group courses also available.
* Price based on minimum class size of 6 persons. For groups of 4 to 5. price is $370—Berlitz

LOS ANGELES
(213)380-1144

SANTA MONICA
(310)458-0330

BEVERLY HILLS

(310)276-1101

IRVINE

(714)752-8535

PASADENA
(818)795-5888

ORANGE
(714)935-0828

WOODLAND HILLS

(818)999-1870

TORRANCE

(310) 328-7722

c^jhink of it

as a credit care

with traininr

.SanwaBank
Cottftomio

DDOO QOOO 0000

EbWA^D eilANT

Get The
Sanwa Solution.

Now it's easy to begin building a solid

credit history. Start with a Sanwa

Secured Card™ from Sanwa Bank

California. You can get a VISA* or

MasterCard* credit card with one of

the lowest interest rates offered by

any major bank in the state. Fixed at

15.9% APR. Best of aU, your Une of

credit can range from $500 to $5,000.*

Your credit will be secured by a

time deposit which acts as collateral

for your account. Plus you'll have

24 -hour ATM access. So stop by

your neighborhood branch or call

1 (800) 826 - 6894. Then get on the

card and ride.

^ Sanwa Bank
California

Finding solutions for CalifomiansT

Irirdil qualifiration factors. Annual fnembrrship fee is $3.S per account.

Ifinancr charge is $I.Ca^ advaiMx- fees arr 2% of the amountor a minimum

1
10/1/94 and i» subject to change without notice. Member FDIC.
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conurt, pCay or dance performance.
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Parade information meeting

^tonight at 7

!

Enter your group
in Homecoming!
To participate in the parade, a member of your group

must pick-up an application at the

Parade Information Meeting
^ Tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m.

in ttie James West Alumni Center

The 62nd Annual Homecoming
Parade is Friday, October 28 at 7

p.m. Constructing a float or deco-

rated car or have your group enter

as a marching group. All campus
entities are welcome.

ALSO ... Looking to recruit new mem- ^?^v^2^[®^
bers? ... or get the word out about your '^, !iiy*'ti -"*V
group? Then, sign-up for the All-Campus. ''jQ 19^^
All-Group Activities Fair, Thursday. October

27, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Sign-up sheets available in

the SAA Office (James West Alumni Center) or the USAC
President's Office (304 Kerckhoff Hall).

For more information, call SAA at 2060524.

Homecoming is sponsored by

UCtAhmni
At %J* »; I ATI ti w

FOOTBALL
From page 44

Arizona game that he (returns to

game action). We obviously
need J.J. back, because he' is a

huge factor in making some big

plays."

•Quarterback Wayne
Cook's struggles: Cook will be

the first to tell you that he is

struggling this season - his

(ouchdowft totals are down
while his interceptions are up.

But what he will not do is make
excuses for himself, though
ther^ are many he could make
with a clear conscience.

The UCLA offense was with-

out the services of five players

last week against Cal - includ-

ing Stokes - who started in the

season opener. The Bruins have
been hit the hardest on the
offensive line, where injuries

have forced two redshirt fresh-

men (Chad Sauter and Chad
Overhauser) into starting action.

Back-up quarterback Ryan
Fien, a sophomore, has played
in each of the last four games in

BILLIGMEIER

relief of Cook, but no changes
are imminent according to

Donahue.
"Wayne Cook has not per-

formed well at times this season,

but he's also done some good

"Wayne Cook has not

performed well at times

this season, but he*s also

things."

Terry Donahue

Football Head Coach

things," Donahue said. **I hon-
estly don't believe that there is

any quarterback in our program
right now that's more equipped
to get our team out of the situa-

tion that it's in than Wayne.
That doesn't mean I don't like

Ryan. I just think it's too simple

of a solution to say, 'Hey, it's

Wayne Cook's fault. Let's dump
him and get on with it.'"

From page 44

B) The head coach.

C) The athletic director.

D) The long snapper. (Hell, it's

gotta be somebody.)

Personally, I think all of the

above excuses are a wash now.

Wayne Cook? Personally, I

hoped like the dickens after

Washington State that he just had
a bad game, and UCLA would
soon bounce back. Now he's had

a bad month, and the Bruins are

so deep in the dumpster, they're

chatting with last week's garbage.

Donahue? Most of you know
by now that I'm not the type who
blames the head coach for a

crummy team (read: all Jim
Harrick-bashers are losers). My
sense of sympathy in the current

scenario probably comes mostly

from my impression that

Donahue himself has no clue

what's going on. Anytime some-
body asks him about yet another

mental breakdown by one of his

boys on the field, Donahue looks

as anguished as a guy who just

took a knife in the pancreas from
his best friend. So many times it

has seemed like he wants to just

blurt out to the media what you
know his family hears at home:
"What the hell is going on out '

there? I thought we were sup-

posed to be good."

Pete Dalis? Last time I checked,

the A.D. wasn't making bad pass-

es, dropping balls or missing

tackles.

So I guess all that leaves is

Chris Anderson, the walk-on long

snapper. Dammit, Chris, if only

your snaps had been more on tar-

get...

In other words, it's gotten to

the point where there are no
explanations remaining whatso-

ever.

Like most Bruin-backers, I'm

so frustrated (and if we're baf-

fled, can you imagine what's

roaming inside the players'

heads?), I've given up trying to

understand what happened.

Saturday, while watching UCLA
get schnookered by a virtual

equal, I basically surrendered. At
certain junctures, I actually

chuckled. You know, one of those

I-squeezed-like-a-pretzel-into-

the-backseat-of-a-Honda-Accord-

hatchback-for-six-hours-for-this?

laughs.

Not that I think that the inepti-

tude of my favorite college foot-

ball team is a matter of humor.

Not a bit. I suppose I just couldn't

figure out any other way to react.

Therefore, as a consequence of

my inability to find a scapegoat, I

propose the following solution:

Throw in the towel.

That's right, the old heave-ho.

White flag time.

Start the game plan now for

use. We all know that's the only

game that really matters anymore.

Sure, it'd be nice to miraculously

reel off five straight and get to

talking about bowl bids, but do
any of you well-educated college

students deem such an outcome
possible at this point?

That being settled, I say screw

it. Beat *SC, Beat 'SC, Beat 'SC
- that's all there is to it.

At the same time, we've got

four games before the Trojans,

with which I hope Donahue will

begin preparations for Miami -

next fall. What better to do with

four throw-away games that real-

ly don't^ount for two cazootsin

the grand scheme? Build a foun-

dation upon which we can con-

struct a skyscraper in '95,

For example, can you think of
any reason not to start Ryan Fien,

like, immediately? The only one I

can conjure is Wayne Cook's
pride. But doggone it, at some "

point you've just got to bite the

bullet. With deepest apologies to

one of the most quotable, honest,

friendly and accommodating ath-

letes I've ever met, I just think

it's time to replace Cook and start

construction on the ground level

for what should be a superb club

next year. By the same token, get

the non-redshirting freshmen and

sophomores in the game and let

'em get knocked around a bit. I

say throw every convention out

the window and make the best of

a deteriorating situation.

Yes, I know it's not Donahue's
style to maneuver so drastically,

but, really, what do we have to

lose now?
Consider the alternative -

Assuming miracles actually hap-

pen, you'll win, what, six games?
Personally, I'd rather go 4-7

(gotta beat 'SC) but know for cer-

tain that I had 40 guys out there

in 1995 who know what it's like

to run on an actual field.

If it happens, maybe next year^
it'll be the UCLA students doing

*"

the yelling and Cal coach Keith

Gilbertson doing the listening:

"Hey, Gilby, you really ..."

X

Bogus trading cards
infiltrating marlcet
Counterfeiters

making fortune

on phony cards

By Bill Knight
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

In Seattle, a young part-time

employee of a sports card retail

shop returned from a card show
with his newest acquisition, a Ken
Griffey Jr. Tookie card.

"It was only 25 bucks," he said,

, proud of the deal he had made for

a card valued at about $40.

The shop owner took one look
at the card and noticed it didn't

show stadium lights in the back-
ground. After a closer look, he got

out a marking pen and wrote
across Junior's face:

"Counterfeit."

He put it on display as a warn-
ing to customers.

In Los Angeles, a hockey fan
felt equally smug after buying a

Wayne Gretzky card valued at

$700 for only $300.

'This guy said he hated to part

with it because he's been a

Gretzky fan from his Edmonton
days, but he needed the money,"
he told his brother.

Another counterfeit.

Despite efforts to discourage
counterfeiting and copying
through more sophisticated and
expensive printing and production

processes, the sports-card industry

remains concerned about the work
of card sharks who have siphoned
off a sizable share of a $1.7 bil-

lion-a-year business involving 14

million American collectors.

Bob Lemke, a vice president of
the firm that publishes Sports
Collectors Digest, a bible of the

industry, estimates that new forg-

eries of valuable cards are show-
ing up on the market at the rate of
about two a month.

"In terms of the volume of cards
it isn't significant, but in dollars

involved it's become a serious
problem," Lemke said. At least a

half-dozen counterfeit versions of
Michael Jordan cards valued at

about $1,000 have been discov-
ered recently, catching the atten-

tion of dealers and collectors
alike.

"The problem seems to come
and go," Lemke said. "We went
most of last spring and summer
without problems. Recently we've
had four or five incidents of newly
discovered counterfeits"

How likely is it that a card col-

lector might have a counterfeit and
not even know it?

"It's certainly possible," said

Lemke. "Many dealers and collec-

tors don't seem concerned enough

about the problem. Maybe they're

afraid of what they'll find out."

Lemke has updated a book that

identifies counterfeit cards and
helps collectors tell the difference

between bogus and real. The new
edition of sports card Counterfeit

Detector adds 32 pages and nearly

50 listings of forgeries, including

pictures comparing genuine and
fake cards.

Just as big a concern in the

industry as the counterfeits are the

many cards that are produced and
sold by unidentified manufactur-
ers who don't get permission and
therefore don't pay royalties to the

athletes or sports leagues
involved.

"Basically, it's the same thing

as a counterfeit," said Steve
Rotmans, president of Sports
Collectibles Association
International, the trade organiza-

tion. "Unlicensed products seem
to be proliferating, and we're con-

cerned about it."

Bogus cards have been around
for years, but the volume and prof-

iLs have mushroomed into a

national industry.

Jim Weir, a partner with former

Seahawks kicker Norm Johnson in

a sports-card shop, doesn't think

the situation is as bad now as it

was three or four years ago.

"There was such a frenzy in the

business then. I think more people

were getting burned than now.
People were buying and selling to

try to make money and counterfeit

guys fit right into that."

Weir compared counterfeit
cards with funny money. "It's

never affected me but I know it's a

problem ... The quality of counter-

feit cards isn't as sophisticated as

it is in money. Biit I'm sure a lot of

people have been burned out there

and it's bad for the industry."

The prime market for unloading

counterfeits and non-licensed
cards are the many trade shows
held regularly in every comer of
the country.

"

"You can go to most any sliow

and out of 150 tables there will be
one or two dealers with a lot of
non-licensed stuff," said Bob
Wilkie, a Phoenix dealer and
industry leader. "There will be
several others with some improper

products and a smattering of it on
other tables.

"The bottom line is it costs the

manufacturers nothing to produce

these cards other than paper and
ink," Wilkie said. "They have an
unfair advantage because they
don't have to pay to get permis-
sion from the leagues to print

these cards. "They are no different

from counterfeiting. Both are ille-

gal and both have no value. It's

becoming more blatant and it's up
to our industry to crack down on
them."

KNICKS
From page 40

issue, because I still have a con-
tract that I have to abide by. I

just feel that I should be taken
care of."

Asked whether he would be
content to put a contract exten-

sion on hold until next season,

Starks laughed and said: "The
Knicks organization has a repu-

tation of taking care of their

players. So I just have to sit

back and wait."

In the meantime. Starks has
no plans to sit back and wait on
the court. He plans to be the

same aggressive, fearless, com-
petitive player who has become

one of the league's most excit-

ing performers. While the
Knicks do not want to restrain

Starks, they would love to see
him become more consistent.

Despite being second on the

team in scoring last season,
averaging 19 points, he shot just

42 percent from the field. That
was second lowest on the team,
next to Greg Anthony (39.4 per-

cent). Surks might shoot 1 1 for

17 one night, 4 for 21 the next.

If Starks takes better shots and
shows more discipline, coach
Pat Riley believes his percent-

See KNICKS, page 36
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UCLA BUSINESS

INVESTMENT SOCIETY
1ST MEETING OF THE YEAR

Learn What the Club has to Offer:
- Prominent Speakers from the Business Community
- Internship and Job Opportunities

-— - Investment Workshoi

Guest Speakers:

- Mitchell Milias, President of PRIMECAP,
a $3 BiUion Management Company

"The Importance of Learning to Invest"

- Norman Stahl, Career Counselor

"What the CareerTlacement Center has to Offer"

Wednesday, October 12, 1994

6:45PM
Franz 1260

Free Food and Beverages beginning at 6:30PM

^ For More Information Call Rob at (310)276-6623
FUNDED BY TME CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMITTEE BOARD

SIUDENI MEDIA

JOURNALISM
WORKSHOPS

I % *

N ^^

Writing A
An introduction to basic writing skills for effective communication. Basic publication style,

-story structure, attribution issues, self-editing techniques.

•Section 2 pWWW'W^P^
Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14. ii^yftw :^

^

-

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 1 7 Ackerman 2412 ^«^»*i«'S<

6 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff Hall 400

Jnstructor; Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and entertainment writer

Reporting A
An introduction to basic research methods, interviewing, covering breaking news and

working with editors. r ' \ ^
=: ^ >*, . ^

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 12 .^
<- ^^^

: ^^ ^ \, ."
,..

• Section 2 ,9 w **\ '

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 2412

\r\sm»cxa(: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and entertainment writer

Copy Editing A
An introduction to the role of the copy editor including basic journalism style, polishing

sentences, recognizing structural problems, recognizing legal/ethical issues, fact-checking,

working with editors and reporters and headline writing.

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

1 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct. 1 5 MS 5 1 48

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 16 MS 5148

/nstrucfor: Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin reporter and editor, copy editor at the Long

Beach Press Telegram

\-

TifT;^

MEDiAL>aA
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The first 50 students at the Dally Bruin after 12 noon
today receive complimentary passes for October 13 screening.
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Options abound
for Lakers in '94
New coach Harris

attempts to utilize

a 10-man rotation

By Jesse Bartdn

Los Angles Daily News

HAWAII — Three days into
training camp, coacti Del Harris

has yet to put the five most likely

Los Angeles Lakers starters

together at the same time. Not for

drills. Not for scrimmages.

If it's obvious to outsiders that

Nick Van Exel, Vlade Divac, Hden
Campbell, Cedric Ceballos and
either Anthony Peeler or Eddie
Jones will comprise the starting five,

one wouldn't know it from watching

workouts on the campus of the

University of Hawaii.

Harris doesn't like to talk in terms

of starters and bench. Actually, he
hardly likes to think that way. Harris

has had a history of playing nine- or

10-man rotations, and so far he's

been content with looking at differ-

ent combinations on the court

"He's got a lot of options, a lot of

different scenarios that he can put

out there On the floor," assistant

coach Kurt Rambis said after

Sunday's morning workout "He can
put a small group out there, a tall

group out there and they can all

work with the plays that he's devel-

oping."

Garbage men: One of the intrigu-

ing combinations thus far has been
the 6-foot-7-inch Ceballos and 6-6

Geoige Lynch together at forward in

scrimmages. They have been quite

effective, beating bigger players

with their aggressiveness and knack
for being around the ball.

"Size is the most overestimated

aspect of the game," Harris said.

"Obviously, if you have great size

with great ability - such as Kareem
(Abdul-Jabbar) or Wilt
(Chamberlain) - then naturally

that's better. But most guys with
great size don't have great ability.

I'd rather go with the smaller skill

player than just the big guy with
lessor skills."

That doesn'tnecessarily mean
he'd start Lynch instead of the 6-11

Can^)bell at power forward. It does

mean, however, that Harris wants to

give opponents as many different

looks as possible.

To hear the new coach talk, he
doesn't sound like the type of guy
who'll care too much if his starters

complain about minutes. If his talent

dictates a 10-man rotation, then
that's what he'll utilize.

"For the most part," Harris said,

"players never get to play enough
minutes, so you always have that as

a problem. But if you get players

"Size is the most

overestimated aspect

of the game ... I'd rather

go with the smaller skill

player than just the big

guy with lesser ability."

Del Harris

Coach

who are playing in the area of 28 to

34 minutes, even very good players,

and they are working hard, they are

going to feel like they're playing
enough over an 82-game schedule.

"

Where does Sedale Threatt fit in?

The 33-year-old guard thus far has

been playing point guard in the

scrimmages, and it's likely he'll be

Van Exel's backup for the season.

Threatt, who said he would have

been surprised if he was traded,

doesn't believe in youth move-
ments.

"My biggest thing coming into

this season is just winning. They
always talk about rebuilding, like

last year. But the NBA don't wait on
rebuilding. You've got to come out

and put youp best guys on the floor,

and that's your team'*^ .'

Starics intends to
lead Kniclcs to top
Shooting guard

may prove key to

basketball season

him $1.25 million this season.
For an All-Star in today's mar-
ket, his salary is a bargain.
Whether that becomes a sticky

point may depend on how open
the Knicics are to negotiating a

new deal. For now, Starks has
decided not to press the issue.

By Clifton Brown
The New York Times

NEW YORK — Some Knicks
fans still shudder when they
remember Game seven of the
1994 National Basketball
Association finals. Fortunately for

him, John Starks does not.

The dreadful experience of
shooting two for 18 against the

Houston Rockets in the champi-
onship game has made Starks
more determined to end the
upcoming season in celebration
instead of sadness.

He wants to solidify his status

as ah All-Star shooting guard.
He wants another crack at the
finals, just as all of the Knicks
do. Meanvyhile, add Starks'
name to the list of Knicks who
are looking for a contract exten-
sion.

Starks^ has three years remain-
ing on a contract that will pay

"I'd love to have his

field goal percentage go

up. It will, based on the

quality of shots that he

takes. His ... game has

to ... improve."

Pat Riley

Knicks Coach

"You have to look at what
I've done over the last three
years, what guys are getting
paid nowadays and what All-
Star guards are getting paid,"
said Starks, following Sunday's
training-camp workout. "It's'

just something that has to be
dealt with. It's not a big, big

See KNICKS, page 39
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Family endures strain

for plienom dau^ter
Parents live apart,

make sacrifices for

Olympics-aspiring

1 2-year-old skater

The New York Times

He makes a comfortable living

as vice president of refining for
Coastal Corporation, an energy
company. But salaries alone sel-

dom pay for skating. Three years
ago, he accepted a transfer from
South Jersey to Houston, partly
for career advancement, partly
because the family needed more
money to pay for skating.

"We weren't spending nearly as
much as we are now, but we were
drowning," Jack Lipinski said.

Since then, Pat Lipinski said,

the family has refinanced its

mortgage to squeeze out still

more money for training costs,

which will approach $50,000 this

year in living expenses, coaches'
fees, ice time, travel and cos-
tumes. Two grants worth $6,000
have helped defray expenses, Pat
said, but "our charge plates are
killing us; you pay for the skating,

you put the groceries on the
charge plate."

At least the family has its

dream house in Houston. The
paradox is, Tara and her mother
no longer live there.

In June 1993, when Tara was
1 1 and an emerging talent, it was
decided that she should train at

the University of Delaware ice

arena, one of a handful of elite

training centers in the country. So,

while Jack remained in Houston,
Tara and Pat took an apartment in

Elkton, Md., near the Delaware
campus.

After 20 years of marriage, the

Lipinskis, who grew up in

Bayonne, N.J., and are both 43,
now juggle their schedules to see

each other once a month.
"Tara knows I'm sad being

away from my husband," Pat
Lipinski said. "It's hard to dor it's

lonely. But I'd give my daughter
anything. She loves it. And we're
seeing results. I can't just demand
that she stop. For the rest of my
life, I'd have to sit around and
think, 'What if, what if?"

Still, the question won't go
away. Is this all worth it? Living
apart. The Promethean expense.
Having Tara tutored instead of
placed in regular school. What
about the social consequences?
Is Tara giving up her childhood?
What if she bums out as Jennifer

Capriati did in tennis or gets
injured or has a growth spurt?
What if this is a road to
nowhere?

"The truth is, you don't know,"
Jack Lipinski said. "But you have
a child and you want to do every-
thing for that child that you can
possibly do. Tara absolutely
adores this. Whether she does
anything more, if nothing else this

has taught her that hard work pays
off. She's a very self-assured little

girl. No matter what she does in

life, those two traits are needed
for success - hard work and self-

assuredness."

Figure skating is full of pushy
parents who live vicariously
through their kids. They can be
spotted at corhpetitions, with dol-

lar-sign eyes and their children's

medals around their own necks.

The Lipinskis said they have gone
the opposite direction, exposing
Tara to a flurry of other activities:

baton-twirling, modeling, piano

and basketball. The family built a

pool and bought a horse, not to

dissuade Tara from skating, but to

distract her with options.

Eventually, Tara said, she
wants to be a lawyer, like her
father. But at 12, a self-assured

giri with an elastic smile and a 4-

foot-5-inch, 68-pound body, she
wants to be a figure skater.

"She's definitely a better skater

than others I've seen at 12, bar
none," said Tara's coach, Jeff
DiGregorio. "Kristi Yamaguchi,
Katarina Witt, they couldn't com-
pare, because they couldn't do all

the triple jumps that she does."

Tara said: "I want to go to the

Olympics and win. I would never
quit skating. It's really cool that

you can skate on one blade and
jump. How many people can go
out there and land a jump every
time and keep doing it?"

And what about all the things

she's missing out on? School,
friendships, sleepovers, boys,
malls?

"Look at what all the other kids

are missing out on," she said.

She will be in Germany before

JIalloween, Hungary for
Thanksgiving. How many 12-

year-olds have a passport? Still,

there have been some expensive
trade-offs. Tara's friends in

Houston were not skaters. They
demanded her friendship full

time, and when she could not give

it, relationships wilted.

"The worst day of my life, I

went through her book bag at the

end of school and there was a
note, blunt as anything, from one
of her friends: 'Dear Tara, you
have a choice to make, me or
skating," Pat Lipinski said. "It

rips your heart out." -—

—

Now, except for one girl in

Houston, her friends are skaters,

fellow athletes who understand
the vagaries of a beautiful, harsh
sport. And her mother is there,

five 45-minute skating sessions a

day, demanding two things of her

daughter: that she remain an A
" student and that she work cease-
lessly during practice.

Because local schools under-
standably wouldn't grant Tara the

time off she needs for travel, Pat

said, a private tutor lectures her
for two hours each morning.
Taking exams in conjunction with
a Houston school, Tara has main-
tained straight As, Pal said.

During training, Pat Lipinski is

a strict parent, driving her daugh-
ter and communicating with hand
signals. One drill requires Tara to

land each of her jumps five times
- in succession. If she misses
even one jump, she must start

again until she gets it right, like a

basketball player who must hit

consecutive free throws at the end
of practice.

"She works really hard, but I

want her to work to the max
because we are giving up our
lives for this," Pat said.

If her career progresses accord-
ing to plan, Tara will likely jump
to the senior level of competition
next year. If she skates well, more
funding will become available
from the U.S. Figure Skating
Association and the U.S. Olympic
Committee. And because she is so
young, Tara could possibly partic-

ipate not in one Olympics but
two.

"We aren't living through
Tara," Jack Lipinski said of him-
self and his wife. "It's her deci-
sion to skate. I don't think either

Pat or I are doing this with a goal
of the Olympics. Let her progress
as far as she can. At 1 2 years old.

I wish I had been half as dedicat-
ed to a particular ideal."

I^ Homecoming • Career Network * Dinncfs for 12 Strangcfs • Spring Sing

Senior Class Gift • Beat '$C Week • Parents' Weelcend • Bmin Survival PaLs
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Still \ooY\r\(^ to ^ct InvoWed in that student ^roup that's just ri^ht for

you? Well, look no further ... cause we've 0Ot a bunch of ^reat opportuni-

ties. 5AA has 10 committees currently seeking mcmbere. No experi-

ence necessary. You just need to want to have fun, meet some inter-

esting people and work on projects that you'll feel ^ood about.

Committees include:

Career Hetwork

ampue Spirit (Beat *SC Week)

5pr\nq Sing

'^^D'mnere for 12 Stranqere

Senior Qaee Gift

^#JBruin Survival Fake

^Internal Affaire
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Homecom'mq

Pick-up an application today In the 6AA office,

Jamee West Alumni Center or call 206-0524.

(Applications are due this Friday.)

6AA to a student ^roup sponsored

by the UCLA Alumni A»eoclMtion
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Career opportuiijties

at J. P. Morgan

»
^

ybr 6^61^ students interested in

»
Corporate Finance

«

Global Technology and Operations

Sales, Trading, and Research
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( * information presentation on

Ihesday, October 18
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Your

Village

Grocer

FABULOUS FRESH PRODUCE
Iceberg Lettuce

Red Delicious Apples

r-:

D'anjou

Pears

^9<f
/lb.

SAMUEL ADANfS

OCTOBERFEST
^5.^ ALL VARIETIES

+ tax +crv 6 pack bottles

Open 'til^[^mpij^at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111

UCLA SpOfts Info

UCLA cross country runner Creighton Harris is still suffering from
a leg injury

Bruin harriers want
strong second half
Midway through the

season, UCLA hopes

injuries don't persist

By Mark SIngerton

The UCLA women's cross coun-

try team is at a crossroads.

The 12th-ranked Bruins are com-
ing off a second-place finish at the

Stanford Invitational, Oct. 1, and
everyone has been healthy. The next

few weeks, however, will prove
whether or not
the Bruins truly

belong in the

upper-echelon.

"We're in bet-

ter shape dian we
thought we'd be
at this time," said

women's head
coach Eric

Peterson. "We're

largely running

with the same group, so we're much
better there."

But the Bruins still lack depth,

and more importantly, consistency

in their meets. At Palo Alto, two
Bruins fmished in die top-25, but the

rest of the pack fmished 24th, 25th,

33rd, 54th and 73rd - lackluster

results for a No. 1 2 team.

"Most of the girls did not run to

their potential," UCLA junior Anna
Oelgado said of the recent meet, "I

know a lot of them had bad races."

Delgado and sophomore Erica

Sumi ran excellent races, finishing

24th and 25th overall, but others like

junior Jeanene Harlick fell to 54th,

uncharacteristic of a runner consid-

ered by many to be No. 3 on the

team.

"I just didn't have it that day,"

Harlick said. "I don't know what
happened, but all I can do is try to

stay focused and stay strong."

Peterson insists that the team as a

whole, not just individual runners,

has been inconsistent. "We have yet

to prove that we can run as a team,"

he said. "That's the challenge for

us."

UCLA junior Catfiy Lee expects a

team effort over the crucial weeks
ahead. "Everybody out there is

ready to step up," Lee said. "As long

as everyone stays healthy we should

do very well."

In contrast, the UCLA men's
team will have to battle through
injuries if they hc^ to contend for

the Pac-10 title. The Bruins have
been banged-up all season, and star

Creighton Harris is out of action

indefmitely.

Harris and other Bruins have
found themselves not on the cross

country course, but in the swimming
pool rehabilitating themselves.
Sophomore Keith Grossman has
been out for three weeks with a
strained muscle near his hip, and
was unable to complete the full

workout with the team Thursday
afternoon.

"This is not the year for this,"

Grossman said. "We've eot all the

weapons this year, and we need
everyone healthy. We need
Creighton back real so(Mi." T

Junior Dan Niednagel could not

"

practice for two days last week due
to an inflammatory bone growth in

his right heel, but expects to be back
in practice this week.

Freshman sensation Mebrahtom
Keflezighi also has a minor foot ail-

ment, and suffers from periodical

pain in his right foot

"It bothers me a bit when I race

and put pressure on the heel,"
Keflezighi said. "But it shouldn't

affect me too much."
The Bruins' performance thus far

has been less than stellar, but they

were able to take third at the
Stanford Invitational. UCLA has
managed to stay afloat with the help

of their freshmen, three of whom
finished in the top-five for the

Bruins Oct 1.

Devon Elizondo, who finished

32nd overall at Stanford, has
emerged as a serious contender for

the squad in recent weeks, but men's
head coach Bob Larsen is not sur-

prised by Elizondo's surge.

"I'm very pleased with his perfor-

mance, but I'm not shocked,"
Larsen said. "We knew how good
this kid was when we recruited him,

and we knew he was capable of
these kind of performances."

Elizondo was decidedly opti-

mistic in practice. "I'm feeling great

right now," Elizondo said. "We've
had some tough workouts since the

Stanford meet but we've still been-
pounding away. We just need to stay

healthy right now."
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CLUB CORNER/By Hye Kwon

Hocicey team crushed
by Cai, San Jose State
Following the pattern of miserable

performances by UCLA teams vis-

iting the Bay Area last weekend,
the UCLA ice hockey team found itself

on the wrong end of a sweeping job.

The Bruins lost to California 9-6 on
Friday night and to San Jose State 7-2
on Saturday night. Their record now
goes to 1-2 overall and 0-1 in the Pacific

Coast Hockey Association (PCHA).
Against the Golden Bears, the Bruins

fell behind early in the match. The
Bears mounted a 4-1 lead in the first

|>eriod and the rest of the match was an
uphill climb for UCLA.
"We tried to get everyone involved in

the beginning of the match," team presi-

dent Brad Jensen explained. "When we
put the more experienced players back
in the match, we were doing pretty

good."

True to Jensen's words, the Bruins did
put together a late run. They outscored
the Bears 4-3 in the third period, but

eventually ran out of gas.

Senior center Thomas Tormanen led

the charge for the Bruins as he scored
two goals. Defender Justin Crudel and
wing Nicke Weckstrom also scored two
goals each.

"We played a real tough team," senior
center Nate Brandstater explained. "We
were caught flat-footed."

The next night, the team traveled to

the southern end of the Bay to take on
San Jose State in a crucial PCHA match.

In the first period, the Spartans scored
three goals in a matter of two minutes.

V-«-'5-«-v"!-H«-

and in the third period, they again

scored three goals in a very short time

span. They went on the score another

goal and beat the Bruins by a final score

of 7-2.

"I think we played down to their

"The honeymoon is over.

We have to work on

conditioning and playing

like a team. We have

a lot of work

cut out for us."

Nate Brandstater

Senior Center

level," Brandstater said. 'They were not

as good as (Cal)."

The match featured the debut of
senior Gene Coppa, who is also known
as the "new guy" on the team.

"It felt like I was run over by a bull-

dozer," Coppa said.

Although Coppa didn't score a goal,

he contributed to the teams tough play
and had four minutes in the penalty box
to show for it.

"The honeymoon is over,"

Brandstater remarked. "We have to work
on conditioning and playing like a team.

We have a lot of work cut out for us."

See CLUB, page 37
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The UCLA hockey team had a tough weekend In the Bay Area, losing to

California as well as San Jose State.
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pivotal to Bruinltertt
Injury to Stokes leads to

offensive quagmire, hurts

quarterback's confidence

By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

After a 2-0 start, the UCLA football

team has lost four consecutive games,
and now has little more than a spoiler's

role in the conference race. At his weekly
press conference, Monday, UCLA head
coach Terry Donahue commented on how
two key factors have figured prominently

in the Bruins' struggles of late.

•The Injury to J.J. Stokes: The differ-

ence between the UCLA offense with
Stokes in the line-up and without him has

been like night and day. Offensive pro-

duction is on a sharp decline since a

bruised thigh forced Stokes to the side-

line in the second half of the season
opener versus Tennessee.

With a healthy Stokes in the line-up

last season, the Bruins had the highest

scoring' average (32.0 points per game) of

any team in the Pac-10. This year, UCLA
ranks dead last in that same category
with its average of 13.3 points per game.

In six games thus far, the Bruins have
scored 80 total points - they scored 68 in

a single game last'season against BYU. '

UCLA's highest scoring output this,

season was in its 25-23 win against
Tennessee, when Stokes caught six balls

for 84 yards.

"I reflect baclc to that game and our
team looked good,"

Donahue said. "I

felt good about the

game when it was
over. The team
looked good.
Wayne Cook had a

career day. We have
got to get the team
back to that kind of

mentality, confi-
dence, and execu-

tion."

But Stokes plays a significant role in

the confidence and execution of the

UCLA offense, and his return date is still

in question.

"Stokes has an outside chance to get

back this week," Donahue said. "I'm pos-

itive he will be back for the Arizona
game, and I honestly think it will be the

See FOOTBALL, page 38

University of Califomla, Los Angeles

UCLA running back Sharmon Shah is averaging 101
this season.

ABBY MOSKOWITZ/Daily Bruin

all-purpose yards per game

A modest proposal:

throw in the towel
He had to have heard it. It

registered loud and clear

with me, and I was sitting

in general admission. The whole
press box heard it, according to

several of its occupants. And I'm

pretty sure 5 1 ,000 other people

heard it, considering the collec-

tive gasp/sigh/guffaw that erupted

as a result

throughout

Memorial

I mean, the poor guy had
enough to worry about in terms of

his (insert adjective synonymous
with putrid) team, which hap-

pened to be on its way to its

fourth consecutive loss, this one
to a California club that lost this

season to Hawaii. At home. By
two touchdowns.

Okeedokee.

So in the midst of watching
another beatable football teand

Eric

Billigmeier

Stadium mid-

way through

the fourth

quarter last

Saturday.

Out of

nowhere, from

the mouths of

a couple thou-

sand high-on-

their-horse Cal

students came
the loudest,

most resonant and - I'm sorry to

say - most poignant collective

cheer in the memory of this long-

time college sports fan.

"Hey, Terry, you really suck."

The UCLA football coach
must've heard it. Although he did

manage a classic Donahue pose -

a stone-faced, ice-chomping

squint - in the wake of such deri-

sion, I honestly wonder what was
going through his brain. '^

play the maracas on the backs of
the Bruin 22 (well, 23 - punter

Darren Schager seemed to be on
the field more than most of the

regulars), Donahue surely wasn't
the most chipper of characters, let

alone in the mood to listen to

those garbage-mouthed, insensi-

tive, unsportsmanlike, immature
Bear backers spout off. (At the

same time, it was probably the

funniest damn line I've heard all

year.)

In reality, of course, Terry

Donahue does not suck. Not by
any means. He just happens to be
coaching a bad football team at

the moment. Like, real bad.

Now, when a football team is

playing as golly-gosh-dam awful

as this Bruin unit is right now, the

blame normally falls on:

A) The quarterback.

See BILUQMEIER, page 38

CTO to distribute 'SC game
tickets by priority number

Student tickets for the UCLA-
USC football game will be dis-

tributed in accordance with the

procedures outlined below. The
game will be played on Saturday,

Nov. 19, 1994, in the Rose Bowl.
Student tickets are priced at $15
each and all are reserved seats.

1

.

The student tickets for the

UCLA-USC football game will

be sold on the basis of the pre-

paid randomly generated priority

numbers issued with each stu-

dent's Student Sport Package and
the additional priority numbers
issued at the Central Ticket
Office.

2. The priority numbers will

serve as the method of admission

to the area where the ticket win-

dows are located. Each priority

number issued specifies tfie time

and date when the holder of that

priority number is to report to

Pauley Pavilion to obtain the

actual admission ticket to the

game. STUDENTS WHO
RECEIVED BROWN PRIORI-
TY TICKETS NUMBERED
6501-6800 SHOULD REPORT
AT 10:30 A.M. THURSDAY,
OCT. 13. STUDENTS ARE
URGED TO REPORT TO
PAULEY PAVILION ONLY AT

THE TIME SPECIFIED ON
THEIR PRIORITY NUM-
BERED TICKET.

3. EACH STUDENT WITH
ONE PRIORITY NUMBER
WILL BE ALLOWED TO PUR-
CHASE ONE (1) use STU-
DENT TICKET. THE
STUDENT MUST ALSO PRE-
SENT HIS OR HER CURRENT
REGISTRATION CARD AND
HIS OR HER OWN UCLA
STUDENT PICTURE IDENTI-
FICATION CARD AT THE
TIME YOU GET YOUR TICK-
ET.

4. Students who did not obtain

season tickets but still desire to

purchase USC football tickets

may obtain a priority number
now at the Central Ticket Office.

5. The best seats in the student

section will be sold first.

Distribution of all seats will be
made equally among all ticket

sellers. If nKxe than two persons

wish to sit together, then they
should arrive at the latest time
designation on the priority num-
bers they hold and they will be
issued tickets together by stand-

ing in line behind the same ticket

seller. Since the assignment of
priority numbers was done ran-

domly, students who desire seats

together will h&0itto decide
whether they wish t(?pass up the

lower priority number in order to

sit together.

6. Students should report to

Gate 3, Pauley Pavilion at the^

time designated on their priority

number ticket. As priority num-
bers are called, students must
show their number to the gate

attendant and be admitted to the

area where the tickets are pur-

chased.

7. Once at the window, the stu-

dent must present all of the fol-

lowing:

a. Priority numbered ticket.

b. Current UCLA registration

card.

c. UCLA Student Photo ID
card.

d. Fifteen dollars cash per tick-

et NO CHECKS. Payment is not

required for those who prepaid

for their USC ticket through the

Student Sports Package.

8. Students not present at the

time their priority number is

called should report to Gate 3,

Pauley Pavilion, at their earliest

convenience after their priority

number time and get in line witfi

the current time priority numbers.
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iVIaiiony graces campus witli presence

SCOTT 04)alyBnjin

After his press briefing outskle Griffin Commons Tuesday, Cardinal

Roger Mahony stopped to talk with students in the audience.

Hamas kidn

upsets peace talks

Cardinal speaks

with students,

promotes new
Catholic center

By Allison LefkowKz
Daily Bruin Staff

Cardinal Roger Mahony,
Archbishop of Los Angeles, visit-

ed the campus Tuesday to address

UCLA's Catholic community and
officially kick off the fundraising

effort for a new Catholic center on
Gayley Avenue.

Mahony spoke to a group of
almost 200 students and other
members of the UCLA and

Catholic community outside of
Griffin Commons about the
importance of the university's

relationship with the church.

"The sacred and the secular
should not inerely coexist," he
told the group. "They have the

potential to nourish and nurture

one another."

Thirty percent of the UCLA stu-

dent population are Catholic,
according to the University
Catholic Center.

Students at the event said they

were very excited about the

Cardinal's visit and the proposed
center.

"I came out here today to listen

to our Catholic spiritual leader of

Los Angeles," said Chris Ysais, a

second-year undeclared student.

"I think the new center will be a

;

great service to the Catholic popu-

lation at UCLA."
The new 13,000 square foot

facility will be built at 633 Gayley
Ave. and is expected to be com-
pleted in about two years. It will

house a 400-seat chapel and three

meeting rooms that will be used
for Sunday Mass, religious con-

ferences and visits from guest lec-

turers.

"Bishops across the United
States want to stress that Catholic

students are supported in secular'

schools," said Paul Griffin, chair-

man of the center's building cam-
paign committee. "Seventy
percent of Catholic students go to

secular school, and there is a new
dedication to re-emphasize and

See MAHONY, page 14

By Joel Greenberg
The New York Times

GAZA CITY. Gaza Strip —
Israel broke off negotiations with

the Palestine Liberation
Organization on Tuesda~y night

after the militant Islamic group
Hamas announced it was holding

an Israeli soldier hostage.

In a videotape and a handwrit-

ten statement, Hamas's armed
wing, the Qassam Brigades,
warned that the soldier would be

killed unless more than 200 Arab
prisoners, including Hamas's
founder and two militant Muslim
leaders kidnapped from Lebanon,
were freed by Friday night.

Inside News

Reality bites
Wi\h the new female con-

dom. Reality, out on the

market, women now have

more choices about their

own protection.

See page 3

Inside A&E

Ten minutes
'tiiW^mer

Screen-writer exu^ordi-

naire Ron Bass is the first

speaker for a new UCLA
Extension series. Not only

did he adapt 'The Joy Luck
Club' for the big screen, he
also won an Oscar for

'Rainman.' Way to go Ron!

See page 21

A masked man who appears] in

the videotape displayed the sol-

dier's identification card and an

army-issue M-16 rifle.

The chief Israeli negotiator with

the PLO, Maj. Gen. Danny
Rothchild, was called home from
talks in Cairo on Palestinian elec-

tions in the West Bank and the

Gaza Strip. The elections are part

of the Israeli-PLO accord on
Palestinian self-rule in those
areas.

"You can't discuss peace with

the Palestinians when one of your

soldiers is in the hands of
Palestinians in Gaza," said Oded
Ben-Ami, a spokesman for Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

In a telephone conversation
with Yasser Arafat, the chairman
of the PLO, Rabin said he held

Arafat and his provisional govern-

ment responsible for the soldier.

According to Ben-Ami, the

prime minister warned Arafat that

any harm to the soldier or delay in

his release "could have a very
serious effect on Israel's relatioi

with the Palestinian Authority and
the continuation of the peace

See ISRAEL, page 14

Wreck the halls

Sunlight streams through the arches of Royce Hall as construction workers retrofit the
building.

AMY PENG

Students, faculty debate U.S. foreign policy
makers are concerned about the

image that the U.S. has in the

worid political arena."

Some students said that this

international image was coming at

By Phillip Carter
Dally Bruin Staff

Many of today's Bruins can't

remember the time when UCLA
students worried about being the expense of domestic issues

drafted into the military and sent which are being neglected,

to Vietnam. "I'm not a big fan of being the

But recent U.S. foreign policy world's policeman," fourth-year

decisions are sending more col- sociology student Dennis
lege-age American troops each Chatman said. "There's too many
day to Haiti and Kuwait - literally domestic issues that are being sac-

inlo harm's way. rificed for the purpose of protect-

As television images of ing democracy (around the
American soldiers beam back world)."

home, UCLA students and politi-

cal experts are debating the U.S.

But Frieden argued American
interests - both tangible and inian-

role abroad. All agree the emerg- gible - are being served by U.S.

ing post-Cold War world radically foreign policy abroad.

"American interests in the
Persian Gulf primarily have to do
with oil production in the region,

American interests in Haiti are

primarily moral and ethical," he

said.

changes American foreign policy

and its goals.

"(Haiti and Kuwait) are fmpor-

tant because of what might be
called the demonstrative effect,"

political science Professor Jeffrey

Frieden said. "In a post-Cold War

America's globetrotting foreign policy

With the dispatch of troops to Kuwait and the Persian Gulf, and
the occupation of Haiti, America is now militarily involved in tx)th

the westem and eastern hemispheres. This is the first time since
World War II that American troops have been militarily engaged
In two locations at the same time.

Persian
Gulf

CHRIS SEUQMAN/DaHy Bruin

stability serves American inter- thifd-year political science student

ests. Leslie Graham said. "In Kuwait
"(We) have a legitimate interest and Iraq. Saddam Hussein is up to

Other students agreed with being in the Persian Gulf and sta- 1

worldsAinericanjprei^n policy Frieden, saying that international bilizing the situation in Haiti," See DIPLOMACY, page 15
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What's Brewitt' Today
9 a.m. -4 p.m.

Community Service Commission
Fall recruitment fair

PerloffQuad

825-2333

10 a.m. - Noon

Placement and Career Planning Center
"Writing a Resume for Jobs for Bruins"

fQ?C Building

Call 206- 1944 for reservation

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

UCLA Microbiology Club ^

Membership drive

In front of Life Sciences Building

11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

What to expect from "Meet the Firms"

Ackerman3517 —
824-4828

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525 398-7616

Noon - 1 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
Domestic Partnership Rally

Westwood Plaza

841-5930

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Weekly mass
Ackerman 3517
208-5015

1 p.m.

Placement and Career Planning Center
"How to 'Work* the Jobs for Bruins Career Fair"

PCPC Building.

Call 206-1944 for reservation

2 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Slide show:"Our Invisible Life"

Ackerman 2412
(213)222-7188 r^

National Coming Out Week
AIDS/HIV panel discussion

Center for Health Science, Rm 13-105
841-5930

3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/gay/bisexual studies panel discussion

Ackerman 2412
841-5930

4 p.m.

Armenian Student Association

First meeting

Lu Valle Boardroom
206-9124

4:15 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Workshops
Applying to Graduate and Professional Schools
Griffin Commons 203
206-6685

5 p.m.

UCLA Society of Forensic Sciences
Meeting

Franz 3461
473-3936

Latina/o Business Student Association
Career planning session

PCPC Building
;

206-1931

5:30 p.m.

Undergraduate Astrophysics Society

First meeting

MS 8983
208-4804

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Health Corps
First general meeting

Boelter 5440
825-0068

Bruin Partners

Project orientation

Ackerman 3525 825-4724

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Meeting

Boelter 5422
824-2006

UCLA Pre-Medical Society

Moore 100
824-1465

KLA & Peer Health Counselors
Health issues talk show
Call in for advice and/or comments: 825-9999

MEChA
Ackerman 3530
206-6452

Cruising tile ciulis

to 'Rocic tile Vote'
By Tara Shioya
San Francisco Chronicle

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Law Society

General meeting
Law School 1347
825-6580

United Cambodian Students
General meeting

Sproui Hall North 6th floor lounge
473-5039

6:45 p.m.

Business Investment Society

First meeting

Franz 1260
276-6623

7 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Workshops
Preparation for Med School

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

Graduate Lesbian and Bisexual Women's
Organization
LuValle
(213)463-7855

Student Accounting Society

"Recruiting for Success"

Griffin Commons Grand Horizon Room
824-4828

Alpha Phi Omega
Ackerman 3516
824-1067

WISE - Women in Support of Each Other
Orientation

Ackerman 35 1

7

• -

206-4144

Latinas Guiding Latinas /Raza Women
Orientation and training

Men's Gym Room 133
825-5969

7:15 p.m.

Slice of Life

Christian Bible Study
Sunset Village Canyon Point A3- 1 03
794-3810 or 794-3585

8 p.m.

UCLA Photographic Society

First meeting

Griffin Commons
824-4616

SAN FRANCISCO - They
could have been pushing credit card

applications. Or giving away free

denture cream samples. Or doing

anything mildly annoying, from the

blank stares and the indifferent atti-

tude cast in their general direction.

Near the entrance to the Sound
Factory nightclub last weekend, a

man in his eariy 20s with a flushed

face lingered a moment after his

friends had moved on, when a

young woman with a clipboard
approached. She asked if he had
registered to vote.

"Registered to vote for what?"
he said, laughing and waving wide-

ly with a half-finished bottle of beer

in one hand. "Are you tryirtg to take

advantage of me because I'm
buzzing?"

Sidling'Op to patrons as they
passed by, looking for receptive

faces, volunteers at San Francisco

night spots over the weekend
weren't selling anything. Armed
with pens and clipboards, they
infiltrated the city's plaid-shirted,

hoop-earringed, combat-booted
nightclub scene last week on a dif-

ferent mission: to register voters

ages 21 to 30.

Dubbed "Rock the Vote," after

the music-industry-sponsored
advertising campaign that regis-

tered a liiillion voters from ages 1

8

to 30, the San Francisco effort was
the brainchild of local nightclub

promoter Nabiel Musleh.

"It's a perfect way to do it, when
young people are out on their

leisure time." said Musleh, 30.

"They're not going to work. They
don't have any af^intments to go
to. There's no excuse not to regis-

ter to vote."

Registering to vote doesn't nec-

essarily mean voting, Musleh

admitted. But even so, bringing

registration materials to prospec-

tive votens. he said, at \e9M made it

easy and convenient for them to

register.

It seems that he was right.

During the five-day, 13-nightcIub

effort, 700 young voters took a few
moments to register.

Some had never registered
before. Abodt two-thirds had previ-

ously registered, but had since

moved and neglected to re-register

at their new addresses.

But the numbers aren't.as stag-

gering as they might appear.

On an average weekend night,

the Sound Factory alone draws
about 2,000 people. At the night-

club last weekend, one volunteer

estimated that only one out of
every 50 people he approached
stopped to register.

At Club 181 on Friday night,

most club-goers seemed less inter-

ested in the guy with the clipboard

and more interested in heading
toward the bar. Volunteer Nick
Edmunds had only managed to reg-

ister a dozen voters in a little over

an hour. Despite the apparent indif-

ference, he said he felt people were
responding well.

"They're very friendly, consider-

ing it's their Friday night of fun,"

said Edmunds. "For a lot of people,
registering to vote is kind of an
afterthought. But given the oppor-
tunity, they want to do it"

In the coat-check room across

from the club-goers , Carlina
Keeter, took a moment from her
duties to reregister to vote. A stu-

dent at San Francisco State
University, Keeter said she will

read up on the issues before voting

in the coming elections. "I know I

want to vote for (Dianne) Feinstein

and (Kathleen) Brown because
they're Democrats, and I want
more women senators anyway."
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Rally applauds sexual diversity
*Out and Proud' speakers

implore jgays and lesbians

NAT

WONWOO/DcslyBnin

Second-year dance student TIana
Alvarez protests Coming Out Week.

to come out, join fight

B^ Lucia Sanchez
Dally Bruin Staff

Hundreds of students wearing Coming
Out Day T-shirts and bright yellow anti-

UCLA Reserve Officer Training Corps
stickers gathered in

Westwood Plaza to

hear speakers at the

National Coming Out
Day "Out and Proud"
rally Tuesday.

People like Ruben
Gomez, Eric Dinglerd,

Ariela Norminton and
Jessica Freeman added

their names to the list

of "out and proud"
individuals at the

eighth annual event celebrating sexual
diversity.

The noon rally was sponsored by UCLA's

COMING
OIITWEEK

WON woo/Daily Brum

Two demonstrators hug In Westwood Plaza at Tuesday's "Out and Proud" rally,

See COMING OUT, page 11 UCLA's eighth annual event to celebrate sexual diversity.

UCLA alum strives for gays', lesbians' rights Iraq claims

Through national task

force, Shepard creates

ties within community

By Julie Ann Silva

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Call him a professional homos'exual. Curt
Shepard won't mind - he coined the term him-

self.

A decade ago, Shepard came to UCLA as a

student. After graduation, he worked as a staff

member in the division of Student Affairs. This

week, the Bruin alumnus returned to his alma
mater in his new official capacity - campus
project director for the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force.

Hailing from Oregon, Shepard said the cam-
pus played an important role in shaping his

life. —

"Oregon is a small state and my dad was the

mayor of my town," Shepard explained. "L.A.

afforded me the anonymity to come out."

Throughout his years at UCLA, Shepard
was a moving force among the gay, lesbian and
bisexual population.

As he eased himself into the gay community,
Shepard embarked on an effort to strengthen it

in an area generally unempowered - UCLA's
staff and faculty.

"... it*s pretty clear to me that

the real reason I came down here

was to come out of the closet."

Curt Shepard

UCLA Alumnus

"I came to UCLA in 1984. I moved here
officially to go to graduate school - to work on
a Ph.D in the Graduate School of Education,"

Shepard said. "In retrospect, it's pretty clear to

me that the real reason I came down here was
to come out of the closet. >

— "The UCLA student community has been
well organized for years. Ten Percent is one of

the oldest gay, lesbian newsmagazines in the

country. GALA, (the gay and lesbian student

See SHEPARD, page 17
Curt Shepard,. a UCLA alumnus.

Women's fl • brings o|itions, protection
*Reality' trials result in positive

feedback from men and women

By Donna Wong
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The reality is that if people are having sex,

both partners must take the responsibility to

protect themselves from HIV, sexually trans-

mitted diseases and unwanted pregnancy, safe

sex advocates say.

But until the Reality female condom arrived

Tn August, women could only protect them-
selves by saying no to sex - they couldn't force

a man to wear a condom.
Now'the female condom, developed by

Mary Ann Leeper. president and CEO of The
Female Health Company, makes condoms aiT

option - even if the male partner refuses to,

wear one.

"Before, a woman's only option was to rely

on someone else to protect herself," said Holly
Sherman, public affairs manager for the com-
pany.

Previously, the male latex condom was the

only prophylactic known to be effective
against the transmission of sexually transmit-

ted diseases and pregnancy.

Now, the Reality condom can do the same
Not only is its pofyurefhanc pouch 40 percent

stronger than latex, but it is also an effective

barrier to HIV and the viral particle Hepatitis B
- the smallest virus known to cause an STD -

according to laboratory studies.

And considering that some men are allergic

The Reality female condom.

to latex, while others may just not be willing to

wear a condom, the Reality condom addresses

many female health concerns. Sherman said.

With women as the fastest growing HIV-
positive group, and women twice as likely as a

man to contract an STD, the new condom
comes at an important lime.

"It's a good option (for women), rather than

being dependent on another person for protec-

tion," said Angela Geiger, a student in the

UCLA graduate School of Education.

Inserted like a diaphragm, the female con-

dom consists of two flexible rings. One holds

the condom in place against the cervix and the

other remains outside the vagina, and provides

added protection for both partners.

The downside - Reality condoms are pricier

than condoms for men.

Ranging from roughly $2.75 to $3 each, the

women's condom is sold pre-lubricated with

additional lubricant provided.

Despite it's price, the new condom^as
received positive feedback from trial users.

About 75 percent of women and 80 percent

of men who used the condoms in clinical trials

said they would recommend them to friends,

Sherman said.

However, there still may be people who
won't feel comfortable using them, said Helen

See CONDOM* page 17

\

complete
pullback

from Kuwait
By Charles Holmes
Cox News Service

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Iraq said

its troop pullback from the

Kuwaiti border was completed
Tuesday and accused the United

States of "harboring bad inten-

tions" with its military buildup in

the Persian Gulf.

Iraqi troops along the border -

estimated by U.S. officials at

80,000, including 700 tanks and

units of the elite Republican Guard
- were expected to reach new "rear

positions" within the next 24_

hours, said Foreign Minister
Mohammed Said al-Sahhaf.

The Clinton administration
reacted cautiously.

The chairman of the U.S. joint

chiefs of staff. Gen. John
Shalikashvili. told reporters in

Washington that Iraq may be mov-

ing some troops away from the

border with Kuwait.

'The latest information we have

how indicates that there is fairly

broad movement in most of those

(Iraqi) units that had been brought

down south." Shalikashvili said.

But he added that "considerable

units" of the Iraqi army remain in

the border area and said the mas-

sive deployment of U.S. troops

and warplanes to the region would

continue.

President Clinton said he was
hopeful about signs that President

Saddam Hussein was pulling back.

"It's a little ^arly yet to reach a

final conclusion. We're watching it

very closely." Clinton said while

campaigning in Michigan.

The administration consulted

with U.S. allies on a plan not only

to force Saddam to remove his

troops but also to prevent future

deployment along the Kuwait bor-

der.
"*

"This is not something that,

obviously, we want to see repealed

time and lime again." said White
House chief of staff Leon Panetta.

"We've got to make very clear that

we're not going to be subject to

See PULLBACK, page 11
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Gun linked to sites^

of Swiss cult deaths
-GENEVA^ TheS^

cluded on Tuesday that at least one per-

son was present at the murder or suicide

of 23 members of a religious sect in one
Swiss village last week - because a hand-

gun used at one site of the deaths was
found at the other.

But investigators conceded that they

were still no closer to understanding what

happened in the farming village of Cheiry

and the mountain hamlet of Granges-sur-

Salvan last week. The police said a .22-

caliber pistol with a silencer, found at

Granges-sur-Salvan, was one of the

weapons used at Cheiry, thus confirming

that at least one person left Cheiry after

the first deaths.

U.S. ti^ens grip

on Haitian capital
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —

American soldiers took over Haiti's

National Palace and other government
buildings on Tuesday in preparation for

the return of the Rev. Jean-Bertrand
Aristide as president and his elected gov-

ernment.

Crowds gathered and cheered as hun-

dreds of troops in full combat gear
marched onto the grounds of the massive

white National Palace and into several

nearby ministries.

Headed by interim Prime Minister
Robert Malval, Aristide's appointees are

to start work on Wednesday morning,
American officials said, replacing repre-

sentatives of the military government that

seized power three years ago.

jyatjon

Space age science

may detect cancer
WASHINGTON 4ha^

enables the Hubble Space Telescope to

peer deep into galaxies should soon
enhance the ability of radiologists to

screen for' breast cancer, scientists said

Tuesday.

And once a high-resolution mammo-
gram has been produced, image analysis

techniques from America's intelligence

and defense communities may be used to

better understand it.

The visions of high-tech mammogra-
phy were among a series of "missiles to

mammograms" schemes the Public
Health Service's Office on Women's
Health presented at a briefing in the

Capitol.

Colorado court rules

In favor of gays
DENVER— In a sweeping legal victo-

ry for homosexuals, the Colorado
Supreme Court Tuesday struck down a

measure adopted by the state's voters in

1992 forbidding local governments to

enact laws that protect gay people from
discrimination in jobs and housing.

The measure had provoked outrage
among civil liberties groups and prompted
national gay rights organizations to call

for a boycott of Colorado. By the state's

own estimate, it lost about $40 million in

convention and tourism business.

In its 6-to-l decision, the state supreme
court found that Amendment 2 singled out

a class of people for denial of basic rights

and thereby violated the equal protection

clauses of the Colorado and Federal
Constitutions.

High court orders
removal of cross
WASHINGTON — The Supreme

Court declined on Tuesday to review a

lower court's ruling that a 43-foot cross,

a San Diego landmark that sits on the

highest point of the city, cannot remain
"on public tand. ' '""^~'

Without comment, the justices turned

down the city's appeal, which defended
the cross as a historic property that had
the secular purpose of honoring San
Diego's war veterans.

Ruling last year, the U.S. Court of
Appeals. for the 9th Circuit, in San
Francisco, found the cross to be a "pre-

eminent symbol of Christianity" and
declared it unconstitutional under a pro-

vision of California's constitution that

bars religious preference.

Huffington transfers

campaign to S. F.

SAN FRANCISCO — With the mes-
sage that God is on his side. Republican

Michael Huffington brought his Senate

campaign to San Francisco.

In a forceful speech that attacked
Democratic Senator Dianne Feinstein,

liberals and anyone connected with
Washington. Huffington charged that his

political opponents feel threatened by his

campaign's emphasis on God, values and

the evils of the federal government.

"For many who attack me and my
beliefs, God is considered a dirty little

word, best left unmentioned in polite

society," he told members of the
Commonwealth Club of California on
Tuesday.

A belief that inalienable rights come
from a Creator "is what elevates us
above those who would usurp those
rights, in government or elsewhere," the

Santa Barbara congressman said.

Judge threatens to

throw out evidence
I ne juagc in ine %j.j.

murder trial Tuesday threatened to throw

out 23 crucial pieces of evidence, includ-

ing the bloody glove found at the football

legend's estate, if he determines that the

prosecution intentionally delayed sending

them out for tests.

In a sometimes fractious hearing,

Superior Court Judge Lance Ito said

Simpson's defense team had made a

compelling case that there were delays in

sending out certain items foj* lengthy

DNA testing and the "ball was in (the

prosecution's) court" to explain the delay.

Ito took the matter under advisement

until Friday, when he will make his rul-

ing.

Letterman's Top 10
Ways to know that you are getting old:

10. All of your idols have won life

achievement awards.

9. Blue-haired women get up to offer

you seats on the bus.

8. Sale-priced prune juice suddenly
piques your interest.

7. You are on a first-name basis with

your doctor's receptionist.

6. Flannel pajamas seem like a better

idea.

5. You consider wearing support
hosiery.

4. You and your teeth sleep in separate

rooms.

3. The television volume and room
lights always seem to be on too low.

2. A long list of innocuous foods give

you indigestion.

I. Younger people tell you that you
repeat yourself.
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Atomic testing affects veterans' children
Grandchildren of Hiroshima occupation

soldiers suffer mental retardation, maladies

By Jim Hutton
San Antonio Express-News

, SAN ANTONIO — American
servicemen unwittingly used as

guinea pigs in atomic bomb test-

ing have bequeathed their grand-

children an unwanted legacy -

mental retardation, a researcher

says.

A survey of more than 200 vet-

postwar occupa-

tion of Hiroshima or Nagasaki
showed 31 percent had grandchil-

dren who suffer from ipental retar-

dation, said Rudy Florentine, a

researcher for the National
Association of Atomic Veterans.

The 5,000-member organiza-

tion held its annual convention in

San Antonio last week.

The study "showed more
feniales were affected than males

(overall)," said Florentine, who
served aboard a Navy shff^ »n

Japanese waters after the atomic

bombs were dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki to end
world War II.

Nearly 200,000 U.S. military

personnel participated in the post-

bomb occupation of those two
cities, according to newspaper
reports.

Florentine has three children -

two of whom were affected physi-

cally by his exposure to radiation

atttt laiitjut m inc vjncni ~ accuru"

ing to Oscar Rosen, national com«
mander of the 15-year-old
organization.

Florentine's research also show
23 percent of the veterans' grand-

children suffer from live birth

genetic defects. 13 percent from
bone and skull abnormalities or

disorders and 31 percent from a

combination of respiratory, mus-
cular, dental, skin and stomach
disorders.

" ^ffost of the grandchildren had

more than one defect," Florentine

said.

Meanwhile, the organization

completed a health survey of the

See VETS, page 13

USAC Financial Supports

Commission...

Working for you

Now accepting staff and intern

applications for all projects:

Financial Aid Peer Counselors; Scholarship Resource Center;

Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual (LGB) Resource Center. LGB Studies;

.

Corporate Sponsorship for Campus Programming; Campus
Programming Resource Guide; Income Tax and Financial Aid Form
Assistance; Campus Employment Resource Guide; On-Campus

Housing; UCLA Parking Services... just to name a few.

We need strong leaders to work on these

projects, as well as people who just want to make a
difference. Empower the student voice at UCLA!

Applications are available at 312A Kerckhoff Hall.

Please call Todd Sargent at (310) 825-7608

for any questions.

Paid for by USAC - Your Student Government
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UP University Professional and Technical Employees,
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For more information, call 310-443-5484

For God so loved the world,

that he gave his only

begotten son, that

whosever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have

everlasting life.

ptid adveitiieincnt 'John3;16
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TV attack ads to dominate campaigns, analysts say
Candidates attempt to taint opponents
By Bob Dart
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON— Remember
Ronald Reagan's feel-good,
Tnornrng-tn-Amerieacampaign
ads? Don't expect to see any
mushy political spots like that

this year.

With Congress ending an acri-

monious session and President

Clinton's popularity sliding, the

tone for TV campaigning is

tough and confrontational, say
media analysts.

Candidates of both parties are

trying to deflne their opponents
in ways unappealing to voters.

All over the country,
Republican candidates are using

the airwaves to tie their oppo-
nents to Clinton - often using

computer technology to "morph"
the face of a Democratic candi-

date into the president's.

Democrats, from Sen. Dianne
Feinstein in California to Sen.
Edward Kennedy in

Massachusetts, are responding
with attack ads of their own, and
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee has made
a TV spot denouncing the
"Contract With America" signed

by 300 GOP candidates as a

return to Reaganomics.
"You remember: trickle-down

economics, exploding deficits,

slashing Social Security," the

Democratic spot intones.

"We're seeing more rapid and
more rabid advertising," said

Kathleen Jamieson. a professor

at the University of
Pennsylvania.

The use of this "oppositional"

advertising is coming earlier in

the campaign than ever before.

said Jamieson. "There's not
more negative advertising. To
me, negative advertising is

untrue or unfair. Oppositional
spots document their charges.""

Why are more candidates buy-
ing TV time to tell voters bad
things about their opponents
rather than good things about
themselves? Because it's more

See ADS, page 13
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GOP strategist revitalizes party's policy
By Jake Thompson
Kansas City Star

talking conservative strategist Republicans who consider him Now the party that once spoke

once called "Dan Quayle's brain" an ally range from Rep. Newt as the loyal opposition has

by The New Republic niaga/ine. Gingrich of Georgia, the vocal become an -advocate of "cheerful

Armed with a small staff, and partisan minority whip, to obstructionism," another phrase/ WASHINGTON -^ In the spar-

-i tan office of the Project for a sharp-elbowed opinions and a fac- Rep. Jan Meyers of Overland from a recent Kristolgram.

Republican Future, a screen-saver simile machine, Kristol has Park, who relied on Kristol to win Critics respond that Kristol's

message marches across a com- emerged as a scourge of the wider support for her three-eighth stt;3tegies could backfire if voters

puter termin^r^ face: 'There is no Clinton administration. In the last ideas on welfare reform. pin the blamei upon Republicans

guy," said Will Marshall, presi-

dent of the Progressive Policy

Institute, a Democratic think tahk.

"But he may remind voters that

Republicans have a reputation for

being reflexivel-y partisan and

heedless of the public's larger

interests."

health care crisis." yearTthe 41 -year-old Kristol dis- "He has helped shape an envi- for failed reforrns sucli as heaTtiv

Yqu might think Sen. Bob Dole patched two dozen call-to-arms ronment where Republicans feel ' care or campaign-finance,

first coined that phrase. He did memos to Republicans on Capitol confident about standing up and "He's very smart and has fine

not. Hill on health care, crime, Haiti being Republicans," said GOP instincts for Democratic vulnera-

It was William Kristol, a fast- and trade. consultant Eddie Mahe. bilities, and he's a combative

Knstol's base of operations is

the Project for a Republican
Future, a nonprofit organization

See OOP, page 9
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Chjarter schools bring

education back to basics
By Peter Applebome
The New Vbrk Times

CASTLE ROCK, Colo.— In a

strip shopping center, just past

Dr. WalTy Unruh's Chiropractic

Arts center and the Cat's Meow
florist, sits what many people

. . . the Academy
Charter School is a new
kind of public school . .

.

that operates

autonomously rather

than under local school

district control . .

.

aire increasingly' touting as the

best hope for saving America's
public schools.

Housed in a converted gro-
cery store, the Academy Charter

School is a new kind of public

school, called a charter school,

that operates autonomously
rather than under local school-

district control and gets its

financing directly from the
state. Like charter schools open-
ing across the country. Academy
- where 271 well-scrubbed stu-

dents follow a strict dress code
and study a back-to-basics cur-

riculum - was put together from
scratch by a group of parents
and educators unhappy with the

choices offered by their school

district.

To critics, who include teach-

ers unions, school district

administrators and some minori-

ties, charter schools are either a

disruptive drain on district

finances or an attempt to run
quasi-private, elitist schools
within the framework of public

education.

But at a time of extraordinary

ferment in public education,
charter schools have caught Tire

for many parents and educators

as the best hope for offering real

choices within the framework of
public education.

**A lot of people are looking at

charteF schools as The Tas

t

chance to create a public system
of choice in education," said
Rex Brown, who is both an edu-

cational researcher and the
architect of the most experimen-
tal charter school thus far pro-

posed in Colorado, where 14

have already opened. Charter
schools are hardly the only pro-

posal being advocated by par-

ents and educators searching for

alternatives. Other options
include vouchers, government
payments that allow parents to

choose private schools; privati-

zation, like the plan recently
adopted by Hartford, Conn., to

hire a for-profit company to

manage its schools, and home
schooling, which is increasingly

moving beyond what began as a

largely religious base.

But increasingly charter
schools - open to all, account-

Charter schools ... are

being touted as the

most equitable and

promising of these

experiments.

able to taxpayers and subject to

state and federal health, safety

and civil-rights laws and deseg-

regation orders - are being tout-

ed as the most equitable and
promising of these experiments.

Many advocates see them not

as alternatives to other innova-

tions, but as a new framework
that could incorporate the other

options. Since the first charter

law was passed in Minnesota in

1991, 11 states have passed laws

authorizing such schools.""""

GOP
From page 8

he founded a year ago. The project

has the temporary feel of a cam-
paign headquarters: Bare walls,

lai^ge, wire-spewing television in a

central room, dozens of well-read

newspapers piled on a shelf.

Financed by a handful of large

individual donors, Kristol is not

encumbered by doubts that his

partisanship contributes to

Americans' disgust with politics.

"I think bright lines help fight

cynicism," Kristol said in favor of
vigorous debate. "People get cyni-

cal when politicians say one thing

and do another. Or when they
obfuscate."

Kristol's father is Irving
Kristol, co-editor of The Public

Interest, a bible of conservative

thought, and frequent contributor

to The Wall Street Journal.

Bill Kristol's involvement in

the national political debate began
in the early 1980s, after his gradu-

ation from Harvard University. He
served as a top aide to William
Bennett, President Reagan's edu-

cation secretary.

Kristol won respect among
Republicans as chief of staff to

Vice President Quayle. He aided

Quayle's work as head of Bush's
Council on Competitiveness,
which attempted to shield
American business from costly

new regulations.

Asked whether it was his job to

steer Quayle away from his well-

publicized troubles, he responded

with a laugh: "I didn't do a very

goodjob, didl?"

After Bush and Quayle lost in

1992, Kristol decided to borrow a

page from the Democratic
Leadership Council. The council

had promoted a new centrist

Democrat agenda that Clinton had
used to win the presidency.

"There was a bit of a vacuum
by the end of the Bush administra-

tion," Kristol said. "The Bush
administration was intellectually

exhausted. We had our own ideas,

but we needed at least combative-

ness against liberal ideas."

To his thinking, the new presi-

dent provided a ripe opportunity

by straying from his new
Democrat campaign rhetoric.

"And Clinton cooperated fur-

ther," Kristol added with a wicked
smile, "by engaging in many acts

of self-destruction."

Last December, when
Republicans fumbled for a strate-

gy on health-care reform, Kristol

wrote his first memo. Kill

Clinton's plan, it argued.

"Its rejection by Congress and
the public would be a monumental
setback for the president and an

incontestable piece of evidence
that Democratic welfare-stale lib-

eralism remains firmly in retreat,"

Kristol wrote in customary nerve.

When Clinton delivered his

Stale of the Union address on

See page 10
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GOP
From page 9

health care, Dole's televised

response echoed KristoPs argu-

ment that the nation had health-

care problems but not a crisis.

Democrats said Dole and other

critics revealed themselves as

aloof, insensitive partisans. While
some Republicans softened,
Kristol stayed on the offensive,

criticizing moderates in the party

for trying to negotiate with
Clinton.'

In late June, Dole presented his

own modest health-care reform
proposal. It mirrored Kristol's

March 2 memo: Insurance porta-

bility; elimination of pre-existing

condition exclusions and malprac-

tice reforms.

With the luxury of being out of

elective office, Kristol did move
the health-care debate. Dole
acknowledged.

"He speaks with clarity and he's

concise and you can understand

it," the Senate minority leader

said. "I think it's good to have
these intellectuals around, which
he is, popping up with ideas. Some
of them you don't agree with, but

you've got to have ideas.

"I don't think he wants obstruc-

tion for obstruction's sake," Dole

said.

Paul Begala, political adviser to

President Clinton, disagreed, say-

ing Kristol' s advice to the GOP
"shows in a brazen and arrogant

way that they can and will put par-

tisanship ahead of patriotism."

He recalled House Speaker Sam
Raybum, impressed by the intel-

lect of President Kennedy's
Cabinet but telling a friend that he

wished at least one of them would

have run for sheriff.

"I.think Republicans would do a

lot better with someone who had

run a campaign for sheriff,"

Begala said. "Kristol is an enor-

mously bright man, but methinks

he thii^ too much.'*

Nor are all conservatives
enthralled. David Mason, a con-

gressional scholar at the conserva-

tive Heritage Foundation, said

some see Kristol 's assertiveness as

a campaign for a high-ranking

post in the next Republican
administration. Some abortion

opponents worry that Kristol

seems eager to water down the

anti-abortion plank of the

Republican platform.

Rabin, Arafat as Nobel
prize recipients causes
deimte in committee
By John Damton
The New York Times

LONDON — The Nobel com-
mittee has decided to award the

peace prize this year to Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel and

the PLO chairman, Yasser Arafat,

people familiar with the normally

secretive deliberations of the com-
mittee said on TUesday.

The report of the decision first

appeared in the Norwegian daily

Aftenposten on TUesday morning. It

said the decision stirred a dispute

within the committee, with one of

its members threatening to resign.

The people who confirmed the

report said that the committee had

decided early on to grant the award

for the peace accord between Israel

and the Palestine Liberation
Organization that was struck in

September 1993. The only question

was who should receive it

For two months, they said, the

committee debated exactly who
should be the recipients since one
committee member, Kaare
Kristiansen, a longtime supporter of

Israel, objected strenuously to

Arafat, regarding him as someone
who had espoused terrorism.

The committee reportedly con-

sidered giving the prize, worth
$950,000, to Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres and a PLO official

ranking below Arafat, and. at anoth-

er point, to "technicians" who nego-

tiated the outline of the agreement

during secret talks in Norway. But

last Friday, the committee reported-

ly reverted to its original position

and decided to give the prize to the

two leaders who signed the agree-

ment and shook hands at the White

House on Sept. 13,1993.

The agreement, which had been

negotiated in secret in Norway,
called for the Palestinians to take

control of the Gaza Strip and the

town of Jericho in the West Bank.

Both Gaza and the West Bank were

captured and occupied by Israel in

the 1967 war against Egypt, Syria

and Jordan. The agreement also set

forth in general terms the oudine of

further steps to be taken by the

Palestinians to gain conbDl of addi-

tional parts of the West Bank.

The accord was unexpected, as

was the decision by the Labor
Party-led government of Rabin to

deal with and recognize the PLO.
Ever since the creation of the PLO
ill the 1960s, successive Israeli gov-

ernments have refused to negotiate

with it, preferring to regard it only

as a terrorist oiganization dedicated

to Israel's destruction. Thus, the

move to normalize ties between
Israel and the ¥LO came as a shock

to the Israeli publk:, and is likely to

be a major point of contention in the

next elections since the opposition

led by Likud is sure to denounce it

From the Palestinian side, the

decision by Arafat to negotiate an

accord with Israel was denounced
by militant Palestinians. It was also

a cause of dissension within the

PLO leadership because of what
many members regarded as Arafat's

autocratic and secretive ways.

Kristiansen vowed that he would

quit the committee in protest shortly

after the award is announced on
Friday, the newspaper said.

Joumaljst^nd others in Oslo said

oiTTn^sday that the committee
might well hold another meeting

before Friday to re-examine its deci-

sion.

Reached by telephone,
Kristiansen refused to conunent on
the report, saying that to do so

would violate the Nobel committee

statutes, which call for complete
secrecy on the selection of candi-

dates and the awarding of the prize.

Kristiansen, a former minister of

oil and energy, is widely known in

Norway for his strong pro-Israeli

views.

"I have great respect for the

Jewish people," he said. "My father

was a pastor, so I learned much
about the Jews from the Bible in my
young days. I also started the pro-

Israeli group called Friends of Israel

in the Norwegian Parliament in

1973."

The accord between Israel and
the PLO was negotiated under the

mediation of Foreign Minister
Johan Jorgen HolftJ^ho died in

January.

That event so dominated the
news last year that many had pre-

dicted that the Nobel committee
would honor it, in much the same
way as the shared prize between
Nelson Mandela and F W. de Kkrk
the year before recognized the
peaceftil transfer of politicJ^power

in South Africa.
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COMING OUT
From page 3

Coming Out Week committee and

other campus organizations such as

the Gay and Lesbian Alliance and

the Lesbian and Gay Faculty/Staff

Network.

"When we came up with the

idea, people really liked the fact

that this was a grassroots (move-
ment). For the first time at UCLA
we saw a grassroots moyement
from the students," said Coming
Out Week Coordinator Voltaire

Tiftana.

"It was an amazing crowd. Not
just among the lesbians, gays and
bisexuals, but I saw a lot of our
allies from the mainstream, straight

community out here and it's really

very touching and moving," Tifiana

added.

Hundreds ofUCLA students and
staff attended the rally, some open-

ly gay, some straight and some
coming out for the first time.

"It's been a progressive process

for me," said 1993 UCLA graduate

Kathleen Baldwin. "I heard.what

was going to be going on here
today, and I just couldn't resist. It

was definitely, I thought, the place

to come out."

Third-year communications stu-

dent Adam Symson, who is

straight, attended the rally to sup-

port gay rights. "I like to see people

stand up for their own rights, and I

think that everyone should support

it. I would come out to support a

Martin Luther King rally, why
shouldn't I come out and support a

gay rally?"

^-Of the 300 Coming Out Day
events nationwide, UCLA's rally

was chosen by the National
Coming Out Day office as the

focus program. The volume and
intensity of UCLA's 22 scheduled

programs appealed to the national

office, planners said.

The event attracted celebrity

speakers, such as 1984 Olympic
gold medalist Bruce Hayes,
Amanda Bearse from "Married
With Children," Den[Kx;ratic candi-

date for the 41st District Assembly
seat Sheila Kuehl and pioneer for

gay and lesbian rights David
Mixner.

Three counter protesters holding

lai^e signs and wearing "Repent or

Perish, Jesus Saves From Hell" T-

shirts, intermittently interrupted the

speakers by shouting insults.

"It's coming out day, and we're

homophobes coming out of the

closet. We believe in equal rights

for homophobes. We have a right

to be vocal and express our opin-

ions," said counter protester
Stephen Christian.

While the anti-gay rights pro-

testers proclaimed their views as

the only true and right Christian

lifestyle, many students in the

crowd said this was not the kind of

FULLBACK

Christianity they associate with.

"They make me sad because
they're coming from a negative

perspective of hate. To me that's

not the real Christian message,
which is basically to love," said

Department of Physiological
Science employee Kris Langabeer.

Mixner, a keynote speaker
instrumental iiv adding gay and les-

bian issues to the national agenda
during Bill Clinton's campaign for

presidency, rallied the crowd in an

emotional speech. He emphasized

the need for individuals to join the

gay and lesbian struggle by coming
out.

"We do not have a person to

waste. We do not have a moment to

lose. Our generation, our time, has

been chosen to do battle," said

•Mixner, who has lost over 200
friends to AIDS, including his part-

ner of 12 years.

Many programs nationwide
asked Mixner to speak, but he said

he decided to come to UCLA
because of its funding of the ROTC
program.

"On your campus there is an
ROTC program tfiat says no gay
and lesbians students can apply. As
long as that sign is above that door,

none of us are free ," Mixner
stressed. "This university must stop

funding ROTC and stop it now."

Mixner sent a message to the

U.S. Senate - whose "don't ask,

don't tell" policy regarding gays in

the military is at the heart of the

controversy between gay rights

activists and ROTC - saying "You
don't have to ask, we're telling.

We're not going back, and we're

going to be free."

Bearse, another speaker who
came out last year, was the first

official recipient of the Dick
Sargeant National Coming Out
Day Award, named after the

Bewitched star who died.of com-
plications arising from AIDS.
The award will be given out

each year to an individual who
shows courage by coming out, and

whose honesty and truthfulness

promote positive gay and lesbian

visibility, planners said.

"I'm very honored to receive

this award. I was a huge fan of
Bewitched. I have to say I had
more of a crush on Samantha, but

Dick was my role model," Bearse

said.

The "Married With Children"
star shared her coming out experi-

ence with the crowd, and why it

was important.

"What coming out means is

being true to yourself, I do not

know really why I am gay, but I do
know that it is an inherent part of

who I am," Bearse said. "What.we
can give to our community is our

visibility. It's been proven that it's

easier to fear us and to hate us if

you can't see us."

With reportsfrom Phillip Carter

From page 3

this kind of intimidation."

Panetta said the allies afe dis-

cussing new restrictions for

Saddam, such as a no-troop zone
or a no-tank zone for the border

area in southern Iraq.

U.S. officials also held out the

possibility of a preemptive strike

against the Iraqi* troops.

"There are no plans right now
for that," Panetta told a group of

reporters, but he said that "we do
have the legal right to do that" in

response to Saddam's actions.

Secretary of State Warren
Christopher and the foreign minis-

ters of Britain, Kuwait, Saudi
Arabia, Qatar, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain and Oman were

to meet Wednesday in Kuwait to

discuss the Iraqi moves.

Iraqi officials have justified the

buildup, which began Thursday, as

an ordinary training exercise that

was not intended to menace
Kuwait. Iraq invaded Kuwait in

August 1990, provoking the

Persian Gulf War launched by U.S.

and allied forces five months later.

U.S. officials maintain that the

Iraqi military maneuvers represent

a serious threat to Kuwait and U.S.

interests. "This wasn't just some
innocent exercise that they were
on and we misread it. Far, far from
it," Shalikashvili said.

The American general said

about 19,000 troops are in the Gulf
with an additional 44,500 in "vari-

ous stages of deployment and
planned for deployment." He said

See FULLBACK, page 12
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another 1 56,000 tnx)ps have been

placed on alert.

Iraq said it was inviting the mil-

itary attaches from the Russian and

Chinese embassies in Baghdad to

travel south to verify the reported

Iraqi troop pullback.

"We confirm this act so that

everything is clear to the interna-

tional community, and so that

those who have bad intentions will

not persist in sabotaging diplomat-

ic efforts," al-Sahhaf said in a

statement issued by the official

Iraqi News Agency.

Iraqi Television on Tuesday
evening showed scenes of empty
roads and desert hills it said was
the border area emptied in the pull-

back that began Monday.
Western journalists returning

Tuesday from a government-con-

ducted trip to the southern city of

Basra reported seeing military

convoys of scores of trucks mov-
ing north away from the city along

Iraq's main Highway One. But
they said it was difficult to assess

the extent of the movement
because some military vehicles,

including artillery, were also seen

moving south.

In interviews on Tuesday, sever-

al foreign diplomats in Baghdad
said the United States was overre-

acting to the Iraqi troop move-
ments and exploiting them to

improve Clinton's weak foreign

policy image.

'This crisis, it is an irony. It is

like a gift from Saddam Hussein to

the Americans," said a diplomat in

Baghdad who represents a close

U.S. ally.

They also said Saddam had mis-

calculated in his military move at a

time when the United Nations was
considering easing the four-year-

old trade embargo, which has cri[>-

pled Iraq's economy and sent food

prices soaring.

"He tried to bring the attention

of the world to the problems of
Iraq. But he made a mistake," one
diplomat said. "He did not count

on the American response, or more
correctly the American over
response."

The Iraq troop movements will

harden American resolve the main-
tain the harsh U.N. sanctions and
probably discourage nations like

France, China and Russia, which
had been urging that the sanctions

be lifted, diplomats said.

"It won't be so easy for these

countries to defend Iraq now," an
envoy said.

Iraq's military force, at about
500,000 troops, is half its strength

during the 1991 Gulf War. The
trade embargo and imposition of a
non-fly zone has left it without
spare parts for equipment and with

a grounded air force, analysts said.

"Looking at the military capa-

bility of Iraq, I consider it a zero,"

said a diplomat in Baghdad from
an Asian nation.

Furthermore, defections are

commonplace, Iraqi sources and
diplomatsin Baghdad said.

In central Baghdad on Tuesday,
a military roadblock was estab-
lished on a major thoroughfare to

search for defectors, a common
sight in the past several years,
some Iraqis said.

Foreign diplomats said Saddam
implemented a brutal policy in

August of lopping off the ears of
defectors who were caught. One
European diplomat said an Iraqi

parliamentarian told him that only
40 to 60 men had one or both of
their ears hacked off and then the
practice was stopped because the

propaganda value reduced defec-
tions significantly.

Contributed by Cox White House
correspondent Julia Maione.
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From page 6

children of more than 600 atomic
veterans. It found:

• 28 percent had a combination
of respiratory, muscular, dental,

skin and stomach maladies.

• 26 percent had cancers and
tunK)rs.

^ '26 percent had live birth genet-

ic defects.

• 20 percent had bone and skull

abnormalities or disorders.

• 19 percent had mental retarda-

tion.

"In the study of children, more
males were affected than females,"

Florentine added.

'The government doesn't know
what we (parents and grandparents)

are going through," Florentine said.

"We obeyed orders which damaged
our lives and our children forever."

Besides exposure to radiation in

Japan, more than 200,000 military

personnel were exposed to more
than 200 atmospheric tests of
nuclear weapons, mainly in the

1950s, according to newspape/
accounts.

The Clinton administration has

established the Advisory
Committee on Human Radiation to

document all Cold War radiation

experimentation on people, most of
whom were military personnel.

ADS
From page 7

effective.

"They're nasty and they're
tough, but I see them as more of
the same. We've been in this

mode really since the early to

mid-80s," said Larry Sabato, a
media expert at the University of
Virginia.

"They're golden oldies
because they work and - until

they stop working - that's why

"You've got a lot of

close races and the cost

of not responding to an

attack is high."

, Kathleen Jamlenson

Professor

they'll be used," he said.

In a U.S. Senate race in

Tennessee, for instance.
Republican Bill Frist is running
a spot in which the face of his

opponent. Sen. Jim Sasser,
appears on Mount Rushmore
with the faces of President
Clinton, Edward Kennedy and
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, a senior

Democratic congressman from
Illinois who is under criminal
indictment.

In the Massachusetts Senate
race, a Kennedy spot features
blue-collar workers who said
they were laid off from a compa-
ny owned by his Republican
opponent. Mitt Romney. The
campaign seemed to boost
Kennedy's poll numbers.
"A doubt has been raised in

people's minds about whether
Romney really is on the side of
the working person." pollster
Gerry Chervinsky told the
Political Hotline, a national daily

nummary of campaign news.
The negative drumbeat of such

spots contributes to cynicism and
carsour voters on all candidates,

said Jamieson. But she expects
oppositional ads to outnumber
positive spots this fall.

"You've got a lot of close
races and the cost of not
responding to an attack is very
high,'' she said. "And you
respond with an attack of your
own." .
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What makes our course so successful?

Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes

Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

Personalized Attention

Up-to-Date Materials

Guaranteecj^ Satisfaction

Flexible Payment Plans

Classes near UCLA
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PRINCETON
REVIEW

The Princeton Review

(800) 2-REVIEW
The Princeton Review is not affUUted ivith Princeton Univenlty or the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)
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California Graduate Institute

Administrative Office
IIOOGIendonAve., Fk>or11
W. Los Angeles. CA 90024
(310)208-4240

Graduate School of Psycholoqy and Psychoanolyi>is andMR

MA and PhD Programs in Psychology
and Marriage & Family Therapy

Oranoe County FadBty
1122 E Unooln Av«. B-200

Orange. CA 92665
(714)637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 9431 OB.
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California. .,... ..

Jn addition to the degre* programs. CGI offers the following CertHicate Programs:

- Th«Treatnf)sntof - The Treatment of Perpetrators - Behavioral Medidrw - Psychoanalysis
Chemical Dependency I. Victims of Vioienoe

Classes held In West Los Angeles and Orange (GO)
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An Exellent Education For ThoseWm Chiali.

MAHONY
From page 1

enlarge Catholic facilities because

many are outdated."

The new facility will replace

the existing center, housed since

1941 in a converted sorority house

on Hilgaid Avenue.

The Hilgard center caii no
longer adequately accommodate
the growing numbers attending

Mass, according to Griffin.
Students now use the University

Lutheran Chapel on Strathmore
Avenue to accommodate two of
their four Sunday Mass meetings.

"It is going to be much more
convenient for students because
we can all gather in one chapel,"

said Jim McCarron, a fifth-year

history student and pastoral asso-

ciate for the Catholic center.

The center will be named in

honor of UCLA alumnus Cyril
Nigg, the center's main benefactor

who donated $2 million.

"I think it is a great honor," said

Nigg, a past UCLA alumni associ-

ation president who was also the

first president of the Catholic
Newman Club in 1925.

"There are more Catholic stu-

dents at UCLA than any Catholic

college in the West and we need to

help them," Nigg commented.
"They come here and are lost, and
we have a place for them to come
to Mass and learn about the reli-

gion."

A private reception was held at

Griffin Commons after Mahony's
speech in an effort to raise the

remaining $1.7 million of the $6
million project

"We value very highly our uni-

versity students aind we diink their

spiritual and pastoral time is very

important," Mahony said. "We see

the opportunity to nourish them
spiritually before they go out into

the world."

ISRAEL
From page 1

process with the Palestinians."

Ben-Ami quoted Rabin as say-

ing: "This is a real test of the

Palestinian Authority and of your
part in carrying out the agree-
ment."

The Israeli cabinet was called

for a special session on
Wednesday and the army sealed
off the Gaza Strip indefinitely,

preventing tens of thousands of
Palestinian laborers from reaching

jobs in Israel.

A spokesman for Araj^t said he
had condemned the abduction as a

challenge to the Palestinian
Authority. Arafat was reportedly

meeting on Tuesday night with
heads of his security services. ^
The kidnapping was disclosed

two days after Hamas gunmen
from Gaza had killed two people
and wounded 13 others in down-
town Jerusalem; the gunmen were
also killed. It is likely to be the

most serious test of the joint secu-

rity arrangements underpinning
the Israeli-Palestinian accord on
self-rule.

Under that agreement, the PLO
is to cooperate with Israel in curb-

ing attacks by militants based in

the Palestinian self-rule zones.
But the disappearance of the sol-

dier hard on the heels of the
Jerusalem shootings was likely to

fuel charges by Israeli opposition

groups that the agreement was a

pact with terrorists that would lead

to more violence.

Their arguments were strength-

ened by Rabin's disclosure on
Tuesday that an AK-47 rifle used
in the Jerusalem attack belonged
to the Palestinian police. Rabin"
said that the rifle might have been

SeelSIUEL,pag&18-

ISRAEL
From page 14

stolen or sold to the assailants, and
that Israel had requested an expla-

nation from the Palestinian
Authority.

Binyamin Netanyahu, the head
of Lii^ud, the main opposition
party, said on Tuesday night that

Rabin had made a grave mistake
by entrusting Israeli security to

Adrafat

The Israeli soldier, Nahshon
Waxman, has been missing since
Sunday, when he was seen hitch-

ing a ride near Ben Gurion
Airport, five miles southeast of
Tel Aviv. Israeli soldiers on leave
routinely hitch rides, and several

have been abducted and killed in

recent years by Palestinians pos-
ing as kraeli motorists.

In exchange for Waxman,
Hamas is demanding the release of
several militant Muslim leaders:

Sheik Ahmad Yassin, the founder
of Hamas; Sheik Salah Shehadeh, a
leader of its military wing; Sheik
Abdel Karim Obeid, a Party of
God cleric abducted by Israel from
Lebanon in 1989 and Mustafa
Dirani, a guerrilla chief kidnapped
from Lebanon last May.
Hamas is also demanding the

release of all imprisoned Qassam
Brigade members and Palestinian

~ women, and neariy 200 prisoners
from several Palestinian factions.

"If the Israeli government
refuses our demands it will bear
responsibility for the killing of the

soldier," the Hamas statement
said. "Then we will negotiate over
his body." The leaflet set a dead-
line of 9 p.m. Friday.

As Israeli security forces and
civilian volunteers searched for

the soldier, his parents made an
emotional appeal to the kidnap-
pers on Israeli television.

"They talk about God. and I

want to know if we have the same
God," said the soldier's mother,
Esther Waxman, as she held a
book of Psalms in her lap. "What
is their attitude, as believing peo-
ple, as parents of children, to

human life. They should show this

attitude to my son, and return him
to me safe and sound, for the sake

^of the God of us all."

DIPLOMACY
From page 1

his old tricks and it could amount
to a big economic and oil problem
for us.

"I also know there was a real

problem in Haiti, and they were
building up a military threat in the

Caribbean," Graham added.
Critics of U.S. foreign policy

have said that military downsizing
has hurt America's international

power.

"I don't care about diplomacy
so much as much as that we don't
get caught with our pants down,"
fourth-year political science stu-

dent Edward Batts said. "We must
be very careful about how we
downsize our armed forces and
when we deploy (them)."

With so many troops deployed
to Haiti and the Persian Gulf,
Batts added that the downsized
American military doesn't have
the ability to counter other
international threats if they occur.

"If someone else pops up, we'll

be in trouble - our military is not

designed to win three regional
wars."

Other UCLA students ques-
tioned the morality of American
involvement, saying that the U.S.
doesn't always have other coun-
tries' interests at stake in

American foreign policy.

"Most of the things that the

See DIPLOMACY, pa^ 16
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1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

ODIENTATION MEETING

OCTOBED 13

5:00 PM MEN'S GYM 122

For info call Jacki at 477-^588

/^^/ UCLA CULTURALAND RECREATIONAL AFFAIRS

J

great scores...

+7.2

.„.„E SCORE ,MPB„„..

points

abC cnance
to prepare for

the December test
Classes begin in

WESTWOOD on: October 18th at 6pm or
October 24th at 6pm

Seats are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score

KAPLAN
*Aa <>ociim«nl»d In lh« May 1(KM Knrbtn I.SAT Pmkunrtnnc* Sluriy confliirird hy Prie* WtitoftwMM*.
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER MATH presents

CBEST MATH WORKSHOPS
Benefits Include

_^- 6 Hours Instnjction

Timed Drills

Intensive Arithmetic, Algebra, and Geometry Review
Low Fee ($80 Early Registration Discount)

.^^ -^^^.^^ JPor More Info And A Free Brochure Call

.

..., J .

(310)216-6701

El££ 155 pg Algebra Facts Book To First 20 Registrants! Call Now!

AV^INTOSH
Computer Instruction
•One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works,
PageMaker, and more

• Iccmteach whereYOUfire on YOUR computer
Low rates • callJfm 310/472-3770

^rv?"
''^

xoT ^ '^ X' "'^

825-2161 • 825-2161

L

D

F

E

dial
_J

ALWAYS COSTS LESS
^ -- THAN 1-800-COLLECT.

Hello?, Want the lowest price for a collect call?
Lower than that other number? Then dial this one.
Because THE CODE always costs less than l-SOO-COLLECT.

\burThie\t)ioe:

©1994 ATiT FOR ALL INTERSTATE CALLS. ART
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DIPLOMACY
From page 15

U.S. does aren't because the U.S.
is being idealist, they're because
of (American goals)," third-year

cybernetics student Itay Neta said.

"If they think it is favorable to

(America) to set up a government
or safeguard their oil, they'll do
it."

Explaining the basis of.

American foreign policy, Frieden
said that morality often played a

part in the process, but not an
exclusive one.

"I am not a big fan of

(the U.S.) being the

world's poUceman."
Dennis Chatman

Fourth-year Sociology Student

"The motivation for American
involvement in Haiti is a mixture
of self-interest and moral, political

and ethical goals," he said, adding
that "unless there's some moral
argument for American involve-
ment (abroad), it will be very dif-

ficult for President Clinton, to sell

the policy to the American peo-
ple."

The subjective morality of for-

eign policy, other students said,

can cause additional, unnecessary
conflict.

"From a personal side, I'm glad
that we're (in Haiti and Kuwait)
because people are suffering,"
said fourth-year international eco-
nomics student Glenn Snyder
said. "But, who are we to say that

we are right in every situation, just

because we're the most power-
ful?"

Cuirently, 19,000 American
military personnel occupy Haiti,

and by the end of the week, nearly

38,000 are expected to be
deployed to Kuwait and the
Persian Gulf.

Some questions have been
raised about the lack of interna-

tional cooperation in America's
current military venture into the
Persian Gulf. Specifically, Japan's
and Germany's absence is being
criticized because of their finan-

cial strength and their efforts to

gain permanent seats on the U.N.
Security Council.

"Ifsomeone else pops up,

we'll be in trouble - our

military is not designed to

win three regional wars."
^' Edward Batts

Political Science Student

"Despite the fact that Japan and
Germany are large countries, they
are nowhere near as large in mili-

tary, population, and economic
strength as (America)," Frieden
said. "At least in the foreseeable
future, we will continue to be first

internationally on the geopolitical
front."

Japan's and Germany's consti-
tutions, written by American gen-
erals after World War 11, deny the
countries the right to deploy
forces abroad. However, the two
countries have recently moved
towards changing their constitu-
tions to allow a more active mili-
tary role in global politics.

"Five years ago, it would have
been unthinkable for any U.S. pol-
icymaker to suggest that Japan
and Germany take an active mili-
tary role," Frieden added.
"Eventually, both Japan and
Germany will be more involved
than they are in world politics."

SHEPARD
From page 3

association), has been around for
' over 20 years. UCLA has always
been a place where gay and les-

bian students have been allowed
and encouraged to flourish in

terms of their organizmg efforts,"

he said. "But faculty and staff had
never really come out

,"

First, Shepard co-founded The
Network - an organization for
UCLA gay, lesbian and bisexual
staff and faculty that celebrates
it's five-year anniversary this

year.

"As a result of (the founding of
The Network) and the efforts of
some other key people, we were
able to get (Chancellor Charles
Young) to appoint the
Chancellor's Advisory Council
for the Gay and Lesbian
Community."

Shepard' s legacies had grouml-
breaking implications.

UCLA will soon join about 20
other universities around the
country with the addition of a staff

position to coordinate gay, lesbian

"I see miy job as

working to strengthen

campus organizations ...

to make them

healthy and effective ...

change agents."

Curt SlMpard

and bisexual activities.

A gay and lesbian curriculum
continues to grow and a minor
option in gay and lesbian studies

is expected to exist in the near
future.

UCLA also labors in the fight

to modify UC health benefits to

include same sex domestic part-

ners.

Although he left the universi-

ty's employment one year ago,
Shepard still sparks changes on
campus.

In his position on the Task
Force, Shepard coordinates the
support of college gay, lesbian
and bisexual organizations
across the nation.

"I see my job as working to

strengthen campus organizations
- particularly student organiza-
tions - to make them healthy and
effective enough so that they can
be change agents on their cam-
pus," Shepard said.

"One of the reasons I married
the task force when I was ready
to commit a significant amount
of time and energy to an organi-
zation was because it had a com-
mitment to working with campus
organizers around the co4intry,"

he added.

CONDOM
From page 3

Mao, who attends UCLA's gradu-
ate School of Education.

Although the condom has been
criticized as being not aesthetical-

ly appealing, Sherman said that

this is probably because no one
has seen one before.

"People probably reacted simi-
larly when male latex condoms
first came out," she added.
The Reality condom now gives

couples another option for birth

control and STD protection and
lets women feel they are in con-
trol, Sherman explained.

"It levels the playing field," she
added. "People - especially col-

lege students - have got lo under-
stand that there's deadly stuff out
there."

I can make $120/week doing what?

aliibmia Cryobanic, Inc. is looking

for young male students (19-34

yean of age) to donate sperm. You will

patticipate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the Uiuted States close to twenty

million people are affected by

infiertility. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and free

medical/genetic testir^. For more

details call <310>443-S244 eXT 24

Alpha Lambda Delta
&

Phi Eta Sigma
' Honors Societies

invites you to attend the Fall Quarter

General Meeting
Wed. OCTOBER 12

at 5:30 pm
372 Kinsey

Meet the newofficers
Discover the benefits of membership

Join activity committees
>|(>t<>K>tc9|c4(4(4,

GET READY FOR FUN & FOOD!
Fall Kick-Off Picnic

Sunday, October 16, 1994
Sunset Rec Lawn

1:00TM

Agenius figured it out

HP built it in.

PACKARD 490
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Centripetal Force
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• The HP 48G has built-in
equations, funetions,
and menus to guide you
through complex
calculations.

• Access over 300 built-in equations.

• Push a button, choose from a pull-

down menu, and fill in the blanks.

Entering data is that easy.

• View 3-D graphs.

• Perform algebra and calculus

operations on PQnatjoQg^ before
entering values.^ '

• Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper.

• Work with different units of measure.
The HP 48G will convert them for you.
So, enter inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation — it'll

"~

convert them.

• You'll quickly learn to
operate it!

Pull-down menus guide you through
problem-solving smoothly and quickly.

Push a button, select an entry from the .

pull-down menu, and fill in the blanks.

• Check it out at your—r-.-

coUege bookstore.

The HP 48G gr2q[>hic calculator gives
you a whole lot more for a whole lot

less than you think. Compare— the
HP 48G fits your budget.

HEWLETT'
PACKARD
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Rrom Laughlin to LA, to the Castro:
one stutlent's story on comingout
After finally coming outto

most of my friends last

spring, which was not

nearly as difficult a process as I

had originally feared, I knew that I

could not keep my parents in the

dark much longer. Not only did I

feel awful that I was holding back
information that defmed and per-

meated my ^^^^—^^_^
existence, I

also felt that it

would be

much better

for me to

directly tell my
parents exactly

who I am,
rather than

having them
find out

through a sec-

ond-hand

source.

With this in

mind, I went on a little road trip

with my mother last Memorial
Day weekend in Laughlin, Nev. At
first I did not think that I could
muster up the courage to tell her

about my sexual identity on our
mini-vacation. After long thought

and countless hours of brooding as

I wandered around the casino, I

decided that I would tell her. I felt

thai if I ended up not telling her on
this uip, I would endlessly delay

and avoid telling her about me.
My silence would further drive a

NAT

Ryan

Leaderman

wedge in our

relationship,

whereby I

would con-

tinue to with-

hold other

information

about my
life, such as COMING
'"^^niZ OUT*""
who I was hanging around with.

In my mind, I had looked at the

costs of the possible outcomes of
coming out to my mother, and
rationalized that no matter what,

everything would be all right. My
mom's various options of reacting

to my homosexuality ranged from
complete disinheritance, to vehe-

ment condemnation, to indiffer-

ence, to grudging acceptance and
to complete and total love in what-
ever I did. If my mother picked the

option most critical of my sexuali-

ty, I still felt that I had nothing to

lose on this trip. You see, my
mother is disabled (she has multi-

ple sclerosis) and on this trip I was
doing the driving and taking care

of her. I told myself that if she has

a problem with who I am, then

Ihat is her problem because I know
that I would still be the same good
son (at least I like to think that I

am) whether I am gay or straight.

In addition, I also thought that if

she abhorred the fact that her dar-

ling son is gay, I envisioned going

back home alone, leaving her to

fide her wheelchair the 300 miles

back to Los Angeles.

Perhaps this was some cruel

anti-Oedipal fantasy of mine, but,

fortunately, I did not have to put

my plan into action. At breakfast

on the day we were leaving, I

came out to my mpther. She told

me that she was "completely

shocked and had no ide^" (which
made me question whether my act-

ing skills were so great or whether
she was a tad bit dense). I then

proceeded to tell her about my gay
life and answered many of her

questions, such as "Does that

mean you are the man or the

woman in the relationship?" (Like ^

many of us, she has not been able

to elevate herself from conceptual-

izing in gender-specific roles.) and
"Will you change your mind
someday?" (Sorry mom, that's

about as good of a chance as

UCLA going to the Rose Bowl
this year).

For the past few months I think

that my mother has taken my new
identity well. In fact, late in sum-
mer I took her on a little trip to

San Francisco, where I took her to

the Castro, the gay area up North.

When my friend Peter asked her

what she thought of it. she replied

"It's something else!" Peter

remarked that if it was his mother,

she would not have even tolerated

being in the Castro, let alone walk

around with all the gays and les-

bians strolling all around the area.

Fortunately, my mother has

dealt fairiy well with my coming
out. Unfortunately, the fear of
being rejected by the people I love

kept me in the closet longer.

Hopefully, as society changes and
becomes more tolerant and com-

passionate, more people will have
a coming out experience like mine
and not be threatened by the

homophobia that drives them fur-

ther in the closet.

Ryan Leaderman, a political

science student, is a third-year

senior.

Viewpoint

Deciding to come out: a soui-searciiing perspective
By Phil Duncan

There are as many different

reasons for gay and lesbian peo-
ple to be open aboju their sexuali-

ty as there are gays and lesbians.

Coming out is a very personal

decision which often involves a

great deal of soul searching. For
many, it is an extremely difficult

act. Numerous reasons can make
staying closeted seem more desir-

able than coming out: fear of
rejection, apprehension about
one's career, even concern for

personal safety.

Why, then, do people decide to

make their sexual orientations

public? While I cannot answer for

the myriad of other gay and les-

bian people, I can try to explain
why being "out" has become a

fundamental part of my life.

Part of being open about one's
sexual orientation cleariy involves

self-esteem. Obviously, people
can't have self-esteem if they rel-

egate themselves to perpetual sec-

ond-class citizenship and let fear

control their actions. I truly

believe that it is society's expec-
tations that are in the wrong, not

Tny feelings.

I challenge everyone reading

this article to take a very long
look at what a relationship means

to them. What is it that is impor-
tant? Why do you fall in love? I

think that you might find that love

really isn't necessarily about pro-

creation or societal norms. It's

about emotions and desires, the

netd for comfort and support and
the desire to give.

Don't assume that my feelings

are less real than your own. The
ability to fall in love is one of the

most cherished gifts each of us
has been given. It seems incredi-

bly foolish to quibble over the

Keeping one*s sexual

orientation private

requires active

deception.

race, religion or gender of those

we fall in love with. At this point

in my life, I refuse to feel shame
/or something that is so special to

me and brings so much meaning
to my life.

Another part of being open
about one's orientation is honesty,

keeping one's sexual orientation

private requires active deception.

People ask questions about what I

did over the weekend, who I went
to a movie with ... if I'm dating

someone. To remain closeted I

would have to willfully lie. I can
no longer accept being dishonest

with people merely to avoid

offending their sensibilities.

Beyond merely avoiding dis-

honesty, it is important to me to

share my life with the people I

care for. Everyone needs friends

and support; gay and lesbian peo-
ple are no exception. When I

broke up with my boyfriend earli-

er this year, I needed the support

of my friends and family, and I

genuinely believe that they want-
ed to give support. It would be
unfair to everyone involved if I

refused to trust people enough to

let them into my life.

Part of being open is about edu-
cation. Unfortunately, the percep-
tions of gays and lesbians that

many people have come from dis-

torted views presented by the

media, or more recently from the

blatant misinformation spread by
religious right political cam-
paigns. By being open in our
lives, gay and lesbian people
show that we truly are the same as

everyone else.

The bottom line is that I'm not

a threat to civilization, religious

establishments or the institution

of the family. I'm merely your
slightly-shy, somewhat boring

average person who eventually

wants a spouse, adopted kids, a

house and a dog. I hope that most
reasonable people, when con-

Everyone need&iriends

and support; gay and

lesbian people are

no exception.

fronted with the reality of openly
gay friends and co-workers, will

recognize the anti-gay campaign
rhetoric for what it really is - sim-

ply an attack on an easy tai^et in

order to obtain contributions and
votes.

Finally, and probably most
importantly, I am "out" because I

am committed to making sure that

future generations of gay and les-

bian youth don't have to go
through the pain and suffering

that I did growing up closeted in a

homophobic society. It is clear to

me that a great deal of harm is

being done to gay youth because

of a lack of role models and a pro-

found misunderstanding on the

part of society,

I believe I had a relatively easy

tiffie growing up compared to

many gay youths, but I still suf-

fered a great deal because of the

clear messages from society that

a part of me was fundamentally
wrong. The suicide rate among
gay teenagers is more than three

times higher than ethers in the

same age group. I have come to a

point in my life where I find

being closeted is unconscionable.

I cannot help but conclude that

by hiding my own sexuality, I

was contributing to the suffering

and even death of many people.

Each person who knows me per-

sonally as a gay man will hope-
fully find it a little bit harder to

dismiss gay people as less

deserving of respect, love or civil

rights.

I once met a gay teenager who
was telling the story of being
kicked out of his house when his

family discovered he was gay.

His father's parting words were,
"I hope you get AIDS and die."

These words often haunt my
thoughls and eat away at my
sense of humanity. If shouting to

the worid that I am GAY will

help stop this from ever happen-
ing again, I will gladly shout as
loud as possible,"—
Duncan is a research engineer in

the department of electrical
engineering.
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Do worlds exist beyond 'our lonely Eden '?
"Larger constellations burn-

ing, mellow moons and happy
skies.

Breadths of tropic shade and
palms in cluster, knots of
Paradise.

"

-Tennyson
"Locksley Hall"

Have you ever gazed into a

starry summer sky, into the

light of a thousand distant

suns, and wondered about worlds?
Of those glittering stars we see,

how many have planets circling

them at this moment? Do worlds

exist, far beyond our Earth, that

breathe and laugh and hum with

life? Is it natur- ^^^^^^^^m
al to wonder
about these

things - about

worlds in

space and life

and intelli-

gence? We
want to know
if we are alone.

If among the

billions of fires

burning in our

galaxy are

sprinkled

"knots of

Paradise."

I have always been on the opti-

mistic side of these questions. I

cannot fathom how, out of 400 bjl-

lion suns in our galaxy alone, ours

could be the only one with a lively

world - the lonely Eden. The
processes that govern the formation

of planets and stars operate

throughout the universe. We know
that the laws of nature are every-

where the same. And the elements

that go into building worlds are

r abundant, and in the same propor-

tions, everywhere. It seems more
likely to me that technical civiliza-

tions must be commonplace.
Maybe one even buzzes about near

one of those stars we see serenely

twinkling, at night.

We cannot say for sure, of

course, htot yet. But we can

explore the probabilities for a

moment. Follow this through with

me, as the numbers are extremely

compelling, though they are only

estimates. The number of technical

civilizations in our galaxy depends
first of all on the number of stars in

our galaxy (about 400 billion). And
what fraction of those stars are sta-

ble and have planets? I estimate

maybe a third, which is not so far-

fetched given recent evidence. If

solar systems commonly have
about 10 planets (like ours does)

then a trillion worlds exist in our
galaxy alone.

Yes, you say, but not all of these

planets are warm and happy places,

and you are right. Maybe only two
out of 1 planets are warm and
ha^jy places. At this point, we
have an estimate of the number of
planets in our galaxy that can sup-

port life, something like 300 bil-

lion. Now, in how many of these

places has life actually arisen? We
are treading on thinner ice now, but

lets say one thinj. But, you say,

how many of these produces some-
thing more interesting than a

ground sloth? Okay. Perhaps only

one percent of these worlds where
life arises produces a technical civi-

lization.

So, now we have that there are a

billion planets in our galaxy where
technical civilizations have existed,

at least once. All right, but techni-

cal civilizations can be stupid. How
many will actually survive their

adolescence and not snuff them-

selves out in a mushroom cloud?

Even if only one-tenth of 1 percent

can survive, we still have an esti-

mate of a million technical civiliza-

tions in our galaxy alone. (Not to

mention that there are about 100
billion galaxies in the universe). It

is hard for me to imagine that this

universe is not positively rippling

with life and intelligence. I based

this analysis on the Orake Equation

developed by Frank Drake of UC
Santa Cruz, who estimated similar

results.

What about actual evidence? In

December, the repaired Hubble
Space Telescope looked at the con-

stellation of Orion, where hot,

young stars are being bom right

now. Hubble imaged hundreds of

young stars and found that more
than half of them had proto-plane-

tary disks, i.e., planets in forma-

tion. This is the first direct

evidence that about half of all

young stars in the universe have

the potential to form planets.

Circumstantial evidence also sup-

ports this contention. And once we
have worids, life can follow. Why
not? It certainly happened here on
this planet.

I do not believe that this has any-

It is hard for me to

imagine that this

universe is not

positively rippling with

life and intelligence.

thing to do with Earth having been

visited. The distances between stars

are colossal. Travelling these dis-

tances requires incredible energies.

And all of the accounts of UFOs
are suspiciously unprovable. There
never has been any evidence to

back them up. Not the tiniest shred

of a new metal alloy. Never any

"revelations" about science or reli-

gion or social organization. Very

few supposed UFOs were even

seen by more than one witness. I

do not put my faith entirely in cir-

cumstantial evidence ( I prefer

facts) but that is all that such stories

have. It is natural to want to have

been visited. Some part of our

nature senses that we are alone. It

is a bit of human arrogance,

though, to suppose that in a million

worlds scattered throughout space,

aliens would select the speck of
' dust we call home. I think that they

are out there, but they have not

been here.

As astronomy rides on the tide

of progress, evidence mounts that

planets are common. Worlds in

space? Yes. Repositories of life and
intelligence? Perhaps. We are not

the first people to ask these ques-

tions. But we will be the first gen-

eration, I believe, to know the

answers. And the discovery of

other civilizations will profoundly

affect us. It will hasten the decline
^

of provincial perspectives and
allow us to realize collectively

what this generation must recog-

nize - that we are one planet. One
out of millions.

At this very nrwmeht, some-
where in space, clouds float lazily

by in alien skies. Strange oceans

tveak on the shores of unknown
continents. Breezes sweep the

thoughts of creatures we cannot

even begin to imagine, living

somewhere on another worid.

Right now. There may be whispers

ranging through the depths of

space, speaking of other places.

Other lives. What inspirations bum,
I wonder, on their "knots of

Paradise"?

Tom Momary is a third-year grad-

uate student studying Geophysics.

Counterpoint

Gay activists must seeic ROTC compromise
By J.D. Whitlock

Here's a "radical" proposition

from a member of the armed ser-

vices: Integrate gays into the mili-

tary to the same extent

heterosexuals and homosexuals
interact in society. Put another

way: Integrate gays into the mili-

tary to the same extent women are

integrated into the military.

What am I talking about? If

you wouldn't force a group of
women to berth in close, intimate

quarters with a group of men -
I'm making an assumption here

that we as a society are not quite

gender blind (PC?) enough to

digest this idea anytime soon -

then why would you be willing to

force a group of same sex hetero-

sexuals to berth in close, intimate

quarters with a group of same-sex
homosexuals?
What is the functional differ-

ence? None, besides the fact that

in the former example there is

potential for unwanted sexual

attraction both "directions" and in

the latter example only one group
is affectejl. In both situations, you
are subjecting people to a serious

invasion of privacy, far beyond
what is already asked of individu-

als when they join the military.

I would like to commend
Leiand Kim, the UCLA junior and
sergeant in the U.S. Army
Reserves, for his courage in

"coming out" this week. There are

no doubt hundreds, if not thou-

sands, of top-notch performing

gay men and women like him in.

the military today. V

I would certainly prefer serving

alongside Leiand Kim than one of
his homophobic peers described

in his Viewpoint piece - individu-

als whose homophobia is likely

causally related to an intelligence

deficit in comparison to Leiand
Kim and thus, more probably than

not, a performance deficit. I sup-

port Leiand Kim's desire to be
open about his sexuality and at

the same time continue to serve

his country. I cannot support the

demands of most of the gay rights

groups, which typically go some-
thing like this: Gays must be com-
pletely integrated into all parts of
the military, because to do any-

thing else is unacceptable dis-

crimination.

I have lived and worked with

four other men in a space on a

ship smaller than most people's

bathrooms. Waking up to foreign

genitalia a few feet from your face

because your roommate had to

change clothes in the only space
available was a daily occurrence.

The unacceptability of intio.-

ducing openly gay individuals

into a situation like that is not a

matter of politics, it is a matter of
sexual chemistry.

Ask yourself whether you
would like to live in such an envi-

ronment with members of the

opposite sex or same-sex homo-
sexuals. If your answer is yes,

then ask yourself: Are you willing

to force others to?

What percentage of the military

lives in situations where separated

berthing is impossible - and "dis-

criminates" against women and
gays? A small minority, when you
examine the military as a whole.

Combat ground troops and sailors

on small platforms such as sub-

marines that cannot accommodate
separated berthing. What reason is

there against integrating homo-
sexuals into the rest of the mili-

tary? Certainly no good ones.

Hold that thought ...

If you are a student of this

debate, you might know that the

Clinton compromise - the "Don't
ask, don't tell" policy currently in

effect - will likely not survive

long in the courts. This political

chimera requires a military mem-
ber "accuseid" of homosexuality

to prove to a court that he or she

does not have a "propensity"

toward committing homosexual
acts. "I'm gay, but I'm not gay."

Then they can stay in. With due
respect to the president, who tried

to balance campaign promises
with his responsibilities as com-
mander in chief and take both

seriously, this policy will proba-

bly not last.

In the vacuum left, one of two
things will probably happen. It is

possible we will return to the old

policy - in function if not in form.

No gays in the military.

If. however, gay rights activists

decided to focus their efforts on
grass roots support for a comprc>-

mise such as that discussed above,
they might find a political leader-

ship ready to listen. They certain-

ly would find that a significant-

—

percentage - a majority in many
circles - of active duty service

members would support such a

common sense approach.

Why is this basic concept news
to the organizers of this week's
ROTC protests? I don't know. I

do know that the aim of these

protests - throwing ROTC off

campus - is naive, feel-good poli-

tics at its worst. Before you sign

on with the protests this week,
think on these points for a minute:

1 .) Think about the UCLA stu-

dents you are trying to take schol-

arships away from. (This is federal

money, by the way, not university

money). UCLA ROTCs have done
an outstanding job with minority

recruiting, supporting Departmerit

of Defense programs that signifi-

cantly expand opportunities to

minorities. It is no accident that

the majority of Navy ROTC
UCLA students are minorities.

TWenty-seven percent are either

African American or Latino.

Almost one-fifth are female -

as compared to approximately 5

percent currently in the Navy
Officer corps. Do you really want
to sacrifice the hand-earned con-

crete gains (not to mention the

hopes and dreams ) of some
minorities for a destructive,

entirely rhetorical victory of
another?

2.) ROTC units have absolutely

nothing whatsoever to do with the

policies they enforce. David
Mixner, founder of Freedom
Project-Los Angeles (one of the

-groups organizing the protests this

week), stated in his Daily Bruin

article, "It is unrealistic to expect

the Pentagon to change its policy

any time in the near future." I

have a short lesson on the U.S.

Constitution for Mixner - the

Pentagon does what the politi-

cians tell it to, and the politicians

do what the people tell them to.

Protest directed at your represen-

tatives in Congress is the intelli-

gent solution.

3.) If ROTCs did go away, for

whatever rea.son, what would hap-

pen? Military officers would all

come from the service academies.

Can you say, "Oliver North?"

ROTCs produce liberally educat-

ed, citizen soldiers.

4.) Lastly, on a slightly more
pragmatic note, ROTC contracts

are signed by the UC Regents,

big-stakes stale politics. At a time

when California senators and con-

gressmen are pontificating about

keeping California military bases

open to preserve our delicate

economy, do you really think the

powers-that-be will even think

about removing the ROTCs from
UC schools?

If you feel strongly about this

issue, write your representative iii

Congress, or participate in protest

that has as its goal some construc-

tive end. Feel-good politics feels

good, but it doesn't examine the

complexities of the matter and it

certainly doesn't contribute any-

thing toward a good solution.

Whitlock is a student in the

School of Public Health.
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Turning old songs Into

our worst nightmares

What's

the Noise?

Michael

Tatum

Welcome to the first

installment of my col-

umn, which pui;ges the

mysteries of all the music that I,

and hopefully you as well, love:

rock, rap, ^i^^^^^
punk, country,

blues, R&B,
jazz, disco,

techno, reg-

gae, soul,

African and

other "worid"

music, top 40,

and alternative

- everything

except heavy

metal,

because, to be

brief, I could

live without it.

TWo related

concepts, both

from fellow

music critics, state my intent of

purpose. The first originated with

my hero, Robert Christgau of the

Village Voice: "Rock criticism

should piss people off." The sec-

ond comes from two guys I

admire from more of a distance,

Jimmy Guterman and Owen
O'Donnell: "If you can't argue

about rock and roll, what can you
argue about?"

For those not familiar with

what a cover version is, it's a

reworking of a previously record-

ed song by another artist. At their

best, they reconlextualize a well

known song into something strik-

ing and brand new. Jimi

Hendrix's "All Along Tho^^^-v

Watchlower," PJ Harvey's
"Highway 61 Revisited," and the

Neville Brothers' "With God On
Our Side" all take on familiar,

folk-rock styled Bob Dylan clas-

sics and, in the best kind of way,

make them their own.
Other good cover versions

seize unjustly ignored treasures

and rework them from a fresh per-

spective: R.E.M.'s "Strange"

(originally by the punk band
Wire) or En Vogue's "Giving Him
Something He Can Feel" (an

obscure Aretha Franklin tune).

Most however, take a song that

made money once, record it in a

commercial and exploitative fash-

ion, and reap the benefits from
compulsive consumers and bliss-

fully ignorant casual music fans.

Ten glaring recent examples of
these are listed below:

10.) Mariah Carey "Without
You" I know, nobody serious

about music expects anything

from this airhead anyway. But
don't you find it paradoxically

amusing that, in a song about the

terrors of being alone, Carey sings

with a choir? Even those familiar

with the second most famous ver-

sion of this song, a No. 1 hit for

the worthy Harry Nillson, don't

know that the song actually origi-

nated with Beatle-wannabes

Badfinger. When Pete Ham and
Tom Evans sang "I can't live/If

living is without you," they meant
it - they killed themselves within

years of each other. Not that sui-

cide gives you artistic integrity.

But I wouldn't expect this shal-

low, bom-rich, married-to-the-

president-of-Sony-Music pop
singer to feel anything so deep.

9.) Toad The Wet Sprocket

"Rock And Roll All Nite" These
losers putting their mjnimal, sub-

R.E.M. talents to this KISS clas-

sic makes about as much sense as

Debby Boone covering the

Ramones. Someone should have
informed these bozos that the

operative words in that song title

are rock 'n' roll.

8.) Ugly Kid Joe "Wild Worid"
Contrary to popular belief, this

Cat Stevens stinker was never a

good song. Like the also inter-

minable Maxi Priest version, this

one copies the original arrange-

ment note for note, while the sex-

ist condescension of the lyrics -

"I'll always remember you like a

child, giri" - still smells foul. No
wonder a heavy metal band cov-

ered it.

^ 7.) Eric Clapton "Layla" (from
"Unplugged") Of course I know
Clapton did the original - don't

you think I do my homework?
But let's face it, the guy singing

this song isn't the same one who
sang the classic 1970 version.

Then, Clapton sang with soul and
fire, probably because he burned
for the love of his best friend's

wife, and also perhaps because he
was in the grips of a raging heroin

addiction. I don't blame Eric for

getting clean, I do however blame
him for softening up and watering

down his music (no wonder this

record won him his first

Most (cover Vjersions) . .

.

reap the benefits from

compulsive consumers

and blissfully ignorant

casual music fans.

Grammy). This vastly inferior

"Layla" sounds so dispassionate

and lifeless it makes you want to

put Eric's finger into an electrical

socket. Perhaps he might have put

more effort into his performance
had he been singing about the

cash advance for his next corpo-

rate sponsorship.

6.) The Who "Tommy" (from
their 1989 live record) Has-been
Steve Winwood as the Hawker?
Never-was Phil Collins as Uncle
Ernie? The always-posing Billy

Idol as Cousin Kevin? With
nobody coming close to replacing

late drummer Keith Moon? I'm
not gonna take it. Granted, this

'Tommy" is far superior to the

excruciatingly lame Broadway
version (which, like Clapton's

record, won a big award in its

field. See the connection?). But
The Who are - or used to be any-
way - a great rock band. They
have less excuse.

5) "Can't Help Falling In Love
With You" UB40 It would be

unthinkable to do a piece about
bad cover versions and not men-
tion these guys - after all, they've
forged a successful career out of
it. After garnering a fluke hit from
"Red Red Wine." a Neil Diamond
cover they had recorded years

before, they cut the "Labour Of
Love ir' album, which, like its

predecessor, set non-originals to

their reggae style. But by that

See NOISE, page 26
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The universal langMage of dance
MFA can(Ji(iate Malathi Iyengar translates human
experience by weaving together ^traditions and
-innovations/ creating a tapestry of multicultural

dancers, diverse dance techniques and Indian music.

By Rodney Tanaka

Love. Fear. Sorrow. Wonder.

Master of Fine Arts student Malathi Iyengar
explores the human experience and the battle

between goocj and evil through dance in her MFA
project 'Traditions and Innovations."

^ Split into two sections, Iyengar's thesis per-

formance features "Partha Sarathi," danced
in the traditional

Pandanallur style, and
"Anubhava," a con-
temporary dance
theater addressing

human perceptions and
experiences.

"Anubhava" presents universal feel-

ings such as love, anger, fear and peace

in an experimental setting. The perfor-

mance features 1 2 dancers from diverse

backgrounds: ballet, Indian and Chinese.
"Though I brought the music from India, all

the performers were able to get a feel for it and
they have done a marvelous job identifying with

it and giving their creativity," Iyengar says. "I

wanted to show that it is possible for dancers who
are not trained in the same disciplines to come
together and find a common artistic ground."

The first section of the performance, "Partha
Sarathi," praises the Hindu god Krishna and recre-

ates stories of the Mahabharatha War. "One story

will talk about Krishna being bom, how his own
uncle, a demon, warned to kill him," Iyengar says.

"Krishna's parents, after praying, find a way to

transfer Krishna to a foster home."
Another story involves Krishna advising his

companion Aijuna to not hesitate from fighting in

the war. A^na replies, "These ane ihe people who
arc my brothers and teachers. How can I fight them
and kill them?" Krishna tells him that "this is your

duty. You have got to kill them to establish good
over evil."

The traditional Bharata Natyam performance
reflects the techniques and pure dances in the

Pandanallur style that Iyengar learned from her
teacher Guru Narmada, who choreographed the

piece. ''Guru Narmada has given me so much con-
fidence and training," Iyengar says. "She is the rea-

son I'm able to venture into these projects."

If Guru Narmada provides the water for

See IYENGAR, page 27

Malathi Iyengar presents "Partha Sarathi" and
"Anubhava" as part of her performance thesis.

Wolfs new IIIk fights 'Fire witii Fire'

Feminist writer Naomi Wolf will sign copies of her new book, "Fire

With Fire"atKerckhoff Art Gallery, Thursday. Oct 13 at 3 p.m. :

By Nisha Gopalan

Dateless, man-hating women,
driven to lesbianism, find solace

in feminism. Or so people think.

In actuality, there exists no stan-

dard feminist profile, no strict

feminist political agenda, not even

a secret feminist handshake. And
men can be feminists, too.

However, the burden of facing
stereotypes often alienates indi-

viduals from embracing feminism.

Feminist Naomi Wolf, in her

second book, "Fire With Fire: The
New Female Power and How to

Use It," beckons her readers to

dismiss the stereotypes associated

with feminists in light of a greater

concern, to establish a society

more responsive to the interests of

the demographic majority:
woinen.

The crux of "Fire With Fire"

involves usurping "our power as

voters, our power as consumers
and our power to just make a big.

stinking raucous," explains Wolf.

-ft^Yale graduate and Rhodes

Kerckhoff Art Galleiy hosts

femmist writer's book signing

Scholar, in an interview with The
Bruin.

"It's categoricalFy true," says
Wolf, "that men hold the balance
of power in virtually every soci-

ety, but it's also true, as I've tried

to point out (through my book),
that women have a lot more power
than they're using."

"In a representative democracy,
you don't have a situation where
men are holding guns to women's
heads in a workplace," adds Wolf.

"So oppression isitnuch more
insidious and double-edged. Yes,

it is important and necessary to

look at how sexist structures
oppress women." However, Wolf
emphasizes "looking at your
resources and figuring out how to

use them."

Wolf suggests that women
should manipulate the instruments

of the very institution they wish to

challenge.

In "Fire With Fire," Wolf pro-

vides some startling statistics that

she hopes will inspire women to

assert power. "In the (last) presi-

dential election," she writes,

"women were 54 percent of the

voting public. This outflanking of
male voters by females is the cul-

mination of a trend that has shown
women of all racial groups outvot-

ing men since 1980."

She also draws attention to

women's economic power, direct-

ing the reader's attention toward
the achievements of EMILY' s list,

a national women's political
action committee. "EMILY's list,"

says Wolf, "won women 25 new
female leaders for a cost of $6.2
million in 1992. That money was
collected from fewer than 1(X),0(X)

donors."

While Wolf remains careful to

expose these seemingly hidden
powers to women, she also places

great emphasis upon including all

women in her feminist theory, thus

thwarting prior accusations - such

as the one voiced by fellow femi-

nist bell hooks - that she exhibits a

bias towards addressing the het-

erosexual, white, middle-class,

college educated woman.
According to Wolf, she clearly

makes an effort to destroy the elit-

ism often associated with femi-

nism.

Academic feminists now "criti-

'

cize me for popularizing feminism

and making it accessible by going

on television shows, which is

where a lot of women without a

higher education get their political

and social information," says
Wolf, who made a concerted effort

to compose the book in a manner
coherent to essentially anyone.

"A bi^ part of my push is to

"
See VVOLF, page 26

"The Joy Luck Club," is but one film written by Academy Award
winning screenwriter Ron Bass, who brings novels to the screen.

'Rainman' writer Bass, a
mix of success and 'Ijicic'

Renowned screenwriters

speak to students taking

UCLA Extension series

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

When Academy Award winner
Ron Bass attended UCLA for six

months he didn't exactly get off to

a promising start as a screenwriter.

"I fell in love with my English

teacher and finally got up the

courage to show her the manu-
script to a novel I had written,

which I had never even thought of

showing to anyone else," he
remembers. "She put it nicely, but

basically told me that I would
never get it published, and I

wound up burning the only copy I

had and didn't write anything
again for 16 years."

Luckily Bass did pick up the

pen again to produce scripts such

as "Rain Man" (for which he
received this Academy Award),
"Joy Luck Club" and "Sleeping
With the Enemy."

Since the release of his most

in the industry, which range from
entertainment law to writing, and
gives two key recommendations
for aspiring screenwriters: "Write

every day and read everything you
can find that is of quality - and
then steal from that. Not plagia-

rism, of course, but steal what it is

about something that makes it

work."

Based on the novel by Amy
Tan, the "Joy Luck Club" demon-
strates Bass' experience, and suc-

cess, in the art of adaptation. He
says it is one of the greatest ways
to produce a script because, "It

gives me something to steal! I can

take what worked in the novel and
with a part that didn't work, I get

to try my way."

Working with talented direc-

tors, actors and producers is

another aspect that Bass cites as

essential for a successful screen-

play. He recalls his first script,

"The Emerald Illusion," which
shattered any illusion of artistic

control he may have had. "The
screenplay was supposed to be a

story about WWII, demonstrating

the irrelevance of the war, and

"Write every day

and read everything

yoti can find of

quality ..."

Ron Bass

Screenwriter

recent work, "When a Man Loves
a Woman," Bass has been asked" to

speak at several seminars dealing

with alcoholism because it is

assumed that he is knowledgeable

on the subject. A topic he prefers,

however, is what has brought him
all of the attention: his love of
writing. He addressed this, and
other issues, to a group of students

Monday night as part of a UCLA
Extension Seminar Series.

Ironically, though, Bass
believes people should never take

screenwriting classes. Quoting the

advice he received from a profes-

sor at Stanford, he says, "Nobody
teaching a writing course can be
successful simply because you
can't teach a person how to write.

Literature courses are different,

but a person has to just get it on
their own."

In a lighthearted, but focused
manner, he relates his experiences

how people are people, and trust

and betrayal are eternal." Instead

Bass says he got a film that was
just about WWII, and which he

laughingly describes as, "the
dumbest, most boring movie
ever."

But there were also times when
although the original script wasn't

adapted, the final product was a

bigger success that he anticipated.

Such was the case with "Rain
Man," of which the script was
rewritten seyen times by seven
diflerent people.

When asked how such a process

could produce a coherent piece of

work, Bass could only reply: "It

can't!" It did however produce
one of the greatest films ever t,o

touch on the deepest hidden emo-
tions and human bonds. "And one

of the most difficult things about

See BASS, page 25^
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Class acts fail to uplift movie
audience in 'Browning Version'
By Mike Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Paramount is having a tough
time figuring out what to do with

"The Browning Version," the

stoic, white-collar tragedy of an
Abbey school classics professor.

The remake of the lauded 1951
Michael Redgrave version is

well-crafted, but it's not exactly

a movie with wide commercial
appeal.

"Flesh and Bone," and other
films have been lost in a mire of
slow platform releases and limit-

ed engagements by Paramount
before. The predicament harks
back to this summer, when many
observers doubted the studio's

ability to market another off-kil-

ler production.

Then again, that film was
"Forrest Gump."
"The Browning Version" is

anything but "Gump"-like. The
deliberately-paced, rnethodical

downfall of the central character

feels like real-time over three

days and the emotions and inter-

actions are so psychologically
punishing it leaves you wishing
for something more upbeat like

"Sid and Nancy." In short, this

film is "Dead Poets Society"
without the happy ending.

Luckily, you'll have some
great performances to gush over
as you stumble back to your car.

Distinguished Albert Finney
takes Redgrave's classic role as

Andrew Crocker-Harris, a stern

professor of language whose pas-

sion for great literature has slow-

Yy been replaced by iron
discipline. He deserves the title

the students confer upon him as

much as it dismays him. He is

"the Hitler of the lower fifth." As
he is forced out of his job of 1

8

years, it is a time of contempla-
tion and reckoning.

Best known for her work in

"The Player" and "Presumed
Innocent," Greta Scacchi plays

Andrew's wife Laura, victim of a

loveless marriage. As her hus-
band is uprooted and her affair

with another professor (Matthew
Modine) falls apart^ she too is at

a life crossroads.

These two strong perfor-
mances ground "The Browning
Version" and make any scene
with Finney or Scacchi a lesson

in fine acting. It's also enjoyable
to see them interact with lowly
rated, but still over-rated B-list

leads like Modine and Julian
Sands. Finney can convey more
in a twitch than Modine could \n

a monologue.

Somewhat puzzling is the
appearance of Maryam D'Abo, a

relative of talent who has had
limited success on her own in

Dalton's greatest "Living
Daylights" and some indepen-
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'So'Calied Life' delights, 'Hardiiaii' fnglits in new season
By Jennifer RictinKMid

Daily Bruin Staff

Along with a new school year
comes another season of novel
television shows ranging from
pure schlock to creative brilliance.

Here are the best and worst so far:

Excellent:

4. Right after "Coach." "Blue

Skies," is bound to do well.

"Skies" follows two best buddies

who open up a mail order catalog.

Their plan: to rip off L.L. Bean.
When they discover their cousin
has stolen all their profits, the two
decide to get a new accountant.

Enter the bubbly love interest.

She's brilliant with job offers

from the White House and a

(From I - r) IMatthew IModine, Albert Rnney and Ben Silverstone star in "The Browning Vbrslon.

dents. She shows up in "The
Browning Version" about lOlh in

the credits, clocking in little

screentime and even that is with
Matthew Modine. My, how the

mediocre have fallen!

This film will slowly disappear

at the box office unless it is pro-
pelled by the disposable income
of teachers or given awards for

the fine lead performances. Since

the former won't happen until

teachers actually have disposable

income, it is suggested the
Academy take a look at Scacchi'

s

portrayal. If her part is consid-
ered a Supporting Actress role it

is certainly Academy Award
nomination worthy, and in a cate-

gory that has been weak the last

few years, perhaps Scacchi can
win it all.

It would be a happy note for

what is a downer of a classy film.

FiLM: "The Browning Version"
Written by Ronald Harwood.
Directed by Mike Figais. Starring
Albert Finney, Greta Scacchi and
Matthew Modine. Now playing.
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"Onir

Touched by an Angel
'Tough Love" (In Stereo)

DaMine (In Stereo) X

*** "Amazing Stones: The Movie //"(1989, Fantasy)
John Lithgow. A collection Irom the 1965 TV series.

In Performance at the
White House (In Stereo)

Thunder
AlleyX

All-

American

News

Beverly Hills, 90210
"Homecoming (In Stereo)

Ion 5 "A Voce in the

Wikfemess" (R) X
KTENews IDocui

|t»ry Theatre

Buscando el Paraiso

Horse
Racing

Talk of the
Town

48 Hours "Young Jusbce"
(In Stereo) M
Law A Order "Family

Values" (In Stereo) X
(In Stereo) X

X

X

Lata Stww Clint Black. (In

Stereo) M

American Experience "FOR" The first two terms of FrankHn 6.

Roosevelt's presidency and his nianagement of WWII^

ChaarsJPan
1o(2)X

RosSnne'
"GtH Jak"

EHenThe
Note" X

Models Inc. "In Models
We Trust" (In Stereo) X
Kung Fu: The Legend
Conflnues (In Stereo) X
Korean WhenlMiss

You

Agujetas de Color de
Rosa

Gunsmoke
MacGraw"

'Jake

Turning Point X

LastCal

Solitary Man

Horangel (Parte 1 de 2)

24

26

30

19

38

60

54

27

12

33

57

14

16

21

23

45

gffM

^23

O
Cf3?l

QQI

Hoover" (R)

'J Edgar

(4:00) *-*

China"

American Justice (R)

Madame Bovary (R) (Part

4 of 4)

Reflections on the Silver

Screen: Rod Steiger (R)

Primenews X

Saturday Night Live

Event of the Day

Twentieth Century
"Manson/Serial Kiilefs"

Law&Order
Misconception"

*** "North to Alaska" {^%0) John Wayne, Fabian. A
man must replace his fiancee after she marries another

War That Never Ends A study of

humanity's t)ehavior in war and politics.

Larry King Live X

SnMli
Doses (R)

Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

Biography
Hoover (ft)

•J.Edgar

*** "El Dorado'
alcoholic sheriff face a greedy

Hill Street Bki«s''Der
Roachenkavalier"

American Justica (R)

X

Tonight Stww Scheduled:
singer Mark Chesnutt X
Murphy
BrownX
Charlla

Rosa

MghtiineX

Jerry Sprlnoar Mother in

thetOilOuxKtan.

SopTfin
SlereojjB

Stereot
Horizon

Noticias

StoryX

folT
Announced

Nottdaro
UnMaion

Wi\^

Eidto 'Birds of a Feather
(R) (In Stery)

NkM Scheduled:
actress Sandra Bemhaid

SereoTx ITwiNght
Zona

Life and jLHMiry
TlmM(R)Mlviaionam
** "Strike h Rich' (1990) Robert Lindsay.A corporate

2x3^raWW
(m

Stereo)

Instrudionar
Progranwnlng

accountant

Rush
UmbauQh
M*A*S*HX

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

op Cops
(In Stereo)

his wancee in Monte Carto.

Program

^hanistan

Una
ikjuena

Paid
Program

Program

Program

Paid
Program

eta Pons

andDaoger
Paid
Program

Maria Antonieta Pons, Manuel
se enamora de un charro en Acapul

Piogram

ueicapetiik
Acapulco.

[?^I^^^Hr^^^^^Hi If 'I' ItJ.'^V'l' Vi'ilifiiTWr^TT'^'^H Downey

Matt Roth (left) and Corey Parker star in "Blue Skies," a sitcom
about a business which sells outdoor clothing and equlpnient.

degree from Harvard. She's also

gorgeous, creating a little tension

between the guys. When the pilot

was first filmed the show was
great. Now they've recast the

leading lady and she's much
weaker. With their time slot how-
ever, odds are they'll probably be

around for at least a season.

3. "Friends" has no chance at

failure. It's funny, it's got six

great actors that you'll recognize

from other sitcoms and it's sand-

wiched between NBC's "Mad
About You" and "Seinfeld." Talk

about perfect placement.

The show is sort of a funnier,

shorter "Melrose Place." It focus-

es on six twenty-somethings, their

friendships, their relationships

and their work. Some of the famil-

iar actors include "Family Ties"

Courtney Cox, "Growing Pains"
Matthew Perry and Lisa Kudrow
of "Mad About You."

2. Michael Crichton's "E.R." is

another Thursday night power-
house. This one hour drama is up
against CBS's hospital drama
"Chicago Hope." But what makes
"ER" better is its relationship to

college age students.

The drama focuses on five stu-

dents who are working in the

emergency room (E.R.) to help
prepare themselves for the time

when they will finally become
doctors. While four of the five are

residents with promising futures

and distinct personalities, the fifth

is nK)st like a UCLA pre-med.

Margaret Cho stars in "AlkAmeilcan Girl," a sitcom about an Asian-

American family, but her comedy proves better live than scripted.

According to some, this series

shows what it's like to work in the

hectic surroundings of a hospital's

E.R.

1. "My So-Called Life" is

amazing. With this show, all pre-

conceived notions about high
school dramas will go out the

window.
Angela Chase (brilliantly

played by Claire Danes) is a typi-

cal high school sophomore. She,

like most her age, is in need of
some sort of acceptance. After^

dropping her boring best friend,

she meets up with a new crowd
and during her time with them she

experiences the pressures of
school as most real people know

them - trying to fit in, fighting for

your own beliefs and the realities

of being outside Beverly Hills.

Although the show has
received rave reviews, it is in dan-

ger of failing because it directly

competes with NBC's "Mad
About You" and POX's "Martin."

Cancellation-in-sight

4. FOX'S now defunct "Fortune

Hunter." The series followed
"Dial, Carlton Dial" on his James
Bondesque missions.

JHe's a very poor take off on the

sexy original. He's got a number,

a gun that shoots tranquilizers, he

goes all over the world chasing

See TV, page 27

(1967) John Wayne. A gunfighter and
lanabaron.

World News

» "PgperMas/r"( 1990, Suspense) Paul McGann.
fiospital porter poses as a deceased doctof. 'R'

S.A.S.

Theater
SoapX

World of Discovery:
Cougar: Gtrost

Hovwrd IBIoopers-
Stem (R) \Mm
PBA Bowling: Touring
Players Championship

Maximum
Drive

Masteaof
the Maze

(4:00) *V3 "Tears in the

Ha/n" (1988, Drama)

Real World
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Explains

Vanishing Worlds

Tall( Soup NewsDaiiy^

Wild India "Tryst With
Destiny"

Ute flight With David
Letterman Voodoo. -

World of Discovery:
Cougar Ghost

Boxing: Henry Martinez vs. Johnny Tapia. (Live) X

Rin Tin Tin

K-9CoipX
S«M>annar-
ket Sweep

New Lassie
"The Cave"

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

Shop 'Til

You Drop

Clarissa

Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D.

Salute Your Rugrats v^

Shorts (R) *

Love Boat

4:30) Women's College VolleytMll: Southern
Calitornia at UCLA (Live)

"A Fistful ol Dollars'

mysterious
(1964) Clint Eastwood. The

Man With No Name" enters a twrder war

Qmntum Leap (In Stereo)

X
Allen INinja

Fighters {Turtles

**Vj 'The Final Countdown" (}980) KirV Douglas A
Navy captain is given an opportunity to alter history.

Hazel

opportu

jMoiThat Girl IMod Squad

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Evening
ShadeX

Evening
ShadeX

Spouses
Women

'er Die"

'OW
X

Brothers

Grunt

Doug

Yo! (In

Stereo)

Looney
Tunes

Ironsi'le "Shell Game"

Sports
Tonight_

SoapX Whose
Line?

Event of the Day

Moneyllne

151

Newsnight Slwwt>iz

|Todey(R)

Saturday Night U^ Job
Mantegna.

Champlln
on Flwi (R)

Howard
Stem

Waltons "The Portrait

Sndid
Camera

Sportscerv

Other Epidemic:
Cancer

Breast

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Vanishing Worlds (R)

Talk Soup
(R)

UpCtose

Dally

Greatest

Rescue 91 1 (In Stereo) X

Twanbeth Cantuiy
Manson/Serial Kmn'M

Madame Bovary (R) (Part

4o«4)

CaUingAII
Sporta

PolHicaNv
Incorrect

* t;/»/rja''(i943)Atnicker-tumed-

prollteer comes to ttw aid of the Chinese
."^

IWar That Ntvar Ends A study^
hunwnity's behavior In war and politics

Sporta
Latisnight

Kids in the

Put)llc Policy Confersnos

LawAOrdar
"XsconceptJon"

irkVi'ApctherP^ofthe
Fonswr' (1948, Drama)

*** •'North to Alaska" {MGO) Mm ^afl)e,fsti».h
man must replace his fiancee aHer she marries anottier.

**** 'Major Bartara

Larry King Live (R) X

One Night
Stand

SoapX

Crossfire

Mystaiy
Sinbad'

EngWshwornanjoins I

Overnight |6vaml

3000Sdanca Theater

\m

(1941) A rich

Salv^wn Army.

IghTTShowSz
iToday(R)

Mage Voyage of

WHdIndta Tryst With
Destiny" (R)

Coming
Attracttons

Voll

Ch,

4leyMI:
arfipion!

Features (f))

700 Club

Men's World
ships.

NaxtStsp
(R)

Howard
Slsfn(R)

Inside the
PGA Tour

Beyond
2000

Candid
Camafa

Father DowHngliyttaika
'TheMalibu

*** "Men Doni Leave" (1990. Comedy-Drama) Jessica Lange,
Arliss Howard. A mother of two is devastated by her husband's death.

Mystefy"X

I Dream of

Jeartnie

AVP Review

•Takef
[Packager

Bewitched

TM»' "
"^e

I Love Lucy

Rocfcumen-

i5i

MaR»isWeiby.M.D.
"Labyrinth"

College Soccer: Furman vs. St. Louis. From Davidson, N.C

** Hang 'Em H<gh"(1968, Western) Clint Eastwood, Ed Begley. A
rancher swears revenge on the men who tried to lynch him

Wings (In

Stereo) X
Wings (In

Stereo) X
Murder, She Wrotir
Famiiyjewels" X

'The

** "f/as/)bac<f"( 1990, Comedy)
'608 radical gives a young FBI m

Plant and Page: Unledded (in Stereo)

MaryTylar IMaryTytor IDickVan
MootaM jMoors X JDyfca

*** Ihe Son o( Monte Cnisto"(1940) A swashbuckler
wages j«t*y '^^}o ^" 'he hand o( a lady

Announced

Baavlsand
B«itMiMd_
Gat Smart

Prats Box

***"A Fistful of

Valli. Two bank n

use UCLASpts.
Mafl,

LefsGo
Fluting

Ko|al(

nis hlopper, Kiefer Suthertand. A
some lessons In life.m

nawz

**'/3 "The Fly //"(1989) Eric Stoltz. A scientist's'

accursed son begins to change into an inaact.

«nrte''{1972. Adventure) Rod Steiger, Jaines Cobum, Romdo
become embraled in the Mexican Revolution.

Progi

Program

(toOoae

Biacr
StaMion

Unaohrwl
Mysteries

Baavmand
ButMiaad

Dragnet

Pid
Program

Paid

Public PoHcy Confsrenc*

va—
Program

Paid
Program {Program

UEFA Champiom
League HHItea

Big Brother
JsKaX
Oltwr Epidemic
Cancer

Paid
Program

)lc:6raast

Altsmatfve Nation (In

Stereo)

Shop at Honta

A.

HHcltcock
Supcmtan

raa

—

Program

Drag
Radng
Paid

^SS

Liquid
Taiavlsion

Lucy Show'

Outdoor
Gazette

(In

Wings"The
Gift'TE

*** "A Question o/GuT (1978) Tuesday WeM. A
woman's lilestyle has a baaring on her child's death

Fugitive NewsX

99
4:15)**Vi "Labyrinth

1986) David

Kids Incorp.

towie. 'PG'

Mtekey

i>*% "Er)emyJUlifw"(1985)DennisOuaid.Adowned
yace p>k?t and his enemy unite m order to survive. X
Faerf '

~
[Mouse Club

* 'The Expigrts" ( 1 989) k6b agents
shanghai a pait^ of hip New Yori<ers

^aerle Tale Theatre "Little

Red Riding Hood" X
By Way of the Stars (Part

2of4) !k

**v. "Piy/se (1988) An evil lorce takes

^PaajySua'

(4:213) "Firta I "TTw Skateboard ^ficT ( 1 993, Fantasy)
Romance" iTimothi' BusfieW. nnSlereo) "PG"

**vj "We're TalUn' Serious
( 1993. Comedy) Dennis Farina

oxitrol ol a (amity's suburt)an home. 3t

lUbnev" "
f»a. 'TO-13'

or Degress!
Junior Hltf|

*'/% TigWrDpe"(l984rciinl Eastwood. A cop pursues
a psychopath m New Oneans' French (Quarter. 'R'X

'WeAtowOie'(l992)Aleen-a9er's
unde teadiee him about Hfe's pleasures.

"Srwxte Starr- (1966) An artiat is drawn IWatt Disney
into the comio^ reporter's worfcl'PG' jWortd

*** "South CanfraT (1992) Glenn Pkjmnier Lite as a
gang member in L>.'s South Central skim area R' X
***"arfff»an0er(l903)Sylva8terStalcne.A
mountain-top rescue becomes a hunt for stolen money,

"No Escape, No Return" {\993.Dremk)
MtehaelNourl (In Stereo) 'R*

^M

"Monom"

Wings "The
Giff^

Quantum Leap (In Stereoy
X

Rawllngs Collector's

World

6lri|!romU.N.M.e.'^e
DoubleO-Nothing Affair"

** V, "Bad RonakT ( 1 974) A teen uses a
hidden room to spy on three young girls.

Pi? Home Shopping Spree'

PreasBox

From
U.N.C.L.E.

Countarstrtke "Tilt Death
Do Us Part"

WeWKo Wrestling

f^oad to Sa*"(lOS3) Two wMidevAans
w>nd up deep^eea diving for treasure.

(1993)Aoapdtoooversan
alien force mat oouki end the world.

"

Dream On
(In Stereo)

Larry
SanoersX

*** Tteciiy /r(l979) Sy(vest<

stages a rematch with

Tales riwn
»eCr»t«l
(sterSwtoneT

_ To Be U* ''/4malbr(1902,
R' AnnowKed Drama) cat Sasaoon. 'R'

** 'ttwMttr^ Alicns-(l«fi) Nchard ftyor. A
player muet spend a tortune to get'a fortune.

***% The Fuamve" n993. Orvna) An innocent mST
muet evade thelawashepursuesakiiler.'PQ-lS' m
Rocky
Bed.-ro'>.Creedchampion Apolto

***-MarNK9ffSoci^(199^UlrbM 1*** 'Sto^Gofta Hover (1986,
vwlence takes its tod on a ghetto youth. Comedy) Tracy Camilla Johns. 'R

•* Vterio^Uohyes-ii^,
Thomaa Ian GrKBth. (In aereo)

*±Tiound Trip 10 Heaven" ixm".

Drama)
0) 'R' at

Comedy) Cowy Feidpnan. 'R*M

"SecflLHe-
Mitty'
Trrrr
'Ametkan
He&riV

Ly>"(1993)

(1992) 'R-M

Westwood
VHIAOE
961 Broxton (2:1M:45)-7:30-10:'
208-5576 FrVSll(11:45-2:15-4:45>-7JO-10:15-12:45

TtaSMCtallst(R)
1:15

lUTIONM. Oiil*Vos(ra)
1002S LMbrooh (2:00)-4:30-7:15-10«0

206-4366 Frl/Sat(11:30-2:OOH:30-7:15-101»-12:30

MUM
941 Broxton

239-MANM

nw Icem (P6-13)

^15-4:45)7 15-9:4S
Frt/Son (11 45-2; 15-4:45 -7:15-9:45

Santa Monica
(»nERKM3 T1is8MClalW(R)
1313 3rdSt.Promen«Je (1 45-430)- 7:15-10«5
395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun(11:15-1:45-4:30)-7:15-10a)

CfUTEfWM 4 Tin SmcMW (R)

1313 3rd St. Promenads (2:15-5D0)-7:45-10:%
395-1599 Fri/Sit/Sun(11:45-2:15-5.t)0)-7:45-10J0

OUTEMONS Tlwtcoal(ra-13)
1313 3rd St. Promenade (2 3O-5:00)-7:30-10.O(l

395-1599 Sit/Sun(12:00)-2:3O-5:0l)-7:30-t0«)

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

AVCO CINEMA
WUshlre at Westwood
475-0711

LA'S FIRST CHOtCE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainnwnt Experience

ROYAL
11523 S.M. Blvd.

477-5581

L.ICT
5:00-8:15

Sat/Sun also 1:45

SUNSET4
(213)848-3500

Cliiipfs: The WeMi«o Story

(1:15)-3 15-5 15-7 15-9 30

MUSIC iMLL
9036 WHshire
274-6869

Itnel Film Festival

CaH (213)466-1767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

ore TlMMvsrWIM(P8-t3)
12:00-2:40-5:15-7:55-10:20

Set(11:45-2:15)-5:30-10:15

Leva Affair Sflsik- Sat 8D0

FESTIVAL TlMCoe (R)

10687 Undbrook (2:3O-5«)}-7:45T0:3()
208-4574 Slt«on(12:30-2:a0-5a)|-7:45.10J0

CRITERKM6
1 3 1 3 3rd St. Pronwrwle (4:30)-9:4

395-1599 Frl«at/Sun(11:45-4:30)-9:45

Nalaral Bon KMen (R)" 1:45

INXDoHv Orti8ko«IP8-13)
1:30-4:25-7:20-10fl5

Frl^SatrSun 1 1 XW- 1 50-4:40-7:40- 1 0:35

(MShMS
TtaOeMy Tke

t«)-4:00-7«)-10:
W

Santa Monica

sites witii Me
(1:45)-3:45-5;45-7:50-9.55

Fri-Tues (2 30)-5 00-7 30-9 45
WeO-Thurs ((2 30)-5 00

Pa« Alrlcafl Festival

Call 213 896-8221

SIMSET
(213)848-3500

Weeksed Proeraiiii

Nee Tokyo: SlleatllMlin

CaieFlesk

Boy's LHe
Killing

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Killing Zoe
PHeellle OMecR of the Desert

fii/Sat Midnigm

RESENT
10458roiton
208-3259

BleaSkf(F8-1SI
(a45-5tt))-7 30-10«I

Sat/Sun 7:3O-10«)

Oolky

11:50-2:30-51)0-7

8 Lyrtc (RJ
-iO-IO:©!!

PIAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

PrtselHs: QNsa Si tto Dessft (R)

(2:3(M:45)-7«)-9:l5

Silfl:15-3:30)-8:15-10-J0

Sun (11:30-2;30-4:45-7«)-9:15

Little Olaali Sneak - Sat (6:00) 8 Sun (2 00)

WESTWOOD t ClearBatfPrsseil0aaeer(P8-1»
lOSOGayley (3flO)-7:30-10:3()

206 7664 Fri/Sat/Sun (1:30-4:30 7:30-10:30 LANDMARK

mmcAZ
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

* Dear Otsry

(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:4S

MOMCAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
2:3^4:56-irr0-9i0

II0NKA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Nssirsdsaas
(1:30)-4:15-7 00-9:30

Tke Lett Ktezmer

Est Oriek Man Womae
QoFisk

Throegk a Gtasa Darkly

Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

IVESTWOOOt
lOSOGayley
208-7664

(2:45)%O-10«l
Fft/Sat/Sun (1.1XM«))-7:00-10«)

Beverly Hills 1322 2nd Street

394-9741

woTwtxnt
lOSOGaytey ;

208-7664

rilaesss Carabee (PC)
(2:45-5«»)-7:15-9:45

West L.A.
BsNWly ConnectkNi

La Cienagut Beverty Blvd

Free 2 1/2 hour vsMatsd partiino

659-5811

«rESTW0004
1050 6ayiey

208-7664

Tlieaieet(ra-IS)
(2:15>-7:45

Uesm-ISj
(4:45)10:15

TrsoUes

NUWtLSttNlE
1314 WkMre Blvd

a4W"WWW

Tlw BieeskiB Verslee

1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10«)

On 2 Screens

EstDrtflkMsaNtanMe
1314 WMiks Blvd. 7il0-9:45
394-8099 Sat/««iVWBi>llMst;tS^DO

^4 —

Santa Monica

WCBTSIDE PAtNUON Sleefl tVHb Me
GoMwyn (12:00)-21XM:004:004l»-10.t>5
475^tt02 Sony. Nor

1313 3nlSt Pri

395-1599

ForselQsm(ra-t>)
(2:30)-7^30-10:30

FrtrSst/Sofl (1:15-4:15)-7:30-10:30

WESTBNIE MtNUOM EalDrtMiMasI
Qotajgn (11:15)-1:55-4:35-7:15-9:50

Blee Siv (FS-11)

1313M SI Promsnsds (2:30-5:10)-7:SD-102li

395-1599 Frl/Sat/Sun(12:00-2:30-5:10)-7:50-1020

wtsioe paviuoh
QoUmmi
475-0(202

nmmi
(11«QBm)only

naore TfeeSaeciallsl(R)

12:15-2:45-5:15-7 45-10:15

iiM nf*
12:15-2:45-5:25-8«)-10;3ij

1:45-4:45-7,1»-9J5

Bleroo Jssea't Lyric (R)

12:00-2:40-5:20-8 06-1040

TtaOoMf
Frt-Mon 1130-2:15-5.t)0-7:45-10J(l

Toes-Thori 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

Mbv OslyrsafPS)
12«>-2J0-5«)-7:30-lb«)

Weekend Pfoersme
Crime Story

A Belter Tomorrow
6od of fiamkter*

A Better Tomorrow H
Fri/Sal MWnigm

Freedom of Wad
Mustang: Tke Hiddea Kingdom

Lsnra
Visions ol UgM (Sat only)

Sat/Sun 1l:00AJyi

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwortti

475-9441

A 8ood Man In Mrtca (R)

SR THX Stereo

Call Theatre tor ShowMMS

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

Carrlaa. Corriea (PO)

OoNiySltreo
Call Theatre lor Showtknes

West Hollywood

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WSSworth
475-9441

Tke Mask (Pa-13)

Can Theatre for Showtlmes

IMWEtTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

TIM NsM Karate KM (PN)

CaS Theatre tor Strawttmes

-4-L.

m.W Shaw bargain (

)

Snntat (at Creaccnt Helgkis) Free Psrtikig

suNsni
(213)848-3500

PnwHis Qmm of Mm Dowrt
(2:15)-4:15-7:15-9:45

Fri/Sat also HMdntght Show

SUNBST2
(213)848-3500

lev's Ule
15)3 20-5:20-740-9:55

Fri^Sat alto kNdnigm Show

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Dear
(2:15)-4:45-7 15-94:

CREST
1262
474-7886

Bivd

Ed Wood (R)

F/St 130^:10-7:00-9:50-1215

Sun-Thura 1:30-4:10-7:00 950

-' T
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MacNeil to retire from show after 20 years
'Newshour' closing in New York,

will be reopening in Washington

ByBillGartar
The New York Times >

NEW YORK — Robert
MacNeil said Monday that he
would retire as a co-anchor of the

"MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour "

next October after 20 years with

public television's nightly news
program. The program, which is

suffering budgetary constraints,

will close down its operation in

New York and base itself in

Washington.

When MacNeil steps down, Jim
Lehrer is to take over as single

anchor on the broadcast, which
will then be retitled "The
Newshour With Jim Lehrer" and
originate solely from WETA in

Washington.

In a blow to WNET, Channel
13, in New York, the station where
it began in 1975, the program and
a staff that numbers about 50 will

leave that station.

MacNeil said Monday that he
had been planning for almost two
years to step down when the pro-

gram reached its 20th anniversary.

The pressures created by a wors-
ening budget shortfall made it log-

ical to consolidate the show in

Washington once he retires, he
said.

"We needed to make some
economies if we're going to sur-

vive," MacNeil said. "The most
obvious and dispensable area to

cut was the duplication of studios

and staffs in two cities."

MacNeil's departure was

reported Saturday by The
Washington Post.

.

The change is one more indica-

tion that the institutions related to

public television, faced with
increasing competition from cable

and other broadcast channels and
shrinking sources of revenue,
need to cut costs, said Al
Vecchione, the president of
MacNeil/Lehrer Productions.

"The problems of public televi-

sion in the year 1994 are such that

it's time, to think about streamlin-

ing," he said. '*It's getting
tougher because it's more and
more competitive. Before we start

to talk about the need for more

"The most obvious

and dispensable

area to cut was

the duphcation

of studios and

staffs in two cities."

Robert MapNell

money, we have to collectively

think about ways to streamline."

For MacNeil/Lehrer
Productions, that will mean staff

cuts when the "Newshour"
moves its base to Washington.
MacNeil said the announcement
was being mad^a year in advance
to give staff members in New
York time to think about whether

to relocate. Thus, some jobs may
be eliminated by attrition before

the move to Washington.

But Vecchione said some lay-

offs would undoubtedly be neces-

sary.

The move will also be costly to

WNET, as "MacNeil/Lehrer" is

probably the most prestigious pro-

gram to come from the station.

"You can't take away the prestige

we've already had because of the

program," said William Baker,

the president of WNET. "I want
them to do whatever is best for

them, but selfishly, of course, I

would prefer it to be in New
York."

The change also comes at a

time when WNET is already beset

by continuing budget shortfalls.

Channel 13's financial crisis had
significant impact on the strategy

that MacNeilA>ehrer Productions

worked out for its future.

"They've been through all

these agonizing reappraisals of
their finances," MacNeil said.

"They've had cuts and cuts and
cuts. Then they came to that tenta-

tive decision to close down their

studio."

WNET told the
"MacNeil/Lehrer" producers in

June that the station was so short

of money it might have to shut
down its studio, forcing the pro-

gram to find a new place in New
York from which to broadcast
MacNeil's portion of the program.

Although NfacNeil said the

problem with studio cost was not

crucial to the decision to move to

Washington, some "MacNeil/
Lehrer" staff members criticized

Channel 13 for failing to manage
its fmances more efficiently.

"For 15^years they have not

changed the way they've done
business," said one staff member,
speaking on condition of
anonymity. He said WNET had
fmally decided to keep the studio

up and running for

"MacNeil/Lehrer" at least

through June, at an additional cost

of $500,000 to the program.

Baker disputed the $500,000
figure and said Channel 13 "sub^
sidized the program for years." He

"They've had

cuts and cuts and

cuts ... Then they came

to that tentative

decision to close down
the studio."

Robert MacNeil

said the station's financial and
labor issues were "phenomenally
complex."

He also said the loss of
"MacNeil/Lehrer" would not nec-

essarily mean the end of the sta-

tion's studio facilities. But he
conceded, "It will make our situa-

tion that much more complicated."

Vecchione said the financial

problems of "MacNeil/Lehrer"
mirror those of public television

as a whole. **The sources of fund-

ing are all either down or flat," he

said.

"PBS memberships are down,"
he said, specifically blaming com-
petition from other television for

that decrease. "Corporate under-
writing was down 16 percent last

year and is down again this year."

"MacNeil/Lehrer" has a budget
this year of just under $25 million,

down from $26 million a year ago.

Two years ago, the program had
two underwriters, Pepsico and
AT&T, each of which donated $6
million. Then AT&T dropped out.

"MacNeil/Lehrer" replaced it

with Archer Daniels Midland and
New York Life, which, along with

Pepsico, each gave $4.4 million.

But Pepsico dropped out last

year. Archer Daniels Midland
increased its contribution to $6.4

million, but overall the program
now takes in only $10.8 million in

corporate underwriting, as
opposed to $12 million two years

ago. The other revenue sources,

public television stations and the

Corporation for Public
Brosudcasting, have been essential-

ly flat, Vecchione said.

"The shortfall was going to

gradually deepen," MacNeil said,

without the consolidation of the

two base^ of operations for the

program. He added that since the

program had gravitated toward
more news generated out of
Washington, having a single
anchor there made a lot of sense.

After MacNeil leaves, the pro-

gram will use subanchors for indi-

vidual Stories, Vecchione said.

The overall goal of the consolida-

tion, he said, is to provide for the

long-term future of the
"Newshour." "We want this pro-

gram to go on long after all of us

have left it," he said.

MacNeil said he would pursue

his other careers, as a writer of fic-

tion and nonfiction and as an inde-

pendent producer and an anchor of
television specials.
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sheds liglit on MGM mogkil
By Scott Eyman
Cox News Service

Irving Thalberg has come down
to posterity through the vague,
diffused image captured in ScQtt

Fitzgerald's *The Last TVcoon" -

half Thalberg, half Fitzgerald
imagining he's Thalberg - and the

even vaguer rubric of the Irving

Thalberg Award, occasionally
given to distinguished producers
during the Oscars.

How important was Thalberg?
Put simply, modern movies

What ultimately makes

the book so

disheartening ... is the

profusion of careless

errors, typos ...

wouldn't exist without him. It was
Thalberg who firmly seized power
from directors and held it for pro-

ducers (i.e. the studio), where,
with very few exceptions, it has

remained to the present day. It

was Thalberg who instituted the

producer as the primary creative

force behind a given movie, with

the director often being reduced to

the role of a traffic cop, executing

signals imposed on him.

Yet, writers and directors, and
creative people in general, usually

liked Thalberg. He was smart -

his favorite philosopher was
William James - he was good-
looking and, until he fought tooth

and nail against the establishment

of Hollywood unions in the mid-
'30s, his conservative politics

could be overlooked.

Irving Thalberg ran MGM,
supervising every movie the stu-

dio,made from 1924 to 1933,
without ever taking a screen cred-

it. After that, maneuvered out of
his overall supervision by a jeal-

ous Louis Mayer, he produced
five or six movies a year for

MGM (Camille, A Night al the

Opera) until his death in 1937. He
did all this in 37 years, a few more
than he thought he'd get.

(Thalberg had a rheumatic heart,

and lived with the knowledge that

his time was short.) He left an
estate of over $4 million.

There's no question that there's

room for a serious biography of
the man. Unfortunately for
Roland Flamini's new book,
there's still room.

It's not that it's a complete dis-

appointment. 'Thalberg: The Last

Tycoon and the World of MGM"
documents Thalberg's enormous
capacity for work. The script for

Grand Hotel took over a year
before Thalberg was satisfied.

'There isn't one thing that's said

between pages 36 and 43 that's

funny or entertaining," Thalberg
silarled at director Edmund
Goulding during a script confer-

ence. "You can tell story and at

the same time have a humorous
touch. I think this is awfully dull

stuff."

And there are some vivid
vignettes: Flamini once asked the

late Sam Marx, the story editor at

MGM who knew Thalberg for

more than 15 years, how often
Thalberg laughed out loud. A full

minute went by as Marx searched

his memory and finally came up
with "Never."

Despite Thalberg's enormous
power and prestige during his life-

time, the hard fact of the matter is

that most of his movies seem dull

today.

Many of Thalberg's MGM
movies - "Romeo and Juliet,"

"Marie Antoinette," "The Barretts

of Wimpole Street" - can't break

through their period stuffing. The
best of them - 'The Crowd," 'The
Good Earth," "Camille," parts of
"Mutiny on the Bounty" - retain

our interest because of the emo-
tional jaggedness that erupts
through the placid MGM sheen, a

quality that Thalberg often felt

had to be tamped down, if only to

insure the financial returns of the

company, and that of Thaibe rg .
~

(The irony of the MGM motto,

Ars Gratia Artis, or Art for Art's

Sake, is that no studio was less

interested in the pursuit of art than

MGNi.)
Flamini reports that Thalberg

had a weak sex drive - the only
one of the moguls of whom that

could be said - and that his wife.

Norma Sheerer, the primary
obsession of his career, had quite

the reverse. She, however, man-
aged to sublimate her drives into

her career and didn't set about
making up for lost time until after

Thalberg's death, when she
became quite the merry widow.

It's not Flamini's flaccid prose

that ultimately disappoints, or

even the fact that he seems not to

have taken a look at any but the

most obvious of Thalberg's pro-

ductions.

What ultimately makes the

book so disheartening, and dis-

qualifies it from any possibility of

serious consideration, is the pro-

fusion of careless errors, typos
and even (in the still section) mis-

identifications:

On page l5l. Tod Browning's
name is given as Todd.

On page 235, Flamini credits

Sam Wood with directing "Red
Dust," when i,t was actually
directed by Victor Fleming.

On page 274: "The faithful

Albert Lewin resigned to protest

,the way Thalberg's memory was
being expunged from MGM, and
L^.B. Mayer blacklisted him for

the rest of his life." Then what
was Lewin doing at MGM just a

few years later, producing and
directing "The Picture of Dorian
Gray" and "Pandora and the
Flying Dutchman," among oth-

ers? ^
These are not nit-picky objec-

tions, but no-brainers; anybody
with a copy of Leonard Mai tin's

Movie Guide could have correct-

ed most of them.

Mostly Flamini seems to have
constructed his biography out of

bits and pieces drawn from other

books, although, oddly enough, he

doesn't credit the only previous
Thalberg biography, by Bob
Thomas, in his bibliography.

Thalberg's ghost must

be grievously distressed

...at the indifferent way

posterity has treated his

~
life and its meaning.

Still, even the fragments of
Thalberg's covert personality that

emerge from the book indicate

that Scott Fitzgerald may have
gotten closer to the truth than
even he realized: Thalberg was
both pragmatist and dreamer,
more comfortable with film than

with people, slowly killing him-
self in the pursuit of his own
dream.

In short, a classic American
character, Gatsby redux.
Thalberg's ghost must be griev-

ously distressed al what has hap-

pened to the MGM he built ... and
at the indifferent way posterity

has treated his life and its mean-
ing.

BOOK: "Thalberg," by Roland
Flamini. Crown; 309 pages; $25.

BASS
From page 21

being a screen writer," Bass con-
tinues, "is that when I am writing

a script I have to actually be all of
those characters, because I have to

feel what they feel."

Another factor that shaped
"Rain Man" was the disagreement

"... I have to actually be

all of those characters,

because I have to feel

what they feel."

Ron Bass

Screenwriter

between Bass and Hoffman about

the character Raymond. Hoffman
didn't want the character to be
retarded and sweet, as the original

script indicated. He wanted to

instead play a character that was
autistic and cranky. "Once it was
explained to me that this was a

love story," says Bass, "and love

stories being about obstacles, I

realized that the character had to

be hard to love and that I had been
absolutely wrong."

But in a profession when every-

thing is subject to interpretation,

Bass easily admits a mistake and
moves right along. "There are

very few professions where you
are supposed to deal with the mys-
teries of what it means to live a

human life. But if you're a screen-

writer you get to think about that

all day long. I get to ask the ques-

tions like why are we here? What
makes us go through the emotions
that we do?"
Of the 62 scripts he has written

in the past 10 years, Bass says
there isn't one specific one which
has brought him closest to answer-
ing life's mysteries. Which is

probably why he continues writ-

ing - a process which he says
makes him feel like more of a

human. And in the end, his profes-

sion doesn't matter as much as his

desire to keep writing stories.
'

"The key difference between
who makes it and who doesn't is:

Who wants to write and who wants

to be a writer If you think it's cool

to hang out with people like Steven

Spielberg and Tom Cruise and so

you decide to become a screen-

writer, you're setting yourself up
for failure. But if you wind up
doing it because you love to write,

then you've reached success."

SEMINAR: The Extension pro-
gram meets every Monday In

Room 39 Haines Hall 7-10 p.m. for

a fee of $165, or $30 at the door
for each seminar. For complete
details call (310) 825-9415. The
Extension seminar will host
screenwriters: Oct. 17 Donald
Stewart ("Clear and Present
Danger," "Patriot Games" and
"Hunt for Red October"), Oct. 24
Graham Yost ("Speed"). Nov. 7
Eric Roth ("Forrest Gump"), Nov.
14 Naomi Foner ("Running on
Empty," "A Dangerous Woman"),
Nov. 21 Tom Schulman ("Dead
Poets Society," "Honey, I Shrunk
me Kids").
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NOISE
From page 20

time (19^9), their style had

become sp stale and oveipro-

diiced, and their song choices

were so obvious, it signified noth-

ing so much as a blatant pander-

ing to the lucrative "alternative"

market, most of whom wouidn' t

know a real reggae tune even if

Ziggy Marley was their room-

mate. This Elvis Presley re-make,

from their most recent record,

represented the absolute rock bot-

tom. Clearly bankrupt of ideas,

this formerly worthy band has

been coasting on flimsy ideas and
•their marketable image for years.

4.) Duran Duran "Femme
Fatale" Simon Le Bon to his

bandmates in a London studio,

circa 1992: "Boys, we were
exposed as the inane teenybopper

idols that we are years ago^ and
the 12-year-old girls who used to

buy our albums have grown up,

gotten smart, and now like all

those weirdo bands like Nirvana!

What are we to do?" John Taylor:

"Let's cover a Velvet

Underground song and pretend

like we're hip to modem rock 'n'

roll!" And so they did, turning

this Lou Reed-penned gem into a

synth-heavy, emotionally vacant

piece of garbage on their so-called

"comeback" record, with LeBon's
trademark constipated whine the

inevitable focus of attention. Now
that they've claimed a shiny new
generation of 12-year-old girls,

they're putting together an album
of all covers, featuring the likes of

Led Zeppelin's "Thank You" and
Public Enemy's "91 1 Is A Joke."

A Flock Of Seagulls, come back,

all is forgiven.

3.) Tori Amos "Smells Like

Teen Spirit" Nirvana's classic

garage band original railed against

the apathy of their generation.

Amos's wrongheaded solo piano

recital transforms it into a monu-
ment of self-pity, an attack on all

those cruel kids who just don't

understand her (boo hoo). If your
idea of rock 'n' roll is to sit at

home alone on Friday night, lis-

tening to your stereo, and getting

sensitive, this version is for you.

2.) 10,000 Maniacs "Because
The Night" With her condescend-

ing I'm-better-than-you air, her

impotent three-note range, her

inexplicable drawing out of vow-
els and her inability to sing conso-

nants at the ends of words,

Natalie Merchant has been on my
personal shitlist for years. I got

especially irritated by her self-

serving appearance at the Earth

Day forum last year, when she

claimed "the forest was my
solace, my cathedral" (oh please)

and treatcMJ an earnest, albeit

With her condescendirig

rm-better-than-you air,

her impotent three-note

range,... Natalie

Merchant has been on

mypersonal shitlist for

years.

dippy, fan like trash in front of the

entire audience. This grossly inef-

fective cover of the Bruce

Springsteen-Patti Smith classic

stands as her towering achieve-

ment. First, her non-rock backing

band, which has also ruined good

'

R.E.M. and Morrissey songs, gen-

erates about as much excitement

as a four hour Econ lecture.

Second, Merchant's chaste deliv-

ery, ill-fitting in a song about sex^—
ual passion, couldn't be less

rousing if Barbara Bush sang it.

And third - well, "Because The
Niiii?" Somebody wipe out this

grossly overrated force of bad
music once and for all.

1.) Whitney Houston "I Will

Always Love You" An obvious

choice, I know, but it's one that

can't be left out. Dolly Parton,

who wrote and sang the timeless

original, said it best: "I was over-

hearing some people who didn't

know I had written that song.

They said, *I didn't know Dolly

Parton was capable of something

so deep.' I always thought it was
kind of simple myself." Ahhh,
simplicity, lucidity, austerity -

three things the overwrought.

Hallmark-card inspired wife of

Bobby Brown could never under-

stand. Actually, I kind of liked her

catchy cover of Chaka Khan's
"I'm Every Woman" myself.

WOLF
From page 21

«

mak^ ideas which are now held
hostage by an academic environ-

ment, available to anyone who's
thinking." The fact that Wolf has

embarked on a speaking tour to

accompany "Fire With Fire," cer-

tainly reiterates her intentions to

reach everyone.

She also understands that every

woman does not have the time to

turn feminism into an occupation.

"Women have enough jobs,
already," she says.

In fact, Wolf deems that idea a

misconception about feminism. To
provide a vehicle for women to

easily voice their opinions, Wolf
refers to a plan, still in the works,

to establish a "legislative page
every month in Cosmo or
Glamour that would tell readers

what issues are coming up to be
voted on, that affect women."
"You could call up a 1-800 line

and a postcard would be sent to

your representative exposing your
view about his. That may seem
like a little thing, but millions of
women read those magazines. It

only took 3,(XX) phone calls to the

Senate to open the Hill-Thomas
investigation. You could imagine
the impact on legislatures know-
ing that they were going to hear
from eight million women a
month on issues affecting
women."

Her proposition, she contends,

safeguards women from the illu-

sion of a commitment as well as

the "social ostracism" that often

scares women away from femi-

nism.

"I don't need to come in contact

with you in order for us to both
participate in this. I don't have to

sign any loyalty oaths. I don't
have to agree with you about abor-

tion rights. I don't have to have an
anguishing conversation about
your privilege relative to mine, or

my privilege relative to yours."

Wolf refers to this rational,

action-oriented, manipulating-the-

means feminism as power femi-
nism. Wolf reacts to strong
anti-feminist sentiments, such as

those voiced by the outspoken
author and University of the Arts

professor, Camille Paglia, that

feminists harp on victimization.

While some women have the right

to feel victimized. Wolf feels "It's

just the first step. It shouldn't be
the end point."

"At Brown University - the
young women write the names of
(alleged) date rapists on the wall,"

continues Wolf to illustrate her
point. "This made them feel

empowered at a time when no one
was paying attention to their

See WOLF, page 27
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IYENGAR
From page 21

Iyengar's arlisticgrowth, then
Iyengar's family planted the seed.

She was bom in Bangalore, India

to parents who excelled at music
and performing. Throughout her

childhood, Iyengar performed in

plays and honed her skills as a

visual artist. She married fellow

artist Suresh Iyengar in 1973 and
one year later moved to the United

States.

Iyengar found success in the

business and artistic worlds. She
formed Rangoli Foundation, a

visual art and floor design compa-
ny. At UCLA she became the first

traditional Indian dancer to be
accepted in the Master of Fine Arts

program. Iyengar also broke new
ground by receiving the 1994 John

Lennon Award, previously avail-

able only to music students.

With her first MFA project
Iyengar hopes the audience will see

"dance as a universal language,"

she says. "I hope they see the rich-

ness and depth in the Indian culture

and how concepts in these Indian

traditional dance forms can be
applied."

One person who already appre-

ciates Indian culture will not sit in

the audience. Iyengar's 1 2 year-old

daughter, Lakshmi, performs with

her mother in both sections of the

performance. "She was the one
who wanted to learn Indian dance,"

Iyengar says. "Because she waS
bom and raised here there's a dif-

ference. I think it was better

because the interest came from
her."

Love. Wonder. Peace. Malathi

Iyengar dances from experience.

DANCE: "Traditions and
Innovations" by Malathi Iyengar.

8 p.m. Friday. Oct. 14 at the
James Armstrong Theater, 3330
Civic Center Dr.-, Torrance, Calif.

TIX: $7 students, $10 general.
For more information call (310)
825-3951.

WOLF
J^rom page 26

needs." But Wolf contends that the

act ultimately "reinforced women's
sense that there was no hope."

"I suggested to (these young
-women) that they organize a drive

to get alumnae to devote money to

put it in escHDw and say to the uni-

versity: 'Well, you can have this

money when there's a decent sexu-

al assault grievance procedure.'

And (these students) immediately

said, *We can't do this because
that's elitist. That's using capital-

ism. That's using our privilege.'

They gave up the opportunity to

scare the administration into doing

something constructive." says
Wolf.

"(These women) were more
attached to being pure and helpless

than to getting their hands dirty and

actually getting things done," fur-

thers Wolf. "If they were to go from

the ladies room to calling a press

conference in the president's office

about his new program that would

make the president sweat bullets,

that would be a move to power
feminism from victim feminism."

The idea of women manipulat-

ing means captures the central

theme of "Fire With Wire."

Says the optimistic Wolf, "If you

could make a T-shirt that boils

down the motto of my book, it's,

'Who cares? It works.'"

SPEAKER; Naomi Wolf. Signing
copies of her book at the Kerckhon
Art Gallery. Thursday, Oct. 13 at 3
p.m.

TV
From page 23

rich bad guys, he's got technolog-

ical gadgets to help him out of sit-

uations and he almost always gets

the girl. Sound familiar? It's not

just that the writing's unrealistic,

it's that the story is predictable.

So, if you've ever seen a James
Bond film, you've practically

seen every episode of "Fortune
Hunter."

3.The annoying Detective Ray
Vecchio and Mountie Benton
Fraser fail in the cop show "Diie

South.". Not just your basic
"good cop, bad cop" scenario, the

show's "crabby-detective meets
thick as a brick good-boy"
premise just doesn't cut it.

Fraser has moved to Chicago,
from Canada to help the police

force. The good-natured and well

dressed Fraser clashes with the

snide and pimp-like Vecchio.

Although the plots make for an

interesting hour, their quibbling

becomes redundant and tiring.

Eraser's good-natured stupidity

also makes it very unlikely that

he would have the intelligence to

discover the guilty party. If you
want a good cop show, you're
better off watching repeats of
"Dragnet" or the new season of
"NYPD Blue."

2. Billed as the first Asian sit-

com, ABC's "AH-American Giri"

hoped to create a winner by
attaching itself to Margaret Cho's
funny stand-up comedy. Boy did

they have the wrong idea.

Although the comedy is unique

because all the principal charac-

ters are played by Asian actors,

basically tte sitcom itself merely

rehashes old ideas.

The script forces Cho, who is

much better live and uncensored,

to go by the scripted corn that's

so frequent in today's sitcoms.

The show doesn't live up to the

potential of a fresh idea.

1. Drumroll, please, for the

worst of fall's lineup, FOX's
"Hardball." Dumb doesn't even

... if youVe ever seen a

James Bond film, youVe

practically seen every

episode of "Fortune

Hunter."

begin to describe this show.
Following a baseball team's
antics in the bullpen and on the

field, "Hardball" unfortunately

doesn't do anything new.

You've got the seasoned catch-

er, the rookie, several other play-

ers who can't win, the manager
who's convinced God is the rea-

son behind their losses, and a

mascot with an attitude. The only

character who's a bit out of the

ordinary is the publicist who's
trying to give the team a new per-

sona. Although she's fun and
unlike the rest of the boring crew,

she still doesn't have anything
interesting to say either.

There you are, this year's best

and dimmest. If you're still

unsure of what to watch, this will

help you decide what shows are

important enough to put studying

on hold for an hour or so.

DOUBLE SAVINGS
DOUBLE SAVINGS
Air^l^gi^iueSSnfoo/CAeJffaMf

/IRTC/IRVED
^s. College lc¥¥*lry

September 29 - October 1

4

*cannot be used
for the purchase
of TexttxxAs or

sale Items

Compus Photo Studio, 2iid Floor AcKermoR

Ackermaii Students^ Store B-Level

Lu Voile Commons Store*
* Octo^r 5-6 only

mmmmmmmmammmm.mmmii'mmmmmmmmmmm
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff HaH, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Ouf office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Oaiiy, 20 words Of less S7.00

Daity, each additional word .45

WWUy,20wordsofl«ss 25.00

WaaUy, each additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student rate/cd. inch 8.00

Oisniayads— local rate/col. inch 11.25

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

1 wohung day twfore printing, by noon.

ClanNMtfltplaysds:

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make otiecks payable to the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

tool. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA ComrnuncatiorB Board tuily supports the University of Caiitomla's policy on nondis-

crtmirtttion . N« medium shaH accept advertisetneflts which present ptnom ol any origin, race,

religion, sex. or sexual ortentaUon in a dinwaning way or imply ttat they an ImiM to positkm,

capabilities, roles or status in society NeittwrtheDaiiyBrulnnortheASUCLAConHnunicaHonsBoard

has investigated any ol the services advertised or the advertisai* repraiMMintNilHM.Anrperson
believing that an advertisefnent in this issue violated the Board's poltoy on nondbcrlmlnatton stated

herein shouk) communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager, OaHy Bruin, 225

Kerckholf HaU. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discriml-

itation problems, call the UCLA Mousing Ottkx at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing

0«Ke at (310) 475-9671.

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your arf selling. This mal(es it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). '4. Place yourself in the reader's position. AsIc what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

Campus Happenings

Alcoholics-Anonymous
Mon DocussiOf*. Fri Step StucJv.AU 3625

Thurs. Book Study. AU 3625
Tues end vy/ed Discusson. Denial 23-029

All times 12:10-1 OOpm
for alcoholics or individuals <i»/ho have a

drinking proOlem

V MONTH FREE!
• FRii! IMMEDIATE HOOK UP
.PAGER S 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

12 Research Subjects

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant

vMHnen in process of whether to choose an

abortion, be a single mother, or place baby

for adoption. (310)206-5073.

Bedwctting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developn>ental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one

Black and or>e White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1 141,

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems

7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developnr>ental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

IF YOU HAVE SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN

THAT NOTHING SEEMS TO HELP, OUR
STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief questionnaires.

Pavs $10. 310-454-7926.

10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

I KAPPA DELTA OPEN HOU6E I

H I D D I N C O S T S I

1-800-309-8888

2 Campus Services

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392,

2 Campus Services

GT2UCLA
Call UCIA CommLiter /^sistonce - Rideshoring

at (31 0) 794-RIDE or stop by our office at 555 Wsstvwood Haza
Room 200 (Structure 8, level 2) for info on carpods, vanpods

i^V^ and public transit options. jj

*

*4t

All Womenof UCLA are welcome
for exprcsso and dessert at KA

. .
; 7:30 -9:00pm
October 12^ 994—

% For more information, contact Trish or Duthie at 824-2354

800 Hilgard Avenue

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

2 MINUTES TO DROP IT OFF
2 MINUTES TO
PICK IT UP

Sleeping Bags
Comforters

,

Rugs
(down SIS 00)

10lOO

OPEN
EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

CONVENIENT
PARKING

Free Pickup & Delivery I

witti 5 Orders from

same location

(310)

829-9378

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 829-9378

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

hizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Quallfied

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P L F A S E C A L L

FIVE EASY RECIPES, IS beginners cooking
tipsi Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. i258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

IVIotorcycl* Jacket $4(9.99

1960*a-I9'70*a: Ovm-alla.
F'Utnnels. Boots. A B«UI>ottot¥is

~~~ Interzone
6683 1/2 Hollvwood Blvd

(213) 465-2644

1 2 Research Subjects

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac nriag-

netic resonance imaging research.

S3S/4hours. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-

824-6714 afternoons.

WOMEN 18-25 with cither anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation involves completing

six questionnaires. Mindy 310-796-0996.

y

r-

10 Personal

ARTISTICA, dominatrix of the freak worldl I

love you, we all love youl XOXO, me.

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemall introduction service. Absolutely

f^ae. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
LoM 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inx It 100% XMarantec. Call 31 0-281 -8B2&

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFOL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month an(d

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

24-I- yr. old ttudeiitt

NMdMi
-must be seif-Mipporting

•needed for maMOmg research

-cash for opinions

(818) 90&9666 ext.323

California ^i3^sn^s0.^9'»^

MEDICAL GROGP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

"1^
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12 Research Subjects

Acne. Tattoos

SimsDOts & Scars

Non-Siirgical Laser Therapy lor

painless lacia-i 'skuT reiuvenation

and removal ol acne latloos.

siinspots & scars Low cos!

Free Consultalion Call

1-800-685-6574

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818499IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

ECC DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yri, own medical insurance. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl At UCLA nied center. 310-825-9S(X).

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

'

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Help a childless couple become a family,

nrwthers only ages 21 -35. High compensation
for surroxatinK. Call 31 0-478-3808.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPP1.E ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumpt with instruction. Cain 1*-3*.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

HCaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP. -

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST

ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PliD,

. Supervisor PSY 8070 .

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling, kidh^iduals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-2465S. 31 0-2S9-4643.

30 Help Wanted

$6-7/HR. LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINCmJ-
TOR/DRIVER for bright and fun twelve-year-

old. Monday-Friday 3-8pfn. References re-

quired. 10 min. from campus. 8f&-789-
0696.

$6.63AHR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
.around claws, Appt^ Maunww O^Btmr,
Cafe Spfoul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$7/hour+bonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking penons to set appointments by
phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephone or outside sales experi-

erKX a plus, immediate openings, P/T in our
Westside office. Call Normw Becker, Ad
MaxConsuhkyntroup. 310-281-0355

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: IKlA medical cen-
ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infbr-

matton.

SVhr. COLLEGE STUDENTS, P/T: drhrer

WM LA, must car -telephone collectk>n

clerk, handy person with ability to paint,

310-4729759.

A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED,
flexible hours: mominp and early afternoons

(from 10am-4pnO. Work on campus.
S5.2SAy. + incentives. (310)794-0283.

ACCURATE 60+ WPM SECRETARY-BOOK-
KEEPER. Word-proccstlr^ and compter ex-

perience pnfmmd. 1 5-20 hounAwaek, fl«x»-

bte. Dr. Frank 31O-888-a05a

ACTINC/MOOaiNG STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripofis,

confusion, wasted money. Guaranteedl Call

310-285-3292 for more info.

ACTORS, ACTRESSES, AND MUSICIANS
wanted to cntirUin seniors at lovely West-
wood retirsneni retklertce. Perform before a

Ih/e, appreciative audience, sir^ly or ir\ t

RTOup. Call3ia472-1944.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments onl^ for commercials, films,

and print ads. ^ typeVafcs needed. No ex-

p<>rience neoe«ary. No rcgfslntton fcet. Call

Today kn^e. 818-222-9091.

30 Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, P/T for fast

growing, female-oriented sports publication.

Call Allen at 818-755-4601 after 4pm, Wed-
Frl.

Administrative Asst. wanted for west coast di-

vision of non profit foundation. P/T UCLA
student preferred. Please fax resume to Anne
Mueller at 212-754-6227.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-56000+
per month -fbenefits. Male/female. No ex-

perience necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

AS9341

.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR position

available now. Pick up application and job

description at 625 Landfair i1. Deadline OcL
14, 1994.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR POSITKDN,
must be grad, single or married. Pick up ap-

plications and job description at: 625 Land-

fair Ave. »1. ^___
APPLY TODAY! S7/hour + bonus, flexible

hours, great work experience. Hiring nowl
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

ARTIST
Accomplished artist needed to finalize aixl

color mechanical sketches for publication. 5-

lOhrs per.yweek. 310-470-4265. After 6pm.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

Immediate employnoent available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATaYI Extras needed for

feature films, commerdals, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experier>ce

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

aERICAL/RECEPTIONIST POSITK3N. Profes-

sional phone manner, well organized, some
typing and computers, $5.5(Vhr. 1 1 am-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

COLLEGE MENTORS WANTEDI For pro-

gram working wAiigh school youth in devel-

oping arxi implerT>enting community service

projects. jr/Sr. with car/Valid insurance. Po-

sition requires 5-10hrsAvk, Including training

sessioTK and team projects. A stipend is

available. BRING YOUR RESUME. Orienta-

tion: Oct7, 12-1 p.m. Ackerman Rm.2408, or

contact Elva Sandoval at 213-487-5590. Fax

213-386-0459.

College students neededl Work as a movie
extra. All types... No fee^no gimmicks. Wee-
kend wo(k available. Info: 818-569-5514 or

818-752-2278.

coMMUNrrv servk:e offkirs (cso's)

are hiring IXILA students nowl. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to $9.1 0. 1 5-fhrs\vk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE ships now HIRING. Earn up to

$200O4/nrK>nth working on cruise ships or

laixi tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

arxi F/T employment available. No experi-

ence r>eces$ary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extCS9341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

hostAiottess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/SaL

$7/hour. Children's Book WorM. 310-559-

2665.

UCLA Research Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention In

inner city, ethnic minority

health dinics. Mature, highly

responsible, detail oriented

people. $8-11 anhr.

Spanish a plus.

Call Angus
310-794-8278

DRIVER NEEDED, 7:30am to approximately

12:00 noon M-F. Call Bob 310-859-8499.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a pvt-time basis

in heafth and nutrttlon indu^. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and when convenient to call.

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
er/agent to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-

tunity for college student interested In music
Industry. Chris, 310-915-0691.

EVEIfT STAFF/USHERING and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling Stones, Raiders, aryi other

events. 818 885-7338.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigatfon firm in Brentwood. $9-

1 1/hour DOE. P/T, 20-25 hour/week. Para-

legal preferred but nek required. Applicarvts

w/legal experience only. 310-473-71 73.

F/r TENNIS SHOP MCR. 5.5 NTRP and
above. Strong English skills required. PenefHs

provMed. AND P/T TEW4IS COURT AT
TENOANT. SaL-Sun. Strong Tennis b^k-
ground required. S5.5<Vhr, meals irK:luded.

Contact Dennis or Sean 31 0-276^61 04-x23S.

30 Help Wanted

TELEMARKETING. Highly motivated, enthu-
siastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must
have a good phone voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware/Software dealer seeks
individuals for inside sales. Must have work-
ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing
experience necessary. INFOSYSTE\4S Com-
puter Centers. Job# 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-

rance, CA 90503.

TELEMARKETING. No experier>ce necessary.

Prefer students/grads. Flexible hours from
9K)0-5:00pm starting at $7-$8(Tir+bonuses. 3-

blocks UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-
470-6175.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T. Conduct
interviews to update insurance records. No
selling. Insurance rx health experier>ce pre-

ferred. Brenda 310-445-5031

.

Santa Monica t>ased national
Real Estate corptoration seeks
office clerk to assist in property
management. Data entry, phone,
and organizational skills required.
Part-time. Immediate opening

at $7.00/hr.
(31 0)449-g02g/Gina

NEW RICES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movies
•Catatogs
•Videos
call Immediately

(310)65»4856

TEMPORARY CASHIERSH^RAFFK: DIREC-
TORS for SanU Monica beach location.

Evenings and weeker^ls. $5A^r. Apply at

1100 Glendon Ave, Suite 762. (310)208-

6093.

TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR, 60 wpm, accu-

rate, filing, P/T, flexible hours, 20
hours/week, $7/hour. Burbank. Call Rox-

anne, 818-643-6533.

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Sp^ialty Store in LA. We
want full and part-time sales people. We\are
looking for : men and women who can lejm
great customer service, tielieves the custonter

always comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great uleiperson. We often chance lo

make $6-12-f^iour, good benefits package,

great staff discount, and the best retail train-

ing. To join the top indeperwient store in LA
call for appointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-

7S8S.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-

gotiable. Hours flexible. Computer experi-

ence. Marina Del Rey. Training provkied.

310-577-6520.

FULL/PART-TIME OFFICE SUPPORT. FLEXI-

BLE HOURS able to alio work evenings and
weekends must have car tax resume 310
276-5721 310-276-3300 ^_^_

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different ftiCKiraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn S$S
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

HASHERS NEEDED at Chi Omega. 708 Hil-

gard. Meals and wages. Call Mrs. Jarrell at

208-2094.

HEALTH aUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-

ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.

Kftowledge of kinicteology, human anatomy,

or related. Exercise science background a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-

6S00exL2S6.

HELP WANTED: Son>eone to put out cold

breakfast for 25 girls across from campus.

Mon.-Fr1. 6:00am-7:00am In exchange for

breakfast, home cooked lunch xnA home
oadu^ dinner. Call 3ia208-O906.

Immediale part-tlnw opening. Pick-up 12-

year-old after school. Run errar>ds, light

housekeeping for 2-working-parefit hoi»e-

Hold, M-F, )-4pm, nme avanirigk Santa Mo-
nk:«. M.SOAw with increase to $7.S0 alkar 90
d«)«. Mu« have reliable car. 310-99441879.

30 Help Wanted

MOVIE EXTRAS

MODELS
ALLTYPES NEEDED FOR

MAJOR FEATURE FILMS

IMMEDIATE ASSIGNMENTS

310-659-8288

FIGURE MODELS. Writer/Photographer

needs girls 18+ years old to pose for maga-
zines, calendars, etc. Good pay, no experi-

ence required. 21 3-256-8700.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$40af/n'K)nth teaching ba-

sic cortversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teachiQg backgrourvi or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632-n46extJ59341.

JAPANESE COMPUTER ARTICLE TRANSLA-
TOR. Must know multi-media and CD-RAM
vocabulary. Familiarity w/DOS, Windows,
MAC Platforms important. 310-478-6911

extl2. •

LAW STUDENT required for weekend job to

take care of. young boy, i.e. sports, Disney-

larxJ, nrHivies, etc. Contact Miss Green for

more info. 310-276-1182.

LIBRARY ASS'TNTS(2).
Westwood. Judaic knowledge and good com-
puter and language skill. P/T IShrs, F/T04hrs

w/beneflts. Call 310-474-1518 ext.215,216

or fax resume to library director 474-6801

.

MAILBOXES ETC. IN MARINA DEL RAY
Looking for p^ Mondays and Christmas vaca-

tion 11:30-5. Start at 6.5(Vhr. 310-301-2450

Eveninns 21 3-874-1 165.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good rtMir^ey. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY In Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekerxi hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to vvrite verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH COMPANY ASSIS-

TANT (no Sales). Full-time or part-time. De-

tail-oriented, good telephone skills, exposure

to many irvJustries, flexible hours. Call 9arrf-

10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-3917232.

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hourVweek

to start) for experienced- bilingual receptiorv

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Gen-

eral medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734

x900. Have resume available. Salary^p.

MEDICAL BILLINCVFlLfc CLERK, P/T oir F/T,

Beverly Hills area. 213-653-0718.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for Frer>ch and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(Vmonlh, base-t- commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

Mother's helper with car for 2 children, ^VW
from 3:15-6:15, additional hours available if

desired. $6/hr. 310-395-0623.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded SS

for your college education... or elsel ... or

else, I don't remain in businessi Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

7007656... 24 hr. recording.

Need P/T UCLA student with own car. 5on>e

light office work. Fay 310-208-8848. Call

between 10-6.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, Mon. & Wed. 10-6,

$6.63A>r. Qualifications: Good communica-

tion skills, experience w/computers, depend-

ability, ability to organize. Jennifer 310-825-

4774.

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.10am-2pm, M-F, San-

ta Monica Audio/Video CO. (310)453-3807.

P/T PERSONAL ASSISTANT for President of

Westwood firm. Typing, Macintosh and or-

ganicaliortal skills. %-\2 h»tnh^ SerMor

yad student prefen'ed. (310)479-61 72

P/T POSiTK3N w/Santa Monica Real EsUte

partnership. Involves database updating and
producing advertisin^marketing materials us-

ing desktop publishing software. A4ust have
familiarity w/WINDOWS. Approximately 15

hounAveek, SKVtiour. Call Scott, 213-851-

9761.

P/T TYPIST fluent to assist in editing of busi-

rwss letters 3 momingiyafterrxxxis. 4 hours

each tinrte. UCLA student preferred. 310-453-

3335.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVISOR must read

music, typir^ skills arxi have organizational

skills must have car. 310-276-3300,

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,

AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have

at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experierKe. Starting rate

$12.5Q/hour. Hours flexible. 818-727-9447.

UCLAAimaMnt Coordinator

for HTV and Adolescent

Treatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

CaHZaneO'Kicrcat
3ia/7W427f

or
FAX resume lo

310^94-8297

30 Help wanted

^Earn a^

Council Travel, the nation's student/

budget travel specialist, is looking

for an outgoing and highly moti-
vated person fo aistribute our Sludcn/

Travels magazine, promotional
flyers and other student discount

information on campus at UCLA.

If you're not shy, have a few extra

hours a week, and enjoy spreading
the word about student aiscounts,

contact us for more details!

The person hired for this position

will D€ a representative of Council
Travel in Westwood. Preference

will be given to tfie individual avail-

able for the academic yearand who
has an active interest in marketing
and working, studying, or travel-

ing overseas.

To arrange for an inter\'iew, please

contact Colleen at 310-824-7834,

Monday through Friday, betvk-een

9;(X)-5:(X). Ask about the Campus
Rep Program.

Comdl l^aud
America's oldest and largest

student travel orsanixation!

PRE-MED STUDENT
10+ hour^eek. Work for vitreo retinal sur-

geon. Patient care, clerical duties, and, re-

search involvement. Freshman or sophomore
preferred. Monday and Wednesdays. Call

Deborah at 310-206-7475.

Prestigious Veterans Organization seeks full-

lime Secretarial position. Must be highly or-

ganized, self-motivated, quick learner. Salary

$14,000, excellent working cor>ditions at

Federal Building. 310-477-2539.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer. and tennis coaches as well as assistant

varsity soccer coach. Paid positiom. Call Call

at 310-391-7127.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED. 4-1 0pm, and wee-
kends. Ask for Liana, 310-208-8049.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing

store r>eeds P/T employee. $6/hr. Please call

310-454-7870. 1 5328 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-

isades.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat. arvJ have kr>owledge

of chikiren's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

RUNNING PARTNER WANTED. $10 each
day. Forty-five minutes slow running. 30
minutes walking. Five days^^. Female pre-

ferred. Mornings. Pacific-Palisades. 310-459-

8512.

SALES CLERK for small candy store, Pico^o-
bertson area, PA, Friday 10-5:30pm, Satur-

day 10-5pm. S^KXjr, no experience r>eces-

sa/y. 31^278-2438.

SANTA MONICA PROPERTY MANAGE--
MENT COMPANY needs P/T computer/gen-

eral ofTtce assistant. Flexible hours, (10-12

hrs weekly). WordPerfedAotus. Ruth, 310-

395-7272.

Secretary for attorney, sole practioner. 30-40
hr^vk. IBM compatible exp., typing, filing,

dictation, arni organizational skills. $7-9Air.

Contact Pat 21 3-852- 1064.

SEEKING OFFKIE ASSISTANT for prestigious

architectural pottery company in Culver City.

2-days a week. Flexible hours. Contact Ta-

mara at 31 0^1 5-9220.

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money in your spare

time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized Ti, golf, and sweatshirts with an irv

rxjvathw, irwxpensive, attractive new process

called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you
are an ambitious self-starter ar>d Interested in

marketing, this is X commission sales oppor-

tunity that can put some n>oney in your jeans

r>ow and after you graduatel Only enterpe-

r>eurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resunrw in the format

of a letter in conHderKe to: Craffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davles. Fax: 604-

683-1235, phone: 1-800^888-7838. The prior

ad had a mistake in the fax number.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for mar^ positlom hr Winter Quarter.

Orer 1 5,000 apeningsl For more information

call 206-634-0469 ext.vS9341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-1S^wur guaranteed working 20-

Hexibtc hour«Aweek. MaHwtif^ representa-

Ih/tafmanagimut IninM poeWorH. Training

provided. WeMwood locition. 310-312-

683«.
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30 Help Wanted

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ arxi work in a

fun office, this is the placet (Norvpald). Call

310-27S-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValtey. 5 year old. . Hours 8-1 M-F.

Should be Mac literate.' Begins imnr>ediately.

(81 6)998-1 782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a

must, typing a plus, located In mid-Wilshire

area. SBfiyr. 213-651-0530.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63^r. Call Jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-825-7686.

VIRGIN RECORDS COLLEGE PROCRAM-
Get into the music business as our campus
promotion representative. Great experience!

Call 310-288-2451 for info.

WANTED: ROCK&ROU BAND for small

cocktail lounge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Culver City. 310-390-2489, Rog-

er-Bonnie;

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Imnr>ediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

PART-TIME. Earn up to S300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

STUDENTI .Utilize your personal computers

to earn $400 or n>ore weekly. For free de-

tailed info, send SASE to: I.S. InC. P.O .Box

6031 Torrance, Ca 90504. 4675 Melrose

Blvd., Los Angeles, CA. 90029.

Paid^Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees,customer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for infa

34 Internships

4--

ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRODUC-
ERS with busy film production company seek

highly motivated interr». Great opportunity

to learn. Academic credit available, no pay.

Call Karen at 310-27^6555.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN, SEEKS
UNPAID INTERNS. MAIL/FAX RESUME:
FAAC, 11605 W. PK:0, L.A., CA 90024.
FAX: 310-479-1764 PHONE/310-479-1212

Production company seeking intern for the

fall. Please contact Elizabeth Casparis. 310-

264-4155

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paid internship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate development. Fax resunoe to 310-458-

6681.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but har>ds on op-

portunity. 818-902-9657.

VIRGIN RECORDS has internship openings
nowl C«t music industry expcflentx wofkmg
in Virgin Promotion Department. Call 310-

288-2451 for info. --
.

35 Child Care Wanted

ATHLETK:, INTELLIGENT PERSON needed
for two boys, 10/12yrs, M-F. Must have own
car, n/s, ExperierKe arxJ refererKes necessary.

310-573-7574.
f

AU PAIRE needed immediately. Studio City.

Live-in/guesthouse. Boy 9/girl 11. Pick-

up+dinner. Musts; active, flexible, responsi-

ble, valid license, references. Abbie 818-985-
9246

Babysitter wanted. 2-3 eveAvk to help with

homework, mealtime and play. Must have

veriRablc references. Call Leslie 310-839-

97S>9.

BABYSITTER, Five afternoons plus Saturday
night, must speak English and love children.

310-821-5282 day, 310-475-4651 evenings.

CHILDCARE WANTED, 3 afternoons a week.
Must have car. 310-777-0074.

Enthusiastic college student r^eeded for baby-
sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays -(-flexible

hours durir^g weekdays. Must drive. Salary

ne>;otiablc. References. Call 310-271-7170.

FATHER & 2 SONS (4,7) seeking student to

help with children for Iht. in rrwrning and 1-

2hn. in afternoon. IrKl. driving kids to and
from school. Offering free private roojn with
own bthrm and board in Westwood home.
No cleaning nee. Pays $1S0-20(VW¥).
References arvi driving record nee If

interested, please leave mess. (310)476-5516.

SEEKING UaA STUDENT to care lor 4-

year/old M, W 12pm-6, sometimes later.

Must have good driving record and reliable,

safe car. Weekend work also potaiblc. 310-
475-4940.

35 Child Core Wanted

SINGLE PR0FESSK>NAL MOM seeking lov-

ing care for 2-1/2 year-old son. West Holly-

wootVBeverly Hills adjacent. 7:00-8:30am,
4-7pm, sometimes to icipm. Livc-irVlive-out.

Need car. References. 310-534-2611 (day),

21 3-&S6-6319(evenings).

SFTTER FOR 13-YEAR-OLD BOY. Pacific

Palisades. 3:30 to approximately 7:30pm,
MoTKiays and Thursdays, Sfi^hour. Car r>eed-

ed. References. Call evenings, 310-459-
2894.

Wor>derful nar^ny needed for afternoons

anchor weeker>ds in Brentwoo<) for 2 child-

ren. References, with car. 31 0-471 -621

5

49 Apartments for Rent

37 Housesitting

RESPONSIBLE RABBI AND FAMILY looking

to housesit during Christmas vacation. Experi-

enced. Call Michael or Sunny. 206-676-

5201.

49 Apartments for Rent

$535 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, smalt

quiet building, laurxJry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

$650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, bui It-ins, refrigerator,

laur>dry, excellent shopping and transporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parkin);. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

U1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

^curlly building, subterrainian parking, laun-

dry, West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartntenU,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, MI, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliar>ces, blir>ds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED, $695. Pool, bar-

becue, clean and quiet. Gas and water paid.

Low move- in. Available October 25th. Call

Ben 310-208-3797.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

2bdrm/1 .5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-

venient WLA location. 1603 Granville.

$875/mo. 310-828-5236.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
monthly -t- 4 hours weekly gardening, house

mairHenarKe. Ocear^mquntain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welcome. Car. (310)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/monlh. 2-bed/2-balh. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking aryj lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391 -6645.

BACHELOR APARTMENT, non-smoking, util-

ities paid, free laundry, parking, private,

quiet, 2 ^/2 miles from UCLA, available Oct.

12. $43(ymo. (310)478-3694.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet building. No pets. 1 236
McCtettan t>IVe. 3 10-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-balh, Patio, North of Wilshir^ dish-

washer, parking, $1350/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt»1. 310-207-0834.

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, hardvw)od

floors, bright, parking, laundry hook-up. 1 br

and 2br/1 ba available. (31 0)550-1 531

.

CLOSE TO UCLA
Westwood -10 minutes by car, FURNISHED
single, electronic enlrar>ce, upper, complete
kitchen facilities, refrigerator, gated parking,

laundry, $550/month. For appointment, call

310-454-8800.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575- $635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-
deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses ar>d freeways, 10
minute drive. (818)399 9610.

Huge single, only one left, great deal, half a

block from UCLA,, quiet, spacious, furnished,

earthquakeproof, gated, $750. Lauren 310-

^24-0319.

LARGE 2-I-2, SECURITY BUILDING, central

AK. fireplace, dishwasher, stove, 2 car gated

remote parking, taurxiry, jacu22i. 15 min.
from UCLA- West Hollywood. $89(Vmo.
(310)275-7159.

LARGE, LIGHT, BEAUTIFUL 1 bedroom, 1

bathroom * 2 large lofts. Pink marble flre-

place. Stained glasa window, 260 degree
views: Sunset and city lights. Washer/dryer,
microwave, refrigerator, stove. Top floor,

comer unK. IS minutes from UCLA, Palms
area, suntMjrtded by great variety of ethnic

restaurants Friendly, helpful neighbors,

1 block from big multiplex movie theaterl

$900(310KS5-S555.

Alisons Arms
Bachelors

FvnishecVUnfimished

$445-$595
10809 LIndbrook Dr., 310^208-1664

LUXURY 2-bedroonV2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palnw. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2865.

MAR VIST\ $565. Spacious l-bcdroom. Af>-

pliarKes, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UaA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VIST^ $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhcMite. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Casvvell Ave.
310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Most beaUiful apartnxnt In Westwood.
Only 3-yrs. old. One 3bd/2bth lefL Call fast

310-208-6161.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliarxxs. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, taurulry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to LXTLA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet building refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, fVilniblinds. One
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 31 0-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-
397-8058.

PALMS, $725. 2-^1 apartment, upper, bright

unit. Refrigerator irK:luded. Gateid parking.

310-829-0589.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large end unit w/ balco-

ny/refrigerator. New Carpet/blindVpaint.

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdrnV2-
bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

6855.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed^-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One montK free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator.

Convenient to Westside, UCLA and shop-

pinR. Call 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliarxxs, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (31 0)837-41 96.

UCLA X-LARGE SINGLE, dining room, walk
to UCLA and Village. $640. 10975 1/2 Roe-
bling. (310)206-4253, (310) 824-2595.

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no peU. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.

$46(ymonth.

VENICE BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary jo 310-392-8487.
$40(ymonth.

WALK TO UaA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. 10944 Strathnoore. (310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.
UCLA $830. (213)935-9152.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,
security, pool, patio. 1 560 Saltair #205. 310-
453-0505.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-
bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet build-
ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414
lasmine. 310-838-4862.

West L.A. Bachelor, upper, utilities paid, near
Santa Monica Federal Bus Lines and market.
lOmin. from campus. $450. 310-475-481 5.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no pets, stove,

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1. Large
1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpets,

blinds, now available, parking, laundry
facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
by appt. 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrrTV2-l/2-bath condo,

washer/dryer, sIde-by-side parking pool.

Very large, living room, dining room,

equipped kitchen. Prlnr>e location!

$160(ymonth. 213-3eai35S.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDRCK>V2-BATH, $950
AND UP. TILE KrrCHEN, STEPDOWN
LIVING ROQM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigwator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad studanls. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
y4-mll€ from c«npus. 310-273-1 21 2.

WESTWOOD. Great 1 bedroom efficiency.

AC/DW/FPA>ool^pa/^ar]ge parking 655 Kel-

ton. $700. bnmadlata move-in. Perfect 9-

monih kaic. Ltav* maiiim 310-624-1799.

49 Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOOAIENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm

$750. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpcU, Venetians, taurwiry facilities, large,

bright, dining, erH:losed private garage. Quiet

building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KITCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 310-447-8500.

ViCLAr $482. Bachelor, free utilities, walk-in

closet, new carpet and bathroom, vertical

blinds, refrigerator, 10 minutes to UCLA.
310-476-2763.

WUA. $725-$650. Very large 1, 2-bedroom.
Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closets, bal-

cony. All appliances. Paint and carpet V.J.

310-447-5714.
._

WLA. $725. 1-bdrnV1-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rington. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1-1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(ymonth. Month-tmnth leases, hto

pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Startirig $525. New appliances, carpet, pairU,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and 1 -bedroom,
furnished/unfurnished. $575 and up. Heated
pool, fireplace, patio, gated parking, key en-

try. Call 310-479-21 2a

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAM. VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. $500 Bachelor in duplex
Utilities paid, fireplace, laundry. 10617 Kin-

nard. 310-474-1923.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, near Pico-

La Cienana. (310)279-2002.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington «4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Bru^d
new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laundry. Quiet buikiing. 15 Blocks

to Ocean. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALA4S, $575, brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

PALMS. Single $535. Clean, Large pool,

convenient to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-
4332.

SANTA MONICA 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laur>dry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents wekome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6660.

52 Apartments to Share

Beverly Hills charming Apt. 2t>drs-1bth.

Walk to stores and txjs. Heaithy, considerate

lifestyle. N^. Great Cat. $40(Vmo+half utll-

ities and deposit. 310-859-6561.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large fumished apartment in West-

wooc^arKlfair. Close to UCLA kitchen, pri-

vate bath. $333Atk> -«- utilities. 310-209-

0365.

Great apt., great deal. WLA 2bdrms. avail.,

$365 and $365. Looking for fun friendly peo-

ple. Girls preferable. Call Pamela 310-398-

5204.

OWN ROOM/BATH. Furnished , CLEAN, 2-

bed/2-bath. Gorgeous complex, FULL.AMEN-
ITIES, SECURITY, new carpets/appliances.

Great location, Westside. $550/nf>onth. 310-

637-9509. Prefer male.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer N/S female. Close

to campus. $450-*- 1/2 utilities. 818-907-

9401.

SANTA MONK:a Private room, share bath,

M/F, $367 + 1/3-utilities. fwlonth/Month.

Call Chris or Stephanie 310-473-5274.

TWO FEMALE ALUMS seek male/female n/s

roommate in Brentwood. Parking. $450/mo.-4-

deposit. (3 10)826-2736.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute
walk from Lot-32. $300/month. Bobby 310-

478-7121 or Cathy 310-478^0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/same. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrnVl-bath, co-ed, luxury, security coryfo

w/amenities. Westwood, $35Q/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Hilgard Ave. Female students, large house
arvT bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Cont. Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat

310 208-8931.

LARGE ROOM available immediately to grad

Student Own bathroom. $40(Vmonth. Quiet
building. 5 miles fi'om campus. On bus line.

310-204-1766.

M/F ROOMMATE (Mature N/S). Own large

furnished wMall-to-wall closet in fumished
apartment. 2-blocks UCLA $399/month.

Parking, laundry, "ASAP." Bob: 310-206-

6424 (6pm-1 2midnight).

PALMS, Female roommate wanted. $380 +
utilities. Direct bus to UCLA No pet 310-

202-7010.

WESTCHESTER, share room. $225AT»ooth +
utilities, parking, pool, fironi and backyard,

pels OK. Prefer female, norvsmoking. 310-

641-wax

53 Roommates

WLA $4SQ^nonth. Own room, share bath

with 1 In nice 3-be<iroom apartment Stable

female preferred. Available now. 310-474-

2194.

WLA OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment Parking, 5-miles to UCLA Norv
smoker. Available now. $47Q/mo. Call 310-

447-2421.

WLA Seeking mature N/S roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit w/security

alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $420^fTK>., ^

$425 security deposit Denise 31 0-31 2-6661.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully fumished w/bath, large closet,

bright, surwiy room. Enclosed yard. Walk to

UCLA Excellent parking, kitchen, male 310-

475-4517.

$465. Fumished room. Small enclosed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, washer and dryer. Some mountain and
city views, by nature trail.l 5-minutes from

UCLA 310-476-0256.

BRENTWOOD SSSG/iTwnth. Private bed and
bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Female, norvsmoker. 310-

395-0623.

aOSE TO UaA and buses. Room in family

.
house, $350/mo.-t-utilities. N^. Share bthrm,

kitchen, garden. Cola 310-306-1696 ext 210.

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Private bath, parking,

weekly maid service, kitchen, laur>dry privi-

leges. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the beach.

Meal for N/S female, professional graduate

student $6S(ymonth. 310-459-2109.

Fumished vir/spacious closet, TV arxl stereo

included 1 5-minutes from IXILA, close to

bus. N/S. $425 utilities included. 310-657-

1466.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

closets, kitchen/laundry. Near National/Seat-

tle and «8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

markets. $475/mo. 31 0-397-6002.

MAR VISTA, $325/month, own room, big,

clean, bright, laurxiry, partially fumished,

minute to bus, pets negotiable. Available

ASAP. Charlotte, 310-391-5086.

MAR VISTA $350. Sunny 2-bdrm beach
close. New carpets, stove, refrigerator, aivi

blinds, female rVsmoker. Parking available.

310-391-1560 after 7pm.

Pacific Palisades. Private room^ath. No
smokin^drinking. Kitd>er^asher/drier

privileges arxl cable T.V. Responsible fe-

male. $650. 310-454-0641.

Private roomA>ath. Fumished. Walk to

UCLA Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-snrwker. $390/W)o.. Call 310-474-9905.

Room for rent. Male r>orvsmoker, clean, re-

sponsible. WL^Beverly Hitl^entry City.

Near park/gym. Great r>eighborhood. Lrg.

2bdrm. $49(ymo.+utils. Call Lesley 310-553-

9108.

SANTA MONICA Furnished bedroom/bath.
Female faculty member preferred, N/S, like

cats. Commuter Morxiay-Thursday, Bus #8.

First and last $30G/month. 310-452-1948.

WLA Three professionals seek person to

share spacious townhouse. Own bed-

roorrVbath. Share comnrK>n areas, including

laundry. Easy freeway access. $52S/month.
310-478-0940.

56 House for Rent

3-bdrnV2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$1375/mo. 310-826-2022. _^_
WLA SPACOUS 2-BEDROC)M HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex; Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $69S/month. 310-479-
8099.

57 House to Share

FEMALE GRAD STUDENT/PROF needed to

share 2 bdrm/l bath townhouse, near UCLA,
W/D, cable. $55(ymo. (310)575-0501.

PROFESSIONAL MALE to share 2bdrrTV1ba
house. Private entrance, yard, washer/dryer,
storage available, half utilities, N/5. Cat OK.
$525. MDR, (310)627-2706.

58 House for Sale

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm horrte on Bever-
ly Glen Bhrd. Just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage
of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call
Irene, agent 818-789-71 17.

60 Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed man
and wonwn. Type wnd cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood and
Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $475/month
includinx utilities. Call Estelle 310-515-5669.

62 Room/Board for Help

A M/C Private roontAward In Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for afttfschool artd some
evenings help and chikJcare. MUST HAVE
dependable car and insurance. Call

(213)650-3100.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for chikkarc.
driving, light housdcMpif^f far 9 & 3-

vear/oTd. ApproKlntale 20houn/wtA. Wal-
king distaiKe campus. Experler>ceAeferetKes

^rfQuirid.J10-47D-4662.
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62 Room/Board forH^

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4670. '^

KITCHEN CZAR...I0W key and low fat cook-

ing in exchange for room and modified full

board. Three children (10, 12, 14) and The
QaL Organize, cook, keep Idtchen clean.

Monitor diildren, homework guidance. 15

hours, Monday through Thursday 3:15 til

7pm. No housework, no weekends. Ten
minutes from UCLA, near busline. Private

room. Perfect for upper class or graduate

student Must be UCLA enrolled. Non-
smoklng. Val, 310-471-1671, evenings best

Large sunny room, bathroom, beautiful Brent-

wood park hon>e in exchange for light hcxise-

work, some driving, female only, flexible

schedule. 310-472-9759.

LOOKING FOR LIVE-IN CHILIX^RE in ex-

change for roomAxMrd plus negotiable sti-

perxi. Car necessary. Flexible days and hours.

)udy Grodan 310-274-2617
,

OWN ROOM, BOARD »-$10(VWEEK. Ma-
ture, upbeat, female student wanted for

mir>imal housework, driving, childcare. Help-

er to 34year/old newly single nrM>m. Nice Mar
Vista home. 1 5-minutes from campus. 310-

397-6445.

Room and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit.

with household chores/errands. Own car

anchor drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
VisU. 310-398-1277.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange

for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1399.

66 Tov/nhouse for Rent

2-befl^-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air and heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beveriy

Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-206-6049. Ask for Freddy.

67 Condos for Sale

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, dose to

campus. 2bdrrrV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. Owner must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133. y^
SANTA MONICA, North of WVshire.

$89,900. Ul. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit Great patio,

pool. A^ent (31 0)479-6832.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-baih. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 Hoot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-
473-6782.

78 Misc. Activities 96 Services Offered

68 Condos to Share

ROOM AVAILABLE in beauUful Westwood
coTKfo, 24-hour security guard, valet service,

9th ffoor view of city. Seeking non-smoking

male or female. $65(Vmonth. 969 Hilgard,

310-271-5995 (day), 310-443-9909 (even-

ings).

69 Condos for Rent

$145(yMONTH. Large, 2-bdrm -i-loft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-276-5517.

3-bdrnV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471 -4969.

WLA-PALMS. 3>2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,

$1500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet

street 10 minutes to UCLA 310-396-9533.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
IBcdroom 1 Bmh

$6S0Ananth • Secnrity Building

Appliances « Some Utilities Included

Option to Buy

(310)447-1005

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. 1^ pets. Between
6-9pm 310-472-6336.

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT In beautiful

Beveriy Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH-
EN. $400. 310-356-6396.

71 Vacation Rentals

Beach bungalow, A/bkia. from beach, Ve-

nic^anta Monica. 2bdr., hardwood-flrs.,

tropical garden. Available 10/29-12/3.

$900. 310-392-0926.

78 f^isc. Activities

Terviis anyone^ BWA- tennis player looking

to hit on campus. Sir^les/Doubles. Flexible

schedufe. Call P« 3ia-4S8^6S99.

$
ATTENTION ^
CLUBS *

NBC SHOW TAPINGS
Help raise $$$ for your

organization. For more info.

caU (818) 840-3551

jftNBC

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Al subjects. Thes8a/0is8ertatk>ns.

Psraorud Statements. Proposals and books.

International students weksme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon B«w. Ph.D. (31(9 470-6W2

91 Insurance

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wllshir©)

Japarwse conversation class. SMC. 310-

452-9214. Starting OcL.22. 6-Saturdays.

BeK.:9an)-12. lnterfnediate:l-4. $75.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCyEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.O. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

SURVEYS for thesis, etc Professional print-

ing. Automatic data entry. Proven accuracy.

Quick turrvaround. Competitive prices. Veros

Infonnation Systems, 310-231-1500.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, fnjstra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1 734.

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 C300)22S-9000

98 Tutoring Offered

GERMAN TUTOR. Experienced native

speaker, flexible hours, price open for discus-

sion. ConUct Jay. 21 3-857-0406.

ART HISTORY TUTORIAL SERVICES. On/off

campus location. Flexible hours. Reasonable

rates. 310-575-0607.

BIOLOGY TUTOR. Experienced teacher (Ph-

P Microbiology). 310-652-8652.

ITALIAN LESSONS/TUTORING. Native

spealcer, experienced teacher. Private and

group irtttruclion, reasonable prices. Call

RoberU 310-474-1634.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pa^r, 310-582-9626 NBD.

MY TUTOR.
MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring sen^-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous nx)ver. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small Jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Low«st rates, fast, reliable, student discount

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

95 Personal Service

99 Tutoring Needed

Conversational BAHASA Indonesia tutor

needed. On-campus, 2-4 hrsAvk. 310-837-

3011.

EXPERIENCED ENGLISH TUTOR for high

school student PSAT and SAT Prep. Close

to UCLA. After school. 310-475-8409.

The Princeton Edge is looking for tutors. The

hours are flexible and the pay is $13.00 per

hour. For more info, call 310-394-7454.

TUTOR YOUNG CHILD after school, 3

timc^M«ek, help with homework , 1-1.5

IxHjrs, scheduling flexible. Education major

preferred. 310-474-2266.

TUTORS WANTED
MATH, SCIENCE, SPANISH, FRENCH TU-
TORS needed for Sherman Oaks, Woodland
Hills , Westwood Centers. Urxiergraduate de-

gree required. $12^r. 81 8-347-761 6/310-

475-4830.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, trarocription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

95 Personal Service

LORI WASSERMAN, I»LA.

M.F.C.C. Registered Intern

• RELATIONSfflP SPECIALIST
• Individual, couple and
family therapy

• Eating disorders

• Stress Management
• Self Empowerment

2211 Corinth St. #203
Los Angeles. CA 90064

(310) 364-0449

Jan Unon. M>.. M.F.C.C.

Suprrvijor MT0I64O6
Inl « IMn302K

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professiorul, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. ExperierKed

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated devdoping/editing your critically-

importJHit personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consutUnt 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
EdiU, theses^Miblicatlona; tutors Er^istVibMiy
skllh; trains time managammt/itnm raduc-

HOB, Nadia Lawrence, PM>. 310-393.t»5t^

100 Typing

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tion, thesis, reports, manuscripts, trartscrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

;

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS
yean lega^edical transcription experierKC.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- Ail types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, gr^iht, laser. Reaion-
able ralw. near campus. 31 0-470.0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reporu, etc Resume special S30.

Later quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount

1IO-587-01S7. ^-r^-^ ...,..^ ., ..,

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levets/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUfTAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

GulUr lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-
476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance arwiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol
Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,
reliable. Layout, editing, composition!
Resumes/cover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

105 Travel

New York
'NON-STOP

$149^
London
Frankfurt

Tokyo
Boston
Dallas

$225*
$225*
$235*
$184*
$125*

•Fares are eadi w4y from los /^ngeles based on a

rouxJtrJpfxiictiase, Restrictions apply and taxes not
ncluded. Call for otfier worfcJwide destinations.

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council Ih'avel
1093 Bfoxton Av«, #?20, Los Anseles, CA 90024

310-208-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

r
TODAY'S

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Nail

5 Excites

10 Way of

waliting

14 Tallt wildly

15 Unspotcen
16 Old Norse

inscription

17 Singer
Redding

^8 Friendship
19 Boundary
20 Cairo's river

21 Lessening of

tension
23 Not finely

25 Eccentric
26 Straighten up
27 Bom'
29 Pridde
32 Tadpole
37 Atmosphere
38 Vancouver

and Seattle

40 Art cult

41 Charmingly
43 Fixes
44 Single

45 QIance over
47 Reflected
51 Scarc%
55 Type of

scientist

58 Thing
59 Story
60 Wickednesses
61 Ice-cream —
62 Chills and

fever

63 Ointment l.

64 Soon ~
65 Meshes
66 Ice pellets

67 Main role

DOWN
1 Wild horse
2 Proportion

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

JIUIRIT L E N EIC KMOlLrETS)

I lAISl llbllOA I- I S

ILIIIGINI I T EBB Y L I iNlETSl

LAICIHIE SHC L E R Kl

siasEii ass nosmQs

1 1994 Unttad Feature SyrMltcate

3 Saint Teresa's
hometown

4 Old
prospector

5 Gawked
6 Docilely

7 Coldly
8 Coolidge or
Hayworth

9 River of

Greek myth
10 Actress Garbo
1

1

Check the

accounts of

12 Gold bar
13 Very small

22 Cain's
brother

24 Misdeed
27 "No. —

Much" (Four
Lads tune)

28 Overhead
trains

29 Faucet
30 Ben

—

31 Natural
resource

32 Use a crowbar

on
33 Same
34 Colorless

35 Out of the
ordinary

36 Vapor
38 Fasten
39 Cheer for a

toreador
42 Hubbub
43 Damage
45 Postpone
46 Victorian

garment
47 Early Central

American
46 Custom
49 March proudly
50 Sea eagles
51 Make a happy

face
52 Make up (for)

53 Italian city

54 Make
corrections
in

56 Loch —
monster

57 Egg-shaped
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UCLA's Muslim Newsmagazine

TheUClAYeathook

UCLA's DaHy Newspaper

The Jewish Student Newsmaga^ne at UCLA
Campus Radio ^
Para El Pueblo De Las America

The African Peoples Newsmagazjme

The Asian Pacific Magazine at UCLA
UCLA's Gay and Lesbian Newsmagazine

The Feminist Magazine at UCLA

STUDEKI MEDIA JOURNALISM WORKSHOPS

.-^

• If you want to take a workshop, pick up an • Participants do not receive university credit.

application at the Daily Bruin and return it by the date

indicated. • Only registered UCLA students are eligible.

• Student Media Workshops are designed to train

students who intend to work with the student media.

• For more information, call 825-2787.

Wrilino and Edilini

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective

communication. Basic publication style, story struc-

ture, attribution issues, self-editing techniques.

ileporlino

ri%M\
• Section 11 #11
6 pm - 8 pm Wednesday, Oct. 12 Ackerman 2412

10 am - 4 pm Saturday, Oct. 1 5 Boelter 55 14

Instructor: Frances Femandes. Student Media UCLA
adviser

^i

Reporting A

An introduction to basic research methods, interview-

ing, covering breaking news and working with editors.

• Section 2 *' "- '^i"---^^

Submit application by 9 am, Wednesday, Oct. 12

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman Union 2412

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

ii^S-i

• Section 2i||||^' |

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 1 7 Ackerman 24 1

2

6 pm - 8 pm, Wedhesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhotif Hall 400

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

CopyEdilingA ..^^-_.

An introduction to the role of the copy editor

including basic journalism style, polishing sentences,

recognizing structural problems, recognizing legal/

ethical, issues, fact-checking, working with editors and

reporters and headline writing.
"'".''

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14

Legal Issues in the Media

Libel and privacy laws for editors, station managers,

copy editors, reporters and photographers. Sessions on

shield laws and the recently much-used California and

federal freedom of information laws. Copyright law.

Prerequi^te: Current student media.

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 21 Ackerrman 2412

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 28 Ackerman 241.2

Instructors: Rex Henke, senior partner, Gibson, Dunn

& Crutcher, expert in media law and Tim Alger,

associate, Gibson, Dunn &. Crutcher, investigative

reporter.

10 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct. 1 5 Math Science 5148

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5148 .

Instructor: Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin

reporter and editor, copy editor at the Long Beach

Press Telegram

TheFealure/MagazineSlory^f^ffi rmBm
Magazine and newspaper writers discuss the way they

work and write. A prominent Los Angrlcs-area writer

will lead the workshop each quarter. —
6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 25 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 1 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 8 Ackerman 2412

Politics & the Public

November elections are approaching and student

editors and reporters are scrutinizing the candidates.

What do readers need to know about them? How can

this election affect their lives? Who is voting and who

is not and why. The workshop will explore the issues

and how to get the stories.

Prerequisite: Current student media

6 pm - 8 pm, Thursday Oct. 20 Math Science 5225

ImtTMCtor: Barbara J. Palermo, legal affairs reporter and

feature writer, The Daily News, The Daily Journal and

The Evening Outlook •

lr\structor: John Lee, formerly a reporter for the LA
Times, staff writer, LA Weekly, freelance

magazine writer

le^iyndiidPlioloijFdplii

Fhotojounalisin A

An introduction to news and feature photography.

Includes night, interior and sports shoots, picture

comjxMition and lighting, captioning and legal and

ethical issues.

Prerequisites: An application and test are required.

Workshop participants must owmf cameta.""

4-ir

10 am ' 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 Math Science 5225

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 22 Math Science 5225

JnstrMCtor: Scott Weersing, former Daily Bruin photo

editor, staff photographer for Ventura Star Free Press

newspapers

TOMORWW
Design A

An introduction to the basic principles of graphic

design and how they apply to the presentation of

information in newspapers and magazines.

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 20 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 27 Math Science 5225

Jnstrwctor. Albert Poon, designer San Jose Mercury

News

Desktop Publishing: QuarkXPress

An introduction to electronic publishing software.

Prerequisite: Current student media staff.

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Kerckhoff210

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 22 Kerckhoff 210

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 28 Kerckhoff 210

Instructor: Eric Tolladay, freelance graphic artist

BfOddctis!

iDlDHlaclJonlolladio

An overview of how a radio station operates

with an emphasis on programming, management

and promotion.

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thursday, October 13 Ackerman 2412

Guest speaker: Tom Bernstein ofKNX Radio

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Math Science 5117

IrKtructor: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly of

KNX/CBS radio
—

BroadcaslJoumalisni

Students learn to put news and sports broadcasts

together. Emphasis on producing ai\d interviewing.

1 pm - 7 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Ackerman Union 2f412

Instructor: Ed Coglin, former Channel 13 news director

mitJStMm

•* -'^
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rebounds from UW loss
Hurricanes, many other teams, keep

up hunt for national championship

The New YorK Times

Dennis Erickson's Hurricanes
answered an awfiil lot of their crit-

ics' questions Saturday with a thor-

oughly convincing 34-20 victory

over Florida State.

"After the Arizona loss last year

and the loss to Washington this sea-

son, everybody has been question-

ing tfiis program,*' Erickson said. "I

feel that beating Florida State,

when no one in the nation gave us a

chance, and to dominate the game
the way we did, well, it*s just the

-biggest win I've ever had in my
coaching career."

Miami (4-1), which was shut out

by Arizona, 29-0, in last year's

Fiesta Bowl, suffered another
major blow to its program earlier

STEVENS

this year when it lost to

Washington, 3S-20. That loss ended
the Hurricanes' string of 58 consec-

utive home victories, college foot-

ball's longest home winning streak.

Faced with the dis^trous conse-

quences that a second home defeat

in the same season might bring, the

Hurricanes put together a solid per-

formance, holding the Seminoles to

47 rushing yards the entire game,
and two field goals in the second
half.

"Just looking at our players, I

really thought before the season
that tfiis would be one of our better

teams," said Erickson, whose squad

has a bye this week, tfien travels to

West Virginia (2-4) next Saturday.

"We've played on^ bad half of foot-

ball all year, and that was the sec-

ond half against Washington. Other

than that, we've played pretty

well."

Boston College

Notre Dame's schedule probably

had a huge circle around its

Saturday date with Boston College

at Alumni Stadium. That was sup-

posed to be payback day for the

Eagles (2-2), who defeated the

Fighting Irish, 41-39, last year at

South Bend, Ind. But things didn't

turn out that way for Notre Dame,
which was again upset by Boston
College, this time by the more con-

vincing score of 30- 11

.

"The Notre Dame game was
made to be a big game, so we
accepted it as a big game and
played it like a big game," said

Boston College coach Dan
Henning, whose team is preparing

this week for Temple (2-3).

"Whenever you play Notre Dame,
you're not only playing now and
reality, you're playing myth and

legend."

Henning, in his first season with

the Eagles, is hoping that his team
does not suffer a letdown against

lightly regarded Temple. After last

year's thrilling triumph over Notre

Dame, Boston College played
poorly the next week in a home loss

to West Virginia.

"I told the guys that diis is some-
thing no one can ever take away
from you," Henning said. "But now
you have to put ft in a special kft

bag and put it on a shelf You can
take it out in January 1999 or
October 2005 and enjoy it. But
right now, we've got to concentrate

on the next football game."
Penn State

In their first five games, the

Nittany Lions (5-0) have looked
virtually unstoppable, outscoring

their five opponents, 258-86. But
the second half of Penn State's sea-

son begins with a tough trip this,

week to Michigan (4-1), and Joe

Patemo's troops are still not certain

of the effectiveness of tailback Ki-

Jana Carter, who dislocated his

right thumb while gaining 178
yards against Temple two weeks
ago.

The good news for Penn State Is

that Carter was practicing (non-con-

tact drills) Tuesday with what team
officials described as a "functional

splint," which enables him to carry

the ball firmly. The bad news for the

Nittany Lions, who were idle last

week, is the fear of being rusty

against the Wolverines, who are

coming off a 40-20 victory over
Michigan State.

Virginia Tech
Though the Hokies (5-1) had lit-

tle trouble with Temple on Saturday,

pounding the Owls, 44-1 3, they will

step out of their Big East
Conference schedule this week for

an always tough battle against East

Carolina (3-2), which lost to

Syracuse by 3 points (21-18) earlier.

From page 40

Campanella and the time she met
Duke Snider outside of Ebbets
field. And in the crosSrsection of

life where sometimes the memo-
ries outlive the realities - that

was real baseball.

In fact, I don't know if the

Brooklyn Dodgers even made it

to the World Series. In a lot of

ways, I don't care.

As easily as I lose touch with

the teams of today (Are the Mets
still good?), the more ingrained

are the defining moments of the

past. Steve Garvey's home run in

1984 united my city and brought

together my family. It's one of

niy fondest memories and my
enthralling first person account

of it is but a vague memory of

the tale my dad told at dinner the

next night.

In my memories of those days,

"The Natural" intertwines with

"Casey at the Bat," "Mookie
with Roger the Rocket" and
chocolate sundae syrup with my
clean chin as the clock ticks to

10: 14 p.m. and I want to sleep.

With the exception of the

Superbowl and a few trivial

events such as your wedding day,

the World Series is one of the

few times that you can distinctly

remember where you were, what
you did, who your friends were
and what bathroom you used.

The World Series is a place hold-

er for your past, it anchors the

memories.

Hell, there was even an earth--

quake during the Battle of the

Bay in 1989. Honestly, who
would actually remember it had
it not taken place before the start

of Game 3. That's how powerful
the games actually are. "Where
were you at 5:^)4?" Watching the

game, of coiirse.

Baseball is a lot like another

national pastime, too - sex.

Not exactly of course, but both

3re slowly forging their way
down the same path. There's a

lot of selfishness involved, num-
bers are important and for some,
money is exchanged. But that's a

different story.

Baseball is a feeling. It's a 19-

year-old Ken Griffey Jr. with an

ear-to-ear grin during his first

all-star game, it's an injured Kirk
Gibson crushing the Oakland A's

in one swing and sometimes,
even in 1994 when there are no
memories to be made, it's the

—
Brooklyn Dodgers.

If you're lucky.

Robert Stevens is an undeclared
sophomore. He is The Bruin's

Arts and Entertainment assistant

editor Stevens has never written

a sports article - is it that

obvious?

105 Travel

STRICTLY PERSONAL
ScdcinK Jcwiii Students.., For 3-week winter-

break experience in Israel. Past gmupt have

met with Prime Miruster Ytcliak Rabin,

Shimon Peres, Benyamin Netanyahu, Natan

Shaiansky, Jerusalem mayor Ehud Olmert,

Benny Begin, and President of Istael Ezer

Weizman. Plus tour the countxy and

discover what Israel is really about.

Scholarships available that let you do it all for

just $107!>, including cost of airfare and all

ac^modabont. For applicarion form, call

1.800-FELLOWS (335-5697)

105 Travel

NEW YORK HOTLINE 1-900-378-5593.
What to do and see. Where's the actionl.

S1.25/min., 3min7avg., 18«. iR900 Beveriy
hills 310-358-7167.

Strictly Penonal ^f^^

Now canning 10 UCLAI Katbi«rtCMCfMiof twSoul wid
•» Afwik. n«4 NMont tar AnlwniSn* wd tM Hotocaat

Sunday Oct 23 k»n 10:30 «n • S:30 pm
« LuVil* Commoni. HMr UCLA Law School.

(In dowmsttlfs nwi^nQ foofns.)

Mora info ai: (310) 27S-ae72. OtKOVwy. donri n*« It)

Putyour reputation

on the line.

classified Line
825-2221

Daily Bruin

SKILLET WITH LID
TOP OF STOVE

HIGH TO LOW HEAT

NEED:
2 tablespoons VEGETABLE OIL
1/2 small ONION, thinly sUced

1 smaU RED POTATO, thinl>' sUccd

1 ZUCCHINI, thinly sUced

splash SOY SAUCE
sprinkle PARMESAN CHEESE
4 EGGS, lightly beaten with fork

ZUCCHINI &
EGGS

FRITTATA

15MIN.

1 TO 2 SERVINGS

VEGETARIAN MAIN MEALS

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMANCHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black Interior, red body, in good condi-

tion. S450Q/obo. 310-553-1444.

1987 CAMARO T-TOP, V-8, A^, A/C, tilt-

power steering, cruise control, AAVFM stereo

cassette, custom wheels, Clifford alarm, low
miles, very clean, 1 owner. (310)822-3150.
Leave message. $4299/obo.

81 BMW 3201, 5-speed, good condition,

clean. Black, beige interior, stereo, sunroof,

alarm. $2800. Denise (310)825-9095 (cam-
pus). ^_^^^
Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-
ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,
bed $100. Must sell call 310-61 7-4703.

Nissan Pulsar 87, automatic, t-top, blue.

Mileage 97,000. $3100. Call Ji-jeng. 310-

444-0945.

Perfect student car, 1974 VW Superbcetle,

recently painted, forest green, immaculate in-

terior, new EVERYTHING, runs excellent.

Only $1999. Call 310-721-1640.

'79 Olds Cutlass. Very good cor>dition. 8-

cyl, new radiator. $10()(Vobo. Call Tony
310-836-8669.

'84 JETTA CLI. Clean, charcoal gray, tinted

windows. New clutch, timing chain and wa-

'

ter-pump casing. $350(Vobo. Oean 310-937-

4772.

'86 Mazda 323. New break, clutch, tires,

timing belt. Excellent condition. 125,000

miles. $148yobo. 81 8-.757-0947.

'88 HONDA CRX-HS, white. Immaculate
condition inside ar>d out, pull-out A\^M
cassette, sunroof, A^. $490(Vobo. (818)894-

0754 after 5pm.

114 Motorcycles for Sole

91 CB250 Honda Nighthaw*, red. 16k miles,

$1500, great for beginner. Call 458-3287,
Jeanlne.

126 Furniture for Sole

Chaise, chairs, ottoman, kitchen appliar>ces,

morel Perfect for student apartment. Pentax
35mm zoom camera. All good condition.

Best prices. 81 8-799-9977.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbcds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

TRIPLE DRESSER, oak finish, matching wall

unit. $1 50.00 for both. Evenings, 3 10-659-

9143.

WOOD kitchen table and two chairs. Excel-

lent condition. Very nice looking. $125 for

set. 81 8-997- 1 927 speak to Susie.

132 Sports Equipment

STAIRMACHINE-eleclric-Lifestyler Club Step-

per- Like new- Adjustable speed, digital read-

outs-time, distance, calories, pulse-

$20Q^obo. 310-575-4073. .

134 Computer/Typewriter

486 66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4.ram, 420HD,
voice-mai^ mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

Computer for salc:Mac SE/30. 8-mb RAM.
40-mb Hardrivc. Math co-prossesor. Carry-

ing case. $75(Vobo. Answering machine
$10. 310 399-8077.

COMPUTER SACRIFICEMI Mac Classic 2/40

HD with Imagewriter II, Keyboard, mouse,
covers, wristpad, and paper...$425 obo. Call

310-588-6222.

COMPUTER SALEI Power Book Duo 230,
Global fax nrtodem, all popular software.

Travel case and misc., brand new, $1900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

HP-HIP LASERPRINTER. $495; Compaq
VGA-^^itor $149; Compaq 286 portable

1: In skillet, on high heat, cook onions and potato in hot oil till

onion is transparent (approximately 2 minutes).

X: Add zucchini, soy sauce and Parmesan cheese. Reduce heat to

medium low. Cook 5 minutes, stirring occasionally. —
STEP yx Pour eggs over vegetables. Cover and cook on low heat 5

minutes. Eggs will puff like an omelet.

115 Scooters for Sole

1987 Yamaha Jog. 50cc Includes helmet and
lock. $400. 310-479-2022.

'84 ELffE ISO SCOOTiR. New motor, red,

with helnr>et, perfect (or UCLA transportation.

$80(Vobo. Call or leave message. Dean 310-
937-4772.

'89 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-
tion. Low mile, just tuned, includes helmet
and lock. $750/obo. Call Reina (310)829-
1727 or (310)838-8687. .

•90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, great a>ndi-
ll<J?1»» includes helmet/paid registration for

1995. Call Kathleen (310)392-7547.
$70CVobo.

•90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, tur>ed-up, ga-
raged, excellent condition, "95 registration,

includes two helmets^ bMtet and lock. $75a
Joflyn 310-2084)919.

(W.P. 5.1 installed) $695
Must Selll 818-799-9977

OBO. Must Seel

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin for in-

formation. 818-225-0909.

MAC PLUS, upgraded, w/40 nr>egabyte hard-

drive, M^^rinler, fan, and programs. Like

new. $395. Black desk w/computer table,

S45. Call 310-278-7584.

MAC Se 8MEC RAM, hard-drive, keyboard,
nwuce, travel case and extras. Eiecdlent and
practical. $75(Vobo. Call 824-2348. r%

MACINTOSH COLOR CLASSIC Wadded
memory ¥ 'cxtrai.' Portable. Lets than 1-

year-old. $1500. Chris: 213-968-0229.

Used XT and AT oomputers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printen availaM* Irom

$50 each. 310-286-1222.
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Copeland's Sports
THURSDAY OCT 1

3'"

1 0AM - SPM
Mall hours may vary

CURRENT PRICES ON
TilH

PRICED UNDER $1 00
EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS &
SELECTED APPAREL BRANDS

QUANTITY & PACKAGE PRICING NOT IN EFFECT. 20 ,, OFF
CURRENT PRICES MAY BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

Basketball & Court Shoes ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Hiking Boots & Sport Sandals ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Aerobic Shoes ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Cleated Shoes... ZO'^^OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Children's Athletic Shoes ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Running & Walking Shoes ZO'^^OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Cross Training Shoes ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
CURRENT SO% OTF
l*RICE ^ICE

Step 11 39.99 31 ®®

Mini Trampoline 39.99 3 I

Weight Sets up to $99 ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Weight Gloves & Belts........... ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Vinyl & Hexhead Dumbbells ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Golf Balls ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

izz::.; 20*-0FF
CURRENT PRICES

20''-0FF
CURRENT PRICES

Wetsuits ZC'^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Baseball Gloves ,

Racquetball Equipment.

.Sleeping Bags ^.-.-ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

ATHLETIC APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

Daily Bruin

ADVERTISING

825-2161
display
--,/

825-2221
classified

ALL DRINKS

$L00
iVERY WEDNESDAY

Special Group t«li«hly irregular)

Nike Swoosh Sweatshii
Special Group

CURRENT
PRICE

^9419

20%

IS
Nylon Wind Pants 19.99 5
Men's & Women's ^%0^»/ m*.^^
Lycra Workout Apparel ^U OFF

CURRENT PRICES
• t siiM Uml»»4 le leek on hmirf. A*»»rtltt< Teli»»i*n may b* vaHaM* at sal* aHcM In
I
ula •««««•. H.tiiUf. oHflinal a»4 cvrrMM ^rioM at* tHhttkm pricM only and may or may not^ TSI^ *" ***** '"'^ *»«* Iw i al alMO •• ktMlnoa* Oetokor 13. 1M4.COLO MCOAL rriMS I WLCCTIO AFMNtL WRX NOTM OMCOUMTID OUfNMC TMS SALE.

1 001 WESmVOOD BLVD
WESTIMOOD

HOURS: MON FRI 10 9. SAT 10 8. SUN 116

A VERY eOOl BARm eRiiu
SrECMlUINC III FMZEII HIIIKS

na*iiu*noioi CKitiuu*»in

mm STREET PRONENAK

iimttwnisnnm

WATER POLO
From page 35

^1
•4b ^^^Bt l|^^B^ ft

s. „J*

Mark Sutter
UCLA Sports Info

have a long time to prepare.

"Odds were against us for
Stanford and California. We have
every excuse in the world and we
can use every excuse in the world
(for why we didn't win), or we
can learn from it."

a o o

Saturday's 8-5 loss to

California amidst the howls of the

fans was a wake-up call for
UCLA in more than one respect.

The arena-like setup of the
Berkeley pool magnifies sound to

a dull roar, breaking concentra-
tion and preventing ease of com-
munication between players and
coaches.

The acoustics in Berkeley are

similar to that of an indoor pool,

which is exactly what the Bruins
will find at Long Beach's
Belmont Plaza Pool - site of the

MPSF and NCAA champi-
onships. The only difference is

... the first match ...

that can be labeled an

emphatic must-win.

the fact that crowds at Belmont
tend to be four times as large, and
the^echoes are deafening.

(Cal) was the first big crowd
we've played in front of," UCLA
assistant coach Matt Emerzian
said. "It's loud, it's hard to hear
each other out in the pool. You
really have to have your head on a

swivel and be looking around.

"But it was a good experience

leading up to the NCAA tourna-

ment, which will be played at an
indoor pool. It's three times hard-

er to hear there (in Belmont) than

it was here."

"(The noise) is not necessarily

a bad thing," Swanson said. It

gets you pumped up whether the

fans are rooting for you or not."

• • • -.

The variable in every match
over the last couple of weeks has
been Swanson's nagging groin
injury. He pulled the muscle in the

first week of practice, and after

sitting out for a week, reinjured it

in the Sept. 24 game against USC.
The injury has been especially

debilitating for Swanson because,

as goalkeeper, he uses his legs

constantly in order to rise out of
the wpened the first time."ater to

block shots.

"(The groin) is pretty much the

worst place for me to be injured,"

Swanson said. "It's kept me from
conditioning."

For the first time since the USC
game, Swanson was able to train

consistently this week in prepara-

tion for the Santa Barbara match,

and although the injury is still

sore, he should have his
endurance back by Friday.

"I've been training as hard as I

can without injuring myself,"
Swanson said.
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Water polo catching its breatli for home
Bruins welcome end of Nor Cal road

trips, travel to Santa Barbara Friday

By Esther Hul
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's been a tough two weeks for

the No. 4 UCLA water polo team
(10-7 overall,

1-3 Mountain
Pacific
Sports
Federation).

Seven match-

es in 10 days,

six of which
were against

nationally
ranked
teams, and
all of which
were played
on the road. This weekend's loss-

es to Stanford, California and
Pacific, however, were the last lap

of an arduous marathon of match-

es.

A mid-season lull has reached

Westwood, and a few days of rest

will be allowed before the poloists

VOLLEYBALL
From page 35

head to Santa Barbara tp begin the

second half of the season.^^

"We're glad to be home,** goal-

keeper Matt Swanson said. "That

was definitely a tough two-week
trip. It was a lot of playing and not

much practlcle time, so we definite-

ly need a breather."

It has been over three weeks
since the Bruins have not had to

travel 400 miles to get to their com-
petition, and Friday's match against

Santa Barbara will be the first game
in just as long that the Bruins have

the luxury of focusing on one team.

It is also the first match this sea-

son that can be labeled an emphatic

must-win.

With a 1 -3 record in conference

play, the Bruins must win at least

three of the remaining four MPSF
matches in order to finish the regu-

lar season at .500. With remaining

conference games against
Pepperdine, Stanford and Irvine -

all strong teams - the Santa
Barbara contest is all the more

UCLA goal keeper Matt Swanson is recovering from a groin injury.

JON FERREY/Daily Bfuin

important.

A loss on Friday could mean
elimination from the NCAA tour-

nament for UCLA, and the eighth-

ranked Gauchos have proven

themselves formidable with tvyo

wins over No. 5 Pacific this season.

letdown," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "I'm a big proponent

Sunday, UCLA was beaten 6-5 by for preparation, and we just didn't

Pacific in Stockton.

"This weekend was a complete See WATER POLO, page 34

Kara Milling

UCLA Sports Into

today's match somewhat hum-
bled by their trips to the Bay
Area last weekend. Both teams
beat Cal but were spanked by
top-ranked Stanford. The Bruins

lasted four games, becoming the

third team this season to take a

game from Stanford. The
Trojans, however, were swept by
the Cardinal.

"The Stanford match gave us

a good idea where we are at

right now," UCLA head coach
Andy Banachowski said. "We
probably feel a little bit better

about ourselves and our abili-

ties. We realize we can compete
with anyone, it's just a matter of

going after it."

• • •

In the latest Pac-10 statistics,

senior outside hitter Annett
Buckner is first in kills, averag-

ing (5.13), and sixth in hitting

percentage (.323). Senior middle
blocker Alyson Randick ranks
second in blocks (1.63) and
Tourth in hitting percentage,
while sophomore middle blocker

Kim KruH's 1.45 block average

places her fourth in the confer-

ence.
• • •

This afternoon's match is

being televised live on Prime
Ticket, and Prime Network will

air the match in a national

delayed telecast at 7 p.m. This

afternoon is also Beach Day in

Pauley Pavilion, with the first

500 fans receiving free beach

ctiairs. Courtside beach chair

seating will be provided.

OFF
ON FILM DEVELOPING

v>

I
ASUCLA COUPON

10FF
I

3'' or 4'' Prints
I

Coupon good 10/10/94

I
through 10/16/94. ^_^

C-41 process for 35mm, 110, or disc

color print film. One coupon per order.

Coupon must accompany order. Cannot

be combined with any other offer. Not

valid for Photo Galaxy or Kodalux
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Snitko stifles opponents for m. soccer
UCLA goalkeeper

moving to the top,

Bmins rise in polls

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

/'

As the UCLA men's soccer team
climbed from No. 10 to No. 7 in the

national rankings last week, UCLA
goalie Chris Snitko moved up from
fourth in the

country to sec-

ond.

Not that he

^ cares.

"It's good that

we're starting to

get some
shutouts and put

it together a little

bit," Snitko said.

"Stats aren't

jcally an issuers long as we're l(kl

right now and as long we keep on
winning. If I don't give up any
goals, we can't lose. It's a good
thing to have a low goals-against-

average. It's what every goalkeeper

sh(X)ts for."

Snitko currently boasts a .4,1

GAA, second behind Brett
Rosenberger of DePaul, who has a

.32 average. Snitko, however, has
played in over 300 minutes more
than Rosenbeiger. But he still main-
tains his humility.

"I think I've come a long way in

the fours years that I've been here,"

Snitko said. "I've been ''working

harder this year than I have in the

past. Maybe at the end of the year

I'll get a shot with the Under-23
team, if things keep going well. But
I'd rather give up a bad goal and
win 2-1 than play the game of my
life and lose or tie. It's all about win-

ning." ^,

Although Snitko leads most other

goalies in goals-against-average, no
one on the Bruins is among the top

20 in scoring.

But with UCLA's depth and
diversity on offense, that somehow
makes sensc^

*'Wc never had (a scoring
leader)," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "Joe-Max Moore was
there for us a little bit, but we're a

team that relies on more than one
person scoring, and as a result of

that, our scoring's a little bit harder

to figure out."

Currently, forward Ante Razov
leads the Bruins with 16 points on
sixgoals and four assists. Razov has

been heating up recently, notching a

goal or at least an assist in five of
UCLA's last six matches. ._

Eddie Lewis is second on the

team with 12 points (five goals,

three assists), while defender
Frankie Hejduk is third with nine

points (four goals, one assist).

Twenty-six points is the lowest

total among the nation's top 20.

"You have to look at who we play

against," Schmid said. "We irlso

have some depth. If we're leading

three or four to nothing, then we're

going to take people out of the

game. Individual awards have never

been our thing. We want to get the

team awards at the end of the year."

• • •

Injury update: UCLA will lose

midfielder Caleb Meyer for about
two weeks after Meyer sprained his

ankle last weekend.

Razov and midfielder Justin
Selander suffered minor injuries last

week but should recover for this

weekend's ganoes.

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

UCLA striker Robbie LaBelle is fifth on the team in scoring, with
three goals and one assist.

W.SOCCER
From page 40

Christine Sanders
UCLA Spofis Into

But this year, with the addi-
tion of freshman goalie Laura
Badagliacco, USC has solidified

its defense. Badagliacco has a

goals-scored-against average of
1.185 (ninth in the western
region) and 78 saves - good
enough to place her second in

the region. She has also accu-
mulated four shutouts this year.

The core of USC's offense is

also made up of newcomers.
Freshman midfielder Erin
Bailey leads the team with ten
goals and four assists (24
points) which places her sev-
enthjn the region in both points
and goals scored. Sophomores
Maggi Merrit and Amy Peterson
are also making solid contribu-
tions to the team as they both
have five goals on the season.
The Bruin underclassmen,

however, should not be under-
scored. Despite giving up two
goals against UC Santa Barbara,
freshman goalie Gretchen
Overgaard is still ranked sev-
enth in the nation in goals-
scored against (.469) and ranks
sixth in the western region with
60 saves. She also has six
shutouts, putting her second in

the region in that category.

Although she is scoreless in

the past three games, Arkenberg
is still considered one of the
most dangerous offensive
weapons in the region. She is

ranked ninth in scoring v^^ith

eight goals and three assists (19
points), and ninth in goals
scored. ^-
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Stanford Sports Info

Stanford's Steve Stenstrom is the top rated quarterback in the
Pac-IQ, with a rating of 146.70.

CONFERENCE
From page 39

history to post three 1,000-yard

seasons. Russell White (Cal),

Darrin Nelson (Stanford),
Charles White (USC) and
Anthony Davis (USC) are the

others,

• • •

Pac-10 games to catch this

"Desert Swarm" vs. "Palouse
Posse": Arizona (4-1 overall, 2-0

in the Pac-10) is coming off a

loss to Colorado State in which
the vaunted Desert Swarm
defense gave up 21 points to

undefeated Rams of the mighty
WAC.
Led by Pac-1.0 Defensive

Player of the Week Mark Fields,

Washington State may have taken

over as the best defensive team in

the country, as the Cougars lead

the conference in every major
defensive category and lead the

nation iii both total defense
(202.4 yards per game) and scor-

ing defense (5.8 points per
game).

The Battle of the Private
Schools: USC (3-2. 2-1) and
Stanford (1-3-1, 0-2) are the only

private schools in the Pac-10 and
this weekend they face off on
national television. Guess where
the money is ...

The Trojans lead this series 49-

:^0-3. The game also features two
of the top quarterbacks in the

nation. USC's Rob Johnson, who
is recovering from a sprained
ankle, is playing against former

El Toro High School teammate
Steve Stenstrom of Stanford.

During Stenstrom 's senior year at

El Toro, Johnson was moved to

wide receiver before reclaiming

the quarterback position after

Stenstrom 's departure.

Stenstrom is on his way to

breaking every major passing

record in the Pac-10. He is first in

passing yards (9,662 yards) and

he trails Erik Wilhelm (OSU) and

John Elway (Stanford) in total

offense. He is 11 touchdown
passes away from surpassing
Elway 's 77 career TD mark.

• • •
"

For volleyball fans, the Pac-10

will be featured on Prime Ticket

this week, beginning with USC at

UCLA, 4:30 p.m. today. The Oct.

With the UCLA
football team struggling

to breath in the

deeper waters of the

PaC'lO, the desire for

basketball season in

Westwood is at a

feverish pitch.

15 match between Stanford and
Arizona will be shown on a

national delayed telecast

Wednesday, Oct. 19, at 7 p.m.
• • •

The UCLA women's volleyball

team will play host to a couple of

the struggling teams in the con-

ference this weekend at the
Wooden Center, beginning with

the Oregon Docks, Friday, Oct.
14.

The Ducks (6-10 overall, 0-7 in

the Pac-10) arc 1-19 vs. the

Bruins. Oregon last beat UCLA at

MacArthur Court in 1987. Since

then, UCLA has taken 12 straight.

The Ducks are led by senior

opposite Angee Henderson, who
leads the team in kills (3.73 per

game) and hitting percentage
(.254). Injuries to outside hitter

Amy McNeel and middle blocker

Dani Cordova have not helped the

Ducks, who are now in the con-
ference cellar,

*—^

—

ILiAaiKE BEINa ABLE
TO UTTER THE WORDS,
"FIYE AGAIITST ONE,
THAT SEEMS FAI^..

"

What Would Life Be Like If You Knew Karate?

ALL CLASSES
WITH UCLA ID

JUN Chong Tae Kwon Do Center 23oosantamonicaboulevaro.santamonica • (310) 449-1333
i

Becoming a IJCLA senior is an

achievement. So smile...for the

camera, please! It's time to get your

Mmor portrat taken so you1l appear

in the I Brum Life yearbook,

CA.MPL'S PilOTU
Studio

4)€lA's official ptctorfal ktstoryr

Just have your senior portrait taken

at ASlJCLA*s Campus Photo Studio.

Pay only $5-or buy your Bruin Life

yearbook in advance, and your

yearbook portrait is free.

Caapm Phote Stidit it JKatcdM 2iid fltfr AchtnMi

IpM MMidty-fridiy 8:30-5:30 Phone 2IS4433

WeVa on 2nd floor Ackerman

Union stop by!

- >
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Reason to Believe

with Rice Broocks

Wednesday
October 12th

Kinsey Hall 169

7:00 P.M.

Thursday
October 13th

Geology 4660

Got Questions About Life?

Rice Has tlie Answers!

PRE-LAWy^OCIETY

First

Meeting

All are Welcome!

Free food eind

drinks for new
members

Wednesday

October 12

6:30 p.m.

Law School Building

Room 1347

Call our office in Bunche 4279

at 825-6580 for more info.

CTO will distribute

UCLA- use tickets

by priority number
Student tickets for the

UCLA-USC football game will

be distributed in accordance

with the procedures outlined

below. The game will be

played on Saturday, Nov. 19,

1994. at the Rose Bowl.
Student tickets are priced at

$15«ach and all are reserved

seats.

1

.

The student tickets for the

UCLA-USC football game will

be sold on the basis of the pre-

paid, randomly generated pri-

ority numbers issued with each

students' Student Sport
Package and the additional pri-

ority numbers issued at the

Central Ticket Office.

2. The priority numbers will

serve as the method of admis-

sion to the area where the tick-

et windows are located. Each
priority number issued speci-

fies the time and date when the

holder of that priority number
is to report to Pauley Pavilion

to obtain the actual admission

ticket to the game. STU-
DENTS WHO RECEIVED
BROWN PRIORITY TICK-
ETS NUMBERED 6501-6800

SHOULD REPORT AT 10:30

A.M. ON THURSDAY, OCT.
13. STUDENTS ARE
URGED TO REPORT TO
PAULEY PAVILION ONLY
AT THE TIME SPECIFIED
ON THEIR PRIORITY NUM-
BERED TICKET.

3. EACH STUDENT WITH
ONE PRIORITY NUMBER
WILL BE ALLOWED TO
PURCHASE ONE (1) USC
STUDENT TICKET. THE
STUDENT MUST ALSO
PRESENT HIS OR HER|
CURRENT REGISTRATION
CARD AND HIS OR HER
OWN UCLA STUDENT PIC-

TURE IDENTIFICATION
CARD AT THE TIME YOU
GET YOUR TICKET.

4. Students who did not

obtain season tickets but still

desire to purchase USC foot-

ball tickets may obtain a priori-

ty number now at the Central

Ticket Office.

5. The best seats in the stu-

dent section will be sold first.

Distribution of these seats, as

well as the other seats, will be

made equally among all ticket

sellers. If more than two per-

sons wish to sit together, then,

on the day of the sale, they

should arrive at the latest time

designation on the priority

numbers they hold and they

will be issued tickets together

by standing in line behind the

same ticket seller. Since the

assignment of priority num"bers

was done randomly, students

who desire seats together will

have to decide whether they

wish to pass up the lower prior-

ity number in order to sit

together.

6. Students should report to

Gate 3, Pauley Pavilion at the

time designated on their priori-

ty number ticket. As the priori-

ty numbers are called, the

students must show their num-

ber to the gate attendant and

are admitted to the area where

the tickets are purchased.

7. When the student is at the

window, he or she must present

all of the following:

a. Priority numbered ticket,

which is retained by the ticket

seller.

b. Current UCLA registra-

tion card, which is punched by

the ticket seller.

c. UCLA student photo ID
card.

d. Amount of cash required

to purchase game ticket ($15

per ticket). No checks will be

accepted. CASH ONLY. PAY-
MENT IS NOT REQUIRED
FOR THOSE WHO PREPAID
FOR THEIR use TICKET
THROUGH THE STUDENT
SPORTS PACKAGE.

8. Those students who are

not present at the time their pri-

ority number is called should

report to Gate 3, Pauley
Pavilion, at their earliest con-

venience after their priority

number time and get in line

with the current time priority

numbers.

.;
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Aren't vre glad basketball Is finally here?
With the UCLA football

team struggling to

breath in the deeper

waters of the.Pac-IO, the desire

for basketball season in

Westwood is at a feverish pitch.

And this Saturday, the doors

to the hardwood floors on col-

lege campuses around the nation

will finally swing open for the

first day of basketball practice.

At some schools, in fact, the

doors will actually open on the

first minute of Oct. 1 5, as sever-

al Pac-10 teams will put on a

show for the fans in their first

practice session, in a ritual

known as "Midnight Madness."

Arizona State, California,

Oregon and Washington will

conduct open practices at 12:01

a.m. on Saturday, with the usual

promotional giveaways, slam
dunk contests, etc ...

UCLA will open camp on
Saturday, while Arizona will

wait until Monday to get things

started.

And at USC, where head
coach George Raveling is still

recovering from severe injuries

suffered in a car accident a few

weeks ago, practice will likely

begin at its usual time - 6 a.m.
• • •

The Pac-10 has been given

nods of approval from assorted

preseason publications.

Basketball Times says Arizona,

fresh off its 1994 NCAA Final

Four berth, is the best in the

country, while Athlon picked
UCLA to beat Arkansas in the

NCAA Championship Game
come April 1995 in Seattle.

The first game for the Pac-10

will be an exhibition on The
Farm, as Stanford will host some
kind of wacky team called the

Blue & Gold Fleet. The Athletes

in Actions and the Marathon
Oils of the world will also make
their swing through the presea-

son, before the first game that

will actually count - New
Mexico State at USC, Nov. 16.

UCLA's first game will be
against the Perth Wildcats of

Australia, Nov. 16 at Pauley
Pavilion.

• • •

Washington' tailback

Napoleon Kaufman repeated as

Pac-10 Offensive Player of the

Week. The senior from Lompoc,
Calif., scored three touchdowns

and piled up a career-high 254

yards rushing in a 34-20 Husky
victory over San Jose State.

"He just took the game and
won it for us," Washington
coach Jim Lambright said.

"When you talk about speed,"

San Jose State coach John
Ralston added, "that is the ulti-

mate in speed."

Kaufman may very well be

the favorite for the Heisman

Trophy, as he leads the nation in

both rushing (184.8 yards per

game) and all-purpose yardage

(224.2 yards per game).

He is also making his way tip^

the Pac-10 career rushing chart.

Currently, Kaufman stands sev-

enth at 3,640 yards, just 29
behind Ricky Bell of USC ('73-

'76). Kaufman has 924 yards on

the season already, and should

he surpass the 1 ,000-yard mark
(and he might just do that on the

first play this week against

Arizona State), he will become
only the fifth back in conference

See CONFERENCE, page 37
Washington State Sports Into

Napoleon Kaufman Mark Fields

Washington State Sports Info

This week in UCLA sports

Date Game Site Time

Wednesday, W. soccer vs. USC
Oct. 1 2 W. volleyball vs. USC (Prime Ticket)

North Soccer Field 1 p.m.

Pauley Pavilion 4:30 p.m

Friday,

Oct. 14

Saturday,

Oct. 15

Sunday.

Oct. 16

M. soccer vs. UC Santa Barbara

M. water polo at UC Santa Barbara

W. volleyball vs. Oregon

Spaulding Field 7:30 p.m

Santa Barbara, Calif. 3 p.m.

John Wooden Center 7 p.m.

Football vs. Oregon State (Prime Ticket) Rose Bowl 7 p.m.

M. & W. Cross Country at BYU Invite Provo, Utah 1 a.m.

W. volleyball vs. Oregon State John Wooden Center 7 p.m.

M. soccer vs. Northridge North Soccer Field 2 p.m.

JINO OK/Daity Biun

R)roice,acut in
educatiaial spending that

actuallyhelps
'

:r— r

UotUor OMdlu^oaritxtra.

4pltPomrBooitt50i/m. OH^y tl^tm. wm CD-ROM, Appl^Ca

J^fkDmlpri(iyboaidmdtmmm. Only

CD-ROM, Appl/CokrlHusM UflM
fyhmoa

With Applet speciallow student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh;

the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the afford-

able Macintosh Performa^ whfch comes complete with kHs of powerful software to help

grt you through colkge. You can also choose the portable Appl^ PowerBook* or the Power

Macintosh"- the worlds fastest Mac" And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal oom-

putei; you won't haw to dig thixxigh complex manuals. Plus, with low studert pricing, a RJ^

is as easy to afford as it is to use. All ofwhkii makes it the kleal time to

discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best!

uaenipncnig,aMac

Ai^leV
POWER

- ASUCLA

COMPUTER
STORE

ICll'l eilPITEl ITIIE IF ciiief

llmMotbcompiiUn9rtmdUAko$ifytoVCIA$hidnU,$ekcUdExtensk^

gaddeptirtmewU.Extmio»ttiidemtl»iiUinqiiinettb«(^

Macbtmb desku^ cm^mter md <m MadUosb porUMe computer cm beprndHuei each schoci

yMrbyMHI^perMLPmomddtedttmt»cceptedupto$500.Viui,Ma$UrC4ardm^

tn tito KstptetL

imp9WWt99$yClt^9ttl 4n ifMtliOiii^iJm', he MtU)mkH,
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Bruins regard Trojans

as just fun and games
Bruin spikers meet

cross-town rivals

after Stanford loss

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

1987. Ronald Reagan was president.

Walt Hazzard coached basketball at

UCLA. Bruin freshman outside hitter

Kara Milling was in the sixth grade, and

the use women's volleyball team beat

UCLA for the last time

awaiting their first taste of victory over

UCLA. Middle blockers Meika Wagner
and Lauri Yust. Wagner, a 1993 All-Pac-

10 selection, leads the Trojans in kills

* (172), and her 3.74 kills pcr-game aver-

age ranks ninth in the conference. Yust,

the Trojans other go-to hitter, paces USC
with a .378 attack percentage and 1 .87

blocks per game (5th in NCAA). Yust's

28 solo blocks leave her 15 away from

the all-time Trojan mark.

**We would really love to send them

out wihi a bang," Kuebler said. "We will

be ready. The USC-UCLA rivalry fires us

up a lot."

Both the Bruins and Trojans enter

The Trojans seven-year, 13-match
streak of futility has seen them drop 39

of the 44 games to the Bruins (15-2 over-

all, 5-1 in Pac-10). This afternoon in a

4:30 p.m. match in Pauley Pavilion, the

15th-ranked Trojans (10-3, 4-2 ) will

attempt to end the embarrassment against

their 4th-ranked (15-2, 5-1) cross-town

rivals and Trojan junior outside hitter

Kelly Kuebler is ready for the slide to

end.

"Beating UCLA has always been one

of our goals since I've been here,"

Kuebler said. "Every year the seniors say

they want to get out of here beating

UCLA. Unfortunately it hasn't hap-

pened. It's frustrating to keep losing to

them."

This year, two Trojan seniors are

See VOLLEYBALL, page 35

On deck
What Women's volleyball

Who: No. 4 UCLA vs. No. 15 USC

When:

Where:

T.

Reco

Qame
•UCUK
•UCLA
matches

CHRtS SELKjMAN/Daty Brum

ANDREW SCHOLER/Datly Bruin

Sophomore middle blocker Kim Krull will lead the UCLA women's volleyball team
against USC tonight at Pauley Pavilion.

W. soccer hopes for redeeming win
By Hye Kwon

Coming off a tough loss to the

Gauchos of UC Santa Barbara,

the UCLA women's soccer team

will try to bounce back against

cross-town rival USC today at 1

p.m. on the North Soccer Field.

The Bruins enter the match
with a record of 7-3-2, and are

undefeated in three meetings
with the women of Troy (8-3-2)

since becoming an NCAA pro-

gram last fall. UCLA has
outscored the Trojans 9-0 in

those three matches.

When the two schools met
earlier this season on Sept. 27,

the Bruins escaped USC's
Dedeaux Field, despite being

outshot 18-12, with a narrow 1-

win. Forward Traci Arkenberg

scored the winning goal in the

40th minute of the match.

UCLA head coach Joy
Fawcett is looking forward to

the rematch.

"It should be real exciting,"

she said. "(USC) ajways gets up
for us and we always get up for

them."

Much like the UCLA squad,

the women of Troy have a

strong recruiting class, which is

largely responsible for the turn

around that USC has made this

season. The women of Troy fin-

ished last season with a record

of 2- 1 5-2, and their performance

in the two matches against
UCLA, in which UCLA sopho-

mores Christine Sanders, Kelly

Robson and Barbie G^l com-
bined for four of the eig[ht total

goals scored, demonstrated how
vulnerable their defense was.

See W.80CCER, page 36

On deck

What: Women's soccer

WhOLUCLAvS-USC

CHRIS SEUQMAfVDaity Brutn

Baseball void alters October tapestry of life

It's
mid-

October,

and all

around the

country, kids

are gettmg

ready to do
their home-
work.

Not any

homework
mind you, but

the kind of

fruitful

Robert

Stevens

studying that they should have

been gleefully ignoring because

of the World Scries.

Teachers around the country

are going into shock. A collec-

tive, "What?!?" is being gasped.

Assignments are being done, and

beingdonc well. Chemistry

books are getting read, work is

being shown on math problems

and what's worse, English essays

are looking distinctively unlike

Cliff's notes.

What is the world coming to?

Well, I can tell you where it's

not going to.

As far as I can remember,

baseball's fall classic, the ulti-

mate in distracters, has meant
feigning school work. A realistic

belief that I'd get notes done in

between pitches, questions

answered during side changes

and detailed reading - the kind

needed to occasionally pass tests

- done during soliloquies of

vengeance by Vin Scully, were

all little lies I'd tell myself as my

eyes burrowed deep into the

crevices and granules of the tele-

vision screen before me.

And in the end, once the last

out was played, the fat lady had

sung or the ball had gone
through Bill Buckner's legs, I'd

be no better off academically

than when I started.

But the funny thing was, it

was OK.
My parents, the kind who

would make a vampire go to bed

early, the kind who put As ahead

of the A-Team, somehow forgot.

And then from the same place

where youthful wonder and

wide-eyed fantasy are bom,
came the stories. Especially from

my mom.
The stories never changed,

really.

Gil Hodges and the Brooklyn

Dodgers made her top five. Tlie

plight of Jackie Robinson, the

tragic accident of Roy

See STEVENS, page 33

IMovin' on up ...

Chris Snitko, the goal keeper of the UCLA
men's soccer team, moved from No. 4 to

No. 2 in the national ranking last week. But

he could really care less...

See page 36

, The
Bottom

Women's Volleyball:
The Volleyball Monthly Top 10
1. Stanford

2. Nebraska

3. Penn State

5. Pacific

6. Ohio State

T.Hawaii

8. UC Santa Barbara

9. Florida

10. Long Beach State

University of California, Los Angeles

84thYear, No 11

Circulation: 22,000 Daily Thursday
October 13, 1994

UCLA nursing program survives
By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

~

UCLA remains the only UC
school with an undergraduate
nursing major.

UCLA Nursing School faculty

decided to admit another under-

graduate class in 1995-96 by a

vote of 19 to 2 with one absten-

tion, school officials announced
Wednesday. The new class will

only have 32 students, compared

to the 45 students per class now
enrolled.

The class would have been cut

as a means to distribute a 30 per-

cent budget cut across the school,

which will be phased in over three

years. The cut is part of
Chancellor Charles Young's plan

to restructure five graduate
schools' administration, budget

and curriculum. The cuts are

aimed at saving UCLA $8 million

-annually.

In a related vote,, the faculty

agreed to temporarily suspend

undergraduate admissions for the

1996-97 year due to a lack of

funding.

"We will try to get the word out

to the community that there may
not be a nursing program after

1996. This is not a decision that

the majority of faculty want to

make, but with the 30 percent cut,

we've had to make some hard

decision^," said Diane Cooper,

associate d6an of nursing.

The decision to call off the

1995-96 class would have come
less than a month before the

school began accepting admis-

sions applications on Nov. 1 , pos-

sibly leaving many students

confused at the last moment.

"It was a responsible vote on

behalf of the faculty in that they

saw the obligation to the students

who are currently sophomores,"

said Ada Lindsey, dean of the

nursing school, adding that the

smaller 1995-96 class will make it

harder for students to be admitted

to UCLA's already competitive

program.

Beginning nursing students

enter UCLA as pre-nursing majors

and then reapply to the undergrad-

uate program after two years.

Many students who expect tb

apply to the nursing program in

1996 may find that it will not

exist.

"We will have to help them
look at what their options are out-

side UCLA. Cal State L.A., which

used to admit 50 students twice a

year, now admits only 30 students

once a year. And they already

have a pool of 200 of their own

students," Cooper said.

"The difficulty is going to be in

counseling pre-nursing students

because at least for the short term,

most will not be able to enroll at

UCLA)" Lindsey agreed.

USC and Mount. St. Mary's
College - two other local schools

admitting undergraduate nursing

students - are far more expensive

than UCLA and are admitting
fewer students next year.

While UCLA charges about
$100 per unit, USC fees cost $580
per unit and Mount St. Mary fees

cost $475 per unit.

Nursing officials said they have

not given up hope that the school

will survive its budget crisis.

The school's goal now is to find

additional money so that the

undergraduate program could be

continued in the future, Lindsey

said.

Kathleen Brown

Westwood
receives
candidate^

Inside A&E

Here cemes
the sun

Cirque du Soleil's back

in town in all its mystical

and mesmerizing glory.

Showing on the Santa

Monica Pier, 'Alegria' blurs

the lines between fantasy.,

and reality.

See page 26

Back Page

Ballooning faith

nve mere
years?
UCLA's third-ranked vol-

leyball team received a visit

from No. 1 1 USC
Wednesday in Pauley

Pavilion. Did the Bruins

continue their five-year

winning sUeak over

Southern Cal?

See page 52

JEFF FU/Oa»ly Bruin

Eddie Dalcour gives a demonstration in Meyerhoff Park at noon displaying his strength.

By James Thomas Snyder
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Gubernatorial candidate

Kathleen Brown visited

Westwood Wednesday in an effort

to woo local business owners,

meet Village denizens and sell her

plan for California's economic
recovery.

Brown stopped first at City

Bean Coffee on Lindbrook Street

and talked to patrons and owner

Gary Selzer. Despite the Brown
campaign's dire diagnosis of the

state economy, Selzer said busi-

ness has picked up after a lull of

several years. But he said he sup-

ported Brown regardless.

"I used to be marketing director

for a circus," Selzer said when
Brown asked him what he did

before he opened City Bean three

years ago.

"That's kind of like being gov-

ernor of California," Brown
responded. "I sell and market
California."

Brown ordered a double cap-

puccino, decaffeinated, and Selzer

presented a gift of three pounds of

coffee, dubbing it the "City Bean
'94 Campaign Survival Kit."

"By the way, Pete (Wilson) has-

n't been by yet," Selzer said as

Brown left. "We're waiting for

him."

The Democrat's village visit

coincided with an announcement

of 80 endorsements from small

businesses across California, sup-

pc^rting Brown's plan, "Building a

New California," which was
released last week at a Santa

Monica College rally.

See BROWN, page 18

ROTC cadets face year of physical challenges
By Lucia Sanchez
Dally Bruin Staff

Fourth-year civil engineering

student and UCLA Reserve Officer

Training Corps cadet Larry Leong

said he looks forward to the rigor-

ous outdoor tracing the corps will

offer this year.

"We have a lot of exciting events

planned," said Leong, who is sec-

ond in command of an 80-person

unit that will compete in the

ROTC's Ranger Challenge
Competition.

The competition, which will

include a weapons assembly event

and a lOK road march, will not be

the only physical exercise corps

members will have to go through.

This year the ROTC offers chal-

lenging rock-climbing, white water

rafting and skiing classes, which

are open to all UCLA students.

While white water rafting in

Colorado and skiing at Big Bear

may sound like weekend recre-

ational sports, corps members said

they feel they build leadership and

teamwork skills.

Whether the cadets enter active

duty, or the reserves, the skills they

acquire during their training will

he4p them better perfwm their mili-

tary duties, corps members said.

Mountain climbing will begin at

Chatsworth's Stony Point, and then

advance to Joshua Tree, said Major

Skip Davis. "From Joshua Tree

National Park we'll probably end

up at Mount Shasta," he added.

Repelling classes remain one of

the more exciting classes offered

by the ROTC. Cadets not only

learn how to repel but may be

involved in exciting events such as

repelling off^ of Westwood Mann
theater, which cadets did last year.

In addition to physically exerting

classes, the ROTC curriculum also

offers classes in military history.

leadership and project manage-
ment.

"You can't get those classes any-

where else on this campus," said

Davis, adding that student partic-

ipation is not only highly encour-

aged but an integral part of the

classes.

While Leong has given up his

social life and sometimes feels the

pressure of being in the the corps,

he said he likes the challenge.

"Being an engineer student and

ROTC cadet, there's a lot of time

sacrifices," admitted Leong as he

reflected on his ROTC career. "But

it's worth it::

-j»
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What's Brewin' Today
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Placement and Career Planning Center
"How to 'work' the jobs for Bruins career fair"

PCpC Building

Call 206-1944 for reservation

Noon

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Bebe Moore Campbell reads and signs "Brothers

and Sisters."

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

206-0764

Goal Getters

Introductory meeting

Boelter 4549
394-4592

National Coming Out Week
ROTC discrimination rally: 'Tton't Ask...Tcll!"

Westwood Plaza

841-5930

Placement and Career Planning Center

PCPC Presentation: "Careers in Broadcasting"

PCPC Building

825-2981

1 p.m.

Asian Education Project

Orientation/training

Ackerman 3525
825-2417

1:30 p.m.

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Jose Zuniga signs "Soldier of the Year"

Bookzone
206-0764

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Placement and Career Planning Center
"Interviewing Skills for Liberal Arts Majors"

PCPC Building

825-2981

3 p.m.

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Naomi Wolf reads and signs "Fire with Fire."

Kerckhoff Art Gallery
'206-0764

C.A.R.P.

Slide show: "Principle of True Love and True
Life"

Ackerman 2410
(213)222-7188

CSC Project SHARE
Orientation

Ackerman 3525
825-2333

3 p.m. — 7 p.m.

Community and Governmental Relations

UCLA Day at the Westwood Village Farmer's

Market

Weyburn Avenue
206-2461

3:30 p.m.

UCLA Department of English

Lecture by visiting scholar Dr. Rafik Darragi

Rolfe 1301

825-4174

4 p.m.

Hong Kong Student Association

First general meeting

Ackennan35l7
820-3055

National Coming Out Week
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual civil rights and legal

issues panel

Law School 1430
841-5930

UCLA Pre-Medkal Society

Main meeting

MBI 159

824-1465

WILD (Working for Immigrant Literacy
Development)
Mandatory training session for all new and
returning tutors

'. A\

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-4724

5 p.m.

Model United Nations

Meeting

Ackerman 3530
825-1241 —-^
PIRLA (Proyecto de Inmigrantes
Reftigiados Latino Americanos)
Orientation meeting

Men's Gym 102

824-0060

Prison Coalition

Orientation

All new tutors must attend or contact Lupe.

Ackerman 35 1

7

825-2333

Student Recruiters

First meeting

Murphy 1 1 47
'

206-4348

UCLA Hunger Project

Volunteer orientation meeting

Kerckhoff 408B
825-2600

UCLA Pre-Pharmacy Society

Orientation meeting : , __,
Sproul Conference Room
208-5563

6 p.m.

Bruin Partners

Project orientation for volunteers interested in

becoming a mentor to a disadvantaged Westside

youth.

Ackerman 3525
825-4724

Korean T\itorial Project

Orientation meeting

Boelter 5440
794-3165

Pilipino American History Month
Lecture: "AIDS and the Pilipino American
Community"
Franz 1260
825-2727

WISE • Women in Support of Each Other
Orientation

Ackerman 3508
206-4144

7 p.m.

"Solving Today's Problems Through the Power
of Love"
1033 Gayley Ave., Ste. 204
(213)222-7188

University Buddhist Association

Evening meditation '
.

University Religions Conference, 900 Hilgard

398-7616 -

UCLA Sailing Team ,-«:..—.- .

General meeting

John Wooden Center, second floor conference
room

7:30 p.m.

Cultural Affairs Commission
Westwind poetry reading

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

824-2444

8 p.m.

National Coming Out Week
RAP: Diversity in the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual
Community
GrifTm Commons, South Bay Room
841-5930

8:30 p.m.

PI Kappa Phi

Inf(Mmation meeting

Looking for motivated men to start new fraterni-

ty at UCLA
Ackerman 2412
474-4506 -

Eating disorders affect

many colieglaites' iives

By Susan Ward

In a recent TV interview, actress

Tracy Gold recounted her battle

with anorexia nervosa, an eating

disorder. Several years ago, singer

Karen Carpenter died from the

same disease.

Some people believe editing dis-

orders are less common than they

used to be. Glamour magazine
recently conducted a poll and over-

whelmingly, today's readers are

happier about their bodies than

readers polled 10 years- ago. In

spite of diis shift, eating disorders

are still quite prevalent in certain

pc^lations, especially college stu-

dents.

Other high risk groups include

women of all ages, gay men, male
and female athletes, people
involved in die performing arts and
models. A 1986 study of UCLA
female students reported that 25
percent of the respondents admit-

ted feeling terrified of being fat and
felt fat despite others' perceptions.

The incidence of eating disor-

ders is difficult to document
because many individuals display

the behaviors of eating disorders

but do not fill all of the diagnostic

criteria. The symptoms of eating

disoniers are usually not obvious

until die problem has created some
serious medical risks. On average,

people have eating disorders sever-

al years before {^ofessional help is

sought. It is estimated, however,

that bulimia occurs in up to 10 per-

cent of the general p(^ulati(Hi and
anorexia occurs in a{q>roximately 1

percent.

Eating disorders are a group of

complex psychological and behav-

ioral disorders which usually
occurs during periods of physical

and/or psychological growth or

change. The anxiety produced dur-

ing these periods is sometimes

r
dealt with through abnormal eating

behaviors and dieting. But the

influence of sociocultural stan-

dards of being thin cannot be
underestimated. For example,
according to Harvard Women's
Health Watch newsletter, Finnish

researchers have reported that

departmeirt-store mannequins
modeling women's clothing used

to represent the statistical average

femaJe form. Modem mannequins,

brought to life, would be too thin to

menstruate.

Although there are several kinds

of eating disorders, two of the most

widely known are anorexia nervosa

and bulimia nervosa. Anorexia ner-

vosa is self-imposed starvation.

Individuals with ancMiexia are rela-

tively easy to identify due to their

emaciated bodies. They refuse to

maintain a normal body weight and

have a severe distortion of their

bodies. They maintain an extreme

fear of gaining weight and in clini-

cally diagnosable cases, menstrua-

tion will be absent. It takes some
time for an individual to reach this

level of the disorder, but certain

behaviors may indicate anorexia

nervosa early on. These include

purposely avoiding eating situa-

tions, playing with or hoarding

food but not eating, maintaining

rigid eating patterns, frequently

weighing oneself, excessive exer-

cise and complaining of coldness

and wearing many layers of bulky,

loose clothing.

Bulimia nervosa is more diffi-

cult to identify because a person

with die problem may be of normal

weight, underweight or over-

weight. They engage in recurring

episodes of binge eating and some
form of purging such as laxatives,

induced vomiting, diuretics, fast-

ing, or excessive exercise. There

See HEAUHWATCH , page 18
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UCLA considers SWAT team unnecessary
By Lucia Sancliez

Daily Bruin Staff

College campuses are not immune to vio-

lent acts of crazed individuals. Four years

ago, five University of Florida students were

killed in their apartments by a serial killer

stalking the college campus.

In 1966 at the University of Texas at

Austin, a disgruntled graduate student

climbed to the top of the university tower

and randomly shot and killed 1 1 students.

These violent acts were not particular to

Texas and Florida. Today, similar incidents

threaten college students across the nation.

While both the Florida and Texas campus-

es were devastated by the events, neither

instituted a special response unit en* a SWAT
team, unlike UC Berkeley.

, "The Austin police are so convenient, we
would just use them,"said University of

Texas police Lt. Gerald Watkins.

The university police at UT have no plans

for a special response unit because of their

working relationship with the local police

force and the added expense of the team,

Watkins said.

"We ^ave a pretty good understanding

between the two of us, that we would just

use them in that (type of) situation," Watkins

added. ——
UCLA Police Chief Clarence Chapman

said he sees a similar situation at UCLA
where the Los Angeles Police Department is

called in to deal with highly volatile situa-

tions. Last spring, riot police were called in

when unrest erupted at the Faculty Center

during the Chicano studies protest. In addi-

tion, recent cuts in the police budget have

discouraged university police from plarming

a SWAT team.

Berkeley's SWAT team has called atten-

tion to the threat of violence on college cam-

puses, and the need for specialized forces

which can respond to tense, aggressive situa-

Daily Bmin File Photo

The LAPD answered to calls of civil unrest when protesters for Chicana/o studies took over UCLA's Faculty Center

.

tions like a hostage crisis or terrorist activity.

But, UCLA police said this campus does-

n't have a history like Berkeley's, and there-

fore a SWAT team isn't necessary.

"We don't need a SWAT team if you look

back on the history (of UCLA) and look for

incidents where we would have used it," said

Chapman.
Students have been killed on campus. In

1969, two student members of the Black

Panther Party were killed in Campbell Hall,

marking the only time in UCLA history that

students were killed on campus.

High profile visits by such figures as

President Clinton, Vice President Al Gore

and Shimon Peres seemingly present situa-

tions where special police teams could be

crucial.

But Chapman pointed out that many dis-

tinguished visitors usually bring their own
specially trained security forces. A UCLA
response would be secondary to these teams,

Chapman said.

Although Chapman said he feels the uni-

versity police department doesn't need a

SWAT team, he admitted that if the budget

allowed, he would train existing officers in

special tactics.

"In the future if we arc supported finan-

cially through our budget, 1 would like to

have one," said Chapman, adding that Jie

would also like to see canine and motorcycle

units.

UC Berlceley installs campus SWAT team
The New York Times

BERKELEY -- UC Berkeley

now has a SWAT team.

Over the summer the university

police donned black military-style

fatigues and, armed with automatic

weapons, practiced how to rescue

hostages from armed assailants

and how to capture barricaded

gunmen.
The unit was also prepared for

the potential trouble that could

have arose from the visit of a con-

troversial political figure. Gerry

Adams, the leader of the political

wing of the Irish Republican
Army, spoke to students on Oct. 6.

Although college campuses
continue to maintain a lower crime

rate than the nation over all, law-

enforcement officials say that in

these times campus police must be

prepared for the most violent situa-

Phi Beta Kt
By Ben Qllmore

Undergraduate students induct-

ed into Phi Beta Kappa will now
have a chance to mingle with each

other at events designed to chal-

lenge the intellect.

A student subsidiary was added

on Oct. 10 to UCLA's official Phi

Beta Kappa chapter, which cur-

rently includes only faculty as

members of the well-known acad-

emic honor society.

The student division was the

brainchild of fourth-year econom-
ics student June Dash, one of

UCLA's 50 undergraduate stu-

dents inducted into the honor
society last spring.

"We started this group to act as

a liaison between (UCLA's) chap-

ter and the Phi Beta Kappa stu-

dent body," Dash said. Dash
added that student members of the

honor society have not been

tions.

"Universities and campuses are

not enclaves that are immune to

these kind of things," said Chief

Victoria Harrison of the university

police department, which has more

than 80 members.

The department has trained

"My hope is that we

will never have to use

these officers in this

capacity."

•^V4ctorla Harrison

UC Berkeley Police Chief

about ip of the officers to become

part of Ihe special weapons and

tactics group, or the "special

response unit," as it is called at

Berkeley. Chief Harrison said the

unit would be summoned for "any

kind of situation that requires an

exceptional response," and in serv-

ing arrests warrants in cases in

which weapons might be involved.

The creation of the unit was not

in response to any particular inci-

dent, the chief said, but adding that

"had we had this unit in the past,

we probably could have deployed

it."

In 1990 a gunman took 33 peo-

ple hostage and held them for

seven hours in a popular campus-

area bar, killing one and injuring

seven before he was killed by
police. And in 1992 the chancellor

barricaded himself in his bedroom

after a machete-wielding woman
broke into his mansion. She wai
shot and killed by an Oakland
police officer.

Sgt. Adan Tejada, coordinator of

the university's special response

unit, cited less-publicized incidents

as well. In 1992, the campus police

"I look at it like we

are our own small

city."

Aden Tejada

Coordinator, UC Berkeley

Special Response Unit

said, a former Berkeley student

who had lived at the International

House residence went into the dor-

mitory to see if people he had tar-

geted for assassination were there.

When he found out that some of

them were, he returned to his car to

get his gun, when he was arrested.

"It could have gone the other

way," Tejada said of the incident.

In addition to the response unit,

the university police have a bomb
squad, a detective bureau and a

team trained to protect dignitaries,

to control crowds and to make
mass arrests.

While some people are sur-

prised that a university police

department would be so extensive-

ly developed, the Berkeley campus

police point out that they arc

responsible for the safety of

60,000 to 70,000 people, including

students, faculty and staff mem-
bers and visitors.

"I look at it like we arc our own
small city," Tejada said.

The officers on the response unit

will remain on regular patrol until

called on in emergency situations.

"My hope is that we will never

have to use these officers in this

capacity," Chief Harrison said.

honor society adds student subsidiary
active in the chapter, wlficli is

'

dominated exclusively by faculty

who are Phi Beta Kappa mem-
bers.

"We wanted an opportunity to

interact with the faculty and pur-

sue intellectual growth outside the

"We wanted an

opportunity to interact

with the faculty and

pursue intellectual

growth ..."

June Dash

Fburth-vear Economics Student

classroom in subjects that we nor-

mally would not be exposed to,"

she explained.

Dash approached Professor

Richard Rouse, a former president

of UCLA's faculty and alumni

chapter. "I told him about my idea

and he was very enthusiastic. He
got it approved by the rest of the

faculty on the chapter," she said.

The student group will assist

Phi Beta Kappa faculty members
at upcoming group functions,

including the annual initiation

ceremony which takes place dur-

ing spring quarter.

Another goal of the student

group is to broaden its members'

academic horizons, according to

Dash.

"One main goal of our group is

to provide an intellectually chal-

lenging atmosphere in a variety of

disciplines," Dash said. Recentiy,

the group has arranged for politi-

cal science Professor Steven
Spiegel to hold a panel-style dis-

cussion on Oct. 24 about the

Middle East peace talks. Even
though some of the group's mem-

bers are studying science-related

fields, they said they were look-

ing forward to discussing politics.

Dispelling stereotypes about its

members being only rocket scien-

"1 didn't want to be a

member of Phi Beta

Kappa and not do

anything..."

Kristen Lueck

Fifth-year Psychobiology

Student and Honors Society

Member

tists. Professor Jeanne Erickson, a

Phi Beta Kappa faculty member,
said the honor society only admits

students who have taken courses

in a wide variety of subjects.

"We want students who seek

out a well-rounded liberal educa-

tion," Erickson said.

For fifth-year psychobiology
student and honor society mem-
ber Kristen Lueck, the different

topics the student subsidiary
group promises to explore was
what drew her to the organization.

"I didn't just want to be a mem-
ber of Phi Beta.Kappa and not do
anything. I wanted to talk to pro-

fessors, pursue intellectual oppor-

tunities and get personal contact

with students," Lueck said.

Fourth-year economics student

and Phi Beta Kappa member
Raymond Peterson echoed
Lueck 's desire to meet people and

get involved in the g!x>un's activi-

ties.

"You can't just be a bookworm
all the time and have no real expe-

rience. Meeting people is a big

part of the college experience," he

explained.
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Ousted ruler of Haiti

deiays departure
PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti — A char-

tered aiFplane stood waiting on the runway

all day on Wednesday, ready to takeJ^t.

Gen. Raoul Cedras to exile, but Haiti's

ousted military ruler was still in the country

at nightfall.

_The delay appeared to be a hesitation on

the part of Panama, the country that is

expected to be Cedras' first destination, to

accept him. American officials eager to hus-

tle the general away before the return on
Saturday of the Rev. Jean-Bertrand
Aristide, were working on Wednesday
evening to smooth over the arrangement.

Panamanian officials said Wednesday
evening that Cedras was expected to arrive

later.

U.N. officials cite

food sliortage in Iraq
ROME— With its ability to finance food

imports dwindling after four years of sanc-

tions, Iraq has reduced handouts to its peo-

ple by over one-third, raising the possibility

of greater malnutrition among women and

children. United Nations, officials said

Wednesday.

The development coincides with an

increasing desire among donors to channel

food aid away from parts of central and

southern Iraq under government control and

towards the Kurdish-run north, U.N. World

Food Program officials said.

The officials were speaking as the newest

Iraqi crisis once more focused attention on

what some analysts depict as Saddam
Hussein's increasingly frantic efforts to

escape the U.N. embargo.

Nations to fund U.8.

military response
KUWAIT CITY, Kuwait— Saudi Arabia

and five other Persian Gulf nations agreed

Wednesday to repay the United States for

much of the cost of defending Kuwait and

also backed the administration's efforts to

find ways to prevent Iraq from threatening

Kuwait again.

"We stand shoulder to shoulder to resist

any aggression from Iraq," said Secretary of

State Warren Christopher, who flew to

Kuwait Wednesday to meet with the

Foreign Ministers of the Gulf nations.

At their meeting with Christopher, the

foreign ministers of the six nations of the

Gulf Cooperation Council thanked
Washington for its efforts to counter Iraqi

troop movements toward Kuwait's border.

They also committed themselves to shar-

ing Washington '« cost of deploying 650 air-

craft and more than 40,000 troops to the

Persian Gulf, a cost that administration offi-

cials estimate will be hundreds of Millions

of dollars at the minimum.

Nobel prizes in—-^
science awarded
Nobel prizes in physics and chemistry

were awarded Wednesday to two
Americans and a Canadian for adapting

beams of neutrons as probes to explore the

atomic structure of matter, and for discover-

ing new ways to break apart and rebuild

compounds of carbon and hydrogen.

The physics prize, $930,000 and a pair of

gold medals worth $1,600 each, will be

shared by Dr. Clifford Shull, 78, a former

professor at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology who lives in retirement in

Lexington, Mass., and Dr. Bertram
Brockhouse, 76, a professor at McMaster
University in Hamilton, Ontario.

The chemistry prize was awarded to Dr.

George Olah, 67, a professor at USC.

lotion

Two senior officials

resign from CIA
WASHINGTON — In another embar-

rassing epilogue to the Aldrich Ames espi-

onage case, the agency's director, R. James
Wodlsey, has removed two senior covert-

operations officials for giving a coveted

award to another senior CIA official only

hours after Woolsey had reprimanded him
for his failures in supervising Ames.
The two officials were the CIA's associ-

ate deputy director of operations, John
McGaffin and Frank Anderson, the

agency's Near East operations chief. They
resigned after Woolsey reassigned them.

The day before he had received the

award, Bearden had been reprimanded by
the director of central intelligence, R. James

Woolsey, for "very serious" failures in the

case ofAmes, the Russian spy employed by
the CIA.

Schwarzkopf claims

Carter drives Hussein
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.— The allied com-

mander in the Persian Gulf in 1991 says the

most likely explanation for Saddam
Hussein's tactics is "the Jimmy Carter fac-

tor" - the hope that a crisis could bring in

the former president as a mediator, and that

Iraq could get a better deal from Carter than

it has got from the Bush and Clinton admin-

istrations.

Asked about his old foe after a speech in

Birmingham on Tuesday night, the com-
mander. Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf, said

the Iraqi troop movements in southern Iraq

may have been nothing more than routine

military exercises. But the general, now
retired, said there were more troops than

normal for basic maneuvers.

IState

Insurance companies
quitting Califomia
Two more companies are planning to

withdraw from the homeowners insurance

market in Califomia, adding to the insur-

ance availability crisis spurred by the

Northridge Earthquake.

Baltimore-based Maryland Casualty Co.

and New York-based Atlantic Mutual
Insurance Co. said they will begin cancel^

ing homeowners policies in 1995.

Since the Jan. 17 temblor, most major

insurance companies have halted new sales

of homeowners insurance. Agents say the

departures are making homeowners insur-

ance harder to find and more expensive due

to lack of competition.

Letterman's Top 10
Signs You're Addicted to Caffeine:

10. Haven't slept since the Johnson
administration.

9. Your next-door neighbors often call to

complain about the sound of your chatter-

ing teeth.

8. Instead of Tic Tacs, you suck on No-
Doz. '

7. You na^ed your t>yins "Cappuccino**

and "Espresso."

6. On the way to work you get pulled

over for speeding and you don't even have

your car.

5. You kill a guy for trying to switch your

regular coffee widi Folgers Crystals.

4. You wake up in the night screaming

"Pepsi! For the love of God, I need Pepsi!"

3. When a Maxwell House commercial

comes on, you actually lick the TV screen.

2. You drink so much coffee it starts

shooting out your ears.

1. You're shaking like Michael Jackson

on his wedding night.

Oct.8-14

1994
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RALLY TODAY!
UCLA-ROTC

"Partnership in Discrimination"

Last spring many of you supported Freedom Project-Los Angeles by signing a "Statement of

Conscience" calling for the removal of ROTC from the campus of UCLA. As you know, state and
local laws prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation as does UCLA's own non-

discrimination policy. In spite of these laws, ROTC is the only program on campus that is required

by the government to discriminate against homosexuals, including the denial of scholarships.

The UCLA Faculty Senate, the UC Student Government and Alumni Associations and the United

States Student Association have all officially condemned ROTC. Several universities in California

and across the nation have already removed ROTC programs from their campuses. While

Chancellor Yourtg opposes the "don't ask, don't tell" provisions of ROTC, he has not yet taken the

necessary steps required to end the "partnership in discrimination" between UCLA and ROTC.
-

f

Please Join Freedom Project-Los Angeles,

In ^sodationWiiRJiationaiGoming OufWeei,

For An
II DISCRIMINATION RALLY"

TODAY!
12:0aNoofi ^

Westwi • !•!•

\em

Sgt Jo$e Zuniga

Soldier oMe
Xf. 'Tracy Tfiome

Top gun n^ilot

i

Sgt Jose Zuniga Will Be Signing His Book

"Soldier of tfic Tear"

immediately Following - Book Zone, Ackerman Union
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Disillusioned voters' moods turn ugly
By Richard Barke
The New York Times

SAVANNAH, Ga.— This colo-

nial city is so sedate that the

biggest contretemps is how to

retrieve the bench on Chippewa
Square, where Tom Hanks sat in

the movie "Forrest Gump," and

which has now been replaced by a

dumpster. But get them talking

about politics, and residents here

are no less irritable, dispirited or

cynical than the rest of America.

Mannered they may be, but they

are also mad.

.

"I've thought of moving to

another country," said F.W. Daily,

74, an anesthesiologist who has

lived here for 35 years.

"I'm considering Costa Rica for

my wife and me. If I live another

10 years, it's going to be economi-

cally unfeasible to live in this

country. These politicians think

they're a law unto themselves."

Sherri Lawless, 38, a city

employee, said that she voted for

President Clinton in 1992 but that

he has let her down. like other

politicians.

"I had to take my bumper stick-

er off my car," she said. "It just

reached a point where it was diffi-

cult to be supportive."

It is a bitterness that came up

time and again in dozens of inter-

views around the country this

week, from a com and hog farm in

Sigoumey, Iowa; to an automobile

factory in Ypsilanti, Mich.; to a

boat yard in Yarmouth, Maine; to a

grocery store in a depressed sec-

tion of Oakland, Calif.

People are as discouraged about

politics as they have ever been.

And they are scared about their

futures.

This is by no means the first

time that polling and interviews

have uncovered an unsettled elec-

torate. What is different this sea-

son is how nasty and ugly the

moo(l,has become. The disillu-

sionment that helped elect Clinton

in the first place has only deep-

ened - to the point where people

say they do not expect that their

leaders can make things righj_

again.

The cynicism has frozen into

something of a political tundra that

would take a great wave of heat

and light to thaw.

"The hope and the expectations

of 1992 have given way to the fear

and cynicism of 1994," said Peter

Hart, a Democratic pollster. "It is

really surly and mean."

Wliat is also striking, as well as

perplexing, is that unlike in the

past, the antagonism is not fueled

so much by personal anxieties

over the economy; many people

interviewed said they were not

particularly pressed financially.

And they did not talk much about

specific issues or Congressional

votes.

Instead, they expressed a gener-

al unease about their futures and a

feeling that they were not getting

ahead. They also spoke of a broad-

er sense that the country was los-

ing its moral roots and that the

ever-corrupt politicians could do
nothing about it. Again and again

they cited politicians they did not

trust, from Dan Rostenkowski to

Oliver North to Bill Clinton.

"It's scary," said Douglas Ray,

50, a worker at the General Motors

plant in Ypsilanti and an indepen-

dent. "The nation as a whole is

losing all res(4ct for the political

process. We'll leave ourselves

open to some demagogue. They'll

say they tried the democratic
process and it doesn't work."

Karen Meryash, 41, a medical

marketing manager in Oakland,
Califi, stopped while grocery
shopping with her two baby
daughters to register her frustra-

tion.

"People have been voting and

^ting and voting for a change and

haven't seen a difference," said

Meryash, a Democrat. "There's a

sense that the system is broken."

This deep disgust with govern-

ment is what may be leading vot-

ers to threaten to turn on
Congressional leaders like the

speaker of the House, Thomas
Foley, D-Wash., and Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass. Maybe that is

why so many incumbents who
measure such things say their pop-

ularity ratings are stuck at record

lows.

In Savannah, Daily, a

Republican, was one of several

people who spoke seriously of

leaving the country. J. Everett

Graves, 53, a retired firefighter in

Richmond and an independent,

said he, too, was thinking of mov-

ing to Costa Rica because of a

lower crime rate and more favor-

able tax laws.

"I'm looking for a place that

will allow you the freedom to raise

your child as you see fit, to live in

relative safety and at least be free

to protect yourself and your prop-

erty."

Voters said they were discour-

aged, though not surprised, that a

Congress and a president elected

on a wave of reform in 1992 could

not bring themselves to pass even week, most people were stumped

a mild campaign finance measure when asked to identify any politi-

thisyear. "^T cian they admired.

And some looked with disdain "Admire?" asked Ronnie
at how even the special interests Thompson, 48, a restaurant man-

have eagerly fed off the cynicism, ager in Savannah who is a

More than one remarked that Rep. Republican..After jangling the

Mike Synar, D-Okla., lost his change in his pocket, he laughed

party's primary, in part because when he finally came up with an

interest groups like the National answer, "People that stand out in

Rifle Association spend large my mind are ones that I dislike."

sums to tar him as an out-of-touch But Toney, 47, who said he usu-

incumbent who is too fond of the ally voted for Democrats, did not

president.

"The guy basically voted his

conscience," said Everett Toney, a

laugh at the question. "It's sad," he

said. "These are our leaders. We
should have admiration for them.

shipping company official, as he But the only people I've looked up

leaned on a parking meter after to were my school teachers;

work in downtown Savannah, they're really in the trenches."

"Now he's out of office just Pamela Snelling, 39, a bank
because he did the right thing." He officer in this coastal city, put

added, "I've actually gotten to the down her newspaper long enough

point where I've considered not to offer her view of a typical

participating, not voting, this politician,

year." "They're on an ego trip," she

The hostility was also captured said. "They sit around playing

in a recent focus group of indepen- power games with each other."

dent voters assembled in Denver Republicans, of course, groused

by Frank Luntz, a Republican about the star of their commercials

pollster. "What do you think of this campaign season: Clinton,

when I say the word Congress?" Democrats, by the same token,

he asked a dozen participants from groused about what Hart, the

assorted demographic back- Democratic pollster, called the

grounds. ' "red-light group - Republicans

As Luntz went around the table, who stop everything."

the only responses offered were But beyond the obvious partisan

ones that would depress incum- divides, people in both parties,

bents who are returning home for young and old, wealthy and strug-

recess this weekend: "Inept," gling, black and white, agreed that

"same old, same old," "crooks," the problems have become so

"overpaid," "great power," "over-

impressed with themselves," "out

to lunch" and "glorified people

who like to have two places to

live."

Adding to the insult, in the

interviews around the country this

ingrained that not even a new pres-

ident or Congress could solve

them.

People said they were disgusted

by what they saw as the escalating

See VOTERS, page 20
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Advertising Alcohol:
^ Calling the Shots——

The alcohol industry spends billions ofdollars annually on advertisements such as this

contributing to high jates of alcohol consumption among college-age students. Join us

for a video presentation that examines the images used by advertisers to sell alcohol.

The video also addresses how some advertising falsely links alcohol with qualities such

as happiness, success, sexual fulfillment, prestige and athletic ability - qualities that the

abuse of alcohol diminishes and destroys.

Narrated by Jean Kilbourne

-^ Monday, October 17
l:oo - 2:oo p.m. • 2 Dodd Hall

Follo'wing the video there 'will be an Informal discussion about
alcohol advertising and Its link to dating attitudes, peer pressure,

special risks for ^vomen and sexual assault.
Watch for upcoming events during National Collegiate

Alcohol Awareness Week^ October 17 - XI.

Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and
Student Ifealth Services, Health Education Substance

Abuse Prevention Program
Call 8XS-638S for more information.

The Rape Prevcnlion and EdttCMion Scrvicea aiv cxt-^ponxorcd by The Women'k Resource Center and the DepctfWMM at Conunonity Safely.

I
SHABBAT AT CHABAD!

I Every Friday m§^t at Sundown
Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:30 p.m.!

(310) 208-7511 741 Gayley Ave. - Westwoods
ivmnnKKifiKmiKiiisviKiiRi ifvifmiiicKiBKiiKiKRinnwKKKVinnwmniiii

10% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

IfJClUDES EYE EXAMirjATIOrj
EYEGLASS FRAME 8.

PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY V;EAR LENS£S

CAREKIT AND FOLLOV/-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES IXAM FIITING & FOLIOY^UP

«< 2 BO/ts Of ACUVUE LETJSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
. EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An ^:./:ne\('C Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

iJ 'W :\COwlMK '^"^^fONLY

' BACK TO SCHOOL STUDENT AND FACULTY DISCOUNTS

ATTENTION TOYOTA OWNERS
SUPER-SERVICE SPECIALS!

Only 7 miles from northeast corner of campus.

TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Replace spark plugs

• Replace points

(as applicable)

• Replace condenser

(as applicable)

• Set point dwell

•Adjust engine idle

• Set timing

• Road test

• Analysis of all other

tune related needs

$3999^ plus tax

Cari without eltctronlclonHion

tttoMyltiahef. Platinum plugs

nn, 6 cywKter higher.

I pnttnH coupon wliw ofdv it wridM.

To»oUtOn>y E«p>iwlO-3l-«.

BRAKE REPAIR

SUPER

SPECIAL

20 % discount

on ail brake lining

replacements.

Hncludes machining

or replacing drums

or rotors and

overhauling wheel

cylinders.

20% OFF
BRAKE LINING

REPLACEMENT

•Plus $20.00 OFF atter

mail-in-rebate.

t coupon artwn ord«( S wnttan.

lattm Oi*i t>ptfM 10-31-94
iMMKtC
ToyMKl

FRONT END

ALIGNMENT OR

WHEEL BALANCE

SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Set caster

(when applicable)

• Set camber/toe in

• Center steering wheel

OR

• Balance all four wheels

• Inspect Brakes

• Rotate all tires FREE

$2999^ plus tax

Cars with mao & wire

wheels slightly higher.

I ommt coupon wtiw cr&m it imIOm.

Toyotts Only E«p<ws 10-31-94.

15% OFF
on all factory mufflers, stiocks

and stmts and recehre a

FREE LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Receive a FREE LIFETIME

GUARANTEE on any muffler,

Shock AbsortMr, Strut or Inserts

purctiased from and Installed by

Hollywood Toyota's service

department plus

15% OFF on parts and labor on

this introductory offer.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

klimrs.' Exhaust Pipes 'Shocks 'Stmts

Toyota mufllers. exhaust pipes,

sheds, struts an<) strvt cartridges are

guaranteed to the original purchaser

(or the Iif6 of the vehicle when

installed by an authorized Toyota

dealer. See us for details.

15% OFF
REGULAR PRICE

I pmmt coupon i^ym ontw s mtm
Toyom Ottf t»pw» 10-31-94

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

SERVICE
SPECIAL

Most extended warranties require this

service from every 15,000 miles or 18

months to keep warranty valid.

INCLUDES:

• Drain fluid

• Remove transmission pan

• Clean transmission pan &
screen

• Inspect exposed areas of

transmission for wear

• Replace transmission

pan gasket & reinstall pan

• Refill with quality

transmission fluid

• Advise on condition

of transmission

$4950^ plus tax

and hazardous

waste disposal fee

MMtMMM coupon i^m ortm it witOM.

TbyottlOnlyE«pi>MlO-31<4.

CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

REPLACEMENT
SPECIAL

INCLUDES REPLACEMENT OF:

• Clutch pressure plate

• Clutch disc

• Throwout bearing

• Pilot Bearing

(when applicable)

We will discount parts

& labor 20% on both

new and

reman ufactured clutch

assembly components

oft our regular price.

20% OFF
REGULAR PRICE

Mud WMtnl coupon wlttn oiiti n wnnan

Toyotti Only E«pini 10-31-94

FUEL INJECTION

SERVICE

Keep your vehicle at peak

performance. Let us

schedule you for a Fuel

Injection Service today.

Can improve performance

and mileage.

INCLUDES:

• Pressure cleaning

of fuel injectors

• Visual inspection of

EFI system

$5995^ plus tax

Mini praami coupon «4Mn ontw H
Totom Oi*i bynt 10-31-B4.

TIMING

BELT

REPLACEMENT

Factory recommends

replacement every

60,000 miles

INCLUDES:

• Replace timing belt

• Inspect and adjust

drive belts

• Inspect engine crank seal

• Inspect and advise on

condition of idler bearings

$1 3986^•^
plus tax

Twin CAM/FWO/V-6
additional when applicable

Must preMflt coupon wtwn ordcf it wrinen

Toyou; Only £npifw 10-31-94

The Best Toyota Service in L.A.
*7o^rx S2**4^^4/4^ /, .. 'i/cm ( '..

R SERVICi
ncv/uMMcnuCu tvthV J MUNI Ho wn ojj^j i¥iiLto'»»n»vTit»i.H CUMt\> S IftijI-

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL...

• Change OH * Adjust Tire Pressure
• Charige Oil Filter • Inspect Tire Condttion
• Lubricate Chassis • Inspect Front & Rear Brakes
• Inspect belts & hoses

INSPECT AND BRING TO SPECIFICATION THE
FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:

• Battery • Transmission
• Differential • Coolant
• Power steering • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

"SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

$179piusUx
and luardous waste

IMpOtallM

'Land Cruisers

additional

Wheei balance & akgnment should be done pefipdically. but it is not pail ol this service

Land Cruisers extra. Must present coupon when ordir is written Toyotas Only Expves 10-31-94

liiiMiiiiMiaMiiiiiiiMiiMiBiMi tttinttttdiiia

RECOMMENDED EVERY 6 MONTHS OR 7,500 MILESWHICHEVER COMES FIRST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL...

$4986
B^ and hararrtniK uodit

• Change Oil • Rotate Tires

• Change Oil Filter • Lubricate Chassis
• Clean & Adjust Brakes (when applicable)

INSPfCT AND BRING TO SPtariCATlOW THE FaiCWING FLUID LEVELS: ' 512)^(2?'****"

•Battery •Transmission • Power Steering -LandDuisefs
• Differential •Coolant • Brake/Ctutch/Master Cylinder additional

INSPECT ANO ASSESS CONDITION Of THE FaLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY COMPONENTS Of YOUfl VEHICLE

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

ADJUST ANO/OR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING: • Tires & Tire Pressure
• Emergency Brake

"SERVICE WHILE YOU WAir
HWiMl balance a aNgnnienl ihouU be done penodKaHy. but M IS not pen ol mis service,

d Cnilsin extra. Musi present coupon when order it wrlllen Toyotas Only Expires 10-31-94

itV
REC0^1MU_l_^.^... ..W.^. ;._„:. .,.^U0MIL£SWHICHtVL;...K-5 FIRST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL PERFORM...

$119
• Tune Motor
• Rotate fires

• Lubrk:ate Chassis

• Scope & Adjust Engine
• Inspect Emisston Controls

•Adjust Carburetor Idle' non-EFI
• Replace Fuel Filter* non-EFI
• Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mbdure'

95
plus tax

and hazardous waste

disposal lee

'Land Cruisers

addttioaal

• Change Oil

• Change Oil Filter

• Clean & Adjust Brakes

(when applKable)

• Replace Air Filter

• Inspect Belts & Hoses
• Replace Spark Plugs*
• Service Battery
• Set Timing

HVCCT IMOMM TO tKCnUnOH TNI FOUOWM aUB LfVaS:

•Battery • Transmissun • Power Steering

• Differential • Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

HSrOTMB Itfiat CONOmON or TNf FOUOWaN CMTKM. Urcn COimNBni or TOUR VBKU
• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

ADJUST AMVOR VERIFY THE FOUOWIW:
• Emergency Brake • Tires & Tire Pressure

6 OyHndsrs. Ef I. pMlnum pkigi. wn-ilsctraMc ignllian and dM«l highw Vitve adiustment additmi'

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE
t>iliiKe & ikQninent

Must ptiiint coupon
should be done panodicaay. but It s not pan olM ssrvce.

eiben ord> Is tKlsm. Toyotas 0n*r Expires 10-31-94

^WMLNOLD LVLRY 2 VlAJi:, Of-: JU.jOO .V.!U- W:-.:iMlVl.H lUMtb FIRST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL PERFORM...

• Change Oil

• Change Oil Filter

• Clean & Adjust Brakes

(when applicable)

• Replace Air Filler

• Inspect Belts & Hoses
• Replace Spark Plugs*
• Service Battery
• Set Timing
• Replace Transmission Fluid

(standard only)

• Replace Differential Fluid

• Pressure test Cooling System

& Assess System Operatk)n
• Replace Coolant

• Tune Motor
• Rotate Tires
• Lubricate Chassis
• Scope & Adjust Engine
• Inspect Emission Controls
• Adjust Carburetor Idle' non-EFI
• Replace Fuel Filter* non-EFI
• Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mixture

^ luSl^s t̂ax

and hazardous «ras)e

dtsposniee

'Land Cruisers

additional

• Adjust V-drive Belts

• Inspect & Assess Emission ^
Control System Operation

• Check & Reset Oxygen Sensor*
• Road Test & Personally

Advise you of the Results

of this Most Vital Service• Inspect Hoses

MSPECT ANO miM TO IKCtFKATKW TW FOUOWMO FlUW LEVfU:

• Battery • Transmission • Power Steering

• Differential • Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

MSraT AM AUEM COWITION OF THE FOUOWHW CRmCAL SAFFTY COMPONENT) OF YOUR VEHICLE

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts & Hoses

ADJUST ANIVOR VERIFY THE FOLLOWINO:
• Emergency Brake • Tires & Tire Pressure

S Cylinders. EFI. piattnum plugs, non-eiectronic ignitiofl and diesel higher Valve adjustntent addihonal'

AulomaW Trwsnilssion. Wheel Bearing Repeck. and 4x4 Trucks AddKionat' 'When appNcaMe

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE
Wheel balance & akgnnieni should be done penodcaty. but it s not pan ol this service

Must present coupon when order is written Toyotas Only Expires 10-31-94

t

These services in most cases meet or exceed factory

recommendations and may not in total be required to meet
your manufacturer warranty.

HOLLYWl II TOYOTA
6CXX) HOLLYWOOD BLVD. 2 1 3-467-6 1 6 1 x27

1

ATGOWER
PARTS HOURS

Mon - Fri: 8 •m - 7 pm
Sat: 8 wn - 5 pm

SERVICE HOURS
Men - Fri: 7 am - 7 pm

Sat: 7:30 am - 5 pm (By Appointmant)

PARTS
SERVICE
*7 love whatyou dofor me'*

®TOYOTA
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Desert protection act: a burden or a blessing?

Daily Bruin Nevvs Thursday, October 13, 1994

By Denis Wolcott
Los Angeles Daily News

~ To opponents, passage of the

California Desert Protection Act
represents a major blow to the

mining industry, a giant "off-lim-

its" sign to off-road vehicle users

and a new fman^l burden on the

National Park Service.

But to supporters of the largest

wilderness protection act for the

lower 48 states, California now
can reap the benefits of increased

tourism dollars from its two
newest national parks and be
assured some of the country's
most diverse lands will be pre-

served for generations.

"The bill is not shutting down
the desert," said Jim Dodson of

Lancaster, a member of the

California Desert Protection
League, an umbrella organization

for desert environmental groups.

Lancaster is about 56 miles north

of downtown Los Angeles.

The legislation covers nearly 8

million acres of California's 25
million-acre desert, a diverse area

with 90 mountain ranges, more
than 100,000 archeological sites,

including preserved dinosaur
tracks; wetlands, waterfalls, 760
species of wildlife and a host of

other animals, including bigllbm

sheep, cougars and cattle.

It took almost eight years to

pass the desert act. Following
President Clinton's expected sig-

nature to the bill, it should take

only a few days or weeks for fed-

eral park workers to erect new
boundary signs, such as "Death
Valley National Park" or "Federal

Wilderness Area."

At the Joshua Tree and Death
Valley national parks, the desert

act's greatest impact won't be

larger boundaries but rather, an

improved pi^blic image, officials

said. '^

"When we think of a national

park, we think of Yosemite or
Yellowstone. But when people
come to a national monument,
they come in here asking where
the monument is," said Art
Webster, a naturalist and park
ranger at Joshua Tree.

"They're looking for that lone

Joshua tree or something resem-

bling the Washington Monument.
It gets confusing," Webster said.

Being a national park, Webster

says, will enhance Joshua Tree's

international attraction. Nearly 75

percent of its 1 .25 million annual

visitors are from other countries.

Some things won't change
under the bill, such as hunting in

the Mojave National Preserve -

formerly known as the East
Mojave National Scenic Area.

Under pressure from the

National Rifle Association, bill

sponsors agreed to designate the

Mojave a preserve rather than a

national park, a status that would
have prohibited hunting.

The 1.5 million-acre Mojave
preserve is the scene of
California's annual hunting
curiosity. Auctions, sometimes
reaching $61,000, are held for the

rights to be among the six to 12

hunters allowed to venture into the

6,900-foot-tall mountain ranges in

search of older bighorn rams.

But some impacts of the bill

will take or be felt longer, officials

said.

Bureau of Land Management
park rangers believe some imme-
diate effects could come from a

handful of dirt motorcyclists and
off'-road enthusiasts who will test

the new restrictions applied to 71

wilderness areas encompassing
3.75 million acres between the

Owens Valley and the Mexico
border.

"Most of the larger, reputable

off-highway groups won't be

involved in any illegal activity.

But I'm sure a few renegades will

test us," said Al Stein, assistant

manager for the BLM's Desert

District office in'Riverside.

The BLM will have jurisdiction

over the wilderness plots. The
National Park Service, which
already was operating Death
Valley and Joshua Tree as national

monuments, will also assume con-

trol of the Mojave National
Preserve from the BLM.

Stein said federal officials will

embark on an aggressive educa-

tional program, visiting campsites

and groups of off-road users to tell

them about the new restrictions

and advise them from straying

into protected areas. Hiking is

OK, but dirt bikes are not, he
warns.

"We also plan aggressive law
enforcement action," he said,

See DESEin; page 20
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School newspaper includes smokers' rights
By Tanya Schevltz

San Francisco Examiner

FREMONT. Calif. — David
Hansen got the Weekly Reader
when he was a child more than 25

years ago. But when his 1 1 -year-

old daughter. Ivy, brought the

classroom news periodical home
from elementary school, it looked

nothing like the innocuous, puz-

zle-filled magazine he remem-
bered.

The cover story in this week's
edition was about smokers' rights

- and that has some parents and
anti-smoking activists fuming.

They say the article has a skewed
perspective that promotes the cig-

arette industry's viewpoint.

Hansen. 33, who called the arti-

cle to the attention of school offi-

cials and the local media, said the

writer suggests that banning
smoking in public puts the rights

of nonsmokers first and is unfair.

It doesn't mention the dangers of

secondhand smoke and seems
biased toward the tobacco indus-

try, Hansen said.

The article says: "Some people

say the new tax and smoking laws

are unfair ... just because some
studies have shown (cigarettes)to

be a health hazard."

A chart provides statistics on
how a smoking ban could cost

thousands of tobacco company
workers their jobs and slash gov-

ernment tax revenue.

Ivy Hansen said, "I thought that

smoking is bad for people, and
other people who don't smoke
have to breathe the air in. But the

article didn't say that ... It should

be telling us both sides."

Her father agreed.

"It was painting smokers and
the tobacco companies and the

poor farmers as the victims," he

said. "They are hitting kids' real

soft buttons. If you tell kids some-

thing is unfair, they automatically

champion the underdog."

The 66-year-old Weekly Reader

is published in Connecticut and is

part of K-III Communications, a

unit of Kohlberg Kravis Roberts

& Co., the largest shareholder of

cigarette manufacturer RJR

Nabisco.

Editor Sandra Maccarone said

there was no connection between
the parent company and the edito-

rial policies of the publication,

which is distributed to 8 million

elementary school students
nationwide.

The Oct. 14 issue is accompiei-

nied by a teachers guide with
background and graprfiic posters of

smoker's diseased lungs,
Maccarone said. Taken together,

she said, all the information pre-

sented a balanced report.

"Our mission is to deliver the

news to kids colorfully but uncol-

ored," she said. "You don't always

work with kids just telling them
'no,' but you do if you help them

to see graphically and to draw

some conclusions on their own,

and that's what we were trying to

do.

The Weekly Reader and its

affiliated periodicals have pub-

lished more than 30 articles deal-

ing with smoking since 1992,

Mitccarone said. The latest article

was "just an attempt to show that

the smoking people were begin-

ning to say, 'Hey, we have rights

too,'" she said.

But Martha Saly, tobacco edu-

cation project director for the

Redwood Empire branch of the

American Lung Association, said

it was dangerous to have^uch arti-

cles in a children's publication

because kids are impressionable.

From page 69
as it trickled down my leg,"

[Barrett laughed. "There was

I

really no way around it, and
^if you were in a room full of

!newborn puppies armed

with nothing but your wits,

a few rough riders and
some chewing gum, you
would have done the same
thing." The slighted Gere
shot back "What silly

people, I'm not going to be
upset about this, I'm a

leopard, not a cow." with a

tinge of sarcasm. "Back to

my point," rambled Barrett,

"If students on campus
want to get involved, and
want to meet the Ukes of

Harrison Ford, Goldie
Hawn, Shimon Peres, and
Jesse Jackson, to name a

few, or for the

musically inclined, to

arrange for bands like

Catherine Wheel, Gigolo
Aunts, 10000 Maniacs, and
Rage Against the Machine
to play here, or for the

cinematically inclined, to

help pick the films we
screen in AGB, or just want

to help publicize the events

or help make cool ads like

this one, all they need to

do is drop by the UCLA I

Campus Events office in]

300-A Kerckhoff Hall and
pick up an intern j

application."
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superior customer service, come shop
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Rice-A-
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1
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50 or More

!
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Shop of dreams termed field of fraud
By Peter Marks
New York Times

NEW YORK — For sports
memorabilia fans, there is no joy

in Levittown, N.Y.. A store owner
here was charged Tuesday with
seljing photographs and other
items with forged autographs of
some of the greatest names in

baseball - from DiMaggio to

Williams to Mantle to Mays.
Nassau County officials say

Tuesday's arrest of Glen Beram,
23, a high school math teacher in

Mahopac, N.Y., who is president

of the Wall of Fame sports memo-
rabilia store on Hempstead
Turnpike, came after investigators

bought autographed items from

the store and checked them with

the players themselves.

In each case, Nassau officials

said the players denied having
signed the photographs, litho-

graphs and commemorative base-

balls, some of which sold for as

much as $475.

To some experts in sports mem-
orabilia - a booming business in

which the rarest finds, like a

Mickey Mantle's rookie-year
baseball card, fetch $25,000 or
more - the few cases of forgery

that are uncovered by the authori-

ties represent a fraction of the

actual trade in fake autographs.

"This is really the daric side of
the maiicet," said Joseph Lemieux,

the director of the Ted Williams

Museum and Hitters Hall of Fame
in Hernando, Fla. "But there's a

glut of this stuff out in the market-

place, and without a doubt there

are thousands of people being
taken each week by unscrupulous

people."

Outside the Wjill of Fame,
which was closed Tuesday, cus-

tomers peered into the windows of

the darkened shop, trying to make
sense of what had happened - and
wondering if the items they had
bought there had any value.

Kevin O'Gara, a New York City

housing inspector who lives in

Hicksville, stood at the window
with his son John, 12. They had
recently bought a $35 autographed

picture of hockey star Wayne

Gretzky for O'Gara* s nephew's
birthday. Now, O'Gara was hav-
ing doubts about whether it was
the real thing.

"He was so happy with it, it was
like the best thing he got for his

birthday," O'Gara said, shaking
his head. "He's got it hanging on
his wall."

Officials said it was Lemieux,
the expert on Ted Williams, who
had contacted Nassau County
authorities and prompted an inves-

tigation of the memorabilia store.

Lemieux said in an interview
that he is a native of Long Island

and had stopped into the Wall of
Fame in June to see what kind of
items it sold. On his way out, he
said, a clerk showed him a litho-

graph portrait of Ted Williams
with the legendary hitter's auto-

graph.

Lemieux said he knew the sig-

nature had to be a fake. He said

the lithographs had been recently

produced and that he himself had
sold authorized copies at a sports

memorabilia show in Atlantic

City, N.J., a month earlier.

None of the lithographs, he
said, were autographed by the ail-

ing retired ballplayer. "Ted had
just previously had a stroke and
was not signing anything,"
Lemieux said.

Former employees, neighboring

storekeepers and owners of other

See AUTOQRAPNS, pagelo
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Bosnians sense, fear rising aiitiioritarianism
By Roger Cohen
New York Times

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-
Herzegovina— A few weeks ago,

the popular host of a radio show
here received a letter from the

Bosnian culture niinister ordering

him to stop playing "aggressor
music" - songs performed by
Serbs.

"I was outraged," Mimo
Sahinpasic, the radio host, said.

"There are Serbian singers - like

Djordje Balasevic - whose anti-

war songs have done more for

Bosnia than 80 percent of our
leaders. So I ignored the letter. I'm

in Bosnia to fight for what's left of

the Yugoslav idea, not to live in a

one-party slate."

The ban on "aggressor music,"

issued by Culture Minister Enes
Karic and supported by the gov-

erning Party of Democratic
Action, which is dominated by

Muslims, has been flouted and
ridiculed. But it is part of an anx-

ious debate here over what is

widely seen as the party's growing
Islamic authoritarianism.

This debate has intensified as

influential party figures have sug-

gested that mixed marriages -

those in which Muslitns wed
Serbs or Croats - are a bad thing,

encouraged by the former
Communist rulers of Yugoslavia
and tending to sap the Muslim

soul of Bosnia.

"Mixed marriages, a symbol of
misunderstood mutual life, are
mostly ruined marriages in which
big conflicts exist and children are

frustrated by their origin,"
Dzemaludin Latic, a commentator
and member of the P«rty of
Democratic Action, wrote recent-

ly.

Such statements have caused
tension because they challenge the

essence of what has been por-

trayed as the Bosnian idea under
assault from Serbs bent on racial

purity: a multi-ethnic, multi-reli-

gious society as symbolized by the

mingled jninarets and church
steeples of Sarajevo.

These tensions have surfaced
within the governing party, where
Prime Minister Haris Silajdzic

recently wrote a letter of protest.

They are also evident in Bosnian

See BOSNIA, page 21
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Doctor utilizes drags to induce tions
t

--»*

By John Tlemey
The New York Times

The so-called abortion pill from
France, RU-486, is still illegal in

this country, but an alternative drug

treatment has become available for

$500 in New York. Richard
Hausknecht, a gynecologist and
longtime abortion-rights crusader,

says he has used two drugs already

on the market - but approved for

other purposes - to perform more

flian 100 abortions without surgery.

Hausknecht has been criticized

by medical researchers for using the

method in his private practice before

its safety and efficacy are deter-

mined in clinical trials, which are

under way in three American cities.

But he insists - and authorities

seem inclined to agree - that he is

doing nothing illegal. He ai^es that

the method should be available

immediately to give women an
alternative to surgical abortions and

acknowledges a political motive.

"My goal is to show the medical

community that there is a safe, sim-

ple, effective, legal technique of ter-

minating pregnancies that is private

and inexpensive," Hausknecht said

in an interview at his office.

"There are parts of this country

where abortion simply isn't avail-

able, where patients have to travel

hundreds of miles and face picket

lines at clinics. This technique can

be performed in a local doctor's

office or even by a nurse practition-

er."

Like RU-486, this technique
works by inducing a miscarriage in

two stages. First, the woman, who
must be no more than eight weeks
pregnant for the drug to be effective,

receives an injection of methotrex-

ate, a drug that inhibits tissue growth
and has been used for decades to

treat cancer tumors, arthritis, psoria-

sis and ectopic pregnancies.

Four days later, tablets of miso-

prostol -a drug approved for pre-

venting stomach ulcers thai has also

been used in pregnant women to

hasten labor - are inserted in the

vagina. The woman goes home and
usually expels the embryo within

three days.

Hausknecht said he had per-

formed 1 26 abortions in this way.

Of those, he said 121 were success-

ful using the drugs; in five cases
surgery was needed to complete the

procedure.

Hot Hair Salon
Speciolizing in
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$25 Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special
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EMI Records is currently accepting resumes

of highly motivated college students

(preferably freshmen/sophmores) from Los

Angeles area colleges to creatively promote

our alternative acts. You must have good

knowledge of "alternative" music.

The position is long term and requires

. 20 hours per week. A car is a necessity.

Must be able to work year round. Excellent

phone skills, outgoing personality, and a

creative mind are a must.

Please fax a resume and letter to

Andrew Goldstone at

212-492-1794.

3l ^^^b ^o"^o^H* Career Network • Dinners for 12 Strangers • Spring Sing

^^y^^^y Senior Class Gift • Beat ^$C Week • Parents^ Weekend • Bruin Survival PaU

—I-

I think mt'nt scared those

techs ODt of mantlng a onion.

We think they are in for a suprise

Vote Yes! Vote UPTE!

UP University Professional and Technical Employees,

CWA Local 91 19. AFL-CIO

For more Information, call 310-443-5484

Did you pick-up an application for one of 6AA'& committees? Well, If

you didn't you probably should have {and you still can\) 3ut It'e due
tomorrow. So, look at it todayl We've ^ot a bunch of ^reat opportuni-

ties. h\o experience neceeean/. You just need to want to have fun, __
meet some intereetlnq people and work on projects that you'll feel

^ood about. Committees Include:

hCareer Network

Campue Spirit {3eat 'SC Week)

Spring Sing

^^Dinners for 12 Strangers

Senior Qaee Gift

Bruin Survival Fake

Internal Affaire

^^Externa I Affaire

peratione

Homecoming

Questions? Call 206-0524.

6AA ie « tfUdertt ^roup 9por\ix>rtd

\^ the U(^LA Alumni A»»oc\»XM)n
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Press criticism: news seen as an enemy of iiope
By William Qiaberson
The New York Times

Criticism of the press is in vogue
again.

That may be due in part to what
might be called the OJ. effect, the

odd reality that the same public

that consumes tabloidism also

loses respect for the medium that

conveys it .,
.^^- "\~

But the anti-press mood may be

more fully explained by what

amounts to a new critique of jour-

nalism today that is being
embraced by critics from the left

and the right and from the working

press and academia.

The press, these critics ai^gue, is

so wedded to cynicism that it often

delivers a self-canceling message:

everything - from a celebrity mur-

der case to the health care debate

and on to journalism itself - is a

game about nothing more than
winning or losing.

"We're now at a point of believ-

ing it's all a scam, everyone is

looking out for his own narrow
interest and the job of the reporter

is to reveal the scam," said Thomas
Mann, director of government
studies at the Brookings Institution,

who recently competed a study of

press coverage of Congress.

This notion of journalistic score-

keeping may be supplanting the

more traditional criticism that cov-

erage is warped by ideological

(usually liberal) bias. Critics now
worry about a politically neytral
bias that shapes news coverage by
declaring that all public figures,

indeed all people who do newswor-
thy things, are suspect.

In this version of journalism, all

politicians are manipulative, all

business people are venal and all

proposals have ulterior motives.

This journalism may be under-
mining its own credibility.

The argument that journalism's

cynicism ultimately pollutes jour-

nalism itself makes the new cri-

tique potent, inside newsrooms
because it suggests a direct link to

such commercial verities as televi-

sion ratings and newspaper circula-

tion figures.

"Journalists are now creating the

coverage that is going to lead to

their own destruction," said

Kathleen Hall Jamieson, dean of

See PRESS, page 22

"I HATE HIDDEN
*» 'H'^iat's why all of my co«itact
'• lens p«cluig*ft ar« comptoto.

. ... ..,i_ •.•«»r..^aa.a^ ,^ .^^ -^F w '^m w You.wpn't b»^rpr1s«d by

- DR. ROSS J. SOMER8. OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA AlMny.!) :SS^^Mm^",r

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care
• Service agreement (like Insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPUrVE CARF « 319-9999 mWwlfll Vk I k Vririiii 1531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica1531 Wllshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(ccxner of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

ASIAN Language Speaking Students

Interested in working in

Tokyo or Hong Kong with

Merrill Lynch
Please send or fax a copy of your resunne with the

following marked on the back:

ML/Asia'94

Language spoken - Japanese, Chinese

(Cantonese and/or Mandarin), Bahasa Malay,

Bahasa Indonesian, Thai, Hindi

Level of fluency

City of preference - Tokyo or Hong Kong
Area of interest - Investment Banking,

Sales, Trading

To:

Crimson & Brown Associates^ Inc.

1770 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 332

Cambridge, MA 02140
TeL (617) 868-0181 Fax (617) 868-0187

Students may opt to submit a letter stating their interest

. - if resume is not completed by October 14. ——

Resume deadline: OCTOBER 14, 1994

r;»I—I—I—I—I—I—I—r—I—I—lagar—I—I—I—I—T-.t»T»T—T—l..

THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL

or Pecan Roll

Buy One Get One
Reg. $1 .55

Good Only At:

1001 GayleyAve.
Westwood Willage

(310)208-4766

For 6 or more,

please call ahead

Exp. 10/31/94

T|. Cinnamons
.Bakt'ry^^

.l—l—1—1—I—I—I»I-.I_I_I_I_I_T—I—

W
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BEAD CLUB
'The Place To Bead'

UQAUxlrt

dsnrtM/ti).,

Whether you wont to throw the greatest

party or spend the day creating unique
jewelry, we're the place to bead!

We Offer:

• Over 2, 000 styles of beads from arourid the world
• Jewelry parts & tools

• Sterling silver & gold filled

• Beginning & advanced classes

• Books - gifts - craft kits - fimo

• Group parties in our room or in your house
• Assistance & instruction by our talented staff

1067 Broxton - Westwood Village 209-2323
Open 7 Days

Mon Thur lla.m.-9p.m. Fri-Sat lla.m.-llp.m. Sun 12a.m.-7p.

HAIRCUTTING • WESTWOOD

•Free

Consultation

t -JA^n-tr

^"^ Bodvvvaves

• '.'aKe-uD

on 913:

\

Mon - Sat 9-7

Mi /aC^DUCTOf^Y OFFER
• if. t iinic Sti.clorjts Only $18

b24-2Tii * 1001 Gay ley
vNEXT TOCOf-ihb QF "
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Nonprofit group gives power to world's
By Evelyn Irltani

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

SEATTLE — Nit Boonjung is

haunted by the eyes of Bangkok's
poor. He sees them in the streets of
Thailand's biggest city where he
peddles his vegetables and fruits. He
sees them when he goes home to his

shack in Sapanphuth, one of the

city's many shantytowns. He sees

them in the minor.

After 32 years of a hard life -

including time on the streets as a
child, a drug addiction and as a pris-

oner - he is no longer surprised by
that reflection.

But this week, Boonjung and his

wife, Lamyai Klinbun, 27, met the

youngest of Seattle's poor at Our
Place Daycare Center, the only cen-

ter serving the city's homeless. And
they were shocked that a wealthy
city, in one of the world's richest

countries, was not able to provide
for all those who are too young to

make their life choices but not old

enough to avoid the consequences.

"I know this is a wealthy coun-
try," he said with a puzzled look.

"Why not take care of all the home-
less chiklren?"

Kathleen Coyle, the center's co-

director, told Boonjung she'd like to

serve all of the estimated 500 home-
less chiklren on the streets of Seattle

III f
t

at any one time. But the money she
gets from Catholic Community
Services, the federal government
and private donations is only enough
to take 18.

"It's been a real battle all the
way," she told the young couple
from Thailand. "It's real hard when
the society doesn't really value chil-

dren."

Boonjung and Lamyai are in

Seattle this week as part of a delega-

tion representing the Fourth World
Movement, a nonprofit organization

aimed at giving power and dignity to

the world's impoverished.

Founded by the late Father Joseph

Wresinski in a Paris slum in 1957,
the organization now sends volun-
teers to 24 countries and has estab-

lished projects in poor
neighborhoods in New York and

See HOMELESS, page 23

Is Your BREATH as Stale

As the JURASSIC PERIOD?
Call Dr. Fileilmaii & ssy:

"Goodliyt Dinosaur Braatfil"

t^^SS^x

SPECIAL: $50-
Examinatkxi. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

aeaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETICAND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hyinosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours. Free Parking/ValidalBd Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between WDshire & Santa Momca Bl.)

For Appointment CaU; (310)474-3765

I can make $120/week doing what?

/^^f/i^f 11* ' '' f

alifomia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

Mot young male 5tudena ( 19-34

yean of age) to donate sperm. You will

participate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

chiklreh.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

inficmlity. Often the only solution is

to use sperm fhxn donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

finarvual compensation and tree

medical/gertetic testing. For nruxe

details call <310>443-5244 EXT 24

NU? BUSINESS.
TIME FORA LITTLE ISRAEL ACTION WITH THE ISRAEL
ACTION COALITION. SINGYOUR FAVORITE ISRAELI

SONGS, CHOW SOME FALAFEU PITAAND HUMUS, AND
REMINISCE ABOUT PAST AND FUTURE EXPERIENCES
IN THE LAND OFYOUR PEOPLE.

Israel Shabbat
Friday, October 14, 1994

6:30 PM
900 Hilgard Ave

Cost: $7 ($6 members)

CaU Itay 208-6898

or HiUel 208-3081

for more information

Hillel

The Center of Jewish Life on Campus
sponsored by Israel Action Conitio'i n'^ roopoiation

with Hiliel Jewish Studonts Association

FOSTERS
Australian for beer

• OiF^c.
25 oz. can

Village xpressmart

Bruin for Convenience
Open 24 Hours*? Days a Week*Free Parking
10974 Le Conte Ave, at Gayley»(31 0)209-91 1

1

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.

OR SACRAMENTO!

i^ .^do''*

nfo Meeting:

Thursday, Oct 13th
Expo Center "

3 1 1 Plaza Building

«Call for Details:*

. 28, \m$ 825-083

1
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BROWN
From page 1

Brown then visited Maxx's
Salon on Westwood Boulevard,
where she spoke with owner
Maxx Mahdieh, who also said

business was improving.

"I hope when you get (elected)

... you help small business," he

said, remarking, "I started (busi-

ness) in the worst time, in 1 992."

An entourage followed Brown
as she strolled down Westwood
Boulevard meeting potential sup-

porters. Students from Bruin
Democrats surrounded the candi-

date, handing out copies of the

blue-covered, 62-page plan.

"It's nice to meet the next gpy-
ernor of California," said Bruin

Democrats President Murshed
Zaheed. "We're kicking butt.

We've registered more that 1,000

voters. The Wilson campaign has-

n't even been on campus -

Republicans have been coming to

us to register to vote."

But Brown's visit was not
entirely upbeat. Upon meeting
Ken Gabby, owner of Papilloh

^^ .

Florists on Westwood Boulevard,

Brown encountered a more sub-

dued interpretation of California's

economic recovery.

"They probably want to make
her happy," Gabby said of his

business neighbors afterward.

"It's very bad, and everyone
knows it. It's getting worse and
worse everyday."

Gabby, who has run his busi-

ness for 13 years, said he would
like to support Brown, but didn't

think anyone could affect change
that dramatically.

"When they run, they have very

many promises and many good
ideas," he said. "But when they
get elected, things change, and
they've made so many promises
they can never carry it out."

Meanwhile, Brown left her
entourage and reporters behind,
strolled down Westwood
Boulevard and across Wilshire
into the Murdock building to pre-

pare for her upcoming debate with

Gov. Pete Wilson. She walked into

an elevator and was handed the

full double cappuccino, decaf-
feinated, which had not been
sipped.

HEALTHWATCH
From page 2

are also behavioral patterns that

may indicate bulimia, such as dis-

appearing into the bathroom after

eating, hearing the sounds of vom-
iting or noticing the smell of vomit,

swollen neck and/or finding pack-

ages of laxatives and/or diuretics in

the trash. Scarring on the top of the

hand due to teeth scraping against

the hand during vomiting is also

See HEALTHWATCH, page 19
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(NUMEROUNO

Pizza Pasta
& More

Numero Uno
Check List

a 60 oz. Pitcher of Beer $2.99

Monday Night Football

Q Monday Night Specials

All-You-Can-Eat

Pizza & Pasta $4.95

Men. & Tues. 5:00pm to Close

1077 Broxton Avenue Honrg; Sun-Mon 11 :00am-l 1:00pm Fri & Sal 11 :00am-1:00am

Phone: (310) 208-5070 FAX: (310) 208-1 139
FREE DELIVERY

m fC-V

^''
,,.1,,
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^'> ' .Daily Bruin o'' "'
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"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"

BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS. BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE
ALL COLORS

^CflBW LOWAIRTIME

Inter

$6.95 per month

C « ( I

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!
LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE

Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

J

_ .1,. If

because eyes are also a
terrible thing to waste***

• Large selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310) 208-3913
Monday ttiru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

NOTHING lielil hack, our entire adult inventory
Full length Adult xxx hardcore movies troiii $5.99
Thousanrls ot lirand new & tully guaranteed videosHURRY tor hest selection, sale ends 10/31/94

ALL AOUL

FfBe tape must be equal to or less ttian ttie purchased tiipes

ODYSSEY VIDEO
Ope#f B^tn - Miclnight

NORTH HOUYWOOD WEST LOS ANGELES MARINA DEL REY

"^USftY'yikfiiiR/^ ^^910 WILSHIRE BL 4240 LINCOLN BL.
(818) 769-2001 ^310) 477-2524 (310) 823-1100

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

SANTA MOrllCiA BLVD.

19W
WESTWOOD BLVO

^1 ^ UQRA^E^VE

UNDERGROUND
PARKWG ''

aVKPIC

"tm

MeiHpace
Medlpace Medical Group
1090 WefetW66d EdWr

viyasUdlASes, Ca kx)25
-*^ (3 1 0) 470:8880

T^ J ; r w '

»

Mdst Insurance and < recllt cards accepted.

^T^fufP
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HEALTHWATCH
From page 18

common. The person may also

have a puffy face, red eyes, bad

breathe and teeth problems.

In her clinical experience. Dr.

Carol Otis of UCLA Student
Health Services has seen that

"most women want to be 2 to 10

pounds thinner than they are and

thinner than they should be. This

excessive concern can lead to

excessive dieting and low self-

esteem."

According to Laima Wesson,
nutritionist in Student Health
Services, the most psychologically

damaging effects of eating disor-

ders is isolation, loneliness and
despair. A consequence of their

emotional isolation is avoiding

social gatherings where food is

involved or leaving social gather-

ings to purge.

Because college is a social set-

ting, these isolating effects can be

magnified. "We know that tfiey are

out there, but we need to reach

them. Until a person is motivated

to deal with the problem, there is

usually very little anyone can do
because people cannot be legally

forced into treatment since most
college students are at least 18

years old," Wesson said.

Confronting a person who may
have an eating disorder can be

awkward, but the confrontation

often motivates them to get help.

Wesson suggests nonjudgmental
statements. For example, "I noticed

that after meals, you go to the bath-

room and I can hear you vomiting.

I'm concerned about you. How can

I help?"

Eating disorders are treatable

with proper intervention. This
includes medical evaluation, nutri-

tional guidance and counseling.

Therapy is the core of treatment,

since an understanding of the

issues that lead to the behavior are

important. Learning to manage
feelings, improving self-esteem

and improving personal relation-

ships are very important, according

to Wesson. "The majority of indi-

viduals can be successfully treat-

ed," she added.

Help is available on campus.
Student Psychological Services

sees students for eating disorders.

Call 825-4073 to make an appoint-

ment, and see the nutritionist by

calling 825-3746.
Neuropsychiatric Institute has an

outpatient eating disorder-s clinic.

Call 825-0478 for more informa-

tion.

Ward is a graduate student in the

School ofPublic Health and a staff

member in Student Health

Services.

CHEAP Traffic School

$15 (withthisadj

• FUH UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.LA., B.H., S.M., P.V.,

S.F. VALLEY

.^TAT. SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

3t0-271 -4527 dR 81 8^71 8-0388

Try the comfortable new soft lens for astigniatism and get a =r^^=>JonD. Vfaqel.QD.

InaJrairot rocus lonc^^^ mQef^^m^-iAcm.

FREE Soft Contact Lenses
for monthly replacement.

CIBAVtsson
Keeping Hcaldiy Eyes Healthy"**

*
If your pcu1icir>ating eye care prolesstonal determirves that Focus Toric Soft Contact Lenses are

right (or you. you will receive a tree trial pair. Professional sevices extra.

call today for

your appointment

OFFICE HOURS:

M:10-7;T.W,F:9^;

Th:1(W; SAT: 1(M

SEHABIAESPANOL
DR.IOND.VOGEL

OPIOMIIMSI

= ::>4m.:sm I

t

TIRED OF THE
COUPON HASSLE?

Just bring In your Student I.D. or this ad
to the Subway at Santa Monica and Sawtelle and

BuyOneGetOne

2nd sorKMch of equal or l^ser vokje with purchosa of

drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 .00 off any fboNong.

6 Foot Party Subs $49.95
Free Delivery

Valid only at 1 1 278 Santa Monica Bivd

foomer of ^visile & Sonta MonkxiJ tHock wBsf of 406)

310.477 9^7 •Porkmg in rear

When You're Considering a

Career in Information Technology,

Consider One More Thing.

Consider the investment banking firm with

opportunities in information technology

throughout the world. Where individuals with

an interest in working in North America, Eu-

rope or the Asian-Pacific region have the chance

to join a department central to the growth and

success of nearly every facet of its global busi-

ness. Where the skills to develop and maintain

state-of-the-art computer systems and telecom-

munication networks are provided through a se-

ries of technical and industry-oriented training

sessions. Where high professional standards are

reflected in principled everyday practices. Where

the talent ofeach individual is an integral part of

the team effort. And consider the firm where

those individuals who choose to accept the chal-

lenges set before them are given the opportunity

to excel both professionally and personally.

In short, consider the

I

Information Technology Department at Goldman Sachs.

Please visit us at the Annual Engineering/Science Career

Day on October 28, 1994. We will also be interviewing

on-campus on Wednesday, November 2, 1S>94. Please

fubmit your resume to the Career Placement Office.

Stiidents majoring in telecommunicadont, com{>uter science, MIS, math or

cngpnccring, or who have taken computer-rdated courses and have a strong

I of "C" language, PC Workstations and LAN are welcome.

ddldinnii

I Sadii.m cqiul <^ponunk]r empiopfn, <fea fwi ducrimiimc m
an||lojfmcm on tny haam ikai i« prelMbited by Mftrti, Raw or locsl kw.
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EREAKFAST IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY!

OPEN & DELIVERY UNTIL 2:30 AM!
935 Broxton

Hours:

Mon-Wed 7am-lam
Thurs-Fri 7am-2:30am
Sat 8am-2:30am
Sun 9am-lam

o5e.
"e^nitei/i 3

WE
DELIVER!

208-4992
.($8Min. POrchase)

HowtD
interview

widilhe

Fortune500
even

gettoout
01 Im

OK, graduaie-io-be. You can gel up early or you can get Career/NET"
Its simple: You give us your resUme in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including

the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're lookine for. Your Career/NET
enrollment kit—a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by.-^tep

instructionsr—is $99.95* To be in the next nationwide distribution to

employers, order today Call 1-800-682-8539.

\rcc riiCiaii

*Plu« $4 95 lor shipping and handling.

:.-" • '.-'-1:—
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VOTERS
From page 6

sniping on both sides that left

Congress unable to pass several
major bills before the election.

"People have lost a lot of
respect for other people," said
J'eggy Yates, 61, a Democrat who
is a first-grade teacher in
Sigoum?y, Iowa. "There seems to

be a constant partisanship and a
constant bickering all the time -

they're just always at each other."

Her husband, Don, 62, a farmer,
agreed, saying, "They ought to be
more disciplined."

Johanna Lockhart, an official

with an investment company in

Houston, said any hope for the
nation did not rest with politicians.

"If there could be a gentle revo-
lution in this country from the vot-

ers who just say, 'it's old, we're
mad as hell and we're not going to

take this any more,'" Lockhart, 50
and an independent, said over a
sandwich on a parte bench.

"But it's got to come from the
voters. Congress isn't going to do
it. They're not going to set term
limits on themselves. And they're
not going to restrict the amount of
money they can take in for their

campaigns."

The lack of faith in leadership
comes as people say they worry
about crime and their economic
well being. Even those with jobs
and steady incomes are generally
apprehensive.

"Our safety is in jeopardy each
time we walk the streets," Helen

Neuner, 75, explained as she toted

a bag of produce from a gourmet
grocery store in Miami Beach.

"I don't think they're putting
enough money into the fight for

crime." The retired nurse is so
worried that she said she was
thinking of breaking lier

Democratic tradition and voting
Republican in November.
As he was walking the beat at

an outdoor shopping mall nearby
on Biscayne Bay, Peter Romero,
34, a police officer, said he had to

moonlight as a security guard 10
to 20 hours a week to support his

family. •

"It's scary down the line," this

Republican said, noting that he has
a one-year-old son. "What can
happen is not having the money
there for him, for education."

Douglas Keen, 24, a graduate
student at the University of
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, said

he intended to continue voting for

Democrats. But he also sounded
worried about his security. "A
healthy economy right now does
not mean a healthy economy in 20
years," he said.

Cradling his cappuccino at an
outdoor cafe here, Jim Routon, a
physician, shook his head as he
explained how politicians have
lost their souls.

"When you're young, you look
up to your father - that's your
whole world," said Routon, 53, a
Republican. "Then you find your
father is really a sleaze bag. He's
been running around and lying.
You lose your stability. That's the

way I feel."

DESERT
From page 8

adding that old off-road trails not
protected by the act will be
blocked off.

"Wilderness management is

pretty intensive. A lot will have to
be done," Stein said.

Federal wilderness designation
offers perhaps the stingiest land-
use restrictions. No mechanized
vehicles are allowed in wilderness
areas. Any dirt road or improved
highway not specifically protected
under the desert bill must be
wiped out so BLM workers can
restore the land to a natural state.

No new trails can be cut.

However, the desert bill was
unique from some previous
wilderness legislation in that it

does not prohibit all mining.
And it is the mining provision

that will cause some of the most
noticeable battles over the next

few decades, according to envi-
ronmentalists and mining industry

representatives.

Soon after the legislation was
introduced by former Sen. Alan
Cranston, mining companies
staked thousands of claims
throughout the impacted areas.
The act recognizes all pre-existing

valid mining claims.

But before digging can begin,
mining companies must show
there are abundant deposits below
the surface. Even if there are, min-
ing companies will be prohibited
from using any mechanized equip-
ment to extract ore.

"It's not very realistic for a
large mining concern to conduct
an operation using pack mules,"
said Denise Jones, executive
director of the California Mining
Association.

AUTOGRAPHS
From page 12

sports memorabilia stores in the
area said the Wall of Fame had
been open for less than a year.
Recently, they said, complaints
about the authenticity of auto-
graphs on items bought from the
shop were circulating among
memorabilia buflfs.

Stuart Zucker, who owns the
Absolutely Sports Cards and More
store about a mile from the Wall
of Fame, said one of his customers
came in recently with an auto-
graphed Reggie Jackson baseball

card that the customer said was
purchased at the Wall of Fame.

"I happened to have a signed
Reggie Jackson baseball," Zucker
said, adding that he compared the

signatures on the card and the
baseball. "It wasn't anything
alike," he said.

A man standing outside the
Wall of Fame on Tuesday
described himself as a former
employee and told reporters that

he had seen autographs being
foiged on items in the back of the
shop. He also said that one of Ac

items on sale in the shop was a bat
that was purported to have been
signed by Babe Ruth.

The man, who identified him-
self as Raymond Bamett of East
Meadow, said he had watched one
day as Beram's partner signed
New York Rangers' names on a
shirt. "I saw him do Rangers sig-

natures on a jersey," Bamett said.

He also said he had kept pieces
of paper on which Beram's part-
ner had signed the names of Babe
Ruth and Joe DiMaggio. "He was
just practicing," he said.

Bamett said that when he asked
the partner what was going on, he
was told to mind his own busi-
ness. A few weeks ago, he said, he
had a falling out with the Owners
and was locked out of the store.

He has been unable to reclaim his

own inventory of comic books
that he sold in the store, he said.

Bob Emmons, deputy chief of
the commercial fraud unit of the
Nassavi County district attorney's

See page 21
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From page 20

office, would not comment on
Barnett's claims about Beram's
partner, other than to say that

another person might be involved.

"We're still investigating the case

and still looking at another indi-

vidual," he said.

Beram, who lives with his par-

ents in Yonkers, was arraigned
Tuesday before Judge Douglas
Null of First District Court in

Hempstead on one count of
scheming to defraud, a felony, and

three counts of criminal posses-

sion of forged materials, which are

misdemeanors. The felony count

is punishable by up to four years

in prison upon conviction,
Emmons said.

Null released Beram on his own
recognizance.

BOSNIA
From page 14

society, where expressions of dis-

sent against President Alija
Izetbegovic are increasingly fre-

quent.

"I wrote a letter of protest
because I am very sensitive, very

particular about personal freedom
and the respect of basic free-

doms," Silajdzic said in an inter-

view. "I remember as a child the

humiliation of being afraid, of

seeing my father listening to Voice

of America and having to do it in

such a way that the neighbors
would not hear. 1 will not stand for

that kind of humiliation in

Bosnia."

The prime minister, who is also

a party vice president, added,
"However, I remain proud of my
party and the Bosnian Muslims,
who have not repaid in kind what
was done to them, and have
proved worthy of their history - a

history of self-restraint and endur-

ing tolerance."

Mustafa Ceric, the spiritual

leader of the Bosnian Muslims,
said the Bosnian Serb leader,

Radovan Karadzic, had caused
more people to reaffirm their

belief in Islam th^n 50 .years of

missionary work.

Both the religious drift in the

ruling party that alarms Bosnian
Croats and Serbs, and the growing

use by the police of telephone taps

and identity checks that recall

Communist oppression, are cer-

tainly tied to the fact that Bosnia is

at war.

But the question is: Are these

war conditions serving as a mask
behind which - without elections

or any real democratic debate -

the multi-ethnic Bosnia of many
people's dreams is disappearing,

swallowed by a hegemonistic
Muslim party?

The debate is not really over the

potential rise of Islamic funda-

mentalism. This remains a country

where, even after 30 months of a

war in which Muslims have been

persecuted, no more than a hand-

ful of people would qualify as fun-

damentalists in Cairo or Algiers.

Rather, the debate centers on
the way a Muslim political party

that won 43 percent of the vote in

Bosnia's only election, in 1991,

has come to exercise increasing

political domination, combining
the centralized, secretive, and
bureaucratic methods of
Communism with a new Islamic

ethos that may not be radical in

religious terms but is still trou-

bling to non-Muslims here.

"The Party of Democratic
Action is on its way to becoming a

totalitarian party, just like the

Communists were," said Slavko

Santic, a commentator for the

\
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Warner Bros. Studios
is looking for a qualified UCLA student intern to represent us on campus.

To schedule an interview,

please call (818) 954-6125

_ by Wednesday, October 1 9.

"

Sophdmoreorjunior year Student preferred

CASTING CALL

^ot'Wc(rnien

Film company seeking attractive, intelligent female

students to be in commercial film.

WHERE: Casting to be held at Ackerman 3508

WHEN: October 18, between 2-5 pm
; r

Allow 10 minutes for interview. Bring available photo.

All selected finalists will be paid for their participation.

Professional production. No nudity.

j^

CAMPUS

hVENTS
A percentage of profits will be donated to
the UCLA Campus Events Commission.

V

BOSNIA
From page 21

Sarajevo daily Oslobodenje. "We
have no political opposition to

speak of here, police are every-
where, and st^te jobs increasingly

require party membership.
Modem, democratic Europe has to

get rid of President Izetbegovic,

because there will be no peace and
no elections as long as he is in

office."

Mirsad Ceman, the secretary-

general of the Party of Democratic
Action, said that because of orga-

nizational problems, no elections

could be held so long as the war
goes on.

But he vigorously denied any
authoritarian tendencies or inter-

nal splits in the party, saying he
had no knowledge of Silajdzic's

letter.

"We are a democratic political

party of the center, no more
nationalist than French socialists

are nationalist because they are all

French," Ceman said. But he
made it clear that in his view the

party as a whole bacjcs the recent

appeals on the subjects of "aggres-

sor«music" and mixed marriages.

"Our culture minister acted on
his own but he did not make a

mistake in banning aggressor
music," Ceman said. "Our authen-

tic Bosnian culture has been dilut-

ed by all kinds of things,
especially new folk songs from
Serbia. On the Serbs* radio, you
cannot hear the beautiful songs of
Bosnia and other nations.

"Our attitude is that mixed mar-
riages should not be a model, as

they were under the Communists.
We think mixed marriages are a

condition we have to tolerate, but

not the way to have good commu-
nication between nations. Now, ^

normal Muslim will marry a

Muslim woman and others will be
the exception."

Alma Nedic, a Muslim married
to a Serb, said she increasingly

felt that the only place for her
family was outside the former
Yugoslavia because within it her
two children would be the object

of questioning and prejudice.

"I sent my children to their

grandparents in Montenegro at the

beginning of the war and I have
not seen them for two years," she

said. "There is no greater suffering

for a mother. But I will not bring

them back to Sarajevo because I

no longer know if they have a
future in this society."

Her husband, Radeta Nedic, a

From page 16

the Annenberg School for

Communication at the University

of Pennsylvania. "If you cover the

world cynically and assume that

everybody is Machiavellian and
motivated by their own self-inter-

est, you invite your readers and
viewers to reject journalism as a
mode of communication because it

must be cynical too."

The criticism reflects a recent

groundswell of opinion that essen-

tially attacks this latest trend in

journalism. On the academic front,

scholars like Thomas Patterson, a
professor of political science at

Syracuse University, charges that

White House pathology gets more
coverage than not

Others, like Jamieson, have
compiled statistics that buttress
their claim that the press assumes
more information than it provides.

At the same time. Ken Auletta of
The New Yorker and other journal-

ists have waded into the controver-

sy, arguing that the rules of the

game have changed and not for the

oc© , page 23
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bietter.

In addition, several national

polls show widespread distrust of

print and electronic journalism. A
poll released last month by The
Times Mirror Conter for The
People & The Press found that 71

' percent of Americans think the

press "gets in the way of society

solving its problems."

In a panic to compete for

Americans' divided attention, jour-

nalists struggle for drama, which is

hard to portray, so they often settle

for its cheaper cousin, conflict,

which is easy to find, even if

describing it is not always illumi-

nating.

Reporters establish their inde-

pendeiKe, the critics say, by casting

doubt on everything. In the absence

of a new Watergate and in a post-

Vietnam War generation distrustful

of authority, diey have substituted

snideness for the skepticism that is

an integral part of their job.

Subtleties, such as the possibility

that political leaders sometimes
have altruistic motives as well as

selfish ones, occasionally get lost

Under the guise of analysis,

journalists have begun to supply

judgments. The implication is diat

clever reporters have the answers

that are missed by dimwitted or

excessively political public figures.

That kind of coverage amplifies

public frustration because it over-

simplifies problems and fails to

recognize that there are often com-
plex reasons why policymakers
take the positions they do, said

Patterson, who writes about the

role of the press in politics.

Patterson recently argued in a

published work that "the press

nearly always magnifies the bad
and underplays the good" in cover-

age of the White House,;

In recent months, there has been

a flurry of suggestions in such pub-

lications as The New Yorker and
The Washington Post that the large

fees earned for speeches by some
celebrity journalists compromise
their independence and display a

double standard.

Judge Lance Ito of the O.J.

Simpson case drew national atten-,

tion (and many letters of support)

.

with his public expression of dis-

gust at the press.

HOMELESS
From page 17

New Orleans.

This week, 300 delegates fiom 45

countries are touring social service

programs and visiting families in tfie

United States and Canada before

moving on to New Ywk this week-

end for the Fourth World Family
Congress.

Next week, their itinerary

includes a reception at the United

Nations to mark the U.N.'s World
Day for Overcoming Extreme
Poverty and meetings in

Washington, D.C., with foreign dig-

nitaries and members of Congress.

Robin Mohr, a volunteer at

Fourth WcM-kl's U.S. headquarters in

Landover, Md., said the congress

offers poor people a rare oppotVamty

to travel outsick their country, meet

others with similar problems and

speak on issues that are part of dlieir

daily lives.

MoIh- said CMie goal is to persuade

worlds policymakers to notice the

poorest of the poor, who often fall

through the cracks of the most well-

meaning anti-poverty programs.

"If the poorest people are not

specifically tai^eted, they will not be

reached," she said. "For example,

when you have vacchiated 80 per-

cent of the children, the 20 percent

that are not are often the poorest

enes." —
.
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Viewpoint
Letters

Clarifying

Coming Out
Vieek
Editor:

I am writing to clarify the com-
ments attributed to me in your

. Monday cover story on National
' Coming Out Week, ("Coming out

festivities hope to dispel stigmas,

Oct. 10), By saying that the event

was "a little too political" for me,
I referred to the fact that I am not

involved in organizing the events

and do not plan on participating in

most of them. This is not to say

that I don't support their ultimate

goal, which is to facilitate the

coming-out process for others.

Anyone who has gone through

this deeply personal struggle, as I

have, can't help but support oth-

ers who are in the same process.

National Coming Out Week's pre-

sentation of gay and lesbian

' diversity and creation of a sup-

portive environment for others to

come out to is admirable, and I

applaud the effort. This is, in fact,

why I agreed to be interviewed

for the artide. The more of us

who are willing to be straightfor-

ward and sincere about ourselves,

. the belter an example we can set.

But following the aforemen-
tioned quote with my statement

that "shoving one aspect of your
identity down other people's

throats is very self-limiting" was
somewhat misleading. Perhaps I

did not make it clear to the inter-

viewer that this remark was not

directed toward National Coming
Out Week or its organizers. I was
referring to militant activists

(such as those ofACT UP or

Queer Nation), whose tactics I

deplore and consider to be coun-
terproductive to the ultimate

acceptance of gays by the straight

mainstream. I feel that only by
becoming comfortable enough

, with our own identities as to be
open with our families, friends

and neighbors can we effectively

overcome the us vs. them mentali-

ty that allows many su^ights to

view us as a separate, anonymous
-—— —• 1 '

=

mass.

The first step, of course, is for

individuals to come out of the

closet. For making this easier to

do. National Coming Out Week
deserves our support. But as a

member of UCLA's gay popula-

tion willing to speak publicly, I

only wished to encourage those

who are coming out of the closet

to do so without letting their sexu-

ality rule their political and social

lives as well. We should be able to

be OPENLY gay without being

ONLY gay.

Matthew McCarthy
-

~'' Undeclared
Freshman

Students
react to front

page photo
Editor:

We were very disturbed and
offended by the picture of two
gay men kissing on the front page
of the Oct. 10 Daily Bruin.

Imagine what the public response

would be if that picture was in the

Los Angeles Times or the Daily

News? I think those who dis-

played this picture do not respect

many students at UCLA. The pic-

ture seems to imply that all stu-

dents at UCLA are homosexual.
The fact of the matter is that we
can't ignore the picture when we
pick up the newspaper.

It's our human nature not to

feel comfortable about homosexu-
ality, because it is not normal.

What would a young child think

about this when he or she happens
to be on campus and picks up the

newspaper?

Many of us, who are straight

are always labeled as homopho-
bics. The truth is that we are not

afraid of homosexuality at all.

(Why should we be afraid of it,

anyway?) We neither interfere nor

try to stop homosexual practice

anyhow. However, we demand
respect from a responsible paper
who represents the majority of the

student body whose feelings are

definitely not comfortable with

the picture. I would like to sug-

gest the Daily Bruin take a survey

of UCLA students to find out how
they feel about this very disturb-

ing and offensive issue of the

Daily Bruin.

Huy Phan, math
Dat Pham, civir engineering

Klem Trinh, mechanical
engineering

Luan Pham, civil engineering
Vinh Bui, biochemistry

acceptable when it is nsserved for

those who have failed to comply
with some arcane, bureaucratic

procedure. They wish you to

believe that a person's legal status

makes all the difference in the

worid.

But just because something is

illegal does not make it wrong.

Unlawfully crossing the U.S. bor-

der in search of a job, like dodging

the draft, is illegal but not immoral.

Our anger should be directed not

toward people who wish to come to

]he United States and work, but

toward immigration laws which

Bureaucracy
and Bigotry

EdKor:

I would like to address a point

frequently made by proponents of

Proposition 187. To distance them-

selves from the aR)earance of
racism, they often point out that the

focus of Proposition 187 is only on
illegal immigrants (for example.

Matt Keuneke's Oct. 7 letter to The
Bruin). They harbor no resenunent

against those who are here legally,

but if your papers are not in order,

watch out! Bigooy, they believe, is

make it so difficult for them to do
so. Immigrants, legal or otherwise,

benefit the economy by filling jobs

that Americans don't want, and at

wages that Americans won't

accept. The economy benefits

immigrants by providing them with

work when they otherwise would
have had none. No one loses in the

equation except racists and xeno-

phobes. Don't let the pro- 187

crowd fool you into believing that

their intolerance is high-minded
just because it is directed at those

who fail to fill out the necessary

paperwork.

Jamal All

Graduate student
Near Eastem Languages

and Cultures

Yes on 187,
stop cycle <»f

incentives

Editor

By now, most of us have received

some financial aid to help us bal-

ance our college budgets for the

year. And far too many of us are

intimately familiar with the process

- forms, forms and more forms. But

before any offers ofCal grants and

Stafford loans are made, the INS
checks to make sure we are citizens

or legal residents. How racist?

The Of^nents of Proposition

187 want you to believe that deny-

ing government services to illeg^

immigrants is xenophobic. They
want you to believe that any act of

verifying residency status can only

be implemented in a racist manner.

They claim that Asians and Latinos

will be tai^geted. But our financial

aid office repudiates these claims.

Among the many justifiable com-
plaints about Muiphy Hall A129J,

racial targeting is not one of thent

Opponents of 1 87 are so desper-

ate that they resort to demonizing

both the measure and its supporters.

Scare tactics abound about an

unworkable system that unfairly

harasses anyone brown or yellow.

Ridiculous! Proposition 187 only

requires other government social

programs in California to do the

same thing that financial aid offices

acrc>ss the nation do, unbiased and

race-neutral.

Proposition 187 sends a strong

message to our federal government:

An immigration policy that does not

care to differentiate between legal

and illegal immigration is not only

financially banknipt, but mcMBlly so.

Let us take the first step and end this

convoluted incentive system where-

by poor illegal immigrants receive

government resources, already lim-

ited, meant for poor legal immi-

grants and citizens. YES on 187.

Lawrence Kam
Senior

Microbiology and
Molecular Genetics

Viewpoint

'B' in 'LGB' stands for bisexuaiity, proudly
By Melissa Vogei

I don't know about you, but

I've found all the coming out sto-

ries being shared this week to be
incredibly inspiring. Rather than

go through all the details of my
life history, though, I'd rather

share some of the thoughts I have
of my first year as an out member
of the lesbian, gay and BISEXU-
AL community. Yes, I capitalized

BISEXUAL for a reason. As
happy as I am to see greater

recognition of what the "B" in

"LGB" stands for, I can't help
but be a little frustrated that my

fellow bisexuals and I still need
to work on berng seen and heard
even within the gay community.

Bisexuals often face three

major problems in both the

straight and gay communities:
being forgotten, misunderstood
or downright hated. My experi-

ence has primarily been that peo-
ple simply forget we exist. I can't

count how many times I've spo-
ken up to add "bisexual" to the

end of someone's statement

about the gay and lesbian com-
munity.

But that is a simple problem,
easily solved by outspoken peo-

ple like myself. The misunder-
standings arise not only from
stereotypes about bisexuals, but

from sheer ignorance as well.

Although I normally welcome
questions like, "So, what does
that mean?" or "Aren't you just

confused?" it can also be offen-

sive after awhile. But the worst
encounters I've had come from
people who despise bisexuals. It

doesn't matter if you're gay or

straight; most people who dislike

us do so out of fear. To them,

bisexuals represent that part of
themselves they have not yet

come to terms with.

Bisexuals stand up in our bipo-

lar, everything-has-to-be-black-

and-white culture and say, "I

joyfully accept and embrace the

ambiguity and complexity within

myself." That's quite a scary

proposition for the average
American of any race, culture,

gender or sexual orientation.

Those who come out and con-

front that fear deserve to be
admired for their courage and
strength. And it is those coura-

geous people that have helped me
open the door to a new dimension
in my life.

By coming out this past year, I

have not only made some won=

—

derfully loving, intelligent

friends; I have discovered a miss-

ing piece of myself. I feel it

every time I am surrounded by
members of the LGB community
(or Allies) who accept and wel-
come me for who I am. I feel it

every time I come out to yet

another unsuspecting acquain-

tance. And I feel it as I write this.

Happy National Coming Out
Week. UCLA!

Vogel is a senior anthropology
student specializing in women 's

studies.
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Front-page image provokes
emotional student response

Donald

Caipentei^

Rios

Pemaps you can imagine my
surprise on Monday. Having
casually followed the &ame

thoroughly routinized route to

campus
through a

slight and lift-

ing fog, stop-

ping at the

same old leaf

-

and newspa-

per-strewn

kiosk for my
morning dose

of th6 Daily

Bruin, I saw
the paper and

gasped until

my complex-

ion shacted

blue.

TVvomen
were kissing on the cover of my
favorite college tabloid. I was star-

ing at taboo instead of browsing

my normally tame and boring bit

of campus news. Two men were
kissing! Right on cue, I recoiled.

"Yuck!," I thought, realizing

immediately that I had indeed let

the word slip out.

The thought of my reflex rejec-

• tion left me in a state of quandary.

Was I actually homophobic? Was
there something inherently wrong
with that particular expression of
love and affection, or was there

something wrong with me? After

all, I rationalized, Fm a graduate

student; I'm supposed to be analyt-

ical, unemotion^ and objective.

But there I was betraying my pro-

fessional training with a picture of

a kiss. There I was grappling with

a visceral reaction that embar-

rassed and confuse^ me. I'm not

homophobic, I demanded of

rhyself, but still, since my social

training had gotten the better of

me, I wasn't quite sure.

I suspended fmal judgtuent and

trudged off to class. It was on the

way that I found I wasn't alone in

my initial revulsion.

Eavesdropping being my favorite

vocation, I turned my ear to The
Bruin browsing crowd. "Did you
see the cover ofThe Bruin this

morning?" one masculine voice

queried, hardly able to hide his dis-

dain. "God, it's gross!" another

masculine voice rejoined. "I can't

believe it," a woman remarked. "I

was so shocked," she continued.

Her female friend offered a consol-

ing, "Well, the paper is just doing

this for shock value."

Everyone on campus, from the

Medical Center to Lot 3, was talk-

ing about the image of two men
kissing. Rounding the comer to

Campbell Hall, I saw a man grab

the paper from a woman standing

nearby. "Let me see that," he

demanded. Staring at the picture,

his chin falling to his lap, he boast-

ed his rejection and asserted his

masculinity. "I'm homophobic! I

hate faggots!" There was no
ambivalence in his sexuality. His

orientation was clearly delineated.

His sexuality gave him someone to

hate. Embarrassed, the woman
took back the paper and attempted

to defend tl^ image against his

'tirade. "Well, to each his or her

own," she said. .

Was this my solution too? Was I

shallowly masking in my own dis-

gust and inherent hau^d for some-
thing clearly unfamiliar and

unwanted? These are the questions

that plagued me most. What would
be more acceptable td me and the

other homophobes whose compa-
ny I keep at UCLA- we who were

so severely disturbed by this win-

dow on campus life? It appeared,

after all, to be at least an expres-

sion of affection.

I'm surprised that I winced so

thoroughly at this foreign image of

love. I would probably be far more
comfortable with an image of dead

Haitian soldiers, dead Iraqi sol-

diers, dead teen-agers in Bosnia,

dead teen-agers on the East side -

give me anybody dead, but do not

give me two men kissing. Give me
something I know, something I see

everyday on TV. Give me some
blood or some guts. Give me some
raunchy, tortuous or violent image
of death, give me misogyny, give

me racism, give me a nuclear holo-

caust, but don't, please don't give

me two men loving.

And especially don't give me
two men kissing. TXvo men killing,

please, please, please, something

familiar, something I can tolerate -

anything but two men kissing.

Donald Francis Carpenter-Rios is

a graduate student in Near
Eastem Languages and Cultures.

Counterpoint

Don't be cynical about relationships and marriage
By Earl Williams

In a recent Viewpoint column
("'Arc of a love affair' encom-
passes ideal relationship," Oct.

10), Adena Chung outlined some
of her thoughts about relation-

ships and marriage. Since she

candidly stated her personal slant

up front - "It's hard to write

about this without sounding total-

ly ... jaded," - 1 should do the

same.

I have been happily married for

more than two years, and I do not

share Changes deeply cynical - ^
attitudes about relationships.

Such cynicism can be a powerful-

ly negative force in our lives,

harming our personal well-being

and particularly our ability to

form lasting relationships.

I also do not share Chung's
negative views about conunit-

ment and the marriage ceremony.

I would like to offer some rea-

sons not to be cynical about rela-

tionships and marriage, in

response to individual points in

Chung's column.

First off, Chung feels that lots

of partners are bad, and lots of

relationships are unhealthy. Well,

some are, but your attitude about

whether people and relationships

are good or bad depends in large

part on where you look. College

may not be the best place.

While some undergraduates do
form healthy, lasting relation-

ships, others (like myself while in

college) appoMT lo have little clue

about what makes such relation-

ships possiMe.

Life doesft*t md after college,

and it's counterproductive to be

so disillusioned when still so

young. There are plenty of good
single people in the worid, and
Just because they haven't shown

up in your recent romantic past is

no reason-to assume that they're

in the minority.

Chung also believes that rela-

tionships inevitably follow the

"arc of a love affair," Love affairs

may follow an arc, but deeper

relationships need not. To believe

that they do is to feel doomed to

break up, or at least to come a

fearfully awaited decline.

Life doesn't end after

* ; college and it*s t >

counterproductive to

be so disillusioned

while still so young.

In high school and even col-

lege, people often equate rela-

tionships with the feelings of

early romance; as soon as those

feelings diminish, the relationship

ends. Until we understand and

reject this short-term outlook, our

prospects for a long-term rela-

tionship are poor.

Our expectations about people

and relationships can easily color

our perceptions and lead to self-

fulfilling prophecies. It is true

that the giddy passion of early

romance changes after a time, but

to say that it must change for the

worse is totally false.

In my opinion, the ever-deep-

ening intimacy of a lasting rela-

tionship is an im|:»x)vement. And
romaace only dies if you let it.

I flH) disagree with Chung's
notidi that the ideal relationship

involve "total freedom of

thought, action, movement and

growth; total commitment; com-
piiiionship without obligation;

and great sex." This 100 percent

selfish attitude toward relation-

ships is doomed to failure.

People ideally get married

because they care deeply about

each other and believe that their

relationship makes both of them
more complete. Clearly a balance

has to be struck between the

extremes of selfishness and self-

lessness; total selflessness based

on fear and insecurity often does

lead to unhealthy relationships.

Chung also says that "commit-
ment as something to strive for or

work on in order to maintain is

bogus and artificial ... it should

be a by-product, not a cause or

motivating factor." I disagree.

Commitment is the basis for

trust, and without trust, relation-

ships die (or perhaps should die).

Committing to another person

involves risk and substantial per-

sonal investment. If you're look-

ing for marriage, you should look

at the eariy stages of a relation-

ship for what may be a new way.

Eariy romantic relationships

usually reach a transition point

vjlt'here they either deepen or end.

As this point approaches, you
need to find out enough about the

other person to make an informed

decision about whether they're

worth the risk and investment.

This may sound really cold and
calculating, but when you're

making one of the biggest deci-

sions of your life - you ought to

use more than jijst a good feeling.

An excellent book on this subject

is "Why Love is Not Enough"
(SoICtordon. 1990).

Lastty, I disagree with her

belk^tfiat "the marriage ceremo-

ny^ contract is b.s." Getting

marrM is a life cycle event,

which can connect us to our past,

our family and our future (possi-

bly including children). Religious

T^

Commitment is the basis

for trust and without

trust, relationships die

(or p)erhaps should die).

Committing to another

person involves risk.

aspects of the marriage ceremony
can be be particulariy meaningful

if they emphasize this connec-

tion.

, Other "trappings" of marriage

can be similarly meaningful

(rings, contract), and need not be

just an artificial impediment to a

half-expected future divorce.
^

So don't give up on relation-

ships so early, and don't believe

that cynicism is just being "real-

istic." Though some people have

bad relationships, lots of us have

good ones.

Don't be surprised that you
don't see relationships where the

partners are "totally, completely

free beings, together because of

uue love of each other," because

that's not what successful mar-

riages are based on.

/.nd don't knock commitment;

it's a tough call to make, but you
can do it.

Williams is a fifth-year graduate

student in developmental

__ A day in the life of
Viewpoint ...

It was a hot and stuffy afternoon. Michele and Roxane were sit-

ting in the Viewpoint cubicle planning the next day's section.

Roxane: "I hate my ex-boyfriend. He made me fix the flat tire on

the freeway and wash his dog and ..."

Michele: "Who cares, Roxane. Just tell me - did we get any let-

ters?"

Roxane: "There wasn't anything in the mailbox. People must be

too chicken to write!"

Michele: "No, it's not that they're chicken. Maybe they just don't

know how to reach us. Maybe they want to write, but just ... need a

little extra push."

Well, don't be shy! Write to Viewpoint: bring yotir stuff to the

Viewpoint cubicle or leave it in the mailbox in the front entryway of

the Daily Bruin. Or fax to Viewpoint, 310.206.0906. Questions? Call

us at 310.825.2216.
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'Like a spark
oi Jiie shinin

The mystical per-

formers of Alegrfa.

Clockwise from top

left. Lead singer

Francesca Gagnon
mesmerizes the

audience with her

siren-like voice.

Ringmaster,
Cliristian Racoux
makes fun of both

the performers and
the audience.

Xavler Lamoureux
performs on the

trapeze. Ulziibayar

Cliimed and Nomin
Tseveendori twist

. their bodies into a
human pretzel.

LIslate Tulone Tovo
gets hot under the

collar.

Photos by
Audrey Lee

OaltyBailn

he

mystical

Cirque

du—

-

By Jennifer Richmond
Dally Bruin Staff

Before critics could think of their questions or get out their

pads and pencils, Gilles Ste-Croix, Artistic Director of Ciixjue

du Soleil, began his interview. He insisted on starting the press
conference by explaining the new show. His main cpncem: the

production's story.

Soleil

has cast a spell

over the Santa

Monica Pier with

*Alegria/ a

magical world

where nothing is

what it seems.

Director Gilles

Ste^Crbix tells

the powerful

*story of emotion'

behind Alegria.

It seems that every new production has a type of theme. The
original Cirque was based on various street and circus arts; so,

taking this idea, Ste-Croix expanded the show to include a story

and a flow that no other circus can lay claim to. Now, 10 years
and four new Cirque shows later, "Alegria" still has that Ciique
trait; a story filled with emotion. It's this emotion that Ste-
Croix believes is behind all the attention the show has received.

"We always try to make shows that have some type of emotion
lurking behind the acrobatics," he said. "The acts are already
close to inhuman, but the performers take it one-step further by
pushing the limit of their capability. That's why we like to go
sec circus shows," Ste-Croix continued, "because we're always
pushing that limit of capability.

"When a performer gets on the wire and does a jump 20 feet

in the air, at that moment he's defying death and through him
we live that moment of uncertainty as to whether or not death
exists because the performer's able to defy it," Ste-Croix
explained. "That's why we reach such emotion with circus acro-
batics and why this will always be the skeleton we work from."

But while past Cirque "skeletons" have had relatively clear
story lines, "Alegrla" is slightly harder to follow. Amidst the
acrobatic chaos lies the theme of a younger generation pushing
out their elders.

"In this particular production we focused on what our con-
cerns of today were, " said Ste-Croix alluding to the changes
currently taking place all over the world.

"This change has brought some confusion as to where the
power stands. Even though we live in a democratic society with
elected officials who would make our lives easier, we feel that

today's power is rather ambivalet about its position," Ste-Croix
explained. ^

"If we look at a time when there was a kingdom with a king,

the people could easily identify who the niler was and whether
or not he was doing things correctly. But now-a-days, It's very

I

hard to tell who is doing right and who is doing wrong."
Similarly, this year's theme leans toward that idea of democ-

racy and a time without a king.

During the production, six rulers show up every so often,
believing they have control over the situations, but as the other
acrobats make imminently clear, the rulers have no control
whatso ever. "The old birds, as we call them, are very concerned
„with their appearance and so are always checking mirrors to see
if they're getting older because they are afraid the younger gen-
eration is going to pass them by," Ste-Croix explained.
The conflict of old versus new unfolds exactly this way.
The "younger generation," as represented by a "young and

energetic" angel and slimmer, younger foul overtake these
"old-birds." Through their acrobatic feats, these child-birds

push the show along, while pushing, literally, the older birds to

the way-side. Every lime a set of young-birds sets up to per-

form their next death-defying feat, the "old-birds" shudder in

fear or run and hide.

But in the middle of these two opposing worlds is a central

character Ste-Croix calls the "buffoon" — the the king's fool.

This jester represents a time when there was a ruler. "So, this

kingdom doesn't have a king, but it's got a fool who's trying to"

keep a balance between the two opposing views," he continued.
In many ways, Ste-Croix himself performs a similar balanc-

ing act by keeping this Cirque show in tune.

But while Ste-Croix confesses to philosophizing about the

production, he admits with a smile that "it's still a circus show
with acrobatics."

Cirque's new 'Alegria' rejoices with joy, magic
By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

A clown servant runs among audience
members trying to fiiul a place for himself to

sit. On-lookers familiar with Cirque du
Soleil's quirky approach to so-called circus

entertainment knew they were in for a treat.

Cirque du Soleil's newest production,
"Alegrfa," didn't disappoint them.

As audience members filed into the blue
and yellow big top, things had already gotten

under way. A ringmaster mime saunters
around the stage eyeing the audience and a
clown runs around aimlessly trying to find a
seat.

While other circus shows revolve around
animals and individual events, Cirque's pro-

ductions follow a linear theme. The show's
plot follows a newer generation of birds as
they overtake tlwir n^nacing elders. The stars

of each ^gn^nt are younger and more daring;^

»o every time the older birds appear with their

bird-like tails and waddle, the students either

shoe them away or chase them off. But some-
times these cranky birds simply get scared by
the death-defying events like the trapeze and
tightrope. c

These circus routines differ from the typical

"Ringling Brothers" show. Made up of a cast

of metallic colored, spandex and feather-clad

acrobats, the outfits matched the dark mystery
of the production. One felt like they were in ^
strange fantastical forest only found in the
depths of an imagination.

While acts like the fire-eater and strong man
made up the body of the show, it was the the

music, the interiudes and the fairy-like singer

that kept the flow going.

Francesca Gagnon, dressed in a breathtak-

ing pale pink and while dress by designer
Dominique Lemieux, looked like a fairy con-
trolling the specific events and interiudes with
her spirited movements and siren-like voice.

See AUORIA, page 34
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Exhibitions

Fowler Museum of

Cultural History
"Spirits As People: Figurative

Sculpture Of The Baule Peoples.

Cdte D'lvoire, West Africa*^
Now through March,

Fowler Museum, free.

Info: 206-5663

Featuring more than 40 wooden

sculptures from the late- 19th to mid

20th centuries. Known as waka

sranmu, wooden persons, these

human images represent ^irits of

the blolo, or the "other world."

Irangeles: Iranians in Los Angeles

Now through November, Fowler

Museum, free. Info: 825-4361

Photography exhibition featuring

works by Ali Reza Dadgar, Payam
Farrahi, Taranch Hemami, and Shirin

Neshat.

Samahang Filipino

Kalayaan: Our History In Pictures

Now through Oct. 29th,

Kerckhoff Art Gallery, free.

Info: 447-9212

In honor ofPilipino Ameriom
History Month, and in their efforts

ofsaving Tagalog in the UCLA
curriculum, Samahang PiUpino is

running this exhibit celebrating

Pilipino history and their contribu-

tion to the American culture.

All Month
Film
Gaumont Presents:

A Century of French Cinema.
Now through December,
Info: 206-FILM
For ten weeks this fall, one ofthe

world's oldest film companies,

Gaumont, will be celebrated for

producing some of the greatest

French films. From 1895 until the

present day, Gaumont has continu-

ously produced, exhibited, and
distributed films of its centuiy-old

history. This retrospective traces

,

the development ofFrench cinema

while offering a unique overview of

European history.

Thursday, October 13
Film
Gaunxxit: La Passion ck Jeanne

DArc/ L'Arpete

7:30 PM,Melnlt2 Theater
$5 general, $3 students -

Info. 206-FILM
Ehrected by Carl T. Dreyer in 1928,

Jeanne is considered one of the

greatest films ofall time. Dreyer's

work is memorable as a study of

human face, showing l)oth weakness

in character as well as spiritual

strength. VoWov^oAhy L'Arpete

(The Seamstress), a comedy in which

a clever and sprightly seamstress

allows her couturier employer to

pass her off as one of his top models

-directed by E.B. Donatienin 1927.

Friday, October 14
Dance
Malathi Iyengar:

Traditions & Innovations

8 PM, James Armstrong Theater
$ 1 general, $7 students

Info: 825-3951

Iyengar will perform a traditional

Bharata Natyam piece entitled

"Partha Sarathi," as well selections

ofexperimental contemporary

dances. Iyengar is a student of

award-wirming choreographer Guru
Narmanda of Bangalore, India.

Film
Clerks
7:30 PM, Melnltz Theater, free

Info: 825-2345

Winner of the People's Choice

Award at the Sundance Film Festival,

and two awards at Caiuies, Clerks

chronicles 12 hours in the lives,

loves, ambitions and eccentricities of

two cash registerjockeys at a New
JersQ^ convenience store.

Theater
Steven Berkoff: One Man
8 PM, 10/14 & 16, Freud Playhouse

$25 general, $9 students

Info: 825-2101

This British performer brings his

acclaimed solo piece, "One Man" to

share with U.S. audiences..

UK/LA Film Festival

Public Enemy/Private Friends

8 PM, Sunset Five Theater

$5 general, $3 students

Info: 206-FILM

Directed by Danny Thompson in

1992, this him evolves around three

"Young Disciples" who go in search

ofPublic Enemy concert tickets.

Saturday, October 15
UK/LA Film Festival

Buddha ofSuburbia (Films 1 & 2)

7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater
$5 general $3 students ^

Info: 825-2345

Directed by Roger Michell in 1993

;

traces the political and sexual

initiation ofKarim Amir as it is

played out against the l)ackdrop of

punk rock and fringe theater,

suburi)an drudgery and the bright

lights ofthe big ci^

Theater
Miriam Maigolyes:

Dickens' Women
8 PM. 10/15-16, Freud Playhouse

$25 general, $9 students.

Info: 825-2101

In a stunning performance, the

brilliant Briti^ actress, Miriam
Margolyes, portrays 15 of Charles

Dickens' famous women characters

in this fabulous one-woman tour.

Sunday, October 16
UK/LA Film Festival

Buddha ofSuburbia (Films 3 & 4)

7:30 PM, Melnltz Theater

$5 general $3 students

Info: 825-2345

The adaptation ofHanifKurdshi's

award-winning novel continues with

episodes three and four.

Fowler Museum Symposium
Iranian Immigration:

Ibices and Images from Exile

1 PM, Fowler Museum
Free. Info: 825-4288

Presentations by: Nahid Rachlin,

Homa Sarshar, Payam Farrahi, Partou

Nooriallah, Manoochehr Sadegbi,

and the film /^o/ia.

STOIVIP!

8 PM, Now through Oct 23rd,

Veterans Wadsworth Theater

Everyone is crazed about^.

STOMP, the international British hit

theater production. Springing from the

under*grx)und music clubs of Britain and
influenced by its urban streets, these

eight performers have made a

sensatkin at each of their international

engagements in London, Scotland,

Canada and Austraila. Now they are

dazzling LA. audiences. Tickets are still

available for some performances.

Info: 825-2101

Above: John (William H. Macy)
confironts Carol (Debra Eisenstadt)

in David Mamet's film, Oleanna.

Monday, October 17
A wordfrom the emtor...

There are no events for today. To
have your arts-related event listed,

please forward your information and/

or pictures with 10 days prior notice

to: ArtsPage Editor, SCA Offices

10880 WilshireBNd, Suite 1616. For

mote information call: 794-8960, or

&x tomy attention 794-8959...thanksl

Tuesday, October 18
Forum
Oleanna: Discussion Forum on
Sexual Harassment
4:00 PM. 7:30 PM
Moore Hall 1048. RieberHall
Free. Info: 82S-7627
In conjunction with Melnitz
Movies, a couple offorums
will be held to discuss the

controversial drama, Oleanna.
(Please see picture above).

Wednesday, October 19
Film & Forum
Sneak Preview: Oleanna
7:30 PM. Melnltz Theater
Free. Info: 825-2345
Oleanna addresses one of today's

roost volatile tq>ics, sexual harass-

ment The film is especially signifi-

cant as it is set on a university

campus and involves the contesting

claims offemale student and male
professor. This event includes a

discussion following the screening.

Oleanna is being co-sponsored by
CMP (Confiict Mediation Program),

which will also be initiating discus-

sion forums on sexual harassments

prior to the sneak preview.

Date Event

9/30-10/23 SVC^g»

10^15-16 M^MsMa^yes

9tki^ A^e Sate

$13.00 mm mm^

S&OO $2540 mm

WllMM t^MTt^Mn" AQO %mm mm

^|LaA}yie'*^oMdUi^ iMn woo mm

^

TheUCLA
Student
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#ieAns

HN*pd^fntiBces
is ^bkhn.

nfwmUHPeSy

" UCSA
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5 Various Artists
"If I Were A Carpenter

(A&M)

Fourteen alternative rock acts
covering The Carpenters may have
a campy appeal on paper, but that's

where the interest level plateaus - if

a 100 percent satisfying tribute

record for Otis Blackwell or Curtis

Mayfield couldn't be compiled,
how could a record dedicated to
shlock like "Hurting Each Other"
and "Goodbye To Love" fare any
better?

Of course, there are moments:
Dolores O'Riordan charms her way
through the cranberries' "(They
Long To Be) Close To You," the

innocent exuberance of Shonen
Knife's "Top Of The World" is

nothing less th^n disarming and
Thurston Moore's role reversal on
Sonic Youth's brilliant "Superstar"

is the stuff of which genius is made.
But elsewhere, most of the rest

brings out even worthy artists'

lounge singer tendencies. And a
penisal of die artist listing will lead

one to the inevitable conclusion:
This record would have been infi-

nitely more interesting had some-
one brought on board- more
alternative artists radier than "alter-

native" ones. M.T. B- .

Soupdragpns
"Hydrophorilc"

(Raw TV/Mercury) .

Two years ago, the inconsistent

"Hotwired" demonstrated the
Soupdragons were stuck mimicking

themselves. The same vapid lyrics,

the same trademark guitar riff, the

same themes and styles. It probably

would have continued onto this

album if leader Sean Dickson had-
n't ditched the rest of the band and
dealt himself a new hand.

"Hydrophonic" has everything
that has ever made Soupdragons
material great fun with more com-
plex and mcMe captivating arrange-

ments. Of course, the same lame
lyrics abound; Dickson would have
to fire himself to change that, and it

is derivative as hell, but it's done
with such panache that it's tough to

turn off. M.H. B+

L7
"Hungry For Stink"

(Slash/Reprise)

Hardcore fans and casual admir-
ers both have dismissed this as a

letdown. What are they talking

about? Granted, the garage band
spontanaiety of "Smell The Magic"
has gone the way of the dodo, but
the versatility that has taken its

place results in the grrls' most
expansive work to date, without
any sacrifice of tfieir trademark in-

your-face bad attitude.Excepting

perhaps the neo-surf throwaway
and the Shirley Muldowney tribute,

it never lets up, from the tongue-in-

cheek apology that opens the album
to die devastating, reverb-drenched

closer. And while Donita Sparks
claims that she fears for her safety

walking home at night, I pity the

man foolish enough to comer her in

a dark alley. M.T. A-

Jiml l-lendrix

"Woodstock"
(MCA)

Reprise may have spread
Hendrix's unreleased material over

more configurations, but so far

MCA has cannibalized his legacy
with greater care. Though some of
these tracks have been compiled
previously, this marks the first time
Uiat anyone has had the insight to

release this set in its entirety.

Strange, especially given its histori-

cal value - not only does this com-
prise the bulk of Hendrix's famous
rise-and-shine Woodstock engage-
ment, it also marks the first live

appearance of his then-new aggre-

gation, the Band Of Gypsies.

One could argue whether or not

the worid really needs the upteenth

live versions of "Fire" and "Purple

Haze," and complain thajt the song
selection leans heavily on instru-

mental and drawn-out jams.
Nevertheless, the band, which sup-

posedly had only rehearsed together

twice, sizzles, while the audio
sparkles. And oh yeah, there's
Jimi's guitar, which as usual, spon-
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taneously combusts as it hits the

speakers. M.T. B+

Oasis
"Definitely Maybe"

(Epic)

Not but a few months ago,
one of the members of this

band, Sony Music's Great
Anglo Hope of 1994, offered a

theory about why SuedS,
SonyMusic's Great Anglo Hope
of 1993, failed to break state-

side: They were too serious.

Obviously for Oasis "serious"

must be a euphemism for "origi-

nal" and "daring," especially

since most of this amounts to
Suede minus the sharp song-
writing and the audacious gen-

derbending. Not that other
people don't get ripped off as

well - "Shakermaker" makes
no bones about stealing its

melody from, heaven help us,

"I'd Like to Teach the Worid to

Sing." And while the exaggerat-

ed cockneyisms of Suede's
Brett Anderson reinforced that

music's flamboyance, Liam
Gallagher merely irritates, par-

ticularly when he stretches
words like "shine" to four sylla-

bles. Only the lovely "Live
Forever" lives up to this band's

hype, and even that would
sound better with Brett
Anderson singing. M.T. B-

Reviews by Michael Horowitz

and Michael Tatum.
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Sun Records pays tribute to label's greats
New CD collection shines with

^Tock/n' roll, blues and country
By Michael Tatum

The shy young man with the

unkempt hair and the well-worn
work clothes finally decides to

open the door of the Memphis
Recording Service. The sign out

front reads "We record anything -

anywhere - anytime," but it has

taken him a while to get up his

nerve to stop pacing the building's

exterior and go inside.

When he does, the receptionist

takes his name and tells him to

wait his turn. A few minutes later,

to pass the time, she asks him,
"Who do you sound like?"

With the modest politeness that

would later be known as his trade-

mark, he replies, "I don't sound
like nobody."

These days, when a random
stranger from off the street walks

into a record company's office to

have his music heard, usually he's

kindly escorted back outside by a

civil but firm security guard.

But back in the early 1950s, the

man who owned this particular

Tennessee recording studio, revo-

lutionary entrepreneur Sam
Phillips, preferred listening to the

man of the street rather than the

accomplished Tin Pan Alley
singers and musicians in vogue at

the time.

Of course, these weren't just

ordinary mortals who wandered
into the studio at 706 Union. The
young man in the ab6ve story^for

example, actually ended up cut-

ting a few moderately successful

(in terms of sales, that is) singles

for Phillips' label. Sun. The radi-

cal recordings he made -..among

them Arthur Cnidup's "That's All

Right," Bill Monroe's "Blue
Moon Of Kentucky" and Roy
Brown's "Good Rockin* Tonight"
- merged seemingly disparate

forms of music such as blues,

country, gospel into an exciting

new hybrid that would soon capti-

vate the world.

Oh yeah, the guy's name was
Elvis Presley, and he would later

be known as the king of rock 'n'

roll.

If the story of the Sun label

stopped with Elvjs, that in itself

would be enough to earn Phillips a

cloud of his own in rock 'n' roll

heaven.

But a cursory look at the artist

lineup on the new three CD box
set from Rhino, "The Sun Records
Collection," proves that Phillips

made discovering future legends a

routine practice: Johnny Cash,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins,

Roy Orbison, B.B. King, Howlin'

Wolf, Charlie Rich. One gets the

feeling that the only reason
Phillips, an unquestionable genius

for recognizing raw talent, didn't

discover the Beatles and the

Stones was because they were
bom on another continent.

Phillips has been called
"America's Real Uncle Sam," and

it's not hard to see why. He gave
two historically underprivileged

and disregarded groups of people
- poor Southern whites and poor

Southern blacks - a chance to

have their voices heard that they

otherwise might not have had. "I

just thought that (they) were the

only ones who had any soul left in

their music," Phillip said.

And you can bet that Phillips

got more soul out of most of his

discoveries than anyone else with

whom they might have worked
afterward. Howlin' Wolf and B.B.

King, who left Phillips's fold after

a few recordings, laten found bet-

ter contexts for their music at

Chicago's Chess Records, home
of Bo Diddley and Sonny Boy
Williamson. But the so-called

"hillbilly cats" that made Sun a

household word created a stun-

ning body of work that few of
them surpassed after they moved
on to so-called greener pastures.

Then again, their best songs.

See SUN RECORDS page 34 ^*^* Presley climbed to his throne as king at Sun Records.
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Film fast shows practice doas maica parfact
By Mike Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

On Tuesday night, the future of
Hollywood got a glance at the

pasts of the masters bfthe present.

If this sounds reminiscent of
Dickens, or just chronologically
absurd, it's because the film fest,

for all of its good intentions of
funding a scholarship fund, was
mired in a confusing sense of pur-

pose. The organizers. The Future

of Hollywood and Back to Film
School, could have just come out

and stated their compulsion to

screen student films of modem
day filmmakers. But when they

tied in an inspirational award,
given to schlock movie producer
Roger Gorman, and spoke of the

industry's future, themes were
mingled and metaphors mangled.
In any case, it was a chance to

view some very hard-to-find
debuts.

The short films on the program
that were screened were highly
impressive. When Oliver Stone's

short "Laist Year in Viet Nam"
was added minutes before the cur-

tain, expectations were raised

even higher.

Unfortunately, these were far

from the pinnacles of cinema
these men have since produced.
Gale Ann Hurd, the evening's
emcee, praised the shorts for pos-

sessing the mastery and the raw
talent these filmmakers would
later employ iii features. She was
stretching it.

They were, for better and for

worse (mainly worse), student

films. Sometimes difficult to

grasp, mostly difficult to hear and
'

barely worth the viewing time.

They revealed surprisingly little

of the genius they were supposed
to. While the shorts shouldn't be
criticized as if they were theatri-

cal releases, or even arthouse
independants, they are hard to hail

as brilliant.

Robert Zemeckis' "The Lift"

was one of the more intriguing of
the bunch. A seven minute short

done while he was at USC in
'1 97 1 , the film is the tale of a stock

market executive who battles an
elevator to and from woric. When
he tries one day to outpace it by
running up the stairs he succumbs
to a heart attack and the ambu-
lance crew sends him down to

ground level on the lift.

The funniest and most struc-

turally sound short was Martin
Scorcese's "What's a Nice Girl

Like You Doing in a Place Like
This?" In this short, a writer
becomes so obsessed with a

mediocre painting that he discon-

tinues his normal life. As the fixa-

tion takes hold he stops eating,

writing and sleeping.
"

The latter is what all but the

most caffienated audience mem-
bers felt like doing during
Polanski's 21 -minute "When
Angels Fall," Truffaut's "Les
Mistons," Milius and Lucas' ani-

mated "Marcello, I'm So Bored"
and especially the aforementioned

Oliver Stone film "Last Year in

Viet Nam." While it foreshad-
owed Stone's penchant for mas-
sive editing, his heavy-handed
symbolism and his snake fetish, it

should be left out of his Vietnam
trilogy for its relentless boredom
factor.

The films showed those in the

audience that there's no way in

hell any studio head could have
selected these filmmakers for

excellence based sheerly on their

See FUTURE, page 35 Robert gemeckls' film, "The Lift," was shown at the film fest.

PIZZA u&m
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)

SANDBf)G'S

^Vm^BIU|T Any Sandwich, Chips, Drink (free refills), and
Cookie for $4.49 plus tax. Good 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

SPECIAL Mon. - Fri. and all day Sat. with Student I.D.

>^stwood Village

1 134 Westwood Boulevard
2 Bbcks North of Wilshire Blvd. SiH ATM

Phone Orders (310) 208- 11 33
Open Mon • Sot Q 10 a.m.

Free Delivery 1 1 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Limited area - $10.00 minimum order

n%2% SAmA MONICA BLVD.
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 1 1-2 AM

I
15" Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

only $&98

I
plus GaiJic Bread and 2 Cokes

I

only $9.99 i

[_Add $1 and mate It wi |x-LorgeJ8|_
|

only $9
Ex-Lorge

$12.99
X-LAR6E

I

AHlMtoppinss
I

your haott desires |

I6-packofCoke

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese avaibble upon request.

1 WIXNER'BEST PlCT0Re-i394 CANNES FILM FESML J
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(310)470-4749
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- MUSTSHOWUCIA STUDENT I.D. OR EMPLOYEE ID. WITH COUPON

Must be presented lo receptionist before services arc performed

(Certain restriction apply).
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PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749
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l4K>kiiig for a good exchange rate to
study abroad next semester?

9.78 QPA Md iipa$l,600 SebotaraHlp
Study
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MIRAiMAX

OPENS TOMORROW EVERYWHERE
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Syracuse University sponsors study abroad sites In

•
Italy Loadon, England Narara. Zimbabwe

, Spain StraaboMrg. France

SU credit Reld trips/Traveling seminars Internships Study for a sen^ster, year or sumrr^er
Courses taught in English and in host country language

Syracuse University
'^•^'"W" ^ limWWWIOIIAL PWOORAMS ABROAD 119 f u Id Avenue. Syracuse, New:¥QriLl3244-4170
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UCLA gkaduate Darren Star has Midas touch
Former Bruin's talent desired as he

finds success with 'Melrose/ '90210'
. r>s*. *>** *"»»»

f?*^
»"

By Lynette Rice

Los Angeles Daily News

It was four years ago that a 28-

year-old screenwriter was called

upon to write a pubcrty-and-pim-

pl^s show about a well-heeled stu-

dent body.

And we're not just talking

about the creation of studly char-

acter Dylan McKay. Darren Star

also masterminded a she-devil

named Brenda, a prim teen

dubbed Donna and a babe magnet

called Brandon for Fox
Television's "Beverly Hills,

90210."

Star had found his calling.

He then was recruited to take

the innocent sexuality of "90210"

and make it a heck of a lot guiltier

for another hourlong drama.
Perhaps a tale about a Melrose

Place apartment complex. Perhaps

some additional lith6 bodies to fill

the screen.

And perhaps a few million

more viewers to tune into Fox.

The rest, of course, is history,

and now everybody seems to want

Star's power.

The 33-year-old wonder boy

says the Big Three networks and

the new Warner Bros, network
have courted him - which is fine

because he has been looking to

branch out of the babe business,

anyway. As a matter of fact, his

sights have been on a tale about

New York and the people who live

there.

CBS got their hands on him.

"Darren is one of the most tal-

ented writers working in the series

business, with his stunning suc-

cess with 'Beveriy Hills, 90210*

and 'Melrose Place,'" siMd Larry

Sanitsky, CBS' executive vice

president of entertainment. "When
we began to build next fall's sea-

son, we thought Darren would be

a very important piece in attract-

ing die younger demographics."

"He's a great storyteller and
handles plots excellently with

good characters and dialogue,"

Sanitsky said. "And people like to

watch them."

Star has been commissioned by

CBS to create "Central Park
West," an hourlong drama sched-

uled to premiere next fall. Star

will remain a consultant on
"Melrose" (he no longer works on
"90210"), but will turn much of

his attention to "Central Park."

"I wanted to do something
slightly different than what I have

done before and I really have a

love affair for New York," Star

said. "It's not going to be the kind

of drama in 'Melrose.' It will

incorporate comedic elements, but

it won't be as melodramatic."

He hopes to center the show
around an ensemble of eight char-

acters, but he doesn't have a lot of

details right now; thoughts of

"Melrose" cads and vixens are

still swimming in his head. He
needs to finish executive-produc-

ing "Melrose" this season before

he starts working on "Central

Park" around Christmas. CBS has

already ordered 13 episodes. Star

said.

Expectations are high. "This

season, every network wanted to

be in business with Darren," said

Sanitsky. "I feel very lucky to

have gotten him here at CBS. We
all feel very lucky."

The son of ah orthodontist

father and journalist mother. Star

penned his first play in grade
school before taking screenwriting

classes in high school while living

m Washington, D.C. He enrolled

at UCLA and took some film

classes but actually graduated
with a degree in English literature

and creative writing.

Living the life of the true starv-

ing artist. Star did his time as a

waiter but finally got his break in

screenwriting at age 22 by selling

his screenplay "Doing Time On
Planet Earth." He got some quick

writing jobs at other studios, along

with writing "If Looks Could
Kill" as a starring vehicle for

Richard Grieco before Fox found

him for "902 10."

He never considered himself an

overnight success.

"I sold my Hrst screenplay in^

1985, and I guess I wrote •90210'

maybe four or five years later. It

See 90210, page 35
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Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you can have the most recognized

credit card in the world EVEN IF Yt)U ARE NEW IN

CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lURNED DOWN BEFt)RE!

MastefCanJe the credit card you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS—DEPARTMENT

STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—

HOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS—
REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

No turn downs!

pijiP* No credit checks!

\f^^^S^ No security deposit!

^^V^"* Send THE COUPON TODAY

Your credit cards are waiting!

, UNI-CARD^BOX 220645 >H0LLY1^00DrFL 33022 |
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Welcome!
For info call

(310)206-6452
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paid for by USAC Refreshments will he served!
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Head of Christ' resurrected
By Wllllani Grimes
The New York Times

length hair gazed out from the Inspira- Anderson University in Indiana, which went to bed, with the assignment due the
Clock and th6 Inspira-Lamp, tie-in products acquired 1 40 of the artist's paintings and next day.

XIT3AV u Axrr^Kj r^ «/• u u
intended for the pious Protestant home. works on paper in 1987. "Suddenly there appeared to my mind'sNEW haven. Conn. — With the race The image lives even today. Immediately "Ex-G.I.s would weep as they told me eye a picture of the Christ just as if it were^

for best-known artist of the century nearly after the earthquake in Los Angeles in stories about carrying 'Head of Christ' in on my drawing board " he later recalled
over, Pablo Picasso aiid Anay Warhol are January, newspapers across the country car- their waHets, and how it kept them alive." Sallman got up and produced a charcoal
running neck and neck, with Andrew Wyeth ried an Associated Press photograph of a With David Morgan, the chairman of the sketch that he called "The Son of Man "

a respectable third. But when the official woman who, as the tremors leveled her art department at Valparaiso University in In 1933 the students at McCormick
tally IS made, all three are likely to be house, managed to escape with her children, Indiana, Knapp organized the present, more Theological Seminary in Chicago voted
buried in a landslide vote for Warner her rosary and Sallman's "Head." ambitious Sallman exhibition, "Icons of 'The Son of Man" the most accurate repre-

li'T"^' c „ o
Sallman, the subject of a one-day exhibi- American Protestantism." sentation of Jesus. And soon after that

Warner Sallman? tion and symposium held last week at Yale Sallman was bom in Chicago in 1897 to Kriebel & Bates, a religious publisher in
Sallman, who died in 1968, was a reli- University's Institute of Sacred Music, parents of Swedish and Finnish heritage. • Indianapolis, acquired the rights to printand

gious painter and illustrator whose most Worship and the Arts, went on to produce a The family belonged to the Evangelical distribute the image In 19^ the company
popular picture, "Head of Christ," achieved number of works embraced by millions of Covenant Church, and as a boy. Sallman commissioned a color version, and Sallman
a mass popularity that makes Warhol s soup Americans, notably "Christ at Heart's was much taken with a reproduction of
can seem positively obscure. Door," Which depicts Jesus knocking at the Mihaly Munkacsy's "Christ Before Pilate,"
"Head of Christ," created in 1940, was door of a home, and "Christ Our Pilot," which decorated the church's altar.

reproduced more than 500 million times, which shows a^slightly spectral Jesus stand- He studied comfhercial art at the Art
appearing on church bulletins, calendars, ing behind a young man at the helm of a Institute of Chicago and worked as an illus

created "Head of Christ'

In 1986, after churning out something
like a billion pictures by Sallman in every
conceivable format, Kriebel & Bates went
out of business. A year later. Anderson

posters, bookmarks, prayer cards, tracts, storm-tossed ship and pointing the way for- trator for advertising agencies and religious University acquired Sallman's original art-
buttnns. slickers and !i:ratinnf>rv T#»nc nf warH ^..u\:^u r\ :~u. i.. • . «/% ^ . "'.,,7 „ .. P .buttons, stickers and stationery. Tens of
thousands of wallet-size copies were dis-

tributed to servicemen during World War 11,

In the mid-1950s, Sallman's soulful,

back-lighted Jesus with flowing, shoulder-

^^' publishers. One night early in 1924, works, and Warner Press, a religious pub-
"When we showed these works, there Sallman was struggling in vain to come up lisher in Anderson, picked up the copyriglu

was a passionate reaction unlike anything with a cover illustration for a special youth and distribution rights.
I'd ever seen," said Jason Knapp. the direc- issue of his church's magazine. The .

tor of the Jesse Wilson Galleries at Covenant Companion. Disconsolate, he See CHRIST, page 35
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Where Wall Street

Meets the West
Jbnroi\ proves that life and career

opportunities exist beyond Wall Street.

From its base as the largest supplier of natural

gas in North America, Enron has developed

a merchant banking business that rivals any

on Wall Street..

Enron's energy merchant bank plays a

powerful role in the der^iulation of the natural

gas and electric services industries. It leads

the way in marketing commodities through

innovative applications of derivative products

such as futures, swaps and options to create

long-term, known price contracts for

its customers, >\

Enron's willingness to act quickly when

faced with market opportunities has enabled

it to build the largest portfolio of natural gas

derivatives contracts in the world, to become

a pivotal player in non-regulated electricity

trading, and to establish itself as a prominent

provider of debt and equity funding to the

independent oil and gas industry.

Corporate Finance
«

Sales and Trading

Structured Finance

Associates at Enron perform the

financial and marketing analyses needed to

execute complicated transactions and provide

the talent to create future business opportunities.

The one to two year program consists of

rotations through numerous departments and

provides individual opportunities to gain

experience in every aspect of merchant banking.

After completing a series of rotations,

associates are promoted to positions within

commercial departments. While most

associate positions are in Houston, Enron's

Enron Trading FUxn

Strategic Acquisitions

Project Development

Derivatives Research

ENR0N
CCIRP

presence in Asia, Europe and South America

creates opportunities for international

rotations and placement.

The Associate Program provides top

candidates with the opportunities of Wall

Street and the affordability and lifestyle of

the West. Come and learn more about our

dynamic team.

Houston, Texas

Presentation and Reception for First and Second Year Students

12.-00 p.m., Monday, October 17, 1994

A.G.S.M., Room 2232-C

^ -> ^
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ALEGRIA
From page 27

Not surprisingly, Gagnon's singing

amazed the audience. It's not sur-

prising because she's not only had
yeais of practice, but she has also

appeared in such prestigious com-
panies as the Op^ra Bolshoi and
Milan's La Scala.

Her singing added that extra

quality Cirque is known for. The
songs' tempos and gothic sounds
are inspiring, entrancing and add to

the suspense that accompanies the

actions taking place at that

moment. Gagnon's voice is so

mesmerizing, a seduced audience

member followed her up on stage

only to be resuained moments later

by the sut)ngman.

It's not Gagnon's voice alone

that keeps audience members
storming the souvenir counters for

the compact disc, it's the daunting

score that accompanies her.

Composed by Ren6 Duper6, the

music follows the action and fits

with Gagnon's operatic arias:

peaking during the intense, breath-

hoJkling moments and bottoming

out during the mellow clowning
around. But unlike past Cirques,

this year's musical score was more
circus sounding, complete with fre-

quent bars of caliope music to

acconqiany the clowning around.

At one point an older clown in a

bright yellow jumpsuit shuffled out

with a suitcase to go on a trip. As
he unpacked his coat to clean it, a

bizarre interlude took place. While
dusting the over coat, he slipped

his arm into its sleeve making the

coat suddenly come to life. It

threatened him, it loved him, it

even had a relationship with him.

The interlude was delightfully

funny and at times poignantly
touching; especially when he
received a letter from the coat say-

ing it wouldn't be coming to meet
him at the station.

This interlude seemed more like

a journey for the clown. He grew
and learned lessons for later life.

The sketch wasn't purely for the

audience's entertainment; it caused

laughter while invoking poignant

thoughts about the audience mem-
bers themselves.

It was short acts like these that

kept audiences intrigued while the

cast set up for the next death-defy-

ing feat.

The entire mystical atmosphere
was one of magical sorcerers and
fairies found in the times of
Meriin. Somehow it all seemed to

fit like pieces of a puzzle. If any
one of these pieces were missing,

the production would have been
incomplete. Although there's no
question that the acrobatics make
Cirque du Soleil the spectacle it's

become, the production wouldn't
be the same without the hypnotic

melodies, Lemieux's colorful cos-

tumes and of course Gagnon's
operatic voice. "Alegria" is a won-
derful two-and-a-half hour trip

through fantasyland.

STAGE: 'Vvque du Soleil: Alegiia.'

Directed by Franco i)ragone.
Composed by Rend Dupdrd.
Running through Nov. 20 at the

Santa Monica Pier. TIX: $13.50 -

$39.50. For more information call:

SUN RECORDS
From page 30

which dominate the second and
third CDs of this set, were hard
acts to follow.

You don't get any better than
the wild, unrestrained perfor-
mances Jerry Lee Lewis gives on
"Great Balls Of Fire" and "Whole
Lot Of Shakin' Going On" - you
just don't. Likewise, Elvis
Presley's subsequent work for
RCA ditched the tough blues of
"Mystery Train" for abysmal
soundtrack music and gloppy
show tunes. Johnny Cash's song-
writing rarely reached the level of
"I Walk The Line" and "Folsom
Prison Blues" after he left Sun for

Columbia. Roy Orbison, who later

cluttered up his songs with strings

and his overserious tenor, neVer
got as loose or relaxed as he did

on "Ooby Dooby" or "Claudette,"

and the list goes on.

If any criticisms are to be made
about this set - a very good one, to

be sure - it's that rock fans should

already have many of these songs
in their record collections via
other anthologies, many of them
also available on Rhino: Jerry Lee
Lewis' "Original Sun Golden
Hits" (eight tracks of which are

repeated here), Johnny Cash's
"Sun Years" (five tracks) Elvis
Presley's "The Sun Sessions"
(four tracks), Carl Perkins'
"Original Sun Greatest Hits"
(seven tracks), to name a few.

—Not that this is necessarily^i-

crime. After all, leaving these key
artists out of the Sun story - a
story largely their own - would be
ridiculous, but making their songs
the prime focus of the collection

doesn't make this box set as reve-

latory as one would wish.

One of the things that made
Rhino's "Doo Wop Box," the
quintessential example of a well-

done multi-artist box set, so spe-

See SUN RECORDS, page 35

Beverly Hills Acne-Skin Cape Clinic

r\cne-r\ I peafable
• Deep-pore cleaning • Chemical ped

• Non-suigical face lift • Rejuvenation

• We cany the most effective prodact for problem skin.

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

30% off fipsl visit!

Lei ine siun ovainc \^w^ vvimoul doqqca pores!

**What a difference it has made**

This letter is a teitimony of my benefits from Beverly Hills Acne-Sldn Care
Clinic. I had never had previous severe acne problems until my 1st year in college.

It was a very depressing situation and seemed to be getting progressively worse. I

can still remember how painful the skin condition wu - both physically and
emotionally. --^

There was hope I realized when I came to BH Acne-Sldn Care CUnic. Maty had
much expertise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, she knew how to

relieve me of my problem. After, ray skin began to dear up. What a wondeifid
feeling it was to know that my coodiuon could be solved 1 I highly recommend
anyone who has acne problems to this clinic. It really woiksl

OanBcaaoD
UCLA Sttdoot. Seoiar

NATURAL
HIGH

THE
ADVENTURES
OF B.Z. BRUIN
The Natural High

Comittee is a division

of UCLA Student
Health Services.

Questions'^ 825-5503

[Pf^V^ STAPlUM/

HEY hlL, SiMCe l^J»K^* WaVT'
iVe Pooioo J^G^6/(^i6^ To
16^ A (iifJemvOfrf To U<^w>'

rj^r**^!

u)(u

mwi"

METRIC
NS

•One hour service for glasses •Open 7 days a week,
<c contacts wceknights til 9pm

•Custom contacts: color, •Glasses starting at

disposable, astigmatic, and $79 complete

gas permeable
. eye exam extra

•Daily wear* $39/pair
•Extended wear* $59/pair
•Natural Touch Contact Lenses'*' $79/pair
•Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair

Jsjgfyj^ ToUCh
Beverly Center Smita Monica Place Waatwood Pavilion Cokxtd Soft contacts

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666 Z^Z^'iS
Dr. Elliott Moscot,O.D. '&%^^'^
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From page 34
cial was that it collected songs by
artists who made a few great songs
(if that many) and then disappeared

back into obscurity. Thus, most of
that collection spent time revealing

^ong-forgotten and obscure trea-

sures that even the dedicated rock
'n* roll fan might not have heard
before. You can't argue with the

Marcels' "Blue Moon," but what
normal person would buy their

"greatest hits" package, if one actu-

ally existed?

That's why the biggest surprises

jjn "The Sun Records Collection"

come from artists who said their

piece and, for whatever reason,
vanished back into the woodwork
from which they came. Granted,
these songs aren't nearly as
epochal as say, "Great Balls Of
Fire," but what they lack in power
they more than make up for in

charm. The Miller Sisters sound
like Andrews Sisters gone country

western on their charming
"Someday You Will Pay," Charlie

Feathers' refrigerator metaphors on
"Defrost Your Heart" give new
meaning to the phrase "inspired

amateurism," and the various
songs about getting drunk and get-

ting high are simply irresistible.

And, a special treat: one track by
the obscure Harmonia Frank
Floyd, who most only know from
the chapter Greil Marcus devotes
to him in his book "Mystery
Train." Floyd's unbelievably great

"Swamp Root" unveils this rarely

heard performer's one-of-a-lcind

singing style, which recalls
Sylvester the Cat -with a penchant
for the occasional falsetto. Will
someone get to woric on a single-

CD collection for this guy?
Suffice to say, not one of these

three CDs sparkle all the way
through; in some cases, some of
the people who came to Sam
Phillips from off the street were

Johnny Cash learned to "Walk the Line" at Sun Records

simply people from off the su^et.

No one will mistake Little Milton
for Muddy Waters, let alone Alvin
Lee; the painful, off-key harmoniz-
ing of the Five Tinos on "Sitting

By The Window" makes the
Chordettes sound like the Robert
Shaw Chorale; and while Billy

Emerson's "Red Hot" is red hot,

the funk-free remake by novelty
artist Billy Riley ain't, well, dood-
ley-squat.

Nevertheless, "The Sun Records
Collection" serves as a fine intro-

duction to the label's greatness,

particulariy to rock fans who come
to this crucial time in rock 'n' roll

history as a relative beginner. It

goes without saying that the remas-

tered audio sounds* great, and noted

journalist Jimmy Guterman con-
tributes not only a brief history of
the label, but also provides a 1994
interview with Phillips himself.

"Money, fame, none of this jazz

gets in my way of knowing the

greatest thing on this earth is being

able to feel something!" Phillips

tells Guterman; "That's the greatest

freedom in the worid. That's what I

wanted my records to make you
do." And at their best, these songs
do just that, possibly to an extent

untouched and unequaled since.

FUTURE
From page 31

student shorts. Perhaps that's the

encouragement the films gave to

the future of Hollywood. They all

were bad enough to be produc-
tions of ... well, Roger Corman.
Corman, producer of 250 films,

director of over 50 and pioneer in

video and cinema distribution is

one of the few filmmakers in

town who hires crews outside of
unions. He pays little and cuts
corners with reckless abandon.
Fortunately for his reputation, this

approach has allowed him to "dis-

cover" many of today's top stars,

from Ron Howard and James

Cameron to Jack Nicholson and
Robert De Niro. While some say

he merely exploited them first, it

was the discovery angle for which
be was honored on Tuesday.

It was a fitting award for a

night of big names and scarce
quality.

90210
From page 32

didn't feel that quick to me."
He had some other opportuni-

ties at Fox. Star said the brass
wanted his golden touch for the

less-than-successful "Models
Inc.," but he declined because of
time constraints. ("Models" gar-

nered an 8.1 rating Sept. 28 - the

last time it aired - while "90210"

earned a 12.5 last week and

"Melrose," a 9.2. One ratings
point equals 954,000 television

households.)

Star has enjoyed devoting his

time to "Melrose."

"The show is pretty much fol-

lowing the same track. It's like

someone who's describing a roller

coaster ride," he said. "Sometimes
we see great dips and we've got

some big, big stories building."

Yes, but will the popularity of

such yuppie angst last? "They can
live to their 30s and they wouldn't

necessarily be pushed out the

door so quickly. I think the show
can sustain itself for years and
years. It's up to the writers to

keep the show interesting and
alive."

CHRIST
From page 34

The symposium participants
spent most of their time Uying to

account for the enormous popular-

ity of Sallman's work, which
shows, in equal parts, the influ-

ence of Victorian religious
painters and the conventions of
American advertising illustration

that prevailed in the 1940s and
'50s.

Susan Caroselli, a visiting assis-

tant professor of religion and the

arts at Yale, suggested that

Sallman's Jesus offered a more
invi^ng altenlative to the some*
wha( austeret^iiiMprically specific

reprlsentations of Jesus created

durifg the Victorian period. His
kinder, gentlerMas Was "KCtssi-

'

ble yd reassuring."

Just as important, Caroselli
said, "he was not depicted in a

specific time and place, but inter-

acting with people like you and
me." Indeed, in "Ready to Go -

Ready to Stay," Jesus rests a guid-

ing hand on the shoulder of two
up-to-the-minute American teen-

agers, vintage 1954.

The coziness of Sallman's
images provoked a few harrumphs
at the symposium. NichqUs
Wolterstorff, a professor of phflo-*

sophical theology at Yale,
expressed some displeasure at the

painting "The Lord Is My
Shepherd," which depicts Jesus

jeading a flock Of fluffy^.snow-

^^lte sheep through a tush moun-
tain valley.

"I grew up in rural Minnesota,"

Wolterstorff said, "and to me this

is a well-built farm kid who grew
a beard."

Less flattering comparisons
have been made. Paul Marshall, an
associate professor of worship and
pastoral theology at Yale, recalled

a lecture on Sallman in which the

speaker projected a slide of "Head
of Christ" next to a Breck sham-
poo advertisement, noting the sim-

ilatifies between Jesus and the

B^kGirl. "Iliat was an epiphany
for me," said Marshall.

Harry Stout, the Jonathan
EdWards Pi\>fessoi' of American
Cft^ljAnity at Yale, brought up a

ASIAN WOMEN
Sought as Egg Donors

Extremely Rewarding Emotionally & Financially

—,_as featured on National Television

Call: Shelly Smith, M.A., M.F.C.C.

Ph.# 213-933-0414

LONDON
Westwood*s Only ^

Drive-Through Service x^C
Dry Cleaning • Laundry /

Alterations ^
1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
This coupon is good for

$4 Off a Minimum
Si 12 Dry Cleaning Order

Not V i.lici With Othfr Offers

SKIN-CARE

MAIRII.
ESSENTIALS

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SWN
Thafs the promise of Matrix Skin Care, the

exclusive salon system that steadily releases

Sl-Complex moisturizers, hour after hour.

Nothing works harder to capture firm,

radiant, youthfuMooking skin. Call today.

^BWILIQN ONEMASi

FfM RooAop PMWng • Um Ovwiand Ertranc*

ExcLusrvE Engagement
,
,>

NOWPLAYIMG y '\

On Two Screens • Dolby SW-*'*

Daily: 12:t5. ItOO. 2:30, 3:15, 4:45,

5;30. 7:00. 7:45. 9;>5. 10;0a
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CHRIST
From page 35

historical contradiction in the work, which
seems to run counter to a hostility to depic-

tions of Jesus found in much of
_PrQtestantism.

•*The founders of Yale College, seeing

these paintings, would have stormed out and

burned this building to the ground, and I'm

not speaking hyperbolically," he said.

Perhaps it was just as well, then, that the

exhibiticHi did not include a Sallman painting

familiarly known as "Sputnik Christ."

Painted in the late 1950s, it shows a monu-
mental Jesus standing atop Earth, his figure

extending into outer space, witfi planets.

meteors and satellites whii^zing by.

By the early '60$, Sallman's Jesus was
beginning to show signs of age. Even in its

heyday, "Head of Christ" had been criticized

by some for presenting a too->effeminate

Jesus. The silken, wavy hair, especially, wfts

singled out for attention. Sallman responded

with "Lord and Master," which depicts Jesus

with a dynamic, almost aggressive expres-

sion arKl shcMter, more roughly textured hair.

The revised Jesus never achieved anything

like the popularity of Sallman's 1940 classic.

"It's the Jesus that I love and know above,

all things: He's my friend," one man wrote
of "Head of Christ" in a letter tb Sallman. "I

can walk and talk with Him, I know He cares

for me and my family. And best of all. He'A_
real and alive.**

TDilT

COLOR PRI
^/Z>j) I just cleared up "The Case Of

X^ The Vanishing Ink',' and was

cleaning off my desk when it hit me

like a ream of paper: even my most

brilliant work looked dull. W^,

The reason? Everything was in

black and white. So I said to myself,

"Mr. Print Detective, you need a color

|p printer." I made a phone

call and received a tip

from one of my sources

at 1-800-848-4123, "The

Canon* BJC-600 is a

sure thing for color."

It sounded good, but I

•had to investigate. After all, I

am Nick Canon, Print Detective.

Now, there are a lot gray areas in

color printers. Like cost-per-page,

color quality and speed. So 1 made a

bee-line to the lab to have a little-

His desk looked like a bomb had gone

off. There were printer parts everywhere.

"Specs, you ever seen a Canon BJC-600?"

He peered ^55W "P t^^'o^g^' ^^^

specs, "Y)u're ^KrJ^^^ looking at

one right ^T / iy^'^"'Sn \^ now." I

chat with my pal, Specs. I knew he

knew what I needed to know.

im TiM lacts provt the

BJC-«00 cetto

about hsM M uNidi

to op«rat« as

^. most otlMr color A

^

Ink |«t prmtart.

"

•NICK

-was in ^^^^^^^V^^ \vi<^. He

had just ^^^^^r examined a

BJC-600 from ^(^ ink to nozzles

"What's it all mean?',' I asked. Specs

quoted The Hard Copy Observer verba-

tim, "No matter how you slice it,' the

BJC-600 costs about half as much to

operate as most other ink jet printers."

"How can that be?" I questioned.

"Elementary. There's a separate ink

cartridge for each color, so you don't have

to go and spend a fortune replacing all

the other colors when one runs out." I

_T^£ BJC-600 PERSONAL COLOR PRINTER
• Prinb Brilliant Color AnB Sharp Black An? White

Output On Plain Paper

• 4 Separate Ink Cartridges For High SpeedAnd Low

Overall Operating Coktttt

• 100 Sheet Automatic Feeder —
• Eojihf Handl&f Ldter And Legal Size Paper,

And Envelopes

• Corner With A 2-year Limited Warranhf And

An "In^tantExchange"Program

was intrigued. He

went on. "It's also

optimized for printing

brilliant color on low-cost plain

paper." "But I thought I had to fork

out all my dough on special coated

paper," I exclaimed.

'Not with the BJC-600," he

replied"! see," I said. He said

I hadn't seen anything yet,

and showed me a print

sample. The color was more

than swell. It was killer.

"What about speed?" I inquired.

"It's fast" hfi fired back. He slowly

explained, "\bu see the BJC-600 has

three times as many nozzles as its

~^
nearset competitor."

"'""

It was heady stuff,

but I knew what it

all meant.

I had finally found

a color printer that was head

and shoulders above the rest, and

wouldn't cost an arm and leg to own.

Well, I guess you could say

that "Before you buy a printer, it pays

and saves to investigate."

Canon

.±JUriC*n(»Mntr,0«.im, % int Camm CH»,mUT Sf^tnu Im. QifmmiiK tn rtfiMmi lr»itmt,k^ ,1C*»»» tm- CCSI 2>*iMUlA>t,Ci^JkmCAt2iH. hCMmit.mU (UO) 2VI12L
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Ciassified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Displiy (310) 206-3060

~ Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisemeftt not meeting the standardsof the Daily Bruin.

Oar oWice Is opea Mowday-Friilay, 9-4.

Classified rates

DaMy. 20 words or less $7.00

Daily, each additional word .45

WeeUy. 20 words or less 25i)0

WeeMy. each additional word 1J0

Oisplayads— student rata/col. inch 8J)0

Dispiayads— local rate/col. inch 11iS

Frequency & Agency Ratesi Avalladle

Deadlines

1 working day belore printing. t>y noon.

ClassNM display idt:

J working days t)efore printing, by nooo.

Make chetics payaSle to the ^
UCLA Daily Bruin.

Icol. X 1 = 2inches x 1lnch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

Hie ASUCU ConHnunkations Board (uNy suppoits the University of CaWomit's potey on nondis-

crifDination No medium shall accept adverfltamenls which present persons of any origm. race,

religion, sex, or sexual orientation m a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positkxis,

capatHlities, roles or sbtus in society. Neither the DaityBrum nor theASUCLA Communications Board
has investigated any ofttM sarvioes advertised or the advertisers represented in this issue Any person
twileving that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board s poOcy on nondiscrimination staM
herein shouM communicate compiainu in writing to the Business Manager, Oaiy Bruin 225
Kerckhoff HaN, 306 Westwood Ptao. i^ Angetes, CA 90024, For assistance with housing dncrimi-
nation proi>lenB. caH the UCI> iiousing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing
Oflce at (310) 475-9671.

1. Start your ad with ttie merchandise your are selling. This makes It easier for readers ro quickly

scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

How to write a good ad

3. Avow abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

descriptions.
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3l<liOR
K^

MILE!

Caapn PUta StiA* n lacatdM 2a4 Rmt Admaai

%m MN^-fiMiT I:3I-5JIHmm 2IS4433

Becoming a UCLA senior is an

achievement. So smlle...for

the camera, please! It*s time

to get your senii^ portrait

taken so you'll appear in the

Bruin Life yearbook, UCLA's

official pictorial history.

NEVER MISS A CALL/ RENT A CAR
YES, We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 OKI

V MONTH FREE!
* FREi! M.vFDlATt HCCK U'

. PAGER & 800 SERVKE flVflllABlE ^==^RENT^CAflHi
^1 N O HIDOIN COiTSI ^M

(310)673-98991-800-309-8888

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri Step StvxJy. AU 3525

Thors. Book Study. AU 3525
Tue$. ond Wed. Dtecusston. Dentoi 23-029

AlWmej 12: 10- 1:00pm
For CJlcohotcs or IrHilMduob who hav0 a

Oitnkno proOlem

3 Campus Recruitment

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking
Ups! Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-tTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. •258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

3 Cannpus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedicated to Providing Quoliiy Legal Educafion

• low/JD Program occrediled by ihe Colilomia Committee of Bor Examiners.

• Program designed to prcfxxe ihxienh fa fhe demanding (Wlengej o( ih^

legal profession.

• Smoll classes.

L\W/JD DEGREE

full Time

Part Time

Day/tvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificale

A5/BS Degrees

Evening/Saturday Oasses

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3R0 STREET.

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(109)996-1841

ENONO CAMPUS
5445 HAiBOA BLVD.,

ENONO CA 91316

lllil 981-4529

I M <> " •>

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

TV Uii»mM«y of U Vme h AtCMdMbf tfif Vfrnrra AnartaHM 0( VlioeK MtfGb^

2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services 7 Good Deals

rr
C/aMi>ux^^\__

^

GT2UCLA
Cdl UCLA Commuter /^istcnce - Rideshcring

at (3 1 0) 794-RIDE or stop by our office at 555 \Afestvvood Raza
Room 200 CStructure 8, level 2) for Info on carpools. vanpods

^V^ end public transit options.
>

T-SHIRTS
Blank T's at wholesale price!

We do sllkscreen tool
For best price,

caU TAG 310-527-4313

VIotorcycle J«cket $«9.99
l^mvl SOI 'm/^^irttm^u Clottxing

IQAO's-lO^O'a: Ov«n-aaia.
Flannel*. Bool*. A. Bellbotboma

lo^fe ort'w/A.d
Interzone

6683 1/2 HoUywood Blvd
(213) 465-2644

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
/N JUST 4 MINUTES!

' 2 MINUTESTO DROP IT OFF
•2 MINUTESTO
PICK IT UP

Sleeping Bags
Comforters * . ^Mt

(do«m$i6(»)

OPEN
EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

CONVENIENT
PARKING

Free Pickup & Delivery I

with 5 Orders from -

same location

(310) I

829-9378 |

10 Personal

JAPANESE STUDENT(M) seeks short-term

apt. share w/American student Will help
w/rent. Want to experience US life. Fax:81 -

276-57-1460 (transmit after niesMge).

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely
free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Low 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and eam $$$ do-
inx It 100% guarantee. Call 31 0-281 -8828.

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 829-9378

I

I

#

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
- Comptiffientary Consultation
- 0% Rnandng and no down payment plans available

MAURICE FIROUZ. D.D.S. ORTHODONTIST
- member American Association of Orthodontists
-Alumni. UCLA School of Dentistry •

11701 Wilahire Blvd.. Suite 13A
Comer of Banington A }Mlshire
Free Parking

BBS ^01-

>H|ja.. a.of<H|>H "xt^A!

24Al:?V ^^. E- Mail

OC(714)449-9373

LA(2 13)962-3634
1200-14.4K BPS. Sbit No Parity"

(714) 449-9408(Voice)

KOREA AMERICA ONUNE

12 Research Subjects

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant

women In process of vvhether to choose an
abortion, be a single mother, or place baby
for adoption. (310)206-5073.

Bedwettirg boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 arxi a free developmental
evaluation. 310-625-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to Till out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1 141,

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 arxi a free developmenul
evaluation. 310-825-0392.
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12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Reseaicti Subjects

V.

schhoplirenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE CALL 1-800-854-3902

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

Cal tCLINICAL TRIALSl

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

,

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
NEEDED FOR PATIENTS

EXPERIENCING HAY FEVER/
ALLERGIC RHINmS

REQUIRES 4 VISITS

(6 HOURS TOTAL)
OVER 7-10 DAYS. RESEARCH
INVOLVES ALLERGY SKIN

TESTING. BLOOD DRAWING,
AND NASAL CHALLENGE

& LAVAGE.
NO TREATMENT FOR ALLERGIES.

WILL PAY $100

AT CONCLUSION OF STUDY

CONTACT DR. TSTFN OR
DR. DIAZ-SANCHh:/
AT (310) 825-3718.

EARN $20
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test with no history of

back Injury or palA.

CoKcr City, cafl (3!0)55g>5500.

'r\

IF YOU HAVE SEVERE MEh4STRUAL PAIN
THAT NOTHING SEEMS TO HELP, OUR
STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief questionnaires.

Pays S10. il 0-454-7926.

^ ADVERSE
REACTIONS TO
rOOD ADDITIVES
if you hove adverse re«ctlor»

to food additives such as

cokxlns agentiy

monosidlum gkJtamate or
pveservatives, and you ml3ht

wfsh to participate in

an on-campus research study,

pteaic call 1-80(M33-8497

Jo/ff a fmdmratiy

fundmd study compartng a
nmw spacm a^m condom wffh a

classic iatmx condom^
mmdical carm/suppllms to couplms

usfffff condoms as birth control

for 6 months^
rO-R INFO'R/^ATION CALL. U13) 36i-*i*tm

24-I- yr. old ttudantt

-must be s«lf«upportlrv

-needed for maMIng rvMarch
•cash for opinions

(818)90&9666exL323

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yn, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning
experience. 310-825^392.

WOMEN 1S-2S with either anorexia nervosa
or bulimia. Participation Involves completing
six quMtionnalrts. Mindy 310-7964)996.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do ail OMV. We buy any^ing.
818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Sperm/Egg donors

ECC DONORS NEEDED for unfertile oou-
piei. 19-33 yn, oht\ madicaJ insurance. Spe-
cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern lr>di-

anl At UCLA nr>ed center. 310-625-9500.

ECX: DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old wAnedical irv

surance. Paymert of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

EGG/SPERM
DONORS

Desperately wanted by hopeful parents. All

races needed. Ages 21-35. Healtiiy. Substan-

tial compensation. For information call OP-
TIONS (310)397-4054.

Help a childless couple become a family,

mothers only ages 21-35. High compensation
for surroKatinff. Call 310-478-3808.

Egg Donors

Needed

Arep interested in helping an*

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a chikj and

also be financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgrounds cges

21-34, for details please call

1^989-9890.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARCEA4ENT. Professional
vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1 "-3".

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -eOO-987-PUMP.

' STUDENT RATES
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
, Supervisor PSY 8070 ir

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

Facials • WSaxlag

lOSl WMtwood Blvd.
(1 BIk. South of aanta Mooical Blvd)

REACH • PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointmenU and claves. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-ycys. Student Rates.

Call Laura GuiTdsMFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Individuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wanted

$6-7A<R. LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINC/TU-
TOR/DRIVER for bright and fun twelve-year,

old. Monday-Friday 3-8pm. References re-

quired. 10 min. from c»npu$. 818-789-
0696.

$6.63/HR. Work In fun atmosphere, schedule
around ciasKS, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,
Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

3Q Help Wanted

$7/hour+bonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointments by
phone for our consultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telephone or outside sales experi-

ence a plus. Immediate openings, P/T in our
WeiUide ofTice. Call Norman Becker, Ad-
Max ConsultlnK uroup. 310-281 0355

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-
ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with mininujm of orw year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation; _^
A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED,
flexible hours: mornings and early afternoons'

(from 10anv4pm). Work on campus.
S5.25yhr. •>• incentives. (310)794-0283.

ACTINCyMODaiNC STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripofb,

confusion, wasted money. Cuaranteedl Call

310-285-3292 for more info.

ACTORS, ACTRESSES, AND MUSICIANS
wanted to entertain seniors at lovely West-
wood retirement residence. Perform before a
live, appreciathw audience, singly or in a
group. Call 310-472-1944.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only, For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, P/T for fast

growing, female-oriented sports publication.

Call Allen at 818-755-4601 after 4pm, Wed-
Fri.

AIDE-Male wanted for live- in weekerKis.
Personal care, companionship for older
quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record req.. 310-573-1988. Tu,Thrs-Sun af-

ter 9am.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-56000+
per month -hbenefits. Male/female. No ex-

perieiKe necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

A59341

.

APARTMENT toORDINATOR position

available now. Pick up application and job
description at 625 Landfair #1. Deadline OcL
14, 1994.

APARTMENT COORDINATOR POSITION,
must be grad, single or married. Pick up ap-
plications and job descriptions al: 625 Land-
fair Ave. #1

.

ARTIST
Accomplished artist needed to finalize and
color mechanical sketches for publication. S-

lOhrs per week. 310-470-4265. After 6pm.

Bead store in heart of Westwood Village

needs experienced header. P/T, F/T, day/
evening shifts. Must know about bead mak-
ing. ReUil sales experience prefened. Call

Debbie 310-209-2323.

BOOKKEEPER/RECEPTIONIST afternoons for

CP^Business manager. Prior experience nec-
estary. Fax resume to 31 0-441 -7707.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE sUrting at

$6.63^. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteed I Call today 213-
851-6102.

CLERICAL/RECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sionai phone manner, well organized, some
typing and computers, SS.StVhr. 1 1 am-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

College stude^O^needcdl Work as a movie_
extra. All typa3fia flR^no gimmicks. Wee-
kend work available. Info: 818-569-5514 or
818-752-2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)
are hiring IX:LA students nowt. $6.1 C^r to
start, up to $9.1 0. 1 5+brsMc. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to
$2000+/month working on cruise ships or
land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal
aryl ^f\ employment available. No expert
ence rwcessary. For more information call 1

206-634-0468 extC59341

.

Cutter^< in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

hostAiostess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.
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FACES NSDED NOW
• For TV Commerctals
•Movtos
•CatatoflB
•VMms
eaN Immodittely

(S10)«6»4S68

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/Week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.
$7/hour. Children's Book Worid. 310-559-
2665.

UCLA Asscsment Coordiiuitor

for HIV and Adolescent

tVeatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

CaU Zane O'KeeTe at

310^794-8279
or

FAX resume to

3ia^94<8297

Disco\eT A CdLveer

In Management
Consulting With

Price Waterhouse

Graduation is approaching. You're caught up in

tiie excitement ofembarking on a promising

and challenging<areer. You want to succeed in

the compefit/ve envinonmefif of the nineties and
beyond.

Price Waterhouse provides you the opportunity

to excell in the decades ahead. Our
. Management Consulting Services (MCS)ofkrs a

dynamic atmosphere for gaining practice

business experience and technical knowledge.

As a new S/iCS Information Technology

consultant, you wifl participate in an extensive

training program, combining self-study wi^
hands-on experience. We help develop your

skills so i^ you fnay continue our tradition of

providing the highest quality infonnation
"^

technology services to clients from Boston to

Bangkok.

Ifyou are among the besT and the brightest in an
analytical major (MIS, Computer Science, '

Engineering, Matfi, etc.), we invite you to come
meet with us and learn why you shouW
consider joining Price Waterixxjse.

Look to a bri^ new future with MCS and
discover what die nineties hold for you.

Price Waterhouse.

Convnitted to our Clients.

Committed to the future.

CommittBd to you.

Wb will hold an Information

Session on Monday,
October 17, 1994,

Morgan Center Press Room.
Session begins prontptly at

6:30 p.m. Please RSVP by
calling 213/236-3111 ext. 909.
RSVP is not required but is

appreciated.

Interviews will be conducted on
November 2 and 3, 1994.

Please contact the Placement and Career
Planning Center for more information.

FHce Ifhterhouse LLP Mm
An Equal Opportunity Employer

30 Help Wanted

DRIVER NEEDED, 7:30am to approximately
12:00 noon M-F. Call Bob 310-659-8499.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-Ume basis

In health and nutrition industry. Call 310-
617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and when convenient to call.

EMPLOYMENT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST.
^Serving adults challen^ with a develop-

mental disability in community employment
setting. Part-time 10-28 flexible hrs/vk.
$9.0(Vhr. Call Holly 310-649-1406.

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
er/agent to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-
tunity for college student interested in music
indmtry. Chris, 310-915-0691.

EVENT STAFFAJSHERINC and crowd control

for Eagles, Rolling Stones, Raiders, and other

events. 818-685-7338.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-
11/hourDOE. P/T, 20-25 hour/week. Para-

legal preferred but not required. Applicants

wflen»\ experience only. 310-473-7173.

FLOWER SHOP In Westwood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

UCLA Research Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention in

inner city, ethnic minority

health clinics. Mature, highly

responsible, detail oriented

people. $8-1 1 an hr.

^>anish a plus.

Call Angus
310-794-8278

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA. We
want full and part-time sales people. We are

looking for : men and women who can learn

great customer service, believes the customer
always comes first, and wanU to learn how to

be a ^at salesperson. We offer chance to

make $6-12-f^wur, good benefhs package,

great staff discount, and the best retail train-

ing. To join the top independent store in LA
call for appointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)620-
7565.

Full or Part-time order entry clerk. Salary ne-
gotiable. Hours flexible Computer experi-
ence. Marina Del Rey. Training provkied.
310-577-6520.

FULL/PART-TIME OFFICE SUPPORT. FLEXI-
BLE HOURS able to also woric evening and
weekends must have car fax resun>e 310
276-5721 310-276-3300

HASHERS NEEDED at Chi Omega. 708 HII-

gard. Meals and w^es. Call Mrs. Jarrell at

206-2094.

HEALTH aUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.
Knowledge of kinieseology, human anatomy,
or related. Exercise scierKe background a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-
6500 exL256.

HELP WANTED: Someone to put out cold
breakfast for 25 glHs across from campus.
Mon.-Fri. 6KX)am-7K)0am in exchange for

breakfast, home cooked lunch and hon>c
cooked dinner. Call 310-208-0906.

Immediate part-time opening. Pick-up 1 2-

year-old after school. Run errands, light

houjekeeping for 2-working-parent house-
hold, M-F, 3-6pm, some evenings. Santa Mo-
nica. $6.5Q/hr with increase to $7.50 after 90
days. Must have reliable car. 310-394-0679.
Caroi/Steve.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$4004/month teaching ba-
sic conversational English In Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching background or

Asian languages required. For more informa-
tion call 206-632- 11 46extJ59341.

JAPANESE COMPUTER ARTICLE TRANSLA.
TOR. Mum know multi-media and CD-RAM
vocabulary. Familiarity wAX>S, Windows,
MAC Platfonns Important 310-478-6911
exl12. ^^^
LAW STUDENT required for weekend Job to
take care of young boy, l.e. sports, Disney-
land, movies, etc Contact Miss Green for

more Info. 310-276-1182.

LIBRARY ASSTNTS(2).
Westwood. Judaic know<«d|e and good com-
pUer and langui^c sUII. P/T 1 Shrs, F/T 34hrs
wAjenefits. Call 310-474-1518 ext.21S,216
or fax resume to library director 474-6801

.

MAR.10XES ETC IN MARINA Da RAY
Looklr^ for pA Mondays and Christntas vaca-
tkm 11 JO-5. Start at 6.5Q^. 310-301-2450
Evenhp 213-674-1 165.

MALE MODELS. Mm. Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, c»ds,
poatart, mMs. Good money. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

30 Help Wanted

MARKETING RESEARCH COMPANY ASSIS-
TANT (no Sales). Full-time or part-time. De-
tail-oriented, good telephor>e skills, exposure
to many industries, flexible hours. Call 9am-
10pmdaitv,Mrs. Rost310-391-7232.

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hours/week
to start) for experienced- bilingual reception-

ist for busy research center in West L.A. Gen-
eral medical office responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734
x900. Have resume available. Salary/Exp.

MEDKIAL BILLING/FILE CLERK, P/T or f/T,

Beverly Hills area. 213-653-0716.,

Men-Wonrien ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400Q^r>onth, base-t- commission. Start im-
mediately. 213-463-0633

Mother's helper with car for 2 children, WW
from 3:1 5-6:1 5, additional hours available if

desired. $Mir. 310-395-0623.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or elsel ... or
else, I don't remain in business! Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-
700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

OFFICE ASSISTANT, P/T, Mon. & Wed. 10-6,

$6.63A>r. Qualifications: Good communica-
tion skills, experience w/computers, depend-
ability, ability to organize. Jennifer 310-825-
4774.

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.10am-2pm, M-F, San-
U Monica AudioA^deo CO. (310)453-3807.

P/r childcare, 3-8PM, flexible, after school
care for 6 yr old, prep dinner, tidy up. Good
driver, enthusiastic, energetic 476-5317.

P/T POSITKDN w/Santa Monica Real EsUte
partr>ership. Involves database updating and
producing advertising'mariceUng materials us-

ing desktop publishing software. Must have
familiarity w/WlNDOWS. Approximately 15
hour^i^veek, $1(Vhour. Call Scott, 213-851-
9761.

P/T TYPIST fluent to assist in editing of busi-

ness letters 3 morning^afternoons. 4 hours
each time. UCLA student preferred. 310-453-
3335.

PART-TIME musk: SUPERVISOR must read
music, typing skills and have organizational
skills must have car. 310-276-3300,

PART-TIME OFFKIE ASST. Small Brentwood
law fimi seeks organized individual with an
interest in law to do filing and misc. office

tasks. Flexible schedule $7.0(yhr. to start.

Call 310-207-5400 ext. 85 for details.

Please help me learn WordPerfect, MKHtO-
SOFT PUBLISHING, WordPerfect wA«rind-

ows. $8-$1(yhr. Sita. 310-470-4036.

POSmONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,
AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have
at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student
with teaching experience. SUrting rate

$12.5Cyhour. Hours flexible. 818-727-9447.

PRE-MED STUDENT
10+ hour^eek. Work for vitreo retinal sur-

geon. Patient care, clerical duties, and re-

search involveoMsnt. Freshman or sophomore
preferred. Monday and Wednesdays. Call

Deborah at 310-206-7475.

Prestigious Veterans Organization seeks full-

time Secretarial position. Must be highly or-

ganized, self-motivated, quick learner. Salary

$14,000, excellent working conditions at

Federal Building. 310-477-2539.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer and tennis coaches as well as assistant

varsity soccer coach. Paid positions. Call Gail
at 310-391-7127.

RECEPTK3NIST NEEDED. 4-1 0pm, and wee-
kends. Ask for Liana, 310-208-8049.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing
store needs P/T employee. $6/hr. Please call

310-454-7870. 1 5328 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-

isades.

RETAIL SALES. Children's book shop. F/T.

Must be available Sat. and have knowledge
of children's books. WLA 310-559-2665.

RUNNING PARTNER WANTED. $10 each
day. Forty-five minutes slow running. 30
minutes walking. Five daysMc. Female pre-
fened. Mornings. Pacific-Palisades. 310-459-
8512.

SALES aERK for small candy store, P\co/Ro-
bertaon area, P/T, Friday 10-S:30pm, Satur-

day 10-5pm. $6^our, no experience neces-
iary. 310-278^2436.

SANTA MONKIA PROPERTY MANAGE-
MENT COMPANY needs P/T computer/gen-
eral office assistant. Flexible hours, (10-12
hrs weekly). WordPerfect^otus. Ruth, 310^
395-7272.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY In Van
Nuyi needs Individuals to woric 4-6
hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours
available to do public opinion md maricet re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write vart»aUm, and follow instruc-
tions. Call 81 6-725-4275.

Secretary for attorney, sole practloner. 3a40
hn/wk. IBM compatible exp., typing, filing,

dotation, and organizational skills. $7-9^r.
Contact Pat 21 3-852-1064.

SEEKING OFFKI ASSISTANT lor prestigious

architectural pottery company in Culver City.

2-days a week. Flexible hours. Contact Ta-
mara at 310-81 5 9220.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near
10 SFValley. S year old. . Hours 8-1 M-F.
Shoutd be Mac literate. Begins ImMiediately.
(61 8)998-1 762, ask for Heiene.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a
must, typing a plus, located in mld-Wilshire
area. 213-651-0530.

30 Help Wanted

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money In your spare
time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized Ts, golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

novative, inexpensive, attractive r»ew process
called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you
are an ambitious self-starter and inteiested In

marketir>g, this is a commission sales oppor-
tunity that can put some money in your jeans
r<9W and after you graduate I Only enterpe-

neurial students need apply. Your territory^

UCLA. Please fax your resume in the format
of a letter in confiderx:e to: Graffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN?,Ulrike Davies. Fax: 604-
683-1235, phone: 1-800-888-7838. The prior

ad had a mistake in the fax number.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.
Over 1 5,000 openingsl For more information
call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-1SAvMjr guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^week. Marketing representa-

tives/management trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-
6838. '

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a
fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TELEMARKETING. Highly motivated, enthu-
siastic individuals. PC computer literate. Must
have a good phone voice. 20 hour flexible

work week. Southern California's leading

Computer Hardware/Software dealer seeks
individuals for inside sales. Must have work-
ing PC knowledge. No prior telemarketing
experience necessary. INFOSYSTEMS Com-
puter Centers. iob# 105. P.O. Box 2891 . Tor-
rance, CA 90503.

TELEMARKETINQ No experience necessary.

Prefer studentVgrads. Flexible hours from
9«0-5«)pm SUrting at $7-$e^r4bonuses. 3-

blocks UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-6175.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T. Conduct
interviews to update insurance records. No
selling. Insurance or health experierKe pre-

ferred. Brenda 3 1 0-445-5031

.

TEMPORARY CASHIERVTRAFFK: DIREC-
TORS for SanU Monica beach locatk>n.

Evenings and weekerxls. $5^r. Apply at

1100 Glendon Ave, Suite 762. (310)208-
6093.

TYPIST/WORD PROCESSOR, 60 wpm, accu-
rate, filing, P/T, flexible hours, 20
hoursA«^eek, $7^our. Burbank. Call Rox-
anne, 818-843-6533.

UCLA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63^r. Call jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Service 310-625-7666.

Vet assistant needed, kieal for pre-vet stud-

ents. Wilshlre Animal Hospital, Santa Moni-
ca. 310-828-6787. Ask for Cheryl or Dr. Ty-
neway.

VIRGIN RECORDS COLLEGE PROGRAM-
Get into the music txisiness as our campus
promotion representative. Great experience!
Call 310-288-2451 for info.

WANTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for small

cocktail lounge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Scpul-
veda Blvd, Culver City. 310-390-2489, Rog-
er-Bonnie;^

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-
nude nx>deling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Cal I Derek 2 1 3-845-9669. o

31 Tennporary Agencies

TALENT SEARCH
TEMP AND PERM JOBS

• SECRETARIES
•WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
• GENERAL CLERKS

Laam new software or sharpen your
PC skills absolutely free! Don't wait.

Join the Fir^T CALL team of

professionals today.

Call Mlclial*

FlflSTCALL

TEMPORAIIY SERVICES
264-M14
1811 WMiIra Blvd. Suite A
Santa Monica, CA

e
32 Career Opportunities

» M c J k c
(

> MONEY '

Full + Part Time
opportunity of

o lifetime
• Be a par* of "-e S 1 00 billion

tolcccmrTHirii-f;ticn$ inciusffy

no cxpoftcncc
noccsso'v

(310)843-4511
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Special UCLA Discount with Ad! Call Now!

0-"

BARTENDING
•As seen on TV
•Two week training

•Nation wide job placement

National Bartenders School

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

(805)522-0278

^1»e^^^^^
it AGGRESSIVE Vt
^ ENTREPRENEURS^

> Interested in Marketing

unique and lucrative

opportunity

part-time

-SALESMANSHIP A MUST

Coutict Uwreoce Antonio

at (310) 207-22661#

^
^
^
^

PART-TIME. Earn up to $3CXyday. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

STUDENT! Utilize your personal computers

to earn $400 or more weekly. For free de-

tailed info, send SASE to: I.S. Inc. P.O .Box

6031 Torrance, Ca 90504. 4675 Melrose

Blvd., Los Anxeles, CA, 90029.

34 Internships

ACADEMY AWARD WINNING PRODUC-
ERS with busy film production company seek

highly motivated interns. Great opportunity

to learn. Academic credit available, no pay.

Call Karen at 310-276-6555.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN. SEEICS

UNPAID INTERrS[5.,...MAIL/FAX RESUME:
FAAC, 11605 W. PICO, L.A., CA 90024.

FAX: 310^79-1764 PHONE/310-479-1212

OFFICE INTERNS WANTED for FilrT>m^/ln-

teractive production company in Sanla Moni-

ca. Flexible hours. No pay, but great oppor-

tunity to learn. Call Katy or Lisa at 310-91 7-

3380.

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paid internship. Learri all aspects of real es-

tate development. Fax resume to 310-458-

6681.

UCLA GRAD STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but hands on op-

portuftity. 818-902-9657. .

VIRGIN RECORDS has internship openings

now! Get music industry experierKX working

in Virgin Promotion Department. Call 310-

288-2451 for info.

35 Child Care Wanted

AU PAIRE needed immediately. Studio City.

Live-ir\^guesthouse. Boy 9/girl 11. Pick-

up+dinner. Musts; active, flexible, responsi-

ble, valid licerue, references. Abbie 818-985-
9246

BABYSITTER, Five afterr>oons plus Saturday

night, must speak English and love children.

310-821-5282 day, 310-475-4651 evenin);s.

CHILDCARE WANTED, 3 afternoons a week.
Must have car. 310-777-0074.

Enthusiastic college student needed for baby-

sitting 2 small infants. Saturdays -fflexible

hours during weekdays. Must drive. Salary

neKOtiable. References. Call 310-271-7170.

SINGLE PROFESSIONAL MOM seeking lov-

ing care for 2-1/2 year-old son. West HoHy-
woocVBeverly Hills adjacent' 7:00-8:30am,
4-7pm, sometimes to 10pm. Live-irVive-out.

Need car. References. 310-534-261 1 (day),

21 3-656-631 9(cvenin)(s).

SITrtR FOR 13-YEAR-OLD BOY. Pacific

Palisades. 3:30 to approximately 7:3Qpm,
MorxJays ind Thursdays, Sfi^hour. Car need-

ed. References. Call evenings, 310-459-

2894.

Wonderful nanny r>eeded for afternoons

ancVor weekends in Brentwood for 2 ch\\6-

ren. References, with car. 310-471-621

5

37 Housesitting

Mature Dutch-hraeli clinical psychologlit in

training seeks WLA housesitting position for a

prolonged period. References available.

Anna: 310-858-3912.

49 Apartments for Rent

$535 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quitt building, laundry, appliances, parVing.

3Htfl37-6779.

S650. BRIGHT 1.BEDROOM TRIPLEX.
Close to Trader Joe's and Wettside Pavilion.

N«w carpets w/appliance$. Shopping Center

Clow. Waiher Hookups. 310-441 1662.

49 Apartments for Rent

CENTURY CITY

ADJACENT APARTMENT
• 3 Bdt/Z Bath Upper Complex

•See. System

•F/P.W/D.&IIP.

•Lg-KHchen

• Stmny/ Quiet

• Matiflt Tenants ONLY

(310) 474- 6136

SelUng a scooter?
Looking for a roommate?

«.«S0« I II rf -"^

«^- ^iill

Come see the Daily Bruin Classified Line Dept. at 225
Kerckhoff Hall and receive 20% off the cost of your ad
w/your UCLA ID card.

Btt«ft»*t3C»

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, built-irtt, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and transporta-

tion. 310^838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, nwdern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, Rated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6290.

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free uOI-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, ^C, new security building, prime

location, 508 Barrington. 21 3-934-5000.

1 +1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity buildir>g, subterrainian parking, laun-

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, /\/C, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 81 8-997-731 2.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blirxjs,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED, $695. Pool, bar-

becue, clean and quiet. Gas arxi water paid.

Low move-in. Available October 25th. Call

Ben 310-208-3797.

1 BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. I^lewly decorated, quiet

building & r>eighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625,310-286-2885.
> m'

2bdrm/1.5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-

venient WLA location. 1603 Granville.

$875/mo. 310-828-5236.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
monthly + 4 hours weekly gardening, house

maintenance. OcearVmountain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welcome. Car. (310)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BACHELOR APARTMENT, non-smoking, util-

ities paid, free laundry, parking, private,

quiet, 2 )/2 miles from UCLA, available Oct
12. $43(ymo. (310)478-3694.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near

Wilshire, BurKly, and freeway*. CIom to

UCLA buHCS. Quiet building. No pcU. 1236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bcd-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1350Anonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil . 31 0-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Sharp, single, $650. large,

intercom, fireplace, patio, huge closets, walk

to shopping and restaurants. N. Wilshire/ San

Vicente. 11661 Goshen. 310-82ai717.

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, hardwood
floors, l^ipight, parking, laundry hook-up. 1 br

and 2br/1 ba available. (31 0)550-1 531

.

^

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town,

home. Cited garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845/month. 310-391-1076.

49 Apartments for Rent

CLOSE TO UCLA
Westwood-10 minutes by car, FURNISHED
single, electronic entrance, upper, complete

kitdien facilities, refrigierator, gated parking,

laundry, SSSO^hrionth. For appointment, call

310-454-8800.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses and freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

Huge single, only one left, greart deal, half a

block from UCLA,, quiet, spacious, furnished,

earthquakeproof, gated, $750. Lauren 310-

824-0319.

LARGE 2+2, SECURITY BUILDING, central

VC, fireplace, dishwasher, stove, 2 car gated

remote parking, laundry, Jacuzzi. 15 min.

from UCLA- West Hollywood. $89(VnH}.

(310)275-7159. .__^______
LARGE, LIGHT, BEAUTIFUL 1 bedroom, 1

bathroom -f 2 large lofts. Pink marble fire-

place. Stair>ed glass window, 260 degree

views: Sunset and city lights. Washer/dryer^

microwave, refrigerator, stove. Top floor,

comer unit 15 minutes from UCLA, Palms

area, surrounded by great variety of ethnic

restaurants Friendly, helpful neighbors,

1 block from big multiplex movie theater!

$900 (31 0)455-5555.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette room in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cable and utHities
-

included. $800. 310-472-6694.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliarKes, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VIST\ $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-$tofy cus-

tom towniiouse. Gated garage, unit ^larm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 1 2736 Cas%vell Ave. $825^rionth.

Call 310-391-1076,

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in ur>it

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Most beautiful apartment in WestvMx>d.

Only 3-yrs. old. One 3bd/2bth left Call fast

310-208-6161.
•

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. Ont
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

r>ewer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, nxxt utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $725. 2+1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit. 1 -month free. 3614 Farls.

$995.310-391-1076.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large end unH w/ baloo-

nyAefrigerator. New CarpetA>linds/|paint

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdmV2-
bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kehon. 470-

6855.

PALMS. $835 w/yr. lease, upper. 2-bed/2-

bath. Built-in. Balcony, A/C, gated building,

laundry room, parking. 3626 Empire Drive.

Call 310-559 3875.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator.

Convenient to Westside, UCLA ar>d shop-

ping. Call 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfumished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.
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Get $10.00

FREE
on your Bruin
—Gold Card.

66 Rope
69 Dispatch
70 Pits

71 Novelist

Ferl>er

TICKU OUR
TASnSUDS
AND THE

DAlUr BRUIN
WIU TICKLE

YOURS*
Sometliing's Cooking

at the Bruin!

Submit a personal

favorite recipe and if

it's chosen we'll

feature your name and
recipe in the paper's

classified section.

APPETITE!
•drop recipe

submissions at

the Dally Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

49 Aoartments for Refit

PALMS. $995, 2-be<V2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,
alarm in unit One month 4ee. 3614 Paris Dr.
310-391-1076.

Prime BrentwoodI 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Ban-ington, near
Sunset 31 0^71 -249^

VENICE BEACH, SINCLL Month to month.
1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,
no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.
$46(]^TU>nth.

VENICE BEACH, unfumished bachelor.
Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bMh. Security building. Qufet,
no peU. Call Mary Jo 310-392-8487.
$40(ymonth.

49 Apartments for Rent

WEST HOtLYWOOO ADJACENT. 2BK/28A.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, ^at area. 20 min.
UCLA $830. (213)935-9152.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, patio. 1560 SillaJr #205. 310-

453-0505.

WALK TO UaA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facllidei, water incl.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroorT\^-

bath, dishwvher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414
Jasmine. 310838-4862.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no pets, stovq,'

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1. Large
1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpeU,
blinds, now available, parking, laundry
facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
by appt 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdmV2-1/2-b*h condo,
washer/dryer, side-by-side parking, pool.

Very large, living room, dining room,
equipped kitchen. Prinne location!

$160Q^month. 213-380-1355.

WEST>VOOD- 2BEDROOM/2BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KrrCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

INC ROOM UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-639-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 1711 Malcolm.
3/4-mile from campus. 31 0-273-1 21 2.

WESTWOOD. Great 1 -bedroom efficiency.

AC/DWA'P/Pool/spa/garage parking. 655 Kel-

ton. $700. Immediate move-in. Perfect 9-

month lease. Leave mttsane 310-824-1 799.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$750. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining enclosed private garage. Quiet
building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, 1-BORM, FULL KfTCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 310-447-8500.

WLA. $482. Bachelor, free utilities, walk-in
closet, new carpet and bathroom, vertical

blinds, refrigerator, 10 minutes to UCLA.
310-478-2763.

WLA. $725, Very large upper 1 bedroom.
Woodsy. Gated.. Parking. Lots of closets. All

appliances. Paiht and carpet V.J. 310-447-
5714.

WLA. $725. l-bdrrr/l-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rinnton. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1-1/2mile$ from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $620/month. Month-month leases. No
peU. 310-444-7371.

WLA. 2-bedroom/1&1/2-bath, security build-

ing, near Santa Monica and Purdue and Bus
lines, 10 minutes to campus. $85C/month.
310.477.3869. .

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnistied

MAR VISTA, $60(VnfK)nth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 InRlevwod Blvd. 310-398-8579.

WESTWOOD. $500 Bachelor in duplex.
Utilities paid, fireplace, laundry. 10617 Kin-

nard. 310-474-1923.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, near Pico-
La Ciena)?a. (310)279-2002.

49 Aportmeots for Rent

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Bamngton #4.
Stove, refrigierator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Brand
new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laundry. Quiet building. 15 Blocks
to Ocean. 12725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALMS, $575, brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, pariting. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212. -

PALMS. Single $535. Clean, Large pool,

convenient to shopping and UCLA, 310-204-
4332.

SANTA MONICA, l-bdrni extra-large. Pool,
laundry, new carpet arvi paint Foreign stud-
enU welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

52 Apartments to Share

Bcveriy Hills charmir^ Apt 2bdrs>1b(h.
Walk to stores and bus. Healthy, considerate

lifie style. M/F. Great Cat $40(ym<H-half util-

itles and deposit 310-859-8561.

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS townhouse by
San Vicente. Private bed/bath, security ga-
rage, washer/dryer, female, $520^-1/4 utili-

ties, non-smoking, no drugs, no pets. 310-

820-1120.

Female gratVprofessional student own bed,

bath, parking. Quiet, responsible, mature.

N/S. $430f utils. 31 0-444-491 3 evening.

FEMALE ROOM/y^TE NEEDED to share
large furnished apartment In West-
woodA-andfair. Close to UCLA, kitchen, pri-

vate bath. $333/mo + utilities. 310-209-
0365.

Great apt., great deal. WLA. 2bdrms. avail.,

$365 and $385. Looking for fun friendly peo-
ple. Girls preferable. Call Panwia 310-398-
5204.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

paricing, pool, gym. Prefer N/S female. Close
to campus. $450+ 1/2 utilities. 818-907-
9401.

SANTA MONICA. Private room, share bath,

f^, $367 + 1/3-utilities. Month/Month.
Call Chris or Stephanie 310-473-5274.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. I'm 36 and
female. In Mar Vista, 6-7 miles to campus. 2-

bdrm. Laurie (310)397-6479.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a
bedroom. Nice spacious apartment 5-minute
walk from Lot-32. $30(Vmonth. Bobby 310-
478-7121 or Cathy 31 0-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/ume. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrm/l-bath, co-ed, luxury, security condo
w/amenities. Westwood, $3S0/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Hilgard Ave. Female students, large house
and bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Cont Breakfast. Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat
310-208-8931.

LARGE ROOM available immediately to grad
student Own bathroom. $40(Vmonth. Quiet
building. 5 miles from campus. On bus line.

310-204-1768.

M/F ROOMMATE (Mature N/S). Own large

furnished w/wall-to-wall closet in furnished
apartnrwnt 2-blocks UCLA. $399/month.
Parking, laundry, 'ASAP.' Bob: 310-208-
6424 (6pnrv12midniKhO.

PALMS, Female roommate wanted. $380 +
utilities. Direct bus to UCLA. No pet 310-
202-7010.

WLA Seeking mature N/S roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit wAecurity
alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $420/mo.,
$425 security deposit Denise 31 0-31 2-6681.

49 Apartments for Rent

Luxury Living
at student Prices

• Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms!

• Never more that two students per room!

• New laundry and vending machines! '

• Double or Single Rooms available!

• Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Room!

• Private Bathroom and Shower!

• Safe, quiet enviroment!

• Seperate study and TV lounges !

• Cable TV!

• Plenty of free parking !
iSKetoau/voiieyDaii courts weight Room! • Plenty of free parking !

• Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all waiting for you in beatutiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCLA!
The University ofJudaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310)-476-9777, ext. 259

o

53 Roommates

WESTCHESTER, share room. $22S/hfionth +
iMlities, parking, pool, front and backyard,
peU OK. Prefer female, non-snxiking. 310-
641 -8033.

WLA $45Q^month. Own room, share bath
with T In nice 3-bedroom apartment. Stable

female preferred. Available now. 310-474-

m^ >

WLA. OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment Parking, 5-miles to UCLA. Non-
smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-
447-2421

.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully fumished w/bath, large closet,

bright, sunnv room. Enclosed yard. Walk to

UCLA. Exceller* parking, kitchen, male. 310-
475-4517.

$465. Fumished room. Small erKloaed patio,

access to pool, family room, cooking facili-

ties, washer and dryer. Some n>ountain and
city views, by nature trail. 15-minutes from
UCLA. 310-476-0256.

2 Gradstudents to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. SSSCVperson. Pool and
tennis courts privledf(e. 310-454-3506.

SANTA MONICA. Furnished bedroonVbath.
Female faculty number preferred, N/S, like
cau. Commuter Monday-Thursday, Bus «8.
First and last $30Q/month. 310-452-1948.

BRENTWOOD $SS(ynfK)nth. Private bed and
bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Female, non-smoker. 310-
395-0623.

54 Room for Rent

WLA. Three professionals seek perMn to
share spacious townhouse. Own bed-
roonVbath. Share common areas, including
laundry. Easy freeway access. $52S/month.
310-4784I940.

56 House for Rent

3-bdrnV2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$1375/Ww. 310-826-2022.

WLA. SPACOUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

>VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $89Vmonth. 310-479-

8099.

57 House to Share

Ocean Park. 3-blk$ to beach. $55Q/mo. Fur-
nished, utilities included. N/S, non-drinking.
310-396-4730. ^
PROFESSK)NAL MALE to share 2bdnn/lba
house. Private entrance, yard, washer/dryer,
storage available, half utilities, N^. Cat OK.
$525. MDR, (310)827-2706.

58 House for Sale

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. Just minutes to Westelde. Need
four>dation expertise to fully take advantage
of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, ajtent 81 8-789-71 1 7.

60 Housing Needed

aOSE TO UCLA and buses. Room in family
house, $350/mo.-^utilities. N/S. Share bthrm,
kitchen, garden. Cola 31 0-306-1 696 ext 21 0.

For rent, private room, share bath, lovely
Brentwood home, private entrance, 2 miles
firom UCLA, unlimited parking, $395/mo.
310-472-7451.

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Private bath, paricing,

weekly maid service, kitchen, laundry privi-

leges. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the beach.
Meal for N/S female, professional graduate
student $65(Vmonth. 310-459-2109.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big
closets, kitch&Vlaundry. Near National/Seat-
tle and 98 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

markets. $475/mo. 310-397-8002.

MAR VISTA, $32S/month, own room, big,

clean, bright, laundry, partially fumished,
minute to bus, peU negotiable. Available
ASAP. Charlotte, 310-391-5088.

MAR VISTA. $350. Sunny 2-bdrm beach
close. New carpets, stove, refrigerator, and
blinds, female r^rnoker. Parking available.

310-391-1560 after 7pm. ^_
Pacific Palisades. Private room^ath. No
smoking/drinking. Kitcher^asher/drier
privileges and cable T.V. Responsible fe-

male. $650. 310-454-0841.

Private roonVbath. Furnished. Walk to

UCLA. Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-snrVoker. $39Q/mo.. Call 310-474-9905.

RANCHO PARK. Sleeping room, private

home, share bath, safe area, quiet, kitchen
privileges, fumished or unfumished, $275
utilities included, 1st and last. 310-470-7527

ROOM FOR RENT. Close to UCLA in nice

house. Washer, dryer, full house privileges,

cable, fireplace. $375-$400. (310)479-4022.

Room for rent. Male non-smoker, clean, re-

sponsible. WLA/Beverly Hills/Cenlry City.

Near park/gym. Great neighborhood. Lrg.

2bdrm. $49(Vmo.-HJtils. Call Lesley 310-553-

9108.

64 Housing Service

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
and women. Type ar>d cigarette smoking pre-

fened. Neighborhood of Westwood and
Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $475/month
including utilities. Call Estelle 31 0-51 5-5889.

62 Room/Board for Help

A fsA/f Private room^oard in Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for afterschool and some
evenings help and childcare. MUST HAVE
deper>dable car arxi Insurance. Call

(213)650-3100.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

vear/old. Approximate 20hours/wedc. Wal-
king distance campus. Experience/references

required. 310-470-4662.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

KITCHEN CZAR...I0W key and low fat cook-
ing in exchange for room and modified full

board. Three children (10, 12, 14) and The
Cat Organize, cook, keep kitchen clean.

Monitor children, homework guidance. 15
hours, Mof>day -through Thursday 3:15 til

7pm. No houseworic, no weekends. Ten
minutes from UCLA, near busline. Private

room. Perfect for upper class or graduate
student Must be UCLA enrolled. Non-
smoklng. Val, 310-471-1671, evenings best

OWN ROOM, BOARD -t-$10CVWEEK. Ma-
ture, upbeat, female student wanted for

minimal housework, driving, childcare. Help-
er to 34year/old newly single mom. Nice Mar
Vista home. 15-minutes from campus. 310-
397-6445.

Room arxi kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit
with household chores/errands. Own car
and/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
Vista. 310-398-1277.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1 399.

64 Housing Service

Need Help

With Rental

Housing ?

^ Rental Listings/Roommate Listings

*/ Customized Housing Lists

•/ Search Strategies

/ Landlord/Tenant Education Series

Come see us in Sproul Hall Annex
. ^ 825-4491

UCLA Community Housing Office
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7:> Health Clubs/ Centers I /i> Health Clubs/ Centers 96 Services Ottered

Free Parking
Underground

iUiU,

toM

$19 Oft
I

Shiatsu & Swedish
|^ wtm^m^

> Lomi Lomi Therapy

Qp«t7d*ys

10:00 AM
to

10Q0PM

RENAISSANCE

HEALTH CENTER

• Chiropractic

Counseling
(Family. Old. Marriage)

8741 SANTA MONICA BLUO
WEST HOLLYWOOD 2nd Flocr

310-289-9219

Martial Arts tprivatal

• Sauna / Showers

• Private rooms for men
& women

* SPECIAL RATES ON 5 OR 10 MASSAGES • GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-bed/2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air and heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 1 2-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beverly

Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-208-8049. Ask for Freddy.

67 Condos for Sole

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrnV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. Owr>er must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. 1-fl. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit. Great patio,

pool. A^ent (310)479-6832.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.

Large living room. Fireplace, KfC, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6782.

68 Condos to Shore

ROOM AVAILABLE in beautiful Westwood
condo, 24-hour security guard, valet service,

9th floor view of city. Seeking non-smoking

male or female. $65(ymonth. 969 Hilgard,

310-271-5995 (day), 310-443-9909 (even-

ings).

69 Condos for Rent

$145(VMONTH. Large, 2-bdrm +loft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-276-5517.

3-bdrnrV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

ar>d bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

WLA-PALMS. 3-^2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,

$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet

street 10 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

78 Misc. Activities

Tennis anyone? B-f/A- tennis player looking

to hit on campus. Singies/CX>ubles. Flexible

schedule. Call Pat 310-458-6599.

ARE YOU HIP. OUTGOING, AND UNDER 26!

Best friend seducing your boy/prifriend?

Call us if you want to be a guest or be in

the audience for a new national TV. show!

INTHODUCING THE HOLUf IRWIN SHOW!
(310)996-9521

^ ATTENTION ^
^ CLUBS ^
NBC SHOW TAPINGS

Help raise $$$ for your

organization. For more info.

caU (818) 840-3551

90 Child Core Offered

Doritl Home Daycare is open for infants and

toddlers. Santa Monica College Child devel-

opment certificate. Lots of good experience

as a teacher. Warm , caring environment .

Convenient location Westside area. 310-843-

9121.

91 Insurance

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
1 Bedroom 1 Bath

$650Anonth • Security Building

Appliances + Some Utilities Included

Optica to Buy

(310) 447-1005

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pets. Between
6-9pm 310-472-8336.

Beautiful Bel Air neighborhood guestroom,

wAitchen, access to washer.dryer, pool. Easy

parking, ten minutes from campus. $565.
Mrs.. Reynolds 310-472-2478.

PRIVATE GUEST APARTMENT in beautiful

Beverly Hills Canyon home. Full bath, refrig-

erator, utilities & cable included. NO KITCH-
EN. $400. 310-358-6396.

WLA, Guesthouse for rent, utilities Included,

private building, full kitchen, full bath, ma-
ture/quiet person preferred. 600 sq. ft., $700.
310-475-3807.

95 Personal Service

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263- BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14fi truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bmins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DaiVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 31 0-391 -5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLL LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

95 Personal Service

LOm WASSiKMAN,MA
M.KCJC. Registered Intern

• RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST
• Individual, couple and
family therapy

• Eating disorders

• Stress Mapagement
• Self Empowerment

2211 Corinth St #203
Los Angeles, CA 90064

(310) 364-0449

Jan Lanon. M.A.. M.F.C.C.

SuprrviMT. MT0I6406
Int. f IMF23028

71 Vacation Rentals

Beach bungakjMf, 4A>lda. from beach, V«-

nte^fjenbi Monies. 2bdr., ntt9ffOOo-fn%.,

irapicd urdm. AniiaUk ^0n9^^2/i.
$90a 3ia>92-0926.

96 Services Ottered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
PrafnihNul, quick edit (1 hour maxj WI'HIr^

and rwnffHw atto ivillabit. Exptrtanccd
«mH» md Imv Khoel mduMi. 213433-
3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consuKanL 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
fdiU, thesei^ubiications; tutori English/ttudy

skills; trains time managementMreK reduc-

tton. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Japanese conversation clau. SMC. 310-

452-9214. Starting Oct.22. 6-Saturdays.

Beg.:9am-12. Intermediate: 1-4. $75.

PROFESSIONAL WRmNQ^DITING. Papers,

reports^ statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertattons, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement
213-871-1333.

j_J
SURVEYS for thesis, etc Professional print-

ing. Automatic data entry. Proven accuracy.

Quick turn-around, Competitive prices. Veros
information Systems, 310-231-1500.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. For expert editing call the Writer's

Consultant 818-883-6074.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Qitality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pin

Speedy Research

Reports: $i.M per page
Over 5t,IM topks & cUpplacs.

Materiab for research

assbtaiice use only!

6546 Hollywood Blvd.

2nd floor, Rm. 209
Los ANGELES, CA 90028

Hours: Moii-Fri 10:30am-6pm
Saturdays, 1 lam-4pni—-—
Cuitom Research available

Visa/MOAmeK/Fax

Call Today!
1^800-356-9001

mBiaiQMu
DV - 1 Qraancird FVogram, by U.S. Immiofition.

QimncartK provldi U.S. pwimmrt r«idinl ititia.

(Sttains o( alnxNt tl oounlriM vb iloMd.
For Into & fornw:

Nm) Era Lagil Sarvicw

20231 Slagg St. Cvngi Pvti. CA 01306

Tal: (818) 772-7168; (818) 9M.4429

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Al subjects. Theses/Disaortabons.

Personal Statements. Proposals and bookB.

InternationaJ stixlents weksms.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Shwon B»«r, Ph.D. (310) 47&«M2

Putyour reputatkxi

on the line.

classified Line
825-2221

Dally Bruin

98 Tutoring Offered

GERMAN TUTOR. Experienced native

speaker, flexible hours, price open for discus-

sion. Contact Jay. 21 3-8S7-0406.

ITALIAN LESSONS/TUTORING. UMvt
speaker, experiefxred teacher. Private artd

group instruction, reasonable prices. Call

Roberta 310-474-1634.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, sUtistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager, 310-582-9626 NBD.

MY TUTOR.
MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anvtime Han (e00)9aTUTOR.

99 Tutoring Needed

Conversational BAHASA Indonesia tutor

needed. On-campus, 2-4 hr^vfc. 310-837-
3011.

EXPERIENCED ENGLISH TUTOR for high
•chool sludenL PSAT m^ SAT Prep. Close
tP UCLA. After school. 310-475-8409.

99 Tutoring Needed

NEED STATISTICS TUTOtt Central tendency,

probability, binomial, Poisaon, etc Garrett

310-372-7237. EveningiAveckcnds,

twice^veek.

TUTOR YOUNG CHILD after school, 3

tlme^A«ek, help ¥Mt homevvork, 1-1.5

hours, scheduling flexible.^ Education ma|or
preferred. 310-474-2266. -

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resunws, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINQ. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnarouryj. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYl>IST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-

pers ar>d applications. Laser printing, gram-

mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resumes,

letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.

310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other fomiats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reasorv

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount
310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

DRUM LESSONS. 1 5 years experience. Great

attitude and dedication. Very reasonable

ratell 213-654-2825.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUrrAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-i- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessom by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-41 54.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levelsMyles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

105 Travel

NEW YORK HOTHNE 1-900-378-5593.
What to do and see. Where's the actionl.

$1.2S/min., 3min7avg., 18+ JR900 Bevcriy

Hills 310-358-7167.

T R

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest. Rate

310-441.4388

HITCMHE
SKIES

S1Z9

Hawaii

cmcaiB

New YBPk

Bostoi

Dallas (t7l)

EWIPE 1248

S10*384*0650
Call For Free Program Description

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover Ictters^eference sheets. Conv
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients gt fssulte. Open 7^<«»s. 310-287.
2785. •

'^~^

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMAN GHIA CONVERTIBLE^ Black

top, black interior, red body, in good condi-

^lon. $450(yobo. 3ia553-1444.

81 BMW 3201. 5-speed, good condiUon,
clean. Black, beige interior, stereo, sunroof,

alarm. $2800. Denisc (310)825-9095 (cam-

pus). .

84 BMW 31 8i. Superb condKkm, air, elec-

tric, Sspeed, bladcAan leather, sun roof.

SSSOOobo. 310-204-2550, 310-822-9633.

Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-

ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,
bed $100. Must sell call 310-617-4703.

Perfea student car, 1974 VW Superbeetle,

recently painted, forest green, immaculate in-

terior, new EVERYTHING, runs excellent

Only $1999. Call 310-721 -1 640.

'79 Olds Cutlass. Very good condition. 8-

cyl, new radiator. $100Q/iobo. Call Tony
310-836-8669.

'84 JETTA GLI. Clean, charcoal gray, tinted
' windmws. New clutch, timing chain and wa-
ter-pump casing. $350(Vbbo. Dean 310-937-

4772. _^_
'86 Mazda 323. New break, clutch, tires,

timing belt Excellent condiUon. 125,000
miles. $148e^obo. 818-757-0947.

'88 HONDA CRX-HS, white, immaculate
condition inside and out, pull-out A\VFM
cassette, sunroof, A/C $490(Vobo. (81 8)894-

0754 after 5pm.

1 14 Motorcycles for Sale

91 CB250 Hondi Nighlhawk, red. 16k miles,

$1500, great for beginner. Call 458-3287,
Jeanine.

115 Scooters for Sale

1987 Yamaha Jog, SOcc Includes helmet and
lock. $400. 310-479-2022.

'84 ELITE 150 SCOOTER. New motor, r^T
wHh helmet, perfect for UCLA transportation.

$80Q/obo. Call or leave message. Dean 310-
937-4772.

-87 YAMAHA RIVA 125. 6.9k miles. Excel-
lent condition. Garaged. $895. Steve 310-
649-6362.

"89 HONDA arrE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-
tion. Low mile, just tuned, includes helmet
and lock. $750/obo. Call Reina (310)829-
1727 or (31 0)838-8687.

"90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, great condi-
tion, includes heimet^akJ registratk)n for

1995. Call Kathleen (310)392-7547.
$70(Vbbo.

J

•90 HONDA ELPFE 80, white, tuned-up, ga-
raged, excellent condition, "95 registration,

includes two helniets, basket and lock. $750.
Joslyn 310-206-0919.

•90 HONDA aiTE 80. White, excelfent con-
dition. Includes Helmet, basket and lock.
Low miles. $107S/obo 818-347-4753.

126 Furniture for Sale

Chaise, chairs, ottoman, kitchen appliarKes,
morel Perfect for student apartnr>ent Pentax
35mm zoom camera. All good condition.
Best prices. 818-799-9977.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

WOOD kitchen table and two chairs. Excel-
lent condition. Very nice looking. $125 for

set 81 8-997-1 927 speak to Susie.

134 Connputer/Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, nr>onltor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

Computer for saie:Mac SE/30. 8-mb RAM.
40-nib Hardrive. Math co-prossesor. Carry-

ing case. $75(Vobo. Answering machine
$10. 310-399-8077.

COMPUTER SALEI Power Book Duo 230,
Gkibal fax modem, all popular software.
Travel case and misc, brand new, $1 900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

HP-HIP LASERPRINTER. $495; Compaq
VGA-Monitor $149; Compaq 286 portable
(W.P. 5.1 insulted) $695. OBO. Must Seel
/VkatSelll 818-799-9977.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bojin for In-

formatlon. 818-225-0909.

MAC PLL», upgraded, w/40 megabyte hard-
drive, w/printer, fan, and programs. Like
new. $395. Black desk w/computer table,

$45. Call 310-278-7584.

MAC 5E 8MEC RAM, hard-drive, keyboard,
mouse, travel case and extras. EMcellent and
practical. $7S(yi>bo. Call 824-2348.

MACINTOSH COLOR CLASSIC Wadded
memory + 'extras.' Portable. Less than 1-

year-old. $1 500. Chris: 21 3-966-0229.

UMd XT and AT csmpulars. Cbmplele sys-

Isma trwn only $isa PHnlHs avdlsMa ftom
SSOeach. 3ia28fr-1222.
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H-Mb UCLA^5 Muilim Neu;sTnj£a^ne

InMJfe TTie UCLA Yearbook

IbeMyMb UCLA's Dmi^ Neu;s(>a|)er

Ra'/lH T/ieJeu/tsh Student Neu/smogo^me at UCLA

T/ie A/rican ?to^ hJewsmagazJtne

Pfedklat The Asian Pacijk Ma&izme atUCLA
UCLA's Gay and Lesbian Newsmagazine

The Feminist Magazjtne at UCLA

SniDENT MEDIA JOURNAUSM WORKSHOPS

• If you want to take a workshop, pick up an

application at the Daily Bniin and return it by the elate

indicated.

• Student Media Workshops are designed to train

students who intend to work with the student media.

APPUCATIOSS
DUE FRIDAY

An introduction to basic writing skills for effective

communication. Basic publication style, story struc-

ture, attribution issues, self-editing techniques.

• Section 2

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14.

6 pm - 8 pm, Monday, Oct. 17 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm, Wednesday, Oct. 19 Ackerman 3517

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff Hall 400

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

An introduction to the role of the copy editor

including basic journalism style, polishing sentences,

recognizing structural problems, recognizing legal/ '

ethical issues, fact-checking, working with editors and

reporters and headline writing.

Submit application by 9 am, Friday, Oct. 14

10 am - 4 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 Math Science 5148

10 am - 4 pm, Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5148

Instructor.- Kevin Leung, former Daily Bruin

reporter and editor, copy editor at the Long Beach

Press Telegram

TheFealurc/MagajineSloiTumiuS^
Magazine and newspaper writers discuss the way they

work and write. A prominent Los Angeles-area writer

will lead the workshop each quarter.

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 2412

6 pm ' 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 25 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 1 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Nov. 8 Ackerman 2412

Irxstructor: John Lee, formerly a reporter for the LA

Times, staff writer, LA Weekly, freelance

magazine writer

Participants do not receive university credit.

Only registered UCLA students are eligible.

For more information, call 825-2787.

TONIGHT
Reporting A

Heponiiig

An introduction to basic research methods, interview-

ing, covering breaking news and working with editors.

• Section 2

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Math Science 5225

10 am - 4 pm Sunday, Oct. 16 Math Science 5225

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman Union 2412

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investigative reporter and

entertainment writer

Legal Issues in the Media

Libel and privacy laws for editors, station managers,

copy editors, reporters and photographers. Sessions on

shield laws and the recently much-used California and

federal freedom of information laws. Copyright law.

Prerequisite: Current student media.

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 21 Ackerrman 2412

7 pm - 8:30 pm, Friday, Oct. 28 Ackerman 2412

Irxstructors: Rex Henke, senior partner, Gibson, Dunn

& Crutcher, expert in media law and Tim Alger,

associate, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, investigative

reporter.

Politics idle Public

November elections are approaching and student

editors and reporters are scrutinizing the candidates.

What do readers need to know about them? How can

this election affect their lives? Who is voting and who

is not and why. The workshop will explore the issues

and how to get the stories.

Prere^fuisite:- Current student media

6 pm - 8 pm, Thursday Oct. 20 Math Science 5225

JnstTMCtor: Barbara J. Palermo, legal affairs reporter and

feature writer, The Daily News, The Daily Journal and

The Evening Outlook

ii'MonandPholoQfdofi^

Photojounialisni A

An introduction to news and feature photography.

Includes nig^t, interior and sports shoots, picture

composition and lighting, captioning and legal and .

ethical issues.

Prerequisites: An application and test are required.

Workshop participants must own a camera.

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 15 Math Science 5225

10 am - 3 pm, Saturday, Oct. 22 Math Science 5225

Imtrwctor: Scott Weersing, former Daily Bruin photo

editor, staff photographer for Ventura Star Free Press

newspapers

pIGHT
Design ADesign

An introduction to the basic principles of graphic

design and how they apply to the presentation of

information in newspapers and magazines.

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 13 Ackerman 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 20 Ackermr.n 2412

6 pm - 8 pm Thursday, Oct. 27 Math Science 5225

Instructor: Albert Poon, designer San Jose Mercury

News

Desktop Publishing: QuarkXPress

An introduction to electronic publishing software.

Prerequisite: Current student media st^iff.

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Kerckhoff 2 10

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 22 Kerckhoff 210

10 am -1 pm Saturday, Oct. 28 Kerckhoff 210

Instructor: Eric Tolladay, freelance graphic artist

Broddcasl

TONIGHT
Introduction to Radio

An overview of how a radio station operates

with an emphasis on programming, management

and promotioii."

7 pm - 8:30 pm Thursday, October 13 Ackerman 2412

Guest speaker: Tom Bernstein ofKNX Radio

6 pm - 8 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Math Science 5117

Instructor: Jim Kissman, KABC/KMPC, formerly of

KNX/CBS radio

Broadcast Journalism

Students learn to put news and sports broadcasts

together. Emphasis on producing and interviewing.

1 pm - 7 pm Saturday, Oct. 15 Ackennan Union 2412

Instructor: Ed Coglin, former Channel 13 news director

^•-^

STUDEHT
MEDIAIJCU
J24KercUwff 825-2717
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Teriyalcl Etc
COUPON

I
Get « FREE Bovifl

I
Buy any two eiiUeei on our menu at the regular price

and get a FREE Beef or Oiicken Bovwt.

I
10%
Off ^^

^iio»r—

n ^^

I

1
I

_ Off ^*^ off so«i« ^*^ Eggrollj

TcrfyaU Etc. (3 1 0) 478-1 345
1 771 Westvvood Blvd.. NXAest LA
(1/2 Block North of Santa Monica Blvd.)

TEAM OUTFTITER
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS

•rriciAL
WORID CUP

.^, - SPORTS APPAREL-

/ /7W Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207 4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.70S.2330

YUMYUM
Dim Sum Cafe

Buy 1 Beer or Wine
Get the Second

Free
With the order of

1 meal
For Dining In only • Bring Coupon • E)«> 10/31/94

(310)824-6566
1 1 08 Gayley Avenue,

in Westwood Village,

seconds from UCLA.

^^ Any Dish,

Off
For Dining in only • Bring Coupon • Exp 1(y31/94

DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

Shampoo &
blowdry

with

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-$49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

HAIRCUT
inj h>!ir ": fl.tl top.

'.liqh' ly hir]hor i

FRENCH PERM S15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-545

SUPER PERM $66

Next to Penny Lane

S
Billiard Club
Restaurant and Bar

^keacuefrahus!

iturday

inks starting at 7:00 PM

Lesday

Serving Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hamburger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet

Drink Specials

Jonesday

irds of Budweiser

leger Shots

f
fuifalo Wings

Min. order of 10

ift Beer

Free Buffi

All specials

;in at 7pm

1 1835 Wiishire Blvd.

Just West ol Barrington
177-7550

^.
.^/

Minir

HARLICK
From page 50

UCLA Sports Information

Jeanene Harlick

"Either that or teaching. I'd love

to write a novel."

Hobbies aside, Harlick's great-

est aspiration is to run in the
Olympic Games.

"Well, I think it's everyone's
ambition to run in the Olympics,"
Harlick said. "It's my dream too.

I'm not saying that I'm even in

that caliber, but it's still a goal of
mine."

And according to Parker, it's a

perfectly reasonable goal.

"Anytime someone believes in

a faith or cause as strongly as

(Harlick), it can only help you
reach your goals," Parker said.

Whether she will make the
1996 U.S. Olympic team is ques-.

tionable, but Harlick's career in

distance running will continue for

a long time.

"I started when I was eleven
and I've just kept on going. I've

never stopped since. It'll be very

hard to leave the sport."

Saturday, Harlick's determina-

tion will be tested when the
Bruins enter the field at the
Brigham Young Invitational, and
she is unusually confident.

"I think I'm going to do very
well," Harlick said. "I have to."

VOLLEYBALL
From page 52

accelerated into fifth gear.

Three successive Buckner kills

preserved the tie fcx- the Bniins, and
her ace gave UCLA the 16-15 lead.

Sophomore middle blocker Kim
Krull's two-time cross court set into

a vacated Trojan left comer sealed

the comeback.

"I decided we weren't losing that

game," Johnson said. "I never
thought for a minute we were going

'

to lose that game."
In the fourth frame, Johnson trad-

ed roles with Buckner in keeping
the seven year reign over the
Trojans alive. Down 13-12, Johnson
wiped a kill off the Trojan block for

a sideout. and then aced the Tirojans

with a serve that just nicked the

baseline. At 13-13, Johnson's dig of
a Wagner smash flew back over the

net untouched and scored an
improbable point Freshman outside

hitter Kara Milling (17 digs) fin-

ished the frame with a spike off the

Trojan block.

The Trojans, perhaps feeling the

weight of a seven-year curse, had
little fight left in the final, rally-

scoring frame. Fittingly, five of the

Bruins last six points were scored

by their co-captains. Three Johnson
kills, a roof by Buckner and a

Buckner laser down the heart of the

Trojan defense sealed the come-
back.

"Those two won the game for

us," Krull said. "Annett is always
amazing, but it was great that Jenny
was unbelievable tonight too. It was
a great win."
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MICHIGAN
From page 49
averaged 51.6 points in its five vic-

tories. "If you can keep the ball out

of Penn State's hands," Biakabutuka

said, "you've got a tetter chance of

winning."

-— Wheatlcy's absence became
Biakabutuka 's oppoitunity, and
Wheatley's return has eventually

become everyone else's problem.

The combination of Wheatley, the

senior who returned with the hope of

a Heisman season, and Biakabutuka,

the sofrfiomore whose future arrived

early, has already shown an ability to

become remembered for a rare

achievement.

The two have combined few 919
yards this season, a rate that could

make them the second pair of
Michigan backs and the 23rd pair of

backs from the same team to each

exceed 1,(XX) rushing yards in a sea-

S<Ml.

With the help of a more experi-

enced offensive line that has been
bolstered by the return of offensive

guard Joe Mahnaro from a serious

knee injury, Wheatley and
Biakabutuka are on a pace to gain a

total of more than 2,500 yanis.

That accomplishment would
leave them short of the record of

2,997 that was established at

Oklahoma State in 1988 (369 yards

gained by Gerald Hudson and 2,628

gained by Bany Sanders).

This is a pair that has grown to

share the heavy lifting. Biakabutuka

has gained 534 yards on 83 carries;

Wheatley, who missed the first two
games, has picked up 385 on 75
rushes. The* two have combined to

average 5.8 yards on each carry this

season, an achievement that could

benefit the Wolverines two ways this

weekend.

An immediate advantage could'

be the creation of the kind of short-

yardage situations that would
demand respect for the run and open
up opportunities in the passing
game. Michigan has averaged 217
nishing yards and 217 passing yards

this season.

"I think their backs are going to

stay concerned about the pass," said

wide receiver Amani Toomer. "But
when the nin is woilcing die way it

was on Saturday, they'll have more
on their mind than ditspping back in

coverage."

A balanced, successful offense

would have the ability to produce
die kind of extended, time-consum-

ing drives that could keep
Michigan's defense fresh and reduce

Penn State's overwhelming offense

to a collection of frustrated specta-

tors.

I>espite Michigan's early-season

stniggle with its nishing game, "We
weren't the type of running team
that I wanted to be," coach Gary
Moeller said. The Wolverines have
had an average advantage of nearly

five minutes in time of possession.

Last season, when Michigan's
successful goal-line stand became
the difference in a 21-13 victory at

Penn State, Biakabutuka's career

consisted of 3 carries and two yards

gained. "I was there," he remem-
bered. "I didn't play, but I was
there."

So far, he has been able to keep
things simple, unlike the players

whose loyalties since childhood can

make their tasks seem more intense.

"It depends on how you see the

game of football," Biakabutuka said.

"Football is not really the most
important thing for me. Every time I

go, I just try to prove to myself that

I'm abte to play. It's just a challenge

to face.

**A game is a game. Even like in

high school, a game was a game.
Big team against l>ig team was a big

game, and you have to go there and

perform better. It's the same the way
I feel right now. Penn State is a big

opponent, and I have to go there and

perform.'
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90405. Allow 10 days for delive^. Money b&ck'

guarantee.
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SCHREIBER
From page 52

They wore uniforms and
scowls, jump-served aces aiKl

threw down 40-mile-an-hour

spikes. And guess what? They did

it just like everyone else.

So there you have it. Testimony
that gay athletes exist, succeed
and are no different than their

straight counterparts. If only that

were enough.

Sadly, it isn't, and every gay
athlete knows it. They fight a bat-

tle against prejudice, hate crimes,

slurs, condemnation and then they

step onto the field of competition

to get away firom it. But some-
times they get more of the same.

Still, it hasn't ruined the resolve

of the athletes who continue to

play because for many, sports pro-

vide a battleground to de-stereo-

type the stereotypes and de-myth
the myths that plague the gay
community.

Doug Walters directed the tour-

nament that came to campus last

weekend, the proceeds of which
will help ftind five, $1 ,000 schol-

arships for gay and lesbian stu-

dents.

"Sports offer a tremendous
opportunity to break down those

myths," said Walters, 31, who sits

on the board of directors for the

UCLA Alumni Association.

"Because I'm gay, I'm supposed

to be weak, efTeminate, not sup-

posed to be virile and strong

because society says we can't be.

Sports proves this is wrong."

Comments like that echo
through the words of every gay
athlete. Ask Suzanne Shriner,

coach of the West Hollywood
water polo team - a team founded

by fOTmer UCLA water polo play-

er Tom Martinez that won the

gold medal at the Gay Games,
held in New York last July.

**There is a big stereotype that

gays and lesbians can't be suc-

cessful athletes," Shriner, 27 said.

"Those two words -/gay' and
'athlete' - don't come together

very often, so when they do, it

causes you to look at these people

in a more humanistic way. By
playing, it's not our main purpose

(to defy stereotypes), but that's

certainly someUiing that's accom-
plished. And if it breaks down
barriers, that's great."

Shriner's squad was cm campus
Tuesday night at the Men's Gym
Pool for a game against a team of

UCLA lifeguards. But that's a

story in itself.

You see, one of the most ridicu-

lous yet enduring myths is the

notion of "gay by association."

I've estimated that a significant

percentage of the people who read

this will assume me to be gay, and
more will condemn me for "con-

doning gay behavior."

Sadly, understanding this phe-

nomenon oftentimes leads its per-

petuation. Too often the fear of

being labeled as gay proves to be

too much pressure for someone to

act rationally. Being secure in

your sexuality, as the saying goes,

obviously doesn't apply whe^,
egad, someone might think you
are gay.

That was the case Tiiesday

night. West Hollywood's water
polo team was supposed to play

the intramural water polo champi-
on - a team that shall remain
nameless - during the day. The
team refused to play for fear of

being labeled "gay."

So the game was moved to the

evening, sparsely publicized and
an ad hoc team was put together.

In lieu of the IM champs, a more
rational team of UCLA lifeguards,

including several from the intra-

mural champion team, took the

water against West Hollywood.
Leading 9-6 at the end of the

third period, team UCLA cruised

in the fourth and won 13-7. And
to my knowledge, none have
"turned gay" yet.

The tea<n that took the water

should be^ommended, despite

some of the players' ^>parent

reluctance. They might have had
doubts or fears, but they didn't

cower to them. And it's that kind""

of open-mindedness that helps

end discrimination of any kind. As
one of the lifeguards put it, "I

mean, it's just a game, and all of

us like to play water polo."

Voltaire Tlnana, director of

Coming Out Week at UCLA and a

sprinter on Team L.A. for the Gay
Games, agreed.

"(The team's refusal to play)

strikes at the heart of homopho-
bia. A good game is a good
game."

Unfortunately, most don't look

at it that intelligently. Among
those who do, however, is Bruce

Hayes, a UCLA graduate who
starred on UCLA^wim teams dur-

ing the early 1980s and has been
openly gay since 1990.

Hayes, 31, helped UCLA win a

1982 NCAA Championship, the

only swinmiing title the school

has won. He scored all four years

at NCAAs, and in 1984, he won
an Olympic gold medal as a mem-
ber of the 800-meter freestyle

relay team.
' "My teams compete all the

time," said Hayes, who set an age-

group world record in ^e 500
freestyle in July. "If people are

afraid to play, it reflects worse on
the team that refuses to play us.

What would they be afraid of?"

That doesn't seem to be an easy

question to answer, but Shriner

offers up one theory.

"Normally, we don't have prob-

lems," she said. "But we do come
across people who don't want to

'lose to fags.' It's just part of the

daily battle."

The battle rages on, and sports

has the 0[^rtunity to play a key
role.

"The icons that we have, the

stereotypes we have of masculini-

ty, in the straight conmiunity, are

based on athletes," Tmana said.

'HThe assumption then is that

being gay is the opposite. It means
you're feminine or swishy. These
athletes are not And there lies the

breaking of the stereotype: when
you don't see the difference."

• • •

Some have tried to compare the

struggle for gay and lesbian rights

to the 1 960 's African-American
civil rights movement. The com-
parison misses the marie in some
key respects, most notably that

homosexuality isn't as obvious to

those apt to discriminate as skin

color. I would agree.

But of the similarities, several

are striking. Discrimination, after

all, is discrimination. And as is the

case with all kinds of discrimina-

tion, it's usually rooted in irra-
**

tionality, fear and ignorance.

Take for example a typical

homophobic or racist, generally

one who would deny the label.

Ask them if they know any racist

or gay jokes. "Sure," they'll tell

you. Then ask them if they have
any minority or gay friends.

"Sure," they'll tell you again.

Now ask them how they can tell

jokes like that if they have friends

who belong to the group they're

bashing. "It's just different,"

they'll conduct. Finally, ask

them to tell the joke to their

friend. Hmmm, silence. That's the

irrationality.

It's compounded when you
hear phrases like, "He/she isn't

like the rest of them. He/she does-

n't count" Tell me then, just who
does count?

The reality is that they all county

the same - the same as me, you
and every other human being.

I

\y
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JORDAN

Kevin Jordan
UCLA Sports Information

From page 52

of the UCLA career receiving
records, and in the process, put
them so far out of sight that noixxly

would ever threaten them.

It didn't quite happen that way.
Instead, LaChapelle was slowed

for most of the year by fractured

ribs, which allowed him to start in

only six of 1 1 games and held him
to a single touchdown catch.

But LaChapelle passed the torch

of unfulfilled expectations to

Stokes, who was immediately
anointed as the next great UCLA
receiver. With his 17 touchdowns,
82 catches and 1,181 receiving
yards in 1993, Stokes eclipsed
every one of LaChapelle 's single

season receiving marks - and was
on pace to shatter virtually all of
UCLA's career records.

Every(Mie expected Stc^ces Jo use

this, his senior year, to become the

Hank Aaron of UCLA receivers -

someone whose records nobody
would dare think about challeng-

ing.

UCLA fans - and Stokes for that

matter - need not be reminded how
this fairy-tale story evolved into a
haunting nightmare when a thigh

bruise rendered useless any specu-

lation about the great things he
could have accomplished this year.

Stokes' story represents every-
thing that could go drastically
wrong and did - a season so mali-

ciously construed that it exceeds
the bounds of cruel and unusual
punishment.

This year, just like Stokes - and
LaChapelle before that - Jordan
has laid a foundation for his future

as a'junior. But after witnessing

firsthand the way injuries can turti

expectations on their head, Jordan
must wonder at times whether that

foundation sits atop a fault line.

"Injuries are just a part of the

game, they can happen at any time

whether its your junior year or
senior year," Jordan says.
"Unfortunately you can see a pat-

tern with Sean and J.J, but that's

just the way things happened to

them. I really cannot worry about
that (happening to me)."

As an active member of the

See JORDAN, page 48
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NEEDED
Victim of catastrophic brain injuries

seeks information regarciing water
flowing from campus irrigation

system into roadways on and
around U.C.L.A. campus, including

(but not limited to) Sunset Blvd.,

resulting in spills or handling

difficulty for motorcylces, scooters,

or bicycles. The Regents, through
their attorneys, deny that these
waterflows are dangerous. If you
have any information on this

subject, please call or write:
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James P. Carr

Law offices of

James P. Carr

11755 Wilshire Blvd.
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Ph. #310-444-7179
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JORDAN
From page 47

Christian fellowship group Atfiletes

In Action, Jordan brings a unique

perspective to the debate about
God's role in determining the path

one's life follows.

Despite the fact that football has

always been an integral part of his

life, Jordan credits a higher source

for his involvement in the sport

"(Football) is just something I do
because God gave me the ability to

play," he says. "It's up to Him

whether He wants me to continue

to play."

In fact, accOTding to Jordan, his

calling in life may lie somewhere
else altogether.

"If I get a serious career ending-

injury, then I'll know that it was
just not meant for me to play foot-

ball," Jordan says. "I don't have
control over what happens to me
day in and day out. Some people

think they do. But I have to humble
myself and say that Kevin Jordan

only has a certain amount of control

over his life."
^

But this be^s the question of

what Stokes and LaChapelle did

wrong to deserve such a fate. Did
God not want them to be the best

npceivcr ever to play at UCLA?
"I'm not saying that God did this

to get back at JJ. (or Sean) for any-

thing," said Jordan. "I'm the type of

person who believes that every-

thing happens for a reason. J.J is

hurt for a reason. I don't know what
that reason is? and J.J. probably
doesn't know what the reason is,

but there is a reason for it"

Still, it is an unusual twist of fate

that one person's misfortune can
(^n the docM- for another's success.

Jordan finds difficulty in know-
ing that every one of his accom-
plishments on the field- at UCLA
will be compared to those of his

good friend off the field, J.J.

Stokes. If Jordan goes on for the

successful senior season that has

eluded his predecessors, it would
be Stokes' records he breaks -

Stokes' legacy upon which he
infringes.

"It would be kind of bittersweet,

because going through the time
when J.J and Sean were here, I

wasn't the man. I've done ttiings in

my own quiet way," Jordan says.

"If anything like that happens, it

would be nice, but it doesn't really

mean that much to a certain
degree."

Knowing what he does about the

unpredictability of life, and espe-

cially football, does Kevin Jordan

dare think that he can be the one to^

break tht string ofbad luck that has

tripped up two of the best UCLA
wKie receivers in history.

"Well, I hope so," Jordan says. "I

plan nn rnming \t^t^\r, (n hnVP »
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Biakabutuka provides depth for Michigan

good senior year and do whatever I

can to help the team. But then
again, you never know.

By Malcolm Moran
The New Yor1< Times

ANN ARBOR, Mich. —
Unfazed by the myths and legends

of this game in his adopted country,

and undaunted by its complexities,

Tshimanga Biakabutuka discusses

football at the University of
Michigan the way he can nm with

one. He cuts past the confusion and
heads directly into the clear.

Before his rapid progress was
accelerated by the (ne-season shoul-

der injury of Tyrone Wheatley,
Biakabutuka had not planned on
becoming such an important part of
Michigan's attempt to return to the

Rose Bowl. His route frran Zaire to

Montreal was ftardiy the path of a

big-time prospect, particulariy since
hp u/^«f not interested when first

approached by a high school coach.

At the start of this season.

Biakabutuka's fifth playing the

sport, his name - Ti-MONG-ah Be-
OCH-ah-buh-too-kah - had become
more familiar to the 105,000-plus

that fill Michigan Stadium, but the

progress had been limited to

glinipses.

"1 thought I^vas going to play

later in the season," he remembered.
"I had a good spring ball, but I ftim-

bled the ball a lot AndThat's what
makes a running back not play a

lot."

When Penn State meets Michigan
on Saturday, with the winner taking

a major step toward a Big Ten cham-
pionship and a Rose Bowl bid, the

success of the Wolverine running
backs will become a central factor.

The most unforgettable moment
in the Michigan season was the 64-

yard tipped touchdown pass that

gave ColcM^ado its last-second victo-

ry. But that moment was made pos-

sible by the inability of the Michigan
rxmning game, still vulnerable on the

day Wheatley played for the first

time this season, to produce even
one first down in the last 1 2 minutes.

Over the last two weekends,
Michigan has developed the type of
balanced, effective running game
that will be essential in its effort to

contain a Penn State team that has

See MICHIGAN, page 45
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Bring in this coupon for o 20% Discount on your food and beverage
purchase. Only with this coupon. One coupon per person or party.

Offer expires 1 1 /5/94. Offer only valid at the following location:

Johnny Rockets
1 0959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village

(310)824-5656

What Would Be Like If You Knew Karate?

o%
OFF

ALL CLASSES
WITH UCLA lO

JuN Chong Tae Kwon Do Center 2300 santa mono boulevard 'Santa mono • (310) 449-1333

\

.

SATURDAY

COLLEGE

FOOTBAU

$1.50 BUD UD LICHT

$2.00
m

WELL DRINKS

11:}0- 3:00 P.M.

UNIVERSAL CrrV WALK
BILLARDS-BAR-GRIU

SATELLITE

SUNDAY

FREE
. BAR SNACKS
$1..50 BUD AND RUD LICHT

$2.00 WELL DRINKS

10:00 A.M - 3:00 P.M

BRING STUDENT I.D.

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

Q

o

BIG D'S SPORTS BAR

^ 10% OFF
FOOD ITEMS \

DINE IN OR TAKE OUT

and BILLTS DUGOUT
COMPLETE ONE STOP FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

J Q

o« f*" )<(«r SI

Wmfim^onlli

\

82 N. Fair Oaks Blvd.
Old Town Paaadana, CA
(818) 440-1048 / (818) 440-1796
Must Prssanc \AaMd StudanC I.D.

' HAPPyHOUR MON THRU FRI 4:30-7:00

^ BEST SPORTS VIEWING IN THEAREA
^FOODAND DRINK SPECIALS
^ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

^KENOAND TRIVIA GAMES
^ Loads OF FUN
^ SAT COLLEGE FOOTBALL..

WATCH ITHEREI

DISCOUNT 1% DISCOUNT

S
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Hard work Is paying off for harrier Harlick
Dally Bruin Sports

.i^^-^r

UCLA Sports Information

Junior Jeanene Harlick will be instrume|ital to the success of the
UCLA women's cross country team.

X-country runner

constantly pushes

herself to improve
Sy Maik Slngerton '

Jeanene Harlick is a perfection-

ist.

She may be the No. 3 runner on
the UCLA women's cross,country

team, but she is no doubt its hard-

est worker. Both on and off the

practice field, in and out of the

classroom, she always tries to

outdo herself.

Doing this isn't always easy,

and more often than not, it's

impossible. Coaches say she is her

own biggest critic, but what does
Harlick have to say al>out her self-

criticism?

"It's true. I come down on
myself a lot. But it's because I

want to try my hardest in whatev-
er I do."

Her determination is no farce.

"Jeanene has had to work for

everything she's ever gotten,"

said Ed Parker, her high school
coach.

Harlick's struggle to make the

UCLA cross country team epito-

mizes her spirit. She was a walk-

on as a freshman, and were it not

for cross country coach Bob
Larsen's patience, she never
would have made the team. As it

turned out, Larsen granted her a

tryout with the 1992 squad, and
eventually welcomed her to the

team.

"I was just happy to be here,"

Harlick said.

Her modesty stems from the

discipline with which she hai run

since she was 1 1 year^ old when
she ran in the back/a^Jf v^th her

sister and mother. Harlick and
twin sister Diane competed
against each other up to the high

school level, where Diane bested

her. lit her freshman y^ear, Harlick

was third behind All-Americans
Karen Hecox and Beth^
Bartholomew.

This year she is third behind
Hecox and junior Ail-American
Shelley Taylor.

But Harlick insists that running

in the shadows of others doesn't
bother her, even this late in her
career.

"I have respect for both Shelley

and Karen as runners," Harlick
said. "One day I'd like to run on
the same level as them, but at this

stage in my career I know that's

not possible. What I'm concerned
with right now is doing the best

that I can do."

Harlick demands a lot of her-

self, but Parker said her inability

to meet her lofty expectations
sometimes has a negative impact.

Both her confidence and perfor-

mance have lagged recently,
resulting in what she terms "sub-

standard" performances. In the

Aztec and Stanford Invitationals

Sept. 1 7 and Oct. 1 , she finished

28th and 54th, respectively.

"I was awful," Harlick said. "It

was humiliating. I should have
never finished so poorly. I felt like

I let my teammates down."
At the Stanford Invite, UCLA

eventually finished second to the

Cardinal in the 5,000-nleter event,

but her teammates maintain that

Harlick should not feel ashamed.
"A lot of people had bad races

there," junior Anna Delgado said.

"She (Harlick) worries too much
about other people, and she needs
to worry about herself right now."
iJCLA women's cross country

coach Eric Peterson agrees.

"She's very critical of her per-

formances," Peterson said, "^he
always wants to find something to

improve oh."

For now, Harlick claims that

her top priority lies in restoring

her confidence.

"It's difficult for me right now
because I don't have very much
confidence in myself, and I need
to get that back," Harlick said. "I

need to put (Stanford) behind
me."

Her teammates Say that regain-

ing her form should not be diffi-

cult.

"She's got a lot of potential,"

junior Cathy Lee said. "She's
extremely disciplined and can be
a very strong runner. I think she
just needs a couple more races to

get herself going again."

For her part, Harlick says it is

her faith in God that keeps her
going.

"I think He is the greatest influ-

ence on my life," Harlick said.

The self-proclaimed
Presbyterian not only takes her
faith seriously, but her studies as

well. As an English major student,

she was named to the Pac-10 All-

Academic team with a 3.76 GPA.
An avid reader, she finds time
between her studies and a part-

time job to write for the
Viewpoint section of the Daily
Bruin.

"I see myself as a writer after

my running is over,"^Harlick said.

See HARLICK, page 44

m
SNMK
Restaurant And Bar

2518UJilshireBlvd.

UJilshire ond 26th St., Sonto AAonico

(310)449-1171

* Voted Top Ten Burgers in LH.
* SMelliie Sports - Rll Holder Games

NEED A BREAK?
Advertise

in the

Daily Bruin.

825-2161
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Bmins win fourth

in a row from *SC
in 3-1 overtime win

demolishes USC again

By Hye Kwon

JEM l=0NQW)aliy Brum
Shannon Thomas of the UCLA women's soccer team was Injured
in the Bruins' S^ win over USC on Wednesday.

The UCLA women's soccer
team has never lost to USC in its

short history. The Bmins went into

Wednesday afternoon's match
against the Women of Troy with a
3-0 record.

It wasn't easy, but the Bruins
got their fourth win by beating the

Women of Troy, 3-1, in overtime
onthe North Soccer Field.

Forward Traci Arkenberg came
out of her brief scoring slump and
scored two goals. Her first goal
came in the 15th minute of the
match off of forward Michelle
Lietwrman's centering pass.

"(Arkenberg) was asleep for a
while but she came on strong,"
UCLA head coach Joy Fawcett
said. "You can always count on her

to make something happen,
whether an assist or a goal."

The Bruins (8-3-2 overall) thor-

oughly dominated the match in^the

first half, outshooting the Trojans,

11-3, but the momentum was shift-

ing toward USC (8-4-2 overall) at

the end of the second half. USC's
Maggie Merritt got off three shots
on goal in just seven minutes, and
on her third shot, which came at

73:20, Merritt scored her sixth

goal of the season.

"We were losing the 50-50
balls," Fawcett said. "I told the
team during halftime that if we
win those balls, we would get C(M1-

trol."

At the beginning of the first

overtime, the Bruins were indeed
winning the 50-50 balls, and they
were getting great chances.

"I really liked the way we came
out in the overtime," Fawcett said.

"We came out ready to play."

Arkenberg 's second goal came
three minutes into the first over-
time when she kicked the ball into

the empty net after midfielder
Melanie Hom's shot bounced off
of the left goalpost. Arkenberg *s

goal was her fifth game-winning
goal of the season.

The insurance goal came with

"You can always count

on [Arkenburg] to

make something

happen ..."

Joy Fawcett

Head Coach

just two minutes to go in the sec-

ond overtime when Kelly Robson
scored her first goal of the season.

The goal came when the fate of the

match was pretty much decided,
but to Robson, the goal meant big
things.

"I think it hifelped boost my con-
fidence," Robson said. "This
helped me realize that I can still do
it."

. golf is third at opening tournaments
UCLA falls just

short of titles in

Nevada, Oregon

By Melissa Anderson
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Last year, the UCLA men's golf
team was unpredictable, just missing

the NCAA Champicxiship cuts after

a 14th place finish at the West

Regionals. This season, however, it's

the weather that has become unpre-
dictable.

At the Wolf Pack Qassk: Oct 3-4

in Stateline, Nev., UCLA was just

two shots behind first-place Utah
State after the first round of play,

before heavy snowfall caused the

postponement of the final two
rounds. Because the weatho- did not
let up, the NCAA niled that the tour-

nament results were ofiicial after just

one round of play, and the Bmins fin-

ished with a team score of 302.

Kansas was second at 301

.

Individually for UCLA, junior
Eric Lohman finished in second
place with a one day total of 71

.

Junior Lance Graville shot a 75,
good enough for 10th overall, and
freshman Fredrik Henge was 19th

with a 77.

Earlier this week at the Nike
Northwest Gassic in Corvalis, Ore.,

the Bruins came up just short of tfie

diampionship again, this time finish-

ing in a tie for third with Califomia.

After the first round of play.

UCLA was just three stiDkes behind
leader Oregon State, and the Bruins
came on strong in the second round,

shooting a tournament-low 279 to

take the lead into Tuesday's final

round. However, a disappointing 302
in the third day of competition gave
the Bniins a three-day total of 865,
six strokes behind first-place OSU.
Individually, Lohman was again
impressive for UCLA, as was senior

Kevin Rhodes. Both finished with
three-day scores of 213 - good
enough for third place. Eric LAhman

UCLA Sports Into

r

THURSDAY & FRIDAY

FREE FOOD BUFFET
Beers$1.25

$2.25 Well Drinks

$7.00 Pitchers of —
Samuel Adams

$9.00 Pitchers of Bass Ale
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University'^of California. U^ Angetea ,

Spikers pound 'Sc

NIMA BAOIEY

Outside hitters Kara Milling (left) and Jenny Johnson combined
for 35 kills in UCLA's 3-2 victory over Southern Cal.

UCLA defeats

Trojans, 3-2, to

continue streak

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Before the season began, Annett

Buckner and Jenny Johnson were
named co-captains of the UCLA
women's volleyball team.
Wednesday night in Pauley
Pavilion, 2,047 fans found out why.

Both Buckner, the Bruins senior

outside hitter, and Jdinson, a junior

outside hitter, picked the same night

to enjoy monster games as the No. 4
Bruins (16-2 overall, 6-1 in the

Pacific- 10) rose from the dead to

haunt the No. 15 USC TVojans (10-

4, 4-3) for the 14th consecutive

time, 13-15,9-15, 16-14, 15-13, 15-

9.

The co-^tains picked an oppor-

tune night l^ause the Bruins need-

ed all the hop they coukl get. In the

2 hour 36 mmute match, which saw
the Bruins facing match point in the

third frame with USC serving at 14-

12, Buckner posted an astonishing

career-high of 37 kills while
Johnson also enjoyed a career-best

27 kills. JohnscHi also added a game
high 19 digs.

"I thought I played well,"
Buckner said. "But right now I'm
on an emotional high because we
got the win. I wanted to go through

my senicn- year without the Trojans

beating us and I'm just relieved we
pulled it out."

After the Bruins jumped out to a

promising 11-3 first game lead,

things turned ugly in an alarming

hurry. The Trojans ran off six con-

secutive points on sophomore mid-

dle blocker Kristi Olson's serves,

which included three aces, and then

fmished off the game with another

ace by freshman outside hitter

Jeanne Vetter. ^
Southern Cal used the momeiP'^

tum of the first game comeback to

snatch the second frame behind six

kills by senior outside hitter Meika
Wagner (17 kills).

"There were a lot of things I was-

n't happy with in the first two
games," UCLA head coach Andy
Ban<ichowski said. "We were pass-

ing and serving terribly. Fortunately

we hung in there and didn't give

up.

The Bruins chose to wait until the

last possible minute before finding a

cure, which proved to be Buckher.

After sophomore setter Kelly
Flannigan (69 assists) fooled the

Trojans with a quick kill off the set

for a sideout at 12-14, two Trojan

hitting errors knotted the frame.

Fromahere, the Buckner show

See VOLLEYBALL, page 44

K.J.: Destination Unicnown
Will fate permit Kevin

Jor(dan to be the best

receiver in UCLA
football history?

By Randy Satterburg

Daily Bruin Staff

He must be aware of the irony of the

situation.

Wide receiver Kevin Jordan is putting

up All-American-type numbers in this,

his junior season with the UCLA football

team.

Through six games this year, Jordan

has 40 receptions for 61 1 yards, numbers
which exceed those of J.J. Stokes at the

same point last season. —:

—

His average of 101.9 receiving yards

per game is the third-l)est in the nation

and leads the Pac-10. On top of that,

Jordan is on a pace that would make him
the Bruins' alf-time leading receiver in

career receptions and receiving yards at

Jhe completion of his senior jeason.

Does this sound vaguely familiar to

anyone? It should.

The UCLA football team is no
stranger to receivers having outstanding

junior years. But is it a blessing or a

curse?

It all started back in 1991, when Sean
LaChapellc burst onto the scene in his

third year of action with the Bruins. His

73 catches, 1,181 receiving yards, and 1

1

touchdowns amounted to the best single-

season performance ever by a UCLA .

wide receiver.

With a similar - if not better - senior

Gays fight

baseless

animosity In

sports, life

See JORDAN, page 47

UCLA Sports Information

Junior flanker Kevin Jordan has emerged as an All-Amerlcan candidate in the first

six gannes of the 1994 season.

Let's just it over with, right from the

get-go. Let's start this whole thing

by debunking one of the longest-

standing myths in the sports community.
Cover your ears and close your eyes,

sports fans, because it is a fact: Gays exist

in our sheltered little world of sports, and

moreover, they succeed with the best of

them.

And not only do they succeed, but they

succeed at the highest levels of competi-

tion. Yes, we all know
about four-lime gold

medalist Greg
Louganis, the best

diver in history, and

Martina Navratilova,

the best women's ten-

nis player ever. But

what seems to be

ignored by the masses,

and denied by the

macho, is that gays and

lesbians are participat-

ing in sports - suci:;eed-

ing in sports - at every

level of competition,

all over the world.

, And you need not look further than this

campus to find examples. Last weekend,
in the hallowed halls of Pauley Pavilion,

240 athletes on 34 teams - some from as

far away as New York and Boston - all

gay, took to the court for com[)etition and

charity.

See SCHREIBER, page 46

Chris

Schreiber

Four in a row?
Head coach Joy Fawc^tt (left) ^Ki the UCLA
women*s soccer team played USC at Nortri

Soccer Field on Wedne^iay. The Bruias went

into the match undefeated against the Women
of Troy...

See page 51

The
Bottom

Lino

It's beginnio^ to Ipok
a lot nk4 Christmas ...

The UCLA men*s^olf team finally got its season

started with a couple of tournaments away from

home. The Bruins took on tough teams, as well

as Mother Nature . .

.

; ^ See page SI
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Unusual plutonium levels found near UC lab
EPA officials stress

no health hazard in

public park samples

By Allsa Ulferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

About a month ago, plutonium.

was found in a public park next to

an elementary school near the

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,

an energy lab operated by the

University of California.

Hoping to head off unwarranted

concern. Environmental
Protection Agency officials have
since announced diat the elevated

levels of plutonium pose no threat

to the health and safety of the sur-

rounding area.

Samples taken from a public

park adjacent to Arroyo Seco
Elementary School in Livermore,

Calif, revealed levels of plutoni-

um reaching only 5 percent of the

maximum level allowed by the

EPA in residential areas - but still

16 to 160 times higher than the

normal background level, accord-

ing to agency officials.

Background levels are already-

existing levels of plutonium from

natural sources and nuclear test-

ing.

"It is not a health hazard," said

Michael Gill, an EPA official and

project manager of the Superfund,

a federal waste-management pro-

gram, at the laboratory. "But it is a

higher level than what has been

expected for worldwide back-
ground levels."

Gill said it was possible that the

higher levels may have come from

the air stacks at the Livermore
Laboratory, even though the labo-

riitory routinely monitors emis-

sions. The laboratory is owned by

the Department of Defense but is

under UC supervision.

"They've been a little hesitant

(to cooperate)," Gill said of the

laboratory officials. "They didn't

really feel there was a problem.

But we found the need to sample

and go back to see if this was just

an anomaly or from the laborato-

ry."

Reports of the plutonium were

released by a local environment

group, the Tri-Valley Citizens

Against a Radioactive
Environment. The group was con-

cerned that children playing in the

area could stir up and inhale plu-

tonium dust particles.

Officials from the laboratory

deny there is a problem.

"The levels the EPA found are

20 times lower than the EPA's
own standards for residential Daily Bruin file photo

Plutonium was found in a public park adjacent to the Lawrence
See UVERMORE, page 7 Livermore Laboratory, a UC-operated energy lab.
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Uncloseted
While National Coming

Out Week officially ends

this weekend, the issues

sparked over the past few
days are out for good and

up for debate. Today, the

ROTC antidiscrimination

discussion wages on . .

.

inside A&E

Stayin' Alive!
Quentin Tarantino's

"Pulp Fiction" opens today

and guess what? It rips!

And here's the mandatory

tip - see it! Samuel Jackson,

John Travolta, Uma
Thurman and Bruce Willis

round out "Fiction's" all-

star cast. The Bruin reviews

it inside.

See page 13

Gay rights advocates protest UCLA ROTC

STEVE KIM

A protester indicates his disapproval of the military's "don't ask,

don't teir policy at a noon rally in Westwood Plaza Thursday.

*Don't ask, don't

teir policy sparks

protest in Plaza

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Ip the midst of UCLA's
Coming Out Week, almost 100
students and community members
took the stage on Thursday in

Westwood Plaza ag#iin, but this

time to protest the military's

"don't ask, don't tell" policy

regarding sexual orientation in the

Reserve Officer Training Corps.

Rallying against the use of

public funds to finance programs

for the ROTC whose policies, crit-

ics say, discriminate against gays

and lesbians, Los Angeles com-
munity members spoke out specif-

ically against UCLA's ROTC.
Speakers such as state Sen.

Tom Hayden, (D-Santa Monica),

U.S. Army Sgt. Jose Zuniga and

the Rev. Dusty Pruitt from the

Metropolitan Community Church

in Los Angeles demanded change

in the ROTC's policy, which
requires that the ROTC and its

cadets not discuss members' sexu-

al orientations. These rules fall in

line with U.S. military policy.

Ultimately, the speakers
emphasized an end to the discrim-

ination - or an end to the program.

"If they won't end the dis-

crimination policy, we will act in

the budget sub-committee and will

strip money from (the ROTC)
budget subsidies until the subsidy

for discrimination ends," Hayden
said in his address.

Although some believe the

rally's goal was to kick the ROTC
off the UCLA campus, this wasn't

so, said Julio Rosa, chair of
GALA, UCLA's gay, lesbian and

bisexual alliance.

"Separate but equal is not

acceptable," Rosa explained.

"We're just saying they can't dis-

criminate."

But Rosa added, "If the only

way to resolve the issue is to kick

ROTC off campus, then that's

what may have to happen."

While no officials from the

campus ROTC office could Be

reached for comment af^^cr the

rally, one UCLA ROTC instructor^

who saw the protest said it seemed
significant that there were less

people at the anti-ROTC demon-
stration, compared to the coming
out rallies earlier this week.

"There really weren't that

many people there to reflect the

idea that UCLA students want to

throw ROTC off campus," said

J.D. Whitlock, ROTC naval lieu-

tenant.

And even though Whitlock
said he does believe the policy to

be discriminatory, he added there

is no other option, considering the

intimate conditions under which
people in the military live.

"You're forcing a person to

live with someone who could
potentially be attracted to them,"

Whitlock said.

Despite these types of living

conditions, Zuniga disagreed

See PROTEST, page 7

Filipino Americans siiare liistory witli campus
By AlHton Lefkowitz

Daily Bruin Staff

For the first time ever, the

UCLA Pilipino community is

sharing its history and heritage

through a Pilipino Aitierican

History Month.

Inspired by a trip to the Filipino

American National Historical

Society's conference in San
Francisco this past summer, stu-

dents of seven different campus
Pilipino groups came together to

organize the hist(M7 nK>nth.

Community presents heritage through

month-long slate of lectures, exhibits
"It is very important for people

to know about the history of
Pilipino Americans because it is

something that is never taught,"

said Dawn Mabalon, director of

the Samahang Pilipino Education

and Retention program.

"We are the oldest Asian
American group in the United

States, the largest in California

and the second largest but fastest

growing Asian Americans in the

nation," Mabalon continued.

The students chose October for

the history month because the

first Filipinos stepped foot in the

Americas in October 1 587. Large

waves of immigration began in

1898 after the United States

annexed the Philippines and since

1965, only Mexico has sent more
immigrants to the United States

Los Angeles is home to the largest

Pilipino American community
outside of Manila.

ThQ UCLA Pilipino American
population - which includes
almost 1 ,000 students - is repre-

sented by Samahang Pilipino,

along with other groups including

Filipinos for Community Health

and the Pilipino Recruitment and

Enrichment Program.

Students said they planned the

history month to educate the cam-

^SeePIUPINO, page a
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What's Brewin' Today
Friday

Student Research Program
Information meeting

Murphy A-265
825-6443

UCLA Microbiology Club
Membership Drive

In front of Life Sciences Building

10 a.m.

Community-University Enrichment in the

Schools

Orientation/Training — "—

^

Kerckhoff404
206-1771

1 p.m. — 3 p.m.

Muslim Union
Islamic Friday Prayers

Ackerman 3530
206-7877

2 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Free sneak preview of "Making Up*^

Melnitz Theater

825-2345

3 p.m.

CSC Project SHARE
Orientation

Ackerman 3525
825-2333

4 p.m.

UCLA TVee Project

Volunteer Orientation Meeting
Ackerman 3530
824-9946

Undergraduate Physics Society

Meeting

Knudsen 2-222

206-0718

4:30 p.m.

Department of Theater, Film and Television

& Melnitz Movies
Speaker: Hanif Koreishi, screenwriter

Melnitz Theater

206-8170

o p.m. - / p.m.

Vietnamese Language and Culture
Class meeting

Campbell 1224
208-6210

5:30 - 7 p.m.

National Coming Out Week !

Lcsbian/Gay/Bisexual Cabaret and Comedy
Night

UCLA Cooperage :

—

841-5930

6:30 p.m.

Israel Action Coalition in cooperation with

Hillel Student Association

Israel Shabbat

900 Hilgard Ave.

Cost: $7, $6 got Hillel members
208-3081

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies
Free screening of "Clerks'

Melnitz Theater

825-2345

8 p.m.

Engineering Society of the UC
Monijf Python Night

Boelter 5800
825-7597

9 p.m.

Campus Events -

Film: "The Adventures of Priscilla: Queen of

the Desert" followed by "Go Fish"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1958

National Coming Out Week
"Celebration" Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Dance
All students, faculty, and staff are invited

Sunset Canyon Recreation Center, Vista Room
841-5930

Saturday
8 a.m.

Project F.LR.S.T.

First Academic Tutorial

Meet at Lot 6
824-1957

9:15 a.m.

Asian Education Project

First day of fall tutorial

Vans leave Dykstra Hall at 8:30 a.m.

825-2417

1 p.m. -* 3 p.m.

S.F. police want to
rein in private cop

Project Literacy UCLA
Orientation/Training

Ackerman 2408
Also tomorrow from 1 p.m.- 3 p.m. at Ackerman
3508
825-2417

4 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Chinese Student Association

Beach Party

Cars will leave Sproul Turnaround at 3 p.m.

Cost: Free for members, $4 for non-members
Please call Shawn at 209-0535

The San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — San
Francisco police want to put the

clamps on a private security
service originally formed in the

1 9th century to fight crime along

the city's waterfront, a plan that is

drawing return fire from the

''patrol specials" and their

suppcMlers.

Tlie 120 specials, paid to walk
their "beat*" by local merchants,

are not sworn officers but have
most of the same powers as

police. They can make arrests and
carry weapons. They even wear
uniforms that closely resemble
those of regular police officers.

But police worry that while
they look like regular officers, the

specials don't have die training or

supervision of regular officers.

Police Chief Tony Ribera wants

to limit their power to make
arrests, restrict access to police

communications and force the

specials to wear powder-blue out-

fits similar to those worn by pri-

vate security firms.

Specials derisively call the pro-

posed uniforms "clown suits."

"I ask the chief and the com-
mission to please recons ider.

Sunday
11 a.m.

Pre-Med E.M.T. Club
General meeting and elections

Ackerman 2408
824-7026

Noon - 4 p.m.

VSA
BBQ and PicnTc

Sunset Recreation Center

12:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Black Hypertension Project

Blood pressure certification training

Lu Valle Courtroom
Also from 1 p.m.- 5 p.m. at Ackerman 3516
825-0068

8:30 p.m.

JSU
Israel Film Festival: "The Revenge of Itzik

Finkelstein"

Lammle Theater, Beverly Hills

Meet at Sproul Turnaround at 7: 1 5 p.m.

Cost: $7.50

825-8533

Ifyour organimtion would like an event listed in

this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoffandfill out a list-

ingform by 2 p.m. the day before publication.

The deadlinefor a submission that will appear

in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.

Sam Reyes, president of the spe-

cials force, said at a meeting of the

Police Commission Wednesday.
"He would be eliminating 120
present and future peace officers

for the City and County of San
Francisco."

Specials are especially opposed

to a proposal to take away their

peace officer status, an act that

would prevent them from making
arrests for misdemeanors unless

they witness the crime.

"Chief Ribera wants to take

away our ticket book," Reyes said

as several uniformed specials, vir-

tually indistinguishable from their

SFPD counterparts, nodded in

agreement. "That is our only
deterrent to panhandlers and tres-

passers. The uniform itself is a

deterrent."

But while several civilian

admirers spoke on behalf of the

specials Wednesday, Ribera's offi-

cers pointed out that they
remained an unregulated force and

said they were operating without

sufficient training or supervision.

"Rules governing the patrol

specials have not been revised

since 1970, while regular officers

have undergone several changes

in their training," said Lt. Don
Carlson of the Field Operations

Bureau.

The roots of the specials go
back to the late 19th century,
when they were drafted by the

city's merchants to protect their

stores.

Since then, they have come
under the auspices of the Police

Commission, attending the police

academy for basic training and
then hiring out their services to

merchants who are dissatisfied

with police response time and who
prefer to have their own officer

on-site.

While specials are authorized to

cite, arrest and book suspects,

police officials think the force

should be limited to "observing
and reporting" crimes to police.

Access to police communications
and records should also be
restricted, they said.

Many specials think the chief's

desire to strip them of their pow-
ers is motivated by money.
"We pose a threat to overtime

expenditures, so we're being dis-

criminated against," said special

Steve Russo.

The Police Commission is

expected to vote on the chief's

proposal next Wednesday.
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Court frees professors
to speak openly in class

The New Ybrk Times

DURHAM, N.H.—A federal court

order that recently reinstated a

University of New Hampshire
professor will also help free other

instructors to speak openly in

classroom lectures, without fear of

being accused of verbal sexual

harassment, lawyers for colleges and

universities across the nation say.

The federal court decision in New
Hampshire, which is not likely to be

appealed, is a boon to academic
freedom, said the president of the

National Association of College and

University Attorneys, Lee Liggett.

"We've got to be more sensitive

to true sexual harassment issues on
campus and to what is somebody's

style of teaching," he said. "Right

now, the faculty on college campus-

es have a right to be worried about

the question of academic freedom."

An expert in academic freedom,

Elsa Cole, the general counsel for

the University of Michigan, said the

decision raised the standard for pro-

tected speech in an academic setting.

Even outrageous speech uttered

by a professor in a classroom could

not be interpreted as verbal sexual

harassment, if it was appropriately

used while teaching , she said , refer--

"The federal court now says

speech that is verbally Outrageous is

not sexual harassment," sa)d Cole,

who has tried many cases involving

academic freedom and written

extensively on sexual harassment in

academia. "I think that the decision

helps clarify the debate."

She safd she thought that univer-

sities should review their speech

"I think that the

decision helps clarify

the debate."

Elsa Cole

University of Michigan

General Counsel

-codes in light of the ruling. "We
have so few opinions in this particu-

lar area of law that it will be studied

by all the institutions of higher edu-

cation, and I would say, a review of

every university's current sexual -

harassment policy would be prudent

to determine if current policy stan-

dards are, as the federal court in

New Hampshire said, too subjective

and not objective," she said.

Professor J. Donald Silva, 59. a

ring to the decision. The previous

guideline was only that "merely

ofTensive" speech was protected, she

said.

tenured communications professor

at the University of New

See HAMPSHIRE, page 9
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Official criticizes Wilson

on ixMrder security issue
r^r^\Tf^m r»r n^ol f^r fc pursuit of the president, the attor-
VJUVCIllUl llCglCUL& „gy general and the Congress to

to credit U.S. Border S^^ resources to secure the border

^
and reimbursement for the federal

Patrol under Clinton governments failure to secure die

border. What we're seeing now is

the result of Gov. Wilson's
actions."

In her meeting with reporters,

Gorelick was substituting for

Attorney General Janet Reno, who
has been in San Diego attending a

conference of U.S. attorneys there.

Reno plans a similar night visit

to the border and is expected to

offer similar praise of the Border

Patrol as well as criticism of

Wilson at a Friday press confer-

ence.

Gorelick said the reduction in

illegal immigration in the area

results from a two-year effort to

beef up the Border Patrol and
install high-tech lighting, infrared

detectors and impregnable fences

in the area.

The reduction proves "that a

seemingly intractable problem is

addressable by equipment and
manpower, well applied," she said.

Asked to respond to GOP accu-

sations that the border buildup is a

politio«l gimmick, Gorelick
responded: "Anyone who thinks

we could do this for an election is

crazy."

She said countering illegal

immigration has been a Justice

Department priority since the

inception of the Clinton adminis-

tration. The crime bill that passed

in August contains $1.2 billion for

the Justice Department's
Immigration and Naturalization

Service, which oversees thfe

Border Patrol.

Much of the money will go to

the Southwest border. Gorelick

said the administration had upped

funding for the Southwest border

by 45 percent over former
President Bush's funding, but she

acknowledged that much of the

spadework for improving border

security had started during his

administration.

By Dan Freedman
Hearst Newspapers

WASHINGTON — Deputy
Attorney General Jamie Gorelick

said Thursday the Clinton
administration has made dramatic

progress in closing the U.S.-

Mexico border south of San Diego

to illegal immigration and charged

that California Gov. Pete Wilson

has "demagogued this issue."

Returning to Washington after a

night-time inspection of the border

area around Imperial Beach,
Gorelick told reporters she had
witnessed the "astonishing sight"

of relative calm in areas where
illegai, immigrants had been
streaming across just months earli-

er.

She criticized Wilson for not

crediting the U.S. Border Patrol,

under Clinton, with improving
border security. "Wilson has dem-
agogued this issue," she said. "He
hasn't been constructive."

Wilson has filed two lawsuits

against the administration for fail-

ing to assume the costs of illegal

immigration on California taxpay-

ers. He is also using the issue as a

political wedge in his re-election

campaign against California
Treasurer Kathleen Brown, the

Democratic nominee.

Wilson's television ads have
featured videotapes of illegal

aliens streaming through immigra-

tion checkpoints along the

California-Mexico border with a

narrator intoning, "They keep
coming." '^

In Sacramento, Wilson
spokesman Sean Walsh said

Gorelick's comments confirm
*%vhat we've said all along: If you

provide resources for the border,

you'll curtail the flow." Walsh said

Wilson had "been relentless in

ARAM JIBLIAN

Becky Hammond at the Tiverton House with her mother Martha Yates, who awaits a transplant.

Tiverton House provides

patient, family comforts
Local guest house

shelters woman
as she awaits life-

saving transplant

By Oil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Becky Hammond turns and
stares out the window whenever

a helicopter whisks by, wonder-

ing if it carries the lung donor

for her mother, Martha Yates.

UCLA doctors will alert Yates

of a donor through a beeper
clipped to^er purse, after which

she and Hammond must reach

the hospital within two hours.

"We watch every helicopter

that goes by because the next

one is going to be for her,"

Hammond said in her New
England accent.

Until the critical call, the duo
spend most of their time in the

shadow of thfe Medical Center,

at the Tiverton Guest House -

UCLA's low-cost hotel

designed to accommodate med-
ical center patients and their

families. The house is located

across the street from the center

at the comer of Tiverton and Le
Conte Avenues.

The guest house grew out of

the need for family members of

patients to stay close to UCLA's
hospital, said Kathryn
Heymann, its general manager.

Family members - who used to

sleep in waiting rooms, on the

floor or in their cars - can now
sleep at Tiverton.

*The idea is that if people are

ill, they do better with people

they love around them. We
make it possible," she said.

Yates came with her daughter

to UCLA from Maine to combat
her emphysema with a life-sav-

ing lung transplant. Hammond
said that she would have pre-

ferred to have the operation

done in Massachusetts, closer to

their family and their New
England home. But the hospital

there stops admitting patients

after age 55, and Yates is 62.

Surrounded by plush sofas,

coffee table books and fresh

flowers, Yates and Hammond
described their lives during the

past ten years.

"(My mother) has asthma, she

gets pneumonia a lot and bron-

chitis a lot. When she first start-

ed off, she was perfectly healthy

one day and just became sick

with pneumonia," Hammond
said, looking down at her rest-

less hands.

"We just thought she'd get

better. As the time progressed,

she wasn't getting better. She
was getting worse. Then she had

to go on oxygen," Hammond

"It's good to be in a

place with people tliat^

you can relate to and

talk to. They are all

here for a similar

reason."

Becky Hammond

Tiverton House Resident

continued.

Emphysema is a repertory

disease in which tiny air sacs in

the lungs - called alveoli -

become damaged from pollu-

tants, especially cigarette

smoke. Yates' emphysema was

brought on by years of lung

damage. Her father, a painter,

kept lead-based paints in their

home which emitted toxic

fumes. She was also a smoker.

Though still smiling, Yates is

now confined to a wheelchair

and must be continuously sup-

plied with oxygen. She quickly

becomes breathless, even from

talking. She is also prescribed

several medications that she

said do not help.

Prior to her illness she was an

active woman with many
friends, Hammond described.

Now she said her mother's life

has "come to a halt."

"(Her) life is very limited,"

she said. "Her quality of life is

very poor. Even with simple

things like bathing, she needs

someone to do that. Sometimes
she needs someone to dress her

and feed her. She wouldn't be

able to go on walks. Its hard for

her to get in and out of cars at

this point."

Yates' doctors told her that

without the operation, she

would have between 12 to 18

months to live.

"This is the last hope, the last

thing we can do to save her,"

Hammond acknowledged.

Los Angeles is a far cry from

the Yates' hometown of

Mechanic Falls, Maine - a town

of 2,000 residents.

"I don't lock my doors at

night," Yates said proudly.

"(Until now), I've never been

out of my town. I've never even

been on a plane. I was scared

because all the killings and
crime (in Los Angeles)."

Hammond, a second-grade
school teacher, lives in a neigh-

boring Maine town. She, too,

never ventured outside the area

and was admittedly apprehen-

sive about the "big city."

However, being at Tiverton

helped make her comfortable.

"I feel safe in this area,"

Hammond said. "If we stayed

somewhere else, I wouldn't feel

safe and we probably wouldn't

go out. 1 don't trust people. I

feel so.. .vulnerable."

The 100-room complex,
which opened just one year ago,

features an exercise room, chil-

dren's play room and coin-oper-

ated laundry. There is daily

maid service and rooms come
equipped with cable television

and a small refrigerator.

Tiverton's appeal to its guests

is alsd financial. Room rates

average at about $65 per night,

compared to $185 per night at

the Westwood Marquis hotel

located just one block away. The
amenities may differ but
Hammond said she is very
pleased with the Tiverton hotel

See TIYERTON, page 9
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U.S^, Flrance tense
about Iraq at U.N.
UNITED NATIONS — Tensions
between the United States and France
over how to deal with Iraq erupted in

public on Thursday when Madeleine
Albright, the chief American delegate,

accused the French foreign minister of

"giving comfort to a brutal dictator who
is a repeat offender."

On a day when the United States con-

tinued to lobby without apparent success

for a Security Council resolution or state-

ment to prevent Saddam Hussein from
further threatening the Persian Gulf
region, Albright reacted angrily to com-
ments Wednesday by the French minister,

Francois Leotard, who said that the

American troop buildup was motivated

by domestic politics.

U.S. plans to store
equipment in Gulf
JIDDA, Saudi Arabia — The United
States plans to deploy 30,000 troops in

the gulf and store a division's worth of

armored equipment rt»efe even if Iraq

continues to withdraw its troops from
the Kuwait border. Defense Secretary

William J. Perry said on Thursday.

The steps are part of a broad plan to

contain Iraqi military power and would
represent a marked increase in the

American military presence in the

region. Perry said that Iraq was contin-

uing to withdraw its troops from the

Kuwaiti border area and noted that

Pentagon logistics experts had estimat-

ed that it would take two weeks for the

Iraqi forces to move to non-threatening

positions.

Cult spiritual leader

found among dead
GENEVA— One week after 48 members
of a doomsday sect were found dead in two
Swiss villages, Swiss investigators said on
Thursday that they had identified the

group's spiritual leader among the victims,

reinforcing first impressions that he may
have organized a ritualistic collective

suicide.

Only 24 hours earlier, police said they

were still hunting Luc Jouret, who founded

the Order of the Solar Temple in 1984, on
suspicion of premeditated homicide and
arson. Last Friday, police also issued an
arrest warrant for Jouret's chief associate,

Joseph Di Mambro, but his body was found

on Sunday.
•

U.S. warns Arafat in

soldier's Iddnappii^
JERUSALEM — The United States joined

Israel on Thursday in applying intense

pressure on Yasser Arafat to flwk&sure^that

'

a kidnapped Israeli soldier is delivered

safely from Islamic radicals who threaten to

kill him anytime after Friday night.

Underlining the soldier's dual American
and Israeli citizenship, U.S. officials, led by
Secretary of State Warren Christopher,

phoned Arafat several times and wamied
him that he is responsible for ending the cri-

sis since he is in charge of the autonomous

Gaza Strip.

The United States thus gave fiill support

to Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, who
insisis"despiie denialstronrthrPalestinian
leadership that the abbducted serviceman,

Cpl. Nahshon Waxman, 20, is being held

somewhere in Gaza by armed radicals of the

Hamas Islamic group. With American back-

ing, Rabin also has broken off peace talks

with Arafat's Palestine Liberation
Oi^anization and has implied that existing

agreements could be suspended if Waxman
is killed.

tion

Decreasing Inflation

spurs rally In stocks
WASHINGTON — A widely-watched
government gauge suggested Thursday
that inflation was markedly less intense

in September than economists had
predicted, touching off fresh rallies in

the bond and stock markets. But closer

examination of the Labor Department
report showed little, if any, over-all

lessening of price pressure.

"On the surface you'd say that infla-

tion paused in September," said
Eugene J. Sherman, research director

at M. A. Schapiro & Co., commenting
on the five-tenths of 1 percent decline

in the Producer Price Index for fin-

ished goods, the biggest monthly fall in

over a year.

Student charged in^

murder of gay men
A 16-year-old high school student in

Laurel, Miss., was charged with mur-
der Thursday in the slayings of two
homosexuals, which gay rights groups
feared was a hate crime.

Officials in Laurel continued to say

robbery was the motive in the killings

of Robert Walters, 34, and Joseph
Shoemake, 24, on Oct. 7. The case has

jotten considerable attention because
Laurel is 30 miles from Camp Sister

Spirit, a feminist-lesbian retreat whose
residents say they have been harassed.

"These persons weren't killed
beqause they were white or black, het-

erosexual or homosexual," Chief Jamie
Bush of the Laurel police said in an
interview Thursday. "They were killed

in the commission of a robbery."

Insurers skeptical of
new c|uake proposal
Homeowners insurance companies

would no longer be required to sell new
earthquake policies under a proposal
released by California Insurance
Commissioner John Garamendi.
The plan - aimed at solving the home

insurance crisis spurred by the
Northridge Earthquake - would allow
homjeowners seeking quake coverage to

purchase a new bare-bones policy from
the state-chartered California FAIR
plan, the state's insurer of last resort.

Garamendi said he hoped his plan
would compel insurers to resume sales

of homeowners insurance in California.

But industry officials expressed skep-

ticism.

Itop 10 pick-upJines
of Chris Columbus
Top Ten Christopher Columbus

Pick-Up Lines

10. "Come to this continent often?"

9. "How 'bout you and me taking a

voyage to Motel-6?"
8. "Kiss me, I'm salty!"

7. "If all three of you come home
with me, I'll name my ships after you."

6. "Please, I've been at sea for five

nionths, I beg you!"
5. "Can you help me navigate my

way around that Wonderbra?"
4. "How many gold doubloons for a

lap dance?"

3. "That's not a compass in my
pocket, I'm just glad to see you."

2. "Babe ahoy!"
1. "I've got a sea monster in my

pants!"

We've justmade this 6-poiindcomputer
even easier to pickup.

(Buyone now, and we'll throw in all this software to helpyou power through coll^)

Only $1,269.00.

^ When you weigh the options, it!> quite possibly the best deal available for college students.

For a limited time, buy a select Apple PowerBook' at a special student price and get a unique

new student software set available only from Apple. It^ all the software you're likely to need to

breeze through college. You'll get software that takes you through every aspect of writing

papers, the only personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet

Companion to help you tap into on-line research resources. Plus ClarisWorks, an integrated

package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable com-

puter you can use anytime, anywhere you happen to be. Apple PowerBook. And now, with

an Apple Computer Ix)an, you can own one for less than a dollar a day'

Ills the power no student should be without. The power to be your best*

)ok. And now, with ^

Applem

/ ~ ^ ASUCLA

II COMPUTER
'

STORE

POWER
U IXKIM^ I IV

IClll CIIMIEI ITIIE IF tlllCE

Macintosh computers are aiHtilabk only to UCLA students, selected Extension students, faculty, staff,

and departments. Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store ref>ardin^ etigMity. One

Macintosh desktop computer and one Macintosh portable computer can be purchased each school

year by an etigfbk person. Personal checks are accepted up to $m Visa, MasterUrd and Discover

are (dso accepted

n, mmMyfrnymmlOmv ammm no d^mrm,! ofprincpal or mimsl Sludffils may d^nprindfrntpnmtnts uf, to 4ymn. or u»hl graduation D^mntnl uiU change )r>ur mont^pamZvL AppleCmpJ^^
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K.J.: Destination unlcnown
Will fate permit Kevin Jordan to be the

best receiver in UCLA football history?

Due to a production error, the

following article ran incompletely

in the sports section on Thursday,

Oct. 13. The Bruin regrets the error.

By Randy Satterburg

Daily Bruin Staff

. He must be aware of the irony of

the situation.

Wide receiver Kevin Jordan is

putting up All-American-type num-
bers in this, his junior season with

the UCLA football team.

Through six games this year,

Jordan has 40 receptions for 61

1

yards, numbers which exceed those

of JJ. Stokes at the same point last

season.

His average of 101.9 receiving

yards per game is the third-best in

the nation and leads the Pac-10. On
top of tfiat, Jordan is on a pace that

would m^e him the Bruins' all-

time leading receiver in career

receptions and receiving yards at

the completion of his senior season.

Does this sound vaguely familiar

to anyone? It should.

The UCLA football team is no
stranger to receivers having out-

standing junior years. But is it a
blessing or a curse?

It all started back in 1991, when
Sean LaChapelle burst onto the

scene in his third year of action

with the Bruins. His 73 catches,

1,181 receiving yards, and 11

touchdowns amounted to_ the best

single-season perfcMinance ever by
a UCLA wide receiver.

With a similar - if not better -

seni(x- year, LaCh^)elle could have

broken all of the UCLA career

receiving records, and in the

[Hxx:ess, put diem so far out of sight

that nobody would ever threaten

them.

It-diijin't quite happen that way.

Instead, LaChapelle was slowed

for most of the year by fractured

ribs, which allowed him to start in

only six of 11 games and held him
to a single touchdown catch.

But LaChapelle passed the txxcYi

of unfulfilled expectations to

Stokes, who was immediately

See I, page 7
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ore up lo 20 video

cassettes with this

stackable system.

l@ Rpd Mot Chili Peppers.

The Flip Disc

storage wallet

holds 12 CDs.

Made ofdurable

nylon with a

heavy-duty metal

zipper

Sale. Stone up to 72 CDs with this

siackable system.

Sale. Protect audio

cassettes with one of

these ponable cases.

Choose from three

styles; 10-, 20- or 36-

cassette capacity

^.3^V Sale Browse through

up lo 20 CDs in the F-lip File

^TARGET
^^r EXPEa MORE PAY less:

iMccAdvcnised sale pncrs good ihruugh Monday. October 31, 1994

Is Your BREATH as Stale

As the JURASSIC PERIOD?
Call Dr. Friedman & say:

''Goodbye Dinosaur Breath!"

Ei^^S?:.

SPECIAL: $50-
Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaninfl Expires 12/31/94

COSMETICAND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Paiidiig/Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Fonns Welcome

Lany Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwodd Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire A SanU Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765
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LIVERMORE
Frgm page 1

areas," said Gordon Yano, labora-

tory spokesman. "There is pluto-

nium everywhere because of
nuclear testing and naturally-

occurring uranium in soil. But
exaGtly how the (elevated levels

of Plutonium) got there remains a

question."

Yano said it might have result-

ed from the laboratory releasing

plutonium into the Livermore city

sewage system in the 1960s.
'Before the plutonium was discov-

ered, it accumulated into sludge -

which was then used as fertilizer

in Big Trees Park, the site where

the plutonium was found. Yano
insisted the level was negligible.

"If the radiation from the natur-

al uranium in that area is a

penny's worth, then that radiation

plus the plutojii^um is two pen-

nies," Yano said. "Vou've doubled

the amount, but you still don't

have a lot of money."
City officials are also uncon-

PROTEST ^

From page 1

about the policy in his address.

"No one should have to live a

lie, deny their identity or deny
loved ones because the govern-

ment requires them to do so,"

Zuniga said.

Fifth-year world arts and cul-

tures student Ariella Norminton,

who was passing out anti-ROTC
stickers at the rally, said she hopes

she was able to expose students to

the issue by talking to those who
passed by.

Rosa stressed the event was
successful because the protest

reached beyond the student popu-

cerned. Diane Daniel, a spokes-

woman with the Livermore Area
Recreation and Parks Department,

said the department had no plans

to close the park. "The levels of

radiation are not a threat to chil-

dren in the park," she said.

The Livermore Unified School
District has not received any calls

from parents worried about the

radiation and classes will not be

cancelled, said a district spokes-

woman.
"A lot of the people here are

more used to radioactivity

because they work with it in the

lab," said Janet Armentraut, edi-

tor-in-chief of Livermore's local

paper, the Independent. "Things

around here are pretty quiet

because (the parents of the ele-

mentary school students) know
more about the effects of radia-

tion."

Plutonium cannot penetrate the

skin - although it is poisonous if

swallowed, Yano said. It is most
harmful if inhaled, damaging the

lung cells and possibly causing

cancer.

lation and attracted UCLA alumni

and other community members.
But others were disappointed

about the low turnout and suggested

more students did not attend

because felt they could not make an

impact

"People are still nervous about

the issue," said Jill Morgan, third-

year religious studies student.

During the protest, the speakers

stressed the importance of changing

homophobic attitudes now so that

future generations will not have to

face discrimination.

"I want the world to be differ-

ent for that one child in 1 who isn'f

wearing the blue booties, or the pink

booties, but the lavender ones,"

Pruitt said.

JORDAN
From page 6

anointed as the next great UCLA
receiver. With his 17 touchdowns,

82 catches and 1,181 receiving

yards in 1993, Stokes eclipsed

every one of LaChapelle's single

season receiving marks - and was
on pace to shatter virtually all of

UCLA's career records.

Everyone expected Stokes to use

this, his senior year, to become the

Hank Aaron of UCLA receivers -

someone whose records nobody
would dare think about challeng-

ing.

UCLA fans - and Stokes for that

matter - need not be reminded how
this fairy-tale story evolved into a

haunting nightmare when a thigh

bruise rendered useless any specu-

lation about the great things he

could have accomplished this year.

Stokes' story represents every-

thing that could go drastically

wrong and did - a season so mali-

ciously construed that it exceeds

the bounds of cruel and unusual

punishment.

This year, just like Stokes - and

LaChapelle before that - Jordan

has laid a foundation for his future

as a junior. But after witnessing

firsthand the way injuries can turn

expectations on their head, Jordan

must wonder at times whether that

foundation sits atop a fault line.

"Injuries are just a part of the

game, they can happen at any time

whether its your junior- year or

senior year," Jordan says,

"Unfortunately you can see a pat-

tern with Sean and J.J, but that's

just the way things happened to

them, I really cannot worry about

that (happening to me)."

As an active member of the

Christian fellowship group Athletes

In Action, Jordan brings a unique

perspective to the debate about

God's role in determining the path

one's life follows.

Despite the fact that football has

always been an integral part of his

life, Jordan credits a higher source

for his involvement in the sport.

"(Football) is just something I do

because" (jod gave me the ability to

play," he says. "It's up to Him
whether He wants me to, continue

to play."

In fact, according to Jordan, his

calling in life may lie somewhere
else altogether.

"If I get a serious career ending-

injury, then I'll know that it was
just not meant for me to play foot-

ball," Jordan says, "I don't have

control over what happens to me
day in and day out. Some people

think they do. But I have to humble

myself and say that Kevin Jordan

only has a certain amount of conttol

over his life."

But this begs the question of

what Stokes and LaChapelle did

wrong to deserve such a fate. Did

God not want them to be the best

receiver ever to play at UCLA?
"I'm not saying that (jod did this

to get back at J,J, (or Sean) for any-

thing," said Jordan, "I'm the type of

person who believes that every-

thing happens for a reason. J.J is

hurt for a reason. I don't know what

that reason is, and J.J. probably

doesn't know what the reason is,

but there is a reason for it."

Still, it is an unusual twist of fate

that one person's misfortune can

open the door for another's success,

Jordan finds difficulty in know-
ing that every one of his accom-
plishments on the field at UCLA
will be compared to those of his

good friend off the field, J.J.

Stokes. If Jordan goes on for the

successful senior season that has

eluded his predecessors, it would

be Stokes' records he breaks -

See JORDAN, page 8
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collegiality here at the

Univenity.
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"Coliegiality" means

We'd like to

be treated

with respect.

Vote Yes!

Vote UPTE!

PIZZA usm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900

UP University Professional and Technical Employees.

CWA Local 91 1 9, AFL-CIO.

For more information, call 310-443-5484

an18"

(it's huge!)
11628S/UmUOmCA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM

$12.99
X-LARGE

15' Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

onlylSbSB

plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

^tMj] and nwte ItOT^-toiySli 4H"^^^

AH tie loppings

your heart desires

Thin or TTiicIc Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

CASTING CALL

SkWc<ym€/it
Film company seeking attractive, intelligent female

students to be in commercial film.

WHERE: Casting to be held at Aclcerman 3508

WHEN: October 18, between 2-5 pm
/

Allow 10 minutes for interview. Bring available photo.

All selected fmalists will be paid for their participation.

Professional production. No nudity.

A percentage of profits will be donated to
the UCLA Campus Events Commission.

PIUPINO
From page 1

pus about Pilipino American histo-

ry as well as its modem day issues

and struggles.

"We are receiving national
recognition from the Pilipino com-
munity," said Valerie Villaraza,

coordinator of the history month.
"We are hoping to set a precedent

for other college communities to

follow."

Beginning with a Culturefest

held in Westwood Plaza earlier

this month, the history month pro-

grams have included a lecture

series on Gender and Sexuality in

Modern Pilipino American
Culture and a forum about AIDS
in the Pilipino American commu-
nity.

"The lecture on Gender and

"If the administration,

claims this is a diverse

university, then why
can't Tagalog be offered

permanentlyr
Ernesto de Guzman

President

Samahang Pilipino

Sexuality brought prominent femi-

nist, gay, lesbian and bisexual
Pilipino leaders to campus to talk

about their experiences and give

(the students) Pilipino role mod-
els," said Mabalon.
"The AIDS forum helped to

make people feel comfortable
talking about the issue, especially

since the Pilipino American com-
munity has the largest numt>er of
AIDS cases within the Asian
American community," Mabalon
continued.

The month's activities will con-

tinue with programs including an
exhibit in the Kerckhoff Art
Gallery, a film in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom and poetry readings.

Pilipino American History
Month will conclude on October
27 with a rally in Schoenberg
Plaza to inform the UCLA com-
munity about efforts to save a
class on Tagalog, one of the lan-

guages of the Philippines. The
class is scheduled to end after this

year, and the Pilipino community
is fighting to have it permanently
implemented into UCLA's cur-

riculum.

"If the administration claims
this is a diverse university, then
why can't Tagalog be offered per-

manently?" said Ernesto de
Guzman, president of Samahang
Pilipino. "There is a demand and
an interest in the subject, and I

don't know why the administration

is blind to this issue."

JORDAN
From page 7

Stokes' legacy upon which he
infringes.

"It would be kind of bittersweet,

because going through the time
when JJ and Sean were here, I was-

n't the man. I've done things in my
own quiet way," Jordan says, "If

anything like that happens, it wouW
be nice, but it doesn't really mean
that much to a certain degree."

Knowing what he does about the

unpredictability of life, and especial-

ly football, docs Kevin Jordan dare

think that he can be the one to break

the string ofbad luck that has tripped

up two of the best UCLA wide
receivers in history.

"Well, I hope so," Jordan says. "I

plan on ccwning back to have a good ^
senicx* year and do whatever I can to

help the team. But then again, you
never know."
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HAMPSHIRE
From page 3

Hampshire's Thompson School of

Applied Science since 1968, was
suspended without pay in April 1993

after he was accused of verbal sexu-

al harassment for remarks he made
in several classes.

In a writing class, Silva said he

compared the focus in writing to the

focus in sex. In anodier class, he had

paraphrased Little Egypt's definition

of l)6lly dancing: "Belly dancing is

like jello on a plate widi a vibrator

under the plate." He said he was
explaining a simile. Some women in

his class believed Silva was refer-

ring to a sexual device. The judge

said he had not

Silva refused to undergo counsel-

ing that the university ordered and

took his case to federal court, seek-

ing reinstatement and back pay and

damages.

He won temporary reinstatement

finom the court on Sept. 1 6, and, in an

unusual move, Judge Shane Devine

issued a 103-page opinion suggest-

ing th£it Silva would win his case

against the university if it went to

trial.

Since then, university trustees

have asked their own legal counsel

to seek a negotiated settlement with

Silva. Failing such a settlement, the

university has until next week to

take the case to the 1st U.S. Circuit

Court ofAppeals, in BostorL

Devine said the university had

violated Silva's First Amendment
rights to free speech by applying

its sexual harassment policy to

classroom speech.

The policy, the judge said, "is

not reasonably related to the legiti-

mate pedagogical purpose of pro-

viding a congenial academic
environment because it employs
an impermissibly subjective stan-

dard that fails to take into account

the nation's interest in academic
freedom."

TIVERTON
From page 3

and staff.

"We had other offers and people

have tried to talk us into staying at

other hotels and motels in the area.

We took a walk and looked at

them and always came back to this

one. We felt very good here," she

said.

"We've made friends with a lot

of other people here that are sick,"

she continued. "Its good to be in a

place with people that you can

relate to and talJc to. They are all

here for a similar reason."

While she anxiously awaits the

sound of her beeper, Yates cherish-

es every piece of mail she receives

from her family and talks to them.

She said she is not afraid of the

long-awaited operation and is

eager to return to her life in Maine.

"I got the best doctor," she said

confidently. "I'm not scared of the

process. I'd be glad to get it over

with."

Doctors estimate that after the

operation and the initial hospital-

ization, Yates will need to remain

in Los Angeles for another two
months.

Aside from her respiratory

problems, Yates said that she is in

good physical health.

Regardless of their sobering

mission in Los Angeles, the pair

have managed to see some of the

area's highlights.

"We went to O.J.'s house - wc
had to do that. We went to

Nicole's condo. Those are things

you have to do. We haven't been

to the court yet," Hammond said.

They also toured downtown
L.A. and Beverly Hills and saw
Ronald Reagan's house.

"When she gets better, we'll go

toJhe ocean."

B GOOD TASTE, NATURALLY. £ GOOD TASTE. NATURALO: £ GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY. S
FAST FREE DELIVERY!Dine in. Carry Out

Special
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• 1/2 onter o( Moioe or
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only^3—

Great pizza

Spaghetti
Special

spaghetti served wittvgartic

bread, fresh garden salad,

and drink.

.99

Large Pizza

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of

your chdca

only $9—
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and^Lgreat deal more!
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6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19

Noon -5 pm

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Representatives fronn over'80 corporations, government offices, schools and not-for-profit

organizations will provide information on full-time career positions, internships and summer
jobs. An informal "open house" format will make it easy for you to talk to recruiters!

The Best Way to Get Ideas for Your Future is to Ask Plenty of Questions!

»

Here are sample questions you may want to ask the recruiters:

Why is your company a good place to work?

What entry-level positions are available in your company, and what kinds

of people do you hire to fill them?
What opportunities or challenges are associated with these positions?

What skills, work experience and educational background are required?

What are typical first-year assignments?

How does the company measure performance and promote employees?

Hoes the company have formal training programs, or do employees

receive on-the-job training?

How would you describe your company's culture and management style?

What do you see as the major strengths and weaknesses of

your company?
Who are your major competitors, and how do they stack up against you

in terms of new product development and market share?

What makes your company different from its competitors?

How do you see your industry changing over the next ten years? What
can I do to prepare myself for such changes?

Sponsored by:

PUCfMtNT i CAKtU
PLAWWIWC ClWTm
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UC reaffirn^s protection of gay, lesbian rights
The following message in

honor of Coming Out Week was
delivered by UC President Jack

PeltasonOct. 13:

I appreciate this opportunity to

affirm the University of

California's commitment to see-

ing that our campuses continue to

be communities that welcome the

strengths and contributions of the

diverse individuals they embrace,
regardless of race, sex, sexual

orientation or any other personal

characteristic.

At the most basic level, this

commitment is reflected in the

university's mat
longstanding

concern about

protecting

individuals

against dis-

crimination.

UC policies

are very clear

in this regard,

and we woiic

hard to see

that their spirit is encouraged and
respected throughout the univer-

^i^ community.

COMING
OUT^EEK

Beyond these basic protec-

tions, I want the university's les-

bian, gay and bisexual communi-
ty to know that I consider it

essential to ensure that broad dis-

cussion and consultation occur on
issues important to you, including

such matters as whether benefits

should be provided for domestic

partners on the same basis as

spouses of employees.

Members of my senior staff

and I have met with the UC
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

Association! to discuss this and
,

other issues of concern, and we
plan future meetings as well. I

have also asked my staff to

review the Academic Council's

Counterpoint

We
upholding of civil rights
n >•• >«..•. • •l>,. ^ ^ allv and will (CSI^ntiallv m»k(* lv>npfitt<>H ctiiHAntc r»f r»rh«»r nrtn.
By All Beck and JDlio C. Rosa

In "Gay activists must seek

ROTC compromise" (Oct. 12),

J.D. Whillock appeals to the fears

and prejudices of people who are

misinformed about the issues sur-

rounding gays in ROTC. He
paints a picture of gay military

personnel as being unfit to live

with straight service members for

fear that they will be unable to

control their actions. At first

glance, his points may appear log-

ical, but a closer look reveals the

flaws and lack of knowledge at

the base of his argument.

He suggests we begin by inte-

grating gays in the military in the

same way gays are integrated in

society. As was proven by the Out
List that ran in the Daily Bruin on
Tuesday, gays are everywhere. We
are staff, students, faculty and
alumni and we are all protected

under Title IX, the university's

nondiscrimination clause. Indeed,

gays should be integrated as they

are in the "UCLA society." Gays
in ROTC should have the same
civil rights as gays in all other

segments of UCLA.
J.D. (who should come out

with his name) also suggests that

we should integrate gays in ROTC
as men and women are integrated.

The reason men and women are

separated does not derive from
their presumed inability to control

themselves sexually, but rather

from our societal structure which
separates people by sex from a

very young age.

In using this argument,

Whitlock ignores the fact that gay
men, lesbians ^d bisexuals were
brought up in the same way as

heterosexuals, using facilities

designed for people of their gen-

der. He implies that living in close

quarters with gays would lead to

sexual harassment, again buying
into the myth that gay people are

unable to control themselves sexu-

ally and will essentially make
advances toward anyone of the

same gender.

Indeed, sexual harassment is

a problem in the military, but the

vast majority of it comes from the

heterosexual male population, not

the gay population. Should we
therefore ban straight men from
ROTC? The answer is clearly no.

We each have the right to be

judged on the basis of our actions,

not by factors such as our gender

and sexual orientation. The UCLA
nondiscriihination policy guaran-

tees us this right, yet the ROTC
program continues to bar gay, les-

bian and bisexual students from
participating.

Whitlock brings up a concern

We each have the right

to be judged on the

basis of our actions ....

voiced by many who have not

fully informed themselves of the

issues surrounding ROTC on cam-
pus, namely, that students' schol-

arships will be taken away from
them if the program is dismantled.

First, we would like to point out

that the proposed phasing out

would allow students currently in

ROTC to finish, and would simply

cut off new admissions to the pro-

gram. Second, Whitlock seems to

conveniently forget that under
current ROTC policy, any student

found to be gay will have his or

her scholarship taken away auto-

matically and can be forced to

repay any money received.

Since when do we allow this

sort of blatant discrimination to

exist? If a program on campus did

not allow Latina/o students to par-

ticipate, for example, would we
say that it should be allowed to

continue this policy because it

benefitted students of other, non-

Latina/o races? We doubt it. In

addition, tlie annual $100,000 -

$1 50,000 that pays for ROTC
operations on campus could be

used to set up scholarships open to

students of all sexual orientations,

targeting groups currently served

by the ROTC program.

Whitlock suggests that because

ROTC follows the policy of a

national institution, it is therefore

a national issue, not a campus
issue. Yes, discrimination in the

military occurs nationwide, and

had Whitlock done his homework,'
he might know that there have

been several campaigns in recent

years to change the Department of

Defeni« policy regarding gays,

lesbians and bisexuals. Though
these movements have been

worthwhile, they have been

unsuccessful and the new "don't

ask, don't tell" policy allov^^s the

"witch hunts" and pui^es of gays
to continue as usual.

Faced with this fact, it is time

for us to look at the discrimination

occurring in our own neighbor-

hood. The truth is, we have the

power and the obligation to pro-

tect the rights of UCLA students,

regardless of whether it affects

national policy. David Mixner, by
founding the Freedom Project, has

demonstrated his commitment to

assuring that UCLA upholds its

non-discrimination policy for all

students at all times, not when and
where it is convenient.

Whitlock commends Leland

Kim, the UCLA junior and Army
Reserves sei^geant as a "top-

notch" officer. We could not agree

more, and the courage Kim dis-

played in coming out should serve

as an example to those around
him. If you truly believe that Kim
is an outstanding service member,
stop restricting him in order to

appease the fears and prejudices

of others. Judge him based on his

actions. Let him serve.
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Conwnunications Board. The Bruin compflM with

the Communication Board's policy prohiMtng the

put)(ication of articles that perpetuate derogatory

cultural or ethnic stereotypes. Written material

submitted must be typed or written legibly

important reports and recommen-
dations on benefits for non-

spousal domestic partnerships,

and to follow closely legislative

... it (is) essential to

ensure that broad

discussion and

consultation occur ...

developments at both the state

and the national levels.

The dialogue we have begun
will continue in the spirit of

study, consultation and debate

that is one of our great strengths

as a university. I want to thank

the members of the UC Lesbian,

Gay and Bisexual Association for

their constructive role in ttiis dia-

logue. And I also want to take

this occasion to thank the mem-
bers of the university's lesbian,

gay and bisexual community for

the many contributions you have
made, and will continue to make,
to the University and its impor-

tant missions.

Jack Peltason is the President of
the University of California.

An institution which would
deny him this right because of his

sexual orientation has no place
on a campus committed to

upholding the civil rights of its

students.

Beck, a second-yearfilm, tlieater

and television student, and Rosa,

a fifth- year sociology student

specializing in women's studies,

are the co-chairs ofGALA.

All submitted material must bear the author's
name, addreet, telephone number, registration
number or NMaUon wHh UCLA. Names wM not be
withheld except in extreme casee. The Bruin will

publish anonymous letters on a case-by-case
basis If the letter is deemed to be of a sensitive
nature, but the above information is required for

purposes of verification. If a letter is printed
anonymously, all biographical information will be
Icept confidential

When multiple authors submit material, some
names may be kept on fNe rather than published

with the material. The Bruin reeerves the right to

edit submitted material and to determine its place-

ment In the paper. All submissions become the
property of The Bruin. The Communications
Board has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of Its publica-
tions. For a copy of the complete procedure, con-
tact the PubNcalkms offioe at 227 Kerokhofl Hal.
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Compare^holic treks down the road to recovery

Jeanene

Hariick

Comparisons. We all fall pr^y to them.

We all eye our peer's success and
compare it to our own. We try to

sneak a peek at the grade of the person sit-

ting next to us, and a lower grade on their

part instantly fills us with feelings of supe-

"Tiority and accomplishment. Or we glance

at another person's body and sigh as we
wish it were ours. Americans today are

compare-aholics, and

this deadly disease is

crying out for remedy.

Hi. I'm Jeanene

Hariick, and I'm a com-
pare-aholic.

I've known it for

some time, yet I am
finding recovery a diffi-

cult path. My condition

is made even worse by
the fact that I am a twin.

Pec^le always express

envy when I tell them I

am a twin: "Oh, isn't

that great?! I've always

wanted to be a twin!"

But in reality being a twin is very trying.

Although I love my sister with all my heart,

being a twin has only served to intensify in

me this innate tendency we all have to

compare.

>^^n I was in high school, Diana and I

ran track for our school. When we first

started I was faster than she, but I suffered

an injury which forced me to wear a cast

for six weeks. When I came back, she was
far ahead of me in shape and much faster.

That year we both made it to the

California Interscholastic Federation sec-

tion meet, I in the one-mile and she in the

two-mile. I ran the one-mile early that

evening, and did not run fast enough to

qualify for the California State Meet - the

meet of all meets for California u-ack run-

ners. To reach it was to reach the highest

level of running in the state.

My sister ran the two-mile in the dark of

night later that evening. The top three fin-

ishers of her race went on to the State

Meet. I stood alone as the race started.

away firom the bleachers full of screaming

family members and friends. Hundreds
gathered to watch this qualifying race. I

knew Diana had a slight chance at qualify-

ing for State, but I didn't think she would,

and secretly I hoped she wouldn't.

As Diana came into the last twalaps of
~

her race, I stared in disbelief as she passed

the girl in front of her and moved into

third. The loudspeaker blared forth this

interesting turn of events. I |nayed she

would fall back into fourth.

She held her place, and crossed the fin-

ish line third, to qualify for the State Meet.

I started to cry. It was one of the happiest

moments of my twin sister's life, but the

jealousy inside of me poured forth a torrent

of tears I could not restrain.

I felt like an endless, black pit of worth-

lessness. But at the same time I was as

small as the tiniest piece of matter, always

overlooked and impossible to see. All I

could think about was the attention my sis-

ter was going to receive. Everyone would
admire and respect her, and 1 would stand

unseen in the shadows.

And this turned out to be true. In the

ensuing weeks, Diana was bombarded with

accolades and attention for her success on
the track. It was announced to the entire

school over the intercom. It was reported at

church. The local newspaper did a feature

article on her in the sports section.

I was a ghost. I felt like no one would
have noticed if I ceased to exist. Diana was
the athletic twin, the good twin, the smart

twin, the pretty twin. She was the one

everyone liked. She had all the friends, and

I had nothing to make pec^le like and

respect me as much as they did Diana.

In my mind, my entire identity was
based on how I compared with Diana. I

tried to be like her in any way I could. I

tried to be as nice as she was. I trained

harder. I tried to dress like her. I enrolled in

all the AP classes so I could be as smart as

she was.

All through high school I constantly

compared every aspect of myself to her.

And I always came out with a lower mark.

I was never good enough. This kind of

thinking led to a horribly distorted self-

image. I had no self-esteem whatsoever.

So I tried to make up for my perceived

defects by starving myself. Here was an

area in which I could be the best. I with-

drew into myself and entered a world of

—

restricted calories, resu^icted acquaintances

and restricted feelings. Now people would
notice me and respect me because I was so

thin. They would envy the self-control I

had over food.

And people did notice and comment on
how thin I was. But I didn't realize they

were commenting out- of concern, not envy.

Anorexia gave me something I could be

proud of, something I could be better at

than my twin sister. It gave me a false

sense of security and made me think I was

I was as small as the tiniest

piece of matter . . . All I could

think about was the attention

my sister was going to receive.

Everyone would admire and

respect her, and I would stand

unseen in the shadows.

happy. In reality, however, I was miserable.

Although this state of comparison may
not be as heightened in others as it was in

me, I feel we all suffer from comparison to

some degree - especially those of us who
are women. We compare our bodies, our

grades, our relationships, our clothes and

our talents, among other things.

Comparison must stop. It is a blight to

our existence which breeds unnecessary

unhappiness. When we compare ourselves,

we inevitably end up feeling inferior and

less important. We think we aren't good
enough, that we don't measure up. And if

we do from time to time manage to feel

superior to others through our comparisons.

it is a very superficial superiority, one
which vacillates with our degree of success

in life.

I have a great fear of being just "aver-

age." I want to be unique, noticed and
respected and I think many women share

^this fear. We don't want to just blend1n,"~

so we try to be who we aren't. We try to

be what we think society admires.

But it is time we learn to accept our-

selves for who we are. We are all differ-

ent, we all have different talents and
bodies. If everyone were the same, this

world would be a very boring place

indeed. We all have different areas in

which we excel and we should be con-

tent with our talents. We have to stop

judging ourselves on the basis of com-
parisons.

When Diana and I split up to attend

different colleges, 1 was finally able to

create a separate identity apart from her.

I no longer use her as a gauge to measure
my self-worth. I am now content with

my own talents.

And I am closer tfian ever to Diana. I

am no longer jealous of her every suc-

cess - I'm happy for her. I can be myself
with her, and I can tell her anything. I

love her more than I ever have.

Of course, I still struggle with comparing
myself to her and to my friends. But I'm a

lot better than 1 used to be, and the number
of comparisons is slowly dwindling.

Comparisons are odious. They are a

social bacteria eating away at the self-

esteem of millions of women today. But I

believe if we can stop comparing, we will

all be a lot happier, more self-assured,

and more content with who we are.

We will have better friendships,

unmarred by jealousy and envy. We will

applaud our friends and we will be happy
for them when they succeed. Ridding

ourselves of comparisons is so simple it's

hard, but certainly achievable. Try it, like

I did, and see how much better you feel.

Jeanene Hariick is a junior majoring in

English.

Counterpoint

Military segregation means secopcKclass citizensliip

By Uno Zambrano

J.D. Whitlock's well-inten-

tioned arguments ("Gay activists

must seek ROTC compromise,"
Oct. 12) to revive Jim Crow
segregation in the U.S. Armed
Forces with gays and lesbians

segregated instead of blacks is

based on specious reasoning

with a potential for substantial

mischief.
- He believes that there exists

an "invasion of privacy" when
the genitalia of heterosexual ser-

vice personnel are exposed to

the view of homosexuals as well

as heterosexuals in the showers

or living quarters.

As a veteran of the U.S.

Armed Forces, I would like to

offer some observations.

It is my sense that there are

tens of thousands of gays and

lesbians on active duty in the

U.S. Armed Forces - perhaps

several hundred thousand.

It is likely that by now, J.D.

Whitlock has had gay service-

men sleeping and undressing in

Lifting the ban on

openly gay and lesbian

service personnel . .

.

would leave intact

prohibitions against and

punishments for sexual

expression ...

the same small berths with him
and has taken showers with sev-

eral, if not dozens, of gay ser-

vicemen.

So why would J.D. Whitlock

remain unaware of this "inva-

.t -n:

sion of privacy?" I suggest there

are two possible reasons.

1.) Most of his gay service-

mates who shower with him or

see him undressed do not find

him sexually interesting. I do
not say this to be unpleasant.

Constant exposure to naked bod-
ies in circumstances inappropri-

ate for sexual contact results, in

varying degrees, in sexually

desensitizing the gay and les-

bian service personnel in the

inappropriate surroundings -

much as male gynecologists

become sexually desensitized in

professional surroundings.

2.) Those homosexual service

personnel who are not sexually

desensitized simply keep their

eyes and their hands to them-
selves. *

Lifting th^ ban on openly gay
and lesbian service personnel in

the U.S. Armed Forces would

leavle intact prohibitions against

and punishments for sexual

expression in specifically desig-

nated areas, e.g., barracks or

naval vessels.

Seyjveral nations have

lifted all prohibitions

against the complete

irltegration of openly gay

and lesbian service

ijiembeR in their amied

forces . .

.

How servicemen and service-

women, heterosexual or homo-
sexual, express themselves
sexually elsewhere, on their free

time, is their business alone, not

that of the U.S. Congress nor

even that of their fellow service

personnel.

Several nations have lifted all

prohibitions against the com-
plete integration of openly gay
and lesbian service members in

their armed forces, e.g. France,

Canada, Australia and the

Netherlands. Npne have rcport=~

ed any impairment of military

decorum.
The right to bear arms in the

armed forces of the nation, on
an equal basis with one's fel-

lows, is' an essential attribute of

first-class citizenship. Jim Crow
segregation for gays and les-

bians in the U.S. Armed Forces

would institutionalize second-

class citizenship in the United

States.

Zambrano is a 1994 alumnus of
the UCLA School of Public
Health.
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Arts & Entertainment
'One Man' explores fierce

ignorance ofliuman soul
England's Berkoff makes three

appearances at the Freud

By John Mangutn- u. —

—

Despite hi&f success, Steven Berkoff still faces

crippling obsessions.

Sometimes they come from within, and some-
times they strike from the outside.^He wrestles with

these internal and external demons in his play "One
Man," offering audiences a rare chance to encounter

him on stage7

The play marks his first solo performance in the

United States. Appearing at the Freud Playhouse
Oct. 12, 14 and 16, the play comes to Los Angeles
riding the crest of a wave of good reviews of its run •

last year at the Garrick Theatre in London.
Although active in Britain as a performer, writer,

adapter and director, Berkoff received most of his

exposure on the West Coast as the author of
"Kvetch." The play enjoyed a long run at the

Odyssey Theatre Ensemble.

Unlike his other activities, solo performance gives

BerkoflF a chance to examine himself as an actor, and
human being.

"You're exploring shapes, colors, values, the

tones of your own voice. You're exploring your
own body," says Berkoff. "It's really almost
like a form of therapy. You're able to take

out all the demons that are lying with-

in."

Berkoff offers some of these
demons along with much else in

"One Man." The play brings
together three solo performances.

The first, an adaptation of Edgar
Allen Poe's 'Tell Tale Heart," reveals

the solo performance as a "form of
psychodrama" for BerkoflF.

The psychology of the tale does not escape the

actor. "It's a story about obsession," he says.

"It says that we're all victims of a series of sensa-

tions that keep us in check, that keep us civilized.

Senses are the guardians of civilized behavior."

When the senses become disturbed in 'Tell Tale
Heart," these checks collapse, forcing a man to kill

because he cannot handle the sensory overload.
Berkoff says, "You have a man who becomes
obsessed, sees something that haunts him, and can-
not get rid of it."

"It terrifies him," continues Berkoff. "He feels that

if he kills this thing, he will get rid of his anxiety."

'This is what we call, in modem psychiatry, com-
pulsive disorder, and it's a very familiar disorder
now for which people take drugs. If he'd had prozac,

Edgar Allen Poe probably wouldn't have written the

9t«¥8n Beffcoff: "The actor is always the set To
use a set of any kind is a betrayal of the actor."

'Tell

Tale Heart.'"

In terms of "One
Man", Poe's tale provides

Berkoff with an opportunity to

examine his own anxieties. "I have

obsessions of my own which can be
equally crippling," says the actor.

Acting itself can even be called

obsessive with performances that are

repeated night after night. Berkoff likens it

to the boy who could not stop washing his hands and
people who have to brush their teeth exactly 100
times.

'That's the nature of acting," says Berkoff. "It's a
world of repetition."

The second segment of the play examines the

main player in the worid of acting, the actor himself.

Titled "Actor," the section takes its idea from one of
Berkoflf's many short stories.

'The actor never manages to cling and hold on to

anything which is fulfilling," says Berkoff. He uses

physical action, in this case continual walking, to

represent the dilemma of the character.

The most recently created part of "One Man" fol-

lows "Actor," contrasting the commitment of the

actor with what Berkoff describes as "a man who's
enslaved to his dog."

The section titled "Dog" seems to display some-
thing that Berkoff only touches on in the previous
parts. " 'Dog,' " he says, "is a symbpl to me of
almost the ferocious ignorance, the utter dumbness,
of the human soul."

Perhaps he encountered this "ferocious igno-
rance" for the first time in what he says inspired
"Dog." "I was fascinated because I was reading in an
English paper about the increasing number of attacks

on children by pit bulls and rottweilers. The Tory
government was paying no attention to it."

The originality of "Dog," "Actor" and 'Tell TOe
Heart" matches the unique approach Berkoff takes

to the stage itself. The absence of any kind of set

coupled with sparse lighting puts the focus on the

actor, something which Berkoff believes is very
important.

"I am the set. The actor is always the set," he says.

'To use a set of any kind is always a betrayal of the

actor."

Berkoff's theatrical philosophy seems to be
encapsulated in "One Man." He explores aspects of
his psyche and of the human soul in this rare Los
Angeles appearance.

"I'm happy to be here," Berkoflf says with a cer-

tain edge to his voice betraying that, perhaps, this is

only half true.

THEATRE: tDne Man" \wlth Steven Ber1<off. Oct 12.

14 and 16 at the Freud Playhouse. TIckots $25, $9.
For more Info, call 825-2101

.
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Tarantino's

Pulp Fiction' is

- an all-out,

rockin' verbal

and visual

onslaught of

violence,

comedy and
Travolta

By Mike Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

There are about a million
interviews, advertisements, and
late night star plugs for "Pulp
Fiction" out there at the
moment.

Don't read or watch any of it.

Don't look at the pictures and
don't just listen to the dialogue.
Put the magazines aside, flip the

channel, and perhaps you should
even skip this review for now.
There are too many cats being let

out of the bag too early, and the

only way you can save yourself is

to run to the theatre. Now.
"Pulp Fiction" has been herald-

ed as an artistic and spiritual tri-

umph. This may be looking a little

too hard to justify its victory in

Cannes. It obviously won b^ause
it's a rockin', bad-ass, adrenaline-

charged, surf-music-scored,

blood-covered, dialogue-mas-
tered, Travolta-possessed, contin-

uously-engrossing,
geniusly-conceived fuckin' cool
movie fropi beginning to end and
after which Tarantino should be
elected God.
John Travolta and Samuel

Jackson lead one of the most tal-

ented casts in recent memory.
They play two constantly convers-
ing hit men for an L.A. mob lord

who lead everyday, ordinary,
albeit incredibly bloody lives.

Jackson is good, but Travolta is

sui>erb. And while a revisionist

movement is quickly converting
him into the underrated performer
of the 80s, it has to be said that

he's never

been this great before.

De Palma's "Blowout,"
Tarantino's pick as Travolta's
best, is decent fare, but Travolta

never gets as in sync as he stays in

"Pulp." As nice guy Vincent Vega,

who must take his boss' wife Uma
Thurman out for a night on the

town, he is the perfect mix of cool

and cautious. With Tarantino's
trademark dialogue, these charac-

ters can say no wrong, but it's

what's never said that makes the

night memorable. That, and the

twists that send the story careen-

ing off mainstream moviemaking
thoroughfares and into irreverence

and insanity.

Three, separate stories in "Pulp
Fiction" overlap with their charac-

ters and situations. All of the tales

support the others while taking on a

unique predicament of their own,
big on laughs and shock value.

Bruce Willis is at

his most intense

as well. As a

boxer paid by the

mob to take a fall

in the big fight,

his storyline
veers even far-

ther into

Tarant i no's
bizarre under-
world than
Travolta's.

If the dialogue

wasn't con-
stantly hilari-

ous and the

characters less

than perfect-

ly-sketched,
you would still be entertained

by the basic plot of "Pulp." As
T^ntino plays with the chronolo-

gy as well, the two and a half hour
film bends for maximum effect.

Samuel Jackson, Harvey Keitel,

Christopher Walken, Eric Stoltz,

Roseanna Arquette, Amanda be shocking. He's one of the most
Plummer, Ving Rhames, Tim Roth exciting and innovative filmmak-
and Tarantino himself all have ers working today, but for him to

integral roles in ^^ perpetuate bigotry in a film
this film, giving

it a depth noth-

ing since "True
Romance" has
possessed. The
message to

filmmakers is

simple: if you
write all of
your roles,

even your most
minimal of
parts, with this

level of relish

and humor,
everyone
wants on
board. The
ability of
Tarantino
scripts to

lure top tal-

ent has
already
been magnificent.

Upon the release of his biggest that celebrates traditional

triumph yet, it's almost too early lowlifes is demeaning, not to men-
to start criticizing Tarantino. But tion less than intelligent.

this film continues a trend in evi- Tarantino, in the end, escapes
dence in everything Tarantino's nwst charges of being too violent,

touched (with the possible excep- too racist, too anything - by being
tion of "It's Pat: The Movie"), too funny for anyone to care.
Quite simply, he's racist. He Whether that's a flaw with the
defends his pictures with two critical community or his underly-
arguments: one. that's the way ing nwtive is difficult to establish,

he's comfortable talking, and two. It's a sick thing to get away with
Spike Lee likes *em. But it's hard racism just because you make a
to overiook the sheer numbers of great nwvie like "Pulp Fiction."

epithets on-screen. And Tkrantino,

Shakespeare of the four-letter FILM: "Pulp Fiction." Directed by
word, doesn't need racial slurs to Quentin Tarantino. Opens today.

"'^'P-'sChrt.toph.rW,,,^.,
second Quentin Tarant'no movie.
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Fishbone ffrontman 'counts flown' to ladal harmonyH I I I

ByQaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

array of vendors in an effort to

promote racial harmony.

Along with Fishbone, artists on
Dr. Martin Luther King had a the roster include War. MC Lyte,

dream. Dr. Madd Vibe (a.k.a. Solomon Burke with a 17 piece

Angelo Moore of Fishbone) has orchestra, Nona Gaye, Des'ree,
reason to try and make that dream The Watts Prophets and The
a reality this weekend at the Civil' Charlie Musclewhite Band. In

Rights Festival Benefit. conjunction to the festival, spon-

The lead singer cites violations sored by the International House
of his own civil rights, both in his of Blues Foundation and the Watts

personal and professional life, as

an impetus to support King's
dream by standing up for himself

in everyday situations. And
despite tlie fame he has gained
headlining national acts like

Lollapalooza and abroad, Moore
still faces the same racial tensions

and lives like any other guy - with

a mowhawk'and tattoos.

"I've never really done any-
thing like this benefit before,"

says Moore, "but I feel that I fight

for civil rights by voicing my

"... I feel that I fight for

civil rights by voicing

my opinion wherever I

may be."

Angelo Moore

Labor Community Action
Committee (WLCAC), is

"Countdown to Eternity," an exhi-

opinion wherever I may be. I just bition of photographs of Martin
hope people will pick up the real

meaning behind the lyrics and slo-

gans that we use."

Although Fishbone's "Fuck
Racism" T-shirt logo is more blunt

than anything King would have
said, the message is still essential-

Luther King by Benedict
Fernandez, and "Beyond the"

Dream," an exhibition of pho-

Angelo Moore of Fishbone.

OaHy Bruin FM Photo

tographs, film and memorabilia
about Ted Watkins and WLCAC.
So while some people might

attend due to the popularity of the

ly the same. This time, however, bands and performers, there is a

the message will not be delivered purpose to the evehing other than

through marches or fashion - just good music. Ending society's

dancing and singing. In the spirit racial strains is not a new topic for

of community pride, the festival Moore, who has extended his t^l-

will incorporate musical talent _i.^—^———._—.^—

—

along with visual art and a wide See CIYIL, page 15
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Bonania "Deideshiemer
Story-

Ancient Mystarias "Rapa-
Nui-

Dlagnosis Murdsr "My
Four Husbands'X
UnsolvadtlyMariaa X

Under Suspicion (In

Stereo) (Pari 2 o( 2) X
DiMlne (In Stereo) X

*V4 "Overlie Top" (1967. Drwna) Sylvester St^lone.
An arnvwresUing tocfcer tries to reconcile with his son-

Washington

Family
MatlanX

Wallltraal

Boy
WoridX

MANTIS. 'To Prey in

Daricness" (In Stereo) X
Lonasoma Dove: The
Series (Pail 3 of 3)

Koraan jSarabia

Republic

Buscando ai Paraiso

Horse
Racing

Horse
Racing

HaatO) In America (In

Stereo) X
Mr. Cooper

Slap OB

X-fNas-Duane Barry- (In

Stereo)jPart1ol2)BD

Sirens 'rarewel to Arms'
(In Siereo) X
Korsan

Peticuia

Wtian I IMS
You

Pteliat FSnoes "Enemy
Lines' (In Stereo) M
HomiddarUfsonttir
StnaatX

(In Stereo) X

X

m

ChaersX

Woman's Voices: "H Was a Wonderful
Life'

2IV20X

nmvs

iJstCall

HanMyunghoi

Gameday Paid
Program

*** the Pasf" (1947. Drama) Robert Mifchum
A former detective tries to escape old mob ties

**'/, "Prisoners of Ihe Sun" {^99\) Bryan Brown. In

'945, a military lawyer finds a war-cnmes conspiracy

PrimenewsX

Saturday Night Live
Eddie Murphy.

Event of Via Day

Larry King Live X

Vacant Lot Stand-Up,
Stan»Up

LawtOrdar
"Renunciation'

*** "fo*)*^//wSur>"(195ii
(rftMn <«<*tn*Aa>» tM mm mM ka

BkNuaphy "JohnGotti'

B
)GtonnlFord. Ben Hogan

nses from amaleur to an alt-tinr>e()olfing gnaal.

Gordon.**"^ "Rosemarys Safcy" 1968, Horror) Mia Farrow, Ruth
A woman fears that a coven has designs on her unborn child. 'R'

Worid

Wfcsr SoapX

Wild West (Part 2 of 10)

Howard
Stwm(R)

Bloopers-
Jolias

(4:30) To Be Announced

Wings "Wing o( Mercy"

Talk Soup

Secrsts of the Oeep
"Island of the Dragons" (R)

Late Night With David

Masters of
the Maze

Maximum
Drive

4:00)** "sins of the

llp<haf''( 1991, Drama)

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Explains

RinTinTin
K-9CopX
8upaniiar~

I
hat Sweep

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

(In Siereo)

Shop Til

You Drop

Cterissa
Explains

Marcus Welby.M.D. The
House ol AJquisT

America's Hockay

Salute Your
Shorts (R)

Love Boat

Rugrats

Forecast

Evenii

Shade»X

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Doug

Spom
Tonight

SoapX
i5i
Whoaa
Line?

Event of the Day

Nawsnight

Saturday Night Live Joe
Mantegna.

Roadside

Showbiz
TodgrjR)_

WildWast(R)(P»t2of

3
Sism

Amarican Muscte

Evenii

Shade."I

Designliiia

Women X
Week In

Rock

Ldonay
Tunaa

European PGA: Alfred
DunhWCupHi

**Vi 'Into the Swrj-(1992. Adventure) Anthony Mnhael
Hal. A pilol tries to teach an actor about aerial combat

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

X
ItsyBKsy
SpbarX ChlldX

**'/> IBetsy's M'ed(fr)0"(199O) Aim Alda Parents of a
bride and groom try to upstage one another.
" ' IThatGIri Miod Squad

PREIVIIUM CABLE STATIONS

ironside 'The Macabre

ATP Tour
Magailrie

**M.

ZmSu
Camera

Wings "Wng of Mercy"

nvws weeii m iieviaw

Midnlte Madness

Revenge ollhe Pink Panther ( 1 978
Bumbling Inspector Ctouseau sleuths hti

Daroara wansrs:
Interviews of a LWetkne

Top 20 Video Countdown

sown
Comedy)
n "murder."

HUI Street Bkjee "Sorry.

Wrong Number

Investigative Raporte
Trial by Televiaion" (R)

to Go'

m

Stereo) [g
Jon Lovitz. (In

Tonight Show (In Siereo)

OB

Murphy
BrownOE_

Souttwm
8ai

X

Jarry ^^ringar Teen-age
transsexual.

Cops (In

Stereo) X

Stereor
Horizon

Noticias

Paid

Slofyai

Taiiin

Kida In via Hal

Late Night (In StoreoT

(R) (In Stereo) X

Charite Rose (In Stereo)

VMUI

Road (In StoiBo)'

rmy PNgm
(In Stereo)

*</i X.H.U.D. tt: Bud the ChucT 1988. (kmedy) Teer
revive a Cannibalis>c Huntanad Underground nweler.

lUStlnCityUmittrTii
etohunJKelyWas' (R)—

' fe;eens

Rush
Umtiaugh

M*A*8*H0E

TbpCopa
gStereo^

Program

Jon Stewart Comic Kevin
Meaney. (In Stereo)

Univialon

TV

^id

l^iid

Proytam

we

'iB Fin da/ Tahur" Mario AJniada, Mario Moreno. Una
empleada modeeta es la novia de un vividor Intel.

niH/'WhataWayi
the loss of her four

Anctent Mysteries
Nui':~:

MacLaine(TiK4) ShirieyMa
rich, dead

R{«>a-

widow

1945, a military lawyer finds a war-oirnes

A
husbands.

0<meSun"(l991) Bryan Brown. In

CaMngAU
Sportf

PoNticaily

bKorrect

Sporte

KMslnthe
Hall

Pulallc PoHcy Conference

Lany Khig Uve (R) X

OutTharaH]^

Lova Channel With The

LawtOrdar
"Renundaten"

noioaai Downey

**% 'Streets 0^ Fine"
(1984)MtehaelP»e.

*** "BmaktMal 7;/fany'5'(196i)Achwmingyoung
iady chases the blues by visiting Tiflariy't

^-^'^'^
rs.

Crossllrs

i5L

Ovsmlght

**iiVi "OilheSarir
'1945) Rex HtfTWon.(1945) Rex

uwiiiyiii ShowMz
Today (R)

Igrttery Sctence Ihaatsr 30M "I Accuse My Parents."

Piitillr PnMrif Cnirfwnfa

Secrete of the Deep
"Mwd of the Dragons"

Talk Soup (R)
B

Next Step

(5)

Stem(R)
LPBT BowNng From RocfcfordTm

TOOSuT

Beyond
20q0

CandM
Gamers

Sportscerv

*•* "SiftwtxxT (1983, Drama) Meryl Streep. Kurt Russell. Cher. A
Plutonium plant employee exposes unsafe worfcing conditions

Father Dowling Mystertaa
The Joyful Noise w/alery"

In Stereo)

IDreamof Bewitched

ItTakessTNef
"Catspaw"

Tennis: European Indoa - Rnate! From Zurich,

Switzeriaid

I Love Lucy lob

Marcus Weiby,M.D.
"ElegytoraHfadPofl"

lighiighte

** "Wm Tornado' (\990, Adventure) Dirfc Benedict. A
pilot imiBiillgaiea tfw desmjciton of his partner's craft

Wings (In

Siereo) X
*«**

fiis partner's

Stereo)

r
Beavisartd
ButMtead

Jt
** 'Shoo(in'ilrcns'(l943.

Westem) Dave Owen.
t*ressBox

WnQSOn
IStereo) X

****/> iCoi/aJns'(l989. Conwiy^kama) Ted Dwson, Isabela
Rosselini. Two adu>slaaroyr spouses are having an afiair.

*Vi The aacitStev-( 1956, Horror) 8as«R^ibone
|A mad brain surgeori seeks a former aaaociate's help.

Bicounters ol the Thud KjtkT (1977, Sdence Fictton) Richard
A Ineman's obeeeston with a UFO singling laads to Wyoming. X

l[off- In

Siereo

Beavte and
ButHtaad

DtekVan
"Dr.Yes-

*; "MaioBHf^—
Aoair|' (1947. Western)

fas'

Program

UpOoae

BJatS
otelHon

AMaMgN6ut(?pD'

Yol MTV R^M(ln StoreoT(In

Get Smart

WS

Piutfiam

InaideSr
PGA

sr
Brotfter

X

NT «d
Program

r^RI rata
Program Program

ToBeAmwuncM

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Dragnet

SnopatlloiM

Superman LuqfShow

Tannte: Corel Champions -

*** "Uaikoffhe
Va

SteMnei. From HMon Head. S.C. (R) IPratsBox

'7ywAxySnak:^wr(lM,Morror)l£Ll6v^.
ve robber aupalaa cuivars to a sure

stgyiangteai

**T7wLMf American Virair)-(l9e2, Comedy). Sbm
AnlnTaan^ge buddies try to cure their growiM peine.

iHtH-Maikoffhe •** T7wBooySnak:har (1945, Horror) Borit

yampire" (1935. Honor) |A grave robber aupplaacdiivers to a surgeon

*:9hrnmaraHf-(l9e7,(kmiady)kvonJenklri.A hi, 'Beach &1a'^\
hirlet of late puteaninnooent young girl behind bars. Comedy) OabiaBI

FiipRr

pm»

IT
w.AHgh

am
I

< young girl b<

ASMlnaTSSrWi
HiidBon.Ahiflhechocllss>*edby>tedy

Home flopping i

8. |Comedy)Dai
iTiJET

^M Times'

(4:30)**** "Kramer vs. _ _
Kramer" (1979) 'PG' X [returns arxTdanceshls way io Broajway

**'^"Hon«v,IBIewUptheKkr{)992,
Fantasy) Ridt Moraiis. 'PG' X

** "Stey»ryA*ve"(1983) John Travolta. Tony»^^

(4:30) ** *'

Ouackboi'5ier»"(f9e8)'G'

4:30)**'Sriofthe
N^hr(19e2) Meryl Streep

(4V»**l/i Yrwi
School" (1938. Dnma)(1938. Drama) |makar

^^vVM^v ^^W^v*

** -The InamAkShrMdng Women
(1961, Fantasy) Lly Tomlin.TG'

CNinnof nnaidetwNFL(R)(RTOn
J (In Stereo) X [Stereo) a

** The M9lMrMari'(1993) A meek schoolteacher

(Wi Stereo) 'PG' 111beoomee a crime-fighting supertwro.

':s;pir«ortfwE4eto''(19{l)AironlSr

maker trais his young sorfskidnappi
'map

I kidnapper.

*** 1Ru6yinPara(ise'(1993)AshteyJuddAwoman
in searoh of new opportunWas ~~'- """^ "^

cVomafW
anivaa in Florida. "R*

***M> TantBSffc VoMga-(1966) Stephen BoydT
rniniaturizedsumioalWtenlilniectedinto aman'sbi

1Ub'Mooer(1M2)Twooonartiatega(
up in a major credM canl scam. "R*

** -UnimsalSoiaer{i9K,MmSrS\
enhanced sokier redeims his humanHy

'
'AUTWegM^^r ' ^^^^F^g^B^

body.

**% lOroundhop

** '7?>erirm"(1993, Drama) Tom Cruise. Gene Hacknwm. A _
school gradstans on with a sinister Memphis firm. (In Stereo) 'R* X

Qabrtera Sacral World A recent tour of one of IConviMii

ToB«
ArMiounced

m)'s the iMn^'IlM) Two rookie

Mnlura)A

TVwaalhenTian

Agerwiicajy
Stereo) 'ff

1993, Drama) Ethan Hawke. Plane-era^
tereeort to cannibalism . "R'aE

biack township liomKKKr^dsrs. IT

ConveriNon WWi Bob
Hope (R) (to Stereo) CB

Oef Comedy
Jam (R) ac

*H 1C:hainedHaafr(19^) An innocent

*"atao«fk'«iws"(1983.
Aduin,Karin8chiibart1»r.

"The
Shrinfcing Woman" (1961)

** 6 "Extreme JtMtbe''

(i993,Suapenae)'R'

wwwnistockedawayinabnitalprieon
*** "Articfo 99'(19a2, Drvna) Ray LkXte. Ooddreai
a VAhoepiteHlghf to provide proper care: y
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ent to another form of expression
through spoken word perfor-
mances.

As he read poetry to UCLA stu-

dents in the Apkerman Grand.
Ballroom earlier this year, Mbore
related his experiences as a black
"rock star" in what is considered a

white music genre. He ah
of encounters with Fishbone
who enthusiastically refer to him as

their "favorite nigger."

"That's the kind of thing that

really gets me," he explains,
"because I never know who my
true friends are. I always have to be

extra cautious, and I really only

have a few good friends, despite

the many people who know me."
Moore is also cautious of the fact

that the House of Blues sponsors
events in Watts, yet is Ibcated in

Beverly Hills, an area he describes

as, "the most plastic place of all."

He is cynically amused at the fact

that people will go see artists from
the ghettos so long as they are

brought into their plush and safe

community - one reason why he
favors the benefit beipg held in

Watts over any other location.

"In my music, and in my poetry,

I just tell the shit how it is on the

streets. And that's usually not what
kids are used to. All the television

shows they watch day in and day
out are feeding them a load of shit.

But it's sugar coated shit, so its

easy to swallow," says Moore in his

typically descriptive way. "If they
would just turn the television off

for a couple of days and walk
around L.A. they would maybe
realize what they have been eat-

ing."

With the ethnic food available

along with the entertainment, the

benefit is a perfect way to do just

that - turn off the television and put

something better in your stomach,
mind and heart.

.CONCERT BENEFIT: Countdown
to Eternity: A Civil Rights Festival

Benefit. Saturday Oct. 15. 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m. at WLCAC headquarters
10950 S. Central Ave. in Watts
(three blocks north of the 105
Freeway). Admission is FREE. For
more Information call (213) 650-
2514.

\

^> .^//-"^
1

JEFF FU/Daily Bruin

Student displays Fishbone shirt.

GET THE POINT?

ADVERTISE.

F/?EE CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader Dayanl .

~ ~^
Member Amflricari Association of Orthodontista

Specializing in braces for adults & children ohthoocntists since iseo
• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics '

Appianc«k rwoidt, a ivUiiMn notindudad

(31 0) 826-7494 a* iow a. sts/mo. oac (71 4) 552-5890

\m WilshireM 1802, Los Angeles, CA 90025 18124 Culver Dr. lA IrvirHS, CA 92715

The Bard's Notebook.™
It's all the help you need to write
better papers. —

The **Only one*' in Westwood!

• Ml

OPENDAII^

^1^ * * %

^A

(310)478-3270 • (310)478-3492 "•'S'^4?«-j/9? /
1767 Westwood JBhnl. Los Angeles, CA J90024 - ** ^le^B '

It's the complete, step-by-step, tutorial guide from
topic selection to proof checking your work complete
with examples. It shows exactly how to write better

papers and teaches you the basic skills faster.

It's like having your professor there to help you write.

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-866-6464 NOW. DON'T WAIT.

BARDS NOTEBOOK costs only $49.95
plus S5.9f< shipping and liandling. Mastercard. Visa.

Discovercard accepted. Windows PC or Macintosh

version available. Allow 10 da^s delivery. Or mail ^

checks to P.O. Box 47.S. Church Hill, MD 21690.

Allow 3 weeks for delivery. «

The Bard's Notebook"
Your writing tutor any time you need it!

Bards Nmchkik is a iv^istca'd iriidcmark <if The Bard Company. IW4

MANN

Westwood
Tki SptclilM (R)VILU6E

961 Broxton r2:15-4:45)-7;30-10;1.
208-5576 S»t/Son (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:3O-10:15-12:45

NAnOIUL (MyYM(P8)
10925 UndbfOOk (2.00H:3O-7:15-lbfl0
206-4366 Sat/Son (11:30-2«»H:30-7:15-10.«>-12:30

MANN

Santa Monica
CiUTEnOlf 3 TIM tMClalM (R)
13133rdStPromena<l8 {1:45-4:30)-7:15-10«)
395-1599 FrVS»t/Son(11.15-1:45-430j-7:15-10«)

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

Tkt SmcMM (R)
1 31 3 3rd St. Promsmde (2: 1 5-5t»)- 7:45- 1 0:3(5

395-1599 Frt/Slt/Sun (11:45-2:15-5:00)-7:45-10:30

AVCOaNBM
WHsMre at Westwood
475-0711

LA» FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Emerttinment Experience

ROYAL
11523 S.M.Blvd
477-5581

lOOT'tWMlloTAIkAboutlt
5:00-7:30-9:55

Sit^n also 2:30-5:00- 730-9:55

SUNSET

4

(213)848-3500
OvMa: Tka WaMlei Story

(1:15)-3:15-5:15-7:f5-9:36

•(»mym
948 Broxton (2:3^5flOpi30-To-L
239-MANN Fri/Sat/Sun(12.-00-2.30-5a))-7:30-10«)

Frt/Sat Late Show at 12:15

CfUTEfUON S ^ ,,

1 31 3 3rd St Promerade (2:45-520)-8«)- 1 0:'.,

395-1599 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-520)-8:00-10:45

NiWhMMMM (R)

1:45

FESTIVAL
10887 LIndbrook
208-4574

WarrtH leaty RalrotMctiM
Frt - BoMie A Qyde (R)

Sat-SkaMBoe R
Sun-MeCak«AMn.Minar<R

-' Mon - HeavM C«a WaH (PG
Tims - HeH (PG

Call Theatre lor ShowOme*

CRITBVONS
1313 3rd St. Promenade
395-1586

NMiraiioninilen(R]
(4:30)-9:45

Fri/Sat/Sun (1 1 :45-430)-9:45

aCartfeoo
(2:15)-7:15

RESENT Blee Sky (PS-IS)
1045 Broxton (2:45)-72i)
208-3259 Sat ^:45 -9:45

Pristllla Qiieeii ol Mm Detail (R)

Sat/Sun (12:30-5:00)-9:40

L«w ARak Sneak - Sat at 7:30

PLAZA UWeSlaalalPQ)
1067 6leodon (2:30-5«))-7:30-10«)
208-3097 FrVSat«un (121IO-^30)-5«>-7;30-tO«)

OTS Tke River WHd (P6-13)

^ 12«>-2:40-5:15-7:50-10:20

THX Deny QiiiSliov (PS-IS)
1;30^:25-7:20-10«5

FrVSat^on 11.-0O-1:5O^:4O-7:4O-10:35

TMXOolky
1:00-4.1)0- 7:0O-10.«)

Dolfey Jeaoa'sL*flc(R)
11:5O-2:3O-5.0O-7:36-1oS()

MUSK HALL
9036Wiishlre
274-6869

MiMl RIm FmUviI
CaN(213)-466-1767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Pee Alrtcaa Faetlnl
Call 213-896-8221

Santa Monica

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

IMNHCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

I Happened One Night

(2:30)6:45
Tweetltlii Ceetery

(4:45)91)0

MONICA 2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Dear Diary

(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

Weekend Proarami
The ProlessloMl: Solgo 13

Or. Calaoarl

Soy'tLlfe

Killleg Zot
Pritcilla Quae* ol the OeMrt

Fri/Sat MMmom

Baraka

The Last Klezner

Winter Ught
New Verfc in Short

Sat/Sun 11:00AM

LANDMARK

West L.A.

Beverly Hills

MOMCAS
1322 2nd street

394-9741

L.I27
(2D0)-5:05-8:15

WESTWOOD 1 TiMeeM (RJ
1050 Gaytey (2:45-5.1 5>-7:45-f0: 15
208-7664 Sat/Sun (12:30-2:45-5:15>-7:45-10:15

WESTWOOD I F«nfllBMn(PS-13)
lOSOGayloy (2:45)-7(»-10«)
208-7664 Sat/Son (1.-00-4«))-7:00-10«)

Beverly Connectton

La Clenagaat Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 )/i hour vahdated parMno
659-5911

M0WCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(1:30)-4:15-7fl0-9:30

NUWILSHME
1314 WMsMre Btvd.

394-8099
5:15-7:30-9:45

Sat/Sun/Wedl 2:45-31)0-7:30-9:45

MOWCA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

THXDTt TtoSNClalM(R)
12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45-10:l5

WESTWOOD 3
lOSOGayley
208-7654

nilen(R)
(2:30-51)0)-7:45-10iJ

Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5D0H:45-10-.30

NUWnjHME
1314WllMft8M<.
394-8099

SDO-7°15*ft30
Sal/Sun 1230-2:45-5.00-7:15-9:30

Ends Tuesday

The RiverWM (PS-IS)
12:15-2:45-5:25-800-10:30

FrVSat/Sun 11:45-2: 15-4:45- 7: 15-9:45

Weekend Praorami
CHnie Story

A Better ToMorrow
Sod ol Samblera

A Belter Tomorrow II

Fri^t Mklntoftt

Raining Slonct
Mettang: The Hidden Rlniidoffl

Fallen Angel
VltkmolUphi

Sal/Sun 11:00MI

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeRwonti
475-9441

Pvia FicHoa (R)

SR THX Doiby Siereo

CaN Theatre tor Showttmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeHworth
475-9441

EiH to Eden (fl)

THX OoltJy

Can Theatre lor Showttmes

WESTWOOD 4 Clear and Present Dealer (PS-13)
lOSOGayley pi)0}-7:30-10:a3
208-7664 Sat/Sun (1 :30H:36-7:30-IO:30

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 Forest Samp (PS-13)
1313 3rd SL Promenade (2 30)-7:30-10:30

38&-1599 Frt/Sat/Sun(1:15-4:15)-7:30-10:30

CRITERION} M«e Sky (PS-13)
1313 3rd St Promenade (2:3O-5:10)-7^5O-10:20

395-1599 Fn«at««n (12:00-2:30-5:10 -7:50-10:20

TNXDolhy

warsioEPAvnjON
QoMwyn
475-0202

(12:15-1 D0)-2:3O-3:15-4:45-

5:30-7.1»-7:45-9:15-10D0

Sorry. No Passed Accepted

PvlB FIcloa (Rj

12.00-3:30-7.00-10:2(1

Fr^Sat Midnight Show

WEtTSlOE PAVHION
GoWwyn
475-00)2

EalDhakMaaWoMan
(11:15)-1;55-4:35-7:15-9:50

No Thursday 7:15 Show

WESTSmE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-«?02

S2 Short Flhns Afeoal

SIOMSeM
(IIDOam)only

TNX

Deny

Stereo

WESTSIDE PAVHJON
Godwyn
47i-mi2

CeroOlerlo
(12:45)-3«>-5:15-7:30-9:40

IfoTiMeday 7:30 Show

Frl^aVSon 11:30-2:15-5:00-745-10:3(1

Mon Thors 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

OnliYov(PS)
12:00-2:30-51)0-7:30-10:00

Frl/Sat/Sun 11:30-2:00-4:30-71)0-9:30

NowNMrtni8fe(Rj
12:00-2:30-5:0(r7:30 10:00

FrI/SatMidnlflMShow

West Hollywood

Mon-Frl, 1st show hargain (

)

I Saaset (at Craaeeat H*l|hla) Free Parking

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Weihwodh
475-9441

Like It Like That (R)

SR Dolby Siereo

CaM Theatre lor ShowUmes

suNsni
(213) 848-3500

Priseilla Oaeen ol Hie Desert

(2;15)-4:15-7-l5-9:45

Frt/Sat also Midnight Show

suNsnz
(213)848-3500

Boy's LNe
(1:15)-3:20-5:20-7:40-9:55

FrVSat also Mkimght Show

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUN8CT3
(213)848-3500

Dear Diary

(^15)-4:45-7:20-9:45

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

474-7866

Ed Wood (RJ
1:30-4:10-7«>-9:50
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(>hart a CA)urse for Success

Brussels Paris

The waters of international business

and commerce are difficult to

navigate. Let us guide you through

the ebb and flow of global change.

Boston University International

Graduate Centen combine a

tradition of academic excellence

with a rich diversity of resources to

provide students with an excep-

tional educational experience.

caU 617/353-6000 ^
To receive information by fax, call

METFAX at 617/353-2744 ext.400

• London

• Master of I

• Master of Arts

Relations

^ Evening and weel

• Admission in September,

January, and ^ril

iK)s ro.N

icr^

l>-~'

The
W ~n

HORROR-COMEDY! fM

ent

International Graduate Centers

*.*•

^
— * ** Cute puppets, imaginative video, '

. i ^^^
^ ' and gallons of spwrting bloodl
r^ I had nightmares after seeing this playl " •" I

CHICAGO READER , ^'^k

•» •

ToiTREE Ihformation, return to: 755 Commonweahh Ave^, Boiton. MA 02215

NAME

ri

ADDRESS.

CITY. STATE ZIP.

Site Preference(s): Q Brussels Q Israel Q London Q Paris

I

An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution. I

Zephyr Theatre
7456 Melrose Ave.
Tickets: 213-660-8587

Thurs, Frj 8:00

Sat 7:30, 10:30
Sun 7:00

O'Donnell

shines in

comedy
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Classified Ad Information
Daily Bruin Classified Information

225 Ke»d(hoff Hal. 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeks. CA 9^^
Clan Line: (310) 825-2221 Clan Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^628
We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Ow offlte Is opgi Moaday-Frlday. M.

Ciaitifled rates

CMy.MtNordiorless $7.00

Oily,aKi)ad(ttonalword .45

WasMy, 20 words or less 25.00

WMiy.wciiadiMonaltKird 1J0

Qi«)iv ads --studeritnia/tol. inch 8AJ
Osptayadi— local nl^ooi.indi IliS

Deadlines

ClassMMKMsdr
1 worldng diy before printing, by noon.

ClasslM«splmate
2 woridng days before printing, by noon.

MakechedBpiyabletothe

UCU Daily Bruin.

led

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

X 1 = anches x 1 inch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing

TlwWUCU ComeiHinlcittons Bowd hitty suppoftt the UmversiJy of Cailfornte^

cnminibon. No medium staN accept advefteenients «»t*:ft presert persons of any OfK)in race
reiioion. sex. or sexual orientation in a demeanmo way w Imply ttat ttwy are lirnited to poeitk^
capabilities, roles or status in sodety.Neittwr the Daily Bruin nor theASUCLACoramuncibons Board
msinmtioaiedanyofthesefvloesatfveilisedorlheadvertlsennpresentBdintMslesue Anyperson
belevfng that an adverteernem iirlhie issue vioiated the Board's policy on non(£c>1ininabon stated
herein should communicale complaints in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Bruin 225

,

Kerckhoff HaM, 306 Westwood i>laza. Los Angeles, CA 9(1024 For assistwce with housino dtoimi-f^ problems, caH the UCU Housing Office at (310) 825^271 or cal the Westside Fair Housino
» Office at (310) 475-9871

^

LOW-PRICED PREVIEWS FOR PART II: OCT 14 Sr 16
MARATHON (BOTH PARTS I AND II) PREVIEW: OCT 15

PART I PREVIEWS RESUIVIF OCT 18

TmmmousM!ExmMKim^
OutHlmTmmlmomlktlmlmbtfAmkm

'SmpvfTmHhaiKHuiinmPKiOf
fummm To ComAumtiYBUis!

AimMbiMfJU« DiMilCiMMpwftr

neaeHoasadulSmmilLJickimmti
Mm nwiMi an^wMdkT

FLUTING
ISLANDS
A REVOLUTIONARY STORY IN TWO PARTS

Part I: The Family Business / Part II: After the Revolution

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
FR1/0CT14 SAT/OCTIS SUN/OCT 16

PREVIEW
PARTH
SPIM

PAiCTfctfM
fMITB:ePM

PREVIEW
PARTH
aPM

Woiid Premiere

by Eduardo Machado • Directed by Oslcar Eustis

Opens Oa 23 • Through Dec 1

1

Purchase your tickets t)y calling wifi n (213) 365-3500 • (714) 740-2000
AUDIENC E SERVIC ES AND GROUP SALES (2 1 3) 972-0700

ilfl MARKTAPERFORUM S^^Ti^ZTl^'IlS^"*^'""'
Gordon Dwidson. AmslK Oiredor

Off Every New & Used CD
With this Coupon
$8.99 or More
(Excludlna Sal* lt«m«)

Off Every New & Used CD
with this Coupon
$1 .99 to $7.99
(EK«ludlno Sal* llama)

j Expires 10/20/94

mn vonuu nvv smuum cms - laii) ew-Tt/e • esss ToraNM omyon canom ran (iii) lu-ii 11

1731 LCMMUM HV* • PASAMM (ItS) 7*3 M7S • S2SS HACN HV» • URSIMMSTU . (714) •e7-27«f

21U NtSIM MV» S«mAMMa • (3ie) I2rm7 • MM IttieraOMi IIV» • rotMNa (110) S42-14S2

ItSSWWWMT HV» A-IM COSTA KSA (714) MM71

1

Dana Delany stars as Mistress

Lisa in "Exit to Eden."

By Laef Loewenstein

Olcay, we admit it. We made a

mistalce. Despite our prediction

that it would ranlc as one of the

worst films of the fall, "Exit to

Eden" is a deft, hilarious and at

times very erotic comedy.
The idea of Rosie O'Donnell

and Dan Aykroyd visiting a sexual

fantasy island peopled by women
in dominatrix outfits and men in

dog collars seemed about as

cheesy as it gets. Not to mention
that the thought of O'Donnell in

bondage gear was pretty scary.

Although the plot is about as

thin as the dental floss that passes

for string bikinis on the island, it

doesn't really matter. Director
Garry Marshall extracts so much
humor from sexually charged situ-

ations that the audience is too
busy laughing to pay attention tol

the absurd storyline.

O'Donnell and Aykroyd play
cops tailing two diamond smug-
glers to Eden. Sexually repressed,

(the word "tampon" makes
Aykroyd's skin crawl) they're the

last people who should go to this

island resort. The thugs, in turn,

are chasing a photographer named
Elliot (Paul Mercurio).

But Elliot is busy flirting with
Mistress Lisa (Dana Delany),
Eden's equivalent of Mr. Roarke.
Lisa has a penchant for spanking
men's derrieres. Elliot has the
same fetish. And that's how they
spend their first date.

It's pretty tame stuff - there's

no body-piercing or bloodletting.

Director Marshall, after all ,made
a dark script about a hooker into

"Pretty Woman."
Marshall has a gift for comic

relief. Just when the film seems to

descend into soft core territory, he
cuts to the unexpected. Mistress
Lisa spanking Elliot with a hair-

brush is juxtaposed with a shot of
Dan Aykroyd watching a Doris
Day movie.

O'Donnell practically steals

the picture. If there were ever
any doubts that Rosie O'Donnell
is a gifted comedienne, "Exit to

Eden" lays them to rest.

There is a feeble attempt to
explain, through flashback, why
Lisa got involved in S&M.
These scenes seem curiously out
of place. But the rest of "Eden,"
wiui its unique blend of comedy
and erotica, is well worth a visit.

MOVIE: "Exit to Eden." Written
by Deborah Amelon and Bob
Brunner. Directed by Garry
Marshall. Starring Rosie
O'Donnell, Dan Aykroyd and
Dana Delany.

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly
scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not
respond to ads without prices.

How to write a good ad

3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.
4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific
descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings
1 Cannpus Happenings 10 Personal 10 Personal 10 Personal

Work in

EUROPE
Work Abroad

Seminar
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Tuesday, Oct. 1 8th
Ackerman Union
Room 2408

Great Britain Costa Rica
France Hew Zealand
Oermany Australia
Ireland Jamaica

Co-sponsored by the EXPO Center, PCPC, and
the Council on International Educational Exchan3e.

1To MLS Monica,

A year offun
& excitement awaits

the both ofus. Happy
informals! Its your

M .
.^ .

nite to shine.

Love,

Hannah

To our III sis Eleanor. (BKO) CongralulationsI

We're so proud of you. Have fun at informals.

And remember, If you ever need us, we'll

-aKvays be here for^ou. Have a blast!

DOTH Faith.. .Love. .arxJ Trust

From ybs, Jeannie & Joyce

:j

The Daily Bruin ClassifTed

S25.2221

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, frt Step Study. AU 3625

Thurs. Book StuOy. AU 3525
Tues; ood Vk^ed. Discussion. Dentol 23-029

Ainmes 12:10-1 OCpm
for alcoholics ex indMOuots who hove o

drinking problem

NEVER MISS A CALL/

10 Personal

FRANKM: Icecrm, OisneyS, crack! Mazatlan,
Smokey+ QTLBUTT. Pocketwatch ticks

FIRST. 2wi$h then 2have...Walk w/me thru

crowded alley. IheartUAlLaqulta.

JAPANESE STUOENT(M) seeks short-term

apt share w/Amjjican student W?ll help
wAent Want to experierx* US life. Fax:81-
276-57-1460 (transmit alter nueasaRe).

WANTED: 100 UCLA studentt to test new
vokxmall Introduction service. Afasoiulely

free. 816-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inx it 1 00% guarantee. Call 31 0-281 -8828.

To mis Rllisofw

Congrots end UJelcomel

Vou're such o luonderful

person end I'm so lucky

to hove you os my ill' sisl

I ujish you Q hoppy
Jnfbrmolsi

Keep smiling

, Ui¥, Vumiko

TMLS Yvonne,

flknow your special

friendship willgrow in

faith, love, & trust

Informals is your night

to shine sweetie!

Always,

Lisa

i9oe

1" MONTH FREE/
.PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAIIABIE

1-800-309-8888

DAILY BRUm
CLASSIFIED
825-2221

The duftetd of

wUh the Sundca^tle Pledge CUuf^

HAPVTINfOlUIAm
Ai

*f C(maAah(£Ui&n4^}
^

To the best lU sis Sherry,

we're so proud to have

yott in our family! We
love you! Happy
Informals!

Faith, Love, and Ihist,

Jess & Kris

eK<x>

7 Good Deals 1
FIVE EASY REOPES, 15 beginners cooking
tipsi Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Bhrd. •258-430CT, Tor-

rance. Calif. 90503.

N«otorcydtt Jacket $4S9.S»9

19«0*a-1970'ai Ovaralla.
Plaimsls. Boots. Sc BvUbottiom*

Interzone
6683 1/2 HoOjwood Blvd

(213) 465-2644

7 Good Deals 1

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ __ __ —.

\Jomi tjuoLckL uuiJatui£M.
'

(Utata, ,

Dm, uf »opp^ lialtfou ts-

in <Aa.ftanlLfl O^m. w yobiq to iavt

mlgiitoJtiHt! c:Hafifuf{JnfovnaL(

To Mandi,
lmsol»pp<,llK>lUPmsbr,l,'. V/

I m kcfc iop i|Ou wliene«er i|ou need someone

loU^VOuoul. PI«(l(|inqis<JlflkJlUI

UHMr i|ou wll moLe i ol llie woij l/c i|Ou oiv

oneo( aLinJI Kwe iun ol infoennk.

il s i|0up nrie -2- siiine.

C {] then noeetie.

r.L I. awaifi.

ifLs. Alter M LJ^

Dearest Leigh Ann,

I hope that through
thetas, we'll grow not

offly as sisters • But
(MS friends.^

Happy Infomudsl

. with love,

MtBry

M,S

o

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

2 MINUTES TO DROP IT OFF
•2MINirrEST0
PICK IT UP

Sleeping Bag^

srpi(KL

OPEN
EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

CONVENIENT
PARKING

Free Pld<up & Delivery I

with 5 Orders from -

same location

I

(310) I

829-9378 |

I

I

i

^^otn[sCatfvy%
mUcome to tfUfamibfl

7bu n the Best aCsis I could

fiavt ever askfidfori This is

your niffit to sfdnel

"Happy informatsl

7(Utk, Love ondTrust,

#|p. Joanna

I

} 7b my SANDCASTLES. B

I'm so very proud to beyour mom!
Informals is only the begmnmg of

a very specialyear together.

Have a tvondertul timet

Faith, Love & Thtst,

Edna

I

I

i

2 Locations

024 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 829-9378

mafttttm»$<ndtmCmttitM§i^ ^w

^ IMLS Hennnisfer L, ^
/'m Cookingforward to

sfiaring this year ufithyou^

Just rtmemSer IflaCumys

be hereforyou, Jiappy

InformaCsl I^W o

'Emmy 6KO
(X
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^0 Personal 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects
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^TO MY UL SIS

CATHY
iTn so excited about

this year and
especially about
being your big sis.

informals are gonna
be lots of fun!

? Love ya, June ^

schixophKMiKi

TbourUi&Jc&nferrn

(eKOdaodcaBtlu)

lb cm oDijr bc^ to tdl TOO Ikjv

ttappy «e are lo have you as our 13m
Juel flccmg your beautiful Mile bqg|iteflB

upourdey& Knov that vc ate iiivayA

hoc foryoo Jo« €J have a lOftdcrfU

tiae at inromaU

U)vcdvB)i«k

UBB<ri!vB(\gplnc(YB&](2

"*Do you or gloved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P L i: A S E C A L 1 1-800-854-3902

To nU Carolioc. ^
I'b ao vcty happy Lo have you ^^

uayMaUi I pioiiK; to tiy to ^
make il (Ihc hole in the roac) ^^
bigger ncxl Une -uAcr You nake -^
nc hugji. QjciUoM vill t)c i

Burensd and fun vil be had al W
kifbrmaU toaorrov o^g^ RH be

ablaiU

Much love,

yb«Ocbbic

12 Research Subjects

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnanl

women in process of whether to choose an

atxxtion, k>e a single mother, or place baby

for adoption. (310)208-5073.

Bedwetting boys 7-1 1 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141,

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yrs, own medical insurarxx. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical irt-

surar>ce. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Help a childless couple become a family,

mothers only ages 21 -35. High comperHation

for surrocatinK. Call 31 0-478-3808.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Profetcional

vacuum pumps with Instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhar>ce erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-80O-9e7-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidoice. ktdividual

appointments ar>d classes. ExpericrKed

psycixitherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

12 Research Subjects

30 Help Wanted

$6-7AlR. LIGHT HOUSEICEEPINCmi-
TOR/DRIVER for bright and fun twelve-year-

old. MorvJay-Friday 3-8pnl. References re-

quired. 10 min. from campus. 818-789-

0696.

$6.63A^R. Work in fun atnrtosphefc, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

S7/heur-fbonus. Advertising consulting firm is

seeking persons to set appointments by
pix)r>e for our corwultants. Minimum 2 years

college, telepiv>rw or outside sales experi-

ence a plus, imnr>ediate openings, P/T in our

Westside office. Call Norman Becker, Ad
Max Corttulting g-oup. 310-281-0355

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of or>e year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED,
flexible hours: mornings and early afternoons

(from 10anrv4pm). Work on campus.

$5.25/hr. ^^ incentives. (310)794-0283.

12 Research Subjects

NERVOaS? ANXioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL TRIALS!

MEDICAL GROaP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive S20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

If YOU HAVE SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN
THAT NOTHING SEEMS TO HELP, OUR
STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief questionnaires.

Pays $10. 310-454-7926.

Normal healthy boys 3-t1 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
netic rcsonarKx imaging research.

$3S/4houfs. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-
824-6714 afternoons.

WOMEN 18-25 with either wwfcxia nervosa
or bulimia. Participation involves completing
•ix qucMi^nnaires. Mindy 310-796-0996.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. Wk oomc lo you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

22 Health Services

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 <

30 Help Wanted

ACTING/MODaiNC STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripoffs,

confusion, wasted money. Cuaranteedl Call

310-285-3292 for nrwre info.

ACTORS, ACTRESSES, AND MUSICIANS
wanted to entertain seniors at lovely West-
wood retiremef>t residerKe. Perform before a

live, appreciative audience, singly or in a
Kroup. Call 310-472-1944.

ACTORS/MODaS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointnf>ents only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVagcs needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent lo campus. Carole Chasin
MA. tMF-20924. Barbara Shorti, iMp>rvitor,

MS 24655. 310-289-4643.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, P/T (or fast

growing, female-oriented sports publication.

Call Allen at 818-755-4601 alter 4pm, Wed-

Albfe-Male wanted for live-in vwwkwidfc

Personal care, companionship for oldtr

(^adriplegic gentleman. Good driving

rword raq.. 310-573*1966^ Tu,Thr»-Sun d-

ter9«n.

30 Help Wanted

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-$600O^

per month -fbenefits. MaleAemale. No ex-

periefK:e necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

A59341.

ARTIST
Accomplished artist r>eeded to firulize and

color mechanical sketches for publication. 5-

lOhrs per week. 310-470-4265. After 6pm.

ATTN STUDENTS!
Huge clothing sale Oct 18-OcL 26. Retail

cashiers, customer service, stockers needed
now. Many shifb available. $5.5(]^K>ur + dis-

count. ExperierKe helpful. Apply in person

Tues. Oct 18, 9an>-5pm at Holiday Inn

(Meeting Room 218) 3540 S.Figueroa (across

from use). Also apply on Wed. or Thurs.

Oct 19 & 20 at Shrine Auditorium 8am-5pm.
For more info, call 1-800-927-3324.

BOOKKEEPER/RECEPTIONIST afternoons (or

CPVBusirtess manager. Prior experience rwc-

essary. Fax resume to 31 0-441 -7707.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFRCE, needs hard

working office support. Full/part-time posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resunw 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CLERICAL/RECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sional phone manner, well organized, some
typing and computers, $5.5Q^r. 11ann-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

College students needed to portray high

school students! Work as a movie extra. All

types... No fees/no gimmicks. WeekervJ work
available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-
2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFKIRS (CSO's)

are hiring IXILA studertts nowl. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to $9.10. 1 S-t-hrsAwk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2(X)0+/month working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

and F/T employment available. No experi-

ence necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's In SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

hostAwstess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/SaL
$7/hour. Children's Book Worid. 310-559-
2665.

DRIVER NEEDED to take kids to/from school
some nrwmings and afternoons. $7yhour.

Westside area. Call Deborah, 310^393-4494.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health arvJ nutrition industry. Call 310-
617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and when convenient to call.

EMPLOYMENT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST.

Serving adults challenged with a devekip-

menUl disability in oommunKy employment
setting. Part-Un>c 10-28 flexible hrs^wk.

%9.00^. Call Holly 310-649-1406.

ESTABLISHED BAND baking for manag-

ei/afenl to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-

tunity for oolitgB ttudent interested in music

Murtry. Ghfto. 310-91 S-0691.

30 Help Wanted

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-

1 1/hour DOE. P/T, 20-25 hour/week. Para-

legal preferred but not required. Applicants

w/le){al experience only. 310-473-7173.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs

experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry. \

'

FRONTRUNNERS
' The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA. We
want lull and part-time sales people. We are

lookir^ for : men and women ytMo can learn

great customer service, believes the cuttonf>er r
always comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer: chance to

make $6-12-tAwur, good benefits package,

great staff discount, ar>d the best retail train-

ing. To join the top indeperMient store in* LA

call for appointntent Tues-Fri Linda P10)82a
7585.

HASHERS NEEDED at Chi Omega. 708 Hil-

gard. Meals and w^es. Call Mrs. Jarrell at

208-2094.

HEALTH aUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.

Krwwledge of kinieseology, human arurtomy,

or related. Exercise scier^e backpound a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim ^1 8)705- :

6500 exL256.

HELP WANTED: Sonf>eone to put out cold

breakfast for 25 girls across from campus.

Mon.-Fri. 6K)0am-7KX)am In exchange for

—breakfast, homrxooked hirich and home
cooked dinner. Call 310-208-0906.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$40OVmonth teaching ba-

sic conversatiorul English in Japan, Taiwan^

or S. Korea. No teaching background or'

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632-1 146ext|S9341.

lAPANESE COMPUTER ARTICLE TRANSLA.
TOR. Must know multi-rrtcdia and CD-RAM
vocabulary. Familiarity w/DOS, Wirviows,

MAC Platforms important 310-478-6911

ext12.

LIBRARY ASS'TNTS(2).
Westwood. Judaic knowledge and good com-
puter »nd language skill. P/T 1 5hrs, F/T 34hrs

w/benefits. Call 310-474-1518 exL215,216
or fax resume to library director 474-6801

.

MAILBOXES ETC. IN MARINA DEL RAY
Looking for ^ Mondays and Christmas vaca-

tion 11:30-5. Start at 6.50^. 310-301-2450
Evenings 21 3-874-1 165.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Utin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mag^ Good money. Fun! 213-664-

2999 24hoors.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

houn/day. Evening, day, arvi weekend hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills^

ability to write veri>atim, and fotknor ir>struc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH COMPANY ASSIS-

TANT (no Sales). Full-time or part-time. De-
tail-oriented, good telephone skills, exposure
to many indi^ies, flexible hours. Call 9am-
10pm dally, Mrs. Rost 310-391-7232.

MED. OFC. RECEPT
Position available part-time (20 hour^veek
to start) for experienced- bilingual reception-

ist for busy research center in West L.A, Gerv
eral ntedical ofTice responsibilities. Please

call for more information (310)477-1734
x900. Have resume availirf>le. Salary^p.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French arwi Anr>erican magazir>es and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or elsel ... or

else, I don't remain in business! Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

UCLA Assesment Coordinator

for HTV and Adolesceni

Treatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

CaUZaneO'Keefeat
310;7^4-8279

or
FAX resume to

310/794-8297

Putyour reputation
on the line

Classified Line
8252221

Daily Bruin
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Selling a scooter?
Looking for a roommate?

Come see the Daily Bruin Classified Line Dept. at 225
Kerckhoff Hall and receive 20% off the cost of your ad
w/your UCLA ID card.

30 Help Wanted

ODYSSEY THEATRE
aeeks dedicated theatre artlfts Urvolunteer
badcstage^tage manage professional produc-
tions. Oesi^ri assistants also neecied. Next

meeting Saturday 1(Vl 5 3:30pm at the Odys-
sey, 2055 S. Sepulveda, one block north of
OlyniH>lc, or call jason 310-479-8187.
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UCLA Researcli Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention in

inner city, ettinic minority

health dinics. Mature, highly

responsible, detail oriented

people. $8-1 1 an hr.

Spanish a plus.

Cali Angus
310-794-8278

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Notice
4 Tempos
9 Raccoon's
cousin

14 "— a Long
Way to

Tipperary"
15 Charged atom
16 Hearsay
17 Snow boot
18 Thoughtful
20 Real estate —
22 Rying

formation
23 — Antonio

Spurs
24 Vegetable
26 Slippery fish

27 — of Wight „
28 Hoss's

brother .

29 Gavels
32 Container
33 Harvest
34 Garment maker
38 Pop the

question
40 Charming
41 Eagle nests
42 Volume
43 Affirmative

44 Feeling

46 Sorcerers
47 Bumpr
50 Coffee

server
51 Arkin or Ladd
52 Coiortess
53 Exist

54 Warn
57 Makes clear

60 Actress
Lupino

63 Ruckus
64 Costing

little

65 Long time
66 — Park,

Colorado
67 Easy to reach
68 Beaufort or

Bering —

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

SQDS QiaDDm QOBS
[ZiaDm [QODSQ GQSQIZ]

IrIeIh E M sUomIa N A

IQ
lAlBlR U
^LIE A

I IULMS
TM YJAIW

siaaa qqssq moos

3- 19-94 (O 1994 United FMture Syndicale

DOWN
1 Taste
2 Timetable

info

3 Way to upper
floors

4 Marathon.

5 Soon
6 Dye
7 Goddess of

the dawn
8 Whine
9 Algonquian
language

10 Belonging to

us
11 Gather
12 Add up
13 Actress Dunr>e
19 Erasure
21 Jewel
24 Greek K
25 Worship
26 Antlered

animal
27 Egyptian

goddess
29 Iowa's

neight>or

30 High card
31 Military

vehicle

33 Sonnet,
perhaps

35 Feelings of

love and duty
36 Last Greek

letter

37 Tree product
39 Multicolored
40 Court
42 Crib
45 Ditch

46%>oU
47 CoH
48 Circles of

light

49 Dark
53 Iowa town
54 Egyptian sun

god
55 Heavy metal
56 Glimpse
58 Function
59 Triumphant

- cry
61 Fawn's mother
62 Santa —

(desert wind)

TICKLE

"^^
14

17
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OUR
TASTEBUDS
AHDTHE
DAILY
BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS.

Something's

Cooking

at the Bruin! _
Submit a

personal favorite

recipe

and if it's

chosen we'll

feature your

name and

recipe In

the paper's

classified section.

Also get

$10.00 FREE
on your

Bruin Gold Card.

BON

APPETITEI

-drop recipe
submissions

at the
Daily Bruin
front deslc-

225 Kerckhoff
Hall

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money in your spare

time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized T%, golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

novative, inexpensive, attractive new process

called iJlCilAL TEXTILLJMACINC^ Jf you^
are an ambitious self-starter and Interested In

marketing, this is a commission sales oppor-

tunity that can put some money in your Jeans

now arwl after you graduatel Only enterpe-

neurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resume in the format

of a letter in confiderKe to: Graffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davles. Fax: 604-

683-1 235, phone: 1 -600-888-7838. The prior

ad had a mistake in the fax number.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openings! For rTX>re Information

call 20^-634-0469 exLvS9341.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn 510-1 S^iour guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^fi«ek. Marketing representa-

tivesAnanagement trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

SUPPORT STAFF to work with adults chal-

lenged with a develpmental disability in

community supported living. BA preferred

and exp. req. Weekends, afterrtoons, even-

ings, ($8.65^r) and sleep-over ($6.00^).
Call Pe«y (310)649-0499.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly nwtivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a

fun office, this is the placel (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TEACHER ASSISTANT. Private school, near

to SFValley. S year oM. . Hours 8-1 M-f

.

Should be Mac literate. Begins immediately.

(818)996-1782, ask for Helene.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a

must, typing a plus, located in mid-Wilshire

area. 213-651-0530. ^Z
TELEMARKETING. No experience necessary.

Prefer students/grads. Flexible hours from

9:00-5KX)pm starting at $7-$M>r+bonuses. 3-

blodcs UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-6175.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T. Conduct
interviews to update insurance records. No
selling, knurance or health experience pre-

ferred. Brenda 310-445-5031.

TEMPORARY CASHIERSmiAFFIC DIREC-
TORS for SanU Monica beach location.

Evenings and weekends. $5Aw. Apply at

1100 Clendon Ave, Suite 762. 010)206-
6093.

TYPIST. 8 hfA*4c, flexible. Brentwood office.

WordPerfect skills and tome phone. iSAv.
310-826-3545.

UaA STUDENTS LOOKING FOR EMPLOY-
MENT, work around your classes, starting

rate $6.63/hr. Call jelena at Hershey Hall

Food Senrice 310-825-7666.

Vet. assistant r>eeded. kieal for pre-vet. stud-

ents. Wilshlre Animal Hospital, Santa Moni-
ca. 310-628-6787. AA for Cheryl or Dr. Ty-

ncway.

VIRGIN RECORDS COLLEGE PROGRAM-
Gct into the music business as our campus
promotion representative. Great experierxxl

Call 310^288-2451 for info.

WANTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for small

cocktail lounge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Culver City. 310-390-2489, Rog-

er-Bonnie.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845 9669.

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.10am-2pm, M-F, San-

ta Monica AudioA^dco co. (31 0)453-3807.

P/r childcare, 3-8PM, flexible, after school

care for 6 yr old, prep dinner, tidy up. Good
driver, enthusiastic, energetic. 476-5317.

PA EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT in architectural

design office in MDR w/strong language skill.

Computer, bookkeeping krvM^tedge helpful.

Fax resume 310-822-1 340.

P/T GENGA PRODUCTIONS seek assistant

for office and production work. Must have

good writing skills and be computer-literate.

Call Hilary ASAP 310-285-1531 or send re

sume to: GENGA PRODUCTK>NS, 433 N.

Camden, 4th floor, Beverly Hills, 90210 or

fax: 310-285- T 505.

30 Help Wanted

P/r POSITION w/SanU Monica Real Estate

partnership. Irwolves producing advertis-

ing/marketing materials using desktop pub-
lishing software on our IBM PCs. Must have
ramiliarity w/WINDOWS. Crad students in

liberal artVcreative field pref. Approximately
15 hours/week, SItVhour. Call Scott. 213-
051-9761.

PART-TIME musk: SUPERVISOR must read

music, typing skills arKi have organizatkmal

skills must have car. 310-276^3300,

PART-TIME OFFKZE ASST. Small Brentwood
law firm seeks organized ir>dividual with an
interest in law to do filing and misc. office

tasks. Flexible schedule $7.0(Vhr. to start.

Call 310-207-5400 ext. 85 for details.

Part/Full-time help needed for removal of

records from warehouse. Culver City. 310-

559-8823. Call between 10-3.

Part/Full-time warehouse clerical help need-
ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.
Call between 10-3.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 1-day, Monday pre-

fen-ed. En'ands, etc. Need car. Must like

children. Must be able to commit to one
year. 310-573-1891.

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,
AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have
at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experience. Starting rate

$12.S(Vhour. Hours flexible. 618-727-9447.

^Rf-Mf& STUDENT
1 0+ hour^eek. Work for vitreo retinal sur-

geon. Patient ca.'e, clerical duties, and re-

search involvement. Freshman or sophomore
preferred. Morxiay and Wednesdays. Call

Deborah at 310-206-7475.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer arvi tennis coaches as well as assistant

varsity soccer coach. Paid positions. Call Gail

at 310-391-7127.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing

store needs P/T employee. S</hr. Please call

310-454-7670. 1 5328 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-

isades.

SALES CLERK for small candy store, Pico^o-
bertson area, P/T, Friday 10-5:30pm, Satur-

day 10-5pm. Sbflyour, no experierxie neces-

sary. 310-278-2436.

SANTA MONKIA PROPERTY MANAGE-
MENT COMPANY needs P/T computer/gen-

eral oifice assistar^. Flexible hours, (10-12

hrs weekly). WordPerfecJ^otus. Ruth, 310-

395-7272.

Secretary for attorr>ey, sole practioner. 30-40

hrVM^. IBM compatible exp., typing, filing,

dictation, and organizational skills. S7-9/hr.

Contact Pat 21 3-652-1064.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $3O0/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.
010)337-0790.

32 Cofeer Opportunities

^ • For TV ComnMrclals
•Movies
-Catalogs
•Videos
call Immodiately

(310)66»4aS6

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earnllOO-J200 dally

•more jobs tnon groduotes
•notion wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

,

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees.customcr relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to IOK
managing a branch of Student

Works Painting." Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for info.

34 Internsfiips

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a
paid internship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate development Fax ntumt to 310-458-
6661.

UCLA GRAO STUDENT IN VIDEO to direct

educational videos. No pay but hands on op-
portunity. 818 902 9657.

VIRGIN RECORDS has internship openings
nowl Get muslclnduttry expcricncie working
In Virgin Promotion OeiMr«ner«. Call 310-
288-2451 for Info.

.. .*- '
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35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER. Five aftcmooni plus Saturday

flight, murt (peak English and love children-

310-821-5282 day. 310-47S-4fe51 evenings.

CHILDCARE WANTED, 3 afternoons a week.

Must have car. 310,777-0074.

NEAT KIDS
Childctf»needed lor 1 1 and 14 year oM .Fe-

male preferred. Resporvlble, kind hearted,

warm. Have own car insurance, excellent

driving record, rcfererxxs. Mon., Wed.,
Thurs., 2:50^pm, flexible/approx. 10hrs^vk.

S8/hr. 310-395-7169

SINGLE PROFESSIONAL MOM seeking lov-

ing care foe 2-1/2 year-old son. West Holly-

woocVBcvcrly Hills adjacent 7.-00-8:30am,

4-7pm, somctinws to 10pm. Live-irVlive-out.

Need car. References. 310-534-2611 (day),

21 3-656-631 9(eveninRs).

SITTER FOR 13-YEAR-OLD BOY. Pacific

Palisades. 3:30 to approximately 7:30pm,

MorKJays and Thursdays, $fl/hour. Car reced-

ed. References. Call evenings, 310-459-

2894.

Wonderful nanny r>eeded for afterrxwns

arxVor weekerxis in Brentwood for 2 child-

ren. References, with car. 310-471-621

5

37 Housesitting

Mature Dutch-Israeli clinical psychologist in

training here seeks WLA housesitting position

for a prolonged period. Ref^ncct available.

Anna:31&«S8-3912.

49 Apartments for Rent

$1045. 2-bedroom/1-bath, French windows,

hardwood floors, sunny, quiet, and private.

Includes stove, fridge, laurxiry, parking. 1

mile to UaA. 310-274-0064.

$495 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laundry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

$650. BRIGHT l-BEDROOM TRIPLEX.
Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpeU w/appliances. Shopping Center
Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent. 1 -bedroom,
carpet, drapes, patio, bui It-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and trarvporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-637-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE" MIDVALE/N. Of
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-
6290.

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, AK, new security building, prince

location, 508 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

U1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, sublerrainian parking, laun-

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, AJC, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Cal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-731 2.

l-BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.
Garden courtyard. Quiet Appliar^es, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM FURNISHED, $695. Pool, bar-

becue, clean arvl quiet. Gas and water paid.

Low move-in. Available October 25lh. Call

Ben 310-208-3797.

l-BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

2bdrm/1 -5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-

venient WLA location. 1603 Granville.

$875/mo. 310-828-5236.

A GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, $410
monthly + 4 hours weekly gardening, house
maintenarxx. Ocean/mountain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welconr>e. Car. (310)472-5726.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking arxi lots of storage. 310-
391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BACHELOR APARTMENT, non-snwking, util-

ities paid, free laurviry, parking, private,

quiet, 2 1/2 miles from UCLA, available Oct.

12. $43Q/'mo. (310)478-3694.

BEVERLY HIU.S ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BMXX TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWCX)D
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Burwiy, arni freeways. Close to

UCLA buMCS. Quiet building. No pets. 1 236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOCX), Sunny and large 3-

roofV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dis

washer, parking, $13Sa/nnonth. Open 9-S,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310207 0834.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2 bdrm/2ba. Large

patio. Parking, laundry, elevator. 310426-
3934.

49 Apartments for Rent

CHARMING SPANISH STYLE, hardwood
floors, bright, parking, laundry hook-up. 1 br

and 2br/1 ba available. (31 0)550-1 531

.

CLOSE TO UCLA
Westwood-10 minutes by car. FURNISHED
single, electronic entrarxx, upper, complete
kitdien facilities, refrigerator, gated parking,

laundry, SSSOAnonth. For appointment, call

310-454-8800.

AlitofuAmit
Bachelors

Fumishe^Akifumished

$445-$595
10809 Lindbrook Dr., 310^208-1664

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$635, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

r>ear shopping, busses and freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

Huge single, only one left, great deal, half a

block from UCLA,, quiet, spacious, furnished,

earthquakeproof, gated, $750. Lauren 310-

824-0319.

LARGE 2+2, SECLJRfTY BUILDING, central

^C, fireplace, dishwasher, stove, 2 car gated

jremote parking, laurvdry, Jacuzzi. 1 5 min.

from UCLA- West Hollywood. SS9Qfmo.
(310)275-7159.

LARGE, LIGHT, BEAUTIFUL 1 bedroom, 1

bathroom + 2 large lofts. Pink marble fire-

place. Stained glass window, 260 degree

views: Sunset and city lights. Washer/dryer,

microwave, refrigerator, stove. Top floor,

corr>er unit. 15 minutes from UCLA, Palms
area, surrounded by great variety of ethnic

restaurarUi Friendly, helpful neighbors,

1 block from big muhiplex movie materl
$900(310)455-5555.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette room in beautiful

country area, quiet honr>e- cable arvl utilities

included. $800. 310-472-6694.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliarx:es, parking, laurxiry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

S845/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $82Vmonth.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-
home, flreplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.
'

Most beautiful apartment in Westwood.
Only 3-yrs. old. One 3bd/2bth left Call fast.

310-208-6161.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliarKes. Convenient to

campus. Security deposK $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, sto^', dishwasher, miniblirnts. One
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1 -bedroom deluxe,

fireplace, 13-minutes to UCLA, good loca-

tion, gated parking, controlled entry. Quiet,

newer building, $620 and $716. 310-652-

0847,310^36-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

r>ewcr 3-story tcwr>house, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alami, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 310391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, ntost utilities irKiuded. 31

397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2+1 apartntent, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit 1-nwrith free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310391-1076.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large end unit w/ balco-

ny/refrigerator. New CarpetA>lind^jpaint

$699. 31O829-0589.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdmV2-
bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, lOmnH
building. Parking, laundry. 3500 KeKon. 470
6855.

PALMS. $835 w/yr. lease, upper. 2-bed/2-

bath. Buih-in. Balcony, A^, gated buildini^

laundry room, parking. 3626 Empire Drive.

Call 310559-3875.

PALMS. $995. 2-be<V2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unh. One month hec. 3614 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single. $425. Stove, refrigerator.

Convenient U> Westside, IXIA and shop-
pinK.Call310SS9-7571

Prime Brenlwoodi 3-bdmV2-bith. $1600.
Pool, Ig. baloMw, gated parkirtg, central air.

Nmt UCLA. Add.: 330 S-Banin^on,
^unwL 310471-2498.

49 Apartments for Rent

VENKIE BEACH, SINGLL Month to month.

1/2 block from beach. All uUlities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Please call Mary jo. 310392-«487.

$46(yiTwnth.

VENia BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bat;i. Security buHding. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary Jo 310392-8487.
$40(ymonth.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laurniry facilities, water Incl.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. 010)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street I'^ge closet great area. 20 min.

UaA$830. (213)935-9152.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, patio. 1560 Saltair #205. 31

453-0505. *

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrm/2-1/2-bath condo,

washer/dryer, side-by-side parking, pool.

Very large, living room, dining room,

equipped kitchen. Prime location!

$160tVSmonth. 213-38013S5.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOfV2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPOOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL 01ARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294."*

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
•yhrdmonyA^ refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, kjeal for grad students. 171 1 Malcolm.

3/4-mile from cvnpus. 31 0273-1 21 2.

' •MAR VISTAS
2BD.2BA.2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR,

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $825
*11748COURTl£IGH[)R. $845

* PALMS *
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNFT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614 FARIS $995
• open7day«

CAU (310) 301-1076

TO SEE THE
• LOVELYAPARTMENTS

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$740. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright dining, efKlosed private garage. Quiet
building. 31 0474- 11 72.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KITCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 31 0447-8500.

WLA. $725, Very large upper 1 bedroom.
Woodsy. Gated. Parking. Lots of closets. All

appliances. Paint and carpet V.J. 310-447-
5714.

WLA. $725-up. Large one bedrooms, pool,

balcony, built-in stove and oven, quiet pd-
vate. Near UCLA. (310)47071 SO.

WLA. $725. 1-bdmVI-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rington. 310473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1 -1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $62CVrTK)nth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310444-7371

WLA. 2-bedroonV1&1/2-balh, security build-

ing, near Santa Monica and F^Jrdue and Bus
lines, 10 minutes to campus. SBSCVmonth.
310-477-3869.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet pairrt,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(Vinonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and bart>ecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 In^lewood Bh>d. 310398-6579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, rwwiy decorated, near Pico-

LaCienaga. (310)279-2002.

$875 2BDRAV1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.
Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-
0761

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Brand

new paint ca*?^ verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laundry. Quiet building. 15 Blocks

to Oceai. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALMS, $575, brighil -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, paridng. 3410
Club Drive. 310578-2212.

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-lvge. Pool.

lauTKiry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

WESTWOOOACENTURY CITY. Single $550
»- nwnth. 1-bedroom $595 •«-; 1 & oep or 2-

bed/2-bath $975. 310-476-1703. ^

52 Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS townhouse by
San Vicente. Private bedA>ath, security ga-

rage, washer/dryer, female, $520+1/4 utili-

tict, nor>-smokir^ no drugs, no pets. 310
a20>1120.

52 Apartments to Share

Female graiVprofessional student own bed,

bath, parking. Quiet, responsible, mature.

N/S. $430+ utils. 31 0444-491 3 evening.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share

large furnished apartment in West-

wooc^andfair. Ckise to LKXA, kitchen, pri-

vate bath. $333Ano + utilities. 310-209-

0365. , ; .

Great ^^i.. great deal. WLA. 2bdrmi. avail..

$365 and $385. Looking for fun friendly peo-

ple. Girls preferable. Call Pamela 310398-
5204.

ROOMMATt NEEDED Tb SHARE 3BD/3BA.
ASAP. Near SarHa Monica and Bundy. Great

place, quiet Jonathan or Mike 310207-
4158.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool. gym. Prefer hVS female Close

to campus. $450+ 1/2 utilities. 818-907-

9401.

SANTA MONK:a. Private room, share bath,

M/F. $367 + 1/3-uUlities. Month/Month.
Call Chris or Stephanie 310473-5274.

SHARE PRINCETON grads possessive. Brent-

wood apt. Your own big bedroom. Very

quiet $39S^no+ 1/2 utilities. 310-8200699.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Ym 36. fe-

male. In Mar Vista, 6-7 miles to campus. 2-

bdrm. jAOOImo. Laurie 010)397-6479.

FEMALE ROOMMATTWANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment 5-minute

walk from Lot-32. $30QAnonth. Bobby 310
478-7121 or Cathy 31 0478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATL share bedroom
w/ume. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdmVI-balh, co-ed. luxury, security condo
w/amenities. Westwood. $35a/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Hilgard Ave. Female students, large house
arvl bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Cont. Breakfast. Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat

310208-8931.

LARGE ROOM available Immediately to grad

student Own bathroom. $40(Vmonth. Quiet
building. 5 miles from campus. On bus line.

310-204-1768.
,

Looking for norvsmoking female roorrwnate

to share 2-bedroonr>/1 -bath in Brentwood.

Covered parking, bus access, close to school.

$45Q^month. 3108204828.

M/F ROOMMATE (Mature N/S). Own large

furnished w/wail-to-wall closet in furnished

apartment 2-blocks UCLA. $399/month.
Parking, laundry, 'ASAP.' Bob: 310208-
6424 (6pm-12midni>{hO.

WESTCHESTER, share room. $225/month +
utilities, parking, pool, front ar>d backyard,

pets OK. Prefer female, rwn-smoking. 31

641-8033.

WLA $45(ymor>th. Own room, share bath

with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartment. Stable

female preferred. Available now. 310-474-
2194.

WLA. Seeking mature N/5 roommate. Own
room, own bath. Upper unit w/security

alarm. Washer/Dryer, parking. $42(Vrno.,

$425 security deposit Denise 31 0-31 2-6661.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully furnished wA>ath, ' large closet

bright sunny room. Enclosed yard. Walk to

LKZLA. Excellent parking, kitchoi, male. 310
475-4517.

2 Gradstudents to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. SSStVjseison. Pool and
tennis courts privledge. 310-454-3506.

BRENTWOOD $550/month. Private bed/
bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Discounted rem for babysit-

ting. Female, nor>-snx>ker. 310395-0623.

CLOSE TO UCLA and buses. Room in family

house, $35(Vmo.+utilities. N/S. Share bthmn,

kitchen, garden. Cola 310306-1696 ext 210.

For rent private room, share bath, lovely

Brentwood home, private entrance, 2 miles

from UCLA, unlimited parking, $395Atio.

310^72-7451.

FOR RENT. Furnished master bedroom in

luxury, beach house. Private bath, parking,

weekly maid service, kitchen, laur«dry prhri-

leges. Cable TV, utilities. Steps to the beach.
Meal for N/S female, professional graduate
student $65(ymonth. 310459-2109.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big
closets, kitchen/laurxlry. Near National/Saw-

telle and #8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

markets. $47S/rna 310397-6002.

MAR VBTA, $32S^ondi, o«vn room, big,

clean, bright laundry, partially furnished,

miniMe to bus, pets negotiable. Available
ASAP. Eleanor, 310396-0079.

MAR VISTA. $350. Sunny 2-bdrm beach
close. New carpets, stove, refrigerator. ar>d

blinds, female r^n>oker. Parking available.

310-391-1560 after 7pm.

Pacific Palisades. Private roomAuth. No
smokinf^drinking. Kitcher^/washer/drier

privileges arwl cable T.V. Resporwibte fe-

male. S6S0. 310-454-0641.

Prhrate roomA>a^. Furnished. Walk to

UCLA. Kitchen prh/ileges. UllHies included.

Non-snwker. $390Ano.. Call 310-474-9905.

ROOM FOR RENT. Close to UCLA in nice
house. Washer, dryer, fcjil house prhrfk^m.
cable, fireplace. $375-S400. (310)479-4022.

WLA. Three professioruls seek person to

share spackxis townhouse. Own bad-
roorrVbath. Share common areas, including
laundry. Easy freeway access. $52SAnonth.
3TO4784»40.

56 House for Rent

3-bdrm/2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigeralor. WLA area.

$1375/Ww. 310-626-2022.

WLA. SPACKXJS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No peU. $69S/month. 310-479-

8099.

57 House to Share

Ocean Park. 3-blks to beach. $55()^fno. Fur-

nished, utilities included. N^, norwdrinking,

310-396-4730.

PROFE^KDNAL MALE to share 2bdrm/1ba
house. Private entrarxre, yard, washer/dryer,

storage available, half utilities, N/S. Cat OK.
$525. MOR, (310)627-2706.

58 House for Sale

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-
tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruden-

Ual Realty. 310-445-7778.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. Just minutes to Westside. Need
fourxjation expertise to fully take advanta^_
of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, anent 818-789-71 1 7.

60 Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Mature woman. M.S.. Artistr

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
and women. Type and dgarette snioking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood and
Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $475Anonth
includinx utilities. Call.Estelle 31 051 5-5669.

62 Room/Board for Help

A M^ Private roomAxNud in Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for afterschool and some
evenings help and chlldcare. MUST HAVE
dependable car arxj insurance. Call

(213)6503100.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for chikkare,
drh^lng. light housekeeping fcir 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hourVwcek. Wal-
king distarvie campus. ExperienccAeferenccs

required. 310470-4662.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Ferrule student Own car, r>ear UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310204-4870.

Room in exchange for cleaning, beautiful

Beveriy Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-206-7606.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, sonw
cooking, some driving. Female student. 818-
906-1399.

66 Townhouse for Rent

3-BDRM. Gorgeous Townhouse in Beveriy
Hills. 10-minutes from UCLA. Only $1600.
310-208-6049. Ask for Freddy.

67 Condos for Sale

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrnV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousr>ess. Owner must sell. J. Thompson
310471-6363x133.

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshif*.

$89,900. 1+1. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet bright, back unit Great patk>,

pool. A^ent (310)479-6832.

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace. NC, 32 foot

bakony. Private parkir^. $180,000 31
473-6762.

69 Condos for Rent

$145(yMONTH. Large, 2-bdrm +k>ft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, pariiing, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-276-5517.

2bed/2bath. W.Hollywood condo, Sun-
set/Crescent Heigf^U, hardwood floors, pool,

laundry facilHies, 6 miles to UCLA. $1000.
Call Mariko •(day) 310546-9243/evening
310376.S527.

3-bdmV2-bath condo on Hilgvd, very Ivge
and bright $1750. 3-car parking, security

bui Ming, walking distance to UCLA, 31

471-4969.

WLArPALMS. 3+2A1/2. Large, 2-level condo,
$1 500. Skylight 2 car security paridng. Quiet
street 10 minutes to iXXK 310396-9533.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
IBedroom 1 Bath

$6S(Mnanth • Security Building

Appliaices + Some Utilities Included

OptkntoBuy

(310) 447-1005

70 Guest House for Rent

1 BEDROOM CL€STHOUSE, across from
IXlA, tervtis court arvl pod. (iemale N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pets. Betwoen
6-9pm 310472-6336.

Beautiful Bel Air neighborhood pjestroom,

wAttchen. access to wash«r.dryer, pool. Easy
parking, ten minutes from campus. $565.
Mrs.. Reynokfa 310-472-2478.

GUESTHOUSE, BRENTVMXX), furnished

with kitchen, private and quiet Non-smoker.
1 persort. no peU, $57SATK>nth, includes utlli-

ties. 310-472-3689.

WLA, Guesthouse lor rent utilities included,

prhrale buikJir^ full kitchen, full bath, ma-
tur^Hiiet pemn preferred. 600 sq. ft., $700.

310475^3807.
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FOOTBALL
From page 24

speed, he has the explosiveness to

be able to hit the home run every
time he touches the football, and
he is an outiitanding blocker."

Last year in Corvalis, the
Beavers - with help from Young -
rolled up 338 yards on the ground
againsr the Bruins,, but lost 20-17
when Bjorn Merten kicked two
fourth-quarter field goals. UCLA,
which had lost its first two games
of the season, improved to 5-2
with the win.

Ironically enough, this year's
game against the Beavers falls in

the same week of UCLA's sched-
ule as it did last year, but the
Bruins* season is going in exactly

the opposite direction.

After season-opening victories

over Tennessee and Southern
Methodist, UCLA has dropped
games to Nebraska, Washington
State, Washington arid California.

The Beavers are mired in a slump
as well, having lost consecutive
games to Fresno State, Arizona
and Southern Cal.

UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue has declared the Oregon
State game the beginning of a new
season, but such an €asy escape
does not exist. After all, the
Bruins will likely be without the

services of J.J. Stokes for the fifth

week in a row, and the loser of the

game will stand alone at the bot-

tom of the conference standings.

.SOCCER
From page 24

and has a good shot on goal, ^e's
the kind of player you sometimes
forget about, but who has the

skills to finish and make you pay
the price."

• • •

In Sunday's game against
CSUN (6-5, 0-2), the Bruins are

unsure what type of team they
will see. They may face a team
that is fighting to stay afloat in

the conference or they may face a
team that will have nothing but

pride to gain from beating
UCLA.

It all depends on how they fare

on Friday against UC Irvine.

"We beat them twice last year,

On deck

so I'm sure they want to get a

piece of us," Schmid said.
"They're 0-2 in league, so
depending on how they do
against Irvine, they come jn with
no pressure at all if they're 0-3 or

they come into our game 1-2 and
figuring this is their last chance to

get back into the race."

The Matadors lost key striker

Armando Valdivia to graduation
last season, but have striker Keith

Rosenberg to .fill in that role this

season. Rosenberg is lied for
ninth in scoring in the MPSF with

17 points on seven goals and
three assists.

CHRIS SELIGMAN/Daily Bruin

• • •

Friday's game is at 7:30 p.m. at

Spaulding Field, while Sunday's
match is at 2 p.m. on North Field.

Admission to both games is free.

71 Vacation Rentals

eeach bungalow, 4/blcks. from beach, Ve-
nlc^SanU Monica. 2bdr., hardwood-flrs.,

tropical garden. Available 10/29-12/3.

$900: 31O392-0926.

78 Misc. Activities

Tennis anyone? B-f/A- tennis player looking

to hit on campus. Singles/Doubles. Flexible

schedule. Calf Pat 310-456-6599.

HBO WANTS VOT I!

Ifthis sounds fiuniliar...

Call IB ifyou want to be a guest or be in

die audience for a new national T.V. show!

INntODUCING THE HOLUT IRWIN SHOW!
(310) 996^21

^ ATTENTION ^^ CLUBS ^
NBC SHOW TAPINGS
Help raise $$$ for your

oiganization. For more info.

caU (818) 840-3551A NBC
91 Insurance

/lllstate
InsuffGinc* Oompany

(310>312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

C2 biksl So. of Wilshire)

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Moforcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*1A NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

1 (800I22S-9000

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and Insured, cour-
teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of
100 customers will give us good to excellent

refererxres. State license T-1 63644. 213-263-
2376, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14A truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-265-6666. CA, AZ. NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVfNC & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free.Jerry 310-391 5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount

310-637-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUrr JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 MRS.
310-452-2M7. -.

^

—

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experienced

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developin^editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-knpwn author/consultant. 310-826-4445

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

AlstJbjects. Theses/Dissertatkxn.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Internatk)nal students wekstne.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed pa[>ers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, these^ubKcatioru; tutors EngllshMudy
skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia La»vrence, PhD.mK393- 1951.

Japanese conversation class. SMC. 310-
452-9214. Starting OcL.22. ^Saturdays.
Beg.:9am-12. Intermediate: 1-4. $75.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCVEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement
213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

98 Tutoring Offered

. MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICSySTATISTICS. Tutoring sew-
ioe. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Ilan (800)90-TUTOR.
ITALIAN LESSONS/TUTORING. Native

speaker, experler>ced teacher. Prh^ate arxi

group Instruction, reasonable prices. Call

Roberu 310-474-1634. '
"

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Caf-

culus, statistics, prot>ability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, ORE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pager. 310-582-9626 NBD. .

100 Typing

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-
pers ar>d applications. Laser printing, grant-

mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resumes,
letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.
310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAnedical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/de livery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fprmats, transcribing, resunrtes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your horne or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

DRUM LESSONS. 1 5 years experience. Great
attitude and dedication. Very reasonable
ratell 213-654-2825.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,
Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call
David 310-478-2420. ' '>'^

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154. ^
SINCI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-
formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consulUtion, Carol
Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.
ResumeVcover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999. .

WINNING RESUMES: 1 -hour service. Our
clienU get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

105 Travel

NEW YORK HOTLINE 1-900-378-5593.
What to do and see. Where's the actionl.

$1.2S/min., 3 minVavg., 16+ JR900 Beverly
Hills 310-358-7167.

99 Tutoring Needed

Conversational BAHASA lndor>esia tutor

needed. Orvcampus, 2-4 hr^vk. 310-837-
3011.

EXPERIENCED ENGLISH TUTOR for high

school student. PSAT and SAT Prep. Close

to UCLA. Afterschool. 310-475-8409.

JAPANESE TUTOR needed for professional

female In entertainment business to review

corwersatlonal Japanese w/emphasis on busi-

ness use. Please call R. Bradley 310-843-

9922(day), 310-379-999S(cvenlngs).

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, binomial, Poisson, etc Garrett

310-372-7237. Eveningi^Weekends,

twice^»eek.

TUTOR YOUNG CHILD after school, 3
timo/wcek, help with horr>ework, 1-1.5

hours, schedulirtg flexible. Education major

preferred. 310-474-2266.

NowconSngiDUCLAI KattMtoSc Menu of tw Soul am
•m MMrtk RmI naont tar Anlmrtlan and tM HolocajH

Sunday Oct 23»oni 1030 am- SWpm
at lirtWto Cowmona. naar UCLA Law School

(In dowffwtdra moa^ig roonw.)
looa:(^10)^78-M72. DtacoMry. dcrrt irtaa W

100 Typing

V STRICTLY PERSONAL «
Scckfa^JewidiStiidatU

Advcnturoui. Spirited. Entlni«ia»tk

For 3-week winter-break operieiKe in larael!

Hike Coin mountaiiu, cxpkre vtcient Negev

iuint,andinmflRysiciinTik. Pits interview

top politicals and discover what iaael ii really all

about. Scholanhipi available that ler you do it

all for jiut ) 1075, including airke and all

acconodatioRS. For application form, cafl

l-SOO-FELLOWS (335-5697).

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editir^. LMcr printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-8278023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBM/PC, Laser

printing spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 21 3>

«S1-0214.
—

109 Autos for Sole

1971 KARMAN CHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black
top, black interior, red body, in good cor>di-

tion. $450Q^obo. 310-553-1444.

81 BMW 3201, 5-speed, good condftio~
clean. Black, beige interior, stereo, sunroof,

alarm. $2800. Denise (310)825-9095 (cam-
POS).

109 Autos for Sale

Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-
ible 51 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,
bed $100. Must sell call 31 0-61 7-4703.

79 Olds Cutlass. Very good condition. 8-

cyl, new radiator. $100<Vobo. Call Tony
310-836-8669.

'84 JETTA GLI. Clean, charcoal gray, tinted

windoMTS. New clutch, timing chain and wa-
ter-pump casing. $350(yobo. Dean 310-937-
4772.

134 Computer/Typewriter

MAC PLUS, upgraded, w/40 megabyte hard-
drive, w/prlnter, fan, and programs. Like

new. $395. Black desk w/computer table,

-S45. Call 310-278-7584. ^ :_

109 Autos for Sole

'86 Mazda 323. New break, clutch, tires,

timing belt. Excellent condition. 125,000
miles. $1197/obo. 818-757-0947

'88 HONDA CRX-HS, white. Immaculate
condition inside and out, pull-out AM/FM
cassette, sunroof, A/C. $490(yobo. (81 8)894-
0754 after 5pm.

'89 Civic Si. 3-door, 5-speed, white, power
sun-roof, AM/FM cassette, 53k miles, excel-
lent Interior, excellent engine. $550(Vobo.
310-306-4755.

114 Motorcycles for Sole

91 CB250 Honda Nighthawk, red. 16k miles,

$1500, great for beginner. Call 458-3287,
Jeanine.

115 Scooters for Sole

1987 Yamaha Jog. 50cc. Includes helmet and
lock. $400. 310-47^-2022.

'84 ELITE 150 SCOOTER. New motor, red,
with helmet, perfect for UCLA transportation.

SBOCVobo. Call or leave message. Dean 310-
937-4772.

'85 HONDA ELITE 150. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Only 5.2k miles. Lock,
helmet included. $77S/obo. Call Kevin 818-
879-1273.

'89 HONDA ELITE 80. Blue. Excellent condi-
tion. Low mile, just tuned, includes helmet
and lock. S75Q/obo. Call Relna (310)829-
1727 or (310)838-8687.

"90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, great condi-

tion, includes helmet/paid registration for

1995. Call Kathleen (310)392-7547.

VOOIdbo.

'90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, tuned-up, ga-

raged, excellent condition, '95 registration,

includes two helmets, basket and lock. $750.
Joslyn 310-208-0919.

'90 HONDA ELITE 80. White, excellent con-
dition. Includes Helmet, basket and lock.

Low miles. $1075/obo 818-347-4753.

126 Furniture for Sale

Chaise, chairs, ottoman, kitchen appliances,

morel Perfect for student apartment. Pentax
35mm zoom camera. All good condition.

Best prices. 818-799-9977.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

W(X>D kitchen table and two chairs. Excel-

lent condition. Very nice looking. $125 for

seL 818-997-1927 speak to Susie.

127 Garage Sales

MOVING SALE. Oct. 15 11am. 11939 Dar-

lington #205. 4 biks N Wilshire btwn West-
gate/Bundy, Brentwood. Couch, oak wall

unit, rattan desk, teak table, lamps, new acry-

lic yams, misc. (310)820-1009.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mall, n'>ouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

Computer for sale:Mac SE/30. 8-mb RAM.
40-mb Hardrive. Math co-prossesor. Carry-

ing case. $7SQ/obo. Answering machine
$10. 310 399 8077.

,

COMPUTER SALE! Pdwer Book Duo 230,
Global fax nr>odem, all popular software.

Travel case and misc., brand new, $1900. Jeff

213-653-2240.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin tor in-

Ibrniation. 818-225-0909.

MAC SE 8MEC RAM, hard-drive, keyboard,
mouse, travel case and extras. Excellent and
practical. $750/obo. Call 824-2348.

PC NOTEBOOK-486 CPU, 120MB HD, 8MB
RAM, Coprocessor, mouse, extra battery,

case, docking station. Like new. $950. 310-
372-4177.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from
$50 each. 310-286-1222.
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On deck
What: Women's volleyball

Who: No. 4 UCU vs. Oregon
N0.4UCLAJ -^^ '

VOLLEYBALL
From page 24

which is not something we want to

jeopardize."

While a letdown is cause for

concern, the Bruins might have to

be catatonic on Friday night to let

the Ducks spoil a run at the con-

ference championship. Mired in

last alace, Oregon enters the

Wodden Center on the heels of a

nine-game losing streak, with
home-court sweeps at the hands of

ninth-place California and Cal

State Northridge included in the

skid.

On the other hand, Oregon
Stale, UCLA's opponent Saturday

night, might be the best eighth-

place team in the country. Each of

the six opponents to defeat the

Beavers have been ranked in the

top 25 at one point during the sea-

son. Although the Bruins figure to

continue the losing streak, OSU
will feature a slew of big guns.

Among OSU's five returning

starters is All-Pac-10 senior out-

side hitter Shelly Smith. Smith
led the Pac-10 in kills and kills

per game le^st season. Her 564
season total set a new school
record.

"Shelly has always been a big

gun on the outside," Banachowski
said. "She has been the steadiest

player on their team for years."

While Smith has been a consis-

tent pinnacle of excellence in

Corvalis, it is 6-foot-3-inch sopho-

more middle blocker Staci Hintze

who leads the Beavers in kills this

year with 3.4 per game. Her .365

hitting percentage places her third

in the Pac-10. Alongside senior

middle blocker Tanya Lifa, who
ranks third in the conference with

1.55 blocks per game, the Beavers

possess a formidable pair of
blockers in the middle.

Copeland's Sports
RGGbbk

IflRliZON HIKER

There's still

tinietogel^
money l()r thi

semester from
Citibmik.

Water r—lataitt aiMd* and nylen uppar. High
abraalon oulaola dallvara sure footins. Steal

ahank anauraa aoHd auppofl. Diae. eolon

A PAIR'

Whether you're an undergraduate

or graduate student, Citibank has a

student loan to meet your needs.

If you're short on funds this semester, you're

not alone. During the 30 years we've been

in the student loan business, students have

often told us that they need extra money

during the course of the semester to pay for

tuition, books, and other expenses. If this

sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank,

the nation's Number One student loan

lender, to provide you with the best financial

aid products and services with these

important benefits: *

No payments while you are in school

Low interest rates

Loans for students of all Incomes

Monthly payments as low as $50

No penalty for early repayment

You don't have to be a current Citibank

customer to qualify!

The faster you respond, the faster we can

get you the funds you need. Or call us at

1-800-692-9200, ext 594. Call today.

and we'll get an application out to you the

next business dayl.;

Call l-8()()-692-82()() ext. 594

*•;>

Vest
I need a student loan now!

Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

n AH Federal Stafford Loans

(for undergraduate and graduate students)

a Federal PLUS Loan

(for parents of dependent students onl)r)

G Citibank Graduate Loans

Field of interest

NAME.

aTY_

.ADDRESS. .AFT.

.STATE. .THfPHONE.

I

SOCIAL SECU»UTY» .YDUAMCUMEhmr AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT a A CaiADUATE JTUOENT YEAR Of GRADUATION

j
^ • Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS)

• P.O. Box 22948

I
SMV»4 Rodvjster. NY 14692-7085 OJIBAmO

I•I.
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UCSB maiks end for water I I

No. 4 Bmins hope
to end three-game

slide with Gauchos
By Esther Hul
Dally Baiin Senior Staff

The end is in sight for the fourth-

ranked UCLA men's water polo
team. Not the end of the season, but

the end of four weeks and nine
straight matches played on the road.

The Bruins (10-7 overall, 1-3 in

the Mountain Pacific Sports ,_ e u .* • . u
.r«fion^ will n,.., M^ « III-

iKmofwhat s going to happen.Federation) will meet No. 8 UC
Santa Barbara today in theii' last

road match before returning to

Westwood to begin a three-game
homestand.

But with a losing record in the

jconfeience, the Bruins are far from
looking past today's match. Led by
driver Doug Wiercnga, the Gauchos
have twice beaten No. 5 Pacific, a
_leam UCLA lost 10.6-5 kist Sundays

**The way this season is going, the size of the expected Gaucho
anyone can beat anyone," UCSB crowd and from a unique feature to

head coach Joe Brian said. "I don't UCSB's pool,

think scores between us Vnd UOP UCSB is one of the few schools
and ICLA and UOP arc any indica- to use a pool with a shallow end, an

"' •

•
'

'

attribute which can be used to a

team's advantage only if players arc

used to playing on it

"You shouldn't be touching,"

Baker said of the 5 1/2-foot depth at

the shallow end of the pool. "But the

goalie can use it to his advantage. If

you're visiting it takes a bit of an
adjustment. We have a better team. If

we play well we'll win, but our
biggest obstacle is adversity."

Adding to the Bruins' strength is

the fact that goalkeeper Matt
Swanson has had a week of full con-

ditioning for the first time since suf-

fering a groin injury three weeks
ago.

'Tve always beeiilmprcss^vviBi

UCLA," Brian said. "I've noticed

that they are a great group of guys

With a losing record

, . . the Bruins are far

from looking past

today's match.

"That was a tough weekend for

UCLA (three losses to three ranked

teams on the noad), and I'd imagine

they will be much mcM« rested."

Foremost on the minds of the

Bruins is the immediate need to end
their three-game losing streak, A
loss today would mean possible
elimination from the NCAA touma-

menL
Added adversity will come from together."

XJN FERREY/ Daily

that support each other and work Tommy WtMig and the UCLA men's water polo team travel to

Bruin

Santa Barbara to take on the Gauchos in their last road match;

Dan NIednagei
UCLA Sports Info

Cross
Bruin runners to

race top-ranked

schools at BYU
By Mark SIngerton

The UCLA cross country
teams have been tested by high-

ly touted opponents all season.
This Saturday, their biggest
challenge may be Mother
Nature.

Provo, Utah, the site of the
Brigham Young Invitational, is

ntry faces new heights in Provo
4,800 feet above sea level, and
for many of the Bruins, it will be
the first time they have run at

such heights.

The men will compete with
nine other teams, many of which
are nationally ranked, including

No. 13 Montana State. No. 20
Idaho State, and No. 15 BYU.
UCLA continues to be

plagued by injuries. Senior
Creighton Harris and sophomore
Keith Grossman will probably
be sidelined for the remainder of
the season.

But there is one bright spot

for UCLA. Junior Dan in their meet. UCLA will sport

Niednagel is back from a foot the fastest squad on the 5000-
ailment, and he, along with meter course, and will hope to

senior Brian Gastelum, will

likely lead the Bruins. Both are

coming off good fmishes at the

Stanford Invite, Oct. 1.
*^^

* '^

Despite the injuries, UCLA
could be a threat.

take advantage of the flat sur-

face.

!Jt,(the surface) should help
oiir chances," UCLA coach Eric

Peterson said. "People like

Jeanene Harlick can utilize their

*UCLA might be our biggest strength on these type of cours-
competition," BYU head coach
Sherald James said. "They beat

us two weeks ago."
^ ( • • •

There is no doubt that the jNo.

12 Bruin women are the favorite

es. But everyone is capable of a

strong race."

The toughest challenger for

UCLA will be the host Cougars,
who are ranked 13th going into

the event.

TEAM OUTFriTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

WORLD CUP

vwr
rOFFSlOE^

SPORTS APPAREL <^

(BS(S SSfiiS SiSSSSSSiS

S

i i 710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

a
a$15:

ffi(
DRIVIIMG fi TRAFnC SCHOOL

UCLA fii ALL Student Discount fm
Traffic School on Waekdays & Saturdays Ql
1093 Broxton Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 f^
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse ID

SffiSS Sis sss ssssss

GET THE POINT?

ADVERTISE.

Daily Bruin

1 07o EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

tilittiiim»\tmttttiumttmiii<ini».tnintmtnniim.tnttt.q

Ve have vays of making you recycle...
resu/irinrrrxTriMrrrnttn//ujrrr/'nrrr/r/^^

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

irJCLUDES EYt E'XAMirJAIIorj

EYEGLASS FRAME H,

PKES':RiPiiorj tirjsts

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irJClUDFS EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LEfiSES

CAREKII AfJD FOllOV; IIP CARE

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

BIG SPORTS BAR
> Q

Q

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
iriC.iUDLL. I > Ar.l unifJG 8. FOUO.V lip

v ? H' f
I '( AC:ilVil[ lEr4.,FS

GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
EYE EXAMINATIONS
VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRiCED MERCriAriD:SE ONLY

10% OFF f; cn

and BILLTS DUGOUT

FOOD ITEMS
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT

O

o i

Q ;

COMPLETE ONE STOP FOOD AND ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

f HAPPYHOUR MON THRU FRI 4:30-7:00

f BEST SPORTS VIEWING IN THEAREA
f FOOD AND DRINK SPECIALS.

^ LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

^KENOAND TRIVIA GAMES
^ LOADS OF FUN
' SAT COLLEGE FOOTBALL..

WATCH TTHEREI

N
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>«l«vSl
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iQ

a
82 N. Fair Oaks Blvd.

Old Town Pasadena, CA
(818) 449-1948 / (818) 440-1736
Muse Present >/Blid Student I.D.
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Sports
Beavers' wishbone poses problems for UCLA

t

Oregon State's

offense exploits

weaknesses in

Bruins' defense
By Scott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

_ It may be the only thing, but
history will certainly be on the

side of the UCLA football team
when it enters Saturday's 7 p.m.

matchup with Oregon State at ihfe

Rose Bowl.

The Bruins (2-4 overall, 0-3 in

the Pacific 10) hold a 32-10-4
advantage in the series with OSU,
and have won 16 of the last 18

games between the two schools.

In fact, the Beavers have never
won a game in the Rose Bowl, and
their last road win over UCLA
came more than 20 years ago.

History, however, has done lit-

tle to help UCLA out of its four-

game losing streak, and if the

Bruins are to halt the skid this

week, it will take more than mys-
tique.

Entering the game, OSU leads

the Pac-IO in rushing offense with

278.4 yards per game. At the same

time, however, the" Beavers rank
seventh in total offense, eighth in

scoring offense, and last in pass-

ing offense. The discrepancy is

no doubt a result of OS,U's wish-

bone formation - which calls for

three tailbacks in the offense -

and was a pre-season concern of
Beaver head coach Jerry Pettibone

after last year's squad produced
similar numbers.

"There's one thing we worked
on extremely hard this last spring,-

and ihai^s lo be able to be effective

at throwing the ball more often,"

Pettibone said in September. "Not
throwing it just to be throwing it,

but to be good enough to throvvir

at the right times in the game so

that it can be effective for us.

That's definitely a part of our
offense that we're trying to devel-

op."

Pettibone might not have held

true to his words - Oregon State

has attempted only 39 passes
through five games this season.

Nevertheless, a solid running
game could prove troublesome for

a UCLA squad that ranks ninth in

the Pac-10 in rushing defense.

The Bruins' task lies in finding

a way to stop OSU's combination
of Don Shanklin and J.J. Young.
Shanklin, a junior quarterback,
has run the ball 42 times for 290
yards and two touchdowns in four

games. He ranks third in the Pac-

10 in passing efficiency with a rat-

ing of 138.70, although he has

completed only 1 3 passes. Young,
a senior halfback, has rushed 57
times for 353 yards and four
touchdowns.

"The 1994 season will be my
29th in coaching and I have had
the opportunity to see some of the

best running backs that have
played college football in 25 years
- guys that have won the Heisman
Trophy and were legitimate first-

team All-Americans," Pettibone

said. "I think J.J. Young is in that

category. He has outstanding

See FOOTBALL, page 21
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OSU Spons tntormation

Oregon State quarterback Don Shanklin leads the Beavers'
wishbone offense.

'Eaters, Matadors
up next for soccer
First place on line

for No. 7 UCLA
ih MPSF matches

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff ,

After an inauspicious 0- 1 start

in conference play, the UCLA
men's soccer team will have a

shot to move into first place this

weekend with victories over UC
Santa Barbara and Cal State
Northridge.

The Bruins (10-1 overall, 2-1

in league) are currently second in

the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation behind the Gauchos
(7-4, 2-0), but UCLA could take

the lead with a win against UCSB
tonight at Spaulding Field.

"I think they're a good team,"

UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid
said of the Gauchos. "They're in

first place which means that if we
win, we have a share of first and
if we lose, we're definitely out of
first. We haven't really gotten lo

play at home this season and we
haven't played on campus yet."

tICSB features two of the con-

ference's leading scorers - Ralph
Robertson and Matt Arya - who
are both among the MPSF's top

10.

Robertson is tied for the assist

lead (with eight) and - with six

goals - has 20 points overall.

"(Matt) Arya's a good

player . . . He's very

skillfijl, very talented

and has a good shot on

goal. ^ . . who has the

skills to finish...

Sigl Schmid

UCLA Head Coach

>»

Arya is .second in the conference
with 25 total points on 10 goals
and five assists.

"Arya's a good player,"
Schnjid said. "He transferred out
of here, went to Santa Clara, went
to Foothill and now he's at Santa
Barbara to play for his brother.

He's very skillful, very talented

See M.SOCCER, page 21

Volley gets two easy ones

WON VtCXMMly Brum

No. 4 UCLA women's volleyball team and junior outside
hitter Jenny Johnson take on the Oregon Ducks tonight.

No. 4 Bruins team plays

last place Oregon at
^^

Wooden Center tonight

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

^^-After spending their last two matches
battling the bourgeois of the Pacific-10,

the fourth-ranked UCLA women's volley-

ball team will spend the weekend enter-

taining the proletariat of the conference.

Coming off a four-game defeat to top-

ranked Stanford last Saturday in Palo Alto
and a marathon, two-and-a-half-hour,
five-game victory over 15th-ranked USC
on Wftinesday, the Bruins can apparently

breath slightly easier as Oregon (6-10
overall, 0-7 in Pac-10) and Oregon State

(1 1-6, 2-5) crawl into Westwood.
While the Ducks and Beavers com-

bined 1-36 career record against UCLA
(16-2, 6-1) is less than awe inspiring,

head coach Andy Banachowski is aware
of the potential problems in playing the

conference featherweights.

"Suffering a letdown is something we
have to be worried about," Banachowski
said. "But right now we have put our-
selves in good position in the Pac-10 race.

See VOLLEYBALL, page 22

Uh, wtio do you rooffor?
The UCXA men's volleyball team will host

the Bruinjilumni tonight at Pauley Pavilion.

Scheduled to compete for the alumrii include

Karch Kiraly, Jeff Williams, Dan Lan&y,
Carl Henkel, Trevor Schirman. Mid Mike
Sealy (left). First serve is at 8:30 p.m.

tickimitill
^ ."..-,.*!•',

The
Bottom

Lino
^ ' Studditt* UCLA-UjSC football game

are still dysdluk^^ic^ ^iiithase at the ticket office

at Pauley P&v\iim* Moprrority number requiit^.

^
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New management sciiool site nears finisli
By Qil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

To most students hurrying
across campus from one class to

another, all construction sites

loolcalilce.

However, the green construc-
tion wall Surrounding the new
Anderson Graduate School of
Management, north of the Fowler
Museum, hides the buildings'
massive brick facade and contem-
porary architectural designs.

While it is still a mess of unfin-

ished walls, staircases and brick-

work, the building's population
of workers is expected to be
replaced by 1,000 management
students next fall.

The core of the 280,000
square-foot complex consists of
four interconnecting buildings
that will be conveniently color
coded. They surround a large
courtyard fed by sweeping stair-

cases.

Three buildings, named
Managment North, South and
West, will house classrooms, stu-

dent services and faculty and sup-

port staff offices. The three
buildings' floor plans are almost
exact mirrors of each other, and
each centers around a four-story

high atrium accented by sky-
lights.

Floor two of all the buildings
will be for student services with
club rooms and lounges. One
building houses an unfinished
eatery area, but its fate is still

Inside Viewpoint

Sponsorship?
Tomorrow's USAC agen-

da includes a long-awaited

topic . . . sponsorship of the

greek system. The Bruin
ui^es all students to not let

this vote go by without
knowing the issues

involved.

See page 16

Back Page

The battle of
the winless
The UCLA football team

battled it out with Oregon
State last Saturday to get

out of the Pac-10 cellar.

Both teams entered the

game winless in the confer-

ence, but which one went
home with a victory?

See page 36

uneert£tin.

"The reality is that the North
Campus student facility sits IQQ
feet to the east and Ackerman
Union is a couple hundred feet to

the south. I don't think that we
are likely to want to go into a full

food service arrangement," said

John Sandbrook, management
associate dean of operations. "I

don't want to replicate the North
Campus student facility."

While most campus eateries
are operated by the students'-
association, it remains undecided
whether it will run a food venue
in the management school,
according to Jason Reed, associa-

tion executive director

"We are now in the process of

talking with the Anderson School
people to develop a proposal (for

operatingOhe^Anderson eatery,)"

Reed said.

Classes are held on the third

floor, with eight classrooms rang-

ing in capacity from 20 to 60
seats. All desks will be equipped
with electrical and telephone out-

lets to accommodate laptop com-
puters, which will connect to a

central computer. Sandbrook
explained.
- "We're trying to anticipate the

use of laptop computers in the

instructional program," he said.

"Right now, of our three M.B.A.
programs, we require laptops for

See ANDERSON, page 10
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STEVE KIM

The new Anderson Graduate School of l\Aanagement consists of
four interconnecting buildings that surround an inner courtyard.

STEVEKIM

The library staff crosses a bridge connecting the buildings of the
new Anderson Graduate School of Management.

Brown challenges Wilson on crime, taxes
Personal story about

rape comes to the

forefront of debate

By Robert Gunnison
and Edward Epstein
San Francisco Chronicle

SACRAMENTO— In the only
debate of the campaign for gover-
nor, Kathleen Brown turned the

politically explosive crime issue

against Gov. Pete Wilson Friday
night, declaring that he could not

understand the fears of women
and disclosing that her own
daughter had been a "date rape"
victim.

Democrat Brown, who has been
the target of Wilson's television

ads blasting her personal opposi-
tion to the death penalty, repeated-

ly took the offensive against the

Republican incumbent on tradi-

tional issues such as taxes, spend-
ing and illegal immigration.

Fraternity row awaits
cliapter, Pi Kappa Plii
Community-based

addition works with

service organizations

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

There may soon be some new
greek letters on the row as Pi

Kappa Phi plans to add another
house to the already 30 chartered

fraternities at UCLA.
Currently recruiting founding

members for its 10th chapter in

California, Pi Kappa Phi hopes to

officially colonize UCLA with a

charter and house by May of next

year, said James Benson, director

of expansion.

Because of UCLA's strong
academics, diversity and active
greek community, UCLA was the

ideal choice for the fraternity's

expansion, said Ross Knoblauch,
Pi Kappa Phi leadership consul-

tant said.

Most known for its communi-
ty service programming with
People Understanding the
Severely Handicapped (PUSH)
America, Pi Kappa Phi is the only
fraternity to have its own philan-

thropic organization which serves

persons with disabilities.

"We want the fraternity to not

only be involved with issues on
campus but other activities,"

Knoblauch said. "We want to give

back to the community and to the

campus."

In addition to PUSH America,
the fraternity also sponsors the

annual Journey of Hope, which is

a summer-long bike ride across
America. Members nationwide
raise money and travel across the

country in order to solicit support
from people in cities and towns.

"I think that a national frater-

nity bringing in a nationally struc-

See FRATERNITY, page 11__v

But the hourlong televised
encounter took an unusual and
visceral twist when Brown veered

from a question about the death
penalty to say, "What I resent
most of all is you questioning my
commitment to be tough on crime.

You cannot possibly imagine what
it's like to be a woman at night,

leaving the office, going to your
car at night.

"You cannot imagine what it's

like to be a mother waiting at

home, late at night for your kids to

come home, waiting for your
daughter to come home in the

evening, having her come home
and comfort her because she's
been raped. You cannot under-
stand that. So don't question my
commitment to be tough on
crime."

Wilson, who appeared off-bal-

ance through much the debate,
shot back, "I have to question it,

Kathleen, because, despite your
moving performance, to say that

when you invoked your father as

your role model on the death
penalty, as fondly as we all

rcTTiember him ... he granted
clemency 27 times, excuse me, 23
times, whatever it was."

Brown's father, former Gov.
Edmund (Pat) Brown, served as

governor from 1959 to 1966.
During his administration, 36
inmates were put to death and he
granted clemency to 23.

The debate, aired on 18 televi-

sion stations in a dozen California

cAies and nationally on C-SPAN,
occurred after weeks of jockeying
by both candidates about whether
any joint appearance would take

place. In the end, it was Wilson,
who holds a comfortable lead in

public opinion polls, who dictated

the terms - a Friday night at 6:30,

when television audiences were
among their lowest point of the

week. _
The way things turned out

Friday night, it may have been a

shrewd move. According to a

panel of Bay Area voters who
watched the encounter. Brown
easily defeated Wilson.

"... I resent ... (Gov.

Pete Wilson) questioning

my commitment to be

tough on crime."

Kathleen Brown

Democrat

After the debate, Brown was
ebullient and quickly challenged

Wilson to debate again, but he
demurred.

In response to reporters' ques-

tions. Brown said her daughter,
Sascha Rice, had been the victim

of a date rape "many years ago*'

and the crime had not been report-

ed to police. Her son, Zeb, had
been mugged in the 1980s, when
they liyed in New York.

When he met reporters, Wilson
dropped the characterization of
Brown's "moving performance"
and said, "I can only feel sympa-
thy for her and her daughter"

Nonetheless, he said Brown
was "out of touch with real issues

and real people."

The two also clashed over ille-

gal immigration, an issue that has

See PCRATE. page la
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What's Brewin' This Week
Young Arab Organization*

New organization

Call Alia at 208-4649

Today
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

UC systemwide toxic substances
research and teaching program
Panel discussion - Pollution Prevention in

California: Progress or Public Relations?

Griffin Commons, North Ridge Room
Call Linda at 206-2098

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Placement and Career Planning Center
Resume doctor

Also 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. tomormw .

-

PCPC Building

825-2981

A

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Hong Kong Student Union
Chinese book fair

Now through Wednesday
Perloff Quad
473-4230

11 a.m. - 1 p.m.

USAC
USAC open house activities fair

Westwood Plaza

443-9777

11:30 a.m.

Offlce of International Students and
Scholars & International Students
Association

Lunch hour pronunciation

Men's Gym 105

Also Thursday at noon
825-1681

Noon

Hillel Student Association

Talmud study with Rabbi Seidler-Feller

Law School 2442 — ^.

208-3081

Womens' Resource Center & SHB
Health Education .> —
Video and discussion: Alcohol and
Advertising

Dodd 2

825-7164

Jf.tj:

1 p.m.

Senior Citizens Project

Orientation for prospective volunteers

Also Tuesday at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.

Kerckhoff404
825-2333

3:30 p.m.

Department of Chemistry &
Biochemistry

Annual Departmental Awards Ceremony
Court of Sciences 24
825-3958

Hillel Student Association

Dr. Mark S. Smith: 'The History of God"
Law School 2448
208-3081

4 p.m.

Center for the Study ofWomen
Gender and politics project

Bunche6265 . . ,

825-0590

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2325
825-2167

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science
Academic Workshops
Effective learning strategies in math and

the sciences

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

International Students Association

General meeting

Ackerman2412
825-2726

LASA
Orientation

Lu Valle Courtroom
206-2631

6 p.m.

Phi Beta Kappa ^-—^ —
Organizational meeting

Faculty Center, Cocktail Lounge
209-6039

7 p.m.

Natural High/ORL
Alcohol addiction presentation: "Legacy
of Obsession"

Northwest Campus Auditorium

825-7164

Tuesday, Oct. 18
Noon - 1 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Prop 1 87 information session

Ackerman 3530
208-5015

12:30 p.m. - 1 p.m.

Women's Resource Center
A Model of Excellence: Women of Color

in Higher Education

Ackerman 2408
825-3945

3 p.m. - 4 p.m.

EXPO & PCPC
CIEE work abroad information session

Ackerman 2408
825-0837

4 p.m.

Conflict Mediation Program
Discussion forum on sexual harassment

Moore 1048

Also later today and Thursday
Call 825-9840 for times and locations

5 p.m.

Hong Kong Student Union
Hong Kong novelist discussion

Ackerman 3525
473-4230

Ttirkish Students' Association

Meeting

Kinsey 386
(818)799-9977

5:30 p.m.

Amigos del Barrio

Orientation meeting

Kerckhoff411

825-2217

6 p.m.

Nikkei Student Union
General meeting

Franz 1178

825-7184

6:30 p.m.

KLA
Political BS talk show
Call for requests/comments

825-9999

Wednesday, Oct. 19
11 a.m.

Natural High
Health, Wjcllness, and fitness fair

Westwood Plaza

825-7164

Student Accounting Society

"How to Choose a CPA Firm"
Ackerman 3517 '

839-2870

Noon

Placement and Career Planning Center
Jobs for Bruins career fair

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-2981

4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Office^of International Students and
Scholars

International cofFeebreak

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

825-1681

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science
Academic Workshops
Choosing a Major: a primer for first year

students

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Golden Key National Honor Society

General meeting

Kinsey 364
470-1776

Latina/o Business Student Association

Company information nigh*

PCPC Building

206-1931

6 p.m.

UCLA Asian Paciflc Coalition

General meeting and staff elections

Campbell 3232
825-7184

7 p.m.

The Emergency Coalition to Stop Prop.
187

Meeting

Third floor Ackerman Lounge
396-4624

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies & Conflict Mediation
Program
Free film: "Oleanna" followed by a panel

discussion

Melnitz Theater

825-9840

9 p.m.

Campus Events
Film: "Speed"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

UCLA Comedy Club
Weekly workshop for those interested in

writing and performing stand-up comedy
Ackerman 2410
794-3282

Thursday, Oct. 20
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Natural High
"Hole-in-One Golf Challenge"
IM Field

825-7164

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

JSU & Hillel

Share Israeli food, dancing, and crafts

Westwood Plaza

825-8533

Noon

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
George Takei signs *To the Stars"

Bookzone
206-0764

6 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Introductory meeting

Moqre 100

209-1255

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Asian Pacific Alumni
Association & Asian Pacific Coalition

Debate on Prop 187

James West Alumni Center, Founders'
Room
825-7184 ::: ___.^_^

7 p.m.

Introduction to C.A.R.P. and fellowship

1 033 Gayley Ave., Ste. 204
(213)221-1700

Friday, Oct. 21
11 a.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Introductory meeting /\

Ackerman 2408
209-1255

Noon

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Bruce Steriing signs "Heavy Weather"
Bookzone
206-0764

1 p.m.

Placement and Careei^lanning Center
Interviewing for a career in business

PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 for reservation

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2408
(213)481-2201

5:45 p.m.

Hillel Student Association

Cilywide Shabbat

University of Judaism, 15600 Mullholland
Drive

Cost: $5 must be paid by Oct. 24
208-3081

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Film: "Die Haixl" followed by "Speed" at

9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1^58

Hillel Student Association

Dorm Shabbat

Call 208-3081 for location

If your organization would like an event
listed in this section, please drop by the
Daily Bruin's front counter in 225
Kerckhoff and fill out a listing form by 2
p.m. the day before publication. The dead-
line for a submission that will appear in

Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.

Brown gets hits, no runs in debate, analysts say
Democrat charges

crime issue with

account of rape

By John Corrigan
Los Angeles Daily News

Gubernatorial candidate
Kathleen Brown scored more hits

than Gov, Pete Wilson in Friday's

debate, but despite a dramatic per-

sonal statement on crime she did

not get the home run she needs to

trim Wilson's lead in the race,

analysts said.

"I would say Kathleen BrOwn
won the debate, but not by a large

enough margin to damage
Wilson," said^tephen Monsma, a

political science professor at

Pepperdine University.

Monsma and other analysts said

the high [)oint of the debate came
when Brown attacked Wilson for

criticizing her position on crime.

Brown challenged Wilson to

state how he could personally

know what it is like "waiting for

our daughter to come home
because she was raped, having to

leave work early because your son

was robbed or mugged."
Wilson retorted that it was a

"moving performance" from
Brown. Although it was not clear

during the debate itself. Brown
told reporters later that she was
referring to her own children.

Sherry Jeffe, a political science

professor at Claremont Graduate
School Center for Politics and
Policy, said voters were probably

moved by the exchange but said

Brown looked "programmed" to

her.

"It looked to mHlike a calculat-

ed performance," Jeffe said.

But Jeffe added that the viewr

ing audience probably was moved
by the exchange.

Monsma had a similar

response.

"My own personal reaction was
that this was a bit melodramatic,"

Monsma said. "But it probably
sold well with a good number of

the people watching the debate.

For most of the debate. Brown
came across as more forceful and

self-assured - but didn't hurt

Wilson hard enough to generate •

damaging headlines, analysts said.

"On style points, I'll give a nod

to her," said Allen Hoffenblum, a

Republican consultant.

Hoffei\blum said Wilson
appeared tired during much of the

debate, and that Brown did a bet-

ter job of turning questions from

the panel of reporters into oppor-

tunities for campaign speeches.

Even so, most of the hour-long

debate was focused on issues

where Wilson holds the more pop-

ular positions, Hoffenblum said.
'

"They talked about the issues -
illegal immigration, the death
penalty and crime - that favor the

governor," he said.

Veteran Democratic consultant

Joseph Cerrell scored *the debate

an easy win for Brown, but said

the win was "as much style as it

was substance."

"She was able to attack, without

~
See ANALYSIS, page 13

Down for the catch

A Sigma Chi fraternity member plays In an Intramural football game against ZBT on the IM field. ZBT won 20-8.

NIMABAOLEY

Santa Monica Bay tests most contaminated
By Terri Hardy
Los Angeles Daily News

Santa Monica Bay was most contaminated

this summer near the Los Angeles County
Harbor Patrol dock in Marina Del Rey and
the exclusive Bel Air Bay Club beaches,

according to a report released by an environ-

mental watchdog group.

On Friday Heal the Bay, a Santa Monica
organization, ranked the area's 56 beaches

based on a series of water quality tests taken

by city and county agencies.

In doing so, the private, non-profit group

concluded that while there are some contami-

nated spots, the bay, in general, does not pose

a health risk.

"For a full summer, with beaches stretch-

ing more than 50 miles, it's not as bad as

people think," said Roger Gorke, Heal the

Bay spokesman. "The risk of getting sick

swimming fn the bay is minimal. People just

need to make inforrned choices."

Among the seven beaches receiving a "C"

Former student sues Vassar over
false accusation of anti-gay slurs
The New York Times

NEW YORK— A former VSassar College

student, claiming he became a pariah on
campus after being falsely accused of leav-

ing a vicious message on another student's

answering machine, sued the college
Thursday in federal court in Manhattan.

Max Fraad-Wolff, 21, of New Haven.
Conn., contends in his suit that Vassar offi-

cials denied him due process during a disci-

plinary hearing last November. A junior at

the time, he had been accused of leaving

anti-gay slurs and threats of mutilation on
the answering machine of a leader of the

college's Gay and Lesbian Alliance.

A 1 1 ho ugh the panel wrote him in

November that it had ended deliberations

because it could not establish his guilt or

innocence, Fraad-Wolff withdrew from
the college later that ye&r, and has trans-

ferred to the University of
Massachusetts.

The case became a sensation at Vassar,

in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. The gay students'

group repeatedly played the tape over
loudspeakers, adding. "If you know who
may have made this call, turn them in."

In recent years, civil libertarians have
argued that priva{e colleges like Vassar

should grant students accused of wrong-
doing many procedural rights they would
receive in court, as public schools are

required to do.

grade or lower was Malibu's Surfrider

Beach. It received a C-minus on weekly bac-

teria tests.

It's "one of the worst places to be in the

entire bay." said Gorke, Heal the Bay
spokesman.

"We see swimmers, especially young chil-

dren swimming in the flow of the Malibu

Lagoon, and that's a health risk," Gorke said.

The Los Angeles County Harbor Patrol

beach received its "F' grade based on tests

that measure bacteria counts in three cate-

gories, Gorke said.

"Not too many swim here, but we're warn-

ing people to avoid that area, as well as areas

near the Santa Monica and Redondo piers,"

he said.

Gorke said swimmers can avoid a polluted

area by swimming 100 yards away.

A new monitoring location south of the

Bel Air Bay Club received a D-minus
because of its high bacteria counts, Gorke
said.

The beach is located just north of the pop-

ular Will Rogers State Beach.

"We don't know yet what the contamina-

tion source is, but it's cause for concern,"

Gorke said. "Something's going on there that

has to be investigated."

Bel Air Bay Club is contacted daily after

the county's health department tests the

water, and posLs warning signs if it is poses a

risk to swimmers, said Doug Staheli, assis-

_ See MACMIt, pag&ll.

Editorpiiiis

fire alarm,
winds up in^

big trouble
By N.R. Klelnfield

The New York Times

NEWYORK— It started out prosaically

enough. Engine Co. No. 47, the nearby fire

house, had a new fire Uiick, and when an

editor noticed it, that seemed reason enough
to order up an article and a picture for the

next day's paper.

But time ticked away. The truck sat

unsumnK)ned in its berth. A deadline had to

be met.

So the editor decided to hasten matters.

She pulled a fire alarm. In short order, the

shiny new truck sped out of its garage. The
photographer snapped away.

That apparently is how Ruth Halikman,

the editor in chief ofThe Columbia Daily

Spectator, one of the Columbia University

student newspapers, spent her Sunday after-

noon.

Word of the unorthodox chain of events

quickly spread around tlie Spectator offices,

disturbing members of the paper's managing

board.

Mike Stanton, the managing editor, and

Christopher Conway, the publisher, said a

meeting was convened the next night.

"We discussed the problem and Ruth

decided that the best way to deal with the

issue was to resign," Stanton said. "She said

she didn't really understand what the conse-

quences of pulling a fire alarm meant." She

had been editor since January.

Rrch Altman, who took the pictures of the

fire truck and was The Spectator's associate

photo editor, was also asked to resign. He
consented, although he said that he did not

know of the false-alarm plan and that he had

simply reported to the fire house and waited

for the truck to emeige.

•'I figured in New York an alarm is going

to go off eventually," he said. "For all I

know, a burnt pHCce of toast in a toaster

touched off the alarm."

Messages left on the answering machine

of Ruth Halikman, a Columbia senior, were

not returned.

But Marco Roth, who was The
Spectator's associate arts and entertainment

editor and is Ruth Halikman' s boyfriend,

said, "Ruth told me that she pulled the alarm

at the urging of Rich Altman." Altman said

that was untrue.

Roth quit the paper as well, because, he

said, he believes Ruth Halikman has been

treated shabbily and the issue blown out of

proportion.

In Wednesday's issue ofThe Spectator, an

editorial informed readers of the contretemps

and reassured readers that the paper remains

"dedicated to presenting the daily news
objectively and honestly."

It remains unclear whether the college will

take any action. Fred Knubel, a spokesman
for Columbia, said it was the college's policy

not to comment on student disciplinary mat-

ters.

Meanwhile, Spectator readers still await

the article on the fire truck. The paper felt it

wise to hold the feature. As for the pictures,

^lanion said^'lhey will definitely noi run."
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U.S. compromises
on checking of Iraq
UNITED NATIONS — Detfermined to

pass a resolution chastising Iraq for its

recent threatening troop movements
toward Kuwait, the United States
compromised Saturday on several points

to forestall a Russian veto and gain
backing among the Security Council's 15

members.

A demand that Iraq notify the secretary

general two weeks before unusual or
potentially alarming troop movements has

been dropped or considerably weakened.

The original proposal had been made by
the British, but several countries, led by
France, objected to the precedent of insti-

tuting international controls over troop

movements within national borders.

Joint report warns
of airiine standards
MOSCOW— A joint Russian-American
report says safety standards on Russian
airlines will fail to meet international

standards unless the government takes

action to retrain personnel.

The report, compiled by more than 50
Russian and American experts and issued

on Friday, found that Russia "minimally
meets" safely levels of the International

Civil Aviation Oi^anization, a U.N. agency
that sets air standards. But the experts said

there were potentially serious shortcom-
ings in the Russian civil aviation system.

The report named several priorities that

include adopting a new Russian air code
that better defines the responsibilities of
different aviation authorities; providing
"adequate funding" to avoid a further ero-

sion of safety inspections.

North Korean leader

allays public fears
TOKYO — Kim Jong II, the son of
North Korea's former leader, appeared
in public on Sunday for the first time in

nearly three months, partly allaying

suspicions that he is ill and raising

expectations that he will soon complete
the process of formally succeeding his

father, who died in July.

Kim appeared on Sunday afternoon
in Pyongyang, the North Korean capi-

tal, at a ceremony to mark the end of
the 100-day mourning period for Kim
U Sung.

Although Kim has been presumed to

be North Korea's new leader, he had
not been seen publicly since his

father's funeral on July 20. Nor has he

assumed two high positions held by
Kim II Sung, president of the country
and general-secretary of the Workers
Party, North Korea's Communist Party.

tion

Kohl's slate slips In

vote, but holds on
BONN — Chancellor Helmut Kohl's 12-

year-old governing coalition suffered
heavy losses Sunday in Germany's
national election but held on to a narrow
majority over the combined opposition,

preliminary results and computer
projections indicated.

"We have won the second all-German
election," Kohl told cheering supporters

less than 90 minutes after the polls closed,

predicting that the coalition would emerge
with a majority of from eight to 10 seats in

parliament.

But with 3.5 million people unemployed
- including more than a million in the east-

em part of the country since the collapse of
the Communist economy there - and total

public indebtedness swollen to $1.3 trillion

since reunification four years ago.

Evaluation critiques

objectivity of GAO
WASHINGTON — The government's
watchdog agency, the General Accounting
Office, has strayed from its original fact-

finding mission and tarnished its refutation

for objectivity by becoming an advocate for

policy changes, an independent evaluation

of the agency says.

The study, in effect an audit of the gov-

ernment's top auditCH^, was issued last week
by a panel of experts from the National
Academy of Public Administration.

Lawmakers continually cite the account-

ing office's findings in deciding whether to

create, abolish, cut or revise programs. But
in recent years, lawmakers of both parties

have expressed concern that the agency
sometimes seemed nx)rc eager to make pol-

icy pronouncements than simply to provide

information.

Clinton marks rataim
of Aristlde to Haiti
MIAMI— Presklent Clinton said Saturday

that the return to Haiti of President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide marked a joyous but
challenging moment in the history of the

beleaguered Caribbean nation.

"Now the difficult job of rebuilding Haiti

must begin," Clinton said in his weekly
radio address. He noted that an international

alliance already had promised $550 million

for recovery and reconsuiiction.

"In the end, though, only the Haitian peo-

ple can do the job of rebuilding their coun-

try. It will be a clearly difficult task, but the

people of Haiti have survived decades of
violence and terror and poverty ..."

The president gave Aristide a send-off

ceremony at the White House on Friday.

\$State

School employees
stockpile vacations
Defying a Board ofEducation order to

curb vacation banking, school officials

last year amended at least one contract to

allow employees to take work furlough

days in lieu of vacation time - which the

employees then stockpiled.

Some school board memb^s - who were

assured by administrators as late as last

week that the failure to comply was not pur-

poseful - said they were angry to learn of •

the contract that suggested otherwise.

Thousands of employees have spent

years accumulating excessive unused vaca-

tion time, creating what amounts to hidden

[xivate severance packages when they retire

or leave the Los Angeles Unified School
District

In September 1992, the value of vacation

time in excess of school district limits was
$15 million. In the two years since that total

has nearly doubled, to $28 million last

month.

Huffington alms to
retum school prayer
U.S. Rep. Michael Huffington promised
about 600 Christians that he would woiic

to retum public prayer to the classroom
and restrict federal abortion funding if

elected to the U.S. Senate.

"If we can say a prayer in the House of
Representatives, why can't we say a prayer

in school?" said Huffington (R-Santa
Barbara).

After speaking at the political forum
Huffington told reporters that Feinstein is

using negative advertising rather than adver-

tising her platform because "she is on the

wrong side of the issues."

THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE WORM
April MCAT Examinees: What Kind of Bird arc You?

This Fall, most pre-meds will only work on coursework and extracurriculars,

A few will begin their conceptual MCAT science review.

- Which ^0 yw thmkis ihe-mort effecttve sdnmsmns stnteg]/t~

The MCAT is an integrative test. You have to be fluent in aH the fundamental concepts of first-year physia,

biology, and general chemistry as well as a good deal of organic These concepts are basic, but you've got

to understand them intuitively, and be able to apply them to all kinds of unfamiliar situations , quickly.

How can you gain this fluency? By starting early. Spend your discretionary time on MCAT science review

this quarter . Then when our course begins in January, our instructors will help you put the polish on your

sciences knowledge, and you can focus on applying what you've learned by doing MCAT practice passages. ,

Here are some good reasons to get started NOW, instead of procrastinating: ^ '

I. We offer the best home-study MCAT sciences review materials in existence.

Clear, conceptual, creative, and concise (well, as concise as you can get. given everything you're responsible

for). Sign up early and you can get these ^^ great review materials early. The first shipment of

our MCAT Home Prep Pack will be j^ ^W available October 31st.

2. We offer a discount to

Early Birds. Sign up

by Oct 31st and get

a $20.00 discount

PROFESSIONAL 3. Choose your session early.

With only 24 students per session,

popular sessions sell out early.

Guarantee your favorite time slot

1

4J^

<

4. Firm up your Resolution. DDrp fflllD^r'"
^' ^"""^^^ ^^^ '^P"' Advantage!

The earlier you get started, the 1 Illil tU Uilljlj Hed School admissions is a very competitive

less chance you'll have of "putting ^^^^ process. If you can take the test in April, do so!

off the MCAT to August. Don't let yr 40% take it in April. 60%+ of admits took April,

your coursework interfere. Ease the burden by doing some prep now .

Drop by and visit us! Tue-Wed-Thur. 1-4pm
10883 Kinross (at Wostwood. across from Hoogen Dozs)
208-5000 9om9pm

M 800 MD-BOUND
ii YiJeri 'icrat 7 ##/ iLJ

WHEmnTIMETOBETSEBIOnSABOUTTHETESr—

^

•r"c|^«^^iA imtfm wnrmiT'^i

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Laser Surgery, Computer Ima£fin£i Available

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Tonsils

•Nasal Allergy

•Sinuses

•Hoarseness

•Snoring

•C:hemical Ilcel

•Oiin 8c Check
Implants

•Liposuction

•Forehead

•Tattoo Removal

SURGERY OF THE FACE
•Nose •

(Back to Vfotk in 3 Days)
•Acne Scan

(Even Hopeless Cases)

•Natural L^ Enhancement
•Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
•Face LiVEyelid

Steven Burres, M.D.
PAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA

Board Certified

(310) 208-7806
100 UCLA Plaza #522, Westwood

Finmdnit AvaiUbk and Mo«t IntoniK^ Accepted
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• 75% OFF
First Time
Student
Special!

O

Get Out

of the

Kitchen

and into

the Fire.

Join the 3,000 women and
men who are already^ doing
the Executive Boxing' ' and
Kickboxing program offered
exehisively at Bodies in

Motion.
Forget tlie Lipo, yoirll burn

700 to 900 calories per class

Naturally,

And while youVe losing
inches, you 11 firm and tone
your muscles faster than
with weights alone.

To help you start, just

bring this ad and w^e'U give
you 75"/<> off the knockout
w^ork-out you've seen
featured on CNN, MTV,
Good Morning America,
The Today Show^, BestT)f

Los Angeles, Entertainment
Tonight, as well as in Self^

Shape, Fitness, Newsweek,
City Sports and Harper's
Bazaar magazines.

Reviewed us the best instructionalfitness studio in America.

Los ANficlcs • 10542 W. Pico Blvd
( » lilotks I asi ot ()\(.-rl;iiul \\v.)

(310) 836-8000

Pasadena • 117 E. Colorado Blvd.
lower level (at Arn)\t> l*k\v\.)

(818) 577-2211

Ixeciitive Boxiug , KkkhoxiNg, and Personal Training are also available

7)% nfl I'ci^ulnf iftiiidtion price -Offtr expires U)^]l'Ul
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In this case, what you see is what you beiieve
By Jeff Quiim
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

FORT WORTH. Texas— Even
if you're not quite certain what
"virtual reality" means, chances
are that you've seen it or" experi-

enced it.

The "Star Wars" ride at Walt
Disney World is virtual reality. So,

in its way, was the old "3-D"
movie format popularized in the

1950s.

*The goal of using virtual reali-

ty is to lose yourself in another
place or world," said John
Persaud, whose Alternate Worlds
Technology in Louisville, Ky.,

manufactures indbstry-dubbed
virtual reality machines for video

Arcades. "You're put in a situation

where some technologies allow

users' senses to convince them
they're doing something that

doesn't really exist, except in their

minds."

In its most basic sense, virtual

reality lets people pretend to hang
glide over an imaginary city, to

play volleyball on a sandy beach
in the middle of their living rooms
or to blast approaching invader
armies to kingdom come.
Some virtual reality situations

require users to wear helmets and
headphones; most involve the use

of hand controls. Video games are

the best-known current examples,
but more serious virtual reality

applications go all the way back to

World War If.

"The government came out in

the '40s with jet fighter simulators

for military pilots," said Russell

Peay, engineer and technical
director for Reality Concepts of
C^rrollton, Tfexas, about 40 miles

northeast of Fort Worth. "Besides

the air simulators, they had the

ground attack simulation. Today,

the airlines have flight simulator

tests that they require their pilots

to go through regularly. You've
heard the stories about how those

pilots come out of the simulators

dripping sweat. That's because, if

the situation is right, your mind
just accepts that the action is real-

ly happening."

Medical schools and hospitals

also use virtual reality setups to

help students and physicians
"experience" complicated surgery

See VIRTUAL, page 13

X)xygen Permeable
^^^^^^Contact Lenses

p

STUDENT SPECIAL
Dally Wear Soft Lens Package $125.00
(B&L Softspin-Others Slightly Higher)

Disposable Contact Lens Package $200.00
(Includes 4 Six Packs - 12 Lenses Per Eye)

\^
09^

,P.

Packages Include: Exam, lenses, & follow up
10% Discount on all eyeglassses

The Best Are Getting
Even Better!

Xall our office today to schedule
an appointment

g?/>^! ^ DR. J.F. QUAKENBUSH, O.D.
b><::^P' 10955 Weyburn Ave.

Corner of Weyburn & Broxton
208-4748 or 208-8841

GMAT LSAT
If you are a hopeful applicant for

I Graduate School MBA Program Law School

We have the TEST PREPARATION COURSES
you need NOW!

FIRST CLASS FOR TEST DAtE

GRE November 5, 1994 December 10, 1994
GMAT January 7, 1995 January 21, 1995
LSAT October 29, 1994 Decembers, 1995

THE LMU ADVANTAGE
Resonable Cost

'

Ample Opportunity for

28 Hours of Comprehensive Skill Reinforcement
Instruction Class on Campus - Free Parking

Extensive Homestudy Materials Provided

THE LMU GUARANTEE
If for any reason you feel unprepared for your exam,

you may re-take the course up to two times - free of charge.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AND APPLICATION

Call (800) 638-7426 or (310) 338-2757
'

or FAX (310) 338-2706

LOYOLA MARYMOUNT
U N I V E R S 1 T Y
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

7101 WEST 80TH STREET, LOS ANGELES. CA 90045
. . •;

!. ^
'

J. . - - . ......———*'
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1 0% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAMirJATION
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY V^EAR L-ENSES.

CAREKIT AND FOLLOV.'-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
irjCLUDES EXAM FITTING & FOLLOW-UP

& 2 BOAES OF ACUVUE LENSES

' GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
• EYE EXAMINATIONS
. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

FREE LOCAL DELIVERY
CALL 310-208-1456

SPECIAL #1

•Quarter Chigken
• One side order
• Jack's Mountaii^read
• Soft Drink with KfiUs

Only...

$3.99
White me [extra Bl

SPECIAL #2

flplf Chicl^n
1^1^ side or^lfer

jpacKs Mouiitrtin

Soft1)iAikMthre
4.^9

:rii1Chii
f0940 Ifeyburn Avenfi, Westwodi VillajM'

? (BettMn W^modBm & Broxton Ave.)^
w/these cot|pons • 1 discount per person per visit

offer^xpfres 10/25/94 • subject to change
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UCLANATURAL fflGH
PRESENTS

TIMEX FITNESS WEEK
ON BEHALF OF

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS

Oct. 17th - Oct. 21st

MONDAY Oct. 17th

12:00 - 1:00 pm "TIMEX FUN RUNS" /. M. FIELD

Come join us for an obstacle course, an amoeba race, and a TIMEX TUG OF WAR.
Student groups and individuals welcome. No pre-signups necessary. PRIZES AWAilDED!

7:30 -8:30 pm "LEGACY OF OBSESSION" NORTH WEST CAMPUSAUDITORIUM
A dramatic presentation on the cycle of addiction. (Sponsored by ORL)

TUESDAY Oct. 18th

11:00 - 2:00 pm "ALCOHOLAWARENESS INFORMATION FAIR" WESTWOOD
PLAZA
On and off-campus groups will be attending, FREE MOCKTAILS will be served, give-a-

ways, and raffles. (Sponsored by SWC)
7:00 - 8:30 pm "NCADD FORUM" RIEBER HALL NORTHLOUNGE
Recovering student speakers, age 20, who have had alcohol and other drug experiences.

(Sponsored by SWC & ORL)

WEDNESDAY Oct. 19th

11:00 - 2:00 pm "HEALTH, WELLNESS, AND FITNESS FAIR" WESTWOOD PLAZA

On and off-campus groups, clubs, and merchants will be attending, clinic and workshops

will be available. FREE Give-a-ways, raffles, fitness class sign-ups, and a condition

competition. Pick up FRe^OCeA/VSPRA^/
12:00 - 1:00 pm "UCLA AEROBIC INSTRUCTOR DEMONSTRATION" WESTWOOD
PLAZA
THURSDAY Oct. 20th

10:00 - 6:00 pm HOLE-IN-ONE GOLF CHALLENGE" /. M. FIELD^

Win $10.000 Just by getting a HOLE-IN-ONE

12:00 - 1:00 pm "WORLD'S LARGEST AEROBICS CLASS" /. M. FIELD

No pre-signups needed; just bring your workout shoes and yourself and help UCLA break

the college campus record.

7:00 -8:30 pm "MADD FORUM" NORTHWESTCAMPUSAUDITORIUM
Hear a story about one person's life after a drinking an driving accident. (Sponsored by

SWC &. ORL)

L

NATURAL HIGH IS SPONSORED BY STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE/HEALTH

ED., CULTURALAND RECREATIONAL AFFAIRSA.M., OFFICE OF
RESIDENTIAL LIFE, AND STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION.
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Ghosts of '89 quake still haunt S.F. Chinatown
By Benjamin Pimental
San Francisco Chronicle

: SAN FRANCISCO— Finding

street parking on weeknights in

Chinatown is no longer a problem

for Henry Der. And this, he said, is

the most telling sign that

Chinatown has yet to fully recover

from the 1989 Loma Prieta quake.

"That was unheard of prior to the

earthquake," said Der, executive

director of the Chinatown-based

Chinese for Affirmative Action,

**It*s kind of an eerie feeling - a

little bit like a ghost town at night

sometimes."

Five years after the disaster,

Chinatown is still struggling to

regain the economic vibrance lost

when buildings were damaged and
demolition of the nearby
Embarcadero Freeway cut off

easy access to the district. In the

meantime, shoppers have learned

to visit other neighborhoods to

Hnd the food and goods they want.

Chinatown merchants said they

suffered about a 30 percent drop

in business for several months
after the quake, and many say

restaurants, and shops have not

been able to bounce back. Indeed,

some businesses were forced to

close down because of lost sales,

said May Louie, owner of the'Jade

Empire gift shop and other busi-

nesses.

"We're in a very sad state," said

Louie, a Chinatown business-
woman for the last 47 years. She
said her own four Ciiinatown
shops have experienced a 40 per-

cent drop in business since the.

quake.

"I'm not that Optjmistic," she

said. "I don't think anybody
recovered .:. Things are getting

much worse."

Business leaders say they are

still reeling from the cost of retro-

fitting more than three-quarters of

Chinatown's buildings and the

February 1991 demolition of the

Embarcadero Freeway.

Before the quake, the freeway

was used by 60,000 motorists a

day. It served as Chinatown's
main lifeline, bringing in tourists

and shoppers.

Since the freeway was torn

down, visitors to Chinatown have

been forced to make their way

See CHINATOWN, page 15

DAILY JAVA
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS
208-4447

shampoo &
blowdry

/ °

With

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-$49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

I
HAIRCUT

(long hitir S, flat top'

r.lightly highor)

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-$45

SUPER PERM $66

Next to Penny Lane

/

/

/

/

r
/

/ ^ o'

/

—
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At the ABC Entertainment Center in Centary City • Offer expires 1 1/7/94

Women's Resource Center II

FaU Programs 1994 2 Dodd Hall 825-3945

Women of Color in|

Higher Education
1
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A distinguished group of
panelists will discuss the roles

of women of color in higher
education, including their

personal experiences and the

obstacles and opportunities
facing women of color. Other
issues that will be discussed
include social responsibility,

obtaining tenure, and the current
status of women in academia.
For those of you considering or
already attending graduate
school, this program will give
you an excellent chance to ask
questions and to share your
insights.

APPLY FOR
UC STUDENT REGENT

&
SPEND A YEARAT
THE CENTER OF

UNIVERSITY POWER!
Terry Wooten

1994-95

UC Student Regent
will answer questions about the selection

process and highlight the opportunities and
responsibilities of this exciting position

Wednesday, October 19th
" 3508 Ackerman Union

Panelists:
Elma Gonzalez, Ph.D., Professor, Biology
Shirley Hune, Ph.D., Associate Dean, Graduate Programs
and Professor, Urban Planning
Mary Dillard, graduate student, African History

|t!i}j(i5i5!{!U!:i:i:U«J{!{«lsti!i5ii:i:iil»fi!:!z!«:5!i:!!i:?!:«!::sitfjjij:;.|t|t::!:iiji:iSi!:j:i:;j5itsi:ii5:!ij:^

•J^TTfl"'*^? fS*^'''* '" «""**"•• '•^••' ««»«hlllliw. Special fcrvicct are avallal>l« upon reuued wlihin 14 M^rkiiw dari. Call•25-3WS or TUU (MO) 735-29iV. Th. W«««,', H«„«rc» Onler it • t«rvic« of lh< dlvUto. oTSludMl l>tvrfop««Irt wd hLmI,
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10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

Undergraduate, graduate and professional students
in good standing are encouraged to apply.

APPUCATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE
DURING THE MEETING AND AT THE

FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:

Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor,

Student and Campus Life - 1104 Murphy Hall;

James West Center - 325 Westwood Plaza;

Undergraduate and Graduate Student
Government Offices - 3rd Floor, KerckhofF

Hall; The Center for Student Programming -

337 Plaza Building; Ackerman Union - A-Level
Information; Residence Halls - Assistant

Directors' Offices.

AppUcatian Deadline: 5p.m. on

Friday, November 4, 1994

Chancellor's Office, 2147 Murphy HaU.

-*—«-
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Trust volunteers whack away at 'exotic weeds'
By Meg Sullivan

Los Angeles Dally News

- Jo Kitz and her friends are

probably the pickiest people
between the San Fernando Valley

and Malibu.

For the past eight years, they've

devoted one Sunday each month
to rooting out Bermuda grass,

Russian thistle and other weeds in

state parks between Point Mugu
and Malibu Creek. They feel

responsible for an area that covers

about 36,000 acres.

They don't tackle just any old

weeds, mind you. Kitz, who lives

in Woodland Hills and works for a

Calabasas land preserve, and 10

other volunteers concentrate on
what they call - without a hint of

irony - "exotic weeds."

"An exotic weed is a plant that

evolved in another locale, which
could be several continents away,"

Kitz, program director for the

Mountain Restoration Trust, an
800-acre open space preserve.

"It's a plant out of place, and it

crowds out other things."

She said these alien species,

which have fewer natural preda-

tors, are choking out such native

plants as milkweed, which gets a

later start in the season than, say,

the castor bean, a leafy plant intro-

duced by early settlers who liked

the way it quickly engulfed their

homes in green.

The native plants are the only

food for a whole range of native

insects. The milkweed, for

instance, provides sustenance and
egg-laying sites for the monarch
butterfly.

The monarch is prized for its

beauty. But other insects that feed

on native plants serve less obvi-

ously beneficial roles. Most are

merely the preferred diet for such

native birds as swallows arid

crows.

"You'll find whole areas revert-

ed to alien species," Kitz said. "It

leaves nothing for the insects that

the birds eat."

Last year's fires exacerbated

the problem, wiping out native

planting, which was slower to

rebound than castor bean and
Bermuda grass. By the time the

native plants started to bloom, the

weeds had the jump on them.

See VOLUNTEER, page 14
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Is Your BREATH as Stale

As the JURASSIC PERIOD?
Call Dr. Friedman & say:

"Goodbye Dinosaur Breatiil"

^Vr\A T • t^n. Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth
orDLlAL. .pJU- Cleaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TCX)TH BONDING. BLEACHINO
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310)474-3765

Village^village
/*xpressmart

F O O D S T O f^ £

Open 24 Hours!
Convenient Free Parking
10974 Le Contc Ave. at Gayle

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"
BRAVO EXHIESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter
C * I I

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VQICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

Advertising Alcoliolr
Calling the Shots

The alcohol industry spends billions ofdoUars annually on advertisements such as this

contributing to high rates of alcohol consumption among college-age students. Join us

for a video presentation that examines the images used by advertisers to sell alcohol.

The video also addresses how some advertising falsely links alcohol with qualities such

as happiness, success, .sexual fulfillment, prestige and athletic ability - qualities that the

abuse of alcohol diminishes and destroys.

Narrated by Jean Kilbourne

Monday, October 17
1:00 - 2:00 p.m. • 2 Dodd Hall

FolloMring the video there Mrill be an informal discussion about
alcohol advertising and its link to dating attitudes, peer pressure,

special risks for ^vomen and sexual assault.

Watch Cor upcoming events during National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week, October 17 -^l*

Sponsored by the Women's Resource Center and
Student Health Services, Health Education Substance

Abuse Prevention Program
Call 82S-638S Cor more Information. ^

'n>e Rape Prevention and Ethicalion Scrvivcs an.- iti-sponstircd hy TTic Women's Re«jurce Cenlct and Ihe Dep.irtmenl of Communily Safefy.
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Bgs^mmm§ Be a buddy to a developmentally

disabled child or young adult

and become buddies with

Bruins who have big hearts.

MANDATORY INFORMATIVE ORGANIZING MEETING

TODAY, OCTOBER 17
ACKERMAN UNION 3530

council-

5:00 TO 7:00 PM
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 206-8025 OR TEDDY KO AT (310) 926-7713

sponsored by USAC

What makes our tourse so successful?
Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes

Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

Personalized Attention

^ Up-to-Date Materials

^Highly Trained &
Instructors

Guaranteed

^ Payment Plans

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

Classes Start This Week!

(800) 2-REVIEW
The Princeton Review « not affiliated with Princeton University or the Educational Testinq Service. (Thank goodness!)

Courses for the Dec. 3 LSATand Dec. 1 GRE begin October22

ANDERSON
From page 1

two of the three," he added.

The current management
school, located next to Bunche
Hall, has several general assign-

ment classrooms used by a wide
range of other departments. The
new school was designed to serve

only graduate management stu-

dents and will have no general

assignment rooms.

"We are a graduate school,"

Sandbrook stressed. "The
arrangement made between Dean
(William) Pierskala and the chan-

cellor is that those eight regular

fiassrooms are to be used exclu-

sively for the M.B.A. program
and we've already scheduled
them to the gills."

Some undergraduate students

objected to being excluded from
the new classrooms on the basis

of class standing.

"I don't think they should label

rooms as 'for grads only' and 'for

everyone else,'" said Robert
Hernandez, second-year econom-
ics student. "If they have room
for an undergrad class there, it

should be able to meet there.**

Other students agreed that

classrooms at the new school
should be open to all depart-
ments.

"They are, after all, part of
UCLA. There are (undergraduate)

classes held in their current build-

ing and there should be classes

held in the new building," third-

year history student Sue Chang
said.

Above the classrooms are the

faculty and staff offices, which
are located on the fourth and fifth

floors. On these floors, confer-

ence rooms occupy the corner
spots.

The school's administration
will operate in the fourth building

overlooking the central courtyard.

North of the courtyard sits the

school's library, which will also

have a large atrium. The structure

will have three computer centers,

group study rooms and storage

space for more than 100,000
books.

Partially protruding into park-

ing structure five is the school's

convocation hall, which will seat

between 350 to 4(X) students. As
part of an agreement with univer-

sity officials, the school will have
scheduling priority over other
campus departments that might
want to use the large room.
"We have yet to resolve the

scheduling of the convocation
hall," Sandbrook said.

The school's Executive
Education building, located at the

corner of Westwood Plaza and
Circle Drive North, is connected
to the rest of the Anderson com-
plex by a narrow bridge. It has
three larger classrooms - with
between 65 and 75 seats - which
also will be exclusively used by
the school.

Construction costs for the com-
plex will total $55 million —
about $200 per square foot. This
is just slightly higher than the
estimated budget, said
Sandbrook. who admitted the
school was an expensive project.

"I don't think (it) would be
accurate to say that there are bud-
get overruns, and it definitely did
not affect the furnishings (bud-
get)," he said in response to a
rumor that the costly price tag
may have left the school unable
to buy table?" and chairs.
Furnishings for the buildings will

cost about $5.5 million, he added.
Workers are expected to com-

plete the buildings by March, at

which point they will finish the
^

interiors. Plans are set to dedicate
"

the new management school on
June 8, 1995.
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FRATERNITY
From page 1

tured program around them is a

real positive thing," said Scott

Carter, UCLA fraternity advisor.

Both Benson and Knoblauch
will be at UCLA until the end of

October to find the chapter's
founding fathers.

"The chance just doesn't
come along eVery day to create

your own fraternity, and we're just

looking for the right types (^guys
to do it," Knoblauch said.

The first thing Knoblauch and
Benson tell people is that being in

a fraternity is fiin - and if you're

not having fun, you shouldn't be
in it, Benson said.

With the community as the

fraternity's focus, recently recruit-

ed associate member, Som
Chounlamountry from UCLA,
said that PUSH America was what
attracted him to Pi Kappa Phi.

"Pi Kappa Phi is something
more along the community, and
that's the kind of approach I want
to take," Chounlamountry said.

Emphasizing leadership and
career decision making, while tak-

ing a stance against hazing , alco-

hol abuse and acquaintance rape.

Pi Kappa Phi is just looking for

roughly 75 Bruins who fit the

mold, Benson said.

BEACHES
From page 3

tant general manager of the club.

"We're aware of the situation and

doing what we can," Staheli said.

He said that the contamination

stems from a nearby storm drain, as

well as ground water with high bac-

"We're aware of the

' situation."

Doug staheli

General Manager

teria levels.

Other beaches receiving poor
marks were:

Malibu Pier, D; Santa Monica
Pier, D; and the Los Angeles
County fire dock in Marina Del
Rey, (T-minus; Ashland Storm
Drain area, D.

The most improved grade was to

Mother's Beach in Marina del Rey,

historically one of the most polluted

along Santa Monica Bay, Gorke
said. This summer, the area
received an "A."

The report found the South Bay
beaches continued to receive
straight As - except for a B at the

Redondo Pier, which in the past had

been chronically contaminated,
Gorke said.

FREE
STATISTICAL
CONSULTING*

OFFERED BYTHEDEPAKTMEmOF
BiosTAnsncs, school of public
HEALTH, AND PROVIDED BY
GRADUATESTUDEtfTSIN
BKmmmcs under supervision
ofthefacuuy

StiTicM indodc:

Stady Dnign: Pbn> for diNa cdkction,

moiMDent nd nalysk
DoMiyment: Data iCTeening. let-

m> ofdMa fues aid dtfa radieval

Drta Anatytit: Dmi ramnMry nd
deKfntka,iDodelbMklfaig, ittliitical

riiptncance leM, iolcipfalalioa of

computer output

Every quMier fron the Ncond
Thrin#i "- -

'- 1 TTijIr nf flffi
Hours: Mooday-FHday 1:M-3:M PM
Room Al-237, Cater for the Health

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
FOR irVFORMATION, CALL

20«-i34« or 825-52^

m «.««.. ..'"^ c™.. .«,..
Ail Comboi come with tur

famatti Baans, Rica,

Saiad, AND...

WE DELIVER: 208-8880

For
mtf)/^ Only

$1.99
With purchase of any size drink.

Offer expires 10-31-94.
Must mention the ad with UCLA

student/staff/faculty ID.

1133 Westwood Blvd. 101-A, Westwood (Between Kinross and Lindbrook)

6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19

Noon - 5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Accounting Advantage

AdLink

American Express

Andersen Consulting

Aramark Uniform Services

Arco Products

Aijay Telecommunications

Armstrong World Industries

Arthur Anderson

Automated Data Processing

Bankers Trust

Ben Bridge Jeweler

Capital Group (The)

Charles Dunn Company

CIA
Con-Way Western Express

Coopers & Lybrand

Culver Personnel

Deloitte & Touche

Disneyland Resort

JEaslman Kodak

E iSc J Gallo Winery

Eli Lilly

Entertainment Youth Fund Raising

Epson America, Inc.

Farmers Insurance

FBI

Federal National Mortgage A.ss'n

Participating Employers
First Interstate Bank

General Mills

Houlihan Lokay Howard & Zukin

John Hancock Financial Services

KCBS-FM/Arrow 93

KTLA
Lady foot Locker

LEK/Alcar

Lieberman Research

LA City Personnel Department

LA County Community

Development Commission

LA College of Chiropractic

LA Police Department

LA Unified School District

LSI Logic Corporation

Mark Dauherman CPA Review

McMaster Carr Supply Company
Merck & Company, Inc.

Merisel

Minolta

Monitor Company

Monterey Institute

NASA Langley Research Center

New England (The)

Northw^.stem Mutual Lite

Olde Discount

Pacific Bell

Resume Rx
Could your resume use a shot of energy? The PCPC
"Resume Doctor" will prescribe a remedy. Stop by

for a free consultation. No appointment rei|uired.

Monday, the l^th: 9 am - 5 pm, PCPC Building

Tuesday, the 18th: 9 am - 7 pm. PCPC Building

Wednesday, the 19th: 12 - S pm, Ackerman Ballroom

Pacific Lodge Boys' Home
Peace Corps

Primerica Financial Services

Princeton Review

Professional Xerographic

Prudential (The)

Prudential Preferred Financial

Services

Prudential Insurance

Roadway Package System

Select Copy Services

Sumitomo Bank

Swiss Bank

TAD Resources

Tandy/Radio Shack

Telephone Connection

Texaco

Trident Data Systems

20th Century Fox

UCLA Campus Human Resources

United Parcel System (UPS)

U.S. Air Force

U.S. Border Patrol

U.S. Marine Corps

U.S. Dept. Of Veterans Affairs

Verity Consulting Group

Western Staff Services

XAP Company

PLACEMENT A CAREER
PLANNING CENTEK

U
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DRIVING fi TRAFHC SCHOOL
UCLA & ALL Student Qscount

s
sID
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Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays ID
1093 Broxtbn Ave. #218 (310)208-3333 M
In West>AAXKJ Village, above the Wherehouse ID

SOAPS PEEKS & LPUAIES
1-900-562-1900 ext. 1526

$2.49/min.-avg. length of call 3 mins. - 18 or older

Touch Tone Phone Required - TbleServicx USA,
Hagerstown, MD 301-797-2323

Find out what happens today or catch up if

you missed your favorite soap.

We know the future!

(AND MAKE SOME MONEY)

advertise daily bruin 310-825-2161

The UCLA Student

Accounting Society

presents

MEET THE FIRMS
Participating Firms:

ARCO
Arthur Andersen & Co.

Bankers Trust

BDOSeidman —^

—

Coopers & Lybrand

Deloitte & Touche

Ernst & Young
Kenneth Leventhal & Co.

KPMG Peat Marwick
McGladrey & Pullen

Price Waterhouse

Texaco

CPA Review Courses:

Becker
^ Dauberman

Tuesday, October 18, 1994

6:30 pm at the

Miramar Sheraton in Santa Monica

with RSVP: $11 member, $15 non-member

at the door: $15 member, $20 non-member

Business Attire requested

Questions? call Alisa 824-0221

or stop by Bruin Walk

Mon.-Wed. 10 am - 2 pm
Come and learn more about

public and industry accounting.

DEBATE
From page 1

become even more explosive
''because Proposition 187 that

would cut virtually all state-paid

services to illegal immigrants and

require schools and hospitals to

report suspected illegal aliens to

the Immigration and
Naturalization Service.

Wilson vigorously supports

Proposition 187, while Brown is

outspoken in her opposition.

The governor was asked to

imagine that he was an elementary

school principal who suspects that

a second-grader is in the country

illegally. Would helunrflic chllir

in to the INS?
Wilson predicted that if

Proposition 187 passes, it will be

tied up in court for years. He said

passage ^ould send a powerful
message to Washington that peo-

ple in the state are no longer will-

ing to shoulder the costs of illegal

immigrants.

"I make no apology for putting

California children first," he said.

"And yes, those children who are

in the country illegally deserve an

education, but the government
that owes it to them is not in

Sacramento and not even in

"... those children who
are in the country

illegally deserve an

education, but the

goveniment that owes it

is not in Sacramento . .

.

Pete Wilson

Governor

Washington but in the country
from which they did come."
He said the state spends $1.5

billion a year on educating rough-

ly 400,000 illegal children. If that

money were saved, Wilson said,

200,000 more 4-year-olds could
be enrolled in preschool, every
fourth-grader could get a personal

computer, the Healthy Start pro-

gram could be expanded to 1 ,500

new sites and class overcrowding

could be cut.

He said Brown "is for ignoring

illegal immigration."

Brown said, "Prop. 187 is going

to make a bad situation worse.
Illegal immigration is a huge
problem ... it must be dealt with at

the border. That's why I demand-
ed more border patrols. And at the

woricplace. That's why I demand-
ed tougher employer sanctions."

She also accused Wilson of flip-

flopping on the subject of illegal

immigration, saying that as a U.S.

senator he sponsored legislation to

allow hundreds of thousands of
illegal immigrants into the country

temporarily to work in

California's fields.

Wilson responded that his idea
- allowing in such workers but
holding back a big part of their

salary - was changed by congres-

sional Democrats to make it much
easier for illegals to stay in the

state.

The two also showed their
major differences over the state's

economy. Brown referred repeat-

edly to her 62-page economic plan

and tagged Wilson a "tax and
spend Republican" who raised
taxes by $7 billion, gave the state

a $3 billion rollover budget deficit

and forced counties and cities to

turn billions of dollars back to the

state.

**He lied to you four years ago
when he said he would be the gov-
ernor who could balance the bud^
get without raising taxes," she
charged.
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ANALYSIS
From page 3

lodlcing like an attack-dog,"
Cerrell said.

Wilson, he said, "appeared to

have treated this as if he was on a

local Sacramento television sta-

tion."

As for the impact on the gover-

nor's race in the final weeks
before the Nov. 8 election, the

analysts interviewed tended to

think it would not be large.

Cerrell said he did expect to see

Brown get a bump in the polls, but

added: "I will concede this: I wish

J could tell you about th& home
run, but I didn't see one."

And as the candidates continue

their flurry of television ads, the

debate will quickly pass from
memory, Hoffenblum said.

"We've gotta remember, very

few people watched the debate,"

he said.

VIRTUAL
From page 6

procedures before they have to try

the same techniques on living

patients. But when most people

think about virtual reality, it's in

the realm of play.

As the popularity of video
games increased market demand
for better technology, it was pre-

dictable that virtual reality would

become the newest frontier. Doug
Watkins, vice president and
design engineer of Reality

Concepts, said he thinks video-

gamers' virtual reality interest

was roused by a 1992 movie
based on a Stephen King story.

"'The Lawnmower Man'
showed all kinds of VR special

effects," Watkins said. "One of

the messages of the movie was
that in 20 years VR would be a

part of everyday life."

With an eye toward the contin-

ued popularity of video game

"... Other people said

wearing the helmet and

then playing a game.

made them dizzy."

Perry Derrington

President, Reality Concepts

arcades. Reality Concepts con-

centrates on creating full-sized

"cabinet" games that require

coins to play and attaching the

player to a lightweight
headset/periscope ensemble that

provides complete visual and
aural stimulation. The company's
game designers also tackled the

task of scaling down the tradition-

al, bulky helmet/headset that

ensures players' eyes and ears are

receiving only computer input.

(Virtual reality games are univer-

sally controlled by joysticks or

hand grips, with individual but-

tons to be pushed for player
"movements".)

**Thc helmet has too many lim-

itations," Reality Concepts presi-

dent Perry Derrington said. "In

the industry, it's called HMD:
helmet mounted display. But a lot

of gamers, especially women,
don't like the helmets because
they can mess your hair up, and
other people said wearing the hel-

met and then playing a game
tnade them dizzy."

Accordingly, Reality
Concepts' arcade games involve

the user leaning into a goggle-like

mechanism with attached ear-

phones. There's even an air-blow-

er to cool gamers' brows.

"Hygiene can be a concern if

See VIRTUAL, pa^ 14

make?

Don't employees tnist us to

jement of

.w
U.C. Management

\ y'd

We want an effective voice

Vote Yes! Vote UPTE!

UP University Professional and Technical Employees,

CWA Local 91 1 9. AFL-CIO.

For more infomnation, call 310-443-5484

p The UCtA Center for Jewish Studies in

association with

Hillel Jewish Students Association presents

Dr. Mark S. Smith

Yale University, Assistant Professor of

Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations

Author of

Psalms: The Divine Journey

Speaking on

The History of Gotf:
The Development of the God Idea in Early Israel

A lecture on one of the great enigmas of biblical history

and culture: the emerging character of monotheism in

biblical societies. Smith focuses on the genesis of

Israel's concept of God with special attention to

influences of deities of neighboring and related peoples.

Monday, October 17, 1994

Law School Room 2448

L. 3:30 PM J

-t.
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Can you talk people into things^ «. looking for aggeessive

sales people who can sell advertising in the UCLA

<'

co.miss.ns,fla.b.e hours, and the reward of doing

cat. ArvH ward at 206-4043 for more information.-

student magazines. We offer generous

something important. Interested?

MEDMUOA
ZHItereUwff 122717
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Chart a Course lor Success

Get a global perspective in ^
Business Administration/

Management. Combine the

excellence of a Boston

University education with the

excitement of Graduate Study

in Israel.

caU: 617/353-6000

fax: 617/353-6633

BOSTON
L;Ni\'r:i<sn Y

BEN-GURION UNIVERSITY"
OF THE NEGEV

^[ft Israel
• Master of Science in

Management

•. Language of Instruction

English

• Admission in Septem-

ber, January, and April

• Option of 1 year full-

time or 2 years part-time

4^ Undergraduate Degree in

Business not Required

DR. MICHAEL KHOURY
OPTOMETRIST

Mth
Student

Ah tqual opportumtf, affhmtuivt ttUon imUluUm. I

For FREE Information, return to: '755 ComnvonwnJth Avenue, Bomod, ma 02215
'.

;—^"

NAME

ADDRESS

crrf STATE ZIP.

LD.
Co.

EV^^^5l

Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for
glaucoma, cataracts, and other^eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes
dilated, if necessary, carries no additional fee!

FREE! 1929 Westwood Blvd.

2 blocks south of

=Santa Monica Blvd.

VIRTUAL

FREE!

(310) 474-5889
We Release Our

Prescriptions One pair o( deposable lenses

jSite Preference(s): QBmssels Israel QLondon QParis i

%^ ^ -^f ^ ^$t #r: t
«K.- -JOOOO' 61 » 825-2161 • 825-2161

A?
ox^

Beta
proudly presents

<&ir

^>SP.

Tuesday, October 18 J/y^"^^
AT CLUB AXIS ^/^^^
652N.LaPeer "^^

(between Santa Monica and Melrose)

Buses will shuttle beginning at 10 p.m. from Strathmore and Gayley

$6 cover-All proceeds will benefit the

3 Pediatric AIDS Foundation

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

1 8 and over

casual dress

Questions pr donations call

Frank or Brad@ 208-5819

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

From page 13

the stranger who played the game
before you did get real sweaty,"

Derrington said. "So we've elimi-

nated the sweat." ^^^

Until recently, high costs
restricted virtual reality games
from getting to arcades, except for

instances of great personal wealth.

'There are companies that can
build virtual reality games at all

sorts of levels," Derrington said.

"If you can afford it, you can buy
a virtual reality body suit com-
plete with everything you need to

run it for around a million dollars.

Obviously, very few people can
pay that much."

VOLUNTEER
From page 9

"They prevented the native
plants from sprouting," she said.

"You worry that, at a certain point,

a plant might cease to exist. Some
are endangered species."

So the group, affiliated with the

California Native Plant Society
and the Sierra Club, is waging
Weed Wars - the name members
have given their monthly efforts.

By ripping up the invasive
plants, these warriors believe they

are protecting the food chain for a

range of insects and animals.

"It's a form of habitat insur-

ance," Kitz said. "It guarantees the

continuation of the ecosystem as

we know it."

"It*s a form of habitat
»

msurance.

Jo Kitz

fountain Restoration Trust-

Kitz said thg group shies away
from using herbicides because
they also kill the tender native

plants. And they don't bother to

rip up garden-variety alien plants

- just the very invasive ones.

On a recent Sunday, the green

warriors showed up at Malibu
Lagoon State Beach to pluck
Russian thistle - commonly
known as tumbleweed - and
pesky Bermuda grass from low-
lying sand dunes near the shore.

Wearing long sleeves and long

pants against any pesticide
residues and thick gloves against

prickly thorns, they diligently

tugged at the pernicious plants,

eventually building tall mounds.
Sid Mendel, a retired real-estate

appraiser, said his family doesn't

always linderstand his dedication,

especially since he moved 13
years ago into a condominium
partly to cut down on his garden-

ing responsibilities.

"Some of them think I'm nuts

because I'm out in the heat and the

sun," confided the 75-year-old
Northridge resident with a chuck-
le. "But it keeps me going and
healthy."

Besides, he added, "this is for

the good of my grandchildren and
future people, who are going to

enjoy this."

The volunteers hoped their
efforts would allow lavender-col-

ored sand verbena and leafy silver

beach bur to spread undeterred
over the dunes that are being con-
sidered as a possible protective
area for the least tern, an endan-
gered bird, and the snowy plover,

a species that also is in danger.

"The dune community is very
endangered," Kitz said. "It*s
mostly over-run with ice plant."

For more informadon about the

California Native Plant Society,
write 6223 Ubao Ave., Woodland
Hills. Calif. 91367. or call (213)
^33-8993.
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CHINATOWN
From page 8

through slow street traffic, an
experience that has dissuaded
return visits, business leaders

claim.

"The freeway has a lot to do
with it - it's too much of a hassle

(to come to Chinatown)," said

Rose Pak of the Chinese Chamber
of Commerce. "We have lost half

of the regional business. I don't

see it coming back."

Lawyer Douglas Chan said

Chinatown also has had to com-
pete with other growing Asian
American commercial centers in

^We have lost half of

the regional business.

I don't see it coming

back."

Rose Pak

Chamber of Commerce

the Bay Area, such as the

Richmond and Sunset neighbor-

hoods in San Francisco and
Oakland's booming Chinatown.

"There has been a growing real-

ization among Chinese Americans
that there are alternative places in

which to work, eat and shop,"
Chan said.

To restore Chinatown's past

vitality, the city formed the

Chinatown Economic
Developinent Group in 1992 to

carry out a $2 million recovery

program.

The task force, which is com-
posed of 13 community and busi-

ness leaders, has drawn up plans

to assist struggling businesses and
make Chinatown more attractive

to visitors.

The task force has sponsored
street fairs, initiated street clean-

ing and street lighting projects and
is negotiating with Wells Fargo
Bank for a $3 million loan pro-

gram for Chinatown businesses.

"There are no limits to what we
want to do as long as it will bene-

fit the Chinatown community,"
said Anna Wong, the task force's

coordinator.

But some community leaders,

including some task force mem-
bers, are skeptical about the task

force.

Louie, a task force member,
said the group's leadership has

come up with plans for many big

projects, but after two years, the

group has yet to make a dent in

Chinatown's economic slump.
"They keep talkijig and talking

and talking," she said. "I'd rather

see some action done."

• • • • • •

STUDENT TALENT NETWORK
NEEDS PRODUCTION
ASSISTANCE FOR

:SH0WC*SE '95:
Gain valuable experience and build a network within

the entertainment field!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• FINANCE/BUDGET
• PROMOTION
• SET DESIGN
• TALENT COORDINATION

COMPUTER/GRAPHIC DESIGN
STAGE MANAGER
DANCE CHOREOGRAPHEI^=
AND MANY MORE!

APPLY TODAY!
PICK UPAN
APPLICATION AT 306

KERCKHOFF

CALL MALAAT
825-6564 FOR MORE
INFORMATION

Sponsored by Cultural Affairs Commission

& USAC
IFFIIIS

PIZ2AUSm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
anl8"

Pizza
ge!)

11628 SANTA MONICA BlVD^
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM

I 15' Inch Pizza , 2

I onlyl&n

I
plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99

$12.99
X-LARGE
All the loppings

your heart desires

[_ Add $1 and mGteit_an Ex-LogjeJ 8]_ j [_'
FREE 6-pdck of Coke

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

-^
t

We're lookiiig for people
who look at this glass and say:

"There's gotta be other
glasses of water."

We need people capable of going

l)eyond half-full or half-empty thinking.

People who see subtleties. Who are

quite frankly bored by easy answers and

off-the-shelf solutions.

People who are constantly challenging

their own thinking and are thirsty for new

ideas and knowledge.

You'll have a degree from a top school.

Getting a job won't reafty be an issue. The

question is: which job? Which industry?

You don't want to get locked into one

area and then discover three to five years

from now that you don't like it. By then

you've invested too much.

Andersen Consulting offers you the

O 1994 AnderMH Coosurting, AA & Co.. S.C.

chance to work on a variety of projects

-with clients in a wide range of industries.

We are the leader in helping organiza-

tions apply information technology to

their business advantage. Every hour of

every business day, we implement a

solution to help one of our more than

5,000 clients worldwide.

What makes that possible is

the quality of our people. And the quality

pf our training. We're known for tx)th.

Because business and technology are

ever-changing, we see training as a con-

tinuing process. And our $123-million

Center for Professional Education in St.

Charles, Illinois, is just one measure of

Andersen Consulting Is an equal opportunity employer.

our commitment. We train you for a

career- not just a job.

Are you the kind of person we're talk-

ing about? The kind of person with an

unquenchable desire for challenge and

professional growth?

If so, come talk to us. And find

out more about a career with

Andersen Consulting.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN k CO., S.C.

Where we go from heret

ANDERSEN CONSULTING CALENDAR OF EVENTS

If you want to leain more about a career with Andersen Consulting, come see us on campus at the following events:

Oct. 19
Oct. 19
Oct. 20

Jobs For Bnjins Career Fair

Engineering & Science Information Session

Undergraduate Business Society Infonnation Session

Ackennan Grand Ballroom

Boelter Hall Penthouse

Morgan Alumni Center

Noon - 5pm
6:30 - 9pm
7 -9pm

Futura Evonts:

Oct. 28 Engineering & Science Career Day

Nov. 2 General Infomiation Session & Interview SigrHjps

Nov. 14 - 15 On-campus Interviews

knpuHirt Mote: If you want to intenrtew with Andersen Consulting this quarter, you nruist attend tt»e general information session on Novwnbar 2nd

Please si^ up for this session at the Placement Center.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Sunset Village Griffin Commons
Placement Center

lOam - 3pm
9am- 5pm
By appointment
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Greek sponsorship

merits examination

Editorial

4

I
I's that time of year again.

Tomonow, in Kerckhoff Hall _

400 at5:30 p.m., the undergrad-

uate student government is sched-

uled to decide whether or not the

council should sponsor the 27 fra-

—

temities and 10 sororities of the

greek system.

This decision would come after

two years of debating issues of

accountability, student government
bylaws wording and whether the

greek system's structure promotes

elitism, racism and sexism.

Two years ago, the appearance of

racist, misogynistic and homopho-
bic fraternity songbooks rocked the

campus.

On Oct 1 3, 1992, 400 students

packed Ackerman Grand Ballroom

to discuss die issue, and after hours

of debate, fraternity and sorority

leaders walked out, saying they did

not want the system to be sponsored

under the terms proposed by the stu-

dent govemment. The council then

voted to de-sponsor both the

Interfratemity and Panhellenic

Councils.

Last year, the sponsorship debate

continued. While it centered around

claims of internal improvements
made by greek leaders, campus
interest never reached the peak level

it had in the fall of 1 992, and the

issue was left unresolved. —'

Once again, the sponsorship vote

comes before a new student govem-
ment council. But before a decision

can be made, we must re-examine

the issues - both old and new.

For many, sponsorship signifies

the university's official suppcxt of

the greek system.

ForothCTS, the decision hinges on
whether the greek system meets the

sponsorship criteria laid down in the

student govemment bylaws. But in—
light of the wrangling about the

bylaws'wording, it's important to

keep in mind what sponsorship

means - both for student govem-
ment and the rest of the community.

On paper, sponsorship exists to

"promote the empowerment of stu-

dents of different race, gender, cul-

ture, sexual orientation, ethnicity,

disability and class." The bylaws

also advocate that sponsored groups

meet this criteria by addressing his-

torical discrimination, promoting

cultural heritage and encouraging

student recruitment and retention.

But because many aren't aware

of the fine print, the sponsorship

debate has gotten muddied.

Dialogue on the topic inevitably

shifts into debate over the pros and

cons of the greek system, often fail-

ing to examine the implications of

sponsorship or whether, according

to the bylaws, sponsorship of the

greek system is legal at all.

^ould sponsorship impact the

greek system, and how? And if

sponsorship doesn't directly impact

the system, how would it change the

communities' views of the universi-

ty and of student govemment?
Another aspect in the forefront of

people's minds is tfie ft^atemity

songbook lyrics, the catalyst of this

debate whose history is all too easi-

ly left unspoken.

The words that stirred campus
outrage had a much deeper signifi-

cance than simple drinking songs, a

significance that must factor into tfie

sponscH^ip issue: "Now Lupe's

dead ... and lies in her tomb/While
maggots crawl out of her decom-
posed womb ... My hot fucking,

cocksucking Mexican whore."

Many would prefer that the lyrics

never got brought up again, arguing

that they do not represent all mem-
bers of the fraternity system. But we

must never foiget the violence and

hatred embodied in those words.

^JWe must never fa^et, because^
we cannot allow the kind of igno-

rant environment that created those

lyrics to continue. Since the lyrics

sparked the sponsorship debate, it

would be irresponsible to resolve

the conflict without taking tfiem into

consideration.

It's that time of year again.

Two years ago, 400 people turned

up to voice their concerns about

whether ornot the fraternity and

sorority system should be affiliated

with the university. Tomorrow, the

decision must not be made without

careftil scrutiny, and it must not be

made in a near-empty room. If that

occurs, the context of both the

meaning of sponsorship and of the

songbooks will be lost

TomcMTow, don't let the decision

be made without your input If you
care about this issue, make the

choice to participate.

Viewpoint

Sexual harassment does not belong in schools
By Kimberly Mackesy

I'm sure you're all familiar

with the buzzword that's been on
everyone's lips ever since the

Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas
hearings: sexual harassment.

We've seen cases of nearly every

variation of accuser and victim.

But now, with the case of Jane
Doe vs. Kenilworth Junior High,
the term "sexual harassment" is

being employed to define abuse
in a whole-new ballpark: the

classroom.

"Jane," a student.from
Petaluma, is filing a lawsuit

against the Kenilworth Junior

High School counselor and the

Petaluma schools. She maintains

that she was sexually harassed

during her seventh and eighth

grade years, and alleges that

because the school did not put a

stop to it, it violated Title IX of

the Federal Education

Amendments of 1972.

It's about time. All I can say

is, why hasn't it been done soon-

er?

We all need to realize that sex-

ual harassment in schools is ram-
pant. I've seen kids ruined,

brought to tears and humiliated

by rumors and harassment com-
pletely beyond their control.

Sexual harassment has become
a normal part of going to school

for a lot of students. I grew up in

a town even smaller than

Petaluma, and I saw instances of

sexual harassment on almost a

daily basis.

I don't need to tell you how
disastrous the consequences can
be. Depression, falling grades

and irritability are short-term; the

long-term effects can haunt these

children into their adult lives.

And those are just the victims.

Th.e effects on the aggressors are

just as damaging. They can fall

into cycles of abusive behavior in

their adult lives as a result of

their juvenile exploits being tout-

ed as "just another stage of grow-
ing up."

Some critics shy away from
passing on a heavy legal label to

the school systems. They believe

in the more fraditional methods:

teacher training, encouraging

parents as role models and edu-

cating students to ward off future

harassment.

Absohitely useless. These are

conditions for societal and cul-

tural change, not something that

can happen overnight. And while

I'd like to play optimist and say

that we'll soon have a society of

mutually respectful young adults,

I have to be realistic. It's just not

going to happen.

Many kids don't have stable

family environments. If they

can't get cues from their parents,

what then? Teachers? Hardly.

What kid - being realistic, now -

would actually embrace the idea

of civil egalitarianism when it's

tossed at them by teachers?

The reality is that in the junior

high student's world, teachers are

widely distrusted and regarded as

just another medium for feeding

them a load of institutionalized

bullshit. This plan will, quite

frankly, cause a backlash and
make the aggressors go as far

and as fast as they can in the

wrong direction.

The only way to get this across

to these children is to say NO,
and to say it hard and fast. What
exactly is the school administra-

tion afraid of? Terrorizing the

harassers with images of incar-

ceration? It might be just what
they need to snap out of it.

Are they afraid to admit that

victimized youths will, with legal

power on their side, finally have
the courage to stand up against

harassment? Are they afraid that

setting a precedent that would -^

open the floodgates of litigation

>VouId put a burden on the

schools?

Good! Maybe the threat of

being slaf>ped with a lawsuit or

two will wake them up. Then
they'll realize traditional discipli-

nary methods just aren't cutting

it, and they need to do more to

keep this under control. Desire to

save their asses will get adminis-

trations into actions like nothing

else will.

According to the Los Angeles

Times Magazine, researchers say

that "a child's perspective on the

impact of name-calling isn't fully

developed until late adoles-

cence." Bullshit!

If a boy stands up in a class-

room and says, "Why did you
have sex with a hot dog?" (as in

Jane Doe's' case), and this does-

n't have immediate negative

impact, what on earth does? And
if the boy and the school admin-
istration don't realize the impact
of those words on the victim,

they sure as hell need to be told.

And fast. People like Jane Doe
are in real danger. We can't

afford to sacrifice a generation of

children while we wait for a

social evolution.

What we can do is drop the

ball on sexual harassment in

schools, here and now, with swift

and powerful legal action. Kids'

stuff can't just be kids' stuff any-

more. We no longer have a

choice.

Mackesy is an undeclared, first-

year student.
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Ballooiwh
phoMcs untte!
Editor

We are extrennely disturbed

and offended by the picture of a

man blowfng up a b^Uloon on the

front page of the Oct. 13 Daily

Bruin. Imagine what the public

response would be if that picture

was either in the Los Angeles
Times or the Daily News? I think

that those who displayed this pic-

ture have no respect for the

numerous students at UCLA. The
picture seems to imply that all

students at UCLA are balloon-

blowers. It is our human nature

not to feel comfortable about bal-

loon inflation, because it is not

normal.

Many of us who use alternate

means to inflate balloons are

often labeled as blow-a-phobics.

We demand respect from a

responsible paper who represents

the majority of the student body
which is definitely not comfort-

able with this very disturbing and
offensive picture.

Kristin Brainerd, Political

Science
Julia Lamas, Art

Niamh McEnvoy, History

Greg Williams, Qreeit

Photo of gays
conveys the

UCLA students are heterosexual;

every time an African American is

presented on the cover, it implies

that all UCLA students are African

American. This argument does not

stand up to scrutiny.

These students also ask, "What
would a young child think about

this when he or she happens to be

on campus and picks up the news-

paper?" To start with, for the 10

percent of the population that is

lesbian, gay or bisexual (including

these fictional children), it would
present one of the few visible

images of positive gay affection.

In a society that often poru^ys
sbians, gays and bisexuals as

child molesters (which we are ^
not), sexually abusive (which we
are not) and sometimes helpless—

-

mere fact that they are writing in

protest of the picture implies that

they are interfering. For the

record, we homosexuals never

interfere nor try to stop heterosex-

ual practice.

When the students also state,

"... those who displayed this pic-

ture do not respect many students

at UCLA," I would like to counter

by saying that there are many of

us who respect The Bruin more for

displaying the picture. I applaud

the Daily Bruin for being coura-

geous enough to print a picture

that never should have been con-

troversial, but is ending up being

"SO. .-"•'- '
"''

'» ^

' "'
,

' i '-

Editor:

I was again disappointed with

the closed-mindedness of some of

the UCLA population when I read

the Oct. 10 letter to the editor

("Students react to front page

photo"). In their letter, students

Phan, Pham, Trinh, Pham and Bui

state that "the picture (of two men
kissing) seems to imply that all

students at UCLA are homosexu-
al."

If these students had thought

this argument through, they would
realize that every time a heterosex-

ual is presented on the front page
of the paper, it implies that all

victims (which we are not), this

image of two men kissing would
give these young gay people a

positive, non-destructive portrayal

of love between two men.
For those "straight" kids who

pick up the paper, the picture

breaks down some walls of big-

otry. It does not aim to "recruit."

As humans, we tend to hate the

unknown. By showing two men
kissing, the picture shows some-

thing which many people never

see and helps eliminate stereo-

types and preconceptions of gays

and lesbians.

The students also state that "we
demand respect from a responsible

paper who represents the majority

of the student body whose feelings

are definitely not comfortable with

the picture." The Daily Bruin rep^

resents all of UCLA, not just the

ideas of of a particular group

which happens to constitute a

jnajority.

ff, in fact, the Daily Bruin were
representing numerically the entire

population, every 10th story and
every 10th picture should be

regarding lesbian, gay and bisexu-

al issues. By printing this picture.

The Bruin is not disregarding its

duty to represent 4he UCLA com-
munity; it is living up to it.

I conunend the students who
wrote in for stating, "Why should

we be afraid of it, anyway?" There

is no reason to be afraid of homo-
sexuality. However, when they say

that "we neither interfere nor try to

stop homosexual practice," the

Peter Dell
— Junior

English

No such thing

as 'normal'
Editor:

After reading the letter written

by Huy Phan, Dat Pham, Kiem
Trinh, Luan Pham and Vinh Bui
in response to the Oct. 10 Daily

Bruin cover photo of two men
kissing, I was reminded again

that, although the UCLA commu-
nity boasts of having one of the

most diverse populations of stu-

dents in the nation, many people

within this population have yet to

accept this diversity.

I maintain that two people dis-

playing their affection for each
other in such a non-disturbing and
harmless act as a kiss is nothing

to be offended by, whether it be a

womAn and a man, two women or

two men.
As a heterosexual, I don't con-

^der it my place to deem whether
or not homosexuality is "normal."

The whole issue seems complete-

ly irrelevant, although if I were
forced to choose a group which I

considered "not normal," I would
have to point my finger at those

who were disturbed by the photo.

Each one of us is entitled to our
own opinions, beliefs and morals.

What we must keep in mind is

that no one's set of values is nK)re

important or more right than any-

AMRE«

one else's. What makes us better

people is working to understand

and accept each other for who we
are, rather than for who we are

attracted to.

I applaud The Bruin for its

recognition of UCLA's diversity.

K.C. Kingsbury
Junior

Sociology

Homophobic
^reaction is no

NORMAL

.

hair.

To the authors of the letter, is it

your personal "human nature not to

feel comfortable about homosexu-
ality, because it is not normal"? Or
are you speaking for all people?

Who are you to judge what is "nor-

mal"? How would you feel if an

Anglo person told you that you
weren't "normal" because you are

Asian? You were bom a minority,

as gays were bom a minority.

I realize that many people,

including myself at one time in my
life, are uncomfui table wiili iiumo-

surpnse
Editor:

'^"^

I am writing in response to the

letter The Bruin received regarding

the Oct. 10 issue's cover photo.

Those who wrote the letter simply

reflected the ignorant opinions I

expected upon seeing the picture.

The author's implication that all

UCLA students are homosexual

was ludicrous. If that were actually

the case, then I suppose all UCLA
students are white men with brown

sexuality. However, I do not feel

that it is fair to ostracize or perse-

cute people simply because of who
they are. Perhaps one of your

friends was thinking about coming
out to one of you this week - per-

haps you made them stay in the

closet a little longer.

If it is your opinion that many
"straights are always labeled as

homophobics," then you just

labeled yourself

Undsey Robin
Junior

Political Science

c Viewpoint

• I loves us all, whether we are gay, straight
By Jenny Va|ighn

As I walked down Bruin Walk
last Tbesday afternoon, I stopped in

my tracks and stared in disbelief

My eyes filled with tears as I

watched people who claim to love

God yell threats of punishment and
God's wrath at their gay brothers

and sisters.

If Jesus was a student on our

campus. He would probably be in

the front row of last weeks'

National Coming Out Week rallies

listening compassionately to the

struggles and pain of his gay
friends. He would be hanging out

in the crowd with folks, heck,

maybe even helping pass out vol-

unteer information.

But thex>ne thing He would not

be doing is screaming out angrily

and holding a huge banner that

says "repent" in bold letters. Don't

get me wrong - Jesus does want us

to see that we sin, that we're sick

and He wants to be the doctor that

heals us.

But more than that. He wants,

1 ^ J

If Jesus was a student

on our campus, He
would probably be

in the front row

of last week*s

National Coming Out
Week rallies...

with all of his heart, for us to know
how deeply He loves us - even

though we aren't perfect and we
biff things up. "This is my com-

mandment, that you love one

another as I have loved you. No
one has greater love than this, to

lay down one's life for one's

friends" (John 15:12).

You see, God is actually com-
manding those folks holding the

banners to love their gay brothers

and sisters in the way that He loves

them. Jesus loved us by dying for

us. It's pretty clear that the way to

be like Him is to pour out your life

for other people, not to judge them
or condemn them.

In fact, Jesus states it plain and
simple that it is not our place to

judge one another. "Do not judge,

so that you may not be

judged"(Matthew 7:1). We're all in

the same boat in relation to the

immense designer and creator of

the universe who is all-knowing,

all -powerful and all-loving.

We as humans pretty much suck

- that is to say, we fall short of His

glory. But the crazy part is that God
is so cool that He decided to love

us anyway. It just makes sense that

we shouldn't judge one another

-

But the one thing

he would not be

doing is screaming out

angrily and holding

a huge banner that

says "repent" in bold

letters.

because we all sin.

My intention is not to judge the

people holding the "repent" ban-

ners" because then I would be a

hypocrite. I think somehow they

thought they were helping. My
desire is to show people that is not

what God is like. He is a Father, a

Dad who loves us, his kids, more
than we could ever imagine. No
one is going to hell just because

they're gay.

I believe that if you don't think

you really need or want Jesus at all,

then you're steering away from the

only thing that can bring meaning

and joy into your life, and the end
result is being further away from

God forever.

And I also believe that Jesus is a

God of compassion. He under-

stands us. He's not out to get us or

attack us or make us feel shameful,

but rather He wants to accept us

and foi^give us and love us like no
other.

Vaughn is ajunior theater student.

Speak Out!
Send in your thoughts and opinions to Viewpoint. How?

1 . Drop off submissions in the

Viewpoint box at 225 Kerckhoff.

2. I^ax submissions at

(310)206-0906
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Arts & Entertainment

She's cool 'like that'

(above) Lisette (Lauren
y6lez) and Chino
Linares (Jon Seda)
have a turbulent mar-
riage in "I Lil(e It Like
Tliat," an official entry

at the Cannes Film

Festival.

(right) Newcomer
Lauren Vdiez makes
her screen debut as
Latino wife and mother
Lisette Linares.

New director

Martin shows

she can stand

on her own
By Lael Loewenstein

Aslc Darnell Martin how she

feels about being called "the first

African-American woman to

direct a major feature film," and
she will shoot a chilly glance in

your direction.

Martin, the 29-year-old writer-

director of the new film "I Like It

Like That" clearly dislikes the

title. "It bothers me for two rea-

sons," she says firmly. "First, it

overlooks the work of other
young black women directors,

like Julie Dash and Euzhan Palcy

And second, it assumes that I'm

part of a subculture. When you
look in the yellow pages, you
don't see a heading reading
'African-American women den-

tists.' Wliy treat this any differ-

ently? I made a good film. It can

stand on its own."
The film in question, of course,

is "I Like It Like That," currently

in release from Columbia Pictures

after an impressive debut last

spring at the Cannes Film Festival.

And while the studio and the

media have made much of
Martin's status as a pioneer
African-American woman film-

maker, the outspoken Martin
wants to be known as a filmmaker,

pure and simple.

"I Like It Like That" tells the

story of & ^oung woman's com-
ing-of-age in the Bronx.
Although Lisette, the lead, is half

Latino and half African
American, has three kids to sup-

port and gets her first break

working^ for a record company,
there are certain parallels to

Martin's own life.

Martin, the child of a while

mother and an African-American
father, grew up poor in the Bronx.

Money was so tight that her fami-

4y carved a large hole in the wall

adjoining her neighbors' apart-

ment to pass an electric cord
through in case one family's
power was cut off. Her mother,
says Martin, "was always taking

in people from the street: home-
less old women, pregnant girls

and heroin addicts."

Through her mother's perse-
verance, Martin was admitted to

the Barnard School for girls. That
experience "showed me another
way to live that I never believed

really existed." Following
Barnard School, Martin was
granted a scholarship to Sarah

number of HoHywood film stu-

dios expressed interest in her fea-

ture script. New Line Cinema
optioned "I Like It Like That,"
but when the company offered
her only $2.2 million, she
walked. A gutsy move for a first-

time director, but "I knew it was a

good script, and I wanted to make
the film my way," she says. And
although Spike Lee was prepared

to executive-produce the film for

Universal, Martin held out for a
bigger budget and more creative

control.

She got just that from
Columbia, which offered her $6
million ("It's pennies for them,"

Martin says). Bui wften the studio

wanted to remove certain scenes
of family strife - such as one in

which Lisette's husband casts

their little boy, naked, out into the

building corridor - Martin
refused. "They thought this was
supposed to be a comedy," she
recalls, but she had something
else in mind. Standing her
ground, Martin got final cut. The
scene remains one of the
strongest in the film.

Scenes like that one, with an
uncomfortable edge of realism,

characterize Martin's style of
filmmaking. Given her work, it is

not surprising that she cites

Italian neo-realtsm as her greatest

influence. "I love Luchino
Visconti's films," she says.
"Especially the late neo-realist

stuff, like 'Bellissima.' The dark
comedies, with real elements
from life, that's what I want to do
in my films."

So far, she has been able to do
exactly what she wanted.
Although Martin's forthright
style, in film and in person, may
make the studio uneasy, the early

word-of-mouth on the film has
been strong. If it catches on, she
won't have to worry about being
labeled the first African-
American woman anything.

Film's quiet power muddled by confusing

identity message in 'I Like It Like That'

Darnell Martin

Lawrence College and eventually

another to New York University

film school, all the while working
as many as three jobs at a time to

support herself.

At NYU Martin made
"Suspect," a short film which
won her acclaim and a spot on the

Sundance Institute roster of
directing fellows. Another big
break was hooking up with
Ernest Dickerson, Spike Lee's
cinematographer on "Do The
Right Thing" and "Malcolm X,"
and now a director in his own
right. Martin worked as an assis-

tant camera^ operator for
Dickerson, where she honed her

craft under his tutelage.

Because Martin had earned
praise for her previous work, a

By Laei l-oewenstein

In the title sequence of "I Like
It Like That," a young couple
feverishly makes love as the
sounds of their Bronx neighbor-

hood close in around them.
Gyrating to the salsa beat of the

title song, the man and woman
must contend with their three

screaming kids, straining for a

look through the keyhole of their

bedroom door, and their down-
stairs neighbor, yelling about the

noise of their creaking bed.

In those opening minutes.
Director Darnell Martin presents

a coherent vision of her charac-

ters and their universe. In its

deliberate and daring style, its

economy of presentation and its

infectious, rhythmic energy, the

sequence is brilliant.

What happens afterward, how-
ever, is somewhat less brilliant.

The story of a young woman's
coming-of-age in the Bronx, "I

Like It Like That" centers on
Lisette. (Lauren Vd*<z), the
woman seen making love, and her

struggle to support her husband
and her young kids, and her quest

to carve out a sexual and profes-

sional identity. While her hus-

band Chino (Jon Seda) is in jkil

for vandalizing a stereo store,

Lisette gets a job working for a

record company executive. When
Chino suspects that Lisette slept

with the executive to get the job,

he shacks up with an old girl-

friend, Magdalena (Lisa Vidal)
whose father bails him out ofjail.

The result of all this confusion

is one screaming match after

another, during which Lisette
fights with Chino's mother-in-

law (Rita Moreno), Lisette fights

with Chino, Chino fights with
Magdalena and Magdalena fights

with Lisette. And all the while,

Lisette must contend with her
transvestite brother Alex (Jesse

Borego) and her three kids, one of
whom, Li'l Chino (Tommy

See UKE THAT, page 23

'The Linares family (I. to r.). Minnie (Deslree Casado). Usette (Lauren V6iez), Chino (Jon Seda)
and U'l Chino (Tomas IWeliy) take the subway home to the Bronx in "i Uke It Ul(e That."
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FILMAND DISCUSSION: Oleanna.

"

Based upon David Mamet's
controversial play of the same name,
this provocative film examines one of
today's most volatile topics - sexual
harassment in the university. FREE
screening Oct 19, 7:30 p.m., at

Melnitz Theater, followed by a
discussion panel. Additional

discusston forums: Oct. 18 at 4 p.m.
iri 1048 Moore Hall and Oct. 20 at 4
p.m. at the Ombuds Office. Info: 825-
9840.
MORE FILM: "Speed" and "Die
Hard." which is basically "Speed" in a
building. For Brian Etting, director of

Campus Events' film program, they are
a natural follow-up to last week's
selections. "'Speed' is kind of like 'The
Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the
Desert,'" says Etting, "except the
people on the bus aren't drag queens.
Well,, maybe Keanu Reeves." Oct 19
and Oct. 21. in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom. Info: 825-1958.
THEATER: "Picasso at the Lapin
Agile," is a new play written by Steve
Martin. Based on the fictional account
of a meeting between Picasso and
EirrStein In a coffee shop. Info:

Westwood Playhouse at 208-5454 or
Ticketmaster.

COMEDY: Stand-Up Comedy at the
Coop. Featuring Bob Odenkirk, writer

tor "Saturday Night Live." Oct 18, 7:30
p.rti. at the Cooperage. Info: 8256564.

Heaven's turnin' upside down for band Collective Soul
Georgia group emerges as new
sensation in alternative rock

Collective Soul opened for Aerosmith
last Saturday at the Bkjckbuster Pavilion.

By Brian Remick

Collective Soul's Will Turpin - tired, itchy and out
of breath from playing football just moments before -
is not the type of person one would expect to play in a
band that has come upon an unbelievable amount of
success in the last few nK)nths.

Turpin and the ten of Collective Soul opened for
Aerosmith last Saturday at the Blockbuster
Pavilion."Our life's turned upsideulown in the last

seven to eight months," Turpin says with his subtle
Georgian accent. Although the members of the band
have been playing together for the last nine years.

Collective Soul was just signed with Atlantic Records
at the beginning of this year. They are still getting
acquainted with their neW friend, the music indusu-y.

"You lose all control," says Turpin, who seems
overwhelmed yet excited about the success of the

band. "Shine," Collective Soul's addictive hit single

from their album "Hints, Allegations, and Things Left
Unsaid," peaked at No. 15 on the Billboard charts,

and still remains at No. 20 after 24 weeks from its

release.

"Shine," along with all of the other songs on the

album, was written well over two years ago, before
the band knew of their future record deal. "We didn't

have to do anything once we were signed," says
Turpin. "They just took the songs on the (demo) tape

and made a CD out of them." Sound too easy? Well, it

really was.

Ed Roland, lead singer of Collective Soul, wrote
"Shine" to get a publishing deal, A local college sta-

tion in Atlanta started playing ii and received an
immense response to this little band from
Stockbridge, Ga. Within a couple of months, the band
was the newest sensation in the music world, getting

heavy rotation on both MTV and radio stations across

the country.

"I kinda wish we got discovered then," Turpin says

as he reflects on the beginnings of the band. Ed, Will,

Ross, Dean, and Shane have played together since

high school as Marching Two Step, Brothers and
Brides and others until the name Collective Soul
finally stuck a year and a half ago. "It's from Ayn
Rand's 'The Pount»»nhead,' in which society is

referred to as a collective soul," TUrpin says. "Hey -

it's cheesy, but its the name of our band."

Collective Soul won't be releasing any more sin-

gles from "Hints, Allegations, and Things Left
Unsaid," although there are stHI many potential hits

on the album. Songs like "Love Lifted Me," Ttirpin's

tavoruc, and "Breathe" with its fantastic guitar solos,

are some of the best songs on the album.

After their tour with Aerosmith, the "band will

spend ten days in Euro()e before returning for a three-

week college tour in the United States. "That crowd
just appeals to us more, I guess." Unfortunately,
though, they won't be coining to Westwoo^ this time

around.

Turpin says that Collective Soul will have a single

from the soundtrack of "Jerky Boys - The Movie"
called "Gel," which is scheduled to be released at the

beginning of December. The band is also working on
another album which promises to be more group-
focused and should come out in February of next year.

"We're just a bunch of confused guys - working
hard, and doing the l)est we can," says Turpin, relat-

ing how new this entire experience really is for them.

"Our music has a lot to offer people ... no bullshit."

Somehow, one can't help but believe them.
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Opening act Skeletones outperforms Bosstones
TDutting-edge concert at Whisky features

Fishbone's Moore who rounds out show

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

" On Thursday, The Skeletones,

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones
and surprise guest Angelo Moore
of Fislibone transformed the

Whisky show into a stomping
haven of sweat, rhythm, high
energy and totally positive vibes.

The tempo was intense all

Tiight, but the atmosphere was
friendly enou^ for even first-time

stage divers to experience the

thrill of hearing the music while

being. held upside down and
passed overjumping people's
heads.

Although the Skeletones only

played for about 45 minutes, they

could have easily headlined the

show themselves with their suc-

cessful mix of danceable, heavy
songs. Not that th^ Bosstones did-

n't leave the crowd delirious with

a strong set, but the Skeletones,

minus the built-up momentum a

headlining band always has,

played their music just as well, if

not better, than the Bosstones.

Having just fmished a summer
tour which included 49 shows,
they still had enough energy to

match that of the headlining group
and the audience. With wicked
hbrns and keyboards, the

Skeletones delivered songs rang-

ing from their old hits like

"Telephone," to the popular ska

cover "5446." The lead vocalist,

Jonas Cabrera, actually has a goq^
voice, which coupled with his

enthusiasm and dance moves on
stage nriade the performance all

the more effective.

It's amazing that this group has

been around for at least six years,

and still doesn't get the attention

theif music deserves - which
should be in the same ranks as the

publicity and adoration the

Bosstones receive.

In their second performance of

a three-night series at the Whisky,

The Bosstones delivered a set that

heavily supported the group's lat-

est release, "Question the

Answers" on Mercury. Dressed in

police uniforms, they trounced

around stage while lead vocalist

Dicky Barrett growled and roared

the lyrics at the crowd.

At one point, Barrett leaned
over to hear a smiling fan scream,

"you sold out, you guys sold out."

Just as it seemed the guy would
have his head knocked in, he clari-

fied, "I mean the show, you guys

just sold out." Barrett seemed
overiy preoccupied with image, as

See BOSSTONES, page 24 The Mighty Mighty Bosstones. although overshadowed by The Skeletones, provided a strong set.
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Mozart foundation opens campus in Cracow
By Jane Perlez
The New York Tim^s

The student body is divided
almost evenly among Eastern
Europe, Western Europe and the

rest of the world. Cobl^nce said

he was particularly excited by
the admission of two young
Ukrainian musicians, Miroslawa
Kotoracz, 20, a violinist, and
Pawel Ignatius, 21, a pianist,
who came highly recommended
by the Russian violinist Gidon
Kremer, a member of the foun-
ndation's jury. A roster of 125
visiting professors willteiach
classes in Cracow, with the
-emphasis on chamber music.

To de-emphasize the hard-
edged music-competitionatmos-
phere that Coblenee and his

colleagues say tends to dehu-
manize promising young per-
formers, the foundation requires

students to take courses in liter-

ature and language.

For Mihajlo Arsenski, a 23-
year-old tenor from Macedonia,
the 10 months at the foundation
will be the broadening experi-
ence he has long dreamed of
beyond the Skopje Opera
Company.

**Our city has no money to

put on new productions and no
money to put on operas for
young singers, like Donizetti,

Mozart was chosen for

the foundation's name
because the composer

symbolizes a Europe

without borders.

Rossini, Mozart," Arsenski
said. He performed three
Richard Strauss lieder, accom-
panied by another student. Hens
Eijsackers from the
Netherlands, in an impromptu
concert that di)ened the school
year on Oct. 3. "They go

instead for the big repertory of
Verdi and Puccini. Every year
for 30 years it's been 'Traviata'

with the same costumes, falling

apart.'*

Arsenski said the founda-
tion's polic*y of awarding full

scholarships to all students
made it possible for him to
attend. Many other academies,
particularly in Germany, where
he had been accepted, were out
of the question for financial rea-

sons, he said. "I'm very happy
to be here because I still can't
earn money. This is perfect for

between finishing my studies
and beginning a career.'—

Margarita Halasa. said she was
seeking more individual atten-

tion from the diverse teaching
.staff aftei;,six rather impersonal^
years at the Chopin Academy in

Warsaw. An active 26-year-old,

Halasa said she was determined'

to make a career at home even
though she had had a taste of
Western Europe during master
classes in Germany and
Switzerland.

"In Poland there is not a lot

of repertory for a coloratura^
soprano, but I would like to sing

i^n Poland and be a Polish^
singer," she said. "Usually peo-

A Polish coloratura soprano. See M02ART, page 24
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CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & IVledi-co! welcome/Appointments mode 24 hours a day!

COMPUZYE CAR 319-9999
1531 WilsNre Blvd. Santa Monica

(cofner of 16th Street, next to Crown Booic)

IVIANN

Westwood
VILLA6E Tkt SNCialM (R)
961 Broxton (2:1M:45)-7:30-10.15
208-5576 Sal/Son (11 :45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15- 12:45

NATKMM. Oaly roa (P6)
10925 LkxJbfooit (2:0O)-4:3O-7:15-100o
208-4366 S«t/Sun(11:30-2:00)-4:30-7;15-10:00-12;30

BRUIN NnrNlglitiiiara(R)
948 Broxton (2:3O-5.t)O)-7.30-10«i
239-MANN FrI/Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5«))- 7 30-10:00

Fh/SatUte Show at 12:15

IVIANN

Santa Monica
CRITEmON3 TllttMClalltt(R)
1313 Srd St. Promenade (1:45-4:30)-7 15-10:00
395-1599 FrVSat/Sun(11:15-1:45-4:30)-7:15-10:00

<

CmTEmON 4 Tkt iMtlaliit (R)
1313 3rd St. Promenade {2:15-5«))-7:45-10:30
395-1599 Frt/Sal/Sun (1 1:45-2:15-5tX))-7:45-10:30

CRITERtON 9 New NlgHtmart (R)
1313 3rd St. Promenade (2:45-5:20)-8:00-10:45
395-1599 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-520 -8:00-10:45

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood
AVCOCMBM
WUsMre at Westwood
475-0711

LA'S FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOtBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

ROYAL
11523 S.M.Bivd
477-5581

lOon'tWantloTAIkAboutlt
5:00-7:30-9 55

Sat/Sun also 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSET 4
(213)848-3500

Chufpa: Tke Wedding Story

(1:15)-3 15-5.15-7 15-9 30

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrooic

208-4574

Warm Beaty RilroiMtttw
Fri- Boenle S ayde (R

Sat - SliamMO (R
Sun - McCabe ft Mrs. Miller R
Mon - Heaven Caa Wall (PG

Tues-Reds(PG
€all Theatre for Showtimes

CRITERION 6
1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

NaUirsI Bom lUllar* (R)

(4:30)-9:45

Frt^t/SunM1:45-4:30)-9:45

Priiieesa CanlHM
(2:15)-7:15

REBENT
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208-3259

BlMSky(P6-13)
(2i5)-726

Sat (2:45)-9:45

Priwilla QiieeR ol Mm Desert (R)

(5:00)-9:4()

Sat/Sun(12:30-5.00)-9:40
Lows AlfMr Sneak - Sat at 7:30

OTS TboRlwr«lld(ra-13)
12:00-2:40-5:15-7:50-10:20

TMXDolky Q>b8bow(PG-13)
1:30-4:25-7:20-10:05

Frl^at/Sun 11:00-1:50-4 40-740-1035

THX Dolby

1:00-4.00-7*0-10:0()

Dolby Jasoo't Lyric (R)

11.50-2:30-5;00-7:36-10:0(i

MUSIC HALL
9036 Wllshire

274-6869

Israel Film Festival

Call (213)-466-1 767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Pae Afrlcse Festival

Call 213-896-8221

Santa Monica
MONICA I I Happened One Night
1322 2nd Street (2 30)6 45
394-9741 TwentleNi Century

(4:45)-9:00

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

MOWCAZ
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Dear Diary
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

Wselisnd Proarams
The Proletslonal: Golgc 13

Dr. Calagarl

Boy's Llle

Killing Zoe
Pristllla OHecR ol ttie Oeurt

Fri/Sat Midnight

Baraka
TTte Last Klezmer

Moondance
Winter Liglil

Notv York In Short

Sat/Sun 1100 AM

PtAZA uwo Glaots (Pfi)
1067Glendoo (2:3O-5D0)-7:3O-lb:0()
208-3097 Frl^t/Son(12:00-2:30)-5:06-7:30-10t)0

LANDMARK

West L.A.

Beverly Hills

MONICAS
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

L.IZ7
(2:00)-5:05-8:15

WESTWOOD 1

10506ayley
208-7664

WESTW0002
lOSOGayley
208-7664

TiRltCM (R)

(2:45-5:15)-7:45T0:l5
Salmon (12:30-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:15

Forest 0«ms(P6-1S)
- (2:45)-7^0O-1O:O(3

Sat/Sun (1:0O-4a))-7:0O-1O«)

Beverly Connection

La Cienaout Beverly Btvd

Free 2 1/2 hour validated parklna

659-5911

M0WCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Nostradamus
(1:3O)-4:15-7:0O-9.3O

NUWILSWRE
1314 Wllshire Blvd.

Wtot Happened Wat...

5.15-7J0-9:45
Sat/SurVWed12:45-3«>-7:30-9:45

WESTWOOD 3 Natarai Bora IQilort (R)

i^^flf^ . -. (2:3O-5:0O)-7:45-10i)
208-7664 Salmon (12«)-?30-5«))-7:45-10:30

WEttW0004 Oear and Present Danger (PO-13)
lOSOGiyHy (3t)O)-7:3O-1O:30
208-7664 Sat/Son (1:30 -4:3()-7:30-10:30

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 Fortsi toaH (PQ-13)
1313 3rd SL Promenade (2:30)-7T30- 10:30
395-1599 FrVSat/Sun(1:15-4:15)-7:30-10:30

NUWILSHfflE Barttlooa
1314 Wllshire Blvd. 5:0O-7:15-'9:30
394-8099 Sat/Sun 12:30-2:46-5:00-7:15-9:30

EndsTtiesday

WESTSIDE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-0202

The Browning Version
(12:15-1 00)-2 30 3 15-4:45-

5 30-7:00-7:45-9:15-10:00

Sorry, No Passed Accepted

W^TSIDE PAVILION
GoWwyn
475-Ce02

bl Drink Man Woman
(11:15)-1:55-4:35-7:15-950

No Thursday 7:15 Show

WESTtRKPAVNJdN
Qoliimm
47S-Q202 (llflOmlon^

4.
1313M SL Promansde (?.3O-S:10)-7:SO-10i0
39S-1999 Fri/Sat/S(m(12.O0-2:»5:10)-7:S0-1020

WnTWf MVRJON
Qothwn
47V«(K

CaroDlarto

(12:45)J:00-5 15-7 30-9:40

NoTiMaday7:30Shov

^TWtOTI Tli«SMCIalltl(R)
12:15-2;45-5:ir7 45-10:15

Stereo TbeRi««rWlld(Pe-13)
12:15-2:45-5:25-8:00-10:3(5

Frl«al/Son 11:45-2: 15-4:45- 7: 15-9:45

THXIMty Pole FIctloo (R)
12:00-3:30 7 00 1020
Fr^Sal Midnight Show

THX Dolby Ed Wood (R)

FrVSat/Sun 1 1:30-2:15-5:00-7:45-10:30

Mon -Thurs 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

wwwy
12 00-2:30-5:00^:30- 10:0(

FrVSat/Sun 11:30-2:00-4:30-7:00-9:30

Stereo

12:0O-2JO-5'0r7:30-10«}
FrVSatMIMgMStww

MONICA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Weekend Programs
Crime Story

A Better Tomorrow
God ol Gamblers

A Better Tomorrow II

Fri/Sai Midnight

Raining Stones
Mostang: The Hidden KInodom

Fallen Angel
Visions of Ligbl

Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

Pule FIcUon (R)

SR THX Dolby Stereo

Can Theatre for Showtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

EilttoEdenlR)
THX Dolby

Cat Theatre for Showtimes

West Hollywood

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth

475-9441

LItt null That (R)

SR Dolby Stereo

Can Theaue tor Showtimes

Frt. 1st show bargain (

)

Sonset (at Crestent Heights) Free Parking

SUNSCT1
(213)848-3500

PHflcUla Qmso ol Ibo Dosirt
(2:15)-4 15-7 15-9:45

Frl^t also Midnight Show

BUNSCTI
(213)848-3500

Boy's LNo
(1 15) 3 20 5:20-7:40-«55
Fri/Sat also MidnIgM Show

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUWCT3
(213)848-3500 i

OnrOlon
Jfc15H:45-7:20-9:45

CRCST
1262 Westwood Btvd

474-7866
1 30-4:10-7«>*5<l
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£areer opportunities

at J. P. Morgan

for VCIA stiuients interested in

(iorpoi:2ite Financo

Global Tcchnoloj^y and OperationH

Salcs^radinp, and Rt'seardr

Please pUin to attend our

information presentation on

l)iesday% October IS

6:00pm
Morgan Center Press liotmt

All majors welcome ——
- .

JPMorgan

J. p. Mor^iin is an (h|iiuI o|»|Miiiiinily cmployvr

-
' -i-f^blt'SiS

» *

Ityou've Got
One ofj These

/
\;^-

you Need
One ot These

^ M^ riting a term paper"^ Developing a research

•^r report'' Trying to figure out where to find the

right sources of information? We ve got the book for you

— the American Library Association Guide to Information

Access IS the first stop for anyone who needs to find out

just about anything on just about any subject

Save Valuable Time

With invaluable tips for the beginner as well as for the

experienced researcher, this extraordinary resource

.
presents time-saving strategies for locating both print

and electronic sources for any topic

, In addition to explaining general research meth-

ods, this valuable book provides a comprehensive

^ listing of all currently available reference sources for

the thirty-six most popular research areas, including

Business and Finance Science and Technology.

Literature, and Self-help/Psychology.

MoAt Vp-to-date Sources

Electronic listings include CD-ROF^ databases, online

databases, the Internet and other networks, document

delivery services, archives, and government sources

On sale now at bookstores everywhere or call

1-800-793-2665 to order

s6o pages

$19.00 paperback, 0-679-75075-4

$35 00 hardcover. 0-679-43060-1

Random Hoxue Refference

Video store Job figMres

in Tarantino's success^
By Michael M. Price

Fort Worth Star-Telegram

The movies' first generation

came to film because film was a

frontier to conquer. A second gen-

eration inherited the developing

frontier. A third came because
trails needed blazing in the adjoin-

ing television industry.

Even newer generations have

come because TV and home
video, once perceived as a threat

to "pure" cinema, have taught

them that the movies are a great

cultural legacy.

Perhaps no video-generation
filmmaker loves and understands

the history of cinema more pro-

foundly than Quentin Tarantino,

whose preparation for a career in

Hollywood seems to have consist-

ed of a job in a video store.

Don't laugh. It's a serious cre-

dential, with an increasingly seri-

ous career to show for it.

That background gave us

"Reservoir EX)gs," a jarring melo-

drama about a robbery gone
wrong, in 1992. It generated the

screenplay for "True Romance"
(1993), a lesser crime-shocker
saved by astonishing perfor-
mances (Gary Oldman, Dennis
Hopper, Christopher Walken) and

memorably extravagant speeches.

And now it has yielded "Pulp
Fiction," writer-director
Tarantino's all-star anthology
about cruel intrigues among the

bottom-feeders of the underworld,

which opened this weekend.

Much has been made ot
Tarantino's professional history,

often for the purpose of belittling

his films as derivative and self-

referential. But Tarantino sees his

work as deliberately outgrown
from the films of prior genera-

tions, and half the fun of watching

"There's really been

more made of my video

store experience than is

even pertinent."

Quentin Tarantino

•

Director

his few pictures lies in spotting the

takeoffs, the variations on familiar

melodramatic riffs, the stretches

of dialogue that so obviously stem

from his entrenched habit of con-

versing with video-shop patrons.

'^There's really been more made
of my video store experience than

is even pertinent," Tarantino said

this week from New York. "The
importance is that the job was
what amounted to my film school.

All I did was watch videos."

With characteristic modesty,
Tarantino neglects to mention that

he is an alumnus of the Sundance
Institute Directors Workshop.

His training ground was Video

Archives, now of Hermosa Beach.

It is arguably the best American
store of its Mftd .because it deals in

movies for the sake of movies -

from classics to imports to new
hits - and is staffed with people
who actually know what they have

on the shdVes.

Tarantino was one of these
staffers back in the 1 980s, when
Video Archives occupied a small-

er location in Manhattan Beach.

"I was such an aficionado - not

an expert, but really a follower of

film - that that was the reason I

got a job at that store," Tarantino

said. "I could talk for hours on
whatever film-related topic, and
the store offered me the chance to

expound on my opinions and build

up my expertise. It*s like Video
Archives was my 'Village Voice'

and I was the head critic.

"Did you eVer have a hobby
you got paid for? That was my
good fortune: getting paid just for

jawing about film and watching
movies, but it was also a problem

because it was so comfortable

there that it robbed me of my
ambition. So I started weaving all

this fondness for movies into ideas

for movies of my own."

Tarantino wrote "True
Romance" while working at Video

Archives.

"It's like I can't remember a

time when I didn't want to be
involved in the movies," said

"It's like I can't

remember a time when

I didn't want to be

involved in the movies."

Quentin Tarantino

Director

Tarantino, 31. "I always wanted to

be an actor as a kid growing up in

Los Angeles. I associated movies,

with acting, as kids will, until I

learned that a director or a writer

has more conut>l.

"So I studied acting for six

years, acted some on TV, then

around age 20 I realized it was a

filmmaker I wanted to be. I love

film too mucbior just APPEAR-
ING in it to be satisfactory. And f

~

don't want my destiny to rest in

other people's hands. When
you're a filmmaker, you CON-^
TROL your destiny."

"Pulp Fiction," an anthology of

interwoven short stories, stars

John Travolta and Samuel
Jackson as hired-gun hoodlums,

Uma Thurman as the thrill-crazy

wife of mob boss Ving Rhames^
Harvey Keitel as a "cleaner"
("film-noirese" for "paid assas-

sin") and Bruce Willis as a boxer

who promises to take a dive.

Tarantino appears as a nervous

suburbanite with secretive ties to

the underworid.

"What led to this picture was . .

.

it was like I had an idea for this

ifilm, quite a while before I'd actu-

ally done anything ... before
'Reservoir Dogs,"' he said. "I

couldn't seem to get anything
going, so I thought up this short

film, this story that finally became
the story with John Travolta and
Uma Thurman in what became a^
much bigger picture than I had
planned.

"Then I came up with other sto-

ries ... said, *OK, why not do
them all in the crime genre and
then put 'em all together?' I fig-

ured I could finance one short film

at a time, and then collect them
into a feature-length package.

"Then, later, while I was editing

'Reservoir Dogs,' I finally decid-

ed on the structure that'd become
'Pulp Fiction."'

• - The title refers, at least figura-

tively, to a popular fiction industry

that flourished during the first half

of this century - so called because

its magazines Were printed on the

cheapest grade of wood-pulp
newsprint. Some people called

such books "bloody pulps." The
crime-thriller pulps, with their

wild-hare plotting, confrontational

dialogue and doomy attitude, are a

key ancestor of the cinematic style

called "film noir." or "dark Hint"

"I like taking the nuggets, th^^

oldest cliches, of that genre and

See MRANTINO, page 25

/«
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'E.T.' host
commits
to music
By Steve Dollar

Cox News Service

ATLANTA— As a TV guy, John
Tesh is an instant commodity, a

sound bite attached to the chiseled

features of the All-American
^homecoming king who greets the

nation's living rooms each evening

JFrom the dais of "Entertainment
Tonight"

-r- But Tfesh, who brings his band to

Atlanta's Roxy theater on Saturday

as part of a growing commitment to

his offscreen musical career, says

he'd rather be Peter Gabriel.

"That 'So' album has been in my
car for twO years now," says the

Garden City, N.J., native, who began

composing in the eariy '80s as an
outgrowth of his pre-"E.T." work as

a network sports announcer He won
his first Emmy in 1983, for the Pan
American Games theme, another in

1987 for the Tbur de France bicycle

race theme, and two subsequent
Emmys.

"I always felt like I got side-

tracked," he says. "I was groomed to

be a music student. I studied at

Juilliard, and I went to North
Carolina State on a music scholar-

ship." Tesh graduated, however, as a

communications major, and backed
into composing again while on staff

at CBS Sports. Respect, he com-
plains, is hard to find. "If you do TV
music in Los Angeles, then that's

=what you do. You don't do films.^*

He calls his work Teshmusic, and
it's become popular enough that his—latest effort, the John Tesh Project's

"Sax by the Fire" (GTS), barely fea-

tures him. A "make-out" album of

easy-listening arrangements of
recent pop and rock tunes suggested

by Tesh's wife, the actress Connie
(Concetta) Sellecca, "Sax" was No.

5 on Billboard's contemporary jazz

chart last week. The success of
"Sax" and Tesh's eight other CDs
means he and Sellecca need never

do another infomercial again.

LIKE THAT
From page 19

Melly, in a stunning debut) takes

to dealing drugs.

The performances are fine all

around in "I Like It Like That,"

and Martin fills her frame with an
urgent sense of urban vitality,

complemented by a well-chosen,

rhythmic score. But ultimately,

with all these people standing
around screaming, the film loses

its focus, becoming almost sloppy.

Its most affecting moments are

those of quiet power, such as the

scene in which Chino throws his

young son, without clothes, into

the hallway for disobeying him.

It is refreshing to see a film
with a strong central woman char-

acter, but "I Like It Like That"
sends out a confusing message for

women. Althou^ it strives to

assert Lisette's inofependence and
womanhood, the men in her life -

her husband and her boss (Griffin

Dunne) - both exploit her. Her
husband gets away with numer-
ous sexual infidelities and her
boss compels her to sleep with
him. That Lisette must yield sexu-

ally before she can establish her

own identity seems a curious
message for a film in no small

measure about a woman's eman-
cipation.

RLM: "I Like It Like That." Written

and directed by Darnell Martin.

St%'irr1ng Lauren y6\ez,Jqn Seda
and Rita Moreno.

GOOD TASTE. N^URALLY

Dine in. Carry Out
Special

2 sloM of pfasa A al you can
drink, phis your ctMiio* of:

• gaidan salad or
• T/2oRtarofMokia
• pizza breadBticKS

Large Pizza

g GOOD TASTE. NATURALiy, g COOD TASTE. NATURALiy.

FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza

only^3—
Spaghetti
Special

spaghetti served with garlic

bread, fresh garden salad,

and drink.

Any targe pizza up
to 3 topptnps of

your chorce

only $9=^
Double Special

2 medium one
tqiping pizzas

Combination

Any mwftim one topping pizza,

Sjpiecesd chici<8n, ori/2 i>. o(

sMiTv, plus nwjo P<*aloe».

^%^^m^^^sm 1114 6ayley
I
SuihTlusll-lam

glwHGySi Westwood | Fri&Sat11-2am

S GOOD TASTE, NAnJRALiy.

824-4111 SS
GOOD TASTE. NATlJRALiy. S G(30D TASTE. NATURALLY.

IMnG€ MICROSVSTCMS
TH€ BCST IN QUnUTV, SCftVICC, & SUPPORT

IffTEL 4860X2-M MHZ PROCESSOR
VESA LOCAL BUS

256K CACHE, ZIF SOCKET. PENTIUM READY

4MB RAM
540IIB MAXTOR ©E HARD DRIVE

'~~

WINDOWS ACCELERATOR VIDEO BOARD

WITH 1MB RAM
VESA HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER

CHOICE OF MINI, DESKTOP CASE

1.44 TEAC FLOPPY
14' SVGA NON INTERUCED CaOR MONITOR

101 KEY BOARD
LOGITECH MOUSE

INTCl 486DX2-66

$1165
540MB HARD DRIVE

IBM 486 66IVIHZ

$995

IBM 4fl6aC2-ae W^ PROCESSOR
VESALOCALBUS
4MB RAM
42(1MB IDE HARD DRIVE

WmOOWS ACCELERAJOR VIDEOBOARD W/ 1MBRAM
VESA HARI>FLOPPY CONTROaER
CHaCE Of MINI. DESKTOP MID TOWER CASE
1 44 TEAC FLOPPY

14-SVGAN I , EDGE TOEDGE CaOR MONITOR

101 KEY BOARD. LOGITECH MOUSE

*!'

IMAGE MULTIMEDIA

$1 89

"W VOU OlilNT
A

MUlTlHlilPOSC
COMPUTCfl,

IT'S VOUA ftCST

•cr
K MAGflZINC

10/9S
I RAM. 4(V80MB HARD DRIVE. 1 44 FLOPPY. BUILT IN FAX MODEM.

EXT VGA A EXT KEYBOARD PORT. DOS AND WINDOWS INCLUD6D. 1YEAR

MANUFACTURE WARRANTY. FREE CORDLESS PEN MOUSE '^

VMMDC fOU« COMraTCA
TO UN IMM SUt-««MIIZ

poll $Mf

SO PCACCNT OFf ON
llllf SCAVICC HCMIH Oil

ni»wtjMiio»«Toi»iJ^oiiOonnM<w«»*iTCii«n<iPowfi<uJ>TCTifttwauTm iionc

486 SUB-NOTEBOOK
MADE BY IBM

$699

STORE MON.-FRI.

HOURS SAM -6PM

310-815-1000
FAX31M1S-9100

BLVD.
tOWV aOOR OF UNMYtMUMO
KmCEN WEtTWOOO • MDVAU

OHIMIiDMWlMtWnXMT n«
MiaaaniDOdMianMDUiionoi M«*«a<

Q 540MB IDE $259
420MB IDE $209
340MB IDE $189
212MB IDE $15^

INTEL 486DX2-66

$345

mcmntwroBDCD-mai
II— IWim«Oi>iH)MIUil»»

CtMVM

•cawTBvwf

MMY EXIBMM.JULTMBM WT

TiiMaFBi WTE. mtivaa
MClU0CD«TSCO»»«Ba ICO
muiTB#m hooml u(«rLM
<«OIU>«nM MMfKHCOM
Tttoma nuaogMMMTHi

TOMBA OOUKf »EEO CIMK»
xnanoiMxarcRi

MaooTwufcw wri tea
HTBVtCt

•OUSKMTHIKWac M
•OUCHAlfBI n«3 ot
KuoHMitKoaiMTaf m
KMO MMTHtMC OOI»«T«fM
FWMuoovKnuHKaMK tn
moMOo iTuoo fiM
U^ncMMMD VBMBa IS
iMiatTi*

IMAGE
MICROSYSTEMS
Computer Sales . Service . Support.

T -7-77

/
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I ean make $120/weel( doing what?

Mlp^V"/"/ '" '•'

afifbmia Cryobank, Inc. is Kxiking

for young male students ( 19-34

intemlip/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors. _

years of aije) to donate sperm. You will

participate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

You are s{uaranteed complete

anonvTmry. You will also obtain

financial compensation and firee

medical/genetic testing. For more

details call <3K»443-5244 EXT 24-

WHY WAIT?
open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's ceriter

• No*Appointment Necessary

^^n Immediate Care Center

o

j4~—

S

-»

N
SANTA MONICA BIVD.

1000

SESTWOOO BLVD.

I LA GRANGE AVE.

UNDERGROUND
PARKING

OCntPC BLVD.

MeiUpace
Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Lx)s Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)4708880

Most insurance and credit cards accepted.

i*

il

I.

li

|i

it

•^
\

Ct
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great scores...

+7.2
points

,,.r,E SCORE IMPftn...

ance
to prepare for

the December test
Classes begin in

WESTWOOD on: October 1 8th at 6pm or
October 24th at 6pm ^

Seats are limited, call 1 -800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score

KAPLAN
•An ttociwwioxwl tn •» M«y »«»4 KnfUnrt » 8AT PwleimwwM SiMtv r-on^utMa by Pric« Vlatmhomm.

BOSSTONES
From page 20

he repeatedly yelled back, "But

are we sellouts, are we sellouts?"

That appeared to be the case after

the initial disappointment of hear-

ing their latest woric on disc. But it

was a pleasant surprise to hear that

in a live performance they haven't

lost too much of their edge.

>\^ith bassist Joe Gittleman, gui-

tarist Nate Albert, drummer Joe

Sirois, saxophonists Tim Burton

and Kevin Lennear, and trombone

player Oennis Brockenbourgh, the

small stage was already crowded
enough. But still, the bruised and

sweat-covered fans found room to

join the group in a few seconds of

unhinged fury before jumping
back into the crowd, or onto the

floor.

In the middle of the group's set,

a wild pair of legs being floated

above the crowd brought up the

body of Angelo Moore, who just

happened to have his saxophone
on the side of the stage. The sur-

prise on the audience's faces was
quickly overcome with yells and
cheers of support as Barrett asked

if they would like to hear Moore
play.

Now with three saxophones, the

ensemble continued its mix of
hardcore punk and ska tunes.

Although the new album has just

been released, songs like "Stand

Off and "Pictures To Prove It"

received as much support from the

crowd as the older "Crazy" and
'They Came to Boston."

The groUp ended the night with

"Chocolate Pudding" and
"Cowboy Coffee," which was
ironically appropriate afterward as

the members devoured peanut but-

ter sandwiches and fruit back-
stage. They may not have fulfilled

the hunger for a solid, cutting-

edge album, but at least for the

night everyone left satisfied.

MOZART
From page 21

pie want to go abroad and make
a big career and be famous like

Placido Domingo. I'm Polish, I

feel Polish. I would like to sing

Polish music and take it

abroad."

During the academic year, the

students will stage three festi-

"Usually people want to

go abroad and make a

big career and be

famous like Placido

Domingo. I'm Polish, I

feel Polish. I would like

to sing Polish music and

take it abroad."

Margarita Halasa

Polish Coloratura Soprano

vals, in Budapest, Cracow and
Prague. Last summer, the foun-

dation's students resurrected
"Sancta Susanna," a one-act
opera written in the 1920s by
Paul Hindemith. The produc-
tion, staged in the mirrored hall

of the Dobris Castle, was such a

success that it will be taken on a

tour of France, Coblence said.

For the finale of their acade-
mic year, the students hope to

do even better. They will stage a

new production of Mozart's
unfinished opera "Zaide,**
which will use a new libretto by
Italo Calvino. The production
has already been promised a

tour in the United States and
France, Coblence said.
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Audio 'Diary'

clironicies

Simpsons'
reiationsliip
By Kate Seago
Los Angeles Daily News

A diary claiming to chronicle

the details of the stormy relation-

ship between O.J. and Nicole
Brown Simpson hits bookstores

today, written by a friend and for-

mer roommate of Nicole Simpson.

Faye Resnick wrote "Nicole
Jrown Simpson: The Private
Diary of a Life Interrupted" from
notes she claims she took over the

past.two years at the request of

Nicole Simpson, said Michael
Viner, founder of Dove Audio Inc.,

which is releasing the chronicle.

"It's not like an organized
diary," Viner said. "... It basically

tells the story about their relation-

ship, about his other relationships,

some of her other relationships -

the violence attached, the sexual

peccadillos that became a part of

both of their lives.

Copies of the book were not
available for review, but the jacket

of Dove's audio version says
Resnick was "the last friend wlio

spoke to (Nicole Simpson) in a

lengthy phone call about one hour

before her death."

The audio is read by Resnick,

credited on the audio jacket as a

former director of the John Robert

Powers Finishing and Modeling
School, and a member of various

Beverly Hills educational groups -

and Nicole Simpson's best friend.

"^Viner said writing of the book
began Sept. 1 , with Resnick work-,

ing with her co- writer. National

"Enquirer general editor Mike
Walker, and an editorial team in

Stowe, Vt.

"I had seen Mike Walker on
'Larry King' and on 'Nightline,'"

Viner said, **and to me he was
clearly the most knowledgeable on

all the rumors and all the garbage

that was being thrown out - and
knew the difference."

TARANTINO
From page 22

twisting them around," Tarantino

.said. "The boxer who's supposed

to throw the fight, for example . .

.

how many times have we seen

THAT one?"
Tarantino still speaks of film as

more a devotee than a celebrated

director - "Hey, I've only directed

"I like taking the nuggets,

the oldest cliches, of that

genre and twisting them

around. The boxer who's

supposed to throw the

fight, for example..."

Quentin Tarantino

Director

two films!" - and cites "a whole
plethora of director heroes,"
including Old Hollywood masters

Howard Hawks ("The Big
Sleep"), Oscar "Budd" Boetticher

("Behind Locked Doors") and
such newer artists as Martin
Scorsese and Brian De Palma.

"Directors like these have made
all kinds of movies and, as an

admirer, I don't want myself to get

typecast, either," he said. "Just

now I'm known for crime, but

ultimately I want to have worked

in westerns, horror films, romantic

comedy, you name it."

i£e off caf&^a iea/^

m£e of? ca &̂uoa ^eef

AH wake-up calls

20% off

^

with student I.D. l^a£e off oa^^^oa meft
I

N

O

CO
o

3
QJ

Ji

UCLA

Wilshire Blvd.

Pico Blvd.

Notionol Blvd.

WestLA.
IHOP

Good M-F oiytime, Sat, Sun, & Hoiidci/s after 4pm. Not good wHh any other pfonotion or discounls.

2912 Sepulvedq Blvd.* (310)478-4017 • Open Everyday 6om-10pm

-<-•

CASTINCJDALL

Film company seeking attractive, intelligent female

students to be in commercial film.
-

V- •

WHERE: Casting to be held at Ackerman 3508

WHEN:—October 18, between 2-5 pm

Allow 10 minutes for interview. Bring available photo.

* *

All selected finalists will be paid for their participation.

Professional production. No nudity.

'.>jr

ti

CAMPUS

EVENTS
A percentage of profits will be donated to
the UCLA Campus Events Commission.

\
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Classified Ad Information

_ Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, recfessify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Daily, 20 words w less $7.00

Daily, each additional word .45

Weekly. 20 words or less 25.00

Weeldy, each additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student rate/col. inch 8/)0

Dispiayads— local rati/col. inch IliS

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

D9a<Rine8

1 working day before printing, by noon.

CiatsHted dltpiay adc

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA OaHy Brum.

Icol. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCU Conrnwnicalkjns Board tuOy supports the IJnIvefsity ol CaWornlB's poMcy on nondit-

oMntOon. No inediuffl ihtf KMpt adiwtisenients which present perum of any origin, rKt,

rMgioa, mx, or nxual oMMton in a dNiwaning way or imply that Owy are tmlM lo potitnns.

cipMWv. rotes ort«M In soclety.Netther the Oalty Bruin nor the ASUCLAComnMinicationi Board

hHinMSiH^anyotthe services advertisedorthe advertisers represented in this Issue. Any person

bsHvring that an advertltenwnt in this issue yk>lated the Board's policy on nondlscriminaHon staled

herein shduM communlcale cornplaints in writing to the Business Manager, OaHy Bnjki, 225

Kerckhotf Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing dtecrimi-

nation problems. caH the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing

0«ic« at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This mal(es it easier tor readers to quicldy

scan the ads and locate your item(s).

2. Always include the price of th& item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not

respond to ads without prices.
,

3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

descriptions. ! . - __-v. -,
; ... ,v .-

1 CampLis Happening: 1 Carr.pus Happening 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings

Work in

EUROPE
Work Abroad

Seminar
3:00 pm - 4:00 pm

Tuesday, Oct. 1 8th
Ackerman Union

Room 2408

Great Britain Costa Rica
France New Zealand
Germany Australia

Ireland Jamaica

Co-sponsored by the EXPO Center, PCPC, and
the Council on International Educational Exchange.

;-:«->:<.»>5« Studio «»«««»««»

CanpM Pbst* StNdio is itcatedm 2iid Hmt AcbnM
Open Monday-frirfay 8:30-5:30 Pkom 206-8433

Smart seniors know this

is the best time of year

for senior yearbook

portraits. No lines, no

rush, no midterm circles

under the eyes. So you'll

not only be included in

the Bruin Life yearbook,

youMI look your best.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discusston. Fri Step StucJy. AU 3525

Thurs. Book Study. AU 3525
Tues. ono Wed. Discussion. Dental 23-029

ABfiroes 12: 10- 1:00pm
For oicohoHcs a inarviauois who have o

drinking probtem

THIS WEEK ONLY! NEVER MISS A CALL/

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedicofed to Providing Qualify legal Education

• low/JD Progrom occrediledJ>y iKe Colifomia CommiHec of Bar Examiners.
• Program clesigr)ed to prefxjrc sludenh for ifie demorxjing cbollenges of tfie

legal professKX».

• Small classes. ,* '
. ,

lAW/JD DEGRBE

Vutt Time

Pari Time

Day/b\ening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/BS Degrees

F.veningfSatnrday Classes

ALL books in stock:

Literary Criticism &
Theory, Linguistics,

Economics, Business

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking
tipsi Send 55 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOIARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
lA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STRE€T,

lA VERNE, CA 9 1750 -

(909) 596-184* •'

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BAIBOA BLVD.,

ENC

(818)

INg£A91316

18) 9ir<5ir

«.

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE '^

Thf UnivoMiy of La Vcmc is Atcinlilfd h) ihf Wcsicrn Amocuikni flf V IhioIs and Colleges

CONFIDENCE?
^1 DM what you My, b« HOW you My Ut

Save yoanclf tare and anxiety by uiing the 1994 Edition,

oflfae NATIONAXXY RECXX3NIZED, C1994
POWEKUNES. THE BEST THINGS TO SAY TO

KOPLB' Vwe thia 100 pg. odMatitnal tod lo becone a
poirer communicaior! Send S19.9S d^Anoptoa $3.00 SA1

toe Power Omsnunicatiom Ca^
305 S. Beveriy Dr., Siiiie478. Bevcriy HiUa, CA 90212
Pot additcnal jnfarmation. pleaae call (310) 39OOC03

VIotorcycl* J«ck«t $4(9.99
t..mv^ SOI 'm/'Vintatgm Clothing

19«0'a-19'70*a: Overaais.
Flaumela. Boot*. St Bsllbottanna

xom, offrw/A.«i

Interzone
6683 1/2 HoUvwood Blvd

. (213)465.2644

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

S IN$TANT MONEY. S
S ATTENTION STUDENTS. SORORmES. ^
:S;. FRATERNITIES AND CLUBS S
5 Make money INSTANTLY, g
«» Completely legitimate & easy. ^
Zi New INSTANT SELF-TANNING ^
Zi LOTION. No more waiting. See ^
Zt INSTANT golden color wittiout Zi

Zt orange or streaky results. Zi

Z> For details, call Claudia at Zi

Zi (310) 820-7999 ext. 2 or fax SS

^ inquiries to (310) 820-6969. Zi

^ P.S. Ask about additional unique Zi
products for the body. Zi

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

4/>

1" MONTH FREES
> FREi! IMMEDIATE HOOK Ul-'

PAGER & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

6 Concert Tickets

ROLLING STONES. Rote Bowl, October 19.

$65/ea. 818-797-1503.

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-

167CVext. 167. $2.9SAnin. 2-minute average.

18+ lnfo«ervice, LA. CA. 213-993-3366.

10 Personal

JAPANESE STUDENKM) seeks short-term

apt share w/Amcrican student Will help

wAent. Want to experience US life. Fax:81-

276-57-1460 (transmit after niessage).

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 816-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
LoM 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inx it 100K Ruarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

12 Research Subjects

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant

women in process of whether to choose an

abortion, be a single mother, or place baby
for adoption. 010)208-5073.

Bedwening boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310825.0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent lo fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1 141,

7 Good Deals

12 Research Subjects

Hyperactive boys with attentionai problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receh« $20 and , a Jne developmenui
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

IF YOU HAVE SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN,
OUR STUDY I^EDS YOU. Brief question-

naires. Pays $10. 310-454-7926.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed (or UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 31 0-825-0392.

PANIC ATTACKS!
For those who are suffering from panic at-

tacks, researchers from IXIA are conducting
a carefully-designed research project using

medication. Participants should be over the

age of 18, in good physical health, male or

non-pregnant female who uses an acceptable

method of birth control. A comprehensive
nrfedical ar>d psychiatric evaluation is provid-

ed as part of the project and is free of charge
for the duration of the project which is 1

7

weeks. For more information, please call the

UCLA Anxiety Disorder Program at 310-206-
5133.

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa
or bulimia. Participation involves completing
six questionnaires. Mindy 310-796-0996.

ADVERSE
REACTIONS TO
FOOD ADDITIVES
If you have adverse reactions

to food additives such as

colorlns agents,

monosidum glutamate or
preservatives, artd you ml^

wish to participate in

an on-campus research study,

please call 1-800-631-8497

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-
lar paid. We do aJI DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

19 Spernn/Egg donors

EGG DOt^ORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-
ples. 19-33 yn, own medical insurance. Spe-
cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indl-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical irv

suraiKe. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Help a childlas couple beconie a family,

mothers only ages 21-35. High compensation

for surroKating. Call 31 0-478-3808.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professkmal

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-987-PUMP.

7 Good Deals

"You Don't Need To

^ Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning
ght r^ f\ ("P *o ^ x-rays)

!pOy •...», (3T0) 475-5598
new psMnIi wNh Ms coupon only
wo m90 ooDomniodoio poHonia wMIt

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home

24-Hour Emcri;ency
Service

S. Solcir*ianian, D.D.S.
1620 Westwood Blvd., West Loa Angci«*
Open Evenings & Saturdays

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
- Complvnentary Consultation
- 0% Financing and no down payment plans available

MAURICE FIROUZ, D.D.S. ORTHODONTIST
- member American Association of Orthodontists
- Alumni. UCLA School of Denlitty

11701 Wil8hir« Blvd., Suite 13A
Comer of Banington 3 Wilshin
Froa Parklrig

'«
<B
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12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

t

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

30 Help Wanted

ACTORS, ACTRESSES, AND MUSICIANS
wanted to entertain seniors at lovely West-
wood retirement residence. Perform before a
live, appreciative audience, sln|{ly or in a
group. Call 31 0-472-1944.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointmenU only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-
perience necessary. No registration fees. Call
Today Image. 818-222-9091.

AIDE-Male wanted for live-in «««ekends.
Personal care, companionship for older
quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record req.. 310-573-1988. Tu.ThrvSun af-

ter 9am.

. ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+
per month +benefits. Male/female. No ex-
perience necessary. 206-545-4155 «it-
A59341.

30 Help Wanted

California UC£M£CH'yu[^

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

ARTIST
Accomplished artist needed to finalize and
color mechanical sketches for publication. S-

lOhn per week. 310-470-4265. After 6pm.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calendar
1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi
Call for appointment (310)285-9264.

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

^^^

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for^

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free hasic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P I I- A S \ C A I L

r

1-800-854-3902

UCLA Research Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention in

inner city.^thnic minority

health dinics. Mature, highly

responsitrte, detail oriented

people. $8-1 1 an hr.

Spanish a plus.

zr~ Call Angus
310-794-8278

19 Spernn/Egg donors

Egg Donors

Needed

Are you interestedin helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be fnancially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgirounds ages

21-34, for details please can

22 Health Services

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive counseling. Ir>dividuals, couples,
groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wonted

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UaA. Call 825-1793 for infor-

matten.

A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED,
flexible hours: mornings ar>d early afterraons

(from 10anv4pm). Work on campus.

; $S.25/hr. + incentives. (310)794-0283.

ACTINC/MOOELING STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreams direction: avoid ripoffs,

confusion, wasted money. Guaranteed I Call

310-285-3292 kx more info

UCLA Assesment Coordimitor

for HIV and Adolescent

Treatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

Call Zane O'Keefe at

310/7W-8279
or

FAX resume to

310^^94-8297

22 Health Services

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WTFH HYPNOSB. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase conoentraUon,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Expariancad

psychodwrapist for 17-years. Student RMes.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

'" STUDENT RATES
'

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,

. Supervisor PSY 8070 <
m. »_

Acne. Tattoos

Suns pots & Scars

Non-Surqica' Lasc^ TMerapy tor

pdinlesi. taciH! sk;p rejuyendiion

and 'fMiiovHi ot Hf nn latinos

siii'spuls & scHts Luv. cost

FfRR CnnsiiilHlm;! Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

$6-7/HR. LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING/TU-
TOR/DRIVER for bright and fun tweK/«-year-

old. MoTKlay-Friday 3-8pm. References re-

quired. 10 min. from campus. 818-789-

0696.

$6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
arourxi classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Spfoul, 350 OeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

A MIND FOR BUSINESS
>'-

'
• ' - 1' Outcide Sales Reprx'SLintatives

Minolta Corporation, a woridwide leader in the camera and
reproduction industry, has challenging opportunities for aogres-
Sfve sales pros in its highly successful copier division, Minolta
Buslneaa Systems. Candidates with a strong mind for business
and a sharp eye for prospects will er^y linuttess monetary
rewards based on performar)ce. Only from the mind of Minolta
could these benefits be offered:

• Monthly Bonus — paid on percentage of total volume and
units sold.

• Incentive Trips — awarded each year to go-getters who
surpass 100% of their annual quota.

• Product & Sales Training Program — everything you need
to know to succeed.

• Highest Commissions In The Industry — plus an excellent
base salary.

• Advancement Potential — how far do you want to go?

If you have a mind for success, please call Michael Maloney at

(213) 727-7722 or see us at the Job Fair, Wednesday, 1 (VI 9 or%
at on-campus Interviews, Friday, 10/21. EOE.

MINOLTA

NEW mCES NEEDED NOW
• For TV Commercials
•Movtes
•Catalogs
•Videos
call immodiately

(310)65»4855

ATTN STUDENTS!
jge clothing sale Oct. 18-Oct. 26. Retail

shiers, customer service, stockers needed
now. Many shifts available. SS.SG^ur -t- dis-

count Experience helpful. Apply in person
Tues. Oct 18, 9am-5pm at Holiday Inn

(Meeting Room 218) 3540 S.Figueroa (across

from use). Also apply on Wed. or Thurs.
Oct. 19 & 20 at Shrine Auditorium 8am-5pm.
For nrwre info, call 1-800-927-3324.

BOOKKEEPER/RECEPTIONIST afternoons for

CPVBusiness manager. Prior experience nec-

essary. Fax resume to310-441-7707.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard
working office support. Full/part-time posi-

tion, requires fiexibte availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-
3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63Air-. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

ConUct David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos,

(am up to $200 per dayl No experier>ce

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-
851-6102.

CLERICAITRECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sional phor>e manner, well organized, some
typing and computers, $5.5(Vhr. 11am-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

College students needed to portray high

school students! Work as a movie extra. All

types... No fees/no gimmicks. Weekend work
available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-
2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.16/hr lo

start, up to $9.10. 15+hrVwk. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000+/month working on cruise ships or

larxl tour companies. World travel. Seasonal
and F/T employment available. No experi-

ence r>ecessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's in SantaMonlca. A great restaurant Is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

host/hostess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-

2665.

EARN X-TRA II^OME on a part-time basis

In health and nutrition industry. Call 310-
617-9208 or 213-651-1679. Leave message
arxi when convenient to call.

EMPLOYMENT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST.

Serving adults challenged with a develop-
mental disability in community employment
setting. Part-time 10-28 flexible hrs^wk.

$9.0(Vhr. Call Holly 310-649-1406.

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
er/agent to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-
tunity for college student interested in music
Industry. Chris, 310-915-0691

.

'

Experienced individual to telemarket invest-

ment products to banks. Part-time or Full-

time. Sale/Markrting and investmentA>anking

experience preferred. Competitive wage^x>-
nus. Harry 310-472-8285.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-
11/hourDOC. P/T, 20-25 hour/week. Para-

legal preferred but not required. Applicants

w/(eKal experience only. 310-473-7173.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 206-4000. Shawn
or Keny.

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA. We
want full and part-time sales people. We ve
kx}king for : men and women who can learn

great customer service, believes the customer

always comes first, and wants to learn how to
be a great salesperson. We offer chance to

make $6-1 2-fA«our, good benefits package,

great sUff discourH. and the best retail trairv

ing. To join the top independent store in LA
call for appointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-
7585.

2

FUNDRAISING
Chooae from 3 different fundraisers lasting

eith^ 3 or 7 days. No investnrtent. Earn $$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. _
GARDEN AND YARD
houil. SSftyr. 2-mlles to

1494.

WORK. Flexible

campus. 310-278-

Great telephone skills and a willingness to
leam about a wide variety of business arni in-

dustries is needed to help us support our in-

vestment banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bonuses based
on results. Work out of home, must have car

310-391-9670.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONA*. Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.
Krwwledge of kinieseology, humart anatomy,
or related. Exercise science background a
plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-
6500 exL256.

~
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30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

Discover A Career

In Management
Consblting With

Price Waterhouse

Graduation is approaching. You're caught up in

the excitement of embarking on a promising

and challenging career. You want to succeed in

rfie compet/tive environn^ent of &te nineties and

beyond.

f^ice Watertnuse provides you the opportunity

"Wexcettmtftedecades af\ead. Our '.

Management Consuiting Services (MCS) offers a

dynamic atmosphere for gaining practical

business experience and technical hrtowiedge.

Asa new MCS Information Technology

consultant, you will participate in an extensive

training prt^ram, combining self-study with

hands-on experience. We help develop your

skills so that you nray continue our tradition of

providing the highest quality information

technology services to clients from Boston to

Bangkok.

If you are among the best and the brightest in an

analytical nwjor (MIS, Computer ScierKe,

Engineering, SAath, etc.), we invite you to come
meet with us and lean why you should

consider pining Price Waterfxxtse.

- took to a bright new /irture with MCS and

discover what the nineties hold for you.

Price Watelhouse.

Committed to our Clients.

Committed to the future.

Committed to you.
— ~

We will hold an Information

Session on Monday,
October 17, 1994,

_ Morgan Center Press Room.
Session begins promptly at

6:30 p.m. Please RSVP by
___I1 calling 213/236-3111 ext. 909.

~^

I RSVP is rtot required but is

appreciated. ^

Interviews will be conducted on
November 2 and 3, 1994. /

—

Please contact the Placement and Career
Planning Center for more information.

Ptice Waterhouse LLP AB
An Equal Opfxxtunity Employer-

fv-

ANNUALFUND

J

30 Help Wanted

HELP WANTED: Someone to put out cu.u

breakfast for 25 girls across from campus.

Mon.-Fri. 6:00am-7KX)am in exchange for

breakfast, home cooked IutkH Mrtd home
cooked dinner. Call 310-208-0906.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to S200-$4004ymonth teaching ba-

sic corwersational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. Nk> teaching background or

Asian languages required. For more infbrma-

tioncall206-632-n46extJ59341.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Ctendon. 310-47S-0481

.

LIBRARY ASS'TNTS(2).
Westwood. judaic knowledge and good com-
puter and language skill. P/T 1 5hrs, F/T 34hrs

w/benefiU. Call 310-474-1518 exL215,216

or fax resume to library director 474-6801

.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good mor>ey. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.
^__

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, ar>d weekend hours

available to do public opinion ar>d market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH COMPANY ASSIS-

TANT (no Sales). Full-time or part-time. De-

tail-oriented, good telephofw skills, exposure

to many industries, flexible hours. Call 9anv
10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-7232.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for French and American magazines and vid-

eos.Call213-265.0550.

Midsized Century City law firm seeks P/T li-

brary clerk to open mail, copy journal articles

and show books. Applicants should be able

to work 2-5 pm MorvFri. Law students pre-

ferred. Please mail or fax resume to Jeffrey

Mangels Butler Marmaro, Attn.: Human Re-

sources, 2121 Avenue of the Stars, 10th floor,

LA 90067. Fax: 310-203-0567.
--^-jr

Naked
Fact Is: I must see to it you are awarded S$
for your college ^education... or elsel ... or

else, I don't remain in businessl Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

ODYSSEY THEATRE
seeks dedicated theatre artists to volunteer

backstagc/stage manage professional produc-

tions. Design assistants also needed. Next

meetmg Saturday 10/22 4:30pm at the Odys-
sey, 2055 S. Sepulvedji, one block north of

Olympic, or call Jason 310-479-8187.

OFFICE ASST NEEDED.10am-2pm, M-F, San-

ta Monica Audio/Video co. (310)453-3807.

PfT chikJcare, 3-8PM, flexible, after school

care for 6 yr old,, prep dinner, tidy up. Good
driver, enthusiastic, energetic 476-531 7.

P/T GENOA PRODUCTIONS seek assistant

for office and production work. Must have
good writing skills and be computer-literate.

Call Hilary ASAP 310-285-1531 or send re-

sume to: GENOA PRODUCTIONS, 433 N.
Camden, 4th floor, Beverly Hills, 90210 or

fax: 310-285-1505.

P/T POSITK)N w/Santa Monica Real Estate

partnership. Involves producing advertis-

ing/marketing materials using desktop pub-
lishing software on our IBM PCs. Must have
familiarity w/WINDOWS. Grad students In

liberal artVcreative field pref. Approximately
15 hours/week, SKVhour. Call Scott, 213-

851-9761.

P/T&F/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, architec-

tural design office, MDR, seeks creative,

person to help in writing, accounting, phorw,
computer. Fax resume 310-822-1 340.

Part-time Clerical position in GYN^EPRO
Endocrine practice. Detail-oriented. Excellent

communication skills. Pre-med students erv

couraged to apply. 310-474-5747.

Part-time data base research and support staff

work for investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library and CD-ROM daU
bases; computer skills, work out of home,
must have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVISOR must read

music, typing skills and have organizational

skills must have car. 310-276-3300,

PART-TIME OFFKIE ASST. Small Brentwood
taw fimi seeks organized individual with an
interest In law to do filing and misc. office

tasks. Flexible schedule $7.0(yhr. to start.

Call 310-207-5400 exL 85 for details.

Part/Full-time help needed for rentoval of

records from warehouse. Culver City. 310-
559-8823. Call between 10-3.

Part/Full-tlme warehouse clerical help need-
ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.
Call between 10-3.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 1-day, Monday pre-

fen^d. En-ands, etc. Need car. Must like

children. Mutt bt able to commit to one
year. 310-573-1891.

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,
AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have
at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experience. Starting rate

S^2.S0fho^^r. Hours flexible. 818-727-9447.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer and tennis coadict as «wll as assistant

vvsKy soccer cdkd\. PM positions. Call Call

at3ia391-7127._ ^-

30 Help Wanted

RECEPTIONIST for Century City Law firm.

Monday and Wednesday, 8:45am-5:30pm
56.50^. Corinne (310)552-3312.

RETAIL SALES OPENING, Children's clothing

store needs P/T employee. $M>r. Please call

310-454-7870. 1SJ28 Antioch St. Pacific Pal-

isades.

SANTA MONICA PROPERTY MANAGE-
MENT COMPANY needs P/T comp^er/gwv
eral office assistant. Flexible hours, (10-12

hrs weekly). WordPerfect/Lotus. Ruth, 310-

395-7272.

Secretary for attorr>ey, sole practioner. 30-40

hr^ATk. IBM compatible exp., typing, filing,

dictation, and organizational skills. $7-9/hr.

Contact Pat 21 3-852-1064.

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money in your spare

time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized Ts, golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

rH>vative, inexpensive, attractive new process

called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you
are an ambitious self-starter arxi interested in

marketing, this it a commission sales oppor-

tunity that can put some rT>on^y in your jeans

now and after you graduatel Only enterpe-

neurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resume in the format

of a letter In confidence to: Graffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Dxvies. Fax: 604-

683-1235, phone: 1-800-888-7838. The prior

ad had a mistake in the fax rnimber.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,(X)0 openingsl For mott information

call 206-634-0469 extvS9341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-1S^wur guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^eek. Marketing representa-

tivesAnanagement trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

SUPPORT STAFF to vwxk with adults chal-

lenged with a develpmental disability In

community supported livirw. BA preferred

and exp. req. Weekends, anerrxKxu, everv

ings, (S8.65^r) and sleep-over (ib-OOftyr).

Call Peggy (310)649-0499.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly nwtivated arxJ organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a
fun office, this is the placel (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a

must, typing a plus, located in mid-WilshIre

area. 213-651-0530.

TELEMARKETING. No experience necessary.

Prefer studentVgrads. Flexible hours from

9K)O-5:00pm starting at $7-$8^r+bonuses. 3-

blocks UCLA. Harel Maintenance. Ron, 310-

470-61 75.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T. Conduct
interviews to update insurance records. No
selling. Irwur^ce or health experierKe pre-

fened. Brenda 310-445-5031.

TEMPORARY CASHIER5/TRAFFK: DIREC-
TORS for Santa Monica beach location.

Evenings u\d weekerxis. $5A>r. Apply at

1100 Glendon Ave, Suite 762. (310)208-

6093.

TRANSLATORS NEEDED - Vietnames«/Cam-
bodian/Tagalog for DOJ grant project Up to

$1 5/hour/page. Call Maria 310-214-5193.

TYPIST. 8 hr/wk, flexible. Brentwdbd office.

WordPerfect skills and some phone. SS/\\r.

310-826-3545.

Vet. assistant needed. Ideal for pre-vet stud-

ents. Wilshire Animal Hospital, SanU Moni-
ca. 310-828-6787. Ask for Cheryl or Dr. Ty-

,

neway.

32 Career Opportunities

30 Help Wanted

VIRGIN RECORDS COLLEGE PROCRAM-
Get into the music business at our campus
promotion representative. Great experiencel

Call 310-288.2451 for info.

WANTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for small

cockUil lounge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Culver Qty. 310-390-2489, Rog-
er-Bonnie.

WORK-STUDY S?,SQ^r. Administrative as-

sistance, car necessary, flexible schedule.

Call Leah, 310-208-7511.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

LAB GLASS WASHER
Wash, sterilize & organize glassware. Oper-

ate & maintain autoclave, auto water & dryer.

Dispose of biohazard waste. Prepare sterile

media. Able to lilt & carry 60 lbs. Good
communication skills. F/T position. $9-

ICVhr. 310-825-8391.

MYERS, RICHARDSON, & REED Employ-'

ment Development Specialists. R^sumes/Em-
ployntent Developnrwnt and Placement 310-

839-1161.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experierKe necassary
•earn$100-J200 dally

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(818)994.8100

» Make
> MONEY
Full -»- Pari Time

opportunity of
a lifetime

Be a part of the $100 billion

telecommunications industry.

no experience necessary

(310)843-4511

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees.customer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

CaU (800) 391-6000 for info.

Deloittie&

TKHKlieLlP
he newest eFnpbyees OF DELOTTTE&TOVCHE
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA WOULD LIKE TO H^VTTE

you TO INTERVIEW WITH THE best ACCOUNTING
FIRM IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA

Come meet Northern CaUforrUa representativesfrom
Deloitte & Touche at:

• MEET THE FIRMS
Wednesday

October 19, 1994

Loew's Santa Monk:a

6:00-10:00 pm

• ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Monday

October 24, 1994

Career Placement Center

• RESUME REVIEW DAY
Thursday

October 20, 1994

UCLAAckoman Grand BaUroom'

1:00-7:00 pm

Brian Baify

'^"''lenEgeland
Stephen EUdnd
^^^'AnnLee

^^eSaunderr
^''*»»iferSherrUl
''**y Sherwood

/"ern^ndosuere

BrmtVusey
Erich 7'

-fcr
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 For««t
cl«arlng

6 H«lp«r, lor

»hon
10 Cultlval*

14 nevDiutiontry
15 St Louis

hockey player
16 Verdi opera
17 Swear*
10 Group of

star*

20 Character
actor Beatty

21 Fragrance
23 Fresh
24 Act
26 Timeless
26 Smashing

serve
30 Ear of corn
31 Sheepish

reply

34 Stereo's
forerunner

~37 Barbecue <

specialty

40 Japanese
verse

41 Corral

42 Pause
^3 Island in

northern

Canada
45 Endures
46 Jazz

guitarist

Montgomery
47 Spasm
4B Snow boot
49 Distant star

dusters

MIEVIOUS PUZZLE 601.VEl)

IRIAITIEISI

cm (i[iiB DSOIi
ranm izinnnHijti

Tiip I crKirr
oip16 s eWm I

I ILILIUIMI I INIAITIEISI

C lea* UtMM NMura SfndKd*

52 Hall-ol-Fan^er

Wilson
56 Entrance

courts
59 Mot smooth
61 — and tonic

62 Congeal
64 Battery part

66 Adjust
67 Egyptian sun

god

68 Gourmet
mushroom

69 Commotion
70 Clutter

71 Hit the trail

DOWN
1 Majestic

2 Reception
3 Home
4 Morning
moisture

5 Actress
Lanchester

6 Monastery
head

7 Pond scum
8 Sweet crop
9 Nightlme"

host Koppel
10 Of pontiffs

1

1

Meant for

kissing

12 Poems

13 Cautious
19 Ferdinand's

wife

22 Female
sandpiper

25 Thank you. in

Berlin

27 And not
29 Undersea

explorer

Jacques —
31 Fragments
32 Adjoin
33 Cleopatra's

snakes
34 Sigh of

relief

35 — and hearty
36 Lubricates
37 Make a guess
38 For each
39 Arrive at

44 Playing

marble
48 Energy
49 African river

50 Stringed

instruments
51 Prayer enders
53 Greek

marketplace
54 — vinegar
55 Took a reli-

gious posture
56 Chapters in a

play

57 Praise

58 Rajah's wile
60 Sweet

,
potatoes

63 On the — (In

flight)

65 •- as a
Stranger"

34 Internships

AWARD WINNING PRODUCER seeking

bright and enthusiastic script readers. This

non-paying Internship is a great opportunity

to gain experience in story analysis and is

available now. Junior, seniors, and grad stud-

ents inay call (310)581-6608 for nrtore infor-

- wation. Ask for Marc

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paid internship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate developnient Fax resunne to 310-458-

6681.

RESEARCH INTERN NEEDED. Earn research

hours for your resume for grad school admis-

sion. SanU Monica area counseling center

needs researdi Intern to work with computer

databases. No computer experience or skills

required. Set your own hours and time conv

milment Call Dr. Laurie Norwood 310-452-

0717. __^
VIRGIN RECORDS has Internship openings

nowl Get music industry experience working

In Virgin Pronation Department Call 310-

288-2451 for Info.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER, Five afternoons plus Saturday

night, must speak English and love children.

310-821-5282 day. 310-475-4651 evenings.

CHILDCARE WANTED, 3 afternoons a week-

Must have car. 310-777-0074.

35 Child Care Wanted

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT to transport two
children (Ages 8-10) from UCLA to home or

activities. Pick-up at 3:(X), supervise home-

work/activities, leave at 6:45. M-F. Referenc-

es. Need to have car, license, insurance. Call

208-4830 (days) 21 3-931 -3654 (eves).

SINGLE PROFESSIONAL MOM seeking lov-

ing care for 2-1/2 year-old son. West Holly-

wood/Beverly Hills adjacent. 7KX>-8:30am,

4-7pm, sometimes to 10pm. Live-irVlive-out.

Need car. References. 310-534-2611 (day),

21 3-656-631 9(eveninKs).

Wonderful nanny needed for afternoons

and/or weekends in Brentwood for 2 child-

ren. References, with car. 31 (M71 -621

5

37 Housesitting

Mature Dutch-Israeli clinical psychologist in

training here seeks WLA housesitting position

for a prolonged period. Refercftce* available.

Anna: 310-858-3912.

49 Apartments tor Rent

S1045. 2-bedroom/1 -bath, French windows,

hardwood floors, sunny, quiet, and prh^ate.

IrKludes stove, fridge, laundry, paridng. 1

mile to UCLA. 31 0-274-0064.

$495 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laurwiry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

49 Apartments for Rent

Alisons Amu
Bactiekxs

Fumishe<lAJnfirnlshed

$445-$595

, 10809 Lindbrook Dr.. 310-208-1664
,

S650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Wtstside Pavilion.

New carpets,w/app 11ances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent 1 -bedroom,
carpet, drapes, patio, bui It-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and transporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrm/3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, >;ated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6290.

•ftRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, ^C, new security building, prime
location, 508 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainlan parking, laun-

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, AAI, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

2bdrm/1 .5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-
venient WLA location. 1603 Granville.

$875/mo. 310-828-5236.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BACHELOR APARTMENT, non-smoking, util-

ities paid, free laundry, parking, private,

quiet, 2 1/2 miles from UCLA, available Oct.
12. $43(ymo. (310)478-3694.

BEVERlY HILLS ADJ. 1 af2-BEDROOMS
$6S0-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet buildlVig. No peU. 1236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461

.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdrm/2ba. Large

patio. Parking, laundry, elevator. 310-826-
3934. Manager 31 0-826-51 73.

CLOSE TO UCLA
We$twood-10 minutes by car, FURNISHED
single, electronic entrance, upper, complete
kitdien facilities, refrigerator, gated parking,

laundry, $5SQ/month. For appolr»tment call

310-454-8800.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575- $625, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-
deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses and freeways, 10
minute drive. (818)399-9610.

FOR LEASE. $700, large upper Ibd, 1/2 block

to «12 SM bus to UaA, 2 parking spaces,

gated garage, intercom entry, Jacuzzi. Quiet
building-nice tenantsi Kay 310-842-91 27.

FOR THE FRESH PRINCE OR PRINCESS. 1 br

apt In 4 unit building. New everything. Off-

street parking. 2240 1/2 South Carmellna.

(South Brentwood). (21 3)_934-641 4,

(21 3)658-4236. Leave message.

O O
Luxury Living

at student Prices

Spadous, heated and air conditioned rooms!

Never more that two student^per room!

New laundry and vending machines!

Double or Single Rooms available!

Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Room!

• Private Bathroom and Shower!

• Safe, quiet enviroment!

• Seperate study and TV lotmges

!

• Cable TV!

• Plenty of free parking

!

Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all widdng for you in beatutiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCLA!
The University ofJudaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310)-476-9777, ext. 259

o o

49 Apartments for Rent

CENTURY CITY

ADJACENT APARTMENT
• 3 BdrTZ Bath Upper Complex

•Sec. System

•F/P.W/D.&ILP.

•Lg.ntchen

•Stmny/Quld

• Mature Tenants CH(LY

(310)474-6136

• MAR VISTAS
'

2BD.2BA.2STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES,

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $825
* 11748COURTLEIGHDR. $845

* PALMS*
2 BD. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNrr
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
* open 7 days

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
. LOVELYAPARTMENTS .

LARGE 2-fc2, SECURITY BUILDING, central

^C, fireplace, dishwasher, stove, 2 car gated

remote parking, laurxJry, Jacuzzi. 15 min.

from UCLA- West Hollywood. $89(ymo.

(310)275-7159.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette room in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cable and utilities

included. $800. 310-472-6694. -

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UaA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845/nf>onth. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alann. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Most beautiful apartment in Westwood.
Only 3-yrs. old. One 3bd/2bth left. Call fast.

310-208-6161.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to IXTLA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. One
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1 -bedroom deluxe,

fireplace, 13-mirHJtet to UCLA, good loca-

tion, gated paHcing, controlled entry. Quiet,

newer building, $620 and $716. 310-652-

0847.310^36-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom • lofi/3-bath,

newer 3-ftory townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391 -1076. Open 7 days 9-S.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilitiei included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2-fl apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator Included. Gated parkir^.

310-8290589.

PALMS. 2-BDRKV2-BATH OMtom towm-

home. Gated garage, flreptace. balcony,

alarm In unit l-rrwrilh free. 3614 Paris.

$995.310-391-1076.

Palms, 2bdr/1 bth. Large tnd unit w/ ImIoo-

nyAefrigerator. New CarpetA>llnd^|>aint.

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $835 w/yr. lease, upper. 2-b«i/2-

bath. Buih-ln. Balcony, A/C, gated building,

laundry room, parkir^. 3626 Empire Orlw.

Call 310-SS9-3875.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed^-bath, OMtom town-

hon>c. fireplace, balcony, gated garagi,

alarm In unit One month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $42S. Stove, refrigerator,

Gmvenienl to WeHside, UOA and ihop-

ping.Cail310.55>-7571

PALMS. Unfumirfwd 1 -bedroom, $495,
•in^ $395. Applianoea, no pell. Call 9am-
apm. aik faf wg. 01 0ie37.41 9ft.

Prime Irentwood! 3-bdrTn/2-bath. $1600.

Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 SBarrln^on, near

Sijnaet31(M71-249«.

49 Apartments for Rent

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Charming

Spanish style, hardwood floors; bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)550-1531.

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 block'from b^ach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Jl^iet,

no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.

$46(yrnontli.

VENICE BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary Jo 310-392-8487.

$400/month.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parkirfg, laundry facilities, water inct.

$900. 10944 Stralhmore. (310)209-0968.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, pitio. 1560 SalUir #205. 310-

453-0505.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no pets, stove,

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1. Large

1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpets,

blinds, now available, parking, laundry

facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
byappl. 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdrnV2-l/2-bath condo,

washer/dryer, side-by-side parking, pool.

Very large, living room, dining room,

equipped kitchen. Prime locationi

$1600/month. 213-38ai355.

WESTWOOD- '2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 1 71 1 Malcolm.

3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1 212.

WESTWOODAZENTURY CITY-AREA. 1 -bdrm

$740. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, erxilosed private garage. Quiet

building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KITCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 310-447-8500.

WLA. $725. 1-bdrm/1-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-.

rington. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1-1/2miles from UCL\ carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(Vmonth. Month-nfK>nth leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. 2-bedroom/1 &1/2-bath, security build-

ing, near Santa Monica and Purdue and Bus

lines, 10 minutes to campus. $850/month.
310-477-3869.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical bliruls. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

50 Apartments, Furnishied

MAR VISTA, $60G/month. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, r>ewly decorated, near Pico-

La Cienana. (310)2792002.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington «4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Brand

new paint carpet verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laur>dry. Quiet building. 15 Blocks

to Ocean. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALMS, $575, bright 1 -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
ClubrDrive. 310-578-2212.

WtS I WOOD/CENTURY CrTY. Single »Mi
f mor^th. 1 -bedroom $595 +; 1 & den or 2-

be<V2-bath $975. 310-476-1703.

52 Apartments to Stiare

BRENTWOOD 2-t-1.5 . Large, bright, airy.

Free cable. $40G/mo.-t-1/2 utilities. Parking,

laundry, ry>-smoke, r>o drugs. i*rof. or student

pref. (310)479-797a

Female grac^profeuional student own bed,

bath, parking. Quiet responsible, mature.

N/S. $43a»- mils. 110-444-491 3 evenin<(.

Great apt., great deal. WLA. 2bdrms. avail.,

$365 and $385. Looking for fun friendly peo-

ple. Oris preferable. Call Pamela 310-398-

5204.

ROOMMATE NEEDEt^TO SHARE 3BD/3BA.
ASAP. Near Sar>ta Monica and Burviy. Great

place, quiet. Jor\athan or Mike 310-207-

41 SB.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Lvge rt»m, own bath,

parking, pod, gym. Prefer N/S female. Cloce

to campus. $4S0-f 1/2 utilities. 8ia-907-

9401.

SANTA MONICA. Prhreie room, shve bath,

M^, $367 «- 1/3-Otilities. Month/Month.
Call Chris or Stephanie 310-473-5274.

WLA-PALMS 2-bdmV2-ba deluxe condo to

share. Fireplace, security, new building, light

and bright, female, no-smoke, $400. 204-

4698.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. I'm 36. fe-

male. In Mar VMa. 6-7 mllct to campus. 2-

bdnn. jAOOfmo. Laurie 0101397-6479.

F|MALE ROOMMATE iKm bidtoom
wfurrm. Contemporartty famiehed 1-

bdmVI-bath, co.ed, haajry. ttcurttf oondo
w/am«niUai. WetNtfood. SSSO^nonlh. All

uMIHiei included. Jonethw, 31(M79-«a9.

Female te ihare room In nice oondo, targe ^^

Ihring room, khdwn, quiel, Mcurlty buikfing,

walk to UCLA $3«(Mna 310-391-2877.. ,
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53 Roommates

Hilgard Ave Female stucients, laige house

and bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Cont Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat

3U)-208-8931

.

looking kx rxm-smokirig I'einale losrviotj

to share 2-bedroorr\/1 -bath In liientVMKxJ.

Covered parking, bus access, lUttn: Ic *chool.

$45<ymonth. 310-820-4»2a
M/F ROOMMATE (Mature NfiV '.>vn 'arge

furnished wMall-to-wail closet in finished

apartment 2-brocks UdA. S:'S9/m3Ath.

Parking, laundry, 'ASAP.' Bob: 310-206-

6424 (6pnfv12mid'^l?;h0.

WESTCHESTER, share room. $22Vmonth +
utilities, pa'k'rf, pool, front and backyard,

pets OK. Prafer female, r>on-smoking. 310-

641-«033.

WLA $45(ymonth. Own room, share bath

with 1 in nice 3-bedroom apartment Stable

female preferred. Available now. 310-474-

2194.

WLA. OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment Parking, 5-miles to UCLA, fslorv

smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-

447-2421.

54 Room for Rent

$450 WESTWOOD
Beautifully furnished wA>ath, large closet,

bright, sunny room. Enclosed yard. Walk to

UCLA. Excellent parking, kitchen, male. 310-

47S-451 7.

2 Cradstudents to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. $550/person. Pool arvi

tennis courts privledge. 310-454-3506.

BRENTWOOD $550/month. Private bed/

bath in large home of single mother of two

small children. Discounted rent for babysit-

ting. Female, non-smoker. 310-395-0623.

CLOSE TO UCLA and buses. Room in family

house, $350/mo.+uti lilies. N/S. Share bthrm,

kitchen, garden. Cola 31 0-306-1 696 ext 210.

For rent, private room, share bath, lovely

Brentwood home, private entrarKe, 2 miles

from UCLA, unlimited parking, $395/nrK>.

310-472-7451.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

closets, kitchen/laundry. Near National/Saw-

telle ar>d #8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hr5.

markets. $475/mo. 310-397-8002.

LUXURY SM CANYON Bl/.CH HOME. Fur-

nished master bedroom. Privileges, parking,

utilities/cable irxrluded, non-smoking, young

professional womarVgraduate student

$6S(ymo. 310-459-2109.

MAR VISTA, sunny furnished room, share

bathroom, kitchen and laundry privileges,

utilities paid. Prefer male, N/S. References.

SSOO/month. 310-398-4332.

MAR VISTA. $350. Sunny 2-bdrm beach

close. New carpets, stove, 'efrigeralor, arxJ

blinds, female Vsrr.aksr. Parking available.

310-391-1 560 after 7pm.

Pacific Palisades. PrTvate roorr^ath No
smoking'drinking. Kitchen/washer/drier

privileges ar>d cable T.V. Respomible fe-

male. $650. 310-454-0841.

75 Health Clubs/ Centers

59 House Exchange

Prhrate roomAMth. Furnished. Walk to

UCLA. Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. $390/mo.. Call 310-474-9905.

ROOM FOR REi^T. Close to UCLA in nice

house. Washer, dryer, full house prMicges,

cable, fireplace. $375-$400. (31 (»479-4022.

Share private home, 3 n ilcisojth of campus,

quiet neighborhood, lully fu-nished, male

only, S360fmo. Days: 310-274-04G0, Eves:

310-202-8521

WLA. Three professionals seek peison to

share spacious townhouse. Own bed-

rootrVbath. Share common areas, including

iauTKiry. Easy freeway access. $52S/month.

310-478-0940.

56 House tor Rent

3-bdrm/2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$137S/rTK>. 3.10-826-2022.

WLA. SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $89Vmonth. 310-479-

8099.

57 House to Share

Ocean .Park. 3-blks to beach. $550/mo. Fur-

nished, utilities included. N/5, ry>n-drinkin|^

310-396-4730. .

PROFESSKDNAL MALE to share 2bdrm/1ba

house. Private entrar>ce, yard, washer/dryer,

storage available, half utilities, N^. Cat OK.
$525. MDR, (310)827-2706.

58 House for Sale

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cerv

tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruden-

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded aiKJ private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. just minutes to Westside. Need
fourKlation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 81 8-789-71 1 7.

60 Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Mature woman, M.S., Artist,

writer seeks housing with other degreed men
aivi women. Type and cigarette smoking pre-

ferred. Neighborhood of Westwood and
Ohio preferred. Can pay up to $475/month
including utilities. Call Estelle 310-515-5889.

62 Room/Board for Help

A M/F Private room/board in Hollywood Hills

Home EXCHANGE for afterschool and some
evenings help and childcare. MUST HAVE
dependable car arvi insurance. Call

(213)650-3100.

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hours/Week, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurance.

French speaker preferred. 310-278-9307,
310-472-7269.

75 Health Clubs/ Centers

Free Parking
Underground

liUiU
X MMT>MOMC*&«0 3
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I
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Acupressure

Opan 7 days

laOO AM
to

lOOOPM

RENAISSANCE

HEALTH CENTER
8741 SANTA MONICA BLVO
WtST HOLLVWOOO Znd Floor

310-289-9219

I

no fflMnboisli^ i

$15 Oft
I

Shiatsu Si Swedish i w/tksi vm

Lomi Lomi Therapy

OiiropractJc

• (Counseling
(Family. OiW. Marriage)

Martial Arts (privaul

• Sauna / Showers

• Private rooms for men
& women

SPECIAL RATES ON 5 OR 1 MASSAGES • GIFT CEmiRCATES AVAILABLE

78 Misc. Activities 78 Misc. Activities

HBO Wants to Put You
on TV

DaihVf:, u Iwrtctual liar!

Have a crns}\ on somcoiic mid aill do

anyth'nv^ to ,i;c't iixcir uticiitiou!

Best friend Si'dnchi;^ your ho\/i:,irifric)ul!

Roomntc dfixiuii \ou irn:\!

Best friend ft'//{)i.i» cdl oj your secrets!

Call lis it \(Hi want lo he a j^iii'sl or he in

the auJienee t(^r a new natiiMial T.\. show I

INTRDDl LING THE HOLLY IRW L\ 410\V:

62 Room/Board for Help

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light houiekecping for 9* & 3-

Eev/old. Approximate 20hourVweek. Wal-

ing distance campus. E»perier>ccAe(erer>ces

required. 310-470-4662.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student 0«vn car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

Room and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. dt
with household chgres/errands. Own car

ancVor drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
VtsU. 310-398-1277.

Room in exchange for cleaning beautiful

Beverly Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-208-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1399.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

sale browner, 5180,000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrnV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. CXvner must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. Ul. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit Great patio,

pool. Aj^ent (310)479-6832.

WESTWOOD. ^-bed/2-balh. elegant condo.

Large living room. Fireplace, A^, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6782.

69 Condos for Rent

$145(VMONTH. Large, 2-bdrm +lolt, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-278-3517.

2bed/2bath. W.Hollywood condo, Sun-

set/Crescent Heights, hardwood floors, pool,

laundry facilities, 6 miles to UCLA. $1000.

Call Mariko 0(day) 310-546-9243/evening
310-376-5527.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
1 Bedroom 1 Bath

$6S0Anonth • Security Building

Appliances + Some Utilities Included

Option to Buy

(310) 447-1005

3-bdrnV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-
471-4989.

WLArPALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,
$1500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet
street 1 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from
UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N/S.

^
Utilities included, $11(X). No pets. Between
6-9pm 310-472-8336.

Beautiful Bel Air neighborhood guestroom,
wAitchen, access to washer.dryer, pod. Easy
parking, ten minutes from campus. $56S.
Mrs.. Reynolds 310-472-2478.

GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, furnished

with kitchen, private and quiet Non-smoker,

1 person. r>o pets, $57S/month, includes utili-

ties. 310-472-3889.

WLA, Guesthouse for rent, utilities included,

private building, full kitchen, full bath, ma-
ture/quiet person preferred. 600 sq. ft., $700.

310-475-3807. \

71 Vacation Rentals

Beach bungalow, 4^lcks. from beach, Vfe-

nicc^anta Monica. 2bdr., hardwood-firs.,

tropical garden. Available 10/29-12/3-

$900. 310-392-0926.

76 Dance/Ptiysical Fitness

WANTED: GYMNASTICS COACH/SPOTTER
for girls teams. Malborro School. Contact Ju-

lie Napoleon (213)931-9698. Salary $15-

20/hr. Nov. -May.

78 Misc. Activities

Tennis anyone? B+/A- tennis player looking

to hit on campus. Singles/Doubles. Flexible

schedule. Call Pat 310-458-6599.

91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles. SR22
Accidents. Tickets OK

CALL AA*1A NOW
FOR FREt QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 C800I22S-9000

91 Insurance

/lllstate
Insuranc* Compony

(310>312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

98 Tutonng Offered

ART HISTORY TUTORIAL SERVICES. Oi^fl
can>pus location. Flexible hours. Reasonable

rates. 310-575-0607.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SlS^hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal^oclal sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998. pajeer, 310-582-9626 NBO.

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 custon>ers will give us good tc excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14(t truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Studttrt discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co ^tuins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVER f. The care&il

nrwvers. Experienced, reliable, sanrw day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 31 0-391 -5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lo¥vest rates, fast, reliable, student discount

310-837-9030.

TOM'S (^40VING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

99 Tutoring Needed

Conversational BAHASA lndor>esla tutor

needed. On-campus, 2-4 hr^wk. 310-837-

3011. _.

EXPERIENCED ENGLISH TUTOR for high

school student PSAT and SAT Prep. Close

to UCLA. Afterschool 310-475-8409.

JAPANESE TUTOR needed for professional

female in entertainmerrt business to review

conversational Japar^ese w/emphasis on busi-

ness use. Please call R.Bradley 310-843-

0922(Jay), 310-379-9995(evenin>;s).

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, birK>mial, Poisson, etc. Garrett

310-372-7237. EvenlngsAweekends,

twice^eek.

TUTOR YOUNG CHILD after school, 3
timeVweek, help witli homeworic, 1-1.5

hours, scheduling flexible. Education major

preferred. 310-474-y>266.

96 Services Offered

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers rtot for sale

Call Research 310-477-82Z6

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, lette-s, re5urT>es, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREc light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit () (H>Mr nikx.) Writing

and rewrites also available. L>:perienced

Mmter and law school gfJtiuile 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated dsvsliif ing/editing your crltically-

importarH pcr.o.ial statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpuUications; tutors English/Mudy

skills; trair>s time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Japanese conversation class. SMC. 310-

452-9214. Starting Oct.22. 6-Saturdays.

BeK.:9am-12. lntermediate:1-4. $75.

PROFESSIONAL WRmNCyEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, F^.D. dissertatioru, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 31 a392-1 734.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-

pers and applicatior». Laser printing, gram-

mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resunf>es,

letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.

310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS
years legal/medical transcription experierxx.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, r>ear campus. 31 0-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set rtecessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

DRUM LESSONS. 15 years experience. Great

attitude and dedication. Very reasonable

rate!! 21 3-654-2825.

GUrrAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

' levels arwJ styles. Patient and organized. Be^-

ginner guitars for safe $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GU'TAR LESSONS
All Acoustic stylet. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teachv w/25->- yri playing exp. Call

David 310-478-242 3.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, \ EDITING

Al subjects. Thesea/Dlssenattons.

Personal Statements. Propoeais and books.

inlematnnal stixtonts weksme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICSATATISTICS. TuWingsen^-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rales ,

call Mv Tutor anvtime. Han (BOOWO-TUTOR.

105 Travel

Guitar lessons by a p.x>fessional near UCLA.
All levels, gujtitis available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

SINCI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

fcirmarK:e anxiety, associat^ate Ljvn, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free corHultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover lettera^efererKe sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clienU get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-

J785.

105 Travel

London $260*
Frankfurt $260*
Amsterdam $315*
Washington, DC $139*
'Foes are each v^ Iran los Ansetes tiosed on a
roundbipputtnse ResbictiorBappV and taxes not
deluded. Call for other wcrldwide destnations.

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Coundl Travel
1093 Braxton Ave, 1290, Los Angetes, CA 900?4

310-908-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

HITCMTHE

SKIES

Hawaii

(129

Chicago

Boston

Dallas (178)

EDROPE SZ48

810«S84«06dO
^

Call For Free Program Description

>^' ^.^

\t^-
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FOOTBALL
From page 36

ball was turned over to Oregon
State.

Led by quarterback Don
Shanktin and halfback J.J. Young,
the Beavers took the ball and
marched to the UCLA two-yard
line in five plays. On a third and
goal, however, Shanklin was hit

behind the line of scrimmage by
UCLA strong safety Abdul
McCullough, who recovered the

resulting fumble.

Three punts later, Oregon State

was left on its own one-yard line,

and after a Cameron Reynolds run

moved the ball to the 12, Shanklin

In the third quarter,

UCLA was still unable

to find the end zone,

even with a first and 10

from the OSU 1 1 on its

first drive, and again

settled for a Merten

field goal that brought

the score to 7-6.

exploded through the right side

and scampered 72 yards to the

UCLA 16. Young carried the ball

into the end zone on the next play,

and OSU led, 7-0.

The Bruins responded with an
11 -play, 60-yard drive to the

Beavers' four-yard line, but had to

settle for a Bjom Merten field goal

to end the half.

In the third quarter, UCLA was
still unable to find the end zone,

even with a first and 10 from the

OSU 1 1 on its first drive, and
again settled for a Merten field

goal that brought the score to 7-6.

The Beavers answered with a

_34-yard^field goal by Randy Lun0,
and after Merten was wide left on
a 32-yard attempt on the Bruins'

first possession of the fourth quar-

ter, OSU drove 80 yards in 10

plays, the last of which was a 1
-

yard touchdown dive by Reynolds.

Interestingly, Merten's miss came
after an apparent touchdown run

by Shah that was nullified by a

holding penalty on UCLA.
Oregon State's final touchdown

came on a five-yard run by
Shanklin, which capped a 16-pIay,

90-yard drive that ended with 0:54

remaining in the game.
UCLA quarterback Wayne

Cook made the most of that time,

completing a five-yard touchdown
pass to Kevin Jordan, and then

running the ball into the end zone
for a two-point conversion

105 Travel

Sunday Om. a tan 10:M an - ftSOpm
ttjMyil> CwiWTion>.n>«rUClAL«w achocl.

(In wMrattn inMwiQ raomt.)

b at: (310) ZtmSTZ.

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

^

SANTA MONICA SPORTS CARDS
And Collectibles

so95
MAIL ORDERS AVAILABLE

10- I

FREE I

MILKCAPS •

WITH I

ANY r

PURCHASE I

1

10% I

OFF I

ANY I

PURCHASE I

EXPIRES I

11/20/94 I

50
CARD
SET

The Simpson Case Trading Cards
A portion of the proceeds from tf» sale of tfiese cards will be donated to support ft«
prevention of domestic violence and t)enefit shelters for abused women and children.

50 Card Set Features:
•Full Bleed photos of people, places, and things of importance and interest to the Simpson Case.
•Card backs feature m-depth information, facts, and history surrounding the O.J. Simpson Case.

.\\Aqie
A- W ^^ The Gathering

•starter Decks
•Booster Packs

•The Dark

•Legends

•Antiquities

•Arabian Nights

Milk Caps + Pog^*^ Products

Sports Cards • Comic Cards • Supplies

SANTA MONICA SPORTS CARDS And Collectibles

1606 Santa Monica, Santa Monica 310 828 1777

Guess they didn^t know about us.

^3
• Large Selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam •Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
,_ Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00
^^ . . 1 Hour Free Parking -^^

105 Travel

NEW YORK HOTLINE 1 •900-378-5593.
VA\ai to do and lee. Where't the actlonl.

$1.2SAnin., 3 mlnVavg., IS^ JR900 Beverly

Hilb 310-358-7167.

STRICTLY PERSONAL
SeekinK jewiih Students... For 3'Wedc winter-

break experienoe in brael. Pait poupi have

met with Prime Minister Tiohak Rdbin,

Shimon Peits, Bcnyamin Netanyahu, Natan

Shaiaraky, jenialem mayor Ehud Olmett,

Benny Begin, and Preskfcnt of Israel Eier

Weixmon. Plus tour the country aitd

discover what larael is really ^>out.

Schotanhips available that let you do it all for

juR $1075, including oottd ti^hn and all

aocomodationa. For application fbcm, call

1-800.FELLOWS (335-5697)

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMANCHIA CONVERTIBLE. Blade
top, black Jnteriof, red body, in good condi-
tioo. S450Qtobo. 310-553-1444.

fli BMW 3201, S^pMd, good condition,
clean. BlacMan, PfO cmnmm st«co, sunioof,
alarm. $2800. Oeniw (310)625.9095 (cam-
PmI. 01 0) 473.3973 ev*.

109 Autos for Sale

Moving sale- 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-

ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish $200,
bed SI 00. Must sell call 31 0-61 7-4703.

79 Olds Cutlass. Very good condition. 8-

cyl, n«w radiator. SlOOCVobo. Call Tony
310.836-8669.

'84 JETTA CLL Clean, charcoal gray, tinted

windows. New clutch, liming chain and wa-
ter.pump casing. $350(yobo. Oean 310-937-
4772.

'86 Mazda 323. New break, clutch, tires,

timing belt Excellent' condition. 125,000
miles. $1197/obo. 818-757-0947

'88 HONDA CRX-HS, white, immaculate
condition inside and out, pull-out hM/fM
cassette, sunroof, A/C. %4900ldbo. (81 8)894-

0754 after 5pm.

'89 Civic Si. 3-door, 5-speed, white, power
sun-roof, AM/fM cassette, 53k miles, excel-

lent interior, excellent engine. $55(Xyobo.

310-306-4755.

1 14 Motorcycles for Sale

91 CB250 Honda Nighthawk, red. 16k miles,

$1500, great for b^inner. Call 458-3287,

)eanine.

'88 Kawasaki Ninja EX 250. $1 50(yobo. Runs

eMcdlenL 12k. Black/Red. 310-4734}7S9.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

87 HONDA ELITE. Excellent condition, low
miles, includes 2 helnwts and lock.

$60(yobo. (310)472-4224.

'84 ELITE 150 SCOOTER. New motor, red,

with helmet, perfect for UCLA transportation.

SaOO/obo. Call or leave message. Dean 310-

937-4772.

'85 HONDA arTE 1 50. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Only 5.2I( miles. Lock,

helmet included. $77S/obo. Call Kevin 818-

8791273.

•90 HONDA ELITE 80, while, great condi-

tion, \nc\udSr helmft^tkld registration for

1995. .Call Kathleen (310)392-7547.

S700/obo.

•90 HONDA ELITE 80. WhKe, excellent con-
dition. iTKludes Helmet, basket and lock.

Low miles. $107SA)bo 818^347-4753.

126 Furniture for Sale

FOR SALE. 2 matching black couches,

booksheh/es, dressera and nr>ore--all in very

good cooditton. Call 818(954 3035.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, ftiil $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. DtilvtriM, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

1 26 Furniture for Sale

WOOD kitchen table ar>d two chairs. Excel-

lent condition. Very nice^ooking. $125 for

set. 818-997-1927 speak to Susie.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, n>ouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

COMPUTER (IBM compatible) $220, TYPE.
WRITER (Brother) i80, PRINTER (Ep.

son)$100. Good condition. (310)207^935.

Computer for sale:Mac St/i^ 8-mb RAM.
40-mb Hardrive. Math co-prosscsor. Carry-

ing case. $75(Vobo. Answering machine
$^0^ 310-399-8077.

IBM^II 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin for in-

formation. 818-225-0909.

MAC PLUS, upgraded, w/40 megabyte hard,

drive, w^rinter, fan, and programs. Like

new. $395. Black desk Wcomputer table,

$45. Call 310-278-7584.

PC NOTEBOOK-486 CPU, 120MB HD, 8MB
RAM, Coprocessor, mouse, extra battery,

case, docking station. Like new. $950. 310-

372-41 77. \-

Used XT ar>d AT compters. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from
$50 each. 310-286-1222. <

\'
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I I M

I'll.

^>.

Try the comfortable new soft lens for astiginatisin and get a ^^-sa^JDn

Trial Pair of Focus* Toric

Soft Contact Lenses
for moiithly rcpIaccmciiF

CIBAVtSJOn*
Keeping llealtliy Eyes Healtliy'

KKGMon/Wanue'LACafL

caUlodayfor

OFFICE HOURS:

M:10-7;T.W.F:W;

Th:1(W;SAT:1(M

SEHABLAESPAAOL
DR.IOND.VOGEL

OnOHEIMSI

*
If your partidpattng eye care prototaional deternines that Focus Tortc Soft Contact Lenses are

right for you, you «mN receive a tree trial pair. Prolessional sevices extra. 5 !><KC.:S<II I

( A K- L T o N
^ H A I' K '

INT[KNATI°NAL

HAIR

CARLTQN MUST SHOWUCLA STUDENTiD. OR EMPLOmiD.WfTH COUPON
WEyi^lUL ^yjj jjp presented lo receptionist before services arc performed

PAVILION (Certain restriction apply).

10850 PICO BLVD Vykm»nmit»ri/hmrt/iimttnfk^to»nfclitMwl>iH«luitcenditionkunuilUbk.

(310)470-4749 VALID SUN-THURS

^^^
LINEAR

WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310) 470-4749

for its oriQinal "7-ounce bottle end "t_lp" refers to its bubbly neture.

JEFF FU/Daity Brum

UCLA freshman Kara Milling had 17 kills, 17 digs and four

blocks against Oregon State Saturday night.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 36

thrashing.

"We eame out and played an

excellent match," Banachowski
said. "We really didn't suffer any

noticeable lapses."

Playing against a Duck squad

which featured just one starter over

6 feet, the Bruin big-guns enjoyed

a Held day. Buckner peppered the

Ducks with a match-high 1 4 kills

while adding a team-high eight

digs. Junior outside hitter Jenny

J(^nson added 1 1 kills, while Knill

roofed the Ducks' undersized finont

I. SOCCER

line five times.

Playing against a team on the

heels of a nine-game losing streak

gave the Bruins a chance to experi-

ment. Milling used the evening to

work on her jump serve. The
results were mixed as one serve

aced Oregon while two others

lodced to be headed for a different

area code.

"We would like to get Kara to

harness that serve just a little bit,"

Banachowski said, smiling.

The Ducks battled the Bruins

hard in the final game, closing to

1 2-9 before two Milling smashes

and a Johnson dink over the block

sealed it for UCLA.

From page 36

UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid
said. "It's nice to play a game like

this and have the opportunity to

rest a few people. We wanted to

get at least 20 shots today and six

comers. We didn't quite achieve

the comer kick total, but I thought

we did a good job."

It took just 1 1 minutes for the

onslaught to get under way, as

UCLA's Ante Razov put the

Bruins on the scoreboard with a

shot to the near post for a goal.

From that point, the goals came
about every 1 or 1 5 minutes.

UCLA midfielder Joe Christie

hammered in an impressive siiot

in the 23rd minute from 30 yards

out to give his team a 2-0 lead,

while Razov scored his second
goal of the game in the 34th
minute to complete a nice set-

piece orchestrated by midfielder

Greg Vanney.

"It's pretty easy to score goals

when we play like we can,"
Razov said. "We played some-
what up to our potential - \yjiich

hasn't happened in a while now. 1

had pretty easy chances, so 1 just

concentrated on hitting the ball

right, and it went in."

The pummeling resumed in the

second half as Bruin midfielder

Julio Umana entered the game
and scored goals in the 50th and

51st minutes - the latter coming
off of a spectacular hack-tap
assist by forward Robbie LaBelle.

UCLA notched its sixth goal in

the 65th minute' when midfielder

Josh Keller slipped past his

defender and flicked the ball over

the Matador goalie's head.

Then, with just one minute
remaining, UCLA's Eddie Lewis
was fouled in the goal box, setting

up a penalty kick for the Bruins.

"We played somewhat

up to our potential -

which hasn't happened

in a while now.

Ante Razov

Men's Soccer

»»

Vanney buried the shot to the left

post, making the score 7-0.

• • •

The Bruins squeaked by UC
Santa Barbara (7-5, 2-1) on Friday

at Spaulding Field as the Bruins

struggled through the first half and

let the Gauchos take partial control

of the game.

It wasn't until late in the game
that the Bruins took the lead, as

LaBelle netted an ill 8-yard volley

in the 73rd minute. But UCSB
equalized in the 83rd minute and

sent the game to overtime.

The game looked like it would
end in a draw as the 1 20th minute

rolled around, but Razov rescued

the win with a stunning header oo
a cross by Lewis that gave UCLA
the 2- 1 win.

Daily Bruin Sports

WATER POLO
From page 35

the third quarter. A block by
Swanson 'mid-way through the
fourth quarter is the play that

Baker believes made the difference

in the game.
"We fell asleep on defense,**

Baker said, "and a key block by
Matt kept the score from being 8-7

with six minutes left to play."

Senior Scott TVimer scored three

goals for the Bruins, while sopho-
more Corbin Graham and junior

Mark Sutter notchdd two apiece.

Sophomore Jim Toring was the

"We fell asleep on

defense."

Guy Baker

UCLA Head Coach

defensive leader of the game, a fact

which, according to Baker, bodes
well for the rest of the season.

Toring, one of only two colle-

gians on the national team, began

.^

the Bruin season after playing six

weeks at the Worid Championships
in Rome. '

"Toring i» moving in the right

direction after Santa Barbara,"
Baker said. "Returning after the

Worid Championships was a natur-

al let-down. He had a good game
on defence and is starting to lead

the team.**

The Bruins will work on consis-

tency in the next few weeks to pre-

pare for their remaining
conference games against
Pepperdine, Stanford and UC
Irvine.

SPIKERS
From page 34

***

Here*'s a scary thought for the

rest of the college volleyball
f world: Jeff Nygaard says he's

improved.

When Nygaard first toured with
the national team a year ago, his

performance, according to him,
ranged from "sucked" to "okay."

This summer, he joined Team
USA in August and helped the
Americans to a surprising, thirdr
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place finish at the World
Championships in Greece early
this month.

"I started off as the biggest wuss
on the team," Nygaard said of his

summer. "I got taken out right

away because I wasn't playing the

way I should have been. By the

end, I was playing solidly. It just

took me a long time to figure out

whdt I was supposed to be doing.

"I feel like I've stepped to the

next level. I played against some
good teams and I competed really

well and I felt like I belonged out

there."

Tlic^ Comp^^itioimS
LSAT Course Comparison

Get The Sl^R^iGHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure? What's the right age?

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

InvuibU - RemovabU • fnuUtUmal • Europeam Surgical OrthtHlomtict • Cosmetic PontUun

Brentwood Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader DayanU Certified Specialist J

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 ' 1 8124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
3-E3-EI3 Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-t

TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

lio U«'CtiJr«> Mrei 20/20 -42/0

<-? In Si t rt 1 c; to r-

Daily Bruin

»_lsi«?ii Only l=*c?i:il
^ T" Q».jcj;it ior-» ?^ V

? c:;o«i

Yes

STSO

No
ST-Qi

Yes

S7-^5

There is no comparison!

We are the LSAT specialists.
Call today for more information

ADVERTISING

825-2161
Giisp>la.y

825-2221
Glass ified

«\

•One hour service for glasses

& contacts

•Custom contacts: color,

disposable, astig^natic, and

gas permeable

•Open 7 days a week,

weeknights til 9pm
•Glasses starting at

$79 complete

** eyn exnm nxtrn

»Daily wear* $39/pair
^Extended wear.* $59/pair
^Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair
^Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair

Natural
Beverly Center Santa Monica Place Westwood Pavilion

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666

Dr. Elliott Moscot, P.P.

Colored Soft Contacts
PILKINGTON BARNES HINO

Futtti Growing ColonsLmm
based in independent study
data on file

^^
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Bruin alumni talce men's voiieybail to scii
Diehl gamers 37 kills to lead alumni;

Nygaard returns with tally of 22 kills

• I I
By Lawrence Ma
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Mike Diehl

UCLA Sports Into

Five ...

It's been five months since the

UCLA men's volleyball team last

played a match. It was in the fifth

month of 1 994 - May 7 to be exact

- when the Bruins were upset in the

NCAA Championship by Penn
State in the fmals, in five games.

Last Saturday night, the Bruins

began the new season with a hastily

thrown together match against the

Bruin alumni. Inauspiciously, the

Bruins blew a 2-0 lead and lost, in

five, to a group of scrappy alumni

led by Mike Diehl and coached by
Sinjin Smith. '.'

The score was 15-7, 16-14,9^15,

8-15, 7-15, but the result probably experimented with his lineup and
didn't matter much to head coach looked at some of the players on the

Al Scales. The UCLA varsity verge ofmaking the traveling squad
played without junior setter Stein ^^mh
Metzger and sophomore middle
blocker Paul Nihipali, both starters

from last season.

Middle blocker Jeff Nygaard, the

1994 Collegiate Player of the Year,

only rejoined the team last week,

after touring with tfie U.S. National

Team that finished third at the

World Championships two weeks
ago.

And, all of those returners didn't

play that much, either, as Scales

**We expected to get beat,

but we're happy to win."

Carl Henkel

Bruin Alunfinus

for the team's only event in the fall

- the University of British
Columbia Tournament in early

November.

But, the match clearly mattered

to the alumni, who played with pas-

sion and intensity unmatched by the

varsity. Diehl schooled the young-
sters with 37 kills and Carl Henkel
added 29 more for the alumni.

"It was a good win for us,"
Henkel said. "We expected to get

beat, but we're happy to win. I

think they just let go. They lacked

intensity and it's a sad thing to see,

when the varsity lacks intensity.

But, Al will get them together."

And that's exactly what Scales

plans to do.

"We haven't had a lot of team
practice," he said. "Basically, we
have to work on everything a lot

harder."

See 8PIKERS, page 33
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FREDDY& UANAS

PROMOTION

$30
HIGHUGHTS

RDR ANYLENGTM
wrm SPECIFIC styusts only

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

hair beauty

$10
Shampoo •• Haircut

(310)208-8049
iWlon-Fri 9 am - 10 pm
Saturday 9 am - 7 pm
Sunday 10am- 5 pm

10913 WEYBURN
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

CUNT LIVE

CHEAP Traffic School

$ 1 5 (with this adj

• FUN, UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.LA., B.H., S.M., P.V.,

SJ. VALLEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 OR 81 8-71 8-0388

The "Only oae"^ Weltwood!

M.ii^M
^^^^ c

I •^, ^'^

OPENDAILY
(310) 478-3270 • (310)478-3492 ^'-S'^s.y^-JfV," ;

1767 Westwood BM. Los Angeles, CA 90024 ***^
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f

»
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Cheeseburger Cowho

for $2.99 -i-fax

•K/V
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-^ UNER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD
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\ . WfcSTWOOO

10922 Kinross Ave , Westwood Viliage • 208-2424 |
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Polo ends skid at UCSB
Bruins' inconsistency

leaves three matches
remaining uncertain
By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The No. 4 UCLA men's water polo team
ended its three-game losing streak Friday
with a 9-7 victory at No. 8 UC Santa Barbara.
The low level of play and lack of quarter-to-

quarter consistency proved to be a big obsta-
cle, however, and leaves the Bruins in an
uncertain position with three conference
matches remaining.

UCLA (10-8 overall, 2-3 in Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation) led 2-1 after the
first quarter, and dominated the second quar-
ter, scoring on six of its eight possessions to

lead 8-4 at the half

*To score six goals in one quarter is phe-

nomenal," UCLA head coach. Guy Baker
said. "But we played completely different in

the second half Our inconsistency is not ftom
game-to-game, but from quarter-to-quarter."

UCLA's luck changed abruptly with the

start of the third quarter. UCSB won the

SfHint, barreled down the pool and bounced a
shot off the head of Bruin goalkeeper Matt
Swanson for the game's only two-point shot
The Bruins were unable to recover from the

shock of the goal and scored only one more
time.

"The shot bounced off Matt's head and
went in and it rattled us," Baker said. "That
never happens, and it took us four or five

minutes to get back into it. People are going
to score goals off you, but you can't let that

affect the way you play. It was a whole differ-

ent ball game after just one goal.**' r

The two-pointer left the score at 8-6, and
both teams remained scweless for the rest of

See WATER POLO, page 33

JON FERREY/Daily Bruin

Tommy Wong and the UCLA men's water polo team ended their three-game losing
streak with an 8-6 win over UC Santa 6art>ara's Gauchos Friday.

Provo weather proves too much for cross country
137, followed by five other
schools. UCLA's 100 points
marked the worst output of the

season for the team.

"I want to take some responsi-

Bruin women take second at BYU Invite,

Keflezighi lea(ds men to sixth-place finish

-By Mark Singerton and the Bruins were physically ^ ^^^,.,^,_
' ill-prepared to deal with the bit- bility for the way we ran there,"

Things just did not go as ing wind and constant rainfall uCLA women's head coach Eric
planned for the UCLA men s that accompanied the altitude. Peterson said. "I admit we were
and women s cross country By mid afternoon, snowflakes caught off guard by the weather,
teams Saturday at the Brigham began to fall on the harriers, who but those conditions were theYoung Invitational in Provo, raced the 5000-meter course harshest I've ever seen

"

^^?oth w.r. cin^niv ...
4800 feet above sea-level. "We were probably the only hard by the coldi finishing' jusi

whHm.H hv rh. '^^^ H T^^ ^^'V^l .T^^u T.'L^
^^^"^ °"» ^^^^ ^^at didn't know three runners in the top-50,

7^n.!Ll^LZ xon^'' °"'t^T^
^^^"^^ \'^^ ^^'^' "^^^^ '^ '^^'' (fr^-" '^' ^^ath- totaling 180 points and finishing

tions, and for the No. 12 Bruin ranked Cougars, who lost to er)," junior Anna Delgado said, sixth among collegiate teams.

17:51.30. Junior Shelley Taylor
followed Hecox and took sev-
enth overall in 18:01.30.

"The team is obviously disap-

pointed with its performance,
but we're pleased with the fact

that we could run so poorly and
still take second," Peterson said.

The Bruin men, in contrast,
had no chance at finishing sec-

ond Saturday. They were hit

women, who wound up second UCLA just two weeks ago at the
to host BYU, the weather could Stanford Invitational. Montana
not have been any worse. State was third with 101 points.

Temperatures were a frigid 35 Adams State fourth with 106 and
degrees on the muddy course. Western State was fifth with

"We were clueless." No. 20 Idaho State won the
Delgado finished 23rd for the 8000-meter event with 65 points

Bruins, while seqior Karen overall, Weber State was second
Hecox led the way for UCLA with 70, and No. 15 BYU a dis-
with a second-place tirhe of appointing fourth with 145.

The Bruins were paced by
freshman Mebrahtom
Keflezighi, who finished second
overall among collegiate runners
in a time of 25:01.10. Devon
Elizondo was the second Bruin
to cross the finish line, 32nd
overall with a time of 26: 17.70.

"I thought a sixth-place finish

was reasonable considering all

that we've been through this

season," UCLA men's head
coach Bob Larsen said. "There
was simply no way we were
going to beat a ranked BYU
team at that altitude under those

conditions. We faced teams
Saturday that are used to those
kinds of conditions. We're obvi-
ously not."

HOW TO MEET AND PICK UP WOMEN
This sensatonal25page book will transform your
life. Beautiful women are the easiest to meet.

You will learn where to go, what to say , and the

law ofpersistence.

To order How to Meet and Pirk Iln Wnmpn send
$7.95 (check or money order ) to Wellington Press,

Inc., 171 Pier Ave. Suite 279, SanU Monica, CA
90405. Allow 10 days for delivery. Money back
guarantee.

Your

Grocer

(Modem Art)

If a big name artist signs this; it

will cost a lot of money. But if you
advertise with the Daily Bruin,

we'll create art for free.

(310)825-2161

% brought to you by the Creative Dept.^

FOSTER FARMS CHICKEN
WSfBt

Whole Fryers 79$/ib.

Chicken Breasts $1 .79/ib.

Boneless Breasts $2.99/ib.

Boneless Skinless Breasts $3.99/ib.

COKE & DIET COKE

+ CRV

6 pack - 12 oz. cans

Open 'ti 1 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111

«\
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Sports
Focytball dr fifth in a row
Defense allows 428

yards of rushing in

2344Toss to OSU

"We just have to find a way to keep our

heads high," UCLA head coach Terry
Donahue said. "We're all really quite mis-

erable, but life sometimes is like this. We
just have to bounce back and deal with the

UCLA Sports Info

UCLA wide receiver Kevin Jordan had
seven catches for 147 yards and one
touchdown.

By Scott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Oh, how the mighty have fallen.

The defending Pac-10 champion
UCLA football team dropped its fifth con-

secutive game Saturday, this one a 23-14

loss to Oregon State at the Rose Bowl.
Oregon State, coincidentally, finished the

1993 season in a three-way tie for last

place in the conference.

Not that the Beavers (2-4, 1-3 in the

Pac-10) have improved much in 1994. In

fact, entering the game, OSU was again at

the bottom of the conference standings.

And, so was UCLA.
Unfortunately for the Bruins (2-5, 0-4),

Saturday's loss is an outcome that has
become all too familiar in J 994, and, con-

sequently, UCLA now sits alone in the

conference cellar.

- "Obviously, we*re just really

struggling down there (in the

red zone)...We're just having

one whale of a time trying to

get the ball in the end zone."

Terry Donahue

Head Coach, Football

situation the best each individual can."

For much of Saturday's game, it

appeared that the Bruins might finally

break out of their slump. Even after the

game, the offensive statistics reflected an
evenly played contest. Oregon State fin-

ished with 428 yards of total offense - all

of them on the ground - while UCLA had
411 and both teams collected 21 first

downs. The difference, then, was the

Bruins' inability to score touchdowns.

"Obviously, we're just reallv struggling

down there (in the red zone), either

schematically or execution wis©,*'.

Donahue said. "We're just having one
whale of a time trying to get the ball in the

end zone.**

There were plenty of opportunities,

thanks mostly to a poor kicking game on
the part of Oregon State. The Beavers
were forced to punt on their first drive,

and UCLA took over on its own 47-yard
line. Three consecutive runs by sopho-
more Shannon Shah left the Bruins on the

Oregon 30, but on a second and two. Shah
took a pitch, ran nine yards around the

right corner and fumbled the ball to

OSU's Kane Rogers.

Still, neither team was able to score in

the first quarter, and UCLA began its first

drive of the second quarter on it's own 46.

The Bruins moved the ball to the Beavers'

29, but baron Washington was stopped
for no gain on a fourth and three, and the

See FOOTBAU^ page 31

W. volleyball lands
ugly win over OSU
No. 3 Bruins beat

OSU, Oregon to

improve to 18-2

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

r^ --—

=

24 and picking up 22 digs.

Sophomore middle blocker Kim
Krull added 20 kills on a flurry of

quick sets ahd step-arounds.

However, despite the impres-

sive statistics, the Bruins still

managed to relinquish their 13-6

third-game lead. The Beavers bat-—-tied back behind the right arm of

senior outside hitter Shelly Smith

(22 kills) and the 6-foot-3-inch

Not pretty, but effective.

That would be an accurate por

trayal of the third-ranked UCLA frame of sophomore middle
women's volleyball team's 15-10,

15-9, 14-16, 15-8 victory over
unranked Oregon State Saturday
night at the Wooden Center.

"Wc were a little flat," head
coach Andy Banachowski said.

blocker Staci Hintze, who stuffed

UCLA a match-high seven times.

"I thought we were going to

sweep," Banachowski said. "But it

just wasn't there tonight."

The women eventually finished

"Our mind just wasn't as focused off the Beavers in the fourth game.
on the task at hand as it should
have been."

As a result, the Bruins (18-2
overall, 8-1 in Pac-10) battled for

two hours and 15 minutes against

the eighth-place Beavers (11-8, 2-

7) and senior middle blocker
Alyson Randick had a very simple

explanation.

paced by a .367 team hitting per-

centage and seven Krull kills.

Freshman outside hitter Kara
Milling contributed 17 kills and
1 7 digs while sophomore setter

Kelly Flannigan dished but 66
assists.

• • •

On paper the Bruins' Friday
"Sometimes it's really hard to night matchup against the last-

get up for these matches," place Oregon Ducks looked like a

Randick said. blowout. In actuality, it might
The Bruins proved that even have been worse than tliat.

slightly off, they are still plenty The women spent the night out-

dangerous. The women posted hitting (.433 hitting percentage to

17.5 team blocks on the night with .075), out-blocking ( 1 1 team
Randick collecting a team-high blocks to 2) and simply over-pow-
five to go along with her 17 kills ering an overmatched Duck squad
and .500 attack percentage. The (6-11^0-8) en route to a 15-6, 15-

UCLA outside hitters posted dou- 6, 15-9, one hour and 20 minute
ble figures in kills, with senior '

Annett Buckner throwing down See VOLLEYBALL, page 32

STEVE KIM

UCLA forward Robbie LaBelle scored one goal in the Bruins' 2-1 win over UC Santa Barbara Friday night.
I'

What a difference a day can make
the hapless Matadors, 7-0, on the North Soccer Field.

The domination began from the outset, with
CSUN (6-7 overall, 0-4 in MPSF) struggling to string

together more than two passes at a time, and No. 7
UCLA (12-1,4-1) playing a possession game that

essentially undermined their opponents' shoddy
defense.

"I thought there were some great goals today,"

M. soccer squeaks past UCSB,
(dismantles CSUN two (Jays later

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Who says there's not enough scoring in soccer?

The UCLA men's soccer team dispelled that bum
rap on Sunday against Cal State NorUiridge, abusing See M. SOCCER, page 32

Let it snoWy let it snoi
let it snow ...

The UCLA men's and women^s cross country

teams traveled to Provo, Utah this wekend to

compete in the BYU Invitatic«al, Meteahtom
Keflezighi (left) and his fellow teammates
ran head on into Mother Nature ..

.

See page 35

Pai>10 fcHytball standings

The
Bottom

IPM><10 Overall
1. Arizona 3-0 5-1

2. use iH^^^H^^^V^ 3-1 4-2
3. Washington 2-1 5-1

4. WMhin^ton ayimmmmm: 2-1 4-2
5. Oregon 2-1 4-3
e. ClWomla «-.—... 2-1 3-3
7 Arizona State 2-2 2-4

S. St&nfcftl d-3 1-4
9. Oregon State 1-3 2 4

ICUCUk 0-4 2-S

University of Caiiforhia, Los Angeles
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Greek responsorship elicits resistance
Student groups protest,

undergraduate council

gears up to vote on issue

By Allsa Utforts i

and Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Interfraternity Council does not
deserve to be responsored, student advoca-
cy groups said at a press conference
Monday.

Voicing their unconditional opposition to

the undergraduate student government's
possible responsorship of the IPC, opposing

student groups met in anticipation of the

undergraduate student council's deciding
vote Tuesday evening.

Two years ago, student government
revoked the IPC's student advocacy group
status after racist and misogynist songbooks
were discovered. As a result, the
Panhellenic Council, which represents

- UCLA's national sororities, left in a show of
solidarity with the fraternities.

The question of responsorship has resur-

faced as greek leaders have lobbied heavily

to renew their organizations' status as stu-

dent advocacy groups in recent weeks.

"I think through the whole (greek) sys-

tem, people are making changes," said

Brian Wachowicz, president of Theta Xi, a

house whose controversial songbook

became a focal point in debate about the

greek role on campus. "We've increased our
philanthropies," he said, adding that the
Women's Resource Center regulariy holds
rape prevention workshops at Theta Xi and
other fraternities.

Despite greek efforts to raise the social

awareness of fraternity members, advocacy
groups still cited a lack of accountability
and improvement within the greek organi-

zations.

'They haven't proven to us that they've
changed their ways," said Christina Misa, a

member of MEChA, which led the protest

against Theta Xi in 1992. The fraternity's

songbook featured the song "Lupe," which
degraded Mexican women.

While fraternities have survived without

the undergraduate council's financial sup-

port, greek supporters said, they are seeking

the legitimacy that comes from being recog-

nized as student advocacy groups by the

undergraduate council.

Just as vocal as the opposition are the two
greek councils seeking responsorship.

"We have raised the standards and expec-
tations oWeach individual member, as welh
as the system in general," IPC President
Chris Chaudoir said. He mentioned a pro-

posed community relations board that

would encompass the fraternities, the UC
police department and the Westwood
Homeowners Association, as one possible

improvement.

See IPC, page 9

Viewpoint

Speak out on
sponsorship

Since die undei^graduate

student government will vote

tonight on whether it will

^X)nsor the Interfraternity and

Panhellenic Councils, IPC
President Chris Chaudoir and

others speak out on their posi-

tions on the issue.

See page 14

Inside A&E

It's all

Greek
to me!
The J.Paul Getty

Museum recently opened
the impressive "Passion

for Antiquities" exhibit,

beautifully showcasing
hundreds of ancient stat-

ues and artifacts.

/ See page 17

Inside Sports

Mister
Versatility

Midfielder Josh Keller

has emerged as a constant

for the UCLA men's soc-

cer team this year with his

ability to play in just

about any place on the

field.

See Page 32

Top priority

Students stand In line outside Pauley Pavilion Friday morning to buy USC vs. UCLA football tickets.

NIMA BAOIEY

N. Korea agreement reached

By Alan Riding
The New York Times

PARIS — The chief American negotia-

tor in the talks with North Korea
announced on Monday night that the two
sides had reached a broad agreement on
freezing North Korea's nuclear program in

exchange for a series of concessions from
the United States.

Robert Gallucci, the chief American
delegate, announced the breakthrough in

Geneva, where the talks have taken place,

saying that the so-called framework docu-
ment would now be sent to Washington
and the North Korean capital of
Pyongyang for approval, but he said that
he would recommfend its acceptance by the .

Clinton administration.

Gallucci refused to provide details of
the agreement, but he saicf that it served
the interests of the United States, South
Korea and Japan, all countries worried
ahpul North Korea's reported ambitions to

become a nuclear power.
"Personally, I think it is a very good

agreement," he said at the end of a negoti-

ating round that on several occasions
seemed close to collapse. "Broadly, it is an
acceptable and very positive agreement."
Gallucci said that he would fly to

Washington on Tuesday to consult the

administration and key members of
Congress and that, if the agreement is

endorsed, he will return to Geneva on

Friday to sign the accord with North
Korea's chief negotiator, Kang Sok Ju.

The deal announced on Monday night
builds on an accord that was reached early

"hi August in which the two sides conclud-
ed that North Korea would freeze its

nuclear program in exchange for such
steps by the United States as the promise
of an ev.entual exchange of diplomatic
recognition.

At that time. North Korea said it would
not refuel an existing nuclear reactor and
would stop construction of twO other
graphite nuclear reactors if the United
States arranged for it to be supplied with
new light water reactors, which Western
experts consider less dangerous because
they produce little weapons-grade plutoni-

um.
After the optimism raised by the Aug.

12 agreement, however. North Korea
raised new demands - for instance, that it

be given some $2 billion in compensation
for abandoning its nuclear reactor con-
struction program - and new objections to

U.S. demands that it open all its military

facilities tj)Jmernational inspection.

The negotiating round that began on
Sept. 23 therefore proved to be far more
difficult than expected, complicated not
only by North Korean complaints about
U.S. naval exercises in the Sea of Japan,
but also by South Korean warnings that

Washington should not make too many
concessions to Pyongyang.

Student council

to talce vote on
responsorsliip

of greeic groups

The undergraduate student council will vote

tonight whether or not to sponsor the

Interfraternity and Panhellenic councils after

two years of desponsorship.

The student council meets at 5:30 p.m. in

Kerckhoff 400. Greek leaders will seek formal

student government acknowledgment of their

organizations.

"We hope the issue of responsorship is met
with open minds," said Chris Chaudoir,
Interfraternity council president.

' In October 1992, the Interfraternity Council

was desponsoncd in a debate after controversial

song lyrics surfaced. Panhellenic removed itself

from student government in protest.

A year later, the student council voted to

reaffirm sponsorship of greek councils. The
vote was declared unconstitutional by the

undergraduate Judicial Board on the grounds
that councils had to actively seek sponsorship.

Sponsorship requires that two-thirds of
the student government council quorum vote

in favor of the greek councils.

CompUedfrom Bruin staffreports^
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What's Brewin' Today
Today

Filipino American History Month
Historical Exhibit: "The Spirit of the Filipino

People"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

Now through Oct. 29
825-2727

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Placement and Career Planning Center
Resume doctor

PCPC Building

825-298 J
^~- —
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Natural High/SWC
Alcohol Awareness Information Fair

Westwood Plaza

825-7164

Noon

Cultural Affairs & Student Welfare
Commission •

Concert: "The Daisies"

Westwood Plaza

825-6564

University Catholic Center
Prop 1 87 information- session

Ackerman 3530
208-5015

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Women*s Resource Center
A Model of Excellence: Women of Color in

Higher Education

Ackermart 2408
~

825-3945

1 p.m.

Senior Citizens Project

Orientation for prospective volunteers

Also at 3 p.m.

Kerckhoff 404 . \

825-2333

4 p.m.

Asian Americans in Communications
General meeting

Campbell 3232

Free film, "The Wedding Banquet," at 7 p.m. at

Griffin Commons
794-4281

Conflict Mediation Program
Discussion forum on sexual harassment

Moore 1048

Also at 7:30 p.m. at Richer Hall Fireside

Lounge
825-9840 • /

EXPO
Information session on study programs in Spain,,

Mexico, Ecuador and France

Ackerman 2408
825-0831

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters & Science Academic
Support Workshops
Effective learning strategies in math and the

sciences

Griffm Commons 203
825-9315

4:30 p.m.

Westwind, UCLA's Journal of the Arts
Open meeting for new editors

Rolfe, English Reading Room, Grand Level

794^3375

5 p.m.

CALPIRG
Corp meeting

Acktrman 3517
397-3404

Buddhist Student Association

General meeting

Lu Valle Commons
478-9731

Hong Kong Student Union
Hong Kong novelist discussion

Ackerman 3525
473-4230

Phi Sigma
General meeting

Life Science 5301

904-4001

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting
Kerckhoff 400
825-7306

6 p.m.

Chinese Americans for Political Research &
Action

General meeting

Dodd 170
^—

—

—^—

^

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study

Kinsey 141

209-4536

MAHU (Queer Asian American Network)
Topic: Relationships

Campbell 3232
825-8053

7 p.m.

"Cultural Affairs —

—

' —"

Think Tank _
' Alternative stand-up comedy featuring Tfie^

Larry Sandler's Show's Bob Odenkirk

The Cooperage
825-6564

Korean American United Students for

Education and Service

General meeting

Campbell 2240
825-7184

UCLA Circle K Service Club
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

UCLA Japanese Animation Club
Japanese animation showing

Dickson 2 160E
794-5288

8 p.m.

IVue Jesus Church Campus Fellowship

Bible study "

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

UCLA Ski Team
General meeting

Wooden Center, second floor lounge

479-6907

9 p.m.

Pi Kappa Phi

Information meeting

Ackerman 3530
474-4506

If your organization would like an event listed in

this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill out a

listing form by 2 p.m. the day before

publication. Tne deadline for a submission that

will appear in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2

p.m.

Up against the wall

in no-cursing zone
New Jersey town
punishes profanity

with a $500 fine

By James Barron
The New York Times

Oh, sugar. Oh, fudge. Gee whiz.

Darn it all. In Raritan, N.J., the

town that banned cursing, saying

something stronger than those

words is now punishable by a

$500 fme and three months in jafil.

Last week Raritan officially

prohibited "rude or indecent
behavior," including profanity or

"making insulting remarks or

comments to others" on the bor-

ough's quaint and quiet streets.

The measure, an amendment to

the borough's disorderly conduct

law, also outlawed "unnecessary

congregating in groups ... to the

annoyance of other persons." It

sounded like an anti-loitering

ordinance. It also sounded uncon-

stitutional.

Was tiny Raritan (population

5,800) worried about Sounding too

much like the big city, with the

unprintable urban patois that is a

sound track for mean streets, may-
hem and murder? Maybe not:

Mayor Anthony DeCicco called

the amendment a "protective mea-
sure." But even some New
Yorkers, not necessarily the first

ones to light a candle in the dark-

ness, curse the cursing.

"It's a problem," said Mark
Grashow, the author of "How to

Make New York a Better Place to

Live" (City & Co., 1994). "There

are kids who do not express a

thought without putting a few
curse words in the sentence."

Grashow, who also teaches
mathematics at Abraham Lincoln

High Schoof in Brooklyn and
oversees a community service

organization for students, blames
cursing on "not having an extend-

ed vocabulary, not knowing how
to talk about things that bother

you. When you get kids to quiet

down and do that, the cursing dis-

appears."

Perhaps, Raritan's officials

thought that New Jersey's resilient

blue-collar past would disappear

along with the blue language, too.

This is the brawling past typified

by Frank Sinatra or Marlon
Brando in "On the Waterfront."

(Hoboken, seen in the famous
film, is now the prototypical yup-

pie commuting town, enforcing a

bar-closing law to curb rowdy and

underage crowds).

See PROFANITY, page 10

Correction:

In the Wednesday, Oct. 12 issue of The Bruin, second-year

dance student Tiana Alvarez was incorrectly identified in a photo-

graph of a coming out rally protester. The Bruin regrets the error.
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Ball raises money for UCLA School of Medicine
By Kristina Chunmei Fu

The 1994 Aesculapian Ball

held Oct. 15 raised $3 million for

the UCLA School of Medicine,
an all-time record for a UCLA
fund-raising event.

The money raised by the
12th annual Aesculapian Ball -

named after the Greco-Roman
god of medicine - will go direct-

ly to UCLA's medical school
programs. The funds can be used

at the discretion of Gerald S.

Levey, dean of the School of
Medicine and Provost of Medical
Sciences.

In the past the funds have
been used to pay for much-need-
ed equipment, faculty grants, stu-

dent fellowships, extended
bio-medical library hours and
other services, Levey explained.

The gala event, which was
underwritten by the GUESS?
Corporatioiv, kicked off with

cocktails and a silent auction,

followed by dinner and entertain-

ment at 20th Century Fox
Studios.

Tom Hanks, Jerry Seinfeld

and Rod Stewart were but a few
of the top Hollywood entertain-

ers who donated their time and
talent to support UCLA's School

of Medicine.

"I thoroughly enjoyed the
whole thing. I like seeing every-

body out for a good cause," said

Hilary Hanel, an attendee of the

event.

Among the 1,700 guests
were designer Giorgio Armani,
filmmaker Steven Spielberg,
actors Dustin Hoffman, Goldie
Hawn and Arnold
Schwarzenegger^Two of the

gala's many co-cfiairs. Creative

Artists Agency, Inc. CEO
Michael Ovitz and Walt Disney
Company CEO and chairman
Michael Eisner, also attended.

Daily Bruin file photo

Chancellor Charles Young poses with celebrities at a fund-raiser for UCLA's School of Medicine.

StaiMng contest

ARAM JIBLIAN

Students work out at Drake Stadium early Monday morning.

Government ruled by
money and disonesty
By Robin Toner
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Once there

was a time when the dome of the

Capitol was a symbol of some-
thing good, a majestic backdrop

for commercials in a re-election

campaign.

The senator or congressman
would come striding purposefully

down the steps of the Capitol -

powerful and effective - deliver-

ing for the citizens of Montana or

West Virginia or N^ Jersey.

A list of hometown projects

would scroll across the screen -

bridges, community centers, high-

ways - all secured by the incum-

bent's clout. Once there was a

time when clout and seniority

were good.

In the fiercest battles of the ad

war of 1994, such images would
be laughably naive, in the view of

many top political consultants.

Worthwhile local projects are

no longer easily distinguishable

from simple pork in the minds of

many voters, these consultants

say. A long legislative record can

be more of a liability than ah

asset.

A life in politics, in fact, is

sometimes presented as no, less a

social problem than a life in

crime: A commercial for a

Republican challenger, Bill Frist,

a surgeon who is seeking the

Senate seat in Tennessee now held

by Jim Sasser, proudly declares,

"Bill Frist supports term limits to

stop career politicians, and the

death penalty to stop career crimi-

nals."

In^this year's political ads,jthe

dome of the Capitol is often used

as a symbol of corruption and
government gone awry, even by
incumbents. Clinking champagne
glasses are superimposed on it,

dark limousines pull up at its

steps.

"In this town, the special inter-

ests are al,ways oiit to get their

hands on your money," Sen.
Conrad Burns, R-Mont., intones

as a gray and grainy dome looms

forebodingly on the screen.

One top Democratic consultant,

speaking on condition that he not

be identified, said ruefully of the

advertising uses of the Capitol: "It

rattles, it shakes^ it opens up,

money is poured into it; it's clear

that it's become demonized."

. Many consultants argue that the

only true survival tactic for incum-

bents this year is to make the chal-

lenger an unacceptable alternative

See INCUMBENTS, page 11

The People v. Hamlet: a case of infinite jest
Killing lawyers can't

save the prince from

eight murder charges

By Jan Hoffmann
The New York Times

NEW YORK — When you're trying to

get your client's conviction reversed, six

homicides can be a tad much to explain
away. Particularly when the judges know
the case as well as, if not better than, you
do.

And especially when hundreds of
onlookers - colleagues at the bar whom
your client has insulted (he once gleefully

asked a gravedigger, "Why might not that

be the skull of a lawyer?") - are leaning for-

ward, salivating.

The client, Hamlet, Prince of Denmark,
was in trouble, big time: he survived a poi-

soned'tip duel only to be convicted in the

deaths of Polonius, Ophelia, Rosencrantz,

Guildenstern, Laertes and Claudius. In

tfioanting an appeal of those convictions

last week, the prince's self-appointed

lawyer, Daniel Komstein, did not deny that

Hamlet was linked to the deaths; instead, he

asked a three-judge panel to consider his

client's rotten mental state.

Hamlet, Komstein said, was the product

of a dysfunctional family and had a flair for

delusional behavior. The convictions should

thus be reversed, he argued, because
Hamlet had been temporarily insane.

"Look at the high suicide rate in

Scandinavia," Komstein said, implying that

his client had been brushed by such procliv-

ities. "Another lawyer here in town might

call it 'Danish rage!'" -

In an evening marked by bombast, wit

and erudite daffiness, scholars of both the

law and Shakespeare gathered before a

packed house at the City Bar Association in

Manhattan to present arguments for the

Elsinore appeal: People v. Hamlet.

The law they followed was that of New
Yoric state, except when federal law seemed
to apply. Or Danish. Or Elizabethan. Or
Kunstler's.

Was Ophelia an emotionally battered

woman, they wondered. Was Hamlet a seri-

al murderer or a victim of the Abused
Prince Syndrome? Could Hamlet, who was
known to have feigned madness, be his own

expert witness on insanity?

Kornstein, as protocol demanded,
stepped up to the lectern first and began his

defense of Hamlet, shoulders rising and

falling, hands gesturing wildly.

Barely a moment into his argument, a

panelist, Marvin Frankel, a retired federal

judge now in private practice, broke in. "Is

he on bail?" Frankel asked.

"He's been rotting in jail for these 400

years," Kornstein replied, adding that the

case was the quintessential example of, as

his client once put it, "The law's delay."

Later, the prosecutor, Stephen Gillcrs, n
New York University law professor and

ubiquitous le^al commentator, laid blame

for that delay on the defense's endless

requests for continuances and motions to

suppress evidence.

The city bar committee's decision to turn

to Shakespeare for a night's entertainment

was not entirely whimsical. A movement
known as law and literature has a following

in legal academe: proponents study how
trial lawyers use literary techniques like

building plot, narrative and character to pre-

sent cases, just as writers turn to legal dis-

putes to drive their fiction. -7-^

And Shakespeare, said Kornstein, a

lawyer who wrote "Kill All the Lawyers?
Shakespeare's Legal Appeal" (Princeton

University Press, 1994), was practically

obsessed with lawyers, courtrooms, cases

and legal conflicts stride through his plays.

That is because the man who wrote in

"Henry VI, Part 2" that, "The first thing we
do, let's kill all the lawyers," was himself

prodigiously litigious.

As Komstein notes, Shakespeare became
entangled in a 20-year breach-of-contract

suit between his uncle and^ is father, the

bailiff of Stratford, who was cfiarged twice

with violating usury laws. The playwright

instigated many lawsuits and was a witness

in others; his daughter, Susanna, sued a man
in church court for calling her an adulteress.

She won.

But it is also tme that Shakespeare's most

enthusiastic audiences included jurists from

the Inns of Court, the Elizabethan residen-

tial law schools and virtual gentlemen
lawyers' clubs, who would ask the students

to perform Shakespeare's plays for them.

Last Tuesday night, however, the

lawyers, with vengeful gleams in their eyes,

seemed intent on helping Shakespeare with

See HAMLET, page 11
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Israel and Jordan
draft pcMce treaty
AMMAN, Jordan — After tortuous

-overnight negotiations and with little

.
advance fanfare, Israel and Jordan initialed a
draft peace treaty here on Monday in the

first, major addition to the patchwork of
Middle East peace since last year's
agreement between Israel and the Palestine

Liberation Organization.

The treaty joined lands whose bouts of
war had, for over 20 years, left them as

- uneasy neighbors rather than activ^ combat-
ants. But in the region's diplomacy, it main-
tained the momentum of peace efforts and

-shifted the diplomatic focus to Syria and
Lebanon as Israel's only neighbors still in a
state of war.

Angry mob in Haiti

rampages Gonaives
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Despite
repeated calls for an end to violence, angry
mobs destroyed buildings and killed one
man in a northern Haitian city and may
have been responsible for two deaths in

Port-au-Prince.

The U,S, militaty discovered the bodies

of two Haitians in downtown Port-au-
Prince on Monday morning, hours after

tens of thousands of demonstrators, some
carrying rocks and clubs, rampaged
through the streets.

At least 10 houses and five stores were
destroyed Sunday night in Gonaives, 60
miles north of Port-au-Prince.

The cause of the violence appears to
have been unfounded rumors that army
chief of staff Jean-Claude Duperval was
plotting against President Jean-Bertrand
Aristidc,

—— ——

—

Russian proiMs^l
dismissed by U.S.
UNITED NATIONS -- In an unusual
public clash worthy of the Cold War,
Russia's Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev
came to the Security Council on Monday
to win sympathy for Saddam Hussein, but

was roundly rebuffed by the United States.

Kozyrev told the council that Iraq would
recognize the sovereignty and borders of
Kuwait and that the international commu-
nity must be prepared to consider lifting

the oil embargo against the regime in

Baghdad if cooperation continues. Just as

dramatic were the remarks of Iraqi Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz, who accused
the United States and 3ritain of leading an
unjust and punitive campaign by failing to

recognize what he called his country's
cooperation with the United Nations.
Monday's meeting was exceptional in that

the United States and Britain squared off

against Iraq, and Russia in public.

Duke chastises son
in biegkaphy incident

LONDON — In a move pointing to a rift

in the Windsor family, the Duke of
Edinburgh delivered a public rebuke on
Monday to his son, the Prince of Wales,
for cooperating with a biography that

presents the prince as someone who
underwent a lonely childhood, has an
unsatisfactory relationship with his
parents, and was browbeaten into a
loveless marriage.

Excerpts from the book, which will go
on sale next month, appeared over the

weekend in the Sunday Times, which has a
circulation of nearly 1.2 million. It has
proved a bombshell. The coverage on
Monday squeezed the story of Chancellor
Helmut Kohl's narrow election victory in

Germany off the top of many front pages
here.

Clinton criticizes

violence of youth
ALBUQUERQUE. N,M. — President
Clinton flew west on Monday to give a
speech to police chiefs about crime. But by
its end, he had instead spun an angry sermon
on the nation's duty to a generation of
children whose hearts, he said, were being
"turned to stor)e" by violence and neglect

After concluding remarks devoted largely

to the newly passed anti-crime legislation,

Clinton finally said the words, "I'd like to

end today," But he did not Instead, expand-
ing on a theme made early in his speech, he
said, "randcMn violence among young peo-
ple, people under the age of 18, is going up
dramatically in sickening ways."

RMd recalis Sedans,
halte car production
DETROIT— For the second time in two
months. Ford Motor Co, is recalling its new
Contour and Mystique compact sedans
because of a defect in the fiiel systems that

could cause fires.

Because it cannot make corrected tanks

fast enough. Ford said it has halted produc-

tion of the cars for a week, which will exac-

erbate dealer shortages of the cars just as
Ford is promoting them with a major intro-

ductOTy advertising campaign.

A total of 28,500 cars have the defect,

including almost 8,000 Ford Contours and
Mercury Mystiques in the United States and
Canada.

In September, Ford said it had learned
that static electricity could be created on a
shield attached to the cars' fuel filler pipes,

and recalled 8,200 cars to correct the prob-

lem, including about 200 that customers had
already purchased.
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internet services
offer card security
A San Diego company says it can protect

the confidentiality of credit card numbers
for consumers using personal computers to

make purchases on the Internet.

The service leaves buyers' credit carxl

numbers out of sales transactions. Instead,

buyers open accounts with First Virtual

Holdings Corp. and use that number to

enter a purchase. That way, credit card
information cannot be stolen by outsiders

over the Internet - the global computer net-

work.

Internet transactions have been subject

to consumer worries about the security of
their credit card information.

By Monday, the company had not
logged its first transaction, but an official

said a number of companies had asked
about applications,

Denlse Brown makes
public statement
As jury selection in the murder case against

OJ, Simpson entered its fourth day, a sister

of his former wife, Nicole Brown Simpson,
complained Monday that people were toying

to profit from her family's loss by selling

Halloween masks pcHlraying both the vk:tim

and the murder suspect.

The sister, Denise Brown, went public

with her complaint in a written statement

distributed to reporters.

Also, Judge Lance A, Ito delayed a deci-

sion on whether to exclude from the trial

crucial blood samples - including blood
found on Simpson's Ford Bronco and a

glove retrieved outside Simpson's home -

because prosecutors waited too long to

begin DNA testing.

Your

Village

Grocer

FOSTER FARMS CHICKEN
FOSiER
FnRmS®

Whole Fryers 79<|J/ib.

Chicken Breasts $1 .79/ib.

Boneless Breasts $2.99/ib.

Boneless Skinless Breasts $3.99/ib.

COKE & DIET COKE

. +CRV

6 pack - 12 oz. cans

Open'ti at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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What should I wear?

Recruiters know you may be coming directly from a class
or a part-time job, so it's not mandatory to wear business
attire. But, they do expect good grooming.
Take a look in the mirror: Is there anything I mJTt •Jd
about your appearance that could distract l.T!!!!^ .T^^.!!!
an employer from your qualifications?

U L • A

Hy favorite part of our anti-

union campaign was the flyer

that listed a lot of job tides

and asked if any one contract

could fit them all. What we

left out was the fact that

those jobs and many more are

already covered by just one set

of rules anyway. Ha ha.

We want integrity, not trickery.

Vote Yes! Vote UPTE!

UP University Professional and I echnlcal Employees,
CWA Local 9119. AFL-CIO

For more infomriatjon. call 310-443-5484

r
TIMEX FITNESS WEEK/

•n

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ALCOHOL
AWARENESS — -

COME AND SEE TODDy'SJLCOHOL & DRUG
AWARENESS INFO FAIR AT WESTWOOD PLAZA

11-2 p.m.

THE
DAISIES

0<

Sponsoring Groups:
student Welfare Commission
Cultural Affairs Commission
Natural High- SERVING FREE MOCKTAILS
Health Education

Student Psychological Services

PHC Source Counselors

Women's Resource Center

Office of Residential Life

Al-Anon

Narcotics Anonymous (NA)

EMT- AMBULANCE DISPLAY
GAMMA (IFC/Panhellenic)

UCPD
CSOs
LAPD

o^

©<

^N\-.0«^V^**

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
COUNCIL.

Paid for by USAC

UPCOMING EVENTS TOMORROW:
Health, Wellness & Fitness Fair

Westwood Plaza 11-2 p.m.

FREE PRIZES, RAFFLES, FREE OCEAN SPRAY

CULTURRL
RFFHIRS

301
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Acorns sprout where mighty oaks once grew

[

Interest in academic

journals declines in

the post-modem age
By William H. Honan
The New York Times

Half a century ago, the arrival of the latest

issue of a scholarly journal devoted to the arts

^nd humanities or the social sciences would
send professcMS scurrying into their hideaways
to devour an illuminating article by John
Maynard Keynes, John Dewey or perhaps
William James. ^

Today, the excitement generated by many of
these journals h^Avaned, and many of their

scholarly readers complain that the publica-

tions have been trivialized.

'There isn't the same attention paid to them
now that there used to be," said John Kenneth
Galbraith, the Harvard economist. "Someone

like Keynes would bypass them today and
write books instead, and I must say that my
own reading of them has become highly selec-

tive."

Martin Anderson, a former domestic and
economic policy adviser to Presidents Nixon
and Reagan who is now a senior fellow at

Stanford University, declared that not once in

his 1 2 years of government service did he hear
any policymaker refer to an article in an acade-
mic journal.

Not all academicians disdain these joumals

- there are now about 1 8,000 woridwide, with
most published in the. United States - but
many acknowledge a declining interest in

them.

(Scientific publications, unlike those in the

arts, the humanities and the social sciences, are

lai^ely exempt fit)m this criticism because the

groviih of scientific knowledge is expected to

take place in bits and pieces.)

A scan of recent joumals included:

See JOURNAL, page 12

fl The VCLA Centerfor

Japanese Studies
UCLAI]4^i5^t>^-

Invites you to study with the

JtSaucation A.Droa.a Program

in Japan

InforznAiion Meeting:

TuesJ&y, October 18, 1994
3:00 » -1:30 pm
unche Hall 11382 (lltK floor)

For Applications & ,

Information: x54889
EAP office: 28 Haines Hall

$<h d^ <h <f> ^ rN rh
-vq> -^- q> Cp q> q> 4>

MINI-GRANT PROGRAM
SPONSORED BY

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSION
CAN HELP!

$ NEED CASH?

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$d> d> <t> <h <t> ^ rh

>4> «4> Q> q> q> M> M>

The Student Mini-Grant Program encourages
undergraduate students to develop projects which
enrich undergraduate education. Grants of up to $500
will be available to any currently enrolled and
registered undergraduate or groups of
undergraduates.

There are three deadlines per quarter for applications:
3rd Week (Oct. 19)

ZZI 6th Week (Nov. 9)

9th Week (Dec. 30)

APPLY NOW!
Infomiation/Applications are available at

''

Academic Affairs Commission,
309Kerckhofr (310)825-2815

Advertise

Display

310.825.2161

Classified

310.825.2221

For (jod so loved the world,

that he gave his only

begotten son, that

whosever believeth in Him
should not perish, but have

everlasting life.

paid advertisemem 'John 3:16
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Ackerman Grand Ballroom

I'm a Liberal Arts major... what's there forme?

Almost half of the Fortun^ 1000 companies that recruit

on campuses seek liberal arts majors. Explore all the
options! You'll miss out on many opportunities
if you pass up an employer because you I "IfJ »J^
"think" you know what jobs they have, or i™>^ nA^
what majors they're looking for.
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Women's Resource Center I
Fall Programs 1994 2 Dodd Hall 82S-394S |||

WMnen of Color inl

Hi^er Education
I

:::::!:::it::i::!::::::::::::::;:i::::::;::i:::i:::::::::::i:

A distingui.shed group of

panelists will discu.ss Ihe roles

of women of color in higher

education, including their

personal experiences and the

obstacles and opportunities

facing women of color. Other

issues diat will be di.scus.sed

include social responsibility,

obtaining tenure, ajid the current

status of women in academia.

For those of you considering or

already attending graduate

school, this program will give
ijj

you an excellent chance lo ask ;jj

questions and to share your ijl

insights. jjj

::i::<!:;!;:!tt:iii:tt|it:i:;i!!!:::!:i}i:!:!:!li;::i::::;::i:;

i!i

Panelists:

Elma Gonzalez, Ph.D., Professor, Biology
~

Shirley Hune, Ph.D., Associate Dean, Graduate Programs
and Profcs.sor, Urban Planning

Mary Dillard, graduate student, African History

^•;H'l'|i{H?JH^HJ'!- !i
'ilHH'HH?HH!iHHHi;!' ! i

'
'
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'
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Transportation dept. calls GM trucks unsafe
Faulty pick-up design

results in 150 deaths

between 1977, 1988
TH^

By Michael D. Towie
Fort Worth Star-Telegram

WASHINGTON — The Transportation

Department said Monday that more than 4.5

million General Motors pick-up trucks on
the road today have a severe design defect

capable of killing drivers and passengers.

Transportation Secretary Federico Pena
said the department will hold a public meet-
ing Dec. 6 in Washington to determine
whether to order GM to recall its C/K pick-

up trucks, built between 1977 and 1988
with side-mounted fuel tanks.

An estimated 650,000 of the GM pick-

ups built during that time are on the road in

Texas.

Pena said the government, through
research by the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration (NHISA), has deter-

mined that about 150 people have been
killec^cause of the faulty design since the

trucks were introduced.

The deaths, Pena said, were "a result of
side-impact fires in crashes that were other-

wise survivable."

"NHTSA attributes this vulnerability to

GM's design and placement of the fuel
tanks outside the frame rails of these

trucks," the secretary said.

'The record clearly shows that there is an
increased risk associated with these GM
pick-ups, and leads me to conclude at this

point that that risk is unreasonable."

General Motors called Pena's remarks
"unjustified."

"These trucks are recognized even by the

National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration to have fully met the applic-

See TRUCK, page 13
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What should I tell the recruiters about myself?

Pretend you're the employer - why should they hire YOU?
Don't be afraid to talk about your work experience, extracur-

ricular activities, special projects, and accomplishments,

interests and capabilities. Rehearsing your i mI^ I mf^
"pitch" will make you feel and appear more ' ""^ bA"
confident, organized and focused.

c

J really don't care that your stinking Dally Bniln
is read by 8B% of the 56,800 whining students,
overpaid faculty and staff. And No, I don't care

I

that it's the most effective way to make a name
I

for my business. Besides, the guy we hired to
,
dress up in the clown suit and stand on the street
outside the shop Is doing Just fine.

The Moscow
Internship Program
Experience Russia Firsthand

biteniitknuil Projnils

wmmmmm
MOSCOW'^lii mm^ttmmmmmmmimmmmm

JOW

/ would like to receive more
information about the

Moscow Internship Program.

Street. atjL

Slato- Zip. J.—

L

Home fairtituiion__

Cmtmtumi: OPi a So a » r,mM.*nfm ttm.*

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

Quarter in Washinsbn Program

Live; vvork. & ateyJ IX dasses in Washington DC
Part-time field placements

Earn academic & honors cnedil

Design & conduct your own research project

f financial aid avaiiaUe

INFORMATION MEETIN
WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

Eva-y Tuesday & \^fednesday

3CB GSLIS Building

500 pm to 600 pm

MVLICAIIOXS lOk SPRING iug5 Dl'L NOX'liMBLK 2ivi

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

310 GSLIS Building, UCLA
(310)206-3109

information also available through the EXPO Center, A-213 Ackerman. (310) 825-0831

LSAT Course Comparison
TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

ii«? L.«>ctur« Mr«.
Clinic Uocturo Mrs GO/-i 2

99tM

ZS/2S

OOtM

42/0

?»-»tllc3

ivf«> lr-ir?.tr-«jc:tc:>r
•-•«-lr>li»-t«>

f^ fr>c?r \A/*?c>l

. -ijcjc? Cilirisi;-

l_»;i«?5. Or-ily F«<?£il
.5i/V~r Qi.ic-riti<:>f-i-i-

3 <z:oiit

Ves

3750

ISIo

3795

Yes

37-^5

There is no comparison!
We are the LSAT specialists.

Call today for more information

1 -«€><>^€»»€»-Mv5*i%^^
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Study shows city growth kills native urban flora
By Carol Kaesuk Yoon
The New York Times

While biologists have suspected that the

ever-increasing sprawl of human society
has taken a toll on native plant species, a

lack of detailed historical surveys has left

researchers unable to say exactly how many
and which ones have suffered.

Now scientists have taken advantage of
an unusual series of plant inventories done
over the last 100 years on Staten Island to

produce what researchers say is the first

clear picture of the fate of native species
during urban development.

The scientists found that since 1879,
Staten Island's native plant species have
been drastically reduced, with 443, or more
than 40 percent, now missing. The study
also showed that species were lost from
every kind of habitat.

At the same time, more than 100 alien

species have taken up residence. And
researchers say the losses documented on
Staten Island are quite likely typical of
those in many growing urban areas in the

United States.

'This study was one of the first systemat-
ic attempts to confirm what many biologists

have noted anecdotally across the country,"
said Dr. Reed Noss, a conservation biologist

at Oregon State University.

"It's an excellent case study of the kind
of biotic impoverishment and homogeniza-
tion that we're seeing across the continent,

especially in developed landscapes. On the

Eastern seaboard, in urban areas of the Sun
Belt, California and the Northwest, big
growth areas, I think this kind of process is

^oing to be repeated."

Dr. Dennis Whigham, plant ecologist at

the Smithsonian Environmental Research
Center in Edgewater, Md., said,

"Urbanization doesn't offer much that's

positive for native plants ancUt would be
my feeling that this sort of thing is going on
just about everywhere."

While botanists have been studying
plants in the United States for many years,

complete detailed and repeated surveys of a

See PLANTS, page 13

DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINIj

FROM ASUCLA AND

AUTODESK
Save Thoiuand^ ofDollars!

Whetheryou use Windows, DOS, or Macintosh, this isyour
chance to get powerful, professional AutoCad and 3D Studio
software at a fraction of the Hst price. Products come with all

AutoDesk documentation and are completely upgradeable.
Come to the ASUCLA Computer Store to make your

purchase from October 10 through October 30. Product will

not be available after October 30 at these prices. Only full-time
UCLA students, faculty, and staff are eligible. Sorry, no
departmental purchases.

Bundle 1 DOS: AutoCad Release 12 & Designer
List price $5,250 Special UCLA price $489
Bundle 2 WINDOWS:
AutoCad Release 12 & Autodesk Multimedia Explorer
List price $5,250 Special UCLA price $489
Bundle 3 2V1ACINTOSH:
AutoCad Release 1 2 & Autodesk Multimedia Explorer
List price $5,250 Special UCLA price $489

I pgl.HU

Bundle A DOS:
3D Studio Release 3 & IPAS Toolkit

List price $3,245 Special UCLA price $409
Bundle 5: Bundle l plus Bundle 4
List price $8,495 Special UCLA price

Bundle 6: Bundle 2 plus Bundle 4
List price $8,495 Special UCLA price $775

ASUCLA

COMPUTER

STORE

leii't eiiMTEi iTiiE IF ciiief

The ASUCLA Computer Store is located on B-level

Ackerman Union, 310/826-6962; Mon-Thur 7:46-7:30;

Fri 7:46-6; Sat 10-6; Sun 12-6

For DOS ani VI'inio»4 version ont)f.

' Special upgrade prieing availakte only tkromgk ASUCLA
Computer Store. Valii thru J months from upgrade intro^metiom.

OS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH DOS WINDOWS MACINTOSH OOS
>uJ
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Wednesday, October 19, 1994, Noon - 5 piti

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

What should I say, what should I do?

Be friendly, enthusiastic and courteous. Show interest by asking
questions. Find out from recruiters what their companies are
like, what they're looking for in entry-level hires, and what kinds
of current and future opportunities await UCLA
graduates. Be ready to talk about the skills and
talents that set you apart from other job appli-

cants.

IdOsW
riANNINC CiNIII
U • C A

AIMNOUWCINC

Scholar

(J^ward.
ELIGIBILITY

Undergraduate Students
• minimum 3.5 GPA
• minimum sophomore status

• minimum 36 UCLA units

Graduate Students

• must be from

non-Letters & Science

department

HOW TO APPLY
Undergraduates may nominate themselves, but must obtain a
faculty sponsor in the department of their major. A faculty
sponsor may nominate no nfore than two students.

Graduate students must be nominated by their department chair.
A department chair may nominate only one student for the award.
Department office staff will have the application materials
beginning September 26.

DEADLINE
All materials must be received by Wednesday, October 26, 1994

AWARDS
Undergraduates $500 . $2,500
Graduates ^'^ qqq . 53000

Applications are available at the James West Alumni Center. For
more information, please contact the UCLA Alumni Association

Advisory and Scholarship Office at 206-0622 or 825-9190

UCLAIumd
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From page 1

While opposing student advo-
cacy group members at the press

conference stressed that the IFC
should remain desponsored - not

much vocal resistance arose about

responsoring the Panhellenic
Council.

"The racism, sexism and homo-
phobia surrounding IFC we didn't

see in Panhellenic," Asian Pacific

Coalition member Sunnia Ko said.

But the sororities are still exclu-

sive and elitist like the fraternities,

she added.

Panhellenic President Erin
Einstein said her group has kept
up with the times by holding edu-

cational seminars about date rape

and alcohol awareness. But
Einstein insists the changes are

not due to outside pressure.

'The changes were made not to

appease anyone or to get respon-

sored," she said. "We're making
the changes for us - to keep the

greek system alive at UCLA."
As for student council support,

greek supporters have the ear of
the council's president.

Make the most of

"If they're taking steps

to change some of the

problems they've had in

the past, then these are

steps in the right

direction."

Rob Greenhaigh

USAC President

"Look at where the greek system

is right now," USAC President Rob
Greenhaigh said. "If they're taking

steps to change some of the prob-

lems they've had in the past, then

these are steps in the right direc-

tion."

"The past problems were due to

accountability and responsibility,

and I think we've made changes to

deal with those issues," Chaudoir
agreed.

Opposing student group mem-
bers agreed that accountability and
responsibility are major issues. But
unlike Chaudoir, they said they do
not see any improvement.

"Empowerment does not come
from stepping on other groups,"

Raza Women member Italia

Guardado said. "You don't see

other (student advocacy groups)
undermining other groups," she

said, referring to the racist and sex-

ist song lyrics found a couple of

years ago.

Fraternities want to maintain
their traditions of exclusiveness,

opposing group members said, but

still want to acquire student advoca-

cy group status, which would
require open meetings and mem-
bership.

"Our fundamental mission is dif-

ferent from theirs," said African

Student Union member J. Jioni

Palmer. "There would be an incon-

sistency to put them on the same
level as MEChA or ASU. It's an
insult to what we've gone through

as an oppressed people," he said at

the conference.

Pausing from his homework at

his fraternity house several hours
before the press conference, history

junior Chris Munger, who was not

at the conference, offered his view
of the situation.

"I think that a lot of times frater-

nities at UCLA are scapegoated,"

'said the Beta Theta Pi member. "I

think the fraternities and sororities

are misunderstood."

"We are a private organization,"

Munger stressed. "We own this

house. What goes on within these

four walls stays within these four

waJls."

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday October 19, Noon - 5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

—

—

Tve never been to a career fair...what should 1 expect?

More than 80 companies, governnnent offices and not-for-

profit organizations will have information tables. An informal

"open house" format will allow yoti lo meet recruiters and

ask questions about full-time positions, i »1^ I mT^
internships and summer Jobs. Come and stay l»Vi^"»^™
as long as your schedule permits! >iahwinc ctwTTi

\J * C. * L • A

Hot Hair Salon
1007BROXTONAVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310)824-2576

"WAXING BYM.NA

Bikini Wax .$8
European Facial $45
Eyelash Tint $12
Lip or Chin Wax $5
Eyebrows Wax $6
Half Legs $10
Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini..... $20
Arms.... $14
Underarms $8

RAISE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS

^

PLASTIC.

THE ONE CARD FOR CREDIT, CASH & CALLING

The AT&T Universal MasterCard Call 1 800 438-8627 to apply.

-'—"—'<———»- •
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What is Prop. 187?
The ''Save Our State'' Initiative

Tuesday, October 18th, 12-1 p.m.

in Ackerman 3530

Tom Chabolla of the

Office of Justice fie P^ace

from the Archdiocese of Los Angeles

will speak on Prop. 187

, and it's impact on California.

What will be the impact

ofFrop. 187 if it passes?

-^ -^ Will it save money?
Will it change immigration policy?

.—— Who will be hurt? —
COME FIND OUT

WHAT EVERY STUDENT
SHOULD KNOW

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.G.

OR SACRAMENTO!

nt

^ P'

Info Meetings:

Tuesday Oct. 18, 12 noon

^JhursdayOct.20, 5pm^

Deadline; Oct 28, 1994

Expo Center

311 Plaza Building

aCallforDetails:a

825-0831

great scores...

+7-2
points

„>r,E SCORE .MPBn...

n

4 !"

to prepare for

the December test
Classes begin in

WESTWOODon: October 18th at 6pm or

October 24th at 6pm

'Seats are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score

KAPLAN
•A« <loci»m#ol»Kl m \hm M»y IflO^ KnpUn I.SAT Pcilorm^nco Slody roortirled hy PUcm W»l»»fho«»««

PROFANITY
From page 2

Why else do people still chuck-

le at hoary jokes about Jimmy
Hoffa's being buried in tjie

Meadowlands or venerate the

studied working-class hip of
Bruce Springsteen, Asbury Park's

favorite multimillionaire rock
star?

So was Raritan's slap at cussing

part of a larger image-building
campaign in a community where
the unhuddled masses breathe
free, mow the yard and refurbish

their old houses come Saturday if

they can squeeze in the down
time?

... preserving the quality

of life demanded fast, if

draconian, action.

Raritan officials didn't describe

it that way, of course, and
Raritan's little spasm of gentility

is no doubt headed for legislative

ignominy. But it seemed to reflect

the borough's aspiring sensibili-

ties. The no-curse bill, it turned

out, was only the latest in a series

of efforts to preserve civility.

The borough reduced the speed

limit on Main Street from 30 miles

per hour to only 25 mph and post-

ed signs informing drivers that

pedestrians have the right of way.

A property maintenance code
was enacted, putting the munici-

pal imprimatur on common-sense
things that homeowners should
have been doing already, like

installing smoke detectors. Raritan

also imposed a 10 p.m. curfew on
children under 17.

- All this had the nostalgic feel of

1990s officials yearning for the

politesse of another age, where
when people forgot themselves
they said "the devil it does" and
"drat and double drat."

That was then, this is now,
when the jarring syllables of the

Anglo-Saxon variety echo through

the streets of urban America - and
down the darkened rows of subur-

ban octoplexes.

Ultimately, the ubiquity of the

discouraging words that Raritan's

town fathers wanted to make sure

were seldom heard make this lat-

est amendment an exercise in frus-

tration. The police, who mig
need some soapy mouthwash o
their own from time to time, could
not have enforced it.

Still, Raritan officials figured

that preserving the quality of life

demanded fast, if draconian,
action.

There's nothing new about that:

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani has been
sounding the same theme in New
York. In New York, civility-boost-

ing has had very limited success.

A nonprofit group called New
York Pride was set up four years
ago. Among its first projects was a

"civility campaign" to reduce
rudeness. This being New York,
there were radio jingles, a toe-tap-

ping civic pride song and a slogan:

"Try a little tenderness."

But New York Pride is no more.
"The decision was made to just let

it go" about 1 8 months ago, said
its president, Herbert Rickman,
who had been a City Hall aide
under Mayor Edward Koch.
Rickman said he had been divid-

ing his time between New York
and Europe, "and there was no one
to take the leadership." He also*
said that "oppositipn" from the

administration of David Dinkins
"made fund-raising difficult."

But not even Rickman sees
Raritan's ordinance as the way t5

go, "I defend the right of anyone
to curse," he said, "even though I

may fmd it offensive."
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INCUMBENTS
From page 3

- in other words, to go on the

attack.

But another essential, clearly, is

to become the non-incumbent
incumbent; the officeholder who
is in Congress, but not of it.

As Rep. Bob Carr, D-Mich.,
who is running for the Senate,

puts it in a commercial: "I've been
an independent voice in

Washington. I've stood up to party

leaders and opposed every pay
raise,"

President Clinton, for his part,

has been tapping into the same
Zeitgeist, presenting himself as an

agent of change, just ^ he did in

his presidential campaign.

The challengers, of course, try

their best;to link every incumbent
to a tired, ineffective, inherently

corrupt Congress, Contempt of
Congress is not a crime in the ads

of 1 994; it is a core strategy.

Some political analysts and'

elected officials watch this with

dismay, worried that candidates

are not simply appealing to the

voters' cynicism toward the insti-

tution but are also stoking it, thus

insuring that another Congress
will be undermined from the start

by public mistrust.

"We're really in a downward
spiral, and how you get out of it I

don't know," said Thomas
Patterson, a professor of political

science at Syracuse University.

"The term 'vicious circle' is a fair-

ly apt way of describing where we
are: a deepening cynicism that

leads to messages that reinforce it,

and outcomes that simply main-
tain the circle."

HAMLET
From page 3

a rewrite.

Komstein soldiered on, facing a

skeptical panel of judges who
were disturbed by Hamlet's ten-

dency to choose his moments of

madness, "You've convinced me
he was excited, but not nuts," said

Judge Kevin Duffy, the federal

judge in the World Trade Center

bombing case, who is known to

the bar as a character in his own
right.

When Komstein launched what""

was to be his most persuasive
argument - that Hamlet could not

be held responsible for Ophelia's

death because she killed herself -

Konstein launched ...

his most persuasive

argument - that Hamlet

could not be held

responsible for

Ophelia's deatR because

she killed herself...

the third judge struck. "What
makes you think Ophelia commit-
ted suicide?" said Jeanne Roberts,

a Shakespeare scholar from
American University.

The clatter of Kornstein's
dropped jaw reverberated through-

out the hall.

Judge Roberts noted a witness'

account suggesting that Ophelia
might have been a victim of a slip

and fall; that she may have slid

from a breaking willow bough
into a brook and drowned acciden-

tally.

Even assuming that Ophelia
did kill herself. Judge Duffy later

asked the prosecutor, Cillers:

"Anytime anyone writes a Dear
John letter, they're liable for

prosecution? All he did was reject

her. >^--

because eyes are also a
terrible thing to waste*^^

• Large selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

• Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310) 208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

PIZZA usm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
an18"

(it's huge!)
11628 WfTA MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
I

15* Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings
; i

I only$8bS6

I

plus Garlic Breod and 2 Cokes

only $9.99.
,

[_Add$l and mate lt_an Ex-Large 18' '

$12.99
X-LARGE
All the toppings

your heort desires

FREE 6-pack of Coke

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19

Noon - 5 pm

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Accounting Advantage

AdLink

American Express

Andersen Consulting

Aramark Uniform Services

Arco Products

Arjay Teleconununications

Armstrong World Industries

Arthur Anderson

Automated Data Processing

Bankers Trust

Ben Bridge Jeweler

Capital Group (The)

Charles Dunn Company

CIA ,

Con-Way Western Express

Coopers & Lybrand

Culver Personnel

Deloitte Sc Touche

Disneyland Resort

Eastman Kodak

E & J Gallo Winery

Eli LiUy

Entertainment Youth Fund Raising

Epson America, Inc. .

Farmers Insurance

FBI

Federal National Mortgage Ass'n

Participating Employers
First Interstate Bank

General Mills

Houlihan Lokay Howard & Zukin

John Hancock Financial Services

KCBS-FM /Arrow 93

KTLA
Lady Foot Locker , —
LEK/Alcar

Lieberman Research

LA City Personnel Department

. LA County Community

Development Commission

LA College of Chiropractic

LA Police Department

LA Unified School District

LSI Logic Corporation

Mark Dauberman CPA Review'

McMaster Carr Supply Company

Merck & Company, Inc.

Merisel

Minolta

Monitor Company

Monterey Institute

NASA Langley Research Center

New England (The)

Northwestern Mutual Life

Olde Discount

Pacific Bell
"

Resume Rx
Could your resume use a shot of energy? The PCPC
"Resume Doctor" will prescribe a remedy. Stop by

for a free con.sullation. No appointment re^fuired.

Monday, the 17th: 9 am - 5 pm, PCPC Building

Tuesday, the 18th: 9 am - 7 pm. PCPC Building

Wednesday, the I9th: 12-5 pm, Ackerman Ballroom

Pacific Lodge Boys' Honw
Peace Corps

Primerica Financial Services

Princeton Review

Professional Xerographic

Prudential (The)

Prudential Preferred Financial

Services

Prudential Insurance

Roadway Package System

Select Copy Services

Sumitomo Bank

Swiss Bank

TAD Resources

Tandy/Radio Shack

Telephone Connection

Texaco

Trident Data Systems

20th Century Fox

UCLA Campus Human Resources

United Parcel System (UPS)

U.S. Air Force

U.S. Border Patrol

U.S. Marine Corps

U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs

Verity Consulting Group

Western Staff Services ,

XAP Company

FlACEMfNT A CAREER
PLANNING CENTEK

u
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A\ACIN10SH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works,
PageMaker, and more

lean teach where YOUitre on YOUR computer •

Low rates • call Jim 310/472-3770

Make the most of

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday, October 19, 1994, Noon - 5 piii

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Should I bring a resume? What if I don't have one?

A resume isn't essential, although many employers will request

one. A good resume covers the basics: education, work experi-

ence and achievements. Don't forget your name, address and
phone number. If you need help preparing your

resume, come to the Placement and Career I *lfj !|T(§I
Planning Center for a drop-in appointment with a >i*ctMiwi »

c

xi7?i

career advisor. uV^- L >"a

Get The StRaiGHj Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age /

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

iitvuibU • /ttmiavabU • TradUiotuU • EuropeoH Surgical OrthodoMicj • Cosmetic Porcelain

BRENTWOOD ORTHODONTIC CENTER
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Speckribt

1 1645 Wilshirc Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. Suite A
a-€3-EZl Brentwood (310) 826 -7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-e

This could have been your ad,

Dally Bruin Advertising

Display 825.2161

Classified 825.2221

6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19

Noon -5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Representatives from over'80 corporations, government offices, schools and not-for-profit

organizations will provideJnfornnation on full-tinne career positions, internships and summer
jobs. An informal "open house" format will make it easy for you to talk to recruiters!

The Best Way to Get Ideas for Your Future is to Ask Plenty of QuestionsI

Here are sample questions you may want to ask the recruiters:

Why is your company a good place to work?
i What entry-level positions are available in your company, and what kinds

of people do you hire to fill them?
What opportunities or challenges are associated with these positions?
What skills, work experience and educational background are required?
What are typical first-year assignments?
How does the company measure performance and promote employees?
Hoes the company have formal training programs, or do employees
receive on-the-job training?

How would you describe your company's culture and management style?
What do you see as the major strengths and weaknesses of
your company?
Who are your major competitors, and how do they stack up against you
in terms of new product development and market share?

;•_
• What makes your company different from its competitors?
How do you see your industry changing over the next ten years? What
can I do to prepare myself for such changes?

Sponsored by:

PUCEMENT » CABIEK
PIAWNIWC CEMTit

U»C • L>

A

JOURNAL
From page 6

•A 10-page article in

Communication Quarterly citing 43

references to support the thesis that

music video programs are contrived

to boost the sale of pop music
recOTdings.

• An 8-page article in Women's
Studies Quarterly by a "math-anx-

. ious individual" describing "a femi-

nist approach to introductory
statistics."

•A three-page article in Chicago
Medicine about the rise of homicide

rates entitled "Recognizing
Homicide as a Health Risk."

Educators offer several explana-

tions for the declining interest. For

one, the fragmentation of knowl-

edge in recent years has made many
periodicals seem like stadiums
leased for cozy academic tea par-

ties.

"You have five or six scholars

writing for each other, and nobody
else knows or cares what it's all

about," said one long-time journal

editor who spoke on condition of

anonymity.

Then, too, educators say, many
journals succumb to the pressure of

professors interested primarily in

packing their resumes with publica-

tion credits required for better jobs,

promoticMis, raises and, the ne plus

ultra, tenure.

"College presidents do a lot of

talking about the need for faculty to

do more teaching and less publish-

ing, but when it comes to tenure, if

you haven't published, bang, you're

out!" said Bill Katz, a professor in

the library school at the State

University of New Yoric at Albany,

who is editor of Magazines for

Libraries.

Another reason for the waning
interest in these periodicals, acade-

micians say, is antipathy toward ref-

ereed journals, in which a

committee of experts reviews sub-

missions, deciding which merit
publication.

"In the referee system, no one
person is responsible for the publi-

cation," Katz said, "and also it

means that everything moves so
slowly that you could discover the

meaning of life and it wouldn't
appear in print for 20 years."

At the same time, Katz added,

the journals also perform important

services. "They're a godsend for

young scholars - equivalent to the

small presses for beginning novel-

ists," he said, "and many of the new
journals are quite imaginative."

He cited Raritan, a literary quar-

terly edited by Richard Poirier and
supported by Rutgers University,

which in recent years has attracted

contributors like Harold Bloom and
Joyce Carol Oates.

Other colleges and universities,

hard pressed financially ami aware
of the dwindling significance of

their scholarly journals, are reduc-

ing the publicaticxis' budgets.

A recent casualty is Romance
Philology, a publication of the
University of California Press,

which covers the field of medieval
romance languages. A recent cut-

back eliminated most of its paid
editorial and production staff, and
the journal survived only by raising

its sub^ption price by 37 percent,

which resulted in a 10 percent
reduction in subscriptions.

One way of gauging the impact
of an article is hcfw many times it is

cited elsewhere, which the Institute

for Scientific Information tracks in

a ccwnputerized summary.
"The requests we receive to

ch^k citation frequency have dou-
bled in the last year," said
Pendlebury. "The people who pay
the bills for these publications are

under increasing financial stress;

and they come to us for an indepen-

dent opinion about what is useful

and what is ikh useful."
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TRUCK
From page 7

able safety standards for fuel sys-

tem integrity in collision," said

Bruce MacDonald, a GM
spokesman in Detroit.

"They outperform many newer
vehicles in terms of both fuel sys-

tem crash worthiness and occu-

pant protection. General Motors
stands fully behind these trucks,

their safety record and the engi-

neers that designed them."

In April 1993 the

Transportation Department asked

GM to recall the trucks, but the

company declined.

The pick-ups with so-called

"side-saddle" tanks have been the

subject of lawsuits by victims and

victims' families nationwide.
Several suits have been filed in

Texas and the Metroplex.

Frank Zelenuk, a GM employee

from Arlington, died when his

1987 GM pick-up caught fire after

a side-impact collision in 1989 on
Texas 360. A suit stemming from

his death was settled.

His son, Richard Zelenuk, said

GM was motivated by greed and

ignored the safety hazard its

trucks posed.

"They had very little regard for

human life," he said. "All they

were interested in was saving

money. They didn't give a damn
about the families who had loved

ones burned alive in those trucks."

Pena said records indicated GM
may have known in the early

1970s that placing the truck's fuel

tanks outside the frame was a haz-

ard. But, he said, GM didn't

change the design until after 1987

because the design allowed GM to

claim its trucks went farther on a

tank of gas than that of its com-
petitors.

The secretary said GM's
responsibility in making the C/K
trucks went beyond meeting fed-

eral safety standards. He said GM,
under the National Traffic and
Motor Safety Act, was also oblig-

ated to produce trucks that "oper-

ate safely in real-world
conditions."

"Meeting a safety standard does

not absolve a manufacturer of its

responsibility to produce safe

. vehicles," Pena said.

MacDonald, the GM
spokesman, said Pena was "politi-

cizing" the regulatory process.

"The suggestion that GM put

sales ahead of safety is outrageous

and wrong," he said.

National consumer groups want

the government to force GM to

repair existing trucks by adding
liners and protective steel cages to

reduce fire risks.

"Secretary Pena has stood up
for the American consumer to

confront a $140 billion corpora-

tion that refuses to spend $100 per

truck to fix the worst crash fire

defect in history," said Clarence

Ditlow, executive director of the

Center for Auto Safety.

Ditlow said his organization has

found 1,284 people were killed in

pick-ups with the so-called defec-

tive design.

PLANTS
From page 8

single area's flora are rare. The sci-

entists who did the latest study say

they were fortunate to able to take

advantage of extensive surveys done

in 1879, 1930 and 1981, as well as

several smaller studies, to exart^ine

changes in Staten Island's flora over

the last 100 years.

"These kinds of data are very

rare," said Dr. George Robinson, a

plant ecologist at the State

University of New York at Albany

who is an author of the study. "It's

absolutely precious data."

The "Only one" in Westwood!

^i\^M

(310)478-3270 • (310) 47^.3492

1767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 900r4 ^'^^Z

Make the most of

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday October 19, Noon - 5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

How can I get information on employers which will be there?

Profiles on participating employers, annual reports, videotapes

and other materials are available at the Career Resources

Library at the Placement and Career Planning Center. Take some
time to familiarize yourself with these employers i ^y^ I mT^
so you'll be able to ask intelligent, well-thought- \wJ\mAmA.^
out questions. This will show recruiters that nAWMixtt eiHTti

you're eager, dedicated and goal-oriented. u <: l • a

You're feeling sleepy.
You XA^ant to advertise.

External 825-2161

Daily Bruin

A?
e.N.^

Befs
proudly presents

^.
Tuesday, October 18

AT CLUB AXIS
652 N. LaPeer

(between Santa Monica and Melrose)

<^̂^

^^r
Buses will shuttle beginning at 10 p.m. from Strathmore and Gayley

$6 cover-All proceeds will benefit the

Pediatric AIDS Foundation

HgADLjNiS/DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

18 and over

casual dress

Questions or donations call

Frank or Brad @ 208-58 IQ

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

1
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

Old conflicts re-emerge in sponsorship debates
Do not forget injustices - campus has

yet to see concrete evidence of change
By iMax Espinoza, Quynti Nguyen and
J. Jioni Palmer

- Thefollowing article was submitted to

represent a coalition ofmembersfrom el

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicana/o de
Azjlan, Asian Pacific Coalition, African

Student Union, Samahang Filipino, Ram
Women and together student newsmagazine.

How soon some forget the horrors of the

fraternity system on our campus.
It was but two years ago that the disgust-

ing songbooks, containing songs like "Lupe"
("My hot fucking, cock-sucking Mexican
whore"), were discovered and exposed.

It was in 1968 and 1981 when parties

like "Viva Zapata" degraded Emiliano
Zapata, a national Mexican hero, and other

symbols of Mexican pride. Only 10 years

ago, parties such as 'Tequila Sunrise" had
fraternity members wetting their backs as
they crawled underneath barbed wire

(symbolizing the border) to enter the party.

Some also forget the countless rapes

and sexual assaults committed at many of
these parties by fraternity members.

But every person who has seen and
understands the horrors of rape, sexism,

racism, homophobia and discrimination has
not and cannot forget injustices committed
by the fraternity system. We cannot forget

why IFC was desponsored in the first place.

This year, IFC is up for sponsorship.

Again. If IFC is truly about the business of
changing their system, sponsorship should
not be their top priority. If they have
changed, those changes should be able to

speak for themselves. We have not seen
concrete evidence of change. ,

Tonight, USAC will vote on whether
IFC will be sponsored. What is sponsor-
ship? The USAC constitution states the

goals of sponsorship as to "promote the

Our organizations were bom out of
repressive socioeconomic conditions and
therefore our purposes are fundamentally

different from that of the IFC. It is impossi-

ble to put us on the same level as IFC, and
doing so would mean that we behave in the

same way they have in the past (we do not).

Before USAC decides to go forward and
responsor the IPC, they must re-evaluate the

system of sponsorship. Will sponsorship be a

meaningful measure in addressing inequali-

ties, or will it be an empty classification?

Nguyen is afourth-year sociology student;

Espinoza is a second-year undeclared
student; Palmer is a second-year Near
Eastern studies student.

USAC responsorship necessary to keep
greek ties within campus community
By Chris Chaudoir

An open letter to the UCLA community:
Two weeks ago the Interfratemity and

Panhellenic Council raised the issue of

responsorship at USAC. In addition to

answering questions regarding the respec-

tive councils, we presented our case for

responsorship as a student advocacy
group. In a good faith effort to continue

o^n communication, this letter is submit-

ted.

The Interfratemity and Panhellenic

Councils respectfully ask consideration for

responsorship. The UCLA greek system
has had two years apart from USAC in

which to correct many of its problems.

-

... it is clear to us that

IFC should not be sponsored

as a Student Advocacy

Group.

empowerment of students of different

race, gender, culture, sexual orientation,

ethnicity, disability and class."

We ask, can our student government offi-

cially recognize and^«^ an organization

that has repeatedly contradicted the official

goals of sponsorship? The USAC bylaws
clearly state that "The Undergraduate
Students Association Council shall not sup-
port or affiliate with any organization which
legally discriminates on the basis of: race,

creed, sex ... , age, national origin, religion,

physical handicap or sexual orientation"

(Section E, USAC bylaws). Based upon the

bylaws, it is clear to us that IFC should not
be sponsored as a Student Advocacy Group.

Student Advocacy Groups (SAGs), such
as the African Student Union, Asian Pacific

Coalition and el Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicana/o de Aztlan exist to address inequal-

ities, improving recruitment and retention of
students, faculty, staff and administration and
"promoting a better understanding of cultur-

al heritage through curriculum."
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The progress and advancements have
been extraordinary. Here arc some of the

achievements of a new greek system,

including major efforts to revamp past

common practices:

• Adoption of a national award-winning
Risk Management and Social Conduct
Policy.

• Creation of the First Annual Alcohol
Awareness Forum for all university stu-

dents. The forum featured Mike Green, a
nationally recognized speaker on alcohol

abuse, with attendance of 1 ,000.

• Participation in forums with student

advocacy groups that we have typically

been at odds with.

• Entrance into our fifth year of working
with the UCLA Women's Resource Center
to host row-wide workshops.

• Re-charter of a dormant "National
Order of Omega" greek honor society to

honor those students who have demon-
strated outstanding academic achieve-

ments.

• Continuation of the quarteriy "New
Member Forum" in which all new mem-
bers to the system arc educated on
accountability and responsibility as UCLA
students.

• Participation in a proposed greek-

Individually and collectively,

the fraternities and sororities

are required to live up to a

higher standard of maturity-

and sensitivity.

wide community relations committee.
This will comprise members of all greek
letter organizations as well as the univer-
sity police department and community
members.

• Adoption of row-wide mandatory edu-
cational programming hours for each fra-

ternity and sorority. Issues range from
cultural awareness to AIDS.

• Provision of more than 7,000 hours of
community service per year and raised the

most money for philanthropic endeavors
on campus.

• Support of all campus-related activi-

ties and worked with USAC despite lack
of recognition.

• Maintainance of the most diverse mem-'
bership of any organization on campus.

Prior to these changes, the greek system
faced many difficulties with accountabili-

ty, responsibility and communication. The
Interfratemity and Panhellenic Councils
have worked hard to address these prob-
lem areas.

The fraternities and sororities have
never been subject to stricter scrutiny from
their governing bodies. Individually and
collectively, the fraternities and sororities

are required to live up to a higher standard
of maturity and sensitivity.

To realize its full potential, the greek
system must now concentrate on further

communicati^on. While our individual

efforts have been successful, sponsorship
will allow for further advancement.

Chaudoir, a political science senior, is the

Interfratemity Council President.
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'Red-blooded' pick-up artist

receives iiis just desserts

The story you are about to

read is a fib, but it's short.

. I was doing my usual

Thursday night research at

Stratton's in Westwood, hoping
to come up with some material

for my Tuesday column. Did I

ever find some! Can you say,

"lesbian threesome?" I knew
you could.

It all started

when I took my
usual position

at the bar next

to these two hot

little numbers.
When I say

these girls were
hot, I mean I

was in hell ask-

ing for ice

water and those

girls were carrying the buckets,

if you know what I mean.
And since God had blessed

them with such ample sets of
lungs, I decided to bless them
with my sure-fire line that works
on babes of that curvature. I

said, "Are you ladies trying to

make me dizzy?"

They said, "No. why?"
"Because I'm used to seeing

double when I drink, but in your
case, I'm seeing quadruple."

They didn't respond, but

knowing how chicks dig it when
I do the talking, I thought of
something topical to keep the

conversation going.

I had been'complaining all

last week about the stupid

"Coming Out Week" at UCLA
for gays and lesbians. I figured

that if I told these hotties about
my distaste for the perverse

week sponsored by the LGB stu-

dents (lesbians, gays, bisexuals),

these ladies would melt next to

my blazing manliness.

I spoke at them in my usual

authorative tone. "Gays this, les-

bians that. What's up with all

this 'Coming Out' stuff? Soon
they're going to have a 'Staying

Heterosexual Week' for the few
remaiiting red-blooded white

males left in this world."

That comment was greeted by
giggles from the two little

nymphs. The ice had been bro-

ken so I pressed on.

"I keep hearing that lesbos

(derogatory slang always turns

chicks on) are supposed to be 10
percent of the population. H, E,

double toothpicJcs!" I said. "I

see these butch-topped, hair-

down-the-neck lesbos every-

where. So much so that it's hard

to find two quality heterosexual

women like yourself these

days."

They giggled some more. I

could tell these little honeys
were digging my scene so I

started winging it. "And these

gay guys ... when are they going
tQ read the goddamn Bible and
realize it's Adam and Eve, not

Adam and Steve?"

That's when Blondie No. 1

interrupted me and said, "How
do you know that me and my
friend here aren't lesbians?"

Atlas shrugged (that's what I

call my you-know-what), and
for a moment doubt entered my .

mind. I recoiled and uttered a

flawless counterargument.
"Naw, two long-haired babes
like you? You're too good-look-
ing to be lesbians. Ha, ha. That
would be one big quality control

mix-up in God's kitchen, you
know what I mean?"

That's when Blondie No. 2

said, "What if we were bi?"

"Come again?" I said.

"You know, what if we like to

straddle the fence."

"You mean you two and me?"
I said, pulling at my now-tight

collar.

"Yes, us two and you. What
makes you think that just

because we don't have short

hair, deep voices or bachelor's

degrees in women's studies that

we couldn't be lesbians or bisex-

ual? You're attracled to us, aren't

you? Why shouldn't we be

attracted to each other as well?"

"Well, I, uh ..."

"You think that 10 percent of
the population is gay or straight

and that's a problem. You would
like society to be 100 percent

straight, a world of black and
white, husband and wife. Have
you ever noticed that the world
is rarely so evenly divided?

People are never good of bad;

they are little bits of both."

I vaguely remember stuttering

at this juncture before being ver-

bally castrated.

When I say these girls

were hot, I mean I was in

hell asking for ice water

and these girls were

carrying the buckets ...

"You need to realize that the

world is not black and while,"

she began. "The world is vary-

ing shades of gray. If people

weren't raised in a society that

forces the physically weaker sex

to be disenfranchised and allows

the physically stronger sex to

realize that the true power
comes from the mind and not

the biceps, the notion that the

physically weaker sex needs the

physically stronger sex for prop-

er identity within society would
not exist."

"We would then see a wider
array of sexual orientations,"

she continued, "where, accord-

ing to the law of probability, a

fifth of the population would be

gay, a fifth would be lesbian, a

fifth would be bisexual, a fifth

would be straight and a fifth

would be asexual."

"Does that mean both of you
are going to come back to my
place so that I can play postal

worker and lick stamps two at a

time?" I asked, hoping that all

those confusing complex frac-

tions were adding up to victory.

"There is a one-fifth chance
that I am straight, one-fifth

chance that my friend is straight,

one-fifth chance that I am bisex-

ual, and in your world, that adds
up to a four-fifths chance of

sleeping with one or both of us."

"Are those good or bad
odds?" I asked.

"Well, that's 80 percent in

most math books, and seeing

that you are such a knowledge-
able, understanding and insight-

ful gentleman I would give you
the other 20 percent on credit."

"So, you're saying that if I

expand my boundaries and
acknowledge that variety within

sexual preference is good, there

is a 100 percent chance of one

or both of you coming home
with me?"

'That's how you are to under-

stand it, uh, studmuffin," she

said.

At that point, Blondie No. 1

wrote down some directions on
~

a napkin for me. If I followed

them, she said, I would be sure

to get some action.

The directions were as fol-

lows: "Go east on the 10 free-

way, get off on the corner of

Florence and Normandie, park,

take off your clothes and yell at

the lop of your lungs, 'Rodney
King deserved it!'" The girls

assured me that when I yelled

that, they would make sure I^got

all the action a red-blooded, het-

erosexual white male like me
deserves.

1 am writing this on my
portable computer right now on
the 10 freeway. I'll let.you know
next week what it was like to be

in my shoes. Eat your hearts

out!

> '

Peter Hamilton is a graduate art

student and the editor of
"UCLART: Literary Arts

Journal.

"
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It'sbeginning to looic a lot iiice a concrete jungle
By Christian Smith

About every six months, I find

a reason to visit my alma mater.

Whether it's to buy a book, go to

the library or just get a pizza at

the Coop, I pay my $5 parking

passport and spend some time in

the nostalgia of my university

days.

- This six-month interval gives

me a time-compressed image of
the changes on campus. The most
obvious change on the surface of
the campus is the number of new
buildings and the continuing con-
struction.

When I think of the time I

spent at UCLA (1981-86), I

remember the spaces on campus.
There were many places that did-

n't have a specific purpose. They
were expanses of grass and trees

or bricks and planters.

Their purpose was defined by
the people who lived, studied and
worked on campus. People

would utilize a space for having

a private conversation or setting

up a concert. During the various

social justice movements,
activists would stage demonstra-
tions, debate issues or even pitch

tents.

I can also remember sitting

under a tree, semi-hidden from
the world, exploring my lover's

neck. People controlled these

spaces for the moment that they

used them. No one told us what
to do in these nodes of micro-

geography.

As I walked around campus a

few days ago, I felt closed in,

compressed. Everywhere I

looked, there w^s a new building

where there was once space.

Construction walls grew out of

old buildings like menacing ten-

tacles. The people of UCLA are

losing their space.

As buildings replace space, the

fluidity of possibilities stiffens.

Administration-appointed archi-
' tects now define for us what is to

be done in these buildings.

Then, locked doors and entry

fees further restrict our freedom.

Advertisements and public rela-

tions are brought in to replace

our imagination; they tell us

what the new halls are for.

This is no coincidence. Nor is

it a conspiracy. We all participate

in this together. The inhabitants

of UCLA allow Chancellor

Young to define their space for

them.

As construction plan after con-

struction plan gets pushed to

approval, the campus becomes a

teeming city of concrete and

steel girders. Soon, students and

staff will walk along narrow cor-

ridors to the elevator that trans-

As buildings replace

space, the fluidity of

possibilities stiffens.

ports them to their class or office

in the new building that sits in

the space that once allowed us to

neck under the trees.

The corridor is an apt analogy

to the current constriction of our

freedom. The administration gets

to control the corridor, either

symbolically or actually, with

security video cameras, blocked

entrances and user regulations

As we allow the corridoriza-

tion of our mind and microgeog-

raphy, our power to resist this

very trend atrophies. We stand

mute as the "progress" continues. ,

Chancellor Young should be

happy with the progress. He
doesn't live on campus anymore.

He can speak of preparing UCLA
for the future and know that this

means a future of restricted

potential for the people who call

UCLA home, school or work.

During the '80s, Young
attempted to gut the campus of

its progressive and independent

departments. He is a product of

the '60s, from the other side. He
knows that giving university stu-

dents and staff space is a danger-

ous thing. He is doing his job

well, but when will we start

doing ours well?

Christian SmUh is a J986 UCLA
alumnus.
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Blimps, bald men and
Baywatch: memoirs ofa
beleaguered Bulgarian
Being Bulgarian is just not

as cool as it sounds. Sure, I

can claim to be a part of
your basic, under-represented

minority, but to tell you the truth,

the perks just aren't there.

I have no character archetype

on MTV's 'The Real Worid," no
presidential group has ever target-

ed me for votes and Pepsi rarely

wonders what kind of advertise-

ment will make me drink their

soda.

To tell you
the truth. I

don't even

have a tele-

vision show
that I can

relate to.

African

Americans
had "The
Cosby
Show" in the

'80s, Asian

Americans
have for at

least a few

nfiore weeks
"All-

American

Flat-Earth

Society

Robert

Stevens

Giri" and even German
Americans have "Baywatch."
And so what if a bunch of

Germans have built an entertain-

ment icon out of a talentless, no-

good actor, known for saying,

'Turbo-boost." At least David
Hasselhoff serves as a serious

role model for a nation of young
people looking for guidance.

I myself have been looking for

that same thing for a long time.

Searching for, in the words of the

Nighlrider Iheme song, "a man
who does not exist."

Who am I supposed to look to

for advice? Who can I follow and
learn from ? What person can
make me fill the inner void that is

left empty by this heartless soci-

ety?

Sometimes, late at night, I wish
Charies Barkley was my
Bulgarian role model. •

I don't even ktipw what anoth-
er Bulgarian American unrelated

to me looks like. The only glance
into my heritage I ever received
was when my dream team, the

heroes of Bulgarian soccer, made
it into the semifinals of the Worid
Cup.

I guess it was a television com-
mentator who captured the

moment best when he said that

making it this far in the games
was, "the greatest moment in

Bulgarian history." In that

respect, I'd like to think other-

wise, but in a different context,

that "moment"" was extremely
significant in my coming to terms
with my unique ethnicity.

Here I was. finally ready to

face my past. Ready to flip on
that television and see just who I

really was and who I someday
would be. And as my past and
future melded together with the

first tick of the clock and the start

of the game I opened my eyes to

see something that moved me so
greatly that I could only sit, stare

and feign introspection. What I

saw was beyond all expectations,

past all dreams.

My countrymen, the people of
my flesh and blood, the group
with the most similar DNA code
and least variation from my build-

ing-blocks of life - were all bald.

Needless-to-say, I changed the

channel.

Since that day I've decided that

the collection of hair-challenged

people I'd seen before me was
completely random and had no
true bearing upon my future.

There's no easy way to let peo-

ple know you're Bulgarian either.

I mean - let's face it - it's just -

not one of your cooler nationali-

ties. Ever since my childhood •

I've lived in fear of letting people
know who I really was.

In fact, the reasons behind this

are simple. The only time you
hear about anything of Bulgarian

nature, barring cocktail party chit-

chat about its role in the fall of

Communism, is during sitcoms.

Someone being sent to France

doesn't create much witty banter
- but send someone to Bulgaria

and whoah! Now, that's funny.

And if the Bulgarian Women's
Choir is mentioned, it's just that

_niuch more hilarious.

What's so funny about

Bulgaria anyway? Is it the name?
Maybe. It's kind of like Belgium
- but no one finds humor in that

country. Is it the people? I hope
not.

Sometime during the develop-

mental stages of my youth I stum-
bled upon a wrestling action

figure called the Bulgarian Blimp
while perusing the aisles at

Safeway. Considering the fact

that I had a slight weight problem
at the time, the name really hit

home. If my friends had ever got-

ten hold of that freakish action

figure my entire political future

would be over. I buried it under-

neath the pile of wanna-be-
WWF's and ran out scarred for

life - another victim of society's

callous treatment of Bulgarian

Americans.

Luckily for me, the Bulgarian

Blimp never made it very high on
the wrestling circuit - but what
Bulgarian has ever made it in

America anyway?
There's never been a

Bulgarian-American president or

astronaut. No Bulgar-sploitation

films, no Bulgarian stand-up

comics making self-deprecating

Bulgarian jokes, and unfortunate

ly Bulgaria has never had arock-
group the equivalent of any other

country's international sensations
- like Mexico's Menudo.
BuU'm proud of my culture.

No one can ever accuse me of
selling out and if I ever want to

make awovie based on my cul-

ture, something like a Bulgarian
"Gone With the Wind" - I can.

It's an untapped market.

And if I can't get any Sig

.Bulgarian actors for my film at

least I know I can always get ...

David Hasselhoff.

Role models are overrated any-
way.

Stevens is the Arts and
Entertainment Assistant Editor

and he 's smokin '! His ooUimn
appears every other Tuesday.
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From here to 'Antiquity'
Statuettes come to life in Getty's latest Tassion'

By John Irvin

Just because a

statue is made
of stone does
not mean its

story has a life

of stone.

The inner lives,

uys and wishes of

people from classi-

cal Greek and Roman
periods. 2,000 years
before our time, are

contained in artworks
that are on display
now at the J. Paul

Getty Museum, in "A
Passion for Antiquities: Ancient

Art from the Collection of Barbara and
Lawrence Fleischman." The show will

be displayed through Jan. 15. 1995.

The exhibit contains over 200 works, collected

over a period of 40 years by Barbara and
Lawrence Fleischman of New York. Many
have never been publicly displayed before.

In addition to the human statues, the exhibit

includes several lion statues, gold and silver

jewelry and containers and vessels of many
kinds. A small number of fresco paintings
are also on display.

When the viewer realizes that the creators

and subjects of these works lived and died
so long ago that their names are no longer
known, and their bones most surely dust, it

is all the more remarkable to see how much
like us these people are.

A first look at how the people of antiquity

looked at life can be had by seeing how
they looked at the human figure. A first

look at their human likenesses
begins with the frame.

The skeletons are bal-
anced. The kinetic poten-

tial, the ability of the
figure to be at once relaxed

and yet poised for action, is

unarguably one of the finest

accomplishments of the classi-

cal sculptors.

Arms extend naturally from shoulders, which tilt

in slight opposition to the hips. One shoulder is

more forward than the other, as is the opposite' side

of the pelvis. Even today the figures have a kind of
power that emanates from their poses.

"Fragmentary Grave Stele," a Greek marble
piece from around 350 B.C., shows this kind of
natural balance. The work was probably created as

a gravestone, and the figure is attached to the flat

background which shows elements of the man's
life: a writing tablet, a box and an inscription. The
fully clothed figure seems to-be moving toward the

viewer, and one shoulder slightly precedes the
other, as if about to enter a doorway.

Another insight into antiquity is told by clothing.

In painstaking detail, sculptors observed every
nuance, the folds, the way a garment hangs, and
how it acts when tucked into a belt.

"Statuette of a Man," an Etruscan work of
bronze from around the third century B.C., shows a
beautifully balanced standing figure with out-
stretched hands. The figure has a beautiful sense of
balance.

The man wears a simple robe, where the gar-
ment hangs to just below the knees and is folded
neatly, exceeding the body itself in sensual beauty.

It contains much definition, detailing all the folds

and giving the garment an almost pleated appear-
ance.

Most of the human statues are of men; classical

societies elevated men not only in their social roles

but also as ideals of beauty.

In one section of the exhibit are many statues of
the revered Herakles, known to the Romans as
Hercules.

That ideal is well-muscled, but not heavy. The
abdominal muscles are extremely well defined,
looking like something that one would get from
spending evenings at the gym doing situps instea.d.

of going out to restaurants or bars.

Yet the amazing trueness of the frame contained
within these statues may seem so obvious as to be
entirely overiooked by the viewer. A person might
say, "So what, I see people stand like that all the

time." But that is exactly the point: The poses are

natural, and the classical artists were among the

earliest to capture the essence of human beauty and
to reproduce it naturally.

While the trueness of the body gives us insight

into the physical understanding of people of antiq-

uity, another side awaits us, that of the personality,

the psyche. r

"Hea.d. of a Young Dionysos," a Roman work in

bronze with silver from the first century A.D.,
gives the viewer much, depth of sentiment. The
face seems to stare intently at the viewer, as if

desiring to communicate some idea long ago lost to

the real world.

This intensity of expression can be laid to the
eyes, which originally ha.d. precious stones insert-

ed in the pupils, and now have only big holes
where the stones used to be. But these holes only
intensify the gaze, as if the face were trying to look
into the viewer's very heart.

The hair is curiy, and the young Dionysos, the
god of theater, vegetation and wine wears a simple
wreath around his hea.d.. The age of the young
man could be anywhere from about 16 to 25 years
old. He seems capable of much introspection, per-

haps thinking about a lost lover, or desiring the

See ANTIQUITIES, page 21

Behind the scenes: Preparing art exhibit

takes skillful engineering, organization
By John IrvIn ^" addition, old objects of metal can be affected

by Salts and something that the art specialists call
Putting on a new show at an art museum is not bronze disease, sajN Grossman. Bronze disease

just an afternoon at the movies. It involves a lot of appears as a powdery substance on the surface of
careful planning and covers such diverse areas as

climate control and earthquake preparedness, as
well as organizing the layout of the exhibit.

At the J. Paul Getty Museum, the show "A
Passioiij for Antiquities: Ancient Art from the
Collection of Barbara and Lawrence Fleischman"
recently opened, containing many statues and
frescos over 2,000 years old. The installation

was directed by Dr. Marion True, curator of
antiquities at the Getty.

True was assisted in her work by Janet
Grossman and Carol White, curatorial assis-

tants in the Department of Antiquities at the

Getty.

"The thing you have to think about in set-

ting up a new show is how are you going to

group things," says Grossman. "We were con-
fined by wall cases and space. It became an
organic process, putting existing objects into

existing space."

In addition, special care has to be taken with
objects that are as old as the ones in this show. '

The humidity and temperature must be carefully

monitored and controlled to protect these ancient
works. "This is especially important for bronze
objects, because they expand and contract. They
are not inert like terracotta," says Grossman.

See GETTY, page 21

Exhibit struggles, commemorates and triumpiis

••Tlie HIttory of tM PiHpltio Peopte" outlines the plight
JON FtRREY/ OMy Brwn

and culture of Piliplnos In the United States.

History of Filipinos

comes to life in new
Kerckhoff showcase
By Nadia R^per

In my golden land ofPhilippines
Fragrantflowers fill the morning breeze
Loving fingers built a paradise
A resting placefor humankind.

A history that began years ago in the
United States still runs deep and strong
today.

If you want a glimpse of it, Kerckhoff
Art Gallery is the place to be. As one high-
light of Pilipino American History meirtir,

"The History of the Pilipino People" out-

lines the plight and culture of these people
in America. For many Pilipinos, the jmir-

ney to "the land of opportunity" proved to

be a more difficult task than it appeared.

The exhibit, consisting of a series of
photographs, video documentaries and a

timeline, serves as a combination of
Pilipino colonial and Pilipino American
history. Beginning from the first recorded
year of Pilipino history, the timeline pro-

vides a synopsis important historical and
social events.

The visual supplements of the pho-
tographs and documentaries brings the cul-

ture alive for the viewer.

"Culture is a good tool in organizing
people because it serves as something peo-
ple already share. My culture is a nutrient

source for me; there's a lot of empower-
ment I get from learning from the experi-

ences of my ancestors," comments Bong
Vergara, a member of the Pilipino
American History Month (PAHM)
Committee.

A focus section of the time Hne edyalts
the community about the past experiences
that have shaped Pilipino American cul-
ture. For example, the contributions of
Pilipinos in World War ILsignificantiy

effected the Pilipino population in

America. The thousands of men who
enlisted in the army were allowed U.S.citi-

zenship and brought wives and children to

America.

The photographs and documentaries also

highlight events like student activism for

ethnic studies and Philippine indepen-
dence, Pilipina feminism and the plight of
Pilipino-American pioneers. One docu-
mentary focuses on a particular protest not

unlike those many pioneers have had to

face in American history. In the 1970s, the

demolition of San Francisco's International

Hotel, a place that had served as a haven
and a "home" for Pilipino and Asian immi-
grants since the early 1900s, caused a rage

of protests. Traumatic times like these
bring people and culture tightly together.

Although the exhibit celebrates Pilipino

culture, the exhibit targets the entire cam-
pus^ giving UCLA students and community
members an insightful look into this cul-
ture. _^____

"It is programmed to

to be relevant to everyone," says Jennifer

Dailo, also a member of the PAHM
Committee. As students become more
aware of the history, PAHM hopes to call

attention to the need for a Pilipino Studies

program at UCLA.
In addition, Pilipino groups also hope to

address the "Save Tagalog" issue since this

is the third and currently final year of for-

mal instruction. As the deadline approach-
es for the decision on whether or not the

language should be incorporated as part of_

the permanent curriculum, Pilipino groups
stress the importance of making people
aware of the necessity of cultural educa-
tion.

Hopefully, the Kerckhoff exhibit will

help bring about this cultural awareness.

ART: "The History of the Pilipino People".
Kerckhoff Art Gallery Oct. 1 7-29. A series
of lectures, films and a poetry reading will

be included In Filipino American History
Month. The evaffta Wfft last through the
month of Octobar.
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Sista 4 All The Sistas Around
Da World. (Elektra) At first

glance, you might think it was

Xscape. A good listen, however,

reveals a less commercial sound,

complete with nasty beats and

ass-kicking vocals. This first

effort of a production team com-

prised of Jodeci's DeVante Swing

and Timbaland, 4 All The Sistas

exhibits a laid-back, new-jill

style, lower energy than dance

hip-hop but more up-tempo than

R&B. Although the album is

praiseworthy for its smoothed-

out, get-your-mack-on attitude, it

does have some drawbacks.
Constant references to Jodeci

sound like blatant advertisements.

And, if you're looking for a mean-

ingful social message, you won't

find it here. Sista Misdemeanor
wrote most of the lyrics, which

include invitations to suck on toes

and navels and to go downtown,

as well as a few "poonanny" ref-

erences too many. The real prob-

lem with this album is that it

doesn't separate itself from the

pack. This is a fairly consistent,

pretty good body of work, but

we've heard more soul, energy

and originality elsewhere. R.P.

B

Pet Shop Boys Disco 2 (EMI)

At first, the track listing looks

suspicious: eight songs compris-

ing 12 tracks (two repeated twice,

one repeated thrice), and of these,

five (eight after remixing) appear

on Very, the best dance pop album

of the decade (not that there was

that much competition, but never

mind). After all, their first remix

record boasted only six songs

(and six tracks), and at least then,

their excuse was that they had

only recorded one album. But

their production values have

jumped by leaps and bounds
since, and so has their songwrit-

ing. Not that songwriting matters

much here - the various producers

and mixers at work have stitched

bits and snatches of the Boys'

songs into a Frankenstein monster

of a megamix, and what do you

know, like a good techno compila-

tion, the beat just about never lets

up. "Liberation" gets what sounds

like the C&C Music Factory treat-

ment (a compliment actually, but

it sounds like it belongs on anoth-

er record) and it would have been

nice to hear the original version of

"Absolutely Fabulous," which has

yet to rear its head in the U.S.

Nevertheless, recomended to

intellectual dancefloor DJs every-

where. M.T. B+ v

]

. r-^^-

James Y/ah Wah (Mercury)

The band that can't sell a record

to save their lives is back with a

record that will never sell. But

that's all right, because this is the

quality venting of steam that

made last year's brilliant Laid

album possible. The band and

Brian Eno set up two studios next

to each other to produce the con-

ventionally structured Laid and its

mutant brother Wah Wah, an

ongoing improvisation as quickly

produced as it was played and

mixed. The band sounds mar-

velous laying down intricate aural

landscapes and expirimenting

with different textures. It's an

album that will be greatly appreci-

ated by James die-hards; it's a

glimpse inside their heads and

cheir jam sessions. You can for-

give their missteps because they

are easily outnumbered b^ the

successes. Tim Booth's whirling

vocals and the crack band's musi-

cal talent make James a great anti-

dote to one-hit alternative bands

riding attitude, luck and the MTV
Buzz Bin. It would be great to see

James get the credit they deserve,

but for now we'll just have to set-

tle for their unrecognized bril-

liance. M.H. A-

Built to Spill There's Nothing

Wrong With Love (Up Records)

They are "the shit" in Boise, but

since when does Idaho have any

insight into American popular cul-

ture? However, with Built to Spill,

the potato state might have some-

thing. Their catchy pop sound has

certainly caught the ear of K
Records rock icon Calvin

Johnson. He and B2S
vocalist/guitarist Doug Martsch

collaborated earlier this year to

record an album under the name
Halo Benders. For those of you

familiar with that record, if you

factor out Johnson's menacingly

cute baritone, the end product is

loosely "There's Nothing
Wrong..." For everyone else, a

good reference point is

Washington D.C.'s now defunct

Unrest. Like the D.C. trio, B2S
play swooning guitar pop with a

heavy dose of romanticism as the

title suggests. The music sparkles

with crisp instrumentation led by

Martsch 's high-pitched crooning

that is more adolescent than

androgynous.

Lines like "wanna be there when

you find out/ what comets, stars

and moons are all about," show a

wide-eyed optimism rarely found

in the more cosmopolitan rock

groups. There is plenty of room in

the world for more Built to Spills,

but for now we can all delight in

Idaho's newest export. L.K. A

Reviews by Michael Tatum,

Michael Horowitz, Lenn Kano,

John Sabatini and Rex
Polkinghorne.

Sugar
LIzPhaIr

Neil Young

Slayer

L7
Soupdragons

Various Artists

Eric Clapton

Various Artists

Mighty Mighty Bosstones

Sinead O'Connor

File Under: Easy Listening A
Whip-Smart A
Sleeps with Angels A
Divine Intervention A-

Hungry for Stink A-

Hydrophonlc B+

A Tribute to Tom Petty B-

From the Cradle B-

If I were a Carpenter B-

Question the Answers C+
Universal Mother C
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c?)

-w
nr
~w
TTT

TiT

"W

NttwsX

NewsX

Doogie
Howser

Science
Guy

Family
Matters 3)

Frugal
Gourmets;

NewsS

Maury Povich £

V.R.

Troopers S
Wonder
Years a:

Rickj Lake Women
attracted to gay men.

TV Patrol

News
May Ngan
News

Primer Impacto

Black Sheep Squadron
"Tenll Get You Five"

CBS News

NewsX

Full House
(In Slereo)

Business
Report

NewsX

Inside

EiMioni:

Married..

With

Roseanne
"It's a Boy!"

Cant News

Noticias

Highway
Palrol

NBC Niohtly

NewsX;

Family
MattersX

Hard Copy
X
Extra: Ent
Magailne

Fresh
Prince

MacNeil/Lehrer
NewshourX
ABC World
News
American
Journal

Cops "Pilot"

X
Cosby
ShowX
Panda TV
Magazine

Noticiero

Univision

Wild, Wild West "Night of

Itie Sabatini Death"

Jeopardy!
X
Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Married...

With

Ent Tonight

Price Is

Right

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) X

Wings (In

Stereo) X
Wings (In

Stereo) X

**'^ "Sleeping With the Enemy"(1991) A woman
takes desperate measures to flee her abusive husband.

FrasierMn
Stereo) a.

John
Larroquette

*** 'The Blues Brothers" {^980, Comedy) John Belushi, Aretha

Franklin. Two musicians reassemble their Diues band for a fund-raiser.

Life and
TimesX
Wheel of

FortutteX

Nova "Secret of the WiW
ChiW" (In Stereo) X
Full House
(In Stereo)

Me and the

BoysX

Dateline (In Stereo) X

News (In Stereo) OB

X

fWWS JL /

^heersj
lof3)X

Pan

Frontline An examinatkxi of the methods principal Jim Henderson is

using to foster raaal harmony at a Berkeley, Calif., high school. X
Home
improve.

Grace
Under Fire

NBA Preseason Basketball: Los Angeles Lakers vs. Los Angeles
Clippers. From Anaheim, Calif. (Lve)

Sirnpsons
(In Stereo)

Star Trek: The Next
Gerieration (In Stereo) X
Worid Report

Volver a Empezar

Bonanza
Twain"

'Enter MarV

* Vj '^stop! Or My Mom Will St)Ool "
( 1 992 , Comedy) A

widow wreaks meddlesome havoc in her cop son's file.

**'>!( "The C-i-:k arxi the Dead" (1987) Sam Elliott. A
swashbuckling cowboy helps a family of homesteaders.

Korean
News

Truth 60
Minute

Aguietas de Color de
Rosa

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Korean

Marimar

When I Miss
You

Gunsmoke "The Cage"

NYPO Blue "For Whom
the Skell Rolls" X

News

News Last Call

Solitary Man

Primer impacto Edicion

Nocturne

Hill Street Blues

NewsX

Late Show (R) (In Stereo)

m
Tonight Show (in Stereo)

X
Murphy
BrownX
Chariie

Rose

Nightline X

Jerry Springer

Cope (In

Stereo) X
Newzfln
Stereo)

Horizon

Noticias

Paid
Program

Current
Affair X
Premier
StoryX

Paid
Program

Noticiero

Unhrision

Paid
Program

Fly by Night "Bad to

Worse" (H) (In Stereo)

Lata Night (In Stereo)

(R) (In Stereo) X

Life and
Times (R) X

Faces of

Culture

Twilight

Zone

Latar

Stereo'r

Instructional

Programming

Paid
t*rogram

*'/2 "Paramedics "
( 1 988, Comedy) George Newbem. A

^g war complicates life for tvw ambulance drivers.

Rush
Limbough

M*A*S*H X

Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Jon Stewart Music group
Sponge. (In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

'Retreat,

He/r(1952)

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

"Nora la /TebefcHe" Andres Garcia, Oga Breeskin. Una
violinista y el veano de su dentista se enamoran.

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26 tWIk

^sa
IffTi

@23

O
(^23

1131

fSil

mra

Bogan'
(

"Humphrey

(4:00)* "TheOut-ol-

Wners" (1 970) 'G'

"Ghost in the Machine" {)9B8, Mystery) John Thaw.
Inspector Morse sleuths the strange death of Sir Julius

* * "A New Kind of i.ov«" (1 963) Paul Newman. A bien

York clothing buyer finds love at a Pans fashion show

*** "Barefoot in the Parte" (1967) Robert Bedford. A
lawyer and his uninhibited bnde ad|ust to married life.

PrimenewsX

Saturday Night Live

Event of the Day

Larry King Live X

Small
Doses (R)

Terra X (R)

Howard
Stem (R)

Treasure
Hunters (R)

Bloopers-
Jokes

Invention

Talk Soup

4:30) NHL Hockey: May Be Pre-Empted Due to Season
Postponement. (Live)

Maximum
Drive

Masters of

the Maze

[4:00) * "Lady Mobster"
'1988) Susan Lucci

RIn Tin Tin

K-9 Cop X

30

19

63

25

38

60

6_

54

27

12

33

57

14

16

21

23

45

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

Law & Order "His Hour
Upon the Stage"

liography

jB^^TMR)
Humphrey 'Ghost in the Machine" (1988, Mystery) John Thaw

Inspector Morse sleuths the strange death of Sir Jutius

1964, Drama) George Peppard, Carroll "
'

til* "TheCarpettjaggers

Baker. A tycoon takes the aviation and film industries by storm. 'PG'

Queen of Spades Perlormed by the Kirov Opera, conducted by Valery (aerglev and
choreographed by Cleg Vinogradov. (R)

Worid News

S.A.S.

Theater
SoapX

Next Step

News Daily

Great Fii

ofWoi
Fighting
ri<rwar1l

Machines
MR)

Late Night With David
Letterman Alan AMa.

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Explains

Supermar-
ket Sweep

New Lassie
(In Stereo)

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

Shop 'Til

You Diop

Clarissa

Explains

. "All

Hey Dude
(R)

Love Boat

Rugrats

Evening
ShadeX

Yo! (In

Stereo)

Doug

Sports
"Tonight

SoapX

Moneyiine
(R)

Whose
Line?

Event of the Day

Newsnight Showbiz
Today (R)

Night Lh/e

Kitttie Alley.

Terra X (R)

Howard
Stem

Outside the Lines

Evening
ShadeX
Designing
Women X
Liquid
Television

Looney
Tunes

Marcus Welby, M.D
the Pretty People"
'

4:30) NHL Hockey: May Be Pre-Empted Due to ^ason
^stponement. (Live)

The Hanging free" (1959) Gary Cooper A

Ironside "A Dnjg on the

Market"

#**
frontier doctor with a secret past nurses a blind girl

To Be Announced Alien

Fighters

Ninia

Turnes

The Guardian" (\9SA, Drama) Martin Sheen. An
apartment's tenants hire a militanslic secunty guard.

***

** "Joe K»dW"(1972j Clint Eastwood. A man
becomes caught in a Mexican-American range war.

Treasure
Hunters (R)

Candid
Camera

Sportscenter

Invention

(R)

Talk Soup
(R)

Waltons "The Beau"

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo"

Next Step
(R)

News Daily

a
Up Close

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) X

Love Channel With "The
Poorman."

ILaw A Order "His Hour
[Upon the Stage

Hot Seat
Highlights

Downey

tiiWThe North Star
(1943) Dana Andrews.

South Bank Show "Peter

CToole" (R)

** "The Out-oi-Towners" (1970) Jack LemmoQ. An
Ohio couple encounters every known urban disaster. 'G'

Calling All

Sports

Politicaily

Incorrect

Sports
Latenipht

Kids in the

Hall

Put>lic Policy Conference

** "A New Kind of Love" ^963,
Comedy) Paul Newman, Thelma Ritler.

Oueen of Spades Performed by the Kirov Opera, conducted by Valery Gerglev and
choreographed by Gleg Vinogradov. (R)

Larry King Uve (R) X

SoapOne Night
Stand

Crossfire Overnight Overnight Showbiz
To<toy(R)

Mystery Science Thaatsr 3000 "Operation Double
007." (fi)(R)

Great Fighting Machines
of WorldWar II (R)

F.Y.EI Mary
Tyler Moore.

Q«EI(R)

Drag Racing: IHRA Fall

Nationals.

700 Club

•** "Fatal Vision" {}9M) Karl Maiden. A Green Beret

captain's wife and daughters are murdered

I Dream of

Jeannie
'Bewitched

It Takes a TWef "Boom at

the Top"

Women's Pro Beach Volleyball: Best of

the Beach. From Las Vegas. (R)

**'2 "The Last «un"(1971) George C. Scott. A kxmer
getaway driver discovers a plot to Rill a convict.

Wings (In

Stereo) X
Wings (In

Stereo) X
Native Americans (R) (Part 1 of 3) X

Murder, She Wrote "The
Great Twain Robbery'* X)

NewsX ITopCops
I
(In Stereo)

I Love Lucy Bob
Newhart

Marcus Welby, M.D. "Ask
Me Again Tomorrow"

Horseworid(R)

Dead at 21

(In Stereo)

Mary Tyler

MooreX
*** 'Tulsa'

State
Stereo'r
Mary Tyler

Moore K

NextStap

(RL
Howard
Stsrn(R)

NBA Today

(51

Beyond
2000

Candid
Camera

Sportscen-

Fatal ConfMSlon: A
Father Dowlii\g Ulyatery

Unsolved Mystsries (In

Stereo)

Beevisand
Butt-head

Dick Van
Dyke

Beavisand
Butt-head

GetSntart

1949, Adventure) Susan Hayward. An
overly ambitious oil baroness jeopardizes all for power

Press Box

'(1971, Comedy-Drama) GeoroeC
It life and death in a maior meocal

*** 'The Hospital

Rtgg. A satirte kwk at me and death in a ma)or

Boxing; Roberio Duran vs. Heath Todd. X

English Soccer teams to Be
Announced.

C. Scott. Diana
center.

Kojak

**'? "The Crowded Sky" {^960) Dana Andrews. A
Navy )et flies into the path o< a passenger

p
lane.

TFupve iNewsX

Wings"!
Love Brian"

?ild
Program

Paid
Program

Ud Close
(R)

ItocS
StBlllon

Uraotved
Mysteries

To Be
Announced

Dragnet

Shop at Home

fm
Program

Paid
Progmn
NHL
to Season

Big Brother

Public Policy Confaranca'

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

May Be Pre-Empted Due
lement. (R)

Paid
JakeX
Thirtysomething ''Mr

Right* X
Alternative

Nation

A.

Hitchcock

To Be
Announced

Superman

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Liquid
Teieviaion

Lucy Show

Sprc.
Meadov

PreaaBox

151

Ctiampionshto
Kickboring

**'/j "The Fonrtuia" (1980, Drama) George C. Scott. Marion Brando.

A cop on a murder case uncovers an ofl cornpany conspiracy.
" '

ICountarttilca "The Curse
of the Amber Chamber"

Wing8(ln
Stereo) X

Quantum Leap (In Stereo)

X
** Inlemational Airport" {{9S&, Drama) Gil Gerard. A
bomb threat imperils a Hawaii-bound jetfiner.

Paid TWd [Home Shopplns Sproa

Three
Stoogaa

Jaffersona

n (4:15) *
Cinintury'

'Deal of the

(1983) 'PG'

Kids lr>corp. Mickey
Mouse Club

4:00)*** "Rocky ir
979) Sytveeier aalone.

(A.2S)**'h "What Did You
Vfv,~

V4 "lai^ of Fa/f/) "( 1 992) Steve Martin . A phonv failh

healer tiices his scherhmg show to Kansas. 'PG-13' X
Chartie

Brown
?Sggedy"
Ann

•* "yansel and GreteT
Voices of Anna Russell

* * ^B« Girls Don 1 Cry They Gel Even

Tliyo^

Doinihe
Oadayr (1966) James Cobum.

ted teen flew from her uncaring family. 'PG'

** "The Guyvar"(l992, Science Ftetkxi)

'SSi-

ey Gel Even" C\9SS)

I her uncaring family

.

"Boiirv/^r ( 1 993) A Treaswy agent
has one week to find a comrade s kilers.

"(1954, FantasyT

, Frank Rogier. 'G'

U* 'Strinoer" (1992, Drama) A freelanM
ilisi racks a skid-row serial killer. 'R'

M»k Hani, Vivian Wu.'PG- 13'

*** Peggy Sue Got MtimiiKr (1986) Kathleen Turner

A woman goes back tofw seniof year m high school.

** "TheBevSiy

Quack
Attack X

Teieviaion and the Praaidancy Hosts: EG Marshall

and Theodore H. White.^
m:Comedy) Jim Vanwy. (In Stereo) PG' X

V, "Pit to Kill

outwit cnminala

Future $/)ociir"(1993) A paychiaMst

uses virtual reality to probe minds

Special agents

end a k»t gem. 'R'

** '/^ "MKxntBehaviof'l^Wi. Pro First

Suspense) Shannon Tweed. 'R' I
Look

*** "Whafs Love Got to Do Whh r (19^) Based or)

singer-actrflMTina Tumar'i airtobiwryhy. 'R'

K

*• '7T»OuWr(1993)AnFB" maverick U«« "HofShofs/ Part Oeu*-( 1993.

engineers an exptosive mob war. 'R'. |Comedy) Chariie Sheen. 'PG-13' 11

***'^StowS(Mr (1951, Musical) KalhrynQrayaon. A I*** ''Cart)usef"(1956,

singer fals tor a gambler on her fajBtar'arivatboal. jMusfcal) Gordon
(1956,

MacRae.

HH Lisr (1992) A h« man bacornae
a deadly doubl»croM. 'R*ensnared in

Love

/W;0e(tf)L/v«s"(1992^

Science Fiction) Tm Thomerson. 'R' X

Real Sex 6 (R) (In Stereo)

X
"5enaalldn"(i994) Owner lurks during

an InveetiQiiwon of peycroc phenomena."^
"Warning

yy9B5i
"Red Shoe

** 'The Other Woman" (1992, Draina)

Adrian Zmed. (In Sjereo) IT

*•* 'Menace tf SocMrilii^^^
violence taices Us toll on a ffitno youth. 0«artes"'R*
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Sliow-«t< I • • : Shear shares laughter, tears over c<iffee
Off-Broadway show

recounts an actress's

past job experiences

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

Sitting with an old friend, the

first thing that comes to mind is

catching up on old times. By the

end of Claudia Shear's "Blown
Sideways Through Life," the audi-

ence feels li4ce it has spent a

delightful evening with a very
dear friend.

Coming directly from Off-
Broadway, Shear's one-woman
show lets the audience in on her

life - mainly her past 64 jobs. She
recounts conversations, feelings

and what she's gained from
employment experiences ranging

from waitress jobs to a stint as

secretary in a whore house.

She opens the production with a

stream of ramblings about the

rules and regulations of her past

jobs. Over the course of an hour,

the audience learns of the elation

and disappointment that accompa-
nied each job. With every account,

the audience becomes closer to

Shear, laughing when she laughs

and crying when she cries.

Shear has a repartee that

reminds the audience of conversa-

tion over coffee. She doesn't put

on any airs. She's caring and

speaks in a language most will

understand because her experi-

ences are familiar.

It's this personable attitude that

captures and involves the audi-

ence. Everyone watching her
knows what it's like to be fired.

They know what it's like to hate

themselves. They know what it's

like to get that job they've longed

for. They know what it's like to

get a list of rules they must follow

to th6 letter. And they know what
it's 4ike to relax at the end of a

long and tiring day.

Shear has become so close with

the audience, she's able to slip off

her shoes without thinking twice.

The action seems normal because

they've all done the same thing at

one time or another while loung-

ing with a friend.

These little nuances and subtle

actions make the audience love

and relate to Shear more easily.

Her actions don't feel-blocked.

Thanks to director Christopher
Ashley, they feel completely nat-

ural.

Ashley has a way of enhancing

her stories so that Shear's actions

don't seem staged. Everything she

does seems natural because any
audience member would do the

same thing. Whether sitting on the

edge of a table, acting shy at a

compliment or pulling up her
pants because they're slipping, the

audience can relate because the

actions are universal.

At one point, Shear pours her

heart out to an audience she's

never seen. Shear compares her

200-pound heaviness to a dressed

up slender beauty and suddenly
the viewers realize Shear's just

like them. She has similar prob-

lems with similar feelings to go
with those experiences. And then,

when she takes her face away
from the mimed window crying,

the audience understands and
becomes devoted forever.

When she goes into a detailed

account of her job as a secretary at

a whore house in New York, it's

not the story itself that gains
recognition, but the way in which

she tells it.

She makes fun of the experi-

ence. Shear uses the same high

pitched voice she did over the

phone. She impersonates the pros-

titutes and gives away their "sex"

secrets. By making jokes through-

out the scene, the audience laughs

at the situation instead of feeling

sorry for her. But when she
explains her application process to

a much seedier whore house, the

audience suddenly realizes how
low she's fallen and finds them-

selves overwhelmed with a feeling

of helplessness - the exact same
feeling she must have felt at the

time.

Shear takes her audience on a

trip through their emotions with-

out being oversensitive. She
makes the most depressing

Ciaudia Shear in "Blown Sideways Through Life," reveals to the

audience the ups and downs of her professional life.

experience funny while m.aking

the lowest job seem normal. But
every time the audience finds

themselves getting depressed or

down-hearted. Shear has a funny

line or experience to bring their

spirits back up. At her weakest
moment she still manages to find

her smile. And with that friendly

grin she brings a smile and a

chuckle to her newfound friends.

STAGE: "Blown Sideways
Through Life." Written and per-
formed by Claudia Shear.
Directed by Christopher Ashley.

Running through Nov. 20 at the

Coronet Theater. Performs
Tuesday through Friday at 8
p.m., Saturday at 5 p.m. and 8
p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m. and 7
p.m. TIX: $32.50-$35. For more
info call: (310)657-7377.
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Researching Nova: a conflicting case study

i

«

I

I.

1

By Walter Goodman
The New York Times

The child at issue in Tuesday
night's absorbing offering from
"Nova" is Genie, a teenager who
was taken from her parents in 1970

after spending most of her life in a

sort of solitary confinement,
strapped to a potty chair.

Her father seems to have been at

best a lunatic, at worst a sadist; her

mother was apparently weak and

frightened.

When Genie (a pseudonym) was

found at the age of 13, she couW not

speak and behaved in some ways
like an animal.

In addition to stirring the compas-

sion of L.A. child psychologists,

Genie presented them with an

opportunity for the "forbidden

experiment."

The hope was that her sad condi-

tion would enable researchers to test

the thesis that the ability to speak a

language must be learned by puberty

if it is to be learned at all. (The per-

fect test, to keep a nomial baby iso-

lated during the so-called critical

period before puberty, is forbidden.)

The questions raised in "The
Secret of the Wild Child" are: Is it

permissible or even possible for a

researcher to act also as ther£q)ist or

as surrogate parent? Was there an

inherent conflict between trying to

help Genie adapt to her new world

and using her as material for investi-

gadon?

Unlike most "Nova" reports, this

is not a tale of scientific achieve-

ment The possibility that Genie was

brain damaged or retarded from
birth remained unresolved, so no

defmite conclusion could be drawn

from her faltering efforts to speak

words.

The program judges he adults

who converged on Genie. At least

one person whom she was entrusted

seems to be driven by personal

aggrandizement, and others do not

seem to have been fastidious

researchers.

Finally, after paying for years of

unproductive studies, the National

Institute of Mental Health cut off

financing, and researchers moved to

other projects. Genie was relegated

to foster homes, and her case wound
up in die courts when her mother, of

all people, sued the professionals

involved for letting testing take

precedence over the girl's welfare.
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Whether you're looking for an internship,

preparing for graduate school or looking for a job,

good interview skills can give you a competitive edge.

Learn a few practical tips.

7 p.m. on Wednesday, October 19
— James West Alumni Center

-^Duestions? Call 825-UCLA

Career Network Workshops

are free for atl students

and memliefs of the

AkjmniAssociation
UCUUumnl

We apfHedato Kaplan's

support in helping to

sponsor Caiaer

Network programs.
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Th«i
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Lebeft Dronze with silver statue survives from the second half of

of first century B.C., the late Hellenistic period of Rome.

ANTIQUITIES
From page 17

answer to some question.

If "Head of a Young Dionysos"
shows introversion, then "Lebes,"

a bronze and silver work from the

first century B.C., shows a much
more outgoing and carefree atti-

tude in Hfe.

The work features a young rev-

eler, a follower of Dionysos,
a.d.oming the side of a large pot.

Shown from the chest up, the rev-

eler has a debauched smile, com-
plete with silver teeth, which
heighten the sensation of his

enjoyment.

His right hand reaches above
his hea.d. to hold the lip of the

container, as if to stea.d.y him-
self, while his left hand holds a

cup. The viewer has only to^aze

at his face and posture to figure

out what might be contained in

his cup.

: Unlike the young Dionysos,
the person in "Lebes" seems
loose and happy, and instea.d. of

gazing directly into the eyes of

the viewer, he turns his hea.d. to

look at some object of interest out

of the range of the sculpture.

Interaction among the people

of antiquity can be seen in

"Antcfix in the Form of a

Maena.d. and Silenos Dancing," a

South Etruscan work of the early

fifth century B.C., in painted ter-

racotta.

This work could well have
been named "The Unfinished
Dance." It depicts a man and a

woman dancing, but one thing

about it is odd: Most of the man's
body is missing.

Unfortunately, many ancient

works that survive do have miss-

ing parts, but in this case, rather

than detracting from what the

sculpture has to tell us, the acci-

dent gives us a new reality, more
abbreviated, but with greater

emphasis on the parts that are left.

Here, the man, another follow-

er of Dionysos, hangs on to the

woman as they dance, with his

drinking cup in his left hand. His

right hand is around her shoulder,

and he sticks his beard in her
face. She pulls her hea.d. back,

but continues to dance with him.

The parts of his body that have
survived are the parts that are

touching her body, and as they

dance together it seems clear

what their intentions are.

Where did this couple end up
that night? They are not telling,

and nobody who knows can tell

us now.

In our experience of art, we can

choose to look at antiquity though

the eyes of estrangement, as ones

who refuse to understand a cul-

ture different from our own, or

we can look at it as a culture with

some similarities to our own,
establishing a bond through the

artworks themselves. A trip to "A
Passion for Antiquities" may
prove to be an interesting experi-

ence, both for the artist and non-

artist alike.

EXHIBIT: "A Passion for

Antiquities: Ancient Art from the
Collection of Barbara and
Lawrence Flelschman." Displayed
at the J. Paul Getty Museum
through Jan. 1 5, 1 995. Admission
free, reservations required. For
more info call (310) 459-7611.

GETTY
From page 17

the object.

Installation specialists use silica

gel to control the humidity inside

each display case. Silica gel is the

same substance used to protect

many electronic consumer prod-

ucts, such as cameras or stereos,

when they are packaged for ship-

ment.

To be safe, they attach a tiny

sensor to each display case to help

monitor the humidity. Each sensor

is attached to a hygrometer, a

device that measures the humidity.

In addition to the climate con-

trol, each object has to be stabi-

lized in some way to prevent it

from being jostled by a museum
guest or falling in the case of an

earthquake.

A pin goes from the object into

a more secure piece hidden under

the build up, tte area on which the

sculpture appears to sit. This
would prevent it from rolling in

the case of being jarred.

The stands, or pedestals, have

weights inside their bottoms, to

help bring the center of gravity

lower and stabiliiK the entire unit.

Each stand is individually built for

the object it displays. Each one
also has a special plate at the bot-

tom, and rests on a teflon contact

area on the floor.

In an earthquake, the stand can

move a little instead of falling

over.

"You can't just anchor it to the

floor because some give is neces-

sary," Grossman says. "You need

to have some controlled move-
ment so that the object with its

pedestal and attached plate at bot-

tom can move."

This safety system approxi-

mates the design of modem high

rise buildings, which are designed

to give a little under the stress of

an earthquake.

(Idveriise in [he
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Career opportunities

at J. P. Morgan

for UCLA students interpsted in

Corporate Finance

Global Technology and 0|)eration8

Sales, Trading, and Research

Please plan to attend our

information presentation on

Tiiesday, October 18

6:00pm
Morgan Center Press Room

All majors welcome

JPMorgan

J.P. Morgan w an equal oppoHunKy empleyer
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Daily Bruin Classified information
225 Kerckhoff Hall. 30a Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825*2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^)528

We reserve the right to change, reclassily. revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our olfics is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates Deadlines -

Daily. 20 words or less $7.00 CInsltMtiMate ~

Daily, each additional word .45 1 working day before printing, by noon.

Weeldy. 20 wofds or less 25.00 ClmHMiitllayite

Weekly, each additional word 1.30 2 working days before printing, by noon

Display ads— student rate/cd. inch 8.00 Make checks payable to the

Display ads— local rate/col. inch 11.25 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

tool. X 1 = 2inche8 x lirtch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCI> Coiwnunlaioni BoMi tuHy SMpporti the IMMftty o( CaMornii's polte^

criminMon. No madlimi iM aooiiit adufllMfflinls wMcii pmait petson d «iy oripln. laoe,

nigioa sex. or scxMl ortnWton in a dMnonlno wiy or knpiy 1M1^
cwMWiK, roles or statu in society.NeHhtrthe(My BruinnortheASUCUConMiHmkal^
hKhimUgMadany ofthe tervKM wNeitsed orthtadMfllMis repnientodlnihit iuue. Any per^
beN«ving that an advertiMrnant in this iMue vmMkI tlw BoanTt policymin^^
herein should convnunkato ocmplainlt In writino to tt« BukMU Mamgtr. Daily Bryln. 225

KerckhoH Hall. 308 Weslwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For asiielanca with housing dbcrkni-

nation problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or caN the Westside Fair Housing

OffKe at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— malce your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandlise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri Step Study. AU 3525

Thurs Book Study. AU 3525
Tues ond Wed Discussion. Dentoi 23-029

All times 12. 10- 1 OOpm
For oicohohcs or indiviaoois who hove o

(drinking proOienn

MUNKAFUST
AT

THE TROUBADOUR
Thurs., October 27* at 10 p.m.

For tickets call: 1-800-598-8810

^

Get Results!
^^ Advertise in the

Daily Bruin Classified

, 825-222

1

"kn
PI

o
PHI

NEVER MISS A CALL/

: >

THIS WEEK ONL Y!

ALL books in stock:

1" MONTH FREE!
• PRiH IMMEDIATE HOOK UP
.PAG(R & 800 SERVICE AVAIIABIF

H I i N COSTS!

1-800-309-8888

Literary Criticism &
Theory, Linguistics,

Economics, Business

3oo', zone
A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

MiLlNG

VVA*^y/.«r>

Campus Photo Studio ii located on 2nd floor Ackerman

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

Smart seniors know this

is the best time of year

for senior yearbook

portraits. No lines, no

rush, no midterm circles

under the eyes. So you'll

not only be included in

the Bruin Life yearbook,

you1l look your best.

In

PI KAPPA^gl has fafttied il^ore group of

Foundiag FatHeiS, and Is IcKMklrig for more
men to jdlii thd Associate Chai>ter at ucla.

We are looking for:

* motivated individuals with
leadership abilities

f well rounded men looking ip

I enhance their college expefience

Tuesday Oct. l^th >y:^fl<^l»^y„0<:?t. Wth ItJI^rgday Oct. 2Qth

#|§0 pm 0:00 pm information 9:00 pm information

i&Hm^a^i^Qn meeting in meeting in— |ttlh^Mi|i>J^"^^-^^ Ackerrtjan 3525 ^^»m^AtKqxnMr\3^30
ACKermsn- -iaK^^iC^w^^sssj^^ l:"l.

i:.^p<^-<«^«'>^<f^

1.441 A ^. iz.fiij
FOR ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS CALL JAMES BENSON OR

ROSS KNOBLAUCH AT (3 1 0) 474-4506 [ROOM 305)
|l

6 Concert Tickets

ROLLING STONES. Rose Bowl, October 19.

$6S/ea. 818-797-1503.

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking

lipsl Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

n

MIotorcycl* Jacket S459.99
I..^vl SOI 'a/Vlntms* CTloUilns

19«0*B-19'70*a: Overaais.
Plannsla. Boola. Sl Bellbottonns

XOfb orrw/A.d
Interzonc

6683 1/2 HoUywood Blvd
(213) 465-2644

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-
167Q/exl. 167. S2J9S/m]n. 2-minute average.

18+ Infofervice. LA. CA. 213-993-3366.

Is It difficult finding a date
becausa no ona maaauraa
up to your axpactatlona?

If yes, call MarW at (818) 973-2386

t>ecause'TK> one's good enoughl

*1

Work Abroad
__ Seminar

3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 1 8th

Ackerman Union
Room 2408

Qr<at Britain Costa Rica
Franca New Zealand

feermany Australia

Ireland Jamaica

Co-sponsored by the EXPO Center, PCPC, and
the Council on International Educational Exchange.

^ IN$TANT MONEY. S
^ ATTENTION STUDENTS. SORORmES. g
2 FRATERNITIES AND CLUBS g
5 Moke money INSTANTLY. ^
jj Completely legitimate & easy. ^
«> New INSTANT SELF-TANNING ^
•J LOTION. No more waiting. See Jt

:;{ INSTANT golden color without St

^ orange or streaky results. «t

Zi For details, call Claudia at «t

tSi (310) 820-7999 ext. 2 or fax ^
:^ Inquiries to (310) 820-6969.

2» P.S. Ask otKHit additional unique Zi

Zt products for the k>ody. «t

i-siiikis

Blank ^irts at wholesale price!

We do silk-screen printing too!

For best price and service, call

TAG 310-527-4313

Do you have a stepparent young
enough to be your brother or

sirter?

Please call Marie at (818) 973-2386

if you have a really young stepdtd

or stepmom.

10 Personal

lAPANESE STUDENT(M) teekk short-term
apt. share w/Amerlcan student. >/VIII help
wAent Want to experience US life. Fax:81-
276-57-1460 ftransnr^it after rnesMjte).

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely
free. 818-986-9045.

i WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-
inK ft. 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

12 Research Subiects

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant
women in process of whether to choose an
abortion, be a single mother, or place baby
far adoption. (310)208-5073.

BedvMttting boys 7-1 1 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA rsMarch Project. SubJccU
will receive $20 and a free devgiopnunUl
evalu;rtlon. 310-«2S-0392. -;—

12 Research Subjects

Graduate studer>t seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to Till out a brief

questionna ire. Please call 818-774-1 141,

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-1 1 yrs, rweded for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

IF YOU HAVE SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN,

OUR STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief question-

naires. Pays S10. 310-454-7926.

M/F NEEDED, 18^-, coronary artery disease,

smoking arxi N/S. Positron imaging of heart.

Injection radioactive isotope. Bloods taken.

310-825-1118.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their,

families r>eeded for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 31 0-825-0392.

PANIC ATTACKS!
For those who are suffering from panic at-

tacks, researchers from UCLA are conducting

a carefully-designed research project using

medication. Participants siwuld be over the

age of 18, in good physical health, male or

non-pngf\KH female who uses an acceptable

method of birth control. A comprehenshre
nftedkal and psychiMric evaluation is provM-

ed as part of the prefect and is free of chargi

for the duration of tt>e project which is 1

7

weeks. For more informalkin, please call the

UCLA Anxiety Disorder Program at 310-206-

5133.

WO^tfN 1S-25 with either anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation involves completing

six questionnaires. Mlndy 310-796-0996.

15 Wonted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dot

lar paid We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818 999 IBUY (4289).

PARKING SPACE NEEDED. Mm! b« close to

campus. No hot parking permlte. Will pay
SlOCVqtr. Leave mess, at (21 3)734-8285.
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COL LEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

Entry Level Sales/Management Trainee

$25,000
We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and

largest privately held companies with over 160 offices throughout

the Southland. We need bright, motivated people to share in our

success. We hire hard-working, entrepreneurial individuals who
recognise what it takes to succeed, tf this describes you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Experience A Plus

•The desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
You'll learn all aspects of running a business, including sales,

marketing, personnel management and more while enjoying full pay

andbfenefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will be rewarded with raises,

promotions, and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take

you. Expect first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates

reach management level within 9 months to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K within 2 to 2.5 years.

THE CAREER: ^^
Promotions are 100% from within, and based on individual

performance.

INTERESTED?
Call jill at (310)827-7239 or sign up for an interview

in the career center for November 10.

ENTERPRISE
(310)827-7239

16 Lost and Found

LOST: Black organizer, kxt ^0/^5/9A in

Kerckhoff Coffee House. Large reward. Call

310-824-3006.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Iridi-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

30 Help Wanted

$6-7/HR. LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINC/TU-
TOR/DRIVER for bright and fun iwelve-year-

okl. MoTKiay-Friday 3-8pm. References re-

quired. 10 min. from campus. 818-789-

0696. _^
$6.63/HR. Work in fun atnwsphere, schedule

arour>d classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with irwtruction. Cain 1 '-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -a00-987.PUMP. '__

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. kicrease concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointmer^ and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630. .

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Irviividuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Bart>ara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

• For TV Commercials
• Movlos

•Catalogs
• Vldaos

caN ImmediatBly

(310)68»48g6

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 .

Acne, Tattoos

Suns p ots & Scars

Noi' SiiuiKHl U;sf?f Ttuuftpv tnr

|)rilM!l;S:, iHii.i, .HiH •ClUVilllrillUn

sunsijots i i(.H-b lovj tijSl

T'pp Cnnsjlt^imn CHil

1-800-685-6574

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE NEEDED,
flexible hours: morr>lngs and early a(terrKX>ns

(from 10am-4pm). Work on campus.

$5.25Ay. •*- incentives. (310)794-0283.

ACTING/MODELING STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your dreanrw direction: avoid ripoffs,

confusion, wasted money. Guaranteed I Call

310-285-3292 for more info.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, films,

arid print ads. All type^ages reeded. No ex-

perience rwcessary. No registration fees. Call

Today ImaRC. 81 8-222-9091

.

AIDE-Mate wanted for live-in weeker>ds.

Personal care, companionship for older

quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record req.. 310-573-1988. Tu,Thrs-Sun af-

ter 9am.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-S6000+
per month +benefit$. Male^emale. No ex-

perience rwcessary. 206-$45-41 55 exl-

A59341.

APPLY TODAYI $7Awur + bonus, flexible

hours, great work experience. Hiring nowl

UaA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4tb floor.

310-794-0277.

ARTIST
Accomplished artist needed to finalize and

color mechanical sketches for publication. 5-

lOhti per week. 310-470-4265. After 6pm.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calerxJar

1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi

Call for appointment (310)285-9264.

12 Reseorcti Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Researchi Subjects

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P I i: A S L C A L L 1-800^54-3902

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California! CLINICAL trials!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-80,0-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

ASSIST for export business. Excellent writing

and PC skills, marketing, Viet-

namese/Chinese skills great Flexible hours.

S9.00/hr+. Call (31 0)289-5005.

ASST. NEEDED FOf? large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids and work

hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

UCLA Assesroent Coordinator

f(x HIV and Adolescent

Treatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

CallZaneO'Keefeat
310ni>4-8279

or
FAX resume to
310^94-8297

Part Time - Flex hcxirs

evening/weekend shifts

conduct telephone surveys.

Will Train. No Selling

I.S.A. - I6005 Sherman Way #203
van Nuys 8I8-004-0372

ATTN STUDENTS!
Huge clothing sale Oct. 18-Oct. 26. Retail

^ashlers, customer service, stockers needed

now. Many shifts available. SS.SG^ur •• dis-

count. ExperiefKe helpful. Apply in person

Tuet. Oct. 18, 9am-5pm at Holiday Inn

(Meeting Room 218) 3540 S.FIgueroa (across

from use). Also apply on Wed. or Thurs.

Oct 19 & 20 at Shrine Auditorium 8am-5pm.
For nwre info, call 1-800-927-3324.

BOOKKEEPER/RECEPTIONIST afternoons for

CP^Business manager. Prior experience nec-

essary. Fax resunr>e to 310-441 -7707.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support. Full/part-tin>e posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300. . V .

30 Help Wanted

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

Sb.bVhr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employnoent available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David al 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELYI Extras needed for

feature films, comn>ercials, ar>d music videos.

Earn up to S200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

aERICAL/RECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sional phone manner, well organized, some
typing and computers, $5.50^r. 11 am-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0264.

College students needed to portray high

school studentsi Work as a movie extra. All

types... No fees/no gimmicks. Weekend work.

available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-

2278. ^-

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to S9.10. 15-fhrsAvk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000+/nrH>nth working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

ar>d F/T employment available. No experi-

ernre necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

hostAiostess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425

Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or TuesAhurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Children's Book Worid. 310-559-

2665.

30 Help Wonted

******** ^

ARE VOU BITHIISIASTK

ABOUT YOUR JUDAISM?
l|i||b«ld]KMllw1opo55f<Mrei(ie»MtotlD '

Jcvisii teM5?
I

I

Mb^ 1001*9 for BMBitM In VM to

tMidk/<om«i h is '^4*^5 Dor Hwkdi ad
novw nov noyw.

C<i(3Myitf(213)SS2-&M9.

SpoasoTKi bjr lie Bmm« of )Muk Edwolot of

Gnolir Lot Aag^K oi AgiM of Itvisti

rvoiraiua iMa viefioeij w wim limM rwQ.

UCLA Research Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention In

Inner city, etfinic minority

healtti dinlcs. Mature, tiigtily

responsible, detail oriented

people. $8-1 1 an tir.

Spanisti a plus.

Call Angus
310-794-8278

DOCUMENT RESEARCHER. Independent,

literate, self-sufficient individual interested in

doing free-lance research. Will perform

document research specific to land use and
environmental studies. Must have own car

and flexible schedule. Ser>d resume: 5290
Overpass Road, Suite 220, Santa Barbara,

CA.93111.

DRIVER NEEDED to take kids to/from school

some mornings and afternoons. $7Aiour.
Wests ide area. Call Deborah, 310-393-4494.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health ar>d nutrition irtdustry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213 653-1679. Leave message
and when convenient to call.

EMPLOYMENT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST.

Serving adults challenged with a develop-

mental disability In community employment
setting. Part-lime 10-28 flexible hrsTwk.

S9.00/hr. Call Holly 310-6491406. '

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
er/agent to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-

tunity (or college student interested in music
industry. Chris, 310915-0691.

Experienced Individual to telemarkel Irwest-

ment products to bar>ks. Part-time or Full-

time. Sale/Marketing and investmentA>anking

experience prefcrriKJ. Competitive wage^x>-
nus. Harry 310 472-P285.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in BrentvMKxi. $9-

11/hour[X>E. P/T, 20-25 hourAveek. Para-

legal preferred but not required. Applicants

w/iegal experience only. 310-473-71 73.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
orMmft .

' • - -
.
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V TIVERTON HOUSE
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Tiverton House has Front Desk Clerk positions available. UCLA Student

positions are 15-20 hours weekly to include occasional weekend and

midnight shifts. Non-student position also available. 17 hours max
per week, Mon-Fri mornings

Requirements:
- Excellent customer relation skills

- Prior computer and/or cashiering experience a plus

Applications are available 24 hours at Front Desk. Apply at

UCLA Tiverton House, 900 Tiverton Avenue Telephone 794-0151

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Stofe in LA. We
want full and part-time sales people. We are

looking for : rnen and women who can learn

great customer service, believes the customer

always comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer: chance to

make $6-12+Aiour, good benefits package,

great staff discount, and the best retail train-

ing. To join the top independent store in LA

call for appointment Tucs-Fri Linda (310)820-

7585.

GARDEN AND YARD WORK. Flexible

hours. $9/hr. 2-miles to campus. 310-278-

1494.

Great telephone skills and a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of business and in-

dustries is needed to help us support our in-

vestment banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bonuses based

on results. Work out of home, must have car

310-391-9670.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale ritr>ess centers, Bel Air, SFV.

Knowledge of kinieseology, human anatomy,

or related. Exercise science background a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-

6500 exL2S6.

HELP WANTED: Someorte to put out cold

breakfast for 25 girls across from campus.

Mon.-Fri. 6:00am-7:00am in exchange for

breakfast, home cooked lunch and home
cooked dinner. Call 310-208-0906.

HOME SCHOOL r>eeds a biology teacher.

Teach 4 kids for 1 hdur 1 Smin 3days a week
in hlollywood. Will pay 120.00 plus per

week, negotiable. Call Mike Rivera at

213)656-7425.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGI P/T cash, .flex, hrs,

training provided, ATTITUDE IS EVERY-

THING! Call Kenny or Kathryn 310-337-

*9627.

Immediate part-time opening. Pick-up ^2-

year-old after school. Run errands, light

housekeeping for 2-working-parent house-
hold, M-F, 3-6pm, some evenings. Santa Mo-
nica. S6.50/hr with increase to $7.50 after 90
days. Musi have reliable car. 310-394-0879.
Carol/Steve.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$40O4/month leaching ba-

sic conversational English in japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching background or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632- 1 1 46exU5934 1

.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good nrwney. Fun I 213-664-

2999 24hours.

M>iRKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
h^ys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekerxJ hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, ar>d follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. R6st 310-391-

7232.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for French and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

Midsized Century City law firm seeks P/T li-

brary clerk to open mail, copy journal articles

and show books. Applicants should be able

to work 2-5 pm Mon-Fri. Law st^jdents pre-

fen-ed. Please mail or fax resume to Jeffrey

Mangels Butler Marmaro, Attn.: Human Re-

sources, 2121 Avenue of the Stars, 10th floor,

LA 90067. Fax: 31 203-0567.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded SS

for your college education... or elsel ... or

else, I don't remain In butincsil Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee l-"~*

700-7656... 24 hr. record}f>«.

ODYSSEY THEATRE
seeks dedicated theatre artists to volunteer

backstage/stage manage professional produc-

tions. Design assistants also r^eeded. Next

meeting Saturday 10/22^:30pm at the Odys-

sey, 2055 S. Sepulveda, one block north of

Olympic, or call Jason 3 1 0-''479-81 87.

P/T childcare, 3-8PM, flexible, after school

care for 6 yr old, prep dinner, tidy up. Good
driver, enthusiastic, energetic. 476-5317.

P/T CENCA PRODUCTIONS seek assistant

for office ar>d production work. Must have

good writing skills ar>d be computer-literate.

Call Hilary ASAP 310-285-1531 or send re-

sume to: GENGA PRODUCTK)NS, 433 N.

Canr)den, 4th floor, Beverly Hills, 90210 or

fax:310-285-1505.

P/r&FA EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, architec-

tural design office, MDR, seeks creative,

person to help in writing, accounting, phone,

computer. Fax resume 310-822-1340.

Part-lime Clerical position in CYN/REPRO
Endocrir>e practice. Detail-oriented. Excellent

communication skills. Pre-med students en-

couraged to apply. 310-474-5747.

Part-tinoe data base research and support staff

work for investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library and CD-ROM data

bases; computer skills, work out of home,

must have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVISOR must read

music, typing skills and have organizational

skills must have car. 310-276-3300,

PART-TIME OFFICE ASST. Small Brentwood

law firm seeks organized individual with an

interest in law to do filing and misc. office

tasks. Flexible schedule $7.0G/hr. to sUrt.

Call 310-207-5400 ext. 85 for details.

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME computer salesper-

son, general office work, accounting assist,

and technicians needed. Unisys building. Im-

age Microsystems, 1 0920 Wilshire. (310)815-

1000.

Part^ull-tinw help needed for removal of

records from warehouse. Culver City. 310-

559-8823. Call between 10-3.

PartA^ull-time warehouse clerical help need-

ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.

Call between 10-3.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 1 -day, Monday pre-

ferred. Errands, etc Need car. Must like

children. Must be able to commit to one
year. 310-573-1891.

POSITIONS FOR TEACHERS FOR SAT Math,

AP Biology, Chemistry, Physics. Must have

at least 700 on math. Prefer graduate student

with teaching experience. Starting rate

S12.50/hour. Hours flexible. 818-727-9447.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer and tennis coaches as well as assistant

varsity soccer coach. Paid positions. Call Gail

at 310-391-7127.

RECEPTKDNIST for Century City Law firm.

Monday and Wednesday, 8:45am-5:30pm
S6.5Q/hr. Corinne (310)552-3312.

SANTA MONICA PROPERTY MANAGE-
MENT COMPANY needs P/T computer/gen-

eral office assistant. Flexible hours, (10-12

hrs weekly). WordPerfect/Lotus. Ruth, 310-

395-7272.

Secretary for attorney, sole practioner. 30-40

hn/wk. IBM compatible exp., typing, filing,

dictation, and organizational skills. $7-9/hr.

Contact Pat 213-852-1064.

SELL T-SHIRTS, make money in your spare

time. We create colorful high-resolution cus-

tomized T's, golf, and sweatshirts with an in-

novative, inexpensive, attractive new process

called DIGITAL TEXTILE IMAGING. If you
are an ambitious self-starter arxi interested in

marketing, this is a commission sales oppor-

tunity that can put some money in your jeans

now and after you graduatel Only enterpe-

neurial students need apply. Your territory is

UCLA. Please fax your resume in the format

of a letter in confiderKe to: Graffoto Textile

Imaging, ATTN: Ulrike Davies. Fax: 604-

663-1235, phone: 1-800-888-7838. The prior

ad had a mistake in tht fax number.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positiom for Winter Quarter.

Over 15,000 openings! For more information

call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-15AKXjr guaranteed working 20-

flexible hoursAveek. Marketing representa-

tives/managpn^nt trainee positiorw. Training

provided. Westtvood location. 310-312-

6838. __: ^

SUPPORT STAFF to work with adults chal-

lenged with a develpmental disability in

community supported living. BA preferred

ar>d exp. req. Weekends, afternoons, even-

ings, ($8.65/hr) and sleep-over ($6iXVHr).

Call Peggy (310)649-0499.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly nrxHivated and organized intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a

fun office, this is the placet (Non-paid).' Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a

must, typing a plus, located in mid-Wilshire

area. 213-651-0530.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T

DAYTIME/EVEININC-hours available. Con-

duct interviews to update insurance records.

No selling. Insurance or health experience

preferred. Brenda 310-445-5031.

TEMPORARY CASHIERS/TRAFFIC DIREC-

TORS for Santa Monica beach location.

Evenings and weekerids. $5/hr. Apply at

1100 Glendon Ave, Suite 762. (310)208-

6093.

TRANSLATORS NEEDED - Vietnamese/Cam-

bodian/Tagalog for DOJ grant project. Up to

SlS/hour/page. Call Maria 310-214-5193.

TYPIST. 8 hr/wk, flexible. Brentwood office.

WordPerfect skills and some phone. $8/hr.

310-826-3545.

VeL assistant r>eeded. kieal for pre-vet. stud-

ents. Wilshire Animal Hospital, Santa Moni-
ca. 310-82S-6787. Ask for Cheryl or Dr. Ty-

neway.

WANTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for small

cocktail lounge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Culver City. 310-390-2489, Rog-

er-Bonnie.

WORK-STUDY $9.5(Vhr. Administrative as-

sistance, car necessary, flexible schedule.

Call Leah, 310-208-7511.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude noodeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opporlunities

LAB GLASS WASHER
Wash, sterilize & organize glassware. Oper-

ate & maintain autoclave, auto water & dryer.

Dispose of biohazard waste. Prepare sterile

media. Able to lift & carry 60 lbs. Good
communication skills. F/T position. 59-

KVhr. 310-825-8391.

MEDICAL exercise physiologist for prvt Car-

diology ofc at Cedars. F/T or P/T. Involves

cardiac rehabilitation, treadmills, basic EKG
interpretation, computer reports. Resume to:

Dr. Kimichi, PO Box 35064, LA, CA 90035.
310/659-5000.

MYERS, RICHARDSON, & REED Employ-
ment Development Specialists. Resumcs^m-
ployrT>ent Development and Placement. 310-

839-1161.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790,

34 Internships

RESEARCH INTERN NEEDED. Earn research

hours for your resume for grad school admis-

sion. Santa Monica area cour>seling center

needs research intern to work with conr^puter

databases. No computer experience or skills

required. Set your own hours and tlnte conv

mitment. Call Dr. Laurie Norwood 310-452-

0717.

35 Child Care Wonted

BABYSITTER, Five aftemoorw and/or Saturday

night, must speak English and love children.

310-821-5282 day, 310-475-4651 evenings.

GREAT $ opportunity w/UCLA doctor's faml-.

ly in Pacific Palisades. Bright, energetic 7-

yCar-old girl. Saturday nightsi No srrwkers,

fluent English required. 310-459-9797.

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT lo transport two

children (Ages 8-10) from UCLA to home or

activities. Pick-up at 3:00, supervise home-

work/activities, leave at 6:45. M-F. Referenc-

es. Need to have car, license, insurance. Call

208-4830 (days) 213-931-3654 (eves).

SINGLE PROFESSIONAL MOM seeking lov-

ing care for 2-1/2 year-old son. West Holly-

wood/Beverly Hills adjacent 7:00-8:30am,

4-7pm, sometimes to 10pm. Live-irVlive-out.

Need car. References. 310-534-261 Kday),

21 3-656-631 9(evenings).

Wonderful nanny needed for afternoons

and/or weekends in Brentwood for 2 child-

ren. Referer>ces, with car. 310-471-621

5

37 Housesitting

Mature Dutch-Israeli clinical psychologist in

training here seeks WLA housesitting position

for a prolonged period. RefererKies available.

Anna: 310-858-3912.

49 Apartments for Rent

$1045. 2-bedroom/1 -bath, French windows,

hardwood floors, sunny, quiet, and private.

Includes stove, fridge, laundry, parking. 1

mile to UCLA. 310-274-0064.

$410, BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE, 4

hours weekly gardening & house main-

tenance required. Ocean/mountain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welconr^e. Car. (310)472-5726.

$495 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laundry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-$200 dally

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

34 Internships

AWARD WINNING PRODUCER seeking
bright and enthusiastic script readers. This

non-paying internship is a great opportunity

to gain experierKe in story analysis and is

available now. Junior, seniors, and grad stud-

ents may call (310)581-6608 for more infor-

mation. Ask for Marc.

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paid internship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate dcveloprnenl. Fm rawme to 310^56-
6681. '.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

NDNUTES FRC»< CAMPUS
STUMO. ONE AND TWO BE£«OOMS

80<M)46«465

CORPORATI DISCOUm AVAIIABII

$650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent. 1 -bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, built-ins, refrigerator,

laurMJry, excellent shopping arxJ trarttporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrm/3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1.2 miles UCLA. (3>0)459-6e00.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE" MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6290.

U1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A^, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oata Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet. AppliarK:es, blirKis,

etc. 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & r>elghborhood. Laundry, r>o pets.

$625. 3TO-286-2885.
,

2bdrm/1 .5 bath. Spacious, new carpet, con-

venient WIA location. 1603 Granville.

$87S/mo. 310-828-5236.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-baih. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air ar>d heating, 2-

car security parking arxi lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BACHELOR APARTMENT, non-smoking, util-

ities paid, free laundry, parking, private,

quiet, 2 1/2 miles from UCLA, available Oct.

12. %A20/mo. (310)478-3694.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$89S. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKIO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near

Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet building. No pets. 1 236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

room/2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/monlh. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0834,

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2 bdrnrV2ba. Large

patio. Parking, laundry, elevator. 310-826-

3934. Manager 310-826-51 73. —tJ J

49 Apartments for Rent

CLOSE TO UCLA
Westwood-10 minutes by car, FURNISHED
single, electronic entrance, upper, complete

kitchen facilities, refrigerator, gated parking,

laundry, $550/mooth. For appointment, call

310-454-8800.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$575-$625, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses and freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

FOR THE FRESH PRINCE OR PRINCESS. 1 br

apt in 4 unit building. New everything. Off-

street parking. 2240 1/2 South Camnelina.

(South Brentwood). (213)_934-6414,

(21 3)658-4236. Leave message.

LARGE 2-f2, SECURITY BUILDING, central

A/C, fireplace, dishwasher, stove, 2 car gated

remote parking, laundry, Jacuzzi. 15 min.

from UCLA- West Hollywood. $890/mo.

(310)275-7159.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette room in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cable and utilities

included. $800. 310-472-6694.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935

for two, $1 035 for 3. 31 0-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805. '_

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 1 2736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrrtV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, -1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. One
nwnth rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1 -bedroom deluxe,

fireplace, 13-minutes to UCLA, good loca-

tion, gated parking, controlled entry. Quiet,

newer building, $620 and $716. 310-652-

0847,310-836-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + lofi/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

• MAR VISTAS
'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES,

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AiR.

FIREPLACE. UNIT ALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE $825
A11748COURTIEK3HDR. $845

• PALMS ^
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TCWNHOME,
FIREPLACE, BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE,ALRM IN UNfT

(ONE MONTH FREE.RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• open7d«ys

CALL (310) 391-1076

JOSEETHE
i LOVELYARARWENTS •

PALMS, <48S. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities IrKluded. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2-^1 apartnoent, upper, bright

unit. Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit. 1-rT>onth free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.
,

Palms, 2fodr/1bth. Large end unit w/ balco-

ny/refrigerator. New CarpetA>lind^>aint.

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $835 w/yr. lease, upper. 2-bed/2-

bath. Built-in. Balcony, A/C, gated building,

laundry room, parking. 3626 Empire Drive.

Call 310-559- 3875.

PALA4S. $995, 2-be<V2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month free. 3614 Farls Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator,

Convenient to WMsidc, UCLA and shop-

pln^Call 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. Appliances, no pelt. Call 9am-
8pm, askferfTMir.(31(»837-4196.
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49 Apartments for Rent

Prinze BrentwoodI 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Ban-ington, near
Sunset. 310-471-2498.

KEDUCED RENT. Ibr. Iba. $700. Charming
Spanish style, hardwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)550-1531.

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.
1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,
no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.
$46CVnfH)nth.

VENia BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.
Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,
no pets. Call Mary jo 310-392-8487.
$40(yn>onth.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, patio. 1 560 Saltair #205. 310-
453-0505.

WEST LA.
Single, $595. 1 person, no pets, stove,

refrigerator (full kitchen). Avail. Nov.1. Large
1 bdrm, $695. Stove, refrigerator, carpets,

blinds, now available, parking, laundry
facilities. 11321 Massachusettes Ave., shown
by appt. 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD, 2-bdmV2-1/2-bath condo,
washer/dryer, side-by-side parking, pool.

Very large, living room, dining room,
equipped kitchen. Prime location I

$1600/nrK>nth. 213-380-1355.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPfXDWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0-8396294."

WESTWOOD. $1195-$! 500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 1 71 1 Malcolm.
3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$740. Charming, re-decorated, appliarKes,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

brieht, dining, erx:losed private garage. Quiet
building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, 1-BDRM, FULL KITCHEN, DRAPES,
CARPET, UPSTAIRS. 310-447-8500.

WLA. $725. 1-bdrnV1-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rin>;ton. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1 -1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $620/month. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. 2-bedroo|m/1&1/2-bath, security build-

ing, near Santa Monica ar>d Purdue and Bus
lines, 10 minutes to campus. $85Q/month.
310-477-3869.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1 629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blirvk. garking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 1 -bdrm/1 bath. New carpets,

louvers, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500
Purdue Ave. 310-204-0472, 310-477-5256.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 InjjIewDod Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, near Pico-

La Cienaga. (310)279-2002.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

From $940 and up. Move-in special. Large 2-

bedroonV2-bath, security building, all ameni-
ties, elevators, parking. Low security deposit
310-859-1836 or 376-8794.

Great 2bdr/lblh $695 and large Ibdrm $575.

Easy commute to UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-
1050.

PALMS, $575, bright 1 -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY. Single $550
+ rtwnth. 1 -bedroom $595 +; 1 & den or 2-

bed/^-bath $975. 310-476-1703.

52 Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD 2-^1.S . Large, bright, airy.

Free cable. $40(Vmo.-t-1/2 utilities. Parking,

laurvJry, no-smoke, rv) drugs. Prof, or studerH
pref. (310)479-7978.

Female gracVprofessional student own bed,

bath, parking. Quiet, responsible, mature.

N/5. $430^- uti Is. 3 1 0-444-49 1 3 evening.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 3BD/3BA.
ASAP. Near Santa Monica and Bundy. Great

place, quiet Jonathan or Mike 310-207-
4158. __^
S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parkir^ pool, gym. Prefer N/S female. Close

to campus. $450-t- 1/2 utilities. 818-907-

9401.

SANTA MONICA. Private room, share bath,

M/F, $367 + 1/3-utilllies. Month/Month.
Call Chris or Stephanie 310-473-5274.

WLA-PALMS 2-bdrm/2-ba deluxe condo to

share. Fireplace, security, new building, light

and bright, female, no-smoke, $400. 204-

4698.

WLA. Two bedrooms available, $365 (small-

^ cr), $385 (larger). Prefer female. LaEtndry,

j
perk'ng. Furnished living room and kitchen.

^Uurfl Pamela ')10'398-S204.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. I'm 36, fe-

male. In Mar Vista, 6-7 miles to campus. 2-

bdrm. S400fmo. Laurie (310)397-6479.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
wAame. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrnVl-bath, co-ed, luxury, security corxio

w/amenities. Westwood, $350/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice oondo, large

living room, kitchen, quiet, security building,

walk to UCLA $360/inno. 310-391-2877.

Hilgard Ave. Female students, large house
and bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Cont. Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Sol at

310-208-8931.

Looking for non-smoking female roommate
to share 2-bedroonrv'l -bath in Brentwood.
Covered parking, bus access, close to school.

$45(VnM>nth. 310-820-4828.

M/F ROOMMATE (Mature N/S). Own large

furnished wVall-to-wall closet in furnished

apartment. 2-block$ UCLA. $399/month.
Parking, laundry, "ASAP." Bob: 310-208-
6424 (6pm-12midnight).

WESTCHESTER, share room. $225/month +
utilities, parking, pool, front and backyard,

pets OK. Prefer female, non-smoking. 310-

641 -8033.

WLA. OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment Parking, 5-miles to UCLA. Non-
smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-

447-2421

.

54 Room for Rent

2 Cradstudents to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. $55CVperson. Pool and
tennis courts privledge. 310-454-3506.

BRENTWOOD $550/month. Private bed/
bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Discounted rent for babysit-

tlng. Female, non-smoker. 310-395-0623.

BRENTWOOD, FURNISHED 1 -BDRM/1

-

BATH in house, private entrance, kitchen and
laundry privileges, street parking, utilities in-

cluded. M/F, N/S, grad student preferred.

$525/month. 310-476-5300.

CLOSE TO UCLA and buses. Room in family

house, $35Q/mo.+utilities. N/S. Share bthrm,

kitchen, garden. Cola 31 0-306-1 696 ext 210.

Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

closets, kitchen/laundry. Near National/Saw-

telle and #8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

markets. $475/mo. 310-397-8002.

LUXURY SM CANYON BEACH HOME. Fur-

nished master bedroom. Privileges, parking,

utilities/cable included, rion-smoking, young
professional womaiVgraduate student.

$65(ymo. 310-459-2109.

MALE, N/S. Kitchen privileges, easy parking,

near Picq/Westwood. UCLA student pre-

fen-ed. i375/nw. 310-837-6084.

MAR VISTA, sunny furnished room, share

bathroom, kitchen and laundry privileges,

utilities paid. Prefer male, N/S. References.

$50(VnK)nth. 310-398-4332.

MAR VISTA. $350. Sunny 2-bdrm beach
close. New carpets, stove, refrigerator, arni

blinds, female r\/snfx>ker. Parking available.

310-391-1560 after 7pm.

Pacific Palisades. Private roonr0>ath. No
smokin^drinking. KitchenAvasher/drier

privileges ar>d cable T.V. Responsible fe-

male. $650. 310-454-0841.

Private room^th. Furnished. Walk to

UCLA. Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. $390/mo.. Call 310-474-9905.

ROOM FOR RENT. Close to UCLA in nice

house. Washer, dryer, full house privileges,

cable, fireplace. $375-$4O0. (310)479-4022.
' = r—

Room plus private bath. Elegant Beverly Hills

home . Female only. $500.00. 310-278-
1053.

Share private home, 3 miles south of campus,
quiet neighborhood, fully furnished, male
only, $36(Vmo. Days: 310-274-0400, Eves:

310-202-6521

56 House for Rent

3-bdrnV2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dishh

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$1375/mo. 310-826-2022.

WLA. SPACKDUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC, washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pels. $89S/month. 310-479-
8099.

57 House to Share

N/S roomate wanted to share large 2-bdrm/2-

bath house, erKlosed garage, WLA, $55(Vmo,
call Sandra 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-

3064 eve.

Ocean Park. 3-blks to beach. $55Q/iiTK>. Fur-

nished, utilities included. 1^, r>on-drinking,

310-396-4730.

PROFESSIONAL MSLE to share 2bdrm/lba
house. Private e irance, yard, washer/dryer,

storage available, half utilities, N/S. Cat OK.
$525. MDR, (310)827-2706.

62 Room/Board for Help

A M/F Private room and bath^ard w/nice
family in Hollywood Hills Home EXCHANGE
for afterschool and some evenings help and
childcare. MUST HAVE dependable car and
insurance. Call (21 3)650-3100.

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hours/week, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurarKe.
French speaker preferred. 310-278-9307,
310-472-7269. .

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hourVweek. Wal-
king distance campus. Experience/references
required. 310-470-4662.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student. Own car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

Room and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit.

with household chores/errands. Own car

and/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
Vista. 310-398-1277.

Room in exchange for cleaning, beautiful

Beverly Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-208-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarKe- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1 399.

I«I«

2bd/2ba elegant corvjo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrnV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. Owner must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

SANTA f^^NICA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. U1. Remodeled kitchen and bath-
room. Quiet, bright, back unit. Great patio,

pool. Agent (31 0)479-6832.

Westwood, 2+2, bank owned, front unit, bal-

cony, $1 46,000. Agent, quiet street. North of
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-479-6832

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-
473-6782.

» 4

78 Misc. Activities

69 Condos for Rent

$145(VMONTH. Large, 2-bdrm -i-loft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-278-5517.

2bed/2bath. W.Hollywood condo, Sun-
set/Crescent Heights, hardwood floors, pool,

laundry facilities, 6 miles to UCLA. $1000.
Call Mariko 0(day) 310-546-9243/evening
310-376-5527.

3-bdrnV2-bath cor>do on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-
471-4989.

WLA-PALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-lcvel condo,
$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet
street. 10 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
1 Bedtaom 1 Bath

$65QAnonth * Security Building

Appliaaces + Some Utilities Included

Option to Buy

(310) 447-1005

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N/S.

Utilities included, $1100. No pets. Between
6-9pm 310-472-8336.

Beautiful Bel Air neighborhood guestroom,
wAitchen, access to vosher.dryer, pool. Easy
parking, ten minutes from campus. $565.
Mrs.. Reynolds 310-472-2478.

ENCINO. 2-bedroonVl -bath guesthouse to

share, own room, large yard, pool, very
quiet, private. Laundry/parking. Prefer fe-

male grad student. $400/month. 818-986-
5329.

GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, furnished

with kitchen, private and quiet. Non-smoker,
1 person, no pets, $575/month, Includes utili-

ties. 310-472-3889.

WLA, Guesthouse for rent, utilities Included,

private building, full kitchen, full bath, ma-
ture/quiet person preferred. 600 sq. ft., $700.
310-475-3807.

71 Vacation Rentals

Beach bungalow, 4/blcks. from beach, Ve-
nice/Santa Monica. 2bdr., hardwood-flrs.,

tropical garden. Available 10/29-12/3.

$900. 310-392-0926.

76 Dance/Physical Fitness

WANTED: GYMNASTICS COACH/SPOTTER
for giris teams. Malborro School. Contact Ju-

lie Napoleon (213)931-9698. Salary $15-

2(yhr. Nov. -May.

58 House for Sale

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-

tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Prudent

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. just minutes to Westside. Need
fourxlation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 818-789-71

1
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Putyour reputation

on the line

ClassifiBd Liif
825 2221

Daily Bruin

ARE YOU HIP, OUTGOING.ANDUNDER 26!

Ehring a Perpetual Liar?

Call us if you want to be a guest or be in

the audience for a new national T.V. show!

INTOODUONC IHE HOLUf IRWIN SHOW!
(310)996.9521

Daily Bruin

Advertise. It Works.

91 Insurance

/lllslate
Insurance Company

010)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 custonners will give us good to excellent

references. State license T- 163844. 213-263-
2378, 21 3-263- BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14fl truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing
and rewrites also available. Experienced
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-krK)wn author/consultant. 3 1 0-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, these^publicalions; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

Japanese conversation class. SMC. 310-

452-9214. Starting Oct..22. 6-Saturdays.

Beg.:9am-12. Intermediated -4. $75.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINQ^DITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, F^.O. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING. & EDITING

Al subjects. Theses/Dissertatnns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Intematk)nal sttxlents weksme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon BMr, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers, not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 1 0:00am- 5;00pm

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates
,

call My Tutor anytime. Han (eOO)90-TUTC)f^.

A^TH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pa«er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

Conversational BAHASA indorwtia tutor

needed. On-campus, 2-4 hn/^. 310-837-

3011.

EJCPERIENCED ENGLISH TUTOR for high

school student. PSAT and SAT Prep. Close
toUClA. Afterschool. 310-475-8409.

JAPANESE TUTOR needed for profescional

female in entertainment busineM to review

conversational Japanese Wemphasit on busi-

n«M use. Please call R. Bradley 310-843-

0922(dayt, 3tO-379-9995(evefilniei).

99 Tutoring Needed

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, binomial, Poisson, etc. Garrett

310-372-7237. EveningVweekends,
twiccAveek.

TUTOR YOUNG CHILD after ^school, 3
times/week, help with homework, 1-1.5

hours, scheduling flexible. Education major
preferred. 310-474-2266.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-

pers and applications. Laser printing, gram-
mar, spellcheck. Fax. We also do resumes,
letters, flyers, labels, transcription. Rushes.
310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS
years legal/medical transcription experience.
Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels/styles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

DRUM LESSONS. 1 5 years experience. Great
attitude and dedication. Very reasonable
ralell 213-654-2825.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call

David 310478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-
476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa
Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol
Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumes/cover letters/ReferefKe sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get, results. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

105 Travel

NEW YORK HOTLINE 1-900-378-5593.
What to do and see. Where's the actionl.

$1.2S/min., 3 minVavg., 18* JR900 Beverly
Hills 310-358-7167.

ca>T*ig ta UCLAI KabbaMk McrMiof tw Soul ml
AflMHt RMt mmcnt br AmwnMm od tx HotocajM.

Sunday Oct 23kwn tOiSOam- SSOpm
I LuMrt* Commoni, rwir UCO lam School

(In dcMffvttire mMeng roonw.)
mtocal (310)2764072. Otcamy Oommnm

New York
NON-STOP

^^Tpy
$225*
$225*
$235*
$184*

•Fares are eacJi Y«f frofn los Argeks baxd on a
rcxjndirp purchase «estrction5ap(DVandt«Kesnot
included Call for oJtier worlcKvKJe destnations

London
Frankfurt

Tokyo
Boston

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council Travel
1093 Broxton Awe, #220, Los Ansetes, CA 90024

310-808-3551
Eurailpasses

issuc(d on-the-spot!
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Make the most of

JOBS FOR BRUINS 94
Wednesday, October 19, 1994, Noon - 5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

I'm not ready to look for a job yet. Should I come?

Definitely! All UCLA students, from freshmen to

graduate degree candidates, are encouraged to attend.

The more you learn about different kinds of jobs,

employers and work environments, the

more likely you'll make the right decision
|jJQ ZJM

when it's time to begin your career.
^lAMNINO elMTII

u 1.

Daily Bruin
Advertise. It Works.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Of part of UK
6 Carry
10 Turned
14 Actress

Ekberg
15 Ice pellets

16 Too
17 Speaker of

Latin

18 Units of work
19 Dapper
20 Ocean dweller

22 Proverb
'23 Pronounce

carelessly

24 Warped
26 Beaufort or

Bering —
29 Navy officer:

abbr.

30 Basketball
great

Chamberlain
31 Totaled
33 Priests'

^ garments
37 Football

coach Chuck

38 Reprimand
40 Marsh bird

41 "High Plains

Drifter" star

43 Grin
44 Harness piece
45 Golfer's peg
47 Doze
48 Like babies

and kittens

51 Charity
53 Heroic tales

54 Jewish
holiday

59 Heart of the
matter

60 Lazy
61 Lasso
62 Stake
63 Pass the word
64 Fortified

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

lAlVlOIWISMBI I IGIDI

I

IPIPIEIRI

p H N O
H A 1 K U
E L L E s

A T R 1 A
C O A G U
T u N E i
SaOQ iZJiiSS SDuujD

© 1994 Unit«d Feature Syndicate

65 Guide
66 Influence

67 Riverside

plants

1 Battles

2 Enough, for a
poet

3 Large sedan
4 Heavenly
bodies

5 Dealt with

6 Not ours
7 Paddles
8 Cheapskate
9 Overhead

trains

10 Sahara .- r-

tempest
1

1

Skirt feature

12 Custom
13 Famous
21 Enjoyment
22 Is not well

25 — as Solomon
26 Rice wine
27 — St. Vincent

Millay

28 Commotions
32 Gleaned
33 Spanish hero

El —
34 First

herdsman
35 Metric weight

unit

36 Snow vehicle

38 Spiral

39 Small sweet
melon

42 Nets
43 Conference
45 Docilely

46 Broad-
antlered deer

48 LawtuI
49 Reckon
50 Panorama
52 Fern seed
55 Earthenware

jar

56 Apple or pear
57 Spent
58 Warren Beatty

film

60 — a boy!

VOLLEYBALL
From page 31

Coleman is not relegjrted to a sea-

son spent exclusively on the pine.

'*Kim is going to help us as she

has all year long," Banachowski

said. "Both setters will continue to

be a big part of this team.
"

• • •

Last Wednesday's nationally

televised match with USC was
something speciaf.

"Besides winning the national

championship in 1991, that was

the most exciting win Tve ever

been a part of at UCLA," Buckner

said.

On the other side of the court

stood the agony of defeat. USC
head coach Lisa Love was less

than thrilled after seeing her

Trojans prematurely celebrating

the end of UCLA's 13-match win-

ning streak over the lYojans.

"It's extremely frustrating,"

"...that was the most

exciting win I've ever

been a part of at UCLA."
Annett Buckner

Outside Hitter

Love said. "Especially after being

so close. Unfortunately, the girls

did an unwise thing in the third

game - they started celebrating'too

early, ^at's the Cardinal sin."

Annett Buckner
UCLA Spoile Into

105 Travel

Ck

BARGAI
AIRFARE

• Comprehensive Services • Free fukef

- Delivery on Compus • Order by Phone

Paris

New

Atlanta

New
Orleans

ASUCiA^

(c!i UC*fll

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMAN CHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black interior, red body, in good condl-

tion. S45(XVobo. 310-553-1444.

1984 HONDA ACCORt), 2-door, hatchback,

5-speed, red, air, stereo, "95 registration, one
owner, 97,000 miles. Excellent, $2750 firm.

310-820-4138.

81 BMW 320i, 5-speed, good condition,

clean. BlackAan, P/O cassette stereo, sunroof,

alarm. S2800. Denise (310)825-9095 (cam-

pus). (310) 473-3973 eve.

Moving sale: 86 Chrysler Lebaron Convert-

ible $1 750, sofa, futon black finish S200,

bed $100. Must sell call 31 0-61 7-4703.

'79 Olds Cutlass. Very good corfdition. 8-

cyl, new radiator. SlOOO/obo. Call Tony
310-836-8669.

'88 HONDA CRX-HS, white, immaculate

condition inside arvi out, pull-out AM/FM
cassette, sunroof, A/C. $490(yobo. (81 8)894-

0754 after 5pm.

'89 Civic Si. 3-door, 5-speed, white, power
sun-roof, AA/^M cassette, 53k miles, excel-

lent interior, excellent engine. $550(Vobo.
310-306-4755.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

91 CB250 Honda Nighthawk, nd. 16k miles,

$1500, great for beginner. Call 458-3287,

Icanine.

'88 Kawasaki Ninja EX 250. $1 50(Vobo. Runs
excellent. 12k. Black/Red. 310-473-0759.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

87 HONDA EirfE. Excellent condition, low
miles, includes 2 helmets and lock.

ibO0/6bo. (310)472.4224.

HONDA ELITE 80
'89, blacic, includes helmet and lock, great

condition, $650 firm. Call Jaclcie, 310-824-

0571.

'85 HONDA aiTE 1 50. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Only 5.2k miles. Lock,

helmet included. $775/obo. Call Kevin 818- .

879-1273.

'B8 HONDA ELITE 80, black, great condi-

tion, low miles, new battery tune-up, *95 reg-

istration paid, helmet, lock. $725. 310-445-

9564.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

'90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, great condi-

tion, includes helmet/paid registration for

1995. Call Kathleen (310)392-7547.

jTOO/clbo.

'90 HONDA aiTE 80. White, excellent con-

dition. IrKludes Helmet, basket and lock.

Low miles. $107Si/obo 818-347-4753.

126 Furniture for Sole

FOR SALE. 2 matching black couches,

bookshelves, dressers ana more-all in very

good condition. Call 818^54-3035.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

SLEEPER SOFA and armchair, excellent con-

dition. Also desk ar>d baby items. Call 310-

454-4560.

WOOD kitchen table and two chairs. Excel-

lent condition. Very nice looking. $125 for

set 81 8-997-1927 speak to Susie.

134 Computer/Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HO,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

COMPUTER (IBM compatible) S220, TYPE-
WRITER (Brother) $80, PRINTER (Ep-

son)$100. Good condition. (310)207-4935.

Computer for sale:Mac SE/30. 8-mb RAM.
40-mb Hardrive. Math co-prossesor. Carry-

ing case. $75(Vobo. Answering machine
$10. 310-399-8077.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin for irv

formation. 818-2^5-0909.

PC NOTEBOC)K-4a<b CPU, 120MB HD, 8MB
RAM, Coprocessor, mouse, extra battery,

case, docking station. Like new. $950. 310-
372-4177. _^
Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-
tems from only $1 50. Printers available from
$50 each. 310-286-1222.

TICKLE OUR
TASTEBUDS

AND THE DAILY
BRUIN

WILL TICKLE

YOURS.
Something's Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal favorite recipe

and if it's chosen we'll feature

your name and recipe in the

paper's classified section.

Also get $10.00 F/7EE
on your Bruin Goid Card.

BON
APPETITE!
drop recipe submissions at

ttie Daily Bruin front desic

225 Kerckhoff Hall

\x
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SWANSON
From page 30 ^
coach Greg Ormsby remembers
that Swanson was the focus of the

team, and that defenses were espe-

cially designed for him. Ormsby
also remembers Swanson 's not-

so-serious side.

"Matt reminded me of a little

kid in a toy store," Ormsby said.

"Happy kid, full of energy. He
was a class-clown in school,
everything was a joke to him. He
always had the last say, the last

comment."
"He's his own person,"

Swanson's mother, Janet, said.

"Matt's definitely our

most consistent player.

I'm starting to take him

for granted."

Guy Baker

UCLA Head Coach

"He was home not too long ago
and we went shopping. He wanted
this extremely silly hat and it had
a fish coming out of it. He was
with me, his sister and his father,

and he wore this hat into the hos-

pital to see his grandfather. Most
people wouldn't be caught dead
wearing that.hat, but he thought it

was cool."

Swanson redshirted his fresh-

man year, and played backup
goalie during the 1993 season.
Though he injured his groin in the

first part of the 1 994 season and
has been unable to train consis-

tently until this past week, the 6-4

sophomore has become a respect-

ed defensive leader for the Bruins.

"Matt's definitely our most
consistent player," Baker said.

"I'm starting to take him for grant-

ed."

Baker attributes a lot of
Swanson's ability in the sport to

his physical size and reach and his

confidence, which won't let him
get down when goals are scored
against him.

Swanson has dreams of playing

for the US National Team, and has

trained with them on occasion
during the past year. But other
than that, there isn't much that he
wants to talk about.

"Matthew doesn't share a lot of

things about his life," Janet
Swanson said. "You don't know
much about him unless you really

sit down and ask him. He doesn't

like the limelight on him."

Indeed, when asked to describe

himself, Swanson fidgeted for a

long time before responding. "I'm
pretty quiet and shy, I guess, as far

as off the pool decJc," he said. "On
the pool deck, I'm a lot more talk-

ative just because you need to get

things done, and you need to let

people know about it. I hate los-

ing.'

PerSU3SiV6 ( WeVe looking fo

advertising in the UCU student magazines. We of

flexible hours, and the reward of doing something impo

Call Arvli Ward at 206-4043 for more information.

»J»

What makes our course so successful?
Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

Live Teachers, No Tapes

Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

^ Personalized Attention

Up-to-Date Materials

Highly Trained & Dynamic

Instructors

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Flexible Payment Plans

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

Classes StartThis Week!

(800) 2-REVIEW
The Princeton Review Is not affiKated with Princeton University or the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

Courses for the Dec. 3 LSATand Dec. 1 GRE begin October22
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ps^ Universities

h the West

iiposed <^ More Than
5,CXX) Individuals,

Eager to Participate.

Searching for Their

Place on Campus.

Advertise for Your Event.

Call Internal.

&rM 206-7562

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

OFnCllL
WORLD CUP

f^ WnUIEL 8 SODWENin

S rOFFSIOEn '/^^' SPORTS APPAREL '

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura B/t%. Tarzana • 818.708.2350

Daily Bruin

PAGER BLOWOUTir" '^^^^ 1

F«r*N««
MOrOAOLA

Includes 3

Months Airtime

So. Calif, coverage

Plus Las Vegas

I wUh I

I
Pager Purchase

I

Featuring Quality MOTOROLA Pagers

SOUTHWEST PAGING 441 "7200

v\«;V 2270 Westwood Blvd.

one coupon per customer

limited bme ofter

I
limited bme ofler

'""TmonthF'
I

I

I

I

FREE VOICE
MAIL
with

Pager Purchase

V/S4 ' 'Plus Tax & Activation*
'

I one coupon per custom 3r I
limited time offer
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Please ndte the

changes for the

listed workshops

STUDENT
MEDIA

JOURNALISM
WORKSHOPS
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Reporting A

An introduction to basic research

methods, interviewing, covering

breaking news and working with

editors.

5pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackcrman 2412

Instructor: Mike Szymanski, investi-

gative reporter and c^ertainnient

writer
*

lifsicndfidhuiuGrdpr,!

Magazine and newspaper writers

discuss the way they work and write.

A prominent Los Angeles-area writer

leads the workshop each quarter.

7 pm Tuesday, Oct. 18 Ackerman 2412

7 pm Tuesday, Oct. 25 Ackerman 2412

7 pm Tuesday, Nov. 1 Ackerman 2412

5 pm Tuesday, Nov. 8 Ackerman 241

2

Instructor: John Lee, formerly a

reporter for the LA Times, staff writer,

LA Weekly, freelance magazine writer

iLiiSdudEdiiiu

Design A

An introduction to the basic principles

of graphic design and how they apply

to the presentation of information in

newspapers and magazines.

7 pm Thurs., Oct. 20 Ackerman 2412

6 pm Thurs., Oct. 27 Math Science 5225

Instructor: Albert Poon, designer San

Jose Mercury News

Wrilii^gA

Call 825-2787formore

information.

Af\ introduction to basic writing skills

for effective communication. Basic

publication style, story structure,

attribution issues, self-editing tech-

niques.

• Section 2

j 7 pm Wed., Oct. 1 9 Ackerman 35 1

7

I
2 pm, Sunday, Oct. 23 Kerckhoff 400

I

\ Instructor: Mike Szymanski STUDENT
MEDIAUCU
224 Kwtkbdff 825 2787
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BILLIOMEIER
From page 32

ridiculed the men that play foot-

ball for this school. The reason?

Because they're struggling, a

fact that Soenksen freely admit-

ted during our conversation. .

Now, I'm of the opinion that I,

as a Columnist for an indepen-

dent newspaper that represents

this school's students, have a

right to say such things. As Jim
Murray wrote Sunday, we're in

the truth business, not the public

relations business. Mr. Soenksen
apparently disagrees.

If I attacked you personally,

or said you were a bad human
being, or even just, "You suck,"

then I sincerely apologize. But I

know for a fact that was not, and
has never been, the case, most
especially with Matt Soenksen.
I've never mentioned the guy by
name or number in any article,

except perhaps to update readers

on an injury. The only guy who
has a genuine personal beef with

me is long snapper Chris

Andersen, whose name (it ain't

Anderson) and status (he's on
scholarship now, no longer a

walk-on) I butchered last week.
Therefore, Matt Soenksen -

and I assume many other players
- had his feelings hurt by a

loudmouth journalist. That's

unfortunate, but I certainly don't

think anything I said was out of

line or uncalled for - or even
unfair.

I think one friend of mine said

it best: "What do they expect
you to say? Good try? Better

luck next time?"
This is not to say that I get off

on making a bunch of large men
feel bad. That happened to be

the result of me doing my job.

My current occupation is exam-
ining on a weekly basis certain

aspects of the sporting world,

usually related to UCLA football

and basketball, considering

those are teams which I follow

religiously. If I see something
worthwhile to talk about, I'll do
so.

For example, against Oregon
State, um, er, well ...

Okay, that's not fair. Darren
Schager, Kevin Jordan and
Wayne Cook (that's right,

UCLA's quarterback) deserve

pats on the back.

But - newsflash - UCLA still

lost. To a pathetically crappy
team. Which makes the Bruins

... unworthy of criticism? Please.

Now, I've never claimed to be

a tough guy. In fact, the first and
only real "fight" in which I ever

engaged was with a fellow third-

grader named Wes. He gave me
one punch in the gut and I was
down like Gerry Cooney. I think

it had something to do with

inadvertent eye contact.

Point being, if Matt Soenksen
or any of his large friends want-

ed to squash me to a pulp, I'm
fairly certain they could achieve

their goal with virtually zero

resistance. Obviously I would be

stupid not to appreciate the fact

that a man literally twice my
size who was itching to kick my
ass decided against it.

The reason? Besides the

crowd of people looking on, I

think Mr. Soenksen resisted

because he felt I wasn't worth it.

And he's right. I'm not worth it.

What is worth it is putting

similar anger into preparing to

win football games. What is

worth it is going all out and
achieving goals. What is worth

it is fulfilling expectations.

I say, stop worrying about

what some "piece of shit"

columnist is saying and start

worrying about playing good
football.

Daily Bruin Sports

JON FERREY/Oaily Bniin

Punter Darren Schager was named Southwest Airlines Player of the Game in last Saturday's 23-14
loss to Oregon State. Schager is second in the Pac-10, averaging 42.5 yards per punt.

FOOTBALL
From page 32

two- and 10-yard lines.

• • •

Unfortunately, poor field posi-

tion didn't seem to stop Oregon
State from moving the ball.

Although the Beavers were held to

zero yards of passing offense, they

managed 428 yards on the ground
- a performance that pushed the

UCLA defense toward the bottom
of the Pac- 1 rankings.

The Bruins are last in rushing
defense, seventh in passing
defense, ninth in total defense and
eighth in scoring defense. One
consolation: they'earned the
respect of OSU halfback J. J.

Young, who ran the ball 23 times
for 1 60 yards.

"I think they're a quality Pac-10
defense," Young said. "I don't
think they're in the upper echelon,

at the Arizona or Washington
State level, but at the same time,

they have a really good defense. I

think we just kept them off-bal-

ance - our offensive coordinator

did a great job of calling plays and
keeping them on their heels."

• • •

Junior flanker Kevin Jordan
turned in yet another solid perfor-

mance against OSU, as did tail-

back Sharmon Shah and

quarterback Wayne Cook. Jordan
had seven receptions for 1 47 yards

and one touchdown, Cook com-
pleted 17 of his 32 passes -
including the touchdown strike to

Jordan - for 270 yards and Shah
ran the ball 25 times for 131
yards.

"As of today I'm settled

on Wayne. But we're

evaluating the whole

process from top to

bottom."

Terry Donahue

UCLA Head Coach

Defensively, UCLA was again

led by junior outside linebacker

Donnie Edwards, who had nine
solo and three assisted tackles.

Fellow outside linebacker Phillip

Ward had 1 2 tackles as well.

• • •

Oregon State's victory was its

first ever in six attempts at the

Rose Bowl, and the Beavers' first

win over UCLA in Los Angeles
since 1971, when they defeated
the Bruins 34-17 in the Coliseum.

• • •

At 2-5-0, UCLA is off to its

worst start since 1971, when the

Bruins were 2-5-0 after seven
games and finished the season 2-

7-1.

• • •

When you are on the heels of a

five-game losing streak nobody's
job is safe. That would include the

fourth freshman All-American in

the history of college football.

After hitting 21 of 26 field goals

in his inaugural season, sopho-
more Bjorn Merten is a woeful
eight for 16 this season. His pro-

longed slump has left Donahue
searching elsewhere for answers.

"We're, looking at that position

too," Donahue said. "I'm looking

to see what we can do to improve
and that area has certainly been an
unbelievable problem. Our team
does not react well to missed
kicks, we just sort of go 'poof
and are totally demoralized."

Merten 's backup is sophomore
Greg Andrasick.

• • •

Wayne Cook is still the starting

quarterback - for now.

"As of today I'm settled on
Wayne," Donahue said. "But
^we're evaluating the whole
process from top to bottom.
Between now and game-time I'll

be re-evaluating and trying to

search for answers and if I decide

we need to make a change at the

quarterback position, then I'll

make it."

KELLER
From page 32

Keller said. "Coming from last

year (his redshirt year) - when I

didn't play at all - 1 have much
more confidence this year. I know
the players better, so it's easier to

play with them because I know
their tendencies. I'm just more .

comfortable on the field."

For Keller, it was just a matter

of time t)efore he was able to adapt

to the Bruins' offensive scheme. It

began when he started to regain his

feel for the game during UCLA's
spring season.

"When I rcdshirted I didn't play

at all," Keller said. "And when you
don't play you lose your game
sense. The spring season helped

me get in the flow of things with

the team, and when I came,out this

year I had it right from the; start"

So now Keller has proven him-
self a key player, but only has only

had six starts this season and - bar-

ring the injury of a starter - figures

to come off of the bench for the

remainder of the season. However,
this role doesn't really (^ase him.

^ Uiink Sigi is looking for a

Josh Keller

UCLA Sports Info

line-Up that works and will play

well together," Keller said. "He's
just moving people in and out.

Sometimes he want3 people to

come off the bench to spark the

team if there's a lull in the game."
And though playing off of the

bench might seem disappointing

for someone who has proven him-

self both offensively and defen-

sively, it's really a testament to his

versatility. In a roundabout way.

Keller has pioneered a new role at

midfield for UCLA.
"You always have players who

are versatile," Schmid said. "But
we've never been this consistent

about playing someone 60 or more
minutes and not knowing exactly

where. I like the idea of taking a

look at the game and seeing what
we need for that day."

And with Keller, that usually

means that he'll bring a good
vision and a solid passing ability to

the game as well as good quick-

ness and a strong air game.
"I think my strengths are are just

playing the simple balls and keep-

ing possession for the team,"

Keller said. "When you play sim-

ply, things start opening up, and
that's when you can make the

through pass."

So will Keller ever claim a per-

manent role in the Bruin offense?

Probably not this year. And as for

the future, even he has no idea

exactly which of the five positions

he will eventtially fill - if there

will ever be one single position.

"Sigi really just rotates me
around so I don't know where I'll

end up," Keller said. "Anywhere
in the midfield.**
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Copeland's
Sports

HERE'S HOW IT IWORKSi
•Buy 2 pairs from the special
selection Super Value priced

$29.99 - $59.99
•For the highest priced pair you pay

current price

THE SECOND PAIR IS ONLY

SPECIAL GROUPS OF
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
HIKING BOOTS, BASKETBALL,
COURT, WALKING, RUNNING,
AEROBIC & CASUAL SHOES
FROM SUCH BRANDS AS:

Reebok

M-IEC

COnVERSE
K-SWiSS1

A spMsial group of thousand* of pairs of athlotic shoM consistfng of
disMRtinuod patterns and son** slightly MamlshMi shoM.

WO BETOiiPS OR EXCHIMiCES ON THESE ITEMS.
Qu»ntitl«a A l<«« limited to atocli on Kand AdvorHMHl in«n:handl.« may b* awailabt* .1

—f* fxHca* in upr.omlne •>!« .went. Regular. oH«tnat and currant pH«a« ara offaHMg
#»*•• «»•'•¥ •»»^ ""y «>' ""ay not hava r*suHi»d in aalaa. Prlca. may chanaa at olt>i o(

bwatnaaa 10/23/04. No daala ra.

1 001 WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOD

HOURS: MON-FRI 10 9. SAT 10-8. SUN 11-6
'
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Swanson: Laid-back goalie roils with the shots
Water polo led

by consistency

of its star goalie

By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was the summer of 1992
when Matt Swanson slipped off

his sweats and dove into the pool

for the first time to begin practice

with the UCLA men's water polo

team. As a freshman, he was quiet

and shy. Yet, the highly recruited

goalkeeper from Poway High
School made a lasting impression

on his fellow team members.
•it was the first time he had to

block a penalty shot," junior
Tommy Wong said. "He dropped
his head in the water and threw his

arms in the air. He just flailed his

arms in the air. Of course the ball

went in. He didn't want his head
to get hit."

"He used to be afraid of the

ball," senior Scott Turner remem-
bered. "He would shy away -

duck, I remember the first time I

looked over and Guy (Baker,
UCLA head coach) had his head
in his hands."

. Nobody wonders at the things

Swanson does anymore.
Teammates simply say, "It's just

'Swanny'."

In fact, after that first day, it

became expected that Swanson
would do the unexpected.
Unresponsive to popular opinion,

Swanson relied on his own
instincts as he treaded his way
through the uncertain waters of his

JON FERREY/Daily Brum

SophonrK)re goalkeeper Matt Swanson has been a virtual wall for UCLA in the cage, using his
relaxed attitude to his advantage.

first years in college.

Humorous anecdotes of
'Swanny's' casual disregard for

things going on around him, of
how he walks to the beat of his

own drummer and of his uncon-
ventional way of putting together

outfits are abundant.

Said Wong, "Once there was a

tub of hot water and he was sitting

in the tub of water running the

shot clocks. Basically, he could
have killed himself- that's tlie

way he is."

Swanson makes up for his casu-

alness outside of the pool and dur-

ing practice with a remarkable
competitive drive and aggressive-

ness at game time.

Baker sees Swanson's unas-
suming outlook on life and inten-

sity in the pool as an attribute

which goes along with being a

good goalie.

"You have to be calm and at the

same time intense," Baker said.

"You have to be able to talk and
react."

"He's a really siniple person but

at the same time complex," Wong
said. "(Team members) think he's

a goofball but have a lot of respect

for him.

"He takes a leadership role

when he has to, like in the pool,

"He takes a leadership

role when he has to, but

outside of the pool he

relaxes."

Tommy Wong

Team Member

but outside of the pool he relaxes

- and he really, really relaxes."

"I think he's lazy out of the

pool," Swanson's roommate,
Jeremy Braxton-Brown, joked.
"But you can always count on him
to block in games. Maybe in prac-

tice he won't want to get hit in the

head, but in a game he'll take it in

the face."

Swanson first played water polo

his freshman year in high school,

following in the footsteps of his

older sister who swam and played

water polo. He says he decided to

play goalie because, although he

couldn't swim very A'ell, his long

arms and tall stature were perfect

for the position.

As team captain, Swanson was
voted most valuable player after

setting the Poway record for saves

and goals-against average. Poway

~
See SWANSON, page 27

Reach Out and Touch the Campus

:-:y/- iM.^^Wf"'" "''".
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Internal 206-7562
y/f^.

Daily Bruin
Advertise.

THE UCLA BUSINESS
INVESTMENT SOCIETY

PRESENTS
¥

A DISCUSSION ON FIXED INCOME
MARKETS WITH:

DAVID MILOSON
• Current manager of a multi-million dollar hedge fund

• Former Vice President at Drexel Burnham
• Former Co-Head at Dabney, Reznick, & Wagner

Wednesday, Octoher 19, 1994
6:45 PM

Franz 1260
Free Food and HeveruKL's besinninj; at 6:30 PM

For More Information, Call Rob at (310) 276-6623
F^ndad by tkc CampM PnipwMCMMaittM of the Pragraim Activities Board.

P6rSU3SlVC . We're looking for aggressive

sales people to sell advertising in the UGLA student

magazines. We offer generous commissions,

flexible hours, and the reward of doing

something important. Interested?

Call Arvli Ward at 206-4043

for more information.
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MAlUQA

muriimmwa
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W. volleyball's Buckner
spiking toward honors
Outside hitter shines

in spothght, great

possibility for Player

of the Year candidaGy

Buckner continued her excellence last

weekend against the Oregon schools.

Against Oregon Friday, the Long Beach
native recorded 1 4 kills and a .462 attack

percentage. Then, on Saturday, Buckner rid-

dled Oregon State for 24 kills and 22 digs,

CLUB GORNER/By Hye Kwn

Men's gymnastics ready to
Jump into first club season

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

J.J Stokes* run for the Heisman Trophy
may have gone the way of the 1994 World
Series, but the third-ranked UCLA women's
volleyball team has its own candidate for

the best player in the country.

Outside hitter Annett Buckner has beep
named the National

Player of the Week
as well as the Pac-10
Volleyball Player of
the Week. Buckner
continues to make a

strong case for the

Player of the Year
award. The senior
began her week last

Wednesday by lead-

ing the Bruins back
from a 2-0, 12-14 deficit to beat USC,
drilling a career-high 37 kills in the five-

game thriller. That figure is the second-
highest total in UCLA history behind
Natalie Williams' mark of 43 set in 1991,

and Buckner's 89 attack attempts in the

match set a new UCLA record.

After the match, USC junior outside hit-

ter Kelly Kuebler's comments bordered on
awe.

"She has a great chance to be the Player

of the Year," Kuebler said. "We couldn't

stop her all night long. She just hits hard,

hard, hard."

"(Annett Buckner) has

great chance to be the

Player of the Year. We couldn*t

stop her ... She just hits hard,

hard, hard."

Kelly Kuebler

USC Outside Hitter .

both match-highs.

Buckner stayed in such £k zone during the

week that she was oblivious to everything

the opposition tried. When asked how she

overcame the USC triple-block, her
response was characteristic.

"To be honest, I really didn't notice they

had a triple on me."
• • •

The early season setter duel between
sophomore Kelly Flannigan and freshman
Kim Coleman has apparently been resolved.

Flannigan has started the last six matches
for the Bruins with Coleman giving her

occasional mid-match breathers.

"Kelly is the starter," Banachowski said.

"I wish Kelly would take a little more con-

trol and just be more comfortable with the

team out there. Now ii-the time for her to be

a little more commanding, but overall she is

doing a good job of making improvements."

While Flannigan is at the controls.

See VOLLEYBALL, page 26

By Hye Kwon

After losing NCAA status last year

following months of a highly publi-

cized legal battle. Art Shurlock, i

head coach of the UCLA men's gymnastics

team, now fmds himself coaching a club

team.

But despite what others may think,

Shurlock says that his team is not feeling

sorry for itself.

"Absolutely not," he said. "This team is

not feeling a letdown."

At the expense of the athletic depart-

ment, the UCLA department of recreation

has received a gymnastics team that is

ranked one of the best in the nation at any
level. Shurlock, who is in his 31st season

as head coach, feels that the team has

received some advantages despite the obvi-

ous down sides to being a club team.

For starters, the team will not feel any
pressures of competing in a conference as

they did last year as a part of the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation. Instead, the team
will resort to playing the role of a spoiler at

each of the meets in which they compete.
Instead of competing in the NCAA

championships at the end of the year, as

they did last season, the Bruins will com-
pete in the club championships to be held

at Arizona State this season.

"The quality of the (club champi-

onships) is going up every year," Shurlock

said. "We're looking forward to a tough

competition this year."

After the unsuccessful litigation last sea-

son, there were those who feared that team
members would transfer to another school

to continue competing in the NCAA. With
the accolades they garnered in the past sea-

sons, it would have been easy for UCLA
gymnasts to become top contenders at

Tliany other schools.

However, much to the delight of the

UCLA recreation program, Shurlock and
the fans of the program, all eligible vcter-

"The quality of the (club
"

championships) is going,up ...

We're looking forward to a

tough competition this year."

Art Shurlock

UCLA Head Coach

ans decided to come back to UCLA this

season, ensurin^that this team will be as

good as the UC*A teams of the past - if

not better

With Greg Umphrey graduated, the lead-

ership role will fall to a group of upper-

classmen, namely senior Mike DcNucci
and juniors Jim Foody and Steve McCain.
Preseason rankings named McCain third in

the nation.

The team is currently training at Yates

Gymnasium in the Wooden Center four

hours per day. Their first competition will

be held the third week of January, followed

by the Feb. 1 1 UCLA Invitational, which
will be sponsored in conjunction with the

UCLA women's gymnastics team and will

feature many of the best collegiate teams in

the nation.

W37 Bi'OKton Ai/e. IVestiVood Ui((age

3W^208^0^88

BAR & GRILL

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

Buy Stratton's Glass for $4.00

$2.00 KAMIKAZE'S

MALIBU RUM DRINK

SPECIALS ALL NIGHT
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Sports
Football hit with more bad news
Bruins will likely face

UAs 'Desert Swarm'

minus split end Stokes
By Scott YamaguchI
and Eric Branch —^—
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

JON FERREY/Daily Bruin

UCLA flanker Kevin Jordan leads the

Pac-10 conference in receiving.

Stokes' knee had already been drained of • • •

residual fluid last week, and he experienced Statistically, Stokes' absence has had an

some immediate improvement in range of obvious impact on UCLA's offense. In the

motion, according to Donahue. Saturday, latest Pac-10 rankings, the Bruins were sev-

however, the range of motion was limited enth in rushing offense, fourth in passing

again and specula- ^^^^^^^^ offense, fifth in total offense and 10th in

tion indicated that ^HPPP^nj scoring offense,

more fluid had coag- /^ffT** ' 1 ' * '

ulated in the knee. | j^Jk On the bright side, UCLA's lack of abili-

"The word I got V. /^ /Xit^r

I

^ ^o move the ball has given punter Darren

First things first ... out of the training \/^0v^^ \ Schager an opportunity to shine. The 6-

In all likelihood, All-American split end room today was that \--M/'---^--a^'^ f^^» 194-pound senior currently ranks scc-

J. J. Stokes will not play in UCLA's game at they're going to take 1 /4^ifft^ ^^^ >"^ Pac-10 in average yards per punt

Arizona Saturday. him to have another t :'^^.. ..." 1 at 42.3. USC's John Stonehouse is first with

A week ago, UCLA head coach Terry MR! and see if K.Z----^^-^^^^^^^^ an average of 42.S yards per punt.

Donahue was fairly certain that Stokes - there's more fluid ^^^^^^^ Against Oregon State Saturday, Schager

who suffered a deep quadricep bruise in the that has gathered in the sore spot of the was named the Southwest Airlines Player of

first half of the Sept. 3 season opener and leg," Donahue said at his weekly press con- the Game. He punted five times with an

has played in only one game since - would ference Monday. "That injury is the mother average distance of 43.8 yards. More
be recovered in time to see action against of all injuries. I was fairly certain that he importantly, his kicks left Oregon State

the Wildcats. That prognosis changed would play, but based on my conversation starting drives on their own 19-, 19-, six-,

Saturday night when the team doctors in the training room this morning, I don't -.

examined Stokes at the Rose Bowl. have that kind of optimism." - See FOOTBALL, page 29

Writer calls for focus on
playing better football

Eric

Billigmeier

Matt Soenksen threatened

me to my face the other

day. It seems Mr.

Soenksen, a rather large, muscular

fellow who plays offensive line for

the UCLA football team, was a bit

upset at the harsh words 1 directed at

the Bruins last week in this space.

I was mind- ^^^m^^^^^^
ing my busi-

ness watching

some huge,

unintelligent

men smash

their heads into

cement blocks

on Bruin Walk,

when another

huge, certainly

much more

intelligent per-

son approached

pointing a fin-

ger in my face.

"What's your name?" he asked.

"Name's Eric," 1 responded,

extending my hand in greeting like

my mama taugltt me.

"You're that Billig-guy, right?"

he said, refusing my hand.shake

offer.

"Yeah, Billigmeier. Don't worry,

nobody gets it right on their first try

anyway. What's your name?" I

asked in rctum, again offering a

handshake.

"Matt, Matt Soenksen," he retort-

ed, again refusing.'

Thus began a short, mildly con-

tentious conversation that involved

a couple of Where-do-you-get-offs,
one E)o-you-think-you're-tough-or-

something and several interesting

silences that normally aren't

,

amenable to a 5-foot-5-inch, 1 50-

pounder getting stared down by a 6-

foot-6-inch rock weighing in at just

over three bills (the ones with Ben

Franklin's picture).

In the course, Mr. Soenksen

informed me that my picture was
now posted on the locker room wall.

I assumed it wasn't up there as an

object for darts. The way he said it,

it sounded more like the leader of a

lynch mob: "Okay, boys, here's

your man, now go get 'im."

Midway through our chat, I

inquired, "I get the impression you

don't like my writing."

"I think you're a piece-of-shit

writer," he responded.

AwwwI-righty, then.

Later, Mr. Soenksen, clearly tir-

ing of the situation, invited me to

"C'mon down to the field some-

time." I took the liberty of assuming

he was not offering an interview

after practice. Something more
along the lines of, "Hi, my name's

Eric. I'm the tackling dummy."
That pretty much ended it, as Mr.

Soenksen walked away bearing the

same scowl with which he had

^proached. Oh, and he refused to

shake my hand when he left, too.

(I think he digs me. What do you
think?)

Anyway, I pondered on my con-

versation with Matt Soenksen for

about an hour before starting on this

column during film class later that

day. Some of the witnesses to the

conversation helped out. For

instance, as a mellow dude naiped

Brian pointed out, "If writing all that

bad stuff will help them win football

games, keep it up!"

I would if 1 thought it would help,

but I don't tfiink that's the case

(read: Oregon State 23, UCLA 14).

No, 1 think Matt Soenksen's

problem with me is the fact that

1, in his opinion, unnecessarily

See BILUQMEIER, page 28

Roaming

Middle
The \ crs.it ility

oi josh Keller has
maje him a stiiKvart

in the UCLA lineup
this year

AUDREY LESJDiOy Bruin

Midfielder Josh Keller has played in all five midfield positions this season for the UCLA men's
soccer team.

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

As strange as it may seem, UCLA's Josh

Keller is just too versatile at midfield to be

a starter.

In just 13 games this season, the 5-10 freshman

has played at all five of the midfield positions in

the Bruin offense, demonstrating a strong enough
ability at each position to render him a second-

half player - even though UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid still considers him a starter.

"In my mind. Josh is a starter even though he's

maybe not one of the 11 on the field," Schmid
said. "But that's because he has the ability to play

a number of different positions. I like to leave

Josh on the bench rather than have hi:)i start at

one place and then have to move him around after

he's geared towards that position. Instead, we can

see what's happening and play him to a position

that will help us that particular day."

And that strategy has paid off so far this sea-

son. In what was arguably UCLA's most difficult

road weekend of the season - against St. John's

and Rutgers two weeks ago - Keller notched both

game-winning shots to propel the Bruins to 2-

1

and 1 -0 victories, respectively. Keller also assist-

ed on Adam Frye's game-winner in overtime

against Westmont one month ago.

"I'm getting more comfortable at all positions,"

See page 29

University of California, Los Angeles

Not JUST anoiher
"Swan** song...
UCLA men's water polo goalie Matt Swanson
(left) is a solid learn leader for the Bruins in

the pool Off the pool deck, however, the

redshirt sophomore takes on a different

personality.
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H I uncilFkaternity
Panhellenic gets status approved,

but IFC bid misses by one vote

nsorship fails

By James Thomas Snyder
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Gavels rapped, voices rose and tears fell.

In the end, the result surprised everyone.

The undergraduate student council nar-

rowly voted against reinstating the
Interfi^temity Council as a student advoca-
cy group Tuesday night, following two
hours of intense and occasionally ran-
corous debate.

Immediately following the controversial

decision, the student council voted to rein-

state the Panhellenic Council, the umbrella
sorority organization.

"I'm disappointed," said IFC President

Chris Chaudoir. "I'm confused ... I'm look-

ing for a reason why the council voted the

way it did." ]

Opponents of the greek bid did not
anticipate the vote's outcome, but were
pleased with the result.

"We're surprised," said MEChA educa-
tion director Max Espinoza. "We expected
it to go the other way. We had this hope
inside us that the council would see the

moral issue. I guess it just went our way
because one person was able to make their

own decision."

IFC sponsorship failed by a single vote.

External Vice President York Chang,
Community Service Commissioner Sam
Jayaraman and Cultural Affairs
Commissioner Jeanna Yoo voted against

sponsorship. Academic Affairs
Commissioner Alice Bae and Student
Welfare Commissioner J. Joy Jacob
abstained.

"I'm disappointed," said President Rob

Inside Viewpoint

Is anybody
out thero?
UCLA graduate stationed

in Haiti turns to his fellow

Bruins for help. Away from
their families and the ones
that they love, the American
soldiers are lonely. They ^

are wondering if anyone
cares. If you do, please let

them know and mail some
morale.

See page 14

Inside A&E

My Little

Buttercup
Steve Martin, *he could

have won a Grammy' -

but a Tony? With his new
play, 'Picasso at the Lapin
Agile,' officially opening
Friday at the Westwood
Playhouse, Martin tells

The Bruin all about mak-
ing the jump from the sil-

ver screen to the open
stage.

See page 16

Inside Sports

Horses in tho
swimming
pooi?!7

Ever wonder what really

goes on during a water polo
game? Hey, even if you
haven't, turn to Sports and
Esther Hui will explain it all

for you.

See page 32

Tonka toyland

A bird's-eye view of the ongoing construction in front of Ackerman Union
STEVEN KtM

Greenhalgh. "It means that a representative

of the student community is left out of the

system, and student government has failed

in its mission."

The vote attracted nearly 1 00 people
who filled Kerckhoflf Hall 400. Long hours
of contentious and complex discussion
went on amidst the oppressive warmth of
the observers. ^ ~

Those opposing sponsorship maintained

the fraternities have not changed since the

day offensive fraternity songbooks sur-

faced two years ago, and that those past

transgressions are unforgivable.

"Two years is really not enough to

See SPONSORSHIP, page 9

Registration

drive targets

student vote
Campus efforts mirror

nationwide intentions

to *get out the vote'

By Allison Lefkowitz
Daily Bruin Staff

More than 5,000 UCLA students regis-

tered to vote for the Nov. 8 election in the

past few weeks, according to organizers

of a campus voter registration drive.

Taking the lead from the United States

Students' Association's "Students Are
Voting Everywhere" campaign, non-parti-

san volunteers from the undergraduate
external vice president's office, along
with members of the California Public
Interest Research Group (CALPIRG) and
student advocacy groups worked to regis-

ter students across campus.
"People think they can't do anything or

that their vote can't make a difference,"

said York Chang, undergraduate stodent
government external vice presidenl.^'But

elections in the past have been decided by
as little as 100,000 votes and there are

165,000 students in the UC system
alone."

The voter registration drive at UCLA is

the first of three steps taken by the SAVE
campaign to increase the student voice in

elections, Chang said.
^

In addition to tables on Bruin Walk,

See REGISTRATION, page 9

Stances on Prop. 187 anticipated
By Rick Orlov

Los Ahgeles Dally News

Democratic U.S. Sen. Dianne
Feinstein and her opponent. Rep.
Michael Huffington, R-Santa
Barbara, have at least one thing in

common -

each has yet

to take a stand

on Proposi-
tion 187, the

controversial

Nov. 8 ballot

measure.

Aides to

both candi-
dates say they

expect to

announce a position soon. For
Feinstein, the decision may be
tougher - while polls show voters

strongly favor Proposition 1 87,

almost all Democrats running for

statewide office oppose it.

By endorsing 187, Feinstein

also would anger Latinos - who
already have criticized Feinstein

for her harsh rhetoric against ille-

gal immigration.

"I think she'll do the right thing

and go on record against it," said

California Democratic Party
chairman Bill Press, adding he
had not discussed the issue with

Feinstein. "The party's on record

against it, (Democratic gubernato-

rial candidate) Kathleen Brown is

on the record against it and my
guess is (Feinstein) will be against

it."

Asked about her position
Monday, Feinstein said that with

three weeks to go before the elec-

tion, she has not made up her
mind.

"It may have a lot of unintended "He is supportive of legal immi-
consequences," Feinstein said dur- gration - he's married to a legal

ing a news conference in the L.A. immigrant," spokeswoman
area of Reseda when asked her Jennifer Grossman said. "He
position on the measures "I am not believes first of all in doing what
prepared to make a comment we can to protect our borders and
now." he has suggested we do the same

Huffington released a statement thing in California as they are in

Monday that echoed comments Texas to have greater control of
made by Feinstein. but did not the borders."

give any indication of how he
stands on 187.

"We need to enforce the law of
the land and cut incentives that

attract illegal aliens," Huffington
said in a statement. "We also need
to increase trade with other coun-
tries so they can create businesses

for their citizens who will no
longer need to cross the border."

Huffington aides said he was
doing the same type of study as

Feinstein on the measure.

Bill-King. one of the co-spon-
sors of the measure, said he does-

n't understand the hesitancy of
politicians.

"This thing is so hot that if

either Huffington or Feinstein
endorsed it, it would guarantee
their election," I^ing said.

"It seems to me if they value their

political future, if they want to

stay in office, they better endorse

See POLITICS, page 10
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What's Brewin' Today
9 a.m. - 11 a.m.

KerckhofT Coffeehouse Jazz Series

Ferberville - original jazz

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

824-9601

10:30 a.m.

Center for Student Programming
UC Student Regent Question & Answer

Session

Ackerman 3508
206-2623

11 a.m.

Minority Association of Planners &
Architects

Lecture: Recent research on immigration

Perloffl302

935-6648

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

Noon

PSICHI
Meeting

Franz 3461

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Weekly mass .. .

Ackerman 3517 ~.

208-5015

2:30 p.m.

Korean 'Hitorial Project

Tutoring at John Burroughs Middle School

Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

478-1176

Westwind, UCLA's Journal of the Arts

Open meeting for new editors

Rolfe Grand level, English Reading Room
794-3375

3 - 4:15 p.m.

Education Abroad Program
Information meeting on Sweden and Denmark
Bunche 11382

825-4889

5 p.m.

Gamma Theta Upsilon, Geography Club
Meeting

Bunche A- 163
ft.

UCLA Society of Forensic Sciences

Meeting

Franz 346 1 .
-

473-3936

6 p.m.

APACT
Organizational meeting

MacGowan2310C
(213)658-5649

ASHA - LA
Informational meeting

Boelter 5252
825-2734

Bruin Democrats
Weekly meeting

Dodd 170 r
'824-7076

Environmental Coalition

General meeting and film

Ackerman 3508
206-4438

Expresion Latina *

.J^eeting: Prop. 1 87 discussion

MacGowan 1350
208-5013

Iranian Students Group

General meeting

LS4127
825-1845 -

Student Welfare Commission
Staff meeting

•Kerckhoff 400
825-7586

UCLA Asian Pacific Coalition

General meeting and staff elections

Campbell 3232
825-7184

UCLA Pre-Medical Society

Meeting ^ •'•

Dickson 2 160E
824-1465

Vietnamese Student Association

General Meeting

Franz 1178
208-1867 .-—

,

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Law Society

Meeting

Perloff 1102

825-6580

United Cambodian Students

General meeting

Sproul Hall North, Sixth Floor Lounge
475-5039

7 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega
General meeting

Ackerman 3508
824-1067

Bruin Republicans
General meeting

Ackerman 3517
479-7608

College of Letters and Science Academic
Workshops
Time management
Griffm Commons 203
825-9315

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Graduate Student
Network
Ackerman 3525
841-5930

Peer Health Counselors
Contraception Workshop
Sunset Village Canyon Point A6 Lounge
825-8462

7:30 p.m.

Meknitz Movies & Conflict Mediation
Program, Etc.

Free film: "Oleanna" followed by panel dis-

cussion

Melnitz Theater

825-9840

9 p.m.

UCLA Comedy Club
Weekly workshops for those interested in

writing and performing stand-up comedy
Ackerman 2410
794-3282

Ifyour organization would like an event listed

in this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin 's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoffand fill out a list-

ing form by 2 p.m. the day before publication.

The deadline for a submission that will appear
in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m. Please

address questions to Ayako Hagihara at 206-

0904.

How much do you
know about sex?
By Darlene MIninnI

Is there a correlation between

penis size and partner pleasure?

How does a woman have an

oigasm? Are there any virgins left

in college? As the Coordinator of

the UCLA Sexual Health

Education Program, I am often

asked these

kinds of ques-
tions.

Most of us ,

have at least

some ques-

tions about

sex. That's

natural. But in

our society it

seems more
okay to have

sex than to talk about it.

Some of us were able to get

accurate iivformation from sex

education courses, but sometimes

those classes sounded more like a

lecture on plumbing than sexuali-

ty.

Those who didn't get their ,

questions answered in classes, or

felt uncomfortable talking with

parents, may have turned to

friends for advice. Although

friends can often lend a sympa-
thetic ear, they may be short on
accurate information.

The Kinsey Institute, a research

oi^anization dedicated to the

investigation of sex, gender and
reproduction, sought to find out

just how much Americans know
about sexual issues. In 1990, they

published the results of a national

sex knowledge test that was
administered to a representative

group of 1 ,974 American adults 18

and over.

The results? Americans failed

the test. Fifty-five percent of those

taking the test were unable to

answer more than half the ques-

tions correctly and another 27 per-

cent received a D, a grade

requiring a score of only 56 to 66

percent.

With the goal of keeping

knowledge-hungry UCLA stu-

dents, uhhh ... satisfied, the Daily^

Bruin has created this new months

ly column SexTdlk. In it, we will

explore the variety, richness and

complexity of human sexuality,

and hopefully answer some of

your questions along the way.

Each month, we'll examine a dif-

ferent topic of interest to you.

lb start you off. we've created

our own sexual knowledge test.

Give it a try, and see how you

score!

1

.

Most women can achieve an

orgasm through vaginal inter-

course alone.

True False

2. What do you think is the

length of the average man's erect

penis?

a. 3-4 inches

b. 5-7 inches

c. 8-10 inches

d. 12 inches

3. Most women who have sex

with men prefer a sexual partner

with a larger-than-average penis.

True False

4. Engaging in physical exercise

can inhibit your sexual drive.

True False

5. Among UCLA students ages

17-21, how many have not

engaged in sexual intercourse in

the last 6 months?

a. 20 percent

See SEX TALK, page 9
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ASUCLA limits new hires
By Phillip Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

Declining revenues and over-

staffmg are forcing the students'

association to make across-the-

board cuts in hiring new student

employees, association officials

said.

"We will limit our hiring of new
employees to provide the labor

hours we feel we need, rather than

cutting anyone's hours," said

Executive Director Jason Reed.

"As employees leave, we will

adjust the number of replacement

employees to fit our needs, rather

than cutting hours."

At the students' association*s

September board of directors

meeting. Reed said summer hours

went over budget because of man-

agement difficulties in determin-

ing personnel needs.

"We scheduled too much labor

in parts of the store during the

summer period," Reed said.

"We're going to schedule labor

according to sales, not according

to trend."

The hiring cuts are due in large

part to sagging association rev-

enues. For June, July and August,

Association revenue.s fell

$134,000 below budget. By
adjusting the amount of associa-

tion hiring, officials said, students'

operations would hopefully show

a better bottom line.

Some food-venue managers

said managing a successful busi-

ness while also meeting personnel

goals can be tricky.

"It's a balancing act, because if

you cut loo much, your customer

service suffers," Kerckhoff Coffee

House Manager Roy Champawat
said. "We certainly watch our bot-

tom line carefully, and we certain-

ly watch all of our expenses."

Students' association policy

prevents students from working

more than 20 hours per week. This

rule creates the need for large

numbers of student employees to

fill the gaps in their weekly sched-

ule.

"We try to be flexible with stu-

dents, and we try to accomodate

students' needs and schedules as

much as possible," Champawat
said, adding that Kerckhoff Coffee

House has a staff of 85 so that it

can work around diverse student

schedules adequately.

Student board members said the

hours and hiring changes were not

new policies, but that these steps

were being taken to bring associa-

tion personnel back into line.

"What it will mean is that stu-

dents won't be asked to work a lot

of time," said Graduate President

Tim Beasley. "Most (student

workers) were hired to put in 10 to

15 hours per week, and (now)

they'll actually be able to put in 10

to 1 5 hours per week.

.

"What happened is that eariy in

the summer - because they lacked

managers and because managerial

staff was turning over - they

wound up increasing student hours

beyond what was budgeted,"

Beasley said. "This is just returning

(hours) to what students expected

to get last year."

Other board representatives said

students' financial needs would be

taken into account when making

the cuts, so the changes wouldn't

be arbitrary.

'The board was concerned with

how (student) workers are going to

be affected," undergraduate repre-

sentative Mark Reyerson said. "A

lot of (the students) have things to

pay - we shouldn't be putting

restrictions on them when it comes

to their jobs."

Students now working for the

association shouldn't be affected

too much, Beasley said, because

high personnel attrition rates

should aid management in making

cuts.

"A lot of people drop out - they

realize that they can't work as

many hours as they wanted to, or

they found a better job off cam-

pus. he said.

K.C FINDELSE^4Aially Brum

Usa Kim, an ASUCLA employee, works at Candy Coated Cures.

Legal, mysterious doud
besets returned violin
By Betty Kwong
Los Angeles Dally News

A Stradivarius violin, missing for

nearly 30 years, has been returned to

UCLA - but it remains under a legal

cloud and its unlikely saga apparently is

far from over.

The 262-year-old violin, believed to

be a Stradivarius known by the name of

one of its famous owners, the Duke of

Alcantara, vanished mysteriously in

1967 shortly after the university received

it as a gift.

David Margetts, at the time a second

violinist for the chancellor's quartet,

thinks someone may have taken the

instrument - one of the 500 crafted by

Antonio Stradivari of Cremona, Italy

that still exists - from his car when he

stopped at a convenience store for juice

and a snack one summer evening.

"I thought, *0h my gosh, he didn't

know what he took and he's going to

throw it away,'" Margetts said Monday.

"I felt like I was betraying a trust. It's

like if somebody gave you the Mona
Lisa and you lost it. How would you

feel? I was devastated. There is no

replacement for an instrument of that

^ caliber."

A lost property report filed with police

and notices circulated to pawn shops

yielded nothing concerning the violin -

valued at up to several hundred thousand

dollars.

Then last January, the university got

an unexpected call from the owner of a

Petaluma, Calif violin shop.

Joseph Grubaugh, who with his wife

Sigrun Seifert runs the violin shop, had

been asked by a local music teacher to

examine a student's violin.

"We looked at it and probably 40 sec-

ond later" knew it was the real thing,

Grubaugh said.

Grubaugh and Seifert, members of the

American Federation of Violin and Bow
Makers, found the Duke of Alcantara on

a list of more than 500 missing and

stolen instruments provided by the orga-

nization. They said they reported it to

UCLA after returning the instrument to

the teacher.

Since then, UCLA and Teresa Salvato

of Riverside, Calif - the violin stiKlent -

have been in a legal tug-of-war over

ownership of the pedigreed violin.

Salvato returned the instrument to

UCLA's Fowler Museum of Cultural

History on Monday under a court order

that forbids either side from transfer-

ring it, trading it, playing it or inspect-

ing it until court proceedings are

completed.

Salvato-, an amateur violinist who
won the instrument in a divorce settle-

ment after playing it for about 14 years

during her marriage, wants to keep it,

said Allen Hyman, Salvato's attorney.

"You can lose something, someone

can find it and sell it to someone else

who has no knowledge that it wai lost

and they can own it." Hyman contend-

ed Monday.
The violin was apparently

bequeathed to Salvato's ex-husband by

an aunt who had owned a music store,

Hyman said. How the aunt came to

possess it 25 to 30 years ago is unclear,

he said.

But, UCLA wants the only

Stradivarius believed ever owned by

the university, too.

"Our goal is to get the violin back,

our singular goal," said Ruth Simon, a

member of the UCLA legal team argu-

ing the case.

Attorneys representing the university

and Salvato will meet during the next

several weeks to try to settle the debate.

If a settlement is unsuccessful, the

case will go to Los Angeles County
Superior Court.

Margetts, meanwhile, is hoping his

loss of three decades ago will be made

whole.

"If I find the Hope Diamond in a

parking lot and the Hope Diamond's

owner has made an effort to recover it,

then it's not mine," Margetts said.

"The person who found it should make

an effort to say, *Yoo hoo, who owns

this here?'
"

Although he said he understands

Salvato's attachment to the instrument

- remembering the feel of the strings

underneath his own fingers - he argued

the violin belongs to posterity.

"A fiddle like the Strad doesn't

belong to anybody," Margetts said.

"Justice demands that those works of

art are public domain, really. I mean,

who owns the Mona Lisa?"

Cliffs Notes still going

strong after 36 years
The 'yellow-aiKd-black

attack' endure as most

recognizable study aids

By Kevin Amorim
Cox News

DAYTON, Ohio — Mike Busam never

thought about adding Cliffs Notes to his

arsenal until he was backed into a corner

during one semester as a graduate student

at University of Dayton.

He had read only half of Johann
Wolfgang Goethe's "Faust" for his

Divine Comedies class, and there was no

time to finish the weighty tome for an

impending exam.

"I was so beat that semester, and fig-

ured I had no career in academia, any-

way," he says.

That's when he headed to a bookstore,

hunting for his salvation - "the yellow-

and-black attack" a friend dubbed them.

He hated having to fall back on the notes.

Despite the stigma attached to the

booklets. Cliffs Notes have stayed alive

for more than 35 years, dodged criticism

from academics and remained the most

recognizable of study aids - everyone

who ever took an English literature class

knows them. / t

It doesn't matter that students buy

nearly 5 million copies of Cliffs Notes

annually woridwide. Some don't want to

be seen with them.

In front of the Cliffs Notes shelves at

the bookstore, a feeling of embarrass-

ment came over Busam
It was the kind of condom-buying anx-

iety teen-age boys face when purchasing

that first pack of Trojans or girls feel

when they receive their inaugural gyne-

cological exam.

"I was right there, glancing at the list-

ings," Busam, 25. remembers. "Then as

soon as I laid my eyes on it, a voice from

behind asked me how t was."

In the strained irony of a bad sitcom,

the voice Busam heard was the professor

of the class. Needless to say. he didn't

buy the notes, and he has avoided them

since. But other students aren't as bash-

ful.

"When they first came out. they were

seen as a cheat tool," said Kelly Jo

Hinrichs, Cliffs Notes Inc. spokes-

woman. "We get more positive than neg-

ative comments today."

In fact, the demand for the notes has

led the Lincoln. Neb.-based company to

go high-lech and add computer software

study aids.

The company is also delving into mul-

ticulturalism: Two of the newest Cliffs

Notes titles off the press are Maya
Angelou's "I Know Why the Caged Bird

Sings" and Amy Tan's "The Joy Luck

Club."

That's a long way from the list of 16

original notes - all works of William

Shakespeare - that Cliff Hillegass started

in 1958 for $4,000.

Hillegass still signs the note to the

reader in front of every book: These

notes are not a substitute for the text

itself or for the classroom discussion of

the text.

Tell that to an English grad student

who's spent the better part of his life in

the classroom.

"That's what you can be driven to,"

says Busam. now of West Chester and a

writer of stock and option commentaries

for an investment newsletter.
.

Rita Bowen, a UD senior majoring in

sociology, once pulled an all-nighter to

write a paper on some works by Plato and

Aristotle. She hadn't read the books dur-

ing the seniester, so in one night, she

photocopied a friend's Cliffs Notes to

write the paper.

It was a hassle going through material

at the last minute, the 21 -year-old Dayton

native says. "Moral of the story: Read the

books before you go to class."

Opinion on correptly using Cliffs

Notes varies in the academic world.

"Most profs would probably say they

are horrible," says Stephen Wilhoit, an

assistant professor of English at UD.

"But if you're going to read (James

Joyce's) "Ulysses," you need some kind

of guide. But instead of being a guide,

you get kids copying the synopsis - that's

where the problems come in, some stu-

dents don't know how to u.se them."

Wilhoit recommends staying away
from them. "Rely on yourself," he says.

And that's the advice would-be Cliffs

Notes-user Busam took. Even without the

notes to Faust, he aced his exam, relying

on yet another student trick of the trad©;^

"1 wrote around it."
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Assad regards treaty

as 'blasphemous'
CAIRO. Egypt — Presidenl Hafez Assad
of Syria on Tuesday condemned the draft

peace agreement between Israel and
Jordan and said that Jordan committed
blasphemy by agreeing to remt part of its

land back to Israel. "Our land is ours," he

said after a meeting with President Hosni
Mubarak of Egypt. "We consider it would
be blasphemy for any country to speak of

renting its land to Israel."

Under the terms of the draft peace
treaty initialed on Monday, Jordan will

take back land occupied by Israel in 1967
and then rent some of it to Israel. The
agreement has effectively undermined
Syria's stance in the Middle East peace
talks.

Bosnian Serbs shoot
at U.N. aid convoy
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — Bosnian
Serb forces opened fire on Tuesday on a

U.N. aid convoy in eastern Bosnia,
killing a Muslim driver and wounding
another man. A local U.N. commander
requested a retaliatory NATO air strike

against the Serbs, but the request was
turned down by the U.N, command in

Sarajevo.

A spokesman for the U.N, force said

that the convoy had come from Belgrade
to the eastern Muslim enclave of
Gorazde. From there, using local drivers,

the convoy continued on Tuesday to out-

lying villages in the area, and the attack

occurred about 12 miles from Gorazde.
British U.N. troops accompanying the

convoy returned fire, but there were no
reports of any Bosnian Serb casualties.

IMonarchy pressures
for royai divorce

* LONDON — The war raging in the House
of Windsor escalated on Tuesday as calls

mounted for PrinceCharles and Princess

Diana to divorce in an attempt to halt their

back stabbing and save the monarchy.

Pressure was building on Prime Minister

John Major to publicly admit the marriage

was over and back off from his original

positioa that Diana could still become
queen even though formally separated from

Charles. -_

Membefs^Tparnameht from all parties

said that divorce appeared the only way to

preserve the monarchy.

One option being proposed is the possi-

bility of a divorce in December, when
Charles and Diana will have been formally

separated for two years. According to royal

protocol, a two-year separation is necessary

first.

U.S. troops aslced to

disarm attaches
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Officials in

President Jean-Bertrand Aristide's newly-

restored government are increasingly
critical over what they say is' the

unwillingness of American troops to disarm

and arrest paramilitary gunmen. They
charge that in some cases the Americans are

simply turning the seized gunmen over to

the regular Haitian police, who-tWn let

them go free. The Aristide supporters warn
that the Americans' passivity could ignite

popular retribution against the gunmen and

reduce support for the foreign military

presence.

Since Aristide's return to Haiti on
Saturday, attacks by the armed paramili-

taries, known as attaches, have continued in

the capital and in outlying areas. American
officials have been reluctant to send troops

after the gunmen, arguing that such an
aggressive approach could endanger the

lives of'American soldiers.

Cisneros hopes for

dismissai of lawsuit
DALLAS — An attorney representing

Housing and Urban Development Secretary

Henry Cisneros said he will ask a court this

week 10 dismiss a lawsuit filed against

Cisneros by his former lover, Linda Medlar,

In her lawsuit. Medlar claims Cisneros

reneged on a verbal agreement to pay her

$4,000 per month until her teen-age daugh-

ter graduated from college - which would
have been a period of nine years,

Seagal Wheatley, a San Antonio lawyer

who represents Cisneros in the matter, told

reporters Monday that verbal contracts are

not legally enforceable in Texas if they are

to continue for more than a year.

Medlar, who moved to Lubbock, Texas,

after she and the former San Antonio mayor
ended their relationship, filed her suit in

July,

AMA says tobacco
money sways gov't
WASHINGTON — Campaign
contributions from the tobacco industry

hinder passage of laws to tax tobacco or

control smoking, say three articles

appearing in Wednesday's issue of the

Journal of the American Medical
Association (AMA).

Despite anti-smoking speeches and well-

publicized hearings that embarrassed some
tobacco executives. Congress hasn't passed

any major tobacco controls or taxes in the

past four years.

Political action committees (PACs) and

board members from the tobacco industry

contributed $2.4 million in 1991 and 1992

to the campaigns of members of the current

Congress. Recipients included 83 percent of

the senators and 68 percent of the House
members.

CSU system expects
fee hiices in future
Undergraduate fees at the California State

Uijiversity system would go up IQ- percent

and graduate students would pay 15 percent

more under a budget plan to be voted on

Thursday by the CSU board of trustees.

The proposed 1995-96 budget for the

326,000 students in the system would raise

annual undergraduate fees from $1,584 to

$1,740. The plan would push fees for grad-

uate students to $1,830, and make their fees

higher than undergraduates*.

The budget asks for $146 million in

increased state support for CSU - a 9.4 per-

cent increase over this year's $1.6 billion in

state support. If passed by the trustees at

their meeting in Long Beach, it would still

need to be approved by the governor and

the Legislature.

Letterman's Top 10
Ways CBS Can Improve Its Prime Time
Ratings:

10, New contest: watch a week of CBS
shows, get a shot at helping Connie have a

baby,

9, Replace Dudley Moore's show with

test of the emergency broadcast system.

8, Send Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman on

the road to perform complimentary throat

cultures.

7. Create a new show about a family that

sits down to watch ABC show.

6. Let Beavis and Butthead sit in for Dan
and Connie.

5. Show some football games!
Everybody loves football games!

4. Make "Murder, She Wrote" topless.

3. Judge Ito hosts funny, funny court-

room bloopers.

2. More shots of Dan Rather spitting.

1 , Three words: bare-ass cops.
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Preparation begins with questions and answers. Questions seem easy, but often don't get asked.

We believe the earlier and more often you ask questions, the sooner and better the answers.

Who will write your letters of recommendation?

Whidi of your past, cumnt, or future professors will write you recommendations? Do they know your intent?

Letten come from three sources: I) Aademic Profs (often 2 science, I nonscience), 2) Researdi Sources, and

3) Clinical/Other Professionals. Demonstrate your competence, commitment, initiative, and integrity.

Where will you get your clinical experience? Will it involve primary care?

Primary Care Hedicine (Family Hed, Internal Hed, Ob/Gyn, Pediatric, and Geriatrics) is the area of greatest

physician need, and underserved communities (often served by dinia) have the greatest primary care need.

Will you seek out long term (2+ years) medical experience in a dinic, hospital, preceptorship, etc'

Will you do research? Whose lab? What problems are you interested in?

bbmoiV is often tedious and slow-going. It makes all the difference in the worid if yon are in a lab with

people you like, working on a problem that exdtes you. Get the faculty activities directoriei for the institutions

you are interested in. Talk to grad students and postdocs in various labs before committing. Attend group

meetings or journal dubs if ]^ou can, to see who's doing what, and who you "connect" with.

How will you keep your grades up? How does each of your professors grade?
What does your professor stress on his/her tests? Text? Lecture? Are you using the experts (TA office hrs)

to review the text/do extra problems? Do you have old tests to practice with? What is your study plan?

Who will prep you for the April MCAT? When will you begin?
Nastering the April HCAT requires fluency in ail the hindamental concepts of fintyear physics, bio, general diem,

and a good deal of organic How long has it been since you had these courses? Are there any rough spots?

What course will give you the fejij preparation? Call around and compare. Our intensive 4S meeting. 12 week

course begins January Mth. but you can start reviewing with our Home Prep Padt October 3lsL

n

le Prepared. ^
PROFESSIONAL

Enrolling now tor Apr '95

MCAT Preparation.

^MCAT >
Come visit usi

Tue-Wed-Ttiuf. 1-4pm
10883 Kinross (ew«stwood)

208-5000

^U.

PREP COURSE
Early Discount

ends Oct. 31

800 MD-BOUND

Hot Hair Salon
Speciolizing in

BLACK HAIR CARE

$45 Retouch & Relaxer

$25 Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special

1007 BROXTON AVE.

WESTWOOD VILIAGE

(310)208-3698

CONTAQ ANA

M

\3
C^M\Society

Welcomes
Motivated Students To Become Our Members

Come To Our Introdnctoiy Meeting
and

Find Ont The Advantages Of Being A Member

Thursday

On

and Friday

Place: Moore 100 Place: Ackerman 2408
Time: 6:00pm-7:00pm Time: ll:00am-12:00pm
Date: October 20. 1094 Date: October 21. 1904

Refrealunents will be tur^A.
*Ezpected Max. C^wcitj of 70 membera

InformaOon Contact: Nam (3 1 0)209- 1255 or Valerie (3 1 0)206- 1718

Sponsored by UCLA Pre-Dental Society
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r UCLA NATURAL HIGH
Presents the

HEALTHj^ WEUNESS
AND FITNES&^AIR

As Part of

TIMEX FITNESS WEEK
WESTWOOD PLAZA, 1 1 :00-2:00 TODAY

^

STAIRMASTER
(y0> COPELAND SPORTS

UCLA AQUATIC CENTER
SNOW SKI CLUB

^^

^9^^^

9^\'

CYCLING CLUB - FREE BICYCLE MAINTENANCE
RUGBYTEAM

ALPINE SKI TEAM
HEALTH EDUCATION NUTRITIONIST
STUDENT HEALTH ADVOCATES
PEER HEALTH COUNSELORS

FREE BLOOD PRESSURE SCREENING ^'^^fCr.
PHC FIT TABLES - FREE SKIN CALIPER TESTING Q/Or.^*^
,<r PHC NUTRITION COUNSELORS ^0//p

2-^ PHC SEXUAL HEALTH COUNSELORS ~ Q^j
PHC STRESS COUNSELORS

fs

UCLA AEROBIC INSTRUCTOR DEMONSTRATION
12:00- 1:00

,^^
.es^

\^^

. COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS

C\?^ q\\ UCPD and UCLA EMT's

oV|^ STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION

SP^ SWC CPR/FIRST AID SIGN-UPS

SWC BLOOD DRIVE SIGN-UPS

EN CENTER INFORMATION &

'

NATURAL HIGH IS SPONSORED BY SHS/HEALTH ED., CRA/IM, ORL, & SWC
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Prop. 187 expected to push Latinos to polls
By Mike Comeaux
Los Angeles Daily News

As demonstrated by a huge
crowd downtown Sunday,
Proposition 187 has galvanized

Latinos like no other issue in

recent history - raising expecta-

tions that Latinos may finally

show their

strength at the

polls Nov. 8,

analysts said.

An estimat-

ed 70,000
people -

many waving
Mexican flags

^ demonstrat-

ed in front of

Los Angeles
City Hall on Sunday to protest

Proposition 187, which would
deny most public services to ille-

gal immigrants.

But Latinos, with about 25 per-

cent of the state's voting age pof)-

ulation, accounted for just 10

percent of Election Day voters in

November. 1 992 - the same year

the U.S. Census Bureau reported

that 55 percent of all Latino adults

in California were non-citizens.

"We've got at least the potential

here for a large Latino turnout

because of concern with
Proposition 187," said Robert
Brischetto, executive director of

the Southwest Voter Research
Institute in San Antonio. "This is

probably the most volatile issue to

spark Latino voter turnout in years

in statewide elections. The issue is

one that is likely to galvanize

Latino voters and boost turnout."

The nonpartisan Field Poll sur-

veyed state voters in mid-
September and found white voters

strongly favoring the initiative by

more than 2-to-l, while Latinos

were split somewhat evenly with

48 percent saying "no" and 44
percent "yes."

Proponents of the measure said

they were not dismayed by the

size of the rally.

Backed by opinion polls show-

ing the measure holding its 2-1

edge, initiative co-author Harold

Ezell said Monday he remains
confident of the measure's pas-

sage even with the massive
demonstration staged to oppose it.

"I didn't know we'd have that

much help from 70,000 people
waving Mexican flags," Ezell

said. "That didn't hurt us at all. It

played right into our hands."

Brischetto, who has studied

California voters' behavior, said it

remains to be seen whether the

outpouring of opposition will be

balanced by an outpouring of sup-

port which could neutralize Latino

votes.

"The Latino vote could have an

effect if (the ballot measure) does-

n't also galvanize those who aie in

favor of 1*87," Brischetto said.

"The problem that Latinos have

opposing this is, polls show 2-to-l

favoring it among registered vot-

ers in California, so it is some-
thing that they're not likely to turn

tiround. Latinos are only 10 per-

cent of the voters statewide in

California. But it's certainly dri-

ving their turnout."

He said the expected Latino
turnout could help candidates such

as Democratic gubernatorial chal-

lenger Kathleen Brown, who
opposes 187. The incumbent.
Republican Gov. Pete Wilson, is

running for re-election and sup-

porting 187.

Antonio Gonzalez, president of

the Southwest Voter Registration

Education Project, predicts a

record Latino turnout.

"You can expect the Latino
turnout for this election will be a

record for a gubernatorial race in

California," Gonzalez said.

"Opposition to 187 will be an
important factor in that."

Other factors pushing Latino

voters to the polls this year

"WeVe got at least the

potential here for a

large Latino turnout

because of concern

with Proposition

187."

Robert Brischetto

Southwest Voter Research

include Art Torres' campaign for

state insurance commissioner, he

said.

"If he wins, he will be the first

Latino this century to be elected to

statewide office in California,"

Gonzalez said. "That's motivat-

ing."

Other Latino candidates are in

high-profile races in San Diego
County, Monterey County and the

Central Valley, meaning high
minority turnouts in those areas,

he said.

Plus, Brown's gubernatorial

campaign has deliberately sought

Latino support, and targeted

Latinos in its voter registration

efforts, he said. As a result, the

Latino electorate has grown, he

said.

Gonzalez said the state's Latino

voters will number more than

1.75 million in November, up by

100,000 since the June primary

when their number totaled 1 .66

million, he said.

He expects about half of the

Latino voters to cast ballots in the

November election, up from 40
percent four years ago when
about 566,000 Latinos voted in

the 1990 governor's election, he

said.

He said he expects Latinos to

account for 1 1 percent of all votes

cast in the state in November - "a

level unheard of in California's

Latino voting history," he said.

By comparison, .African-

American voters account for no

more than 7 percent, he said.

Gj9M9 9 Q^ a month

PAGER AIRTIME
75

SWITCH YOUR EXISTHVG pager ^2^ US!
WE GIVE ««TRADE-IW CREDIT OM YOUR OLD PAGER

NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE
VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAIL!

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

(818) 783-C183

Center for American Politics and Public Policy
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Quarter in Washington Program

Live, work. & attend UC classes in Washington DC
Part-time field placements

Earn academic & honors credit

Design & conduct your own research project

• financial aid available

INFORMATION
WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

Eva-y Tuesday & Wednesday
3(B GSLB Building

5flO pm b 6.00 pm
Airi ICAI IONS lOR SPRING iuw5 LXIL NOX'LMBLK 2nd

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

310 GSUS Building, LCIA
(310)206-3109

toiton—tioii ateo availalile tlirou#i the FKPO Center, 4-2p AcKenwan. (310) 825-0831

Will your company
grow as fast as you do?

Almost every company's re-

cruiting ad promises you rapid

growth. But before making any

decisions, ask them how fast

they're growing. After all, you're

going to have trouble moving up

if your company isn't.

Over the last five years, while

e 1992 Andersen Consulting

. economic conditions stalled

many organizations, Andersen

Consulting averaged 20% growth

per year. Compare that figure

to any other firni you're consider-

ing. It could be the difference

between getting ahead. And

banging your head.

An equal oppoiTunity employef

.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN A CO, S.C

Where we go from hereT

ANDERSEN CONSULTING INFORMATION NIGHT
Thursday, October 20, 1994 7:00 P.M. - 9:00 P.M.

d J.D. MORGAN CENTER
SPONSORED BY UBS - CASUAL ATTIRE/REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED

^
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Big bucks replace log cabin candidates
Politicians of today

likely to be princes

rather than paupers^

as Populism dies out

By R.W. Apple Jr.

The New York Times

SAN FRANCISCO — In feu-

dal times, the guys with the

money - the barons and other
assorted noblemen - also had the

political power. That was still

pretty much the case in 1 8th-cen-

tur^ Anierica; presidents like

Washington, Jefferson and
Madison were wealthy Virginia

plantation owners.

But the wave of populism that

brought Andrew Jackson to power
changed all that, and in the mid-

19th century, Abraham Lincoln

created a powerful new political

myth -that of the boy born poor
but honest Who climbed to great

heights.

For nuxre than LOO years,

Americans sought political leaders

not so much in the plutocracy or

aristocracy, but in the ranks of tin-

kers and tailors and soldiers.

There have always been excep-

tions, like the silver magnate
George Hearst, a senator from

California in the 1880s, and
Andrew Mellon, the banker and
Treasury secretary in the 1920s.

But winning high elective office

was as d ifficuU for most^^ch men,
to adapt a biblical maxim, as it

would be for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle.

Those who made it, like Nelson

Rockefeller and Averell Harriman,

both governors of New York, had
to overcome fierce charges of

election-buying.

Now millionaire candidates
who finance their own campaigns,

either entirely or in large part,

4Mtt«e become commonplace.
Remarkably, the voters don't

seem to mind a bit. Even in a day
when they voice suspicions of
almost everything political, when
they routinely denounce the elites

"
See POPUU8T, page 11

LJevepltj riills r\cne-okin C^gpe V-^linic

r\cne-/\ I peafable
• Deqhpore cleaning • Chemical peel

• Non-suigical face lift • RcjuvcnaUon

• We carry the most efiective product for problem sldn.

Dramatic Results in 1 month guaranteed!

Lti Iw skin Maine fredi) «witnout cloqqed por^s

!

"What a difference it has made"

This letter is a testimony of my benefits from Beverly Hills Acnc-Skin Care

Clinic. I had never had previous severe acne problems until my 1st year in college.

It was a very depressing simation and seemed to be getting progressively worse. 1

can still remember how painful the skin condition was - both physically and

emotionally.

There was hope I realized when I came to BH Acne-Skin Care Qinic. Mary had

much expertise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, she knew how to

relieve me of my problem. After, my skin began to clear up. What a wonderful

feeling it was to know that my condition could be solved I I highly recommend

anyone who has acne problems to this clinic. It really works I

Qan Benson

UCLA Studert, Senior

I can mak« $120/week doing what?

jijjprB-v;/,,;",,, "/,,/.

alifbmia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

for young male students ( 19-34

years ot aige) to donate sperm. You will

parricipate m a program dcsiijned to

help couples who arc not able to have

children.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

intern lity- Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and free

medical/genetic testing. For more

details call 010)443-5244 ext z4

1 0% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EVE EXAMIfJATION
EYEGLASS FRAMES
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY V/EAR LENSES

CAREKII AND FOLLOV/ UP CARE

^fSV
DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

INCLUDES tXAf.1 FIITING & FOLIOV,' UP
8. 2 BO/f. Of ACUVUE LENSES

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometnc Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES 10 REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

SMiLiNG
Smart seniors know this is the best

time of year for senior yearbook por-

traits. No lines, no rush, no midterm

circles under the eyes. So

you'll not only be included in the

Bruin Life yearbook, you'll look

Caa\pus Piioro
S r u D I o

your best.

Come smie for our camera at ASUCLA's

Campus Photo Studio. Pay only $5

—

or buy yoir Bruin Life yearbook in advance,

and your lyearbook portrait is free.

i Pbeto Studio ii located on 2nd floor Acker

OpM IMayFridir 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

We're on 2iid fkm Ackerman Union

—

stop by!
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State-of-the^rt prison awaits liard-core inmates
By Francis X. Cllnes

The New York Times

FLORENCE, Colo. — A pastel

penitentiary of mirror-glass gun
lowers and hermetic cells opens its

steel doors next month as the first

federal prison ever custom-built for

the "predatory" 400 worst convicts

in the nation's booming penal sy^
tem.

The new $60 million

Administrative Maximum Facility

glints here at the foot of the

Rockies as impressive evidence of

society's wrath and penology's

adaptability as America's rate of

imprisonment continues to rise to

five times that of Western Europe's.

Inside, the prisoners will find a

super-controlled environment that

enforces a hard-edged solitude to

contain the risk of social mixing

and violence. Even the cell win-

dows deny them all view& of the

outside except the sky above. .

The terrain-hugging prison is a

study in penal futurism. It is the

state-of-the-art diadem in

America's growing prison king-

dom, in which the maximum-secu-
rity level of heightened
confinement has become some-
thing of a rage among the states,

since it was introduced in 1983 by

federal prison officials.

TWenty-five states have followed

the federal lead and adapted pris-

ons to be "maxis," and six more are

planning such prisons. All involve

techniques that limit the movement
of dangerous prisoners beypnd
their cells to an hour or less a day,

and then only with leg-irons, hand-

cuffs and an escort of two or three

guards per inmate.

This approach, resorted to after

the murders of federal corrections

officers by hard-core inmates sen-

tenced to prison for life, is as much

^ state of individualized captivity

as imprisonment. Less than 1 per-

cent of inmates are subject to its

rigors, but it operates as a system-

wide, worst-case deterrent in

focusing on inmates rated unusual-

ly disruptive, predatory or escape-

prone.

See SECURITY, page 13
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Bookzone

A-Leve 1 ^ckermaxi

Bruce
Sterling

i^rio hio rev; novel

HeaVj
Weather

1 the

One oi the loundlng lathers
of the cyberpunk genre with
such books as Involution Ocean
and Islands in the Net.

i^ZoiifS
Asucla Students' Store

The Book

/

one is located on A-L^vel Ackerman UB»on/206-404l/M-Th 7,4&-7rFri7i4&-6i Sftt 10-6; Sun 12-^

Pari Waxing Salon
Body Waxing for VIen & Women
with 1 OO*^ Matural Pari wax.
Women Full leg and Bikini $20
Underaim $ 8
Half legs $10
Bikini Wax $8
Lip or Chin or Eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $40

"We do Electrolysis"

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

UCPD Alcohol Pop Quiz
True or False:

1. A can of beer is less intoxicating than

an average mixed drink. ^
^

2. Combining liquor with carbonated mixers

will slow the effects of alcohol.

3. Black coffee will quickly sober a person

who's had a few too many.

4. You can always tell when somebody's had
too much to drink by how he/she talks and

walks.

5. People are more fun when they drink.
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SPONSORSHIP
From page 1

reverse an inherited 40 to 50 year

history," said African Student
Union member J. Jioni Palmer.

"The best judges of change are

those %ho are tremendously
offended (by the songbooks)."

Those supporting sponsorship

argued the greeks have changed.

"We've changed almost 180
degrees since when I entered the

system," Chaudoir responded dur-

ing the meeting. "It's better now
than the past." ^..„..-^-:-^:

—

Regardless, all sides of tihe con-

troversy agreed on certain com-
mon themes. Both complained
about a lack of communication
among student advocacy groups,

and between these groups and the

IFC.

Some, like General
Representative Marwa Kilani,

said the student government
bylaws are seriously flawed, and
slcew the definition of sponsor-

ship.

The controversy goes back to

September 1992, when fraternity

songbooks laced with racist and

REGISTRATION

misogynist lyrics surfaced.

On Oct. 13, 1992, the studertt

government voted to desponsor
the IFC and Panhellenic councils.

Last year, the student govern-

ment tried twice toj'einstate the

councils, but the effort became
bogged down because the original

resolution contradicted the

bylaws. The bylaws state that

once a group is desponsored, they

must reapply for sponsored status.

The October 1992 resolution
desponsored the greek councils

for one year.

As a result, confusion reigned

over the student government's
approval of a "resolution to affirm

the sponsored status" of the greek

councils after a year, a decision

which MEChA appealed to the

Judicial Board. The Judicial
Board eventually overturned the

student government's decision.

IFC sponsorship is still possi-

ble. Tuesday's vote can be recon-

sidered at next week's meeting.

"This issue is not over,"

Espinoza said.

From page 1

volunteers registered students at

events ^uch as the anti-Proposition

1 87 rally on Oct. 6 and a "Vote-A-

Palooza" rally - complete with

bands and entertainment, geared

to attract first-year students to reg-

ister in a fun atmosphere.

In one weekend, over 700 stu-

dents in the residence halls regis-

tered to vote, organizers said.

Across the UC system, more
than 20,000 students registered to

vote, according. to the UC
Students' Association, which is

involved in efforts to increase the

number of students voting on all

nine campuses.

The campaign will continue
with voter education to show stu-

dents how the election and its

issues affect student fees, financial

aid and access to education,
Chang said.

The external vice president's

office will hold a forum with
speakers on various election

SEX TALK

issues and will pass out a voter

guide the week before the elec-

tion. The guide will provide a

comprehensive look at the candi-

dates and where they stand on
education issues.

The third stage of the SAVE
campaign will be a "Get Out the

Vote" effort to ensure that polls

are in accessible places and that

students go out to cast their bal-

lots.

"This is a critical year to let

regents and politicians know that

students are registered to vote and

(are) prepared to make a differ-

ence in this year's election and
subsequent ones," said Andre
Quinetero, chair of the UC stu-

donts' association.

"People including the Speaker

of the Assembly and the governor

are ex-officio members of the

Board of Regents, and these are

serious positions," Quinetero
added.

From page 2

b. 30 percent

c. 40 percent

d. 50 percent

6. More than one out of four (25

percent) American men have had a

sexual experience with another

male during either their teens or

adult years.

True False

7. A woman can get pregnant

during her menstrual period.

True False

8. How many American women
would you estimate have mastur-

bated?

a. 0-20 percent

b. 20-40 percent

c. 40-60 percent

d. 60-80 percent

e. 80-100 percent

9. Unless they are having sex,

women do not need to have regu-

lar gynecological examinations.

Thie False

10. The most common reason

condoms break is because there is

not enough space left at the tip to

catch the ejaculate (semen).

True False

See SEX TALK, page U
What's your sexual IQ?

Add up the total numt)er of correct answers and find out
your sexual IQ.

Number correct: Your score:

9-10

7-8

6

0-5

Soi^m: DaHen© MWnnJ

Congratulations, you're a sexpertl

Hey, not too shabby.

YouVe got lots to learn. Won't
that be tun!?

Better re&d our cofumn.

CHRIS Sn IGMAM/Daily Bniin

'

The UCLA Library invites you to help
yourself to these new services Fall

Quarter: -

• No more overdue fines

• Return most books to any campus
library

• View your own borrowing record on
ORION

• Renew books yourself

• Use alert messages to manage your
library materials

Place your own holds on books in

circulation • .

—

—

Centralized telephone renewals

Handouts are available in all libraries with information

about these new features.

Merrill Lynch

cordially invites you to attend an

Information Session

regarding career opportunities in

Investment Banking

Public Finance

October 24, 1994 at 6:30 p.m.

Morgan Center (Press Room)
Athletic Hall of Fame

Reception to follow

Casual Attire

We are an equal opportunity employer.
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r^ COME JOINTHE
PEER HEALTH . ;. STUDENT HEALTH
GOUNSELORS ^^3=f ADUOCATES
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For

TIM€X FITNESS lU € € K
2Z!i H€flLTH, UU€LLN€SS AND FITN6SS FAIR .
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WE CAN H^LP WITH^
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Cdunseling

Fitness •

Nutrition

Contraception

Substance Abuse

Stress Management

Blood Pressure Screening

Cold Care

-free non-prescription medicines

Outreach Programs

and much more

sn

L Yours in Sickness & in Health
Sponsored by USAC/SWC, SHS J

Dec Average 7.5 point

increase

Dec Average 214 point

increase

Jan
'a
a <^Si

Average 72 point

%
^/^.

increase

increases independently verified by a Big Six accounting firm

%! Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

^ Live Teachers, NoTapes

^ Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

^ Personalized Attention

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

^ Up-tp-Date Materials

^Guaranteed Satisfaction

^ Flexible Payment Plans

Classes Start This Week!

800-2-REVIEW
The Princeton Review is not afflljted wtth Princeton University or the Educational feting Servke. (Thank goodnessO

Courses for the Dec. 3 LSATand Dec. 1 CRE begin October22

POLITICS
From,page 1

this."

But opponents of the measure
say that it might be a risky strate-

gy for politicians to endorse the

measure.

"More and more mainstream
Californians are coming out
against this," spokesman Joel

Maliniak said. "As the election

gets closer and people really look

at this, more and more will come
out against it."

^ '\_-

The measure, whichr would pro-

hibit educational and most health

care to illegal immigrants, has

been a lightning rod in this elec-

tion, starting with the governor's

race.

Republican Gov. Pete Wilson
has endorsed the measure, saying

it would provide a court test of
requiring the federal government
to reimburse states.

His challenger. Democrat
Kathleen Brown, opposes the

measure, saying that she doesn't

believe it will be effective since it

will be tied up in the courts and a

better effort could be made with
better border controls and employ-
er sanctions.

In most other races, support and
opposition is also broken down
largely along party lines.—-—

—

In the lieutenant governor's
race. Democratic candidate Gray
Davis opposes the measure, while

Republican Cathie Wright endors-

es it.

In the treasurer's race, both
Democrat Phil Angelides and
Republican Matt Fong have not

"We felt a year ago that

this woulfl be the issue

of the campaign and we

haven't been

disappointed."

James Ezell

Proposition 187 Author

taken a public position. Aides said

neither planned to announce how
they will vote on it.

The insurance commissioner
race has Democrat Art Torres
opposing the measure and
Republican Charies Quackenbush
supporting it. In the secretary of
state's race with Democrat Tony
Miller in opposition and
Republican Bill Jones in support.

In the controller's race.
Republican Tbm McClintock sup-

ports the proposition, while
Democrat Kathleen Connell
opposes it. Connell 's aides said

she has supported Wilson's law-

suit against the federal govern-
ment to recover the state's costs

for services to illegal immigrants.

Both candidates for non-parti-

san superintendent of public
instruction - Assemblywoman
Delaine Eastin, D-Fremont, and
Maureen DeMarco, who serves as

Wilson's chief adviser on educa-
tion, oppose it.

In the attorney general's race.

Democratic challenger Tom
Umberg is opposed and incum-
bent Dan Lungren is undecided.
Aides say Lungren needs to study
the issue. - ..•

Harold Ezell, the author of the

measure, said he is surprised that

Lungren and Huffington are still

on the fence.

"That's why I think as close as

the Lungren and Huffington races

are, they better do something,"
Ezell said. "We felt a year ago tha^
this would be the issue of the cam-
paign and we haven't been disap-

pointed."

J
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SEX TALK
From page 9

The Answers
1

.

False: The most sensitive

area of the genitals for most
women is the clitoris. About 50 to

75 percent of all women require

the clitoris to l^e stimulated during

intercourse in order to have an

oi^asm.

2. B: la the flaccid or non-eiect

state, men's penises can vary in

length. The erection, however, is

the great equalizer with most erect

penises measuring about 5-7 inch-

es.

3. False: Penis size seems to be

more of a worry for men than

women. Studies show that women
generally do not have a preference

in penis size.

4. False: It's actually just the

opposite. Physical exercise stimu-

lates the endocrine glands which
increase testosterone output

Testosterone is associated with

greater sex drive in both men and
women.

5. D: Many people tend to think

that most college students are hav-

ing sexual intercourse regularly,

but many are not.

6. IVue: Same-sex experiences

for both men and women are not

unusual. These experiences do not

necessarily mean one is gay or les-

bian, just as opposite-sex experi-

ences do not necessarily mean one
is straight.

7. IVue: Although it is less like-

ly that a woman will get pregnant

if she and her partner engage in

unprotected intercourse during her

mensuiiai period, it is not impossi-

ble.

8. D: Many consider masturba-

tion to be mainly a male activity,

but many women masturbate also.

9. False: All women, regardless

of sexual experience or sexual ori-

entation should consider having a

gynecological exam by age 20.

10. IVue: Wiien no room is left

at the tip of the condom to catch

the ejaculate, it can cause the con-

dom to burst. Always leave one-

half inch of empty space at the top.

Mininni has a master's in Public

Health and is the Coordinator of
the Sexual Health Education

Program in the UCLA Student

Health Service. She can be

reached at 825-3020.

POPULIST
From page 7

of Washington and Wall Street as

parasites, they no longer appear to

be offended by candidates who
lavish huge sums upon their own
races.

If candidates don't have to

appeal to others for campaign
funds, so the argument goes, they

will avoid incurring debt to spe-

cial interests and thus remain
receptive to the needs of the ordi-

nary voter. Indeed, a fifth of the

electorate cheerfully backed the

ultimate rich populist, Ross Perot,

in 1992.

It seems to occur to few voters

that millionaire office-holders

constitute a special interest them-
selves. "Nobody's senator but
yours" was Herb Kohl's neat (and

effective) encapsulation of the

idea in his successful 1988 cam-
paign for the Senate in Wisconsin.

The owner of the Milwaukee
Bucks basketball team as well as

shopping centers and office build-

ings, he has a fortune estimated at

$100 to $250 million. He spent

$6.1 million to win the seat in the

first place, and he has already
spent more than $2.5 million on a

re-election bid this year. He has

piled up a huge lead.

Sm popuust, pa^ 12
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to prepare for

the December test
Classes begin in

WESTWOOD on: October 24th at 6pm

Seats are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score
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POPULIST
From page 11

Kohl, a Democrat, has plenty of

millionaires for company. Among
them are Sens. Jay Rockefeller, D-
W. Va., whose family made its

money in oil; Frank Lautenberg,

D-N.J., who amassed a fortune in
"

data processing; John Dan forth,

R-Mo., an heir to the Ralston-
Purina fortune and Howard
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, who owns
parking lots at airports.

Not that just anyone can buy a

seat on Capitol HilU John Lakian
spent about $2.4 million this year

trying for the Republican senatori-

al nomination in Massachusetts; it

went instead to Mitt Romney, a

venture capitalist who spent a

measly $1.4 million to win the

right to oppose Sen. Edward
Kennedy, a Democrat, who is yet

another member of the million-

aires' club.

Nobody has ever come close to

digging as deep for his own cam-
paign as Michael Huffington, the

-

Republican candidate for Senate
in California this fall. The son of a

Texas oil and gas operator, he
spent a record $5.3 million to win
a House seat centered in Santa
Barbara only two years ago, and
he has said that he is prepared to

spend "whatever it takes" to oust

Sen. Dianne Feinstein. He is

expected to shell out $20 million,

or perhaps even $30 million, but

not to worry: He is worth $75 mil-

lion and his father, Roy, is worth
$300 million.

Huffington's television ads are

designed to make Sen. Feinstein, a

Democratic moderate who has a

family fortune of her own, esti-

mated at close to $50 million,
sound like the captive of the

inside-the-beltway interests, and
to picture himself as a platinum-

plated populist outsider.

Both candidates are wealthy,

one commercial concedes. But it

notes that she has raised $6 mil-

lion, while he "won't take one
penny" from others. She accepts

her $133,000 annual salary, it

says, but he donates his to charity.

On two counts, the strategy has

worked, though the race remains
one of the closest in the nation.

Feinstein began the campaign as

the most popular politician in

California, and he began it as a

virtual unknown.
Now he has pulled even in one

poll, close to even in others, and
without generating any significant

resentment for the huge amounts
he has spent from his own funds.

In a statewide survey completed
last Tuesday by The Los Angeles
Times, six voters in 10 said his

decision to finance his own cam-
paign made no difference to them,
and of the rest, almost as many
said it was good as said it was bad.

An attempt by Congress in

1974 to limit the amount that

House and Senate candidates
could contribute to their own cam-
paigns ran afoul of the Supreme
Court, which ruled it unconstitu-

tional in 1976 on the grounds that

it unlawfully limited candidates'
First Amendment rights.

Prefiguring current public
views, the court added, 'The use
of personal funds reduces the can-
didate's dependence on outside
contributions and thereby counter-

acts the coercive pressure and the

attendant risks of abuse."

But it does not always work out
that way. Four of the five senators
who helped Charles Keating, the

savings and loan tycoon, in his

problems with federal bank regu-
lators were millionaires to whom
he had made big contributions.

Pay-your-own campaigning-,
gives the rich an enormous advan-

See POPtlUST, page 13
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POPULIST
From page 12

tage, especially in a huge state like

California, where it can cost $1.4

million a week to put a spot before

the average television viewer 10
times. Unless you are the candi-
date, federal law limits individual

contributions to $1,000 (more for

political action committees).

So the candidate without his or
her own resources must spend
endless, often humiliating, always
mind-numbing hours on the tele-

phone looking for other people's

money.

"The voters are out there," said

Kevin Vigilante, who is running
against Kennedy's son, Patrick,

for a House seat in Rhode Island,

"and I'm stufck in this little room,
begging."

SECURITY
From page 8

The new prison here ftirther limits

the risks of mobility by providing

each inmate his own in-cell shower
stall, with flood-proof plumbing
controlled by monitoring guards.

And each has his own television set,

but in strict black-and-white on a 12-

inch screen lest law-abiding taxpay-

ers be roused by the notion of a felon

free to stare at life in living color.

Critics like Marc Mauer of the

Sentencing Project, a nonprofit

prison watchdog organization, say

the prison opening coincides with

the latest round of federal legislation

that will seed billions of dollars

more in prison construction, after a

20-year period in which the nation

already quadrupled its prison and
jail population. The prison popula-

tion has grown to 1.4 million now
from 350,000 in 1973, with more
growth certain under the "three

suikes you're out" laws being enact-

ed on federal and state levels.

"I'm constantly amazed that 'get-

ting tough' is treated as a new idea,"

Mauer said of the recent debate over

the federal crime bill. "With four

times as many people already in

prison now, do you know anyone
who really feels safer?' he asked.

Correction professionals, he
added, have been stressing that

crime prevention and prison rehabil-

itation are being neglected by politi-

cians in favor of dramatic lock-up

mandates exemplified by the trend

toward maximum security.

The new prison here is intended

as a carrot-and-stick capsule for

learned behavior, with rcx)m for 416
inmates to progress back to general

population life, cafeteria meals and
group socializing if they cease mis-

behaving during three years in maxi-

mum security. Cells are larger than

industry standards because of the

23-hour days lived within them. But
they are designed to resist vandal-

ism, with the felon's bed, desk, stool

and bookcase all made of reinforced

concrete anchored in place.

The shaving mirror is of polished

steel deeply riveted to the wall to

prevent tlie making of prison shivs

and other weapons. Matches and
cigarette lighters, the proven stuff of

explosives in other prisons, have
been replaced by a simple hole-in-

the-wall apparatus for lighting ciga-

rettes. Meals are dispensed in

separate heated trays through cell

slots from airline-style carts.

The maxi design, with cordons of
cold steel painted in soft green and
maroon, staggers the cells so that

one inmate cannot make eye contact

with his neighbors. Each cell has a
double entry door, with the classic

barred cage door backed up by a

windowed steel door that minimizes

voice contact among prisoners. Near
the end of a three-year tour, a suc-

cessful inmate gradually regains

soci?J contact, with a recreation yard

and cafeteria tanfalizingly nesaby.
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FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza

Dine in. Carry Out
Special

Large Pizza

2 siOM of ptaa A al you can
drink, pius your choio* of:

• garden salad or

•T^otdatofMoiosor
1 pina twMditicti

only $3:40

Spaghetti
Special

Spaghetti served with garlic

bread, fresh garden salad,

and drink.

only^3—

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of

your choice

only $9=2^

Double Special

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only $fl
.49

and a great deal more!

Combination

Any mecfium one tofyng ptz^
5 pieces of chk^ov or 1/2 1>. of
sN^, plus mo|o potatoes.

only S"!"!.99

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

HAPPY HOUR, ANY
m0mxMmmmmifi(mmm^

SliakcySt
1114Gayley I Sun-Tluisll-lam

Westwood I Fri&Sat11-2am

'f-mmmmmm

GOOD TASTE, NATURALiy. S GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY.
824-4111aS
S GOOD TASTE. NiVTlIRALLY.

6th Annual

Career Fair for

UCLA Students & Alumni

Wednesday, October 19

Noon -5 pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Accounting Advantage

AdLink

American Express

Andersen Consulting

Aramark Uniform Services

Arco Products

Aijay Telecommunications

Armstrong World Industries

Arthur Anderson

Automated Data Processing

Bankers Trust

Ben Bridge Jeweler

Capital Group (The)

Charles Dunn Company
CIA
Con-Way Western Express

Coopers & Lybrand

Culver Personnel

Deloitte & Touche

Disneyland Resort

Eastman Kodak

E & J Gallo Winery

Eli Lilly

Entertainment Youth Fund Raising

Epson America, Inc.

Farmers Insurance

FBI

Federal National Mortgage AsjTn

Participating Employers
First Interstate Bank

General Mills

Houlihan Lokay Howard & Zukin

John Hancock Financial Services

KCBS-FM/Arrow 93

KTLA
Lady Foot Locker

LEK/Alcar

Lieberman Research

LA City Personnel Department

LA County Community

Development Commission

LA College of Chiropractic

LA Police Department

LA Unified School District

LSI Logic Corporation

Mark Dauherman CPA Review

McMaster Carr Supply Company
Merck & Company, Inc.

Merisel

Minolta

Monitor Company
Monterey Institute

NASA Langley Research Center

New England (The)

Northwestelrn Mutual Life

Olde Discount

Pacific Bell

Pacific Lodge Boys' Home
Peace Corps

Primerica Financial Services

Princeton Review

Professional Xerographic

Prudential (The)

Prudential Preferred Financial

Services

Prudential Insurance

Roadway Package System

Select Copy Services

Sumitomo Bank

Swiss Bank

TAD RevSourccs

Tandy/Radio Shack

Telephone Connection

Texaco

Trident Data Systems

20th Century Fox

UCLA Campus Human Resources

United Parcel System (UPS)

U.S. Air Force

U.S. Border Patrol

U.S. Marine Corps

U.S. Dept. of Veterans Affairs

Verity Consulting Group

Western Staff Services

XAP Company ^

Resume Rx
Could your resume use a shot of energy? The PCPC
"Resume Doctor" will prescribe a remedy. Stop by

for a free consultation. No appointment required.

Monday, the 17th: 9 am - 5 pm. PCPC Building

Tuesday, the 18th: 9 am - 7 pm. PCPC Building

Wednesday, the 19th: 12-5 pm. Ackerman Ballroom

PLACEMENT i. CAREER
PLANNING CENTER
U
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint

Look at the big picture of sponsorsliip issue
By Joel Elad

It's definitely that time of year
again.

The Bruin is printing front-page

reports about the greek system and
USAC if you just whisper the

word "greek," not if it's well

thought out or appropriate. One
example was the Oct. 4 article

which stated that the "fate of the

greek community was to be decid-

ed" at the USAC meeting. If you
looked at the agenda, however, the

item was NOT an action item, but

merely a discussion item. I guess

The Bruin needs to improve their

compiling of staff reports.

More importantly, however, is

the blatantly obvious stance The
Bruin has toward the greek sys-

tem. The Oct. 17 editorial was a

glaring reminder to me of The
Bruin two years ago, where front

page "news" articles read more
like Viewpoint articles, and
Viewpoint presented itself as a

back-and-forth gripe session that

resolved nothing instead of pre-

senting both sides fairly and equal-

ly so students could make ah

educated decision. The Bruin has

come a long way, however. I high-

ly respect the new editor in chief

and many of the new editors that I

have met. I could tell, from the

summer, that The Bruin was

improving in quality and Pwas
happy.

What's the point? Institutions

can change. Institutions can learn

from their mistakes and get better.

Not only do I feel that The Bruin

has improved, but I think the greek

system has improved as well.

They've created new policies

because they wanted to and saw
the need. Yet I wonder if The
Bniin can't respect that. The only

reference to the greek system's

reforms in the editorial referred to

them as "claims." Instead, the edi-

torial throws out a sound bite of

the meeting two years ago, then

some incomplete facts and a

reminder of who produced the

infamous songbooks. Allow me to

cleai- up some of that misinforma-

tion.

First, sponsorship doesn't mean
the university will recognize them,

but rather, that student government
will recognize them. The universi-

ty has constantly maintained its

Office of Fraternity and Sorority

Relations (OFSR) through the

Center for Student Programming,
even throughout the songbook
incidents. They saw the value of

keeping ties with the greeks and
making them accountable to uni-

versity policy.

Secondly, the fine print of spon-

sorship was recognized and the

IFC and Panhellenic leaders

addressed why they fit as a student

advocacy group at the Oct. 4
USAC meeting, including reasons

for sponsorship "on paper" that

were not mentioned in the editori-

al. A lot of debate is really cen-

tered around whether USAC's
policy on sponsorship is as fair as

it could be. Many council mem-
bers are re-examining sponsorship,

not just because of the interfrater-

nity council, but because other .

groups have expressed strong

interest in sponsorship. However,
USAC cannot exist in a vacuum
until they prepare another plan.

Right now, they need to consider

each group on a case-by-case

example, which is exactly what
they're doing with IFC and
Panhellenic.

Thirdly, it seems to me, at least,

that The Bruin is focusing on judg-

Viewpoint

Dear Bruins: a letter from a former Bruin in Haiti
By Christopher Wall

Sept. 30, 1994
Dear Bruins,

Hello from Haiti. I have been
down here a little more than a
week now and things are begin-

ning to settle down. We do not get

any news, so I don't know how
things arc going politically but we
seem to be getting along with our
new neighbors pretty well.

Wc moved onto an airfield in

Port-au-Prince and my company

The country is still in

chaos, and will most

likely be long after we
are gone. So we ask

ourselves what we are

doing here.

is staying in an unfinished office

building. We're lucky - not

everyone gets a roof over their

heads. For the first few days, I've

been a driver of a five-ton truck

carrying soldiers back and forth

from Port-Au-Prince. The Port is

a half-hour to a two-hour drive,

depending on the number of peo-
ple in the streets. )

During the day, the streets are

filled with thousands of Haitians

dressed in brightly colored

clothes, all smiling and waving.

We gets thumbs up from men and
shouts of "I love you" from the

women. Dogs, chickens, ducks,

mules, goats, cows, horses and
pigs run freely through the streets.

Multi-colored trucks, jam-packed
with Haitians and with dead goats

hanging off the side, are a com-
mon sight.

The people hold pyarades prais-

ing the Americans and Aristide.

The streets are often too full to

drive more than two to three

miles per hour as you try to

squeeze your vehicle through the

narrow corridor allowed in

between.

The people seem to be happy,

but they are still suffering. We see

this, and want to help, but we
often feel helpless. The country is

still in chaos, and will most likely

be long after we are gone. So we
ask ourselves what we are doing
here. Our influence appears posi-

tive, but are we creating a positive

change?

We have been taken from our
families and brought here to a sit-

uation that seems hopeless and we
don't really know why. The
morale is very low. There has

been, gratefully, an absence of
real fighting, but this is no reas-

surance. There has been one inci-

dent north in Camp Haiti where
one soldier was wounded, but

here at the airfield, two have shot

Morale is boosted when
people know that

somebody cares ... it

seems like nobody does.

themselves, and others have
attempted suicide. A soldier in my
shop fell from the second story

last night. He shows four OKs out

of a test of 1 5 for nerve and brain

Entertain me!
Editor:

Blah, blah, blah, blah homopho-
bia, diversity, harassment, blah,

blah underrepresentation, blah,

blah. Viewpoint is a swirling mess
of the same old politics and buzz-

words over and over. Blah, blah.

Chancellor Young is bad. Blah,
blah Pete Wilson is bad ...

Do I disagree with the politics?

Very rarely. But I am not (I can't

emphasize this enough) I am not

entertained. Hope to enlighten me?
Hope to enlighten the campus?
Hope to Change the world? Ha! So
do the people who write the chalk

graffiti on our green chain-link

fences. Entertain me!

damage.

I'm telling you this because I'm
hoping you might consider help-

ing my friends get through this

mess and return home. Morale is

boosted when people know that

somebody cares. And right now it

seems like nobody does. Things

are getting bad down here and I

thought the least I could do is ask.

If you decide to write and help

us, please address your letter to:

To any soldier

Letter

People who really hate and
oppress gays, women, minorities,

disabled people, short people (and

whatever other underrepresented,

maligned groups I missed) will

miss your point They will learn to

skip right to Arts and
Entertainment, or maybe all the

way to the adult video ads in the

back.

I don't condone that. They are

bad. Bad, bad. Let's all take a

moment to think about how bad
they are. Then let's take a little

break from doing that and entertain

me instead. One of the little secrets

I've stumbled across for staying

friends with people of all colors,

orientations, genders, heights (and

so on) is that we do not allow our
identity politics to become our only

E CO 25 AVN REGT
Unit #9010
APOAE 09383-9010
Make sure to include your

name and address, so we can
write you back, if you like.

Thanks so much.
Yours truly,

Christopher Wall

Wall graduatedfrom UCLA in 1992
with a degree in aerospace

engineering.

Daily Bruin
« 227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310)825-9898
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UnaigrMd dWorWi raprwent a majority opinion of

th« DaWy Bruin EdNorlal Board. All other coJumns.
letters and artwork represent the opinions of thetr

authors. They do not reflect the views of the
Editorial Board, the staff or the ASUCLA
Communlcalions Board. The Bruin oompNM «»tth

the Communicirtion Board's poHcy proNMing ttia

puMcalion of artictes Ihirt parpeluale derogatory
etiltiiral or ethnic staraolypas. Written material

All submitted material must bear the author's
name, address, telephone number, registration

number or affiliation with UCLA. Nanries wiH not be
withheld except in extreme cases. The Bruin vyill

publish anonymous letters on a case-by-case
basis if the latter is doan'>ed to be of a sensitive

nature, txit the above information is required for

purposes of verification. If a letter is printed
anonymously, all biographical information win ba
iiept oonfidentiai. . ., .

topic of conversation. Once those

topics exceed 90 percent of our
subject matter, we recognize the

problem and move on. Viewpoint,

please move on.

There must be a Viewpoint
writer with something amusing to

say. Something that may or may
not make a social point, but gets

me grinnin' in the morning. If there

isn't such a writer, find one. And if

no one at UCLA is willing to write

something funny now and again,

could you print an occasional Dave
Barry article? Anything to break
this excruciating monotony. As it

is, I am not entertained.

Kevin Fattor

Fourth year
Economics/Business

When multiple authors submit material, some
names may be kept on file rather thwi put)lished

with the material. The Bruin reearve* the right to

edit submitted material and to determina Its place-
ment in the paper. All submissions baconte the
property of The Bruin. The Communications
Board has a media grievance procedure for

resolving complaints against any of its publica-
Hont. For a copy of the oompleta procedure, con-
-iKttha^uMcaionromn at 227 Kan^ttoff Hal.
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ing a group solely on its past

actions and not on present actions.

I agree that the songbooks are hor-

rible. (I almost threw up after first

reading them). But I think it is

more "irresponsible" to overlook

all of IFC and Panhellenic's

changes and judge the many on
the actions of the few. There may
still be racists in the greek system,

but what very few people want to

admit is that there are fringes in

EVERY organization? I do not

judge a group by its extremists just

as I don't want people to a judge a

group I'm associated with by the

extreme. Are all Palestinians like

Hamas? Are all Jews like Banich
Goldstein? Of course not. But
maybe I'm alone on tfiis idea.

Above all, you, the students,

have the right to voice your con-

cerns and input. But don't charge

in without getting all the facts.

This decision has had careful

scrutiny, but that doesn't mean
there can't be more. If you care

about this issue, make tfie choice

to participate responsibly. Learn to

look at the whole picture, get per-

spectives, and make an educated

choice. After all, isn't that why
we're in college?

Elad is afourth-year student

majoring in computer science and
engineering.

Honoring
Pilipino

American
History

Month,
Share past, act with

conviction for future

My
grandfathers Pablo Mabalon

and Delfin Bohulano came to

the United States in 1929 on
steamships popularly known as "presi-

dential" liners - because there were a

handful of ships named after dead
presidents. Pablo
and Delfin were
only two of the

more than 100,000

Filipino men and
women who,
prompted by their

American colonial

teachers, immigrat-

ed to the United

States in the '20s

and '30s to find

work and educa-

tion.

Both of them left

the province of

Akian on the island of Panay in the

central Philippines to find work, to

pursue dreams and to send money back
to their working-class families. Pablo

left behind a wife, Isabel, and five chil-

dren. Delfin left behind a mother and
numerous brothers and sisters. They
took jobs canning salmon in Alaska,

picking asparagus in the San Joaquin

Valley, washing dishes and working as

houseboys in Los Angeles. Their sto-

ries, long forgotten, must be shared.

Dawn
Mabalon

celebrated and remembered.

Our histories as Filipino Americans
are crying out for study, for recogni-

tion and for understanding, especially

by the Filipino-Americim community
itself. October is Pilipino American
History Month, ^nd it is being cele-

brated nationwide and here at UCLA
by thou.sands of Filipinos and Filipino

Americans. October was chosen by the

Filipino-American National Historical

Society because the first Filipinos to

arrive in North America came on a

Spanish galleon in October 1587 to

Morro Bay. Since July, Filipino

Americans at UCLA have been plan-

ning and organizing this university's

first annual Pilipino American History

Month.
Of course, I learned nothing about

my grandparents' histories. Though I

was bom and grew up in one of the

areas in the nation most heavily popu-
lated with Filipinos and rich in

Filipino-American*history - Stockton,

Calif. - I knew little about Filipinos,

Filipino-AmericaiT^istory or our expe-

rience. Who were these single, old

men who worked in the fields with my.

father and uncles and cousins? I didn't

eyen know I was a third generation

Filipino American until I was well into

my teens.

An ugly colonial mentality devel-

oped within me, a mentality that asso-

ciated my skin color and culture with

inferiority. When we learned about

people of color in school (a rare event

in itselO, I learned about African-

American history, or Chinese-

American railroad workers, or Cesar
Chavez. I didn't learn that Filipinos

were also actively involved in the civil

rights struggle and in the farm labor

strikes and formation of the United

Farm Workers.

Ours is a story of a brown people

taught for more than 400 years to love,

respect and worship cultures and peo-

ple foreign to us; we are an Asian

group who can "blend" so easily into

the mainstream that our issues and our

experience is more often than not

obliterated and omitted. We were colo-

nized first by the Spanish for 400
years, then by the United States. We
came to seek education and work in a

country in which we could not vote or

marry whites or own land.

When non-Filipinos think of our

community, they think of Imelda
Marcos and thousands of shoes, or

happy, smiling natives performing

Tinikling - the bamboo dance so

associated (peitiaps, too closely) with

Filipino-American culture. They do
not think of the decades of backbreak-

ing labor Filipinos have contributed

(and still do) to the building of the

West, or our impact on American cul-

ture and politics. Many of my broth-

ers and sisters can also remember the

pain of, "You're Filipino? What's
that? Where's the Philippines?"

Little is being done at UCLA to

remedy the dearth of research and
study done on Filipino Americans.

There is only one Filipino-American

history class, and it is not taught by a

full-time professor. There is only one
Filipino-American professor in the

social sciences - Dr. Pauline

Agbayani Siewert of the School of

Social Welfare and Public Policy. The
Committee for Pilipino Studies was
created two years ago to begin a push

for more Philippine and Pilipino-

American studies classes. Its current

struggle involves the movefnent to

include Tagalog language classes in ^

the curriculum.

However, in our planning meetings

and meetings to plan, we realized tl\at

in order to mobilize the community-

behind our issues such as Tagalog,

curricular reform and affirmative

action, we need to do the very basic

work of sharing our issues with each

other and the larger campus commu-
nity. And so Filipinos at UCLA took it

into their own hands and created a

month-long series of events to cele-

brate, struggle and share with the

campus community our history. We
on die Pilipino American History

Month core committee recognize that

our own Filipino-American communi-
ty must be educated about our history.

Without knowledge of our past as

Filipino Americans, we cannot look to

the future.

Do the names Philip Vera Cruz,

Larry Itliong and Andy Imutan ring a

bell? These three men - Filipino

immigrant pioneers - were instrumen-

tal in the farm labor strikes of the late

1960s. The late Philip Vera Cruz was
one of the founders of United Farm
Workers and served as its vice presi-

dent. Antonio Miranda Rodriguez -

—

Poblador, a Filipino, was one of the

founders of Los Angeles. Because
both Mexico and the Philippines were
colonized by Spain, a number of

Filipinos traveled on galleons to the

so-called New World.

And this is just mainstream Filipino

American history. What of the experi-

ences of women and queer Filipinos?

As part of the history month, SPEAR
sponsored a panel discussion on gen-

der and sexuality issues in the

Pilipino community. First-year stu-

dents who attended were amazed -

they had never met a Filipina femi-
~^

nist, or a lesbian, gay or bisexual

Filipino. A workshop on AIDS
brought together faculty and students

concerned about the issue, especially

since Filipinos have the largest per-

centage of AIDS cases within the

Asian-American community. Wc arc

planning a workshop on the plight of

World War II veterans still awaiting

their benefits from the U.S. govern-

ment and a rally at the end of the

nionth to spread the word regarding

our Save Tagalog! movement.
However, our intention with the

history month is not just to give

Filipino Americans a fuller, richer and
deeper sense of identity and leave it at

that. Filipino American activist

Steven de Castro wrote, "'Identity

without action is masturbation." It

isn't enough to be proud to be brown,

to be proud of being Pinoy without

putting action and thought behind our

convictions.

After this month, Filipino

Americans who have been affected

positively by the consciousness rais-

ing efforts of the Pilipino American
History Month committee should ask

themselves how we as Pinoy s can not

only continue sharing our history -

but creating it as well.

Mabalon graduated in June with a
B.A. in history and Asian-American
studies. She is the director ofSPEAR,
Samahang Pilipino Education and
Retention, a Pilipino retention project

at UCLA.
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By John Mangum

For Steve Martin, giving birth and writing a

play have a lot in common.
"I think of this play as my baby. It's my first

play and it's very much like having a baby
because there was a lot of labor involved with-

out having the sex."

After a perfectly timed pause, Steve Martin
concedes with a half-embarrassed, half-mischie-

vous smile that, "Well, there was a little of that."

Martin, a reticent celebrity, does not appear in

public often. Today, though, he sits comfortably
in the center of the stage at the Westwood
Playhouse, where his play "Picasso at the tapin
Agile" officially opens Oct. 22. Surrounding
him are members of the Steppenwolf Theatre
Company, who bring Martin's play to life for

Los Angeles audiences following successful
engagements in Chicago and Boston.

No stranger to success himself, Martin began
as a stand-up comic while attending Cal State

Long Beach. His comedy landed him a job writ-

ing for "The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour,"
but the show was canceled two years later, in

1969.

From there, Martin made numerous television thing utterly different than what I write in a and Einstein, both young men, both about to
appearances, including the "Tonight Show" and screenplay, and I liked that." achieve success, and that moment really inter-
"Saturday Night Live." In 1979, he made his For Martin, the freedom that theatre provides ested me: men who are on the verge of some-
move to the silver screen, starring in "The Jerk." allowed for this difference. "The way theatre is thing magnificent."

Two guys walk into a bar ...

Steve Martin's Ticksso at the Lapin Agile' throws the artist and Einstein together in

a Paris bar in 1904. Playwright Martin takes the hypothetical meeting of minds and
turns it into a deft look at the forces that propelled the 20th century.

Martin went on to write "Roxanne," his mod-
ern-day take on "Cyrano de Bcrgerac," and
"L.A. Story." He acted in all of these films and
many more, always bringing his own brand of
quixotic charm to his roles.

"Picasso at the Lapin Agile," Martin's first

play, gives the actor a chance to concentrate his

screenwriting talents on creating something for

the stage. "What I found came out was some-

structured is the writer has the final word on the

dialogue, as opposed to movies, where it's

changed almost as it comes out of the type-
writer," he says.

The dialogue in "Picasso at the Lapin Agile"
springs from a fabricated chance encounter
between the Spanish painter and Albert Einstein

at a colorful Paris bar in 1904.

"It's a hypothetical meeting between Picasso

VN..

Martin continues, describing the success that

both men would encounter shortly after 1904 to

explain his choice of that year, simultaneously

revealing an astute intellect. He cites Picasso's

1907 pre-cubist painting "Les Demoiselles
d'Avignon" as the artist's first milestone.

"(Einstein's theory of relativity) was pub-
lished in 1904 so - 1905, sorry - so I assumed
he was working on it before," continues Martin,

JON FERREY/OaMy Bruin

his mind outrunning his voice. "He probably
didn't just bang it out in a week." Picasso's
work on "Les Demoiselles d'Avignon" started

around 1904 as well.

Martin thwarts any suggestion that, as a new
playwright, he stands "on the verge of some-
thing magnificent." He humbly declines to join

his play's main characters in the pantheon of
great minds.

"I don't really think of it that way," says
Martin. "I don't compare myself to Einstein and

Picasso." The surprised tone in his voice indi-

cates that even the thought of this is, for him,
preposterous.

His sympathy to Picasso and Einstein lies

with their humanity. "They're really living.

They're meeting girls. They're talking, they're

laughing, they're drinking."

The "Lapin Agile," a regular haunt of
Picasso's and a spot he memorialized in his

1904 painting "Au Lapin Agile," seemed like

the perfect place for Martin to bring out the life

in his characters. The beginning of his own
career placed him in a similar setting.

See MARTIN^ page 21

Retrospective reveals if it's not Scottisii, it's crap'

The movie GM In the Picture comes to Melnltz Theater as part of the

^KAA, Scottish Fitm Retrospective" whk*i begins Oct. 21.

UCLA Archives

host Scottish film

festival at Melnitz

By Barbara Hernandez
Daily Bruin Staff

If Scotland only brings up
quaint menfolk in kilts and superb

whiskey perhaps you aren't ready

for the UCLA Television and Film
Archive's new presentation for

"UK/LA, A Scottish Film
Retrospective" at Melnitz.

The first ever Scottish film ret-

rospective in the United States

was selected by Geoffrey Gilmore
who in April traveled there to

select what h'e perceived as the

best examples of Scottish National

Cinema. His 26 picks (13 are fea-

rures) can be »een string Friday

at 7:30 p.m.

Don't mistake Scottish films for

English... People north of
Hadrian's Wall have a very dis-

tinct and tangible identity as well

as a charming accent. Scotland,

although a part of the United
Kingdom, maintains a separate

identity and a separate film indus-

try from that of the Sassenachs
(the English) and even, in parts, a

separate language. "The Scottish

films have a different sensibi^ity,"

says Elisabeth Greenbaum, of the

Film and Television Archive.
"There's also a very different

sense of humor in the films. It's

much more ironic than hilarious.

Any country whose national dish

was haggis (boiled and stuffed

sheep stomach noted for its

unpalatability) would have to be."

Kicking off the retrospective

Friday night will be Paut Murton,

director of the acclaimed BBC
production The Blue Boy starring

the effervescent Emma Thompson
and the terminally consternated
Adrian Dunbar. Murton will be on
hand for a reception and a brief

lecture on the film.

The Blue Boy takes its title from
an old ghost story of a drowned
boy. In the icy waters of Scotland,

drowning victims, when found,
were often turned blue from the

cold. The tale of the "Blue Boy
'

intrigues a young couple visiting

the secluded inn on the coast of

Scotland, where the young boy
drowned. Using themes of infi-

delity, fear and regret, this psycho-

logical drama utilizes great
performances and beautifully des-

perate surroundings. "-

On Oct. 22, the Archive will

See SCOrritN, page 20

'Oleanna' portrays sexual misconduct

New film and

discussion to be

held at Melnitz

By Lael Loewenstein

A fascinating moment in

David Mamet's new film
Oleanna occurs near the end,

when the professor accused of

sexual harassment realizes the

gravity of the charges his female

student has brought against him.

As the complex dynamics of
communication become clear, a

subtle shift in power tidces place.

Unfortunately, this moment
comes late in the film, which is

on the whole a cursory treatment

of sexual harassment hampered

by mannered performances and
stilted dialogue. Despite its short-

comings, however, Oleanna rais-

es some compelling issues
regarding the ambiguities of
communication and the misuse
and abuse of power.

These issues are at the center

of an ongoing three-day forum
this week co-sponsored by
Melnitz Movies and the Conflict

Mediation Program attended by a

number of experts. Tonight's pre-

sentation at Melnitz Theater will

include a free screening of
Oleanna followed by a panel dis-

cussion on sexual harassment.

*'It*s an opportunity to air a

number of important issues,"

says Jennifer Scott, project coor-

dinator of the Conflict Mediation
Program (CMP). A year-old cam-
pus organization, the CMP offers

conflict management and resolu-

tion services to members of the

UCLA community in cases rang-

ing from diversity awareness to

sexual misconduct. This week's

dialogue on sexual harassment is

the CMP's first public forum.

A number of recent events on
campus make the creation of

CMP and the panel discussion

particularly timely. The incidents

of sexual misconduct, reported

last spring and summer in The
Bruin, and the controversial sex-

ist lyrics in fraternity songbooks
last year are two of the most pub-

licized such events.

Sexual harassment comes in a

variety of forms. According to

Pepperdine law Professor Cheryl

McDonald, one of the panel par-

ticipants, it includes "any
unwanted sexual conduct which

See OLEANNA, page 22

Stones top album
bests of the'JOs

What's

the Noise?

Since last time I badmouthed
10 lousy records, I figured

this time I ought to give my
blessings to 10 great ones. My
dad, to whom I read many of my
articles for the sake of editing,

advised me I'd better do so, or else

my readers might think I, in his

tj^nder words, "have a stick up my
ass." Or, as my mom might add:

"Don't you
have anything

nice to say?"

So, with that

in mind, here

are the 10

Greatest

Albums of the

1970s. Note

that the Eagles

and James
Taylor are

nowhere to be

found. That's

intentional.

10.) Neil _-- . ,

Young/Crazy MICnaei
Horse Rust Tafum
Never SUeps '*'*""'

"It's better to

bum out than fade away" serving

as his statement of purpose. Young
raged against the dying of the light

and the threat of artistic obsoles-

cence on this, his greatest record.

While Crosby, Stills and Nash
became even more trivial after the

punk revolution. Young took on

the Pistols and their ilk on his own
terms. On the first half he weaves

gorgeous folk melodies around his

plaintive acoustic guitar, on the

second he gives up the kind of gui-

tar noises and feedback screeches

that must have made Thurston

Moore's ears perk up. As for his

lyrics, which touch on drug deal-

ing, welfare mothers and the

"progress" of technology, he

shows a more powerful command
of words than most of the singer-

songwriting bozos of the '70s

combined.

9.) Sly And The Family Stone

There'sA Riot Gain' On The
greatest album that I don't listen to

very much. Why? For starters, lis-

ten to the scary "Thank You For

Talking To Me Africa," and see

how warm and secure you feel

inside. But of course, that's what

Sly intended: one dark look into

.4Mie man's soul, a soul torn apart

by the pressures of fame, the tem-

porary escape of painkilling drugs

and the artist's own self-destruc-

tive tendencies. The disjointed,

blurry funk and strained, almost

animalistic vocal cries on this

record became heavily influential

- just ask George Clinton, who
used this record as the starting

point for many of the early

Funkadelic projects.

8) Brian Eno Another Green
World Before he wasted his talents

producing James and Zooropa,

Brian Eno was a wizard. This

album, the obvious starting point

for today's ambient and industrial

music, still sounds ahead of its
'

time, like a soundtrack radioed in

from another dimension. With

Robert Fripp, John Cale, a pre-

cheese Phil Collins and others, the

British multi-instrumentalist and

studio genius constructed an alter-

nate universe, a virtual kaleido-

scope of sound on this half-vocal,

half-instrumental record. I've

probably listened to this record

two hundred times, and even now
it still reveals new shades and hues

every time I listen closely. Hint:

use headphones.

7.) Michael Hurley/Unholy
Modal Rounders/Jeffrey

Fredricks and The Clamtones
Have Moicy! As my co-employ-

ees at my former job can tell you,

you either love or despise this

record. Think of it as stoned

folk/country or "The Muppet
Show" on hallucinogenics, loaded

with delightful melodies and some
of the zaniest, wildest lyrics imag-

inable, including robbing banks,

eating spaghetti, getting caught

with your sweetheart and the eter-

nal question: "What made nfiy

hamburger disappear?" Loosen up

and you'll have a ball.

6.) Al Green CaU Me The last

great original soul man not only

gives up the sexy title track and

"Here I Am" (later trivialized by

UB40), but does more than justice

to heartbrcakers by Willie Nelson

and Hank Williams. "Stand Up"
stands one of the finest African-

See TATUM, page 20

John (William Macy, right) confronts Carol (Debra Eisenstadt) in

Oleanna,^ David Mamet's new film about sexual harassment.
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Dull actors, weak jokes

^plague new film 'Clerks'

- /

^Dick jokes' Stifle

dialogue, writer

fails to be funny
By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Semdr Staff-

right moment, spends his day at

the next-door video store antago-

nizing customers and antagoniz-

ing customers. It's not that he'"

doesn't have a life, warns the

script, it's just that he Hlces antag-

onizing customers.

O'Halloran and Anderson are so

stale they bury the jokes.

Peripheral parts are filled with

even worse actors who flail nine

times out of ten. With a cast of

comedians this movie could be a

pleasant diversion, instead it is too

The film Clerks was originally

given an NC- 1 7 rating just for lan-

guage. The rating was overturned

and the movie is still unwatchable,

^3
I , Review
but it's an interesting distinction

nonetheless.

Meet Dante (Brian O'Halloran)

Usually plot synopsis in news- long and too mundane

^aper reviews end with threats Smith likes to call his movie "a

like "But when a fast-talking con

man comes to town, wait for the

wackiness!" or a question such as

"but when their courses intersect,

what the heck will happen?"
Notice the lack of a cliffhanger

here. But a predicament is not all

this film is lacking.

Writer/director Kevin Smith

gained studio respect and future

projects through this flick. It fig-

With ... comedians this

movie could be a

pleasant diversion,

instead it is too long

and too mundane..

hundred or so pages of dick
ures. Hollywood is always look- jokes," to test people's reactions,
ing for the voice of young But unless you fill your days with

and Randall (Jeff Anderson), two America. But hopefully the voice hours of dick jokes you won't
characters whose names are more of young America is more than an identify with Dante and Randall,
interesting than their personalities, exercise in verbal masturbation, jjjey discuss sucking dick, suck-

Dante works in a convenience Clerks indulges unfunny, pop cul- ^^g your own dick and what hap-
store and spends his days working ture monologues, badly told tales pg^j to your dick when you die.

in a convenience store. But don't of sex and death and an unfiinch- when Clerks is shocking it might
think that means he doesn't have a ing desire to prolong stories with

life, warns the script, he's got a no point. Other than that, it's a

hockey game scheduled today, pretty good script.

And when Dante finds out his The performances really drag it

high school ex is getting married, down. Maybe Christian Slater and

he's stymied for hours. Randall, Ethan Hawke could have made piLIWi: Clerks Written and directed

your quintessential joker with some of the wisecracking dialogue by Kevin Smith. Starring Brian

something perfect to say at every of Clerks humorous, but O'Halloran and Jeff Anderson.

shocking it might

make you react. When it's not it's

like being in a high school locker

room. But without the stunning

wit and story-advancing nuance.
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David Klein (upper) and Kevin Smith on the set of Clerks.
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(In Stereo)
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World Report
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News
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News
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Bedard In 1973, American Indian activists seize the massacre site.
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Lucy Show
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, U'-^ "Brain Smasher... A Love Story'
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""
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NotX
tiaid to Order" (1987) A spotted heiress
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Junior High

***'/^ lO(MerCWv»er'(1992) Francois Cluzel. A teen-

ager claimsjo be a boy who disappeared years ago 'R

*** "The Dark Crysfar (1982) Two elfin

beings undertake a magical quest. 'PG'

Celebrating'
Snow White

**Vi ''Groondhog Day (1992, Comedy) Bill Murray A
TV weatherrwHi is trapped in a Feb. 2 time warp 'PG'

*« '6 "Malice" (1993, Suspense) Alec BaWwin. Dart(

secrets surface after a woman's emergency surgery. 'R'

*• "Three lor the fk)ad"i\m.Come&f)
Chariie Sheen. (In StfMQ) 'PG'

"Play Nice" ( 1 992) A policeman trails a
seductress who kills her bedmates. 'R'

** "The Seven Little Foys" {\95S
Muswal) Bob Hope. Milly Vrtale

Dream On
(In Slereo)

** "Far and..

Irish rouple ai

Larry iT^es From
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*** "The FVm"(1993, Drama) Tom Cruise, Gene Hackman. A law-
school grad signs on with a sinister Memphis firm. (In Stereo) 'R' X
**'/» "Charade" (1963) Gary Grant. A woman is

targeted in a search fcy her dead husband's kxjt.

* W "Brtin Smasher... A Leve Skify"

(1993) Andrew Dice Clay. •PG-13'

(tA»wiy"(1992, Drama) Tom
irrfves in 19ttH;entury America (lnSlereo)'PG-13'X

*** "A Brrm rato"(l993) Robert Oe Niro. A youth
favors a flashy nwbater over his hard-wori(ing pad. 'R'

Cruise. A claM^roeaad

*#« "Artide dd" (19%) Doctors at a VA
hospital fight to provkje proper care. 'R'

** "Doctor Uoidrkr
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brothers rule London"!
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Casta
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p Dreams' turned into

harsh reality in superb film
By Colburn Tsdng

Compelling as any fictional film currently

playing at the multiplexes, the fascinating

documentary Hoop Dreams spans five years

in the lives of William Gates and Arthur
Agee, two inner-city Chicago teens with
dreams of making it to the NBA.

The film begins with both boys watching

the NBA all-star game at the age of 14.

Already the boys talk about the day they

Review

Actor William Gates plays the role of a high school basketball player who has to

juggle family problems with his dream of playing for the NBA in Hoop Dreams.

wiirbe professional basketball stars, already

consumed by their dreams. As the film fol-

lows the boys through their high school
careers, it ^hows the viewer whereUreaSns"
and reality intersect, and where life goes
from there.

William and Arthur are both spotted by
talent scout Earl Smith, who introduces

them to Gene Pingatore, the coach at St.

Joseph, a private high school. Pingatore, the

man who coached Isiah Thomas in his high

school years, is something of a legend at the

school and he gives Arthur and William the

opportunity to attend.

Both boys are dedicated. Each must com-
mute three hours daily to attend St. Joseph.

William starts on the varsity squad His fresh-

man year while Arthur toils away with the

fiTcshman team. When sophomore year rolls

around and tuition becomes a problem,
Arthur is forced to leave St. Joseph.

William, a quickly rising star on the basket-

ball team, stays on with the help of a
wealthy sponsor who guarantees his tuition

for the rest of his high school career.

Life on the home front is no more idyllic

for Arthur. His drug-addicted father deserts

the family, leaving the Agees on welfare.

William, too, has familial problems in the

form of older brother Curtis. Once a star

with pro prospects, an uncoachable, know-
it-all attitude sidelined Curtis' career in col-

lege. Now he lives vicariously through his

younger brother. This harsh criticism and
added pressure weigh heavily on William's

shoulders.

BiJt just when it seems like William and
Arthur have set upon immutable paths,

things change. William goes down during

his junior year with a season-ending knee

MANN

Westwood
Ths tascialM (R)
- • 1:15

VILIAOE
961 Broxton (^15-4:45)-7:30-10:1

208-5576 Sal/Son (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15-12:45

NATKWAL OalyYMtrai
10925 LindtKOOk (2D0)-4:30-7:15-lb«J
208-4366 Sit/Son(11:30-2«))-4:3O-7:15-10:00-12:30

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITEmON 3 The Specltllii (fl)

1313 3rd SL Promenade (1:45-4:30)- 7: 15- 10:00
395-1599 Frt/Sat/Son(11:15-1:45-4:30)-7:15-10«)

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

Cf«rTERI0M4
1313 Srd St Promanide (2:15-5t)dJ-7:45-i0:U
395-1599 Frt«at/Sun(11.45-2:15-5«))-7:45-10:30

Thi Sptclillit (R)

0:30

AVCO CINEMA
WUshire at Westwood
475-0711

LAs FIRST CHOtCf Pf^ESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Expeiience

ROYAL
11523S.M.8^/().
477-5581

I Doe't Want to TAlk About It

5:00 7:30-9:55

Sat/Sun aKo 2.30-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSET 4

(213)848-3500
Chuppa: The Wadding Story

{1:15)-3:15-5:15-7:15-9;30

mum
948 Brorton (2J0-5«))'-7:30- 1 0^
239-MANN Frt^t/Sun (12:0O-2;30-5«))-7:30-10:00

Frt^t Late Show at 12:15

Haw Waktnart (R)m CRITERION S
1 31 3 3rd St. Promenade (2:45-520)-8.00- 1 0:^

395-1599 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:20)-8:00-10:45

Naw NIoktMara (R)

1:45

FOTIVAL
10887 LIndbrook

208-4574

Warrae leatv Retroapeetlve

Wed- btekTranfPG)
2:30-5DO-7;35-lb.«)

TiMira • laaay (R)

t«M:00-7:0OT0.t)(J

lloranilafKR)
1-9:45

CRUEnONI
1 31 3 3rd St Promenade (4:30)-!

395-1599.. _ Frl/Sat/Sunm:45-4:30)-9:45

Piletaaa Carskoo
(?15)-7:15

ROENT Mae Sk* (Pe-19)
1045 Broxton (2:45)-720
208-3259 Sat |2:45)-9:45

PriscHIa Oveta o( «w Daaart (R)

(5:00)-9:40

Sat/Sun (12:3O-5:O0)-9:40

LawAIMrSnaak-Satat7:30

PLAZA LNM Slanla (PQ)
1067 Glendon (2;30-5«)>7:30-lb.«J
206-3097 Frt/Sat/Sufl(t2:00-^30)-5:0()-7:30-10t)0

ore The Ri«tr Wild (PQ-131

12«)-2:40-5:1 5-7:50-10:2(3

THXOolky Cell Straw (Pe-13)
1:30-4 25-7:20-10.05

Frl^t/Sun 11«)-1;50-4:40-7:40-10:35

TMXDolky ^'
i 6o-4:af7:56-"ibO0

IMlVy

11:5O-2:3O-5«)-7:3lM0:0(i

MliSICHALL
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

laraal Film Fettlval

Call (213)-466-1 767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Pan African Fettlral

Call 213-896-8221

Santa Monica

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

MOWCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

I Happened One NlgM
(2:30)645

Taranttetk Cantary

(4:45)-9Mi

Weekend Prooramt
Tlia Prolctalonal: Goigo 13

Dr. Calagarl

Boy's Lite

Killing Zoe
Priacllla Queen ol ttie DeMrt

Frl/Sat Midnigm

Baraka

Tke Last Kleimcr
Moondanca
Winter LlgM

New Vott in Short

Sat/Sun 1100 AM
INMICA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Dear Diary

(2:15)-4:45-7 15-9 45

LANDMARK

West L.A.

Beverly Hills

M0MCA3
1322 2nd Street

394-974t

L.627

(2:00)-5:05-8 15

lOSOQaylay
208-7664

Tlaecoa(R)
(2:45-5:15>-7:45-10:l5

Sal/Sun (12:30-2:45-5:15)-7:45-10:15

Beverly Connection

La Cienaoaat Beverty Blvd.

Free 2 1/2 hour vaNtfated parUng
659-5911

MOMCA 4

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

NoatradaniM
(1:30)-4: 15-7:00-9:30

WESTWOOD 2 Foreat Onap (Pe-13)
tOSOQaytey (2:45)-7:0b-10Oll
208-7664 Sat/Sun (1.00-4M))-7:00-10tXI

NUWILSMRE
1314WHsMreBlvd
394-8099

WkatHapHnadWaa...
5:15-7:30-9:45

Sat/Su(vWed12:45-3«)-7:30-9:45

1050Gaytey
208-7664

Nalaralloranileft(R)
(230-5 00)-7 45-10:30

Sat/Sun (12:00-230-5:00-7:45-10:30

NUWILSHtRE
1314 Wilshire Blvd

394-8099

Clerka

Wed: 12-.30-2:45-5:00-7:15-9:30

Tlwrs: 5:00-7:15-9:30

WESTWOOD 4 Cttara«tfPrtiaiitDaat«rrpe-1S)
1050Gayl«y {3«))-7:30-10:30
208-7664 Sat/Sun (1:X -4^6-7:30-10:30

Santa Monica
CRITERION t FwatI tonp (PQ-13)
1313 3rd St Promenade (2JX))-7:30-10:30

395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun (1:15-4:15 -7:30-10:30

CRITERION 2 Wee Sky (P«- IS)
1313 3rd St Promeiade (2:30-5:10)-7:50-10:20

395-1599 Fri/Sat/Sun (12.0O-2:30-5:10)-7:5O-10:20

WESTSIDE PAVILION
GoWwyn
475-<)e02

TiM Irownlng Version

( 12: 15-1 :00)-2 30 3 15-4:45-

5:30-7:00-7:45-9 15-10«)
Sony. No Passed Accepted

WESTSIDE PAVILION
GoMwyn
475-<»02

Eal Drink Man Won an

(11:15) 1:55-4:35-7:15-9:50

No Thursday 7:15 Stww

WESTSIOEPAVILNM
Got
475

SZHMrtninaAfeMrt
Olewi SaaM

(11:00afn)only

WESTSIDE PAMUON
Qodwyn
475HU02

CaraDlarlo
(12:45)-3flO-5:15-7:30-9:40

No Tasaday 7:30 snow

THXDTS Tke Saeclalitt (R)

12:15-2:45-5:15-/45-10:15

Stereo The River Wild (P6-13)

12:15-2:45-5:25-8:0b-10:3(

FrVSat/Sun 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

TMXDolky PalB FIctlDn (Rl

12:00-3 30 7 0010 20
Fri^ Midnight Show

TNXOolfev Ed Wood fRt

Fr^SaVSun 1 1:30-2:15-500-7:45-10:3(5

Mon -Thurs 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

Dolky Only Yon PC)
12:0O-2:3O-5:0O-7;3O-lb«i

Fri/Sat/Sun 11 J0-2t)0-4:30- 7 00-9:30

Pmm Naw MaMaiart (R)

12:0O-2-.3O-5:0y7:3O-10:O0

rfVSil MWnigfit Show

1322 2nd street

394-9741
Crime Story

A Setter Tomorrow
God o( Samklara

A Better Tomorrow II

Fri/Sat Midnight

Ralnln| SkMes
Mnstang: The Hidden Klnedom

Fallen Angel

Visions o< Light

Sat/Sun 1100 AM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 weuwonn
475-9441

Pulp Fiction (R)

SR THX Doit)y Stereo

Call Theatre tor Showtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Weilworth

475-9441

Exit to Eden (R)

THX Dolby

Call Theatre lor Showtimes

West Hollywood

Free Parking

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

Uke It Like Tliat (R|

SR Dolby Stereo

CaN Theatre lor Showtimes

. lal allow barpki (

)

suHsni
(213)848-3500

Pilseitia Ovoen ol Sie Dtsaft

(?15)-4 15-7 15-945
FrI/Sit also Midnight Show

PACIFIC

SUNSET2
(213)848-3500

af'aUlt
-7 40-955

rVSatalao Midnight Show
(1:15)-3.20-5 20-7 40-955
Fr"

Westwood

MMIET3
(213)848-3500

Deer Diary

j2:15)-4:45 7 20^9 4i

CREST
1262 Westwood Bhm
474-7866

Ed Wood (R)

130-410-7:00 9:50

r\

Injury, and Afthurrnow ehroTledln public ^
school, begins his own ascent to the top.

Hoop Dreams is an engrossing examina-
tion of a single dream shared by two young
men, but it is also much more. The docu-
mentary forces its viewers to confront
exploitation of young talent and the grim
realities of poverty. At present, William and
Arthur are seniors in college. The achieve-

ment of their dreams remains a question.

Hoop Dreams is such a caring, intimate look

at their lives, however, viewers will wish for

the Hollywood ending that will make every-

thing OK. Unfortunately, life's not like that.
'

FILM: Hoop Dreams Directed by Steve
James. Produced by Frederick Marx, Steve
James and Peter Gilbert.
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SCOTTISH
From page 16

present As An Eilean (From the

Island) one of the few Gaelic

language films in existence.

Made in 1992, Douglas Eadie's

character study tells of a, 17-

year-old boy bound for college

preparing to leave his remote
island home. The film portrays

in lyrical Gaelic relationships in

an isolated community, includ-

ing the struggle to preserve tra-

ditional language and mores
while trying to accjppt the

encroaching modern world.

Also playing will be
Creatures of Light a National

Film and Television School
project directed by Bill

Anderson. After rescuing a

young woman from certain
death, a crofter finds she has

-asserted herse lf into h is life^ as^

well as that of the village by
trying to save wildlife in 19th

century Scotland. The film
reflects the central theme of
civilization comf)eting with the

design of nature and an often

brutal process of natural selec-

tion.

Also Tn c Tu d ed i n th e^ p ro^
gram on Sunday, Oct. 30 are

eight film shorts, two of which

Sealladh (The Vision) where a

man's religious visions isolate

him from his community, and
Franz Kafka's It's a Wonderful

Life a humorous look at Kafka
agonizing over how to com-
plete the first sentence of his

masterpiece "Metamorphosis."

Not established until the late

'70s, Scottish cinema has
branched out, indelibly mark-
ing British cinema with its dis-

tinct culture and life's view.

Often called a forbidding place

filled with dour people,
Scotland's passion and struggle

shows itself in subtle and beau-

tiful textures. With its many
isolated themes, they show
how people must persevere
through life despite desperate

rough circumstances. Through,
it all the films portray its peo-

ple as kindhearted and warm
with an age-old tradition and
honor, be l yi ng ^Jte savagery

TATUM
From page 17

American-identity anthems ever,

while "Jesus Is Waiting" can still

soften the hearts of the most hard-

ened atheists. Remember when
soul wasn't just a demografrfiic, it

was a feeling? This album serves

as a firm reminder.

^.) Rod Stewart Every Picture

and fame of beii\g the only
people in Europe who scared

off the encroaching Roman
Empire.

FILM: The UCLA Film and
Television Archive presents a
"UK/LA Scottish Film
Retrospective" at Melnitz Theatre.

Running Oct. 21 to Nov. 13. For
more info, call (310) 206-FILM.

TellsA Story "Maggie May,"
"Reason To Believe" and

"Mandolin Wind" on the same
album? Foi^et Unplugged, this

album rocks, even with the focus

primarily on acoustic instruments.

The passion that Stewart later for-

sakcd in the 80s for tripe like

"Forever Young" and "Love
Touch" bums at its brightest here.

4.) Derek And The Dominos
LaylaAnd OtherAssorted Love
Songs Think your love life drags?

^^ whitegu itarist ever sang these

unrequited love blues better than

Eric Clapton, at this time infatuat-

ed with Uie wife of his best friend,

George Harrison. Like Rod
Stewart, yet even more so, these

versions crush their Unplugged
counterparts like grapes, and the

amazing guitar interplay between
Eric and Duane AUman remained
unparalleled until ...

3.) Television Marquee Moon

The greatest American punk
album of the decade, including

The Ramones. When Tom Verlaine

and Richard Lloyd reach the cli-

max of the apocalyptic title track,

it transcends like no other moment
in rock 'n' roll: with their stacatto

guitar chords they push you to the

You know all that hype

about "alternative"

music? Here's the real

thing.

edge, and when they let the bottom
fall out it feels almost like flying.

Elsewhere, terse riffs and piercing

solos frame Verlaine 's tortured

lyrics, which he studs with evoca-

tive, poetic lines that show up
copy-cat Robert Smith for the self-

parodying hack that he is: "I fell

—right }nto4heai7ns-ef the Vfenus:de -

Milo," "I understand these

destructive urges/But it seems so

perfect/I see no evil," "I was lis-

tening, listening to the rain/I was
hearing, hearing something else."

You know all that hype about

"alternative" music? Here's the

real thing.

2.) The Clash The Clash Not
that the 1979 domestic version

isn't worth owning in itself, but

the original 1977 lineup of this

album (avsdiable as a British

import) stands as the real docu-

ment Without a doubt, the angri-

est, fiercest record ever made -

Joe Strummer's sneer grabs you
by the collar and spits venom in

your face, while Mick Jones' vir-

tuoso Garageland guitar explodes

on impact. "I'll salute the new
age/Arid hope nobody escapes."

Nobody who heard this record did.

1.) Rolling Stones Exile On
Main Street The greatest album of

the decade, the greatest album the

Stones ever recorded, the greatest

double album ever released and
the inspiration for Liz Phair's

almost as brilliant Exile In . r

Guyville. What other album cia\

top that recommend~*J«m? And
would you believe, the murky,

grungy songs don't kick in until

after twenty listenings?

Completely unrelenting, with bit-

ter btte4yricsfrom Mick^Jaggcr

—

7

and stinging blues licks courtesy

of Keith Richards and Mick
Taylor. If such a thing as a record

you never tire of exists, this is the

one.

Michael Tatum fantasizes about

catapulting the members of
Counting Crows into a vat of
sulfuric acid. His column appears

every Wednesday.

A vote for
'no representation*'

is a vote for the
iiundreds of WC

executives making
over S 1 00,000.00
who gave us a

pay cut and three
years of no raises.

Vote for a better deal.

Vote UPTE!

UP University Professional and Technical Employees,
CWA Local 9119. AFL-CIO.

For more information, call 310-443-5484

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

B

N
SANTA MONICA BLVD.

19S0
WESTWOOO BLVD.

LA GRANGE AVE

UNDERGROUND
PARKING

aVMPC BLVD.

Meaipace
Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Lx)s Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most insurance and credit cards accepted.

Interested in Law School?

Straight from the Source

Special Speaker:

Deputy District Attorney

•enton

of the Organized Grim

Meeting is

Wednesday
"^

at 6:30
inPerloff 1102
ifti

( all

l»i«' lau

on ileal

SiVli'iSII

lor nioii-

ROOM SERVICE.
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN RECENT HISTORY, HHJLEL IS

SPONSORING A SHABBAT PROGRAM IN THE RESIDENCE
HALLS. SO THERE WILL BE A SERVICE, BUT NOT IN

YOUR ROOM EXACTLY. CLOSE ENOUGH, HOWEVER, TO
SWING BY AND ENJOY NOT ONLY SERVICES BUT A
DISCUSSION. SINGING AND KIDDUSH AS WELL.

Dorm Shabbat
Service, Discussion and

Kiddush with Student Hosts

Friday, October 21, 1994

7 PM
Location TEA

Call Hillel for more information
' 208-3081

Billel
The^enter of Jewish Life on Campu;

Sponsored by Hillel Jewish Students Association

Dally Bruin
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MARTIN
From page 16

"What I'm interested iii is the

early days of something," says

Martin. "I remember working at

the Troubadour over here on
Santa Monica Bouleyard when I

was 20, 21, 19, and we used to sit

around at night after the shows
and just talk at the bar, so I had a

feeling for this arena, and when I

discovered that Picasso hung out

at this place when he was my age
I had this affinity for him."

Not only does Martin have a

feeling for bars, he also seems to

do pretty well when it comes to

art. "I have a particular interest in

Picasso/'

"He's one of the greatest artists

that ever lived, right up there
with Michelangelo, Leonardo da
Vinci, and Raphael," says Martin.

When it comes to his own paint-

ing skills, Martin admits that a

canvas is actually worth less once

he's touched it.

Not only dfd the artist and the

scientist provide the paintbrush-

avoiding playwright with colorful

characters around whom to center

his comedy, the time period also

inspired him. For Martin, an
important aspect of the setting

was "the timing involved; the fact

that all this invention occurred at

the beginning of this century and
affected the 20th century so
much."

Director Randall Amey elabo-

rates on Martin's idea, perceiving

a retrospective element in the

play: "as we near the end of the

20th century, the play is a very
interesting reflection of some of
the forces that have shaped this

century.

"You know in the next five or

six years, you're going to be
hearing a lot of retrospectives on
what this century was about, and
A think Steve has found a pretty

ingenious way to take a look at

the century and talk about some
of the most creative forces that

affected it," Amey says.

Martin certainly contributes as

one of these creative forces, and

he enjoys an opportunity to

attempt something different from
anything he's done before.

"I really loved doing it," says

Martin. "I love sitting back there

in the dark, sitting and watching."

Hopefully, L.A. audiences will

too.

THEATRE: "Picasso at the Lapin
Agile" by Steve Martin.
Steppenwolf Theatre Company
at the Westwood Playhouse, Oct.
22 to Dec. 4. Previews running
now. Tickets $10-$30. For more
information call (310) 208-6454.

The **Only oile*' in Westwood!

^t)A e 1

OPEN DAILYUKtIN DAILY 0^#i?/^»'e • ^#

(310) 478'>27'0 • <310) 478-3492 *''2'^,^>?«-j/4' /
1767 Westwood Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90024 ^^'ipo^

v.-:*!^

f^ ^^ Only MINUTES FROM V^l
• CAMPUS, you'll find OUR RESORTS *"

FULL OF CREAT WAYS TO ENJOY YOURSELF!

• month-to-mo^f^h, 6 or 12 month leases avaiuile

• Studio, 1 & 2 bedroom floorpuns

• Fully furnished or unfurnished

• Heahd swimminc pools/spas

• Nicht-lichted tennis & basketball courts

• Fully equipped cyms * Fabulous activities procrams

• Linens, dishes, TVs & maid service avaiuble

West LA • AAarina del Rey
A<\lD-WlL$HIRE • TOLUCA

Van Kuy$ • Woodland Hills

OaKWOOD can ARHANCE TtMrORARY
lODCINC IN MORE THAN 400 CITIES

THROUCHOUT THE U.S.

800. 846.8465

ASK ABOUT
SPECIAL
STUDENT

UJ.

EIEXD (s> MODEU OPEN DAILY, 9-6

Corporate
Housing

THE UCLA BUSINESS
INVESTMENT SOCIETY

PRESENTS

A DISCUSSION ON FIXED INCOME
- MARKETS WITH:

DAVID MILISON
• Current manager of a multi-million dollar hedge fund

• Former Vice President at Drexel Burnham
• Former Co-Head of Research at Dabney Resnick

Wednesday,
October 19, 1994
6:45 PM

TOMGHTr

Franz 1260
Free Food and Beverages beginning at 6:30 PM

For More Information, Call Rob at (310) 276-6623
Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Programs Activities Board.

CAREER FAIR
October 19, 1994

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker^ is

looking for motivated people to establish a career

in the brokerage business.

OLDE offers:

12-18 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income

Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent conmiunication skills,

general market knowledge and the desire to excel,

see us at the Career Fair on October 19, 1994.

If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:

OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting

751 Griswcrfd Street

Detroit, MI 48226

A p p ar e s e n t s

s
g u e

NCE
V*^""s^v \

^OLDE
DISCX)UNT STOCKBRfMCERS

Mfmber NYSE and SUK

An Equal Opportiimtv Fmployer
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SOAPS pi:i:ks & l pdaiks
1-900-562-1900 ext. 1526

$2.49/min.-avg. length of call 3 mins. - 18 or older

Touch Tone Phone Required - TeleService USA,
Hagerstown, MD 301-797-2323

Find out what happens today or catch iq;) if

you missed your favorite soap.

We know the future!

D

L

F

E

dial

ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT.

Hello? Wantthe lowest price for a collect call?
Lower than that other number? Then dial this one.

Because THE C.O_D Ealways costs less than 1-800-COLLECT.

^burThie\t)ice:

01994AiaT FOR ALL INTERSTATE CALLS. ATbT

1^ tmm

OLEANNA
Fronn page 17

David Mamet stars in Ohanna.

creates a hostile environment." That

can mean inappropriate touching,

lelTirig sexist orlewd jdces, or acting

in an otherwise offensive or insensi-

tive maimer.

While both men and women may
experience various forms of sexual

harassment, men tend to occupy
positions of power so women are

subjected to die bulk of the harass-

ment. The National Council for

Research on Women states that 50 to

85 percent of women will experi-

ence some fOTm of harassment dur-

ing their academic or professional

careers.

Consequently, a number of
women may leave their jobs if the

conduct becomes too threatening.

The council indicates that women
are nine times mcne likely than men
to quit their jobs due to sexual
harassment, five times more likely to

transfer and three times more likely

to lose their jobs because of unre-

quited sexual advances.

Although the Clarence Thomas-
Anita Hill hearings in 1991 created a

public dialogue on sexual harass-

ment for the first time, a large num-
ber of cases still go unrepcMted. The
council estimates that 80 percent of

victims are unwilling to come for-

ward because of their fears of verbal

retaliation, job loss or loss of priva-

cy.

Such fears are complicated by
feelings of guilt, shame and confu-

sion, according to Elizabeth Gong-
Guy of Student Psychological
Services, another panel participant.

"The victim struggles to make sense

of the other person's behavior by
ascribing reasonable intent," she

says. 'The victim generally doesn't

know that he or she is being victim-

ized. And the perpetrators often

^xen'X aware that their behavior is-

affecting the other person in an
offensive manner."

The key to resolving these issues,

continues Gong-Guy, is "making
people aware ofhow the power posi-

tions set up conditions where harass-

ment is possible." That can mean
teacher-student relations, as in

Oleanna, or employer-employee
dynamics. As panel participant Carol

Hartzog, vice provost of the College

of Letters & Sciences, points out,

"These issues are of fundamental
importance to us as individuals,

membefs of an academic communi-
ty and members of society."

Adds law Professor Cheryl
McEtonald, 'The boundaries for sex-

ual misconduct are not often clear

because individuals have different

thresholds for what thiey consider

inappropriate behavior. If we stop

looking for the boundaries and just

try to be more considerate, perhaps

we can make some progress."

FILM: Oleanna, written and (Erected

by David Mamet, starring Oebra
Eisenstadt and William Macy.
Presented by Melnitz Movies and
the Conflict Mediation Program.
Tonight, Melnitz Theater, 7:30 pm.,
follovy^ by a panel discuiwton. Both
the scrawling and ttie discu^on are
free. For more information, call 825-

I Z940.
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Ciassified information
225 Kerckhoff HaH. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024

Clan Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^)528

We reserve the rioht to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

ciassified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Oar olflce Is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

OaRy, 20 words or less $7.00

Daily, each additional word .45

Weetdy, 20 words or less 25.00

Weetdy, eadi additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student rate/col. inch 8.00

Display ads— local rate/col . inch 1 1 25
Frequency A'Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

ClusNM ime t4r

1 working day before printing, by noon.

Classified display adc

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA Daily Bruin.

Icol. X 1 = 2lnches x llnch. There are no cancellations after noon the day t)efore printing.

The ASUCLA Communications Board fully supports the University of CaVfocnla's policy on nondis

criminatKin No medium shall accept advertsements whtch present persons of any onQin, race,

religion, sex, or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions,

capabilities, roles or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board

has investigated an>' of the services adveiOsed or the advertisers represented in this issue. Any person

believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board s policy on nondiscriminahon stated

herein should communicate complaints in writing to ttw Business fylanager. Daily Brum, 225
Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimi-

nation problems, call the UCLA hlousing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad
1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier tor readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.
scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. piace yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.
2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific
respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri Step StuOy. AU 3626

Thurs. Book Study. AU 3625
Tues. oncJ Wed. IDfecussion. IDenlol 23-029

Allimesl2;10-liX)pcn -,^,._^

F<y alcoholics or indMduok wtK> hove a
drinking problem

NEVER MISS A CALL/

=nN

GT2UCtA
Coil UCLA Commuter /^istorjce - Rideshcrlng

at (31 0) 794-RIDE or stop by our office at 655 V\festv^<xx:l Haza
Room 200 CSlTUCture 8, level 2) for info on corpools, vonpods

\^V^ and public transit options. yj

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

- -h ;;•._,,.»,,,

V MONTH FREE!
• FRiC! 'MMEDiMl HOOK UP
PAGER S 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

]. 800-309-8888

MUNKAFUST
AT

THE TROUBADOUR
Sat., October 22 at 10 p.m.

For tickets call: 1-800-598-8810

10 Personal

JAPANESE STUDENT(M) seeks short-term

apt. share w/American student. Will help

w/rent Want to experience US life. Fax:81-

276-57-1460 (transmit after message).

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 816-986-9045.

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 1 0-29 lbs. in 30 days and eam $$$ do-

inn it. 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

12 Research Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects
will receive $20 and a free developmenul
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1 141,

N^ NEEDED, I84-, coronary artery disease,

smoking and N/S. Positron imaging of heart.

Injection radioactive isotope. Bloods taken.

310-825-1118.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2 MINUTESTO DROP H* OFF
2 MINUTESTO
PICK IT UP

Sleeping Bags
Comforters

J ^QQ
Rugs lU
(down $t 5 00)

•ach

OPEN
EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

CONVENIENT
PARKING

Free Pickup & Delivery

witti 5 Orders from

same location

(310)

829-9378

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310)829-9378

12 Reseorcti Subjects

Hyperactive boys with atlentional problems
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developn'>cntal

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

IF YOU HAVE SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN,
OUR STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief queslion-

naires. Pays $10. 310-454-7926.

6 Concert Tickets

ROLLING STONES. Rose Bowl, October 19.

$65^.818-797-1503.

/ Good Deals

FIVE EASY. RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking
tipsi Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Bhd. #258-430CT, Tor-
rance, Calif. 90503.

schizophrenia

Mlotor«:ycl« Jacket $«9.99

19«0*s-19'70*«: Ovmrmllm.
Plannrela. Boota, A BallboUioma

lo^fc c>rrw/A.d
Interzone

6683 1/2 HoDTWood Blvd
(213) 465-2644

Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

12 Research Subjects

PANIC ATTACKS!
For those who are suffering from panic at-

tacks, researchers from UCLA are conducting

a carefully-designed research project using

medication. Participants should be over the

age of 18, in good physical health, male or

non-pregnant female who uses an acceptable

method of birth control. A comprehensive
medical and psychiatric evaluation is provid-

ed as part of the project and is free of charge

for the duration of the project which is 17

weeks. For more information, please call the

UCLA Anxiety Disorder Program at 310-206-

5133.

12 Research Subjects

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa
or bulimia. Participation Involves completing
six questionnaires. Mindy 31 0-796-0996.

S IN$TANT MONEY. S
S ATTENTION STUDENTS. SOROftmES, ^
g FRATERNITIES AND aUBS S
5 Make nf>onoy INSTANTLY. ^
Zt Completely legitimate ft easy. ^
Zi New INSTANT SELF-TANNING Zi
:^ LOTION. No more waiting. See Zi

:S INSTANT golden color without ti

S» orange or streaky results. «r

S For details, call Claudia at ^
S (310) 820-7999 ext. 2 or fax ^
Zt Inquiries to (310) 820-6989. ^« «»
Zk P.S. Ask about additional uNque j»
IX products for ttM t>ody. «t

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA dally updates: (900)226-

167(Vej(t 167. $2.9S^ln. 2-minute average-

1fr»- Infoiervice, LA. CA. 21 3-993-3366.

CALIFORNIA

F L i: A S E C A L L

^^ayyiaW^
1-800^54-3902

ATTN:
CONTACT LENS
WEARERS
Adier Weiner is a

research group looking

for contact lens wearers
to participate in a

focus gorup.

Receive $75
call Nate (310)440-2340

Do yam have a steppamit young
•Bongli to be yew brother or

iMei?
Please caU Marie at (818) 973-2386

if you have a realty young stepdad

or stepmoni.

Is n difftcHJH finding a dat9

because no one measunM
up to yc^r expectations?

If yes. call Matte at (818) 973-2386

bacMiM no one's good enougtit

] —^—i—

i

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFOL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physiccil

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California m^viAm^Ji^^Ms^

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Jop dol-

lar paid. We do all OMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

16 Lost and Found

FOUND: Cat in We»twood. Call 794-3571

.

L03T: Black organizer, lost 10^5/94 in

Kerckhoff Coffee House. Large reward. Call

310-824-3006.

19 sperm Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-
ples. 19-33 yn, own medical insurance. Spe-
cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastem Indi-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34yeart old w/medical in-

suraiKe. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NiVLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1".3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhartce erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan l-aOO-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY.^ Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 3ia207-0630.

J
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22 Health Services

-

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

,

1 Overcome stress, depression.

anxiety. Special

'' student rates. Sliding scale.
11

1 17 acww n fH/fi? iTfi^^o
t) Lil/j vvUULiU llVlr 1/oOt

(310)578-5957

ARLEN^RING, PliD,
It

, Supervisor PSY 8070 .

^ J

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

Acne. Tattoos

SunsDots & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Therapy lor

painless lacial skin rejuvenation

and removal ol acne tattoos,

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

$1000-2500/wl<
FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS needed for busy

confipany to perform in bachelor parties,

private shows. Must be reliable, hard worker.

Call 310-824-0084.

$fe-7/HR. LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINCAU-
TOR/DRIVER for bright and fun twelve-year-

old. Monday-Friday 3-8pm. References re-

quired. 10 min. from campus. 818-789-

0696.

S6.63AHR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of or>e year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

1 -FEMALE READER who is bifingually profi-

cient in Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evening. $8-10/hr. 30hrs/mo. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINCI EARN BIG $$$
+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Spring^mmer seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398ext23031.

ACTINC/MODaiNC STRAIGHT FACTS
Give your drean^s direction: avoid ripoffs,

confusion, wasted mor\ty. Guaranteed! Call

310-285-3292 for more info.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

AIDE-Male wanted for live-in weekends.

Personal care, companionship for older

quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record req.. 310-573-1988; Tu,Thrs-Sun af-

ter 9am.

Sciiool DAZE?
Looking for more than a degree?
Learn from someone who is doing,

not just teaching. Training provided.

ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING
Kenny or Catherine (310)337-9627

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
•For TV Commercials
• Movies

•Catalogs

•Videos ' •

call immediately

(310y6S»485S

UCLA Research Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention in

Inner city, ethnic minority

health dinics. Mature, highly

responsible, detail oriented

people. $8-1 1 an hr.

Spanish a plus.

Call Angus
310-794-8278

30 Help Wanted

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-S6000f
per month -fbenefSts. Mal^emale. No ex-

perierxie necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

A59341.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calendar

1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi

Call for appointment (310)285.-9264.

ASSIST for export business. Excellent writing

and PC skills, marketing, Viet-

namese/Chinese skills great. Flexible hours.

$9.0Q/hr-t-. Call (310)289-5005.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large farnily daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids arid work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

BOOKKEEPER/RECEPTIONIST afternoons for

CPVBusiness manager. Prior experience nec-

essary. Fax resume to 31 0-441 -7707.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support. Full/part-time posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

Assistant Manager
for new, progressive restauraunt

-flexible hours

-competetlve pay

-P/TorF/T

-vvork around schedule

Call Mike at 571-1183

Experienced irviividual to telemarket invest-

ment products to bar>ks. Part-time or Full-

time. Sale/Marketing and inve$tmentA>anklng

experience preferred. Competitive wageA>o-
nus. Harry 310-472-8285. ^
EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-

1 lAiour DOC. P/r, 20-25 hour/week. Para-

legal preferred but not required. Applicants

w/le<;al experience only. 310-473-7173.

FILM CREW AND WRITERS WANTED. Send
copy samples of work. Short 3/4' videos,

film photos, saipts, trailers by 10/25^4.

HIGH CONCEPTS, 1 1 684 Ventura #334, Stu-

dio City, CA 91 604.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs

experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63Air. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED
For CournDel Sandwich Shop in Westwood.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1 1 :45-2:45pm.

$5/hGur. Apply at Sandbag's, 1134 West-

wood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CLERICAL/RECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sional phone manner, well organized, some
typing and computers, $5.50/hr. 11am-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

College students needed to portray high

school students! Work as a rrtovie extra. All

types... No fees/no gimmicks. Weekend work
available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-

2278.

UCLA Assesment Coordinator

for HIV and Adolescent

Treatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

Call Zane O'Keefe at

310/794-8279
or

FAX resume to

310/794-8297

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students now!. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to $9.10. 15-fhrs/wk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRATE AND BARREL is now accepting appli-

cations for sales, stock and office positions.

Both ^ and p^ positions are available. We
are looking for hard working and enthusiastic

individuals. Please come to our store. Cen-
tury City Shopping Center. 10250 Santa Mo-
nica Blvd.. LA.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000+/month working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

and F/T employment available. No experi-

ence necessary. For man information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341

.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

host^wstess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

daysAveek. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

.

$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-
2665.

DELIVERY DRIVER
For Sandbag's Gourmet Sandwich Shop in

Westwood. Car, scooter or motorcycle need-

ed. 11 -3pm, M-F, days flexible $5/hour plus

great tips. Apply in person: 1 1 34 Westwood
Blvd.

DOCUMENT RESEARCHER. Independent,

literate, self-sufficient individual interested in

doing free-lance research. Will perform

document research specific to lar>d use ar>d

environmental studies. Must have own car

and fitxibie schedule. Send resume: S290
Overpast Road, Suite 220, Santa Barbara,

CA. 93111.

EARN X-TRA WCOMt on a part-time basis

in health and nutrition indu^. Call 310-

617 9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and when convenient to call.

EMPLOYMENT MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST.

Serving adults challen^ wfth dewlop-
mental disunity in community employment
setting. Part-time 10-28 flexible hrv^wk.

$9.00yhr. Call Hdty 310-649-1406.

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
ei/agent to book local ^gk Eiwcllcnt oppor-

tunity for cdlcp ttudwil intwHiMi If) muiic
industry. Chris, 310-915-0691.

FRONTRUNNER5
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA. We
want full and part-time sates people. We are

looking for : men and women who can team
great customer service, believes the customer

always comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer: chance to

make $6-1 2-»-A>our, good ber>efits package,

great staff discount, and the best retail train-

ing. To join the top indeper^nt store in LA
call for appointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-

7585.

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn $$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1 -800-932-0528 ext 65.

GARDEN AND YARD WORK. Flexible

hours. $9/hr. 2-miles to campus. 310-278-

1494.

Great telephone skills and a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of business arxi in-

dustries is needed to iwlp us support our in-

vestment banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bonuses based
on results. Work out of home, must have car

310-391-9670.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.

Knowledge of kinieseology, human anatomy,
<x related. Exercise science background a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-

6500 ext.256.

HOME SCHOOL needs a biology teacher.

Teach 4 kids for 1 hour 1 Smin 3days a week
in Hollywood. Will pay 120.00 plus per

week, negotiable. Call Mike Rivera at

213)656-7425.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/T cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTI-

TUDE IS EVERYTHING! Call Kenny or Kath-

ryn 310-337-9627.

********

ARE VOU BITHUSIASTK
ABOUT YOUR JUDAISM?

Ii^fa«ld jfoi Hm to pass yow ciduMrtM Id

Jtvisk ttMS?

Wi IV RMnM for PMpH tot wt jfov to

iMKk/teiiMi h ii n'^S Dor Hadaih <»d

nofw nocr n«yiHD.

C^aMftttf (213) 832-^9.

Jf)OMO»<l VfW MTKN Cf Mlbl COKdlOi CI

Gnohr Loi AMjdtf (a AgMKV OlMM
wy ofIMM imMI Had.

******** >1

Immediate part-time opening. Pick-up 12-

year-old after school. Run errands, light

housekeeping for 2-working-parent ixHise-

hold, M-F, 3-6pm, some evenings. Santa Mo-
nica. $6.50^r with increase to $7.50 after 90
days. Must have reliable car. 310-394-0879.

Carol/Steve.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-S400Vmonth teaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea, hfo teaching backgroufvi or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632-1 146ext|59341.

JEWISH FEMALE COMPANION to walk and
talk with elderly lady, Mon-Fri, 2-4pm, $9/hr.

310-278-2844

LAW FIRM MESSENGER full-time.

Delivery/pick-up of legal documents of pres-

tigious Brentwood firm. Occasional service

of subpoenas. Most have reliable car. f4o

exp. required. Ask for Chris. (310) 207-8228.

LAW 0FFK:E. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No heigN requirenr>«nt. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Qood money. Funt 213-664-
2999 24hoors. —^

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 81 ft-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-
7232.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for FrerKh and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 21 3-265-0550.

Midsized Century City law firm seeks P/T li-

brary clerk toopen mail, copy journal articles

and show books. Applicants should be able

to work 2-5 pm Mon-Fri. Law students pre-

fen-ed. Please mail or fax resume to Jeffrey

Mangels Butler Marmaro, Attn.: Human Re-

sources, 2121 Avenue of the Stars, 10th floor,

LA 90067. Fax: 310-203-0567.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or else! ... or

else, I don't remain in business! Scholarships.

No one denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

ODYSSEY THEATRE
seeks dedicated theatre artists to volunteer

backstage/stage manage professional produc-
tions. Design assistants also needed. I^ext,

meeting Saturday 10/22 4:30pm at the Odys-
sey, 2055 S. Sepulveda, one block north of

Olympic, or call Jason 310-479-8187.

P/T childcare, 3-8PM, flexible, after school

care for 6 yr old, prep dinner, tidy up. Good
driver, enthusiastic, tntr%tH\c. 476-531 7.

P/T CENGA PROOUCnONS seek assistant

for office and productfon work. Must have
good writing skills and be computer-literate.

Call Hilary ASAP 310-285-1531 o( send re-

sunr>e to: CENGA PRODUCTK3NS, 433 N.
Camden, 4th floor, Beverly Hills, 90210 or

fax- 31 0-285-1 SOS.

P/TAF/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, architec-

tural design office, MDR, seeks creative,

person to help in writing, accounting, phone,
computer. Fax resume 3 1 0-82 2- 1 340.

Part Time - Flex hours
evenlng/weekerxl shifts

oonduci telephone sutveys.
Will TYaln. No Selling

I.S.A. - 1 6005 Sherman W&y^#2a3|
Van Nuys 818«04'O372

Part^uH-tinoe help needed for removal of

records from warehouse. Culver City. 310-

559-8823. Call between 10-3.

PartA^ull-tin>e wareix>use clerical help reed-

ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.
Call between 10-3.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 1-day, Monday pre-

fen-ed. Errands, etc. (Meed car. Must like

children. Must be able to commit to one
year. 310-573-1891.

PRIVATE SCHOOL NEEDS JUNIOR HIGH
soccer and tennis coaches as well as assistant

varsity soccer coach. Paid positions. Call Gail

at 310-391-7127.

RECEPTK3NIST for Century City Law firm.

Morxiay and Wednesday, 8:45am-5:30pm
$6.50|/hr. Corinne (310)552-3312.

RECEPTIONIST/PART-TIME. Dependable, or-

ganized, attention to detail, good phone
manr>er. Busy, small. Century City law firm.

2:0OPM-6:30PM, M-F. Parking included.

310-552-1808.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt. buildings.

Free rent plus iAOOimo. ConUct Mary Jo

310-392-8487.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openings! For more information

call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-15AH)ur guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^veek. Marketing representa-

tives/management trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

SUPPORT STAFF to work with adults chal-

lenged with a develpmental disability In

community supported living. BA preferred

and exp. req. Weekends, afternoons, everv

ings, ($8.65^r) and sleep-over ($6.00^).
Call Pemy (310)649-0499.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized Intern.

If you want to learn THE BIZ ar>d work in a
fun office, this is the place! (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TELEMARKETING P/T. Telephone skills a
must, typing a plus, located in mid-Wilshire

area. 213-651-0530.

TELEMARKETING. Motivated individual . $5-

6Air + commission. Flexible hours, good po-

tential. (310)246-0281.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T

DAYTIME/EVEINING-hours available. Con-
duct interviews to update insurance records.

No selling. Insurance or health experience

preferred. Brenda 310-445-5031.

Part-time Clerical posHkm in GYN/REPRO
ErxJocrine practice. Detail-oriented. Excellent

communication skills. Pre-med students erv

coura^ed to apply. 310-474-5747.

Part-time data bate research and support staff

work for Investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library and CD-ROM data

bases; computer skills, work out of home,
must have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVBOR must read

music, typing skills and have organizational

skills must have car. 310-276-3300.

PART-TIME OFFKIE ASST. Small Brentwood
law firm seeks organized individual with an
interest in law to do filing and misc. ofHoe
tasks. Flexible schedule $7.0(Vhr. to sUrt.

Call 310-207-5400 ext. 85 for details.

PART-TIKtf/FULL-TIME computer salesper-

son, general office work, accountinc assist,

and technicians needed. Unisys building Im-

age Microtyttuns, 10920 Wilihii«,aia»tS-
1000.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED,
daysAveekervis, removal of nr>edical records,

$6/hr., call between 10-4, CuK«r City. 310-

559-8823.

TYPIST. 8 hr/wk. flexible. BrentvMxxi office.

WordPerfect skills and sonw phone. %a/hr.

310-826-3545.

Vet. assistant needed. Ueal for pre-vet stud-

ents. Wilshire Animal Hospital, Santa Moni-

ca. 310-828-6787. Ask for Cheryl or Dr. Ty-

neway.

WANTED: PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Comput-
er arxl phone skills. SlC^r. 30-40 hour work

week. (31(»471-455a

WAhfTED: ROCK&ROLL BAND for snull

cockUil lounge. TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda BKd, Culver City. 310-390-2489, Rog-

er-Bonnle.

WORK-STUDY $9.S(yhr. Administrathre as-

sistance, car r>«cessary, flexible schedule.

Call Le^, 310-208-7511.

YOUNG MEN WAI4TID for nude and scnti-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate wiifk

Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.
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CONSULTING GROUP

A MANAGEMENT CONSULTING OPPORTUNITY
FOR THOSE WHOARE SERIOUSABOUT THEIR CAREERS

-Gut consultants will be on campus this Wednesday and Thursda)^

October 19th and 20th, to meet with interested students:

• Look for our booth at the career fair this Wednesday
from Noon to 5pm in the Ackennan BaUroom.

• Come meet the president of Verity at 5pm this

Thursday, in room 1180 at the Placement Center.

Verity
Consulting
THE VERITY CONSULTING GROUP. INC.

12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 825

Los Angeles, CA 90025
Tel: (213) 389-9700

Fax:(213)389-9701

DENTAL ASSISTANT. Mondays and Fridays,

7am -4pm. Will train. Beverly Hills adjacent
office. (213)931-8400.

LAB Gt^SS WASHER
Wash, sterilize & organize glassware. Oper-
ate & maintain autoclave, auto water & dryer.

Dispose of biohazard waste. Prepare sterile

media. Able to lift & carry 60 lbs. Good
communication skills. F/T position. $9-

ICVhr. 310-825-8391.

MEDICAL exercise physiologist for prvt Car-

diology ofc at Cedars. F/T or P/T. Irwolves

cardiac rehabilitation, treadmills, basic EKC
interpretation, computer reports. Resume to:

Dr. Kimichi, PO Box 3S064, LA, CA 9003S.
310/659-5000.

MYERS, RICHARDSON, & REED Employ-
ment Development Specialists. Resumes^m-
ployment Development and Placement. 310-

839-1161.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.
(310)337-0790.

i

BARTINDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-J200 dally

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIOff^AL RARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)5580608
(818)994-8100

34 Internships

MOTION PICTURE/TV/PERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT firm needs interns for script read-

ing ar>d coverage, gerwral office work, light

bookkeeping assistance. Call Colleen 310-

474-4521.

REAL ESTATE/BROKERAGE FIRM is offering a

paid intemship. Learn all aspects of real es-

tate developnr>ent Fax resume to 310-458-

6681.

RESEARCH INTERN NEEDED. Earn research

hours for your resume for grad school admis-

sion. Santa Monica area counseling center

needs research intern to vMirk with computer
databases. No computer experience or skills

required. Set your own hours ar>d time com-
mitment. Call Dr. Laurie Norwood 310-452-

0717.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER, Five afternoons and/or Saturday

night, must speak English ar>d love children.

310-821-5282 day, 310-475-4651 evenings.

GREAT $ opportunity w/UCLA doctor's fami-

ly in Paciffc Palisades. Bright, energetic 7-

year-old girl. Saturday nights. No smokers,

fluent English required. 310-459-9797.

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT to transport two

children (Ages 8- 1 0) from IXILA to home or

activities. Pick-up at 3.-00, supervise home-
work/activities, leave at 6:45. M-F. Referenc-

es. Need to have car, license, insurartce. Call

206-4830 (days) 21 3-931 -3654 (eves).

SEEKING BABYSITTER. Occasional weekend
evenings. 2 children ages 4 arxi 8. Near Bev-

eriy Center. $7.0(Vhr. Call Oriy 213-935-

7114.

STUDENT EXPERIENCED in childcare want-

ed to help faculty mom w/3 kids. Flexible hrs.

$8/hr. 310-206-7528.

Paid Management Intemship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees,customer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiririg will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 39'^-6000 for info.

34 Internships

AWARD WINNING PRODUCER seeking

bright and enthusiastic script readers. This

non-paying intemship is a great opportunKy

to gain experience in story analysis and is

available now. Junior, sentors, and grad stud-

ents may call (310)581-6608 for rrtore infor-

maiion. Ask for Marc

37 Housesitting

Mature Dutch-Israeli clinical psychologist in

training here seeks WLA housesjtting position

for a prolonged period. References available.

Anna: 310-858-391 2.

PET/HOUSESrrrER WANTEDI Female to

live- in and watch dogs arxJ house over

Christmas Break. Call Valerie (310)277-5556.

49 Apartments tor Rent

$1045. 2-bedroom/1 -bath, French windows,
hardwood floors, sunr^, quiet, and private.

Includes stove, fridge, laundry, parlcing. 1

mile to UCLA. 310-274-0064.

$410, BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE, 4
houfi weekly gvdening & house mairv

tenanoe required. Ooear>Anountain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welcon^e. Car. (310)472-5726.

$495 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full bath, small

quiet building, laundry, appliances, parking.

310-837-6779.

$590. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1 .5 to

UCLA. (310)459-6830.

49 Apartments tor Rent

$650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441 1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent. 1 -bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, built-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and trarwporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrrTV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, nated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE^* MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARC:E 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6290.

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk- in closet,

bathroom, ^C, new security building, prime

location, 508 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

1 +1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building subterrainian parking, laun-

dry. West LA. (31 0)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, ^C, phofie-entry. Near Siierman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet. AppliarKes, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & rwighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625,310-286-2885.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 3 10-391 -6645.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WAHARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD
$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near

Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to

UCLA busses. Quiet building. No pets. 1 236
McClellan Drive. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450Anonth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptfl. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdrnV2ba. Large

patio. Parking, laundry, elevator. 310-826-

3934. Manager 31 0-826-51 73.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$560- $625, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, rr^any unique features, peat location,

near shopping busses and freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

49 Apartments for Rent

FOR THE FRESH PRINCE OR PRINCESS. Ibr

apt in 4 unit building. New everything. Off-

street parking. 2240 1/2 South Carmelina.

(South Brentwood). (213)_934-6414,

(21 3)658-4236. Leave message.

Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette room in beautiful

country area, quiet home- cable and utilities

included. $800. 310-472-6694.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-266 2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliarKes, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

iH>me. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845/month. 3ia391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice

1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garag^^ centra[^jr, fireplace.

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliarKes. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. One
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1 -bedroom deluxe,

fireplace, 13-minutes to UCLA, good loca-

tion, gated parking, controlled entry. Quiet,

newer building, $620 and $716. 310-652-

0847,310-836-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom ^ loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities irtcluded. 310-
397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2-fl apartment, upper, bright

unit. Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit. 1 -month free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.

Palms, 2lxir/1bth. Large er>d unit w/ balco-

ny/refrigerator. New CarpetA)lindVpaint.

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALMS. $550. 1-bdrm. Stove, refrigerator,

courtyard. Day 310-839-8105. Evening 310-

558-1 782.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdrm/2-

bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

6855.

PALMS. $835 w/yr. lease, upper. 2-bed/2-

bath. Built-in. Balcony, AAZ, gated building,

laundry room, parking. 3626 Empire Drive.

Call 310-559-3875.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator.

Convenient to Westside, UCLA ar>d shop-

ping.Call 310-559-7571

PALMS. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

Prime Brentwood! 3-bdrm/2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near

Sunset. 310-471-2498.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Chamiing
Spanish style, hardwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)550-1 531

.

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Ple»e call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487.

$46(ymonth.

VENICE BEACH, unfumlshed bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no peu. Call Mary ^o 310-392-8487.

$40(ymonth.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. (310)209-0966.

WEST HOiLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.

UCLA $830. (21 3)935-9152.

West L.A. $675. One large bdmn. Parking,

security, pod, p«io. 1 560 Saluir #205. 310-

453-0S05.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

cvpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt. 310-477-875a

49 Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-
ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.*^

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 1711 Malcolm.
3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$740. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, enclosed private garage. Quiet
buildinR. 310-474-1172.

• MAR VISTA •
2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES,
GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNIT ALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE.

• 11748 COURTLEIGH DR.

* PALMS *

$825

$845

2 BD. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNrr
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614 FARIS ' $995
• open 7 days

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
I LOVELYAPARTMENTS i

WLA. $725. 1-bdrm/1-bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bar-

rington. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.
.

WLA. 1-l/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $620/month. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. 2-bedroom/l&1/2-bath, security build-
ing, near Santa Monica and Purdue and Bus
lines, 10 minutes to campus. SBStVmonth.
310-477-3869.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles
Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student
discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and 1 -bedroom,
furnished/unfumished. $575 and up. Heated
pool, fireplace, patio, gated parking, key en-
try. Call 310-479-21 20.

WLA. Large 1 -bdrm/1 bath. New carpets,

louvers, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500
Purdue Ave. 310-204-0472, 310 477-5256.

Daily Bruin

Advertise. It Works.

50 Apartments, Furnlstied

MAR VISTA, $60Q^month. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

inn. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdrm/2bth, real fire place, enclosed patio^
all appliances, good laundry, parking.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-
1759.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, near Pico-

LaCienaga. (310)279-2002.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barringlon #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $850, private patio.

Prime WLA, North SM/BLVD. Carpet, ap.
pliances, drapes. Spacious BACHELOR, full-

size bath, hot-plate/microwave, refrigerator.

Lease. 310-476-7116.

From $940 and up. Move-in special. Large 2-

bedroom/2-bath, security building, all amcni-
ties, elevators, parking. Low security deposit.

3 10-859- 1836 or 376 8794.

Great 2bdr/1bth $695 and large Ibdrm $575.
Easy commute to UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-
1050.

PALMS, $575, brighll -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CFfY. Single $550
+ month. 1 -bedroom $595 +; 1 & den or 2-

bed/2-bath $975. 310-476-1703.

52 Aportments to Stiare

BRENTWOOD 2+1.5 . Large, bright, airy.

Free cable. $46(ymo.+1/2 utilities. Parking,

laundry, no-smoke, no drugs. Prof, or student
pref. (310)479-7978.

CLEAN,SPACIOUS,
ROOM

Looking for mature, responsible roonvnate to
ihan a beautifol 4 bedroom ^. w/3 other
guys. Parking, closet, caWe, 1 block from
campus. Must be clean. 679 Gayley. Warren
310-20B-2954.
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52 Apartments to Share

Female gra(Vprofie>sionai tkident own bed,
bath, parking. Quiet, responsible, mature.
N/S. S430» utils. 310-444-491 3 eveninn.

Room with a ocean vicwt Male roommate to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire Santa Monica.
S47S->-1/2 utils. Betty 310-394-431 3.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 3BD/3BA.
ASAP. Near Santa Monica and Bundy. Great
place, qyiet Jonathan or Mike 310-207-
41 SB.

S.O. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pod, gym. Prefer N/S female. Close
to campus. $450^ 1/2 utilities. 8ia-907-
9401.

WLA-PALMS 2-bdrm/2-ba deluxe condo to

share. Fireplace, security, new building, light

and bright, female, no-smoke, $400. 204-

4698.
,

WLA. Two bedrooms available, $36S (small-

er), $385 (larger). Prefer female. Laundry,

parking. Furnished living room arKi kitchen.

Call Pamela 310-398-5204.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. I'm 36, fe-

male. In Mar VSta,'6-7 miles to campus. 2-

bdrm. $400/iro. Laurie (310)397-6479.

»•>

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/samc. ContemfK>rarily furnished 1-

bdrm/1-balh, co-ed, iilx^jry, security condo
w/amenities. Westwood, $350/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice condo, large

living room, kitchen, quiet, security building,

walk to UCLA $36Q/mo. 310-391-2877.

Hilgard Ave. Female students, large house
and bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Cont. Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat

310-208-8931.

Looking for rxxi-smoking female roommate
to share 2-bedroom/1-bath in Brentwood.
Covered parking, bus access, close to school.

$45Q/month. 310-820-4828.

Room, shower, bills paid, free cable, pool,

security, parking. One mile to campus. Prefer

non-smoking female. $450. 310^445-9745 or

310-551-2120.

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE, roommate to share

room of spacious 3-bedroom/2-bath apart-

ment. Male, N/S. $300/month. Call Greg
310-445-5001, evenings only.

WESTCHESTER, share room. $225/monlh -^

utilities, parlcing, pool, front and backyard,

pels OK. Prefer female, non-snu>king. 310-

641-8033.

WLA OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment. Parking, 5-miles to UCLA. Non-
smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-

447-2421.

54 Room for Rent

2 Gradstudents to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. SSSO/person. Pool and
tennis courts privlege. 310-454-3506.

BRENTWOOD SSSO/nranth. Private bed/

bath in large home of single mother of two
small children. Discounted rent for babysit-

ting. Female, non-smoker. 310-395-0623.

BRENTWOOD, FURNISHED 1-BDRM/1-
BATH in house, private entrance, kitchen ar>d

laundry privileges, street parking, utilities in-

cluded. M/F, N/S, grad student preferred.

$525/month. 310-476-5300.

For rent, private room, share bath, lovely

Brentwood home, private entrance, 2 miles

from UCLA, unlimited parking, $395/^)0.

310-472-7451.

-furnished, security, ^jutet, great location^

Close to bus. N/S. Utilities included. $475.

31 0-657-1 468.

Large room, private bath, furnished, kitchen-

ette, walk-in closet. Close to UCLA.
$485/month, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-3616

pm. 5

64 Housing Service

54 Roorh for Rent

Large, private, quiet, great fpr studying, big

closets, kHchen/laundry. Near National/Saw-

telle and #8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hfs.

markets. $47SAno. 310-397-8002.

LUXURY SM CANYON BEACH HOME-'^ur-
nished master bedroom. Privileges, parking,

utilities/cable irKludcd, rwn-smoking, young
professional womar^raduate student

S65(VWk>. 310-459-2109.

MALE, N^. Kitchen privileges, easy parking,

near Plc(VWestwDod. UCLA .student pre-

ferred. $375/mo. 310-837-6084.

MAR VISTA, sunny furnished room, share
bathroom, kitchen and laundry privileges,

utilities paid. Prefer ntale, N/S. References.

SSOCVhTonth. 310-398-4332.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building, gated parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.
$400/month.

Private room/bath. Furnished. Walk to

UCLA. Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-sn>oker. $390/nr>o.. Call 310-474-9905.

ROOM FOR RENT. Close to UCLA in nice

house. Washer, dryer, fuK house privileges,

cable, fireplace. $375-$400. (310)479-4022.

Room plus private bath. Elegant Beverly Hills

home . Female only. $500.00. 310-278-

1053.

Share private home, 3 miles south of campus,
quiet neighborhood, fully furnished, male
only, i360/mo. Days: 310-274-0400, Eves:

310-202-8521

56 House for Rent

3-bdrnV2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$1 37S/mo. 31 0-826-2022.

57 House to Stiore

N^ roomate wanted to share large 2-bdrrT^-
bath house, enclosed garage, WLA, $55(Vmo,
call Sandra 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-

3064 eve.

Ocean Park. 3-blks to beach. SSSO/nw. Fur-

nished, utilities included. N/S, non-drinking^

310-396-4730.

58 House for Sale

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UQLA. Cen-

tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruden-

tial Realty. 310-4457778.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage
of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, aRent 81 8-789-71 1 7.

62 Room/Board for Help

A hA/f Private room and bathAward w/nice
family In Hollywood Hills Home EXCHANGE
for afterschool and some evening; help and

childcare. MUST HAVE dependable car and
insurance. Call (21 3)650-3100.

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hours/week, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurance.

French speaker preferred. 310-278-9307,

310-472-7269.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hourVweek. Wal-

king distance campus. Experience/references

required. 310-470-4662.

Light-housekceping/childcare for 6-year-old

boy in Beverly Hills. Approximately 15-20

hrs/wk. Female, own car. Chir>ese speaking a

plus. Private room/bath. 310-273-8568.

Room in exchange for cleaning, beautiful

Beverly Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-208-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student. 818-
906-1 399.

64 Housing Service

Need Help

With Rental

Housing ?

«/ Rental Listings/Roommate Listings

«/ Customized Housing Lists

«/ Search Strategies

•/ Landlord/Tenant Education Series

Come see us in Sproul Hall Annex

.^ 825-4491

UCLA Community Housing Office

Veggie Snack Burrito
_^ • uncooked tortillas - can be found at any market in the

cheese section
• cucumber, tomato, parsley
• Cheddar cheese
• salsa

1) cook tortilla on frying pan - no oil needed
2) chop up cucumber, tomato, parsley

3) grate cheese - or buy it grated! ,

4) Remove tortilla from heat (or leave it on if you like

melted cheese & warm veggies!)

5) Put cheese & veggies on tortilla

6) Eat it.

This recipe was provided by Julie Olson, who can pick ^

up a $10 free Bruin-Gold Credit at the Bruin Gold Office.

Submit recipes to_the Daily Bruin Front Desk
225 Kerckoff Hall.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCIA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrrn/2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. Owner must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. Ul. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit. Great patio,

pool. Agent (310)479-6832.

Westwood, 2-f2, bank owned, front unit, bal-

cony, $146,000. Agent, quiet street, North of

Santa Monica Blvd. 310-479-6832

WESTWOOD. 2-bed/2-bath. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace, A/C, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-
473-6782.

TICKLE
OUR

TASTEBUDS
AND THE
DAILY
BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS.
Something's

Cooking at the Baiin!

Submit a personal

favorite recipe

and If it's

chosen we'll feature

your name and

recipe in the paper's

classified section.

Also get $10.00
F/?EE on your

Bruin Gold Card.

BON

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at the
Daiiy Bruin front

desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

m
TODAY'S

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Toronto —
Leafs

6 Blow gently
10 Inspect

carefully

14 Ease
15 Novelist —

Stanley
Gardner

16 Thought
17 Fry lightly

18 Sacred image
19 Fastens
20 Main feature
22 Dismay
23 Every
24 Revenues
26 Former Can-

adian prime
minister

Campbell
29 Mount
30 Thin
31 Embarrass
33 — blonde
37 Say
38 Crow
40 Not any
41 Praised
43 Colorful

stone
44 Desserts
45 Heat source
47 — dog
48 Most impor-

tant products
51 Baby buggy
53 Deserve
54 Stretched —
59 Cathedral

part

60 Soon
61 Cosmetic
62 Some August

babies
63 Golf great

Patty —
64 Inert gas
65 Fasting

period
66 Swirl

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

kSisasm OBDS SQmm
A N 1 T A

1
H ^T i: A L S

ROMJA N EIRIGIS N E A T
SWO R D F 1 ^H A D A G E

S L UIRMm 1 1 T E D
§[§ sms s!;niiD

KNOX
i

C H T R A 1 L

EAST OOID ^^^^^^B ^^ t§^M
1 L E

QSDD] OSS m@Q
L V A B LEl A L M S
E P 1 C S Y M K 1 P P U R
G 1 s T 1 D L E N S E
A N T E T E L L A R M E D
L E A D sN A Y R E E D S

1 1994 United FMture Syndlcata

67 Nickname for

Melissa

DOWN
1 Pulverize

2 Jai —
3 Stop up
4 Workshop tool

5 Something to

bat

6 Heaviness
7 Curved
entrance

8 Bunch of

boats
9 End of the

scale
—^ Drawing off

11 Common
phrase

12 Picket —
13 Chores
21 Chill

22 Out, cat!

25 Tidy

26 Model — Moss
27 Wild goat
28 Beer

ingredient

32 Most careless

33 Seed
container

34 Dictionary

compiler
Webster

35 "Do —
others ..."

36 Be introduced
to

38 High spirits

39 Trailed off

42 Graceful
rhythm

43 Reshuffled
word

45 Soft and
springy

46 Vase 5

48 Tiny

49 Indian

dwelling

50 A crime
52 Native New

Zealander
55 Nobleman
56 Harbor boats
57 Selves
58 Refuse
60 Actor Vigoda

T"5 S 4 5 IP 7 5-i^ M6 TTTTTT
Hi!> Hie

26 JT rfT —
^HI^J KI4 W
« 2^ ^\hK^§ ^M!^6 H HiH
51 !H L^i^ PPP
41 P MMp - -44 m^W H47 -

53 H>4 !F ™^^^
!>y Mbo Wi

^ E HH^ H^
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OVERGAARD

•' M
JEN FONG/Daiy Bain

Freshman goalie Gretchen Overgaard.

From page 30
the best players in the nation, many of whom
went on the make the Under-20 U.S.
National Team.

"That experience was probably my great-

est achievement yet" she said. "When I was
there, I was a total underdog. But I wasn't

intimidated at all."

If Overgaard's physical skills don't make
her one of the best collegiate goalkeepers in

the nation, then her confidence in her game
should. Choosing to join the UCLA
women's soccer program over other estab-

lished programs such as Santa Clara,
Washington, Clemson, UC Santa Barbara

and South Carolina, she expected nothing

less than success during her freshman year as

a Bruin.

"Oh yeah, I knew we would do well this

year," said Overgaard confidently. "I knew a

lot of the names of the players that were
coming in with me."

True to her words, the Bruins are playing

tremendously this season. With just five reg-

ular season games remaining, their overall

record of 8-3-2 puts them in playoff con-

tention, something nearly unheard of for a

team competing in only its second NCAA
season.

Overgaard began the year sitting on the

bench, but after being substituted in for

sophomore Shanelle Eng against Washington
State Sept. 15, she found herself in the start-

ing role and has no intentions of relinquish-

ing it.

In the 10 games in which she has played,

she has allowed only six goals while shutting

out her opponents on six different occasions.

She has made 73 saves while giving up just

six goals (92.4 percent save percentage), and
she currently holds the school record in prac-

tically every goalkeeping category.

Yet as impressive as those statistics are,

Oveigaard downplays the attention that she's

been receiving.

"It's only a second-year program," she

remarked. "I'll have four years to set records,

so I don't really think about them."

The future looks bright for Overgaard, but

she doesn't see herself involved in the world

of soccer after college, despite the fact that

there will be a women's soccer event in the

Olympics starting in 1996. Instead, she sees

herself in the business sector.

"If I get an opportunity to play soccer after

college, it would be great, I'll take it,"

Overgaard said. "But I see myself getting a

career." \

69 Condos for Renl 91 Insuronce 96 Services Offered

$139S/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm +lofl, 2-1/2
bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parting, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-278-5517.

2t>e<V2lMth. W.Hollywood condo, Sun-
set/Crescent Heights, hardwood floors, pool,

laundry facilities, 6 miles to UCLA. $1000.
Call Mariko e(day) 310-S46-9243/evening
310-376-5527.

3-bdmV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471 4989.

CONDO FOR RENT Furnished, security

pool, rent control. West Hollywood.
(213)874-2569.

WLA-PALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,
$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet
street. 1 minutes to UCLA. 31 0-398-9533.

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
1 Betboom 1 Bath

$6SQAnonlh • Security Building

Appliances -» Some Utilitief Included

Option to Buy

(310) 447-1005

95 Personal Service

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS _
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

95 Personal Service

LOM WASSERMM,MX
M.F.C.C. Registered Intern

• RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST
• Individual, couple and
family therapy

• Eating disorders

• Stress Management
• Self Empowerment

2211 Corinth St. #203
Los Angeles. CA 90064

(310) 364-0449

Jan Unon. M.A_ M.F.C.C.

Supcrvj«>r MT0I64O6

ini. * IMF2.V)2)<

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

LKILA, tennis court and pool, female N^.
Utilities included, 51 100. No pets. Between

6-9pm 310-472-8336.

ENCINO. 2-bedroonVl -bath guesthouse to

share, own room, large yard, pool, very

quiet, private. Laundry/parking. Prefer fe-

male grad student. $400/month. 818-986-

5329.

GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, furnished

with kitchen, private and quiet. Non-smoker,

1 person, no peu, $575/month, includes utili-

tles. 310-472-3889.

WLA, Guesthouse for rent, utilities included,

private building, full kitchen, full balh, ma-
ture/quiet person preferred. 600 *q. (t., $700.
310-475-3807.

'6 Donce/Ptiysical Fitness

WANTED: GYMNASTICS COACH/SPOTTER
for girts teanm. N4alborro School. Contact Ju-

lie N^eon (213)931-9698. Salary $15-
2(yhr. Nov. -May.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) WrKing
and rewrites also available. Experienced

writer arvi law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Gel profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultartf. 310-826-4445

EAGLEEYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublicatiom; tutors English/study

skills; trains time management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadla Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

FREE HELP ON GRADUATE SCHOOL AP-

PLICATIONS. Call Career Advisor Associates

now for more information. (310)444-1903.

Japanese converstflon class. SMC. 310-

452-9214. Starting OcL.22. 6-Saturdays.

Be»{.:9am-12. Intermediated -4. $75.

78 Misc. Activities

DO YOU SCUBA DIVE? Looking for divers

to form a club on campus, if interested, call

Willy 31 0-929-821 2, leave me«affe.

T

OV -

1

VHMM nooram, ity U.S. ImmlorilKin.

QttHW of ifendd il oounlrin tft ilawvd.

rDT Mo • fOniW.

NawEnLiailSmtoH
20ai aw 8L. Cmb9 Pvk. CA 91306

M 914m-nm (US) 9M-4425

AU TOU HV. OUrcOINa AND UNDER 26!

FbwcniA on someone mdwtH do

Call ttt if you want to be i guest or be in the

audience for a rsenf natimial TV. dhow!

INTBODUCING THE HOLLY IRWIN SHOW!
(310)996-9521

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Researth 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Al subjects. Theses/Disaertatkxw.

Personal Statements. Proposals and boots.

IntematkKul students weksme.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

PROFESSIONAL WRITINtTEDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, PH.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for Help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates
,

call My Tutor anytime. Han (600)90-TUTOR.
ART HISTORY TUTORIAL SERVICES. On/off

campus location. Flexible Hours. Reasonable

rates. 310-575-0607.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SISAtour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, paxpr, 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

JAPANESE TUTOR needed for professional

female in entertainment busir>ess to review

conversational Japanese w/emphasis on busi-

ness use. Please call R.Bradley 310-843-
0922(da^, 310-379-999S(evenin);s).

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, binomial, Poisson, etc. Garrett

310-372-7237. EveningsAveeltends,

twiceA^veek.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, mamjscrlpts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
Great looking WP. Special rate for school pa-

pen and applications. Laser printing, gram-
mar, spellchedc. Fax. We also do resumes,

lctt«n, flyers, labels, tranicriplion. Rushes.

310-820-8630.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, trarwcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, grapns, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

1 02 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All Icvel^tyles with dedicated professional.

Ai your home or WLA studfo. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Nell 21 3 882-8509.

DRUM LESSONS. 1 5 years experience. Great
attitude and dedication. Very reasonable

ratell 213-654-2825.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. IS years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient ar>d organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-
9117.

CUfTAR LESSONS
All AcouMk: styles. Clatsicat, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/2S+ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessora by a professional ncv UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call jevi 310-
476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-alt levdsMyies, per-

formarKc anxiety, associal^Nate Lam, SanU
Monica, nur UCL\ frac comutaatiorv Carol
Tlnii*e 3ia«2ftJlQa -

.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.
Resumes/cover letters^efererKe sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

inO Aiifr^<: for <;nlo

105 Travel

Strictly Peraonal

NowcaT*igioUCLM KMmIcSc MerM o( tw Soul and
•« AIMfk. ftori rtatont br AnStMrtim «mi tt* HotocMt

Sunday Oct 23 Irom 10 30 am - 5:30 pm
at LuVMa Commoni, nMr UCLA Law Schooi.

(In dawMittara mMtng roomt.)
Mora Wo eai: (310)278-8872. Oacomy.aomrrtum

London $225*
Frankfurt $225*
Tokyo $235*
Boston $184*
'Fares are etch v^ from los Ansdes based on a
raixJlrip purchase Restrictwns apply and taxo not
ncJuded. Call for other vvorlcSvide destinations.

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council Ikavel
1093 Broxton Ave , 9m, Los Anseles, CA 90024

310-208-3551
•iirailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

1971 KARMAN CHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black
top, black interior, red body, in good condl-

tion. $450Q^obo. 310-553-1444.

1989 MITSUBISHI PRECIS. Blue, stiA, air,

stereo, excellent condition in and out, 46K,
great gas mileage, $290CVOBO. 310-441-
0468.

81 BMW 3201, 5-speed, good condition,

clean. BtackAan, P/O cassette stereo, sunroof,

alarm. $2800. Denlse (310)825-9095 (cam-
pus). (310) 473-3973 eve.

'83 TOYOTA CELICA, Hatchback, burgandy,
automatic, excellent condition. New tires.

$370QA3BO. 310-470-3581.

'89 Civic Si. 3-door, 5-speed, white, power
sun-roof, AA^M cassette, 53k miles, excel-

lent interior, excellent engine. S55(XVobo.
310-306-4755.

114 Motorcycles for Sale

'88 Kawasaki Ninja EX 250. $1 50(Vobo. Runs
excellent. 12k. Black/Red. 310-473-0759.

115 Scooters for Sole

87 HONDA ELITE. Excellent condition, low
miles, includes 2 i>eln^ts and lock.

S600/obo. (310)472-4224.

HONDA ELITE 80
'89, black, includes Helmet and lock, great

condition, $650 firm. Call Jackie, 310-824-

0571.

RED '87 HONDA ELITE 80, 2600 miles,

$600, runs yeat. 310-379-8667.

YAMAHA 200. 1989. Recent grad. wants to

sell scooter, 2-helmets. Black. Less than 9K
miles. $60(Vobo. 310-826-2186. Leave n^es-

sage.

'85 HONDA ELITE 1 50. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Only 5.2k miles. Lock,

Helnnet Included. $77S/obo. Call Kevin 818-

879-1 273.

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, black, great condi-

tion, low miles, r>ew battery tune-up, '95 reg-

istration paid, helmet, lock. $725. 310-445-

9564.

'90 Honda Elite 80, white, excellent condi-

tion, just tuned, 95 registration, Includes lock

and Helmet, $800. Dan 310-208-1454

'90 HONDA ELITE 80, white, great condi-^
tlon, includes helmet/paid registration for

1995. Call Kathleen (310)392-7547.

$70(Vobo.
"

'90 HONDA ELITE 80. White, excellent con-

dition. Includes Helmet, basket and lock.

Low miles. $107S/obo 818-347-4753.

126 Furniture for Sole

FOR SALE. 2 matching black couches,

bookshelves, dressers and more-all in y^ry

good condition. Call 816^54-3035.

FUTON, FULL SIZE, LIKE NEW. Double-
thick mattress, red. Finished hardwood frame

with legs. $175. 310-204-0123,

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings J95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

SLEEPER SOFA and amrKhaIr, excellent con-

dition. Also desk and baby Items. Call 310-

454-4560.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram. 420HO,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180. 3ia644-2612.

-

COMPUTER (IBM compatible) $220, TYPE-
WRITER (Brother) $80, PRINTER (Ep-

son)$100. Good condition. (310)207-4935.

IBM^Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargain! Call your fellow UCLA bruin tor in-

formation. 818-225-0909.

PC NOTEBOOK 486 CPU, 120MB HD, 8MB
•RAM, Coprocessor, mouse, extra battery,

case, decking sUtion. Like new. $950. 310-
372-4177.

Lised XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 SO. Printers availabi* from
$SOMch. 310-28^1222.
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Attn: Sophomores

in

International Studies

IISAID, the United States Agency fomniernatipnal

Development, IS recruiting college sopnomo
lUiiin'li'l;':';::!!!:' :!^

i;lli!;i!!!i!ii!li!!li;:lll!iilliil!!|ii!i

ilii|' ''iip

lerested ui, international deVelopmen

The United States Agency for International Development is beginning a new college-level,

targeted recruitment program in order to attract young college students to a new career m
International Development. These are paid internships for Summer of J995 and possible

T„7tln^^7L2TrT^,,Tn, iMiincent E.F. Muschette from USAID will be
dents will be sophomores Mith at

*

least a 3.0grade average andhave J
at UCLA on Friday, October 28th from

serious intentions of attending I l2:00noon - 2:00pm in EXPO Center,
graduate school. They must ex-

jj^oom 31 1, Plaza Building.
press interest in the general field •

°

^jT^ on international development and •
— -^

in living abroad. Those concentra- *This is an important meeting for any student

tions Mhich would be a plus are \^^^^ jg applying to the USAID Internship for
Health, Environment, Public Ad- '^ ^ ir^nr x m %.m t.^ -n i

ministration Policy, International
jSummer of 1995. Ms. MuSChette Will Speak

development, and Business Admin- Jabout the mission of USAID and the USAID
istration, hut Me II consider other

\ inicmship Program. Ms. Muchette and one
^^''^

'Other recruiter from USAID will hold

• inter^'iews on Oct 3 1 st and Nov 1st at theInformation Meeting:

Wcdncsday.Oct 19th. 12:00 noon

Thursday, Oct 20th- 6:00 pm

FXPO CENTER
Room 311 , Plaza Building

IEXPO Center. You must have attended or

: attend one of the final info meetings on 10/19

•or 10/20 to be eligible for an interview.

: Remember only Sophomores are eligible!

apor more information contact Dario (3 10)825-083 IS

PEL UBRO

MEXICAN
BOOK
FAIR

UtLA
WIGHT ART GALLERY
OCTOBER 19 -:2X 1994

: 10AMT0 5PM
Admission is free Forking is SS 00.

Directions ond parking available

o^ony UCU (ompus information kiosk.

Exp/or« Latin American and
Latino perspectives on
culture, domestic and
International Issues at the

fourth Mexican book fair.

Sooks published In Mexico
on Latin American and
Latino art, anthropology,

history, literature, political

science and other areas are

on display and for sale.

*^5 Children's storybooks and
picture books for various age
levels are also available.

h\aterlals concerning

Latinos In the United States

dnd English-language

materials on Latin American
topics are also featured.

Sponsored by the UCIA Choncelor's Office, tlw Oikono Studies Research (enter, the Department of Spanish and Portuguese, the Lolin American

Center, UCIA Extension, The Bookzone, ASUCIA Students' Store and the Fundocion Pro Herencio CuHurai de Mexko.

ABBY MOSKOMTZ/Daily Bruin

Senior middle blocker Alyson Randick (left) leads the UCLA
women's volleyball team in blocks and hitting percentage.

RANDICK
From page 32

"Alyson has done a great job
coming back into the middle this

season," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "She really is

a perfect complement to this

team."

In her five years at UCLA,
Randick has been through it all.

I NeedA Miracle

Randick began her career in

Westwood rather auspiciously.

Her freshman year brought her a

championship ring as she was a

key substitute on the 1990
National Championship team.
However, soon after disaster

struck as a serious back injury

forced her to take a medical red-

shirt season and casted doubt in

her future.

"On my year off I really could-

n't do anything," Randick said. "It

was so frustrating because every-

one was doing things and I just

couldn't. But once you realize

there's nothing you can do, it's

better. For the first time I wasn't a

volleyball player and I was just a

student. I defmitely learned a lot

that year. I had a great time, I had

a lot of fun and I got that out of

my system."

Following the year off,

Randick played sparingly on the

'92 team loaded with All-

Americans before breaking into

the starting lineup last year.

Playing on the outside Randick
placed second on the team in hit-

ting percentage.

Touch ofGray
The move back to the middle is

not the only move Randicjc is

making this season. Being one of

two seniors on the squad has
made her into more of a team
leader.

"I'm trying to be a leader
aggressively by playing really

hard on defense," Randick said.

"I'm not naturally a loud person

on the court. I'm not out there

yelling all the time but I try to

play really hard, go for a lot of
balls and lead that way."

lb freshman outside hitter Kara
Milling, Randick has been effec-

tive in her new role.

"Alyson is a great role model
on and off^^ court." Milling

said. "She is so steady, she helps

me out a lot. She is just an overall

nice person. I will definitely miss

her next year."

Fire On the Mountain
The 6-f(X)t-3-inch redhead, has

a rather serious on-court
demeanor which quickly melts

once the match is over.

"On the court Alyson is always

focused and serious,**

Banachowski said. "She is

exU'emely stoic, but once she gets

off the court she is one of the

most laid back people on the

team. She becomes a very friend-

ly and sociable person."

Randick herself has a difficult

time explaining the Jekyll and
Hyde U'ansformation.

"It's weird," Randick said. "On
the court I'm a perfectionist, if I

don't do something exactly right I

get really mad at myself. But off

the court it's totally opposite, I'm

a lot more relaxed. I guess I just

want to be a really good volley-

ball player and off the cCfurt I

don't have the same high expecta-

tions."

Truckin
'

After tasting a national title in

1990, Randick can see another

title on the horizon for the 18-2

Bruins.

"We have to get to a level

where we can be consistent every

game," Randick said. "Right now
we are too up and down. We need

to hit a level where we are always

motivated and playing well. If we
can do that, there's no reason we
can't win it all."

After a national title and a

career-threatening injury, a suc-

cessful rehab and subsequent
bench time followed by a two
year starting role, nothing seems
to phase Randick. Not even
thoughts of the future after col-

lege. Randick looks ahead in her

typical, off-the-court, laid-back

manner.

"I have naidea what I'm going

to do," Randick said. "If some-
thing opens up for me after this

season I'd like to continue playing

volleyball. If not, I'd like to go to

grad school and travel in Europe.

Something will work out."
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UCLA Junior Tommy Wong (#3) attempts to foul an opposing hole man (#7).

WATER POLO

ANDREW SCHOLER/Daily Bruin

:^^

From page 32

"It's your best scoring opportuni-

ty because you're up a man," senior

Scott Turner said. "The team that

scores on the most man-up situa-

tions usually wins. We generally

aim to convert 60 to 70 percent of

the 6-5 situations we have. Also, if

the other team is i|p a man, we try to

keep them from scoring more than

33 percent"

Ejections happen quickly, with

play continuing as the ejected player

swims to the comer of the pool at

his goalie's end, across from the

scoring desk. The desk keeps count

of the time, waving the player back
to the pool after 20 seconds.

Even though ejection and penally

shot fouls occur regularly, anyone
who has watched a water polo game
will tell you that the referee's whis-

tle blows inces.santly, with no obvi-

ous penalties given out. What's
occurring are minor fouls, and this

is where the uniqueness of water
polo sets in.

"In water polo there is unlimited

fouling," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "In comparison to bas-

ketball when play stops after the

whistle blows, in water polo play

continues even when the whistle

blows. The players are constantly

being held and grabbed during that

time."

The penalty for minor fouls of
someone with the ball is that the

ball-holder gets a free throw to any
of the players on his team. By foul-

ing the hole-man constantly, the

opposing team makes sure that the

ball is constantly being tossed
around, instead of being planted

right in front of the goal.

• • •

The newest addition to collegiate

water polo is the two-point rule for

shots made on or past the seven
meter line. The rule was added in

the 1993 season to boost the excite-

ment of what committee members
dubbed a dying sport, though the

rule itself has garnered a healthy

amount of controversy.

Any Bruin water polo fan will

cite the last quarter of UCLA's Oct.

9 game against Pacific as an exam-
ple. UCLA had led throughout and
was ahead 5-4 with 46 seconds
remaining in regulation when a twp-

poini shot by Pacific got past the

Bruin goalkeeper. It was the only
two-point goal of the game, and the

Bruins eventually lost, 6-5.

"The loss to UOP was a classic

example of the rule," TUmer said. "It

had been a dog fight and then they

got a two-pointer. It was exciting for

UOP, but it was kind of demoraliz-

ing for us to be ahead the whole
game and then lose at the end."

It's a case of demoralization vs.

heightened excitement. Several
players, as well as Baker, believe

that the concept of the two-point

rule is good, while the actual initial-

ization of it has ben far too influen-

tial on the outcome of some games.

"The one-point to two-point
m^es the two-point huge because
it's twice as much as a normal goal,"

UCLA goalkeeper Matt Swanson
said. "It gives underdogs a chance to

beat higher ranked teams. I think it

should be a two-point to three-point

ratio."

'The two point rule came about
after a committee surveyed coach-

es," NCAA representative Steve
Hagwell said. "The committee was
tinkering with the game because
they were in jeopardy of losing their

championship. The sport has been
dying and they wanted to give it

excitement. They felt the shot (from

seven meters) was worth more than

in close. There has been some senti-

ment to change the rule from one-

two to two-three, but I am unsure if

it is on the agenda of the commit-
tee."

The definite changes which have

occurred because of the two-point

rule besides the obvious point dif-

ferences is the evolution of defen-

sive strategies. An example is

UCLA's Oct. 2 match against
Stanford in the Northern California

Tournament, when UCLA had pos-

session of the ball with a few sec-

onds remaining on the clock and
trailed, 13-11. The Bruins scored
one more one-point goal and the

game ended 12-13.

"In that instance we gave up a

goal worth one point in order to gain

possession," Stanford head coach
Dante Dettamanti said. "Our goalie

didn't even go for it. Then we could

run the clock instead of letting

(UCLA) get two points to tie.

Another example is if a team has a

really gcxxl outside shcx)ter, he acts

almost like a decoy (see figure 3)."

This new strategy comes into

play generally in man-up situations,

when there are not enough defen-

sive players to Cover everyone on
the offensive team. The defenders

send out a man to cover the outside

shooter one on one, thus leaving one

person on the inside uncovered and
open to score.

"A lot of teams are really worried

about the two-point shot,"

Dettamanti said, "because it makes
it easier to score one point. It's dis-

couraging when a two pointer is

scored against you, but you have the

same chance of scoring and getting

back into the game again."

¥)u'DBe Smprised
HowFar

ItCanTateYxi
This bike may not be going

anywhere, but the rider is.

Exercise can help your heart

go the distance. For more

information call 1-800-AHA-USA1,

American Heart
AssociationJ
FlgMngHamt ^

Get The StRaiGHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost i What's the best procedure i What's the right age?

Call For Free Consultation:

(310) 826 - 7494
SpeciaUzing in Braces for Adults & Children

liwisibl* • Rtmovabid • Tradiiioital • EuFt^ean Surgical OrthoJtmiics • Cosmttic Porctlain

Brentwood Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayani, CertMed Specialist

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
>g3-EZ] Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) ^52 - 5890 C3-E3-t:

MACINTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works^,

PageMaker, and more

• lean tetich where YOUare on YOUR computer •

Low rates • callJim 310/472-3770

Wings of Gold
Slice through the clouds at twice the

speed of sound in an F/A-18 Hornet,

track an unidentified submarine from a
Sea Hawk helicopter or monitor the

progress of an attack squadron from

an EA-6B Prowler. These are only a
few of the choices for you when you
qualify to be a U.S. Navy Aviator and
wear the treasured/'Wings of Gold."

How can you become a Naval Aviator?

Call 1-800-USA-NAVY for information.

NAVY
YOU AND THE NAVY.

FULL SPEED AHEAD.

A N EXTRAORDINARY TRUE STOR Y.

(Winner — Audience Award^
199^ Sundance Film Festivaly

''UNFORGEHABLE!
TWO VERY ENTHUSIASTIC THUMBS UP."

- SISKEL & EBERT

''THRILLING...A POWERHOUSE!
-~— ONE OF THE BEST MOVIES OF THE YEAR! " ^

- P«»w Troveri, RaUNG STONE

''ONE OF THE BEST FILMS
ABOUT AMERICAN LIFE

I HAVE EVER SEEN.''
- Roger Eberl, SISKEl & EBERT

DREAMS
nMMll'nMlvMtMm

AMMMIO'fxx'vkli M«n %m Jmm* hMvOktM rVwIMOitowJiMn _

NOW PLATING
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LAUMI3M0MCA (310) 3M tM<(310) jM tW
Mowiwn

STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21" AT THIS ADDITIONAL THEATRE
KvmfMUi uMwi< MiisiCHAii tw?'^^!*^ CAu n«««r Fo* mowiwrs WtCttl (HQMMHTV

For Group Tickets,

Call The Nikc/Sportb llliistraied/Hoop Dreams Hotline: 1 800 308 HOOP

Tl>
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Overgaard kicks off with an explosive start

Gretchen Overgaard
UCLA Sports Into

By Hye Kwon

Boom!
No, that's not the sound of the

space shuttle re-entering orbit, or

the sound of roaring thunder. Give

up?

It's Gretchen Overgaard's goal

kick.

As the starting goalkeeper for the

UCLA women's soccer team, one

of the true freshman's trademarks is

her strong goal kick - kicks that

^usually have the crowd oohing and

Freshman goalkeeper has already won
notoriety for natural athletic ability

wowing each time she kicks the ball

out of the penalty box.

Against UC Santa Barbara,

Ovei;gaard sailed a kick clear across

the field that - after one bounce -

ended up in the opposing goalkeep-

er's hands. A spectator summed up

the feelings in the the stands, saying

"Man, can she kick the crap out of

the ball or what?'

"It's kind of natural. I guess,"

Ovei^aard said. "But it still needs a

lotofwoiic"

Her goal kicks as well as her abil-

ity to get up high in the air and grab

the opponent's centering passes are

a tribute to her natural ability to play

the goalkeeper position. Standing at

an even 6 feet, she is a quality play-

er who has been highly sought after

since her days in high school.

Following her junior year at

Monte Vista high school in

Danville, located about 15 miles

away from the University of

California, she was chosen to repre-

sent the Western Region Pool in the

Under- 19 Olympic Development

Program. There, she competed with

See OVERGAARD, page 27

THE KEY TO UNLOCK A GREATER CUSTOMER BASE.
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Wildcat volleyball I- • roaring to Westw • • I

The Van Smacks of
women's volleyball is

coming to Westwood this

Saturday, as the 16th-ranked

Arizona Wildcats pay a visit to

No. 3 UCLA (18-2 overall. 9-0

Pac-10) in what promises to be
one of the loudest matches of the

year.

The words, "Scream'n to the

top," were displayed prominent-

ly on the cover of the 1 993
^Arizona media guide. Head_
coach David Rubio had his team
talk the talk, and the 'Cats

walked the walk. Last season,

they handed UCLA one of its

two losses and reached the

NCAA West Regionals with a

20-11 recoid.

This year, however, the

Wildcats (9-5, 5-4) have not

made quite as much noise in the

conference. Arizona took UCLA
to the fifth game in their last

meeting, but came up short, 3-2.

The Wildcats have dropped
matches to good teams like

Pacific and Stanford, but they

have also lost to some of the

more mediocre teams, such as

Washington State and Arizona

State.

'Things have been real up and
down for uSj" Rubio said. "From
one night to the next, it's been

two distinct teams. And I think

that's the scary thing about us.

We're real good, and real physi-

cal, yet we have not been consis-

tent."

A factor in the decline in the

desert might be that the 'Cats

just aren't as loud as they were

last year. Rubio's last team con-

versed with the opponents

through the nets constantly and_

celebrated wildly after even the

nK)st ordinary of plays. This

year, with the graduation of spir-

meet the Bruins again, this time

at Pauley Pavilion. A pair of big

and physical outside hitters,

Melissa Ferris and Barb Bell,

lead the team in kills with 4.67

and 4.10, respectively. Rubio

expects another long, tough bat-

tle with Andy Banachowski's

UCLA team.
• • •

Oregon State quarterback Don
Shanklin picked up the Pac-10

offensive Player of the Week
ited leader Trina Smith, the

Wildcats have appeared relative-

ly tame.

"(Smith) brought out the war-

rior in all of us last year," Rubio
said. "We've missed some of that

this year. This year, I feel that

we're still a pretty excitable

team, but we've toned it down.
"But I still think we're a lot of

fun to watch. You know, we're in

the entertainment business too. If

volleyball is going to make it,

we're going to have to get people

to come and watch us play."^

And the fans have turned out

in record numbers in Tucson.

The Wildcats are averaging
"

2,763 fans per match this season,

and against UCLA on Sept. 23,

Arizona set a record with 3,594

attending the match at the

McKale Center.

This week, the Wildcats will

award. Although Shanklin did

not complete a single pass in

OSU's 23-14 win over UCLA
last week, he led the Beaver

wishbone attack to a whopping
428 rushing yards.

Don Shanklin

Oregon Slate Sports Into

This week in UCLA sports
Date Game Site

University ol Arizona Media Relations

Melissa Ferris

Time

Thursday- W. tennis at All-Amerlcan Tournament
Sunday,
Oct. 20-23

Friday, M. soccer vs. CS Fullerton

Oct. 21 W. soccer vs. CS Fullerton

W. volleyball vs. Arizona State

Saturday. Football at Arizona State (Live on ABC)
Oct. 22 M. swimming vs. Tennessee

M. and w. cross country at Bronco Invite

W. volleyball vs. Arizona

Sunday, M. water polo vs. Pepperdine
Oct. 23 w. soccer vs. San Diego State

M. soccer vs. San Diego State

Riviera CO. All Day
Pacific Palisades, Calif.

Spaulding Field 7:30 p.m.

North Soccer Field 3 p.m.

Pauley Pavilion 7 p.m.

Tuscon, Ariz. 1 2:30 p.m
Men's Gym Pool 11a.m.
Dominguez Hills, Calif. 10 a.m.

Pauley Pavilion 7 p.m.

Sunset Canyon Rec. Ctr. 1 p.m.

North Soccer Field 1 1 a.m.

North Soccer Field 2 p.m.

JINO OK/Daily Bruin

mON FUNDS?
The Daily Bruin

Display Advertising

Department

is now hiring interns for the

Fall Quarter.

Pick up an application at

225KerckhoffHan.

Questions?

Call Abdula at 825-2161

•^»
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Sports
Layman's guide to the game of water polo
A brief explanation of what could

be the most difficult game to grasp

By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

'ater polo is a quick

sport. With four seven-

minirte quarters and a

five-minute brealc at halflime,

one can zip up to the Sunset

Canyon Recreation Pool to catch

a game and be back at home
within about an hour.

Unfortunately, the speed of

play is deceiv-

ing. While it

takes a short

amount of time

to watch a

water polo

match, it can

take a spectator

years to under-

stand it.

Th? basic

offensive set up, called a 3 on 3,

is when two lines of three form a

wide curve in front of the goal

net, with each player guarded
(see figure I ). The general plan

is for the outside shooters to

pass the ball back and forth until

they can get it into the hole man,
or center forward, directly in

front of the goalie, who will then

either draw a foul or shoot the

ball - hopefully for a one-point

score.

The most infrequent type of
foul is one which results in a

penalty shot, or a free shot by
the fouled team with no one
except the goalie blocking him.

Penalty shots ustially seore,4)trt—

to attain one, the player with the

ball must be fouled (either

pulled back or held down) in a

definite scoring situation in front

of the goal. One foul resulting in

a penalty shot cited in the 1994
rule book is that players are not

allowed to, "commit an act of
brutality."

Fouls resulting in 20-second
ejections are called on those

who commit over-aggressive

fouls, or take the advantage

away from the offensive player

who has established an offensive

advantage. These are frequent,

occurring maybe seven to twelve

times per game, and are called 6
on 5 or man-up situations, and
are similar to a powerplay in

hockey.

Because of the unequal team
makeups, a man-up situation is

generally when scoring occurs.

The effectiveness of a team is

measured by how team members
handle their power plays, both

offensively and defensively.

See WATER POLO, page 29

Water polo formations

The diagrams below illustrate three offensive and defensive strategies often employed
in the course of a water polo game.

i
HOL£IIAN
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Fig. 1 Regular setup (3-3)
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Fig. 2 Man-up situation before
two-point rule went into

effect. (4-3)

Fig. 3 Man-up situation with

two-point rule if team has
a good outside shooter.
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Randick: fire on the mountain
Despite many adversities,

Bruin middle blocker is

still truckin' on through

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Alyson Randick does not appear to be your
typical Deadhead.

Few, if any of the Grateful Dead faithful

double as the the starting middle blocker on the

3rd-ranked women's volleyball team, yet
Randick Hnds the time.

"I'm a big fan," Randick said. "Over the
summer I went to about 25 or 30 concerts.
Basically if they're ever in California or
Nevada, I'm there. It's such a great experience,
I love to just go, dance and have a good time."

In her spare time away from the Dead,
Randick has remained an instrumental part of
the Bruin's volleyball team. After moving from
the outside to more familiar territory in the
middle this season, Randick currently ranks
15th in the nation in blocks, averaging 1.63 per
game, and leads the Bruins in attack percentage
at .373.

Toring suffers broicen

leg, out for tiie year

JEFFRJ/DiayBfuin

Senior Alyson Randick, while she's not at Grateful Dead
See RANDICK, page 28 concerts, plays on the UCLA women's volleyball team.

Kiickin^ balls...
The UCLA women's soccer team has a blue

chip recruit in the goal in freshman Gretchen

Overgaard. Reported^, she can ^ck the

crap'*outoftJm1>all...

By Esther Hui
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

In a freak accident, the UCLA
water polo team's leading defender,

sophomore Jim Toring, broke his

left leg in two places after tripping

on the legs of a teammate Monday
night, putting him out of competi-

tion for the rest of the season.

The loss of Toring, a seasoned
national-team member and emotion-

al leader for the team, will be diffi-

cult to compensate for at a time
when UCLA (2-3 in the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation) is facing a

possible early elimination from the

NCAA tournament

"We meet at the Morgan Center
every Monday night to watch vkleos

of games," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "He was walking out
with a group and the person in front

of him stopped walking and Jim
walked into him and they both fell.

The guy landed on Jim's leg and
broke it in two places."

Toring traveled extensively with

the national team this summer in

Europe for the Goodwill Games and

the World Championships, and
filled a sorely needed leadership

position on a young Bruin squad
which has just one senior starter.

Tbring had scored 1 1 goals for the

Bruins in the 1 994 season, including

one two-point goal.

"We played the first part of our

season without him (because of
Toring's late arrival to Westwood
from Europe), so it doesn't come as

a complete shock," Baker said.

"That's not going to be the transi-

tion. Jim brings an energy to the

team and you'll find that we rely a

lot on emotion. So a lot of guys'

roles are going to have to be stepped

up.

"But these changes take time, and

we don't have lime at this point of

the year."

Baker plans to move freshman
Steve Covec up to the starting posi-

tion for Thursday's match against

Bucknell and Sunday's conference

match against Peppeidine.

^^W^^MF^W
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Terrorism stuns Israel
Tel Aviv blast

kills 22, injures

46 commuters
By Charles Holmes
Cox News Service

TEL AVIV — As Israel

mourned 22 bus commuters who
died Wednesday in one of the

nation's bloodiest terrorist bomb-
ings, leaders vowed that the
apparent suicide attack would not

wreck the fragile Middle East
peace process.

The powerful explosion ripped

through a crowded bus at the

height of morning rush hour, scat-

tering bodies and debris across
tree-lined Dizengoff Street in the

heart of the city's commercial dis-

trict. At least 46 others were
wounded by the blast, which dam-
aged another nearby bus and shat-

tered shop windows.

Lt. Gen. Ehud Barak, Israel's

military chief of staff, said the

bombing appeared to be a suicide

attack carried out by a man who
boarded the bus with as much as

44 pounds of explosives, either in

a bag or strapped to his body.

The attack was the third violent

assault in Israel in 1 1 days by the

radical Islamic group, Hamas.
Following the blast, the group
promised more to come.
The incident stunned a nation

that had been eagerly anticipating

next week's peace treaty signing

with Jordan and the first visit to

the region by President Clinton.

Ron Kreitzler, 25, a university

student who was in a building
across the street from the blast.

ran to the street to witness a scene

of horrifying carnage. The red and

white bus, a smoldering skeleton

of metal and broken glass, was lit-

tered with human flesh.

"I've seen many difficult sights

in this country, but never so many
pieces of bodies in one place," he

said.

Following the attack, Israel

sealed its borders with the occu-

pied West Bank and Palestinian-

ruled Gaza Strip and immediately

tightened security throughout the

Jewish state. Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin cut short a trip to

London and convened an emer-
gency session of his cabinet late

Wednesday night

"This is a continuation of the

attempt by those who are the ene-

mies of peace," an angry Rabin

"
See BOMBING, page 16

Site of terrorist bombing
A bomb exploded on a bus in the heart of Tel Aviv, 1<illing 22
people and injuring 48. The Palestinian terrorist group Hamas
has claimed responsibiiity for the ^ack.
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Inside News

Generation C
Nevermind the Gener-

ation X moniker, a new
generation of Bruins have
never experienced it before

construction. Bruins lament

not being able to study in

Powell, or sit under a tree on
the grass in peace ...

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Call for

change
Tuesday's undergraduate

student council's vote pro-

vided a framework for
change within the greek sys-

tem. Now it's up to mem-
bers of the greek community
to engage in intense self-

scrutiny.

See page 22

Inside Sports
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The enfdrcer

Justin Selander of the

UCLA men's soccer team
admits that he is a "hack."
So if you are playing for one
of the opposing teams, just

beware when you come
through the Bruins' mid-
field.

See page 48

Instep

JENNIFER FONQ/DaUy Bruin

Sigma Gamma Rho sorority performs a step show at Janss Steps Wednesday.

Chemical

engineering

wins grant

$500,000 to fund

graduate students

in pollution studies

By Gil Hopenstand
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA's chemical engineering

department is $500,000 richer.

The Department of Education

awarded UCLA the grant to fund

pollution prevention studies.

Receiving the grant is a great

honor because of the tough,

nationwide competition for the

funds. said Vasilios

Manousioulhakis, chemical engi-

neering professor and the project's

coordinator.

"We are very glad to have

See ENGINEERING, page 16

Campaigns focus on crime
By PhllUp Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

On an average day in Los
Angeles County, four people will

be murdered, 50 women will be
raped, and more than 200 burglar-

ies will occur.

UCLA has
been largely

immune to

the violent
crime wave
overtaking
Los Angeles -

the only mur-

der to ever
occur on cam-
pus was in

1969. But issues of crime, punish-

ment and this year's statewide
election for attorney general are

nevertheless on the minds of stu-

dents and professors.

"I don't agree with our criminal

justice system, because it treats

criminals better than it treats vic-

tims," first-year student Calysta

Watson said.

— TTrough the job of attorney gen-

eral involves little work in the

criminal justice system, both can-

didates are focusing their cam-
paigns on crime.

Democratic challenger Tom
Umberg, a former state assembly-

man and Republican incumbent
Dan Lungren have both jumped
on the "three strikes and you're

out" bandwagon, advocating life-

time prison sentences for three-

time felons.

"There have been several

national surveys that have shown
that 5 to 7 percent of criminals

commit 50 to 70 percent of
crime," Lungren campaign
spokesman Steve Telliano said.

"This specifically targets those

criminals, and puts them away."

Umberg also supports the three-

strikes initiative, but to a different

degree than his opponent.

"My (as'sembly) bill targeted

only serious and violent offenders

and allowed only two strikes for

those who commit violent crimes

against children," Umberg said.

Campaign officials acjdcd that

Umt>eTg's alternative targeted the

nK>st violent crimes in California.

Though the problem of crime is

very real, campus legal experts

said that three-strikes initiatives

are probably not the cure for crime

in California.

"I'm very distressed at the

recent three-strikes law - it's

unbelievably harsh," UCLA law

Professor John Wiley said. "Three

strikes will affect a huge number
of cases, and it will have a huge

price tag - which is bad news for

the University of California."

Despite severe life sentences,

some UCLA students said they

believe three strikes is the only

solution because some criminals

cannot be rehabilitated.

"There are people for whom
punishment is not a deterrent

because they have a lot more to

gain by committing a crime than

they have to lose by getting

caught," third-year sociology stu-

dent K.C. Kingsbury said.

Other students agreed, saying

that harsh penalties like three-

See ELlCTieN, page 16

Former prof

1

.*.

files claim i

with UCLA
i

Former visiting Chicano
studies Professor Philip

Garcia has filed a formal

claim for damages with
1

UCLA and the Daily Bruin.

Garcia asserted his claim

for damages based on inci-

dents detailed in letters to

Matea Gold, editor in chief of
1

the Daily Bruin, Norman
Abrams, vice chancellor of

•^

faculty relations and Sandra

Rich, labor relations manager.

The Daily Bruin reported
• »

-

on June 3, 1994 that 11 stu-

dents filed complaints against

Garcia with the university.

alleging sexual harassment.

One student also alleged that
>•

Garcia raped her.

Garcia has denied all alle-

ofltmnc

Compiledfrom Bruin staff

reports.
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What's Brewin' Today
9 a.m. - 11 a.m.

Placement and Career Planning Center

"Interviewing for an Internship"
^

PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 for reservation . .

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Free stress management workshops

Healthy Body Shop, Pauley Pavilion

825-8462

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Mexican book fair

^Wight^

206-6822

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

JSU & HUlel

Sweeten Our Core

Share Israeli food, dancing and crafts

Westwood Plaza

825-8533

Noon

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
George Takei signs *To the Stars"

Bookzone
206-0764

Goal Getters -

Introductory meeting

Boelter 4549
394-4592

Office of Internationa! Students and Scholars

& International Students Association

Lunch hour pronunciation

Men's Gym 105

825-1681

3 p.m.

Slide show: "A New and Diflferenl Look at Jesus'

Ackerman 2408

(213)221-1700

4 p.m.

Conflict Mediation Program, Etc.

Discussion forum on sexual harassment issues

PCPC 1172

Also 7:30 p.m. at Dance Building 216
825-9840

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic
Workshops
Surviving transfer shock

Also at 7 p.m. - Developing critical thinking

skills

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Model United Nations

Meeting

Ackerman 3530
825-1241 ^

5:15 p.m.

CALPIRG
General interest meeting

Ackerman 2408
397-3404

6 p.m.

African American Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual
Support Net>vork

General meeting

Kerckhoff 500
825-8053

Association of Chinese Americans
General meeting

Franz 1260
209-6007

6 p.m.

Korean American Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Haines 2

Orthodox Christian Fellowship

Meeting

Haines 6
993-3320

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Introductory meeting '

Moore 100

209-1255

6:30 p.m.

I Pacific Alumn i Association^
Asian Pacific Coalition

Debate on Prop 1 87

James West Alumni Center, Founders' Room
825-7184

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Film: "Speed"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1958

Introduction to C.A.R.P. and fellowship

1033 Gayley Ave., Ste. 204

(213)221-1700

Filipino American History Month
Poetry Reading - "Our Path to Follow"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-2727

Pi Kappa Phi

Informational meeting

Ackerman 3530
474-4506

Undergraduate Business Society

Andersen consulting info night

Morgan Center

206-3038

If your organization would like an event listed in

this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill out a list-

ing form by 2 p.m. the day before publication.

The deadline for a submission that will appear in

Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m. Please

address questions to Ayako Hagihara at 206-

0904.

Duke to scrutinize

regulations
By Marlon Manuel
Cox News Service

DURHAM, N.C. — For the

past two years, Duke University

has been embroiled in a brew-

haha. Some are laughing, but oth-

ers are crying in their beer.

Regarded in many quarters as

one of the nation's lop- 10 acade-

mic universities, Duke has been

scrutinizing whether it also is

earning a reputation as a party

school.

Spurred by public criticism

from one of its most venerable

professors, Duke administrators

have engaged students in a debate

over the existence of an "anti-

"mtellectuar atmosphere, fueled,

some say, by a social scene domi-

nated by fraternities and alcohol.

By December, the university

plans to close debate on a new
alcohol policy to be implemented

the following fall. A review of the

school's residential policies also

will conclude by the end of the

year.

University President Nan
Keohane told the board of trustees

in September that students need a

social life that is "robust and fun,

having alcohol when appropriate

but not the focus."

Campus groups currently can

have open kegs on both Fridays

and Saturdays. Before the state

drinking age was raised from 19

to 21 in 1986, beer could be dis-

tributed from kegs any night. By
1991, groups were limited to par-

ties Thursday through Saturday.

"Already," says 19-year-old

sophomore Julio Ayala of Florida,

"seniors are barkening back to

when there were six to eight kegs

a week."

On a recent Friday night in the

Clocktower Quad, the hub of

social life on West Campus, a

two-hour concert by a pair of rap

bands drew about 1.000 students.

Many docile partygoers sat on a

wall or on benches in the quad-.

There were no keg parties on West

Campus that night, but students

toted ample supplies of six-packs

and 12-packs.

After the concert ended around

10:15 p.m., many wandered to an

open party at the Sigma Nu frater-

nity, whose theme that night was

Sigma NuClear - a "radioactive"

night of drinking where each of

three floors had different shooters,

from vodka warheads to beer

bombs.
**1 came to this set

there were both academics and

parties," said Camille Kubie, a

17-year-old freshman from New
York. "It seems people drink a lot,

but everything's kept within rea-

son."

In comparison, the University

of Florida - perennially consid-

ered a top party school, where leg-

end has it that some fraternities

drained 25 to 30 kegs a night in

the early '80s - banned open kegs

in 1986. As a result, bars that cater

to students, an option Durham
lacks, stay open till 3 or 4 a.m.

Doug Band, president of the

Interfraternity Council (IFC) at

Florida, said frat parties are closed

and "bring your own booze"
affairs limited to 300 people and

one six-pack apiece.

Duke "should be happy they're

not graduating social lepers," the

21 -year-old Band said. "They
should be happy that the students

have a social outlet."

Last year. Duke's IFC offered

~
See DUKE, page 17
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Constaructioii on campus
unfair to incoming Bruins
New ^GenerationC
floundering amidst

scaffolding, banriers

By Alisa UKerts
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Forget Generation X.

Rising up from behind the chain link

fences at UCLA is a new generation of

disillusioned youth - "Generation C" -

that group of Bruins who have never

seen the campus unscarred by construc-

tion. *

UCLA has undergone seismic renova-

tion since many campus buildings were

" ...the campus was so

beautiful."

Shannon Horsley

declared seismically unsafe. The pro-

longed construction, coupled with

repairs from the Jan. 17 Northridge

earthquake, have produced a generation

gap between students who, for instance,

have studied in Powell Library and those

who have not.

"I feel sorry for the students who will

never see Powell," said fourth-year lin-

guistics student Melissa Boutelle. "I

studied in there - I fell asleep in there."

Rather than tell tales of limping 10

miles to school, pre-construction Bruins

sympathize with the experience post-

construction Bruins will miss.

"A big part of (college excitement

)

for me was that the campus was so beau-

tiful - it had a certain ambiance,"
remembered fifth-year psychology stu-

dent Shannon Horsley. "I was proud to

show it to my parents," she added.

Horsley said much of what made her

UCLA experience meaningful has been

swallowed by the construction. "You felt

like you were really in college when you

had these big buildings to go into," she

said.

"Now th'ere's no place to study,"

mourned Boutelle.

The tragedy of neverseeing Powell or

Royce is not lost upon the younger
Bruins, who have heard from their older

classrhates about the past splendors of

UCLA.
"

"I want to go to Powell and study," -_ lynettetsai

satdTbny Ramirez, a second-year politic
Before construction began, a prpfessor held lecture next to Powell Ubrary. ' ~"

cal science student. "I fee) cheated

because Tve heard how beautiful the

campus used to be. And I want to see

grass."

Ramirez held the university at least

partially responsible for the duration of

the reno- ations on campus. "These (con-

struction workers) take longer just to

make more money," Ramirez said. "If

they can finish a freeway in record time,

they can finish this," he added.

UCLA will continue its slate of seis-

mic renovation. Currently both

Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union are

undergoing seismic retrofitting, and stu-

dents will not see these buildings free

from construction until 1997.

Older Bruins worry about the psycho-

logical impact the construction has on

the students.

"I can't imagine there is a lot of school

pride right now," Boutelle said. "There's

no character to this campus now. It's just

a bunch of stucco."

NICKLAS AKERSIDaily Brum

Caution tape and briclu create an obstacle course for students walking on campus.

Whooping cough can
affect adults as well

UCLA's research

claims youngsters

may be in danger

By Ben Gilmore

It's not uncommon for someone

to have a really annoying cough
every so often, one that just won't

leave and hangs around for nK>re

than a week. And according to a

recent UCLA study, this may be

more than just a normal cough.

The cough may be the result of

infection with pertussis, otherwise

known as whooping cough, a

highly contagious bacterial dis-

ease that can be fatal in young
children.

The study reports that the fre-

quency of pertussis infection in

adults is much higher than previ-

ously thought and could pose a

danger to young children. Jaime

Deville, a fellow in pediatric

infectious diseases at the UCLA
School of Medicine who did the

study explained that the study's

results do not necessarily point to

a rise in the number of pertussis-

infected adults.

"(Adults) get the infection and

think it's a really bad cough," said

Deville. "It just goes away after a

week. If they see a doctor it gets

reported as a bad cough or bron-

chitis."

Although the symptoms of
whooping cough are not very
severe in adults, they are quite

serious in children, who are typi-

cally immunized when they are

two-months old.

- According to Larry Baraf, a

UCLA specialist in emergency
room medicine and an expert on

the disease, the cough is very

severe in children and can produce

a "whooping" noise - as well as

complications including vomiting,

pneumonia and even death.

Such tragedies were thought to

have been caused by children

transmitting the disease to one
another. The new study proposes a

different viewpoint.

"This study suggests that it is

not children but adults who may
be the primary transmitters of the

disease," said James Cherry, co-

author of the study and chief of

UCLA's Pediatric Infectious

Diseases department.

The cornerstone of the study is

a test conducted on 51 adult health

care workers. Forty-six percent

showed significant increases in

antibodies against pertussis during

a two-year period, indicating they

were exposed to the bacteria.

Deville said he feels these

results can be applied to the gener-

al adult population and suggest

whooping cough infection in

Russian studies left in tlie H •

See COUQN, page 19

Bruins and the
whooping cough

End of Cold War
ushers in end of

interest in Russia

By Naoki Naruse

The dissolution of communist

regimes in the last five years

made Russia more accessible to

the worid, but fewer Bruins are

studying the language of

America's former Cold War
enemy.

Starting in the late 1980s,

fewer UCLA students have
signed up to study Russian.

But it was not until after the

Soviet Union dissolved in 1991

that the drastic drop in numbers

of students who majored in

Russian studies occurred, said

Michael Heim, a professor of

Slavic Languages and Literature.

Ten years ago, 80 students

enrolled in first-year Russian -

now, there are 40, he said.

Even though the real reasons

for this nationwide trend are

unclear, Heim said the decline in

Russian studies majors may be

linked to the former superpow-

er's fall from grace as a Cold
War giant.

"The Soviet Union used to be

considered an enemy (to the

United States)," Heim said. "But

now Russia is Russia."

Difficulty in mastering the

language is another contributing

factor to its unpopularity.

Bob Seaver, a fourth-year

physics student, said he stopped

taking Russian because "(the

class) got really difficult," and

there were not many Russian

speaking students around him.

The decline among students is

not unique to Russian studies.

The number of students who
studied Eastern European politi-

cal science peaked between 1989

and 1991, according to political

science Professor Richard
Anderson.

But Polish and Czech lan-

guages are gaining more students

in the last five years, Heim said.

' A decreased presidential focus

on Russia and less regular news

coverage on Russian politics

might have affected students'

See RUSSIAN, page 17

Homecoming divides campus

Twenty-six percent
of the UCLA
students used in a
199&91 study worn
found to hove t)een

infected wNh the
baderla pertussis.

wMch cauMS tlw
disews. TTw
vvhoopinQ cough is

geneniy perceived
to be a children's

Pe^mc InfecBous
ent ^ .

JINO 0«(/DMly Bruin

By Peter Appiebome
The New Yori< Times

ATHENS, Ga.— It wasn't the

greatest homecoming at the

University of Georgia last week-

end. Not only did the Dawgs get

whomped by Vanderbilt, but

African-American students boy-

cotted the event and marched on

the football stadium chanting.

"No Justice! No Queen!" after

an all-white field of finalists pio-

duced a white homecoming
queen.

But then, it wasn't the greatest

homecoming a week earlier at

the University of North
Carolina, either. The Tar Heels

won, but many whites were
upset because for the sixth year

in a row a black candidate was
elected queen, prompting
aggrieved whites to gripe about

"bloc voting" by African

Americans.

There may be good reasons to

retire the phrase "politically cor-

rect," but the racial and cultural

fault lines that the PC controver-

sy evokes seem to have found

their way to that once hopelessly

bland cultural dinosaur.

Homecoming Weekend.

At North Carolina, homecom-
ing has been a political battle-

ground for most of the decade.

Each year students vote for a

homecoming queen from a list of

finalists selected by a three-

member panel from the various

applicants. African Americans

make up only 1,800 of the

22,800 students at the university,

but they all tend to vote in the

homecoming election, and they

all vote for the African-

American candidate. Each year

an African-American woman
wins.

In 1990, an African-
American, candidate named
Laura Anderson had her tires

slashed and a note with a racial

slur left on her car objecting to

the possibility of another
African-American homecoming
queen. She won anyway. In

1991, the Black Student
Movement cried foul when its

candidate, Cherie Smith, failed

to make the cut when the candi-

dates were winnowed down
from 17 to 12. She was put back

on the* list and eventually was
elected queen.

Things were not any better for

last year's queen, Maleikka
Hardy. "During the homecoming
parade, you could hear students

making comments like, 'Well

hopefully, we won't have anoth-

er one of them as homecoming

1]

See , page 18
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Bomb explodes
Baghdad ministry
BAGHDAD, Iraq— A bomb exploded in

an office of the Iraqi Ministry of
Religious affairs, killing one person and
reportedly seriously wounding five, Iraqi

television announced Wednesday.

The unusual television report stated

that the bomb was planted by what it

described as "paid agents of foreign ele-

ments."

Iraqi government-owned television

stations showed extensive damage done
to an office in a building that was said to

be the headquarters of the ministry. It also

showed on the evening news some of the

victims being treated in anjundefined
hospital.

^Vieltsiii Gourt visits^

Britisii royai famiiy
MOSCOW— Some Russians were won-
dering Wednesday about the future of
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin,
who hotly denied resignation rumors that

floated into print Tuesday night.

But many more were wondering where
President Boris Yeltsin and his aides got

the dinner jackets they wore at the state

banquet for Queen Elizabeth II on
Tuesday, the first black-lie affair in the

Kremlin since 1917.

The Communists not only put a slop to

formal wear, but also murdered the

Russian royal family. Something that had
put a pall on relations with Britain and its

royal family ever since.

The visit this week of Queen Elizabeth

lo a newly reborn and semi-democratic
Russia is supposed lo banish all Ihal

unpleasantness. It is the first visit of a

British monarch lo Russia.

Pope aggtresslveiy

marlcets new boolc
ROME — In an unusually aggressive

marketing campaign, the Vatican and
publishers have issued a book of personal

reflections by Pope John Paul II on his

papacy, his faith, his upbringing in

Poland and a range of issues related to

religion and morality in the modern
worid.

Translated into 21 languages, the book,

"Crossing the Threshold of Hope," is lo

go on sale on Thursday in bookstores in

35^countries.

A series of philosophical essays in

response to questions, the book offers lit-

tle that i^ new in terms of doctrine. Using

language that is at times highly technical

but more often simple and personal, the

pope recounts his upbringing, citing the

religious influences of his parents in pre-

Worid War II Poland.

Haiti, U,S- sigh price4^fexas finds iiit of
stabiiizing gas pact
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — With gaso-

line prices shifting nervously from a

street price of about $37.50 a gallon

Tuesday to one-fifth that sum
Wednesday, President Jean-Berlrand
Aristide signed a $15 million agreement

with the U.S. Agency for International

Development on Wednesday aimed at

bringing gas back to the pumps.

The pact is also intended to bring sta-

bility to the market and a river of revenue

to the state as it struggles to pay for

everything from back salaries to light

bulbs.

But on the fourth day after the interna-

tional trade embargo on Haiti was lifted,

many people were still paying black-mar-

ket prices for low-grade gasoline filtered

through handkerchiefs, women's blouses

and smudgy rags while ihey talked with

resignation about the return to normalcy.

Ciinton campaigns
for Cuomo in N.Y.
NEW YORK — President Clinton and a

sprinkling of senior aides swept into the

city Wednesday to join Gov, Mario
'Cuomo in a fight for their mutual politi-

cal futures, helping to raise $2 million to

keep the governor's job - and the state's

electoral votes - in E)emocratic hands for

1996.

It was Clinton's fourth political

appearance of the year with Cuomo, the

third at a fund-raiser and he has now
helped the governor raise neariy $3.5 mil-

lion for his re-election, a total rivaled

only by his help for Kathleen Brown, the

Democratic gubernatorial nominee in the

biggest state, California. v

reiief after flooding
HUMBLE, Texas — The sun came out

over southeastern Texas for a time
Wednesday, bringing a measure of relief

from the four days of miserable rain and
flooding that killed at least nine people

and drove thousands of people from their

homes.

But many rivers, bayous and creeks

remained at record levels, and the author-

ities warned that even small amounts of

rain could cause new devastation.

"The threat of more rain is still in the

area," said Gene Hafele, a meteorologist

with the Houston area office of the

National Weather Service. "We are not

expecting torrential downpours, but any
rain can cause some more hardship."

Late Wednesday afternoon, gray skies

had returned and there were sprinkles of

rain in some areas.

ito urges networics

to delay interviews
The judge in the Simpson murder case

has asked broadcasters to delay airing

interviews with the author of a book
about Nicole Brown Simpson, and indi-

cated that he plans to sequester the jury.

"I hope you will find it in your con-

science, corporate and otherwise, to

cooperate with this request and delay this

program's broadcast until after the jury in

this case has been selected and
sequestered," Judge Lance Ito wrote in a

letter that was sent to several broadcast-

ers on Tuesday and released Wednesday.

Letters were sent to television talk

show hosts Maury Povich and Larry King

and to CBS News President Eric Ober.

^toily Briilfr's Top^10^
Things overheard in UCLA's rat maze
10. "Mr. Young, tear down these

walls!"

9. "Psst! Wanna come to a Spark
forum?"

8 "Yet another new plywood path-*

way!"
7. "All I wanna know is, is there a way

out and do I get some cheese if I make
it?"

6. "Hey - you can see right through

this green stuff."

5. "Ich bin ein Beriiner!"

4. "It's like we're all living in one big

video game, man."

3. "Can you tell me how to get to

Murphy Hall?" reply: "This is Murphy
Hall."

2. "I think I'll just sit here and watch

them dig a new hole and then fill it back

in again."

1 . "This is dang ugly."

c5

CAUMAR! FRini

WHO CACCIATORE

PiZZADEULACASA

spaghethnni ^pumoni
Italian Restaurant

1389 Westwood Blvd. _
(3 blocks south of Wilshirc)

(310)479-3337

FREE
ENTREE

BUY ONE ENTREE OR APPETIZER

AND

GETONE HEM OFEQUALORl£SSGR VALUE FREE

(mutMKh ad, «i*wIMl^)
(not good for Rtey of SiiUid^f iwif)

UNGUINE CON CAUMARI pfZZA PRIMAVERA

RIGATONi POLLOUMONE

POLLO MARSAU W PQyVERf
($10 MINIMUM)

*

SPUMONt APPETIZER
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More jobs expected in California, study predicts
By Walter HamlKdn

^ Los Angeles Daily News

California will add 1 10.000 net

new jobs this year, but Los
Angeles County will gain only
17,000 because of further aero-

space losses, according to an eco-

nomic forecast.

While the county is adding jobs

for the first time in three years, the

growth is just a fraction of the

estimated 500,000 jobs lost in the
' t.A. area during the recession,

according to First Interstate
Bancorp. The county will add
38,000 positions next year and
48,000 in 1996.

"We still have a long way to go
in Los Angeles County," said

Lynn Reaser, the banking compa-
ny's chief economist on Tuesday.

"But at least we are again adding

jobs:"

First Interstate*sls the latest

economic report to conclude that

California's economic rebound,
while weak by historic standards,

is taking hold. Many economists
say the upturn began earlier this

year but that significant job
growth is only now starting.

"California is now in a real

recovery," said Stephen Levy, an
economist at the Center for
Continuing Study of the
California Economy, a Palo Alto

based economic research firm.

The national economy has
expanded in the last two years but

California's recovery has dragged,

in part because of severe aero-

space losses. The state's defense

industry has shed 200,000 jobs

"California is now in a

real recovery."

Stephen Levy

Center for Continuing Study of

the California Economy

thus far and will lose another
100,000 within the next five

years, Reaser said.

While no single industry
appears capable of replacing the

lost aerospace jobs, companies in

several industries are slowly
beginning to add to their work
forces. Health care, entertainment,

tourism, business services'and
international trade will create new
jobs, Reaser said.

California is expected to add
225,000 jobs next year and
310,000 in 1996, according to

First Interstate. In fact,

California's projected 2.1 percent

growth rate in 1996 will outpace
the 1.3 percent national rate,

according to the study.

The state's unemployment rate,

currently 8.3 percent, is projected

to edge down to 8 percent next

year and 7.2 percent in 1996.
Personal income will increase at a

5 percent rate in 1995 and almost

6 percent in 1996, the report said.

Existing home sales will jump
by 1 1 percent this year and 1 3 per-

cent in 1995 before receding to 4

percent in 1996. Home prices,

which have slumped in recent

years, will drop 2.3 this year but

increase by 1.1 percent in 1995

and 2.7 percent in 1996.

The Federal Reserve's move to

raise rates this year could help the

state, Reaser said. Higher short-^

term rates will ward off inflation

and could drive long-term rates

down. For example, the 30-year

fixed mortgage rate, now about 9

percent, is expected to decrease to

8.25 percent by the end of next

year, she said.
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STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION!

^ COUNCIL
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U${ UP TO4 COLORS

YOU MUST Bf A STUDCNT WITH ARfQ CARD
LOGO WILl BE USED FOR T-SHIRTS, POST»S, ADS, ETC

ymmwu rkhve $ioo and a fRH t-$hri

DEADFUNE : November 4 5PM
RETURN TO 306 KERCKHOfF HALL • 825-6564

CaniPAL AFFAIPS CALENDAI? Of EVENTS
October 17-29 "

Samahang Filipino Exhibition in the Kerckhoff Art Gallery: A histori

cal exhibit of Filipino and Filipino-American history and their inter-

relations

CIUUIIIIL

IFFIIIRS

October 30-Nov. 12

An exhibition targeting Disablility Awareness Issues. Reception on NoveiT±)er 1,

5-7 p.m. • '^
'

.
., . U

Nov. 14-26
Feter Zeslav Student Exhibition

KERCTO^OFF COFFEE I^OQSE

J?12Z/F0LK SEMES
October 19

O Feberville Jazz

9:00-11:00 p.m.

October 26

Suichi Komiyama
Jazz

9:00-11:00 p.m.

November 16

Dave Kopplins

Orchestra

9:00-11:00 p.m.

November 21

Dam Band
7-10:30p.m.

Thursdays at Kerckhoff Art Gallery 7 p.m.-9 pm.
; g:-.-:-...-.i.<;iai

November 2 November 30

Mike Gealer Fusion Stone Soup
9:00-11:00 p.m. 9:00-11:00 p.m.

Corned/ at the (oop
October 25

Think Tank 7:30-9:30 p.m. at the Cooperage:

Stand-up Comedy

......M.

SSW^M:

November 9

Sandy Ross Folk

music

December 7

The Original Sax

Quartet

COOPERAGE COIICERT
Coma Frelie

8:30-10:30p.m.

Bclober 24

EsudD. Dance from Cameroon

12-1 p fi) Mestuiood Plaza

Oclobei 29

BefflE of Ihe Bands 7-11 pm

Rcheiman Giand Ballroom.

Co-sponsored uiilti Channel 22

OcloDer 31 '

Special Hallouieen Concert

Ghoul Spoon

12-1 p m Heslujood Plaza

lo Be announced

November 10

12-1 p m Hestuiood Plaza -

Novemher 17

12-1 pm Hestuiood Plaza
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Stanford to repay Naval Research $1.2 million
By William Cells III

The New York Times

Stanford University and the

Navy on Tuesday settled a fraud

case involving research expenses,

with the university repaying a

small fraction of the Navy 's origi-

nal claim and the Navy saying an

inquiry had found no wrongdoing
by the university.

Closing an embarrassing chap-
ter in its history, the university

said it had agreed to repay $1 .2

million to the Office of Naval
Research for payments it had
received for research conducted
from 1981 through 1992. The set-

tlement brings to more than $3
million the repayments that

Stanford has made to the govem-
ment.

The institution, one of the

country's leading research univer-

sities, had repaid $2 million for

charging the government for for a

variety of expenses, including

flowers for the president's home,
and the depreciation of a yacht.

The university described the

overcharges as errors. "We con-
clude this settlement with a sense

of relief," said Gerhard Casper,

Stanford president.

'We regret the errors and the

inappropriate charges," he said.

"But we also regret irresponsible

accusations questioning the inten-

tions and integrity of Stanford and

university officials."

The issue surfaced in 1990,
when the Office of Naval
Research representative at

Stanford, Paul Biddle, said that

the university had overcharged the

government about $230 million

for its costs in conducting govem-
*ment research, or so-called indi-

rect costs.

Biddle also questioned the
validity of a series of agreements

between Stanford and the Office

of Naval Research on the costs.

The Office of Naval Research

said on Tuesday that it had "con-

cluded that it does not have a

claim that Stanford engaged in

fraud, misrepresentation or other

wrongdoing with respect" to

jeseaich contracts with the office^

It added that all but a fraction of

the indirect costs passed on to the

office by Stanford had been legiti-

See STANNHID, page 20
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NATURAL
HIGH
presents

THE
ADVENTURES
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The Natural High

Comittee is a division

of UCLA Student
Health Services.
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Needle exchange policy
By Keith Stone
Los Angeles Daily News

Responding to Los Angeles' new
needle exchange policy, a Los
Angeles Police Department official

says officers arc being ordered not to

^arrest AIDS activists who swap used

syringes for clean ones.

State law forbids possession of
drug paraphernalia, but an LAPD
memorandum issued Oct. 7 says
officers "should not generally inves-

tigate, detain or arrest persons or

seize their property" for operating

needle exchanges.

In the memo. Chief Willie
Williams also directs officers to try

to settle neighborhood disputes over

exchanges through mediation, in an

attempt to persuade residents not to

make citizens arrests.

**If iiomeone demands w«* rnakf
an arrest, we will make that arrest.

This is not something that says:

Ignore the law, ignore" the people's

will," police spokesman Lt. John
Dunkin said TUesday.

*The issue here is taking some
positive steps to deal with the sfMiead

of the (AIDS) virus, and we've got-

ten some direction from the mayor
and City Council ..." Dunkin said.

Mayor Richard Riordan and the

Los Angeles City Council last

month placed the city under a state

of emergency because of the unbri-

dled spread of AIDS. Under authori-

ty of the declaration, Riordan and
the council directed the police and
city attorney's office to allow
exchanges to operate freely.

Dunkin said the police will not
Slake out needle exchanges and fol-

low uSers to make arrests, but he
stressed that officers will continue to

perform routine drug investigations.

Clean Needles Now has been
operating exchanges since 1992 and
now has sites in the Hollywood and
^co-Union^afeas^Los Angeles as

well as in the nearby city of West
Hollywood,

Several Clean Needles Now
members recently were placed under

citizens arrest, but the city attorney's

office has not yet decided whether to

file chaiges in those cas^.

Joe Shea, who is president of the

Ivar Hill Community Organization

and initiated the citizen arrests, said

the new LAPD policy is misdirect-

ed.

"We find it offensive that drug
addicts are going to gather on our
streets and get the means to inject

themselves* from a city sanctioned

program when state law and our
own sentiments are very much
q^x)sed," Shea said.

• • •A PICTURE IS WORTH 1
WORDS. BUT AN AD IS
WORTH 56.800 POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS.
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Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you can have the most recognized
credit card in the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN ItJRNED DCfWN BEFOREI

MasterCard^ the credit card you
dfcaemc and need for^ ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT

STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS—RESTAURANTS-

HOTELS—MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS—
REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

No turn downs!

'^c/S^ No credit checks!

l^^^^to^'^^ No security deposit!

%v^^° SE^fD THE COUPON TODAY
Your credit cards are waiting!

CH^ilpVaffTclsch^^

$15 (with this adj I

I

I

• FUN, UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.LA., B.H., S.M., P.V.,

S.F. VALLEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 OR 81 8-71 8-0388

I

UNI-CARDrBOX 220645, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022

YES! I want MASTERCARD^ Immediately.

100H QUARANTEEDI

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE— ZIP

STUDENT? Yes No §55

SIGNATURE ! ,

NOTE; Mnlo^id la a icgMeicd tndemuli of UaataOu^ hUemallonBL Inc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

October 1 587 - The first Filipinos arrive in America...
October 1994 - UCLA celebrates tiiem in its first ever Filipino American History Month

m IfUh if^/il tUh ^00 fM4...U^'t tUt ^f^^Uu <>Ji/vJiul

October is

FILIPINO AMERICAN
HISTORY MONTH

The Filipino community at UCLA invites you to join us in our final events:

Thurs, 10/20/94 "Our Path to Follow" - Poetry Reading (c6 spons. by Cultural Affairs)
'

" KH Art Gallery 7-9:30pm
Tues, 1 0/25/94 "The Struggle of the World War II Veterans" - Lecture Serie.«;

GSM 2214 6-8pm

Thurs, 10/27/94 "Brown and Down" - Educational Rally to Save Tapalnp
Ati-Atihan March begins in Westwood Plaza at 10:30

, ll ^
' RallyatSchoenbergat 12noon

al80...drop by the Art Gallery to experience a visual survey of Filipino American History: now until 1 0/29/94

nt*-

UCLA NATURAL HIGH
WISHES TO INVITE ALL

STUDENTS, STAFF AND FACULTY
TO PARTICIPATE IN

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
AEROBICS CLASS

12:00-1:00

I.M. FIELD
(Next to the Wooden Center)

No pre sign-ups needed, just bring your workout shoes and
help us break the college record!

AND
m \

:> THE HOLE-IN-ONE
GOLF CHALLENGE

10:00-6:00

I.M. FIELD

$10,000 PRIZE
FOR A HOLE-IN-ONE

All it costs Is a $1 .00 for two balls. Play as many times

as you like.

Brought to you by

TIMEX FITNESS WEEK
on behalf of

NATIONAL COI LEGIATE ALCOHOLAWARENESS
NATURAL HIGH IS SPONSORED BY SHS/HEALTH ED., CRA/I.M.,ORLAND SWC

^1
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Radio talk show provides company for I I

By David Gonzalez
The New York Times

NEW YORK — We're Not
Yellow - We Go Anywhere. That
used to be the boast of the livery and
gypsy cab drivers whose nighttime

j-ealm was the bleak, potholed^
"neighborhoods that their medallion

counterparts shunned.

But just because they're not yel-

low doesn't mean they're invinci-

ble. In recent years, too many trips

'io "anywhere" ended with the driver

left bruised or dead on a side street

while a gunman melted into the

night, clutching a fistful of singles.

It's unnerving when the rules of the

road have been replaced by the rules

of engagement.

. Julio Pabon knows that fear. He
lived it once as a gypsy driver in the

South Bronx and he listens to it

every week as the host of "La Hora
del Taxista" or "The Cabbie's
Hour" - probably the nation's only

radio show dedicated to the legions

of Spanish-speaking gypsy and liv-

ery cab drivers.

Friday mornings from 12:30 to

2:30 on WAIX>AM (

1

280), he and
his colleague, Oscar Pblo, chat with

lonely drivCTS, relay messages from
their worried families and give tips

on big-city survival, all the while

blending the talk with a salsa mix
that's upbeat enough to keep even
the weariest driver alert.

He decided it was time that

someone else besides stick-up men
and traffic agents paid atte|

the people who provide rnclch of the

transportation in the ouwf city.

From the show's operfeig tiit-on-

asphalt screech to his signature

sign-oflFof "Be safe, be careful," he

is their ste^y companion.

'A lot of them are immigrants
who don't want to depend on the

system but want to make money,"
he said. *The easiest way for peq)le

who have a license and want to

/ork is to drive a cab. Those issues

are still there, but it's worse than

ever because of crime and crack.

They need focused attention."

Pabon is an unlikely radio host,

having spent nearly 15 years in poli-

tics, most recently as the director of

Latino Affairs for then-City Council-

President Andrew Stein. A little

over a year ago, when Stein decided

to leave politics, Pabon looked for a

See CABBIES, page 20
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BRAM STOKER'S

A FRANCIS ^'eR^>ee^»^»eLAflfcM

—

EXCLUSIVE
OMMEMORATIVE LIMITED EDITION

WATCH SERIES
FROM

COLLECTOR TIMEPIECES

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

1-800-432-2235 t^'i&'^
I wish to reserve a Dracula limited edition collector's watch.

DRACULA ICON Quantity

LOVK NEVER DIES Quantity

Applicable sales tax

Shipping and handling $3.75 per watch

Price 945.00

Price #45.00

Total

EPmON 10.000

VISA OMASTERCARD

Credit Card Number
Signature

Name
Address

City

QMONEY ORDER/CHECK

Exp. Date

Telephone Number ( )

-State Zip.

MEXICAN
BOOK
FAIR

^'

UCLii
WIGHT ART 6ALLERY
OCTOBER 19-:22, 1994

10AMT0 5PM
AiJmlssion is free Forking is $5 00.

Directions ond parking avoiloble

III any UCLA (ompus information kiosk.

Explore Latin American and
Latino perspectives on
culture, domestic and
international Issues at the

fourth Mexican book fair.

Boo^s published In Mexico
on Latin American and
Latino art, anthropology,

history, literature, political

science and other areas are
on display and for sale.

Children's storybooks and
picture books for various age
levels are also available.

r\aterials concerning
Latinos in the United States
and English-language

materials on Latin American
topics are also featured.

%

Sponsored by the UCU l"honfelof's Office, the Owono Studies Research Center, the Deportment of Sponish ond Portuguese, the lotin Amarkw
Cenlw, UCU Extension, The Bookzone, ASUCIA Students' Store ond the Fundoci6n Pro-Herendo (jJUmd it niitko. .^

HRED OF THE
COUPON HASSLE?

Just bring in your Student i.D. or this ad
to the Subway at Santa Monica and Sawtelle and

BuyOneGetOne

2nd sandwich of equal or lesser value with purchase of

drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 .00 off any footlong.

6 Foot Party Subs $49.95
Free Delivery

Valid only at 1 1278 Santa Monica Blvd

(comer of Sawtelle & Santa Monica, 1 block west of 405)

310.477.9987 •Parking In rear

HOW DO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAIRCUT?

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business

seven days a weelc and you never need an appointment.

What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive

ongoing education unparalleled In the category. So tell

us, how do you want your hair cut?

SUPBICUTS
SUPERCUT™ $10.00

1650 Westwood Blvd. (between SanU Monica Blvd. and Wilshlre)

(310) 470- 1558 M-F 8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5

~^

Join the 3,000 women and
men who are already doing
tlie Executive Boxing' ' and
Kickboxing program offered
exclusively^ at Bodies in
Motion.
Forget the Lipo, you'll burn

700 to 900 calories per class
uainrally.

And while you're losing
inches, youll firm and tone
vour muscles faster than
with weights alone.

75%onF
First Time
Student
SPECIALt

<Slet Out

of the

Kitchen

and into

the Fire,

To help you start, just

bring this ad and we'll give
you 75% off the knockout
work-out you've seen
featured on CNN, MTV,
Good Morning America,
The Today Sho^v, Best of
Los Angeles, Entertainment
Tonight, as well as in Self,

Shape, Fitness, Newsweek,
City Sports and Harper's
Bazaar magazines.-

Reiieiied as the best instriictionaljitness studio in America.

1

1

Los Anfiolt's • 10542 W. Pico Blvd.
( J Hlocks I ;isl of ()\c!laiul Avi.

)

(310) 836-8000

Pasadena • 117 E. Colorado Blvd.
Lower Level (at Arroyo Pkwy.)

(818) 577-2211
Executive Boxing , Kickboxing. and Personal Training are also available

7.)'^ ttlirvmilar initiation pi irv -Ojlv} ixpirvs lOlllUm
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Army puts men, women together in combat training
By Ron Miurtz

Cox News Service

FORT JACKSON. S.C. —
Floundering in their freshly issued

fatigues and struggling with their

bulky duffel bags under the intimi-

dating glare of three drill sergeants,

the 240 new recruits assembled at

the Reception Battalion here
Tuesday probably had little idea

what day it was, much less realized

they were embarking on a new era

ofArmy basic training.

These recruits, 120 men and 120
women, are the first to begin what
the Army calls Gender Integrated

Training. In essence, it is men and
women enduring together the hoarse

shouts of drill sei^eants and the dis-

comforts of cold, rain and mud in-

basic training for the first time.

"Soldiers throughout the Army
train together and work together and

there is no good reason any nxne to

have an eight-week period (for basic

training) when the males and
females are separated," said Lt. Col.

Guy Raymond, under whose com-
mand this first integrated unit will

train.

The Navy has had coeducational

boot camp at its Oriando facility for

JDore than two years and will contin^

ue it when basic training facilities

combine at Great Lakes Naval
Thdnimg Center in Dlinois.

The Army experimented with

coeducational training in the 1970s.

with mixed results, and in recent
years has slowly nK>ved toward full

integration of basic training units.

Before now, some battalions —
about 1 .000 soldiers — had both
female and male companies of 240-

250 soldiers each.—Now, units as small as squads
(about 15 soldiers), will be integrat-

ed throughout bask: training.

The exact number of women in

any particular basjc training unit will

depend largely on the number of

^,women who enlist in theArmy at ttie

time, according to Col. Everette

Roper, chief of staff for Fort
Jackson.

Althougli this first unit will be 50-

50, Army offkials plan to maintain a

ratk) of about 75 percent men and 25
percent women for future companies'

because of housing arrangements.

The recruits will learn how to

march, how to shoot the M- 16 rifle,

Se^ RECRUITS, page 21

THE EDUCATION ABROAD PROGRAM,
THE JAMES S. COLEMAN AFRICAN

STUDIES CENTEI^, AND
THE CENTER FOR AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

invite you to an information
mooting to otndy in

••1
Dndorgraduatos and Graduatoo aro

oligiblo to apply

TIME: 3:00-4:30 P.M.

DATE: THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20

PLACE: BUNCHE HALL, ROOM 11382

For more information, contact the E.A.P. Office 825-2770

10% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYL EXAMITJATION
EYEGLASS FRAMES.
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOLLOV/UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAr.1 FITTING & FOLLOV;-UP

& 2 Bcjxtb OF ACUVUE LENSES

GLASSES & CONTACTS N ONE HOUR
• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

mn
^-^ > ^ / Y '/•'>''

CAMPUS
EVENTS

A <. II C LA

'. if-

mM'..

to<«#>*.<»-x»'--'*' >«* s
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riday • Octohi

TRY OURNEW SKINLESS CHICKEN
40C extra, 50% less fat

SPECIAL #1

•Quarter Chicken
• One side order
• Jack's Mountain^read
• Soft Drink with ftfiUs

Only...

$3.99
White meat tI^ extra Bl

SPECLVL #2

QMckm
side ord
s Moun
rink

lead

w>'thtse coi
ofrer expj

ISSERI
byburn Aven

|» Westwood

>ns • 1 disc

Js 1 0/25/9

WtellEN

<& Broxi&i^ve.)

sjnt per peaplon pet
* subject fb choni

Isft

JE LOCAL DEIJVERY
CALL 310-208-1456
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Another choice from
Lancome, Paris —

New Oil-Free Dual Finish Makeup
The one makeup that goes anywhere, just

went oil-free. Now every skin can enjoy the

dual versatility of Lancome's most popular

powder makeup...the one makeup with

foundation's flawless coverage and
powder's lightweight feel.

Puff it on, sheer. Sponge it on
wet or dry for a more finished

look that conceals without

revealing Itself. Slip it into your

purse for perfect touch-ups.

And now, choose your formula.

Original or Oil-Free,

.53 oz. $26——eHOO^SE YOUR
LANCOME GIFT

AN 8-PIECE GIFT JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR SKIN TYPE IS YOURS WITH ANY 17.50 LANCdME PURCHASE

Ymnr ffih Utw iierwi«t»-4ry skin

1- !

W"**^/

'

^^^^^^k

^K^^^^^^m

( <)Mt

Pihrfa::r_.^ jlj-.

^1
«1
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INCLUDESi
• Galatee Douceur Milky Creme Cleanser
• Tonique Douceur Alcohol-Free Freshener
• Rouge Absolu Hydrating Long Lasting

LipColour in Sienne Dord
• D^finicils High Definition Mascara in black
• Effacil Gentle Eye Makeup Remover
• Tresor Eau de Partum Spray
• Heart-shaped waterproof cosmetics case
• Lancdme.Signature Mirror

INCLUDES;
• Clarifiance Oil-Free Gel Cleanser
• Clarifiance Alcohol-Free Natural Astringent

• Rouge Absolu Hydrating Long Lasting

LipColour in Sienne Dore
• Definicils High Definition Mascara in black
• Effacil Gentle Eye Makeup Remover
• Trdsor Eau de Partum Spray
• Heart-shaped waterproof cosmetics ca^e
• Lancdme Signature Mirror

BniinrKS
Gift offer available through October 30, of white supplies last. Limit one gift per customef . please. For more intormation or the store neafgsl yoo. cati M-lreg 1 •800-€>22-9748.

*.>
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mti^ Vsi^ Vfiisi

1 OO'Jt cotton T-shirt and bumper sticker

Total price: $12 95 + $2.00 S&H

To Order: Call 404-221-1777 or Mail Check lo^
Limericks, 222 1 Pcachiree Road
Suile D-.S20. Atlanta. GA 30.^09

pccify S ijiciiiciiir5irc andQuantnj"

AUTO INSURANCE BLUES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

LOW RATES!

In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study
were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a

wide range of good drivers - including young singles, young
marrieds and families with young drivers. Even drivers who
had 2-3 points often received significant savings.

For Insurance Relief, please call us in Westwood (310) 208-3548

InsurAide Insurance Agency, Inc.

1081 Westwood Blvd. #221 Los Angeles, CA 90024

Julian Schwinger
February 12. 1918- July 16, 1994

Memorial Tribute

3:00 PM
Saturday, Octolyer 22, 1994

Sciioenl)erg Auditorium, UCLA
Introduction

Speakers

David Saxon
UCLA

Stanley Deser

Brandeis University

Robert Finkelstein

UCLA
Kenneth Johnson
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Paul Martin

Harvard Universiy

Music Vitaly Margulis, pianist

UCLA Department of MusIC

Reception following In the foyer of Sctioentferg Auditorium

for information, contact: UCLA Physics and Astronomy
405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90024-1547
telephone: 310^825-3440

.._ facsimile: 310/206-0664
-

. ' internet: chainfnan^hysics.uda.edu

BECOME
— AN

.
i>

INDEPENDENT HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
OF

ORIENTAL MEDICINE
One of the most progressi\« & exciting fields in medicine today.

*Holistic Mind-Body Therapies

*Acupuncture

*Hert>al Medicine— *Nutrition

*Other Energetic Techniques

€)
EARN A

MASTER'S DEGREE AT
EMPEROR'S COLLEGE OF

TRADITIONAL ORIENTAL MEDICINE
'Accredited

'Degree prepares you for state & National Licensing Board Exams
*Full or Part Time Classes avaiiat>ie

* Federal Finar>dng for qualified candidates
*60 Accredited College Units Required for Admission

'Located in tfw beautiful seaside town of Santa Monica

' CALL 310-453^00
FOR A PERSONALLY GUIDED TOUR OF OUR

CAMPUS & INTERN CLINIC

BOMBING
From page 1

said in a dramatic televised
address.

President Ezer Weizman said

krael would have to lake "extraor-

dinary actioa" to find the roots of
the hlamic extremist groups and
"rip them to pieges.'J^

Despite thfe tough talk, the
bombing left Israel's political

leaders frustrated and uneasy.

Israeli officials spoke of the
need to continue the peace process

yet find a way to crack down on
Palestinian militants who may be
operating from the autonomous
Palestinian areas of the Gaza
Strip, beyond the immediate reach

of Israeli army and police.

"We are going to fight terror-

ists, to defeat them and to kill

them - and we're going to contin-

ue the peace process," sajd
Ephraim Sneh, Israel's health
minister. "To end the peace
process now would mean to give
in to terrorists."

But the Rabin government has
been hard pressed to achieve the

simultaneous aims of attaining

peace and fighting Palestinian
militants, particularly since it

handed over control of the Gaza
Strip and West Bank town of
Jericho to Palestinian control last

June.

Rabin's political adversaries
accused him of naively trading

ENGINEERING

Israel's security for a dubious
peace with the PLO.
"What we have herd is a mis-

taken impression on the part of the

government that Yasser Arafat is

willing to fight Hamas in an effort

to save Israeli lives," said
Benjamin Netanyahu, leader of
the opposition Likud party in the

Knesset, Israel's parliamenL
In a statement, Arafat pledged

the cooperation of the Palestinian

police to help hunt down those
responsible for planning the
bombing.

Arafat said, "Pushing forward
and strengthening the peace
process and continuing implemen-
tation is a major part of respond-
ing to the actions o^ extremists
whose objective is to make this

process fail."

Clinton called the bombing "an
outrage against the conscience of
the world," but said he is going
_ahead with plans for the visit. _^ ^

The Hamas terror spree was
obviously timed to disrupt recent

progress in Middle East peace.
Israel and Jordan will sign a for-

mal peace treaty Oct. 26 and Israel

and the Palestinians have resumed
talks in Cairo on expanding auton-

omy throughout the West Bank.
On Oct. 9, two Israelis were

killed by radicals who sprayed a
bustling Jerusalem cafe prome-
nade with gunfire.

Later, an Israeli soldier was kid-

napped by Hamas militants and
killed last Friday as Israeli com-

mandos tried to rescue him. It was
the same day the world learned
that Rabin, Arafat and Israeli

Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
will receive the 1994 Nobel Peace
Prize for their efforts.

An anonymous caller to Israel

Radio and the Voice of Palestine

claimed responsibility for the
bombing in the name of Hamas. In

a statement read out in Gaza
mosques, the Izzedine al-Qassam"
Brigades - Hamas' military wing
- promised more attacks.

The buJ bombing Wednesday
was in retaliation for the killing of
three Hamas kidnappers who died

in the attempt to rescue the Israeli

soldier, the statement said.

"God is great. God will torment

them with your hands and the

hands of the faithful," the Hamas
statement said.

It was the bloodiest attack in

Tel Aviv since Palestinian terror- .

ists seized hostages at the Savoy -
Hotel in 1975. Eleven Israelis and
seven Palestinians were killed in

that attack.

Barak asserted that Israel could
seal the Gaza Strip and the West
Bank for a lengthy period and take

broader, long-term measures to

dismantle a "way of life with the

Arabs, which permits a flow of so
'

many people into Israel."

Tens of thousands of
Palestinians enter Israel each day
to find work, primarily in low-
paying jobs in construction and
farm labor.

From page 1

attained this money. It is good
recognition for UCLA and for the

chemical engineering depart-
ment," he said.

The money - distributed over
three years - will cover tuition

costs and $ 1 5,000-a-year stipends

for nine graduate students interest-

ed in earning doctorates in chemi-
cal engineering.

The students will work with
faculty on research such as devel-

oping chemical processes that

generate fewer by-products and
improving material recovery and
recycling processes in reactions.

'

"There is a high demand for stu-

dents with that kind of knowledge
(along with) a Ph.D degree in

academia and in the workforce,"
Manousiouthakis said. 'The main
goal is to increase the number of
people knowledgeable in this

field. It is a growing area with
career opportunities," he added.

Department faculty said that

they would not be able to conduct
their research without the help of
graduate students provided by the

ELECTION

grant.

"It would have been very diffi-

cult to do the work. It is an
extremely important grant in that

it will also allow us to expand our
research in environmental engi-
neering," said chemical engineer-
ing Professor David Allen, who
plans to examine how to better
recycle plastics.

"Without students, We can't do
it," agreed Robert Hicks, chemical
engineering professor. "But this is

an education thing. We are sup-
posed to create careers for people
who will then go out and tackle
these problems."

Hicks will work on reducing
pollution for manufacturing
processes.

"We will go out and redesign
manufacturing processes and
make them so that they are not
polluting," he said. "If you deposit

(chemicals) in the object and not
emit waste, you prevent pollu-
tion."

Manousiouthakis, together with
a student, will look at the effec-

tiveness of mass and enei^y usage
in refineries and chemical plants.

"I am trying to develop a theory

called mass exchange network
synthesis. It allows one to quantify

how well mass and energy are
being used and how to improve
their effective uses," he said, r

Manousiouthakis said that the

university community was very
supportive, agreeing to match
grant funding and increasing the

number of graduate student partic-

ipants from seven to nine.

"People believe in the cause and
felt we are well qualified to

accomplish that goal of educating

students and performing innova-
tive research in that area," he
added.

"We are already advertising to

attract candidates for these fellow-

ships and we hope to provide them
as soon as applicants are found,"

he continued, adding that their stu-

dent selection process will be very
"selective." _^^

For more information'^dn the
fellowships, call 825-9063.

From page 1

strikes served a valuable deterrent

purpose.

"Just like when you were a
baby - if you fought at school,
your mother spanked you. If you
stole some candy, your mother
spanked you," Watson said.
"Eventually you learned your les-

son."

Other UCLA experts ques-
tioned the deterrent value of pun-
ishment, arguing incarceration
usually does not prevent crime
before it happens.

"Deterrence is not the primary
reason we punish people," UCLA
law Professor Peter Arenella said.

"The primary reason we punish
people is to incapacitate (crimi-

nals) and lake them out of society

so they can't hurt us.

"Most violent crime - the kind
thai so up^ts the community - is

largely urtdeierrable," Arenella
added. "We shouldn't punish them
to deter them, wc should punish

them to protect the rest of us from
. them."

One of the side effects of three-

strikes, critics say, is that it will

result in an overburdened judicial

and prison system.

"It's a badly drafted law that
leads to the lifetime incarceration

of many non-violent, non-danger-
ous offenders, (when) we lack the

resources to house them,"
Arenella added. "Our prisons are

already overcrowded, and we
need to spend the limited space we
have for dangerous felons."

Other campus experts agreed,
saying the three-strikes laws will

stretch the limits of California's
criminal justice system.

"Obviously we're going to be
prosecuting defendants to a
greater degree - plea bargaining
won't come into play," UCLA
Police Chief Clarence Chapman
said. "And obviously it's going to

increase our prison populations_=_

not just by numbers, but by length

of sentences."

Advocates for three-strikes dis-

agreed, saying that the laws will

actually decrease legal traffic,

because repeat offenders would be
taken out of the court system.

"With three strikes, what you
get is fewer victims, and ultimate-

ly, fewer trials," Telliano said. "In

the first few years, there will be
more trials because you've got to

get the career criminals off the
streets."

At the local leveK pro-active
prevention and education efforts

aid the statewide push for stricter

law enforcement. Both Lungren
and Umberg have made campaign
promises to promote such out-of-

courtroom, anti-crime tactics.

At UCLA, such prevention
efforts are taking shape under a

program called Community

See BMCnON, pagel?^
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-^Oriented Policing, developed by
the campus police department.

"I think you have to have a

balance of education and
enforcement," Chapman said.

"Unfortunately, education does-

n't touch everyone - that is

"where enforcement has to come
in, because there are some peo-
ple who don't avail themselves
_Df (educational) methods."

Chapman worked as captain
of the West Hollywood sheriff's

department, where he saw how
crime-prevei^jon efforts can be
both effective and ineffective.

"We could educate the West
Hollywood community until we
were blue in the face, but it

wouldn't do any good because
people were coming from (other

places) to commit hate crimes,'*-

Chapman said. "We put deputies
under cover as gays, (and) we
were very successful in catching

and prosecuting some people
who were just focused on com-
ing in and committing hate
crimes."

Community-based'programs
such ^s this one, aimed at the

causes of crime, are the impor-
tant - but also neglected - issues

of the attorney general cam-
paign, UCLA professors said.

"The factors that determine
our crime rate are largely
immune to our system of crimi-

nal justice and punishment,"
Arenella said. "We need to be
reaching children who are at risk

at a very early age - the difficul-

ty with that is that we don't have
the resources to do it."

One campus law-enforcement
official said that the lack of
resources, not politics, is the rea-

son why preventive criminal jus-

jice doesn't work^^

"It's one thing to raise the flag

and say that it's a very good
thing to do," Chapman said.

"But unless you're with a police

department like UCLA which
has the backing of Murphy Hall,

you generally don't have the
funds to do it."

In spite of both Lungren and
Umberg's focus on crime,
UCLA legal experts said the job
of attorney general ironically
involves very little interaction

with the criminal justice system.
— "The Attorney General of-f
California can do very little

about crime," Arenella said.

"This race is no diffefent than
most state races, where each
candidate tries to show that
they're tougher, and that their

opponent loves criminals."

Above all. Bruin legal experts

said, voters' opinions drive how
Lungren and Umberg campaign
for attorney general this year.

"(Crime) is hot this year -

people running for office have
got to attract voters," Wiley said.

"It's the voters who get to say
what's important."

DUKE
From page 2

to end keg parties in exchange for

four open and two closed nights

of B.Y.O.B. parties.

Administrators rejected the plan,

but proposals spanning the spec-

trum from alcohol banishment to

no restrictions are being cfabated

by student groups throughout the

semester.

"A lot of the social scene is

automatic and non-thinking," said

19-year-oId sophomore David
Frankel of New York. "A lot of
freshmen come to party ^cause
they think they have to.

"But it's difficult to determine
whether a school's intellectual on
the surface," Frankel said. "If you
were in the dorm rooms at night,

you'd hear a lot of intellectual

debates."

Duke's self-scrutiny began in

1992 after a Founders Day
address by university English pro-

fessor and novelist Reynolds
Price. The private, Methodist-
affiliated school had veered from
its educational vision. Price said,

adding that the sentence most
heard in students' conversations

was, "I can't believe how drunk I

was last night."

"He's sort of looked upon as an

icon, an old giant," said John
Shepard, 38, president of Duke's
alumni chapter in Atlanta. "When
he says something, the university

feels obligated to listen."

The administration asked the

Rev. William Willimon. dean of
the Duke Chapel, to explore stu-

dents' social opportunities. He
spent five months attending par-

RUSSIAN

ties and interviewing students.

Willimon' s report in April 1993
portrayed an environment of
"anti-intellectualism" and exces-

sive drinking.

"We should spend more time
thinking about what is the best

possible way to live in this com-
munity," Willimon wrote, "and
then we should unashamedly ask

students to conform to this best

way."

Duke isn't on the top 20 party

list for this school year compiled
by The Princeton Review Student

Access Guide to The Best 306
Colleges, and the Blue Devils did-

n't make the cut in 1987, the last

year Playboy ranked the top 40
party schools.

Playboy was about to embark
on a follow-up survey but found
students in general didn't want to

be associated with a party school.

"It wasn't PC. It wasn't cool,"

said Elizabeth Norris, Playboy
spokeswoman. "We just wanted to

keep up with the times."

"No college in the country has

an administration that wants to

acknowledge that their students

are hell-bent on partying and
doing all they can to support the

local beer distributor," said Ed
Custard, a Princeton Review
author.

"And just because a place is a

party school is not a bad thing."

Custard said. **If just means there

are a lot of distractions. Unless a

student has a lot of self-discipline,

he may find that hard to handle. If

a kid can handle.that, fine."

From page 3

interest in Eastern European poli-

tics, Anderson said.

In addition, the Education
Abroad Program (EAP) has been
putting less enei;gy into expanding
its market in the Eastern Europe
area, said Rodney Sangster, the

regional director at the UC EAP
office.

There has been more uncertain-

ty immng students thinking about

pursuing degrees in Eastern
European and Russian studies,

Sangster said. Also, few students

have facility in languages of those

areas.

EAP has reciprocal programs
only with Budapest and Moscow.

"Hungary was the only commu-
nist society which had been liberal

See RUSSIAN, page 18
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WE GWE ««1SADE-IN^ CREDIT ON YOUR OLD PAGER——NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE
VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS & VOICE MAiy

PREFERRED PAGERS, INC.

(818) 783-«183

SYRA^bSE UNIVERSITY
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1 -800-235-34 72
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SYRACUSE ABROAD
Something to write home about!

• At SU's Strasbourg Center

• SU credit: communications, economics, French, German, fine arts,
^^

liistory, political scicrKC, humanities, philosophy, prc-architccture,

and psychology
^

• Courses in French or English

• Live with French hosts

• Earn a CertiHcate in Contemporary Europe in conjunction with
the Council of Europe

• Courscwork through Universitc de Strasbourg

• Women's Studies

Financial assistance available

BE PREPARED
Preparation begins with questions andinswen. Questions seem easy, but often don't get asked.

We believe the earlier and more often you ask questions, the sooner and better the answen.

Who will write your letters of recommendation?

Which of your past, aimnt, or future proftsson will write you rtcommendations? Do they know your intent?

Letten come from three sources: I) Academic Profs (ohen 2 science, I nonsdence), 2) Research Sources, and

3) Clinical/Odier Professionals. Demonstrate your competence, coinmitment, initiative, and integrity.

Where will you get your clinical experience? Will it involve primary care?

Primary Care Medicine (Family Hed, Internal Hed, Ob/Gyn. Pediatrics, and Geriatric) is die area of greatest

physician need, and undcrserved communities (often served by dinia) have die greatest primary care need.

Will you seek out long term (1+ yean) medical experience in a dinic. hospital, preceptorship. etc?

Will you do research? Whose lab? What problems are you interested in?

labwork is often tedious and slow-going. It makes all the difference in die world if ywi are in a lab with

people you like, working on a problem diat exdtesyw. Get die faculty activities directories (or die institutions

you are interested in. Talk to grad students and postdoo in various labs before committing. Attend group

meetings or journal dubs if you call, to see who's doing what, and who you "connect" with.

How will you keep your grades up? How docs each of your professors grade?

What does your professor stress on his/her tests? Text? Lecture? Are you using die experts (TA office hn)

to review the text/do extra problems? Do you have old tests to practice widi? What is your study plan?

Who will prep you for the April MCAT? When will you begin?

Mastering the April HCAT re()uires fluency in iU the hindamental concepts of first-year physia, bio, general chem,

and a good deal of organic How long has it been since you had these counes? Are there any rough spots?

What coune wiN give you die bsH preparation? Call around and compare. Our intensive 4S meeting. 12 week

coune begins lanuary 14th. but you can start reviewing widi our Home Prep Pad October 3lsL

Be Prepared* .A.

J^--,^

Enrolling now for Apr '95

PBOFESSIONtt
"^'""-"^

Como visit usi

Tug-Wgd-Thur. l-4pm
10883 Kinross (ow«ttwood)

208-5000

PREP COURSE
Early Discount

ends Oct. 31

800 MD-BOUND

•r ucs-uct 'txxA
UCI'UCIO wnEnmmiEnanrnmummiEsr

I /// ILJ^'
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PIZZA vsm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.

OR SACRAMENTO!

an18"

(it's huge!)
lliZS SANTA MONICA BLVD.

SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
I

15" Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

^ oniylSLtt

I
plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99

$119}
X-LARGE
All fM toppings

your heort desires

[_)Wd$l qndTOtel!OTEx-toqeJ8;_| L - 6-paCk Ol Coke

Thin or Thicli Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese avaibble upon request.

info Meetings:

TuesdayOct. 18, 12noon

Jhursday Oct. 20, 5 pm

Expo Center

311 Plaza Building

Call for Details:a
DeMlMSctiC 19941 825-0831

Dec Average 7.5 point

06,
'<?/

increase

Dec Average 214 point

odeSWo, increase

Jan Average 72 point

^h
increase

Increases independently verified by a Big Six accounting firm

Small Classes of 1 5 or Fewer

Live Teachers, NoTapes

Four Proctored & Computer-

Analyzed Practice Tests

Personalized Attention

Up-to-Date Materials

Guaranteed

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

Payment Plans

Classes Start This Week!

800-2-REVIEW
The Princeton Review k not affHi^ted with Princeton Univenity or the EducjUonal lestinq Service. (Thank qoodneis!)

Courses for the Dec. 3 LSATand Dec. 1 GRE begin October22

RUSSIAN
From page 17

enough," said Ivan Szelenyi, a
sociology professor who helped
found EAP's Budapest program
12 years ago. "It was an exciting

opportunity for American students

to learn a different culture."

The number of students going
to Hungary has mirrored the drop-
off in students who are interested

in Hungarian studies because of
the unstable situation abroad,
Sangster said.

"Many students tend to choose
countries that are more pre-
dictable," he said. ^

"

Such is tJie case with Russia.
Until two years ago there were
about SO EAP students per year
who studied in Russia for either

the fall or spring semesters. Now
that the number of students has
decreased to 30, only a fall semes-
ter program is offered, according
to Sangster.

"It's sad because Russia seeihs

out of control," said senior
Russian studies student Alex
Neder. "What's the solution to it?"

For the past several years, none
of the UC campuses have hosted
Russian EAP students, the main
reason stems from financial prob-
lems, said Sangster. When UCLA
had three Russian students as EAP
visiting scholars, the program gave
them full scholarships, said Jessica

van der Valk, UCLA's EAP coor-

dinator.

However, some say the real situ-

ation in Russia and other Eastern
European countries is not as bad as

it sounds.

Vyacheslav Ivanov, a professor

of Slavic languages and literature,

said UCLA still has many students

who are interested in Russia, espe-

cially compared to other universi-

ties, such as Stanford.

One of the reasons UCLA stu-

dents are not willing to study
Russian here is because they can
go there, Ivanov said. "We're
developing new connections to

Russia, which is good," he said.

Some students testified to this

new development.

"We have more opportunities to

interact with Russia, especially
culturally," Neder said. "Russian
artists are gaining recognition in

Western culture. It's a sign of
Americans accepting more of
Russian culture."

The recent media coverage of
crime in Russia - which has also

made students hesitant to study
Russian - has been exaggerated,
Ivanov said. "I spent months in

Moscow but nobody robbed me."
The department has introduced

a new class schedule to bring in

more students to Russian and
Eastern European studies. For
example, first-year Russian is

offered every quarter instead of
once a year.

HOMECOMING
From page 3

queen this year.'"

The beat went on this year.
Miss Black Student Movement,
Renee Alexander, did not make
the list of finalists. African
Americans were upset when the
Carolina Athletic Association,
which oversees homecoming,
refused to allow a write-in cam-
paign for her, and when the asso-

ciation proposed changing the
selection process, African
Americans saw it as a ploy to

impede the election of another
African-American queen.

In the end the one African-
American finalist, Monica
McLeod was elected, paving the

See HOMECOMma, pageli
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HOMECOMING
From page 18

way, no doubt, for a replay of the

differences next year.

At Georgia, there have been
two African-American queens and
two white ones in the last four

years. But this year African
Americans and whites couldn't

even agree on what homecoming
was about.

This year's theme was Glory
Days at Georgia, selected by an

all-white student committee to

evoke the early 1980s, when
Georgia was a football behemoth,
Herschel Walker was the best col-

lege player in the nation.

For African-American students

like Amyra Shaheed, a 20-year-old

music performance student who is

Miss Black UGA 1994, the term
^glory -days"_ evokes something
entirely different

"If it was about football, they

needed to go aliead and clarify it,"

she said. "If you say 'glory days'

to me, I think of a Confederate flag

and a giri in a belle dress. And if

there are any African Americans
there, they are slaves."

Even more troubling for African

Americans was the Miss
Homecoming selection process. A
panel of all-while judges selected

10 white semifinalists from an
original field of 38 candidates that

included seven minority students.

In response, the Minority
Student Alliance was formed. It

included African-American orga-

nizations, the Hispanic Student
Association, the Caribbean
Student Association, the Asian
American Student Association, the

Lesbian Gay Bisexual Student
Union and other groups. And it

called for the university not to

name a queen.

When the request was denied
many minority students, most of

ihem African Americans, staged a

boycott of the game and a protest

march in which they crowned five

of the seven minority contestants.

Even some minority students

say there is something a little nutty

over PC wars at homecoming.
"It's high school stuff," says

George Battle, the student body
president at North Carolina, who is

African American. "It uses up the

energy, time and resources that the

black community should apply to

those other issues."

COUGH
From page 3

adults is frequent.

Consequently, these findings

also may apply to college stu-

dents, Deville said. A 1990-91
study reported that 26 percent of a

group of 1 30 college students who
reported cough symptoms lasting

a week or more actually had con-

tracted whooping cough, accord-

ing to the Infectious Diseases
Division in Pediatrics at the

UCLA School of Medicine.

The next logical step, according

to Deville, is to consider immu-
nizing adults as well as children.

Since the current vaccine pro-
duces unpleasant side effects in

adults, the Pediatric Infectious

Diseases department wants to

begin studying new forms of vac-

cination that can be used on
adults, he said.

While the study's results sug-

gest a need for a new vaccine for

adults, Baraf said the problem is

not so pressing. He emphasized
the rarity of whooping cough, not-

ing that only 5,457 cases were
reported to the Center for Disease

Control during 1993 - as com-
pared with hundreds of thousands

for most major diseases.

Sec COUGH, page 20
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Andersen Consulting
Reouest For Interview Session

Date: Wednesday, November 2, 1994

Time: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Place: Griffin Commons
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From page 19

Baraf said the study has exag-
gerated the problem of adult infec-

tion. The study's antibody tests

are not sufficient to prove the
existence of infection. Baraf
explained.

"If the study were correct, we
would be able to trace many cases

of whooping cough in children to

^ adult health care workers," Baraf
said. "The fact is we haven't been
able to do that. I don't think (the

study's finding) is anything to

worry about."

Deville disagreed and defende

the significance of his study, call-

ing it the most comprehensive
study of pertussis infection in-

adults. Household contact studies

- in which specific cases of infect-

ed children were traced to adult

transmitters - corroborated the
findings, Deville said.

STANFORD
From page 8

mate.

As part of the settlement,
Stanford and the Navy both said

the university would withdraw its

pending action before the Armed
Services Board of Contract
Appeals that was aimed at getting

higher indirect cost rates for 1991
and 1992.

Before the complaint and
investigation, Stanford had
received an indirect cost rate of 70
percent on every government con-
tract, among the highest of
research universities throughout
the country. Stanford's rate was
reduced to 55.5 percent in the
wake of Congressional hearings
on the controversy. In its action
before the Armed Services Board,
Stanford had sought the full 70
percent.

The university now receives an
,

indirect cost rate of 58.3 percent,

but officials said comparisons to

previous rates were misleading
for two reasons. There is now a
ceiling on certain components on
indirect costs, and the indirect rate

no longer applies to all research
conducted at the university. Some
programs now have separate rates.

The controversy humbled the
university and the president at the

time, Donald Kennedy, was
embarrassed by being dressed
down before a congressional com-
mittee investigating the issue of
indirect costs, not only at Stanford
but at other leading universities.

Kennedy resigned the presidency
after 1 1 years because he said the

institution needed new leadership.

He remains a biology professor at

Stanford.

Casper, the current president,
said in his statement regarding the

settlement that private litigation

filed by Biddle remained out-
standing. Casper said the suit was
"without merit" and the university

would "vigorously defend itself."

CABBIES
From page 12

career change.

About the same time, it seemed
that livery cab drivers were under
siege, with every morning bringing
news of another robbery or murder.
Pabon met with many of these dri-

vers as part of his official duties and
their stories of fear and loneliness
struck him.

*There were not that many peo-
ple who addressed their concerns,"
he said. "It was only when a death
happened that there was any atten-

tion."

Market research was simple:

See CABBIES, page 21
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CABBIES
From page 20

Take a cab and ask the driver what
he did to get dirough the night All

had radios and most listened to

WADO, he said.

Pabon knew a disk jockey at the

station, whom he persuaded to let

him have a two-hour block - even if

it was in the dead spot of early
Friday morning. As for a sponsor,

he enlisted the owners of Gaseteria,

a Hispanic-owned chain of gas sta-

tions that is pop^lar with the drivers.

• His debut show surprised him:
most of the callers were women.
One spoke through tears, weaving a

woeful tale of how her husband was
shot while driving a cab. Other
voices were tinged with the fear of a
child waiting at home until Papi
called it a nighL

Drivers called in, too, relaying

the kinds of news items that never
made it to the general public.
Attempted robberies in Bushwick,
dozens of potential passengers near

Broadway clubs, police sweeps on
the Grand Concourse and similar

kinds of neighborhood tips that

could make the difference between
going home with a few bucks or
going to the hospital.

The mood is leavened with call-

in contests for cabbies and passen-

gers who vote on who runs the
better service: Diplo, Capri or who-
ever (the first three cabbie callers

get a free tank of gas). And there are

always the song dedications and
kisses and hugs from wives and
lovers.

"I even get messages from wives
who haven't seen their husband for

two days," he chuckled. "'If you're

out there, pass on by' !" they shout

into the phone.

Pabon still relies on skills from
his old career, inviting politicians

and city officials to discuss taxi reg-

ulations, insurance and police rela-

tions. Often, he said, the drivers

don't know whom to call for help

with problems like killer potholes.

RECRUITS
From page 14

how to throw hand grenades, and
how to survive 15-mile road march-
es with full field packs.

Webster was among the drill

sergeants who participated in the

Anny's experiment at coeducational

training last year when 10 integrated

companies went through Fort
Jackson, the Army's largest basic

training facility with about 40,000
recruits annually (About 65 percent

were male and 35 percent female
last year.)

The only differences will be in

physical fitness requirements.
" Women will have to do 20 fewer
pushups and six fewer situps and
have three more minutes to com-
plete the two-mile run than the men.

According to figures compiled by
the Army's Training and Doctrine
Command, which oversees Fort
Jackson, soldiers in integrated com-
panies with a 75-25 ratio demon-
strate better morale, more pride and
greater commitment to the Army
than those in mixed units with a 50-

50 ratio. While some men in coedu-
cational units complained about
unequal treatment. Army officials

said the performances of individual

soldiers and graduation rates in

those units were not adversely
affected.

One concern of all military offi-

cials who endorse coeducational
training is that of fraternization.

But Sgt. Barbara Davies, a drill

sergeant with an integrated company
last year, said that was not a major
problem.

Fort Jackson oflTicials said eventu-

ally 10 companies of recruits will be

fully integrated on a permanent basis

as a result of the new Army polrcy.
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Greeks must reject legacy of insensitivity
The vote that failed to

sponsor the Interfratemity

Council Tuesday evening

was a surprising victory foi^
students who spoke out

against the songbooks and

what they represented. Why
was it a victory? Not because

a segment of the population

was denied re^:ognition, but

because IFC now must re-

examine its efforts toward

change.

The debate sunx)unding

the sponsorship of IFC and

Panhellenic was just a

framework for a discussion

about the greek system's

history - a history so

established that dramatic

efforts must be made before

real change takes place.

The decision Tuesday
night symbolizes the

possibility of this change.

Despite a predominandy pro-

greek council, the vote didn't

pass, forcing IFC to initiate a

more intense self-scrutiny.

When offensive fraternity

songbook lyrics surfaced two
years ago, greek leaders

condemned them, assuring

that the lyrics were not

representative of the entire

system. But while the

songbooks prompted the

sponsorship debate, they '

were just the most recent

symbol of the greek system's

history of cultural

insensitivity. During 70 years

at UCLA, fraternities within

the greek system have

provided repeated examples

of this mentality, including

racist theme parties,

Wmnebagos sporting sexist

slogans and the recent

songbook lyrics.

After the songbooks

appeared, greek leaders

focused their attention on
change through alcohol

awareness programs,

community service projects

and an honor society.

But the dilemma is that

there's no quick fix to a

problem that's existed for

decades.

The recent positive

changes in the greek

system haven't addressed

the core issue . . . the

chronic cultural

insensitivity no one

seems to want to talk

about.

While the small steps

greek leaders have taken in

the past two years are

commendable, they're not

enough to make up for an

institution built on elitism.

Quite simply, the recent

positive changes in the greek

system haven't addressed the

core issue - the problem of

chronic cultural insensitivity

no one seems to want to talk

about.

What is a lacking is a real

commitment toward

addressing the cultural

ignorance and hatred the

songbooks represent, and

what is lacking is an intense

self-scrutiny.

Leaders of the greek

system have condemned the

songbooks, but they haven't

spoken out against the real

problem - the environment

that created them.

In order for the system to

make real change, its

members must come
together as a community of

individuals to identify the

problem.

If nothing more,

Tuesday's vote re- ^
emphasizes the constant

need to respect the cultural

diversity within today's

society, not only at UCLA
and not only on the part of

members of the greek

system, but by society at

large.

So while perhaps only a

few want to admit it, there

were a lot more forces at

work Tuesday night than the

issue of whether fraternities

and sororities comply with

the student government

bylaws.

Had that been the case,

Panhellenic - whose
structure is similar to IPC's -

would not have been

sponsored. The deciding

factor was the memory of the

songbooks and the pain they

caused. But sponsorship

does not absolve Panhellenic

of the responsibility to make
dramatic change, as well.

The system is missing a

sense of self-analysis and a

commitment to making
legitimate reforms. The vote

Tuesday night can be a first

step toward change. Just

because its bid for

sponsorship failed, IFC
should not be cut off from
dialogue with other groups -

now is the time for even

more of an effort to

understand perspectives.

But what must come first

is an acknowledgment of the

real problem - and the

strength to begin self-

examination.

Only then will it be a true

victory.

Viewpoint

Representing students means working on real issues
By York Chang

Thefollowing is the USAC external vice

president's official stance on IFC responsor-

ship.

Student government and students alike

should realize that this should not be the

biggest issue that this student council deals

with. If this issue becomes such, and elec-

tions are won and lost on this issue, then

there is something terribly wrong. Students
- greek. Student Advocacy Group (SAG)
members or otherwise - should be asking

very critically, "Why is this council expend-
ing all of its energy and time on this? Is this

the most important issue affecting students

on this campus?"
Why is this sponsorship issue defined as

the "mission" of student government? And
does it follow that if we do not sponsor a

group according to the criteria of sponsor-

ship, that we have failed in representing stu-

dents? No. I disagree.

What representation of students means, at

least to the external vice president's office

and hopefully the rest of the council, is

working on real issues, on advocating for

__^ Daily Bruin -
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 825-9898

our right to educational access. And when I

say "real issues" I mean that if 1 ) the regents

decide on the 1 8 percent mid-year fee

increase to cover state budget shortfalls, 2)

initiatives pass on the ballot that endanger
the very existence of financial aid for every-
body, including greeks and SAGs and 3)

Proposition 1 87 passes and endangers access
to education for students of color, if all that

happens while we duke out sponsorship,

then yes, student government has failed in

its mission and has not represented students.

Students should hold us to it, call us out
when we are wasting their time and money
and when no one speaks out on issues that

directly affect them. But know this: The 30
students on staff in the external vice presi-

dent's office and others on council are

extremely inflamed that wfrhave been quali-

fied by some as "failures" in our "mission"
when we bust our asses, sometimes eight to

10 hours a day, to represent, oi;ganize and
fight for students - ALL STUDENTS - on
the issues mentioned above.

But if the student government is going to

be looking at issues, then let's clarify them.
USAC should be looking at a clear defini-

tion of sponsorship and what sponsorship

means to a legitimate student government.
We have to identify that sponsorship is not

about money or office space. The criteria for

sponsorship should be based on the need for

representation and support for groups that

are traditionally and presently underrepre-

Why is this sponsorship issue

defined as the "mission" of

student government?

sented on a socioeconomic level, that have
historically in our society been denied

access to decisionmaking power, wealth and
representation. This is the same criteria used
in the United States Student Association and
State Student Associations across the coun-
try.

Sponsorship is NOT a test of legitimacy

for a population. Think about it. If it takes

13 students sitting around a table to legit-

imise an organization, then maybe there

needs to be a re-evaluation of that organiza-

tion's concept of legitimacy. Sponsorship

should also not be a forum for power plays

or ego trips. If sponsorship has been used in

the past as a test of legitimacy, or as a privi-

lege, then it is a mistake, an inconsistency

and an injustice that student government has
diluted and misinterpreted the intent and
responsibility of sponsorship: student gov-
ernment's commitment to making sure that

all students, including traditionally under-

represented populations, have access to rep-

resentation and support. Underrepresented

students are just struggling to defend what
they have fought long and hard for. These
organizations' common goals and purposes,

bom out of socioeconomic oppression, are

about the empowerment, support and educa-
tion of their communities. To say that they

should be classified with groups who do not

have the same history or goals is a disser-

vice.

This student government needs to stay

true to its responsibility and focus its enei^y
on other issues that have a direct relevance

to its constituencies, or it may be in danger
of becoming the definition of illegitimate,

and then it won't matter who we sponsor.

I've already spent too much lime on this ...

Chang is th^ undergraduate student

government external vice president.
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Column

In the 'time of dying'
"In my time ofdying, I want

nobody to mourn.
^-~ All I wantfor you to do is to take

my body home
So I can die easy."

Led Zeppelin

"In My Time Of Dying"

Roxy ..." my mother's voice

called out timidly from the

answering machine. "Your
Uncle Leo is in the hospital. He's "

~

dying. He may last a week or he

may not last the night Wfe don't

know."

So, I thought to myself. His time

has come. My ^^^m^^mi^m

Roxane

Marquez

Uncle Leo the

former

Berkeley radi-

cal, my Uncle

Leo whose fun-

damentalist sis-

ters warned him
about his

inevitable

damnation

when he

revealed that he

was gay, my
Uncle Leo the

family's first

UCLA law school graduate, my
Uncle Leo the family's first AIDS
victinL,

In many ways, he was my men-
tor. He taught me to question

authority, to remember my roots, to

know that even though Ecclesiastes

3:1-8 is humanity's lifelong reality,

in the end, all we really need is

love.

Oh, uncle. I guess the angels are

calling.

• • •

From ages seven to 1 7 there

were two days I hated - Sundays
and Tuesdays.

On Sundays, Uncle Leo forced

my sister and I to accompany him
to the San Gabriel Mission to

receive our weekly dose of

Catholicism.

And on 'Riesdays I had piano

lessons. I wanted to learn to play

the guitar, but my nK)ther said no,

that I had her mother's "piano fin-

gers" and that learning to play

piano would teach me something

"valuable." Uncle Leo, her brother,

agreed heartily.

If only they knew what Mrs.

Schwartz, my redheaded piano

teacher, really tried to teach me.

Mrs. Schwartz despised hippies.

And when she wasn't teaching me
antebellum parlour songs or swing

tunes from the '40s - "my era,"

she'd croon - Mrs. Schwartz would
proselytize about how the '60s

ruined America. "Those dirty, lazy

hippies - when being ugly was 'in.'

It just goes to show you how youth

is wasted on the young!"

I wondered if she knew that my
mother and Uncle Leo had practi-

cally been hif^ies themselves.

Jocial activists," my mother liked

to say.

Hmmm. At any rate, the two for-

mer "social activists" liked to talk

politics, and I often found Uncle

Leo sitting at the kitchen table rant-

ing and raving about what a disas-

ter it was that Reagan had been

re-elected as my mother stood over

the,stove cooking dinner.

This is how I discovered them
one evening when I came home
from my piano'lesson. Upon seeing

Uncle Leo seated at the kitchen

table, I scowled. Uncle Leo never

talked about fun stuff. Only about

school and grades and going to col-

lege .someday. Out of all my
cousins, he always bugged me the

most about these things.

"Hi Roxane," he greeted me.'

"How is schoolgoing?"

"Fine, I guess. I'm trying out for

San Gabriel High's cheerieading

squad in a few weeks."

He sighed. "That's a waste of

time. Your cousin Cheryl did that

and look at her now - she's no

longer headed for college. Go for

the debate team instead."

"When are you going to stop

telling me what to do?" I cried.

_"You think you know everything."

"Don't speak that way to your

uncle," my nwther reprimanded

me.

"Well it's true," I retorted.

"You're just like the priests you

take me to every Sunday. *II)o this,

don't do that.' Why don't you get

some kids of your own so you can

tell them what to do?"

He glanced at the kitchen table.

"Well, my nieces and nephews are

my children," he replied. "Besides,

I know you'll like college. Some of

the best years of my life were in

college."

'Tou were a hippie in college," I

said.
,

"Social activisC my mother cor-

rected me.

"So what if I wasT' Uncle Leo
snapped.

"Well, Mrs. Schwartz said that

hippies didn't take baths and didn't

pay their taxes and now every-

body's having se)^ with everyone

and doing drugs. She says it proves

how youth is wasted on the young."

The two of them glared at me.

Finally, Uncle Leo spoke.

"Is that so? Well, just remember
that if it hadn't been for us, you
wouldn't be where you are now. "t

Living in an all-white neighbor-

hood. Sitting wherever you wanted

when you take the RTD to school.

Having boys' and giris' sports. You
have more opportunities than your

mother and I ever did at your age

and ail because of lazy hippies like

us."

"Hmph. You make it sound like

you guys changed the worid," I

deadpanned.

"Well in a lot of ways, maybe we
did!" Uocle Leo declared. "Do not

forget, my dear, that you are only a

generation away from poverty. If I

want you to succeed in school it is

only because it's school or nothing

- you have nothing to fall back on.

And don't disrespect me with this

anti-hippie talk. You'd better

remember who's really on your

side. In the '60s, we used to say, 'If

you're not for us, you're against us,'

so know what side your bread is

buttered on."

That shut me up.

• • •

When my mother informed me
that Uncle Leo was gay, that the

fundamentalist Christians in the

family were incensed and that was
why Uie last couple of family

reunions had been tense, I was
mildly surprised. When she

informed me two years later that he

had AIDS, I was devastated - and

disillusioned.

My uncle was a good man.

Nobody deserves AIDS, but it

seemed a particulariy harsh sen-

tence for my uncle, who did noth-

ing but be at the wrong place at the

wrong time. Uncle Leo was not

perfect, but he was kind-hearted -

never hypocritical or intolerant. He
lived aiid let live.

I wish I could say the same of

others.

Last week was Coming Out
Week. Last week I received the
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phone call from my mother inform-

ing me that Uncle Leo was in the

hospital - for good. Last week
judgmental religious fanatics

appointed themselves the mouth-

piece for God and carried signs

around Westwood Plaza announc-

ing the coming damnation of all

homosexuals and bisexuals.

I tried not to think of such people

as I waited across the su^eet from

Murphy Hall for my friend Juan to

take me to Kaiser Hospital in

Hollywood to see my uncle.

I tried instead to think of every-

thing Uncle Leo told ine a year and

a half ago. He had taken me to a

nearby park because he knew he

was dying and, as he had said, "I

want to give you the wisdom I've

picked up throughout my life." At

the time, I felt so overwhelmed by

the prospect of him dying that it

proved difficult to really listen to

everything he said. This was my
last chance to ask him.

I didn't get to. One "last step" of

AIDS is dementia, and by the time

we arrived at the hospital, my uncle

had reached that point.

I walked into the pale hospital

room and sat down beside him.

"How is your campaign?" he

inquired.

I stared at him. His eyes could no
longer see. His stomach could no

longer hold food. He seemed to be

decaying before my eyes.

"For what?" I asked.

"Forjudged he responded.

, "Oh thaC I answered, a little "\

bewildered. "It's going just fine.

I'm so glad I picked law for my
profession, just like you told me to."

He smiled as I held his hand. My
mother told me eariier that Uncle

Leo had expressed that he'd lived a

very full and fortunate life. And
Juan reminded me that my uncle

was suffering, that death might not

be such a bad thing for him.

I thought about their comments
and about the anti-gay signs I'd

seen earlier that week that promised

fire and brimstone for people like

my uncle. I smiled. At that point, I

had one thing to say to such bigots

-fuck you. FUCK YOU.
Because the Uncle Leo. as I

knew him, is dead. It will only be a

matter of time before he truly pass-

es away. And I know that if there is

a heaven, and if there are angels, he

will soar high with the best of

them.

The angels are calling, uncle. Go
to them.

Assistant Viewpoint Editor Roxane

Marquez is afourth-year student

double majoring in history and
Englisli/American studies.
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Viewpoint

USAC must initiate more communication on canipus
By Rob Qreenhaigh

This letter was also sent to

USAC members, campus organiza-

tions and newsmagazines.

Dear campus organizations,

TWo nights ago, when USAC
voted against the responsorship of

the Interfratemity Council, the

undergraduate student council

turned its back on the largest mem-
bership group at UCLA. The issue

of greek responsorship has

remained the most contentious

issue student government has had to

confront. TWo nights ago, the

debate continued: The well-known

arguments were again heard, and

the decision to reject BFC was ren-

dered. On the surface, the issue

may seem resolved, but the fact is,

NOBODY won Tuesday evening.

The campus still remains divided

by bitterness and misunderstanding.

If anything has been made clear,

it is that there is an incredible lack

of communication between oi^gani-

CLAY PIG
(t

zations on this campus - oi;ganiza-

tions divided nx)re by misunder-

standing than by disagreement.

Unfortunately, the issues which

ai^)ear to divkle them are only dis-

cussed when responsorship is

placed on the agenda.

During my lime at UCLA, I have

never seen the InterFratemity

Council and all of the groups argue

against responsorship and construc-

tively discuss their concerns in the

same room, outside the context of a

USAC meeting. This is not to say

ROEL BAUTISTA
EXCUSE f^E

, GUrS, I'VE.

ALWAys WoNPeREP. . .

WHAT pots
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STANP FOR

?
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.

NOPE, PARK My
SUftARU,

that this has not been attempted, but

each attempt has failed. Where have

all the groups who complain about

the lack of communication been in

the past when these types of meet-

ings have been organized?

If we arc ever truly to resolve the

conflicts which surround the

responsorship issues, then dialogue

must continue even after the votes

are cast and counted. Max
Espinoza, MEChA's education

coordinator, probably said it most

clearly when he was quoted in

Wednesday's Daily Bruin as say-

ing, "This issue is not over." I agree

with him wholeheartedly. But, in

reality, the issue will be over, at

least until the next time responsor-

ship is put on the USAC agenda,

unless steps are taken to bring orga-

nizations to the table outside of

USAC.
Every group which debated the

responsorship issue Tuesday night

has to participate in this dialogue.

Otherwise, their talk is simple

rhetoric unsupported by actbn. All

parties involved in this sensitive,

ongoing debate should come
together, face to face and woric

TOGETHER toward developing a

greater understanding of one anoth-

er. The time has come for us to hold

each other accountable for the ideas

expressed last Tuesday.

I will hold USAC accountable

for coordinating the communication

effort as it should have been done in

the past. General Representative

Marwa Kilani has agreed to orga-

nize discussion forums with the

help of the Conflict Mediation

Program located in the Ombuds
office. I will make.sure that USAC
will follow through on its responsi-

bility to foster this exchange.

If the groups that argued for

'

more communication do not partic-

ipate, then they are being hypocriti-

cal. It is tinie for all of us to address

the strong views expi^essed last

Tuesday USAC will facilitate the

communication, but all the parties

with concerns must be included. If

not, the status quo will continue,

and it will be another year of empty
rhetoric. Let's begin rebuilding our

polarized campus community.

Greenhalgh is the undergraduate

student government president.
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Arts & Entertainment
Expo journeys to Far
Chinese exhibit

showcases 7,000

years of invention

By Jenny Hsieh

The time is 105 A.D. The set-

ting is ancient China. An aged
craftsman carefully chums a con-
coction of tree bark, rope ends,
rags and worn-out fishing nets
with glue in a bamboo tub. With
practiced fingers, he strains the

thinned mixture through a flat rec-

tangular sieve and proceeds to

press the topmost layer of the

residue onto a smoothed rock.

That layer of precipitate, the

oldest surviving piece of paper in

the world, was discovered in a

tomb from the northern provinces
of China.

A demonstration of the
unchanged papermaking tech-
niques employed by craftsmen
nearly 2,000 years ago can still be
observed at the Asian Pacific
Mart, at the continuing exhibit of
"The Chinese Science and Arts
Expo: A 7.000 Year Odyssey."
As visitors enter the showroom,

the towering wood and bamboo
draw loom entices the eye. One
man sits high on the second story

of the loom and signals the
changes in color and pattern as the

second sits ground level and
weaves. On an uneventful day.

See EXPO, page 33

K.C. FINDELSEN
A weaver demonstrates two-sided silk embroidery, highlighted at
the "Chinese Science and Arts Expo: A 7,000 Year Odyssey."

Actors Brian O'Halloran (left) and Jeff Anderson star in Kevin Smith's film, Clerks.

Writer-director

gets more than

he bargains for
By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Kevin Smith, director of the
independent film Clerks, remem-
bers this highlight of his days
behind the counter at a Quick Stop
in New Jersey:

. "There was one time where
there was this dude, you know how

^ihey have those take-a- penny,
leave-a-penny cups? I think he
bought something that came out to

be $2.01 and he handed me a twen-
ty dollar bill, so I gave him back
his change. $17.99, and he's 111

tries to say nothing
'What the hell arc you doing?' He
looks at the take-a-penny cup. I'm
like, 'What?' 'What's this for?' 'It

says take a penny if you need it.'

He's like, 'Well?' I said, 'First off,

if you have a twenty dollar bill you
obviously don't need it, and second
of all, I'm not going to do the work
for you. I'm not going to get that

penny for you. Reach down and get

it yourself.' He says, 'Oh, this is

ridiculous.' I said, 'Why? Why
should I be responsible for this?'

He says, 'Forget it, give me my
money back.'"

The anecdote reveals Smith's
class-conflict attitude, his uncoop-
erative cash register jockey
demeanor and his willingness to be
in-your-face and antagonistic. The
three themes run straight down the

middle of Clerks.

fhe antagonism is especiaRy

prevalent in Randall, the more
aggressive of the two heroes. As
the guy behind the counter of the

local video store, Randall lashes
out at defenseless - although some-
times foolish - customers.
"Randall's the guy you most want
to be in life," laughs Smith,
"always has the right thing to say at

the right moment, balls-to-the-wall

courageous."

It's Smith's theory that this war-
ranted invective has a function in

modem society. "The last bastion
of revolution is at a minimum wage
job," he says, "where you've got
nothing to lose. You can't go any-
where but up so you might as well
say what you feel."

Smith said what he felt in

Clerks. And the film was given an

-dee v^M¥N| pa^e 3^

In the 'heart

of the storm'

Photographs featured in

the J. Paul Getty Museum's
exhibition, "Northern
California Pictorialism"

(clockwise from upper
right): Dorothea Lange's
"HopI Man" (1926); Louis
Reckensteln's untitled

portrait of Arthur Kales
(1920); Emily Pitchford's

"Suspense" (1908); and
William Mortensen's
"Human Relations"

(1932). The exhibit runs
through Nov. 27.

Getty's exhibit mixes romanticism, impressionism, realism

By Nadia Ripper

Thoughts of romanticism, impres-
sionism and symbolism bring images of
paintings to mind. Transposing the
emotional aspect of these styles to a
photograph, creates the artistic style
known as pictorialism.

Exhibited at the J. Paul Getty
Museum, "Northern California
Pictorialism" contains 42 photographs
from the first half of the century. The
photographs, often resembling the
more hazy style of sketches or paint-
ings, consist of strikingly moody, emo-
tional photographs, landscapes and
studies of form.

Pictorialism arose around the turn of
the century in retaliation to the com-
mercialized direction photography was
taking with the development of simpli-

fied processing methods and the hand
held camera. TTie pictorialist attempted
to turn photography into a distin-
guished art form to oppose the "run-of-

the-mill" everyday photographs.

Pictorialist photographs depict the

content of the picture from an alterna-

tive angle, revealing yet concealing
emotion at the same time. There is

something calm and emotional in each
work, yet it is difficult to place the
exact feeling each one evokes.

As with their innovative approach to

tite content, the photographers went so
far as to alter even the methodology of

creating negatives and prints, experi-
menting with new papers and mixing
other media with their photography to

achieve the tones they wanted.

"(Are) we not living in an age in

which we are free, reasonably so, to do
as we please? Who is going to limit
himself to one tool when two or more
will make his workmanship more beau-
tiful? I claim the right to run the gamut
from a lens to a shoe-brush to gain a

desired effect." These were the words
of Anne Brigman, the "unofficial leader

of pictorial photographs in Northern
California."

Brigman heavily combined her pho-
tographs with brushwork, lending a soft

and romantic tone to her photographs.
Using natural scenes, the figures in her

photographs mirror nature extensively.

Brigman was one of the first to photo-
graph nude figures in landscape. She
brings a sense of unity between humans
and nature in her photos through this

method.

In "The Heart of the Storm."
Brigman brings humans and nature into

the same frame, twisting trees around
two figures sheltering themselves from
a storm. The photograph is touching
and evocative, appearing almost reli-

giously somber. The figures become a
part of the scenery, drawing the mood
and the paper into one final image.

Along the same lines of subtle mood-
iness, Emily Pitchford's "Suspense"

creates a sense of eerie wonderment.
Pitchford gives the viewer two figures

looking out of a window. She conceals
the figures' faces from view carefully,

revealing only as much as she must.
The picture is not meant to be a profile

of the figures in the scene, but the aura
of the entire scene and the mood of the

frame come across clearly. The strength

of her figures, clear shapes and lines,

combined with a misty supernatural
overtone still forces the viewer to won-
der what lies beyond the window and
where the minds of the figures are wan-

See PICTORIAUSM, page^

/
^irita
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Friday, October 21st

2-4:PM
Macgowan Hall

1340

Gale LaJoye.

Theater Workshop

"/4 hilarious

modern-day Charlie

Chaplin
.it

Info: 825-8025

Thursday, October 20

Exhibitions

Fowler Museum of

Cultural History
"Spirits As People: Figurative

I

Sculpture Of The Baule Peoples,

Cdte D'tvoire, West Afiica"

Now through March
Fowler Museum, free

Info: 206-5663

I

Featuring more than 40 wooden

sculptures from the late- 1 9th tojnid

20th centuries. Known as waka

I

sranmu, wooden persons, these

human images represent spirits of

the blolo, or the "other world."

Irangeles: Iranians in Los Angeles

Nowthrough November
Fowler Museum, free

Info: 825-4361

Photography exhibition featuring

works by Ali Reza Dadgar, Payam

Farrahi, Taranch Hemami, and others.

Samahang Pilipino

I

Kalayaan: Our History In Pictures

Now through Oct. 29th

Kerckhoff Art Gallery, free

Info: 447-9212

I

In honor of Pilipino American

History Month, and in their eCForts

of saving Tagalog in the UCLA
curriculum, Samahang Pilipino is

running this exhibit celebrating

Pihpino history and their contribu-

tion to the American culture.

School of the Arts and

Architecture
[Architecture and Urban Design

Free. Info: 825-6335

I

Exhibitions now on display include:

I

Master and Architecture Thesis

Projects: 1994 (in PerioffHall,

Gallery 1220), and Upstairs Down
(Wight Art Gallery). Events pre-

sented include student and faculty

recitals, lectures, and performances.

All Month
Film
Gaumont Presents:

A Century of French Cinema.

Now through December
$5 general $3 students

lnfo:206-FILM

For ten weeks this fall, one of the

world's oldest film companies,

Gaumont, will be celd)rated for

producing some of the greatest

French fihns. From 1895 until the

present day, Gaumont has continu-

ously produced, exhibited, and

distributed films of its century-old

history. This retrospective traces

the development of French cinema

while offering a unique overview of

European history.

Poetry Readings
Readings at the Hammer

Armand Hammer Museum, free

Info: 443-7000

As ofThursday, Oct. 20th, a

monthly poetry reading series will

be held at the Armand Hammer

Museum of Art and Cultural Center

inWestwood. Reading will be given

by highly-acclaimed poets from

around the country.

Theater

STOMP!!
8 PM, Wadsworth Theater

Now through Oct. 23rd

$13 students, $35 general

Info: 825-2101

This international British hit theater

production sprung from the under-

ground music clubs of Britain and

were influenced by its urban street.

These eight performers have made a

bangfiill sensation at each of their

international engagements in

London, Scotland, Canada and

Australia. Now they are dazzhng

L.A. audiences. A must see!!!

Readings at the Hammer
Thom Bunn

Armand Hammer Museum, free

Info: 443-7000

Initiating the Hammer poetry series

this <!iuarter is: Thom Buim, author of

eight volumes ofpoems- the most

recent ofwhich is "The Man with

Night Sweats."

Friday, October 21

Theater/Workshop
Gale LaJoye
2:00 PM, Macgowan (Rm. 1340)

Free. Info: 825-8025

One-Man independent Clown show

and Workshop. (See picture on left).

UK/LA Film Festival

Scottish Retrospective:

The Blue Boy
8 PM. Laemmle's Sunset Five

$5 general, $3 students

lnfo:2064=ILM

Directed by Paul Murton in 1993,

this film features a couple with a

mysterious and troubled past.

Dreamlike, beautifully constructed

and shot, this psychological drama

unfolds with superb performances

and a taut script.

Saturday, October 22
Theater
Gale LaJoye: Snowflake

2 PM & 7 PM Freud Playhouse

$20 general. $9 students

Info: 825-2101

(Combining the simple and qxritual

tradition of the fool with the

eccentric and silly behavior of the

clown. Gale LaJoye charms audi-

ences of all ages with his sweet and

clever antics.

Sunday, October 23
Gaumont Presents

A Propos De Nice/ LAtalante

7:00 PM. Melnitz Theater

$5 general $3 students

lnfo:206-FILM

Propos de Nice, directed in 1930 by

Jean Vigo, enlists sexual imagery to

explode d seemingly conventional

travelogue. Followed by L 'AtalantCy

also directed by Vigo, made in 1 934,

synthesizes the naturalism found in

films pre-World War I and the formal

experiments and surrealism ofthe 20s.

Noon Concert
The Fresh Fruit

2 PM. Armand Hammer
Free. Info: 443-7000

As patttyfthe Armand Hammer
"World in Music" series. The Fresh

Fruit}2az ensemble will performjazz

music with a twist. Take the campus

shuttle (MAXXAM) directly there.

A word from the editor...

To have your arts-related events

hsted, please forward your informa-

tion and/or pictures with 10 days

prior notice to the date you want the

event/s to run. Send your inform^i-

tion to: ArtsPage Editor, c/o SCA
Offices 10880 Wilshire Bh'd., Suite

1616, LA 90024. For further inquires

leave message at 794-8960, or fax to

myattention794-8959.... Thanks!

Monday, October 24
Melnitz Movies
TTie Last Seduction

7:30 PM. Melnitz Theater

Free. Info: 825-2345

A sexy modem fihn noir fi-om director

John Dahl. Features one of the most

cold-hearted and ruthtlessy^mme

fatales ever to execute a double-

cross. Be prepared for a
' rollercoaster of twists and turns.

Tuesday, October 25
Gaumont Presents
Antoine Et Antoinette

7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater

$5 general $3 students

lnfo:206-FILM

Directed by Jacques Becker in 1946,

it tells a story of a quiet film about a

quiet love affair between a printer

and a salesgirl. . . the essence of life in

the Paris "Faubourgs": the streets of

the 18th arrondissement at the time

when poverty and the idyll of a

young couple were still the rule.

Wednesday, October 26
Melnitz Movies
The Mask

7:30 PM. Melnitz Theater

Free. Info: 825-2345

Following the screening, UCXA
Alunmus Michael Werb who wrote

the screenplay for this summer 's

blockbuster hit. The Mask, will be

returning to campus to speak about

the film and his experiences.

Date Event

Now- 10/23 STOMP

10/22 Gale LaJoye "Snowflake"

\om-19 Keith Terry ACROSSPULSE

1(V29 Burton/ Parris/Hollydiv

10^ . Bl^dtVDices

10^ RakiGkAh6ni,pittio

11/4-5 RindEdcert
"The (^rtentngftfThwias D'

11/4-5 ONfcrti^l^ase
"La Ottin^ Blanche"

SCA
Price

Reg.
Price

On
Sale

$13.00 $35.00 rww

$8.00 $70.00 IWW

$8.00 C5.00 now

moo $M.00 now

$8.00 $25.00 now

$800 $25.00 now

$8.00 $2liOO now

$10.00 00.00 now

TteICLA StudentCohmiiMm fortlMArts Sttbsidtei tidb^

forpdormaMCS in tbisboi.CR(^§Pm^l,p^n^
•bove, b one^the conccrti tliatUOA^li^ areiA^ to

attmi4 fortaMtfuiAtliepriceorastadaMjfcl^ Askfer

yiMrSC4 tkktls at CTO:^^4101

I Whrf«MTWi Vl>«* !• iMfhiiwl •»<«> Thurid«y by lh« ua> 8hid«< Co»niai« For »• Art*. •• p^ of < nftfii rWM^ltl To 9at your •twm Mad in ttMcalcndw.caN 794-8060 J. CtMMOX

ILE.M. Monster (Warner Bros.)

What at first sounds like Achtung
Stipeyjs actually the hard-rifflng

grungefest longtime fans have been
waiting for. The album is well-
named, though the beast is twofold:

Sdpe's voice gets distorted through
filters, phasers, rcverbs and portable

cassette players, while Peter Buck's

feedback-drenched guitar sounds
like itjust rose up through the depths

of Loch Ness. As do the other play-

ers, Mike Mills turns an off-key tack

piano into the subliminal hook of the

year, while guest vocalist Thurston

Moore provides comic relief on an
amusing Roxy Music parody. And
for those who think the newfound
subtlety in Bill Berry's drumming
lackspower, check out what he does

on"S^69."M.T. A

Kicking Giant Alien I.D. (K)
On their first proper full-length LP,

Kicking Giant realizes the potential

only hinted at in their previous cas-

sette releases. With guitars blazing,

the title track rips open the album
with the ferocity of a Fugazi anthem
The song's energy is surprising,

coming from a mere duo that Lois

Maffeo dubbed, one of the three

"butch/femme" combos working in

show business.

Then again, with the rhythmic
sense and posture of a Moe Tucker
(Velvet Underground), drummer
Rachel Cams pounds as hard as any
rocker. Guitarist/vocalist Tae Won
Yu uses a variety of textures and sur-

faces to distinctly characterize each
song. Moving from surf-inspired

licks tQ ambient soundscapes, the

song order makes the album rarely

uninteresting; even the spoken word
piece found in the middle (written

and performed by Sue Fox in valley

girl meter) feels at home on this

album. Not every song here is a hit

nor should be, but the album has a

completeness to it that most "great-

est hits" packages lack. L.K. A-

Heavenly The Decline And Fall

Of Heavenly (K) The playful
music's fun, fun, fun, a bit reminis-

cent of The Housemartins, but even
more skewed: snatches of strings

that come out of nowhere and disap-

pear, horn sections whose players

sound like they have their lead
sheets upside down and chord pro-

gressions that defy your subcon-
scious expectations. In this perky
context, lyrics like "Cut myself/And

then I cut my skin/Hurt
myself/Instead of hurting him" func-

tion as a parody of fatalistic romanti-

llLI1.''Honster

cism, the kind of stuff Morrissey and
other malcontents take seriously.

Still, Amelia Fletcher isn't as invul-

nerable as she would like - she
always seems to fall for the worst of

cads, the charming man, a shortcom-

ing charmingly revealed in the end-

lessly repeatable "Modestic."
Entertaining, but one small request:

How about a second half as exciting

as the fu^t? M.T. R+

Body CountBom Dead (Virgin)

Two years after drawing a lot of
media attention by virtue of their

song "Cop Killer," Ice-T's metal
experiment, Body Count, continues

its crusade against prejudice with

another installment of angry music
and graphic lyrics. And, once again,

while addressing racism. Body
Count convincingly breaks the color

barrier in extreme metal. Althay^
the controversy potential of §orn
Dead doesn't even come close to

that of the band's earlier album.
Body Count's styles and strategies

remain largely the same. Themes
range from patent egocenuicism to

sincere and serious social commen-
tary. Body Count also generates a

range of musical tones - from the

slow, hatefully calculated pace of
"Masters of Revenge" to high-
speed, guitar-driven u^cks such as

"Who Are Your ' and "Drive By." In

addition,- a passable cover of the

Hendrix classic "Hey Joe" allows

Body Count to probe a bit deeper
into themselves emotionally and
artistically. The song is also a fitting

tribute to an earlier African-
American pioneer in a white-domj-

nated music culture.

With Born Dead, Body Count
again thrashes out an intense album
with an important message and a

unique sound, and successfully
defies all naysayers who insist Ice-T

ought to stick to rap. Body Count is,

and will continue to be, a real force

on the metal scene. J.S. B+

They Might Be Giants John

Henry (Elektni) Hate they ditch thej /

two geeks and their IBMs concept

for a crack studk) band, even invit-

ing guitar legend Robert (^ine to

wail on two tracks. Caning up their

music to the worid sounds like a step

in the right direction, and certainly

their multi-genre goofs and colle-

giate humor survive the transition.

But the songs themselves aren't

nearly as catchy as the ones,on the

debut or the first side of F/m>^. After

all, a good melody, like "Don't Let's

Start" or'^Biidhouse In Your Soul,"

should jiimp right up and grab you,

right? When they title the first song

"Subliminal," it woilcs as an unin-

tentional irony, portending the mild-

ly interesting things to come. You
begin to miss the charm of the origi-

^

nal conception - who would have

thought pre-programmed beats and
riffs would have more verve and
spontaneity than live players? Hmm
... maybe two geeks and their IBMs
wasn't just the concept. Maybe it

was the secret. M.T. B
M

Re\iews by Michael Tatum, Lewi
Kano ana John Sabatini.

Sugar

f

File Under: Easy Listening A
Liz Phair Wtiip-Smart A
James Wah Wah A-

Slayer Divine intervention A-
L7 Hungry for Stink A-

Soupdragons Hydrophonic B+
Pet Shop Boys Disco 2 B4
SIsta 4AiitheSistas... B
Eric Clapton From the Cradle B-

Mighty Mighty Bosstones Question the Answers C+
SInead O'(;onnor Universal Mother C

MANN

Westwood
VILLAGE
961 Broxton (^l5-4;45)-7JO-10;i
208-5576 S«l/S«n(11:45-2:15r4:45)-730-iai5-12:45

Till Sitcltlist (RJ
0:15

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Tli« tNtlalifl (R)

1313 3r(l SL Pfotneiade (1:45-4:30)-7;15-10.t)0
395-1599 FrVS«t/Sun(11;15-1:45-4:30)-7;15-10.00

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

10925 Undbrook . (2:00H:3O-7:15-1Di0
208-4366 Sit/Sun (11:30-2:00)-4:30-7:15-10:00-12;30

miM NnrNtaMaara(R)
948 Braxton (2JO-5a)H:30-10.«3
239-MANN FrVSat/Sun(12:00-2:30-5a))-7:30-10:00

FrVSatUtt Show at 12:15

CRITERION 4
1313 3r^St.Pronpn«l»

Tilt SptclalM (Rj

-
.X-— X ,,(2:1^5«0 -7:45-10:30

FrvSit^n {Tl:45-2:15-5«))-7:45-10:30

AVCO CINEMA
Wilshire at Westwood
475-0711

LA'S FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertairanant Experience

ROYAL
11523S.M.B^nl.
477-5581

IDofl'tWanttoTAikAboutn
5 00-7:30-9:55

, Sat/Sun also 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSn4
(213)848-3500

Chvppa: The Wedding Story

(1:15)-3:15-5:15-7:15-9:30

CRITHUONS
1313 3rdSt. Pfomerade
395-1599

New NIoMmare (R)

(2:45-5:20)-8 00-10:45

Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-5:20-8:00-10:45

FESTIVAL
10887 Undbrook

208-4574

Warren Beatv Retrospective

Wed- OIck Tracy (PG)
230-5:00-7:30-lO«)

Thurs - lapey (R)

1.i»-4«l-7«ri0«j

CIIITEIWMI
1313 3rdSt Promerade

Kllleff(Rj

(4:30)9:45
39S-1599 Fri^t/Sonm:45-4:30)-9:45

rrtMMS ClflkOO
(2:15)-7:15

RESENT
1045 Broxton

208-3259

Sky (P8-13)

(2:45)-7i0

Sat (2:45)-9:45

Priscllla Qatea of «m OtMit (R)

(5«))-9t4()

Sat/Sun (1 2J0-5:00)-9:40

LoMAIMr Sneak -Sat at 7:30

OTS The River Wild (PO 13)

12:00-2:40-5:15-7:5(i-10.2()

THXOolky QataSliow(P6-13)
1:30-4:25-7:20-1 OflS

FrVSat/Sun 11:00-1:50-4:40-7:40-10:35

THXDolky
1:00-4:00-7:00-10:00

OoMy JasM'a Lyric (R)
11:50-2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

MUSIC HAU
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Israel Him Festhral

Cal (213)466-1 767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Pan African Fettlvsl

Call 213-896-8221

Santa Monica

suNsn
(213)848-3500

MONICA I

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

I Happened One Night

(2:30)-6:45

TWentietli Centary

(4:45)-9lOO

Weekend Prooramt
The Proleulonal: Goigo 13

Or. Calaoarl

Soy't Life

' Killing Zoe
Priscllla Oueen ol the Desert

Fri/Sat Midntght

Baraka

The Last Klezmer
Moondance
Winter Light

New Y«rk In Short

Sal/Suh 1100AIUI

MONICA 2

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Dear Diary

(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

PUIA LIMe Qiaiits (PO)

10676landon (2:30-5.t)0)-7:30-lb:00

208-3097 FrVStt/Sun (I24)0-2:30)-5:06-7:30-10DO

WESTWOOD 1 TlHMCM (R)

10506ay1ey (2:45-5:15)-7:45T0:l5
208-7894 Sat/Sun (12:30-2:45-5u15)-7:45-10:15

WESTWOOOt
lOSOQayley
208-7664

LANDMARK

West L.A.

Beverly Hills

MONICA 3

1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(2:00)5:05-8:15

Beverly Connectkxi

La CienMut Beverly BM
Free 2 1/2 hour vaNdatad parMno
659-5911

1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(1:30)-4:1 5-7:00-9:30

(2:45)-75dO-10«J
Sat/Sun (1:00-4«)H:00-10:00

NUWNJHnUE
1314WltshiFeBhn] 5:15-7:30-9:45

Sat/S«in/Wed12:45-3i)0-7:30-9:45

IMMtl Bora RNtofi (R)

(2:30-5«))-7:45-10:3(5

Sat/Sun (12:90-2-J0-5:0Q)-7:45-10JO^sr
1314WllshireBNd.

CMB
Wed: 12:30-2:45-5«)-7:15-9-^

Thurs: 5:00- 7: 15-9:30

WESTW0004 Clew sad l>rtaeMOM|or(P«-13)
1050G<yley (3DO}-7:30-10:30

208-7864 Sat/Sun (1:30H:30-7:3O-10:3O

Santa Monica

WESTSIOE PAVNJON
GoMwyn
475-0202

The •ravming VershM
(12:15-1:00)-2JO-3:15-4:45-

5:30-7flO-7:45-9:15-10«)

Sorry, No Passed Accepted

WESTSIOE PAVnJON
GoWwyn
475-0202

EatOrlekManWoMaa
(11:15)-1:55-4:35-7:15-9:50

No Thursday 7:15 Show

aVTCRNM I Foresl 8mm ira-IS)

1313 3rd St. Promenade (2:30)-7T3O-10-.3l)

395-1599 FrVSat/Son (1:15-4:15)7:30-10:30 WEtTMEPAVHJON
Qoidwyn
475-0e02

SvMn nMMMMt

(111»affl)only

CMTENMMt
1313 3rd St
395-1599

8lM Sky (PO-IS)
(2:30-5:10)-7»-10^

Frt/Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5 10)-7:SO-10'.20
WVTSIW PAVILION
QotfMrn
475-(B02

Caro DIarto

(12:45)-3«>-5:15-7;30-9:40

ItoTueeday 7:30 Show

TNxora The SeecialM (R)

12:15-2:45-5:15-7:45-10:15

9l9fM TIM River WIM (PS-IS)
12:15-2:45-5:25-8:00-10:30

FrVSat/Sun 11:45-2:15-445-7:15-9:45

TMXOolly falB Fiction (R)

' 12«)-3:30-7 00-10;2(

Fn^ Midnight Show

TNXOolhy Kd MfMtf f111

Frl^t/Sun 11:30-2 15-5:00-7:45-10:3(}

Mon-Thurs 1:15-4 15-7:15-10:15

M. OalvYoelPGI
12.t»-230-5.00->:30-lb:00

Frt/Sat/Sun 1130-2:00-4:30-7:00-9:30

SIMM IMvWpMHWt(R)
12«>-2:3O-5fl^:3O-l0:0(l

FrVSatMidnlgMShow

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Weekend Programs
Cnne Story

A Seller Tomorrow
Sod ol Banblsrs

A Seller Tomotiow II

FrI/Sat Mldnigm

Raining Stones
Mustang: The Hidden Rinodom

Fallen Angel
Visions ol Light

Sat/Sun 1100 AM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889Wenvrarth
475-9441

Pale FicSoe (R)

SR THX Dolby Stereo

Can Theatre lor Showttmes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wenwodh
475-9441

EinioEdeafR)
THX Dolby

Can Theatre tor Showtlmes

West Hollywood

FrI. isl Mv iMiahi (

)

Soaiot (« CrotaoM IM|Ma) Free Parking

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wettworth
475-9441

Uke It Like Thai (R)

SR Dolby Stereo

Call Theatre lor Showtlmes

SUNSET1
(213)848-3500

Prisdna Ooeoa af Sio Dosort
(2:15)-4:15-7:15-9:45

Fri/Sat alao Mldnigm Show

SUNSCT2
(213)848-3500

Sov'aLNe
n:15)-3:20-5;20;7;40-9:55

FrI/Sal also MMnloM Show

PACIFIC

Westwood

(213)848-3500 (2:l5)-4:45-7«)S!4l

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd.

474-7866

EdWaod(R)
1:30-4:10-7:00-950
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Heritage Gallery intertwines art and reality

WONWOO/DaiiyBru^

Tim Heritage brings an "Indigenous Peoples" exhibit to Westwood.

^Indigenous* art

exhibit benefits

environment
By John Irvin

Tim Heritage, owner of T.

rHerilage Art Gallery in Westwood,
would like to see art educate its

viewers as well as express the feel-

ings of the artist.

"Even in elementary schools, art

should be taught as relevant, as

part of society," Heritage says.

Heritage has many ideas about

the relationship between art and
society. His gallery offers art

classes for children and shows that

promote social and environmental
awareness.

The T. Heritage Art Gallery is

now showing "Indigenous Peoples

Art Exhibition," a collection of
works by various artists. A portion

of the art sales will benefit the

Rainforest Action Network, a non-

profit environmental awareness
group.

"We have two purposes,"
Heritage says. "One is to promote
positive changes in society
through these shows, and the other

is to further the careers of artists

through showing their work."

Heritage has no qualms about

addressing the economic realities

of artists. In a society that rewards

conventional occupations, artists

can easily feel left out in the cold.

Many artists even run the risk of

identifying being poor with being

true to one's inner feelings and
artistic vision.

"I try to show students how to

use art as a profession as well as a

way of expressing themselves,"

heritage says, recalling his work
with high school art students.

In fact, Heritage himself
m«jored in business marketing,

earning his degree from Cal State

Dominquez Hills in 1988. But he

was always interested in art. "The
visual thing was always attractive

to me," he says. ^ • .

One, of the artists who has
joined forces with Heritage in the

"Indigenous Peoples" exhibit is

Debbie Han, a UCLA graduate.

"I think it is wonderful how Tim
is trying to reach out to people and

influence the environment, espe-

cially in Westwood," Han says.

She adds, "The show is about
going back to our roots, and that is

totally related to what I am doing

now as an artist."

Han's most conspicuous work
in the show is a collage on canvas

which she calls "Where do all

these lead to?" The work features

a seated human figure placed
upright on a diagonally positioned

canvas.

The figure is cut out of green

background and then sewn back
into the canvas, giving the work a

basic, utilitarian effect, similar to

the way lacing holds together a

nnoccasin or a baseball glove.

Cut out letters, like alphabet

soup or cereal pieces, float in the

"I try to show students

how to use art as a

profession as well as a

way of expressing

themselves."

Tim Heritage

Art Gallery Owner

air about the center of the figure

and then fall in a line past the feet

as if dropping off the canvas itself.

Just to complete the idea, a plastic

box placed on the floor underneath

the canvas collects errant letters

that spilled off the canvas.

Newspaper and magazine slo-

gans are spliced and pasted around

the abdomen of the figure, provok-

ing the viewer's imagination: "Pro

Con," "feel no illusion," "indulge

despair" and others. Photos of
Reagan, a new car and a crowd of

people share the space with the cut

out words.

See INDIQENOUS, page 33
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800 MD-BOUND
THURSDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name

11

13

18

34

29

-w

"lar

m

w

w

K

s;

Ooogic
How—f
Sci«nc*
Guy

Family
MattoreX

?nig5
GounnetX

X

Maury Povtch OB

Va IWondar
Troopft ac {imn X
Ricid Laka Confident of

attracting women.

TV Patrol May Ngan
Nawa

Primar Impacto

Black Shaap Squadron
"Fighting Angete

CBS Nawa

NawaX

FuHHouaa
(In Stereo)

Buainaaa
Report

X

Inakla

Edition X

With

Roaaanna
(In Stereo)

Cant Nawa

Noticiaa

?ssr
NBC Nil(iotitly

Family
Mattara X

Hard Copy
X
Extra: Ent
Magatlna

Fraah
Prlr>ca

MacNailA.a(w«r~
NawaiKHirX

ABC World

American
Journal

Copa(ln
Stereo) X
Coat>y
ShowX
Panda TV
Magazine

Notfciero

Univitlon

WiM, WIM Weat "Night of

the Pistoleros"

Jeopardy!
X
TopCopa
(In Stereo)

Married..

With

Ent Tonight

Price la

Right

boach(ln
Stereo) X
Ufa and
ThnaaX
Wheal of

FortuneX

Ruah
Limbaugh

Sbnpaona
"OM Money"

Star Trak: The Next
Generation (In Stereo) X
Worid Report

Volver a Empezar

Bonanza "Truckee Strip"

Due South "Pizzas and
Promises" (In Stereo) X
Mad About
YouX stereo) X

CMcagoHopa'Shutl
pown'^(ln Stereo) X
SeinMdJIn
Stereo) X

^
* The ft;nisrter"(1990. Adventure) A presumed-
dead policeman wages a one-man war against crime.

Great Railway Journeys
"Santos to Santa Cruz'^X

My So-Caned Ufa
"Srangers in the House"

Martin (In

Stereo) X
Livii2X

Heaven Help Us "A Little

Left of Heaven (In Stereo)

Korean Saiabia
Rapubiki

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

60

8_

54

27

12

33

57

14

16

?1

a
45

B=ma

flCT

turn

Biography "Gary Grant'

"The Leaping Man" ~

(4:00)

Left Field'

Kid-

(R)

Atlantic Records Story The history of Atlantic

Records. (R)

South Bank Show
Anthony Hopkins" (R)

**** "ThePnoteo/fhe yankees"(1 942, Btography) Gary Cooper
Teresa Wright. The story of ill-fated baseball great Lou Gehng

PrimenawaX

Saturday Night Llva

Event of the C^

South Bank Show "Arthur

Miller" (R)

Larry King Live X

Jocka(R) Stand-Up.
Stand-Up

Agujetaa da Color de
Rosa ^^
HoSa fSJd
Racii

Law A Order "Severance"

againsi

I "Magrer
et and tfie Minister"

Matlock "The Scandal" (In

Stereo) X

Copa"New~
Yofk'X

Copa"New
Yo»V"X

Robin's Hoods "Bad 6irt"

In Stereo) X
When I Miss
You

Gunsmoke 'The Pack
Rar

Eya to Eya On Stereo) X

ER "Chicago Haet" (In

Stereo) X
(In Stereo) X

Paoal ConoarttD
Commani Holocaust

PrimatfmaU««X

Last Call

Han Myunghoi

Bienveni-

doa
Bianver«i-

doa

Hill Street BkiM

X

X

ChaarsX

l.alaStww(R)(lnStarao)
X
TonigM Show (In Stereo)

iiiiMwiirr"Murpny
BrownX

dharMa Roaa (In Stereo)

X NightiinaX

Jarry Springer Only date"

outside their race.

Copa(ln
Stereo) X
Nawz(ln
Stereo)

Horizon

Noticias

PaM

Currant
AftairX

SloryX

Wd
Ptogwm
Notictero

UniviakHi

Paid

PHy* (BHm Stereo)

Mght(lnStoreor
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rawwi

(R) (In Stereo) X

Tlmea (R) X
Facaaof
CuNura

*,,,iiti.i,tiwnigni
ZooaWW

StereqT

Progiam

** "Term on Highway 91 " (1989) Ricky Schroder. A
rookie pofcce ojBcer uncovers wktespread <

Rush
Limbaugh

M*A*S*H X

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

TopCopa
(In Stereo)

Paid

Program

Andia fss-
Program

(19&).0r
pistotera buaca la venganza

Progi

conuption.

^^
Paid

"Pursued"
1947)

i^
Program

Are Oh Vaa Altemative

music vkjeos.

Drama)

Bi

'The Li

Gary Grant"

ng Man" (R)

**** "DiaMit^e" {^955, Suspense) Simone
Signoret. A tyrant's wife arid mistress ptot his murder

*** "8ano the Drum S/owfy" (1973) A dying pro

baseball player struggles to complete the season. 'PG

Worid Nawa

5xr~
Theater

SoapX

Worid of

Wonder

Howard
Stam(R)

Amazing
America

Bteopers-
Jokea

Super Dogs! Super
Jocks! Dog Show
Maximum
Drive

4:00

1

Maatarsof
the Maze

Jane Curfin

Baby"

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Clarissa

Expiains

Movte
Magic

Talk Soup

Know Zona

Daily

Great American Events'

Model Airplane Champ

Rin Tkt Tin
K-9CopX
Supermar'
kat SweepSweep

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

NawLaaaie'
(In Stereo)

Shop Til

You Drop

Cterissa

Expiains

Marcua Waiby, M.D.
Poctrail of Debbie"

Hey Dude
The critics.

Rugrats

Love Boat

Beyond 2000

Late Night With David
Latlarman The nurse.

Up Ck>sa: Quanedy.

Evening
ShadaX

Yo! (In

Stereo)

Doug

Evening
ShadaX

Lkiuid

TalavitIston

Looney
Tunes

ironsMa "The Sacrifice

'

4:30) NHL Hockey: May Be Pre-Empied Due to Season
Postponement. (Live)

y^̂
Hockey
Week

NFL Football: Green Bay Packers at Minnesota Vikings. Trom the Hubert H.

Humphrey Metrodome. (Live) X
To Be Announced Allan

rigiwara
Ninia

Tur&M
* * * "Let's Do n Aasun " ( 1 975. Comedy) Sdney Poilier

Two men b* gamblers to save their troubled kxlge.

Hazel Mod Squad

Wlnga(ln
Stereo) X

Wings (In

Stereo) X

Sports
Tonight

SoapX

Monayline
(R)

Whose
Line?

Event of the Day

Atlantic Records Story The history of Atlantic

Records. (R)

Diantonds on the Silver

Screen (R)

*** "IMarrieda Witch'(m2, Comedy)
Veronica Lake, Fredhc March

Nawanight Showbiz
Today (R)

Saturday Night Live
Christian Slater

Worid of
Wonder (R)

Howard
Stem

Sports
Reporters

Amazing
America (R)

CandM
Camera

Movte
Magic (R)

Sportacenter

Talk Soup

15]

Waltons Elizabeth falls in

k)ve with the new reverend.

Unsohrad Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)"

wZoneKnow lone
(R)

News Daily

(?)

Auto
Racing

Rescue 91 1 (In Stereo) X

Calling All

Sports

Politically

Incorrect

Secrets of

the City (R)

Sports
Latenight

KMalntha
Hall

Public Policy Confaranoe

Love Channel With 'The
Poorman."

Law I Order "Severance"

ESL

Olmedo. Una
asesinato de su hijo.

Hot Seat
Hiohilghts

Dowttey

**V, "ttHapfjens Every Spring" {)9A9
Comedy) Ray Milland , Jean Peters.

South Bank Show
Anthony Hopkins" (R)

Larry King Liva(R)X

One Night
Stand

SoapX

Housewife
'Diary Ola Mad
i»fte'* (1970)

** IbeM From Leu F>ekr(\^6:i,

Drama) Dan Dailey. Anne Bancroft.

South Bank §how "Arthur

Milter" (R)

Crossfire

R)

iiySSy

Overnight

**•* "OiatoAgue"(1955)
Simone Stgnwet

OvantIgM Showbiz
Today (R)

Sctenca Theater 3000 "Painted HlNs." (R)

Beyond 2000

Long Live Vegas Wayne
NeMon in Las vegas.

Motorcycte Racing: AMA
Grand National Pro Series.

700 Club

*% "Againsl Her Will: The Carrie Buck Story' {\99A)

The stenTization of the mentally deficient is challenged.

I Dream of

Jaannte
Bewitched

It Takes a Thtef "Rock -

Bye. Bye, Baby"

This Week in NASCAR

NFL Post QamT

Murder, She Wrote
"Murder in F Sharp" X

Nathre Americans (R) (Part 3 of 3) X

N9W9 Mj TopCopa |Ko|ak
(In Stereo)

I Love Lucy lob
Newhart

Mareus Welby, M.D.
"Sotomon's Choice"

Motorcycte Racing:
WERA Pro Series. (R)

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Mary Tyler

MooraX

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

MaryTyter
Moore X

Next Step

i5L
Howard
Stern (R)

Racahoraa
Digest (R)

Baypnd
2000

CandW
Camera

Sportsoan-

Fathar Dowling Mysteriaa
(In Stereo) (Part 2 of 21flB

Unsolved Mystariaa (In

Stereo)

Beaviaaitd
Butl-head

DtekVan
Dyke

Baaviaand
Butt-head

Get Smart

* * '-^ "Beware of Pity" ( 1 946, Drama) LiHi f«mer. A
paralyzed baroness rnisinterprets an ofBoer's kkKfcieas.

Press Box

Kid
Program

Kid

Up

SicT

Unaoh>ad
Myaterlaa

AnnoutKad

Dragnet

PaW
Program

Paid
Program

Put)lic Polksy ConferenM

Paid
Program

Kid
Program

AutoRacktg:
Grand Prix

European

BigBrottiar
JaksX

vaa~

TMftysomalhing
"Legacy"

X

^^
Itoba

Nation

A.

Hitchcock

Shop at Home

Announced

uupaniiaii

PaM
Program

Kid
Program

Hurricanaa'

Kid
Program

Kid
Program
Lkiuid

Tewviaion

Lucy Show

MotorSportsHour(R) IWinston 6up Special IBig ^ Gridiron Report

"SreaAoof" (1975) Charles ftronson. A woman hires

a daredevil bush p>lo< to rescue her husband.

•*V} "Voyage" (1993. Suspense) RutgerHauer. A
killer turns a vacation cruise into a voyage of terror. Xlyaoaofta

a)Robbyl**'4 "Odlstoaiiyjbe''(l976,Dravna)RobbyB^ison~
A guilty soCTet separates two tey-agers in krve.

FugWva INewsX

PraaaBox

151
*•* "A4i^Diundl0e"(1966, Adventure) Charlton Heaion, Richard Harris. Jim
Ll. tM#\M .L I L»L%1 nnainr Inaila >iri*r>«^r i.nl.inl^rt.* -*- ' U.^ * *- - -
Hutton^A Unkxi

Wings (In ._
Stereo) X Stereo) X

. uro; lyiiainuii noBiuii. muiHvu n«
XI major leads priaoner-vokjnteers agalngt the Apaches

WinjSnin [Quantum Leap "Daughter
'

of Sin" X
** "^heNiffit the UgMaViemOuim Georgia" (\^\)
A singer and h^ sister slay one step ahead of troubte.

I

Home Shopping Spraa

Counlarsbike "Death
SeAL-

thraa
Stoogaa

Jaffarsona

"ISpy"X

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99

31

20

15

(3:30) "f492. Conquest 0^
°!afadise"(i992)'PG-l3'

KM^ Incorp. Mickey
MouaaClub

** "Fire in the afy"(l993) D.B. Sweeney. An Anzona
tumberjack claims ne was abducted by akens. 'PG-13'

(4:00) **'6 'The Fuglfivt'

Drama) Hanr»on Ford 'PQ-l3' X
'^.

Baby-aHtors
Club

Legion"

lerir
Indiana X

**** '77)eBvCM"(l9e3)Afunarii
reunites college iriends from the 1960s

Asylum (R) X

"Sfepmonsfar" (1993) A young boy thinks [Fraiiiiarv

his father Is about to marry a monster. X |waante X

(3:00] Tar \*** "Pocky
'{"P

^^^)^'^^ Stalkwe. f^odkj^

(4:6S) 'iU X^-' "
' ^ ^ •

'^^eyeTaiidn'MouiUonsr ^
(1993, Comedy) Dennis Farina 'PG-13'

*• "Weekend at Bemie's H" (1 903.
Comedy) Andrew McCarthy. "PG' X
Ontfie |'Tlte^bu4K0-(i^)A

"Ouaire" (1993) An earthquake survivor's

savtor becomes her captor. (In Stereo) 'R'captor.

***Vi "How the Weel Was tVon''n962, Western) George Peppw^
Three genaratons oH^oneen go west in the I9th century. 'G*

*** "Ruby in Paradise" (1993) Ashley Judd
in search a new opportunities amves m Ftonda.

s ofpy
''£iirflwneJkMfic«''(190^AnLA.copis

Waad to scours New Yonc for'a misaing woman.

'77wAognm''(t993, (>rama)Jim0sCaan.The
expertencea of players on a coltege footoall team. 'R' x

Pro First

Lookaaaignad to a top-sacral vigilante squad

Jaetod By I yolorcyde dang" 1994) Vicious bikers

remoe tenonze a neiptess laritny m me oeeen.

aroe."(lW3.F^8nta8y)
Bob Hoskins (In Stereo) TC' X

C»ry Grant A
Celetyation (R)

NFL (In Stereo)

jmust evade

"Conleeanns ofa

A woman ['.'} "Sometimes 1

a-'R" I Come aacfc"( 1991,

****'^fi^>W(id40.Co

They
Horror)

lyTilMO. Comedy)
ICaryGrairt.RoaalindBusaell.

"The FugmfhWi, Drama) An innocent ma
«da ttteHMr as na pursues a kier. "PG-id* X

I man

Drama)t)Jamiei

kV, Son-khLew-i^m, Comedy) Pauly Sh
brings her surf^inded pal home to the farm

'SofwSi^JWi'.
Janwe Luner. (In Stereo)X

Shore. A coed I

'

PG-13'X Oabtoa
*Vi IheJoyLuck
C^dflOaJTsaiaiin.'R'

**ii^'Abeenceot
MaHce-{^%))'PG'
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Acclaimed 'Yerma' brings -.^ beauty to ^barren land'
By Lawrence Sullivan

Federico Garcia Lx)rca - b name
that inspires reverence. A poet of
the people and of the land, to Spain
perhaps what Tennessee Williams
short years later was to America.

Lorca's poetic tragedy "Yerma,"
for example, written and first pre-

sented in 1934, has since won
worid acclaim, performed in count-

less tongues and applauded by
countless hands. The Bilingual
Foundation for the Arts offers this

gem to Los Angeles audiences not

only in English translation, but also

in its original Spanish version.

"Yerma," the name given to the

centi'al character, which means
"bairen land," might well be subti-

tled a fertility play. And surely the

idea of fertility as a path to salva-

tion prefigures many of Lorca's
writings.

. Whaf then of a woman who can-

not bear a child? Damnation?

Spiritual suicide? Here is the point

of all contingency in "Yerma."

Ritual and imagery impregnate

Margarita Galban's direction. The
set design of Estela Scariata figures

a sort of "dream stage" high on the

left. Here the play begins with a

phantom image of masculine cor-

poral beauty, at once both awe-
inspiring and threatening. Through
encounters and confrontations with

other women of the village, with a
' certain young Victor, with dream
images and with her husband Juan,

dedicated obsessively to the culti-

vation of the fields, Yerma (Malba
Tirado) unearths her desire.

Desire for what? Passionate love

or a dirty baby's diapers to wash?
Spiritual extension of the self

through posterity, or a fleeting

moment of carnal consumption?
Depending on the wording, either

side seems the victor.

The austere accent of flamenco,

danced and sung extensively

throughout the play, embraces its

tragic beauty. Incorporating some
of Lorca's original music, Ian
Krouse composed the score for a

tributary opera entitled "Lorca,
Child of the Moon" from which
was borrowed the music for the

Desire for what?

Passionate love or a

dirty baby's diapers to

wash?

BFA's production of "Yerma."

Particularly zestful performances

are given by Margarita Stocker as

an old sefiora and Yvonne Regalado
Martin as a village giri. Each within

her character compliments the vir-

gin-like maternal nature of Yerma
in voicing unabashedly the more
sexual aspects of the woman's
body. It was precisely this candor

^hich caused scandal upon the ini-

tial receipt of the play 60 years ago.

Much as cities may be classified

architecturally by gender, the archi-

tecture of "Yerma" is predomin?.ts-

ly feminine. Yet the shadow of the

masculine womb certainly ought
not be shined out. Even if sublimi-

nal, Juan's is easily as complex a

character as Yerma' s. If there is one
weakness to this performance,
however, it's the fallow, unretribu-

tive portrayal of Juan by Armando
di Lorenzo (though by no means
bad acting). ,^.: ^

Otherwise, the BFA's production

of "Yerma" is superb.

THEATRE: "Yemfia" starring Melba
Tirado and Denlse Blasor.
Wednesday through Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sunday at 3 p. in.

Alternating weekly In Spanish and
English through Dec. 11. At the
Bilingual Foundation for the Arts.

TIX: $15, $10 with valid student ID. Margarita Stocker (left) and
Denlse Blasor star In "Yerma.

DR. MICHAEL KHOURY
OPTOMETRIST

Mm
Studgnt

I. D.

Co

^V^^^||5^ $5S! ^"^^m

Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for
glaucoma, cataracts, and other eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes
dilated, ifnecessary, carries no additional fee!

FREE! 1929 Westwood Blvd. FREE!
2 blocks south of

Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 474-5889
We Release Our

Prescriptions One pair of disposable lenses

SMiLiNG
Smart seniors know this is the best

time of year for senior yearbook por-

traits. No lines, no rush, no midterm

circles under the eyes. So

you'll not only be included in the

Bruin Life yearbookJ youMI look

OPENS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21st

ATA THEATRE NEAR YOU

C.\.N\ PUS Piio ro
Studio

CaapM PlMto Stu<fit it bcattdm 2id flttr AckirmNi

llpen Menday-fri4ay 8:30-5:30 PImm 206-8433

your best.

Come smie for our camera at ASllCLA's

Campus Photo Studio. Pay only $5

—

or buy yovMnLife yeariiook in advance,

and your lyearbool portrait is free.

We're sn 2ni Hetr Ackenean URion

—

atop by!
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Long Beach Opera's double bill falters

Unique, disfigured

production abounds

with idiosyncrasies

_x
Mezzo-soprano Janice Felty stars as Dido in Henry Purcell's

"Dido and Aeneas" at Long Beach Opera.

By John Mangum

Different doesn't always mean
better.

Long Beach Opera imposed
enough idiosyncrasies on the

works which comprised its double

bill Sunday to fill a dump truck,

and a large one at that. Its approach

to Henry Purcell's baroque master-

piece "Dido and Aeneas" and 20th

century composer Ralph Vaughan

Williams' "Riders to the Sea" dis-

figured the works rather than fresh-

ly illuminated them.

Known for their often innova-

tive approach to staging works
with a less than roomy budget.

Long Beach Opera's productions

never fall short of unique. Sunday

was no exception.

The stage area of (he less-than-

imposing Center Theater at the

Long Beach Convention Center
consisted of a semi-circular sand-

box in front of a shallow, raised

platform. Serving as the stage-

proper, the platform was dominat-

ed by squeaky moving panels

which hung from the ceiling.

During "Dido and Aeneas,"
gray-flannei clad dancers that

looked more like MTV refugees

than the kind of people one would
expect to find in classical Carthage

pushed the panels around to sug-

gest the different settings of the

drama.

Much of the highly stylized

movement of the singers and these

dancers detracted from Purcell's

masterly setting of Nahum Tate's

libretto. For instance, because
Janice Felty portrayed both the

Sorceress and Dido, something
was needed to differentiate

between the two characters.

As Purcell's hour-long opera did

not allow time for costume
changes, Felty held a fan in each

hand when she sang as the

Sorceress and got rid of the fans

when she appeared as Dido. Her
serpentine movement with the fans

during her moments as the

Sorceress detracted from her

music.

Even without these distractions,

the plot of "Dido and" Aeneas"
eluded the average listener. The
quarter-page synopsis printed in

the leaflet 'given to audience mem-
bers did not help.

Roughly, Aeneas' side just lost

the Trojan War. Duped by a wood-

en horse, he and his boatload of

defeated comrades-in-arms set sail

on the Mediterranean.

They end up in Carthage, a glo-

rious north African city ruled by

See RIDER, page 35
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THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
CINNAMON ROLL

or Pecan Roll

Buy One Get One
Reg. $1 .55

For 6 or more,

please call ahead

Exp. 10/31/94

Good Only At:

1001 GayleyAve.
Westwood Willage

(310)208-4766
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T.|.Cinnamons

SANDBAG'S

STUDENT
SPECIAL

Westwood Village

1 134 Westwood Boulevard

2 Blocks North of Wilshire Blvd.

Any Sandwich, Chips, Drink (free refills), and
Cookie for $4.49 plus tax. Good 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Mon. - Fri. and all day Sat. with Student I.D.

SI ^S ATM

Phone Orders (310) 208-1 133
Open Mon - Sot Q 10 a.m.

Free Delivery 1 1 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Limited orea - $10.00 minimum order

a AEEIiEEiraClllK

111

SPECIAL:t»

1

Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 12/31/94

•TOOTH BONDWO. BLEACHING COSMETIC AND
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas) GENERAL DENTISTRY
•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours. Free Paiking/Validatcd Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & SaiUa Monica Bl.)

For Appomtment Call: (310) 474-3765

NOTHING held hack, our entire adult inventory
Full lenrjth Adult xxx hardcore movies trom $5.99
Thousands ot hrand new & fully quaranteeil videos
HURRY for hest selection, sale ends 10/31/94

ALL ADUL T TARES

Free tape must be equal to or tess ttian the purchased tapes

ODYSSEY VIDEO
LAj''i>rdisis & Videos f.' Huv A Kent

€>g>Gn Ostm - Mialnight
NORTH HOLLYWOOD WEST LOS ANGELES MARINA DEL REY
4810 VINELAND AV 11910 WILSHIRE BL. 4240 LINCOLN BL

(818) 769-2001 (31 o) 477-2524 (310) 823-1100

You're feeling sleepy.
You want to advertise.

External 825-2161
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B<Mrtsy CoHins stirs up nostalgia from groovier '70s
Funk comes
alive at House
of Blues show—— .— . 1 —

^

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

Everyone knows James
Brown. And anyone who listens

to rap, funk, hip-hop or MTV
knows George Clinton. But any-

one who knows anything about
the mixing of these two masters

into the funkiest soul yet was at

House of Blues Tuesday night
hailing Bootsy Collins.

Although the showtime was
scheduled for Tuesday night,

Bootsy didn't take the stage until

after midnight. But the audience,

including Ice Cube. Henry
Rollins and Angelo Moore, hard-

ly noticed. Without even facing

the crowd or strumming a note,

Bootsy's mere presence was
stronger than any musical num-
ber.

As the band led into "The
Name is Bootsy," the star simply

stood on stage displaying the

back of a colorful cape and a

feather strewn hat. When he
finally turned around, the excite-

ment of the crowd coupled with

the blaring musical talent was

enough to be felt and heard clear

down Sunset Boulevard.

After the disappointment of
opening act Trulio Disgracias,

which basically consisted of a

totally unorganized and very
drunk mix of people from differ-

ent bands, Bootsy was like a God
sent from heaven.

Wearing his legendary star

sunglasses, and strumming the

original bass (the "space bass")

from his "Funkadelic" and
"Parliament" days, Bootsy's
appearance alone stirred up nos-

talgia from the groovier '70s. But
when the hat came off and he
demonstrated the almost unearth-

ly magic of his bass, Bootsy

quickly disproved any notion that

funk may be dead in this grunge
era.

The rest of the band's talent

was showcased when Bootsy left

the stage after "Turn This Mutha
Out." Keyboardist Bernie
Warrell (original keyboardist for

"Funkadelic") was a bit over-
bearing in his solo
"Atmosphere," though his talent

was obvious on the rest of the

songs he backed. Don Bynum on
alto sax, and Rick Gardener oil

trumpet were amazing. Both
built their talent when they were
known as the Horny Horns for

Bootsy's RubberBand, and dis-

played it well in a totally mes-

merizing accompaniment of
"Make My Funk the P Funk."

The set slowed down a bit

without Bootsy on stage, as the

band worked through
"Flashlight," "One Nation Under
a Groove" and "Cosmic Slop."

While the band lost a spark with-

out Bootsy, it was also clear that

he wouldn't have been able to

bring the house down without the

incredible talent that backed him.

"We Want Bootsy" incorporat-

ed the audience as back up
singers, though Mudbone
Cooper, Michael Gatheright and

Henry Benefield sang like angels

See BOOTSY, page 34

7EACH FOPAMEPICA

Now Newly

Remodeled

We're Bigger to

Serve You Better.

A s American as

the red, white, and

blue.

Johnny Rockets.

Serving up the

Original Hamburger,

American Fries,

Malts and Shakes, a

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich, Appb Pie

and more. Even a

nickd jukebox.

Where else

can you play it

again br a song?

;
10% OH Food & Beverages

I
Bring in this coupon for a 20% Discount on your food and bovoroge

. pufJtose. Only wilh ihis coupon. On« oo<^>on per person or parly.

Offer expires 11/1 9/94. Offer only valid at fh« following location:

I
Joliniiy Roclcets

I 1 0959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village
I

. (310)82iU5656

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"

. BRAVO EXCESS. LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE
ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME

LXTER

$6.95 per month

C * I I

Aciivi:
V T S T I H S

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE
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Buy One, Get One

Any Frozen Yooirt Sundae.

Exp. 11/3/94. Not good with olherdifcounis

WE DELIVER! M-F: 1:304:30 pm
10% OFF TO UCIA COMMUNITY

Baskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

20&-6048 • Wastwood Villao* ' 10916 KinroM Av*

I,

Study Abroad in Israel
FOR Credit

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF

JERUSALEM

TELAVTV
UNIVERSITY

BAR-ILAN
UNIVERSITY

BEN-GURION
UNIVERSITY

HAIFA
UNIVERSITY

Programs for undergraduate and graduate students:

ONE YEAR PROGRAMS • SEMESTER PROGRAMS
SUMMER COURSES

COURSES TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

For more information please call:

Hebrew University

Tel Aviv University

Bar-Ilan University

Ben-Gurion University

Haifa University

1-800-404-8622

1-212-687-5651

1-212-337-1286

1-800-962-2248

1-800-388-2134

She's had 64 jobs. This is her 65th.

.'»

ti

A SENSATION!
Claudia Shear hat something to say

and she is saying it gloriously!'

Claudia Shea

Hmet

ii

a story that will stop your heart!"

-NX Tlm0»

a

one of the ten best plays of the year!"
-TImm Magazlif

"POWERFUU:
-Dally Nmwt

k^dl]»H:i¥:llk^:UI

^15.00
15 MINUTES PRIOR TO CURTAIN

CMh only at itw Bat Offlct • \Mkl 1.0.

Sul»cttoaw<ibllHy

A hilarious tour-de-resum^

wrm«n and performed by Ctaudia Sheaf
developed with and directed by

Christopher Ashley

LIMITED
ENGAGEMENT

CORONET THEATRE
366 N. Lji Clonega Blvd

CHARGE BY PHONE (310)657-7377

'Far Side' cart ist retires
By Andy Melsler

The New York Times

What, exactly, lies beyond *The

Far Side?" For the next two
months, this rather unsettling ques-

tion will haunt millions of newspa-

per readers worldwide. Another
slightly less cosmic riddle to pon-

der at the breakfast table: What
happens to a sizeable literary and

merchandising empire when its

whimsical creator suddenly decides

to lay down his pen and taJce it easy

for the next 30 or 40 years?

The cartoonist Gary Larson
announced this month that he was
retiring and would stop drawing
new installments of "The Far
Side," his deeply idiosyncratic,

wildly popular, single-panel comic

strip. Beginning Jan. 2, his reperto-

ry company of talking cows, aiddled

entomologists, joy-riding extrater-

restrials, accident-prone deer, gar-

rulous amoebas and others, will

disappear from the more than 1 ,900

publications that carry Larson's

work.

The 44-year-old Larson, who
reportedly plans to devote much of

his newly free time to guitar prac-

tice, will not he financially chal-

lenged by this decision. But left

orphaned will be a mini-industry

that in the last 15 years has brought

in pertiaps $500 million in revenue.

For the near future, at least, vast

numbers of "The Far Side" compi-

lation books, calendars and greet-

ing cards will continue to be pub-

lished, and millions of licensed

"The Far Side" coflFee mugs and T-

shirts will be manufactured and

sold. But like a tasty lab rat passing

through one of Larson's harlequin-

eyeglass-wearing snakes, the busi-

ness will gradually diminish in

size.

How fast - or even, some say,

whether - Larson's creations will

fade from the marketplace once the

daily cartoon disappears is the sub-

ject of much speculation.

Traditionally, comic strips have

been handed off to other artists

when their creators retire or die, but

"The Far Side" is too much a prod-

uct of Larson's unique sense of

humor for him to do that.

"There are two schools of
thought on this," said Thomas
Thornton, president and chief oper-

ating officer of Andrews &
McMeel in Kansas City, Mo., the

publishing company that turns out

much of the "The Far Side" mer-

chandise. "One of them is that

without the underlying exposure in

the newspaper, demand will drop.

The other is that now that we're the

only game in town, 'The Far Side*

fans will turn even more to us."

Still, Thornton acknowledges
that it was "a very bad day".when
Larson, who lives in Seattle,

announced his retirement. Andrews
& McMeel is a subsidiary of

Universal Press Syndicate, the pri-

vately held 250-employee compa-

ny through which most of Larson's

creative output is channeled.

Jan. 2 will bring the end of all

"The Far Side" revenue from news-

papers for the syndicate, which also

handles popular comic strips like

"Calvin and Hobbes" and "Cathy."

"We're going to have to tighten

our bell a notch or two," Lee
Salem, editorial director of

Universal Press Syndicate, said.

For a pop-culture staple like

"The Far Side," however, newspa-

per syndication is actually a very

small dog being wagged by a very

large tail. Although rates are fre-

quently renegotiated and zealously

guarded, it is safe to say that news-

papers pay $5 to $100 a week,
depending on their circulation, to

run a hot daily comic strip like

Larson's. That figure is doubled

when the strip also runs on
Sundays.

Although contracts vary, the

artist generally splits that revenue

evenly with the syndicator, though

a powerhouse like Larson certainly

has more bargaining power. Salem

estimated that weekly syndication

revenue for "The Far Side" was in

"the low to middle five figures."

The same revenue-sharing for-

mula holds for the vastly more

See FAR, page 34

• Ik reveais private Ciiina
By Evelyn IritanI

Seattle Post-Intelligencer

The year was 1988 and newly-

weds Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl

WuDunn had just moved to

China to run the Beijing bureau

of The New York Times.

While moving into their apart-

ment, they noticed a grate above

the door that was covered with

aluminum foil. Based on the

many warnings they had received

about the omnipresent Chinese
security apparatus, the young
couple assumed it was probably

an effort by their predecessor.

Times correspondent Edward
Gargan, to get some privacy.

Kristof, ever curious, peeled

off the foil and peeked inside.

Something round, with a suspi-

cious resemblance to a camera
lens, could be seen through the

grate. On closer examination,
they could read the Chinese char-

acters for "electronic sound car-

rying device."

The plots of various spy
thrillers, Robert Ludlum-1 ike sce-

narios, ran through their minds.

Of course, it was a bug. What
should they do? If they destroyed

it, the Chinese would know they

had been discovered. If they did-

n't, the couple could be con-
demned to several years of
talking in code or whispers.
Neither choice seemed very
appealing.

Ding dong. Switch from spy
novel to Laurel and Hardy. That
"electronic sound carrying
device" was the doorbell.

WuDunn, 34, now laughs at

that moment. But more than once
during the five years the Pulitzer

Prize-winning journalists worked
in Beijing, their worst fears
proved true. They were followed.

Their phones were bugged.
Chinese friends, or sources, were
questioned after innocent social

gatherings.

The foreign press was badly
shaken in 1992 when Bai Weiji, a

young Chinese man, was sen-

tence to 10 years in prison for

giving confidential documents to

his friend, Washington Post
reporter Lena Sun. Bai's wife
was imprisoned for six years and

the couple almost had to give

their young daughter up for adop-

tion.

It was a chilling reminder of

the difficult choices journalists in

China, like those in many other

repressive countries, made every

day. Who might pay a price for

this story? Would they simply be

criticized or blacklisted? Or
would someone be expelled? Was
this story worth risking a Chinese

source's life or livelihood?

"It wears you down," said

WuDunn, who is promoting the

new book she wrote with Kristof

titled "China Wakes."

The power of "China Wakes"
extends beyond being a painstak-

ingly researched and well-written

account of the perilous path
China treads between Middle
Kingdom arrogance and post-

Cold War gamesmanship, aging

Communist leaders and an
increasingly restive middle class

and peasantry, central govern-
ment tyranny and entrepreneurial

mayhem.
It is strengthened by the per-

sonal experiences that WuDunn,
a third-generation Chinese
American from New York, and
Kristof, the son of an Oregon
farmer, weave through the 501-

page book. In 1990, they became
the first married couple to win
the Pulitzer Prize, for their cover-

age of the Chinese government's

1989 crackdown on the pro-
democracy demonstrators in

Tiananmen Square.

In the book, they cover a range

of issues including the U.S! gov-

ernment's on-again, off-again

treatment of China, the rise and
fall of the pro-democracy move-
ment, the repressive nature of the

government's one-child policy

and ^the capitalist fever that has

turned taxi drivers into million-

aires and government officials

into large-scale crooks.

The personal revelations

include WuDunn' s shocking dis-

covery that her grandfather aban-

doned his first wife in a rural

village in Guangdong Province

after she failed to give him a son

and Kristof's decision not to pur-

sue information about a covert

missile sale from a Chinese mili-

tary officer for fear the action

would lead to retaliation against

the source's family.

In that instance. Kristof wres-

tled with his conscience before

reluctantly turning away the

potential scoop.

"He didn't want to create an

orphan," explained his wife. "It

might have been a great story for

a couple of weeks. But there are

certain things you'd have to live

with for the rest of your life. It

wasn't worth it."

Throughout this period, the

Chinese government waged a

disinformation campaign against

foreign journalists accused of

negative reporting and bias. In

1992, after Kristof wrote an
unflattering piece about Chinese

leader Li Peng, the couple had to

exert pressure through the U.S.

Embassy to get a residence per-

mityfor their eldest son, Gregory,

who was born in Hong Kong.
Their youngest son^ Geoffrey, is

4 1/2 months old.

WuDunn said there was never

any doubt that they must enter

the world of personal reportage

in "China Wakes" because it was
impossible for a foreigner living

in China to remain a dispassion-

ate observer.

"We made a conscious deci-

sion to involve ourselves in the

book because it is virtually

impossible to report on China
devoid of emotion and we want-

ed people to know that," she said.

Those looking for a tidy con-

clusion to this tale of China will

be disappointed. WuDunn and
Kristof make it clear they want to

avoid becoming yet another set

of prophets whose predictions

about the Middle Kingdom prove

drastically, and embarrassingly,

wrong.
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INDIGENOUS
From page 28

. „The work contrasts organic ele-

ments with material ones. The
human figure, focusing on the

abdomen - seat of the womb as

well as of the bowels - and the

stitching, all differ from the worid
of letters, words, frivolous slogans

and materialism suggested by the

photos.

"What I am trying to do in my
artwork is reach out by going with-

in and finding my inner truth,"

Han says. "In the spirit, I believe

everybody shares. I try to bridge

differences, not point out what is

wrong with society. In this way, I

^m connected to everybody who
will be seeing my work."

And by connecting to those who
will see her work, Han embodies
Heritage's philosophy of the artist

as relevant and in touch with soci-

ety.

"Into the unknown #3," another

work by Han, has high intensity,

translucent organic shapes follow

a path into a dark tunnel. The
background blends from yellow at

outer edges to green to blue as it

closes in on the tunnel, which is

only vaguely defined. The organic,

paramecium-like shapes are bright

red orange. The painting has much
movement.

'The images are* similar to nat-

ural forms," Han says. "I was
inspired. I got the images from
meditation and in the midst of con-
templation. It's all about going
back to the origin."

She takes meditation and self-

discipline very seriously. "I spend
a lot of time in meditation and con-

templation. It is a healing process.

I believe my life, my art and my
spiritual study go hand in hand."

In addition to Han, there are

over 20 artists shown in the exhib-

it. Their works address the envi-

ronmental theme of "Indigenous
Peoples" in, a variety of ways.

One of the most direct is a

multi-media work by Peter
Stewart. It is built into a changing

stall - the gallery had formerly
been a clothing store - and fea-

tures a toilet containing various

disposable wood products, includ-

ing chopsticks and paintbrushes.

Above the toilet is a mural
depicting a forest. A sign on the

toilet says, "Do we really need this

crap?" Near the rim of the bowl is

the reminder that all products in

the toilet bowl are made of rainfor-

est wood.
Arnold Schulenberg paints on

"In the spirit, I believe

tweryhody shares. I try

to bridge differences,

not point out what is

wrong with society."

Debbie Han

UCLA Graduate

palm fronds. "Large Fish" is about

four feet long, with the tail fins

notched in one end and the head at

the other. Schulenberg also has
several masks in the exhibit, paint-

ed on fronds. He decorates the

human face in various ways.

Heritage says he tries to keep
his shows connected in theme. A
previous show was "Ocean
Ecosystems." In the future he
would like to expand from envi-

ronmental themes to other cultural

themes, such as the family.

Rainforest Action Network
gathers information and organizes

protests and peaceful demonstra-
tions as a means of generating
publicity about environmental
issues. Artists participating in

"Indigenous Peoples" will assign a

percentage of their sales from the

vVONW00A}etty Bruin

An example of Peter Steward's
muti-media work,

show to be donated to Rainforest

Action Network, according to

Heritage. ——^^—

Heritage himself has several

works in the show. "Colors of
Things," a painting of a beach with

a cove, blends many strokes of
color together to create a whole
scene.

"A lot of my work is about rela-

tionship of color values," Heritage

says. "Colors represent different

feelings and associate with differ-

ent elements."

Another work, "The Indian in

Me," an acrylic painting on can-

vas, allildes to a belief about the

family of man. "A lot of people
believe the earth started with a

small group of people, and that we
were all connected," Heritage
says.

A visit to the T. Heritage Gallery

can show that art and humanity are

connected, and that this relation-

ship can express the ideas of many
different kinds of people.

ART: "Indigenous Peoples Art

Exhibition 1994" Displayed at T.

Heritage Art Gallery through Oct.

30. Admission free. For more infor-

mation call (310) 208-1896.

EXPO
From page 24

only 8 inches i)y 28 inches worth
of silk is woven.

Just as Chinese silk weaving
receives international acclaim, the

same holds true for another
ancient art, two-sided silk emlm)i-

dery. Kehua Wang, one of 18
selected artisans who traveled
from China to participate in the

exhibit, has mastered the tech-

niques of embroidery for 15 years.

The primary silk screen on dis-

play, one of a waif-like lady
plucking the strings of a tradition-

al Chinese instrument, took Wang
over a year to complete.With one
stitch, Wang simultaneously sews
two distinct patterns on one
screen. One side of the transparent

gauze depicts a playful kitten

preying on a fish in a pond. The
other side of the same screen
shows a monkey perched on the

rocks by a stream, pondering the

reflection of the moon.
"They are masters." said

Shirley Bryant, public relations

director for the exhibit. "There are

very few people who could do
these crafts. So this puts them in a

very elite group. You cannot be
trained in a university to do this. A
master has to train a master."

Aside from artistic endeavors,

the exhibit also displays Chinese
technological advances.

Since 312 A.D., the Chinese
have employed one of the earliest

known seismographs to predict

earthquakes; what they supersti-

tiously construe as the wrath of

gods. It consists of a bronze ball

falling from the mouth of a dragon

into the waiting mouth of a bronze

toad When one of the eight toads

makes a loud sound, it signals the

direction of the nearing earth-

qtiake. ,

'The catalytic impact (Chinese

technological advances) have on
present-day inventions cannot be

overlooked," said Professor Xiu
Feng Liang, vice chief of the fair.

Visitors to these exhibits wit-

ness demonstrations of wood
block printing, abacus vs. calcula-

tor competitions, acupuncture ses-

sions and many other little known
inventions in the Western
Hemisphere.

From the coarse wrappings of
Fire Dragon, the worid 's first two-

The primary silk screen

on display, one of a waif-

like lady plucking the

strings of a traditional

Chinese instrument,

took (Keshua) Wang
over a year to complete.

stage rock, to the delicate carvings

of layered jade, this exhibit offers

visitors the multi-faceted culture

and history of Chinese civiliza-

tion.

"We want to open up. We want
people to not only know the past,

present, but also the expanding
future of China," said UCLA
alumnus David Tsai, chief execu-

tive officer of the exhibit.

'This is not a museum. It is an

experience. This (exhibit) makes
people aware of ... our culture,

humankind culture. It is not
Chinese, it is human," said
Bryant.

For those who decide that this

may be a worthwhile journey, one

K.C. FINOELSEN

One of the many works on
display at the Asian Pacific Mart
charming, seemingly unimpres-
sive piece may carry the most last-

ing impression.

The Dragon Basin is a bronze
wash basin with two handles on
either side, designed for the luxu-

rious lifestyles of imperial courts

in ancient China. When the two
handles are rubbed, water in the

basin almost magically vibrates

and sprouts upward in a reversed

waterfall. It is said that every
morning, the emperor merejy
positions his face above the basin

and water would cleanse his face

without him lifting a finger.

If nothing else, the gleaming
polished handles of the basin rep-

resent both the pragmatic and the

artistic natur«s o( a civilization

which is owed the exhibit's long

overdue,recogni tion.

EXHIBIT: "The Chinese Science
and Arts Expo" at the Asian Pacific

Mart, downtown Los Angeles. For
tickets call Ticketmaster or the
Asian Pacific Mart at (800) 33-

ODYSSEY. Ends January 1995^

CANON SURE SHOT "M"
Fuu! automatic compact autofocusing 35mm
camera with lightweiglit design Autofmatic

Built-in Flahs witli Red-Eye redcution and
slow svnc for niglittime photos.

UCLA BRUIN
SPECIAL
Regular $99.95

le photos.

^89.95
WITH AD

CANON REBEL X-s
with ZOOM LENS_^
35iiini Aulorociising. Autoevcrything SLR
Camera with Built-in Flash. Includes Canon
35-80 ZOOM l.cns. Compact & Lightweight

UCLA BRUIN C>^i\^ 00
SPECIAL b3V5

WITH AD

Camera & Video
1025 Wcstwood Blvd. in WESTWOOD VILLAGE
FREE VALIDATED PARKING IN LOTS BEHIND STORE

MON-FRI 9-7 SAT 9: 30-6 SUN 11-4 (AD Expires 1 0/24/94JI
310-208-5150 Pro/Darkroom Dept 310-208-5161

Canon corrieras Include CarxDn USA Inc. 1-year Imlted warranty/registration card

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD

Consultation

• Colonst

on staff

• Perms

Bodywaves

vlake-up

Men - Sat 9-7

INTRODUCTORY OFFER •

First time Studetits Only $18
824-2711 ..1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

it^ adVair-c^i^t

That's right. No more waiting for last minute student rush

tickets. With a LOS ANGELES CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
student subscription, you're set for the year with tickets to

four great Friday night concerts for iust$9cach ! That's

almost 70% off the regular ticket price!

Concert Dates:

Featured Composers:

Featured Artists:

11/18/94. 1/27/95. 2/3/95. 3/24/95
Mozart, Bach. Crockett, Vivaldi,

Tower. Haydn, Beethoven
Chrislof Perick. conductor

lona Brown, director/violin

Ralph Morrison, violin

Garrick Ohlsson, piano

Richard Stoltzmah. clarinet

All concerts begin at 8:00pm at the Veterans Wadsworth
Theater near the UCLA campus.

Total Subscription Cost: $40 ($36 plus $4 handling)

or request a student subscription brochure
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TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

WORLD CUP

T rOFFSlOE^ '/
^^» SPORTS APPAREL '

1 1710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2550

'

DESIGN HAIRCUTS

Witll

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-$49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-$45

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

208-4447

\
shampoo &

l blowdry

I
HAIRCUT

(lonf) hijir l>, \\M top-

slirjhfly highor)

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-S45

SUPER PERM $66

Next to Penny Lone

\i

EYE EXAM.
A) B)

C) Free
Parking

©
D) Insurance

Plans
Accepted

All of the Above

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

91-8 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday ttiru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parl(ing

A

Kaleidospace
' I'our Oti-Ramp to the Information IUgbu>ay"„

Internet Internships Available in

the Entertainment Indnstry

Help put independent artists, musicians, filmmakers and writers

on the Internct>vith full multimedia promotions, including audio

and video. In these internships, we'll teach you how the Internet

is already iKinR used as the information superhighway by
art galleries, rect>rd labels, film companies, publishers and more.

Kaleidospace operates the world's first Internet site

selling work by independent artists and companies over the Internet.

We're also committed to helping the entertainment industry get online,

and we're currently working with major record labels.

Interns needed for:

layout/design/slyle/digitization

CGI/Perl programming
admiastration/managemcnt

publicity /talait scouting

Serious inquiries only.' We only want people who are interested

in having a pcrmartent position In our company.

Jialeido^ace 310-399-4349

PICTORIAUSM
From page 25

dering. The l)eauty of itie photo-

graph lies in the physical study of

lines and shapes and the psycho-

logical study of the figures.

Also included in the exhibit are

works by Ansel Adams. Few peo-

ple realize that Adams' career

began as a pictorialist. However,
his photographs stand apart from

the others in their stark reality.

They capture nature's essence in a

very real way. Adams does not

attempt to dramatize his works by
creating a mystical aura about
them, but presents them with a

SMITH

purity that creates a dramatization

of its own.
The photographs do represent

texture and style, but more than

that they represent nature. Adams'
perfection lies in the "technical

virtuosity of negative and print."

His photographs' perfection lies

in the clarity of his works.

.

Applying this clarity of content

to people, urban life and its chaos,

rather than the subdued tones of
nature, Arnold Genthe presents a

striking photograph of San
Francisco's 1906 earthquake. The
photograph portrays the effects of

the disaster in a very real sense,

the first glance simply showing a

street in San Francisco. It takes a

second glance to realize the chaos

in the scene, the buildings still

standing in order, the people hov-

ering in the littered streets and the

smoke from approaching fires ris-

ing in the distance. The photo-
graph highlights the disorientation

and overturning of everyday life.

This romantic view of some-
thing so chaotic perhaps best

explains the goals of pictorialism,

to present the ^motional and
thoughtful side of life.

ART: "The Heart of the Storm:
Northern California Pictorialism."

J. Paul Getty Museum. Exhibit
runs through Nov. 27. Call (310)
394-7448.

From page 24

NC-17 by the Motion Picture

Association of America Inc. The
shocking part about the decision

was that feature films are never

given a rating past an R for lan-

guage. "Concert movies like Dice

Rules and You So Crazy got it for

language," explains Smith, "but no
feature had ever gotten it for lan-

guage, so we were floored."

"But at the same time, when the

decision came down on You So
Crazy we thought 'What's the dif-

ference?'" he remembers.
"Everyone was like 'No, you're a

feature, it doesn't happen to fea-

tures.' They were wrong."

Not only did the board give his

movie a commercially handicap-

ping rating, but they refused to

inform Smith of the offending

scenes or content. "The pom titles,

(the conversation about) sucking
37 dicks, it could have been suck-

ing your own dick, it could have
been the dead guy in the bath-

room," anguishes Smith. "They
were never clear."

He feels to remove any of the

dialogue or plot would have had
drastic consequences to the story of

Clerks. "Cut out the 37 dicks con-

versation," warns Smith, "and you
cut out every reference after!"

So Smith held firm and appealed

the decision, ending in last week's
overturning of the NC-17 rating.

For Smith, who's got two upcom-
ing films. Mall Rats at Universal

and Dogma at Miramax, Clerks
was a film to prove a point.

"My girifriend was majoring in

literary criticism," says Smith,
"and we had this large discussion

one day on how viable literary crit-

icism is and why does it exist? She
says 'l)ecause we need it so people

can find out what everything's

about.' I said *some things aren't

about anything.' She said 'No,
everything's about something.' Sq
I wanted to prove that not every-

thing had a meaning."

Unfortunately, Smith has not

been able to prove his point Some
critics have called Clerks every-

thing from a light comedy to a

political allegory, and they've
given weight and credence to the

words of his script.

"I failed." he laughs. "People
find meaning in this thing where I

never intended it."

BOOTSY
From page 31

with a wicked twist on their own.
When they were joined again

by Bootsy, he had changed into

yet another colorful costume
including another feathered hat,

shiny cape and crazy knee-high
boots. The glitter star necklace
and earrings and tights were the

only attire that remained constant

throughout the night. In a gospel-

rich voice, Bootsy preached to

the crowd, "Sometimes we make
love too hard. And sometimes we
don't make love enough. But
tonight we're gonna make love

too hard," t)efore leading into an
instrumental in which his bass
seemed electrified by a higher
force.

Unfortunately, not even a

higher force could control the

awful feedback that contaminat-

ed the otherwise perfect love
song "I'd Rather Be With You."
Whettier Bootsy sang about his

love for music, for a significant

other, or for the audience (whom
he affectionately referred to as

just "L.A,"), didn't matter. »

After "Munchies For Your
Love," Bootsy, in a lovey dovey
trance, told the audience he
wanted to touch everybody and
he wanted everybody to touch
him. "They warned me not to try

this in L.A.," he said, "but these

are my people." And with that, he

climbed off the stage into the

reaching arms and drunk hugs of

"his people." Unbelievably, he
made it clear across the dance
fioor, and jumped onto and over

a banister as he proceeded
toward the back bar leaving a

trail of sweat, glitter and beam-
ing fans behind.

The lights were turned on
before the show was over, much
to everyone's dismay. "I hate it

when they try and ru^h me like

this," concluded Bootsy before a

final magical jam. But it was 2

a.m. and it almost seemed possi-

ble that if the clock ticked any
further the bass would t>e turned

back into a pumpkin and it could

all disappear in a puff of glitter.

FAR
From page 32

lucrative areas of licensing and mer-

chandising, however. After they

appear in newspapers, "The Far
Side" cartoons are sent on a three-

to five-year sequential journey into

"The Far Side" books, calendars,

greeting cards and other products.

During the last 15 years,

Andrews & McMeel has printed 26
million "The Far Side" books, most
of them paperbacks, selling for $5
to $13. Of the 19 "The Far Side"

titles published since 1980, only the

iirst did not appear on The New
York Times paperback best-seller

list.

For the last 10 years the familiar

"Far Side Off-The-Wall Calendar,"

a small paper cube consisting of 365
tear-off cartoons, has Ijeen the best-

selling calendar in America. The
1994 edition, which retails for about

$10, sold 5.4 million copies.

Another Universal Press
Syndicate division, OZ, publishes

the fast-selling "The Far Side"
greeting cards.

New cards, books and calendars

bearing recycled "The Far Side"
cartoons are in the pipeline, and
retailers are already warily comem-

plating their prospects after

Larson's retirement.

"There'll be strong demand for

the book they've scheduled for next

fall," said Scott Feiguson, who is in

charge of buying humor books for

the giant Waldenbooks chain, "but

tjeyond that, without the constant

reminder of the comic strip, I think

demand will fail. After that, we'll

lighten our buys."

Kim Richardson, who with her

husband, Michael, owns and runs

Rieders Cards and Gifts, a five-store

chain in Denver and Colorado
Springs, said: "It will definitely

have an impact. A lot of our cus-

tomers iHiy a lot of Far Side stuff,

and they're always looking for

something new.

"Unless Gary starts up again, I'm
scaling down," she added. "And, of

course, there'll be Gary Larson
knockoffs. You hate to see it hap-

pen, but something else will come
along."

Wliether Larson himself is dread-

ing that prospect - he declined to be

interviewed for this article - is

unknown. The son of an auto sales-

man, Laraon pursued carecrt as a

jazz musician, music store employ-
ee and animal-abuse investigator for

the Seattle Humane Society before

his first drawings were published in

The Seattle Times.

In 1979 he was signed by the

small Chronicle Features Syndicate

in San Francisco, and his cartoons

began appearing in newspapers
throughout the country - a few of

which subsequently canceled it

because of what tfiey considered its

"sick" or morbid humor. Larson
joined the much larger Universal

Press Syndicate in 1984 (it had
already begun publishing his

books), and the merchandising and

publishing juggernaut picked up
steam.

Unlike some cartoonists, who
farm out the inking and even draw-

ing to others, Larson insists on
doing all the work himself He took

a "sabbatical" from drawing from
October 1988 to January 1990, and

readers grudgingly made do with

renins.

"Oh, we'll survive without 'The

Far Side'," Thornton said. "The
worst thing will be getting up each

moming and not reading it"
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the knockout Queen Dido. She and
Aeneas fall in love immediately.

Cue the Sorceress. She wants to

ruin Dido, so she sends one of her

witches to Aeneas in the form of
Mercury, god of thieves, travelers

and other interesting people.

This witch-cum-Mercury tells

Aeneas that his destiny lies not
with Dido in Carthage, but on the

Italian peninsula as the founder of

Rome. Aeneas breaks the news to

Dido and sets sail, and $he kills

herself after singing her famous
"Laftient"

This sounds like interesting

stuff, and it can be, in the right

hands. In spite of adequate singing

and orchestral playing (conductor

Roderick Shaw specializes in

baroqiie music, and his experience

was apparent here), an oddly styl-

ized and stilted production under-

mined both Purcell and the efforts

of those involved in the perfor-

mance.

Contrary to Purcell, whose fame
rests primarily on "Dido and
Aeneas," Vaughan Williams' asso-

ciation with opera is tenuous at

best. Remembered for his nine
symphonies, the 20th century com-
poser's operatic work will never
become standard fare.

Vaughan Williams knew this,

and he included much of the music
from his opera "The Pilgrim's
Progress" in his Fifth Symphony in

order to save it from obscurity. The
fact that he did not accofd "Riders

to the Sea" such a privilege should

say much to the insightful ^istener.

Long Beach Opera did not help

Vaughan Williams' case. The
orchestra moved behind the panels

onto the platform for this half of the

program, placing the singers in the

semi-circular sandbox in front.

By hiding the orchestra and
putting the singers in the spotlight

the plot became the focus. This was
a fatal mistake. The story, by play-

wright J. M. Synge, ranks at best

with an episode of "Little House on
the Prairie" on an off day.

Basically, the drama focuses on
Maurya, sung by Felty, the mother

Of six sons, four of whom, along

with her husband, have b)een killed

by the sea. Her two daughters, por-

u^ayed by Suzan Hanson and KJristi

Peterson, try to keep the fact that

another of her sons just died under

wraps.

Her remaining son, Bartley,

departs on his horse for the hartx)r,

only to be knocked into the sea by
the animal, subsequently drowning.

This infernally boring plot coupled

with music that only momentarily
rises above proto-mundane to any
sort of inspiration, frustrated even
the most tolerant listener.

Again, stilted caressing of chairs

and other stylized nx)vements only

heightened the agony. Nothing
could have saved "Riders to the

Sea," not even a straight conserva-

tive production. Long Beach
Opera's radical approach only took

Vaughan Williams' bad seed and
made it worse.

Perhaps some people like their

opera avant-garde and modern.
Where one complains of feeling

like they were trapped in a bad
Fellini movie, another may rhap-

sodize over a fresh approach.

No matter how the characteriza-

tions are made. Long Beach
Opera's unique production style

will always evoke strong reactions,

both negative and positive.

OPERA: Henry Purcell's "Dido and
Aeneas" and Ralph Vaughan
Williams' "Riders to the Sea" at the

Long Beach Ofiera, Oct. 16, 2 p.m.;

Oct. 19 and 22 at 8 p.m in the
Center Theater at the Long Beach
Convention Center. Tickets $60,
$40 and $22. For more informatkm

ca:i (310) 596-5556.

mam
SKIN-CARE

MAIRil
ESSENTIALS

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SIGN

That's the promise of Matrix Skin Care, the

exclusive salon system that steadily releases

Sl-Complex moisturizers, hour after hour.

Nothing works harder to capture firm,

radiant, youthfuMooking skin. Call today.

MINI-FACIAL $20
FULL FACIAL , $30
MANICURE & PEDICURE $15
HAIRCUT. $10
FULL SET. $20
FILLS $12

w/ this coupon

(3 1 0)824-07 1 954 & 956 Gayley Ave. • Westwood

)

( lOM lo I ill i< I \ ( \^iri s

LA/S Newest Hotel Is A
tost-Gratf Mcjorkig In Service

Convcnienth^ located 1 mile from compus at

1 -405 and Santa Monica Boulevord

• Compllmentai\i Continental Breokfost

• 6cerclse Focllltt^

• Courti/ord lAilth Jacuzzi

WESTWOOD
PACIFICHOTEL

11250 Santa Monica Blvd.

For Reservations Call (310) 478-1400
11 250 Santa Monica Boulevard • Los Angeles, CA 90025

KM'o IMS(01 M Mini illlS \ll

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 474-0102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

REACH OUT
TO

CALLINTERNAL
206-7562

Daily Bruin

INFORMATIOIM

NEEDED
Victim of catastrophic brain injuries

seeks information regarding water
flowing from campus irrigation

system into roadways on and
around U.C.L.A. campus, including

[but not limited to) Sunset Blvd..

resulting in spills or handling
difficulty for motorcylces, scooters,

or bicycles. The Regents, through
their attorneys, deny that these
waterflows are dangerous. If you

have any information on this

subject, please call or write:

Jnmcs P Ciwv

LniA/ offices of

James P Cam
11755 Wilshirc Blv/ci

Ste 1170 LA 90025
Ph i:310.444-7179

Clu istopher P. Yuhl

Yuhl, Fnbcr S Yuhl

401 Wilshire Blud. Ste, 1260
Santn Monirn, Co
90401-1430
Phi:310-393-0045

UNIVERSAL CITYWALK
BILLIARD-BAR-GRILL

(818) 505-9238

SATURDAY
COLLEGE
FOOTBALL

$1.50 BUD AND
^ BUDUOHT

DRAFTS

$2.00 VEU
DRINKS

1t:30- 3:00 ^.m.

BRING STUDENT I.D.

$1.50 •"•**•

PRAm

$2.00 wm
PRINKS

10:00 a.m.- 3:00 ^.m.
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

dassitied advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Ottr oflice Is open Moeday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates

Daity,20wo(dsorl«8 $7.00

Daily, each xMHIonal word .45

Weekly, 20 words or less KJtXi

Weekly, each additional word 1 .30

Display ads— student rate/cd. inch 8:00

Displayads— local rate/col. inch 1125

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

ClassHMIlMite

1 working day before printing, by noon.

nmfflti <t»>liy i<r

2 working days before printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

UCLA Daily Brum.

led. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day befon printing.

The ASUGLA ConMMMicrikM Boent fuNy supports the Univertty of (Mtoniii't poi^
crMnMoa No midhim ihM accept adwrtliemerO wMcii present penoni of any origin, race,

raiplon. MX. or tnuii oilentttton in a dHnetning w^f or knpiy thM ttiey ira NntitBd to poeWons.

ciptfMis. roles or sttiut in sodeiy.NeHherthe Daily Briikinor theASUCUCominurikalkm Board

hMlnvMtioatedany ofthe servtoes advertisedortheadverlisersrepreseriM in this issue. Ally p
beNeving that an aiNwiisernam in this iss«e violMd the Board's policy on nondiscrirnlnatkm

harem shouU conmNmlcale complamu m wrtUna to ttie Business Manager, Daily Bruin. 22S

KsrcidioH iial. 306 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housmg dbcriml-

natmn problenis. caN the UCLA Housing OtfKe at (310) 825-4271 or caU the Westsidc Fair Houskig

Offk* at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad
1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand. ^

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the nierchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and Include that in the ad. Include infomiation such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

RENT A CAR
YES. We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

JTOPLESS'

RENTACAR
(310)673-9899

MUNKAFUST
AT

THE TROUBADOUR
Sat., October 22 at 10 p.m.

For tickets call: 1-800-598-8810

NEVER MISS A CALL.'

1" MOHTH FREE'
• FRii! IMWEDIAfE HOOK UP
.PAGER & 800 SfRVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon Discussion. Fri Step StucJy. AU 3525

Thurs Book StuOy. AU 3525
Tues orvd Wed Discussion, Denial 23-029

All times 12 10-1 OOpnn
for olcotxDhcs or inoiviaools who have o

drinking proO/em

if 1

;«" S[f.-»"'y' -^•Tv

PI KAPPA PHI
PI KAPPA PHI has formed its core group of
Founding Fathers, and is looking for more
men to join the Associate Chapter it UCLA.

We are looking for:

* motivated individuals with

_ leadership abilities^

* well rounded men looking to j r

enhance their college experience

7 Good Deals

S IN$1ANT MONEY. S
^ ATTENTIGN STUDENTS. SORORtnES. g
ISi FRATERNmES AND CLUBS Zi

^ Moke money INSTANTLY. 5
Completdty legitimate & easy. Zi,

New INSTANT SELF-TANNING ^
LOTION. No more waiting. See ^
INSTANT golden color without ^
orange or streaky results. Hi

For details, call Claudia at Zi

(310) 820-7999 ext. 2 or fax 25

inquiries to (310) 820-6989. g
P.S. Ask about additional unique tX

products for tt>« body. <X

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

vy

$$ CASH $$
For Used sports Equipment

BUY-SELL-
TRADE

10ei4Jfffir8onBlvdlF|

JnthtRoM/Targit

Shopping Ctnlir
SPOJ?TS

CulvtrCly 310-287-2237

.,.# i'

v!iJf'»>S^'>XWfr^Ctf* '
>

FOR ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS CALL JAMES BENSON OR
ROSS KNOBLAUCH AT (3 1 0) 474-4506 (ROOM 305)

GRAPHICS/OFFICE ASSISTANT,
hours. (310)478-0591.

2 Campus Services

P/T, flex.

iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinmii;

NEEDACREDfTCARD?
Up to a $5000 credit line.

Bad or no credit

no problem.

No credit check.

Also Major Credit Cards

Available.

(800)29»4923
»ITTITITITIIII»I«»«»««g«»f<

2 Campus Services

rr
OaiiktytryA^C-

^

GT2UCLA
Coll UCLA Commuter /Vssistance - Rideshoring

at (3 1 0) 794-RIDE or stop by our office at 555 \Afestwood Pl<ia

Room 200 (Strudure 8, level 2) for info or^ carpools, var^pools

i^V^ end public transit optiorfi.
^ y

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify Immediately.

1 •800-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking

tipsl Send SS SASE, CREATIONS UN-iTD.
19800 Hav^home Blvd. i258-430CT, Tor

ranee, Calif. 90503.

MAGIC
Antiquities Boosters $9

Fallen Empires Boxes $70
email: daegtin€h:iet)Com.com

or call Robert: (310)794-3607

N4otor«:ycl« Jacket $69.99
L<«vl SOS'a/VOnUks* CnotKlns

IPOO'B-lSTO'a: OvM-aUIs.
Plauinela. Boots. A. BeUbottoma

10«>fc orrw/Ad
Interzonc

6689 1/2 Hollywood Blvd
(213) 465-2644

r-siiiiMs

Blank shuts at wholesale price!

We do silk-screen printing too!

For best price and service, call

TAG 310-527^313

College of Law
Dedicated io Providing Quolify Legal Education

• low/JD Progrom occrediled by ifie Gilifomia Committee of Bar Examiners.

• Progrom designed to prepore students for llie demonding cfwHengcs of ifw

legal profession.

• Snxjilclosses.

LAW/JD DEGREE

f-ulf Time

Part Time

Day/tvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Crrtificale

Asms Degrees

CveningfSaturday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909) S96-)S4S

ENGNO CAMPUS
5445 BAIBOA BIVD.,

ENCrOCA 91316

(818)981-4529

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Tlif UflircTMly of Ij Vrmc » Accitdiird huf ihr Wrwrm AMnciAnHi o( Scttook and Cotlrps

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-

167(yexl. 167. $2.95/min. 2-minute average.

18+ Infoservice, LA. CA. 213-993-3366.

Do you have a stepparent young
enough to be your brother or

sister?

Please call Marie at (818) 973-2386

if you have a really young stqxlad

or stepmom.

^

Is H difficult finding a date
iMcausa no on« mMMursa
up to your •xpactatlons?

If yes, call Marie at (818) 973-2386

because no one's good enough!

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA studenU to test new
volcemail introduction service. Absplutely

free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inK it. 100% guarantee. Call 31 0-281 -8828.

Putyour reputation

on the line.

Cla$»ifimd Line
825 2221

<-r
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7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

• 2 MINUTESTO DROP IT OFF
•2 MINUTESTO
PICK IT UP

Sleeping Bags
Comforters e.^ftft
Rugs MO^
(do«ni$i5oa]

OPEN
• EVERYDAY
6 AM TO 10:30 PM

CONVENIENT
PARKING

Free Pickup & Delivery I

with 5 Orders from

same location

(310)

829-9378

I

I

I

I

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave. a
(310) 394-9418

'

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 829-9378 ^

RETRO HAUS
VINTAGE CLOTHING

. TT BlouTouT SdTeV7

.

1 Day Only
Sunday Oct. 23rd 9am - 4:30pm

Melrose Weekend Market

at Fairfax High School

corner of Melrose & Fairfax

Used Levi's • Vintaje Dresses • Feed

Saede ft Leather Jaekets • Women's ft Men's

Ciothin)...and Mack Morel

Nothing Over $5.00

10 Personal 12 Research Subjects

BBS 3.0\

24^1:^: ^^, E- Mail

5000^^1 ^s. B,S.OL^

OC(7 14)449-9373

LA(2 13)962-3634
1200-14.4K BPS. 8M. No Partty

(714) 449-9408(Volce)

KOREA AMERICA ONUNE

ADVERSE
REACTIONS TO
FOOD ADDITIVES
If you have adverse reactions

to food additives such as

coiorlng asents,

nrK>nosldlum glutamate or

preservatives, and you might

wish to participate In

an on-campus research study,

please call 1-800-633-8497

ATTN:
CONTACT LENS
WEARERS
Adier Weiner is a

research group looking

for contact lens wearers

to participate in a
focus group.

Receive $75
call Nate (310)440-2340

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL trials!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

sdiizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P L t A S F C A L L 1-800-854-3902

IF YOU HAVt SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN,

OUR STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief question-

naires. Pays $10. 310-4S4-7926.

M/F NEEDED, 15+, coronary artery disease,

smoking arxi hVS. Positron imaging of heart.

Injection radioactive isotope. Bloods taken.

310-82S-1118.

Nonnai healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 arvJ have a scienlinc learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

PANIC ATTACKS!
For those who are suffering from panic at-

tacks, researchers from UCLA are conducting

a carefully-designed research project using

medication. Participants should be over the

age of 18, In good physical health, male or

r>on-pregnant female who uses an acceptable

method of birth control. A comprehensive
medical and psychiatric evaluation is provid-

ed as part of the project and is free of charge

lor the ciuration of the project which is 1

7

weeks. For rrwre information, please call the

UCLA Anxiety Disorder Progryn at 310-206-

5133.

WOMEN 18-25 with cither anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation involves completing

six quettkmnaires. Mindy 310-796-0996.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do ail DMV. We buy anything.

818-999 IBUY (4289).

] 6 Lost and Found

1 1 Attomeys
Hyperactive boys with attcrttional problems __^, .^._. _.,.., j - „ —.. ,,,.
7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

fOUND: Cat In Westwood. Call 794-3571

Receive $20 arvl a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825.0392.
12 Research Subjects

Bright Honest Lawyer
^FmO a front nCuOenB fMS "VMS

•Medcai Malpractice •Business Ut^ptfofi

•Job Disc. •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Bakstod(y

J818) 382-7055 or (310) ^5890.

12 Research Subjects

B«iM«tting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for LKIA research Project Subjects

will receh« $20 arxJ a free developmertal

evaluation. 310-8254)392.

Graduate student seeking people with ont

Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

Querttonnalre. PleaM caH 81 8-774-1 141.

STUDY PATIENTS WANTED: Women
between 18-45 with normal periods, not on

birth control pills, wanted for various

studies. If you have PMS or no-mood
symptoms before your period,

call (310) 825-2452.

You will be paid for your participation.

Jo/ff a fmdmraily

fundmd study comparing a

nm\^ spacm a^m condom y^lfh a

classic lafmx. condom^

mmdical carm/supplims to couplms

usin^ condoms as hirth control

for 6 months^

ron INFO'R/^ATION CALL. U13) 36S-*Hm

19 Sperm/Egg donors

ECC DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yrs, own nwdieal irwurarx^e. Spe-

cial needs fo>r Mack, Hispanic, & eastern Iridl-

anl At UCLA med center. 3104I25-9SOO.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Heahhy females
between 21-34yean old wAnedkal In-

surarKe. Payment of $2200 for medkal pro-

dac Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
F.ridcv.

\
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19 Sperm Egg donors

>G Donors

Needed

Are you interested in helping an

Infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Wbmen

from all ethnic backgrounds ages

21-34, for details please call

l«a989-9890.

EGG/SPERM—

—

DONORS
Desperately wanted by hopeful parents. All

races needed. Ages 21-35. Healthy. Substan-

tial compensation. For Information call OP-
TIONS {310)397-4054.

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with irwtruction. Cain l'-3".

Permanent- safe. Enharxie erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-aOO-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts interfering with work
and relationships. ErxJ self-destructive pat-

tems. Sliding scale, free consultation, stud-

ents welcome. Iris Dargin, MFCC
lic.iMFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-confidence. Individual

appointments and classes. Experierxied

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Irxjividuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-246S5. 310-289-4643.

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
For faster, more efficient

permanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and free

consultation. Call

Wcstwood (310) 312-1212

Acne. Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Therapy tor

painless facial skin rejuvenation

and removal of acne tattoos

sunspots & scars. Low cost.

Free Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

C"

t

STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,

Supervisor PSY 8070

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE OPENING ON CAMPUS
New UCLA Dermatology Office - 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

Part-Time (12-16 hrs./wk.) Secretary/Receptonist/Medical Assistant

Mac Proficiency and Excellent Typing Skills required. Jr. or >

Call 794-6399

UCLA Assesment Coordinator

fw HTV and Adolescent

Treatment Interventicm

Study. Related field experience

needed.

Call Zane O'Keefe at

310/794-8279
or

FAX resume to

310/794-8297

Part Time - Flex tiours

Electrolysis & Skincare

I*einanent

208-81S3
CI Ok. South of Suita Montrml nivd)

evenIng^veekencl shifts

conduct telephone surveys.

Will TYain. No Selling

I.S.A. - I6005 Sherman Way #203
Van Nuys 8 1 8-904-0372

$500.00 WEEKLY mailing circulars in your

spare-time. Mail S.A.S.E. for details to: Cir-

rculars 5920 Avalon N.W., Albuquerque,

NM 87105.

$6.63|/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule
around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security ofOcers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of ont year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

1 -FEMALE READER who Is bilingually pron-

cient In Spanish to read to a blind teadier in

the evening. $8-1 OAv. 30hr^no. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINCI EARN BIG $$$
+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holid^y^pring^ummer seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398ext23031.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All types/ages needed. No ex-

perier>ce necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Imaufc. 818-222-9091.

ADVERTISINCVPROMOTIONS. Students

needed for local PT^^T work. Flexible hours.

No experience necessary. Call today for in-

ten/iews 310-201-8565.

AIDE-Male waited for live-in weekends.
Personal care, companionship for older

quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record req.. 310-573-1988. Tu,Thrs-Sun af-

ter 9am.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-$60004^
per month -fbenefits. Male/female. No ex-

perience necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

AS9341

.

APPLY TODAY! $7/hour + bonus, flexible

hours, great work experience. Hiring nowl
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENT NEEDED for fA
fTwdelvwxk. Ptwne Carol 310-858-8974.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calendar
1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi
Call for appointnient (310)285-9264.

ASSIST for export business. Excellent writing

and PC skills, marketing Viet-

namese/Chincse skills great. Flexible hours.

$9.(KAv+. Call (310)289-5005.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids and work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

AUTHOR/TV PRODUaR/FASHION SCHO-
LAR needs film student/research assistant for

a history of swimvwar in film. Exciting pro-

ject, good pay. TelAax Adrian at 805-965-
1880.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard
working office support Full/part-time posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-
3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

knmediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED
For Gourmet Sandwich Shop in Westwood.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11:45-2:45pm.
SVhour. Apply at Sandbag's, 1134 West-
wood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxi music videos.

Earn up to $200 per day! No experience
needed. Wort( guaranteed! Call today 213-
851-6102.

Assistant Managsr
for new, progressive restauraunt

-flexMe hours

-oompetetive pay
-P/TorF/T

-work around schedule

Call Mike at 571-1183

X W fc< X >< X ><

AREVOUDITHUSIASTK
ABOUT YOUR JUDAISM?

WnM ]fM Hm 1o p(U5 yow eitlweatM to

Jtvish leMS?

rwiv nonij NrpMON hstlw vovto

iMdi/toMMl h4 "^4^5 Dor Hochuk <ad

Spotiond bjp it Bnw* of ifvijli EdKoM of

()iMlirLo$Aig«i0<aA9GiMlir Lo$ Ai^|«i0 <aAgun of JMifh

kinf oiMM JMbk nad

WWW

30 Help Wanted

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic S^Mciahy Store In LA. We
want Ml and part-time sales people. We are

kx>king for : men and women m4>o can learn

great customer service, believcf the custonrter

always comes first, and virants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer chance to

make $6-124^iour, food benefits package
great staff discount, and the best retail traifv

ing. To join the top indepenl^nt store in LA
call for appointnnent Tues-Fri Linda D1 0)820-

7S8S.

GARDEN AND YARD WORK. Flexible

hours. $9^r. 2-iniles to campus. 310-27S-
1494.

Great telephone skills and a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of business aixi irv

dustries is needed to help us support our irv

vestment banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or eariier; hourly plus bonuses based

on results. Work out of home, must have car

310-391-9670.

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFW.

Knowledge of kinieseology, human anatomy,
or related. Exercise science background a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-

6500 ext.256.

CLERICAL/RECEPTIONIST POSFTION. Profes-

sional phone manner, well organized, some
typing and computers, $5.5Q^r. 11anfv3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

College studenU needed to portray high

school students! Work as a nr>ovie extra. All

types... No fees/rw gimmicks. Weekend work
available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-
2278.

COMMUNITY SERVKIE OFFKIRS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1Mv to

start, up to $9.1 0. 1 54h^«^fvk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRATE AND BARRa is now accepting appli-

cations for sales, stock and office positions.

Both (A arxi pA positiorv are available. We
are looking for hard vM>rking and enthusiastic

individuals. Please come to our store. Cen-
tury City Shopping Center. 10250 SanU Mo-
nica Blvd.. LA.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000+ATionth working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. Worid travel. Seasonal

and f/T empioynoent available. No experi-

ence necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for ^at crew members. Servers,

hoctAmtess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

day^week. 9-5, MWF or Tue^Thun/SaL
$7/hour. Children's Book Worid. 310-559-

2665. ^__

DELIVERY DRIVER
For Sandbag's Gourrp^t Sandwich Shop in

Westwood. Car, scooter or motorcycle need-

ed. 1 1-3pm, M-F, days flexible. $5/hour plus

great tips. Apply in person: 1 1 34 Westwood
Blvd.

DOCUMENT RESEARCHER. Independent,

literate, self-sufficierH irvJividual interested in

doing free-larKe research. Will perform

document research specific to larwj use and
environmental studies. Must have own car

and flexible schedule. Send resume: 5290
Overpass Road, Suite 220, SanU Barbara,

CA.93111.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health and nutrition irwiustry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
ar>d when convenient to call.

ESTABLISHED BAND looking for manag-
er/agerrt to book local gigs. Excellent oppor-

tunity for college student interested in music
Industry. Chris, 310-915-0691.

Experienced irviividual to telemarket invest-

ment products to banks. Part-time or Full-

time. Sale/Marketing and investmentA>anking

experier>ce preferred. Competitive wageAxv
nus. Harry 310-472-8285. v

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-

1 1/hour DOE. P/T, 20-25 hour^veek. Para-

legal preferred but not required. Applicants

w/legal experience only. 31Q-473-7173.

FILM CREW AND WRITERS WANTED. Send
copy samples of work. Short 3/4' videos,

film photos, scripts, trailers by 1Q/2S/94.

HIGH CONCEPTS, 1 1 684 Ventura #334, Stu-

dioCity, CA91604.

UCLA Research Recruiter

Involves HIV prevention in

inner city, ethnic minority

health dinics. Mature, highly

responsible, detail oriented

people. $8-1 1 an hr.

Spanish a plus.

Call Angus
310-794-8278

HOME SCHOOL needs a biology teacher.

Teach 4 kids for 1 hour 1 5min 3days a week
in Hollywood. Will pay 120.00 plus per

week, negotiable. Call Mike Rivera at

213)656-7425.

FLOWER SHOP in Westvvood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/T cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTI-

TUDE IS EVERYTHING! Call Kenny or Kalh-

ryn 310-337-9627.

knmediate part-time opening. Pick-up 12-

year-old after school. Run errarMis, light

housekeeping for 2-work!ng-parent house-
hold, M-F, 3-6pm, sonrtc evenings. Santa Mo-
nica. $6.50^ with increase to $7.50 after 90
days. Must have reliable cv. 310-394-0679.

Carot^Steve.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$40OVmonth teaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching backgrourvi or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion cal I 206-632- 1 1 46extJ5934 1

.

LAW FIRM MESSENGER full-time.

Delivery/pick-up of legal documents of pres-

tigious Brentwood fimi. Occasional service

of subpoenas. Must have reliable car. No
exp. required. Ask for Chris. 010) 207-8228.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

erKs. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 31 0-475-0481

.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-
2999 24hours.

-

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys r^eeds irwiividuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, andweekeryi hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow ir^struc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone sidlls, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-
7232.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for FrerKh arxi American magazines ar>d vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400Q^nonth, base-f commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

Midsized Century City law firm seeks P/T li-

brary clerk to open mail, copy Journal articles

and show books. ApplicanU should be able

to work 2-S pm MorvFri. Law students pre-

ferred. Please mail or fax resunte to Jeffrey

Mangels Butler Marmaro, Attn.: Human Re-

sources, 2121 Avenue of the Stars, 10th floor,

LA 90067. Fax: 310-203-0567.

Naked
Fact is: I must see to it you are awarded $$
for your college education... or else! ... or

else, I don't remain in business! Scholarships.

No onm denied. Call for guarantee 1-800-

700-7656... 24 hr. recording.

ODYSSEY THEATRE
seeks dedicated theatre artists to volunteer
backstage^tage manage professional produc-
tions. Design assistants also needed. Next
nf>eet ing Saturday 10/22 4:30pm ^ the Odys-
sey, 20SS S. Scpuh«da, one block north of

Olympic, orcallJaMm 310-479-8187.

P/r GENOA PRODUCTK>NS seek assistant

for office and production woik. Must have
good writing skills and be computer-literate.

Call Hilary ASAP 310-285-1531 or send re-

sume to: GENOA PRODUCTIONS, 433 N.
Camden, 4th floor, Beverly Hills, 90210 or

fax:310-285-1505.

PA&F/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT, »chltec.

tural design office, MDR, seeks creath«,

perwn to help in writing, aaxmntir^ phone,
computer. Fax resufne 310^2-1340,

30 Help Wanted

mCES NEEDED NOW
•ForTVComtnandais
•Movies
Catalogs
• Videos

caN ImmediatBly

(310)66»4885

Part-time Clerlcai in GYN office in Beveriy

Hills. Detail-oriented. Excellent communica-
tion skiHs. Microsoft Word skills helpful. 310-

474-5747.

Paft4ime data base research and support staff

woric for InwestmerH banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library »nd CD-ROM daU
bases; computer skills, «M>rk out of home.
nfHist have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME MUSIC SUPERVISOR must read

music, typing skills and have organizational

skills must have car. 3tO-276-33a0,

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME computer salesper-

son, gerwral office work, accounting assist,

aixl technician needed. Unisys building. Im-

age Microsystems, 10920 Wilshire. (31(WS15-

1000.

Part/Full-time help needed for removal of

records from waretwMse. Culver City. 310--

559-8823. Call between 10-3.

Part/Full-time warehouse clerical help need-
ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.
Call between 10-3.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT, 1-day, Monday pre-

ferred. Errarxls, etc. Need car. Must like

children. Must be able to commit to one
year. 310-573-1891.

PHONE-ORIENTED, aggressh« person need-

ed couple ixxjrs^Meek to assist manager of

rockAnetal band bookir>g concerts. Jennifer

010)794-3612.

RECEPTKDNIST for Century City Law firm.

Morxlay and Wednesday, 8:45am-5:30pm
$6.5<yhr. Corinne 010)552-3312.

RECEPTK3NIST/PART-TIME. Dependable, or-

ganized, attention to detail, good phone
manner. Busy, small. Century Oty law firm.

2:00PM-6:30PM. M-f. Parking included.

310-552-1806.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt buildings.

Free rent plus iAOO/mo. Contact Mary Jo
310-392-6487.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openingsl For more infonrnation

call 206-634-0469 exLv59341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-1S^>our guaranteed working 20-

flexible hoursAiveck. Marketing represcr«a-

t(vesAnanagimer4 trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

SUPPORT STAFF to worit with adulu chal-

lenged with a devclpmental disability in

community supported living. BA preferred

and exp. req. Weekends, afterr>oons, even-

ings, ($8.6S^r) and sleep-over ($6.0(Vhr).

Call Peggy 010)649-0499.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly moth^ated and organized intem.

If you want to learn THE BIZ and work in a

fun office, this is the place! (Norvpaid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TELEMARKETING. Motivated individual . S5-
6A>r + commission. Flexible hours, good po-
tential. (310)246-0261.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T
DAYTIME/EVEINING-hours available. Con-
duct interviews to update imurance records.

No selling. InsurarKe or health experier>ce

preferred. Brenda 310-445-5031.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-
day^weekends, renwval of medical records,

SMv., call between 10-4, Culver Cify. 310-

559-8823.

School DAZE?
Looking for more than a degree?
Learn from someone who is doing,

not just teaching. Training provided.

ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING
Kenny or Catherine (310)337-9627

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Houre 12:45-3:00PM. Call Hdene 818-988-
1782.

TYPIST. 8 hrAwk, flexibfe. Brentwood office.

WordPerfect skills and eome phone Saftw.

310-826-3545.

WANTED: PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Comput-
er and phone skills. $1Q^. 3040 hour work
week. (310)471-4550.

WANTED: ROCKAROU BAND for small

cockUil founge, TATTLE TALE, 5401 Sepul-

veda Blvd, Cuhrer City. 310-390-2489, Rog-
er-Bonrtie.

WORK-STUDY S9.50/hr. Admlnistrath^ «-
sistarKX, car rwcessary, flexible schedule.

Call Leah, 310-206-7511.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and swnl-

nude modeling. Good pay. Imni>ediatc work.
Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

DENTAL ASSBTANT Mondays *nd f ridays,

7am -4pm. Will train. Beveriy Hills adjacent

office. (213)931-8400.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300A*ay. Excellent
people skills required. TrainlM provided.

O10»337^)79ft

^
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SpecialUCU Discount with Ad! CaUNow!

0-"

BARTENDING
°«fe.

•As seen on TV
•Two week training

•Nation wide job placement

National Bartenders School

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

• (818)994-8100 ^

(805)522-0278

TALENT SEARCH
TEMP AND PERM JOBS

• SECRETARIES
•WORD PROCESSORS

"~^* PC OPERATORS
•RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
• GENERAL CLERKS

Laam imw soflware or sharpan your
PC skills absolutely frMi Don't vvalt.

Join ttM FIRST CALL iMm of

profasslonals today.

Call Mkhaia
FIRST CAU.
TEMPORARY SERVICES
264-M14
1811 WiMiifa Blvd. Suite A
Suite Monica, CAB

34 Interr^ships

AWARD WINNING PRODUCER seeking

bright and ertthusiastic script readers. This

non-paying internship is a great opportunity

to gain experierKe in story ar>alysis and is

availal>le r>ow. Junior, seniors, and grad stud-

enU may call 010)581-6606 for more infor-

mation. Ask for Marc

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, contact

Halle at 21 3-960-4096 about a script reading

and research internship.

MOTION PICTURCAVA>ERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT firm rwcds interns for script read-

ing and coverage, general office work, light

bookkeeping assistance. Call Colleen 310-

474-4521

.

RESEARCH INTERN NEEDED. Earn research

hours for your resurrw for ^ad school admis-

sk>n. Santa Monica area counseling center

neadt raacarch inlem to woik with computer
dtfibMat No oomputer aifperience or skills

required. Set your own hours and time com-
mitfnent Call Dr. Laurie Norwood 310-452-

0717.

35 Child Care Warited

BABYSITTER, Five afterrwons and/or Saturday

night, mu!d speak English and fove children.

3)OS2) 5^2 day, 310^475-4^51 t^tnlim-

BASYSITTER. Flexible hours.Raferencea. $6
per hour. 310-394-3462.

GREAT $ opportunity wAXXA doctor's fami-

ly in PadfIc Palisades. Brig^, mrmrpiic 7-

year-old girl. Saturday ni^iU. No smokers,

fluant Ensli^ reqtrired. 31(M59-9797.

Make r

• MONEY V

Full + Part Time
opportunity of

o lifetime
Be a part of the $100 billion

telecommunications industry

no experience
necessary

(310)843-4511

LAB GLASS WASHER
Wash, sterilize & organize glassware. Oper-
ate & maintain autoclave, auto water & dryer.

Dispose of biohazard waste. Prepare sterile

media. Able to lift & carry 60 lbs. Good
communication skills. F/T position. $9-
icyhr. 310-825-8391.

~"

—

s

MEDICAL exercise physiologist for prvt Car-
diology ofc at Cedars. F/T or P/T. Involves

cardiac rehabilitation, treadmills, basic EKC
interpretation, computer reptxts. Resume to:

Dr. Kimichi, PO Box 35064, LA, CA 90035.
310/659-5000.

MYERS, RICHARDSON, & REED Employ-
ment Development Specialists. Resume^m-
ployment Development and Placement 310-

839-1161.

35 Child Care Wanted

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT to transport two
children (Ages 8-10) from UCLA lo home or

activities. Pick-up at 3.-00, supervise home-
work/activities, leave at 6:45. M-F. Referenc-

es. Need to have car, license, insurance. Call

20^4830 (days) 21 3-931 -3654 (eves).

SEEKlKlG BABYSITTER. Occasional weekend
evenings. 2 chiMren ages 4 and 8. Near Bev.
eriy Center. $7.0(Vtv. Call Orly 213-935-
7114.

STUDENT EXPERIENCED "In chlldcare want-
ed to help faculty mom w/3 kids. Flexible hrs.

SMv. 310-206-7528.

37 Housesitting

PET/HOUSESrrTER WANTEDI Female to
Ihre-in and watch dogs and house aver
Christmas Break. Call Valerie (31 0)277-5556.

49 Apartments for Rent

$1035. 2-bedroom/1 -bath, French windows,
hardwood floors, sunny, cozy, and quiet. In-

cludes stove, fridge, laundry, paricing. Near
Westvyood/Century City. 310-274-0064.

$410, BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE, 4
hours weekly gardening & house main-
tenance required. Ocean/mountain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreipi and grad students

vwlcome. Car. (310)472-5726.

$495 LARGE 1 -BEDROOM, full b^, small

quiet tHiilding, laurwiry, appliances, puking.
310-837-6779.

$590. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UCLA. (310)459-6830.

$650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.
Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center
Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent. 1 -bedroom,
carpet, drapes, patio, buih-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and transporta-

tlon. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CrrV. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdmV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parklnn. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE*^ MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BO/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM. 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-
6290.

U1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartmenU,
ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, ^C, phorte-entry. Near Sherman Oala Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.
Garden courtyard. Quiet Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-
477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & rwighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625,310-286-2885.

1 single and 1

campus, with

1857.

bachefor in Westwood rwar

parking. Daytime 213-932-

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875^TM)nth. 2-bed/2 bath. W»her/Dryer,
Hovm, dWiwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car Mcurfty parking and lots of stor^e. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

49 Apartnnents for Rent 49 Apartnnents for Rent
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49 Apartments tor f^ent

Luxury Living
at Student Prices

• Spacious, heated and air conditioned r(X)ms!

• Never more that two students per room!

• New laundry and vending machines!

• Double or Single Rooms available!

• Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Room!

^ • Dances, partie.,, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all waiting for you in beatutiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCLA!

• Private Bathroom and Shower!

• Safe, quiet enviroment!

• Seperate study and TV lounges !

• Cable TV!

• Plenty ofiree parking]

The University ofJudaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310)-476-9777, ext. 259

O
BRENTWOOD

$750. Nice 1 -bedroom, upper. Near
Wilshire, Bundy, and freeways. Close to
UCLA busses. C)uiet building. No pets. 1236
McOellan Drive. 310-826-8461.

BRENTWOOD PRIME, Ibd. $825. Large,
newly renovated, intercom, fireplace, patio,
huge closeU, parking, walk to shopping and
restauranu. No pets. Norfh of Wilshire adj.,

San Vincente. 11661 Goshen, 310-820-1717.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-
room/2-bath. Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Cxwhen Ave, apt* 1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdnTV2ba. Large
patio. Parking, laundry, elevator. 310-826-
3934. Manager 310-826-5173.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$560-$625, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-
deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses and freeways, 10
minute drive. (818)399-9610.

FOR LEASE. $675, large upper Ibd, 1/2 block
to #12 SM bus to UCLA, 2 parking spaces,
gated garage, intercom entry, Jacuzzi. Quiet
building-nice tenantsi Kay 310-842-91 27.

FOR THE FRESH PRINCE OR PRINCESS. Ibr
apt in 4 unit building. New everything. Off-
street parking. 2240 1/2 South Carmelina.
(South Brentwood). (213) 934-6414,
(21 3)658-4236. Leave messai^e.

LANDFAIR AVE., single/doubles avail. Walk
to campus. Food optional util. Included call

Eddie at 310-208-8172.

Lovely, cozy, bachek>r/ette room in beaUiful
country area, quiet hon'>e- cable and utilities

included. $800. 310-472-6694.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-5895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLCXDRS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKTO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 3 1 0-839-6294.

'•MAR VISTAS
'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPU^CE. UNITALARM

in2736 CASWELL AVE. $825
A11748COURTLEK3HDR. $845

* PALMS •
2 BO. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCO^fY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614 PARIS $095
• open7da]f«

CALL (310) 301-1076

TOSEETHE

S^
LOVELYA/¥UtmENTS ^

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-balh, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2865.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliances, parking, laundry, IS minutes to
UaA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VIST\ $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-
tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,
central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.
310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.
$845/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stove, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alam>. 1 2736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.
310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.
310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to IXTLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. One
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS SHARP BACHELOR. $375. Hot-plalc,

frig., bright, cozy, laundry. Oose to UCLA.
3351 Vinton. ?^ pets. 310-558-3133

PALMS*371 7 CARDIFF
Near 10 and 405, large 1 -bedroom deluxe,
Hreplace, 13-minutes to UCLA, good loca-
tion, gated pafVing, controlled entry. Quiet,
newer building $620 and $716. 310-652-
0847,31(^836-7146.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + lofl/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-
rage, security alami, sundeck. ^670 Midvale
Ave. 310-391 -1 076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-
397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2+1 apartment, upper, bright
unit. Refrigerator included. Gated parking.
310-829-0589.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
setts E.of 405. $525-$550. 310-479-2819

VENKZE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.
1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,
no pets. Please call Mary jo. 310-392-8487.
$46(ymonth.

VENICE BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.
Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,
no pets. Call Mary )o 310-392-8487.
$40(ynfH>nth.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,
free parking, laundry facilities, water irKl.

$900. 10944 Strathmofe. (310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.
Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.

UCLA $830. (213)935-9152.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, patio. 1 560 Sallair #205. 310-
453-0505.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt 310-477-8750.

FURNISHED RESORT STYLE
APARTMENTS

MINUTES FROM CAMPUS
STUDIO. ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS

800-846-8465

CORPORATE DISCOUNTS AVAIIABLE

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
616 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES, CA 00024
Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities In each building,

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.
Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

PALMS, 2-BDRM^-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,
alarm in unit 1 -month free. 3614 Paris

$995.310-391-1076.

Palms, 2bdr/1bth. Large end unit w/ balco-
ny/refrigerator. New Carpelft)linds/paint.

$699. 310-829-0589.

PALA4S. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdmV2-
bath. Stove, frWge, microwave, dishwasher.
New carpets and drapes. Quiet. 10-unit
building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-
6855.

PALA4S. $835 w/yr. lease, upper. 2-bed/2-
bath. Built-in. Balcony, A^, gated building,
laundry room, parking. 3626 Empire Drive.
Call 310-559-3875.

.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed^-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, baksony, gated garage,
alarm In unit One rTKmth free. 3614 Paris Dr.
310-391-1076.

PALMS. Single, $425. Stove, refrigerator.

Convenient to WesUidc, UCLA and shop-
ping. Call 310-559-7571.

PALMS. Unfumished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
Bpm, aA Tor mgr. (310)837-4196.

Prime BrentwoodI 3-bdrm/2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. baknnv, gated parkir^ central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Ban^lngton, near
Sunset 31 0-471 -249a

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Charming
Spanish sty<c, hardwood noon, bright, quUA,
laundry hodMip. (3I0I55O-1531. __

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TH-E KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-
ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310^839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$! 500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 1711 Malcolm.
3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$725. Charming, re-decorated, appliar>ces,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, enclosed private garage. Quiet
building. 310-474-1172.

WLA. $725. 1-bdrm/1 -bath. Security, fire-

place, newly redecorated, 1310 South Bv-
rington. 310-473-9743 or 310-378-8083.

WLA. 1 -1/2miles from UCLA, carpels, stove,

fridge. $62(ymonth. Month-nwnth leases, f^o

pete. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starling $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student
discount 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 1 -bdmVI bath. New carpete,

louvers, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500
Purdue Ave. 310-204-0472, 310-477-5256.

50 Apartnnents. Furnished

MAR VIST\ $60(yynonth. Ask ^boul free
rent Attractive, fumished 1 -bedroom. L»ge,
pool, palfo, and barbecue area. Quiet build-
ing. 3748 Inglewood B^d. 310-398-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdnn/2bth, real fire place, enckMed patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.
CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Ktowa. 805-526-
1759.

$520 1BR/1BA Front, uppar, flow and rdb^
erator, carpets, newly decnralcd, near Ploo-

LaCienaKa. (310)279-2002.

$a7S 2aORAVl 1/2BA. 1426 •arrir^on 04.
SIOM, idHfmlor, air, dkhmmtm . pia|e37-
-em H

—

^
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51 Apartments. Unfurn.

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $850, private patio.

Prime WLA, North SMW.VD. Carpet, ap-

pliances, drapes. Spacious BACHELOR, full-

size bath, hijI-ptate/Wiicrowavc, refrigerator.

Lease. 310-476-7116. -^^-^

From $940 and up. Move-in special. Large 2-

k>edroonV2-bath, security building, all ameni-

ties, elevators, parking: Low security deposit
310-859-1836 or 376-8794. ^_
Great 2bdr/1bth $695 and large Ibdrm $575.
Easy commute to UCLA. Call Lisa 3ia572-
1050.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedrDom upper. $740. Brarxl

new paint, carpet, verticals, ceilir>g fans.

Parking, launciry. Quiet building. 15 Blocks

to Ocean. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALMS, $575. brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

WESTWOOOifCENTURY CITY. Single $550
¥ nwnth. 1 -bedroom $595 +; 1 & den or 2-

bed/2 bath $975. 310-476-1703.

52 Apartments to Stiare

BRENTWOOD 2+1.5 . Large, bright, airy.

Free cable. $40(Vmo.-»-1/2 utilities. Parking,

laundry, no-smoke, no drugs. Prof, or student

pref. (310)479-7978. .

CLEAN,SPACIOUS,
ROOM

Looking for mature, responsible roommate to

share a beautiful 4 bedroom apt. w/3 other

guys. Parking, closet, cable, 1 block from

campus. Must be clean. 679 Cayley. Warren
310-208-2954.

Room with a ocean view! Male roommate to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire Santa Monica.

$475-t-1/2 utils. Betty 310^394-431 3.

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 3BD/3BA
ASAP. Near Sartta Monica and Bundy. Great
place, quiet. Jonathan or Mike 310-207-

4158.

SO. TOWNHOUSE. Large room, own bath,

parking, pool, gym. Prefer f^ female. Close

to campus. $450+ 1/2 utilities. 818-907-

9401.

WESTWOOD SPACIOUS 2bdrmA2bth, share

w/one student. Gated parking, available

now. $497.50 plus security. Colin 3 10-474-

4486.

WLA-PALMS 2-bdmV2-ba deluxe condo to

share. Fireplace, security, new building, light

and bright, female, no-smoke, $400. 204-

4698.

WLA. Two bedrooms available, $365 (small-

er), $385 (larger). Prefer female. Laur>dry,

parking. Furnished living room and kitchen.

Call Pamela 310-398-5204.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
wAame. Contemporarily fumished 1-

bdrrrVl -bath, co-ed, luxury, security condo
w/amenitles. Westwood, $350/month. All

utilHies included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice condo, large
~ living room, kitchen, quiet, security building

walk to UCLA $36(ymo. 310-391-2877.

Hilgard Ave. Female students, large house
and bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cable T.V.,

Cont. Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat

310-208-8931.

Looking for non-smoking female roommate
to share 2-bedroorT>/1 -bath in BrerHwood.
Covered parking bus access, close to sdiool.

$45(VW>onth. 310-820-4828.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1 -bedroom
apartment. $412.50/month. 1409 Midvale.
About 5-10 minute walk from Lot 32. Call Ed
310-312-0454.

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE, roommate to share

room of spacious 3-bedroom/2-bath apart-

ment. Male, N/S. $30(ymonth. Call Greg
310-445-5001, evenings only.

WESTCHESTER, share room. $225/month +
utilities, parking, pool, front and backyard,

pets OK. Prefer female, non-smoking. 310-

641-8033.

WLA. OWN BEfD/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

ment. Parking, Smiles to UCLA. Non-
smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-
447-2421.

54 Room tor Rent

$20(VMO. SENIOR LADY WISHES TO RENT
immaculate, lovely room to woman student.

Kitchen privileges, 10 min. I}us to IXTLA,
(310)473-2820. ^
BRENTWOOD $550/ifTy)nth. Private bed/
bath in large home of single mother of two
smalt chikJren. Discounted rent for babysit-

ting. Female, non-sfpoker. 310-395-0623.

BRENTWOOD, FURNISHED 1-BDRM/1-
BATH In house, private entrance, kitchen and
laurxJry privileges, street parking, utilities in-

cluded. hA/F, N/S, grad student preferred.

$S2Vmonth. 310-476-5300.

For rent, pdvate room, share bath, lovely

Brentwood home, private entrance, 2 miles

from UCLA, unlimited parking $39SAno.
310-472-4419.

Fumished, security, quiet, great location.

Close to bus. N/S. Utilities included. $475.
310-657-1468.

Large room, private bath, fumished, kitcherv

ette, welkin closet. Close to UCLA.
$48S/month, 310-826-8588 am, or 47a 361

6

EIL
Large, private, quiet, great for studying, big

ciotets, kitchen/laundry. Near National/Saw-

telle and §8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

markets. $47Vmo. 310-397-8002.

54 Room for Rent

LUXURY SM CANYON BEACH HOML Fur-

nished master bedroom. Privileges, parking,

utilities/cable included, norvsmoking, young
professional womarVgraduate student

$6S(»Vtk>. 310-459-2109.
'

MALE. N/S. Kitchen privileges, easy parking,

near Picc^estwood. UCLA student pre-

fefred. $37ViTW. 310.e37-6064.

MAR -VISTA, sunny furnished room, share

tiathroom. kitchen and laurwlry privileges,

utilities paid. Prefer male, NfS. References.

$50(Vmonth. 310-398-4332.

PRIVATE ROOM In nice hoyse. Great Culver

City neighborhood. Washel/dryer. gardener,

direct busline to campus. $31(\^.+1/3 utili-

ties. (310)815-8610.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building gated parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.

$40(ymonth. -"

Private roomA>ath. Furnished. Walk to

IXILA. Kitchen privileges. Lttitities irKiuded.

Non-snx)ker. $39(Vmo.. Call 310-474-9905.

Room plus private bath. Elegant Beverly Hills

home . Female only. $500.00. 310-278-

1053.

Room, shower, bills paid, free cable, pool,

security, parking. One mile to campus. Prefer

non-smoking female. $450. 310-445-9745 or

310-551-2120.

Share private home, 3 miles south of campus,
quiet neighborhood, fully furnished, male
only, $36(Vmo. Days: 310-274-0400, Eves:

310-202-8521

56 House foi Rent

3-bdmV2-ba house. Washer,
washer, stove, refrigerator.

$137Vmo. 310-826-2022.

57 House to Shiare

dryer,

WLA
dish-

area.

N/S roomate wanted to share large 2-bdrrTV2-

bath ho^, enclosed garage, WLA, $55(VWio,

call Sa«ra 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-
3064 eve.

Professional or student to share house. Good
neighborhood. 4 blocks from beach. Wash-
er/Dryer, 1/4 utilities. $487.00. 310-823-

8879.

58 House for Sole

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-
tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruden-

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. Just minutes to Westside. Need
fourviation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, axent 818-789-71 17.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTWOOD. 10-15 hoursAfveek, light

cooking, housekeeping driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurar>ce.

French speaker prefeaed. 310-278-9307,

310-472-7269.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare,

driving, light housekeeping for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approximate 20hour^week. Wal-
king distaiKe campus. ExperienccAefererices

required. 310-470-4662.

Light-housekeepin^chiidcare for 6-year-o(d

boy in Beverly Hills. Approximately 15-20
hr«Sivk. Female, own car. Chirwse speaking a

plus. Private roorrVbath. 310-273-8568.

MOTHERS HaPER-XCHANGE FOR ROOM
AND BOARD. Fifteen hours of work in ex-

chanae for a private room arwl nwdifted full

board. Low key, low fat cooking (no experi-

erKx). Organize kitchen tnd keep clean.

Monitor <jhildren (10,12,14) homework
guidarKe. Hours 3:1 5 til 7pm M thru Thurs-

day. No housework, no weekervk. Norv
smokinn. Call Val, 471 -1671 -eveninni best.

Room in exchange for cleaning beautiful

Beveriy Hills house w/J30ol. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-208-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light htousekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1 399.

66 Towntiouse for Rent

2-be(V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air ar>d heat, laur^iry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281 6229.

67 Condos for Sole

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR. SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrrTV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. Owner must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

SANTA MONKIA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. 1 +1 . Remodeled kitchen u\d bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit. Oeat patio,

pool. A<tent (310)479-6832.

Westwood, 2+2, bank owned, firont unit, bal-

corty, $1 46,000. Agent, quiet street. North of

Santa Monica Bhrd. 310-479-6832

WESTWOOD. 2 be<V2-bath. elegant condo.
Large living room. Fireplace, VC, 32 foot

balcony. Private parking. $180,000. 310-
473-6782.

68 Condos to Shiare

1-bdrm In 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wnshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N^.
SliOCVmo. 310-475-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

$139S/MONTH. Large, 2-bdon +lo«, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, S-

minutes from o^ean. Venlce^Mar Vlita area.

310-278-5517. .

^

2be(V2bath. ^^Ilywood condo, Sun-

sel^reicent Heights, hardwood floors, pool,

laundry facilities, 6 miles to UCLA. $1000.
Call Mviko aiday) 310-546-9243^vening
310-376-5527.

3-bdrnV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright... $1750. 3-car pvking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA. 310-

471-4989. ...

CONDO FOR RENT. Fumished, security

pool, rent control. West HollywDod.
(21 3)874-2569.

WLA-PALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level condo,

$1 500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet

street 10 minutes to UCLA. 310-398-9533.

BRENTWOOD ADJACENT
1 Bedroom 1 Bath

$6S0Anonth • Security Building

Appliances + Sonne Utilities Included

Option to Buy

(310) 447-1005

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N^.
Utilities included, $1100. f^ pels. Between
6-9pm 310-472-8336.

Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bedroom,
garden arwl cat kivers welcome, $750^o
+utilities, available Nov. 1. 310-837-8248.
Campus 51109. -

ENCINO. 2-bedroorVl -bath guesthouse to

share, own room, large yard, pool, very
quiet, private. Laurxlry^rking. Prefer fe-

male grad student $40Q/imonth. 818-986-

5329.

GUESTHOUSE FOR RENT. $750 per month.
For single r^ male. Possible rent reduction

for services as chauffeur. 2-blks west of cam-
pus. 805-583-4744 or 310^72-1308.

GUESTHOUSE, BRENTWOOD, fumished
with kitchen, private and quiet Non-smoker,
1 person, no pets, $57S/month, includes utili-

ties. 310^472-3889.

76 Dance Physical Fitness

WANTED: GYMNASTICS COACH/SPOTTER
lor girls teams. Malborro School. Contact Ju-

lie Napoleon (213)931-9698. Salary $15-
20/hr. Nov. -May.

78 Misc. Activities

ARE YOU HIP, OUTGOING, AND UNDER 261

Best friend seducing vour boy/yirtfriend?

Call us if you want to be agues or be in

the ajdience for a new national TV. show!

INTRODUCING THE HOLLY IRWIN SHOW!
(310)996-9521 t

90 Ctiild Care Offered

Doriti Home Daycare is open for infants and
toddlers. SanU Monica College Child devel-

opment certificate. Lots of good experience
as a teacher. Warm , caring erwironment .

Convenient location Westside area. 310-441-
0303.

91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

«M0 BUir
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE

1 f8001225-9000

/lllstate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

(2 biks So. of Wilshire)

94 Movers/Storage

HOI^EST MAN. W/14ft iru< k and dollies,

small jobs, short notice olc. StiMlenl discour^.

310-2S5-<6e8. CA, AZ, NV, Go Inilrw.

94 Movers Storage

BEST MOVERS. A lioenMd »td WwutmI, cour.

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T- 163844. 213-263-

2378, 213-263-BEST.

JERRY'S MOVING & OaiVERY. The careful

movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

99 Tutoring Needed

JAPANESE TUTOR needed for profosiiahal

fiemalc in entcrtalrwnent business to revicMr

conversational Japanese w/emphasis on busi-

ness use. Please call .R.Bradley 310-843-

0922(dav), 310-379-9995(evenlno).

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,
probability, binomial, Poisaon, etc Ganvtt
310-372-7237. Evcning|^vcckend»,
twiceA««ek.

TUTORING NEEDED FOR HIGH SCHOOL
chemistry and math analysis. Western Sw
Fernando Valley. Salary negotiable. Everv
InRs, vvcekwKk. 3ia«5S-8081.

95 Personal Service 95 Personal Service

LORI WASSiKMM, MA.
M.F.C.C. Registered intern
• RELATIONSHIP SPECIALIST
• Individual, couple and
family therapy

• Eating disorders

• Stress Management
• Self Empowerment

2211 Corinth St. #203
Los Angeles, CA 90064

(310) 364-0449

Jw Lanon. M.A.. M.F.C.C.

Supervisor MIDI 6406
inl. • IMF2302M

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing
and rewrites also available. Experienced
writer arKi law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

"

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statemer>t$? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from natlonal-
ly-known author/consultant 310-826-444S

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, these^ublicatiorw; tutors EnglishMudy
skills; trains time management^rtreu reduc-
tlon. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-19S1.

FREE Hap ON GRADUATE SCHOOL AP-
PLICATIONS. Call Career Advisor Associates
now for more informatton. (310)444-1903.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINt^OmNG. Pliers,
reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college 4>plica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement
213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTEW Save time, frustra-

tionf Call for help devek>ping^itir^ person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

Al subjects. Theses/Disserttfkra.

Personal SiatemerKs. Proposals and bool«.

knematkmal students iMhsme.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

Shwon B—r, Ph.D. (310) 470-6eg2

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & THESES into

shape. For expert editing call the Writer's

Cbnsuitxit 818-883-6074.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Man taooWO-TUTOR.
ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate
economic tutoring by masters graduate with

5-years teaching experience. $15 per hour
with free consultation . 310-393-41 73.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1Si/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pa^er, 310-582-9626 NBD.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tiOTM, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214. __^

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legalAnedical trarscription experience.
Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up^livery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 fvlusic Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levch^rtyles with dedicated professional.

At yqur home or WLA studio. 1 st Icfson free.

No drum st necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUFTAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sate $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Oassical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-*- yrs playing cxp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a proliescional near UCLA.
Ail levels, pilars available. Call jean 310-

476^154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levels^les, per-

formarKe anxiety, associate^ate Lam, Santa

Monica/ near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tinnle 310828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, compotitior^.

Rcsumc^cover letten^eferencc sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printir>g. 310-470-

4999.

105 Travel

Nowc(n*ioK>UCLAI KiMmImIc McrMl o( ft* Soul v^
tw AIMHk R«« r««an* tor AntaMMMi «id fM HotocauM.

8un(tayOet23»amtO:JO«n-S:30pm ^

WUrtWte Cowmem. n>ifUCLALw»8c»wcl.
(In tfoMNisMfs mMkig rooms.)

Mora Into cat. (310) Z7»4e72. OlMaMrr..jdvn rrtM m

VOICEMAIL

$5
.75
/H-r

flllWIfll

Instant ^^

Woicemaif

rriv /ifII IIw #
7'an/M>nify/

xnn.muit
24 lir serviceC

To Start immediately,

call (310) 657 3377

T RX^S I

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441.4388
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GASTELUM
From page 46

"Sometimes I feel all alone,"
Gastelum said. "I look around and I

don't see any old faces. I wish some
of those guys were here."

But Gastelum has high hopes for

his young team.

"The guys are great, and I enjoy
being arounctthem," Gastelum said.

"It's always good to have new
faces."

But if his team is to succeed in

the coming weeks, Gastelum's lead-

ership will be vital.

"It's going to be up to guys like

(Gastelum) to carry this team," said

Harris. 'They're going to have ihe^

.

nK)st impact"

"Brian has taken his new role

very seriously this year," Larsen

said. "He's definitely capable of
being a leader for us."

Castelum is confident in his

team, but he is genuinely concerned

for his future. A former psychology

student, he has since moved to soci-

ology, and has plans for graduate

school in criminology.

"I've always loved how the mind
works," Gastelum said. "It's fasci-

nating."

So what is the old war-horse
thinking in the twilight of his

career?

"I just want to go out there and
relax and enjoy myself," he said.

"No pressure."

BASKETBALL
From page 47

the nation's best player.

The 6-foot-8-inch, 217-pound
forward was 13lh last year, while

University of Massachusetts
senior Lou Roe was 12th, and
Arkansas sophomore Corliss
Williamson was seventh.

Edney made the list of the pre-

season top 50 considered for the

award, as well.

• • •

UCLA's 1994 home schedule
includes games against George
Mason, North Carolina State,

Notre Dame and Duke
University, as well as games
against, all of the Bruins' Pac-10
opponents.

LONOON
Westwood*s Only y^

Drive-Jhrough Service /^ C
Dry Cleaning • Laundry ^

Alterations ^
1073 Gayley Ave, Westwood

208-7722
I his coupon is good for

$4 Off d Minimum
$12 Dry Clpaniiuj Order

Not V.ilid With Othfr Offi-rs

105 Travel

Hawaii

Chicago

New ropk

Bostei

Iallas(t79)

EUROPE tZ48

S10«884«0660
Call For Free Program Description

TEN TIPS ON WHAT TO DO AND SEE
IN THE "BIG APPLE"

NEW YORK HOTUNB
1-900-37S-5593

UPOATBDWEBCLY
$1.2SMIN AVQ. 3 MIN MUST BE 184

JR 900 BEVERLY HILLS 310-3S8-7167

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMAN GHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black interior, red body. In good condl-

tion. $450tyobo. 310-SS3-1444.

1981 WHm TOYOTA COROU.A. 2-door,

pow«r itering, ttem radio, daan condition

aiid nood angina. Shoiv Oct 23rd. $1900.
BMHitwood. Cat! 31 0-820-1 009.

109 Autos for Sale

nRl
AIRFARES^

• Comprehensive Services • Free Ticket

Delivery on Campus • Order by Phone

n;^ ""
York

^tlTl
1

Atlanta j^ 'vA' w.m

New *
Orleans 1 1 5t!i— ? 1 ki*]

^^^^t r av e lH
•u.: uiLrt-i I

( •

1989 MITSUBISHI PRECIS. Bfiw, itidc, alf,

stereo, excellent condition in mvi out, 46K,
great gas mileage, S290(VOBO. 310-441-
0468.

81 BMW 3201, 5-speed, good oondiUon,
clean. BlackAan, PAD cassette stereo, sunroof,

alarm. S2800. Denise (310)825-9095 (cam-
pus). (31 0)473-3973 eve.

'83 TOYOTA CELIC\ hatchback, burgandy,
automatic, excellent condition. New tires.

%37(XyOBO. 310-470-3581.

'89 Civic Si. 3-door, 5-«peed, white, power
sun-roof, AM/FM cassette, 53k miles, excel-

lent interior, excellent engine. S550(Vobo.
310-306-4755,

1 14 Motorcycles for Sale

'88 Kawasaki NInJa EX 250. ,$1 SOCVobo. Runs
excellent 12k. Black^ed. 3iO-4Z3-07S9.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

87 HONDA aiTE. Excellent condition, low
miles, includes 2 helmets and lock.

SeOOfdbo. (310)472-4224.

HONDA ELITE 80
'89, black, includes helmet and Uxk, great

condition, 5650 finm. Call Jackie, 3 10-824-
0571.

RED -87 HONDA aiTE 80, 2600 miles,

S600, runs ffeat. 310-379-8667.

YAMAHA 200. 1989. Recent grad. wants to
sell scooter, 2-helmeU. Black. Less than 9K
miles. SMOhbo. 310-826-2186. Leave mes-
«*Ae.

'85 HONDA ELITE 1 50. Runs perfectly. Body
in excellent shape. Only 5.2k miles. Lock,
helmet included. $77S;M>o. Call Kevin 818-
879-1 273.

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, black, peat condi-

tion, low miles, new battery tune-up, '95 reg-

istration paid, helmet, lock. $725. 310-445-
9564.

'90 Honda Elite 80, white, excellent condi-
thm, just tuned, 95 registration, includes lock
andheln>et, S800. Dan 31 0-208-1 454

126 Furniture tor Sale

FOR SALE. 2 notching black couches,
bookshelves, dressers and more-all in very
good condition Call 81^954-3035.

FUTON, FULL SIZE, LIKE NEW. Double-
thick mattress, red. Finished hardwood franr»e

wtthlcRS. S175. 310-204-0123.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

SLEEPER SOFA and armchair, excellent con-
dition. Also desk and baby items. Call 310-
454-4560.

127 Garage Sales

Westwood Presb. 10622 Wilshire, Saturday
Oct 22, 9-4, MondayOa 24, 9-1

.

134 Cpmpufer/fypewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-nwil, mouM, monitor, like new.
$1180.310.644-2612.

COMPUTER (IBM cxMnpatlMe) $220, TYPE-
WRfTER (Brother) $80, PRINTER (Ep-
son)$100. Good condWon. (310>207-4935.

IBNVDdl 366SX, $350. Don't pan up this

bargalni Call your Miow UCLA bruin for in-

famwtlon. 81S-22S-0909.

PC NOTEBOOK-486 CPU, 120MB HD, 8MB
RAM, Copfoc—or, mouw, extra battery,

case, docking itMkin. Like new. $950. 310-
372-4177.

Used XT »nd AT computers. Complete sys-

ten« from only $1 SO. Printers available from
-J50 each. 310-M6-1 222.

\

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ACROSS

1 Level

5 "— Were the
Days"

10 Timber piece
14 Verdi opera
15 Wearing a

long garment
16 "Superman"

reporter Lois

17 Empty
19 Coffee

containers
20 Snuggle
21 Leafs through

quickly

23 Commotion
26 Sprite

27 Debate
30 Busy as a —
32 Film award
36 Actor Maiden
37 New York's

capital

39 Bullring

cheer
40 — Grande
41 Stirred up
42 Jogged
43 Lennon's wife
44 Little finger

45 Arrived

46 Tree sprite

48 "— whizi"
49 Permit
50 Rosd fruit

52 Dragon
constellation

54 Makes war on
58 Litter

62 False

statements
63 Shabby
66 Elbow's

counterpart
67 Alter (a

^ skirt)

68 Explorer —
the Red

69 Foolish ones:
slang

M

H
U
H H

D

nil] SSD DSQm
M

N
K

B N U
N
M

QI
BOSS SDIC] dSD

[MlElRliTTHEILIOINIGlAlTlElDl

ILIEINITMEIDIDIYMMIIISISIYI

70 Objects of

devotion
71 Vacation

DOWN
1 Half-man,
half-goat '

2 Toe the --

3 Fusses
4 Diplomatic
5 More accurate
6 Jump on one

foot

7 Kimono sash
8 Prophet
9 Actor Albert

10 Poker tricks

11 Nobleman
12 "— of Green

Gables"
13 Clutter

18 Detective's

find

22 Boxer
Patterson

24 Rectangular
25 Chided
27 Rubber City

28 Wet '

29 Horse's
attendant

31 Not as hard
33 — reef

34 San Antonio
sight

35 Make
up-to-date

37 Jackie's sec-
ond husband

38 Born
41 Plant

parasite

45 Slug
47 Stages
49 Scored a

hole-in-one

51 Lab dish

53 Sixth

president

54 Kinds
55 Columbus's

ship

56 Dd^uty
57 Lean-to
59 Steak order
60 Eye part

61 Cult

64 Greek letter

65 Snakelike
fish

W w
w
w

TT W 13

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AKD THE
DAILY

BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS.

Something's

Cooking

at the Bruin!

Submit a

personal favorite

recipe

and if it's

chosen we'll

feature your

name and

recipe in

the paper's

classified section.

-«

Also get

$10.00 FREE
on your

Bruin Gold Card.

/

APPETITE!

-drop recipe
submissions

at the
Daily Bruin
front deslc-

225 Kerckhoff
Hall
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GOOD TASTE. NATURAUY. £ GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY, g GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY.

FAST FREE DELIVERVr

__^Great pizza... ^
Dine in, Carry Out

Special

2 sOoM of pizza & aH you ian
drink, pkis your ctwic* of:

• 1/2 onjer of Moos or
• pizza breaduicu

Large Pizza

bnly$3:40

I

r- .

I

} ' I-

<4 .

Spaghetti
Special

Spaghetti served witti garlic

bread, fresh garden salad,

and drink.

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of

your choice

only $gJ5
Double Special

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only $^'] .49

and a great deal more!

Combination

Any mtOam one toppng pizza,

5 pwcesd chk^esn, ior t/2 i). (^

only S^*!JS
Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for yoiir private meetings, parties,, etc.

APPlrt^Pt,l\NYMUR AT
—^'^'

gW^l^^^a^ 1114Gayley I Sun-Hwisll-lam

aililllliTr* Westwood
I
Fri&Sat11-2am

GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. S GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY.

824-4tltSS
2 GOOD TASTE. NATURAUy. S

S
Billiard Club
Restaurant and Bar

esda^

Starving Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hamburger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food buffet

Drink Specials

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.
Just West of Barringfon
477-7550

SELANPER
From page 48

make fn^self look too dirty."

Regardless of whether he truly

fits the definition of a hack,
Selander is definitely one of the

more aggressive players for UCLA.
So far this season, the 5-foot- 10-

inch native of Santa Rosa has
racked up 28 fouls - the second
highest total on the Bruin team - in

just 685 minutes.

But on the other hand, he has
also tallied two goals in that same
span - which is rather respectable

considering that he had just earned

his starting spot about three weeks
ago, and is the only true freshman
who has been a consistent starter

for the Bruins this year.

"He missed all of the preseason

because he took a knock right

before we started practice," UCLA
head coach Sigi Schmid said. "As a

result, he missed all of our double-

days. He's b)een fighting to get back
into shape ever since then, and now
I think he's close to being 90-

minute fit.
"

^

And once Selanderhad achieved

that level of fimess, Schmid put him
in the lineup, although it admittedly

took Selander a bit by surprise.

"I didn't think I was playing well

enough to start, but Sigi gave me a-*

chance and I started playing better,"

Selander said, jumping ahead to

thoughts of next season. "We're so

solid, and we'll return eyeryone.
Next year it's going to be even
harder."

But as long as Selander main-
tains his good, physical style of
play, there should still be a spot for

him in the UCLA midfield.

"He's an important player for

us," Schmid said. "He's the kind of

player who can win a tackle, which
is something you always need in

midfield to win a championship.
You need a defensive midfielder
who can win some balls for you -

that's the quality he has. He's the

kind of player who likes to play

frfiysically."

Case in point - against UG Santa

Barbara last Friday, Selander
notched his third yellow card of the

season after he whacked an oppo-
nent with a late tackle. It seemed
practically gratuitous.

"I had no business doing that,"

Selander said with a laugh. "I came
in late and from behind. But to be
honest, when I make a stick it gets

Tne fired up. I think there's always

time to lay a couple tackles in

there."

However, Selander realizes that

standing up an opponent is almost
always preferable to laying him out,

Init preference is all relative in the

heat of the game.

'There's times when I can stand

up a player and I try to stick him
anyway," Selander admitted. "And
a lot of times I make dumb tackles

- and the guys on the team let me
know that."

And how do opponents respond
to him?

"In the Rutgers game, a guy was
telling me, 'You better stop kicking

me,"' Selander said. "But other
than that no one's really said any-

thing. I thought that there would be
a lot more trash-talking on the field

in college."

One reason why trash-talking at

the NCAA level i^ limited is

because it can be penalized with a

yellow, and with the "five yellow
card rule" - which mandates that a

player who gets five yellows must
sit out the following game - players

are obliged to watch what they say

and do. But Selander - just two
questionable tackles away from a

one-game suspehsion - remains
confident.

"I'm not worried about yellows,"

Selander said. "I've got three in 13

games, so it's not that bid."
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UCLA Sports Into

Dnver Adam Krikorian has experienced firsthand the physlcalities
of the game of water polo.

WATER POLO
From page 48

"The difference between the
great players and good players
down the road is the underwater
game," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "You learn the tricks

of the trade as you gain experi-
ence.

"Good players know they're
going to get hit and are ready to

retaliate."

What is unusual about
Krikorian's story was not the bro-

ken nose, but the malicious intent

with which the blow was deliv-

ered. While grappling underwater
is integral to the structure of the

present-day game, experienced
players learn that taking violence

suffered during play outside the
pool does not help one's water
polo game in the long run.

"Knowing that nothing is per-

sonal in the water comes with
experience," Krikorian said.
"What's in the water never goes
out of the water. As a freshman
you get caught up in the wars
instead of playing 100 percent."

• • •

The preparation for a sport like

water polo is intense. During a

typical game, a player will swim
between 1.5 and 2 miles. Water
polo is a constant barrage of
physical challenges, wrestling
over other players, rising out of
the water to pass the ball, fast-

breaking to the other side, only to

lose the ball and have to quickly
swim back4o the other end. On
the rare occasions that play is

W. SOCCER

stopped, poloists must cx)ntinue

treading water.

UCLA sports nutritionist
Felice Kurtzman believes water
polo is the most caloric-losing
sport on campus. Kurtzman esti-

mates conservatively that year-
round, a water polo player will

burn 3,000-5,000 calories a day.
This is attributed to constant
movement throughout the game,
an attribute unique to water polo.

"It's hard to keep weight on
them," Baker agreed. "They're
constantly eating in between
practice and during the day. Last
year we had three starters lose 1

2

pounds when the season started."

"The training is the most I've

ever been through," Krikorian
said of the weight training and
aerobic workouts. "It's the most
I've ever seen and I've played a

lot of sports."

Besides aerobic endurance,
water polo players must also be
conditioned enough to make
strategic decisions while fighting

with another player underwater.

"Oftentimes you'll have a 6-

foot-3-inch, 200 pound guy hang-
ing on you," Baker said, "and
then you have to swim up to play
defense. Mental aspects come in

wholeheartedly, you have to make
decisions when you're really
tired, and when you get tired the

brain goes, too. But it's really no
different from any sport. Usually
the smartest and best conditioned
team wins."

From page 45

goals in UCLA women's soccer
history.

"It meant a lot for my self-

confidence," Robson said. "It's

been quite frustrati^ig this sea-
son because I used to start last

year. This goal made me realize

that I can still do it."

• • •

__ The Bruins defeated USC fox
the fourth consecutive time last

week, but they were unable to

escape the match unscathed.

Freshman midfielder Shannon
Thomas left the match in the
15th minute after pulling her
groin and did not return.
Fortunately for the Bruins,
Thomas' groin feels better and
she should be ready to play in

Friday's game against Cal State

Fullerton.

Fr&shman midfielder Sarah

Connell also limped off the field

after the match against the
Women of Troy. She aggravated
a nagging quadriceps muscle,
but she too will be ready to play
by match time on Friday.

• • •

Arkenberg currently leads the
team in nearly all non-goalkeep-
ing statistical categories. She
leads the team in fouls (20).
shots (82), goals (10) and points

(23). She also has five game-
winning goals and one game-
winning assist to her credit.

Freshman midfielder
Michelle Lieberman is second
on the team in points with six.

She collected tliree assists in the

match against USC last week,
which raised her season total to

four. All four of her assists have
come against USC.

20th Anniversary Sale

BEAN BAG FACTORY
Large Selection of Futons

Starting As Low As ^^ * « « ^i. •

^^ Custon>Bean Bag Chairs

$1 25 '
f^actory direct - Made to Order^ ^ ' Fun, Safe, Reasonably Priced

Starting at: ^9^95
(213)933-3971

Custom
Bean

,

Bag
Chairs

5011 W.Pico Blvd. L.A.

Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00 Fri 9:30-5:00

Sun 11:00-5:00

s<*tls if^

'Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

Exp. 11 J 94

LARGE
rn PIZZA w

lOU FiGG Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp 11 3 94

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11 3 94

LARGE

'OU Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

p^ CUP AND SAVE '

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

p*^ CUP AND SAVE '

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

YOU NEED BREAKFASTNOW

BURGER W/ FRIES OLDIES BUT GOODIES TURKEY BURGER COMBO
BBQ Bacon $3.49 ^ $339
Potty Melt $3.99 Tocominator 52.99 HAMBURGER COMBO

?"^Ll . S'S Killer Burrito $3.99 $2.99
Tenyaki Chicken $3.99

^
BREAKFAST COMBO

Chicken $3.49 Deli Does Westwood $4.99 $1.99

(310)208-4M2
036Bro)>xton
($8 Min. Purchase for Delivery)

'e^nstmin '3

WEDEUVERl
HOURS:
M-W 7am-1atn, Tr-F 7am-2:30wn
8e 8am-2:30am, Su tom-lam
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SCHREIBER
From page 48

Nowadays: I don't eat bacon

anymore because even the leanest

strip of meat is 75 percent fat.

Old Days: Wow! This piece erf

bacon is only 75 percent fat!

Nowadays: I drink lots of milk

for a shiny Coat and strong bones

and teeth.

Old Days: I give my dog Milk
Bones for a shiny coat and strong

teeth.

Nowadays: If I don't get into the

gym at least three tiines a week, I

feel like a part of me isn't complete.

Old Days: If I go to the gym
three days a week, I feel like a part

of me is going to fall off.

Nowadays: I read the label on
everything in the grocery store so

that I can make sure what I'm eating

is healthy.

Old Days: I sure can't pronounce
all those things on the back of that

box ofTNvinkies.

Nowadays: I just ordered some
amazing new equipment from Body
By Jake.

Old Days: Man, that body of

Jake's is sojiggly he makes lime

jello look tight.

Nowadays: Kate Moss, the

I just ate some com on

^;the cob. Do you have

any Kate Moss to get it

out of my teeth?

r

whole waif thing; I think it's

healthy.

Old Days: I just ate some com on
the cob. Do you have any Kate

CARLTON
WESTSIDE
PAVIUON

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

( A R L T o N

NTFKNA'

MVSr SHOWUOA STUDENT I.D. OR EMPLOYEE ID. VATH COUPON

Must be presented to receptionist before services .nro performed

1 (Certain restriction apply).

V^ mmnm lfc« right to rttiim ttrvicr to tny c/mvM w^mm* Hmii condition k i/nwAabl*.

VALID SUN-THURS

^^-^
LINEAR

WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

FITTING
CONTACT
LENSES IS NOT
CHILD'S PLAY
Why do some discounters act like it is?

They sell contact lenses as if they were
an everyday commcxlity.

When lens sales depend upon volume
alone, how much time can be devoted
to the individual patient^ How much
proper fitting can there be?

You know. So do we.

Sfiicloiit Spoeiiil
Daily Wear Soft Lens Package $125.00

(BeiL Softspin-Others Slightly Higher)
Disposable Contact Lens Package $200.00

(Incluaos A Six Pocks - 12 Lonsos Poi Eyo)
Package includes: Exam, Lenses, and Follow-up.

10°/o Discount on all Eyeglasses.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
.JQ2^5_Wej^burn_Avc^_;_Cor^^ & Broxton • 208-4748 or 208-8841

I

P€HHi€S ovi TO€Smy
I

I

J

I

I

I

We ^^n^^f and we cater.

*Not valid with any other coupon or discount. Tuesdays oniy.
Must present ad when ordering. Regular price still only 990.

1061 Broxton

824-6375

Moss to get it out ofmy teeth?

Nowadays: Boy, that Susan

Powter knows what's up.

Old Days: Who's^t loud guy
with the short blond hair?

The point I'm trying to make is

that our expectations of athletes to

look like body buiklers, eat like

hcM^s and play like champions
-should be the expectations of only

athletes. Don't make average guys
like me forego my k)ve of brownies

made with vegetable oil in favor of

applesauce. Don't invent things like

fat-free cheese. Cheese is mold, and
nwld is fatty. Let's live with it.

Let's live with the corpulent as

long as they're active. If you're fat

and slq^y and you can finish

Nintendo video games, there's prob-

ably more than a correlation. If

you're fat ahd you're an athlete, let's

give them a break.

No more George Foreman fat-

guy jokes. No more Ben Johnson

abnormally large-deltoid-muscles

cracks. Aim for the fit, but accq)t

the fat

And if that's too much to ask,

then just leave the healthless alone

with our Hostess cupcakes in one
hand ahd basketballs in the other.

IM Sports
'

Another exciting year ofIntramural Sports is well

under way. Results and upcoming games will be post-

ed each week as they unfold. It's not too late to get

involved with other activities that will be offered. For

more information please contact the UCLA Recreation

Department at 825-3701.

Upcoming Events

Table Tennis
Nov. 7 - 8
6 p.m.
S5?n-ups are Oct. 25 - Nov. 3
$5per person

5K ^'Touchdown" Run
Sunday, Nov. 13
10 a.m.
Sign-ups are Nov. 1-13
$5per person

Turkey Basketball Tournament
Nov. 14 -17, Nov. 21
4p.m.
Sign-ups are Nov. 10, Noon - 2 p.m.
$20 per team

GIANT SUBMARINES
10968 Le Conre Ave 208-71 71
berween Goyley ond Oroxron

Longost Thidition in Wntwood
Sortdwtches your nnorhef opproves. Homerrode

qualify w/o the wolt. Pro-heolrh, pro-energy

12" Sub $1.95
(5oz of Meat and Cheese)

50 cents OFF
j

Any Small ;

Sepi's w/cpn
;

S 1.00 Off
Any Large

Sepi's w/cpn

•^B OZ pitcliers (2-Q r>m} $2^^
MILLER I.ITE OM WBWUUTWHappy Horn*

Monday & Tuesday Special
s-|gp

Beer (Miller Lite)
JK

-»*•. -t-e- ^..

.
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Freshmen lead w. soccer in second season
By Hye Kwon

It is an undisputed fact that
most of the attention received by
the UCLA women's soccer team
this year has been directed
toward the large group of fabu-
'lous freshmen talent - 21 of
them to be exact.

Led by forward Traci
Arkenberg, who leads the team
in points, and goalie Gretchen
Overgaard, the freshmen have

Forward Arkenberg leads teammates
offensively, Overgaard solid as goalie
taken playing time away from
more experienced sophomores
like Kelly Robson, Marisol
Meinhart and Christine Sanders.

With the exception of defender
Sue Skenderian, all of the
returning players have been
starting the matches on the
bench.
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Going back, to last year's
team, which finished with a

respectable record of 10-6-1, the

freshmen combination of
Robson, Meinhart and company
were being called "phenoms"
and "diaper dandies" - similar
to the way that their freshmen
teammates are being praised this

year. They not only combined
for 19 of the team's 43 goals,
they tallied 46 of the team's 118
points.

This year, however, the same
group is responsible for only
five of 52 points, and one of 18
goals. The lone goal was scored
during the USC game by
Robson who, interestingly
enough, scored the first two

See W. SOCCER, page 43 Shannon Thomas
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Clock's ticking for Gasteium

ARAMJBUAN

Cross country runner Brian Gasteium still looks to Improve his times.

Bruins claim best

race still lies ahead

for senior harrier

By Mark SIngerton

Oh, to be young again ! In his fifth

and final year at UCLA, senior

Brian Gasteium is looking for the

fountain of youth, savoring his last

moments with the men's cross

country team.

The clock is ticking for

Gasteium, who doesn't think he has

reached his potential. Indeed,
coaches and teammates agree that

Gastelum's best race lies ahead.

"He's such an improved runner

this year," said coach Bob Larsen.

"He's capable of fmishing solidly in

the next couple of weeks."

"He's really stepped it up," junior

Daniel Niednagel said. "He wants to

do some damage out there this sea-

son. He really wants to make the

NCAA's."
If Gasteium is to end his career in

a blaze of glory, then he wilHiave to

save his best finish for the upcoming

NCAA District-8 championship in

TUcson, Nov. 12.

Thus far his finishes have fallen

short of expectations. He started the

season well enough, kicking to 12th

and 13th place finishes at the

Jbnnessee and Aztec invitationals,

but then his performances began to

dip.

At the Stanford meet he had the

flu and finished 24th. He and the

Bruins then faced horrid conditions

at the Brigham Young Invitational,

where Gasteium eventually placed

32nd.

"I was disappointed to say the

least," Gasteium said. "I could have

done better in both races. I'm not

trying to make any excuses, but it's

been pretty tough lately."

This season has been rough on
Gasteium and his teammates.
Decimated by injuries, the squad

has been forced to rely on freshmen

support. Scores for the team have

been uncharacteristically high. But
Gasteium sees no need to worry.

"Most people never would have

expected us to finish as well as we
have this year considering all the

problems we've had. I'm grateful

that we've been able to pull together

and come this far."

With star Creighton Harris side-

lined for the remainder of the sea-

son, Gasteium is now the lone

senior on the team. But Gasteium
his taken the team's misfortunes,

and his newfound leadership role in

stnde. —
"This Is my opportunity to lead

this team," Gasteium said. "I want

to take the responsibility."

Frankly, Gasteium doesn't have

any other option but to lead. With

the influx of four freshmen, includ-

ing Mebrahtom Keflezighi, the

Bruins suffer from inexperience.

Case in point: the Oct 15 debacle

at the BYU Invitatwnal. The Bruins

were overwhelmed by the cold, the

mud and the rain, and finished sixth

among collegiate teotiis with a sea-

son high - 1 SO points.

Gasteium knows his time is now.

"I want to do my best to make an

impact on this team," Gasteium
said. "I don't have time to sit back

anymore and wait for the next race

to do better. I've got to savor every

nwment."

Time has passed too quickly fbr

Gasteium, who finds himself a busy

person of late. He commutes to

school from the valley, and has lim-

ited time with his new teammates.

See QAS1EUIM, page 41
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H III provide optimism
UCLA ranked

among the top

teams in nation
By Scott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Football team has you down?
Cheer up, sports fans - the
NCAA hoops season has official-

ly begun.

The UCLA men's basketball

team had its first practices last

weekend, and preseason prognos-

tications have expectations soar-

ing around the athl^elic

department.

Athlon Magazine picked the

Bruins tOjWin the Pacific-10
Conference title, and then to beat

Arkansas in the championship
game of the NCAA Tournament.

UCLA is third in the nation in

Street & Smith's prediction, fifth

in Dick Vitale'§ 1994 College
Basketball Yearbook and sixth in

The Sporting News.
Basketball Weekly had the

Bruins in the No. 9 position in its

preseason assessment, and
College Sports Magazine put

UCLA at No.
12 in the

nation and No.

2 in the Pac-
10, behind
Arizona.

"There's
kind of a vari-

ance in there,

from one to

12," UCLA
head coach
Jim Harrick safd. "We're opti-

mistic, but I'm) not quite syre

where we belong in that mix. I

certainly tiope we belong in the

mix.

^ "I look around at our players

and I see some growth, certainly

some development, we've cer-

tainly learned some lessons and
we're just excited about getting

ready to start."

;ading the way for UCLA in

1994 will be seniors Ed
O'Banhon, Tyus Edney and
George Zidek.

Several publications have
named O'Bannon and Edney to

their preseason All-Pac-10 First

Teams, and The Sporting News
tagged Zidek as the "best over 7-

foot" in the conference. ,

• • •

Consisting of J.R. Henderson,
Kris Johnson, Toby Bailey and
omm'A Givens, UCLA's fresh-

man class was rated No. 5 in the

nation by The Sporting News.
• • •

O'Bannon is the third-highest

returning vote-getter from the

T993 balloting for the John
Wooden Award, given annually to

See BASKETBALL, page 41

jeN FONG/lXaHy Bruin

UCLA senior forward Ed O'Bannon is the third highest returning vote-

getter for the Wooden Award given yearly to the nation's best player.

Water polo starts home stand with unranked Bucknell

Scott Turner
UCLA Sports Info

By Esther Hui

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's water polo

team is home, and it means business.

At 3 p.m. today, the Bruins will

play Bucknell University from
Lewisbuig, Pa., at Sunset Recreation

Pool in the team's first home match

in four weeks. The Bruins are play-

ing without defensive leader Jim
Toring, who is out for the season

with a broken leg, but hope to prove

themselves able to vie for a spot in

the NCAA tournament without him.

"We had our best practice on
Tuesday, the toughest practice I've

ever put a team through since I've

been here," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "It was as hard as it pos-

sibly could be, our intensity was
incredible. We played two and a half

hours without a break, scrimmaged
for an hour with no substitutions . .

.

The guys are looking to gel the job

done Thursday and carry on the

momentum from there."

The No. 4 Bruins shouldn't have

too much trouble against the

unranked Brson. The last time

Bucknell played in Westwood was
1 990, when they were defeated 27-

2. But UCLA will face No. 6
Pepperdine on Sunday, in one of

only three remaining conference

matches.

"It's an important game, especial-

ly after Jim's injury," Baker said.

"It's nice that we have to play this

game before we play Pepperdine on

Sunday. We're used to playing with-

out Jim (since he missed the first

part of the season to play for the U.S.

National team in Europe), but it'll be

nice to get a game under our belt. A

couple of guys have new roles they

have to fill, so it gives them a game
to get going."

Baker feels that there won't be

added pressure on freshman Steve

Covec, who will start in today's

match. The Bruins will need junior

Adam Krikorian and senior Scott

Turner to step up a level, both as

leaders and players.

"If we come in hard on Thursday

it'll be no contest," Baker said. "If

we come in casual and non-aggres-

sive we could end up with a real

tough game on our hands."

Your
Village

Grocer
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12 pack cans
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Open 'ti midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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All-American tourney ns tennis season

i

Tr>._

By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The All-American tournament,

the most important preseason
women's collegiate tennis tourna-

ment in the country, begins today

at nearby Riviera Tennis Club,

just five miles down Sunset
Boulevard.

Befitting the name of the tour-

nament, the All-American fea-

tures the strongest field in

preseason tennis. Contending for

the title will be all of this year's

returning All-Americans as well

as the top eight flnishers of a gru-

eling two-day preliminary elimi-

nation round, which ended
yesterday.

Bruins' No. 2 Chi, No- 5 Phebus

compete against best in nation

Among the elite are No. 1 Lucy
Luddigova from Texas, No. 2 Jane

Chi and No. 5 Ken Phebus, both

competing for the Bruins. Also
competing is UCLA sophomore
Dida Spadea. Competing in dou-

bles is UCLA's No. 2 duo of
Phebus and Susi Sterik. ,

"Besides the NCAAs, it*s the

most prestigious women's college

tournament," UCLA head coach

Bill 2^ima said. "It's the strongest

field, the top 20 in the nation. It

just jshows bow yiju're playing in

the fall, and it's a confidence
builder for those who are playing

well. It's a chance to see some real

great tennis early."

Chi and Phebus have both been

semifinalists in the tournament -

Phebus two years ago as a fresh-

man and Chi last year as a sopho-

more. Advancing to the semifmals

was a great feat for both women,
considering the level of competi-

tion and that neither player was
ranked or All-American when
they last appeared in the tourna-

ment. Both had to qualify through

three early rounds before reaching

the regular competition rounds,

where they defeated nationally

ranked players, including three

All-Americans, to advance to the

semifinals.

**(Chi and Phebus) have both
done really well,** Zaima said.

**Getting to the semifinals is good.

This year these players are going

thinking they're going to win the

tournament, and we all think they

can."

Last year, Phebus became the

first ever NCAA women's singles

finalist in school history, while

Chi made the All-American team
after reaching the quarterfmals of

the NCAA singles tournament. ^"

Poloists wage war of
underwater brutality
Physical demands

of water polo game
often undervalued
By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was fall 1993, and the fans

watched as UCLA battled No. 1

ranked Stanford in men's water
polo. UCLA's Adam Krikorian
and Stanford's Wolf Wigo fought

their own battle in the water,
however, and
Krikorian
emerged from
the pool with a

broken nose.

"It was an
ongoing feud,"

Krikorian said.

"It escalated to

the point that

he punched me
in the nose
when I wasn't looking. Ever since

I came here we've been going at

it. This time his temper took him
a little too far."

, The referee wasn't looking,
and no foul was called. Was it a

freak occurrence? An abnormally

angry poloist? Or was it just the

visual surfacing of violence in

one of today's most physically

grueling, contact sports - water
polo?

"A lot of people underestimate

the amount of physical contact

that goes on," Krikorian said.

^"Water polo is seen above water,

but it's played underwater."

UCLA poloist Scott Turner
agreed. "A lot of things go on
under water. You grab someone's
suit, grab someone's arm, kick

them. It's a temporary pain but it

gives you an advantage. Physical

players will take a good player

out of the game by kicking and
scratching. It gives you that extra

edge."

Technically, physical injury is

always a foul in water polo, but

whgt goes on under the water is

impossible for referees to see. A
seasoned player will use the

underwater game to his advan-
tage, perhaps by causing enough
temporary pain to loosen the

opposing player's concentration.

Oftentimes players will walk
away from the pool with bruises

and cuts.

See WATER POLO, page 43

Laying down
I the law^
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By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

There's always at least one who emerges
every year - a player who ndt only wants to

win, but one who also wants to knock a few

people around along the way.

And for the UCLA men's soccer team, this year

STEVE KIM

is no difFerenL

Just ask Bruin midfielder Justin Selander.

"I've been called a hack, and I'll admit I'm a

hack," said Selander, a true freshman. "But some-

one's got to crack some people a couple times. It

doesn't bother me - 1 like it And I don't think I

See SELANDER, page 42

Why eat fat-free Fig Newftons? He'd rather have a Twinkle

T'alk to today's typi-

cal athletes and

they'll tell you
something nearly univer-

sal among those who
wear a sports uniform.

They're sUDng because

they lift weights, they've

got endurance because

they run laps, they're

skilled because they

practice. But nearly all of

them flt diet into the

Chris

Schreiber

equation somewhere. I eat, therefore I win.

It's not that new of an equation, I guess. But

in the old days, it was all about how many
times you could go back for second helpings,

how many hamburgers you could put away,

how many Ding-Dongs you could down.

Today, athletes need high-carbs,^low fat High
protein, low cholesterol.

Yes, today, it's all about speed and finesse,

something you don't achieve by being mind-

less of things like diet No, instead ofjust hit-

ting the field ready to go, you've got to worry

about things like protein shakes, weight gain-

ers and carbohydrate powders.

In the good old days, athletes ate things like

wood, and civilians like me just ate normal

food like cinnamon toast and cereal. But now,

the layman has been swept up in the diet-con-

scious world of high-performance athletes.

at the highest levels.

But now the common man and woman are

expected to uphokl the same level of diet con-

sciousness. Fat is out and fit is in - to an

extent to which even the worst food appcsis to

your sense of guilt. Fat-free Fig Newtons? I

Some don't believe it; some deny the whole didn't know the nasty little things were bad
trickle-down theory of diet emulation, but you

need only point to the procession ofgym-
goers and non-fat food items fxoliferating in

food stores around the country.

Diet has its place in the sports world, I sup-

pose, because athletes are expected to perform

for you to b^n with. Snack Wells? HAve we
entirely lost our sense of taste**

Yes, things are in niarked contrast to the

days of bre. A sampling:

See SCHREIBER, page 44

And nowy for some
good news...
George Zidek (left) and the UCLA men's
basketbail team finally made it back to the

gym last weekend as fall practices began. The
Bruins areioaded and the expectations are

high-

See page 47
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Tel Aviv attack shocks UCLA community
Students, profs

worry that peace

talks may suffer

By PhlMp Carter ^
Dally Bruin Staff

»

The psychic shock wave of
Wednesday's car bomb attack in Id
Aviv rolled through UCLA as stu-

dents and professors spoke out on
the temxist act that killed 22 pcopie

and injured 46.

"I think it was terrible - they're

Jrying to get the whole peace process

logether and then this happens,"

first-year studentAmy Leonard said.

"I don't think terrorism is the answer
- it doesn't solve problems."

The Palestinian group Hamas
took responsibility for the bombing
shcMtly after the Mast rocked central

Tfel Aviv.

"As human beings, we're out-

raged at the manner in which Hamas
has decided to act,** Iranian Student

Group internal coordinator Saeed
Sadeshi said. "We hope that events

like these don't hold up the Middle

East peace process."

Fourth-year international rela-

tions student Todd Ruzylo echoed

concern for the peace piocess, argu-

ing that it suffers from a disparity

between action and rhetoric.

"If (the parties) want peace, they

have to act like they want peace -

that's the bottom line," Ruzylo said.

"Every bad act causes fragmenta-

tion, which is the antithesis of cohe-

sion - and cohesion is what the

leaders want"
But the bombing symbolizes the

region's complex politics, and stu-

dents acknowledged that the conflict

behind the bombing exists in shades

of gi^y, not black and white.

*The action itself is an act of ran-

dom violence against civilians, and

it has to be condemned," Muslim
Student Association spokesman
Kamran Aghaie said. "(What) leads

to these problems is that the

Palestinian population feels that it's

riot really getting a voice in the

peace negotiations."

Hamas' place in the peace
process was questioned by Fernando

Vicente, a fourth-year political sci-

ence student He said that the group

denied i^lf a place in the negotia-

tions with its violent acts.

"I don't know if they have a role

in the international system, but

they're trying to break apart the

peace process," Vicente said.

"(Hamas) considers Arafat to be a

sell-out to the Palestinians, and as

long as they're violent they won't be

politkrally legitimate."

Adding a historical perspective to

the bombing, UCLA Professor
David Ellenson said that this type of

event builds on centuries-old hatreds

among Middle East cultures.

"It simply reinforces the old

enmities and stereotypes that both

sides hold against the other," said

Ellenson, who teaches Near Eastern

studies. "It creates an atmosphere of

distrust that renders the peace
process more difficult - but hope-

fully not impossible."

To achieve regional^iet and tran-

quility, UCLA's HilleJ director

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller said that

Middle East peacemakers must go
beyond speaking out and take

action.

"It's not enough for Arafat to

merely condemn the terror, he has to

act against it," Seidler-Feller said.

He added that the peace process

carries too much momentum and
importance to be stopped.

'The sentiment is that a cessation

of the peace process would be grant-

ing a victory to the terrorists," he

said.

Inside News

Tatfalog

Tagalog language courses

near the end of their funding.

Students Say they're making
headway, but the status of the

courses is uncertain.

See page 3

Inside Sports

• • of IHibllc Policy receives gkant

Desert
bound
The UCLA football team

is travelling to IXicson for a

big game with the Arizona

Wildcats who are unlikely

to give any sympathy. Can
the Bruins pull off the

upset?

See Page 24

Federal aid program

gives $549,000 to

improve L.A. sluins

By Gil Hopenstand
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA's School of Public
Policy and Social Research will

participate in a federal program
aimed at improving Los Angeles

slums - economically and envi-

ronmentally.

The 4-month-old graduate
school will receive a $549,000
federal grant for the program
today during a Washington, D.C.

press conference.

UCLA is one of 14 universities

nationwide to receive a grant from

a new program at the United
States Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD). The
program funds HUD projects to

help revitalize and stabilize urban

areas.

Faculty and staff will work on

housing, environmental and eco-

nomic development issues in the

Pico Union, Vernon Central and
Alameda Corridor areas of Los
Angeles. The group also plans to

work with local community orga-

nizations already tackling the

problems.

"(This project) will allow us to

deepen the relationship with com-
munity groups in the (areas)," said

Jacqueline Leavitt, the principal

investigator, who will speak at the

conference today.

Allen Heskin, an urban plan-

ning professor, said he will work
on the housing aspect of the pro-

ject.

"Money is going to be used on

the slum problems and the single

family problems (in the Pico-

Union area and in South-Central

L.A.)," Heskin said. "Seventy-five

percent of homes are not rented

out, and we will look at how to

reverse the trend toward declining

home ownership."

The HUD program emphasizes

strengthening community-based
organizations, building job skills

and career goals, along with revi-

talizing and expanding local insti-

tutions and infrastructure.

Leavitt said the selection

process for participating universi-

ties was extremely competitive.

UCLA is the only university cho-

sen from Southern California, and

competitors included USC,
Occidental College and California

State University at Los Angeles.

'There was a rating system and

lengthy application. Much of it is

also explaining your track

record," she said, adding that

UCLA has long been active with

local community groups.

The UCLA environmental
study will be overseen by the

Center for Occupational and
Environmental Health.

"The Alameda Corridor is the

densest manufacturing corridor in

America. We're going to be doing

a survey among the residents to

see what their opinion of toxic

problems in their area are - in

respect to where they live and
where they work," said Marianne

Brown, director of the labor occu-

pational, safety and health center.

"We will then develop educa-

tion materials and programs to the

topics they think need to be dealt

with," Brown added.

The team will work with local

unions to spur economic develop-

ment in the aiiea. The group plans

to continue coordinating with

community organizations already

addressing those issues.

"(The grant was) an acknowl-

edgment by HUD for our work in

the community and for the work
by the Labor Center and by the

department of urban planning for

the last 10 to 15 years," Leavitt

said.

"We also see this as an impor-

tant component of the new UCLA
School of Public Policy and Social

Research," she added.

Brown said the broad investiga-

tion gives professors in various

specializations a chance to work
together.

"This is going to be opportunity

for different staff and faculty to

See GRANT, page 7

American Indian Studies dironicie publislied

Book celebrates

diversity, center's

25th anniversary

ByAlisaUMMts
Daily Bruin Sentor Staff

After enduring nearly a century

of enslavement at the hands of
European immigrants, members of

the Cherokee Indian tribe revolted

and fought with the British in the

War of 1 776 - that was just the

beginning.

In celebration of its 25th anniver-

sary this year, UCLA's American
Indian Studies Center released its

recently completed "Chronology of

Native North American History."

The work chronicles important his-

torical figures and events in Native

American history from the pre-

Columbian era to modem day.

"This is certainly the most com-

A middle school version

of the text is planned for

junior high classrooms.

prehensive chronology available

today," said Professor Duane
Champagne, director of the studies

center. 'There's a real emphasis on

contemporary issues. AboiM half of

the chronicle is after 1966,"

Champagne said.

The 650-page book encompasses

a wide range of fields of develop-

ment - including activism, environ-

ment, literature and sports.

Champagne said the center wanted

to capture the diversity of Native

American historical development.

"There is always a vision that

Native American groups are

homogenous when in reality their

languages and cultures are very dif-

ferent," said Champagne.
"We wanted to show how they

have tried to survive over the past

500 years - how different cultures

have reacted differently to colo-

ATIVE
RICAN
TORY
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See Y, page 7
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Champagne heads the AISC.
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What's Brewin' Today
Today

University Research Library

Italy-USA poetry exhibit

Now through Nov. 8

URLlx)bby
825-3302 •

'-'^—^^

11 a.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society ^

Introductory meeting

Ackerman 2408
209-1255

Noon

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
Bruce Sterling signs "Heavy Weather"

Bookzone '—
206-0764

1 p.m.

Placement and Career FUnningjGenter^
Interviewing for a career in business

PCPC Building

Call 206-1944 for reservation

3 p.m.

Education Abroad Program
Information meeting on Austria and Germany
Bunche 11382

825-4889 -

Senior Citizens Project

Orientation for prospective volunteers

Kerckhoff404
825-2333

ties , •

Campbell 1224

208-6210

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "Die Hani" followed by "Speed" at 9:30

p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1958

5:30 p.m.

University Presbyterian Church/Agape
Christian Fellowship

ALIVE! Talent Showcase '94 -
,

Dickson 2 160E
208-3991

.

-
- —

Saturday

Buddhist Student Association

Field trip to Hsi-Lai Temple

Meet at Sproul tumarount

10 p.m.

478-9731

5 p.m.

Vietnamese Language and Culture

Vietnamese language lessons and cultural activi-

If your organization would like an event listed in

this section, please drop by the Daily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill out a list-

ing form by 2 p.m. the day before publication.

The deadline for a submission that will appear in

Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m. Please

address questions to Ayako Hagihara at 206-

Teradyne.

Therightplaceforyou.

MalitM Frank

Design Engineer

BS, Electrical

Engineefing

Massachusetts

Institute of

Technology

YanPkain
Hardware Design

Engineer

BS. Engineering

Harvey Mudd
College __

Brae* Collim

Hardware

Development

Engineer

BS, Electrical

Engineering

University of

Illinois

KallMnnt Pratt

Component Engineer

BS, Mechanical

Engineering

University ofNew
Hanjpsiiire

Dan Protkauef

Design Engineer

BS, ConfHXJtef

Science

earrsH Oniversity

TXer.eradyne is the right place for all kinds of people. It's a stimulating

environment that challenges people every day. You're free to do the

thin^ you think need to be done, with a minimum of rules, regula-

tions, and bureaucracy. We want people who don't need to be led

by the hand. We want talented, bright people with new ideas and the

initiative to give those ideas a shot.

You'll have plenty of opportunity at Tferadyne. We're a $500 million

electronics company that competes in the global market, working with

the world's largest companies. Our technology is unmatched, and our

commitment to Total Quality Management is unwavering. In other

words, we're big... but not too big!

If you want to leam more about your place at Tferadyne, visit your

Career Services Office.

V.

An Equal Opportunity Employsr^

First woman teaches

theology at seminary
By Jim Jones
Forth Worth Star-Telegram

IRVING. Texas — Karen
O'Dell Bullock made history

Tuesday by being the first woman
elected to teach full time in the

theology school of the nation's

largest Baptist seminary.

But Bullock, 41, does not see

herself as a trailblazer who is set-

ting an example for women to

teach at Southwestern Baptist

Theological Seminary, said Ken
Hemphill, the new president of the

3,200-student seminary in Fort

Worth.

"She has no feminist agenda,"

Jlemphill said.

Many Baptist conservatives
believe that Scripture forbids

women to teach men the princi-

ples of theology or to serve as

jenior pastor of a chim^h. Women
"have traditionally been allowed fo

teach at Baptist seminaries, but

usually in religious education,

music and other subjects not

directly related to theology.

The meeting with trustees was
Hemphill's first since he was
hired to succeed Russell Dilday,

whom the board fired in March.
Hemphill said he hired Bullock

because she is a highly qualified

teacher, and he noted that she will

teach church history, not theology.

- "We didn't feel we were deal-

ing with any controversial issue,"

Hemphill said after the 36
trustees, most of them conserva-

tives, voted unanimously to

appoint Bullock as assistant pro-

fessor of church history.

"She is just a lady who is well-

qualified to teach and has been
teaching in an adjunctive position

with incredible student response,"

he said.

Bullock, who did not attend the

meeting, holds a doctorate in

church history from the seminary

and has been teaching that subject

part-time for two years, Hemphill

said.

Although supporting Bullock's

election, the Rev. Ollin Collins,

pastor of Harvest Baptist Church

in Watauga, Texas, said most
trustees do not favor women
teaching theology.

"I don't think she would have

been elected to teach something

like pastoral ministries or theolo-

gy," he said.

Hemphill said views differ on

whether women should teach the-

ology and that each appointment

must be considered individually.

However, he said he believes that

the Bible teaches that women
should not serve as senior pastors

of churches. ^

*This isn't eridorsthg women in

senior pastor positions," Hemphill

said. "We affirm the role of

women in many ministries. But

there is a problem, I feel, based on

I Timothy, with a woman in senior

pastoral positions."

One passage in I Timothy
states, "But I suffer a woman not

to teach, nor to usurp authority

over the man, but to be in silence."

Trustee Laura Cogswell of

Shermah asked Hemphill whether

Bullock saw herself as being

under the authority of men.

"I asked her about the authority

issue," Hemphill said. "She said,

'I'm under authority of my hus-

band in the home and under
authority of the trustees and the

president at the seminary."'

The board of trustees has just

two women on it.

See BAPTIST, page 7
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Students fight for continuation of Tagalog
Students given assurances

by dean, remain wary of

language course's future

By Allison Lefkowttz

Dally Bruin Staff

Filipino American students have taken

what they called a small step in the right

direction in their fight to save courses on

Tagalog, the national language of the

Philippines.

In the midst of Filipino American History

Month, members of the Committee for

Filipino Studies met Tuesday with Dean of

Humanities Fauline Yu to discuss Tagalog'

s

status.

A three-year grant for the class, funded

by the Office of Instructional Development,

will expire at the end of this year, and stu-

dents have been working to ensure the lan-

. guage's instruction will continue at UCLA.
Yu said the students came to her at

Tuesday's meeting asking for a written

"commitment that Tagalog be funded on a

-permanent basis. But she said she could not

give them this commitment because no ele-

mentary language classes are funded per-

manently, and the funding is allocated on a

year-to-year basis.

"We should make it a high

priority to ... continue it."

' David Wilson

Assistant Dean of Humanities

"I expressed my agreement that

Tagalog is an important part of the curricu-

lum," Yu said. "We will do our best to

ensure that it will continue after the Office

of Instructional Development funding runs

out."

Yu said she could not promise funding

for the 1995-96 year because it is still loo

early in the year to make such decisions

about the budget. The budget is usually

finalized in the spring, though there have

been occasions where it has not been final-

ized until fall, she said.

Although Yu was unable to make a

concrete promise regarding Tagalog, stu-

dents who attended Tuesday's meeting

spoke positively about it and about working

with her to keep Tagalog in the curriculum.

"It will take a little while for things to

sink in," said Jay Mendoza, coordinator of

the Committee for Filipino Studies and a

graduate student in Ethnomusicology. "The

meeting really solidified what Yu will do

for us because she funded other languages."

Through the Humanities division,

funding for Thai, Hindi and Vietnamese -

known as Less Commonly Taught
Languages - was found eariier this yeair and

the languages will continue to be taught.

In a letter addressed to College of

Letters & Science Frovost Brian

Copenhaver, Mendoza wrote "because of

(Yu's) receptiveness and dedication to

offering Thai, Hindi and Vietnamese, we
are confident that Tagalog courses are no

longer in danger of being discontinued."

"We are taking her word that she will

^fmd funding for (Tagalog)," said fifth-year

history student Arnold Serrano, cuje of

about 10 students on the Committee for

Filipino Studies.

In their work to continue Tagalog's

instruction, members of the committee, and

the Filipino American community circulat-

ed a petition signed by over 900 people and

researched Tagalog instruction at colleges

including Cornell University, University of

Michigan and the University of Wisconsin.

Instruction of Tagalog as a pilot pro-

gram provided an opportunity for the uni-

versity to see if it should be integrated into

the curriculum, said David Wilson, assistant

Dean of Humanities.

"It has been clear to myself and Dean

Yu that this has been a successful experi-

ment and we should make it a high priority

to come up with a way to continue it,"

Wilson said. "We intend to find a way to

make it happen."

But despite Tuesday's meeting with

Yu, some students expressed skepticism

about Tagalog ' s future.

"I'm hoping everything will work out,"

said Dawn Mabalon, director of the

Samahang Filipino Education and
Retention project. "But we can't be compla-

cent and expect to get everything we ask

for."

Mabalon said the administration before

Yu came in was not working with the

Filipino American community, and students

often met dead ends. But she added Yu has

MIGRANT FARM WORKERS
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In Kerckhoff Art Gallery, photos showcase Pillpino American history and Issues.

done more for the students and she hopes

there will continue to be a good working

relationship with her.

"Skepticism has a definite role in the

campaign for Tagalog," Mendoza said. "It

keeps us on our toes and without it we
wouldn't ask critical questions."

Mendoza said skepticism stems from

the fact that in past movements the adminis-

tration has made promises to students with-

out coming through.

"But we are really trying to have a

good working relationship (with Yu),"

Mendoza added.

Serrano said that although the universi-

ty has been receptive, he also wants admin-

istrators to understand that Tagalog is only

one aspect of the larger curricular reform

issue.

"Hopefully, the success of the Tagalog

campaign this week is a sign that other

administrators will be receptive to the idea

See PIUPINO, page 8
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Experts advise against

planned nuclear testing
By Keay Davidson

San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — The nation's most

elite leam of weapons experts has urged the

Clinton administration to abandon
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's

controversial plans to detonate extremely

small nuclear explosions in Nevada.

The recommendation, if heeded by the

administration, could remove a major stick-

ing point in international negotiations to ban

nuclear bomb tests.

So-called "hydronuclear" (CQ) blasts -

detonated in caves or super-strong explosive

chambers - would have "very limited"

value in assessing the safely and reliability

of U.S. nuclear weapons after an anticipated

international ban on nuclear bomb tests, and

"it would be in our national interests to

forgo them," says a confidential draft of the

team's long-awaited report.

Livermore maintains that hydronuclear

testing would help assure the safety and

reliability of U.S. nuclear weapons in the

future, when no nuclear weapons are likely

to be developed. If the nation is forced to

rely on an aging arsenal of existing

weapons, government must find ways to

deal with cracks, corrosion or other prob-

lems, the lab says.

Hydronuclear test data might leak abroad

and help would-be nuclear powers or "pro-

liferators" to develop weapons, warn the so-

called "Jasons," an independent team of

top-rank scientists.

^very summer for decades, the Jasons

have met secretly in San Diego to advise the

U.S. government on its stickiest technical

and strategic concerns. Widely respected for

technical brilliance, objectivity and imagi-

nation, they have included luminaries such

as physicist Sidney Drell, deputy director of

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center and a

member of a White House advisory panel

on intelligence agencies. Other California

scientists include Wolfgang Fanofsky of

(Lawrence) Livennore

(National Laboratory) maintains

that hydronuclear testing would

help assure the safety ... of U.S.

nuclear weapons in the future,

when no . . . weapons are likely

to be developed.

Stanford, Steve Koonin of Cal Tech, and

former Livermore director Herbert York,

who is now at iHe be San Diego.

The reason for the Jasons' name - an

allusion to a mythological two-faced figure

- is as mysterious as their summer activi-

ties, hosted by the secretive Mitre (CQ)
Corp., a "think tank" under contract to the

Fentagon.

The Lawrence Livermore Lab had no

comment on the recommendation.

^eeWfW, page 8
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World

ReportdocumMits
Rwandan atrocities
UNITED NATIONS— Revenge killings

and abductioqs of Hutu people in Rwanda
occurred by the hundreds if not thousands

in many p£uts of the country, according to

the findings of a report by Amnesty
International.

The Amnesty report, issued on
Wednesday, comes less than a month after

the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees

reported human rights abuses by the Tutsi-

led army in Rwanda.

The alleged crimes followed the return of

the minority 1\itsi to power after they were

systematically exterminated by the Hutu
majority during months of massacres in

which nearly a\million were killed and three

million fled to neighboring countries.

Security forces get
tough witli radicais
TEL AVIV, Israel — Israel ordered its

security forces on Thursday to get tough

with Muslim radicals after one of the worst

terrorist attacks in its history, a bus bombing

that killed at least 21 people in Tel Aviv.

But the first tangible sign of a crackdown

was an indefinite closing of the Gaza Strip

and West Bank, an action that most directly

affects not the targeted Hamas Islamic

group but tens of thousands of Palestinian

laborers who now are cut off from jobs in

Israel.

But a spokesman for Yasser Arafat

denounced the measures as a declaration of

"economic and social war against the

Palestinian society." Foreign Minister

Shinrvon Peres of Israel said that the territori-

al closing could "not be unlimited," any
more than similar actions had in the past.

Accord ends nuciear

program in N. Korea
SEOUL, South Korea— The new accord

between the United Stales and North

Korea outlines an elaborate timetable for

steps by each side that would end in the

complete dismantling of North Korea's

nuclear program in about 10 years,

according to details disclosed on Friday.

According to the agreement's
timetable, it could take at least five years

before international monitors are able to

carry out inspections to determine how
much weapons-grade plutonium the

North Koreans have diverted in past

years.

U.S. lieips integrate

Serbs, Croats forces
ZAGREB. Croatia — A U.S. military

delegation will arrive soon in Bosnia to

help the Muslim-dominated government

army integrate its forces with those of its

nominal allies, the Bosnian Croats.

The dispatching of about 15 U.S. offi-

cers to Sarajevo, expected around the

beginning of November, reflects the

Clinton administration's frustration over

the failure of Bosnia's Muslims and
Croats to turn the American-sponsored

federation they formed last April into any

sort of integrated military alliance.

Instead of establishing a joint com-
mand structure and building a credible

military threat to the Bosnian Serbs, as

envisioned in the agreement on the feder-

ation, Bosnian Muslim and Bosnian
Croat generals have remained divided by

mutual suspicion, disagreements on strat-

egy, and competing goals.

Over the last week, this disunion has

been evident in the Serbian bombardment
of Bosnian government positions just

north of Mostar, aimed at cutting off the

crucial supply route from the Croatian

coast to Sarajevo.

Energy Department
fonds iaser madiine

In the first major step toward the restruc-

turing of the nation's nuclear weapons com-

plex fbr the post-cold-war era, the Energy

Department has approved a giant $1.8 bil-

lion laser machine to be built at the

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

in California. The announcement, to be

made by Enei^gy Secretary Hazel O'Leary,

is planned today.

The device is to generate miniature blasts

of thermonuclear fusion enei^gy for studying

how the stars shine, how such nuclear fire

may be harnessed on Earth to generate elec-

trical power and how the reliability of

hydrogen bombs can be maintained without

full-<scale, explosive tests underground.

Secretary stresses
equai opportunity
A federal survey on the nation's 58 mil-

lion working women should serve as a

wake-up call to business and government on

the neal to enforce equal opportunity and

pay, U.S. Labor Secretary Robert Reich said

yesterday.

Reich, in Los Angeles Thursday, said the

results show the federal government will

have to be more aggifessive in ensuring that

businesses are following equal employment

regulations.

Reich said the top two issues of concern

for most women were health care and equal

pay-

Nationwide, survey respondents ranked

health care insurance as the number one pri-

ority to improve the lives of working
women. About 43 percent of part-time

workers, and 34 percent of women over 55,

don't have health insurance, the survey said.

Court orders fotlier

to volunteer In plea
A teacher who left his 20-month-old son

in a car during last summer's heat wave has

been orctered to complete parenting classes

and volunteer at a children's hospital as part

of a plea agreement

In a court appearance Thursday in Van
Nuys Municipal Court. Fremont High
School English teacher Dennis Fischer, 34,

pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor count of

child endangerment

As temperatures reached the 90s, Fischer

left son Jared inside a locked car - with at

least one window rolled down slightly.

The toddler was rescued by passers-by

who broke into the car by slipping a fan belt

through a crack in a window and looping it

"around a handle. The boy was crying but

uninjured.

IMTA seeks approval

to resume tunneling
The Metropolitan Transportation

Authority is asking for federal permission

to restart tunneling work under Hollywood

Boulevard, saying it has corrected the

safety and oversight problems that led to

the shutdown.

The request to Federal Transit
Administrator Gordon Linton says the

joint venture responsible for the tunneling

work, Shea-Kiewit-Kenny, will replace its

project manager, according to a copy of

the request obtained Wednesday.

The MTA is pledging to hold regular

meetings among construction managers

and submit a plan to fix areas where the

company didn't meet contract specifica-

tions.

On Oct. 5, Linton announced that the

government would cut off funds to the

MTA until it fixed problems in the Metro

Red Line construction.

Briefs compiledfrom Bruin wire services.

To get

ahead,

run

with

the

leader.

You should be proud of your college record. You saw a

window of opportunity and you took advantage of it, with

hard work, determination, and—finally—success. And

your timing couldn't be better, because right now LSI

Logic is poised for a similar opportunity—a perfect

convergence of our new technologies and market demands.

A decade ago we pioneered ASIC technology

—

a semiconductor technology that allows electroiiics

manufacturers to design their own integrated circuits. Since

then, we've led the ASIC industry to another level—system-

level integration. Our new technology allows our Designers

to put a complete system on a single chip...and our 500K

(1.5 million gate technology) process provides the means to

manufacture it.

But we can't continue to lead the industry alone—and

that's where you come in. Our success has created

challenging engineering opportunities for you in the

following areas:

• fiiiB Besisk

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Friday, October 28th

If you are ready to set the winning pace for innovation and

run with the leader, then sign up with your Career Center

or contact: Cynthia F. Sakuma, College Relations Program

Manager, LSI Logic Corporation, 1551 McCarthy Blvd.,

M/S A- 166, MUpitas. CA 95035. (4O8M33-430O. FAX:

(408) 433-6737. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER—
M/F, DISABLEDA^.

OPENS THIS SUNDAY AT 2PM!
LOW-PRICED PREVIEWS FOR PART II: OCT 20 & 21

MARATHON (BOTH PARTS I AND II) PREVIEW: OCT 22
PART I RESUMES OCT 25

FLUTING
ISLANDS
A REVOLUTIONARY STORY IN TWO PARTS

Part I: The Family Business / Part II: After the Revolution

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

THU/OCT20 FR1/0CT21 SAT/ OCT 22

MARATHON
PREVIEW
PAITTfcVM

rARTftTJOMI

SUN /OCT 23

..assfRgN
r/urrfeiMN

PARTI: 7Jimi

PREVIEW
PARTH
WM

PREVIEW
PARTH
«1M

Worid Premiere

by Eduardo Machado • Directed by Oskar Eustis

Opens Oct 23 • Through Dec 1

1

Purchase your tickets by cathngMii^H (213) 365-3500 • (714) 740-2000
AUDIENCE SERVICES AND GROUP SALES (2 1 3) 972-0700

MARKTAPERFORUM S'^o^^rTJlS'^*^''"'
Gordon OMiiton, Artstic Dvector

LSI L(k;i<:
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TMThe Bard's Notebook;
It's all the help you need to write
better papers.

It's the complete, step-by-step, tutorial guide from

topic selection to proof checking your work complete

with examples. It shows exactly how to write better

papers add teaches you the basic skills faster.
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Information highway panel ponders privacy, access
By Tom Abate „.
San Francisco Examiner

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. —
It may be one of the biggest blue-

ribbon panels ever assembled,

and it certainly has one of the

vaguest missions - advising the

Clinton administration on how to

develop the information super-

highway.

The 37-member National
Information Infrastructure
Advisory Council gathered in

Mountain View on Wednesday
fpr the latest of a series of day-

long sessions that began after

Commerce Secretary Ron Brown
appointed the group in January.

Seated behind a huge, semicir-

cular table that filled the stage at

the Mountain View Center for

the Performing Arts, the council

members looked like an orches-

tra in suits arid skirts.

The tast of conducting this

large and powerful group falls to

its co-chairs, Silicon Graphics

CEO Ed McCracJcen and
National Public Radio President

Delano Lewis. They briefed

reporters on Wednesday's hot

topics: how to insure privacy on

electronic networks, and how to

make superhighway services uni-

versally available.

"We talked about the tension

between electronic commerce

and privacy,*' McCracken said.

Programs that let people buy
products electronically and pay
with credit cards can also track

purchase patterns. Council mem-
bers debated whether federal law

should require companies to get

permission before selling such

information to marketers eager to

find new customers.

Lewis said the council also

heard a plan to make superhigh-

way services widely available,

even to the poor, by putting pub-

licly accessible computers in

libraries and schools. This could

be done in a couple of years,

although bringing access to most

homes could take until 2005.

But the biggest task facing the

council is deciding how an advi-

sory body can influence such a

vast and costly undertaking as

rewiring the nation.^lffven as tele-

phone, cable and computer exec-

utives make deals in the hopes of

cashing in on this new medium.

The council's members
include many of the industrialists

with a ^take in this game, includ-

ing CBS President Laurence
Tisch and MCI Communications
Chairman Bert Roberts. It has

public interest members like

Mitch Kapor of the Electronic

Frontier Foundation, and repre-

sentatives of disability and
Native American rights groups.

unions, local governments and
almost every other lobby imagin-

able.

Now the question is whether

this power-packed assembly can

agree on how government ought

to try to influence the process of

creating the superhighway - a

tricky task when the administra-

tion has said it wants industry to

foot the bill, and industry has

said it wants to be deregulated.

"You can't underestimate the

power of the government to put

conditions on industry as the

price for deregulation," said

Lewis, who expects the council's

findings to be ready sometime
next year.
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GRANT
From page 1

work together who generally
don't," she said. "(The project) is

a chance for an interchange of

ideas and for more of an interdis-

ciplinary research."

Other attendees at the confer-

ence are Robin Cannon and Carlos

Porras, two community activists

and graduates of UCLA's
Conununity Scholars Program, an

ongoing program acknowledging
leaders in the community.

CHRONOLOGY
From page 1

nization," Champagne added, The
book details the events that shaped

the lives of Native Americans, from

the ancient Paleo-Indians to pre-

sent-day tribes.

While the book will not be
included iA the required readings

for an American Indians Studies

class tentatively scheduled for

spring 1995, Champagne said a

middle school version of the text is

planned for junior high classrooms.

"Publishers want to break into

the multicultural cuiViculum mar-

ket," he said. The junior high publi-

cation represents a new movement

J in American curricular develop-

ment.

"Even five or six years ago you
probably couldn't find someone to

publish this book," .Champagne
said."

,

Together with graduate students

and UCLA staff researchers.

Champagne worked on the

chronology for over a year, and it is

the fifth publication the center has

completed this year.

BAPTIST
From page 2

Bullock's election and that of
Stephen Stookey as instructor in

church history came as trustees

ended a two-day meeting at the

Harvey Hotel north of Dallas/Fort

Worth Airport.

Trustees, acting on a request

from the Southern Baptist
Convention Executive
Committee, approved a resolution

not to accept contributions chan-

neled through an organization of

moderates, the Cooperative
Baptist Fellowship in Atlanta.

The seminary had been receiv-

ing about $200,000 a year from
the fello\yship, formed by moder-

ates in 1989 as a coalition to

protest conservative control of the

Southern Baptist Convention.

'

"It's unfortunate that they are

refusing money that churches
want to give them through the fel-

lowship," said the Rev. Stephen

Shoemaker, pastor of Broadway
Baptist Church in Fort Worth,

See BAPTIST, page 8
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BAPTIST FILIPINO
From page 7

Texas.

Shoemaker, Avho supports the

fellowship and also regular
Southern Baptist causes, said

members of his church who for-

merly gave to the seminary
through the fellowship will now
do so as individuals. ' 7

Conservatives contend that the

fellowship is a separate denomina-

tion attempting to compete with

the main Baptist convention.

From page 3

of a Southeast Asian minor,"
Mendozasaid.

In an effort to educate the

Pilipirio American community and

tJie UCLA community, seven
Filipino student groups came
together and planned Filipino

American History Month for

October. Events included a forum
on AIDS in the Filipino American
community, a poetry reading, film

festival and an exhibit in the

Kerckhoff Art Gallery. The month
will conclude with a rally on Oct.

27 in Sclioenherg Flaza to address

the issue of Tagalog and curricular

reform.

Serrano said the rally was ini-

tially planned as a fight to save

Tagalog, though it will now focus

more on curricular issues includ-

ing a Southeast Asian minor and a

Filipino Studies program.

"The rally will be a celebra-

tion of student power that we can

nnake changes not only for the

Filipino students, but for the
whole campus," Serrano said.

TESTS
From page 3

"Since the subject of hydronu-
clear testing is under discussion
right now, the lab really won't
take a stand on the Jasons report,"

lab spokesperson Jeff Garberson
said. **This is a very distinguished

group of scientists, (but) other
people have other conclusions.

We're simply going to let the

debate take its course.",

This year, U.S. weapons labs'

insistence on conducting hydronu-

clear tests has stymied negotia-

tions in Geneva over the proposed

Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty,

Every summer for decades

the Jasons have met

secretly in San Diego ...

which would ban all nuclear tests.

First proposed by President
Eisenhower in 1957, the treaty has

See TESTS, page 9
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TESTS
From page 8

been the holy grail of anti-nuclear

activists.

It has also faced relentless

opposition from U.S. .weapons
labs. Until a few years ago, the

weapons labs had an easy way to

assess the reliability of nuclear
bombs: blow them up. But the

United States has observed a

moratorium on nuclear blasts

since 1992. and the Clinton
administration appears eager to

si^n the test-ban treaty once
details are ironed out.

That worries lab officials,

who say U.S. nuclear bombs
may deteriorate over time and
must be tested to ensure they
still work.

Livermore and other weapons
labs run by the U.S. Department
of Energy have pushed for con-

struction of a hydronuclear test-

ing facility in the Nevada desert.

There, they could explode very
small nuclear charges - so small

that, scientists claim, they
wouldn't violate the treaty.

Each hydronuclear test could
release as much energy as a few
pounds of TNT, and would allow

scientists to detect deterioration

of bomb components vital for

initial processes in a full-blown

nuclear blast. A hydronuclear test

involves an extremely minute
amount of fissionable material -

just enough to create a small
nuclear reaction, but not enough
to reach the condition called

"criticality," in which a runaway
chain reaction would cause sig-

nificant damage.
Under lab pressure, U.S. nego-

tiators in Geneva have resisted

other nations' pleas for an anti-

hydronuclear test clause in the

treaty. The United Slates' desire

for hydronuclear tests suggests it

isn't serious about pursuing
nuclear disarmament, officials

from developing countries such

The United States' desire

for hydronuclear tests

suggests it isn*t serious

about pursuing nuclear

disannament, officials

from developing

countries gmmbled.

as Indonesia have grumbled.

Anti-nuclear activists in the

United States tend to agree.
Hydronuclear tests "should be
explicitly banned," the
Washington-based Natural
Resources Defense Council said

in July.

The Jasons have apparently
agreed, judging by the draft of

their study, a copy of which was
obtained by the San Francisco
Examiner.

*The very limited added (CQ)
value of hydronuclear tests that

provide for a brief glimpse into

the very early stages of (nuclear)

criticality have to b6 weighed
against costs, and against the

impact of continuing an under-

ground testing program at the

Nevada Test Site on U.S. non-
proliferation goals," the draft

report says. "On balance we
oppose hydronuclear testing."

A frightening possibility is

that countries with fledgling

nuclear-weapons projects might

covertly get their hands on U.S.

hydronuclear test data. The
report said they could use the

data to figure out how to build

"far more advanced" bombs that

are "more readily delivered" -

that is, launched with a small

rocket or aircraft. :

A p p a r e resents
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Viewpoint

Tarantino exposes, not espouses, racism
By Steven Miller

Tliis article is in response to

Mike Horowitz's review of the

new movie Pulp Fiction that ran
in the Arts and Entertainment sec-

tion of the Daily Bruin on Friday.

Oct. 14. More specifically, I wish
to comment on Horowitz's allega-

tions of racism toward Quentin
Tarantino, the filmmaker.

— Horowitz claims that just about
everything Tarantino has worked
on movie-wise contains "evi-

dence" that he is racist. He is cer-

tain that the "sheer number of
epithets on-screen" not only "per-

petuate bigotry," but are "demean-
ing" and "less than intelligent" as
well. The following four points

will show both why this reasoning
is farcical and why an opinion like

this doesn't belong in a movie
review.

1. The racist epithets that

Horowitz refers to are more than
just words and phrases - they are

scenarios, reactions and con-
frontations. Tarantino portrays his

lowlife criminals as racist, a factor

often associated with equally

lowlife morals. The inclusion of
racism in the character develop-
ment of these criminals provides a
clearer, more well-rounded image
of the "bad guy". Overlooking
this racist aspect in the mindset of
his characters would mislead peo-
ple into thinking that these crooks
should be judged solely on their

wit, charm, looks, cool disposi-

tions, etc. They are scum. Their
racist attitudes profusely dis-

played in movies such as

Reservoir Dogs and Pulp Fiction

illustrate this fact and are there to

remind us of this fact so that we,
the audience, don't ultimately for-

get it.

2. There is a difference between
"getting away" with racism and

exposing racism in a movie. When
(in Pulp Fiction) Ving Rhames'
character (an African-American
gangster) is raped by a sick, racist

redneck, are we to assume that

this is just another excuse for

Tarantino to perpetuate bigotry?

Horowitz would have us believe

so. The fact of the matter is this:

In one of the most blatant, vivid

and to-the-point scenes in movie
history dealing with the subject,

Tarantino condemns racism as the

lowest form of stupidity.

3. Whether or not Tarantino

himself is a racist is a non-issue

when it comes to a film review.

Frankly, Horowitz's statement

that, "quite simply, Ikrantino's

racist," is libelous. Horowitz bases

this statement on Tarantino'

s

artistic endeavors. This, to me, is

a cowardly move. A film review is

an opportunity to espouse one's

opinions on the subject film, not

to take cheap shots at the artist's

supposed personal beliefs or val-

ues behind his or her back. 7^

4. All this, and contradictions

,
too. After all, the reader will

remember that Horowitz, the

defender of all that is politically

correct, dismisses Samuel
Jackson's performance as "good"
while long-windedly praising

John Travolta and Bruce Willis. I

defy anyone to refute that of the

three main characters, Jackson's is

the most diverse and dramatic. So
why does Horowitz not give credit

where credit is due? Maybe it's

because Jackson is ... well ... I

guess I'd better keep that opinion

to myself.

For all of you staunch Mike
Horowitz fans out there who don't

buy any of my aiguments so far,

chew on this slice of hypocrisy:

At the end of the third paragraph

of his article, Horowitz says that

'Tarantino should be elected

God." Why would anyone want to

elect someone who so blatantly

exploits an artistic medium to

broadcast his or her racist atti-

tudes to be God? I rest my case.

Miller is a/senior sociology

student.

Viewpoint

Daily Bruin must be more opeiHtiinded toward gkreeics
By Princeton Kim

As a student and as a member
of a fraternity, I find the actions

and continual hypocrisy displayed
by the Daily Bruin to be reprehen-
sible. The Oct. 17 editorial,

"Greek sponsorship merits exami-
nation" was merely another exam-
ple of the ignorance and blatant

narrow-mindedness which
encompasses this school's news-
paper staff. They claim to be free-

minded, fair representatives of the
media and the student body.

Yet it is evident that the staff is

simply an organization which
chooses to promote only the

trendy forefront of liberal, femi-
nist or racial endeavors, which
seem to conveniently concur with
their idea of liberal political cor-
rectness.

Don't misunderstand my view-
point,, I neither condone nor find

any humor in the songbook inci-

dent of two years ago. However,
in The Bruin's one-sided attempt
to promote awareness and equali-
ty of various races, genders, etc.,

they overiook their own hypocriti-
cal activities. What I mean is sim-
ply that they encourage the

student body to condemn both

fraternal and panhellenic organi-

zations with the gross stereotypes

associated with such organiza-
tions.

The pompous editors overiook
the countless philanthropic duties

and community services which
are performed by most, if not all

greek members. The greek system
contributes to the community in

more ways, and in greater fre-

quency than probably a large

In The Bruin's one-

sided attempt to

promote awareness and

equality of various

races, genders, etc.,

they overlook their

own hypocritical

activities.

number of other "sponsored" stu-

dent organizations. Greeks contin-

ually help others by feeding the

homeless, participating in envi-

ronmental clean up, and holding
fundraisers for those who are less

Daily Bruin
227 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(310) 825-9898

fortunate.

But this newspaper would like

to conveniently overiook those

facts and seemingly disavow their

existence. Is this what we are to

expect from the nation's suppos-
edly top-rated student newspaper?
If it is, I say that rating is well

overestimated. I would like to see

The Bruin write articles revealing

the ugly truths about other cam-
pus groups as well, if they are

going to continuously overiook
the greek system's contribution to

this campus and the community.
What about those fanatic reli-

gious groups which pressure stu-

dents to join or go to hell, and the

racially biased organizations

which condemn non-members for

not being culturally aware or in

touch with their heritage? I don't

mean to say that all other student

groups arc fascist pigs or femi-

nazis, but only that there is a cer-

tain minority of groups which
bias their membership (perhaps
not in writing, but in practice), by
the color of your skin, your
choice of religion, and so forth

So I call upon The Bruin's staff

to prove me wrong. Prove to me
and the other students on this

campus that you do not promote

the stereotypes associated with
fraternities and sororities by
refusing to acknowledge their

worth and their contributions. For
example, the newspaper fought
admirably against the stereotypes

associated with gays, bisexuals

I only ask the same

respect which 1 feel is due

to me and the other

greek members for our

efforts, our individuality

and our contributions to

the school.

and lesbians by challenging peo-
ple's ideas and broadening their

views.

I only ask the same respect

which I feel is due to me and the

other greek members for our
efforts, our individuality and our
contributions to the school. I am
telling the newspaper staff to

actlially find out for themselves
what the greek system is all

about. It isn't just about drinking
or socializing. I know of many

members who do not drink, use
drugs, sing offensive songs or feel

that they are better than everyone
else. I say broaden your own
minds and stop living in your own
little universe. But until that time,

don't insult me or the rest of the

students by insinuating to be fair,

open-minded representatives of
anything more than your own
egos.

If you would look at the num-
ber, the types, the colors, and the

quality of persons walking around
with greek letters, you would real-

ize that the greek system does
"promote the empowerment of
students of different race, gender,

culture, sexual orientation, ethnic-

ity, disability and class." Perhaps
it is because the truth is not as

controversial or trendy as you, the

staff, would like it to be, which ,

leaves you to resort to the inces-

sant bludgeoning of those you are

not associated with. Lastly, I sim-
ply say wake up. look around, and
get to know me and every other

greek member before you lump us
all into one group of hiell incar-

nate.

Kim is a sophomore political

science student.
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American politics erases siiame from agenda

Curelop

There is no longer any

shame in American politics.

The good old days when
politicians might actually feel

remorse or at minimum some
embarrassment for their actions

has long since disappeared.

Today politicians not only

ignore their nK)ral and ethical

shortfalls, ^^m^him
some actually

revel in them.

Politics has

been trans-

formed from

an ari where
honesty was
valued to one

in which two-

faeed

hypocrisy is

openly and

shamelessly

flaunted. To
see this, one
need only look at a few of the

stellar politicians now serving the

American public.

For beginners, there's

Congressman Michael

Huffington. Of empty mind but

hefty pocketbook, Huffington has

shown absolutely no shame at

openly trying to buy a seat in the

U.S. Senate. Having set a record

by spending millions of his own
money to buy a Congressional

seat in 1992, he shows no signs

of slowing his free wheeling

ways before election day. One
would think that his complete

lack of a record on Capitol Hill

might at least make him blush.

But no, he actually revels in the

fact that he has absolutely noth-

ing to show for his tenure in

office. Mike Huffmgton is

shameless or stupid, and quite

possibly both. My only qurstion

is this: Why go through the

process of spending money on

conunercials? Why not just send -

me a check?

Then there's Oliver North,

who's running for Senate in

Virginia. Convicted as a felon for

his role in the Iran-Contra scan-

dal. North not only claims to be

an honest man, he actually has

the gall to tramp around Virginia

raving about corruption in

Washington! I ask you: What
kind of a disgusting hypocrite

breaks the law, purges himself

and then lectures others about

ethics? Aside from Richard

Nixon, Ollie North is the epitome

of corruption. And yet he wants

to lecture me about values?

That's like getting sensitivity

training from Attila the Hun.

Of course, I wouldn't want you

to think that only Republicans are

shameless. Right across the river

from Virginia, Marion Barry, a

Democrat as well as a convicted

felon, has unabashedly risen from

political oblivion (and prison) to

recapture the Democratic nomi-

nation for mayor of D.C. Best

remembered for his crack prob-

lerri,- Barry also left a legacy of

financial corruption that would

have made Ivan Boesky proud.

But don't be too hard on him.

After all, how else is a guy sup-

posed to support his cocaine

habit? While mayor, Barry could

often be found passed out at par-

ties in a drunken stupor. He also

spent a great deal of time on

"free" paid trips to the Caribbean.

But hey, everyone has their faults.

Moving right along, we come
to Mel Reynolds, a freshman

Democratic Congressman from

Chicago. Reynolds looked to be a

true hope for the Democratic

party after he unseated one of its

most hateful members:

Congressman Gus Savage, who
combined the poorest attendance
- record on Capitol Hill with some
of the most vitriolic race-baiting

ever heard. Gus did have one

thing going for him: most of the

women he slept with were over

the age of 16, something

Reynolds wishes he could say.

actually has the gall to talk about

family values after they've been

charged with sexual harassment

by enough women to fill the

Yellow Pages. It seems as though

Bobby Packwood has got a little

problem keeping his hands to

himself.

But do you think he would

standable, given the fact that they

are all absolutely shameless. The

social stigmas that go along with

unethical or hypocritical behavior

do not deter them from seeking

office because they are the type

of men who can't be embarrassed

by anything. This in and of itself

is not so surprising.

What is surprising, however, is

the fact that the American people

have come to tolerate this type of

impudent, irresponsible effron-

tery on the part of their elected

officials. Let us not forget that^e

chose these politicians. In a dicta-

torship, if a leader is repellent v

there's nothing you can do. But,

in a democracy, if your leaders

are disasters, then you're to

Having been indicted on 20

felony counts ranging from statu-

tory rape to obstruction of justice,

all in all, Reynolds is also starting

to look just a little disappointing.

George Will once said that even a

stick of celery would be better

than Gus Savage; instead, we got

a lemon.

But, even Mel Reynolds is not

as shameless as my personal

favorite. Bob Packwood. I actual-

ly admire the Republican senator

from Oregon ... yes, admire him.

You have to admire anyone who

have the decency to at least

resign? No. That would be too

respectable. Instead Packwood

and his lawyers are busily

engaged in every legal maneuver

that could conceivably delay a

congressional committee from

looking through his diaries.That's

right, there are diaries. I can just

imagine the entries: "Tuesday,

Nov. 1 2 groped Mrs. So-and-so

and asked her to ..."

Each of these politicians has

succeeded in taking tactlessness

to new heights. And this is under-

name. These politicians don't

just bring shame upon them-

selves, they become an embar-

rassment to us. Their positions of

power essentially prove that we,

as Americans, place no value on

honesty or ethics. Or rather, when

we do, it is about trivial matters

such as once smoking pot or hir-

ing a maid without paying her

social security taxes (and by my
rough calculations, only about 60

million Americans fall into one or

both of these categories). So on

the one hand, while we hold cer-

tain politicians up to Herculean

standards, on the other we elect

wretches. Hooray for democracy.

Within a month's time we will

each have the opportunity to cast

our votes for a new Congress.
' Whatever our political leanings,

we should show our politicians

that unlike some of them, we as

people can feel shame and there-

fore will no longer tolerate being

embarrassed.

Curelop is a senior history ,

student.
*
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Graduate student employees deserve recogkiition
By Joseph Nevint

An open letter to Chancellor

Young:
Despite the myriad of problems

facing UCLA, the school year

arrives full of opportunity and

hope. Restructuring, budget cuts,

downsizing and staff lay-offs have

created an atmosphere of disillu-

sionment on the UCLA campus.

By democratizing the relation-

ship between UCLA employees

and the adminisu-ation, however,

ChanccMktf Young could help

improve the work environment

and strengthen the academic mis-

sion of the university.

^ In tfwtmmedijtfe sense, oppor-

tunity j^scnts itself in the

ftwitentAssociation of Graduate

fcn>l<%ecs (SAGE), the codec-

.

1^^ bll^ainiqigJmit of student
" ' li?m|^yees such as

"
ssistante, research assfe-

f, 'SkoTs, roi^rs and actmg

fhstructors SAGE is the culmifM-

'tion coextensive organizing by

student academic employees to

establish a democratic organiza-

tion for effectively representing

their employment concerns.

It is our hope that Chancellor

Young will recognize SAGE at

the earliest possible moment.

Recognizing SAGE will enhance

undergraduate ^ucation, improve

the w6rk environment of student

academic employees and alleviate

a ^ource of campus tension.

All of this can be achieved

without the expenditure of a sin-

gle scarce dollar

Fulfillment of the university's

twin missions of education and

research is heavily dependent

upon student academic employ-

ees. We teach or grade work of

every undergraduate at UCLA.
We assist many professors in their

research. We are indispensable.

The indispensability of TAs,

RAs, tutors, readers and acting

instructors is not refiecled in the

terms of our employment, howev-

er. Rather than recognizing us as

employees, ttie university contin-

ues to aigue that we are "appren-

tices'* l^in^ a trade.

^1 in ii

UCLA works because

we 4p« Failure by

Char^jtllor Young to

re^^^ ... thiifect

wHl cp^ ^erve tf|tui^

the a^^ORfiietnission of

^fetiTiiverBirv.

Such a characterization is not

only incorrect but it is also disre-

spectful. It results in a work envi-

ronment that undermines the

university's academic mission.

Fortunately, the remedy is simple.

Recognizing SAGE will restore

the assurance and respect which

are necessary for excellence in the

classroom and in the laboratory.

Many well-regarded universi-

ties have already taken this step.

Yale, Rutgers, the entire State

University of New York system,

Wisconsin and the University of

Massachusetts liave all entered •

into collective bargaining agree-

ments with their graduate student

employees.

SAGE is a democratic organi-

zation. The State of California's

Public Employee Relations Board

confirmed this last May; they

found that SAGE's 3.300 meni-

bers represent a majority of grad-

uate student employees at UCLA.
SAGE achieved this by a year-

long membership drive that

touched every single department

on campus.

The alternative to respocting

such a democratic expression (^

of course, to fight SAGE hi th&

state bureaucracy and in^
courts. We beNeve that Oils w<|fiii

be futile and counterpr(>44icffv|, t^

wasteful expenditure ol scani

lesources re&ultiRg to Mf^
-tfalBpus infltoBOhy It up^fti ^
l^nciplc of ^ucaaion. ^b^ .

flo^s principles of equality and

^srk^e Most tmpr>rtan#)^ It -"f
detracts trgm the uwv«sity*A^
mission to educate California'

a

best and brightest and lo seek ne*

knowledge.

In a recent letter to Chancelter

Young. SAGE requested a meet-

ing with the chancellor. The chan-

cellor's answer was one of refusal

on the grounds that "the issue of

whether certain categories of

graduate students are employees

of the university for purposes of

collective bargaining is under liti-

gation."

Our response, submitted Oct.

1 1 , reminded the chancellor that,

regardless of the litigation, the

California Higher Education

Employment Relations Act piD-

vides him with the legal right of

voluntarily granting recognition

to SAGE. We have called upon

Chancellor Young to meet with

SAGE by October 2 IJ 994 to

discuss new arnl fiexible ideas

about recognition.

By exercising his administra-

tive prerogative to recognize

SAGE, Chancellor Young could

greatly improve the learning and

research environment on the

UCLA campus. UCLA works

because we do. Failure by

Chancellor Young to recognize

and respect this fact will only

serve to hurt the academic mis-

sion of the university.

Nevins is a teaching assistant in

the department ofgeography and

a member ofthe SAGE
Organizing Committee.

#W

Do not e-mail until further notice.
-Don't panic, there are alternatives:

1. liy faxing us, at 206-0906.

2. Write us. Yes, it's still being done.

Viewpoint
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You can always get what you want
he Rolling Stones - the flame of rock and roll that refuses

to fade away. With fire shooting above him and over

50,000 fans before him, Mick Jagger stepped on stage at^
By Gaby Mora

Dally Bruin Staff

the Rose Bowl Wednesday night to kick off the first of two Los
Angeles performances as part of the Voodoo Lounge tour.

So Mick Jagger isn't 25 years old anymore, but

since he and guitarist Keith Richards formed the

Stones 32 years ago, they have never ceased to pro-

duce some of the most legendary music around the

world. The latest album release, Voodoo Lounge
(Virgin Records), received much criticism; ranging

from being a watered-down version of the Stones*

glory days, to merely a collection of unfitting

songs.

But there was nothing about Wednesday's per-

formance that was either watered down or unfit-

ting. Dressed in a green jacket and the typical tight

black pants, Jagger started the night with "Not Fade
Away," the third single from the Stones' first self

tilled EP, released in 1964.

Back then the Stones had just wrapped up the

"Would You Let Your Daughter Marry a Rolling

Stone" press campaign and quickly became a sym-
bol of rebellious youth. With longer hair than their

peers, and through horribly crude lyrics and
actions, their talent persisted to the point where any

JON FERREV/DaNy Boiin

Keith Richards and the Stones delivered a musically successful show
Wednesday evening at the Rose Bowl.

JON FERREY/Dtfy Bfuin

This stop on the Vbodoo Loungd tour proved live-

ly, despite criticisms of the Lounge album.

father today would probably answer, "Heck, yeah,

I'd let my daughter marry a millionaire."

And so although the young screaming giris that

sang along to "Not Fade Away" in 1964 are now
imposing curfews on the young screaming giris that

sang along Wednesday to opening act Red Hot
Chili Peppers, the song is still the same.

Compared to Rea's politically incorrect (or cor-

rect, judging from the crowd's reaction) referral to

Pete Wilson as an asshole, and his anti-Prop 187

statements, Jagger's early comment, "You're the

best crowd in the United States, including Canada,"
was hardly risque. As Flea (clad only iji white

briefs) stole the opening act with a solo a capella of

"So Fucking What?" it became apparent that the

Chili Peppers are what the Stones used to be -
crazy and offensive; very good, in a bad way.

But although the Stones' image has seen better

days, they're still the Stones, and their music is

beyond comparison. With guitarist Ronnie Wood,
bassist Darryl Jones, and drummer Charlie Watts,

the musicianship on stage could not be rivaled.

The third song, "You Got Me Rocking," sup-

ported the latest album and was followed by tl^

1965 classic "(I Can't Get No) Satisfaction." This

intermixing of old and new remained constant

throughout the show, and was successful consider-

ing the crowd knew the words to almost every

song. Still, there was no comparison to

"Satisfaction," or any of the other hits that are

instilled in this country, almost to the degree of the

national anthem.

The visual setup for the show itself suspassed

tlie Steel Wheels tour. During "Sparks Will Fly,"

the shooting flames on the sides, and the multi col-

ored light show blazing from the stage and

throughout the stadium could have easily passed

for a Fourth of July celebration.

The animated big screen added an extra dimen-
sion to the show, bringing the musicians closer to

the crowd, and providing an animated accompani-

See STONES, page 15

JON FERREY/DaHy Bruin

Mick Jagger: "You're the best crowd in the United States, including .

Canada." .-

Film Reviews
Love Affair

Written by Robert Towne
and Warren Beatty

Directed by Glenn Gordon
Caron

Starring Wan-en Beatty,

Annette Boning and Katharine—
:

— Hepburn

—

LaJoye's 'Snowflake' finds solace in liope4aclen junic

Qale LaJoya: "('Snowflake' Is) designed so that no one can
predict what's going to happen next ..."

Former clown^s

hometown hero

inspires comedy
By Rodney Tanaka

Each snowflake that falls to

earih possesses unique characteris-

tics.

Each performance of Gale
LaJoye's one-mpn show
"Snowflake," also changes with
each new inception. Snowflake
mixes physical comedy with a

touching portrait of a homeless
man who enteriains himself with

the objects strewn about a vacant

lot. LaJoye, a former circus pcV-

former, maximizes the possibili-

ties of the props around him.

This "Snowflake" falls on the

Freud Playhouse on Saturday.

"As a mime performer I ask

how I can simplify the perfor-
mance and how can I supply all

the visual information the audi-

ence needs in order to enjoy^the

message," LaJoye says. "(Jhe
show is) designed so that no'one
can predict what's going to happen
next, and that's where the surprise

elements come, in the physical
performance."

Snowflake the only character in

the piece, is based on a man
named Donald Stenglein. The man
everyone called Snowflake
became familiar to LaJoye while
growing up in Michigan.
Stenglein' s constant presence in

LaJoye's hometown added a sense

oftg:urity "If you ever left townW^ long time and came back,
Snowflake would be waUcing the
streets." LaJoye says.

LaJoye began to form a charac-
ter based on Snowflake's charac-
teristics and personality. "I took
elements of what he was about, his

clothing, how he walked, and I

touch on his physical disabilities,

but I don't overdo that," LaJoye
sjiys. "He was an honest and kind

person, a person who had a sense

of humor, so I US4^ those qualities

when I was putting the show
together."

Originally a Christmas show,
LaJoye gradually shaped
"Snowflake" into a humorous
piece of physical comedy with
serious undertones. 'This always
stuck in my mind, that Snowflake
would never have a child or family

of his own," says LaJoye. "The
nature of the performance is about

creativity, the self-worth of the

individual,-and the discarded peo-

ple fmding hope together. These
are attitudes th^t play underneath

the performance and are brought
out in subtle ways."

—LaJoye expressed thcsc'emo-
tions without uttering one word
onstage. His physical prowess was

honed through years of training

while his educational path took
many turns. LaJoye entered col-

lege interested in pre-law, then
became bored and looked toward
architecture. A introductory theater

course for his humanities require-

ment piqued his interest in perfor-

mance. He enrolled in mrme
training and then in the Ringling

Bros. Bamum and Bailey Circus
Worid and Combined Show Inc. in

1974. In a whiriwind eight weeks
he trained in the art of clowning,

everything from juggling to move-
ment and clown history.

"You really leave there not
knowing any more than when you
went ill," LaJoye says. "But you
have an idea of which direction to

travel in. You keep moving and
find yourown path."

The path for LaJoye included a

six-year stint with Ringling Bros.

in which he ascended the clown
ladder. He became a master clown

and promoted the circus and
clowning by giving performances

and lectures. He also operated a

"You keep moving and

find your own path."

Gala LaJoye

one-ring circus inside a Florida

amusement park and produced his

own shows. An accident halted his

activities for four years as he
recovered physically and mentally.

Ten years after the accident
LaJoye enjoys renewed success.

His current projects, along with
touring "Snowflake," includes "a

100-year-old turtle that travels the

universe" and the final perfor-

mance of the Snowflake character

in a new context and a different

stow.

The real Snowflake will not

experience the new version of his

offspring, as he passed away three

years ago. Hoyvever^ he caught
"Snowflake" during its initial run

in Michigan. After the perfor-

mance, much like the his dramatic

namesake, Donald Stenglein man-
aged to convey his emotions with

a single gesture: the thumbs-up
sign.

At the time of the perfonnance
Stenglein's health had declined
due to diabetes. At his funeral one
of the ministers giving the eulogy

said, "like snowflakes. where each

one is unique and different, so was
Don," LaJoye says. "We tend to

think that way about him."

PERFORMANCE: Gale LaJoye's
"Snowflake" at the Freud
Playhouse. Saturday, Oct. 22. 2
p.m and 7 p.m. TIX: ^0 (half prk^
for children 16 and under), $9 for

students. For more info call (310)
825-2352.

Watching Love Affair is a bit

like eating a plate of pancakes
drenched in syrup. It looks appe-
tizing and tastes fine, but it

leaves you with a slightly sick-

ening sweetness. And it has very

little nutritional value.

Love Affair stars real-life

lovers Warren Beatty and
Annette Bening as Mike Gambril
and Terry McKay who meet on a

plane bound for Sydney. Though
they flirt openly, each is engaged
to someone else. When the plane

crash-lands on a remote island,

they fmd themselves cruising the

South Pacific together, dancing
in the moonlight and spending a

day in Tahiti. Gee, who wouldn't

fall in love?

The Tahiti sequence, in which
they visit Mike's aunt (played
with great panache by Katharine

Hepburn) is sumptuously pho-

. . . diey find themselves

cmising the South Pacific

together, dancing in the

moonlight . . . Gee, who
wouldn't fall in love?

tographed by Conrad Hall (Black

Widow, In Cold Blood). There's

little attempt to ground the

sequence - or the film for that

matter - in reality: Terry's sheer

white dress remains unblemished
despite a moped ride on muddy
roads, and the lovers walk
through a lush green field while

the sunlight casts a gentle beam
across their faces as the back-
ground music swells.

Mike and Terry decide to take

three months to get their lives in

order, then meet atop the Empire
State Building. When the

appointed day comes, Mike is

there, but a serious accident pre-

vents Terry from showing up.

Now here's the nutty part:

although she's madly in love
with Mike and wants nothing
more than to spend the rest of her

life with him, for some inexplic-

able reason Terry refuses to tell

Mike what has happened to her.

Yeah, right, why not just let the

guy go on being miserable, con-

vinced she stood him up.

Terry's stubborn silence seems
totally inconsistent with a '90s

relationship, and her motivation

should have been more thor-

oughly fleshed out. As it belongs

to an older tradition of romantic

tearjerkers, however, the film

doesn't strain itself to be mod-
em. The third production of the

same story. Love Affair takes its.

title from a 1939 release, updated
as An Affair to Remember in

1957. This latest remake adds lit-

tle new to the formula, though
die-hard romantics will still

appreciate it.

Warren Beatty stars in the

slightly sickening Love Affair.

Bullets Over Broadway
Written by Woody Allen and

Douglas McGrath
Directed by Woody Allen

Starring John Cusack,
Dianne Wiest, Chazz

Palmintieri, Tracey Ullman,
and Mary Louise Parker

When Woody Allen decides to

abandon weighty issues and
returns to his comic roots, he is

without peers. Such is the case
with Bullets Over Broadway,
Allen's bawdiest, broadest, and
funniest comedy in ages.

Set, as usual, in New York,
Bullets is a Prohibition-era piece

that blends gangsters and theater

in a unique combination.
Playwright David Shayne
(earnestly played by John Cusack)
stands to have his work produced
on Broadway, but there's a catch:

Mobster Nick Valenti (Joe
Viterelli) will finance the produc-

tion, provided Shayne cast Nick's

talentless, squeaky-voiced girl-

friend Olive (Jennifer Tilly) in a

small but important role.

The financing secured, David
casts the once-great, now slightly

eccentric diva Helen Sinclair (a

magnificent Dianne Wiest) in the

lead. He surrounds her with an
equally eccentric but talented
(save Olive) bunch of actors. The
play is adequate as written, but

when Olive's bodyguard Cheech
(a smooth Chazz Palmintieri) dis-

plays an untapped gift for editing

Shayne's dialogue - and writing

himself - the piece is transformed

from a modest achievement into

an acclaimed work of art.

This surprising turn of events
sheds some interesting light on the

nature of artistic genius. In his

quest to realize his own creative

skills, David stumbles upon an
even greater talent and plunges into

an ethical dilemma. Does he insist

on directing his play as written, or

does he let Cheech tacitly revise it

and bask in the kudos due another

playwright? David's dilemma is

complicated by an affair with
Helen, more and more impressed
with his talent as, unbeknownst to

her, Cheech improves her part

On the whole, Allen maintains a

light tone about these issues, only
waxing philosophical at the end,

orK:e David realizes where his true

talents lie.

Filled with intelligent, funny dia-

logue, well acted and tightly paced.

Bullets Over Broadway signals a

See Miturre, page 16
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Theatricals bring ancient past to tiie present
Getty theater uses

Greek and Roman
setting successfully

Demeus (Jay Bell, left) and Nikeratos (Larry Randolph, right) in

Menander's stage production of "The Woman from Samos."

By Jeana Blackman

A high-pitched metallic sound-

ing wind instrument fills the open

courtyard. Four drummers beat a

response and the audience gets

their firit taste of the events that

are to come. The music, com-
bined with the Getty's pic-

turesque garden that serves as the

seating area, instantly creates an

atmosphere different from most

other theatrical experiences.

As the spectators sit, they real-

ize they are surrounded by Roman
columns on and off the stage.

Director Michael Hackett, a

UCLA professor in the theater

department, uses all of this to help

produce a style that hearkens back

to ancient theater.

After the opening music reach-

es its climax, a single actor takes

the stage and Menander's Greek

comedy, "The Woman from
Samos," begins. Moschion (Jon

Matthews) instantly engages the

audience with the events that have

led to this very moment in time,

where the fun starts. The set-up is

rather complicated, but Matthews

handles it beautifully with energy,

wit, and a great storytelling abili-

ty-

The plot revolves around the

miscommunication between
Moschion, his fatlicr Demeus (Jay

Bell), Demeus* mistress Chrysis

(Tress Sharbough), and their

neighbor Nikeratos (Larry

Randolph). Accusations fly as

characters act and react based on

partial information.

The comic style of each indi-

vidual combines to form a pro-

duction that is full and exciting to

watch. Chrysis is the sentimental-

ist while Moschion plays the

naive young lover. Demius and

Nikeratos contrast delightfully as

the domineering but warm-heart-

ed father and the clueless, bum-

bling neighbor respectively. Add
in an all-knowing but cowardly

slave (Robert Machray) and a

wonderfully strong comedienne

as the cook (Kathy Kinney) and

the audience is in for a real treat.

Everyone in the cast propels

the intricate plot forward, con-

stantly surprising the audience

with new antics and further com-

plications until everything is

finally revealed and all is forgiv-

en.

In the tradition of ancient com-

edy, there is also a chorus that

enters occasionally and entertains

in their costumes complete with

stuffed phalluses. These buffoons,

although silent, keep the on-look-

ers laughing throughout their rou-

tines.

Alex Jaeger, the costume

designer, uses loose, flowing cos-

tumes that enable the actors to

move around and create a physi-

cal as well as a verbal comedy.

The chorus has the best costumes

by far. There are wonderfully

oversized bellies, wild wigs and

beards, and of course phalluses

for the three >yomen. The two
men wear body suits with a

horse's tail in back and an erect

phallus in front. All five have fake

noses that emphasize their bright

eyes. Their outfits alone evoke

laughter.

The music adds yet another

layer to an already delightful per-

formance. The neverending beat

enecgizes the crowd and the

actors. It accentuates punchlines,

underscores movement, and pro-
vides the tantalizing background"

to the chorus' dance.

Hackett's dramatization of

Menander's comedy, written in

the third century B.C., proves that

much of human nature has not

changed over the centuries.

Everyone in the audience can

relate to the foibles of each char-

acter and laughs at themselves in

the process.

Plautus' Roman comedy
Casina fills out the evening, but^

doesn't fare as well as the first.

This is mainly because the plot is

weaker than the first making the

play drag on a bit. Part of the

See SAMOS, pagelS
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STONES SAMOS
From page 13

ment of digital lips with their

spiked trademark tongue. During
"Honky Tbnk Woman" the moni-
tor lit up with iniiages of women,
from the past and from the crowd,
in typical crude Stones fashion.

For a group whose live perfor-
mances used to mean a display of
lusty nK)ves4uid outrageous antics,

the portrayal of naked women and
groping digital tongues on the
screen was almost a cop out.

But what they failed to do
through dance moves, the Stones
made up in musical strength.
Bobby Key's saxophone solo was
nothing short of impressive, and
Lisa Fischer's back-up vocals, as

well as her duet with Jagger on
"Monkey Man," were equally
stunning.

^^ "Sympathy For The Devil"
served as the intro for the enor-
mous blow-up dolls that hovered
over the band.

The giant clock directly in the

center was an ambiguous symbol.
It could have meant the Stone's
time was up as live performers,
but as they led the crowd through
"Miss You" and closed the night

with "Jumping Jack Flash," it

became an emblem of their suc-

ce

s

sful transcendence through

From page 14

problem is the cold. If you do see

this show, bring warm clothing

or you'll be an icicle by the end
of the evening. However it still

has some really great moments
that help keep the show alive and
make you forget that you're
freezing.

The plot is relatively simple.
Cleostrata (Hope Alexander-
Willis) suspects her husband
Lysidamus (Larry Randolph) of

BULLETS
From page 13

welcome comic fetum for Woody
Allen.

infidelity and cleverly manipu-
lates him out of the woman he
desires. It's an interesting plot

considering the conservative val-

ues of audiences in Rome c. 2S0
B.C. Yet the plot just does not
have enough devices and twist to

sustain it to the end, despite the

entertaining performances.

There is one moment that
stands out from the rest of the

play. The neighbor Myrrhina
(Loretta Devine) and the m^id
Pardalisca (Kathy Kinney) set

Cleostrata's plan into action.
They hysterically warn

Lysidamus. that the woman he
desires has gone crazy and is

weilding a sword waiting to kill

the first man who touches her.

The whole scene is hilarious.

The set is the same except that

the partition is removed and d
painting of a comical character is

exposed. The costumes are the

same style and the women's
makeup is very dramatic. The
music is actually more varied
and entertaining in this piece.

The drummers who were previ-

ously onstage now sit in the
orchestral area, each with differ-

ent instruments. They are a lot

more musical and more fun.

Jn general, "Casina" is more
bawdy with blatant sexual refer-

ences running rampant. But the

language is more lyrical than in

Menander's comedy. Overall,
this was an extremely enjoyable

voyage back to ancient history.

STAGE: "The Woman from
Samos." Written by Menander.
Playing at the J. Paul Getty
Museum Oct. 20-23 and Oct. 27-
30 at 7:30 p.m. Tlx: $35. For info

call (213) 365-3500.

-A _
Liael Loewenstein

tune.

CONCERT: RoHing Stones. Buddy
Guy and Red Hot Chili Peppers at
the Rose Bowl.

Radloland Murders
Written by Willard Huyck,

Gloria Katz. Jeff Reno and
Ron Osborn

Directed by Mel Smith
Starring Mary Stuart

Masterson, Brian Benben, and
Ned Beatty

Radioland Murders is chock
full of special effects, but you'll

see very few of them. In fact,

you'll see almost none. George
Lucas, master of cinema innova-
tion, has created every external set

with computer effects and

employed a non-linear editing sys-

tem to cut costs and quicken pro-

duction. Leave it to Lucas to

redefine moviemaking in the '90s.

Unfortunately, this is going to

be a quiet revolution. Radioland
Murders is a well-crafted comedy,
with quickly-spinning slapstick

and lightning dialogue that com-
bines a deep ensemble cast and a

variety of editing tricks to minor
effept. It's not quite funny enough
to merit seeing in the theatre, but

hey, it would make a fun rental.

The entire film takes place on
one night in one place, station

WBN, where an upstart radio sta-

tion is bidding to be a full-fledged

network. Obviously, on this night

they'd like to put on a flawless
performance. But due to a sadistic

murderer with a sense of humor.

that flawless performance is going

to get progressively undermined.

Executive secretary Penny
Henderson (an intelligent Mary

RadiolaYoi Murders is a

well'Crafted comedy, with

quickly-spinning slapstick

and lightning dialogue . .

.

Stuart Masterson) and her deter-

mined soon-to-be ex Roger (Brian

Benben) are the focal points of the

film and of the night. Penny lakes

most of the burden for the radio

show and Roger takes the blame
for the homicides.

The pinnacle of this movie's

humor comes at about the middle of
the film. Roger, pursued by police,

rushes into a victim's room after

the unfortunate sponsor has been
gased with nitrous oxide. The
manic laughter of Roger and the

police as serious business is con-
ducted justifies this film's existence

alone.

It's hard to pan a film with such
strong, tight performances, so care-

fully laid-out and well-executed.

Not to mention a mid-nx)vie cameo
by Joey Lawrence. But with gutsier

comedy in the marketplace (read:

Pulp Fiction, Bullets Over
Broadway), Radioland Murders
isn't quite worth rushing out to see

either.

Michael Horowitz
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Sat/Son (12:45-5:30i-10:1S

(3^)-7:4$

WESTWOOD 4 ClssraMfPrsssalDss«sr(P«-13)
IWOGaylsy (3«))-7:30-10i)
208-7864 Sat/Sun (1:30-4:30)-7:30-10-.30

Santa Monica

LANDMARK

West L.A.

NUWHSMRC WkitllM 1

1314 Wisiiirs Blvd. Tl5T:30-9:45
394-8099 Slt/S<HVWBd12:45-3A>-7:30-9:45

NUWtLSNmE
1314 WMMta Blvd. 500-7:15-9-^0
394-8099 Sat/Sun 12:30-2:45-5 00-7 15-9:30

End! Tuesday: 4:45-10:15

WEtTMNEMMLION Iks linwiH VSntai
GoWwjn (12:15-1 «»)-2357l5-«:45-
475^»02 530-7«>-7:45-9:15-10a)

Sorry. No Passad AccspM

WESrenfMimJON EsllMskMWWSma
QoWwwi (11:15)-1.55-4:35-7:15-9-50
475-0202 No MondayiiWSdnsiday 7:15 Show

1322 2nd Snssl
394-9741

(2«))-5D5-8:15

Beverly Hills 1322 2nd Strast

394-9741
(1:30)-4:15-7«>-9Ja

Bevarly Connactton

UQanttaatBavertyBlvd
Fns 2 1/9 hour vaNdatsd partung

659-5911

1322 2nd Straat

394-9741

INXOIf Tks SfOcMM (R)

12:15-2:45-5>15-7;45-10;l5

•sisiaMMM
AMMrTsmirsarll

FrVSat MkMgM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
IM WESTWOOD
10889 WeHworth
475-9441

Pals FMoa (R)

SR THX Dofty Stsrao

Ci« ThaaValor Showtimas

TksRhnrWNdlPe-13)
12:15-2:45-5:25-8«)-10:»

FrVSat/Son 11:45-2:15-4 45-7:15-9:45

J-;
Sst/Stm 11.D0AM

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WaSwont)
475-9441

EiNloEdo«(R)
THX Dolby

Csl Thsalra lor ShoivUmas

nnoslky PriBFMoo(RJ
12«)-3:»-7.tXH020
Frl^kMdnigmShow

1313 3rd St Promanado OrXY
»5-1S9e FrVSst/Sun(1:15-4:1S)-7:30-1030

0)-7^10i0 WaTMCMVNJON
QoMwyn
475-ote

nSkorinksaMwrt

(ll.tlOBm)only

Dslky EiWsod(R)
FrVSat/Swi 11 JO-2:15-5t)O-7:45-10i0

Moo -Thuri 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

12:00-2JO-5:0O-7:30-lbM
FrVSst/Swi 11:3O^2AM:30-7:0&«30

West Hollywood

IM1

475-9441

Tka Pasaet Mastsn (R)

SR OoHiy Sterao

Cs* Thaatre for Showthnes

1st ilww kSfisM (

)

(si GNSSSM IW(Ms) Frss PSfUsf

tUNSETI
(213)848-3500

SiSMDsSSft
(^15)-4:15-7:15-9:45

Fri^SstalseMldnlohtShow

(213)848-3500

t|i33fdSt>omsnstfl (2:OoT«)-7:30-1o!l$
-1589 FrVSsW9Mn(11:30-2«M:45)-7:30-10:15

NKSTSIK PAVH lOR Pnteifii Qn«i af Ito Oossn
aortjgrn (12:45)-3.1»-5:15-7:30-9:40 12«)-230-5«^7^3(^10?W

Frl^Sat kNdntt^ Show

(1:15)-350-5:20-7:40-955

Frt^ataiaoMhMafHShow

ISf'aLNs
>-7!40-9

PACIFIC

Westwood

(?13)S«-3S00 (2:i$K'4S-7;ao«'vSSL
1282 Wislwood Blvd.

474-7866
130-4:10-7:"•saa
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information

225 Kerckhofi Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Cltts Line: (3^)825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fu (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our oflic»1« opei>MoHdaY-Fflday.M.

Classified rates

Dady. 20 words or Ian $7.00

Daily, each additional irard .45

Weekly. 20 words Of less 25.%

Weekly, each additional word 1.30

Display ads— student rate/col. inch 8.00

Displayads—kical rate/col. inch 112S

Frequency i Agency Rates Available

Deadlines

ClinNM Hm adt:

1 working day t)etore printing, by noon.

ClatsilM display ads:

2 working days beiore printing, by noon.

Make checks payable to the

liClA Daily Bruin.

led. X 1 s 2lnche$ x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCI> Conmwicaikm Board hily Hipports the (Mvenlly ol CaMonili't pol^

crimlnebon. No medium tiatMc^ adveniseinenti whk:h present ptnone ol ai^ orioin,jace.

rataton, sex, or sexed orlertrtOT) lit a demeanino way or Imply thatlhjv are Im^
opabitiet, roles or(tatutiumttV Neither the MIy Bruin nor theASlNiLACornnwni^^

Imlnvestigaledanyor the services advertised ortheadrartlseriripresenM intNt issue. Any parson

believing that an advertisement in this i$s«M violatsd the Board's poHcy on nondtoMnalkm staled

herein shotrid communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager. OaNy Bruki, 225

Karckhofl HaH. 306 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For aesistanoe wNh housing dbcrimi-

naiion proMtms. caM ttw UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or cal the Wastside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9871.

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly

scan the ads and locate yopr Item(s).
,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many cl|ssi1led readeris simply do not

respond to ads without prices.

*"
3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

and include that In the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

CRAPHICS/OfFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, flex.

houra. (310)476-0591.

Santa Monica Co. needs a bright, detail ori-

ented person to harvJIe tiie acquisition, repro-

duction arxi shipping of documentation arvi

materials necessary to support its computer

related conferences. You will order and

maintain inventory, including office supplies,

work with printing vendors, and ship materi-

als. Computer experience desirable, car nec-

essary. Send resume to Department N, 741

lOlh St., Santa Monica 90402. No phone
calls please.

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-a00-243-2435.

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-

167Cl/ext. 167. $2.9S/min. 2-minute average.

ItU Infoservice. LA. CA. 213-993-3366.

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, IS beginners cooking

tipsi Send S5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.

19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #258-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

Is It difficult finding a date

iMcauM no on« mMMiurM
up to your expectations?

If yes, can Marie at (818) 973-2386

because no one's good erxxjgh!

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA studcnU to test new
voJcemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

ing it 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

MUNKAFUST
AT

THE TROUBADOUR
Sat., October 22 at 10 p.m.

For tickete call: 1-800-598-8810

IVfotoreycl* Jaiclc«t S^9.99

194K>*«-1970*at £>v«raU*.
Plaxmela. Booia. St B«UbotteMns

xomt ofr^v/A.<a

Interzone
6683 1/2 HoUTWOod Blvd

(213) 465-2644 '

W ' ' M
J

Do you have a stepparent young '

enough to be your Itrother or

sister?

Please call Marie at (818) 973-2386

if you have a really young stqxlad

or stqxnoin.

7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

NEVER MISS A CALL/ DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

• 2 I^NUTESTO DROP IT OFF
- -2 MINUTESTO
I PICK IT UP

•h I .' misi«rf» tcf^cti.i

1" MONTH FREE!
• fREi! IMMEDIATt HOOK, UP
.PAGfR & 800 SERVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

I Sleeping BagS'^'

MOlOO

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri Step SlixJy. AU 3625

Thurs Book StucJv. AU 3525
Tues and Wed Discuss«on. Denioi 23-029

AB times 12 10-1 00pm
foi alcoholics Of in<iivi(3tjois who have a

OrtnkinQ proOlem

Ck)mtorters

I Rugs
(OownSISoo)

I OPEN
- EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

' CONVENIENT

I
PARKING

Free Pickup & Delivery I

with 5 Orders from

same location

(310)

829-9378

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 829-9378

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

Who are we?

The Student Recruiters Program is a volunteer student organization under the

nnispices of Undergraduate Admissions and Rehitions with Schools Office.

What do we do? y^

- host campus tours for elementary, junior hi^ and hi^ school

. students

"•Jf/L^ school visits

}^aAiieaie fairs l .
: _ :_

-MardiCras
^

- Bruin Buddy Day
and much more....

Please come by one of our informational meetings to pick up an appUcaitionx

Mo^l<V24 'nie.lOi^ Wed. MV26 Thar. 10/27 Fri. 1<V28

1000am AU 3516 .

ll:(J0tmAU35I6

12<X)|pni AU 3516

OOOtm AU3SQ6

lOOOwn AU3S06

SOOun Murphy 1147

2K)0pfn AU3516

2:30pin AU3916
9:00«in AU3516

lOOOun AU3S16

1100imAU3516

2O0pni AU3516

3O0i>m AU3516

3:30pm AU3516

Ifyou have any questions, call Lena Brown or Jennifer Everett at (310) 206-4348

hor just stop by Murphy 1147. See you at the Infonnationai mceltogsll

T

10 Personal

Classified

Advertising
825-2221

Christina C. - ffl'

You charmed your

way into our lives

making each day a

sweet surprise. Tomorrow's

the beginning of a special

year we hope your night is

filled with cheer.

Vybs

"^
TMLS
Christina tXAA)

Get ready for a memorable
year filled with frlendshlpl

You're a great and
enthusiastic '111 sis!

Happy Informals. sweetiel

LYBS.

Rebecca

P^

TO MY *ROOS, ^
My Kangaroos are very sweet,

at being cute they can't be beat.

To be your mom, I am so proud,

because you shine above the

crowd. Our year has only yet

begun, so at informals, let's have

somefim.

Love, Tatia

-dusn-
I know we're going to

have an incredible year

together! Tomorrow Is

your Nght to shine.

Happy Infonnalsl Thaf

s

mytilsisl

^ YBS

TKL.S. I^i#ui

"^^ ^A 4lt>li *JkjL tAjl

3 THTMLS Yvonnc-
Congradulations Sweetie!

I am so excited for you,

this year is going to be full

of memories! I will always

be here for you, my
little kangaroo!

With k)vc always -

Stephanie

•Q
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7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals

Antiques

Collectibles

Nostalgia

Fresh Bread

Flowers

Live Blues

Furniture

Silver

Vintage Clothing

Donnino's Pizza

Bobby's Brownies

Candles

Leather

Shoes

Inoense

Wind Chimes

,. and nnuch

muoh more

Get a FREE water bottle vy^ith this ad.

...vs^lle supplies last

TklirrHf
The Melrose Weekend Market

IfM. vrJfJL
It's Not Just A (Swap Meet!

Every Sunday!
9 am to 6 pm

oh ItW com«r of Malrota ft Fairfax

at Ih* FalrfcK High School

Frao
Policing.

|1 admission with this ad. $2 without
Swikws ft Kkto und«r 12 Fr»*

Fof Vendor information, coll (310) 477-4190
Voice MaU 24 i-iours a day

RETRO HAU8
VINTAGE CLOTHING
... Blowout Sale . . .

1 Day Only
Sunday Oct. 23rd 9am - 4:30pm

Melrose Weekend Market
at Fairfax High School corner of Melrose & Fairfax

Used Levi's • Vintage Dresses • Food

Suede & Leather Jackets • Women's & Men's Clothing

...and Much More!

Nothing Over $5.00
10 Personal in Personal 10 Personal

B 2 My Lfl <S)is Lisa. B

I'm «o excited for you.

I'm looking forward to our

year together. Happy

InfonDals...and ncmember.

Uie beat \& yet to oomc!

9 KymbcHcjgh

TMLS Vivian,

I can already see a special

friendship between the two

of us. Your sweet smile

and warm heart makes me
so proud to be your big sis.

Enjoy the year to come!

^always,

yhs Heeli

WoeDearest Micliele,

This night is the beginning,

the start of forever, of times

that are trying, of memories

filled with laughter. But thni

ail the year, I'll always be there,

As a true friend and your big

sister.
*

I HAPPY INFORMALSl

r ¥YBS

TMLSKatyPCAA),
I'm so excited to have i

you as my lil' sis! This will

'

[ be a memorable year for

. you. Enjoy it to die fullest! <

' Can't wait for the

I

memories to begiiL Happy
J

'

, Informals lil' Kangaroo!

TMLS Tiffany-

Words canH explain how
excUed I enn to have you a»

my Ul M«. You nuJce me ao

happy and already you*ve

made me »o proud.

Rententber I ^ya lota.

Happy IrrformaUI

mYBS
Tarn

To tny UtUe Kangoaroojean,

ThkismifyAehe^mmgofafm

and exdtmgyear! TVrrtifO

imuh more in storeforyou and it

starU tomorrou ni^ Make A«

nuttofit!

niHAPPYINFORMAIS!!!

Uw Your (UtOe) Big Ss,

Waisxe

'yoafuivtietnvayfptdd

to ttufmtn Uufirst time I

got you as my^sit. youan

a true sntet fieart and I

fiope you'll fiapt agnat

yeari 9iut Cou offun at \X;

infonnalt!

Lovt,yBS

mis Namr OUS.M
CangndahHoK to my fam9§

KmiganolH ThkhlhtbtffMiig

tfWM mK bi tWmmM f9tf 9f

mtmamnMm mamarkK iMdfcf

mfPfmmmmSI

Peace

ifca fc««iiiial iJM dt ^
• mmdmmtmhmtmlhm ^

•mthm mamrU mat ^
I. §•• "•* ••• ermxfg ^•^ I^

r;TOMYUL SIS JANICE,

HAVE AGREAT TIME
AT INFORMALS... IT'LL

BE THE START OFA
GREAT YEAR!

LOVE YBS,

O

To my fasADrite

kansaroo KIM:

. rmsohap>pyto

have you as my little

sis! I'm looking forward

to a fun & exciting year,

U RA darxiin' machine.

Happy Informals!

—™ luvYBSStacey

Vtmlslanda,
I'm 80 glad that" we're getting to

V know each other.

^ Remember that I'm here for

^ you anytime you need me.

^ HAPPY INFORMALS,
M Sweetie!!!

V LYBS, V
^ ELMA ^

12 Research Subjects

Bedw«tt(ng boyt 7-11 yn. and their ramifies

needed for UCLA rctcarch Project Sut^ects
will receive $20 and a free developmenUl
evaluation. 310-82S-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Ufifk »ni one White parent to fill out a txief

quMtionnaire. Please call 618-774-1141.

Hyperactive boys «vfth adertional problems
7-1 1 yre, needed for UCLA research project
ReceH« $20 and a free developmental
evaluation. 310-825-0392.

IF YOU HAVE SEVERE MENSTRUAL PAIN,
OUR STUDY NEEDS YOU. Brief question-
naires. Pays $10. 31 0-454- 7926.

Get $10.D0

on your Bruin Gold Card.

TICKU TASTEBUDS
AND THE

DAILY BRUIN
WILL TICKLE YOURS.

Something's Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal favorite recipe and if

it's chosen we'll feature your name and
recipe in the paper's classified section.

BON
APPETITE!

-drop recipe submissions at

the Daily Bruin front desk-
225 Kerckhoff Hall

ACROSS

1 Fictional

deer
6 Any
10 Upper garnnent

14 Chinese or
' Korean

15 MP's concern
-16 Long way off

17 Monks'
quarters

18 Stove-top
item

20 Sacred
22 Hazy
23 Bullfight

cheers
24 Smart
26 Declared
29 Life-size

exhibits

33 Vases
34 Playground

apparatus
36 Hardwarfe item

37 Pistol: slang

38 Before
39 Poem
40 Tart

42 — dish

44 Dancer
Astaire

45 Economic
upswing

47 Banded rock

49 Moves back
and forth

50 Third-rate

51 Pseudonym
54 Ship's

biscuit

58 Risky
61 Sofa
62 — upon a

time"
63 Sword handle
64 Run away

together

65 Char
66 Mexican pot

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

F L A T

1
T H S E B E A M

A 1 D A R B E D L A N E
U N C c U P 1 E U R N S
N

1
A

E

1
R

S

1
G

T L E^r 1 F F L E

1
A

S

I
R

iF

U
UlRlO
piB

r
E E

E L0 sjc
K A R L

A^

A L B A N Y L E
R 1

1
R U S E D R A N

N ph N K 1 E C A M E
N Y M P

H 1 p
G E E

R
a L L ow!

ik A C
1 N V A D E sH D E B

^^^
1 S

L 1 E S

1

T H R E A D B A R E

\C N E E R E H E M
1

E R 1 C
s A P S 1 D L Sj R E S T

57 Tightly

packed

DOWN
1 Johann
Sebastian —

2 On a voyage
3 Factory
4 Votes
5 Shoe part

6 Overfeeds
7 Was m debt

to

8 Extinct bird

9 North Woods
animal

10 Pope s place

11 Newts
12 Seasoning
13 Deuce's

successor
19 Muslim prince

21 Ties the Knot
24 Applejack

ingredient

25 Weed
26 Sweet stuff

27 Small amount

i 1994 Untied Feature Syndicate

28 Prank
29 Unclean
30 A Polynesian

31 Helpers

32 Yukon
vehicles

35 Sly glances
41 Wealthy widow
42 Wooden pin

43 Composer
Stravinsky

44 Suitable for

farming
46 Flower holder

48 Indicated

agreement
50 Italian food
51 Uproars
52 Narrow street

53 Andes native

54 Part of a
yacht

55 Shakespeare's
river

56 Head covers
57 Leg joint

59 Greek letter

60 Fossil fuel

M

17

5Br

sr

37

W
45

MS

W

BT

Q
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12 Re!^earch Subjects 12 Research Sub,ects 12 Research Subjects

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

CaiifomialcL^^

MEDICAL GROOP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

sduzophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P L E A S E C: A L L

"lyiypiF

ATTN:
CONTACT LENS
WEARERS
Adlec Weiner is a

research group looking

for contact lens wearers

to participate in a
focus group.

Receive $75
call Nate (310)440-2340

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED fof unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yrs, own niedicai insurance. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Iridi-

anl At UCLA n>ed center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy female

between 21-34years old w/nr>edical in-

surance. Paymer>t of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Help Infertile )apar>ese-Anrterican woman.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg

donor. Crad students call 21 3-765-5300. Use
code BH.

22 Health Services

30 Help Wanted

Santa Monica bas«d national
Raal Estat* corporation —^K»
ofno« cl«rK to assist In proparty

managanriant. Data antry, pticwia,

and organizational skills raqulred.
Part-Uma. Immadlata opantng

at S7.00/nr.
(31 0)44O-0O2e/Olna

M/f NEEDED, 1B+, coronary artery disease,

smoking arvi hVS. Positron imaging of heart.

Injection radioactive isotope. Bloods taken.

310-825^1118.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 arvJ have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

PANIC ATTACKS!
For those who are suffering from panic at-

tacks, researchers from UCLA are conducting

a carefully-designed research project using

medication. Participants should be over the

age of 1 8, in good physical health, male or

non-pregnant female who uses an acceptable

rr>ethod of birth control. A comprehensive
rnedical and psychiatric evaluation is provid-

ed as part of the project and is free of charg<>

for the duration of the project which is 17

weeks. For more information, please call the

UCLA Anxiety Disorder Program at 310-206-

5133.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging research.

$35/4hours. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-

824-6714 afterhoonn

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa
or bulimia. Participation involves conr>pleting

six questionnaires. Mindy 310^796-0996.

t

"student rates''
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,

Supervisor PSY 8070
JK

15 Wanted

CASH ^OR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-i8Lry'(4289).

16 Lost and Found

FOUND: Cat In Westwood. Call 794-3571.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with irvtruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts interfering with work

and relatiomhips. EryJ self-destructive pat-

terns. Sliding scale, free consultation, stud-

er>ts welconne. Iris Dargin, MFCC
lic.»MFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST

ANXIFTY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-conflderKe. Individual

appoinlnr>ents and classes. ExperierKed

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

porthw counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA. IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-2465S. 310-289-4M3.

Part Time - Rex houis
evenlng^veekend shifts

conduct telephone surveys.

Will Train, No Selling

I.S.A. - 16005 Sherman Way #203
Van Nuys 8 1 8-OO4-0372

S6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DcNeve Dr. 31 0-825-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security <Wficers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, rrwtivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 lor infor-

mation.

1-FE/^ALE READER who is bilingually profi-

cient in Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evening. $8-10Air. 30hrVmo. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

.NA CRUISE SHIPS HMINCI EARN BIG $$$
( FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experierxx necessary. Staff receded for

busy Holiday/Spring^mmer seasorw.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398ext23031.

ACTCyCS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For comniercials, films,

arvi print ads. All typei^ages r>eeded. No ex-

perieiKe rtecessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091

.

DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED
825-2221

30 Help Wanted

AOVERTISINC/PROMOTIONS. Students

needed for local PTA^T work. Flexible hours.

No experiefKX necessary. Call today for irv

tervievw 310-201-8565.

AiOE-Male wanted for live-in weekends.

Personal care, connpanionship for older

quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record req.. 310-573-1988. Tu,Thrs-Sun af-

ter 9am.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-$600&«-

per month -fbenefits. Malc^emale. No ex-

periervie necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

AS9341

.

^

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENT NEEDED for p/l

nwdel work. Phone Carol 310-858-8974.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calendar

1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi

Call for apoointment (310)285-9264.

ASSIST for export business. Excellent writing

and PC skills, marketing Viet-

namese/Chinese skills great. Flexible hours.

$9.0Q/hr-t-. Call (310)289-5005.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids ar>d wdrk
hard. Call Leslie 31 0-573-1 81 1

.

AUTHORAV PRODUCER/FASHION SCHO-
LAR r>eeds film student/research assistant for

a history of swimwear in film. Exciting pro-

ject, good pay. TelAax Adrian at 805-965-

1880.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support. Full/part-time posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63/hr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

ConUct David at 310-206-7688.

CASHIER WANTED
For Gourmet Sandwich Shop in Westwood.

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1 1 :45-2:45pm.

SSyhour. Apply at Sandbag's, 1134 West-

wood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATEYl Extras needed fa-

feature films, commercials, arxi music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CLERICAL/1?ECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sional phone manrwr, well organized, some
typing arvi computers, $5.5(]^r. 1 1 am-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-02)

College students r>eeded to portray high

school studentsi Work as a mxivie extra. All

types... No fees/ry> gimmicks. Weekend work
available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-

2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring LJCLA students fX)w»/$6.16/hr to

start, up to $9.10. IS-fhrs^vk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRATE AND BARREL is now accepting appli-

cations for sales, stock and office positions.

Both Vi and pA positior« are available. We
are looking for hard working and enthusiastic

ir>dividuals. Please come to our store. Cen-

tury City Shopping Center. 10250 Santa Mo-
nica Blvd.. LA.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$200Of/month working on cruise ships or

lar>d tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

ar>d F/T employnr>ent available. No experi-

ence necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341.

Cutter's in SantaMonica. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

hostAvxtess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.

Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-S, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-

2665.

30 Help Wanted

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health and nutrition industry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message

ar>d wt<en convenient to call.

ExperlcfH:ed individual to tetemarket invest-

mer>t products to bai^ks. Part-time or Fuli-

tinr>e. Sale/Marketing and inv«stmentA>ank1ng

experience preferred. Competitive wmtft)o-

nus. Harry 310-472-8285..

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

,

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-

1 1/hour DOE. P/T, 20-25 hourAveek. Para-

legal preferred but r>ot required. Applicants

w/icRal experience only. 310-473-7173.

Assistant iianager
for new, progresshre restauraunt

-Itoxble iKNjrB

-oompeletive pay
-P/TorF/T

-work around schedule

Call Mike at 571-1183

FILM CREW AND WRITERS WANTED. Send
copy san>ples of work. Short 3/4' videos,

film photos, scripts, trailers by 10/25^4.
HIGH CONCEPTS, 1 1 684 Ventura #334, Stu-

dioCity, CA91604.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs

experienced P/T help. Call 208-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

FRONTRUNNERS
The Best Athletic Specialty Store in LA. We
want full and part-time sales people. We are

looking for : men and women who can leam

great customer service, believes the customer

always comes first, and wants to learn how to

be a great salesperson. We offer: charge to *

make $6-12-«-AH>ur, good benefits package,

great staff discount, and the best retail train-

ing. To join the top indeper>dent store in LA
call for appointment Tues-Fri Linda (310)820-

7585.

GARDEN AND YARD WORK. Flexible

hours. S9fl\f. 2-miles to campus. 310-278-

1494.

Great telephone skills arxi a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of business arxi in-

dustries is needed to help us support our in-

vestnr>ent banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or eariicr; hourly plus borHJses based

on results. Work out of home, must have car

310-391-9670.
Ill 111 ^^^^^—^^^^J^M^»^ii^^»^^^-^^^^^^^^»^»

HEALTH CLUB PERSONAL Trainers NEED-
ED. Up-scale fitness centers, Bel Air, SFV.

Krxjwledge of kinieseology, human anatomy,
or related. Exercise scier>ce background a

plus. Part-time. Flexible hours. Tim (818)705-

6500 ext.256.

HOME SCHOOL needs a biology teacher.

Teach 4 kids for 1 hour 1 5min 3days a week
in Hollywood. Will pay 120.00 plus per

week, negotiable. Call Mike Rivera at

213)656-7425.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/T cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTI-

TUDE IS EVERYTHING! Call Kenny or Kalh-

ryn 310-337-9627.

Immediate part-time opening. Pick-up 12-

year-old after school. Run errands, light

housekeeping for 2-working-parent house-

hold, M-F, 3-6pm, some evenings. Santa Mo-

nica. $6.5Cl^r with increase to $7.50 after 90
days. Must have reliable car. 310-394-0879.

Carol/Steve.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$4004/nrK>nth teaching ba-

sic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching background or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tion call 206-632-1 1 46exti59341

.

LAW FIRM MESSENGER full-time.

Delivery/pick-up of legal documents of pres-

tigious Brentwood firm. Occasional service

of subpoenas. Must have reliable car. No
exp. required. Ask for Chris. (310) 207-8228.

LAW OFFKI. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

er>ce. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

IMMEDIATE OPENING ON CAMPUS
New UCLA Dermatology Office - 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

Part-Time (12-16 hrs.^vk.) Secretary/Receptionist/Meclical Assistant

Mac Prcfficiency and Excellent Typing Skills required. Jr. or >

Call 794-6399

DELIVERY DRIVER
For Sandbag's Gournr>et Sandwich Shop in

Westwood. Car, scooter or rrwtorcycle need-

ed. 11 -3pm, M-F, days flexible. $5/hour plus

great tips. Apply in person: 11 34 Westwood
Blvd. ' , . :

DENTAL ASSISTANT. Mondays and Fridays,

7am -4pm. Will train. Beverly Hills adjacent

offioe. (213)931-8400.

DOCUMENT RESEARCHER. Independent,

literate, self-sufficient individual interested in

doing (ree-lar>ce research. Will perform

document research specific to larKi use aixl

environmcnUl studies. Must have own car

and flexible schedule. Send resume: 5290
Overpass Road, Suite 220, Santa Barbara,

CA. 93111.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM seeks undergradu-

ate to perform clerical tasks. Flexible hours,

great exposure to fleld. Send resume with

GPA. Brand Farrar, 515 S. Flower St, USOO,
LA 90071 . Attention Anober Addand.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys r>eeds irxiividuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekervi hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow Instruc-

Oons. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

tinoe or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French arxl American magazirws and vid-

eo«.C«ll2T3-2654)5Sa

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

J^OGGln'TyJfWY, DAM'^ cofTtfT>ts$ion, Start fm*

medialelv. 213-463-0633
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School DAZE?
Looking for more than a degree?
Leam from someone who is doing,

not just teaching. Training provided.

ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING
Kenny or Catherine (310)337-9627

Midsized Century City law firm seeks P/T li-

brary clerk to open mail, copy journal articles

wi show books. Applicants should be able

to work 2-5 pm Mon-Fri. Law students pre-

ferred. Please mail or fax resume to Jeffrey

Mangels Butler Marmaro, Attn.: Human Re-

sources, 2121 Avenue of the Stars, 10th floor,

LA 90067. Fax: 310-203-0567.

P/r EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood

office. Strong secretarial skills and typing pro-

ficiency of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated and bright, with a positive attitude. Re-

quires WordPerfect 5.1 Lotus and Account-
ing background helpful but not necessary.

Extensive experience not required. 20-30

hoursAveek, flexible. $10-13^r., deperxling

on qualifications. FAX resume to: Michael I.

Crain, 826-3356.

P/T receptionist Tues and Fri, $7.5(]^r. Study

while working, some phone experlerKe. Con-
Uct Cabriella, 310-277-2282.

Part-time Clerical in CYf4 office in Beverly

Hills. Detail-oriented. Excellent communica-
tion skills. Microsoft Word skills helpful. 310-

474-5747.

Part-time data base research and support staff

work for investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library arxJ CO-ROM data

bases; computer skills, work out of home,

must have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME computer salesper-

son, general office work, accounting assist,

and technicians needed. Unisys building, Im-

age Microsystems, 10920 Wilshire. (310)815-

1000.

Part/Full-tinne warehouse clerical help need-

ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.

Call between 10-3.

PHONE-ORIENTED, aggressive person need-

ed couple hours/week to assist manager of

rock/metal band booking corKerts. Jennifer

(310)794-3612.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks interrVassistant for part-

time work. Car necessary. S7Av.Call Robin

(310)275-2858.

RECEPTIONIST for Century City Law firm.

Morxlay and Wednesday, 8:45am-5:30pm

S6.5(Vhr. Corinne (310)552-3312.

RECEPTIONIST/GENERAL OFFICE Clerk

needed for afterrKx>n shifts M-F in downtown
law office. Send resume to BrarKi Farrar, 51

5

S. Flower Street, #3500, LA 90071 . Attention

Amber Ackland.

RECEPTKDNIST/PART-TIME. Dependable, or-

ganized, attention to detail, good phone
manner. Busy, small. Century City law firm.

2KX)PM-6:30PM, M-f. Parking included.

310-552-1808.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt. buildings.

Free rent plus $40(Vmo. Contact Mary Jo

310-392-8487.

SECRETARY, P/T, 15 hours/week, wodc at

home, MUST HAVE OWN COMPUTER.
MUST be literate in written English. Send re-

suni>e: P.O. Box 49421, LA, CA. 90049.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positiorw for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openingsl For more information

call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-1SA>our guaranteed working 20-

flexlble hour^veek. Marketing representa-

tive^nanagemerH trair«ee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

TALENT AGENCY
seeks highly motivated and organized intern.

If you war>t to leam THE BIZ and work in a

fun office, this is the placel (Non-paid). Call

310-278-3600 ASAP.

TELEMARKETING. Motivated individual . $5-

fi/hr + commission. Flexible hours, good po-

tential. (310)246-0281.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T

DAYTIME/EVEINING-hours available. Con-
duct interviews to update irwjrance records.

No selling. InsurarKe or health experierxre

preferred. Brenda 310-445-5031.

MCES NEEDED
• For TV CommerdaJs
• Moviss

•Catalogs

afimnwdlaMy

(310)eBt48BS

UCLAAMMment Coordinator

for HTV and Adolescent

Treatment Interventi(m

Study. Related field experience

nceocQ.

CallZaneO'Keefeiit
310^7^^279

or
FAX resume to

310/794-S297

30 Help Wanted

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-

daysAveekends, removal of medical records,

$6/hr., call between 10-4, Cuh«r City. 310-

559-8823. ..

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages ^131 Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must

have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 12:45-3:00PM Call Helene 818-98S-

1782. .
. .

Vet Technician. Full-time, experience pre-

ferred. Busy, small animit hospital located in

Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

WANTED: PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Comput-

er and phone skills. SlO^r. 30-40 hour work

week. (310)471-4550.

WORK-STUDY $9.5Q/hr. Administrative as-

sistance, car necessary, flexible schedule.

Call Leah, 310-208-7511.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude PTHideling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

srasw

BARTENDER
TRiUNEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-1200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduates
•nation wide j6b placement

NATIONAL BAHTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)380-3200

(310)5580608
(818)994.8100

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

employees.citetomer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

^ring/summer positions.

CaU (800) 391-6000 for info.

$ IMMEDIATE CASH$
Video shows how a pickup truck can earn

you S20K-f/yr, SPARE TIMEI NO EXPERI-

ENCE -just you, a pickup and the BIG

BUCKS WITH PICKUP TRUCKS video. Easy

& Profitable! Schedule own hoursi TRICOL-

OR ASSOCIATES: S29.95 + S3. 50 S&H (1-

800-600-4448) VISA/MC acceptedl

LAB GLASS WASHER
Wash, sterilize & organize glasMrare. Oper-

ate & maintain autoclave, auto water & dryer.

Dispose of biohazard waste. Prepare sterile

media. Able to lift & carry 60 lbs. Good
communication skills. F/T position. $9-

1(Vhr. 310-825-8391.

MEDICAL exercise physiologist for prvt Car-

diology ofc at Cedars. F/T or P/T. Involves

cardiac rehabilitation, treadmills, basic EKG
interpretation, computer reports. Resume to:

Dr. Kimichi, PO Box 35064, LA, CA 90035.

310/659-5000.

MYERS, RK>IARDSON, & REED Employ-

ment Development Specialists. Resumes^m-
ployntent Development and Placement 31 0-

839-1161.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310J337-O790.

34 Internships

AWARD WINNING PRODUCER seeking

bright and enthusiastic script readers. This

rton-paying internship is a great opportunity

to gain experiery:e in story analysis and is

available now. Junior, seniors, and grad stud-

ents may caH (310)581-6606 (or more infor-

mation. Ask for Marc

Do you kwe the Muppetsf Weil then, contact

Halle at 213-960-4096 about a script reading

afHJ research internship.

MOTION PICTURE/rV/PERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT firm needs student-interns for

script reading arKi coverage, general office

work, lighl bookkeeping assistance. Call Col-

iMn 310-474-4521.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER, Five afternoons and/or Saturday

night, must speak English arxi love children.

310-821-5282 day, 310-475-4651 evenings.

BABYSITTER. Flexible hours.References. S6

per hour. 310-285-3569.

GREAT S opportunity w/UCLA doctor's fami-

ly in Pacific Palisades. Bright, energetic 7-

year-old girl. Saturday nights. No smokers,

fluent Ennlish required. 310-459-9797.

RESPONSIBLE STUDENT to transport two

children (Ages 8- 1 0) from UCLA to home or

activities. Pick-up at 3:00, supervise home-

work/activities, leave at 6:45. M-F. Refiercnc-

et. Need to have car, license, insurance. Call

20M830 (days) 2T3-93T 3654 (eved.

35 Child Core Wanted

SEEKING BABYSITTER. Occasional weekend
evenings. 2 children ages 4 «r>d 8. Near Bev-

eriy Center. $7X)0ftv. Call Oriy 213-935-

7114.
I I

-

STUDENT EXPERIENCED in chikkare want-

ed to help faculty nmm w/3 kids. Flexible hrs.

ia/hr. 310-206-7528.

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light cooking, miscellane-

ous errands, projects, must have organiza-

tional skills and car. Happy spirits apply.

Flexible hourv Sue, 310-276-3300.

37 Housesitting

PET/HOUSESFTTER WANTEDI Female to

live-in and w2U:h dogs and house aver

Christmas tfreak.Call Valerie (310)277-5556.

49 Apartments for Renf

SI 035. 2-bedroonVl-bath, French windows,
hardwood floors, sunny, cozy, and quiet. In-

cludes stove, fridge, laurxlry, parking. Near

Westwood^ntury City. 310-274-0064.

$410, BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE, 4

hours weekly gardening & house main-

tenance required. Ocean/nxxjntain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welcome. Car. (310)472-5726.

$590. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UCLA. (310)459-6830.

S650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent V-bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, k>ui It-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and transporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.
[

$900 CULVER QTY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE*' MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

•BRENTWOOD BACHELOR, $565. Free util-

ities, full kitchenette. Large walk-in closet,

bathroom, ^JC, new security building, prime

location, 506 Barrington. 213-934-5000.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, sul)terrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roonvnates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A/C, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 816-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet Appliances, blinds,

etc'1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

Ixjildlng & neighbortxx>d. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885. -^ -

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nlshed/unfumished, utilities irxiluded, pool,

laundry. 310-824-3000

1 single and 1 bachelor in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/rnonth. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking ar>d lots of storage. 310-

391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BEVERLY HILLS AD). 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WA^ARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD Adjacent-Walk to UCLA Bus

Stop. Big and Luxurious 2BR, 2.5BA. $1395
and up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace,

sec, alarm, 11535 Rochester. 310-479-31 18.

BRENTWOOD, Surmy ind largi S-bod-

roonV2-bafth, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, poking, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0634.

BRENTWOOD. Beautiful 2-bdrnV2ba 4<Jen.

Large patio. Parking, laundry, elevator. 310-

826-3934. Manager 310-826-51 73.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachefor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.

20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-mlnute walk to

UCLA, quiet buiUing, balcony, well-lft unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

206-8881.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$560-$62S, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, peat location,

near shopping, busses and freeways, 10

minute drh>e. (818)399-9610.

LANDFAIR AVE., singl^doubles avail. Walk

to campus. Food optional util. Included call

Eddie at 310-206-6172.

LUXURY 2-bedroonf>/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, cfote to UCLA in best part of palms. $935

for two, $1035 for 3. 310^286-2885.

MAR VKTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

piiarKcs, parking, laundry, IS mirtutes to

IKIA. 310-397-8058.
j

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhoutc. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, flreplac*. 127^ C«mm11 Am.
310-391-1076. —~"^

"^ ^

49 Apartments for Rent

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRW2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Or.

$84Vmonth. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 fireeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, new carpets, stpve, refrigerator,

laundry. 310-454-0805.

• MAR VISTAS
2BD.2BA.2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES, '

GATED GARAGE. CE^f^RAL AIR,

FIREPUCE, UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE.

A11748COURTIEKMDR.

* PALMS *

$825

$845

2 BD. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRM IN UNfT
(ONE MOUTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 FARIS
• open7d«yi

$895

CALL (310) 391-1076

JO SEE THE
LOVELYAMRWENTS

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated ]garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $1(X). A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. One
month rent free. 310-203-6814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

r>ewer 3-story townlxxise, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

full

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open /days 9-5.

PALMS, $465. Bright, spacious single, fi

kitchen, parking, nxxt utilities included. 31

397-6058. „

PALMS, $699. 2-t-l apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator irKluded. Gated parking.

310-629-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

ivime. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit. 1 -month free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.

Palms, 2bdr/1bth. Large ervi unit w/ balco-

ny/refrigerator. New CarpetA>linds/paint

$699. 310-629-0589.

49 Apartments tor Rent

VENKX BEACH, unfurnished bachelor.

Month to month, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary jo 310-392-6467.

$40(Vmonth.
"

WALK TO UCLA. One 'bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water \nc\.

$900. 10944 Strathmofe. (310)209-0966.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.

Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet,^great area. 20 min.

UCLA $630. (21 3)935-91 52.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, patio. 1 560 Saltair #205. 310-

453-0505.

WEST L.A.
L^ge 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities.. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt. 310-477-6750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.^^

WESTWOOD. $11 95-51500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedrcx)m, ^C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 171 1 Malcolm.
3/4-miie from campus. 310-273-1 212.

WESTWOOD. 1 bdrm furnished/private bath.

Laundry privilidges. Limited kitdien

priviledges. Utils. paid, excluding piwne.

jAOO/mo. 310-474-5668.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$725. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, erKlosed private garage. Quiet

building. 310-474-1172. '

WLA. $725-up. Large one bedrooms, pool,

balcony, built-in stove and oven, quiet, pri-

vate. Near UCLA. (310)478-71 50.

WLA. 1-1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(Vmonth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371. '

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 1 -bdrnVl bath. New carpets,

louvers, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500
Purdue Ave. 310-204-0472, 310-477-5256.

GENUINE UCLA
t lJHNr.^Hl I) MACHKl ORS

» IJHNISHl IJ SINC,LI-ti

SMOnr ItHM AVAIl ABLE
DIKtC-llY ACROSS f KOM

r.iit) CAr.irus uci a
vvAi K rf5 ri As;ii "-,

VVtSI WOOU PI A/

A

Af'AHir.lLNl S
501 IjO!, oayliy Avr

(310) ?On 050S

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES. CA 90024
Clean and sp>acious, unfurnished apailments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and

refrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities in each building,

maintenance guarantee. 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

PALA4S. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, parking,

laundry, rw pets. Open house Saturday-Sun-

day 1-5pm. Bus to UCLA. 10136 National

Blvd. 310-552-2367, 310-636-9726.

PALMS. $550. 1-bdrm. Stove, refrigerator,

courtyird. Day 310439-8105. Evening 310-

558-1 782.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdrrTV2-

bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

buiMing. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-'

6655.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

honr>e, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month free. 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALMS. Unfurnished . 1 -bedroom, $495,

single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
apm, ask for mgr. (310)837-4196.

Prime BrentwoodI 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600.

Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrinf^, near

Sunset. 310-471-2498.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. S700. Charming
Spanish style, hardwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)550-1531.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.

Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-

setteE.of405. $525-$S50. 310-479-2819

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 bk>ck from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. PteaM call Mvy Jo. 310-392-a487.
$46Qi^nonth.

^^^

50 Aportnnents, Furnislnecl

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonlh. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, an8 barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing 3748 Initlewood Blvd. 310-396-8579.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdm>/2bth, real fire place, erKlosed patio,

all appliances,' gooid laundry, parking.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-

1759.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, near Pico-

LaCieqaga. (310)279-2002.

$675 2BDRM/1 1/2BA.1425 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $850, private patio,

Prini>e WLA, North SM/BLVD. Carpet, ap-

pliances, drapes. Spacious BACHELOR, full-

size bath, hot-plate/microwave, refrigerator.

Lease. 310-476-7116.

From $^40 and up. Move-in special. Large 2-

bedroonV2-bath, security building, all anr>eni-

ties, elevators, parking. Low security deposit.

310^59-1836 or 376^8794.

Great 2bdr/lbth $695 and large Ibdrm $575.

Easy commute to UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-

1050.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Brand

new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laundry. Quiet building. 1 5 Blocks

to Ocean. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653 4409.

PALMS, $575, brightl bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parkir^ 3410
Xtub Drive. 310-578-2212.
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51 Apartments Unturn

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good n«tghborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

52 Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD 2-«-1.5 . Large, bright, airy.

Free cable. $40(ymo.+1/2 utiliti^. Parking,

taur>dry, no-smoke, no drugs. Pt^f. or student

pref. (310)479-7978.

CLEAN,SPACiOUS,
ROOM

Looking for mature, responsible roommate to

share a beautiful 4 bedroom apt. w/3 other

guys. Parking, tloset, cable, 1 block from

campus. Must be clean. 679 Cayley. Warren
310-208-2954. .

Room with a ocean view! Male roommate to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire Santa Monica.

$475^1/2 utils. Betty 310-394-431 3.

WESTWOOD SPACIOUS 2bdrnV2bth, share

w/one student. Gated parking, available

now. $497.50 plus security. Colin 310-474-

4486.

WLA-PALMS 2-bdrm/2-ba deluxe condo to

share. Fireplace, security, new building, light

and bright, female, no-smoke, $400. 204-

4698.

WLA. Two bedrooms available, $365 (small-

er), $385 (larger). Prefer female. Laundry,

parking. Furnished living room and kitchen.

Call Pamela 310-398-5204. .

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute

walk from Lot-32. $300/month. Bobby 310-

478-7121 or Cathy 310-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/same. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrm/1-bath, co-ed, luxury, security condo
w/amenities. Wcstwood, $350/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice condo, large*

living room, kitchen, quiet, security building,

walk to UCLA $36Q/mo. 310-391-2877.

HilEard Ave. Female students, large house
and bedrooms to share. Kitchen, cai)le T.V.,

Cont. Breakfast, Housekeeper. Mrs. Solat

310208-8931.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1 -bedroom
apartment. $412.50/month. 1409 Midvale.
About 5-1 minute walk from Lot 32. Call Ed
310-312-0454.

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE, roommate to share

room of spacious 3-bedroom/2-bath apart-

ment. Male, N/S. $30(Vmonth. Call Greg
310-445-5001 , evenings only.

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share

very clean apartment. Close to campus. Rent

$350. (310)208-7972.

WESTWOOD. Great location. Female gradu-

ate student preferred. Beautiful, large, upper

2-bdrnV1 -ba. VC, hardwood floors, laundry,

2-car garage. S575/mo. Cathy, 310-477-

2007.

WLA. OWN BED/BATH in 2br/2ba apart-

nf>ent. Parking, 5-miles to UCLA. Non-

smoker. Available now. $470/mo. Call 310-

447-2421.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL GRAD to share 2-

bdrm furnished colonial house by Beverly

Center. $575/mo. Shawn 21 3-933-2210.

54 Room for Rent

$200/MO. SENIOR LADY WISHES TO REI^
immaculate, lovely room to woman student.

Kitchen privileges, 10 min. bus to UCLA,
(310)4732820.

2 Grad students to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. SSSO/person. Pool and ten-

nis courts priviltge. 310-454-3506.

BRENTWOOD, FURNISHED 1-BDRM/1-

BATH in house, private entrance, Icitchen and

laundry privileges, street parking, utilities in-

cluded. M/1^, N/S, grad student preferred.

$525/month. 310-476-5300.

CULVER CITY. $325/mo. PERFECT PLACE,

PERFECT PRICE I Own big, bnght, private

bedroom. Minutes to beach, bus, supermar-

kets. Eleanor/)on, 310-444-7879.

For rent, private room, share bath, lovely

Brentwood home, private entrance, 2 miles

from UCLA, unlimited parking $395/mo.

310-472-4419.

Furnished, security, quiet, great location.

Close to bus. N/S. Utilities included. $475.

310-657-1468.

Large room, private bath, furnished, kitcherv

eUe, walk-hT iclotet Close to UCLA.
$48Vmonth, 3ia826-05G& am, or 470^361

6

suh : .

Large^ private, quiet, great for studying, bfg

closets, kitcherVlaundry. Near National/Saw-

telle and #8 bus. Great neighborhood, 24hrs.

markets. $475/mo. 310-397-8002.

LUXURY SM CANYON BEACH HOME. Fur-

nished master bedroom. Privileges, parking,

utilities/cable ir>cluded, norvimoking, young

professional woman/graduate student.

$65(ymo. 310-459 2109.

MALE, N/S. Kitchen privilens, easy parking,

near Pico^eitwood. UCLA student pre-

ferred. $375/mo. 310-837-6064. ^_
MAR VISTA, sunny furnished room, share

bathroor^. kitchen and laurxiry prhrilegct,

utilities paid. Prefer male, ^V5. Refierenocs.

$S0(yynonth. 310-398-4332.

PRIVATE ROOM in nice houM. Great Cuh^er

Qty neighborhood. Washer/drver, gardener,

direct btstine to campus. $31QnTN>.-f1/3 utili-

ties. D 10)81 S-8610.

54 Room for Rent

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building, gM«d parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.

$40(Vhionth.

Private roo(M>ath. Furnished. Walk to

UCLA: Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. $39Q/mo.. Call 310-474-9905.

Room plus private bath. Elegant Beverly Hills

home . Fonale only. $500.00. 310-278-

1053.

Room, shower, bills paM, free cable, pool,

security, parking. One mile to campus. Prefer

non-smoking female. $450. 31P-44S-9745 or

310-551-2120. ,

Share private honr>e, 3 miles south of campus,

quiet neighborhood, fully furnished, male

only, $36(Vmo. Days: 310-274-0400, Eves:

310-202-8521

56 House for Rent

3-bdrnrV2-ba house. Washer,

washet, stove, refrigerator.

$1375/mo. 310-826-2022.

dryer,

WIA
dish-

area.

LARGE 2-BDRM/2-BA. 10 minutes from

UCLA. $1 SOO^mo. Laundry, kitchen, parking

spaces, cable. 310-559-7170.

57 House to Stiare

N/S roomate wanted to share large 2-bdmV2-

bath ix>use, enclosed garage, WLA, $550^0,
call Sandra 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-

3064 eve.

Professional or student to share house. Good
neighborhood. 4 blocks from beach. Wash-
er/Dryer, 1/4 utiliUes. $487.00. 310-823-

8879.

58 House for Sale

Bel Air, 3bd/2.5ba,+bonus room,Syrs new,

quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by

appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owher. 2^0-

277-7150.

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cerv

tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruden-

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

Gorgeous remodel. 3-bdrm/1-1/2ba, fire-

place, hardwood floors, near UCLA. Remo-
deled kitchen and bathrooms. Pristine move-

in condition. $239,000. Great deal. Agent

310-479-6832.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation Expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 818-789-71 17.

62 Room/Board for Help

BRENTVy/OOD. 10-15 hours/week, light

cooking, housekeeping, driving. Between 3-

6pm weekdays. Must own car and insurance.

French speaker preferred. 310-278-9307,

310-472-7269.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. Room in house

in exchange for babysitting. Female N/S .

Nice furnished room. Call for interview. 310-

202-8374.

FEMALE STUDENT needed for childcare.

driving, light housekeepir^ for 9 & 3-

year/old. Approxirrtate 20hounAveek. Wal-

king distance campus. Experience/refererKes

required. 310-470-4662.

FREE RM/BOARD
in exchange for light cooking ar>d housekeep-

ing in lovely Westwood hon>e- flower gar-

den, Jacuzzi, private entrance ar>d bathroom.

References. 310-474-2335 or 310-476-5164.

HSKPR/NANNY LIVE-IN, assist in care of 1

child, room and board -f salary,- near UCLA,
English speakinn. 310-284-9025

Light-housekeeping/childcare for 6-year-old

boy in Beverly Hills. Approximately 15-20
hn/wk. Female, own car. Chinese speaking a

plus. Private roonVbath. 310-273-8568.

Room in exchange for cleaning, beautiful

Beverly Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-206-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarxie- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student. 818-

906-1399.

66 Townhiouse for Rent

2-be(V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air and h^at, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday >2-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

67 Con(dos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant caxio walk to UCLA, (or

sale by owner $180,000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrm/2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. Owner must sell. j. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

SANTA MONICA, North of Wilshire.

$89,900. 1+1. Remodeled kitchen and bath-

room. Quiet, bright, back unit. Great patio,

pool. Agent (310)479-6832.

Westwood, 2-f 2, bank owrwd, front unit, bal-

cony, $146,000. Agent, quiet street. North of

SanU Monica Bh^ 310-479-6832

WESTWOOD. 2-bcd/2-bath. elegant condo.

Large living room. Fireplace, Ml, 32 foot

balcony. Prh^atc parking. $180,000. 310-

473-6782.

68 Condos to Share

1-b(frm in 2-bdr/2.5-b(h, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit. 24-hr.

security, valet parking pool and gym. t^/S.

$}200/mo. 310-475-7969. ,

69 Condos for Rent

$1395/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm -loft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Vertice^^ar Vista area.

310-278-5517.

3-bdrrTV2-bath condo on Hllgard, very targe

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, ,walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471 -4989.

CONDO FOR RENT. Furnished, security

pool, rent control. West HollywDod.

(21 3)874-2569.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS, $750. Beautiful, sun-

ny, 1 -txirm/l -bath, fireplace, balcony, pool,

ipa, gym, security, parking, pet ok. 310-454-

7133

Westwood Townhome, MasaachuiettsACam-

den, 2bed, 2.5bath, Private Atrium and Sun-

deck, Front porch, quiet, tandem parkir>g,

VC, private washer/dryer, dishwasher, refrig-

erator. Pets allowed. $1,450-$1700. 310-

825-2633.

WLA-PALMS. 3+2&1/2. Large, 2-level Condo,

$1500. Skylight, 2 car security parking. Quiet

street 1 minutes to UCLA. 31 0-398-9533.

70 Guest House for Rent

1 -BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE, across from

UCLA, tennis court and pool, female N/S.

Utilities included,* $1100. No pets. Between

6-9pm 310-472-8336.

Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bedroom,

garden and cat lovers welcome, $75G|Ano

-i-utilities, available Nov. 1. 310-837-8248.

Campus 51 109.

ENCINO. 2-bedroonVl -bath guesthouse to

share, own room, large yard, pool, very

quiet, private. Laundry/parking. Prefer fe-

male grad student. $400/nfH}nth. 818-986-

5329.

GUESTHOUSE FOR RENT. $750 per month.

For single r^ male. Possible rent reduction

for services as chauffeur. 2-blks west of cam-

pus. 805-583-4744 or 310-472-1 306.

76 Dance/Physical Fitness

WANTED: GYMNASTKIS COACH/SPOTTER
for girls teams. Malborro School. Contact Ju-

lie Napoleon (213)931-9698. Salary $15-

2(Vhr. Nov. -May.

78 Misc. Activities

AM YOU HIP. OITTGOING, AND UNDER 2fi

Roommate Driving You Crazv?

Call us if you want to be a guest or be inihc

audience for a new national TV. rf^cw!

INTRODUCING THE HOLLY IRWIN SHOW!
(310)996.9521

91 Insurance

/illstate
Insurcinc* Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263- BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Go Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

rrwvers. Experierxred, reliable, sanr>e day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free, jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
LoM/est rates, fast, reliable, student discourU.

310-8379030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST

MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 H»6.

310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

96 Services Offered

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Fruftrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive, edge from national-

ly-known author/consuKant 310^826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseV^ublicatiorv; tutors EnglishMudy

skills; trains time managementMr«H reduo
ttoo. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCyEDmNG. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tkm essays. Any subject, style, requirement

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing^ iting persort-

al statemerMs. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

BEAR'S RFSFARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Aliubjecta. TliuMfDlMiiltfuM.

Pewonii famnwnfc Propoiiinndboote.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shfon B—r, Ph.D. (810) 470-6062

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome fast Professional -

Quality ^aranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:OOBm-S:OOpm

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quidc edit (1 hour max.) Writing

ar>d rewrites alto available. ExperierKcd

wrHer and law.tehoo) graduat*. 213-933-

3797.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable raws
call Mv Tutor anytime, llan (800)90-TUTOR.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

economic tutoring by masters graduate with

5-years teaching experierKe. $15 per hour

with ft^ consuhation . 310-393-41 73.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SIS/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

caVsocial sciences, SAT, GRE, L5AT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pagfir. 310-582-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

KOREAN LANGUAGE TUTOR is needed to

help working professional develop fluerKy.

Leave message for Vince at (81 8)994-4676.

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, binomial, Poiston, etc Garrett

310-372-7237. Evenings^veekends,

twiceAoreek.

TUTORING NEEDED FOR HIGH SCHOOL
chemistry and math analysis. Western San

Fernando Valley. Salary negotiable. Everv

inxs, weekends. 310-855-8081.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, marujscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA.
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/rnedical transcription experierKX.

Notary Public. Macirrtosh w/lascr printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other fomials, transcribir>g, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 31 0-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyies with dedicated professional.

At your horne or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

.No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTK3N. 15 years EXP. all

levels ar>d styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25->- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessorv by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

SINGI Vocal technique-all levelsMyles, per-

formarKe anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resunnes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professtonal,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letten^eferer>ce sheets. Conrv

puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999:

105 Travel

r STRICTLY PERSONAL «
Seckk^Jewtofa Student*

Fof34nHtvhttHMK cipcrinn h bnel!

Hiic Coin iMontiiM, apbe incknt Ncfcv

iuiM,«]meetniytficimT:^ Plw interview

top polkkibnddkova viut Inei ii lOiOy all

about. SciiokakipiaratfdbkdMttetiMdoit

•D fai jMt)1075, JBckdi^ iikRad afl

atnmfatioM Fori|i|Jksianfen»,caD
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105 Travel

Now ocnilnQto I
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109 Autos for Sole

1971 KARMAN GHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black interior, red body, in good corxii-

tion. S450(yobo. 310-553-1444. _
1981 WHITE TOYOTA COROLLA. 2-door,

power staring stem radk>, dean condition

and good engine. Show Oct 23rd. $1900.
Brentwood. Call 310-820-1009.

1988 Mitsubishi Precis L5. 4-door hatchback.

$3500. Legitimate owner. 38K miles. Tinted

windows, air, electric sunroof, new tires,

Kenwood pull-out radio. Mint corxlition.

310-208-1626.

1989 MITSUBISHI PRECIS. Blu^, stick, air,

stereo, excellent cornlition in and out, 46K,

great gas mileage, $290(VOBO. 310-441-

0468.

'83 TOYOTA CELICA, hatchback, burgahdy,

automatic, excellent condition. New tires.

$3700080. 310-470-3581.

'84 TOYOTA CELICA GT, stick, excellent

cor>dition, motor, clutch, tires, etc 15K
miles, fully k>aded. $2800. 213-650-1216.

1 14 Motorcycles for Sale

'88 Kawasaki Ninja EX 250. $1 SOG/obo. Runs
excellent. 12k. Black/Red. 310-473-0759.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

87 HONDA ELITE. Excellent condition, low

miles, includes 2 helmets arKi lock.

$60(yobo. (310)472-4224.

HONDA ELITE 80
'89, black, includes helnrtet and lock, great

condition, $650 firm. Call Jackie, 310-824-

0571.

HONDA ELITE like newl Red '87 left in stor-

age- under 300 milesl SBSG/obo. pgr
(818)418-0903.

RED '87 HONDA ELITE 80, 2600 miles,

$600, runs ureat. 310-379-8667.

YAMAHA 200. 1989. Recent grad. wants to

sell scooter, 2-helmets. Black. Less than 9K
miles. $60(Vobo. 310-826-2186. Leave mes-

»*S£:

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, black, great condi-

tion, low miles, r>ew battery tune-up, '95 reg-

istration paid, helmet, lock. $725. 310-445-

9564.

'90 Honda Elite 80, white, excellent condi-

tion, just tuned^ 95 r^istration, IrKludes lock

and helmet. $«W. Dan 31 0-208-1 454

126 Furniture for Sale

FOR SALE. 2 matching black couches,

bookshelves, dressers ar>d more—all in very

good condition. Call 818/954-3035.

FUTON, FULL SIZE, LIKE NEW. Double-

thick mattress, red. Finished hardwood frame

with legs. $175. 310-204-0123.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

\

SLEEPER SOFA and amrxihair, excellent con-

dition. Also desk and baby items. Call 310-

454-4560.

127 Garage Sales

HALLOWEEN YARD SALEI Clothing,

sories, and more. Sunday, October 23,

10-.00am-4.-00pm. 6(h and Hill St. in SanU
Monica. .

Moving sale, cheap, good corwiition, almost

new director's chair $75, kitchenware, coffee

table $35, twin bed $99. 310-473-2142.

Westwood Presb. 10622 Wilshire, Saturday

Oct. 22, 9-4, Monday Oct 24, 9-1

.

131 Stereos/TVs/ Radios

Bmm video Sony camcorder, shoulder heldl

model CCD-VBAFu, metal case $200 obo.

310-998-9769.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, nwuse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

COMPUTER (IBM compatible) $220, TYP€-
WRITER (Brother) $80, PRINTER (Ep.

»on)$100. Good condition. (310)207 4935.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pau up this

bargalnl Call your fellow UCLA bruin for irv

formation. 818-225-0909.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tem from only $150. Printers availabtc from

$50 cacK 310-286-1222.
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Kelly Rannlgan
UCLA Sport* mto

VOLLEYBALL
From page 24

good volleyball. That is something
we have to expect, we have to be.

ready for tough matches."

The Sun Devils will be led into

Pauley Pavilion by junior outside

hitter Christine Gamer. Gamer, a

first-team Pac-10 selection last

year, has maintained her excel-

lence this season, and leads ASU
in kills while ranking second in

digs. Her 4.06 kills per game aver-

age places her seventh in the Pac-

10. Banachowski is not expecting

many ditiks from the Sun Devils

top gun.

"She is one of the hardest hit-

ters in college volleyball right

now," Banachowski said. "She just

hits harder and harder. There isn't

a whole lot of finesse in her
game."

After dealing with Gamer, the

Bruins can catch a short breath

before taking on the spirited

Wildcats Saturday night. Arizona,

which handed the Bruins their

only regular season loss last year,

routinely celebrate the most
pedestrian of points. This year,

sophomore outside hitter Barb
Bell and senior outside hitter

Melissa Ferris will be leading the

yells.

Bell andFerris lead the team in

kills while placing third and sixth

in the Pac-10, respectively. Junior

setter Laura Bartsch, who ranks

10th in the nation with 13.07
assists per game, will set up the

duo.

. SOCCER
From page 24

The scenario of this season's

game is similar to last year's
game. UCLA is atop the MPSF,
and Fuilerton needs a win to help

get them to the postseason.

"Last year they didn't finish in

the top two in our league." Schmid
said. "They needed a win against us

to salvage any hopes of making the

playoffs. It'5 the same this year.

Last year we opened the door for

them, and this year we don't want
to be as hospitable."

On Sunday, the Bruins face San
Diego State, a team that they beat

h^ily, 7-0, in the spring season.

But at this point, the Aztecs
should put up HDore of a fight

"San Diego State's better at this

part of the season," Schmid said.

'They're generally not very good in

the spring, but they're a very diflfi-

cult team to play against. They're

very direct and they tend to play a

lot of long balls."

• Friday's game begins at 7:30
p.m. on Spaulding Field, while

Sunday's game is at 2 p.m. on the

North Soccer Field.

• • •

UCLA's Adam Frye and Caleb

Meyer will miss this weekend due

to injuries, but Frankie Hejduk -

who missed some practice with a

slight injury - should be available

for bodi games.

UCLA SPORTS LAW FEDERATION
PRESENTS

U:iGH STEINBERG
All students are welcome

Law School Rm 1347 12:00 - 1:00

Wednesday, October 26

METHEEEiTOUMLES

Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDINO. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours. Free Parking/Validated Paiking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & SanU Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310)474-3765

HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS FORUM
Tuesday, October 25, 1 994

12:00PM - 5:00PM
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Plus TWO panel discussions:

Underrenresentcd Students and The Admissions

EE2££5S (3:00pm - 4:00pm) and

Cioss-Cultural Perspectives on Becominp a Health

Care Profes.sional (4:00pm - 5:00pm)

IF YOU'RE EVEN THINKIlffG
ABOUT A CAREER IN THE
HEALTA FIELDS...YOU CAN'T
AFFORD TO BflSS THIS EVEBTT

sponsored by the UCLA PrePrqfessional Advising Office. A-266 Murphy Hall

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

S^i
Excellencei^y
the world over^^, Jf

Northern Telecom and BNR Ihc. Where people are

reaching out to meet the challenge of bringing the world

together through communications ... all in the spirit of

leadership, innovation, dedication, and excellence.

If this is the kind of environment in which you want to

build your career, don't miss this opportunity! The most

exciting careers in telecommunications are now within

reach! This will t>e your only chance to talk with a repre-

sentative from NT and BNR Inc. this semester, ^ bring

your resume, transcript and enthusiasm to the Career

Fair on October 28, 1994.

itt BNR0
Ihm r——fdi tutwidtary
of Northern T«l«cofn

Worthfn T»l>oom andlNR few, an EqiMl Opportunity/Affirmativ* Action

r« proud to maintain a drug and amok* frmm workpiac*.

Cdpelatid's
Sports

HERE'S HOW IT WORKSi
•Buy 2 pairs from the special
selection Super Value priced

$29.99 - $59.99
•For the highest priced pair you pay

current price

THE SECOND PAIR IS ONLY

SPECIAL GROUPS OF
MEN'S & WOIVIEN'S
HIKING BOOTS, BASKETBALL,
COURT, WALKING, RUNNING,
AEROBIC & CASUAL SHOES
FROM SUCH BRANDS AS:

Reebok

- W-rEC

COnVERSG
K-SWISS ¥

A apMtel group off thouMnds off paira of othlotlc ahoM cofiaiating off

dlacon^nuod pattoma and aoma allghtly Mamiahad ahoaa.

NO REFUNDS OR EXCHJUMCi^ ON THESE ITEMS.

•!• |>Hc»s In u[

prt&»« only mn^ mmf

to Btocli on hand. Aftv«rH«*<i mtmrvtmm^tmm May h»
m^» •v»ntm R*9wl«r, oHglnatl an^l uwn iU prten M

•r mmn not hav* raaultod in malaa. ^i<b«i maw
^ • 10/23/a«. Mo " "

1 001 WESTWOOD DLVD
WESTWOOD

HCHIRR MON FRllO-9. SAT 10 8 SUN 11^
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UCLA ALCOHOL STATISTICS
Ijn 10 UCLA students has suffered a blackout due to alcohol consumption in the last

6 months.

1 in 8 UCLA students report that they have done something they regret in the last 6

months as a result of alcohol consumption.

1 out of 4 UCLA students has suffered a hangover in the last 6 months.

1 out of 5 UCLA students has felt nauseated and vomited in the last 6 months.

Recent studies show that UCLA fraternity members drink more frequently and heavily

than other UCLA students.
" •

1 in 9 UCLA students will miss class due to alcohol use. " "'
~~ ~^ZZ

/FVOUDR/AfK,
DOAfTDRiVBI

statistics given from courtesy of UCLA Health Education.

One University can Keep you a step

Ahead of the World.MBA - INTERNATIONAL MARIET1NG AND RNANCE (MBA/IMF)

Intensive 1 8-Month Day Program

The only MBA in the country that integrates

contemporary marketJog and financial decision

making within an tntematioaal business environment.

Ten weeks of the program is devoted to a global

business practicum with one or more multi-national

corporations abroad. (GMAT required.)

Call 312/362-8810.

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

18-montti evening program

This program features a curriailum in two

concentrations: international political economy

and global culture. Internship opponunities are

available in the U.S. and abroad, including a

4-month internship with the Commission of the

European Union in Brussels.

CaU 312/362-5367.

From NAFTA, to GATT, to the emerging presence of Eastern Europe, the evidence is

overwhelming. The world is shrinking. And in every field of expertise, it has become

apparent that the leaders for the next century must have new skills and knowledge.

This is why DePaul University has developed two new and unique master's programs

devoted entirely to preparing students for success on a global level.

If you're planning to pursue your education, we encourage you to learn more about

international programs offered by the one university that remains a step ahead in a rapidly

changing world.

r For more information, phone, fax, or mail.

r .——«. .—-.«.——— — .

—

Mail to: DePaul University Office of Graduate Information, 1 L Jackson Blvd., Chicago,

1

G MBA/IMF Matter of Arts in Intl. Studies

IL 60604. Fax (312) 362-5749.

1
NAME.. SSN

1

i
SCHOOL ADDRESS HOME ADDRESS

t

! CITY/STATE/ZIP
!

OTY/STATE/ZIP

! SCHOOL PHONE
1

HOME PHONE UCU1021
........................

D E P A U L U N I V E R S I T Y

Employment Opportunities: ^vV ^""^A//

,^\et

f i-r>

I lidaN. Orl«.lMr2{{. I «><> I

I a.m. - .*> p. III.

Vrkri'tnaii (fi'aiHi lialli'ooni

for more information please call (310)206-1990
sponsorrrj hv FSCPO

^<^A^
s"N V»»*
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Cyndl Gallagher

UCLA sports mio

SWIMMING
From page 24

train with the UiS. national resi-

dence squad at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado
Springs.

Still, UCLA boasts a solid

core of returning All-Americans,

and the Bruins will also benefit

from a strong recruiting class. In

fact, Gallagher's roster consists

of 14 freshmen, six sophomores,

four juniors and seven seniors.

Tennessee returns 18 swim-
mers from last year's squad,
which fmished 14th at NCAAs,
but Saturday's meet will be the

first dual meet ever between the

two schools, and Gallagher
knows little about the Volunteers.

"I really don't know too much
about Tennessee," she said.

"They have great divers, and
their two big stars are Nicole
deMan and Leslie Mix."

deMan, a sprinter, is among
the best in the nation, and Mix
finished second last year in the

500-yard freestyle at NCAAs.
UCLA will be led by All-

Americans Natalie Norberg,
Annette Salmeen, Glenda
Lueders and Michelle Perry, and

should have enough depth to win
the meet.

"We don't have people who
can be counted on to win every

time," Gallagher said, "but we
have three people that could win.

"That makes it exciting, and
that provides a big opportunity

for a lot of people."

WATER POLO
From page 23

is important for UCLA (10-7

overall, 2-3 in the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation) to even

its conference record.

"I expect for us to play with the

most intensity and play harder

than we have all seasoJi," Baker
said. "It is that important of a

game. We're going to come in and

establish ourselves and have the

best game of the year. If we win

that, it puts us in the driver's seat."

The last time the Bruins met the

No. 6 Waves was in September,

when UCLA fought back from a

7-1 half-time deficit to win, 10-9.

The first half included three two-

point shots by Pepperdine, a credit

to outside shooters Jeff Coker,
Kevin Hurst and Zac Holding.

"(The Pepperdine match) is a

huge game for us," said Jim
Toring, out for the season with a

broken leg. "If we win this game,
it won't assure us a spot in the

NCAA tournament, but it makesJt,
just a whole lot easier to get in.

It's kind of a screwed up year.

Everyone's beating and losing to

everyone else. For everyone but

Stanford it's just a rat race to get a

bid to the tournament.

"We're going to need the same
second half effort we had (at the

first Pepperdine match), except for

the whole game this time."
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Harriers trek to Pomona tourney
For a few Bruins,

their postseason

is on line at meet
By Mark Singerton

The UCLA njen's and women's
cross country teams have eight more
days to relax, and then it's off to the

races.

Stanford will host the Pac-10
. Championships Oct. 29, and until

then, the Bruins will be training

intensively to r^ain focus after their

,^disapi$ointing finishes at the
BrighamYoung Invitational Oct 15.

Both squads have yet to decide
which seven runners will be sent to

Palo Alto and later to IXicson for the

District-8 championships, but the

choices will be made after the

Bronco Invitational this weekend.

Cal Poly Pomona will host
Saturday's meet - a 5000-meler
event for the women, 8000-meters

for the men. Neither UCLA squad
will run as a team, but the race is

extremely important for the runners

who may not make the roster cuts.

Coach Eric Peterson, whose
Bruin women are ranked 13th in the

nation, has one more spot to fill.

Competing for it will be juniors

Jeanene Harlick and Githa
Hampson and senior Susannah
Thrasher.

Harlick's situation is critical. Last

season she was ar^guably the No. 3

runner on the squad. She has strug-

gled in 1994 however, and after

lackluster finishes at Stanford and
Brigham Young - where she fin-

ished 58th and 73rd - she niust fight

to make the rostn:

"This is the best way for me to

make this decision," Peterson said-

"I have to be as objective as possible

because all three runners are deserv-

"I have to be as

objective as possible ..."

Eric Peterson
*' UCLA Coach

ing of the spot"

The men's team will send fresh-

man Matt Olin and junior Scott

Umer to the event. Olin will be sent

to gain experience as a possible

alternate for the Pac-10
Championships, while Urner has

been sidelined all season with a

back injury, and isjr^ing to regain

his form, p

Water polo prepared for Pepperdine
Bruins hopeful to even conference recor(d,

win last stretch before NCAA tournament

W. soccer's ho|»

for playoffs dangle

Steve Covec
UCLA Spoftt Into

By Esther Hul

Dally Bruin Senior Staff -

The No. 4 UCLA men's water
polo team is still itching for a

home game after yesterday's
match against Bucknell University

was cancelled.

The unranked Bison had trav-

elled to California from
Pennsylvania for a tournament,
but because of a hazing incident

that happened over the weekend
were forced to withdraw from the

match with UCLA. Bucknell
University officials have suspend-

ed the water polo program for the

remainder of the year.

"I'm kind of glad in a way,"
UCLA head coach Guy Baker said

of the cancellation. "We really

need the practice."

Intensity was high during prac-

tice yesterday, as the Bruins pre-

pared for their match against No.
6 Pepperdine, scheduled for 1 :00

p.m. Sunday at the Sunset Canyon
Pool. Only three games remain
until the NCAA Tournament invi-

tations sxt considered, and a win

See WATER POLO, page 22

By Hye Kwon

The UCLA women's soccer

team enters the most critical part

of its season this weekend as the

Bruins face off against Cal State

FuUerton on Friday (3 p.m.) and
San Diego State on Sunday -

two games that will likely deter-

mine whether the Bruins will

continue their season in the

playoffs or clean out their lock-,

ers.

UCLA has just one home
match remaining after this

weekend, against the nationally-

ranked Stanford Cardijial. The
regular season will come to an
end in the Bay Area against
California and University of San
Francisco.

The Bruins (8-3-2 overall)

have not played a game since

beating USC nine days ago, trig-

gering worries that the team
might come out flat after the

long hiatus. The coaching staff,

however, is confident that is not

the case.

Earlier in the season, UCLA
defeated Fullerlon 3-0 in a

scrimmage match. But the

Titans (4-5-2) have improved
quite a bit, defeating Pepperdine,

a team the Bruins barely
squeaked by in overtime.

• • •

The San Diego State match
on Sunday at the North Soccer
Field is the front end of a double

header with the men's squad,

On deck

What Women's soccer

Who:UCLAvs.CSUF

JINO OK/Oaily Bruin

beginning at 1 1 :00a.m..

Last season, midfielder
Barbie Gil - who is out for the

season this year with an anterior

cruciate ligament injury - scored

two goals as the Bruins went on
to defeat the Aztecs 4- 1

.

"We beat them, but we
weren't expected to," UCLA
head coach Joy Fawcett said.

"They're always tough."

The Aztecs made a coaching

change at the beginning of the

season, but Fawcett believes that

it will not be a big factor.

• • •

Freshman midfielder
Michelle Lieberman, who
racked up three assists against

USC last week, made her way
into Soccer America's 'Team of

the Week." She is the first Bruin

ever to make the list.

TONIGHT W/ ^^V.°^^^

STUDENT

SPECIAL

TONIGIIT

ONLY

25 SAMUEL
ADAMS

(12 oz DRAFTS)

• We are very serious

• This is not a joke
You're smart-liet Down Here!

•Up to 1 fullkeg&-10 P.M.

Full

Kegs
(This would cost you $150.00+

at Maloney^s)

• • . For groups off 10
or more people

Keg is MGD or MiUer Lite
• 1 keg per group limit

1028 Wilsliire (
lOthS

Wilishire 393-6811
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Sports
F I • •tball plays for pride in desert

UCLA aims to
"^

turn its season

around at UA
By Randy SattertNirg

Daily Bruin Staff

There is no rest for the \yeary.

The UCLA football te^m,
already reeling from a five-game

losing streak, now faces the con-

siderable task of traveling to

Tucson, Ariz., to take on No. 13

Arizona. "*

The Wildcats are unlikely to

give the slumping Bruins any
sympathy. Last season, in what
was billed as the Pac-lO's "game
of the year," UCLA thumped the

up." board. Their average of 13.4

But what a difference a year points per game is the worst in the

makes. This time around, the conference,

game still has Rose Bowl implica- On the flip side, the Wildcats*

tions - just not for UCLA. defense is among the best in the

Arizona (5-1 overall, 3-0 Pac- nation at preventing its opponents

10) has assumed the lead in the from scoring - giving up just 10.3

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ points per gantie in six outings.

In addition, Arizona boasts a

"We have to be prepared formidable running attack that

averages nearly 200 yards per

game, third-best in the Pac- 10.to play against the best

(the Bruins) have."

Dick Tomey

Arizona Head Coach

UCLA will attempt to counter^

with a defense that ranks last in

the conference in rushing yards

allowed, at 273.6 yards per game.

On paper the game is a mis-

match of monumental propor-

tions. Thankfully for the Bruins

however, ihe game isn't played on
paper.

'We're going down to play

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

Quarterback Wayne Cook and the rest of the UCLA football team
are hoping to end the Bruins' losing streak Saturday in Arizona.

UA and ASU arrive to

take on Bruin spikers

run for the roses based on its

unblemished conference mark,
making every game the rest of the

way important if the Wildcats are

'Cats, 37-17. Saturday's rematch to represent the Pac- 10 in the what is obviously a real good

has been long-awaited in Tucson. Rose Bowl for the first time ever. football team this week," UCLA
'We have to be prepared to The Bruins (2-5, 0-4) would head coach Terry Donahue said.

love to deal the conference front- "We are going to have to do a

runner its first setback, but the great job of preparation and a real

odds are stacked against them. good job of getting competitive

The Bruins are struggling on game day to stay in there and

play against the best that they

have," Arizona head coach Dick
Tomey said. "We know what
UCLA did (to us) last year, so we
have to expect their best team to mightily to put points on the do well against them.'

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

As the Pac- 10 conference sea-

son enters its second leg, it's gut

check time for the UCLA
women's volleyball team.

Even after accumulating 18

wins in 20 outings and being
ranked No. 3 in the nation, head
coach Andy Banachowski is look-

ing for more.
^

"Now is the time for us to have
a little higher level of play to carry

us through," Banachowski said.

This weekend, the Bruins (18-2

overall, 8-1 in Pac-10) will get

their first chance to reach that

higher level as No. 14 Arizona
State (10-6, 5-4) and No. 16

Arizona (9-5, 5-4) enter
Westwood.
Each of the Arizona schools

took UCLA to five games in the

conference openers in September
before succumbing.

"We started out slowly in both

matches before we put it together

in the fifth game," Banachowski
said. "We ran into them playing

See VOLLEYBALL, page 21

W. swim faces Tennessee
at home in season opener
By Scott Yamaguchl
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The seventh-ranked UCLA
women's swimming team will

receive an 1 1 a.m. visit from
Tennessee Saturday at the Men's
Gym Pool, and UCLA head coach
Cyndi Gallagher is taking a rather

indifferent approach to the meet.

"We could win this meet or we
could lose, and it doesn't really

matter to me," Gallagher said.

"That's the difference between
this year and years past. We're
doing so man^ different things

this year that it's going to take

time, so I don't expect us to be

great until January, February and
definitely in March."

For now, Gallagher's main
focus lies on compensating for the

loss of seven seniors from a 1993-

94 team that finished seventh at

the 1993 NCAA Championships
in March. To make things worse,

the Bruins will be without sprinter

Richelle Depold, who would have

been a junior this year but opted to

take two years off from school to

See SWHMMINa, page 22

MJOREY LEE/DaHy Bruin

Defender Frankle Hejduk and the UCLA men's soccer team take on archrival Gal State Fullerton's

Titans tonight on Spaulding Field and San Diego State's Aztecs Sunday on the North Soccer Field.

. soccer faces formidable rival
UCLA rounds out

league play against

Fullerton, SDSU
By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

While Cal State Fullerton usual-

ly doesn't conjure up the image of a

great rival to UCLA athletics, for

the UCLA men's soccer team, the

Titans are easily the biggest rival

that the Bruins will face in the regu-

lar season.

And tonight. No. 6 UCLA (13-1

overall, 4-1 in MPSFO has a definite

score to settle on Spaulding Field.

"I think Fullerton for us is our
use because 'SC doesn't play soc-

cer," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "For us, Fullerton is

similar to 'SC because these are the

guys who played with our guys on
club teams. They're the guys who
our players see around in the sum-
mer and play in the (Olympic)
Festival with."

It was last season that the Titans

handed the Bruins one of their two

regular-season losses, 2-1, and the

Bruins still remember the game. It

would be difficult to foiget

See M. SOCCER, page 21
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Confflessman charges UC with antkinionism
University denies

alleged attempt to

sway union votes

By Allsa Ulferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The battle between business

and labor rages on at UCLA, and
the newest recruit is a U.S. con-

gressman who is urging the uni-

versity to stop its alleged
anti-union campaign.

Rep. Ronald Dellums of
Oakland - in a letter to UC

Inside News

Motamoiphosls
Pizzas, books, literary

quotes and bright splashes

of paint ... the construction

barricades around

Ackerman and Kerckhoff

are finally finished.

Designed to cover the work
going on within, the project

appeals to most people.

See page 3

Inside A&E

All Dahled up

Filmmaker John Dahl

works his way onto the big

screen with a tale of one
femme fatale, at least three

bad guys, lots of twisted

plot and absolutely no good
Samaritans. For a peek
inside Last Seduction,

See page 18

Inside Sports

Victory over
Arizona?
TWo UCLA teams faced

off with the Wildcats this

week-end in Pac-10 match-

ups. The football team trav-

eled to Tuscon while the

women's volleyball team
stayed home. Check out the

weekend action.

See page 36

President Jack Peltason - asked

Peltason to intervene in order to

stop the anti-campaign literature

that unions say UCLA and other

UC campuses circulated prior to

union elections.

"I am deeply concerned by
what appears to be a systematic

effort by management at the vari-

ous campuses to persuade techni-

cal voters to oppose the union,"

Dellums wrote in the Oct. 21 let-

ter.

"I do not understand why
highly compensated labor rela-

tions professionals would tolerate,

let alone condone, a campaign
based on distortion and misinfor-

mation ... It is all the more dis-

couraging because of the high
level of federal funding the uni-

versity receives," Dellums contin-

ued.

Although the office of the

president had not yet received the

letter by press time, a spokes-
woman for the University of
California denied any biases
against labor unions.

"It is not the University of
California's official position to run

an anti-union campaign," Gayle
Cieszkiewicz said. "It is our posi-

tion to present employees with our
NICK AKERS/Daily Bfuin

See UNION, page 8 Cliff Fried of UPTE displays the ballot used in recent elections.

Architecture redesigns its future

STEVEN KIM

Architecture students work on projects at the new SOAA.

Program increases

design focus, joins

school of the arts

By Gil Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It seems not even the archi-

tecture department itself is safe

from remodeling.

UCLA's department of archi-

tecture and urban design moved
into the new School of the Arts

and Architecture this year, while

its past partner, urban planning,

moved into the new School of

Public Policy and Social

Research. The relocations arc part

of Chancellor Charles Young's
graduate restructuring plan,

designed to save UCLA $8 mil-

lion annually among the five tar-

geted schools.

As a result of the change,
architecture has a closer relation

to the arts and design.

"In the past we had strong

relations to urban planning. In the

new configuration, we want to

keep this relationship but add new
ones beyond our school," said Jurg

Lang, acting dean of the architec-

ture and urban design department.

"Our concept is to be much more

connected to other units on cam-

pus. We want a truly interdiscipli-

-nary approach."

Architecture students had
mixed reactions to the school's

new design focus.

"I have an art background so

this pleases me," said Johnathan

Rothstein, first-year architecture

graduate student. "We're not real-

ly losing anything but gaining all

the assets of the arts school."

Other students echoed the

benefits of joining the arts school,

but were hesitant to judge whether

it will help or hurt architecture in

the long run.

"I think time will tell. It is so

recent, I don't know if it will ben-

efit the school," said Ray Varela,

first-year architecture student. "It

definitely has potential though."

Others were more vocal about

their opposition to the restructur-

ing.

"I was against the breakup. I

was for strengthening ties with

urban planning. I think the chan-

cellor just wants a school with his

name on it," said Laura Rambin,

third-year architecture graduate_

student. "Making it part of the

design school further separates

architecture from society - it gets

away from the social concerns we
try to address. -

^ .

_

"We got a better design

See ARCHITECTIIRE, page 9

UCLA uninvolved in CoM War experiments
Study investigates

several colleges for

possible connection

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For the sake of science, UC
San Francisco's Dr. Joseph
Hamilton once injected unknow-
ing patients with radioactive plu-

tonium.

For the sake of the state, U.S.

troops were led into nuclear blast

exposure to see what kinds of

clothing fabric gave the most pro-

tection from radiation.

And for the sake of justice,

the government investigated
UCLA along with other universi-

ties that might have taken part in

Cold War experiments.

Earlier this year, secret gov-

ernment documents regarding
human radiation experiments dur-

ing the 1 940s - the Cold War era -

prompted the White House-
appointed Advisory Committee on
Human Radiation Experiments to

investigate organizations like

NASA, the CIA and UCLA
among others.

As a result. Stafford Warren -

founder of UCLA's medical
school in 1947 ^nd head of the

division of biology and medicine

at the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission - came under investi-

gation by the committee.

Although Warren was affiliat-

ed with both the UCLA depart-

ment of radiology and the energy

commission, files have shown that

UCLA was never involved in

exposing "normal, heatthy indi-

viduals to radioactive materials

without their knowledge or con-

sent," Kumar Patel, vice chancel-

lor of research, stated in his letter

to UC President Jack Peltason.

The committee released it's

interim report Friday and is plan-

ning case investigations of UC

Berkeley and UC San Francisco.

In the report, the committee

addressed the ethical and scientif-

ic criteria of human radiation

experimentation carried out by the

United States government at these

different institutions.

Piecing together various
experiments - many of which
were held secret over the years -

the committee is also committed

to rewriting the federal ethics poli-

cies regarding human radiation

that could affect ethics questions

overall, said Denise Holmes, a

radiation committee member.

"I think that it was done then

because of a total lack of knowl-

edge of the harm that could be

done by radiation. Plus people

were more trusting back then." Dr.

James Smathers, professors of

radiology and oncology said.

Taking into consideration a

mid-century debate about the need

for human radiation experiments.

See RADIATION, page 9
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X. What's Brewin' This Week
Center for Student Programming

: Registration of student organizations

Be sure to make your appointment for

registration by Nov. 11.

Center for Student Programming
825-7041

Today

10 a.m.

Placement and Career Planning
Center
"What Can I Do With My Liberal Arts

Major?"

PCPC Building

825-2981

Franz 3461

4 p.m.

Sportsear Performance and
Motoring

First general meeting

Ackerman2412
209-1164

5 p.m.

Buddhist Student Association

Lecture; "Love and Buddhism" by Dr.

Huang
Lu Valle Boardroom
478-9731

r*

11:30 a.m.

Office of International Students &
Scholars and International Students
Association

Lunch Hour Pronunciation Program

Men's Gym 105

825-1681 or 825-2726

Noon

EXPO Center
JET Program Information Session

Learn about one-year paid teaching

internships in Japan

Faculty Center, California Room

Quarter in Washington Program
Information meeting _ , .

GSLIS Building 303

Also tomorrow at 5 p.m.

^ 206-3109 ^ -.

UCLA Sports Law Federation -

Guest Speaker - Leigh Steinberg

Law School Room 1 347

477-4009

3 p.m.

Bookzone (ASUCLA)
John Edgar Wideman reads and signs

'Father Along"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

206-0764

Pilipinos for Community Health

General meeting

Ackerman 3530
824-7660

6 p.m.

Bruin Democrats
Weekly meeting

Dodd 170

824-7076

Environmental Coalition

General meeting

Ackerman 3508

_206-4438^

Friday

9 a.m. - Noon
.s.

Pilipinos for Community Health

Hypertension screening site

F.A.S.G.L

824-7660

5:45 p.m.

Hillel Student Association

Citywide Shabbat: Avoiding the Cult

Trap
University of Judaism - 15600

MullhoUand Drive

Cost: $5 must be paid by Oct. 24

208-3081

8 p.m.

Santa Monica Theater Guild

"You Cant Take it With You"
Morgan-Wixson Theater - 2627 Pico

Blvd., Santa Monica
Cost: $10, $8 for students

828-7519
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Hillel Student Association

Talmud Study with Rabbi Seidier-Feller

Law School Room 2442 ,

208-3081

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center

Weekly mass
Ackerman 35 1

7

208-5015

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science
Academic Workshops

Study skills

Also at 7 p.m. - Choosing a major: a

primer for first-year students

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Chicanos for Community Medicine
General meeting

Haines 152
^825-2399

^

Rainforest Action Group
General meeting

KLA
Libido Line: Sexual Health Talk Show

Ackerman 2410 Call in for advice and comments aboi

206-4438 sexual health

825-9999

5:30 p.m.

Student Welfare Commission
USAC
Meeting ^

Staff meeting

Kerckhoff400

Kerckhoff400 825-7586

825-7306

6:30 p.m.

6 p.m.

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

UCLA Pre-Law Society

. Personal statement workshop
Come for help on personal statements

Perloffll02

825-6580

UCLA School of Theater, Film and
Television

"Story Theater" - a Broadway hit fea-

turing tales from Aesop Fables and
Grimm's Fairy Tales

UCLA Little Theater, Macgowan Hall

Cost: $12, $9 for faculty & staff, $6 for

students

206-1349

7 p.m.

Undergraduate Business Society

Consulting Night

The Los Angeles Tennis Center Club
House

. 206-3038

7 p.m.

The Ayn Rand Society

Lecture - The Single Payer System: Bad
Medicine for California

CHS 13-105

397-6595

The Classical Society

General meeting and film - "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the

Forum"
Bunche 7373

' Lesbian & Bisexual Women's Rap
Kerckhoff500
825-8053

6:30 p.m.

Latinas Guiding Latinas

High school component meeting -

Men's Gym 102
''

Phi Beta Kappa
Discussion with Professor Steven

Spiegel ,

Murphy A245
209-6039 "

8 p.m.

True Jesus Church Camjpus
Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

UCLA Ski Team
General meeting

Wooden Center, Second Floor Lounge
479-6907

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Art Club
1 800-year-old Korean martial art

Wooden Center, Gold Room
824-5863

Wednesday

11 a.m.

7:30 p.m. :
—

~

Melnitz Movies
Free film screening of "The Last

Seduction"

Melnitz Theater

825-2345

Tuesday

1 p.m.

PSICHI
General

Meeting

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

y

Noon

Center for Afro-American Studies

Shiriee Taylor Haizlip reads and signs

The Sweeter the Juice"

Haines 44
825-7403

l\irkish Students' Association

Member sign-up and orientation

Kinsey 386
799-9977

~ Campus Events

Films: 'The Crow" followed by "Enter

the Dragon" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1958

Lesbian & Bisexual Graduate
Students Organization

Meeting
Lu Valle

(213)463-7855
25-2345

Thursday

10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Graduate Affirmative Affairs Office

Graduate and Professional School
Information Day
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-2469

1

1

a.m.

FG Records
Free concert by Munkafest

Westwood Plaza

471-7695

11:15a.m.

Mount St Mary's College

French Counsel General discusses

global awareness

MSMC Little Theater- 1 2001 Chalon

Rd.

471-9876

If your organization would like an event

listed in this section, please drop by the

Daily Bruin's front counter in 225
Kerckhoff and fill out a listing form by 2

p.m. the day before publication. The dead-

line for a submission that will appear in

Monday's paper is Thursday at 2 p.m.

Please address questions to Ayako
Hagihara at 206-0904.

City official's

Source of pay
raises )concern
UCLA wants foundation

to pay professor, mayoral

chief of Staff Ouchi's salary

By Patrick McGreevy
Los Angeles Daily News

William Ouchi, deputy mayor and chief of

staff to Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan,

is earning a .$120,000 annual salary paid by

UCLA - which wants a foundation to foot

the bill since Ouchi is rarely on campus
these days.

A management professor at UCLA, Ouchi

became Riordan's lop deputy Aug. 1,^

Rufus Snoddy, the principal artist of "Metamorphosis," puts the finishing touches w.. a pizza painting on Bruin Walk.

Barricades
Colorful murals conceal

two-year renovations;

guide students in Union

By Allison Lefkowitz

Daily Bruin Staff

Ice cream cones, literary excerpts and

illustrations of student store merchandise
- all painted on the barricades that sur-

round Ackerman Union and Kerckhoff

Hall - are part of a "metamorphosis" that

aims to conceal the two-year seismic

renovation and expansion of both build-

ings.

Coordinators of the barricade project,

titled "Metamorphosis," said they hope
the murals and silk-screened banners
will help-students locate things in the

student union and safely find their way
around the construction. The $70,000
barricades are funded by the renovation

budget.

Some students said they like the fact

that the university is trying to make the

life to construction
construction look a littl« better.

"If they're going to have the construc-

tion, they need something to protect the

people," said Ruth Rivera, a fifth-year

English student. "If it's going to stay

here for a while, they might as well make
it look pleasant."

The construction barricades could also

be a good surface for student artists to

express themselves, said Jeanna Yoo,
undergraduate cultural affairs commis-
sioner.

Ackerman (Union) will have

extended student services . .

.

and disabled access.

"Just looking at the space, I just feel it

would be so cool if student work was up
there," Yoo said. "It would definitely be

something cultural - something that

would enrich people - not just to make it

look pretty."

Yoo is working to secure space from
the university on the remaining unpaint-

ed barricades, such as the green fences

near Royce Hall.

The Ackerman and Kerckhoff barri-

cades were designed by Steve Kelso, an

environmental graphics designer for the

students' association, and four UCLA
student designers. The mural incorpo-

rates graphic icons of food, books, Bruin

bears, clothing and other items sold in

the students' store.

In addition, quotations by writers

including Ray Bradbury and William
Shakespeare give students something to

read as they traverse Bruin Walk.

Ackerman and Kerckhoflf's renovation

and expansion projects have been in the

works for a long time, said Phyllis

Schultz, mural project coordinator.

When finished, both buildings will be

earthquake safe and Ackerman will have

extended student services, more meeting

rooms and disabled access, she said.

"We wnnl the wall to remind people

that change is a natural part of life,"

Kelso said. "That even though the retro-

fitting project may present some initial

See METAM0RPHI8, page 9

But Ouchi has refused to take a city salary,

saying he wants to stay on the UCLA payroll

so he can continue supervising doctoral stu-

dents and chairing campus programs -

including Riordan's Scholars, which assists

disadvantaged high school students.

Because most of Ouchi's time is now
spent in City Hall, administrators at the uni-

versity have proposed paying Ouchi's salary

from the "Fund for a New Los Angeles."

The fund was created by Riordan support-

ers in July 1993 to pay for Ouchi's work as a

special adviser to the mayor and study ways

to make city government more efficient.

Administered by the nonprofit California

Community Foundation, the fund raised

$436,000 between July 1, 1993, and June 30,

1994, with major contributors including

Chevron, First Interstate Bancorp,
SunAmerica Inc., 20th Century Fox. GTE,
Home Savings of America and Hughes
Aircraft Co.

Ruth Holton, executive director of the

watchdog group California Common Cause,

said the proposal for the foundation to pay

Ouchi's salary raises troubling questions.

"You always have the potential of a con-

flict of interest if the salary of a city employ-

ee is being paid by someone else," Holton

said.

"I think certainly the chief of staff for the

mayor should be paid by city fund^." she

added. "In this case you have a foundation

receiving money from people doing business

with the city. Tri order to assure the public

that there is no conflict he would have to

recuse himself from matters involving these

businesses."

Ouchi said he is aware of the potential

conflicts and would avoid involvement in

any issue regarding a donor to the fund.

"I would be very straightforward. I would

See OUCHI, page 10

Religion comes in variety of styies

By Donna Wbng
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

An atheist and a traditional reli-

gious adherent are just two people

who call loving life by a different

name, said a student sitting in

Kerckhoff patio one morning.

Melissa Martinez, a first-year

business/economics student,
believes atheism and religiosity

are two facets of living life.

Non-practitioners of religion,

agnostics and atheists are mem-
bers of UCLA's cam'^iis popula-

tion who found a reason to

distance themselves nom or reject

traditional religion.

Although UCLA has its share

of active Jewish, Buddhist and
Catholic followers among others,

there appear to be many people
choosing merely to reject tradi-

tional religion, students say.

But despite what the trend may
look like at UCLA - in the United

States, roughly 80 percent of the

population are members of a reli-

gion, and 90 percent believe in a

god or gods, said Mary Wolmack,
a religious anthropology profes-

sor.

As for the other 10 to 20 per-

cent that may seem numerous at

UCLA, some have never thought

about God and religion in relation

to their life, or they just reject

aspects of traditional religion

because of philosophy.

But one reason UCLA may
appear to tip the scales in reli-

gious skepticism is because the

college years identify a period of

time when students experiment
and doubt what they used to lake

for granted.

"This is the sdlf-questioning

time of your life. So (religious

skepticism) would be more preva-

lent than anything," Martinez
said.

There are three main types of

people who reject some facet of

traditional religion: atheists,

agnostics and non-practitioners.

Atheism - the belief there is no
God or higfier being - is the exact

opposite of a religious adherent.

However un-alike, some would
still consider atheism a religion in

itself because just as others pas-^

sionately believe in the existence

V

of a God, atheists deeply believe

in the lack of one.

And just like a religious adher-

ent, atheists have already ques-

tioned and thought about their

belief system in relation to their

life, Wolmack said. .«n

Soitie would say the atheist

makes the true non-religious per-

son the agnostic, who believes it

is impossible to know if God
exists and does not validate either

side at all, Wolmack added.

Other students are non-practi-

tioners - those who identify with

a religion but don't actively par-

ticipate in it - say that their rea-

son for not practicing is that

certain religions are not address-

ing their needs, or the needs of the

times.

"(Catholicism) is such an anti-

quated religion. It doesn't live up

to social change," said Colette

O'Donnell, a first-year pre-med
student. "Just the lifestyle it

imposes on people is very restric-

tive."

But some believe that their reli-

See ATHEISM, pageU
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Chamber warns of
Russia crime gangs

6

MOSCOW— Keep your head low, plan for

extordon and painstakingly screen potential

partners and employees, especially drivers

who could hand you over to kidnappers,

American business executives were warned

Friday at a conference run by the Anierican

Chamber ofCommerce in Russia.

Russia is 'Ihe wild east" today, and while

street crime is no worse than in major worid

cities, businesses face problems unique to

this nation. Many rules have yet to be writ-

ten - there is no contract law, for example -

and rules already written routinely are

ignored.

"Don't draw attention to yourself. You've

got to try to look gray, blend into the back-

ground. Don't even carry bags or portfolios

with your company logo," warned Nigel

Flower, a British corporate security consul-

tant whose clients include Honeywell, Inc.

' t

Factions muitipiy in

Lilieria civii conflict
MONROVIA, Liberia— From the smashed

huts suung out along the main roads to the

once-imposing buildings, five years of civil

war has left little in Liberia untouched by
fighting.

As it has dragged on, what began as a

civil war aimed at bringing down a dictator

has instead become a freewheeling suiiggle

that is confusing even to its various ethnical-

ly based factions.

Land is claimed but rarely held for long.

Fighting is financed by pillaging and plun-

der

As a result, Liberia has come to bear little

resemblance to a modem state, becoming
instead a tribal caldron governed less by
commonly understood rules than at any time

since it became Africa's first republic in

1 847 under freed American slaves.

Israel orders tough,

security after bomb
TEL AVIV — Israel ordered its security

forces on Thursday to get tough with

Muslim radicals after one of the worst

terrorist attacks in its history, a bus bombing

that killed at least 2 1 people in Tel Aviv.

But the first tangiUe sign of a crackdown

was an indefinite closing of the Gaza Strip

and West Bank, an action that nx)st directly

affects not the targeted Hamas Islamic

group but tens of thousands of Palestinian

laborers who now are cut off from jobs in

Israel. The restrictions could last a long

time, officials said. They reflect the govern-

ment's sense that, with passions and security

fears running high after the devastating bus

attack on Wednesday, Palestinians and
Israelis must be kept apart to defuse ten-

sions.

Russians remember
crusading Journalist

MOSCOW — Amid angry charges of
murderous plots in high places, thousands

of grieving Russians on Thursday filed

past the coffin of a crusading journalist

who has become the latest martyr in the

campaign for democracy here. The
journalist, Dmiui Kholodov, 27, was killed

in his office Monday when he opened a

booby-trapped suitcase. He had been told

the suitcase contained documents that

would help his investigations of corruption

in the Russian army.

Prominent writers, journalists, and
reformist politicians were among the

throng that jammed the Palace ofYouth on
Thursday morning to lay flowers and
wreaths before Kholodov's coffin. His
face was covered by a while shroud, and a

photo of him at his typewriter hung over-

head.

Many weeping mourners waited in line

for hours in the snow for a chance to pass

by the coffin.

Nation

King's son assumes
leadership at center
AllANTA—The youngest son of the Rev.

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Dexter Scott

King, has been named chairman and chief

executive of the Martin Luther King Jr.

Center for Nonviolent Social Change,
taking over from his nK>dier, Coretta Scott

King, who had run the center virtually since

its founding in 1%8.
In announcing Mrs. King's decision tp

step aside and King's unanimous election by
board members late Friday, the center's

spokesman took note of those disputes and

said that King believed the differences had

been "fully resolved."

Evidence from DNA
overturns sentence
RICHMOND. Va. — EdwaixlW Honaker,

a welder imprisoned for 10 years on a rape

conviction, Friday became the latest on a

growing list of inmates freed because
genetic technology unavailable at the time

of their uials showed their innocence.

A pardon signed Friday morning by
Gov. George Allen cited DNA tests of
sperm taken from the victim and said

Honaker could not have been the rapist

Honaker had maintained his innocence,

but was convicted in Nelson County in

1 985 of a rape the year before and sen-

tenced to three life terms and 34 years.

A 19-year-old woman, who had been

sleeping with her boyfriend in a car parked

near the Blue Ridge Parkway, said she had

been awakened at gunpoint and abducted

by a man wearing camouflage.

Honaker's exoneration was partly due to

the work of the Innocence Project, a pro-

gram at the Benjamin N. Cardozo School

of Law at Yeshiva University in

Manhattan.

Scientists anticipate

ma^iltude 5 quakes
Residents in Los Angeles should expect

at least one magnitude 5 or greater earth-

quake on average every year, according to

a consortium of 20 scientists studying the

Northridge earthquake.

The study - which drew an unprece-

dented consensus among scientists - con-

cluded a heightened seismic hazard exists

in the Los Angeles Basin, predicting a

temblor at least the size of the Northridge

earthquake once every 40 years, although

no one can yet say when or where, the

summary said.

The Jan. 17 quake continued a trend of

increasing seismic activity in Los Angeles

where the frequency of earthquakes has

more than doubled in the past 10 years,

and could well continue at its present pace,

the scientists concluded.

Clinton promotes
Feiiistein, Brown
SAN FRANCISCO— President Clinton,

speaking at a high school, praised S^.
Dianne Feinstein for helping remove
guns from school campuses, then later

played a round of golf and hosted a fund-

raiser for Kathleen Brown.

The president's Bay Area-swing
Saturday was an effort to help California

Democrats by calling attention to

Feinstein's accomplishments in an abbre-

viated two-year Senate term, and bring-

ing an infusion of needed cash to

Brown's gubernatorial campaign.

Ffinstein is trying to fight off the well-

financed challenge of wealthy Rep.
Michael Huffmgton (R-Santa Barbara),

while Brown is trying to overcome a

deficit in the polls in her effort to unseat

Republican Gov. Pete Wilson.

STUDENT SPECIAL- Enroll NOW and SAVE.
Executive Boxing™, Kickboxing, Funk/Hip-hop, Full Gym,

A WOM/WSPLACE i

IN THEKim
«>*•

Get Out of the Kitchen
and into the Fire.
Join the 2,000 men and

women who are already

doing the Executive

Boxing^"^ and Kickboxing
program oTfered exclusively

at Bodies in Motion.

And while you forget

about bullies kicking sand
in your face, you'll burn
700 to 900 calories per class

and firm and tone your
muscles faster then with

^weights alone.

To help you start we'll

give you 75%* off the

knockout work-out you've

seen featured on CNN,
MTV, Good Morning
America, The Today Show,
Entertainment Tonight, Best

of Los Angeles, as well as

in Self, Shape, Fitness,

Newsweek, City Sports and
Harper's Bazaar magazines.

Reviewed as the best instructional
fitness studio in America.

Lot Angeles • 10542 W. Pico Blvd.

(4 Blocks East of Overland Ave.)

(310) 836-8000

Ptuudena • 117 E. Colorado Blvd.

Lower Level (at Arroyo Pkwy.)

(818) 577-2211

Full boxing equipmemi and apparel sold at Pasadena
htcation. To place orders, call 1(800) 4-BOXING.
'75% offr^ttim inUUrtomfirtet • CmU now Ait affmr mxptrts NcntmberS, 1994

EirLployment Opportunities in Asia

Open Presentation and Reception

Monday, October 24, 7:00 pm

Sheraton Grande Hotel, 333 South Figueroa Street /Dress is casual.

XJndergraduaie and Graduate Students Welcome

QBankersTrust
LEAD FROM STRENGTH.

^mamSmSSmmm^tm
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Hunting down ghosts: a curator's expertise
L.A. ghost author

believes old spirits

haunt many homes

By Barbara De Witt

Los Angeles Daily News

Ghosts and spirits are real, and

all of Hollywood is cursed.

Most of us will buy the

Hollywood part. And some of us

* will consider the possibility of dis-

embodied spirits running around

in houses or even pulling polter-

geist pranks.

But Richard Senate buys the

whole ball of wax.

Senate, 47, is curator of the

Albinger Archeological Museum
and the Olivas Adobe in Ventura

by day, and he hunts ghosts by

night.

An expert on paranormal expe-

riences and haunted houses,
Senate has written three books on
the subject and will be a guest lec-

turer at Pierce College in

Woodland Hills on Friday.

"I didn't talk to spirits as a child

or anything," he insisted. "I had a

normal life until I saw one in

1978.

"It was while I was working on

an archeological expedition near a

Franciscan mission in Northern

California and I saw a nrwnk walk-

ing toward me with a candle. I saw

it for about two minutes, then it

vanished."

While researching ghosts at the

library. Senate learned he is hardly

alone in his belief.

Actually, 13 percent of the

nation has seen, felt or heard what

they believe io be a ghost, accord-

ing to a 1991 Roper poll. And
Senate said it's higher in Europe,

particularly in Italy, where 48 per-

cent of the population are believ-

ers.

"Most people don't actually see

ghosts, but they know when
they've encountered a ghost,"

Senate said. "Out of the 815 cases

I've had over the years, I've seen

See GHOSTS, page 11
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Chicken Hkka Sand.

Lamb Katfob Sand.
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off same value

This offer does not include any other special*

Expires 1 Week From Today

10948 Weyburn Ave 208-1943 (Next to Stan's Donuts)

111

SPEQAL: $50-
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning Expires 12/31/94

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHINO
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & SanU Monica BL)

For Appointment CaU: (310) 474«376S

i i

WITH YOUR CHOICE OF SAUCE.
CHOOSE FROM: MEAT, MARINARA, SICILIAN,

TOMATO, ALFREDO.
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AOU-fW 4-6 Pf^

Attention LICLA students and staff members. . .tiove we
got a deal for you. Just show us your ID and this terrific

meol is yours for just $6.95. (Not va«d vJnh any ottior offer.)
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ITALIAN RESTAURANT

Westwood, 936 Westwood Blvd.

1 block south of UCLA Campus, 824-7588
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Clinton seeks to keep trade at top of Asia agenda

J

By Evelyn IrltanI

Seattle Post-Intelligencer
r

SEATTLE— On a cold,, windy

day last November, President

Clinton and his Asian allies

emerged from a longhouse on
Blake Island near Seattle with a

blueprint for building a regional

community based on fewer trade

and investment barriers, better-

paying jobs and a shared vision

for stability, security and prosperi-

ty.

But out of the glare of the TV
cameras, the leaders and their top

aides were preoccupied with
something much more pressing:

an aging dictator and his threat of

nuclear war on the Korean penin-

sula. \

Clinton returns to Seattle

buoyed by a major breakthrough

in the Korean standoff. Friday in

Geneva, North Xbrean officials

signed a pact agreeing to freeze

and then dismantle their current

nuclear program in return for

financial help to build safer

nuclear plants and diplomatic
recognition from their longtime

enemy, the United States.

The good news is that a nuclear

clash may have been averted in

Asia. The bad news is that it took

more than a year to resolve, mak-

ing it one of many regional trouble

spots that diverted Clinton from
the path set during his high-visi-

bility appearance here last

November for a meeting of the

Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation forum, the 17-mem-
ber regional economic group more
commonly known as APEC.

Clinton gets high marks from
Asia watchers for shining.a spot-

light on the U.S. relationship with

Asia, starting with the historic

Blake Island leaders meeting. A
second leaders retreat is planned

at an Indonesian hideaway follow-

ing next month's APEC meeting

in Jakarta.

Kent Calder, director of the

U.S.-Japan program at Princeton

University, said Clinton's
Southern hospitality put the Asian

See ASIA, page 12
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UNION
From page^l

view. We have a long-standing
(UC) position that exclusive repre-

sentation by a union is neither

desirable or necessary."

Cieskiewicz added that exclu-

sive representation could stifle

employees who had grievances
because they could only go to the

union and not a supervisor.

Last week, the Union of
Professional and Technical
Employees (UPTE) demanded a

meeting with UCLA Executive
Vice Chancellor Andrea Rich to

address allegations that the univer-

sity illegally attempted to sway
the results of union elections.

UCLA administrators denied

ttie chai^ges.

'The University is conunitted

to providing Technical Unit staff

with complete, accurate informa-

tion upon which to base their deci-

sion when they cast their vote,"

wrote Stanley Mc Knight, assis-

tant vice chancellor for campus
human resources, in a letter to the

union.

But Dellums condemned the

circulation of what he called mis-

leading information and wrote:

"UCLA's claim that it can find no
record of (Communication
Workers of America union) rcpre-

sentation elections at Indiana
University and State University of

New Yoric suggests either incom-

petence or an ii^tention to

deceive."

Union leaders said they agree.

Labor representatives allege

that the university has used tax

dollars to mail more anti-union

fliers to the homes of technical

employees last week.

"UCLA continues to distrib-

ute distorted and inaccurate infor-

mation to techs in a desperate,

last-ditch effort to dissuade
ernployees from voting for union

representation," UPTE President

Libby Sayre said.

Sayre said the last two mail-

ings sent Monday and Tuesday
distorted a list of unfair practice

charges filed against the union and
imply that low membership num-
bers would be a threat to technical

workers. ^

"Unfortunately, these types of

distortions, delivered by high-

level management on UC letter-

head day after day. do have a

coercive effect,' Sayre said in a

statement. "It is clearly not in

keeping with University accepted

standards of academic freedom
based on verified facts and identi-

fiable sources."

The university has defended

its pre-election mailings to poten-

tial voters on the grounds that it is

the university's responsibility to

inform technical employees about

See UNION, page 9
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HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS FORUM

" Tuesday, October 25, 1994
12:00PM -5:00PM

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Plus TWO panel discussions:

Underrepresented Students and The Admissions

Process (3:00pm - 4:00pm) and

Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Becoming a Health

Care Professional (4:00pm - 5:00pm)

IF YOU'RE EVEN THINKING
ABOUT A CAREER IN THE

HEALTH FIELDS...YOU CAN'T
AFFORD TO MISS THIS EVENT

sponsored}}} the UCLA PreProfessional Advising Office. A-266 Murphy Hall

10% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAMINATIOfJ
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY V.'EAR LENSES

CAREKif AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
irJCLUDES EXAf.1 FITTING & FOLLOW UP

& 2 bUAtb OF ACUVUE lEfJSES

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An OptonietfiC Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

HOWDO
YOU WANT YOUR

HAIRCUT?

fc?^'

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great

haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for business

seven days a weelc and you never need an appointment.

What's more, every Supercuts stylist receives extensive

ongoing education unparalleled in the category. So teii

us, how do you want your hair cut?

SUPBICUTS
SUPERCUT™ $10.00

1650 Westwood Bhrd. (between Santa Monica Blvd. and Wllshire)

(310) 470- 1558 M-F d-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5

UNION
From page 8

all aspects of union representa-

tion.

"There are over 3.800
employees in 200 job titles in the

entire university," Mc Knight said

in an interview last week. "The
issue is, can one contract represent

all those (varied) positions?"

"How can' 270 million
Americans be represented by one
constitutioii^" countered Cliff

Fried, vice-president of UPTE.
"It's not a real question - it's just a

measure to confuse people."

Confused or not, technical

employees have received their bal-

lots from the Public Eniployee
Relations Board, the agency that

administers the collective bargain-

ing law, and must decide whether

they want UPTE to be their exclu-

sive representation in contract

negotiation.

The agency must receive the

ballots by 3 p.m. Nov. 14, and
results will be announced Nov. 15.

If the election is successful,
unions will have the right to nego-

tiate contracts for employees.

Currently employees are not

involved in the negotiating
process.

The election has caught the

attention of state as well as federal

politicians. In a letter earlier this

month to the UC Office of the

President, State Senate President

pro tempore Bill Lockyer, D -

Hayward, admonished the univer-

sity for distributing "mfsleading"

information.

"If the university cannot take

a neutral position in this election

... I urge that you at least consider

canceling any further mailings,"

Lockyer wrote.

ARCHITECTURE
From page 1

department, but we suffered a lot,

too," Rambin continued. "Our rep-

utation as a school is jeopardized."

The school recently hired
eight new faculty members, most
of whom are practicing architects.

UCLA is also taking advantage of

the faculty available since the clo-

sure of UC San Diego's architec-

ture school.

New architecture professor

Daniel Libeskind, who just com-
pleted the new Jewish Museum
in Berlin, Germany, said the new
arts focus was what attracted him
to UCLA.

"The new school of arts has

radically changed the nature of
UCLA architecture. It is a very

new and interesting," he said.

"Planning was always a con-

dition of architecture," Libeskind

explained. "The realization is

that architecture belongs to the

arts. Fundamentally, it is one of
the arts, together with dance, cin-

ema and design."

Adjunct Professor Julie

RADIATION

Eizenman, who still maintains
her professional practice in Santa

Monica, said the new configura-

tion gives the school room to

grow.

"It's an exciting time with so

many people on board and so
many resources available. What
we're trying to do is start a

strong department," she said.

Eizenman added that having

professional architects as teach-

ers adds to a student's education.

"You need a balance
between academics and profes-

sional applications," Eizenman
said. "It keeps an attachment to

what's happening in the city."

Students agreed that having

the well-known architects on the

faculty is a great boost to the

school.

"It's nice to see or get taught

by someone who is actually
building. It makes it realistic and
gives you insight," first-year

architecture student Irma
Ramirez said.

From page 1

some of the committee's research

will determine what typeSrOf ethi-

cal criteria should be iised to

evaluate human radiation experi-

ments and the lessons to be
learned from past and present
research standards. Holmes said.

Certain radiation experi-
ments on children will also be
carefully investigated, said Lanny
Keller, radiation committee mem-
ber.

Many people would probably

be opposed to any type of human
radiation experimentation now.

but back in the fifties, most peo-

ple would probably not have
known what to say, Smathers
said.

And with advances in tech-

nology, people gained a whole
new perspective, scientists said.

But before scientists knew
the dangerous long and short

term effects of unnecessary expo-

sure to radiation, children would
play with the X-ray machines in

1950s shoe stores to see the

bones in their feet, physics
Professor Art Huffman said.

METAMORPHOSIS
From page 3

inconveniences for all of us, life

goes on and the student center will

continue to operate. The mural

"... it would be so cool

if student work was up

there. It would

definitely be something

cultural ..."

Joanna Yoo

Undergraduate Cultural Affairs

Commissipner

design emphasizes this positive

attitude."

^Designers said they also built

peepholes to allow students to

watch the construction project as

it unfolds.

But some students said they

wish there was an explanation of

the renovation project posted
along the barriers.

"It's ugly," said Mike Dockens,

an undeclared first-year student.

"It doesn't have a layout of what
it's going to look like."

Others also said the barricades

make the campus feel claustro-

phobic because there are so many
people and very few ways to get

around the construction. But, they

agreed that the painted barriers are

better than the chain link fences

that were there before.

"I think it's a nice attempt to

make the campus look like a cam-
pus," said second-year economics

student Mike Dockens.

A p p a r e s e n t s

Think about tlie essential features wiiich worlt to get the job done. You've

got to have these essentials when beginning any complex and arduous taslc,

such as preparing for the MCAT. Where does the rubber hit the road for

MCAT prep?

THE Clearest, Most Conceptual Materials Available.

CareMly ixmm ttw review materials for any coune you are considering. Are they dear and to the point'

Do tiiey streu conceptual fundamentals? Are they NCAT-spe(ific? Would you ei^y studying from them?

Absolutely the Best Instruction You Can Get.

Great materials deserve great explicaton. What about the instruction? WiH your instructors have HS's or PhO's?

fm different instructon or just one or two? Are they tnie teadiers? What do former studenu say about them?

Enough required In-Class Time to Make the Difference.

You need at least ten weeks, four days a week (1 10 houn. 42 meetings), to learn and practice all the fundamentals.

Regular meetings motivate you to do mon work at home. Does your coune give you this level of commitment?

Plenty of Practice Problems, Passages, Essays, and Tests.

Consistent practice and error analysis solidifies your growing profKiency. Will you have diagnostic tests? Writ

you be required to complete 13 MCAT essays, or just two or three? Two proctored MCATs? Five prartice MCATs?

Go ahead and "kicJc the tires" on all theMCAT prep courses available to you.

We've got what you need to get outstanding scores. Call for a brochure.

Early Enroll Discount

ends Oct. 31st.
PBOFESSIOtlAl

Enrolling now for Apr '95

MCAT Preparation.

Drop by and visit usi

Tue-Wed-Thur. 1 -4Dm
10883 Kinross (at WMtwood)

208-5000

tr- uct'ua'ucu
uqi • iiciD

PREP COURSE"

800 MD-BOUND
9am-9pm
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I can make $120/week doing what?

alitbmia Cryobank, Inc. is looking

for young male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate sperm. You will

participate in a program desinied to

help couples who are not able to have

children.

In the United States close to rwenty

million people are affected by

ir\femlir/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm firumidonocs.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial comperwation and free

medical/genetic testing. For more

details call <3X))443-5Z44 EXT 24

^9 ^s^
A Sexy Comtdy about Immortality

A \/AHplRE IN HOLLYWOOD
by

Cynlhia Walker

Dtected by David Sheffield

Tues-Wed-Thurs 8:00 - $10 Oct. 18 - Nov. 3

Theatre/Theater 213-850-6941 1713CahuengaBivd^
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with the odds,

ADVERTISE Ul

December 3 LSAT • December 1 GRE

There's Still Timel
To Join The Princeton Review
for the December 3 LSAT and December 1 GRE

Our courses for the December 3 LSAT and December 10 GRE

began on Saturday, October 22.

But it is still possible to frl^e up the first two classes

by enrolling in our Late Start program.

You would then join the regular course starting with Lecture #2.

The Late Start Schedule

Thursday, October 27

Saturday, October 29

Lecture #1

Workshop #1

6:00pm to 10:00pm

10:00am to 1:00pm

(You would then join the regular course schedule beginning

with Lecture #2 on October 30)

THE

Call now to prepare for your LSAT or GREl

(800) 2-REVIEW

(310)474-0909
PRINCETON
REVffiW
we score more

The Princeton Review is not affiliated with either Princeton University or ETS. (Thank goodness!)

Tff"
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OUCHI
From page 3

recuse myself," Ouchi said. "I

have no role in soliciting those

funds and I don't know who is

being solicited."

The longtime UCLA manage-
ment professor said programs
such as Riordan's Scholars only

last as long as there is someone
on the faculty to champion their

continuation.

Attorney Jeffrey Classman,
who chairs the oversight com-
mittee for the "Fund for a New
Los Angeles," said the financial

arrangement is being drafted in a

way that will comply with state

and city laws.

"We've looked at it very close-

ly. We will make sure that he will

not be put in a position that any

conflict of interest laws will be

violated," said Classman, who
has worked with the mayor's
office and UCLA to put the pro-

posal together.

Classman, an attorney with
Riordan's former law firm,
Riordan and McKinzie, declined

to say whether Ouchi would have

to recuse himself from action
involving any donors to the fund.

Ethics Commission Executive

Director Ben Bycel refused com-
ment on whether the proposed
financing relationship could pose

a conflict of interest for Ouchi.

Some of the contributing firms

have or are continuing to do
business with the city.

In July, First Interstate
received a city contract to act as

trustee for a $100 million city

bond issue, one of two city bond
issues overseen by the bank.

The firm has also employed a

City Hall lobbyist in the last year

to watch out for its interests

regarding city regulation of auto-

matic teller machines, linked
deposit programs and communi-
ty investment ordinances,
according to records on file with

the City Ethics Commission.
Chevron employs a City Hall

lobbyist to look out for its inter-

ests, which include planning
matters involving the location of

gas stations and oil pipelines.

Fox won City Council
approval last year of a major
expansion of its Los Angeles stu-

dio, despite objections from
some neighbors.

And GTE also has retained a

City Hall lobbyist to look out for

the company's interest in provid-

ing telephone services in the city.

In addition, the city has an
agreement with UCLA that

allows the city to regulate traffic

generated by the school and iseek

mitigating measures as the
school pursues a long range
expansion program.

Ouchi said he has not come
across any potential conflicts

with fund donors during the first

year of the program.

The original study grant pro-

gram funded by businesses
through "Fund for a New Los
Angeles" ended Sept. 30, two
months after Ouchi became chief

of staff.

UCLA now has proposed to

continue the study grant program
for another year, again paying
Ouchi's salary and receiving
reimbursement from the "Fund
for a New Los Angeles" for 95
percent of his time, which would
be devoted to the city.

Some homeowner leaders who
are active at City Hall raised
doubts about whether Ouchi
shpuld be allowed to stay off the

city payroll.

"It raises a question of who
you are beholden to," said
Gordon Murley, chairman of the-

Federation of Hillside and
Canyon Assoctations.
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ATHEISM
From page 3

gion does live up to their needs in

every way.

"I think it does address our
most important need because it

addresses our need to be right

with God," Huey Dang, a third-

year biochemistry student said

about Christianity.

Regardless of spiritual needs,

many still believe that the duty of
religion is to address the issues

affecting today's people.

"(Religion) has to correspond
with modern times, and it's not
doing that now," Martinez said.

"But I think in the future it will."

Despite religious skepticism,

the actual trend may be in becom-
ing a believer, not a non-believer.

With more than four-fifths of
the U.S.'s population as believers

in a religion or God,' there doesn't

appear to be a drastic tip in the

scales in the near future,
Wolmack said.

In fact, it may be possible to

say that there presently is an
increase in adherents to tradition-

al religion.

With many predicting the apoc-

alypse - the end of the world - for

the year 2000, more people may
have become religious as a result,

Wolmack added.

Although many only consider

the fundamental disparity
between the religious adherent
and the atheist, some believe that

everyone thinks very much the

same. And that there really is no
true atheist.

"Even though there are people

who say they don't believe in

God, the atheist still loves life,

and love touches everything," said

Stephen Legaspi, a second year
philosophy stude£it, "We all love

the same things, we just gave
them different names."

"Searching for God is like

searching for happiness, some
people just don't believe in it by
the normal standards everybody
else believes in," Martinez said.

GHOSTS
From page 6

14 ghosts, and most of them were
the haunting type that have taken

up residence in the house, as

opposed to poltergeists who haunt

a person by rattling chains, moan-
ing and moving furniture about. ...

But a clue is a coldness that goes

right through you. And then
there's the sounds, voices and
footsteps," he added.

Although he spends a lot of
time investigating reports of
hauntings, he's quick to point out

that he's neither a professional

piirapsychologist nor a medium
who is paid to conduct seances or

otherwise communicate with
departed souls.

If the spirit moves him, he'll

check out your haunted house for

free.

Just don't be disappointed if he

discovers your house isn't haunt-

ed, but simply suffering from thin

walls or bad plumbing.
- "I always look for natural caus-

es, first,"- said Senate, who
believes at least half of the 250
"haunted" houses in which he
spent the night weren't really

inhabited by a ghost.

One family, for example,
thought they were hearing a baby
cry at night, but it was really a

peacock.

, But, he believes many homes
are haunted.

"Houses retain memories," he

said, "and negativity or evil can

cling to a house, particularly if it

is old or the site of a violent

See QNOSTS, page 12
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GHOSTS
From page 11

crime."

He cited ihe 1929 Tudor-style

home of Doug and Jean Ringo in

Ventura as an example.

"The Ringos bought the house

18 years ago and two days after

they moved in, began to experi-

ence strange noises, a cold spot in

the dining room and a ghost dust-

ing the table. Apparently, the orig-

inal owner abused his wife and

the Ringos wonder if there was a

murder in the dining room," he

explained.

New houses can be haunted,

"I had a normal life until

I saw a ghost in 1978."

Richard Senate

too. And he said the San Fernando

Valley is full of them.

"A lot of homeowners in

Encino and Tarzana have called

me to investigate, and Fve found

there really is a lot of energy out

there, possibly because the homes
were built on ancient burial

grounds and religious sites, as

well as a lot of violent activity

that took place in the area's early

days," Senate said.

Usually, an entire city isn't

haunted, but in the case of
Hollywood, he considers it a

curse rather than ghosts or a var-

ied bunch of ruthless show-biz
types.

Senate thinks that the man who
owned much of the land upon
which Hollywood is built,

Spaniard Antonio Feliz, had a

daughter who was cheated out of

the land by a bunch of Americans.

Ticked off, she put the whammy
on the place long before Marilyn

Monroe, James Dean and
Rudolph Valentino lived, died and
began haunting the city.

ASIA
From page 7

leaders at ease, creating a cama-
raderie that is difficult to achieve

in the highly orchestrated world of

presidential summits.

"It's one of his (Clinton's) real

strong points, his personal warmth
and understanding, his ability to«

pull people together," Calder said.

"My impression was that he did

that and I think that's a high point

ofWs Pacific policy."

But Calder and others said the

Clinton administration's efforts to

"The question of

human rights in

American foreign

policy is still up in the

air."

Richard Ellings

National Bureau of Asian

Research

forge a new partnership with its

Asian neighbors have not been as

successful, partly due to the dis-

traction of Bosnia, Somalia and
Haiti and a lack of focus on the

complex issues that lie beneath the

heady growth rates and booming
markets in Asia.

The result, they said, was a year
that included everything from the

on-again, off-again relationship
with China and the continuing dis-

pute with Japan over trade to the

clash over Singapore's flogging of
an American teenager accused of

See ASIA, page 13

ASIA
From page 12

vandalism.

"Asia, where perhaps America's .

greatest interests lie, is taking a

back seat partly due to priorities

set by the administration and part-

ly priorities the events of the past

year have set for the administra-

tion," said Richard Ellings, direc-

tor of the National Bureau of

Asian Research.

Critics arid supporters agree

Clinton has sought to keep trade at

the top of his Asian agenda, per-

suading Americans that economic

prosperity depends on foreign

trade, fair trade equals more jobs,

and Asians are future partners as

well as competitors.

Perhaps the thorniest issue in

Asia is the clash between trade

and human rights, sparked by the

Clinton administration's effort to

use its economic leverage as a tool

for encouraging Asia's authoritari-

an governments to relax their

hold.

That debate reached a fevered

pitch last spring around the renew-

al of China's most-favored-nation

trade status. Caught in a squeeze

between Congress, U.S. corpora-

tions and human rights advocates,

the president agreed to renew
China's trade status - one accord-

ed most U.S. trading partners -

while promising to use other

forums for encouraging the

release of political prisoners and a

halt to brutality in Tibet.

Many China watchers and U.S.

companies applauded the decision

to de-link trade and human rights,

arguing that increasing trade was

the best way of promoting democ-

"It*s one of (Clinton's)

real strong points, his

personal warmth and

understanding ..."

Kent Calder

Princeton University

ratic change in China.

Clinton has not always sided

with U.S. commercial interests.

Last May, Clinton publicly con-

fronted a staunch ally and trading

partner when he asked the

Singapore government not to cane

Michael Fay, the American
teenager found guilty of vandal-

ism. The Singapore government
refused to back down.

Still up in the air is the outcome

of a Clinton administration inves-

tigation of charges that

Indonesia's government has bru-

tally repressed its labor move-
ment. Earlier, the administration

had threatened to take away trade

privileges from Indonesia.

That issue will be difficult to

sidestep much longer, since

Clinton is scheduled to meet
Indonesian President Suharto after

the APEC meeting.

'The question of human rights

in American foreign policy is still

up in the air," said Ellings. "On the

one hand, the president came clean

and took the bold policy with
regards to China . . . But then, the

question of Indonesia came up."

Mike Mochizuki, co-director of

e Rand Corp.'s Center for Asia

Paeiilc Policy, said Clinton has

faiHn*to develop an Asia strategy

that coordinates the U.S. govern-

ment's military, political and eco-

nomic goals.

"The basic problem in Asia has

been that these three dimensions

can often be in the short term at

odds with each other," he said.

"Asia really requires a lot of atten-

tion and a lot of effort to mitigate

the conflicts anwng these different

dimensions."
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Viewpoint
Editorial

Tel Aviv bombing must not

shut off campus dialogue
P ^he oowerful exniosion that UCLA. tion - a feelinc o^hock at theThe powerful explosion that

rocked Tel Aviv at 8:55

a.m. Wednesday sent

shock waves rippling across the

world. Twenty-two killed, 48

injured.Time zones away from

the bombing, those figures fell

on the heavy hearts of people in

Los Angeles who mourn the con-

tinual violence plaguing the

Middle East. The darkness

brought on by this bombing -

the deadliest terrorist assault in

16 years - contrasts sharply with

the joy that accompanied the

recent announcement of Yitzhak

Rabin, Shimon Peres and Yasser

Arafat as Nobel Peace Prize win-

ners.

We strongly condemn the hor-

ror of this bombing, and join

other members of the world

community who hope this latest

strike will not derail the fragile

peace process. Last week's

explosion must not blow apart

the dialogue at the negotiation

table.

But we cannot control the

communication between leaders

in the Middle East. What we can

do is shape the discourse among
community members here at

UCLA
The Arab-Israeli conflict has

powerfully impacted this campus.

This reaction is not surprising -

many connections to the events

in the Middle East connect

groups on campus, especially the

Jewish and Muslim communi-
ties. Cultural and religious ties,

personal identifications, ideolog-

ical beliefs, hopf, fear and

dreams thread many students

into the issue. In the past few

years, UCLA students have been

especially vocal. The continuing

violence in the Middle East has

provoked rallies, protests and

heated debates. Events in the

Gaza Strip and the West Bank
seem to ripple back across the

tiny threads which connect them

to Westwood.

This global impact is felt in

both times of peace and times of

war. Campus tension increases in

relation to the heightening of

conflict between these distant

governments. Last spring, after

the horrifying massacre in

Hebron, relationships between

campus groups grew strained.

And last week, the Tel Aviv

bombing provoked a dual reac-

tion - a feeling of shock at the

tragedy, accompanied by bated

breath, as students waited to see

how otifers would respond."^

While our generation's politi-

cal awareness and activism on

this issue is commendable, we
cannot let those connecting

threads tangle our relations with

members in our own community.

Dialogue, debate and discussion

on this issue is vital. There will

be disagreements. There will be

arguments. But the tension and

conflict of holding one another

accountable for the actions of

Middle Eastern leaders thou-

sands of miles away is divisive

and painful.

On Thursday, the Israeli

Cabinet sealed the West Bank
and Gaza Strip indefmitely in

response to the fatal bombing.

Now, we must not seal off com-
munication here. If anything,

students should use their knowl-

edge and personal connections to

expand, campus discussion on the

issue. We cannot stop the terror-

ism or force the peace process.

But we can take leadership on

this issue in our own community
to continue the dialogue.

tliewalls

betweenus.

Viewpoint

Radical Hamas attempts to derail peace process
By Adam Symson

The recent events in Israel and the

Middle East have brought to me mixed
emotions. On the one hand, there was the

historic and amazing peace agreement

signed between Jordan and ^rael that will

bring closer the reality of peace in the

Middle East between Israel and her neigh-

bors. Unfortunately, on the other hand, the

recent advances made in the Middle East

have been seriously overshadowed by the

recent devastating acts of terrorism openly

committed by Hamas, the Palestinian radi-

cal faction that seems to be working its

hardest to completely derail the entire

peace process.

Within the past two weeks, three vicious

attacks on the people of Israel have deeply

affected Jews around the world. The first

attack came from armed snipers as they

successfully attacked and killed innocent

people as they were shopping in one of

Jerusalem's most popular tourist and shop-

ping districts.

The second, and most organized, attack

on Israel occurred when Hamas kidnapped

an Israeli soldier who was an American cit-

izen. The captors held him in return for the

release of 200 Arab prisoners held in Israeli

jails. On Oct. 14, Cpl. Nahshon Waxman
was killed by Hamas' military wing min-

utes before he was to be rescued by Israeli

commandoes.
^ The latest and most deadly of the mili-

tant Palestinian organization's attacks took

place Wednesday morning in Tel Aviv,

when a bomb exploded on a crowded bus,

killing 22 innocent Israeli citizens. Hamas,

again, was quick to claim responsibility

with pride for their bloody/ind ruthless

achievement.

The Hamas attacks affect Jewish

American students like myself on two lev-

els. First and foremost, we are deeply

angered by the deadly attacks on innocent

These attacks are clear attempts

to derail any peace in the region.

The Israeli government is clearly

hesitant to continue

negotiations with Arafat and the

other leaders in the Arab world.

Israelis. I mourn the loss of these people,

but my mourning is suppressed by anger,

shock and dismay. The second way in

which these attacks affect me is in my own
uncertainty with the entire Palestinian and
Israeli peace process.

These attacks are clear attempts to derail

any peace in the region. The Israeli govern-

ment is clearly hesitant to continue negotia-

tions with Arafat and the other leaders in the

Arab world. These nK>st recent attacks make
me wonder whether any real peace like this

is something Israel should even buy into.

Last year, after the massacre at Hebron,

in which one solitary deranged Israeli indi-

vidual killed more than a dozen people in a

crowded mosque, UCLA's organizations

rallied together to "Protest the Massacre,"

and further "Protest the Occupation" in

Israel.

Today, I ask the students on this campus
to again protest these niassacres, which
have been perpetrated by an efficiently

organized group of militants seeking specif-

ically to kill as many Jewish Israelis as pos-

sible.

While last year's massacre at Hebron was

indeed worthy of protest, it is time for the

world to come forward and speak out

against the organized terrorism by Hamas in

Israel. We must PROTEST HAMAS and

their deadly attacks.

Symson is a third-year communication

studies student.

Viewpoint

Once a^in, violence hurts

progress of peace process
By Shirley DIoomy

litis article is written on behalfofthe
Jewish Student Union.

On Oct 19, in the heart of Israel, a Hamas
terrorist carrying explosives boarded a public

bus and did the same thing Banich Goldstein

did last spring - he maliciously took away
the most precious gift of God - life.The ter-

rorist tooic the lives of 23 people, his own life

included.

We, as part of the UCLA Jewish Student

Union, unequivocally deplore'the attack, and

are absolutely horrified at the obvious disre-

gard for human life.

This is the price of peace, you say?.That is

simply unacceptable! It is unacceptable to us,

and it is certainly unsatisfactory for the vic-

tims' mourning families. Death is not the

price of peace. I!)eath is the result of hate!

Peace or no peace, no nuui, woman (»r child

should have to wake up each day and face

the fear of death.And yet we find ourselves

asking why this injustice has become a reali-

ty in Israel? Violence has reared its ugly head

and once again, as usual, it has resolved noth-

ing!

All>4hat remain are ashes, and the memo-
ries of 22 innocent Israelis. Our deepest sym-
pathies go out to their families and friends

and to Nahshon Waxman's family as well.

Thoughts of the fallen victims are engraved

in our minds, hearts and prayers. For them,

we light a solenm candle of commemoration
and respect. We will not dismiss their lives as

unfortunate sacrifices of peace, for they are

the victims of an abominable crime that is not

tolerated by decent people, by law or by God.

DIoomy is a second-year political science

student.
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Dear Gamer: believe It or not, feminism Is § §

Adena

Chung

Dear Gamer: I'm totally descending

into my vices of yesteryear. Or more
like yestermonth. I'm smoking a

Mild-7 as I sit on my Shakespeare book-

brick (a monster text) wondering why I'm

smoking instead of reading "A Midsummer
Night's DreanL" I think it's lack of sleep

which is making me feel like crap whicli is

making me want to snK)ke a cigarette. Or
two. (I lit up another ^^^^^^^^^^
one.) At least I under-

stand why I'm acting

this way; that makes me
feel better. I feel at a

loss to do anything

that's good for me
today so I'll drink my
coffee and do whatever

I feel like doing. Like

smoke. It feels good-

bad, if you know what I

mean. I know it's twist-

ed.

I had this idea for my
next Viewpoint column
that I thought was great at the conception of

it (isn't that always the case). But then,

since I started writing for this one early, I

had time to think about it. Now I'm not so

sure.'

Spawned by a multitude of events but

primarily inspired by another column by
Roxane Marquez, I jotted it down as I

cruised the 405 on my way to school at the

break of dawn one morning last week. This

is how it goes:
• • •

There are a lot of you guys out there who
don't appreciate 'feminism." You think,

jokingly or seriously, that it means letting

your body hair grow, talking shit about

males, turning to lesbianism, female bond-

ing, rejecting make-up and "pretty" clothes,

being obnoxious and outspoken and you

don't think it's cool. That's a pretty long

list, but there's more.

There's also the aching inside for a firm

hand on you, the reveling in a deep steady

masculine voice that rolls off your name or

tells you a good story. Wanting a warm
body thicker and longer than you to

smoothly lay against, skin on skin, and

breathe in his snnell. The desire to knead out

all a guy's worries and stresses with your

strong fingers, work all over his body and

exorcise the bad day he had; ease his ten-

sion by absorbing it through your ears, eyes,

hands, absorbing it through your mouth
when he kisses hard with his dewy lips,

through your thighs when he leans into

them. And taking him in moaning, sighing,

sweet ecstasy on some lazy orange after-

noon or in the cool blue nnoonlight of the

secret night.

Yeah, feminism has a

lot to do with fuck-

ing, which you
understand,

right? But

you still

don't

ways.

That's too bad, because I don't think you
could really understand fucking if you're

i^ot ready to understand feminism in its

elitirety with all of its rebellion and rejec-

tion of defunct traditions, its anger which

many of you see as gratuitous nonsense.

It's too bad, because so much of femi-

nism has to do with you. We are

feminine because you are

masculine. It's like

mental sex

which com-
bined with

physical

sex

under-

stand fem-

inism if you

can't see that it

also includes not

wanting to be seen as an

object, even if we're wearing

some sexy little promiscuous thing, not

wanting to be talked down to, needing your

reciprocal admiration and respect, being

crabby or insecure when we're about to

have our period. You won't know when to

leave us alone because we're not in the

mood, when flowers aren't as good as your

silent attention, why cotton Calvin Kleins

are better than Victoria's Secret in a lot of

makes
sex in

general pretty

incredible.

I can kind of under-

stand how it would be

hard for you. Is it all a mystery?

Or do you think you have it figured out?

Because u^ating a girl with respect isn't all

about catering to her needs and taking care

of her, pampering her and wining and din-

ing her. I like to be wined and dined, but

more than I want you to feed my mouth, I

want you to feed my head. Wining and din-

ing me isn't going to make me grow any

way except laterally, which a lot of you

^ut you, too
guys probably don't like and I don't like

myself, either. And taking care of me is dif-

ferent than caring about me. My parents

have taken care of me, and there isn't any

need for someone new to assume that role.

Appreciating feminism is really simple.

Treating a giri right is to let her be exactly

the way her inner self wants to be after

shedding all the expectations engendered by

social, cultural and religious sexist institu- ,

tions that burden us like clunky metal

armor, like shells upon our backs. Give her

the space, allow her to ditch all that and

what you should find is a woman who likes

sex just as much as you do and is willing to

admit it. You'll find someone who will do

"nice" things for you because it's very nor-

mal for her to nurture, someone who
respects you and will support you and stand

by you, even when you are being a total

"guy." Actually, this would probably help

_cure a lot of other problems, too, like bulim-

ia, various neuroses, and, as a by-product,

you'd probably get laid more often.

I don't know what to tell you if you only

want to get laid, though. So I guess just

keep flowing the drinks, gel her tanked and

hope she's weak enough to go home with

you so you can get some mediocre action

for the night. With all the STDs going

around today, though, it'd probably be more

fun just to lay in bed spanking the monkey
with your own erotic fantasies.

• • •

So that's what I wrote for the article. I

really liked it, and then came the onslaught

of second thoughts which made me doubt

whether what I wrote was worth submitting.

What will "they" think? That I'm loose,

hard-up and out of control? That I'm pre-

tentious? Would "real" feminists think I'm a

poseur?

Now as I sit here writing to you who
always made me feel comfortable being

whatever I was at that moment, you who
always made me feel strong, I remember

that this doubt is just what has stymied my
life in the past. So I lay to rest the second

thoughts and turn this in. Thanks for being

you because it has helped me to be me.

Lx)ve,

Adena

Chung is a senior English student.

Viewpoint

'Crisis of tlie ciassroom' pervades UCLA lectures
By William Allen

17115 article was previously

published in the Summer 1994

edition ofthe California Political

Review.

I am a grumpy professor at a

prestigious university. I am
grumpy because I am a professor.

For I do very little teaching;

instead, I merely conduct classes.

More accurately, while conduct-

ing classes, I profess much pro-

fundity - but not much is learned.

And what little is learned is large-

ly confined, by choice of the cus-

tomers, to immediate, nitty-gritty

concerns of the final exam.

The intellectual returns from

student investment cannot be

great when the investment is not

great. And there is not likely to be

great investment by those who are

uncommitted, unorganized, undis-

ciplined, unprepared and uncon-

scious, who have no professional

pride and no conception of com-
petence and accomplishment.

The problem is not only that

most children of the campus - and

there are a blessed few exceptions

- do not know much and cannot

do much. In addition, most are

blissfully unaware of how little

they know and can do; they are

not effectively engaged in the

subtle and rigorous process of

learning and have little notion of

what is entailed in learning; and

they have neither found nor had

impressed upon them effective

incentive to try to discover what

to do in trying to learn. They are

young even for their tender years.

Such dour assessment reflects

a mountain of discouraging evi-

dence. A few anecdotes can illus-

trate.

•There was the freshman who
allowed as how she would like to

I am grumpy because

I am a professor.

For I do very little

teaching; instead,

I merely conduct

classes.

be a biologist, for, in her only

biology class (in a lousy high

school), she received a grade of

D.

•There was the senior who
had a part-time job as receptionist

in an engineering firm, and con-

cluded that it would be "neat" to

be an engineer - although she

found it quite impossible to grasp

the concept of the slope of a

straight line.

•There was the upper-divi-

sion customer in a history class

who asked the instructor during

the final exam if we are living in

the 20Ui century. (The reply was:

"Most of us are.") Several of the

student's colleagues in the class

were uncertain as to whether the

17(X)s are the 17th century or the

18th.

•There was the large propor-

tion of another history class who
agreed that Aristotle elaborated

received Christian doctrine -

more than 3(X) years before Jesus.

•There was the final exam in

a principles-of-economics class in

which half of the young scholars

agreed that "most goods are not

free because most property is pri-

vately owned" and "because busi-

ness is run for profit"; and a third

of the elite group held that "recur-

ring waves of inflation are the

result of recurring waves of greed

or irresponsibility of business

managers or workers or con-

sumers."

These young people - almost

all of them genial and likeable

when treated very gently - hardly

try seriously to conceptualize,

synthesize and generalize; they

have gained virtually no erudition

or perspective; they are embar-

ra.ssingly inarticulate and illiter-

ate; they have no developed

wisdom or insightfulness or sense

of the wholeness and evolution of

any part of their worid; they arc

utteriy lacking analytic intuition,

feel for causal relations and intel-

lectual flair. And they commonly
become either surly or sassy if

criticized. They consider any

grade less than B an insult.

An eminent colleague has

publicly stated "the majority of

students cannot think or write or

study at the college level. Neither

will they learn. Most will gradu-

ate with a C, C+ or B- grade aver-

age. But they aren't totally

uneducated. And most of them

don't know it, having picked up

no idea of what an education

might be. The whole thing is

scandalous."

Scandalous, indeed. But, in

this crisis of the campus, do not

look for much voluntary reform

from college administrators or

even from faculty, who typically

acquiesce in and often prosper

from the scandal. For dilution of

professionalism can mean more

bodies in the classroom, more

classrooms, more faculty and

more deans. And of course, more

is always better.

Allen is a UCLA professor of
economics.

Do not e-mail until further notice.
-Don't panic, there are alternatives:

1. Try faxing us, at 206-0906.

2. Write us. Yes, it's still being done. *^

—»**
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THE

JAPAN EXCHANGE AND TEACHING PROGRAM

INTRODUCTORY FORUM
One of the best opportunities of your life?

Tuesday, October 25, 1994
5:00-7:00 p.m.

California Room at Faculty Center

In the event you are unable to attend,

Information and applications may be
obtained by contacting UCLA EXPO at

825-0831, or by calling 1-800-INFO-JET
or the JET Office of the Consulate at

21 3-61 7-6700, extension 332.
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KAPLAN and Phi Alpha Delta-USC
are proud to sponsor a

Free Law School
Adnnlssions Seminar

•

%

^w"*"!^

Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

/ / Patrick Harris, J.D.

.

"^ University ofMichigan

>0 .

at
- . • »

J' ¥TCr^

* Tuesday, October 25th
r r r

6:00- 9:00 pm
• f

•f

Mr. Harris will discuss: .

" • how to improve your chances of

qettinq into law school

• the Importance of your GRA & LSAT scores

1

• how to write an effective personal statement

Mr. Harria is a conanltant, author, and experieDced Kaplan LSAT instructor. He haa written a Kaplan ffnide to law school
admiBsiona, in which he rereala the insights and strategies he learned from interriews with over 60 admissions officers

r t

Seminar spaces are limited, call 1 -800-KAP-TEST today!
1

' +7.2
points*

^
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get a higher score
r •

KAPLAN
r .
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Religious
conference

ised to
Prop. 187
The following b a statement on

Proposition 187from the mem-
bers ofthe University Religious

Coirference Program Cabinet.

Since the beginning of the

school year we have heard oppo-

sition to Proposition 187 from a

variety of communities. We
would like to register our opin-

ions on behalf of the religious

communities represented at the

University Religious Conference,

the home of Roman Catholic,

Buddhist, Jewish and seven

Protestant Christian denomina-
tions.

Over the years, we have devot-

ed ourselves to a mutual commit-
ment to minister to the UCLA
community. This commitment
has not always meant uniformity

of opinion; we have disagreed

over a number of issues.

However, concerning Proposition

187 we find ourselves of one
mind. We believe that persons of
faith and conscience will find

themselves absolutely opposed to

this act and its provisions.

There are a variety of reasons

for this. First and foremost are

the injunctions commonly held in

our religious traditions that call

for hospitality and acceptance of

the stranger within our midst.

Within the faiths that sprang

from the Abrahamic covenant

this obligation to render hospital-

ity to the stranger and the dispos-

sessed is of paramount
importance. The injunctions to

minister to the stranger, the wid-

owed, the orphans and the poor

are obligations laid upon the

faith community and all of its

members. In the Christian tradi-

tion, Jesus reminds the commu-
nity, "Whatever you have done to

the least of my brothers and sis-

ters, you have also done to me."
In the Torah, the obligations to

care of fugitives and strangers

rank near the beginning of the

Law. Buddhist scripture says that

one should care for all sentient

beings, without discrimination,

just as a mother cares for and

protects her only child. To accept

the provisions of this initiative

means a denial of our call to act

for the dispossessed and the

stranger in our midst.

Second, this initiative singles

out those least capable of defend-
ing themselves to bear the brunt

of the measure's intent. The bur-

den of this measure seems to fall

most heavily upon those in need
of medical attention and chil-

dren. In fact, it seems as though
the state is seeking to punish

children for the crimes of their

parents. Children rarely have a

voice in deciding where their

parents are going to live.

In spite of this, the initiative

calls upon the state of California

to deprive them of their right to

an education because of their

parents' decision to transgress

the law by immigrating illegally.

Someone once reminded us that

you can judge the greatness of a

nation by the way it treats its

weakest members; this initiative

reveals our moral frailty because
it seeks to punish those who are

least capable of caring for them-
selves.

Third, history shows us that

laws that single out one group of
people for selective treatment or
discrimination develop a dynam-

'

See niOPL iS7, p^e 17
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ic of their own.The impulse to

separate is never fully satisfied

by the force of the original legis-

lation or fiat.The separation

called for by law i^ always
enforced and subsequently, the

prejudiced discover that the

degree of separation is not suffi-

cient and the state then approves

even more stringent measures.

Thus, in the post-reconstruc-

tion South, disenfranchising

African American citizens led to

an ever more restrictive series of

racial exclusion laws. This

process continued until the ^

height of absurdity is reached.

For example, in some Southern

states it violated state law to

store school textbooks used in

white schools in the same ware-

house space with texts used in

black schools.

Discriminatory legislation

confirms people's worst assump-
tions about the other groups and
leads to increased levels of fear

and discrimination. Such laws

never alleviate tensions or elimi-

nate the problem; they only

increase the level of fear and
exacerbate the problem they seek

to address.

Someone once wrote that ^11

that is necessary for the triumph

of evil is for people of goodwill

to remain silent. Many individu-.

als have spoken out forcefully

against this immoral law; when
is UCLA going to raise its voice

in opposition? Will we wait until

we begin to single out undocu-
mented students in our midst for

expulsion and forced repatria-

tion?

German universities did not

raise a word when Jewish stu-

dents were expelled; they were
silent when Jewish faculty were

forced out, and they said nothing

when the Nazis burned books in

the streets. At some point our

school or the whole UC system is

going to have to speak on this

issue or admit to its complicity

through silence.

As people who seek to live

according to the promptings of

our faiths, we cannot keep silent

in the face of such injustice and

bigotry. In seeking obedience to

our understanding of our tradi-

tions and obedience to the calling

of a higher power, we cannot in

good conscience comply with the

dictates of this immoral act.

We pledge ourselves, and we
call upon all professionals,

health care workers, educators,

social workers, clergy and laity

from faith communities to join us

in a pledge of noncompliance

and resistance to the provisions

of this scandalous initiative.

As people of faith, we pledge

that should this iniative pass, we
will publicly, openly ind willful-

ly violate its provisions and con-

tinue to do so until this attack on
human rights is removed from

the rolls of California's laws.

We also invite all people

opposed to this measure to join

us for an hour-long vigil of silent

prayer at noon on Thursday, Nov..

3. Details will be announced in

advertisements in the Daily

Bruin.

This piece was signed by the

members ofthe University

Religious Conference Program
Cabinet: Episcopal Chaplain Rev.

Giles Asbury, the Revs. Soon

Chung and Charles Doak of the

Presbyterian Centerfor Church

and University, Rabbi Chaim
Seidler-Feller of Hillel, Rev. Fran

CdGper of Wesley Fayndation and
Buddhist Chaplain Rev. Heidi
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AUTO INSURANCE BLUES?

HERE'S GOOD NEWS ON

LOW RATES!

In April, 1994, the results of a Department of Insurance study

were published in the LA Times. One top rated California

based company emerged with significantly lower rates for a

wide range of good drivers - including young singles, young
marrieds and families with young drivers. Even drivers who
had 2-3 points often received significant savings.

For Insurance Relief, please call us in Westwood (310) 208-3548
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KAPLAN and the UCLA Pre-Med Society
are proud to sponsor a

Free Medical School
Admissions Seminar

Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

Dwight Warren, M.D.

Associate Dean for Curriculum

use Medical School

Former Member of USC Admissions Committee

at

UCLA, Rolfe Hall 1200

Wednesday, October 26th

6:00- 8:00 pm
Refreshments will be ser\'ed!

Dr. Warren will discuss:

• how to improve your chances of

getting into medical school

• the importance of your GPA & MCAT scores

• how to write an effective essay

• how to be prepared for your interview

Dr. Warren, vho hu advised hnndreds of prospectiye medical school applicants on the

admissions process, wiU be available to answer yonr questions.

Seminar spaces are limited, call t«800-KAP-TEST todays

get a higher score
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Arts & Entertainment
Beatts directs 'Pants on Fire'

Former *SNU writer

chooses a new path

in one-woman play

By Barbara Hernandez
Daily Bruin Staff

Former "Saturday Night Live"

writer Anne Beatts finds it hard

not to be homesick.

Originally from New York,
Beatts grew up in various parts of

the East Coast, but something
always called her back to her

native ground.

In 1975, when "Saturday Night

Live" first started, Beatts was one

of its founding mothers.

"The good thing about
'Saturday Night Live' was you
didn't have to get up early, got the

summers off and lived in New
York," she says, living her dream
of a glamorous New York life. (It

wasn't until the last two years she

was willing to give up her New
York status for Los Angeles,
Previously she just said she
worked in L.A., disregarding her

Hollywood apartment).

She lasted there until 1979,

with one short stint in 1985 as a

guest writer. Instead of merely
writing she created her critically

acclaimed series "Square Pegs" in

1982-83 season. "It's really hard

to sell a series about young girls,"

she says. "But there's a new show
on that's kind of Square Peggian.

Have you seen it, 'My So-Called

Life'r

"It's 86 in the rankings," she

says, adding that at Thursday at 8

it seems as ifABC is just throwing

it away. "I was really wishing it Brucker's one-woman play "Pants

well. If it fails it just makes it on Fire", in which she directs,

harder to sell the next time." "The most challenging aspect was
Now she's working on Jane trying to find a place to rehearse

Jane Brucker stars in the one-woman play "Pants on Fire.

while the theater was under con-

struction," she laughs. They man-

See BEATTS, page 24

'Pants' tells of woman's love, loss
By Barbara Hernandez
Daily Bruin Staff

In "Pants on Fire," a thir-

tysomething married woman con-

templates an affair with her
daughter's preschool teacher.

Meditating on why she would be
unfaithful to her controlling and
guilty husband she says, "Maybe I

think I want sex because I used to

want it."

Written from a woman's point

of view, Jane Brucker's clever
script of an unnamed woman,
played by herself, works wonders.

Brucker's woman, torn by desire,

fidelity and marriage, takes on a

journey of insecurity, loss and
renewal.

-Long ignored by David, her
Often-angry husband, she's ceased

trying to engage his interest in her,

in sex, even in their marriage. "I

hate you hating me," she tells him,
as their relationship seems too far

gone to both of them. Instead, she

starts looking at her daughter's
young handsome teacher, Reggie
Adcock, in a new light.

Aware of her vulnerability to an
affair, she hires Adcock to pose
for a series of historical paintings.

She ends up having sex with him
while he's costumed as historical

figures like Abraham Lincolp,
Christopher Columbus and Wyatt
Eaip.

_ While having her affair, she
ignores her husband, only briefly

telling him Adcock is gay.

When she finds another
woman's shoe in Adcock' s apart-

ment, she begins to envision aU
the women in his life, all perfect

and having something she lacks.

Her acute insecurity deems the

other woman someone better.

They're either younger, smarter,

more spiritual or sexier.

There's her daughter's babysit-

ter Harvest. 18, with perky breasts

and, some woman in a Louise
Brooks haircut with a degree in

physics, who makes documen-
taries and writes books. Maybe
she's a New Age woman anuned
to nature and her feelings, intu-

itive and omniscient. Or possibly

she's that Hustler centerfold
whose down home advice rings

true. "I never met a man who
thought he had bad legs, and
there's no free clitoral stimula-

tion."

Her obsession with Adcock's
infidelity really masks her insecu-

rity about David's fidelity. "I

knew he was cheating on me by
the way his shampoo wasn't being

used." The six-month bottle of
shampoo only started to empty
when she became pregnant.
Although she never talked about it

again, her resentment is still as

fresh.

When David finally finds out
about the affair, there's a con-
frontation, somewhat hopeful and
open-ende^ and a lot like life.

Brucker's play isn't a morality

tale. It's about being lost in a sea

of unease, about the hopelessness

of the person pledged to love you
ac like he hates you. Her character

is neither bad nor good, just very

unhappy.

Fueled with intelligent dialogue

and rounded characters, even
though most are unseen, Brucker
manages to convey a humanity to

all the people in her play. David
isn't merely a jerk, he's allowed a

little vulnerability. Reggie, her

lover, shows this as well. This
isn't male-bashing, but a woman's
life, and her story isn't made to

alienate men.

Brucker, clad in red and black

against a full white set, commands
attention, her dramatic looks and
presence making it impossible for

an audience not to be enthralled.

Her script, full of honesty and life

humor, make her play easy to

absorb and admire. Combined
with Beatts' comic direction and
Brucker's great timing, "Pants on
Fire" is excellent. A great story

told in a hilarious and sometimes
thoughtful way, "Pants on Fire"

should be savored and enjoyed.

THEATER: "Pants on Fire" by
Jane Brucker. Directed by Anne
Beatts. Starring Jane Brucker.
Now playing in "Downstairs at the

Met" Thursday, Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. Running
through Nov. 19. TIX; $12. For
njjaa^o. call (213) 957-1752.

John Dahl directs Linda Fiorentino in Last Seduction, finally headed for the big screen. It plays tonight at Melnitz Theater at 7:30 p.m.

Dahl's latest 'seduction'
With Last Seduction director Dahl

takes noir from cable to big screen
By Mike Horo%vltz

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

John Dahl's second feature film. Red Rock West, was released on
video nationally and he hoped no one would watch it

The director's third feature film. Last Seduction, played on HBO, and
he prayed no one would see it.

He seems to be making a habit out of crossing his fingers and wish-

ing for low viewership. But no masochistic career moves or reverse

psychology are behind his desires, he simply wants his movies to get

their due on the big screen.

In a town where films traditioaidly journey from theatrical release to

video and finally tackle down to cable, Dahl is somewhat of an anon^
aly. His meagerly budgeted film noir works its way up due to persis-

tence and quality.

Last Seduction, coming out Wednesday and screening at Melnitz

tonight, had its rights sold to HBO before he could send it to festivals to

test its acceptance. Due to the critical splash that Red Rock West made at

the beginning of the year, he feared the new picture would be reviewed

for television. In that case, it would never get press even if it could

make it to the theatres.

"We were going, 'geez. I hope nobody notices or watches.'" says

Dahl. before being sure not to step on cable's toes. "HBO's a great

thing; they make a lot of their own projects; they make a lot of their

own films, and a lot of their stuff is really terrific."

But HBO did miss a good thing when they quietly slipped Seduction

on and off the air. After a contractual six-week blackout. October films

grabbed the theatrical rights to his film.

"It's not a bad thing to be released on HBO." he acknowledges, "but

it's always nice to be released in a movie theatre."

On Wednesday, he will get his wish. Not that he's stressing out over

it. It takes him two guesses to remember the release date. That's

because Dahl has always been more concerned with working again and

filming a new film, than worrying about his last movie's medium. It's

tough to pull him away from his new screenplay revision he's working

on now, but he sits down with The Bruin at the Hamlet Gardens to dis-

cuss his three films and his characters.

"An executive at a studio gave me Last Seduction," says Dahl, "and

said 'maybe this would be something you'd be interested in.'" The
screenplay by Steve Barancik deals with a classic femme fatale stealing

from and screwing over men in New York. "I read it and I couldn't teH

ftfst of all whether it was really funny or really stupid," says Dahl, smil-

ing. "In fact, I remember giving it to my brother and he said 'it's either

really good or really bad.' It could go either way. I think that's kind of

the mark of good material."

Seduction walks the same high wire act as Dahl's acclaimed Red
Rock West, a picture he wrote with his brother. The two films do a

remarkable job presenting quick plot twists and calculated knives-in-

the-back in a way that never seems gimmicked or staged. "With Red

LhKla Fiorentino stars as Bridget Gregory in Last Seduction,
hardly a movie about good Samaritans. ^-, -

'Hamlet' departs from

traditional production

L.A. Repertory 's

actors prove to be

mainstays of play

By Jennifer Richmond
Daily Bruin Staff

When William Shakespeare
wrote "Hamlet" he probably
didn't have the Los Angeles
Repertory's production in mind.
Shakespeare's classic, cur-

rently at the L.A. Theatre
Center, follows Hamlet (David
Ellenstein) on his quest to

avenge his murdered father.

But although this perfor-
mance follows the classic
tragedy of Ocdipal obsession
closely. Director Robert
Ellenstein chose to stage the

production very differently from
traditional ideas. With only six

actors portraying all parts, no
set, no props and no elaborate

costumes. Ellenstein's produc-
tion surprises with masterful
performances that prove acting

is still what makes a play.

Even though the younger
Ellenstein plays Hamlet in the

traditional all black, he still has

to share the line load with the

much smaller part of Francisco.

This shows he isn't any different

from the other actors. Ellenstein

must prove his abilities just like

everyone else. And prove them
he does.

He astonishes in the same role

he played seven years ago.
During his monologues,, he
looks at the audience with such

intensity, it's impossible to play

with the notion that Ellenstein's

simply acting. There's no doubt
he is Hamlet.

Because there are no props,

he proves his amazing skill at

pantomiming as well. During
the final scene when Hamlet
duels with Laertes (Brendan
Ford), the choreography is so

precise the audience can practi-

cally hear the swords as they
crash against each other. They
lunge and thrust like trained

fencers. When one hits the

other, traces of blood practically

appear from the mimed scratch.

This scene alone makes the

entire production worthwhile.

But Ellenstein isn't the only

See HAIMLET, page 22

Oct. 27 and also Friday, Oct. 28

at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Says
Louise Carroll, director of
Campus Events Film Program,

of the $2 evening: "They may
be dead but they can stil| kick

your ass."

Esuah will perform today at noon in Westwood Plaza.

DANCE: "Dance from
Cameroon." Traveling through

Germany, France, Belgium,
and L.A.'s world cup, the

dance group, Esuah brings a

diverse and rich heritage to

UCLA today at noon. The
dancers will perform African

ballet, village and traditional

dances to portray a culture.

Westwood Plaza, noon.

COMEDY: "Think Tank-
Alternative Stand-Up
Comedy" Featuring Ed
Marques of MTV fame.
Cooperage, 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,

Oct. 25.

MOVIES: The Last
Seduction Stop now and read

the article on the film's director

in today's section. Free screen-

ing of this new film noir at

Melnitz Theater at 7:30 p.m.

For programming information,

please oall Melnitz Movies:
825-2538.

MOVIES: The Crow and
Enter the Dragon. Ackerman
Grand Ballroom, Thursday.

Ill© Crow will play Thursday,

in Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

K
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Band past its

prime bores

Rdxy^s crowd
By Brian Remick

Though they present them-
selves as an "escape from
grunge," the Lightning Seeds'

on-siage presence lacks so much
excitement that Alice In Chains

seems intoxicating by compari-

son.

Promoting its new album.
Jollification, the Lightning
Seeds played last Wednesday to

a diverse Roxy prowd, ranging

from eternal fans who knew the

words to every song to people

who just came off Sunset
Boulevard to see what all the

noise was inside.

The music of the Lightning
Seeds simply does not sound
good live, mostly due to the

band's dull and mediocre on-

stage presence. This is not to say

that they are not excellent musi-

cians, but rather that they do not

have the charisma to hold the

attention of an audience.

The band opened with the

classic "All I Want," bringing

back the traditional sound that

made the band sort-of well-

known. Ian Broudie's guitar

melodies still sounded great, five

years after the band started.

Broudie continued the set with

a few songs from the new album,

and a new song called "How,"
which combines a powerful bass

line with great chord progres-

sions.

The crowd at the Roxy seemed
very mellow. There were a few

people right in front of the stage

who cheered and danced through

every song, but most either

bobbed their heads in unison or

sat at the tables in the back.

"If you feel the urge to move
around a li-ttle bit, feel free,"

Broudie said in his tenor British

accent. But, his futile plea had

no impact on the stubborn
crowd.

Broudie ended the set with the

hit "Pure," which seemed to

lighten up the crowd a little bit -

enough, anyway, to produce suf-

ficient applause for an encore.

The show concluded with
"Marvelous," another classic

tune that shows the power of
their synth-pop style.

The Lightning Seeds didn't

seem too excited about being at

the Roxy. Broudie mostly stood

on stage and played his guitar,

while the other members of the

band were a bit more lively. The
performance was still solid and
well-done but definitely not very

memorable.
The show opened with a new

acoustic band called the

Ian Broudie of the Lightning Seeds, looking as thrllledl offstage as during Wednesday's show.

Murmurs, who seemingly were
not used to playing in front of

people. "OK - nobody get ner-

vous," said the lead vocalist and

guitarist, as the duo took the

stage. The band's fresh acoustic

sound is becoming more popular,

but its perforniance was just

really bad.

After the guitarist's string

broke, they stared at each other

in shock; things were pretty

much over. "What - are you
havin' a cup of tea or some-

thin'?!?" the vocalist screamed
at the guitarist after their worst

nightmare came to life. "My
string broke," she replied. How's
that for spontaneity?

The problem with the

Lightning Seeds is that the

synth-pop scene is just not
appealihg anymore to the majori-

ty of music fans. The music itself

hasn't changed, but the listeners

have matured. Groups like

Depeche Mode, New Order and

the like that were huge in the

early '80s have dropped in popu-

larity, leaving bands like the

Lightning Seeds, who were
never very popular to begin with,

in the dust. They had their best

shot at success a few years ago
with the release o
CloudCuckooland, but for some
reason, the success never came.

On Wednesday night, the

Lightning Seeds showed a cer-

tain loyalty to its style that is

quite admirable, if not a little

hopeless.
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How Hester got that tell-tale scarlet letter
By MIcMko Kakutanl
The New York Times

We've met Hester, the spirited

heroine of Christopher Bigsby's
new novel, before, of course.
She's Hester Prynne, the dark
lady of "Tlie Scarlet Utter,"
Nathaniel Hawthorne's magisteri-

al study of sin and salvation in

Puritan New England.

Whereas 'The Scarlet Letter"

focused almost completely on the

middle and later years of its charr

acters' lives (and the conse-
quences that sin and guilt have
had on their emotional matura-
tion), "Hester" dwells on their

back stories, on the events that

initially shaped their fates.

Bigsby teaches American
Studies at the University of East

Anglia in England, and he
demonstrates in these pages an
intimate understanding of the
ideas and motifs that animate

"The Scarlet Letter."

The novel he has written is not

an exploitative, commercial pre-

quel to 'The Scariet Letter," like

.«o many recent reworkings of
classic tales, but an earnest effort

to create an emotional bookend to

that earlier novel, a bookend that

seeks to replicate Hawthorne's
language and themes, while at the

same time filtering the story

through the lens of a more con-

temporary sensibility.

Yet for ail of Bigsby's well-

intentioned efforts, "Hester" lacks

an organic magic. In fact, by
strenuously , amplifying
Hawthorne's imagery and narra-

tive techniques, Bigsby inadver-

tently underscores some of the

mbre questionable aspects of his

classic novel.

Hawthorne's tendency to turn

his characters into two-dimen-
sional types, his heavy reliance on
symbolism (the scarlet letter sym-

bolizing adultery, the wooded
landscape of New England sym-
bolizing Eden, etc.), his penchant

for portentous moral asides, all

are heightened here in "Hester,"

creating a lugubrious and often

stilled narrative.

Extrapolating remarks made by

the original Hester about her
youth in England, Bigsby tries to

give us in these pages a full

account of the events that brought

her together in a fatal triangle

with her cold-hearted husband,
Roger Chillingworth, and her
self-torturing lover, Arthur
Dimmesdale.
As depicted by Bigsby, Hester

emerges as a lonely, eager teen-

ager, who stumbles her way
blindly into a marriage with the

older Chillingworth.

While Hester mistakes his sci-

entific knowledge for real world-

liness, his cerebral manner for

genuine wisdom, Chillingworth

treats her as a simple possession

to be acquired and then ignored.

An icy man incapable of love

or passion, he has no interest in

consummating theiiT marriage, and

Yet for all of

Bigsbj's well'

intentioned efforts,

"Hester" lacks an

organic magic.

his cold disdain for his wife soon

withers her girlish spirits. She
gradually realizes that her one
hope of rectifying the terrible

mistake of their marriage lies in

escape, escape to America, where,

she has heard, the past might be

erased, the present reinvented.

And so, Bigsby's Hester
embarks on a perilous voyage by

sea to the New World. It is there

on board ship that she meets a fel-

low passenger, Arthur
Dimmesdale, a would-be minister

who hopes to build in America "a
new Jerusalem in which souls

reborn could walk along simple

lanes closed in only by God's
pure love."

Bigsby is determined to give

Hester's story a vaguely feminist

gloss, depicting her, as he notes in

an afterword, as "a young woman
of independent mind inserted

back into the very beginnings of a

republic dedicated to male
endeavor: first true heroine of

American fiction, first true con-

fession of a nation's error."

This approach does not shed
new light on "The Scarlet
Letter;" rather, it diminishes
Hawthorne's vision, reducing a

capacious tale of guilt, shame and

redemption into a far smaller tale

of a woman's coming of age.
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10887 LIndlKook (^3O-5t)Op:^O-10:<

208-4574 SM/Sun(12:00-2:3O-S«))-7:30-10:1S

l:l5

CMTEN0N4
13133nlStProniwade (2:15-5O0y
395-1599 S«t/Sun(11:45-2:15-5A))-7:45-10:30

CWTEnONS NnrMiMMWtffl)
1313 3rd St Prwnwide (2:45-520)-8«>-10i5
395-1599 Sit/Sun (12:15-2.45-520)-8:00-10:35

CmnnONS NatmtionilOllmCR}
1313 3rd St. PromeoMla (4:30)-9:4S

395-1599 FfirSltSun (1 1 :45-430)-9:45

(2:15)-7:15

AVCOCINEIM
WNsMre at Westwood
475^)711

LA» FIRST -CHOICE WESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND DOtBY STEREO
Tlw TOTAL Entertalnmant Experlenca

ROYM.
11523 SM.Blvd
477-5581

lOoalWwrttoTalkAkovtlt
5:00-730-955

Sat/Sun 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

8UNSn4
(213)848-3500

Clerks

CaN lor Siiowtimes

MUSIC HMl
9036WlltMre
274-6869

leraal FUh FeMhil
Ca (213)466-1767

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

Pa* Afrieaii Fcctlval

Can 213-896-8221

nixoTS
12«)-2:4O-5:15-7:5O-1Oi0

THXOolky QittSlMV(ra-13J
130-425-7^0-1005 Santa Monica

SUNSET
(218)848-3500

Weakantf Piegraen
Wicked CNv
Or. Calaoarl

TkaOkoslSklf
KlUlagZoe

Prtadlla Oveee of fte Oetart

Frl/Sat Midnight

THXOolky
1«H«)-7A)-10<

MOMCAI
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

REBENT IMMMiMwiMfin
1045BfOxton (2:15-4.45>-7:30-10:l5

206-3259 Fn/Sat/Sufl(11:45-2:15-4:45)-730-10:15

PUZA
1067 6tondon
206-3097

MIets Deer iraedwa* (R)

1150-2:30-5«)-7:30-10:00

INafeeeedOeemgkt
(2:30)-«:45

(4:4S)-9X

itira-is)

(4.<»)-8O0

FrVSat/Sun (12:00-4:00)-8tX)

WESTWOOD 1 UtHe Blairts (Pfl)

lOSOGayley (2:30-5O0)-7:45-l0:30

206-7664 Sat/Stin(12:00-2:30-5«)H:45-10:30

WESTWOOOt
lOSOQayley
208-7664

NfMiOiiMa (PS-Ill

(2:45)-7W-10fl0
Sal/Sun (1:00-4O0)-7D0-10O0

LANDMARK

West LA. Beverly Hills

M0WM2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

DearDlefy
(2:15)^:45-7:15-9:45

MOMGAl
1322 2nd Street

394-9741
(2a))-5:05-8:15

M0MCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

(1:30)-4:15-7:00-9:30

Tke Lett nczmer
TiM Ghost Ikip

TheSlleece

Cbana: Tke WetfdhM Caeopv
Sat/Stm 11:00 AM

WESTWOOOS
lOSOGayley
208-7664

Tlwaeap (HI

(530)T0:15
Sat/Sun (12:45-530)-10:15

' R'sLvf1c(llj

(300)7:45

NUWHSMME
1314 WIKhIre Blvd. 5:15-7:30-9:45

394-8099 Sat/S4in/Wed12:45-3A>-7:30-9:45

La Clenagut Beverly Blvd

Free 2 l/Siiour vaHdated parkkig

659-5911

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

1NX0TS The SmcMW (R)

12:15-2:45-5:1^^7:45-10:15

CrieieMry
A Settee Toeieffow

GedefSaaiklert
A Wlltff TOMOfTOW N

Frt^Sat MMnigfit

UA WESTWOOD
10889 we»iM>nti

475-9441

Pile FlcHoe (R)

SR THX Dolby Stereo

(M Theatre lor Snowtimes

WESTW0004 CliarwiiPresealDM|er(P«-1IJ
lOSOGwIey (3O0)-7:30-10:30

206-7664 Sal/Si«i(1:3O^:30)-7:3O-10J0

1314WlliMfeBlvd 5:00-7:15-9:30

394-8099 Sat/Sun 12:3O-2:45-SDO-7:15-930
End! Tuesday: 4:45-10:15

TlwmitrWIM(PS-13)
12:15-2:45-5:25^1»10M

FrVSat/Sun 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

RaMaal
. Deeds Boes to WeeklMloe
WkerelkeSMlMrelkMs

VltlMI of LMM
Sat/Sun 11:00AM

UA WESTWOOD
i0689WeiKM>nn
475-9441

EsntoEde*(R)
THX Dolby

CM Vmttn lor Showtlmes

I

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeAwodti
475-9441

Tke Peepel Masters (R)

SR Dolt>y Stereo

(M Theatre tor Showttmes

Santa Monica

WESTSIDE PAVHJON The BroenkM VMloa
6old««yn (12;15-t.Dq>-230-3!l5-4:45-

475^)202 530-7«^7:45-«:1 5-1030q
Sony, No Puitd AcoepM

WCSTSIOE PAVNJON Eel DrM Mm««•
QoMMvn (11:15)-1:55-4:35-7:15*30

475-tt02 No Monday/Wednesday 7:15 Staw

THXOolky nM RCMR ml

FrVSatMMnmmStow

1313 3rd St Promenade
395-1599

(2J0)-7^10^
FfVSat/Sun (1:lS^:t5>-7:3O-1030

WUISIOCPAWJM
OoWeyn
47S-«i02

S HWfft rlMMNMI

(11 Alam) only

FrVSatfSon 11:30-2:15-51)0- 7:45- 10.3()

Moo -ThufS 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

12:00-2J0-5«>-7:30-lb«J

FfVSat/Sun 1V.3O-2D0-4:30-7O0-«:30

West Hollywood

, 1st skew kettale(J
(ll ClMIMl N0i|MI| rfM PinMII

SUNSni PrtseitlaQBaeeolSieOoiart

(213)848-3500 (2:15)-4:15-7:15-9:45

FfVSM also MhMgM Show

SUNSET2
(213)848-3500

iSiaSftfStPfommrie (2m3!S>-7JO-io!is
396-1509 F(VSil/Siin(11:3D-24XM:4S)-7:30-1O15

WOTSBC PAWUON PHttNle QeeM ! IM PMMt
Gotfwyn (12:4S)-3«>-5:15-7:30-9:40

475^D&02

Bm's UN
(1:15)-320-5:20-740-95S
ftV<im also MidmglM Show

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUHBETl
(213)848-3500 (^.15)-4:4S-72^9:'551

1262WiesiwoodBlvd
474-7866

ll«tt6(RJ
1J0^:10-7O0-9:S0

111 I II

I

. I
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HAMLET
From page 19

actor with talent. Both Susan
Angelo and Ford mesmerize in

their own right.

While Angelo starts off a little

shaky in Oohelia's role, acting

more like a child of 13 rather

than a 17-year-old, her perfor-

mance improves over the length

of the production. Switching
quickly between the deep-
throated Horatio and the young
feminine Ophelia, Angelo
entrances in her "mad scene"
giving the audience another
treat.

She pushes the limit, creating

a feeling of pity toward the girl

and the torture she's apparently

going through. Her sudden

tantrums shock the audience just

as much as they shock Hamlet's

mother, Gertrude (Janet

MacLachlan). Switching back

and forth between total hysteria

and innocent playfulness,

there's no do^ubt that she's

insane.

Ford, although not. a repeat

performance, still manages to

have a different stance and atti-

tude for every one of his five

parts. While all the parts are

performed to Royal Shakespeare

Company-quality, it's his

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern

that deserve praise.

Although he plays both the

bumbling fools, each character

has a totally different attitude.

From his stance alone. Ford
makes it clear that Guildenstern

is the brains in this duo.

Because of his character work.

Ford's conversations with him-

self are believable, but suggest a

Shakespearean take on Harvey.

His master performance comes
early in the production.

During a talk with Hamlet,
Rosencrantz stands on one side

of Hamlet while Guildenstern

takes his position on the other.

When Hamlet makes a joke
causing the characters to laugh,

Ford not only changes position

to become the other character,

he changes his laugh as well.

While proving he's a new char-

acter, this laugh also proves his

immense talent, creating just

one of a line of entrancing

scenes.

By staging a pJay devoid of

today's electronic embellish-

ments, director Ellenstein

believes this production "affords

an opportunity to prove again

that the actor and the author ...

are the essentials of the theater."

Indeed, it does.

STAGE: "Hamlet." Written by
William Shakespeare. Directed

by Robert Ellenstein. Starring

David Ellenstein, William
Bassett, Brendan Ford and
Susan Angelo. Running through

Nov. 13 at the Los Angeles
Theater Center. Performs
Thursday through Saturday at 8
p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. and
7 p.m. TIX: $18-25. Tuesdays
and Sundays there's a $5 dis-

count with a student ID. For
more info, call (213) 485-1681. L.A. Repertory's "Hamlet'

*A
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There must be some way to avoid doing
tlie same thing for the next forty years.
You'll be getting your

degree from a top school.

And you're ready to find a

great job. The question is:

which job? And can it interest

you for your whole career?

At Andersen Consulting,

O 1991 Andersen Consulting, AA & Co.. S.C. ^

It's our job to help clients do

what they do. Only better.

For you, that mean opportu-

nity and challenge.

Part of our business is

anticipating the future. So

come talk to us about yours.

,
Andersen Consulting It an equal opportunity emptoyer.

Find out more about a career

with Andersen Consulting.

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO., S.C

Where we go from heref

ANDOISEN CONSUtnNQ CALENDAR OF EVEMTS
If you want to team more about a career with Andersen Consulting, come see us on campus at the

following events: ^
,

Oct. 25 Undergraduate Business Society

,.:: _ ^. . Consulting Night -
' v

.

L.A. Tennis Center 7-9 pm

Oct. 25 Business Economics Society
~" Sodal/Q&A ~T~ ;~

Oct. 28 Engineering & Science Career Day

Future Events:

Nov. 2 General Information Session and

Interview Sign Ups

Hc^ 14-15 On Campus Interviews

Shakey's Pizza on Gayley

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

730-9:30 pm

10am - 3 pm

Sunset Village Griffin Commons 9am - 5pm

Placement Center By Appt.

Important Note: If you want to interview with Andersen Consulting this quarter, you must attend the gen-

eral Information session on Nov. 2nd. Please signup for this session at the Placement Center.

FREE
STATISTICAL
CONSULTING*

OFFERED BYTHEDEMFTMEffTOF
aosKnsncs.schoolof fubuc

HEAIIH.ANDFROVIDED BYGRADUATE
STUDEimINBIOSTAnmCS UNDER
SUPERVISIONOFTHE FACULTY

Scrvkci taichMic:

Study Design: Plans for dM*
coUection. tnanAgement and malyns
Dau Managonent: Data screening,

•et-up of dioa files and data retxieval

Data Aiulyais: Data smpnuiy and

deso^pdon, model building,

statitfical significance tests,

intetpretatioa of computer oatput

E^crj tpurto* from the secood
- throng die laaliffck of dttKS.

Hours: Monday-fVkUy IM-ZM PM
Room Al-237, Ccnicr for the Health

Sciences

NOAPPOINTMENT NECESSARY
FOR INFORMATION, CALL

2M-4344 or 825-5250

•Noilteriiii

1

loin Our
KcpR'sciUati\ c at an

Inlorniational A\cc'tiii«4

Hums., Oct. I^tli

at ':5()piii.

The Holiclax Inn

(Unvnc I'la/.i,

3540 li'^iicroa Street at the

Exposition Bhil. exit ol tlie

Harbor Freeway,

Los Aiisclcs

Begin
Your
Nursing
Career...

As A Doctor

The Doctor of

Nursing (N.D.) Degree

Open To Non-Nurses
with a Baccalaureate

Degree

The Frances Payne Bolton School

of Nursing at Case Western

Reserve University in Cleveland,

Ohio is one of the oldest and

most prestigious nursing schools

in the country.

The Nursing Doctorate jN.D.) is

an innovative four year program

that leads to a professional

clinical doctorate in nursing-

designed to build on rather than

repeat the baccalaureate degree.

CASEWESTERN RESERVE UN^^ERSTTY

JR.S.V.P.

ext, 2529
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From page 19

Rock" says Dahl, "we were con-
ceraed that this could be a really

absurdly stupid series of dumb
coincidences that the audiences
says Toiigel this!'"

Red Rock begins its tightly-

wound ball in intrigue when a dis-

gruntled Nic Cage sits down at a

bar to enjoy,a cheap cup of coffee.

The bartender strolls up and mis-

takes him for a hitman from Texas.

"You're here for the job aren't

you?" the bartender (J.T. Walsh)

asks.

Cage looks up at him without

denying the proposition. Big mis-

take.

The main character in

Seduction, Bridget Gregory (Linda

Fiorenlino) is much less sympa-
thetic. She begins the film robbing

and leaving her husband and
repentance is out of (he question.

"The fun thitig about her is that

she's the exact same character in

the beginning of the movie as she

is in the end," jokes Dahl. "Her arc

goes from worse to awful.

Normally you have to somehow
redeem with a story, like her child

needed an eye operation or some-
thing like that, and everything is

okay. No, she's just rotten."

Of course, this one dimensional

take on Bridget's character has

gotten Dahl a little flak from audi-

ences. "We jiist screened the movie

at the Mill Valley film festival," he

says, "and there was this woman
walking out of the movie saying

*God, that's so misogynist!'"

"I wonder, Ms it misogynistic

because we make all the men in

this film so terrific?' They're all

idiots!" laughs Dahl. "Yes, there is

one bad woman, but there are three

or four bad guys."

Seduction is hardly a movie
about good Samaritans, regardless

of gender. Bridget's husband Clay

(Bill Pullman) is a drug dealer, her

lover (Peter Berg) is a small-town

moron, and they're the ones you
feel for. Yet Dahl finds the accusa-

tion gives him food for thought.

"At the same time I can understand

her perspective," he nods.

Tonight at Melnitz, viewers will

get a chance to decide for them-
selves. They can debate the por-

trayal of her character, but it's

tough to refute the fun of Dahl's

film noir.

And no matter what. Last
Seduction is finally headed for the

big screen.

FILM: L^st Seduction. Screens at

Melnitz Theater tonight at 7:30
p.m. Free tickets starting at 11 a.m.

or at 6:30 p.m. before the screen-

ing. Info: (310) 825-2345.

Our top salesperson
earns $ 1 0,000+ a year.
The Daily

Bruin

Advertising

department

has the

highest ^

potential

pay on :

campus.

Come pick

up an

application

at the Daily
|

Bruin front *

.

counter, ^

225

Kerckhoff

Hall. =>^

'*****^t3»^

DAILY JAVA

CD

Daily Brum

I

I

I

I

I

I

/ ^
/ §1

I 3 2
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At the ABC Entertainment Center in Century City • Offer expires 1 1/7/94

Cosmetic Surgery
FREE CONSULTATION

Ldscr Surgery, Computer Imaging AvaUable

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Tondb
.•Man] AOergy

•Sinuaes

•Hoaneneas
•Snoring

SURGERY OF THE FACE
•Note •

(Back to Work in 3 Days)

•AcneScm
(Even HopelcM Cases)

*hbtunlLip Eahanceinent

•Hdr Fhp/Soi^ Reduction

•Rkx Lift/EyeUd

•Chemical Peel

•Chin flc Cheek
Implants

•Liposuction

•Forehead

•Tattoo Removal

Steven Burres, M.D.
PAACS,AAFPS,AAOHNS,LACMA,aMA

Board Certified

(310) 208-7806
100 UCLA Plaza #522, Wcstwood

Fbuncinc AvilltMe and Moat hmuancc Aoxpted

Merrill Lyneh

cordially invites you to attend an

Information Session

regarding career opportunities in

Investment Banking
Public Finance

October 24, 1994 at 6:30 p.m.

Morgan Center (Press Room)
Athletic Hall of Fame

Reception to follow

Casual Attire

We are an equal opportunity employer.
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BEATTS
From page 18

aged to escape the noise and
activity by rehearsing on the fire

escape next to the XXX Adult
Theater.

The other challenge was
directing a one-woman play. "It's

a play, not just a show," Beatts

says. "We really tried to construct

it as a play, even though there's

only one person on stage."
Working on the expression and
interpretation was very time con-

suming, where both Beatts and
playwright Drucker finding they

could work a half-hour on one
Ijne of text.

Both met through Judy Belushi

in New York. "We always wanted

to work together, I really wanted
to work with her," she says.
"There I was, 1:00 and reading

pages on a bar stool."
"

Taking a chance on each other,

they decided to work on it with

Drucker moving to Los Angeles
last year. ''We wanted to make it a

- female voice and a female point

of view - without alienating
men," says Beatts, and after a dry

run at the Melrose theater for

friends, which pointed out the

flaws they decided to make a go
of it. After a showcase presenta-

tion at the Tiffany Theater, they

started looking at the incidentals.

"I tried to honor the text and to

bring out everything in the text

that shouls be brought out," says

Beatts, a self-described tough crit-

ic. "Every night some scene will

be better than others....There will

be fluctuation, that's life. If it was
all the same it would be dead."

Often some lines would afffect

different audiences differently,

and both Brucker and Beatts had

to prepare for no laughs and some
laughs where there was no real

joke. "'Step on over to this fern

and pull my labia apart' is pretty

much a guaranteed," she laughs.

Any helpful hints for SNL?
Beatts sighs. 'There's this article

in Newsweek 'Dear Saturday
Night, it's over. Please die' and
they quoted me as saying (I said

this years ago!) *A show can only

be avant-^arde for so long before

it becomes garde.'" Regardless of
the statement, Beatts hopes it

stays on. "I feel there isn't enough
social comment or satire on tele-

vision—even if 60 percent of the

show isn't good," she says. "It

feels like some spoiled white boy
sensibility that I just don't get

behind. ..it all seems from one
position or one attitude and it's

not diverse enough."

She quickly orders a water.

"Until something on TV gets bet-

ter I'm watching cop shows."

•^
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20th Anniversary Sale

BEAN BAG FACTORY
Large Selection of Futons

Starting As Low As

$125
Custom Bean Bag Chairs

Factory Direct - Made to Oi-der

Fun, Safe, Reasonably Priced

Starting at: ^g^gg
(213)933-3971

Custom
Bean
Bag
Chairs

5011 W. Pico Blvd. LA.
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00 Fri 9:30-5:00

Sun 11:00-5:00

LOW COST THERAPY
Individuals, Couples, Families, Depression,

Anxiety, Loss + Separation

Near Campus/Day + Evening Apppointments

Maccine Geller MFT
MFC 8074

(310)444-8986

Every pair of eyes is unique, too.
Fingerprints aren't the only human mark of distinction. Each pair of eyeprints is also t)Jologically different from

another. As we continue to develop advanced rigid gas permeable contact lens materials, we never lose sight of

this fact.

FlouroPerm
The Performance Lens'

Greater initial and long-term comfort

Easy maintenance, longer lens life

Optimum corneal health

Daily or overnight wear

Superior vision

Corrects astigmatism

Resists deposits
'^~7

',

Outperforms soft lenses

Student

Special

• Daily Wear Soft Lenses*
$125

(B& L SoHspin—others Slightly Higher)

Disposable Contact Lenses*
$200

(includes 4 Six Packs—12 Lenses Per Eye)

CONTACTOUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULEANAPPaNTMENT
TO DETERMINE WHICH CUSTOM LENS IS BEST FOR YOU.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weybum Ave.

- Comer ofWeybum & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

SHOREUNE
SCOOTERS
PARTS & REPAIR anezi^ayto^o!

INDEPENDENT SCOOTER & MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
OUALTIY SERVICE • CUSTOMER SATISFACTlbN GUARANTEED

• SAME DAY SERVICE •

FREE PICK UP & FREE DEUVERT

HONDA & YAMAHA
Specialist

Body Work, Brakes, Engine
Rebuild, Tune-ups. Tires

Er]

(310) 874-6746
Ask For "Scott"

9 - 6 MON
SUN By
Appointment

SAT

II :

It

ki

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES''
BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS. BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

^A LOWAIRTIME

--. Inter

$6.95 per month

C * I I •

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE-^

TOY OUR NEW SKINLESS CfflCKEN
400 extra, 50% less £at

SPfc:CIAL#l

•Quarter Chicken
• One side order
• Jack's MountainQBread
• Soft Drink with ftfills

Only...

$3.99
White meat 7iP extra Bl

SPECIAL #2

«alf ChicWtt
ptic side ord
^ 's Moun^n Bkead

PSERI
urn Avei

Westwood

ns • 1 disc

s 11/10/9

E LOCAL DELIVERY
310-208-1456
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angetes, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^628

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our oHiM is open Moaday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates Deadlines

Daly. 20 words or less $7.00 CiMlMHMadr
OaHy. each additional word .45 1 working day before printing, by noon.

WMdy. 20 words or less 25.00 ClatsMiad display ate

Weekly, each additional word 1J0 2 working days before printing, by noon

Oispby ads— fitudent rate/col. inch 8.00 Make checks payable to the

Dispiqr ads— local rate/col. inch 11,25 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

Icol. X 1 s 2inches x llnch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA Communicatiofts Board Inly Mpports the University of Calfornla's poik:y on nondis-

crimination. No nieOium shall accept advcrttanents which present persons ot any ongin. race.

reUgkin, sex, or sexual orientation m a demeaning way or Imply that they are limited to positions,

capabilities, roiesor status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board

has Investigated any of tty servKes advertised or the ai)veftisers represented m this issue Any person

believing that an advertisenient in this issue violated the Board's poNcy on nondiscriminabon staled

herein should communicate complaints in wribng to dw Business Manager, Oaity Bruin, 225

Kercktwfl Hal. 300 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimi-

nabon protHems, call the UCLA Housirg Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671

How to write a good ad
1 . Start your ad with the merchandise your are^tling. This makes It easier for readers to quickly 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. . descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings

ELECTRIC GYPSY
Jimi Hervirix tritxjte band available to play at

your Halloween Party for a fee. Call Andy

213-254-1039. Check us out at the UCLA
Cooperage on Mon,Oct24,8K)0-10KX)pm.

GRAPHICS/OFFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, flex

houn. (310)478-0591.

SanU Monica Co. needs a bright, detail ori-

ented person to handle the acquisition, repro-

duclion and shipping of documentation and

materials necessary to support its computer

related conferences. You will order and

maintain irwentory, including ofTice supplies,

worl< with printing vendors, and ship materi-

als. Computer experience desirable, car nec-

eiury. ScrvJ resume to Department N, 741

10th St, SanU Monica 90402. No phone

calls ptea

1 Cannpus Happenings 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri Step Study. AU 3625

Thurs. Boc* Study. AU 3525
Tues. and Wed. I^scussion. Dental 23-029

AB times 12:10-1:00pm
for oicohcilics ex individuals who have a

drinking protDiem.

2 Campus Services

THIS WEEK ONL Y!

ALL books in stock:

Self Help and Health
and

Computer

Book Fair

3 Cannpus Recruitment

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

Daily Bruin

Advertise. It Works.

3 Campus Recruiiment

COLLEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

ntry Level Sales/Management Trainee

$25,000
We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and

largest privately held companies with over 160 offices throughout

the Southland. We need bright, motivated people to share in our

success. We hire hard-working, entrepreneurial individuals who

recognise what it takes to succeed. If this descrit)es you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Experience A Plus

•The desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
You'll learn all aspects of running a business, including sales,

marketing, personnel management and more while enjoying full pay

and benefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will t>e rewarded with raises,

promotions, and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take

you. Expect first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates

reach management level within 9 months to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K within 2 to 2.5 years.

THE CAREER:
Promotions are 100% from within, and based on individual —

—

performance.

INTERESTED?
Call jill at (310)827-7239 or sign up for an interview

in the career center for November 10.

IWa"*"
o«»^«^

Who are we?

The Student Recruiters Program is a volunteer student organization under the

auspices of Undergraduate Admissions and Relations with Schools Office.

What do we do?

- host campus tours for elementary, junior high and high school

students

- hl^ school visits

- college fairs

- Mardi Cras
- Rruin Buddy Day-
and much more....

Please come by one of our informational meetings to pick up an appIicaitJon:

Mon. 10/24 Tue. 10/25 Wed. 10/26 Thur. 10/27 Fri. 10/28

lOrOOtm AU 3516 9:0OamAU3508 2!00pm AU3516 9:00am AU3516 2;00pm AU3516

ll:00»mAU3516 10:00am AU3508 2:30pm AU35 16 10K)0am AU3516 3:0(^m AU3516

12:00pm AU 3516 5:00am Murphy 1147 _; llKWam AU3516 3:3(^m Ay3516

If you have any questions, call Lena Brown or Jennifer Everett at (310) 206-4348

or just stop by Murphy 1 147. See you at the informational mcctingsll

^̂

I

EIMTERPRISE
(310)827-7239

College of Law
Dedicated io Providing Quality Legal Education

• low/JD Program occredited by ihc California Commiflee of Bar Exominers.

• Progrom designed to prepare shxJenfs for ff)e demanding cfwllenges of llie

legol profession.

• Smdl dosses.

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, IS beginners cooking
lipil Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #2S8-430CT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

^ 100%CONFIDENCE?
BnuiNSdO)fQu«anlk)lMinoanMtno*7 Doyouwanlio

bMomctbatvosmiiMioMor? UwlwrM«ri»96.
Edilon. ol Iw NATIONALLY RECOGMZEO. Cl 995
•rOWEKLMES: THEtESTTHINGSTOiAYTO

P£0/1L£/' Qd Nil 00 pgaducitaMl !*«.«) tMoom* ^I mxaa^/Utmi pcmm oonmwiicilari {/

(RML$39.S0)..i19J5*«3.00&H. B« twbM you can b«l

^ P(w«Caimurteiaam,S06&BM«hrDi..9ua>47&
Bww1yHifc.CA0Og1 2. FfMlntamalflnCilO; 380^)600

LAW/jD DEGREE

lull Time

Pari Time

Day/tve«ing

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificalc

AS/BS Degrees

tyening/Salurday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOIARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909) 596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 iJAlflOA BLVD

,

ENONOCA 91316

(818) 981-4529

,
rJ i> »• t»

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thr UnivcnNy of Li Vcmr n Actndilfd h) ihr ^Nnttm AsMciMioa o( Schook Mid Coilrgn

N^otoroycle Jacket $4S9.99
l-.«vi SOl'm/^^irtlm^a OlotKing

19«0's-19'70*a: Overalls.
FHannela. Boot«. St Bellbottovns

lo^b orrw/>vci
Intcrzonc

6683 1/2 Hollywood Blvd
(213) 465-2644

$$ CASH $$
For Used Sports Equipment

BUY-SELL^-^TRADE—
10814JtffM«onBtvd IF

imhtRotan'trgtl

PinV IT Hoh
'

SPO;?TS

CulvirCly 310-287-2237

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-

167(Vex|. 167. $2.950flin. 2-mirHJt« av«ra^.

\^ InfoMfvicc. LA. CA. 21 Ji-993-3366.
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7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals 7 Good Deals / Good Deals 7 Good Deals

"You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance

To Have A Pretty Shfille"

Dental Exam & Cleaning

$39(reg. $180)

new patients witli this coupon only
«re also accommodate patients vMth
dental coverages
otter <

9 Miscellaneous

(up to 4 x-rays)

(310)475-5598
24-Hour Emergency

Service

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home
S. Soleimanian, D.D.S.
1 620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Angeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays
Free Parkins

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310X447-5790
- CompJimentary Consultation

- 0% Rnancing and no down payment plans available

MAURICE FIROUZ. D.D.S. ORTHODONTIST I

• nieniber American Association of Orthodontists
- Alumni. UCLA School of Dentistry

11701 Vy/il8hire Blvd., Suite 1*3

A

Corner of Bam'ngton 3 Wilshire
Free Parking

You HfHem

'«

,4
<S^

Do you have a stepparent young *

enough to be your brother or
^

sister?

Please call Marie at (818) 973-2386

if you have a reaUy young stqxlad

or stqmiom.

Is It difficutt finding a data

because no ona maasuraa
up to your expectations?

If yes, call Marie at (818) 973-2386

t)ecause rx> one's good enoughl

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

ing it. 100% Ruaranlee. Call 310-281-8828.

11 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-

CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Crad. Close to campus. Free Consulta-

tion. Mitchell KreilenberR 21 3-384-3561.

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents 'Falls •Wills

•Medical Malpractice •Business Litigation

•Job Disc. •Divorce •Trials

Call Susan Balistocky

(818) 382-7055 or (310) 2845890

12 Research Subjects

Bedwetting boyi 7-1 1 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

EARN $20
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test with no history of

back Injury or pain.

Culver City, cafl (310)559-5500.

ATTN:
CONTACT LENS
WEARERS
Adier Weiner is a

research group k>oking

for corrtact lens wearers

to partk;ipate in a

focus group.

Receive $75
call Nate (310)440-2340

Graduate itudent seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1 141,

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-11 yrs, needted for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

ADVERSE
REACTIONS TO
FOOD ADorrnrES
If you have adverse reactions

to food additives such as

colortr>3 asents,

monosldium glutamate or

preservatives, arxj you mi^t
vyfsh to participate in

an on-campus research study,

pitatc call 1-t00433-t497

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

schizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE C A L L 1-800-854-3902

CALIFORNLV

V I i: A s \ ( A I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California! CLINI ijH»si4s:.^j.

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

12 Research Subjects

KVF NEEDED, IS*, coronary artery disease,

smoking and 1^. PosHroo imaging of heart.

Injection radioactive isotope. Bloods Uken.

310-825-1118.
;

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-82S-0392.

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation involves completing

six questionnaires. Mindy 31 0-796-0996.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

16 Lost and Found

FOUND: Cat in Westwood. Call 794-3571

.

19 Sperm/ Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for unfertile cou-

ples. 19-33 yts, own medical insurance. Spe-

cial needs for black, Hispanic, & eastern Indi-

anl At UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-

Friday;

Help Infertile Japanese-American woman.

Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg

donor. Grad studenU call 21 3-765-5300. Use

codeBH.

Egg Donors

Needed

Are you interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a child and

also be financially compensated.

If .so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic back^nds ages

21-34, for details please call

l-80O9»9890.
L

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. EnharKe erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1-800-9e7-PUMP.

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. SUding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 .

Acne, Tattoos

Sims p o ts & Scars
fJon-Surgical Laser Therapy for

pHiiilKss laciHl skin rejuvetirilion

and fRniovai oi afjin tattoos

simspots & iLHrs Low cost

Ffpp Cnnsiil!H';Q" Cai!

1-800-685-6574

/ ;

Daily Bruin
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22 Health Services

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts interfering with vM>rk

aryi relatiorvhips. End self-deductive pat-

terns. Sliding scale, free consultation, stud-

ents welcome. Iris Dragin, MFCC
ltc.#MFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. IfKTease concentration,

performarKX, self-conf)der>ce. bidivldual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 31 0-207-063a

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
porthre counseling. Irdividuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924.^ Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
Fot faster, more efficient

pomanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and firee

ccHisultation. Call

Westwood C310) 312-1212

LuCia
Electrolysis & Sklncare

FUcladtB • WiUElag

1061 WMtwood Bhrd. Weatwood
(1 BUl South ofSutB Monical Ohrd)

30 HeipWarited

$1000-2500/wk
FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS needed for busy

company ta perform in bachelor parties,

prhrate shows. Must be reliable, hard worker.

Call 310-824-0084.

~ $6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINOnrUTOR/DRIVER for

brigN and fun twetve-ycar-old. Morylay-Fri-

day 3-8pm. Refererx:es required. 10 min.

from campus. 81 8-789-0696.

$6.63A^R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

arouTMi classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeN«^^ Dr. 310-825-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining K UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infbr-

matton.

1 -FEMALE READER %vho is bilingually profi-

clcnt in Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evenif^ $8-1 Q^r. 30hrs/mo. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HWINGI EARN BIG SSS
•f- FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Spring/Sumnwr seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESS! Guide. 919-929-

4398ext23031. -

ACTORS/MOOELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Ima^e. 818-222-9091.

Part Tlrne - Flex hours

evenin^weekerKl shifts

ooriduct telephone surveys.

WIU lYaln. No selling

II.S.A. - 16006 Sherman Way f2G3|
Van Nuys 8I»«04O372

ADVERTISINCyPROMOTlONS. Students

nted«d for kxal V^IF\ work. Flexible hours.

No experience necessary. Call today for in-

terviews 310-201-8565.

AIOE-Male wanted far live-In weekwwb.
Perwnal care, comfMnkmship for okter

quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record req.. 310-573-1988. Tu,Thn-5un af-

ter 9«n.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing ir^uitry. Earn up to $3O0O-$6O0O4-

per (Twnth ^tenefits. MaWfomal*., No ex-

perience necessary. 206-545-4155 tA-

AS9341.

APPLY TODAY1 $7Atour •• bonus, flexible

hours, grcM work •tpetlence. HIHng nowt

UCLA Annual htnA, t063 Cm^. ^ floor.

A310-794-0277. <:;"

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE OPENING ON CAMPUS
New UCLA Dermatology Office - 100 UCLA Medical Plaza

Part-Time (12-16 hrs./wk.) Secretary/Receptlonlst/Medlcal Assistant

Mac Proficiency and Excellent Typing Skills required. Jr. or >

Call 794-6399

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENT NEEDED for pA
nfKtdel vxprk. Phone Carol 310-858-8974.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent income
to assemble products at honte, up to

$70(Vweekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewinjt, nfwfe. 213-243-8288.

ASSIST for export business. Excellent writing

and PC skills, marketing, Viet-

namese^Chinese skills great. Flexible hours.

$9.00/hr+. Call (310)289-5005.

ASST. NEEDED FOR large family daycare in

Pacific Palisades. Must love kids arid work
hard. Call Leslie 310-573-1811.

ATTENTION BRUINS. GREAT OPPORTUNI-
TY! Westwood area, part-time sales, flexible

hours. Salary plus bonus. Ask for Mary. 310-

441-7200

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, and creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BRENTWOOD LOCATION, Receptionist,

F/r, light typing, $5.50 to start Ask for Mr.

McQueen. 31 0-820-771 1

.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support Full^art-time posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

S6.63Air. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

ConUct David at 310-206-7668.

CARRIER OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS. Pick

up specimens at Vernon packing house early

am. Valid CA drivers licerve. Min. liability

insur. as prescribed by State ofCA Payment
per trip. 310-825-8391.

CASHIER WANTED
For Gourmet Sandwich Shop in Westwood.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1 1 :45-2:45pm.

SS/hour. Apply at Sandbag's, 1134 West-

wood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature Alms, comnr>ercials, and music videos.

Earn up to S200 per dayl No experierKe

needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-

851-6102.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor^ patients. Needs

excellent telephone sldlb, must

be personable, carit^, and

aggressive. Base Pay phis

commiasion.

PAT MWSat(am)
838-7202 leave message

CD-rom interactive aryJ video game market-

ing internship now available. Stipended posi-

tion will involve all aspects of advertising and

promotton as they relate to the laur>ch of

some of the cutting edge irfdustr/s most ex-

citing entertainment titles. 310-473-9200

exL2511.

aERICAiyRECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sional phorw marvier, well organized, some
^ypi'^S "^ computers, SS.SO^r. 11anv3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

College students needed to portray high

school students! Work as a movie eidra. All

types... No fec^io gimmicks. Weekerwi vMirk

available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-

2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

arc hiring UCLA students now!. $6.1Mv to

start, up to $9.1 0. 1 5-^hrsA<vk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRATE AND BARREL is now accepting appti-

catioTH for sales, stock md office posittorts.

Both M wni f^ positions are available. We
are lookir>g for hard workir>g and enthusiastic

individuals. Please come to our store. Cerv

tury City Shopping Center. 10250 SanU Mo-
nica Blvd.. LA.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$20004/month working on cruise ships or

\anA tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

and F/r employment available. No expcrl-

enoe necessary. For man infonnatfon call 1 -

206-6344)466 extCS9341

.

Cutter^ in SarrtaMonka. A great restaurant is

looking for great crew members. Servers,

host^witess, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm. •

School DAZE?
Looking for mora tfwn a degree?
Leem from someone who is doing,

rto! just teaching Traning provided.

ATTITUDE IS EVERVTHWG
Kenny or Catheiine (310)337 9627

DaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

dayi/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat

$7/hour. Children's Book Worid. 310-559-

2665.

DELIVERY DRIVER
For Sandbag's Gourmet Sandwich Shop in

Westwood. Car, scooter or motorcycle need-

ed. 11 -3pm, M-F, days flexible. $5/hour plus

great tips. Apply in person: 1 1 34 Westwood
Blvd.

DOCUMENT RESEARCHER. Independent,

literate, self-sufficient individual interested in

doing free-larK:e research. Will perform

document research specific to larxl use ind
environmerHal studies. Must have own car

and flexible schedule. Send resume: 5290
Overpass Road, Suite 220, Santa Barbara,

CA. 93111.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM seeks undergradu-

ate to perform clerical tasks. Flexible hours,

great exposure to field. Send resume with

GPA Brand Farrar, 51 5 S. Flower St, #3500,
LA 90071 . Attention Amber Ackland.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health and nutrition ir>dustry. Call ,310-

617-9206 or 213-653-1679. Leave message

and when corwenient to call.

EXPERIENCED LEGAL SECRETARY for AV ra-

ted civil litigation firm in Brentwood. $9-

1 1/hour DOE. P/T, 20-25 hour/week. Para-

legal preferred but rwt required. Applicants

w/le^al experience only. 310-473-7173.

FILM CREW AND WRITERS WANTED. Send
copy samples of work. Short 3/4' videos,

film photos, scripts, trailers by 1Q/2S/94.

HIGH CONCEPTS, 1 1684 Ventura #334, Slu-

dioCity, CA91604.

FLOWER SHOP in Westwood needs
experienced P/T help. Call 206-4000. Shawn
or Kerry.

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn $$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.

Great telephone skills and a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of business and in-

dustries is needed to help us support our in-

vestment banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bonuses based

on results. Work out of home, must have car

310-391-9670.

HOME SCHOOL needs a biology teacher.

Teach 4 kids for 1 hour 1 Smin 3days a week
in Hollywood. Will pay 120.00 plus per

week, negotiable. Call Mike Rivera at

213)656-7425.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/T cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTI-

TUDE IS EVERYTHING! Call Kenny or Kath-

ryn 310-337-9627.

Immediate part-tin>e opening. Pick-up 12-

year-ofo after school. Run errands, light

housekeeping for 2-working-parent hoise-

hold, M-F, 3-6pm, some evenings. Santa Mo-
nica. $6.5C^r with increase to $7.50 after 90
days. Must have reliable car. 310-394-0879.

Caro!/5teve.

MMdual for telephor^e sales to banks of in-

stitutfonal investment products. Part-time or

full4in>e. Sale^Marketing and irwest-

mentA>anking txperierx:e preferred. Com-
petitive yyaffAwnus. Harry 310-472-6265.

UCLA Assesment Coordinator

for HIV and Adolescent

Treatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

Call Zane O'Keefe at

310;7!M-8279
or

FAX resume to

310/794-8297

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$40QVmonth teaching ba-

sic conversatiorul English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching backgn>ur>d or

Asian lar^ages required. For more infbrma-

tlon call 206-632-n46extJ59341.

LAW OFFKX. Oerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wllshire & Oendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asi»i, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cvdi,
powers, magk Good money. FunI lyytM-
2999 24hoiin^ .

"

>

30 Help Wanted

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-
daysA^eekerMis, renwval of medical records,

$M>r., call between 10-4, Culver City. 310-

559-8623.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours

available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, arxi follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-tin>e. Detail-oriented, godU tele-

phorw sicills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

Men-Women ages 18-24 for nude modeling
for French and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$4000|^r)onth, base-t- commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

Mortgage services firm in El Segundo is

immediately hiring P/T general office posi-

tions for morning and afternoons. Minimum
typing speed 35-words/min. i7.50fh(. Chris

310-348-7060.

P/T 1:30-5:30 typist, 50WPM, phones, ac-

counts pay/rec, lite computer, must have
good organizational skills, friendly, non-
smoking insurance office. $7/hr, Glen-

don/Lindbrook Streets. (310)209-0505.

P/T EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood

office. Strong secretarial skills and typing pro-

ficiency of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated ar>d bright, with a positive attitude. Re-

quires WordPerfect. 5.1 Lotus and Account-
ing background helpful but not r^ecessary.

Extensive experience r>ot required. 2Q-30

hoursAATeek, flexible. $10-1 3^r., depending
on qualifications. FAX resume to: Michael I.

Crain, 826-3356.

PA flood map analyst, position at mortgage

services firm. El Segundo. Moming and after-

r>oon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.5(Vhr. Kevin 310-348-7080.

Assistant iianager
for new, progressive restauraunt

•flexble hours

-oompetetive pay
-P/T or F/T

-work around schedule

Call Mike at 571-1183

NEW FACES NEEDED NOW
• ForTVCommerciaJs
•Movies
•Catalogs

• Videos

call Immediately

(310)6S»-48SS

P/T receptionist Tues and Fri, H.SO/^t. Study
while working, some phone experierKe. Corv
tact Cabriella, 310-277-2262.

Part-time data base research arvj support staff

work for investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library and CD-ROM data

bases; computer skills, work out of home,
must have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME/FULL-TIME comp»jter salesper-

son, gerwral office work, accounting assist,

and technicians needed. Unisys building. Im-

age Microsystenr>s, 10920 Wilshire. (310)615-

1000.

PHONE-ORIENTED, aggressive person need-
ed couple hours/week to assist manager of

rocl^rnetal band booking corKerts. Jennifer

(310)794-3612.

PRESTICKDUS BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks interrVassistant for part-

time work. Car necessary. $7^r.Call Robin
(310)275-2658.

RECEPTK3NIST/CENERAL OFFKTE Clerk

needed for afternoon shifts M-F in downtown
law office. Send resume to Brand Farrar, 515
S. Flower Street, #3500, LA 90071 . Attention

Amber Ackland.

RECEPHONIST/PART-TIME. Dependable, or-

ganized, attention to detail, good phone
manner. Busy, small. Century City law firm.

2KX)PM-6:30PM, M-F. Parking included.

310-552-1808.
'

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt. buildings.

Free rent plus %AOOimo. Conua Mary Jo

310-392-6487.

Responsible person w/reliable.car to pick-up

2 children from school. SStVwk. Call Mike or

Peicgy 310-478-61 52.

SECRETARY, P/T, 15 houn/week, woH( at

home, MUST HAVE OWN COI^4PUTER.
MUST be literate in written English. Send re-

sume: P.O. Box 49421, LA, CA. 9(j049.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,000 openingsl For more information

call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341.

30 Help Wanted

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-1S/hour guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^«vcck. Marketing representa-

tives/management trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6636.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T

DAYTIME/EVEININC-hours available. Con-
duct interviews to update insurarxie records.

No selling. Insurance or health experience

preferred. Brenda 310-445-5031.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-
daysA«^eekeryJs, removal of medical records,

$6^r., call between 10-4, Culver City. 310-

559-8623.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not maruiatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 12:45-3:00PM. Call Helene 818-988-

1782.

Vet Technician. Full-time, experience pre-

ferred. Busy, small animal hospital located in

Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

WANTED: PEllSONAL ASSISTANT. Comput-
er and phone skills. $1G^r. 30-40 hour work
week. (310)471-4550.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and.semi-

nude nv>deling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call I^rek 21 3-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

BARItNDER
TRAINEES

•np experionce necassaiy
•earn$1CX>-S200 daily

•more jobs tnan graduotes
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a32CX)

(310)558-0608

(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

$ IMMEDIATE CASH$
Video shows how a pickup truck can earn

you $20K+/yr, SPARE TIME I NO EXPERI-

ElMCE-just you, a pickup and the BIG
BUCKS WITH PKXUP TRUCKS video. Easy

& Profitable! Schedule own hoursi TRICOL-
OR ASSOCIATES: $29.95 - $3.50 S&H (1-

800-600-4448) VISA/MC accepted!

MEDICAL exercise physiologist for prvt Car-

diology ofc at Cedars. F/T or P/T. Involves

cardiac rehabilitation, treadmills, basic EKG
interpretation, computer reports. Resume to:

Dr. Kimichi, PO Box 35064, LA, CA 90035.
310/659-5000.

;_

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

TELEVISION CRAD STUDENT wanted to

find & distribute special interest video pro-

jects for profit. 805-563-2509.

URGENT. Sour>d person and prop master

r>eeded for low buidget film, starting on Oc-
tober 31st Call Virjtinie,- 310-209-3302.

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

cmplcyees.customer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) .394-6000 for info.

34 Internships

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, contact
Halle at 213-960-4096 about a script reading
and research internship.

Samta Monloa b«e«d fMMorwl
nel Eetat* oorporvtlon mmmHnm
olllo* d^rlt to aealet In propfty
manaowncm. Data anfry. phona.
artd organlzationai aklNa raqulrad.
Pan-Knta. Imnoadlata opaning

at •7.00mr.
(910)44»-0029/0lna

LAW STUDENT. Grad wanted to determine
feasability of entertainment contract dispute

805-569-2678.

MOTION PICTURE/TV/PERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT firm needs student- Interns for

script reading and coverage, general office

work, light bookkeeping assistance. Call Col-
leen 310-474-4521.'

MUSC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP. National
Concert Promotior^arketing company
based in L.A. seeks RESPONSIBLE, OUTGO-
ING, MusicA4arkeling Intern. College Sopho-
more or above. Know your market WELL, be
VERY into music. CALL ASAP 21 3-368-4738.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER, Five afterrKX>rM an<^ Saturday
nigN, must speak English and love children.

310-621-5262 day, 310-475 4651 evenings.

BABYSITTER. Flexible hours.References. $6
per hour. 310-265-3569.

GREAT $ opportunity w/UCLA doctor's faml-
ly in Pacific Palisades. Bright, energetic 7-

year-old ^rl. Saturday nights. No smoken^
fluent Enfiliih required. 310-459-9797. ^

T^
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35 Child Care Wanted

SEEKING BABYSITTER. Occvlonal weekend
evenings. 2 children ages 4 and 8. Near Bev-

erly Center. $7.0(Vhr. Call Orly 213-935-

7114.
^

"

STUDENT EXPERIENCED in childcare want-

ed to help faculty mom w/3 kids. Flexible hrs.

$Mw. 3ia-206-752&

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light cooking, miscellane-

ous errands, projects, must have organ l2a-

tional skills ar>d car. Happy spirits apply.

Flexible hours. Sue, 310-276-3300.

37 Housesitting

PET/HOUSCSITTER WANTEDI Female to

live-in and watch docs and house over

Christmas Break. Call Valerie (310)277-5556.

49 Apartments tor Rent

$1035. 2-bedroorVl-bath, French windows,

hardwood floors, sunr^, cozy, and quiet, kv

cludes stove, firidgje, laitrvlry, parking. Near

Westwood/Century aty. 310-274-0064.

GENUINE UCLA
l-UHNISHf IJ HAC^HELORS

Funrji.jiu o L:,iNe.i i:s

$ 595
SHORT I t ^{M AVAIl ABl I

UIMtC^ I LV ACHOSii Y HOM
MID CAMr^ur, UCl A
WAl K TO CI ASSFS

WESTWOC:)D PLAZA
AHAM IMtNl

S

501 505 GAYL t Y AVtl.

$410, BRENTWOOD GUESTHOUSE, 4

hours weekly gardening & house main-

tenance required. Ocean/mountain view. 10-

minutes to UCLA. Foreign and grad students

welconr>c. Car. (310M72-5726.

$590. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1 BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laurxiry. 1.5 to

UCLA. (310)459-6830.

$650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIf>LEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$650. Cheviot Hills adjacent. 1 -bedroom,

carpet, drapes, patio, built-ins, refrigerator,

laundry, excellent shopping and traraporta-

tion. 310-838-9052.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE'^ MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1-BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartnoents,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, ^C, phor>e-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet AppliaiKes, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to cantpus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborfwod. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fiir-

nishedAinfumished, utilities ir>cluded, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 single arwi 1 bachelor in Westwood r>ear

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palnw area.

$875/WK>nth. 2-bed/2-bath. WasherA>yer,
stove, dishMvasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security paHiirtg and lots of storage. 31

391-3853 or 310-391 6645.

BEVERLY HILLS AD|. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WA4ARDWOOO
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKTO BUS.

ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310^839 6294.

BRENTWOOD Adjacent-Walk to UCLA Bus

Stop. Big and Luxurious 2BR, 2.5BA, $1395
and up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace,

sec, alarm, 1 1 535 Rochester. 310-479-31 1&

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshirc, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/nfK)nlh. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptil. 310-207-0834.

49 .Apoftmenti for Rent 49 Apartments for Rent Apartments for Rent

o
Luxury Living

at Student Prices

Spacious, heated and air conditioned rooms!

Never more that two students per room!

New laundry and vending machines!

Double or Single Rooms available!

Basketball/Volleyball Court & Weight Room!

• Private Bathroom and Shower!

• Safe, quiet enviroment!

• Seperate study and TV lounges

!

• Cable TV!

Plenty of free parking

!

Q-

• Dances, parties, movies, escape trips, barbecues, concerts, lectures and more!

It's all waiting for you in beatutiful Bel Air,

only fifteen minutes from UCLA!
The University- ofJudaism Apartments and Residence Halls

(310)-476-9777, ext. 259

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet buildirf^ balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

206-8881.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$560-$625, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

r>ear shopping, busses and freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

LANDFAIR AVE., single/doubles avail. Walk
to campus. Food optional util. Included (;all

Eddie at 310-206-8172.

LUXURY 2-bedroonn/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 31028^2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliarxres, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA. $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, Fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM^-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air. Fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$e45ATionth. 3 1 0-39 1 - 1 076. ^__

MAR VISTA. $675. Near 405 freeway, Nice
1 -bedroom, r>ew carpets, stove, refrigerator,

\aundry. 310-454-0605.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, flreplac,

unit alarm. 1 2736 Caswell Ave. $825/Vnonth.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unH.

$845. 11748 Courtiei^. Door open 7 days.

310-39M076.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laurwiry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. lOminutes to IXILA.

Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refirigera-

tor, stove, dishv^asher, miniblirMis. One
month rent free. 310-203-8614.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom -t- lof(/3-bath,

rwwer 3-story townhouse. Fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvaie
Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485 Bright, spacious single, (uti

kitchen, parking, nr>ost u^lities irxluded. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2+1 apartment, upper, bright

unit. Refri^rator irKtuded. Gated parking.

310-829-0SB9.

PALMS, 2-BDRM^-BATH Custom town-
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit, l-ntorith free. 3614 Paris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALAilS. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, parking,

laundry, no pets. Open house Saturday-Sun-

day 1-5pm. Bus to UCLA. 10136 Natkmal
Bh^d. 310-552-2387. 310-838-9726.

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES, CA 00024
Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature balconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking.

laundry facilities in each building,
*^ maintenance guarantee. 24 hour emergerKy service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p:m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

"•MAR VISTA
•'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES,

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR

• PALMS •

$825
$845

2 BD. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME

.

FIREPUCE. BALCONY. GATED
GARAGE. ALRM IN UNFT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• op6n7d«y«

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEETHE
I LOVELYAPARTMEKTS i

PALMS. $790. Lvge, inwnaculale 2-bdrnV2-

bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets ar>d drapes. Quiet, 10.unit

building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kckon. 470-

6855.

PALMS. >995, 2-bed/2-b«th, custom town-
home, fireplace, balconv, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free 361 4 Paris Dr.

310-391-1076.

Prinrw BrentwoodI 3-bdmV2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. balcony, gatad parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S-Bairin^art, mv
Sunstt 310^71 -249a

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Charming
Spanish style, hartfwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. Qm550-1531.
SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buMt. Com-
pteteiy reiHwated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
setts E.of 405. $525-$550. 310-479-2819

VENICE BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.
1/2 bkKk from beach. All Uilities paid. Full

kitchen. 3/4 bath. Security bulMli^ Quiet,

no pets. Please call Mary )o. 310-392-8487.
$46(>»nonth.

VENia BEACH, unfurnished bacheky.
Month to nwnth, 1/2 block to beach. Ail utili-

ties paM. 3/4-b«h. Swurtty buiUing. Quiet.

no peU. Call Mary \o 310-392-8487.
$40(yhwnth.

WALK TO UCLA. One btdroom. balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water Incl.

$900. 10944 Strathmore. (310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.

Small, quiet buikling. Upper balcony. Home-
like street, large closet, great area. 20 min.

UCLA $830. (213)935-9152.

West L.A. $675. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, patio. 1560 Sahair #205. 310-

4534)505. &:'

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking arxi entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from LK3.A or SMC. 3414
jasmine. 31 0-838-4862. •

CENTURY CITY ADJ.
APARTMENT

• 3 Br/2Bath Upper
Duplex

• sec. system
• FP, W+D Hookup
• Lg. kitchen

(310)279-1827

msg on machine

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blincis, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown

byappL 310-477-8750.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925

AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UaA. 310-839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. $1195-$15O0, Spackxjs 2 &
3-bedroom, A/C, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 171 1 Malcolm.

3/4-mile from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOD. Ibdrm furnished/private bath.

Laurtdry privilklges. Limited kitchen

prnriledges. Uti Is. paid, excluding phone.

$40(ymo. 310-474-5668.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm

$725. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, encbsed private garage. Quiet

buikling. 310-474-1172.

WLA, frwn $750, 2A3 bedroom apartments,

private patios, stove .refrig, air, laundry, 1620

S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

2 Bedroom/2 Bath

from only $750.00

Ijarge units, Fully equipped

kitchens, fitness center,

air conditioning, covered

gated parking, On site

manager,

21^460-5173

WLA. 1-1/2nniles from UCLA, carpets, itovc,

frl^. $62(yrTwnth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing ileal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliarKxs, carpet, paint,

vertkal Winds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

WLA. EXECLTTIVE SINGLES v«l 1 -bedroom,

lumishei^jnfumished. $600 and up, Heated

pool, fireplace, patio, gatad pwking, key crv

try. Call 3 10-479-21 ia
WLA. Larw 1-bdnVlbath. New carpets,

kiuvcrs, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500
Pt»due Ave. 31O204^>472, 310-477-5256.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $6(X^irianlh. Ask about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patk>, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

Ing. 3748 Innlewood Bkd. 310-398-8579.

SM. 1-bdrm apartment. Furnished. $67Q^no.

Available 1 1/1. Call 310-587-3300.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdmr>/2bth, real fire place, erKkiicd patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.

OEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-

1759.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpels, newly dettirHed, near Pkx>-

Le Clert^f. 01 0)279l2002.

$650. With carpel, drapes, refrigerator, stove,

launchy, paikirig. Convenient wcation- bus,

market Show by appointment 1519 Purdue

Avenue. (310)391-2874.

$875 2BDRKV1 1/2BA. 1426 Baning^on #4.

Ste>vc, rcfrieerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

2-BEDROOMa-BATH, $850, prhrale patto

Prime WLA, North SM/BIVO. Carpet, ap-

pliances, drapes. Spacious BACHELCDR, «ull-

jlje h*h, hot-plafeAnicTOwave, refrigerator.

Lease. 310-476-7116.

51 Apartments, Unfurn

From $940 and up. Move-in special. Large 2-

bedroofTV2-bath, security buildir^ all an>erii-

ties, elevators, parking. Low security deposit

310-859-1836 or 376-8794.

Great 2bdr/1bth $695 and large Ibdrm $575.

Easy commute to UCLA. Call Lisa 3ia572-
1050. ^

AMR VISTA, 2-bedn>om upper. $740. Brvtd

r>ew paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laundry. Quiet building. 15 Blocks

to Ocean. 12725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALMS, $575, brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laur>dry, pool, parking. 3410
ClubDrh>e. 310-578-2212.

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

52 Apartments to Stiare

CLEAN,SPACIOUS,
ROOM

Looking for mature, responsible roommate to

share a beautiful 4 bedroom apt. w/3 other

guys. Parking, closet, cable, 1 block from

campus. Must be clean. 679 Gayley. Warren
310-208-2954.

MARINAtDEL-REY 1 -bedroom in 3-bedroom,

2.5-bath townhouse. $490. Garage, wash-

er/dryer, dishwasher, patk>, pool/jacuzzi. Fe-

male graduate student preferred, nonsmok-

inn, quiet, neat. (310)306-6908.

Room with a ocean viewl Male roommate to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire SanU Monica.

$475»1/2 utils. Betty 310-394-431 3.

WLA. Two bedrooms available, $365 (small-

er), $385 (larger). Prefer female Laundry,

parking. Furnished living room arxi kitchen.

Call Pamela 310-398-5204.

53 Roommates

FEMAU ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute

walk from Lol-32. $300/month. Bobby 310-

478-71 21 or Cathy 31 0-478-0261

.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/same. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdmVI-bath, co-ed, luxury, security cor>do

w/amenities. Westwood, $350/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice condo, large

living room, kitchen, quiet, security building,

walk to UCLA $36(Vmo. 310-391-2877.

MALE ROOMAMTE to share 1 -bedroom
apartment. $412.50/month. 1409 Midvaie.

About 5-10 minute walk from Lot 32. Call Ed

310-312-0454.

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE, roommate to share

room of spacious 3-bedroom/B-bath apart-

ment Male, N/S. $30(Vrnonth. Call Greg
31(M45-5001 , evenin|;s only.

WANTED: FEMALE RQOMMATE to share

very dean apartment. Close to campus. Rer«t

$350.010)208-7972.

WESTWOOD. Great kxation. Fenrule gradu-

ate student preferred. Beautiful, large, upper

2-bdmV1 -ba. NC, hardwood floors, laundry,

2-car garage. %S7Stmo. Cathy, 310-477-

2007.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL GRAD to share 2-

bdrm furnished ookmial house by Beverly

Center. $57SAna ShaM«i 21 3-933-2210.

54 Room for Rent

$20CMt«O. SENIOR LADY WISHES TO RENT
Immaeulala^ kyvdy room to woman student

Khchen privileges, 10 min. bus to UCLA,
(310»473-282a

2 Grad students to share large room In Pacific

Palisades home. $55G^rsor>. Pool and lerv

nis courts privileff. 31().454-3506.

BRENTWOOD, FURNISHED 1-BORM/1-
BATH in house, private entrar>ce, kitchen and
laurxfry privileges, street parking, utilities irv

eluded. Mlf, N/S, grad student preferred.

$52Vnonth. 310476-5300.

Furnished, security, quiet, great tocitkMi.

CloM to bus. hVS. UUlities inckjded. $475.
310-657-1468.

Large room, private bath, furnished, kitcherv

ette, walk-in ck>set Cktse to UCLA.
$48SATM)nth, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-3616

ES:
MALE, N/S. Kitchen prh^legn, easy parking,

near PtccO^estwood. UCLA student, pre-

fcrred. $37SAno. 310-837-6084.

PRIVATE ROOM in nice house. Great Cuhrer

City rwighborhood. Washer/dryer, gardener,

direct busline to campus. $31QAmo.-f1/3 utill-

tles. 010)815-8610.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, sc-

curKy building, gated parkir^ kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.

$40(yhM)nth.

Private roomAuth. Furnished. Walk to

IX3.A. Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. $390/mo.. Call 310^74-9905.

Room plus private bath. Elegant Beverly Hills

honrte . Female only. $500.00. 310-278-

1053.

Rdpin, shower, bills paid, free cable, pool,

security, parkkig. One mile to campus. Prefv

9on-smoking fenule. $450. 310-445-9745 or

310-551-2120.

55 Sublet

WRSHIRt CORRIOCiR rtudio sublet. Dec.
IS-Jan. 15. Walk to camfKis. VaielAAilities.

Grad. fcmde only. Please calf for imwKHW.
01 01441 -9767. $750.
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56 House for Rent

3-bdrn\/2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$137S/mo. 310-826-2022.

LARGE 2-BDRM/2-BA. 10 minutes from
UCLA. $150(Vifno. Laundry, kitchen, parking
spaces, cable. 310-559-7170.

57 House to Stiare

HtS roomate wanted to share large 2-bdrrn/2-

bath house, enclosed garage, WLA, SSSCVmo,
call Sandra 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-

3064 eve.

Professional or student to share house. Good
neighborhood. 4 blocks from beach. Wash-
er/Dryer, 1/4 utilities. $487Un. 310-823-

8879.

58 House for Sale

Bel Air, 3bd^2.5ba,-fborHJs room,5yrs new,

quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by

appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-

277-7150.

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-

tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruden-

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

Gorgeous remodel. 3-bdrnV1-1/2ba, fire-

place, hardwood floors, near UCLA. Remo;
deled kitchen and bathrooms. Pristine nvjve-

in condition. $239,000. Great deal. Agent

310-479-6832.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Blvd. just minutes to Westside. Need
fourvlation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 818-789-71 1 7.

62 Room/Board tor Help

20 mins. from UCLA, PRIVATE

ROOf^ATH, STIPEND in exchange for

driving, afterschool babysitting (5-year old

boy), chores, etc. (31 0)203-541 7.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. Room in house

in exchange for babysitting. Female N/S .

Nice furnished room. Call for interview. 310-

202-8374.

FREE RM/BOARD
in exchange for light cooking and housekeep-

ing in lovely Westwood home- flower gar-

den, Jacuzzi, private cntrarnre and bathroom.

References. 310-474-2335 or 310-476-5164.

HSKPR/NANNY LIVE-IN, assist in care of 1

child, room and board + salary, near UCLA,

English speaking. 310-284-9025

Light-housekeeping/childcare for 6-year-old

boy In Beverly Hills. Approximately 15-20

hr«Wk. Female, own car. Chinese speaking a

plus. Private roonVbath. 310-273-8568.

Room in exchange for cleaning beautiful

Beverly Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred. (ofTice) 310-208-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange

for assistance- light housekeeping, son>e

cooking, some driving. Female student 81 8-

906-1399.

66 Tov/nhiouse tor Rent

2-be<V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air aryi heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urdaWSunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to IXXA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, dose to

campus. 2bdrnrV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. CXvner must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

Westwood, 2-¥2, bank owned, frtmt unit, bal-

cony, $1 46,(XX). Agent, quiet street. North of

SanU Monica Blvd. 31 0-479-6832

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laur>dry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N^.
$12O0tU>. 310-475-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

$1395/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm ^\6k, lAtl
bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parkir% 5-

minutes from ocean. Veniir^Mar Vista area.

310-278-5517.

3-bdmV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT. Furnished, security

pool, rent control. West HollyvMMd.

(213)874-2569.

HOLLYWOOD HILL5, $750. Bcautifol, sun-

ny, 1 -bdrm/1 -bath, fireplace, balcony, ptol,

spa, gym, security, parking, pet ok. 310-454-

7133

Westwood Townhome, Massachusetts&Cam-

den, 2bed, 2.5bjth, Private Atrium and Sun-

dedc. Front porch, quiet, Undem parking,

MQ, prhrate washer/dryer, dishwasher, refrig-

erator. Pets allowed. $1,4SO-$170a 310-

825-2633.

70 Guest House for Rent

DeiigMi'ui garden gu«*lhouse, 1 bedroom,

g«den and cat k>vers welcome, (TSQ/inno

.utilities, available Nov. I. 310^7-«246.

CwnpuB 5^ 109. v.- '-
•

70 Guest House tor Rent

ENCINO. 2-bedroorTV1-bath guesthouse to

share, own room, large yard, pool, very

quiet, private. Laundry/parkifig. Prefer fe-

male grad student $400^nonm. 818-986-

5329.

91 Insurance

/instate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd

.

(2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles/SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 (8001225-9000

94 Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. A licensed and insured, cxxir-

teous nwver. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T- 163844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS VWELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

arvj rewrites also available. Experierxied

writer and law school graduate 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

SMinal help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known autiwr/consultant. 310^26-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theses^publicatiorv; tutors Er^lishMudy

skills; traim time management/itr«c reduc-

tton. f^adla La»vrence, PhD. 310-393-19S1.

FREE HELP ON GRADUATE SCHOOL AP-

PLICATIONS. Call Career Advisor Associates

now for more information. (310)444-1903.

PROFESSIONAI WRITINO'EDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.0. dissertattorv, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement

213-871-1333.

WAhfT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, (oMlra-

tkm? Call for help developing/editing persorv

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL leveb, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00ain-5:00pm

98 Tutorinq Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call My Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

economic tutoring by masters graduate with

5-ycars teachjng experience. $15 per hour

with free consuhatton . 310-J93-41 73.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-

culus, MatMci, probability, math for physi-

cal^McUl sdenoas, SAT, ORE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, paflv, 310-S82-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

ORE LrfERATURE AND ENGLISH tutor need-
ed, experienced, for returning adult student

in Brentwood, please call (31 0)472-1 331

.

KOREAN LANGUAGE TUTOR is needed to

help working professional develop fluency.

Leave message for Vtnce at (81 8)994-4676.

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, birxxnial, Poisson, etc Garrett

310-372-7237. Evenings/weekends,

twIceAveek.
\

TUTORING NEEDED FOR HIGH SCHOOL
chemistry and math analysis. Western San
Femar>do Valley. Salary negotiable. Even-

ings, weekends. 310-855-8081.

100 Typing

A'CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0-827-8023.

APLUSWORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast tumarourxl. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND^ APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medical transcription experierxx.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All leveli^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-862-6509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient ar>d organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESStoNS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-t- yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional i>ear UCLA.
All levels, gjitars available. Call jean 310-

476-4154.

SINCI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCIA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resumes/cover letten^eference she^. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clienU get rcsuks. Open 7-days. 310-287-

278S.

105 Travel

Specializing In

Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

3 10.441•4388

STRICTLY PERSONAL
Seeking Jewirii Studeno... For 3'week wittter'

break experience in brKl. ?WK. groups have

met with Ptime MiniKcr Yitrfiak Rabin,

Shimon Pem, DcnyamiuNcnnyihu, Natsn

SisDMiky,JcnMlm nffor Bmio Olinert,

Benny Begin, and {^resident of Isaet Eier

Wetnian. Phatour the countrynd
diBOver «tttt Inel it really about

SchoiaahiiaivaiUble that let you do it all for

;uK $107!i, including oosr ofati^ and all

accowodafiona. For ifiplicalionfean, call

1-800-FELLOWS (335-5697)

105 Travel 105 Travel

Paris
NON-STOP

$195
London
Frankfurt

Boston
New York

$225'
$225*
$184*
$149-

Chicago $129*
•f«s are MoTviay from Lqs Ansete tjas«d on a
fomdirippuctwe Destricticns appt/ and taxes not
»x:luded. Cad (or attio worlcKvide ctetnaticyB.

Open Saturdays 10am - Spm

Council Tk'avel
1093 Bfoxton A\«., #220, los Angeles, CA 90024

310-208-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

HITCH^THE

SKIES

Hawaii

$129

cmcago

Boston

Dallas ($79)

EUROPE SZ49

810*394*0550
Call For Free Program Description

#'# ^ ^^^ ^ * *

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Buddy
5 Reliable

10 Skyrocket
14 Singer Home
15 In a —

(quickly)

16 Pulpit

17 Pretentious
18 "The Old —

Bucket"
19 Tack
20 Catapulted
22 Initial

23 Mineral

24 Tavern fare

25 True-to-life

quality

29 Science
subject

33 Impulses .

34 Heal
36 Streetcar

37 Zodiac sign

36 Beat it!

39 Use thriftily

40 Neutral color

42 Acting award
43 Jury
45 Dr. Living-

stone's finder

47 Last one
finished

49 In what way?
50 Single

51 Put off

54 Sincerely

60 Cosmetic
company

61 Pond scum
62 Buckeye State
63 Bland
64 Wave wildly

65 Dock
66 Drama
67 Late
68 Sea eagle

DOWN
1 Applaud

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

meaismD sbdqs dssd
AS 1 A nHa WjOlLHA F A R
C E L USH T

e
eIa idET T L E

H A L L ohv m1 S T Y
BBSS ac^DS

[STAT ElDfl
STL

D T OIRIAIMIAISI
[URNS 1 dIehnia 1 u
SQD SQS BQSBDQ QSDBD BQSB

A L 1 A Sph A
s
RiD T A C K

D A N geJr u D 1 V A N
N C eHh 1 L D m L O P E

\M E A |r|o| L L AMDI E N S E
' 1994 United Feature Syndicate

2 Frau's
husband

3 "Do -
others"

4 Spring
festival need

5 Evening wraps
6 Of the mouth
7 Be fond of

8 — tea

9 Study
10 Goofiest

1

1

Poet Khayyam
12 Kimono sashes
13 Shed
2

1

Goddess of

discord

22 Go by plane
24 Attention

getter

25 Regulations

26 Construct
27 Greek

marketplace
28 The real —
29 Says the

rosary

30 Dancer Castle

3

1

Bakery items

32 Cold-water
fish

35 Coffee
container

38 Cook slowly

41 Clumsy
43 Cornbread
44 Majestic

46 Actress Myrna

48 Isolated

51 Humid
52 Bad
53 Kinks' hit

song
54 Singer

Fitzgerald

55 Lab-culture
medium

56 Invasion

57 Norse god
58 Circus animal

59 Time past

61 Fore and —

!T

Sir

w
45

nr
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Just

one (i

of the

56,000

student

readers.

and WIN!
Lose Excess Weight
Safely

Reduces fippetite

Increases

Metabolism

Increase Your
Energy

Get Rid of Irritating

Water Retention

100% Natural

he aitimatc herbal tM ToHflU'
Veight Loss Formula ^VJII IVVIMy.

(310) 306-8446

NutriComp Programs

by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Oct 23 thru 29

PLANETARY OVERVIEW: It may be up to you to keep the peace whUe

some family members may be irritable. Words are like arrows, once

spoken can never be retrieved. Sudden shifts or hasty decisions in

important aHairs may cause upsets. Better times, working conditions and

productivity should help to put you in line for reward and recognirion.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20

II would be VN-ise to proceed caubously
and realistically in finandal matters. Fun
and games are great but don't overexert

with physical activities.

TAURUS AprH21-M«y21

Someone dose may want a permanent
commitment now, but vou may decide

to thii\k about it a bttle while longer.

Weekend sodalizing can be great.

GEMINI Mty22-JUM21
Career or creative endeavors could be
successful if you take the time to check

all important data and keep your
actions and emotions in balance.

CANCER Jun«22-July23

Moon in your sign Tues. thru Thurs.

may bring a sodal invitation. In matters

of fertility andent astrologers believed

this to be best Moon posibon for all.

LEO July 24 • Augiwt 23

Someone nearby has deep feelings for

Vou and the feeling couTd be mutual,

ou might hnd out for certain at a home
Boaal cathering this week.

VIRGO AugiMl24-S«pl 23

Fortunate influences; could help make
your fondest dreams come true once you
put ideas in motion. Taking a conserva-

tive appoadi helps to avoid pitfalls

LIBRA S«pt24-Oct23

Personal goals should be put into motion
now. An invitation to a soda] gathering

can help you to win new friends and
influeiKe new people.

SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22

Birthday month! Look ahead to a good
year. In personal relationships and
money matters good luck planet Jupiter

works in your behalf now and all of 1995.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 23^>m 21

Be sympathetic, but cautious, if some-
one comes to you ^^nth a talc of woe.

Regtfding a romantic encounter, many
may have second thoughts.

IFTTEW M^E CLUES TO
^ PERSON'S ^NATURE*.
hJAMES BEGINMINJOWITH
^H' ARE SUCCESSFUL
PUE TO THEIR OWNJ
EFFO(^TS/Z' NAMES
HAVE CtOOP FORTUNE IN

LIFEBYBEIN& IN THE
RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RiCrHT TIMC.

>w^
^r- '>

CAPRICORN Dm 22-Jan 20

A fortxmate career move, an increase in

income, e\'en added prestige arul recogni-

tion may be in the cards now. You have
the supf>ort of family and higher ups.

AQUARIUS Jan2l-f«bi9

Educational updates or travel can broaden
your horizons. Meeting new people
unprcrves )'our chances for future success

in Dusiness or personal affairs.

PISCES. F«b204tarch20

Mixing and nrungling with others should
bring in some nev^ opportunities. A brea th

of fresh travel air may be just what you
need to give you a brighter perspective

Daily Bruin Sports
.«»

TENNIS
From pjage 36

Ludvigova of Texas, 6-4, 6-3.

Down 3-0 in the first set, Phebus
found her rhythm and exploited

Ludvigova's weaknesses. She
asserted herself on Ludvigova's

shaky second serve - moving
well inside the baseline to

receive - and constantly
approached the net.

With her semifinal victory,

Phebus became the first Bruin to

reach the finals of the WAATC,
the second leg of the collegiate

tennis grand slam. Head coach
Bill Zaima hopes Phebus' recent

performances will finally garnei*

her more respect.

"When she's focused, she's

the best player in the nation," he

said.

• • •

Phebus was not the only
Bruin racketeer to have a good
weekend at the Riviera. Fellow

junior Jane Chi, just returning

from the Asian Games where
she played in the doubles com-
petition, returned to singles
action this weekend in Pacific

Palisades. Chi reached the semi-

finals where she succumbed to

the eventual champion Pace, 6-

3, 6-3.

The fired-up Pace quickly
seized control of the match,
sending Chi all over the court

chasing balls.

"[Chi] hasn't played singles

in a long time," said Zaima, "so

her court coverage is not quite

there yet."
• • •

In doubles competition, the

second ranked tandem of Phebus
and Susie Starrett were forced to

withdraw after Starrett defaulted

ANDREW SCHOl£R/Daly Bniln

UCLA Junior Keri Phebus lost to Kelly Pace of Texas in the finals

of the All-Amerlcan Championship Tournament 6-2, 6-1.

in singles play with leg spasms.

Freshman Stephanie Chi made
her UCLA debut teaming up
with her sister, Jane, and quali-

fied for the main doubles draw.

The Chis were eliminated in the

first round.

Three other Bruins made the

main singles draw including
senior captain Paige Yaroshuk,
Starrett, and Di^na Spadea. With
five Bruins aniong the top 32 in

the elite field, Zaima has high
hopes for No. 7 UCLA.
"We are a contender for

everything this year," he said.

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMANCHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black Interior, red body, in good condi-

tlon. $4S0(yobo. 310-553-1444.

1987 Nissan Pulsar SE, runs great, very spor-

ty, black, top maintenarKC and stereo, must

sell, 95K, $2995. 310-445-0940.

1988 Mitsubishi Precis IS. 4-door hatchback.

$3500. Legitimate owner. 38K miles. Tinted

windows, air, electric sunroof, new tires,

Kenwood pull-out radio. Mint condition.

310-208-1626.

1989 MITSUBISHI PRECIS. Blue, stick, air,

stereo, excellent condition in and out, 46K,

great gai mileage, $290(VOBO. 310-441-

0468.

84 BMW 318i. Superb condition, air, elec-

tric, Sspced, blackAan leather, sun roof.

$5500 obo. 310-204-2550, 310-822-9633.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

HONDA ELITE 80
'89, black, includes helmet and lock, great

condition, $650 Arm. Call Jackie, 310^24-
0571.

Honda El He 80, Red, with helmet, lock, and
basket, run great $500. 310-288-2586.

HONDA ELITE like newl Red '87 left in stor-

age- under 300 mllesi $85(yobo. pgr

(818)418-0903.

RED '87 HONDA arTE 80, 2600 miles,

$600, runs gcat. 310-379-8667.

YAMAHA 200. 1989. Recent grad. wants to

sell scooter, 2-helmeU. Black. Less than 9K
miles. $60(Vobo. 310-826-2186. Leave me*-

»agg-

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, black, great condi-

tion, low miles, new battery tune-up, "95 reg-

istration paid, helmet, lock. $725. 310-445-

9564.
f

'90 Horyfa Elite 80, white, excellent condi-

tion, just tuned, 95 registration, includes lock

and helmet. $800. Dan 310-208-1454

1 26 Furniture for Sale

FUTON, FIAL SIZE, LBCE NEW. Double-
thick mattress, red. Finished hardwood frame

with lens. $175. 310-204-0123.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
ofden accepted. 310-372-2337.

SLEEPER SOFA and vmchtfr, excellent con-

dition. Also desk and bdby Rom. Call 310-

454-4560.

Top quality \ultm oaMm SOFA BED-TIL
Madlum antlaua SDld. aamllafll eondltkin.

PakJ $2200, Sacrifice $85a 213-651-3958.

127 Garage Sales

Moving sale, cheap, good condition, almost

new director's chair $75, kitchemvare, coffee

table $35, twin bed $99. 31 0-473-21 42.

131 Stereos/TVs/Radios

8mm vkieo Sony camcorder, shoulder heldl
model CCD-V8AFU, meUl case $200 obo.
310-998-9769.

134 Computer/ Typev/riter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, rrxuae, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

IBM-compatible computer, 286, 40
megabites, ifKluding monitor and printer,

$300.81^865-9756.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pasa up this

bargalnl Call your Mlow UCLA bruin for In-

fbnnation. 818-225-0909.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-
tems from only $1 SO. Printers available from
$50 each. 310-286-1222.

Get $1 0.00

FREE
on your Bruin Gold Card.

TICKLE OUR TASTEBUDS
AND THE

DAILY BRUIN
WILL TICKLE YOURS.

Something's Cooking at the Bruin!

Submit a personal favorite recipe and if

it's chosen we'll feature your name and
recipe in the paper's classified section.

BON
APPETITE!

-drop recipe submissions at

the Dally Bruin front desk-
225 Kerckhoff Hail
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VOLLEYBALL
From page 36

Alyson Randick, who ate up the

quick sets for 13 kills and a .550 hit-

ting night. She also blocked a

match-high nine balls.

"We gave them a lot of points in

the first game," UCLA head coach

Andy Banachowski said. "And then

we just had better ball control and
that's how you beat this team."

The Bruins (20-2, 10-1) played

well, but they may also have gotten

some help from the officials as two
questionable calls in the pivotal third

game turned the match in UCLA's
favor.

Witfi the match tied at 1-1 and the

third game tied at 7-7, Arizona lost a

close call and a point on a UCLA
block on Wildcat hitter^^Barb Bell.

Arizona coach David Rubio
received a yellow card when he
booted the scorer's table after losing

the aigumenL

Then, with UCLA leading 13-9 in

the same game, Arizona was called

for four hits when the first Wildcat to

touch the ball was attempting a

block. The Bruins had game point,

much to the dismay of Rubio, who
again litigated the call. After Rubio
threw his jacket to the ground, the

Bruins were awarded another point

and a 2-1 lead in the match, and
Rubio came way with a red card.

Those errors may have shifted the

momentum toward UCLA, as the

Bruins took a 12-3 lead in the fourth

game and never looked back.
Arizona instigated a short-lived run

to close the Bruin lead to 13-8, but

an ace by UCLA setter Kelly
Hannigan got the Bruins to match
point and on the second try, Randick

tapped down an overpass to win it

for UCLA.
• • •

On Friday night, UCLA defeated

No. 14 Arizona State, 15-8, 15-9,15-

9. Annett Buckner led the BruiTis

with 14 kills and Alyson Randick
added 1 1 from the middle. Middle
blocker Kim Krull had 9 kills and
six blocks.

FOOTBALL
From page 36

us," Edwards said. "Third and
long and we just gave it to them.

It definitely hurt the defense in

the long run."

The Bruins took their second
possession of the third quarter 49
yards in nine plays with senior

Daron Washington winning a

one-yard footrace to the comer of
the endzone. The touchdown
gave the Bruins their first lead in

26 quarters, dating back to the

season's second game. Cook,
who completed 16 of 33 passes

for 245 yards, completed all three

of his attempts for 37 yards on
the march.

"It was a good feeling to have
a lead," Cook said. "It's just a

shame it didn't last longer." «

The Bruins' ecstasy lasted all

of 5:32 as the Wildcats began an

1 1 play assault, ending in White's

14-yand bullet over the middle to

senior tight end Lamar Harris.

Following two Wildcat field

goals, a Bruin fumble and punt,

the Wildcats' running game, led

by Carter, churned out an eight

play, 52-yard drive against an
exhausted Bruin defense which
stayed on the field for more than

36 minutes;.

Cook finished his day with a

1 4-yard touchdown toss to senior

wideout Mike Nguyen with 1:34

on the clock.

After a Merten onside kick

failed, the Bruins were left to

ponder their lost season.

'This year is just going down-
hill," Edwards said. "Right now
the world is just like a bi^ cloud."

GOOD TASTE. NAOrURALLY.

Dine in. Carry Out
Special

2 sioM o( piza & al you can
drtnk, pii» your choio* of:

• T/2 onler of Moios or
• pizza breadBUcka

only $340

g GOOD lASTE. NATURAUy. «

ESST free DELIVERY!

Great pizza
.v5

GOOD TASTE. ^MarUilALiY.

Large Pizza

Spaghetti served with garlic

bread, fresh garden salad,

and drink.

only $3*^

Any targe pizza up
to 3 toppinps of

your choice

only $9=^
Double Special

2 medium one
t(^ng pizzas

only $"|'|j 49

oz.

BEER
and a great deal more!

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

iiilii

Combination

Any imsm ofW topping pizza,

5 piec<» (rf chkJcen, or 1/2 1>. of

sMmp, plus moio potatoes>

.99only $*|'|;

fA^_l^^^j^ 1114Gayley I Suv-TIVMsll-lam

allanlG]f» Westwood
I
Fri&Sat11-2am

GOOD TASTE. NATURALiy.

824-4111 aS
GOOD TASTE. NATURALiy. E GOOD TASTE. NATURAUY.

y
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M,SOCCER
From page 36

called for a handball in the penalty

box.
• • •

In Sunday's game against SDSU.
the Bruins prevailed, 4-0, after tally-

ing three goals in the first half.

UCLA forward Ante Razov gave

the Bruins their first two goals of the

game, the first coming in the 17th

minute after Bruin midfielder Josh

Keller took a shot on goal that was

parried by the Aztec keeper.

Razov fielded the rebounded ball

just a few feet from the goal, and

buried a point-blank shot to give

UCLA the lead.

Then, in the 29th minute, Razov

and the Bruins scored again, this

time on a nice lob from 14 yards out

that sailed over the Aztec keeper's

reach and into the goal. Selander

assisted on the goal.

"I was on the on the left and saw

Justin with the ball," Razov said. "I

made diagonal run and he played it

through nicely; The goalie was off of

his line a couple yards, and I thought

I could catch him."

In the 34th minute, UCLA for-

ward Robbie Labelle gave the

Bruins their third goal, finishing a

cross by Christie at close" range to

give the Bruins a comfortable half-

time lead.

The Bruins added another goal

for good measure in the 85th minute,

when LaBelle - seeing that the

Aztec keeper was wa^out of posi-

tion - assisted midfielder Josh

Keller on an easy goal.

WATER POLO
From page 35

opportunities. It's a tough loss, it's

even worse losing in overtime, we
were \xpby one with 33 seconds left,

we let down a little bit and

Pepperdine got in."

The Bruins exploded to a 3-0 lead

in the first quarter UCLA was assist-

ed by freshman Steve Covec, who
scored all three of the Bruins open-

ing goals - one of which was from

two-point range. Covec went on to

score two more goals.

"Covec had a great game," Baker

said. "He got us off to a great start,

won our first four points of the

game. Steve had a phenomenal
game, biggest game of the year and

he came through like that."

Recycle This Paper.
Daily Bruin

t%

Smilei Beconing a UCLA senior is an

achievement. So sniile...for the

camera, please! It*s tine to get your

aenar portrat Ukm so yoill appear

in the
|
Bnwi Life yirtfk,

i: _

UCLA's ofriciai pictorial history.

Just have your senior portrait taken

at ASUCLA's Zm^ Photo Studio.

Pay only $3-or buy your Bruin Liff

yearbook in advance, and your

STUDIO

It Photo Studio it Itcattd on 2nd floor AckerM

epM MMNliy-Frid«y 8:36-5:30 Phooe 20fi-8433

[yeacfaook portrait is free.

We're on 2nd floor Ackerman

atupby!

X

The Bruins maintained their lead

until the end of the third quarter

when a two-point shot by

Pepperdine' s Larry Felix put the

score at 7-8. At the start of the fourth

quarter UCLA's Adam Krikorian

was ejected because of excessive

fouling and the Bruins were left

without a<Jriver for the remainder of

theganw.

"It hurt the game because Adam's

such a fighter," assistant coach Matt

Emerzian said of Krikorian' s ejec-

,tion. "His enei^gy's really contagious

to the rest of the team."

With 2:31 remaining in the game,

a pass from UCLA freshman Luther

Weidner set Mark Sutter up to score,

evening the game at 8-8. With 33

seconds remaining, Covec scored

his fifth goal of the match with

another assist by Weidner, to give

the Bruins a 9-8 ksad.

The Waves called a time out, and

then regrouped with driver Zachary

HokJer scoring the game-tying goal.

Pepperdine' s Alan Herrmann
scored the oiily overtime goal with

34 seconds remaining in the first

period, to end the game 10-9.

The loss puts the Bruins in an

uncertain position leading up to the

NCAA tournament Wins in the two

remaining conference matches

against No. 1 Stanford and Irvine

will determine the Bruins postsea-

son status.

"It's a dogfight between us,

Pepperdine, and UOP," Baker said.

"Everybody's one on one, two of the

three teams are going to go and

one's not"

The Bruins play Air Force tomor-

row at Sunset Canyon Pool at 3 p.m.

GtlNS DOW'T KILL i^gOPLg.^.

-
100% cotton T-shirt and bumper sticker

f Total price: $12.95 + $2.00 S&H
AMEX»MC«VISA

ABORTION PROTCSTtPS DO
or

lil^lft^ VStiR VfilSE

i
i
i

To Order: Call 404-221-1777 or Mail Check to^
» Limericks. 222 1 Peachtree Road

Suite D-520. Atlanta. GA 303W
iry Siaiemenl. Size and Quoniily

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

mkeOipace

Medlpace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

LOS Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and

credit cards accepted.

-^ ^^:^^ 0^ v;^

s

^^ 1 1 1 1 .1 I ii>-< .11 f

^03l^
TERIVAKl BOWLS • PASTAS • SAHDWICHES
SALADS • CUmcy BOWLS * SUSHI • EGGROitS

I.OW CMTItKC PRICKS FROM »3»5atS TO ^-TS
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^irtSFSnWHPSf^'^Bl^MM Ig^ fgmm

I Bov «rry t\A«» •rKr»«-s on ocir mtsrKj »t tr\» resell**- pricm f
«ocl g«ft m FREE Be«rf or Ch.lcken Bowl.

' 1 0% ^»k Frmm M^ Free |

! on O «=-—' ® Eggroiil

Get a I Oth CMscoont off yoo*^ reo prKe food & Deverafle p
purcrvis* Or. o« a Fr»e egflroli or Car> of Soda (Wim min.

$•4.50 purcnaiel Ortt^ s*^H trus coupon C3ne coupon per ^
perion Expires I I-J5-94. ^^_^_^_^__^_

HeriyaiIcl Etc .
1 771 IIIMM«iMN3M»cf mHrdl., VIKmI* i...A.

(1/2 Block isiortu of Santa Montca BtvcJ.)

HOURS: Open 7 Days - Man. - murs. I lam to lOpm
FrI. - Sat. 1 t am to 1 1 pm Sundays 1 2 noon to 9pm

sn<vy*f -vocfwr vj^bjto scMOg*. •-^

FREE LOC/VL DELIX/ERV
C/VLL. C3 10) <^7S-l 34S
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W. soccer barely squeaks by Aztecs, Titans
UCLA holds on for 1 -0 victories

over San Diego State and CSUF
By Hye Kwon

Avoiding what would have been
it's seventh overtinie match of the

season, the UCLA women's soccer

team squeaked past San Diego
State with a late goal Sunday at the

North Soccer Field.

In the previous overtime match-

es, the Qruins (10-3-2 overall) have

handled their opponents pretty well

- losing only once while getting

the victory three times. But they

didn't have to worry about that on
Sunday because forward Traci
Arkenberg kicked in the game win-

ning goal with just five minutes
left to go in regulation.

Arkenberg's goal was her 11th of

the year, more than any other
Bruin.

The match was evenly played

throughout the first 80 minutes
until forward Michelle Lieberman,

Arkenberg and the rest of the Bruin

attackers began to put pressure on
the Aztecs (7-7-0 overall).

Freshman defender Michelle
Kaping got in on the attack as well

posting the assist on Arkenberg's

goal.

"We had some trouble with
(UCLA's) team speed on the

wings," San Diego State head
coach Chuck Clegg said. "I also

thought that they worked well off

of each other."

Clegg praised Arkenbeig's abili-

ty to play at the striker position.

"She is a pure striker," he
remarked. "She has a nose for the

ball and can score a lot of goals. I

wish we had sonKone like her."

Throwing salt on the wound, the

Aztec offense suffered a major set-

back when junior Nikki Charette

went down with an injury early in

the match. The preliminary diagno-

sis points to an anterior cruciate

ligament tear.

"It was really unfortunate."

Clegg said. "I thought we could

have put a lot of pressure on
UCLA with (Charette) playing."

Even though the Bruins got the

win, they could have easily been at

the wrong end of the 1 -0 score. The
Aztecs had as many great chances

to score as UCLA, but the Bruins

got a strong effort from sweeper
Sue Skenderian to pull out the win.

"Sue did an excellent job,"

UCLA assistant coach Merry
Eyman said. "We really needed tl^

defense on (San Diego State)."

• • •

As the cliche goes - it wasn't
pretty, but it got the job done.

That would be an appropriate

depiction of the Bruins' 1-0 win
over Cal State Fullerton on Friday

afternoon at the North Soccer
Field.

Showing the effects of not hav-

ing played a game in nine days, the

UCLA looked anything but sharp.

"We just couldn't connect pass-

es," UCLA head coach Joy
Fawcett said. "We didn't look too

good out there."

UCLA got off to a good start,

however. Michelle Lieberman
scored the first and only goal of the

match at 14:33. Lieberman has

either scored or assisted on four of

the last five UCLA goals (1 goal

W*^"W'!»"

X>N FERREY/Oaily Brum

Freshman forward Michelle Lieberman scored the winning goal for the UCLA women's soccer team
in its 1-0 win over Fulierton Friday.

against Fullerton, three assists the previous matches). explained that it wasn't because

against USC).
"Everyone was a step or two

slow (against Fullerton),"

Lieberman said. "But i think that

we won more 50-50 balls (than in

The two injured Bruins, her groin injury was bothering her

Shannon Thomas and Sarah greatfy.

Connell, saw limited action. "We have another game on
Thomas came out of the match Sunday," Fawcett said. "We just

during half time, but Fawcett wanted to rest her for that match."

Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.

What's the cost • What's the best pnx:cdure • What's the right age .

Call ForPree Coiuulution:

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

ImnsibU • R*mtn>€tbU ' TntJUioiutl • EuropMUi Sitrgicttl OrthoJiMUics ' Co»imttic PorcelaiM

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Ccrtlflcd SpeCialbt

11645 Wilahire Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
ja-ea-EH Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-t;

UCLA SPORTS LAW FEDERATION
V

PRESENTS

LEIGH STEINBERG
All students are welcome

Law School Rm 1347 12:00 - 1:00

Wednesday, October 26

825-2161
Daily Bruin
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Tennessee edges w. swimming in first meet
Lady Volunteers take meet in last race,

outscore No. 7 UCLA 158-140 to win

By Ross Bersot

No one knew what to expect

from the first ever dual meet
between the UCLA women's
swim team and the Tennessee
Lady Volunteers. The hazy
Saturday morning at the Men's
Gym Pool featured a relatively

untested seventh-ranked Bruin

squad against a seasoned Vols

team returning 18 swimmers
from last season.

UCLA began themeet with 14

freshmen on the roster and 10

athlet'^es unable to compete
(seven swimmers and three

divers) because of injury or ill-

ness. The Bruins swam tough,

but in the end, UCLA lost, 158-

140.

UCLA got off to a good start,

with the 400-yard medley relay.

Two Bruin teams took to the

pool and 3:52.09 later the Bruin

women had their first victory of

the season.

Jill Jenkins, Lindsay *Etter,

Annette Salmeen and Megan
Oesting were first while the

other Bruin team of Sharon
Webster, Glenda Lueders,
Miranda Walz and Kasey Foster

captured second.

"I thought we would have a

tough time winning that one,"

UCLA coach Cyndi Gallagher

said of the one-two effort. "That

was great, it showed me what
the team is made of."

Salmeen continQed to swim
well, winning the 200 butterfly

in 2:04.56 and placing second in

the 200 and 500 freestyle events.

Her times of 1:51.52 and
4:59.63 were second only to

Tennessee's Leslie Mix, who
placed second in the 500 free at

last year's NCAAs.
"The 500 free was a very fun

race," Salmeen said. "They were

good times for me and I knew I

was up against some tough com-
petition. I was pretty happy with

the way I swam against (Mix)."

Jenkins' times of 52.09 and
56.66 earned first place for the

true freshman in both the 100
free and the 100 fly.

Other key performers includ-

ed Webster and Cindy Bertelink.

Webster finished ahead of the

pack at 57.23 in the 100 back-

stroke, completing a Bruin
sweep of the 100-yard events.

In the 200 back, she was only

inches away from her second
victory, when the Vols' Fabiola

Molina touched her out with a

time of 2:04.78 in what was
arguably the best finish of the

day. Bertelink was the anchor of

the UCLA effort. Swimming in

the 1,650 free, the 500 free, the

400 individual medley and a leg

on the 400 free relay, she was in

the water more than any swim-
mer on either team.

Heading into the final event of

the day, the home team had 1 34

points overall, while the Lady
Vols had 147. Only by a one-two

sweep of the final event could

UCLA dodge their first defeat of

the season. The 400-yard free

medley is Tennessee's best relay

event, which prompted the

UCLA coaches to split the best

Bruin relay in order to create

two teams with chances to win.

The two home squads were
neck-in-neck with the visiting

Volunteers until the end. Mix
anchored the Tennessee team

that finished in 3:29.21, just

ahead of the Bruins' flnal swim-
mers Webster (3:29.68) and
senior Kirsten Krengel
(3:31.17).

"We split them," Gallagher
said. "I mean if we had put all of

^r fast people on one relay we
would' ve won easily."

Despite losing. Gallagher
wasn't negative.

"We swam better than I

thought we would be swimming
and I think it was based on the

fact that they just got fired up to

swim fast," Gallagher said. "We
had some big holes in some
events (because of injuries). We
had to shift everyone around."

And, Gallagher noted^ it is

still early in the season.

"We're really not ready to

swim this fast yet," she said.

"It's just so eady.for us and they

did a great job. It wasn't pretty,

but they did a great job."
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f a/CORRECT

HUGE VARIETY
t)F CIGARS

TOBACCO
ACCESSORIES

CIGAREHES
LIGHTERS

10% BRUIN
DISCOUNT

Westside Too - level one
Westside Pavilion Expansion

310 446-9979
BET>A/EEN THE DISNEY STORE & NORTHLIGHT ART GAUIRY

STUDENT
FRIENDLY

Tired of ATM's that force you to withdraw at least $20 at a time?

Our ''Student Friendly" ATM allows you $5, $10, $20. or $40 withdrawals,

in the company of a cashier rather than alone on the street. Plus, our 24

hour express store is stocked with all the essentials (and goodies) you

might crave^t dusk or dawn. Parking's On us -liio permit required!
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Polo loses narrowly
in overtime crunch
COVCC scores rive Schroeder said. "It was the best

1 . - T/^^T A J
game we've been in this season as

goals in UC^LA S far as evenly matched teams, but

1 J emotionally we came out on top.

WeeRend upset to if you can win those one point

Pepperdine Waves raTnce
""'""'"" "*"" "'""°""

Q,, c«*i,^, U..I The Bruins (10-8 overall, 2-4 inby cstner Hul .. .. .in •*• o .^ .

Dailv Bruin Staff
Mountain Pacific Spt)rts

^ Conference) played well defen-

It was a heart-breaking defeat sively, allowing the Waves to con-

for the No. 4 UCLA men's water vert on only two of seven man-up
polo team as they lost to No. 6 situations, but were able to score

Pepperdine 10-9 in overtime on only 3 of 11 power plays.

Sunday. The Bruins had battled "Our six on five killed us,'^

back from a three-point deficit in UCLA head coach Guy Baker
the third quarter to lead 9-8 at the said. "We had three (man-up)
end of the fourth, but the Waves opportunities in overtime didn't

scored a goal with eight seconds score on any of them, that's the

remaining, sending the game into ball game."
overtime where a goal gave them Team-captain Scott Turner
the eventual win. agreed, "It just came down to six

"We knew it was going to be an on fives, we didn't put away our
extremely tough game,"
Pepperdine head coach Terry See WATER POLO, page 32 JON FERREY/Daily Brum

Sophomore Corbin Graham and the UCLA men's water polo team lost to Pepperdine Sunday. 10-9.

Runners receive mixed results in Pomona

Jeanene Hariick

UCLA sports Into

By Mark SIngerton

Cal Poly Pomona hosted the

Bronco Invitational Saturday,
which was a minor affair with a

blend of unranked Division I

teams, a few individual collegiate

runners and several club runners

in its field.

On the men's side. Long Beach
State won the 8,000-meter event

with 117 points, but it was Brian

Godsey of Cal State Northridge
who won the individual honors
among the few collegians. He

placed fifth overall in a time of
25:12.

Team-wise, tMe meet was incon-

sequential for the unranked Bruin

men, who sent just three runners

to the race.

Freshman Matt Olin will be an

alternate at the Pac-10
Championships, Oct. 29. Olin,

who finished 20th at Pomona,
might even compete for head
coach Bob Larsen's squad at the

NCAA District-8 meet, Nov. 12.

Sophomore Juan Sotelo, who had
been trying to make the squad all

season, finished 29th. Junior Scott

Urner fell to 48th, but he only
recently returned from a baclc

injury suffered earlier in the year.

"It was great that these guys
were able to get out there and get

some experience," Larsen said.

"I'm very pleased with how they

did. And they learned a few things

out there. They proved not just to

me, but to themselves how good
of shape that they're in. They're
coming along real well."

Long Beach State won the

women's leg of the Bronco

Invitational with 117 points. The
Bruin women did not participate

as a team, but UCLA did send
three runners to Pomona, all of
whom are competing for the last

spot on coach Eric Peterson's
seven-person roster for the Pac-10

Championships. Junior Githa
Hampson won the 5,000-meter
event overall in a time of 17:59.

Junior Jeanene Hariick had one of

her better races of the year, finish-

ing second in 18:02. Senior
Susannah Thrasher placed 18th in

19:03.

GENERAL DENTISTRY
Cosmetic Bonding Bleaching

Porcelain Veneers Filling

Crowns Strict Sterilization

Michael S. Zola, D.M.D.

1033GayleyAve.,Suitel15

Westwood Village, CA 90024

(310)208-4036

Your

Village

Grocer

INSURANCE ACCEPTEDI

SANTA MONICA SPORTS CARDS
And Collectibles

so95
MAIL ORDERS AVAILABLE

10
FREE I

MILKCAPS I

10%
OFF
ANY

Wrm I PURCHASE
ANY I EXPIRES

PURCHASE I 11/20/94

50
CARD
SET

The Simpson Case Trading Cards
A porHon o< »he proceeds from the $«le of these cards ml be donated to support the

prevention of domestic violence and t)eneM shelters for abused vwoien and children.

50 Card Set Features:
•Fill Bleed photos of people, places, and things of importance and interest to the Simpson Case.

•Card backs feature tvdepth information, facts, and history surroundir^ the O.J. Simpson Pase.

AVAqid
•starter Decks
•Booster Packs
•The Dark

•Legends
•Antiquities

•Arabian Nights

The Gathering

Milk Caps -»- Pog^"^ Products

Sports Cards • Comic Cards • Supplies

SANTA MONICA SPORTS CARDS And Collectibles

1606 Santa Monica, Santa Monica 310 828 1777

FOSTER FARMS CHICKEN
POSiER

Whole Fryers 790/ib

Chicken Breasts $1 .79/ib.

Boneless Breasts $2.99/ib.

Boneless Skinless Breasts $3.99/ib.

COKE & DIET COKE

Open

'

+ CRV

6 pack - 12 oz. cans

tl^l^^HHSHfet 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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And the nightmare continues
UCLA drops 34-24

decision to Arizona;

streak hits six games

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

TUCSON, Ariz— A stormy 1994 season

officially became a tempest Saturday afternoon

in TUcson. The UCLA football team's trail of

tears extended into Arizona as the Bruins (2-6

overall, 0-5 in the Pacific- 10) lost their sixth

consecutive game, this week's version being a

34-24 defeat at the hands of No. 13 Arizona

Wildcats (6-1, 4-0) before a record crowd of

58,817 in Arizona Stadium

The loss assured the Bruins of their first los-

ing season since 1990 as their faint bowl
chances were lost somewhere in the eye of the

Desert Swarm.
"At this point in the season, it's pure frustra-

tion," senior quarterback Wayne Cook said.

"It's an absolute nightmare - 1 don't know how

else to put it"

The afternoon began nightmarishly enough

for the Bruins. The Wildcats took the opening

kickoff and marched 65 yards in 10 plays,

capped by senior Ontiwaun Carter's two-yard

burst over the left side.

Despite the ominous start, the Bruins beared

down and refused to foW.

"I'm very proud of the way we played,"

UCLA head coach Terry Donahue said. "Both

hard and courageously. We played better today

against a top flight opponent, but it wasn't

enough."

After a UCLA punt, senior linebacker

Donnie Edwards came up with the fu^t of his

plethora of big plays on the day. On a second

and nine, Edwards steamrolled over Arizona

quarterback Dan White, forcing a fumble at the

Wildcat 16. Edwards was a one-man Desert

Swarm for the Bruins, recording 16 tackles,

three sacks and two forced fumbles.

The Bruins capitalized on the turnover two

plays later as Cook drilled junior wideout

Kevin Jordan for a 14-yard touchdown. Jordan

tallied eight catches for 1 11 yards on the game,

marking the fourth lime he has broken the cen-

tury mark this season.

However, on a day in which senior wideout

J.J. Stokes (one catch for 18-yanis) returned to

action for the Bruins, the UCLA tandem was

outshone by Wildcat sophomore Richard Dice.

Dice, burned the B|min secondary for six catch-

es totaling 138 yag|fe-^]he Wildcats consistent-

ly deflated the Bruins with their third and long

conversions. All told, Arizona was 12 of 20 on

third downs, with the While to Dice combina-

tion connecting on four occasions.

"Their third down conversions killed

See FOOTBALL, page 31

ABBY MOSKOWITZD^ Bniin

UCLA tailback Sharmon Shah rushed

for 42 yards against Arizona Saturday.

W. volleyball

prevails over
U of A, ASU
By Lawrence Ma
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

No women's volleyball team in the

country plays louder than Arizona,

and Saturday night, the 16lh-ranked

Wildcats brought their emotional brand of

volleyball to Westwood to take on No. 3

UCLA.
UCLA has not had it easy against the

Wildcats, who have taken the Bruins to five

games in the last three meetings. On
Saturday, the 'Cats played at their emotional

peak and began the match by blowing out

UCLA for a 1-0 lead.

But in the end, UCLA's combination of

finesse and power muzzled the Wildcats, as

the Bruins prevailed, 6-15, 15-4, 15-9, 15-8.

' With the exception of the first game,
UCLA passed the ball efficiently, served

tough and dug a few bullets against Arizona

(9-7 overall, 5-6 in the Pac-10). The power

game was supplied by outside hitter Annett

Buckner (18 kills) and middle blocker

See VOLLEYBALL, page 31

JEFF FU/Daity Brutn

UCLA freshman Kara Milling had eight kills and five

blocks in UCLA's 3-1 win over Arizona State Friday night.

Midfielder's bone iiyury

dampens soccer victory
Bruins* 4-0 victory

over SDSU Aztecs

earns MPSF title;

ByTlmCostner
Daily Bruin Senbr Staff

The UCLA men's soccer team won the

MPSF Pacific Division tide this week-

end, but may have lost a key player for

Lewis' recovery key ^^^^ week's match against No. 1

Indiana.

Bruin midfielder Eddie Lewis - who collided heads with a Titan defender

- suffered a fractured cheek bone just below his right eye in Friday's 2-1 vic-

tory over Cal State Fullerton.

Lewis is currcntiy the second leading scorer for No. 6 UCLA (14-1 over-

all, 6-1 in conference), and his return to the lineup will be decided on a week-

to-week basis.

"It doesn't se«m like it's going to need suigery," UCLA head coach Sigf-

Schmid said. "I don't know how soon he can come back, afler they do the

CAT scan is really the key. Then it's up to the doctors and when he feels that

he can play."

Whether or not Lewis can wear a protective mask during the game under

NCAA regulations has yet to be determined.

Before Lewis left the game, the Bruins tallied two early goals against the

Titans, the first in the fifth minute by midfielder Justin Selander, who headed

in a cross on a free kick by Joe Christie.

UCLA scored its second goal just four minutes later, ironically by Lewis,

who hit a hard, low shot to the far post to put the Bruins up 2-0. Frankie

Hejduk assisted on the play.

The Titans brought the game within one goal in the 85th minute when
Fullenon's Eddie Soto nailed a penalty kick after UCLA's Tah} Jakins was

See M. SOCCER, page 32

Fifth-seeded Phebus downed 6-2, 6-1 in finals
By Christopher Isldro

Keri Phebus - the fifth-ranked

collegiate player in the nation -

fell in straight sets to Texas
senior Kelly Pace 6-2, 6-1 at the

Riviera Women's All-American
Tennis Championship last

Sunday. The loss was a disap-

pointing end to an otherwise fab-

ulous weekend for the junior and
the rest of the UCLA women's
tennis team.

No. 3 Pace peppered Phebus

Texas senior Kelly Pace prevails at

All-American tennis tournament
with solid forehands and back-

hand chips, throwing her off-bal-

ance for most of the match.
Phebus, meanwhile, sporadically

attacked the net and played into

Pace's game.

"There are very few girls in the

country who can hit 10 or 15 ball

rallies with Kelly Pace and come
out on top," UCLA assistant

coach Henry Himes said. "When
[Phebus] gets into these long ral-

lies with these baseliners, s[he's

going to wind up making the

unforced error."

The key point of the match
occurred at 40-30 in Game 6 of

the first set. Phebus, serving, was
seemingly in control of the point

when a Pace backhand slice

bounded off the net cord just

above Phebus' s racket as she was
preparing to hit the winning vol-

ley. Pace went on to break
Phebus 's serve and take the vic-

tory..

"You just have to laugh,"
Phebus said. "When [a net cordl

happens, God is in control and I

just don't let it get to me."

To reach the finals, Phebus dis-

mantled top ranked Lucie

See 1ENNI8, page 30
Kari

UCLA Spwti into

<sr

Youth mov^ineiit
The UCLA women's swimming team kic)(^

off ilic 1 994-95 season witji a meet against

Tennessee. Head coach Cyndi Gallagher Oeft)

has got a young squad this vaar- with 14

freshmen suiting up on,
i
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Members of SAGE stage a protest outside of Murphy Hall on Monday.

WON woo/Daily Bruin

Grad students protest for union
Chancellor refuses to

acknowledge SAGE,
meets with protesters

By Allsa Ulferts

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Blowing whistles, tooting horns and

banging on garbage cans proved effective for

graduate student protesters Monday who got

what they came for - a meeting with

Chancellor Charles Young.

About 30 members of the Student

Association of Graduate Employees (SAGE)
staged a protest outside Murphy Hall while a

delegation sat in Young's office, vowing not

to leave until the chancellor agreed to meet

with them.

SAGE members said they were seeking

Young's recognition of the association as the

bargaining representative of graduate

employees.

"He'll recognize us whether he wants to

or not," Sage representative Mike Miller told

the whistle-blowing picketers. Miller added

that Young had refused three earlier requests

to meet with SAGE.
"We haven't had a raise in four years,"

said Colette Brown, a teaching assistant in

women's studies. Brown added that having

representation would give graduate students

a voice in negotiating the terms of their

employment.

Young now has the option of recogniz-

See SAGE, page 14

Inside A&E

He tangos
for cash

Kurt Russell wasn't going

to do Stargate until they

oflfercd him too much money
for him to tum it down. Now
he's in the middle of a $55

million flick he doesn't even

want to watch. Way to go.

Captain Ron!

See page 18

Inside Sports

Defying all

odds
Not even a slew of seri-

ous medical ailments keep

Gaucho hitter Heather

Collins off the court.The

UCSB squad and the Bruins

serve it up at Pauley

Pavilion tonight.

See page 36

Regents say no to reg fee hikes

Anticipated state

money would fund

faculty pay raises

By QU Hopenstand
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For the first time in recent

memory, students and University

of California Regents alike are

championing no reg fee hikes next

year.

Regents recently issued their

proposed budget for the 1995-96

year, which maintains annual stu-

dent fees at $4,1 1 1 . The budget

also allocates money for increas-

ing faculty pay and hiring addi-

tional staff.

The optimistic figures are

based on the hopes that state legis-

latures will provide the university

with $145 million more funding

than last year. The additional

money will swell the UC budget

to almost $2 billion.

- But the expected state dollars

are still not guaranteed.

"I hope the legislature will

give us (funds) necessary to fulfill

the commitment not to raise fees,"

said Regent Ward Connerly,
stressing that promised funds are

not definite. **A lot depends on the

Rising undergraduate fees

The following are undergraduate residents' fees for recent years.

1995 fees still need legislative and gubernatorial approval.

$4,000,

2 $3,500

S $3,000

1907 1986 1089 1990 1991 1992

SCHOLASTK YEAR
Source: UC Offfce of the President

1993 1994 1995

4^MELANIE OKAIjiilURA/Daily Bruin

economy." increase idea.

"Based on conversations with "I'd say right now its about

the governor, we have a very high 50-50," Regent Glenn ^ampbcll

commitment from the state that said. "Our administration will

the University of California is have a contingency plan in case

important and deserves priority that does not happen."

attention," Connerly said. Connerly said that if the state

Other regents expressed their

tesitatk» to fully embrace the no-

Feinstein
opposes
Prop. 187
By George Raine

San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — S^n.

Dianne Feinstein has announced her

opposition to

Proposition 187,

the popular ballot

measure that

would cut ser-

vices for illegal

immigrants,
acknowledging
that it may cost

her votes and
possibly her re-

election.

She said that the proposition,

which would cut off government
services to illegal immigrants, is>

mean-spirited. In addition, she said,

it has a potential $15 billion yearly

cost fcM- Califomians and contains no

provision to deport illegal aliens and

reduce their number in California.

"I will not support Proposition

187. 1 know that this could cost me

See FEINSTEIN, page 12

Millionaires

donate to

Huffinglon

Elections

'94

'^p-

Mii

By Usa Krieger

San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — Twenty
percent of contributors to Rep.

Michael Huffington's U.S. Senate

campaign live in Houston - and

while the Santa Barbara congress-

man boasts he

accepts no
money from
special interests,

many of the

Texas donors
made their for-

tunes in the oil

and gas indus-

try.

"Individuals

aren't special interests. And if

individuals can't make political

contributions in America, then

who can?" responded Huffington,

who bankrolls the bulk of his cam-

paign himself, on Friday.

But the cumulative contribu-

tions from individuals within one

industry and region "represent the

same special interests as PACs,"
said Josh Goldstein of the Center

for Responsive Politics in

Washington, D.C., a nonpartisan

group that analyzes campaign
financing.

"They arc the economic elite,"

he said.

Of the 794 major contributors

who gave Huffington about $1

million in the past three months,

176 come from Texas; of these,

159 liyc.in Houston.-^—"

In contrast, one in nine contri-

butions to Democratic incumbent

Dianne Feinstein's race come
from outside Califomia. She has a

broad base of support, represented

by thousands of individuals and

political action committees of

business, labor, education and
agriculture, pitching in a total of

J

See REQENTS, page 11 See MUFFINQTON, page 12

'%
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What's Brewin' Today
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

UCLA Snow Ski Club
Ski Fest

Westwood Plaza

824-4713

10:30 a.m. - 12 :30 p.m.

International Student Center
International Women's Club

Mira Hershey Hall Conference Room
794-8138.

Noon

Community Programs Office ;

Harvard Graduate School of Education

Recruitment Information

Men's Gym 201 -
>'

825-2420

Pre-Professional Advising Office

Health Professional Schools Forum
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-2069

2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Office of International Students and Scholars

Immigration Issues Workshop
Ackerman 3517 j

825-1681

4 p.m.

C.A.A.C. (Formerly Asian Americans in

Communications)
General meeting

Campbell 3232

5 p.m.

Chinese Student Association

General meeting

Ackerman 3530

Hong Kong Student Union
Discussion of current affairs in Hong Kong and

China in Cantonese

Ackerman 3508
473-4230

5 p.m.

Together - UCLA's feminist newsmagazine
Meeting for second issu^

Ackerman 2408
206-6168

6 p.m.

Chinese Americans for Political Research &
Action

General meeting

Dodd 170

Mahu (Queer Asian Pacific Network)
Topic: So What's the Dish on This Week's
Menu?
Campbell 3233
825-8053

Project F.I.R.S.T.

General meeting

Ackerman 2408
206-5999

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Guest speaker from SUNY College of

Optometry
Boelter 5422
824-2006

6:30 p.m.

KLA
Political BS Talk Show
Call in for comments - 825-9999

7 p.m.

UCLA Japanese Animation Club
Animation screening - all are subtitled

Dickson 2 160E
794-4067

8 p.m.

Campus Events
Sneak preview of "Stargate'

Free tickets at CTO
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
825-1958

The UCLA Business
Investment Society

proudly presents

EQUITIES - Part
A discussion on technical analysis

with Bryan Gindoff

• Current manager of a multi-million

dollar hedge fund
•1 Publishes monthly newsletter,

"The Investment Strategist"

Franz 1260

6:45 p.m.

Wednesday, October 26, 1994
Funded by Campus Progams Committee of the Program Activities Board

' For more Information Call Rob at (310) 206-6623

MTA members consider
third option for rail iine
By David Bloom
Los Angeles Daily News

As lobbying intensifies before

this week's Meti^opolitan
Transportation Authority vote on
a route for an east-west San
Fernando Valley rail line, some
board members are talking about

a third alternative that could
cause additional delays if further

studies are ordered.

The board is scheduled to vote

Wednesday on whether to back a

subway beneath Burbank and
Chandler boulevards, or an aerial

rail route in the center of the

Ventura Freeway.

But in the past three months,
MTA engineers have determined
that a third alternative is viable: a

ground-level rail line along the

freeway route through the San
Fernando Valley northwest of
downtown Los Angeles.

Los Angeles County
Supervisor Michael Antonovich,

who has been the main champion
of an aerial monorail along the

freeway, now is saying the at-

grade alternative would shave up
to $600 million off the cost of his

route and make it overwhelming-
ly the cheapest approach.

"It does two things: It removes
objections to an aerial line by
neighbors and it reduces costs

because it's substantially cheap-

er," Antonovich said.

The possible savings from that

alternative have drawn interest

from board members who are

wobbling on which option they

would support and are concerned

about the $2.2 billion or higher

cost of a full project, either aerial

rail or subway, the board mem-
bers and aides said.

"If we can figure out which is

the most economical, I would like

to support it, because we're
broke," said Gardena City
Councilman Jim Cragin, a board

member.
Other board members, particu-

larly those not from the San
Fernando Valley such as

Supervisor Gloria Molina, also

are looking at the alternatives and

pondering costs.

Glendale Councilman Larry

Zarian said he was going into

Wednesday's meeting with an
open mind, though his statements

shaded him toward support of a

freeway route.

"You begin to lean one way,
then the other," as more last-

minute information comes out,

Zarian said. "I would like to learn

more about surface rail.'*

But even as some board mem-
bers are intrigued by the surface

rail alternative, it could cause
more delays for a project that has

suffered numerous delays over
years and years of discussions.

Antonovich's estimates of sav-

ings have not been subjected to

the kinds of in-depth reviews that

were contained in a recent MTA
engineering study comparing the

aerial freeway and Burbank-
Chandler subway routes.

MTA officials have said that

such an additional study would
take another four months at le^t,

although Antonovich maintains

the board could pick an at-grade

freeway alternative Wednesday,
and order a study of its true costs

to be conducted at the same time

a larger federally required study

of alternatives is being conduct-

ed.

Joel Bellman, press deputy for

Supervisor Edmund Edelman, a

subway backer, said the surface

rail alternative is another excuse

to delay a decision.
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BabIII marrow may
benefit AIDS patients

Researchers hope

tissue transplants

boost resistance

By Don Rnley
San Antonio News-Press

SAN ANTONIO — Scientists

are returning to the probable
source of the AIDS epidemic -

monkeys - in hopes of finding a

new and novel treatment for the

disease.

Researchers in Pittsburgh and

San Francisco plan to transplant

bone marrow from baboons raised

at the Southwest Foundation in

San Antonio for Biomedical
Research into human AIDS
patients sometime next year.

Results of one such transplant -

performed as a compassionate,

last-chance experiment two years

ago - were published in June.

The hope is that by transplanti-

ng the baboon cells, doctors also

may be transplanting a function-

ing baboon immune system that

can resist the AIDS virus,

"Baboons are resistant to infec-

tion with HIV (the virus that caus-

es AIDS)," said Dr. Suzanne
Ildstad, director of cellular thera-

peutics at the University of
Pittsburgh.

Ildstad said a number of ques-

tions need to be answered. "The
first is, can we achieve engraft-

ment of the baboon bone marrow
in humans? The next step is to see

if we can achieve immune recon-

stitution."

Pittsburgh researchers attempt-

ed to do just that two years ago.

when they infused baboon marrow
into a 56-year-old man with
advanced AIDS. The graft failed

to grow and the patient died a few

weeks later.

However, the researchers were

encouraged by the -fact that the

man did not suffer any toxic

effects of the transplant. The
results were published in

Transplantation Proceedings in

June.

In the second of two famous
baboon-to-human liver transplants

done by University of Pittsburgh

surgeons led by Dr. Thomas
Starzl, baboon bone marrow also

was given to reduce the risk of

organ rejection. That patient later

died.

The idea is that the marrow will

live and grow in the recipient, a

process known as chimerism, and

that a new immune system will be

a hybrid of the donor's and the

pa(jent's.

Ildstad has discovered a type of

cell within bone marrow that

boosts the likelihood of a success-

ful transplant. In animal studies,

enriching bone marrow with the

facilitating cells improved
chances the foreign marrow would

take hold and grow.

Further human studies are

awaiting approval by the institu-

tional review board at UC San
Francisco, Ildstad's collaborators

in the research and the site where

the transplants will be performed.

"From a strictly experimental

scientific viewpoint, it's pretty

intriguing," said Jonathan Allen, a

virologist at Southwest
Foundation, who has studied

See AIDS, page 13

IRS rejects reparations

for African Americans
By Marsha GInsburg
San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO — When
Donald Rainey first heard about a

plan for African American descen-

dants of slaves to each collect

$43,209 in reparations from the

federal government, he felt it was
a long time coming.

After all, there had been com-
pensation to Native Ameridm&r-
Japanese Americans in internment

camps and German Jews who lost

property in the Holocaust.

"I thought that was great," said

Rainey, a computer operator in

Oakland, Calif "When I heard

about this it was even greater,

because it happened hundreds of

years ago.** »

But what Rainey and thousands

of other African Americans heard

was wrong, and the IRS
announced Thursday that 20,000

claims for the money have all

been rejected.

A 1993 article in Essence maga-
zine widened interest in the idea

that African Americans are enti-

tled to reparations for the^' ances-

tors' enslavement. Author L.G.
Sherrod noted that Congress
passed a bill in 1 866 requiring that

Confederate property be confis-

cated to provide former slaves

with 40 acres and a mule.

The bill was vetoed by
President Andrew Johnson, but

Sherrod argued, "There should be

no doubt in our minds about
whether the U.S. government
owes us reparations." She urged

readers to fill out their tax returns

to indicate they had paid $43,209

in "black taxes" and file for a

rebate of that amount.

Soon after, the claims started

coming in, IRS spokesman Frank

Keith said. Many were put togeth-

er with help from groups that

processed them for a fee. Keith

said an investigation has been
launched into organizations that

may have acted improperly.

A meeting was held in Fglmiary

.in Bericeley, Calif, by a company
that advertised help in making
claims.

Rainey went, though his mother

and a friend thought it was a scam.

Those who attended were given

forms that asked many personal

questions, including salaries.

Social Security numbers, former

tax return information and credit

background. The man who led the

meeting said his organization

would collect a $4,000 "finder's

fee" after reparations were made.

Rainey was skeptical, but he

filled out the parts of the six-page

form he thought were appropriate.

"I was kind of leery of the

information, but he made a good
presentation," said Rainey, 39, a

husband and father of two. He
said he was descended from a

slave, and he thought he would
pass the money on to his disabled

mother in San Francisco.

'They experienced those days,"

Rainey said. "We have them to

thank for the way we are now. I

have nice things that I couldn't

have without them."

Chris Martin, a friend of

Rainey's, joined the 50 others

See REPARATIONS, pageii
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The ESUAH dancers (meaning "Rght the Dally Rght for the Union of the Heart") from

Cameroon perform in Westwood plaza. ^

'Poet's' plagiarizing days over
*Sumner' published

others' poetry as his

own for three years

By WllHam Qrlmes
The New York Times

David Sumner is not a famous
name in the world "of poetry.

Neither is he unknown. Like hun-

dreds of other people, he has had

reasonable success in placing

work in tiny poetry reviews, most

of them published at lesser cam-
puses, and from time to time he

has managed to break through to

midlevel publications. •

. Sumner does stand out from the

struggling^poetry pack in one
important respect, however.

He doesn*t exist.

For a brief but impressive run

that lasted from 1990 to late 1993,

59 poems by "David Sumner"
appeared in 36 literary journals,

and 1 2 others had been accepted

for publication.

That success rate becomes more
understandable considering that

many of the poems were lifted

wholesale from the published

work of other poets and simply

adorned with new titles.

Sumner plagiarized the work of

at least five poets (only 1 4 of the

J9 poems have been matched with

the originals so far), but he spe-

cialized in the work of Neal
Bowers, a poet and teacher at

Iowa State University and until

recently the editor of Poet and
Critic magazine. And that was his

mistake. < :gae^

In the fall issue of The
American Scholar, in an

anguished, angry article titled "A
Loss for Words: Plagiarism and

Silence," Bowers has outlined his

two-year quest to track down
Sumner and put a stop to the man
he calls "the Ted Bundy of the

poetry world."

Bowers first learned that his

work had been plagiarized in

January 1 992, when he received a

telephone call from Carrie Etter,

the editor of Out Loud, a monthly

poetry calendar and review in Los
Angeles.

She informed him that his poem
"Tenth-Year Elegy," which had
been published in the well-known

journal Poetry in September 1 990,

had shown up, under the title

"Someone Forgotten," in the

December 1991 issue of the

Mankato Poetry Review.

The author of the poem was
identified as Sumner, who, the

contributor's note stated, lived in

Aloha, Ore., and had published

poems in the Hawaiian Review,
Puerto del Sol and Mississippi

Review.

Bowers began calling and writ-

ing editors at poetry journals to

warn them of possible submis-
sions by Sumner, and gradually, a

dossier began to build and the

facts about the mysterious Sumner
emerged.

The chronology of the plagia- i

rist's activities, assembled by,

Nancy Bowers, now nins to nearly
60 pages. It begins with the first

known poems published under
Sumner's name, in spring 1990,

and runs to the fall of 1993, when
Sumner made his last known
appearance in print, in Writer's

Journal.

A survey of various contribu-

tors' notes yielded this profile of

Sumner: he was born in Belfast,

lived in England until the age of

1 1, held a master's degree from
Pacific University and had studied

poetry with William Stafford.

He certainly had made a close

study of two short poems by
Bowers, "Tenth- Year Elegy," a

tribute to the author's late father,

and "R.S.V.P.," a meditation on
death. Under various titles, he
managed to have them printed in

13 journals and accepted at six

others, along with poems by *

Sharon Olds, Marcia Hurlow and

Robert Gibb.

"The two poeno(s he stole are

See ; page 14^
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Aristide to appoint
new prime minister
PORT-AU-PRINCE — After a week of
speculation and debate, Jean Bertrand
Aristide appeared Monday set to

appoint Smarck Michel, his unofficial

campaign manager in 1990 and his

minister of commerce for five months
in 1991, to the position of prime minis-

ter in a move that is a veiled rebuff to

Haiti's elite and American officials

who have long urged him to find a

technocrat who could bind the nation's

deep wounds and streamline efforts at

aid. V. ..

The announcement, would put a rel-

atively little known businessman, the

son of an army captain, into the most
powerful political position in the coun-
try.

I.

Cliristoplier cails for

world ban of Hamas
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State

Warren Christopher called Monday for

an international ban on sending finan-

cial aid to Hamas and other terrorist

organizations and said he would do
everything he could to make sure
Hamas receives no financial support,

directly or indirectly, from people in the

United States.

On the eve of President Clinton's trip

to the Middle East, Christopher said that

violent activities by Hamas threatened

not just Israel but also the Palestinian

people and their hopes for economic
development.
"We must join together to turn off all

foreign sources of funding for terrorism,

both private sources and public
sources," Christopher said.

Israel clings to hope
of Syrian aglreement

- JERUSALEM — While their attention is

focused mostly on the peace treaty that

they will sign with Jordan on Wedne^ay,
Israeli officials are already looking
beyond that ceremony to the fate of their

negotiations with Syria.

History will be mad« with the
Jordanians, the Israelis say, but the bigger

question for Middle East peace is what
happens the next day when President

Clinton meets in Syria with President

Hafez Assad.

They were hardly encouraged Monday
when tfiey heard Clinton tell a Cleveland

radio interviewer during a campaign trip

to Ohio that he did not expect "a dramatic

breakthrough" on the Israel-Syria negoti-

ation track during the several hours he
will spend in Damascus on Thursday.

Assassination cycle

persists In Sri Lanka
UNITED NATIONS — Little more
than a decade ago, before Sri Lanka
began its descent into a spiral of self-

destructive violence, it was something
of a civic model for the developing
world, with a literate voting public and
an impressive crop of potential politi-

cal leaders drawn from a range of par-

ties. Now virtually all of those leaders

are dead, victims of suicidal nation-

alisms.

The latest to die Monday, in an
explosion so powerful that it took the

lives of more than 50 people, was
Gamini Dissanayake, a presidential

candidate from the country's dominant
party.

What happened to Sri Lanka says a
lot, yet again, about the terrible price a

nation pays when it does not deal early

with the clash of emotional nation-
alisms within its borders.

Ration
Cubans sue to stop
refugee detention
MIAMI — A class action suit was filed

on behalf of Cuban detainees held in

camps at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base.

.

and in Panama, against the United
States government in federal district

court here Monday. Among the defen-
dants named are Secretary of State
Warren Christopher, Secretary of
Defense William Perry and Attorney
General Janet Reno.

The suit Was filed by 25 mostly
Cuban-American lawyers. They seek an
end to the indefinite detention of the

approximately 32,000 Cuban refugees

in camps at U.S. Naval Base at

Guantanamo Bay and Panama, access to

the camps to offer legal advice to

refugees and an end to the coerced repa-

triation of detainees.

Democrats Increase
support from Soutli
FLORIDA — Even as the Democrats
are bracing for devastating losses in the

mid-term elections,- they are fighting

back with unexpected strength in the

South, which was supposed to be the

party's most vulnerable region.

Democrats are so vigorously resisting

the Republican groundswell here that 12

House seats currently held by
Democrats that some party officials had
virtually written off - in Florida, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi,

Georgia, Tennessee and Virginia - are

now viewed as virtually tied. (

Few political analysts areTHtdicting
that the Democrats will succeed in over-

coming the difficult odds in many of
these close races.

State

Felnsteln leading in

recent poll of voters
SAN FRANCISCO — For the first

time since early last spring,
Derpocratic Sen. Dianne Feinstein's
lead ovef Republican challenger Rep.
Michael Huffington has stopped
shrinking - and has even grown slight-

ly.

The latest San Francisco Examiner
poll shows that with -three weeks to go
until Election Day, Feinstein is leading

Huffington by six percentage points -

48 to 42 percent - with a margin of
error of plus or minus 3.5 points.
Earlier this month, Feinstein had a 4-

point lead.

Fewer voters - 10 percent - remain
undecided. And most of those who
were undecided but now have made up
their minds leaned toward Feinstein,

according to the survey by
Political/Media Research Inc. of
Washington, D.C.

Ito rejects motion
for Jury reselection

Seeking to distance herself from state-

ments she made last week that "many if

not most" jury candidates in the O.J.

Simpson case were lying to serve in the

case and should be given polygraph tests,

Marcia Clark asked Monday for Judge
Lance Ito to start the selection process
again. But Ito denied the motion, as he
did another defense plea to delay the trial

a year and set Mr. Simpson free on bail.

Her comments were made outside the

presence of the jury pool or the press.

But they were transcribed and widely
reprinted after the transcript was
released on Friday.
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When you\^ got

your Health Net,

you've got everything

Except a
monthly premiunn.

There's never been a better time for UCLA employees and

annuitants to join Health Net Because as a Health Net member,

you won't be charged a monthly premium during 1995.

Health Net has the second largest network of doctors

and providers in California. Plus, as a Health Net member,

youll have access to a variety of wellness programs to help

you stay healthy and well, whether school is in session pr out

For information, call Health Net at 1-800-640-2004.

Be well with Health Net

Visit the Health Net booth at the open enrollment fair.

Tuesday, October 25th from 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Campus Faculty Center

Wednesday, October 26th from 9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

and 6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

UCLA Medical Center

Health Net
California 's Health Plan

Ot994 Health Net
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Research shows welfare cycle difficult to stt I I

By Jason Deparle
The New York Times

CHICAGO — Poor women
leave the welfare rolls for jobs
much more often than was previ-

ously thought, but the low-paying
and sometimes unattractive work
rarely provides a long-term solu-

tion to dependence, according to

several recent studies.

. Most of the women soon quit or

lose the jobs and return to the wel-

fare rolls. The reasons for leaving

work can range from economic
problems like low wages or the

loss of health insurance, to person-

al difficulties like drug abuse or
fights with bosses.

And at an employment program
here near Cabrini-Green, a vast

housing project, many women cite

a complication rarely noted in olfi-

, cial debate: jealous interference, or

even physical assault, from
boyfriends who felt threatened by
the prospect of their independence.

The frequent cycling on and off

the rolls challenges the common
perception of a welfare mother as a

woman who has never worked.
And it suggests that Congress
faces a doubly difficult challenge

as it seeks to overhaul the system
- not simply getting women into

jobs, but keeping them there.

The women at Project Match,
the employment program here, can ,

recite long lists of jobs they have
won and lost in between lengthy

sojourns on public aid. They have
bottled lotion, changed hotel beds
and worked at convenience stores.

They have fried hot dogs at horse
tracks and cruised the aisles of cat-

alogue warehouses on roller-

skates, filling customer orders.

Most^f the women complained
that the low-paying jobs left them
nearly as poor as they had been on
welfait, and in some cases caused
them to lose their children's health

insurance. But many also faulted

themselves, lamenting what they

called their bad attitudes or insuffi-

cient drive.

The most extensive study of

welfare cycling comes from
LaDonna A. Pavetti, a researcher
at the Urban Institute in
Wa^ington. Pavetti found that 64
percent of the women coming on
the welfare rolls for the first time
left within two years. But more
than three-quarters of those who
left welfare eventually returned,
and 45 percent returned within a
year.

The policy implications of
Pavetti 's work are up for grabs.
Some people have argued that the
data make the case for placing
strict time limits on assistance.
They say the cycling shows that

jobs are available but that welfare
recipients lack the perseverance to

keep them.

But others cite the cycling phe-
nomenon to criticize time limits.

They say it shows that the women
are already motivated to work but

are thwarted by forces beyond
their control. The way to bolster

employment, these people say, is

to offer health insurance, child
care, transportation and wage sub-

sidies, so that jobs become prof-

itable.

Roslyn Hale, one Project Match
participant, can serve as a case
study of the difficulties of leaving

welfare, having landed and lost a

succession of jobs for reasons that

See WELFARE, page 11
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*Not valid with any other coupon or discount. Tuesdays only.
Must present ad wtien ordering. Regular price still only 99^

1061 Broxton

S24-637S

SPEND A QUARTER IN

WASHINGTON D.C.

OR SACRAMENTO!

Info Meetings:

Tuesday Oct. 25, 12 noon

^Jhursday Oct. 27, 5 pm ^

Deadline: Oct. 28, 1994

Expo Center

311 Plaza Building

©Call for Details:®

825-0831

On Wednesday, November 2, join Share Our Strength

at Writers Harvest - the nation's largest annual series

of readings to benefit hunger relief - sponsored by

American Express. You'll hear talented writers and

poets read from their work, and Share Our Strength

will direct 100% of event proceeds to hunger relief

groups in your community.

You can also help fight hunger from November 1

through December 31 through American Express'

Charge Against Hunger program. Every time you use

the Card, American Express will make a donation to

Share Our Strength - up to $5 million by the end
of the year*

Together we can all make a difference.

Come to the Writers Harvest reading at the Chateau
Marmont Hotel (8221 Sunset Blvd.) on Wednesday,
November 2 at 7pm, and be a part of the solution.

Writers will include Carol Muske, Michael Ryen,

Quincy Troupe and other award-winning poets.

For more information, call (310) 377-1635.

* 4
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• American ixpttu will donate up to $5 nr>illion to Share Our Strength, bated on
I 03 per Card purchase between November 1 and OwmilMr il. 1994. Ooiution
IS not tax deductible for Cardmembcre.

• 1994 American Express Travel Related Servkes Company, Inc.
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Golf drives straiglit into environmeiital rougli
^ PNIIp Shenon
TheTtew York Times

-^UALALUMPUR, Malaysia—
Where once there was a dense trc^i-

cal forest, today there is the 17th

hole. A triangular flag mailced with

the number is planted in the middle

of this construction site, 250 acres of

red earth carved out of the rain for-

est in the cool highlands above the

Malaysian coital.

Soon this will be the golf course

of tfie High Hill Resort, the largest

mountain resort in Malaysia.
Advance memberships begin at

$12,000. *

"A year ago this place was cov-

ered by thousands of trees," said a

laborer who pours concrete over

what used to be a lush hillside of

climbing palms and kapok. "It took

us a year, but we pulled down all the

trees to make way fcx* the golfers."

Asia is being carpeted with golf

courses. Planeloads of foreign

golfers descending into Kuala
Lumpur see an airpQrt surrounded

by three golf courses, and there are

40 other courses within an hour's

drive, most of them built in the last

five years.

The booming economies of Asia

have created the fastest-growing

market on eartii for the golf industry.

But while the rush to build new

coqrses has delighted land develop-

ers and the manufacturers of golf

gear, it is alarming Asian environ-

mentalists.

They warn that unrestrained
development of golf courses is tear-

ing up some of the last pristine

stretches of the Asian wilderness,

throwing thousands of farmers off

ancestral lands, stealing precious

water supplies and contaminating

the soil and air with pesticides and

chemical fertilizers.

"Golf has become a serious envi-

ronmental threat all across Asia,"
said Sreela Kolandai of Friends of
the Earth Malaysia and a founder of

the Global Anti-Golf Movement, an

umbrella organization for groups
opposed to golf-course develop-

ments. "I call them green grave-

yards because apart from the grass.

See QOLF, page 11
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EER HEALTH COUNSELOR
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Present

In a non-threateningatmosphere

you and your partner will learn ,

soothing massage techniques.

A romantic bonding experience

designed to increcise intimacy

between you and your partner

Luvalle Boardroom
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FREE
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Soweto tours: more than what you see on TV
By Isabel Wllkerton
The New York Times
f 4

SOWETO, South Africa — The
Danish businessmen had, of course,

heard of this place called Soweto,

the red dirt township of myth and

the evening news.

And so early on a Saturday
morning, they were here in a mini-

van with a man named Jimmy
Ntintili.

Ntintili steered the minivan past

the Zulu women hawking peanuts

and nail polish on the sidewalk by
the taxi stand, past the men offering

alternator repairs from the backs of

their pickup trucks

.

On they went into the gray haze

valley that stretches for 40 square

miles, little gray and red rooftops

that look like confetti on the

Kalahari.

"All that you see is Soweto,"

Ntintili said, looking into the hori-

zon out to the farthest hill.

Ntintili does this for a living. He
runs Jimmy's Face to Face tours, a

business that takes visitors and
locals - the curious, the righteous

and those too afraid to go in alone -

into the country's most famous
township.

His customers learn that Soweto
is not a Zulu word or Sotho word
with ancient spiritual meaning, but

a government acronym that stands

for Southwestern Township.

He drives past people running a

dry cleaner out of an old trailer and
a barber meticulously cutting a

man's hair under a shade tree by the

dirt road.

Up the hill and around the bend
is Nelson Mandela's old house
from the days of the struggle, a tiny

brick house shrouded by trees and
ringed with low fence posts in

black, green and yellow, the colors

of the African National Congress.

Across from the Mandela house
is Bishop Desmond Tutu's white

adobe-style mansion with its higH

wall and electric wires.

"Why does Bishop T\itu have an

electric fence around his house?" a

tourist once asked Ntintili.

"We would rather have a live

bishop than a dead bishop," came
the reply.

JET
THE JAPAN EXCHANGE &
TEACHING PROGRAM

JET, which is now accepting applications for the 1995-96

terni, will hold an informational meeting on campus to describe

its Intemational Relations & Teaching Positions in Japan.

Representatives from the Council of Lx>cal Authorities for

Intemational Relations, Julian Ely of the Consulate Office, JET
alumni, and Japanese Consul from L.A. will speak & answer

questions about the program.

WORKINJAPAN
The JETProgram gives you the opportunity to work in Japan's

government offices

TEACH IN JAPAN
The JETProgram gives you the opportunity to teach English in

Japan's public & private schools

JET will be at UCLA today, Tuesday, Oct
25th, 5:00pm to 7:00pm, California Room,
Faculty Center

More information:

Call 825-0831

EXPO Center, Rm 3 1 1 Plaza Building

A^ACINTOSH
Computer Instruction
• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,
Claris Works, MS Works,
PageMaker, and more

• Icon teach whereYOUare on YOUR computer •

Low rates • call Jim 310/472-3770

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join tliem

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

Qld) 4744)102

HEALTH CARE IS NOT A RIGHT!

THE SINGLE PAYER
SYSTEM: BAD
MEDICINE FOR
CALIFORNIA

and how to proi^ct your free choice in medicine
A talk by Dr. Arthur Astorino Jr. , M.D.

Chairman, Americans for Free Choice in Medicine

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday
Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

DR. MICHAEL KHOURY
OPTOMETRIST

Mth
Student

The health care crisis can be resolved only by returning to the principles that

made America great. We must restore Individual liberty, promote personal
responsibility, and revive free markets In health care.

L

Wed. October 26, 7 P.M. in the Center for the
Health Sciences room 13-105, UCLA

Sponsored by the Ayn Rand Society, Americans (or Free Choice In Medicine,

and the Southern California Objectivist Association .

/}
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Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for
glaucoma, cataracts, and other eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes
dilated, if necessary, carries no additional feel

FREE! 1929 Wcstwood Blvd. FREE!
2 blocks south of

Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 474-5889
We Release Our

Prescriptions
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11250 Santa Monica Blvd.

For Reservations Call (310) 478-1400
1 1250 Santa Monica Boulevard • Lo« Angeles, CA 90025
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Sanctions affect

vulnerable in Iraq
By Yousseff Ibrahim

The New York Times

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Children

lie on filthy hospital -beds, murmur-
ing in pain as they die of dianliea

and pneumonia. Some of the Arab
world's finest artists peddle their

work for as little as $12 a painting.

A 50-year-old retired policeman,

victim of a stroke a year ago, limps

from merchant to merchant in a

food market looking for what he

can afford on a pension driven

down by inflation to the equivalent

of $2 a month, barely enough to

buy one chicken or a handful of

rice.

In this city, which only five years

ago ranked as one of the most
vibrant and prosperous capitals of

the Middle East, the plight of Iraq is

amply evident, but political

improvement is not. Gone are the

mounds of imported goods, sweets,

pistachios, and varied nuts that

were a fixture of many Baghdad
street markets. They have been
replaced by spontaneous flea mar-

kets where sullen middle-class men
and women offer their cutlery, used

furniture, and family possessions

for sale to make ends meet.

Cars with broken fenders and

cracked windshields for lack of

spare parts make their way through

dusty, cheerless streets where pave-

ments are collapsing and sewers

overflow.

In the two weeks since Iraq

moved some of its best-trained

troops toward the Kuwaiti border,

only to be rebuffed by American
military countermeasures, the

world has been duly reminded of

the stringent trade sanctions

imposed four years ago by the

United Nations. If that was
President Saddam Hussein's inten-

tion, he was successful. If it was

also his hope that the United
Nations could be persuaded some-

how to lift the embargo, he was not.

This country of 20 million peo-

ple - which sits atop the world's

second-largest oil reserves, after

Saudi Arabia's - remains financial-

ly broken, lurching from one crisis

to another. Unable to sell its oil and

buy food, medicine, and spare parts

except under U.N. conditions that it

refuses to accept, Iraq faces famine

and economic collapse.

Despite the hardships being
heaped on the population, Saddam,

his two sons and potential political

heirs, Uday and Qusay, and his

Takriti family clan continue to rule

Iraq virtually as royalty. Behind the

walls of sumptuous palaces and
cordons of security men, Saddam
remains invulnerable to public dis-

sent, protected by an intelligence

and security apparatus directed by
Qusay and a handful of first cousins

and other relatives.

The Iraqi president has rarely

appeared in public in the last few
years, but his presence remains

overwhelming. He appears in taped

television programs broadcast

daily. His face peers down from
thousands of posters and statues

throughout the country. He contin-

ues to claim victories and inveigh

against enemies from the United

States to Saudi Arabia, promising

almost weekly an imminent lifting

of the U.N. sanctions. And his gov-

ernment does not discourage jour-

nalists from the West from
reporting finthand on the economic

ruin that Saddam blames the

intemational community for.

'This used to be a rich country,'"

said an Iraqi intellectual who
described himself as having been a

fervent supporter of Saddam's gov-

See IRAQ, page 15
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RIo plagued with violence and corruption
By James Brooke
The New York Times

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil —
Back in 1900, with bubonic
plague and yellow fever ravaging

this tropical seaport, Brazilians

chose a hilly farm far from the city

limits as the site for what became
Latin America's most prestigious

school of public health.

Almost a century later, the

school's moorish towers poke
incongruously above a sea of sur-

rounding shantytowns. The school

has repeatedly been caught in the

crossfire between drug trafficking

gangs, and it is struggling to sur-

vive the plagues of modern Rio:

dead-end poverty and angry urban

violence.

"We have had to evacuate the

school two or three times because

lof gun battles," Adauto Jose
Goncalves de Araujo, the director

of the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation,

the National School of Public
Health, said in his office, darkened

by new shutters made of quarter-

inch-thick steel. "Until we finish

armoring the front of the building,

we can't use one-quarter of the

classrooms."

Rio de Janeiro, long romanti-

cized as a beguiling cocktail of sea,

sun, sex, and mountains, is now
Brazil's sickest city.

It is Brazil's second largest city,

after Sao Paulo, but Rio now leads

the nation in negative urban indica-

tors. It has the laigest concentration

of slum 'dwellers - 1 million; the

highest murder rate - about one out

of every 700 residents last year, and

the highest kidnapping rate - about

four a week.

It also has corruption. A court

annulled the Oct 3 legislative elec-

tions in Rio de Janeiro state, citing

"gigantic" fraud - the only one of

Brazil's 26 states where voting was
annulled.

Unwillingly, middle-class resi-

dents are becoming weapons
experts.

"The other night, we were listen-

ing to the dry pok-pok-pok of the

AR-15s, then we had the braat,

braat, braat, of the machine guns,"

said Maria Colaco, an art dealer

who lives in a penthouse apartment

in the middle-class area of
Botafogo.

With youth gangs sweeping
Copacabana and Ipanema beaches

looking for valuables, middle-class

residents retreat behind the walls of

well-guarded private clubs and con-

dominiums. Last month, Rio inau-

gurated one of Latin America's
largest shopping centers - a small,

privately protected city of 540
stores, restaurants, and movie the-

aters.

"We drive from our garage at

home to our garage at work to the

garage of the shqjping center to the

protected parking of the club," said

Joi^e Colaco, Maria Colaco's hus-

band.

In the last five years, Rio's
international tourism has been cuf in

half, to about 400,000 visitors a

year. Several beach hotels have
closed, and cable cars to Sugar Loaf
Mountain and cog railroad trains up
Corcovado Mountain now run half

empty. At the same time, tourism

figures for Brazil as a whole are

booming, as Brazilians and foreign-

ers discover safer cities of the north-

east like Fortaleza, Recife, and
Salvador.

Discouraging domestic tourism,

people all over Brazil see almost

nightly scenes on television of street

battles here. After killing 13 gang
suspects in one recent raid here, die

police officer in chaise bellowed on

national televisicm: "We should be

killing 13 a day."

The crime rate accelerates Rio's

economic decline, making the city

fall further behind Sao Paulo, its

eternal rival.

The city has lost more than
tourists. Twenty years ago, Rio had

101 of the nation's 500 largest pri-

vate businesses. Today, it has (m\y

65. A decade ago, Rio had half of
Brazil's stock maricet activity, but

Rio's exchange now accounts for

only 12 percent. Of Brazil's 35
laigest banks, only one is still based

in Rio.

"Rio has lost its positicMi as feder-

al capital to Brasilia, its glitter as

financial c£^)ital to Sao Paulo, and
its attraction as a tourist postcard to

the northeast," Roberto Campos, a

Rio congressman, wrote recently.

His newspaper essay, "The New
Bosnia," was a reference to the esti-

mated 70,000 people murdered here

in the last decade.

Some Rio politicians blame the

city's problems on hostile reporters

or on the loss in 1 960 of the federal

capital to Brasilia. But many resi-

dents blame Leonel Brizola, the

state governor for eight of the last

1 2 years.
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Brizola, advocating "tropical

socialism," railed against foreign

investors. He cut police spending
and pulled police officers out of the

city's 400 shantytowns, saying it

was to curb human rights abuses.

But prosecutors are investigating

allegations that many members of

the city's police and political hierar-

chy doubled their salaries with

bribes fh>m a gambling syndicate in

the shantytowns. Today, many shan-

tytown areas are controlled by a

drug trafficking and kidnapping
mafia believed to have about 6,^100

armed members.

In presidential elections this

month, Rio's voters dealt their

revenge. Bri-zola, the native son
presidential candidate, came in

fourth, winning only 8.5 percent of

local votes.

The governor's race also reflect-

ed the voters' angry mood. Newton
Cardoso, a retired army general

who campaigned on a one-issue

anti-crime platform, won half a mil-

lion votes. In a runoff vote for gov-

emcH", on Nov. 15, a Brizola protege

is expected to lose to Marcello
Alencar, a former mayor who is of

the same party as Brazil's president-

elect, Fernando Henrique Cardoso.

Georgia
museum
1^1

to POW's
' III! .1 .^l..

I

By Ronald Smothers
The New York Times

ANDERSONVILLE, Ga. —
What was once a field rank with
pools of fetid water and odors of
gangrene and death now gently
rolls with hillocks of fluffy broom
sage and gold and purple asters.

One hundred and thirty years
ago, when it was encircled by
stockade walls and strewn with
sway-backed tents, the field was
Andersonville, the infamous
Confederate camp where 45,000
Union troops were imprisoned,
and where 1 3,000 died.

It is a haunting place whose
name over time became synony-
mous with the horror, privations,

disease and thwarted escapes
common to all prisoners of war.
Now, with President Clinton's
signing of an appropriations bill

last month, Andersonville will

also become the site of the
nation's only museum dedicated
to American POW's from the
Revolutiojiary War to Somalia.

"It won't be just some show-
place on a hill," declared James
Stockdale, the retired Navy admi-
ral who was the highest ranking
American prisoner of war in the

Vietnam War and who is serving,

with his wife, Sybil, as honorary
chairmen of Friends of
Andersonville, the private group
supporting the museum.
"You will be in the trenches,

trodding the ground that men ago-
nized over then, just as you your-

self did in your time," Stockdale
said. "There is a lot of drama that

went on in that prison."

The planned museum, which is

expected to be completed by
1996, will be part of the

1 Andersonville National Historic

Site in southwestern Georgia.
Andersonville, a village of 260
peop\e, is about 25 miles northeast

of former President Jimmy
Carter's home in Plains, Ga.

In addition to the grassy

See POW, pagelS
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WELFARE REGENTS
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alternately invite and discourage

public sympathy. She worked as a

hotel maid in the nearby business

district for several years, she said,

but lost the job after a fight in

which she was accused of physi-

cally threatening her supervisor.

She then got a checkout job at a

convenience store. But it required^

her to work the overnight shift,

where drunks from a nearby bar

taunted her and one threatened her

at knife point. She left and found

work at another convenience store,

where she felt safer. But business

took a downturn, and Hale was laid

off. Now, at the age of 30, she is

again supporting her 4-year-old

son on a grant of about $270 a

month, along with food stamps.

Sometimes Hale blames eco-

nomics for her problems. "All the

low-class jobs mostly start for you

at minimum wage," she said. And
sometimes she blames herself. "I

have an attitude," she admitted.

But most of all, she stresses that

simply landing a job is no guaran-

tee of gaining a foothold on a mid-

dle-class life. "I have worked,
gotten on aid, worked, gotten off

aid," she said, describing the pat-

tern that prevails throughout her

neighborhood.

Pavetti has refined much-publi-

cized studies done by David
Ellwood and Mary Jo Bane, for-

mer Harvard University professors

who now are assistant secretaries

at the Department of Health and

Human Services.

Ellwood and Bane found less

fluctuation than did Pavetti

because they used a different data'-

base, one that recorded whether a

person had received aid in a given

year. But Pavetti examined month-

by-month records and found that

women sometimes hopscotched on

and off assistance several times in

a year.

All three researchers studied the

main federal welfare program. Aid

to Families With Dependent
Children, which now supports more
than 1 4 million people.

Pavetti's work has also unearthed

new information about why women
leave the rolls. The earlier studies

had estimated that of those who left,

only 21 percent did so because they

found work, while 30 percent left

because they got married.

But Pavetti's study found that

work was by far the most common
reason for leaving the rolls,

accounting for 46 percent of all

exits. And other recent studies,

using different data and time peri-

ods, have come up with even higher

estimates.

Scholars generally used to divide

welfare recipients into two cate-

gories, long-term and short-term,

but Pavetti's work has led them to

discuss a laige third group: cyclers.

Pavetti estimated that about 40
percent of the women who began a

welfare spell went on to fit the

cycler category. They collected

checks for more than 24 of the next

60 months, although their use of the

system was intermittent.

3V contrast, only 18 percent
became long-term users, collecting

checks continuously for the five

years that Pavetti examined. And 42

percent had short stays, using the

system for less than 24 of the 60
months.

Pavetti noted that while long-

term users were a small percentage

of any group beginning a stay on
welfare, they accounted for about

two-thirds of the people on the rolls

at a given moment
Still, Pavetti said,,researchers

have little statistical basis fco- judg-

ing the reasons that people lose

jobs. "We're only starting to under-

stand what causes people to move
on and ofT," she said.

From page 1

legislature will not pass the pro-

posed budget, the university may
have to raise fees slightly next

year.

"We might need a 3 to 5 per-

cent increase in fees. Would that

be the end of the world? I don't

think so. I hope the student com-
munity would say this is tolera-

ble," said Connerly, adding that he"

favored not raising fees this year

to compensate for the large

increases over the last few years.

"I think the students were
shocked that we came in with a

no-increase plan. They've gone up

so substantially over the past few

years - 125 percent in the last four

years - and so there is a certain

amount of shell shock," Connerly

said.

But Campbell said that halt-

ing fee increases will not make a

difference for many students.

"This no-increase business is

fine to talk about but students still

have to pay board and room.
That's still the largest amount for

students,'* he insisted.

Students statewide have spo-

ken in support of the budget plan,

particularly in light of the heavy

increases passed over the past few

years. Since the 1989-90 school

year, fees have increased 225 per-

cent.

"Our students can't take this

anymore. We have a strong insti-

tution and our students can't

afford to work more or take more
loans," said Andre Quintero, chair

of the UC Student Association.

"We, at UCSA, have been
lobbying the regents for two years

to stop including a student fee

hike as part of their base budget
every year, so it is encouraging to

see that the voices and concerns of

students are having an effect on
the regents' decision making,"
said York Chang, UCLA under-

graduate external vice president.

"As positive as these devel-

opments are, we need to stay

focused on holding the regents

accountable to this new budget
and to keeping education finan-

cially accessible to all," Chang
added.

The new plan also asks for

merit increases for UC faculty and

staff, designed to' "restore (UC)
faculty salaries to the average of

the comparison institutions." The
proposed budget allocates more
than $13 million for a 3 percent

faculty and staff pay raise for this

"This no-increase

business is fihe to talk

about but students still

have to pay board and

room. That's still the

largest amount for

students."

Glenn Campbell

UC Regent

y6ar. An additional $69.5 million

has been earmarked for another 5

percent pay raise (he following

year.

Quintero said that his group

is already developing ideas now
on what to recommend to the

regents in case the state does not

give its promised funds.

GOLF; Course development disrupts Asia's pristine wilderness
From page 7

these golf courses support no other

form of life. No trees, no birds, no

insects, no nothing."

The golf boom has been most
explosive in the nations of Southeast

Asia, which offer tropical weather

and plentiful, relatively inexpensive and Indonesia,

land. In Malaysia, there are now 1 53 The Global Anti-Golf Movement
golf courses, triple the number in is campaigning to pressure Asian

1985, with more than 100 others on governments for a moratorium on

the drawing board. This growth has the construction of new golf cours-

been nearly as extensive in Thailand e's.

But it is proving a diflTicult battle.

Golf means billions of dollars for

the Asian tourism industry, and
newly affluent Asians clearly love

the sport, which has become a status

symbol here.
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FEINSTEIN
From page 1

votes, possibly even the election,"

Feinstein told the Commonwealth
Club of California in a speech
Friday at the St. Francis Hotel in

San Francisco.

Feinstein's announcement fol-

lowed by a day the measure's
endorsement by her U.S. Senate
opponent, Santa Barbara
Republican .Rep. Michael
Huffmgton.

Huffington said Friday, "By
putting political correctness before

the real concerns of real

Califomians, Feinstein has proven
herself to be totally out of touch

with the needs of this state. The
color's yellow for this career
incumbent, who has once again
caved in to her liberal special-inter-

est buddies."

The twin announcements set the

stage for an ideological struggle

between the two Senate candidates

- another layer in a bitter race col-

ored heavily by negative advertis-

ing - to continue until Election Day
(Ml Nov. 8.

Meanwhile, President Clinton

said in Washington Friday that he

has reservations about Prop. 187.

The president said that while he
sympathized with the concerns of

Califomians about illegal immi-
grants, he felt the ballot initiative

was the wrong way to solve prob-

lems. Vice President Al Gore made
a similar comment.
Huffington's campaign was

quick to react Friday.

"Feinstein has once again sided

with her liberal buddies in

Washington, D.C. She is not repre-

senting California interests in

Washington, she is representing

Washington's interests in

California," said Huffington aide

Jennifer Grossman.

HUFFINGTON
From page 1

two million in the past three
montlis.

These findings are based on
campaign finance reports filed

last week with the Federal
Election Commission.
Huffington has hammered

Feinstein for accepting PAC con-

tributions, calling her a "special

interest slot machine." By refus-

ing contributions, he says, he
stays free and clear of "special

interest" pressure.

Among Huffington's Houston-
based donors are dozens of cur-

rent or retired oil and gas
executives, engineers, geoscien-

tists and energy investment
advisers, including Philip Carroll

Jr., president and CEO of Shell

Oil; Kenneth Dickerson, execu-
tive vi(je president of ARCO;
L.R. French III, chairman of
French Petroleum; A. Clark
Johnson, chairman and CEO of
Union Texas Petroleum; Robert
Mpsbacher of Mosbacher Energy
Company; and Tassie Nicandros,

president and CEO of Conoco
Inc.

Many of these donors say they

simply consider themselves long-

time "friends of the family" who
honored Huffington's father —
Roy Huffington, founder of the

Houston-based gas and oil busi-

ness Huffco Inc. and one of the

10 richest men in America - by
attending a fancy fund-raising
cocktail buffet at the family's
Houston home last September.

Huffington and Feinstein are

locked in a tight race with slight-

ly more than two weeks to the

Nov. 8 election. An Examiner
poll Saturday showed Feinstein

with a six-point lead over
Huffington, with 10 percent
undecided.
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AIDS-like viruses in ihonkeys for

many years.

Allen said a wealth of evidence

points to African monkeys as the

source of human AIDS. Various

monkey species carry different

AIDS-like viruses naturally,

without becoming ill.

The concern is that by trans-

planting organs and tissue -

including bone marrow - into

humans, scientists risk infecting

people with new, unknown virus-

es, Allen said.

"You have humans dying from

an infectious disease - AIDS -

which initially arose through

some sort of .inadvertent trans-

mission from a monkey in Africa

to humans," he said. "Now
you're trying to fix these AIDS
patients with tissues from a mon-

key from Africa that potentially

could transmit the next AIDS-like

virus to humans."
Ildstad said a number of

groups, including the National

Institutes of Health, are review-

ing the proposed bone marrow
therapy for AIDS, as well as the

growing interest in animal-to-

human organ transplants.

The possibility of accidently

unleashing a new virus into the

human population will be care-

fully studied and guarded against,

she said.

Southwest Foundation is col-

laborating with both Ildstad's

group and Starzl's. Starzl's team

also is studying baboon bone
marrow as an aid to further

baboon-to-human liver trans-

plants.

REPARATIONS
From page 3
gathered at the West Berkeley

public library meeting.

"At first I was skeptical," said

Martin, 36, of Hayward. Then he

decided he didn't have anything to

lose.

But a couple of months later,

Martin said he received a letter

from the IRS "basically saying,

'Are you crazy?'." It also said he

could be fined $500 for making
frivolous claims.

Sharon Bryant, a 28-year-old

single mother from Richmond,
Calif., checked with Rep. Ron
Dellums' office and found out no

reparation law existed. But she

filled out the forms anyway.

In May, she said she had run

into the man who had held the

Berkeley meeting, and he had

claimed the IRS asked him to

return the reparation he had
received.

Ivy Walker of Suisun City

thought the whole thing sounded

fishy, too, so she checked the

address and phone number of the

group behind the program. At the

address, she found a plating com-

pany. When she dialed the num-
ber, she got an answering machine

and then later found it was discon-

nected, she said.

At the meeting, she said, "they

tried to rush everybody through so

they would ask no questions."

"It was tempting," she said,

"but I said I'm not signing up for

this one. They sold the sizzle but

not the steak."

Sharon Nash Haynes, 51, of

Richmond, also attended the

meeting and signed the forms.

"There should be some way to

repay us," said Haynes, a secre-

tary and devout Christian who was

going to use the money for a trip

to Jerusalem. "Sometimes it's not

about the money but recognizing

the situation and doing something

about it. They could give me a lit-

tle certificate and I would be fine

with that too." —

Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.

What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:
,

(310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

IitvisibU • RemovabU • TrtuUtionat • European Surgical Orthotknuics • Cosmetic PorceUum

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayani, CerUflcd Spcclalbt.

11645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
;a-E3-E=3 Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-€3~e^

Pari Waxing Salon
Body Waxing for A/len & Women
with 1 00%* Natural Pari wax.
Women Full leg and Bikini $20 .

Underarm $ 8
Half legs $10
Bikini Wax $ 8
Lip or Chin or Eyebrow $ 6
Eyelash Tint $10
Facial $40

"We do Electrolysis"

1435 Westwood Blvd., Westwood 473-0066 or 479-9325

Open Sundays Walk-ins Welcome

EYE EXAM.
A) B)

C) Free
Parking

O
0) Insurance

Plans
Accepted

All of the Above

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking
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INTEL 4860X2-66 MHZ PROCESSOR
VESA LOCAL BUS
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4MB RAM
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MANUFACTURE WARRANTY, FREE CORDLESS PEN MOUSE
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HOURS SAM -6PM

310-815-1000
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THE

SHMK
Restaurant And Bar

2518 UJilshire Blvd.

UUiishire ond 26th St., Sonto AAorfico

(310)449-1171

* Voted Top fen Burgers In LR.
* SoteUite Sports - Ml Holder Games

Is your Business sCozuF

Advertising
is your answer....

Call 825-2161

RAISE YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS

PLASTI C.

'r^

THE ONE CARD FOR CREDIT, CASH & CALLING

The AT&T Universal MasterCard Call 1 800 438 8627 to apply

From page 3

very autobiographical, and that's a

creepy thing to me," said Bowers.

"It's a very uneasy feeling, a bit

like having a stalker."

"He's s(Mt of like a young aspir-

ing poet with an MFA," said
Bowers. "He knows the hustle.

This may sound cynical, but the

system is set up perfectly for him."

Like any aspiring poet, Sumner
worked from Poet's Market, a stan-

dard guide to the roughly 4,000
magazines that publish poetry, and
steadily built yp his resume.

Bowers hired a lawyer, Bruce
McKee of Des Moines, and even-

tually a private detective, to get to

the bottom of the mystery. Working
firom return addresses on Sumner's
submissions to various journals, he

found that his plagiarist's real

name was David Jones, of Aloha,

Ore.

He was born in 1953, has a

bachelor's degree from Southern
Illinois University and, indeed, a

master's degree from Pacific
University. He had taught elemen-

tary school in southern Illinois and
in Oregon. The rest of the resume
was largely faked.

SAGE
From page 1

ing SAGE voluntarily, which he
has refused to do, according to

SAGE members. Graduate student

associations at other UC campuses
are also seeking recognition from
their chancellors.

"UC refuses to grant recogni-

tion. It's hiding behind legal fic-

tions and obstructions," SAGE
representatives said in a statement

released at the protest. "Worse
still, Qiancellor Young has refused

to meet with SAGE or even pro-

vide his own position about recog-

nition," the statement continued.

Graduate student instructors

said Young agreed to meet with

representatives from the graduate

student association, providing the

protesters ceased their demonstra-

tion.

"The chancellor told the plan-

ning committee that he was meet-

ing with them as a courtesy
because they are students," said

Stanley McKnight, assistant vice

chancellor for human resources.

McKnight said the meeting
did not mean that Young recog-

nized SAGE as a union.

"The university does not want

to replace the election process,"

McKnight said. If UCLA recog-

nized SAGE as a union, graduate

students would lose the right to

elect union representation, he said.

Miller said that while he was
encouraged by the chancellor's

agreement to meet with SAGE,
very little was actually accom-
plished in the meeting.

^^

"He basically said that the

university's position is, was and
always will be that RAs (researh

assistants) and TAs are not
employees," MillCT said.

Young could not be reached

for comment.
University representatives

said UCLA has taken the position

that it is legally prohibited from
recognizing graduate student
instructors as employees, a posi-

tion disputed by several law pro-

fessors.

"While PERB (Public
Employee Relations Board) and
the Courts have held that graduate

student instructors and researchers

are not covered by the protections

of (a union), there is no legal pro-

hibition against entering into such

an agreement," wrote UCLA law

Professor Craig Becker to UC
President Jack Peltason in a Nov.

17. 1992 letter.

..„.f
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IRAQ
From page 9

emment. 'Today, I'd say not more
than 1 million Iraqis are living in

any real sense of the word. They are

those who uphold Saddam's rule

and those who protect him. They
are given food and plenty of money.
The rest of us are drifting into this

surreal kind of poverty where uni-

versity professors sell tfieir family's

possessions to eat. It is breaking
down the very fabric of this soci-

ety."

"Sometimes, when I hear iforeign

radio broadcast assertions from
America or Britain that tfie only way
to salvation is to get rid of Saddam, I

say to myself, 'Do they think we are

some kind of video game or what?'
" said the man, who, like everyone

interviewed outside government cir-

cles, insisted on the protection of
anonymity. "You are looking at a

peq}le whose energy is drained sim-

ply locking for the next meal.
'

'

For their part, Iraqi officials are

eager to enforce the idea that the

government is, indeed, solidly

entrenched.

"You don't make heroes - you
corner them," says Abdelrazak
Hashemi, a senior official who
heads the foreign relations bureau of

the governing Baath Party of
Saddam.

Recalling the brief popular upris-

ing that was ruthlessly put down by

the Iraqi army in March 1991 after

its defeat and expulsion from
Kuwait, Hashemi said: "That was a

time when 14 of the country's 18

provinces were outside government

control, but the regime did not fall.

Do you think it is going to fall now
because of these sancti(Mis?"

POW
From page 10

expanse that once was the prison

stockade, the 475-acre site

includes two small brick buildings

and a national cemetery holding

the remains of the 13,000 Union
troops who died in the prison, as

well as the remains of 2,000 other

veterans from the Spanish-
American War to the Vietnam
War. The cemetery, with its close-

ranked, white stone markers,
draws about 150,000 visitors a

year.

Clinton's signature approving

federal financing for the $9 mil-

lion mpseum comes 24 years after

the grounds of Andersonville were

first taken over by the National

Park Service and designated by
Congress as the Andersonville
National Historic Site. But only in

the last 10 years did private

groups and the Park Service begin

to push for a museum as a memor-
ial to POW's throughout the

nation's history.

For the estimated 70,000 sur-

viving Americans who were once
prisoners of war, most of them
from World War II, the approval

of federal financing comes just as

time is running out, members of

veterans groups said.

William Bearisto. 70. who is

president of the 30,000-member
American Ex-Prisoners of War,

which helped raise more than $3
million in private funds for the

museum, said he looks fonvard to

its completion.

"It will bring back a lot of hurt-

ful feelings for some of us and it

may bring back some of the shame
that many of us were made to feel,

as if it was our fault that we were

captured," he said. "But this is our

No. 1 priority, and we are 40 years

late in getting this memorial."

Although the Andersonville

military prison operated f*or only

14 months in the Civil War. it

came to symbolize much about

that conflict ^ —

—

UCLA Local Internship Program

Currently enrolled UCLA students may register on computer with the EXPO Center-

Plaza Bldg. Rm. 3n. Office hours: 8:00 am - 5:00 pm. For more information call: 825-0831
Hundreds of internships are currently available for fall and winter quarters, including but not limited to:

TfjiYci NQB-Profit

SouthwestAirlines Alzheimer's Association

Korean Family Service Center

LAShanti

International

RadixGroup

ColumbiaTristar

Showtime

Nickelodeon

Miufium
LA Children'sMuseum

£uim£l!y

Metro-Goklwyn-Mayer

Environmental

EarthCamp
Heal the Bay

SeeKarolDeGrafTenreidForFurtherInformation

KCBS-TV Training Program
Eligibility and terms
TheKCBS-TV Training Program is for a student between

his/herjuniorand senior year ofcollege. Must be attending

colegeona full-time basisand receiving (inancial aid through

his/her school. Must have a 3.0 GPA. The training program

requires fifteen or twenty- five hours perweek for twelve ( 1 2)

weeks. Trainees will be paid S8hr . and upon the successful

completion ofthe trainingProgram, KCBS-TV will offer a

SSOO.OO scholarship to the student, paid to the school, to help

coveracademic costs for his/her senior year. Students must

bea major or minor inJournalism or Radio/TV/Film (or

relatedarea). Deadline: 11-01-94

Finance/Brokerage

Wertheim Schroder

Dean Witter

Merrill Lynch

Technlcul

BerlandTechnologies

CastlDS

Writers and Artist's

Edjlmjal

Variety

Wall Street Journal

Eilm
New Line Cinema

'JimHenson Productions

Gramercy Pictures '

Theater

The RoughTheatre

Music

Interscope

Immortal

Virgin Records

KAPLAN and the UCLA Pre-Med Society
are proud to sponsor a

Free Medical School
Admissions Seminar

Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

Dwight Warren, M.D.

Associate Dean for Curriculum

use Medical School

Former Member ofUSC Admissions Committee

at

UCLA, Rolfe Hall 1200

Wednesday, October 26th

6:00- 8:00 pm
Refreshments will be ser\'ed!

Dr. Warren will discuss:

• how to improve your chances of

getting into medical school

f
• the importance of your GPA & MCAT scores

• how to write an effective essay
• how to be prepared for your interview

Dr. Warren, who has adviBed htmdreda of prospectiye medical school applicanta on the

admiaaions process, will be available to answer yonr questions.

Seminar spaces are limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score

KAPLAN
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Innocence is ignorance: a l>attle witli HIV
- By Randolph Meredyth Dralce

"Innocence is ignorance," Kierkegaard
said. Too often we mourn the loss of inno-

cence as an unfortunate yet necessary
transition. I submit that this passage can
be one of deliberate beauty.

I was innocent once.

For some time I did not quite under-
stand the phrase "coming out." I have
been comfortable with my gayness (more
so at some times than others) and could
not point to a specific day or year as my
personal or public declaration. I was baf-

fled by those who could, but tried to

respect the growth of their experience.

However, the importance of opening a
closet door has now come crashing down
on me like accusations of human rights

violations in the Pete Wilson camp.
I am going to ask you to lose your inno-

cence along with me now. For many of us,

this process has already begun. If you
have looked beyond the ethnic, gender or
religious stereotypes that our culture pro-

liferates and our insecurity reiterates, you
have begun to lose your innocence. I

would ask you to suspend all sociological

bias one step further as I reveal to you
how HIV has impacted my life.

I had good reason to believe my test '

results might come back positive. Still,

nothing can prepare you for that life-alter-

ing moment when your mortality is real-

ized; when colors are a little brighter;

when terror shakes every fiber of your
being.

I've observed that, to some

extent, many who get sick are

convinced that there is

nothing they can do. They
resolve themselves to death

with a "hve-it up now
because I'll be dead soon."

I believed I was going to die.

Certainly, I had the media to support
my belief. They occasionally broadcast
the AIDS-related death of a celebrity with
a sorrowful, "Hollywood is mourning the

loss of ..." Undeniably, I had some
friends to support my belief. Remember,
"Be safe. (Sex) is not worth dying over."

And the entertainment industry would
surely not deceive me. If Tom Hanks
(America's most popular personality) can
die in "Philadelphia," then this, too, must
be my fate. Who was I to question the

integrity of a culture that has so responsi-
bly and shamelessly handled the murder
of two people and a fallen football

hero?

I'll tell you who. I am a gay
black man with Jewish blood
who, when it comes to adversi-

ty, I) I've had to avoid calls

from Oprah begging me to

be on the show
and 2) As
Bemadette

(a.k.a. Frank) from
Priscilla: Queen of the

Desert said, "Don't let

(adversity) drag you down,
but let it make you
stronger."

So began my educa-

tion and the loss of

innocence which led

me to the realization

that HIV is not neces-

sarily tantamount to

death.

I entered the

HIV/AIDS community
with 12 years of grim
baggage. I had volun-

teered with some organi-

zations but kept a safe

emotional distance.

Imagine my surprise when
I met many men and
women who were not dying
from the virus but living

with it.

Upon meeting these obvi-

ous exceptions to the rule I

cursed them, "How dare

you be in your ninth, 10th,

1 2th year of infection and
still be healthy? Didn't you
see And the Band Played
Onl" I implored them to

get into wheelchairs and
hospices and coffins.

They did not listen to

me. Rather^ they listened to

themselves and each other.

I discovered that, along

with traditional treatment,

many elected to use spiritu-

al enlightenment, natural

resources or some other

form of nontraditional ther-

apy as combative forces.

And I discovered that for

many, HIV infection is

slowly becoming a man-
ageable condition.

Make no mistake, I do
not minimize the AIDS
epidemic. Last year when I

visited the AIDS Quilt, the

awesome reality of the

hundreds of thousands who
have passed on left me
solemn for some
time.

Unquestionably, people

will continue to contract

the virus, develop AIDS
and die. I want their sto-

ries told. More important-

ly, I want our stories told.

But ask yourself which
makes the film at 1 1 -

Magic Johnson maintain-

ing his quality health or

Magic Johnson in the

hospital suffering

from pneumonia? It

is the former ques-

tion I draw your
attention to.

I've observed that, to

some extent, many
who get sick are con-
vinced that there is

nothing they can do.

They resolve them-
selves to death with a

"live it up now
because I'll be dead
soon" or "poor me" atti-

tude. Admittedly, both

points of contention frus-

trate me because many of
us who are fighting are

succeeding.

I am taking an aggressive

approach to my disease

and have no intention of
letting it control my life.

/ am in control of my life

and if HIV wants me it's

going to have to come
and get me.
But be warned ... this fag

bashes back. For every T-

cell my virus would
destroy I add another

nickel to my bench press.

Since I started training,

my body weight and
muscle has gone from
1901bs. to225 1bs. For
every CD4 percentage

point that would drop, I

recommitted myself to

my anti-viral therapy

which I would do as

part of a study here at

school.

And every hour of
worry I encoun-
tered I spent in

front of a

Macintosh

writing. I

^^ just fin-

ished a

play

which I

look forward to getting produced next
quarter.

Like Jews and the Holocaust and blacks
and slavery, this disease is likely to be the

cross the gay community will forever

bear^ As Spielberg and Halley established

in their respective films, history will '^'

judge humanity not by the diversity of our
atrocities, but rather by our capacity to

transcend malevolence and reach a higher
plane of awareness.

Be aware that HIV has not stopped me
from pursuing an education. Be aware that

HIV did not stop me from running two
touchdowns last week. Be aware that HIV
will not stop me from going on a nation-
wide young comedian tour next month
where I hope to use my stand-up to spread
a more auspicious message regarding this

disease. Just be aware.

Why "come out" with this?

I am taking an aggressive

approach to my disease and

have no intention of letting it

control my life. / am in

control ofmy life and ifHIV
wants me it's going to

have to come and get rtie.

My best friend recently tested positive

and lost his mother within a three day
period. (We're waiting for the locust.) His
innocence has led him into a chasm of
despair where life is not an option. His
transition is far more important than my
proclivity for privacy. I would not make
such a public declaration unless I was
absolutely convinced that there need not
be fear, that anyone can dramatically

improve the quality of life.

And as my co-worker and ROTC
sergeant Leiand Kim so courageously
demonstrated during National Coming
Out Week two weeks ago, a little educa-
tion is worth a few personal risks. If this

letter encourages one person to get tested

or stops another from putting a bullet in

his or her head er helps to change the stig-

ma associated with HIV, I offer this as

proof that ignorance is not bliss.

Kierkegaard's statement suggests the
claim of innocence amounts to an insis-

tence on ignorance, a refusal to know. The
anecdotal evidence is in our classes, our
residence halls and our homes.

Refusal to look breeds complacency
and silence that equals an uproarious con-
demnation of death. Rage against the

machine and challenge the mediocrity
that would enslave you. And if it

is within you . . . come out.

Drake graduated with a
bachelor's degree in theater in

June.
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Advice from an expert: how to avoid Bruin Waiii soiicitors

George

Tsai

Obstacles and obstructions.

Everywhere you go around

this campus, things get in

the way of a happy, casual life.

The pounding of the jackhammer
at Royce. The roaring of the bull-

dozer in front of Ackerman. The
long lines of Taco Hell and

Murphy Hall. Now, more things

have been

slowing you
down. Not
only are fences

and 4x8s

detouring your

route of yester-

day, ASUCLA
thinks you
guys actually

need and

desire a kazil-

lion more pub-

lication kiosks

to clog up your

pathway.

But, before I ramble on and

complain about fewer parking

spaces and no bike paths, I should

bring up one other obstacle. It has

been present on this campus for

decades and has subtly eaten away
at much of your leisure time in

your stay here. It was probably

here before this construction start-

ed, if there ever was such a time. It

probably won* t ease up after this

construction ends, if there will

ever be such a time. It is a major

cause of congestion as well as a

result of it. Since I don't want to

keep my faithful Viewpoint read-

ers in suspense too long, and since

I need to get to the point before

some English TA goes crazy

because there's no main point to

this paragraph, and since Fm tired

of using the word "it" too many
times to begin my sentences, and

since this is a run-on sentence. Til

name the culprit. Bruin Walk solic-

itors.
^

Fve been a solicitor as well as a

victim. I know how it feels to be

on both sides of this problem. I

hate solicitors, and I hate that we
hate solicitors. Over the years I've

been here, too many of them have

caused banners, fliers and roaming
clipboards to become quite inef-

fective. With so many out there,

solicitors have to go to extremes to

attract attention.

Personally, I've had to do some
pretty strange things to distract

folks on this infamous pedestrian

pathway. My lemonade stand dur-

ing last spring's campaign served

hundreds of thirsty Bruins who
didn't want to fork over a buck to

ASUCLA for a drink. Several

weeks later, students were able to

dump their trash all over me for a

couple of hours until the UCPD
arrived and made me leave.

If you think that's different,

though, you should see the cre-

ative methods pedestrians use to

avoid solicitors. I've noticed many
different things people do over my
four years here that I find neces-

sary to bring out into the open.

These observations serve two pur-

poses. They work as a helpful

guide to solicitors wondering who
the most vulnerable consumer is.

And, for those of you who want to

know what it takes to dodge those

religious freaks, read the sugges-

tions in bold print. My ultimate

goal, though, is to make Bruin

Walk a happy environment that's

fun and exciting for all.

Avoid eye contact at all costs.

This golden rule has been followed

by many students who notice

solicitors scoping the surroundings

to target their next victims. This

usually happens in front of

Kerckhoff Hall, where students

will immediately focus their atten-

tion on the closest inanimate

object. Yep, that's right: the 99

<\
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cent seven-layer burrito sign.

When someone is looking at this

advertisement, it's obvious that

this person would rather stare at an

old sheet of metal they've already

seen for months than at you.

Attention-getting probability: IS

percent.

''Today's Daily Bruin is the

most intriguing newspaper Pve
ever come across.** With all these

readers complaining about how
boring and how unentertaining this

publication is, it's hard to believe

that one-third of the campus popu-

lation walking to class is extreme-

ly interested in what it has to say.

When this tactic is used, it is diffi-

cult to predict how the so-called

reader will react to your greetings.

Two questions you should ask

yourself: how far has the pedestri-

an shoved the newspaper into his

or her face and which section of

the newspaper is the student read-

ing?

If ink smudges are apparent on

the person's nose or forehead, or if

the head is dug deep into the Arts

& Entertainment section, you will

be fighting a hopeless cause of try-

ing to attract attention. The section

of the newspaper matters, too.

Viewpoint, back-page sports, or

Letterman's Top 10: no chance.

Classifieds or news articles past

Page 9: go for it.

Pretend that you just saw your

best friend and greet him/her as

ifyou haven't seen this person in

ages. Once the dreaded eye contact

has taken place, people will look

around desperately to find ANY-
BODY they know, yell the person's

name out with great emotion, and

.

chat with this supposed long-lost

friend. Doing this gives them a rea-

son to avoid you. Be skeptical. Try

to find peculiarities in the facial

expression. See if this person's face

seems to be silently saying, "Wow,
I'm shocked to have acquaintances

greet me this enthusiastically. I

must be popular. These Stuart

Smalley inspirational audio tapes

sure are a great help." Does this

person appear to be a social loser?

If so, you've targeted a liar.

Depending on what you're solicit-

ing for, you may or may not want,^

to pursue thi^ dishonest fakel

Stare at your feet as ifyou are

shy or as if you've stepped in dog
dookie in the past and will never

let it happen again. The less

aggressive solicitor will let these

people pass by, but the true sales-

person will target them immediate-

ly. Of course, you either have to be

extremely nice or say something

extremely clever. Sort of like pick-

ing up singles at a bar. Tough job,

but you can do it!

EKm't be a pedestrian! Risk

getting a citation while speeding

around campus on a bike. Ouch,

this one hurts. These people are

concentrating too hard on balanc-

ing that any flier or pause will

cause them to topple over and

evoke their angry side. They have

the power to put tread marks on
you. No luck here, but if you want

revenge, yell and holler for a bicy-

cle cop.

Many other methods are used,

but most have become all too com-
mon: Complete Deafness Method,

"I'm in a hurry" lie (as if UCLA
students are that eager to attend lec-

tures), headphones, reflective sun-

glasses and TA. attitudes (Total

Asshole). The effectiveness of my
suggestions for you pedestrians

depends on your ability to act, so

pick a strategy and test your perfor-

mance skills. With a little creativity

from both sides. Bruin Walk will

soon be something everybody can

look forward to!

Tsai is a fifth-year senior

majoring in insect pornography.

Counterpoint

Lack of change, not miscommunication, is root problem
By Ben Potter

Undergraduate student presi-

dent Rob Greenhalgh's analysis

of the IPC responsorship issue

("USAC must initiate more com-
munication on campus," Oct. 20)

is truly pathetic. Once again, the

question of confrontation and

miscommunication among student

groups has been oversimplified,

but I must say the rhetoric con-

vinces me that Greenhaigh could

have a promising career in poli-

tics ahead of him.

Despite the enlightening rehash

of the all-too-familiar, I am still

left wondering why Greenhaigh
did nothing over the past year to

bridge the gap between IPC and

those groups (too numerable to

mention) who oppose it. Surely,

as a member of USAC, combined
with his deep concern for ongoing
"misunderstandings," Greenhaigh

took steps to bring all involved

parties together.

It logically follows that in light

of his extreme sensitivity to the

issue and his desire to meet the

needs of the students - all stu-

Undergraduate student

president Rob
Greenhalgh's analysis of

the IFC responsorship

issue ... is truly pathetic.

dents - Greenhaigh himself

attended MEChA meetings or per-

haps a gathering of the African

Student Union. So, Rob, I'm sure

in your next statement you'll

explain to us all what the experi-

ence was like.

ULAY Iv7 C^Cj/e- iru d ^eclude^d h^e.6tu/ood vUUge^

I am slightly disappointed that,

as the great mediator of UCLA,
our illustrious undergraduate pres-

ident has not taken it upon him-

self to set up dialogues to end the

"misunderstanding" that plagues

this campus.

Oh, wait - that's right; he's the

president and as we all know he

has bigger responsibilities, like

fighting to keep fees down, push-

ing for financial aid and perhaps

taking a stand on one of the innu-

merable issues facing this campus
daily. Perhaps Greenhaigh should

remember this and get away from

the notion that he has been elected

social chair of the student body.

When Greenhaigh speaks of

"misunderstanding" and "lack of

communication" he has pinpoint-

ed the source of long conflict. For

decades, the minority and under-

represented groups on this cam-
pus have cried out against the

ROEL BAUTISTA

elitist nature of both the fraternity

and sorority establishments.

There does seem to have been

some misunderstanding however,

because despite these complaints,

the system remains a place

reserved for those who fit within

its traditionally established para-

meters. People are still upset and

have been left waiting for real

changes.

Tell me, Rob, what is so hard to

understand about that?

Potter is a third-year sociology

student.
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MIchele Serros published her first book of poetry last April.

Serros thrust into

i-word worldI I

UCLA student

tours as road poet

with Lollapalooza

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

If you thought your summer
was cool, imagine playing basket-

ball with the Beastie Boys, per-

forming on the same stage as Billy

Corgan of Smashing Pumpkins,
touring the country in a luxury
liner, and most importantly, doing

it all under the pretext of fulfilling

your career dreams.

Michele Serros had all of this,

and more, to tell after returning

from her tour with Lollapalooza
'94. The graduating Chicano stud-

ies major joined the summer's
most popular concert series as one
of 12 road poets performing on the

side stages.

"It was pretty much like a cir-

cus," she laughs, "but it was all

very organized and surprisingly

luxurious. We stayed in some
incredible hotels. But the most
exciting thing was being a part of
the whole show with such amaz-
ing performers."

After publishing her first book
of poetry, "Chicana Falsa," last

April, Serros became a performer

herself. She did spoken word with

prominent poets and authors like

Sandra Cisneros ("The House on
Mango Street"). This gained her

enough publicity for Lollapalooza

scouts to approach her with an
offer to join the tour.

"Since Nirvana cancelled,"
explains Serros, "the Lollapalooza

promoters had a lot of extra
money which they decided to use

for acts on the side stages. They

asked me for a press kit, so I was
up all night at Kinko's trying to

put something together and I just

sent it out thinking that I wouldn't

even be chosen for an interview."

But on Mother's Day she
received a surprise that would
change her opinion of the holiday

forever. "I always hated Mother's

Day since my mother died,"
Serros says. "But this year was
different. It turned out to be one of

the most exciting days ever. First I

got to read with Sandra Cisneros,

and then when I got home I

received the phone call asking me
tojoin the tour."

Despite all of the excitement
last Mother's Day, Serros still

couldn't forget her mother, her
prime inspiration for writing. It

was after her death that Serros
finally l)ecame serious about her
writing, despite barriers posed by
the rest of her family members.

"I come from a traditional

Mexican background which dic-

tates a woman's position and a

man's position in society. And a

woman's position is not as a pub-

lished writer," she explains. "I had
always written in my diaries and
other private things, and it wasn't

until I had to write my mother's
obituary that I finally went public.

I decided I had nothing else to lose

after that, and so I started to seri-

ously consider getting my work
published.

"I never really felt any barriers

from the outside, instead the pres-

sure was always from family
members who still saw me as a lit-

tle girl. They are the ones who I

was most afraid of performing
for."

In her poem "Annie Says,"
Serros relates how her aunt always

See

Arts & Entertainment

Kurt Russell: "When you read a script like Stargate it brings up lots of questions ... We're dealing in science fiction and with someone's imagination.'

By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Sentor Staff

Kurt Russell is in the middle of
explaining the mathematical thecHy he
uses to select his film projects.

"There's a strange reality to

Hollywood," he says. "On a scale of
one to 10, there are projects that are

offered. Then on a scde of one to 10 is

how much tiiey want to pay you. If you
arc those two together, somewhere
they're going to meet"

His gestures are exaggerated and
relaxed as he illustrates the concept.

The 30-odd years he's spent in film

have given him a great deal of ease, and
here at the Four Seasons to promote his

upcoming sci-fi adventure Stargate, he
is anything but uptight

"You might have a great script and
they want to pay you very little," he
offers, "and you might want them to

come up a littJe bit so the arc is not quite

so far down here, but at some point in

your mind, it's worth it to do that

"Other things are really horrendous
projects with tremendous salaries and
what you eventually do is say 'this is a

two script with a 1 salary and I'd need
a 12 salary to do this thing! Then they

'well, we'll give you a 12 salary' and
you say 'make that two into a four! ' and

you start talking about that"

Russell is quite rational and pragmat-

ic when it comes to choosing his pro--

jects. He also tends to be very
forthright. The preceding comment
leads to the sticky question of how
much he wa§ paid for Stargate, but

Russell does anything but fliiKh or dou-

blespeak.

"I'll be honest with you," he starts to

the dismay of his publicist. "They
offered me what I felt was a 12 salary

for a three script and I said 'the script

has potential though, these guys are

'Stargate's' Ru
'strange reality
really good at what they do, the script

has a chance at being a seven script«^
some 10 effects.'"

Lockily, with a budget nmiored tobe
around $SS million, Stargate has the

goods he was gambling on. Russell

feels that films powered by special

effects are to him the hardest to chance.

"These are the greatest risk movies that

actors can take," he states. 'To the actor,

you know what you can do, sort of,

mostly. And you don't really do things

you don't think you can do. When you
take a risk is when you plan on some-
body else to come up with something."

TTiat's why the most important factor

in his decision to star in Stargate was
the personnel involved. Mario Kassar,

mega producer of Terminator II and
Basic Instinct and other hits was at tihe

helm, and the director was Roland
Emmerich of Universal Soldier.
Incidentally, Russell was Emmerich's
wish list first-choice for the part of
Colonel Jack O'Neil. *-

"Mario Kassar, Roland Emmerich,
and (co-writer) Dean Devlin were three

guys, in my estimation, showing a
great amount of enthusiasm," says
Russell. "They redly wanted to make a
spectacle movie, they had a very defi-

nite idea as to the approach to the kind
of movie they wanted to make."

Russell, best remembered for cult

John Carpenter science fiction films
such as Escape From New York and
The Thing, needs a conceptual frame-
work that the filmmakers have to be
able to articulate. The written screen-

play can be a poor indicator of certain

imaginative elements.

ssell explains

to Hollywood'
"When you read a script like Stargate

it brings up k>ls of questions, foremost

of which is well, what are these things

going to look likeT' he laughs. "We're
dealing in science fiction and with
someone's imagination. If you were to

read E.T. arxi say, what a wonderful lit-

tle screenplay, what's that E.T. thing

going to look like?' And they S2^ 'well,

believe it or not but there's a lot of sig-

nificance in that it should look like a

glass of water.'"

He takes a sip of water.

"You just don't know what is going

to be in die imagination of die filnunak-

er and you're sotI of confused. After a
while it comes down to how excited are

these guys and what have they done?
And how much enthusiasm do they
have?"

So for all the calculation, Russell just

got swept up in the excitement "When
you sense a great deal of enthusiasm,"

See RUSSELL, page 23

UCLA theater Professor Michael Hackett directs two ancient comedies.
Daily Bruin file photo

Hackett
UCLA professor

directs comedies

for Getty museum

By Jeanna Blackman

Imagine the Getty museum ask-

ing you to direct two ancient come-
dies. And - by the way - your work
will be judged by theater-goers as

well as specialists in ancient histo-

ry-

Director Michael Hackett, a

UCLA theater professor, faced that

exact situation. A production of
Menander's "The Woman from
Samos" and Plautus* "Casina" was
the result. Under Hackett's guid-

I I

ance, graduate .and undergraduate

theater students, as well as estab-

lished equity performers, had to

work together to produce some-
thing that was entertaining and
accurate.

"I didn't want it to be a history

lesson," Hackett says. "These plays

created the conventions we know
of in western comedy." What
Menander did then had now
become stereotype. This is part of

the reason why these ancient come-
dies haven't lost their appeal.

"No matter how different we
may seem from the Roman
Empire, some things remain the

same - misunderstandings between
children and their parents, tension

between men and women and the

struggle for social position and

old plays
money," Hackett says.

The music, composed by Nathan
Birnbaum, is something that

helped quite a bit in giving it a

more modem feel. "The music can

hold things together," Hackett says.

All of the designers had a similar

task - to create an image that was
historically accurate and still inter-

esting to Uie contemporary theater

audience.

Hackett turned to graduate the-

ater design students to tackle the

problem. Wesley McBride, set

designer, Alex Jaeger, costume
designer and Jane Fitzgerald Hall

lighting coordinator, all worked
with Hackett to achieve his vision.

In fact, several students worked

See HACKETT, page 23

'Dreams' reflects UCUV reality
Film documents
American youths'

love of basketball

Kurt RusseJI (left) and James Spader unravel the mystery of Stargate

, page 23 l

By Bemie Cook
Special to The Bruin

Kristaan Johnson. omm'A
Givens. J.R. Henderson. Toby
Bailey. These are special names,
hyped names, strange and yet

already familiar. While games are

still a month away, practice has

started for these four "blue chip"

freshman who joined the UCLA
men's basketball team. Together
with four rettrhiing starters, these

highly touted high schoolers have
propelled UCLA to the pinnacle of

the pre-season rknkings. Althon
College Basketball has ranked the

Bruins No. 1, ahead of defending

national champion Arkansas. This

is time to dream hoops in

Westwood. Before a freshman
scores a basket that counts. Or
turns the ball over.

Also debuting this month in

Westwood is the engrossing docu-

mentary Hoop Dreams, a human-
ist examination of America's
fascination with hoops. Linking
NBA All-Star games to asphalt

fantasies. Hoop Dreams adds his-

tory and dimension to the feverish

appeal of basketball. The film pro-

duces a narrative of the lives of

Arthur Agee stars in Hoop Dreams, directed by Steve James.

two young African American men
whose identities and possibilities

are tied to the game.

Arthur Agee. William Gates.
These names spark no recogni-

tion. Unlike omm'A, these are

common names, suggesting ordi-

nariness and regularity. However,
the documentary provides not just

names, but stories, families and
connections. The genius of the

film is in the details.

Hoop Dreams packs its nearly

three-hour length with dynamic,
painful growth. The film intro-

duces junior high schoolers Agee

SeeDMUMS,ps|ge24
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Lyie Lovett / Love Everybody

(Curb/MCA) Lovetfs gunning to

be the Randy Newman of the '90s

- you can tell because he writes

about cranky old men, failed pick-

up artists, unrepentant creeps, etc.

Jrick is, Lovett's characters are

rarely as complex as Newman's,
his stories are a lot more pre-

dictable, and his humor can some-

times be a little forced. Perhaps

worst of all, his mildly pleasant

but somewhat bland voice, less

expressive than Newman's Jewish

drawl, gets upstaged by John
Hagen's string arrangements,
which adorn most of this album's

best songs. All of which makes
every time Lovett gets off a good

one - "Skinny Legs" or "Sonja" -

all the more frustrating; with so

many duds out of a total of 18

tracks, Lovett could stood to have

done some pruning. Considering

what Mr. Julia Roberts has to live

up to, not bad. But for Randy
Newman, not great. M.T. B

Paris Guerrilla Funk
(Priority) Listen up. Paris has

something to say. His latest effort

is a powerful and eloquent indict-

ment of the media, the police,

religion and the racism inherent in

the American system. The album
provokes thought and discussion,

stomps out ignorance and moves a

listener to reflect on the state of

affairs in our society. Each track

has an extremely high level of
lyrical and musical quality.

(Translation: It's smart but it real-

ly jams, too.) The title track and

"It's Real" prove funky grooves

can send intelligent messages.

More low-key tracks include

"Bring It To Ya," a statement

about police brutality that features

labelmates Conscious Daughters,

and "4Q Ounces and a Fool," a

denouncement of hip-hop artists

who endorse malt liquor to their

communities. Paris doesn't stop at

simply including fat jams and

serious knowledge, however. The

record sleeve features essays

about the war society has waged
on the African-American commu-
nity, and even lists of books and

programs that explore its impor-

tant issues. If you haven't been

concerned, you will be. If you
have been, Paris has effectively

affirmed your feelings and articu-

lated your thoughts. R.P. A

Luscious Jackson Natural
Ingredients (Grand* Royal/
Capitol) The world needs an all-

female version of the Beastie

Boys - really. But this vague, dil'-

fuse record pales next to its sonic

role model, and considering how
much people overrated Check
Your Head, that's saying a lot.

While the Beasties play the beat

for subtlety, the flimsy grooves

here fall flat. While the Beasties'

hyperanimated singing and rap-

ping shines in even their weaker

moments, np one will call the

unspirited delivery of this band
authoritative. Kind of makes you
wonder what kind of world we
might have been living in if drum-

mer Kate Schellenbach hadn't

been fired from the Beastie Boys
prior to Licensed To III. Rick
Rubin notwithstanding, it has

nothing to do with sexism - play

Salt 'N Pepa after this record and

it'll set you straight. M.T. B-

The Rosemarys The
Rosemarys (Fox) The new album

by the Rosemarys immediately

transports you back to alternative

rock's pre-Nirvana days when
-British bands reigned supreme,

when black depression was cool

and Doc Martens meant you were

a Depeche Mode fan. The band's

laid-back, almost trance-like style

quickly eased the anxiety that

high school flashbacks often

induce. The Rosemarys' mellow,

understated sound belies their

California origin and calls to mind
The Charlatans and The Stone
Roses. However, a wash of elec-

tric guitars and a more aggressive

beat set them apart and add some
kick to their otherwise dreamlike

album. With every listen, the

Rosemarys as a whole grow on
you. They wander a path similar

to other bands', but presumably
because the road is tried and true.

It's not going to liven up a party,

and it probably won't even offend

your mother, but if you're in the

mood to put on your black light

and blend into the carpet, give the

Rosemarys a try. K.F. B+

Boyz II Men // (Motown) If

your tried-and-true method of

producing music guaranteed you a

record-breaking string of hits,

would you change it? Boyz II

Men wouldn't either. Their sec-

ond full-lehgth effort is a collec-

tion of solid, easy sounds; very

safe, very predictable. Although

the first half of the album is unre-

markable, the last half might give

you goosebumps, especially if

you skip over the overplayed, too-

tired "I'll Make Love to You."
"On Bended Knee" is the sincer-

est, most tear-inducing apology

you could ever dedicate to your
lover, and "50 Candles" is the

sexiest and most romantic song

you could ever get back together

to. The album also includes their

much-talked-about version of the

Beatles' classic "Yesterday,"
which the quartet sings with an

exquisite grace and restraint.

Those three songs are enough to

make the album worthwhile.
R.P. B+

Reviews by Michael Tatum, Rex
Polkinghome and Kristin Fiore.
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Zone

Kcr
Stereo)

Instructional

Programming

Paid
Program

*** "The Stepkxd Wtves'{^975, Suspense) A young

wite uncovers a ghastly secriet about her neighbors.

Rush
Limbaugh

M*A*S*H
"Souvenirs"

Stereor
PaM
Program

Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Jon Stewart In Stereo)

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Piogram

'Scandal

Sheet"

Paid
Program

Paid

'Me He de Comer Esa Tuna" Jorge Negrete, Enrique

Herrera. Dos amigos compiten por la misma mujer.

Love Channel With "The IHotSeet IDowney
Poorman." iHighiighte

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

60

54

33

3
iiffl?i

m^

cgi

QQ2I

IBM

"Frankenstein:

atory" (R)

(4;00)**Vj "The Black

Orc/i»d" (1959, Drama)

Touch of Frost (R)

** V, "Siranger in My Arms" (
1 959,

Drama) June Allyson. Jeff Chandler

*** "Barefoot in the Park" (1 967) Roberl Redford. A
lawyer and his uninhibited bnde adjust lo married life

PrinrwnewsX

Saturday Night Live Host

Chevy Chase

Larry King Live X

Small
Doses (R)

Event of the Day

Stend-Up,
Stand-Up

Tell-Tato

Heart (R)

Law A Order "Vengeance'

*** "Up in Amis"(1944, Musical) Danny Kaye. A
sokjier tries lo keep his stowaway girlfriend hidden

Biography "Frankenstein

The True Story" (R)

***'^i "I Love You, Alice B. Toklas"

(1968, Comedy) Peter Sellers. 'R'

World News

S.A.S.

Theater
SoapX

Terra X (R)

Howard
Stem(R)

Treasure
Hunters (R)

Bloopers-
Jokes

Invention
(R)

Talk Soup

Next Step

News Daily

Great Fighting Machines
of Worifl Warll (R)

Late Night With David
Letterman

(4:30) NHL Hockey: May Be Pre-Empted Due to Season
Postponement. (Live'

1131

Biai

57

14

16

21

G3I3

Maximum
Drive

Masters of

the Maze

4:00 * "Thiel of Hearts"

1984) Steven Bauer

Real World
(In Stereo)

Clarissa {Clarissa

Explains lExplalns

Marcus Weiby, M.D. "A
Yellow Bird"

RIn Tin Tin

K-9 Cop X
Supermar-
ket Sweep

New Lassie
(In Stereo)

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

Shop Til

You Drop

Hey Dude
(R)

Rugrate

Love Boat

Evening
Shade f;

Designitig

Wonwn X
Yo! (in

Stereo)

Doug

Sporte
Tonight

SoapX

Event of the

Moneyllne
(R)

Whose
Line?

Tell-Tale

Heart (R)

Newsnight

Touch of Frost (R)

*** "Hartow" (1965,

on the bnef career of

y) Carroll Baker. Based
actress Jean Hariow.

Law I Order "Vengeance' *** 'Nighl of the Living

Dead" (1968, Horror)

*'^ "The Black Orchid" (1959) Sophia Loren. Youths

** "A4a«xBart)ara"( 1941, Comedy) Wendv Hlller, Rex Harrison,

Robert Money. A rich Englishwoman )oins the Salvation Army.

stymie a nr>ob widow's roniance with a lawful citizen

Showbiz
Today (R)

Saturday Night Live

MKhael Jordan.

}ay

Terra X (R)

Howard
Stem

Auto Racing: Mickey
Thompson's Grand Prnx

Evening
ShedeX
Designing
Women X
Liquid

Television

Looney
Tunes

Ironside
Death"

'Pnce Tag:

(4:30) Stanley Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Smythe Division

Finals Game i - Los Angeles Kings at Vancouver Canucks.

"Lakola Woman: Siege at Wounded Knee" (1994, Drama) Irene

Bedard. In 1973, American Indian activists seize the massacre site.

Quantum Leap (In Stereof

"Matlock: The Informer" Ar\&) Gnffith. Ben Malkx*
becomes invo^ed in a mob blackmail scheme.

Alien

Fighters

Gn

NInIa

Turtles

** "High Plains Drifter" {^9^3) A mystenous stranger

protects a corrupt town against gunmen.

Wings "The
Bank Dick"

America's
Cup

Treasure
Hunters (R)

Candid
Camera

Invention

(R)

Talk Soup
(R)

Sportscenter

Waltons "The
ConscierKe"

Unsolved Mystertes (In

Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Next Step
(R)

News Daily

Up Close

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) X

CaHing All

Sports

Politically

Incorrect

Sports
Latenight

Kktoiiriha
Hall

Lany King Live (R) X

1 Night
Stend

Soap

'Stranger in

My Arms'

*** '/J
"/ Love You, Alice B. Tofctes" (1968, Comedy) A

middle-aged lawyer joins the hippie revotulion. 'R
'

Crossfire Overnight Overnight Showbiz
Today (R)

Public Policy Conference

Mystery Science Theater 3000 "WM World o( Bat

Woman." (R]

Public Policy Confsrence

Great Fighting Machines
of WorldWar II (R)

F.Y.E! QAEKR)

Motorcycle Racing AMA
Grand National Pro Series.

700 Club

** "In Self Defense" (^987. Suspense) Linda Purl.

Insufficient evidence puts a muroJer witness in jeopardy.

I Dream of

Jeannie
Bewitched

It Takes a Thief "The

Suzie Simone Caper"

Rawlings Collector's

World

I Love Lucy Bob
Newhart

Marcus Welby, M.D. "Of

Magic Shactow Shapes"

Sports
Innerview

*"3 'The Broken Cham"(1993) Pierce Brosnan. The

Revolutiooary War Ihreateris the Iroquois Confederacy.

Wings (In

Stereo)

X

Murder, She Wrote
"
Moving ViolatkHi" X

* "Perry Mason: The Case of the Avenamg Ace

(1988, Mystery) Raymond Burr, Barbara Hale.

Biathlon

Deed at 21

(In Stereo)

Mary Tyler

Moore X

State (In

Stere(j

Mary Tyler

Moore X

Next Step
(R)

Howard
StlMT)(R)

NBA Today

B.

Beyond
20(>0

Candid
Camera

Sportscen-
ter

Father Dowling Mntertes
"The Mafia Priest"X
Unsoh/ed Mystertes (In

Stereo)

Beavisand
Butt-head

Dick Van
Dyke

Beavisar)d
Butt-head

Get Smart

**V3 "Surjdown" (1941 , Drama) Geoe Tiemey. A girl

helps British troops uncover a Uaz\ plot in Africa.

Press Box English Soccer: Teams to Be
Announced.

Boxing X

* * * "Buck and the Preacher (1972;

trail guide protects former slaves

ey

ing lo homestead.

«'? 'Te/efon"(l977) Charles Bronsoo. A Russian and

American agent team up lo stop a madman

N9WS iB.

99

31

20

IS

(4:30) **** "Breaking

Awwy" (1979, Drama) PG'

Kids incorp.

y^9ekr\d-ir

Mickey
Mouse Club

Family
Playhouae

r(t979) Rocky SIMM a

«* "Nothing but r/tx/We"(1991) Chevy Chase. A

yuppte motorist is hauled into a backwoods courtroom

Brown Worse

***

SDianey
Halloween A coileciion of Disney

ghosts, goblins and diabolkal eviWows.

Top Cops
(In Stereo;

"Deadly Exposure" {^99Z, Suspense)
Robby Benson. Laura Johnson 'NR'

Wings (In

Stereo) X

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

UpCloae

Black
Stallion

Unsolved
Mysteries

To Be
AmwuTKed
Dragnet

^id
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

NHL Hoci

to Season

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Big Brother
JakeX

May Be Pre-Empted Due
ement. (R)

""Paid

TMrtysomethIng
••

Pilgnms''X

Paid
Program

Altamattve

Hitchcock

To Be
Announced

Superman

Program

rad
Program

Liquid
Tewvtolon_

Lucy Show

Shop at Home

Paid"
Program

Paid
Program

PowerWalk

V, "Earth II" ( 1 97 1
) Tony Franciosa. Earth's first

manned space station is home to 2,000 peopte.

Wings
"Legacy' X

Quantum Leap "Daughter

of Sin" X
** "CatooWanco"(1980, Adventure) Charles Bronson.

An American gets involved in gokJ salvage in Peru.

Press Box

!B-
CHiR

Countarstrike "DO

ILaveme
Shirtey

Jeffersone

X

(4:25) "Kodky r (1979) ROCky >tM«
rematch with champion Apdto Creed

(i:5S)**/.'mr \*i,'Af
W)a<m"(l993)'PG-iy (1992) i

___ "The W/ifc/>e9"(i990, Fantasy) Anjelica Huston. A
coven schemes to turn English children my) mice. 'PG'

The Qunkt Betty Lou's HmidbaF
(1992) Penelope Ami^MWer.'PQ-13'X

Fine

JuNe Andrews

Adv. in With the

.Won<terl«id [President

"Mr. lVorKter1W"(1993) A man tries lo

marry off his ex-wite to escape alimony.

^ Netkinel Leinpoon's Vacation'

(1983, Comedy) Chevy Chase

** "Full Cor)»cf"(1993, Drama) Jeny Trimble. A
kickboxing farmhand avenges his bromer's murder. 'R'

**v, "Ffoit88"(l980, Adventure) Roger Moore. North

Sea oil rigs are thr^aened by extortKyiists. 'PG'
Walt Disney
WorM
** "Pt^nefMssfer 4" (1993, Horror)

Gordy Currie. (^ Slewo) 'R' X,

"Dinoeai^ Island" (1994, Fantasy) Ross
Hagen. 'R' (Adult situatkws, nudity)

"*** "The Seven tiffteToys

MusicaO Bob Hope, ^Hly Vte

(1994^"One Man Army
Drama) Jerry Trwnble,

** "Lady Orvon 2" (1993) A champion

*** "Wif^ned Heart" (1993) Christian Slater. A
wailress and a shy busboy begin an unliely romance

•• "AMto Ih9id^"(1994) WiRiam McNamara. Two
grieving brothers are i" !y *'<>'.^ M"'* woman. 'NR*

W''(19l2) Doctors alaVA

kickboxer avenges her lanrtily.

IhePHandmi

** "ArMe
hoapHal lighl \d provide proper care 'fl'

i,'h1hePlltanSm Waadukiar^,
Horror) Lance Henrikaen . (In Stereo)W

W'jh»on&)wto^.Tfafaa/ Wk''Jeztbeh,^HiWi,

osussEL
ipion |**V,1BodyOoub<e" (1964. Suspense)

ICraig Wasaon. (In Stereo) 'R' %.. ..

/WuU-IiUl. iiJ* '0abksan[iM»
sen. (In Stereo) 'R* Anthony Edwards. Kll

Frtda/'(1993. Horror) Jon D. LeMay. 'R'

i,vmssSFn^^
sexu^ revpngp aga"

.Atrthorty Edwards. "R*

SuapenM^ A woman seeks
granddad's kMars.'R'

'-±£i^'
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Box set
By Michael Tatum

From marrying a belly dancer
who encourages him to blow up his

TV to wondering whether his cat's

death was an accident or a suicide,

nobody comes close to capturing
the "Big Old Goofy World" like

Jcrfin Prine.

Most singer-songwriters who
emerged in tihe 1970s were either

shallow and self-pitying (Jackson
Browne), corny and lightweight
(John Denver) or both (James
Taylor). To compound their sins, all

of the of the above and others
moved away from the roots of
singer-songwriting - blues, fold,

and country - and sold out their

muse to the sterile, studio-slick,

emotionally vacant California
sound.

Prine didn't, ^le combined a

sharp eye for detail and a poet's gift

for metaphor with a back-to-basics

commitment that earned him the

respect of his peers - Bonnie Raitt,

Bruce Springsteen, Tom Petty, Kris

Kristoferson, and others. But like

so many artists who refuse to

cheapen their art by pandering to

commercial whims, it didn't exact-

ly earn him widespread radio air-

play or overwhelming album sales.

But with Great Days, the new
two-CD career retrospective from
Rhino Records, Prine has the last

laugh. It re-establishes him as noth-

ing less than one of the great singer-

songwriters of the rock era, ranking

undents Prine's truly 'Great Days'
with Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell and
Van Morrison.

Discovered in the early 70s by
Kris Kristoferson, who joked Prine

was "so good we might have to

break his thumbs," Prine came
almost immediately to the attention

of rock critics bored with the bland

self-absorption oi Sweet Baby
James and Harry Chapin. On his

self-titled first album, he sang about

a heroin-addicted Vietnam vet

("Sam Stone"), the elderly (the

empathetic "Hello In There" and
"Angel From Montgomery"), and
"Paradise," a coal-mining town he

visited in his youth. But he could

crack a joke too - "Illegal Smile"
finds his harried protagonist ("All

my friends turned out lo be insur-

ance salesmen") trying to rational-

ize his marijuana use to a judge: "I

didn't kill anyone/ 1 was just trying

to have me some fiin."

And he didn't stop there. In the

20-plus years since, he's turned out

many fine records {Sweet Revenge
and The Missing Years among this

writer's favorites), and as this set

proves, an almost embarrassing
amount of brilliant songs.

Arhis best, Prine never resorts to

cheap sentiment, and rarely ever

relies on tired tropes and cliches to

get his point across. Even his love

songs state universal feelings in

striking ways. Prine's separation

song, "Christmas In Prison," actu-

ally extends the metaphor to

include descriptions of the lonely

things an ex-con might actually be
doing on Christmas in his cell: eat-

ing bad food, carving pistols out of

wood, and dreaming of his lost

sweetheart, even when he doesn't

dream. The chorus's lovely tag line,

"We're rolling my sweetheart /

we're flowing by God" is simple
but beautiful, reminiscent of the

romanticism of Robert Burns' best

poems.

Or take "Blue Umbrella." James
Taylor sang 'I've seen fire and I've

seen rain," but Prine's weather
metaphors are hardly as contrived:

"Just give me one more seijon," he

sings to his lover, "so I can figure

out the other four."

But of course, ftie cuts that leap

out on the first listening are the

miniature stand-up comedy rou-

tines, the ones that Prine fans
always seem to holler for at his

concerts: the raucous Hank
Williams tribute/ parody "Yes I

Guess They Oughta Name A Drink

After You," the hilarious pro-organ

donation ditty "Please Don't Bury
Me" ("I'd rather have them cut me
up and pass me all around"), and
"Dear Abby," four fictitious,

tongue-in-cheek letters to the

famed columnist, who advises
"Stop wishing for bad luck and
knocking on wood." Not to men-
tion "Come Back To Us Barbara
Lewis Hare Krishna Beauregard,"

(featuring backing vocals by
Bonnie Raitt) which deserves some
kind of medal on the basis of its

John Prine's dual CD retrospective Great Days re-establishes his
talent after more than 20 years of recording.

outrageous title alone.

It should go without saying that

this package, like other Rhino
anthologies, is beautifully pack-
aged and sounds great. The booklet

is in itself worth the price of admis-

sion, featuring an amusing song-
by-song rundown by Prine himself.

The only criticism one could

have of this first-rate is the length

- one could have comprised a four

CD box set from Prine that would
have had no filler. But as an intro-

duction to a world-class song-
writer, this will do.

MUSIC: The John Prine Anthology:
Great Days. (Rhino)

MANN

Westwood

IVIANN

Santa Monica

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMIVILE LAEIVIMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood
TlMtHClsllst(R]

"0:15
VILLAfiE

961 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:1

208-5576 Sit/Sun (11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

NATNMM.

CRrTERKMS Mas Iky (P8-13)
1313 3rd St. Promenade (2:30-5:10)-7:50-10i()

395-1599 Sat/Sun (12;00-2:30-i;l0)-7;50-1020

ObIw Vim fPfi)

10925 Undbrook (2:00)-4:3g-7:15-lO:00
206-4366 SaVSun (11:30-2:00)-4:30-7:15-10K)0

Tks IsecisHil (R)

1313 3rd St Promenade (2;15-5.O0)-7:45-10:M
395-1590 Sat/Sun (11 :45-2:15-5.-00)-7:45-10J0

AvcoamM
Wiishlre at Westwood
475-0711

LAl FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - OOtBY STEREO
The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

ROYAL
11523S.M.BIvd
477-5561

IDMlWasttoTslkAtoirttt
5:0O-7;3O-9;55

Sat/Sun 230-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSET 4
(213)848-3500

Cteifcs

Call lor Stiowtlmes

•RUN Lo«tARa«r(P6-13t
948 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

239-MANN Fn/Sat/Sun(11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

Frt/Sat Late Show at 12:45

CRITERION S
1313 3rd St. Promenade (2:45-550r-8:00-10::

395-1599 Sat/Sun(12:15-2:45-520)-8«)-1035

NtwNliMnsrt(R)'---
3.3J5

FESTIVAL
10687 LindtKOOk (2:30-SX)0)-7:30-10:i

206-4574 Sit/Sun (12:00-2:30-5:00)-7:30- 10: 15

Nsw HMMmsis (R)

3:15

CRITERION 6
1313 3rd St. Promenade
395-1599

Nslml loni mien (R)

(4:30)-9:45

Fri^t/Sun (1 1 :45-430)-9:45

Prfsesss Csfstoo
(2:15)7:15

RESENT
1045 Broxton

206-3290 FrVSit/Sim(11.45^2;1M

R)

(2:15-4;45)-7:3O-10:l5

:45)-7:30-10:15

TMXDTS TkfRhMfWIMIPa-U)
12«)-2:4O-5:15-7:5O-10i()

THXDolbr QHbSli(W(PQ-13)
1:30-4:25-7:20-10«S

THXDolky
1:00-4:00-7:60-10:00

-* wHdi Ov9f SfOMwty (R)

11:50-2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

MUSIC HAU
9036 Wiishlre

274-6869

IsnsinimFsstlnli
CaW(213)-466-1767'

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

PasAMeasFcsUMi
Can 213-896-8221

Santa Monica

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

MONICA I

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

I Hapsseed One Nlokt

(2:30)-6:45

TwsetlcUi CtRlsry

(4:45)-9:00

Weekend Proanmt
WIektd City

Dr. Calsoarl

Tke Qkost Ship

Klllliig Zo«
Pritcllla Qiiese el Ike Desert

FrUSat lUHdnight

laraka
Tke Last Klezmer

Tke Ghoit Skip

TkeSHence
Cksppa: Tks Wcddleg Cason

Sat/Sun 11:00 MM
MONICA t
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

DesrOlanr
(2:15)-4:45-7:15-9:45

PtAZA
1067Glendon
208-3097

Hsos DrssMS (K-13)
(4:(»)-8.0l)

FrVSat/Sun (12«)-4:00}-8:00

WESTWOOD 1 ^ Utile Oiaeta (Pfi)

1050 Gayley (2:30-5O0)-7:45-l0i)
206-7664 Sat/Sun(12:00-2:3O-5X)0>-7:45-10:30

WESTW0002
1050 Gayley
208-7664

•f(P«-1»)
(2:45)-/00-10«}

SaVSun (1«M.O0 -7:00-10«)

WEtTWOOOS
1050 Gayley

208-7664

TIascss (Rj

(53mT0:lS
Sat/Sun (12:45-5:30)-10:15

' '( Lyrte (R)

(3:0O)-7:45

LANDMARK

West L.A.

NUWILSMRE WkatNafH«MdWas...
1314 WllsMre Blvd. 5:15-7:30-9:45

394-8099 Sat/Sun/Wed12:45-3:00-7:3O-9:45

1322 2nd street

394-9741

Ljn
(2«))-5:05-8:15

Beverly Hills
M0NICA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

NoslrstfsMn
(1;30)-4:15-7:00-930

Beverly Connection

La ClenMut Beverly Blvd.

Free 2 \li hour validated parUng
659-5911

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

TNXOTt TlMSMClalM(R)
12:15-2:45-5:157:45-10:15

Weekend PioQiMit
Crisis Story

A Batter ToMornw
God ol OsHklert

A letter Tomorrow II

FrI/Sat Midnigm

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wellworth
475-9441

Pule FlcSoe (R)

SR THX Dolby Stereo

Can Theatre lor Showtimes

WESTW0004 Clssrsa4Prssoal0a«gtr(P8-1l)
1050 Gayley O:00)-7:30-10i!
208-7664 Sat/Sun (1JO-4:30)-7:30-10J0

NUWILSMRE
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394-8099 Sat/Sun 12:30-2:45-5:00-7:15-9.30
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12:15-2:45-5:25-8:00-10:3()

FrVSat«un 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

, DeediOosstB
WkerttkeSMewtIk

VltlomelUfM
Sat/Sun 11:00 AJM

UA WESTWOOD
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475-9441

, EiNlsEde«(R)
' \ THX Ooltjy

Can Tnea#e lor Showtimes

WBTIIOEPAVHJON
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475^0202
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Sorry, No Passed Accepted
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Santa Monica
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475-0202 No Monday/Wednesday 7 15 Show

1313 Srtf St Promenade
395-1599
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FrVSat/Son (1:15-4:15)-7:30-10:30
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475-0202

M SMn Amis mnsi
MmmOmM

(11:0OBm)only

Dolky EiWM(R)
FrVSat/Sun 11:30-2:15-5i)0-7:45-10:3()

Mon -Thurs 1:15-4:15-7:15-1015

OalvYsoffS)
12:00-2:30-51)0-7:30-10:00

FrVSaVSan 11:3O-2:0O-4:3O-7DO-9:30

West Hollywood

Fri. lai ikow kartalBQ

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

TkaPBsaatMaslefS(R)
§RDoltiySlireo

CaH Theatre lor Showttones

suNsni
(213)848-3500

Prtttllls Qaaea of tks Datart

(2:15)-4:15-7:15-9:45

FrVSat aMo Midnlgrit Show
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36MSS0 F(VSil/Siin(11:30-2:00-4:45)-7:30-10:15
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SUNSETZ
(213)848-3500

SUNSET!
(213)848-3500
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PACIFIC

Westwood

(2:15)-4:45-7.«H>:
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GiWisim
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Numero Uno
Check List

Pizza Pasta

& More "On« Bile

Cwchal"

Q 60 oz. Pitcher of Beer $1.99

a Monday Night Football

Monday Night Specials

a AU-You-Can-Eat

Pizza & Pasta $4.95

Mon. & Tues. 5:00pm to Close

V
1077 Broxton Avenue Honw: Snn-Mon ll:00am-ll:0Opm Fri ft Sat ll;00ain-l;00am

Phone:(310)208-5070 FAX: (310) 208-1139

FREE DELIVERY

« >

Tomorrow Nighth
UCLA Career network workshops

Your connection to UCLA alumniprofessionals ... and getting the edge on your future.

*->

Many opportunities'are learned from people who

you know. That's why it's important to expand your

network of personal contacts. Discover why

networking is not what you think it is, it's better!

7 p.m. on Wednesday, October 26

James West Alumni Center /

Questions? Call 825-UCUl

Career Network Workshops

are free for all skjdents

and memtjers of the
^^^

AknufiAssotiaHon i^tnm*. * ** *mm

}/ik appreciale Kaplan's -^ j. ^^ - j. -^
support in helping to mK,m%W^m ••,B1B

sponsor Career

Ndtm/kproifiains.
l-S<MI-k \l»-ll SI
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The Specials demonstrated the maturity of a well-rehearsed unit.

Specials concert
lacks excitement
|-N . 1 The only difficult thing was try-

Lyespite gOCXl songs, ing to figure out why after such a

T) 1 1 r •! rewarding performance in San
ralace snow rails Francisco on Wednesday, L.A. had

J

.

fallen flat. Panter tried to be opti-

tO rev up audience mlstic before taking the stage on

Friday, "Last night was a bit quiet

compared to some of the other

shows we've done, I must admit.

But we're at the end of a six week
tour, and it's the first tour that the

majority of us have done in a couple

of years. So we're like sort of dig-

ging down to get our energy for the

gig, and its getting a bit grueling.

But once we're there with the audi-

ence we go all out, like giiiiiiiiir,

and then they get it back."

Unfortunately, the only thing the

audience got back was almost a

pleading from the band to stop hurt-

ing each other and liven up.

Rounded out by keyboardist Mark
Adams, drummer "Aitch"
Bembridge (originally from The
Selector), and Adam Birch on trom-

bone and trumpet. The Specials

were keen, musically, demonstrat-

ing the maturity of a cohesive, well-

rehearsed unit. But both Staples ai^

Byers suffered a cold, and though

they did a good job of hiding their

couching on the side of the stage

between sets, that had to have
affected them.

By the third song, Byers seemed

to give up on motivating the crowd

By Gaby Mora
Daily Bruin Staff

The most disappointing aspect of

the Specials show at the Palace

Friday night was the crowd leaving

thinking they had seen the best of

this legendary ska band.

In contrast to the smiling fans

that poured out of the venue by

10:30 p.m., the band members
backstage realized their Los
Angeles stop was a disappointing

dent in an otherwise successful

national tour.

It's hard to say what went wrong.

Since blowing away the European,

and later American, club scene with

their merge of punk and reggae in

the 1980s, The Specials have
always remained at the top of the

underground ska movement. And
with a good song line up Friday,

they played a solid set. But no mat-

ter how good the music sounded,

something was just missing.

As the opening group. Let's Go
Bowling, walked off stage, their

first repeated words were, "I hate

playing L.A." And although L.A.

seemed to like Let's Go Bowling,

and clearly loved The Specials, the

audience just wasn't able to give

them the energy to feed off of and

deliver a stellar show.

With four of the original mem-
bers: lead vocalist Neville Staples,

lead guitar and vocalist Roddy
Byers, bassist Horace Panter and

guitarist Lynval Golding - the

reuniting ofThe Specials is the most

exciting thing to happen since the

Skavoovie tour last year with

Special Beat, Selector, the Skatelites

and the Toas^rs.

"If anybody would have told me
thirteen years ago that in 1994 I

would be playing all those songs

again to even more American peo-

ple than fifteen years ago, I would
have probably poured some liquid

over them, or thrown a bottle at

them," says Panter, who worked as

a grade school teacher before reunit-

ing for the tour. And although the

transition may seem odd to some,

he laughingly explains, "I figured

that after having spent 15 years

working with the musicians, word-

ing with children wouldn't be thait

diflficulL"

. . . The Specials have

always remained at the

top of the underground

ska movement.

and concentrated on overly calculat-

ed dance moves. But Staples

refused to surrender. With' a brace

on his injured knee and a slight gri-

mace on his sweaty face, his jumps

only got higher and his yells for the

crowd to liven up only got louder.

When "Rat Race" didn't get the

crowd riled up enough, they moved
on to the popular "Do the E)og."

But it wasn't until the obscure

"Stupid Marriage" that Staple's

hard work payed off. As he took on

the stance of "Judge Ruffheck" sen-

tencing Byers as "Rudeboy," the

crowd finally responded to The
Specials by dancing and cheering

furiously. But even after the explo-

sive reception for "Too Much Too
Young," it was clear that the crowd's

See THE SPECIALS, page 24

^v"'
>
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SERROS
From page 18

told her she could never be a poet

because she had never traveled to

the cities listed on the back of an
Oil of Olay bottle, and because
she had no relations with men.
And despite the many writing

courses she has taken at school,

Serros' best advice to students

interested in getting their work
published is to look for inspiration

outside of the classroom. "The
best influence for my writing has

come from outside of an academic
setting. I write from the heart,

from passion, and it's very hard to

do that when you've got the fear

of the big red pen after you."

In a collage of poetry and short

stories, "Chicana Falsa" comes
straight from the streets that the

27-year-old has walked.
Laughing, she warns that a lot of

the material for her short stories

comes from eavesdropping on
UCLA students' conversations.

From the childhood recounting of

seeing her first nude male body in

RUSSELL

-'^.the poem "Shower Power Hippie

M^," to the inner city specula-

tion, "Tag Banger's Last Can,"
Serros* work explores both per-

sonal and public issues in her life.

But none is more moving than

her struggle with being what she

describes in her book title, a

"Chicana Falsa." "Some of my
work deals With the issue of
racism within a rice. I've been
posed with the question of, 'Who
is more Chicano or Chicana,' all

of my life," she says. "La Letty,"

the first poem in her book, per-

fectly illustrates a young girl's

confusion about her heritage and

the culture she now identifies

with.

It was the especially sensitive

pieces like "La Letty" that made
Serros nervous when performing

this summer. But she says that all

audiences, even those from cities

with a low Chicano population,

were very receptive and open to

her work. "I still get letters from
people on the tour and from peo-

ple I met in the different cities,

which keeps the memory of my
summer even more alive."

From page 19

he smiles as he sits up in his chair,

"I'm one to say, *hey, let's throw in

with these guys!'"

Apparently however, seeing the

finished product doesn't factor into

the equation. Russell divulges that

out of the five to six films he catch-

es a year, his own are never among
them.

"I haven't seen a movie I finished

in the theater since ... I don't know
the last one I saw," he shrugs. "It

had to be more than 1 5 years ago.

Because if you've got time to go see

a movie, you're certainly not going

to go see a movie you did."

"I haven't ever seen any movie
I've done more than once," he
affirms. "It's not out of design, it's

just that literally at this point I'd

HACKETT

have to sit down and shove the tape

in the cartridge an^I get about five

minutes into the movie and I say 'I

KNOW the ending to this one! I

want to watch something else! I was
there, I know how this works out!

'

Russell shrugs again as he finish-

es his thought. If it weren't for

being an actor it would be hard to

see him having anything to do with

the entertainment industry.

"Maybe when I'm ninety years

old," he laughs, "and I'm senile

enough to where I don't remember

the endings of the movies, I'll sit

down and watch some of them."

FILM: Stargate. Opening Friday

everywhere. Free screening tonight

at Ackerman Cirand Ballroom.

From page 19

on this equity production. Five

undergraduate actors had the

opportunity to be in the chorus,

which most considered to be the

learning experience of a lifetime.

"There is a process in how focused

they are," says Antonia Bath, one of

the students.

Jeremiah Wiggins, another cho-

rus member, says that the experi-

ence was especially educational

because the equity actors had such

distinctive styles of working. "At
this age, you want to think you
know everything," says Wiggins.

They showed him otherwise.

But the students weren't the

only ones getting an education.

"UCLA students are so talented

that (the process) is a mutual learn-

ing experience," says Hackett.

Each group has its own expecta-

tions and make their own contribu-

tions. "The professionals brought

stamina and consistency," Hackett

says, "while the students have a

sense of community and an ideal-

ism the professionals found
refreshing."

However, no one said it would
be easy for the students and the

professionals to become a whole.

"We had to make an effort to cre-

ate an ensemble company," says

LaJessica Mathis, another one of

the chorus members. She credits

Hackett for bringing the two
groups together.

The weather also seems to have

played a part. "The first night in

the space, it was raining hard,"

Wiggins says. "But dealing with it

really brought us together as a

cast." Yet all three undergraduates

were quick to point out that most

of the equity performers were very

approachable when the students

needed some advice, such as what

to do after they graduate.

Mathis mentioned an additional

benefit that came with their profes-

sor being the director in an outside

production. "It was a new deal that

you could say something back to

the director. That was a trip," she

says.

"The professionals

brought stamina and

consistency ... while the

students have a sense of

community and an

idealism ..."

Michael Hackett

Director

The three females in the chorus

had an additional worry when it

came to the dress rehearsals. Their

costumes were bulking objects that

had a large stuffed phallus hanging

between their legs. "I don't know
how men walk around with a

penis," Mathis says.

"It was interesting to learn to

walk like a man," Bath adds.

But overall, the experience as a

whole was a positive one.

According to Hackett, working
with the students, the professionals

and the Getty has been "wonder-

ful.'
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UCLA HOMECOMING PARADE
& Spirit Rally

Grand Marshal Marques Johnson

WITH 25 student & ALUMNI FLOATS

12 marching groups

Bruin Marching Band

Hollywood High Band

Stanford Band

UCLA Alumni Band

4 FORMER Homecoming Queens

from the '30s, '40s, '50s & '60s

UCLA Spirit Squad

The Raiderettes

LA Rams Cheerleaders

LA Laker Girls

LA Clipper Girls

Ji^ Harrick & the UCLA Basketball Team

Plus many special guests
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From page 19

and Gates as they watch an NBA
All-Star game, enthralled by the

virtuosity of Michael Jordan fly-

ing to the rack. Immediately, the

spindly Agee and the solid Gates

hit their home courts, emulating

and imagining. By the film's end,

the names Agee and Gates sound

more resonantly than Jordan.

Hoop Dreams succeeds mar-
velously where shoe company ad

campaigns fail. It renders com-
plexly the nuances of life, both on

and off the court.

Hoop Dreams is about the

experience of life in contempo-
rary America. It is particularly, at

times problematically, about race.

Former Marquette coach and cur-

rent college hoops analyst Al
McGuire once said, "the only

thing in this country that blacks

really dominate, except poverty, is

basketbalK"

Like McGuire, the three film-

makers (Peter Gilbert, Frederick

Marx and Steve James3 are white

and well-intentioned. TTiey set out

to dramatize a particular racial

and class experience of life and a

game. However, their intentions

may have blinded them to the

intrusiveness of utilizing the doc-

umentary form to construct a tight

narrative of the lives of two inner-

city black men and their families.

The film dramatizes b-ball,

warts and all. Or, as ESPN com-
mentator Bill Raftery would
exclaim, describing a basket made
despite a foul, "the hoop and the

harm." Dreams of the NBA and
promise of release from need
meet the realities of lives caught

in cycles of poverty, where oppor-

tunities seem nonexistent and
institutions uncaring.

Basketball is the latest incarna-

tion of the American dream of

social mobility. The idea that tal-

ent in this sport cannot lead to

wealth and standing in America is

not a lie, but that access to these*

rewards is available to all comers.

The dream of hoops is eph emeral,

often only a blown anterior cruci-

ate ligament away from a night-

mare. Progress through each level

of the sport is tortuous. As the film

demonstrates, to make it to the

major college level is an amazing

achievement.

Even more amazing, Agee's
mom reminds the filmmakers, is

making it to your eighteenth birth-

day on the mean streets of
Chicago. In one of the film's most
revealing segments, Arthur's mom
is both proud and thankful for her

son's continued survival: "He
made it to 18, and that's great.

That is sorrsthing." The film

reminds viewers to think beyond
the court. Out ol" bounds lies rejec-

tion, poverty, death. No wonder so

many men (and vomen) seek the

embrace of agane.
Yet the game's promise can eas-

ily betray. The film's focus is

relentlessly masculine, poignantly

depicting "failed" men - those

who did not "make it" - projecting

their dreams for self onto little

sons, brothers, others. The ideolo-

gy of major, competitive sports in

America is intricately tied up with

THE SPECIALS

constructions of successful, func-

tioning masculinity. The film's

father figures, former players Bo
Agee and Curtis Gates, represent

the failure of hoops to guarantee

security and identity. Reformed
crack addict and penitent father

Bo challenges Arthur to one-on-^

one, refusing to admit his son's

superior ability. After showing
highlights of Curtis throwing
down dunks in high school, the

camera captures him on the black-

top failing to clear the rim.

The presence of mothers, sis-

ters, girlfriends and daughters in

the film is lai^ely kept peripheral.

As in the highest level of the

game, the NBA, women are kept

on the sidelines, nurturing and
cheering, but not participating.

Hoop Dreams' emphasis on
struggle is pertiaps its greatest les-

son for the UCLA community. For

hoop fans, the tendency is to

believe the hype generated by the

media-driven economy of the

sport. Athletes performing at the

sport's highest levels must always

combat unreal expectation.
Success is not only expected, but

required. How many of UCLA's
faithful considered last season a

failure after a loss to underdog
Tulsa in the NCAA's first round?

How many demand a trip to the

Final Four this season? TTie dou-

ble edge of expectation is the

assumption that performance
comes easy for blue chip ballplay-

ers. Driven by the meat market of

high school scouting, the mantra

of basketball is talent. Talent gets

you there. Talent wins ball games.

Talent makes you rich.

Lost amid the shuffling Nikes is

the concept of effort. Hoop
Dreams is all about effort, strug-

gle, setbacks. The accumulation of

detail, the portrait of young men's

lives, reminds the hoop fanjof sac-

rifice. The more gifted natural ath-

lete. Gates powerfully jams before

beginning high school. Yet, after

leading St. Joseph's as a freshman

and sophomore. Gates suffers a

tear in his knee ligament. Before

his heralded freshman season, on

the cusp of glory like Givens,
Johnson, Henderson and Bailey,

UCLA forward Ed O'Bannon suf-

fered a devastating knee injury.

Both players endured several

surgeries and arduous rehabilita-

tion.

Explosive talents before
becoming injured, each had to

face the uncertainty of reaching

previous heights with a body that

has already failed. Once the top-

rated high school prospect in the

country, O'Bannon has pushed
himself to the point of All-

America consideration in his

senior season. He will likely be

selected in the next NBA draft.

Gates returned to St. Joe's and

played well enough to gain a

scholarship to Marquette. All their

talent could not prevent their

injuries. Only determination and

effort returned them to the court.

Effort and sacrifice are experi-

ences deftly demonstrated in

Hoop Dreams. The hoop fans

should not only fill Pauley
Pavilion this Fall, but should
throng to the theaters as well. In

all its complexity. Hoop Dreams
demands to be seen and discussed.

From page 22

awakening was much too late.

The last bursts of energy during

"Ghost Town" were enough to

bring Lets Go Bowling back on
stage for a jubilant "Simmer
Down" encore with The Specials.

As the crowd screamed in unison

for "Nite Club," Staples finally got

a smile on his face and took his

band back for a second encore to

finish off the night.

The last songs demonstrated that

if the Specials would have kept

playing, the performance would
have only gotten better. But the

Palace already had KROQ dance
night slated for tO;30, and no mat-

ter how well the show was going,

the management was unwilling to

give up ^e extra ticket sales from

two events on one night for what
could have been a satisfying show.
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225 Kerckhoff Halt, 308 Westwood Ptaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fu (310) 206-0528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

ciassified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Oar oWtee Is open Moaday-FfidaY. 9-4,

Classified rates Deadlines
Daily. 20 words or less $7:00 ClatsHMIIneadt;

Daily, eact) additional word .45 1 working day t)e(ore printing, t)y noon.

Wt«kiy, 20 words or less 25.00 ClassHied display ate
Weekly, ead) additional word 1.30 2 wortdng days twfore printing, by noon

Display ads— student rata/Col. inch 8.00 Make checks payable to the

Display ads — local rate/col, inch 11.25 UCLA Daily Bruin.
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1coi. X 1 = 2tnches x 1 inch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA CommunicatkMK Board fulhr supports the University of Calttornia s pohcy on nonds-
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believing that an advertisement m this issue violated the Board s policy on nondiscrimination stated
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Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaa, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistarK* wrth housing disaimi-

rabon problems, call the UCLA Housir.g Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Mousing
Ofhce at (310) 475-9671.
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Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This makes it easier for readers to quickly a. Avoid abbreviations — make your ad easy for readers to understand.
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GKAdUATE& PROFESSIONAL
WFORMAJWN bAy nil- (ik.ADLMH DIMSION

COHTESTAHTS NEEDED
tor -FOX'S- wildest new

datins sannc show. If you
are outsolns and

attractive, 18-25 Call Shawn
(813)856-1396.

UCLA

Thursday, October 27, 1996 from 10:00am to 2:00pm Ackerman Grand BaUroom
OVER 100 SCHOOLS IN ONE PLACE! MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM MANY OF THE NATION'S LEADING GRADUATE

All U.C. Campuses
George Washington

SCHOOLS, INCLUDING:
•Harvard •Northwestern • University of Chicago • USC
•Stanford • Or^pn State • University ofOregon •Dartmouth

• Columbia

itUfrksficffys to Hc'f»* i/an /V c Fat' C^vft^tii^tto Si-fiaat
U Qrad School Right for Mel
Whit arc your mobvacions for attnndin|; graduaoe achool?

Should you go now or later? This workshop covers points to

consider in deciding how a graduate or profE»ional degree

fiB into your career plans, as well as continuing education

alternatives.

Tutsday, October 25.6-7 pm
Widnuday, October 26. 3-4 pm
ThunJaj, October 27, 9-10 am

Selecting a Qrad Schoolt

Look Before You Leap
Coveis criteria for deciding which graduate programs are

best suited to your talents, iruerests, mnd ambitions. Includes

an introduction to information resources to help you

evaluate programs ard compare the differences.

Tuesday, November 1, 6*7 pm
Wednesday, November 2, 3-4 pm
Thursday, November 3, 9-10 am

Qutddines to the Application Process

A basic overview of ger>eial procedures for submitting an
effective applicaiton package. Discussion also covers GPA,
transcripts, admission tests, personal interviews, and
financial aid options.

Tueadaj, November 8,6'7pm
Wednaday, November 9, 3-4 pm
Thunday. November 10, 9-10 am

Qettlng Letters of Recommendation
Provides strategies for selecting your best advocates,

soliciting references, and following up for rcsulcs that will

give you the edge with the graduate school admissiotw

committee.

Tuesday. November 8,

lOam'Noon

Wednesday. November 16.

lOam^Noon

WHting a Powerful Personal Essay
Through lecture and interactive excercises, you'll learn how
to present the personal abilities, interests, experieiKcs and
career goals that make you an outstanding graduate school

candidate. >

Wednesday, NovenAer 9, lOam-Noon
Thursday, November 10. l-Apm

cnCC (210) 206-^^44

Workshops McUSi

ht. held at the

PlocemetU ax\d

Career Planning

Center.

Sponsored By

PIACEMENT I CAOEEB
PIANNINC CENTER

THE GRADUATE CENTER
FOR CHILD

DEVELOPMENT AND
PSYCHOTHERAPY

Ph.D. in Clinical Child

Psychology

Psychoanalytically Oriented

Program

Write or Phone for

information:

Administrative Office

6404 Wilshire Blvd.,

Suite 999
Los Angeles, Ca 90048

(213)655^175

ELECTRIC GYPSY
Jimi Hendrix tribirte band available to play at

your Halloween Party for a fee. Call Andy 9
213-254-1039.

CRAPHO/OFFICE ASSISTANT. -P/T. flex

hours. (310)478-0591.
"

Santa Monica Co. needs a bright, deUil ori-

ented person to handle the acquisition, repro-

duction arvj shipping of documentation and
materials necessary to support Its computer
relatled conferences. You will order and
maintain inventory. Including office supplies,

work with printing verxiors, and ship materi-

als. Computer experierKze desirable, car nec-
essary. Send resume to Department N, 741
10th SL, SanU Monica 90402. No phone
calls plea

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking
tips! Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. #258-430CT, Tor-

rance. Calif. 90503.

12 Research Subjects

A4otor«:ycl« Jaicket $4(9.99

lOtfO's-lPTO'a; Overalla.
FlAimsls. Boola. Ot BellboCtoma

xo'ib orr -««/>%.<>

Interzone
6683 1/2 HoUTWood Blvd

(213) 465-2644

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. FrI Step Study. AU 3625

Thurj. Book StuOy. AU 3525
Tues. end w»d. Discussion. Dantcii 23-029

Al times 12 10- 1:00pm
For oicohoncs or indiviciijois who have a

drinkinQ problem.

THIS WEEK ONLY!

ALL books in stock:

Self Help and Health
and

Computer

Book Fair

ATTN:
CONTACT LENS
WEARERS
Adier Weiner is a

research group looking

for contact lens wearers

to partk;lpate in a
focus group.

Receive $75
call Nate (310)440-2340

19 Sperm/Egg donors

Help Infertile Japanese-American woman.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg
donor. Crad students call 21 3-765-5300. Use
code BH.

10 Personal

22 Health Services

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Cain T-3".
Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts interfering with work
and relationships. End self-destructive pat-

terns. Sliding scale, free consultation, stud-

ents welcome. Iris Dragin, MFCC
lic.»MFC24876. 310-476-5455.

10 Personal

NEVER MISS A CALL/

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-

1 67(Vext. 1 67. $2.95/mln. 2-minute average.

18+ Infocervice, LA CA 213-993-3366.

V MONTH FREE!
• FRit! iVMEDiATh HCL ^ UP
.PAGIR & 800 SIRVICE AVAIIABIE

1-800-309-8888

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

1-800-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

10 Personal

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemail introduction service. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

inK it. 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

BedMMBtting boys 7-11 yrs. arxl their families

needed for LICLA research Project Subjects

will receive $20 arvJ » free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one

Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141,

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems

7-11 yrs, needed for UCLA research project.

Receive $20 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA researdi project.

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation involves completing

six questionnaires. Mindv 310-796-0996.

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Crad. Close to campus. Free Corwulta-

tion. Mitchell Kreitenb«rK213-384-356h'

I-SIIIUIS

Blank shirts at wfiolcsalc price!

Wc do siik-^recn printing loo!

For best price and service, call

TAG 310-527^313

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •f^ •VMs

•Medical M^actice -Busmss Uttgation

•JobWsc. •O^orce •Trirfs

Call Susan BaKstocky

(818) 382 7(B5 or (310)^5890

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

ai8-999-IBUY(4289).

16 Lost and Found

FOUND: Cat in Westwood. Call 794-3571.

19 Sperm Egg donors

EGG DONORS NEEDED for wtfertilc cou-
ples. 19-33 yra, own medical insurafKe. Spe-

cial needs for Mack, Hispanic, & Matem kidl-

an! At UCLA med center. 31 04125-9500.

ECC DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

bttwcwi 21-34ycars old w/medical in-

surance Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cen. Mima Navas 310829 6782, Monday.
Friday.

-
- ''i~m~rT~~i—mnnfvrv^ii^i an i uhm^iiim >

^
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3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

Who are we?

The Student Recruiters Program is a volunteer student organization under the

auspices of Undergraduate Admissions and Relations with Schools Office.

What do we do?

- host campus tours for elementary, junior hi^ and hi^ school

students

- high school visits

- college fairs

- Mardi Cras
- Rruin Buddy Day /'

and much more.... ^' -^

Please come by one of our informational meetings to pick up an applicaition:

Wed. 10/26 Thur. 10/27 Fri. 10/28

2:00pm AU3516 9:00am AU3516 2.<X)pm AU3516

2:30pm AU3516 10:00am AU3516 3K)0pmAU3516

1100am AU3516 3.30pm AU3516

Mon. 10/24

10:00am AU 3516

11:00am AU3516

12:00pm AU 3516

Tue. 10/25

9:00am AU350e

lOtOOam AU3508

5:60am Murphy 1147

If you have any questions, call Lena Brown or Jennifer Everett at (310) 206-4348

or just stop by Murphy 1 147. See you at the informational meetings!!

22 Healtli Services

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars
Non-Surgical Laser Therapy lor

painless lacial skin reiuvenation

and removal of acne latloos.

sunspols & scars Low cost.

Free Consultalion Call

1-800-685-6574

30 Help Wanted

^' STUDENT RATES
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 ,

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCC TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performance, self-conndence. IrxJividual

appointments and classes. Experienced

psychotherapist for 1 7-ycars. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds fJ^FCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED. LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF- 20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-246SS. 310-289-4643.

30 Help Wanted

UCLA Assesment Coordinator

for HIV and Adolescent

Treatment Intervention

Study. Related field experience

needed.

Gall Zane O'Keefe at

310/794-8279
or

FAX resume to~
310^794-8297

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING/TUTOR/DRIVER for

bright and fun twelve-year-old. Monday-Fri-

day 3-8pm. References required. 10 min.

from campus. 818-789-0696.

$6.63/HR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of OT>e year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

1 -FEMALE READER who is bilingually profi-

cient in Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evening. $8-10/hr. 30hrs/mo. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGI EARN BIG $$$

+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Spring/Summcr seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESS! Guide. 919-929-

4398 ext23031

.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, filrm,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 81 8-222-9091.

ADVERTISINCyPROMOTIONS. Students

needed for local PT^T work. Flexible hours.

No experience necessary. Call today for irv

terviews 310-201 -8565.
*

AIDE-Male wanted for live-in weekends.
Personal care, companionship for older

quadriplegic gentleman. Good driving

record rcq.. 310-573-1988. Tu,Thrs-Sun af-

ter 9am.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to $3000-56000+
per month +benefits. Mal^emale. No ex-

perience necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

A59341.

APPLY TODAY1 $7/hour + bonus, flexible

hours, great work experience. Hiring nowl
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Gayley, 4th floor.

310-794-0277.

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENT NEEDED for f^
model work. Phone Carol 310-858-8974.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calendar

1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursl

Call for appointment (31 0)285-9264.

ATTENTION BRUINS. GREAT OPPORTUNI-
TYI Westwood area, part-time sales, flexible

hours. Salary plus bonus. Ask for Mary. 310-

441 7200

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managsrs.

Fast paced, fun, arid creative envirorwnent,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

30 Help Wanted

BRENTWOOD LOCATION, Receptionist,

F/T, light typing, $5.50 to start. Ask for Mr.

McQueen. 310-820-7711.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support Full/part-time posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

S6.63Atr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CARRIER OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS. Pick

up specimens at Vernon packing house early

am. Valid CA drivers licerue. Min. liability

irfsur. as prescribed by State of CA. Payment

per trip. 310-825-8391.

CASHIER WANTED
For Gourmet Sandwich Shop in Westwood.
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 1 1 :4S-2:45pm.

S5/hour. Apply at Sandbag's, 1134 West-

wood Blvd.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $2(X) per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CD-rom interactive aryj video game market-

ing internship now available. SUpended posi-

tion will irwolve all aspects of advertising arnl

promotion as they relate to the launch of

some of this cutting edge industry's nr>ost ex-

citing entertainment titles. 310-473-9200

exL2S11.

Century City law firm r>eeds parttime file

clerk/relief receptionist. Tues. and Thurs.

10am-6:30pm. Krxiwledge of wordperfed.

Pre-law students erxrouraged to apply.

$7.0(Vhr. Call (^onna at 310-286-1700 or fax

resume at 310-286-1728.

CLERICAL/RECEPTIONIST POSITION. Profes-

sional phone manner, well organized, sonf>e

typing and computers, SS.SC^r. 11 am-3pm
Monday-Friday. (310)794-0284.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERS (CSO's)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 6^r to

start, up to $9.10. 15+hn^^. Flexible sched-

ulc. Call 825-6760.

CRATE AND BARREL is now accepting appli-

cations for sales, stock arvi office positions.

Both (A and pfi positions are available. We
are looking for hard working and enthusiastic

individuals. Please come to our store. Cen-

tury City Shopping Center. 10250 Santa Mo-
nica Blvd.. LA.

CRUISE SHIP;^ NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000+Anonth working on cruise ships or

land tour companies. WoHd travel. Seasonal

arvi F/T employrrwnt available. No experi-

ence rwcnsary. For more information call 1 -

206-634-0468 extC59341

.

Guitar's In SantaMonka. A^rcat restaurant is

looking for fftA crew mcmbtrs. Scrvitiji,

hott^wataw, oooia. Apply in panon. 2425
Cokxado Ave. M^ 2-5pm.

30 Help Wanted

OaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/SaL

$7/h6ur. Children's Book Worid. 310-559-

2665.

DELIVERY DRIVER
For Sandbag's Gourn>et Sandwich Shop in

Westwood. Car, scooter or motorcycle need-

ed. 1 1 -3pm, M-F, days flexible. $Si/hour plus

great tips. Apply in person: 1 1 34 Westwood
Blvd.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM seeks undergradu-

ate to perform clerical tasks. Flexible hours,

great exposure to fleld. Send resume with

CPA. Brand Farrar, 515 S. Flower St, #3500,

LA 90071 . Attention Amber Ackland.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a part-time basis

in health arid nutrition Irxlustry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message

and when convenient to call.

Great telephone skills ar>d a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of busir>ess and in-

dustries is needed to help us support our in-

vestment banking Arm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bonuses based

on results. Work out of honw, muist have car

310-391-9670.

Individual for telephone sales to banks of in-

stitutional investment products. Part-time or

full-time. SaleiAlarketing and Invest-

mentA>anking experience preferred. Com-
petitive wage/bonus. Harry 31 0-472-8285.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$400Vmonth teaching ba-

sic corwersational English in Japan, Taiwan

or S. Korea. No teaching backgrour>d or

Asian languages required. For more infohna-

tion call 206-632-1 1 46extJ59341

.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have ofTice experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshlre & gendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good rrwney. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van

Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, arxi weekend hours

available to do public opinion arxi market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, ind follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phor>e skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

Men-Women ages 1S-24 for nude modeling

for French and American maga^nes and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. r>ec. Corp. expanding in area.

SAOOG/month, base-f commission. Start im-

mediately. 213-463-0633

Mortgage sen^ices Arm in El SegurvJo is

immediately hiring P/T general office posi-

tions for morning and afternoons. Minimum
typing speed 35-words/min. S7.50fl^r. Chris

310-348-7080.

Part Time - Flex hours
evenlngAveekend shifts

conduct telephone surveys.

WIU TYaln. No Selling

15.A. - 16005 Sherman Way #203
Van Nuys 8I»0O4'O372

Part^ult-tinw warehouse clerical help need-

ed weekdays. Cuhrer City. 310-559-8823.

Call between 10-3.

PA 1:30-5:30 typist, 50WPM, phones, ac-

counts payAec, lite computer, must have

good organizational skills, frierKlly, non-

smoking insurarKX offlce. $7Air, Glerv

don/LindbrookStrecU. (310)209-0505.

P/T ADMIN. ASSIST.-WLA Architectur-

alA>esign Firm. Gen. office-exp. preferred.

Computer lit $6^r->-hours TBA. Sharon, 310-

286-9375.

P/T EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood

offlce. Strong secretarial skills and typing pro-

flciency of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated and bright, with a positive attitude. Re-

quires WordPerfect. 5.1 Lotus arwl Account-

ing background helpful but not necessary.

Extensive experierKe nai required. 20-30

hours/week, flexible. $10-1 3Air., deper>ding

on qualiflcatiorH. FAX resurT>e to: Michael I.

Oaln, 826-3356.

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage

services Arm. El Segundo. Morning and after-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.5(Vhr. Kevin 310-34a- 7080.

P/T MEDKIAL ASSISTANT. Flexible hours, 6-

12 hour^week, high responsibility, varied

tasks. Required: Macintosh skills. Start

$7.50^ur. Santa MonicVBundy. 310-207-

3337. -..

P/T receptionist Tues and Fri, l7.50/hr. Study

while working, sorT>e phone experierKe. Corv

tact Gabriella, 310-277-2282.

Part-time data base research and support staff

work for investment banking Arm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library and CD-KOM daU
bases; oompuler skills, work out of home,
must haw car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20f hnAvk. 2 or 3 altcr-

noont 9:30-8:30 -f 8 hours. Saturday or 5

houra Sunday. Starts |6-7.S(yhr -f free dry

^leanii^ Apply 12-3pm 1600 Wart««ood
Bh^. Ask for Randy.

30 Help Wanted

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

dcx:cor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, must

be peisonable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay phis

commission.

?fT MWSat(am)
838-7202 leave message

PHONE-ORIENTED, aggressive person need-

ed couple hoursMeek to assist manager of

rod^metal band booking corKerts. Jennifer

(310)794-3612.

PRESTICK3US BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks intem/assisUnt for part-

time work. Car necessary. $7Av.Call Robin

pi 0)275-2838.

PRIVATE ORTHODONTK: OFFKTE looking

for P/T dental assistant Will train, if neces-

sary. Experience preferred. Please call 310-

826-7494

RECEPTK)NIST/GENERAL OFFKIE Clerk

needed for afternoon shlf^ M-F in downtown
law office. Send resume to Brand Farrar, 515

S. Flower Street, #3500, LA 90071 . Attention

Amber Ackland.

RECEPTK3NIST/PART-TIME. Dependable, or-

ganized, attention to detail, good phone
manner. Busy, small. Century Gty law Arm.

2:00PM-6:30PM, M-F. Parking included.

310-552-1808.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt buildings.

Free rent plus S40(VnfK>. Contact Mary Jo

310-397-8487.

Responsible person w/reliable car to pick-up

2 children from school. $5QMc Call Mike or

Peggy 310-478-8152.

SECRETARY, P/T, 15 hoursAwek, work at

home, MUST HAVE OWN COMPUTER.
MUST be literate in written English. Send re-

sume: P.O. Box 49421 , LA, CA. 90049.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for many positions for Winter Quvter.

Over 1 5,000 openings! For more information

call 206-634-0469 ext.v59341.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn $10-15^our guaranteed working 20-

flexible hourVweek. Marketing representa-

tives/management trainee positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWERS. P/T

DAYTIME/EVEINING-hours available. Con-

duct interviews to update InsurarKe records.

No selling. Insurance or health experierKe

preferred. Brenda 310-445-5031.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-'

daysAveekervis, rerrxival of medical records,

$6/hr., call between 10-4, Culver City. 310-

559-6823.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must

have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 12:4S-3:00PM. Call Helene 818-988-

1782.

Vet Technician. Full-time, experierKe pre-

ferred. Busy, small animal hospital located In

Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

206-6500.

WAhfFED: PERSONAL ASSISTANT. Comput-

er and phone skills. $1CVhr. 30-40 hour work
week. (310)471-4550.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

$ IMMEDIATE CASH$
Video shows how a pickup truck can earn

you $20K4/yr, SPARE TIMEl NO EXPERI-

ENCE-Jurt you, a pickup and the BIG

BUCK$ Wrrn pickup trucks video. Easy

&ProAtablel Schedule own hoursl TRKTOL-

OK ASSOCIATES: $29.95 + $3.50 S&H (1-

800-600-4448) VISA/MC acceptedl

FRAVTV/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

ton^actresset. 13-35 yean, for lead roles in

major prodkictiorw, tend pictures 610 North

Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Carting or call (81 8)643-4228.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

010)337-0790.

TELEVISION GRAO STUDENT wanted to

And & distribute special interest video pro-

jects for proAt. 805-563-2509.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experionce necassary
•earnjl 00-1200 dally

•more jobs fnon graduates
•nation wide job plocement

NATIONAL AARTENDiRS
SCHOOL

J213)38a3200
(310)55eO608— (818)994^100

V^
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schnophrenia
I>o you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

F L I- A S L c: A I I 1-80a«54-3902

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL TRIALS]

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

CALIFORNIA

P I IAS I ( All

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequentiy?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

:iJMTQU,,TBaALS

32 Career Opportunities

URGENT. Sound person and prop matter

n—dad for low budget film, ttjrtlng on Oc-
tober 31 tL Call Vintinic, 310-209-3302.

for n«w, progresaive r»stauraunt

-l|exl)to hours

-compsMhft psy
-P/T or F/T

-work arouf¥l aoheduie

Call Mlk* at 971-1183

School DAZE?
Looking for more than a ctegro©?

Loam from someone who is doing.

rtot just teaching Trantng provKted.

ATTITUDE IS EVERYTHING
jConny or Catherine (310)337 9627

34 Internships

Do you love tfw Muppets^ Wei I then, contact

Halle at 213-960-4096 about a tcripl reading

and research Intemihlp.

1>W STUDENT. Crad wanted to determine

feataMlity of entertainment contract dispute

805-569-2678.

MOTION PICTURE/rV/PERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT firm ntmk ttudtnt-intamt for

icript reading and coverage, tenant ofTloe

work, light bookkeeping aulttance. Call Col-

leen 310-474.4521.

MUSC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP. National

CorKert fVomotkuVMarketing compare
bated in L.A. seekt RESK>NSIBLE, OLfTGO-
ING, MiAlc/Marfceting Intern. College Sopho-
mtm or ^bove. ^fjKfw your mark* WEU, be
VERY Into rTwsic CALL ASAP 21 3-368-4738.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER. Flexible houraJUfvwcM. Sb
per Hour. 310285-3569. ~ —

35 Child Care Wanted

SEEKING BABYSITTER. Occasional weekend
evenings. 2 chiMren ages 4 and 8. Near Bev-

f C«*er. S7J00fiv. Call Orly 213-935-
-^!

STUDENT EXPERIENCED in childcare want-
ed to help faculty mom w/3 kids. Flexible hrs.

SMv. 310-206-7528.

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light cooking, miscellane-

ous errarvis, pro|ects, must have organiza-

tional skills and car. Happy spirits apply.

Flexible hours. Sue. 310-276-330a

37 Housesitling

PET/HOUSESrrTER WANTED! Female to

live-in and watch docs and house over
ChrMmas Break. Call Vatarie (31 CA277-5556.

49 Apartnnents tor Rent 49 Apartments for Rent

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES. CA 90024
Clean and spaclpus, unfurnished apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature t>alconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities in each building.

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

$1035. 2-bedroonVl -bath, French windows,
hardwood floors, sunny, cozy, and quiet. In-

cludes stove, fridge, laundry, parking. Near
Westwood^ntury City. 3VO-274-0064.

$525 SHERMAN OAKS one-bdrmAinfur-
nished. Stove, air-corxlitionin^ spacious,

garden type building. Pets OK. 310-475-
0572.

S550/MO. 2128 NORTH BEVERLY GLEN. 7
minutes to UCLA. Studio, free utilitieVlaun-

dry, private entrarKe, open daily. 818-708-
1493.818-609-7231.

$590. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1 BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UCLA. (31 0)459-6830.

$650. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPUX.
Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center
Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$900 CULVER CITY^ Large, ^Kiet. modern, 2-

bdrm/3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD' VILLAGE" MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

Ul LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laun-

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, AJC, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.
Garden courtyard. Quiet. Appliances, blinds,

etc. 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & neighborhood. Laundry, no pets.

$625.310-266-2885.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nished/unfurnished, utilities irKluded, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

1 single arKi 1 bachelor in Westwood near
campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-
1857.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and lots of storage. 310-
391-3853 or 310-391-6645.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD Adjacent-Walk to UCLA Bus
Stop. Big and Luxurious 2BR, 2.5BA, $1395
and up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace,

sec. alarm, 1 1 535 Rochester. 310-479-31 18.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, apt* 1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.
20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 31a
208-8881

.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$560-$625, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses arxl freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

• MAR VISTAS
't

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE, CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPt>CE. UNITALARM

* 12736 CASWEa AVE ' $825
*11748COURTl£IGHDR. $845

* PALMS *
2 BO, 2BA CUSTOM JOWHHOME

.

FIREPLACE. BALCONY, GATED
GARAGE.ALRM IN UNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

H 3614 PARIS $995
• open7day«

CALL (310) 391-1076

TOSeETHE
> LOVELYAmnWENTS •

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laundry, parking, 2.5 miles
from UCLA, non-smoking, rx) pets,.

$410/mo. (310)478-3694.

LANDFAIR AVE., single/doubles avail. Walk
to campus. Food optional util. Included call

Eddie at 310-208-8172.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palnw. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliarKes, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-
tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.
310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845/month. 3ia391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom toWn-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 11748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$11 50
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-08S8

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. Or>e

month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 31 0-391 -1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2-»-1 apartment, upper, bright

unit. Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRW2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit. 1-nr>onth free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool,, parking,

laundry, no pets. Open house Saturday-Sun-

day 1-5pm. Bus to UCLA 10136 National

Blvd. 310-552-2387, 310-838-9726.

PALMS. $790. Large, immaculate 2-bdmV2-
bath. Stove, fridge, microwave, dishwasher.

New carpets and drapes. Quiet, 10-unit

building. Parking, laundry. 3500 Kelton. 470-

6855.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fitvplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month me. 3614 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

Prime BrentwoodI 3-bdrnV2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Ban^ington, near

Sunset. 310-471-2498.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. 6iarming
Spanish style, hardwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook up. (310)550-1531.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment 1920's - era building

locHed near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facllKles. $375. 21 3-739-1 566.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.LaurNiry arwi parking. Massachu-

irttiE.of405. $525-$550. 310-479-2819

VENK:E BEACH, SINGLE. Month to month.

1/2 block from beach. All utilities paid. Full

kRchen. 3/4 bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Please call Mary Jo. 310-392-8487^
$460Anonth

-r^S^
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49 Apartments for Rent

VENKX BCACH unftimlfhed bachetor.

Month to roenth, 1/2 block to beach. All utili-

ties paid. 3/4-bath. Security building. Quiet,

no pets. Call Mary Jo 310-392-8487.

$40(yniK)nth.

VENICE. Super 1-bdrm, near Rose Cafe,

beach. Main. Parking, appliances,. 240 3rd

Avenue. Call Phyllis. 310-39&-2653.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water incl.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(310)209-0968.

WEST HOLLYWOOD ADJACENT. 2BR/2BA.

Small, quiet building. Upper balcony. Home-

like street, Jarge closet, great area. 20 min.

UCLA $830. (21 3)935-91 52.
.

West L.A. $650. One large bdrm. Parking,

security, pool, patio. 1 560 Saltair #205. 310-

453-0505.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonV2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book

shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414

Jasmine. 310-838-4862. ^_

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets/ blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown

byappt. 310-477-8750.

,WESTWOOD- 2-BEDRC)OM/2-BATH, $925

AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 31 0-839-6294."

WESTWOOD. 1 bdrm furnished/private bath.

Laundry privilidges. Limited kitchen

priviledges. Utils. paid, excluding phone.

$400/mo. 310-474-5668.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm

$725. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, enclosed private garage. Quiet

building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartments,

private patios, stove , re frig, air, laundry, 1620

S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. l-l/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

fridge. $62(ymonth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 1 -bdrnVl bath. New carpets,

louvers, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500

Purdue Ave. $695. 310-204-0472, 310-477-

5256.

50 Apartments, Furnistied

MAR VISTA, $60Q/month. Ask about free

rent. Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

SM. 1-bdrm apartment. Furnished. $67(ymo.

Available 1 1/1. Call 310-587-3300.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURK>US
2bdrm/2bth, real fire place, enclosed patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. 805-526-

1759. _^___
$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, near Pico-

La Cienaga. (310)279-2002.

$650. With carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove,

laundry, parking. Convenient location- bus,

market. Show by appointment 1519 Purdue

Avenue. (310)391-2874.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $850, private patio.

Prime WLA, North SM/BLVD. Carpet, ap-

pliances, drapes. Spacious BACHELOR, full-

size bath, hot-plate/microwave, refrigerator.

Lease. 310-476-7116.

Great large Ibdrm $575. Easy commute to

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1050.

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Brand

new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiling fans.

Parking, laundry. Quiet building. 15 Blocks

to Ocean. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

53 Roommates

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spaciout apartment 5-minule

walk from Lot-32. $300/month. Bobby 310-

476-7121 or Cathy 310-476-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom

wAume. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdnrVl-balh, co-ed, luxury, security condo

w/*nenities. Westwood, $350/month. All

utilities Included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Fenule to share room in nice condo, large

living room, kitchen, quiet, security building,

walk to UCLA $36(ymo. 310-391-2877.

Live the life ofWLA, 90025. 1-N/S roommate

wanted to share 2-bedroonV2-bath. Gated

parking, new carpeting, -dishwasher,

$525/month+half utilities. 310-541-6524.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1 -bedroom

apartment. $412.S0/month. 1409 M>Arale.

About 5-10 minute walk from Lot 32. Call Ed

310-312-0454.

MALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom in plush

2-bedroonV2-bathroom condo. Balcony, sau-

na, Jacuzzi, exercise room, parking. Walking

distance to campus. $375/rTH>nth. 310-477-

5358,

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE, roommate to share

room of spacious 3-bedroom/2-bath apart-

ment. Male, N/5. $300/month. Call Greg

310-445-5001 , evenings only.

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share

very clean apartment Close to campus. Rent

$350.(310)208-7972.

WESTWOOD. Great location. Female gradu-

ate student preferred. Beautiful, large, upper

2-bdrm/1 -ba. A/C, hardwood floors, laundry,

2-car garage. $575/mo. Cathy, 310-477-

2007.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL GRAD to share 2-

bdrm fumished colonial house by Beverly

Center. $575/mo. Shawn 21 3-933-2210.

^^c

54 Room for Rent

$200/MO. SENIOR LADY WISHES TO RENT
immaculate, lovely room to woman student.

Kitchen privileges, 10 min. bus to UCLA,

(310)473-2820.

2 Grad studenU to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. SSSO/person. Pool and ten-

nis courts privilege. 310-454-3506.

Furnished, security, quiet, great location.

Close to bus. N/S. Utilities included. $475.

310-657-1468.

Large room, private bath, furnished, kitchen-

ette, walk- in closet. Close to UCLA.

$485/month, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-361

6

pm.

PRIVATE ROOM in nice house. Great Culver

City neighborhood. Washer/dryer, gardener,

direct busline to campus. $31(ymo.+1/3 utili-

ties. (310)815-8610.

PRIVATE ROOM, bath, UCLA, adjacent, se-

curity building, gated parking, kitchen privi-

leges, pool. Jacuzzi. 310-475-5975.

$400/month.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH BEACH APT. Great

location, walk to beach, furnished, free ca-

ble, 1 minutes to ,yCl^A. Upbeat student

preferred, N/S. 310-392-4698.

Private room/bath. Furnished. Walk to

UCLA. Kitchen privileges. Utilities included.

Non-smoker. $390/mo.. Call 310-474-9905.

Room, shower, bills paid, free cable, pool,

security, parking. One mile to campus. Prefer

non-smoking female. $450. 310-445-9745 or

310-551-2120.

PAtMS, $575, brighlf-bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410

Club Drive. 310-578-2212. ^

SANTA MONICA, 'l-bcirm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood and area.

310-358-6680.

WESTWOOD. $119S-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, AK. refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony. Ideal for grad students. 171 1 Malcolm.

3/4-mile from cvnpuc. 310-273-1212.

52 Apartments to Stiare

CLEAN.SPACIOUS,
ROOM

Looking for mature, responsible roonnmate to

than a beautiful 4 bedroom apt. w/3 other

guyi. Parking, cloMt, cable, 1 block from

c»npu». MmI bt clean. 679 Cay ley. Warren

31O-206-29S4.

MARINA-Oa-KEY 1.bedroom In 3-bt<koom,

2.S4Mth townhouM. $490. Caraga, wath-

crAJryer, dfhwaaher, patio, poo^acuzzi. Fa-

male gradutfa •tudant pnktnd, noramak-
Ing. quiat. naaL O10»306-<f90e.

Room wHH a ocnn vlawl Malt ropmmHa to

#t«« 2 bd. ^. N. Wllahirt SwU Monica.

>475>1/2 utlb. Mty 310-394^31 3.

62 Room Board for Help

FREE RM/BOARD
In cjtchange for light cookir^ and hoyackeep-

Ing in lonely Westwood home- flower gar-

den, Jacuzzi, private entrance and bathroom.

Refefences. 310-474-2335 or 310-476-5164.

HSKPR/NANNY LIVE-IN, assist In care of 1

child, room and board + salary, near UCLA,
English speaking. 310-264-9025

Light-housekeeping/childcare for 6-year-old

b<^ in Beverly Hills. Approximately 15-20

hny^vk. Female, own car. Chinese speaking a

plus. Private room/bath. 310-273-8568.

Room In exchange for cleaning, beautiful

Beverly Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-206-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange

for assis^nce- light housekeeping some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1399.

94 Movers, btorage

BEST MOVERS. A licenced and insured, cour-

teous nwver. fmX. careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers wUI gwe us good to excellent

references. Slate lk»nse T.1t3844. 213-263-

2376, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAH. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-265-6688. CA. A^ NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DaiVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes

free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount

310-637-9030.
j

TOM'S MOVING SERVldt. DEPENDABLE,

EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST

MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CAU 24 HRS.

310-452-2687.

64 Housing Service 64 Housing Service

56 House for Rent

3-bdrrTV2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$1375/mo. 310-826-2022.

LARGE 2-BDRM/2-BA. 10 minutes from

UCLA. $1500/mo. Laundry, kitchen, parking

spaces, cable. 310-559-7170.

57 House to Shiare

N/S roomate wanted to share large 2-bdrn>/2-

bath house, enclosed garage, WLA, $55C^o,
call Sandra 310-553-8533 day, 310 558-

3064 eve.

Professional or student to share house. Good
r>eighborhood. 4 blocks from beach. Wash-
er/Dryer, 1/4 utilities. $487.00. 310-823-

8879.

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3bd/2.5ba,+bonus room,5yrs new,

quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by

appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owrwr. 310-

271 -7750

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cerv

tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruden-

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

Gorgeous rennxJel. 3-bdmV1-1/2ba. fife-

place, hardwood floors, near UCLA. Remo-
deled kitchen and bathrooms. Pristine move-

in condition. $239,000. Great deal. Agent

310-479-6632.

VIEW VIEW VIEW
Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen BK^. Juat minutes to Westside. Need

foundation expertise to fully uke advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

Irene, agent 616-789-71 17.

62 Room/Boaid for Help

20 minfc from UCLA, PRfVATE

ROO^VBATH, STIPEND in exchange for

drhring, aftcrachool babytltting (5-year old

bo^, chorea, etc (310)203-5417.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. Room In house

In aKchanga far babyaRtlng. Female N/5 .

Nice (umWwd room. CiU for Intwiwv. 310-

202-4374. ^ "^

Need Help

With Rental

Housing ?

r.':.-& SAr

4/ Rental Listings/Roommate Listings

^ Customized Housing Lists

/ Search Strategies

4^ Landlord/Tenant Education Series

Come see us in Sproul Hall Annex
825-4491

UCLA Community Housing Office

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-be<V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air and heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

67 Condos for Sole

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

CONDO FOR SALE. Top Floor, close to

campus. 2bdrnV2ba. has privacy, view, spa-

ciousness. Owner must sell. J. Thompson
310-471-6363x133.

68 Condos to Stiore

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Cof>do. Laurxiry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

$120(ymo. 310-475-7989.

69 Condos for Rent

$139S/MONTH. Large, 2-bdrm -»-loft, 2-1/2

bath. Washer/Dryer. Security, parking, 5-

minutes from ocean. Venice/Mar Vista area.

310-278-5517.

3-bdrnfV2-balh condo on Milgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT. Fumished, security

pool, rent control. West Hollywood.

(21 3)874-2569.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS, $750. Beautiful, sun-

ny, 1-bdrm/1-bath, Tireplace, balcony, pool,

spa, gym, security, parking, pet ok. 310-454-

7133

Westwood Townhomc, Maisachuietts&Cam-

den, 2bed, 2.5bath, Private Atrium and Sun-

deck, Front porch, quiet, tarKJem parking,

VC, private washer/dryer, dishwasher, refrig-

erator. Pets allowed. $1,450-$1700. 310-

625-2633.

70 Guest House for Rent

Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bedroom,

garden and cat kivers welcome, $75Q^o
+utllitla, available Nov. 1. 310-637-6246.

Canf)pusS1109.

91 Insurance

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. Experienced

writer ar>d law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from natlonal-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-626-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; trairH time managenr>ent/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

FREE nap ON GRADUATE SCHOOL AP-

PLICATIONS. Call Career Advisor Associates

rw>w for more information. (310)444-1903.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINCVEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research stuidies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing persorv

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

BEAR'S RESEARCH.
WRITING. & EDITING

Al subjects. Thesea/Diaaertiikxw.

PWBonalSUtomenis. Proposals and booicB.

MsriMlianai students waiooms.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Shfon Bfr, Ph.D. (310) 47<K6ee2

OV - 1 QrMnstrri Program, by U.& lnml«n«M.

SmncMtls pnMdi UA psrmninl rsiklinl itrtui.

CNtamsol ilnwil al flowiMn HV liHMd.

Ririnio 4lonnr
NmrEraLagil8«yo«

20231 8bgg 8L. Onogi Park, CA 91308

M (HI) 77^71a•: (tii) •M-442S

/lllstate
Insurance Company

C310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvcl.

C2 biks. So. of Wllahire)

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

^ M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

98 Tutoring Ofiofed

ECX>NOMlCS TUTORtNC. Undergraduate

eoortomic tutoring by nuatera graduate with

S-years teaching experience. $15 per hour

with free cot^uhatlon . 310-393-4173.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1 5A»ur. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, nrtath for physl-

cal^oclal sdencM, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, paffer, 310-582-9626 NBO.

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH^mVSiaVSTATISTICS, Tutorliwaenr.

Ics. Frs* consultation. RusonabI* raus
,

call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800y9aTUTOR.

99 Tutoring Needed

GRE LfTERATURE AND ENGLISH tutor need-

ed, experienced, for returning adult student

In Brentwood, please call (310)472-1 331.

KOREAN LANGUAGE TUTOR is needed to

help working professional develop fluency.

Leave message for Vi nee at (81 8)994-4676.

NEED STATISTICS TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, binomial, Poisson, etc Garrett

310-372-7237. Evenings/weekends,

tw\ce/week.

TUTORING NEEDED FOR HIGH SCHOOL
I
chemistry and math analysis. Western San

Fernando Valley. Salary negotiable. Even-

inRS, weekends. 310-855-8081.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcriptton,

labels. FREE ll^dHedHing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserU-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214. ^_^^__

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICAr

TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medical trar«cription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and

other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,

WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

WORD PROCESSING. 24 Hour service. Pa-

pers, fliers, reports, etc Resume special $30.

Laser quality. Cheap rates. Student Discount

310-587-0357.

102 Music Lessoris

DRUM LESSONS
All levelVstyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studki. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTK3N. 15 yeare EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient ar>d organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUFTAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, jazz.

Folk. Teacher w/2S+ yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessorw by a professional near UCLA.

All levels, guitars available. Call jean 310-

476-41 54. __^_
SINGI Vocal technique-all levels/styles, per-

formance anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

Resunr>eVcover letters/Reference sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get resulu. Open 7-days. 310-287-

2785.

105 Travel

New York
NON-STOP

%^rpy
London $225*

Xy
h

Frankfiirt $225*

Tokyo $235*

Boston $184*
•faresm each vie/ from tos Angdcs bmd on a

rounctoippuchate. Reslrictiors applyand twes not

inclucied. CaMlbr other vycrtc^Mdedestinabons.

Open Saturdays 10am - Spm

Council Travel
1093 BroKton Ave, 1990, Los Angete, CA 90094

310-908-3551
Eurailpasses

issue:d on the spot'

<S'-
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Get $10.00

on your Bruin
Gold Card.

TICKLE OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE

DAILY BRUIN
WILL TICKLE

Something's Cooking
at tine Bruin!

Submit a personal
favorite recipe and if

it's chosen we'll

feature your name and
recipe in the paper's
classified section.

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at

the Daily Bruin
front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall
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FOOTBALL
From page 31

here at the end of the season."
• • •

Sophomore halfback Derek
Ayers is averaging 20.7 yards on 13

kickoff returns, good enough for a

fourth-place ranking in the confer-

ence in that category. His 42-yard

kickoff return against Washington

Oct. 1 was the longest by UCLA
since the ninth game of the 1990

season.
• • •

The UCLA Athletic Department

announced last week that former

safety Tommy Bennett is being dis-

ciplined by the university after a

review of his legal proceedings.

Bennett, whose absence has no

doubt hurt the UCLA secondary

this season, pleaded no contest to

felony counts of foi^ery and fraud

(Punter Darren)

Schager is averaging . .

.

43.2 yards - which leads

the PaC'lO - and only

19 of his 43 kicks have

been returned.

last month, and was sentenced Oct.

3 to three years probation and 300

hours of community service.

He was suspended from the uni-

versity for Fall quarter by Senior

Associate Dean of Students Cary

Porter, and will be readmitted to

school for the Winter quarter so

long as he fulfills the conditions of

his university probation.

"I regret any embarrassment I

may have caused my family, the

university and especially my team-

mates and coaches with my
actions," Bennett said in a state-

ment. "I made a serious mistake and

I hope that everyone will consider

this sincere apology my first step in

making amends for that mistake."
• • •

Saturday's Homecoming game
against Stanford is scheduled to

begin at 3:30 p.m., and there will be

no live telecast. Former college

basketball player of the year
Marques Johnson is the Grand
Marshal of this year's home-
coming game.

105 Travel

^ Compiehcnsivp Services • Fiee Ticket

Delivery on Campus • Order by Phone

Paris
mmmn

Seattle

Portland

Bay Area

IM

ASUCLA/"

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMAN CHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black InCarior, rad body. In good condl>

tlon. S4S0(yDbo. 31 0-553-1 444.

1987 Nlfsan Pulsar SE, runt great, very spor-

ty, black, top maintenance and stereo, must

sell, 95K, S2995. 310-445-0940.

1988 Mitsubishi Precis LS. 4-door hatchback.

$350Q. LegHimate owner. 38K miles. Tinted

windows, air, electric sunroof, new tires,

Kenwood pull-out radio. Mint condition.

310-208-1626.

1969 MITSUBISHI PRECIS. Blue, stick, air,

stereo, excellent condition in and out, 46K,

great gas mileage, $290(yOBO. 310-441-

046a

84 BMW 3181. Superb condition, air, dec
trie, Sspeed, btaoAan leather, sun roof.

$5500 obg 310-204-2550, 310-822-9633.

W VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-«peed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, SSaOCVobo. Call 8-Spm. 825-0731.

1 14 Motorcycles for Sale

Shadw 700 cc Black, Um* miles, Oct. Tus,
Helmet, saddle bags, wind shield, great bike,

$1800 firm. Saul 310-287-0892.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

H<^a Elite 80, Red, with helmet, lock, and
basket, njn ureal $500. 310-288-2586.

HONOA ELrrE like newt Red '87 left In stor-

age- under 300 mllesi $8S(Vobo. pgr

(818)418-0903.

RED '87 HONDA ELHl 80, 2600 mflat,

$600. runs ge«L 310-379-8667.

YAMAHA 200. 1909. Recent grad. wants to

sell scooter, 2-helmcts. Black. Less than 9K
miles. $600hbo. 310-826-2186. Leave mes-

HEt
'90 Honda Elite 80, white, excellent condi-

tion, Juat tuned, 95 regMratioa includes lock

and helmet. $800. Dan 310-208-1454

126 Furniture for Sale

FUTON, FULL SCTE, LIKE NEW. Double-

thick mattr«s, red. Fini»h«d hardwood franie

with lens. $175. 310-204-0123.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, Ml $55, quMn
$85, kings S9S, bunkbadc Delhrartaa, phone

310-372-2337.

126 Furniture for Sale

Top quality leather center SOFA BED-7ft

Medium antique gold, excellent condition.

Paid $2200, Saaifice $850. 213-651-3958.

127 Garage Sales

Moving sale, cheap, good condition, almost

new director's chair $75, kltchenware, coffee

Ubie $35, t¥Vln bed $99. 310473-2142.

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mall, mouse, monitor, like new.

$1180.310-644-2612.

134 Computer/Typewriter

IBM-compatible computer, 286, 40
rrwgabites. Including monitor and printer,

$300,818-865^756.

IBM/t>ell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin for in-

formation. 818-225-0909.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from

$50 each. 310-286-1222:

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 1nquired

6 SMSonIng
10 Qrat«
14 Hot p«pper
15 Ukrainian

capital

16 SIngw
Rtzgerald

17 Hindu
prinoaaaea

18 Surrounded by
19 Commotion
20 — fooyortg
21 Flying

mammala
23 Lizard

25Qap
27»4«ll«val

warrtora

28 Cuatomar
30 17th-oantury

poat John —
310aapad
32 Skirt panala
33 Took tha bait

38 Adam'a aon
37 Suitor

38 Ba an Oman of

39Eaoortad
40Now:Sp.
41 Caah: aiang
42 Dozandozan
43 Man tranquil

44 WHti a lag on
aach alda of

47"Divina
Comady"
author

48Chaatof

PREVIOUt PUZZLE SOLVED

QDQ SQQsm mann
QQ^QSnaSIf] BDQSD

BQS QllS
QSQDiaSIXi QdDSnSS
BSg] SSQQCQ SOS
SSQOQ D@ISQ BQCmil
SDESisiisca snraoBSD

[ESiBQQ SDQmSSDIlQBCD QDisDci @iangi
dinilQ QUDDIl [IlB]t9Q
BDESQ QQBQa BBmB

\ United Feature Syndlcat*

49 Standard
50 Thing in law
53 lndia%

k)catlon

54Chrlatmaa
aong

58 Conadoua
58 Filmad

59 Objact of

adoration
80Thtek
61 Show

disapproval

62 Sawbucka
63 Bordarad

1 Land maasura
2 Thick carpat

3 Vary larga

4 Yala grad
5 Braak up
6 Move on Ice

7Qoals
8 Qartand
9 Quick maal
lOShaltar
11 Muailmdalty
12 Angia
13 Actrasa Irana

22 Play a part

24 Lk^uora
26 Rind

27 1988 Olympic
site

28 Emt>er
29 Earring's

place

30 Entrances
32 Qander's mate
33 Primitive

weapon
34 Not busy
35 Rip
37 Detective

story

38 Run away
40 Opera aolo
41 Artlftelal

42 Famous people
43 Vehtole

44 Embarraaa
45 Raw flah dish

48 Musteal
enaemblea

47 Tots' toys

49 Inert gas
51 Gaelic

52 Fruit pit

55 Poem
57 Unite

r^
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UCU SPORTS LAW FEDERATION
PRESENTS

LEIGH STEINBERG
AQ students are welcome

Law School Rm 1347 12:00 - 1:00

Wednesdio^, October 26

^.A

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

WORLD CUP

1 rOFFSIDE^ '/
^w» SPORTS APPAREL *

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana * 818.708.2330

ftifffWlt

Make Som
Money W

O 'l l -'.-vttl-^ »»1'<'>-

^i&L SO-Vl

advertise!

Daily Brum

December 3 LSAT • December 1 GRE

There^s Still Time!
To Join The Princeton Review
for the December 3 LSAT and December 1 GRE

Our courses for the December 3 LSAT and December 10 GRE
r

began on Saturday, October 22.

But it is still possible to make up the first two classes

by enrolling in our Late Start program.

You would then join the regular course starting with Lecture #2.

The Late Start Schedule

Thursday, October 27

Saturday, October 29

Lecture #1

Workshop #1

6:00pm to 10:00pm

10:00am to 1:00pm

(You would then join the regular course schedule beginning

with Lecture #2 on October 30)
AJ^*

THE

<

Call now to prepare for your LSAT or GRE!

(800) 2-REVIEW

(3 1 0) 474-0909
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

The Princeton Review is not affiliated with either Princeton Univenity or ETS. (Thank goodness!)

BILLIOiWEIER
From page 36

league - yes, the same quarterbadcs

who were the objects of slobbering

flattery from every coach in the

league at the conference's pre-sea-

s(xi media day. All of diem, in my
fabulously humble opinion, are

chunkin' it up. For instance:

•Rob Johnson (USC) In fair-

ness, he's been botfiered by a nag-

ging ankle injury all season, but

even when he was supposedly

healdiy, he didn't exactly play like

it His replacement? Brad Ottcxi -

now there's a name that strikes fear

into the hearts of men.

•Damon Hoard (Washington) I

could complete passes in an offense

featuring the nation's best running

back. Well, perh£q)s predicting a

Billigmeier completion is a tad

excessive, but tfiis guy's still not

worthy of the tongue-on-the-ground

praise he's getting showered with.

Can you say o-(my goodness, he is

so o-)verrated? I tfiink they invent-

ed that chant with hmi in mind.

•Dave Barr (Cal) His senior

year went k£^t, along with his

shoulder.Avhen Donnie Edwards
drove him into the turf. His replace-

ment? Kerry McGonigal. On the

field? How about 61-0? 'NuflF said.

•Chad Davis (Washington
State) So he led die Cougars to a

21-0 shellacking ofUCLA at the

Rose Bowl. On that day, my grand-

mother could've quarterbacked and

WSU would still have gone home
smiling. (Of course, Grammy did

make all-conferfence back in '42.)

•Don Shanklin (Oregon State)

Okay, so he can run (72 yards on

one play against UCLA). But his

only ccHnpleted pass against the

Bruins came after his five-yard

touchdown run - when he flipped

the ball back to the referee.

•Steve Stenstrom (Stanford)

Perhaps this kid is the exception to

the 1994 Pac- 10 rule, considering

his ever-impressive numbers. After

all. Bill Walsh said Stenstrom's got

better mechanics than 75 percent of

Sunday signal-callers. And of

course, everything Sir William says

should be set in stone. All hail the

Genius. Yup.

•Danny 0*Neil (Oregon) Pretty

solid when he's not hurt. Of course,

when he is, the Ducks lose (unless

they're playing USC). His backup,

Tony Graziani, would be second-

string on my IM team.

•Jake Plummer (Arizona

State) Everybody keeps saying

Jake "The Snake" is gonna knock
*em dead someday on Sundays, but

opposing pass rusliers arc doing a

number on him on Satuniays. Soon
he's gonna be gone to the NFL and

we'll all be left wondering why
ASU still reeks.

•Dan White (Arizona) Yeah,

he's improved, but he still throws

like my sister. Seriously, this guy's

throwing motion reminds me of

some schnookered frat boy tossing

darts at McGinty's.

So in the end, what do you
have? One guy with great num-
bers and a crappy team. A few
with decent potential. One or two
who have improved but still rank

right below Brad Johnson on the

list of all-time greats. And, as was
totally unexpected in the Pac- 10

this year, a whole big bunch of

stinkers.

So, Wayne, maybe that's it.

Maybe there's a mechanism that

controls the quality output inside

all the arms of Pac- 1 QBs, and
this season, it's saying, "Sorry,

dude, you're a quarterback. ITiis

just ain't your year."

Geez, if that's true, maybe the

Bruins shouWn't replace Cook
with Ryan Fien. Do jinxes carry

over? A *94 quarterback hex could

niin UCLA in '95, too. Then
again, maybe Fien'Il have better

excuses to wmk with.

VOLLEYBALL
From page 36

and quickly found out that minor
surgery is when it happens to

another person.

"At first I was told the surgery

wasn't that big a deal," Collins
said. "But then the doctors told

me they were going to wake me
up during the surgery to make
sure I was OK, I was just thinking

'what are you talking about?'."

The doctors did wake up
Collins during the surgery and the

"minor" surgery became night-

marish.

"When they woke me up the

catheter in my arm was killing

me," Collins said. "I told them,
'I'm wide awake right now, like

I'm not even remotely out of it.'

'The painkillers <lidn't work and
then the doctors starting scaring

me because I could hear every-
thing they were saying."

Despite the harrowing experi-

ence, Collins missed a mere three

matches and went on to be named
to the Big-West All-Freshman
Team.

"I just wanted to come back
and play," Collins said. "When I

first starting playing again it used
to pop in my mind on and off the

court. But now it doesn't bother
me anymore."

Since the surgery, Collins has
endured the first round of the
NCAA playoffs against
Minnesota when she got violent

cramps in both of her calves and
ended the match playing defense
on her tiptoes. Another famous
Collins war story is the time she

played in a tournament against

Arizona State with a severe oral

infection.

"She had her wisdom teeth

impacted and her mouth was
swollen about five times her nor-

mal size," Gregory said. "All
their fans were yelling at her and
calling her a chipmunk."

Collins was so unfazed by the

pain and the heckling that she set

FOOTBALL

a single match tournament record

with 30 digs and led in kills while
being named to the all-tourna-

ment team.

However, despite the heroics,

Collins is more than a Purple
Heart recipient. She also happens
to be a 1993 Volleyball Monthly
Ail-American. Currently, she
leads the seventh-ranked Gauchos
in kills per game, digs and service

aces.

"She is the best all-around hit-

ter I've coached," Gregory said.

Collins has attained her

status despite . . . less than

ideal measurements for

an outside hitter. She

stands a mere 5-11,

dwarfish for volleyball

these days.

"She can block, hit and set. She
has all the skills."

Collins has attained her status

despite possessing less than ideal

measurements for an outside hit-

ter. She stands a mere 5-11,
dwarfish for volleyball these
days.

"She's real thin and not real tall

so you don't look at her as being a

real offensive threat," Gregory
said. "However she has accom-
plished much more than what
people predicted for her as a

recruit."

In spite of her many accom-
plishments, Collins realizes that

her size can limit her on the court.

"I see all these other players
who are just huge and can ham-
mer the ball," Collins said. "I

look at them and I'm like, 'God, I

wish I could do that.' I'm just not

as big or wide as some other
players."

From page 36

goal.

• • •

The Bruins remain in the lower
end of the Pac- 10 team statistics,'r

ranking eighth in scoring offense,

third in passing offense, sixth in

total offense, and tenth in scoring

offense. On the other side of the

Junior flanker Kevin

Jordan continues to

impress, ranking fourth

nationally and first in

the PaC'lO in receiving

yards per game with an

average of 108.6.

ball, UCLA is tenth in rushing
defense, eighth in passing
defense, ninth in total defense,

and eighth in scoring offense.

The good news for the Bruins

is that Stanford - which will visit

the Rose Bowl Saturday - is

ranked ninth in rushing defense,

seventh in passing and total

defense, and last in scoring

defense. The bad news: the

Cardinal is at the top of the con-

ference in passing, total, and

scoring offense.

• • •

Sophomore running back
Sharmon Shah has rushed for 802

yards in eight games this season,

the most by a UCLA player since

Kevin Williams ran for 1,141

yards in 1991. Shah's numbers

rank him fourth in the Pac- 10 and
30th in the nation.

•••

Junior flanker Kevin Jordan
continues to impress, ranking
fourth nationally and first in the

Pac- 10 in receiving yards per
game with an average of 108.6.

Against Arizona, he caught
eight balls for 111 yards and one
touchdown. On the year, Jordan
has 55 receptions for 869 yards
and 5 touchdowns.

His numbers project to 76
catches for 1 195 yards by the end
of the season. Last year, J.J.

Stokes had 68 catches for 1 ,003

yards.

•••

Speaking of Stokes, the senior

All-American returned to action

Saturday after a three-week
absence and made one catch for

18 yards. On the season, he has

eight catches for 1 1 5 yards.

"I think the return of Stokes
helped us, particularly emotion-
ally," Donahue said. "J.J. was
real rusty, and hasn't practiced or

played for six-and-a-half weeks.
The fact of the matter is, you
don't get any better by not prac-

ticing and playing for six-and-a-

half weeks, no matter who you
are or how good you are.

"But it was nice to have him
back on the team, and from what
I've been told, there doesn't
appear to be any ill-effects from
the game. I expect that he'll get a

full week's work in and be able to

have three real good games for us

See FOOTBALL, page 29
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^ European Natural Leather Bag Store}*

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE 20-50% OFF*
1730 1/4 Westwood Blvd.
(In Courtyard across froDl Rom)

Westwood
(310)475-8118

(one block N. of Santa Monica)

HOURS:

TUES.-THURS. 11-6

SAT. 11-4

MANY ITEMS
HALF PRICE
Direct Import

250 Different Bags &
Backpacks

Shoulder Bags
Purses

Briefcases
Bookbags

Travel Bags
Accessories
Canvas Bags

Organizers
*not goo«l with other «liii<;oiint»

Becoming a UCLA senior it an

achievement. So SMile...for the

caaera, please! It's tiae to get your

samr portrait Ukn so you1l appear

in the [Brum Life yeirlioek,

UCLA's official pictorial history.

Just have your senior portrait taken

at ASUCLA*s Campus Photo Studio.

Pay only $5H>r buy your Bruin Life

yearbook in advance, and your

ytaAook portrait is frM

Canipii Photo Studio is locited on 2ni floor AdtnMi
SpM Mtiidiy-fridty 8:30-3:30 Phone 206-8433

We're on 2nd floor Ackeraian

Union- stop by!

r:
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Center for American Politics and Public Policy

Quarter in Washimbn ProQram

Live, work. & atend UC classes in Washington DC

Part-lime field placen^s

Earn academic & honors credit

Design & conduct your ovvn research project

• Rnandal aid available

INFORMATION
WHEN:
WHERE:
TIME:

Every Tuesday & Wednesday

303 GSLIS Building

500 pm to 6<X) pm

Arn.icAiioxs ior spring i^i^h niii' \o\'lmbi.r zivi

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

3 1 GSUS Building, LCLA
(310)206-3109

information also available throu^ the EXPO Center, A-213 Ackerman, (310) 825-0831

UCLA Alpine Ski Team
presents

r '^

in

Steamboat, Co.
December 16-23, 1994

only iCp ^y Z^ Z^
Trip includes:

^ 5 nights deluxe condominiums walking distance from lifts

4 out of 5 day lift pass (5th day $22 extra)

Roundtrip charter bus (air package $125 extra)

Optional race camp ($90 extra)

Ski / Snowboard races

Too many activities: dances, parties, pub crawl, mountain BBQ, etc...

The All Cal is an annual ski trip that comprises of all the UC schools in

California. In other words UCLA and lOOO's of other UC students will

be skiing and partying together in Steamboat, Co.

Only 6 days left to sign up, $200 deposit due Oct. 3 1

!

'f^ Tonights meeting: Former pro racer and ski rep Brian Ogawa
will introduce the latest ski equipment from Blizzard and Dynafit.

44 Fro deals will be offered on the latest ski equipment.

Meetings: Tuesdays at 8:00 pm in the Wooden Center, 2nd floor lounge

For more information call: Alex (213) 467-0836 or Mike (310) 479-6907

THE
NORTH.
FACE I

%^)£Xtc«H

Seattle tax hike
would increase
fund for ballpark
By Art Thief

Seattle Post-lntelllgencer

SEATTLE — Today was sup-

posed to be a column about
where the World Series stood
after the first two games.

But, as the Nobel Prize people

said in suggesting Arafat was a

swell fella, things change.

Instead of discussing the best

of baseball, we can offer only a

trudge through the worst of base-

ball. That, of course, is the

Mariners, the franchise with no
home, no hope and no money,
but a lot of runners left on base.

They also have much in the

way of guts, having last week
requested a $250 million,
retractable-roof stadium without

(The Mariners) also

have much in the way

of guts, having last week

requested a $250

million retractable-roof

stadium ...

so much as offering a money-
back guarantee if taxpayers
don't like the team put in it.

Instead of making this another

scream against those who have
put baseball in a coma national-

ly, as well as attempting to pull

the plug locally, we too, will

throw a change-up:

A new stadium is possible
without selling the first-bom to

wandering caravans of vam-
pires.

Space' precludes a thorough
explanation, but one fact pre-

sented to the Stadium
Alternatives Task Force fairly

leaps from the thousands of
pages of budget analyses, stadi-

um sketches and bureaucratic

hoo-hah:

Amount raised by a 1 percent

increase in state sales tax in

King County for one year only:

$240 million.

That means going from 8.2 to

9.2 percent, or paying an extra

buck on $100 worth of gro-
ceries.

Am I saying this is a good
idea? Not yet. Many will decry

any use of a state sales tax to

build playpens for millionaires.

What I am saying is that a

potential tax bite for large pro-

jects over a large population
base is not as odious as it may
seem - if it includes a time limit,

or sunset clause.

The example was for one tax,

for \ percent, in one county, for

one year. In Phoenix's drive to

build a baseball park, the sales

tax was raised a quarter of 1 per-

cent for three years, which
pulled out $238 million. In

Denver, it was one-tenth of a

percent for 20 years. Cleveland

used a sin tax on liquor and ciga-

rettes to build a new stadium as

well as a new basketball arena.

Tax permutations are numer-
ous - small slices of multiple
taxes; taxation spread over three

or four nearest counties, or over

all 39 counties; confined to one
year or spread to many.

Certainly it will be argued that

we are overtaxed already. Even a

tax with a time limit, once in

place, often doesn't get repealed

as legislators promise. Good

points, ones I wouldn't care to

argue.

I also wouldn't want King
County to argue them, nor any
municipal or state government.
Politicians are too easily suck-
ered by the old threat that the

Seahawks/Mariners/Sonics (pick

one, or all) will be ^ost on the

watch of the elected leaders of
the moment.

I would like franchise
demands and tax possibilities to

be analyzed by those who are

neither elected by taxpayers nor
paid by the clubs.

I would like a sports-facilities

development authority created to

make the call on a new ballpark,

as well as Kingdome renova-
tions proposed by the Seahawks.
Such an authority is an

appointed board of citizens like

the ones that run Pike Place
Market and the state convention

center, and should be operating

the Seattle Center. A public
development authority isn't a

panacea, but it is a more effec-

tive manager of the bastard
hybrid - a public purpose and
public money combining with
private enterprise.

A typical PDA usually has
four appointees from the mayor,
four from the county executive

and four or more selected by the

first eight directors. PDAs are

often chartered and funded from
the state legislature, which can
also add directors.

Three big advantages come
from a sports-facility authority,

versions of which operate in

numerous major-league markets.

It gets sports out of govern-
ment. To understand that virtue,

review King County's history

with the Kingdome, with empha-
sis on the recent, $32.5 million

indiscretion.

An authority moves swiftly.

A new stadium is

possible without

selling the first-born

to wandering

caravans of

vampires.

Just one small example: When
the Seattle Center's Zamboni ice

machine broke down a while
back, no spare parts were avail-

able, so the requisition had ta go
through the city's purchasing
labyrinth. Result: no event.
Government simply can't move
fast enough for the entertain-

ment world.

Perhaps the best advantage: A
sports-facility authority can
review in an informed, relatively

unbiased way a team demand,
and without fear of not being re-

elected, tell said team to drop
dead. The suspicion runs strong

that our politicians may well be
cowed into deals that do more
for electability than for general

tax funds.

Given the enormous sums
required to satisfy sports fran-

chises, and given the enormous
potential tax base that could be
be tapped, the urge is to negoti-

ate with the same guts and ruth-

lessness shown by the teams.

A win-win is possible. But not

the way it has always been done
here.

/

Salaam oblivious to
Helsman pressures
Colorado tailback

frontrunner in race

for football trophy
By Buddy Martin
The New York Times

BOULDER, Colo. — In a

week that could see him run to the

front of the Heisman Trophy race,

Colorado's all-purpose tailback,
' Rashaan Salaam insisted today he
doesn't want to win the Heisman
because "the limelight will

destroy you if you're not careful."

"I'm scared, man," Salaam told

a group of national sports writers

Monday as the unbeaten
Buffaloes began preparations for

Saturday's Big Eight Conference
showdown with unbeaten
Nebraska.

"I really don't want to win it,"

Salaam said, referring to the

Heisman, "because I know how
much pressure is put upon me. I

just want to play football. I don't

want to deal with all the hassles."

Asked whom he would vote for

in the Heisman proceedings if he
had a ballot. Salaam, the nation's

leading rusher, scorer and all-pur-

pose runner, said Napolean
Kaufman of Washington or
Alcorn State quarterback Steve
McNair.

"Napoleon is kind of slipping a

little bit." he said. "I wish he'd
kept on getting his 200 yards a

game. J wish Steve would get it

now, being from a black college,

even though he does throw the

ball every time. I watched him
this weekend. He can really play."

With 1 8 touchdowns and 1 ,265

rushing yards, the 6-foot- 1 -inch,

215-pound Salaam has left his

nationally televised imprint on
Colorado victories over
Wisconsin, Michigan, Texas,
Oklahoma and Kansas State. And
like the record-setting McNair,
Salaam is making a little history

of his own - he is the only
Colorado player to rush for more
than 200 yards twice in a season

(he ran for 3 17 against Texas).

Salaam cracked the 1 ,000-yard

rushing mark in 6 games, quicker

than any Colorado back in histo-

ry. And 72 per cent of his carries

in 1994 have been against 5

ranked teams, netting him 906
yards on the ground and 1 3 touch-

downs.

These kinds of statistics are not

new for Salaam, who also ran
roughshod over the competition

in an eight man football league in

San Diego, rushing for 4,965
career yards. Because the league

had a rule that terminated games
whenever a team had a 45-0 lead.

Salaam often got tp play for only

a half. He found it was "too easy"

and not at all glamorous.

"It wasn't like we had 2,000
people watching us," he recalled.

"The police weren't holding the

crowd back. It's a lot of doctors

and lawyers watching their kids

play."

Lincoln, Neb., won't resemble

Country Day School in La Jolla,

Calif., when Salaam tries to run

against one of college football's

best defensive units.

**I remember two years ago I

went there when I was a fresh-

man," Salaam said. "It was just a

wild and fun place-to play. The
fans are real crazy. They hate

Colorado."

Salaam's name means "right-

eous, faith, peace." Last season at

Folsom Field, Salaam laid 165

yards rushing and 2 touchdowns

on Tom Osborne's defense during

a 21-17 Colorado loss.

Salaam was named Teddy
Salaam Washington after his

father, Teddy Washington. He
became Rashaan Iman (pro-
nounced E-man) Salaam when his

parents adopted the Muslim faith

when he was 1

.

Sultan Salaam and his wife are

now divorced and Rashaan *s dad
is a fire-fighter captain in Baton
Rou^e, La. The father played
freshman football at Colorado
and led the Buff JV's in rushing

before transferring to San Diego
State. Sultan, who comes to

watch Rashaan in two-a-day prac-

tices and in several games, had a

brief stint with the Cincinnati
Bengals and also played in the

Canadian Football League.

The guiding light in Rashaan's

life has been his mother, Khalada,

who founded an elementary
school in San Diego and holds her

son to a higher standard than most
college football coaches or pro-

fessors. It was Khalada who

. "I just want to play

football. I don't want to

deal with all the

hassles."

Rashaan Salaam

Colorado State Tailback

insisted that her son enroll at a

private school. Country Day,
against his will.

Part of Salaam still wants to be
back with his neighborhood bud-
dies, who call him "Iman." He
still wears a sweatband every
game that bears the word
"Skyline." He says remembering
his neighborhood roots helps
keep him humble. To his coaches

and fellow players, that doesn't

appear to be a problem.

"He's totally caught up in the

team," said Colorado Coach Bill

McCartney. "He's been intoxicat-

ed by the team spirit. He doesn't

want to do anything that would
take away from Colorado being

successful."

There have been times when
that might not have been true. As
a freshman. Salaam was arrested

with two other youths for trying

to purchase liquor illegally. That
was also the year he nearly
packed it in after the Fiesta Bowl
and transferred to another school.

When Salaam returned to San
Diego, his mother and friends

told him he was embarrassing
them by acting so irresponsibly.

Things changed quickly.

In a sense there have always
been two Rashaans, one some-
times running from the other: the

football superstar and the young
man who longs for anonymity
and his friends.

There are likely to be more
decisions ahead - whether to

come back and be the captain of
next year's Colorado team, for

example, or ponder "all these

numbers people are putting in my
head" to leave early for the

National Football League draft.

"But I still want to come back,"he

said.

When the season is over.
Salaam will sit down with his

mother and discuss his future. "I

guess Mom knows best," he con-

ceded.

"I still want to stay, but it's a

lot of pressure. There's so much
love out there among the

Colorado players. But I'm afraid

it's not going to be there at the

next level."
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UCLA slides by Air Force
Poloists dodge

bullet to win

in final quarter

By Esther Hui

~
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Compared to the squad that bat-

tled to the buzzer against Pepperdine

Sunday, the UCLA water polo team

that swam out to meet unranked Air

Force yesterday was markedly dif-

ferent. The Bruins won 11-9,

although they turned in an unin-

spired performance and failed to put

the Falcons away until the final

quarter.

"We didn't come out with the

same intensity today as against

Pepperdine," freshman Luther

Weidner said. "We played well in

spurts. We*d play well and get a

couple of goals, and then we'd let

down and they'd get back in the

game."
The Bruins (11-8 overall, 2-4 in

the Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation) started slowly, trading

off goals with Air Force until the

start of the second quarter. A sudden

burst of energy followed a steal by

UCLA goalkeeper Matt Swanson

and the Bruins scored two goals in a

row, the first by Weidner and the

second by Corbin Graham. But

UCLA was never to score ifKW than

2 goals in a row, and the 5-2 lead

which resulted was never increased.

With the score at 7-4 midway
through the third quarter, confusion

ensued after a block by Falcon goal-

keepr Craig Thomas, and Air

Force's Jason Rishel waS left

ABBY MOSKOWrrZ/Daity Bruin

Marit Sutter (7) had two goals in UCLA's 11-9 victory over Air

Force Monday.

unguarded on a fast break that

resulted in a goal. The Fakons then

scored two more unanswered goals,

one a two-pointer, to pull ahead of

the Bruins 8-7 with a minute and a

half left in the third quarter.

"We just didn't execute well

today," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "We'd get up a few
points and then we'd lose our

momentum and throw the ball

away."

UCLA hole set Mark Sutter broke

the Falcon's 4-point streak with a

backhand goal to tie die game, and a

fast break by Scott 'Rimer reclaimed

the lead at 9-8. Tommy Wong and

Tlimer added two more goals for the

Bruins, and the Falcons were only

able to score once more.

Weidner and Turner led the

Bruins with three points apiece

while Sutter had two.

"The only times we play well is

witfi intensity," Baker said. "Maybe
it's our inexperience. The problem is

diat the intensity isn't always there.

That's when you have to execute

well, and we just weren't doing that

today."

Your

Village

Grocer

FOSTER FARMS CHICKEN
FOSTER
ffAralfS®

Whole Fryers 79$/ib.

Chicken Breasts $1.79/ib.

Boneless Breasts $2.99/ib

Boneless Skinless Breasts $3.99/ib.

COKE & DIET COjCE

+ CRV

6 pack- 12 oz. cans

^^5"is 'ft''
1mM

^^^^1 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^k^^^*t^--^i^i

Open 'tl^P^lp5l{fet 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
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CLUB CORNER/By Hye Kwon Men's soccer shooting for No. 1

Club bowling team
king to expand

By Hye Kwon

Ever since sports televi-

sion has included bowl-

ing in its coverage, the

sport has been the butt of

many jokes and stereotypes.

It's been labeled "boring," a

"recreation" and many other

things that would ofTend most
serious bowlers, like UCLA's
Doug Wilcox.

"I think the media has stig-

matized bowling as a sport

played by fat, beer-bellied

men, rolling a ball down the

lane while drinking a beer,"

Wilcox said. "There's a lot

more positives than a lot of

people think."

According to Wilcox, the

fact that there are special inter-

est leagues such as seniors'

leagues and handicap leagues

among others, goes to show the

general public's accessibility to

the sport. He contends that it's

"every man's sport"

Wilcox is so serious about

the game of bowling that he

dreams of competing in the

Professional Bowlers'

Association in the future.

"I've come this far," He said.

"I think if I don't try it out, I'll

be regretting it the rest of my
life."

Wilcox is not the only bowl-

ing zealot on campus. He Hnds

company in the UCLA bowling

team that is as committed as

one would fmd in other big-

time intercollegiate sports.

They compete against other

colleges such as Cal State

Northridge and Cal State

Fullerton in the California

Intercollegiate Bowling

Conference and also participate

in various tournaments during

the year. The team will be u^av-

elling to UC Davis for a tour-

nament Nov. 5-6.

Currently, the team has only

four members - Wilcox, John

Novak, Patrick Gomez and

Michael Sim - and it is looking

for some good bowlers.

"We're looking to bowlers

with the highest averages, but

anybody with an average of

1 70 or above is eligible for

competition, as far as we're

concerned," Wilcox said.

The team is also interested

in organizing a league for

Bruins who want to bowl in an

organized setting but do not

quite have the game to com-
pete in intercollegiate tourna-

ments.

Those interested in trying

out for the bowling team

should contact the department

of recreation in the Wooden
Center for more information.

Fresno State loses,

Bruins intend to

move up in ranks

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA-men's soccer team

may be the best in the West when
the new Soccer America polls

come out this week.

After Fresno State lost on Friday,

the Bruins - ranked No. 6 in last

week's polls - should easily stand

above their regional competition.

As a result, this weekend's
matches against Notre Dame and

top-ranked Indiana should not

only give the Bruins a crack at the

top spot in the nation, but should

also settle the rivalry between the

Midwest and the West Coast.

"Indiana is number one in the

country right now and Notre
Dame has fallen off a little bit in

recent years," UCLA assistant

coach Drew Leonard said. "But
they're going to want to show that

East Coast and Midwest soccer is

the way to go, so they're going to

be tough, no doubt."
• • •

One thing that should make the

Bruins' weekend go a bit

smoother is the return of midfield-

er Caleb Meyer, who was side-

lined for two weeks with a

sprained ankle.

Meyer played the second half

of UCLA's game against San
Diego State on Sunday, and was
back at full strength.

"We're happy that Caleb came
back," UCL\ head coAch Sigi

AUDREY LEE/Daily Bfuin

Forward Robbie LaBelle of the UCLA men's soccer team ranks

third in points with 15 (five goals, five assists).

Schmid said after the ganie. "He's

shown that he's ready for next

week, so I'm very confident going

into the game next weekend."
• • •

Two potential key absences for

the Bruins, however, are defender

Adam Frye and midfielder Eddie

Lewis. Frye is out with a knee
injury and Lewis is out with a

slight cheek bone fracture. Both
players are week-to-week, and

could possibly play in Sunday's
game versus the Hoosiers.

"We'd like to be healthier,"

Schmid said. "We'd like to make
sure we have Lewis and make
sure we have Frye. but that's

probably not what's going to hap-

pen right now. But I think what

this team has shown is that differ-

ent people step up on different

days, so I think we have enough
people. We're ready and I know
they're ready."

• • •

UCLA forward Ante Razov is

still the leading scorer for the

Bruins with 26 points from 11

goals and four assists. Razov has

had four game-winning goals in

the last three games.
Lewis ranks second on the

team with 16 points (six goals,

four assists), while Robbie
LaBelle is third with 15 points

(five goals, five assists).

Goalie Chris Snitko, mean-
while, remains second in the

nation with a .45 goals against

average. Snitko has 48 saves,

and a 13-0 record.

Cmporation

invites all interested students to attend

our campus presentation.

ednesday, October 26th

6:00 Dm

Swiss Bank Corporation is

unlike any other leading global
financial organization. here

intensity is equalled and
balanced by informality,

ambition by integrity, individual

contributions by teamwork.

We have ENORMOUS NEEDS TO
staff our burgeoning global

trading department. with swiss
Bank Corporation, you'll accept

responsibility as quickly as
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management.

HUMAN RESOURCES - RECRUITING
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Chicago, IL 60604
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•
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soul
Despite adversities,

Collins leads UCSB
against Bmins tonight

By Eric Branch ';

Daily Bruin Staff

Please excuse UC Santa Barbara out-

side hitter Heather Collins if she is not

intimidated about facing the third-ranked

UCLA.women's volleyball team tonight

in Pauley Pavilion.

You see, after dealing with a serious

heart condition, playing through matches

with impacted teeth, violent cramps,

chicken pox and a severe case of the flu.

"She's the best all-around

hitter I've coached. She

can block, hrt and set.

She has all the skills."

Kathy Gregory

UCSB Head Coach

not much fazes the senior from Poway.

"Heather is a tremendous competitor,"

UCSB head coach Kathy Gregory said.

"She has always had a remaiicable ability

to play hurt."

The extensive Collins medical file

began at birth. Collins was diagnosed

with a serious genetic heart condition

known as Wolff-Parkinson-White
Syndrome (WPW). While a normal heart

rate is 70 beats per minute, a WPW heart

can beat up to 300 beats per minute dur-

ing an attack.

The condition remained mild until she

began her freshman year at UCSB. The

stress of going to college resulted in

Collins experiencing three or four attacks

in three weeks. She decided to undergo

"minor" surgery to correct the problem.

See VOLLEYBALL, page 31

OwneNotosS

•UCU25-1 vsT

•UCLAsw^ ^^^_«_^
• UCtA senior mjdde bkxdcffWi%on RarxJIck

named Pao-10 Player of theWeek for

Oct 17-23.

MELANIE OKAMUflA/Daily Brum

Edwards, Schager
shine for football

JON FERREY/Daily Bfuln

UCLA linebacker Donnie Edwards (23) was named the Hertz/Pac-10 Defensive Player of the Week

for his 16-tackle perfomance against Arizona.

Jordan on pace

to pass Stokes'

receiving marks
By Scott YamaguchI
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA football team may
have dropped its sixth consecutive

game Saturday in Arizona, but

two Bruins managed to find their

way on to the Oct. 22 list of
Hertz/Pacific- 10 Players of the

Week.
Outside linebacker Donnie

Edwards was named co-defensive

player of the week with Oregon
cornerback Kenny Wheaton,
while punterDarren Schager was

named the special teams player of

the week. Arizona wide receiver

Richard Dice was the offensive

player of the week.

Edwards, a mainstay for the

UCLA defense this season, made

a career-high 16 tackles against

the Wildcats, including 14 pri-

maries. Six of his tackles went for

a combined loss of 27 yards, and

three were sacks (20 yards). In

addition, he caused both Arizona

fumbles, the first of which set up

the Bruins' first touchdown, the

other stopping a Wildcat drive at

UCLA's eight yard-line.

Schager, meanwhile, averaged

47.9 on his seven punts, two of

which pegged Arizona on its own
three yard-line. On the season,

Schager is aver-

aging a career-

high of 43.2

yards - which
leads the Pac-
10 - and only
19 of his 43
kicks have been

returned, for a

total of 66
yards. As a

result, UCLA ranks sixth nation-

ally in net punting.
• • •

UCLA has fallen off in the sta-

tistical area of turnovers. After

eight games last year, the Bruins

were +20 in turnovers. Currently,

they are -5. In 1993, UCLA had

caused 32 turnovers, eleven of

which led to touchdowns and nine

of which resulted in field goals.

This season, the defense has

forced 10 turnovers, two of which

were converted for touchdowns

and one of which led to a field

See FOOTBALL, page 31

PaC'lO's year of the quarterback? Try again next season

Eric

Billigmeier

Memo to Wayne Cook: Maybe
it's not your fault. Everyone

and their Aunt Bea knows

the deal - UCLA's quarterback is not

having a good year.

He has shown flashes of his past self

(read: 1993), like Saturday vs. Arizona,

but compared to last season. Cook has

struggled Uicmcndously. At times this

year, struggled was not a sufficient

description.

Now, early on, he did lose the ser-

vices of his main receiver (JJ. Stokes)

and three of his offensive linemen,

whose replacements played like replace-

ments. And for awhile, I accepted those

excuses as valid.

But not anymore.

Now I've got a reason for the season

myself: Everybody reeks. That's correct,

kids, virtually every signal-caller in the

whole Pacific- 10 Conference is ridin' a

stink bomb in '94. Cook is trapped in a

tornado of 1 guys who can 't seem to

hit the broad side of the Rose Bowl.

Basically speaking, it isn't Wayne's

fault It can't be - he just happens to be

stuck quaiteibacking UCLA during a

season in which everything that was

supposed to happen hasn't.

UCLA was supposed to challenge for

the league title again. Uh, no.

The Pac-10 was supposed to, as

usual, dominate their weak little brothers

from the WAC. Well, we got *em twk;e.

Out of eight.

Cal was supposed to suck eggs. Well,

okay, a few things panned out as expect-

ed.

Point being, nothing's gone exactly as

planned this year. That's especially true

for the quartert)acks in tfiis wacky

See page 30

^

Player of thci
Congratulations to Alyson Randick (left) of

the UCLA women's volleyball team, who
was named this week*s Pac-10 Player of the

Week. Rmidick» ajMu«r middle blocker, led

the Bruins to two victorife$ over the Arizona

schools this past weekend,^

IBM

Tho
Bottom

Line

Air raid ..

The UCLA men's water polo team took on the

Air Force Falcons yesterday at the Sunset Canyon

Pool. The Bruins found themselves engaged in

quite a battle...
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Bylaw change put on hold
Council waits to

vote on proposal

after much criticism

By PtiiNIp Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

The undergraduate student

council tabled a proposal
Tuesday night to redefine the

contingency-funding procedure

for student groups after lengthy

debate and heavy administration

criticism.

The proposed bylaw change
would require student groups to

turn in typed and itemized pro-

posals two days in advance.
Student groups would also have

to go through a formal hearing

process.

Currently, no set application

deadline or formal hearing pro-

cedure exists.

An administrative representa-

tive challenged the suggested
bylaw cliange. arguing that its

wording was too specific.

**rd remove language like

*must,* *shair and 'will,'" Lyle

Timmerman said. "These are

things that you should be very

careful in using."

Timmerman went through the

bylaw change line by line, find-

ing fault in almost every one of

the proposal's clauses.

Finance committee Chairman
Matt Bianco, who sponsored the

motion, defended the proposal

by saying that the strict language

was necessary to clarify the

funding process.

Critics at the meeting said that

the bylaw change could result in

abuses of finance committee
power.

Critics added that the pro-

posed two-thirds requirement

for overturning finance commit-

tee decisions could result in a

council minority being able to

block the action of the majority.

Currently a simple majority is

required.

Undergraduate President Rob
Greenhalgh argued that a stricter

procedure would allow for less

political bias to be introduced by
Finance Committee and council

members.
The proposed bylaw change

contains several additions and
deletions to current policy,

which the proposal sponsors say

is inadequate.

"Groups aren't really aware of

how the finance committee
comes up with these numbers,"

Bianco said. "In the past, hear-

ings have not been open to mem-
bers - it's been a very executive

sessfion."

One representative from a stu-

dent advocacy group argued
before the board that the majori-

ty of the changes were benefi-

cial, but that some of the rule

changes would be detrimental to

the student body as a whole.

"(The new protocols) would
make a progressive step into

clarifying the process," said
African Student Union
spokesman J. Jioni Palmer.

See BYLAWS, page 13

Path to funding

The undergraduate student govemnient put off a motion

until Nov. 8 which would have adopted a new method of

fijnding UCLA's student groups. Below are the cun-ent

and proposed processes.

Current Proposed

-| Proposal
submitted.

-| Proposal must be typed,
' itemized and submitted at

least two days prior to

Finance Committee meeting.

2 Finance
. Committee holds
hearing and votes
on proposal.

2 Finance Committee holds

hearing. Student advocacy
group representative is

required to attend.

q USAC holds
^- hearing and votes.

Finance Committee
deliberates in closed session

and posts results.

4.
Money given.

A Proposal heard and voted
^' on by USAC.

g Money given.

Soiffce: USAC agenda documents
JINO OK/Daily Brum

Inside A&E

Smokbi'!
Not only did screenwriter

Michael Werb create the

catch-phrase of the '90s in

his blockbuster hit. The
Mask, he also went to

UCLA. He speaks today at

Melnitz following a free

serening of the film.

See page 19

Inside Sports

Walk this

way ...

UCLA soccer pteyer Joe

Christie was off to Cal
before Bruin coach Sigi

Schmid called him. Now,
he's a fixture in the UCLA
lineup.

See page 36

ROTC under fire
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AnIMOTC piofrtfi march at noon Tuesday arguing that "don't ask, don't

teir violates the UCLA's anti<liscrlminat)on policy.

Quake victims

picic up pieces
Months after temblor,

displaced Valley residents

continue with adjustments
By Brett Pauly
Los Angeles Daily News

Isabelle Silverman has been missing woric with a broken

wrist since u-ipping over the food bowl of her daughter's

pooch.

Julienne Hardy is readying her family for another year in a

cramped camper in their Granada Hills driveway.

And Stella and Nicholas Boyias' baby boy is raring to

crawl but has no suitable floor space in the trailer parked out-

side their Northridge house.

Home away from home has perbaps never been so distress-

ing for the San Fernando Valley residents and countless num-

bers of their neighbors still displaced more than nine months

after the Northridge Earthquake.

The contradictory living situation has turned lives topsy-

turvy but, at the same time, lent a new closeness to some fam-

ilies who have found a silver lining in the upheaval caused by

the Jan. 17 temblor

"It's been stressful - five people living in a 29-foot trailer,"

said Stella Boyias, 31, mother of Coula, 5, Angela, 2, and

VEisilis, 8 months. "We had no idea it would take this long."

"We're t)ask:ally camping out in the street, but you could-

n't get any better bonding," added her husband, Nicholas, 45,

owner of a video-disbibution company.

"We're stronger for toughing it out. It's made our marriage

stronger, too. My wife and I have found we're good partners.

See RECOVERY, page 11

Athletic department undergoes yearlong study
By Alllton Leikowltz

Daily Bruin Staff

As part of a National Collegiate

Athletic Association certification

program, UCLA's athletic depart-

ment is undergoing a year-long

study examining areas including

academic and financial integrity,

rules compliance and a commit-
ment to equity between men's and

women's sports.

Stemming from a pilot evalua-

tion program in which UCLA took

part, the NCAA decided to exam-

ine all Division I schools over a

five year period and assign the

equivalent of an academic accred-

itation. Division I is a category of

schools with large athletic pro-

grams offering players scholar-

ships.

The certification determines if

the school's athletic program
meets the association's standards.

UCLA is part of a second wave of

schools to be examined.

Chancellor Charles Young
appointed UCLA administrators

including committee chair Peter

Blackman, vice chancellor of cap-

ital programs; Claudia Mitchell-

Kernan, vice chancellor of
academic affairs and Edward
Alpers, dean of the College of

Letters & Science, to the study's

steering committee.

The study, according to Young,

"aims to ensure honesty and

integrity in athletics operations."

Subcommittees, some includ-

ing the voices of student athletes,

are reviewing each area and will

present written reports to the

steering committee in January.

The main committee will then

evaluate these reports and pass on

the information to the NCAA.
Evaluations will be made based

on standards, known as operating

See ATHLETIC, page 11
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What's Brewin' Today
11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

**The Creative F>rofessional" with representa-

tives from Deloitte & Touche
Ackerman3517
839-2870

Noon

Center for tlie Study ofWomeir
"Locating Women's Dancing in Progressive

U.S. History"

Kinsey 288
825-0590

2 p.m.

Slide show: "Principles of True Love and

Living"

Ackermari2412 ;

(213)221-170^

4 p.m.

Latinas/os Building Bridges in Psychology

Orientation meeting

Franz Undergraduate Lounge
208-6221

5 p.m.

Retention ofAmerican Indians Now!
Academic success workshop
Campbell 3232
206-7513

6 p.m.

Shakespeare's Insane Asylum
Reading of "Henry VI" - please bring a copy

of the play

Rolfe2310
824-2437

7 p.m.

Korean American United Students for

Education and Service

"Korean Americans and Prop. 187: A
Violation of Our Rights"

Doddl70
825-7184

7:30 p.m.

Samahang Filipino

Pilipino Cultural Night Information Meeting

Franz 1178

825-2727

8 p.m.

Senior Citizens Project

Volunteer training session

Kerckhoflf404

825-2333

9 p.m.

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse Jazz Series

Shuichi Komiyama Sextet

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse

825-6564

M.

Generation Xers said to

swap grunge for glamour

ByDalHuynh
Houston Chronlde

HOUSTON— After a king spell

shrouded in sober, shapeless ck)thes.

Generation X is following fashion's

lead and snubbing grunge for glam-

our.

"People are dressing up more.

They're even dressing up to go to

classes," said Jacqueline Roberts,

19, a pre-pharmacy student at the

University of Houston.

Roberts used to borrow herbrotti-

er's plaid shirts t6 emulate the

grunge look, but she has traded

them for ankle-length dresses,

palazzo pants and blouses of rayon

or silk.

The pendulum is swinging back

toward glamour, said Cindy Gomez,
Dillard's vice [niesident of advertis-

ing and sales promotion.

Among the many indications of

the change are young women
emerging from their homes in

brights radier than neutrals and vel-

vet and satin moonlighting as day

fabrics. Meanwhile, designers are

splashing fabrics that are syncmy-

mous with glamour, such as organ-

zas, silks and chiffons, all over

fJEishion runways.

This shoukbi't come as a big sinr-

prise. For the past two years, design-

ers have been trying to steer the

young set away from grunge and

retro '70s and '60s ck)thes, but ^th
minimal success until now.

"Young people are tired of the

grunge look, and they're tired of

being casual all the time," said

Emily Schwanecke, 23, a psydiolo-

gy student at the University of St.

TlKJmas.

Another, perhaps more decisive,

reason is that many Xers are

embarking on careers.

Shanna Pounds, 22, graduated

with a maiiceting degree from the

University of Texas last year. "Ift

sdKX>l, you were pretty casual," sakl

Pounds, whose wardrobe consisted

mainly of T-shirts and jeans or

shorts.

But since she started woilcing in

an ofTice, Pounds said, "My taste

has gotten more sophisticated, pro-

fessional and feminine."

Today, if Pounds wears jeans, she

dresses them up with a red tuxedo

vest and pearl earrings.

"A lot of people arc calling this

the return of glamour," said

Venonique Vienne of Express cloth-

ing stores. "But for Generation X,

it's discovering glamour for the first

time."

While growing up, they opted for

grunge wear because they viewed

dressing up as a chore and some-

thing contrived, she said. "Now
tfiey're getting a little more sophisti-

cated, and they're realizing that it's

fun to be seductive."

But what ^peals to this genera-

tion is not necessarily the

Hollywood glamour currently the

rage on fashion runways.

Glamour to these young women
is anything that makes them look

and feel pretty, Vienne said. It's sim-

ple and personalized, whether a vel-

vet dress widi a pink paika or jeans

paired with a purple mohair sweater.

Going along with the trend.

Express has moved away from
grunge, Vienne said. The store,

which caters to those 18 and older,

isn't carrying as many flannel shirts

as last year. The ones it does offer

are prei^y-style plaids that young
women can wear under pin stripe

suits.

"Young woinen today have a

more definite style that they want to

See QENX, page 12
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Braunmuller thrives on
Shakespearian lit and students

English prof revels

in teaching, aims

for an intellectual

exchange' of ideas

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Sipping a cup of French Roast,

leaning on a table outside the

North Campus eatery, English

Professor A. R. Braunmuller,
remembers a time in 1971 when
he loved the UCLA campus and

students, but wasn't so crazy

about the city.

Recalling his first months with

the UCLA department of English

- when he still held his northern

California prejudice against Los
Angeles - Braunmuller talked

about the time he was driving

home on Sunset Boulevard with

the top down on his convertible,

and the suh on his face.

Cruising down the boulevard,

he glanced at a Rolls Royce
beside him - an icon of the

Hollywood glitz and pretension he

held in such disdain, he said.

But what he discovered on the

other side of the car was some-
thing that completely changed his

mind about Los Angeles - a deer

galloping along the grassy center

divider keeping pace with his car.

"At once I had nature and the

highest of artifice on both sides,

and after that, (Los Angeles) has

only gotten better," Braunmuller

said.

Awarded the 1994-96 UCLA
Gold Shield Faculty Prize this

year, and entering his first year as

president of the Renaissance
English Text Society, Braunmuller

said he loves UCLA and the city.

"Los Angeles welcomes, and it

accepts so many different values,

so many different people, that it

just makes for a wonderftjl envi-

ronment," Braunmuller said.

A scholar of Shakespeare and

Renaissance dramatic literature,

Braunmuller is now editing a ver-

sion of Shakespeare's "Macbeth."

And after its completion, he

plans to begin researching what

Shakespeare and his contempo-
raries revealed about societal atti-

tudes through literary and
dramatic interpretations of the

law, Braunmuller said.

Originally, he planned to be an

aeronautical engineer, but during

"Being able to look

critically ... is more

important than knowing

when Ben Jonson died."

Professor Braunmuller

his undergraduate years at

Stanford University, Braunmuller

quickly discovered his love for the

concepts of representation, enact-

ment and action that

Shakespeare's dramatic works
involved, he said.

Calling them "pleasing to the

ear, and comprehensible to the

mind," Braunmuller now teaches

dramatic works with ease at

UCLA, and although he loves

reading novels, he wouldn't know
how to teach them, he said.

When he first introduces under-

graduate students to Shakespeare
- especially those in his lower
division classes - he begins by
introducing them to all that hap-

pens at a theater.

Knowing that many have never

been to the theater, Braunmuller

explains to them what exactly

constitutes the stage and what

exactly constitutes the spectators.

"After that, I just let them loose

on any piece of Shakespeare and

they're fine," Braunmuller said.

Calling students the universi-

ty's primary engine, Braunmuller

considers the drive for excellence

at UCLA that pushes professors to

publish and contribute to the intel-

lectual pool only a fact of belong-

ing to such an institution.

But ultimately, "no teacher is

unaffected by the desire to teach,"

he said

Once quoted in the Bruin say-

ing, "What we're doing is raising

a generation who is learning to

spell relief r-o-l-a-i-d-s,"

Braunmuller likes to encourage
critical and independent thought

in his classes.

He is unable to get away from

the fact that there is only one of

him and scores of students at

UCLA - pushing him to be as

inclusive as possible with his stu-

dents, he said.

So if anyone ever happens to sit

in on one of his classes, they may
think they are listening in on a

languid conversation over a cup of

coffee.

First introducing an idea, then

inviting members of the class to

take the discussion further, he

tries to maintain a stream of intel-

lectual exchange, Braunmuller
said.

And although the amount of

information he gets across may be

less, students retain more than if

he tried conducting class standing

behind a podium, he added.

"Being able to look critically at

an article, book or play is more
important than knowing when
Ben Jonson died," he said.

Braunmuller views literature

and drama as "timely" not "time-

less," and he believes his area of

scholarship has a somewhat trans-

historical existence.

Wl>»U*flL»4crftiai

'The (modern) culture has

more or less decided that there are

plays worth talking about so they

are a part of a continuing cultural

dialogue," Braunmuller said.

"It*s a privilege to be

doing what Tm doing ...

I find it very

rewarding."

Professor Braunmuller

Toying with his half empty cup

of coffee, he looks at his present

days in UCLA's labyrinth of con-

struction fences and dust clouds as

still very committed to scholar-

ship and teaching after nearly 23

years at UCLA.
"It's a privilege to be doing

what I'm doing," Braunmuller

said. "And as hard as it can be

from day to day, 1 find it very

rewarding."

He fills out the rest of his life

with jogging, traveling or eating

out with friends at the Japanese-

French Cafe Katsu in Los
Angeles. He would ultimately like

to travel to China or India and just

watch the people in those coun-

tries.

Maybe he'd even learn to use

the railroad system in India - after

all, travel is self-exploration as

well as other-exploration, he said.

And although he has visited vir-

tually every country in Europe,

and traversed the United Stales to

study at Stanford and then Yale

University in Connecticut, he still

won't admit what state on the east

coast he was born in.

"I won't reveal the state

because you'll just make fun of

it," he said.

Big brothers seeks Bruin volunteers for youth

TARA PRESCOTT

Twelve-year-old Michael Espfn, one of many Httle brothers, plays a high-speed hockey game. ^

—

Program provides

male role models

for boys in single

parent situations

By Tare Prescott '

Michael Espin is a modern
Huckleberry Finn whose raft is a

pair of Rollerblades. His

Mississippi River is an asphalt

street. At every West Valley Roller

Hockey match, Espin fearlessly

charges through thickets of hock-

ey sticks.

But Espin wasn't always so

self-assured. Four years ago, he

was a shy 8-year-old boy, doing

poorly in school and struggling

with his father's death.

Then Espin' s mother contacted

Catholic Big Brothers.

The organization is one of sev-

eral non-profit groups which
addresses the needs of children in

single parent situations. Respite

its name. Catholic Big Brothers

places no emphasis on religious

background.

Though many college students

are involved with Big Brothers

each year, no UCLA students

have volunteered for the program

this fall. And with the increasing

number of boys who are in need

of male role models. Catholic Big

-^^Brothers has turned to colleges to-

fill the void.

"They want to set up a college

liaison group to see if we could

coordinate activities," said

Christopher Ranieri, chairman of

the Big Brothers advisory com-
mittee. "We would like to link up

with a fraternity at UCLA for a

cook-out, flag football or volley-

ball.

'The students could talk to the

Little Brothers about college life

and future career plans," Ranieri

explained. "We'd love to see peo-

ple help out in any way they can.

There is quite a backlog of

unmatched Little Brothers."

Currently, more than 200 Little

Brothers are waiting to be

matched in the Los Angeles area.

Espin was once one of those

unmatched boys.

"I first noticed when his dad

got sick that he wasn't going out

any more,'" said Donna
Guglielmo, Espin's mother. "I

heard about Big Brothers and sent

in an application. It was almost

six months later when we got the

call. Theyliad a match."

Hie match was Ranieri and the

pair has endured for almost four

years.

"At one time I worked with

teen-agers in a youth group in

Texas," Ranieri said. "I just got to

a point where I decided I needed

to do something to give back to

See Bi«eR011IC8,^pag&12^
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World
Mexicans cMifraged

at U.S. xenophobia
MEXICO CITY— In a year that was to

inaugurate a new era of bilateral partner-

ship, the anti-immigrant sentiment that is

surging in the United States - and espe-

cially in California - is generating a wave

of outrage in Mexico.

Proposition 187 has brought extraordi-

narily open and sharp criticism from
Mexican officials, politicians and civic

groups.

The scrupulous silence that Mexican

officials have historically kept on matters

of American politics has been shattered.

Senior aides to President Carlos Salinas

de Gortari have denounced Proposition

187 as xenophobic and racist.

Russians arglie over

severity of oil spili

MOSCOW — Russian officials

Tuesday had differing and sometimes
conflicting accounts of a large oil spill

from a pipeline in the Russian Arctic

republic of Komi, near the city of Usinsk.

.But they agreed that the main damage
had occurred more than a month ago, that

some form of cleanup operation has been

under way, and that the spillage of oil,

while large, is considerably smaller than

American officials said on Monday.

But the Russian Ministry for

Environmental Protection and Natural

Resources Tuesday sent a delegation of

officials to the area to see for themselves.

In Washington, William White, the

Deputy Secretary of Energy, said

Monday that the spill was over 2 million

barrels of oil, or eight times the size of

the spill when the Exxon Valdez ran

aground off Alaska in 1989.

Clinton begins tour

of the Middle East
CAIRO — Embarked on a mission to

pursue what he called "new steps" toward

peace in the Middle East, President

Clinton touched down in the Egyptian

capital just after midnight early

Wednesday, launching a whirlwind tour

of the region that will take him to Israel

and five Arab countries in four days.

Arriving. under a thin crescent of

nnoon, Clinton's first stop on his first trip

to the Middle East as president was to

pay a visit to the tomb of Anwar Sadat,

the Egyptian leader who was assassinated

by Muslim extremists in 1982, three

y^ars after becoming the first Arab head

of state to sign a peace treaty with Israel.

Administration officials said Clinton

had deliberately chosen to begin his visit

to the Middle East in Egypt, in order to

pay special homage to Sadat's role.

Toyota designs new
iow-cost 'worid car'

TOKYO — The Toyota Motor Corp.

delivered a dramatic warning Tuesday to

competitors that think the strong yen has

priced Japanese cars out of the market:

Don't rest easy.

Japan's leading auto maker said it is

planning to develop a small car that will

cost so little to produce that it will be

competitive in world markets even when
manufactured in high-cost Japan and
even at an exchange rate of 80 yen to the

dollar.

The Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Japan's

leading financial newspaper, reported

Tuesday that the automobile company
had set up a task foijce to design a "world

car" with production cost 30 percent

below that of existing models. The car

would go on sale in 1998 and could be an

eventual successor to the subcompact
Corolla, the newspaper said.

Study finds Implants

not iinlced to cancer
WASHINGTON — Studies presented at

a meeting of rheumatologists Tuesday

confiitn that no association between sili-

cone breast implants and connective tis-

sue disease has been found, even in

relatively large groups of women studied.

Dr. Marc Hochberg of the University

of Maryland School of Medicine in

Baltimore, the leader of one of the studies

presented at the American College of

Rheumatology meeting in Chicago, said

in a telephone interview Tuesday that

"women with breast implants should be

somewhat reassured by these data."

He said that there appears to be no con-

nection between the implants and con-

nective tissue diseases such as

scleroderma and related disorders, lupus

and arthritis. ;

Center reports teen
Mrth rate In decline
The rate of births to girls ages 15 to 17

declined by 2 percent in 1992 - the first

decline since 1986, according to data

released Tuesday by the National Center

for Health Statistics.

Population experts said the decline,

while slight, marked an important turning

point from the 27 percent increase in

births to young teen-aged mothers in the

years from 1986 to 1991.

"It points to some encouraging news,"

said Susan Tew, a spokeswoman for the

Alan Guttmacher Institute, a nonprofit

group concerned with reproduction.

"We know that the abortion rates

among 15 to 17 year olds are lower, and

the new findings show the birth rates are

lower, too."

Judge bins return

of Cuban refugees
MIAMI— Responding to a lawsuit that

seeks political asylum for Cuban refugees

held in detention camps, a federal district

judge here barred the Clinton administra-

tion Tuesday from turning over to

Havana a group of refugees detained at

the United States naval base at

, Guantanamo Bay in Cuba.

The emergency order, by Judge Clyde

Atkins, blocked the last-minute departure

of a flight carrying 23 Cuban refugees

who had requested repatriation. A hearing

on whether to grant a temporary restrain-

ing order to block other flights until the

refugees have a chance to meet with

lawyers was scheduled for Wednesday.

The refugees, who have been held

since the administration began its policy

of indefinite detention last August after

thousands of Cubans set out in boats and

rafts for the United States, are now vol-

. unteering to return home.

Lawyers' high fees
talcen liefore court
A federal judge has questioned attempts

by lawyers representing Rodney King to

charge taxpayers $4.4 million in legal

fees - including time spent attending

King's birthday party and driving him to

talk-show appearances.

The $4.4 million billed by Steven
Lerman and 22 other lawyers exceeds the

$3.8 million King was awarded in dam-
ages over his videotaped beating by Los

Angeles police officers on March 3,

1991.

In submining bills for 13,000 hours of

work, attorneys included time spent by

attorneys accompanying King to the

Larry King and Oprah Winfrey talk

shows, giving trial-day interviews to the

press and attending a birthday party for

King.
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AN OPEN LEnER TO THE CAMPUS ON NIGHT LIGHTING

With the end of daylight savings time drawing near, it is important to

reiterate that night lighting is a leading priority for Facilities Management and

the USAC Facilities Commission. In 1982, we started a program to identify

and correct safety hazards caused by inadequate lighting. Since that time.

Facilities Management has spent over $1,000,000 on night lighting

improvements. c

A professional lighting consultant was engaged and recommended new and

better ways to meet UCLAs night lighting challenge. Facilities Management

sponsored "Night Walks" to review the consultant's recommendations. The

Night Walks included representatives from Campus Community Safety Campus

Architects and Engineers, and Student Government. Facilities Management

then implemented the night lighting improvements.

But that's not all. Night lighting efforts require constant vigilance on the part

of the Facilities Management staff. Maintenance personnel are dedicated to

replacing exterior bulbs on a daily basis and groundskeepers trim shrubs back

from walkways to keep them from interfering with light sources.

But the commitment to improve campiis niglit lighting is not restricted

to Facilities Management. Others share the commitment to improve

campus night lighting:

... Chancellor Young actively supports efforts to correct night lighting

deficiencies and has funded $500,000 in exterior lighting projects over

the last several years.

... The Campus Parking Service has Invested approximately $600,000 in an

on-going program to upgrade the lighting in parking structures and on

, surface lots.

... Capital Programs has managed lighting retrofit efforts to upgrade campus

street lights.
,

... The Campus Housing Adminstration has provided additional lighting in

areas adjacent to the Residence Halls.

Your help is needed too!

.. If you spot lights that have burned out. just call the Trouble CaU Center

(extension 5-9236) anytime of the day or night. These calls receive our

highest priority.

... If you know of a particularly dark area along campus pathways, call Carol

Conrad, in Facilities Management, at extension fr6645, so that she can

include ith the Annual Night Lighting Program.

... In the interim, for your own safety, please select well-lit pathways, even if

they take a few extra minutes.

... Remember, Campus Community Safety Department's ^ort Program is

there to assist. Just call extension 5-1493.

With your cooperation, we can provide a safe, supportive campus

environment.

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT / USAC FACILITIES COMMISSION

1
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Political junkies can follow election on Internet
By Tupper Hull

San Franeisco Examiner

SACRAMENTO. Calif. —
Poll-watchers and political

junkies from around the world can

follow the latest in California's

election news through a unique

experiment on the Internet com-
puter network.

The project, announced
Monday, is a joint venture by the

Secretary of State's office and
Digital Equipment Corp. and may
be the largest on-line computer
undertaking ever, officials with

both organizations said.

The state will provide pre-elec-

tion material like that contained in

the pamphlet mailed to registered

voters and up-to-the-minute
results on election night. Digital is

providing equipment to make the

system woiic.

"We expect this to be revolu-

tionary," said Tony Miller, acting

secretary of state. "For the first

time, those people with access to

the information highway wiJl be
able to get direct, unfiltered access

to election results."

Digital spokeswoman Robin
Landers said the company decided

to get involved in the project as a

public service and to demonstrate

the power of the company's equip-

ment.

'*We want to demonstrate that

this leading-edge technology can

make important government infor-

mation available to the common
man and common woman. This

really is high tech at the service of

.

the electorate," Landers said.

"The second reason is to show
the commercial strength of our
equipment and its ability to handle

a very high volume of access in a

very short period of time. It can

handle a whopping load of
access."

During a limited experiment
during the June primary election,

an estimated 475,000 people
obtained election results via the

Internet. Backers of the latest pro-

ject say they expect a much larger

number to use the system Nov. 8.

See INTERNET, page 14

Not all things can t)e done

on a drive through basis

WPI-t^^'l VI • k^^n bAciciiiiid'uoii. '-. A-riciys i Teeth

.11 r^Ll."\l^. 4^?U- Cleaning Expire? 6 30 95

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•C^ien Late Hours, Free Parking/Validated Parking

•Checks, Credit Cards and Insurance Forms Wekixne
•17 Years in Private Practice in Westwood

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire A SanU Monica BL)

For Appointmeiit Calk (310) 474-3765

TONIGHT 8pm

ACKERMAN GRAND

BALLROOM
dcksts available now at c.t.i.

i/t^|M4c« mafic mtn. tlx at cto. paid for by uiac.

^mTA:.:
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Debate brews over 'semHiuman' status of apes
By Charles Seabrook
Cox News Service

ATLANTA - After years of

intensive studies with pygmy chim-

panzees and other apes, a Georgia

State University scientist says their

human-like emotions, intellect and

ability to acqutrb language should

make the apes eligible for "semi-

human" legal status.

Dr. Sue Savage-Rumbaugh,

whose language research with £q)es

has garnered international acclaim,

acknowledges that such status

would raise immense moral and
legal issues concerning their use in

medical experiments and keeping

them in zoos.

But in a new book, she says that

after nearly two decades of working

with chimpanzees and pygmy
chimps, also known as bonobos,

she is convinced that their emo-

tions, intellect and consciousness

are at least "morally equivalent" to

those of profoundly retarded chil-

dren.

"We certainly would not put

these children in a zoo to be
gawked at as examples of nature,"

she says, "nor would we permit

medical experimentation to be con-

ducted on them."

She says the same respect, digni-

ty and legal protection should be

granted to the great apes: chim-
panzees, bonobos and gCMillas.

"The moral boundary, artificial-

ly erected by us (between the apes),

is no longer defensible," she says.

The debate over animals' moral

rights is centuries old. Many of the

great philosophers, including Rene
Descartes in the 1 7th century, said

animals cannot tfiink and therefore

have no moral rights. .

In recent years, however, animal

rights groups have staged strident

demonstrations and'^ampaigns to

halt the use of apes and other ani-

mals in scientific experiments.

Savage-Rumbau^, herself a tar-

get of some of those protests, says

she supports an effort in Britain

mounted by a group known as the

Great Ape Movement to grant the

apes semi-human legal status.

See APES, page 13
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ID DRIVING & TRAFnC SCHOOL W
aA^C UCLA & ALL Student Discount 41^WJ "1 Traffic School on Weekdays & Saturdays Ul

aV ^ 1 093 Braxton Ave. #218 |3 1 Oj 208-3333 »
In Westwood Vlllaqe, above the Wherehouse Ul
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Hot Hair Salon
1007BROXTONAVE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310)824-2576

WAXING BYMINA

Bikini Wax....^.$8
European Facial $45
Eyelash Tint $1

2

Lip or Chin Wax $5
Eyebrow Wax $6
Half Legs ...$10

Upper Legs & Bikini $15
Full Legs & Bikini $20
Arms $14

Underarms $8

\\\i \i \k \ \ I \ u > \

MONDAY, OCT. ^IST

7:4Sam-8:30pm
ACKERMAN Union Students Store

Seuect Merchandise Available in Other Jtoue uocations

THnR
on Campus

vL lA «^ sX, O r.i « X l#, Li, J* X,>

Wednesdaj' ,

October 26 , 3pm
ACkerman G-rand

Ballroom

John Edgar
Wideman

read^ and jignj

atheralong
A lucditation or.

rather J and ^on^,
Pace and oociet^

:it]i. conx

(Fatheralong is) at
once an intensely

personal memoir and
a iierce public

maniiested by "one
oi our very iinest
writers, period."
"The New Republic

Co-sponsored by

s

•Bookzone
•Center lor Alro-
American Studies

BbP'k zone
a ; I ri Students' Store

— The Bookzone in located on A-Uvet Ackerm.n Union/206-404 1/M-TK 7:46-7; Fri 7:46-6; S«i IO-6i Sun 12-6
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By Marlon Manuel
Cox News Service

A conservative mother of three,

Sandra Green^won her 1990 school

board election in die GQP foothold

of Lake County, Fla. But two years

after a Christian majority she calls

"far right-wing radicals" took over

the board. Green has decided to cut

her Republican ties and run for re-

election as a Democrat

At a time when social ccxiserva-

tives are taking charge of the GOP
throu^iout the country. Republicans

in the citrus hub west of Orlando

have grown tired of a faction they

say has lunged too far right

Voters already have vented frus-

trations similar to Green's. In the

September Republican runoff, they

rejected three candidates sui^xxting

the work of the board majority. The
last scheduled meeting of the old

board was the first of this week; new
members take their seats at a Nov.

22 meeting.

"I'm the most conservative per-

son I know, and I can't call myself a

conservative anymore because of die

connotation," Green said. "I could

not identify myself with those peo-

ple philosophically. There are five

Christians on the board, but I can't

use that word anymore because of

them."

InFkxidaand 17 other states, the

religious right maintains working
control of Ae GOP, and it has foiged

a strong base in 13 others, according

to a survey by Campaigns and
Elections Magazine.

But Gail Burry, president of the

Lake County teachers' union, said

the runoflF was not only a rejection of

die far right but also a mandate for

moderate views.

"The voters in Lake County

in Florida
wouldn't want extremely liberal

candidates on the school board,

either," Burry said.

At Gneen's first meeting in 1990,

another freshman board member -

Pat Hart, a conservative aligned with

Christian education groups -

brought a stack of books she wanted

banned from the school system.

Among them was a children's

See RIQHTWINQ, page 12

Are you consftEterIng theologieal education?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THE DIVIIflTY SCHOOL
Is holciing general information sessions

Come learn about our master's degree programs, including

Miffiter of Theologicai Studies and Master of Divinity

Dual degree options and cross-r^MMHton opportuntttes

wrttti ttie oHieriftMvard graduate faculties

Mmt With A Representee:
Date: Thursday, October27
Time: Ws&& a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

J^ism: Ackerman Union Grand Ballroom
Mtsi^dents, All majors, All years welcome

PIZZA usjm
Italian Restaurant

207-5900
anl8"

Rzza
(it's huge!)

11628SANK MOiVICA BLVD.
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 1 1-2 AMm X-LARGE

AH ttw toppings

your heart desires

15' Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

onlyWH
plus Garlic Bread and 2 Cokes

only $9.99
Add $1 and mote it_an Ex-w^l 8;_

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGE!
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

^^

FREE 6-pdck of Coke

The UCLA Business
Investment Society

proudly presents

EQUITIES - Part I
A discussion on technical analysis

with Bryan Gindoff

• Current manager of a multi-million
dollar hiedge fund

• Publishes monthly newsletter,
"The Investment Strategist"

Franz 1260
6:45 p.m.

Wednesday, October 26, 1994
Funded by Campus Progams Committee of the Program Activities Board

For more information Call Rob at (310) 206-6623
J
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Folklife expert joins American Soutii Festival
By Howard Pousner
Cox News Service

ATLANTA — Up with
Southern people, says George
Holt, the newly named Cultural

Olympiad consultant who will help

shape its Festival of the American
South in Centennial Park during

the *96 Olympic Games.
The Southem folklife expert has

never met Billy Payne, but he

agrees wholeheartedly with the

ACOG chiefs prediction that this

region's people will captivate
OlympicVisitors just as successful-

ly as Barcelona's architecture did

in '92.

Literally directing a cast of thou-

sands during the festival, planned

for July 17 to Aug. 4, 1996, Holt
will have the mission of showcas-

ing traditional and contemporary
Southem culture - everything from

music and food to crafts and story-

telling. Walking distance from sev-

eral Olympic sports venues, the

festival is expected to draw Oirongs
- peitiaps 200,000 daily.

"Next to the Games themselves,

visitors will be most interested in

getting exposure to authentic
Southem culture," the 42-year-old

native Texan and longtime North
Carolinian says. "That's where
their interest is going to be, and we

need to be prepared to serve that

intcresL"

He will report to Olympiad
humanities producer Leslie
Gordon, who says every finalist for

the full-time consultant's position

told her that Holt was the best per-

son for the job.

"Over 20 years, George has pro-

duced everything from a British-

American festival to an
African-American music tour to a

celebration of Native American
culture," Gordon says. "He's
incredibly well respected in many
fields and is Smithsonian trained,

so what mcwe could you want?"

Holt, who is taking a leave of
absence from his job as director of

the North Carolina Arts Council's

folklife section, will not be acting

alone. Though the arrangement has

See CUIJURE, page 14
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Advertise It Works.
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For God so loved the world,

that he gave his only

begotten son, that

whosever believeth in Him
should iK)t perish, but have

everlasting life.
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-SINCE 1969-

Family Planning Associates Medical Group

ABORTION TO 24 WEEKS
(General or Local Anesthesia)

Free Pregnancy Testing
Early Pregnancy Test

(Immediate Test Results)

Birth Control

Outpatient Female Sterilization

LOS ANGELES
601 S. Westnx)reiarKi Av«.

(213)738-7283

INGLEWOOD
426 East 99th Si
(213)678-5581

LOS ANGELES
6000 San Vicente Blvd.

(213)937-1390

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
12903 Victory Blvd.

(818)763-6251

WEST LOSANGELES
12304 Sani Monica Blvd.

(310)820^084

TORRANCE
21320 Hawthorne
(310)316-8879

• Insixance
•Health Plans

•MedK^al
•Visa

•MasterCard
• Oisoover

Se Habia EspafM

e e r Health Counselor
ServInq ThE UCLA CoMMUNiTy SInce I 972

PHC oe^x^aao kwth andott^e^emancfe^tnent Cocutse^^Of^'e

n

^..».

In a non-threatening atmosphere, you and your partner will learn soothing massagef

techniques. A romantic bonding experience designed to increase intimacy bety<een

you and your partner _^_^_^_______'
lUVALLE BOARDROOM TODAY 12:00-1:00

FREE!
'

Sjionsored by SHS/Healtli Educatio^^For More Info Call 825-3020
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Recycle This Paper.

HEALTH CARE IS NOTA RIGHT!

THE SINGLE PAYER
SYSTEM: BAD
MEDICINE FOR
CALIFORNIA

and how to protect your free choice in medicine

A talk by Dr. Arthur Astorino Jr. , M.D.
Chairman, Americans for Free Choice in Medicine

The health care crisis can be resolved only by returning to the principles that

made America great. We must restore individual liberty, promote personal
responsibility, and revive free markets in health care.

^

Today, 7 P.M. in the Center for the

Health Sciences room 13-105, UCLA
Sponsored by the Ayn Rand Society, Americans for Free Choice in Medicine,

p and the Southern California Objectivist Association g

I

I

I

I
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Defending Our Lives

Academy Award Winner!
Best Short Documentary

"Defending Our Lives" is an award-winning documentary about
domestic violence. Domestic violence is the single greatest cause
of injury to women in the United States - a woman is more likely to
be killed by her partner than by any other assailant. "Defending

Our Lives" exposes the magnitude and severity of domestic
violence in this country and features the personal testimonies of

four women imprisoned for killing their batterers.

Sponsored by the
Student Welfare Comnnission and ttie

Women's Resource Center
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Homeowners sue
insurance carriers
A ^e>^nte>(\ r-laim ^^^ ^^'"^ ^^"^ the 1993 wild-
/\neCLcU Cldllll fires have been settled.

rnmnQmVQ Qnlrl
"Overall, the industry has done a

v^wiii^jaiiica o^^ivi very good job, particularly com-

rl^firi^nt rnvf^rQaf^ P*^^ "^^^ *^ Oakland fire. The
aeriCieriL COVeidge industry leamed a lot from that,"

said Gene Jeffers, executive director

for the Western Insurance
Information Institute, an industry

trade group.

According to estimates by the

industry and state emergency offi-

cials, ^e Old Topanga Fire cost

insurers about $375 million; the

Laguna Beach bla^ cost $350 mil-

lion; and Altadeiia cost insurers

about $140 million.

The average insurance payout on
homes totally destroyed was
$735,000 in the Old Topanga area

and $1.2 million in Laguna Beach,

according to the Property Claims
Service, an insurance industry oiga-

nization tfiat estimates losses in dis-

asters. The group did not estimate

the average loss of homes destroyed

in the Altadena fire.

Bert Tibbet, who lost his

Altadena home in die fiie and faces

a $140,000 shoitfall to rebuild, said

he was misled by the FAIR plan

about how much coverage he would

need.

"I assumed that they would have

good numbers," said Tibbet, one of

six families that filed a suit last

week against tfie FAIR plan.

Ina De Long, founder of United

Policyholders, an insurance con-

sumer group, said the three major
Southern California wildfires -

which cost insurers nearly $1 billion

By Edmund Sanders
Los Angeles Daily News

A year after wiklfires burned 123

suburban Altadena homes, nearly

one out of seven affected homeown-
ers is suing an insurance carrier for

enough money to rebuild.

Attorneys say more suits are like-

ly in the next two weeks as the 12-

month deadline nears for filing

against insurers. Most of the suits

claim that insurance companies sold

insufficient coverage to homeown-
ers who now face shortfalls in

rebuilding.

In total, attorneys and state emer-

gency officials estimate about 20
families throughout Southern
California already are suing, mostly

in Altadena, in the aftermath of the

fire storms in Altadena, Old
Topanga, Laguna Beach and other

areas.

The state Department of
Insurance has collected about 100

complaints from fue victims, most-

ly involving the California Fair

Access to Insurance Requirements

(FAIR) plan, said department
spokeswoman Elena Stem. FAIR is

the state's insurer of last resort that

covered many of the brush-area

homes.

Insurance industry officials

denied misleading policyholders

and stressed that the majority of See INSURANCE, page 15

Election carries revival

of Oakland to forefront
Mayor charters

bus to explore,

scrutinize city

By Gregory Levvls

San Francisco Examiner

campaign since the June primary.

"What that tends to do is distract

voters," he says.

Dang's claims to the contrary,

Harris says, Oakland is on its way
back, de^ite earthquake, recession

and firestorm.

"I want to give you a sense of
what's going on in Oakland," he
tells passengers, in his rapid-fire

style, as the bus embarks from JackOAKLAND, Calif. — When
Mayor Elihu Harris wants to make London Square. "The city is alive

his point about the revitalization of and well."

this East Bay city, he charters a bus At the comer of Kingston and
to haul citizens around - showing Monte Vista streets near Piedmont,
off such areas as Jack London the Harris bus has run into a snag in

Square, the Fruitvale District and its attempt to turn around.

Piedmont Avenue. Ttafiic is stopped and backing up.

But Ted Dang doesn't need a bus. The mayor, in a playful mood that

he says, to show the decline of defies his angry, defensive, media
Oakland over the past four years, image, shouts as the bus finally rolls

Harris' opponent in the mayoral race by the line of traffic it has held at

just steps outside his Broadway bay:

campaign headquarters and walks a

block: past vacancy signs, aban-

doned monstrosities that create

Oakland's skyline and makeshift

stores that pay cheap rent

"This is a Ted Dang bus!"

The members from the media
who are aboard laugh. So does the

mayor. But, much like the bus,

Harris' campaign has hit a snag and
The mayor has chartered a bus, as it is no laughing matter,

part of his re-election campaign, to Dang has painted Harris as a
give citizens who have not ventured mayor who fiddled while the city

outside their neighbortxxxls a com- went up in crack smoke, fell victim

plete view of the city. In turn, the to crime and drove away business.

San Francisco Examiner asked When he was a chiW. Dang says,

Dang to show his view of Oakland. downtown Oakland had six depait-

"When Harris tells you O^land ment stores, along with a
is not dying," says Dang, "it Montgomery Ward and a Sears on
depends on which Oakland you Telegraph Avenue.
Vxk. at." "We have one now and it's in

Dang has blamed Harris for the trouble," he laments,

loss (rf 9,000 jobs and 200 business- But Elihu Harris doesn't want to

es, charged that serious crime has look back. His bus trip emphasizes a
risen 17 percent, and alleged that future Oakland.
Harris has taken tainted funds in Akxig the waterfront, life is good
past campaigns and increased the - an eclectk: mix of nightlife, restau-

size of city government and taxes. rants, warehouses and artist lofts.

Harris says his rival has rvn a —___,_
"slash-and-bum, take-no-jMiscwicrs" See OAKLAND, page 18
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ATHLETIC
s;From page 1

principles, defined by the associa-

tion.

At the conclusion of the study,

a group of reviewers composed of

peers from other colleges and
conference offices will conduct an
evaluation of the athletic program

RECOVERY

based on the reports and on per-

sonal visits to th^ campus.

They will then report to the

NCAA, and the athletic depart-

ment will be placed on one of
three certification levels: certified,

certified with conditions or not

certified. Depending on the status

conferred, each school will need
to correct ai^ problems or risk

possible NCAA ineligibility.

From page 1

riage stronger, too. My wife and I

have found we're good partners.

We can handle danger. We can
handle adversity."

But relaxing "at home" isn't

what it used to be. There's little

room, and less privacy. The kids'

clothes must be kept outside in a

dresser. Emotional fuses are shorL

Occasionally, shouting matches
erupt over stupid things.

Vasilis is busting to get out of
his playpen and start crawling but

must wait another nmnth until the

family is back in their rebuilt

house. Angela must do with hard

dirt and the blacktop of a cul-de-

sac for areas to play while big sis is

off at school.

But Nicholas Boyias said he and

his wife come finom "tough stock"
- they're descendants of Greek
immigrants who walked to school

barefoot in the old country - and
that he believes their children will

prosper from the ordeal.

"They're troupers," said family

friend Joyce Sapon of Reseda. "I

don't know if I could do it."

Retaining-wall rubble is piled

along the curbs and fences of
empty homes, painting constant

reminders of the quake's dreadful

power, in a nearby Norihridge
neighborhood where Silverman
also has leamed to take adversity

in stride.

"It's lonely at night," sne said.

"There are no neighbors here."

Her cast-clad wrist, broken last

week, is keeping the weaver from

her loom but not from her light-

hearted charm.

She recalls how she and her hus-

band, Leonard, took in their

daughter, Laura, and two dogs -

"big ones, 80 pounds" - the day
the temblor ravaged Laura's
IVirzana condo.

"We've been joking around,
thinking that she'd never be living

with her mom again after 30," the

Philadelphia native said. "And her

dogs, they're so big they help
themselves to food off the table."

The Silvermans have two
pooches and a pair of cats of their

own, and are awaiting house
repairs as well.

"It's not good, but we're get-

ting along as best we can,"
Silverman said of the living

arrangement. "There are personal-

ity clashes, but nothing that can't

be resolved.

"The worst part is that her dogs
think they belong to me. She
works long hows and isn't around

that much. I've had a 79-pound
dog On my lap. He's lonesome,
wants somebody, and I'm it," she

said.

The family menagerie isn't

expected to break up until the end
of March, when Laura Silverman's

home will be livable again.

The lengthy lime frame for

rebuilding isn't uncommon, as res-

idents iron out insurance settle-

ments, juggle incomes and
workdays, and wait for overbur-

dened contractus.

"Fvc got 10 jobs I still haven't

started yet - people who haven't

settled with their insurance compa-
nies," said Lee Hellinger, owner
of a Granada Hills construction

company. "And I have wtxt peo-

ple calling me from every part of

the Valley."

Hardy employs humor over
hardship to deal with delays in her

rebuilding. She has lived for more
than six months with her husband,

Tom Rumack, and 6-yelir-old

daughter, Emily, in a fifth-wheel

trailer bought with insurance
money - and expects to be there

until late next year.

"I don't think I will ever take a

vacation in this thing, ever,"
Hardy said. "We don't even own a

truck to pull it. My husband says

we'll put my mom in it when she

comes to visit."

Hardy, 38, said there are a lot of

obstacles when it comes to their

reconstruction - overbooked con-

tractors, dealing with architects

and financial worries stemming
from limited insurance.

"We're not in a position to even
think about seeking a bid," she

said.

Meanwhile, her husband, a pro-

duce buyer, celebrated a quiet 40th

birthday Oct. 9.

"I wanted to surprise him with

guests, but planning for a party is

like guessing how many people
you can fit in a phone booth,"
Hardy said.

Even a normally simple task

like washing clothes has become a

chOTe.

Hardy turns the water on at a

main valve around the side of the

house, then twists another valve on
a series of hoses that run across the

lawn and feed the washing
machine.

"And I get cold only," she said.

"The water heater isn't hooked
up.

At night, when the family cats

jump up on the trailer's counter-

tops, the rocking wakes Hardy. "It

moves like an aftershock," she

said.

She has adopted a country song

by Sammy Kershaw as her creed.

"It goes, 'You're the queen of
my double-wide trailer, with poly-

ester curtains and a redwood
deck,'" Hardy said. "The neigh-

bors keep threatening to build us a

deck. I already have the polyester

curtains."

But residing in a 40-foot trailer

while their house is rebuilt is a

heartache that affords little humor
for Northridge resident Marvin
Zidel, 69, and his wife, Leona, 68.

"We don't even joke about it,"

Marvin Zidel said. "All we want
to do is click our heels three times

and go home.

"They say we'll be in in another

month. I'll believe it when I see

it"

The initial damage estimate was
$65,000. Zidel expects repairs to -

cost more than $250,000 by the

time they're conylete.

The deductible on the retirees'

earthquake insurance was $18,000.

They'll pay an additional $25,000

out of pbcket, not to mention the

water and power bills that have
increased by $550 a month to

cover construction needs.

"It hurts deeply," Zidel said.

"It's coming out of our retirement.

I worked 40 years to be able to

retire and travel. There isn't that

extra money to do these things.

Best-laid plaie of mice and men, I

suppose." s

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

Quarter in WashinQton ProQram

Live; vvork, & atferd IX dasses in Washington

Parl-lime field placements

Earn academic & honors aedit

Design & conduct your own research project

• Financial aid available

ATIQN
WHEN: Every Tuesday & ^^fed^^esday

WHERE: 3CB GSLIS Building

TIME: 500 pm to 6D0 pm

All '1 JCAI lOXS lOR SPRING M^6 Dl'i; \0\1:MBLR Zivl

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

310 GSUS Building, UCLA
(310)206-3109 '

Information also available through the EXPO Center. A-213 Ackerman, (310) 825-0831

PROFESSIONAL
» us

mrt

PREP COURSE

* Free MCAT
will be Provided

"Info Hour at the Center*

Wednesday, Oct. 26th, 4-5 pm
Hyperlearning V\/estwood Center

10883 Kinross Ave (at Westwood Blvd.)

April '95 MCAT Students!

Come meet some of our Star Instructors, and find out about:

^ The structure of the MCAT and the five Acing Strategies.

Y How to capitalize on 'The April Advantage/' Will you be ready?

^ What intensive programs have to offer you.

^ The MCAT as a tool—what scores will work where.

^ The structure and results of Hyperleaming's revolutionary program

of preparation for allfour suhscores.

At 44 class meetings and ldO-»- hours, we offer the most instructionally in-

tensive commercial piep course in the country for the new-format MCAT.
You can startpreppingnow. OurMCATHome Prep Pack is available toyou

beginning October 31st. All our materials are yours to take home. Will such

grinding be suitable for you? Give us an hour and find out. It will be time

well spent

—

^we promise!

Signed Up for Anotiicr Counc? Fcd^Locitcd In?

Our "Total Freedom" Switch Policy:
We'll deduct your cuKdlatioa fee from our tuition, plus pay you $20 for

ib* iuMrit if you come to us tnm a competitor's program. Call for details.

208-5000 M 800 MD-BOUND

WEEKITS TIME TO GETSERIOUSABmTBETHT
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From page 2

projecC &aid Gay la Bentley, who
has been a Houston fashion consul-

tant for 20 years.

Women used to wear what
designers dictated, said Gayle
Dvorak, vice president and general

manager of Neiman Marcus in

Houston. "Today, they're more apt

to wear what they want and person-

alize it"

' Hope Brick, Foley's vice priesi-

dent of fashion, sees another trend

among young pec^le. "We're seeing

RIGHTWING

a moveinent in clothes that have
uses seven days a week," she said. "I

don't know if that was so much a

concem 10 years ago."

Schwanecke confirmed that ver-

satility is a must with Xers. "I like

things that I can wear at night or dur-

ing the day, to lunch or to dinner."

And Anne Goette, a University of

St Thomas graduate student sakl, "I

only buy things that I love. I tend to

not buy a lot of clothes. I'd rather

save money and buy pieces that will

stay in style and last for a long time."

Although grunge has taken a back

seat to glamour, it hasn't disap-

peared from the streets. Younger
girls are still very much into grunge,

said Janel Sobeck, vice president of

maiketing and visuals for Contempo
Casuals. Hie clothing chain, with

six locations in Houston, targets

sho[^rs from 17 to 21 but is also

popular with younger kids.

Today's grunge look, however, is

much more cleaned-up than that of

previous years, Sobeck said. Instead

of wearing flannels just with baggy

pants, girls are also wearing them
with kilts or fitted jeans.

Young girls also are becoming
more fashionable, she said. If in

doubt, just check out some of
Contempo's best-selling items - sil-

ver satin skirts and angora sweatnis.

"The girls just love them," she
saki.

Many trend-watchers are breath-

ing a sigh of relief that grunge is

phasing out but in retroqxct some
sakl it wasn't such a bad thing.

"Grunge was like a cultural revo-

lutkxi," Vienne said. *There was this

big moment when we all lost our

sense of fashion before we could
recapture it again."

From page 8

book, "Quack-Quack," by Patricia

Casey. Hart - backed by Pat
Robertson's Christian Coalition, a

group formed to promote the tele-

vangelist's political agenda - said

the book, in which a duck quacks

at parent figures, taught children

disrespect

"I was thinking," Green recalled,

"'Whoa, I'm destroying my chil-

dren because with them I quack
like a duck and moo like a cow and

eat like a horse.'"

Since 1992, Hart and two
women who also called themselves

Christian conservatives fashioned a

majority on the five- member, all-

Republican board, outnumbering
Green and fellow moderate Phyllis

Patten. With Hart not running and

the two other Christian conserva-

tives midway through their terms,

moderates will control the board
die next four years.

The former majority:

- Adopted an "America First"

policy that teaches patriotism,

"strong family values ... and other

basic values that are superior to

other foreign or historic cultures."

- Deleted mention of condoms
in a videotaped AIDS program for

students.

- Froze teachers' salaries and
held up new school construction.

"If these were men instead of

housewives, you would have
accused them of being in the KKK
promoting Christian superiority,"

said Keith MuUins, a spokesman
for People for Mainstream Values,

a political action committee that

has countered the Christian
Coalition.

"The swing's not back to the

middle but back to the conservative

- not the ultra-conservative,"
Mullins said.

Lake County represents the third

set of school board losses national-

ly this year for the Christian
Coalition.

KAPLAN and the UCLA Pre-Med Society
are proud to sponsor a

Free IVIedical School
Admissions Seminar

Guest Speaker, Location, Date & Time:

Dwight Warren, M.D.

Associate Dean for Curriculum

use Medical School

Former Member ofUSC Admissions Committee

at

UCLA, Rolfe Hall 1200

Wednesday, October 26th

6:00- 8:00 pm
Refreshments will be ser\'ed!

Dr. Warren will discuss:

• how to improve your chances of

getting into medical school

• the importance of your GPA & MCAT scores
- ' » how to write an effective essay

• how to be prepared for your interview

Dr. Warren, who has advised hundreds of prospective medical school applicants on the

^ admissions process, will be available to answer yonr questions.

Seminar spaces are limited, call 1 -800-KAP-TEST today!

get a higher score

KAPLAN

BIGBROTHER
From page 3

the (L.A.) community."
Ranieri submitted an applica-

tion to Big Brothers and met Mth
an area representative. Age, per-

sonality and geographic location

are just a few of the issues that are

examined during the matching
process.

"Michael was so excited,"
recalled Guglielmo, "For me,
Chris was a godsend. He's a won-
derful role model, has a heart of

gold, is well-educated, nurturing

and patient. What else could you
ask for?"

The Big Brother/Little Brother

agreement asks that "brothers"
meet four hours each week for at

least a year.

"The common concem is 'do I

have the time to dedicate to a

Little Brother,"' Ranieri noted.

"The answer is yes, you do.

You have to structure your time,

look at your priorities. You'd be
suiprised at how easy it can be to

put in four hours a week," Ranieri

continued.

The Big Brothers program
schedules several outings fbr its

matches including a Dodger's
Day in August and a Camp Out in

October. Brothers can also tour

places such as the Beverly Hills

Police Department, Los Angeles
Times offices and UCLA.
A pivotal event in Ranieri 's

relationship with Espin occurred
during one of these outings.

"Mike had never been camping
before. He was really excited. We
had a campfire that night with a

formal ceremony and the big
brothers asked the Little Brothers

"Mike has taught me
about relating ..."

Christopher Ranieri

Big Brother Chairman

about their feelings about the
matches. Mike spoke first and it

surprised the heck out of me,"
said Ranieri.

"He started talking about the

match, then he told about his
father's death. He started crying
and he laid his head on my shoul-

der. The campfire was dead
quiet," Ranieri said. "Each of the

Little Brothers could identify

with Mike. A year later there was
another camp out and the same
thing happened with someone
else."

The program aims to guide as
well as nurture young boys, repre-

sentatives said.

"The children (in the program)
improve academically, have better

self-esteem, and develop better

relationships with their families,"

said Edgar Villamarin, director of
programs at Catholic Big
Brodiers.

Big brothers also benefit from
volunteering, Ranieri asserted.

"Mike has taught me about relat-

ing with people. I try to get Mike
to open up, and if I'm sarcastic or
moody, tfiat impacts him. I have
to conu-ol that," he added.

And Ranieri said the program
is not just about field trips - big
brothers confront larger issues.

"I go through questions (like)

what should I talk about? What
shouldn't I talk about? The riots

happened shortly after we were
matched. How do you explain the

violence, the people hurting each
other?" he questioned.

Students interested in volun-
teering their time for Catholic Big
BftHhers can contact the office at

(213) 251-9800. Similar pro-
grams such as Big Sisters and

'^

Bruin Partners are also open for
volunteerSj^
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From page 1

"(But, item) i. challenges the

authority and integrity of this

institution."

Item i. is the proposal's sec-

tion that would limit student
group appeals to issues of pro-

cedural fairness and due
process, instead of the group's
merit and activities.

**I do think we should keep in

mind the intent of the appeals

process, however we shouldn't

limit it," Palmer said. "What'd
be the best way of remedying
this is by using the current
appeals process."

Agreeing with. Palmer,
Timmerman also said that the

appeals process should remain
at least partly based on merit.

"I'd be careful about taking

(the undergraduate government
council) out of the loop when it

comes to merit," he said.

APES

laaiaiMMiaflaaMii

From page 7

She says, however, that she is

not advocating "mainstreaming"

apes into society. One answer, she

says, is to leave them alone on pre-

serves in the wild. That view, how-
ever, also is fraught with problems,

such as where to move the apes

once the reserves become overpop-

ulated.

Three scientists who study apes

were asked to comment on her

views but declined.

Savage-Rumbaugh says her

studies, many of which have been

done in conjunction with her hus-

band, Duane Rumbaugh, shattered

the notion that only humans can

acquire language.

The research was done at Emory
University's Yerkes Primate
Center at GSU's Language
Research Center.

Her new book, *'Kanzi: The
Ape at the Brink of the Human
Mind," written with science writer

Roger Lewin, focuses on a bonobo
by that name. Born at Yerkes,
Kanzi has shown an amazing abili-

ty to acquire language, communi-
cate with humans by punching
symbols on a special keyboard,

express sadness, joy, anger and
other emotions and even make
jokes and tell little white lies.

He also has shown tool-making

ability - hining two stones together

to make primitive tools the way
early human ancestors did,

Savage- Rumbaugh says.

Now, at age 14, Kanzi appears

"to be making his first efforts to

speak," she says. That feat, how-
ever, may be impossible because of

the shape of the ape jaw, vocal

cords and other structures.

Bonobos, similar to chim-
panzees but smaller, are regarded

as highly intelligent. "In their

anatomy, social behavior, vocaliza-

tions, sexual exploits, infant care

and mental abilities, bonobos pos-

sess an eerie human quality,"

Savage-Rumbaugh says.

Other scientists also have mar-

veled at the humanlike intelligence

of the great apes over the years.

Pioneering primatologist Robert

Yerkes, for whom the Emory
research center is named, suggest-

ed in his 1925 book, "Almost
Human," that ap^ could be taught

to converse with humans pertiaps

through sign language.

Four decades later, researchers

Mice and Beatrice Gardner taught

a chimp named Washoe to con-

verse with humans through sign

lai^uage, and r^earcher Francine

Patterson at the University of

Oklahoma suggested that she

could converse with a gorilla

named Koko through sign lan-

gmy-

SHABBAT AT CHABAD!
Every Friday ni^^t at Sundown
Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, tiie atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:30 p.m.!

(310) 208-751 1 741 Gayley Ave. - Westwood
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MAONTDSH
Computer Instruction

• One-on-one
• Learn basic stuff, or MS Word,

Claris Works, MS WorRs;

PageMaker, and more

• lean teach whereYOUare on YOUR computer •

Low rates • call Jim 310/472-3770

m î^
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LEARIM TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency

• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 [8001 452-2644
CaUG TRaVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State Approved • Rei) 4102201

DR. MICHAEL KHOURY
OPTOMETRIST

LH
Co.
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$5sf
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Comprehensive eye examination includes tests for

glaucoma, cataracts, and other eye diseases. An
extended retinal examination with your eyes
dilated, if necessary, carries no additional feel

FREE! 1929 Westwood Blvd. FREE!
2 blocks south of

Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 474-5889
We Release Our

Prescriptions One pair of deposable lenses

Copeland's Sports
THURSDAY OCT 27'"

1 0AM - 9PM
M.'ill hours mny vary
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CURRENT PRICES ON
-TY'
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\
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PRICED UNDER $1 00
EXCEPT GOLD MEDAL ITEMS &
SELECTED APPAREL BRANDS

QUANTITY & PACKAGE PRICING NOT IN EFFECT. 20 OFF
CURRENT PRICES MAY BE OFFERED IN FUTURE ADS.

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES
ATHLETIC SHOES

CURRENT SO% OFF
PRICE MMCC

798p«clal Group m ^
Ellosso Court Shoos 15.09 1^
Special Group m
Hiking Boots 19.99 I 9
Spocial Group Nike & Ftoobok OO
Children's Shoes uum i e) 29.99 ^O
Special Group ^^m
K-Swiss Tennis Shoes (Disc. •!>§••) 39.99 O I
Nika Air OO
Anaiog Running Shoe 49.99 ww
Nika Air Forca High m 'm
Baslcetbail Shoe (OiM. atytMi 59.99 *v#

ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT
CURRENT Ce^fc
PRICE MM

Trand Pro forca 005S
Oversize Driver SoM in Spring $S9.99... 41 .99 Ow
Spaclai Group m m^\
Putters 19.99 I O
Wliaon John Daly g!% \

Goif Baiis (DoMn pmM 1 1 .99 «f
Ektaton Omni
Racquetbaii Racquet 29.99

Tornado Golf Bag 29.99
Body Glova EO^
2/1 Shorty Wetsuit 74.99 09
Women's Fitness Accessories iCU Urr

CURRENT PRICES

Weight Sets up to $99 20 *OFF
CURRENT PRICES

Hexhead Dumbbells ZO'^^'OFF
CURRENT PRICES

International Plates ZD *OFF
CURRENT PRICES

ATHLETIC APPAREL & ACCESSORIES
CURRENT SO%
PRICE FM

Special Group m m
Hooded Sweatshirt 14.99 I I
Special Group |C
Sweat Shorts 6.99 9
Special Group m "!
Nylon Wind Pant 19.99 I XM
Ray Ban Ott
Wayfarer I Sunglasses 49.99 OO
Athletic Bags & Day Pack 20 'OFF

CURRENT PRICES

in Line Skate Accessories ZO *OFF
CURRENT PRICES
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WE GIVE <«TRADE-IN^ CSEDIT ON YOVII MJi PAGER

NATIONAL AND LOCAL COVERAGE
VOICE MAIL WITH PERSONAL GREETING
WE DELIVER • PHONE ORDERS • CREDIT CARD
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ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT.

Hello? Want the lowest price for a collect call?
Lower thant hat other number? Then dial this one.
Because THE CODE always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT.
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INTERNET
From page 6

Computer users with access to

the Internet now can view candi-

date statements, summaries of
their campaign spending, back-
ground on political parties and the

independent analyses of ballot

measures contained in the ballot

pamphlet prepared by the secre-

tary of state.

On election night, the system
will have election returns avail-

able as soon as counties begin
reporting to the secretary of state.

Miller said returns will be updat-

ed constantly throughout the

night.

The system is expected to

remain in operation for at least a

month after the polls close. Miller

said.

Computer users can access the

system by one of two methods.
They can use a so-called Gopher
server to obtain results in text-

only format or they can access a
World Wide Web server that per-

mits access to pictures and graph-

ics.

' For example, when using the

World Wide Web server, users

may select the returns they are

interested in by clicking on their

county from a main menu.
"This could be the wave of the

future, definitely," said Shirley

Washington, spokeswoman for

the secretary of state.

CULTURE
From page 9

yet to be formalized, the Olympiad
previously recruited the"

Smithsonian Institution and the

Southern Arts Federation as part-

ners.

The Smithsonian's annual
Festival of American Folklife on
the National Mall in Washington
will host a scaled-down version of

the Olympiad's Southern fest ear-

lier in the summer of '96. One of

the granddaddies of American fes-

tivals, the Smithsonian's has been
viewed as a loose model for the

Olympiad's fest.

But Holt says, "I don't think

there are any really good models
for what we're going to be facing

in Atlanta. We're going to try to

experiment and come up with
entirely new ways to present living

culture."

Innovative methods of presenta-

tion are demanded because of the

sheer numbers tlie Festival of the

American South is expected to

attract. "Our great creative chal-

lenge is how to present the inti-

mate charms of Southern culture

to mass audiences during a very

hot time of year," he says.

For instance. Holt may borrow a

trick he tried this year during
opening events at the North
Carolina Museum of History in

Raleigh. There, crafts demonstra-

tions were treated more like per-

formances - presented on a stage,

at a scheduled time (instead of
nonstop all day) with a strong
emi^iasis on oral history.

Though most folk festival orga-

nizers would consider high tech-

nology an anathema. Holt says
he's open to the use of large-

screen video monitors above
stages or anything else that
encourages the widest communi-
caticMi.

To him, there's a link between
ttie satellite dishes that today have
mushroomed across the rural
Southern landscape and the story-

telling traditions that in an earlier

era blossomed on front porches
across the region.

**It seems not coincidental at all

that someone like Ted Turner '

would come out of the South,"
Holt says.

N '1
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INSURANCE
From page 10

and destroyed more than 759 homes
- have already generated a higher

proportion of lawsuits in the first

year than were filed on the one-year

anniversary of the 1990 Oakland
fire, which destroyed 3,000 homes.

Safeco Insurance Co. and the

California FAIR plan are the tai;get

of most of the suits, attorneys said.

Many of the homes in Altadena and

Malibu were insured by the FAIR
plan because private insurers

declined to cover homes in brush

areas.

The suits claim that the FAIR
plan failed to inform policyholders

that their coverage limits were too

low to rebuild, according to Greg
Kaighn, a San Francisco attorney

representing six families in a suit

against the FAIR plan.

The suits also claim that policy-

holders were not given the opportu-

nity to upgrade their coverage in

early 1993, when the FAIR plan

began for the first time offering

replacement value coverage rather

than actual market value coverage,

which usually pays less.

Homeowners said they were never

told about the new coverage.

Victor Natividad, controller for

the FAIR plan, said homeowners
are responsible for setting their own
coverage limits. He also said the

FAIR plan sent notices to all polk^-

holders informing them of the

option to upgrade their coverage to

replacement value.

"It was up to them to get the

additional coverage," Natividad

said.

An additional 10 families are

suing Safeco, claiming that the

company sold a "wrap-around"
policy to cover shortfalls in the

FAIR plan policy, but then the

company rejected their claim's

after the fire.

OAKLAND
From page 10

The eateries, a weekend farmers

market and a 30,000-square-foot

Barnes and Noble bookstore have

drawn media outlets such as the

Oakland Tribune, KDIA radio (part-

ly owned by Harris), KGO-TV and

Jerry Brown's "We The People"

radio program. An Amtrak station

will be built soon.

A nine-screen theater, Yoshi's

jazz club and a TGI Friday's restau-

ranl are on their way to Jack
London Square.

Harris says doubling the size of

tfie port will attract major shii^rs,

international trade and more ware-

housing - producing more than

1 ,000 jobs in five years.

Harris sees Jack London Square

as a symbol of the positive aspects

of his city. In Dang's view, though,

it is only blocks away fttmi a deteri-

orating downtown. TTie mayor's bus

tour doesn't go downtown, where

buildings are vacant and real estate

values have declined.

But real estate agent Richard

Knutson.says: "The decline of

Oakland downtown commercial
real estate is consistent with the

decline in the Bay Area and
California."

The bus does, however, travel to

the Fruitvale District, in which
Latinos have a large and visible

presence. It is one of the mighbor-

hoods where development is appar-

ent

"Fruitvale is safer, cleaner and

there is a sense of hope and commu-
nity that wasn't there four years

ago," says Arabella Martinez, exec-

utive director of the Spanish-
Speaking Unity Council.

"People trust police now,"
Martinez says. "We've taken back

Sanborn PaA. People didn't go into

it"

The "Only one" in W^twood!
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(3ll&>478-3270 • (310) 478-3492

1767 Westwood Blvd. Lo6 Angeles, CA 90024 »«!./

^"^ 'UNWANTED BAIR?
Remove it pennaneiitly

ELKCyiROLYSIS
1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 224

Westwood Village

call Lisa al
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Campus Interviews

November 10, 1994

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker^ is

lookii\g for motivated people to establish a career in

the brokerage business.

OLDE offers:

12-18 month paid training program
- Potential six-figure income

Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent commtmication skills^ general

meirket knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up for

an on-campus interview on November 10, 1994 in the

Career Center.

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1800 937-0606
or send resume to:

OLDE Discount Stockbrokers

.

National Recruiting

751 Griswold Street

Detroit, MI 48226

^OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS

Member NfYSE and SIPC

An Equal Opportimity Employer

I 1
KLA's Weekly CALL-IN S eXuality Radio Show

530 AM in Residence Halls and 99.9 FM Century Cable

" This is the stuff they dent teach in class

"

Every Wednesday 6-7 pm

Special Guest Experts To Answer Your Questions

Upcoming Topics:

Making Safer Sex Erotic
-, o n I 1 Cominq Out Stories
oex ot Body Image ^

Cutting Edge Contraceptives
Maturbation

Sex & Spirituality
Is Tfiere a Difference Between Sex and Love?

Deciding to Have Sex

SpoaiorMi by UCLA Student Health Services
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Viewpoint
'Crisis' begins witii

liigii scliool system

Viewpoint

By Dan Komaroml

After reading UCLA professor

William Allen's perspective

("'Crisis of the classroom' per-

vades UCLA lectures," Oct 24) I

must say that I am bothered by

the scene he described so well.

But I am not surprised. The
degradation of niinds begins with

the high school system. There are

several big problems here which
create a chain reaction that fol-

lows students throughout their

university education.

Namely, if you work hard in

high school, I am convinced that

anyone can get straight As, or

close to it. In most high school

classes you do not have to think,

generalize or solve complex prob-

lems of any sort. Instead, you
simply accept what is politically

correct. High school instructors,

with only a few years of college

education, tend to be opinionated

and will only allow students who
entirely agree with them to excel

in their course. There is little

room for mind expansion here.

\ While most high school stu-

dents are definitely more ignorant

than their teachers, for the few
bright students who have a jump-
start and have educated them-

selves through an extracurricular

curiosity, there is no classroom

reward. The lack of such reward,

and the rigorous adherence to

politically correct thinking breeds

frustration and resentment on
behalf of the bright student. Thus,

there is little correlation between

earning As and being wise.

The university admissions

process places too much emphasis
on high school grades and over-

looks other important considera-

tions. For example, they should

ask each candidate: "What kind of
books or periodicals do you read,

on your own choosing, which in

no Way is connected to your

school work?" It is my experience

that those who are not curious are

those who never develop a

method for thinking about prob-

lems in such a way that the

process is uncontaminated by
popular opinion and emotion.

Acceptance of someone else's

thought process is not the same as

thinking.

Students at UCLA appear to

have these things in common:
they work hard, they know how to

play the examination game and
they tend to be selfish. And you
can't blame them toojnuch,

because the system itself fails to

recognize that these are the kinds

of qualities you must have, in the

least, to earn fine grades. It's like

putting a rat in a maze with

cheese at the end and hoping that

it will stop to examine the texture

and construction of the maze.

These problems are created

because of the common person's

desire to idealize an institution.

When the institution is first con-

structed, its limitations and quirks

are brought to mind. But after

Viewpoint

many years, people forget about

the history of its conception, and
instead adopt the institution as a

permanent, unchangeable fixture,

which must be close to perfect,

simply because it has been around
for so long.

Many advances have been

made in technology and in the

understanding of the human will,

yet the educational system has

resisted change, has been kept

bureaucratic and lacking of any

complex interface that is so

important for the smooth func-

tioning of any device. For exam-
ple, realize that your automobile's

modem engine is a thousand-fold

times more complex that the

engines that existed in the early

development of cars. So we can

say that UCLA is one of the

nation's top steam engines.

Komawmi is a senior in

neuroscience.

Can you say, 'Welcome to USC West!?'
By Kevin Welner

UCLA student: "Our fees increased

another 1 8 percent this year."

USC student: "Wow. You pay all that

money and you still have to learn stuff!"

Actually, the fee increase this year will

hopefully be "only" 10 percent (unless you
are an incoming professional student - see

below). A complicated series of budgetary
games played over the sunmier by the gov-
ernor, the Legislature, the regents and the

UC Office of the President (UCOP), has
left us in fee-limbo.

First, the regents passed an Educational
Fee increase of 1 8 percent, although they

really didn't want to and undoubtedly had
quite a bit of trouble sleeping at night.

Second, the governor and the Legislature

agreed on a budget which would cap the

UC fee increases at 10 percent. This bud-
get, however, may not survive even through
the end of this calendar year. Please be
patient while I provide some background.

California has had to address a cash flow
problem this year - securing $7 billion in

loans. Due to the state's somewhat unpleas-

ant fiscal situation, it could not secure the

loans absent a mechanism that would
ensure protection for the banks issuing the

loans if the state's cash situation were to

diminish further.

The Legislature thus inserted a "trigger" ^
mechanism in its budget bill which will

require mid-year budget reductions if it is

determined by the State Controller in mid-
November that ftie state's cash flow situa-

tion has further deteriorated. If it is deter-

mined that this year's budget expenditures

exceed revenues by more than 1 percent of
the state's $40.9 billion budget, then the

trigger will take effect and the governor
will be directed to submit a plan that will

balance the budget through increasing rev-

enues, reducing expenditures or both.

If the Legislature fails to enact legisla-

tion that accomplishes the above by Feb.

15, then an automatic, across-the-board

budget reduction will take effect, exempt-
ing requirements (mainly Proposition 98
spending on K-12 schools) and bond repay-

ment. The reduction, then, minus the buffer

of approximately $430 million, will be
implemented proportionately for about 60
percent of the state budget.

Third, the UC Regents, who are not

legally bound to follow the Legislature's

fee "recommendations," amended their

1994-95 Budget Plan with respect to the

Educational Fee level. They agreed to the

10 percent cap on fees for undergraduate
and academic graduate students, to be
implemented in November, provided that

the trigger does not take effect. However,
they also decided that the Educational Fee
increase will remain at the ISpercenl level

for the fall quarter, with a potential adjust-

ment for the remaining terms, resulting in a

10 percent increase in fees overall for the

year.

_ If the trigger does take effect, the univer-

sity will develop an alternative plan for

consideration by the regents at their Nov.
17-18 meeting in San Francisco. As of mid-
October, the word coming from the UCOP

office is that there is a 50-50 chance of the

trigger taking effect.

It should be noted that the University

will follow the Legislature's recommenda-
tion of providing 33 percent retunf-to-aid

from new student fee income. Because of

Because of its computerized

system, UCLA*s financial aid

office is well'positioned (in

relation to other UC schools,

at least) to handle a sudden

increase in financial aid ^ >

payments.

its computerized system, UCLA's financial

aid office is well-positioned (in relation to

other UC schools, at least) to handle a sud-

den increase in financial aid payments.

While the rest of us bemoan our 10 to 18

percent fee increase, incoming professional

students will suffer a second blow. They
will be assessed a differential fee of $2,000,
again with a 33 percent retum-to-aid. The
targeted schools are Anderson Graduate
School of Management, the School of Law,
the School of Medicine and the School of
Dentistry.

In summary, we are currently working
under the assumption that a 10 percent cap
on fees will be implemented for this year
with a 33 percent retum-to-aid. As the trig-

ger deadline approaches, we will have a

better sense of the state budget situation

with respect to the trigger as well as the

budget picture for 1995-96. At the moment,
however, there appears to be a reasonable

likelihood that the trigger will^o off, and
our fees may, therefore, increase further.

Accordingly, as a public service, I hereby

furnish the following list of the Top 10

Ways That We Can SUU Affbid A UC
Education:

10. Peari Jam can sue the regents for

overcharging us.

9. Gov. Wilson can be convinced that

lowering our fees will really annoy immi-
grants.

8. We can threaten to move to Baltimore

or St. Louis.

7. We can hire former President Carter to

negotiate for our freedom.

6. We can all be bom into wealthy fami-

lies (this has also proven effective in help-

ing to be elected vice president of the

United States).

5. We can sell a television pilot for

another one of those shows "about noth-

ing."

4. We can sell our O. J. stories to sleazy,

yet generous, media outlets.

3. We can become an immediate favorite

for state funding by changing our name to

the University (and Penal Colony) 6f
California.

2. We can unilaterally impose a salary

cap on university administrators.

1 . Divorce Roseanne.

Welner is the Graduate Student Association

(GSA) external vice president.
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'Uving history' lets those ofpast speak to us still
"History cannot help but

engage us. either in lifting our
spirit,

or in provoking our rage and
our sorrow ...

"

- Thomas William

"The Weave ofHistory"

The time is 1858. The place

is Alton, ni. This is the last

meeting between the Little

Giant and the tall, lanky man who
would be ^^^^^^^^^
president.

Sen. Stephen

Douglas has

just unleashed

a booming
tirade con-

cerning the

rights of the

states. His

deep voice has

left a hush on
the crowd as

the spirit and
sentiment set-

tles. Abraham
Lincoln rises from his chair and

strides to the podium, gazing out

at the audience with genius burn-

ing in his eyes.

We are witnessing the seventh

of the great debates, famed
throughout history as the ones

that still ring in the ears of all

Americans. And it is being broad-

cast live from Lincoln Square on
C-SPAN. This is not just a re-

enactmetit, but a living moment in

history brought forward in time.

What an uncanny effect - as if we
are living that moment of long

ago. As if, in a dream, we had

awakened in another time. They
call it "living history."

Why do historical re-enact-

ments such as this fascinate us?

From recreations of Civil War and
Revolutionary War battles to our

Fourth of July fireworks which
are meant to retell the tales of the

r

birth of our country, to the fun

and frolic of Elizabethan England

at the Renaissance Faire, a certain

mesmerizing effect occurs on
these occasions. I have never

learned history better than at such

moments, and 1 believe that no
greater method exists to teach it.

How can we better understand

the experiences of other humans,

past or present, than by stepping

into their place and seeing the

world through their eyes?

Sampling the thoughts and feel-

ings and hopes of a thousand for-

gotten minds reminds us of our

capacity for achievement.

Furthermore, it demonstrates

vividly to us, here and now, that

all that we feel - love, passion,

happiness, despair, anger, sorrow
- all of it was felt by every person

who has ever lived.

Like beauty, these emotions

that are so transitory in our soli-

tary lifetimes survive. We discov-

er that we are not so different

from those who came before us.

And those who follow us will also
'

be the same. We are connected,

past and future. We can know, by
{his discovery, that we may equal

or siupass any former glory.

Reliving the past, by transporting

it into the present, is a dream
brought to life.

Walt Disney was familiar with

this dream. How much of

Disneyland involves history or the

future (which is just history that

has not yet happened)? Haven't

we all had great fun reliving the

swashbuckling days of the Pirates

of the Caribbean? What about

Great Moments with Mr. Lincoln?

And even the Disneyland railroad

that surrounds the park steams

straight out of the old West. Walt

Disney was a dreamer, and one of

his fondest dreams was to create

living history.

The imagineers at Disney have

built upon Walt's dream, and have

created a project called Disney

America, to be based "once upon
a time" in Virginia. The new
theme park would have recreated

history. It would have allowed all

of us - the young and the youthful

of mind - to experience past

claimed that it was a denigration

of the past.

These people appointed them-

selves "guardians" of history.

These same people, historians and
professors, who themselves bun-

gled half of the history they teach.

These "sentinels," have been so

events and people and times. It

would have been a better instruc-

tor of history than all the teachers

I have ever had combined. It

would have demonstrated some-
thing that history professors

would do well to learn them-

selves: experiencing the past

remains the best way to learn its

lessons.

However, a curious alignment

of those who call themselves his-

torians, and other evidently

unthinking people, conspired to

block the Disney dream. They
spouted prattle about how Disney

would "commercialize" history -

somehow sensationalize it or

change it to make a profit. They

duped by those persistent quali-

ties I mentioned - greed, jealousy,

suspicion - in lives long ago
lived, that they record errors and

call them facts.

For example, these same histo-

rians, who claim that Disney

America would have warped
young minds, boldly celebrate

how Thomas Jefferson wrote our

immortal £)eclaration of

Independence (the very essence

of our country), when it was
almost certainly penned by a man
named Thomas Paine. In fact,

Paine was the whole heart and

soul and mind behind the

American Revolution. With all

the respect they are due.

Jefferson, Washington, Adams
and Franklin were all, more or

less, along for the ride.

„- And these same people vener-

ate Harry Truman for firing

General MacArthur at a time

when he had, essentially won the

Korean War for us. Had Truman
left MacArthur in command, there

likely would have been no
Vietnam a decade later.

Have we been taught these

, things? Of course not. They have

been "written out" of history by
the historians thiemselves. And
THESE are the people who we
are supposed to trust with the

annals of history? THESE are the

minds whose judgment we should

honor concerning a historical the-

mepark like Disney America? I

should think that we could decide

for ourselves.

The building of dreams is, in

my view, one of the greatest of

accomplishments. I celebrate

those who have the courage to

dream in our so often dismal

world. And to those who boldly

erect their dreams, like Thoinas

Paine, like Wall Disney, like Jim

Henson, like thousands of others,

we owe our gratitude. They share

their dreams with us. And the

whole world benefits.

One of the greatest of dreams is

bringing history back to life. For

the benefit of those who have nar-

row minds to experience other

perspectives; and for fresh, young
minds open to new visions; and
for every one of us to connect

with the likenesses in our past and

our future, we ought to participate

in "living history." We ought to

wear the mantle of lives lived

long ago. Like Lincoln and

Douglas, minds from the past,

they can speak to us still.

Momary is a third-year

Geophysics graduate student.

Letters

Do new kiosks
sl^Hy a trend?
Editor:

Well now, isn't that pretty?

After two years of dealing with

(da da dah) the REAL WORLD
(aaaaGH!) I am once again a stu-

dent on UCLA's beautiful cam-
pus. Which has changed so much
that my husband had to give me
a guided tour during Reg Week
so I could find my way to my
classes. The maze between
Powell Library and Royce Hall is

particulariy impressive, and I'm

not going to get started on
mourning the demise of the

VERY expensive grass now
under asphalt.

No, my particular peeve this

time is the newspaper kiosks.

When I was an undergrad, obvi-

ously in the dark ages when the

campus had a tower standard of

living, we had simple little

kiosks that held three stacks of
Daily Bruins. Perhaps you -

remember them. There are a few
still around. Now we have very

high-tech, impressively sleek

metal kiosks with labeled slots

for the newsmagazines.
Why is this necessary? Are

these new kiosks that much more
effective than the old ones that

we can justify the expense? Or is

"Wendy" - and her Snapple bev-

erage crew - paying for them?

The only real difference I can see

is that it is miK:h more difficult to

post things on them or, perhaps

I»ychologicaHy. students arc

deterred from covering them
with the many multicolored fly-

ers the old ones always sported.

This is disturbing; the old

newspaper kiosks were pretty

much the only place we could

post notices that were not

stamped and sanctioned by the

university. A reflection of the

growing trend away from the

relaxed, liberal arts college

atnK)sphere we used to have,

along with marble floors in

Murphy, freeway art in the

Treehouse and shrinking green

spaces? Hmmm.

Jasmin Harvey
Graduate student

Germanic Linguistics

Tea In the cup
of education
Editon
Know something funny? This

is my second year, but I feel

more like a freshman than ever.

The biggest thing I learned at

UCLA last year was that I have a

lot to learn.

"Don't look down on me
'cause I'm a chola," my Prison

Coalition tutee demanded, right

after introducing herself to me. I

asked her what "chola" meant,

and she laughed at me. Growing
up in a comfortable suburb of

San Jose, gangs are an elsewhere
phenomenon, something you
hear about on the 10 o'clock

news, fuzzy and faded, like an f*I

Love Lucy" renm.

The first quarter I tutored in

South Central, I got the shock

of my life. I thought segregation

was a thing of the past. Maybe
the laws changed, but the reality

hasn't.

I'm always astonished at the

obstacles my pupils face. Not
one of my tutees (all young
teenagers) knew their multiplica-

tion tables. Two were illiterate.

One saw a gang murder in front

of his home.
Tutoring has taken all the stuff

about poverty and oppression

that I'd heard before and infused

it with vivid Technicolor and

surround-sound.

I don't understand much of

wl^J see these days, but I

rerhember a story about a stu-

dent who goes to a famous Zen
teacher and asks to learn from

him. The Zen master tells the

student to sit down, and begins

pouring a cup of tea. He contin-

ues to pour even after the cup is

full, with tea running down its

sides. The student asks, "Why do
you continue to pour tea into my
cupT* The teacher replies, "You
must empty your cup of knowl-

edge before I can teach you any-

thing."

It's a new quarter, and I'll be

tutoring in Chinatown as part of

the Asian Education Project.

I'm getting ready to empty my
cup.

CIlflttliMi Shitfsmura
SecofKi year

Oeoyaphy/Envlronmental
-^ Studies

Teachers cause
'campus crisis,'

not students
Editor:

The column by Professor

William Allen ("'Crisis of the

classroom' pervades UCLA lec-

tures." Oct. 24) goes to great

lengths to explain the profound

educational shortfall which stu-

dents at this "prestigious univer-

sity" are experiencing. The
aloofness which characterized

the professor's article is the same
attitude which is responsible for

what he calls "children of the

campus ... who do not know
much."

Professors like him - and I

have had many in my three years

on campus - are the precise

cause of the "dour assessment"

of the educational prowess of

UCLA students. As Professor

Allen states himself, "I do very

little teaching ... I profess profun-

dity — but not much is learned."

Perhaps if Professor Allen did a

little more teaching rather than

talking down to his students, they

would learn a little more.

His verbose discourse com-
pletely neglects taking into

account that if a class of

California's best and brightest,

the future professionals and lead-

ers of this state, fail to grasp his

academic ramblings. that perhaps

this calls for a change in his

"teaching" approach. Luckily

there are a "few exceptions" on
this campus - professors whose
goal is to educate, not just to

conduct classes. It is with these

professors that the hope for a real

learning experience on this cam-
pus lies.

Dominic Messiha
Fourtli year

Political Science
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bare to be stupid
In the first installment of Naked Guriy Leslie

Neilsen exits an airliner to thunderous applause*

He bows and acknowledges the crowd humbly.

But as his police chief informs him, the fans aren't

for him.

They're there to cheer for AL

By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Why do ihey cheer for Al?
Is it his rugged good looks, his

manly charisma, or his fierce athleti-

cism?

You'd have to select his sense of
humor. But then you'd need to search

deeper. There's something visceral,

powerful, maybe even psycho-kinetic

lurking under the universe's fascina-

tion with "Weird Al" Yankovic.

Behind the glasses, underneath the

wild hair, there lies a man, a metaphor
for our time. Al symbolizes America's
need to laugh at its icons, America's
identification with the class geek and
America's fixation with accordions.

There would be no Al without
America, much as there would be no
America without the counterbalancing

presence of the afore-menlioned Al.

Al has just released the fabulous
four-disc, greatest-hits package
Permanent Record: A I in the Box. The
Alapolooza tour is winding down. It is

a time to reflect on the many facets of
Al. Sure he's created eight hit albums
in 15 prolific years in music, but his

impact on our society will outlive his

commercial and material contribution.

Al is in many ways a servant of the

people. He helps select our icons, he
initiates the timid into the musical
world and he shows success comes
with persistence and talent. Al toils so

we can just listen to his tunes and relax,

knowing the world of pop culture is

being looked after.

You can't make an indelible mark on
American society without a

Yankovician parody. Sure, Aerosmith
had a few hit records under their belt.

but would they have been as universal-

ly recognized had it not been for Al's

"Living in the Fridge?" Would R.E.M.
matter as a rock band without Al's
"Spam?" And obviously the never-

released concert concoction "Chicken
Pot Pie" gives a validation to Paul
McCartney he could never have
achieved even with his bandmates.

Al also uses his abilities to screen

performers for that always-vital sense

of humor. Kurt Cobain's permission
for "Smells like Nirvana" gives the for-

mer frontman another compelling
angle. Michael Jackson's go-ahead for

"Fat" and "Eat It" were monumental in

the still-debatable case to his status as a

human being. Prince has refused and
"Come" won't sell. It will be interest-

ing to watch bands like Nine Inch Nails

and the Counting Crows separate them-
selves by taking the parody-litmus test.

Yet Al serves more functions than
just America's gatekeeper to pop cul-

ture. Al acts as a stepping stone into the

world of music for many. Take for

example the crowd at the House of
Blues last Wednesday. Too young and
too old, the diversity of Al's fanbase
was astonishing. Kids who had never
been to a club, much less had a mean-
ingless tryst with a roadie, mouthed
every word Al sang. Housewives,
bachelors, couples and groupies
formed a throng of Al devotees that

could never have even conceived of the

hassle of the night's other epic concert,

those 50-year-old Rolling Stones.

By divvying the world up into two
distinct groups, 'Close, personal,
friends of Al' and 'people who lack the

intelligence to truly comprehend Al,'

Al accomplishes what is perhaps his

most sacred purpose. It's the wheat
from the chaff, the yolk from the egg
white, the Norm MacDonald fans from
the Adam Sandler audience.

As the fair-weather fans and
doubters fall by the wayside, the fol-

lowers unite. As the fools who ask
questions of Al like "Do you ever
record any originals?" die off, the
believers draw closer.

Al has presented us with a box set to

put under our U.H.F. videocassettes.

And even though the set contains noth-

ing that hasn't been included on a pre-

vious album (with the exception of one
new song), we must buy and appreciate

Al in a Box for the 64-page liner notes,

for Al and for America.

MUSIC: Permanent Record: Al in a
Box, Four-CD Box Set. In stores every-
where.

islands' offers six hours revulsion, not 'revolution'

Eduardo Macfiacto's saga "Floating I plays at the Mark Taper.

SiX'hour play seems

more like fluff than

social commentary

By Jennifer Richmond
Dally Bruin Staff

"Revolution creates hell for all

the people involved," Osvaldo
(Shawn Elliott) says of the tor-

ment he's endured throughout his

life.

After a lifetime of struggle and
suffering, the Ripoll family haS

become a group of lost souls. But

it's the audience who, after six

hours, gets lost in the chaotic hell

of Eduardo Machado's "Floating

Islands."

"Islands" follows Manuela and
her family through the 52 years of

revolution that rule her life. But
the play gets lost in its story and

becomes a warped soap opera
rather than a commentary on life

in the midst of social crisis.

In the first part, "The Family
Business," Manuela (Marissa
Chibas) is a girl with different

ideas - a separate island within
her family. Although she follows

tradition closely, there's a part of
her that's longing to break free

and become the woman she
dreams about. Rebelling against
customs by cutting her hair into a
short bob is only the first step of
her metamorphosis.

Manuela then falls for Oscar
Hernandez (Joe Urla), a taxi dri-

ver of whom her parents don't
approve - at first. He, too, has a
lust for power that's burning
inside him. His dream comes in

the form of a bus company he
opens with Manuela's family.

It's clear from his speeches and
enthusiastic visions that Oscar is a

man of power, a man who will

stop at nothing to make his visions

into realities. This is the man who,
together with his new wife, will

begin a revolution within this tra-

ditional family by isolating him-
self, his new wife and his work
from them.

Thirty-two years and several

busses later, a new government
has taken over Cuba and the fami-

ly is in danger of losing its busi-

ness, wealth and each other.

This 32-year jump causes
havoc in Machado's story. The
sudden change that occurs in both

Manuela (now Alma Cuervo) and
Oscar (now Victor Argo) is sur-

prising and unprecedented.
There's no reason behind
Machado's sudden switch in his

characters' personalities. He's
become lost in over-dramatizing
the production rather than aUow-
ing the story to follow its natural

path.

Manuela is now in charge of

both the business and her family.

When Manuela talks of the busses

as her "reason" for life, it

becomes clear who's in charge
and what's important. Where
Oscar was the one in charge in the

first act, it's now evident he's
simply another rung on the ladder

towards Manuela's success.
Family has become a runner-up in

her race for power Unfortunately,

this is only the start of the confu-

sion. . - "-'-'-

When the loss of the family's

business and power becomes the

focus of the second part of
"klands," the production becomes
a garbled mess of lines, relation-

ships and power struggles - the

makings of a perfect soap opera.

The Cuban revolution and its

effect on the Ripoll family is now
the central theme. But, if the

words "revolution" and "Fidel

Castro" weren't repeated over and
over, this theme would never be

understood.

The plot also gets lost in the

incestuous relationship of Pedro
(Yul Vazquez) and Osvaldo (Joe

Uria), as well as Cusa's (Rosana
De Soto) faith in Castro vs. Oscar
and Manuela's detest for him, the

drug {^dictions within the family

and the family's obsessive rela-

tionships once they reach
Woodland Hills. While each of
these scenes adds to the intensity

of the production and the theme of
revolution, some of them feel as if

they were added only for shock
value.

The surprising relationship
between Manuela's sons-in-law is

without question a mini-revolu-
tion in itself. Pedro has always
had a special bond with his broth-

er, he loves and trusts him so
much that he once even told his

wife of their sexual affairs. When

Maniacal Natalie Merchant:
'What is the matter here?'

What's

that Noise?

By Michael latum

No music figure I revile

intrigues me more than

Natalie Merchant, formerly
of the pop group 10,(X)0 Maniacs.
As I mentioned in a previous col-

umn, I find her impotent three-

note range, her inexplicable

drawing out of ^^^^^^^^^
vowels and her

inability to

sing conso-

nants at the

end of words
unendearing.

And did I

mention her
- obnoxious

habit of sliding

notes at the

ends of phras-

es?

Still, as

much as I hate

to admit it, the

degree to

which you're
moved by someone's voice
depends, in the end, purely on sub-

jectivity. So for this week's install-

ment, I'm going to argue
something that can be proven
empirically: Natalie Merchant has

serious failings as a songwriter

Merchant had the audacity to

tell reporters around the time of
Blind Man's Zoo that the Maniacs'
politics prevented them from
breaking commercially (it couldn't

have been her phony and insincere

music, of course). In a typically

condescending remark, she snif-

fled, "I don't know, maybe we'll

Michael

Tatum

do a whole album of "My Sister

Rose" songs," referring to the
innocuous wedding song on In My
Tribe.

In this context, the thinly veiled

spite in the patronizing "Candy
Everybody Wants" becomes
painfully obvious. "Who do you
want to blame ?"^ she asks; clearly

she blames the "soft and lazy"
audience, to whose level she feels

she has to sink to score a hit

Oh I'm sure it was hard for
Merchant to "give *em what they
want" after years of such hard-
nosed musical integrity. After all,

neither she nor the band made any
audible complaint when Elektra
Records forced them to cover Cat
Stevens' dorky "Peace Train" to

get airplay. And they didn't raise a

ruckus when the label coerced
them into recording with slick,

soulless producer Peter Asher, the

same guy who made hit-mice out
of the always-dull James Taylor
and Linda Ronstadl. Naturally, she

publicly disavowed both actions

after the fact. But hey, "If blood
and love are the candy / we give
*em what they want," right
Natalie?

But considering her dubious
"political" lyrics, maybe we're bet-

ter off with her compromises. Take
"Eat For Two," which like "Candy
Everybody Wants," deflects blame
to others instead of taking or shar-

ing responsibility. In this teen-age

pregnancy song, she claims that

young giris who yield to the sexual

desires of young boys "risk the

game by taking dares with ^yes,'"

and that, "Pride is for men."

Haven't you ever heard the
expression "It takes two to tango,"

Natalie? I may be mistaken about
thii!^ but women have sexual
desires as well. Why didn't the
song's protagonist invest in contra-

ceptives? Why, because that would
have forced both parties to share
the blame, that's why. Can't have
that, now can we?
Does Merchant actually think

this song portrays sexuality to

impressionable young people in a
positive way? At any rate, I can't

listen to the overwrought, a capella

closer, "Five months, how it

grows/ Five months I begin to

show" without breaking into hys-
terics.

Most of Merchant's unbearably
mediocre lyrics collapse under
similar scrutiny. How about her
melodramatic anti-slavery song,

"Hateful Hater' The stupid redun-

dancies of that title aside, she
blames the evils of imperialist

exploitation on curiosity - curiosi-

ty! - over and over agaftrWhat the

hell kind of conclusion is that? I

guess words that would have made
more sense, like "greed" or "fear"

or "superstition," didn't fit the
song's meter Can't sacrifice poet-

ry for logic now, can you?
The bulk of Merchant's so-

called "political" songs follow this

trajectory: taking a well-meaning
but non-controversial topic (what
normal person supports slavery?)

from the realm of the banal to the

realm of the ludicrous via her
clumsy writing. Take "What's The

See NOI8E3, page 23

'Mask' screenwriter visits Melnitz
Film success story

Mike Werb returns

to his alma mater

ooo , page 22

By Michael Horowitz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

^'Every parking attendant in

town is writing a screenplay,"
declares Mike Werb, who writes

screenplays for a living and does-

n't park any cars except his own.
"I've driven out of my dentist's

office, I'm handing over my non-
validated ticket, and I've got a

screenplay on the passenger's
seat," he starts. "This has hap-
pened three times at different
places over the past year. 'Are you
a screenwriter? Me too!' and then

they start telling me their story

and cars are honking in the back-
ground."

Another day in the life of a

screenwriter in Los Angeles. But

,

Werb is hardly your typical strug-

gling screenwriter It's been seven
years since he finished UCLA's
Graduate Fftm program and he's

now working on A-Iist scripts and
turning away countless off^ers. The
difference ended up being an
adaption he hammered out called

The Mask.
Tonight he returns to Melnitz to

speak following a screening of the

hit summer comedy. Werb feels

lucky to be appreciated for his

Jim Carrey stars in Michael Werb's screenplay success The Mask.

work, because after all, respect

and admiration aren't often lav-

ished upon screenwriters.

"If I meet people at a party," he
says, "I'm still totally reluctant to

say I'm a screenwriter If I say I'm
a screenwriter, there's an immedi-
ate tumofl' from the other person. ~^ hot WIIIH, page 23^

'Well, nice to meet you,' and then

they go off and do their thing."

"People in Hollywood respect

'the grosses,'" he says without
undue weight on the word 'gross-

es.' "I have this six-month period

-f
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Philharmonic revives 1919 performance for 75th
By John Mangum

The Los Angeles Philharmonic

celebrated its 7Sth birthday with a

six-foot tall cake. It didn't need

candles because the orchestra was
on fire.

Monday night's program repli-

cated the one played by the L. A.

Philharmonic at the first concert

on Oct. 24, 1919.

Zubin Mehta, who directed the

With each

Philharmonic concert

... these players provide

Los Angeles with a

world-class orchestra.

orchestra for 16 years, shared the

rostrum with current music direc-

tor Esa-Pekka Salonen. Both vol-

unteered their services for an
evening which benefited the musi-

cian's pension fund. The concert

raised oyer $250,000.

Mehta directed the

Philharmonic from 1962 to 1978.

Known for his political conscious-

ness, the conductor once led the

orchestra in a legendary Vietnam
War protest concert in front of

Royce Hall following the death of

Kent State students.

Maestro Mehta steered the

orchestra through Bohemian com-

poser Antonin DVorfik's Ninth
Symphony, nicknamed "From the

New World." Dvoriik composed
the symphony during his resi-

dence in New York in 1893.

Well known for his use of

Bohemian folk songs in his past

work, Dvorak believed that

American composers needed to

turn to their own folk songs in

order to create a national style of

composition. The composer
believed that these "American"
tunes lay dormant in African-

American folk songs, which he

used for much of his Ninth
Symphony's thematic material.

Unfortunately, the orchestra

seemed under-rehearsed for

Dvorak's symphony. In spite of

the rough edges, Mehta guided the

Philharmonic in a powerful inter-

pretation of the work.

He took the introduction to the

first movement very slowly, lead-

ing into an exciting rendition of

the first movement. Marred only

by sporadic insecurities, the

orchestra produced a full - bodied

sound, grounded in the powerful

tone of the lower strings. The
finale came off best, the brass

blazing confidently through the

closing bars.

Salonen took over for the sec-

ond half of the program. His
strong relationship with the musi-

cians seemed obvious. They
responded to his every gesture and

understood his glances and facial

expressions perfectly.

Actor Robert Stack, who hosted

the evening, quoted Harold
Dicterow, the leader of the second

violins, during the introduction to

the second half of the concert.

"We play better for (Salonen) than

for anyone else," said Stack. After

hearing the second half of the pro-

gram, nothing seemed more true.

Salonen led the orchestra
through 19th century piano virtu-

oso Franz Liszt's symphonic
poem "Les Preludes." Based on a

poem, the piece depicts the stages

of human life, from birth to death.

Salonen' s typically analytical

conducting dissolved into a warm
glow for Liszt's songful string

writing. During the coda, the brac-

ing virtuosity of the orchestra

joined the sheer volume to pro-

duce an overwhelming effect.

Cari Maria von Weber's popu-

lar overture to his opera "Oberon"

followed the Liszt. Weber com-
posed the overture in England,

where the opera was to be pro-

duced in 1826. Salonen's perfor-

mance evoked the enchantment
and grandeur of Weber's fantasy

world perfectly.

On the heels of "Oberon" came
Emanuel Chabrier's rhapsody
"Espafla." Salonen and the orches-

tra played this virtuoso piece for

all it was worth. The fast and furi-

ous rhapsody contained solos for

almost every instrument, show-
casing the talents of the individual

WONWOODalyBiuIn

Zubin Mehta conducts the orchestra for its anniversary celebratk)n.

players.

It becomes more apparent with

each Philharmonic concert that

these players provide Los Angeles

with a world-class orchestra. The
relationship between Salonen and

the musicians continues to pro-

duce concerts of the highest quali-

ty, born from a 75-year
Philhannonic tradition.

Pounded in 1919, the orchestra

received support during its first 15

years from William Andrews
Clark Jr., who donated over $3
million to the Philharmonic. He
also brought English conductor

Walter Henry Rothwell to Los
Angeles, and Rothwell's reputation

See ANNIVERSARY, page 24
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Spencer's Explosion creates distinct blues sound
Band, on third tour,

to make appearance

at the Palace tonight

By Nisha Qopalan

When John Spencer sings the

blues, no one gets depressed.

The largely one-word song
titles such as "Bellbotioms" and
"Dang" on the John Spencer
Blues Explosion's (JSBX) latest

release. Orange, seem to capture

the dynamic nature of the band's

music. Imagine each song title

followed by a exclamation mark.

Vocalist/guitarist John Spencer,

drummer Russell Simins and gui-

tarist Judah Bauer (that's right, no
bassist) continue to perfect their

trademark unpretentious and
uninhibited blues-inspired, feed-

back-laden, '70s-driven, rockabil-

ly-esque hybrid.

"Yeah, we're called the Blues
Explosion, but it's not really tra-

ditional blues," says Spencer,
who virtually has legendary status

in the underground music scene
due to his involvement in Pussy
Galore (r.i.p.) and his other cur-

rent band. Boss Hogg, headed by
his wife, Christina.

Spencer and the Blues
Explosion have enough respect
for blues performers such as
Hound Dog Taylor and the House

Rockers, to draw inspiration
from, and not mimic, them.
Furthermore, while he has seen
many of his favorite blues per-

formers live, he is reluctant to

meet them.

"When you do meet somebody,
an artist, whose work you really

like, you almost wish you hadn't

met them," says Spencer of lost

mystique.

Spencer goes on to explain that

he also has no overwhelming
aspirations to collaborate with
some of these blues musicians
whom he admires.

**It would be a thrill," says
Spencer about working with any
blues musician he admires, "(but)

I'm not really crazy about collab-

orations. I sort of like to do my
own thing." The closest thing to a

collaboration that the listener gets

to hear on Orange is an appear-

ance from fellow blues fan. Beck.

The compositions transcend the

traditional melodic, verse-chorus-

verse formula yet successfully
use repetition. Musically and lyri-

cally, the repetitions in songs like

"Full Grown" become so infec-

tious that a head nod progresses

into a foot tap and ultimately per-

meates the whole body.

"I think with this record we
were just trying to make a belter

sounding record. All the songs,

we pretty much knew. We'd been
playing them for a couple of
months live, whereas in the past

albums we'd do stuff that's kind

of improvised," explains Spencer
While Spencer emphasizes the

fact that the band "always records

live," they also delegated more
time in the recording of Orange
to improve the sound of their

album.

So just how long did they take

to record Orange?
"(It took) five days or some-

thing," says Spencer who quickly

points out that five days is "short

to most people, but it was long for

us."

And during those seemingly
few days, the band lays down the

core tracks and thereafter Spencer
adds to the recording.

"I just do the rest on my own
with Jim Waters, the engineer
- add strings or whatever I think

the song needs," says Spencer
who adds that he usually has a

good idea, before they even
record, of what sounds to include.

The band is presently in the

midst of its third consecutive tour

Most people may remember the

JSBX as the opening act on the

Breeders tour, last spring.

While they are currently head-

lining their own tour, Spencer
says that he enjoyed being the

opening act: "I like that situation

where there's no pressure and you
can just go out and do anything.

It's always the most fun to play in

a place you've never played
before, play in front of people

The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion visits Los Angeles tonight.

who've never seen you (before)."

Judging from the jam-factor on
the records, the "svyeat of the
Blues Explosion" as Spencer
sings on "Sweat," their live shows
keep them true to their element.
While Spencer reveals that their

live performances are not particu-

larly improvisational, he does
hope the live show will reflect the

band's sincere love of music.

"I don't think we're trying to

be a soul band or a funk band. I

think we just do what we do and
hopefully that makes us (appear)

honest."

MUSIC: The John Spencer Blues
Explosion performs Wed. at the
Palace at 8 p.m.
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'SeduetkHi' adds new edge to spicy formula ISLANDS

By Lael Loewensteln

The dark and dangerous femme
fatale has long stalked men in

Hollywood films. In classics like

Double Indemnity (1944) and Out

of the Past (1946), beautiful and

mysterious women lured unsus-

pecting men into committing
crimes in the name of love, only to

double-cross and kill them later.

Though many have tried to

Review
update the film noir formula, few

have been successful. Director

John Dahl (Red Rock West), whose

film Last Seduction opens today, i^

one who succeeds.

Last Seduction stars Linda
Fiorentino as Bridget, a woman so

bad she makes earlier femmes
falales look like Mother Teresa.

After planning a lucrative drug

deal with her husband Clay
(expertly played by Bill Pullman)

in New York, Bridget runs off with

the money while he's in the show-

er. Hiding out in idyllic Beston,

Bridget wastes no time getting a

job, a new name and a lover, Mike
(Peter Berg). As her "designated

fuck," Mike senses she's trouble

but can't stay away.

Using her sexual prowess and

her instinctual ability to target

men's weaknesses. Bridget ropes

Mike into abetting her with a

crime of her own by killing a sup-

posedly anonymous stranger as an

act of "commitment."
Unbeknownst to Mike, the

stranger is Bridget's husband, who
has u-acked her down.

Dahl's straightforward direction

lends itself well to this film noir.

Showing an eye for the genre's

cliches, Dahl manages to update

them in a fresh, new way. An
insurance scam, for instance (the

scenario behind Double
Indemnity) is made possible by

computer, and a driver's side

airbag facilitates a murder.
• Steve Barancik's script captures

the genre's trademark snappy ban-

ter: Wh^n an appalled Mike tries

to r^akon with Bridget, saying,

"Don't you realize you're talking

about murder?" she responds mat-

ter-of-factly, "Yeah, so?"

Last Seduction suffers mildly

from an underdeveloped subplot

about another shady woman in

Mike's past, and Bridget might

have been improved by appearing

to show just the slightest bit of

emotional ambivalence. But she is

so deliciously corrupt, and
Fiorentino's performance is so

much fun to watch, that this

seduction works.

FILM: Last Seduction Written by
Steve Barancik. Directed by John
Dahl. Starring Linda Fiorentino,

Peter Berg and Bill Pullman.
Linda Fiorentino plays the femme fatale in Dahl's Last Seduction.
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their sister Miriam (Wanda De
Jesus) discovers the two together,

^'s convinced by Pedro to par-

ticipate. Her involvement keeps

her quiet, for if she denounces
them, she'll be discovered. Then,

just like the martyrs within the

revolution occurring around
them, someone's bound to get

hurt.

While this parallel is important,

it gets lost in the melodrama rul-

ing the second half of the produc-

tion. Only through the redundant

lines and actions is the compari-

son between the interior and exte-

rior revolutions realized. These

situations - homosexual incest,

suicide and the shallow struggle

for power - leave the audience

wondering what the point is while

trying to catch their breath

between each shocking scene.

By the end of "Islands," not

only have the characters isolated

themselves from each other

through drugs, sex, alcohol, greed

and corruption, they've also iso-

lated the audience through the

melodrama of it alL

STAGE: 'Floating Islands.'

Written by Eduardo Machado.
Directed by Oskar Eustis.

Running through Dec. 11 at the

Mark Taper Forum. TIX: $28-
35.50 for each part or $56-71 for

both. Public rush: 10 minutes
before curtain tk:kets arib, $10. For

more info call (213) 365-3500.
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Matter Here." Once again, writing

an anti-child abuse song isn't exact-

ly what I call going out a limb -

does anyone in Merchant's audi-

ence sictually think beating kids is a

good idea? - but despite the pre-

dictably touchy-feely lyrics, it

deserves to be heard with a least

half an ear.

But she trips over any momen-
tum she might have built up when
she reaches the end, when she
scolds the insensitive parent, "All

these cold and rude things that you
do because he belongs to you."
Rude? Rude? Fve always believed

child abuse to be evil, but never
once did I consider it to be bad
manners as well.

Possibly no other song best
proves my point than Merchant's

abysmal song about American
intervention in Central America,
"Hease Foigive Us." Plenty of wot-

thy songs have been sung about this

topic: R.E.M.'s "Welcome To The
Occupation" and 'The Flowers Of
Guatemala," as well as a whole
truckload of Clash songs (the con-

vk:tion in the music of those respec-

tive artists helped).

But what's her big statement on

this, the most worthy topic she ever

tackled? "Please forgive us / we
don't know what was done in our

name." Please forgive us? That's

Merchant's best response to all the

terrible oppression those people had

to endure (and still do) because of

wrongheaded Anterican foreign pol-

icy? If the country of El Salvador

had put out an answer song called

"No Way," would Merchant have
written a sequel called "With Cream
And Sugar On Top?"

I'm amazed how a{^)arently liter-

ate people can mistake Merchant's

lyrics for poetry, let alone valuable

insight. To put her pedestrian tru-

isms ("Until the lamb is king of the

beasts/ we live so one-sided") and
mangled verse (she doesn't listen to

"common sense firm arguments,
whk:h figures) on a level with Elk)t,

Keats, or even Bob Dylan (not to

nwntion Ogden Nash) borders on
lunacy. Does Merchant really think

arranging her lyrics in prose form in

her CD booklets will fool con-
sumers into mistaking her songs for

art? Considering how many do,

apparently so.

Furthermore, I'm amused how
the same people can naively think

10,(X)0 Maniacs* music - about as

far removed from punk and even
rock as Tony Bennett - has some-
thing to do with "alternative"

music. And I'm dumbfounded at

those who would suggest that the

views espoused in Merchant's
lyrics - which rarely rise above
goody-two-shoes, fuzzy-wuzzy, PC
dogma - have anything to do with

"alternative" politics. If Merchant
and her middle-of-the-road fans

don't want to take any risks, fine,

but why do they have to lie to them-
selves about being on the cutting

edge?

Rock history will bear me out: as

with literature and art, time has a
way of erasing the hacks and
revealing the innovators. Twenty
years ago, people thought the self-

pitying, solipsistic songs of Janis

Ian and Harry Chapin carried mean-
ingteo.

And if you can't place those
names, don't feel dumb. In 2014,
wheiwTiy daughter writes a column
in these pages and she ofT-handedly

mentions Natalie Merchant, none of
her peers will know who she's talk-

ing about either.

The pmudly cocky Michael Tatum
would like to give his sincere

thanks to Robert Christgau, for his

input on the songs "Hateful Hate
"

and "Headstrong, " and to Penny
Lane, for their invaluable research

assistance. His column appears
every Wednesday.

WERB
From page 19

where people remember that the

Mask made over 200 million
worldwide and that seems to be
important to them, and I sup^se at

parties it makes a difference if

somehow it gets brought up that

you wrote a hit movie, but I still get

embarrassed."

Werb plums the depths of his

psyche to come up with the reason.

"Maybe it's because my parents

and people don't really consider
writing to be a serious job, i.e. it's

not a real job, therefore maybe I

don't take it as seriously either," he

says. "Only lately, the last two or

three years, can I say, even to

myself in the mirror, 'I'm a profes-

sional screenwriter.' How did that

happen? That's great!"

How it h^pened was a series of

bad movies made with small
amounts of money, minor stars,

and stories at least partially by
MikeWerij. .

The first was a giant-rats-attack^

ing-humans horror flick called

Food of the Gods. Part II. Werb
wrote a script he liked and the film-

makers argued it was much too
funny. They wanted pure horror. It

was a conflict never to be resolved.

and Werb reversed his name on the

credits to read "Ekim Brew."

His second writing assignment
to hit the big screen was The Secret

of the Ice Cave, a feature so bad
Werb didn't even have a chance to

reverse his name on the credits.

"It's supposed to be a teen-age
Romancing the Stone," he laughs,

"and it looks like I lit it, it looks

like I shot it also. You can't even
see some of the scenes it's so

"Pm Still ... reluctant to

say Tm a screenwriter."

Michael Werb

washed out. It shows on
Showtime."

Werb went three for three with

Human Shield, a Michael Dudikoff

action adventure about a boy
framed for drug possession in

Malaysia. He actually liked his

story this time, but when the film-

makers moved the movie to Israel

for tax reasons and decided to

incorporate the Persian Gulf War
when the conflict broke out,
Werb's work went down the toilet.

It's not like Werb doesn't have

See WERB, page 24

Get The StRaiQHX Story On Braces.
What's the cost i Whaft the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310)826-7494
Specfailiziiig in Braces for Adults & Children

ImrisibU • RtmovobU • TmStiomal • Emo/fttut Surgical Orthtukmtics • Cotmtdc Poretlaim

Brentwood Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified i^pcdirilst

11645 ^i^lshire Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-€3-g

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

OFFIGUL
WORLD CUP

f^ apmrbl a somrENiBS

S rOFFSIDE^ '/^^» SPORTS APPAREL '

11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. L.A. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

Take a glimpse at the future of the investment business, trading^ research and brokerage are forging a remarkable

Where chent needs are always placed first. Where integration of capabilities. All in the pursuit of generating

diversity, creativity and innovation are valued, encour- greater value for our clients and shareholders,

aged and rewarded. Take a glimpse at the future of the investment business:

Where relationships between investment banking, today's Smith Barney

Information Session
Thursday, October 27, 1994

7 p.m.

Westwood Marquis-La Ventana Room
c

Smith Barney
We make money the old-fashioned way. We earn it."" vWW vvMh Bsmnr mc. Mvpf^Mr SiFC-
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WERB
From page 23

a

his problems with The Mask. The
director rewrote some of his dia-

logue for the antagonists. He was

never invited to the press junket.

And now he's hunted in

Hollywood to adapt other comic
books. But compared to the B-

movies Werb has woiked on in the

pa3t, this experience was nirvana.

For all of the hardships and
obstacles it has created for Werb,

The Mask is his first true success.

He hastens to add that he doesn't

w^t it to be his legacy, but the film

has served as a career milestone. "I

went on opening weekend," he

says, "and every time my credit

came up, I had been waiting so

long for that, I glazed over."

He pays it a screenwriter's

biggest compliment: "It's the first

movie that looks anything like

what I wrote."

RLM: The MBsk. Free screening at

Melnitz Theater tonight. For more
infonnatkm and free required pass-

es, please call 825-2345.

ANNIVERSARY
From page 20

managed to secure top flight

players and soloists. Composer
Ferde Grof6 played viola in the

original PhilhanTK)nic, and Alfred

Wallenstein, his colleague in the

cello section, went on to become
a conductor whose accomplish-

ments included a tenure as music

director of the L.A. Philharmonic.

Two students of the legendary

conductor and composer Gustav

Mahler, Otto Klemperer and

Bruno Waller, worked with the

Philharmonic as well. Other con-

ductors who appeared with the

orchestra include the underrated

Dutchman Eduard van Beinum,
the flamboyant Leonard
Bernstein, and Andr6 Previn.

Contralto Marian Anderson,
pianist Artur Rubinstein, and vio-

linist Jascha Heifetz top the list of

soloists who joined the orchestra

to further enrich its history.

Everyone celebrated this histo-

ry Monday night. Bobby
McFerrin led the audience in

singing "Happy Birthday" to the

orchestra. The Kodo Drummers, a

Japanese percussion group, deaf-

ened concert-goers during inter-

mission. They provided welcome
relief from another infernally

tedious, ever-so-proper 20-

minute arrangement of
Boccherini's "Minuet for String

Quintet."

Monday night celebrated the

achievement of an orchestra that

has joined the ranks to become
world-class.

MUSIC: For L.A. Philharmonic
info, call (213) 972-7300.

It's not every day you can
save 25% in the Students' Store—so

lots of people stock up, even do
their holiday shopping during the

Halloween 5AtE, Wonpay, Octobei? %ih
This year, we've added some rewards

for Halloween shoppers who use Bruin Gold.

r

THE MOVIE MADNESS

Ifyou use Bij^n Gold on

Halloween Day to shop In the

Ackerman Union Students'

Store (Including the

Bookzohe), you may be one of

50 shoppers who will t>e

randomly selected to win two

free movie passes Just for

using Bruin Gold. So If you're

shopping anyway, why not

take a chance?*

THE SWEET TREAT

Ifyou deposit $200 to a new
or existing Bruin Gold

account from October 23
through October 31, we'll

give you a $5 gift certificate

for Rx, the new candy shop

on first floor Ackerman Union.

So you can get yourself a

supply of bloody maggots,

eyeballs, or whatever

Halloween candy you er^oy,

without trick or treating.

BRUm GOt,!>
UCLA The Easy Way

•ASUCLA will make every effort to award all 50 prizes, however, ttie method used to identify winners is

-somewhat unpredictabte, so ASliCLA reserves the right to award fewer than 50 prizes. No purchase required.

1 0% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

iriCLUDES EYE EX AMirjAIIOrj

EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTIOrJ LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

irjCLUDESEYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LENSES

CAREKIT AND FOLLOV; UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
irJCLUDES tXAM FIIIING 8. FOLLOW UP

A 2 BOXf;. Of ACUVUE LENSES

. GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR

. EYE EXAMINATIONS

. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Ootoniet^'C Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

•DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

wPlKG LGO has brought to the

screen some of the most MEMORABLE FILMS of our

time. Now, in his first role as producer, he brings us a

story about a group of people who fight a war. . . not with

weapons. . . but with ENLIGHTENMENT.

Featuring Eriq LaSalle (of the hit television show "E-R:),

in his debut feature starring role,''Drop Squad"* is a

story about BEING PROUD of who you are, and

not forgetting about the people who got you there.

Because when you make it over the wall. .

.

sometimes you have to throw a rope BACK.

^ .'^^

^'dw^m^ ^4ul4is-Mall

R̂ A
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hal. 306 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^)528

VVe reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any.

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Oar offtea Is opew Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates Deadlines

Dtly, 20 words or lass $7.00 CiassHMIlMsdc
Oiiiy.aKii additional word .45 1 wortdng day twfore printing, l)y noon.

Weeidy. 20 words or less 25.00 ClassNMdisylarads:

WMdy, each additional word 1J0 2 worldng Oays tiefore printing, by noon

Display ads- student rata^. inch 8.00 llAake checks payal)ie to the

Display ads— local rate/cot. inch 1125 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frsquancy & Agency Rates Avai|al>le

Icol. X 1 g 2inches x Unch. There are no cancellatjons after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCl> (k>mmunicalions BoardMy luppom Its IMverslly of CaMomta
criiTUnation No medhM sM accept a&miAmrttt which pntent persons oi any origin, not.

religion, sex, or teual ortentation in a demeanino way or imply thai they are HniitBd to positions.

capai)iMies,rolesorctali« in tociety.Neither the Daly Bruin northeAStXXAConrnMMoa^
has investigatedany o( the services adverttud or the adverttiers rtpfStamtd in this issue. Any person

IwUeving that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's pdcy on nondiscrlminabon stated

herein should oonNnunicaie complaints in writing to the Business Manager. OaNy Bruin, 22S

KerckhoH Hal. 306 Westwood Plaa, Los Angeles, CA 90024 For assistanoe wUh housing discnmi-

nation problems, cal the UCLA Hous4r4 Office at (310) 82M271 or cal the Westside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad
1

.

Start your ad with ttie merchandise your are selling. This makes It easier for readers to quickly 3. AvokJ abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.
scan the ads and locate your Item(s). 4. Place yourself In the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise.
2. Always include the price of the Item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions.

Campus Happenings 1 Cannpus Happenings 1 Cannpus Happenings 1 Cannpus Happenings

*,R\I>1 Mi \1 I \1K^

GRADUATED PROFESSIONAL
INFORMATION bAV ^p(in''i)it.Hi i->\

(.U \[)l \ll I)1\M(>\

UCtA

Thursdai^, October 27, 1996 from 10:00am to 2:00pm Ackerman Grand Ballroom
OVER 100 SCHOOLS IN ONE PLACE! MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM MANY OF THE NATION'S LEADING GRADUATE

SCHOOLS, INCLUDING:
Northwestern University ofChicago

n State • University ofOregon
• use
* Dartmouth

Columbia

LVai'hsfi€ff»s to }/i'f/* i/ott Pti'ifftn' Far Gt^t^di/^Kto Sthaaf

1 Campus Happenings

ELECTRIC GYPSY
Jim! Herwirix tribute barxi available to play at

your Halloween Party ror a ree. Call Andy O
213-254-1039.

Santa Monica Co. needs a bright, detail ori-

ented person to handle the acquisition, repro-

duction and shipping or documentation and
materials necessary to support its computer
related conferences. You will order ar>d

maintain inventory, including office supplies,

work with printing verxiors, and ship materi-

als. Computer experience desirable, car nec-
essary. Send resume to [department N, 741
lOth St, SanU Monica 90402. No phone
calls please.

Is Qnri SdMol Rlfht /br Me/
What ue your motivatiom far aimiding gndmoe achool7

Should you fa new or later? This worlohop coven poinia to

consider in deciding hew a graduaoe or profcaianal degree

filB into your career plam, at wdl at continuing education

alternatives.

T^uaiaj, October 25, 6-7 pm
Wadneaday, October 26, 3-4 pm
ThMrsdkgr^October 27. 9-10am

Selecting a Qrad Schooli

Look Before You Leap
Coven criteria for deciding which graduate programs are

best suited to your lalenEi, interests, and ambitions. Includes

an introduction to information resources to help you

evaluate programs and compare the diflSerences.

Tuesday, November 1, 6'7 pm
Wednesday, November 2, 3-4 pm
Thuxsdsy, November 3 , 9- 10 am

QiilMimttolkeAptttcasUm^roceu
A basic overview ofgeneral procedures far aubmittii^ an
effective applicaiton package. Discuaion also coven OPA,
tranacriptB, admiaiian testa, personal interviews, and
financial aid options.

"RmJias, Nwmnher 6, 6-7 pm
Woinaday, November 9, 3-4 |mi

Ttunday, November 10, 9-10 am

QeMng Letters of Reamwnendatlon

Provides strategies for selecting your best advocates,

aolictting references, and following up for results that will

give you the edge with the graduate school admissions

committee.

Tuesday, November 8,

Kkm-Noon
Wodneaday, November 16,

KkaH'Noon

WtmrngaPowerfidPenontiEMUiy
Throu^ lecture and interactive excercises, you'll learn how
to preseiu the personal abilities, interests, experiences and
career goals that make you an outatanding graduate schod
candidate.

Wedneaday, November 9, lOam^Noon
Thm^, November fO, 2-^pm

cnCC (S/0) 206-/944

Workshcps will

hchdiatthe
Placement and
Career Planning

Center.

Sponsored By

XI;I*1
a^aam

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. Discussion. Fri Step Study. AU 3625

. Thurs. Book Study. AU 3525
Tues. orK) Wed. Discussioo. Denloi 23-029

All times 12 lO-lOOpm
Foi atcohoUcs Of inoiviaoals who have a

(Jhnkmg prooiem.

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1" MONTH FREE!
. fREH IMMEDIATE HOOK UP
.PAGiR & 800 SIRVKE AVAIIABIE

1-800-309-8888
M

».*crv& Offottf*?!

ORAMERCY

STARTS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28» AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

n
PI PHI

mltV%%%\\ A%%^vv

PI KAPPA mn immt0ltma4ts core group of

Founding Fathers, bikI is lof>klng for more
men to lein the AsaOfitete Cluipterat UCLA.

wfth

We are looking for:

ence

j[iOti\^tecl Individu

eadership abilities

well rounded men I(>oking

enhance their collegq

INFORMATION METING
Irr. 27th

:00 p.m. AcKerman 35
tdrne icatn otx^ut the ^^Q^^^JsJSSl^!^

FOR ANY QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS CALL JAMES BENSbN OR
ROSS KNOBLAUCH AT (3 1 0) 474-4506 (ROOM 305)

SsENiOR

SMILING

' Studio
fbatt Sti<a w liutad Ml 2a4 Haar Acktrwi

IpM MN^-frMiT l:3l-5:3l PImm 2K-I433

Smart seniors know this

is the best tine of year

for senior yearbook

portraits. No lines, no

rush, no midterm circles

under the eyes. So you'll

not only be included in

the Bruin Life yearbook,

you'll look your best.

2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services

rr
OaSi^fyu^'^^

=^^

GT2UCLA
Cdl UCLA Commuter /^stance - Rideshcfing

or (310) 794-RIC€ or stop by our office at 556 VSfestvood Plaza

Room 200 (Structure 8, level 2) for Info on carpools, varpools

^V^ end public transit options. • , , yy

4 Financial Aid

Cash fof college. 900.000 pantt a\^ilable.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.
I -800-243-2435.

7 OoodD#Qts

7 Good Deols

FIVE EASY RECIPES, IS beginrsers cooking

tipti Smd SS SASE. CREATIONS UN4.T0.
19800 HaM^home Blvd. f2S&-430CT, Tor-

r^ce, C»W. 90S0).

N<Cotoi-crycl« JmcIc*C $C9.99

lOtfO'a-lOTO'a: Ov«naia.
flmmuhmlm, Boota. St. BalltaoMnma

Inteneone
Mi3 1/2 HoBjwood Blvd

(213)
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3 Campus Rectuitmenl J Ccunpui, K€»ciuilment 6 Campus Recruilment ! Z KQ-l

Who are we?

The iStudent Recruiters Prognun is a volunteer student organization under the

auspices of Undergraduate Admissions and Relations, widi Schools Office.

What do we do?
x^y)

- host campus tours for elementary, junior hi^ and hi^ school
'*"

students

- hi^ school visits

- college fairs

- Mardi Gras
. v

- Bruin Buddy Day r

and much more....

/

Please come hy one ofour informational meetings to pick up an i^plicaiticMi:

Mon. 10/24

10:00ajn AU 3516

11:00am AU3516

12K)0pin AU 3516

Tue. 10/25

9K)0am AU3506

10:00ajn AU3508

5K)0tin Murphy 1147

Wed.l<VS6
2O0pm AU35I6

2:30pm AU3516

Thar. 10/27

9:00am AU3S16

10:00tm AU3516

llK)0amAU3516

Fri. 10/28

2O0pm AU3516

3.O0pm AU3516

3:30pm AU3516

If you have any questions, call Lena Brown or Jennifer Everett at (310) 206-4348

or just stop by Murphy 1147. See you at the informational meetingsll

Hyperactive boys with MIentiorMi problem*

7-1 1 yn, rwedcd for UCLA reicarch project

Receive $20 arvi a free dcvclopmenul

evaluation. 310-825-0392.
"

Normal healthy boyi 3-11 yr*, and their

families rweded for UCLA research project

Receive $20 xnd have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

WOMEN 18-25 with eith^ anorexia nen^isa

or bulimia. Participation Involves conmleting

six questionnaires. Mindy 31 0-796-y96.

15 Wanted

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. Wk do all DMV. We buy an)1hi««.

818-999-IBUY (4289).

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-

167(Vext 167. S2.95/min. 2-mlrHJle average.

184^ Infbservice, LA. CA. 21 3-993-3366.

Attorneys 12 Research Sub)ects

16 Lost and Found

FOUND: Cat in Westwood. Call 794-3571.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

ECC (X>NORS.NSDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Spedal

needs for Mack, Hispanic, & chinesel At

UCLA med cer«er. 310-82S-950a

E(3C IX>NORS NEEDED. All info conflden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Heahhy females

between 21-34years old wAnedical irv

surarKe. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Help Infertile japarwse-American woman.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg

donor. Grad students call 21 3-765-5300. Use

codeBH.

IF YOU'D LUCE TO HELP a couple who's

having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to

carry a child, call 31 0-820-61 80, ask for Bea-

trice.

22 Health Services

INDIVIDUAL COUPLE, COUNSaiNC, jAr

MIE MINTZ, MFCC INTERN #21788. 310-

535-1452. SLIDING SCALE FEES. (Diane

Geller, Supv. MFC #27098).

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1 '-3*.

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

12 Research Subjects

22 Health Services

Acne. Tattoos

Sunspots & Scars

Non-SiirtjiCHi Laser Ttieiapv 'or

painless taciHl skin rbiuybiialion

and rRninwai nl aLiie tattoos

sunspots 5. scars Low oust

FreG Consultation Call

1-800-685-6574

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicts irHerfering with work

and relatlorahips. End self-destructive pat-

terns. Sliding scale, firee coraultatlon, stud-

ents welcome. Iris Dragin, MFCC
lictMFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXKTY. Increase conoentratkm,

perfonnance, sdf-confidertce. Mivklual
appoiiitmer^ and dasses. ExperierMzed

psychotherapist for 17-yearB. Student RMes.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVCRWHElA«D, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. Individuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
• Supervisor PSY 8070 .

12 Research Subjects

10 Persorial

WANTED: 100 UCLA studenb to test new
volcemail Introduction service. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. In 30 days and earn SSS do-

ing it 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

AUTOMOBILE, BICYaE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.

UCLA Grad. Close to campus. Free Corvulta-

tion. Mitchell KreitenberK 21 3-384-3561.

12 Researcti Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive S20 and a free developmenUl

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent lo fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 818-774-1141

sduzonhrenia

10 Personal

Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

F I i: A S I (A I I 1-800-854-3902

NERVOaS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902
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12 Research Subiects 12 Researcfi Subjects 12 Research Subjects

CALIFORNIA

I> I I A s I ( A 1 I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Particip>ants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

30 Help Wonted

$1000-2500/wk
FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS needed for busy

company to perform in bachelor parties,

private shows. Must be reliable, hard worker.

Call 310^24-0084.

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINC/nJTORAJRIVER for

bright and fun twelve-year-old. Moriday-Fri-

day 3-8pm. References required. 10 min.

from campus. 81 6-789-0696.

$6.62^R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

arourwi dasses. Apply. Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 3S0 PeN<^^ Dr. 310625-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cerv

ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1793 for infor-

matlon.

14=EMALE READER who is bilingually profi-

cient In Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evening. $8-1 (Vhr. 30hrt/mo. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINCt EARN BIG $$$
4- FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience r^ecessary. Staff needed for

busy HolkJayi^Sprlng/Summer seasorH.

GUARANTEED SIXTCESSI Cukie. 919-929-

4398ext23031.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student id schedule

doctor^ patients. Needs

excellent telephone sldlb, must

be penonable, caring, and

aggressive. Bom Pay phis

commission.

FfT MWSat(am)
838-7202 leave measage

ACTO«^<tOOEL5 NEEDED. Audftk>ns by
appointments only. For oonHnercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-
perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 81 8-222-9091

.

ADVERTISINCVPROMOnONS. Studento
needed far kxal PJ/n work. Flexible hours.
No experierKX neoesMry. Call today for kv
tewiews 310-201-8565.

AIDE-Maie wanted for Ihw-in M«ekends.
Pfefsond care, compankmship for okler

quadriplegic gentleman. Good drlvkw
record iw).. 310-573-1988. Tu,Thrs-Sun af
ter 9am.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing Indumry. Earn up to $3000-16000^
par month -fben^lli. MaMHnsle. No ex-
perience neosaary. 206-545-4155 ext-

AS9341.

APPLV TOOAYI $7Aioor + bonus, flexibie

hoiNi, i^it work experience. Hiring now!
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayley, 4ttl floor.

310-79441277.

ARCHITECTURAL STUDENT NSDEO for pA
model %i«rk. Phon« Carol 310458-8974.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for A»tan college student calendar
1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi
Call for ypolntment (310)285 9264.

ATTENTION BRUINS GREAT OPPQRTUNI-
TYI We«wood ar«a, part-time tales, flexible

hours. Salary piut hnrun Ask for Mary. 310-
44 1-7200

30 Help Wonted

Wanted for FuN or P/T

OCEAN loving extrovert

to work at

Oceans Gallery & Bookstore

Call Alan 310 645^992

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators^rivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, ar>d creative envirorvnent,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BRENTWOOD LOCATION, Receptionist,

F/T, light typing, $5.50 to start Ask for Mr.

McQueen. 310-820-771 1

.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, need* hard

working office support Full^art-time posi-

tkm, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE sUrting at

$6.63^. We work around your classes,

knmediate empfoyment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CARRIER OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS. Pick

up specimens at Vernon packing house early

am. Valid CA drivers license. Min. liability

insur. as prescribed by State of CA. Payment
per trip. 310-825-8391.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature fllnw, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experieiKe

needed. Work guaranleedt Call today 213-

851-6102.

CO-rom interactive and video game market-

ing internship r>ow available. Stipended posi-

tion will involve all aspects of advertising and
promotion as they relate to the launch of

some of this cutting edge ir>dustry's nwst ex-

cHIng entertainment titles. 310-473-9200

exL2511.

Century City law firm needs parttime file

clerkAclief reoeptionisL Tues. and Thurs.

10am^:30pm. Knowledge of wardperfect

Pre-law students erxiouraged to apply.

S7.00fiv. Call Donna at 310-266-1700 or fax

resume at 31 0-286- 172a

CLERICAiyRECEPT.
POSITION. Professional phone m»mer, well

organized, 1 5-20 hours, 1 0an»-3pm Monday,
Wednesday, Frhiay with other days possible.

D1(»794-0284.

CdHege students needed to portray high
school studcntsl Work as a movie extra. All

types... No ki/no gImmickB. Weekend work
available, fofo: 818-569-5514 or 81«-752-
2278.

COMMUNITY SERVICE OFFICERSfCSO's)
are hiring UCLA students nowt. $6.1Mv to
start, up to $9.10. 1 S^hnMi. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. E»n up to

$20004Anonth working on cruise ships or

land tour compenles. World travel. Sewonal
and F/r empfoyment available. No experi-

ence necessary. For more Infarmatkin call 1 -

206-634-0468 wtCS9341.

Cutter's in SantaMonka. A gpMt r«Uurant I*

fooldr^ for great crew members. Serven^
hoi^rirtMi, cooks. Apply in person. 2425
Colorado Ave. M-F 2-5pm.

OaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

daya^««ek. 9-5, MWF or Tuet/ThwWSat
$7/hour. ChikJren's Book World. 310-559-
2665.

adu-undergradu'

>xJblc hours,

DOWNTOWN LAW FRM i

aim to perform clerical tasks. Flexible I

great exposure to field. Send resume wMh
GPA Brand Farrar, 51 S S. Flower St., #3500,
LA 90071 . Attention Amber ^(Mmd.
EARN XTRA INCOME on a part-time bmk
in health and nutrition indumry. Call 310-
617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message
and wt>cn conveniwit to call.

30 Help Wanted

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different fundraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investment Earn $$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.

CRAPHICSADFFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, flex

hours. (310)478-0591.

Great telephone skills and a willingness to

leam about a wide variety of business and in-

dustries is rweded to help us support our in-

vestment banking firm. FulUime, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bor>uses based
on results. Work out of Ynme, must have car

310-391-9670.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/T cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTl-

TUDE IS EVERYTHING! 310-337-9627.

fodivklual for telephone sales to banks of in-

stitutional irrvestment products. Part-time or

full-time. Sales^itarketing arxl invest-

mentA>viking experience preferred. Conv
petitive waff^onus. Harry 3 1 0-472-8285.

INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$400Wmonth teaching ba-

sic cortversational English in Japan, Taiwan
or S. Korea. No teaching background or

Asian languages required. For more informa-

tfon call 206-632-1 146exg59341.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect Have office experi-

erKe. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. FunI 213-664-

2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van'
Nuys needs indh^duals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, arwi weekend hours

available to do public opinfon and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and folfow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Oetail-odented, good tele-

phone ticllls, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9anv10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for Frerx:h arxi Anrterican magazines and vid-

eo».Call213-265-OSS0.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400Q^nonth, base+ commisskm. Start im-

medlatdy. 213-463-0633

Mortgage services firm in El SMurvfo is

immediately hiring P/T general oAicc poai-

Mom for morning and aKerrtoons. Minimum
typing speed 35-wordsAnln. $7.50/^w. Chris

310-348-7080.

P/T 1:30-5:30 typist, 50WPM, phones, ac-

counts pay/rcc, lite computer, must have
good organizatk>nai skills, friendly, norv
sn>oking insurance office. $7Av, Glen-

don^indbrook Streets. C310»209-O5O5.

P/T AOMIN. ASSIST.-WLA Architectur-

aVDcsign Rrm. Gen. office-exp. preferred.

Computer lit $IVhr-fhourt TBA. Sharon, 310-

286-9375.

P/T ENGINEERING POSITK3N AVAILABLE,
familiarity (^ seismic codes for URM buiMing

A+. Call 213-254-5552.

Part TlrDC - Flex hours
evening^veekerKl shifts

ooTKluct telephone surveys.
WIU Train. No Selling

|I.S.A. - 1 6005 Sherman Way #2
Van Nuys 8l»eO4-0372

30 Help Wdntea

P/T EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood
q^ce. Strong secretarial skills uxi typing pro-

ficiency of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated and bright, with a positive attitude. Re-

quires WorcN*erfect. 5.1 Lotus and Account-
ing background helpful but not necessary.

Extensive experierKe not required. 20-30

hoursAiveek, flexible. $10-13^r., dcperviing

on qualificatiorw. FAX resume to: Michael I.

Pain, 826-3356.

P/r flood map analyst position it mortgagfe

services firni. El Segundo. Moming aryl aft^-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

$7.S0fi\r. Kevin 310-348-7080.

P/T MEDICAL ASSISTANT. Flexible hours, 6-

12 hour^iveek, high responsibility, varied

tasks. Required: Macintosh skills. Start

$7.5(Vhour. SanU Monic^Bundy. 310-207-
3337.

P/T receptionist Tues and Fri, $7.5C^. Study
while working, some phone experience. Con-
tact Gabriella, 310-277-2262.

Part-time data base research arvJ support staff

work for investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library aryi CD-ROM data

bases; computer skills, work out of home,
must have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20f hn/wk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 + 8 hours Saturday or 5
houi¥ Sunday. Starts $6-7.5(yhr -f firee dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Ask for Randy.

PartA^ull-time warehouse clerical help need:
ed weekdays. Cuh^er City. 310-559-8623^
Call between 10-3.

Personal Assistant/Researcher for a

writer/producer. 1 5 hrt/yA, starting at $10Aw.
Set your own hours, work on your own.
Good opportunity. 618-969-3558

PHONE-QRIENTEO, aggressive person need-

ed couple hours/week to assist manager of

rocVmetal barxl booking concerts. Jennifer

(310)794-3612.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks intern/assistant for part-

time work. Car necessary. $7Air.Call Robin
(310)275-2856.

PRIVATE ORTHODONTIC OFFICE looking

for P/T dental assistant Will train. It neces-

sary. Experience preferred. Please call 310-

826-7494

UCLA GROUPLEADERS
Needed to nmHIV/AroS
Prevention Grot^ with:

l)Low Income Women at

ftimary Care Clinics

2)Men and Women at STD
Clinics

Previous experience condticting

groups or workshops preferred.

Fax Resume/AvailabiliQr

Schedule to Dr. Christy Coleman
(310)794-8297

RECEPTK3NIST/GENERAL OFFICE Clerk

needed for afterrwon shifts M-F in downtowr
law office. Send resume to Brand Farrar, 515
S. Fknver Street, #3500, LA 90071 . AttentkM^

Amber Acklartd.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice ifH. buildlnp.

Free rent plus $40QAno. Contact Mary )o

310-392-8487.

Responsible person w/reliable car to pick-up

2 children from school. SStVwk. Call Mike or

Pewty 3 10-478-81 52.

SECRETARY, P/T, 15 hours/week, work at

home, MUST HAVE OWN COMPUTER.
MUST be literate in written English. Send re-

sume: P.O. Box 49421, LA, CA. 90049.

SKI RESORT JOBS
Hiring for marfy positions for Winter Quarter.

Over 1 5,0(X) openingsl For more infonnatkin

call 206-634-0469 extv59341

.

SPORTS-MINDED STUIXNTS needed to

earn $10-1S^wur guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^iveek. Marketing represerHa-

tive^anagement trainee positiorw. Training

provMed. Westwood focation. 310-312-

6838.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Finn seeking

students to work as aaistant Excellent hourly

rate -f^Mnuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 600-374-

6666 for appointment

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-
daysAA^eekcnds, rcnwval of rT>edical records,

%6ft\r.. call between 10-4, Cuh«r CHy. 310-
559-8823.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not ntandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 12:45-3K)0PM. Call Hdene 818-908-
1782.

Vet Technician. Full-time, experience pre-

ferred. Busy, small animal hospital ktcated in

Sherman O^ts. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEBt USHERS needed at the West-
wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see StAve

Martin's play (PicasMiJ Please call Michael at

206-6500.

WRITERS WANTED. Quality, character-

driven, screenplays desired by major film

entertainment co. (3101620-9897 ask for

Daniel.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-
nud« modaltng. Good pay. bnmediate work.
Call Owdt 21S44SJ9669.

62 Career Opportunities

$ IMMEDIATE CASH$
Video shows how a pickup truck can earn
you $20K-i7yr, SPARE TIME I NO EXPERI-
ENCE-just you, a pickup and the BIG
BUCKS WITH PK3CUP TRUCKS video. Easy
AProfitaWel Schedule own hoursI TRICOL-
OR ASSOCIATES: $29.95 + $3.50 SAH (1-

800-600-4448) VISA/MC accepted I

Toico Beflatag Coapany is the larg-

est iiKiq)eiulent petroleam refineiy on
tbe West Coast and is the major operat-

ing division of Toaco CorponUkm, a
Fortune 300 company. Our refinery,

located in the Noctliem California Bay
Area city ofMartinez, is currently seek-

ing an

INDUSTRIAL
HYGEENIST

This position, within our Industrial

Hygiene Department conducts and in-

terprets comprehensive air monitoring
and noise/air flow surveys throughout

the refinery. Other duties include as-

sisting with accident investigations,

health and safety training programs,
chemical inventories, and MSDS man-
agement.

A BS degree in Industrial Hygiene or
Environmental Health Science and at

least two years industrial hygiene expe-
rience in a manufacturing environment
or field services position is required.

An MS degree in Industrial Hygiene
may substitute for two years of work
experience.

Tosco offers an excellent compensa-
tion and beneHu package. Interested

applicanu should send or fax their re-

sumes to: Tosco Refining Company,
Avon Rcflnery, HR Dept./MS,
Mvtinez,CA 94553-1487. FAX (510)

372-J021. Equal Opportunity Emptoyer
M/F/DA^

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experience necassary
•earn$100-S200 daily

•more jobs tnon graduates
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)558^608
(8 1 8)994-8 1 00

FILMnv/COMMERCIALS, auditkming ac-

torVactresses. 13-35 years, for lead roles In

major productions, send pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Bkd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (81 8)843-4226.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $30Q/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provkled.

(310)337-0790.

TELEVISION CRAO STUOENT wanted to

find & distribute special interest vkieo pro-

jecto far profit. 80S-563-2509.

URGENT. Sound person and prop master

needed for kiw buidget film, starting on Oc-
tober 31 sL Call Virxinie, 3ia209-3302.

> PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED
- ribn Springs vea

- 3-S yon experience ninimuin

-70K PER YEAR
- Qdifomia Licenae req.

. CalPitiick It ((19) 3224233

Paid Management Internship

• Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

cmployees,customer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a brafich of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. fbr

spring/summer positions.

CaU (800) 394-^000 for infa

34 Internships

Do you love the Muppets? Weil then, contact

Halle at 213-960-4096 about a script reading

and reaearch interrwhip.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest Rkn production companies. No pay,

Lok of mpmrimoe. Co^\m§^ credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer cigMrience help,

ful. Call LIndK 310820-6733.

^ t
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LAW STUDENT. Crad wvilcd to determine

(ewability a/f enlerfainmcnt cxmtract ditputc

805-569-2678.

MOTION PICTURE/TV/PERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT FIRM needs student-intemt for

script reading and coverage, general office

work, light bookkeeping assistance. Call Col-

leen 310-474-4521.

MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP. National

Concert PromotiorVMarketing company
based in L.A. seeks RESPONSIBLE, OUTGO-
ING, Music/Marketing k^m. College Sopho-

mofc or above. Krww your market WELL, be

VERY into nrujsic. CALL ASAP 21 3-368-4738.

35 Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER. Flexible hours-References. $6
per hour. 310-285-3569.

PARENT HELPER. 3:30-6:30pm daily, mu6t

have car and insurance. SC^hour negotiable.

8 and 11 years-old. Michele: 818-374-

2314work, 81 8-907-8519home. Childcare

experience necessary. j

SEEKING BABYSITTER. Occask>nal vraekend

evenings. 2 children ages 4 and 8. Near Bev-

eriy Center, i7.00fi^r. Call Oriy 213-935-

7114.

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light cooking, miscellane-

ous errarvjs, projects, must have organiza-

tional skills and car. Happy spirits apply.

Flexible hours. Sue, 310-276-3300.

37 Housesitting

PET/HOUSESITTER WANTEDI Female to

live-in and watch dogs and house over

Christmas Break. Call Valerie (310)277-5556.

49 Apartments for Rent

$1035. 2-bedroom/1 -bath, French windows,

hardwood floors, sunny, cozy, »nd quiet. In-

cludes stove, fridge, laurxlry, parking. Near

Westwood/Century City. 310-274-0064.

5525 SHERMAN OAKS one-bdrnVunfur-

nished. Stove, air<onditioning, spacious,

garden type building. Pets OK. 310-475-

0572.

$5S(VMO. 2128 NORTH BEVERLY GLEN. 7

minutes to UCLA. Studio, free utiiitieVlaun-

dry, private entra/Kc, open daily. 818-708-

1493,818-609-7231.

$595. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UaA. (310)459-6830.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdmV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

"WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-

6294.

1-t-l LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building subterrainian parking, laurv

dry, West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Hugie apartmenU,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, MI, pKone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $840.

Garden courtyard. Quiet AppliarKCS, blirKis,

etc 1&1/2 miles tp campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

• MAR VISTA*
2BD.2BA.2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITAURM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $825
* 11748COURTl£IGHDR. $845

* PALMS *
2 BD. 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. (3ATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 FARIS
• open7d«y*

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
m LOVELYAPARTMENTS i

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, CLOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, quiet

building & nei^borhood. Laurwiry, rw pets.

$625.310-286-2885.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA, Bachelor, $525, fur-

nishedAinfumished, utilities included, pool,

laundry, no pets. 310-824-3000

Isk^e and 1 bachelor in Wealwood rwar

campus, «vith parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

APARTMENT FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S^K)nth. 2-bed/2-bath. WasherA>yer,

llove, dtahwasher, central air and heating, 2-

cm Mcumy parking and lots of storage. 310-

3»1-3e53 or 310-391-6645.

9EVBU.Y HNXS AD|. 1 «t2-BEDR0OMS
$65O-$095. SOME WAIAROWOOO
nOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PCO BUS.

-MK AKX/T LEAS( BONUS. 310439^6294.

I Apar Unfurn.

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES. CA Q0024
Clean and spacious, unfurnished aparbnents. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature baldmfes, stove and
refrigerators provided, water Included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities in each building,

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ In #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

BRENTWOOD Adjacent-Walk to UCLA Bus

Stop. Big and Luxurious 2BR, 2.5BA, $1 395
and up. WASHER^DRYER, W.B. fireplace,

sec, alarm, 1 1535 Rochester. 310-479-31 1a
BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bcd-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, apttl. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room in beautiful country area, quiet home.

20-minutes to UCLA. $650. 310-472-6694.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and, up. Available November 8. 310-

208-8881.
'

ELEGANT 1 & 2.BDRMS
$560-$625, Sherman Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses and freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laundry, parking, 2.5 miles

from UCLA, non-smoking, no pets,.

$41 Q^fH). 010)478-3694.

LANDFAIR AVE., single/doubles avail. Walk
to campus. Food optional util. Included call

Eddie at 310-208-8172.

LARGE LOFT APT. near UCLA, all applianc-

es, air conditioning, fireplace, $850.

(310)208-4934.

LUXURY 2-bedroom/2-bath, den, full kitch-

en, close to UCLA in best part of palms. $935
for two, $1035 for 3. 310-286-2885.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spackxis 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliances, parking, lauridry, 15 minutes to

UaA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA. $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom towr>house. Gated garage, unK alarm,

central ajr, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$84S/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825^lonth.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-

honw, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit

$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliar>ces. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061. .

PALMS $750, 2-bdrnVl-ba, large upper,

small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from
campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minules to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. Or>e

month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + loft/3-bath,

ne^Me^ 3-story towmhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, surxieck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 31 0-391 -1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $699. 2-t-l apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM^-BATH custom towiv
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit 1-rnonth free. 3614 Faris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, parking,

laundry, no pets. Open houw Saturday-Surv

day 1-5pm. Bus to UCLA 10136 National

Blvd. 310-552-2387, 310-838-9726.

PALA4S. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm In unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

Prime Brcntwoodi 3-bdnTV2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near

Sunset 310-471-2498.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comlbnabtc apartment 1920's - era buikiing

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facllHIet. $375. 21 3-739-1 566.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely rerKivated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parkir^ MatMchu-
settiE.of40S. $525-1550. 310-479-2819

VENICE. Super 1-bdrm, near Roae Cafe,

beach. Main. Parklr^ appliances,. 240 3id
Avenue. CaH PhyHh, 310-396-2653.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laur>dry facilities, water irKl.

$90a Bachekir $550. 10944 Strathmore.

01 01209-0968.

WEST LA. $800. BeauUful 2-bedroonV2.

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking and entry. Quiet bulg-
ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414
jasmine. 310-83ft-4862.

WEST LA.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 MasuchusetU Ave., shown
byappt 310-477-8750.

WEST LA. ONE-BDRMADNE-BATH. Mod-
em building, security parking, air-condi-

tioned, fHdge included. 1968 construaion.

aose to bus^shopping. SaOO/nw. 310-826-

5902 or 310-474-0414.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

WESTWOOD. Ibdmn fumished/jprivate bath.

Laundry privilMges. Limited kitchen

prh/i ledges. Utik. paid, excludir^g phone.

$400^T>o. 310-474-5668.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY-AREA. 1-bdrm
$725. Charming, re-decorated, appliarx^es,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, erKlosed private garage. Quiet

building. 310-474-1172.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartments,

private patios, stove .refrig, air, lauridry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $550, furnished single, full kitchen.

National/Sawtelte, direct Santa Monica bus to

UaA. Avail. Nov. 1. 310-206-8576 days,

310-445-1135 eve.s

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$11 SO
$1250

Central Air/Central Heat.
Security building.
^^^I AUow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Ffl

(310)477-0858
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WLA. 1 -1/2miles from UCLA, carpets, stove,

frMge. $62(ymonth. Month-month leases. No
pets. 310-444-7371.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Startlne $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount 310-477-0112.

WLA. Larne 1 -bdrn/1 bath. New carpets,

louvers, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500
Purdue Ave. $695. 310-204-0472, 310-477-
5256.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VtST\ $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent Attracthw, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

SM. 1-bdrm apartmerH. Fumiahad. $67(Vmo.
AvailAlc 1 1/1. Call 310-587-3300.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1 1 25 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdrm/2bth, real fire place, erKlos^ patio,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.

CLEAN, QUET. 11722 lOowa. 805-526-
1759.

$520 1 BR/1 BA Front, upper, stove wd refrig-

erator, carpeu, newly decorala^, iwar Pieo*
LaCimaKa- (310)279 2002.

$650. With carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove,

laundry, paifcing. Convenient localiorv bus,

market Show by appoinlntent 1519 Purdue
Avenue. 010)391-2874.

"
• -

$875 2BORM^ 1/2BA. 1426 Barrin^on #4.

Siovc, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

deal larfi 1 bdrm $575. Easy oomrrMe to

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1 05a

MAR VISTA, 2-bedroom upper. $740. Brmf
new paint, carpet, verticals, ceiUng fans.

Parking, lautxky. Quiet buiWing. 15 Blocks

to Ocean. 1 2725 Pacific Ave. 21 3-653-4409.

PALMS, $575, brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ing*, security, laundry, pool, parking. 3410
aubDrh<€. 310-578-2212.

SANTA MONICA, l-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, rww carpet and paint Foreipi stud-

ents welcome. Good neighborhood arwi area.

310-358-6680.

WEST LOS ANGELES. North of SanU Moni-
ca. 2-bedroonVl -bath, renuxieled, nice

neighborhood, very large, very bright, upper

unit, new carpets, appliances, laurwlry. Very
ckMc to campus arMJ shopping. $85fyimonlh.

310-828-7483.

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, SpackMiS 2 &
3-bedroom, A^, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for pad stu<ients. 1711 Malcolm.
V4.milcfromc»npus. 310-273-1212.

52 Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS townhouse by
San Vicente. Private bedA>ath, security ga-

rage;, washer/dryer, female, $5204-1/4 uUli-

tio, rwn-smoking, no drugs, no pets. 310-

820-1120.

BRENTWOOD. Quiet, responsible N/S to

share 2-t-2 wAemale professional.

$4873(ynfwnth -f half-utilities. Paricing,

laundry. First, last -t- security required. Avail-

able December 1st Call Suzann, 310-826-

1020.

MARINArOa-REY 1 -bedroom in 3-bedraom,
2.5-bath townhouse. $490. Garage, w»h-
ei/dryw, dishwasher, patio, pool^acuzzi. Fe-

male graduate student pieferred, nonsmok-
ing, quiet, neat (310)306-6908.

PRIVATE ROOM IN 3bed/2bath ^lartment
$367Anonth to month. Call Chris or Stepha-

nie 01 0M73-5274.

53 Roommates

BEL AIR, own room, share bath, quarter uni-
ties, nvimming pool. Serious, quiet female

student only. $37Vmonth. Ist/last mo.'%

rent 310-472-3186.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment 5-minute

walk from Lot-32. $300^month. Bobby 310-

478-7121 or Cathy 310-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share / bf^lftjm
w/iame. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrrVl-bath, co-ed, luxury, security condo
w/an>cnities. Westwood, $350/month. All

utilities Included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice coruio, large

living room, kitchen, quiet, security buikling,

walk to UCLA $36(Vmo. 310-391-2877.

Live the life ofWLA, 90025. 1-N/S roommate
wanted to share 2-bedroorTV2-bath. Gated
parking, new carpeting, dishwasher,

$52SAnonth+half utilities. 310-541-6524.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1 -bedroom
apartnrtent $412.5QAnonth. 1409 Midvafe.

AboU 5-1 minute walk from Lot 32. Call Ed
310-312-0454.

MALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom in plush

2-bedroonV2-bathroom <»(Kk>. Balcony, sau-

na, Jacuzzi, exercise room, parkir^ Walking
distance to campus. $37SAnonth. 310-477-

5358,

QUIET FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 3bd
apartment $35Q^no. 10 min from UCLA.
OverlandA-aGrange Ave. Call )eanfene^ny
O10)470-423y 010)475-8762.

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to sh»e
very dean apartment Ck»c to campus. Rent

$350.(310)208-7972.

WESTWOOD. Great location. Femafe gradu-

ate student preferred. Beautiful, large, upper
2-bdrrTVl -ba. MI, hardwood floors, laundry,

2-car garage. S575/mo. Cattiy, 3 10-477-.
2007.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL GRAD to share 2-

bdrm furnished colonial house by BevcHy
Center. $57SAno. Shawn 21 3-933-2210.

N/S roomale wanted to shve large 2-bdmi^-
bath house, enclosed yra§B. WLA, $55(VhK>,
call Sandra 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-
3Ud4 BVt»

ProfeaskMul or student to share house. Good
neighborhood. 4 blodts from beach. WmK-
ei/Dryer, 1/4 uUlHies. S487J00. 310823-
8879.

58 House for Sole

BEL AK, 3bc^.5b4,4bonus roam,5yrs new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, laminutes to UCLA, owner. 310-
271-7750

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-
tral air, pool. $900 lease. Califr>mia Pruden-

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

Gorgeous remodel. 3-bdnT^-1/2ba, fire-

place, hardwood floors, rwar UCLA. Remo-
deled kitchen and bathrooms. Pristine nwvc-
In ooTMlitlan. $239,000. Great deal. Agent
310479-6832. ^
VIEW VIEW VIEW

Secluded and private 4-bdrm home on Bever-

ly Glen Bhrd. just minutes to Westside. Need
foundation expertise to fully take advantage

of this value. Reduced to $335,000. Call

frene, aftent 818-789-71 1 7.

62 Room Board for Help

20 mins. from UCLA, PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH, STIPEND in exchange for

drh^ing, afterschool babysitting (5-year old

boy), chores, etc. 01 0)203-541 7.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. Room in house
in exchange for babysitting. Female N/S .

Nice furnished room. Call (or interview. 310-

202-8374. ___

FREE RM/BOARD
in exchange for light cooking and housekeep-
ing in lovely Westvw>od home- flower gar-

den, Jacuzzi, pnvate entrarKe and bathroom.
References. 310-474-2335 or 310-476-5164.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, near UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

HSKPR/NANNY LIVE-IN, assist in c»e of 1

child, room and board + salary, near tICLA,

English speaking. 310-284-9025

Room in exchange (or cleaning, beautiful

BeveHy Hills house w^dooI. Femafe student

prefared. (office) 310-206-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
frir assistarxie- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some drhring. Female student 818-
906-1399.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-be<V2-bath townhouse. Qufet, gated, park-

ir^ central air ar«J heat, laurxlry. Open Sat-

urda^Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

safe by owner, $1 80,000. 31 0-391 -2877.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire HIghrisc

Cortdo. Laundry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. 1^
$120QW>. 310-475-7989.

WESTWOOD. Own room/awn bath in luxu-

ry cor>do. Security parking, pod, Jacuzzi,

saufu, w«ight room, ar>d maid service. Ckise
to UCLA. Avail Nov. 1. $600 includes utils.

Days: 818-552-4216, evenings: 310-445-

5642.

54 Room for Rent

2 Crad students to shwc large room in Pacific

Palisades home. $55(^F>erson. Pool and tcrv

nis courte privlfene. 31 0-454-3506.

PRIVATE ROOM in nice house. Great Cuhrer

City neighborhood. Washei/drycr, gardener,

direct busline to campus. $310^.-1-1/3 ulill-

ttes. (31 (»61 5-8610.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH BEACH APT. Great
kx:alion, walk to beach, furnished, fipee ca-

bfe, 10 minutes to UCLA. Upbeat student

prefafTwd. ^^ ^10-392-4696.

RANCHO PARK. Sfeeping room, private

home, share bath, safe area, quiet, kitchen

prh^il^es, $275 ulilitfes included, 1st and
\xA. 310-470-7527.

56 House for Rent

3-bdmV2-ba house. Washiv, (fryer, <Mv
washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$137i^no. 310.826-21KQ.

LARGE 2-BDRM/2BA. 10 mfrHitcs from

LXXA. $^SO€/mo. Laundry, kKchMV P*Mng
», oM*. 310.559-71 70. —— ^-

69 Condos for Rent

1B0/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block
from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
Mrimming pool. $100(VVno. Call Broker
0101824-0453.

1BRDH balcony view, security, parking 2,

gym, pool. Adjacent to Marina and 405. Rant
$795,010)397-0970

3-bdrm/2-balh condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 31

471-4989.

HOLLYWOOD HR.LS, $750. Beautiful, sun-
ny, 1-bdrm/1-bath, fireplace, balcony, pool,

spa, gym, security, parking, pet ok. 310454-
7133 _^_^
Westwood Townhonw, Massachusetts&Cam-
den, 2bed, 2.5bath, Private Atrium and Sun-
deck, FrorH porch, quiet, tandem pariting,

A>/C. private washerAfryer, dishwasher, refrig-

erator. Pete alfowed. $1,450-$1700. 31
825-2633.

70 Guest House for Rent

Delightful garden guesthuise. 1 .,

garden and cat kivers welcome, SJStifmo
•H«iiftles, availabfe Nov. 1. 310837-8248.
Campus 51 109.

91 Insurance

/lllstate
Insurance Oompcmy

<310)312 0^>4
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2bilc«. So. of wniflhlra)
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94 Mover*; .^tnrnn*:^

BEST MOVERS. A licensed md irvured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliabfe. 99 out of
100 customers will gh« us gpod to excellent
references. Slate license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378,213-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/1 4ft truck and doilfes,

small Jobs, short notice ok. Student discount
310-285-8688. CA. AZ, NV. Go Bmins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DaiVERY. llie careful

movers. ExperierKed, reliabfe, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will delhrer boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
LcM«st rates, fast, reliable, student discount
310.837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing

arwl rewrites also available. ExperierKed

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edita, theseV^Mjblications; tutors English^rtudy

skills; trains time managementMresc reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality' guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am- 5:00pm

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Al«i)jecta. Thoses/Disawtatwns.

Personal Statements. Proposals and books.

Intemathxial students weloome.

MPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (810) 470-6062

FREE HELP ON GRADUATE SCHOCX AP-
PLICATIONS. Call Career Advisor Associates

now far more information. (310)444-1903.

PROFESSIONAL WRfTINCVEDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research stuidies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developin^editing persorv

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertaUona. Linda 310-392-1 734.

98 Tutoring Offered

-MY TUTOR-
MATH/PHYSIC^TATISTICS. Tutoring senr-

ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call M^ Tutor anytime. Ilan (800)90-TLJTOR.

ECONOMICS TUTORING. Undergraduate

economic tutoring by masters graduate with

5-years teaching expericrKe. $15 per hour

with free consultation. 310-393-4173.

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. S^S/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math (or physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8996, paffer, 310-582-9626 NBO.

99 Tutoring Needed

GRE LITERATURE AND ENGLISH tutor need-

ed, e3<periefK]ed, for retumlr\g adult student

in Brentwood, please call (31 0M72-1 331

.

HUMAN BIOLOGY TUTOR needed. Knows
biology well.' Willir^ tb pay $1 S^r. Evmlr^
andwwkcnds. 3ia«25.«501.

KOREAN LANGUAGE TUTOR is nMdad to

help workii>g professional develop fluerKy.

Leave nrteaawe far Vince at (81 8>994-4676.

NEED STATISTK3 TUTOR. Central tendency,

probability, binomial, Poision, etc Garrett

310-372-7237. Ev

twlc^i»eek.

TUTORING NEEDED FOR HIGH SCHOOL
chemistry and m^ analyais. Wcilam San

Fermnde ViHcy. Salary ne^iaM*. Even-

IHW, iwriwiidl. 310-85S4K)ei.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE li|^ edttir^ Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 31 0^27-8023.

APLUSWOROPROCESSINC »M^, Laser

prlnllni^ spellchedc; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, mamwcrlpts, traracrip-

tions, elc Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT I CX>ICINC PAPERS AND APPUCA-
TONS-SPtClAl RATE. WE DO AU. WP
AND RrSUMfS RUSHES. 310-«204B3a

100 Typing

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over IS

years legalAnedical transcription expericrKe.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, grapm, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 31 0-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All leveb/styles with dedicated professional.

At yourhorneor WLAstudto. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Nell 21 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCnON. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310426-
9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Oasskal, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25+ yrs playing cxp. Call

David 310-47B-2420.

Guitar lessons by a profiesstonal near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-

476-4154.

GUITAR LESSONS. IS years, experience.

Graduate of Dick Grove School of Music and

Musicals Institute. MICHAa WILDE. 310-

823-7010.

SINGI Vocal technk)ue-all levdi^es, per-

formance anxiety, associate^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UCLA, free corvuhatton, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResunwVcover letters/ReferefKe sheets. Conv
puter typesetting & iaser printing. 310-470-

4999.

105 Travel

New York
NON-STOP^r^

London
Frankfurt

Tokyo
Boston

$225*
$225*
$235*
$184*

«fores ac ead) way from los ^tgdes based on a

rordtrippifdiase. Restrictions flpjptyand tmes not

included. Call for other \M7ldvvidedestirMtiorB.

Open Saturdays 10am - 2pm

Council Ikavel
1093 BnoDton Ave, 1220, Los Ansdes, CA 90O24

310-908-3551
Euraifpasses

issued on-the-spot'

• Comptohinsive Spivki '. • hcc Ticket

Oelivety on Campus • O'df by Phone

Paris i

Seattle

Portland

Bay Area

asucla/'

lO"^ .Auios TO! Saie

1971 KARMANCHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black inlcrtor, red body, in good condi-

tkm. $450(yobo. 310-553-1444.

1987 Nissan Pulsar SE, runs great, very spor-

ty, Mack, top maintenarKe and stereo, must
sell, 95IC S2995. 310-445-0940.

19B8 Mitsubishi Precis LS. 4-door hatchback.

$3500. Legitinf>ate owrwr. 38K miles. Tinted

windowrs, air, electric sunroof, new tires,

KenvMood pull-out radio. Mint condition.

310-206-1626.

84 BMW 31 8i. Superb condition, air, elec-

trk:, Sspeed, blackAan leather, sun roof.

S4995. 310-204-2550, 310-B22-9633.

86 BMW 325, blackAan, aUomatic, fully

kuded. $7S0(yobo. (310)447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7A:TU. Original owner.

BlackA>lack. 40,000 miles. Fully loaded.

010)626-1081.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford Mustang GT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast New brakes, good interior.

$3300. 310-777-9761/paner.

'68 VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-6oor, red,

black leather, 54peed, sutvoof, stereo, 1 04l(

miles, $880(yobo. Call 8-5pm. 625-0731

.

"91 Corvette. $21,00(ybbo. Loaded. Leather

interior, viper alarm, performarKe package,

frontAear radar, CO/cassette, excellent coridi-

tion. Call Karen at 310-379-8373.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

1991 HONDA ELITE E scooter, perfect condi-

tkm, new battery, basket and helmet ir^lud-

ed. S45(yobo. Call 310-451-4346.

HONDA aiTE like newl Red '67 left in stor-

age- under 300 milesl $65(yobo. pgr
(616)4164)903.

126 Furniture for Sole

LUCE NEW SLEEPER SOFA. Full, $200obo, ^^
Queen, $225obo. ConUct Kevin 310-379- 2|
6596. •^
MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, plx>ne

orders accepted. 31 0-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

Dining arid sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

Top quality leather center SOFA BED-7ft.

Medium antique gold, excellent corvjition.

Paid $2200, Sacrifice $850. 213-651-3958.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

n
ACROS8

1 Started
6 DattttTM
10 Fattening
14 Reckon
15 Region
16 Norway's

ci«>ital

17 Turn
ISQape
19 Russian ruler

var.

20 Aromas
22 Educated
24Reeln
26 8lt)erian dog
27 Piece of

Jewelry
32Cleer(of)
33 Patrortage
34 Qemstone

weight
36 YucicI

39 Plant-to-t>e

40 Suspicious
41 Elm or oak
42 Sullivan and

Murrow
43 Soft and

smooth
44 "— Love

Song"
45 Actor Brynner
46 Bums without

flame
48 Newspaper

piece
52 Water, in

Montreal
53 Rock minder
55 Followed
60 Shred of

ckNJd
61 Mountain lake
63 Tolerate
64 Poker stake
65 Isaac's son
66 Pounce
67 A — for news
68 Mortgage,

e.g.

PRCVKMIS PUZZLE SOLVED

LSIPIA C EHK N I G H T S

BBBSQ SSQEiS [000

lAISITIRI I D EHDIAINITIEI
moQQsaDQ msuKs assson BDBBD QkSQQS

® 1994 Unttad FMturs Syndicate

69 Horse

DOWN
1 Gets a move
on, slangily

2 Hero's tale

3 Donate
4 Soon
5 Weeds that

sting

6 Settle up
7 Kazakhstan's
lake

8 Comedian
Jerry —

9 Devilfish

10 Fast car
1

1

Ore analysis
12 Chalkboard

material
13 — over:

studied
21 "My Gal —

"

23 Discharge
25 Photographer

Beaton
27 Rrst.

second or
third —

28 Riverside
plant

29 Periods of

time
30 Spanish hero

El —
31 Chores
35 Short poem
36 Try to

persuade
37 Equipment
38 Domestic

birds

40 Deboned
41 Child
43 Similar
44 Words ending

In "s."

often
45 Shout of glee
47 Nutritious

grain
48 Nile dam
49 Homed animal
50 Tryouts
51 Clean off

54 Colorless
56 Be next to
57 Movie
58 Border
59 Act
62 "A hard — to

crack"

127 Garage Sales

Moving sale, cheap, good condition, almost

new director's chair $75, kitchenware, coffee

table $35, twin bed $99. 310-473-2142. «

128 Misc. for Sale

FOR SALE :USED MEDICAL/NURSING
BOOKS. Call for prke«Aitles, 310-556-41 28

134 Computer Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

IBM-compatible computer, 286, 40
megabites, including monitor and printer,

$300,818^65-9756.

IBMA3eil 366SX, $35a Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow IXIA bruin for in-

fomution. 616-225-0909.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from

$50 each. 310-266-1222. i&iijmimM£tMiiiiM!tiMtiimmiM^M

North Pole PumplUn Cookies
Preparation time: 1 5 minutes
Preheat oven to 350 degrees
Ingredients:
1/2 cup raw brown sugar
1/2 cup brown sugar
1 cup butter or margarine
1 cup canned pumpkin
1 tsp vanilla

1 egg
2 cups flour

1 tsp. EACH of baking powder. t>aking

soda, cinnamon, pumpkin pie

spice - - —,

1/4 tsp salt

1 oup chocolate chips.

Mix raw sugar. t>r0wn sugar and butter; set aside. Mix pumpkin, egg, and vanilla; set

aside. Stir together flour, soda, baking powder, cinnamon, salt, and pumpkin pie spic^.

Comt)ine sugar, puni(4dn and flour mixtures; blend well. Stir in cfKXX>late chips. Grease
cookie sheets with margarine wrappers. Drop by teaspoonsful on sheet and bake 10-1

2

minutes.

Recipe provided by Julie de Katona/Senlor, Anthropology
PICK UP YOUR $10 CREDIT AT THE BRUIN GOLD OFFICE!
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CHRISTIE
From page 36

year came, I just wasn't getting

any playing time. So I pulled Sigi

aside and said, 'Hey, Sig. do you
diink I can contribute to the team
or what?' Basically play me or I'm

out"

Schmid ultimately allotted

Christie more playing time that

year, and Oiristie emerged as one
of the surprise players of the sea-

son - earning a share of the

Bruins' Most Improved Player
Award in 1993.

And this year, Christie has
made even greater strides, earning

a starting role at the right wing and

leading the team with seven
assists, including three in the last

three games.

"I've been getting a fair amount
of assists lately, but I pay zero

attention to stats," admitted
Christie. "I'm glad I'm leading, I

look to get assists because I'm just

as happy when I cross the ball over

as when I score a goal. It's all

cool."

But it almost never happened,

since Christie was prepared to

leave soccer behind after high
school, and attend Cal after gradu-

ation.

"I wasn't even sure that I was
going to play soccer after high

school," Christie said. "I Was
going to Berkeley, but then I start-

ed getting recruited for soccer, I

wasn'teven lodking to get recruit-

ed, but then I remember the day
Sig called. It was at the time when
I thought he was some mystic fig-

ure and some god of soccer. I was
just trying to be cool on the

phone."

That phone call eventually led

to Christie's arrival in Westwood,
and from that point, the 5-foot- 1 1 -

inch native of Mission Viejo has

battled for his position on the

team.

"I remember coming in and
guys like Eddie Lewis and Ante
Razov were the players - like wow
these guys are good," Christie

said. "I never played for a good
club team and my high school
team was never that good. Luckily,

they're my friends now and we
just play soccer together."

Ajid that's all because Christie

has dramatically improved his

ability to create scoring opportuni-

ties from the right side.

"The one quality that he's really

developed is the ability to cross the

ball," Schmid said. "He's the best

crosser on the team now. He has

the ability that a lot of players

don't have, where he can get
crosses over with a bend when the

ball is to the outside of his body.

It's something that comes natural

to him, and it's something that he's

worked on because he realizes that

it sets him apart"

Like many of his teammates,
Christie has been shuffled around

in the lineup this season, but has

recently become a fixture on the

right wing.

"I like it a lot on the right,"

Christie said. "I feel the most com-
fortable there. Sometimes I don't

get the ball as much as I'd like, but

I think every player thinks like

that. When I get the ball I know
my role - I'm just a role player out

there. I diink people are starting to

learn what I do and what they can"*

do, so we can help each other out."

And for Christie, that means
just to continue doing what has
tnDUght him this far.

"Generally I think my role is to

simply be the guy down the line

who can get the ball across to the

forwards," Christie said. "I've

changed my game a little bit, so
we've figured out how to get the

ball to the forwards - the more
they get it the better. I think we've
dcme a good job witti that so far.**

- f^

Kathy Olh^ier

BASKETBALL
From page 36

somebody stand out and on
another night, it might be some-
body else," slie predicted. "I think

we have the potential to have, in

each game, different people to a
good job for us."

With conference powerhouses
Stanford, Washington and
Oregon State returning the major-
ity of players from last year's
teams, the Bruins' are going to

have a tough time gaining respect

in the conference.

"Stanford is probably favored
to win it all because of the people
they have returning and the peo-
ple they added, and Washington
and OSU will be strong too,"
Olivier said. "But most of the
other teams are pretty much in

the same boat as us, so I think
we'll be OK."

• • •

Kristich may be the only
returning starter, but Olivier shies

away from labeling the *94 sea-

son one of rebuilding. UCLA
returns five players who saw
playing lime last year and are

familiar with the level of play
they will face.

"I feel like we're rebuilding,

but in a way we are not," she said.

"We have a lot of people who
have played a lot of minutes.

"I think if we continue to work
as hard as we have in the off-sea-

son, we'll surprise a lot of
teams."

VOLLEYBALL
From page 36

the run were two Krull kills and
a pair of block assists. At 1 5-1 4,

Krull and Coleman dunked a

Collins spike straight down to

seal the comeback.
"It was nice we caught fire at

the end to make it exciting for

"It was nice we caught

fire at the end to make it

exciting for the fans.

We gave a really good

effort amd made some

great plays."

Andy Banachowski

W. Volleyball Head Coach

the fans,"^ Banachowski said.

"We gave a really good effort

and made some great plays."

Johnson led the Bruins
withl6 digs while Buckner
served a match high four aces.

Senior middle blocker Alyson
Randick and Krull each added a

team-high four block assists.

**We were kind of scattered

brained all night," Johnson said.

"But it*s always good to come
back when your down like that."
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(.OdDTASTK. NVriH.M.LV.

Dine in, Carry Out

Special

2 Slices o( pizza & all you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

*1/2orderofMojosor

* pizza breadstici(S

V\ST I^^ 1^ \: K DVAA V K RV ! g cood ixstk. nau hai.i.v.

only^3 .40

Thinking About pj^^^?

Shakeys
is the

.'V^-^. V^^S">I!

answer.

Large Pizza

Any img0 pizzaMp
to 3 loppings of
ymtr chofce

only $Q iS&

Double Special

2 m^ium one
topping pizzas

only S-j-jia

Combination

Aity m^ijktm on0 tppping pazfi

5 pt«*$ of OiWcWi. Of 1 '"^ to. erf

shnoip, p(06 fm^o pottttoes,

only S'I'jiSS

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

HAPPY HOUR, ANY HOUR M jlWlii^
ai1a|l^?ir^ Westwood I Fri&Sal11-2am I 0^4~4 I I I jflM

(.()()!) i:ASTi:.\ATrR.\LLY. g (;()()I)T.\STi:.N\T[R.ULV. ^ COODTASTK.NATrRALLY. "^ GOOD TASTK. NATrR.\LLV. "^

UBS/8AA PRESENT:

CCOI]SBVISIB«

[^ ^ ~)

'

•

OCTOBER 26, 1994

7-9RM.

@ FACULTY CEN 1 bR
HACIENDA ROOM

•

;

-

UBS IS SPONSORED BY AGSM
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Put your

Skills to work
UCLA's student media is the most sophisticated college media organization in the nation. In the
last three months we've installed several mission critical client-server applications. Now we're
looking for Mac wizards who are up to the challenge of supporting our 200 users In the most
dynamic work environment on campus. For more information call James MacCurdy at 825-2787.

student Media UGLA Experience For Life

December 3 LSAT • December 1 GRE

There's Still Time!
To Join The Princeton Review
for the December 3 LSAT and December 1 GRE

Our courses for the December 3 LSAT and December 10 GRE

began on Saturday, October 22.

But it is still possible to make up the first two classes

by enrolling in our Late Start program.

You would then join the regular course starting with Lecture #2.

\<

The Late Start Schedule

Thursday, October 27

Saturday, October 29

Lecture #1

Workshop #1

6:00pm to 10:00pm

10:00am to 1:00pm

(You would then join the regular course schedule beginning

with Lecture #2 on October 30)

THE

Call now to prepare foryour LSAT or GRE!

(800) 2-REViEW

(310)474-0909
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

Th* Prirtceton Review is not affSdafed with ertfm Prtnceton Oniversl^ or ITS. (Thank goodness!)

TracI Arkenberg
UCLA Sports Into

W, SOCCER
From page 34

against No. 9 Santa Clara Oct.

12, and their other loss was to a

nationally ranked St. Mary's
team.

• • •

The Bruins now have the dis-

tinction of having the stingiest

defense in the west. They lead

the western region in Goals
Against Average (GAA) with
.588. A lot of that has to do with

the strong Bruin defense led by
sweeper Sue Skenderian and fel-

low defender Tiffany Brown, but

goalie Gretchen Overgaard has

"They will be

really, really tough.

But we have rrothifig"

to lose, while

(Stanford) has

everything to lose."

Michelle Kaping

UCLA Defender

r.>:

to receive much of the kudos.
Overgaard is second in the west-

em itgion in goals scored against

average with .429, behind Kris

Young of Washington State
(.267).

However, that figure might not

accurately point to the top goalie

in the region because Young has

played in only seven matches and
a total of 675 minutes this sea-

son, while Overgaard has played

in 12 matches and more than
1 ,200 minutes.

Overgaard also has a current
scoreless streak of 226 minutes,

and a season shutout total of
eight games. She has yielded
only six goals, while making 80
saves for a 93 percent save per-

centage.

Nationally, she is ranked
fourth in GAA behind the goalies

from North Carolina, Notre
Dame and Young from
Washington State, in that order.

Another Bruin freshman that

could be considered an All-
American candidate is forward
Traci Arkenberg. In the San
Diego State match, Arkenberg
scored the winning goal for the

Bruins once again and raised her

total goals scored to 1 1 . She is

still on track to break the UCLA
all-time record for goals scored

(13), and points (32), both set by
Sonja Munevar last season.

Arkenberg is currently ranked
eighth in the region in scoring
with 26 points and seventh in the

region with her 1 1 goals.

"Arkenberg is a great scorer,"

San Diego State head coach
Chuck Clegg said. "She has a
nose for the ball."

Forward Michelle Lieberman
is also playing well of late, with
five points in the last three
matches.
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NCAA's Prop. 16 praised by private commission
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — Fearing a
k)ss in the momentum of the college

sports reform movement it has
speaiheaded, a private commission
asserted Tbesday that higher acade-

mic standards for student-athletes

have been successful and stressed

its continued support for further

measures scheduled to go into
effect next ye^.

Fifteen of the 22 members of the

Kni^t Foundation Commission on
Intercollegiate Athletics met here

Monday to address challenges to

Proposition 16, a standard for fresh-

men academic eligibility for stu-

dent-athletes that incorpcH^tes both

the Scholastic Aptitude Test and
grade point averages.

The commissions sees
Proposition 16 as a logical succes-

sor to Pr(^x)sitioR 48, the first rule

that created an SAT minimum score

for freshman eligibility (a combined
score of 700 with at least a 2.0

grade average in 1 1 core courses).

But the National Center for Fair

and Open Testing said in the com-
mission's zeal to justify its past rec-

ommendations, it ignored the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association's own research evi-,

dence and their plan "increases dis-

crimination, not academic

standards."

Prc^x>sition 16 was approved by
a 3 to 1 margin at the NCAA con-

vention hr 1992. It sets a sliding

scale under which students with a

700 SAT score must have at least a

2.5 grade average in 1 3 core courses

or a 900 SAT score with a 2.0. The
rules also allow for partial quali-

fiers, who can be admitted to

schools without meeting the stan-

dards, but who are not allowed to

play as freshmen and have only
three years of eligibility.

Creed Black, the president of the

Knight Commission, said his
"alarm bells really started going
off' when he learned of one propos-

al that would have allowed eligibili-

ty for students who scored as low as

410 on the SAT - which amounts to

answering one question correctly.

The committee issued its original

report in March 1991.

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• ftlmary Care
• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

r;

mkeOipace
Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and
credit cards accepted.

.s<*tl!. S:.^

^
'Not valid on Sicilians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

Exp. n a y4

LARGE
rr\ PIZZA w

aOU Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11 8 94

8.50
LARGE
PIZZA w
Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 11 8 94

LARGE
rA PIZZA w

OU Free Liter

of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

p^ CLIPAND SAVE "

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

^ CLIP AND SAVE '

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

• p^ CUP AND SM/E

208-8671
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon

per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per

address.

Corporation

...invites all int^ed students to attend

"^orxampus presentation.

Wednesday. October 26th

Swiss Bank Corporation is

unlike any other leading global
financial organization. here

intensity is equalled and
balanced by informality,

ambition by integrity, individual

contributions by teamwork.

We have ENORMOUS NEEDS TO
STAFF OUR BURGEONING GLOBAL

TRADING DEPARTMENT. WITH SWISS
BANK Corporation, you'll accept

RESPONSIBILITY AS QUICKLY AS
YOUR TALENTS ALLOW. REWARDS

ARE BASED ON PERFORMANCE, NOT
SENIORITY, WHICH IS REFLECTED IN

THE YOUTH OF OUR TOP

MANAGEMENT.

HUMAN Resources - Recruiting
141 W. JACKSON Boulevard

Chicago, il 60604
e-mail: recruitijig@iLus.swi.ssbank.a)m

Swiss bank Corporation is an
equal opportunity employer

Morgan Center Press Room Swiss Bank
Corporation
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W. soccer shooting for first NCAA playoff bid
Bruins need big wins

against top teams as

finish regular season
By Hye Kwon

After two huge wins over San Diego
State and Cal State Fullerton last week-
end, the UCLA women's soccer team put

themselves in serious contention for an

NCAA playoff bid.

The Bruins (10-3-2 overall) will try to

become one of the top 24 teams in the

country in order to attend the women's
soccer version of the "Big Dance." The
playoffs will feature the top four teams in

each of the regions, and six wild card
slots.

However, the final three matches
remaining for UCLA are, arguably, the

toughest matches of the season. First up
for the Bfuins is No. 3 Stanford (12-1)

which'has beaten every team that they

played this year except for No. 1 North
Carolina at the Texas Adidas/Chevron
Challenge earlier this month. They have

showed their firepower throughout the

season, outscoring their opponents 35-8

while outshooting them 270-92.

"They will be really, really tough,"

defender Michelle Kaping said. "But we

have nothing to lose, while (Stanford) has

everything to lose."

After the Bruins conclude their five-

game home stand against the Cardinal,

they will travel north to take on California

and San Francisco. The Golden Bears (3-

8-4 overall) have struggled this season,

but they have shown that they can rise to

the occasion against tough opponents.
They have not only taken

Stanford to the limit in

their 1-0 loss, but the

Golden Bears have also

beaten UC Irvine and
Washington State, and
tied UC Santa Barbara
and San Francisco.
Those statistics alone
make California a tough

team for UCLA, consid-

ering that the Bruins
have struggled against those same schools

this year.

After their bearfight at Berkeley, UCLA
will travel to San Francisco to take on the

Lady Dons. USF, which has an overall

record of 1 2-2- 1 , was one of the last two
Division I-A schools (Stanford being the

other) in the nation to fall from the ranks

of the unbeaten and untied this season.

The Lady Dons lost their first game JON FERREY/Mly Bruin

Forward Michelle Ueberman of the UCLA women's soccer team has notched five

See W. SOCCER, page 32 points in the Bruins' last three games.

^M4c
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Homecoming Events
I
- -

TOMORROW
Campus Activities Fair

LOOKIN' TO JOIN AN ORGANIZATION? ID - 2 P.M. BRUIN PL.AZA

Crowning of the King & Queen
12:30 P.M. Bruin plaza

FRIDAY
THE 62nd ANNUAl-

HoMEcoMiNG Parade
ANNOUNCED AT WESTWOOD & LECONTE, BEGINNING AT 7 P.M.

FEATURING FLOATS, BANDS, CELEBRITY GUESTS

Spirit Rally
AFTER THE PARADE, NEAR LOT 6
WITH SPECIAL MUSICAL GUESTS

Mirror Image, Brian McKnight, and For Real

Free giveaways prom JanSport at the
Activities Fair and Spirit Rally

!^^m.
CMT OUT WHILE YOU <an.

ALL DRINKS

$1.00
EVERV VEINESIAV

A VERY eOOl BAR AND (RIUE
SKeiAllZINfi III FROZIN MINKS

HU*nU*RNDICKITiIU*nm
^^mmmatmim

[m]mmi

iimnwmmm
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Around the conferen^
Arizonafaces suiprising Oregon in key game

ntiffz *«*"!

With just four mote week-
ends to go, the Pac- 10

race to the Rose Bowl
now has Arizona leading a resur-

gent use and two surprise teams
in Oregon and Washington State.

This weekend. No. 1 1 Arizona

(6-1 overall) will take its 4-0 con-

ference mark to Eugene, Ore.,

where head coach Rich Brooks
have his Oregon EHicks playing

inspired food)aIl.

The Ducks (5-3-overall) are at

3-1 in the Pac-10. With a victory

over the Wildcats, which will be
Oregon's first over U ofA since

1970, the Ducks will be tied for

first in the Pac-10.

Oregon has won some impres-

sive games. Led by quarterback

Danny O'Neil, the E>ucks shel-

lacked CalifcMiiia after they beat

use in Los Angeles, 22-7. Tlien,

last weekend, the Ducks held

Washington's Napoleon Kaufinan

to 102 yards rushing and beat the

Huskies, 3 1 -20, with a 97-yard

touchdown off an interception in

the waning moments of the game.

Meanwhile, the Wildcats

haven't looked as invincible as the

purxlits once had described them,

way back in September. Oregon
State, the wishbone sdiool, passed
for 101 yards against U ofA, and

Colorado State gained 3 14 yards

in total offense in their 2 1 - 16 win
over the Wikkats in 'Ricson Oct 8.

Arizona coach Dick Tomey
knows his team has been playing

to die level of the competition, lb
keep his 'Cats atop the Pac-10,

Tomey needs die Desert Swarm,

to, well, swarm on the Ducks.

"Oregon has probably die two

most important wins in the league

this year - over use and

Washington," Tomey said. "Our
play has to reflect die circum-

stances of the game - die urgency

of the situation. In all cases, it did-

n't happen last week (in a 34-24

win over UCLA).
"It has to diis week. If we're

first and diey're (UCLA) last, diis

is a great league. Oregon has diat

belief that diey're going to wirL

We have it, but we're not playing

that way."
• • •

Oh, how die migjhty have

fallen ...

Well, sort of. Oregon State got

out of die conference cellar widi

an impressive victory over UCLA
two weeks ago, but the Beavers

couldn't keep things running, as

OSU dropped a 35-29 decision to

Stanford in Corvallis, Ore.

This week, die Beavers have die

unenviable task of trying to stop

KaufhuuL Washington (5-2, 2-2) is

on probation, so die bowls and the

championships are out of the ques-

tion. The next best diing? Oh,

maybe kidc everybody's ass and

get die Heisman for Napoleon?

"It seems like every time we get

ready to play a game diis season,

(die other team) has a special rea-

son to play well against us," OSU
head coach Jerry Pettibone said. "I

am sure diat will be die case this

week.

"I diought after die Washington-

Miami game that the Huskies

proved diey had die best food>all

team in die Pac-10, and I still feel

diat way. I diink diey have die

most complete football team, on
offense, oo defense and on special

teams. Now they will have an

additional incentive to play even

harder because of their upset loss

to Oregon."

And, what about Mr. Kaufman?
"Kaufman's explosiveness, not

only from scrimmage, but frcMn

special teams, is a concern,"

Pettibone sakl.

Artmoa Media Rotations Oregon Sports Inlomwrlion

Okk Tomey Danny O'Neil

This week in UCLA sports
Date Game Site Time

I

f

Friday- M. golf at Fresno Bulldog Classic
Saturday
Oct. 28-29

Friday. W. volleyball at Washington State
Oct. 28 M. soccer (UCLA/adldasl^etUfe Classic)

Cal State Fullerton vs. Indiana
UCLA vs. Notre Dame

Saturday, Football vs. Stanford
Oct. 29 Swimming vs. S. Carolina and UCSB

.. W. soccer vs. Stanford
M. and w. cross country at Pao-10 Champs.
M. water polo vs. Stanford
W. volleyball at Washington

Sunday. M. water polo at UCSD
Oct. 30 M. soccer (UCLA/adldas MetLife Classic)

Cal State Fullerton vs. Notre Dame
UCLA vs. Indiana

Fresno, Calif.

Pullman. Wash.

Spaulding Field
Spaulding Field

All Day

7 p.m.

6 p.m.
8 p.m.

Rose Bowl 3:30 p.m.
Men's Gym Pool 10 a.m.
North Soccer Field 10 a.m.
Palo Alto. Calif. 4 p.m.
Rose Bowl Aquatic Center 12 p.m.
Seattle. Wash. 7 p.m.

San Diego. Calif

North Soccer Field
North Soccer Field

6 p.m.

11 am.
1 p.m.

JINO OK/0ai)y Bnin

Korean Americans & Prop. 187
A Violation of Our Rights

• Proposition 187 is an initiative on the November 8th ballot. It would deny basic rights, such a public education,
health and social services, to immigrants "suspected" to be "illegal". The passage of this bill would also set a
precedent for other anti-immigrant legislation iij^allfofnla and throu^out the U.S.

• Because the Korean American coi

racist, anti-immigrant piece of legish

187 to propel their own agenda]
economic woes.

mostly a recent immigWMJggpulatlon, we are direct targets of this
[any politicians like gubematom! candidate , Pete Wilson are using Prop,

id to wrongfully scapegoat immigrants and people of color for California's

• Come hear about the impacj
can do to stop it.

at legislations like Prop. 187 will have iM|^ur community and what we as students

:orney ui prtvmt^ practi^

uxi^rtiipYoo

,

;ean ImmigraJlfe^^p^ Advpcates (KIWA)

Student speaker
To. ( omc iind out more about KAUSES—
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1 994

7:00-9:00 P.M.

odd 17(

Sponsored by EoKSR Ameilcan Uniiet [orEducation and Service (KAUSES)

mmm^ttmmm ammm

For more information, call us at (310) 825 7184 or stop by our office at 2240 CampbeU Hall.
'

. Paid for by the CPC mini-fund "
.
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Sports
W. volleyball wins ugly over UCSB

JEFF FU/DaUy Bruir

Senior middle blocker Alyson Randick
racked up 11 kills and 14 digs.

Bruins grind out 3-1

win despite hitting

only .195 for match

By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

Tuesday night's volleyball match
between No. 3 UCLA and No. 10 UC
Santa Barbara at Pauley Pavilion will

probably never be used as a how-to-play-

volleyball instructional video.

The Bruins (21-2 overall, 11-1 in

Pacific- 10) finally prevailed after one
hour and SO minutes, winning an ugly one

over the Gauchos (19-3) 15-10, 10-15,

15-5, 16-14 to extend their winning
streak to six games.

"I don't think we gave a consistent

effort tonight," UCLA head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "We started off play-

ing hard but at some point we lost it. You
can do that against some teams, but not

against Santa Barbara.**

The match was filled with a bevy of

errors, with the two teams combining for

23 service errors. Neither team blew the

other away with their hitting, as UCLA
hit a paltry .195 with Santa Barbara close

behind at .184.

The Bruins took the first game, mighti-

ly assisted by an uptight Gaucho squad.

Eight of the Bruin's 15 points came off of

Gaucho errors while senior outside hitter

Annett Buckner contributed the first four

of her match-high 21 kills in the frame.

However, the momentum was short

lived as the Gauchos grabbed the second

game, aided by a match-high 10 hitting

errors by the Bruins.

"It would be one thing to be playing

our best and iget beat, but we weren't

(playing our best)," junior outside hitter

Jenny Johnson said. "There's only so

many mistakes you can make before a

team starts rolling over you."

After the Bruins grabbed the third

game behind four kills from sophomore
middle blocker Kim Knill (16 kills, .364

hitting percentage) and an anemic .056

hitting game by the UCSB, the Gauchos
seemed prepared to extend the match to

five games.
UCSB took a 8-4 lead in the fourth

game before Banachowski inserted fresh-

man setter Kim Coleman for sophomore
Kelly Flannigan (51 assists).

"I just hoped it would give the team a

little jump start," Banachowski said.

"Kim is bigger than Kelly and it gave us a

little bigger block on that side."

Banachowski's strategy did not pay
immediate dividends. The Gauchos
reached game-point at 14-9 before the

Bruins emerged from their haze. The
comeback began innocently enough, as

Krull and freshman outside hitter Kara
Milling combined to roof UCSB hitter

Heather Collins, who led the Gauchos
with 19 kills.

After an exchange of sideouts, the

Bruins reeled off the last six points of the

night off of Milling's serve. Included in

See VOLUYBALL, page 31

Rebuilding ahead
for w. basketball
UCLA returns

just one starter

from '93 season
By Melissa Anderson
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Members of the UCLA
women's basketball team have
their work cut out for them.

The Bruins
lost four
starters -

including Pac-

10 Player of the

Year Natalie
Williams - to

graduation.
Less than two
months later,

top freshman
recruit Chrystal

Pakootas tore her anterior cruciate

ligament and will not see action

in 1994-5. Yet somehow, head
coach Kathy Olivier has remained

confident in the young squad.

"Last year was different

because we knew what to expect.

We had some expectations
because we were older," Olivier

said. "This year we are young but

the returners have worked hard in

the off-season and the freshmen
have high expectations of them-

selves.

"We are going to see some
good basketball."

As the only returning starter,

junior center Zrinka Kristich will

have to take on the role of team
leader and provide consistency in

the frontcourt.

Averaging 5.8 points and 5.7

rebounds per game last season,

Kristich will need to improve
those numbers to take UCLA to

the level of play it needs to be

competitive in the Pac-10.
• • •

Freshmen recruits Jamie
Oenning and Tawana Grimes
should see playing time in the

backcOurt with junior Ricarda
Kuypers and sophomore Nikki
Hilbert. Grimes averaged 16

points per game last season at

Lynwood High School and helped

lead the team to a CIF Division

IIA title. Oenning averaged 13

points per game and 5.7 rebounds

for Woodbridge High School in

Irvine.

Newcomer Aisha Veasley, a

product of Valley Christian High

School, will see limited action in

the frontcourt. The 5-foot-9-inch

forward averaged 16.6 points per

game while shooting .556 from
the field.

• • •

As a National Player of the

Year candidate last year, Williams

was an obvious leader for the

Bruins. This season, Olivier is

looking for all of the returners to

step up and help lead the team to

what she hopes will be a winning

record.

"I think that on certain days

and on certain nights we'll see

See BASKITBALL, page 31

AUDREY LEE/(My Bruin

Joe Christie (left) was on his way to UC Berkeley before UCLA soccer coach Sigi Schmid called

him up and enticed him to Westwood. This season, Christie leads the team with seven assists.

Breaking on through
By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's
hard to believe that Joe

Christie almost vanished from

the UCLA roster after one

year with the men's soccer team.

Then again, his first year with

the Bruins didn't exactly go as he

had hoped, and as a walk-on,

Christie's stint with the team

appeared as though it was going

Two years ago,

Joe Christie was

questionable -

this year he has

become crucial

for the Bruins

to be rather brief.

But he managed to remain on

the team another year, and

UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid

gave him a second chance to

prove himself

"My first year I had a ni^t-

marc," said Christie, who red-

shiited in 1992. "I wasn't playing

confidently, and when the next

See CHMSnE, page 30
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Pact puts end to

46 years of 'war,

mistrust and fear'

By Clyde Haberman
The New York Times

ARAVA CROSSING, Israel —
At this desert outpost along their

border, desolate except for their

hopes, Israel and Jordan signed a
peace treaty on Wednesday to put
behind them 46 years of war, mis-
trust and fear for tomorrow.

Israel's second full peace with

an Arab country, coming 15 years

after its treaty with Egypt, was
witnessed under a lacerating mid-
day sun by more than 4,500 guests

and by President Clinton, who
added his signature to documents
signed by the two countries' prime
ministers.

With Israel also having agreed
to the start of Palestinian self-rule

in parts of the occupied territories,

it is now closer than ever to a-

long-held goal of coming to terms
with all of its immediate Arab
neighbors.

"This vast bleak desert hides
great signs of life," Clinton said
against a backdrop of sand and

sign
sage brush in an area known as the

Arava Valley. "Today, we see the

proof of it, for peace between
Jordan and Israel is no longer a

mirage. It is real. It will take root

in this soil. It will grow to great

heights and shelter generations to

come."

Speaking before the president.

King Hussein of Jordan said the

countries had turned the Arava
into "a valley of peace." Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin of Israel

referred to the many mine fields

that speckle the border and said

they should be supplanted by
"fields of plenty."

With their treaty, the two sides

settled long-standing land and
water disputes, agreed to broad

" ...peace between

Jordan and Israel is no
longer a mirage. It is

real. It will take roots

I

in this soil."

President Bill Clinton

cooperation in tourism, trade and
other areas and pledged that nei-

ther would let its territory be used

treaty
as a staging area by developing
nations for military strikes against

the other.

But even as the pincipal figures

talked of displacing old sorrows
with new aspirations, they were
bluntly reminded that full Middle
East peace remains elusive.

««.< At abeut-the time that the sign-^

ing ceremony began on
Wednesday afternoon just north of
the Gulf of Aqaba, guerrillas in

southern Lebanon fired mortar
bombs into northern Israel. It was
not clear who had done the firing,

but suspicion focused on the

See MIDEAST, page 15

Scout's honor Filipino Americans
insist upon reform

JENNIFER FONQAMly Bruin

Boy scouts and police officers find common ground on Bruin Walk. These two scouts know
that no one would refuse a cookie.

By Allison Lefkowltz
Daily Bruin Staff

Members of UCLA's Pilipino

American community will gather
today to voice their support for

Tagalog, the national language of
the Philippines, and for issues of
curricular reform - including a

Pilipino studies program.

As the closing event of Pilipino

American History Month, the

demonstration - tagged the
"Brown and Down" rally by coor-

dinators - will begin at 10:30 a.m.

in Westwood Plaza with a tradi-

tional "ati-atihan" march, honor-
ing an annual celebration held in

the province of Aklan, Panay in

the Philippines.

Pilipino American students,
many in traditional clothing, will

engage in a religious procession
carrying banners and signs to

Schoenberg Plaza at 1 1:30 a.m.,

said Valerie Villaraza, coordinator

of the history month.

Speakers including Warren
Furutani, a Los Angeles Unified
School District board member and
Loralei Olaes, a city councilmem-
bier in Carson, will voice the
importance of curricular reform
and speak on behalf of the larger

Pilipino American community.
In addition, UCLA students and

community activists will address
rally participants.

Student organizers said they
will also officially recognize

"The rally will be ... a

reminder ... that this is

only the beginning and

that ethnic studies

classes are needed ..."

Valerie Villaraza

History Month Coordinator

recent efforts by Dean of
Humanities Pauline Yu to help
keep Tagalog in the curriculum.

'The rally will be a celebration

of what Yu has done," said
Villaraza, a fourth-year history

student.

"But it will also be a reminder
to students that this is only the

beginning and that ethnic studies

classes are needed, not only for

our community but to educate the

larger community as well." she
added.

Inside News

Taking
the bus
Commuters living in the

Hilgard and South
Wilshire areas don't have
buses that take them all the

way home so some campus
commuters worry about
safety and convenience in

their daily routes.

See page 3

Inside Sports

Set for

the top?
Sophomore Kelly

Flannigan is working her

fingers to the bone, carving
her own niche on UCLA
women's volleyball team.

See page 4S

UCLA Homecoming empiiasizes tradition
Procession of floats

through Westwood
culminates at rally

By Narma Ahmady

The UCLA community will join

band members, celebrities and revel-

ers Friday evening in Westwood
Village to celebrate the 62nd annual

UCLA Homecoming Parade.

The parade - sponsored by the

UCLA Student Alumni Association

(SAA) - will feature 30 decorated
floats sponsored by a variety of stu-

dent and alumni organizations.
Celebrities like Debbie Allen,
Thyme Lewis and Alfonso Ribeiro

are scheduled to ride in the parade,

along with the Laker Girls and Rams
Cheerleaders.

"Being the 75th year, a lot of
groups and dignitaries really got
excited about Homecoming," said

Tracy Davis, executive director of
Homecoming. "We have more dig-

nitaries than we've ever had. Wie

have more floats than we've ever
had. I just want people to have a

great time and understand all the

greatness they're a part of at

UCLA."
The UCLA Marching Band and

the UCLA Alumni Band will

accompany the float procession
from its 7 p.m. kkk-oflf point at the

corner of Gayley Avenue and
Weyburn Drive. The parade will

continue down Westwood
Boulevard to conclude on UCLA's
campus.

AJfter the parade, a spirit rally and
an awards presentation will take

place in the Lot 6 turnaround next to

the James West Alumni Center. At
the same time, an open house for

alumni will be held inside the West
Center.

The parade marks the beginning

of UCLA's Homecoming weekend,
highlighted by Saturday's football

game between UCLA and Stanford

University. UCLA's Homecoming
tradition started in 1927, when the

. A Royce Hall float from last year's Homecoming parade graces
_See HOMECOmHi, page 16 the streets of Westwood.

-^
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What's Brewin' Today
Filipino American History Month
Historical Exhibit: "The Spirit of the Filipino

People"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

Now through Friday

825-2727

9 a.m. - 10 a.m.

Placement and Career Planning Center

"Is Graduate School Right for Me?"
PCPC Building

'

Call 206-1944 for reservations

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Healtti Counselors

Free stress management workshops

Now through ninth week
Pauley Pavilion Healthy Body Shop
825-8462

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Chinese Student Association

Ticket sales for CSA Dance on Oct. 28

Bruin Walk
474-8853

, . .

Graduate Affirmative Affairs Office

Graduate & Professional School Information

Day -

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-2469

USAC/SAA
Homecoming Activities Fair

Westwood Plaza

825-7306

11 a.m.

FG Records

Free concert by Munkafest
Westwood Plaza

471-7695

11:45 a.m. - 12 :30 p.m.

USAC/SAA
1994 Homecoming King and Queen Coronation

Westwood Plaza Stage

825-7306

Noon

Office of International Students and Scholars &
International Students Association

Pronunciation workshop
Men's Gym 105

825-1681 or 825-2726

Peer Health Counselors

Cold Clinic, First Aid, Contraception Sales

Kerckhoff 401
825-8462

Placement and Career Planning Center

"Gelling Into Law School"

PCPC Building

825-2981

Student Welfare Commission and Women's
Resource Center

Film and lecture: Domestic Violence

Ackerman 3517
206-8240

2 p.m.

Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry

Chemical Physics Seminar
Molecular Biology Institute 159

825-3958

3 p.m.

C.A.R.P

Slide show: "Is There Life After Life?"

Ackerman 3517
(213)221-1700

4 p.m.

PIRU^ - El Profecto de Inmigrantes y
Refugiados Latino Americanos
General volunteer meeting

Ackerman 3034
825-5969

Slavic Department

Lecture: "Doing Business in Russia"

Kinsey 230
825-2676

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science Academic

Woriishops

Preparing for Medical School

Writing Research Papers: Do's and Don'ts

Griffin Commons 203

825-9315

5 p.m.

Armenian Student Association

General meeting

Franz 2258A
206-9124

Model United Nations

Meeting

Ackerman 3530
825-1241

Pacific Rim Business Association

Interview and resume workshop
Ackerman 2408
443-9622

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Islander Council of San Fernando

Valley

Volunteer orientation for Asian Pacific Family

Health & Cultural Day on Nov. 5

Ackerman 3517
346-0370

7 p.m.

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Inc.

UCLA Orientation Program

Los Angeles Tennis Center Clubhouse

825-6322

Campus Events

Films: "The Crow" followed by "Enter ihe

Dragon" at 9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Cost: $2
825-1958

C.A.R.P.

Dinner and fellowship

1033 Gayley Ave., Ste. 204

(213)221-1700

College of Letters and Science Academic
Support Worlcshops

Test Taking Techniques

Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

Internal Vice President - USAC
Big Brother - Big Sister Orientation -

Sproul Entertainment Center

825-7306

Labor/Community Watchdog
Meeting: Bus Riders Union
Ackerman 3526
(213)931-0550

UCLA Pre-Pharmacy Society

Information Meeting

Sproul Conference Room
208-5563

9 p.m.

Pi Kappa Phi

Informational meeting

Ackerman 3508
474-4506

Alter Hours. The Bruin's lifestyles and

weekend section, is coming soon j

Don't miss out on the guide lor UCLA students.

Coming soon, every Thursday.

Right in here in the Daily Bruin.

Stay tuned in for stories about the latest trends in our

generation, things to do after hours, weekend excursions

I
and quirky diversions. Also featuring creative w/riting -

1 short stories, poetry and columns.
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So you wanna (jet fnvaivl^ After hours? Now loi^iiipor wrilers.

Slop by 225 Kercktioff Hall or catt Aimee al 206-5622.^^^^.

If your organization would like an event

listed in this section, please drop by the Daily

Bruin's front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill

out a listing form 2 p.m. the day before

publication. The deadline for a submission that

will appear in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2

p.m. Please address questiohs to Ayako
Hagihara at 206-0904.

L

Correction

In the Oct. 26 issue of the Daily Bruin, the article titled

"Bylaw change put on hold" contained errors. The current under-

graduate student government funding process does have a dead-

line, but it does not have a formal hearing procedure. Also, all

student groups are eligible for contingency funding.
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Clinton's efforts prove 'too little, t I • late'
President's work
abroad may not

aid Democrats

By Phillip Carter
Daily Bruin Staff

He can't leap over tall buildings

in a single bound, but Bill Clinton

has recently been able to portray

himself as a superdiplomat in the

past few weeks by achieving suc-

cess in Haiti, North Korea, the

Middle East and the Persian Gulf.

Clinton is in the Middle East

this week capitalizing on his

recent string of successes. Yet
UCLA students and professors

said that his accomplishments
may be too little and too late to

boost his popularity and aid

embattled Democrats during the

upcoming midterm elections.

'The average voter doesn't care

much about foreign policy, except

in a negative way," UCLA interna-

tional relations professor Jeffry

Frieden said. "Successes along

those lines - unless they're

extremely visible - don't count

much in a positive way."

Fourth-year history student Eric

Allen agreed with Frieden, saying

that foreign policy achievements

don't help presidents politically,

and can hurt them when things go
awry.

"Bad policy messes things up
and that's noticeable," said Allen,

likening politics to a freeway,

where people only notice prob-

lems when accidents snarl traffic.

Recent opinion polls place
Clinton's approval rating at

around 45 percent, and voters say

for the first time in 40 years they

are more likely to vote for

Republicans than Democrats for

Congress.

In light of this. UCLA political

science Professor Jeremy Wood
argued that recent presidential

success with foreign policy will

have little effect on how congres-

sional and gubernatorial races turn

out.

. "(These) races aren't going to

feel much of an effect from it,"

said Wood "Partially because it's

foreign, partially because it's

Clinton and partially because the

candidates are distancing them-
selves from the Democratic party."

See CUNTON, page 14

WON WOO/Daiiy Bruin

President Bill Clinton

New UCLA history

standards debated

ARAAA JIBILIAN/Daily Bruin

Sunlight filters through a tree's leaves outside of Perloff Quad on Wednesday afternoon.

By Marni IVIcEntee

Los Angeles Daily News

Proposed new national stan-"

dards for teaching children United

States' history are being criticized

as politically correct revisionism

that eclipses the roles of white,

male American heroes like George

Washington and Alexander
Graham Bell.

But a coalition of national edu-

cation organizations that partic-

ipated in drafting them say the new
standards for students in grades S

to 12 provide a truer version of

America's rich cultural heritage.

The standards, produced by
UCLA's National Center for

History in the Schools, are sched-

uled to be released today. Funded

by the National Endowment for the

Humanities and the U.S.
Department of Education, the stan-

daids can be added voluntarily to a

school's curriculum.

"It certainly is a good idea to

write history in an inclusive way,"

said former NEH chairwoman
Lynne Cheney. "But what they've

done is take a good idea and push it

until it's become a bad idea. In the

name of being inclusive, they've

driven out traditional history."

Cheney illustrated her point by

counting the number of times tra-

ditional white, male historical fig-

ures were mentioned. According to

Cheney, figures such as Paul

Revere, Bell and Thomas Edison

were left out completely.

But nontraditional hero Harriet

Tubman was referenced six times,

she said. The Ku Klux Klan was
mentioned 17 times and Sen.
Joseph McCarthy was mentioned

19 times.

"They are eliminating tradition-

al history and eliminating many
great figures just because they hap-

pen to be white males," Cheney
said.

But UCLA project co-director

Charlotte Crabtree argued that the

standards are not about the number
of times people are mentioned, but

are simply examples by which
teachers can spin off their own
instruction plan.

"History is not about mention-

ing lists of people and events that

students are supposed to learn,"

Crabtree said. 'This approach to

history is to get youngsters
engaged in thinking critically

about American history.

"That's not the way history is

supposed to be looked at - count-

ing how many times someone is

mentioned."

Instead, students will be given
^

supplementary readings and
assignments such as explaining

how the Civil War changed the

lives of American women, men
and children by comparing person-

al accounts, -letters and pho-
tographs.

The standards also include a list

of teaching resources such as CD-
ROM programs, videos, computer

programs and books.

"These are much more demand-

ing than the futile little job of mak-

ing a list of all the most imponant

people who are there," Crabtree

said.

The national standards dovetail

well with California's framework

for history instruction that is con-

sidered on the forefront despite the

state's budget woes, according to

Tom Gibbons, history and social

science consultant for the Los
Angeles County Office of

Education.

"We're trying to change the

direction that history's been taught

since 1935. Research has told us

that we have the least-liked acade-

mic discipline taught in public

schools today," Gibbons said.

The 5-12 standards will be fol-

lowed in the next couple of months

by standards for world history and

American history for grades K-4.

National standards also have been

set for geography and the arts.

Crabtree said despite the contro-

versy, the center has received thou-

sands of responses to the mailing

of 50,000 fliers about the new stan-

dards. On Monday alone, she said.

$8,000 worth of orders were
placed for the $ 1 8.95 book.

The U.S. Department of

Education also will release the

standards on the Internet, a world-

wide computer network.

The new standards were funded

in 1992 by a $525,000 grant from

the National Endowment for the

Humanities and $885,000 from the

U.S. Department of Education.

Campus transit leaves out some students
Express bus crowds

out students, night

vans have limits

By Allyssa Lee ^

Too close to drive and too far to

walk. UCLA's South-of-Wilshire

qomntunity is faced with the dilenh

ma of how to take an efficient route

to and from campus.

For these students, who live in the

area just south of Wilshire

Boulevard between Veteran Avenue

and Westwood Boulevard, finding a

ride on the bus is more than a show

up and go type of affair The one bus

that shuttles between the intersectk)n

of Ashton and Mklvale Avenues and

campus, the Wilshire Corridor, is

often not enough to accommodate

the more than fifty students who
arrive at the corner bus stop and

expect a ride to class.

After class, many students said

finding a ride back becomes a safety

problem because campus traasit ser-

vices stop at Lot 32, leaving students

to walk five or 10 minutes back to

their apartments.

Sloppfng every 20 minutes start-

ing at 8:40 am. the Wilshire Corridor

is a transit service that runs between

Murphy Hall and the intersection of

Ashton and Midvale Avenues. The

bus stops at Tiverton Avenue and

Westwood Boulevard in between to

fill in the last few spots on the shut-

tle, if mom allows.

Though a seat is not always a sure

thing, most students said they were

grifteful for the service.

"It's a really great thing,'.' said"

David l4oga, a third-year history/art

history student. "It's really conve-

nient. There's a lot of students living

down here. It's really nice that

UCLA has given enough thought to

these people."

The has was designed to transport

the members of the faculty who relo-

See COMMUTER, page 18
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Arab world anxious
over peace treaty
JERUSALEM — A sullen Arab world

appeared to greet the peace treaty

between Jordan and Israel with little joy,

viewing this otherwise spectacular

denouement in the 46-year-old Arab-

Israeli conflict as a factual admission of

an Arab defeat.

Unlike the euphoria that surrounded

the Madrid Peace conference of 1991,

when hopes were high that a new era may
have commenced in the Middle East, the

feeling this time around is that an uneven

peace treaty is taking shape in which
Israel, and its strategic ally the United

States, are reaping the fruits of a victory

while Arabs are sirfiply linking them-

selves to an inevitable, but not particular-

ly rewarding venture.

Sri Lanica accused
of plotting murder
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka — Political skir-

mishin^ over responsibility for'the

killing of Sri Lanka's opposition leader

Wednesday jarred official mourning cer-

emonies for the slain polilician,"Gamini

Dissanayaka, and for more than 50 oth-

ers who died with him in an apparent sui-

cide bombing that has thrown the

country's presidential election into tur-

moil.

Associates of Dissanayaka said at a

news conference that the government of

Prime Minister Chandrika Bandaranaike

Kumaratunga, who is favored to win the

presidency, was partly to blame for the

bombing because it had failed to heed
pleas from Dissanayaka for enhanced
police security during his campaign for

the country's top office.

Mozambique gets
first free eiections
MAPUTO, Mozambique — Six months
to the day after neighboring South
Africa, Mozambique will vote Thursday

in its first free elections, becoming
democracy's latest beachhead in a region

that defies the African trend toward war
and collapse.

The elections, after centuries of
Portuguese hegemony and 19 years of

war-ravaged, one-party rule, will leave

only one country at the southern end of

the continent - the minuscule Kingdom
of Swaziland - that has not passed
through the rite ofcontested elections. If

Mozambique succeeds, it could help
reverse the Western fatalism about
Africa created by recent calamities like

Rwanda and Somalia. But Mozambique
is not South Africa, and there is no liber-

ation euphoria.

President assures
North Korea of aid
WASHINGTON — Responding to

North Korea's demand for personal
assurances. President Clinton promised
that country's leader in a letter that he

would do his utmost to provide new
light-water reactors to North Korea in

exchange for its agreeing to freeze its

nuclear program.

In the letter to Kim Jung II, Clinton

committed himself "to use the full pow-
ers of (his) office," subject to congres-

sional approval, to provide the reactors if

the reactor project is not completed for

reasons beyond North Korea's control.

Administration officials said the pres-

ident wrote the letter, dated Oct. 20,

because North Korean officials feared

even if they froze their nuclear program
as promised, the United States and other

countries might not make good on their

promise.

Nation

First female figliter

pilot Iciiled in crash
WASHINGTON — One of the Navy's
first female fighter pilots was killed in a

training accident off the southern
California coast on Tuesday, the Navy
said Wednesday.
The Navj said the aviator, Lt. Kara

Hultgreen, aiif F-14 pilot assigned to the

aircraft carrier Abraham Lincoln,
crashed into the ocean during her land-

ing approach. The planers navigator

ejected and was rescued. Hultgreen is in

the first class of female pilots allowed to

fly Navy combat planes since Congress

lifted a ban and the Navy began assign-

ing women to warships earlier this year.

Study finds diildren

exposed to toxins
SAN FRANCISCO— Children are rou-

tinely exposed to dozens of cancer-caus-

ing chemicals in their homes, schools

and playgrounds, yet government agen-

cies fail to pass standards that take into

account their vulnerability, according to

a new report.

Youngsters are at a greater risk from

harmful tobacco smoke, asbestos, radon

and formaldehyde because they are

breathing, eating or drinking a greater

proportion of the pollutant than adults,

said the study, which was released

Tuesday and conducted by Natural

Resources Defense Council, a private

environmental group.

The Natural Resources Defense
Council found that children were likely

to be exposed to at least 56 of the 392
carcinogens on California's Proposition

65 list of regulated toxic substances.

State

Candidates debate
identification card
Injecting a new element into the already

raging debate over controlling immigra-

tion in California. Gov. Pete Wilson sug-

gested on Wednesday that every
Califomian be required to obtain an offi-

cial identity card to present when seek-

ing a job, entering school or applying for

non-emergency health care.

The governor, who has made immi-
gration control a theme of in his re-elec-

tion battle this fall with State Treasurer

Kathleen Brown, argued in interviews,

news conferences and statements that

such a card would force undocumented
immigrants to leave and would not

impinge on individual freedom.

Police brutality suit

ends in a mistrial
A federal judge declared a mistrial in a

historic lawsuit claiming the City

Council encouraged the use of police

brutality through the Council's willing-

ness to routinely pay damages awarded

against Los Angeles Police Department

officers.

But the ruling Wednesday by United

States District Judge Spencer Letts

effectively delays for one month attor-

ney Stephen Yagman's legal challenge

stemming from the 1990 police killing

of three suspected robbers at a fast-food

restaurant in the Los Angeles area of

Sunland.

Letts dismissed the five-woman, four-

man jury when several problems arose

with Yagman's witnesses, including a

psychiatrist - a last-minute replacement
- who was unable to appear to court

until Friday.

STUDENT SPECIAL' Enroll NOW and SAVE.
Executive Boxing™, Kicliboxing, Funk/ Hip-hop, Full Gym,

A WOMAtrSPUUX i

INTHEKITCi

Get Out of the Kitchen
and into the Fire,
Join the 2,000 men and

women who are already

doing the Executive

Boxing^"^ and Kickboxing
program offered exclusively

at Bodies in Motion.
- And while you forget

about bullies kicking sand
in your face, you'll burn
700 to 900 calories per class

and firm and tone your
muscles faster then with

weights alone.

^

To help you start we'll

give you 75%* off the

knockout work-out you've

seen featured on CNN,
MTV, Good Morning
America, The Today Show,
Entertainment Tonight, Best

of Los Angeles, as well as

in Self, Shape, Fitness,

Newsweek, City Sports and
Harper's Bazaar magazines. Reviewed as the best instructional

fitness studio in America.

Loa AmgHet • 10542 W. Pko Blvd.

(4 Blocks East of Overland Ave.)

(310) 836-8000

Pmuulemm • 117 E. Colondo Blvd.

Lower Level (at Arroyo Pfcwy.)

—^818)577-2211 — M Full boxing equiprntent mid apparel sold at Pasadena
tocation. To place orders, caU 1(800) 4'BOXING.
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Peace of Mind

On-The-Spot

i

I

I t wt. .5 oz.

• Pulling those all-nighters not

leaving you with much time for

a concept known as "sleep"?

• Thanks to freeway traffic,

you've been late for class

three times this week already.

• Don't look now, but midterms

are closing in-

Sound familiar? Then what you

need is some Peace of Mind®,

our botanically based skincare

formula. A dab or two daily helps

banish visible signs of tension.

.5 oz. $10

Take 10 minutes

to chill out with

Origins and take

home a Irazzle-free

2-piece gift!

Come to the Ongins Counter

today, give us just ten minutes,

and we'll reveal ten other

all-natural ways to shrug off stress.

Plus, you'll receive travel sizes of

Stress Buffer On-The-Spot Gel

and Line Chaser" Stop Sign for

lines (perfectly sized for tossing

into your backpack), as our gift to

you, no purchase necessary.

Now, don't you feel better already?

BULLDTO
Gift offer good now through November 5, while supplies last. Limit one gift per customer, please. Origins not available in Carlsbad, Santa Ana,

T^ission Valley, West Covina, Palm Desert or Downtown Los Angeles. For more information or the store nearest you, call toll-free 1-800-622-9748.
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Low wages discourage women on welfare
By Jason Depaile
The New York Times

CHICAGO — Poor women
leave the welfare rolls for jobs

much more often than was previ-

ously thought, but the low-paying

and sometimes unattractive work
rarely provides a long-term solu-

tion to dependence, according to

several recent studies.

Most of the women soon quit or

lose the jobs and return to the wel-

fare rolls. The reasons for leaving

work can range from economic
problems like low wages or the

loss of health insurance to person-

al difficulties like drug abuse or

fights with bosses.

And at an employment program
here near Cabrini-Green, the vast

housing project, many women cite

a complication rarely noted in

official debate: jealous interfer-

ence, or even physical assault,

from boyfriends who felt threat-

ened by the prospect of their inde-

pendence.

The frequent cycling on and off

the rolls challenges the common
perception of a welfare nK)ther as

a woman who has never worked.

And it suggests that Congress
faces a doubly difficult challenge

as it seeks to overhaul the system
- not simply getting women into

jobs, but keeping them there.

The women at Project Match,

the employment program here,

can recite long lists of jobs they

have won and lost in between
lengthy sojourns on public aid.

They have bottled lotion, changed

hotel beds and worked at conve-

nience stores. They have fried hot

dogs at horse tracks and cruised

the aisles of catalogue warehouses

on roller-skates, filling customer

orders.

Most of the women complained

that the low-paying jobs left them
nearly as poor as they had b^n on
welfare, and in some cases caused

them to lose their children's health

insurance. But many also faulted

themselves, lamenting what they

called their bad attitudes or insuf-

ficient drive.

The most extensive study of
welfare cycling comes from
LaDonna Pavetti, a researcher at

the Urban Institute in Washington.

Pavetti found that 64 percent of

the women coming on the welfare

rolls for the first time left within

two years. But more than three-

quarters of those who left welfare

eventually returned, and 45 per-

cent returned within a year.

The policy implications of
Pavetti's work are up for grabs.

Some people have argued that the

data make the case for placing

strict time limits on assistance.

They say the cycling shows that

jobs are available but that welfare

recipients lack the perseverance to

keep them.

But others cite the cycling phe-

nomenon to criticize time limits.

They say it shows that the women
are already motivated to work but

are thwarted by forces beyond
their control. The way to bolster

employment, these people say, is

to offer health insurance, child

care, transportation and wage sub-

sidies, so that jobs become prof-

itable.

Pavetti has refined much-publi-

cized studies done by David
Ellwood and Mary Jo Bane, for-

mer Harvard University profes-

See WELFARE, page 13
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Pilipino American History Month presents...

BROWN AND DOWN

Free Your Native Tongue!!!
Educational Rally for Curricular Reform

Relevant People. Relevant Education

Thursday, October 27, 1994

JNLHONOR OF FILIPINO AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH
ATI-ATIHAN MARCH to begin in Westwood Plaza @ 10:30 AM

EDUCATIONAL RALLY to be^in in SchoenberR Quad @ 12:00 noon

Sponsored by the Filipino Coalition and other Supporting Groups...
Samahang Pilipino, Samahang Pilipmo liducalion and Retention, Filipinos for Community 1 Icalih, Filipino Recruitment and

Enrichment Frogram, Committee for Filipino Studies, l*ilipinos in lingineering, Looking Into Filipino Events, KAUSES, CAFSA,
Asian Facific Coalition, USAC EVF FoCoS Frogram, African Student Union, MEChA

Funded by ASIJCI.A Board of Directors Interaction Fund
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Took the vacuum cleaner apart when you were five.

Bought X-ray glasses from the back of a comic book.

Re-wired the scoreboard to win the homecoming game.

Have the entire Star Trek series on video tape.

Own one suit you wore two years ago.

Think cool code is better than just about anything.

Want a challenge, not a job.

We Can Relate.
-t

J?•>

On Campus Event

Engineering & Science Career Day
Friday, October 28, 1994

10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Ackerman Union (Grand Ballroom)

See Career Planning Center for details.

We will be accepting resumes.

Microsoft
Microsoft is an Equal Oppcwtunity Employer and supports workforce diversity.

OI994 MicnMoft Cwportioa. Att riglta iwwvd MicrotolW it a regitMred Mdemwt of MtcinwA Ctwpanbtm.

®
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Cuba takes more steps to open its economic system

\

By Tim Golden
The New York Times

HAVANA— In another move to

open up its devastated economy,
Cuba announced on Wednesday
that it would allow the free sale of a

wide range of materials and con-

sumer products that have until now
been tightly controlled by the state.

In a decree signed by President

Fidel C^stp and published in

Wedne&iiay's editions of the

Communist Party newspaper
Granma, the government said it

would create a network of retail

markdts,for handicrafts, left-over

industrial supplies, and surplus

products made by state companies.

The decree did |iot specify what

products would become available,

nor did it say what criteria govern-

ment officials and company man-
agers would use in determining
what kinds of old stocks might be

sold oflF.

But economists and other ana-

lysts said that depending on how it

was applied, the measure could
have a significant impact in making
more efficient use of resources that

have often piled up in warehouses

and store rooms.

They also said that it would
almost certainly add monoentum to

the series of cautious steps that the

government has taken away from
the highly centralized economic
system that has been in place here

since Castro took power in 1959.

"It is like virginity - you cannot

lose it just a little bit," one senior

foreign diplomat said of the eco-

nomic changes. "If there is going to

be a frei: market for agricultural

products, then why not have a free

market for industrial products as

welir'

The announcement comes less

than a month after the government
opened up markets around the

country for the sale of fruits, vegeta-

bles and other farm prodircts at

prices determined by supply and
demand.

Government officials said that

the move met with some resistance

within the Communist Party, in part

because it represented a reversal of

Castro's decision in 1 986 to end a

six-year experiment in so-called

free farmers' markets. At that time,

party officials were especially criti-

cal of the fact that some farmers and

middlemen were becoming relative-

ly wealthy, threatening the ideal of a

society in which all citizens were

supposed to be nx>re or less equal in

their standards of living.

Yet in the face of food shortages

that have grown severe since the

Cuban economy was plunged into

crisis five years ago by the collapse

of its Soviet-bloc trading partner-

ships, the rules governing the new
agricultural markets are in fact more
liberal than those of the 1980s.

A deputy agriculture minister,

Eduardo Chao TrujiUo, said on
Tuesday that 80 percent of the food

being distributed in the Havana area

continued to move through state

stores in which products are

rationed. But he described the new
markets as a success, saying that

prices had been stable, taxes pAid to

the state had been significant and

nK>re farmers were abandoning the

once-thriving black market.

"We have begun to stimulate pro-

ducers to increase their output," he

said. And predicting greater results

ahead, he added: "We have not even

begun to crawl yet."

For the Cubans who make handi-

crafts like toys and furniture, the

new markets will represent another

outlet alongside street fairs that

have been authorized for months
now in Havana and other cities.
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE. )

i&

^ Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.

i& Split the bill but only pa/ your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish

if all you got was soup?

Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents

for it instead.

dj) Keep your eye on your wallet.

Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it.The Lost Wallet^"^ Service can get you
emergency cashr a new card usually within

24 hours and help replacing vital documents.

•Based on available cash line.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.

•li*

ita Mu »*» * !«*.

r-T-

^'"i

Apply for the Cititmnk Classic card by complettn^ the appKcatton in this issue or by catling I- 800^ CITIBANK
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Council battles over NYC schools' AIDS curriculum
By Sam Dillon

The New York Times

NEWYORK— Drafting the lat-

est guide to teaching about AIDS in

New York City schools has been a

bit like trench warfare, with Louise

Phillips and Erica Zurer as the

opposing field commanders.

Phillips and her allies on the

school system's AIDS advisory

council disagree so profoundly with

Zurer's faction that during one dis-

cussion of the curriculum this year, a

debate over a footnote encouraging

explicit classroom explanations of

sexual intercourse devolved into a

shouting match over where to place

the asterisk.

Phillips, whose supporters control

12 of the council's 23 votes, has

been fighting to make sure that the

curriculum, above all, encourages

abstinence. Zurer has been waging a

rear-guaid battle to ensure that it also

includes plenty of information on

condoms.

The two adversaries and their

backers struggled for months over

the junior high school curriculum,

and the seven-member board is

expected to approve it in the coming

weeks. Monday night, the councif is^

to begin reviewing the curriculum

for high schools.

Their endless confrontations have

left Zurer and Phillips emotionally

exhausted. And both are girding for

new battles. "Louise is a killer,"

Zurer said. "She's a very vicious

person."

Phillips, for her part, said of Zurer

and her backers: *They are hardened

and cynical to the possibility that

there is any chance for kids to con-

ux)l themselves."

To outsiders, all the bickering

sometimes seems petty. But both

women feel strongly about sex edu-

cation, and they are not alone. New
York City is just one theater in a cul-

tural war.

The Sexuality Information and

Education Center, a Manhattan
group that studies sex education

nationwide, says that parents in at

least 250 other cities and towns have

been embroiled in similar disputes

over how to balance abstinence and

condoms in sex education.

Since 1987, when the state

Education Department required alf

schools to teach about AIDS, writers

See page 17
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•One hour service for glasses "Open 7 days a weeit,

& contacts weeknights til 9pm
•Custom contacts: color,

~^
'Glasses starting at

disposable, astigmatic, and $79 complete

gas permeable
eye exam extra

*LLC^JLJ^ Stij.cCatvt Spe^otc^C
•Daily wear* $39/pair

•Extended wear* $59/pair

•Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair

•Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair M^tliral Toilph

Beverly Center Santa Monica Place Westwood Pavilion Colored Soft Contacts
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»

«_— A^A^ PILKINGTON BARNES HIND

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666 fnMSnmhvcoiomtunt
TV -nii'^mx ^ f\r\ ba^ in independent Study
Dr. Elliott MoSCOt, O.D. . dataonfUe

V The Growth Potential

F ^

L 2
Theirs. Ours.

U started with a vision about propelling business into the information age. Then took offwith the world's first relational database. It's now a two billfon-

dollar, enterprise-wide software solutions company that keeps growing at about 25% a year - with new products, bold technological strategies, and
a big head start down the information superhighway. There's nothing to dd here hut grow. You either make history, or become it.

BS/MS CS/EE; Ytni can become a: Software Developer Technical Analyst • Consultant • Product Manager '
^ '-~

• " '

We'll be on campus November 15-16. E-mail your resume TODAY!

Equal talent will alwayi get equal opponunity.

Oracle Corporation. 500 Oracle Parkway. Box 65950 1 , Redwood Shores, CA 94065. E-mail: Islynn^us.oracle.com / FAX: 4 1 5-506- 1 073 / PHONE: 4 1 5-506-699
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Fear of dancing creates male wallflowers
tion, marooned because her husband

won't go out on the floor. "I don't

know the steps," he whined. Neither

of them is having fun.

Scene 3: A random sampling of

men who don't know each other are

By Terry Morris

Cox News

DAYTON, Ohio — Scene 1:

Junior high girls dance with each

other in a gym because the boys are

lining the walls, looking tough and inspecting a display of power tools

pretending they prefer each other's when an impromptu ballet perfor-

company. The girls are having more' mance for Saturday shoppers at a

fiin. mall begins. Something instanta- matter how happy it would niake

Scene 2: A well-dressed, middle- neous and non-verbal passes most women,
aged woman sits at a wedding recep- between them and it has to do with So who is that hurting in a world

discomfo/t at seeing a man in tights, with many more serious problems? Dermot Burke, an athlete-tumed-

"Ithn't that thweet?" one lisps, and And if someone has shown he can dancer who's now executive director

they all turn immediately back to the move rapidly up the corporate lad- of the Dayton Ballet: "Men who
drills, nail guns and compressors. der, or go from hole to hole on a golf can't/don'l/won't dance are denying

If this was a movie, the title course using his arms less than any- themselves something pleasurable."

would be Real Men Don 't Dance. one else in the foursome, why does Susanne Davis, folk dance admin-

But it's life. It's the way things are he need to dance anyway? tstrator at BrighamYoung University

in the United States, where most Maybe because he's missing in Provo, Utah: "We're becoming a

men would rather sit this one out, no something, aiid it's having an efFa;t society of spectators, like the

on us all. There are many people Romans. When we no longer put our

who believe just that, and only some
of them are women. See DANCE, page 19
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Paper Due...Cant' Find The Information You Need

At Your School's Library... Try UsI
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FREE
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for iiionthly replacement.
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Do You Want Credit Cards?

Now you can have the most recognized

credit caid In the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN

CREOrr or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFOREI

MasterCardo the credit card you
deserve and need foi^ ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT

STORES—TUmON—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS-
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r-fS^ N® credit checks!

^^^Jjo^sg^ No security deposit!
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Your credit cards are waiting!
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Commander praises Vietnam for »» • I • . inMIAseardi
By Philip Shenon
The New York Times

HANOI, Vietnam— The com-
mander of American military forces

in the Pacific praised Vietnam
Wednesday for its cooperation in

accounting for American troops

missing from the Vietnam War. He
suggested that the Vietnamese
would continue to cooperate enthu-

siastically regardless of whether
Washington established full diplo-

matic and trade relations with

Hanoi.

The comments here by Adm.
Richard Macke delighted his

Vietnamese hosts, who have long

argued that the United States should

not use the issue of missing
Americans to delay normal diplo-

matic ties between the two coun-

tries.

"At all levels of thejoverrunent, I

heard the desire to continue the

cooperation and in fact to enhance

that cooperation," Macke said after

meeting with Prime Minister \b Van

Kiel and other senior Vietnamese

officials. "We are very pleased with

the cooperation we see -now. Overall,

the meetings with the Vietnamese

WCTC very encouraging."

While the admiral cautioned that

the decision to restore fiill dii^omat-

ic relations with Vietnam would be

left to "our political masters," his

unqualified praise for the

Vietnamese Wednesday will doubt-

less^lp Hanoi in its long canpaign

to establish normal diplomatic and

umle ties with Washington.

"I don't make that decision," said

Admiral Macke, a Vietnam veteran.

"I know that we are working toward

it"

The Clinton administration,

which in February lifted a 19-year

American trade embargo on
Vietnam, has said the move toward

normal diplomatic relations with

Hanoi depends on "tangible

progress" in accounting for the

2,214 Americans still listed as miss-

ing in action in Southeast Asia.

Macke, on his first visit to

Vietnam since assuming the

Honolulu-based Pacific Command
last summer, said Wednesday that

tangible [m)gress was being made
with Vietnamese help. "When we
lifted the embai^go, the cooperation

in fact did not lessen - the coopera-

See VIETNAM, page 16
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12:00 Noon Friday, October 28, 1994

2408 Ackerman Union

LiUtMonth

At the September 30, 1994

Regular meeting, the Board of
,

Directors took the following

actions in addition to receiving

reports on a number of matters:

Approved the 1994-1995 GSA
Approved Budget and Student

Interaction Fund Cariy-Over

Approved the 1994-1995 USA
Approved Budget and Student

Interaction Fund Carry-Over

Approved the Independent

Auditor's Reports for the Fiscal

Year Ending May 31, 1994

On the Agenda

The October agenda includes

the following action and

information items and reports:

Services and Enterprises

Preliminary Sales Results for

the Month Ending September

30, 1994 X

1994-1995 Cash Flow

Projections

Quarterly Project Status Report

Notice of Proposed Revisions to

Privacy Policy

Approved the Name Change of

the ASUCLA Board of

Directors Budget Committee

and Expansion of its Role and

Purpose

THE
FH&SHMAH
RECORD
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Pick yourS' up through

Tuf^sday (11/1) at the

bottom of g>ruin Walk.

INTERESTED IN

SPENDING A YEAR AT THE

CENTER OF UNIVERSITY

POWER?
Applications for the UC Student

Regent position for 1995-96 are

available at:

Office of the Assistant Vice Chancellor,

Student and Campus-Life
1104 Murphy Hall

James West Center - 325 Westwood Plaza

Undergraduate and Graduate Student
Government Offices

3rd Floor, Kerckhoff Hall

The Center for Student Programming
337 Plaza Building

Ackerman Union Information - A Level

Residence Halls

Assistant Directors' Offices

The Student Regent is a voting member,
selected for one academic year. In

addition to having all travel and
accommodation expenses paid, the

Student Regent will receive a waiver of all

tuition and fees for that year.

Application Deadline: 5 p.m.

on Friday, November 4, 1994
Chancellor's Office,

2147 Murphy Hall

Undergraduate, graduate, and
professional students in good

standing are encouraged to apply.
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WELFARE V

From page 6

sors who now are assistant sec-

retaries at the Department of
Health and Human Services.

EUwood and Bane found less

fluctuation than did Pavetti

because they used a different

database, one that recorded
whether a person had received

aid in a given year. But Pavetti

examined month-by-month
records and found that women
sometimes hopscotched on and

off assistance several times in a

year.

All three researchers studied

the main federal welfare pro-
gram. Aid to Families With
Dependent Children, which now
supports more than 14 million

people.

Pavetti's work has also
unearthed new information
about why women leave the

rolls. The earlier studies had

estimated that of those who left,

only 21 percent did so because
they found work, while 30 per-

cent left because they got mar-
ried.

But Pavetti's study found that

work was by far the most com-
mon reason for leaving the rolls,

accounting for 46 percent of all

exits. And other recent studies,

using different data and time
periods, have come up with even
higher estimates.

Scholars generally used to

divide welfare recipients into

two categories, long-term and

short-term, but Pavetti's work
has led th^m to discuss a large

third group: cyclers.

PaVetti estimated that about
40 percent of the women who
began a welfare spell went on to

fit the cycler category. They col-

lected checks for more than 24
of the next 60 months, although

their use of the system was
intermittent.

By contrast, only 18 percent

became long-term users, collect-

ing checks continuously for the

five years that Payetli examined.
And 4^percent h&d short stays.

using the system for less than 24
of the 60 months.

Pavetti noted that while long-

term users were a small percent-

age of any group beginning a

stay on welfare, they accounted
for about two-thirds of the peo--

pie on the rolls at a given
moment.

Still, Pavetti said, researchers

have little statistical basis for
judging the reasons that people

lose jobs. "We're only starting

to understand what causes peo-

ple to move on and off," she
said.
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CLINTON
From page 3

UCLA political science
Professor John Peirocik argued

that the Clinton administration

uses foreign policy successes in

the opinion wars to replace bad

domestic news. ?•

'The Los Angeles Times proba-

bly runs 30 stories a day, at most

five or six are election stories, and

most of those are unfair to

Clinton," Petrocik said. "He helps

Democrats by squeezing out some

of the space with these high-pro-

file (foreign issues)."

Fourth-year political science

student Frankie Quintero said that

part of Clinton's popularity prob-

lem is related to general American

ignorance of foreign issues'.

"They may be (informed) on
certain issues, but ask people wh^t

GATT (General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade) or NAFTA
(North American Free Trade

Agreement) is, and they won't,

know," Quintero said. "They
won't tell you what GATT is, but

they would know where O.^.

(Simpson) is."

Second-year student Chris
Banyan agreed, but blamed the

media for not letting Clinton's

popularity .rise after his string of

foreign policy successes. „

"Everything gets reported from
an American perspective, and the

media panders to a public that

doesn't care abdut the rest of the

world," Banyan said. "Politicians

can't help but give the media what

they want."

Despite the dearth of political

rewards, Clinton's successes have

impressed Bruin experts by
changing the face of American
diplomacy.

"Wha< these (events) indicate is

a certain degree of success in

reorienting American foreign poli-

cy toward post-Cold War reali-

ties," Frieden said. "In foreign

policy there tends to be continuity,

rather than discontinuity - the

developments in the last several

weeks are the conclusion of what

has happened (in previous admin-

istrations).*'

Clinton was present Wednesday

at the signing of the Jordan-Israel

peace treaty, an agreement the

United States partially facilitated.

Last week, the United States

reached a settlement with North

Korea, prohibiting that country's

nuclear weapons development in

return for U.S. aid. American
troops continue to occupy Haiti

and Kuwait.

UCLA political experts cited

Somalia as an example of

See CUNTON, page 17.
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m YOU INTERESTED

IN DESIGNING STUDIO

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS?
Alesis designs and manufactures audio gear for performing

and studio recording applications. Examples of our product

line include digital multitrack tape recorders, music synthesizers,

sound modules, audio signal processing gear, studio mixing

consoles and sound reinforciement equipment. Our products

; rely heavily on state of the art digital audio technologies that

^require a solid background in analog and digital electronics.

Alesis is one of the premier companies in our industry and is

located in Los Angeles.

We are seeking enthusiastic electronic engineers with sufficient

experience to serve as entry level electronic designers. We
have openings in our ASIC design group as well as our test

engineering group.

Our ASIC designs are implemented with Sun spare workstations

utilizing Cadence IC development tools. Our designs include

gate-arrays, standard cell and full custom analog and digital

CMOS designs. Most designs are supplemented with various

SPICE runs and high level language computer simulations to

verify functionality.
r
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Our test engineering projects support production with micro -

controller based custom test fixtures. Many of these are

designed based on an 8751 with appropriate peripheral analog

and digital interface circuitry.

Please visit us at the Annual Engineering and Science Career

Day on Friday, October 28, 1994, or send your resume to:
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ATTN: Dept. UCLA
3630 Holdrege Avenue

Los Angeles, CA 90016
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LEARN TO...
• Work in an Agency FT/PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency
• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 18001 452-2644
CaUC TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA State A[)f)toved • Reg 4102201

Are
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Compatible?

Do Science and God Mix?

Doesn't Science negate Christian belief?

How wouldyou answer these questions?

Come to the

KEPTICS FORUM
Featuring Dr. Hugh Ross

Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1994 at 7:30 p.m.

At Bel Air Presbyterian Church
16221 MulhoHand Drive, Los Angeles

(0.8 miles west of the San Diego Freeway)

To be held in Evan's Chapel...

Seating is lin^ited so come early...

Main parking k>t and bus shuttles are on the south skie of Mulhollarxi.

Dr. Hugh Ross will IM addrMsIng the topic, "Evidanoas of tho Existono* of God."

He will also t>e discussing some of the commonly asked questions atx>ut apparent

"inconsistencies' l>etween the Bil)»e and Science. Dr. Ross has a Ph.D. in astronomy

Iron the University of Toronto, and has spent several years as a Research Fellow in

astrophysics at Caltech. He is the founder or "Reasons to Believe" in Pasadena. He
has a phenomenal background in Theotogy, Christian aplogetics, and the major

scientific disciplines. This is an opportunlly to have your own questions an«wered, or

to bring your inquiring friertds.

Dr. ffo— hat advl—d mttmtif wtleoimu ^uptlc»l
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Just bring in your Student i.D. or this ad
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BuyOneGetOne
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drink or show UCLA ID and get $1 .00 off any footlong.
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Free Delivery

Vtalid only at 1 1278 Santa Monica Blvd

(comer o( Sawtelle & SontQ Monica, 1 block west of 405)
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MIDEAST
From page 1

Iranian-backed Party of God, an
Islamic group opposed to Arab
peace with the Israelis.

In response, Israeli forces and
their Lebanese militia allies

unleashed artillery rounds at hills

said to be guerrilla strongholds.

While no casualties were reported

on either side of the border, the

, incident underlined the distance

that Israel must still travel for

peace with Lebanon and its

patron, Syria.

It is also far from full peace
with the Palestinians, a point rein-

forced by a general strike in East
Jerusalem and the West Bank
called by three factions of the
Palestine Liberation Organization
and by the militant Islamic group
known as Hamas. Thousands of
Palestiniafis also marched in the

West Bank town of Hebron and
Nablus to protest the Israeli-

Jordanian treaty, which has been
denounced by Yasser Arafat, the

PLO chairman.

Specifically, Arafat was
angered by a section of the treaty

that recognizes Jordan's "historic

role" as guardian of Islamic,
shrines in Jerusalem. To the PLO
leader that represents a direct
challenge by both Jordan and
Israel to his own claims to prima-
cy over the holy sites and to his

desire to establish East Jerusalem
as the capital of his hoped-for
state.

But in the Arava, that anger

seemed remote, easily absorbed
by the ceremony's warmth and by
the desert's shimmering heat.
Thouslands of soldiers and police

from Jordan and Israel had sealed

off the area, and there were no
incidents reported.

Temperatures were in the high
90s as the ceremony got underway
on the dot at 1 p.m. - hardly the

best time to be under the Arava
sun but perfect for the network
morning news programs just
beginning on the East Coast in the

United State.

In that sense, it was Clinton's

show from the moment he stepped

out of a black limousine and on to

a red carpet stretching before him
alongside a black Bedouin tent

that briefly gave the major figures

the only shade they enjoyed dur-

ing the 90-minute cerenwny.

The president was accompanied
by his wife, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, who even in an age when
such things are not supposed to

matter caused a rustling in the
crowd by turning out in a suit of
the same turquoise shade as the

one worn by Hussein's wife.
Queen Noor.
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A Thursday Noontime Career Information Series
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Mon - Sat 9-7

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
First time Students Only $18

824-2711 . 1001 Gayley
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"Info Hour at the Center*"

Wednesday, Oct. 26th, 4-5 pm
Hyperlearning Westwood Center

10883 Kinross Ave (at Westwood Blvd.)

April '95 MCAT Students!

Come meet some of our Star Instructors, and find out about:

^ The structure of the MCAT and the five Acing Strategies.

^ How to capitalize on "The April Advantage/' Will you be ready?

^ What intensive programs have to offer you.

^ The MCAT as a tool—what scores will work where.

^ The structure and results of Hyperleaming's revolutionary program
of preparation for allfour subscores.

At 44 class meetings and 130-t- hours, we offer the most instructionally in-

tensive commercial prep course in the country for the new-format MCAT.
You can startpreppingnow. OurMCATHome Prep Pack is available toyou
beginning October 3l8t. All our materials are yours to take home. Will such

grinding be suitable for you? Give us an hour and find out. It will be time

well spent—we promise!

Signed Up for Another Course? Feel Locked In? , .

Our "Total Freedom" Switch Policy:
We'll deduct your cancellation fee from our tuition, plus pay you $20 for

the hMric If you come to us from a competitor*! program. Call for details.

208-5000 800 MD-BOUND
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The Ultimate UCLA
Campus Walking Shoe

FREE
CANVAS
TOTE
BAG

COUPON
1 Coupon Good
with 1 Shoe
Purchase

.

Arizona^**

Stop by for a test walk. Also, see our new
leather TEVAS, clogs and ^ace-up shoes.

Oi^en 7 Days a Week
Validated Parking

WESTWOODVniAGE
310/200-7307

10910 LeConte Ave
across from UCLA/

li^iestwood Blvd. entrance

SHEKMAN OAKS
. 818/788-8443

14447 Veniura Blvd.

(at Van Nuys Blvd.)

W. HOLLYWOOD
310/855-0744

8629 Melrose Ave.

(near La Cienega)

expires 12/31/94
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After December, there's no paper-and-pencil

GRE until April. That's too late to send schools
your scores to apply for next fall.

Take the GRE now!
And this is your LAST CHANCE to

take Kaplan's course for the December GRE.
Final classes in Westwood starting on: Thursday. October 27

Thusday, November 3.

— Get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
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HOMECOMING
From page 1

first Homecoming football game
was i^ayed

This year's spectacle is dedicated

to the theme, "Bniins Through the

Years," celebrating UCLA's 75th

anniversary year, launched by
President Bill Qinlon in May.

**I feel that this year 'Bruins
Through the Years* commenK)rates

UCLA's 75th anniversary and
achieves the historical ranges of
Bruin life." said SAA director

Sameer Bakhda. "It is UCLA's old-

est tradition."

VIETNAM
From page 12

tion in fact continued to improve,"

he said.

Asked whether the military had
any concern that the Vietnamese
would cut back their cooperation if

Washington took the next step and
established full diplomatic relations

with Hanoi, Macke replied, "I per-

sonally don't have any concern
there."

When President Clinton lifted the

embargo, a number of veterans
groups and the families of some of

the missing Americans warned that

Vietnam would have no reason to

continue coc^^erating in the effort to

determine the fate of the missing.

They are using the same argu-

ment in urging the administration to

withhold full diplomatic and trade

relations for the Vietnamese, who
are especially eager for American
trade privileges that would allow

them to sell a wide variety of
Vietnamese goods in the United
States.

Macke, a former fighter pilot who
flew more than 1 50 combat mis-

sions over Southeast Asia in the

1960s, met with reporters after visit-

ing two sites in Vietnam where joint

American and Vietnamese teams are

searching for clues to the fate of
missing Americans.

"I was impressed by the Uemen-
dous cooperation, the working,
shoulder to shoulder between the

Vietnamese townspeople and the

X Americans who are out there dig-

ging and excavating in those sites,"

he said. "I saw that not only at the

national level, but at the regional, at

the province, at the district, at the

village level, there was tremendous

coq)eration between the Americans
and Vietnamese."

The Pentagon maintains a staff of

American investigators, working
under Macke's command, at an
office in Hanoi, the Vietnamese cap-

ital, to carry out searches in the

countryside, an effort that is expect-

ed to continue for years.

Several American diplomats are

now working out of the military

offices in Hanoi. When Washington
lifted the trade embargo, the two
governments said they intended to

open their first dipbmatk: missions

in each other's capital since the war.

But the opening of diplomatic
missions has been delayed as the

two governments n^otiate over the

future of several American govern-
ment buildings - including the for-

mer American Embassy in Ho Chi
Minh City, formerly Saigon - that

were occupied by the Vietnamese
after the war, and a number of
Vietnamese buildings in the United
States, including the former South
Vietnamese Embassy in
Washington.

Tbc State Department h4s select-
'

ed a newly built, nine-story buikling

in Hanoi to serve at first as its liaison

office in Vietnam and, later, as an
embassy. An elegant colonial-era
villa in the French quarter of the

capital is being restored in the
expectation that it will someday
serve as the home of the American
ambassadoi;

^

CLINTON
From page 14

Clinton's old style, which focused
too little on gaining popular sup-
port for ventures abroad.

"American foreign policy mak-
ers had no idea what the domestic
reaction to the Somalia interven-

tion would be," Frieden said.

"Americans were initially favor-

able to going in for humanitarian
issues, (but) when it became clear

that we were getting involved in an
(internal) power struggle,
American public opinion became
much less favorably inclined."

Third-year international rela-

tions student Sarah Greene praised

Clinton for finally trying to con-
duct foreign policy.

"It looks like he's adapting to

making policy in the foreign
arena," Greene said. "He was elect-

ed on his domestic policies, but
now he has finally begun to flex his

muscles abroad - which helps
American interests."

Based on Clinton's recent for-

eign-policy success, however,
midterm-election results are
unlikely to get better or worse for

Democrats, Wood said.

"(Even) if Clinton looks good
because of Haiti and North Korea,"

he said, "the trickle-down effect for

Kathleen Brown will be minor."

AIDS
From page 10

commissioned by the school board
have developed AIDS curriculums

for the city's elementary, intermedi-

ate and high schools.

The council, which must review

the curriculums before sending them
to the board for approval, finished

reviewing the elementary guide in

1992 and the intermediate guide in

June, starts work on the high school

guide Monday. The board is to vote

on the intermediate guide next
month.

Driving the clashes in New York
City over sex education are not only

politk:al disagreements - Tauct is an

unabashed liberal and Phillips is a

conservative - but also deeply holds

views of how adolescents should be

taught. Zurer believes they should

be exposed to comprehensive infor-

mation abou^ sexuality and allowed

to make their own choices. Phillips

says they should be taught what is

right and wrong.

Until December, Zurer's liberal

views were shared by a council

majority. But when members' two-

year terms expired, the Board of
Education named a new council.

Zurer, 41, was reappointed, but

many of her erstwhile allies were
replaced by conservatives, who
gained majority control. One of the

new members was Phillips, who is

39.

On the council, Phillips organized

her allies into a well-disciplined fac-

tion working to rewrite the AIDS
curriculum to reflect more conserva-

tive views. Marching into the 10th-

floor conference room at the boaitl's

Brooklyn headquarters where coun-

cil meetings are held, armed with

carefully worded and meticulously

typed n[K)tions rephrasing the inter-

mediate school guide, she would
marshal her backers and vote the

changes through the council.

"We dkl our homework," she said.

"And they fought us all the way, line

by line and word by word some-
times."

One confrontation focused on a

lesson for hinth graders. Phillips

proposed appending to the statement

"Sexual intercourse involves the

risks of pregnancy and disease" the

phrase "and death from AIDS."

Zurer objected to the phrase

"death from AIDS," arguing that the

curriculum should not aim to fright-

en children.
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Books will be distribufed from Thursday (10/27) to

Tuesday ( 1 1/i ) at the bottom of Druin Walk,

from 10:00am ro 3:00pm.
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Defending Our Lives

Academy Award Winner!
Best Short Documentary

"Defending Our Lives'* is an award-winning documentary about
domestic violence. Domestic violence is the single greatest cause
of injury to women in the United States - a woman is more likely to
be killed by her partner than by any other assailant. "Defending

Our Lives" exposes the magnitude and severity of domestic
violence in this country and features the personal testimonies of

four women imprisoned for killing their batterers.
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Sponsored by the
Student Welfare Commission and the

Women's Resource Center
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Andersen Consulting
Request For Interview Session

*

Date: Wednesday, November i2, 1994

Time: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Place: Griffin Commons
«

Bring: •Completed Personal Data Sheet—— •Resume
• Unofficial Transcript

Sign up for time slot and pick up a personal data

sheet at the PCPC before November 1, 1994.

Business Attire Recommended

Andersen
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSES * CO. S.C

Homecoming Events

TODAY
Campus Activities Fai

LOOKIN' TO JOIN AN ORGANIZATION?
10 - 2 P.M. Bruin Plaza

Crowning of the
King & Queen
12:30 P.M. BRUIN PLAZA oci iv^^

FWI P A Y
THE e2ND ANNUAL

UCLA Homecoming Parade
Announced at Westwood a LeConte beginning at 7 p.m.

FEATURING FLOATS, BANDS, CELEBRITY GUESTS
GRAND Marshal Marques Johnson '77

UCLA Basketball TEAM 1973-77

^

Rally
AFTER THE PARADE, NEAR LOT 6

MASTER OF CEREMONIES: JESS HARNELL
WITH SPECIAL MUSICAL GUESTS

MIRROR IMAGE, BRIAN MCKNIGHT, AND FOR REAL
—

:

^-^-Parade awards announced
• ,

1-

st—

Free giveaways from JanSport at the
Activities Pair and Spirit Rally

•••Bciati.i

COMMUTER
From page 3

cated to the Maxxam building on
Wilshire Boulevard and Wesrsvood

Avenue because of earthquake dam-
ages to their oflkes in Royce Hall.

The shuttle - funded by Capital

Programs, the ag^icy that supervis-

es construction on campus - will run

as long as Royce is under construc-

tion. Afterward, the faculty will

return to their normal offices £uid the

transit will cease to exist

Donald Simpson, facilities plan-

ner for the College of Letters &
Science, initiated the bus system, to

assist the 60 or so disfriaced faculty

members to get to and from campus
in a timely manner.

"I have no objections to students

riding that bus. I would be concerned

if the students started to take the

place of the faculty," Simpson sakL

The students, however, said they

are well aware of the bus system's

primary function. Said Koga: "I did

realize that the faculty got first priv-

ity, but my experience is that it is pri-

marily students."

Indeed, as more and more UCLA
students reskle in the South Wilshire

area, the struggle for a bus seat

becomes fiercer and the demand for

more frequent stops arises.

"I wish they would come by jnore

often," said David Airiaza, a fourth-

year, Latin-American Studies stu-

dent 'XMonday), I made it a couple

of minutes late. The line was already

formed. (Of) the 20 (students) that

were waiting, six or sevfen couldn't

get on ... It's sad that if you miss it

for a certain reason, you have to wait

a long time (to be pkked up again).

Either that or Lot 32."

Susie Kim, a fourth-year psy-

chobiology student added, "I heard

it's really crowded in the morning.

Personally, I feel more confident

taking the Lot 32 bus."

Officials at the Fleet and Transit

services acknowledged the bus sys-

tem's increasing needs, but said no

initial plans of extending the

Campus Express line have been
made.

Sherry Lewis, general manager of

the UCLA Fleet and Transit

Services, said Campus Express is a

free service that is offered to the

UCLA community and covers the

central campus area. They rely on
money from other departments, such

as the funding for the Wilshire

Corridor, to cover other parts of
Westwood.

Budgetary concerns, responsible

for inconveniences during the day,

may also pose s^ous safety ques-

tions at night, some students said.

Evening vans, operated by the

Community Safety OflRcer program,

serve students who live adjacent to

carqHis. Their route ends at Lot 32,

forcing some students who live

south of Wilshire to walk the rest of

the way home.

The vans, said CSO officials,

have a policy of coming up with a

route that meets people's needs.

Theirjurisdiction is limited however,

and the boundaries are Wilshire
Boulevard, Hilgard Avenue, Sunset

Boulevard and Veteran Avenue.
Exceeding these outer boundaries

would break up their police radios

and infringe on the service's security

system

But jurisdictional policies may
affect a student's safety, students

said. Many said they feel insecure

walking from Lot 32 to apartments

at night, and some rely on the safety

of a companion to walk with.

**I always feel unsafe walking
back, so I try to come back before 8.

I'd feel better if (the evening van)

dropped me off at Ashton even,"

Kimsaxi.

Because of limited requests to

alter the route, the evening van sec-

vice does not currently have plans to

expand its routes to the south
Wilshire area.
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energy into experiencing, we've
lost a part of our identity."

Estrella Mira, a dance and physi-

cal education teacher for 25 years

in the Dayton Public Schools:
"Dancing establishes socialization,

independence, creativity, coordina-

tion and balance. And those are
only a few."

Ballroom champion Barbara
Haller of Middlelown: "A man who
knows how to dance can makt any
woman feel good."

George Kenworthy, principal at

square dance-crazy Morton Middle
School in the Vandalia Butler
District: "It teaches hand'-eye coor-

dination, how to take oral directions

and the physical activity is excel-

lent, I can't say they'll be dancing
with their wives at 40 or 45. I can
say that when they leave this build-

ing they have a social skill they can
use the rest of their lives."

If they want to, anyway.

With all of those advantages
going for it, what is it that keeps

, men from dancing?

A lot of it is simply not knowing
how, mixed with male pnde and
insecurity.

"There's a certain intimacy to

having a woman in your arms. Not
many men want to show they aren't

able to do it," says Paul
Rasumussen, a 67-year-old lifelong

ballroom dancer who's retired after

an international career with the for-

mer NCR Corp.

Hm Haller, an engineer for the

General Electric Co. who's also a

dance teacher (and the other half of

a ballroom championship duo with

wife, Barbara), says proficiency

brings empowerment
"I can still remember feeling

useless at my first high school
dance. I started taking lessons so I

wouldn't have to feel stupid any-

more. But I had to do that for

myself Especially for boys, danc-

ing isn't stressed while we're grow-
ing up."

Midge Hicks,^an officer for the

Miami Valley Dance Council, a net-

work of groups that teach and prac-

tice square, round and ethnic dance,

says, "We could sure use more men
here. In fact we have ladies learn-

ing men's parts. Men are afraid to

go out and make a mistake and
have people laugh at them en- make
fun of them."

Falayrium Trone Burden, 23, a

former dancer with the Dayton
Contemporary Dance Company
who now does the company's mar-
keting, says he would do "anything

to avoid rejection" on the dance
floor when he was a high school
student at exclusive Pinecrest Prep
in Miami, Fla.

"If I thought there was even a

chance of being turned down, I'd

avoid it altogether."

He gradually developed his own
safe system.

"I would go and dance by myself
near some young ladies, as if I

loved that song so much I couldn't

help but get out there and move.
Then I would sort of turn toward
them. If I got a favorable response,

pretty soon I had a partner."

Men who study dance, whether
ballet or ballroom, typically receive

special treatment to protect them
from ridicule.

Couples who sign up for lessons

at the Arthur Murray studio near the

Dayton Mall are given a handout
that includes the following advice:

"In teaching couples, we have
learned that men seem to progress

more slowly than do women; in

addition to learning steps and tim-

ing like the lady, the man must also

understand how to lead very eariy

in the process. As a result the lady

must remember to be patient with

the man and not expect too much
-too soon."
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Voter conflict raises questions of priorities
'Three Strifes/ 'Save Our State' 'IllegaP reveals the reality of immigration
address repression, not problems
By Kevork IVIadooglu

TWo of the propositions on the

November ballot. Proposition

184, dubbed 'Three Strikes," and
Proposition 187, dubbed "Save
Our State," are asking California

voters to sanction increased

repression against certain sec-

tions of the state's population.

And, if one is to believe the polls,

each of these initiatives will

receive about 60 percent of the

vote.

What brings so many
Americans to voice support for

licensing authorities to lock up
petty thieves in their teens for life

(as the existing "Three Strikes"

law is already doing) and to bar

children of undocumented immi-
grants from schools and hospitals

(as Proposition 187 would)?

Obviously, this tendency for

increased intolerance against cer-

tain groups of people has to do
with worsening economic and
social conditions. Today, in the

"Golden State," one worker out

of every 10 is unemployed, one
child out of every four lives in

poverty and one resident out of
every 200 is in prison.

Although we are now oflficially

in the fourth year of the "recov-

ery," big corporations continue to

lay off thousands of blue and
white collar workers practically

every week in California. They
"

continue to break up unions,

eliminate $1 8^an-hour positions,

and get the same job done
through subcontractors for less

than half the wage.

As a result, many working-

class Califomians, who are used

to thinking of themselves as mid-

dle class, are seeing their jobs

disappearing and their standard of

living fading away.

There are always people who,
pressed to find answers to their

urgent problems, turn against oth-

ers who are in the same situation

or even A'orse off. And this soci-

ety contains enough seeds of

racist, sexist and classist preju-

dices to provide them with con-

venient scapegoats.

So perhaps it is not so surpris-

ing that in hard times like these,

some individuals would go as far

as suggesting that entire social

groups be denied sociaMpenefits

and civil rights.

But such individual sentiments

alone would not even be enough
to get Propositions 1 84 and 1 87
on the ballot. These propositions

are on the ballot because they

See MADOOQLU, page i2

By Servando Sandoval

In these last few weeks before the

November election, I thought that it

was important that I shed a new
light into the "illegal" immigration

issue.

This past year we have seen ao
upsui^e in anti-immigrant senti-

ment, which seems to be aided by
' politicians who see this as a profc^

lem or as an aid to their political

campaigns.

Politicians like Pete Wilson

would like to have the people of

California believe that "illegal"

immigrants are the cause of all of

California's ills so that he can be

cleared of his mismanagement of

California's economic plan.

The "Save pur State" initiative.

(Proposition 187) that Pete Wilson

and other politicians like him sup-

port would cut off "illegal" immi-
grants from public schools, health

care and other forms of public aid.

The writers of this initiative say

that "illegal" immigration is costing

the state over $3 billion a year

public funds. However, there

conflicting reports on the cost

immigration on the state of

California.

Some studies show that "illegal'

immigrants put more into the

economy than they take out of

This is so because even the so-

called "illegals" contribute to

state economy by paying both fed-

eral income taxes and state sales

taxes.

Gov. Wilson has sued the federal

government for reimbursement of

funds to which Califomia is enti-

tled. But because "illegal" immi-
grants are not counted by the federal

government in their census, the state

does not get reimbursed by the fed-

eral government the income taxes

that are collected from payroll.

In other words immigrants are

paying their fair share. But the slate

does not receive federal funds

because tfie federal government

does not recognize the existence of

"illegal" immigrants.

Thus, we should consider a

change in this policy before we go
the extremes that Proposition 187

purports.

Supporters of the initiative would
also like us to believe that "illegal"

crossings of the border will slop by
denying "law breakers" public

funds that they come seeking.

Wrong again.

"Illegal" immigrants do not come
to this country because of the little

public funds that they can receive.

How do I know this? Because I

myselfcame to this country as an

"illegal" immigrant

I was bom in Mexico, where I

resided until the age of 6. My father

has been working in the United

States since 1%2 as a field worker

and as a cannery worker. When he

first arrived here, he came as a con-

tract worker with one of the many
plantation owners from the United

States who crossed the border to

search for cheap laborers.

When my father was r^ruited to

wQiic in the United States, he saw it

See SANDOVAL, page 22
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Conflict Mediation Proglram
By Peary Brug,
Howard Gadlln
and Jennifer Scott

This letter is in response to Rob
Greenhaigh'sOct. 20 viewpoint. "USAC
must initiate more communication on cam-
pus.

"

The Conflict Mediation Program is

pleased to have been mentioned as a
resource for addressing the tensions sur-

rounding the responsorship of the

Inlerfratemity Council. We are a new group
on campus committed to the ideals of com-
munication and understanding expressed in

Greenhalgh's article and would be more ,

than willing to aid in the suggested dialogue discussions and aim to provide a safe envi
between campus oiganizations. However, if ronment in which all parties involved can
we are to participate effectively in this express their concerns and create their own
process, it is vital that we clarify our role. resolutions to conflicts.

'.

The Conflict Mediation Program is a
developing corps of students, staff and fac-

ulty prepared to intervene in diversity-relat-

ed conflicts. We offer workshops, forums
and mediation services to alleviate the mis-
understandings which occur when differ-

ences are not acknowledged or appreciated.

Our aim is to guide constructive communi-
cation and to help identify, if available, pos-
sible avenues for collaboration.

Rather than trying to "solve" diversity-

related conflicts, we seek to provide the

necessary tools for the problem-solving
process. We do not take sides or impose
judgements; we implement a mutually-

agreed upon process of how to talk with one
another. We ask questions, actively guide

In offering these services, there are cer-

tain conditions that are essential to our
work. The most significant of these include:

1 .) our neutrality, 2.) our independence and
3.) voluntary party participation.

To protect our neutrality and indepen-

dence, it is important for us to make clear

that we are not affiliated with any one cam-
pus entity. Similariy, we are sensitive to the

reality that several of our members have
various affiliations beyond the Conflict

Mediation Program, and that it is a conflict

of interest for our own members to partic-

ipate as facilitators or mediators in conflicts

of other organizations in which they may be
involved. In these circumstances, it is fun-

damental that their participation be limited

to a liaison capacity.

Additionally, although we are committed
to our process of discussion and see the

benefits and urgency for having total and

complete participation from everyone
involved, we cannot require individuals or

groups to take part in any dialogue they

believe will not serve them well or that they

feel pressured into. This approach would
counter our goals toward empowered and
unimposed resolution. We are interested in

serving only those who wish to engage in

such a process for exploring cooperation.

We invite the opportunity to work with
any of you who are interested in our ser-

vices in relation to this issue or to other

concerns. Please direct all inquiries to (310)
825-9840, or 1 172 PCPC, the Ombuds
Office.

Brug is the Conflict Mediation Program
contact and a graduate student ofeduca-
tion; Oadlin is the university ombtidsper-

son and program directorfor CMP; Scott

is the CMP project coordinator.
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Well, I had an interesting •

weekend. I spent the

better part of two days
pouring over at least 500 pages of
news clippings, meeting minutes,

photocopies of photographs, pho-
tocopies of songbooks - in short,

the entire history of the recent

"responsorship" controversy -

compiled on the fratemity-sorori-

ty-songbook-racism-misogyny-

homophobia
issue.

Prior to that

I had the good
pleasure to see

USAC in

action a week
ago Tuesday at

the "respon-

sorship" meet-

ing. I didn't •

realize that

more than

$100,000 dol-

lars was at

stake. That

Donald

Carpentoh

issue wasn't

made clear by
USAC, but it's amazing what one
can discover reading fine print.

Based on what I read in the

files and what I saw at the USAC
meeting, I'd say most council

members hadn't read the files, or
if they had, they were a weak
pu]se away from severe brain

damage. Now, I'm not trying to be
gratuitously harsh nor conde-
scending, but the question that

keeps swirling around in my head
is, what place does racism, misog-
yny and homophobia have on the

UCLA campus? Aside from the

feeble claim that the laigest mem-
bership group on campus had
USAC's back turned to it, the

question is, what of the real world
issue of common human dignity

in this environment of educational

and social diversity?

After all, even Chuck Young
told the president of the United
States last year that UCLA was
the most ethnically diverse univer-

sity in the country, if not the

world. But as a means of main-
taining UCLA's mission to pro-

vide equality of education, free

from exclusion and bigotry,

USAC has failed. The so-called

win by responsorship foes

obscures the fact that the majority

of USAC council members voted

for the fraternity cause. In fact, all

eight of the eight council mem-
bers on last years' "greek slate"

voted for the measure. When one
council member raised legitimate

concerns over the faultiness of

current bylaws governing student

advocacy groups, she was told

that her job was to decide based
on the bylaws as they stood at that

moment.
So much for conscientious

reflection. I was also stunned by
the two-minute time limit, and
caution against redundancy
imposed by undergraduate presi-

dent Rob Greenhalgh on each per-

son who wished to contribute to

the debate. And while President

Greenhalgh rode his gavel like a

hobbyhorse, rough-shod over the

entire proceeding, most of the

council seemed unconcerned with

his authoritative autonomy. We
were told that the purpose of the

two-minute limit was to give

everyone time to speak.

What this lime limit accom-
plished, in fact, was to denude the

debate of any substantive argu-

ments. And though there was
plenty of passion at the meeting,

there was no time for substance.

Subsequently, Greenhalgh wrote
to the campus that the "well-

known arguments were again

heard." Given the two-minute
sound bites allowed at the meet-
ing, I wouldn't be surprised if the

"arguments" haven't been memo-
rized by now.

I'm not necessarily anti-greek

system, and I don't fault them
entirely, even though they aie elit-

ist and exclusive. Of course that

doesn't justify their presence in a

public educational institution

either, nor does it justify using

student fees to support their segre-

gation. The issue here, particularly

in light of the so-called "song-

books," is that in my opinion

USAC has abdicated its responsi-

bility to protect the student body
that elected them from the evils of
discrimination, defamation and
hate. The student body is the

lai;gest membership group at

UCLA, not IFC or Panhellenic.

Where are the new constitution-

al amendments drafted by USAC
disbarring any group promulgat-

ing degradation and bigotry?

Where are the new bylaws pro- -

tecting the students of UCLA, and
guaranteeing the student govern-

ment's refusal to tolerate any
group espousing the extreme cul-

tural violence of the so-called

"songbooks"? Where is the bylaw
that demands a refund of all stu-

dent money used by a group
caught in the vulgarities of degra-

dation?

And what of the greek oigani-

zations themselves? Do sorority

women really want unrepentant

fraternity brothers responsored?
Do the sororities really not object

to the songbooks, which called

women "sluts." "dogs," "real

dumb," "babes" who have his

"dick into her mouth," who "suck
all your cum" and who "takes

[sic] it up the ass"?

Are the greek oi;ganizations <

only interested in the white-

washed claim of transformation?

If they have really turned 180

degrees, as was their repetitive

chant at the "responsorship" meet-
ing, shouldn't these claims at least

be substantive? Attending a few
rape and alcohol awareness semi-

nars is not real transformation.

Perhaps the greek system
should put its money where its '

mouth is and address thegriev-

ances of the communities they've

so thoroughly offended. Perhaps
IFC and Panhellenic should take

their "philanthropies" into the

'hoods and barrios of the sur-

rounding communities and work
for real social justice, thereby

beginning the long process of
repayment to those they have so

cavalieriy degraded.

Perhaps, were they short on
rhetoric and serious about real

change, they'd volunteer at rape

} crisis centers, s|ielters for battered

' women and AIDS hospices, and
not simply as a gimmick to

improve their images.

While it is one thing for me to

point my finger at problems and
suggest solutions, it does not

mend the divisions among us.

That will not be accomplished by
more dialogue, understanding and
mediation. We need real worid
answers to these very serious and

! very dangerous problems. This is

everybody's issue, and it's high

time to leave "kiddie-politick" on
the playground and get the job
done.

By the way, where has the

UCLA administration been on this

issue? I guess they're busy doing

the $$cha-ching$$ thing in splen-

did isolation. They loo should not

forget the immortal words^of

Paddy Chayevsky: "We're mad as

hell and we're not going to lake it

any more!"

Donald Francis Carpenter-Rios is

a graduate student in Near
.•Eastern Languages and Cultures.

Viewpoint
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By Drew Hettinger

The night I moved into my new
apartment I was walking down the

stairs to my car parked on the V

street. I'd just picked up the

"genie" clicker and was going to

move my car to the locked garage
down below.

Off to one side, I heard a crash:

the sound of a bottle shattering on
the sidewalk. Looking toward the

noise, I saw three people, two
tough-looking guys and a giri. Bj[it

all were dressed up, like they were
out to have fun on a Saturday
night. And they were young - too
young to be UCLA students, so
they probably didn't live in this

neighborhood.

Now, I don't see myself as

everyone's parent, but I also hate

CLAY PIGM^^^i^

how people leave trash on the

street and junk it up. And Kelton
is a nice street, with trees and lit-

tle patches of grass between the

-driveways.

So when I saw the mess, and
my guess was that one of the guys
threw something, I wanted it

cleaned up. I just wanted it made
right. I would have even helped

him pick up the pieces, though I

wouldn't have done it/or him, at

least not with him there.

As I looked at the trio, I didn't

know what to say. Should I ask if

they knew what happened, and
would they tell me the truth any-

way? When I was in high school,

and even still today, I didn't want
to take responsibility for some-
thing I'd done wrong.

But looking at the kids, I

T?ie Uf£ OF
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became fearful that these ques-

tions didn't matter: and my jaw
was locked. I was already at my
car, with my key in the lock, and
if I spoke up and asked those guys
to do something, I just envisioned

them breaking one of my win-

dows and saying, "Oh, do you
want me to pick up that glass

tooT'

I thought of how my new car

(which was bought 12 years used)

was broken into just a month
before, and kept silent. But my
head, and maybe my glare, fol-

lowed them as they walked past

me. We just looked at each other.

And then it was one of them who
broke the silence. He said, "Shit

like that happens every day."

I didn't say anything and I did

not look at them anymore. Later

ROEL BAUTISTA

that night I came up with my
response: "That's right. Shit's

exactly what that is."

For the rest of the night I

thought about how I'm living in a

fortress. A locked lobby and
garage separate my fourth floor

apartment from the messy street

below. However penetrable, that

locked lobby is a layer of protec-

tion that gives me a great deal of

comfort.

But writing about it makes me
sick. Thinking that I deserve a

secure home, and that there are

people that I want to be isolated

from, makes me feel that I'm too

weak to take care of myself out on
the street.

Hettinger is a graduate student in

the School ofEducation.
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ADOPTION f>l?OTCSTCl?S DO
or

ft^lft^ Vatift VfilSK
i

100% cotton T-shirt and bumper sticker

Total price: $12.95 + $2.00 S«ScH

AMEX«MC»VISA

To Oder: Call 404-221-1777 or Mail Check to4
LimericLs. 222 1 Pcachtree Road
Suite D-520. Atlanta. GA 30309

Spccily Slulement. Siu and Quamily

The **Only cm^*h\ ^yg8twood!

AC^i^^Z"

l^}^^OPEN DAILY (3rSf'f?i'^;<^* >
(310) 478-3270 • (310) 478-3492 ^'2'^^>?«-j/9? /

1767 Wettwood Bivd. Los Angetes, CA 90024 ^^/

Hot Hair Salon
Speciolizing in

BLACK HAIR (JkWl

$45 Retouch & Relaxer

$25 Blow Dry & Curl

Student Special

1007 BROXTON AVE.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
' (310)208-3698

CONTAQANA

I THE ORIGINAL GOURMET
^ CINNAMON ROLL

or Pecan Roll

Buy One Get One
Reg. $1 .55

For 6 or morB,

please call ahead

Exp. 10/31/94

Good Only At: r=^SH^==i S
1001 GayleyAve.
Westwood Willage

(310)208-4766

T.J.Cinnamons
y B.lkfry .

CIVE
HOMEWORK
INSTEAD OF
CETTINd IT!

(AND MAKE CREAT MONEY TOO!)
• Ideal part-time job
• Pay scale starts at $ 1 3.50 per hour
• Great working conditions
• We train you "

• Locations all over LA and Ventura counties
• SAT-i, SAT-il, PSAT, LSAT, GMAT, GRt, MCAT

Would you like to work In a creative environment helping students and, at the same time, make
great money? We are offering you the opportunity to interview with the nation's most successful
test preparation service. The Princeton Review. Each year we help thousands of students across the
country Improve their stahdardized test scores with our uniquely effective program. Ifyou are

.
bright, enthusiastic and outgoing, and enjoy helping others, this may be the perfect part-time job for

you. Send us your resume and cover letter~no phone caUs please. Also be sure to include your
SAT and graduate test scores (if any) as well as your phone number on your resume. Those accepted

-^ through our highly selective screening process will participate in an extensive training program to
become Instructors.

Please
send
your
resume

The Princeton Review
Attn.: Personnel Dept.
10474 Santa Monica Blvd., #403
Los Angeles, CA 90025
Resume deadline: Dec. 23, 1994

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

SAT-I • SAT-n • PSAT
Vocabulary • Academic Tutoring

LSAT • GMAT • GR£ • MCAT
rAVkVAVtfMte
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liave solid supporters, if not their

very initiators, within the political

establishment.

Both the Republican and
Deniocratic parties declare that the

causes of California's piDblems are

to be found in the "criminal" and

'^foreign" elements of the state*s

population. Under the guise of

'Tighting crime," both parties call

for niK)re police officers and pris-

ons, while California already leads

the rest of the United States (and

the world) in terms of the propor-

tion of prisoners to the population.

How will crime go away when
decent jobs continue to disappear

and these same politicians continue

to cut down the state's education

and welfare budget every year?

Politicians, republican and
democrat alike, blame immigrant
woricers and their children for

draining the state's coffers. It does-

n't matter that even according to

their own figures, the spending on
puUic services used by undocu-

mented inunigrants is but a frac-

tion of the money given to big

corporations in the form of tax

brealcs and all lands of subsidies.

Pete >\^iison and Kathleen

Brown compete as to who is

'tougher" on immigration. While
Wilson supports Proposition 187,

Brown says she opposes it because

it is not "effective enough" to deal

with the so-called "problem" of

immigration.

Anybody with a little common
sense can see that immigrant work-

ers who often woilc for minimum
wage cannot be held responsible

See IMADOOQLU, page 23

SANDOVAL
From page 20

as an opportunity to earn a belter

living rather than an Of^xxtunity to

nfK)och from the United States.

Since he was a contract woiicer, he

received a Social Security number
(no card) so that the his employer
could deduct income taxes from his

wages.

For 10 years my father woukl
come to this country and pick the

fruits and vegetables that you would
buy from the maricet, and at the end
of the harvest he would return to

Mexico and grow his own harvest

to feed his family. In 1972 a Del

Monte Cannery hired him to work
year-round. He was paid minimum
wage and was paying taxes.

After having worked in this

coundy for nearly 20 years he felt it

was time that he bring his family to

join him in the United States. After

all, his livelihood was here. In 1979
my father wanted to apply for Visas

for my family to immigrate. He was
denied that right. Rather than bring-

ing us here legally he had to resort

to bringing us here "illegally."

Never did we have to aj^ly for

welfare nor any other type of gov-

ernmental aid. Both my father and
nxjther have worked hard from day
one to give our family a good life.

At one time my father worked two
shifts, while my mother worked as a

house keeper for an Anglo family.

To them, taking free money from a

stranger is embarrassing and they

would never consider it.

If Proposition 187 would have
been passed five years ago, t as an
"illegal" immigrant, would have

been denied a public education that

allowed me to graduate from
UCLA. I graduated from this uni-

versity with little help from the state

of California. I graduated by work-
ing two and sometimes three jobs to

minimize the amount of loans that I

would have needed to finance my ,,

education.

See SANDOVAL, page 23:

III
From page 22

for the loss of hundreds of thou-

sands of high-paying manufacturing
jobs. But we never hear Wilson,

Brown or any otho* politician talk-

ing about "getting tough" on the

corporations that keep elimina^ng
these jobs while they continue to

reap huge profits.

And it is no surprise when you
consider that their campaigns - and,

for that matter, their whole careers -
are financed by the same corpora- -

tions.

For them to talk about "dealing

with crime and immigration" is just

a demagogic way to play on the

fears of wotldng people and thus to

divert their attentk>n from the real

cause of the problems. That is to

say, this society 46-fu{i by the inter-

ests of a small number of big corpo-

rations, by politicians and
bureaucrats tied to them and without

the slightest consideration for the

rest of the population.

As for those of us who may fall

into the trap of attacking other

woricing people on the basis of race,

being on welfare or being from
another country, I offer this insight

We must understand that support-

ing the idea of the government
becoming more repressive against "^

some sections of the population will

not solve our problems. It will only
further divide and weaken us. A
decent future for all woricing people

is possible only if people get togeth-

er - and fight together - for that

future.

Madooglu is a lecturer in engineer-

ing and a member ofthe UCLA
Emergency Coalition to Stop
Proposition 187.

SANDOVAL
From page 22

And I know that by denying chil-

dren of "illegal" immigrants public

education, this government will cre-

ate a society that will be filled with

nwre crime and with people who
will not be prepared for the future.

This story should not be seen as

an exception of what an immigrant
family goes through. Rather, it

should be seen as an example of
what all immigrants who come to

this counuy will do. Whether some-
one comes to this country legally or

"illegally," they arc here looking to

make their lives better, not to gain

from the little that this country

could give them in public funds.

"Dlegal" immigration will not

stop by simply passing Proposition

187. Immigration will continue

because employers will continue to

hire them for their cheap labor.

Until Califomians are willing to

pay higher prices for their food at

gnxery stores, farmers will still rely

on "illegal" immigrants to harvest

their crops. Until coiporations and
residents of the state are willing to

pay higher prices for their janitorial

services and their landscaping, "ille-

gal" immigrants will have jobs that

will attract them to this country.

In essence, the message that

Proposition 187 sends is that resi-

dents of California will not provkle

the people who pay their fair share

into the state economy, through

their labor and their taxes, the ser-

vices to which they are entitled sim-

ply because they are breaking a law

that we have all been breaking since

the colonization of this continent

Come this November, I urge you
to take a cXosex look at this proposi-

tion and at its long range effects. I

am positive that you will come to

the right conclusion and vote NO on
Proposition 187.

Sandoval is a '94 UCLA alumnus
with a bachelor 's degree in com-
munications and a Chicana/o

studies emphasis.
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COOI> TASTE. N^mjRALiy.

Dine in, Carry Out
Special

2 slices of pi2za & ail you can

drink, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or

•1/2orderofMojosor
• pizza breadsticks

only$3:M

5 GOOD TASTE. N/miRALLY. J
FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great pizza.

GOOD TASTE. N/miRALiy.

Large Pizza

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

Thin,

Hand tossed classic,

or our new Pan Pizza crust I

OZ.
and a great deal morel

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppmgs of

your choice

only $9*^
Double Special

2 medium orie

topping pizzas

only $'|'|.4S

Combination

Aftfirwch^n on# toppbjoplcai,

5 j«ees« of rtWwfi, or t«r». o(
•hrimp. p^ m<^ potatoM.

only $-|^^

^.1

S GOOD TASTE, NATURALIY.

1114Gayley I SurhDusH-lam
Westwood I Ffi&Sat11-2am 824-4111 Hra

GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. W GOOD lASTE. NATURALLY. ^•u

$10 DiSCOUniT STUDEIVIT TICKETS!
FOR ALL PERFORMANCES • SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY WITH STUDENT ID

"A ROARING HIT!

90 AfllWJTES OF TRULY NUTTY FUN
!

"

"Zany and brilliant! The Tony Award-winning

STEPPEiyiWOLF THEATRE COfVlPAiyiY is FIRST RATE!" ».,^«ep«t.

KNX'Radio

"THE HOnEST TrCKET IN TOWN!" TheOuthok

ANmCmEDYBY

STEVE
MARTIN

OmeCTED BY

RANDALL
ARNEY

It |}«A»RH>$ly
sp<nrH<)r*d

irtpartby

United
AIRLINES

UMITED ENGAGEMENTNOW THRU DEC 4

310/208-5454
IVNM/IHJ|l|V 24>^,RSADAy.7D*YSAWta 310/209-0560

"Steve Martin

has created

the first play

to wrap up
the century...

SMART AND
ENTERTAINING.

LAUGH-ALOUD FUNNY!''
Jonathan Tayhr, Daily Variety

III PunmousE

•CRITICS CHOICE^
"Truly worth seeing/'

Uuri^Wmr/tosAngel&iifmes

I MM

/>
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"Blithe Spirit" opens at the West Coast Ensemble Oct 21.

Seances lift 'Spirit'

to comedic lieiglits
By Lawrence Sullivan

Although written in five days
during one of the darlcest years of
World War IL there is no darkening

of manners among the pompous
British upper-class characters of
Noel Coward's play, "Blithe
Spirit."

Poised against the mantelpiece,

one hand in the double-breasted

jacket pocket, the other gesturing

with a dry martini, Don Shenk set-

tles fastidiously but commendably
into the smug role of London nov-

elist Charles Condomine.
Charles has invited a spiritualist,

Madame Arcati, to perform a

seance at his home, hoping to get

inspiration for a character in a new
novel to be entitled 'The Unseen."

Also to be invited are Mrs.
Condomine, Doctor Bradman
(skeptical by profession) and his

giddy wife, all friends to the
Condomines.
The guests have not yet arrived

and Charles discusses expectations

for the evening with his wife Ruth,

played daintily but down-to-earth

by Erin Donovan.

A suave comedy of gesture dis-

guises uncomfortable jealousies. A
flattery of wits heightens simple
bickering. The conversation
revolves around past romances,
especially to the regards of Charles'

voluptuous first and seven-years-

deccased wife, Elvira.

In sweeps a fluttery exuberant
little middUraged woman, the

Madame Arcati is tenderly played

by Jane Hamilton. Quite out of
place in the Condomine home, her

eccentricity finds its place all the

better.

Through a few more martinis,

dinner and brandies, the two cou-

^ pies pleasantly humor Arcati's

superstitions, premonitions and
other psychic foolery. But when the

seance comes around - ha. ha - the

^laugh is on you, Charles. Elvira

materializes from the dead and only

Charles and the audience can see

her.

Here is where the comedy
begins. What director Chris Hart
does with the stage play on the

unseen is often hysterical.

Ruth is at first convinced that

Charles is playing games, the next

morning accuses him of being
drunk and finally settles for a nwre
compassionate attribution of his

hallucinatfons to the cheese thing

they had for lunch.

"Why should having a cheese
thing for lunch cause me to see my
deceased wife after dinner?"
Charles howls.

But the hysteria hasn't reached

its climax yet, not until things start

gliding through the air and Ruth is

persuaded of Elvira's presence. A
quirky sort of bigamy becomes the

state of affairs and the two wives
vie bitteriy for their common hus-

band.

The comedy and mirth of "Blithe

Spirit" is all in the ping-pong dia-

logue, or shall I say uialogue: con-
text above content. The West Coast
Ensemble cast places it well.

Yet Coward makes no mention
in the play of the war being fought

off-stage. This insouciant light-

hearted spirit kept it running in

London from 1941 through to the

Allied victory, for 1,997 total per-

formances.

The original playbill announced:
"If an air-raid warning be received

during the performance, the audi-

ence will be informed from the
stage. Those desiring to leave the

theater may do so but the perfor-

mance will continue."

THEATER: "Blithe Spirit." Written
by Noel Coward. Directed by Chris
Hart. Starring Don Shenk, Erin
Donovan and Beth Taylor Hart.
Running through Dec. 11 at the
West Coast Ensemble. Plays
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m.
and Sundays at 3 p.m. TIX: $15,
student discounts available, fw
info call (213)871-1052.
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Britain's premier all-female a cappella group, Black Voices, owes a lot to coincidence, but even more to singing abilities.

A cappella group finds key to future
Black Voices to

unleash talent

at Wadsworth
By Rodney Tanaka-

Black Voices was an accident wait-

ing to happen.

The all-female British group
unleashes its a cappella harmonies
with an African-inspired flavor at the

Veterans Wadsworth Theater on
Sunday. The group's current popularity

results from talent. Its conception
resulted from circumstance, a fortunate

accident.

Founding member of the group,
Carol Pemberton, often invited her
friends to her house in Birmingham to

drink coffee, listen to music and sing.

Although they were background
singers for other groups, the women
never thought of themselves as a

group.

In 1988 they helped their friend and
future manager Bob Ramdhanie by
performing at an awards ceremony for

the Black Dance Development Trust.

They performed Labi Siffres'

"Something Inside So Strong" with
keyboard accompaniment, but ended
the song with some a cappella verses.

"During the a cappella stanzas the

whole auditorium rose to its feet and
wouldn't let us stop singing,"
Pemberton says. "So we thought we
had the makings of something."

The trio of friends were surprised
when calls began to pour in, requesting

them to perform again. After perform-
ing again for a documentary and a
black arts festival they received more
accolades. They decided to form a
group and keep the name Black Voices,

given to them by their manager in

another odd moment of circumstance.

*To facilitate the Trust award show I

said we needed a name for the program
and Bob Ramdhanie shouted from the

toilet, 'You're black and you've got
voices; just say Black Voices." The
name kind of stuck," Pemberton says.

The group's roster evolved to
include Pemberton, Anne-Marie
Burnett, Rosielee Sinclair, Beverley
Robinson and Sandra Francis.
Members Joined not by auditions but
by chance. Pemberton found new
riiembers at her management studies
course and her local video store. "I
think we really came together as
friends rather than as a group,"
Pemberton says.

Their togetherness results in music
stripped to bare essentials. Unable to

hide behind electric guitars and drum
kits, the group's talents rise to the fore-

ground. "We see the tradition that we
sing in as coming out of the old tradi-

tions of Africa, and so it's a very natur-

al way for the women to sing,"
Pemberton says. "In singing a cappella

you feel totally exposed; there's noth-

ing to hide and it's your voice and it

blends with others to make beautiful

noise, we hope."

The group derives inspiration from
the members' heritage and experiences

on tour. "We've been to East and West
Africa, so we have songs in our reper-

toire that reflect those experiences,
those journeys," Pemberton says. "We
have all the folk songs that our parents

have taught u.s from the Caribbean as

well as a Black British experience
through which we have written our
own songs and are able to express our
own experiences."

One special performing experience
involves the Princess of Wales. Shortly

after the death of her father. Black
Voices received an invitation to per-

form a private concert for Princess
Diana. "I think the song that she most
enjoyed was 'Lean on Me',"
Pemberton says.

The group also met other members
of the royal family, including Her
Majesty the Queen. Such company
reflects the diversity of their audiences.

"One minute we're singing for royalty,

the next minute we could be in a

remote village in Africa working with

children who have no building they
can call a school," Pemberton says.

Despite a probable lack of royalty

at the Wadsworth Theater, the Black
Voices performance promises diver-

sity and positive messages. "We will

try to do a broad range of songs,"
Pemberton says. "Our strengths here

will be reggae music and how we
have tried to successfully create in

an a cappella form. There will also

be show songs, Simon and Garfunkel
and Bob Marley."

The mix of popular and traditional

songs possesses the common bond of
a positive attitude about living in

harmony. "I think one of the
strongest messages we hope to con-
vey is that we're all living in a world
in which we all have a part to play,"

Pemberton says. "If we can all do
good at every opportunity and try

(to) act in love we can help make this

world a better place to live in."

Intricate harmonies blended with
messages of harmony result in the

continuing success of Black Voices.

This group now leaves nothing to

oircumstance.

MUSIC: Black Voices at the Veterans
Wadsworth Theater on Sunday, Oct.
30, at 7 p.m. TIX: $25, $22 and $9 for

students. For more Info call (310)
825-2101.

East West Players challenge stereotypes

4ICLA alum Tedd Szeto

Troupe performs

Sondheim play

^Sweeney To(id'

By BartMira E. Hernandez
Daily Bruin Staff

Imagine a worid where there is

no typecasting, where all actors
and actresses have an equal
chance. At East West Players,
everyone's allowed that chance.

In fact, five ex- Bruins were
given that opportunity.

They star in "Sweeney Todd",
a dark Sondheim musical piece,

which showcases their extraordi-

nary talents. "Sweeney Todd" has

a lustrous ensemble cast, with
glorious vocal ranges and both
comedic and serious acting abili-

ties.

The play has already been
held over for six weeks, playing
to a sold-out house almost every
night at East West Players Theatre
Company. The troupe consists of

predominantly Asian actoi«s look-

ing for a venue and a company
willing to cast people ofcolor in

nonstereotypical roles.

With a voice that can make an

audience weep, UCLA alumna
Linda Igarashi sits quietly on
patio furniture. She is a little

weary from the afternoon's per-

formance as the ingenue Johanna.

Igarashi, anything but an ingenue,

has worked extensively in theater

for years. With engagements in

Toronto and New York, Igarashi

has learned some of the hardship

of the business. Igarashi lets it slip

past her shrugging shoulders and
talks about her recent work, "I

really liked "Sweeney Todd"
because it was so dark." she says.

"It's so unpredictable." A gradu-

ate of dance from UCLA, Igarashi

has worked in New York and
Toronto and for various touring

companies. Accomplished in both

song and dance, Igarashi seems to

radiate talent.

Entering college, she wanted
the whole college experience -

social as well as educational -
despite what her dance teachers
told her. "I would have quit
school for a big break," she says
with a smile, "but it didn't hap-
pen.

Casting calls, says Sabrina

See EASTWEST, page 32

How to spell overrated: C-A-T-^
Webber's musical

disappoints, lacks

cohesive qualities

ByDenlseCruz
and Robert Stevens
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Here's a money saving tip.

The gimmick behind Andrew
Lloyd Webber's highly successful

and world renowned musical
"Cats" is that ... well, they're cats.

This tremendously effective the-

atrical device - people acting like

cats - is entertaining for a good
twenty minutes. Perhaps coming
into "Cats," the longest running
musical on Broadway, with the

contextual knowledge thkt it's more
smoke and mirrors than plot and
storyline would enhance the play's

enjoyability. However, looking for

a point, a sense of cohesiveness or

complex character development is a

waste of time.

"Cats" is a lot like a "Saturday

Theater
^ Review

Night Live" skit. Sure, the original

concept is interesting enough, but

after endless repetition of the same
idea it just gets old. And imagine a

two-and-a-half hour SNL sketch.

Lifted from the lines of T.S.

Eliot's "Old Possum's Book of
Practical Cats," the story behind
"Cats'* reflects the poetic nature of

UCLA prof
kamicova brings

experience, insight

to UCLA campus

By Barbara E. Hernandez
Dally Bruin Staff

For being in a small and very

competitive field like costume
design. Professor Dunya
Ramicova has done extremely
well. Sitting at her desk, the

youthful Ramicova says, "right

now I'm working on 'The Faerie

Queene" by Purcell for the

English National Opera."

It's just another job for this new
UCLA professor of design.

Having designed thousands of

costumes for such diverse compa-
nies as the Metropolitan Opera
and the Frankfurt Opera in coun-

tries like the Netherlands,
Scotland, France and Austria,

Ramicova now sits in her office in

Macgowan Hall. Composed and
alert, Ramicova talks briefly about

her profession, one in which she

may have to come.up with 30 to

"I teach because I learn

from it"

Dunya Ramicova

Design Professor

400 costumes for a single show.

**Ir^ opera, it's over 100. Theater is

about 30," she says. "In opera you
usually know one to two years

'«» ^M^L ^ ' \

fe-^.Jf--
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The musical "Cats," plays at the Shubert Theatre until Nov. 6.

the original. Eliot's book compiled

poems he wrote about cats and their

lives. The cats in Eliot's poems had

no clearly visible lines connecting

their stories. No matter how
poignantly the musical translates

from poetry to lyric, "Cats" can't

create a strict storyline Eliot's

poems.

The first act introduces the "jelli-

cle cats," dancing beneath the

moon in a "Jellicle ball." As the-

wise old cat Deuteronomy (John

Tracy Egan) points out, every cat

has his own individual spirit. Each
cat illustrates societal archetypes -

the rocker, the cat burglar , the

magician, the leader, or the aging

beauty. Are these characters inter-

twined somehow?

Only if you count the fact that

they all appear in th« same act.

Each character has his or her own
moment in the spotlight, the lead

role in a small sketch of the cat's

"personality."

The only attempt to tie together

the loose ends of each character's

part within a larger picture is the

repetition of the "Jellicle Ball" and
"Memory" motifs. "Memory"
introduces the theme of the second

act, as the cat characters Asparagus

(Richard Poole), Mr. Mistoffolees

(Christopher Gatteli) and
Grizabella (Jeri Sager) deal with

age and transformation.

Son of.

See CATS, page 31

up the best

Dunya Ramicova designed these costumes for a Peter Sellar's play

ahead of time. With a regular play,

sometimes it's as little as three

months."

"I first came to UCLA in 1992

for a quarter," says the newly
UCLA tenured professor of
design. "Now I'm here for as long

as I feel like it."

Regardless of her success in

costume designing, Ramicova still

regards teaching as something she

can't do without. "I teach because

I learn from it. I'm selfish. I con-

stantly have to learn new things."

She loves the ide^ of youngf niinds

questioning and creating, some-
thing that never fails to teach her

as well.

Ramicova, born in

Czechoslovakia, came to the

United States to attend college.

After finishing her bachelor of arts

degree at the Art Institute of
Chicago, she went to graduate
school at Yale, where she learned

her talent and dedication. "They
_!

See RAMICOVA, page 31
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Exhibitions

Armand Hammer Museum
of Art & Cultural Center
Cabinet des Estampes of the

Bibliothique National de France
Now through January

Armand Hammer Museum
$4.50 general $1 students

Info: 443-7000
N^ith over 175 works ranging from
peasants to mythological royalty,

this exhibition is the first compre-

hensive survey ever present^ on
the origins ofRenaissance print-

making in France. This exhibition

presents the works from the world's

foremost print collection, demon-
strating the extraordinary diversity

of interests during this period.

Fowler Museum
spmrrs ASPEOPLE
Figurative Sculpture Of The
Baule Peoples, Cdte D 'Ivoire,

West Africa

Now through March
Fowler Museum, free

Info: 206-5663
Featuring more than 40 wooden'

~

sculptures which are used as

intermediaries to the spirit forces of
nature and the supernatural. Known
as waka sranmu, wooden persons,

these human images represent spirits

of the blolo, or the "other worid."

Irangeles:
Iranians in Los Angeles

Now through November
Fowler Museum, free

Info: 825-4361
Photography exhibition featuring

works by Ali Reza Dadgar, Payam
Farrahi, Taranch Hemami, and others.

Samahang Filipino
Kalayaan: Our History In Pictures

Now through Oct. 29th
Kerckhoff Art Gallery, free

Info: 447-9212
In honor of Pilipino American
History Month, and their efforts of
saving Tagalog in the UCLA
curriculum, Samahang Pilipino is

running this exhibit celebrating

Pilipino history and their contribu-

tion to the American culture.

School of the Arts and
Architecture
Architecture and Urban Design

Free. Info: 825-6335
Exhibitions displayed include: Master
and Architecture Thesis Projects:

^ 1994 (PerloffHaU, Gallery 1220), and
Upstairs Down (Wight Art Gallery).

Other events include student and
faculty recitals and lectures.

Saturday, October 29
Music
The Gary Burton Quartet

featuring Rebecca Parrij with

The Christopher Holfyday Quartet

8 PM Wadsworth Theater
$28 general. $8 students

Info: 825-2101

Combining the talent ofjazz vocalist,

Rd)ecca Parris with the sensational

vibraphonist, Gary Burton, makes
for a scintillating musical collabora-

tion that is sure to make a Saturday

night complete. Alto sax player,

ChristopherHdlyday (bek>w) and his

quartet will be opening the concert

All Month
Film
Gaumont Presents:

A Century of French Cinema.
Now through Decemt)er
$5 general $3 students

lnfo:206-FILM

For ten weeks this fall, Gaumont, will

t)e celebrated for producing some of

the greatest French films from 1 895
until the present day. This retro-

spective traces the development of
French cinema while offering a unique

overview ofEuropean history.

Coming Up
Theater Workshop
Rinde Eckert

1 PM, Nov. 3. Dance Bidg. 200
Free. Info: 825-8025

A vocal, dance and theater work-
she^ lead by Rinde Eckert, writer,

singer, director, and actor known for

his remarkably flexible voice and
inventive vocal techniques. Eckert

creates a powerful and compelling

stage experience to be shared in an
intimate setting with participants.

Teacher's Workshop
Fn Calavera

9 AM, Nov. 5 Fowler Museum
$10 Info: 206-5663

Teacher's >%orkshop for En Calax'era: '

The Papier-Mache Art ofthe Linares

Family, exhibition coming up Nov. 6lh.

Theater
Story Theater

Oct. 28 - Nov. 5, Macgowan Hall

$12, $6 students

Info: 825-2101
An enchanting evening of famous
fables from Aesop and the Brothers

Grinun by Paul Sills, and directed by
Tony Award-winner Ron Leibman,
presented by the School of Theater,

Film, and Television.

Thursday, October 27
Film-Gaumont Presents
Un Condamme A Mort S'Est
Echappe/ La Poison

7:30 PM, Melnitz Theater
$5 general $3 students

lnfo:206-FILM

A film directed in 1956 by Robert

Bresson, follows the life ofa

resistance leader who is arrested,

and whose life ofsolitary imprison-
ment becomes his world, until he
plans his escape. In Poison, directed

by Sacha Guitiy in 1951, a husband's

plan to murder his wife is carefiilly

executed.

Concert
Monkafust

11 AM, Westwood Plaza
Free. Info: 825-1958

Produced by Campus Events.

Movie
77»e Crow/ Enter the Dragon

7 & 9:30 PM, Ackerman
$2 (for both), info: 825-1958

Sponsored by Campus Events.

Friday, October 28
New World Music
Keith Terry & CROSSPULSE,
8 PM 10/28-29, Schoenberg Hall

$25 general $8 students

Info: 825-21 01
This dynamic group ofdrummers
and vocaUsts merge their dififerent

ethnic cultures and musical back-

grounds into an incredible and
pleasant musical concoction that

includes everything from AfroCuban
rhythms to Senegalese andjazz Ucks.

A CenterStage lecture with Cal Arts

Faculty Member, John Bergamo, will

precede the performances today and
Saturday, October 29).

Sunday, October 30
UK/LA '94- Music Concert
Black Voices

7 PM, Wadsworth Theater

$25 general $8 students

Info: 825-2101

Britain's premiere female a cappella

group celd>rates the worldwi(k

appeal of African-inspired music
with its rich vocal rq)ertoire. Black
Voices will be performing selections

from gospel, blues, reggae and Afro

Caribbean influences. A CenterStage

lecture at 6PM with Dr. Cheryl Keyes
(UCLA Ethnomusicology Dept.), will

be offered previous to the show.

Concert _
Ralf Gothdni, piano -^

7 PM, Schoenberg Hall

$25 general $8 students

Info: 825-2101
Mr. Gothdni is an accomplished solo

and orchestral pianist, composer and
conductor. A CenterStage lecture

will be given by composer, Charles

Beneshat6PM.

Monday, October 31
lUFPY HALLOWEEN
Tuesday, November 1-2

Happy Day of The Dead

Date Event SCA Reg. On
Price Price Sale

10/28-29

10/29

10/30

1(V30

11/4-5

11/4-5

11/11

11/12

11/12

11/13

Keith Terry& CROSSPULSE

Burton/ Parris/ Hollyday

Black \bices

Ralf Gothdni, piano

Rinde Eckert

O \fertigo Danse

Tish Hinojosa

Uakti

MaiavikaSarrukai

Franz Liszt Chantfjcr Orchestra

$8.00

$8.00

$8.00

$8.00

$800

$10.00

$&00

$8.00

$8.00

$800

$25.00

$28.00

$25.00

$25.00

$28.00

$30.00

$25.00

$25.00

$15.00

$30.00

now

now

now

now

now

now

now

'lOW

now

TheUCLA Stmtot Committie for tiieArts rabsidias tid^te
for pefomuinces n Ak box.BLACKVOIC^ pictured

above, M one^tteOMcem ttatUCLA studMli are aMt to
att^d fwrkmrnm^prkx^umOmtMrnLSCAMim
and coni|4etebiiodiaro ariavaidMeirtCfD: ^5-2101

Wh^i Art Th» W«*( « ».«fi«wl .^wy T>Hi«d^ by lh« UCLA «ud«,t Coml««« F« Tb gfl your cwMil IMad In ttw crtiTB i weo
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Elvis Costello And The
Attractions The Very Best Of.,.
(Rykodisc) While the 1985
attempt comprised tracks that

Columbia Records thought
should have been hits, the songs
for this second try were selected

by the man who knows'i)est:
Costello himself. Hence, despite
the somewhat disorienting stylis-

tic leaps in the individual songs,
this superior collection delivers
just what the title promises. So
not only is the lame, actually-a-

hit "The Only Flame In Town"
omitted, but the relatively
obscure (to American listeners
anyway) gems "High Fidelity"
and "New Amsterdam" take its

place. Even better, while the
Columbia edition ends on a sour
note with the compromises of
Goodbye Cruel World, this one
finishes with the triumphant
(final?) comeback songs from
King OfAmerica and Blood And
Chocolate. And of course,
"Alison," "Radio. Radio," etc. are

here too. In short, there are 22
takes on guilt and revenge, lov-
ingly sequenced for your listen-

ing pleasure. M.T. A

Smashing Pumpkins pisces
iscariot (Virgin) While Siamese
Dream pinned you down with its

anthem-like authority, the newest
Pumpkin's release, pisces, never

'

ascends to that level. In a collec-

tion of quieter B-sides, the Billy

Corgan experience dishes out a
gift to the faithful before heading
into more dangerous territory.

Word has it that Corgan is
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EhnstssfemisVinBe^ofElvis

Cistiii^lftilthe

considering a concept album, a

complete 180 turn after this LP.
But it's perhaps the album's lack
of cohesiveness and its ephemeral
quality that sound-date it some-
where between Gish and Siamese
Dream. "Whir" and "Obscured"
act as the standout tracks and
pave the way for a Pumpkin's
unplugged tour, should that ever
occur. It's only partially appeas-
ing to hear Corgan slow down,
but without excess expectations
this is a good sober listen. M.H.
B+

Various Artists Murder was
the Case (Death Row/
Interscope) Dr. Dre beckons the

listener to "Journey with me into

the mind of a maniac." in the new
single "Natural Bom Killaz." Dre.

whose compilation album.
Murder Was the Case, includes
tracks by Snoop Doggy Dogg, Ice

Cube and the director/rapper him-

self, brings out a world of vio-
lence and mayhem in a sound-
track meant to complement his

upcoming movie. While the
album as a whole achieves medi-
ocrity at best, a few of its individ-

ual efforts are stellar, including
the re-mixed "Murder Was the
Case" and Dr. Dre and Ice Cube's
"Natural Bom Killaz." And per-

haps one of the best rap cuts in

recent memory. Tha Dogg
Pound's "What Would You Do?."
leaves the rest of this album to rot.

This proves to be the downfall of
Murder. The dichotomy between
these first three songs, touched by
the Gods of rap, and the other
twelve is almost too apparent.
Subject to weak melodies, poor
lyrics and a dull disposition, the

album's latter portions demon-
strate Dre's glaring weakness as a

soundtrack director and his inabil-

ity to tell when the music gets
boring. R.S. B-

Bryan Ferry Mamouna
(Virgin) So this is supposed to t>e

Ferry's comeback album, eh?
Yeah, right. The only thing that

distinguishes this travesty from
say, Phil Collins' latest, is Ferry's

chronic eruditeness, which in his

Roxy Music salad days he at least

played for laughs. Bringing old
pals Brian Eno and Phil
Manzanera back into the fold sig-

nifies not a willingess to re-

explore his roots but artistic

desperation - he: 's so bankrupt of
ideas at this point he'll try any-
thing. Where once he raised iron-

ic romantic posturing to an art

form, here he sinks even further

into self-parody, relying on tired

tropes like "You and I are like

night and day." And would you
believe, he ditched the first draft

of this record because he hated it?

Considering the released product, '

it's a scary thought. M.T. C+

Various Artists Beat The
Retreat: A Tribute To Richard
Thompson (Capitol) Like every
tribute record, there are clinkers -

if you think Evan Dando and.
Juliana Hatfield were boring,
imagine E^^an Dando and Syd
Straw, and if you still can't fath-

om the appeal of Beausoleil and
Shawn Colvin. you won't now.
But this 16 track CD hits the
mark often enough to deserve the

Soundbites' seal of approval. So
kudos to producer John Chelew
for hooking up not only with the
predictably great X. Los Lobos.
R.E.M. and Bob Mould, but also

for giving space to the worthy,
li^Ser known June Tabor, Maddy
Prior and the Five Blind Boys Of
Alabama, all of whom do won-
derful things with wonderful
songs. If you're new to

Thompson's work, this is a great

place to introduce yourself to one
of rock's finest guitarist-song-

writers. If you're among the
already converted, don't hesitate

to ride on the Wall Of Death one
more time. M.T. A-

Reviews by Michael Tatum,

Michael Horowitz and Robert
Stevens.

Sugar

LIzPhaIr

R.E.M.

Paris

Body Count
Boyz II Men
They Might Be Giants

Eric Clapton

Luscious Jackson

Mighty Mighty Bosstones

Sinead O'(;onnor

File Under: Easy Listening h
Whip-Smart A
Monster A
Guerilla Funk A
Bom Dead B*
II B^
John Henry B
From the Cradle B-
Natural Ingredients B-

Question the Answers C*
Universal Mother C

MANN

Westwood
VHIME TkttMcWWm
961 Bfoxton {^15-4:45)-7:30-10:15
208-5576 Slt/S«m(11:45-2:1S-4:45)-7:3a-10:15

10925 Undbrook (2«)H:30-7:15-I0tt}
206-4366 SaVSun(11:30-2:OOH:30-7:15-10tlO

MANN

Santa Monica
CWTEMON

I

Mat Mnr (^-13)
1313 3rd St. Promende (2:3O-5.10)-7;5O-102O
395-1599 Sat/Sun (12:0O-2:3O-5:10)-7:S0-1026

GENERAL CINEMA I LAEMMLE LAEMMLE

Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

TkfltMeMM(R)
(2:15-5fl0V7:45-10J()

mum
948Bfoxton (2:15-4:45)-7:3b-10:t
239-MANN FiVSiVSon (1 1:45-2:15-«.45)-7:30-10:15

FfVSit Lata Show at 12:45

U«aMfalr(PS-13j
I:l5

CHIIUWM4
1313 3rd St Promenade , ^, .„ ...^
395-1590 Sat/Sun (11:45-2:15-5A))-7:45-10J0

CmTEMONS lto«MtMBiara(l()
1313 3rd St Promerade (^45-520)-8«)-10:3i5
305-1599 Sat/Sun (12:15-2:45-520)-8:00-10:35

AVCOl
WHsMre It Westwood
475^)711

LA ( FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND - DOLBY STEREO
The TOTAL EKartamment Experience

ROYM.
11S23S.M Btvd

477-5561

lOeatWaatteTalkAfeoatn
5:00-7:30-9:55

Sat/Sun 2:30-5^10-7:30-9:55

tUNtna
(213)648-3500

aerta
Ca tor Stiowttmes

FESTIVAL NawMfMrnnm
10887 LIndbrook (2:30-5«))-7;30-10:l5
206-4574 Sat/Sun (12«)-2:30-5a))-7:30-tO:15

REGENT Re««l8iidMM<an(Rj
1045 Broxton (2:15-4:45)-7JO-10:l5
206-3259 FrVSaVSwi(11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:30-10:15

IMwsl Ian lONefa (Rl
1313 3nl St Promenade (4J0>-9:4$
395-1599 Frl/Sit/Sun

l!1j<5-4
:30y-9:45

PrfMMaCantaa
(2:15)-7:15

TMXOTS
12«>-2:4O-5:15-7:56-10i0

TNXOalhr QetaltawJft-IS)
130^55-720-10«5

TNXOolky
i:d6-4rdo^7:&'i0:00

DeMy WnMB vMff BrOSwOTV In)

11:50-2:30-5a)-7JO-10«J

MUSIC NAU
9036Wii$Mre
274-M60

laiael fttm Feittnl

CaN(213)-466-1767

SUNSETS
(213) 848-3500

PaaAMcenFeetlMl
Can 213-896-8221

Santa Monica
I HaaH«ad Oee NlgM

(2:30)-6:45

leMCwrtan
(4:45)-9fl6

Deer Men
(2: 15)-4:45-7: 15-9:45

SUNSET Mf^^^^ ra II 1

(213)848-3500 Wicked city

Dr.Calaaarl

The SkostShlp
Ulllei Zoe

Prttcllla Qeeae ol tk» Dttert
„;

Fri/Sat Midnight

PUZA
1067 6lendon
208-3097

HooaOr«aais(P6-13)

FrVSat/Sun (12«M:Q0H:00

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street

384-9741

Baraki
The Last KJezmir
The Ghost Shia

TheSlleMa
Cheaae: The Weddtep Caeoey

Sit/Sun 11 00 AM

WESTWOOD 1 Lmia6laats(P6)
1050 (iayley . (2:3O-5«))-7;45-l0:M
208-7664 Sat/Sun (12«)-2:3O-5fl0)-7:45-10:3O

WESTWOOD

2

lOSOGiyley
208-7664

... ^ae (PG-1SI

(2:45)-7^00-10«J
Sat/Sun (1:0O-4.O0)-7:00-t0:00

LANDMARK

West L.A.

M0MCA3
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

L.6Z7
(2.«))-5:05-8:15

Beverly Hills
M0NICA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

Nostradafflvs

(1:30)-4: 15- 7:00-9:30

WESTW0003
lOSOGayley
206-7664

TiRiecoe (R)

(5:30)-f0l5
Sat/Sun (12:45-5:30)-10 15

as Lyric (R)

(3:00)-7:45

B««rly Connection

La CleriMaat Beverly Blvd

Free 2 1/z hour vaRdited parUno
659-5911

MNNHCA
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

NUWILSWRE
1314 WUshIre BMt.
394*B09v

Hafaeaed We
5:15-7:;'30-9:45

8it/Sun/Wed12:45-3:00-7 30-9:45

TNXOTS The SMclalM (R)

12:15-2:45-515-7 45 10 15

WESTWOOD 4

1050 6iyl«y

208-7664

Claar aad Prssaal Oaagar (PO-lS)
(3:00)-7:»-1 0:3(3

1:30-4^0-7:3£at/Sun(1:: -730-10:30

NUWHJHINE
1314 WMshIre Blvd.

394-8099
Wed: 12:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

Thurs:4:45-7:15-9:45

Slerto The RtrcrWIM (PG-13)
12:15-2:45-5:25-8:00-10:30

Fr(/Sit/Son 11:45-2:15-4:45-7:15-9:45

Waefceed Prograaia

Crime Story

A Better Toatorrow

God ol Baaihlen
A Better Toaiorrow H

Fri/Sal Midnigm

RalNlag Stoaes
Mr. Deeds Goes to WsshlMtoe

Where the Sidewelk Ends
VMoes ol Ughl

Sat/Sun 1100 AM

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwortti

475-9441

Pulp Fiction (R)
SR THX Dolby Steteo

Can Theatre lor sriowtimes

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeHwortt)
475-9441

ExllloEdea(R)
THX Dolby

CaN Theatre tor Showbmes

WESTSIDE PAVMJOW
GoWwyn
475-aM2

Tm WOMbll VtfBlOH
(12:15-1 flOl 2 30-3 15-4:45-

5:30-7 00-7 45-9:15-10:00

Sorry. No Paiaed Accepted

THXDolhy nilpFteBoa(R)
t2fl0-3:30-7:00- 10:20

FrVSat MMmght Show

Santa Monica
WESTSIOE PAVHJON

475

Eat Oriel MaaWeaiaa
(11:15)-*:55-4:35- 7:15-9 50

No Monday/Wednesday 7 15 Show

CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St Promenade (2-J0)-/j6-10:i
395-1599 Frl/Sat«un(1:15-4:15)-7:30-10:30

^^'^in-^j^
WESTSIDE PAVILION
GoWwyn
475-W02

32

fA Wood IR1

Fri/Sat/Sun 11 30-2 15-5 00 7 45-10 3(5

Moo Ihurs 1:15-4 15-7:15-10:15

OahrVoaira)
12:00-2 30-500-7 30-10:00

Frl«it/Son 11:30-2:00-4:30-7«)-9:30

West Hollywood

Moa-Pn. tsl show harvehi (

)

'ISansst (at Crescent Heights) Free Parking

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wellworth
475-9441

ThePaMelMastors(R)
SR Ddby Stereo

CaN Theatre lor Showltmes

r

(11t)0Mn)only

CRITERKM2 PUBpet Maalara (R)
1313 3rd St Promenade (2:00-4:45)7:30-10:15
395-1599 Frl/Sal/Sun(11:30-2:00-4:45)-7:30-10:1S

PAVILION Prisdlla Oecen ol the Desert
(12:45)-3:00-5:15-7:30-9:40

OolSf

Stereo

SUNSCT1
(213)848-3500

frtaeille Qeeaa ol the Desert
(215)-4:15-7:15-9:45

fiVSm also MMnight Show

SUNSCTI
(213)848-3500

Godwyn
475^802

12«>-2:30-5i0?7:30-10:(»
Frt^MMnigMShow

Sw'aLHo
ri:15)-3:20-5:20-7:40-9:55

Fri^l also hNdnIgm Show

PACIFIC

Westwood

SUNSET!
(213)848 3500

Dear Maty
(2:15)-4:45-7:20-945

CKST
1262 Wtstwood Bhfti.

474-7866

Ed Wood (R)

130-4:10-7:00-9i<J

t
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Crosspulse's percussion skills visit UCLA
By John Mangum by calling himself a "Body

Musician."

Not many people can go from "There are a lot of musical
hanging on pots and pans on their instruments around, including our

mom's kitchen floor to being one bodies," says Terry. "I play my
of the woild's leading percussion- body a lot."

ists. The thing is, Keith Terry He contextualizes this talent by<

brought the pots and' pans with describing the other members of
him. the group and their backgrounds.

As an innovator in an innovative The members come together to

field, Terry combines nujiterous combine specializations' in Middle
instruments with dance and theatre Eastern, Senegalese. Afro-Cuban,
to create a style which defies cate- Indonesian and Japanese music,

gorization. He devotes his artistry "It's such an unusual and inter-

to a number of diverse projects esting grouping of people," says

including his most recent one, Terry. "Our musical backgrounds
Crosspulse. are varied."

"It's a quintet of drummers who Terry's own musical experi-
move and vocalize," says Terry.

"We're all percussionists."

For many,4he-idea of five per-

ences began, according to his

mother, at the age of three. Since

before he can remember, Terry has

cussionists playing together been a percussionist,

sounds daunting, but when Terry "I started kinda bangin' on
describes the performance, he things when I was three," says the

stresses its variety. percussionist. "I started studying
"We do two 45 minute sets," in the school band when I was in

says Terry "Once a set begins, it's third grade and it just went from
non-stop. We use a lot of different there."

instruments from a variety of cul- Eventually Terry ende'd up Pampanin and Jackeline Rago
tures around the world." where he stands today. His work as round out the group.
This array of instruments a solo artist includes collaborations Keith Terry and Crosspulse

includes children's toys, hedge with Bobby McFerrin, the Turtle recently recorded an album high-
clippers and plastic water bottles. Islajnd String Quartet and Robin lighting their talents for Redwood
"These are the kind of things I've Williams. Additionally, Terry's Records. These talents, believes
been using for 20 year^," says group collaborations, including Terry, bring percussion groups like

Crosspulse, continue to gamer an theirs to ever-growing audiences.
increasing amount of attention. "We're in an era where people
The talents of fellow percus- are more aware of the percussion

sionists Edgardo Cambon, possibilities," says Terry. For him.

Keith Terry & Crosspulse brings percussion talent to Schoenberg Hall Oct. 28 and 29.

Terry.

The percussionist directs his tal-

ent not just to inanimate objects

but to his own body as well. He
defines this aspect of his artistry Raymond Graham, Susu people's expanding culturaj aware-

ness creates an atmosphere which
supports groups like his own.
The group also differs from

other musical ensembles because
of the nature of the instruments
they play. "In bands and orches-

tras," says Terry, "you have instru-

ments from other musical families

- winds, strings and brass. We're
just percussion."

The concept of five percussion-

ists playing at the same time may

seem original, but for Terry the

source of this originality lies else-

where.

"It's the mix both of social and
of musical cultures that are coming
together that makes this group
unique."

CONCERT: Keith Terry and
Crosspulse at Schoenberg Hall

Oct. 28 and 29, 8 p.m. Tickets $25.
$9. For more info, call 825-2101.
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Soap opera summit about sex convenes
By Lynette Rice
Lo8 Angeles Dally News

Ashley thinks an abortion
drove her to the nut house.

Maria thinks she miscarried
because she rode a horse.

Vivian stole another woman's
eggs to have her lover's baby.

Adam's had three kids with
three different women - and has a

fourth on the way with wife No.
4.

Ah, the trials and tribulations

of everyday life. Tune in tomor-

row.

But one organization is tired of

watching, which is why it will

boldly ask television networks to

improve the way they depict sex

in soap operas, a forum that

arguably provides the most incon-

sistent view of today's families.

Populations Communications
International - which got its start

10 years ago by writing TV and

radio dramas to influence repro-

ductive behavior in developing
nations - will meet with televi-

sion executives Friday and
Saturday in the first-ever Soap
Summit in Santa Monica.

Among the guests invited to

attend the unprecedented confer-

ence are Surgeon General
Joycelyn Elders and actress Jane

Fonda, along with network execu-

tives and writers from the 10 soap

operas.

PCI will ask the United States'

networks to present a more realis-

tic view of pregnancy and child

rearing in today's society rather

than the more Utopian story lines

that often make the cut, said
Sonny Fox, chairman of the board

of PCI.

"You don't hit them over the

head in six episodes," he said.

"You make them aware of the

problems. You don't change their

attitudes. You modify'their atti-

tudes."

The summit is the result of a

document signed at last month's
International Conference on
Population and Development in

Cairo, which urges the use of the

entertainment media to better

influence reproductive behavior.

It was signed by 180 countries.

^- TV couples in the United Statgs

See SOAP, page 32

SHABBAT AT CHABAD! *"!

Every Friday night at Sundown »

Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:30 p.m.!

(310) 208-7511 741 Gayley Ave. - Westwood
KKKKKKKKKKKKIM IKKKMKIiRKKIiKI

Student Specials
Kxp. 10/3

1

/9h

Haiixut tv' Blowdry JUPF" ^^ |
Spiral Perm & Haircut

Perm & Haircut

LONDON

SPONSORED BY BRUIN TV GUIDl

By: UCLA'UCSO
yCB-UCI'UCR mfiiTs iimwcnrnmsmuTwemi

<MCAT>
?8E?C0t*SE-V

(6 3 2-6 8 6 3) 9cforn-Aprn

800 MD-BOUND
THURSDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name OCT. 27, 1994

_7_

9_

11^

13

18

34

29

(u

BOB

"W"
PTBl

"TTT

csai

Iflfff* Jii

NewsX

Doogie
HowTMr

Science
Guy
N«w«i;

Family
ItottorsS;

Frugal
GourmetX

Maury Povich X

V.R.

TroopftX
Wondar
YaarsX

RicM Lake Confidence
betrayed.

TV Patrol

Newt
May Ngan
New*

Primer impacto

Black Sheep S<tUadron
"A Little Bit of England"

CBS News

X

Full House
X
Business
Report

N9WS 3l

Inside

Edition X
Currant
Affair X
Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Cant Newt

Noticlas

taer
NBC Nl4lghtt)

Family
Matters X

Hard Copy
X
Extra: Eni
Magazine

Fresh

M8cNeilA.ehrer
NewshourX
ABC World

American
Journal

Cops (In

Stereo) X
Cosby
ShowX
Panda TV
Magazine

Notlciero

Unlvision

Wild, Wild West "Night of

the Plague"

Jeopardy!
X
Top Cops
(In Stereo)

Manried..

wnti

Ent Tonight

Price Is

Right

Coach (In

Stereo)

Life and
Times X
Wheel of

Fortune X
Rush
LImbaugh

Slmpsoi
(In Stere

ns
tereo)

Star Trek: The Next
GenerationX

Worid Report

Volver a Empezar

Bonanza "The Outcasts"

50 Years of Soaps: An All-Star Celebration (In

Stereo) X
Mad About
You (R) X

FriendsfIn
Stereo) X

** '^orth Winning" (\9S9
lady-killer t)ets to win three

Seinfeld

"The Couch"
Madman of

the People

, Coniedy} Mark Harmon. A
fiancees in three n>onths.

Great Railway Journeys
(In Stereo) X
My So-Caned Life

"Haltoween" (In Stereo) X
News

Martin (In

Stereo) X
Lhring

Single X
Heaven Help Us
"Upstairs, Upstairs" (R) X
Korean
Newt

Sarabla
RepuMte

Agujetas de Color de
Rosa

Horte
Racing

Paid
Program

Mystei

'Hitogr'

tery! "Maigrel"

et and the Minister

Matlock The Dare" (In

Stereo) X

New York Undercover
•Tasha" (In Stereo) X
Robin's Hoods "New
Beginnings" (In Stereo) X
Korean WhenI

You

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

24

26

30

19

63

25

38

60

6^

54

27

12

33

57

14

18

21^

23

45

C?!?!

Q123

GS29

fS2l

Q9
1131

CJ2S

crai

ISSfff

ICti

graa

Biography

(4:00)*** "Histoiyls

Made at Nighr ()937)

South Bank Show
"Dracuia" (R)

Primer>ewtX

Saturday Night Live

Leonard Maltin's Animation Favorites Canada's short

films like "The Cat Came Back."

*** "Rachel and the Stranger" (^9A8,

Western) William Hotden, Loretta Young.

Show Boat Story (R)

Lany King Live X

Jocks (R)

Event of tfw Day

Stand-Up,
Stand-Up

Barber
Shop(R)

Law & Order "Cradle to

Grave"

Gunsmoke "Kiowa"

Biography (R)

Eye to Eye (In Stereo) X

Sweet Justice "The Right

Thing" (R) (In Stereo) X
Newt (In Stereo) X

X
lil^iaia 'Vnvw« A<

CheertX

Show Will Smith.

Fran Lebowitz. (In Stereo)

Tonight Show (R) (In

Stereo) m
Murphy
BrownX

Great Performances "Mtles Davis: A Tribute" (In

Stereo) X
PrimeUmeUveX

LastCaN

Han Myunghol

Blenvenl-

dos
DWfiveiw-
dos

Hill Street Blues "Politics

asUsuat"

X NightllneX

Jerry Springer Fhend"!^
weignt< "

Cops (In

ambarrassing.

Stereo) X
(Ir

Roseanne
(In Stereo)

Horizon

Noticlas

Paid
Program

Story X
Paid
Program

Notidero
Unhrlsion

Proorsfn

News (R) (In Stereo) X

Kids in ttte Hall

Late Night (In Stereo)

Life and
Tlmas(R)X

Paces of
Culture

Twilight

Zone

(Off Air)

user

stereo)

(In

Paid

*** "Magic' l^97B, Suspense) Anthony Hopkins. A
neurotic ventriloquist believes tnat his dummy is alive.

Rush
LimbBugh

M*A*8*H
"38ACT088-

Stereo)

Andre

Top Cops
;in Stereo)(InStt

piur
Program

Jon Stewart (In Stereo)

^ild
Program

Program

m9~
Program

MdT

"Kiss

Tomorw.'

Paid
Program

Are Oh Vee Alternative

muse videos.

"Lo Atogro del ^^''RodoifodeAnda.Unhombrese
aprovecha de su posicion en el gobiemo.

Love Channel With "The
Poorman.'

Hot Seat Downey

**** "The Best Years of Our Lives" {)9Ae. Drama) Fredric March, Myma Loy,
Dana Andrews. Three war veterans read)ust to civilian life.

Leonard Maltin's Animation Favorites Canada's short
films like "The Cat Came Back." (R)

Worid News

Bossanova
Blues (R)

Theeter
SoapX

Worid of

Wonder

Howard
Stem(R)

Amazing
America

Bloopert-
Joket

Double Dutch Jump
Roping Champlonthip

Maximum
Drive

Mattertof
the Maze

(4:(X))**Vj "Hunters Are
for Killing" {\970, Drama)

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Claritta

Explaint

Movie
Magic

Talk Soup
(R)

Know Zone

Newt Daily

(R)

Greatest Motivators

Rin Tin Tin

K-9 Cop X
Supermar-
ket Sweep

Mott Wanted (In Stereo)

New Lassie
(In Stereo)

Shop 'Tit

You Drop

Claritsa

Explains

Marcus Welby, M.D
My Father's House"

"In

Football

Forecast

Hey Dude
(?)

Love Boat

Rugrats

Beyond 2000

Late Night With David
Letterman

Swimming: Hawaiian Intl.

Ocean Challenge

Evening
ShadeX

Yo! (In

Stereo)

Doug

Ironside

Artist"

Evening
ShadeX
Detignino
Women 1
House of

Style (R)

Looney
Tunee

In Search of an

***'/» "Pla/s Suite "(1971) Walter Malthau . Netl

Simon's comic tnlogy set in Suite 719 at the Plaza. 'PG'

Sports
Tonight

SoapX

Moneyllne
(R)

Whose
Line?

Event of tfie Day

Newsnigiit Showbiz
Today (R)

Saturday Night Live
Chevy Chase.

Worid of

Wonder (R)

Howard
Stem

Heisman

Amazing
America (R)

Candid
Camera

Movte
Magic (R)

Talk Soup
(R)

Sportscentor

Waltons "The Parting

Unsolved Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Goods:
MTVStyte

I Dream of

Jeannie

Know Zone"

(RL

News Daily

(R)

Up Close

Rescue 911 (In Stereo) X

Law&Order'
Grave"

'Cradtelo

South Bank Show
"Dracuia" (R)

**** "The Pride ol the Yankees" {}9A2, Biography) Gary Cooper,
Teresa Wright. The story of ill-fated baseball great Lou Gehrig.

Calling All

Sports

Poiltkali

Sporte
Latenight

Kklsinihepoirocaiiy

Incorrect

Public Policy Conference

Show Boat Story (R)

Larry King Uve (R) X

One Night
Stend

SoapX

Barber
Shop(R)

Crossfire
(R)

Bossanova
BHiea(R)

Overnight

*•* "Carnival of Souls"

(1962) Candace Hilligoss.

'A "A Sir/ Warned
Tarnko" (1962. Drama)"(1962

Tiani***'/i "^aSune"
(1971) Walter Matthau

Overnight Showbiz
Today (R)

Mystery Science Theetar 3000 "Beginning of the

End.- (ft)

Beyond 2000

Haunted Hollywood

Auto Racing: GoM Coast
300 Off-Road Race.

700 Club

Prime Time (In Stereo)

*v, "The PenmoKse" (1989, Drama) Robin Givens. An
insane former classmate disrupts two friends' reunion.

Bewitched

Stantey Cup Pteyoffs: Campbell Conference Smyihe Division Finals Game 4
Vancouver Canucks at Los Angeles Kings. From May 9, 1993.

ItTakesaThtef
in Deed" ^

A Fnend

** "Seven Bndes tor Seven Brothers" {)9b4. Musical) Howard
Keel. Frontier brothers deveiop a hankenng for matrimony.

Quarttum Leap (In Stereo)

X
Alten

Fightert
Ntn|a
Turtles

*'', Matlock: The Oufcasr'( 1992) Andy Griffith. Ben
nvestigates a farmhand's mysterious death

Hazel ThatGiri Mod Squad

Wings (In

Stereo) X

Yachting:
ACY Cup

I Love Lucy Bob
Newhart

Marcus Welby, M.I

They grow I

Motorcycte Racina: World
SuperbiKe Series. (R;* The Unsinkable Molly Brown" (1964) Debbie ReynoWs, Harve

Presnell. A nouveau riche couple is snubbed by Denver's high society

Wings (In IMuttter, She Wrote The I * "Summer Rental" ( 1
985'

Stereo) X ~ ~ - .
-

"Pgny Mason: The Case of the Lethal Lesson " (1 989) A
student IS accused of killing the son of Mason's friend.

NewsX

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Mary Tyler

Moore !e

Real Worid
(In Stereo)

Mary Tyler
Moore X

Next Step

i5L
Howard
Steirn(R)

Racehorse
Digest (R)

Beyond
2000

Candid
Camera

Sportscerv
ter

Father Dowling Mysteries
(In Stereo) X
Unsohred Mysteries (In

Stereo)

Beavisand
Butt-head

Dick Van
Dyke

Beavisand
But^head

Get Smart

* "Night Without Sfars"(1951) An Englishman finds

murder and romancefln the French Riviera.
'
THit WeePress Box I Week in NASCAR

Paid
Program

Pakj
Program
UpCif k)se

Bteck
Stollton

Unsolved
Mytteriet

To Be
Announced

Dragnet

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Public Policy Conference

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Paid
Program

Boxing: James Hughes vs. Anthony
Stephens. (R) X
Big Brotttef

JaSeX
Paid
Program

Thirtysomelhing "New
Parents" X
Alternative

Nation

A.

Hitchcock

ShopatHonw

Tola
Announced

Superman

Paid
Program

Paid

Lkniid

Television

Lucy Show

MotorSporto Hour (R) Fantasy
Fboll

. Comedy) John Candy, Rip
Tom. An air-traffic controller takes his family to Florida.

** "Funny G(rf"(l968. Musical) Baitra Streisand, Omar Sharif. Kay Medford.
Fanny Bnce nses from ot)ecurity to entertainment legend.

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

99 fj^lZI

!^

(4:30)*** "Talent for the

Game" (1991, Drama) 'PG'

Kidslncorp.

[4.00)

Spacehntr"

Mickey
Mouse Club

**'/, "Poltergeist''{^9e2, Horror) A suburtun family's

lives are disrupted by vengeful ghosts (In Stereo) 'PG'

Baby-tittert

Club

jpti

1^

Eerie

IndlenaX
**"3 "Gro/ndficv Day"j 1992, Comedy)
Bill Murray. (In Stereo]

iy"(1992

i)'PG'X

A^S^Huck and the King of Hearts
1993, Drama) Chauncey Leopardi. 'PG'

Top Cops
l(ln Stereo)

**'/> "Wkie Sargasso Sea' (1 993,
Drama) Karina Lombard 'R' X

** "Martowe" (1969, Mystery) James Gamer. A
private eye pursues a stripper and her Idller husband.

Fugitive NewtX

wgsX Wings X Quantum Leap (In S{ere6f
X '^

*** "Demorr Seed" (1977) Julie Christie. A wife is heW
by a computer that has chosen her as its male.

Paid Paid
Program

On Pit Road Press Box
(R)

"And Now for Something
Complelefy Differenf

Counterstrike

LavemeA
Shiriey

Jeffersona
X

** Vi "The Manhattan Prq(ecf"(1986) John Lithgow. A
teen beoomee suspicious of his mother's new boyfriend.

* ''Amenlcan Am/wm"(l986. Drama) Mitch Gaylord.

.Two gyrfwaste pursue positions on the national team.

•* "09^n and H^ttSuntet Motel" '

^"" ""

"

(1992, Mystery) Shertyn Fenn. 'PG-13'

** "Last Action Hero" (1993, Adventure) Arnold Schwarzeneoger. A
magic movie ticket plunges a boy into onscreen action. 'PG-13'

X

Tom Petty: Going Home (R) X

** "Beat of the Best II"

BestoftheSiues
.Brothers (R)

1993) Eric Robefts. Two

*«
Jkarate instructors vow to avenge their dead pariiy. 'R'

'L*irv8rsafSol[iar"(1992. Adventure) A oeneticany \'uirls in Prison

[2;45) "The |"S^o/(heEagte"(199l)Xfronliermap|**V4 •T7i>OI»<ll>ipi<lirt«fGan>ternan"(1992) Aeon
puntry" {maker trails his young sonT kidnapper, jman Bmbarta on an anlkBly trip to Wasltingtpn, DC. 'R'

enhanced soMier recialme his humanity, i In Sereo) 'R

E.G. Marshall »k1 Theodore H
Inside the N^ (In Stereo)

X
(1994, Drwna) Hardened

iity. (Iri Slereo) 'R' |cnmirials befneno an innocent mrrtate. X
*** '\ "PrnJOf LuckCfutrOWi, Drama) Tsai Chin. Kieu Chinh.
The ralaBonrtHpibBWBan Chinese ffloftiers and daughters. "R*X

i4ome Shopping Spree

"Monolith "
(1 993) A cop discovers an "W^ch It"

alien force mat couW end the workl. 'R' | ( 1 993) 'R' X
•*Vi'7?>eA4an/iaftan

Whrte Plrt»flcf"(1986) 'PG-13'

Westwood's Only
Drive-Through Service

Dry Cleaning • Laundry
Alterations

1073 Gayley Ave, WestwcMxl

. 208-7722
I his c(Hi|)(3n is yood foi

S4 Off a Miiiiimiin

S12 Dry Clt'duiny Ordct

Not V..litl With Oth.r Olft-is

iHl*)\\c.slUO()cl liKcl.

W79.802O/H78-43
1 (, Schwarzkopf

CLOSED SUNDAYS
Vices For First Time Clients Only

"BEEP" FOR CHEAP

Tetevteion arid the Presidency Hosts:

"Nervous Ticks" (1992) Ninety rninutes

.elapse m a harried airiine worker's life. 'R

'Mi)«orc)«toGang''(lH4)VUous bikers
terforite a helptew family in the desert

*** "Menace

H

Society" {m3)0itoef\
violence takes its toll on a ghetto youth.

Hardcore
.TV(R)X

*** "Wftefs Lov« Got to

Do HW»r (1993) 'RX
*** litec" (1992, Drama)
John Turturro. 'R'

FINALLY.
CONTACT
LENSES FOR
*>EOPLE WHO
CANT SEE
EYE TO EYE
WITH SOFT
LENSES! ^^

Find out about

FLOUROPERM
Gas Permeable Daily or
Extended Wear Custom

Contact Lenses.

Daily Wea^ Soft Lenses- S1 25.00

B&L Softspin-Othe^s Si^ghtly Higher:

A!! D.sposabie Contac: Lenses- S200.00

includes 4 Six Packs-12 Lenses Per Eyei

Just Call:

DR. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.
1 0955 Weyburn Ave.
Comer of Weyburn & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"
BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE

ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME

Inter

$6.95 per month

C * • L I

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

NOTHING held hack, our entire adult inventory
Full length Adult xxx hardcore movies troin $5.99
Thousands ot hrand new & fully guaranteed videosHURRY tor hest selection, sale ends 10/31/94

ALL ADUL T TAPES

Free tape must be equal to or less than the purchased tapes

ODYSSEY VIDEO
Lasfnlixts & Vuletis i, (lu\ A Rffii

€>§9Gn Bstm - Midlniffht
NORTH HOLLYWOOD WEST LOS ANGELES MARINA DEL REY

'^U'ii.Y'Tilk^JiR^^^ ^^9^0 WILSHIRE BL 4240 LINCOLN BL
(818) 769-2001 (31 q) 477-2524 (310) 823-1100
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^ "DAZZLING! If

SPECIAL: $50-
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth

Cleaning .-Expires 12/31/94

COSMETIC AND
GENERAL DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING. BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (Laughing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Electronic Anesthesia

•Open Late Hours, Free Paridng/Validatod Paildng

•Checks, Credit Cards and fasurance Poniit Welcoino-^'

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762WestwoodBWd. #460 (between Wilshire & SanU Monica Bl.)

For Appointment CaU: (310)474-3765

ITALIAN

Andy and Tony

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

010) 4744)102

Special Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

SKIN-CARE

MATRII
ESSENTIALS

UNBELIEVABLY BEAUTIFUL SKIN

Thars the promise of Matrix Sl(in Care, the

exclusive salon system that steadily releases

Sl-Complex moisturizers, hour after hour.

Nothing works harder to capture firm,

radiant, youthfuMooking skin. Call today.

MINI-FACIAL $20
FULL FACIAL $30
MANICURE & PEDICURE $15
HAIRCUT. : $10
FULL SET. $20
FILLS $12

w/ tills coupon

(3

1

0)824-07 1 954 & 956 Gayley Ave. • Westwood

POLITICALLY
r A/CORRECT

HUGE VARIETY
OF CIGARS

TOBACCO
ACCESSORIES

CIGARETTES
LieUTERS

10% BRUIN
DISCOUNT

vWestside Too - level one
Westslde Pavilion Expansion

310 446-9979
BETWEEN THE DISNEY STORE & NORTHUGHT ART GALLERY

Goldwyn honors screenplays

-* -^ i-

Event: 39th Annual Samuel Goldwyn Writing Awards at UCLA on Monday
Criteria: UC graduate, undergraduate students; Feature-length screenplay or play

Applicants: over 165 UC students

Judges: David Mamet {Oleanna, Glengarry Glen Ross^r^oc Roth (ForreslGump),
and Suzanne 6e Passe {Lady Sings the Blues) -

Attending: Tony Goldwyn, Dean Gilbert Gates, Richard Walter, Bob Rosen

Second-place: Robert Jack Third-place: Audrey
DuBois Kahane

First-place: Claudia
Grazioso

Screenplay: "Galileo at the Screenplay: "Men of the Screenplay: "Peace Talks"

Junction" Ninth"

Prize: $5,000 and
pure validation

JIn6 OKAMly Bnjin

Home-theaters fit for a budget
By Janet Weeks
Los Angeles Daily News

Indiana Jones is punching out a

bad guy on Woodland Hills attorney

Ron Miller's 10-foot video screen.

His fists are about the size of can-

taloupes. Blows seem to nearly pop
from the screen. And the sound,

pumped through a half-dozen
speakers, is so intense it literally

shakes the floor.

"You wanted to know why I have

a home theater," Miller said at the

conclusion of this demonsbation of

his audiovisual firepower. "That's

why."

Once an indulgence only the very

rich could afford, the technology
required to turn a family room filled

with audiovisual components into a

home theater is now within reach of

the middle class. ^

And the idea of staying home and

seeing a nx)vie that sounds - if not

looks - as good as it did at the the-

ater is especially enticing to aging

baby boomers tired of the cattle-car

feel of Saturday night at the cine-

plex.

"The home theater right now is

the driving force of the audiovisual

industry," says Yves Richarz, sales

manager for Interior Systems
Design Inc. of Sun Valley.

"There is more and more equip-

ment available that allows you to re-

create the theater experience at

home. It's not an exotic thing any-

more. It's not even expensive any-

more."

In electronics-industry parlance,

home theater is defined as the mar-

riage of a TV, a laser-disc pl^er or

a VCR, and a multispeaker "sur-

round-sound" system. It is some-
thing consumers can buy in pieces

over time and squeeze into a family

room or buy all at once and display

in a specially designed media room.

Some home theaters are quite

simple - a 31 -inch-screen TV, a

VCR, a multichannel receiver and

several speakers. These home the-

aters are popular with cocooning
families looking for ways to enjoy

rainy Saturdays. On this end of the

scale, prices range from $1,000 to

$5,000.

A home theater can even be less

expensive for folks who already

own several components, said John

Kellogg, vice president of editorial

for Home Theater Technology mag-
azine, a Woodland Hills-based pub-

lication that debuted this month.

And in the future, prices will

drop as equipment is reinvented and

mass mariceted, he said.

"When the Dolby four-channel

sound came out in the mid- '80s, it

was kind of pricey," Kellogg said.

"But now you can get a decent
receiver for under $300."

Consumers will trigger the drop
in prices, predicts Nick DeMartino,

director of the advanced technolo-

gies program of the American Film
Institute in Los Angeles.

Most people can't aflford $30,000
systems but will spend $1,000 on
something that's a level above what
they currently own, he said. That
spending pattem will prompt manu-
facturers to make less-expensive

home theater equipment, he says.

"In terms of the average person,

the bottom line is 'What can I

afford?' It's like with VCRs. Back
in the mid-' 70s, there were threcf

contenders: VHS, Betamax and
laser disc. It was acknowledged that

laser discs and Betamax had the

highest-quality image.

"But guess what? Nobody cared.

VHS cost less and that's what peo-

ple bought," said DeMartino.

Of course, the rich can afford

something much better. Wealthy
people, especially in Hollywood,

are buying up lavish systems
designed to impress and entertain

guests that cost up to $50,000 or

even $250,000.

A Miami interior-design compa-
ny specializes in designing 1930s-

era, art deco home theaters,

grandiose multiseat auditoriums

complete with snack bars, telephone

lounges, neon marquees, velvet

crowd-control ropes and usher uni-

forms.

"Some people actually create a

theater environment." said Mike
Koehn of Cerwin-Vega. a Simi
Valley speaker manufacturer. "They
get carried away. People get into it

as a mock reality. It's fun."

On the flip side are people who
buy a lot of expensive audiovisual

equipment then sink even more
money into cabinetry to hide it.

They are generally consumers try-

ing to fit a home theater into a fami-

ly room or bedroom.

They're buying screens that dis-

creetly roll up into the ceiling after

use and speakers that disq^)ear into

walls.

"Frankly, it's tacky to have a TV
in a room," says Joseph Lee of Lee
Entertainment Systems in Los
Angeles. Lee specializes in the cus-

tom design and installation of home
theaters. His client list includes

Vidal Sassoon. Dyan Cannon, and
Eddie Van Halen and Valerie
Bertinelli.

^

"A TV screen is this big blalck

hole. It's ugly."

Attorney Miller says his wife
balked at the idea of suspending a

giant projector from the ceiling of a
;

family room or bedroom. That's
why, in part, his media room is

above the garage.

"My wife said, 'I don't want a

family room overwhelmed by a TV.

See 1ICN, page 33
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rhetoric loses 'Paradise'
Depression-era

play depicts life

during hardship
By Lawrence Sullivan

During the Grear Depression
my grandfather sold mustard door
to door in Chicago. When it

comes down to pushing condi-
ments to muster up a living. Leo
Gordon in Clifford Odets'
"Paradise Lost" seems justified in

saying "the world has a profound
dislocation."

In this ^miliar take on moral

economy, set in 1933, Odets
embraces an era that demanded
retribution.

When things are going bad we
say that they can only get better,

and sure enough they get worse.

This is the scenario at the Gordon
home. With financial hardship at

the devil of it all, one thing leads

to another, and a happy family,

CATS

fathered by an angel of a man,
loses everything but hope for
mankind.

One penniless son, Ben, marries

on the naive notion that his lovely

wife. Libby. will automatically
incur success. ButLibby's fidelity

proves even less reliable than his

income. While Ben's out doirtg

the screwy work of his cocky best

friend Kewpie, Libby's back
home screwing him.

On the other hand. Pearl, the

pianist daughter, refuses to accept

her boyfriend's proposals until

they can marry responsibly.
Actress Kelly Johnston plays sym-
pathetically the passionate, but
delicate, yopqg giri who swallows
her tears upon Felix's farewell and
again when the family must sell

the piano.

Chuck Rose gives an equally

admirable performance as Julie,

the bright, mother's pride and joy

boy with a knack for finance, and
who is dying of sleeping sickness.

While all this makes up not
even half of the hard luck story.

where is the retribution?

In response to his wife's confu-

sion as to what comes next, Ed
Trotta's benevolent and beloved
Leo Gordon says "we'll go on liv-

ing." He confesses, "we're left

with the memory of life, not as it

was, but as it might have been."
This use of what I'd call a retro-

spective anterior tense - "might
have been" - implies that if there

is still hope, nothing is lost

because hope was all that there

ever was.

However, Odets' magniloquent
rhetoric, embodied in Leo
Gordon^ is often over-romantic in

juxtaposition with the play's pre-

dominant realism. It's a bit like

selling mustard door to door when
there's no food on the table.

THEATRE: "Paradise Lost." Written

by Clifford Odets. Directed by
Kenneth Klimak. Starring Ed Trotta.

Janet Lee Aspers and Harry
Herman. Running through Nov. 19.

Playing Thursdays through
Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at

2 p.m. For Info call: (213)466-1767.

From page 25

But while the play's lack of a

true plot is something that can't be

remedied by the company, the actu-

al performance at the Shubert
Theatre, actually under the cast's

control, was excellently done.

U humans acting like cats is one
of the main reasons behind the

play's success, the company's
actors were cats. With their backs

stretching and arching, their heads

turning quickly from side to side,

and their eyes penetrating the dark-

ness, the cats leapt and purred,

crawled and meowed across the

stage.

Showing almost flawless mimic-
ry of feline behavior, each act6r

portrayed the perfect image of their

cat character, from the fat tabby to

the exotic Siamese kitten.

The music accompanies each

cat's story with a different genre.

The cat burglars, Mungojerrie
(Gavan Pamer) and Rumpleteazer

(Maria Jo Ralabate) playfully

pounced into a slapstick number as

they boast their skill and cunning.

Rum Tum Tugger (Ron Devito),

RAIMICOVA

the resident leather-clad playboy,

made female cats swoon as he
gyrated through his rock number.
Sager's Grizabella broke into the

ballad of regret with "Memory."
»

The company's performances
worked well with the set and light-

Showing almost flawless

mimicry of feline

behavior, each actor

portrayed the perfect

image . . . from the fat

tabby to the exotic

Siamese kitten.

ing to draw the audience into the

cat's redlm. From dramatic shadow
effect and flashes of bright spot-

lights, to Christmas-like strings of

lights and the use of a simple flash-

light, the light effects brought to

life the cats' fantasy-like domain.

The laiger-than-life bicycle wheels,

shoes, rusty cans and flat tires in

the set's backdrop shrunk the

human "cats" down to true feline

size.

The cats also attempted to pro-

ject their reality off the stage,

parading down the aisles and star-

ing into the audience members.
Each cat seemed to move sponta-

neously from the stage, whether it

was Sager makipg a dramatic yet

dignified exit or DeVito picking a
woman and jumping into the audi-

ence to dance with her

Still, even a good performance
could only go so far.

Besides, good performances are

not too hard to find in Los Angeles.

And if you can find something with

plot, driven ideas or even long-

standing interesting features, go
there instead.

THEATER: "Cats' at the Schubert
Theatre, ABC Entertainment Center,

2020 Avenue of the Stars. Tickets

$60. $50. $25. Running until Nov. 6.

For informatkxi call (800) 477-7400.

From page 25

did a lot of repertory theater," she

says. After nine years of summer
stock in Williamstown, Mass.,
Ramicova has paid her dues work-

ing long hours creating hundreds of

costumes in three months,

"Coming up with ideas for

operas and plays usually comes
with the designer's interpretation of

the play and the first meeting with

the director. "It's a strange relation-

ship," Ramicova pronounces, "it's

kind of like a love affair ... like

when you first fall in love and you
try to charm each other."

Often the director has ideas about

. the play or opera, either vague or

very definite, and the designer must
collaborate effectively.

"Artistically, it has a lot to do with

the director and what his vision i^,"

Ramicova says. "Peter Sellars is

very specific. He knows exactly

what he wants, but what he wants is

so wonderful, I don't mind."

Ramicova has a warm working

relationship with the acclaimed the-

atrical director. Sellars, sometimes
seen as both a tyrant and genius by
some, and an enfant terrible by
Newsweek, works magic into

cliche. His new version of "The
Mnvhant of Venice" ta&es place in

Venice, Calif., portraying ethnici-

ties in turmoil. Ramicova spent

time in Venice taking photos of
street kids, getting ideas for cos-

tuming. "It really was very cre-

ative." she says.

Sometimes there are collabora-

tions with actors or singers, since

Ramicova has always appreciated

input, but not all of it goes as

planned. "One of my teacheri once

"Coming up with ideas

for operas and plays usu-

ally comes with the

designer's interpretation

of the play and ... the

director."

Dunya Ramicova

Design Professor

tokJ me that every production has a

g.e.." she grins." which stands for

giant error ... there's always some-

thing on stage that you see and you
go, *My God, what is that?!'"

She once had to design clothes

for an actress who seemed to be
allergic to every fabric known to

man. and certain divas and virtu-

osos refuse to cooperate.
"Someone like Pavarotti will only

wear a certain kind of costume,"
Ramicova states. "You end up not

designing a costume for him, just

designing what he normally wears.

He really doesn't want to wear any-

thing but a muumuu."
"You have to deal with that," she

says, as well as other critical

aspects of the theater. A costume
designer really must be humble to

deal with directors shouting. *I

don't like it, get rid of it!' or the

producer's wife coming in one day
and saying, *I don't think that's a

nice costume.'"

"You can't be too in love with

your stuff," Ramicova cautions.

••You have to be flexible."

Even with an actress-mother.

Ramicova was more interested in

drawing. About her choice of
career, her family was less than

thrilled. "My rix)ther wanted me to

marry a doctor ^id my father was-

n't too crazy about it. For a long

time I was struggling." She support-

ed herself, even during the lean

years, without k grant or other

means of support. "I was lucky I

was able to support myself," she

laughs, "just not in the style I was
accustomed to."

DIVIDE AND CONQUER MATH presents

CBEST MATH WORKSHOPS
Benefits Include -^

6 Hours Instruction

Timed Drills

Intensive Arithmetic, Algebra, and GeometryJlevievir
Low Fee ($80 Early Registration Discount)

For More Jnfo And A Free Brochure CaU "^

(310)216-6701

JEecc 155 pg Algebra Facts Book To First 20 Registrants! Call Now!

Indian Food & Falafil

Chidcen Tikka Sand. 4.25

Lamb Kabob Sand. 4.25

Falafil Sand. 2.75

Gyro Sand. 3.75

Buv anv
» »

one sandwich

iiet seconc

one 3()"o

off same value

*This offer does not include any other special*

Expires 11/04/94

10948 Weybttrn Ave 208-1943 (Next to Stan's DonuU)

Italian Restaurant

207-5900
anl8"

Rzza
(it's huge!)

1U28 SMfIA MONICA BUO).
SUN-THURS 11-12 AM • FRI & SAT 11-2 AM
15^ Inch Pizza , 2 Toppings

onlyl&n
plus Garlic Breod and 2 Cokes

only $9.99
Md $1 and make Hon E>-uii{|e 18*

$1199
X-LAR6E

I

I

I

AM tw toppings |

yourtieortdesifes |

6-pack of Coke
[

Thin or Thick Crust, NO EXTRA CHARGEI
Lowfat cheese available upon request.

BECOME
AN

I INDEPENDENT HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
OF

ORIENTAL MEDICINE
One of the most progressive & exciting fields in medicine today.

^Holistic Mind-Body Therapies

KL *Acupuncture
•* Herbal fviedlclne

Nutrttion

Other Energetic Techniques

EARN A
MASTER'S DEGREE AT

EMPEROR'S COLLEGE OF
TRADITIONAL ORIENTAL MEDICINE

*Accre<fited

'Degree prepares you for state & Naiionai Licensing Board Itxams

*Fiil or Part Time Classes available

* Federal Financing for cuiaiHod candidates
*60 Aocradhad Cdege UnHi Requirod for Admission

*LocalKi in tfie beautiful seasida tofwn of Santa Monica

CALL31(M53-83Q0
FOR A PERSONALLY GUIDED TOUR OF OUR

CAMPUS & INTERN CUNIC
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HAIR

CARLTON
WESTSIDE
PAVIUQN

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

ONE PROCESS
COLOR

&
CUT ^^

MUSTSHOW UCIASWIXNT ID. OREMKOm LD. WITH COUPON

Must be presented to receptionist before services arc performed

(Certain restriction ap)ply).

Wtmmnmtt»righHonHtmmnfk»ta any cUtm^ii^toia tail contition k untulubk.

VALID SUN-THURS

WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

SANDBAG'S

jgTlll^Kl^T Any Sandwich, Chips, Drink (free refills), and
Cookie for $4.49 plus tax. Gckxl 3 p.m. - 9 p.m.

SPECIAL Mon. - Fri. and aH day Sat. with Student I.D.

^ Westwood Village

1 134 Westwood Boulevard

2 Bbcks North of Wilshire Blvd. ^B SI ATM

Phone Order* (310) 208-1 133
Open Mon - Sot O 10 cm.

Free Delivery 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Limited area - $10.00 minimum order

HATE HIDDEN COSTSr ^EM^
- DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) aUow'^uJufcrRE'^oryo^u

"

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care
• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 hours a day!

COMPU^YE CARE*
taEd 319-9999 m

1531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
(corner of 16th Street. r>ext to Crown Books)

CAMPUS

EVENTS Like father,

like son.

They're dead, but

they can still kick

your ass.

Two bucks.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom,

Bruce 9:30pm Thurs. & 7pm Fri.

Brandon 7pm Thurs. & 9:30pm Fri.

ENTER THE
!>PACON
rtUlmtjXnAC FUf ;»•<• Mi^ Moxnaa «. a r-ro

•'VOk.. ,
'

EASTWEST
From page 25

Lu, remain the hardest part of act-

ing. "It's trying constantly to look

for stuff you're suited for,' she

says. Already Lu takes voice,

dance, acting and musical theater

classes. "You always need more
foundation and keep bettering

yourself."

Teaching dance camps and
working forJpisneyland helped

shape her desire and pay the bills.

Doing four shows a week gets an

actor into shape dramatically. "We
started rehearsing six to eight

-

weeks before the show opens,
then we do pick-up rehearsals on
Wednesday," Lu says matter-of-

factly.

"When I graduated I took a

class with Nobu McCarthy who
was the artistic director for East

West Players," says Cindy
Cheung, a recent UCLA grad in

applied mathematics, on how she

got into the company. "It was a

summer workshop of intensive

singing, dancing and movement.'
From then on she was hooked,
grabbing some choice parts in th'e

theater company and now in

"Sweeney Todd." "It's very
unglamorous," she says of acting.

"There's so much learning, you
need a lot of time ^nd patience."

Turning down a job offer at a

software company, her family had

a harder time sharing in her
vision. "My mom is really sup-

portive, my dad has a harder
time," she says. "But they see me
working really hard and they're

supportive."

On the corner of Professor
Tedd Szeto's desk innocuously
sits a flyer for "Sweeney Todd."

Szeto appears conservative and
studious, a far cry from his drunk-

en and humorous ensemble char-

acter. "I teach PIC lOB," he says

simply. He pursued acting in high

school and even as an undergradu-

ate, but his acting aspirations had

to wait until after graduate school.

At 26 he thought his chance might

be gone. "I didn't see (acting) as

an option, I thought it would be

too late ... but I learned you can

never be too old."

The idea of professional secu-

rity doesn't seem unusual with

this group including a doctor, a

professor and a part-time accoun-

tant. "I needed to get this degree

done first," he says. "For rtie it

was a question of stability."

Dealing with the hard work of

research and his classes, Szeto

finds acting a release. "It's all

been fun," he says. 'The show on
the side keeps me human."
A graduate of UCLA's School

of Medicine, Paul Wong, who
plays Sweeney Todd, enjoys the

luxury of a secure career and act-

ing. Working as a physician full

time, he also participates in one
East West Players production per

year. "I make time to do it," he

says, disregarding his SO-hour
work week. "It's a long day but I

love doing it."

For advice to young actors, Lu
thinks a moment. 'Talk to people

you respect," she says. "Talk to

people who are actually doing it.

Read the trades and do your
homework."

"You should decide what
makes you happy and do it,"

Wong advises. ,

About acting Cheung remains

single-minded. 'This better be the

only thing you can do," she says.

THEATER: "Sweeney Todd"'by
Hugh Wheeler and Stephen
Sondheim. Playing at East West
Players Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. an Sunday at 2 p.m. Running
through Nov. 20. TIX: $25 gener-
al, $20 students and seniors. For
more info call (213)660-0366.

SOAP
From page 29 .

shouldn't have babies to improve
their marriages. Fox said, while
children shouldn't grow up so
quickly on the soaps. Seldom are

infants shown for an extended
period of time because in real life,

babies are too difficult to work
with on the set. Fox said.

"Babies are bom on soaps, but

nobody wants to work with a

baby, so the baby disappears,"

Fox said. "It's a very important

thing to deal with. How does it

change you? But that doesn't ever

happen."

In matters of sex, soaps have
dealt with progressive issues like

teen-age pregnancy and AIDS but

often tell such stories in rather

idealistic ways. Fox said.

A 16-year-old on CBS' "Young
and the Restless," for example,
showed a great deal of maturity -

and received an overwhelming
amount of support - when she
agreed to take an AIDS test after

having sex for the first time with

a questionable partner. Fox said.

Unlike today's society - where
youths are generally unconcerned
about sexually transmitted dis-

eases and rarely communicate
with their parents about such
issues - the character of Victoria

got immeasurable support from
her stepmother and got in to see a

private doctor right away. "It read

like a brochure," Fox said.

"We'll suggest to them story

lines that incorporate these issues

in a way to draw attention to

issues, to get people more aware
of them," Fox said. "We don't
want to stop what they do. but
incorporate these things to get the

message across in soap operas."

During a Friday night speech.

Elders is expected to focus on

teen pregnancy and how the soaps

could more realistically depict

problems and solutions.

"Imagine if you could commu-
nicate the reality of teen parent-

hood - the joy, the drudgery, the

responsibility for a lifetime," says

a draft of Elders' speech. "The
fact that the baby doesn't go away
at 12 months and come back as a

10-year-oldr'

To coincide with the confer-

ence, the Kaiser Family
Foundation will release a study on
what kind of messages daytime
television conveys about sex,

contraceptives and AIDS.
Some network executives are

open to hearing what PCI has to

say, though some have mixed
feelings about whether it's their

job to provide more realistic story

lines that influence viewers.

"First of all, we have a respon-

sibility to tell a good story, and I

think within a good story we have
been very responsible in letting

the public know what's right and
what's not," said Barbara Hunter,

CBS' director of daytime drama.

"The public does what they want,

obviously."

Writers like Josh Griffith of
ABCs' "One Life to Live" are

eager to hear what PCI has to say.

"We want to tell more stories

(about pregnancy). We feel that it

is one of the issues we haven't

dealt with a lot and we would like

to."

Said Griffith: "It's a very inter-

esting subject matter, and I agree

it's very important to try to get

this message out in the most
mass-media way as possible,
which soaps provide."

See SOAP, page 33
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SOAP
From page 32

Yet, other organizations outside

of the television industry are con-
cerned about what kind of mes-
sages will be conveyed - and who
will be sending thent

"The problem is not that soap
operas are being used to convey a
message deemed to be important,
relevant and appropriate. The con-
cern is what defines what is impor-
tant and relevant and appropriate
for people's sexual' and family
behavior," said Paul Hetrick, vice

president of Focus on the Family, a
Colorado-based conservative orga-

nization that is "dedicated to the

preservation of the home."
"Who has power and whose

views are going to be those that

control story lines and TV produc-
tion and have access to millions

and millions?" he asked. "If they

want to work an important thought

into a drama, it will be a politically

correct one, probably a leftist

one."

For the last 10 years, PCI has
gone to heavily populated coun-
tries like Mexico, India, Brazil and
Tanzania to either create soap
operas or work with existing
shows to provide a more positive

attitude about reproductive behav-
ior. Fox said.

In India, for example - where
girls are often married at 1 4 and
pregnant by 15 - PCI wrote a soa{)

story line about a girl who, despite

her dreams of becoming a lawyer,

was forced into a marriage at 14,

Fox said. She died a year later dur-

ing childbirth.

Up to 130 million tuned in to

the soap and thousands flooded the

TV studios with letters each week
in response to the story line. Fox
said. Concerns about overpopula-
tion are never more grave than in

India, where officials expect the

numbers to exceed 1 billion by the

end of the decade.

"Mothers-in-law in Pakistan are

the worst. They really are the ones
who keep the tradition (of marry-
ing the girls young) alive," said

Fox. "Young women come to live

as indentured servants."

The Soap Summit is being pre-

sented through a grant from the

Pew Charitable Trusts, with addi-

tional support coming from The
Kaiser Family Foundation. The
Charitable Trusts is a national and
international organization that sup-

ports nonprofit activities involving

culture, education, health and
human services, among other
issues.

TECH
From page 30

I want guests to be able to sit down
and chat,'" he said. "I said, 'OK, but

I get to do what I want in the media
room.'"

Audio Video Interiors, the
Architectural Digest of home-the-
ater literature, is filled with glossy

pictures of arty home-theater accou-

trements, most of them designed to

banish the couch-potato image of
TV watchers.

There are sleek leather recliners

in red and black, yuppie Italian ver-

sions of the old La-Z-Boy.
Entertainment centers are being
replaced by sophisticated cabinetry

that has space for books as well as

laser discs.

There are dozens of interior
designers who specialize in media
rooms. There are even home-theater

consultants you can pay to tell you
how to woric the remote.

"Most of my clients are in the

entertainment industry, but they
don't know anything about (home-
theater) hardware" said Lee. 'They
don't even know how to turn it on."

What they do know is that they
loathe the spilled-soda smell of the

local multiscreen complex.

"I hate movie theaters," said
attorney Miller. "They're uncom-
fortable and dirty, and I can't stand

standing in line. I hate people talk-

ing in theaters, commenting on
whatever you're watching."

His above-garage media room,
on the other hand, has two long,

down-filled sofas, two leather
recliners and a popcorn cart like the

ones at Disneyland. It's not fancy,

but it's a great place to stretch out
and watch TTte Fugitive or Aladdin.

His audiovisual setup includes

George Lucas' THX sound system,

a laser-disc player and a mechanism
that doubles the number of scan
lines on his 126-inch, front-projec-

tion screen.

"The only disadvantage of a
home theater is that you never want
to go to the movies again," said

Miller.

Even "Entertainment Tonight"
film crlfic Leonard Maltin - a certi-

fied film buff - admits that going to

the movies can be as much fun as

nails on a chalkboard.

"Movie-going is so unpleasant

now." Maltin said. "I wouldn't be

caught dead at a movie on a

Sattuday nighty ^-^

But that doesn't mean he's sitting

at home with the VCR, either. In

fact, when Maltin watches movies
at home, they are reel-to-reel films

projected onto a collapsible screen.

"The movie experience is stilt

unique, though it's possible to repli-

cate it more closely at home," he

jsaid. "But to be surrounded by other

people in the dark, munching on
unhealthy popcorn, watching the

big screen - that's a unique experi-

ence."

Richard Jameson, editor of Film
Comment, a magazine published by
the Film Society of Lincoln Center

in New York, predicts that, no mat-

ter how polished home-theater tech-

nology becomes, some people will

always prefer movie houses.

"I think the experience of going
somewhere for a big event can't be

replaced," he said. 'The communal
experience is something we like to

do. People listen to great CDs. but

they still go to concerts.

"There's a magic and a richness

in color and texture that common
video doesn't have."

The other problem with home
theaters is the shape of many video

screens. Movie screens are long,

rectangular boxes. TV screens are

squares. Big-screen TVs are usually

something in between. When a
movie shot for a wide screen is

shown on TV, much of the image is

lost

Then again, some movies play

better on the little screen, Jameson
says.

"Some movies are just glorified

TV shows anyway," he said.

"They're not imagined with the

kind of power a film needs to fill up
a space in a theater.

"I remember when I saw The
Jerk in a theater, I thought it was
awful - so puny. A year or two later,

I was sitting in the living room and

The Jerk was on and I thought it was
funny. What had been very unsatis-

fying in a theater was good on TV
"It's a physical thing. Some

movies can't fill up a big screen."

The rising popularity of letter-

boxed movies - films in which the

top and bottom of the screen is

blacked out, creating a rectangle in

the middle of a square screen - is

changing the home-theater experi-

ence, too. Jameson says. Changing
it for the better.

20th Anniversary Sale

BEAN BAG FACTORY
Large Selection of Futons

Starting As Low As - ^ _ „ ^^ .
^

^ Custom Bean Bag Chairs

Factory Direct - Made to Order
Fun, Safe, Reasonably Priced

starting at:

j^g^gg

$125

Custom
Bean
Bag
Chairs

933-3971
5011 W.Pico Blvd. LA.

Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00 Fri 9:30-5:00

Sun 11:00-5:00

Borders' B(x>ks and Music

Discussion and Signing

by Morgan Monceaux
v*y/^

I'M

Friday, Oct. 28 - 6:(X) p.m.

Ill lii.s book Jazz. My Music. My People.

,Morgan Moiiccaux uses portraits, biographical

sketches, personal reininisccnces and impres-

sionistic collage paintings to tell the stury of

jazz tluough die lives of 40 African-American

artists who created it. The musicians include

notables from Louis Armstrong and Jelly Roll

Morton io Duke Ellington and Billie Holiday to

Charlie Parker and other iimovators of bebop

and modern jazz. Monceaux is a self-taught

artist whose career was launched with an article

in The New Yorker.

BORDERS

^xim
mjnmuv^twm.:

\
A

f^^

Westwood-Los Angeles
1360 Westwood Blvd.

BOOKS AND MUSIC (310)475-3444
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Display ads— local rata/coi.lndi 11.25

Fraquexy & Agency Rates Avatlabte

OeidliMS

t worldng day before printing,by noon.

CiMSIMiiiltoya*:

^2 worldng days twfore printing, by noon.

Make cbecio payable to ttie

UCLA Daily Bruin.

Icot. X 1 s 2lnches x llnch. There are no cancellattons after noon the day t>efore printing.

T>ieASUCU>ConinMintcaions Baafdtulyiuppomjw lW¥efrt^

trtwlniUun. No nwdhMn sM accept aikieniMinaiai wliicti pnaent penona cH ui) origin, raoe,

nliiloiL sex. or mual orianMion In a dmaanina wav or hnolv dwt Itiev an bnHtd to miliQni

capafeMas.iolasorsMMlnaocieiy.Nelliieri«DalyBfHinnortt«AStXXAComnwilealh^

hasinmigBManyofthe 8a(vk»atfM(«ied«ttieadMrlliefsr«presenM Inttaalnue. Any parson

believingIM an advertiaenMrit in Itils IsstM vMatad ew Board's policy on nondiscfiniiraliao stated

herein shMM con—inlcii compWnls In writing to the Business Manager. Dally Bruin, 225
KerdMf IM. 308WMwoDd Plaza. Los Angeles,M 90024 . For assManoe witti housing dtatmi-

nation problems, cal Ihe UOA Houslrv Office at (310) 825-4271 or Gil the Weetside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475^71

How to write a good ad

1

.

Start your ad with the merchandise your are selling. This mal(es it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand.

scan the ads and locate your item(s). p 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Ask what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads without prtees. descriptions.
-'
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GRADUATE AFFIRMATIVE AFFAIRS OFFICE
Presents gjorJAL

Sponsored by
THE GRADUATE DIVISION

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 bccinnen cooklr>g

tips! Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthorne Blvd. MSa-HSOCT, Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

VOICEMAIL

$5
.75
per

month

Instant
Waicemaif
^Ujuii.* ij JBJ.Blil ILLVIJIL4

fPiiv. phone #
\ Temporary/
permanent
ij4hr. service

To Start immediately,

call (310) 65? 3377

UCLA

ThufiytUty, Octabef 27, 1994 from 10:00 eufx to 2:00 pm
Ackcfnum Gfcutcl Bcdlroonx

OVER 100 SCHOOLS IN ONE PLACE! MEET REPRESENTATIVES FROM MANY OF THE
NATION'S LEADING GRADUATE SCHOOLS, INCLUDING;

All U.C. Campuses
George Washington

Harvard

Stanford

Northwestern

Oregon State

University of Chicago

University of Oregon
use

Dartmouth

Columbia

Wortcshop^ to Help you, Pi^epiurG for GtrndMAote School

^iEoCorcjrcl* Jacket Stf9.99
L.«^i SOt'N/Vfarstas* CIocHlna

19«0*a-1970*ai OvanOla.
Boc»Cs. A B«Ilt>oC«anis

Interasone
6683 1/2 HoOjwood Blvd

(213) 465-2644

L00%POWER CX)MMUNICA'nC»l
Rumsi ihi

^jr:s;T^S?,$%a£.
•fte NATIONALLY nOXVnZBD. €1995
'PowaoMB: TtamoTnaNaiTosAXTo ^

ftontr XJmi^rammU 100 y. i Ji

w

lic^ fi

(I(M.S».M)_4t9JS*<3jOOMl. te kM«< cm h>l

,4>BMrC<MMa*atai^ SK& BMnlir 0r..8ufei47li

Bi>w»Hfc,CA»(g1Zfw»iifciiii«lonptO>39<><ieoa

Is Grad School Rightfor Me?

What are your motivations for attend-

mg graduate school? Should you go

now or later? This workshop covers

poijils to consider ir> deciding how a

graduate or professional degree fits

into your career plans, as well as con-

tinuing education alternatives.

Tuesday, October 25, 6 - 7 ptii

.

Wednesday, October 26, 3-4 pm
Thursday, October 27, 9 - 10 am

Selecting a Grad School: Look
Before You Leap

Covers criteria for deciding which
graduate programs are best suited to

your talents, interests, and ambitions.

Includes an introduction to ijiforma-

tion resources to help you evaluate

programs and compare the differ-

ences.

Tuesday, November 1, 6-7 pm
Wednesday, November 2, 3-4 pm
Thursday, November 3, 9 - Warn

.

Guidelines to the

Application Process

A basic overview of general proce-

dures for submitting an effective

application package. Discussion

abo covers GPA, transcripts, admis-

sion tests, personal interviews, and
financial aid options.

Tuesday, November 8, 6-7 pm
[Wednesday, November 9, 3-4 pm
Thursday, November 10. 9 -10 am

Getting Letters of
Recommendation

Provides strategies for selecting

your best advocates, soliciting ref-

erences, and following up for re-

sults that will give you the edge
with the graduate school admis-

sions committee.

Ti/Oiiiy, November' S,

10 am - Noon
\Nednesday, November 1 6,

10 am -Noon

Writing a Powerful Personal
Essay

Through lecture jmd interactive'ex-

ercises, you'll learn how to present

the personal abilities, interests, expe-

riences and career goals that make
you an outstanding graduate school

candidate.

Wednesday, November 9,

10 am -Noon
Thursday, November 10, 2-4 pm

Workshop's will

be held at the

Placement and
Career Plattning

Center.

Sponsored By

Xl-J«l

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA daily updates: (900)226-

^670fai. 167. $2.9SAnin. 2-minute average.

IBf Infoaervice, 1^ CA. 213-993-3366.

10 Personal

TO 01, SURPRISE! Happy 22nd Birthdayl

Toda/i honxcope: Reach for the stars, and
when yoo get there, reach further! So, malce

your senior v^r at UCLA a 'Hollywood End-
In;;!' With fondest renards, Sagittarius.

WANTED: 100 UCI^ studenu to test new
voicemail Introduction lervice. Absolutely

free. 818-986-9045.

VVNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and cam $$$ do-
InK it 100% Kuarantee. Call 31 0-281 -882&

^^m

NEVER MISS A CALL.'

1" MONTH
• FRit! IMMEDIATE HOOK UP
PAGIR & 800 StRVK{ AVAIlASlf

1-800-309-8888

RENT A CAR
YES. We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 OK!

X310) 673-9899

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri Step Study. AU 3525

Ttxirs. Book Study. AU 3525
Tues orx3 Wed l>scussion. Denfol 23-029

Altlmej 12 10-1 00pm
for alcoholics oi individuals who hove a

drinking problem

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No rcpayn>enU, EVER. Qualify immediately.
1-800-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

ELECTRIC GYPSY
JImi Hendrfac Mbule band availabi* to play at

your HalloiwMn Party for a foe. Call ^tdyC
J1 3.2S4.10W. ...

r-siiiuis

Blank shirts at wholesale price!

We do silk-screen printing too!

For best price and service, call

TAG 310-527-4313

BBS 301-

2A^]:(t ^^. E- Mail

0C(7 14)449-9373

LA(2 13)962-3634
1 200-1 4.4K BPS. 8bit No Parity

(714) 449-9408(Voice)

KOREA AMERICA ONUNE

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBW, BICYCLE OR MOPED AC-
aOENTS. Slip and Faib. Business Law.
UCLA Grad. Cfose to campus. Free Consulta-
tion. Mhchell Kreitenbwx 21 3-364-3561.

/>

1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings

MILJNG

'<**^5»8«.>V.

Canpw Ptioto Studio ii located on 2nd iloor Acker«an

Open Mondiy-Fridiy 8:30-5:3€ Phone 206-8433

Smart seniors know this

is the best time of year

for senior yearbook

portraits. No lines, no

rush, no midterm circles

^HNier the eyes. So you'll

not only be included in

the Bruin Life yearbook,

you'll look your best.

2 Campus Services 2 Campus Services

rr
Oct£^fOVr\A,a,^

^

GT2UCLA
Coll UCLA Commuter Assistance - Rideshoring

at (3 1 0) 794-RlDE or stop by our office at 555 Wbst\AOod Hoza
Room 200 (Stnjcture 8, level 2) for info on corpools, vanpods

i^V^ and public transit optlors. jj
— •--''

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedicated fo Providing Quality legal Education

• low/JD Program occredited by llie GJifomia Gxnmittee of Bor Examiners.

• Program designed k> prepare stvxjenh lor the demanding dxiHenges of tlie

lego! profession.

• Small classes.

L\W/|D DEGREE

VuU Time

Pari Time

Day/Lvcning

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

CcrtificMe

A5/BS Degrees

Lvening/Salurday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1 950 3RD STREET,

lA VERNE, CA 91 750

(909)596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 HAlflOA BIVD.,

ENCI0091316

(8181 981-4529

^^^>rM
^

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thr UmxrtMly ti La Vcmr k Accrcdiinl h> ihr Wnitm AuocuiMn o( Schools ind Colleges

n Attorneys

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto &Wort( Accidents •Fdte •Wis

•Medkii Malpractice •Business Lttieation

•JoblMEcnm •Divorce •Trials

Cal Susan Balistocky

L(818) 382-7055 or (310) 284^8901

12 Research! Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to S540.00 in

your ipart! tlnw. If you take daily nthma
medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research <kug ftudy with a new potential

treatment for aithma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may b«n^ fiam

this viul program. Allergy iUtMrch Found**

lion. Inc. ((Brentwood)

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVKW prqjr»ant

women In proccH of choosing an abortion,

Mnga Ik^ mother, or piacing baby for

~ '- ^ n.oiraKie-5073.

12 Researcti Subjects

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrt. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project Subjects

will receive 520 and a free developmental

evaluation. 310-4125-0392.

^Graduate student seeking people with one
Black and one White parent to fill out a brief

questionnaire. Please call 81 S-774-1 141,

Hyperactive boys with aOentfonal problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for UCLA research project

Receive S20 and a free dcveiopnwntal
evaluation. 310-82S-O392.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research prefect.

R«ceh« S20 and have a scientific learning

ta^mikncm. 310-625-0392.
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EARN $20
Volunteers needed for t>ack

muscle te^ wttti no t^tory of

back Injury or patn.

Criver CHy, ctf (3te|SS9'5500.

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

- .<•

Who are we?

The Student Recruiters Program is a volunteer student organization under the
auspibes of Undergraduate Admissions and Relations with Schools Office.

What do we do?

- host campus tours for elementary, junior high and high school

students

- high school visits

- college fairs

- Mardi Cras
- Bruin Buddy Day
and much more....

Please come by one of our informational meetings to pick up an applicaition:

Wed. 10/26 Thur. 10/27 Fri. 1W28
2:00pm AU3516 9:00am AU3516 2:00pm AU35 16

2:3<^m AU3516 10:00am AU3516 3:00pm AU3516

11:00am AU3516 3:30pm AU3516

Mon. 10/24

10K)0am AU 3516

11:00am AU3516

12:00pm AU 3516

Tue. 10/25

9:00am AU3508

10:00am AU3508

S:00am Murphy 1 147

Ifyou have any questions, caD Lena Brown or Jennifer Everett at (310) 206-4348

or just stop by Murphy 1 147. See you at the informational meetingsll

12 Researcti Subjects 12 Research! Subjects

Jo/rt a fmd^rall/'^

fundmd sfutfy comparing a

nmw spaem^ a^m condom with a

^^fass/c iafmx condom^

r^rmm mmdical carm/supp/fms to couplms

using condoms as birth coptrol

for 6 months.^

rO'R INror^/^ATION CALL: (113) 36i'HmH

19 Sperm/Egg donors

EGG OONORS NEEDED for infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own medical Insurance. Special

needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At

UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females

between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surarKe. Payment of S2200 for medical pro-

cess. Mirna Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday.

Help Infertile Japanese-American woman.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg
donor. Grad students call 21 3-765-5300. Use
code BH.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple %vho's

having difficulty getting pregnant w unable to

carry a child, call 310-820-6180, ask for Bea-

trice.

Egg Donors

Needed

Are you interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve their

dream of having a chikj and

also be financially compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic t)dckgrounds ages

21-34, for details please call

1W989-9890.

RIACTIONS TO
FOOD ADDITIVES
if you haive ac^crte reactiom

to fbod aGkJRNcs such as

colorfti3 agents^

rTK>noricflum ghJtamate or

pretervatives, and you mi^
wl!^ to participate In

«r\ on-camfxjs rescwch study,

picatc caH 1-800-433-2497

WOMEN 18-25 with either vx^ia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation irrvolves completing

six questiormaires. Mindy 31 0-79M)996.

22 Heoltti Services

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE COUNSaiNG,
JAMIE MINTZ, MFCC INTERN #21788. 310-

535-1452. SLIDING SCALE FEES. (Diane

Geller, Supv. MFC #27098).

16 Wanted

Atterttion professors vnA students: need arti-

cles for publication in national kidiAMn
magazine, caH collect, Ernest 619-967-6616.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818 999-IBUY (4289).

16 Lost and Found

FOUND Cat in Wartwnod. CaH 79*^3571.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. ProfessionaF

vacuum pumpi with instruction. Cain 1'-3'.

Permarwnt- *safe. EnharKe erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 .a00.987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WTTH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,

performarKX, self-conriderK:e. Indhridual

appointnrwnts arxl classes. ExperierKed

psychotherapist for 17-years. Student Rates.

Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-
portive oourweling. kidividuals, couplet,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasin

M^ IMF-20924. Barbva Shore, supwvteor,'

MS-2465S. 310-289-4643.
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scMzophreitia
Do you cflr a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

^nd may be compehlated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

PLEASE C: A L L

ij^iyiypiP

NERVOUS? ANXIOaS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65

experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I CLINICAL TRIALS!

MEDICAL GROUP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

_/

CALIFORNL\

l> I r A S E C A L I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

22 Health Services

' STUDENT RATES
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome sttess, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIS GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,

I Supervisor PSY 8070

7

iAi

22 Health Services

Acne. Tattoos

SimsDOts & Scars

Non-Surgical Laser Ttierapy lor

painless (acial skin reiuvenaliun

and removal nl anne tattoos

siinspots & scars Low cost

Free Consiiitaiion Call

1-800-685-6574

22 Health Services

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

Pormaaeat Hair Remorml
Baropean Facials • Wkslag

208 8193 9
19B1 WMtwnod Blvd.

II aUc aoulh of Santa Monlral ntvd)

22 Health Services 30 Help Wanted

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
For fasva, mofe efficient

permanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and firee

consultation. Call

Westwood (310) 312-1212

OPTOMETRIC
- OFFICE
seeking student do schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent tdephone skills, muse

be petsonable, caring, and

aggressive. Bate Pay plus

commisuaa.

P/r MWSat(ani)
(310)837'7202kavei

30 Help Wanted

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINC/TUTOR/DRIVER for

bright and fun twelve-year-old. Monday-Fri-

day 3-8pm. RefererKcs required. 10 min.

from campus. 81 8-789-0696.

$6.63A1R. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DeNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

$8.07-$9.80
Security ofTicers wanted: UCLA medical cen-

ter. Seelcing Professional, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.

Santa Monica bassd national
R«al Estate corporation »a»Ks
offlce clorK to assist in property
management. Qata entry, phone,
arKl oroanlzatlonal skills required.
Part-time. Immediate opening

at $7.00mr.
(3 10)449-g020/0ina

1 -FEMALE READER who Is bilingually profi-

cient in Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evening. S8-1(]A)r. 30hr^mo. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIR4NCI EARN BIG $$$
+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Sprin^Summer seasons.

GUARANTEED SUCCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398 exl23031

.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by

appointments only. For commercials, films,

and print ads. All typeVages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Image. 818-222-9091.

ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT

Fishing industry. Earn up to S3000-$6000+
per month +benefits. Mal^emale. No ex-

perience necessary. 206-545-4155 ext-

A59341

.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calendar

1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi

Call for appointment (310)285-9264.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy work, excellent income

to assemble products at home, up to

STtXVweekly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewin);, more. 21 3-243-82aa

ATTENTION BRUINS. GREAT OPPORTUNI-
TYI Westwood area, part-time sales, flexible

hours. Salary plus bonus. Ask for Mary. 310-

441 -7200

AUTHOR/TV PRODUCER/TASHION SCHO-
LAR needs film student/research assistant for

a history of swimwear in film. Exciting pro-

ject, good pay. TelAax Adrian at 805-96S-

1880.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-

orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.

Fast paced, fun, and creative environment,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1180.

BEVERLY HILLS TRAVEL AGENCY has excit-

ing opportunity for f^-(^ sec/receptionisL

Answer phones, help agents, distribute

brochures. Learn the biz. SalaryAxmus op-

poftunlty. Call Ric 310-246-4499.

BRENTWOOD LOCATION, Receptionist,

F/r, light typing, $5.50 to start Ask for Mr.

McQueen. 310-820-771 1.

BUSY ENTERTAINMENT OFFICE, needs hard

working office support. Full/part-time posi-

tion, requires flexible availability. Need car.

Fax resume 310-276-5721, phone 310-276-

3300.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63^r. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Suruet Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CARRIER Of BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS. Pick

up specimens at Vemon packing house early

am. Valid CA drivers licerve. Min. liability

irwur. as prescribed by State of CA. Payment
per trip. 310-825-8391.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, arxi music videos.

Earn up to $200 per dayl No experience

needed. Work guaranteed! Call today 213-

851-6102.

CD-rom interactive and video game market-

ing internship now available. Stipended posi-

tion will involve all aspects of advertising and

promotion as they relate to the launch of

some of this cutting edge industry's most ex-

citing entertainment titles. 310-473-9200

exL2S11.

Century Gty law firm needs parttime file

clerk/relief receptionist Tues. and Thurs.

10am-6:30pm. Knowledge of vMirdperfect.

Pre-law students encouraged to apply.

$7.00^r. Call Donna at 310-286-1700 or fax

resume at 310-286-1728.

CLERICAL/RECEPT.
POSITION. Professional phone manner, well

organized, 15-20 hours, 10am-3pm Monday,

Wednesday, Friday with other days possible.

(310)794-0284.
_;

College students needed to portray high

school students! Work as a movie extra. All

types... No feesAw gimfiicks. Weekend work

available. Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-

2278.

COMMUNFTY SERVO OFFICERS (CSO-s)

are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 6Av to

start, up to $9.1 0. 1 S-i-hrVvvk. Flexible sched-

ule. Call 825-6760.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn up to

$2000Wmonth wurking on cruise ships or

land tour companies. World travel. Seasonal

arwJ F/T employment available. No experi-

ence necessary. For more information call 1-

206-634-0468 extC59341

.
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BEK&JERinrS.
VERMONTS HNEST ALL NATURAL ICE CREAM™

Ice Cream Parlor needs

friendly and responsible

people for our 3
Westside locations.

Various positions

(scoopers to managers)

and shifts available.

Call John at (310)788-9682.

CAMPUS REP
WANTED

The nation's leader in college marketing

Is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial

student lor the position o1 campus rep.

^to sales involved Place adverlising on

biJIetln boards tor companies such as

American Express and Microsoft.

Great pan-fllVie job earnings. Choose

your own hours; 4-8 hous per week
required Cal

Campus Rap Program
American Passage Media Corp.

215 W. Harrison, Seattle, WA98119
(800)«72434 ExL4444

Wanted for Full or P/T

OCEAIV loving extrovert

to work at

Oceans Gallery-& Bookstore

CallAlan 310 645^992

Part Time - Rex hours

evenlng/weekend shifts

conduct telephone surveys.

Will Train. No Selling

I.S.A. - I60O5 Sherman Way #203
Van Nuys 81»004'0372

f^t

<—

OaiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON
Heavy lifting. Clean driving record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sat.

$7yhour. Children's Book WoHd. 310-559-

2665.

DOWNTOWN LAW FIRM seeks undergradu-

ate to perform clerical tasks. Flexible hours,

great exposure to field. Ser>d resume with

GPA. Brand Farrar, 51 5 S. Flower St, #3500,

LA 90071 . Attention Amber Ackland.

EARN X-TRA INCOME on a pvt-time basis

in health and nutrition industry. Call 310-

617-9208 or 213-653-1679. Leave message

and »»hen convenient to call.

FILE CLERK NEEDED for one of the largest

film production companies. Flexible sched-

ule. 25 hounMc, $S/hr. Must have flling^>f-

fice clerk experience arwi be very detail-ori-

ented. Call Germaine: 310-820-6733.

Flexible hours Great food Great envlrorwnent

Cutters ResUurarM in Santa Monica is hirir^.

HorttHoitesses, and servers. Apply M-F
between 2-Spfn. 2425 Colorado Ave.

GRAPHICS/OFFia ASSISTANT. P/T, (lex.

hours. (310H78-O591.

Great telephone skills and a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of txisirwss and irv

ciustries is needed to help us support our In-

vestment banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bonuses based

on results. Work out ofhome, must have car

310-391-9670.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/T cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTI-

TUDC IS EVERYTHING! 310-337-9627.

Mividual for telephone sales to banks of In-

stitutkmal investment products. Part-time or

full-time Sdes^Aariwtir^ and invest-

mehl^anking mperferKC preferred. Conrv

petWvwaw^ionus. Hyry 31ft-472-8285.

Intematioruil callback comparry in

telecommunications r>eeds 50 sales reps »nd

distributor!, no selling required, commission

only, $20004Ano. Start immediately, 310-

541-0304.

INfERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT

Make up to $200-$400Vmonth teaching ba-

sic convertatkirtal English in Japan, Taiwan

or S. Korea. No teachir^g backgrour>d or

Asian langMtges required. For more informa-

tloncill206->32-n46txtf59341.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

houfWUay. Evening, day, and weakerid hours

available to do puUk opinion and maifcet re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow in^ruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

LAW OFFKIE. Clerical secreUrial positions.

Must Know WordPerfect Have office experi-

er>ce. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshire & Glendon. 310-475-0481.

Santa Monica Co. needs a bright, detail ori-

ented person to handle the acquisition, repro-

duction and shipping of documentation and

materials r>ecessary to support its computer

related conferences. You will order and
maintain inventory, including office supplies,

work with printing ver>dors, and ship materi-

als. Computer experience desirable, car nec-

essary. Simd resume to Department N, 741

10th St, SanU Monica 90402. No phone
calls pica

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-

7232.

MervWomen ages 18-24 for nude modeling

for French and American magazines and vid-

eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. exparniing in area.

$4000^nonth, base-f commission. Start im-

mediately. 21 3-463-0633

MOOEL/DANCER NEEDED. Female mod-
el/dancer for fashion show in China. Free

trip4- good salary, must up S'T". No fee re-

qulied. 818-292-1530.

Mortgage services firm in El Segundo is

inwnediately hiring P/T general office posi-

tions for rrrarning arwi afternoons. Minimum
typing speed 35-%M)rd«^nin. $7.50^. Chris

310-348-7060.

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT w/Kime be-

havkK
^
nuidificatkxi experierKe to work

w/autistk: client in her home. 6-10

houriA«veek, evenings, Saturdays, and Sun-

days. Pay SIO^KMjr. Please call: 310-649-

0499 and ask for Ellen Slaton.

P/T 1:30-5:30 typist, 50WPM, phones, ac-

counts payAec, lite computer, must have

good organizational skills, (iiendly, non-

smoidng irwurance office. S7/hr, Clen-

donA-indbrook Streets. (310)209-0505.

P/T ADMIN. ASSIST.-WLA Architectur-

al/Detipi Firm. Gen. office-exp. preferred.

Computer lit $Mv-»^hours TBA. Sharon, 310-

286-9375.

P/T ENQNEERING POSITION AVAILABLE,

familiarity of seismic codes for URM buiMing

M. Call 213-254-5552.

P/T EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood

office. Strong secretarial skills and typir^ pro-

fklMicy of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated and bright, with a positive attitude. Re-

quires WordPerfect S.\ Lotus and Account-

ing background helpful but not necessary.

Extensive eatpetlence not required. 20-30

hounAi««ek, fledbk. $10-13Av., deperxling

on quaUficatkmt. FAX resume to: Michael L

Oain. 826-3356.

30 Help Wanted

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirenf>ent Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good moiwy. Fun! 213-664-

2999 24houfS.

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage

services firm. El Segundo. Moming and after-

noon shifts. Perfect for geography students.

S7.softy. Kevin 310-348-7080.

P/T MEDKIAL ASSISTANT. Flexible hours, 6-

12 hour^fveek, high responsibility, varied

tasks. Required: Macintosh skills. Start

$7.5(Vhour. SanU Monica^ndy. 310-207-

333t '

P/T receptionist Tues and Fri, $7.5C|^. Study

while working, sqnie phone experierKe. Con-

taa Gabriella, 310-277-2282.

Part-tinr>e data base research and support staff

work for Investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar writh on-line library and CD-ROM dau
bases; computer skills, wmrk out of home,
nujst have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 204- hn/wk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 + 8 hours Saturday or 5

hours Sunday. Starts $6-7.5(Vhr + free dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
Blvrf. Ask for Randy.

PartAHill-time warehouse clerical help need-

ed weekdays. Culver City. 310-559-8823.

Callbet¥»een 10-3.

Personal Assistant/Researcher for a

writer/producer. 15 hrVwk, starting at SIOAir.

Set your own hours, work on your own.
Good opportunity. 818-989-3558

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT to work with

yourtg man with Cerebral Palsy in West L.A.

Requires lifting, feeding and counseling skills.

SurMiays, Wednesdays, and overnights.

$7/hr. Call Pemv 310-649-0499.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE for lOt- hrsMc read-

ing psychology articles onto audio tape for

visually-impaired student at $7.31 prAir.

Flexible daily schedules ar>d work at home.
Call 310-302-1170 to leave your name,
pix>r>e number, year-in-school, major, arvJ

short 1-2 min. reading sample from a book or

r>ew5paper.

PRESTIGIOUS BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks intern/assistant for part-

time work. Car necessary. SJflyr.dW Robin

(310)275-2858.

PRIVATE ORTHODONTK: OFFICE looking

for P/T dental assistant. Will train, if neces-

sary. Experience preferred. Please call 310-

826-7494

RECEPTIONIST/GENERAL OFFKTE Clerk

needed for afternoon shifts M-F in downtown
law office. Ser>d resun>e to Brarvi Farrar, 51

5

S. Flower Street, #3500, LA 90071 . Attention

Amber Ackland.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt. buildings.

Free rent plus $40(Vmo. Contact Mary Jo

310-392-8487.

Responsible person w/reliable car to pick-up

2 chHdren from school. $5(VmML Call Mike or

PeptY 310-478-81 52.

SECRETARY, P/T, 15 hoursAveek, work at

home, MUST HAVE OWN COMPUTER.
MUST be literate in written English. Ser>d re-

sunr>e: P.O. Box 49421, LA, CA. 90049.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn SIO-ISAxxjr guaranteed working 20-

flexible hourVweek. Marketing representa-

tives/managenrwr>t trair>ee positioru. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-

days/weekerxls, removal of medical records,

$Mv., call between 10-4, Culver City. 310-

559-8823.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin immediately.

Call Helene 818-988-1 782.

Vet Technician. Full-time, experience pre-

ferred. Busy, small animal hospital located in

Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-

wtwd Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

206-6500.

Weekend Bookkeeper, Cutter's resUurant in

Santa Monica. Apply M-F t>etween 2-5pm.

2425 Coforado Ave. Ten key and cash han-

dling a WHiSt Mac artd RemarKo helpful.

WRFTERS WANTED. Quality, character-

driven, screertplays desired l>y major film

entertainntent co. D1 0)820-9897 ask for

Daniel.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and scmi-

rHide modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.

Call Derek 213-845-9669.

32 Career Opportunities

$ IMMEDIATE CASH$
Video shcMVS how a pickup truck can earn

you $20K-f/yr, SPARE TIME! NO EXPERI-

ENCE-Just you, a pickup and the BK:
BUCK$ Wrrn PCKUP trucks video. Easy

&ProfiUbtel Schedule own hoursi TRKr>L-
OR ASSOCIATES: $29 95 -^ $3.50 SAH (1-

eoO-600-4448) VISA/MC acceptedl

URGENT. Sound person and prop nruster

fteeded (or low budget film, starting on Oc-
tober 31st Call Vlrxinie, 310-209-3302.

I PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED i

- 3-S yon eipecfeace nfanmun

-70K FBI YEAR
- Califonua Lkenr req.

Cal PiMck it «1^}224233

32 Career Opportunities 32 Career Opportunities

SpecialUCLA CSscount with Ad! Call Now!

o*-
BARTENDING

°<u

•As seen on TV
•Two week training

•Nation wide job placement

^M. National Bartenders School

(213)380-3200

(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

(805)522-0278

TALENT SEARCH

TEMP AND PERM JOBS
• SECRETARIES
• WORD PROCESSORS
• PC OPERATORS
• RECEPTIONISTS
• DATA ENTRY
• GENERAL CLERKS

Laam new software or sharpen your

PC skNIt absokitaly fraal Don't wait.

Joia ItM FIRST CALL team of

professionals today.

Call Mlchal*

HRSTCALL
TEMPORARY SERVICES
264-0914

1811 Wilshire Blvd. Sulfa A
Santa Monica, CAe

TELEVISION GRAD STUDENT wanted to

find & distribute special interest video pro-

jects for profit. 805-563-2509.

FILAMtn^V/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

tor^actresses. 1 3-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North

Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (81 8)843-4228.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $30Q/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

34 Internships

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay.

Lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Con^NJter experierKe help-

ful. Call Linda: 310-82O-6733.

LAW STUDENT. Grad wanted to determine

feasability of entertainmem contract dispute

805-569-2678.

MOTION pk:ture/tv/personal man-
agement FIRM needs student-interns for

script reading and coverage, general office

work, light bookkeeping assistance. Call Col-

leen 310-474-4521.

musk: industry internship. National

Coryrert Pronwtior^arketing company
based in L.A. seeks RESPONSIBLE, OUTGO-
ING, Music/Marketing Intern. College Sopi>o-

more or above. Know your market WELL, be

VERY into music CALL ASAP 21 3-368-4738.

35 Ctiild Care Wanted

BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR 1 -CHILD, just

West of campus, 1 evening per week. Flexi-

ble. 310-471-2464.

LOOKING FOR enthusiastic, child-

devek)pment major for child-care in Sherman

Oaks. Car, references. Hours flexible. $7-f

prA^r. Fax resume. 818-783-8480.

PARENT naPER. 3:3O-6:30pm daily, must

have car and Insurance. Sfl^hour n^otiable.

8 and 11 years-old. MIchele: 818-374-

2314wo(k, 81 8-907-85 19honf>e. Childcare

experience necessary.

SEEKING BABYSITTER. Occasional weekend
evenings. 2 children ages 4 and 8. Near Bev-

eriy Center. $7.00ft>r. Call Oriy 213-935-

7114.

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light cooking, miscellane-

ous errands, projects, must have organiza^

tional skills and car. Happy spirits apply.

Flexible hours. Sue, 310-276-3300.

37 Housesitting

PCTAHOUSESfTTER WANTEDI Female to

lh«-ln and walch dogs and house over

Christmas Break. Call Valerie (310)277-5556.

49 Apartments for Rent

$103S 2 bcdroonVl-barti, French windows,
har«fcNMid fk>ors, sunr^, cozy, and quiet, kv
ciudn itatim, fric%e. laundry, paridng. Near
WMwoodA>ntury aty. 310-274-0064.

49 Apartments for Rent

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150.
$1250

Central AirA^cntral Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)47T-0858

$525 SHERMAN OAKS one-bdrm/unfur-

nished. Stove, air-conditioning, spacious,

garden type building. Pets OK. 310-475-

0572.

SSSO/MO. 2128 NORTH BEVERLY GLEN. 7

minutes to UCLA. Studio, free utilitie^aun-

dry, private entrance, open daily. 818-706-

1493, 818-609 7231.

$595. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1 BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UCLA. (310)459-6630.

$685. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.

Close to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Siiopping Center

Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, modern, 2-

bdrrTV3bath townhome, dishwasher, a/c,

fridge, patio, gated parking. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA^TOWNHOUSE STYLE

1.2 miles UCLA. (310)459-6800.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, sufaterrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6856.

1 -BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartmenU,
ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

," ^C, phone-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-

leria. Minutes lo campus. 618-997-7312.

1 BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.

Garden courtyard. Quiet Appliances, blirxis,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated. Laun-

dry, r>o pets. 10-month lease. $625/month.
310-286-2865.

Ibd/ba. 7month lease. $70(Vmo. all bills

paid. Cover parking, security building, old

Spanish style, lauruJry, close to UCLA. 310-

824-4658.

1 single ar>d 1 bachelor in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

APARTMENT FOR REI^ in Palnw «ea.
$875/month. 2-bed/2-balh. Washer/Dryer,
stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking arwi lots of storage. 310-

391 -3853 or fl 0-391 6645.

BRENTWOOD Adjacent Walk to UCLA Bus
Stop. Big and Luxurious 2BR, 2.5BA. $1395
and up. WASHER/DRYER, W.B. fireplace,

sec, alarm, 1 1 535 Rochester. 310-479-3118.

BRENTWOOD. Sunny and large 3-bed.
roonV2-bath, l^tio. North of Wilshire. disJvJ
washer, parijing, $145(Vmonth. Open 9-5,^

11921 Goshen Ave. aptfl. 310-207-0634.

CENTURY CITY/WESTWOOD-AREA. 1-bdrm

$695. Charming, re-decorated, appliances,

carpets, Venetians, laundry facilities, large,

bright, dining, enciosed private garage. Quiet

building. 310-474-1172.

4
2 Bedrooin/2 Bath

froYn only $750.00

Large units, Fully equipped

kitchens, fitness center,
%

air conditioning, covered

gated parking. On site

manager,

213-460-5173
.
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49 Apartments toi Rent 49 Apartments tor Rent
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LAMDFAIR APARTMI^TS
516LANDFAIRAVE

LOS ANGELES. CA 00024
Clean and spacious, unturnistied apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some teature balconies, stove and

retrigerators provided, water included, assigned parking,

laundry facilities in each building, ^
""

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

_ See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p.m.

Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

"'•MAR VISTA
•'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPUCE. UNIT ALARM

* 12736 CASWELLAVE
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR.

• PALMS •

$825

$845

2 BO. 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE. ALRM IN UNFT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614FARIS $995
• apen7days

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
. LOVELYAPARTMENTS

CENTURY CITY ADJ.
APARTMENT

• 3 Br/2Bath Upper
Duplex

• sec. system
• FP. W+D Hookup
• Lg. kitchen

(310)279-1827

msg on machine

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. 310-

208-8881

.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
S560-$625, Shemian Oaks adj., newly remo-

deled, many unique features, great location,

near shopping, busses arxJ freeways, 10

minute drive. (818)399-9610.

FOR LEASE NOW. $650, large upper Ibed,

1/2 block to «1 2 SM bus to UCLA, 2 parking

spaces, gated garage, intercom entry, Jacuzzi.

Quiet building-nice tenantsi 310-842-9127.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laundry, parking, 2.5 miles

from UCLA, rwn-smoking, no pets,.

$41 Q/mo. (310)478-3694.

LARGE LOfT APT. near UCLA, all applianc-

es, air conditioning, fireplace, $850.

(310)208-4934.

MAR VISTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliarKes, parking laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-stofy cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air. Fireplace,

unit alarm. -11748 Courtleigh Or.

$845/month. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-B[)RM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $825/month.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrnV2bath. Custom town-

home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm In unit.

$845. 1 1748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,

partly furnished, Available for 6 months or 1

year. 310-450-7692.

ONE MUE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood

adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed

$695. 1 235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliar>ces. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A/C, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrm/1-ba, large upper,

smalt building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must sec to appreciate. 15-mins from

campus. 310.398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10-minutes to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building refrigera-

tor, stAve, dishwasher, miniblirxis. One
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom -t- loft/3-bath,

r>ewer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvalc

Ave. 310-391 -1 076. Open 7 diyi 9-5.^

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $685. 2-t-1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589. ^t - ^^^-.- >-,r

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH ciistorh tO«m- -*

home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit. 1 -month free. 3614 Paris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdrm/2-bath apartment. New, small

complex w/all amenities.dishwasher, fire-

place, security, etc. Male-N/S preferred.

Must be super clean graduate student or pro-

fessional. $S2S/mo. Jose 310-553-

1 280ext274.

PALA4S. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, parking,

laundry, no pets. Open house Saturday-Sun-

day 1-5pm. Bus to UCLA. 10136 Nationfl

Blvd. 310-552-2387, 310-838-9726.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-

home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit. One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

Prime Brentwood! 3-bdrm/2-bath. $1600.

Pool, lg. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near

Sunset. 3ia471-2498.
;_

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Charming
Spanish style, hardwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)550-1531.

ROOM AVAILABLE immediately in large,

comfortable apartment. 1920's - era building

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 213-739-1566.

VENICE. Super 1-bdrm, near Rose Cefc,

beach. Main. Parking, appliances,. 240 3rd

Avenue. Call Phyllis, 310-396-2653.

WALK JO UCLAi. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water \nc\.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroonr\/2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking arxl entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414
lasmine. 310-838-4862.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking laundry

facilities. 11321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt. 310-477-8750.

WEST L.A. ONE-BDRM/DNE-BATH. Mod-
em building, security parking, air-condi-

tioned, fridge included. 1988 construction.

Close to biM/shopping. $800/mo. 310-826-

5902 Of 310-474-0414.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA: 3ia839-6294.'*

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartments,

private patios, stove .refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $550, furnished single, full kitchen.

N^ional/Sawtelle, direct Santa Monica bus to

UaA. Avail. Nov. 1. 310-206-8576 days,

310-445-1135 eve.s

WLA Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blirxis. Parking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 1-bdrnV1bath. New carpets,

louvers, balcony, upper, pool, security. 1 500
Purdue Ave. $695. 310-204-0472, 310-477-

5256.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(Vmonth. Ask about free

rent Attr/Ktive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Largie,

pool, patio, and barbecue area. Quiet build-

ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

SM. 1 -bdrm apartment. Furnished. $67(Vmo.

Available 1 1/1. Call 310-587-3300.

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURK>US
2bdrm/2bth, real fire place, erv:losed' patio,

all appliances, good laur>dry, parking.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kiowa. .805-526-

1759.

$520 1 BR/1 8A Front, upper, stove and refrig-

erator, carpets, newly decorated, r>ear Pico-

LaCiena<ta. (310)279-2002.

$650. With carpet, drapes, refrigerator, stove,

laundry, parking. Corwenient location- bus,

market. Show by appointnwnt 1519 Purdue

Avenue. (310)391-2874.

$875 2B0RM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

Craat large Ibdrm $575. Easy commute to

LXIA. Cjtt Lisa 310-S72-1(Wft

51 Apartments, Unturn.

PALMS, $575, brightl -bedroom, high ceil-

ings, security, laundry, pool, parlcing. 3410
Club Drive. 310-578-2212.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone, 2 bedroom up-

per.convenient location, available now,

$715, evenings 310-275-1427 or 213-254-

1565.

SANTA MONICA. 1-bdrm extra-large. Pool,

laundry, new carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

er>ts welconr>e. Good neighborhood and area.

$585 310-358-6680.

WEST LOS ANGELES. North ofSanU Moni-

ca. 2-bedroonVl -bath, remodeled, nice

neighborfwod, very large, very bright, upper
unit, new carpets, appliances, laundry. Very

close to campus and shopping. $85(VWionth.

310-828-7483.

WESTWOOD. $1195-$1500, Spacious 2 &
3-bedroom, VC, refrigerator, dishwasher bal-

cony, ideal for grad students. 171 1 Malcolm.
3/4-mite from campus. 310-273-1212.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY. $950.
Charming, spacious, 2bcV2ba, new carpets,

floor, built-ins, mini blir>ds, air, quiet, 4 unit

181 5 Camden Ave. (310)473-4858

52 Apartments to Stiare

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS townhouse by

San Vicente. Private bedA>ath, security ga-

rage, washer/dryer, female, $S20-^^/4 utili-

ties,''TSon-srnoking, r>o drugs, r>o pets. 310-

820-1120.

BRENTWOOD. Quiet, responsible N/S to

share 2-t-2 wAemale professional.

$487.5(VnrK)nth + half-utilities. Parking,

laurNJry. First, last -f- security required. Avail-

able December 1st. Call Suzann, 310-826-

1020.

LOOKING FOR fwlATURE and responsible fe-

male professional/graduate to share spacious

2-bdrnV24>th. Brentwood. $550. Pool,

laundry, parking. 310-440-9480

MARINA-Oa-REY 1 -bedroom in 3-bedroom,

2.5-bath townhouse. $490. Garage, wash-

er/dryer, dishwasher, patio, pool/jacuzzi. Fe-

male graduate student preferred, nonsnwk-
ing, quiet, neat. (31 0)306-6908.

PRIVATE ROOM IN 3bed/2bath apartment.

$367/month to month. Call Chris or Stepha-

nie (310)473-5274.

53 Roommates

BEL AIR, own room, share bath, quarter utili-

ties, swimxmiig pool. Serious, quiet female

student only. $375/month. Ist/last mo.'s

rent. 310-472-3186.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share a

bedroom. Nice spacious apartment. 5-minute

walk from Lot-32. $300/rnonth. Bobby 310-

478-7121 or Cathy 310-478-0261.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/sanw. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrnVI-bath, co-ed, luxury, security condo
w/amenities. Westwood, $350/month. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice condo, large

living room, kitchen, quiet, security building,

walk to UCLA $36(Vmo. 310-391-2877.

Live the life of WLA, 90025. 1N/S roommate
wanted to share 2-bedroonV2-bath. Gated
parking, new carpeting, dishwasher,

$525/month4^half utilities. 310-541-6524.

MALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom in plush

2-bedroonV2-bathroom cornio. Balcony, sau-

na, Jacuzzi, exercise room, parking. Walking

distance to campus. $375/month. 310-477-

5358,

QUIET FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 3bd
apartnr>ent. $35(ynrHj. 10 min from UCLA.
Overlanc^aGrange Ave. Call Jeaniene^enny

(31 0)470-4233/ (3 10)475-8762.

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share

very clean apartment. Close to campus. Rent

$350.(310)208-7972.

WESTWOOD. Great location. Female gradu-

ate student preferred. Beautiful, targe, upper
2-bdrnVl -ba. VC, hardwood floors, laundry,

2-car garage. $575/mo. Cathy, 310-477-

2007.

YOUNG PROFESSIONAL GRAD to share 2-

bdrm fumished colonial house by Beverly

Center. $57S/mo. Shawn 21 3-933-2210.

54 Room for Rent

$325/mo CULVER CITY. Own big, bright,

private bedroom.Pets ok. Share apartment
with two. Minutes to beach, bus, supermar-

kets. Eleanor/)on, 310-444-7879.

2 Grad students to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. SS5(Up€non. Pod and tert-

nis courts orivileie. 310-454-3506.

LARGE ROOM, private bath, furnished,

kitchenette, walk- in closet. Close to LXILA.
$45(Vmonth, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-361

6

pm.

ROOM FOR RENT. Female non-srtwker only

for 1 month or 2 . Close to UCLA. SAAO/mo.
UtIIMes included. (310M75-1264.

PRIVATE ROOM/BATH BEACH APT. Great
location, walk to beach, furnished, free ca-

ble, 10 minutes to UCLA. Upbeat student

preferred, N/S. 310-392-4698.

RAT^CHO PARK. Sleeping room, private

home, share bath, safe area, quiet, kitchen

privileges, $275 utilities included, Ist and
last. 310-470-7527.

'

WESTWOOD. Ibdrm furnishecVprivate bath.

Laundry privilidges. Limited kitchen

priviledges. Utils. paid, excluding phone.
^40Q/kno. 310-474-5668. —

=

irmiBTeT

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR studio sublet Dec.

15-Jan. 15. Walk to campus. Vilat/utilities.

Grad. female only. Please call for interview.

(31(9441-9767. $750.

56 House for Rent

3-bdrnV2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$1375Ano. 310-826-2022.

LARGE 2-BDRM/2-BA. 10 minutes from

UCLA. $1 SOCVmo. Laundry, kitchen, parking

spaces, cable. 310-559-7170.

57 House to Share

N^ roomate wanted to share large 2-bdnT^-
bath house, enclosed garage, WLA, $55QAtk>,

call Sandra 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-

3064 eve.

Professional or student to share house. Good
neighbortwod. 4 blocks firom beach. Wash-
er/Dryer, 1/4 utilities. $487.00. 310-823-

8879..

58 House for Sale

BEL AIR, 3b<i^.5b^-»-bonus room,5yrs new,

quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by

appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owrwr. 310^

271-7750

Cute 1 -bedroom. Great view, security build-

ing, 24-hour doorman. Walk to UCLA. Cen-

tral air, pool. $900 lease. California Pruderv

tial Realty. 310-445-7778.

Gorgeous remodel. 3-bdmVl-1/2ba, fire-

place, hardwood floors, near UCLA. Remo-

deled kitchen arxJ bathrooms. Pristir>e move-

in condition. $239,000. Great deal. Agent

310-479-6832.

62 Room/Board for Help

20 mins. from UCLA, PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH, STIPEND in exchange for

driving, afterschool babysitting (5-year old

boy), chores, etc (31 0)203-541 7.

CENTURY CITY ADJACENT. Room in house

in exchange for babysitting. Female N/S .

Nice furnished room. Call for int&view. 310-

202-8374.

FREE RM/BOARD
in exchange for light cooking and housekeep-

ing in lovely Westwood home- flower gar-

den, Jacuzzi, private entrarKe and bathroom.

References. 310-474-2335 or 310-476-5164.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.

Female student Own car, r>ear UCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

HSKPR/NANNY LIVE-IN, assist in care of 1

child, room ar>d board -f salary, r>ear UCLA,
English speaking. 310-284-9025

MORNING WORK for senior in exchange for

room and private bathroom. (213)65 1-1 319.

ROOM and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit

with household chores/errands. Own car

and/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
VisU. 310-398-1277.

Room in exchange for cleaning, beautiful

Beverly Hills house w/pool. Female student

preferred, (office) 310-208-7806.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarKe- light housekeeping some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-

906-1399.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-be<V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air tnd heal, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

67 Condosfor Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, for

sale by owner, $180,000. 310-391-2877.

68 Condos to Stiore

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Vy^lshire Highrise

CorMio. Laur>dry facility within unit, 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/5.

$120Q^mo. 310-475-7989.

WESTWOOD. Own room/own bath in luxu-

ry condo. Security parking, pool, Jacuzzi,

sauna, weight room, and maid service. Ck>se

to UCLA. Avail Nov. 1 . $600 includes utils.

Days: 818-552-4216, evenings: 310-445-

5642.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block

from UCLA. High-rise buiMing. doorman,
nvimming pool. $100(Vmo. Call Broker

PI 0)824-0453.

1BRDM, balcony view, security, parking,

gym, pool. Adjacent to Marina and 405. Rent

$795.010)397-0970.

3-bdrrTV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright, $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471-4989.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS, $750. Beautiful, sun-

ny, 1-bdrm^-bath, fireplace, balcony, pool,

spa, gym, security, parkir>g. pet ok. 310-454-

7133

Westwood Townhome, Massachusetts&Cam-
den, 2bed, 2.5bath, Private Atrium arxi Sun-

deck, Front pidrch, quiet, tandem parking,

VC, private washer/dryer, dishwasher, refrig-

erator. PeU alk>wed. $1,450-S1700. 310-

825-2633.

70 Guest House for Rent

PALMS. Delightful garden guesthoute, 1 bed-

room, gvden and cat lovers welcome,
$75(VWM>futilKies, available Dec. 1. 310-

837-8248. Campus 51 109. —

VU Child Core Offered

Ooriti Home Daycare is open for infants and
toddlers. SanU Monica College Child devel-

opment certificate. Lots of good experierx:e

as a teacher. Warm , caring environment .

Corwenient location Westside area. 310-441-

o:m)3.

91 Insurance

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Motorcycles, SR22
Accidents, Tickets OK

CALL AA*IA NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREE

1 C800.|22S-9000

/llistate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westv/ood Blvd.
(2 biks. So. of Wllsf-iire)

94 Movers/Storage

BEST^IOVERSi A licensed and insured, cour-

teous mover. Fast, careful, reliable. 99 out of

100 customers will give us good to excellent

references. State license T-1 63844. 213-263-

2378, 21 3-263-BEST.

HONEST MAN. W/14lt truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount

310-28S-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & OatVERY. The careful

movers. Experier>ced, reliable, same day de-

livery. Packing & boxes. Will delivef boxes

free. Jerry 310-391-5657.
'-^

SMALL MOVERS
LoM^st rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOMS MOVING SERVICT. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE K>BS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 fxxjr max.) Writing

and rewrites also available. ExperierKed

writer and law school graduate. 213-933-

3797.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Frustrated developin^editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; Xra'tm time management^ess reduc-..,

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951. -^'.

FREE HELP ON GRADUATE SCHOOL AP-
PLICATIONS. Call Career Advisor Associates

now for more information. (310)444-1903.

PROFESSIONAL WRITING/EDITING. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirenoent

213.871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing persorv

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1 734.

WHIP ESSAYS, TERM PAPERS & TMESES into

shape. For expert editing call the Writer's

Corwultant 81 8-883 6074.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITING

Alsubjscts. ThMM/DlMMttlions.

Personal SMtmMiL PnbpoMlB and books.

IrtsmaOonai MudMrti wiloonw.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Slwron B—r, PIlD. (310) 4704062

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not fiw sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F J 0:00am- 5:00pm

^'
.1

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTtCS. Tutoring swv-
ioe. Free consultation. Reasonable raU» ,

calt Mv Tutor anytime. Han fBOOWO-TUTOR.

i
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98 Tutoring Offered

MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $1S/hour. Cal-

culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cat^Mclal sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pajter, 310-S82-9626 NBD.

99 Tutoring Needed

CRE LITERATURE AND ENCXISH tutor need-

ed, experienced, for returning adult student

in Brentwood, please call (310)472-1 331

.

KOREAN LANGUAGE TUTOR is needed to

help walking professional develop fluency.

Leave message for Vince at (81 8)994-4676.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. SpeJI

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, trar^scrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-

TONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medieal transcription experience.

Notary Public:. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delh<ery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other fonmats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-

able rates, near campus. 31 0-4704)287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your honr>e or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-8509.

CUITAK INSTRUCTKDN. 15 years EXP. all

levels arKi styles. Patient ar>d organized. Be-

ginrwr guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

9117.

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-f yrs playing exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

Guitar lessons by a professional near IXTLA.

All levels, yjitvs available Call Jean 310-

476^154.

GUrrAR LESSONS. 15 years, experience.

Graduate of Dick Grove School of Music and

Musicals Institute. MKTHAEL WILDL 310-

823-7010.

SING! Vocal technique-all levels/rtyles, per-

formarKe anxiety, associate/Nate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UOLA, free consultation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letten^eference she^. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-

4999.

105 Travel

W%
• Comprehensive Services • Free Ticket

Delivery on Compus • Order by Phone

Paris

Seattle

Portland

Bay Area

ASUClAy^

105 Travel

HITMTHE
SKIES

Hawaii

$129

Chicago

New Yopii

Boston

Daiias(t70)

EDROPE SZ49

310*894*0660
Call For Free Program Description

T R E L

Specializing In-
Discount Airfare

^

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMAN GHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black

top, black interior, red body, in good corwii-

tlon. S450(yobo. 310-553-1444.

1986 HONDA ACCORD LX. 4-Door, Met
Blue/Cray, 5-speed, 1 36k, air, cruise, power
steering, brakes, Mrindows, locks. Asking
$2900.310^25-7152.

1986 VW-jETTA , WOLFSBURC ED. A^
anVFm casket, leather, sun-roof. Good condi-

tion, new tires. One owner. $4200-obo.
310-284-5650.

1987 Nissan Pulsar SE, runs great, very spor-

ty, black, top maintenarx^e and stereo, must
sell, 9SK, $2995. 310-445.0940.

1988 Mitsubishi Precis LS. 4-door hatchback.

$3500. Legitimate owner. 38K miles. Tinted

windows, air, electric sunroof, new tires,

Kenwood pull-out radio. Mint condition.

310-208-1626.

84 BMW 31 8i. Superb condiUon, air, eleo
trie, 5speed, blackAan leather, sun roof.

$4995. 310-204-2550, 310-822-9633.

86 BMW 325, blackAan, automatic, fully

loaded. $750(Vobo. (310)447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7/CTU. Original owner.

Black/black. 40,000 miles. Fully loaded.

(310)826-1081.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford Mustang CT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast. NeW braites, good interior.

$3300. 3 10-777-9761 /pager.

'82 SKYLARK. ONE OWNER. Good condi-

tion, low miles. Perfect for studerrt. $1200-
obo. Chris 310-471-0718.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-door, red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k

miles, ieaOO/obo. Call 8-Spm. 825-0731.

'91 Coo«tte. $21,00(Vobo. Loaded. Leather

interior, viper alarm, performance package,

fror^fnar radar, CD/cassette, excellent cofKil-

tion. Call Karen at 310-379-8373.

'92 ACURA INTEGRA GS. Black, automatic,

sunroof. Asking $13,900. 310-937-4569.

113 Bicycles for Sale

CANONOALE ALUMINUM FRAME ROAD
BIKE. 52cm, shimano 105 components, time

pedals, like new, plus accessories. $525.

310-392-3695

1 14 l\/1otorcycles for Sale

Shadw 700 cc Black, \ow miles, Oct. Tags,

Helmet, saddle bags, wind shield, great bike,

$1800 Ann. Saul 310-287-0892.

115 Scooters for Sale

1991 HONDA ELFTE E scooter, perfect condi-

tion, new battery, basket and helmet includ-

ed. $45(yobo.Call 310-451-4346.

HONDA amE like newl Red '87 left in stor-

age- under 300 mJtol SBSOfabo. pgr
(818)418-0903.

1 15 Scooters for Sale

^.*

MUST SELLI Leave town in 2-w«eks. YAMA-
HA 125 '87, White, w/2-helmeU, Mock.
Good condition. Runs great, 95-rcgistraUon.

$500. Steve 31 0-839-2S47,

126 Furniture for Sale

Kitchen table and chairs, $100. Back stretch

rack, $100 and sb( foot surf board, $50. 310-

442-9511.

LIKE NEW SLEEPER SOFA. Full, $200obo.

Queen, $225obo. Contact Kevin 310-379-

6596. .

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen

$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,

full $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $350.

Dining and sofa seU also. 310-821-0729.

Top quality leather center SOFA BED-7ft.

Medium antique gold, excellent condition.

Paid $2200, Saaifice $850. 213-651-3958.

127 Garage Soles

Moving sale, cheap, good condition, almost

new director's chair $75, kitchenware, coffee

table $35, twin bed $99. 310-473-2142.

128 rvlisc. for Sale

FOR SALEjUSED MEDKIAL/NURSING
BOOKS. Call for pricesAitles, 310-558-41 28

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, nxHise, nrwnitor, like new.
$1180.310-644-2612.

IBM-compatible computer, 286, 40
megabites, including nwnitor and printer,

$300.818.865-9756.

IBM'Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargain! Call your fellow UCLA bruin for in-

(bmiation. 81 8-225-0909.

Used XT aixl AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from

$50 each. 310-286-1222.

ersonal

•birthday • lunch? • best wishes on an exam
Make the most ofyour resources and display
your wishes and wills in the Daily Bruin

•• Jen, WELCOME bac'i<'from

MID-TERM HORRORS. MEET YOU AT
TREEHOUSE to discuss WHAT'S
REALLY IMPORTANT. JEFF ^

r^

^..^j^Mjrj>i^Mei^^?;®JT>^
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Get $1 0.00

FREE
on your Bruin
Gold Card.

TICKU OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE

DAILY BRUIN
WIU TICKLE

YOURS.
Something's Cooking

at the Bruin!

Submit a personal

favorite recipe and if

it's chosen we'll

feature your name and
recipe in the paper's

classified section.

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at

the Daily Bruin

Iront 6esk'

225 Kerclchoff Hall

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE ^

ACROSS

1 Average
5 Used a pen
10 Cream —
14 Landed
15 Irritate

16 Fencing sword
17 Lawmaker
19 On a voyage.
20Maasof

throat tissue

21 Dined
22 Shopping —
23 Thunders
25 TV person-

ality Madt
26 Society:

abtK.
30 Can. province
31 Fisherman's

boots
34 Discarded

ends
36 Anti-slip

substance
38 Mother deer
39 Qrill

41 Mysterious
43 Shade tree

44 Shoals
46 Stitched

47 Less fresh

49 Exclamations
51 Stops
52 Uncooked
53 Solos
55 Put out
57 Wrath
56 Storage place
63 Great —
64 Stock of

songs
66 Votes for

67 Rascal
66 Teeth on a

wheel
69 Sail's

support >

T^Cut
71 Bump on a

PREVIOUS PtIZZLE SOLVED
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1 Food additive

2 Butter

substitute

3 Poster, e.g.

4 Elevator

pioneer
5 Smack
6 Genetic

material

7 Quebec's
neighbor

6 Whistles
9 'Jane —

"

10 Rang
11 Topsy-turvy
12 Charges
13 Deed
18 Knight's

title

24 Eagle's nest

25 Reservoirs

26 Fire residue

27 Child's

"elevator"

28 BIO

sandvifiches

29 Sports org.

31 Be victorious

32 Used an oar
33 Transmits
35 Nail

alternative

37 Japanese dish

40 That woman
42 Born
45 Kitten's

"hand"
48 Newest
50 Holy
53 Stadium
54 Matching

group
55 Mild cheese
56 Ancient

Mexican
57 Annoys
59 Curl of hair

60 Detroit foot-

ball player

61 Golden Fleece
ship

62 Stop working
65 Actress Arden
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KtH-

IM Spoiis
Football Update

Women's ^
Soles advanced their record

to 2-0, with a close win over

Psy Omega Sigh, 1 3-6.

Men's A
Beta shut out the Eagles 29-0

and remain undefeated at 2-0.

Men's B
Meat earned a play-off berth

with their 3-0 record and
defeat of Theta Chi.

Men's C
In.His Image 2-0, is proving,

to be a high powered
offensive unit as they charged

past the Jaguars, 27- 1 8.

Upcoming Football

Women's
Pi Beta Phi 2-0 takes on
Kappa Delta Sunday at 3

p.m.

Men's A
Undefeated Sigma Nu will

battle Phi Kappa Sigma next

Thursday at 3 p.m.

Men's B
Defending champions of last

year, the Screaming Eagles,

challenge Naval ROTC
Tuesday at 3 p.m.

Men's C
KBS vs. Med School II

Tuesday at 4 p.m., with both

teams aiming for play-offs.

Co-Ed

Peer Health Counselors vs.

Anthro Weenies on Friday at

4 p.m.

Volleyball Update

Women's A
Sic Pack Attack advanced to

2-0 with an exciting win over

Kappa Alpha Theta.

Women's B
Side-out streaked their way to

a 2-0 record with a win over

Kappa Kappa Gamma in two
games.

Women's C
NSU Spikettes spiked to a 2-

record as well with their

defeat ofACA Mighty Mice.

Men's A
Six Under Six won a close

victory over ZBT in the final

third game of the match.

Men's B '

Omega Sigma Tau held on to

their perfect record of 3-0 b^
dominating the Nads.

Men's C
Tin's Spikers smashed their

way to 2-0 with a win over

the Raptors.

Upcoming Volleyball

Women's A
Free Agents vs. Armos in the

House tonight at 8: 1 S in CC.

Women's B
'

We got Skills vs. Sunset

Stingers tonight at 7:30 in

CC.

Women's C
NSU Spikettes Vs. ACA
Mighty Mice tonight at 6:45

in CC.

Men's A
Delts meet Theta Delta Chi

Ttiesday at 7 p.m in Pauley

Pavilion.

Men's B
Alpha Gamma Omega vs.

Ichiban TUesday at 7:45

p.m.in Pauley Pavilion.

Men's C
Cowboy Sushi vs. FOG
tonight at 6:45 in CC.

Basketball Update

NSBE Balls eliminated

Sweet with a 26-16 win in the

first round of the

tournament.

Upcoming Basketball

Sproul's 6N Slam & Jam
Show takes on NSU Below
the Rim this Thursday at 4:30

p.m.

Special Events

Table Tennis Tournament
Sign-ups now until Nov. 3.

Fee is $5 per person and
participants receive a T-shirt.

Tournament is Nov. 7-8, 6

p.m.-9:45 p.m.

SK Run
Nov. 13 at 10 a.m. Sign-ups

begin Nov. 1-13. Fee is $5

per person and participants

receive a T-shirt.

B-ball Turkey Tournament
Lasts from Nov. 14-17. Sign-

ups are on Nov. 1 from 1

2

p.m.-2 p.m. Fee is $20.

For more information please contact the UCLA
Recreation Department at 825-3701.

SWIMMING
From page 48

opportunities for people to step up.

We lost a lot, but we got a good
class in."

At the head of the freshmen'
class will be high school AIl-

Americans Jill Jenkins, Lara Potter,

Lindsay Etter and Cindy Bertelink.

Jenkins, who hails from Scottsdale,

Ariz., swims the sprint freestyle

and backstroke events, while Potter

concentrates on the individual

medley and backstroke events.

Etter is a breaststroker, and
Bertelink is a distance fieestylist

In the Brums season opening
meet - a 1 58- 140 loss to Tennessee

"I think the recruiting

class is a pretty well-

kept secret."

Cyndl Gallagher

Head Coach, W. Swimming

- Jenkins was victorious in both

the 100 free and 100 butterfly.

Potter was third in the 400 IM..
Etter was second in the 1 00 and
200 breast, and Bertelink was sec-

ond in the 400 IM and third in the

1,650 free.

"I think the recruiting class is a

pretty well-kept secret," Gallagher

said. "It might not show until

January or February, but the fresh-

men do what they're told, they

never miss practice, they're ready

to learn and they're positive - it's

great"

The newcomers will receive

plenty of leadership, mainly
because UCLA returns seven

seniors, four juniors and six sopho-

mores from the 1 993 squad that

finished seventh at the NCAA
Championships.

The seniors, led by three-year

All-American Natalie Norberg and

two-year All-American Megan
Oesting, have collectively been

named team captains.

"The seniors are counted on for

leadership more than ever, and

they're giving it - that's the great

thing." Gallagher said. "Sometimes

seniors, even in swimming, check

out and start counting down the

days until their last year is over.

These guys are fired up and they're

ready to lead."

Despite Depold's absence,

UCLA's strongest swimmer could

lie in the junior class with Annette

Salmeen. Salmeen, a two-year All-

American, returns after a summer
in which she was a fmalist in the

200 free and 200 fly at the World

. SOCCER

X3N RERREY/Daty Bruin

Now In her seventh year, UCLA head cx)ach Cyndl Gallagher hopes to

guide her young Bruin swimming team to another successful season.

Championship Trials.

"Annette Salmeen is on fire,"

Gallagher said. "She is the biggest

stud ever, and she's going to be

great this year. She's always been

great, but she's coming back with a

lot of confidence from how she

swam this summer."

"The seniors are count-

ed on for leadership

more than ever, and

they're giving it ..."

Cyndl Gallagher

Head Coach, W. Swimming

The Bruins also return a strong

breaststroker in sophomore All-

American Glenda Lueders, and a

solid freestylist in sophomore
Michelle Perry - UCLA's last

returning All-American.

In its fall schedule alone, sev-

enth-ranked UCLA will face UC
Santa Barbara and South Carolina

in a triangular meet, travel to

Dallas, Texas lor the prestigious

SMU Classic, return home for dual

meets against Arizona and Arizona

State and then will be in Long
Beach in the first week of

December for the Speedo Cup.

Not that the fall season means all

that much to Gallagher, however,

who acquired the services of assis-

tant coach 3rad Bumham over the

summer. Bumham, who served as

an assistant coach at Colorado
State the past two years and
worked closely with American
record holder Amy Van Dyken, has

provided a new approach to the

Bruins' training regimen.

"Brad has his master's degree in

exercise physiology, so a lot of the

new stuff we're doing is more sci-

ence oriented," Gallagher said. "It's

nice to have a new perspective, and

the team ic being very open to the

changes and they're trusting.

They're like a bunch of sponges,

and it's a pretty unique team in that

they're ready and willing to learn

and do things differently.

"I think all of the swimmers
have a good sense that they've got

to be patient - that they might be

successful early or they might not

be successful until January."

From page 47

"We're a pretty mature team,"

Maisonneuve said. "We have
eight seniors and five juniors. We
know how each of us plays and
we know what type of player each

of us is. Right now we're playing

well, and I think we're clicking a

lot better than we were at the

beginning of the season, but I

think we still have room to

improve."

One area where the Hoosiers
would be hard-pressed to improve
is on defense. Indiana keeper
Scott Coufal leads the nation in

goals-against-average at .40 - just

ahead of UCLA's Chris Snitko,

who ranks second in the country.

"We've got a very exceptional

defense," Maisonneuve said. "I

think a lot of our offense comes
m\ our defense and vice-versa,

[o^say we're an all-offensive team
is wrong, to say we're an all-

defensive team is wrong. We like

to work an equilibrium."

Against UCLA this Sunday,
Maisonneuve predicts that the

game will be hard-fought, but

"Right now we're play-

ing well ... I think we're

clicking a lot better

than we were at the

beginning ..."

Brian Malsorneuve
' Indiana Soccer Player

would like to see his team try to

establish control of the game early

and for 90 minutes^

"We like to score quickly on
teams, but that doesn't always
happen," Maisonneuve said. "We

like to keep possession of the ball

and play a pretty attractive brand

of soccer. I think UCLA will be

our toughest game of the season. I

think we need to play a good team

defense in the back, obviously, but

also through the midfield - and
even our front-runners need to

pressure the ball."

And as for his own role in the

game,' Maisonneuve feels that he

needs to play to his strengths,

which - in addition to his good
shot - includes ball control and
possession.

"I'd have go to with ball-pos-

session as my greatest strength,"

Maisonneuve said. "I like to keep

the ball, and try to utilize the play-

ers around me. I've got some great

players at my feet, so I like to get

the ball to them and let them play

to their strengths. I figure if we
keep the ball, then there's less

defense that we have to play."
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FLANNIGAN
From page 48

One item the "experts" forgot

was that Bremner was not exactly

being replaced by an amorphous
blob. In. fact, sophomore setter

Kelly Leie Flannigan brought an
impressive r6sum6 into the 1994
season.

"

Before gaining valuable expe-
rience backing up Bremner as a

freshman, Flannigan started all

four years at setter for four-time

Florida State champion Berkeley
Prep in Tampa. During her career,

Flannigan was a Volleyball
Monthly, USA Today and Mizuno
High School All-American. She
ended her high school career by
being named Florida State Player

of the Year in 1992. However,
despite the honor roll, doubts
remained as to who could get the

ball to the likes of All-Pac-10 hit-

ters Annett Buckner, Jenny
Johnson and Kim Krull.

"I guess there was a lot of pres-

sure, but I never looked at it that

way," Flannigan said. "I never
thought 'wow, I have all these

In fact, sophomore set-

ter Kelly Lee Flannigan

brought an impressive

r^sum^ to the 1994

season.

great hitters and I better be able

to set them' just because I play

with them every day. But I know
it is a big role to fill."

Indeed, after winning a presea-

son battle with freshman setter

Kim Coleman, Flannigan has not

played as-if she were battling

nerves. In helping the Bruins to

their customary spot in the upper
echelon with a No. 3 ranking and
21-2 record, the 6-foot sopho-
more's 13.15 assists per game
rank her 10th in the nation and
2nd in the Pac-10. She has
recorded 60-plus assists three

times.

"Kelly has made excellent
progress," head coach Andy
Banachowski said. "Earlier in the

year when she made mistakes she

let it affect her flow and concen-
tration. Now she has gotten past

that."

However, in a program such as

UCLA's, the competition is never

far behind. Despite her impres-

sive numbers and starting in 19 of

23 matches, Flannigan has been
taken out in stretches of matches

in favor of the taller block of
Coleman.

"It's hard for me." Flannigan

said. "Kim is a really good block-

er, but it makes me mad at

myself. It makes me frustrated if

I'm not doing my job."

In starting the last 10 matches,

Flannigan has gradually over-

come her inability to take a posi-

tion of control on the floor.

Banachowski has urged the

sophomore to take more control

of a team led by spiritual leaders

Johnson and Buckner.

"It's hard for Kelly because she

is younger than most of the play-

ers out there," Johnson said. "But

setter is a leadership position no
matter who you are. Kelly is defi-

nitely learning to do that."

While she had to erase the

memory of Bremner in the minds

of the pundits, Flannigan con-

cedes that the All-American's

example has helped her achieve

success on the court this year.

"Mentally she worked so hard,"

Rannigan said. "I mean she liter-

ally gave 100 percent on every

ball. It was gnarly. Her work ethic

has; definitely rubbed off on me."

CHEAP Traffic School
j

$15 (with this adj

• FUN, UPBEAT TEACHERS
• W.L.A., B.H., S.M., P,V.,

S.F. VALLEY
• SAT., SUN., EVENINGS, THURSDAY
• INCLUDES DMV CERTIFICATE

31 0-271 -4527 OR 81 8-71 8-0388

THE

SHACK
Restaurant And Bar

251 8 UJilshire Blvd.

UJIIshIre ond 26th St.. Sonto Monlco

(310)449-1171

* Voted Top Ten Burgers In LA.
* Satellite Sports - HII Raider Games

GIANT SUDMAf^lNES
1 0968 Le Conre Ave 208-7171
between Goytey ond DroXron

Longest TVadition in Westwood
SofxJwtches your mottief oppfoves. Homennode

quollty w/o the wolt. Pro-heolth, pfo-energy.

$3.99
Footlong Sub, Potato^^ Chips, and All

P^—Jf^You Can Drink
iv*<i|ivvprvf|ivpfPi|iviq^^

60oz. Pitchers

$2.50

50 cents OFF $1.00 Off
Any Small Any Large
SepTsw/cpn Sepi'sw/cpn

10TH

ANNUAL YOUR
KICKS'

Friday, October 28

at UCLA's Spaulding Field

CS Fullerton vs. Indiana 6 p.m.

UCLA vs. Notre Dame 8 p.m.

Sunday, October 30

at UCLA's North Soccer Field

CS Fullerton vs. Notre Dame 11a.m.

UCLA vs. Indiana 1 p.m.

adidas
Socce'

FREE adidas t-shirt to First 100 UCLA Students.

adidas half-time contest during UCLA's game.

entry to all youth 12 and under in Halloween Costume

Prizes awarded to best costume at half-time.

Post-game social at Milano's Restaurant in Westwood.

All Fans invited to attend. -

adidas^* OMetUfe• SOCCER
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I can make $12Q/iife«k doin) what?

alifomia Cryobank, Inc. is kx>king

for youn? male students ( 19-34

years of age) to donate sperm. You will

participate in a program' designed to

help couples who are not able to have

children. .— .t

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

intertilir/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from dohon.

You arc ijuaranteed cottiplete

anonymity. You will also obtain

financial compensation and tirce

medical/genetic testing. For tiiore

details call <310)443-S244 ext 24

INDIA'l^ifyWDOOIU

1-800-INDIA-LA
BUY ONE ENTREE • QET ONE FREE*

*Equai or IMMT \«ii» - not MNd lor ComMnaion OInrwra #17-29

VMdSun.-'Rwr.SlDlOpmortiy. Otow in orriy Exp 11/2/94

Lunch SpMW* S4JO to $4.96. Dkvwr undtr $10.00
Sunday Champagna Brunch* FREE Dalviry wtth 910.00 MMmum Purchaaa

.rfid! 342-9100
rjOOb Vorilur.i Bivd

TARZANA
S947W.
LOSANOILCS

- iin, ^Md <*100

VV LOS ANGELE

PAGER BiowouT!r;;is;i

OSf .,"""!',",*"'""«
I Pager Purchase \- So. Calif, coverage I J

Plus Las Vegas
I one coupon per customer I

ForaNw
MOTOROLA
BtmoPIm

one coupon per customer

limited time offer

Featuring Quality MOTOROLA Pagers L ^'^-'j^T'.J
<^^ j

2 MONTHS '

SPUTHWEST PAGING 441*7200
2270 Westwood Blvd.

j

SOUTHWEST I

FREE VOICE
MAIL
with

Pager Purchase

I

I

I

I

2B 'Plus Tax & Activation*
I one coupon per customer I

limited time offer

S Billiard Club
Restaurant and Bar.

esda^

Starving Student Night

$1.99 Pints of Budweiser

$1.99 Hamburger, Fries, & Soft Drink

OR
Pasta Salad, Garlic Bread, & Soft Drink

Daily

Happy Hour
4-7 pm

Hot & Cold Food Buffet

Drink Specials

11835 Witshire¥rd.
Just WSest of Borrington
477-7550

FOOTBAU
From page 46

ly to read up on the topic at hand
and get the final word the next

day.

His quest for perfection is

well documented by insiders on
the UCLA football team.

"Abdul McCuUough is one of
the most competitive players on
this football team " said UCLA
head coach Terry Donahue.
"He's just one of those guys
who hates to kose. at anything." .

Just how strong is his compet-
itive drive?

McCullough issued a ban on
the slaughter-rulfe that his
friends abided by when hatiy
contested Sega Football games
got out of hand, instead insisting

that his opponent take all the

lumps coming to him.

And when he discovered that

one particular team always
recovered its onside kicks in

Bill Walsh's Football '94 he
showed no mercy to his friends

who had not yet discovered the

computer glitch.

That competitiveness carries

over to the football field where
McCullough looks for any edge
to get ahead.

"When you line up across
from me you better be ready to

play because I'm going to come
at you with everything I've got,"

he says. "If I have to scratch or

bite, if I have to give a little

underhand shot when you are

down or twist a leg, I'm going to

do it just to help my team win."

McCullough's commitment
to winning even dictates his

television watching habits. After

enduring hours of monotonous
game film of another disap-
pointing loss, he stays up late at

night to watch Prime Ticket's
replay of that same game on'
television.

He watches out of apprecia-

tion for the game of football and
to further critique his own play,

which he has yet to be satisfied

with even though he ranks sec-

ond on the team in tackles.

Sometimes McCullough will

be upset with himself after
incomplete passes if he wasn't
in the exact position of the field

that a particular coverage
scheme calls for. He is the one
who vocalizes all the defensive

checks so he is counted on to

make the right reads - but he
wouldn't have it any other way.

"I love being in control of
everything playing safety,"
McCullough said. "That's, a big

part of why I came to UCLA,
because I knew once I became
the man, I'd get to do those
things."

But with that extra responsi-

bility comes additional account-

ability. And while McCullough
has not come under fire for any
individual transgressions, the
entire team has been subject to a

whirlpool of criticism from fans

and media alike that comes
along with a 2-6 start.

The potential for internal
strife and demoralization loom
large on a team in this situation,

but McCullough's overbearing
optimism more than picks up the

slack for all the non-believers.
He's already ranting and raving

about next year's schedule
which includes a home game
against Miami. And, he resem-
bles a Hollywood pitch-man the

way he tries to sell you on the

young and developing talent that

UCLA will return nfexl year.

"This would be the perfect
time for a lot of finger pointing

but I think we've done a good
job as a team staying together,"

McCullough said. "I really like

this team. I still believe in us."

* *»4# '
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practice equipment from San Antonio
By Tim Griffin

San Antonio Express-News

SANANTONIO— Thieves stole

a rental truck containing n[K>re than

$25,000 worth ofequipment belong-

ing to the San Antonio Iguanas this

week, leaving the Central Hockey
League team scrambling for practice

gear days before its season opener
Saturday against the IXilsa Oilers.

Coach Bill Goldsworthy and
league officials confirmed the team

wagJyt hy thieves late Monday
^nK)fllM|;WNinal day of the team's

workouts in Houston.

"We heard that somebody
hotwired a rental truck right from

the parking lot at their hotel,"

Central Hockey League commis-
sioner Monte Miron said. "The team

had the truck packed and ready to go

back to San Antonio. I'm sure when
the people opened the truck, they

were surprised by what they had

waiting for them."

The theft resulted in the loss of

most of the practice equipment,

hampering the team's preparations

for the upcoming season.

"These have been like two days

from hell," Goldsworthy said

Tuesday. "Not having this equip-

ment set me back five days."

Even with the difficulty,

Goldsworthy said his team is contin-

uing to improve as it prepares for

Saturday's opener at Tulsa. The
team returns to San Antonio on Nov.

2 for its home opener against the

Memphis River Kiixls."*"^ ^ .;

-

"The guys responded well to all

of the problems the last few days,"

Goldsworthy said. "I was proud of
them."

.

League officials have ananged for

equipment to be sent to the team on
an emergency basis. Items missing

included practice jerseys, shoulder

pads, sticks and practice pants.

"It's disappointing that things like

this happen, but we have to go on,"

Miron said. "Camp had run so
smoothly before that The show jgoes

on and we won't have any delay in

our season."

The league purchases all the

equipment in bulk for the seven
teams in the league. Miron said the

losses were insured.

"It's not that much of a problem
for us," Miron said. "The games will

still go on and eveiything will be the

same. It's just a little irritating for the

teams."
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COUPON

Get a FREE ^owl |

I

10%
Off

any two entrees on our menu at the regular price

and get a FREE Beef or Chicken Bovwl

~or~® »ff Sod
an ^

\^MM ^-^ OF »oaai — K^groii aEggroil
I

TeriyakI Etc. (310) 478-1345
1 771 VX^twood Blvd.. \XAest L^
(1/2 Block North of Santa Monica Blvd.)

WHY WAIT?
Open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women^s center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

Medipace Medical Group
1990 westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)470-8880

Most Insurance and
credit cards accepted.

This is your
business line if

you advertise

with the Bruin.

This is your
business line if

you don't
advertise with
the Bruin.

Daily Bruin

YOU NEED A FOOD BREAK...

Notes 10/14

TURKEY BURGER COMBO
Lharbroiled Turkey,
j^Wuce, Tomato

Pr®**'"gt French 0O QA
Fries, SoH Drinic vO .O 51

HAMBURGER COMBO
,

Charbroiled
Hamburaer,
French fries, An i\n
Soft Drink $Z.99{

BREAKFAST COMBO

Bocon or Sausage $l-99

Located on 935 Broxton
' ($8 Min. Purchase for Delivery)

Nntes 10/U

jLDlESBUTGOODIES^g

Tocominator tQQQ
i Killer Burrito ^ ^ QQi
Deli Does Weslwood

>^-^'|

BURGERW/ FRIES

IbBQ Bacon

I Potty Melt

Weriyaki

iTeriyaki Chicken

I
Chicken

r3£

^otcakes
(5)

^'•'eberryCokesfS;

F'lench
Toosf

I'^^'evos Rone/),

$3.49
$3.99
$3.49
$3.99
$3,491

leroi

$2,99

$3.79
$3,19

$1.99

^e ^rS^-i

fetn^^e/n
HOURS:
M-W 7am-1am, Th-F 7am-2:30am
Sa 8am-2:30am. Su 9am-1am
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SCHREJBER
^—^—M^—^»»
From page 45

much," Gnesham said. "Now I love

it It's like you're there at the game."

And like alt tnieians, it isn't

enough just to watch - or listen. So
Gresham started playing again, and

still does. Pretty well, too.

He picked the game back up after

a high-school hiatus when he got a

nine-/bot hoop in his hack yard. He
started dunking and playing more
until he had reacquired most of his

old sidlls. Gone was his outside

shot, but here were his newfound

baU handling skills. ("But I stiU look

down at the ball," he says. "Crazy.")

And his speciality now? No-look

pas^ of course.

Because he can see shades of

light, he can recognize dark shirts

better that light ones, and though

even he can't explain it, Gresham
can see better at night than during

the day. Those things make three-

on-three games not just a possibility

but a reality.

"I never play more than three-on-

three. Five-on-five? No, I look slop-

py - 1 look like I'm blind," he says

with a laugh. "I can stick with my
man-on defense pretty well, I just

pick the guy with the darkest shut I

play by sound. By the first couple

points I know the vok:es of (who's

playing). If they make a pass, they

just have to call my name so I can

expect it"

And apparently, Gresham has

shocked nx)re than just a couple of

his exponents on the court.

"I try to go as long as possible

without telling my teammates that

I'm blind," he explains. "Because I

don't really look blind, most of the

time they don't Icnow. But the first

1 0% Discount
to UCLA

r
J.

I

I

I

I

I

I

10% DISCOUNT I

"AT THE WHEREHOUSE!
This coupon valid for 10% OFF any reoular-tlcl<et priced product
except movie rentals, gift certificates

~~

and sale and used items. Coupon
cannot be used in conjunction

with any other offer. Photocopied

reproductions not accepted.

Valid through 1 1/5/94

redeemable only at 1095

Broxton Westwood Village

and 1 860 Westwood Blvd.

^i4^«F«K«mfSK
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I
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I

I

1 860 WESTWOOD
SANTA MONICA
(310)470-7926

1 095 BRPXTON
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310)824-2255

3015WILSHIRE
(310)453-7874
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STUDENT FUN DAYS

Danu From octoDer i thru 30
NouemDor 5. o, ii. 12, 13. is. 20. 24 thru 27

Park Opens at 10:00 A.M. Located minutes north of Hollywood off 1-5

HALF PRICE TICKETS!

$14.50
GEN. USE TICKET (REG. $29.00)

CHILDREN AGE 2 AND UNDER FREE.

SAUE

$14.50!
PER GEN. USE TICKET

Tickets mutt be purchased in advance
and are valid any one of the above dates.

Come For the Ride oi vour Ufei

• Heart-pounding roller coasters

• Adventurous water rides

• Action-packed shows

• Bugs Bunny™ World for kids

• Unlimited family excitement .

new for mi
fly head over

heels five times*.,

suspended,*,

feet dangling,,,

an electrifying

themed adventure

you'll never

THE RIjDEforg9tl

FOR! TICKETS CONTACT:
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

JAMES E. WEST CENTER/ 825-2101
e 1M4 Stx Fla^ Th»m« P*rki Inc.

time they smack me in the face with

a pass I tell them because I don't

want to get smacked any more.

"The best is when I finish a game
and start to leave. I pull out my cane

and start to walk away, and guys on
the other team are like, 'Dang! Ife's

blind?!M like that"

• • •

Life did not close its doors on
Darren Gresham. And neither did

sports, which always have proven a

little more inclusive than most peo-

ple think.

School, life, basketball and
everything else goes on just as

always for Gresham. And there will

be challenges just like everyone

else. But more of them seem to

come off the court than on it,

because being the same as every

other student can be a hard thing

when you're not like every othCT

student

"It has been hard." he says. "But
high school wasn't nearly as diffi-

cult as here. If I make it out of here,

oh, hell, I am going to be braggin'.

V\l get a bullhorn and start yellin': 'I

am graduating
r"

(/"he gets out of here? C'mon,
now. When.

Get The StRaiGHj Stoiy On Braces.
What's the cost '-What's the best procedure? What's the right age?

Call For Free Cohtultation:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

ImnsibU • RtmcvtMt • TratktioHai • European Surgieal Orthodotaiet • Coumiic Porcmimm

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayaiii, CcrUfled Specbdlit

1164S ^K^lahire Blvd.. Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SaiteA
i3-€3-e=3 Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Indne (714) 532 - 5890 C3-E3-g

Guess they didn't know about us.

^¥^1
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• Large Selection of Fashion Eyewear

• Complete Eye Exam •Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Contact Lenses: disposable, color daily wear, and extended wear

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

918 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday ttiru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00

1 Hour Free Parking

INFORMATIOIM

NEEDED
Victim of catastrophic brain injuries

seeks information regarding water
flowing from campus irrigation

system into roadways on and
around U.C.L.A. campus, including

(but not limited to) Sunset Blvd.,

resulting in spills or handling
difficulty for motorcylces, scooters,
or bicycles; The Regents, thrxDugh
their attorneys, deny that these
waterflows are dangerous. If you
have any information on this
subject, please call or write:

Jnmcs P Cm r

Lai"j offices of

James P Carv

11755 lA/'is!sHo Biycl

Stc 1170 LA 90023
Ph ^310-444-7173

.•St

Chnstofjher P Yuhl

Yulil. Fctbcr S Yuhl

OR 401 lA/ilshire Blud Slu 12G0
Snrit.) Monic.i Ci
90401-1430
Phii310-393-0045

f *.
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SCHREIBER
From page 48

know which emotion to pull from
the bag. Sadness? Rage?
Syn^thy? Gresham pulled them
all. and then he put them away, qui-

etly and methodically, as seems to

be his nature.

"When I first lost my sight, I was
mad," he says. "I beat my pillow

into feathers. But you just have to

fiace facts. Then I started doing a lot

of things once I lost my sight I

went rock climbing. I took judo. I

went skiing - Fd never been skiing

until I was blind! It was so much
fun. Now I go every year."

In a way, blindness Opened

GreshiElm's eyes. His life wasn't

ruined by the change. It was just

changed. And yes, it was harder.

"It was hardest being a student,"

he says. "At first I didn't want to

learn Braille - 1 guess because I just

didn't want to lose my sight So I

was pretty much illiterate from
September to November."

So Gresham proceeded to learn

Braille, learn how to use a talking

Apple computer and leam the ins

pia UP
YOUP

FPESHMAN
PECOPD
NOW!

Distribution starts todov

on Bruin UUam one) lasts

until next Tuesday.

Anyone can
advertise.

ilv Bruin

Buy One, Get One

Any Frozen Yogurt Sundae.

Exp. 11/10/m. Not good with otfier discounts

WE DELIVER! M-F: 1:30-4:30 pm
1 0% OFF TO UCLA COMMUNITY

m
Baskin(^Robbins

Ice Cream & Yogurt
208-8048 • Westwood Village •10916 Kinross Ave

Now Newly

Remodeled

We're Bigger to

Serve You Better.

A s American as

the red, white, and

blue.

Johimy Rockstk

Serving up the

Original Hamburger,

American Fries,

Malts and Shakes, a

Grilled Chicken

Sandwich, Apple Pie

and more. Even a

nickel Jukebox.

Where else

can you play if

again for a song?

20% OH Food & Beverages ;

Bring in ihit coupon (or o 20% Discourrf on your ic

purOKiM. Only wilh t\\% coupon. On* coupon par

Bring in ihit coupon for o 20% Discourrf on your food and btnmroQt '

N- parson

bffor Mpirat 1 1 /26/94. Offor only vdid at lh« failcMving foooNon

orporly.

Johnny Rockots
10959 Weyburn Ave. • Westwood Village

(310)824-5656 ^

and outs of surviving as a sightless

student in a sighted world.

The adjustments continued when
he deckled to come to UCLA,
where he is a sophomore sociology

student He rnenK)rized the campus
in the week before school started,

and despite his deftness at circum-

venting crowds, he still is thrown

off at times. And, yes, he will

admit, he does get lost.

When he first came to school, for

example, he tried to navigate his

way from Murphy Hall back to his

room at Sproul Hall. He ended up
in Lot 5. "I guess you can say I

went on my own blind man's tour

of UCLA."
Rnally deciding to ask for help,

he stopped a man to ask how to get

to Bruin Walk, a home base of sorts

Tor Gresham. "Son, you're already

on Bruin Walk," the man respond-

ed.

Things like that still happen, but

less and less frequently, and when
they do, Gresham just lets them roll

off his back.

"New stairs pop up out of
nowhere and that throws me off -

especially Uie construction," he

says. "But I know the campus pret-

ty well. I know North campus real

well, but I get kist on South cam-
pus."

Hmram . . . sounds strangely

familiar.

And while nK)st things changed,

some things dkln't. Gresham was a

basketball player and fan before he

lost his sight and still is. Both a
player and afan.

The fan part was easy to solve.

"Before, when I used to listen to

(Los Angeles Laker broadcaster)

Chick Heam, I thought he talked too

See SCHREIBER, page 44
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20% off with student/staff ID.

1 1 |licia|

"u.

o
Wil.h»e Blvd

PicoBW

NationolBlvd

West L.A. IHOP
2912 Sepulveda" eivd. • 478-4017

Good M-F anytime, Sat, Sun & Holidays after 4pm.
Not good wftn any otiTer prorrxDtions or discounts.

"Meet McKinsey & Company, Inc."

17th Annual Engineering/Science Career Day

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Friday, October 28
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Football's IVicCullough fills big shoes In secondary
Goodwin's departure

prompts strong safety

to grow up in a hurry
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

In the start of his college career, sopho-
more strong safety Abdul McCuIlough
helped to revolutionize the way people
describe big hits. ,; . ,

It was the Bruins' season opener against

Tennessee, and after serving his two-year
sentence as the understudy to a pair of NFL-
bound safeties - Marvin Goodwin and
Othello Henderson - McCuIlough eagerly
awaited the opportunity to continue UCLA's
tradition of hard hitters in the secondary.

So when he saw Tennessee running back
Aaron Hayden freeze directly in his path,

just like a deer caught in the headlights of
an on-coming car, McCuIlough knew he
had found his victii^.

"I was blitzing and he tried to block me
on a pass play but I knocked the hell out of
him," McCuIlough said. "I remember look-
ing down and seeing a snot bubble coming
out of his nose."

Chalk up one snpt bubble in the defensive
Stat sheets along with the normal variety of
de-cleaters, pancakes and bell-ringers that

we are more accustomed to seeing.

It's no laughing matter to McCuIlough
though - he takes pride in knocking the snot

out of opposing players. In fact, he consid-

ers it nK)re of a duty than a privilege to play

a physical style of football.

"A lot of that has to do with the attitude

of coming here to play in the UCLA sec-

ondary. James Washington. Carnell Lake,
Eric Turner - they all played that way,"
McCullough.said. "It's like when you
bect)me the King of England or whatever,
you just know you have to be some feared

powerful guy who everyone is supposed to

respect, so you try to do your best to earn
that respect and show you deserve it. If that

means being a hitter or if that means being a

guy that's going to get down and dirty and
crawl to make a tackle, I'm going to do.it."

While he wants to continue the trend of
good safeties coming through UCLA,
McCuIlough sees one trend he wants to put
a stop to - the current UCLA losing streak.

This is the first time he has ever had a losing

season in football and the ramifications
have seeped into his everyday life to the
point that sometimes he feels ashamed to be
recognized as a football player.

But McCuIlough has always struggled to

accept failure. In grade school if he ever lost

an argument he would go home immediate-

See FOOTBALL, page 42 39 primaries

ABBY MOSNOWrrZ/IMly Brum
UCLA Strong safety Abdul McCuIlough Is second on the team with 65 tackles and
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Maisonneuve key
player fer Indiana
Midfielder to lead

lU against UCLA
in MetLife Classic

By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

23 national team. "He has a rocket

"ishol and is really accurate. He
scored two goals against a
Holland First Division team that's

in third place right now. He's big-

time on the shot. You can't let him
get open - from 18 yards out he'll

put it in half the time."

And this year Maisonneuve has

put in three game-winners, includ-Indiana's Brian Maisonneuve , „
might just be the most dangerous ing two goals against former No.
player the No. 4 UCLA men's 1 St. Louis. And although he has-

^occer team faces this year. n't scored since Sept. 30, that's

The senior midfielder leads the because - like UCLA - Indiana
top-ranked Hoosiers in scoring has a nOmber of players who can
this season with 28 points on 1 1> score.

goals and six assists, but even The Hoosiers currently have
more impressive than his numbers three players with 20 points or
is his ability to create opportuni- more, and have out-scored their

ties. opponents a very frightening 50-4
"He's really quick with the ball, during their current 15-game win-

he has good ball control and his ning streak. Indiana has outscored
shots are incredible," said UCLA's its opponents 52-6 on the season.

Frankie Hejduk, who has played
. .

with Maisonneuve on the under- See M. SOCCER, page 40

GUY ZIMMER/lndiana University Instructional Support ServiOM

UCLA;s soccer team expects a battle when Hoosler midfielder Brian Maisonneuve, who leads No. 1-
Indiana with 28 points on 11 goals and six assists, arrives in Westwood.

Bruin golfers look to secure ranking in nation's top 20
By Christopher Isldro

Slick greens and a solid field await the

unranked UCLA men's golf team at the
Bulldog Classic in Fresno this weekend.
The tournament will provide the Bruins a

tough early-season test against a quality
field, headlined by No. 7 Oklahoma and
host FreSno State, as well as a difficult

course. The San Joaquin Country Club's
6,970-yard championship links challenge
even the longest hitters and the lightning-

fast greens require a deft touch to negotiate.

The Bruins, fresh from two third-place

UCLA heads to Bulldog Classic at Fresno State after

taking third place in the season's early tournaments
performances at the Wolf Pack and Nike team-low 71.0 stroke average has landed
Northwest tournaments, hope to parlay him second and third-place individuaj fin-

another high finish into a national ranking. ishes this season.

*One of our goals was to break into the

top 20 by the end of the fall," said head
coach Dave Atchison, "arid with another
top-three finish, we should be there.

Senior Kevin Rhoads lied for third at the

Nike Northwest - where he finished with a
three round total of 2 1 3.

"(Rhoads) has been on the team for five

The Bruins will look to junior standout years and always worked hard on his
Eric Lohman to lead. Lohman is a strong game," said Atchison. "His play was unex-
candidate for All-American honors. His pected and makes our rotation one man

deeper." '
,

Youth will also be served as Fredrik
Henge. the only freshman competing this

season, will again see action this weekend.
Henge, from Sweden, was not a heavily
recruited prospect. Assistant coach Jorgen
Acre brought him to Westwood.
"He has a really solid game and keeps his

head on his shoulders," Atchison said. .

Rounding out the Bruin contingent are

juniors Lance Graville and Michael Miller

and sophomore Trevor Arts. The action

begins with 36 holes on Friday followed by
the final 18 Saturday.

Your

Village

Grocer

Budweiser
Bud Light

Coors
Coors Light -^

IVIiller Genuine
Draft & Light

Lite

^5.99

oRMs. CHICKEN
^

Breasts

Boneless Breasts

Boneless Skinless Breasts

$i-79/ib.

$2.99/ib.

$3.99/ib.

COKE & DIET COKE

^^.99
+ CRV

12 pack - 12 oz. cans

+ CRV
~s

6 pack - 12 oz. cans

Open 'ti Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111
amAaattai
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Sports
Swimmers dive lieadlong into new season

Young Bruins look to improve

on seventh-place national finish

With a seventh-

team is looking

JON FERREY/Daily Bruin

place finish at last year's NCAA Championships, a young UCLA women's swimming
to improve in the 1994-95 season.

)-
I

By Scott Yamaguchl
Daily Bruin Senior Staff •

Standout underclassmen in the

so-called world of "major" college

sports are often

overcome by an

itch to take their

game to a higher

level, and appar-

ently, the trend

of leaving
school early has

filtered into

other sports -

including swim-
ming.

As a result, the 1994 UCLA
women's swimming team is being

forced to compete without Richelle

Depold, who would have been a

junior, and who would have been
the Bruins' top returning swimmer.

Depold, the school record holder in

the 50-yard freestyle, decided to

put school on hold for two years in

order to pursue a dieam of making
the 1996 Olympic team.

But don't expect UCLA head
coach Cyndi Gallagher to dwell on
the loss of her superstar. With a

healthy crop of incoming freshmen

added to a solid core of returning

swimmers, the seventh year head
coach is looking for nothing less

than her seventh straight top-seven

finish at the NCAA
Championships.

"The team has a really good
chemistry, and there's nobody who
really stands out," Gallagher said.

"Everyone is contributing and
nobody really knows where they

are yet, but that leaves a lot of

See SVyiMIMINCI, page 40

He views athletics

In a different light
You have undoubtedly seen

him walking across cam-
pus, but it is a safe bet that

he has not seen you.

You may have marveled at his

uncanny sense of timing or the will

that you know he possesses but

have never had occasion to

observe.

You, like me, may watch in won-
der as Darren

Gresham tra-

verses stairs,

dodges green

construction

fences and

walks from

class to class

like every other

student ...

You may do
these things

because

Darren

Gresham is

not like every

other student. Darren Gresham is

blind. A blind student. A blind

basketball player A blind skier A
blind weight lifter A blind suc-

cess story.

That story leaves you with a

grab-bag full of emotions and
asks you to pull one out to experi-

ence. At 14, Gresham had 20-15

vision, which means he saw
things at a 20-foot distahce what
people with perfect vision can see

only from 15 feet away.

One morning at the end of his

ninth-grade year he awoke, but,

with a problem.

Chris

Schreiber

"My eyes were blurry like

when you get out of the pool and
you have chlorine in your eyes,"

he says. "I just put some Visine in

my eyes and went to school like

normal."

But things were not normal.

His condition worsened daily,

confounding his doctors. First

they said he was nearsighted, but

couldn't explain why the prescrip-

tion glasses didn't work. No test

proved helpful in pinpointing

what was wrong, just pinpointing

what wasn't wrong. His world

was turned upside down, and not

a single person could tell him
why.

After a world of tests, it was
then learned that Gresham, now
1 8, has a hereditary condition

called Leber's Optic Atrophy, a

genetic trait that cripples the optic

nerve and quickly destroys its car-

riers' sight. 1\vo of Gresham's
uncles had suffered from the same
condition, but their blindness had
been blamed on alcoholism. Now
they knew. But there was nothing

to be done.

Over the course of the month,
Gresham's vision went from bet-

ter-than-perfect to legally blind.

"From the middle of May to the

middle of August I went from
where I was, to where I am now,"

he says. "I can see shades three

feet iii one eye, six inches in the

other."

When I heard the story, I didn't

See SCHREIBER, page 45

Need a tissuef

Sophomore Keiiy

starting setter for

JEFF FU/tMiyBnin

Flannigan has emerged as the

UCLA's women's volleyball team.

Out of
the

shadow
Sophomore setter

Kelly Flannigan has

emerged this season to

fill the All-American
shoes of Julie Bremner

By Eric Branch
Dally Bruin Staff

AFerrari without a gas pedal. The
Lakers without Magic. The Bruins

without Bremner?
During the preseason, the pundits looked

at the loss of Pacific- 10 Player of the Year
and All-American setter Julie Bremner as

reason enough for the UCLA women's vol-

leyball team's national decline. Both
Volleyball Monthly and Volleyball

Magazine tabbed the Bruins, loaded with
big hitters, -eighth in the nation, citing the

lack of a setter for their blasphemy.

Volleyball Monthly wrote, "UCLA must
cope without setteijulie Bremner, who had
a lot to do with las* ear's wins."

Now for some programs, such a lofty

ranking might be cause to throw a party.

But the UCLA women's volleyball team?
Eighth? It was like forecasting snow drifts

in Honolulu. The Bruins have finished as

low as eighth exactly once in their 23-year

existence.

See FLANNMAN, page 41

UCLA strong safety Abdul McCuUoUgh says

he once saw a **snot bubble** coming out of

the nose of an opponent he just hit. Read all

about it...
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Students advocate
for Piliplno studies
Rally highlights curricular reform,

cultural history and ethnic studies

By Allison Lefkowltz
Dally Bruin Staff

Continuing their fight for a

Filipino Studies program and to

save Tagalog courses, almost 100
students gathered Thursday in

Schoenberg Plaza -to voice their

desire for recognition of their cul-

ture and history.

The rally was the final event

of Filipino American History
Month, which oi^anizers said they

will bring back next (October.

Filipino American students,

many in traditional dress, began
the rally in Westwood Flaza with

an "ati-atihan" march, which stu-

dents described as "a mardi gras

of the Fhilippines."

The march honors an annual
celebration held on the island of
Fanay in the Fhilippines, said
Dawn Mabalon, director of the

Samahang Filipino Education and
Retention program.

"Students painted their faces

black to symbolize the unity of the

Malay culture with the indigenous

people of the island,*' Mabalon
said. "They also chanted 'Hala
bira', which means 'Let's go'."

Loralei Olaes, a Filipino
American councilwoman in

Carson, congratulated the students

on their oi^ganization and spirit.

"You must work with the

administration to keep the dia-

logue open and give the system
our knowledge, our support and
our understanding of our commu-
nity," saidOlaes, who is also a

UCLA alumna.

Olaes told the students,
**What you are doing is important

l)ecause as more and more people

of ethnic communities come into

play, we have to respond and
help."

Los Angeles Unified School
District board member Warren
Furutani told the crowd, "The
rally also takes place when you
leave here and talk to people who
don't know the struggle of our
people.

"We are at a defining point in

time," he said, "(a time) which
will determine what path we will

take as a nation and we need to

look at the reality that we are a

nation of inunigrants," he contin-

ued.

Representatives of groups
including the Asian Facific
Coalition, Justice for Janitors and
the New Fatriotic Alliance spoke
to students atx)ut issues including

raising the living conditions of the

Filipino American and other eth-

nic communities.

Filipino student leaders said

the rally went well, but improve-

ments can still be made and they

JUSTIN WARREN
Students display the traditional garb of the "atl-atihan" celebration at the "Save Tagaiog" rally,

which was preceded by a march from Westwood Plaza to Perloff Hall.

will use it as a learning experi-

ence.

"We got the important people

here in order to get people to con-

tinue the struggle for Filipino

Studies," said Jay Mendoza, a

fifth-year Ethnomusicology stu-

dent and coordinator of the

Committee for Filipino Studies.

"The University of California

must know that there is a core
group following up on getting

Filipino Studies implemented at

UCLA."

Students in the crowd said

they believe the university should

recognize the demand for Filipino

Studies classes.

"UCLA is a public school and
it should reflect the needs of the

people of the state," said Mark
Soriano, a first-year law student.

"And the Filipino American com-
munity is the largest Asian
American population in

California."

Other attendees pointed to the

Filipino American community's

Inside News

Far and away
International students say

they adjust easily to L.A.
But they also miss friends

and family oceans away.

Many keep up with their

home countries through

newspapers and technology.

See page 3

Inside Viewpoint

Anniversary
of sorts

Senior Ibdd Hanson's
thoughts on the fraternity

system changed after a

friend's experience late ont
Saturday night

See page 12

Inside A&E

Project
(Gen) X

Can you name the slack-

er hacker that alnK>st starts

WW III? The grunge gimp
of Ladyhawke? The ape-sav-

ing fool who ditched school,

broke rules and pulled
Caipcron out of a pool?

See page 14

Internet races toward the future
Conference marvels

at past, present and

future of Internet

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Before the Internet, UCLA
students actually had to go to class

to ask their professor a question.

Now, in the era of electronic bul-

letin boards which serve as virtual

classrooms, students can get help

without even leaving their bed-

room.

In celebration of technologi-

cal advancement, professionals

met at the UCLA campus
Thursday for the 25th celebration

of the birth of the ARPANET
(Advanced Research Projects

Agency Network) - the predeces-

sor to today's Internet - at UCLA.
Looking at the past, present

and future of the Internet, yester-

day's conference focused on how
Internet has changed our lives and
what it will change in the future,

said Leonard Kleinrock. chairper-

son of the UCLA computer sci-

ence department.

In the future, cars may be

equipped with a computer that can

sense overheating, and then talk to

a garage mechanic through cellu-

lar phone lines. After which, the

drivers may get a message in

return saying there is an opening

for a check-;up the next day, said

Dr. Sydney Karin.

But today people can reach

their friends by e-mail and con-

duct research with scholars in

Illinois that they've never even
seen before, said Sheila
Breinbach, a UCLA computer
Science professor

The Internet first came into,

existence on Labor Day weekend,

1969, when Kleinrock - who cre-

ated the first message processor to

On-line facts

hook up to ARPANET - and a

group of graduate students
received the first message across

the ARPANET government-sup-
ported data network.

"What was sent was 'log in,'

one letter at a time, but by the time

See INTERNET, page 8
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The current Internet, also referred to as the
worldwide web is now accessed by more than
20 million people worldwide.

•Now video, audio and text that include
weather reports and patent office information
can be transmitted through the Internet.

StHifoeK lICLACc^^^MJter Soence D«pt, j __,__

fight as one of many in the move-
ment for curricular reform.

"Samahang Filipino's and
other communities' struggle for

relevant educ2(iion is probably the

most important issue to these stu-

dents," said York Chang, under-

graduate student government
external vice president.

"It is because of their efforts

that the administration can make
claim§ that there is diverse educa-

tion and a diverse community on
this campus," Chang added.

President
seeks to

close gap
in Mid-East
By Julia Malone and
Charles W. Holmes
Cox News Service

JERUSALEM — President
Clinton traveled to Israel

Thursday bearing new propos-

als from Syria that American
officials hope will put the two
Middle Eastern nations in the

fast lane toward peace.

Nearing the end of his four-

day dash through the region, a

weary Clinton arrived to a

warm welcome in Israel's capi-

tal, where streets were fes-

tooned with American flags

and banners, and patrolled by
thousands of police and army
troops on guard against threat-

ened terrorist attacks.

Reporting on his four hours

of talks with Syria's President

Hafez Assad earlier in the day,

Clinton told the Israeli parlia-

ment. "Il)elieve something is

changing in Syria. Its leaders

understand it is time to make
peace."

He announced that he would
send Secretary of State Warren
Christopher back to the region

within a few weeks to continue

the peace drive.

JINO OKAMly Brum
.^ee MPLOMACY, page 9
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What's Brewin' Today
Today

Center for Student Prooramming
Registration for student oi^ganizations - be sure

to make your.appointment for registration by
Nov. 11

825-7041

Pilipino American History Month
Last day of historical exhibit: "The Spirit of the

Pilipino People"

Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-2727

University Research Library

It^ly-USA poetry exhibit

Now through Nov. 8 .

URL Lobby
825-3302

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Stress management workshops

Free massage workshops and relaxation

techniques

Pauley Pavilion, Healthy Body Shop
825-8462

Noon

John Paul II Society

Catechism of the Catholic Church
Ackerman3516 . ,^
209-9116 ^

Peer Health Counselors

Cold clinic, first aid, contraception sales

Kerckhoff 401

825-8462

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

General meeting

Ackerman2412
(213)481-2201

Education Abroad Program
France information meeting

Bunche 11382
825-2770

4 p.m.

The Emergency Coalition to Stop Prop. 187
Protest Prop. 1 87 march and rally

March begins at Bruin Bear
209-0653

5 p.m.

Vietnamese Language and Culture

Vietnamese language lesson and cultural

activities

Campbell 1224
208-6210

7 p.m.

Grace on Campus Bible Study
Weekly meeting

Franz 1178

208-8384

Lesbian and Bisexual Graduate Student
Organization

Movie night ">

Meet at Kerckhoff

(213)463^7855

7:30 p.m.

Mandarin Christian Fellowship

Bible study

Ackerman3517
824-0848

8 p.m.

UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television

"Story Theater"

A Broadway Hit - tales from Aesop's Fables and
Grimm's Fairy Tales

Qpst: $ 12, $9 for faculty and staff, $6 for

students

UCLA Theater, Macgowan Hall

For tickets, call CTTO at 825-2101

Sante Monica Theater Guild

"You Can't Take it With You"
Morgan-WixsoirTheatre, 2627 Pico Blvd.,

Santa Monica
Cost: $ 1 0, $8 for students

828-7519

9 p.m.

Chinese Student Association

Ultimate Halloween Dance
Orbit Night Club, 940 S. Figueroa

Cost: $20
Must be 18 and over with ID
474-8853

Pillpinos for Community Health

Hypertension screening

FA.S.G.L
824-7660

Saturday

7:15 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Asian Pacific Health Corps

Hypertension screening

Little Tokyo Health Fair

825-0068

\

Medical texts use mostly
male bodies, report says
By Amanda Hustad
Cox New Service .^

In medical .texts, male bodies^
are the norm, a report in the
Journal of the American Medical
Association says.

Male bodies are twice as likely

as female bodies to be used to

illustrate a medical condition in

medical texts - except in reproduc-

tive chapters, wher? female bodies

appeared 7 1 percent of the timef.

Researchers at the Medical
College of Pennsylvania examined

gentler distribution iri two medical

'

atlases, five anatomy texts and five

physical diagnosis texts. They sug-

gested the prevalence of male bod-

ies might perpetuate the image of

the i^ale body as the standard

model for medical education.

8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Pillpinos for Community Health

Hypertension screening

Little Tokyo Health Fair

824-7660

8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.

UCLA Tree Project

Tree planting along Atlantic and Fresno in East
Lx)s Angeles

Meet at Lot 6 turnaround

If interested, contact Kei at 208-2425

10:30 a.m. - Noon

UCLA Armand Hammer Museum of Art and
Culhiral Center

Art history course: "Northern Lights - Van Eyck
to Bosch"
Cost: $10, payable at Gallery Bookstore
10899 WilshireBlvd
443-7000

11 a.m.

UCLA Armand Hammer Museum of Art and
Cultural Center j

Children for Children: A Celebration of
Halloween, Harvest

Children are encouraged to come dressed in

costume
Free

10899 WilshifeBlvd
443-7000

Noon

UCLA Armand Hammer Museum of Art and
Cultural Center

Draw Me a Story

Angela Lloyd presents Harvest Heart: Stories

and Songs Celebrating Autumn
Free

10899 WilshireBlvd
443-7000

Sunday

6:30 p.m.

Bel Air Presbyterian Church College Group
,

C.H.A.R.G.E.

Bel Air Church, Evans Chapel
Transportation provided - meet in front of
Sproul Hall

(818)7&8-4200ex4.148

If your organization would like an event listed in

this section; please drop by the D^ily Bruin's

front counter in 225 Kerckhoff and fill out a

listing form by 2 p.m. the day before

publication. The deadline for a submission that ;

will appear in Monday's paper is Thursday at 2

p.m. Please address questions to Ayako
Hagihara at 206-0904.

After Hours, The Bruin's lifestyles and

weekend section, is coming soon.

Don't miss out on the guide tor UCLA students.

Coming soon, every Thursday.

Right in here in the Daily Brum.

Stay tuned in lor stories ahout the latest trends in our

generation, things to do alter hours, weekend excursions

and quirky diversions. Also featuring creative writing --

short stories poetry and columns.

So yau wanna yet invalvlfln After hours? Now iot^ng for writers.

Stop by 225 Kerckhoff Hall or call Aimee at 206-5622

.
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International students acQust to LA. just fine
Still maintaining ties to home, most

students comfortable with CaUfornia
By Naokl Naruse

Although Roy Henker, a UCLA
physics graduate student from
Germany, has been in Los Angeles

for three years, he liKes to keep up
with German news through a

weekly newsletter that the

German government sends to his

house. It helps him remember

home, while still focusing on his

stiidies here.

One of the almost 7.000 stu-

dents from other countries on
campus, he said he has adjusted to

L.A. with ease.

"I feel just fine." said Olga
Roykh, who came to UCLA from

the Ukraine two years ago to study

psychology. "Sometimes I miss

my friends. But I don't really miss

(the Ukraine) because I have
everything I need here."

Palm trees, a 70-degree winter

day and the allure of the. Southern

California Coast all contribute to a

conspicuous lack of home sick-

ness among many foreign stu-

dents, they said.

*^If you conie from a place
where it rains often, you will real-

ly appreciate the sunny weather,"

Henker said.

On top of the Southland's envi-

ronmetital appeal, some foreign

students said mingling^with differ-

ent kinds of people may be the

best part about studying here.

"What I like about'Los Angeles is

the diversity of the people you can

meei," said Graciano Papin^o, a

Mexican graduate student in elec-

trical engineering. "The society is

more violent than Mexico, but yoi)

can adjust to anything you want."

But jusi because they are not at

home doesn't mean that home is

forgotten. Far from it. They have

their own ways of keeping abreast

of their countries' events. Many
who are computer literate have

taken advantage of the.

"Information Superhighway,"
using technology to keep connect-

ed with goings-on back home.

Terry Gonzales, a student from

Brazil preparing for a Ph,D. in

electrical engineering, reads an

electronic newspaper everyday on

his computer screen. "I can know

See INTERNimONAL, page 10

UC police station

revamps its look
Dept. remodels in

effort to reorganize,

create new image

in the workplace

By Lucia Sanchez
Daily Bruin Staff

When University Police Chief

Clarence Chapman came to

UCLA in June, he said he wanted

the department to reflect a more
professional working environ-

ment. He's betting new renova-

tions to the police building will

help.

Despite a recent 10 percent

budget cut and the restructuring

of the department, which resulted

in lay-offs, the chief said he feels

renovations - expected to cost

between $50,000 and $70,000 -

are necessary.

"I think it's consistent with the

reorganization and new image
the police is presenting," said

Chapman. "We want an environ-

ment we can be proud of."

Budget cuts were made in places

where an excess of management
positions could be consolidated,

he added.

Minor police department reno-

vations began in July and are

scheduled to be finished in six

weeks. The renovations include

new paint, carpet, cabinets and
better lighting. The cabinets are

being replaced because they may
fall during an earthquake.
Chapman added.

Walls will be knocked down
and new ones erected beginning

the first week of November.,
according to Jerry Markham.
principal project manager for the

university Facilities Design and

Project Management.
"We're making it clean. The

building was excessively dirty,"

Chapman explained. The ulti-

mate goal is to provide a more
comfortable, safe and accessible

work environment, he added.

A wall in the old detectives

department that didn't meet fire

safety standards will be knocked
down. Chapman said. The open
room will then be used as the

new brief room for officers.

Officers are now crowded into

the small meeting room down-
stairs and stand along the wall to

be briefed, said Chapman.
"That's not a good environment

to glean information from, that's

why we picked a larger room,"
he added.

The detectives are happy with

their new home, said Sgt. Jim
Vandenberg. who works in the

larger office. "We love it, it's

new. Chief Chapman is thinking

of our needs." he said.

Vandenberg added that the new

NIMA BAOIEY

The UCPD Is remodeling its current station at a cost of $50,000-$7 5,000, with hopes of a new
workplace Image and atmosphere.

office is better organized and will

help the detectives to be more
efficient

The small office adjoining the

former detectives department,

which is downstairs, will be

turned into a training room
where officers can take exams on

new procedures like domestic
violence training. Chapman said.

Officers can also watch informa-

tive videos like "ATM Safety

Tips" and "Carrying Weapons
Aboard Aiiiines," said Chapman,
adding that an interactive video

system will also be installed.

Captain of Support Services

Terence Baker, who now shares a

small crowded office with three

other people , said he looks for-

ward to his new office."It's a long

time coming," Baker said. "It will

improve (my) productivity."

Plans for a brick sign with

brass letters reading "UCLA
Police E)epartment" in front of the

station will also add to the depart-

ment's new image. The submitted

proposal, which is awaiting
approval from the university's

Capital Projects, calls for the sign

to be lit from below. Chapman
said.

Westwood Village may set up own UCPD substation
By Lucia Sanchaz
Daily Bruin Staff

A new police substation jointly

staffed by university police offi-

cers and LAPD officers may
open in Westwood near
Christmastime, university police

said.

The substation will find a tem-

porary home in a vacant store-

front on Westwood Boulevard,

until long-term renovation plans

for Westwood move the substa-

tion into a new parking lot struc-

ture to be built on Broxton, said

Westwood Village Management
Corporation Director Tom
Carroll.

The store, formerly Jay's
Jewelers, is located next to

Milano's Restaurant and was
donated by the Village
Management Corporation, who
approached the police in June
about opening the substation.

"When I first came here (to

Westwood) two years ago I start-

ed a relationship with LAPD,"
Carroll said, "And then when
Chief Chapman came to the uni-

versity he was open to the idea

(of a substation)."

The substation is part of the

corporation's plans to revitalize

Westwood with cleaner and safer

streets. Carroll pointed out that

other entertainment centers like

the University City Walk near

Universal Studios and Santa
Monica's Third Street

Promenade have substations.

Chapman opened a substation

in Ladera Heights when he was
with the Sheriff' Department, and

that experience was an added
bonus, according to Carroll.

"Chief Chapman has been very

helpful," he said.

The new substation is in line

with Chapman's goals of bring-

ing more community-oriented
policing to UCLA, and he said he

is enthusiastic about its opening.

"I think it will bring us closer

to the community," Chapman
said. "We want to establish high-

er visibility in the village where
we have a responsibility because

a lot of our students go there," he

explained.

The new substation will help

allay fears about the safety of
Westwood, Chapman said. "The
perception that people have (of

crime in Westwood) is not realis-

tic."

Services like alcohol and
crime prevention classes will be

offered at the substation when it

opens. Eventually, the police

hope the local community will

hold neighborhood watch meet-

ings at the substation.

Xitizens will be able to elicit

advice and assistance from police

officers," Chapman said.

"It creates a more convenient

interface with the police so that

the area is kept safe, operates

well and gives everyone com-
fort." Carroll explained. He
added that he hopes people will

feel more welcome in Westwood
because of the increased safety.

The substation will be open
from 8 a.m. until 2 a.m. in alter-

nating shifts between UCPD and

LAPD officers, Chapman said.

While the Village Management
Corporation would like to see the

temporary substation open soon,

they still need $30,000 to begin

necessary renovations of the

building. Funds are needed for

both the temporary and perma-
nent substations.

Keeping in spirit with the com-
munity-oriented project, the cor-

poration is asking for funding

from the local community.

"We're raising funds right

now." Carroll said. "We'f« talk-

ing to different groups around the

neighborhood."

nO€L BMJTISTA

A substation, jointly staffed by the LAPD and UCPD. may open

in Westwood during winter break.
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Bosnians shatter

Serb defense line
r

ZAGREB, Croatia - In the most suc-

cessful Bosnian offensive of the 31-

month-old war, government forces have

swept out of the northwestern Bihac
pocket, driving eastward through Serb
lines on the Una River and taking large

amounts of abandoned Serb weapons.
Paul Risley, a spokesman for United

Nations forces here, said Thursday that

"the Una River defense line Of the Serbs

has been shattered" and that the Muslim-
led Bosnian forces had captured "most if

not all" of the Grabez plateau that over-

looks Bihac from the east. .

U.N. military reports said the Fifth

Corps of the Bosnian army was moving
in a two-pronged assault, eastward from
Bosanska Krupa and south-east down
the road from Bihac to Bosanski
Petrovac. ^- -i^ . ^^

S. America voicano
spews goid daiiy
LOS ALAMOS, N.M. - A South
American volcano is spewing more than

a pound of gold into the air each day and
depositing another 4S pounds of gold a

year into the rocjcs lining its crater, a sci-

entist said Thursday.

It is the first time that visible amounts of

gold have been found in an active vol-

cano, said Dr. Fraser Goff, a geologist at

the Los Alamos National Laboratory in

New Mexico who made the discovery at

the Galeras volcano in Colombia.
While gold is sometimes found in

extinct volcanoes, Goff said, the Galeras

volcano is venting commercial amounts
of gold from its fiery top. It is not known
how much gold it has produced.

Clinton's noihevent
sparics conflict
JERUSALEM - A non-event Thursday
on President Clinton's Jerusalem sched-

ule rekindled the long conflict between
Arabs and Jews over who has sovereign-

ty of this holy but eternally difficult city.

By.having his schedulers look into a

possible late-nigtit tour of Jewish,
Muslim and Christian shrines in the

walled Old City, Clinton stepped into a

political and religious minefield that

threatened explosions until he backed
off and canceled his tentative plans.

The formal reason given was presi-

dential fatigue.

Officially, the tour did^not exist, for it.

was only discussed and was never
inscribed in the president's program.
But simply talking about it was more
than enough to touch off sharp disputes

and to drive home graphically how the

battle for Jerusalem was, is and will be
at the heart of the Israeli-Palestinian

conflict.

Leader tlireatens
Mozamliique election
MAPUTO, Mozambique - As
Mozambicans streamed to the polls

Thursday in th6ir first free elections,

hoping to finally^exorcise the ghosts of
a savage civil war, the main opposition

leader cast the entire exercise in doubt
with a last-minute announcement that

he would reject the outcome.
Afonso Dhlakama, who has re-cast

his Renamo guerrilla army as a political

party and himself as the main preside
tial challenger, charged that fraud by the

government had cheated his party of any
chance at victory.

'These elections, with fraud arranged

in advance - no, no, no," he told
reporters. "We will not approve' them,
and no one can force us."

U.S. prison inmates
pass million maric
The number of inmates in America's

prisons topped one million this summer
for the first time in the nation's history,

the Justice Department said Thursday,

releasing a survey that reflected the

results of a decades of demands for

tougher punishment ofcriminals.

The new survey, conducted by the

Bureau of Justice Statistics, found that

1,012,851 men and women were being

held in prisons as of June 30. The bureau

said that the country's prison population

grew by nearly 40,000 inmates in the first

six months of this year, an increase equiv-

alent to 1 ,500 new prisoners a week.

Trials of abortion
pill begin In U.8.

Trials of the French abortion pill, com-
monly called RU486, have now begun in

the U.S., the Population Council said

Thursday. The group said it would make
no general announcement of the sites

where women can get the drug because of
concerns about potential violence.

The Council is the group to which the

French company, Rojussel Uclaf, has
turned over the U.S. rights to manufac-
ture and distribute the drug mifef»istone.

In a telephone press conference from
New York, officials said that they knew of

no threats against the council or against

\the 12 to 20 clinics that will be giving the

drug on an experimental basis.

Women at the 12 or more clinics will

be offered the drug, until a total of about

2,100 women have used it. The test is

expected to be completed by next spring,

and the drug is expected to be available to

doctors in this country in 1 996.

20tli Century aslcs

for court overturn
Woodland Hills based 20th Century

Industries Inc. says it will ask the U.S.

Supreme Court to overturn a rujing by
the state high court requiring the com-
pany to pay $119 million in Proposition

103 rebates.

Gary Pontana, an attorney for 20th

Century, called the ruling "unconstitu-

tional" and predicted Thursday that the

Supreme Court would overturn it.

Attorneys for the California
Insurance Department called the appeal

an attempt l>y 20th Century to avoid

paying rebates to auto, home and com-
mercial policyholders as mandated by
Proposition 103, the 1988 insurance

reform law.

L^tterman's Top 10
Things Ted Kennedy Can po to Wia,

the Election:

10. Introduce new rule at debates:

mention the economy, do a shoL

9. TVo words: Jenny Craig.

8. Use trick photography in campaign
JEids to make he^ul appear normal size.

7. Lose the toga.

6. Gain the crucial endorsement of
influential Bangladeshi political leaders,

Mujibur and Sirajul.

5. Stop referring to his five terms in the

U.S. Senate as "refills."

4. New slogan: several wives can't be
wrong!

3. Stop responding to reporters' ques-

tions with, "Lemme ask my buddy Jack

Daniels."

2. Jazzercise like a son of a bitch.

1 . Put on his damn pants!

Compliedfrom Bruin wire services.

!. A
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School ofTheater, Film and lelevision Presents

\

STORY THEA :{
:

byPaulSilU

Directed by Tony Award- Winner Ron Leibman

l^K^^^m ^^^^B^^^^'
' '^^^^^^^^^1

An enchanting evening of "::~

famousfablesfrom Aesop and

the Brothers Grimm

— . . I^^M^HI October 28, 29, 30

November 2, 3, 4, 5
'

8 p.m.

Sunday Matinee: October 30

2 p.m.

r- UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall •

\

1 f*ir- -*

Admission: $12, $9

Faculty / Staff/ Seniors, Students $6

For tickets call

UCLA Central 1 icket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310-825-2101)
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Ghosts may be found in England's most haunted village

Village spooks,

cavort year-round,

By Louis J. Salome
Cox News Service

PRESTBURY. England — About
7,450 people live in this creaky-

old west England village, but that

doesn't count the ghosts.

Add the Black Abbot,
Prestbury's most fannous shadowy
presence, the Galloping Cavalier,

headless perhaps, the spirit-ed

piano-player at Sundial Cottage,

the chilling female form that floats

across the graceful bridal suite of

the Prestbury House Hotel and
scores of other lesser ghosts and
'Prestbury ranks as England's most
haunted village.

Who knows?- Nearly everyone
in this spooky space of thatched-

roof cottages and 400-year-old
Elizabethan houses knows. They

and other guests

not just Hallo\^een
believe the ghosts cavort here
year-round and aren't mere sea-

sonal guests for Halloween. Oon't

anyone dare question it.

Once, when leading ghost
chronicler Florence Jackson fin-

ished a speech on the subject, a

woman, not a ghost, approached
innocently and said, "I've enjoyed

your talk and I'm surprised
because you seem quite normal."

That's the trouble with
Prestbury. Except for a gypsy or

two it seems so normal. No weird-

looking people dressed in red,

wearing horns and wielding pitch-

forks; no one running screaming
across the road to evade the 350-

year-old Galloping Cavalier, who
is usually heard but not seen.

But, the people say, the ghosts

.are here just as certainly as are the

creaking boards, the knocking
radiator pipes and the horses at the

local Cheltenham racecourse.

The spirits, most of them
friendly, j^nock on doors in many
of the old housts, roam the

ancient monks' graveyard, float

through the former farmyard
where sometimes horses and dogs
won't venture and clamber down
the road where the postman hears

hoofbeats but sees no horses.

Johnny the Butcher was 15,

ghostologist Florence Jackson
said, when he went out for a

smoke and saw a figure "sort of
gliding, floating above the ground.

His mother saw him after he ran

home and she said, 'What's wrong
with you? You look like you've
seen a ghost.' Where had that

woman been?"

"It really is the most haunted
house in the village," said Joan
Wilkinson of "Reformed
Cottage," her 250-year-old

thatched-roof abode near where
the old monks used to hang out in

real life. Now, she and other vil-

lage folk believe, the Black
Abbot's spirit guards the place

alone.
*

Wilkinson says, in all serious-

ness, "The Black Abbot walks
through from time to time and
sometimes knocks on the door and
scares me half to death. I haven't

seen him and I don't want to see

him, but I've heard him."

Prestbury's ghosts are the stuff

of legend and matter-of-fact con-

versations. Jackson believes sever-

al of the ghosts are real because
the experiences related are essen-

tially the same, but with different

wrinkles.

"I really believe in the Black
Abbot," said Wilkinson. The
whole town is so convinced and
'_^eams jo hear more episodes that

Wilkinson says with a laugh, "I

can go out to dinner with these

stories."

For 30 years or more, John
Fogarty. the local grocer, has

filled in tunnels underneath his

old store and remodeled as his

business grew. One night several

years ago when he was alone, or

thought he was, Fogarty heard the^

"clear, distinct sound of foot-'

steps" on the stairs outside hisr

office.

"I called out, but there was no
answer. I was alone," Fogarty
recalls. "The hair stood up on the

back of my neck and I went home
like lightning."

Fogarty dbesn't know whether

Ht was the Black Abbot shopping

or whether the ghost that moves
furniture at the local hotel got
lost. But Fogarty is convinced he

^

heard a ghost
In Prestbury, the ghosts live.

Skeptics are invited to stop by for

a look and a listen. Try
Halloween, if you dare.
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RRE VOU INTERESTED

IN DESIGNING STUDIO

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS?
Alesis designs and nuinufactures audio gear for performing

and studio recording applications. Examples of our product
"

line include digital multitrack tape recorders, music synthesizers,

sound modules, audio signal processing gesir, studio mixing

consoles and sound reinforcement equipment. Our products

: rely heavily on state of the art digital audio technologies that

require a solid backgroimd in aiudog and digital electronics.

Alesis is one of the premier companies in our industry and is

located in Los Angeles.

We are seeking enthusiastic electronic engineers with sufficient

experience to serve as entry level electronic designers. We
have openings in our ASIC design group as well as our test

engineering group.

Our ASIC designs are implemented with Sun spare workstations

utilizing Cadence IC development tools. Our designs include

gate-arrays, standard cell and full custom analog and digital

CMOS designs. Most designs are supplemented with various

SPICE runs and high level language computer simulations to

verify fimctionality.
^ ^

Our test engineering projects support production with micro -

controller based custom test fixtures. Many of these are

designed based on an 8751 with appropriate peripheral analog

and digital interface circuitry.

Please visit us at the Annual Engineering and Science Career

Day on Friday, October 28, 1994, or send your resume to:

t̂ ^
^^^

LEARIM TO...
• Work in an Agency FT PT

• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency

• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 [800) 452-2644
CALIG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA Stcite Approved • Reg =^4 10220!

K*i—

mi

'^^"'mmMU HAIR?
Semove it permaiieiitly

EIJS€TROLYSIS
1081 Westwood Blvd. Suite 224

Westwood Village

call Lisa at

(310)208-2045
' complimentary consultation ^

10% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

-Hi
Mill

*». ATTN: Dept. UCXA
3630 Holdrege Avenue

Los Angela, CA 90016

'
I

W^A

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

I Vt,-,i A it. Af.'r S

COrJTACT LENS
PACKAGE

>LkII Afji; h ;!['..•, 'ip CARF

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES

1
li^ltl

t Ai Ji :i<l ll'i'A

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
• EYE EXAMINATIONS
. VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX

208-1384
10930 VVEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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committee holds
great genetic iaiowiedge

ByJeffNesmlth
Cox News Service

WASHINGTON — In the

^pidly expanding field of "gene
therapy," Nelson Wivel raises a

note of caution.

Wivelis the director of the

Office of Recombinant DNA
Activities, a little-known agency
that evaluates human genetic
experiments for the National
Institutes of Health.

He thinks dramatic successes in

several early experiments have
caused the hopes of patients and
scientists to soar beyond reason.

**We are making only the vepr

early forays into this science,"* he
says, **but we are already talking

of what we are doing as if it is

'gene therapy,*

"

Gene experiments is a more
accurate term, he says.

^^^vel's office provides support

for the Recombinant DNA
Advisory Committee or "RAC."
Before any experiment in which a

foreign gene is inserted in a

human being receives NIH sup-

port, it must be approved by the

RAC.
Despite his cautious inclina-

tions,'his is one of the fastest-

growing agencies at NIH.
"

Since 1988. when the RAC
approved the first insertion of a

foreign gene into human beings,

the committee of doctors, scien-

tists and lawyers has apfHoved 90
research jnotocols.

They range from genetic
"marking" studies which offer no
hope of direct benefit to the
research subjects who volunteer

for them, to efforts to treat cancer,

cystic fibrosis, rheumatoid arthri-

tis and other diseases.

The most widely publicized
experiment involved severe com-
bined immune deficiency (SCID),
the hereditary immune disorder
that at one time condemned its

victims to life inside plastic "bub-

, bles," away from simple infections

that could kill them.

Drs. Michael Blaese, French
Anderson and Kenneth Culver
received RAC permission in 1990
to insert genes into tw(T young
girls who had the SCID disorder.

In an odd way, that experiment

led directly to a later attempt to

treat brain tumors with ganci-
clovir, a drug for herpes infec-

tions.

Victims of the SCID disorder
lack the gene that produces an
enzyme known as adenosine
deaminase, or "ADA." The sub-
stance is critical to the function of
disease-fighting cells in the blood.

The RAC approved the pro-
posed experiment, in which some
of the blood cells were taken from
the girls and deliberately "infect-

ed" with a retrovirus into which
the researchers had planted a

healthy ADA gene.

The retrovirus released the
healthy gene into the cells, which
were then multiplied by the bil-

lions in a laboratory and dripped
into the girls' veins. The experi-

ment appears to have worked
without side effects. Both girls

now produce healthy levels of the

infection-fighting ADA enzyme.
The experiment also made the

girls national celebrities.

But Culver said that when the

effort was still in the planning
stage, he and his two colleagues

were concerned that the retrovirus

which was to carry the gene into

the blood might harm the girls in

some unexpected ^ay.
Blaese came up with an idea to

put a genetic "safely switch" into

the vims, in order to provide a

way to destroy it if the experiment

got out of control. He suggested
adding a second gene to the retro-

virus. Culver said.

The second gene would be
taken from herpes virus. The her-

pes gene produces its own
enzyme, known as thymidine
kinase. With the development of
ganciclovir, thymidine kinase
became a sort of Achilles heel for

herpes, because when the drug
comes into contact with the gene it

stops being a relatively nontoxic
compound and becomes highly
toxic. It then kills the virus.

Culver said the idea was to use

thymidine kinase as a way to

destroy the genetically engineered

cells if the ADA experiment went
awry. In the final experiment pro-

posal, the safety switch idea was
omitted.

However, the idea started
Culver thinking about using the

enzyme-ganciclovir reaction to

destroy tumor cells.

If the enzyme gene could be
placed inside a tunKtr cell, then it

might make the tumor susceptible

to the drug, he reasoned. Animal
experiments showed the two-step

gene transfer— from herpes to

retrovirus and from retrovirus to

tumor cell — could be accDm=
plished. Further, cancer cells con-

taining the herpes gene were
found to be highly susceptible to

ganciclovir.

Within months. National
Institute of Neurological Diseases

and Stroke researchers Edward H.
Oldfield and Zvi Ram had
received RAC permission to try

the procedure. Eight brain cancer
patients who had failed to respond
to standard treatment such as radi-

ation, chemotherapy or surgery
and were not expected to live

more than a few weeks or months
were treated.

The researchers later revealed

that five of the research volunteers

showed signs of responding favor-

ably. Ttimors either shrank or the

victims showed signs that tumor
cells were dying.

Oldfield and Ram both cau-
tioned that the findings, though
encouraging, were only a start.

However, Culver and others have
received RAC approval for similar

experiments, involving brain
tumors and other forms of cancer.

Results of these experiments
have not been reported.

Another bit of genetic tinkering

that has brought several proposals

before the RAC involves efforts to

correct cystic fibrosis, which is

one of the most commbn fatal

hereditary diseases and has been
traced to a specific gene mutation.

By placing an unmutated gene
in a common cold germ called

adenovirus and exposing lung tis-

sue to the engineered virus, NIH
researcher Ronald Crystal showed
that the lung tissue could be
induced to produce a protein that

is missing from the cells of CF
victims.

At its most recent meeting, the

RAC approved a novel experiment

aimed at determining whether
people can be induced to "grow"
human arterial bypasses.

The idea is to put a gene into

cells lining t^e walls of an artery

and convert those cells into mjicro-

scopic drug factories that will

chum out a substance that stimu-

lates the artery to sprout a new
artery in the fomi of a bypass. The
technique will be attempted on leg

arteries, but if it works, scientists

may someday use it for heart
bypasses.

See OEIiOME, pageU
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YUMYUM
Dim Sum Cafe harden

(310) 824-6566
1108 Gayley Aveny^,
in Westwood Village,

seconds from UCLA.

Buy 1 Beer or Wine
Get the Tire^cx
Second -' ^^^
With the order of 1 meal

Any Dish,

Of!

For DhifeiglnontyBrtng Coupon* Exp line^M I For DMngkvon^* Bring Coupon • Eiq) ll/IVM
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Brentwood/Bel-Air

kfter a day ofvisiting the UCLA
campusy won't it he nice to have a

comfortable stay at the Holiday Inn

Brentwood/Bel-Air?

For your friends

and family, .
^ ^

there's never been

a better time to

visit UCLA.
Especially now.

Especially with

Holiday Inn.

Mention our ad

and get our

special 35% off

rate for Bruins.

• 1 Mile Away from
the UCLA
Campus

• Free Shuttle to

UCLA
• Special Group
Rates

• Outdoor Pool,

Jacuzzi, & Fitness

Center
• Banquet Facilities

• 17th Floor

Rooftop
Restaurant &
Lounge

For reservations and information Call (310) 476-6411 ext. 1625

"^^^iZ^ 170 North Church Lane, Los Angeles, CA 90049 Z^ZI^ZZ
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Back to Class

f -^

Back to Midterms

Back to

Domino's

GREAT DEALS
1371 WMtwood Blvd.

(310) 824-5000

$3 off I

I
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Pizza & 10 pc order

any pizza of Buffalo wings for

(excluding the Do^miMtor) | $10.99 tax

J exp. 11/30/94 I exp. 11/30/94
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Prop. 187 debate amplifies raciai tensions in sclioois
By Klmberiy KIndy
Los Angeles Daily News

Debate over Proposition 1 87 bas
amplified simmering racial tension

on campuses in the Los Angeles
Unified School District, and some
parents and students said they fear

things will become nK>re volatile as

the Nov. 8 election approaches.

Teachers and administrators
have uied to channel students' pas-

sion over the measure into mean-
ingful debate, but as protests and
arguments have escalated, some
parents have decided to keep their

kids at home.

"She stayed home today. She
wouldn't get dressed. She didn't

want to go," said Carol Valentino, a

parent of a student at Olive Vista

Middle School student in the Los
^Angeles area of Sylmar.

"She saw a friend who people

thought was for 187.get pushed
around and. threatened, and she's

afraid she will be next," Valentino

said.

Others said students are on edge
in the predominantly Latino school

disuict.

"It's a very explosive situation

right now," said Juan Gutierrez,

executive director of die One Stop

Immigration and Educational
Center in Los Angeles.

Gutierrez said many Latino stu-

dents feel the measure - which
would deny education and non-

emergency health care to illegal

immigrants - is a threat to them
even if they are citizens, because

they are subject to being reported

as suspected illegals.

"Latino students feel they are

being chased down by everyone

right now, including their (student)

peers," he said.

The 639,000-student school dis-

trict is 66 percent Latino. African-

American students comprise 14.4

. percent, whites 1 2 percent, Asians

5 percent, Filipinos 1 .9 percent and

other races less than 1 percent
each.

Over the past several years there

have been a number of major race-

related disruptions on L.A. Unified

campuses.

Most recently, two students were

stabbed and one shot last week
near the Grant High School cam-

'

pus in suburban Van Nuys, during

after-school fights between stu-

dents of Armenian and Latino
descent.

There was no evidence that the

Grant High dispute was related to

Proposition 187, and school district

spokesman Bill Rivera said there is

"no reason to believe" that the

measure has exacerbated racial

violence on campus.

Board of Education member
Leticia Quezada - who has spoken
out against Proposition 187 - said

the effect that debate over the mea-
sure will have on campus is volatile

and unpredictable.

"I think it's very dangerous to

create such fear and anger because

you can't control it*" said Quezada.

"It's an *us versus them' mea-
sure," Quezada said. "It creates

those types of feelings and we have

been left to deal with the problem it

has created.

Thousands of students have
walked on campus in the past two
weeks in protest of Proposition

187, holding' signs and chanting
their opposition to the measure.

The protests have, for the most
part, been peaceful and school
police have been dispatched to

supervise.

Miciilgaii, federal autiiorities act on
tip, seardi for grave of long-lost child
By Marsha Qlnsburg
San Francisco Examiner

SAN FRANCISCO— Federal and
local authorities using specially

trained dogs and a helicopter
Thursday morning resumed
searching a Michigan woodland for

the body of Kevin Collins, San
Francisco's long-missing child.

As Collins family members
fielded an avalanche of phone calls

in San Francisco from well-wishers

and media nationwide Wednesday,
FBI agents, state police and
Allegan County sheriff's deputies

sought a possible grave nprth of
Saugatuck, a Lake Michigan resort

town in southwestern Michigan.

Authorities searched about half

the 10 acres of woods along
Michigan's Interstate 196 where a

caller told a television station last

Friday that Kevin's body would be

found, 10 years after he disap-

peared from a Haight district street

comer.

His disappearance, and his fami-

ly's intensive search for their lost

10-year-old, won the nation's sym-
pathy, and Kevin became a symbol
for the problem of missing chil-
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU FORGET
TO SET YOUR CLOCK BACK:

(REMEMBER. DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME STARTS SUNDAY.)

6

6

Have breakfast for once.

If you're lucky, all the prizes vy/on't be taken from

the cereal boxes.

Workout before class.

You and the swimmers will have the gym all

to yourselves.

Get to a seminar extra early.

Claim that prime seat where the professor can't

see you doodling.

i

Hit the snooze six times.

Only get up when you hear a song you really,

really like.

»
- f

r

dren.

Searchers found fiothing
Wednesday, but said they would
extend their search outside the area

identified by the caller, a man who
claimed j^o be a priest who had
heard a San Quentin inmate con-

fess to Kevin's killing. The caller

told cameraman John Shortt at

WWMT-TV in nearby Kalamazoo,
Mich., that the confession was
made years ago, but that he was
stepping forward now only because

the alleged killer had recently died.

See COLUN8, page 11

INTERNET
From page 1

^

it got to *i* the system crashed,"

Kleinrock said. And after that, the

parent of the Internet was bom, he

said.

Today, the Internet connects
more than just a small handful of

scientists with each other's
resources. More than 20 million

people use the Internet's world
web to conduct business and
research via long distances.

"This, in some terms, has a

bigger impact than landing on the

moon," Kleinrock said. "We really

had no idea that (the Internet) is

what we would have today."

Users on the Internet can
access anything from President

Bill Clinton' past speeches to texts

with audio and video segments on
rhinos.

"I can watch the space shuttle

launch as it was happening or
search for something in an entire

library iiT a matter of minutes. It's

a window to a unlimited number
of things," Kleinrock said.-

Although the communica-
tions system was created in 1%9,
it still took 25 years to grow to its

current size. But with the presi-

dential administration's push for

the information superhighway, it

has the potential to develop into

something even bigger, scientists

say.

But if the Internet is to serve

more people's needs to transmit

information, there needs to be cer-

tain improvements within the cur-

rent system - especially in the

area of security. Kleinrock said.

In addition, the system needs
more network addresses, and a

way to spnd one stream of infor-

mation to numy people at the sanoe

time.

So aUhough today's Internet

is a good model for thefuture
information superhighway, it isn't

quite good enough to become it,

Kleinrock said.

Professors can gain access to

the Internet through UCLA, as can i^

many students in the computer
science, math, and physics depart-

ments. With the ability to send
mail, and even homework, instan-

taneously at the push of a button,

and faster than any mail carrier

could move it, the Internet has
provided a system that some pco-^
pie couldn't imagine living with-

See INTIIINET, page 9
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INTERNET
From page 8

out.

"At the present stage of my
career I couldn't imagine living

without the Internet. It's a system
I use several times a day to stay in

'contact with researchers, friends

and acquaintances around the

world," said Walter Kurplus, com-
puter science department co-chair.

In addition people can also

hold conferences with each other

through electronic talking where
the split computer screen lets peo-

ple see both sides of the conversa-

t^on at once, said Narayanan
. Shibakumar, a computer science

graduate student

But despite the possibility of
having a paperless office in the

future, it probably won't happen,

Shibakumar said. "People like

looking at things on paper," he
said.

'

r

DIPLOMACY
From page 1

Earlier in the day, Clinton
became the first president in 20
years to visit Syria, where he said

he made "some progress" in pri-

vate talks to uige Assad to pick up
the pace of negotiations with
Israel.

Clinton refused to give details

of the initiative he brought to

Israel. Christopher said that the

Syrian leader had moved on key
issues that divide the two nations.

Israel and Syria are at an
impasse on trading land for peace.

Israel has offered to return at least

part of the Golan Heights, the
strategic border highlands which it

captured during the Six-Day War
in 1967, in a phased withdrawal in

exchange for normal, diplomatic
relations with Syria.

American officials were hope-
ful they can speed up the talks and
attain the U.S. goal of a Israeli-

Syrian settlement within the next
four to six months.

However, the public diplomacy
was far less promising, as Clinton

and Assad made their public
appearance in the vast white mar-
ble People's Palace overlooking
the Syrian capital of Damascus.
At a joint press conference, a

prickly and defensive Assad was
miffed when asked if his govern-
ment supports terrorism, an alle-

gation that has long been made by
the U.S. State Department.

'This was not one of the topics

on the agenda in my discussion
with President Clinton," retorted

Assad, who tried to dismiss the

charges by asserting that he had
grilled an American senior official

to cite "one incident in which
Syria has committed a terrorist

act, and he was helpless."

Clinton jumped in to stress that

he had brought up the issue of ter-

rorism, especially last week's bus
bombing in Tel Aviv and the
attack on Moslem worshippers at

Hebron last February.

The Clinton entourage spent
much of the remainder of
Thursday trying to undo the
impression that the incident, who
has been preaching against terror-

ism in public, had been soft on it

when speaking to Assad.

At a news conference with
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin Thursday night, dllinton

expressed disappointment that the

Syrian leader had not spoken out
against violence.

"I regret that ... President Assad
did not take the opportunity to say
in public what h^ said to me in pri-

vate, and that is his deep regret

about the loss of lives, and partic-

ularly the bus bombing," Clinton

See DIPUMiACY, page 10

10% DISCOUNT 10% DISCOUNT

BIG SPORTS BAR

FOOD FfEMS
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UVCIU SOHMi

Urcycr.s

Faire CalcTTFOOD ZONE
UCUV's "Official"
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DIPLOWiACY
From page 1

said. "He said to me, 'You kpow
we have to end the killing business

wherever it occurs.'

"

Clinton's failure to achieve a

tangible and public concession
from Assad Ixiought scoffing from
critics of (he current trend in the

peace effort.

'There was nothing new on top

ofwhat was said in Geneva. It was
really an anticlimax, almost a non-

event." said Yossi Olmert, a for-

mer member of the Israeli peace
negotiating team.

The conservative Olmert said

he expected the Americans should

have obtained concessions from
Assad as a price for making the

visit to Syria.

The president has also been
under attack from home for meet-

ing with Assad. House Republican

Whip Newt Gingrich of Georgia
charged this week that the Syrian

is "more ruthless" than the ex-dic-

tator of Haiti Raoul Cedras.

Expectations had been high
among Israeli officials that

Clinton would convince Assad to

meet publicly with Rabin or
approve direct negotiations
between the countries' foreign
ministers.

Israel's President Ezer
Weizman, greeting Clinton upon
his arrival, said, "We hope that

you are bringing good news with

you from Damascus. If not, we
have patience."

The president, who had come to

the Middle East to help celebrate

the signing of a peace treaty
between Israel and Jordan, com-
pletes his tour Friday by jetting to

Kuwait for a visit with U.S. troops

who are holding the line against

threats from Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein.

Clinton makes a brief stop in

Saudi Arabia to meet with King
Fahd before returning home
Saturday.

INTERNATIONAL
From page 3

everything that's happening (in

Brazil)," he said.

But Americans' favorite news
source - the television - isn't as

informative to foreign students,

they said. "Here in the U.S. (net-

work television stations) don't do
anything about South America,"
Gonzales said.

"I ask my parents about impor-

tant (issues)," said Isabelle
Poupeau, a French public healtli

student. "I watch news but (there

is) nothing about France."

And though they may be thou-

sands of miles away from home,
many still maintain a dedication to

their country's government.

On October 14th, Gonzales
went to the Brazilian consulate in

Los Angeles to vote for a new
Brazilian president. "I didn't vote

for the new president," he said.

"He's a good president but I'm
concerned about his alliance with

a conservative group."

Though keeping ties to their

homeland is important, not all for-

eign students like to be informed
about their countries. In fact, some
are downright interested in forget-

ting.

"I'm not interested (in

Ukrainian politics). I'm sick and
tired of those political problems,*^

-

Roykh said. "I feel bad for people

who stay there (because of the

economy). I really hope (the econ-

omy) is going to get better. But
I'm not interested in it any more "

In addition, living apart from
their families' seems to foster a

greater sense of independenceT

-w-^

See INTERNATIONAL page 11
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INTERNATIONAL
From page Id. -H'

Papino said he has been more
independent since he came to Los
Angeles two and half years ago. ^

"In Mexico, (the society) is

more family-oriented," he said.

"(We're) more connected to fami-

ly all the time. It has been a good

change for me."

And while Papino gained a bet-

ter understanding of how to han-

dle the world on his own, many
other students discovered that

American values really appeal to

them.

"(U.S. society) gives me a

hope," said Ayumi Baba. a senior

psychology major from Japan. "It

seems like there are more people

who evaluate your ability positive-

ly. It's easier for me to live in

America than Japan because I like

people who express their opinions

clearly."

But for some, there is a constant

gravity towards home, reminding

them that they have to go back
someday - regardless of how
much they like L.A. or the United

States.

"I would prefer to work here,

because here they pay higher
salary than in Brazil. In the U.S.,

you can find anything you want
cheaper (than Brazil)," Gonzales
said. "Living is much more com-
fortable here than Brazil. But I

don't know ... it's hard to explain,

but I think it's mostly because of

the people, friends and every-

thing."

GENOME
From page 7

Scientists at several institutions

have found that the procedure
works in laboratory animals.
Jeffrey Isner and other researchers

at St. Elizabeth's Hospital in

Boston became the first to receive

RAC approval to try on humans.

The gene they are interested in

stimulates cells to produce a sub-

stance called vascular endothelial

growth factor. They will try to put

the gene into persons with blocked

leg arteries. This condition causes

chronic "rest pain" (the kiiyl of
pain you get when you hold your

arm up for several minutes)
because blood is unable to reach

lower limbs. In addition, patients

often have ulcers that won't heal

because of curtailed blood supply.

COLLINS
From page 8

Officials said they were using

a special helicopter for ground
search radar and dogs that can
detect human remains.

"We'll explore all the possibil-

ities;'^ said Undersheriff Larry

Ladenburger.

FBI spokesman Rick Smith
said officials from the agency's

Child Abduction Task Force here

were in touch with Grand Rapids

officials to provide background
in the case, and possibly look for

any connections.

"It's possible the inforrnation

wasn't good," said Smith. "But
based on (its) specificity ... to not

do anything would be remiss."

The tip drew national attention

and threw the CoJIins family into

'emotionaLuphdival

.

-^'m still just waiting and sec-

J

ing what's going on ... I'm hop-

ing," said Collins. "I want a

resolution - I'm hoping this will

bring us resolution.

"I'm not real excited about it.

It's just another call and I hope
it's the right one. It would be
nice to have an ending rather

than go on in turmoil," Collins

'said.
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Polygram

and its family

of recording labels

will be at the

Homecoming

Spirit Rally

to give away

free CDs

of popular

recording stars!

•^7'30,

To NIGHT
DON'T MISS THE 62ND ANNUAL

UCLA HOMECOMING PARADE
& Spirit rally

Grand Marshal Marques JOHNSON
with 25 student & alumni floats

12 marching groups
bruin marching band
Hollywood High Band

STANFORD Band '

UCLA ALUMNI Band °**Mr

4 FORMER HOMECOMING QUEENS
FROM THE '30s, '40s, '50S & '60S

UCLA Spirit Squad
The Raiderettes
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LA RAMS CHEERLEADERS
LA LAKER Girls

,
LA Clipper Girls

Jim Harrick Bt the UCLA Basketball t am
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Anight one friend will never forget
By Todd Hanson

The recent controversy over
sponsorship of the Interfratemity

Council failed to take into

account the five-month anniver-

sary of a' night when a friend of
mine encountered a dozen frater-

nity members. Shortly after mid-
night on Saturday, May 28, 1994,

my friend dropped me off at the

top of Roebling Avenue and
drove down the hill towards

Landfair.

It was a drive he will never for-

get.

My friend, who is Indian,

stopped at the comer to make a
left turn. He waited for about 12

males, some of whom were wear-
ing shirts with fraternity letters, to

cross the street. One of them
noticed my friend in his car, and
shouted with an insulting

"Indian" accent: "Look! 7-Eleven
must be closed!" Another came to

the driver's side, opened the door
and started to roughly pull my
friend's arm. After trying to push
the attacker away, my friend was
hit in the jaw for resisting.

Meanwhile, other attackers -

all of whom were white - shook
his car up and down, yelling more
racist epithets. One then attempt-

ed to open the passenger side

door while others stood around
the car laughing.

My friend escaped by grabbing
and slamming the driver's door
shut, and then by slowly edging
his car forward through the

crowd.

His physical pain from this

unprovoked attack healed long

ago. But the wounds from having
his race insulted, his personal

security threatened and his pride

attacked still cause biting emo-
tional and mental pain five

months afterward.

He thought he was safe at ^

UCLA. He. and all of us, needs to

think again.

Keep Tagalog
at UCLA
Editor:

As members of the Concerned
Asian Pacific Students for Action
(CAPSA), we express our thanks
to Dean of Humanities Pauline Yu
for her verbal commitment to

fund the Tagalog language for an
additional year. We are pleased

that the Pilipino Coalition, along
with other UCLA student groups,
have succeeded in retaining the

Tagalog language.

Despite the fact that 35 percent
of the undergraduate population is

Asian Pacific Islander, UCLA
only offers three permanent Asian
Pacific languages, while

Vietnamese and Tagalog must
undergo an annual review process

>yhich determines their existence

Considering the importance of

My anger over what happened
to my friend could easily cause

me to hate the fraternity system.

But I am angry only at some of
the members of the greek system*

because I believe that there are

two groups of males within it -

boys and men.

First I will address the boys, at

whom my
anger rages.

Boys do
not realize or

care that their

words and

actions have

consequences

for others, as

well as for

themselves.

Boys refuse

to accept

responsibility

when they are

wrong. Boys
deny their

faults, or are

blind to them.

I have met
and seen

many boys in

the fraternity

system.

Some
prove they are boys by throwing a

burning table off the roof of their

fraternity house. Others prove it

with racist comments. A dozen
others proved it that night in May
by attacking my friend.

Another group proved it with
an ad in the Daily Bruin which
began by saying "So you think

you know the system?" and then

listed a variety of service projects

and other activities in which their

fraternity is active. It concluded
with, "We knew you were
wrong!" The list of service pro-

jects included Tree People and the

UCLA Hunger Project.

I don't care what work fraterni-

ty members do for Tree People
(or any other philanthropy) if that

language in strengthening cultural

diversity and integrity, we hope to

see both Vietnamese and Tagalog
shifted into a permanent status

here at the university. We further

hope the university will imple-

ment intermediate Tagalog and
Pilipino Studies classes in the

immediate future.

Through the continued reform
of the college curriculum to keep
pace with the needs of a chang-
ing student body, the university

can continue to live up to its

committnent to address its multi-

cultural community. Once again,

we are pleased with Yu's deci-

sion and commend the university

for responding so succinctly to

the needs of the student popula-
tion.

This statement was sponsored
ly Concerned Asian Pacific

Students for Action

evening you attack my friend. I

don't care how many homeless
people's stomachs you fill with

soup if you continue to ladle serv-

ings of racial hatred into the

minds of your brothers and new
pledges.

JSome may think that I am
wrong for having reservations

about the sincerity and effective-

ness of greeks' efforts to combat
racism within the system. The
boys who attacked my friend

proved my reservations to be cor-

rect. Boys, until you reach

beyond your hatred, acknowledge
that your actions have conse-

quences, look beyond yourself

and take responsibility for under-
standing others, you will always
be boys.

Now, I will address the men
within the system, and explain
why I am frustrated.

I've met many fraternity men
and have visited some houses
where qualities of "manhood"
predominate. Men who realize

and care that their words and

actions have consequences on
others. Men who not only accept

responsibility when they are

wrong but work VocovcecX the __^
faults or misperceptions which
led to being wrong.'

Men recognize when others'

actions are unacceptable and
harmful to others and they work

against those

actions. My
frustration

stems from
the fact that

the men have

not made a

mote con-

certed effort

to educate

the boys and

to clearly

demonstrate

a sincere and
effective

effort to the

UCLA com-
munity.

It is at this

point in a

Viewpoint

article where
the author

usually calls

for more
awareness workshops, more
forums for pledges, more commu-
nity service work. All that's great,

but I strongly believe that real

change will only come about
through direct confrontation.

People often feel powerless to

combat racism, but I believe we
overlook the real power we have.

Personally, people have said

"gook," "fag," misogynistic terms

and racist comments around me -

but they usually don't do so more
than once. First, I make it clear

that I do not like them using such
terms. Then I tell them why I per-

sonally find their words and atti-

tude offensive, and why I think

they hurt people.

This gets them thinking.

Letters

'Uving history'

only ontortalns
Editor:

Tom Momary's analysis of
"living history"( "Living history

lets those of past speak to us still,"

Oct. 26) is woefully inadequate.

Furthermpre, his diatribe against

historians and other 'unthinking

people' is - forgive me - down-
right shallow. His many assertions

are so misguided, in fact, that their

complete refutation would fa?

exceed the confines of this forum.
Momary preaches that "no

greater method exists" than histor-

ical teaching via the "living histo-

ry" method. We can just foi^get

about vigorously studying the

social, political, economic, reli-

gious and intellectual forces that

led to specific events; and to hell

with their affects. AH that is

required is the replacement of
those wretched professors with

theatre troupes to teach us histo-

ry? Isn't that special?

The reenactment of history -

I like entertainment,

but when it is declared a

deity, the holy water

must start flowing.

and that's all it is, not "reliving"

history or a "dream brought to

life" - is principally entertain-

ment. That's it. I like entertain-

ment, but when it is declared a

deity, the holy water must start

flowing.

It is readily apparent that

Momary is quite ni^'ve. While it

may be true that Walt Disney rr^-r—

started with a dream, his succes-

Dally Bruin
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Because their friend has confront-

ed them, someone they value and
trust, it forces them to think. If it

,
happens again, I confront them
again, with greater intensity. The

'

effect of these confrontations

• grows and the person perhaps
moves towards understanding.

Sound too idealistic? It isn't

Individuals teach racism to other

individuals. Racism can be
untaught by individuals as well. It

has happened. I have seen it

occur.

So I call upon the men in the

greek system to confront boys
when they say racist comments or

perform racist actions. Show them
that you are tolerant of difference

and intolerant of racism.

You have the power to affect

boys' views and lives. And if you
really want the UCLA community
to accept and trust you,..you are

compelled to act. If yoii really

think you should be responsored,

show me in how you respond to

the attack on my friend.

I now wish once more to direct-

ly address the boys in the system.

You may be tempted to throw this

article away and call me a blind

liberal ideologue, or any variety

of names, because you think I'm
completely wrong. Well then, let

us look at the list of wrongs and
see who is really in the wrong.

Those individuals on the night

of May 28, 1994 have grievously

wronged my friend and people of
color in general. They have
wronged this university and what
it stands for. They have wronged
people who work everyday
towards the goal of racial under-

standing, and they have wronged
me. If this list is not long enough
to awaken you, then let your
minds wresde with this: In

wronging my friend, you have
wronged yourselves.

Hanson is afourth-year English

student.

sors have taken that dream and
turned it into a multibillion dollar

enterprise. Mr. Momary, do you
really believe that the Disney
company's motive in Virginia was
to, as you say. be a "better instruc-

tor of history than all the teachers

I ever had combined"? Isn't it

more probable that they saw a

tremendous money-msJcing
opportunity? Do you enjoy being

fooled? By the way, I'm not anti-

business. I'm even a Republican!

In Momary's worship of "living

history" and concomitant con-

tempt for professors, is he igno-

rant of who makes it possible to

"relive" history in the first place?
Mr. Momary. those evil professors

and historians make possible that

which you so love.

Jackson Eskaw
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Stress returns, but wefpustnot let it blind us

Jeanene

HariiGk

Stress. It has returned. It sur

rounds us, it blinds us, we
breathe it in. The euphoric

days of summer are over. We now
no longer foolishly look forward
to the alleviation of boredom that

school affords us. Instead, we
look back ___^^__^^
fondly on the

days of sum-
mer and won-
der how we
could have
ever wanted to

return to

school. Images
of grades, bills

and a continu-

ously running

clock haunt

our dreams
and inv^e our
thoughts. Is

there no relief from the nightmare
of the UCLA quarter system?

The vampire Stress, much like

the infamous Lestat, cares not for

the harm it imposes on its victims.

With its famished fangs it latches

onto our brains, there to suck
from our minds the joy that life

naturally pours into our veins.

And living in Los Angeles does
not help matters. Many L.A.

natives are bom with minds pre-

disposed toward stress - without
it, many would feel lost and con-

fused. So I, having been bom in

the Bay Area and not yet fully

drained by this greedy joy-sucker,

offer some humble words of

advice.

First of all, we must put things

in perspective. A couple of

weeks ago, I, in the throes of

misery, had a cherished conver-.

sation with my twin sister, who
is now studying in France. As the

money piled up on my father's

calling card, I complained bitter-

ly of my miserable cross-country

season and the stress I was feel-

ing to perform well. My sister

patiently endured my sorrowful

despair, and as our conversation

came to a close, she informed me
that a close friend's mother had
died of cancer a few weeks ago.

Well, that shut me up^-All of a

sudden, my horrid performance
in cross-country didn't seem that

important. I was ashamed of the

tears and depression I had spent

over a few bad races, while my
friend was in the midst of a

despair much more painful than I

could ever imagine. When I

called later that week, our con-
versation put cross-coimtry even
further into perspective - my
friend was experiencing one of

the most painful and confusing

tribulatiofis of life. I simply had
no right to be worrying so much
about one bad season in a sport.

,^ In short, the stress you may be
feeling about grades, sports or

whatever, is inconsequential

compared to the important things

in life. Ten years from now you
probably won't even remember
some of the classes you took in

college, much less what grade

you received. Our society places

unnecessary importance on num-
bers and letters, but these do not

form the lasting relationships

which really matter in life.

Secondly, you must remember
that performance is not connect*

ed to your self-worth. You have
worth simply because you exist.

I believe tjiat your existence is

proof that God created you. If He
created you. He must have want-

ed you here, no matter how well

you do in school or how rich you
become. You can't bring your
report card, your trophies, your
porches or your mansions with

frame of mind. It is very difficult

to relax in this kind of atmos-
phere. Our minds as well as pur

bodies are suffocated by the

over-abundance of concrete and
metal; we suffer from a dearth of

greenness. When I travel outside

of L.A. to regions of verdancy -

for example, Oregon - 1 immedi-
ately notice the change that

you to heaven. All that matters in

the long run is your soul. The
time you spend stressing over
earthly things has no eternal

importance.

Thirdly, I recommend a retreat

to nature. Nature is extremely

comforting in times of stress.

Here in L.A., we are surrounded
by buildings, concrete, cars and a

multitude of people always in a

rush. Although we don't realize

it, it subconsciously affects our

comes over my mind. I .automati-

cally relax. My mind is allowed
to expand into the miles of
unpopulated land and find peace.

When I view the grandness of

nature, my minuteness is empha-
sized, and my petty problems
become micronized. A simple

trip to the ocean may be suffi-

cient to bring about this peace in

you. Or if that is too difficult, 1

find that just looking up at the

sky helps to soothe my nerves.

I offer up one final bit of

advice, although it is by no
means the last solution to beating

stress. There are many out there.

But I suggest this: open your

eyes again to the little miracles

of life. Even in L.A., there are

many mini-miracles (say that

fiy/e times fast) that confront us

daily. Smiles. Take delight in the

supreme joy of a baby's smile, or

the generous smile of a stranger

as you walk to class. Take
delight in the amazing intricacies

of the mind as you successfully

complete a physics problem or

finish that English paper. Take
delight in the wonderful variety

of music and its ability to take

your soul to a higher plane of

being. Take delight in the com-
forting bond of friendship. Take
delight in humor and the laughter

it produces. The list goes on.

Caught upin our never-ending

lists of things to do, we often

overlook the breathtaking mira-

cles that inhabit our everyday
lives.

I hope that my advice will

help you somewhat in facing the

stress of academic life. At times

it can seem like the stress has

taken control of your body, and
that relief will never come. But
the quarter always comes to an

end, senior year will finally

arrive and conclude. Life always
goes on. You've made it through

some tough times in the past, and
there is no reason why you can't

do it again.

Jeanene Harlick is a junior
English major.

Viewpoint

Prop. 188: the tobacco industry's initiative
By Ramona Tan

As I was fiipping through the

California ballot pamphlet.

Proposition 188, an initiative on
statewide regulation of smoking
and tobacco products, caught my
eye.

When I think about smoking, I

think about the people in my
family or in the magazines I read

who are struggling against an
addiction that truly makes them
suffer. I think about how my
father tried - unsuccessfully - to

quit smoking after a violent heart

attack. I think about a ninth-

grade girl who started smoking
in the sixth grade and is now
having a hard time quitting.

I thought to myself that tough

regulation on smoking and
tdbacco products is definitely

needed. My decision to vote for

Prop. 1 88 was going to be an
easy call, I thought. To my sur-

prise, the more I read about the

initiative, the more I realize that

Prop. 188 is not what it appears

to be. It was drafted by the

tobacco company Philip Morris,

which attempts to make the

proposition look like a tough
regulation on smoking and
tobacco products.

However, in reality, the initia-

tive would actually provide loos-

er regulations than the existing

laws. Its purpose is only to

ensure a continuing public con-

sumption of tobacco products

and, consequently, a higher rev-

enue for the dwindling tobacco

industry.

The tobacco industry is trying

to sell Prop. 188 the same way it

has been selling cigarettes all

along: It attempts to disguise the

proven harmful effects caused by
smoking while portraying smok-
ing as an attractive experience.

By emphasizing solutions to

the confusion caused by the cur-

rent, haphazard smoking regula-

tion laws, what the initiative

does not reveal is that once Prop.

188 is passed, it will prevent any
further intervention by either

local or state governments.

Existing laws place tough

permit smoking in the workplace

by allowing smoking in confer-

ence rooms and private offices

with the occupants' consent. The
current law allows smoking
when only up to six people are in

The tobacco industry is trying to sell Prop. 188 the

same way it has been selling cigarettes all along: It

attempts to disguise the proven harmful effects

caused by smoking while portraying smoking as an

attractive experience.

standards on both restaurant and
workplace smoking: With only

minor exceptions, no smoking is

allowed. On the other hand, the

makers of Prop. 1 88 want to

ensure that 25 percent of seating

areas are reserved as smoking
sections in every Califomia
restaurant.

In addition. Prop. 1 88 would

©UT
You're thinking.

You're talking.

You have ideas.

You want others to hear them.

The Viewpoint editors are waiting
for your submissions.

Any questions call 825-2216
Fax, c/o Viewpoint (310) 206-0906

DaRvBruhi

private offices and have the

occupants' consent. Prop. 1 88
lifts the limit so smokers may
light up in groups of any number,

as long as they get consent.

Does this mean that as long as

there are a few smojcers present,

even in a room' as large"^4:5 '^

20 people, every nonsmoker has

to face the challenge and the

pressure of voting, to either go
along with their smoking fellows

or stand up for their right to

breathe clean air in a conference

room?
Furthermore. Prop. 1 88 states

that smoking may be allowed in

completely separate areas in the

workplace, as long as certain

ventilation standards are met.

But sadly, the ventilation stan-

dards are only a bait put out by ,

the tobacco industry to attract .

voters. A chairman of one
California health organization

^points out that "the ventilation

*requircd by Prop. 188 will not

protect our health. The proposed

standards require only the smell

of tobacco smoke be removed
from the air, not the cancer-caus-

ing chemicals."
I

The tobacco industry also

claims the initiative keeps tobac-

co away from children because it

bans cigarette vending machines
in unsupervised public places

where minors arc allowed. But
compared with current laws, this

initiative puts little restriction on
where cigarette vending

machines are allowed. In fact,

according to the California ballot

pamphlet, "43 cities (already)

prohibit the sale of tobacco prod-

ucts from vending machines and

53 cities have passed laws plac-

ing some restrictions on the use

and accessibility of such vending

machines."

The official summary prepared

by the Attorney General states

that Prop. 188 bans public smok-
ing with significant exceptions.

Proponents of Prop. 188, howev-
er, do not mention the hazardous

nature of smoking and the avoid-

able health care costs that result

from tobacco use. They only

emphasize the need for uniform
regulation, which has the potcn-

• tial to override the much tougher

laws that currently exist.

While they support the rights

of business owners and restaura-

teurs, at the same time, they

ignore the rights of nonsmokers
to breathe clean air. The inten-

tion of Prop. 1 88 is not to pro-

mote the good of the general

public - it is proposed by the

'iobacco industry and cleverly

drafted to ensure that the con-

sumption of tobacco products' -

brings in a higher revenue for the

industry. To protect our health, it

is imperative that Californians

vote "no" on Prop. 188.

Tan is a fifth-year psychobiology

student. ^
'
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No pain, no gain
Brodeirick undergoes

^torture' to work with

Hopkins in *Welville'

By Michael Horowitz
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Matthew Broderick's character Will

Lightbody in The Road to Weilvilie is

akin to James Caan's author in Misery.

Sure, there are a lot of people around

and they're all being tortured as well,

and the inflicter of pain is a doctor not

a fan, and he's supposed to get better

not write another book, and it's a com-
edy not a horror film. But otherwise,

it's the same story.

He gets hoards of enemas and
intestines ripped out for unknown rea-

sons. He's strapped to beds and other

appliances, cross-trained and electro-

cuted. All this while he's separated
from his wife and tempted by a nurse

and another patient under the sheets

while under sanitarium orders not to

have sex. Was there any hesitation in

signing up for this crash-course in suf-

fering?

"There was," admits Broderick,
"But I think in order to take the part at

some point you have to say 'I'm not

going 4j;^ think about that,' that's what
{Weilvilie) is."

"Either say no and don't do the

film, or if you're going to do the film,

jump in fully," he figures, realizing in

retrospect some of the rigors he
endured. Some of it was acting, some
of the props were gimmicks, but some
of the stretching and suffering was too

real. Says Broderick, who cited work-
ing with Anthony Hopkins as a major
reason for getting involved: "I thought

the mistake would be to do it half-

assed or to be shy in it."

With three films coming out soon
and a play which he's in rehearsal for,

Broderick is going to saturate the
viewing public at levels near his hey-

day in the mid-' 80s. At the Columbia
lot in Culver City he touches on his

upcoming projects and tosses in his

opinion to issues raised in The Road to

Weilvilie. Prone to speaking in general-

izations, and often extremely private,

he's not the most forthcoming actor

alive, but his boyish charm makes him
impossible not to like.

Broderick certainly has had the

great fortune to work with some of
Hollywood's finest. He's starred with

Dustin Hoffman, Marlon Brando, and

in this recent film he shares the screen

with Anthony Hopkins. These screen

greats are exciting to perform with and

mesmerizing to view, but Broderick
hasn't been as eager a student as one
might expect.

"None of them have ever sat me

Good casting
Actors' talents wasted

in *Road' to nowhere;

coherent story absent

The Road to Weilvilie

Written and directed by Alan
Parker

Starring Anthony Hoplclns,

Matthew Broderick, and Bridget
Fonda

The assembly of talent for The Road

down and given me a lesson," he
Shrugs, but he insists that he's picked

, up a lot from just observing.

On Brando, with whom he co-

starred in The Freshman: "He's from

another planet or something. He's very

mysterious. It's hard to say why he's

so good."

On Hopkins, from their experience

in Weilvilie: "He doesn't really like to

talk about how he acts. He did a little

bit though. His thing is learning his

lines incredibly well. He reads it some

number, 482 times. He literally has a

number, so that he can say the words
without having to think at all."

Broderick is in the process of read-

ing and rereading the script for How to

Succeed in Business Without Really
Trying, the San Diego play he will

soon star and sing in. He also directed

and starred in Iirfinity, filmed here at

UCLA, about a 1920s physjcist and his

romantic life. As for Broderick's

See page 18

to Weilvilie is impressive, but you know
what they say about Anthony Hopkins.

Once he's aboard, other actors beg to be

involved.

They should have begged for a coher-

ent story. Weilvilie threatens to be daz-

zlingly funny or at least amusingly
manic, but it settles for tubefulls of
enema jokes and a lame sex romp.

Three stories co-exist in this film.

They'd overlap, or intersect, or any
other of those plot-weaving terms, but

other than mutual location and a shared

participant or two, the stories are sepa-

rate and unequal. But such is life at the

Battle Cieek Sanitarium, where egoma-
niacal Dr. John Harvey Kellogg
(Anthony Hopkins), brother of the corn-

flake mogul, acts as a semi-scientific

messiah to increase the lifespans of the

elite. He loves giving enemas, his cures

border on sadomasochistic, and his

surgery is often uncalled for, but during

the health craze of the early 1900s,
Battle Creek was considered first-rate.

Will Lightbody (Matthew Broderick)

and his hypochondriac wife Eleonor
(Bridget Fonda) end up at the sanitari-

See WELLVIUJE, page 19

Semi-sclentific messiah Dr. John Harvey Kellogg (Anthony Hopkins), brother of cornflake trwgul and giver of ene-
mas, hails another successful-yet-uncalled-for surgery at Battle Creek Sanitarium, in The Road to Weilvilie.

Will Lightbody (jMattliew Broderick) endures unconventional and often torturesome daily exercise
treatments at Battle Creek Sanitarium in The Road to Weilvilie.

Martin's comic antics paint Picasso at tlie Lapin Agiio'

Tim Hopper, left, and Rk:k Snyder in "Picasso at the LapIn Agile.

Bartender, patrons add

extra fuel to comedic

production at Playhouse

By Jennifer RldimoMl
Daily Bruin Staff

Steve N4artin. That 'Svihl and crazy guy"
who made Martin a household name
through his bizarre sketches on Saturday

Night Live (SNL). The same man who
expanded his repertoire by adding his

wacky attitude tosuch characters as

Cowboy Gil of Parenthood and Harris K,

Telemacher. the wacky TV weatherman of

LA. ^ory, now brings his Strang antics to

the stage.—The play: "Picasso at the l^ne Agile."

And the character he'll be playing: the play-

wright?

Yes, ladies and gentlemen, this time
Martin makes his theater debut offstage. But
don't worry, Martin's unique sense of
humor is captured in the production 1(X)

percent.

"Picasso" revolves around an ongoing
discussion between Pablo Picasso (Tim
Hopper) and Albeit Einstein (Rk:k Snyder),

in a Parisian bar known as the Lapine Agile.

Their conversatk>ns range from each man's
genius to life and love. Even before Pk:asso

enters, the painter is the subject of several

other characters' discussions.

AlthcMigh Rcasso and Einstein are at the

center of the production, it's two smaller

characters that make the production move.
Each pivotal in their own right, both charac-

ters are, without question, the pcrsonifica-

tKMiofMaitifi.

Freddy (Tracy Letts) is the Lapine's bar-

tender who handles Maitin's vocab spectac-

ular and Charles Dabemow Schmendiman
(Tiroy West) is the wannalw genius to handle

Martin's typkral exaggerated antks.

Early on in the production, Freddy
embodies the comedian by using his gift for

over-complicating He picks Einstein's

brain for help with tke bar's finances.

Because Einstein's so aire of his subject,

Freddy goes into a five immm math qi»s-

tion typical of an elementary school text

book: 20 possibilities and it goes on forever

The audience, alrci«ly in hysterics before

Freddy finishes the rronologue, is rolling in

the aisles when Einstein answers with a

quick, short formula. Freddy's inflections

and action.s4hat ^company his morKilogue

arc so Martin, they might as well be spew-
ing from the comedian's mouth.

But if that weren't enmigh, Martin goes

one step further by bringing in the aitnoying

Schmendiman. Tlie person who's suppos-

edly going to be the third great man of the

20th century has the classic loud, exaggerat-

ed actions that have made the playwright

and his films so popular. Dressed in a
checkered suit, he waves his hands in the air

like Maitin's *Vild and crazy" Czech broth-

er from SNL ev»y time he comes up with a

brilliant idea.

Much of the diak)gye screams of Martin.

After Einstein enters, he reveals his identity

and Freddy has a conni|Kion. Although it

soumis like he can't believe this man is real

ly Eiastcin. Freddy's actually upset bwause
Einstein made his entrance too early Freddy

proves his point by grabbing a program
from an airfience member and shtiwing the

scientist his huge mistake.The breakdown
of the fointh wall rcmitxls mt^t of Martin's

voice over from LA. Story.

It's actions like these that prove Martin

can be on stage without being [xiesent Both
Letts and West handk; Martin's personality

without any difficulty. Because the two
actors don't botch the liming or the lines,

Martin's classic sarcasm and ludicrous

antics remain intact, proving the actors tal-

ent

This complete embodiment of Martin
makes "Picassf" the pleaser that it is. With a

combilfetion of great talent and wacky
antics, Martin fans won't be dissqipointed.

STAQE: "Picasso at the Lapine Agile."
WHten by Steve Mar1ir\. CMnected by Randal
Amey. Starring Tracy Letts, Rick Snyder,
Tim Hopper and Rondi Reed. Running
thrtxigh Doc 4 at the Wwtwood Pteiyhouse.

Perfonns Tuesday ttirou^ FrWay at 8 p.m.,

Saturday at 5 p.m and 9 p m. and Sunday
at 3 p m and 7 p m. TIX: $10-30. Fof more
Ihfo. cal: (310) 2(»^5454, ''-y^'"'

"
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Three reasons to stay

home on the weekend

Jaye Davidson

Stargate
Written by Dean Devlin &

Roland Emtufirlch
Directed by Roland

Emmerich
Starring Kurt Russell, James
Spader and Jaye Davidson

There's a scene in the begin-

ning of Stargate where James
Spader's character Dr. Daniel
Jackson explains his drunken sci-

fi theories on the creation of the

Great Pyramid. One by one, and
then en masse, the scientific com-
munity shuffles out of the audito-

rium.

Stargate should face a similar

dilemma. This film is so unexcit-

ing, so poorly drafted, and so
unspectacular that even sci-fi fans

will forget to come back after buy-

ing popcorn.

The first 20 or so minutes aren't

ridiculously poor. The characters,

or lack thereof, are established

and the situation is laid out eco-

nomically. Jackson is a scientific

outcast and a master of ancient

Egyptian studies. Colonel Jack
O'Neil (Kurt Russell) is a dis-

traught military man whose son
shot himself to avoid being writ-

ten into the film. The two poor
conversationalists are quickly
linked in a top-secret government
project to journey through the

''Stargate" to a mystery world.

Once there, O'Neil and his unde-

veloped military buddies demand
that Jackson get them back to

Earth. No such luck. No one
thought that far ahead.

Co-writers Dean Devlin and
Roland Emmerich (Emmerich
also directed, so blame him even
more!) probably have a difficult

time divvying up the worst of this

melee. There's almost a joy in this

film's B-movie feel, from a hairy

monster dragging Jackson across

the desert to the obligatory
romance between Jackson and the

only woman in the universe, Mili

Avital.

That's if you don't count Jaye

Davidson, who walks through his

million-dollar cameo as Ra the

sun god. It*s tough to make an
intergatactic ruler dull, but
Stargate' s creators have done just

that.

Also notice the lack of interest-

ing O'Neil anecdotes. RusselTs

got such a one-dimensional char-

acter with no humor, distinction,

or merit that Br^an Bosworth
could have pulled this off.

Sure, the special effects will

wow, but we've seen better and
nothing can prop up a dud like

Stargate. Never before have such
bland characters traveled so far to

be so boring.

Michael Horowitz

. Silent Fall

Written by Akiva
Goldsman

Directed by Bruce
Beresford

Starring Richard Dreyfuss,
Linda Hamilton, John
Lithgow and J.T Walsh

Silent Fall is an awful feature

film that would have made a

slightly less-awful TV movie. The
story of an autistic boy who wit-

nesses a murder and the psychia-

trist who tries to get him to open
up. Silent Fall is a misguided
attempt to deal with a serious
issue.

The usually strong Richard
Dreyfuss plays Jake Rainer, the

psychiatrist who attempts to draw
young Tim Warden (Ben
Faulkner) out of his autistic coc-

coon when it seems that Tim was
the only witness to his parents'

murder. Along the way, Jake must
contend with a series of obstacles

and red herrings: rival psychiatrist

Ren6 Harlinger (John Lithgow),
who advocates controversial drug

therapy for Tim, Sheriff Mitch
Rivers (J.T. Walsh), who had more
than a passing interest in the mur-

dered couple, and the Wardens'
comely daughter Sylvie (Liv
Tyler), who soon demonstrates
more than a passing interest in

Jake.

The biggest problem with Silent

Fall is that the producers couldn't

decide what kind of movie they
wanted to make. Is it a murder
mystery, a psycho-drama, a sus-

pense thriller, or a social commen-
tary? One thing seems clear: the

filmmakers did not intend to make
a comedy, yet that is exactly what
they produced. The script is so full

of clkrh^s and the diak)gue so corny

See REVIEWS, page 19

Dreyftjss (teft) in
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The theater story behind 'Story Theatre'
School ofTheater

-brings Aesop and

Grimm tales to life

^^
•— " — ! Ill I —^^^^»

By Jeana Blackman

Acting director Mel Shapiro
finds purity in the simplicity of

UCLA'S "Story Theatre."

Theater
' Review

Shapiro describes the show, and

its nressage, most sikcinctly, "It's

not Shakespeare," he says.

"There's no great meaning. It's

universal tales of greed, misad-

venture, and trickery; things that

still go on today."

The play, based on the familiar

fables of Aesop and the Brothers

Grimm, plays from Oct. 28 to

Nov! 7 at the Little Theater.

Shapiro, a professor at the

School of Theater says,

"Sometimes a simpler tale tells a

belter story." Shapiro is filling in

for Tony award winning actor Ron
Leibman who initially directed the

play. Always the actor, Leibman
left for New York last Friday to

tape a segment of the TV show
"Law and Order."

Shapiro is quick to give credit

where credit is due. "Ron is a

wonderful teacher, he's very
devoted," Shapiro says. And the

actors in the play agree.

Theater student Barrett Barnes

adds, "[Ron's] a no-nonsense, no

bullshit director. He's very
straightforwaixj."

Yet there is more to the story

*^Tlian the direction. Acting is the

driving force behind this play. In

fact, Leibman's experience as an

actor was probably just what this

type of piece needed.

"(Ron's) really funny," isays

Katherine Cheonis. a third-year

master of fme arts acting student.

"He's Mister Anecdote." He's got

some stories to tell. As an acjlor,

Liebman has won several awards

for his performances, the latest

Ron Leibman

one being the Tony for his portray-

al of Roy Cohn in "Angels in

America." As a director, he
brought that training to the

rehearsals.

While we talk, the other seven

members of the troupe join lis

behind th^ theater. Some smoke a

quick cigarette before being called

in for an evaluation of the preview.

They are^eager to talk about
(^ibman and his directing style.

"(Leibman) is actor orientated,"

Barnes says, which, the students

agree, gave them more freedom to

create the piece for themselves and

take difEprcnt directions.

"It was a group exploration,"

.Paul Benson, another actor, adds.

This group included the director.

"From day one he treated us like

we're the.gang," Cheonis says.

"He talked to us as if we're peers."

"At the beginning, (Leibman)
didn't have a specific concept,"

Johanna McKay, also a third year

master of fme arts acting student,

says. "We (the actors) played
around with each piece and decid-

ed how tbey may apply to today,"

McKay continues.

One of the first concepts they

had for the "Henny Penny" piece

revolved around the AIDS scare.

When that didn't work, the simple

fairy tale became a metaphor for

the hysteria the media can some-
times produce.

That particular piece was more
personal for Cheonis, who played

"Story Theatre" plays at the UCLA Little Theater Oct. 28-Nov. 5.

Henny Penny. "It was my debut as

a chicken," she said. "I was embar-

rassed up until the end."

But as Shapiro says, "(*Story

Theatre') is about transformayons,

which is fundamentally what act-

ing is about."

Even if you're a chicken.

THEATER: "Story Theater" running

at UCLA's Little Theater in

MacGowan Hall. Tickets today
through Nov. 5. Performances are

Fridays. Saturdays and Sundays at

8 p.m., with a 2 p.m. Sunday mati-

nee. UCLA faculty and staff $9.
students $6, general $12. For tick-

et infonnatk>n call (310) 825-2101.
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J_

Talk Soup

Secrets of the Deep "Hunt
tor Allanlis" (R)

Late Night With David
Letterman

'

4:30) NHL Hockey: May Be Pre-Empled Due to Seasori
Postponement. (Live)

Maximum
Drive

Masters of

the Maze

(4:(X)) *• ''^ "In the Arms of Supermer-
a Killer" ( 1 992, Mystery) jket Sweep
Real World
(In Slereo)

Clarissa

Explains

Marcus
"They Grow

RinTinTin
K-9CopX

Most Wanted (In Stereo)

Newlassie
In Stereo)(In Ste

Shop'.
Til

YouDrop

Welby,
row Up'

Oarissa
Explains

M.O.

Salute Your
Shorts (R)

Love Boat

Rugrate

Everting

ShadeX
DesigniiM
Women X
RealWorid
(In Stereo)

Doug

Sports
Tonight

SoapX

Event of the Day

Moneyllne

(5L
Whose
Line?

*** "I Married a Witch" [^942.Comed^i)
Veronica Lake. Frednc March

Strset Scenes: New York
on nim (R)

Ntwsnight Showbiz
Today (R)

Saturday Night Lhre
Susan Dey.

Wlkl West (R) (Part 5 of

10)

Howard
Stem

Auto Racing: SODA Great
hiorthem Challenge

Evening
ShadeX
Designing
Women X

in

Rock

Loortey
Tunas

lronskte"AndBeMy
Love"

(4:30) Slaniev Cup Playoffs: Campbell Conference Smythe Division IHockey
Finals Game 5 - Los Angeles Kings at Vancouver Canucks. Week
Kung Fu "Crossties'

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) m
X

CandW
Camera

Sportscerv

Wings "Avenger" (R)

News Week In Review

Harness Racing:

Breeders' Crown Series.

"The Pink Panther Strikes Agan" (1976) Ckxjseau's
beleaguered ex-chief is intent on world conquest
" PeopieAaBartMTS Walters
Intervtews of a Lifetime

Top 20 VMeo Countdown In Stereo)

Calling All

Sports

PolMcaHy
Incorrect

Love Channel With The
Poorman."

Ancient Mysteries "Origin |Law i Order The Fertile

of ttie Vampire" (R) iReWs"

"Ahora Mis Fistolas Hetlan-Mo Sabrell. Un hombre
acusado de robar pro logra eacapar de la carcel.

{Hot Saat
Hk

Downey

**Vi "Kiss Them tor Me" (1 957) Caiy Grant. Naviri Air

officers find romance on a leave in San Francisco.

***'/^ "Dead o^N^jW-f 1945, Horror) Mervyn Johns. A
oup of strangers revea their nightmares to a traveler.group ot strarwers reveal their nightm

Spori llarry King Live (1^) X
Latenight

Kklsinthe
Hall

One Night
Stend

Publk; Policy Conference

NewsHoto

Secrete of the Deep "Hunt
for Atlantis" (R)

Talk Soup (R)

UpCtoee

TOOChib

nPl
Matohup

•* 'ThePeofiie Across the L^e'(\9e6)Mar\9y
discovers a terrible secret aboul its new community.

rDraamoT IBewftehed

HTakaaa'
in Venice"Nighti

riK

ThSr 'Saturday

Magazine

NBA Preseason BaskatteN: Houston Rockets vs San Antonio
Spurs. From Mexico City. (Uve)

maiteyBNsy
SpfaerX ChUdX

**'/i "reac/)0rs" (1984) Nick Notte. A teacher stands
up to the system wt>en his school is sued.

Hazel TThitscr Mod Squad

mCflwpniunk Canteivlle
Ghost

Murder, She'

ILovf Lucy Bob

Marcus Welby, M.D.
"Oonl Phase Me Our

Rawlings Co lector's

Worid
** 'Forced V(

avenge the mi

gawd"
Mary Tyler
Moore IB

Beavlsand
Butt-head

It
* "CV). Si;8»v)ar(1936,
Western) Gene Autry.

PreeaBox

Wrote "From

"(1982) A bodyguard tries to

OH his casino boss.

ttw Horse's Mogth" X
***'/i "Som/nflro/'42''(l97l. Drwna) Jennifer O'Netlt.

Three boys spend a sumnw trying to loee Iheir ^rglnity.

NewsX {top Cope |Ko|ak

Magarine

Next Step

a.
Stern (R)

Inside Sr.

POA

Beyond
2000

Camera

Sportscerv

I auNi Uvwnng MyBtonee
The Pretty Ba&y Mystery"

Girts Night Out (R)m

Beavteand
Butl^Mad

Dick Van
Dyto

Sports (In

Stereo)

Get Smart

* "77>e GayArrngo'
(1949) Duncan Renaldg

Winston Cup Spedai

iiVi 'Prophecy" (\9n, Horror) Talia Shire

Healih Service doctor encounters a tenrifyii

Qfoswve

Tl

**% Terror in the Aisles'

(1984)DonaMPlea3ence.4) Don
*** -The StrarH/e I

>farff)a/WB"(1946:

'Diagnosis: A«/rtter;(l975) A detective

searches for a

Loveot

Ovemigfit

[psychiJBtris)

Overnight

fs missing wife.

Showbiz
Today (R)

Science Theater 3000 The Atomk; Brain

Public Policy ConfererKe

PaM
Program

Prograi

UpOo

Er
SteMion

OohULa
X
Yol MTV Rape (In Stern)

Paid

Paid

NHLHocI
to Season

Paid

ISid
Program

^m
Program

BigBro
JafceX

Brother

DeakmifM
Womann

May Be Pre-Empted Due
MR)

key: May Be Pri

1 Rwtoonement.

tar IMd
~

lty>wn#>

PiJ"
Program

^S3

Dragnet

Shop at Home

J.
Kitohcock

Superman ILucy Show

AoNTlpa

**Vi "Uicteftx*- (1989. Comedy) John Candy, Amy MadKj(E!TGr
easygoing reiatlve takes care at three chiMren. (in Stereo)

ISSJii

JUT.
PDonster

Munslers

PREMIUM CABLl- STATIONS

Munsters

FugMve

Munsters Munsters

NewsX

unstsrs

"PSd
—

Program

Ua Amertoan
Advenlurar

batsI terrorizatw raakMnts of

R 1^

» a lenfifyk)g nwnster. bats terrorizelie reeiOBnt

SltplJherir (1989. Suspansai Terry O^Qulnn. A
:hfltic killer keeps searching fcy re kleal famiiy.

vamptre
Arizona.

Munsters

fia
—

Prooram

Muiteters
I

Munsters

Home Shopping Spree

Munsters

"Vsychoir
(1983)

Munaters

i4:3qj**'^"Faf/>er
1 990) Max von Sydow,

The Mvskiry in DncMs CtOh
(1977, Adventure) Ckj Gulager.

**"Airbon)&
descend on

Battle-Zone

4:00) \4
'•PWse'X

(3:45) 'BHnd
Dafe'' (1987)

*TT((4:20) 1

ii*Vi '7?»eSand!W"(1993) Tom Guiry. The new boy in

town fals in witti neighbortiood baHpiayers. 'PG' X
^Sttpmonsfar (1993) A young boy ttiinks

his ta»>er is about to marry a monster. X
«"(1993) High-school toughs
a roleit>ladk>b newcomer.X;

edand
WefW5"i1991)BudCofl.

A

.Stereo) X
"Praying Vm AngeT (1992) M. h

Inside the NFL (R)(bi

i voung man rediscovers his roots as

"The &cateboardKid'(\993. Fantasy)
Timothy Busfiekl. (In Stereo) 'PG'

Ntoht Shyamalan.
a Audent in kidia.

* "M. ButlerHy' {^993) Jeremy Irons. A French
dipkxwtt thir^<s hw mate Chinese tover is a woman. 'R'

** % •Something Wicked Thm Wi
Science Fetwn

lino Wk*9d JIM Way
Comes"(19e3)A8onRobawla.'PG'X
**Vi "lUMlsirf America" (1993) A black tramafl teams'
that her 8pem>-t)ank donor was white. 'PG-13' X

** llnder
thwartsa^to

Hkom Kotzi

*'/> "SoTHn-LaW
her surf-minded

**v, Ihe Bedroom WMiMr{)^,Suap9nae]
baocfiree horrfc^ onyoung executive's galantry

V (1993) A ooed brings

pa home to the larm. IB

iA
him. "W*

Dennis
MMerm

11 Koizumi.

John

Emmanuellfl "Np. V1992) A Navy cook
a baMeship. 'R' X

**'/4 "Jbwsi"(1978. Honw) Roy Scheider. Another
n^assive shart; appears off the coast ol Amity. 'PG' X

•* "Weelrencfa Bemie'a r (1993.

Comedy) Andrew McCarthy. 'PG' X
i«»-(i&wr —

**

'Bo(fyBafp-{^m\ Filmmaker
Carpenter noOT a fcw of terror tales.

The Ap||ram'(l993, Drama) James Caan. The
experiences olplayars on a oolegetootodltaam.'R' III

TVX
Daf Comedy
Jam(R)m

* 'The BAiniCarwash Company II

(19{B, Cornedy) Km DuoaTW
***. "Paranttood" {}99i) Stove Martin. A lamily

axperiencestttepreesOW»ofralBingch»dren.'ro-iy

* 'Maf»yn Chambers'

**<^ "Double Ihnet
(1993) S^ KiridWKl3g>S^Kiri<l»>d R-

"Body ol C\/iiience"

)2)Madi3niML'R'X(1992)

** "Tad an^ Venus"

j1991) Bud
land Venus'
udCort.'R'
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Accomplished musician Gotlioni returns to L.A.
By John Mangum

Not many classical musicians
can say they've received $500,000
for their talents.

Pianist Ralf Gothoni can. His
extraordinary playing earned him
the generous Gilmore Award,
which helped expose Gothoni to a

wider audience.

Probably one of the most eccen-

tric competitions in the music
world, the Gilmore selects a win-

ner based on their performance in

three concerts. The players,
though, have no idea when they

are lender scrutiny.

Gothoni sounds plieased about
how the prize continues to effect

his career. 'There are a lot more
concerts in the United States,"

says the pianist. "I am happy
about some orchestral concerts

that have also come about."

He makes his first Los Angeles

appearance in 25 years in a solo

recital this Sunday at Schoenberg
Hall. Gothoni's activities include

npt only recitals, but also perfor-

mances as an accompanist for

singers and in chamber music
ensembles.

'There are great chamber music
pieces," says Gothoni. 'The most
important composers' productions

are in chamber music. It's a center

point to write music."

^^He cites the importance of
chamber music in the output of
German romantic composer

Gilmore Award-winning composer Ralf Gothoni performs at Schoenberg Hall Sunday.

Johannes Brahips as an example.
"Brahms wrote only four sym-
phonies but so, so many chamber
pieces."

Gothoni sees the "lied." or
German art song, misinterpreted

as being for the singer alone. As
an active accompanist, Gothoni
stresses the importance of the

piano's role in these art songs.

"Lied is nowadays in a very bad

situation. It is understood as a

recital of the singer," says
Gothoni. «»

"Lied is also chamber music."

The importance of the piano's part

in this chamber music seems self-

evident for Gothoni. For him, the

fact that pianists composed the art

songs proves the importance of
the piano's role.

One of his most recent record-

ing projects celebrates one of
these pianist composers. Gothoni
recorded the Piano Concerto by
Paavo Berglund, whom he rates as

"one of the greatest piano players

of this century."

Gothoni himself also composes.

"For me (composition) means a

way to try and come closer to a

whole musicianship." He plans to

compose a piano concerto of his

own in the near future.

For this composer, "whole
musicianship" includes his activi-

ties as a conductor. "I mostly con-

duct from the keyboard," says

Gothoni. "A pianist should be a

total musician."

Gothoni's appearance at

Schoenberg Hall on Sunday, Oct.

30 at 7 p.m. focuses on his solo

playing. Viennese composer Franz

Schubert's B flat major Sonata,

piano virtuoso and hearlbreaker,

Franz Liszt's Sonata in B minor
and Domenico Zipoli's Aria form
the program.

Many listeners characterize

Schubert's music as essentially

sunny and richly melodic.
Gothoni prefers to see Schubert's

work in the context of the com-
poser's suffering. Schubert, who
contracted syphilis in his twenties,

lived under the shadow of
impending death for the remaining

years of his short life.

"We know so much about
Schubert's life these days - how
tragic it w%s. His music changed
from light to dark," says Gothoni.

"There is so much dark in his

pieces."

^ See GOTHONI, page 19
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Westwood Santa Monica Westwood WLA/Beverly Hills West Hollywood

.««5l«»Cro:"JVIUA8E
961 Broxton

206-5576 Sat/Sun (10:45^1:3O-4:30)-7:3O-10:30

(1:30-4:30)-7:3b-10:3()
- ' 'yAMyJi

PenelMMtm(R)
{2:3(W:m

lUnONAL OroB Meetf (R)

1092S Lindbrook (2:45)-5.^7:30-9:45
206-4366 SiVSun (12:45-^45>-5:00-7:30-9:45

CKJimmt
1313 3rd SL Promenade (2:3O-5':15)-8:0O-10:30

395-1599 Sat/Sun (12:00-2:30-5:15)-8:00-10JO

CWIENNM 4 Vm teecMW (R)

1313 3rd SI Promenade (2:15-5.-00)-7:45-10:15

395-1599 SaVSun(11:45-2:15-5:00)-7:45-10:15

AVCOCtNElM
WHsMre at Westwood
475-0711

LA'S FIRST CHOICE PRESENTATION THEATRE
70mm - THX SOUND DOtBY STEREO

The TOTAL Entertainment Experience

ROYAL
11523 S.M.BM.
477-5581

lOoelWwMloTalkAkMtH
5:00-7:30-9:55

Sat/Sun 2:30-5:00-7:30-9:55

SUNSCT4
(213)848-3500

Clerks

(1:00)-3:10-5:20-7 40-9:55

Frl/Sat MUnight

MINN
948 Broxton

239-MANN

Low«lfelr(Pe-13)
(2:15-4:45)-7:3b-10:l5

FESTIVAL
10687 LlndlKOOk (2:30-5.«))-7;30-10:1

206-4574 Sat/Sun(12:00-2:3O-5t)O)-7:30 10:15

FrVSat 12Jn Ltia Show

tileit Fan (RJ
1:15

CRITERIONS MeMFalim
1313 3rd SL Promenade (2:00-4JO)-7:3O-10m
305-1999 FrVS8VSun(11:30-2:00^:30)-7:30-10A)

CRnERMMt lelleliOwrlreeAnylR)
1313 3n) St Promenade (2:15-4:45)-720«4S
396-1599 FiVSal/Sun(11:45-2:15-4:45)-7:20-9:45

REKNT OelvYoefPS)
1045 Broxton (2:3O-5«))-7:3O-lb:O0
206-3259 F(VStf/S4in (12:00-?.30-5.1XI)-7:30-101IO

naoTi nMRI«erlinMjM^)
12:00-2:40-5:15-7:90-10^0

naoeiky Qiii Skew (PS-IS)

1JO-425-730-10iS

Oolky
1:00-4«Jk7«>-10«)

— MMa (her lieetoei (R)
12:45-2:30-4:45-7:15-9:45

MUSIC HAU
g036Wilshira
274-6860

HoefOrteas
5:00-8:30

Sat/Sun 1:30-5:00-8:30

SUNSETS
(213)848-3500

LaaiSetfKiiM
(1:50)-4:25-7:00-9:35

Santa Monica

SUNSET
(213)848-3500

PIAZA
1067 6lendon
206-3097

Meo» Oreem (Pe-13)

(4:(iO)-8Ai

Sat/Sun(12:00-41Xli-8.t)0

WESTW0001
1050 Gayley (^.30-5:00}-7:45-10:lf

206-7864 Sat/Sun(12:00-2:30-5«))-7:4S-10:1S

Tke SfecMM (R)

WESTW0002
1050 Gayley
206-7664

(230)-5:00-7i0
Sal/Sun (12:0O-2:3m-S.1»-7:30

10:00N

LANDMARK

West L.A.

1322200 street

394-9741
Omm Aft of jspwmf EfltoftiM

(1.30)-4:15-7 00-9:40

M0MCA2
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

PftecMaQie«iel»eD««rt
(2:15H:<5-7:15-9:45

1322 2nd Street

394-9741

HBM DfMMt
(1^^:00-8:30

M0MCA4
1322 2nd Street

394-9741

San
Persian -No Subtitles

(2:30)-5:00-7:30-930

Waeka«4 ProfrMHS
SeirtlsrHeii Prefer IkMdet

Aii«6odS»oke
The fiboti Skip

Cat People
Clerks

Frl/Sat Midnight

yirgieSfrleg

Tha Ljst KlezHier

Tke Gkost Skip

Cat People
Ckeppa: Tke WeMlM Cseopy

Sat/Sun 11:00 AM

WESTWOOD S
1050 Gayley
206-7664

lls«Nigrtnaf«(R)
(5:15>-10:15

Sat/Sen (12:15-5:15H0:15
TlMSpeeMM(in

(2:45)-7:45

Beverly Hills

1322 2nd street

394-9741
OnMksa

Proerms
aa Masler

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

NUWILSMRE
1314 WlaMre Blvd.

394-8099

Cleiks

12:30-2:45-5:00-7:15-9:30

SaVStin/Wad 5.00-7:15-9:30

«•. TkeTMeg

FrVSatMWniom
Tenerri MsckaeoMlla

rVSat Midniai

UA WESTWOOD
10689We«wof1h
475-9441

Palp FlcHoe (R)

SR THX Dolby stereo

Cal Theatre for Showttmes

Beverly Connectkm
La Cienagut Beverly Blvd. ^-»t>

Free 2 l^hour vaMated parMnQ
659-5911

(2:15)-4^7:15-9:45

Sat/Sun(11:45-2:15H:<5-7:15-9:45

1050 Gayley
206-7664

MUWUHME La
1314 WMMre Bkrd. 4:45-7:15-9:45

394-8099 SaVSun/Wed 11:45-4:45-7:15-9:45

Srleelai Up Baky

AifMnM
laraka

Sai/Sun 11:00AM

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeDwonh
475-9441

TlwReatfleWen«Hle(R|
THX Dolby Stereo

Cal Theatre tor ShoiMllmas

naoTt
-' 12:15-2:45-5:

TM WMlSNtI (H)
15-7:45-10:15

WUTHOE fAVNJON
Qoidwyn

475-«fo2

TkaireMlMl
(12:15-1 «))-2:3(W:15-4:45-

5:30-701(7:45-9:15-10:00

TlMRIwrWIM(P«-1S)
12:15-2:45-525-8:0(i-10iJ

TNXOolkv

Santa Monica
CfHTERIONI FareUBWMira-nj
1313 Srd SL Promenpda (2:30)-7^36-10:30

396-t900 FrVSat/Sun(1:15-4:15}-7:30-10:30

WEtTSnE PAVIJON
GoW«qm
47S-a»2 No

lat Drtak Mafl Weaaa
11:15>-1:55-4:35-7:15-950

11:15or7.15Show

Pirip FMae (R)

12«l-3:3O-7«)-10!»
FrVSatMkMoMShow

Dalky

Fri^Sat/Sun 1l:30-2:15-5:00-7:45-10-io

Mon -Thors 1:15-4:15-7:15-10:15

West Hollywood

fWI^MKi

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wett«NK«)
475-9441

TlMPefpe(Maalan(R)
Dolby Stereo

Can Theatre for SliowtttTw

NN Seeapi (ai Cfeeaefli

WCSTSIH PAWUON
GoMnwn
47SHai2

M WNn rlMlS NNVt

SUNSCT1
(213)848-3500

PrlatNIa Qaece of tke Dcaen
(2:15)-4;15-7 15-9:45

MeeaSaeM Deiky
(111IOaffl)on«y ,»?"^'

CIVTERNNI2 «!«••«• tW-.MJ
1313 3rd SL PromarNde (2:00-4:5g}-7.46-10:30

395-1599 FiVSiVSiin (1 1:15-2:00-4:S0)-7:4O-10-J0

WEITBW PAWUON PrIaaiNa QMee af 1m Daaart

(kgWi . (12;45)-3.0O-5:15-7:3O-9:4O

12:00-230-5«>-7:30-lb:0(J
FrVSat/Sun 11:3O-2«M:30-7:00-9:30

12«)-230-5«0-730-10?(

(213)848-3500 (1:15)-3:20-5:20-7:40-9:55

lav^l
-7:40-9

PACIFIC

Westwood

suMsns
(213)846-3500 (2:40)7354.30

cnoT
1282WastwoodBivd
474-7866

EiWae«(R)
1:30-4: 10-7«)-9:50

y
-I

•
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Vibraphonist keys
up old jazz sound
By John Mangum

When people think ofjazz instru-

ments, they think of the trumpet, the

saxophone and the piano. Way down
there on the list the vibraphone
eventually turns up.

Audiences get a rare chance to

hear Gary Burton, a leading jazz

musician and important proponent

of the vibraphone, when he appears

with his quartet this weekend. His

instrument resembles a xylophone,

but metal keys and an electrical

amplification system that allows the

player to control vibrato separate it

from its older brother,

"It was invented in the *20s," says

Burton. 'The first couple of players

switched from the piano." Burton,

though, began playing the marimba,

which, like the vibraphone, rein-

forces its sound with resonators

underneath its bars.

"When I was six years old, my
parents wanted all of the kids in the

family to play a different instru-

ment," says Burton. His sister had
already claimed the piano, so Burton

ventured out to looJc for something

else to play.

"(My parents) took me around to

see various concerts," recalls

Burton. "One of these was a marim-

ba concert, so this was what I started

on.

"I kept experimenting with other

instruments, and I would dearly

have liked to have played one that

was easier to carry." This experi-

mentation resulted in Burton's i?vo-

lutionary playing style, which
utilizes four mallets instead of the

traditional two. Ttvs allows him not

just to create a melody, but to com-
bine individual notes to form chords.

"Four mallets wasn't absolutely

unheard of before I came along,"

says Burton. "I didn't have any other

musicians to play with. I needed har-

nrjony to fill the music in. What had

seenied like an impossibility techni-

cally turned out not to be as hard as

it seemed."

This style of playing, which
brings the vibraphone closer to the

piano, led Burton from his early

admiration of clarinettist Benny
Goodman to a feeling of kinship

with keyboard, rather than vibra-

phone, players.
^

"The first record I ever heard was
a Benny Goodman reconi, and I \yas

quite amazed at all of the energy and

what was going on on that record,"

says Burton. "My biggest influence

during^my formative years was
pianist Bill Evans."

In addition to Goodman and
Evans, Burton admires many vocal-

ists. "I've always been an admirer of

jazz singers," says the vitM^aphonist.

"Sarah Vaughan, Nat Cole -

they've been a big influence on me.

Vibraphonist Gary Burton and singer Rebecca Parris perlbnn Oct 29.

The way they phrase vocally is

something I've tried to capture."

Jazz vocalist Rebecca Parris joins'

the Gary Burton Quartet to open
UCLA's Jazz Series at the

Wadsworth Theater Saturday, Oct.

29 at 8 p.m. Recognized for her

diverse abilities, Parris recently col-

laborated with Burton on his latest

album, // 's Another Day.

The Quartet appears Saturday

night as part of a tour which features

work from this recent album. The
Christopher Hollyday Quartet, led

by the young sax player, opens for

Burton's group. Pianist Makoto
Ozone, a major star in Japan and
familiar to American audiences as

well, joins the group on this occa-

sion.

Burton enjoys working with
Ozone, whose talent he praises, and

See BORTON, page 19

BROPERICK
From page 14

romantic life, he's not saying
much despite partner Sarah
Jessica Parker's constant media
tipoffs and running commentary
on their tiplationship.

It is certainly more monoga-.
mous than Broderick's marriage

in the movie. Will Lightbody hops

from bed to bed almost because of

orders to the contrary. "I guess
jamming everybody into tight cor-

"Either say no and don't

do the film, or if you're

going to do the film,

jump in fully.

Matthew Broderick

ners and telling them how evil sex

is is bound to make a lot of hanky
panky," he smiles. "There's prob-

ably no better way than to put peo-

ple all together at night, in diapers,

and tell them that if they have sex

they'll die."

But that's really all the observa-

tions Broderick cares to make on
his character's sex life, sex in

America, or his own sex life for

that matter. But it's relatively

unimportant to make profound
statements on society for an actor

who's too busy to look back. He
smiles that Ferris Bueller grin and

he's forgiven.

SHABBAT AT CHABAD!
Every Friday night at Siutdown
Great people, great food, great place.

The meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:00 p.mA
(310) 208-751 1 741 Gayley Ave. - Wcstwood

m

m

Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age »

Call For Free Consultation:

i310) 826 - 7494

Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children
tmnsibU • RemovabU • Traditkmat • EiropttM Surgical Orthotkmtic* • Cosmatic Poncmlain

BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dayanl, Certified Specialist

11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive. SuiteA
>E3-ED Brentwood (310) 826 - 7494 Irvine (714) 552 - 5890 C3-E3-e;

/ After December, there's no paper-and-pencil
GRE until April. That's too late to send schools

your scores to apply for next fall.

Take the GRE now!
' And this is your LAST C HANC E to

' take Kaplan's course for the December GRE.
_ Final classes in Wcstwood starting on: Thursday. October 27

Thusday. November 3.

Get a higher score

1-800-KAP-TEST

^KAPLAN

Buy, Seu I Trade • New i Used CDs. Cassettes, Vinyl

[TBfl U
%2
1

$8.99 or More
tficcludino 8al« llama)

Off Every New & Used CD I

with thii Coupon
I

I

§^ Off Every New & Used CD
^ With this Coupon '

$1 .99 to #7.99 I
(EKoludlng 8mI« llama)

Expires 10/28/94
I

.1

14472 \ffNTUiU HVe SMMUM OMR (HD fW-If^t • »SS3 TOrMIM CMTON
1731 L COIOIJ^O ItVO PASAMNA (III) 7f}-M7S • S7Sf KACM RVI

1114MUNM »¥»• SANTA MOMU (3)»}m-m; • WM laWTNOWl HVt
'

IISSM«iranH«»AI04 com MSA (710*11-4711

PMKUm Mi-Sill

(714JWM7W
"

(IIIIS4M4S1
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WELLVILLE
From page 14

um at Eleonor's insistence. It

'seems Will's stomach is giving him
some problems. His sex drive is

still in high gear however, and he
soon starts hallucinating aix)ut fel-

low inmates: sickly Mrs. Muntz
(Lara Flynn Boyle) and comely
Nurse Graves (Traci Lind).
Although the policy at Battle Creek
is no sex of any kind. Will forni-

cates his fair share and even
indulges in the Doctor's favorite

REVIEWS

sin, masturbation.

Other plots involve Charles
Ossining's (John Cusack) capitalist

schemes to gain a share of tlie cere-

al market and Kellogg' s mutt of a

son George (the scene-stealing

Dana Carvey) who has relumed for

glory, or at least revenge. The rela-

tionship between Kellogg and his

son is curiously over-indulged in,

but the one-note flashbacks add up
to little. As for Cusack' s tedious

turn in the weakest of the stories, it

simply should have been excised.

VVe//v///f , based on a novel by
T.C. Boyle, occasionally attains the

laughter it seeks. Broderick, Fonda,

and no surprise, Hopkins are comi-
cal and some of the dialogue is

well-written. Astute Director Alan
Parker should also emerge
unscathed.

Perhaps Wellville should have
just remained a book. As a tum-of-

the-century period piece and social

satire it connects, but the film
won't play in Peoria. With too
many scatological jokes to recom-
mend and too little linear progress

to engage, Wellville is an acquired

taste.

Michael Horowitz

From page 15

. that the audience will find it laugh-

able.

Silent Fall asks you to sit

through lines like "Get me a mur-
derer, Jake, or I'm going to have to

use Harlinger's magic potion on
that boy" and "I saw Rain Man,
Jake. I know what autistics are

capable of."

If the dialogue were the movie's

only problem. Silent Fall might
have been redeemable. But the film

sinks under the weight of spotty

acting and a convoluted plot. In

two central roles, Ben Faulkner
and Liv lyier are simply not credi-

ble. Faulkner seems to be doing an
imitation of an autistic child and
Tyler, the daughter of Aerosmith's

Steven lyier, is pretty, but she can't

act. Worse still, the talented Linda
Hamilton, as Jake's wife, and
Lithgow are totally wasted.

Silent Fall has a ridiculously

contrived concluding sequence that

is drawn from a hundred other
thrillers and a final scene that mis-

represents autism as curable. It's a

shame to see so much talent go to

waste, but^filmgoers should be cau-

tioned not to take this Fall.

Lael Loewenstein

Squanto: A Warrior's Tale
Written by Darlene

Gravioto
Directed by Xavier Coller
Starring Adam Beach, Eric

Shweig, Michael Gambon

It is not enough to say that

Squanto is neuron-deadening pap
that falls short of the standards even
of the eight-year-olds for the puta-

tive hienefit of whom it was no doubt

contrived. Squanto deserves censure

GOTHONI

in ways that elude (he powers of lan-

guage to suggest Well, it's not that

awful - Paul Veerhoven did not

direct it. At its most heinous,
Squanto merely crystallizes the pre-

sent interpretation of filmdom's
most hackneyed narrative, photo-

graphic, and dramatic conventions;

at best, we see the stuff that earned

Adam Beach in Squanto.

Stuart Pankin his five Cable Ace
Award nominations.

The historical Squanto helped the

Pilgrims endure their first winter in

the New Worid, teaching them both

hunting and agricultural techniques,

a kindness which the Puritans gra-

ciously repaid by infecting his Uibe

with syphilis (which the realism-

hounds at Disney refused to over-

look). He did in fact speak perfect

English and did broJcer a peace
hietween English and Patuxet which
lasted some fifty years.

The wacky Squanto (played with

impassioned vacuousness by Adam
Beach) around which this film cen-

ters gets captured by conniving fur-

trappers, on^ of whom, Thomas
Dermer (Nathaniel Parker, late of
the Royal Shakespeare Company),
objects strenuously. He is overmled
by the cruel Captain Harding (Alex

Norton, late of Shakespeare reperto-

ry theater), and Squanto is wisked
away to England, and into the

clutches of the nefarious Sir Geoige
(Michael Gambon, late of
Shakespeare repertory theater). In

one exciting sequence, Squanto sets

Sir George's own trained bear
against him (hats off to Erez Gudes,
bear-trainer) and escapes to the

rooftops of Plymouth, then ends up
unconscious on a beach where he is

rescued by monks (Pankin, and ihe

usually respectable Messieurs
Mandy Patinkin and Donal
Donnelly, all late of Shakespeare
repertory theater). To make a non-

story short, Squanto teaches the

brothers lacrosse and how to make
popcorn, and they help him escape

back to Connecticut, where strife

and historical figures await, as well

as a startling conclusion! (Hint: it

involves turkey and combread.)

Director Xavier Coller has
imbued Squanto with the pace and

insight of a CPR training film.

UCLA alum Dariene Craviotto does

not increase the glory of the Blue
and Gold with the script, which suf-

fers from polyanna moralizing and
in all respects extreme banality.

Squanto is dull, even for kids, and
shamelessly fake-looking, and man-
gles history only to the further stulti-

fication of its actors and legatees.

But here's the kicker: DISNEY
HAS BEEN MAKING THESE
MOVIES FOR YEARS!

William O'Hara

From page 17

"He is the only composer who
uses the tragical major so often.

For example, this B flat major is

not a happy major It's behind a

curtain of tears," says Gothoni.
"When Schubert modulates
through minor to major, the major
is always pianissimo. Schubert is

smiling behind the tears."

While Gothoni stresses the

importance of musical elements
in describipg Schubert's sonata,

he emphasizes the connections
between a literary source and
Liszt's B minor Sonata. He points

out that Goethe's "Faust," the tale

of a man who sells his soul to the

Devil to possess infinite wisdom
only to be saved by the pure love

of a woman named Gretchen,
provides Liszt's work with a fea-

sible program.

"It has a lot of background in

the play by Goethe," says
Gothoni. "I can find in the theme
Faust and Gretchen."

Gothoni uses the aria by
Zipoli, who at the time of its

composition was well advanced
in years, to preface Liszt's
sonata. "I made a transcription of

this small aria to make it more

romantic music. The small piece

is like an old man's melancholy
character and after this I start the

Liszt."

The piece comes wedged
between two giants of the roman-
tic piano repertory in a recital

which promises to show off the

titanic powers of one of today's

most interesting artists.

CONCERT: Ralf Gothoni, piano
Playing Schubert, Zipoh and Liszt

at Schoenberg Hall Sunday. Oct.

30 at 7 p.m. TIX: $35, $9. For
more info, call (310) 825-2101.

BORTON
From page 18

Parris as well. He describes the

recording with her as "a project I've

always wanted to try."

"In my case," says Burton, "I was
looking forward to the challenge of

interweaving my playing with her

singing. I ha{^ned to hear Rebecca
singing a couple of years ago, and
all through it, I kept imagining what
it would be like to play behind her"
n. Burton seems interested in chal-

^Tenges and innovation. Some com-

/

mentaiors believe that jazz, with the

increasing attention young artists

give to standards from the 'SOs and

'60s. is regressing, but Burton dis-

agrees.

"I do not think it's regressing. Art

forms don't go backwards, they

only go forward," says Burton.

"Music as a whole will ultimately

continue to evolve," says Burton,

"because all art forms do. I've been

a little bit surprised with the revivals

of standards."

"Even though there are some
standards on the record with
Rebecca, we do them in a different

styl^e. There's room for every
approach."

CONCERT: Gary Burton Quartet
featuring vocalist Rebecca Parris

and pianist Makoto Ozone. At the
Wadsworth Theater, Saturday. Oct.

29. 8 p.m. TIX: $25, $9. For more
info. caN (310) 825-2101.
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THE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

OF PARIS
etuhlissemeni tt'enseigMemeHl sufjeri^ir prive

AUP prepares its sttnleuts
to be a part of an increasingly

global society.

Bachelor degree programs in ten disciplines.

Fully-accredited by Middle States.

Traditional Junior-Year Abroad curriculum.

Special Visiting Programs, which include
study at the Sorbonne and other French
institutions.

Full range of Summer Programs.

Contact our US Office: B.P. 130. 80 E. 11th St.,

Suite 434, New York, NY 10003-6000
Tel (212) 677-4870 / Fax (212) 475-5205

AUP. The American university in Europe.

The Bard's Notebook."
It's all the help you need to write
better papers.

It's the complete, step-by-step, tutorial guide from ^ ,

topic selection to proof checking your work complete

with examples. It shows exactly how to write belter

papers and teaches you the basic skills faster.

It's like having your professor there to help you write.

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-866-6464 NOW. DONT WAIT

BARD'S NOTEBOOK costs only $49.95
plus SS.y.'S shipping and handling. Maslcrtard. Visji.

Discovercard accepted Wimlows PC or Macintosh

version available. Allow 10 days delivery. Or mail

checks to P.O. Box 47.S. Church Hill. MD '21690.

Allow y weeks for delivery.

The Bard's Notebook^
Your writing tutor any lime you need it!

Bard's NiHcNhA i\ a riYiMcri-il Iradrinark ol ITk- Baril (onipaii). IWJ

taut ensemble work from a superior cast."
-Alan Rich, Dd/Zy Variety

FL%T1NG
ISLANDS-

A REVOLUTIONARY STORY IN TWO PARTS
Part I: The Family Business / Part II: After the Revolution

PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE

J
fW/OCT28 SAT/ OCT 29

PARTI: 2PM

SUN /OCT 30

MARATHON
PARTI: 2PM

PART N: 7:30PM
1 __1

PAHTI
wm PARTIrSPM

•

$10 PUBLIC RUSH ($20 for Marathon Perfs)
Tenmm to curtain Cash only at box oHne Subject to avail No Sat ev«

World Premiere
by Eduardo Machado • Directed by Oskar Eustis

Through Decll
PurchK. your t^kftsbycalkng^B^iW (213) 365-3500 • (714) 740-2000
AUDIENCE SERVKIES AND GROUP SALES (213) 972-0700

i'l MARKIAPERFORUM
KKHiion DMdson, AiWk Oirrctor

C ffttn ThMtrr GroupAAitic Cm«r ()( Im AngilB Cowi^
tJSNonh Grand A«cnu(aoiAiltiln
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Information
225 Kerckhoff Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206^)528

We reserve the right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classified advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruih.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4.

Classified rates Deadlines

Daity, 20 words orless $7.00 ClMiaMNMaic
Daily, eacti additional word .45 1 working day tiefore printing, t>y noon.

Weeidy, 20 words oriess 25.00 ClatsHMiiiylnXt:

Weekly, each additional word 1J0 2 working days beiore printing, by noon

Display ads— student rate/coi. inch 8.00 Make checia payable to the

Display ads— local rate/col. inch 11.25 UCLA Daily Bruin, 'i

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

led. X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCLA ConuTwnicMoni BoMd liiy wpporti the Uni«m«y of<^^^
crimination No madkim (ha* aoca^ advartaeiMnlt wNch prnani panors o( any origin, raca,

religion, sex, or sexual oriantatkm in a demeaning way or imply that S»y are HmHed to poiilkra,

capabiUtM.roles or status in socicty.Neltherthe Oaliy Bruin nor theASUCLAComnwnicafboni Board

has investigaledany o( the servtoei atfvtrlisad or the ai^erlisere repmenM in this issue. Aiy person

believing that antdvertisemem in this issoe vioMed the Board's poicy on nondiscrlmMton stated

henin ihould oommunicate compialnu in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Bruin, 225

Kerckhoff Hal. 308 Westwood Ptaza, los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing dncrimi-

nabon problems, caN the UCLA Housing Oftlce at (310) 825-4271 or cal the Westside Fair Housing

Office at (310) 475-9671.

rr ,1. How to write a good ad ,
^

.1 . Start your ad witfi tfie merchandise your are selling. This mal(es it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations— make your ad easy for readers to understand,

scan the ads and locate your item(s). 4. Place yourself in the reader's position. Asl( what you'd lilce to l(now about the merchandise,

2. Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not and include that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, a»d other specific

respond to ads without prices. descriptions. ' '
.

1 Campu^ Happenings

ELECTRIC GYPSY
Jlnni HerxJrix tribute band available to play at

your Halloween Party for a fee. Call Andy O
213-254-1039.

NEVER IVIISS A CALL/

5 Sports Tickets

50-YARD LINE, ROV^ 27. 2 seats. Saturday.

$40 each obo. 31 0-989-1 069.

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginr>ere cooking

tipsi Send S5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Havvthome Blvd. «258-430CT. Tor-

rance, Calif. 90503.

7 Good Deals

N<Iotortfycl* Jacket S«9.S>9

19<SO*s-19'70'a: Ovoralla.
flannels. Boots. Ai B«llboCtioma

lo^fc Ofr-w/A.<i

Interasone
6689 1/2 HoUTWood Blvd

(213)465-2644

I
1

li

1" MONTH FREE!
FREE! IM.MEDIArt HOOK UP

.PAGER & SOD SERVICE AVAIIABIE

DO YOUR COMPLETE WASH
IN JUST 4 MINUTES!

Free Pickup & Delivery I

with 5 Orders from

. 2 MINUTES TO DROP PT OFF
. •2 MINUTES TO
I PICK IT UP

D I M C O S T S I

1-800-309-8888
I Sleep<r>g Bags

Comforters »-^i

I
Rugs MOlOO

each
((J6«»n$1500)

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon Discusston. Fri Step Study. AU 3525

Thurs BSok Study. AU 3525

Tues and wed Discusson, Dentoi 23-029

All times 12 lC-1 OOpm
For oicotiolics oi individuoli who havB o

Orinking problem

I

I

' CONVENIENT

I
PARKING

OPEN
EVERY DAY

6 AM TO 10:30 PM

3 Campus Recruitment

same location

(310)

829-9378

2 Locations

924 Montana Ave.

(310) 394-9418

2439 Santa Monica Blvd.

(310) 829-9378

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

COMTESTAKTS NEEDED
for -FOX'S" wildest new

datins same show. If you
arc outsolns and

attractive, 1 8-23 Call Shawn
(213)856-1396.

9 Miscellaneous

SOAP OPERA dally updates: (900)226-

1 67(Vext. 1 67. $2.9S/min. 2-minute average.

18+ Infoiervice, LA. CA. 213-993-3366.

3 Campus Recruitment

10 Personal

WNTED: 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-

ing it. 100% XMarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

3 Campus Recruitment

?

^_ ...

Who are we?

The Student Recruiters Program is a volunteer student organization under the

auspices of Undergraduate Admissions and Relations with Schools Office.

What do we do? '^

' host campus lours for elementary, junior hi^ and hi^ school

students

- hi^ school visits _ _____ ^
- c<Jlege fairs

- Mardi Cras
- Bruin Buddy Day

j

and much more.... '

PlesMe come by one of our informational meetings to pick up an i^plicaition:

Mon. 10/24

10:0QMn AU 3S16

ll:00amAU3516

12.^)0pm AU 3516

Tue. 10/25

9:00am AU3506

10:00ain AU3506

5.<X)am Murphy 1147

Wed..l0/26

2KX)pin AU3516

2:30pm AU3516

Thur. 10/27

9:00am AU3516

10K)0un AU3516

ll:00un AU3516

Fri. 1CV28

2O0pm AU3516

3O0pm AU3516

3:30pmAU3516

Ifyou have any questions, call Lena Brown or Jennifer Everett at (310) 206-4348

or Just stop by Murphy 1147. See you at the informational meetings!

I

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 panU available.

No repaymems, EVtR. Qualify immadlatdy.

10 Personal

WA^^^ED: 100 UCLA studenU to test new
volcenrwil IntroducUon ^wrvksa. ^baokHaly
Inm. 818-986-9045. -f

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBO^E, BICYCLE 0« MCJPEO AC-
CIDENTS. Slip »xi Falls. BuslneM Law.
IXIA Crad. Ckwa to campus. Free Conn/ha-
tion. MHchdl KraHartberx 21 3-384-3561

.

12 Researcti Subjects

ASTHMA SUFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 In

your spare Mmt. If you take dally asthnM

medication you may be eligible to participate

In a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. ConUd (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-

tlon, kK. (Brentwood) .-

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant

women in process of choosing an abortion,

being a single mother, or placing baby for

adoption. Spald. (310)208-5073.

Bedwetting boys 7-11 yrs. and their families

needed for UCLA research Project. Subjects

will receive $20 arvi a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Hyperactive boys with attentional problems
7-1 1 yrs, needed for LICLA research project

Receive $20 arvj a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Normal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, and their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR cardiac mag-
rwtic resonartce imaging research.

$35/4hours. Page 310-724-0030 or call 310-

824-6714 afternoons.

WOMEN 18-25 with either anorexia nervosa

or bulimia. Participation involves completing

six questionnaires. Mindy 31 0-796-0996.

22 Health Services

STRESSED, OVERWHELMED, LONELY. Sup-

portive counseling. IrKlividuals, couples,

groups. Adjacent to campus. Carole Chasln

MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shore, supervisor,

MS-24655. 310-289-4643.

' STUDENT RATES '

Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depiessibh,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
. Supervisor PSY 8070 .

30 Help Wanted

S6.63AHR. Wori( In fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes. Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Soroul, 350 DeNcve Dr. 31 0-825-2074.

12 Researcti Subjects

Q^

EARN $125.00
RESEARCH INSTITUTE NEEDS HEALTHY

MEN AND WOMEN, AGES 21-40,

FOR ONE DAY ALCOHOL STUDY.

CALL TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY.

(310)39041488
CALL BETWEEN SAM^PM

q

15 Wanted

Attention professor* ar>d students: rwed arti-

cles for publication in national kidtAeen

ma>;azine, call collect, Ernest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy anything.

818-999-IBUY(4289).

16 Lost and Found

FOUND: Cat in Westwood. Call 794-3571.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

ECC DONORS NEEDED for Infertile couples.

19-33 yrs, own rT>edical iruurarxx. Special

needs for Mack, Hispanic, & chirtese. At

UCLA med center. 31 0-825-9500.

ECC DONORS NEEDED. All info confidcrv

tial. Please call (310)285-0333.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Hcahhy females

between 21-34years okJ wAnedlcal in-

surarKe. Payment of $2200 for rrtedieal pro-

cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Fftday.

Haip Infititila Japaneae-Amarican woman.
Will pay jifiMWH, Karaan, of ChinaM egg
donor. Gr«i itudwh call 21 3-765-530a Use
coda BH.

W YOirO LK£ TO HELP a couptc vvho's

having difficulty getting pregnant or ur^le to

carry a chiM, cair31 0420-6180, ask for Bea-

trkx.

22 Healtti Services

INDIVIDUAL, COL»n.E COUNSaiNG,
JAMIE MINTZ, MFCC INTERN #21781 310-

535-1452. SLIDING SCALE FEES. (Diane

Celler, Supv. MFC #27098).

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional

vacuum pumps with instruction. Gain 1'-3'.

Permanent- safe. EnharKa erection. Dr. Joel

Kapl» l-aOO-987-PUMP.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
GOALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
^XIETY. Incraaaa ooncemration,
perforfTtance, cl(<onfldcncc. individual

appointment and daaas. Expcriancad
paycholharapM for 17-yaan. ludat
Call Laura GuikitMFCC310-207-063a

30 Help Wanted

$6-7/HR
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPINC/TUTORA5RIVER for

bright arwi fun twahw-year-old. Morwiay-Fri-

day 3-8pm. RefercrKrcs required. 10 min.

from campus. 81 8-789-0696.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wanted: UCLA medical cerv

ter. Seeking Professiorul, assertive, motivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA. Call 825-1793 for infer-

mation.

1 -FEMALE READER «vho is bilingually profi-

cient in Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evening. $8-1 Gy^. 30hnAno. Call Vera at

310-826-3341.

AA CRUISE SHPS HRINCI EARN BIG $$$

f FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etc!)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holidayi/Spring^mmer scasona.

GUARANTIED SIXCESSI Guide. 919-929-

4398e3<l23031. ^^
ACTORS/MODaS NEEDED. Auditfora by
appointments only. For oofTwnerdali, lUmi^

and print adk All typaVagas naadad. M* m-
parfonca naoaasary. No registraUow Ibaa. CiN
Today Imane. 818-222-9091.

ASIAN FEMALES
Headed for Asian college student calendar

1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 KoursI

Call for appolntrT>ent (310)285-9264.

ATTENTION BRUINS. GREAT OPPORTUNI-
TYI Westwood area, part-tlnw sales, flexibfe

hours. Salary plus bonus. Ask for Mary. 310-

441-7200

AUTHOR/TV PROOUCER^ASHION SCHO-
LAR needs film studenlAcsearch assistant for

a history of swfmvwar in flint. Exciting pro-

iect. food pay. Femafe prafBrrad. TcVfax
Adrian at 805-965-1880.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec
orators, drhrars, artists, and trainee manafwe.
F^ paced, fijn,HWKi creative environinent,

ffexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

BEVERLY HILLS TRAVa AGENCY has exclt-

\ni opportunity for (i^-d se^eoepUoniaL
phones, help agents, dMribula
UamlhebiL

portunitv. Call Rk 310-246-4499.

V-
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\sschizophrenia
Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizopiirenia?

Qualified voluteers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

CALIFORNIA

P L i: A S V C A L L 1-800^54-3902

NERVOaS? ANxioas?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and

in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

California I Cursil<Mi.lRiALS|

MEDICAL GROCJP

Please call 1-800-854-3902

CALIFORNIA

r I I \ s I ( \ I I

Feeling depressed, sad or hopeless? Lost

interest or energy?

Sleeping too much

or too little? Crying

frequently?

Participants 18 to 65

needed for medical research study.

Qualified volunteers may be compensated

up to $440.

1-800-854-3902

30 Help Wanted

BRENTWOOO LOCATION, Receptionist,

F/T, ii|^ typing, SS.50 to start Ask for Mr.

McOuevi. 310-820-771 1

.

CAMPUS rosmON AVALABLE waning at

%I^Viht. We wodr arour>d your classes.

Immediate einployment available for Fall

1994. SunMt Villafa Dining Scrvicas.

ConlictOwM at 310-206-76e».

CAMUBI OF BIOLOGICAL SPECIMENS. Pick

up ^MKimans at Vernon padcing house eariy

am. ValM CA driven licenac. Min. liability

Ineur. as prescribed by State of CA. Payment

perlrip. 310^5-8391.

CASTtt<IC IMMEDIATRYI Ej«fraa needed for

feature flkm, commercials, Md mitfic vidaoa.

Earn MP to $200 per dayl No experience

naelleA Wwk fwantoeril Call lod^ 213-

BSt ^102. —^—? — —^- ^

30 Help Wanted

CO-rom Interactive ar>d video game market-

ing IfMamship now available. StIperKled posi-

tkm will Involve all aspects of advertising and

promoUan aa tfwy relata to the launch of

«me of this cutting edge Mduatiy's moat ex-

cHing entertainment thkes. 310-473-9200

ej(L2511.

Century Oly (aw fWm needs parttime file

derkAelief reoeplkiniaL Tuas. artd TYhjts.

10am-6:30pm. KnowHa^ga of wordparfact.

Pre-iaw students ancourafad to apply.

%7.aQhi. Call Oonna at 310-286-1 700 or fax

resume at 310-286-1 728.

aERICAL WIZ NEEDED for order fttpf.

customer scrvfoe, inventory conlroi. Video
biz. Tough |ab^ IMd pay. FaK seaume to

Qifliiamtai — — =

—

30 Help Wanted

CLERICAL/RECEPT.
POSmON. Profoaatonal phone manner, well

organized, 15-20 hours, 10am-3pm Monday,
Wednesday, Friday with other days posisible.

(3101794-0284.

CoNafa students needed to portray High

school sludanial Work as a ntovic extra. All

types... No iaaaA^o gimmicks. Weekend work
avaiiabie Info: 818-569-5514 or 818-752-
2278.

COMMUNITY SERVKZE OFFICERS (CSO's)

am hiring UCLA students nowl. S6.1Mv to

«art, up to $9.10. 1 S^hnhM. Flexible tched-

de. Call 825.«rt0.

Computer teacher;; Which ftudent can teach

ifne CORfcl DRAW (c chart), N/R word for

b WftwcaH Tom 31&794-8134.

30 Help Wanted

I^aiVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heaw lifting. Clean drhrtng record. 3-

dayi^twek. 9-5, MWF or TuesAhur^SaL
$7/hour. ChlMren's Book Worfci. 310-559-
2665.

Departntent of Community Safety is hiring

UCLA students nowl $6.89/hour, 15-fhnAvk,
offitx, receptfon, fingerprinting, taking I^O.

photos, etc. Call 206-81 26 for info.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skilli, must

be personable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plij$

coRunission.

m MWSat(am)^
(310)837-7202 leave mes!

FILE aERK NEEDED for one of the largest

film production companies. Flexible scl^-
ule. 25 hourVwk, $5/hr. Must have filing/of-

fice clerk experience and be y^ty detail-ori-

ented. Call Cermaine: 310-820-6733.

Flexible hours Creat food Great environment.

Cutters Restaurant in Santa Monica is hiring.

HostsA-lostesses, and servers. Apply M-F
between 2-5pm. 2425 Colorado Ave.

CRAPHICS/OFFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, (lex.

hours. (3 10)478-0591.

Great telephone skills and a willingness to

learn about a wide variety of business and in-

dustries is needed to help us support our in-

vestment banking firm. Full-time, start at

6:30AM or earlier; hourly plus bonuses based
on results. Work out of home, must have car

310-391-9670.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/T cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTI-

TUDE IS EVERYTHING! 310-337-9627.

Individual for telephone sales to banks of in-

stitutional investment products. Part-time or

lull-time. Sales/Marketing' and invest-

ment/banking experience preferred. Com-
petitive wa^eAwnus. Harry 31 0-472-8285.

LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-

ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.

Wilshirc & Glendop. 310-475-0481.

MALE MOIXLS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Fun! 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekend hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have exceller^ reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, arxi follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, ^<W. Rost 310-391-

7232.

Marmol & Radziner Architects. Immediate
opening. ReceptfonA^ffice Assistant 32-40
hou^l^lk. Flexible days, $Mw. Fax resume to

Leo Mamwl 310-264-1814, Fax«310-264-
1817.

Men-Women agM 18-24 for nude modHir^
for FrerKh arxi Amerkan ntagazlnes and vM-
eos. Call 213-265-0550.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee Corp. expandir^ in area.

S400Q^nonth, base-t- commission. Start im-

medialeiy. 21 3-463-0633

MOOEL/DANCER NEEDED. Female mod-
elAiarwer for fashion siww in Chiru. Free

trip^- good salary, must up 5'7'. No fee re-

qulred. 818-292-1530.

Mortgage servk:o flnrt in El SmutkIo Is

immediately hiring P/T general omoe posi-

tiorw for nwming and afternoons. Minimum
typing speed 35-wordsAnin. $7.50^. Chris

310-348-7080.

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT w^ome be-

havior modification fxperierKe to work
w/autistk client in her home. 6-10
hoursA^^eek, evenings, Saturdays, »nd Sun-
days. Pay SlO/hour. Please call: 310-649-

0499 and ask for Ellen Siaton.

P/r 1:3a 5:30 typist, 50WPM, phones, ac-

counts payAec, lite computer, must have
good organizational skills, friendly, norv
smoklng insurance office. $7/hr, Clerv

don/Llndbrook Streets. 010)209-0505.

PH AOMIN. ASSIST.-^> Architectur-

aVDesign Rrm. Gen. office-exp. preferred.

Computer lit SMv4hours TBA. Sharon, 310-

286-9375.

Pn ENONEERINC POSfTKDN AVAM^VBLE,
familiarity of seismic codes for URM bulMing
A». Call 213-254-5552.

P/r E)(K:UTIVE secretary for Brentwood
office. Strong •acrctarial skills and typing pro-

ficiency of 60 wpm orgratfar. iMuM be moti-

vated and brigN, wMh a poaMve MtNuda. Re-
quiraa Wondl^arfaa. 5.1 Lotus md Account-
Ing bacl^pDund btipM bu.nat neceatary.

Ej«enri«« amadance not retfuired. 20-30
houn^MMk, Aaxlbla. $10-13^., difMndir^
on quaiMctftona. FAX reauma toe MIdtael L

30 Help Wanted

P/T flood map analyst position at mortgage
services firm. El Scgundo. Moming and after-

rxmn shifts. Perfect for geograpfiy students.

S7.5Cyhr. Kevin 310-348-7080.

P/T INTERVIEWERS
Market research firm is seeking candidates for

Interviewers. Must have professional ap-

pearance and possess excellent reading, writ-

ing, and communication skills. Flexible

hours, afterrHxxi arxi evening shifts available.

Excellent P/T work for students »nd movie
bufft. For info call 21 3-549-51 48.

P/r MEDICAL OFFICE ASSISTANT. Flexible

ivxirs, 6-12 hour^rveek, high resporttibility,

varied tasks. Required: Macintosh skills.

Start S7.5(Vhour. SanU Monica/Bundy. 310-
207-3337.

P/r position offered. Must be 2T. Some
"driving included in company car. Up to 20
hoursAveek. Starts at $7^r. 310-820-1030.
Ask for Janene Goldbern.

Part-time data base research ar>d support staff

work for investment banking firm. Must be fa-

miliar with on-line library and CD-ROM data

bases; computer skills, work out of home,
must have car. 310-397-9670.

PART-TIME , DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 20+ hrs/wk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8!30>^ 8 hours Saturday or 5 ^

hours Sunday. Starts S6-7.5(Vhr + free dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 Westwood
Blvd. Ask for Randy.

Personal Assistant^esearcher for a

writer/producer. 1 5 hrVwk, starting at SIOAir.

Set your "own hours, work on your own.
Good opportunity. 818-989-3558

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT to work with

young man with Cerebral Palsy in West L.A.

Requires lifting, feeding and cour>seling skills.

Suridays, Wednesdays, ar>d ovemights.

$7/hr. Call Pew>y 310-649-0499.

Wanted for Full or PFT

OCEAN loving extrovert

to work at

Oceans Gallery & Bookstore

CallAlan 310 645-8992

POSITIONS AVAILABLE for 10+ hrVwk read-

ing psychology articles onto audio tape for

visually-impaired student at $7.31 prAir.

Flexible daily schedules and work at home.
Call 310-302-1170 to leave your name,
phone numtxr, year-in-school, major, ar>d

short 1-2 min. reading sample from a book or

newspaper.

PRESTICK3US BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks intern/assistant for part-

time work. Car necessary. $7Air.Call Robin
(310)275-2858.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt buildings.

Free rent plus $40(Vmo. Contact Mary jo

310-392-8487.

Responsible person w/reliable car to pick-up

2 children from school. SSO/Mrk. Call Mike or

Peggy 310-476-81 52.

SPORTS-MINDED STUDENTS needed to

earn SIO-ISAniur guaranteed working 20-

flexible hour^^eek. Marketing representa-

tives/management trairM!e positions. Training

provided. Westwood location. 310-312-

6838.

Part Time - Rex hours
evening/weekend shifts

condtx;t telephone surveys.

Will Train, ^4o Selling

I.S.A. - 16005 Sherman Way #203
Van Nuys 818-004-0372

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking

students to work as assistant Excellent hourly

rHe+bonuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 800-374-

6666 for appointnient

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-
daysAveekends, removal of medical records,

$fiAv.. call between 10-4, Culver City. 310-

559-8823.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

badcground helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills ind be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:30PM. Begin imnwdiately.

Call Helene 818-988-1 782.

VET TECHNICIAN. Part-time/full-time, ex-

perience preferred. Busy, small animal ivispl-

Ul located in Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-
wood Playhouse. Opportunity to sec Steve

Martin's play (Picasso.) Pleaac call Michael at

208-6500.

Weekend Bookkeeper, Cutter's restaurant in

SanU Monica. Apply M-F between 2-5pm.
2425 Colorado Ave. Ten key arxi cash \nan-

dllnn a rtHJSt Mac and Remarxro helpful.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. knmediate work.
Call Derek 21 3-845-9669.

Crain, 826-33Sfc

UCLA GROUP LEADERS
Needed to run HIV/AIDS
Prevention Groups with:

l)Low Income Women at

Primary Care Clinics

2)Men and Women at STD
^ Clinics

IVevioiu experience conducting

groups or workihops preferred.

Pax ResimWAvailability

Schedule to Dr. Christy Coleman
(310)794-«297
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Great places to eat! Great places to workl

Apply in person daily:

from 3pm to 5pm.

• Burbank at 601 N. San Fernando'

• Glendale City Center at 101 N. Brar

,^<^cisadena at Pbza Los Fuenles

*oanla Anita Fashion Park

The most fun you can call work.

ige ol qwiiififldtiendidbiM to^ipp^

Discover A Career
In Management
Consulting With

Price Waterhouse

Graduation is approaching. You're caught up in

the excitement oferrharking on a promising

and challenging career. You want to succeed in

the competitive env/fonment o( &te nineties and

beyond.

Price Waterhouse provides you tiie opportunity

to excell in the decades ahead. Our
Managemem Consulting Services (MCS) offers a

dynamic atmosphere for gaining praaical

business experience and technical knowledge.

As a newMCS Information Technology

consultant, you will Participate in an extensive

training program, combining self-study with

handsron experience. We help develop your

skills so that you may continue our tradition of

providing the highest quality information

technohgy services to clients from Boston to

Bangkok. ^

If you are among the best and the brightest in an

analytical major (MIS, Conf}puter Science,

Engineering, Math, etc.), we invite you to come
meet with us and leam why you should

consider yoining Price Waterhouse.

„ Look to a bright new future with MCS and
discover what the nineties hold for you.

Price Waterhouse.

Committed to our Clients.

Committed to the future.

Committed to you.

Mfe will hold an Infomnation

Session on Monday,
October 17, 1994,

Morgan Center Press Room.
Session begins promptly at

6:30 p.m. Please RSVP by
calling 2 13/236-3 1 1 1 ext. 909.

„^^, RSVP is not required but is ^

— <

—

appreciated. *---i. \

f' _

Interviews will be conducted on^
,_ _ _ .:r^ November 2 and 3, 1994. r—

Please contact the Placement and Career
'

Planning Center for more information.

Bice ffhterhouse LLP flft
An Equal Opportunity Emphyer

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

cmployees.customer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK

managing a branch of Student

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

spring/summer positions.

Call (800) 394-6000 for infa

Get $10.00

on your

Bruin

Gold Card.

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AND THE

DAILY BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS*

Something's
Cooking

at the Bruin!

Submit
a personal

favorite recipe

and if it's

chosen
we'll feature

your name
and

recipe in the

paper's

classified

section-

APPETITE!

-drop recipe

submissions at

the Dally Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

ersonal

•birthday • lunch? • bestwishes on an exam
Make the most ofyour resources and display
your wishes and wills in the Daily Bruin

N•• Jen, welcome back from
mid-term horrors. meet you at
Treehouse to discuss what's
REALLY IMPORTANT. JEFF

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Gumbo
ingredient

5 Killer whale
9 Twisted
14 Swatch
15 German river

16 More mellow
17 Greenbacks
18 Long way off

19 Asian country
20 Prevent
22 Glittery

mineral
24 Fame
26 Hits (a fly)

27 Fashion
designer
Christian —

29 Not hers
30 Sol
33 Named
37 Ids'

counterparts
38 Singer Bonnie

39 Beverage
40 Not taut

41 Heraldic
txKder

42 Brand names
44 Dessert
45 Greek letter

46 Attempt
47 Footwear
49 Scents
53 Canadian

Island

57 Vehtole
58 Indian —
59 Actress Adams
61 Where Japan

is

62 Complete
63 Charlie Brown

expression
64 Nomad's

shelter

65 Malls

66 Speak
Irritably

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

SSSB] iZ/IilSOli QfflQQ
A L 1 T AiNlNlOlYHE P E E
L E G 1 SILIAITIOB S E A
T O N S 1 .L A 1 EHL 1 S T

QSQQS DBQ
A S S N aId E R S
S T U B S

hTTI
S 1 DO E

H 1 B AC U N KINIOIWINI

LlIlCQ QSllBS SSSSllil]
iSjTjAlLlElRHOlHlSMElNrDlS

oeais QDQS
E M 1 THl R E CE X L A R]

D A N eHr E P E R TIO 1 R E
A Y E sBk N AVE c OGISI

3-31-M

mu^u sesiZiSQ camsD
O 1994 UnHwl FMtur* Syndicata

30 Food additive

31- Pawn
32 ln<Milres

33 HMrypst
34 MMa —
35 Annoy
36 Teachers'

67 Boundary

DOWN
1 Famous
statuette

2 Rascal
3 Ascended
4 Goddess of

love

5 "Are you a
man
mouse?"

6 Sandpiper
7 Disorder
8 Stone Age
reUcs

9 Ankles'
counterparts

10 Pieces of

leweiry

11 Hairstyle

12 Singer
Diamond

13 Alumnus, for

short

21 — and turn

23 Placed
25 Negative word
28 Hunting dogs

org.

37 Fancy
40Chk;
42 Old word for

"you"
43 Timetable

info

45 Cans
47 Bum
48 Family car

50 Pondered
51 Defeating

completely:
slang

52 GlkJe on Ice

53 Pledges
54 Pain
55 Gas for signs
56 Actress

Hayworth
60 Mind-reading
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i PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED
- Pafan Springi vca

- 3-S yevi eipeneace amimuin

-70KPERYEAR
- Cdifariiia Licatae leq.

. CaP^tr^cfc«t(W)32^C33 ,'

BARTENDER
TRAINEES.

•no experloTKe necassary
•earn$l 00-1200 dally

•more jobs than graduates
•fKitfoh wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)380^200
(310)558-0608
(818)994-8100

FRAVrV/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-
ton/actTHMS. 13-35 years, for lead rolec In

major productions, tend picturec 610 North
Clen Oaks Blvd. Buri>ank 91502. ATTN:
CasUnK or call (818)843-4228.

PART-TIML Earn up to $30(Vday. Excellent
people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-079a

TELEVISION CRAO STUDENT wanted to

find & distribute special interest video pro-
jects fay proflt 805-563-2S09.

URGENT. Sound person and prop master
needed for low budget film, stating on Oc-
tober 31sL Call Virxinie. 310-209-3302.

34 Internships

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks studer^ Interns to leam script develop-
ment activities in B.H. ofTice. No pay, bu
good opportunity to leam. 310-260-1405 or
310-394-7263.

CREATIVE TEAM LOOKING fair someone in-

terested in gaining hands-on experience in

computer illustrating. Must have artistic Ulent
and irtterest in fantasy, sd-fi, and super-hero

Gres. No experience required, flexible

T%, furvwsrkir^ errvironment in enterUirv
ment publishing company. Call Nkole, 310-
260-4820, M-F.

Do you kive the Muppetsf Well then, OMitact
Halle at 21 3-960^096 abou a script reading
arxl research Internship.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

laigeit film productkm companies. No pay.
Lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fajn work. Computer experience hdp-
fiil. Call Linda: 310.820-6733.

LAW STUDENT. Crad wanted to determine
feaubillly of enterUinment contract dispUe
805-5t».267e.

MOTION PtCTUREmVPERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT FKM needs student- Interns fay

script reading and coverage, general office

work, ii^ bookkeeping assistvKC. Call Col-
leen 310-474-4521.

MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHP. NaUonal
Concert Pronwtkir^tericating carr^mry
based in LA. seeks RESPONSIBLE. OUTGO-
ING^ Music/Marketing intern. Coilt«e Sopho-
more or ^bove. Know your market ^LL, be
VERY into music CALL ASAP 21 3-368-4738.

35 Child Care Wanted

Babysitter fay 4 and 6 year okls. Must drive

own car. SSJOO/hr. Wceie>ighls. 213-936-

5783 ari( fay Jessica.

BABYSrrTER NEEDED FOR l-CHU), Just

West of campus, 1 evening per week. Flcxi-

bie. 310-471-2464.

FEMALE BABYSnTER NEEDED P/T, Flexible

altemoons or momirigs, Westskle Location.

Norv«noker. ReferetKxs required. $S-9fhour.

310-306-9583, afier 7pm.

LOOKING FOR enthusiatk; chiki-

devekipment major fay chiU-care in Sherman
Oaki. Car, references. Hours flexible. S7-f

p»;»f. fax resume. 818-783-8480.

PARENT HaPER. 3:3a«:3apm daily, must
haw car and insurance. Sa/hour ncyoUable.

8 and llycars^M. IWUchele: 818-374-

2314«MMk, 81^907-8S19home. Chikic^e

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light oooklr^ mitcdiane-

oui irraf¥i«, projects, must have organiza-

tkmai ANIs and car. Happy spirits apply.

Flexible hours. Sue, 310-276-3300. _J,

37 Housesitting

PETAKXJSESrrTER WANTEDI Female to

live-in and watch docs and house over
Christmas Break. Call Valerie D10I277SS56.

49 Aportnnents for Rent

$525 SHERMAN OAKS one-bdnT^jnfur-

nUwd. Stove, air-conditioning, spackxM,

larden type buiMlng. Pets OK. 310-47S-
0572.

SSSQIMO. 2128 NORTH BEVERLY GLEN. 7
minutes to UCLA. Studio, free utilMMaun-
dry, private entrarKC, open daily. 818-708-

t4»3,81S-60>-7231.

$595. WESTWOOO. SMALL IM
fMid. Good appliances, culk LaUMAry. 1.S !•
-UCLA.(31«4S9 683a ———

49 Apartnnents for Rent

$685. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.
Oose to Trader Joe's and Westside Pavilkm.
New carpeto w/appliances. Shopping Center
Oose. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$900 CULVER OTY. Large, quiet, modem, 2-

bdnTV3bath lownhome, dishwasher, »/c
Mdnfi. patio, nated paridnc 310-837-0761

.

$995. 2BRA1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 mllei UCLA. (310)459-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE^ MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2B(V2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-
6294.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newer se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laun-

dry. West LA. 01 0)479-6858.

1-BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

kieal fay roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A/C, piwne-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-
leria. Minutes to campus. 818-997-7312.

1-BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDR06m $825.
Garden courtyard. QuicL Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-
477.0725.

1-BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms, t^wly decorated. Laun-
dry, no pets. lO-month lease. $62S^nonth.
310-286-2865.

IbdAM. 7month lease. $700^tm>. all bills

paid. Cover parking, security building, oki
Spanish style, laurviry, ckise to UCLA. 310-
824-4658.

1 single arKi 1 bachek>r in Westwood near

campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-

1857.

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
%1tSO
$1250

Central AirA^entral Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now raervtug for Fal

(310)477-0858
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BEVERLY HILLS AD|. 1&2-BEDROOMS
$650-$895. SOME WA1ARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKX) BUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE BONUS. 310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HIXS ADJACENT. Large 1-bdrm.
Intercom, buitt-irH, pod, Jacuzzi, walk to

dtops and restaurants, $71S^na No pets.

310-652-2747.

BRENTVMXX) NEW 380 luxury condo,
hanKMXMJ fkxtra, own bedroom, free cable,

water, gas. Laundfy, pariting. Walking dis-

tance to Mezzaluna, Starbucks, Cheesecake
Factoryl $47SAno. 11906 Goriian Am f1.
Tom (310»82O-5937.

BKB4TWOOO PRIME. Ibd. $825. L»ge,
newly renovated, intercom, flr^ace, patio,

hiige closets, parking walk to topping and
restaurants. No pets. North of Wilshiie adj.,

San Vincente. 11661 Goshen, 310-820-1717.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and larw 3-bed-

roanV2-balh, Patk>, North of WiWtire, dish-

washer, paridng, $145(ymanth. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave, aptfl. 310-207-0834.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

IXXA quiet buiMir^ baknny, well-lH unit,

$850 and up. AvaildWe Novwnbar & 310-

20^8881.

ELEGANT 1 & 2 BDRMS
$560-$62S, Shemiw Oaks ad)., newly remo-
deled, many unk|uc features, yeal locatiorv

near shopping, bussai and freeways. 10
minute drhft. »18)399.9610.

FURNISHED BACHaOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paki, free laundry, paridng, 2.5 miles

from IKZLA, non-smokirtg, m pets,.

$4^0fmo. (310)478-3694.

49 Apartments for Rent

LARGE LOFT APT. near UCL\ all applianc-

es, air conditioning, fireplace, $850.
010)20^4934.

MAR VISTA. $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-
pliances, parking, laundry, 15 minutes to

UCLA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VIST\ $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-story cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Caswell Ave.
310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BORM/2-BATH custom town- •

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845Atwnth. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alami. 1 2736 Caswell Ave. $825Anonth.
Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrm/2bath. Custom town-
home, fireplace, gated garage, alarm in unit
$845. 1 1 748 Courtleigh, Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroorp apartment,

partly furnished. Available for 6 monthsor 1

year. 310-450-7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentvwxxl

adjacent Large single $625. Large Ibed
$695. 1235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building
very quiet, all appliances. Convenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. A<, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdrrTVl-ba, large upper,
small building. Completely refurbished, like

new. Must see to appreciate. 15-mins from
campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS - $595
1 -bedroom upper. 10>mlnu(ei to UCLA.
Gated entry. Small, quiet building, refrigera-

tor, stove, dishwasher, miniblinds. Of>e
month rent free. 310-203-8814.

PALMS SHARP BACHELOR. $375. Hot-plate,

frig., bright, cozy, laundry. Ckise to UCLA.
3351 Vinton. No pets. 310-558-31 33

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom + lof^bath,
rtewer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale
Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-8058.

PALMS, $685. 2-f1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator included. Gated paridng.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-BDRM/2-BATH custom town-
home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,
alarm in unit l-ntorith free. 3614 Paris.

$995.310-391-1076.

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdrnV2-bath apartment New, small

complex w/all anr>enities;dishwasher, fire-

place, security, etc Male-N^ preferred.

Must be super clean graduate student or pro-

feaskMial. $52S^o. Jose 310-553-
1280ext274.

PALMS. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrigera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, parking,

lauryiry, no pets. Open houte Saturday-Surv

day 1-5pm. Bus to UCLA. 10136 National

Bhd. 310-552-2387, 310-838-9726.

PALMS. $550, Single. $775 2-bedroon/l.
bath. Newer building on quiet street, gated

paridr^ built-lns, balcony/patio, A^, fire-

place. Cable-ready, laundry facilities. 310-
397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed^-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, bateony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 361 4 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALA4S. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask fay mgr. (310)837-4196.

Prime Brcntwoodl 3-bdnTV2-bath. $1600.
Pool, Ig. balcony, gated parking, central air.

Near UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrin9on, ne»
Sunset 310-471-2498.

PRIME WLA. Sincle, yard, hardwood, kHch-
en, uUltties Included. $615. 310-839-8105.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Charming
Spanish styfe, hardwood fkxMS, brigK quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)55ai531.

ROOM AVALABLE immediately in large,

comfaytabfe apartment 1920's • era buiMirw
kicatad near histork: An^assador HoteT
Laundry facilities. $375. 21 3-739-1 566.

VENKX. Super 1-bdrm, near Rose Cafe,

bcacK Main. Paridng, appliances,. 240 3rd
Avenue. Call PhylUs, 310-396-2653.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

km paritktg, laundry facilities, water incl.

$90a Bacheky $550. 10944 Stralhmorc.

Q10I209-O968.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroorTV2-

bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
iheK'es, gated parking arxl entry. Quiet bulkl-

ir>g, IS minutes from UCLA or SMC 3414
Jasmine. 31^838-4862.

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
B18 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES, CA 0QD24
Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartmwits. Singles,

and 1 badrooms, some feature teioonies, stove aruJ

refrlgoritors fNWlded, water included, assigned parking.

laundry facilities in each building.

maintenance guarantM. 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ In #1 between 10-6 p.m.
Apartments shown by appointment only. Call

824-4807

49 Apartnnents for Rent

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blinds, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byappt 310-477-8750.

WEST LA. ONEBDRMf^NE-BATH, Mod-
em buikiing, security parking, air-corvli-

tioned, fridge Included. 1988 construction.

Oose to buVshopping. $80(Vmo. 310-826-
5902 or 310-474-0414.

WESTWOOO- 2BEDROOKV2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KrrCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL'OiARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

Weitwood/Century City and Palms, $495-»-

single; $650f 1 bd; $975 2bd/2ba, open daily

310-474-7565.

•MAR VISTA*'*
2BD.2BA.2STORY

CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.
GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE. UNITAURM

* 12736 CASWELL AVE. $825
A11748COURTLEK3HDR. $845

* PALMS •
2 bd; 2BA CUSTOMTOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY, GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNfT
(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

• 3614 FARIS $995
• opanTdays

CALL (310) 391-1076

TO SEE THE
!_ LOVELfAPARTMENTS .

WIA. from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartmenU,
private patios, stove .refrig, air, laundry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $59S^f)o. Spacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet building. One year
lease, no pets. 310-826-7888.

WLA. $725-up. Large one bedrooms, pool,

bakxtny, built-in stove and oven, quiet, pri-

vate. Near UCLA. (310)478-71 50.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton. Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, cypet, paint,

vertical blinds. Paricing. gated. Good student
discount 310-477-0112.

WLA. Large 2-bdrny2-ba unfurnished, luxu-

rkMJS, walk-in ckisct, parking, laundry. New
building. Great fay sharing. $135C^no. 310-
207-7807.

50 Apartnnents, Furnished

MAR VISTA, $60(ymonth. Ask about free

rent Attractive, frimished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patk), and barbecue area. Quiet bulM-
ing. 3748 fciglewood Blvd. 310-398>€579.

SM. 1 4>drm apartment Furnished. $67(]^ino.

Available 1 1/1. Call 310-587-330a

51 Apartnnents, Unfurn.

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXUROUS
2bdnnV2bth, real fire place, enckised patio,

all appliar>ces, good laundry, parking.

CLEAN, QUIET. 11722 Kk>wa. 805-526-
1759.

$650. With carpel, drapes, refrigerator, stove,

laundry, paricing. Convenient locatiorv bus,

maricet Show by appointment 1519 Purdue
Avenue. (310391-2874.

$875 2BDRM/1 1/2BA. 1426 Barrington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

Great large 1 bdrm $575. Easy commute to

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1050.

SANTA MONKIA. l-bdrni extra-lvge. Pool,

\tufnAry, ne<M carpet and paint. Foreign stud-

ents wek»me. Good neighborhood arwi area.

$585 310-358-6680.

WEST LOS ANGELES. North of SanU Moni-
ca. 2-badroonV1 -bath, remodeled, nice
neighborhood, very large, very bright, upper
unit, new carpets, appliances, laurtdry. Wtry
close to campus and shopping. $835/month.
310-828-7483.

WESTWCXXVCENTURY OTY. $950.
Charming, spackius, 2b<^2ba, new c«pets,
floor, buik-ins, mini blinds, air, quiet, 4 unit
1815 Camden Ave. (3 1 0)473-4858

52 Apartments to Share

BRENTWOOD. Qutet, responsibfe N/S to
share 2-f2 vM/female professkyial.

$487.5<ymonth • half-utilities. Paricirw,

laundry. First, last * security required. AvaH-
abie December 1st Call Suzann, 310426-
1020. ^_^
LOOKING FOR MATURE and responsible fe-

mafe profeisk>nal/|^aduate to share ipadoua
2-bdrnV2-bth. Brentwood. $55a Pod,
laundry, paricir^t. 310-440-9480

MARINA-Oa-REY 1 -bedroom in 3-bedroom,
2.5-bath townhouse. $490. Caiage, wsh-
er/dryer, iMtwtthtt. patio, poo^acuzzl. Fe-

mafe graduate aludant preferred, nonsmok-
kxK. quJat neat 0101306-6908.

PRIVATE ROOM IN 3bed/2bath i^Mrtment
$367Anan(h to mondi. Call Chris or Stcpha-
nfe 0119473-5274.

53 Roomnnates

24 yr. oM Carman student feaktry far
roommate. Owi bad. awn ba|h. Locatton
and rent optkvw to chose from. 310-444-
1818

53 Roommates

BEL AIR, own room, share bath, quarter utili-

ties, swimming pgol. Serious, quiet female
student only. $37S/month. Ist/last mo.'s
rent 310-472-3186.

FEMALE ROOMMATL share bedroom
w/ume. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrm/1-bath, co-ed, luxury, security corxio

w/amenjties. Westwood, $35(Vmonth. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Female to share room in nice condo, large

living room, kitchen,' quiet, security building,

walk to UCLA $36(yhK>. 310-391-2877.

Live the life ofWLA. 90025. 1-N/S roommate
wanted to share 2-bedn>onV2-bath. Gated
parking, new carpeting, dishwaslicr,

$525/month4half utilities. 310-541-6524.

MALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom in plush

2-bedroorTV2-bathroom corvk>. Balcony, sau-

na, Jacuzzi, exercise room, parking. Walking
distance to campus. $37S/rnonlh. 310-477-

5358,

QUIET FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 3bd
apartment $35(Vmo. 10 min from UCLA.
Overland^aGrange Ave. Call Jeaniene/)enny

(310)470-4233/(310)475-8762.

WANTED: FEMALE ROOMMATE to share

very clean apartntent Close to campus. Rent
$350,010)208-7972.

54 Room for Rent

$325Ano CUL^>CER CITY. Own big, bright,

private bedroomiPets ok. Share apartment
with two. Minutes to beach, bus, supermar-
kets. Eleanor/)on, 310-444-7879.

2 Crad students to share large room in Pacific

Palisades home. $550/person. Pool and terv

nis courte prlvilene. 310-454-3506.

GREAT LOCATION. Private room. 1-bk)ck
from bus, ten minutes from UCLA, five

minutes from 405 and 10. Washer/Drier.

S42S/mo. 310-815-1565.

LARGE ROOM, private bath, furnished,

kitcher>ette, walk-in closet Close to UCLA.
$45(ymonth, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-361

6

pm.

56 House for Rent

3-bdmV2-ba house. Washer, dryer, dish-

washer, stove, refrigerator. WLA area.

$137S/mo. 310-826-2022.

WLA. SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM HOUSE.
Share lot w/duplex. Bright, quiet, fireplace,

VC. washer/dryer hook-up. Freeway, bus,

shopping. No pets. $89SAnonth. 310-479-
8099.

57 House to Share

N^ roomate wanted to share large 2-bdrnV2-
bath house, enclosed garage, WLA. $55(]^o.
call Sandra 310-553-8533 day. 310-558-
3064 eve.

Professional or student to share house. Good
neighborhood. 4 bUxdcs from beach. Wash-
er/Dryer. 1/4 utilities. $487.00. 310-823-
8879.

58 House for Sale

Ba AIR. 3bd/2.5ba.-tbonus room.5yrs new.
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to tXlA, owner. 310-
271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

20 mins. from UCLA, PRIVATE
ROOM/BATH, STIPEND in exchange for

driving, altenchool babysitting (5-year old

boy), chores, etc (310)203-5417.

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for chiW care.

Female stu<fent Own car, near LfCLA. After

6:30pm. 310-204-4870.

MORNING WORK for senior in exchange for

room and private bathroom. (21 3)651 -1319.

ROOM and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit

with household chores/errands. Own car
and/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
VisU. 310-398-1277.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistarxie- ligiit housekeeping, some
cooking. ion>e driving. Femafe student 818-
906-1399.

ROOM/BOARD +$10(VWK. Mother's helper
needed for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, pad student preferred. Nice Mar
VisU home, 15 min. framcanmus. 310-397-
6445.

66 Tov/nhouse for Rent

2-be<V2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, p»k-
ing. central air and heat, laundry. Open SU-
urda>i^5unday 12-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

67 Condos for Sale

2bd/2ba elegant condo walk to UCLA, fay

Mfe by owner, $180.000. 310-391-2877.

'CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet Penthouse, near

campus. 2bdmV2ba in security building

W^hracy, Amenities, view. Owner reduced
prk:c ). ThomoMn 310-471-6363x133.

68 Condos to Share

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wiishirc Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit. 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool arxi gym. H/i.

SMOOfrno. 310-475-7989.

WESTWOOO. Own room^iww bath in^xu-
ry oondo. Security paridng. pool. Jacuzzi, ^tf^
MWvy wviyn nmn, vni fnwo Nrvicv. \*lOM

to UCLA. Avail Nov. 1. $<00 inchidas utile.

Days: 818-552-4216, evenir^: 3ia44S-
'
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SOCCER VOLLEYBALL
From page 28

(Brandon) Ward, who arc all seniors

and who have all started for four

years. In their minds, this is their

year."

Sunday's game depends on win-

ning the battle in the midfield,

according to Schmid, and that means
that UCLA's Justin Selander, Caleb
Meyer and Greg Vanney have lo rise

to the occasion to shut down the

Hoosier offense. Indiana has three

players who have 20 points or more
this season - Maisonneuve, Yeagley

and Jeff Bannister.

"It's their senior triangle against

a junior, a sophomore and a fresh-

man." Schmid said. "This is a

chance for our three guys to show
that they can really step up to play

against an experienced and proven
group. If we can neutralize those

"three, I think that will go a long way
to neutralizing Bannister, because
that will cut out his service."

The game begins at 1 p.m. on the

North Soccer Field, and CSUF and
Notre Dame play at 11 a.m.
Admission is free for UCLA stu-

dents.

On deck

What: Men's soccer

UCXA/adidas Met Life Qassic

CHRIS SEL)GMAr4/Daily Bruin

From page 27

the national team. Of course, when I

coached Karch (Kiraly) and the

boys I thought the attitude was fab-

ulous;"

In the course of a month, the

fourth-year Washington coach has

changed his mind on some things.

In fact, he even thinks that after

having a match point against the

Bruins in Pauley, UCLA might even

know who they're playing this

weekend.

"I think they'll know,'' Neville

said. "When they come and see that

it's gray and rainy I'm sure they'll

say, 'Gee, we must be in Seattle'."

The loquacious Neville is not

averse to talking at length on any
subject- a practice which sometimes
finds him trouble. After his com-
ments concerning the UCLA vol-

leyball program, he was called in to

speak with UW administrators in a

meeting which clearly failed to

leave him with an indelible impres-

sion.

"Yeah, I got ripped by my admin-

istrators," Neville said. "But geez,

we've got to fight here for volley-

ball quotes. I can't be macaroni and
cheese. It's like I tell my players, if

you want to get in the papers, put a

mask on and perform armed rob-

bery at the local 7-11. Then maybe
we'll get volleyball in the newspa-
pers."

As Neville prepares to break the

Huskies 13-year losing streak
against the Bruins over the week-
end, he does want to set the record

straight.

"Clearly I have a great respect for

UCLA," Neville said. "They're a

great program led by a great coach.

But we have to try a little something

to gel revved up over here."

All-American poloist Wolf Wigo will lead the top-ranked Stanford men's water polo team,agalnst
UCLA this weekend. - ^ '

WIGO
From page 28

"I've thought about surgery but

I don't think it's worth it," Wigo
said. "The surgery would fuse-

three bones together, and there

would be no flexibility. The doc-
tor said I'd never get back to the

same level I was before the
surgery.

"My sophomore year there
were some days I couldn't walk
because my back hurt so much -

1

couldn't even get out of bed. It's

not nearly that bad yet this year,

but I can feel the pain pretty much

every day."

UCLA (10-8 overall, 2-4 in

MPSF) will face Wigo and the rest

of the Stanford Cardinal (7-1 in the

Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation) Saturday at the Rose
Bowl Aquatic Center. A win for

Stanford will secure its conference

title and a No. 1 seeding for the

NCAA tournament. A win for the

Bruins would guarantee a berth to

the NCAA tourney, something
which is on the minds of all on the

team who experienced last year's

early elimination.

Changes in the starting lineup

for the Bruins will be the addition

of freshman Luther Weidner at the

two-meter position. Weidner was a

top player for the Bruiiis against

Pepperdine and Air Force, and
Baker hopes that the rearrange-

ment will help the team overall.

"Luther's been playing very
well," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "He gives a big physic^

set at the two meter position, and he

can establish the hole position for us

at the beginning, and we can save

Mark (Sutter) for later on in the

game. Hopefully it's going to make
us a better team."

Sunday night the Bruins will trav-

el to Lo Jk)IIa to play UC San Diego,

but the game on everybody's mind
is UCLA's matchup with Stanford.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block
from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. $100C^mo. Call Broker

(310)824-0453.

1BRDM, balcony view, security, paHting,

gym, pool. Adjacent to Marina and 405. Rent
$795.(110)397-0970.

3-bdrm/2-bath corxk> on Hilgard, very large

and bright. $1750. 3-car parking security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-

471 -4989.

CON(X> FOR RENT in Palms area.

$875/month. 2-bed/2-balh. Wvher/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking and ktt of storage. Eve-

lyn, 310-391-3853 or Sieve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House -or Rent

PALMS. Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, garden and cat lovers welconw,
$75(Vnxmjtilities, available Dec 1. 310-
837-8248. Campus 51 1 09.

91 Insurance

96 Services Offered

ATTN FILM STUDENTS: experienced sound

mixer ar>d videocam operator will volunteer

time to your project. Call Steve 310-859-

8594.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPUCANTS

Frustrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant 31(^826-4445

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpublications; tutors English/study

skills; trains tin^e management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lawrence, PhD. 310-393-1951.

FREE HELP ON GRADUATE SCHOOL AP-
PLICATIONS. Call Career Advisor Associates

now for more information. (310)444-1903.

PROFESSIONAL WRITINtTEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies.

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement.

213-871-1333.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save time, frustra-

tion? Call for help developing/editing person-

al statements. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

sertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

/lllslate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Wostwood Blvd. >.

(2 biks. So. of WllshIro)

Research, Writing, Editing

ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome F.ist Professional -

C^ality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am- 5:00pm

94 Movers/Storoae

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.
310-285-8668. CA, AZ^ NV. Co Bruins.

lERRY'S MOVING & DELIN^Y. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, %»me day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free, jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast, reliable, student discount.

310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SGRVKE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, WMONAKE. LAST
MINUTE )OBS WEIfiOMi. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Profettional, quick edM |1 M* n%m.) Writing

and rewrites also tMrfiaMt. bperierKed
writer and l<w idMMl fttJtm. 213-933-

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & editing!

Al subjects. Theses/DlsaerUdnns.

Personal Statements. Propoeals and books.

Internalmnal students weksme.
PAPERS NOT FOR SALE

SharonBear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6602

98 Tutoring Offered

- MY TUTOR -

MATH/PHYSICVSTATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates
call Mv Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.
MATH TUTORING by PH.D. $15/hour. Cal-
culus, sUtistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/wcial sciences, SAT, CRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8996, pafler, 310-582-9626 NBD.

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welconr>e. 310-827-8023.

A PLUS WORDPROCESSINC IBM/PC, Laser
printing, spelkbeck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, marHiscripts, trarvcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-
851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TKDNS-SPtCIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310420-8830.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
service, pick-up and delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes
from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15
years legal/medical transcription experience.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/lascr printer.

pick-up/dellverv. Brentwood. 310-472-0405.

WORD PROaSSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 310-470-0287.

Putyour reputation
on the line.

Classified Line
825-2221

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All levels^tyles with dedicated professional.
At your home or WLA studio. 1st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 2 1 3-882-8509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels and styles. Patient and organized. Be-
ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 3-10-826-
9117.

« CUrrAR LESSONS
All Acoustic styles. Claulcal, Latin, Jan,
Folk. Teacher w/25-t- yrs playiog exp. Call

David 310-478-2420.

105 Travel

ICTLY PERSONALS
(faig Jewish StudenU

[ wnto-break apmence in Inei!

I mountaint, aplore ncicnt Negev

ImectmyttictinTi&t PliBintnvinr

I and dkover vhtf Inel really all

iipi avaiUble thac let fw (io it

[

juit $1075, includingmbnwA all

aodationi For application fisnn, call

l^FELLOWS (335-5697).

104 Resumes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.
Resumes/cover letters/Reference sheeU. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 310-470-
4999.

109 Autos for Sole

1971 KARMAN GHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black
top, black interior, red body, in good condi-
tion. $450q/iDbo. 310-553-1444.

1986 HONDA ACCORD U. 4-Door, Met
Blue/Gray, S-speed, 1 36k, air, cruise, po¥ver
steering, brakes, windows, locks. Asking
$2900.310-825-7152.

1986 VW-JETTA , WOLFSBURC ED. A/C
an>Am casket, leather, sun-roof. Good condi-
tion, new tires. One owner. $4200-obo.
310-284-5650.

1988 MAZDA MX-6, 5-speed, sport package,
white wA>lue interior. Air<:ondition, cassette,

excellent condition. $4800. Lydia 310-206-
1080.

1990 Toyota Camry 5-speed excellent cond.
50,000 miles $7,450 or obo. 310-393-6188

84 BMW 3T8i. Superb condition, air, elec
trie, Sspeed, blad<Aan leather, sun roof.

$4995. 310-204-2550. 310-822-9633.

99 Tutoring Needed

GRE LITERATURE AND ENCIBH tutor need-
ed, o^Mrienced, (or returnii^ adult student
In Brantwood, plMsc call 01 0472-1 331

.

Guitar lessons by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

GUITAR LESSONS. 15 years, experience.
Graduate of Dick Grove School of Music and
Musicals Institute. MICHAa WILDE. 31a
823-7010.

SING! Vocal ted>nlque-alt levelsMylcs, per-
formance anxiety, aMociat^Nate Lam, SmUt
Monica, nmu KJCi\ free conauhation, Carol
Tind* 31 0-828-31 Oa

86 BMW 325, WackAan, automatic, fully

loaded. VSOO/obo. (310)447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7/CTU. Original owner.
BlacKA>lack. Fully loaded. $9800/obo
(310)826-1081.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford Mustang GT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast. New brakes, good Interior.

$3300. 3 10-777-9761 /pager.

-82 SKYLARK. ONE OWNER. Good fondi-
tion, low miles. Perfiect for student $1200-
obo. Chris 310-471-0718.

•87 HYUNDAI EXaL. Good transportHlon.

$1250. 4-tpttd, R«d with tan Interior. 310-
474-2501 or «ter 7|im callJlfrJ/*^! . ^

109 Autos for Sole

-88 VOLVO, TURBO CTO, 4-door» red,

black leather, 5-speed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
miles, iBBOO/obo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731

.

•91 Corvette, $2^.000/6bo. Loaded. Leather

Interior, viper alarm, performance pykagf.
front/rear radar, CD/cassette, excellent condi-
ttoo. Call Karen at 310-379-8373.

•92 ACURA INTEGRA CS. Blade, automatic,
sunroof. Asking $13,900. 310-937.4569.

1 15 Scooters for Sole

1991 HONDA ELITE E scooter, perfect condl-
tton, new battery, basket and hdmet includ-
ed. USOhbo. Call 310-451-4346.

MUST SEU.I Leave town in 2-wceks. YAMA-
HA 125 '87, White, w/2-helmcts, 1-lock.

Good coTKlltion. Runs great, 95-reglstraiion.

$500. Steve 31 0-839-2547,

126 Furniture for Sole

Kitchen table and chairs, $100. Back stretch

rack, $100 and sU foot surf board, $50. 310-
442-9511.

LIKE NEW SLEEPER SOFA. Full, $200obo,.
Queen, $225obo. Contact Kevin 310-379-
6596.

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Del^eries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
foil $140, Twin $110. Bedroom sets $3Sa
Dining and sofa sets also, 31 0-821 -0729.

Nice used furniture for sale. Desk, dining
tabl«^ffoe Ubie, sofa bed, lamps, T.V. and
bookshelf, many more. Call Cindy 310-474-
7558.

Top quality leather center SOFA BED-7ft
Medium antk;|ue gold, excellent corxiition.

Paid $2200, SjKrIfice $850. 213-651-3958.

128 Misc. for Sole

FOR SALEjUSED MEDKIAL/NURSING
BOOKS. Call for prices/titles, 310-558-4128

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-rwn, 420HD,
voice-mall, mouse, ntonitor, like new.
$1 lag 310-644-2612.

IBM-compatible computer, 286, 40
megabftM, including monitor and printer,

$300. 81X65-9756.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pas up this

bargalnl Call your fellow UCLA bruin iof Irv

formation. 818-225-0909. _ "

Used XT and AT comfNJiers. Complete sys-

Iwm from only $1 SOi frintars avalldbl* from
ISO Mch. 310-2844222.
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Bill Walsh

FOOTBALL
From page 28

at the top of virtually all quarter-

backing categories in the Stanford

and Pac-10 record books, and he
needs just 66 passing yards to
become only the 10th player in

NCAA Division I-A history to

throw for over 10,000 career
yards.

Td Stenstrom, however, as with
any team player, individual acco-
lades are secondary to team suc-
cess, and in that regard, his flnal

season has been a dis^pointment
"In terms of yards and going for

records, I hope that I don't have to

throw for as many as I did last

year," he said before the season
began. "If we accomplish our pri-

mary goal of going to a major
bowl game, the records will take
care of themselves."

On the contrary, the yards twuL-
the records have seemingly come
easy for Stenstrom this year, but
winning games has not; as a
result, he probably has not
received the recognition he so
deserves.

Stenstrom, one of 12 nominees
for the Johnny Unitas Golden Arm
Award, has been one of Stanford's

only bright spots in an otherwise
disappointing season.

Under his leadership, the
Cardinal offense ranks first in the

conference in passing offense, total

offense and scoring offense, but a
mediocre rushing attack and a

defense that ranks 10th in scoring
defense have gotten in the way of
team success.

Defense was a preseason con-
cern of Stanford head coach Bill

Walsh after last year's squad post-

ed similar numbers in an eighth-
place Pac-10 finish. The third-year

skipper had hoped to correct the

problems this year with a more
experienced team.

"Defensively, we were 149th out
of 1 50 in the nation last year and,
obviously, there's got to be some
improvement," Walsh said in

August 'Typically, Stanford has not

had some of the speed on defense
that some of the opposition has and
we've struggled with that over the

years. But we do feel that we have
some experience, some young talent

and that we'll improve markedly."

Obviously, the defense hasn't
improved enough, nor has the rush-

ing game. But, in the Bruins,
Stanford will be facing a team that

ranks sixth in total offense, 10th in

scoring offense and 10th in nishing

defense.

And Stenstrom - who has 12
touchdowns and four interceptions

this season - will be looking for

senior wide receiver Justin Armour
to take advantage of an extremely

young UCLA secondary.

UCLA's offensive rankings,
however, might not be indicative of
the team that shows up Saturday,

mainly because the Bruins will see

the return of several «f^ers - most
notably receiver J.J. Stokes - who
have been heldout ofcompetition

for three quarters of the season
because of injuries. —

•GOOD TASTE. NATURALIY.

Dine in, Carry Out
Special

2 sHoes of pizzai& ait you can

drink, ph» your choice of:

• garden salad or

•T/2oFderofM(Nosor
• pizza breadsticks

.40only $3

5 GOOD TASTE. N/mJRALiy. J
FAST FREE DELIVERY!

Great ilizza<

GOOD TASTE. NimJRALiy. 2?

Large Pizza

3 kinds of crusts
at the same price

Thin,

Hand tossed classic,

or our new Pan Pizza crust I

Any large pizza up
to 3 toppings of
your choice

ohly$9'^

Double Special

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only ifl^
Combination

oz.
and a great deal more!

Call to reserve Shakey's upstairs for your private meetings, parties, etc.

,
ffHMlum oM toppmartoa.

5 pieces of chicken, or Vi9}. of

•brtmp, plusm^ potatoes.

only $-W^

CHakAi^^ 1114Gayley
I
Swv-Ttusll-lam

I
QO A >l i i i911all|C|r» Westwood j Fri&Sat11-2ain |
0^4~4 I I I HS3

'GOOD 1ASTE. NATURALIY. g GOOD TASTE. NATURALiy. W GOOD TASTE. NATURALLY. W
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Copeland's Sports

REEBOK COURT REEBOK BASKETBALL

APIUII

SPECIAL PURCHASE TEVA SPORT SANDALS

ROLLERBLADE IN LINE SKATES

1 05 LB. WEIGHT SET 300 LB. INTERN
WITH PURCHASE ^^tf^oO WITH PURCHASE
OF STANDARD ^VJ**^ OF INTERNATIONAL

BENCH ^Mmt^lKSEJ BENCH

ATHLETIC APPAREL

16.99 EACN OR

ZJZB
19.99 EJICN Oil

SWEAT SHIRTS
SWEAT PANTS
SpMial group SO/50 coNon poly mMNum w«lgM
fU*c«. Uirg* •ortmamt of •isoa and color*.

Somo •Hghtiy Irrogutar.

THRU HALLOWEEN

99
•rtti—I—< m ill >Hmi» illiihi »H»M —>, Mid—yr—yim

hi mIm. PriaM iMy Ommf t» ein* •! fcm iiUM 1«/31/*4. Ma 4autmr%.

J 001 WESTWOOD BLVD
WESTWOOD

HOURS: MON FRI 10 9. SAT 10-8. SUN 1 1 6

i^

Crosscountry off to Pac-lOs
Postseason begins

in Palo Alto with

conference finals

By Mark SJngerton

It's now or never for the UCLA
men's cross-country team.
They're unranked and have only
an outside shot at winning the
Pac-10 championships Saturday,
but the team is surprisingly
relaxed heading into the event.

"I think we have a shot at win-
ning," freshman Brandon Del
Campo said. "I know as far as the

freshmen go. we're ready to step

up."

Indeed, statistics point to an
emergence ip the freshman harri-

ers, who have been one of the few
bright spots for the Bruins in

1994. At least three freshmen have"
scored in every one of their meets,

and top newcomer Mebrahtom
Keflezighi has placed no lower
than fifth all season.

Keflezighi hopes to win at

Stanford this time, but knows that

to do so he will probably have to

overtake Martin Keino of Arizona,
who beat him by 22 seconds four

weeks ago.

"I don't know if I'll beat him,
but I know I won't lose by that

margin again," Keflezighi said. "I

think we're in for a close race."

If history repeats itself this

weekend, the Bruins should do no
worse than place third. At the

Stanford Invitational Oct. 1,

UCLA finished behind only the

No. 17 Cardinal and eventual win-
ner. No. 11 Arizona, and toppled

third-ranked Brigham Young by
28 points.

But the third-place flnish may
have been inconsequential.
Second place Stanford blew out
the Bruins that day, fmishing a full

78 points ahead. The fight for first

was, as usual, between the
Cardinal and the Wildcats, who
are the favorites Saturday. But this

time, the field will be stuffed with
even more talent, with No. 17
Oregon and No. 19 Washnrgton
entering the foray.

The No. 1 3 Bruin women will

be in a dogfight themselves in

SCOTT

O

Sheley Taylor (left) and Karen Hecox will lead No. 13 women's cross-
country team at the Pac-10 Champwnships in Pato Alto this weekend.

Palo Alto. After finishing second
to the Cardinal at the Stanford
Invitational, 87-63, UCLA is look-

ing to strip the defending Pac-10
champions of their crown.

This year, the No. 8 Cardinal are

led by freshmen Sama Renfro and
Kortney Dunscombe, who placed
third and fifth against UCLA at

Palo Alto. Stanford is aiguably the

deepest team in the conference, but

UCLA should also expect chal-
lenges from Arizona and Oregon.

"Realistically speaking, I know
we can match up our talent with
Stanford and Arizona, but I'd con-
sider the meet a success if we come
out second," UCLA coach Eric
Peterson s^id.

The team itself is hoping for
much more.

"I've never been on a team that

had this kind of talent before,
where I know we can just go in and
win the whole event," senior Karen
Hecox said. "We're going to be
underdogs, but the teams are so

closely matched that we could fin-

ish first or fourth, depending on
how the others do."

The Bruin supporting cast will

have to step it up ifUCLA has any
chance of winning. No. 3 runner
Maya Muneno has been solid all

season, finishing 29th at the BYU
Invitational Oct. 15, and No. S
Anna Delgado has surged of late,

placing third for the squad in its

past two races.

"It's so hard to get everybody on
the team to perform well on the

same day," Peterson said. "But I

expect everyone to show up for this

one."

W. soccer gets set to face
third-ranked Cardinal team
Win over Stanford

could earn Bniins a

bid for the NCAA
By Hye Kwon

The UCLA women's soccer
team will face the greatest chal-

lenge of its season Saturday when
it takes on No. 3 Stanford at the

North Soccer Field at 10 a.m.

With the attendance of the
UCLA homecoming crowd and
the presence of the Stanford faith-

fuls, led by their flamboyant band,

the match promises to be as excit-

ing as projected at the beginning of
the season.

The Bruins (10-3-2) will be put
to test by an experienced Cardinal
team which finished last season
with an impressive record of 18-2-

2. This season, Stanford has man-
aged to beat 1 3 of their opponents
while losing only once, to No.l
North Carolina. Their latest victo-

ry came Wednesday, when junior
Jessica Fischer's penalty kick'

clinched a I-O squeaker over San

Francisco.

The 35 total goals scored by the

Cardinal this season are divided
among 10 different players, a sta-

tistic that is a testament to their

balanced attack. However, forward
Erin Martin has set herself apart
from the rest of her teammates as

"We're a team with great.

talent ... (and) we have

all the elements, it's a

matter of putting

it together."

Erin Martin

the most dangerous goal scorer.

She leads the team with 10 goals
and four assists (24 points) in what
is only her second year on the
team.

Martin, who is a native of the

Los Angeles area, is extremely
confident about her team, and feels

that a big reason why the Cardinal
is doing well is their work ethic.

T^IWe'rc a team with great talent,

but We're a hard working team,"

Martin said. "We have all the ele-

ments, it's a matter of putting it

together."

In his first season as head coach
last year, Ian Sawyer took the team
to the Final Four - prompting high

expectations for this year. At the

beginning of this season. Soccer
America rated Stanford sixth in the

nation, but Sawyer's team has
exceeded those expectations by
garnering a No. 3 ranking in the

latest polls.

"I think it would be a big disap-

pointment if we didn't make it to

the Final Four this year, especially

because we were there last year,"

Martin said.

UCLA, however, has an added
incentive to play well against
Stanford - to prove that they
Ijelong in the group of 24 teams in

the nation invited to the NCAA
tournament. The Bruins have

-played extremely well of late, win-
nmg their last three matches, and
losing only once since Sept. 27.

"I know that (UCLA) has
improved a lot this year," Martm
remarked. "It's going to be a tough
match for us."
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Spikers iieading to Nortiiwest Calkins returns to LA.
By Eric Branch
•Daily Bruin Staff

"The whole UCLA attitude nau-
seates me. Their whole attitude is

that there is nothing beyond
Westwood and if anyone gives
them any trouble, they're stunned
They probably don 't even know
who they're playing.

"

•University of Washington head
volleyball coach Bill Neville

Before playing the UCLA
women's vnplleyball team in
September in Pauley Pavilion, Bill

Neville was nauseated. After
UCLA squeaked out a five-game
victory against. the Huskies to run
their career record against
Washington to a perfect 24-0,
Neville must have been puking all

the way back to Seattle.

However, as the No. 3 Bruins
(21-2 overall, 11-1 in Pacific- 10)
travel to the Northwest this week-
end to take on No. 23 Washington
State (14-7, 6-5) and Washington
(11-8, 6-5), the coaches' stomach
has settled somewhat.
"You have to understand that

for anyone outside their program
(UCLA), it's frustrating," Neville

said. "I mean, people congratulat-

ed us on playing UCLA close
early in the year. If we lose I don't
want to be congratulated. Maybe
a, 'yo baby, nice match', but con-
gratulations?

"There is a certain UCLA atti-

tude and it's positive for them and
negative for opponents. I had an
opportunity to parlay that attitude

when I coached their players on
jtr-t- i-u/Uaily Bruin

Setter Kelly Rannlgan and the UCLA women's volleyball team are
See VOLLEYBAU, page 24 heading to the Pacific Northwest for a pair of Pac-10 matches.

By Ross Bersot

The UCLA football team is not

the only sport celebrating home-
coming this weekend. Although
there will be an obvious lack of
pigskm floats at the Men's Gym
pool on Saturday, the women's
swim team will host the return of
former Thousand Oaks High
School standout Valery Calkins to

Southern California.

The Bruins will take to the pool
at 10 a.m. in an attempt to rebound
from last weekend's narrow defeat

at the hands of Tennessee.
Attempting to stop them will be the

UC Santa Barbara Gauchos and the

University of South Carolina
Gamecocks, led by Catkins.

Calkins' pursuit of a career in

marine science landed her at

South Carolina, where she pro-
ceeded to achieve All-American
status last season. Her success in

the 200-yard and 500-yard
freestyle events helped propel the

Gamecocks to a 28th-place finish

at last year's NCAA
Championships.

Calkins expects the team to

improve on that result this season.

'The freshmen are strong," she
said, "and we didn't lose any
seniors,"

South Carolina swept the oppo-
sition in its three-way season
opener, but the competition fig-

ures to get somewliat tougher
against the Bruins and the
Gauchos - especially for Calkins,

whose primary competitor will be
UCLA junior Annette Salmeen.
Salmeen raced to a second-place
finish in both the 200 and 500 free

last week versus Tennessee's
Leslie Mix, runner-up in the 500

free at last year's NCAA tourna-.

ment.

The Bruins will try to build on
outstanding performances by
Salmeen and freshman Jill

Jenkins. Jenkins won both the 100
free and the 100 fiy against the

Volunteers. The format of the dou-
ble-dual meet will not make
repeating last week's performance
easy. Only two swimmers will be
scoring from each school in an
event, making it difficult for head
coach Cyndi Gallagher to find the

right lineup..

'This is still teally early for us

to have dual meets, and we're still

playing with our lineup, experi-

menting to see what people can
swim," Gallagher said. "It's a

strange meet because we can only
score two people (in each heat);

we're only using six lanes. We
can't really rely on our depth."

Seniors Natalie Norberg and
Lori Walker will be back this

week for the Bruins, after skip-

ping the last meet due to illness,

but sophomores Christa Thomas
and Glenda Lueders (first place in

the 100 breaststroke against
Tennessee) will not be swimming.
Megan Oesting, a senior sprinter,

is questionable.

Santa Barbara will attempt to

avenge a dual-meet whipping
received against UCLA last sea-

son, but the meet should come
down to a showdown between the

Gamecocks and the Bruins, and
Calkins is looking forward to it.

"I'm excited for my family to

be able to see me swim in a dual

meet," she said.

UCLA will have to rain on
Calkins' parade if it intends to win
its first victory of the season.
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Sports
Bruins aim for No. 1 against Irisli, Hoosiers
Men's soccer vies

for top ranking in

weekend tourney
By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's soccer season is almost

two months old, but this weekend is when it^

really begins.

The Bruins, currently ranked No. 4, host

Notre Dame and No. 1 Indiana in the adi-

das/MetLife Classic starting today, and by
the time the weekend is over, UCLA could

earn the top spot in the nation.

The Bruins (14-1) have climbed steadily

in the polls since late last month, when UC
Irvine handed them their only loss of the sea-

son. And after battling back into the top five

this month, UCLA is poised to attain the

NCAA's top-ranking for the first time since

September 1991.

"If our team's not excited about playing

this weekend, they're in the wrong sport and

in the wrong school," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "This is why they came to

UCLA- to be part of events like tius."

The tournament begins tonight at

Spaulding Field, as Cal State Fullerton (9-6-

1) - whk:h rounds out the event's four-team

lineup - takes on the Hoosie^ at 6 p.m.

UCLA takes the field against Notre Dame
(8-8-1) at 8 p.m.

"I think (today's) games are interesting

games for us and Indiana," Schmid said. **It's

important that we don't look ahead, and it's

important that

Indiana doesn't look

ahead. Fullerton and
Notre Dame are both

outstanding teams
that are better teams

than their records
indicate."

And if UCLA can
manage that, then
Sunday's match
against the Hoosiers

becomes the Bruins' biggest game of the

season to date - and easily their most diffi-

"^ult. Indiana has outscored its opponents 50-

4 in the last 15 games - UCLA has defeated

its opponents 42-1 1 this year.

"I think they're certainly a good team,"

Schmid said. "They have a midfield triangle

of (Brian) Maisonneuve, (Tbdd) Yeagley and

See M. SOCCER, page 24

MclLitc

Classic
'•u

AUDREY UEE/CMly Bruin

Josh Keller and Brian Irvin of the UCLA men's soccer team will play host to Notre
Dame and No. 1 Indiana in the adIdas/MetLife Classic.

Stenstrom leads Stanford
Cardinal QB poses

threat to Bruins'

secon(Jary squaiJ

By Scott YamaguchI
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Never, never, never was it sup-

posed to come to this.

No, not in anyone's right mind
was it imagined that Saturday's
3:30 p.m. showdown between
Stanford and UCLA at the Rose
Bowl would be a matchup of two
teams playing for pride.

In fact, in August, before the

college football season began, it

was generally believed that this

game - in the ninth-week of the

season - would have some imme-
diate influence on the Pacific- 10
Conference's race for the Rose
Bowl Game.

But with three games remaining

on their schedule, the Bruins (2-6

overall, 0-5 in the Pac-IO) have
been guaranteed a losing season,

while Stanford (2-4-1, 1-3), with
four games left, is a longshot in

the bowl picture. A loss for the

Cardinal Saturday would elimi-
nate any remaining hope, and it

would seem that a senior season
without post-season play would be
an injustice to quarterback Steve
Stenstrom.

The 6-fooi-3-inch, 205-pound
signal-caller will finish his career

See FOOTBALL, page 25
Quarterback Steve Stenstrom't record-breaking performance
has been one of few bright spots for the Stanford football team.

Ill

Stanford's were-Wolf
roams into Westw<
Poloist lea(is No. 1

Cardinal against

No. 5 Bmin team
By Esther Hul

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Wolf Wigo just sounds danger-

ous.

The Stanford water poloist plays

hard, and his aggressive presence
has been known to spark tempers in

the pool. But most athletes will say

his intensity brings the level of play

up in the games, and the 6-foot-2 -

inch senior would hardly have
become Stanford's leading scorer

for three of the past four years by
playing conservatively.

"He's the guy that makes things

happen," Stanford head coach
Dante Dettamanti said. "I can think

of five games last year when he
scored the go-ahead or winning
goal. When he needs to score he
can really score."

"In the pool I'm pretty aggres-

sive," Wigo said. "I'm one of the

smaller guys on the team so I have
to be intense. I have to be really

fired up."

What is amazing about Wigo is

that he has built up such a reputa-

tion even while suffering from a

degenerative back disease which
has almost completely deteriorated

the cartilage in between two discs

in his back. The twisting involved

Wolf Wigo

in shooting goals in water polo is

simply bone rubbing against bone
for Wigo, an alnK>st constant pain

siace his sophomore year.

"The pain was so bad his sopho-

more year that we had to keep him
out of the water for two weeks prior

to the NCAA championships,**
Dettamanti said. 'That was the year

we lost in sudden death overtime
against Cal in the championship
game. Wolf had missed so much
training it was hard to play him in

those games, though in hindsight I

probably should have. Even though
he was out of shape he was proba-

bly a better player than a lot of the

guys we had in there."

See WMO, page 24
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The final stretch
The playoffs are beginning for botli UCLA
cross-country teams. The unrankcd men are

just looking for a good finish, while Karen

Hecox (left) will lead the 1 3th-ranked women
into the Pac- 1 Championships.

See Page 2©
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Gunman fires at White House, no one hurt
Shooting is the

second violent

act in six weeks
By Eric Schmitt
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — A 26-year-

old Colorado man carrying a

Chinese-made semi-automatic rifle

sprayed the north face of the White
House with a score or more of bul-

lets on Saturday, piercing both a

window and the mansion's remain-

ing aura of invincibility, but injuring

no one.

It was the second uncontested
attack on the executive mansion in

Inside Viewpoint

Apathy myth
Nov. 8 is rapidly

approaching ... how well do
you know the issues? Over
the next eight days, if you
haven't already, make a

commitment to challenging

the apathy myth by learning

how the election issues can
affect you as a member of
the university community.
Only eight days left ...

See page 16

Inside A&E

Shot in

the arm
Meet UCLA new genres

professor Chris Burden and
Bob Flanagan. One had his

friend shoot him in the arm,

the other sewed up his penis

and nailed it onto a slab of
wood - both acts done in

the name of performance
art. Is this art or pure sensa-

tionalism or both?

/ " See page 20

Inside Sports

Coming
homo...

It seems like the UCLA
football team hasn't won a

game in months. The
Bruins, in fact, went into

Saturday's Homecoming
game against Stanford with
six straight losses. Can
UCLA Anally get a win?

See page 40

less than six weeks, and it inunedi-

ately raised new questions about the

safety of a president living not just in

the midst of a major city, but barely

30 yards from its six-lane main
street ,^

President Clinton.^just back on
Saturday morning from a four-day

trip to the Middle East, was watch-

ing a football game in the building's

living quarters on the third floor at

the time of the attack. Officials

insisted that he was neither harmed
nor in danger at any time. Clinton's

wife. Hillary, and his daughter,
Chelsea, were both away when the

incident occurred.

Moments after the shoOling, a

squad of Secret Service agents sub-

dued Francisco Martin Duran, of

Security, Colo., a suburb of

Colorado Springs, after two passers-

by wrestled him to the sidewalk on
Pennsylvania Avenue in front of the

White House. The Secret Service

keeps records on people it regards as

potential threats to the president, but

the agency has no file on Duran, said

Richard Griflfin, an assistant director.

Duran had served 3 1/2 years at a

military prison in Fort Leavenworth,

Kan., for aggravated assault and dis-

orderly conduct, an Army
spokesman said on Saturday.

He recently disappeared after

telling his wife, Ingrid, that he was
going out to buy some supplies for

target practice, said Deputy Jim
Groth, a spokesman for the El Paso

County SheritTs Office, in Colorado
Springs.

Duran enlisted in the Army in

1987 and was assigned as an
infantryman to the 25th Infantry

Division, in Hawaii, law-enfdrce-

ment officials and an Army
spokesman said. Soon after, though,

he was convicted of aggravated
assault with a vehicle and drunk and
disorderiy conduct, said Maj. Frank

Phillips, an Army spokesman.

He was jailed at Fort
Leavenworth, the military's main
prison, and given a dishonorable dis-

charge upon his release in-199t,

Phillips said.

Neighbors described Duran as an

upholsterer and said that he dressed

in camouflage day and night, the

Associated Press reported.

Duran had not been charged with

a crime by Saturday evening.

Witnesses at the site of the shoot-

ARAM JIBILIAN/Daily Bruin

Two-year-Old Luis Montoya gets a shot from Marcella PIrano, a licensed vocational nurse. Unlike
Montoya, illegal residents would be denied such health care services under Proposition 187.

Doctors, clinicians voice
concerns about Prop. 187
Medical workers

foresee financial,

ethical problems

By Ben Gilmore

Tina Harris, who makes sure
children at Culver City's
Montessori Elementary School get

their immunizations, is outraged.

"Children shouldn't have to suf-

fer," Harris said. 'They shouldn't

pay the price - they're totally

innocent."

Harris is one of many in the

health care field who are objecting

to Proposition 1 87 - the contro-
versial "Save Our State"initiative

that aims to refuse illegal irpmi-

grants some state-supported ser-

vices, such as non-emergency
public health care like immuniza-
tion shots to children.

Many doctors and clinicians are

voicing concerns about the pro-

posal, claiming its implementation
will create practical and financial

problems, health hazards and seri-

ous ethical dilemmas for the med-

ical community.

Proposition 187 leaves federal

law to define "emergency" vs.

"non-emergency," critics said.

Some doctors said they feel the

proposal is poorly written, since

federal law is extremely unclear as

to which situations are "emergen-
cies."

"The only situation which fed-

eral law defines as emergency is a

woman in labor. Otherwise, it's

pretty much up to the doctors,"

said Marshall Morgan, chief of
emergency medicine at the UCLA
Medical Center. "The proposal is

so badly written that it's impossi-

ble to tell what will happen. It's

extraordinarily ambiguous."

Should Proposition 187 pass,

health care workers at publicly
funded facilities would be
required to report Suspected illegal

immigrants to the Immigration
and Naturalization Service.

"It's ludicrous," Morgan said.

"What are we supposed to do?
Check everybody with brown
skin? It's ridiculous."

Other logistical concerns about

Proposition 187 have arisen.
Currently the Los Angeles County

Department of Health runs 39
community health centers and six

comprehensive health centers.

The Venice Family Clinic, a pri-

vate clinic that provides free com-
prehensive medical care to

low-income individuals, typifies

the kind of facility that will take

the heat, said clinic Medical
Director Susan Fleishman.

"There's no question that our
demand will go up. Some people
are going to have no other option,"

Fleishman said. If the initiative is

passed, the clinic will continue
providing free care to low-income
persons regardless of citizenship,

Fleishman explained. But, she
added, the clinic will have to sac-

rifice public funds - which make
iip 25 percent of its current fund-

ing - to do so.

The combination of skyrocket-

ing demand and decreased funds
would create a grim financiahsitu-

,

ation for free private clinics in Los
Angeles County, which number at

least 23, Fleishman said.

"It's the same all over L.A. It's

hard to keep up financially as it -

See MEDICAL, pdge 14

ing, the sidewalk of Pennsylvania

Avenue north of the White House,
said they saw Duran pull the gun out

just after 3 p.m. and start spraying

shots randomly at the While House
through the black wrought-iron
fence that surrounds the grounds.

The suspect fired 20 to 30 shots

from the weapon, a Chinese SKS
assault rifle, before being subdued.

Griffin said.

The motive for the attack was not

clear, said Griffin, who added that

Duran was apparently acting alone.

Griffin said that the attack was nOl

being viewed as an attempted assas-

sination.

Secret Service agents had
observed the gunman just before he

See SHOOTING, page 12

Questions
arise alx>ut

mediation
Advocacy groups,

IFC say discussion

not whole solution

By Donna Wong
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Continuing the dialogue
between UCLA's student advoca-

cy groups and the Interfraternity

Council (IFC) alone is not enough
to solve the problems underiying

the greek role on campus, some
advocacy groups say.

The day after IFC was denied
responsorship by the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council (USAC),
Rob Greenhalgh, USAC presi-

dent, sent a letter to campus orga-

nizations identifying a divided
campus caused by "bitterness and
misunderstanding,' and an
"incredible lack of communica-
tion."

As the first step to a resolution,

he proposed coordinating discus-

sion forums between the student

advocacy groups and IFC with the

help of the Conflict Mediation
Program in the UCLA Ombuds
office. ^

Although student advocacy
groups such as the African
Student Union and MEChA are

more than willing to talk, commu-
nication is not the problem - and
communication alone is not the

solution, the groups said.

"It's not a misunderstanding,"

said Quynh Nguyen, an assistant

director of the Asian Pacific
Coalition. "I don't think a series

of meetings is going to accom-
plish anything systemwide."

However, this is a good first

step to bringing about a resolu-

tion, Greenhalgh said.

"Anyone who was in the room
(at the student government meet-
ing) realized that there needs to be
steps taken to at least try and pro-

vide a better understanding,"
Greenhalgh said.

But IFC believes that there is a

confiictjjelween them and the stu-

dent advocacy groups, particularly

in regards to the current image of
fraternities, IFC President Chris

See MEDIATION, page 11
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What's Brewiii' This Week
9 a.m. - 7 p.m.

CAC/Kerckhoff Art Gallery

"Looking Beyond" - An exhibition

recognizing November as Disabilities

Awareness Month
Now through Nov. 1

1

825-6564

9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors - Healthy Body
Shop
Free cold care, first aid, cappucino and
tea

NW Corner of Pauley Pavilion

^k>w tlwough Friday ^
8^5-5704

Noon - 4 p.m.

Peer Health Counselors

Cold clinic, first aid, contraception

sales

Now thj;q;4gh Friday-^ —-^j*-
Kerckhoff40l .- t^

.

' "

825-8462

Today

11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Office of International Students &
Scholars and International Students

Association

Pronunciation workshop •

Men's Gym 105

Also Thursday at noon
825-1681 or 825-2726

Noon

Hillel Student Association

Talmud Study with Rabbi Seidlcr-Feller

Law School 2442
208-3081

12:10 p.m.

University Catholic Center
Weekly mass
Ackeihnan 3517
208-5015

4 p.m.

Student Fee Advisory Committee
Meeting

Murphy 2121

206-2447

4:15 p.m.

College of Letters and Science
Academic Support Workshops
Surviving transfer shock
Griffin Commons 203
825-9315

5 p.m.

Chicanes for Community Medicine
General meeting -—
Haines 152

International Students Association

General meeting

Ackerman2412
825-2726 _k ,.^

Lesbian and Bisexual Women's Rap
Kerckhoff500
825-8053

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

Staff meeting

Campbell 2240 '
' '

825-1784

7 p.m.

CUES - Community-Univers^
Enrichment in the Schools ,-
^uH^r training and information meeting
Kerckhoff404
825-2333 ..

Midnight

KLA
Blue Plate Special - Classic Rock of
the 60s, 70s and 80s

530 AM, 99.9 Century Cable FM

Tuesday

1 p.m.

International Studies Abroad
Information session

Ackerman 2408
1 (800) '^RO-KR?^

3 p.m.

Education Abroad Program
Spain information meeting

Bunche 11382
825-2770

4 p.m.

International Affairs Forum on Careers
and Panel

Information on graduate programs and
international Affairs

James West Alumni Center
206-1936

5 p.m.

CAC/Kerckhoff Art Gallery

"Looking Beyond" Reception
Kerckhoff Art Gallery

825-6564

Quarter in Washington Program
Information meeting

GSLIS Building 303
Applications due Nov. 2

206-3109

5:30 p.m.

USAC
Meeting

Kerckhoff 400
825-7306

6 p.m.

Little Spark Christian Fellowship

Bible study and rally

Kinsey 141

209-4536

Nikkei Student Union
General meeting

Franz 1178
825-1784

6:30 p.m.

Asian Baptist Student Koinonia for

Graduate Students

"More to This Life" - free Korean BBQ
and seminar

AGSM 4325B
273-4035

Hindu Students Council

First general meeting

Ackerman 3530
208-7337

7 p.m.

UCLA Circle K Service Club
Weekly meeting

Ackerman 3525
794-4786

-*

UCLA Japanese Animation Club
Free screenings of Japanese animation,

all subtitled

Dickson 2 160E
794-3656

8 p.n%t

Hwa Rang Do - Martial Arts Club
Korean martial art class

Wooden Center Gold Room
824-5863

True Jesus Church Campus Fellowship

Bible Study

Ackerman 2410
208-7498

Wednesday

11 a.m.

Student Accounting Society

"Using Accounting to Make Investnient

Decisions" - presentatibn by Eric

Sussman from Amber Capital

Ackerman 3517
839-2870

University Buddhist Association

Meeting and meditation "^

Ackerman 3525
398-7616

Noon

PSI CHI

Workshop by the Psychology
Undergraduate Advising Office

Franz 3461

4 p.m.

Latinas/os Building Bridges in

Psychology

General meeting

Franz Tower Third Floor

207-0339

Office of International Students &
Scholars

International coffeebrcak

Kerckhoff Coffeehouse
825-1681

5 p.m.

Association of Chinese Americans
General meeting

Franz 1260

6 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

General meeting

Campbell 3232
825-1784

Bruin Democrats
Meeting

Dodd 170

794-5289

6:30 p.m.

Alpha Phi Omega
General meeting

New community service fraternity

Ackerman 3516 *
824-1067

'

7 p.m.

Bruin Republicans

General meeting

Ackerman 2408
209-9136

The Emergency Coalition to Stop Prop.

187
Last meeting before elections

Ackerman third floor lounge
396-4624

Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Graduate
Student Network

Meeting

Ackerman 3525
841-5930

8 p.m.

UCLA School of Theater, Film and
Television

"Story Theater" - tales from Aesop's

Fables and Grimm's Fairy Tale

Little Theater, Macgowan Hall

Now through Nov. 5

Cost: $12 general. $9 faculty and staff,

$6 students

Call CTO for tickets 825-2101

9 p.m.

UCLA Comeify Club

Wieekly workshop
Ackerman 2410 ^

794-3282

Thursday

10 a.m.

Center for Flight Systems Research
Public lecture: "Future Challenges in

Aeronautics"V
Faculty Center Hacienda Room
825-2180

Noon

Bruin Democrats
Rally with Kathleen Brown For
Governor
Ackerman Grand Ballroom
824-7076 -

2 p.m.

Phi Beta Kappa
General public lecture by Professor

Michael Fisher, Phi Beta Kappa visiting

scholar

Knudsen 1220
825-1522

4 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Pharmacy Society

Guest speaker: USC representative

Ackerman 3517
208-5563

5 p.m.

Asian American Studies Center and
Asian Pacific Coalition

Asian American Studies B.A.

Orientation and Information Session

Ackerman 2408
825-1784

5:30 p.m.

Orthodox Christian Fellowship

Vespers service, followed by discussion

St. Alban's Episcopal Church, comer of

Hilgard and Westholme
(818)993-3320

6 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Guest speaker: Director ofSAA of
UCLA
CHS 13041

209-1255

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films: "It Could Happen to You"
followed by "Honeymoon in Vegas" at

9:30 p.m.

Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Cost: $2
825-1958

Court strikes down race-based
program for African Americans

ASUCLA profit exceeds
$300,000 for Septemlier

By Stephen Labaton
The New York Times

WASHINGTON — A federal

appeals decision that has struck

down a scholarship program for

African-American students at the

University of Maryland sent educa-

tors around the nation scrambling

to review whether their own race-

based programs may be open to

challenge.

The decision, issued on
Thursday by the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 4th Circuit, in

Richmond, found that a scholarship

program that awards aid to African-

American students to try to pro-

mote diversity and remedy past

discrimination was unconstitutional

because of unfair preference for

one racial group.

The university said Friday that it

would appeal the case to the

Supreme Court. The Justice

Department, which had supported

the university, said it was studying

the decision and declined to com-
ment atx)ut it

Civil rights lawyers outside of

government who have worked
closely with the department said

they expected the adminisbation to

join in an appeai.

The Clinton administration has

already intervened in another
important affirmative-action case,

in Piscataway, N.J., reversing the

earlier position taken by the Justice

Department in the Bush adminis-

tration.

, li^lhe New Jersey case, the

Justice Department under President

George Bush supported a white

teacher who was chosen for layoff

by the local school board over a

African-American teacher purely

because of race. The Bush adminis-

tration did not intervene in the

Maryland case.

Civil rights lawyers said the

Maryland decision was a signifi-

cant setback for affirmative-action

programs in higher education, but it

was more of a symbolic defeat than

See RACE, page 14

Board members
gain optimism

for current year
By Phillip Carter

Daily Bruin Staff

Students' association officials

reported that the organization made
a $3 1 8,000 profit during September,

marking the first time during this

fiscal year the associatiof? has posi-

tively exceedefl its budget. .

"We beat our bottom line in

September by $10,000," said execu-

tive Director Jason Reed at the asso-

ciation's Friday board meeting.

"September w^ a good month for

us, and I'm very pleased with the

results."

But reports of September's net

profits were offset by the informa-

tion that the association is still

$170,000 behind budget for the fust

four months of the fiscal year.

Though the association is ahead

of budget in total income, officials

said that the books showed an end

loss because operation costs over-

took profits.

Operation costs yiclude labor

expenses, but als^other expendi-

tures associated wiTh selling prod-

See PROFIT, page 15
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Friday

3 p.m.

Chinese Christian Fellowship

General meeting

Ackerman 2408
(213)481-2201

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Films; "Honeymoon in Vegas" followed

by "It Could Happen to You" at 9:30

p.m.

Cost: $2
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

925-1958

Grace on Campus Bible Study

Weekly meeting

Franz 1178

208-8384

Homecbming '94
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ROEL BAUTISTA

As participants in the UCiA Homecoming Parade walked and
rode through the streets of Weslwood Friday night (upper left,

center left and bottom right), enthusiasm for the festivities

abounded (upper c^fiht). ^^ •

*

Despite this fall's string of football frustrations, a sense of confi-

dence in the Bruins' season - perhaps prophetic of Saturday's

victory over Stanford (lower left) - was apparent in the crowd.

Unless noted, all photos taken by Jeff Fu, Daily Bruin staff.
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i^orld

Bombing, violence
stuns Sri Lanlcans
COLOMBO;. Sri Lanka — As Sri

Lankans struggled this week to cope with

the suicide lx)mbing that killed the-coun-

try's main opposition leader and dozens

of others at a political rally, many found a

focus for their grief in a moment that one
newspaper called the "gathering of the

widows."

In an encounter that encapsulated the

melancholy that has settled on this coun-

try like a shroud, three women who lost

their husbands in previous political

killings met on Wednesday by the rain-

swept bier of Gamini Dissanayake, the

slain opposition leader, to console his

widow, Srima. The brief meeting, at an

open-air pavilion at the country's parlia-

mentary complex, was wordless.

Oil clots pass into

arctic-liound river

.

UST USA, Russia — Clots of oil from a

massively corroded pipeline have drifted

at least 300 miles past makeshift barriers,

saturating estuaries and small fish in a

major Artie-bound river which the
Russian government still insists has not

been contaminated.^

At this village of 2,500 people on the

Pechora River, reporters found isolated

gobs of gelatinous black crude oil, one as

big as two fists. They were nestled
between rocks on the partially frozen
river bank.

It was the first tangible evidence that

the Russians have not fully succeeded in

their efforts to confine the oil spill within

tributaries near the ruptured pipeline.

Later, helicopters full of Russian envi-

ronmental officials overflew Ust Usa.

irlsii leaders meet
in liistoric forum
DUBLIN, Ireland — For the first time

since sectarian warfare erupted in

Northern Ireland 25 years ago, political

leaders of the outlawed Irish Republican

Army sat down Friday with leaders from
the North and the Irish Republic to begin

discussions about eventual peace talks

As Gerry Adams, the president of Sinn

Fein, the IRA's political wing, took his

place at the Forum for P&ace and
Reconciliation at Dublin Castle on Friday

morning, sitting around him were dozens
of Roman Catholic and a few Protestant

officials who were no longer vilifying

him.

. The forum Friday was not an att^pt
to negotiate a formal settlement, but

many expect it to have more than symbol-

ic significance as a place for the airing of

-ihe problems to be dealt with in future

peace talks.

Haiti vows sweep-
ing change for aid
WASHINGTON — As the United States

and World Bank see^ to round up the

$550 million in international aid planned

for Haiti this year, they are urging
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to make
sweeping changes in the way Haiti's gov-

ernment works, including collecting far

more in taxes from the rich.

As the effort to restore democracy in

Haiti shifts gears with Aristide now back
in office, officials from the Clinton
administration, the World Bank and the

International Monetary Fund are laying

out the steps they want taken to put the

government on a solid footing.

The task, both immediately and in the

long run, is enormous. The economy of

what was already the hemisphere's poor-

est country has been devastated by the

three years of military rule.

Economy grew at

rate of 3.4 percent
WASHINGTON — The irrepressible

American economy grew at a surprisingly

rapid 3.4 percent annual pace during the

summer, with 1994 now shaping up as

possibly the second best year in a decade,

government figures showed Friday.

Yet inflation still showed no accelera-

tion and, by some gauges, slackened a bit

during the July-September quarter.

The Clinton administration, which has

gained little public credit fo'r the robust

economy, exulted in the Commerce
Department report, which provided time-

ly ammunition for Democrats in mid-
term elections 1 1 days away.

Banned rifle used in

White House attack
WASHINGTON — The Chinese rifle

that Secret Service agents said was used

to spray bullets at the White House on
Saturday has been illegal to import into

the United States since May, federal offi-

cials said.

While the standard model of the semi-

automatic rifle, called an SKS, is not

classified as an assault weapon and was
not one of the 19 weapons banned in the

crime bill passed in August, its importa-

tion was banned b^President Clinton as a

condition of the most-favored nation sta-

tus granted China earlier this year. If the

weapon used on Saturday had been modi-

fied to contain more than 10 rounds, it

would be outlawed by the crime bill.

Jack Killorin, a spokesman for the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms, said that the rifle resembles the

American-made Garand M-1 rifle used in

Worid War II and the Korean War.

State

Seiiool board rules
homework vital
H \LF MOON BAY, Calif. — When an
iconoclastic school board member pro-

posed abolishing homework for students

in this coastal community south of San
Francisco, the board president jokingly

accused him of attempting to become the

patron saint of all high school students. A
ban on homework sounded like the

answer to every kid's prayer.

But in the two weeks since the board

member, Garrett Redmond, sparked a

national debate on the value of home-
work, the vast majority of the school dis-

trict's 3,500 students reached a

conclusion sure to delight their teachers:

Homework is essential to their education,

and they do not want it taken away.

L.A. to allow mural
of Black Panthers
Citing First Amendment concerns, the

City Council rejected efforts to prevent a

proposed mural depicting members of the

Black Panther Party holding guns from
being installed in a South Los Angeles
neighborhood plagued by violence. -—

L.A. City Councilman Nate Holden
introduced a motion that would have
requested the city's Cultural Affairs

Commission to negotiate with muralist

Noni Olabisi in an attempt to convince
her to put the proposed mural in one of
the city's museums rather than on the side

of a barbershop at the corner of 11 th

Avenue and Jefferson Boulevard.

The commission had previously
approved the required permit and funding

for the mural. However, the artwork's

sponsor withdrew the request for munici-

pal funding, citing the controversy.

STUDENT SPECIAL- Enroll NOW and SAVE,
Executive Boxing™, Kickboxing, Funk/ Hip-tiop, Full Gym,

A WOMAtrSPLACE i

INTHEKrm

Get Out of the Kitchen
and into the Fire,
Join the 2,000 men and

women who are already

doing the Executive

Boxing^*^ and Kickboxing
program oTfered exclusively

at Bodres in Motion.

And while you forget

about bullies kicking sand
in your face, you'll burn
700 to 900 calories per class

arid firm and tone your
muscles faster then with
weights alone.

<^ E ^^—

_

:

t4>M Angeles • 10542 W. Pico Blvd.

(4 Blocks East of Overland Ave.)

(510)836-8000

To help you itart we'll

give you 75%* off the

knockout work-out youVe
seen featured on CNN,
MTV, Good Morning
America, The Today Show,
Entertainment Tonight, Best
of Los Angeles, as well as
in Self, Shape, Fitness,

Newsweek, City Sports and
Harper's Bazaar magazines.

Pasd<l<^a • 117 E. Colorado Blvd. J ,

Lower Level (at ArroyaPkwy.) •'*»

(818) 577-2211

Reviewed as the best instructional
fitness studio in America.

FuU boxing equipment and apparel sold at Pasadena
location. To place <n-den, call 1(800) 4-B()XlNG.

'V
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HAVE YOU RECEIVED YOUR BALLOT?
TECHNICAL UNIT ELECTION

Conducted by the Public Employment Relations Board

EMPLOYER: REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA

CUTOFF DATE FOR VOTER ELIGIBILITY: JULY 31, 1994
f

Monday, October Vl, 1994 the Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) mailed ballots to the home address of each

eligible voter in the Technical Unit. Voted ballots must be received by the PERB by 3:00 p.m. on November 14, 1994 in

order to be counted.

WHAT TO DO IF YOU DID NOT RECEIVE A BALLOT

If you are eligible to vote and have not received a ballot in the mail you may call the Public Employment Relations Board

collect at (415) 557-1350 to request a DUPLICATE BALLOT. Only the voter himself/herself may request a duplicate

ballot.

Requests for duplicate ballots will ONLY be accepted from Wednesday, October 26, 1994 through Friday, November 4,

1994 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
-, —, __ " Z... St— —

• - . f

Ballots will be counted on Tuesday, November 15, 1994 beginning at 10:00 a.m. at the PERB office ip San Francisco.

SYSTEMWIDE TECHNICAL UNIT
Shall Include:

40.^1 Lifeguard

4804 Compuicr Rnource Specialist 11

480S Compuicr Resource Spccialisi 1

4812 Senior Compuicr Operator

4813 Computer Operator

Fire Capuin9803
9804 Fire Specialist

9805 Fire Fighter

6102 Senior Artist

6103 Artist

6107 Alt Model
6111 Principal Illustrator

6112 Senior lllusiraior

6113 Illustrator

6114 Assistant Illustrator

6122 Senior Medical lllu<itralor

6123 Medicil Illustrator

6202 Senior Projectionist

6203 Projectionist

6221 Principal Photographer

6222 Senior Photographer

6223 Photographer

6226 Senior Photographic Technician

6227 Photographic Ibchnician

6254 Recording Technician

6314 Assistant Public Events Manager
6317 Senior Wardrobe Technician

6318 Wardrobe Technician

6332 Senior Scene Technician

6333 Scene Ttchnician

6334 Astiuant Scene Technician

6344 Stage Helper

6650 Language Assistant

6652 Senior Linguistic Informant

6653 Linguistic Informant

6677 Reader for the Blind

6680 IntcrprcierOYanslator for the Deaf

6693 7>anslator Nontechnical

6694 Tyanalitor - Technical

7002 Seaior Construction Inspector

7003 Aiaociaie Conuruciion Inspector

7004 AuiitaiUOxMiniction Inspector

7101 Principal Drafting IKhnician

7102 Senior Dimfting Tbchnician

7103
7113

Draftiu Ibctaician

Principal Environmenul Health A. Safety Technician7141
7142 Senior Environmental Health & Safety Technician

7143

7161 Principal Engineering Aid 8383 Ordinary Seanuu)

7162 Senior Ejiginccring Aid 8392 Oiler

7163 Engineering Aid 8393 Wiper
7170 Development Technician V 8394 General Marine Helper

7171 Development Ttchnician IV 8396 Principal Marine Mecnanlclan

7172 Pevclopmcni Technician III 8397 Senior Marine Mechanician

7173 Development Technician II 8398 Marine Mechanician

7174 Development TWrhnician 1 8399 Marine Mechanician Helper

7684 Editor 8651 Principal Laboratory Mechanician

7685 Assistant Editor 8652 Senior Laboratory Mechanician

7704 Writer 8653 Laboratory Mechanician

7705 Assistant Writer 8654 Laboratory Mechanician Helper

7712 Senior Priming Estimator 8662 Senior Petrological Technologist

7713 Printing Estimator 8663 Petrological Itchnoiogisi

8067 Senior Studio Projectionist 8761 Principal Optical Ttchnician

8068 Studio Projectionist 8762 Senior Optical Ttchnician

8069 Assistant Studio Projectionist 8773 Piano Technician

8263 Upholsterer 9514 Senior Inhalation Chamber Ttchnician

8272 Senior Accelerator Operator 9515 Inhalation Chamber Technician

8273 Accelerator Operator 9523 Principal Animal Ttchniciafl

8281 Principal Accelerator Mechanical Ttchnician 9524 Senior Animal Ttchnician

8282 Senior Accelerator Mechanical Ttchnician 9525 Animal Technician

8283 Accelerator Mechanical Ttchnician 9534 Animal Health Technician IV

8291 Principal Television Ttchnician 9535 Animal Hcakh Technician 111

8292 Senior Television Ttchnician 9536 Animal Health Ttchnician II

8293 TWevlsion Technician 9537 Animal Health Technician 1

8295 Sound Ttchnician 9601 Laboratory Attistant tV

8301 Principal Elcctionkx Ttchnician 9602 Laboratory AMiitant 111

8302 Senior Electrontct Ttchnician 9603
8303 Electronics Ttchnician 9605 Laboratory Assistant I

8304 Electronics Technician Trauiee 9622 Scanner 11

8311 Principal Laboratory Glassblowcr 9623 Scanner 1

8312 Senior Laboratory Glassblowcr 9632 Principal Museum Prcpantor

8313 Laboratory GlasiblowcT 9633 Senior Museum Picparator

8314 Laboratory Glasablower TYaincc 9634 Museum Prcpantor

8322 Senior Telescope Ttchnician 9717 Diving OffKcr

««23 Tttcacope Ttchnician 374.1 Accelerator Operator

8330 Communications Officer 374.2 Principal Accderator Operator

8331 Auistani Communications OfTicer 374J Accelerator Operations Supv.

83 3 Senior Marine Radio Officer 644,0 FircTightcr

8334 Marine Radio OfTicer 644.1 Fire Captain

8352 First Assistant Engineer 645 Firefighter TYainee

8353 Second Atainant Engineer 700.1 Drafter 1

8354 Third Aiaittam Engineer

Senior Floating Laboratory Crcwmembcr
700.2 Design/Drafter II

8358 700.3 Designer 111

8359 Fkaiing Laboratory Crcwmembcr 702.1 Electrical Engineering Technologist 1

8363 Marine Electrician 702J Electrical Engineering TKhnolollst II

8364 UtIIHy MwiiK Electrician 702.3 Electrical Engineering Tcchnolollst 111

.8345 ' Boatswain 706.1 Mechanical Engineering Ttchnologist 1

8382 AMe Seaman 706.2 Mechanical Engineering Ttchnologist 11

.SHALL EXCLUDE;

706.3 Mechanical Engineering Technologist III

707.1 Mechanical Enginccnni; Machinist Assistant 1

707.2 McchanK'al Engineering Machinist II

707.3 Mechanical Engineering Ma<.hinlsl III

725 Mechanical Technician. Apprentice

728 Technician/Drafter Trainee

730 Engineering Assistant

730.1 Engineering Assistant. Senior

730.2 Assistant Technical Coordinator

730.3 Assistant Technical Cooidinator. Sr.

740.1 Radiation Safety Ttchnician

740.2 Radiation Safety Technician. Sr.

740.3 Radiation Safety Technician. Principal

741.1 Health & Satcty Technician

741.2 Health & Safety Technician. Sr.

741.3 Health & Safety Technician. Principal

741.4 Health & Safety Technician Specialist

741.6 Health & Safety Technician Apprentice

744.1 Animal Technician 1

744.2 Animal Technician II

744.3 Animal Technician III

757.0 Digital Compuicr Operator Trainee

757.1 Digital Compuicr Operator

757.2 Digiul Compuicr Operator. Senior

757.3 Digital Computer Operator. Principal

757.4 Digllai Compuicr Operator Specialist

759.1 Computing Technician

759.2 Computing TechnKlan. Senior

759.3 Computing Ttchnician. Principal

770.0 ElccttonicsTecnIclan. Apprentice

781.

1

GraphK' Arts Technician

78 1 .2 Senior Graphic Arts Technician

78 1 .3 Principal Graphic Arts Technician

7K2.I SclcniilK Data Analyst

782.2 Scienlilk Data Analyst. Senior

782.

3

Scientitk Dau Analyst. Principal

785.0 Machinist. Apprentice (Classroom Instruction)

785.1 Machinist. Apprentice

795.1 Research Technician

755.2 Reseaah Technician. Senior

755.3 Reseaah Technician. Principal

795.4 Research Specialist

797.1 Ttchnkal lilustnitor I

797.2 TechnKal Illustrator II

797.3 TechnKal Illustrator III

797.4 Ttchnkal Illustrator IV

798.1 Photographic Specialist I

798.2 Photographic Specialist II

798.3 PholograpliK Specialist 111

798.4 Photographic Specialist IV

All management, supervisory and confidential employees, all UC student employees who are "casual-restricted" employees, and

all stage hands who are employed for the Shakespeare festival at UC Santa Cruz.

SAMPLE BALLOT
STATE OP CALIFORNIA

_PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD

OFFICIAL BALLOT

SECRET ELECTION OP EMPLOYEES OP
REGENTS OP THE UNIVERSITY OP CALIFORNIA

MARK AN X ON THIS BALLOT IN QHI BOX ONLY

tTPTE-CWA 9119 No Representation

This 1b a SECRET BALLOT and ntiat NOT be signed
Fold and Place In Secret Ballot Envelope.

J*-.

UCLA ADMINISTRATION URGES YOU TO VOTE
If you have any other questions regarding the election you may contact Campus Human Resources at 206-8663.
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On tKe brink: Education project's fate rests on profits
By Peter Applebome
The New York Times

Three years after promising to

combine entrepreneurial razzler<3iaz-

zle with ciitling-edge education, it

has come to this for the Edison

Project of for-profit schools envi-

sioned by the media entrepreneur

Christopher Whittle: either the pro-

ject raises $25 million to $50 mil-

lion within the next two months or it

dies a very noisy, public death.

And besides the stripped-down

plans that bear little resemblance to

Whittle's original vision of 1,000

private schools, built from scratch,

there is one other major change as

the company searches for financing.

With the collapse or forced sale-

of Whittle's other ventures and the

ensuing harsh publicity, it has

become clear that to attract financ-

ing, Edison must alnK)St surely per-

suade potential investors that the

man who gave Edison life will have

little or no ability to shape its future.

Asked what would happen if it

became clear that Whittle's prob-
lems were imperiling the project, a

person at Edison familiar with

Whittle's thinking invoked the bibli-

cal parable of Solomon, in which
the proposed solution to two women
fighting over a single baby was to

cut it in half

He said that if it became clear

that Whittle's presence was a drag

on the company. Whittle would step

down. However, he added that he

believed Whittle was still an asset to

Edison because of his fund-raising

ability and overall success in other

educational ventures.

At stake, to some degree, is not

just a project that has already tapped

some of the nation's best minds in

education and spent $40 million to

develop a prototype for what is

billed as technologically advanced,

cost-eflFective education.

Also at issue is the future of the

budding, if hugely controversial,

movement to bring corporate
America into the nation's class-

rooms.

With the collapse or sale of
W^iittle's other companies in recent

months, critics are jumping on the

Edison Project as never before,

depicting it as an oversold fantasy

that would use America's school-

children as bait for investors.

See EDISON, page 9

Every pair of eyes is unique, too.
Fingerprints aren't the only human mark of distinction. Each pair of eyeprints is also biologically different from

another. As we continue to devetop advanced rigid gas permeable contact lens materials, we never tose sight of

this fact.

FlouroPerm
The Performance Lens'

Greater initial and iong-temi comfort

Easy maintenance, longer lens life

Optimum corneal health

Daily or overnight wear

Superior vision

Corrects astigmatism

' Resists deposits

- Outperforms soft lenses

Student

Special

• Daily Wear Soft Lenses*
$125

(B& L SoH5pii>—others Slightly Higher)

•Disposable Contact Lenses
S200

(Includes 4 Six Packs— 12 Lenses Per Eye)

CONTACTOUR OFFICE TODAY TO SCHEDULEANAPPOINTMENT
TO DETERMINE WHICH CUSTOM LENS IS BESTFOR YOU.

DR. J.F. QUACKENBUSH, O.D.

10955 Weybum Ave.

Comer ofWeybum & Broxton

208-4748 or 208-8841

I can make $120/w«ek doing what?

^•SSP^R'y;/.;",,*"'./^

aliforma Cryobank, Inc. is lix)king

for young niale students ( 19-34

years of age) to dor^ate spenn. You will

participate in a program designed to

help couples who are not able to have

chiklren.

In the United States close to twenty

million people are affected by

intertilir/. Often the only solution is

to use sperm from donors.

You are guaranteed complete

anonymity. You will also obtain

fitxancial compensation arul tiree

medical/genetic testing. For more

details call <310)443-5244 EXT 24

...r

,<^-^

(*-
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W
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Donate Blood Today
call 825-0888 x2

\.-.

UCLA Blood and mm
Platelet Center mr

200 Medical Plaza - 6th Floor - Suite 665

Our donors receive,

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

STUDENTS: T shirt^* & meal ticket

STAFF - UCLA & ASUCLA: Non-exempt (hourly) employees

receive 4 hours leave with pay each time you donate.

Applies to career, casual and many work study*.

Exempt employees receive 1 administrative day after 2 donations.

"T shirts while supplies Iml 'Oitck Willi your deparlmenl. Some ^^ksludyniayitol be tligibU,

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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H ILAUSD
By Klmberly Kindy

Los Angeles DaHy News '

Under fire for allowing thousands

of employees to bank millions of

dollars in unused vacation time,

administrators are considering shut-

ting down the Los Angeles Unified

School District for two weeks in

December., \ .

The shutdown would occur dur-

ing the winter break when students

are not in school. All em'ployecs

siders two-week December shutdown
who normally work during the break

would be ordered to stay home and

•lake eight vacation days.

The proposal has angered some
school employees, who said it would

amount to ^n unpaid furlough to

workers who have not earned vaca-

tion time, and would unfairly resuict

the freedom of others to take vaca-

tion when they choosy.

Administrators say the shutdown

plan would lower operating costs

and reduce the amount of excess

vacation time banked by many L.A.

Unified employees.

"\fery definitely, wie arc consider-

ing a shutdown of most scliools and

offices," said Rich Mason, the dis-

trict's chief fegal counsel.

"We are pursuing that for two rea-

sons," Mason said. "We are trying to

save as much money as possible ...

It's primarily to further the superin-

tendent's directive for employees to

utilize their vacation time before the

end of the year.'
-;-^»y

Administrators say the' district

would save $1 million to $2 million

in operating costs if it shut down
during the two-week break.

Two days during the break'^are

paid holidays, leaving eight days of

mandatory vacation time for

employees under the proposal.

Superintendent Sid Thompson
has been under pressiire by the

Board of Education to curtail vaca-

tion banking since last month, when
the Daily News reported that more

than 10,000 employees had stock-

piled vacation time in excess of lim-

its imposed under district policy.

The value of that excessive time is

$28 million, more than one-third of

the $70 million worth of vacation

time held by employees in the

school district

Thompson is among the worst
offenders. As of last month, he had

accrued 42 weeks of unused vaca-

See SCHOOLS, page 10

"BEEP" FOR CHEAP
NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS AT "DISCOUNT PRICES"

' BRAVO EXPRESS, LIFESTYLE PLUS, BRAVO PLUS & ENCORE
ALL COLORS

LOWAIRTIME$6.95 per month

Inter
C A • L t

SWITCH YOUR AIRTIME TO US!

LOCAL & NATIONWIDE COVERAGE
Order By Phone- We Deliver

CALL (800) 646-6484
i?

VOICE MAIL
AVAILABLE

GRADUATING and
CANT FIND A JOB YOU LIKE?
Come work for the world's largest privately

owned language network as Translation

Services Coordinator. Requirements:

* Spanish fluency

* 1+ years abroad

* Degree by 1/95 or 6/95

* Some computer skills

* Detail orientation

We will train. Work for us now part-time and

start full-time upon graduation. Send resume

and cover letter to:

Mr. Richard S. Paegelow
Managing Director

Oinlngija
101 North Brand Boulevard, Suite 930

Glendale,CA 91203

THERE'S ONLY ONE THING
BETWEEN

and

.

SUCCESS!

We

82 5-2161

EDISON
From page 6

Whittle first gained attention by
returning Esquire nnagazine to prof-

itability in the 1980s, and may be

best known for Channel One, which
brings newscasts and advertising

into about 1^,000 schools around the

country.

"I don't think it's possible, I don't

think it's going to happen, I think it's

la-la land," Sandra Feldman, the

New York City president of the

American Federation of Teachers,

told participants in a conference

titled 'The Galloping Privatization

of Public Schools" held in New York

last week.

"I think it's going to self-

destruct," she said, as the Edison

Project's director of curriculum,

John Chubb, looked on uncomfort-

ably.

But teachers unions have always

been among the harshest critics of

for-profit educational fxograms. And

even if they distrust the corporate

pedigree, most educators have enor-

mous respect for the team Whittle

assembled and the Edison Project's

attempt to rethink alnnst everything

about educatk)n - from the configu-

ration of classes to the length of the

.

school year to the role of technology.

"Everything that Edison has said

they would do with us and for us

they have honored," said Dr.

Blanche Eraser, superintendent of

the Mount Clemens Community
School District in Mount Cl£|mens,

Mich., thg first district to sign a con-

tract with Edison.

"We're looking forward to having

a model of the best educational and
organizational practice in our school

district so we can leam from it and

benefit from it."

What remains entirely unclear is

whether Edison can run first-rate

schools and also turn a profit. And
unless Edison can find investors to

keep it alive, that question will

remain unanswered.

Edison is not the only experiment

in for-profit education. The other

high-profile company is Education

Alternatives Inc., recently hired to

run the Hartford, Conn., school dis-

uict. But many other companies are

scranTbTing for'part of the $260 bil-

lion business that is American public

education.

Still, ever since May 1992, when
Whittle lured Benno Schmidt Jr.

from the presidency of Yale to head

the Edison Project, Edison has come
to symbolize both the promise and

perils of for-profit education.

Originally the plan was for 1 ,000

private schools. That goal changed

to managing 200 public schools with

15 open by next year. Now the strat-

egy is to open perhaps half the num-
ber next year.

I MEN AND WOMEN SINGLE SUPPORT GROUP
FOR 8 TUESDAYS

BEGINNING NOVEMBER 1 AT 6:00
1 MEETINGS FOR $80

FREE CONSULTATION/CLOSE TO CAMPUS
DAY AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS

MACCINE GELLER
(310)444-8986

Jf

Try the comfortable new soft lens for astiginalisiti and get a

Trial Pair of Focuf Toric

Soft Contact Lenses
for monthly replacement.

xry U1C coniiortaoic iicv

FREE
CIBANAsjon

Keeping HealUiy Eyes HealUiy
"

'
If yoor participating eye care pfolessional determines that Focus Torre Soft Contact Lenses are

rigtit for you. you will receive a tree trial pair. Professional sevices extra.

Jon D. Vbgel. O.D.
a profesaiorel carpcratJan

1062 Glendon Avenue -l^ Calif.

caii today for

your apfxfintmmt

OFFICE HOURS:

M: 10-7; T.W.F: 9-5;

Th:1(W;SAT:1W

SEHABLAESPANOL
DR.JOND.VOCEL

OPKMIHSI

= :^€i».:^<^i I

SPEED READ...SPEED STUDy..POWER LEARN!
..UP703-TO-4 TIMESFASnn-WimiNDAYS. BEON TOPINSCHOOL, CAREER, BUSINESS. & UFE!

CUT YOUR READING « STUDY TIME BY 8/3***ENJOY MORE FREE TIME!
4 Read, study & learn up to 3-fo-4 times

FA9TER,.,even in TEXTBOOKS!
4 COMPREHEND more, RETAIN it ionger,

4 Improve MEMORY, GRADES, note-taking.

# Over 20 YEARS experience NATIONWIDE.

# Great for Board Exame, LSAT, MCAT, GMAT.
^ Sponsored At Major Universities.

^ Ask about our MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.
^ FREE NATIONWIDE LIFETIME PRIVILEGES.

^ SPECIAL DISCOUNT TUITION!

GUARANTEED RESULTS..1IC MOSTPOWIVULRIOGRAMOF llSNMD. OASSESSTARIMGSOON NAUONIMDE!

CAMPUS PROGRAMS RAPID READ CallNow 1-800-888-READ

,
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Coro Southern California

ALL OF THESE PROFESSIONS DEMAND PUBLIC LEADERSHIP SKILLS:

DOCTORS - Understanding and working with the public

(Zachary Zimmerman, M.D. — Coro Fellow, 1979; Bob Conkling, M.D. — Coro Fellow, 1988)

LAWYERS — Perfecting the art of questioning and pubic speziking.

(Marvin Baxter, Associate Justice, Qdifomia Supreme Court — Coro Fellow, 1963; Mark Epstein, Munger. ToIIes &
Olson - Coro Fellow. 1982) .

PUBLIC OFFICIALS - Building consensus for positive change.

(Dieuine Feinstein, U.S. Senator — Coro Fellow, 1956; Jerry Lewis, Congressmzin - Coro Fellow, 1957)

o

BUSINESS PEOPLE — Analyzing intemal structures £uid operations.

(Peter Taylor. \nce President, Lehman Brothers ~ Coro Fellow, 1981; Frederick Terrell, Vice President, Th^ First

Boston Corp. ~ Coro Fellow, 1977)

EDUCATION PROFESSIONALS -- Preparing and influencing tomorrows leaders. (John Kobara, Assistant Vice

Chancellor. UCLA ~ Coro Fellow, 1979; Louise Negrete, Professor, Chicano Studies, Cal State Los Angeles -- Coro

Fellow. 1958) >

«

HOW PREPARED ARE YOU FOR YOUR CHOSEN CAREER?
Come hezu- about Core Soufhcfm California's

Fellows Program in Public Affairs

Tuesday, November 1, 1994
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

UCLA EXPO CENTER

Or call (213) 623-1234 for moife infprttiatibn about Coro and its progrjims

r
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tion al a value of $1 10,998. Deputy
Superintendent Ruben Zacarias hais

the most unused vacation time
stockpiled, with 49 weeks valued at

$118,261.

The school board - angered tl^t

Thompson did not follow an order

tAvo years ago to ciirb the practice -

has ordered him to report back by
Nov. 7 on the scope of the problem

and what he will do to curtail vaca-

tion banking.

"(Top administrators) are running

scared and trying to recover from
this." said Jim Walker, a negotiator

for the California School Employees

Association.

Walker said the worst abuses are

by top administrators who have
spent decades stockpiling thousands

of hours of unused vacation.

. He criticized the shutdown plan,

saying it would unfairly penalize

employees who have not abused .the
- 4

system.

"If you don't have vacation to

take, you are on leave without pay
(during a shutdown)," Walker said.

"Our phone was ringing off the hook
fron^ employees who have been
advised that they are being shut

down.

"We understand the issue of vaca-

tion accrual," he said. "Don't come
to us and say we have to fix it."

"The problem is the $150,000
cash settlements (to top administra-

tors who cash in unused vacation

when they retire)," Walker said;

District records show that at the

* V-

It's not every day you can
save 25% in the Students' Store—so

lots of people stock up, even do
their holiday shopping during the

HAtLOWEFN 5AtE, Vfo^rt>AY, October f3l-

This year, we've added some rewards
for Halloween shoppers who use Bruin Gold.

'3-»

THE MOVIE MADNESS

Ifyou use Bruin Gold on
Halloween Day to shop In the

Ackennan Union Students'

Store (Including the

Bookzone), you may bi one of

50 shoppers who will be
randomly selected to win two
free movie passes Just for

using Bruin Gold. So If you're

shopping anyway, why not .^

take a chance?*

THE SWEET TREAT

Ifyou deposit $200 to a new
or existing Bruin Gold

account from October 23
through October 31, we'll

give you a $5 gift certificate

for Rx, the new candy shop
on first floor Ackerman Union.

So you can get yourself a
supply of bloody maggots,
eyeballs, or whatever

Halloween candy you enjoy,

without trick or treating.

UCLA Hie Easy Way
'ASUCLAwill^make every effort to award all 50 prizes, however, the method used to identify winners is

somewhat unprebictable, so ASUCLA reserves the right to award fewer than 50 prizes. No purchase required.

end of last school year, 476 employ-
ees who left the district were paid a
combined $2.1 million for unused
vacation time. The average payment
was about $4,500.

In 1992, then-Superintendent Bill

Anton and Chief Financial Oflficer

Bob Booker retired and cashed out a

combined $288,000 in unused vaca-

tion time.

Earlier this month, school board

members learned that vacation bankr

ing had accelerated in the past two
years and the excess time, nearly

doubled.

Expressing anger that their earlier

directive had not been followed,

board members ordered Thompson
to report back by Nov. 7 with a plan

for curtailing vacation banking.

Thompson did not return repeated

phone calls over the past month
seeking comment on the subject of

vacation accrual.

But in an interview last month, he

said he would consider both a "use it

or lose it" vacation policy and a

shutdown of operations over the hoi-''

idays to help achieve it

"We are going to essentially shut

the system down," Thompson said in

that interview.
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DESIGN HAIRCUTS
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with

COLOR $20

HIGHLIGHTS $29-$49

COLOR CORRECTION $35-545

1078GAYLEY WESTWOOD

208-4447

~P shampoo &
— ^^ blowdry

HAIRCUT
(long hair & flat lops

slightly higher)

FRENCH PERM $15-$25

ZOTOSPERM $35-$45

SUPER PERM $66

Next to Penny Lane

em l
'>iVi> <>vvn< "f!>,""M'

l

TNC
FRESNMAI^
RECORD
Td XH!

Books will be
distributed from

Thursday (10/27) to

Tuesday (11/1) at the

bottom of Bruin Walk,

from 10:00am to

3:00pm.

For more inforrnQtiort coll x52640

MEDIATION
From page 1 y

Chaudoir said.

"We need to discuss the percep-

tioaqf the greek system, pro-

acfiv^ changes we've made and
what in particular the other groups

who are opposed to us have prob-

lems with," Chaudoir said.

In response to this, J. Jioni

Palmer. African Student Union
^ coordinator, referring to

Greenhalgh's letter, said, "If this

is how IFC really feels, (talks)

shouldn't come from
(Greenhalgh). It should come
from IFC.''

Many feel that the job of identi-

fying IPC's problems is a burden

unfairly placed on the backs of the

student groups, said Donald
Carpenter-Rios, business manager
for UCLA's feminist news-
magazine Together.

Greenhalgh's letter states: "If

the groups that argued for more
communication do noi participate,

then they are being hypocritical."

"The tone of the letter is that

it's a challenge (issued) to the stu-

dent advocacy groups to meet, and
it's a challenge to us to discuss.

It's a lot of responsibility for

something that we did not create

and a wrong that we did not com-
mit," Nguyen said. "I think a lot of

the burden is wrongly misplaced."

The message is that if the stu-

dent advocacy groups don't coop-

erate and agree to the terms of
mediation, they are not showing
good faith in the effort, Carpenter-

Rios said.

What also worries critics about

the proposed forums is that they

will become token meetings used

for political gain in the whole
responsorship debate, said
Cynthia Duarte, a MEChA coor-

dinatpr.

Referring to unofficial meetings

IFC members had with MEChA
last year, both parties agreed the

meetings would not be used for

political gain, Duarte said.

But at the first student govern-

ment meeting this year when the

responsorship discussion
resumed, IFC stated that they had

opened lines of communication
with student groups and referred

to their unofficial meetings with

MEChA.
These meetings did not even

have all official MEChA represen-

tatives present, Duarte said.

However, Chaudoir said

although the meetings were cited

at the USAC meeting, they were
not specifically mentioned for

political gain.

*That wasn't used for political

advantage, that was used to

explain that the meetings had hap-

pened, and that we mutually
agreed to meet on the issues,"

Chaudoir said. "All it means is

that we've taken the steps to meet
with them."

The student advocacy groups
are just hoping that these pro-

posed meetings will not be the

same, Duarte added.

If the forums do take place,

both sides ^gree that the first

thing that needs to be discussed is

the definition of the problem.

"We need to define what (the

problem) is, or give the definition

<"Of the inherent barrier that is keep-

ing these two factions on campus
from participating in group pro-

jects and group interaction,"

Chaudoir said.

In addition, the student advoca-

cy groups believe that they must
address the types of changes need-

ed in the greek system, and the

greeks' accountability and respon-

sibility regarding racial, cultural

and gender issues, said Together

managing editor Laurie Barrell.

, . See MEPUTlOli, page 12

SHORELINE
SCOOTERS
PARTS & REPAIR amwwmjtogo!

INDEPENDENT SCOOTER & MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
QUALITY SERVICE • CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SAME DAY SERVICE •

FREE PICK UP & FREE DELIVERT

(310) 874-6746
Ask For "^Scotr

L

HONDA & YAMAHA
Specialist

Body WdiIc. Brakes. Engine Rebuild.
Free Estimates, Tunc-ups. Tires

9 - 6 MON - SAT
SUN By
Appointment

Assemblywoman,
> . Chair of Education Committee

Candidate for State Superintendent of

Public Instruction

The Future of Education in Califomia

November 1

12 ^ 1 PM

University Elementary SchoohCominunity Hall

(entrance across from Parking Lot 5, towards Sunset)

>/

%

j4.
V*"

*ftn(y

AU Saints' Day
Tuesday . November 1

All Souls* Day
Wednesday^ November 2

Catholic Masses Tuesday 11/1
12:15 Kinsey 141 on campus

5:15 PM at the Lutheran Chapel
(Strathmore at Gayley)

7:30 PM at the University Catholic Center

(840 Hilgard Avenue)

Dia de los Muertos Celebration

Wednesday. Nov. 2

7:00 PM at the University Catholic Center

Bring a memento of a deceased loved one to put

on the altar.

»/£T
Japan Exchange and Teaching Program

An opportunity to uork in Japan
teaching English in Japan's public & private schools

Application Deadline: December 10, 1994

Applications are available at Center for Japanese Studies

11270 Bunche Hall (310)825-8681

or

JET Ofllce, Consulate of Japan

350 S. Grand Ave., Suite 1700

L.A.,CA 90071

(213)617-6700

JET Alumni will share their experiences at the meeting:

Thursday, November 3, 1994

NewOtani Hotel, Ballroom I

120 S. Los Angeles St.

For mformation call (213) 617-6700 X332

This ad sponsored by
Uie UCLA Center for Japanese Studies

Woflohapiy to Help !/ck4 Pt^cpeu^G for Gr«rfi4nte ScluKiL

Graduate Education and You

Graduate school provides the

opf)ortunity to pursue your

interests in a particular field

of study. But to take advantage

of this opportunity, you will .

need to know a lot more about

what graduate school is and how
it can be part of your career plans.

Selecting a Grad School: Look
Before You Leap

Covers criteria for deciding which

graduate programs are best suited to

your talents, interests, and ambitions.

Includes an introduction to informa-

tion resources to help you evaluate

programs and compare the differ-

ences.
*^

Tuesday, November 1, 6-7 pm
VJednesday, November 2, 3- 4pm
Thursday, November 3, 9 -10 am

Guidelines to the

Application Process

A basic overview of general proce-

dures for submitting an effective

application package. Discussion

also covers GPA, transcripts, admis-

sion tests, personal interviews, and

financial aid options.

Tuesday, November 8, 6-7 pm
Wednesday, November 9, 3- 4pm
Thursday, November 10, 9 - 10 am

Getting Letters of
Recommendation

Provides strategies for selecting

your best advocates, soliciting ref-

erences, and following up for re-

sults that will give you the edge

with the graduate sch6ol admis-

sions committee.

Tuesday, November 8,

^ Warn - Noon

Wednesday, November 16,

10 am - Noon

Writing a Powerful Personal
Essay

Through lecture emd interactive ex-

ercises, you'll learn how to present

the personal abilities, interests, expe-

riences and career goals that make
you an outstanding graduate school

candidate.

Wednesday, November 9,

10 am -Noon

Thursday, Noivmber 10, 2-4 pm

PLACEMENT A CAREER
PLANNING CENTER

/

:*

-\
T»
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ASK ABOUT
SPECIAL
STUDENT

i^ ^^ Only MINUTES FROM ^i»f
' CAMPUS, you'll FINP OUR RESORTS ^'

FULL OF CREAT WAYS TO ENIOY YOURSELF!

• Month-to-month, 6 or 12 month leases avaiuble

• Studio, 1 & 2 bedroom floorpuns

• Fully furnished or unfurnished

• Heated swimminc pools/spas

• nicht-lichted tennis & basketball courts

• Fully equipped cyms • Fabulous activities programs

• Linens, dishes, TVs & maid service avaiuble

West LA • AAarina oel Rev
Ai\lD-WlL$HIRE • TOLIJCA

Van Nuy$ • ^VooDLA^lD Hills

Oakwood can arrancc temporary
loocinc in morc than 400 cities

throuchout the u.s.

800. 846.8465

EYE EXAM.
A) B)

C) Free
Parking

G>

D) Insurance
Plans
Accepted

All of the Above
/ >

mt
EI23S ^ Models open daily, 9-6

uy
Corporate
Housing

Westwood Optometric Center

Dr. Martin Hyman-Optometrist

91 8 Westwood Boulevard
Westwood & LeConte

(310)208-3913
Monday thru Friday 10-5:30

Saturday 10-5:00
• 1 Hour Free Parking

i

I

I

WARNING: Dialing Zero to Call Your Family Collect

. Can Be Hazardous to Their Wealth.

1

^

J

. I

>

-/

r

1-800-COLLECT
Dial it instead Of ^1)"aiiil

savethem up to 44%.

«-• -I .....
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MEDIATION
From page 11

"I can't bisgin to support a

mediation process that would pro-

mote'communication among the

groups when such accounts of
sexism and racism haven't been
dealt with in any way," Barrell

said.

And although IFC does partic-

ipate in rape and alcohol aware-
ness programs and community
service projects, others say they

—

do not see the results of a 180
degree change.

"If the change is so comprehen-
sive, then that change will speak
for itself." Nguyen said.

"Rape awareness programs and
alcohol awareness meetings won't
do the trick, because what needs
to be done is re-education and that

is a long and tenuous process,"

Barrell said.
"

What some feel also needs to be
discussed is what sponsorship
from student government means,
and what requirements need to be
met for sponsorship.

"We're saying that (IFC is) not

meeting the terms of sponsor-
ship," Palmer said. "We're saying

responsorship is for underrepre-
sented groups, and (IFC) is not.

It's an insult that the student gov-
ernment would put us on the same
level as them."

Most advocacy groups feel that

student government has placed
too much priority on responsor-
ship when other issues affecting

larger sections of the campus need
to be addressed, Duarte said.

And although Greenhalgh said

that IFC responsorship is not a

priority on student government's
agenda, the issues have definitely

come to the forefront of its atten-

tion.

The proposed forums would
only reiterate previously stated

ideas. Palmer said.

"Rob (Greenhalgh) makes it

sound like both (IFC and the stu-

dent advocacy groups) have prob-

lems, but they are the group that

has offended us," said Max
Espinoza, a MEChA coordinator.

"They have to come to us. We're
not going to come to them."

Currently, the forums are in the

planning stages. Though no advo-
cacy groups or the Ombuds office

have been formally spoken to,

Greenhalgh said he hopes that the

forums will begin by the end of
the fall quarter,

SHOOTING
From page 1

fired, a senior law-enforcement offi-

cial said, but decided to hold their

fire to avoid hitting bystanders.

The Secret Service did not notify

the president until after the man was
subdued, the official said.

Three shots hit the White House
mansk)n and five more hit the West
Wmg, at least one of which hit the

press briefing room, Leon Panetta,

the White House chief of staff, said

at a briefing on Saturday evening in

that room. He also said that one bul-

let hit a wall in front of the north por-

tico, and one hit the mansion's
second floor.

Wayne Cowman, 28, a lighting

technician for NBC-TV, said there

were three people in the press room
at 3 p.m. They heard the firing,

which sounded like firecrackers. He
approached the window. As he
approached, a bullet pierced one
window, and one piece of glass
sUiKk him. He immediately hit the

ground.

The shooting scattered the crowd
of tourists who had gathered before

the White House. T\vo people in that

crowd were credited with the quick
action that led to the gunmar^'s
q)prehension.
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ACKERMAN Union Students'Ntore
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1994 Forum on Careers and Graduate Programs in

International

Affairs
*

. -
•

Tuesday, Noyember 1, 1994
Speaker Panel: 4:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Graduate School Fair: 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
UCLA James West Alumni Center

Meet representatives from: ^American University, School of International Service, UC San Diego,
Graduate School of International Relations and Pacific Studies, University of Denver, Graduate School of
International Studies, George Washington University, Elliott School of International Affairs, Harvard
University, Kennedy School of Government, Princeton University, Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs, University of Southern California, School of International Relations, Tufts
University, Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, and others.

Sponsored hy: UCLA Placement &. Career Planning Center, UCLA Alumni Association,

APSIA: Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs

Findoutby taking a free GMAT
andattending our free seminar!

Take a ^GMAT test from The Princeton Review and get back a coniputer-analyzed score

report and a comprehensive breakdown of your strengths and weaknesses. You will also get a

two-hour seminar highlighting application procedures for graduate school and special

techniques designed to maximize your performance on the test. We pioneered the technique

oriented approach that has earned us the reputation as one of the leaders in test preparation.
r

Saturday, November 12, 1994

Test: 9:00 am to 12:30 pm • Seminar: 1:30 pm to 3:30pm
To reserve a seat call us at (800) 2-REVIEW or (3 1 0) 474-0909.

Seminars are limited to the first 50 people who sign up.

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

(800) 2-REVIEW

(310)474-0909
The Princeton Review is affiliated with neither Princeton University nor the Educational Testing Service. (Thank goodness!)

Courses for the January 21,1995 GMA Tbegin December 3.
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MEDICAL
From page 1

is, and it'll get worse. We
already see over 20,000 people a

day," Fleishman said. "We're
going to have to do a lot of
fundraising."

Another problem, which some
doctors fear will expand if

Proposition 187 goes into eflfect, is

the spread of infectious diseases.

Currently the Los Angeles
County health department offers

free immunizations that cover
infections including measles,
influenza, polio and hepatitis B,
regardless of background or citi-

zenship.

Proposition 187 would deny
these immunizations to illegal

immigrants, creating what many
doctors said >^ould be a serious
health hazard and resulting in a

violation of ethics.

"History has shown that if vac-

cination rates go down, infection

rates go up," said Andrew Kaplan,
a UCLA Medical Center doctor
who specializes in pediatric infec-

tious diseases.

Kaplan, Mor^gan and Fleishman
all cited a 1990 Southern
California measles epidemic to

show the consequences of low-
ered vaccination rates. In 1990,
12,586 cases of measles were
reported in California, compared
with 61 the next year, according
to the immunization branch of the

California Department of Health
Services.

"For one reason or another,
people didn't get immunized, out
of carelessness or other reasons,"

Kaplan said. "An epidemic broke
out in L.A. and Orange County,
affecting mostly college students
and preschoolers."

Brad Ackerson, a fellow in

Pediatric Infectious Diseases at

the UCLA Medical School, said
he thinks the initiative may cause
similar epidemics of disease.

"(Proposition) 187 creates a
potential for increasing the spread
of contagious preventable disease.

People may be contagious and
unimmunized and be reluctant to

seek medical treatment," he
explained.

Denying a segment of the popu-
lation, immunizations may also be
flnancially draining, since vacci-
nating all children is cheaper than
treating those who would contract

disease if they were unimmunized,
some critics claimed. Vaccination
saves an average of $9 for every
dollar spent, according to a
California Department of Health
Services.

Epidemics and monetary issues

aside, the idea of allowing a child

to contract a serious preventable
disease is ethically repugnant to

many doctors, Morgan said.

"I can remember when people
lived in fear of polio every sum-
mer," Morgan recalled. "We have
an obligation to not harm people,
and to treat them against diseases
no matter what. It's a disaster any
way you look at it."

RACE
From page 3

a practical one and would have a
limited impact on aid to minorities

for these two reasons: The appeals
court's decision is binding only in

Maryland, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Vu^ginia and West Vu^ginia

and the scholarship program in dis-

pute was available only to African-

American students.

Only a small fraction of the.$30
billion in scholarship and loan jmd-
grams nationally have a racial com-
ponent And of those programs, only
a handful use race or gender as an
absolute qualification, of all student

scholarships award

PROFIT
From page 3

ucts. In food service areas, this

includes costs related to portion
coptrol and raw materials.

Board members also discussed
products which generate the most
revenue. Reed cited the comparison
between Bearwear and computer
sales, where the profit mai^ins are

approximately 50 and 8 percent
respectively.

*The largest parts of the store's

income are the lowest-mai;gin areas,

like computers," Reed said. "If that

represents a permanent shift, we'll

have to change the cost structure of
the store to function on much lower
mai^gins."

Association officials said this

store restructuring could result in

further reductions in student
employment

Also related to the association's

financial health are issues surround-

ing the Bruin Gold card. The board

spent a lai^e part of its meeting dis-

cussing possible remarketing strate-

gies for the student debit system.

Though Bruin Gold card use in

the students' stores has nearly dou-

"September was a good

month for us, and Tm
very pleased iiVith the

results."

Jason Reed

bled since last year, Reed reported

that the association has seen less

use at food venues. He said this was
partly because of the withdrawal of

Bruin Gold discounts and other
incentives.

"The strong development of
Bruin Gold in food service was due
to a discount and the discount was
taken away about a year ago," Reed
said.

Certain board members said that

the card's declining use can be
traced to difficulty in making
deposits, and insufficient market-
ing.

"You're asking people to deposit

money onto a card - there's not an

incentive to go out and put money
on this card" undergraduate repre-

sentative Chris Chaudoir said. "If

we're trying to get an increase in

deposits, there has to be a method
through which people can do it very

easily."

Association officials responded,
saying that marketing efforts are

currently being developed that

would boost the use of Bruin Gold
and increase the number of students

who use it

"Because of a lack of a discount
it's a little bit more difficult to get

customers going," said Terence
Hsaio, management information
systems director. "We haven't been
pushing (Bruin Gold). It's a pro-

gram we need to reinitiate -

(there's) a much more broadly-
based Bruin Gold promotional pro-

gram that we're putting together."

In addition to financial matters,

board members heaid from Reed on
the progress of grant applications

with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA).

"All buildings were evaluated for

repairs and claims have been sub-

mitted," Reed said. "We expect
eventually to be reimbursed for up
to 90 percent of our claim(s)."

Reed also said that the federal

government might sponsor some
seismic upgrading costs that would
prevent future quake damage.

"(Our) buildings are presently

being evaluated for possible mitiga-

tion, (where) the federal govern-
ment could provide 75 percent of
the cost for construction that woi4d
mitigate future earthquake damage."

i'Mi.JlU

nis^liere? And then it tame to me. It was so obnons, I

itthoiiilitofifliefoie. i mean, fvliat coold be simpler? Mot

so I called, and tl» receptionist was so nice, and took down

sbonU I send a proof or sometidng' and she saU, 'no, if.

creative department take care of it and Is^ 'are they good'

fory good' so I said 'great, hot mate it flashy, I wmit to^^
I,' and ste sahl,'of course' and ttet made me feel great nat was goiid.''

.(310)825-2221

CAREERS IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Give Your Technical Skills

A Worldwide Application

In todays global business climate, it is criticalfor companies to develop and maintain leading-edge technologies that help

them make the most ofevery opportunity. At Morgan Stanley, our ITDepartment applies state-of-the-art technology to

keep us in a preeminent position in the realm ofinternationalfinancial services. We are seeking SO ofthe nations top

graduates to bring their talents to technology projects ofworldwide scope.

Join us and you 'U benefitfrom a dynamic, highly creative environment which uses the most advanced technologies

available anywhere. After completeing our intensive and comprehensive 3-month training program, you will have the

opportunity to work with experienced computerprofessionals who willtnsure that your education doesn 't stop when you
leave school .

Our trainingprogram has 3 tracks:

• DISTRIBUTIONSOFTWAREDEVELOPMENT:for computer scientists orIS majors with knowledge/experience
with C/C++, Unix and Object Oriented Design

• MAINFRAME-BASED DEVELOPMENT: for students in a technical discipline (OR, Management Science and
Engineering) with some computer science training

• TECHNICAL SERVICES: for computer scientists interested in a corporation 's technical infrastructure

(Networking, Database tuning and UNIX administration) ' '
„

•r.

We offer an extremely attractive compensation package, along with abundant opportunityfor professional reward.

Discover the world ofdifference Morgan Stanley can make in yqurfuture.

PRESENTATIONINFO: November 3rd 6-9p.m., Morgan C^t^ Pr^x. Rnnn, '.

i; November 4th, Placement and Career Planning Center

MORGANSTANLEY
Morgan Stanley Is An Equal Opportunity Empln^tr
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Viewpoint
Editorial

On Nov. 8, we must figiit tiie 'apatiiy myth'
There are eight days left.

,
Eight days, that is, until the

stale elections on Tuesday, Nov.
8. . -

.,
Over these next eight days, the

Daily Bruin will devote much of
its space to keeping the UCLA
community informed of the elec-

tion issues and to providing forum
space within the pages of
Viewpoint.

_ Vife'll focus especially on high-

er education - and how these
,

issues can affect the lives of unP
versity and campus community
members.

Holier this quarter, undergrad-
uate external vice president York
Chang was quoted in The Bruin
as saying that past state elections

have been decided by as few as

100.000 votes. With 163,700
potential student voters in the UC
system, we're part of a powerful
demographic group - with, theo-

retically, the power to sway ah
entire election.

The problem is, not everyone
votes. Not everyone gets

involved.

The media often categorizes

members of the 18-24-year-old

age bracket as the apathetic

"slacker" generation. With the

budget in its current state, that's

an easy characterization to make.
Many students work to pay for

school, and most either don't lake
the initiative or don't have the

time to organize and protest and
demonstrate on their own. For
nonstudents, it's the same. With
the slate's current economic con-
straints, working for personal gain
is more important, and necessarily

so. Simply put, we're not as visi-

ble in our activism.

So. in some ways, the apathy
myth still stands. But we as a
group have the power to change
il-

What's not a myth is that in

this academic quarter alone, more
than 5,000 UCLA students regis-

tered to vote for the Nov. 8 elec-

tion. Throughout the UC system
as well, more than 20.000 stu-

dents registered. And on campus,
even in the past few,Aveefe, we've
seen hundreds of students mobi-
lize and demonstrate to let their

voices be heard on the election

issues that concern them.

So despite what the media or
anyone else says, we as a univer-

sity community must not intemal-

^
ize these notions of apathy. We
must challenge the apathy myth,
and we must refuse to allow it to

become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Over these next eight days, we

have the opportunity to make sev-

eral vfery important choices.

They're important choices

because who the governor is

affects our education. Who's in -^

the Senate affects our education.
If Prop. 187 passes, it will affect

our education.

And we have the right to make
those decisions.

Over the next eight days, make
a commitment to learning the

issues for yourself, if you haven't

already.

If nothing else, the campaigns
so far have been characterized

with dirty politics. Bickering and
fingerpointing rarely educates
anyone on the issues - its aim is

only to influence you who to vote
for.

So before you enter the polls,

educate yourself. Don't just

watch the candidate-funded
advertisements on television -
read the Los Angeles Times, read
The Bruin, read anything to learn

ll>out how the candidates' poli-

cies on higher education could
affect you. Learn how the indi-

vidual initiatives, if enacted,
could affect your education, your
job and your life.

Learning the issues doesn't
have to take a lot of time. Going
to the polls to vole doesn't lake a
lot of time, either. C.0w\?ie<t->«v':3

Viewpoints

Proposition 186: Universal
lieaitii care battle wages on
By Charlie Ctiang

The battle for universal health care has
moved from the national level to our slate in

the form of Proposition 186, an initiative

modeled on Canada's single-payer system.
While no one is against providing medical
treatment for the sick. Proposition 186 is not
the answer.

The initiative fundamentally places

unprecedented power in the hands of an
elected commissioner, who could be an
everyday politician instead of a person who
actually works in the health field. This per-

son, who would be allowed to set health

provider rales, nurse staffing ratio and the

distribution of medical technology in the
state, has the power of a small tyrant.

The commissioner would also have other
broad powers to plan and regulate our health
care services, all under a budget. And we've
seen what has happened in Canada's single-

payer system under a budget. Their system
is limited in equipment and treatment, creat-

ing waiting lists that are sometimes one year
long. Canada has one-eighth the number of
MRIs per capita than the United States.

Also, we know the government's reputa-
tion for solving problems. They do it slowly.
The Canadians still haven't solved their

long-line problems. A competitive system
would be much more responsive to con-
sumers.

Under Proposition 186, there would also

SAGE focuses on democracy

See CHANG, page 19

By Jotin Medearls

It is important to acknowledge two seri-

ously misleading statements attributed to

Stanley McKnighl, assistant vice chancel-
lor for human resources in the Oct. 25
Daily Bruin.

I write on behalf of the organizing com-
mittee of SAGE (the Student Association
of Graduate Employees). SAGE is the

organization that is seeking collective bar-
gaining rights for TAs, research assistants,

readers, tutors and acting instructors. More
than 3,300 members of SAGE - graduate
students and academic student employees
- stand behind our efforts' to get UCLA to

"recognize" us and begin bargaining.

In the story "Grad students protest for

union," McKnight said that "the university
does not want to replace the election

process" for choosing a union. This belief

would only be relevant if for some reason
SAGE did want to "repine" the union
election process. Nothing could be further

from the truth. Last year, a majority of
TAs, RAs, readers, tutors and acting
instructors signed membership cards signi-

fying their choice of SAGE as their collec-

tive bargaining representative. That
constitutes a legally valid and democratic
show of support for the union.

SAGE, however, would welcome the

opportunity to hold an election that would
demonstrate beyond any doubt that we
have the support of academic student
employees. Indeed, at our meeting with
Chancellor Young on Oct. 24, we proposed
that the question of representation be put

See page 19
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Top ten things

overheard at

Editor:

10. "Homecoming 7500: UCLA built by
ancient people with future-oriented minds."

9. "What body part did you lose now,

Josephine?"

8. "I'm Joe, this is Josephine and here's

our little one ... (Wait! I foi^ot! He can't be

publicized!) ... Well, like I said, here's Juan,

our friendly foreign exchange student from
Spain."

7. "Before the Stanford game: Center for

Bear Studies rally."

6. "At other schools: start with construc-

tion, end with a building. At UCLA: start

with a building, end with construction."

5. "The statue? He's our great-great

grandfather Joseph Constructioneer!"

4. "Josephine lost her head again? Have
her put on a pumpkin. UCLA saves nwney
and Josephine gets herself a spooky
Halloween costume."

3. "My bear instinct tells me he's guilty."

2. "Talk about Operation 'Rescue

Football Season': Have Joe Bruin take out

the opponent's quarterback. Blame it on Joe

Bruin look-alike phony."

1. "Brewin' beer ttuough the years."

Annan Faraday
Third-year

Biology

Alien Nation
A'

Editor:

Quite recently I wrote a letter to Bill

Clinton and his INS Commissioner urging

that if the administration was so concerned

about the welfare of illegal immigrants cur-

rently residing in the U.S., they should

extend citizenship to those folks. Will they?

Likely no. Why not?

Immigration is not supposed to resemble

the Oklahoma Land Rush of 1889. There is

a process devised to control the orderly

flow of immigrants into this country based

on established limits. That process is

designed to be fair regardless of an alien's

geographic distance from the United States.

For those of you opposed to unfair advan-

tages (illegal immigrants need not apply)

this allows the nKxlem likes of my immi-
grant ancestors, becabse they are from
Europe, not to be handicapped for having to

cross an ocean first.

In response to the claim that social wel-

fare is not an incentive to immigrants, I'll

reiterate what I said to Bill's commissioner.

You cannot prove to me that illegal inuni-

grants don't use those services, because

they do. If this wasn't an incentiveyjhen

Proposition 187 would not be a concern,

because they would be losing nothing that

they value. It is a concern, however, even if

it's not the nnjst'prominent enticement to

illegal aliens. They feel entitled, but they

are not.

If^Servando Sandoval ("*Illegar reveals

the reality of immigrants," Oct. 27) is trying

to paint himself as a self-interested cheat or

a petty criminal he is apt to do so by his

own admission. Otherwise, he is an exam-
ple of nothing. He did not come to the U.S.

of his o>vn volition. He was brought here by
liis father who refused to work within the

system of immigration like my great-grand-

parents did.

Just a reminder - everyone, save for

Native Americans, is an immigrant or a

descendant of an immigrant in these United

States. No one rates special status on that

basis.

James L^bakken
Junior

English

Profiteering liistory

Editor:

In his article "'Living history' lets those

of past speak to us still" (Oct. 26), Tom
Momary makes some good points about re-

enacting history. According to him, the pro-

posed Disney America project in Virginia

"would have been a better instructor than all

the teachers [he has] ever had combined."

On paper, the theme park seems like a good
idea, but in actuality it would hurt more
than it would help.

The site for Disney America could hot

have been more poorly chosen. Traffic

problems already run rampant in the cities

surrounding the proposed site. Since Disney

refuses to pay the cost of widening and

repairing these roads, it is the citizens of

Virginia who will have to foot the bill. This

would also take away from money reserved

to fix more ui;gent traffic problems.

Furthermore, plenty of places to experi-

ence history already exist in Virginia,

among them: Colonial Williamsburg, Fort

Washington, Manassas, Yorktown and the

rest of the state. You can't throw a ston& in

Virginia without hitting one. The state is

infested with history, and the people there

do not need a Disney theme park to teach it

to them.

Ironically, Disney America was planned

to be built on top of a Civil War battlefield.

Is this the sort of history that we want to

teach? History that is priced at no less then

$30 per person, surrounded by parking lots,

hotels and restaurants? Americans fought

and died for this land and would not be hon-

ored by this blatant profiteering.

Jon Ericson

Atmospheric Sciences
Third-year,

Nicole Stanley
(Music

Third-year

Experiencing liistory

actively
Editor:

I am writing in response to Tom
Momary's recent Viewpoint article praising

the "Disney America" project. (Actually,

the project is called "Disney's America").

Momary failed to address what, for many
of the historians he derides, was the most

distasteful aspect of the project: Disney's

original site choice. Thanks to the efforts of
a variety of people, not all of therp "self-

proclaimed sentinels of history," the former

Civil war battlefields of Prince William

County, Virginia will rerhain pristine. They
are and should be a quiet, simple place in

which to reflect and ponder and be grateful.

Concerning Momary's assertion that .-

"experiencing the past remains the best

way to learn its lessons," I respond that

those paying to enter Disney's America
will be experiencing the past in a very

selective, limited way. Disney will choose
to re-create things that are visually enter-

taining and relatively easy fo understand,

and they will no doubt do quite a bit of

simplifying.

Even if they aim for historical integrity -

and put in the hard work and money it

might require - they will have to taJce some_
liberties and guess as to how things really

happened. Thai is not wrong, per se.

However, I doubt visitors will be aware of

all the many historical facts and details that

are presently unknown, unclear, or in dis-

pute.

Disney may make attempts to actually

involve visitors in re-creations, but how
authentic and careful can a re-creation be if

untrained strangers can participate in it? At
Disney's America, visitors will mainly be

"seeing history come to life" - that is,

experiencing it in a passive way.

The most satisfying way to experience
*

history is to do so actively, to research pri-

mary historical sources (writings, images,

artifacts, sites and people), to think about

them with the help of quality secondary

sources and, perhaps, if one can. to partic-

ipate meaningfully in careful recreations.

That takes effort, but the greater the effort

one makes, the more satisfied he will be. I

am sorry Momary's history teachers have

not inspired him, but if he is looking to fill

the void, he will not do so at Disney's

America.

Disney's "imagineers" are imagineers

only in the respect that they use their own
imaginations. They create images/or us.

When an animalronic Abraham Lincoln

appears before us, moving and speaking,

we are not imagining him at all.

Imagination is something we must do for

ourselves and, like serious learning, it takes

effort. Il is also uniquely rewarding.

Several years ago, Disney aimed to cre-

ate an educational theme park in Orlando,

Florida: EPCOT, the "Experimental

Prototypical Community of Tomorrow." I

have been to EPCOT three times; it is a lot

of fun. There are exciting rides, great visual

effects, beautiful films, magnificent foun-

tains, lots of good food and things to buy. It

is not, however, educational. It isn't even a

prototypical community. It is just an elabo-

rate theme park, precisely what Disney's

America would be.

Andrew Robin
UCLA Extension

Viewpoint

Protect rainforests, not phone books
By Ashley Tarquin

Thefollowing article was writ-

ten in conjunction with

CALPIRG'sforest campaign,
/ which kicked off last week.

Made up of 260,000 hectares of
temperate rainforest located on
Vancouver Island, Canada,

Clayoquot Sound provides a
habitat for a diverse array of
species. The Sound is one of the

largest remaining temperate rain-

forests in the world. All around
the world, wildlands are being

threatened and will be destroyed.

Clayoquot Sound has become an
international system for the ongo-
ing battle to preserve what
remains of our ancient forests.

The ancient rainforests of

Clayoquot Sound are being sold

to one of the world's largest log-

ging companies, Macmillan-
Bloedcl (MacBlo). MacBlo
iccnverts 48 percent of its timber

into pulp for low quality

newsprint. Sixty-two percent of
that pulp is sold to buyers in the

United States, most of whom are

located in California. Pacific Bell,

ITT and GTE convert MacBlo
pulp into telephone directories,

and the New York Times,

Riverside Press-Enterprise and
otl^r print media convert the pulp

into newsprint.

Canada's decision to clear-cut

the land is particularly horrifying

since the British Columbian gov-

ernment is now the largest-known

shareholder of MacBlo, owning
$50 millionin MacBlo stock.

With no conflict of interest guide-

lines in Canada, the Britisli

Columbian government profits

from its decision to allow MacBlo
to continue clearcutting

Clayoquot. Furthermore, MacBlo
is known to haye a criminal histo-

ry, with 25 convictions of envi-

ronmental violations and 50
charges pending."'*

,
'

Imagine these cherished his-

toric trees becoming mere yel-

low pages! CALPIRG's goal is

to exercise our consumer power
to get GTE and Pacific Bell to

use other means (preferably

recycled paper) to create their

phone books. GTE needs to hear

our demand, because we are the

voices they will respond to - the

consumers, representing their

pocketbooks. CALPIRG chap-

ters in northern California and
San Diego are also pressuring

Pacific Bell, and it is ou^ job in

Los Angeles to send GTE a mes-
sage.

To help save this Canadian
rainforest, along with the Pacific

salmon, blue herons, timber

wdlves, whales and marbled

murrelets that survive there,

please call GTE at (800) 982-

6347.

Tarquin, a junior, is CALPIRG 's

Forest Project. Coordinator.

You're thinking

You^retaDdn^

You have ideasL

You want odiers to hear

. them.

HieViewpoint editors are
wail^ foryour

I
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SHABBAT AT CHABAD! ""

Every Friday night at Sundown
Great people, great food, great place.

Hie meal is free, the atmosphere is relaxed,

and no reservations are required.

See you this Friday at 6:00 p.m.!

(310) 208-751 1 741 Gayley Aire. - Westwood
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Indian Food & Falafil

Westside Too - level one
Westside Pavilion Expansion

310446-9979
BETWEEN THE DISNEY STORE & NORTHUGHT ART GALLERY

Chicken Tikka Sand. 4.25

Lamb Kabob Sand. 4.25

Falafil Sand. 2.75

Gyro Sand. 3.75

Buv anv
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get seconc

one 50' II

off same value

*This offer clbes not include any other special*

Expires 11/04/94

10948 Weyburn Ave 208-1943 (Next to Stan's Donuts)

Will your company grow as fast as you do?
Almost every company's re-

cruiting ad promises you rapid

growth. But before making any

decisions, ask them how fast

they're growing. After all, you're

going to*have trouble moving up

If your company isn't.

O 1992 Andersen Consulting. An equal opportunity empMyw.

Over the last five years, while

economic conditions stalled

many organizations, Andersen

Consulting averaged 20% growth

per year. Compare that figure

to any other firm you're consider-

ing. It could be the difference

between getting ahead. And

banging your head.

ANraRSEN
Consulting

ARTHUR ANDERSEN h CO., S.C.

Where we go from here"

ANDERSEN CONSULTING CALENDAR OF EVENTS
If you want to learn more about a career with Andersen Consulting, come see us on campus at the following events:

This Week:
Nov. 2 General Informalion Senion Sunset Village, Griffin Commons . 9am - 5pm

& Interview Signups ^

Future Events:

Nov. 14-15 On Campus Interviews Placement Center ByAppt.

Important Note: If you want to interview with Andersen Consulting this quarter, you must attend the

general information session on November 2nd. Please sign up for this session at the Placement Center.

Fetal tissue

research is

worthwhile
By Cathy Ngoc Huynh

What is more important than life

and its preservation? Can we afford

to allow pereonal beliefs to interfere

with research that can save lives?

These are questions that must be
taken into account especially con-

cerning research that involves

implanting fetal tissue into patients'

oigans to alleviate the effects of
debilitating diseases such as

PaiicJnson'^ and Alzheimer's, and to

possibly cure them.

Huynh is afourth-year biology stu-

Fetal tissue grows rapidly, adapts ,;^
readily and is less likely thanmature
tissue to be rejected by the body. For
these reasons, it is well suited for

transplants. Ifowever. since most of
this tissue comes from aborted

fetuses, fetal tissue research is con-

sidered by some to be unethical and
immoral.

Pfcrsonally, I believe that fetal tis-

sue research offers great promise to

disease victims and it should be

encouraged. While I am familiar

with the ai]guments of the opposing

side, I cannot possibly see their

logic. First of all, I cannot under-

stand how some people do not

object to the use of fetal tissues from
miscarriages and stillbirths, yet

claim that using tissues from elected

abortions for u^nsplants is immoral.

What seems to be implied is that in

the case of elected abortions, one
life is taken away to save another.

If this is the reason for calling

fetal tissue research immoral, then it

must be reexamined, for abortion is

not the deliberate taking away of

one life to save another. In the case

of elected abortion, the fate of the

fetus has already been determined
by the pregnant mother. Doctors did

not encourage the abortion to use

the fetal tissue to save a patient or to

perform research, nor did an ill

patient coerce the woman into hav-

ing an abortion to use the fetal tissue

to save his or her life. Clearly, the

use of fetal tissue, in and of itself,

does not violate any n(K>ral law

because it does not cause action.

Because fetal tissue Research rais-

es other ethical questions uncon-

nected to abortion, it is unfortunate

that fetal tissue research has erro-

neously become so tightly bound to

the inflammatory issue of abortion.

A woman wouki not choose to have
an abortion so that the fetal remains

would be used in a transplant proce-

dure. To think that any individual

would do so is to totally ignore the

reasons why women may choose to

have abortions in the first place (i.e.

health, financial, marital, family,

personal problems, etc.).

We must not forget that the deci-

sion to abMt is a weighty one. Using
abortion as an issue to question the

morality of fetal tissue research is

hardly £y^)n^ate. Opponents of
the research who aigue that saving a

life cannot be used to justify ending
another, are fcMgetting that the act of
abortion is not deliberately carried

out tQ ^ve another person's life.

Nor is it perfoirned for the sole pur-

pose of research.

If any immoral act is committed
in fetal tissue research, it would
involve the act ofchoosing abortion,

not the act of using fetal tissue for

research to benefit humanity. Many
people q^pose the use of fetal tissue

because they believe it is connected
to abortion. But then, how can
opponents of abortion be pro-life

when many are fighting against

research that might bring the mira-

cle of life to ooumless suffering vic-

tims?

'^,
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CHANG
From page 16

be a collection of 2.5petcent surtax

"on salaries up to $250,000 for indi-

viduals and $500,000 for families.

Any income above these levels

would have a 5 percent increase in

income tax. Corporations would
have to pay from 4.4 percent to 8.9

percent in payroll taxes. A $1 tax

on cigarettes would also be imple-

mented.

More taxes are acceptable if they

get the job done, but some esti-

mates say that despite $40 billion in

new income and payroll taxes, the

initiative still falls short of expendi-

tures by $14.5 billion. To reduce

payroll^ tax rates, larger firms will

most likely dowjisize or relocate

out of the state.

Spectrum Economics estimates

that there will be negative short-

'and long-term job losses from the

proposal. Short-term effects due to

the wage tax could include a loss of

20,000 to 40,000 insurance-related

jobs. Over the long term, by 1998,

300,000 jobs could be lost in

California because of fewer pur-

chases, since the bulk of the wage
tax is absorbed by lower wages.

Under the current health care

system, furthermore, doctors and
patients are careful to take only

necessary tests and procedures.

This may not be the case with the

fee-for-servke reimbursements and
minimal cost-sharing in the single-

payer system proposed by
Proposition 186. Canada has con-

UDlled massive increases in the uti-

lization of health care only by
decreasing provider fees and

rationing high-technology Uieat-

ments. That's bad news for the

patients and doctors.

Obtaining health care for every-

one should be our moral duty. I plan

to be a doctor in the future, and I

don't want to turn anyone in need

away. But the path Proposition 186
wants to take will stunt our medical

and economical sector and keep us

from growing. We slfould trust our

medical providers to continue their

difficult job of finding more effec-

tive and inexpensive ways of treat-

ing patients. We don't need a

"commissioner" to tell doctors how
to treat people. Please vote no on
Proposition 186.

Chang is ajunior biochemistry stu-

dent.

IMEDEARIS
From page 16

to a legally binding secret ballot

election, run by the state labor

agency, PERB. If a fair election is

the question, this is surely the

answer. The offer remains open.

We await a response.

The Bruin also attributes

McKnight for claiming that if

UCLA recognized SAGE as a

union, graduate students would .

lose the right to elect union repre-

sentation. We are sure that, as an
expert in labor relations,

McKnight knows better. Under
state law, recognition of SAGE
could never occur without a
democratic selection process -

either a card drive (like tte one
we've had) or an election. To sug-

gest that employees can lose such
rights is to engage in scare tactics.

Moreover, should SAGE gain

recognition, academic student

employees themselves would
elect SAGE'S leadership and
determine its actions.

We have faith in The Bruin's

accuracy, but we nevertheless

hold out the hope that McKnight
was misunderstood or misquoted.

Graduate student Medearis is a
member ofthe SAGE Organizing

Committee.-—-r :x'^—
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tm LEARN TO...
• Work in an Agency R/PT
• Work from your home
• Open your own Agency
• Hands-on Airline Computers

Enjoy Travel Benefits!

1 [8001 452-2644
CAUG TRAVEL SCHOOLS
Throughout California
CA Stcite Approved • Req -4102201

Make A Difference:
Consider A Career In Law
• Part-lime and lull-time programs
• Acariemjc support programs

• Day and evening classes
• Financial aid

Spring Semester begins January 9

University of West Los Angeles
School of Law

Convenient location near LAX

310-215-3339

Accrei/ited by WASC and California State Bar

UWLA

^
Are

Compatible? -

Do Science and Giod Mix?

Doesn't Science negate Christian belief?

How wouldyou answer these questions ?

Come to the

Skeptics foruM
Featuring Dr. Hugh Ross

Wednesday, Nov. 2, 1 994 at 7:30 p.m.

At Bel Air Presbyterian Church
16221 Mulholland Drive. Los Angeles ^

(0.9 miles west of the San Diego Freeway)—To be held in Evan's Chapel... -'

Seating is limited so come early...

Main parking lot and bus shuttles are on the south skle of Mulholland.

Or. Hugti Rots will b* addrMsIng th* topic. "EvidMw** of th« Existoneo of God."
He will also be discussing some of the commonly asked questions about apparent
Inconsistencies" between the Bible and Science. Dr. Ross has a Ph.D. in astronomy
Iron the University of Toronto, and has spent several years as a Research Fellow in

astrophysics at Caltech. He is the founder or 'Reasons to Believe' in Pasadena. He
has a phenomenal background in Theology, Christian aplogetics, and the major
scientific disciplines. This is an opportunity to have your own questions answered, or
to bring your inquiring frierxJs.

Dr. Ron hat advlttd ut that ha waleomaa akaptleal

After December, there's no paper-and-pencil

GRE until April. That's too late to send schools
your scores to apply for next fall.

Take the GRE now!
And this is your LAST CHANCE to

take Kaplan's course for the December GRE.
Final classes in Westwood starting on: Thusday. November 3.

Get a higher score

1-800'KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
r
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Performers bleed for art
'~T

\

Burden delivers performance

art innovative shot in the arm
By Nisha Gopalan

On Nov. 19, 1971 at 7:45 p.m..

performance artist Chris Burden
stood in anticipation while his

friend, 15 feet away, shot him in his

left arm with a .22-caliber rifle.

Journalists would later refer to

this performance entitled "Shoot" as

"the shot heard around the worid."

Though more concerned with his

art itself rather than its implications

in the art worid. Burden, as a part of
the new movement of performance
art, became one of the firSt to use
self-mutilation. Therefore one may
consider Burden to be, arguably, a
father of provocative performance
art.

"(Once) I was giving some lec-

tures and someone said, 'Well,
aren't you a masochist?' I said, 'No,

I'm an artist,'" says Burden.

"I'm not saying that things could-

n't go wrong, but the object of the

performance wasn't to inflict pain

or suffering on myself," contends
Burden, a UCLA professor of new
genres.

'To the contrary, I was trying to

deal with the psychology of know-
ing beforehand. If you set up some
sort of intense situation, then the

two months beforehand and how
you feel afterwards are most impor-
tant."

. '"The actual event is not that sig-

nificant in a certain sense," adds
Burden. "People get outraged
because they have this bucolic fan-

tasy about what art is - a pretty giri

in a pretty field full of flowers."

Burden attended UC Irvine for

his graduate work, receiving his

masters in fine arts. He focused
upon minimalist sculpture, in which
the artist strives to reduce things to

their primary elements.

At the time, performance art rep-

resented to Burden the logical

extension of minimal sculpture.

Having created progressively larger

sculptures. Burden realized that one
had to walk around the sculpture to

view it.

"What is the quintessential ele-

ment of sculpture?" asked Burden.

"Sculpture forces the human body
to move."

Still concerned with the phenom-
enon of space, for his master's the-

sis show. Burden performed the
landmark "Five Day Locker Piece"

( 1 97
1 ) during which he stayed in a

2-by-2-by-3-foot locker for five

days.

"I kept thinking about making a

box and being in a box. And then I

saw this row of lockers and I

thought, 'Ah, better to do this per-

formance in the lockers.' And I did-

n't even think of it as a performance

so much. But better to do this work
of art rather than make a box ...

making objects and then having
them interact with my body. It's bet-

ter to use something that already
exists because then I've eliminated

the object," explains Burden of his

investigation into minimalism.

"Sculpture's really about human
physicality and human emotion,"
Burden says.

In 'Trans-Fixed" (1974) BunJen
delved into Christian imagery when
he crucified himself, nails through
hands, onto a Volkswagen with its

engine running. Here, he sought to

investigate human emotion through

one qf the most moving depictions

of human suffering in western soci-

ety, a crucified Christ. The use of a
Volkswagen, a car of the people,
seemed to somewhat demystify the

Christ-like suffering.

Burden considered his audience
an integral part of the work. "The
audience was always structured into

the work," Burden says.

Clearly he makes that his goal

Qaawww page 25
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Performance artists' bodies

minds go to extreme with

art genres, self-mutilation
By Nisha Gopalan

Paints, pencils and plaster are

generally assumed to be the tools

of the traditional artist

However, the principal material

of performance art - a genre that

transcends the bounds of classical

art - involves the expression of
the human body.

"Although this might be shock-
ing and highly unconventional,"
says UCLA assistant sociology
professor Dr. Steven Clayman, "if

you think about modem art gener-

ally, perhaps it's just another step

in the evolution of modern art,

another way in which enterprising

artists can find ways of violating

expectations, violating societal

conventions and especially violat-

ing conventional understandings
about what art might consist of."

The recent emergence of per-

formance art does not signify a

phenomenon, but rather, an art

movement.
The self-mutilation approach

See MUTILAIE, page 25

Chris Burden: "Nails were driven through my palms into ... th» car."

Masocnist Flanagan endures

pain for the artistic pleasure

By Nisha Gopalan

"Sewn up and nailed to a two-
by-four," reads the caption written

by performance artist Bob
Flanagan for a 1989 "Auto-erotic

SM" performance.

The picture above the caption
reveals Flanagan, from waist-
down, with a sewn-up penis (fold-

ed in half with the skin under
brought up over the penis and
sewn together), which he just
nailed to a block of wood.
Flanagan represents a promi-

nent figure in the worid of perfor-

mance artists, more specifically,

artists who self-mutilate in their

performances. The content of his

performances have drawn atten-

tion to the malleability of perfor-

mance art's boundaries.

"Symbolic test of endurance"
would most accurately describe
his art, says Flanagan, best known
for his virtually unseen (acting)

performance in writer/director
Jonathan Reiss' "Happiness In

Slavery" video for Nine Inch
Nails.

And endure he does. Forty-four

year old Flanagan, every day, con-

fronts his cystic fibrosis (CF)—

a

genetic disease that causes the

excessive production of mucus
and whose victims seldom endure
into adulthood.

"I sort of outwit it (CF)," says

Flanagan who, without hesitation,

deems his performances empow-
ering. "I put humor to it. I talk

about It. I take it out. People wha
have a disease often keep it quiet.

I make a big show out of it, and
that way I have control over it."

Flanagan describes the ultimate

defeat of his disease: "I want to

turn my own death into art ... I

want to be buried with a video
camera so that people could view
me after I was dead inside the cof-

fin."

This former Groundlings (LA
comedy group) member and self-

See FLANAQAN, page 26

Chris Burden was shot from 15 feet away with a rifle.
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The Nightmare Before Christmas returns to haunt video stores.

'This is Halloween'
By Lael Loewenstein

It's Halloween again, and that

means it's time to rent last year's

feature smash, Tim Burton's
Nightmare Before Christmas. An

Video
'Review

astonishing combination of
ghouls, effects and stop-motion
technical wizardry, the recently-

released video is the perfect
Halloween treat.

The 'Story of Jack Skellington,

spiritual leader of
Halloweentown, and his misguid-

ed attempts to kidnap Santa Claus
and highjack Christmas,
Nightmare is.the product of Tim
Burton's warped imagination.

Burton dreamed up the idea
over a decade ago while he
worked as an animator at Disney.

Onte the director had achieved
success with Beetlejuice and
Batman, he was able to secure
financing for his darkly comic ani-

mated vision.

The film's grueling three-year

production process was made eas-

ier only through the collaboration

of a talented team of production
designers, animators and camera
operators. While Burton super-

vised the production, director
Henry Selick and his crew assem-
bled an unforgettable work.

Nightmare's director of photog-

raphy Pete Kozachik recently
spoke with The Bruin about his

experience on the film. He recalls

that while Burton wasn't always
on the set, his presence was palpa-

ble.

When Kozachik and art director

Deane Taylor first sent images
from the cheery Christmas
sequence to Burton, then working
on Batman Returns, Burton insist-

ed they make it darker. They con-

tinued to send him dailies until,

"finally," says Kozachik,
"(Burton) got that I got it."

Burton's legendary quest for

perfection was infectious, and the

crew worked arduously to film

each shot, blending a motion-con-

trol camera and stop-motion pup-

See NIGHTMARE, page 27

Art: KerckhofC Art Gallery.

All week, an exhibition honor-

ing Disabilities Awareness
issues. Reception Nov. 1 , 5 p.m.

to 7 p.m. with a poeu-y reading.

Sponsored by the Cultural
AJfTairs Conynission.

Cultural Concert: Special

Halloween Concert: (3houl
Spoon. Tcxlay, noon to 1 p.m. at

Westwood Plaza. Sponsored by
the Cultural Affairs
Commission.

Movies: // Could Happen to

You and Honeymoon in Vegas.
' Spend your night with Nicolas

Cage. Thursday and Friday at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.
Tickets: $2 for each evening.

For information call: 825-1958.

"Caged fury: see Nick get in on
with two hot women," says
Brian Etting and Barret
Schaefer of Campus Events,
describing the commercial
appeal of these two films.
Cross-diesson and Bvis imper-

sonators get in for free.

Theater: Story Theatre.
Based on the tales of Aesop
and the Brothers Grimm.
Presented by the School of
Theater, Film and Television

through Nov. 6 at UCLA's
Little Theater in MacGowan
Hall. Performances: Story
Theatre shows Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at 8

p.m., with a Sunday matinee at

2 p.m. Student tickets: $6. For
information call: 825-2101.

Nkrolas Cage
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Pro-Pain The Truth Hurts
(Energy) Although Pro-Pain is

generally associated with hard-

core deatli metal, the music and
lyrical content on The Truth
Hurts strongly belie this catego-

rization. Bassist Gary Meskil's

blistering vocals are standard in

the death metal genre, but
instead of discordant and indis-

tinguishable 100 mile-per-hour

beats, Pro-Pain's music has
strong substance and clfaracter.

Furthermore, the mindless preoc-

cupation with gore and violence

is largely absent from Pro-Pain's

lyrics replaced by significant

social issues from an original

and engaging perspective. The
pounding bass and guitar lines of

the title track for example, pro-

vide the backdrop for an angry
inspection of three lives of crime

in an already sleazy society. Pro-

Pain grinds out vengeful thrasher

tracks such as "Down in the

Dumps" and "Let Sleeping Dogs
Lie," tackling issues of home-
lessness and the overwhelming
disillusionment with the current

political structure. Clearly, this is

not Bobby McFerrin don't-
worry-be-happy, feel-good fix

kind of album. It is, instead, an

uncompromising expression of

undiluted power and rage. J.S.

Mercy Rule Providence
(Relativity) Punk springs up in

the most unlikely places - like

Lincoln, Neb. Mercy Rule is

perking a lot of Midwestern
ears, and listening to

Providence, their second full-

length LP, it's not very hard to

see why. Maybe punk isn't the

correct term. If you're looking

for screeching singers and three-

chord songs, youMI be disap-

pointed. What you will find is

in-your-face vocals and riffs by
classically trained belter Heide
Ore and her guitarist/husband,

(yet another) Jon Taylor. Fierce

drumming by self-confessed

wild-man Ron Albertson rounds

out this small-town, big sound
band. Mercy Rule defies geo-

graphic and musical stereotypes.

How many other punk/hard rock

bands can you name that include

a piano, a cello and a violin?

Tliese extra touches and Ore's

occasional softer singing style

Cachao ''Master Sessions"

give some of the songs a gentler

tone, adding variety to the

album. But take a breath while

you can, because within

moments the hard edge returns

with full force. Not an album for

Michael Bolton fans. K.F. B+

Shellac At Action Park
(Touch and Go) Terse.
Punctuated. Spiteful. Steve
Albini and friends make their

points and move on. About the

band: The musicians are stal-

warts of the Chicago punk scene.

Albini started out in suspect
bands including Big Black and
Rapeman. The public currently

considers him the failed produc-

er of that Nirvana album. His
musical vision most prominently

influences this record. However,
former Volcano Sun Bob

Weston's metallic-tinged bass
creates the foreground in this

musical jaunt. Rounding out the

trio. Bricklayer Cake's Todd
Trainer hits the drums hard.

As a gr6up. Shellac is a tight

unit that collectively jars the lis-

tener. The music drives at an
unrelenting industrial pace. The
songS' immediacy are as deliber-

ate as the album's raw produc-
tion. This debut effort proves
that punk can still age well.
Shellac might be bitter, but their

standards for everything remain
high, including packaging.
Check out the 177-gram virgin

black vinyl and enjoy. L.K. A-

Cachao Master Sessions Vol.

1 (Crescent Moon/Epic) By res-

cuing the Cuban mambo master
from the purgatory of weddings
and bar mitzv^hs, Andy Garcia
(the actor) and Emilio Estefan,

Jr. (of Miami Sound Machine)
have more than paid their debt to

society. While most "salsa"

Sugar
Ll2 Phair

R.E.M. .

Paris

Various Artists

Body Count
Smashing Pumpkins

Boyz II Men
Erie Clapton

Various Artists

Luscious Jackson

iffiitffJMffliViaiiiiaiBiiiai&aifa

Rh IMer: Easy Listening A
WhifhSmn A
Monster A
Gueriiia funk A
Tritiute: Richard Thompson A-

Bom Dead B+
Pisces Iscamt B+
// B^.

From the Cradie B-

Murder was the Case B>

Naturai ingredients %-

SPONSORED BY
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(632-6863) 9qrn-*Drn

800 MD-BOUND
MONDAY EVENING

BROADCAST STATIONS

A = Century Cable B = Channel Name

11

13

18

34

(E

"isr

Ntwtlll

NcwtX

t)oogi«

SdMic*
Guy

FamHy
MattoraX

Frugal
Gournftatx;

m

Maury Povlch IB

TK IWondar
Troopara SI Yaara XITroopara

NckTLak Women in

uftfwalthy relationships.

TV Patrol |llayNg«t

PrMnar Impado

Black Shaap Squadron"
"One Small War*29

BASIC CABLE STATIONS

CBSNawa

X

FullHouaa
(In Stereo)

Bualnaaa
~

Report

ssr
NB?

•sr
Family
MattaraS)

Hard Copy
X
Extra: Ent

?faah

MacNeH/Lahrar~
NewahourX

EnLTonIgM

Prteala
Right

Coiidi
"Kelly Girl"

TlinoaX

Nanny fln

Stereo) X
RaaF
Princa

Dava'a
World X
Bloaaom(ln
Stereo) X

Murphy
BrowmX

Rva Mra.
Buchanana

Expoaura
•Zarya" (In Stereo) X

*'/2 "Wariock" {y969. Horrort Julian Sands. A 17th-

century satanisl is hurled 306 years into the future.

"Roseanne and Tom: Behind the Scenes" (1 994,
Drama) Patrika Dartx). Premiere. (In Stereo) X

Future
QuaatX

Think Twtoa'
n Stereo)

NFL FootiMll Green Bay Packers at Chtcago Bear%. From Soldier Field. (In Stereo
l-ive)X

EdMonX
Married..

WRh

In Stereo)(InSh

American
Journal

Copafln
Stereo

~
il_

ShowM
Panda TV
Magailna

UnMalon

WNd, Wild Wtat "Night of

theOead^Bed"

TopCopa
(In Stereo)

^uah
Umbaugh
Sknpaona
(In Stereo)

9ba Trwc TbaNaxt
GanaraMon "Deecenf' X
World Report

Vokrer a Empaiar

Bortanza "A House
Divided"

Milroaa Place "Love
Reeks" (In Stereo) X
Daywalch "Short-Sighted"

(In stereo) X

You
Korean

Agu)ataa da Color da
Roaa

1^ fM

F^jnitlngOut of Time On
Stereo) r

"

UvaWMTToddDonoho

Clo Awarda (In Stereo) X

Star Trek: Daap Space
Nhw 'The Abandoned" X

24
Biography

(4 00) "/sto

of the Demi'

South Bank
Barfcer"

Sherlock Holmea
wyimiea

*** IheLeo^tdMan
1943)pennb»b'Keefe(194;

Snow 'Oi^r

X

Saturday MghTUvT

Campaign Almanac

Twrfn Peaks "Pm^

Larry King Live X

5xr

Hunters of the Night

nowsra
Slam(R

(430)@r

Bloopar*-
Jokaa

Prime Monday

Maximum
Drive the Maze

(4:00)** "The Midnight

tour (1965, Comedy)

RealWorid
n Stereo)

eta A Pete

Wanted

Doug

Marcua Walby. M.D.
Tender Comrade"

College Soccer: Indiariir

vs

llegel

UCLA
^k)wn-
Qrtnch

Return of the Wolf (R)

Talk Soup

26

30

19

M
25

38

60

^
54

27

12

33

57

14

16

?1

23

PREMIUM CABLE STATIONS

roti

Lovaloy
iTrousers'

Hn^^H^V^^V ^HkMJi

** 'ToN«r o/Lorxton'O 962, Drama)
Vincent Price, Vichael Pato.

wona FMWv

itancMJp,
Stand^lp

Event of the

Law ft Order "Out of

Control"

Qunamoka "Morgan"

Btography "Dracuia" (^

News (In Stereo) X

New Militant Center (In

Stereo) X
Coach (R)

X
Coach (R)

X

W
LaatCaH

X

CheeraX

V3BS^

X

(In Stereo) X

TonH^ Show On Stereo)

X

Sneak Peak
W (In Stereo)

Murpfty
BrownX
Charlie

Roaa

MghdkieX

Jerry Sprlrtger People'

upeet with tovers.

Copa(ln
Stereo

~
>)X

fln Stereo

Dracuia" (R)

**** -King Kong" (1933) Fay Wray. A caitive giant

ye eacapes and rampages throucfi New rorfc.

Una?
SeapX

Sporta
Tonight

impagee throuflfi I

•^Gotfxc-dgeT)!**V, '^Gotfiic''(19e7) Nightmarish events
inspire SheWe/e "Frankenstein." 'R*

ib8okitalv~ London
Und.

_TodgjRJ_

News Dally

Redtocovering America
"Satem Witch Trials

'

right WNhDavM
Latterman (R)

Figure Skatiiig Workj Championships - Men's S
Women's Competitwns. (R)

LaaaieRlnTkiTln
K-BOyX

rteRtce:

(In Stereo)

Anne mce: Birth of a
Vampire (R)

MuaieVMeoa (In Stereo)

Rugrals

Love Boat

Real
Monster*

?poirEi

Innervlew
NBA Action

Evening
ShadeX
DMiQranQ
Woman X
Vol On
Stereo)

Are You
AfraM?.

Evening
ShadeX
DealgnkKi'
Women X
AttemaUve
Nation

T?li
Armounced

Iroftakle "Up Down and
Even"

HorseworkT

ki Praise of Wolves:
Worid of R.D Lawrence

Uno?

Stem

King's Race

Sylveatar

StaNone

Event of the'

SSL
Crying WoHllVoi^es as
mankind's worst enemy

Sportacenter

TaHiSoup

WaMona The Burden'

Unaolved Myalerlee On
Stereo)

Prime Time (In Stereo)

Bewitched DewMched

NTakeeaTNef "The
Great Casino Caper"

K^lghl Rider Developer

wants stuntman's land

***'/i "The Haunttng" (1963, Horror) Julie Hjrris, Claire Bkxim
Shirley Jackson s chiBer about a malevolerTt mansion

Little Houae on the
Prairie (Part l of 2}

Hazel jThat&iH

IMien
Fighters

Nlnla

Turtlea

LtMe House dnttie
(Part 2 of 2)

Mod Squad

Wtaiga'The
Man"Bow
titile House

Wings (In

StereoIX
The'i

SkMi^

Reacue 91 1 (In Stereo) X

NawaOaly'

a
UpCtoae

Criatkia: EdMon
Eapedal

HM StredlBkiaa HiN arxj

Belker try to nab rapist.

^*---J - 1 1 II!dnvnOGK nONRM
Myatertaa: >^ibey

Currant
AflalrX

SloryX

Piuyiam
iiiiiiiil - -

-

NOaCNTO

VSl

Late NHiht On Stere^

OCT. 31, 1994

Sw*MrwBullala"Besw
maar (R) (tn SterBO)

(R) On Stereo) X

Tlmea(R)X
Dtarary
VWonaX

Twilight

ZtMW

Stereo

Rm
r

** "iTTvitation to HeT (1964) Sustfi LuodrEntry into a
country ckib secures a date with Satan.fancyc

FRnF
Umbaugh
M*A*S*HX

Stereo

¥sa^
I

TopCopa
In Stereo)

Program

Jon Slawart

vss-

¥SS

In Stereo]

fss- "fSu
Program

TTSSoJim

fsr
Program

(Wfcr

VST
Program

IKe Ha Gustedbur>^toTibre"Jtik)Aleman. Una chfca

se hace paaar por un botonee de hotel.

***"SonofKbng''(1t
dwcovers the late ape's (

Î
"No

Souttt'Bank Show 'dive
B«ker"i

Eaing
Sports
^

933) Aproducer
sofwpring.

tive TwNiPeaka

*- »^ - - U.
roncMn
Incorrect

Sports

KUahtha

Public Policy Conference

LoveChannal With 'The
Pomman,

LawftOriarTnjar'

Hot Seal Downey

*lHi-k 1h» Third Urn
1949) Joaapfi Gotten.

Jbe young" (1949, Fantasy) ferry Moor«
becomes a ' " '

^1^
Larry King Uve (R) X

A-yat(A)X SoapX

Croaslire

Wnoaa
LhM?

Dracuia" (R)

ft Intiiuvenagm

»ILJ-I1 -
rORacaay
HWOrtacf

Redlscovsrtng AmeriM
•Sf<emWltehTriito"0

Goaalp(R)

Motorc
Grand I

cydeRacMta
I National Pro

;

iRte

AKiur
Pro Series.

700 Club

** "Graw Secrsfs.- The Lagwy of HUHqp Drive" (1992.
Horror) Patty Duke, Dswd Smj, Davkl Soul.

Mualc VIdeoa From the
Ciypt (In Stereo)

B#WlvCfMO

Marcus Walby, M.D.
"Echo from Another Workf

Powerboat
Racing

America's
Cup

PautO-Wean (R) On
Stereo)»)
Marytvler IMary Tyler

Moore X Moore X

Mght Hunters

15L

Gkeateal

Camera

Sportacaiv"

Faowr OowNng
(In Stereo) X
f l L.-T
unaoivea
Stereo)

Hyaterwa On

Beavlsand'
BmMiead
DtckVan
Dyke

Butt'tlMd

Oat Smart

** "Thunder in the City" (1937) Edward G. Robinson
A hotshot American prorrwter tekee London b^ storm

PreeeBox

** "Birnf Offerwim^ (1976, Horror) Oliver Reed, Bette Davis Karen
Black. A haunted house casts a feoiul paM over a yourig family

kStaiiiMunter, She Wrote "Day
of the Dead" qip

miVi "Ume House: The Last FareiveT (1984, Drama)
Residents of Walnut Grove may kxe their homes.

mant
IfflBSl

Kojak

paM( jfoung

WoridWreatfIng
FederaBonWreaWngX

Whtdaurfing RawiQga Collector s
Wortd

Nadonal Qeographk: Explorerll^

FugMve

Silk Stalkings "Ask the

Dust'' On Stereo) X

•* "House on Haunted Hirp9S8.
Honror) Vincent Prtee, Carol Ohmart.

X

Tga~
Program

OT

—

ogram

iQoaeE

par
^=L
Program

Coltegel
X

roatban!

vMnwffftt

fnll

iheDmr

snowsiz

TodsLEL

PubRc Policy Confaranos

RH
Program

Program

mN Georgia

raa~

fSS

atFkxida. (R)

DM sromer
JiXaX

[RET

Thirtyaomalhing
"Mkiiaars'*

NHMofSwLhrfng
Msaadsath (R) OnlStereo]

Dragnet ^
CanyaiQn"X

BrtMhsrs

21

Shop at Home

Orunt

Suparman

nar
Program

w3r

AoodallTV

LucySliow

Page One E55
AlamNoa

CMlPa Trick or Trk*

Quantum Leap "^ood
Moon -March 10, 1975" X

WInga (In Wktga (In Quantum Leap "Oood
Stereo) X [Stereo) X JMoon - March 10, 1975"

*** "0»», GqJT (1977, Oornedy) Qaorge Bums. The"
Almighty picks a storarinanager to be hw apokeeman.
baUr IBaU ' nlniA fcnimhui l^ST"ram rWmM incmie anoppnig vpree
Proar«n Progrsm

j

99

31

20

15

(400)

Kldslnoorp.

*** "A Laagueo^ Their Ovvn" (1992, Comedy) Geena Davis. Based
on tfie story of ttte ajHiIrt baseball league of l643. Qn Stereo) PG' X
Mickey ICharSe
Mouae Club Brown

[4:(XA **** "2001: A Space Odyeeey
[Itn, Science Ftelion)Ksir Diitea. G

)i,*'StMoilh$
• (1982) Meryl Straap. japaoa pHoi

|***i^ 'WmSt)liM"{\it'

Torkelsona'
X

**% "Hocus Poom" (1993 Bette Midler Youths
lure up three chiM-nungry wNohes on Halkjween. X

** TheBevsrty

conjure up th

WHiide,'

**</!) "ffobm Hood: Men in Th
Mel Brooks' warped viskxi of

(1983
* *ClComedy> Jkn Vamty. Qn Stereo) 'Pd' X

**% -Enemy Mine"(IW) Oarmia Quad. A tkmnS

Rex Harrlaon, Conatanoe

MNs"(1993)CaryElwss. "Dinosaur tetoo(f' (1994, Fdntasy) Ross
ffw legendary outlaw. X |Hagen. R' (Adult srIuaBons, nud(^

**\^ %II.R>okandCmM^^kU*^

**^ fui Edipee' <1999) Harto Van Kebi«. An L

A

cop joins vigitanles who turn out to be werswolvea. 'R'

TlVmm^ /iiJ^Jl996. Horror^ Twna
writer's alter ego iiianllasti himeelf through
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music familiar to nonexperts
relies on blaring horn charts and
in-your-face beats, this one
defines itself subtly: swooping,
graceful strings that move pre-

cisely where you don't expect;

and crisp.-sharply defined per-

cussion, sometimes graceful,

sometimes evocative, always
compelling. In particular, the

lithe flute playing of N6stor
Torres and the tricky piano syn-

copations of Alfredo Vald6s, Jr.

make their presence felt. But the

star of the. show is the bandmas-
ter himself, composer of all the

catchy tunes and ringleader of all

the descargas (jams). If you need
further proof his genius, check
out His Greatness on the Andy
Garcia masterminded video,
where you can see him saw,
pluck'^and slam his stand^p bass

in the blink of an eye. n£T« A

Reviews by Michael Tatum, John

Sabgtim, Kristin Fiore andLenn
Kano.
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Trankenstein' takes on new I

By Barbara Hernandez
Dally Bruin Staff

If using two people to play one
person seems odd, perhaps you
aren't used to science fiction. In the

spirit of Halloween, the Glorious
Repertory Company stages their

newest adaptation and world pre-

miere of Mary Godwin Shelley's

"Frankenstein" at the Odyssey
Theatre.

Shelley's novel, the first in sci-

ence-fiction, was written from a

vivid dream Shelley had during a
rather nightmarish, if not drug-
induced, retreat "She's the original

Gothic heroine," Debbie Devine, the

play's director and co-playwright,

says of Mary Godwin, in her novel

Shelley tells the story of Dr. Victor

Fraidcenstein's obsession with creat-

ing life. When his creation doesn't

live iq> to his expectations he shuns
it. After being denied a companion,
the Monster - hideous, unwanted
and fiercely intelligent - slowly
begins his downward spiral of
revenge against his creator.

The play takes on a new twist in

the adaptation; one that lakes on the

metaphor of rebellion, both in the

Monster and in the peasants
rebelling against the selfish aristoc-

racy Devine cites the the 1992 Los
Angeles civil unrest as the reason for

the plot device, which remained
heavily in her mind. "It's an original

adaptation," she says. "Being a
native of Los Angeles, I found it

easy to make an adaption."

She decided to place the play in

the Hapsbui^g Rebellion, deciding to

have a peasant uprising in 19th cen-

tury Austria, the same time the
Monster begins his reign of terror on
Herr Frankenstein. "The underclass

rebelled against the government as

the monster rebelled against
Frankenstein," Devine says.

Devine cautions that the play is

nothing like the Boris Karloff
movie. "The Creature is very far

from a monster," she says. Based on
Shelley's novel, the Monster, if not

physically appealing, is both elo-

quent and sympathetic.
Unfortunately Devine was worried

that it wouldn't come off in a play

like it would in Shelley's prose-rid-

den book. So she took a little poetic

license.

"We have one actor from the
Royal Shakespearean Company,
Allan Hendrick, playing the
Creature's brain and another for the

body (Erick Melton)," Devine says,

hoping to flesh out the character to

the audience. "It's to capture the ele-

gance of the Creature, and we used
the two actors to accomplish it."

The play itself took six months to

adapt, improvising scenes and
structure while writing simultane-

ously. The company read the book;
many for the first time. "It's wonder-
ful to use in an ensemble," Devine
says of the 15-member cast. Being
together five days a week for six

months causes people to work well

at Odyssey
and gauge each other's reactions and
emotions. Everyone is satisfied.

When you make the art itself, you're

really an artist"

Devine didn't realize the play
"^ould coincide with the soon-to-be

opening Kenneth Branagh epic
Frankenstein, but decfded it would-
n't hurt. "It's just serendipitous that

Tri-Star's doing it ... the hype could

only help our production," she says

with a laugh.

Although the production didn't

cost $50 million, it is still gripping.

"It's neally a beautiful production,"

Devine says. "I like to call it 90 min-
utes of visual poetry."

With 25 scene changes in 90 min-
utes, the play keeps the audience's

attention. "It's a perfect piece for ini-

tiates of the theater," she says, rather

than "Macbeth." "There's no tedium
and audiences are secure in knowing
something of what the play's about"

Don't think it's something for the

kiddtes, though. "Some of the

images are pretty graphic," Devine
warns.

THEATER: "Frankenstein" by Mary
Shelley. Adapted by Debbie Devine,
Jay McAdams and the Glorious
Repertory Company. Starring Allan

Hendrick, Gabrielle Boni and Erick
Melton. Now playing at the Odyssey
Theatre Ensemble Saturdays at 2
p.m., Sundays at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.,

and Mondays at 7:30 p.m. Running
through Dec. 4. TIX: $12.50 general,

$10 students and seniors. For more
info call (310) 477-2055.

Allan Hendrick and Sharon McMahon perform in "Frankenstein."
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Danzig intimidates even witliout costumes
— Si^ J, , , J • .1 . f„„^ ^^;,>,.i/-.,.c rtat oti/ot< frf\m nw ' has prtTTip AS 3 siimrisp to manv and it's time. I don t necessari

By John Sabatini

On this evening of diabolical

darkness, nightfall will be the har-

binger of an entity more siiprenie-

ly evil than the foulest ghouls or

the fiercest demons

darkness and dominance that fans

find so attractive.

"It's a powerful image. You got

these three guys up in the front,

and they've got black hair and the

more muscles the better," Christ

ridiculous. Get away from me.

"But the fans who are touched

.by the music and realize that there

is something to it, who kind of

delve into the content of the music

and the lyrics and see what's actu-

s^ys. "We get off on that. And the ally going on, the people who

has come as a surprise to many and it's lime. I don't necessarily

people, including the band mem- say we're ahead of our time; it's

bers themselves, but Christ and just that our time has come now."

the others see it as a reward for Although Christ and his band-

their patience and determination mates are proud of what "Mother

over the last seven years. *93" has achieved and anticipate

continued success, Christ insistsIn fact, Danzig's recent success

Tonieht the punk/metal power- fans get off on it, too. I think a lot make'the connectionand identify is quite ironic, given that the track that Ihis taste of prosperity will

house Danzig will descendin all of them give us a certain amount with it are the Danzig fans," he "Mother" was originally released not compromise Danzig s fatalis-

its devastating potency upon the of respect because we! re not these argues. on Danzig's 1987 self-entitled tic philosophy or hardcore sound

sorry souls in attendance at the tiny, little, skinny, drugged-out Touring to promote their latest debut album and went relatively " ^- "" *»•- '--'* —"

1980s felam rockers with makeup album, Danzig 4, the band hopes unnoticed by the public at the
Irvine Meadows Amphitheater.

Fans beware: the band's reputa-

tion for force and aggression is not

undeserved.

"We don't hold back; we just

give it to you straight," warns lead can be intimidating or distasteful

guitarist John Christ.^"And the to many people, Christ feels that

bulk of our fans, that's how they true Danzig fans can find the

want it. They want it loud, heavy, deeper meaning in the music,

right in their faces. They just go "Out on stage, there's this guy

nuts." with big muscles and bare-chested

Without a doubt, strength, with black hair and big belt buck

everywhere," to build on the monster success of

While he recognizes how the smash hit "Mother '93". And

Danzig's negative musical vibe on this special night of horrors and

and imposing physical appearance haunts, Christ is anxiously await-

ing the opportunity to assail the

audience with the crowd favorite.

'I can't wait to play 'Mother'

As far as the band and the

music goes, [success] hasn't

time. The version currently so changed the writing process; it

popular appears on the band's EP hasn't changed Glenn [DanzigJ's

Thrall-demonsweatlive, remixed

only slightly.

In explaining this phenomenon,

Christ simply argues that Danzig's

style," Christ explains. "He's not

doing things any differently than

he would normally do to satisfy

his own desires musically and cre-

atively, which is good, which thetime has now arrived thanks to a

on Halloween," says the guitarist, inoiife positive critical response fans appreciate and which is part

"When I play the first three and greater radio acceptance of of the reason we're still here."

chords, I get to absorb the brunt of heavy music generated by the sue- Christ asserts that the qualities

the audience reaction, the intensi- cess of grunge. which the whole band strives to

intensity and volume are Danzig's les. flexing and belting out and ty when they recognize the song. 'The Seattle scene had a huge maintain include overall intensity.

i primary distinguishing character- howling at the crowd," Christ That's a total rush; I get chills just influence on this coming of age of dark themes, nwsical tones and

istics. Christ feels that it is pre- says. "That's enough for some thinking about it." Danzig music," he suggests,

cisely this overwhelming vision of people just to say, *0h God, this is The popular appeal of the song "Now radio has changed enough. See DANZM, page 27

A square wheel doesn't run very well.

So Is an event without^vertising with

the Daily Bruin.

Advertise. Call internal 206-7562.i

School ofTheater, Film and Television Presents

STORY THEATRE
by Paul Sills

Directed by Tony Award-Winner Ron Leibman

An enchanting evenirig of

famous fablesfrom Aesop and

the Brothers Grimm

October 28, 29, 30

November 2, 3, 4, 5

r 8 p.m.

Sunday Matinee: October 30

2 p.m.

UCLA Little Theater

Macgowan Hall

•>-

Admission: $12, $9

Faculty / Staff/ Seniors, Students $6

For tickets call

UCLA Central Ticket Office

310-UCLA-lOl (310-825-2101)
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BURDEN
From page 20

was always to use "these charged

moments to build an aesthetic suiic-

lure." To sim[4y deem his work ugly

or masochistic, in Burden's case,

undermines his intentions.

By the mid-1970s. Burden
became fed up with shortsighted,

sensational press, such as a

Newsweek critic who labeled
Burden as the "Evil Knievel of ait"

Individuals growingly associated his

performances with entertainment

value rather than artistic endeavors.

So Burden increasingly created,

once again, sculpture that did not

utilize his body. Now, he no longer

participates in performance art.

"Most people are peripheral to

what they don't understand," says

Burden. '1 realized that I am a tradi-

tional artist. I am just like the

impressionists and Van Gogh. If

they were alive today, they would be

doing the kind of work I do.

MUTILATE
From page 21

(see related- stories) merely sig-

nifies one segment of perfor-

mance art.

The existence of the new gen-

res major jn the UCLA School
of Art, which sfiidies forms of
art beyond painting, sculpture,

pure photography and printmak-

ing, reiterates the growth of the

art world's acceptance of uncon-
ventional art forms.

While not all new genres
majors choose to pursue perfor-

mance art, or said mutilation
performance art for that matter,

the success of the new genres
major indicates the art commu-
nity's increasing willingness to

legitimize all forms of art.

Henry Hopkins, chair of the

UCLA art department, some-
what confirms dayman's spec-

ulation.

"People have raised that ques-

tion (about the legitimacy of art)

about everything from Van

Gogh to Gauguin," says
Hopkins. "It is a means of indi-

vidual expression for a purpose
that falls under the general cate-

gory of art."

"A lot of the artists function

outside the arenas of oi^anized
religion," adds Hopkins. "But I

do think many of them have a

"(Performance art) is a

means of individual

expression for a purpose

' that falls under

the general category

of art."

Henry Hopkins

UCLA Art Department

spiritual intent by virtue of cre-

ating a situation to make people
aware of certain inequities in the

world."

This movement exists world-
wide, with other well-known

self-mutilating performance
artists, or more accurately put.

"body artists."

Friench artist Orlan represents

one of the most famous body
artists. In 1990, she embarked
upon an epic performance piece,

in which, through seven installa-

tions of plastic surgery, she
transformed her features, one by
one, into those of idealized fem-
inine beauty - for example, the

forehead of the Mona Lisa who
represents androgyny, the chin
of Botticelli's Venus who sym-
bolizes fertility and the eyes of
Gerome's Psyche, who empha-
sizes spirituality. Each operation

represents a performance piece
in itself, supplemented with
props, costumes, music, dance
and Orlan. under local anesthe-
sia, reciting her texts.

In the United States, Jiowever,

Los Angeles' Ron Alhey repre-

sents, perhaps, the best known
body artist. The HIV-posifive
Athey stirred audiences as well

as the National Endowment for

the Arts in 1991 when, using a

surgical scalpel, he carved a

tribal ritual on another aflist.

Athey blotted the blood design
on a paper towel and hung that

work at least eight feet over the

audience. Athey also performed
acts of acupuncture on himself,

which alluded to the images of
Saint Sebastion, and performed
other ornate cutting.s„ the act

being inspired by African tradi-

tions.

Despite the growing accep-"
tance of body art as a legitimate

means of performance art. these

artists' works still spark sensa-

tionalism and even disapproval
within some factions of the art

community and^society. as
demonstrated by the uproar
heard after Athey's 1991 perfor-

mance.

Dr. Linda Goodman, UCLA
clinical psychology assistant

professor and a visiting profes-

sor in the UCLA dance depart-
ment, says that one cannot
hastily deem these performance

See MUTILATE, page 26
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Cosmetic Sur^fery
FREE CONSULTATION ,

Laser Surgeryy Computer Imii£fin£f Available

EAR, NOSE &
THROAT
•Tonsils

•Nasal Allergy

•Sinuses

•Howsencsi

•Snoring

SURGERY OF THE FACE
•Nose *

(Back to yfo^ in 3 Days)

•Acne Scan

(Even Hopeless Cases)

•Natural L^ Enhancement
•Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

•Face lifVTydid

•Chcntical Peel

•Chin & Check

Implants

•Liposuction

•Forehead

•Tattoo Removal

Steven Biirres, M.D.
FAACS, AAFPS, AAOHNS, LACMA, CMA

Board Certified

(310)208-7806
100 UCtA Plaza #522, Wcstwood

Ftnmncinii AviiUble md Mcwt IiMunncc Accepted

20th Anniversary Sale -

BEAN BAG FACTORY
Large Selection of Futons

Starting As Low As
We Also

Custom
Make

Buy Direct from Factory

Large Variety, Sizes, & Colors

Regular & Unique Bean Bags
Starting At:: * <ljQ QC

(213)933-3971
5011 W. Pico Blvd. LA.

Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00 Fri 9:30-5:00
Sun 11:00-5:00

So You're Taking the MCAT April 22nd.
^u. /

PfiOFESSIONAL

Wlmfs (he Plan? <MCAT>

|Jan14-20
Jan 2 1 -27

|jarr28 • F«t

F«b4-10
F«bn-17
F«b1S-24
lF«b2S-Mar3

Physics 6

lMar4-tO
IMar11-l7

IMar16-24
Mar 26-31

IApr I -7

lApr15-21

Scriufdoy

Phyaicsl

Physics 2

Physics 3

Physics 4

Physics 5

CcnChcml
Cen Chem 2

Gen Chem 3

Gen Chem 4

Gen Chem 5

Physics 7

Ph)rsics8

Physics 9

PJ^cslO
0<1icm3
PracMCATl
PncMCATl

Apdl22nd... TImMCATI

Gen Chem 6

Gen Chem 7

Gen Chem 8

O-Cheml

CXrhcml

joiogyi
Biology 2

Biology 3

Biology 4

Biology 5

Biology t
Biology 7

BlologjrS^

Biology 9

Ftnot&VJeek

Biology 10

0-Chem4
OChemS
DEADWEEK "^D^ A D W E E K

PREP COURSE

OfficeHn

O/pceHn

DayOgf

Finals Week

V-RTWridngl

V.R7Writing2

V.RyWriting3

V.R7Writing4

VJRTWritingS

V.R7Writing6

V.R7WriHng7
VJUWritingg

OffietHn

V.R7Writing9 JDoyC^
Finals Week
Office Hn^

OffJeeHn^

OfficeHn

OfficeHn

Finals Week
_ Office Hn^

OfficeHn

Di^noatic il

Di<yH»rtic#2
|

Class Length:
I

2.5 hours It » 2 hours at home recommendcdl

The Most Complete and Intensive MCAT Prep Course in the Country

O Award-Winning Instructors (4 or 5 M.S./I'h.D. level experts for 5 subjects)

O 44 Separate Meetings (12 weeks, 4 cKisses per week. 2.5 hrs per cbss)

\$ Hundreds of MCAT Practice Passages (w/ Intuitive Solutions)

O Stimulating Conceptual Science Outlines (Over 1,()00 pages)

O Ihorough Testing (2 Diagnostics, 2 Proctored, 5 Practice MCATs)

%# Optimum Pacing, Optimum Motivation to Study

\0 Unparalleled Verl"»al Program (13 essavs written)

O I xcellent Results (BS 10.4, I'S 10.3, \'K m.2, VV P)

\0 Small, Pel sonali/ed Classes (24 or less)

O .Applications Assistance Center

mm ^ 800 MD-BOUNDm m

WHEN ITS iMTOCETSLmilSmilTTHEmi: '^
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MUTILATE
From page 25

artists mentally unstable.

"I don't know the artists. I don't

know about their lives," Goodnnan
says. "I would want to know if this

behavior, that is, the self mutilative

art, got in the, way of their ability to

have and maintain social relation-

ships and to pursue meaningful
lives."

"So, when we speak of unhealthy

behavior, I don't assume that what
defines unhealthy is behavior, per

se," continues Goodman. "I think it

would be very important to take into

consideration a per^n's life and cul-

tural context"

When asked if body art represents

an averse emotional reaction,

Goodman responds that the question

may represent a philosophicaj, rather

than psychological question.

Therein, she sheds light on the

possible source of one's reservations

about this type of art

**If there's a dimension of asking

if an artist ought to express him or

herself in such a way, this, actual-

ly, is a moral question."

FLANAGAN
From page 21

proclaimed masochist uses his

performances as a means of plea-

sure to counter the pains Qf his ill-

ness. While growing up, Flanagan

found that sadomasochistic (SM)
inflictions proved "erotic," in

sharp contrast to the "annoying"
physical pains associated with his

CF.

In "Bob Flanagan's Sick"
(1991), a caped and clothespinned

tHanagan emulates Superman, or

rather a supermasochist, wearing

leather underwear and having
weights attached to his nipple
while chained to a video scaffold

holding seven video screens
arranged in an "x" formation. As
Flanagan recites his poetry, the

pun contained \yithin the title

becomes nwre obvious—a combi-
nation of his reaction to social

accusations that his said abnormal

sexual activities classify him as

mentally ill as well as the

acknowledgment of his physical

illness.

The video portion of "Bob

Flanagan's Sick," althougli inters

spersed with clips of cartoons,

depicts scenes of various parts of
Flanagan's body subjected to dif-

ferent tortures. In one scene, the

audience sees Flanagan with his

mouth sewn up, literally, alluding

to the profound voice of
masochism.

A graduate literature major of
Cal State Long Beach, Flanagan
gained notoriety as a published
jpoet and artist. With much input

from Sheree Rose, Flanagan's

See FLANAAAN, page 27

iTjTTT TTT

LSAT Course Comparison
TestMasters Kaplan Princeton Review

Clinic
IVIi n i rr» tjm

eo/-i 2

99t»-i

2S/2S

90tl-i

-4^2/0

He
r-istru<=tor
»lp>liric3 55 O O

X\\/e 20 18 12

55 Only l-**ii:jl Yes No Yes

C^cjcjr^o C^ost ST-SO ST&5 S"745

There is no comparison!

We are the LSAT specialists.
Call today for more information

WHY WAIT?
open Sam to Spin
• Prompt, caring service

• Primary Care

• Women's center

• No Appointment Necessary

An Immediate Care Center

meOwace
Medipace Medical Group
1990 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, Ca 90025
(310)4708880

Most insurance and
credit cards accepted.

/if^^mi
;>.<^«»V:f:^' ^S>;u'^ViX:v>v;^

NOVEMBER IS DISABILITY AWARENESS MONTH
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

EYENIS

• DlMbilHy Awmrmnm— Month Information Fair

Schoenberg Plaza

• Art Exhibit

KerckhoffArtGaKery

Art Recaption
- Artwork oontributBd by UCLA students

with disabiiibes, inducing poetry reading

KerckhoffArt Gallery

• Career Pfannino for students with dlsal>llltiee

Placoment and Career Planning Center

• Sign Language Woricsliops

Lu Valle Board Room

• Legal Society on DIaabHIties preaenta a Panel DIecuaaion on the
ADA (employment, acoeee, tranaportation, coiMnunleallon) and the
Burger King law afiit

Law School Rm 1337

• Multi Media Showceae for studenU with disabilities

URL Multhmedia Rm 23167

• Joseph Shapiro, Author of tto Pity' will discuss his boolt and be
available Ibr a book signing

Jtunes \¥9st Center

WHEW?

Nov 1, 11afn-2pm

Octal to Nov 11

Nov1,Spm-7pm

Nov 1, lOam-llam
Nov 2, 2pni-3pm

Nov 3, 11am-12pm
Nov 4, 2pni-3pm

Eveiy Tues. and Weds,
during the month of

November
12pm-1pm

Nov 7, 4pm

Nov Q, 9am-1 1 :30am

Nov 14. llam-1pm

fadlitiesare

•ocetsibie

Sign Language Interpretor services are mtmUbie upon re(^ieatwitfi advance
nolice.1b request such services eel: TOO: (310)206-6083; VOICE: (31 0)825-1 501

FREE
PRE'MED
SEMINAR

(Vf PRE'MED ISSUES:
Getting ready, acing ihc MCAT, AMCAS,
the appUauion, admiuiom, & interviewing.

[^MEDICAL SCHOOL:
Overview & itrategiei for iuccea.

[^ RESIDENCY/CAREER:
casing the ri^ ipcdaky for youl

'

The future of medicine

.

TIME:

^ycdncsday, Nov. 2nd, 6 nm!

PLACE:

RoircHall,Rm. 1200

SPEAKER:
William H. Brcsnick, M.D. ~

UCSD Physician

& MCAT expert

Columbia Review

Sp(>nM>rc«J by;:

UCLA "Pre-mccC Society
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FLANAGAN
From pagQ 26

lifetime companion and creative

partner, Flanagan developed a

style of performance which incor-

porates poetry, improvisational
speaking and audio snippets with
visual art. He includes images of
pop culture, as well as videos and
photographs taken by Rose.

*To me it's very much like writ-

ing. It's just that it's visual ... it's

just not enough to go up there and
be self-absorbed and self-obses-

sive. I have to be Entertaining to

the audience and be moving in one
way or another."

His connection to the audience
becomes a crucial element to his

shows. "I want their response," he

says. "I answer their questions.

It's very informal in many
respects." Flanagan, somewhat of
a humanist in mentality, does not

perceive his audiences as sadistic,

but rather empathetic.

Flanagan's embrace of
masochism certainly challenges

Judeo-Christian notions of the
sacredness of the body. The per-

formances "attack systems that

want to control other people's
bodies," says Flanagan.

*The paradox of what I do with

masochism is to raise the self up,

literally, in some ways. A lot of
times I have full body suspensions

NIGHTMARE

in my work where I'm lifted off

the ground."

During "Visiting Hours" (1992)
Flanagan and Rose created, in the

Santa Monica Museum of Art. a

simulation of a pediatric ward,
complete with waiting room.
Wearing a hospital gown,
Flanagan lay in a hospital bed
from which he would later ascend,

by means of a rope tied around his

ankles being pulled upward.

And there the naked man hung,

suspended from the ceiling,
upside-down, as if an inverted
Christ on an invisible cross.
Beneath him, children's alphabet

blocks repeatedly spelled "CF"
and "SM," and others featuring

drawings of butt plugs, whips,
chains, scalpels, syringes and
dominatrix gear. The alphabet
blocks formed a 4-foot by 8-foot

wall. In the waiting room, the text

to Flanagan's poem, "Why," spi-

raled around the room.

Ultimately, Flanagan's perfor-

mance art confronts one's precon-

ceptions of what art should
constitute. It, too, addresses the

fundamental inquiry of what fuels

human existence. While his
approach to art is hardly conven-
tional, the fact that he successful-

ly, not to mention, boldly,
challenges the art world with his

style, deserves notice.

Says FHanagan, "How we sur-

vive is an issue worth looking at."

From page 21

pet animation techniques. While
this process had been used as far

back as 1904 in George Melius'

short film A Trip to the Moon and
more famously in King Kong
(1933), Nightmare was the first

film to exploit the full potential of
stop-motion animation and a mov-
able camera.

So difficult was the process that

even after detailed storyboarding,

it could take up to a week to film a

single shot. "The Holy Grail for

the crew was to g6t one shot, from
start to finish, in a day," says
Kozachik. "That almost never
happened."

Kozachik worked closely with
director Selick and Burton to craft

the look of the film. Together they

discussed the kinds of films they

wanted to emulate, especially
crime films from the 1940s. The
chilling film noir Night of the
Hunter was a particular influence.

"Although we were shooting in

color, we wanted to capture the

feeling of a black and white film,"

Kozachik says. '"(Nightmare) has

a strong sense of gray values and
contrast. We used, lighting, not
color, to separate and define

space, like those older films."
Along with the warped and twist-

ed sets, influenced by German
expressionist films, the deliberate

low key lighting helps to evoke
the eerie mood of Halloweentown.

Because Kozachik had previ-

ously worked ,with Selick on ani-

mation projects for MTV, the
cinematographer and director had

DANZIG

Nightmare was the first

film to exploit ... stop'

motion animation ...

a fruitful and comfortable collabo-

ration. The two next plan to adapt

the Roald Dahl story "James and
the Giant Peach" for the big
screen.

Kozachik recalls that one of the

greatest honors bestowed upon
Nightmare was that American
Cinematographer dubbed it "the

most retro" film of the year, for its

look, its feel and its incomparable
use of stop-motion animation.
"That," says Kozachik, "was
exactly what we'd hoped for."

From page 24

colors, and the general aura of
omnipotence.

"I think retaining the essence
of the Danzig sound and style has

been a constant, but [we arel ever

experimenting*and pushing out
the boundaries just around the

edges," Christ says.

In particular, the guitarist

stresses the evolution of Glenn
Danzig's vocal style. According
to Christ, the lead singer initially

relied on a limited range of vocal

tones but has come to feel more
comfortable with experimenta-
tfon, As a heavy metal guitarist in

what is primarily a punk band,
Christ has understood from the

beginning that he must conform
to the needs and expectations of
the other band members. And
Christ has already 'demonstrated

his willingness to experiment for

Jhe good of the band at his own

expense.

"[When I joined Danzig,] I had
to dye my hair black and shave
my moustache ... and go all black

with biker boots and everything

else," he remembers. "I had some
very bad hair days in the begin-

ning."

Having been an integral part of

Danzig for more than seven years,

Christ realizes how fulfilling yet

difficult it can be to keep taking

chances and staying fresh musi-
cally while preserving a cohesive

band unit.

"I have a lot of respect for

bands like Aerosmith and the .

Stones who've been doing it for

years," Christ says. "I think they

should get medals for just being
able to stick together that long. I

don't care how good or bad their

records are, the fact that they can

do that just blows my mind."

CARLTON
WESTSIDE
PAVIUON

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

C A K-'LT o
fN

' H A
NTFRNA

MUSTSHOW UCIA STUDENT ID. OR EMPLOYEE ID. WITH COUPON

Must be presented to receptionist before services arc performed

(Certain restriction apply).

W^mmtvmt»0r^flnt»n/itmtmyicno any cli»ni¥^iOi» hair condition a unwibfaJ*.

VALID SUN-THURS .

LINEAR
WESTSIDE
PAVILION

10850 PICO BLVD
(310)470-4749

ir

"Thafs why all of my contact
tans iMickagas are comptot*.
You won't be surprised by
unexpected fees when you

DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) «tfow us to care for you"

"I HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)'

• Complete eye exam
• Care kit

• Computerized contact lens fitting

• 6 months follow-up care

• Service agreement (like insurance)

Vision plans & Medi-cal vy/elcome/Appointments ma(Je 24 hours a day!

COMPUnfE CARE'
» 319-9999 M.T3i-'Can3

1531 WllsNre Blvd. Santa Monica
(cofr»er of 16th Street, next to Crown Books)

f<^:i^ f<:i^^ ^^ f^

^JDraz4J your Best
coricCusiorrs iix

*. '^jt.

jWp on your laptop and you're putting our technology to

work. Zap an electronic fax from your PDA or check out the

hottest CO-ROIM title on your multimedia workstation, and
you're putting ua to work again!

J^xom computers snd sdvanced networking (Including

routers, gateways and awltches) to televisions, stereo

equipment, measuring equipment snd telecom technology

—

virtually all electronic media depends on analog devices for

A/D convsrsion. And we're the Artisans ofAnalog, crsfting

Innovative solutions for this gsnerstion's most exciting

technology.

Cche lesdlng OEIMs In the world depend on Micro Linear and
our far-rsachlng family of analog devices. That means you
can males an Impact the world will notice! As s newly hired

grad, you will enjoy a challenging and rewarding experience.

It Includes s dynsmic mentoring progrsm thst allows you to

focus on real design work right away, from concept through

to completion.

J^NALOG ^Design ^Engineers
/f you're an MSEE graduate with strong trsnslstor-level

snslog fundsmentals, ws'd llks to tslk with you. Apply your

skills to chip definition, circuit design, simulation, Isyout

supervision, debugging snd chsrsctsrizstion, relessing the

product to production. These sre excellent opportunities ^

to learn advanced analog IC design while developing systems
snglneering skills. - r

Micro Linesr. To drsw your best conclusion, sign up for sn
interview:

Monday, November 7th
Placement and Career Planning Center

II unable to sign up for sn interview, plesse msll or FAX
your resunM snd trsnscrlpts to: Micro LInssr, Humsn
Resoul^ces, 2002 Concourse Drive. San Jose, CA 95131. FAX:

(408) 432-0363. We srs sn squsi opportunity employer.

^ Micro Linear
THE ARTISANS OF ANALOG
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Classified Ad Information

Daily Bruin Classified Inforination

225 Kerckhoff HaH, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024

Class Line: (310) 825-2221 Class Display (310) 206-3060

Fai (310) 206-0528

We reserve Ihe right to change, reclassify, revise, or reject any

classifiQ(J advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin.

Our office is open Monday-Friday, 9-4. lcol.

„ > Classified rates Deadliner

OSly, 20 words 0( less $7,00 ClassmeiUMads:

Daity. each additional word .45 1 working day before printing, by noon.

Weekly, 20 words or less 25.00 ClattUied display idi-

Weeldy, each additional word 1.30 2 working days betote printing, by noon

Display ads— student rate/col. inch 8.00 Make checks payable to the

DispJay ads— local rate/col. inch 11.25 UCLA Daily Bruin.

Frequency & Agency Rates Available

X 1 = 2inches x linch. There are no cancellations after noon the day before printing.

The ASUCUk Communioloni Beard luliy supports 0w Unwfrsiiy ol Gaiilornia's policy on nondli-

crimination No medium shad accept advertsenwnts which pfesent persons o( any origin, race,

religion, sex, or sexual orientation in a demeaning way or imply that they are limited to posittons.

cafMbilittes, roles or status in soctety Neither the Oiily Bruin nor theASUCLA Communications Board

has investigated any o) the services advirtstdor the advertisers rtpresented in this issue Any person

believing that an advertisement In this Issue vk)tatsd the Board's policy on nondiscrimination staled

heron should communicate compiaints in writing to the Business Manager, Daily Bruin, 225

Kerckhoh Hall, 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimi-

nahon problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or caP the WestskJe Fair Housing

OlfKe at (310) 475-9671.

How to write a good ad

1. Start your ad witfi tfie merchandise your are selling. This makes* it easier for readers to quicldy 3. Avoid abbreviations — mal(e your ad easy for readers to understand,

scan tfie ads and locate your item(s). ' 4. Place yourself in tfie reader's position. Asl( what you'd like to know about the merchandise,

2 Always include the price of the item you are selling. Many classified readers simply do not , and irrclude that in the ad. Include information such as brand names, colors, and other specific

respond to ads witTiOMt prices. descriptions.

1 Campus Happenings 1 Campus Happenings

MiLiNG

S r u I) I o •>•v.••-.^«.™.

Campus Photo Studio is located on 2nd floor Aclteraan

Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Phone 206-8433

Smart seniors know this

is the best time of year

for senior yearbook

portraits. No lines, no

rush, no midterm circles

under the eyes. So you'll

not only be included in

the Bruin Life yearbook,

you'll look your best.

RENT A CAR
YES. We Rent cars to UCLA

Students from $19/day

under 25 QK!

aWLESS
RENTACAR

(310)673-9899

NEVER MISS A CALL/

1" MONTH FREEI
• fRiS! IMMEDIATE HOOK UP
.PAGIR & 800 SfRVICE AVAILABLE

1-800-309-8888

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon Discussion. Fri Step StixJy. AU 3625

Thurs. Book Study. AU 3525
Tues ono Wed Discusson. Dentoi 23-029

, AD times 12 IC^l 00pm
foi alcoholics or indiviOuols who have a

drinking proOlem

4 Financial Aid

Cash for college. 900,000 grants available.

No repayments, EVER. Qualify immediately.

l-aOO-243-2435.

7 Good Deals

3 Campus Recruitment

COHTESTANTS NEEDED
for -FOX'S- wildest new

datlns same show. If you
are outsolns and

attractive, 18-25 Call Shawn
(813) •56-1396.

100%POWER COMMUNICATION
« «« «i ^ ^ ^ ««

BRUINSt V» Dol >fatf you uy. but IIOW you ay itl

Save jrouraslf limB oidBixiBly bf uanc Ifaa IWS Edition,

ofliie NATIONALLY RBCXtONIZED. 0199S
'POWE/tUNES. THE BSST THINGS TO SAY TO

FEOFl£!' Ub thii poworfal 100 pg. educatiaaal ff
Idol to becoDB abaMr cooanonicalcrl V

(Rag. $99.99)-419.95^j00S/M. iIb boM you cm b>!

/«* Pqmi C^nMHiracHoniy SOS 8. BsvMty Dr., Sum 47ft,

B«»«rty Hfc. CA 9(g12. ft— tilowmfcn piO) MO<6a3

3 Campus Recruitment

Look beautiful, be famous, have a fun weekend

BE A MODEL
Receive a free higtiligt-iting or

tiaircolor, cut or trim, and
cosmetics (valued at ^500),

by world renowned
halrcolorists and hair

designers whose work
appears in Vogue.
Mademoiselle and
Harper's Bazaar.

Models needed, any
hair length, for international

beauty event to be held at the Century

PIgza, the weekend of November 5-7.

Open model coll to be held Friday. November 4 at 7:30 pm
and Saturday. November 5 at 9:00 am— at the Century

Plaza Hotel. 2025 Ave. of tti6 Stars. Century City. Lot Angeles.

FOR INFORMATION, CALL (310) 493-9993

CORPORATl SPONSORS

CLAIiK)L/LOGICS FRAMESI GOiJ)WELL MATRIX
NEXXUS TRESSA WEUA

3 Campus Recruitment 3 Campus Recruitment

College of Law
Dedkafed to Providing Qualify legal Education

• Low/JO Progroffl occrediled by fhe Cqlilofnia Committee of Bar Examiners.

• Progrom designed lo prepare students for tf)e demonding cfxjilenges of tlie

legal profession.

• Small closses.

L\W/JD DEGREE

l-uU Time

Part Time

Day/Lvening

PARALEGAL PROGRAM

Certificate

AS/BS Degrees

Evening/Saturday Classes

FINANCIAL AID AND SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY
LA VERNE CAMPUS

1950 3RD STREET,

LA VERNE, 0^91750

(909) 596-1848

ENCINO CAMPUS
5445 BAIBOA BIVD.,

ENCIhOCA 91316

1818) 981-4529

fj i> I' i»

UNIVERSITY OF LA VERNE

Thf Univcrsiry of La Vrmc is Accrrtiilcd h) i\k WrsJrrn Avsocwlion i^ Sit)ook 2nd Collcprs

BSBm

COLLEGE GRADUATES
STEP UP TO A PROFESSIONAL CAREER!

f^Entry Level Sales/Management Trainee

$25,000
We're ENTERPRISE, one of America's fastest growing and

largest privately held companies witti over 160 offices ttiroughout

ttie Souttiland. We need brigtit, motivated people to stiare in our

success. We tiire tiard-working, entrepreneurial individuals wt)o

recognise wtiat it takes to succeed. If ttiis describes you, enter

our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee.

YOU'LL NEED:
•BS/BA Degree -
•Strong Communication Skills

•Retail, Management or Sales Ejcperience A Rus
•Ttie desire to Pursue a Career in General Management

THE CHALLENGE:
You'll learn all aspects of running a business, including; sales,

marketing, personnel management and vnore wtiile enjoying full pay

and benefits!

THE REWARD:
Your dedication and sales ability will be rewarded witti raises,

promotions, and ttie opportunity to go as far as your talent will take
you. ExQgct first year earnings to $25,000. Outstanding candidates
reacti management level wittiin 9 monttis to 1.5 years earning $30K-

$35K; earn $35K-$55K witt>in 2 to 2.5 years. •

THE CAREER:
Promotions are 100% fromjijittiin, and basedijn individual ^
performance.

*
'

. '

INTERESTED?
Call jill at (310)827-7239 or sign up for an inten/iew

in tfie career center for November 10.

ENTERPRISE
(310)827-7239

7 Good Deals

FIVE EASY RECIPES, 15 beginners cooking

UpsI Send $5 SASE, CREATIONS UN-LTD.
19800 Hawthonne Blvd. «258-430CT, Tor-

rance. Calif. 90503.

THIS WEEK ONLY

f

\0

ALL books in stock:

Foreign Language

References, Engineering,

Electronics

A-Level Ackerman Union • 206-4041

WANTED: 100 UCLA students to test new
voicemait introduction service. Absolutely
free. 81 S-986-9045.

WNTED: 1 GO PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs. in 30 days and earn $$$ do-
\ng it 100% guarantee. Call 310-281-8828.

1 1 Attorneys

AUTOMOBILE, BICYaE OR MOPED AC-
CIDENTS. Slip and Falls. Business Law.
UCLA Crad. Close lo campus. Free Consutta-
tion. Mitchell Kreitenberg 21 3-384-356 1

.

^

Bright Honest Lawyer
•Auto & Work Accidents •Falls •Wills

•Medical Malpractice 'Business Litigation

•JobDiscnm 'Divorce •Trials

CdH Susan Balistocky

(818) 382-7055 Of (310) 284-5890

12 Research Subjects

ASTHMA JLJFFERERS. Earn up to $540.00 in

your sparfe time. If you take daily asttima

medication you may be eligible to participate

in a research drug study with a new potential

treatment for asthma. Contact (310)477-1734

ext 540 to find out how you may benefit from

this vital program. Allergy Research Founda-

tion, lf>c. (Brentwood)

AUTHOR WANTS TO INTERVIEW pregnant

women in process of choosing an abortion,

being a single nwther, or placir>g baby for

adoption. Spald. (310)208-5073.

BedvMtting boys 7-11 yrs. arxi their families

needed for UCLA research Project SubjecU

wilt receive $20 ind a free developmental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

Hyperactive boys with attcntional problems

7-11 yrs, rwcded for UCLA research project

Receive $20 arwl a free developnrfental

evaluation. 310-825-0392.

htormal healthy boys 3-11 yrs, aixJ their

families needed for UCLA research project

Receive $20 and have a scientific learning

experience. 310-825-0392.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. MaleAemale for

UCLA positron imaging studies. Must have

coronary artery disease or high cholesterol or

be a smoker plarwiing to quit Also needed
post-nwnopausat women. Injection radioac-

t\vt Isotope. BkMd taken. $iS/hr. 310-825-

1118.

UCLA ORAL
HERPES STUDY

Subjects with history of

sunburn induced oral herpes

(fever blisters) needed to ^

participate in study of new
antiviral cream.

$150 for 7 day study.

Call Pat at 310-825-6636 for

more information.
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'*You Don't Need To
Have Dental Insurance
To Have A Pretty Smile"

Dental Exam & Cleaning
(up to 4 Xrrays)

(310)475-5598$39(rag. $180)

now patients wKt> this coupon only
we also accommodate patients with
dantaLooverages
oOer expires l2-«-«4

WHITEN YOUR SMILE!

Ask us about the

technique to

whiten your teeth

easily and affordably

at home

10 Personal

24-H()ur Emergency
Service

10 Personal

S. Soleiivuinian, D.D.S. '

1620 Westwood Blvd., West Los Apgeles
Open Evenings & Saturdays
Free Parking in Rear

12 Research Subjects

ORTHODONTICS/ BRACES

(310)447-5790
-. Complimentary Consultation
- 0% Rnandng and no down payment plans available

MAURteE FIROUZ. D.D.S. ORTHODONTIST
- member American Association of Orthodontists
-Alumni. UCLA School of Dentistry

11701 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 13A
Comer of Bam'ngton & Wilshire
Free Parking

you Iflm /

<»

4
vg^

12 Research Subjects 12 Research Subjects

AMBER KELLER...

Happy 21$t, Finally!

Lots of love from -

. who else?

15 Wanted

Attention professors and students: need arti-

cles for publication in national kidsAeen
manazine. call collect. Ernest 619-967-6816.

CASH FOR CARS. We come to you. Top dol-

lar paid. We do all DMV. We buy any^ine.
818-999-IBUY(4289).

16 L< Found

FOUND: Cat in Westtwood. Call 794-3571.

19 Sperm/Egg donors

ECC OONOKS NEEDED for infertile couples.
19-33 yrs, own medical insurance. Special
needs for black, Hispanic, & Chinese. At
UCLA med center. 310-825-9500.

EGG DONORS NEEDED. All info confiden-
tial. Please call (310)265-0333.

Egg Donors

Needed

Are you interested in helping an

infertile couple achieve ttieir

dream of having a child and

also be fmancialiy compensated.

If so, we are in need of Women

from all ethnic backgrounds ages

21-34, for details please call

1-800989-9890.

EGG DONORS NEEDED: Healthy females
between 21-34years old w/medical in-

surance. Payment of $2200 for medical pro-
cess. Mima Navas 310-829-6782, Monday-
Friday. '

Help Infertile Japanese-American woman.
Will pay Japanese, Korean, of Chinese egg
donor. Grad students call 21 3-765-5300. Use
code BH.

IF YOU'D LIKE TO HELP a couple who's
having difficulty getting pregnant or unable to
carry a chiki, call 31 0-820-61 80, ask for Bea-
trice.

22 Health Services

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE COUNSELING
JAMIE MINTZ, MFCC INTERN #21768. 310-
S3S-14S2. SLIDING SCALE FEES. (Diane
Celler, Supv. MFC #27098).

MASSAGE by Paul Drew, references
available, UCLA discount. 310-839-8544.

PENIS-NIPPLE ENLARGEMENT. Professional
vacuum punr^ with instruction. Gain 1'-3».

Permanent- safe. Enhance erection. Dr. Joel

Kaplan 1 -800-987-PUMP.

PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES FOR WOMEN.
Learn about conflicU interfering with rela-

tionships and work. End self-deductive pat-
terns. Sliding scale, student rates. Iris Dragin.
MFCC lic#MFC24876. 310-476-5455.

REACH PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC
COALS WITH HYPNOSIS. REDUCE TEST
ANXIETY. Increase concentration,
performance, self-confidence. Nxiividual
appointments and classes. Experienced
psychotherapist for 17-yBars. Studwit Rates.
Call Laura Guilds MFCC. 310-207-0630.

STRESSED, OVERWHEUVIEO, LONELY. Sup-
poithf oounMling. Indhriduals, couples,
groups. Ac^acant lo campus. Carole Chasin
MA, IMF-20924. Barbara Shof%

-IMS>24«55. 310-289-4643.

12 Research Subjects

hizpphrenia
. Do you or a loved one suffer from Schizophrenia?

Qualified voluieers ages 12 and over may qualify for a

medical research study on schizophrenia.Qualified

volunteers recive a free basic physical exam, lab tests

and may be compensated up to approximately $1650.

ADVERSE
REACTIONS TO
FOOD ADDITIVES
if you have adverse reactions

to food additives such as

colortns agents,

rrtonosldum glutamate or
preservatives, and you misht

wish to participate In

an on-campus research study,

please call 1-800-633-8497

CALIFORNIA

F I E A S F C A L L 1-800-854-3902

22 Health Services

Acne, Tattoos

SunsDOts & Scars
Non-Surcjical Laser Ttierapy for

painless facial skin reiuveiialion

anrl removal of acne tatfoos

sunspols & scars Low cost.

Free Cnnsiiliation Call

1-800-685-6574

* STUDENT RATES
Psychotherapy/Counseling

Couple, Individual.

Overcome stress, depression,

anxiety. Special

student rates. Sliding scale.

LIZ GOULD IMF 17869

(310)578-5957

ARLEN RING, PhD,
Supervisor PSY 8070 ,

NERVOUS? ANXIOUS?
FEARFUL? WORRIED?

Research volunteers between the ages of 18 and 65
experiencing these symptoms for at least 1 month and
in relatively good health are needed. Volunteers will

receive a brief exam in order to determine eligibility.

Qualified volunteers receive free basic physical

exam/lab test and compensation up to $1400.

CLINICAL TRIALS

MEDICAL GROUP
Please call 1-800-854-3902

LuCia
Electrolysis & Skincare

omal
Piaclals • WiaxlagS 208-8193

lostWwtwod Blvd. WMt«o«tf
n BUfc South of Santa Monksl Olvd)

[EARN $I2S.00
RESEARCH INSTITUTE NEEDS HEALTHY

MEN AND WOMEN, AGES 21-40,

FOR ONE DAY ALCOHOL STUDY.
CALL TO SEE IF YOU QUALIFY.

(810)39041483
CALL BETWEEN 8AM-4PM

EARN
Volunteers needed for back
muscle test with no history of

back Injury or pain.

Culvcf Chy, caD (3!0»559>5500.

30 Help Wanted 30 Help Wanted

IP

,

ARE YOU TIRED
OFYOUR

UNWANTED HAIR?
For faster, mwe efficient

permanent hair removal.

Disposable needles and free

consultation. Call

Westwood (310) 312-1212

30 Help Wanted

$1000-2500/wk
FEMALE EXOTIC DANCERS nee<ied for busy
company to ^perform in bachelor parties,

private shows. Must be reliable, hard wwker.
Call 310-824-0084.

ib.bVHR. Work in fun atmosphere, schedule

around classes, Apply: Maureen O'Brien,

Cafe Sproul, 350 DcNeve Dr. 310-825-2074.

Computer Consunanlg OMn ofAcadomic Computing
(2 posftfons awallaM)

Hours: 10-15 hours per week (varies during training) Rate: $10 per hour

Student Consultants provide support for the software used on OAC's mainframes and for

the Apple Macintosh and the IBM PC communication sothwre used to connect to OAC. The
imt covered indud« the uu of compilirs, electronic mat. statistical software packages,
and accessing OAC from worlatalions through the campus backbone or dialup. The
primary area of responsibility is the OAC Consulting Hotline.

Applicants stiould be computer literate, self-motivated students with good social

sidlls. Excellent command of the English language

is maidtfoiy. Previous microcomputer, Unix, wd
Intemef experience is required. Experience

withMVSisdeeMabii

Rease send resumes to:

JWFei.

or

Part TInne - Flex hours
eyenlng^veekerKl shifts

corxjuct telephone surveys.
Will TYaln. No Selling

I.S.A. - 1 6005 Sherman Way #203
Van Nuys « 1 8-004-0372

Wanted for Full or P/T

OCEA]^ loving extrovert

to work at

Qcear« Gallery & Bpokstore

Call Alan 310 645^992 „
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30 Help Wanted

$7/hour + bonus, flexible hours, great work
experience. Hiring nowl APPLY TODAYI
UCLA Annual Fund, 1083 Cayley, 4lh floor.

310-794-0277.

$8.07-$9.80
Security officers wapted: UCLA medical cen-
ter. Seeking Professional, assertive, nxjtivat-

ed students with minimum of one year re-

maining at UCLA.. Call 825-1 793 for infor-

mation.
'

1 -FEMALE READER who is bilingually profi-

cient in Spanish to read to a blind teacher in

the evening. $8-1 G^r. 30hrs/mo. Call Vera at

310-826-3341. ,

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINCI EARN BIG $$$
+ FREE TRAVELI (Caribbean, Europe, etcl)

No experience necessary. Staff needed for

busy Holiday/Spring/Summer seasons.

GUARANTEED SLICCESS! Guide. 919-929-
4398 ext23031

.

ACTORS/MODELS NEEDED. Auditions by
appointments only. For commercials, filnw,

' and print ads. All type^ages needed. No ex-

perience necessary. No registration fees. Call

Today Iroaue. 81 8-222-9091

.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIST^jJ^NT. Part-time,

full-time preferred. BH Software Company,
perfect English, WordPerfec|,^equired, Page-
Maker helpful. 310-859-7277.

ASIAN FEMALES
Needed for Asian college student calendar
1995. Pays up to $100 for less than 2 hoursi
Call for appointment (310)285-9264.

ASSEMBLERS: Easy wofk, excellent income
to assemble products at home, up to

$70{Vwe€kly. Crafts, toys, wood, jewelry,

sewing, more. 213-243-8288^

ATTENTION SUCCESSFUL SINGLE MEN.
New international travel and correspondence
magazine for women needs extremely attrac-

tive, ^iraight, unattached bachelor to appear
on the cover of first issue. Please send current

photo to 12103 S. Brookhurst St. #105. CG,
CA 92642.

BALLOON CELEBRATIONS needs party dec-
orators, drivers, artists, and trainee managers.
Fast paced, fun, and creative environnf>ent,

flexible hours. Call 310-208-1 180.

Beverly Hills law firm seeks organized, de-
pendable, part-time file/office clerks. Flexible

hours, $5.5(yhr. Contact Roz at 310-274-
8700.

BEVERLY HILLS TRAVEL AGENCY has excit-

ing opportunity for pA-fA. sec/receptionist
Answer phones, help agents, distribute

brochures. Learn the biz. SalaryAxmus op-
portunity. Call Ric 310-246-4499.

BOOKKEEPER'S ASSISTANT. Macintosh- 1 it-

erate, local errands. Casual ocean-park of-

fice, 8-12 hoursAveek, starting at SOfiwur.
310399-4736.

CAMPUS POSITION AVAILABLE starting at

$6.63/hr. We work around your classes.

Immediate employment available for Fall

1994. Sunset Village Dining Services.

Contact David at 310-206-7688.

CASTING IMMEDIATELY! Extras needed for

feature films, commercials, and music videos.

Earn up to $2(X) per dayl No experience
needed. Work guaranteedl Call today 213-
851-6102.

CD-rom interactive and video game market-
ing internship now available. Stipended posi-

tion will involve all aspecU of advertising and
proowtion as they relate to the launch of

some of this cutting edge industry's most ex-

citing entertainment titles. 310-473-9200
ext.2511.

Century City law firm needs parttime file

clerk/relief receptionist. Tues. and Thurs.
10am-6:30pm. Knowledge of wordperfect.
Pre-law students efKouraged to apply.
S7.0(Vhr. Call Donna at 310-286-1700 or fax
resume at 310-286-1 728.

CLERICAL WIZ NEEDED for order entry,

customer service, inventory control. Video
biz. Tough job, good pay. Fax rcsunr* to

(310)306-3162.

CLERICAL/RECEPT.
POSITION. Professional phone manner, well
organized, 15-20 hours, 10am-3pm Monday,
Wednesday, Friday with other days possible.

(310)794-0284.

coMMUNrnr service offkiers (cso's)
are hiring UCLA students nowl. $6.1 M^r to
start, up to $9.10. 15+hrVwk. Flexible sched-
ule. Call 825-6760.—

DELIVERY AND WAREHOUSE PERSON.
Heavy lifting. Clean drivinf record. 3-

days/week. 9-5, MWF or Tues/Thurs/Sal.
$7/hour. Children's Book World. 310-559-
2665.

Department of Community Safety is hiring

UCLA students nowl $6.89AH)ur, 1 5+hrs/wk,
office, reception, fingerpririti^g, taking LD.
photos, etc. Call 206-81 26 for info.

EMPLOYMENT RECRUITER, bilingual, Viet-

namese, 310-412-7546.

FILE aERK NEEDED for one of the largest

film production companies. Flexible sched-

ule: 25 hourVwk, SSAw. Must have filing/of-

fice clerk experience arxl be very detail-ori-

ented. Call Cermalne: 310-820-6733.

Flexible hours Great food Great erwironmenL
Cutlers ReAaurarU in Sarta Monica is hiring.

HostiAlottesses, and servers. Apply M-F
between 2-Spm. 2425 Colorado Ave.

FUN, BRIGHT AND RaiABLE? Play with

jfoung child, run arrandi (or mom. MWF,
momfngp, occaHionai cveninfi. Car,

referancM raa 31 0-207-4471

.

30 Help Wanted

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different furviraisers lasting

either 3 or 7 days. No investnr>ent. Earn $$$
for your group plus personal cash bonuses for

yourself. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.

GRAPHICS/OFFICE ASSISTANT. P/T, flex.

hours. (310)478-0591.

IMMEDIATE
OPENING!

P/r cash, flex, hrs, training provided, ATTI-
TUDE IS EVERYTHING! 310-337-9627.

30 Help Wanted

International callback company in

teiecommunicatioTtt needs 50 sales leps and
distributors, no selling reguired, commission
ofjiy, S]000+/mo. Start immediately, 310-
541-0304. _^
LAW OFFICE. Clerical secretarial positions.

Must know WordPerfect. Have office experi-
ence. Good typing skills, flexible hours.
Wilshire & Glendon. 31 0-475-0481

.

LEGAL GRAD STUDENT, clerk with exc.da-
tabase management and spreadsheet skills

needed for single proj. litigation support.
Schedule and hourly rate open. FAX resume
to3ia577-8143.

Lighting Design Firm need phope advertising

person. Excellent communicatior^ skills re-

quired. 20-25 hrsAvk. Flexible schedule.

$7.5Q/hr. Ask Rick, 213-937-4445 or fax,

213-937-3912.

MALE MODELS. Asian, Latin or surfer types.

No height requirement. Hot head, cards,

posters, mags. Good money. Funl 213-664-
2999 24hours.

MARKET RESEARCH COMPANY in Van
Nuys needs individuals to work 4-6

hours/day. Evening, day, and weekerni hours
available to do public opinion and market re-

search. Must have excellent reading skills,

ability to write verbatim, and follow instruc-

tions. Call 818-725-4275.

MARKETING RESEARCH ASSISTANT Full-

time or part-time. Detail-oriented, good tele-

phone skills, interesting work, flexible hours.

Call 9am-10pm daily, Mrs. Rost 310-391-
7232.

Marmol & Radziner Architects. Immediate
opening. Reception/Office Assistant. 32-40
hoursAvk. Flexible days, $8^. Fax resume to

Leo Marmol 310-264-1814, Fax«310-264-
1817.

MGNT TRAINEE
No exp. nee. Corp. expanding in area.

$400(VnrK>nth, base-»- commission. Start im-
mediately. 213-463-0633

MODEL/DANCER NEEDED. Female mod-
el/dancer for fashion show in China. Free
trip+ good salary, must up 5'7'. No fee re-

quired. 818-292-1 530.

NEEDED: FEMALE STUDENT wAofDe be-
havior modification experierKe to work
w/autistic client in her home. 6-10
hours/week, evenings, Saturdays, and Sun-
days. Pay $10/hour. Please call: 310-649-
0499 and ask for Ellen Slaton.

P/T ADMIN. ASSIST.-WLA Architectur-

al/Design Firm. Gen. office-exp. preferred.

Computer lit. $8/hr-^hours TBA. Sharon, 310-

286-9375.

P/T ENGINEERING POSITION AVAILABLE,
familiarity of seismic codes for URM building

A+. Call 213-254-5552.

P/T EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for Brentwood
office. Strong secretarial skills and typing pro-

ficiency of 60 wpm or greater. Must be moti-

vated and bright, with a positive attitude. Re-

quires WordPerfect. 5.1 Lotus and Account-
ing background helpful but naU necessary.

Extensive experierKe rwt required. 20-30
hours/week, flexible. $10-13/hr., depending
on qualificatiofK. FAX resume to: Michael I.

Pain, 826-3356.

P/T INTERVIEWERS
Market research firm is seeking candidates for

interviewers. Must have professional ap-

peararKe ar>d possess excellent reading, writ-

ing, and communication skills. Flexible

hours, afterrxmn arvi evening shifts available.

Excellent P/T work for students and movie
buffs. For Info call 213-549-5148.

P/T MEDKIAL OFFKTE ASSISTANT. Flexible

hours, 6-12 hourVweek, high resporwibility,

varied tasks. Required: Macintosh skills.

Start $7.5Q/hour. SanU Monica/Bundy. 310-

207-3337.

P/T OFFKZf CLERK NEEDED to work 15-20
hoursAveek in upbeat, busy Century City of-

fice. Good oreanizational skills, communica-
tion skills, arKJ telephone experience a must.

$7/hour. Call Kristi, 310-553-0550.

P/r position offered. Must be 21. Sonr>e

driving included in company car. Up to 20
houra/week. Starts at $7/hr. 310-820-1030.
Ask for )Wne Goldberg.

PA SALES. 15-20 hrs/wk in AM. Good tele-

phone skills. Self-motivated. $7Air + commis-
sion. Telemarketing experience required.

SanU Monica. 310-453-6422.

P/r-F/T MEDICAL FILE aERK for busy neuro-

surgical group. 30-40houn^veek, Monday-
Friday In WLA. Pleas call joy at 310-286-
2939.

Part-time (1 5-20hrsywk) telemarketing person
needed tor Santa Monica Eckication PiMistv
er. Good voice, sells experience »nd foreign

language required. 310-395-9393.

PART-TIME DRY CLEANING COUNTER
PERSON. Will train. 204- hr^wk. 2 or 3 after-

noons 3:30-8:30 -t- 8 hours Saturday or 5

hours Surtday. Starts S6-7.5(Vhr + fnm dry

cleaning. Apply 12-3pm 1600 WaMwood
Blvd. Aak for Randy,

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL HELP WANTED.
Light typing, computer familiarity. Will teach.

Westwood area. Flexible hours. Allied Mor-
tgage & Servi^gps. $7^r. 310-996-1000.

PERSON NEEDED TO COMPLETE WORK
ON RESEARCH PROJECT. Very good speak-
ing qualifications. $7/hour. P/T flexible. Com-
puter experience. Call 310-582-9785.

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT to work with
young man with Cerebral Palsy in West L.A.

Requires lifting, feeding and counseling skills.

Sundays, Wednesdays, and overnights.

$7/hr. Call Peggy 310-649-0499.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE for 10+ hn/wk read-

ing psychology articles onto audio tape for

visually-impaired student at $7.31 prAir.

Flexible daily schedules and work at home.
Call 310-302-1170 to leave your name,
phone number, year-in-school, major, and
short 1-2 min. reading sample from a book or
f^wspaper.

PRESTIGK3US BEVERLY HILLS PHOTOGRA-
PHER AGENCY seeks intprrVassistant for part-

time work. Car necessary. $7/hr.Call Robin
(310)275-2858.

RESIDENT MANAGER, Venice apt. buildings.

Free rent plus $40(Vmo. ConUct Mary jo
310-392-8487.

TELEPHONE SALES Security Firm seeking
students to work as assistant. Excellent hourly

rate -^bonuses. Sherman Oaks. Call 800-374-

6666 for appointment

TEMPORARY HELP WANTED, week-
diysMeekerxk, removi\ of medical records,

$€A»r., call between 10-4, Culver City. 310-
559-8823.

TO WORK WITH CHILDREN ages 6-13. Art

background helpful, not mandatory. Must
have good writing skills and be MAC literate.

Hours 10:45-3:3OPM. Begin immediately.
Call Helene 818-998-1782.

VET TECHNKZIAN. Part-time/full-time, ex-
perience preferred. Busy, small animal hospi-

tal located in Sherman Oaks. 818-906-4298.

VOLUNTEER USHERS needed at the West-
wood Playhouse. Opportunity to see Steve
Martin's play (Picasso.) Please call Michael at

208-6500.

WANTED!!! Individuals and Student Organi-
zations to Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn

substantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS. 1-800-327-

6013.

Weekend Bookkeeper, Cutter's resUurant in

SanU Monica. Apply M-F between 2-5pm.
2425 Colorado Ave. Ten key ar>d cash han-
dling a must. Mac and Remanco helpful.

WRITERS WANTED. Quality, character-

driven, screenplays desired by major film

entertainment co. (310)820-9897 ask for

Daniel.

YOUNG MEN WANTED for nude and semi-

nude modeling. Good pay. Immediate work.
Call Derek 213-845-9669.

OPTOMETRIC
OFFICE

seeking student to schedule

doctor's patients. Needs

excellent telephone skills, must

be personable, caring, and

aggressive. Base Pay plus

commission.

PA" MWSat(am)
(310)837-7202 leave message

FILM/TV/COMMERCIALS, auditioning ac-

tors/actresses. 13-35 years, for lead roles in

major productions, send pictures 610 North
Glen Oaks Blvd. Burbank 91502. ATTN:
Casting or call (818)843-4228.

PART-TIME. Earn up to $300/day. Excellent

people skills required. Training provided.

(310)337-0790.

BARTENDER
TRAINEES

•no experionce necassary
•earn$100-1200 dally

•more jobs tnan graduotes
•nation wide job placement

NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL

(213)38a3200
(310)558-0608

(818)994-8100

Paid Management Internship

' Be trained in mktg, sales,

interviewing, motivation of

cmployees.cietomer relations, etc

Earn minimum of 2,500 to lOK
managing a braiKh of Studciu

Works Painting. Most hiring will

be completed by Nov. for

^ring/summer positions.

CaU (800) 394-6000 for info.

32 Career Opportunities

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

$40,000 OPPORTUNITY*

Large national court

expanding. Needs career-

minded individual for

management trianing. Send
Resumes to:

P.O. BOX 251763
LA, CA 90025

36 Personal Assistance

NEEDED: carpool, light cooking, mlicellane-

ous errands, projects, must have organiza-

tional skills and car. Happy spirits apply.

Flexible hours. Sue, 310-276-3300.

PHYSICALTHERAPIST NEEDED
- Palm Springs area

- 3-S years experience minimum

-70K PER YEAR
- California License req.

_ C«n Patrick at «19) 322-6233

34 Internships

ACTIVE, INDEPENDENT FILM PRODUCER
seeks student interns to learn script develop-
ment activities in B.H. office. No pay, but
good opportunity to learn. 310-260-1405 or
310-394-7263.

CREATIVE TEAM LOOKING for someone in-

terested in gaining hands-on experience in

computer illustrating. Must have artistic talent

and interest in fantasy, sci-fi, and super-hero

genres. No experience required, flexible

hours, furvworking environment in entertairv

ment publishing company. Call Nicole, 310-

260-4B20, M-F.

Do you love the Muppets? Well then, conUct
Halle at 213-960-4096 about a script reading

and research Internship.

GENERAL INTERNS NEEDED for one of the

largest film production companies. No pay.

Lots of experience. College credit available.

Hard, fun work. Computer experience help-

fol. Call Linda: 310-820-6733.

INTERN WANTED FOR A NEW PHOTO
STUDIOI Answer phones, run errands & gerv
era! production work. A great opportunity!

Call 310-581-8393.

MOTION PICTUREAV/PERSONAL MAN-
AGEMENT FIRM needs student-interns for

script reading and coverage, general office

work, light bookkeeping assistance. Call Col-
leen 310-474.4521."

Do you like eixlleas Indk-Rock
gruntwork? Want to aee the real

side of the Independent music
industry as soon as pos^le?
Then be an intern at AUas recordsl

Interested people
caU 818-566-1034

The
Walt
Disney
PR

Internship
Foil "94 - Spring "95

Bueno Vista Pictures Marveling is

looking for a poid intern to t)e our

representotive on campus Duties include

devising creative pronwfionol strolegies ond

imptefnenting

promotions on campus os well os servicing

compus press witti press

motenols. Undergroduote Soph, or Junia

preferred Must trave occess

to cor and spend one full day ot the Studio

(Hexible).

Send (Of fox) resupie .'

and cover letter lo:

Nikki Stefonsen

Asst. to Western HeM Manoger
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
500 So. Bueno VIsto St.

Burbonk. CA 9 1 52 1 - 1 395
FAX (818) 845-3794

35 Child Care .Wanted

BABYSITTER FOR 2 SWEET KIDS, arl-2,
Boy-4. P/T eveningsAveekends. Should be ex-
perlMiced, caring, dependable. Day 310-
839-4228, evening 310-475 7600.

Babysitter for 4 and 6 year olds. Must drive
own car. SSJOOftv. Weeknights. 213-936-
5783 ask far Jessica.

BABYSITTiR NEEDED FOR 1 -CHILD, just

West of campus, 1 evening per week. Flexi-

ble. 310^71-2464.

LOOKING FOR enthusivtic, child-
development major for child-care in Sherman
Oaks. Car, references. Hours flexible. $7+
pr^. Fax resume. 818-783-6480.

PARENT HaPER. 3:30-6:30pm daily, muM
have car and insurance. SC^hour n^otiablc.
8 and llyvarvold. Michdc: 818-374-
2314wwk, 818-907-8519home. Chlfck:»«
experience necwMry.

RESPONSIBLE SITTER iMadMl far WLA 2
year oU. Need own mraport. 20-24
noufiAMMk. Houn neflotlabl*. 310-474-5600

37 Housesitting

PETA^OUSESITTER WANTEDI Female ' to

live- in and watch dogs and house over

Chlistmas Break. Call Valerie (310)277-5556.

49 Apartments for Rent

2 Bedroom/Z Bath

from only $750.00

Large units, Fully equipped

kitchens, fitness center,

air conditioning, covered

gated parking, On site

manager,

213^60-5173

Monterey

2 Bed / 2 Bath
$1150
$1250

Central Air/Ccntral Heat.
Security building.
Will Allow 4 in

1 Apartment

Now reserving for Fall

(310)477-0858

CENTURY CITY ADJ.
APARTMENT

• 3 Br/2Bath Upper
Duplex

• sec. system
• FP, W+D Hookup
• Lg. kitchen

(310)279-1827

msg on machine

GENUINE UCLA
t IJHfJI'.Hl U HACMl I OHiS

S 495
I) SINC.l t

$ 595
SHORI I tMM AVAIl ABl f

Uim e I I Y A(.MOt.ii h MOM
MID CAMPUn UCl A
WAI K TO CI A?^«^r S

NOW RESLR: f;j h:p^al.

WLSrWOOD PLA/A
AHAH IMLNI -.i

001 OOIi OAYLtY AVI
(310) 200 0505

$525 SHERMAN OAKS one-bdrnVunfur-
nished. Stove, air-conditioning, spacious,

garden type building. Pets OK. 310-475-

0572.

$595. WESTWOOD. SMALL 1 BR. utilities

paid. Good appliances, cute. Laundry. 1.5 to

UCLA. (310)459-6830.

$685. BRIGHT 1 -BEDROOM TRIPLEX.
Close lo Trader Joe's arxJ Westside Pavilion.

New carpets w/appliances. Shopping Center
Close. Washer Hookups. 310-441-1662.

$900 CULVER CITY. Large, quiet, moderrt. 2-

bdrnV3bath townhome, dishwasher, Vc,
fridge, patio, xated parkin)^. 310-837-0761.

$995. 2BR/1 1/2BA TOWNHOUSE STYLE
1.2 miles UaA. (310H59-6800.

••WESTWOOD VILLAGE** MIDVALE/N. OF
LEVERING. EXTRA LARGE 2BD/2BA BALCO-
NY, DINING ROOM, 3 CAR PARKING,
CHARMING, GARDEN APTS. 310-839-
6294.

1+1 LOFT, WELL MAINTAINED, newtr se-

curity building, subterrainian parking, laurv

dry. West LA. (310)479-6858.

1 BEDROOM $575 up. Huge apartments,

ideal for roommates. Garden courtyard, pool,

, A^, phof>e-entry. Near Sherman Oaks Gal-
lerla. Minutes tacampus. 818-997-731 2.

1 -BEDROOM $695. 2-BEDROOM $825.
Garden courtyard. Quiet Appliances, blinds,

etc 1&1/2 miles to campus. Blue bus. 310-

477-0725.

1 -BEDROOM, UPPER, aOSE TO UCLA.
Best part of Palms. Newly decorated, Laurv
dry, no pcU. 10-month lease. $62SAnonth.
310-286-2885.

Ibd/ba. 7rTw>nth lease. $70(Vmo. all bills

paid. Cover parkinc, security building, old
Spanish style, laun^, close to UCLA. 310-
824-4658.

1 single and 1 bachebr In Westwood ney
campus, with parking. Daytime 213-932-
1857.

BEVERLY HBIS ADJ. lU-BCDROGMS
$65a$89S. SOME VV/HAXOVVOOO~
FLOORl ONLY 1/2 iLOCK TO PICO tUS.
ASK ABOUT LEASE tONUS. 3ia«}»-i294.

-;
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4y Apartments tor Rent 49 Aparttnents tor Rent

LANDFAIR APARTMENTS
516 LANDFAIR AVE

LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
Clean and spacious, unfurnished apartments. Singles,

and 1 bedrooms, some feature t)alconies, stove and
refrigerators provided, water included, assigned paridng.

laundry facilities in each building,

maintenance guarantee, 24 hour emergency service.

See Russ in #1 between 10-6 p{m.
Apartments shown by appointment oiily. Call

824-4807

• MAR VISTA 1^

'

2BD. 2BA. 2 STORY
CUSTOM TOWNHOMES.

GATED GARAGE. CENTRAL AIR.

FIREPLACE, UNITALARM.

* 12736 CASWEaAVE $825
* 11 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $845

•PALMS*
2 BD, 2BA CUSTOM TOWNHOME.
FIREPLACE. BALCONY. GATED

GARAGE.ALRMINUNIT .

(ONE MONTH FREE RENT)

* 3614 PARIS $995
• open 7 days

CALL (310) 391-1076

TOS£ETHE
I LOVELYAPARTMENTS m

BRENTWOOD NEW 3BD luxury condo,

hardwood floors, own bedroom, free cable,

water, gas. Laundry, parking. Walking dis-

tarKe to Mezzaluna, Starbucks, Cheesecake

Factoryl $475/nr>o. 11906 Corham Ave «1.

Tom (310)820-5937.

Brentwoodl 3-bdrnV2-bath. $1600. Pool,

lg. balcony, gated parking, central air. Near
UCLA. Add.: 330 S.Barrington, near Sunset.

310-471-2498.

BRENTWOOD, Sunny and large 3-bed-

roonV2-bath, Patio, North of Wilshire, dish-

washer, parking, $1450/month. Open 9-5,

11921 Goshen Ave. apt#1. 310-207-0834.

BRENTWOOD. Lovely, cozy, bachelor/ette

room In beautiful country area, quiet home.

20-minutes to UaA. S650. 310-472-6694.

Deluxe 1 -bedroom. 10-minute walk to

UCLA, quiet building, balcony, well-lit unit,

$850 and up. Available November 8. ^0-
208-8881.

'

FOX HILLS CONDO FOR RENT. 1 5 minutes

to UCLA. 1 -bedroorr^ -bath, dishwasher,

pool, Jacuzzi, spa, mini-gym. Security Build-

ing. $810. 310-641 -5080.

FURNISHED BACHELOR APARTMENT, utili-

ties paid, free laundry, parking, 2.5 miles

from UCLA, non-snrK>king, no pets,.

$41 (Vmo. (310)478-3694.

LARGE LOFT APT. near UCLA, all applianc-

es, air conditioning, Hrepiace, $850.

(310)208-4934.

MAR ViSTA, $565. Spacious 1 -bedroom. Ap-

pliarKcs, parking, laurxJry, 15 minutes to

UaA. 310-397-8058.

MAR VISTA, $870, 2-bed/2-bath, 2-stofy cus-

tom townhouse. Gated garage, unit alarm,

central air, fireplace. 12736 Ca»vell Ave.

310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA, 2-BDRM^-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alann. 11748 Courtleigh Dr.

$845/n>onth. 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-BDRM-2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, central air, fireplace,

unit alarm. 12736 Caswell Ave. $82S;Anonth.

Call 310-391-1076.

MAR VISTA. 2-bdrrTV2bath. Custom town-

home, firtplace, gated garage, alarm in unit.

$845. 11 748 Courtleigh. Door open 7 days.

310-391-1076.
^j

Oak Santa Monica. One-bedroom apartment,

partly furnished. Available for 6 months or 1

year. 310-450-7692.

ONE MILE TO WESTWOOD. Brentwood
adjacent. Large single $625. Large Ibed

$695. 1 235 Federal Ave. 310-477-7237.

PALMS $595, 1 -bedroom security building,

very quiet, all appliances. Corwenient to

campus. Security deposit $100. VC, laundry.

310-837-7061.

PALMS $750, 2-bdmV1-ba, large upper,

small building. Completely refurbished, like

r>ew. Must see to appreciMe. 1 S-mir« from

campus. 310-398-6622.

PALMS, $1695, 4-bedroom -i- loft/3-bath,

newer 3-story townhouse, fireplace, gated ga-

rage, security alarm, sundeck. 3670 Midvale

Ave. 310-391-1076. Open 7 days 9-5.

PALMS, $485. Bright, spacious single, full

kitchen, parking, most utilities included. 310-

397-B05B.

PALMS, $685. 2-»-1 apartment, upper, bright

unit Refrigerator Included. Gated parking.

310-829-0589.

PALMS, 2-80RAV2-BATH custom town-

home. Gated garage, fireplace, balcony,

alarm in unit 1-rnorith frae. 3614 Farit.

$995. 310-391-1076.

PALMS. $485 Large singles. Stove, refrlgera-

tor, disposal, air, elevator, pool, parking,

laundry, no peu. Open house Saturday-Sun-

day 1-Spm. Bui to UCLA. 10136 Natkmal
Bl/d. 310-552-2387. 310-838-9726.

Banker Property Group
*1 Bedroom*

•Gated
• Pool
• Laundry Facilities

• Beautiful Landscaping
• $549/inonth (sindes

available for $4/5)
• low deposit for UCLA

Students

CALL (310) 390-0226

PALMS. $550, Single. $775 2-bedroonVl-
bath. Newer building on quiet street, gated

parking, built-ins, balcony/patio, A/C, fire-

place. Cable-ready, laundry facilities. 310-

397-0405.

PALMS. $995, 2-bed/2-bath, custom town-
home, fireplace, balcony, gated garage,

alarm in unit One month free. 3614 Faris Dr.

310-391-1076.

PALA4S. Unfurnished 1 -bedroom, $495,
single $395. Appliances, no pets. Call 9am-
8pm, ask for mgr. (31 0)837-41 96.

REDUCED RENT. Ibr, Iba. $700. Charming
Spanish style, hardwood floors, bright, quiet,

laundry hook-up. (310)550-1531.

ROOM AVAILABLE Immediately in large,

comfortable apartment. 1 920*$ - era building

located near historic Ambassador Hotel.

Laundry facilities. $375. 21 3-739-1 566.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. Near buses. Com-
pletely renovated. Bike or ride to campus.
Near parks.Laundry and parking. Massachu-
setts E.of 405. $525. 31 0-479-281

9

VENICE. Super 1-bdrm, near Rose Cafe,

beach. Main. Parking, appliances,. 240 3rd

Avenue. Call Phyllis, 310-396-2653.

WALK TO UCLA. One bedroom, balcony,

free parking, laundry facilities, water irn:!.

$900. Bachelor $550. 10944 Strathmore.

(310)209-0968.

WEST L.A. $800. Beautiful 2-bedroom/2-
bath, dishwasher, air, fireplace, built-in book
shelves, gated parking ar>d entry. Quiet build-

ing, 15 minutes from UCLA or SMC. 3414
Jasmine. 310-638-4862.

WEST L.A.
Large 1 -bedroom, $695. Stove, refrigerator,

carpets, blirxJs, super clean, parking, laundry

facilities. 1 1 321 Massachusetts Ave., shown
byjppt 310-477-8750.

WEST L.A. ONE-BDRMA3NE-BATH. Mod-
em building security parking, air-condi-

tioned, fridge ir>ciuded. 1988 construction.

Close to buVshopping. $80(Vmo. 310-826-

5902 or 310-474-0414.

WESTWOOD- 2-BEDROOM/2-BATH, $925
AND UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIV-

ING ROOM. UNUSUAL CHARM. 1-1/2

MILE TO UCLA. 310-839-6294.**

Westwood/Century City and Palms, $495-»-

single; $650-t- 1 bd; $975 2b(V2ba, open daily

310-474-7565.

WLA, from $750, 2&3 bedroom apartmcnU,
private patios, stove .refrig, air, lauridry, 1 620
S. Brockton Ave. Renee 310-550-6755.

WLA. $595/mo. Spacious, single, full kitch-

en, parking, small quiet building. One year

lease, no pets. 310-826-7888.

WLA. Amazing deal. 1629 Brockton.' Singles

Starting $525. New appliances, carpet, paint,

vertical blinds. Parking, gated. Good student

discount. 310-477-0112.

WLA. EXECUTIVE SINGLES and 1 -bedroom,
fumishc<yunfumished. $600 and up, Heated
pool, fireplace, patio, gated parking, key en-

try. Call 310-479-2120.

WLA. Large 2-bdrnV2-ba unfurnished, luxu-

rious, walk-In doset, parking, laundry. New
buiMing. Great for sharing. $135(Vnno. 310-

207-7807.

50 Apartments, Furnished

MAR VISTA, S60(Wnonlh. Aak about free

rent Attractive, furnished 1 -bedroom. Large,

pool, patio, and barb«cue area. Quiet buiM-
ing. 3748 Inglewood Blvd. 310-398-8579.

SM. l-bdrm apartnwnt. Furnished. $67C^mo.

Avallk>l« 1 1/1. Call 310-587-3300.

51 Apartments, Unfurn

$1125 BRENTWOOD LUXURIOUS
2bdmV2bth, real fire place, enclosed patfo,

all appliances, good laundry, parking.

aCAN, QUIET. 11722 KkM«. 805-526-

175^.

$875 2BDRM^ 1/2BA. 1426 Banington #4.

Stove, refrigerator, air, dishwasher. (310)837-

0761

Great large 1 bdrm $575. Easy amwnuta lo

UCLA. Call Lisa 310-572-1 050^- ^

51 Apartments, Unfurn.

PALMS, 3545 Keystone, 2 bedroom up-

per,convenient location, available now,
$715, evenings 310-275-1427 or 213-254-
1565.

WEST LOS ANGELES. North of Santa Moni-
ca. 2-bedroonVl-bath, remodeled, nice

r>eighborhood, very large, very bright, upper
unit, new carpets, appliances, laur^ry. Very
close to campus and shopping. $835/month.
310-828-7483.

WESTWOOD/CENTURY CITY. $950.
Chaming, spacious, 2bd/2ba, new carpeU,
floor, built-ins, mini blinds, air, quiet, 4 unit
181 5 Camden Ave. (310)473-4858

52 Apartments to Shiare

BRENTWOOD. Quiet responsible N/S to

share 2-f2 wAemale professional.

$487.5(Vnx>nth + half-utilities. Parking,

laundry. First, last + security required. Avail-

able December 1st. Call Suzann, 310-826-
1020.

_^

LOOKING FOR MATURE and responsible fe-

male professional/graduate to share spacious

2-bdrm/2-bth. Brentwood. $550. Pool,

laundry, parking. 31 0-440-9480

PALMS. LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE to

share 2-bdrm/2-bath apartment. New, small

complex w/all amenities;dishwasher, fire-

place, security, etc Male-N/S preferred.

Must be super clean graduate student or pro-

fessional. $525/mo. )ase 310-553-
1 280ext274, call anytime. ^__
PRIVATE ROOM IN 3bed/2bath apartment.

$367/month to month. Call Chris or Stepha-

nie (310)473-5274.

Room with a ocean viewl Male roommate to

share 2 bd. apt. N. Wilshire Santa Monica.
$475-^1/2 utils. Betty 310-394-431 3.

53 Roommates

24 yr. oki German student looking for

roommate. Own bed, own bath. Location

and rent options to chose from. 310-444-
1818

BEL AIR, own room, share bath, quarter utili-

ties, swimming pool. Serious, quiet female
student only. $375/month. Ist/last mo.'s

rent 310-472-3186.

FEMALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom
w/$ame. Contemporarily furnished 1-

bdrnr\/1 -bath, co-ed, luxury, security condo
w/amenjties. Westwood, $350/monlh. All

utilities included. Jonathan, 310-479-6589.

Live the life ofWLA, 90025. 1-N/S roommate
wanted to share 2-bedroonV2-bath. Gated
parking, new carpeting, dishwasher,

$52S/month-t-half utilities. 310-541-6524.

MALE ROOMMATE to share 1 -bedroom
apartment 1409 Midvale, #314. 5-10 minute
walk to Lot 32. $412.50/month. Ed 310-312-
0454.

MALE ROOMMATE, share bedroom in plush

2-bedroonV2-bathroom condo. Balcony, sau-

na, Jacuzzi, exercise room, parking. Walking
distance to campus. $375/month. 310-477-

5358,

QUIET FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 3bd
apartment $3S(Vmo. 10 min from UCLA.
Overland/LaGrange Ave. Call Jeaniene/)enny
(31 0)470-423y (310)475-8762.

54 Room for Rent

$325/mo CULVER CITY. Own big, bright
private bedroom.Pets ok. Share apartment
with two. Minutes to beach, bus, supermar-
kets. Eleanor^on, 310-444-7879.

2 Grad studenU to share large room in Pacific

Palisades hon>e. SSSQ/person. Pool and ten-

nis courts privileae. 310-454-3506.

GREAT LOCATION. Private room. 1 -block
from bus, ten minutes from UCLA, five

minutes from 405 and 10. Washer/Drier.
$425/mo. 310-815-1565.

LARGE ROOM, private bath, furnished,

kitchenette, walk-in closet Close to UCLA.
~$45(VrT>onth, 310-826-8588 am, or 470-361

6

pm.

WESTWOOD. 1 bdrm furnished/private bath.
Laundry privilidges. Limited kitchen
priviledges. Utils. paid, excluding phone.
$AOO/mo. 310-474-5668.

55 Sublet

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR studio sublet Dec.
IS-Jan. IS. Walk to campus. Valet/utilKie*.

Grad. female only. Please call for interview.

(310)441-9767. $750.

64 Housing Service 64 Housing Service

Need Help

With Rental

Housing ?

56 House for Rent

3-bdrnV2-ba house. Washer,
washer, stove, refrigerator.

$137SAno. 310-826-2022.

57 House to Stiore

dryer, ^Jish-

WLA area.

N/S roomaie wanted to share large 2-bdrrrV2-
bath houM, enclosed garage, WL\ S550/mo.
call Sancka 310-553-8533 day, 310-558-
3064 eve.

Professional or student to share house. Good
neighborhood. 4 blocks from beach. Wash-
•r/Oryr, 1/4 utilities. $487.00. 310-823-
11879.

58 House for Sale

BEL Am, 3b<ir2.5ba,-MK»nus room,5yf» new,
quiet street, $529,000. 2607 Basil Lane, by
appt only, 10 minutes to UCLA, owner. 310-
271-7750

62 Room/Board for Help

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for child care.
Female student Own car, nair UCLA. Aftf
6:30Bm. 310-204-4870. - •—

=

—

^ Rental Listings/Roommate Listings

4^ Customized Housing Lists

•/ Search Strategies

*/ Landlord/Tenant Education Series

Come see us in Sproul Hall Annex
^ 825-4491

UCLA Community Housing Office

62 Room/Board for Help 191 Insurance

MORNING WORK for senior in exchange for

room and private bathroom. (21 3)651 -1 31 9.

ROOM and kitchen privileges. Assist Sr. cit
with household chores/errands. .Own car
and/or drive stick. (Board negotiable). Mar
Vista. 310-398-1277.

ROOM, BOARD, PRIVATE BATH exchange
for assistance- light housekeeping, some
cooking, some driving. Female student 818-
906-1 399.

ROOM/BOARD +$10Q/WK. Mother's helper
r>eeded for newly single mom. Mature, re-

sponsible, grad student preferred. Nice Mar
Vista home, 15 min. from campus. 310-397-
6445.

66 Townhouse for Rent

2-bed/2-bath townhouse. Quiet, gated, park-

ing, central air and heat, laundry. Open Sat-

urday/Sunday 1 2-5. $1020. 310-281-6229.

/instate
Insurance Company

(310)312-0204
1317 Westwood Blvd.
C2 biks. So. of Wilshire)

67 Condos for Sale

CONDO FOR SALE. Quiet, Penthouse, near
campus. 2bdrm/2ba in security 1>uilding

w/privacy, amenities, view. Owner reduced
price. J. Thompson 310-471-6363x133.

94 ry4overs,/Storage

HONEST MAN. W/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. Student discount.
310-285-8688. CA, AZ, NV. Co Bruins.

JERRY'S MOVING & DELIVERY. The careful

nrovers. Experienced, reliable, same day de-
livery. Packing & boxes. Will deliver boxes
free. Jerry 310-391-5657.

SMALL MOVERS
Lowest rates, fast reliable, student discount.
310-837-9030.

TOM'S MOVING SERVICE. DEPENDABLE,
EXPERIENCED, REASONABLE. LAST
MINUTE JOBS WELCOME. CALL 24 HRS.
310-452-2887.

68 Condos to Stiare

1-bdrm in 2-bdr/2.5-bth, Wilshire Highrise

Condo. Laundry facility within unit 24-hr.

security, valet parking, pool and gym. N/S.

SUOQ'hio. 310-475-7989.

WESTWOOD. Own room/own bath in luxu-

ry condo. Security parking, pool, Jacuzzi,

sauna, weight room, and maid service. Close
to UCLA. Avail Nov. 1 . $600 includes utils.

Days: 818-552-4216, eveningj: 310-445-
5642.

69 Condos for Rent

1BD/1BA CONDO FOR LEASE. 1/2 block
from UCLA. High-rise building, doorman,
swimming pool. $100(Vnno. Call Broker

(310)824-0453.

1BRDM, balcony view, security, parking,

gym, pool. Adjacent to Marina and 405. Rent
$795.(310)397-0970.

3-bdrnV2-bath condo on Hilgard, very large

and bright $1750. 3-car parking, security

building, walking distance to UCLA, 310-
471-4989.

CONDO FOR RENT in Palms area.

$87S/month. 2-bed/2-bath. Washer/Dryer,

stove, dishwasher, central air and heating, 2-

car security parking arvi lots of storage. Eve
lyn, 310-391-3853 or Steve, 310-391-6645.

70 Guest House for Rent

PALMS. Delightful garden guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, garden and cat lovers welcome,
$75(V^noi<jtilities, available Dec 1. 310-

837-8248. Campus 51 109.

96 Services Offered

$35 PERS. STATEMENT
Professional, quick edit (1 hour max.) Writing
and rewrites also available. Experier>ced
writer and law school graduate. 213-933-
3797.

ATTN FILM STUDENTS: experienced sound
mixer ar>d videocam operator will volunteer
time to your project. Call Steve 310-859-
8594.

ATTN: MBA, LAW,
MED. APPLICANTS

Fmstrated developing/editing your critically-

important personal statements? Get profes-

sional help, competitive edge from national-

ly-known author/consultant. 310-826-4445

CORPORATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR STUDENTS

• NOMINGPA
• NO SPECIFIC INCOME REQ.

$99

GUARANTEED - NO RISK

MORE INFO ft FREE BROCHURE

310-371-6384

t'

|91 Insurance
L

L\W SCHOOLAPPUCATION
PERSONAL STATEMEOT STOESS?

Two published review editors

will help you:

• Compose & create

•Edit puDCtuatioa & grammar

•Orpuuze & structure your ess«y

to make it substantively effprtive and

technicalbtapainte.

Contact Chetl or Tom at

(310) ^74-6187

AUTO
INSURANCE

"NO BULL"
Best Prices, Same Day

^ •

1STUDENT discounts!

Moforcycles. SR22
Accidents, Tickots OK

CALL AA*M NOW
FOR FREE QUOTE
TOLL FREI

1 18001229-9000

Research, Writing, Fditlng
ALL levels, - ALL subjects Foreign

Students Welcome Fast Professional -

Quality guaranteed papers not for sale

Call Research 310-477-8226

M-F 10:00am-5:00pm

^
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TODAY'S

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

w
€
9

9

ACROSS

1 BravsofW

9 Antt-sJtp

substance
14 Soawaod

product
15 Line ol

rotation

16 Residence
17 Yearn
18 Singer Turner
19 "The Road to

the — ••

20 Mllllonnires'

properties

22 British

sotdler, or>ce

24 Direction '

26 KJnd o«

neckline '

27 "Never on

30 "From Here
to —

"

35 FroUcs
36 "MASH- "s

Jamie —
37 Actress Adams
38 — a boyi
39 Hot-dish

holders
42 Meadow
43 Snare
45 Away trom the

wind
46 Swears
48 Hawkers

50 At iha naart

of

51 Catch
52 Reilsh

54 Ontario City

58 Beards
62 Regions
63 — Bear
65 Russian river

66 Actor Greene
67 Oklahoma city

68 Low voice

69 String

fastenings

70 Und^fStatids
'7tFcrfaar^|L.

DOWM Jv^^
1 — and hearty

2 Selves
3 — and Aive

4 Tfiln crisp

fabric

5 Dllutad

6 Are
7 Brooch
6 Russian
emperor: var.

9 Pirate

10 Vulgar
1

1

Alone
12 Thought
13 Cozy dwelling

21 Breakfast

food
23 Turn Inside

out
25 Skies

MCVMMIS PUZZLf aOLVCD

QDs QciQ saom

taaiiQm (pbds Dsaa
SQCIBS S^DQ sra@ii

27 Skewers
28 Very very

29 Twangy
31 Forest unit

32 Loafed
33 Weddlf>g-cake

layers

34 Beer
Ingredient

36 Put Into

folders

40 Stallone role

'41 South Sea
Island group

44 Hanging
object '

47 - reality

49 Gets smart
with

50 Steers clear

of

53 Playing
marble

54 Hike
55 Golf club

56 Infamous
fiddler

57 Whiskeys
59 Novelist —

Stanley
Gardr>er

60 Consumes
61 — machine
64 Single
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by Larry White

Your Horoscope

Oct 30 thru Nov 5

PLANETARYOVERVIEW: Social affairs have a romanHc overtone. Lunger
evenings may find many entertaining guests in their home or getting

ready for special Holiday celebrations again. Domestic and financial

i n terests should be discussed. Cooperation is the key to shared pleasures

at this favorable time of the year.

THIS WEEK FOR ALL SIGNS

ARIES March 21 -April 20
M.ittcrs of hnnndAl nct;o(i,iti<>nn may
require Rpcci.ilinls. I'oinU <if agreement
rnay be rc.iched when both sides try.
rime he.iln all ivound.s.

TAURUS AprH 2t- May 21

I lap|Ty limenarenn your agenda. There"*
an optxirlunity between you and a
sipnihcant other" to make important
gainn in your rcla^ionntup now.

GEMINI May 22 - Juna 21

Your sign indicates you are a good
comnitiniralor. ChangcM in romantic
i»r Rpeculaiive goaln could be put into
motion now. Ask and you may receive.

CANCER JiiM22-July23
You can go ahead with a new proje< t,

providing you've done the necessary
research. Continue on old established
and familiar linen.

LEO July 24 - AugiMt 23

A real estitc or dom<^bc mattc^jppcars
to be taking shapt^ rather nicely. A
contract matter that may have been tin

hold seems to be moving ahead again.

VIRGO . Augu«t24-S«f)t 23

Creative endeavors, children's adivilicrs

or speculative mailers may be on your
mind. It's hard to be grounded when
your thoughts and feelings are positive.

'

YOU CM eET
ALONO WITH EVERY
5UMSI6N WHEN You
UNPEICSTANP THEIf^

BASIC NATURE.

aNCER, SCORPIO
ANP PISCES ARE
WATbRSIGNSTHEY
ARE SENSITIVE,
SVMFATHrriC ANP
CARIWO. ARE VERY
PRCm=CTIVE OF

^
H THOSE THEY LOVE.

mL
PROFESSOR COSMO

LIBRA Sap* 24-Oct 23

(*• Moon in your sign puts the spotlight on
you midweek and your abilily lo gel

your ideas across. You can be very
convincing if yo»i make d real effort

SCORPIO Oct24-Nov22

It may be time for a move in a ne%v
direction. At birthday time there's no
reason lo limit yourself to any one area
when you have rrumy options available.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 234)m 21

You can make your o%vn luck by taking
adv,-*iLige of fortunate cosmic inilucnccs

that blend with your experience and in-

tuition. If you travd, otxry s.ifcty rules.

CAPRICORN DW22-JM20
Get rid of inhibitions and seek the
company of pe«)ple at the top. ImporLint
connections can be responsible for gel-
ling you exactly where you want to go.

AQUARIUS J»i2i-f«bi9
There's room at the lop! Celestijtl good
fortune can put your career and pres-
tige above the rest Seek old, established
wavs lo make your money grow.

PISCES F«k204tareh20
Activities may be centered on long range
irKluding educational update plans. I his
could be a lime lo break from restnctions
that may have been holding you l>ack.

Get
$1 0.00

"-^-t)

on your

Bruin

bold

Card.

TICKLE

OUR
TASTEBUDS
AHD THE
DAILY

BRUIN
WILL
TICKLE

YOURS*

Something's

Cooking
at the

Bruin!

Submit
a personal

favorite

recipe

and if it's

chosen
we'll

feature

your name
and

recipe in

the

paper's

classified

section.

APPETITE!
-drop recipe

submissions at

the Daily Bruin

front desk-

225 Kerckhoff Hall

96 Services Offered

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING, & EDITINd

AlsubiKia. DMMi/DiMMMiont.

Peraonai SMMiMlB. Praponlitnd books.

IntaniiiiofMl Atdnti wiiooinB.

PAPERS NOT FOR SALE
Sharon Bear, Pfi.D. (310) 47<K6<62

EAGLE-EYED PROOFREADER
Edits, theseVpubllcatlofw; tutors English/study

skills; trains tinr>e management/stress reduc-

tion. Nadia Lavyrence, PhD. 310-393-1951

.

PROfESSIONAL WRITINCVEDITINC. Papers,

reports, statistics, proposals, research studies,

Masters, Ph.D. dissertations, college applica-

tion essays. Any subject, style, requirement

213-671-1333.

TRANSLATIONS
Most languages ar>d fields. Professional

work. Documents, papers, brochures, mami-
als,«tc. 213-933-1006.

WANT TO BE ACCEPTED? Save lin>e, frustra-

tion? Call for help deVtIoping/editing persorv

al slateflfients. Also edit papers, theses, dis-

tertations. Linda 310-392-1734.

102 Music Lessons

GUITAR LESSONS
All Acoufttic styles. Classical, Latin, Jazz,

Folk. Teacher w/25-»- yrs playing exp. Call,

David 3 1 0-478-2420. '

'

Guitar lesiont by a professional near UCLA.
All levels, guitars available. Call Jean 310-
476-4154.

'

GUITAR LESSONS. 15 years, experience.

Graduate of Dick Grove School of Music ar>d

Musicals Institute. MICHAEL WILDE. 310-

,-7010.

SINGI Vocal technique -all levelsAtytes, per-

formarKe anxiety, associat^ate Lam, Santa

Monica, near UG.A, free consuhation, Carol

Tingle 310-828-3100.

104 Resunnes

A CUSTOMTYPE RESUME. Fast, professional,

reliable. Layout, editing, composition.

ResumeVcover letters^efererKe sheets. Com-
puter typesetting & laser printing. 3 10-470-'

4999.

WINNING RESUMES: 1-hour service. Our
clients get results. Open 7-days. 310-287-
2785.

98 Tutoring Offered

-MY TUTOR-
MATH/PHYSICS/STATISTICS. Tutoring serv-
ice. Free consultation. Reasonable rates ,

call My Tutor anytime. Han (800)90-TUTOR.
MATH TUTORING by PH.D. SIS/Twur. Cal-
culus, statistics, probability, math for physi-

cal/social sciences, SAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT.
310-837-8998, pauer, 310-582-9626 NBD.

105 Travel

100 Typing

A CLASS ACT
Papers, letters, resumes, scripts, transcription,

labels. FREE light editing. Laser printing. Spell

check. Fax Orders Welcome. 310-827-8023.

APLUSWORDPROCESSING. IBM/PC, Laser

printing,, spellcheck; term papers, disserta-

tions, thesis, reports, manuscripts, transcrip-

tions, etc. Fast turnaround. Call Bob 213-

851-0214.

ACE TYPIST, ETC
GREAT LOOKING PAPERS AND APPLICA-
TIONS-SPECIAL RATE. WE DO ALL WP
AND RESUMES. RUSHES. 310-820-8830.

MODERN SECRETARIAL SERVICES. 24-hour
^rvice, pick-up arxJ delivery, IBM and MAC,
Laser printing. Discount students. 5-minutes

from UCLA. Angelica, 310-446-8899.

NEED A PRIVATE SECRETARY? Over 15

years legal/medical transcription experierxx.

Notary Public. Macintosh w/laser printer.

pick-up/delivery. Brentwood. 310-472-0405. '

WORD PROCESSING- All types, APA and
other formats, transcribing, resumes, DTP,
WordPerfect, charts, graphs, laser. Reason-
able rates, near campus. 31 0-470-0287.

102 Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
All level^tyles with dedicated professional.

At your home or WLA studio. 1 st lesson free.

No drum set necessary. Neil 21 3-882-6509.

GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 15 years EXP. all

levels aryJ styles. Patient ar>d organized. Be-

ginner guitars for sale $60. Sam 310-826-

91 1 7.

STRICTLY PERSONAL
Seeking Jewish Students^. For 3'wedt winter-

break ejqperierKe in Israel. Fast groups have

met with Prime Minister Yicdiak Rabin,

Shimon Pcics, Benyamin Netanyahu, Nacan

Shaonsky, Jenisalem tnayor Quid Otmert,

Betuty Begin, and Ptesidentof Isiael Ezer

Weizman. Plus tour the country and

. discover what Israel is teally about.

Schoiatships available that let you do it all for

just $1075, including cost of airfare and all

accomodations. For applicarion form, call

l-SOO-FELLOWS (335-5697)

Paris
NON-STOP

$195
London
Frankfurt

Boston
New York
Chicago

$225*
$225*
$184*
$149*
$129*

•Fares are t»3\v«f from Us Angetes baMd on a
KurdhpfxMdhast RBtrictiorsappVandtMcsnot
nduded. CaN for other wortdMide destinations.

Open Saturdays 10am - 9pm

Council Ikavel
1093 Braxton Ave., IfflO, Los Angdes, CA 90024

310-908-3551
Eurailpasses

issued on-the-spot!

It't Ntifl Iff jilt for yo« & jast in tine for the kolMayt.

Diily Briin ifill hive i J0^

"Miif PhMfbulletin Board"

I IR Cliiiifitd Diipliy

priRtid MoRdiyt & Tkirdtyi be)li>i>S Nov. 14tli. ^

Ci|MRfierej«i imikrs Wfmeae I n^----^
. W Ratis Avitlibla For |titdeRti

Mb$ Mmiwbrt for Ikt wooklliiJtrholMaft?

Yoi ea#plut n §i »a fjia ballatia Ubnl far rMo MfilllOll ar

'('• rjiyflf iJitf
'—^"^'*"*'' fiekoti far Ilia?

Cfcaek aafjw ftr^C t^oeiil trivol ^aokafot U:
Hara'iliif foa em fittt in U: ^^^""^^--^
By pkofla: (iroiiO^-mo • By fix: Jfl^206-3075
By Hiitl: P.O. %U(,m^mMU»^^?\ut,

Loi Ar5«1«!, CA 90024 _
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UCLA; "A sort of homecoming"
From page 40

~ ^
for a gain of 27 yards and came one
block short of going in for a score.

Nagging injuries had previously
prevented Milliner from displaying

the form that made him such an
integral part of the offense last sea-

son.

Skip Hicks practically came back
- from the dead to contribute to the

UCLA victory. When Hicks
plunged into the end zoneAvith 3:05
left - his second touchdown of the

game - for a moment at least, you
could practically close your eyes
and imagine a scenario in which
Hicks never injured his knee and
moments like this were common-
place. J -

But it was when Cook finally

found the go-to guy he couldn't go
to for most of the year that it

became clear UCLA had a differenf

presence about itself.

All year long head coach Terry
Donahue had been telling people
that the absence of J.J. Stokes had
an impact on every aspect of the

football team. So too did Stokes'
return to prompt a positive spark.

Cook's effortless touchdown
pass to Stokes on a comer route in

the first quarter gave the Bruins a
feeling that this week might be dif-

ferent. But when Stokes hauled in

the all-important, two-point conver-

sion from the glare of the stadium
lights, the reverberations could be
felt all the way from Pasadena to

Westwood and back.

"It's hard for people not associat-

ed with the team to know how much
J.J. Stokes was missed," Donahue
said. "Everyone gets excited and
more confident when he's in there."

The confidence was contagious
as the defense made stops when it

needed to, Donnie Edwards and
Rod Smalley forced turnovers just

like the Bruins did all last season
and Bjom Merten hit a 38-yarder as
if it was an afterthought

. AUDREY LEE/Daily Bruin

Split end J.J. Stokes caught five balls for 94 yards, including one
touchdown and the two-point conversion that helped UCLA to victory.

"It's been a long time since we
won our last game," Smalley said.

"I almost forgot how good it feels to

celebrate in the locker room."
Donahue credits his players for

fighting through the ordeal of one of
the longest losing streaks in UCLA
history.

"I think it speaks to the character

of the players," he said. "They have

shown some real maturity in the

face of the crisis and I think that's

the mark of a good man, so I'm
happy for them."

It may be a matter of too-little-

too-late for the Bruins - UCLA
improved to 3-6 overall and picked
up its first win in the Pac-10.
However, that doesn't diminish any
of the team's satisfaction.

FOOTBALL: Bruins end six-game losing skid
From oa^e 34From page 34

touchdown pass to Stokes - his first

of the season.

The teams traded punts, and after

Stanford running back Anthony
Bookman-who finished with 138
yards on 21 carries- scored on an
eight yard run, UCLA put together a

70 yard drive that culminated in the

one-yard touchdown run by Hicks
that set up Merten's missed PAT.

Brian Manning dove into the end-

zone to catch a 35 yard Stenstrom
pass and score for Stanford on its

next possession, giving the Cardinal

a 24-20 halftime advantage.

"In the first half, we just couldn't

stop them," UCLA head coach Terry

Donahue said. "Our defensive
coaches did a good job of fixing
what was broken (at halftime), but in

the second half, our offense was
self-destructing while the defense
kept the game close."

UCLA's offense failed to produce
any points in the third quarter, and
the Bruins remained in the game
because of a stellar defensive effort

Stanford was inside UCLA's five-

yard line twice, and both times the

Cardinal was forced to call upon
Abrams,

"If they had scored touchdowns a
couple of times when they only got
field goals, they would have won the

game," Donahue said. "But that did-

n't happen. Our defense rose to the

occasion and stopped ihem."

Nevertheless, Stanford rolled up
536 yards of total offense, while
UCLA had 472. Stenstrom alone
passed for 408 yards, the most ever

allowed by UCLA, and Armour
caught 1 1 passes for 220 yards.

Cook was 1 9 of 25 for 296 yanls,

a career best. Eight of his passes
were to Kevin Jordan, who finished

with 146 yards, while Stokes caught
five balls for 94 yards. Sophomore
tailback Shannon Shah gained 1 10
yards on 1 8 carries, and Hicks ran

10 times for 48 yards.

105 Travel

-^t

T R E L

» > «:»•
r ;

Specializingin
Discount Airfare

Call For Lowest Rate

310.441-4388

Putyour reputation
on the line

classified Lin»
825 2221
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109 Autos for Sale

1971 KARMANCHIA CONVERTIBLE. Black
top, black interior, red body, in good condi-
tioo. $45(Xyobo. 310-553-1444.

1977 AUDI 100LS. Cla«y clastic Auto,
AmA^m, Cassette, 87,000mi, brand new en-
gine, trarwnission under warranty. Like new.
lrVout2Smpn.$1900. 310-358-6460.

1986 HONDA ACCORD LX. 4-Door. Met.

BlueA>ay, 5-tpeed, 1 36k, air, cruise, power
steering, brakes, windows, locks. Asking
$2900.310-825-7152.

1986 TOYOTA CAMRY, re-built IransrDis-
sion. Automatic transmission, AM/FM stereo,
grey interior, grey exterior good condition,
must sell. $399Q/obo. 31 0-471 -4404.

1986 VW-^TTA , WOLFSBURC ED. A/C
am/fm casket, leather, sun-roof. Good condi-
tion, new tires. One owner. $4200-obo
310-284-5650.

1988 MAZDA MX-6, 5-speed, sport package,
white w/blue interior. Air-condition, cassette,

excellent coryJition. $4800. Lydia 310-206-
1080. I.

1990 Toyota Camry S-speed excellent cond.

5O.OO0 mttet $7,550 or obo. 310-393^188

109 Autos for Sale

85 VW Cab. convert., red wA>lack top,

78,000 original miles, 5-speed, very clean,

$4500 OBO, Day 310-477-6551, eve 213-
667-2386. Ask for Jeff Tach.

86 BMW 325, blackAan, automatic, fully

loaded. $750(yobo. (310)447-6110. 90
MAZDA RX7A:TU. Original owner.
Black/black. Fully loaded. $9800/obo
(310)826-1081.

MUSTANG 5.0
1983 Cray Ford Mustang GT, V8, 5.0, 4-

speed, very fast. New brakes, g66d interior.

$3300. 310-777-9761/paKer.

'82 SKYLARK. ONE OWNER. Good caridi-

tion, low miles. Perfect for student $1200-
obo. Chris 310-471-0718.

'87 HYUNDAI EXCEL. Good trarnportation.

$1250. 4-speed, Red with tan interior. 310-
474-2501 or after 7pm call 3ia376- 5931.

'88 VOLVO, TURBO GTO, 4-door, red,

black leather. 5-«peed, sunroof, stereo, 104k
mHe«, $880(yobo. Call 8-5pm. 825-0731

.

'91 Corvette. $21,00(yobo. Loaded. Leather

interior, viper alarm, perfbrrrtance package,
front/rear radar, CCVaMeac, excellent condi-
tion. Call Karen at 310-379-8373.

•92 ACURA INTEGRA GS. Black, automatic,

sunroof. AskinR $13,900. 310-937-4S69.
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10% EYEGLASS
DISCOUNT TO UCLA

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EVE EXAMINATION
EYEGLASS FRAME &
PRESCRIPTION LENSES

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EYE EXAM
PAIR OF DAILY WEAR LENSES.

CAREKIT AND FOLLOW-UP CARE

DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDES EXAf^l, FITTING & FOLLOW-UP

& 2 BOXES OF ACUVUE LENSES

• GLASSES & CONTACTS IN ONE HOUR
• EYE EXAMINATIONS
• VISION PLANS ACCEPTED

OPTOMETRIX
An Optometric Center

208-1384
10930 WEYBURN • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

'DISCOUNT APPLIES TO REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE ONLY

Daily Bruin

ADVERTISING

825-2161
clisp>la.y

825-2221
classified

113 Bicycles for Sale

CANONDALE ALUMINUM FRAME ROAD
BIKE. 52cm, shimano 105 components, tinr>e

pedals, like new, plus accessories. $525.
310-392-3695

115 Scooters for Sale

1991 HONDA ELITE E scooter, perfect condi-

tion, new battery, basket and helmet includ-

ed. USO/obo. Call 31 0-451 -4346.

MUST SEEI New, only 50 miles. Black, used
as Toyota Grand Prix official scooter,

Yamaha Riva-Razz. $75(Vbbo. Call 310-478-
6995.

MUST SELL I Leave town in 2-weeks. YAMA-
HA 125 '87, White, w/2-helmeU, 1-lock.

Good cor>dition. Runs great, 95-registration.

$500. Steve 31 0-839-2547,

'88 HONDA ELITE 80, blaA, good condi-
tion, low miles, new battery tune-up, '95 reg-

istration paid, helmet, lock. $700. 310-445-
9564.

126 Furniture for Sale

EXCELLENT CONDmON furniture for sale.

Office desk, dining set, coffee Ubie, sofa bed,
lamps, bookshelf, many more. Call Cindy
310-474-7558.

Kitchen Ubic artd chairs, $100. Back stretch

rack, $100 ar>d six foot surf board, $50. 310-
442-951 1

.

126 Furniture for Sale

LIKE NEW SLEEPER SOFA. Full, $200obo.
Queen, $225obo. Contact Kevin 310-379-
6596.

«

MATTRESS SETS: Twin $45, full $55, queen
$85, kings $95, bunkbeds. Deliveries, phone
orders accepted. 310-372-2337.

NEW FURNITURE
Bunkbeds $125, Mattress seU: Queen $170,
full $140, Twin $110.. Bedroom sets $350.
Dining and sofa sets also. 310-821-0729.

128 Misc. for Sale

FOR SALE_:US£D MEDKj\L/NURSING
BOOKS. Call for pricesAitles, 310-558-41 28

134 Computer/Typewriter

486-66 SOUND SYSTEM, 4-ram, 420HD,
voice-mail, mouse, monitor, like new.
$1f80. 310-644-261 2.

IBM/Dell 386SX, $350. Don't pass up this

bargaini Call your fellow UCLA bruin for In-

formation. 818-225-0909.

Used XT and AT computers. Complete sys-

tems from only $1 50. Printers available from
$50 each. 310-286-1222.

Wanted. Olympia Electric typewriter. 310>
474-1143.

t'
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Get The StRaiQHT Story On Braces.
What's the cost • What's the best procedure • What's the right age •

Call For Free Consultation:

(310)826-7494
Specializing in Braces for Adults & Children

/«vti(M* • lt«M0vaM« • TnukiUuuU • EuFOptam Surgical OnkoJtmtics • Cosmttic Porealain

- BRENTWOOD Orthodontic Center
Dr. Nader Dajanl, Certified Spcclalbt

1 164S Wilshire Blvd., Suite 802 18124 Culver Drive, SuiteA
>-E3-a Brentwood (310) 826 -7494 . Irvine (714) 552 - 5890

(uS(uw(uQSSSQS(u(B&8i
®

. ffi€#|iyyi©©J S
V§ DRIVIIVIG & TRAFnC SCHOOL ID
afim m UCLA & ALL Student Discount fmHJ Jl Traffic Schooron NAfeekdays & Saturdays ID
SV ' '^

1 093 Braxton Ave. #218 (310) 208-3333 fm
In Westwood Village, above the Wherehouse III
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ITALIAN

RI-ISTAURANT

Andy and Tony.

invite you to join them

in Light-Hearted

Roman Style Dining

(310) 4744)102

Sp)eclal Dinners Monday through Thursday

Lunch • Dinner • Cocktails • Free Parking

10929 West Pico Blvd., West Los Angeles

Is your Business sCoza?

Advertising

is your answer...:

Call 825-216± '

fe^-^

u!M'Mf^&^Ss

Skip Hicks
UCLA Sports mfo

FOOTBALL
From page 40

eavesdropping went a long way for

Stokes.

"Actually, when they double
covered me, we called the timeout

and I heard the safety tell the out-

side linebacker, 'you're not sup-

posed to be over there,' so I went to

the sideline and told Wayne and the

coaches and we kept the play on,"

Stokes said. "When he threw the

two-point pass, I didn't see it I just

grabbed for it and it fell into my
arms."

The conversion, however, came
with three minutes remaining, and

with record-breaking quarterback

Steve Stenstroni guiding the

Stanford offense, the game was far

from over.

Merten's kickoff sailed out bf
bounds, and Stenstrom led the

Cardinal to the UCLA 20, complet-

ing a fourth-and-17 pass to Justin

Armour along the way.

"After we converted the fourth

and 17, 1 thought it was a done deal

at that point," StensUDm said. "But

field goals are not a sure thing, and

we found that out this year."

Indeed, Stanford learned another

hard lesson when junior placekiqk-

er Eric Abrams trotted onto the

field with 20 seconds remaining in

the game. Abrams had accounted
for all of Stanford's second half

points with field goals from 21 and

22 yards out, and this 32-yarder

would have just about guaranteed

the Cardinal its second victory in as

many weeks.

"I knew for about 3 1/2 minutes

that it would come down to me,"
Abrams said. "I felt like it was a

good kick - it was better than all the

other ones I made."

But the kick was just barely
wide-left, and after Cook dropped
to his knee on first down, UCLA
was left to celebrate with what
remained of the crowd of 42,529.

"It was a beautifully kicked ball,

and I thought he made it," Walsh
said. "I celebrated for a second, but

the noise didn't sound right.

UCLA's crowd should have been
quiet, and it wasn't"

The Rose Bowl crowd was not

only noisy, it was cheering, some-
thing it had rarely done through a

six-game UCLA losing streak.

Booing had not been uncommon
during the skid, and for a while

Saturday, it appeared that the

Bruins would hear more of the

same.

Until Merten missed an extra

point attempt with 7:25 remaining

in the second quarter, the UCLA
offense had been relatively produc-

tive in trading leads with Stanford.

After Stenstrom connected with

Armour for a 17 yard touchdown
strike on the Cardinal's first posses-

sion. Cook led the Bruins 75 yards

in seven plays, the last of which
was a 35-yard touchdown pass to

Kevin Jordan.

Abrams put Stanford ahead, 10-

7, with a 27 yard field goal, and
Cook answered with a 23 yard

See FOOTBALL, |»age 33
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UCLA forward Robbie LaBeile had one assist in the Bruins' 4-0 win over Notre Dame Friday.

UCLA misses opportunity to
vauit to top of national poll
Men's soccer splits

weekend matches

with Midwest sides

By Tim Costner
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Although No. 1 Indiana will

undoubtedly fall in the national

rankings after the UCLA
adidas/MeiLife Classic, it was Cal
State Fullerton that bumped the
Hoosiers from the top spot.

And while the Titans stole the

limelight from the Bruins, the tour-

nament was still somewhatof a tes-

tament to West Coast soccer.

"I would rather had it have been
us to give them the wake-up call,"

Schmid said. "I've always been a
big contender that when you look at

teams No. 5 through 15 on the
West, we're a much stronger
region. I've always said this is the

toughest region to play in because
you've got to be on your toes. I

think West Coast soccer is the
strongest region top-to-bottom."

• • •

As Fullerton stunned Indiana in

overtime, one of the biggest stories

of the game was back-up keeper
Justin Johnson, who came on in the

66th minute after starting goalie
Mike Komock was sent off when
he blocked a shot with his hands
outside of the goal box.

Johnson, a redshirt junior,
answered the call valiantly by hold-

ing the Hoosiers scoreless for the

remainder of regulation and
through overtime.

"I just had to come in and do the

job," Johnston said. "That's what
I've been waiting for all season.

I've been ready for two years. It

feels really good because I've wait-

ed for this chance a while."

( LA.ulkl.i
For the

Hoosiers,
Friday's game
was one of the

rare occasions
that they didn't

take advantage
of their oppor-
tunities. With
Komock' s ejec-

tion, Indiana was in a position to

play the rest of the game a man up,

but ended up evening the sides as

Hoosier midfielder Craig Ginsberg

acquired his second yellow of the

game in the 83rd minute.

"It was just one of those games,"
Indiana head coach Jerry Yeagley
said. "We had it there to win - we
had them down to 10 players with

plenty of lime to go. But (Friday)

we found a way not to win. That's

not like our team. We usually find a

way to win. I was disappointed
with that, but I was pleased with the

effort. I credit Fullerton - they
stayed in th»e and never quit"

Mel Life

Classic

Titan striker Eddie Soto was
instrumental in Fullerton's success

this weekend - scoring a game-
winning goal against Indiana and
assisting on the equalizer, and scor-

ing an equalizer against Notre
Dame and assisting on the final

equalizer.

"We know that we can play with

anybody," Soto said. "And Friday

we proved it by beating the number
one team. We also di4.it last year

throughout the playoffs. I hope they

take that into consideration when
they consider us for a bid to the

playoffs."

• • •

UCLA midfielder Eddie Lewis
had surgery on Friday to insert a

small metal plate just below his

right eye.

"Eddie had surgery, so when he

gets looked at on Wednesday it

becomes a week-to-week type of
thing," UCLA head coach Sigi

Schmid said. "The optimistic hope
is that he could be ready to play by
the time we get into league playoffs

(in two weeks). Pessimistically,

maybe a week later. Actually the

surgery is going to be a benefit

because the plate will make (the

bone) suonger."

Defender Adam Frye, who has

been out with a knee injury, has
improved to day-to-day status, and
should return to the lineup next
weekend.

.Soccer: Bruins shut out
From page 40

good header, but it deflected off
of our guy and our goal keeper
probably would have saved it.

That took the steam out of us a
bit, especially since we had two
good chances early in the sec-
ond half."

The Bruins applied some
pressure in the late minutes, but
couldn't gel past the Hoosier
defense. By the end of the
match, UCLA tallied just eight
shots on goal, compared to
Indiana's 10 shots ongoal.

"Indiana was the better team
today - there's no doubt in my
mind," Schmid said. "They were
just a little more composed and>

a little more polished. Bi|t this

was great for us because it will

give us a chance to see where
we are. For us it was a lime to

ctteck;whcre we arc witj^ our

strengths and weaknesses, and
now we can sit down and have a
true evaluation."

• • •

The Bruins did win against
Notre Dame (8-9-1) in Friday's
match, shutting out the Fighting

Irish, 4-0, on Spaulding Field.

UCLA scored it*** first goal in

first half injury tima as Greg
Vanney hammered in a close-
range shot to put the Bruins up
1-0. UCLA's Josh Keller and
Robbie LaBeile assisted on the

play.

In the second half, the Bruins
blew the game open as UCLA's
Justin Selander headed in a goal
off of a free kick by teammate
Ante Razov in the 54lh minute.
The Bruins scored again just

four minutes later on a penalty
kick by Frankie Hejduk« who

lapped the ball to the left post as

the Irish keeper dove right.

Razov polished off Notre
Dame in the 64th minute with an

spectacular shot from the left

that bent just inside the far post.

Christie assisted on the play,

selling up Razov's shot by split-

ling the two Irish defenders with
a cross pass.

• • •

In other MelLife scores, Cal
State Fullerton knocked off
Indiana, 3-2, in overtime on
Friday to give the Hoosiers their

first loss in 15 games.
Fullerton and Notre Dame

reached a 2-2 stalemate in over-
time on Sunday, as the Titans
equalized late in regulation and
late in the second overtime to

lake homnhe tournament 4ro-

phy
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Water polo gets costly win
Gutter suffers knee
injury in UCLA's
ll-9winatUCSD
By Esther Hui
Daily Bruin Senior Staff ^

Sunday's UC San Diego vsf
UCLA men's water polo match was
touted the Halloween Bash, and for

the second year in a row it drew a

crowd of 1 ,000 screaming Tritons,

including the UCSD band. ^

It was not such a festive occasion

for UCLA, however, which pre-

vailed 1 1-9 in the last minutes of

the game. The Bruins lost hole man
Mark Sutter to a knee injury in the

second quarter.

Sutler presumably tore the

meniscus in his right knee, an

injury he suffered last spdng in his

left knee. The exact injury will not

be known until later today: If it is a

torn meniscus, Sutter will be side-

lined for the rest of the season.

The loss of Sutter comes at a

frusu^ling time for the Bruins (13-8

overall, 2-5 in the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation). UCLA has only

two weeks until the conference
tournament, and the Bruins lost

starter Jim Toring to a broken leg

two weeks ago.

"We're facing quite a lot of
adversity," UCLA head coach Guy
Baker said. "First we lost Jim and

now Mark. But the team is hanging

in there."

The Bruins played a much more
spirited game than they had against

Stanford Saturday, fighting back
from a 5-2 deficit at the time of

Sutter's withdrawal to tie the game
5-5 at half time. With the score tied

9-9 and with 3:22 minutes remain-

ing in the fourth quarter. Bruin
Tommy Wong scored a two-point

goal to bring the final score to 1 1-9.

High scorers for the Bruins were

Corbin Graham and Luther
Weidner with three goals apiece.

"The team is really coming
,through now," Baker said. "But the

one thing on our mind right now is

Mark."

SWIMMING
From page 39

before the last turn, she appeared

to look into the GamecocJc's lane

and notice Calkins' position a yard

ahead. This prompted a surge in^

Salmeen's stroke that carried her

to a 4:54.19 victory, almost a sec-

ond ahead of Calk^pi^.

,

^ jl.

'Technically you're supposed to

swim your own race, but for me, I

really like the racing environment
so I'm always \vatching back and
forth," Salmeen said. "I knew
where (Calkins) was and I was try-

ing to catch her. I knew she was a

200 freestyler and knew she had a
good sprint at the end so that's

why I started my sprint a little ear-

lief."

The meet format did not allow

UCLA to use its depth since only

two swimmers scored for each
team in each event. Key breast-

stroker Glenda Lueders did not

compete and sprinter Megan
Oesting suffered from an illness

but gave all she could in die 6^-52-

loss.

Gallagher remains upbeat about

the team's early-season form and
is not concerned with its 1-2 dual

meet record.

"These are just early-season

meets and we kx>k for good races,"

Gallagher said. "The closer to the

NCAAs we get, the better we are.

We would love to have two wins on
ouriecord but this year we don't.

It's not the end of the world."
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Uninspired water poio faiis to No. 1 Stanford
^f

FANTASTIC 2 DAY SALE
- FRI. AND SAT. NOVEMBER 4TH AND 5TH

40% OFF
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE

MICHAEL'S
FINE PENS 30% OFF

AFTTIST AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES

1518 N. HIGHLAND (CORNER OF SUNSET) (213) 466-5295 FREE PARKING

FRI.: 8:30 - 7:00, SAT. 9 - 6 - CASH, CHECK. VISA, M.C., & AM. EX. ONLY

i^W *?^^

BARE IT ALL... with

The Original

INSTANT
SELF-TANNING

LOTION
Immediate Golden Tan

Color without the wait.

Never Orange Or Streaky

, Always natural-looking. Formulated with

a revitalizing complex ot herbal extracts
for smooth, even results.

Completely Safe
Avoid overexposure to the sun and
tanning beds.

No More Waiting
Be tan anytime instantly

with lasting results.

Full Money Back
Guarantee
If you are not satisfied,

just send it back within

30 days and your total

purchase price will be
fully refunded.

Great For Women and Men

^^Order now and get an 8 ounce bottle for only $19.95 plus $3.95 shipping
^^^Wancl handling per bottle. California residents add 8.26% sales tax. Send

^'^>, check/money order/cashier's check to:

Perfect n

for holiday
'^

s
gifts. Order by ^

^
N4?vember 11. \

1994 and "">,

SAVE «5°e ^^

on each Jxjttle ordered. "^

,

- BODY SYNERGISTICS
DEPTvDB3110

1 1693 SAN VICENTE BLVD., STE. 159
LOS ANGELES, CA 90049

-or-

Credit card orders only, call 24 hrs.

1-800-TAN-2322
or fox to (310) 820-6989

TEAM OUTFITTER
CUSTOM T-SHIRT

WORLD CUP

f^ WnUID. a SOOYENUS

S rOFFSlOE^ '/^^» SPORTS APPAREL »
11710 Santa Monica Blvd. W. LA. • 310.207.4226
19555 Ventura Blvd. Tarzana • 818.708.2330

^0SI^
TERIVAKI BOWLS * PASTAS • SANDWICHES
SAJADS • Cmwy bowls • sushi • EGGROLLS
LOW CMTREE PRICES PROM ^3.29 TO #6.TS

I
t% sa

S'-'y "rty tvwo er>Crwes or» our rrtd-Hj at tH« regular priceand get a FREE Beef or CHIckert Bowl.
~or~

I

I1 0% 4Vk Free ^|k Free
I Off ^ *iSniS' ^ EggiollI
I

I

I

I

I

1

C5et a 1 09* C3<scount off your reg price food & t>ever<ige I
purcnase. Or. get a Free Eggroll or Can of Soda (WItM min.
S^-50 purcl-iase). Orttyyjttty tills coupon. One coupon per
pcnon. Expires II-I5-94.

Terfy«iki Etc.
1 1 /2 Block Nortn of Santa Monica Blvd.)

I

I

r\

HOURS: Open 7 Days - Mon. - TTiurs. 1 lam to lOpm
Frl. - Sat. I I am to I I pm-" Sundays ) 2 noon to 9pm

(310) 47S-1

OrfePllRBesr Univer^tles

In the West

Coniposed ofMore Than
35.000 Individuals,

Eager to Participate.

Searching for Their

Place on CampuS.

Advertise for Your Event.

Call Internal.

206 7562

Stanford outscores

UCLA 124 in the

first three quarters

By Esther Hui
Daily Bftiln Senior Staff

It became painfully obvious
what is missing from the UCLA
men's water polo team in its 13-7
loss to No. 1 Stanford Saturday. An
uninspired UCLA team (12-9 over-

all, 2-5 in the Mountain Pacific
Sports Confederation) scored four
points in the first three quarters ta
Stanford's 12, and only began to

catch up to the Cardinal after the

PICK UP
YOUI?

FPESHMAN
PECOPD
NOW!

Distribution storts toda^

on Bruin ULJom ond losts

until next Tuesdoi^.

insertion of the second string in the

fourth quarter.

Quite simply, the Bruins lack
spirit

"The only thing I was disap-
pointed with was our effort level,"

UCLA head coach Guy Baker said.

"Our intensity level was nonexis-
tent up until the fourth quarter, and
a team can't operate if it doesn't
play with intensity." "'-

In contrast, Stanford (16-1, 8-1)

dominated from the beginning,
scoring in the first minute and
increasing its lead to 8-2 by half-

time. Offensively. Stanford was
unbeatable. Led by national team
member Jeremy Laster, who made
two two-point goals, and two

assists by hole man Brian Wallin,

the Cardinal converted on five of
six man-up situations.

"We came out determined to

win," Stanford head coach Dante
Dettamanti said. "A win here would
have solidified first place in the

league as well as a first place seed-

ing in our conference tournament"
Highlights for the Bruins includ-

ed a rare sixK)n-four conversion by
Mark Sutter in the second quarter

and a two-point shot by Luther
Weidner in the third quarter that

brought the score to 8-4.

But each of these goals was the

only one in its respective quarter for

the Bruins, lust as the two-pointer

allowed a brief breath of air for the

Bruins, Stanford responded with a
suing of five points and effectively

knocked the wind out of UCLA.
Fpir the Bruins, the fourth quarter

was perhaps the only prolonged
span of consistent play in the entire

match. Led by Scott Turner, the

second team outscored the Cardinal
3-1, with goals by Turner, Corbin
Graham and Jeflf Porter.

It was a huge show of heart by
the Bruins, but the final score of 1

3-

7 reflected the spiritless play of the

eariier quarters.

' "In the fourth quarter, we were
swimming and moving," Baker
said. "Our second string made the

score look belter than it was. But
overall our eflFort wasn't there."

*.--.

Jeff Porter

UCLA Sports Info

The "Only one" in Westwood!

M.§\^M ^11
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Mi^Z *
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^ :?**

OPEN DAILY (3/S!^?8t''^'^'
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1767 Westwood Blvd. Lo6 Angeles, CA 90024 ^^/

10 Great
Reasons

Why YOU Should
Choose Air Force Nursing

Challenge, opportunity,

advancement, education,

training, medical, vacation,

travel, best health-care

team, sign-on bonus*

*Find out more - contact an
Air Force health

professions recruiter

near you. Or call

1.800-423-USAF.

Health Professions

and WIN!

ThQ aitimatQ Herbal
Weight Loss Formala

Lose Excess Weight
Safely

'i

« Reduces Appetite

l^ Increases

Metabolism

Increase Your
Energy

V Get Rid of Irritating

Water Retention

100% Natural

Call Today:

(310) 306-8446

NutriComp Programs™

Daily Bruin

•One hour service for glasses

& contacts

•Custom contacts: color,

disposable, astigmatic, and

,
gas permeable

•Open 7 days a weeic,

wecicnights til 9pm
•Glasses starting at

$79 complete

"* eyp exam extra

^LICJLJ^ StvLcCerLt Spe^oiciC
•Daily wear* $39/pair

•Extended wear* $59/pair
•Natural Touch Contact Lenses* $79/pair
•Gentle Touch disposable year $99/pair

Natural ToUCh
Beverly Center Santa Monica Place Westwood Pavilion

855-0666 394-7775 475-0666

Dr. Elliott Moscot, O.D^ . ^ .,

>^t:

Colored Soft Contacts
PILKINGTON BARNES HIND

pMtttst 6nwhig ColmwiUrn
based in independent stiHfy
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Unranked woilien's
BruinS Hang on
in overtime for

a moral victory

• H *- f ties No. 3 Stanford, 1-1

By Hye Kwon

The UCLA women's soccer
team got the biggest tie of its

season, 1-1, against No. 3

Stanford at North Soccer Field

on Saturday.

The first half was a one-sided

contest in favor of the Cardinal
(13-1-1 overall). They showed
off their superior passing game
and demonstrated their fast and
dangerous attacks. Stanford had
numerous chances in front of the

UCLA go^l afnd eventually found
the net in the 37th minute of the

match while the Bruins (10-3-3)

were still trying to shake off the

butterflies of playing the third-

ranked team in the country.

Stanford had another great
chance to score when forward
Erin Martin took a shot inside

the penalty box that hit the goal

post. The first half ended at 1-0,

which gave hope and confidence

to the Bruins.

"Coach (Fawcett) gave the

team a pep talk during half-time

that fired us up," UCLA forward

Traci Arkenberg said. "She said,

'it's only 1-0. We can come back
against these guys.'"

Sure~ enough, Arkenberg
scored the equalizer just nine

minutes after that pep talk. The
goal came as midfielder Mari
Meinhart headed the ball from
the top of the box to a streaking

Arkenberg (12 goals for the sea-

son), who always seems to be at

the right place at the right time.

"It was a great relief,"

Arkenberg remarked about the

goal. "It was unbelievable."

From that point on, the

momentum was shifted toward
UCLA, and the Bruins remained
in control of the match through
the two overtime periods. Goalie

Gretchen Overgaard held firm as

she made several diving saves.

In doing so, she broke the school

record of 14,saves in a match,
which was set last year.

"I think the team was nervous

at the start," UCLA head coach
Joy Fawcett said. "But we start-

ed playing better as the match

The Bruins did, however,
receive a lucky break with just

seconds to go fh regulation.
Stanford apparently scored a

goal off a misplayed ball by
UCLA defenders, but fortunately

for the Bruins, the goal was
called back on an offsides call.

In overtime, neither side had
many chances to score. As the

match ended in a 1-1 tie, a jubi-

lant Bruin team jumped up in

joy, while the Cardinal was less

than pleased.

"It is disappointing the way
we played, but I give credit to

UCLA for a tough match,"
Stanford head coach Ian
Sawyers said. "They were dou-
ble teaming whenever possible

and made it tough for our for-

wards."

UCLA is in good company
with teams that were able to

manage at least a tie with the

Cardinal this season. The only
team that won a game against the

Cardinal this season was No. 1

North Carolina.

"This ranks as one of the best

ties in Bruin women soccer his-

tory," Fawcett said.

NIMABAOIEY

Midfielder Kelly Robson and the UCLA women's soccer team held

on In overtime to tie No. 3 Stanford, 1-1.
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W. swimming ioses
Icfiglit witli use

Bruins, Gauchos
fail to overcome
Gamecock divers

ByRossBersQt

The UCLA women's swimming
team could have doubled it's plea-
sure Saturday at the Men's Gym
pool with victories vs. South
Carolina and UC Santa Barbara.
Instead, the Gamecocks tallied two
wins, carrying a marked advantage
in the diving events. UCSB did not
finish better than third place in any
event, adding two losses to their

• record.

The sun shone bright as did the
Bruins, who started the meet with a
first-place finish in the 400-yard
medley relay. Sharon Webster,
Lindsay Etter, Jill Jenkins and
Kasey Foster turned in a 3:51.53
performance, the best UCLA time
of the season. As the day pro-
gressed, the weather darkened and
so did the Bruins' hopes. By the
final event, smog and clouds had
descended on the pool, along with
the diving scores, negating a victo-
rious swimming performance for
the home team.

"It's a swimming and diving
meet," said head coach Cyndi
Gallagher. "Sometimes diving
helps us win meets, unfortunately
the last two teams (we have faced)
have had really good divers."

Despite early-season diving
woes, the swimmers are approach-
ing mid-season form. Jenkins won
the 100 free for the second consec-

Annette Salmeen
UCLA Sports Info

utive week, though, she feels she
could be doing better.

"I felt weaker (than last week),"
said Jenkins. "I didn't think this

weekend was as good as last week-
end."

Jenkins also finished second in

the 50 free, losing by a scant two-
hundredths of a second. Several
other Bruins turned in outstanding
performances, but Annette
Salmeen was the standout - win-
ning every time she entered the
water.

Salmeen not only won the 500
and 1000 free and the 300 fly, she
beat UCLA season-best times by
margins of seconds. In an incredi-

ble display of competitiveness,
Salmeen came from behind to beat
South Carolina's Valery Calkins in

the 500 free. Trailing Calkins

See SWIMMING, page 36
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Westwood Village

call Lisa at

(310)208-2045
complimentary consultation

Spikers shocked by Huskies
Bruins return from

Pacific Northwest
with first-ever loss

to unheralded UW
By Eric Branch
Daily Bruin Staff

David slays Goliath. Truman
stuns Dewey. Douglas shocks
Tyson. The University of
Washington women's volleyball

team defeats UCLA.
Saturday night in Seattle the

unranked Washington Huskies
scored their first-ever win over
the No. 3 UCLA Bruins in front

of 1,540 witnesses in

Edmundson Gym. The 15-13, 3-

15, 11-15, 15-12, 15-13 , two
hour and 15 minute stunner
broke a winless streak which
spanned three presidents, 14
years and 24 matches.

The Huskies (12-9 overall, 7-

6 in Pacific- 10) rode the right

arm of sophomore outside hitter

Angela Bransom to shock the

Bruins (22-3, 11-2). Bransom
was unconscious on the night,

peppering the Bruins with 31
kills while hitting a whopping
.444. Bransom's kill total was
the fourth highest in the Pac-10
this season.

After hitting a combined .378
in the second and third games,
the Bruins looked to be ready to

continue their unbeaten reign
against the Huskies. Senior out-

side hitter Annett Buckner and
junior outside hitter Jenny

STEVE KIM
Alyson Randick (left). Annett Buckner and the UCLA women's
volleyball team split with the Washington schools last weekend.

Johnson supplied the power.
Buckner threw down 19 kills to

go along with a match-high 19
digs, while Johnson added a
team-high 20 kills.

However, the Huskies
grabbed the fourth game to take
the match to the rally-scoring
fifth frame. In the fifth game the

Huskies out-hit the Bruins .348
to .160 to grab the match and
put the Bruins two games
behind the No. 1 Stanford

Cardinal in the Pac-10 race.

• • •

Friday night in Pullman, the
Bruins managed to keep one
unbeaten streak alive. UCLA
hammered Washington State 15-

9,7-15, 15-8, 15-12 to run their

career record against the Cougars
to a perfect 1 8-0. Buckner had 25
kills while Johnson added a

match-high 1 7 digs. Senior mid-
dle blocker Alyson Randick led
the team with five block assists.
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Sports
A very happy
homecoming
Bruins snap six-

game skid with

31-30 squeaker

over Stanford

By Scott Yamaguchi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They should have known bel-

ter. Stanford really should have
realized that when the game was
on the line, to single-cover J.J.

Stokes with a 5-foot-9-inch
defensive back was a foolish

exhibition of overconfidence.

The Cardinal (2-5-1 overall,

1-4-0 in the Pacific- 10), howev-
er, learned the hard way
Saturday night at the Rose Bowl
when the 6-foot-6 All-American
Stokes went over cornerback
Leroy Pruitt for a two-point con-

version pass that gave UCLA (3-

6, 1-5) a 31-30 victory.

"That was our blunder,"
Stanford head coach Bill Walsh
said of Stanford's poor cover-

age. "We just didn't handle it

well. We should have double
covered Stokes - he is just a

great player."

Stokes' reception in the right

corner of the end zone capped a

comeback that helped the Bruins

overcome a 30-20 fourth quarter

deficit. It was made possible by
Skip Hick's seven-yard touch-

down run. Bjorn Merten had
brought the score to 30-23 when
he split the uprights on a 38-yard

field goal attempt, and Hick's
touchdown left UCLA one-point

away from a tie, two-points from
the win. The choice was obvi-

ous.

The Bruins opted immediate-

ly to go for two, but when
Stokes was double-covered,
UCLA quarterback Wayne Cook
called a timeout, and a little

See FOOTBALL, page 34

James Milliner equaled his season-high ^Ith 38 yards on four carries In UCLA's 31
Stanford at the Rose Bowl Saturday.

AUDREY LEEAMy Bruin

30 win over

Missing Bruins return from the dead to spook kicker
By Randy Satterburg
Daily Bruin Staff

On Homecoming Saturday of Halloween
weekend, the UCLA football team brought

back the ghosts of glory days past just in time

to transform the Rose Bowl into the Bruins'

own haunted house.

What other explanation can there be for

Stanford kicker Eric Abrams missing a
potential game-winning field goal from 32
yards out with a mere 20 ticks of the clock

remaining?
;

"We really deserved to win," said quarter-

back Wayne Cook. "We had fate on our
side."

When the Abrams' kick sailed wide left, it

took with it all the demons that had taken

possession of the UCLA football team over

the course of a maniacal six-game losing

skid.

The Bruins all but had their heads spin

uncontrollably when the long-awaited exor-

cism finally occurred.

"The sideline was almost like it was after

the (Goodwin) interception in the USC game

last year," Cook said. "Everybody ran out on
the field and was going crazy. It just felt so
good to win after losing six straight"

c

The UCLA alumni may be disappointed

to find out that it was not their presence that

was the real difference-maker in the game.

Sure the crowd awoke from a season-long

slumber just in time to remember tliat foot-

ball games could be fun after all. And a

sparse gathering of 42.529 must have
appeared to be twice that to the diminutive

Abrams when the win-starved fans howled

in delight after the missed kick.

But the real homecoming occurred when
the Bruins' received significant returns from

a group of players that had quite literally

become ghosts this season, having disap-

peared after being critical elements of a Pac-

1 Championship team last year.

James Milliner evoked a sense of nostal-

gia when he busted loose up the left sideline

See UCLA, page 33

Indiana holds off
Hoosiers defeat

Bruins, 2-0, in

MetLife Classic
By Tim Costner
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's soccer team
lost on North Soccer Field for the

first time this season on Sunday, nothing

"We were playing a team that

has eight seniors and we're play-

ing a game without Adam Frye
and without Eddie Lewis,"
UCLA head coach Sigi Schmid
said. "We were a little in awe of
(Indiana) in the first half."

The Hoosiers (17-2 overall)

outshot the Bruins (15-2) five to

three in the first 45 minutes, and
led in the corner kick total five to

falling, 2-0, to Indiana in the final

game of the UCLA/adidas
MetLife Classic.

The Bruins - No. 4 in the
nation - were poised to make a

Indiana converted one of those

corner kicks into the first goal of
the game when midfielder Joel

Shanker connected with fellow
midfielder Todd Yeagley, who

AUDREY LEE/Daily Brum

UCLA'S Frankle Hejduk (left), was named th& MetLife Classic
tournament MVP for defense.

move to No. 1 with a victory over headed the ball to the far post in

the top-ranked Hoosiers, but ulti- the 36th minute,
mately failed to create the oppor- The Bruins, on the other hand,
tunities that they needed to score not only failed to convert on their

goals. corner kicks - they only had one

. soccer
the entire game.
"We want to get to the endline

more and get more corners,"
Schmid said. "Unfortunately we
didn't do a good job getting to

the endline. We didn't get the ball

to Joe Christie enough - the only

impact he had on the game was
on his free kicks."

But Indiana had even more
impact with its free kicks, taking

the game out of the Bruins' hands
in the 64th minute as Brian
Maisonneuve headed a free kick

off of UCLA's Brian Woolfolk to

give the Hoosiers an insurance
goal.

"I thought in the second half

we were unlucky to take a goal,"

Schmid said. "The guy had a

See M. tOCC^t page 35

There's a first timl
for everything
The bird-ranked UCLA womeii's volleyball

went to the Pacific Northwest ro play the

Washington schools in a pair of Pac-10
matches. Head coach Andy Banachowski's
Bruins have never to lost to the Washington'
schcwls before.

r

^
See page 34
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8.50
PIZZA w/
Free Lltor
of Soda

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

8.50

11/t4/«4

LARGE
\ PIZZA w/
} Free Liter
of Soda

TWQ.TOPPINQS
TAX INCLUDED

8.50

Exp.. 11/14 94

LARGE
Kll **'ZZA w/
^^J Free Liter

of Soda
TWO TOPPINGS
-TAX INCLUDED

208-8671
Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

p^CUPANDSAVE'

208-8671
^ Offer good only with this coupon,

one couppn per pizza.
*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

p^CUPANDSAVE!
208-8671

Offer good only with this coupon,

one coupon per pizza.
*

_: ^ Limit 3 pizzas per address.
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W e y b u r n
(310) 208-8049
(310) 208-0960

rsTsbTscQUN""''
I OFF ANY $60 CHEMICAL WORK
I Need ccDupon for discount

"Mon-Fri. 9:00 a.m- 10:00 p.m
Saturday 9:00 a.m - 8:00 p.m
Sunday 10:00a. m- 5:00 p.m.

Don 't be embarrassed!
Try our all new ^^^^^

« •Quarter Chicken
• One side (M:da'

• Jack's Moimtain Bread

•Soft Drink whh refills Whie meatWean

Only...

$3.99

"^.

^ ^tisserie
Chicken from-the-fl^mes

50% Less Fat
40C extra

*"»^

^^^^^
•HalfCliicken
• One side (»tier

• Jaclc's Mountain Bread

•Soft Drink with refills

Onbr...

$4.99
//•('(' L()C(tl Delivery

3/0 20,S/456
\\i ihni I! \\ ( , Ui n/h ('(I,

I

/, //;v V t,, ml Hi inn I lit <(7/(

HdPpy loiioweei* *»^«n ifeie<*'*
->-.

SCHWINN MOUNTAIN
BIKE
18spd.

Shimano components
$29999

Reg. $600

1/1
CANNONDALE

M300
Made in the iJSA
Aluminum Frame
Shimano 18 speed

$389 99

Reg. 490

n
SCHWINN CRISSCROSS

18 spd. Hybrid
Stainless Steel Spokes

Perfect for campus cruising
$19999

Reg. $415

4
TREK 1995
8CKD SPORT
un entry level
Mountain Bike

$219^9
Reg. $500

Open Every uay

6 Months Interest Free Financing (OAC)

BICYCLES CLOTHING ACCESSORIES HELMETS

Taking good care of people
and their bikes since 1916

iflarina del Rey
2472 Lincoln Blvd.

310 506 7845

Manhaccan Beacli
1570-C Rosecrans Ave.

310 645 9140

••Cmioocl viiiaae
1071 Cayley Ave.
510 208 8988

Saiwa Monica
Broadway at 26th
510 8291856

FREE
Helen's

Water Bottle
& Power Bar

With any Helen's Cycles
Purchase (mln $15)

50%
OFF

U-LOCk
With any

Helen's Bicycle Purchase
(nnin $199"^

$10
OFF

Any Helmet
Wiith any

Helen's Bicycle Purchase
(min $199^^" I

-^*
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EACH CAPPUGCiNt
OR LATTE
w/ this coupon

exp. 11/30/94

''WEST I . A . dOF F E E , FOOD, & ART
117 6*^9 SANTA MONICA BIVD. |310| 473-6135

Openeverydoyondeverynlghi
' "a Two block* WejtolBorringlon Ave

Plenty ol parking ai rear

.« ? 8 ^
5

rds^rilllllllilly_ltlilliiil5lllliiJiis

FASTFREE DELIVERY!

• 60 oz. pitcher of beer only $2,99
• Three kinds of crusts at the same
price: thin, hand tossed classic, or

our new Pan Pizza Crust

BRUIN DEAL MEAL
You get 2 slices of pizza & all you
can drink bar, plus your choice of:

• garden salad or ^«*l.. Ct ^^ ACS
• 1/2 order ofMojos or Q 11 1V N> < l-u£
• pizza breadsticks ^ ^^

Dine in. Carry out

A great pizza and a
great deal more

Double Special

2 medium one
topping pizzas

only S'fl^

•Larg^ PIzzaf
Any large pi z>^a up \jb ii

, . toppings of vorir

choice

only $Qi2S

Combination^

Any medium one

topping pizza, 5

pieces of chicken, or

1/2 H). of shrin^),

plus mojo potatoes.

only SflsSS

1lj4 Gayley Westwood

Sun-HuBSll-iam Fri&Sat11-2ani

Call to reserve Shakey's room up stairs- It's freel

*^

Sikiakeys. g 824-41 1 1s
»,i-

>.
*.
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I On second s^wich or pizza ofequal or lesser value. Not valid
witfi odier discounts or coupons. '

PREFERRED PAGERS

SWITCH YOUR EXISTING PAGER '2' USI

DISCOUNTS ON NEW MOTOROLA PAGERS
VOICE MAIL TOOl

WE GIVE TRADE-IN'' CREDIT ON YOUR OLD PAGER

WE DEUVER' PHONE ORDERS* CREDIT CARD

$5 .

w

I

I

a month

FREE PAGER AIRTIME TO
A GOBIii:

XN NOVEMBER
Coupon valid ihru 1 1 -6-94 for new November activations|V-oupon vuiia mru i i -o-r^ ror new i^iovemoer acnvanons "^

-——^^ iudent uuupon —i^^— —i——-^—^^-^—^— w-

That's rigtit, just bring in ttiis coupon anytime ttiis week and get a
whopping 20 OZ- fountain coke

or your choice of any of our other fountain sodas — for only a nickel!
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Dr. Pepper or Minute Maid Orange - for 5<p*

/",
Village
xpressmartFOODSTOR

10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley (next to Shell)

*5<t; sodas available thru Nov. 6, 1 994 with this coupon
1 coupon per person

——^^ ,rudent Coupon ^^—^—

Open 24 Hours

Free Parking

In-Store ATM
UCLA Student I.D. or Reg. Card required

at

e
a
(P

3

o
o
c
-o
o
3

I

I

'J

»S Wl ^B

Simply the Best Pizza at the Lowest
1 1 36 WFSTWOOCMRI VO
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Camera & Video MON-FRI 9-7
^*'***=*^^ SAT 9:30-6

SUN/ 11 -4

'estwoodBIvil-SI 0-208-51 50^

Just Soutti of UCLA in Westwood Village ?

FREE VALIDATED PARKING in lots behind store L.

fiiet:^ FRF*
lioi«> 7%lljiii

I

a7=:5^

NUMEROUNO
"V w

Pizza Pasta
& More

1077 Broxton Avenue

"Ont Dilc

r.,.i<K»!"

H<ww» Snn-Mon ll;0OMii-llK)Opm Fri&S«tll:00a«-l;00am

Phone: (310) 208-5070 FAXt (310) 208-1 139

fUEEDEUYElY

$5 Off Large
Slaughterhouse

TM> oOer may nM be avrtrtHe for <MwBiy ai MmB kxaflons.

No< valkl vrtti trqr otier ooupcn or dkoomi.

v&Hd Through n/3(yo4

Large Cheese
Pizza $6.0D/
2 for $10.90
CARRY OUT ONLY

IMe ofcr may not be avatabto tar deilv«fy ai aome locaNona.

NM vald Mrtti «iy o4her otx^on or dtooouM.

vuidThroMgh
ll/3(yD4

Large Pizza for
a Medium
Charge

This oOer may not be avaiiMe for delivery at some
Not vald witi «iy otwr ooupan cr dKXJum

VaUd Through I i/3(yo4

T^

1 Medium Specialty
Pizza $10.99/
2 for $14.99

This offer may not be avaMoie for ileHvery at

Not vald wtti «iy otMr ooupon or

Valid Through
11/30^04

aome locanora.

«-

West L.A. IHOP
2912 Sepulveda Blvd. • 478-40-

with

your

student

or staff ID

Good M-F anytime, Sat, Sun & Holidays after 4pm.
Not good with any other prorrvDtions or discounts.

%^^w

BURGER SPECIALS

/ Cheese Burger Combo $3.24+ tax

«

2 Turkey Burger $3.69+ tax

3 Teriyaki Burger $3.99+ tax

4 BBQ Bacon Burger $4.75+ tax

SANDWICH SPECIALS

/ Steak Sandwich Combo ^5.25f tax

2 Pastrami Sandwich ^5.25+ tax

^Teriyaki Chicken Sandwich $5.25+ tax

4 Hot Bogger Special $2.79+ tax

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

2 eggs any style, bacon, hash
browns and toast

$

imm lSU+ 1^

All of our Burger and Sandwich Special^ come with

All You Can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit 10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village

208-2424

^There's no place like Headlines."

miQpDii

BUY ANY SANDWICH, RECEIVE A FREE DRINK!
^

g.M««M«»a....WM« J£%^i^£^^J(^M»..««..aB..~««Ma«»-*«»M«««-WWm+
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pizzAvsm
^
07-5900 18"

I

I

at cheese available upon request.

(it^shuge!)

FASTAND FREE DELIVERY

11628 SAJm MONICA BLVD.

SUS-THJJRS 11-12AM
FR1&SAT11-2AM

'

15"J.arge Pizza

,

2 Toppings only $8.99

AddSlandmakeitanEx-LofgelS'

15" Large 2 Topping Pizza

plus Garlic Bread and

2 Cokes only $9.99

AddSlandmokeilonEx-LorgelS'

IB" X-LARGE $12.99

All the toppings your heart desires

FREE 6-pdck of Coke

$199 lOfiece

Chicken Hot Wings

andFries

w/order of pizza

« 'i

I

I

I

I

.J

h' 'UHA ^

\ l#
1860WESTWOOD
SANTA MONICA
(310)470-7926

1 095 BROXrON
WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310)824-2255

OFF
CD'S
30 1 5 WILSHIRE

(3 1 0)453-7874

$3.0a OFF YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC
This coupon is good tor $3.00 OFF any non-

sale priced compact disc or cassette regularly

priced at $10.99 or above. Only one coupon

can be used per visit. Excludes sale and used

product. Coupon cannot be used in >

conjunction with any other offer. Not

redeemable for cash.

Offer expires

10/28/94.

redeemable only at 1095

Broxton Westwood Village

and 1860 Westwood Blvd.

«M-; ^ « #

r,-^ ••' s- ,.iV ^. ' .* i^ ii^ Siii,

1

I

I

I

i: t'-

208-8048 • Westwood Village • 10916 Kinross Ave

^

Buy One, Get One
[

Any Frozen Yogurt Sundae.

I

I

I

I

I

Exp. 11/3/94. Not goocTwhh other discounts |

WE DELIVERS ''"^^•.^Opr^ I

"lACU-MMUNITV I

I

•^r'

' t ^ i

I'^r

nil HAIR CU I ':

You don't have to go to great lengths to get a great haircut. Just come to Supercuts. We're open for

business seven days a week and you never need an appointment. What's more, every Supercuts stylist

receives extensive ongoing education unparalleled in the category.

So tell us, how do you want your hair cut?

SUPBiCUTS

SUPERCUT
$9^00 «

with this coupon
regularly $10

expires 11/30/94

1650 Westwood Blvd.
,

(between Santa Monica Blvd. and Wilahire)

(310)470-1558 M-F8-9 Sat. 8-7 Sun. 10-5

Longest Tradition in Westwood
»

Sofxjwiches your mother opproves. Homemade'
quality w/o the wait. Pro-health, pro-energy.

GIANT SUBMARINES
1 0968 Le Conre Ave
"between Gioyley ond Ofoxroo

206-71 71

Footlong Sub,
Potato Chips,

and All

You Can Drinl<

r-
I

I

I

I

60oz. Pitchers

$2.50

50 cents OFF
Any Small

Sepi's w/cpn

SLOOOff
Any Large

Sepi's w/cpn

^
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Get your

burger's worth

student Whopper
Special

900 Westvi^ood Blvd.

208^6781
/^

\-

t f

Student Chicken

Special

$1.00 Off

Delivery
BURGER
KING

Whopper, Medium fries, &
Medium Drink

$2.49

BURGER
KING

Westwood & Le Conte
After 4pm w/ UCLA

Student I.D.

I 1

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

Chicken Sandwich, Medium
Fries, & Medium Drink

$2.99

Westwood & Le Conte
After 4pm w/UCLA

Student I.D.

BURGER
KING

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

Minimum Order $10.00
" 208-6781

Westwood &. Le Conte
w/UCLA Student LD.

I «t^^ft3[ Mm
Villi MINU

^ J-

^v.

.g^
v^:

i.*\. -

m

%\\^ i*«t
4.

-''
c ^^^

•o

Buy $1 and recieve a free liter of Pepsi/Diet Pepsi

(while supplies last) WE DELIVER: 208-8880
1133 Westwood Blvd. 101-A, Westwood (Between Kinross and Lindbrook)

* ^

i I -
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DOMINO'S

DEtlVERSl

^i24^000

2 medium

2 itemmm
only

2 Sodas + tax
Exp. 11/30/94

_^j

ij*!',-i'ii.

Sandwiches 'Salads • Catering

We didn't invent

sandwiches.

We just perfected
tliem.

r ""
""praTnTed time only: |

I

For a
"'"•j^^^.cH AND A

BUV ANY SANDWICH^
, ^ MEDIUM SIZE DWNK^ AND

%
O^^--vr:ErOB3.ST9«0

,1 .30-9*

I

t

I

I

Offer expires

^-"•"-l^n^reSJr
one coupon per v

I

I

I

\

I

\

Westwood. CA90^*^^J

r"!
. - THE GIFT OF SAFETY FOR: YOUR BEST

GAL, YOUR BEST PAL, YOUR MOM, YOUR KID BROTHER, YOURSELF
• LOUDEST LEGALALARM- 130 SCREAMING db ^

• CLIPS TO BELT, PURSE, SWEATS
. LIGHT WT. PAGER STYLE W/ RIPCORD + PANIC BUTTONf

• FREE TRAVEL DOOR/WINDOWALARM
• $24.95+ TAX $3.00 S&H VISA/MC
PEARLMEDIA 1 1039 ACAMA ST. STUDIO CITY 91602 ^^00-699-1440

4

Good-bye greasy kid stuff. Get a real meal at

Subway. Get a big. meaty 6" or footlong Subway
sub made fresh, one at a time with the free fixin's -.j^

you choose. Who needs greasy burgers? Try a

fresh Subway sub.

1151 Westwood Blvd.

(310)208-7774

"1

'^

'

r

Buy any regular

sub and receive

^ a 2nd sub
(of equal or lesser value)

FREE!

/^f)en J.4- Hmirsl
r>

I
not valid w/ any odier offer. 1 coupon per person per visit.

I ..

»«*
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Buy, Sell & Trade*New & Used CDs,Cassettes,Vinyl
Mta^ ^^^^ -^^^ Ji^A' ^^^M ^^^_ ^^^^ . ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ .

^"
_ V. »

_ _

CBfl y OUR CD'S ARE
PRICED SO LOW,

SILENCE
SEEMS EXPENSIVE
1«22 VENTURA BLVO-SHERMAN OAKS^B 1 8)990-2970 • 6563 TOPANGACANYWfCANOGA PARK-(818)683-2113

3731 E. CaORAOO BLVD-PASA0ENA-(81 8)793-3475 • 5255 BEACH BLVO-WESTMINSTEfl^ 14)897-2799

2114 WILSHIRE BLVD-SANTAMONKX310)828-2887 9800 HAmHOflNE BLV[>TORRANC£-(310)542-1452

1835 NEWPORT BLVD A-104-COSTAMESA-(714)63M711 >* MiV nn w*^ TX

20% Off Food and Beverages

JUQOi

^d at P

Johnny Rockets
ini Ave, * ^

(310

QOOQQQOQQQO

"bead CLl,»
\/\/hether you w^cinf to thro\^ the greatest
party or sfo>encl the day creating unigue

je^^elry, sA/e're the place ta b»eacH
^Vc Qffetr;
• C>\/er 2, OOO styles of heads • Je\A/elry parts & tools
• Sterling sil\^er & gold filled • Beginning S, ad\^anced classes
• Books - Gifts - Craft kits - Fimo
• Group parties in our room or in your house
• Assistance & instruction hy Our talented staff

1067 Broxton - Westwood Village 209-2323 Open 7 Days
Mon-Thur 1 la.m.-9p.m. Fii-Sat 1 1a.m.- 1 1p.m. Sun 12a.m.-7p.m

OOpQQQ i

sizzler
.922 Gayl6y Ave. f"'"
Westwood Village

208-6788 -
'

^l_2l

t

i

I

I

I

The WESTWOOD SIZZLER'S

$4.99 BRUIN DEAL

-:^ i

I
Steak pKjj^i

your choice 01

Here are all the excuses you
i

need to eat out. ^

our Bu.itel Court winch i

I
. tresh liuit and salad bar, Hot
losiada, soup, and beve-

'

:()/«>•? VV
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GREAT JO •1 II

So many computer problems and we're still #1

Thank you so much to:

Julie and the Internal Gang

Liz, Mike, and the T^pog Crew

Beth and the Accounting Staff

Matea and the Editorial Poets

Clement and the Creative Geniuses

Arvli, Grace, AUie, Sally,

and special thanks to Susan G.

!

L

And the External Sharks:'.
Dan Binn

Jenifer Brant
Brian Bruskrud
Naomi Cooper

IVfatt Damejlio
D^^ain Davis

Pete Gielniak
IVIerri Goldberg

Tyson Harper
Bruce Kember

Ron IMehrens
Chris IVunes

IMatt Shapiro
Abdula Towfigh

rr: ^^"i<
iWiaMnil

ifi
Blue Cross
of California

HEALTH INSURANCE
BASIC HOSPITAL PLAN
LOS ANGELES COUNTY
Monthly Rates Effective 10/1/94

WELLPOI NT
Life Insurance Company

(©Registered Mark
of Blue Cross of

California

Blue Cross Assoc.

Age Subscriber
Single

Subscriber
& Spouse

Subscriber
& Child

Subscriber
& Family

1 -18 $25 - -

19-29 $32 $64 $48 $96

30-39 $40 $78 * $55 $112

40-49 $60 $119 $76 $152

50-59 $90 $179 $106 $211

60-64 $115 $229 $131 $260

11 #^ V C

sh Si

SFAGHEITINNJ

* UNGUiNE CON

CAUMARI

RJGATOrli

POLLO MARSAU

POLLO CAC^IATORE^^

^pumoni

CAUMARI FRini

PIZZA DEUA CASA

Italian Restaurant PIZZA PRIMAVERA
1 389 Westwood Blvd.

(3 blocks south of WHshire) jf^.

(310)479-3337 POLLOLIMONE

y

FREE ENTREE

ip^n:6-

SUY ONE ENTREE OR «>PETIZER

AND

SPUMONI APPETIZER get one rem of equal or iesser value free
(MiatM(hM,«*twll«M.mti»<«irMI^(irMHtr*Mf)

WE DEUVERl

($10 MINIMUM)
sP.

if s Sis

^'
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BACK TO SCHOOL STUDENT AND FACULTY DISCOUNTS

ATTENTIOIM TOYOTA OWNERS

Only 7 miles from northeast corner of campus. |^M|NI MINOR SiRVICE

TUNE-UP
SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Replace spark plugs

• Replace points

(as applicable)

• Replace condenser

(as applicable)

• Set point dwell

• Adjust engine idle

• Set timing

• Road test

• Analysis of all other

tune related needs

plus tax

Cars without electronic ignition

slightly higher Platinum plugs

extra, 6 cylinder htgher.

Must present coupon wtien order is wrltteit

Toyotas Only E«p»es 1 1 30-»4

BRAKE REPAIR

SUPER

SPECIAL

20 % discount

on all brake lining

replacenfients.

Includes machining

or replacing drums

or rotors and

overhauling wheel

cylinders.

BRAKE LINING

REPLACEMENT

*Plus $20.00 OFF after

mail-in-rebate.

Must Dimwl coupon witen order is wrttlMi

FRONT END

ALIGNMENT OR

WHEEL BALANCE

SPECIAL

INCLUDES:

• Set caster

(when applicable)

• Set canfiber/toe in

,• Center steering wheel

OR

• Balance all four wheels

• Inspect Brakes k^:
• Rotate all tires FREE'

plus tax

Cars with mag & wire

wheels slightly higher.

Must present coupon wti«n order is wrttten

Toyoas Only txpires 11-30-iM

I i

on all factory mufflers, sliocks

and struts and receive a

FREE LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Receive a FREE LIFETIME

GUARANTEE on any muffler.

Shock Absorber, Strut or Inserts

purchased from and installed by

Hollywood Toyota's service

department, plus

15% OFF on parts and labor on

this introductory offer.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

MiMrs • fxteusl Pipes • SAociks • SMs

Toyota mufflers, exhaust pipes,

shocks, struts and strut cartridges are

guaranteed to the original purchaser

for the lite of the vehicle when

installed by an authorized Toyota

dealer See us for details.

REGULAR PRICE

Must prMinl ciMpon when order IS wmwi
To»0>l» Owlir tuptres 1 1 30-M

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

SERVICE
SPECIAL

Most extended warranties require this

service from every 15,000 miles or 18

months to keep warranty valid.

INCLUDES:

• Drain fluid

• Remove transmission pan

• Clean transmission pan &
screen

• Inspect exposed areas of

transmission for wear

• Replace transtriission

t>an gasket & reinstall pan

•-Refill with quality '

transmission fluid

• Advise on condition

of transmission

^0
plus tax

and hazardous

waste disposal fee

Must present coupon wlien order Is written.

Toyotas Only ixQiiK 11-3(H4

CLUTCH
ASSEMBLY

REPLACEMENT
SPECIAL

INCLUDES REPLACEMENT OF:

• Clutch pressure plate

• Clutch disc

• Throwout bearing

• Pilot Bearing

(when applicable)

We will discount parts

& labor 20% on both

new and

remanufactured clutch

assembly components

off our regular price.

r

nnn- nrr

REGULAR PRICE

MmIMmt coupon wtwt ordv ti viHliA.

FUEL INJECTION

SERVICE

Keep your vehicle at peak

performance. Let us

schedule you for a Fuel

Injection Service today.

Can improve performance

and mileage.

INCLUDES:

• Pressure cleaning

of fuel injectors,'

1 Visual inspection of

EFI system

$5"
plus tax

?

Must present coupon when order is

loyote Only Expires 1 1 -3^94

TIMING

BELT

REPLACEMENT

Factory recommends

replacement every

60.000 miles

INCLUDES:

• Replace timing belt

• Inspect and adjust

drive belts

• Inspect engine crank seal

• Inspect and advise on

condition of idler bearings

$13986^ "^^^
plus tax

Twin CAM/FWD/V-6
additional when applicable

t pment couiiofi wNn order li wtten.

The Best Toyota Service in L.A.
'7ofz 2t<<^li/4t S(-^<J4tJ4i 2/a** dc.*^ '/t<*^

- V-—

RECOMMENuCU even I o Mun ino un o,/ ;hj rviiLCO-"niuncvcn uv/nncvj i inoi

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL

•Change Oil • Adjust Tire Pressure
• Change Oil Filter • Inspect Tire Condition

^ Lubricate Chassis • Inspect Front & Rear Brakes
• Inspect belts & hoses

INSPECT AND BRING TO SPECIFICATION THE
FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:

• Battery • Transmission
• Differential •Coolant >
• Power Steering • Bralce/Clutch/Master Cylinder

"SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

$1795
phKtBC

wdhrardousMKt
disposal iee

'LandCruisefS

addttknH

I

Wlteel balance & ikonflient iliouW be done periodially, but H is not part o( this service.

L»id Cruieera e«lfi Musi present coupon wtien order Is written Toyotas Oi<y. Expiret 11-30-94.

RECOW, .VERY6ll/IOf«THSOR7.500M. .1ES FIRST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL.

• Change Oil • Rotate Tires |tt Af% ^'f
• Change Oil Filter • Lubricate Chassis TlkU^
• Clean 4 Adjust Bralas (when applicable) ^^^^-^* piustm

INSPtCTAHO BRING TO SPKIflCATION THE FaiOWINGaUDLIVaS:
5S)0S?l2?"

***"

•Battery •Transmission • Power Steering -und cruisers
• Ditferentjik • Coolant • Braice/Clutch/Master Cylinder additional

IMSPECT Alio ASSESS CONOfTtOW OF THE fOlOWING CWTICAL SAfETY COMPONEKTS Of YOUfl VEHICLE

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absortwr System • Belts 4 Hoses

AbJUST ANDAMJ.VIBIFY THE FOLLOWING. • Tires ^flfe Pressure
• Emergency Brake

"SERVICE WHILE YOU WAir
Wtiari biianoe ft aUgnnient should be done pertodica*y. but It is not part of this service.

land Cniiien extra. Must present coupon when order is wrUten Toyotas Only Ejpires 11-30^.

I «/,VW TillriLvvmi^r^i.niL/i.L' uvuin it it»wi« 1 1 iv

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL PERFORM.

$11
• Tune Motor
• Rotate Tires
• Lubricate Chassis

• Scope 4 Adjust Engine
• Inspect Emission Controls
• Adjust Carburetor Idle* non-EFI
• Replace Fuel Filter* non-EFI
• Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mixture*

plus tax

and tazardous waste

disposal lee

'Land Cruisers

additional

•Change Oil

• Change Oil Filter

• Clean 4 Adjust Brakes

(when applk^able)

• Replace Air Filter

• Inspect Belts 4 Hoses
• Replace Spark Plugs*
• Servk^ Battery
• Set Timing

HsracTMBMM TO SPEcncATioN THE FouowMS amo mas:
•Battery • Transmisswn • Power Steering

• Differential • Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

MPECT MB ASSOt COinmOH OF THE roUJIWINC CftmCAL UFHY COtVONEMn OF YOUR VEMCU

• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Belts 4 Hoses

AOJUSTAiNVOR VHIFY THE FOLLOWINQ:
• Emergen(iy Brake • Tires 4 Tire Pressure

6 Cylinders. EFI. plaimum plugs, non-alectranic i^ilion and diesel higher Valve adiustment additional*.

When applicable

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE
Wlieel biianGt a rigmnant siwuM be done periodlca«y. but H Is noi part of this service.

Must present coupon whew order Is written Toyotas Only En)ires 1130-94

MAJDR SERVIC
RECOMMfcNutO fcVfcHV 2 VtAHS OR 30,000 MiLtS-AHlCHfcVfcR COMES RRST.

OUR SERVICE EXCELLENCE TEAM WILL PERFORM...

• Change Oil

• Change Oil FHter
• Clean 4 Adjust Brakes

(wtten applKable)
• Replace Air Filter

• Inspect Belts 4 Hoses
• Replace Spark Plugs*
• ServKe Battery
• Set Timing
• Replace Transmission Fluid

standard only)
• Replace Differential Fluid

• Pressure test Cooling System
4 Assess System Operatton

Replace Coolant

• Tune Motor
• Rotate Tires
• Lubrk:ate Chassis

•Scope 4 Adjust Engine
• Inspect EmisskMt Controls
• Adjust Carburetor Idle* non-EFI
• Replace Fuel Filter* non-EFI
• Adjust Carburetor Air/Fuel Mixture

95
plus tax

•ndhiivdOMi
dtspoHlIn

'LandCnilMra

• Adjust V-drive Belts
> Inspect 4 Assess Emissk)n

Control System Operation
> Check 4 Reset Oxygen Sensor*
> Road Test 4 Personally

Advise you of the Results

of tills Most Vital Servk»• Inspect Hoses

MfOTAM MMN TO IKCmOmOH TW POUOWMS aUB UVaS:
• Battery • Transmlsston • Power Steering
• Differential • Coolant • Brake/Clutch/Master Cylinder

MPKT«« Anas cowmoa OF TW FouowNM cwncALMFm coHPONoiTi OF TOUR veacu
• Exhaust System • Steering System • Shock Absorber System • Beits 4 Hoses

ADJUST AMVOH VEHIFT THE FOLLOWtM;
• Emergertcy Brake • Tires 4 Tire Pressure

I^CylUdail, EFIj pWwuw plugs non-elect>onlc ignition and diesel higher Vahie admstmant addidaiiil'.

AMtOMMHcTrawMMon. Wheel Bearing fkpeck. and 4x4 Trucks AddlMnal'

FREE LOCAL SHUHLE SERVICE
balance ( algnmeM
Must prsMni coupon when

be done pertodlcaKy, but K is not part ot tMa aer^Hce.

crtariawrtnen TiayotasOniy E]^lns11-30<4.

These services in most cases meet or exceed factory .

recommendations and may not in total be required to meet
your manufacturer warranty.

r>—r

—

TOYOTA
6000 F^eLiYWOOD BLVft 213-467-B161 'x971

AtGOWER ^^ ^/

PARTS HOURS SERVICE HOURS
Mon - Fri: 8 am - 7 pm Mon - Fri: 7 mm - 7 pm

Sot: 8 am ^ 5 pm Sot: 7:30 wn - 5 pm (By Appointmant)

PARTS &
SERVICE
*7 love whatyou dofor me"

®TOYOTA

1

/

'^

eo

/^
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Association for Information and image INanagement

1 1 00 Wayne Avenue, Suite 1 1 00
Silver Spring. Maryland 20910

301/587-8202
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END OF REEL

PLEASE REWIND

UCL^ Library Reprographic Service
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